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.

,

.

.

152

219

,

157,158,159: 160

Northwestern Electric

"L" Road

Project in Chicaco,

The

^:

185

Northwestern Electrical Association
5' 3S, 39> 40, 4I) 43. 44> 45- 55>

56,62, 6^,

Ohio State Tramway Association, Convention of
Ohio Trolley, The. Illustrated
Oil Fuel at the World's Fair

the.

A

6g
164
Si
15

Ornamental Electric Light Standard. Illustrated ....
Owens, Prof. R. B. (Test of Closed Coil Arc Dynamo.

307

Mather Electric Company, Slow Speed Motor

12S,

9,

Elevated Electric Railway, Chicago, En-

Ordinance,

228
226
210
164

125

123

261

Rock, Ark., Destruction of the City Lighting
Plant at. Illustrated
115
Liverpool Overhead Railway, Earnings of the
97
Locomotives, Electric
141
Locomotive, Forty-ton Electric. Illustrated
1 16
Locomotive in a Factory, Storage Battery.
Illustrated
195, 196
London, Electrical Banquet in
14
London, Overhead Trolley Line for
2S7, 2S8

Illustrated

124,

Eustace Oxley

Illustrated

312

Little

trated

Specialties.

the

for

Power.

Legal Rights of Purchasers of sii Electric Plant
199
Leonard & Co., Voluntary Receivership for H. Ward. iiS
Lewis Gas Engine. Illustrated
227
Lighting Plant of the Cook County Hospital.
Illustrated
2ig
Lighting Plant of the Leland Hotel, Chicago. Illus-

of Electrolytes)
C.

Metropolitan
Metropolitan
gine and
Metropolitan

273

Laws, Frank A., S. B, (.Apparatus for the Measurement of Coefficients of Self-induction and the Investigation of the Phenomena of Alternating Cur-

McMynn, John

Resor, B. S,
Illustrated
Meters, Notes on Recording.

(Franklin

Pettit,

Institute).

Set.

Electric Current for Domestic and
Other LIses. Illustrated
25, 26, 27, 28,
29
Meter, Scheefer's Recording Watt. Illustrated
191
Meter, Portable Alternaung Current.
Illustrated....
Meter for Alternat;ng Current, Duncan. By W. M.

Motorman,

Lamp, Ornamental Electric Hanging. Illustrated
304
Langton, John (On Multiple Series Control of Motors
.

14,

Measurement of

Illustrated
Responsibilities of a

uipment of Electrical Engineering.
(Society for the Promotion of

C. Jackson.

McCuUoch,

Incandescent Lamps,
Efficiency of.

275, 276

King Annunciator, New.

rents.

Il-

in the

loi
in Electrical

Engineering)
Keuka Lightning

Law

II-

215

Company, Affairs of the
Generator, Improved Mather Multipolar.

Illustrated

Kansas, Municipal Lighting Plants in
Kennedy, Rankin. (Theory and Practice

6g
the.

'.

273
257

on Small Electric Railways)

29S
6g

Illustrated

General Electric Company, Induction Motor of

(Franklin

Kalamazoo Insane Asylum, Distribution of Light, Heat
and Power at the. Illustrated, .267, 268, 269, 270, 271

Illus-

trated

85

Jack-knife and Motor Switches.
Illustrated
227
(The Corrosion of Iron Pipes by the
Jackson, D. C.
Action of Electric Railway Currents)
65,67
Jackson, D. C.
(The Equipment for Electrical Engineering Laboratories)
103, 104
10
Johnson Electric Alarm Cash Drawer. Illustrated
Julien, Edmond, Death of
41

141

Illustrated
General Electric Company's Switchboards.
General Electric Company's Alternating Fan Motor

64

in

An Attractive. Illustrated
The Law of. By Horace Petlit.

Institute)

.

227
273
2S0

.

Plant,

Invention,

,

Gambler's Defense, Electricity as a
Gas Engine, Lewis. Illustrated
Gas and Steam Engine Plant, Combined
Gas as an Illuminant. Ey Foree Bain
Gas Fixture Attachment and Socket Hooks.

.

Measurement of the Resistance ofElectrolytes. By F. J.
A. McKittrick. (Nova Scotia Institute of Science).

Drastic

98

Illustrated)
80
79,
Oxley, Eustace.
(Notes on Recording Meters)
Ozone for the Treatment of Disease, Electrical Production of.
Illustrated
255

Proposed
Packard X'acuum Pump.
Pacific Cable,

231

262

Illustrated

Page, A. D. (Incandescent Lamps: Their Use and
Abuse.
Illustrated)
39, 40,
Paranite Insulation is Made, How and Where.
Illustrated

Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent

1S9, 190

Declared Invalid, McArthur-Forrest
Decision, Important
Decision, Important
Litigation, Feeder and Main
Litigation,

249
.136,

137

269
226

More

171

Record, Illustrated Electrical (Issued in the
United States)
^
11, 12, 23, 24, 35,

36, 47, 48, 60, 71, 72, S3, 84, 95, 96, loS, 120, 132,
143, 144, 156, 168, 179, 180, 193, 194, 206, 218, 230,
242, 254, 265, 265, 277,278,289, 290,301,302, 311
Peculiar "Burn" of Carbons.
Illustrated
17
Pettit, Horace.
(The Law of Invention)
273
Phenomena Illustrated by Applied Hydraulics, Electrical.
Illustrated
99. 100,

Philadelphia Traction Company's Plant at PhiJadelphia, Large Stratton Separators for the.
illustrated
Philadelphia Traction Company's Report
274
Philadelphia, Trolley Parties Popular in
lOI
Phillips Insulated Wire Company, New Factory of the.
Illustrated
116
Pinolet, L. M.
(Alternating Current Motors)
163, 164
Plating in Chicago, Electricity .Applied to Power
Transmission and Metal. Illustrated
J, 2,
Populists' Idea of Government Telegraphs
Portable Alternating Current Meter. Illustrated,
Power Transmission and Metal Plating in Chicago,
,,

.

Electricity

Applied

Power House of the
t'-aled

St,

to.

Illustrated

,

.

i, 2,

Louis Union Station.

Illus-

133^

246^ D

Power Plant
ing and.

of Buchanan, Mich., Water Power, LightIllustrated
2oS, 2og

Power on the Erie Canal, Electric
219
Power in a Chicago Book-binding Establishment,
220, 221

Illustrated

Electric.

25S, 259
Power Plants, Accidents in. Illustrated
Power Transmission at Niagara Falls. Illustrated..
.

Sachs, Joseph.

303

By
Precipitation from Cyanide Solution, Electrical.
A. von Garnet. { Chemical and ^ Metallurgical
Society of South Africa)
Proctor-Raymond Electric Bells. Illustrated
Illustrated
Pulleys, Bliss Friction Clutch.
Pump Control, Automatic Electric. Illustrated
Pumping Station at San Antonio, Tex., Electrical.
Illustrated
(Resonance Analysis of AlterPupin, M. I., Ph. D.
Illustrated)
nating and Polyphase Currents.
28,

Purification

of Water,

Electrical.

29,31, 32,

249
275
177

247
73

33

98,

99

2,

3

Electrical

Queen & Co. Assignment
Queen & Co.'s Affairs

.

.

.

237, 238

Trac235

(Some

Salom, Pedro G.

Storage

Possibilities of the

Battery)

270, 271

San Antonio, Tex., Electric Pumping Station

Il-

at.

lustrated

73

San Francisco, Electric Lighting

in

45,

Sawyer Switchboard, The. Illustrated
Sayers, H. M.
(Preparation of Solution

33,
for

89

Scheefer's Recording Watt Meter. Illustrated
191
Scoville, Frank E.
(Municipal Plant at Austin, Tex.,
for Water, Light and Power. Illustrated). 135, 136, 137
Searchlights and Torpedoe*;, Electric
127
Shaw, Hon. Geoige B. Portrait
07
Shepardson, Prof. G. D.
(The Relations Between
Technical Schools and Electrical Industries).... 55
Shepardson, Prof. George B.
(Suggestions for an Index of Engineering Literature)
257, 25S
Shipboard, Electricity On: Its Present Position and

Future Development. By S. Dana Greene. Illus(Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers)

.

.

.244, 245, 246,

for.

Illustrated.

.

Racine Engine and Boiler Outfit. Illustrated
Railroads, Telephone Service on French
Railroad in Chicago to be Electrically Operated,
Another Elevated.
Railroads, Electricity on Elevated. By B. J. Arnold, 1S3,
Railway Ambulance of St. Louis. Electric Street
Railway Association, New York State Street
145,
Railway Association, Proposed Canadian Street
Railway Business, Improvement in
Railway Cars, Mail, Express and Freight Service on
(American
Street.
By Richard McCuUoch.
202,
Street Railway association)
Railway, Chicago, Power House of the Metropolitan
Eltvated Electric. Illustrated
Railway Circuits, Use of the Booster on Electric. By
Illustrated.
H. Vail and H. S. Wynkoop.
J.
210,
(American Street Railway association)
Railway Company, Th*" Electrical Expansion of the
Illustrated
Clement
C.
Smith.
Chicago City. By
1S2, 183, 184,

Railway Company, Victory for the Milwaukee
Railway Construction, Electric
Railway Contract, Important Chicago Electric,
I^aihvay Crossings, Signal for.

Street..

86
69
2
115

184
140
146
93
129

203
iSi

185
171

the

115

Railway Field, Views of Presidents of Steam Lines on

Railway Matters, Rochester

.

Railway, Metropolitan Elevated Electric
Railway Plant, The Ithaca Street. Illustrated.,

134
163

257

Railway Practice, American Electric
310, 3H
181, 1S2
Railway Project, Important Electric
Railway, Steam vs. Electricity on the
259
Railway Systems, Chicago, North and West Side Sur-

Illustrated.

185

Illustrated. ..222, 223
Railways in Chicago, Electric
295
129
Railways, Conduit Electric
Railways, On Multiple Series Control of Motors on
(Canadian
By John Langton.
Small Electric.

172
Electrical association)
208,209, 210
in the South, Electric
Beckley.
By J. N.
Railways, Transfers on Street.
220, 221
(American Street Railway association)
By E. C.
Railways, City and Suburban Electric.
association)
Railway
Street
(American
Foster.

Railways

221, 222

Rapid Transit in Boston
Rapid Transit Company for Boston
Rapid Transit for Cicero
Reactance, The Definition of.
nietz and Frederick Bedell.
Electrical Engineers)
Reactance, The Definition of.

(American

69,
,-^^4'

27
70
^^5

By

Charles P. Stein(American Institute of
257, 258

By Prof H.

J,

Ryan.

Institute of Electrical Engineers)

307
280

Receivership for the Great Western Company
199
Recovery, A Quick
Resonance Analysis of Alternating and Polyphase CurIllustrated.
rents.
By M. I. Pupin, Ph. D.
(American Institute of Electrical Engineers)
28, 29,31, 32,
33
Resonance Analysis for Alternating and Polyphase Cur(Discussion.

rents.

American

Institute of Elec-

297, 298
Resor, Wm.''M., B. S. (Duncan Meter for Alternating
122, 123,124, 125
Illustrated)
Current.
(Analysis of Electrolyzed Water
Rie^e, Joseph.
285. 2S6
Pipes)..
Roberts Slide Rule Wiring Calculator. Illustrated.
29S, 299
trical

Engineers)

.

.

134
Rochester Railway Matters
5^
Root Boiler. Improved. Illustrated
Rotary Magnetic Fields by a Single Alternating CurBy Ludwig Gutrent, On the Production of.

mann.
trical

Illustrated.

Engineers)

(American Institute of Elec3045 3^5

-

Roth & Eck Dynamo. Illuslrated
Rudd, Charles H., Condition of
Rudd, Charles PL, Resolutions upon the Death of
Rushmore Armature. Illustrated
Rushmore Arc Lamps. Illustrated
Ryan, Prof. H. J. (The Definition of Reactance)

184, 185

Illustrated

no, in,

109,

112,

"3
10

in

Practice.

Steering by Electricity.
Steinmetz, Charles P.
(The Definition of Reactance).

51

the
St.

St.

(Influence of

Candle

Power)

127
61

Storage Battery Contract, Important.70
Storage Battery Boat for the Erie Canal
70
Storage Battery Litigation
105, 117, 118, 1S4
Discussion.
Some.
Storage Battery Phenomena,

3o6, 307

250
69
149
9

45
307

of

Electrical

Engineers).

141,

151, 152,

Illustrated
Storage Battery, Light Weight.
Storage Batteries for Private House Lighting.

Engineers).

153
'54

Illus-

Illustrated

139,

Susquehanna Power Transmission
Sweet Automatic Limit Switch. Illustrated
164, 165
Swinton's Comments, Mr. (Theory and Practice in
Engineering)
Electrical
309
Illustrated
Switch, Self-locking Starting.
Illustrated
Switch, Large Ajax.
153,
Illustrated .,.164,
Switch, Sweet Automatic Limit.
Switch, Large & Twining Double Throw. Illustrated.
Illustrated
Switch, Large Capacity.
Illustrated.
Switch, Non-Arcing Automatic Car.
Illustrated
Switch, New Quick Break,
Illustrated
Switch, New England.
Switches, The W. S. Hill Electric Company's Heavy
Illustrated
Current.
Illustrated
Switches, Jack-knife and Motor.
Switchboard, Western Telephone Construction Com.

pany's.

Arc Lamp.

112, 113
Illustrated, .190, 191

Transmission
Plant with
Power Motor, Large
Torpedo, Lieut. Halpin's
Torpedoes, Electric Searchlights and
Traction, Storage Batteries for Electric,

400

Plorse

288
307
127

By Pedro G.

Salom
235
Traction, Electric
3fi
Transfers on Street Railways,
By J. N. Beckley.
(American Street Railway association)
220,
Transmission Plant with 400 Horse Power Motor,
Large Three-phase
288
Transmission and Metal Plating in Chicago, Electricity Applied to Power.
Illustrated
1,2,
Transmission of Power with Two-phase Currents, ElecIllustrated

Transmission and

74,

71;,

,

,

Illustrated

Switchboard, The Sawyer.
Illustrated
33,
Switchboards, General Electric Company's. Illustrated.

76,

10

IS4
165
176

227
240
287
29S

Transmission from Laucherthal to Sigmaringen, Ger
many. Electric Power. Illustrated. .170, 171, 172,
Tri-phase Electric Fan, A.
Illustrated
80,
Trolley Agitation in Chicago
Trolley Devices, Anderson, Illustrated
Trolley liarp and Wheel.
Illustrated
Trolley, Hewitt's Conduit Railway. Illustrated. .222,
Trolley in Brooklyn, The
Trolley in Chemnitz, Saxony, The
Trolley in Chicago, The,
274,
Trolley Line for London, Overhead
287,
Trolley Lines, Chicago South Side
Trolley Parties Popular in Philadelphia
'.
Trolley System, Extensive
.'

165

57
275

288
10
lOI

228

".

more

New Double Discharge. Illustrated
Two-phase Plant, A Western. Illustrated
Turbine,

Underground Wires

in

'.".'.

304
214

,,[[

Boston

Underwriters' Recent Rules Covering the Use 01500
Volt Fuses, A Review of the. By Walter E. Harrington.

Unipolar

Illuslrated
201,
for Electric Light and Power.'lliusDiscussion. (American Institute of Elec-

Dynamo

trated.^
trical

Engineers)

Vail, J. H.
Circuits.

(Use of the Booster

213

214

Railway

in Electric

Illustrated)
Bell. Illustrated

210
211
"
154
'

Varley Bug-proof

_

Vestibule Law Held to be Constitutional, Minnesota.'
Views of Presidents of Steam Lines on Electricity in 97
the Railway Field
210
Virago, Electric Light Transforms a
Von Garnet, A. (Electrical Precipitation of Cyanide
Solution)

249

Warfare, Electrical Communication

War

in

250

Ships, Electricity

on
12S
Washington Carbon Company to the Front
299
Water Power Lighting and Power Plant at Buchanan"
,

Mich. Illustrated
208
Western Society of Engineers
'eV, 67'
Western Electrician and the World's Fai'r^ The
Western Two-phase Plant, A. Illustrated
Western Telephone Construction Company's Switch-

'

'.

Illustrated

'

Woonsocket
Plant.

Electric Company's
Illustrated

209
105
129
231

280

Electrical Instrument Company's Factory at
Penacock, N. H. Illustrated
5^^
Windlass, Cutter's Combination.
Illustrated
Wire Contract, Important
Wire Tapping by Boat
Wisconsin Electric Club
jVi'
'

Railway association)..
Technical Schools and Electrical Industries, The Relation between.
By Prof. George D. Shepard(Northwestern Electrical association)
son,

"7
223

The Ohio, Illustrated
Si
Trolley Wheel, Falk.
Illustrated
129
Tunnel Railroad, Electrical Equipment of the Balti-

board.

280
34
69

34
204

Trolley,

Whitney

Tang>'e-bed Automatic Cut-off Engine. Illustrated,,
34
Taylor, Dee & Mack, Assignment of
Taylor, Dee & Mack, Affairs of
173
T Rail be Satisfactorily Used on Paved Streets, Can
the? By Strathearn Hendrie. (American Street
.

77

Distribution of Electrical Energy

*

trated
169, 170
Storage Battery, The Chloride Electrical
173
1S7
Storage Battery Company's Statement, The Electric,
IllusBattery
Locomotive
in
a
Factory.
Storage
trated
195, 196
Storage Batteries for Electric Traction. By Pedro G.
Salom
235
Storage Battery Litigation
250
By Pedro
Storage Battery, Some Possibilities of the.
Salom
271
270,
G.
280
Storage Battery Consolidation, Important
Stratton Separators for the Philadelphia Traction ComiiS
pany of Philadelphia, Large. Illustrated
Street Car Stove, All from a
27s
Subdivision and Distribution of Artificial Sources of
Light.
Discussion.
(American Institute of Electrical

.

124, 125

trated
133, 134
St. Louis Electric Street Railway, Ambulance of . .
140
St. Louis, Electric Circuit of
165
Storage Batteries for Lighting Apartment Houses in
Chicago. Illustrated
51
49, 50,

Institute

.

m,

Illustrated)

'93 Alternating

Arc Light Carbons on

Louis, Electrical Equipment of the Cass Avenue
and Fair Grounds Railway, Illustrated
60,
IllusLouis Union Station, Power House of the.

(American

-

,

trical.

256, 257

W. M.

.

.

Currents.

Illustrated)
J46, 147, 148, 149
Standard Paint Company Wins a Suit
68, 69
Illustrated.
Standards, Ornamental Electric Light.
223
(Economical
Operation
of
Electric
Stearns, C. K.
Light Stations from an Electrical Standpoint) 62, 63

Stine,

-

Three-])hase

Engineers)
<,2,
53
South, Electric Railways in the
208, 209, 210
Southampton, Singular Experience at
273
South Milwaukee, Wis., Electrically Operated Factory
at.

92
249, 250

214
Telegraph Ilistorical Society.
2S0
Telegraph, Statistics of the.
214
Telegraph and Telephone Service in New Zealand .... 219
Telegraph Offices, Combination Motor and Dynamo
for.
Illustrated
294
Telegraphs, Chicago Fire and Police
74
Telegraphers, Old Time
149
Telegraphing Forty-five Years or Mure Ago. By C.
iii, 112
C. Haskins
Telephone Company, Operations of the Harrison
251
Telephone
Construction Company's
Switchboard,
Western. Illustraled
2S0
Telephone Equipment, Private
S5
Telephone in the German Army.
173
Telephone Line, An Improved
57
Telephone, Manners over the
22S
Telephone Monopoly, The Attempt to Extend the.
S9
87, 88,
Telephone Nuisance Corrected, A
r23
Telephone Service in New Zealand, Telegraph and.
219
Telephone Sei-vice on French Railroads
Telephone Set, Columbia. Illustrated
Telephone Switch Hook, Universal. Illustrated
165
Telephone System, Government
307
Telephones, Farmers Want
199
Telephones for Government Use
243
Telephonic Detective Work. Clever. Illustrated. 294, 295
Test of Closed Coil Arc Dynamo,
By Prof, R. B,
Owens and C. A, Skinner. Illustrated. (American Institute of Electrical Engineers)
80
79,
Theory and Practice in Electrical Engineering. By
J. F.Skeels
309
Thompson, S. P. (Some Advantages of Alternate

Thomson

By Dr. Louis
(American Institute of Elec-

_..

face Electric
Railway Trolley, Hewitt's Conduit.

1S3,

.

210

Electricity in the

So

Fighting, Car for
Facts About Polyphase Motors.

Bell.

.

Electric

,

79,

1S2,

Snow
Some

.

(The Electrical Expansion of the
Railway Company. Illustrated.)

South Side Trolley Lines, Chicago
(The Electric Brake
Sperry, Elmer A.

Action of
92
Railway, Earnings of the Liverpool Overhead
97
Street
of
the
North
Chicago
Earnings
214
Railway,
207
Railway Extensions, Chicago, West Sicle Electric
Railway Plants, Large Electric
sS
57,
89
Railway Tracks, Duty of Persons Crossing Electric.
Railway Equipment of the South Side System, Chicago,
.

Illustrated)

Smith, Clement C.
Chicago City

21

226
226

Illustrated

40,
41
&: Halske Electric Co.mpany of America, Destruction of the Factory of the.
Illustrated,
63
Siemens Company, The. Illustrated
74
Sinai Temple, Electricity in.
Illustrated
279
Skinner, C. A.
(Test of a Closed-coil Arc Dynamo.

Siemens

trical

261

Railway Currents, Corrosion of Iron Pipes by

247
249

Siemens, Alexander

.

in England, Long-distance,
munication)
Telegraphic Ilistoiical Society, Proposed
Telegraphic Transfer, Important

.

trated.

77
127

Shock Without Pain. High Voltage
Racetracks, Novel Electrical Device

46
70
34

Accumu-

lators)

(Com-

Telautography

Electric

for Electric

Sanitation, Electrical

By Thomas M.

Drown
Purification of Waste,

Solution of the

tion)

157, 15S, 159, 160

Power Transmission, Susquehanna

(Is there a

Conduit Railway Problem?)
Salom, Pedro G. (Storage Batteries

65
105

262
137

2Sl

New Water'Power

World's Fair Fire, The Great. Illustrated
J Vld
J' f
World's Fair, Oil Fuel at the
World's Fair, The Western Electrician and the
129
Wynkoop, H, S, (Use of the Booster on Electric Railway Circuits. Illustraled)
^iv'
Zahn's Multipolar Dynamo. Illiistrated.
•

•
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Power Transmis-

Electricity Applied to

sion and Metal Plating in

Chicago.
In

days of

Ihese

interests

keen competition in

not surprising that the attention of

it is

which contemplates the removal of
attracted to the subject of

economy

a firm

be

factory should

its

in its

power machinery,

as to the additional considerations of convenience

as well

and

manufacturing

utility of

application.

This

being the case,

is

it

natural that manufacturing concerns, under these conditions,

by

should thoroughly investigate the advantages offered

electrical power transmission over the older systems of
main shaft or rope transmission. Instances of the utilization of the former power are multiplying rapidly in the

No.

7, i?94.

be operated when other machines nearer the generator
would not be in use, without the loss of power developed
and unused by intermediate shafting and belting, impressed the company so forcibly that a generator was purchased and the machioery was adapted to be driven by

The

electric motors.

manufacturing

business of the

company

combination

electroliers,

of

that

is

fixtures,

electric

and combination brackets, and the plantis very thoroughly
equipped

in

chine

is

compound wound

is

located in the basement

a potential of 125 volts,

for

Whitney voltmeter, a

rheostat, a double pole

pole knife switches provided with fuses of

The

capacity.

circuits are led

from

lain insul'jtors to distributing points

one

for lighting

thci

and two single
high carrying

board on porce-

on the

floors

above,

and fan motor purposes and two

for the

transmission of power.

At present

four motors, with a

combined capacity of 50

to meet the
ments of the machinery, but the plant has been

horse power, are

and
consists of a 52 kilowatt four pole Eddy generator, mounted upon a foundation of brick and concrete.
The magenerating apparatus

instruments, which in this

the usual

case consist of a Western Electric company's am.Tieter, a

basement

every particular, four floors and a

being fully occupied by the company.

The

iures in addition to

I

with

found

provision for

sufficient

further

additions.

Upon

requireinstalled

the

fifth

and the electro-plating room,
the buffing machinery and a number of metal

located the foundry

floor is

as well as

ELECTRICITY APPLIED TO POWER TRANSMISSION AND METAL PLATI NG IN CHICAGO.
West, and Chicago contains many interesting examples of
the

power consumers

tendency of

O. e of these

is

the plant of

turing company, 21

the

East Lake

adopt

to

W.

S.

street.

electricity.

Edwards ManufacAbout a year ago

company determined to abandon its old factory on the
same street, and the question of its future power was finally
decided in favor of electricity, the choice being made partially because the business of the company necessitated a
the

particularly well-lighted factory, as well

that

it

ment

was decided

to a concern

to lease out one

for the reason

as

floor of the establish-

which did not require power, and which

would, therefore, look with displeasure upon shafting in
portion

economy
ence
.

in

and the

of

the

was
loss

building.

not
in

lost

Of
sight

transmission

flexibility of the

course
of,

in

the

and

favor

matter of
the

of

its

differ-

electricity

system, enabling machines

in

a

portion of the factory remote from the source of power to

giving 416 amperes at a speed of 750 revolutions a minute.

From

about 300 incandescent lights aud motors,
distributed through the factory, aggregating about 50
this unit

horse power, are supplied with current.
I

the generator

was

built

is

seen

in

by the Hill Clutch Works of Philadelphia,

fly-wheel

Fig.

belted to a jack shaft; the shaft, which

plied with a 56 inch pulley,

the

As

of a

and a 28 inch pulley

is

is

sup-

belted to

90 horse power, single condensing
inches, built by the
Milwaukee and designed for
A battery of two tubular boilers,
with a
burning soft coal,

Reynolds-Corliss engine, 16 by 36

Edward

P. Allis

company

80 revolutions a minute.
60

inches

by

16

feet,

of

combined capacity of I20 horse power, furnishes steam for
a freight elevator and for heating the building as well as
for running the engine.

multiple, not

generator.

shown

It is

A

marble switchboard, wired

in the illustration, is located

furnished with

in

near the

ornamental lighting

fix-

thes.
The illustration. Fig. 2, shows a 10 horse power
Eddy motor belted to a line of shafting which furnishes

1

power

sufficient to

inch fan

made by

tributes

air

run 11 lathes, an emery wheel and a 30
the Buffalo Forge company, which

throughout the upper floois and

draught for four furnaces in
ber

blow

of

motor runs
on a

no

at a

volt

Eddy machine
a minute,
protect

which

it

is

In

the

metal

speed of

The

circuit.

foundry and a num-

workers'

1,850

The

forges.

revolutions a minute

largest motor.

Fig,

3,

an

giving 30 horse power at 600 revolutions

is

It

floor,

encased

in

a house to

of the seven buffing machines

the dust

drives.

foundation and
fuses.

and

upon the same

from

it

pipes

dis-

furnishes

is

mounted upon a heavy timber

provided with a rheostat, switch and

addition to

the

buffing

machinery,

it

drives

room which is belted to a plating dynamo and ascratch brush, lathe and other machinery.

shafting in the electro-plating

WESTERN
The electro-plating room is of considerable interest and
shown in Fig. 4, a Hanson & V^nWinkler plating
dynamo appearing in the foreground. The demands upon
this machine vary according to the bath in use, some
is

biths reqaiang ra^re
eiectromotiva

a less

strength than others and at

current

Rssistance

force.

in

is

with

series

dynamo averages about

the field and regulated so that the

250 amperes at four volts. It was constructed for a speed
Its armature is shunt
of 1,500 revolutions a minute.

wound

to

prevent reversal of current from the baths, and

from the

especially protected

Current

room.

conductors,

upon

supported

the acids in the

of

effects

the vats by

to

led

is

wooden

hard

copper

heavy

insulators
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panics to restrict the number of installations.
But fof
in the yards the telephone is used to connect the superintendent with the freight offices, switch
towers, shops, etc.
In certain yards even orders are
given, except such as effect the safety of trains. Important
messages are written down in a special book and are compared by repeating.
Some companies think of replacing the telegraph by telephone even for tiie transmission of important orders. There
are some railroads with light traffic where the telephone is
already thus used, but the entire substitution of the telephone would be difficult. The single iron conductors
used for the telegraph would not be suitable, and it would
be necessary to establish special telephone lines with
double wire. On the Vincennes railroad in the stations
between Paris-Bastille and La Varenne, which are at dis-

communication

and measured
by a combination resistance board and ammeter. The
copper, steel, nickel, nickel black,
baths, seven in number

mounted on the

walls,

and

—

bronze,

seen

silver
in

the

and

brass

picture.

controlled

is

— are

contained

They

the

in

prepared to

deposit of metal,

work

wire

by lengths of copper
in hand.

The room

potash, cold water,

is

gauge to

of a

suit

oxidizing

The municipality

closet reservoirs.

of

money

the

for

of

disinfection

quarter, one of the mo>t neglected

the

and

filthy locilities

upon the soil as a fertilizer without offense, as the chlorine,
disengaged by the electrolytic action, having destroyed all
the germs, does not destroy the fertilizing propeities.
In

M. Herniite was given

of,

experiment a three horse power engine actuated
dynamo, which was connected to the electrolyzsr
through which the sea water floweJ. This, translormed
by electricity into a solution of chlorine, was then returned to a large reservoir, from which it was distributed
through lead pipes into the sinks.
The contents of these

are

Visitors

at

the

deodorization

of

the

sinks flowed into an open pit or tank.

the

exposit'oi

perfect

testified to the

matter experimented on.

and

of the water and the

The speed

current flow were regulated in

the experiments, so

all

from 0.05

grain of chlorine per

It

that the above solution, agitated

in

machinery upon the fourth floor, utilized for brass spinning, brazing, etc., which consists of four spinning lathes,
five brass finishers' lathes and other smaller machines. On

with bacilli, absolutely destroys

every

is all

the third flDor the parts of the fixtures are assembled, wired,

septicized.

The second

used for an

floor is

and salesmanufactured

Gnstave Monrath supplied the construction work, acting as
subcontractor under the Eddy Electric Manufacturing

company.
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Telephone Service on French

Rail-

roads.^
value of the telephone in railroad service has been
recognized ever since its invention by A. G raham Bell, in
it has been largely adopted by the railroads only
but
1S75,
Its use is now rapidly becomduring the last few years.

The

ing general.

Two

classes of apparatus are

common — '.he magnetic

The former, as devised by Bell,
marvelous'.y simple, but it admits of distinct conversaonly.
By combining it with the
tion for a short distance
Hughes microphone we have the micro-telephone, which,
and the micro-teiephooe.
is

though more complicated,

is

incomparably more powerful.

Except on roads with limited traffic and stations very close
to each other, it is the only serviceable telephone for railroads. Its principal inconvenience is the necessity of
using batteries, while the Bsll telephone, on which the
calls are made by magneto bells, do not need this accesEndeavors to mcdify the latter so as to render it
sory.
failed so far, but the researches have
Thus the
served to develop a very perfect instrument.
magnetic telephones of the French General Scciety of
Telephones weigh only 10 ounces, and with an aluminum
casing only 4 ounces. These telephones serve as receivers
for the micro-telephone stations.
Experiments in France have shown that with the Ader
micro-telephone and Leclanche batteries it is possible to
telephone over No. 9 iron telegraph wire, with ground
return, 87 miles, and one could understand incoherently 103
Repeated trials show that with standard current,
miles.
over iron telegraph wire with ground return, an assured
telephonic comraunicaiion is not practical beyond 15 to 20
miles on telephones which are not placed in closets, but
are located in naturally noisy places like the offices in
stations. This is due to the excessive electrostatic capacity
of iron, its great self-induction, the use of the earth as
return, the induction of the telegraph wires adjoining, and
other causes. The last named cause is very important, and
the Rysselberghe anti-inductor system in Belgium and
that of Gwozdeff in Russia partly succeed in eliminating it.
The former, with which one can telephone and telegraph
simultaneously over one wire of silicon bronze or galvanized
With the system
steel or iron, is largely used in Belgium.
Gwozdeff it was possible to telephone 1S3 miles over an
iron conductor while the telegraph apparatus was in conThe French railroads have preferred to estinuous use.
tablish special telephone lines with copper wires of high
But as these wires are strung from the
conductivitity.
same poles as the telegraph wires and are consequently
quite close to them, it becomes necessary to avoid the
This is accomplished in a simple
effects of induction.
manner by using two No. 15 brocze conductors which
about
every 1,640 feet. This will
cross each other
With the bronze wire spans of 300
neutralize induction.
up to 390 feet are admissible.
In France com[/se of Telephones on TrtinTi Lines.
munication with subscribers of city telephone systems is
limited, as the high tax on instruments compels the com-

more powerful hava

—

1,
Abstract fif a paper by G. Duiiiont
French Society of Civil Engineers.

in

FIG.
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the Afetiioirs of the

tances of about one mile, at a signal by telegraph the telegraph wires are connected with the telephone instruments
and are thus made available for an extended telephonic
intercourse.
The arrangement gives excellent results.
The Northern railroad of France has established on trial
telephone stations on the open road along some of its main
lines, through which assistance can be summoned from
the stations in case of accident. Tne stations are equipped
with telephone receivers.
Portable telephone instruments
are in use on some small French roads.
The large Austiian railroads use field telephone instruments of the Gattinger system, which in a few minutes can be connected
with the telegraph wires at any point, their use not interlupticg the telegraphic communication.
Under favorable
conditions conversation is possible at distances up to
miles.
31
In England telephone connection between block signal
stations is common.
On the seven large French railroads
there were in use in January, 1S93, about 1,210 telephones
against 5,200 telegraph stations.
Seeo//i/ary Railroads.
It is now conceded that on secondary railroads the telephone may completely replace
For these loids, where traffic is light and
the telegraph.
whose stations are often platforms only, an apparatus was
needed simpler and more expeditious than the telegraph.
The telephone has been used for the compete operation
of secondary roads in Belgium.
There are no buildings
at the stopping places, and the telephones are placed in a
locked box in a lOom of a neighboring tavern.
Each station has a microphone, two receivers and a magneto-electric call apparatus.
All stations of a road are on the same
circuit. Conversation has been held betwten the end stations of a line 36 miles long and having i3 stations. At
first No. 9 iron wires were used, but now No.
15 phosphor bronzs wires of 30 p;r cent, conductivity are pre-

A

liter.

that
o.i

was claimed by the inventor

medium

a

infested

Not only

germ.

was erected near
two complete

actuated

comprised

Capacity at

a

a

Aogouleme upon
power engines
Each
elect roljzers.

of

horse

25

groups

of

of 1,000 to 1,200 amperes

dynamo

potential

anti-

the bridge of

Two

Quai Limblardie.

group

medium has been

impossible; the entire

is

plant

the

to

fermentation completely done away with, but repro-

duction

office

room, where many of the handsome fixtures
by the company may be seen.
Charles G. Armstrong, Chicago, drew the specifications
for the entire plant and acted as supervising architect, and

of the purifi-

this

contained

first floor is

above

quarter

charge

in

the electrolytic disinfectant

leased out and the

in

was claimed that the most offensive waste of the city,
treatment by the Hermite system, could be spread

It

after

mercury dips, iron pickles, etc.
Two Eddy motors, each of five horse power capacity,
furnish the power for the lines of shafting which drive the

joined and tested for short-circuits.

Havre voted

of

the St. Francis

city.

For

also supplied with the usual

cyanide vessels and

sum

the

in the plating solu-

hung from the cathode rod of the vat
tion

they

and the
a

catioa of seven cabikets d\usance of the city hall at Havre.

vats

upon
provided with one positive and

receive a

electrolytic process, and thence introduced into the waste
water from the wash rooms, the street washings, the sewers

spoken

wooden hDrses and are
two negative conducting rods run lengthwise wiih the
When the surfaces of the goods to be plated have
vat.
been

sodium chloride and five grammes of magnesium chloand calcium per liter. This was carried through the

of

ride

addition to the general purification of the

suppoited

are

1894

7,

6

pump and

to

volts,

7

an

electro-

and oatlet conduits.
The sea water was raised by pumps and delivered through
the inlet pipe, while the outlet from the reservoir, 12 mea

Ijzer,

ters

rotary

inlet

above the earth, communicated with pipes laid through

the streets of the

Sr. Francis quarter.
In this conduit
were placed 80 outlets for washing the gutters and the

The streets were sprinkled and
washing water was diluted with the liquid. The black
n ud was purified and clean sand took its place, despite

sewers of the quarter.
the

the constant influx of the refuse fiom a

population of 10,-

0.0 people.

Two

houses,

especially selected

malodorous condition, were

on account" of their

M. Hermite's

placed at

dis-

—

The

ferred.

number

total

Btlgian secondary roads

of

is

telephone stations on the
on an average 2.1 miles

197,

apart.

Ttie total length of roads is 675 miles, of which 170
miles have iron and the rest bronze wires. In the narrowgauge roads of the river Maass, which comprise 96 miles,
the telephone is used almost exclusively.

Waste.

Electrical Purification of

During a recent discussion on the subject of electrical
purification in France, M. Berger said in the Chamber of
C

"We

Deputies:

which gas

is

compressed

and

air

which
return

form?

I

inclined

shown

to

the

chemical

of

Seine in an almost innocuous

neither a theorist nor an

to

skepticism.

empiric, and

Nevertheless,

that electrolysis enjoys a role
I

steam and

I

experiment

which points

experiments, but the

water returned to the street after doing

municipal

the waste with

The

public

amount

of

water

electrolyzed

experiments was about 600

of

1,000 to 1,200 amperes of current.

In iSg3, on the occasion of the International Hygienic
Exposition at Havre, very extensive experiments were

grammes

work,
near

carrying
the

Quai

the linen of the establishment.

of

cities.

its

laundry

Lamblardie was furnished with the^solution for whitening

The

electrolyzed water, containing about 30

it.

substantiated that

was complete, and the

has

to this

The experiments referred to by M. Berger are those
M. Hermite, the original inventor of the system, and

made with

In both cases the claim seems

posal.

the disinfection of ^the premises

authorities should not lose sight of them."

a liquid disinfectant for sterilizing the sewage of
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am

cannot vouch for the ultimate com-

success of these

FIG. 2.
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am

accomplishment.
plete

have a circulation

shall
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them

our houses through
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circulate.

when we

think,
fluids

carry conduits into

forced, water

liters

in

the

Havre

per minute, with from

Several reports of distinguished

made

authorities have been
on the Havre experiments, and the characcaution of the French scientist is prominent in

recently

teristic

these, or at

least

in

one

of

them^thal of the

central
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coDDSsl of hygiene of Seine-Inferieure.
that the sterijization

annihilated,

is

and thus

He

says in brief

incomplete, although the odors

far he indorses the process as

are

Apparatus for the Measurement of Coefficients of Self-induction and the
Investigation of the Phenomena
of Alternating Currents.'
By Frank A. Laws, S. B.

having

%'alue.
The repon of the professor of Ihe naval
medical school of Brest, Dr. Pitou. and his assistants, is

hygienic

more

From

favorable.

among

many

cxpiriments made he gives

the

conclusions

may be

trolyzed sea water

the

That

following:

elec-

transported without deteriora-
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The increasing use of alternating currents in telephony
electric lighting has, during the last few years, directed
attention to the measurement of coefficients of self-indueand

was used by L. Derr in connection with his thesis in iBgi
-92.
This machine was provided with a stationary armature naving Lord Kelvin's zigzig winding on
the outer
service of a hollow cylinder.
This was placed in the gap
between a star-shapsd piece of iron and a disk with
a corresponding star-shaped opening, the two pieces being
similarly and concentrically placed and forming
the pole pieces
of the raacbioe.
Owing to the shape of the pole pieces
the field between them is variable, being denser
at the
points of the stars, so that when the field moves past
the
armature an electromotive force will be set up in the
^

latter.

One disadvantage

of this design is that the electromotive
force is small, owing to the very large non-effective
fieldfor it is only the variation of the field that is of service
ia
producing the electromotive force. By properly shaping
the pole pieces a curve of electromotive force was obtained,
which, when plotted, was found to be nearly sinusoidal in

¥V qi-

form.

:^S^

The second machine was

^-p
i

-

1

1"

fs

I

-^M
_.
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FIG. 4.
tioo; that

it

may

be concentrated for shipment and subse-

quently diluted with pure water for use;
deodorizition

perfect,

is

that

its

power of

power of dissolving

its

fecal

matter or paper being k/// that for the sterilization a

grammes

of 150

7

cell

requires

6 liters of water of a

"

''

';

gramme

1

In this paper certain apparatus devised for this purpose, together with methods for its use, will b; described.
Further discussion of the various methods of measurement
proposed and of experimental results obtained is reserved
tion.

for a later article.
For investigations

pertaining to telephony it is particularly desirable to measure inductances by means of alternating currents of suitable known frequencies and of the

solutioa.

"

"

-75

''

constructed by C. L. Norton
the subject of the present
paper.
The special form of dynamo used was designed in
accordance with a suggestion from them. The frequency
is somewhat low,
being 400 complete alternations per
second.
When another machine is built it will be so designed that the superior limit will be raised to 2,000 complete periods per second.
Both the machine of iSgo and that of 1S92 embody the
same general features. Each has two independent armatures, one fixed, the other movable in phase relation to
the first.
This relation is capible of measurement. At
the outset it was determined that in these machines the
armatures should contain no iron and that they should remain stationary, in order to eliminate any possible microphonic action at the brushes.
The machine, which is shown in place ready for use in
Fig. I, consists, in brief, of two dynamos, with revolving
fields mounted on one shaft to insure definite phase relation.
The armature of one is fixed, while that of the
other may be given any desired angular advance or retardation in reference to the first bv means of a tangent screw.
This advance can be read off from the graduated head
of the screw.
The fields are independent of one another.
In addition to the dynamos the shaft carries a contact arrangement for mapping wave forms and a stroboscopic
disk for determining the speed of rotation.
One of the field magnets is shown in plan in Fig. 3 and
in section in Fig. 2,
It consists of two star-shaped pieces
of cast iron, keyed to the shaft and having hubs of such
a length that the faces of the teeth are uz inch apart, thus
leaving a gap in which is the armature,
inch thick.
The castings are recessed to receive the field coils,
which are about one square inch in section and contain
250 turns of No. 16 B, & S. double cotton-covered wire.
The coils were wound on forms, paraffined and taped, and

and

P.

H. Thomas, and forms

X

36
12 to 15

.25

Dr. Pitou adds that the one gramme
ally sterilize
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that otherwise
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but that in
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five
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matter

must be diluted

his experiments, he says
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liters

water at .50 to

150 grammes and two hours' contact.
third report by Dr. du Bois Saint-Sevrin, of the ma-

sterilize

A

rine hospital of Lorient,

logicallaboratory

of experiments in

the

of

Pure 'culture of typhoid
minutes.

Typhoid

one hour, with
but

when

fecal

bacilli

sterilized

is

matters sterilized

slight agitation, with a .50

the test

is

made

quietly

the bacterio-

sums up

hospital,

as follows:

by
in

gramme

the action

is

it

in five

less

than

solution,

very

much

retarded.

The

inventor estimates that

for sterilizing the

waste of

town of 100,000 inhabitants 62 eleclrolyzers of
12 horse power each will be needed, with 60 horse power
a total of Soo horse power in main pumping apparatus
a seaport

—

chinery.

The expense

francs, or .20 franc

pense

will

for

meters per

ting 3,000 cubic

coal,

labor, etc.^ in distribu-

day

per cubic

is

estimated at 602.23

meter.

The annual

ex-

be 219,813.95 francs, or 2.19 francs per inhab-

itant.

Both sides of the question of
presented in this

electrical disinfection are

article, the facts for

which were obtained

from La Lnmiere Electriqzie, and the reader may draw his
own conclusion from the impartial testimony. He who
will so perfect or
cities of the

improve upon

this

system that the larger

world can make use of

of their waste

will

take

it

for the purification

rank as a great

human bene-

factor.

At last week's meeting of the Chicago council the ordinance of the Consumers' Electric Light company of Chicago to operate in the territory named was presented
Beginning at Lake Michigan at the south line of the Chicago river andrunning along the south line of the Chicago
river to the North Branch of the river, thence running
along the west line of the North Branch to Halsted street,
thence north to North avenue, thence west to the western
limits, thence south to the west fork of the South Branch,
thence east to Twenty-second street, thence east to the
lake.
The company is to erect a $60,000 plant within a
year.
No price of light is provided. The ordinance was
referred to the committee on gas, oil and electric lights.

FIG.
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MEASUREMENT OF COEFFICIENTS OF SELF-:NDUCTION,

same order of magnitude as those used in practice. In all
such work the reduction of the results is greatly simplified
if the electromotive force employed follows the sinusoidal
law.

Therefore the aim at the outset was to produce a dyelectromotive force should var3' in this manner, and whose frequency of alternation should be about
that which is normal in teiephouic work.
Under these requirements there have been designed in the Rogers laboratory two dynamos or arrangements of dynamos.
The
first of the^se was planned during the winter
1890-91. and

namo whose

I.

Read before the American Academy

January

10, 1894.

of Arts

and ScicQces,

were inserted when the machine was assembled.
The
terminials are brought out through bushed holes and
fastened to composition collector rings which are carried
and insulated by blocks of vulcanite mounted on the tips
of the teeth of one of the castings.
The brushes of spring
copper are supported from the base plate. The eight teeth
were milled from the round by a special Brown & Sharpe
cutter, and have the form of a sinusoid laid cff radially
from the base circle. Of course, owing to the spreading
of the lines of force, the particular form to be given to the
teeth in order to obtain the best action can only be obtained

by

trial

The armature

consists of a vulcanite disk

10%

inches in

WESTERN
diameter, }( incb thick, having a 4 inch hole in the middle.
From this hole radiate 16 equally spaced saw-cuts ^^
inch deep, xV i°ch wide, and 2}^ inches long;, the outer
extremities of alternate pairs of cuts being connected by
grooves concemric with the disk. In these cuts and
The
grooves the armature wires are laid in shellac.
windings at present consist of tliree sections having
respectively 10, 10, 20 turns of No, 30 B. & S. copper
The total resistance is about 10 ohms. The manwire.
ner of winding as well as the action of the dynamo, by

ELECTRICIAN,

Morespeed were introduced by its friction and inertia.
over, such an arrangement gives only the average speed
abandoned
this
counter
therefore
during a given time; we
and adopted a stroboscopic device. A ray of light is
reflected upon the revolving segmented disk from a mirror
attached to an electrically driven tuning fork of known
With such an arrangement the desired speed may
rate.
be attained and variations from it measured by noting the
apparent motion of the disk.
The f.rst test to which the apparatus was put was to

July

1894

7,

Fig. 4 and 5. The curves proved to be very nearly symmetriThe saturation
only one-half has been given.
curve connecting maximum electromotive force and field
current was taken with armature A. The results are given
cal, so that

in

Table

and are plotted

II.

TABLE

in Fig. 6.

DATA OF SATURATION CURVE.

II.

Speed, 1,465.

A niperes.

Field Current in

E. M. F.

|

in Volls.

3-40
4.12
4.91

6.74

7.0S
8.06
9.38
IJ.12
14.40
15.00

8.10
8.52
9.23
10.10
10.18

5.56
6.j6
7.40

1

1

1

METHODS OF USING THE MACHINE.

The following methods are all based on
we have a sinusoidal electromotive

the assumption
force of known

that
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varying the length of active wire, are evident from Fig. 3.
The armatures are carried by built-up hard- wood rings
10/4^ inches outside diameter, ^% inches inside, and i j^^"
inches deep. The ring in one dynamo is attached to a brass
disk and hub which fit the shaft and are rigidly bolted to
the frame of the machine.
In the other dynamo the armature, ring, disk and hub
are attached to a worm-wheel, and the whole is movable
on a sleeve supported Srmly from the frame of the machine.
Through this sleeve passes the shaft without contact.
The worm-wheel gears into a tangent screw provided with
a divided head, the gearing being such that 1° on the
wave form is represented by 20' on the head.
Backlash
is prevented by a spiral spring.
(Figs. 2 and 3.)
Between the two dynamos is a brass disk, keyed to the
shaft and provided with an insulated collector ring and
contact point.
By the side of this disk is a radial arm,
revolving freely about the shaft and capable of being
clamped at any desired point to a fixed graduated circle.
The arm carries the contact spring, made of watch spring
and supported on its lower side very near its extremity to
prevent the lengthening of the arc of contact by vibration.
The spring can be moved out of contact with the point by

obtain the judgment of a person having a trained ear as to
the quality of the tone produced by its current in a telephone.
His opinion was that the tone was pure, only the
fundamental being detected. The wave form was then

^

/

\

mapped,
occarred to us to employ the
method of projection of potentials whenever it was necessary to measure a potential difference or electromotive

In planning this work

it

any instant. The opposing potential difference
was obtained by the fall of potential due to the
suitcurrent
through
a
passage
of
a direct
able resistance.
As the opposing potential difference was
not alternating, the contact arrangement mentioned ^was
used in place of the ordinary key, and its value was determined by a suitable Weston voltmeter. This method
of dealing with instantaneous electromotive forces was
originally suggested by Profs. Foster and Maxwell, their
object being to obtain a balance between a known electromotive force and the potential difference between the terminals of a resistance through which a current of known
absolute magnitude was flowing.^
In order to obtain sensitiveness at the final balancing a
condenser one microfarad in capacity was inserted in shunt
with the galvanometer, the discharge of the condenser
The galvanometer was
serving to increase the deflection.
of 3,000 ohms resistance.
A telephone was used to obtain
the preliminary balance.
In Table I. are given the
force at

FIG. 4.
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circuit containing only tiue resistances

period, acting in a

The

and inductances.

current at any instant will be ex-

pressed by the equation
I

E

_
4/

R2

The maximum

-^

^
P-'

,

P

sin

L=

t

LP

—

tan-'

)

R

^

term

value of the sine

/

being unity,

we

have
I

I

—=

VR-+P-L-

E
1 and E being the maximum current in, and maximum
electromotive force impressed upon the part of the circuit
under discussion.
Also the lag between current and

electromotive

is

expressed by tan 6

=

L P
.

From

these

R
two equations we have

TABLE

DETERMINATION OF WAVE FORM.

I.

Armat ure

Armature A.

E

L= — sin
Our aim

Air pere turns,

Speed,

E. M. F. in

Head.

volts.

I

rVi
2
^Vi
3
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This contact arrangement we have

a fine-pitclied screw.

6ii

7«
8

many as 3,000 revolutions

en

per minute.
The shaft of the machine is of steel i inch diameter,
29 inch long, and runs in composition
bearings,
each of which is sj^ inches long. The frame of the
machine is heavy, weighing 175 pounds, and is designed so
Driving is effected by means of a 2
as to be very rigid.
inch belt running over a 5 inch pulley.
The motor, i
horse power, is of the Sprague type.
Variations of speed
are obtained by the use of pulleys of different sizes on the

9,,

found to work

satisfactorily at as

motor shaft.
Both machine and motor rest on a brick pier, the
machine being set in sulphur; mechanically the arrangement leaves nothing to be desired. It has been run continuously at the rate of 3,000 revolutions per minute without perceptible jarring.

The machine was

supplied with a mechanical
counter which could thrown on or off by means of an
electro magnet operated by a key.
found, however,
that the arrangement was unsatisfactory, as variations of
at

first

We

.

9K

11°
10

+1.00

—-53

—1.72

—4.01

9

—4.01

8

.60

+ ..I2

1

.48
.20

360

—4.98
—5-93
-6.75
—7-34
—7.86
—8. 30
—8.50

35S

-8..54

—7.26
—6.62
-5.86

-.96

357
3S6
355
354
353
352

.60

35"

—3-%

3SO
349
348
347

-2.67
—1.60

-6.36
—7.21
-8.03

—8

6
S

61

—8.96
—9-12

z
I

^.94
-8-54
—7-95
-7.08
—6.12
-4.80
-3.4S
.

—

—S.56

— S.30

—7-91
—4-93
—
+

.32
.74

results of the determination of the wave forms of both
dynamos, one section of lo wires being used. In the case
of armature
(movable) a series of checks is appended.
The whole series was gone through with and then repeated
in the reverse direction, the person making the readings

FIG. 5.
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A

not knowing the previous results.
The most probable
sources of deviation are backlash, variations of field current, and change of speed.
The checks show sufficient
precision of the apparatus for the method of procedure to
be described presently.
These results are plotted together with true sine curves in
Telegraphic

I

therefore, to obtain the "values of the impedance, angle of lag, and frequency, and to calculate the
is,

of E. M. F.
in volts.

+
—

—

10
JoKa

E

— cos ^

Contact.

+ .49
—
-gt
—2.sa.
-6.3s
—7.09
—8.04
—8.61
—9.01
-^.11
—0,12
-8.95
-8.52
—8.00
—7.05
—6. II
—4. So
—3-53
—1-94

iV,
5 ,
5/s

FIG. 3.

Position
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3^

turns, 3,150.

R=

1,465.

Revs, of Mic.

H

Ampere

2, 575.

tf

IP

B.

Joit-TJial^ 2, 1874,317.

TION.
s?lf-induction and the resistance for any
given perodicity by the above formulse,
{a)
If we make up a circuit of the movable armature, a
known resistance of negligible inductance, and the uncoefficient of

known

coil, all in series,

we may, by means

of the

meas-

uring arrangement already mentioned, obtain E and I,
the latter by the maximum potential difference around
the known resistance.
The angle d would best be found
by taking measurements on both sides of the zeros of current and electromotive force and interpolating for the zero

July

WESTERN

1894

7,

The difference of readings of the micrometer so
obtained divided by 20 gives the angle &.
L and ate to
be calcalated by the foregoing formul.i^.
{b)
If we have a carefully made plot like Fig. 6 connecting the maximum electromotive force and field current of one dynamo, we may proceed as follows: As the
wave forms are alike, both following the sinusoidal law,
we may apply Poggendorf's method of balancing electromotive forces directly, using a suitable telephone instead
of a galvanometer. To do this make up a circuit of the
statiooar)' armature, known inductionless resistance, and
nnknown coil. Keep the field current of this dynamo
points.

R

with

Rt

—

=

then Rj

ELECTRICIAN.
Hertzian Waves.
^

.

given by micrometer

is

read-

Prof. Elihu

I

Thomson

gives a

account of his ex-

brief

ings as before.

perience of Hertzian

We may also use the differential telephone to indiwhen an unknown inductance is neutralized by a
condenser of known variable capacity, by placing one of

munication addressed to the editor of the Elecirician of

(<r)

cate

with the inductance and condenser and
the other in series with a variable inductionless resistance
Rp shunted around the above condenser, inductance
and telephone coil, if the resistance Rj and capacity
C be varied until silence is obtained. Then
its coils in series

I

L=

and R = Rj. It will be desirable to emCP=
ploy an air condenser to eliminate absorption effects,
though this procedure has the disadvantage of requiring a
very bulky and costly condenser when small inductances
are to be measured.

wave

effects

in

the

following com-

London:
In the issue of your valuable paper of June 8, 1S94,
under the heading " Hertzian Waves at the Royal Institution,'" you take occasion to remark:
"It is wholly probable, as Dr. Lodge suggests, that Hertzian waves may
often have manifested themselves in physical laboratories
to the annoyance of the workers," etc.
I may mention in this connection that in 1877, if Iremember the year correctly, while working a Ruhmkorff induction coil, one terminal of which was grounded and the
other terminal of which was attached to an insulated
metallic body, Prof. Houston and I noticed that when
the sparks were passing between the terminals of the coil,

With this apparatus we may also determine the electroa condenser when not complicated by
absorption effects. For instance, by the first method we
should insert in series with the condenser an inductionless
resistance of such a magnitude that the angle of advance
could be determined with accuracy.
static capacity of

(H

fi.L

R,L=0

H£>-

-^-^-"^

3

^^/.^er-

)

Then
I

1

R-^

1

+

—

FIG. 7.

TION.
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EP

TION.

E

R =—

constant.

Attach the second armature through the

teje-

Adthe terminals of the known resistance.
just the phase relation for a minimum of sound in the
telephone: then adjust for silence by varying the field
Read the micrometer head and value of excurrent.
Repeat this process at the terminals of
citing current.
These measurements furnish the data
unknown
coil.
the
6 is given by
necessary for the calculation of L and R.
difference of micrometer readings divided by 20, as before.
Owing to lack of exact similarity of electromotive
force waves it would be necessary in practice to adjust by
a minimum, annulling the fundamental.
(r)
The trouble of taking the preliminary curve, as
well as any uncertainty which its use may introduce, can
be avoided by the connections shown in Fig. 7.
This method differs from the preceding only in the use
of a derived electromotive force for balancing and in the
method of its adjustment. For convenience, give Rj such
a value that the potential differences around Rj and
Adjust the phase of armature
by
shall be about equal.
the tangent screw, and adjust for amplitude by varying
the field current, final adjustment being obtained by the
phone,

R =

o,

*

=

90° and

R

slider.

change the connection to the terminals of the un-

cos

'A

holding in the hand a small piece of melal near metallic
objects in many other rooms and on different floors in the
building, although the pieces were not connected to ground.
These could only have been Hertzian effects, but there was

I

i>

C

I

=

EP

first to

A

Now

If

sin

are the chief uses to which the apparatus may
investigate the
signals, and to
as are used in
into results by
the above methods, owing to lack of fulfillment of the assumed law by the electromotive force.

The above

be put. We hope in the near future to
transmission of telephonic and telegraphic
study various small induction coils such
telephony, as well as the errors introduced

Aurora Grata Cathedral, Brooklyn.
illustration shows the interior of
Aurora Grata cathedral in Brooklyn, N. Y., which has
been equipped with an electric light plant of the Edison

The accompanying

system, with a capacity of over 500 incandescent lights.
The work of wiring, which presented many problems,

owing to the high arched

was done by the Comcompany of New York, and

ceiling,

plete Electric Construction

was possible not only

to obtain minute sparks from all
metallic bodies in the immediate neighborhood, that is, in
the same room, but that delicate sparks could be taken by
it

I

FIG. 6.
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Okonite wire was used throughout the building. The
lamps are red, white and blue, covered with ornamental
shades made by the Phreni.x Glass company, and so con-

no recognition of their true character at the time, though
the effects were seen to be connected with the very quick
charging and discharging of the insulated body. An account of these experiments was, I think, published in the
the Franklin Institute at the time.
I desire also to mention, as coming under my notice
with the past year, a curious and rather amusing illustration of the principle upon which the beautiful instrument
for detecting the presence of electric oscillations devised
by Dr.. Lodge, and called by him the "coherer," is based.
It was reported to me when in Philadelphia that a certain electroplater had found that he could not pursue his
silver plating operations during thunderstorms, and that
if he left his plating over night and a thunderstorm came
up the work was invariably ruined.
I was disposed to be
thoroughly skeptical, and expressed my disbelief in any
such effect.
Being urged, however, I went to the silver
plater's shop, which was a small one, and questioned the
silver plater himself concerning the circumstance which
had been reported.
While it was evident that he was not
a man who had informed himself electrically, I could not
doubt that, after conversation with him, he had indeed
been stating what was perfectly true, namely, that when
his operations of plating were going on and a thunder
storm arose, his batteries, which were Smee cells, acted as
though they were short-circuited, and the deposit of metal
was made at too rapid a rate.
The secret came out on an
inspection of his connections.
The connections of his
batteries to his baths were made through a number of bad
contacts, which could not fail to be of high resistance under
ordinary conditions. I could readily see that virtually
he
was
working
through a
considerable
resistance, and that he had an excess of battery power for the
work.
Under these circumstances a flash of lightning
would cause coherence of his badly contacting surfaces,
and would improve the conductivity so as to cause an
excessive flow of current, give a too rapid deposit, and, as
he put it, "make the batteries boil."
The incident suggests the use of Dr. Lodge's ingenious

Jonrnal of

^MTeL

FIG.

8.
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instrument in the study of the waves which are propagated
during thunder storms, of which waves we have practically
little or no information.

Northwestern Electrical Association.
The summer meeting

of

the

Northwestern Electrical

association will be held at St. Paul, Minn.,

AURORA GRATA CATHEDRAL, BROOKLYN.
known

coil,

and again adjust

for silence,

making the adIf

justment for amplitude in this case by the slider alone.
the two values of the slider resistance are ic*2 and ^3, then

—
E

.

d

is

given by the

micrometer head

as

We

any one color or all the
colors can be used at one time, or a number of combinations of colors can be obtained, producing pleasing effects.
The switchboard, which was furnished by the Brooklyn

trolled

at

the switchboard that

company, is of black marble, and
mountings forms a handsome specimen of what

Electric Manufacturing

R1R3

before.
{d)

19th and

may

that
of equal

use a differential telephone,

is,

a

telephone having two opposed windings
ence and resistance, in the manner shown in Fig. S.
Rt is a resistance equal to that of one coil of the telephone and of negligible inductance. Adjustment is to be
made until with the same value of ia the telephone is
silent when in place, as shown, and when interchanged

influ-

with

its

can be done

nounced

in

this

this installationas

ever passed on.
ings,

and among

members

The
its

The

line.

fire

underwriters

pro-

one of the best that they had
is used for Masonic meet-

building

frequenters are

of the electrical

and

many

well

known

street railway fraternities.

2otb.

There

is

on July

iSth.

excellent promise of a

large

At the last meeting, held in Milwaukee, 105
members and visitors were present, and a larger number

meeting.

at this meeting.
Representatives from IllIowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and North
and South Dakota have written that they will be present.
is

expected

inois,

An

excellent

programme has been prepared, and

the best

expert and electrical talent of the United States has been

secured

to

address

the

convention.

furnished to illustrate lectures as well as

Current
to

will

Manufacturers and supply houses will
accorded every courtesy by the association.
exhibitors.

be

accommodate
be
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company

is
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watching the progress of the plan
this
equipping the Metropolitan road in
likely to adopt electricity if it proves successclosely
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trical literature

are

of

Illustrated

Hertzian Waves
Northwestern Electrical Association

How

7i 8,

Illustrated

Blindness from Electrical Flashes

3

Railway, Chicago
Illustrated

one of the cleverest productions
seen, and will be found an

use

of

proved very

stars,

exhibits

or

in

point

elaborate.

less

of

popularity.

accessory

Several

exhibitions

of

this

being

charged in each case, and

France

"

it

is

"i

way

of

& Omnibus

Lyons Tramway

it

to patrons, as the cars traveled very slowly.

10

arrangement

much

higher speed

company,

is

is

comfort and convenience of passengers are accordingly inIt is interesting to note that the electrical equip-

^°

ment was furnished by an American

11

apparatus

^^

^2

machine shops, thus obviating the necessity of having
Our esteemed contembelts and long shafting."
porary is a little late with its news, as it may judge by re-

large

21st.

been

among
itors,

company and the

proving entirely satisfactory.

is

A CURIOUS fatality which occured

in

at the

Norfolk navy

yard on June 20th forcibly illustrates the necessity of
guarding against atmospheric electricity in working about
warship.

make up the modern

appears from the account received that the

It

wooden drydock at the
time and a number of men were working on her hull when
The workmen sought shelter
a thunderstorm came up.
beneath the vessel, which rested on blocks in the center of
Suddenly, without warning, two of the men fell
the dock.
dead and most of the others were knocked senseless by an
steel crniser

Raleigh was in

electrical discharge.

The

the

officers of

about on deck, did not

sitting

those which attracted the most attention from vis-

is

proven by the detailed

by

amount

collected from each concession

the

from

Launch & Navigation company,

the popular

the treasury of the fair $110,615.18, while the Intramural

company was obliged
operating

of

its

an

efficient

problem of waste disposal in seaport towns, the invention
An
will be hailed as one of the greatest importance.
impartial resume of the experiments undertaken in France
is given on another page of this issue, and, as the conclusions reached are as valuable in America as in France,
they should be carefully studied.
the merits of the plan cannot

A

positive statement of

now be made,

but the results

already obtained are so promising that an exhaustive

should be made.

The bright prospect
trical

was

trial

__^^^__^^^^_^^
of an immediate

demand

for elec-

machinery for the power plants of elevated railways
week, and the

editorially considerd in this journal last

made

mDie encouraging by the report
which now comes from New York that the Manhattan

outlook

is

still

The

the vessel,

feel the shock,

and adjustment.

electro-plating

by the American Graphophone company, contributed

tered throughout the grounds, yielded

theater

scenic

electric

tention with the phonographs, paid .$1,472.01.

all

the

paid to the Exposition

were

features

electrical

who were

but

An

it

will

extensively

all

_^.^____^___^_

the

The

explanation that

is

of the electrolysis question

interesting feature

which were dry, while the men who were killed or injured
were in the shallow water on the bottom of the dock.
postmaster of Chicago has announced his deter-

coming from several
is
enough stray

electric street railways is the assertion
cities,

notably

Brooklyn,

the ground so that,

electricity saturating

water

power

sufficient to

pipes,

then,

may be

functions,
in

properly cor-

if

work sewing machines and other
apparatus may be secured from the earth. Gas and

ralled,

light

there

that

making

addition

in

to

conventional

their

considered to offer their friendly offices

available in households this subterranean

The

voir of electrical power.

reser-

Brooklynites have been dis-

much

cussing the possibilities of the situation with

Interest,

and one New York paper has interviewed the general
manager of one of the railway companies. He admitted
that he had heard the stories of power being obtained by
hitching wires to water and gas pipes, thus running fans
and

light machinery, but

he denied positively that such a

thing was possible with any current which could have escaped from the wires of the trolley system. "Why," said

enormous quantity of electricity which
ground in years past by telephone and telegraph companies and private plants all over
There is, no doubt, lots of electricity in the
the city.
ground, and if a circuit should be established between two
pipes of good conductivity and a fan motor or something of
that sort connected with the circuit, there is no reason why
he, "just think of the

has been

it

dumped

into the

should not work, but use our current

first

place, a large part

of our current

—oh,
is

with the

means of overhead wires running

ground
rails.

mal,

as

if

it

In the

no.

returned to the

with the feed wires, these being connected
wires

The

laid

rest

of

direct.

at

between and
the

shock

from the
the Raleigh was insulated by being on blocks

in

connection with escaping current from the earth returns of

tion of our current by the ground

The

In

company a
amount paid was based

concessions

by the ground wires

that

$10,459.54 to the

management paid $7,078.07 for its concession upon the Midway, and the Electric Scale company gave as its share $3,766.14.
O. Anschultz, the owner of the tachyscopes, which divided at-

The

fair.

offered for the escape of the officers of the vessel
is

exhibits

$8,088.97 to the general fund, and the phonographs, scat-

with the

to be

pay $128,406.45 for the privilege

to

trains.

netted the fair $738.12, while the graphophones, as exhib-

as to render the electrical apparatus useless without considerable repairs

which operated

launches on the lagoons, turned into

electric

mentioned.

sewage can be shown
and practicable method of meeting the

deducting

after

fair,

$3,543,612.04, ranging in amounts from 94
It is interesting to note that the
cents to $296,760,90.
is

generators by

If the electrical purification of

made

showing the

by the department
total amount paid

The
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all

recently

of the exposition,

treasurer

of collections and the treasurer.

compasses and similar instruments were affected, and the
vessel has been permanently magnetized in such a manner
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statement

public

operation for a long time, and the whole equipment was deand illustrated in this journal at the time
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electrical

to

World's Fair proved to be not only

the

at

but also very profitable to the exposition manage-

ment,
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Under the new
maintained and the
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London

of April

several of the concessions devoted

of

about three and a half miles long and was formerly operated
There was a very heavy grade, howas a hcrse car line.
ever, which proved very trying to the horses and wearisome

*'\Ve hear that the
gives this information to the public:
Western Electric company are fitting up their Chicago
factory with separate electric motors to drive the various

plant have

That

enterprises

patronized.

economy

the service which

the great masses of steel that go to

Western Electrician
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system
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Federal government
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operation and the superiority of
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Illustrated Electrical Patent

Many methods have
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allowances,
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Correspondence
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Miscellaneoas

it is

overhead trolley system, but there

9

Johnson Electric Alarm Cash Drawer.
South Side Trolley Lines, Chicago

to continue in their positions or

bring street railway companies to the terms of the strikers,

Electric

more

.

Self-locking Starting Switch.

Garnes-

character have been given in Chicago since the close of the

Illustrated
9
Rushmore Armature
Engine and Boiler Equipment of the Metropolitan Elevated Electric

"How

and the whole show
provided agreeable entertainment for a quarter of an
hour.
The idea of an electric scenic theater is, of course,
subject to infinite variation, and the accessories may be

5
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How Garnesdon

Got

Electricity.

may seem to have been a very
those who knew Garnesdon about

—

gasman. Thecfferwas accepted, and the immediate result
of the negotiations was a first-class dinner to celebrate the
first stage of the transfer, given by the company to the
board and its wives.
When I came on the scene a week or two after, I found
the work of altering a mill on the bank of the river into a
central station well in hand.
The engineer to the company was a practical mechanic and had a good working
knowledge of electricity. He got out the plans of everything, arranging to have the machinery run by turbines,
which replaced the old mill wheel.
consulting engineer
verified his calculations with regard to the electrical plant,
which he had chosen with a view to the utmost simplicity
in working. The turbines would drive
volt alternators,
the current from which would pass from the omnibus bars
into low-tension mains for houses in the vicinity of the
station and also into a step-up transformer at 2,100 volts
for feeding banked transformers
placed where distant
groups of houses would require current. House transformers would also be used on this circuit, where the
demand was scattered.
It will be seen that the company was very sure of securing the ratification of the transfer, as, in addition to the
elaborate preparations at the station, they had decided to
lay the mains underground to the chairman's house.
This would, of course, be best for a permanent job, but a
much heavier debt would be incurred in the event of the
withholding of the transfer than if overhead wires had
been used. The conduit consisted of two ducts 2^2 inches
square upon the "Johnstone" system; the high-tension
feeders would be drawn into one of these ducts and the lowtension mains into the other.
For the present iron drawing- in wires were laid therein, as the cable had not been
delivered.
There had been a little controversy as to the
preferability of twine for this purpose, but it was finally
decided to use No. 12 wire, and drawing-in boxes were put

A

no

down at 100 yards intervals.
The chairman's house was about

half a mile off,

and was

during the three months trial without using transformers, this course being considered safer, and the hightension -/^ cable was to be used for the transmission, being
plenty large enough to carry the current for the 50-light
installation.
Everything, at last, being near completion
except the wiring of the house, 1 took that in hand, while
the engineer got things shipshape at the station.
My job was a very pleasant one. The household consisted of Mr. Rogers, the chairman of the local board,
and Evelyn, his daughter, together with an aged housekeeper and the servants. The daughter was a sweet young
thing of about 20 and seemed entirely free from the affectation that prevails so generally among women of the midThis probably could be accounted for by reason
dle class.
of her mother dying while she was yet a baby and she had
therefore to read the world chiefly through her father's
mind; a man, of course, having less finnicking ideas about
things than a woman, especially a middle-class woman.
The lack of the maternal control could be seen, too, in
the whirlwind-like way in which she went about the house.
One day I had just started on the drawing-room and was at
the top of a ricketty step-ladder behind the door with joy in
my heart and in my mouth many nails, when an invisible
force communicated to the door sent the ladder to the other
I went as well, and performed the latside of the room.
ter half of the journey on my head.
When I came to, the housekeeper and Miss Rogers
were picking the nails out of my tongue and gums, while
the servants were standing around with wide-open eyes.
te4>e_lit

for me, especially when the nails
lay there till they were all extracted,
listening to words of sorrow and apo ogy from the Rogers
girl.
I couldn't say much in reply for a long time, by
reason of a crucified tongue; and when it was at liberty
my efforts at pronunciation were so realistically similar to
the immediate effects of a champagne supper that I hailed
the doctor's advent with relief, and
was straightway

was very pleasant
came out easily, and I

It

simple proceeding to
four years ago very
simple indeed.
A company was formed, and an experimental installation was fitted up and successfully run for
three months, after which permission was given to the
company by the local board to light the public streets and
supply private consumers.
That is all that seems to have occurred in connection
with the successful flotation of the Garnesdon & District
Electricity Supply company, limited, and if it were not
that my conscience troubles me a little during my siestas
here in Rosario, that is all that the public would ever know
about it. more particularly as the late engineer to the company died a few months ago.
Four years ago I was just out of my time with a firm of
electrical engineers, and on the lookout for a chance to
add M. I. E. E. to my signature, and at last, in answer to
an advertisement for "a young man with knowledge of
practical electricity," I got work in Garnesdon.
It seems that the local board of that place had had a
disagreement with the gas company, and being treated
highhandedly, had secured a provisional order for electricity.
This kept the gas people in order for a while,
and in the interim the surveyor and the members of the
electric light committee of the local board had been bombarded with the tracts and pamphlets of manufacturers of
every article that could claim a smiling acquaintanceship
with electricity, in addition to which martyrdom in the
interests of the community they had felt it only their duty
to accept as many invitations to visit central stations and
factories as could
conveniently be managed, which
is a very
thirsty nnd exhausting process, as is well
known. The locaK board
were a
trifle
shy about
making use themselves
of
the
order,
so,
as
soon as the hospitality of the electrical profession began to
wane, the order was turned over, with the consent of the
Board of Trade, to a company which had been formed
with this result in view.
The terms of the transfer included a proviso that the three months' trial should be
successfully gone through before the complete ratification
of the transfer. This was at the instance of the chairman
of the local board, who was connected with the gas company. The electricity company thereupon offered to perform the trial upon his own premises, confident that good
workmanship and careful operating would convert even a
It

ordered

off

home

Next day

to

I felt all

go

to

bed and poultice

my mouth.

work at the house
morning a dainty rap

right, so started

Half way through the
sounded on the door. I climbed down hastily from the
ladder and opened.
The whirlwind was there, looking
more like a penitent zephyr, however.
"I am so sorry to have hurt you yesterday," she said.
"It was so thoughtless of me not to remember that you
were in the room at the time. I hope you are feeling better
again.

to-day."
I said something about the pleasure of being made a
ninepin of occasionally, and that she was very kind to risk
her fingers between my teeth after the nails.
"And that is what I want to speak to you about," she
continued.
"Why on earth do you put nails in your

mouth

?"

I explained that the

average

man heing

only possessed

of two hands, it had become fashionable among wiremen
to utilize the mouth, so as to overcome this lack of foresight in the design of mankind.
"But I'm sure they must taste nastily. Do you wash
them first?" she asked.
I assured her that a self-respecting wireman washed his
nails morning and night
I did not specify the brand of
nails
but promised in future to carry them only in my
pocket, to prevent accidents.
After that we used to chat together very often when her
father was out.
It was well known that he wanted the light
to fail during the trial so that he would have a good excuse
for withholding the confirmation of the provisional order's
transfer; consequently, he did not waste civilities upon
myself.
But his daughter was very nice, and took an
absorbing interest in every item of the work, from the connection leads to the last lamp, and she saved me a lot of
trotting up and down ladders to get tools and things.
Sometimes she would get inquisitive concerning the inner
workings of apparatus and the reasons therefor, whereupon I would stay my hand in its work, sit on top of the
ladder like a heathen god on its altar, and tell her all I
knew about it. If the day was sultry, the explanation
would become very minute and of a Munchausen character
but even on days when the spirit of industry was at its
strongest, the sight of a fair maiden, leaning against
something that matched her dress and drinking in with
upturned face the words of wisdom that came from the topmost rung of the stepladder, was enough to make the description of even a humble ceiling-rose a theme which could

—

—

not be dismissed under an hour and a half. Oh! it was
very nice; and perhaps if the housekeeper had not frequently
found excuses for Miss Evelyn's presence elsewhere,
I might have been still on that stepladder declaiming
the virtues of
cut-outs and
double-break switches.
I noticed then, with sorrow, that old Rogers was extremely
unreliable
with regard to returning home, I mean and
could never be absolutely depended on to turn up within an
hour either before or after the time at which he was expected.
There were some very near squeaks sometimes in consequence of this, but usually when he came round to inspect
progress my hammer was making the house echo and the
piano was making the hammer feel ashamed of itself.
All jobs, even 50-light jobs, must come to an end at last,
but it couldn't be helped under the above conditions and
with the unfeeling engineer on pins to start his machines.
If it had not been for the vital importance of the trial, I
fancy that the cut-outs in the house of Rogers would
have needed pretty frequent repairs; but I nobly withstood
the temptation to put weak fuses in, and thus risked the
chance of not seeing so much of Evelyn.

—

—

However, fortune favors the virtuous, and it was a
few months that we didn't
manage to run across one another "quite promiscuous
like" on the high road or in one of the pretty meadow
paths in the vicinity. Old Rogers was understood to be
very wroth when these meetings reached his ears, but his
daughter had a will of her own and well, perhaps he
weird day during the next

—

knew her better than I did.
As soon as the house was finished and the
tion made to the station switchboard, we saw

last
all

connecclear

in

the dynamo-house, put a tub of salted water into the cirThe main switch at
cr t, and opened the turbine gate.
the house had been previously closed, so that we had just
the line and resistance in circuit, and great was our joy to
as we gradually
find the voltmeter finger point to
Nest day the trial commenced
lessened the resistance.
in earnest, from sunset to midnight, as agreed upon, and
everything ran sweetly.
It was very easy work now, and would be till the end of

no

put down two
mains would have to be laid
throughout the compulsory area, and transformers put
down one at each side of the upper town and three in the
the

trial,

when,

successful,
alternators;

if

more 25 kilowatt

we should

—

,

I,

From

the

Loadon Electrical Enginetr.

lower.

One day I persuaded Evelyn to visit the works, and introduced her to the engineer, who showed her all over the
place and quite eclipsed the glories of her scientific experiments on making switches spark at home by letting
her work the adjusting screws of an arc light frame
which he had put together while
we ran the exciter
After that she often
on to its terminals.
of
dropped in, and learnt the names and uses
She was very useful, too, at
everything in the station.
times; when an instrument would require tinkering up, her
delicate fingers would make short work of what to either of
us would have been a most sweatful and laborious job,
provocative of free and easy blasphemy.
In fact, she got
so eaten up with the attractions of the works that we had
to keep our eyes perpetually on her to prevent her from

opening

the

turbine gate

when

the machine

was on dead

short-circuit or from making impossible joints on spare
cable, which process stained her diess and ruined the
whiteness of her fingers.

went well

All

at the

complaints had been
of

it

flickering,

for about nine weeks.
No
of the light not being bright or

works

made

which was not very strange, even when old

Rogers played the goat with the big electrolier switch,
evidently to try and jerk something wrong, as Evelyn
would tell us; we always ran the alternator at nearly its
maximum speed, and the excess current went into the saltwater tub, which was an effective deadener and cost us
nothing more.

We

got so cocksure of ultimate success at
preliminary runs
before sunset and only started our machines when twilight
came. This only happened if we were both away during
the day, as sometimes happened if there was something on
in the neighborhood, such as a picnic or an agricultural
show, when we would lock up the place early in the
day and get back before sundown.
In fact, it
was so deadly slow just then that we may be
excused for getting out of sight of sleepy Garnesdon
occasionally.
There was little to do beyond testing the
machinery and the circuit, and this dutv was usually
performed about mid-day, and was sometimes witnessed by
members of the local board passing at the time. Old
Rogers, the chairman, often looked in during these operations and picked his teeth meditatively.
Once he dropped
his silver toothpick near the alternator and the engineer
swore that he tried to drop it into the field, and ever
afterward kept a wary eye upon him.
One day a grand Primrose league garden party was to
be given at Storton, about 15 miles away, which was the
event of the year.
People came to it from all parts of the
county, but it was very select.
Evelyn had told me that
she was going, but that her father would have to go to
London that day. This was maddening to me, who, of
course, had not been invited.
The engineer's best girl was
also going, and as her parents were not sure of accompanying her, it was likely that the two girls would drive down
together.
Consequently the engineer and I were in a very
vicious state of mind, and on the morning we awoke with
heavy hearts rather earlier than usual. I went to my
window to see if our charitable prayers for wet, steaming,
dismal weather were
going
to
be answered,
but
was disappointed. The early morning sun was shining with a stolid German persevernce that betokened a
cloudless day. Coming down the road was Mr. Rogers,
with a bag in his hand, looking very flushed and heated,
and evidently on his jvay to the railway station. No one
else was in sight as far as I could see from behind a crack
in the blind.
Within 20 yards of the works he stopped
behind the hedge and wiped his perspiring face with his
handkerchief and then fanned himself vigorously. I still
watched curiously; it was such an odd thing for a man to
do after a five or ten minutes' walk from his house. At
last he resumed his journey, evidently feeling less heated,
but instead of passing on he went to our gate and pulled
heavily at the bell.
I slipped on a dressing gown and
went downstairs, wondering what could have happened to
He was just giving the bell
the light the night before.
another tug and seemed surprised at my prompt appearance.
last,

that

we sometimes dispensed with

"Good morning," he said. "You sleep lightly, young
man. I've got some spare tickets for the Storton garden
party to-day, and if you and your chief would like to attend
it you are welcome to a couple."
I thanked him with fervor, and he continued: "My
daughter and Miss Hearne are going down in the trap,
and as it might be awkward for you to get there by yourselves, you have my permission to drive them down.
You
or Mr. Hollowaycan drive, I suppose?"
I said "yes," but I meant dynamos.
"Well," he said, "don't start later than nine or you'll miss
You can return in the trap when you please
the luncheon.
for your duties here and have it sent back for the ladies."
I was redolent with gratitude and invited him inside to
endure the pouring forth of similar sentiments from the
engineer.
"No, thank you," he replied. "I only just have time
Hope you'll have a pleasant time; you
to catch my train.
hard-working fellows deserve it. Good-bye," and with
that he was off.
The engineer had heard the conversation, and when I
burst into his room had forsaken dignity and bedclothes,
and was standing on his head.
"Well, I'm blowed!" he exclaimed, finally resuming the
"I never credited
respectability of the horizontal plane.
the man with being'anything better that a pirate with a
My conscience, won't we enjoy our
pretty daughter.
young selves?"
I told him of the long time old Rogers had stayed outside before calling, and how inexplicably hot he seemed
be, but the only conclusion we could arrive at was th
^^
had had to call somewhere else after leaving his hor
af^fife"^
was perhaps too regardful of his dignity to call '
^^^ ^^^
At
his then state of towzled perspiration.
jp^'usin
hadn't much time to waste talking, and our '
ant^fate we
were pretty busy during the next half-ho-.ookJng-fflasse*?
®
fasted as usual at the King's Arms,
^^ pf ^^
Break-

,

-

house in good time. The ^i/'s wer^^^ started for the
we went, the engmeer and Miss H
{j^tj, ^g^^
^^^ ^^
and Evelyn and myself behmd.
.^inie on the bos seat
Of the beautiful time we had
The progrr
that day it is
for me to speak.
not ne/^
Luncheon, ter
-mme thereof mav cnffi
indicate it.
^P^
^^^"^^^
,.

-

.

•

tete-a-tete, refreshments,

'

-ais, tete-a-tete

dinner

^Mating, tete-a-tete
time for the engineer aThZ'T^^'
oiyself to come
especially as Evelyn
a'wav the r^^^
°'^
was to be held at f J^t^^^^ ^s that a little diAn.r
would be coming
'

f

oi\^^^^^^\ ---^

The

an^thTlf^ig

return journey
"^^^°^
was ?oo•soon
Lon over;
o,.°."'ii°T
^edrop^id

Miss
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at a house just outside the town and drove straight
through to the works, as Evelyn wished to see the maIt was only half an hour to sunset, and
as we approched our destination we noted the rustic
neighborhood of the transbeauty of the immediate

Hearne

chinery started.

mogrified mill, the dazzling glory of the setting orb, and
The
the general peace and quietness that prevailed.
engineer waxed cynically practical: '^'It's a good job for us
remarked;
"precious
set
sometimes,'"
he
the sun does

would be wanted if it didn't."
Evelyn said that he reminded her of a depraved man her
father knew, who built fire-engines and saw no beauty in
little electric light

other than wooden houses.
When we get to the works we were nearly stifled by the
The baking sun had been pouring down on
heat inside.
the roof of the dynamo house all day, and had converted
We opened the windows and
it into a first-class oven.
sat down by the switchboard. Evelyn said, "Ishoit/dWkQ
I'm sure I could manage
to start your machines to-night.
right."

it all

Evelyn's desires were usually laws to us so, though it
was too early to start, I went to the sluice valve and polished the wheel with some waste, adjusted the resistance
for no load and stood by while she screwed the valve
wheel round slowly, watching with evident delight the
gradual revolving of shafting and increasing hum of the
alternator

and

exciter.

"Whoa! " suddenly shouted the engineer rather impo"Turn it back quick! You'll bum the blessed
litely.
things up!"
Sure enough the armatures were reI looked around.
volving at an alarming rate, and yet the valve wheel was
Evelyn
sufficiently
unscrewed
to account for this.
not
reversed the wheel and we looked at the voltmeter, which
7iothing! This
was strange, since even then
read
reaching 150,
and
I
went
tachometer was
the
around to all the connections and switches to find
the cause of this open circuit. Everything seemed
right, and. in response to
my look of inquiry, the
engineer whistled the '^--'-like whistle of a man in
doubt.
"Do you think that your man has forgotten to close the
main switch at your house ?" he asked Evelyn, "or perhaps he has opened it too soon ?"
"I don't think so," she replied; "Henry is such a
methodical man. But I will drive there and see."
"Thank you," said the engineer. "You had better go,
too, Tom. and see if the fault is at that end of the line.
Make haste back if it isn't."
I helped Evelyn into the trap and we drove at a breakneck pace to the house, and went through the side gate to
The switch was closed, as we had
the switchboard shed.
arranged to always have it during the day to enable us to
test the line properly, and the ends of the cable were sehasty
curely sweated into the thimbles at the back.
glance assured us of both these facts, and a growing conviction that the trouble was on the line forced itself upon
me. Evelyn grasped the situation immediately, like a true

A

woman.

"Comeback to the works," she exclaimed, "and see
what is to be done;" and we got into the trap again and
went back at full gallop.
Evelyn was quite as excited as I was, and seemed to
probable consequences of a non-

realize as plainly the
supply of the light.

"I hope you will find what is wrong," she said. "Three
men coming to dinner to-night are on the local
board, and two of the others are connected with the gas
company directors, or something; and you can imagine
what they will say if the light fails. Even if you never
have another accident in the three months, the possibility
of such a thing happening will be apparent to them,
of the

—

now when all is in your favor at the works."
groaned inwardly and cursed the Primrose league, and
therein is, which had led us away from the path of
The horse
rectitude and of regular machinery testing.
would have cursed the Primrose league, too, if he could
thst
to
body
the
reason
for
the
wild
slashing
traced
have
he got till the works were reached.
especially
I

all that

"Well," anxiously inquired the engineer, who was
waiting outside; "anything wrong at the switchboard
there?"

"No," I answered;
I'm afraid."

"My
tric!

conscience!

"it

must be a break on the

line,

A

break on that 2,000 meg. concenleak yesterday, was there?"
Shall I go out and try to find it?"
I

Not the sign of a

"Not

a
asked him.

scrap.

"I don't fancy there's time," looking at his watch and
sun setting through the trees. "Even if you found
it immediately, which there isn't much chance of doing, it
would take you the best part of a day to make anything
Must be a pretty clean break, you
of a job of the thing.
know, or part of the outer concentric would have given us
at the

some kind of return."
"And we haven't got a piece of spare cable over 20
yards long," I said, after rummaging through the storeroom.
have time to run it over the fields to the
"We
house if we had; though it would not help matters much
to use makeif Mr. Rogers got to know that we had
should just

shifts."

-

^

peering in among the stores, too.
won't that do?" she asked, pointing to the length of
wire
drawirg-in
which had been coiled on a drum after
being used to get the cable thrcugh the conduit. I was
about to explain to her in a superior masculine manner
that it wouldn't carry the current, when the engineer said,
con expressiom, "By Jove, the girl's right," and straightway got out his pocketbook and began figuring rapidly

Evelyn had been

"Why

therein.

"There,'' he said at

last,

"we'll

fix

the thing yet, but

Miss Evelyn, can you tell me if there would be any
chance of making a fiesb connection to the switchboard at
your house and of putting down one of those transformers

first,

July

there," pointing to a recently delivered batch of house
transformers, "without your father hearing of it?"
I saw his point now, and felt
inexpressibly relieved
when Evelyn promised to keep the servants out of the way
at the house while things were fixed up in the shed.
should have to trust to luck not to meet anyone on the

We

way.

"You're a dear girl," said the engineer, evidently reand then he unfolded his plans to us. The stepup transformer, which luckily had arrived, would transform the voltage to 2,100, and the drawing-in wire would
carry nearly two amperes withaut risk of undue heating.
was
As only about
watts
the
1,700
maxipower
that
could
be
taken
mum
by
the house, and i,2co a strong average amount, there
seemed every reason for thinking that the arrangement
would work out all right in practice.
We had no time to lose now, so set to work to mount the
drum on a truck, with the transformer on a board between
the shafts, and Evelyn setoff for the house to get things
ready for its reception. We fastened one end of the wire
to a tree at the side of the works, and then, no one being
lieved,

about, the engineer trailed the wire along the top of the
parched hedge while I pulled the truck along. Although
there were a great many twists in the road, there was not
a break in the continuity of the hedge except for an occasional stile, a series of meadows being between the works
and the house on that side of the road and a few big houses
got along splendidly till within a short
on the other.
distance of the house, when we found that the wire
would hardly be enough, if we followed the course
hedge, on account
of the
windings
of the
of
we decided to cut across the
the highway,
so
meadow to save going back for more wire.
had to
wait five precious minutes, however, while a loving couple
meandered down the road one behind the other, after the
approved style of those in humble life whose love is too
cursed them in our hearts as they
deep for words.
stared foolishly at the truck and at the engineer on the
other side of the hedge with a sack cast over the drum, and
felt relieved when they had gone out of sight round a bend,
trusting they had seen nothing incriminatory to gossip
about. Then we laid the wire along the grass, propping
grass itselt was
it up with twigs as we went, though the
dry as tinder after the heat of the day. The end of the wire
we threw over the side wall, as near to the shed as we
could judge, and then returned to the road, the engineer to
return to the works to fix up things, and I to take
where
Evelyn
the transformer to the- side gate,
was waiting anxiously. By the interest she was taking in
the swindle one would never have thought that she was
helping to undermine her father's business, and, of course,
do no gcod to herself financially. But then she was a

We

We

We

woman, you know.

No one was about, so I got the transformer into the
shed safely and brought the end of the wire in through a
Evelyn became jubilant. "I have told
crack in the roof.
Henry that I've opened the switch," she said, with an
unaccountable pride in the success of the lie, "so he won't
come out here to-night. Can I help you?"
I did not need help to disconnect the house wires from
the switchboard, twist them to the low-tension side of the
transformer, and the drawing-in wire to one of its hightension terminals, but I was rather puzzled and anxious
about making a good enough earth. When, however, I
told Evelyn what I wanted, she showed me the earthed
end of the lightning conductor, and that job was scon
over.

Before I went back to the works I wilfully wasted
a couple of minutes telling her what I thought of her
goodness and devotion to our cause, what my friend
the engineer thought of it, and what all right-minded
people would think of it if ever they got to know.
In fact I should have stayed there all night babbling
gratitude if she had not reminded me that the engineer
might want me, and that we were not yet out of the

wood.
I tore myself away and hurried back with the truck,
pleased to observe that the wire was almost invisible on the
hedge and calculated that it would be entirely so after dark,
I fcund the engineer connecting a cable from one of the
dynamo brushes to a choice collection of pickheads and
crowbars that he had driven deep into a shallow pool at the
rear of the works, and to the other brush was connected
I told him how things were situated
the drawing-iji wire.
at the house.
"Well,'" he said, "as long as the night keeps dry I don't
think we have much to fear, but heaven help us if there is
much of a dew or it rains. Mica hedges wouldn't be any
good then. And another thing, if anybody goes through
the hedge to-night, there'll be the other after-world to pay.

we must risk it now."
I agreed with him; we were so wrapped up in the affair
and the hope of its successful termination, that I half
believe we would have risked our immortal souls to bring
Still,

this about.

The sun was well below the horizon now, so after seeing everything in order and hastily muttering a prayer to
the dens ex viadiina^ the machines were started.
To our joy the voltmeter finger moved around the dial
as the sluice valve was opened, and with a heavy artificial
When the resistance
resistance in circuit stood at 102.
was reduced the machine gave almost its normal output,
so that we had no fear of having to ovenun it and risk
the armature coils. After a time the load began to come
on and I went outside to see how the wire bore it. There
was no apparent heating, a light breeze keeping the temperature down.
Then, as the engineer had things well in
hand, I took a couple of hooks and commenced an inboxes
of
which there were
spection of the road
It was hard
eleven between the house and the works.
work getting oS the covers single-handed; dirt had
been wedged in, which, with the red lead packing and the
weight of the cover itself filled in with concrete, made me
At nine of the boxes I
appreciate the evening breeze.
,
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could find nothing to indicate a break in the cable, and as
it was now quite dark I began to fear it would
have to be
a hauling out job. When I tackled the tenth bcx, which
was situated at a kind of double bend in the road close to
the house, it came up very easily, nearly throwing me
backward on my head. I struck a match and looked inside, and a glance explained the Icose cover
and several
other things eventually
for the cable had been rudely
backed asunder just where the conduit entered the box.
There could be no doubt but that it was an intentional
deed.
The works' end of the cable hung over the hedge
of the conduit, but did not touch the bottom of the box.
I sat down with my legs in tfie box, trying to think who
had done this, but had to give the puzzle up at last, and
was cogitaticg ruefully what a deucedly awkward thing
a concentric was to splice, and how doubly deucedly
awkward the operation would be if there was not enough
slack to enable it to be got at properly, when I heard
someone coming along the road.
I did not move
till
I
heard the footsteps stop, and then quickly
retrace
themselves,
and when I looked up the
owner of the feet tad disappeared around the bend again.
I thought it very strange, but concluded that it was some
timid person who saw me sitting in the road and took me
to be either an accident or a highwayman, and after a few
minutes' meditation I got up'and replaced the cover. Just as
I was stamping it down, I heard a hoarse, quick cry seemingly not far off.
'*My goodness," I thought, " if it's anybody messing
about that hedge," and ran in the direction of the sound.
There was no one in sight down the road either way, so,
as the hedge was very thick, I went for the nearest stile,
and looked into the field. Some Httle distance along, close
to the hedge, I could see the form of a man lying down,
and as I drew near I went sick with apprehension as I
recognized the spot where the wire branched off from the
hedge across the field. This, and the contracted posture
of the body, made me fear the worst.
Before touching him I ascertained the whereabouts of the
wire, and found that he had evidently stumbled over and
beyond it in his fall. X stepped cautiously over it and turned

—

—

the man on his
man was dead

!

back, realizing my morbid expectations. The
And as I bent over him I recognized the

features of old Rogers.

At first I would not believe my eyes; the facial muscles
had contracted, a froth had issued from the lips, and the
semi-darkness may have deceived my physiognomical
memory, but there was no mistaking the inevitable black
bag and the massive gold chain with the cross and locket
I think I may say, with some degree
dangling therefrom.
of truth, that the unfortunate event somewhat awed and
perplexed me perhaps because I was younger then. Why
was old Rogers behind the hedge at that time of night?
And what was to be done in the present state of affairs?
dim religious light began to dawn upon me with regard to the first problem. From the position of his body,
he was evidently returning to his house from the railway
station.
Could it be that his were the footsteps that retraced themselves at the bend of the road a short time
previously, and had he then got over a stile and walked
noiselessly along the field, past where I was sitting in the
road, till he came in contact with the deadly wire as it left
the hedge? And if so, what was the reason for this
strange proceeding?
There seemed only one way to account for it; ordinary
A guilty conscience needs
timidity did not fill the bill.
no accuser, and he had evidently recognized me sitting in
the road box where the broken cable was, and had avoided
meeting me. Now \ saw why he had come down the
road to the station in the morning flushed and heated,
and had waited to cool off before seeing us; why be became so suddenly generous with the garden party tickets;
and as I picked up his bag, which was securely locked,
and shook it, the weight and the muffled jingle of metal
inside told me plainer than a provisional specificamonth that a hammer,
tion could have done in a
cold chisel and perhaps some kind of appliance for
lifting the lid of the road box were wrapped in newspapers

—

A

That settled me in my resolve to let his death
inside.
remain as much of a mystery as possible, and I stepped,
back across the wire and made for the works.
The wire
as it passed the stile had been carefully hidden out of sight
and easy reach, so that there was no danger in crossing it.
I passed a few people on my way back, but felt sure that
no one could see the body from the road.
"Found the break?" queried the engineer, as I came
panting in.
"Yes," I replied; "and the breaker."
"Good business; let's hear about it."
I sat down and explained the state of affairs.
The
engineer's eyes opened and his face grew longer in orthodox manner as the tale of woe proceeded. "Shall we go
to the police station and give ourselves up?" I asked in
conclusion.
"Not much," said the engineer, after reflection- "it's
just a judgment of Providence on the man.
I don't think

we need say anything about

it."

"Don't you think the doctors

will find

out

the cause of

his death at the post-mortem? Providence doesn't
electricity works in Garnesdon, you know.''

own an

"We

must chance that," said the engineer; besides it is
very unlikely that the small current could do all that
mischief.
He was subject to fits or something internal
wasn't he? and probably the shock just helped one along.'*
I remembered Evelyn telling me that her father suffered
from heart disease, so that cheered us up.a little. "How
rummy the place looks, lit with lamps and candles," I observed.

The engineer smiled too. "Yes, I was afraid to tinker
with the circuit to-night to light us up here. By the way
the voltmeter gave an odd jump about twenty minutes ago
but I thought it was the big electrolier switch being played
with.
It must have been poor old Rogers giving
up the
ghost.
I shall be glad when twelve o'clock comes and
we
can take that wire in out of sight," he mused. "Wonder
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think of his non-appearance, and if
daughter will guess what has happened."
Believe me. it is
I felt very sick, for Evelyn's sake.
never nice to discover oneself to be a murderer, and the
unpleasant feeling is in no degree modified when the murdered man happens to be the father of the girl one loves.
This anfortunate mental condition will prevail even when
strong extenuation exists in the fact that the deceased was
an electrophobian gasman.
And if Evelyn did discover how her father met his death
T suppose that I should have to feel very sick for my own
sake; unless, indeed, she reciprocated the affection 1 entertained lor her to a greater extent than at the time I
These thoughts and occasional attenthought pDSsibie.
tion to the machinery helped to pass the time away.

what the guests
his

plucky

will

little

About ren o'clock a vehicle stopped outside, and the engineer rushed to the door, unwilling that anyone should
come into the station in its present i:onditioD. shut the
door after him, and went to the outer gate. Seme conversation ensued with the occupants of the trap, and then
Presently he came in again.
it was driven off.
"They've missed him at the house," he said. "The
guests got tired of waiting frr him to turn up, so dined
with the two ladies and looked in here on iheir way home
They fancy he
to see if we had heard anything of him.
must have been detained in London, but the housekeeper
thinks he has had a touch of heart disease, and that's how
matters stand to the outer worid at present. I don't think
they are likely to take any steps till the morning, and in
the meantime we can net that wire out of the way."
Midnight came in due course, and we shut off. I went
up the road to the house and cut the wire outside the garden wall, intending to call in on the morrow and remove
As I returned, coiling the
all traces inside the place.
wire UD, I found the engineer bending over the body,
examining it.
"See wtiere it touched him," he whispered; "just on
He must have been stooping pretty
the back of the wrist.
low at the time, and the shock made him jump right over
brown
mark, isn't it?" as he struck a
Funny-looking
it.
match to see it clearly.
We turned the body over into its original position and
came away. Not a soul was out at that time of night, and
we got the wire all in and went to bed worn out with the
Neither of us slept much that night,
events of the day.
and we got up early in the morning to prepare our jointing
tools,
expecting to hear every moment of
vulcanizing
and
The road was not a very much
the discovery of the body.
frequented one, and it was nearly nine o'clock before a man
came luahing past on his way to the town. Ten minutes
after, a cab containing a doctor and several policemen tore
back toward the fatal spot, the loafers of the town bringing
up the rear, eager to gratify that pardonable curiosity which
helps to distinguish mankind from the lower animal world.
carefully inquired what was the matter before joining
in the rush, but when we arrived at the scene of the
tragedy the body had already been carried into the house,
and the late arrivals were growling as if they had booked
high-priced seats to view the spectacle. The more fortunate ones described unctuously the appearance of the body,
with elaborations, and said the doctor's opinion was that
deceased had had a fit on his way home from the station
the night before; and though the police were at first suspicious of foul play, in .consideration of the peculiar
situation of the body, they eventually came to the same
conclusion on finding all his valuables intact.
Nothing more would be known about it till the inquest,
but so far things looked as favorably for us a? could be

We

expected.
We did not feel like going to the house that morning,
so trusted to the general excitement there that the shed
would not be visited, and set to work on the broken cable.
Luckily, there was some slack in the drawing-in boxes on
either side of the one tampered with, and, as the cable had
been well greased when drawn in, we managed to haul
enough along to make operations easier. People came up
by dozens that day to view the spot where the body was
found, which was guarded by a policeman till the coroner's jury should have seen it, and we had to rig up a
tarpaulin shed to keep prying eyes from seeing too clearly
The joint was fioished
the nature of our work in the box.
that afternoon, though an experienced joiner at a shilling
an hour would have probably taken a day over it.

found in the black bag, and in due time the funeral came
aud was attended by hundreds of people. All grades
of sorrow were represented at the graveside
from the
sorrowful sorrow of those who loved the man to the simulated sorrow of distant relations whose thoughts wandered
away to the probable contents of the will and, hypocrites
though the latter were, they could have been safely given
50 points in loo at that game by a couple of lacrymoselooking young men who were frequently convulsed by the
effect of their own emotions.
After the ceremony we breathed freer, and slept at night
for quite hours at a time.
It was also possible for us to
eat meat suppers again without being responsible for injurious effects upon the nerves of late wayfarers passing
the station and of tramps who slept under neighboring
hayricks.
The provisional order was formally handed over to the
company at the expiry of the three months' run, and now
that district is one of the best lighted in the provinces.
I
see from the English electrical papers sent out to me that
the total cost per unit is well within 3'Ad., so that it must
be a good thing for the company at 7d. dtliveied.
What It might have been if the late lamented chairman of
the local board had caught an earlier train home on the
night of his death can only be judged by his actions
earlier in the day.
As I haye mentioned, the engineer is dead got drowned
in the river white in charge of the works, and lam htre in
off

—

—

that

seemed

to be one very good reason why they couldn't
In view of this it seems quite possible that the difficulty, in their cases at least, might be called physical
rather
than hypnotic, which is a term applied to the Brooklyn case
by Dr. Raub.
see.

A

further argument which would be advanced by those
inclined to believe the theory of hysterical blindness
a
fanciful one is that the flash, when a switch is thrown,

is

more intense than any that could come from the trolley.
at the Narragansett company's station is
that in case of a flish there is a marble
slab an inch and a half thick between the man's eyes
and
far

The switcbboard
now so arranged

the exact location of the most intens'^ I'ght.
Vet Superintendent Thomas states that not later than two weeksagohe
had to turn his back to the si b so powerfully dazzling was
the light.
If left long enough the marble slab would burn
like paper.
It is believed here that the casas mentioned as having
occurred at the electric lighpnp- coaapanv's are cases of

—

South America.
Oh, yes, about Evelyn I mean Lady Fitz-something or
other.
She found herself left so well provided for and was
so much sought after by the eligible aristocracy and needy
nobility of the county, that
well, you know wonen, don't
you ?

—

—

Metropolitan Specialties.
The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, is introducing a novelty in theW. E. Garey battery gau^e.
This
instrument combines efficiency aud

reliability

and indicates

absolutely the electromotive forci or actual working capacity of

open

This gauge works by direct

circuit batteries.

magnetic action;

its

principle of construc:ion

is

an

electro-

magnat, with a pivoted armature so located that its axis of
motion passes through one pale of the magoet and a curved
portion of the armature passes through the magnetic field

The movement

of the other pole.

caused by the

magnetic

effort of the

The instrument

circuit.

accurately adjusted and

is

of the

armature

is

electro-magnet to shorten

neat

a

its

is full jewelled
and
and desirable battery

gauge for the use of telephone inspectors, electric repair
men, schools and electro-medical practitioners, and frcm
the illustration
vest packet

if

it

will

be seen that

desired.

One

it

can be carried in

pecularity of this gauge

adaptability to use for synchronous signals; any

instruments OQ the same circuit will

same as the one
course, that the

froa:

indicate

which the signal

circuits

are

is

properly

the
is its

number

of

exactly the

sent, provided, of

wired, and

while

ordinary voltmeters can be used for a similar purpose, their

expensive construction limits their use.

METROPOLITAN SPECIALTIES.
physical inability solely. There has not bean the slighest
indication of hysteria.
If so sudden and intense a shock
as must be resisted on the nervous system of these men
produces no hysteria, will the theory that a trolley flash
could hypnotize a person into total blindness for three days
find credence?
Mr. Cau'field says that he "don't believe in hvsterical
blindness." There are many others who do not. But it is

hard telling where physiology ends and psychology begins.
probably won't be told this century, to put it mildly; and
Dr. Raub may ba perfectly right.
It

Blindness from Electrical Flashes.

Rushmore Armature

"As Though by

a Miracle" Is the head under which
Suji tells of the sudden recovery of sight experienced by James H. Caulfield after three days of total
Caulfield is the Brooklyn reporter who was
blindness.
made blind by seeing the quick flash of a trolley wire.
Dr. Joseph M. Raub, under whose guidance the young
man regained his power of vision, said that it was simply a

the

New York

The improved method

of armature winding illustrated
by the accompanying cut was designed by S. W. Rushmore of New York. It is intended to produce a perfectly
balanced and well ventilated armature.
In this winding
the coils are

first all

cut to the required length and are

Late in the afternoon I went to the house to proffer my
sympathy to Evelyn. She came down from her
room on hearing who it was; her eyes red, but keeping up

sincere

We

only spoke about the sad bereavement at
seeing that she had forgotten the operations of
before,
I inquired if I might go to the shed.
the night
"Ob, yes," she exclaimed, her memory coming back to
"I am so glad to say that the light was just as usual
her.
last night. Only once it seemed to go rather dull, but it was
I hope you will find it
not noticed by any of the visitors.
all right in the shed."
I bade her good-bye for the present, and went out to the
switchboard wondering what she would have said or done if
she had known the cause of the lightgoing "rather dull."
The necessary disconnections were soon made, the end of
the wire hauled into the shed and the transformer put in a
corner ready for use, if required when the trial was over.
Now that all trace of our operations had been destroyed
and the circuit was in working order again, with the only
man likely to destroy it out of the world, a successful endbravely.

RUSHMORE ARMATURE.

first, till,

ing to our endeavors seemed quite possible.
The dreaded inquest passed off very successfully— at
least, from our point of view; though one of the doctors
contended that lightning was the primary cause of death,
heart disease supervening. No lightning, however, having
been observed on the night in question, this opinion was
overruled by the other doctors called in, who naturally
enough preferred to attribute the effect to the most likely
of doubtful causes, and the verdict was "Death from natural causes."
No one seemed to worry about the nature of the tools

This is
case of hysterical blindness and nothing more.
unique, if true. There are sure to be, however, many who

placed upon the armature in equal positions while stand-

combat the theory.
At the Narragansett Electric Lig^hting company's works
in this city, comments the Providence lonriial, it is said

way

will

that apparently similar, if not identical, cases have occurred.
There are two men at the works who, during the last few
years, have been temporarily blinded when throwing a

Superintendent Thomas says that this happens in
When a
every big electric lighting station In the country.
thrown the circuit is broken. When properly
is
switch
The
done, another connection is made simultaneously.
One
intense flash lasts until another connection is made.
station
was
so
Narragansett
company's
the
of the men at
nearly blinded that he was at home three days at one time.
He was not, however, as is said to have been the case with
He was able to
Caulfield, unable to see anything at all.
grope about, but could see nothing distinctly. Both the
men who have been affected at the electric lighting company's works are remarkably strong specimens of manhood, and could not be called hysterical by the widest
stretch of the imagination.
In Caulfield's case, with the single exception of drooping
eyelids, which might have been caused from lack of sleep,
The feature of drooping
his eyes seemed to be perfect.
In f jct,
eyelids tallies exactly with the local cases cited.

ing vertically, and are shaped upon each other in such a
that they

all

none of the wires
It will

mansame shape and

cross the heads in a peculiar spiral

ner, so that every coil

is

of exactly

the

cross, but gradually lap past each other.

be seen that the coils are practically independent on

manner

the heads, and that they lay in such a

switch.

the insulation
strain to

become charred,

produce a short-circuit.

there

is

It will

that should

no mechanical

be readily under-

stood that with the coils exposed to the air at nearly
points,

much

an armature wound

on

larger current with safety,

this

system

all

will carry

and that having the

a

coils

exactly alike in shape and position on the core cannot but

be an advantage, mechanically as well as

electrically.

Sioux City, la., is considering the advisability of putting in a large electric lighting plant. The contract with the
Sioux City Electric company expires in August, and the
light committee is of the opinion that a much better conThe committee has corresponded
tract ought to be made.
with different cities and found that a number of them are
paying less per light for both gas and electricity.
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Engine and Boiler Equipment of the Metropolitan Elevated Electric Railway, Chicago.
The

tettirg of the contract for the

Side Elevated Railroad com-

Metropolitan West

the

of

equipment

electrical

Chicago was announced in the last issue of the
Western Electrician. Since that time the contracts for
the engine and boiler equipment have been awarded. The

pany

of

Edward
ful

Milwaukee was the successthe steam engines, and will furnish four

company

P. Allis

bidder for

engines, two having a

of

maximum

capacity

3,100 horse

of

power each, and the other two a maximum capacity of
The General Electric company's
1,500 horse power each.
generators will be keyed to the shafts of the engines,
which

will

be of the vertical cross

compDund condensing

Johnson

Alarm Cash Drawer.

Electric

The Johnson

July

by the Western Electric ccmpany, Chicago,

is

con^trucled

on new ideas and has some uovel and desirable features,
seen in

as

the illustration.

with combination

touched the

in multi-

and lock and one dry
from those not

indistinguishable

externally

keys connected

five

battery.

changed, and the keys

easily

is

cash drawer,

It consists of a

in front of

ple with the circuit; a bell

The combination

If the

set.

broken in the combina-

set are

tion

and the drawer may be opened without any

circuit is

touched the bell

the proper keys are not

if

and the door

The drawer

lock

will

an attempt

if

made

is

ring

open

it.

in this

Connection can

ring continuously.

position the bell will

noise,

will

to

and while

partially opsn,

will lock if

are

set

keys
but

Hamilton avenue, where there will be a connection
Second and Third avenue lines.

be made to the switch and bell at any part of the building

The

,

franchises of the State Electric Light

pany and the Kings County

Hok

nection by wire with the roof of

Chicago City Railway company from operation
by animal power to the overhead trolley system, reports

The new ordinances cover

cluded.

old, taking in all the

smaller ones at loo revolu-

in

be able to read anything sent by the

new

the

for

ity,

one half of which

1st,

the remainder to

This

is

said

The

ultimately installed.

&

trains

if

is

boilers

The

by October

are

is

ist.

to be

to be provided

all

was made by the
The work upon the road

contract

company.

office of the

struction

for use

Wilcox automatic chain grate smokeless

furnace attachments.

cago

be ready

be one-third of the plant which

to

with Babcock

to

is

Chicon-

being rapidly pushed, with the idea of running

possible by this

New York
New

for protecting the
is first

thrown on.

rheostat being

entirely separate

device

armature of motors when the current
In installing motors, the switch and

generally placed side by side,

from each other,

tbat through haste or carelessness

it

and being

oftentimes happens

the current

on by the switch before the resistance

is

is

30,

—

It

thrown

cut in by the

U.

of the test by the

Ordnance

candle power
for coast defense pur-

200,000,000

S.

Hook

attempt was made to wreck a
Union Railway company on June 26rh at
Since the trolley line from West Farms to

partially successful

West

Chester.

Wllliamsbridge has been
Chester have expressed

operation

in

residents of

much indignation

residents of the former place, they have

pay an additional fare of

For a continuous

ride

five

pay ten cents, while only

to

been obliged ta

cents for the

/rom there

disci

The

railway

five

company

through

trip.

have

to 129th street they

cents

i?

Wllliamsbridge citizens for a ride of equal
length.

West

because, unlike

gives as

from

exacted

not greater

if

a reason

for

its

imination between the two villages that the franchise
to

by the Williamsbridge authorities contains

it

There

five cents.

is

no such agreement with

West

company runs on a

leased

franchise from the Southern Traction company.

Notes.

W.

rumored that there

is

may be

is

will

PERSONAL.
Prof.

M.

O

Dea

of

the

University of Notre

Dame

is

in

Chicago.
Prof. H. S. Carhart of the University of

G^org^ Cutter, Chicago,
business

"

is

in

is in

the East on a

ten

days'

trip.

It is stated that Prof. T. C.

and friends of Isaac I..iebson of
have been on guard two nights and two

Michigan

Chicago.

be thoroughly investigated.

Mendenha"l, superintendent

and geodetic survey, has resigned.

of the coast

fifty relatives

N.

J.,

Railroad

company

does

not

&

Rutherford Elec-

end the State

war by planting poles on Liebson's property. The
this trouble was referred to last week.
The Board of Electrical Control, at a recent meeting,
granted permission to the Commercial Cable company to
beginning of

subway on Battery place to connect with its cable at
pier A and the proposed subway at No. i Broadway. The
work will be done by the Department of Public Works.
The Provident Loan society asked the board to give
permission to the Holmes Electric Protective company to
lay a

put an overhead wire on Fourth avenue,

Twenty-second

street,

so that

it

Col. S. G. Booker of the Hayden-Booker Manufacturing company, St. Louis, spent a few days in Chicago last

week.

street

trplley

to

F. O.

a

substituted for steam as

days to see that the Paterson, Passaic

clever

follow-

trolley car of the

be

power on the elevated railroads here. Negosaid, have been going on between the Manhattan company and the General Electric company for
some time with this object in vi;w. The decision of the
Metropolitan company in Ch'cago to adopt electricity has
doubtless had much to do with this move. As soon as the
Chicago road is equipped and in running order, the system

tric

shows a

The

fiashes.

is

it

Forty or

illustration

A

the motive

tiations,

Passaic,

The accompanying

York, June

possibility that electricity

fall.

Self-locking Starting Switch.

commencement

the

is

Chester, and besides, there the

road.

be in readiness by December

would

practice

little

ing message was transmitted:

issued

CORRESPONDENCE.

company.
To the Babcock & Wilcox company was awarded the

This company has contracted to deliver and erect complete
a battery of boilers aggregaliog 3 600 horse power capac-

company would

said that he believed the

saw

receiver reported that he

the signals quite plainly and after a

the specific provision that the fare for a through ride shall

P. Ailis

contract for furnishing the boiler plant

Clark

street,

accept the ordinance.

Allan, business

ward

except that part of

for each of the ten years.

cash at once or $10,000

Alderman Mann

This contract was negotiated and closed by J. E.
manager of the Chicago office of the Ed-

tions.

the same lines as the

lines,

street.
The franchises are for
The company is compelled to pay either $100,-

ten years.

000

con-

and Twenty-second

street

made after a pattern lately designed by the Allis
company for direct-connected work, and of which this will
be the first installation. The larger engines will be run at 75
type,

the

company's

about

are

Indiana avenue lying north of Thirty-ninth

JOHNSON ELECTRIC ALARM CASH DRAWER.

revolutions a minute, and

company

with the

that the negotiations

The

graphic code was used.

sub-committee having

lines of the

the Equitable building,,

where the observer received the message which was sent
to him by flashes from the searchlight.
The Morse tele-

A., of the
searchlight erected at Sandy
poses.

charge the proposed transformation of the auxiliary

in

became

Schieren.

The first official test with the searchlight before the
ordnance board was made at Sandy
on June syth.
The Western Union Telegraph company established con-

This

of the aldermaaic

& Power com& Power com-

Mayor

laws June 23 1 without the signature of

Board,

South Side Trolley Lines, Chicago.

Electric Light

pany, granted by the aldermen two weeks ago,

as a night alarm.

The chairman

with

the

a'arm cash drawer, manufactured

electric

1S94

7,

from Twentieth

Secretary D. N. McBrier of the Ball Engine company
is now in Chicago, with headquarters at 506

of Erie, Pa.,

Rookery.
been ill for ihe last
S. G. Neiler, Chicago, who has
week, has recovered sufficiently to be at his office in the

Manhattan building.
Prof. Henry A, Rowland of Johns Hopkins University
spend the summer vacation at Seal Harbor, Mount
Desert Island, Maine.

will

W. E. Stearns has been appointed purchasing agent of
the Berlin Iron Bridge company, to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of William H. Riley.

could get the society's

One of the guests at the last 'open-night" reception in
new Postal Telegraph building in New York, on June
'

It appeared,

protection.

however, on investigation, that

Holmes company had refused to rent space in the
subway at this particular point because it had not enough
The
business in the neighborhood to make a fair profit.
North River Electric Light company received permission

the

to put

up poles and maintain overhead wires

in the vicinity

High Bridge and on 135th street, between Willis and
Brook avenues. The New York Heat, Light & Power
company was allowed to lay a subway in Gold street.
of

Electrolysis of water

current

of

new

the

worrying that

and gas pipes caused by the return
trolley

board of

city's

fearful that the fire defense

Conn.,

is

underwriters, which

is

lines in Hartford,
fire

may be weakened

pains are not taken in providing for the

The

SELF-LOCKING STARTING SWITCH.
and as a consequence the motor armature is
burned out or the fuses blown. The W. S. Hill Electric
company, Boston, Mass., has placed on the market a
rheostat,

patent self-locking starting switch, in which

and

the switch

combined in such a manner that the
switch cannot be thrown in without first putting in all of
rheostat are

the resistance,

thus avoiding

any chance

for

an acci-

dent.

The General Term of the Supreme Court in Brooklyn has
sustained the judgments against the railroads in these trolley
suits: James Arnasen against the Brooklyn City Railroad
company for $15,000; Mrs. Annie Conner against the
same company for $12,500; Moses D. Kinkade against
the Atlantic Avenue company for $10,000.

underwriters and their electrician

return
are

special

if

current.

reported

as

system, which has been adopted by the
company, with the indorsement of the street
board of the city, mainly because the putting in of ground
plates at intervals of 500 feet to dissipate the current into
the ground makes the carrying power of the rail and the

opposed

to

the

the

27th,

was

S. F. B.

Thomas

Morse of Chicago.

A. Edison

is

reported

to be recovering rapidly

from his recent indisposition. As stated last week, Mr.
Edison was taken ill as the seeming result of a fall.
B. T- Arnold, Chicago, will read a paper before the
meeting of the Northwestern Electrical association at St.
Paul, Minn., which is to be held on July iSth, 19th and
20th.

Vice-Admiral George William Preedy, who commanded
the Agamemnon when it was employed in laying the first
Atlantic cable, died in Devonshire, England, last month,

aged 77 years.

M. d'Arsonval has been elected to fill the vacancy in
the ranks of the Academic des Sciences caused by the
The nomination requires
death of M. Brown-Sequard.
the approbation of the president of France.

street railway

bonded wires

less.

City Railroad company is projecting
new trolley lines. The property owners on Raymond and Navy streets have been solicited for their consent

The Brooklyn

and Willoughby

Ripon, Wis.,

is

to

have electric

has contracted

for

an

lights.

electric

lighting

plant.

several

to have tracks laid

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Chessaning, Mich.,

on those thoroughfares between Fulton

streets, the object of the

company being

This new

to relieve the traffic

on Fulton

also contemplated:

From Fulton and Sands

Fulton to Concord, to Bridge,

street.

to

Ful.on,

route

street

to

is

along

Bond,

to

Ark., Electric Light & Power company's
was sold at auction recently by order of the court.
was purchased by the Helena Gas company, which will
remodel and operate it in connection with the gas plant.

The Helena,

plant
It

A dispatch from Grand Island, Neb., states that after
July loth, unless something new transpires in the interval, Grand Island will be without electric light.
The
Light & Fuel company's contract expired July ist, and its
new bid has been rejected. The council at a meeting re-

July

7,

WESTERN
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cently passed a motion that the company be notified that
the city will not be responsible for lights after Jcly loth.
The price that has been paid is $46 per month per light
for 25 lights.

An English journal describes an interesting ceremony
which took place at .Avila, Spain, a short time ago at the
opening of the electric lighting station on Sunday. At four
o'clock a procession appeared, headed by the bishop of
the diocese, who came down to bless the installation and
open the works. The appearance of the bishop was the
signal for a flight of rockets, after which the bishop walked
to the boiler house, where he delivered a short prayer, and
sprinkled the two Babcock & Wilcos boiUrs w'th holy water.
The engines and dynamos were similarly treated, macb to
Fortunately only a few drops
the dismay of the engineer.
The bishop subsequently
fell, and no harm was done.
delivered an eloquent sermon on the advantages of modern
given
the
people.
About 2,000 persons were
science as
to
present.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The

projectors of a tramway between Hirslanden and
Giiioingen, in the canton of Zurich, Swizeiland, have
decided to adopt electric traction, with a generating station
on the Forch.

The purchasers

of the Maryland end cf the Baltimore
it is sa'd,
are considering plans for
operating the line with electricity instead of sieam.
The
road is being changed from narrow to standard gauge.

and Lehigh

railroad,

An

extension of time for receiving bids for the proposed concession for constructing and working a system
of tramways in Cairo, Egypt, and environs has been
granted.
The date for receiving offers has been extended

ELECTRICIAN.

II

grippe

is caused by the action of artificial electricity upon
the o.xygen, giving it an allotropic character." "The use
of electricity," the writer says, "has ruined thehealthoE
millions, sent tens of thousands into untimely graves, and
caused the loss by fire, storm, and flaod of hundreds of
miilions of dollars' worth of property, and, without one
word of protest from press or government, is still permitted
to continue its devilish work of death and destruction."
The writer of the letter states that he has written a book,
but has not deemed it advisable to publish it yet, but will
send the governor a type-written copy if he will pay for it.

TRADE NEWS.
The Holtzer-Cabot

Electric company, Boston, has a new
catalogue in press which will be sent upon application.
The book illustra'es the stock of this company, which devotes
itself
principally
manufacturing electrical
to
specialties and dealing in dynamos and motors.

The

catalogue of the Stanley Electric Manufacturing
company's new two-phase machinery, described and illustrated in a recent issue of this journal, is out.
It presents
a fine appearance, the illustrations and presswork being
of the best.
The western office of the company is at 307
Dearborn street, Chicago.

The Buckeye Electric company, through its Chicago
representative, J. H, Cooke, reporis a steady demand for
the Buckeye coiled filament lamps.
Its 50 and 52 volt
coiled filament lamp has proven practically successful in
alternating work.
The capacity of the factory at Cleveland, 0-, is being increased to b,ooo lamps per day.

An electric railway 300 miles long, to cost $2,000,000,
and connecting BdIsc City and Lewiston, Idaho, by way
White Bird, Little Salmon and the Weiser Valley, is in

The new boiler house for the Coe Brass MatiufacturiDg
will be built by the Berlin
Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn. The roof of the
new electric light station for the FJatbush Gas company,
Flatbush, N. Y., will also be furnished by the company
and covered wich its patent anti-condensation corrugated

contemplation.

iron

to

August

1st.

of

A

few years ago the people of New Haven, Conn.,
turned out to rip up the tracks of the first trolley line.
The authorities of that city are now in favor of granting a
charter for an electric freight railway to traverse its
thoroughfares.

A project is under consideration to build an electric road
between Richfield Springs and Oneonfa, N. Y., a distance
of 34 miles.
The estimated cost is $7 000 per mile. If
built the road will carry freight as well as passengers and
have six intermediate stations.
The Anglo-Austrian Bank and the lirm of Siemens &
Halske have submitted to the Board of Trade, says the
London Tiynes, a detailed plan for an underground railway

in Vienna.

intended

It is

to

be an electric narrow-

rails, and would begin at the
canal, pass under the central city to where it
touches the western suburbs, continue under ihe Marie
Lilferstrasse to the western terminus, and thence to the
outskirts of the town to Schonbruun and Penzing.
Between 17 and 18 minutes would be the time for getting
from one end to the other. The railway would run directly under the pavement without touching the foundations of the houses.
single carriage, to be started at
short intervals, is meant to convey 40 passengers in ordinary times, while in the morning and evening, and Sunday
and fete days, two cars might be added. The bank would
begin to build the underground electric railway at seven

gauge railway, with double

Danube

A

points at once and would complete it in a year from the
day when the concession is granted. The Viennese, who
have no means of communication in the central part of the
city, wish this undertaking every success.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The

next meeting of the Western Societv of Engineers
be held in the Grand Pacific Hotel, Chicago, July
nth. A p^oer on the "Covered Reservoir of the Rockford, III., Waterworks" will be presented by Charles C.
Stowell, and one on 'Electrolysis of Iron Pipes bv the
Return Current of Electric Railways," by Prof. D. C,
Jackson,

will

It is interesting to note the observations made by E.
E, Blasius and F. Swizsr to show how fish are afftcted by
a current of electricity.
When the head of the fish is
turned toward the anode or positive pole of a battery,
calmness or even stupefaction ensues, while the fish when
facing the cathode or negative pole, becomes excited, tries
to evade the stimulating effect and promptly turns around
in order to again enjoy the tranquilizing effect of the anode
current.
The curious fact was also observed that fishes, if
transversely traversed by the current, always sink on the
side turned toward the anode.

The governor of
man who advances

Virginia has received a letter from a
a theory for climatic changes and the
cause of diseases.
The writer is amusingly interesting.
He says that the extent to which electricity is being used
seriously affects the almosphere, and consequently the
weather, climate and animal and vegetable life,
"La

company, Torrington, Conn.,

facturer of the Fleming wire gauze dynamo brush, has
placed the Chicago agency and a stock of standard' sized
brushes with J. H. Cooke, 753 Monadnock building. Mr,
Cooke reports numerous sales and excellent prospects for
the future.

Accordirg lo Manager T. C. Turlay of the Chicago
Insulated Wire company, 414 Northern building, Chicago,
the wire business is in a good condition.
The company's
fac'ory is now busily engaged on large contracts for
weatherproof, magnet and annunciator wire, and the prospects are reported as exceedingly bright.

The Edward P. Allis company of Milwaukee has closed
an importaEt contract with the Union Depot Street Railway company of St. Louis for a 1,-500 horse power 36 by
4S inch single cylinder engine, to be run at 100 revolutions a minute.
This engine will be similar to three of the
same capacity recently ordered by the Cass Avenue &

Suburban Railway company.

The

Heat Alarm company, wiih a Chicago
Monadnock building, has leased a factory at

Electric

ofiice in

the

High

South Boston, Mass., for a term of 10
where it will have more than double the present floor
space.
The business of the company has incressed considerably during the last six months, and it will move into
the factory at once.
The building wilt be fitted with all
145

street in

years,

modern machinery and work

first-class

in

every respect

only will be turned out.

Edward Laseli & Co., 225 Dearborn street, Chicago, is
calling attention to the line of magneto telephones which
it is hacdling.
The firm furnishes board and instrument
complete, the board having a capacity as high as 500
telephones.
For exchange ourpcses and long lines this
telephone has given- excellent results.
It is provided with
a particularly strong call bell and a transmitter and receiver
of good design.
The firm also handles an. instrument
designed for general private line use, factories, warehouses, hotels, etc.

roof covering.

The Joseph Dixon

Crucible

company, Jersey City, N.

sending to the trade an interesting record of service
tests of hoisting tackle recently made by Robert Grimshaw,
M. E.. at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, in collaboration with
Lieut. John A. Bell, of the Equipment Bureau, U. S.
Navy. The tests were for the purpose of determining the
percentage of power wasted by unlubricated blocks.
J., is

The Ohio Brass company of Mansfield, O., is distributing to the trade a nearly arranged price list of railway
motor bearings. It includes all the different styles of
bearings for the various types of railway motors, and
makes a very pleasing advertisement. This company is
pushing this line of material actively, and its increasing
orders show that the quality of the stock and the workmanship are of the best,

A

full line of main and branch cut-outs,
rosettes, wall
receptacles, key and keyless sockets of all systems, as well
as Laclede and Hercules batteries, is illustrated in the

general catalogue of the Peru Electric Manufac'uring
company, Peru, Ind. The company gives special attention 10 iis porctlain department, and the articles placed on
the market by the company in this line are of recognized
merit.
Full particu'ars of the proce-s of manufacture
and the designs of the different spec'alties are contained
in this catalogue.

George L. Ferrasse, business manager of the Vandenbergh Laboratory of Chemical Industry, 31-34 Lewis
block. Buffalo, N. Y., is distributing its summer calendar.
Dr. F. P, Vandenbergh is consulting chemist to the
Trinidad Asphalt company, and the calendar contains a
photograph by him of Pitch Lake, Island of Trinidad.
Attached to the laboratory is a corps of chemical engineers,
analysts and consulting chemists, which will make assays
and analyses, give superintendence, inspection and counsel
upon subjects of chemical science.

The La Roche Electrical Works are well represented in
new catalogue, No. 4, of the series. The book is
made with reference to a new plan which will doubtless

their

William H. Bryan, mechanical and electrical engineer,
Turner Building, St. Louis, Mo., is meeting with considerable success, judging from the list of jeferenceshe has
just published.
Mr. Bryan is prepared to undertake professional work in the shape of consultations, examinations,
estimates,

tests,

tendence and

Minn., Telephoae companv ordered 60 D'Unger telephones. One hundred D'Unger instruments, it is said,
are to go into the exchange, the line being now in course'
of construction.
About fnrtv towns in Minnesota will
also, it is stated, have the D' Unger instruments.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, sta'es that it
has been unusually successful of late in securing someconti acts for the entire electrical
supplv equipment of several
large plants for everything except the electrical machinery. The company started into the summer season without
any special arrangement for a direct current fan motor, intending to devote all of its energy to the saleof the Meston
alternating current outfit.
A heavy demand set in, however, for

a direct current fan motor and the company has
in getting hold of such a desirable article in the

extensively.

BUSINESS.
and traveling crane with the Berlin Iron
Bridge company. East Berlin, Conn.
for the iron roof

The Manhattan General Construction company, manu-

superin-

Waukegan, 111., Talladega, Ala.. Rome, Ga., Anniston,
Ala., Winchester, Ind.. and several other towns have recently granted frarchises for telephone service. Dr.D'Unger
reports that the D'LTnger long distance telephone is to be
used, and that on Thursday of last week the Crcokston,

pages added as desired. The catalogue is verv complete,
although Dot attempting to cover the whole field of La
Roche apparatus. In addition to illustrating some of the
types of machines included under that head, diagrams explaining the La Roche system of switchboard apparatus
and connections are presented. The book should be carefully read by those interested in the development of electrical
machinery as well as those contemplating purchases

The Metropolitan Electric company, Reading, Pa., is
putting up a new power station and has placed the contract

specifications,

connection with water works,

President W. O. Meis^ner, of the Washington E'ectric
company, 207 South Canal street, Chicago, reports good
business.
The Washington company is particularly busy
at the present time with telephone work of all sorts. Mr.
Meissner, vho is an experienced and skilled mechanic,
pays pe-'soaal attention to the shop work and makes a
point of turning out work with despatch.
This should be
especially appreciated by those placing contracts for telephonic fixtures, as the great complaint is that customers
are unable to get work after it is orde-ed.

succeeded

in that line.

plans,
in

electric railway and power
systems, steam and power plants, steam heating, smoke
preveation, ice making and refrigeration.

Its binding is such that should additions
of value.
become desirable, brads may be removed and as many

prove

reports,

purchasing

electric lighting installations,

Acme

direct current fan

motor, and

it

is

now pushing

it

The Ball & Wood company has again been successful in
securing through its secretary and treasurer, Mr. Vincent,
one of the largest power contracts which has recently been
placed. The order comprises six Ball & Wood improved crosscompound condensing engines of 300 hor;e power capacity each for the Hartford Street Railway companv of Hartford, Conn.
It is this type and make of engine which has
proved so economical and efficient at the Grand street
station of the Consolidated Traction company in Jersey
Citv, where the duty has been most severe and the engines
subjected to almost constant overloads of from 20 to
50
per cent., pending the increase of the power plant.
The
factory of the Ball & Wood company has been running
24
hours per day since about June ist", and this Hartford
contract will permit no diminution of its force for some
weeks.

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued Jtinc 26, 1804
521,798.
tady.

Electric

Arc Lamp.

S P. Johnson, Schenec-

N. Y,

The invention is described as being: a simple mechanism for
arc lamps for use on constant current circuits. It consists of
an arm or lever actuated by shunt spools, a second lever linked
to the arm at cnp end and the other end of the second lever
actuated by a series spool in combination with a clutch linked
to the second lever near its center.

521,799.

Electric Motor.

Joseph Lee, Brooklyn, N. V.

In the accoinpanyingdrawing

a

is

shown a

central, vertical, longitudinal section of

side elevation

and

an electric motor con-

structed in accordance with and embodying the invention,
which is to improve the form and construction of electric
motors, to attain increased efficiency from them, and by simple
and effective means to enable the speed of the armature of each
motor to be independently regulated. The motor or dynamo
may be described as consisting of the central frame A having
and the removable
the interior curved electro-magnets O
,

P

BC

caps
fitting the opposite sides of and closing the
frame
combined with the ring speed regulator
about equal to the
width of the electro-magnets, and havfng the exposed switch
handle if, the armature L inclosed within the regulator I^T and
'
the inclosed commutator and brushes.

M

Sound-conducting Apparatus. GtoreeA Leech
£
York. N. Y.
The invention relates to sound conducting apparatus used in

521,800.

-

New

the cure of deafness, and has for

its

object to increase the

WESTERN
efficiency of such apparatus, and to provide means by which
the electric current may be employed as an auxiliary to the inventor's system of mechanical massage.

Push ButtoQ.
521, 8d8.
delphia, Pa.

F.

Jitnes

McLiughlin, Phila-

The invention is so arranged that when the push button is
actuated the circuit will be closed only for a predetermined and
very short time, just sufficient to actuate a discant translating
device, and will then again be automatically opened, irrespective of the action or volition of the user.

invention

may

James F. McLaughlin,

is

housed

Joint

for

It is the principal object of this invention to provide a safety
to prevent accidents in case live electric wires become
broken or detached and fall in the street, in which case the
break in the wire is made to automatically cut off the current
from the ends of the wire and render it harmless. Its construction, in position for giving continuity of the current, and
when the Hne is broken, may be seen by reference to the drawing.
The box A being suitably
Its operations is as follows:
suspended by the cross-trees or wires from the pole, the line
wire sections z
are put up under tension with the seals f t-' of
the arms B B' resting against the pins d d\ and with the upper
ends of the elbows C
bearing tiehtly or positively against
the bridge springs iz /'.
In this posit'on as long as tension is
maintained on the line wires / /, the seats e e' of the pins are
tightly held against the pins (/;?'', and the two elbows are electrically connected by the bridge springs a Ik
Consequently the
current can freely and continuously pass over the line to the
trolley, which bears against and rolls along the lower edge of
the wires
and arms ^ .5'. When, however, from any cause,
the line wire bearing the electric current breaksand drops down
into range of pedestrians or teams, one of the arms drops down
by reason of the slot in its elbow, and in this movement the
elbow C leaves the conducting bridge spring a b, thus breaking
the circuit at this point, while this arm is prevented from moving into electrical contact with B' by the interposed nonconducting block c. It will thus be seen that no matter where
a break occurs in the line wire the arms j9, which connect with
this broken section on each side of the break, drop down and
botn ends of the line wire which hang down are instantly and
automatically cut out of circuit and rendered harmless to
pedestrians and teams in the street below.

be appiied to incandescent or arc lightsand

in the socket- holder or

frame of the lamp.

joint

E'ectric SoMering Tool.
Philadelphia, Pa.

lin,

1894

station.

Electrically Operated

£22,097.

Bauminn,

Adding Machine. Robert

Mo.

St. Lcuis,

The invention is an improved electrically operated adding
machine, the res lit of whose operation may be ascertained by
a glance at a sight opening.

Brush Holder for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Rodolphus Fuller, Detroit, Mich.

522,051.

The invention consists in the peculiar construction of a brush
holder having a spring for forcing the brush into contact with
the commutator, with means for maintaining a constant pressure
in the spring at all times, regardless of the length of the brush,
and, further, in the peculiar construction of the means employed in securing the brush holder to the yoke or frame and
for adjusting it.

z*

521 914.

7,

a central station or point to an indefinite number of sub-stations
or points, the central station or point being provided with an
automatic time switch device controlled by a clock and electric
transmiccing apparatus, and the sub-stations being provided
with a bell or other receiving inscrument, and a circuit controller whereby the bell or other rece]"ing instrument will announce the time, giving the hour and minute at any given

Wires.

Electric

James H, Curry, Wilkinsburg, Pa.

C

to other electric translating devices which it muy be desirable
to start or stop from a distance without manipulating by hand
the circuits which carry heavy currents.
The operating

mechanism

Safety

July

z"

Electric Laup Lighter.
521,809.
Philadelphia, Pa.

The

Automatic

521,908.

ELECTRICIAN.

James F. McLaugh-

It is the object of the invention to render electric soldering
efficient for practical use, with all of the parts accessible for inspection and repair.

Transformer E'ectric Lighting System.
Wright, Pniladelphia. Pd.

NO. 521,799-

Burton E. Baker, Bridgeport, Coed.

Rheostat.

521,843.

The invention has for its object to produce a rheostat adapted
for general use, which shall be inexpensive to produce, durable,
in which metal plattsshall be wholly dispensed with.
The
form itluslrated in the drawing is more especially adapted for
use in connection with dynamos. / denotes ihe resistance
wires which are wound around cores or rods .?, which are formed
from any suitable plastic material— for example, lava, j denotes screws which are embedded in the ends of the cores and
extend outward therefrom, and 4 denotes nuts on the screws by
which the ends of the resistance wires are retained in contact
with the screws by being given a turn about them and clamped
down upon Che ends of the cores. The cores with the resistand

ance wires wound around them are embedded in a block _>, which
is formed from any suitable plastic material, the ends of the
screws extending outward from the opposite sides of the block.
D denotes lead wires which are given a turn about the screws,
and are retained in contact wiih them by nuts 7, »hich clamp
ihe ends of the lead wires against the sides of the block.
No
metal plates are required to dissipate the heat. 'I he cores are
molded to the required shape and ^ize in ihe usual manner, the
the screws being cnolded thcre-n. After the cores have been
wound with resistance wires they are embedded in block 5
while the latter is in a plastic condition, the ends of the cores
extending outside of the mold. When block 5 has become set
or hardened the lead wires are placed in engagement with the
screws and ai-e locked in place by nuts 7.

521,867.

Cent roller for Alternating Cu-rent Machiues,
B. V, Seavern?, Brookline, Mass.

Edmuod

the object of this invention to control the operation
of alternating current machines, so that in case of a short-circuit on the circuit traversed by the alternating current the
alternator may be stopped generating substantially in an instant.
This is accomplished by opening the circuit traversed
by the continuous current, which is prefeiably automatically
accomplished by utilizing the extra current built up in the winding or circuit traversed by the continuous current to operate an
electro-magnet governing the operation of a switch or circuitcontroller, and thereby render the alternator, devoid of current
in its field magnets, and consequently render the generator inoperative, so that the main line circuit may be opened without
It is

NO. 521,908.

Peter

521.92;..

The objects of the invention are to prov'de for the simple,
automatic and practical interruption of a primary circuit subsequent to the interruption of a secondary circuit; to provide
compact, simple and reliable mechanical and electrical means
for controlling the interruption of the primary and secondary
circuits in such manner that the secondary circuit is broken befo'e the primary circuit, and to provide compact, durable and
efficient switch mechanism and connections for controlling the
secondary circuit, and also the local circuit and its mechanical
devices that operate to make and break the primary circuit.
.

Prim

E'ectric

Arc Lamp. William

J.

The invent'on relates to electric fire alarms or annunciators,
more particularly a device for forming a battery to generate
the necessary electricicy to actuate the annunciators in case of

an emergency.

loo,

The invention is adapted to hold a trolley pole in such a way
that the trolley wheel is always pressed against the wire, which
sufficiently flexible, however, that the wheel easily follows
the wire through its different elevations.

Lamp.

Louis E.

Mark?,

inventor utilizes in pirt the combination in a car or
propelling motor yieldingly sustained
its frame, and the rotary parfthereof connected at its
opposite ends through sprocket wheels, of sprocket chains to
shafting, which in turn is geared through speed-reducing gearing to two of the axles thereof, in combination with a sliding
support for the motor and means for compensating for undue
stretching of the sprocket chains.

The invention consists informing a check in the chamber of
i^ known as an incandescent arc lamp against the entrance
of a'r by provid'Ug the inclosure with an opening in which any
inflowing air will be met by a body of gaseous products of the
arc which will tend to dam it off, and by admixture therewith
will dilute It.

beneath

what

AHjustabie Carrier for E'ectric Lamps.
521 952.
Farics, Dcca'ur, III,
-

Dynamo or Magneto-electric Machine. Leonard
522,083.
Paget, New York, N. Y.
The inventor describes as part of his invention a magneto or
dynamo electric machine, having a rotary part with projecting
pole pieces in combination With a fixed or stationary n+rt having corresponding projecting pole pieces and a single coil wound
about the fixed or staiionary part.

Robert

The

to a

invencioQ relafs in part Co an extensible hanger, in part
swinging aim and in part to the hanger and armincombi-

Electrically Operated
522,113.
Glass, Milwaukee, Wis.

Charles J.

Voltaic

,

are in close contact.

Method

522,151.

of Heating Metals Electrically. Charles

L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.

Chirles J.

Reed,

invention is directed particularly to improvements in
electric conduit systems in which the electrical current for
moving the cars is conducted through one or more buried current mains located parallel with the road-bed and insulated
throughout the entire length, normally open short-branch circuits being situated at intervals, the b-anch circuits being con
nected to sectional trolley conductors located in a slitted conduit and provided with switching mechanism for connecting
the sectional trolley conductors and the branches to the current
main or mains, and disconnecting them in sequence as a car
passes over the route.

Henry Carmichael, Mal-

In accordance with this invention a movable or traveling
has pivotally secured to it a plurality of
electro-magnets, which may be constructed to obtain a staggered effect by which the iron particles may be more thoroughly
removed without agitating or distuibing the fluid pulp.
Another feature of this invention consists in removing the particles
magnetically affixed to the magnets preferably by
hydrulic means, the electro-magnets at such a time being automatically cut out of the electric circuit to enable the particles
to be more easily washed from the magnets into a suitable recarrier or support

York,

This invent'on consists in a voltaic couple which is formed of
a dry layer ot a soluble electrolyte inc'osed between two layers
of an absorbent material and two meiallic plates of different
[.olarity, one of which is in close contact with the opposite faces
of the absorbent layers inclosing the soluble electrolvte and
protected from contact with the second metallic plate by two
absorbent layers, with the cuter faces of which the second metallic plates

Reed,

The

Magnetic Separator,
521,906.
den, Mass.

New

Henry Timm,

Battery.

N. Y.

NO. 521 843.

Accumu'ator

521,970.

Plate.

Charles

J. Barbler,

Lyons,

France.

Railway.

J.

invention relate; particularly to that class of registers
employed for counting the movements of a reciprocating,
oscillating or rotary device, and registers ot this class are employed to automatically count certain manufactured articles as
they are successively produced.

A

Electr'.c

Sheldon

Register.

The

Davy, London,

conduit system of electric railways is described, utilizing a
pair of electrical c.Tnductors crossing each other at siaied intervalsand connected to the opposite poles of an electrical generator in combination with a siitced conduit, the successive sections of the overlapping conductors lying in alignment with the
slit of the conduit.

ceptacle.

for Su= pending Electric Motors from
Robert Lundeil, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The

New

stant the arc, cons sting of a gravity friction grip device acting
on Che cord and regulated by series and shunt solenoids.

Coaduit
Orange, N. J.

Me ins

522,067.
Cars.

vehicle having a single

Electric Arc
521 936
Voik, N.Y.

improvements in electric ai clamps, relates
which the positive and negative carbon
holders are connected together by a crd passing over a pulley,
and in which the upper carbon holder tends to descend by
grat'ity, and thus at the same time to draw up the loiver carbon
holder, so as to bring the two carbons into contJct; and consists
in an improved arrangement for striking and maintaining con-

521,892.

Pa.

is

in

Conduit Electric Railway.
Orange, N. J.

Eleaz;r F. A. Heastings, Ava-

Trolley Stand.

522,057.

for

521, Sgr.

Daniel F. Hall, Schenectady,

or

522,127.

This invention,
lamps

Maker.

N. Y.

The

Eagland.
to focusing

III.

irily

Circuit

522,055.

danger.

521.877.

J .hn C. Fyfe, Ch'cago,

the object of the in/ention is to provide improved
means for assembling the segments or sections, and to provide
a durable and effective method of retaining the segments by as
few parts as possible, and for properly insulating the several
pares.
A further object is to so construct the segments ihat
they may be readily replaced without the destruction and loss
ot the whole commutator.

Transformer System of Electrical Distribution.
521,925.
Peter WV'ght, Pailide'phia, Pa.
objects of this invention are to provide several transformers chat are automatically railed upon to energize a secondary circuit or are automatically i ut out therefrom according
as the latter is called upon to do more or less work; to construct
and arrange thes-: several transformers in such a manner that
they are automatically cut into or out of action by the increase
or decrease of current due to an increase or decrease of work
required of the secondary circuit, and to prevent sh. rt-circuiting
the secondary circuit of one transformer through the secondary
circuit or secondary coils of the other by closing the primary
circuit of all additional transformers before closing' their secondary circuits, and by opening their secondary circuits before
opening their primary cir ults, whereby the liability of the o curreace of a destructive spirk is reduced because there is
always a closed circuit through one transformer.

Comiautator.

522,052

The invention consists in an improved con<itruction of accumulator plates, the object of which is to prevent absolutely the
dropping off or the deformation of the active matter, and to increase Che power by gathering the current at points very near
the one to the other in the inner part icself of the macter.
521,976.

O.to

Thickness Gauge for Paper Making Machines.
T. Am Eode, Bad Ha zburg, Germany.

W,

The apparatus

connected by an insulaCed metal wire with an
electric battery and bell, while a second wire leading to the
is

electric bell is fastened directly to the apparatus; the bell is
actuated at any desired moment determined by the apparatus,
apprising the workmen that the prescribed thickness of the pulp
or the paper has been reached.

522,022.

Thermal Alarm.

Hosea F. Maxim, Norfolk,

Va.
The

object of this invention is to provide a simple compact
device which can be utilized to indicate visibly or audibly, preferably the latter, when the heat in an apartment reaches either
or both of at least two predetermined points.

Electric Time Signaling System and Apparatus.
Walter A. Purcell, Newark, N. J.

522,029.

This invention has for its object the electrical transmission of
signals for indicating time, such signals being transmitted from

The invention consists in heating the metal, connecting it
with one terminal of a generator of electricity, bringing it in
contact with a liquid electrode connected with the other terminal of the generator, and establishing a voltaic arc between the
two electrodes It also consists in heating the metal previous
to its immersion 111 a liquid electrode, connected to one terminal
of a source of electric energy, the metal being connected to the
other terminal of the source of electric energy, and establishing a voltaic arc between the electrodes.
Insulator.

522,175.

Johan M. Anderson. Boston, Mass.

The insulator described is especially designed to be used as
a support for the feed wires of the overhead system of electric
railways.

Trolley Wire

522,180.

Hanger.

Thomas

NewYoik, N.Y.

J.

McTighe,

The invention consists of a stud formed on the line fixture
externally threaded, and having a central slot with curved
bottom in combination with a flat plug or follower fitting in the
slot and having its lower end substantially conforming to the
curved bottom of the slot and forcibly held therein by a cap
screwed on the stud, the trolley wire being laid in the slot and
forced intoa bend by the plug and cap.
II 423.

Electric

Chicago,

The

Burglar

Alarm.

Alfred

Stromberg,

111.

invention relates to electrical burglar alarms, and more

particularly to that class in which a central office is equipped
with apparatus adapted to give an alarm when the district circuit is opened.
Its object is by an arrangement and construction of circuits to protect the system against interference ijnd
to insure the reliability of the alarm.
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XV.
The

Great World's Fair Fire.

Electricity building

desolate heap of twisted

To

staff.

the

Jackson Park

at

charred

iron,

nothing but a

is

weed and broken

a large proportion of the readers of this journal

news of

the great

fire

of the 5th instant

must have come

The

as something in the nature of a personal affliction.

building had

served

purpose, to be sure, and

its

would

have been torn down within a year at best, but nevertheless the contrast between the stately edifice of a year ago,
with

its

animation and brilliance,

of to-day

with

is

so great that the

a pang

it

—a

feeling

building that marked the
international

tricity in

and the ash-strewn

site

realization of the fact carries

regret that the

of

handsome

distinct recognition of elec-

first

should

expositions

was

after the conflagration

be so rudely

fairly

No. 2

14, 1894.

under way could do

little

beyond the
purpose the wind was from

except to prevent the flames from spreading

grounds.

Fortunately for this

the west, although this fact rendered
of

When

the

was

fire

the total destruction

more

about the grand basin

the buildings

at

its

certain.

height the scene was one of

and many thousand spectators
were attracted to the park by the tremendous billows of smoke illumined by the great glow beneath. The
indescribable grandeur,

South Side

lines of transportation

made

special efforts to

and several persons were injured by being
thrown or pushed from the crowded cars. Considering
the magnitude of the fire, the loss was not great, and fell
principally upon the salvage company which had purchased
carry the throng,

good idea of the complete devastation
wrought by the fire. The iron trusses seen dimly in the
background through the smoke of the still smouldering
embers are those of machinery hall, which, it is scarcely
necessary to say, was of especial interest to the electrical
picture gives a

fraternity last year, sheltering, as

station plant

of

it

did, the

great central

For purposes

18,000 horse power.

of

comparison, interior and exterior views of electricity building, as it appeared in its pride, are presented on page 14.

As

intimated above, the electricity building was the

structure of the kind

national exhibition.

It

first

be erected for a general inter-

to

was 695

wide, and cost about $285,000.

feet long

The

and 345

feet

architecture carried

out the Spanish renaissance idea, modified by a Corinthian
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swept away.

Vet the

building went

down with

Honor
all,

in

a burst of

the most

fitting

was dramatic;

ending

fiery

its

electricity

fellows about the Court of

splendor that was perhaps, after

termination

of

the existence of the

grand and beautiful structures which were the glory of
the World's Fair.
The fire originated in the terminal station a few minutes after six o'clock in the evening

week.

and

It

quickly spread

thence to the

midnight the

of

list

pletely destroyed

machinery

hall

eral bridges
fire

buildings on either side.
large buildings that

embraced

and

of

the

and

the terminal

had

in

Before

been com-

administration, mining,

a total loss.
trical

still

far as

this

collection

many

and por-

was, of course,

can be ascertained, the only

Launch & Navigation company

elec-

just

south

Several electric launches that

remained undisposed of were towed out

in

safety,

but

a considerable quantity of apparatus, consisting of switches,
rheostats, measuring instruments, wire

and

batteries,

was

illustration presented

The

was based
and 114 feet high,
crossed in the middle by a transept of the same width and
height.
The exterior walls were composed of a continuous

treatment,

upon a

general scheme of the plan

longitudinal nave 115 feet wide

Corinthian order of pilasters three feet six inches wide and

42

feet high,

supporting a

full

entablature and resting upon

a stylobate of eight feet six inches.
walls

The

from the grade outside was 68

At each

total height of the
feet

of the four corners of the building

was

six

inches.

a pavilion,

above which rose an open tower 150 feet high. The building had an open portico along the whole of the south
facade, the lower or Ionic order forming an open screen in

destroyed.

tricity

responding to the alarm, and

and

of the agricultural building.

station, as well as sev-

The

As

of the Electric

The

pier.

for sale

apparatus destroyed was in the old charging station

buildings,

agricultural

and small buildings and the Casino

department was slow

last

to the administration building,

manufactures

electricity,

on Thursday

company bad placed

pieces of sculpture removed from other buildings
tions of the grounds,

In the

them.

the buildings for the material contained in
electricity building this

on

page shows the elecflames, and is a reproducthis

and mining buildings in
The ruins
tion of a photograph taken about 7:30 p. m.
of electricity building are shown on page 15, and the

front of

it.

The

various subordinate pavilions were treated

with windows and balconies.

were richly decorated, and

The
the

details of the

exterior

pediments, friezes, panels

and spandrels received a decoration of

figures in relief, the

WESTERN

14
general tendency of which

is

to

illustrate the

purposes of

In the hemicycle on the south front stood
statue of Franklin, by Rohl-Smith, now in Phila-

the building.
the fine

The appearance

delphia.

was

exterior

of the

that

of

marble, but the walls of the hemicycle and of the various
porticoes and loggias were enriched with color, the

being decorated with

pilasters in these places

and the

capitals

building, with

with metallic effects

its

scagliola,

and corner towers, was

The

bronze.

in

window spaces and high

large

especially designed

illumination by night, although this feature

central

electrical

for

was not carried

out to the extent intended.

Electrical

On

June 15th

the City of

number

of

Sir

Banquet

in

London.

David Salomons and the

directors of

London Electric Lighting company invited a
the members of the technical and newspaper
men, a few of the leading

press, several scientific

lights of

the electrical industries and the lord mayor of London, to
a banquet at Cannon Street Hotel, where everything had

been cooked by

electricity.

There were

in all

about 100

were, before the dinner, invited to inspect the
In the kitchen, which was a carpeted
process of cooking.
room adjoining the reception room, were placed some five
guests,

who

or six electric ovens raised above the floor

pans, electric

on

tables,

and on
sauce-

electric hot plates, electric

an adjoining table were

fish kettles

and

other culinary necessities.

There was no combustion, the heat being generated in reenamel on the sides, top and bottom of
Each side, together with the top and bottom,
the ovens.
was separately regulated by a switch placed at one side of
The dinner was an entire success and proved
the oven.
sistances placed in

both instructive and entertaining.
In considering the subject of

electrical

cooking

it

may be

remembered that the idea is not new, as Prof.
Thompson shows by the following extract from a
written by Benjamin Franklin in 1749:

S. P.

letter

Chagrined a little that we have hitherto been able to
produce nothing in this way of use to mankind, and the hot
weather coming on, when electrical experimeots are not so
agreeable, 'tis proposed to put an end to them for this
season, somewhat humorously, in a party of pleasure on
Spirits, at the same time, are to
the banks of Skuylkill.
be fired by a spark sent from side to side through the river,
without any other conductor than the water, an experiment
which we some time since performed, to the amazement of
A turkey to be killed for our dinner by the electrimany.
cal shock and roasted by the electrical jack, before a fire
kindled by the electrified bottle, when the health of all the
famous electricians in England, Holland, France and
Germany are to be drank in electrical bumpers, under the
discharge of guns from the electrical battery.

of the Resistance of
Electrolytes^

Measurement

By F. J. A. McKiTTRiCK.
During the present session at Dalhousie College,

I

wished to make a series of experiments, determining the
Not having
electrical resistance of certain electrolytes.
the apparatus necessary for Kohlrausch's method at my
disposal, I employed that used by Ewing and MacGregor
(Trans. R. S. Edin., Vol. XXVII. Xi873)> P- SO. which,
according to the tests applied to it by Prof. MacGregor
(Trans. R. S. Can., Vol. VIII. (1890), Sec. III., p. 49),

INTERIOR OF BURNED ELECTRICITY BUILDING.

seemed capable of giving

results

sufficiently

my

purpose.
Since this method, for its most successful application,
especially if Used in the way suggested by Prof. MacGregor in the latter of these two papers, requires some
training of the eye in observing the motions of a spot of
In
light, I undertook a series of preliminary experiments.
the course of these experiments, certain improvements suggested themselves to me. These improvements and their
effect on the working of the method, this paper attempts
to point out.
As the method has been fully described by Prof. MacGregor in the paper already referred to, I need but give a
-

,

.

accurate for

I,

Novia Scotian Institute of Science^

ELECTRICIAN,

The electrolytic conductor is init here.
by platinum electrodes as one of the arms of
Wheatstone's bridge, and the process of determining its
resistance is the same as In the case of a metallic conductor, viz., by a gradual adjustment of the arms.
The
indications of the galvanometer, however, will not be the
short sketch of

troduced

same as in that case, owing to the fact that the electrodes
become polarized through the passage of the current. The
effect of this polarization on the galvanomettr is the same
if, during the passage of the current, the
resistance of
the electrolytic cell gradually increased.
Imagine the arms of the bridge so adjusted that, on the
passage of the current, -the light spot of the galvanometer
moves off to the right and remains there, such a deflection
having been ascertained to mean that the resistance being
measured, if metallic, was too sttlall to give zero deflection.
If we gradually change the adjustment of the arms in such
a way as to diminish this deflection to the right, it will not
be found possible to obtain an adjustment making the
deflection zero, but an adjustment will be reached with
which the light spot moves first to the right, stops, moves
back and off to the left, showing that though at the
beginning of the fllow of the current, the resistance of the
cell was small enough to give a dtflection to the right, it
has been virtually increased by the polarization until it is
have thus
so large as to give a deflection to the left.
As we continue changing the adjusta double deflection.
diminish
the
initial
deflection
to
the
right,
so
as
to
ment
the double deflection will grow less and less until finally
we shall have only the deflection to the left.
If we had a magnet and mirror of indefinitely small
moment of inertia, hung by a fibre offering no resistance
to torsion, so that it would, at any instant, indicate the
direction of the current flowing through it, this double
deflection would only just vanish when the adjustment of
the arms indicated the exact resistance of the cell, that is,
when the resistance of the cell, calculated in the ordinary
way from the resistances in the other arms, would be its
exact resistance.
With an actual mirror and magnet of finite moment of
inertia, no appreciable motion can be observed till the
current has acted for some time- If the adjustment of the
arms be such as to indicate a resistance for the cell only
slightly greater than its real value, the first current flowing
through the galvanometer will be very weak, and, before
an appreciable deflection of
it will have time to produce
the mirror, the electrodes will have become polarized, and
If, then, we
our only deflection will be one to the left.
take the resistance of the cell to be that indicated when
the double deflection has just vanished, we make an error,
and conclude the resistance to be greater than it really is.
Whether, with any magnet and mirror yet manufactured,
this error can be made small enough to be neglected, can
be determined only by experiment.
In their experiments, Ewing and MacGregor assumed
that the light mirror and magnets of Lord Kelvin's deadbeat galvanometer would give a close approximation to
In order to reduce polarization, they used
accurate results.
as current generator only one Grove cell, and introduced
Their delarge resistance into the arms of the bridge.
terminations, however, when compared with those given by
more elaborate and accurate methods, were found to be
too large, differing from Kohlrausch's, In some cases, by
as much as 12 per cent.
As their experiments were made when they were students
and had acquired little experience in experimental work,
the discrepancy may have been due to other causes than
Hence Prof. MacGregor, in
the defects of the method.
order to test the method, made a series of experiments,
decribed In the paper cited, comparing the resistance of
solutions of zinc sulphate as given by this method and by
the use of non-polarizable electrodes. To reduce polarization, he also used weak currents and, in addition, elecHe found that, if the mere vanishtrodes of large area.
ing of the double dtflection were taken as the test of adjustment, the resistances determined would be too much
greater than their real values to be regarded as a suffiHe noticed, however, that
ciently close approximation.
when he could no longer observe a double dtflection, he
yet could notice a distinct hesitation at the beginning of
the single deflection. That this should be so is evident.
For, after the double deflection has just vanished, the first
current passing through the galvanometer still tends to
cause a deflection to the right, but is overpowered by the
polar'zatlon current.
Hence the mirror does not begin to
move as soon as contact is made but, for a short time, rerest.
Clearly
mains at
then, if the adjustment of the
arms be changed until we can observe not only no double
deflection, but also no hesitation, we shall get more nearly
accurate results.
By observing the vanishing of the
hesitation, Prof. MacCrregor was able to get results which,
in the case of high resistance, differed from their true
values only by from o.i to 0.4 per cent.
I began, therefore, by endeavoring to observe the vanishing of this hesitation, testing my results in the same way
as Prof. MacGregor had done in the paper already cited.
The electrolytic cell which I used consisted of strips of
window glass cemented together with marine glue. Its
length was about 16 centimeters, breadth 8 centimeters,
depth 9 centimeters. It was divided transversely into two
equal compartments by a glass partition cemented in so as
Passing through the center of this
to be water tight.
partition, and cemented at right angles to it, was a glass
tube with its ends open. Its length was one centimeter,
the diameter of its bore 0.3 centimeter.
At each end of
the box I placed my platinum or amalgamated zinc
electrodes, as the case might be.
They were each about
7 centimeters square and had narrow strips projecting
above the box.
To these strips of the zinc electrodes
thick copper wires had been soldered without the use of
acid; to the platinum electrodes, thick platinum wires had
been welded. By these wires the cell could be joined up
as an arm of the bridge.
The electrodes were, in all cases, placed as close as
possible to the ends of the box.
Since, however, the re-

as

July 14, 1894
sistance of the column of liquid In the tube was about
1,000 times that of a cross section, i centimeter in length
of the liquid in the box, slight differences in placing the
electrodes made no appreciable difference in the resistance
of the box.
The part of the box above the surface of the liquid
(especially that of the glass partition) was kept clean and
dry, and, during the experiments, except where the narrow strips of the electrodes projected upward, the box
was kept covered.
With this cell it was the same liquid, whose resistance
was measured whether the platinum or z'nc electrodes were
used, and the tube being in the centre of a large mass of
liquid, that liquid being approximately at the tempera'ure

We
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and the time intervening between two
measurements, one by platinum the other by zinc electrodes, being small, any change in the resistance due to
change in temperature might be neglected.
The box of resistance coils used was a small one. The
coils were arranged so as to form three arms of a Wheatstone bridge. Two of them contained two coils each, ro
and 100 Siemens units respectively. The third contained
a number of coils ranging from 500 to i Siemens units,
together with a rheochord for measuring fractions of a unit.
The coils had been accurately calibrated In legal ohms by
White of Glasgow.
The galvanometer used was a dead beat one of Lord
Kelvin's, having a resistance of 500 ohms.
The mirror,
with magnets attached, weighed 0.035 gramme.
For making and breaking contact I used a "rocker,"
like that described by Ewing and MacGregor In the paper
of the laboratory,

already referred to. It was so designed that the battery wire
was joined up a small fraction of a second before that of
the galvanometer.
I found that I was unable with any certainty to detect
the vanishing of the hesitation.
To my eye It did not
seem to vanish even when the adjustment of the arms indicated less than the aclual resistance of the cell.
The
motions of the magnet certainly became quicker then, but
none the less did I think I could detect a hesitation. Nor
is this other than we would expect.
The current must
always act for a certain time before any appreciable motion
of the mirror occurs.
The length of this time will vary
with the strength of the current. With a weak current the
magnet always starts slowly, while with a strong current
it may seem to start almost
instantaneously. With a certain current and a certain resistance of our cell, there will
be a particular hesitation corresponding to the adjustment
of the arms indicating the exact resistance of the cell.
With considerable practice we may train the eye to recognize this particular hesitation, so that, within a short range
of this resistance of the cell, we may be able to make almost perfect measurements. This was the only way in
which I was able to use Prof. MacGregor's method and the
result was unsatisfactory.
For when the resistance of the
cell was changed to any extent, the strength of the current

changed and I found that my familiar hesitation was no
longer that which corresponded to the adjustment of the
arms indicating the resistance of the cell.
In my experiments I noticed, however, what is clearly
evident, that the stronger the currents, the greater was

my

double deflection, that

if for certain resistances of the
current I could get a double
with a stronger
current
I
would
get a larger deflection, and, what to me was more important
if, in
the former case, the double deflection had just
vanished, in the latter case it was distinctly visible.
I
immediately tried still stronger currents and found that
In every case the stronger the current the nearer would the
adjustment of the arms, when the double deflection had
just vanished, indicate the true resistance of the cell.
It
appeared, therefore, that I had merely to increase the
strength of the current to make my error as small as I

arms with a
deflection,

certain

then

pleased.

In attempting this, however, difficulties arose:
(i.)
As the battery current was Increased, so was the
polarization current.
To lessen this my electrodes were
made as large as possible. As I have already said
they were about 7 centimeters square.
I might have
platinized them, after the manner of Kohlrausch; but as
the method under consideration, owing to the simplicity of
apparatus required, Is especially useful for measuring resistances of electrolytes in ordinary laboratory work, I was
more interested in knowing what degree of accuracy was
attainable by it with apparatus which is always at hand.
(2) Since the motions of the mirror are indicated
by those of the spot of light reflected from it to a screen,
in
proportion as the double deflection gets smaller
and smaller, the difficulty
in
observing
it
gets
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Especially is this so if the
greater and greater.
current be strong, for then the motions of the spot become
that,
unless
the double deflection is distinctly
so rapid
This difficulty I
made, we are not able to observe ii.
completely removed by placing a rectangular sheet of zinc
three or four inches in front of, and hiding from wy eye,
the left side of the screen. It was easy to place this so
that on looking past its right edge I could just see the
Since I always sent
faintest glimmer of ttie spot of light.
the current in such a direction that the double deflection
was to the right, it is evident that even the least tremble
More
of the spo: to the right could be at once observed.
especially was this so, as the sheet of zinc was much
nearer to the spot of light than to my eye. It is necessary,
of course, that the edge of the spot of light that we are
observing should be very clearly defined, and that no
motion of the head should be made at the instant of observation.
With strong currents electrolysis of the solution
(3.)
goes on at a rapid rate, and, again, there is danger of the
Daring the final measurements,
coils becoming heated.
then, when we are using the strongest currents, contact in
the battery wire must last only for a small fraction of a
The "rocker," thus, became too slow a means of
second.
making and breaking contact. By joining up the galvanometer first and by a separate key (a method to be justified
later) the solution of this difficulty became easy, for then
we have only to make and break contact rapidly in the one
This I accomplished by slightly flattening a piece
wire.
of thick copper wire, and sinking it into a board till its
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resistance of our cell appear greater than it really is.
Since, however, e can always be made very small, this
error is, in practice, negligible.
In his paper, Prof. MacGregor pointed out one result of
which he made no use, but which suggested to me an
What he showed was, in
easier solution of this difficulty.
effect, that if the galvanometer wire be joined up first and
the spot of light be allowed to take up a new position due
to e, and if the adjustment of the arms corresponds to the
exact resistance of the cell, then, on making contact in the
battery wire, the current through the galvanometer due to
{ will remain unaltered.
It ieems reasonable to suppose
therefore that, if the adjustment of the arms nearly corresponds to the exact resistance -of the cell, and if e
be very small, then, under these circumstances, any
change in the current due to e flowing through the
.

galvanometer,
which occurs when contact is made
small. If then we
in the battery wire, will be very
should join up the galvanometer wire first and make our
would the error
value
zero,
measurements as if e had the
be negligible?
To test this, I simply made several measurements, first
by this method, and then by neutralizing e. I varied
both the size and the direction of e, but, in no case was I
able to notice any difference in the two measurements.
To proceed in this way, however, the galvanometer
must be joined up first. Rigorously this will not give
accurate results; for the principle on which measurement of resistances by a Wheatstone bridge rests, requires
that the current shall have attained a steady value.

The last seven show that, with a strong current, the
employment of the vanishing of the double deflection as
adjustment gives results which, in the case of high
resistances, are considerably more accurate, and in the
case of low resistances very much more accurate than
test of

those given by a weak battery with the vanishing of the
hesitation as test.
It would thus appear that these modifications render
this method capable of measuring all resistances with
increased accuracy and low resistances with greatly increased accuracy, while they render it also capable of
application without any previous training of the eye, and
diminish very materially the time required for its application.
The error in the measurement of high resistances
is still greater than that of Koblrausch's method, viz.,
The only mirror, however, which was
0.05 per cent.
available for my experiments, though it weighed but 0.035
grammes, was much heavier than some which I believe are
now manufactured. With a lighter mirror the inevitable
error would doubtless be still further diminished.

Oil Fuel at the
Oil

the

fuel at

World's

World's Fair

is

Fair.

the subject of a recent

the mechanical

engineer of

the exposition, to the Standard Oil company.

During the
consumed

report by Charles F. Foster,

period of the exhibition

the main boiler plant

10,614,401 gallons, or 74,300,805 pounds of

oil

for gener-

ating steam, developing the aggregate energy of 32,315,-

RUINS OF THE BURNED ELECTRICITY BUILDING, JACKSON PARK.
flattened surface

was only

slightly

above that of the board.

This wire I connected with one of the battery wires. The
end of the other battery wire I flattened, and by simply
drawing it over the board and across the wire, contact
could be made and broken as rapidly as desired.
I found it quite impossible, as did Ewing and Macobtain platinum
to
Gregor, and Prof. MacGregor,
electrodes which, in themselves, did not constitute a
In every case my electrolytic cell was found
voltaic cell.
from polarizato be a voltaic cell with a small and, apart
It is
constant electromotive force.
practically
tion,
evident that with this method the adjustment of the-arms

which would give no double deflection, would not be
exactly the same as if the electrolytic cell were not behaving as a voltaic cell.
Both Ewing and MacGregor, and Prof. MacGregor
overcame this difficulty in this way. Call e the electromotive force of the cell. Pass a current through the cell
polarization current
in such a direction as to produce a
greater than, and opposite in direction to, that produced
by e. Then as this polarization slowly dies away, there
neutralize e.
will be a short time during which it will
During that time they considered that the test could be
made without error due to e.

To

this

procedure there are objections.

produce the necessary polarization so that

it

ing our

the resistance of a solution of zinc sulphate, using
electrodes, first joining up the battery
wire before the galvanometer wire, and then met! versa.
The experiments that I made perfectly satisfied me that the
error, if there was one at all, was clearly negligible.
During my experiments the resistance of my cell varied

ured

amalgamated zinc

from 100 to lo.ooo legal ohms. The accuracy with which
I could determine the resistance is shown in the following
table, which gives a few average results:
No. of Grove's
Cells used.

I.

38.

of

low internal
resistance.

Amal.Zn. Electrodes

Pt. Electrodes.

6360 Legal Ohms.
''
6360
"
6360

6430 Legal Ohms.
"
6420
6407

177-3

634.9
1893
458s

7439
Q139

Legal Ohms.
*'

17S.3 Legal
637.8

1900
4595
7450
9151

Ohms.

away

964 horse-power hours, at a cost of 6.3 mills per horsepower hour. The contract price for the oil delivered in the
exhibition tanks was 72K cents per barrel of 42 United

The boiler house force and
States standard gallons.
equipment comprised 210 burners, atomizing oil beneath
52 boilers, with a standard rating of about 21,000 horse

power, and attended by a staff of 42 men, divided into

An equivalent consumption of
from 500 to 600 tons of coal per day would have been

three eight-hour shifts.

necessary, so that for the duration of the exhibition 70,-

000 tons of coal would have been needed. Mr. Foster
" It would be diflicult to imagine how this
remarks:

RESISTANCE AS DETERMINED BY

vast

amount of

coal would, in the limited space "available,

%
.94 ^
•74 %

have been handled expeditiously and without endangering
The saving to the exhibition by the
life and property.
use of oil fuel was about 27 per cent, as compared with

.51^
.46 %

the estimated cost of coal, including the labor of handling.

I.I

"

"

In order to
will die

and thus
slowly, the current must pass for a certain time,
the more, the
a certain amount of electrolysis goes
difliculty
in
the
great
is
there
Then
stronger the current.
making the test at the instant at which £ is exactly
In ray very many trials, I am not certain
neutralized.
which I was perthat I succeeded in making one test with
In any case we do not entirely eliminate
fectly satisfied.
For we have naturalized e only by covererror due to e.
which must make the
electrodes with gas,

on—

Whether, practically, with circuits such as I was using,
any error would be introduced by this method, could be
decided only by experiment. To test this, I simply meas-

Prof. MacGregor's error in the measurements of high reWith low resistsistances varied from o.i to 0.4 per cent.
ances, however, his error was as great as 6 or 7 per cent. The
first three entries of the foregoing table show then, that,
with a comparatively weak battery as current generator,
the errors in the resistances determined by employing the

vanishing of the double deflection as test of adjustment,
are comparatively large, considerably larger than they
would be according to Prof. MacGregor's experience, if
the vanishing of the hesitation were taken as the test,

The

oil

plant worked from start to finish without a break;

and the smokelessness and absence of odor from the chimneys of the boiler house were subject of general comment."
be the intention of the new company, which
begin the construction of an electric road

It is said to
will shortly

from Council

Bluffs, la., to

Manawa, when its
Lake a line

pleted, to place on Manawa
launches similar to those used

line is

of

com-

electric

on the lagoon and lakes
Power will be secured

about the World's Fair grounds.

from the plant of the company and
storage batteries.

will

be stored in

S
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^
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Before entering into the discussion of

this

subject

July

case of a factory or store requiring an illumination of 40,for ten hours a day and 26 days a month.
To generate this amount of light we would usually
provide two hundred horse power, which could be installed
complete, with dynamos, circuits etc., for about $20,000.
The monthly cost of labor to operate this plant might be
as follows; Superintendent, $100.00; engineer, $90.00;
electrician, $75.00; helper, $50.00; fireman, $60.00; total,
$375.00.
To develop the 2,000 electrical horse-power hours
required for a day's run would require in the case of a
non-condensing steam plant of this size and kind, 30
pounds of water for each electrical horse-power hour, or
60,000 pounds of water for a day's run.
To this add 20
per cent, lost in friction of the machinery, making a total
of 72,000 pounds of
water evaporated daily. Under
moderately good conditions this can be done at a cost for
fuel of 15 cents per 1,000 pounds of water, or for the
day's run, $10.80.
To this add 5 per cent, for fuel used
in getting up steam and otherwise lost, and we will have
a daily coa! bill of $11.34, or for a month of 26 days,

000 candle power

ciency of Incandescent Lamps.
By W.

ELECTRICIAN,

It

should be stated that the data here used relating to the
variation in the condition of incandescent lamps under
various pressures are taken from published accounts of
tests made by various parties, which are, from the closeness

Column 4

fuel

and other

5 gives the number of lamps required to produce a constant illumination of 40,000 candle power when
each lamp is allowed to attain the age indicated in col-

umn

I.

Column 6 gives the cost at 30 cents each of the number
of lamps given in column 5.
Column 7 gives the total number of watt hours con7ooo

%/^

which vary nearly with the
a month: Fuel $297.00; oil and

\V

waste $25.00; water $14,00; carting away ashes $25.00;
total for

^ y^

month S361.00,

There is another class of expenses which are sometimes
called general expenses.
They are made up as follows:
Interest on $20,000 at 6 per cent., $1,200.00; taxes, $400.00;

FIG.

I.

MOST ECONOMICAL LIFE AND EFFICIENCY OF
INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

which they check each other, presumably correct; also
that the candle power of the lamps is taken as the horizontal
measurement perpendicular to the plane of the filament.
Filaments made of the same material and under similar
treatment in various shops have the same characteristics,
although bearing different factory names, and nearly all
the real difference will be found in their cross sections and
lengths, and lamps of different efficiency and of the same or
different makes may be made to have the same efficiency
when each is run at a certain voltage. For example: If a
lamp be run at a pressure of no volts and is found
to give 16 candle power at an efficiency of 3.6 watts per
candle power and the pressure is then raised to 114 volts,
it will give an illumination of 20 candle
power at an effi-

insurance, $400.00; repairs and depreciation, 15 per
cent, $3,000.00; rent, or value of space, |8oo.oo; incidentals, $200.00; total annual general expenses, $6,000.00; or
for a month, $500.00.
The monthly operating expenses, exclusive of lamp
renewals, are thus made up of these items: Labor, $375.00;
supplies
total
general
expenses $500.00;
$361.00;
Si. -36.00.
Each of these items will be greater or less depending

d/

/

A

700

floo

HOURS
FIG.
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4.

sumed by

the

lamp

in

question at

the

end of each 100

hours.

Column

8 is the product of the numbers of column 5
of column 7, divided by 1,000, and is the
of kilowatt hours required to maintain 40,000 candle power for the time indicated in column i.
Column g gives the average number of kilowatts consumed by the lamps of column 5 in ico hours. It is obtained by dividing the numbers of column 8 by the
number of hours the lamps have run.
Column 10 gives the cost of everything but lamps for
doing the work of column g for 100 hours. This is derived
from curve
of Fig. 3.
Column II is the costs as given in column 10. multiplied
by the number of hundreds of hours which each is to run.
Column 12 is the total cost of lamps and power, and is
obtained by adding the corresponding numbers of columns

numbers

D

'

/

4oo

6 and ir.

We have now determined the costs of maintaining
40,000 candle power for one hundred hours with lamps
having an initial efficiency of 3.1 watts, and run for various
lengths of time.
If we will now divide the cost of producing the light by the number of candle hours produced
we will be able at a glance to tell which is the most economical length of life for this particular lamp.
These
quotients are given in decimals of a cent in column 13,
and an Inspection shows that with the cost of power and
lamps as assumed, by using a lamp having an initial
efficiency of 3.1 watts, 40,000 candle power can be maintained the cheapest by removing the lamps from circuit at
the end of 700 hours.

/

3oo

c/

^u=

/oo

The numbers in columns 6, 12 and 13 are platted in
curves A B and C, respectively, of Fig. 4. Curve A
shows the cost of lamps. Curve B is the total cost for
power from the beginning laid off above the cost of lamps.
The abscissae of this curve at any point show the cost of
maintaining 40,000 candle power for the numbers of hours
indicated, assuming that all lamps are to be removed from

''b

200

/oo

circuit at that age.

Joo

HORSE- POWER
FIG. 3.

}

number

600

ciency of 3.1 watts per candle power, or, if the pressure be
lowered to icS volts, the lamp will give only I3/^ candle
power at an efficiency of 4 watts.
It is well known that the greater the initial efficiency of
lamps the shorter their life, and the farther and more
rapidly they will deteriorate with use.
Figs. I and 2 show the change in candle power and
efficiency which similar lamps of various iniUal efficiencies
undergo during their lives, from which may be observed
that a lamp if run at a very high initial efficiency loses its
candle power so rapidly as to soon become worthless;
whereas if It were run at a low efficiency it would, after a
few hundred hours' burning, reach a condition which it
would maintain almost indefinitely, but it would produce
light only at great expenditure of power.
If fuel cost
nothing, alow efficiency lamp would be the best to use.
The object of this discussion is to determine the most economical efficiency at which to run lamps in order to produce
a given illumination, taking into consideration all the expenses of operating a Jighting plant.
If we use a lamp of high efficiency, less power will be required and the entire operating expenses, except for lamp
renewals, will be small, and the lamp renewal bill will
be large. If, on the other, we use lamps of low efficiency,
the bill for lamp renewals will be low, and the other

y

/

c

-

into the

7«

candle power during the

gives the average

bills,

load, are as follows for

1894

same time.
Column

I295.

The
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Curve C is the quotient obtained by dividing the total
number of candle power hours run by the cost of operating
duiing that time.

These quotients are multiplied by ten

Upon the work which

is done and for which the plant is
but they will not vary in the same ratio.
Should
the capacity and work of the plant be doubled the labor
increased
per
cent,
the
will be
fuel etc., 80 per cent,
33
and the general expenses will be increased 55 per cent.
If the capacity and work be diminished one-half, the
various operating expenses will decrease according to the
same ratios. The variations in these three sets of expenses are shown graphically in curves A, j5andCof
Fig. 3, and the variation of the total operating expenses,
lamps excepted, is shown in curve D, which is derived by
adding the abscissae of curves A,
and C. These costs
are for operating 100 hours.

built,

1=

B

TABLE
2

I

100 20.4
200 S 7
?oo 16.
400 IS.
SOO
600 M-i
700
800 12.

4-

FIG. 2.
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operating expenses high. Also, as the efficiency of all
lamps diminish steadily after a few hours' hurraing, they
will eventually reach a point beyond which it will not be
profitable to run them.
These are the two points to consider: First, the
efficiency of the lamp; and second, the life of the lamp.
To settle the problem distinctly, for a definite amount of
light required and the most economical lamp life and lamp
efficiency for which to provide in building a lighting plant
to furnish the desired illumination, let us take a practical
I.

From, the Tcchjwgrapk.

4

3

5

20.

M.4

39
55-9

IQ

V'l
98.9

.S

6

I<)6, =88.

2'J,1 t"5.

2151 045.
17-9 2235 670.
17.

W-S

III.

l.'i.U

I230I

5

Km 702.
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7

I.

S

6200

12157
12400 25432
1 8000
40009
24S00 55428
,iu»u 72509
37200 90173
43400 109104
496ooll23iT2

Having before US the curves of

9

10

II

12

3

122. 413127. 425.
ni- 43s.
139. 445.
45- 460.
1^0. 470.

4ii lOOI .0250
8,0 1495 .0183
1,305 1920 .0162
1780 2450 •0153
2300 3002 -0150
2808 3535 .0148
.,(,. 479- 3551 4118 .0147
161. 495. 3960 47'.9 0148

Figs, i, 2 and 3 we
should be able to determine the cost of maintaining 40,000 candle power with each of the lamp? taken. The
method of determining this is shown in Table i, which
discusses the 31 watt lamp only.
Column I gives the number of hours which the lamp
runs.
Column 2 gives the average candle power during each
100 hours from the time the lamp is starred.
Column 3 gives the total candle power hours of the lamp
from the beginning of the run to the end of each 100
hours.

FiG.

5.
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million so that the variations of curve C can be seen on
the same diagram with curves
and B.
In the same way lamps of other initial efficiencies have
been investigated, and the final results are shown in the
curves of Fig. 5. which are increased as curve Cin Fig 4,
from which we find that the most economical lamp to use,
under the conditions we have assumed, is a 3.1 watt lamp,
and the most economical length of time to run it is 700
also see that with this lamp there is very
hours.
little difference in cost if the lamp is run 400 hours or goo
hours.
It may also be seen that there is very little difference in

A

We

^
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the cost of prodacing a given amount of light with lamps
of various effciency, provided the plant is adapted to the
load and lamp used.
It
may also be proven that if a lighting plant
osing 4 watt lamps Soo hours each were loaded to
capacity,
the
output
its
full
of
light
could
by using 2.S watt lamps
"be increased 20 per cent,
which would increase the operating expenses only 12 per
No account is taken here of the loss of lamps by
cent.
breakage, for the reason that when lamps are run at the
efficiencies given the breakage within Soo hours would be
so small that it could be neglected, except in the case of
the 2 S watt lamp, and its curve in Fig. 5 stops at 400
As the lamps will not break during the time of
hours.
their useful life, it will be necessary for the station superintendent to go around every day and remove lamps which
are still burning and giving fairly good service, and while
there is yet several hundred hours' life remaining to them.
superintendent who will do this of his volition the world
has never seen.

A

These leads

conductors)

(or

Peculiar "Burn" of Carbons.

hemp and jute which absorb moisture readily,
and when they become saturated act in conjunction with
the insulating material beneath them as a k'.nd of condenser.

When

Dynamo

with Tapering
Core.

The Rev. Herman K. Thiel, a German Baptist clergyman of Alpena, Mich., has lately become interested in
electricity, and has invented a new form of field magnet
construction for dynamos and motors which has excited
considerable attention. A picture of a dynamo built in
accordance with Mr. Thiel's idea

3,

given in Fig.

is

illustrated

is

creased to the greatest possible degree

the

They were used

World's Fair.

a Helios alternating

lamp

arc

the

Midway

The

ioghouse company.

As
is

the

magnet core toward the pole-piece to the
the field winding may be in-

much higher degree

ordinary manner of winding.
is

In the drawings, as
of the

There

unusually.

reason to believe that

is

it

had

every

worked,

it

was a very
efficient patrol
system,
and a
complaint would have been forwarded at once to the office of the
operating department. Mr. Neiler
advances no explanation and is

as at that time

entirely

at

B

will

pole-pieces rr.

The

end which

it

be clearly seen,

CC

armature,

the

comprising the cores

is

burned

dynamo,

DD,

the

Iron core

is

claimed

the

A

increased,

is

field

of

force

the frame

magnets,

windings D' D' and the
of laterally oblong shape

four sides,

its

is

greatly

to the enhan;;ed concentration of the lines

No
the

is

armature end of the magnet.

phenomenon.
at

It

from the rear end

presents to the armature, at which

provided with the thin pole-piece

it

r.

The small dynamo illustrated in Fig. i weighs 300
pounds without the wooden base and is said to have
The
a capacity of generating 37 amperes at no volts.
claim is made for this magnet core that for a given output,
either of dynamo or motor, the weight of the machine can
be very materially reduced.

there

Populists'

Idea of Government
graphs.

Tele-

In a recently published interview Senator Allen of
Nebraska, one of the leading populis'.s in Congress, expressed the views of his party in relation to government

a loss to account for

the appearance of the carbons,

as

was not possible for them to
have slid by one another for they
were found in their proper position in the morning and, further-

it

more,

it

carbon

will

be noticed that each

has

perfect

its

crater,

which could not have been the case
had the points of the carbons
passed

each

other.

It will

also

be noticed that the parts which
appear as though worn away are
perfectly
round
and
uniform

The lamp was of 30
and connected to an auto-

throughout.
volts

converter placed across the
volt secondaries.

It

104
burned in

of

for the pair

here illustrated,

and

FIGS. 2

AND

3.

DYNAMO WITH TAPERING FIELD MAGNETCORE.

the carbon holders did not present
the

appearance

of

having been

A Short-circuited

Bird's

For about an hour and a half on
themorningof the 7th instant, says

London

Electrician.,

tric lighting in the

the elec-

streets of

Bath

Gatehouse reports
that the failure "was due to a
sparrow's nest having been built
PECULIAR "burn" OF in the pipe which conveys the
CARBONS.
leads up the side of No. ro Stall
The nest probably pressed
street to lamp No. 6.
failed.

to the telegraph, I

by the postoffice dehands of the government and for the same reasons of common interest. But
I would by no means favor a sudden or sweeping acquisi-

Mr.

side of the pipe, and the
close
to the
trickling down the pipe saturated the nest with
circuit between them.
semi-connecting
moisture, forming a

it

also ought to be in the

tion of the entire telegraph
I

system of the United States.

should favor a very gradual beginning.

informed that the government

still

owns

I

am

creditably

the old line that

was originally established as an experiment between
Let the postal department
Washington and Baltimore.
begin to operate that line, for instance, and then let postal
telegraphy feel its way and make limited, gradual ex-

the leads

rain

"As

perfectly analogous to those supplied

partment,

Nest.

the

control of telegraphs as follows;

think the general view of the populists is that since telegraphy affords means of public communication that are

burned.

I.

test of

DYNAMO WITH TAPERING FIELD MAGNET CORE.
The mathematical treatment is diffi-

experiment.

unless many essential phenomena are omitted; indeed,
only lately that the solution of the case of a motor
supplied from a constant potential circuit has been undertaken, and as this is the condition of actual practice the
results, even with their evident limitations, are important
and interesting. The phenomena that occur in the armatures of these motors are of special importance, but they
have not yet been submitted to experimental investigation.
The experiments of which this article is a description
were intended for the purpose of developing a method of
obtaining the current and elec'romotive force curves of
multiphase motors, and of applying it to a two-phase, two
horse power Tesla motor kindly furnished by the Westinghouse Electric &: Manufacturing company. While the results are probably correct for the machine tested, yet as
the motor was small, with inward projecting pole pieces,
the results will differ considerably from those that would
have been obtained on a larger machine, or one without
projecting pole pieces.
It was impossible for us to get
any other machine, and the development of a method is,
we think, of as great importance as the results themselves.
In a rotary field motor, if the resultant field is not exactly uniform, but presents some irregularities, then, if the
difference between the speed of the field and the speed of
the armature is not a multiple of both, the armature electromotive foce will not in general be a periodic curve, because if we consider an armature coil enclosing a maximum number of lines of induction, then when it again
includes the maximum number, the field will be in a different position with respect to the poles, and its maximum
value may be different.
Or to put it another way, if the
difference of the speeds of the field and armature is not a
multiple of both, then any particular armature coil will not
have the same relative positiDn with respect to both the
field and
the pole pieces in its successive positions of
maximum induction. It is necessary then, in order to obtain periodic armature currents, that some form of gearing

cult,

be employed.
If large machines are to be tested, where it would be
inconvenient to transmit a large amount of power by
gearing, the motor may be loaded until the desired speed
of test is approximately attained, when a very light gearing between the dynamo and motor will serve to keep this
speed constant, the gearing serving simply to check any
small tendency toward a change of speed.
In our own
experiments the power to be transmitted was small, and
the construct'on of the motor was such that we had no
room for a gearing and for a coupling to a load. We consequently geared the motor to the dynamo, the motor energy being given back to the dynamo.
The apparatus exp)erimented on consisted of a 23 horse
power two-phase dynamo an ordinary constant current
machine supplied with four collecting rings and one twophase, eight-pole, two horse power Tesla motor.
The
electromotive force of the dynamo, as may be seen from
the curves, was practically a sme curve.
In our work the
motor was not run up to its full capacity, as we were limited by the amount of power the gearing would safely
We cannot better describe the armature windtransmit.
ing of the motor than by quoting part of a letter written
by Charles F. Scott of the Westinghouse company:
"The one you have has, however, 41 slots. The odd
slot was placed in this motor so that the relation of the
armature teeth to the field poles was different in different
parts of the circumference, and the forty incipient dead
points which might have occurred were avoided by the
addition of the extra slot.
The winding consists of four

—

manner when another
carbons was substituted

the usual
pair

FIG.
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from the same weight of copper and iron disposed in the

of the operating department

Within the last few years rotary field motors have been
greatly improved, and the conditions for successful design
are moderately well understood.
The problem has been,
attacked mathematically, and results have been obtained
which, while interesting, have not been submitted to the

that the thickness of
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be seen by the drawings, the fundamental idea

will
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shows that the lamp was trimmed
as usual early one morning, and
upon the succeeding morning the
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Experiments on Two-phase Motors.
By Dr. Louis Duncan, S. H. Brown, W.
son AND S. Q. Hayes.
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World's

electricity building at the

much animation and interest.
was filled with busy exhibitors and admiring visitors,
and the pulsating commercial life of a great industry
could be felt in every aisle. At night the spectacle presented by the flood of light and the novel illuminating effects was of exceptional brilliancy, and excited the praise
and wonderment of thousands of onlookers. To-day all
It

proud structure

seems hardly

It

credible

a blackened heap of
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that
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are but a

Fair buildings could have passed away in a single night,

and the pictures given in

this issue will possess a melan-

choly interest for a very large proportion of the readers of

Western Electrician.

But the influence of electricity at the World's Columbian Exposition is indestructible and incalculable,
and remains as the permanent
good, although the visible exponent has passed away.
the
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with a limited number of

slots, it is impossible to have the
mutual induction of the field and armature exactly a sine
curve.
Bat it is possible to very nearly accomplish this,
especially in large armatures, and the importance of it is
beginning to be appreciated. Mr. Scott of the Westinghouse company was one of the first to appreciate the importance of the armature winding and the proper method

.

FIG.

I.

EXPERIMENTS ON TWO-PHASE MOTORS.

of doing it, and he deserves much credit for his qufet and
persistent work, which has resulted in the production of
excellent motors instead of voluminous papers.
It is of course true that the per'od of the armature current is the sum of the periods of the field and the armature.
As we wished to obtain the curve of the armature
current by the contact method, it became necessary to get
contacts whose period was the sum of the field and armaThis was obtained by an arrangement of
ture periods.
apparatus shown in Fig. i. In this figure, 5 and S' are
the two sprocket wheels which gear the two machines together and give them the desired relative speeds.
S' and
S'" are two others which gear the graduated disks which
carry the brushes,
i? and />' are the two instantaneous
contact disks, one mounted on each shaft, andfz, b, c, a\ b'
are the wiping brushes.
A' is a condenser and
a charging battery; b and c make the circuit through the battery
and condenser once every revolution, thus keeping the

B

condenser charged. When a and a make simultaneous
contact the battery circuit is broken and the condenser is
discharged through the movable coils of the dynamometer
which are all connected in series, i^and F' are the motor field coils.
and
the rings of the motor and dynamo respectively.
is a double-pole,
doublt-throw
switch to which are connected the terminals whose potential difference curves are desired.
J/ is the motor armature, and--:/ is a switch in tha circuit of the current instrument,
j9 is a battery which sends a steady current
through
the large coils of a dynamometer.
This
dynamometer
is
used as a
correcting instrumeot
and the
resistance in
the
condenser
circuit
is
regulated to keep its deflection
constant.
If the
brushes are set together on the contacts, and then the two
machines revolve with a given speed ratio, say four to three
the brushes will again be simultaneously on the contacts,
when the machines Lave made respectively four and three
revolutions.
If the ratio was seven to six, the machines
would make seven and six revolutions before the contacts
would again be coincident.
In this way we obtained the
needed instantaneous current.
After obtaining one point on the curve in this way, and
wishing to obtain another point, we must shift our brushes
through angular distances proportional to the speed ratio
of the two machines, otherwise they would not make simultaneous contact again.
Having shifted them in this
ratio (say, if the ratio is six to seven, we would shift
10 degrees on the dynamo disks, and six-sevenths of

R

R
£

'

19

proximately the ratio of the armature speed to the field
speed, this ratio was comparatively small, thus enabling
us to use for measuring it a form of dynamometer which
has been described before, and which was invented by one
of us for obtaining such curves. It consists of a stationary
coil carrying the current whose curves is to be obtained, and
a movable coil through which passes an instantaneous
direct current obtained by making the circuit on the armature disks before described.
If this instantaneous current
occurs when the alternating current is zero, we will get
no defiiction of the instrument. If it occurs wheu the
alternating current is maximum, we will get a maximum
deflection, and in general the deflection will be proportional to the instantaneous value of the alternating current.
The dynamometer used had a long period and
was well damped, and we had no difficulty in reading even
when the period of the armature current was as much as
one-quarter second.
If very efficient machines were to be tested, where the
period of the armature current is very large indeed, then
some electrometer method or a telephone method would be
used or the deflection of a galvanometer needle in the field
of the current could be easily photographed.
The curves we have obtained are as follows: The electromotive force applied to the armature; effective electromotive force of the armature; the counter electron-.otive
force of the armature; the armature current; the value of

with respect to the poles and the resultant field are
different.
The dynamo being a four pole machine, this
must be taken account of in calculating the a ogles on the
baseline. In Figs. 3 and 4 the contact positions should
be multiplied by two.
The length of an armature curve
in terms of the positions of the dynamo brush should
be 363x1 723" in the case of the three to four gearing,
and 36o.s|-=i26o* for the six to seven gearing.
have not the same confidence in the results of the

—

We

three to four gearing as for the six to seven gearing, the
latter being taken from several sets of observations which

checked very
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EXPERIMENTS ON TWO-PHASE MOTORS.

appreciate the

importance of permanently fixing the relative positions of
the armatures of the two machines.
Afterward we made
marks on each armature, and if for any reason we took cff
the gearing, we replaced it so these marks came opposite
points which we fixed on the frames of the two machines.
It should also be remarked that the curves for the two sets
of armature coils marked A and
should not in general
present the same irregularities, as their relative positions
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three distinct sets of curves: those relating to the three to
four gearing, those for the six to seven gearing, and those
in which the armature was stationary.
The angular positions do not correspond for the first two sets.
For the
second and third they very nearly correspond. This is due

at
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to the fact that
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ary, while the field revolved at its normal rates.
The
reading of our electromotive force dynamometer then
gave us a point on the electromotive force curve. The
armature was then moved through a given angle while the
brush on the dynamo disk was moved through an angle
corresponding to the ratio of gearing of the two machines.
In this way another point was obtained on the curve.
What we obtained was the electromotive force applied to
the armature when there was no current flowing through
it, and when the gearing was three to four or six to seven,
according to the relative movement we gave the motor
armature and the dynamo brush. It should be remarked

FIG.

10 degrees on the motor disk), we obtain another point on
To accomplish this easily, we gear the brushes
the curve.
together in the same ratio as the armatures are geared, as
Our gearing both for the brushes and
is shown in Fig I.
armatures consisted of sprocket wheels and chains and
was very satisfactory.
As the machine we tested was small, and was run much
below its rated electromotive force, it was not, of course,
particularly efficient, and as the armature efficiency is ap-
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V. and VI., Fig. 3. and II. and VI., Fig. 7). are obtained
in the following manner.
The armature was held station-
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FIG. 4.

electromotive force and current for open and closed
armature circuit. These are for ratios of three to four and
six to seven.
also obtained the various currents and electromotive
forces when the armature was held stationary, with and
without resistance in the outside circuit.
There are really
field

5.
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that all of the armature curves marked electromotive force
curves are obtained when the armature circuit is open,
and therefore do not correspond to the actual condition of
affairs when the armature is closed, as they do not contain
the effects of armature reaction and self induction.
The effective electromotive force of the armature given
in curves III. and IV., Fig. 3, and III. and IV., Fig.
7,

were

simply

measured
by opening the arma^ture
and getting the potential difference on the
terminals when the motor was geared to the
dvnamo with ratios six to seven and ihiee to four. The
difference between these curves and the curves of impressed electromotive force, is the courier elecircmctive
force, and is given by curves I. and II., Fig. 3, and I. and
IV., Fig. 7.
could have obtained the counter ekecircuit,

motor

We

,

WESTERN
tromotive force by supplying the fields with continuous
currents whose ratio to one another would be that of the
two-phase currents and varying the relative values of these
currents as we vary the point of contact of our instantaneous current. This would have been a laborious task, and
was not possible to obtain
It
was not necessary.
these quantities by direct observation when the arma-

ELECTRICIAN.
We

and

of the motor armature.
the lag of the armature current

remember

also

will

force

taken as tan

is

that

behind the effective elec-

L

(P-P')

tromotive
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we

If

.

look at

r

the curves, however, obtained with the motor experimented
on, we will see that the armature current is irregular and

the armature winding must be such that it will give a regular electromotive force in a regular field.
To satisfy
this condition in the field windings, projecting pole pieces
should certainly be avoided. To satisfy the condition in
the armature would require an infinite number of armature windings, but it can be practically satisfied in the
larger machines with a reasonable number of windings. It
must not be understood that it is specially easy to accomplish this.
Figs. 5 and 6 give us the input of the motor at
full load and with an open armature with a six or seven
gearing.
Figs. 9, 10 and ii show the field and armature
electromotive forces and currents when the armature is
stationary, and in one case short circuited, and in the
other case has outside resistances in its circuits.
Fig. 12
gives in arbitrary units the induction through a coil wound
around one of the pole pieces, under the conditions
stated.

We

do not wish to add to an already lengthy paper a

TOT
WSL

A
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was closed, and when the machine was n
ning under normal conditions.
In Fig. 4 is given the armature current of the motor
with a gearing of six to seven, and in Fig. S is given the
current when the gearing is three to four.
If we compare
these curves we will see that the current is more irregular
with the higher efficiency than with the lower. Again
comparing the curves of effective electromotive force for
the two gearings, we see again that the irregularity is
ture*circuit

greater with the higher efficiency.
current would follow this curve of

If

that the
electromotive
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About five years later, writes a London correspondvan.
ent of the Railroad Gazette^ the Great Northern adopted
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In 18S1 the Brighton company tried lighting Pullman
cars by electricity from accumulators, and at the same
time experimented on other trains with dynamos carried
on the train itself and driven by the axle of the guard's
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Electric Train Lighting in England.
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of the motor did not tend to wipe it out, the effect of
the self-induction being to damp the most the waves of
shorter period, that is the irregularities.
It seems to us that the most important curves we have
obtained are those of applied and counter electromotive
forces, effective electromotive force, and the armature
current.
They show at once the great importance of
designing a machine whose applied and counter electromotive forces are both sine curves, and the method may be
easily used to experiment on actual machines and to find
out if this condition is fulfilled. Again the comparison
of the effective electromotive forces with no arma-

.
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force,

value, that is, as the efficiency of the motor is higher; so
that while in this machine, whose maximum armature efficiency was made about 87 per cent , the irregularity is
considerable, it would be very much exaggerated in a
larger motor whose armature efficiency might be 97 per
cent, or 98 per cent., and in this case great care should
be taken to produce a perfectly regular field.
The effect
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but for the armature reactions and self-induction,
we can see that these effects have their good as well as
The effective electromotive force is of course
evil side.
the difference between the applied and the counter electromotive forces, and if these are irregular, their difference
becomes the more irregular as they are the more equa,l in

ATUR E STATIQNA
RESISTANCE

prolonged discussion of the curves we have given, especially as we hope to be able to experiment on a larger machine, the results from which will be of much greater importance; but we think that the curves we have given show
that the design of rotary field motors requires careful experimental study, and we believe that such a study may be
easily made, even for machines of larger capacity.
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we consider

effective

%

therefore the actual heating would be greater than that
calculated from sine curves; that is, the armature efficiency is always less and the drop in soeed is always greater
than the theoretical value, and may be very much less if
the armature current is irregular.
As has been pointed
out, this fluctuation in the armature current would be exceedingly great if the self-induction and armature reaction
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FIG. 12.

the latter system

*'block"

for

A

trains.

little later

the

Great Eastern spent a large sum in fitting up eighteen
trains with accumulators in each carriage, charged from
a dynamo worked by an engine carried on the tender, and
The London &
driven by steam from the locomotive.
Northwestern and the Lancashire & Yorkshire also tried
smaller
scale.
The Midthough
on
a
the same system,
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P'

is

theoretically (leaving out losses in the field iron)

—where
P

p and p

are respectively the angular velocities of the field
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of the armature reac'.ion and self-induction is to decrease
those irregularities.
If we consider for a moment the theory of the twophase motor, we will remember that the armature efficiency

K
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potential
due to
of
current, shows us that there is some
beneficial effect from self-induction in the armature. The
principal results show the special machine does not give us
regular currents and electromotive forces, but it is to a
large extent due to the fact that in these small machines
considerations of economy make it necessary to wind the
winding them through
field coils on spools instead of
slots cut in the field iron.
regular electromotor
to
give'
absolutely
In designing a
motive force curves we must take two things into account:
The field due to the dynamo current must be regular, and

current
ture
the armature
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land also gave a trial to the donkey-engine system, but its
principal experiment was made with axle power lighting.
The plan, however, differed from that employed by the
Brighton and the Great Northern in that the accumulators
were placed in each carriage instead of altogether in the
The Midland experiments, moreover, were
guard's van.

made not only on block trains for suburban traffic, but on
express trains, liable to be broken up at various points
and running at high speed.
The result of all these experiments, extending over
thirteen years, has been that, as far as electric lighting for
trains has won favor at all, axle lighting, as originally in-

July
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troduced by E. J. Hooghton, of the Brighton company,
and subseqaently adopted by the Great Xonhern, holds
the field, and these two companies are the only ones which
now ran electrically lighted trains.
The Brighion company has 23 suburban trains of 10
carriages each, and four main-line fast trains equipped with
this system, making a total of 300 coaches, and eight additional suburban trains are now in course of equipment.
This will bring the number up to 40 trains, with a total of
400 carriages, including nine Pullman cars. The Great
Northern company has eight suburban trains electrically
fitted.
It is not at present contemplating any addition to
its stock.

The system employed on the Brighton is as follows:
The dynamo and accumulators are placed together in the
guard's van at the end of the train in a cupboard which
occupies about two feet only of the van's length.
Brush
five horse power dynamos, capable of working up to 80
They are furnished
volts and 55 amperes are employed.
with a pulley at each end. Belts are led direct from the
As soon as the
far axle of the carriage to the dynamos.
train moves the dynamos begin to turn.
Attached to the
dynamo by means of a small strap is a centrifugal governor
which works in accordance with the speed ofthedjnamo.
When the train attains any prearranged speed say eight
miles per hour the governor jams up an electro-magnet
thereby putting the accumubtors in circuit with the dynamos and causing the latter to commencs charging the

—

—

They now cost iS cents each, and last si.t
The accumulator plates last about two and three-

candle power.

months.

quarter years, but have to be dismantled every i6 months
and thoroughly cleaned. They have a capacity of 350
ampere hours.
As to the first cost the Brighton electrician says $1,948
f>er train, and the Great Northern £-] per lamp, which,
calcuJating 50 lamps to a train, works out at only $1 ,704.
This is adruitted, however, to be a minimum estimate.
The cost for maintenance of the Brighton trains for the
12 months ended December 31, 1S93, is stated to have
been $304 per train. The Great Northern trains, on the
other hand, are estimated to cost I536 each to maintain,
and the wide difference betwen these figures does not
seem to be satisfactorily covered by the statement that the
Great Northern service is much the more severe.
The
Brighton light, it appears, is required hardly at all in the
day time, whereas the two sets of tunnels, through which
every train leaving and entering the Great Northern terminus has to pass, make it necessary for some light to be
supplied on every suburban journey on this road. Moreover, it is stated that the Great Northern supplies a
greater number of lamps per train.
Both companies anticipate a considerable reduction in
working charges now the lamp patent has expired, and
when the accumulator patent runs out, as it will shortly.
It is also agreed that the larger the number of trains the
less the the average cost per train, the same number of
men at present employed to meet the trains and overhaul
the apparatus being sufficient for a considerable addition
to the slock.
The Brighton electrician estimates that
when his further eight trains are running, the working
cost per train per annum will be as low as $244- The fact
that the Brighton company has all along had more trains
running than the Great Northern has probably something
to do with the fact that the estimated working cost is so
much lesson the former road.
Summing up on thj general question of the suitability
of electricity for train lighting, the results of English experience may be said briefly to be this: that axle lighting
is the only system which has practically proved its capacity
for doing the work required of it, but that this system, as
at present in use, is properly suited only for "block"
trains, i. e,, trains which perform successive journeys with
the same carriages, such as are used mainly for suburban
service.
It seems conclusive evidence of the failure of
electricity to prove its capacity for all the requirements of
railroad carriage lighting that the Brighion company,
which has taken so much pains to develop electric lighting
and for years made electricity its only alternative to oil
lamps, has now brought itself into line with all the other
leading English companies by ordering the erection of oil
gas works on the Pintsch system on a large scale, both at
London and Brighton. It is true that at the same time
the directors ordered the equipment, as before stated, of
eight new trains with electric lighting plant, but these are

suburban service.
As to the comparative cost of electricity and gas, trustworthy figures are very difficult to obtain, but the general
opinion seems to be that the initial cost of plant works oiil
at about the same figures per train, while the economy in
maintenance is slightly on the side of electricity; at any
rate, it is thought that this is so on roads passing through
many tunnels, on the trains of which gas has to be kept
burning continually, while electricity can be switched on
and cff. It is also estimated by the advocates of electric
light that trains thus equipped can do about 15 per cent,
more work than gas lighted trains, which need to be hauled
at intervals to charging stations.
With regard to future improvemen's in method, very
lighting, such
little faith is felt here in storage battery
as was described recently in the Railroad Gazette as in
A similar system was
use on the Chesapeake & Ohio.
tried on the dining cars of the East Coast route to Scotland, and speedily abandoned, owing to the difficulty of
making batteries suitable to go under the cars, the weight
all for
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FIG, I.

the speed of the train increases, the electromotive force of the dynamo rises and the governor gradually draws the brushes forward so as to prevent sparking
As the speed of the train diminishes,
at the commutator.
the reverse operation takes place, the brushes gradually
returning toward their original position until the speed
drops down to eight miles per hour, when the governor
The
breaks contact and the dynamo ceases to charge.
d>namo is fitted with double sets of brushes and works

former.

As

equally up or down; the direction of rotation of the governor determining which shall be brought into use.
Placed in the dynamo circuit is a regenerator consisting of
a solenoid with an iron case, to which is attached some
German silver wire made in the form of a spiral spring.
This resistance is in the lamp circuit, and acts in such a
manner that as the electromotive force in the dynamo circuit varies, more or less resistance is automatically inserted
maintaining the
in, or removed from, the lamp circuit, thus
light practically constant.

The system in use on the Great Northern trains differs
in one important particular only from that just described,
and the
viz., that the connection between the dynamo
accumulators is effected by electrical instead of by mesystem
an
In the Great Northera
chanical means.
automatic electric switch puts the dynamo into circuit
with the accumulators and lamps when the electromotive
dynamo exceeds
disconnects when the excess
force of the

that

of accumulators,

means

of a

hand switch.

Great Northern lamps are 16 candle power for firstclass, and
class compartments, 12 candle power for second
The Brighton lamps are
8 candle power for third class.
up
to 16
worked
be
can
nominal,
but
power
10 candle

The

attached

to the

under side of a thin wooden diaphragm

against which the
ceiver

when

speaker's voice

not in use

of which a switch

is

FIG. 2.
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bell riLgs

The

directed.
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and continues ringicg
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switch

is

and preventing

Besides

When

placed.

pended on the the hook a

until the

is

suspended on a hook

is

thrown over, thus cutting out the
it from lunning down.

instruments described, the

the

shortly bring out

a simple and

company

ingenious automatic

bat-

will
tele-

phone exchange system which permits of a subscriber puthimself in communication with any other subscriber

ting

without the intermediary of

an operator

at the

exchange.

Improved Goubert Feed Water Heater.
The

construction of the

improved Goubert feed water

heater for electric lighting and traction plants

accompanying
omposed of two

the

illustrations.

cast

shown

in

This feed water heater

is

iron water chambers,

is

connected

together by a cluster of seamless

drawn brass tubes, rigidly
by means of a
roller tube expanded in the same manner that boiler lubes
are secured to the heads.
These are the only parts of the
heater under boiler pressure.
The lower water chamber
rests on legs on the floor, as seen in Fig. i, while the
secured at their ends to the

tube-plates

of the batteries, the inconvenience of re-cbarging and,
above all, the expense, which was ;i^i3o per car, or more
than it cost to maintain the lights of a whole suburban
Railroad electricians here, however, are hopeful of
train.
being able to overcome the great difficulty now blocking
of applicaelectric lighting progress, namely, its lack
trains.
The Great Northern
would be practicable and not too
dynamos at junctions, by which
carriages detached from main line expresses could be
bility

other than

"block"

electrician believes that it
costly to have stationary

charged for their journeys down branch lines.
however, that
it
would be desirable
to have a separate small set of cells in each carriage for
being brought
the
larger
accumulators
contingency,
this
into use again when the car was once more coupled on to
a main train. It seems that the difficulty of coupling and
uncoupling is not so much an obstacle to the application
of the present system of axle lighting to detachable cars
as the fact that the accumulators, if emptied during the
journey of such a car down a branch line, could not stand
the strong currents of electricity that would at once pour
into them upon their being coupled up to cars cont lining
It was partly this difficulty, and
cells fully charged.
partly a failure of belts, due, it is alleged, to a prejudice
sufficiently

He

believes,

on the part of the

electrician against the link

belts

which

have been used so successfully on other roads, that
caused the abandonment of the Midland experiments with
carriages independently equipped on the axle system.

upper

COLUMBIA TELEPHONE SET.
chamber is free to move vertically as the

water

The tubes

tubes expand or contract.

Columbia Telephone

and

from the latter. The
is
lamps are installed in parallel between two main conductors, and are turned on and off by the conductor by

ter.
This consists of a series of pencils resting in bearings and having their bearing points rose-shaped so as
to
afford a number of sharp contact points. The carbons
are

The Columbia Telephone

New

Set.

cast iron shell

in

the accompanying illustration.

controls the patents of

are surrounded by a

with inlet and outlet nozzles to

set

which are connected the exhaust pipes. This shell is
bolted to the lower water chamber but is free to expand

The company

independently of the tubes, by means of the patent joint

Manufacturing

company,

York, has placed upon the market the telephone

shown

provided

James W. McDonough and H. H.

Eldred as well as those of other inventors. The instrument is provided with a multiple contact carbon transmit-

shown
This

in Fig. 2.
joint

adds greatly to the value of the heater and

a recent_improvement. ^ It

is

between the heater

shell

is

and

the upper water chamber and
that

is

rates
It is

is

the only joint in the heater

of expansion

the

in

and

shell

brass

constructed so that either the shell or tubes

either tubes or shell, the upper tube plate

fits

The

pressure in this heater being within

sufficiently

shell

and expansion

joint

have only to withstand the press-

These

ure of the exhaust steam.

the other peculiar advantages

piece

of apparatus.

It

is

built

adapted

well

make

for

it

a superior

high steam pressures

the service of electric

for

York, the sole manufacturer,

by well-known

principal cities

Directly

combined with

Goubert feed water

The Goubert Manufacturing company,

traction plants.

New

points,

of the

high class construction,

especially

tubes, the

the

is

represented in

all

the

firms.

Connected Outfit of the General
Electric Company.

The accompanying

illustration

New York
New

ex-

close within the shell to prevent any injury from racking
and consequent loDsening of the tubes in transportation.

and

broken the record in Atlantic cable laying, the actual time
in the operations being 20 days.
Laden with
the balance of the shallow water and the whole of the

engaged

tubes.

may

pand independently of each other, an intervening copper
gasket bending sufficiently to allow for the differential
While free to move with the expansion o£
expansion.

its
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Its object is to take care of the different

not rigid.

heater in
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shows one of the four

compact plants which the General Electric company has

transit

York, July

9.

— The

Notes.
new rooms

commission are on the ninth

Life Insurance

Company

floor

the rapid

of
of

Home

the

building, opposite the

city

hall,

At the last
meeting the proposed by-laws were read, and after some
discussion were adopted.
It was decided that the commission should meet every Tuesday night. Mr. Starin was
elected vice-president and Mr. Claflin was unanimously
elected treasurer.
On motion of Mayor Gilroy it was
unanimously resolved, "That the chief engineer confer
with counsel and that he proceed to prepare plans and
as convenient to the. mayor's office as possible.

conforming to the general plans for
underground road, adopted by the predecessors of
specifications

an
this

and although head winds and bad weather charactermarred the excellence of the
work.
The ship was constantly in communication with
cable,

ized the voyage, not a hitch

the station at Waterviile, Ireland, and

was kept

fully in-

formed of what was going on in the outer world. On
Sunday, June 24'h, consternation was occasioned aboard
at the news of President Carnot's assassination.
The
previous day the birth of the
flashed through

Duke

the ship, and

to

of York's son

following

the

was
con-

gratulatory message sent:

—

board."

Lawrence Arnold of 109 East Ninth street was killed by
electricity last week in Jackson's dry goods establishment at 777 Broadway. While repairing an electrc
fan on the second floor he received a shock which
Beneath the fan stands

caused instant death.

a radiator.

In order to reach the fan Arnold stood upon the radiator.

He

deep sea portion of the new cable she sailed from Woolwich, Eagland, on June 12th. The bottom of the ocean was
dragged a number of times to recover portions of the

had been working

those in the

"Mid Atlantic, lat. 50° 16' N., Ion. 39° 20' W. To Sir
Francis Dawinton, York House, St. James Palace, London:

a stifled cry,

I

ask you to be kind enough to convey to their

the Dake and Duchess of York, the
hearty congratulations and best,wishes of the whole ship's

highnesses,

company

now engaged in laying
Commercial Cable company.
Alex. Siemens."
acknowledgment was received. From

of the steamship Faraday,

the third Atlantic cable for the

"Signed,

few minutes when
and as they looked

at the fan only a

room heard

— May

royal

On

the 27th the

—

Dewinton to
A. Siemens:
"The Duke and
Duchess of York thank very warmly the whole ship's company of steamship Faraday for their kind congratulations,
and they wish them success in their labors." These conSir

F.

gratulations must have
recipients, as they

been considered unique by their
to land from mid- Atlantic.

were flashed

W.

F. O.

PERSONAL.
E. A. Sparry of Cleveland called on several of his Chicago friends last week.

H. C. Porter returned to Chicago
tended business trip in the East.
Silas

Light

is

at

last

week from an

W. Moore, manager

& Power company,

of the Lima,
died on June 22d.

O.,

ex-

Electric

H. Durant Cheever, manager of the Okonite company,
Mr. Cheever has been spending a few days
Lake Geneva.

in Chicago.

H. L. Parker, president and manager of the Emerson
Electric Manufacturing company of St. Louis, is in Chicago on a visit combining business and pleasure.
F. W. Gushing, who has gone abroad in the interest of
the telautograph, writes from London to friends in Chito say that he has decided to remain in Europe for
at least a year.

cago

Prof. Amos E. Dolbear of Tufts College delivered a
lecture on the "Future Developments of Electricity" last
week in Manchester. N. H., at the invitation of the
Manchester Electric club.

E. W. Goldschmidt of the Western Electric company
Chicago, was married last month to Miss Maude Kimball
Champaign. III. Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt left for
San Francisco immediately after the wedding ceremony.

of

James E. McElioy, head of the firm of James E. Mc& Co. and treasurer of the Harrison International
Telephone Construction company, died suddenly on June
30th.
He will be succeeded by his brother, Robert L.
McElroy.
Elroy

DIRECTLY CONNECTED OUTFIT OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
recently installed in the

New

Manhattan Life Insurance

build-

in that direction

they saw Arnold's body sway backward

It consists of

a six pole, 25 kilowatt, 300

and

revolution, iron clad generator,

connected to the shaft of

signed for Arnold's death

&

40 horse power, g}4 hy 10

ing,

York.

an Armington
inch engine.
tors

The

Sims

vertical,

other three consist of 50 kilowatt genera-

and 80 horse power engines.

These small

directly

now being built in large
General Electric company at its Schenec-

connected generating sets are

numbers by

the

demand

them having become wideThey occupy but comparatively little space, and
spread.
this feature alone recommends them highly for all isolated
plant or marine work; they are solidly and substantially
built, and wherever they have been installed have given
tady woiks,

the

for

Y., Electric Street Railway company
began regular operations on July 2d, and is now sending
cars over its line on schedule time.
The road connects
the railroad stations with the business and residence centers of the place.
The patronage has been large. The
company proposes to bond the road for $75, coo for the
purpose of securing funds to extend the line to Waterloo.
It is assumed that Geneva capitalists will buy a portion
of the bonds.

that

is

radiator he touched with his

only cause that
while

concerns.
is

as-

The Nassau

hand a poorly insulated

avenue

in

company made

the

a connec-

Twenty-ninth ward of

Brooklyn, through East Broadway and Church lane,

month. The company expects

last

to connect with the Thirty-

ninth street ferry scon.

hearing was given the Coney Island

Kailroad company on

Kansas City Electric Street Railway company, Kansas
City, Mo.; capital stock, $1,000,000; Beniamin Tones
J
J
Ozone Park, N. Y.

its

power from horses

&

Brooklyn

change of moby the State Board of

application for a

to electricity

Railroad Commissioners, June 28th. The commissioners,
of Assistant Corporation Counsel Angell,

Ambler

Electric Railway company of Montgomery
county, Ambler, Pa.; capital stock, $12,000: to build and
operate an electric road upon the principal streets of Ambler; W. B. Krick, Reading, Pa.

Leavenworth Electric Railroad company, Leavenworth,
_
ICan.; capital stock, |3oo,ooo; to construct and operate
a
railroad by steam, electricity, cable or other mechanical
power, telephone and telegraph

adjourned without taking any action
dispatch to the

Herald

in the matter.

states that the

cable
,

with the largest copper conductor and the speediest ever

The

contractors, Siemens Brothers &
be 33 per cent, faster than either of
the two cables laid in 18S4 for the Commercial Cable
company, and the tests now being taken show that the
speed is greater than the guarantee.
The Faraday has
laid for the length.
it

to

W.

D. Bethel

TRADE NEWS.
The C

C

Electric company, manufacturer of dynamos,
motors, etc., has issued a partial list of the users of C
C
generators and motors.
The list is of sufficient size to fill
a book of 62 pages and is a fine testimonial to the popularity of the C & C apparatus.
The Chicago offices of
this company is at 1020 Monadnock building.
lS;

&

steamer

Faraday anchored off the port of Canso,N. S. July 4th, having completed the third Atlantic cable for the Commercial
Cable company. The new cable is of the heaviest type,

Co., guaranteed

lines, etc.;

Memphis, Tenn.

at the request

A

INCORPORATIONS.

wire,

.

Electric Railroad

tion with Flatbush

A

NEW

standing on the

body.

tive

The Geneva, N.

The

heavily to the floor.

the radiator forming a circuit for the current through his

general satisfaction.

The new stretch of trolley road between the North
Clark street cable barn and Graceland avenue, Chicago,
was put in operation on July 8tb, the electric cars coming
straight from Evanston to the barn without change.
The
route from Graceland avenue is on Evanston avenue to
Halsted, to Clark, to the barn.

fall

A. R. Jennings, formerly with the Graves Electric
&
Machine Works, Clevelard, O., spent a few days in
Chicago last week. Mr. Graves expects to locate in St.
Louis soon to act as manufacturers' agent for several

S. F. E. Morse of the firm of Gushing & Morse, general
western agents for Kerite wire and cables, has just returned
from an extended eastern trip, during which he visited the
Kerite factory at Seymour, Conn., as the guest of W. R.
Erixey, owner of the plant.
Mr. Morse found the factory
running on full time, and witnessed the very satisfactory
operation of the new lead press recently added to the

plant.

The

increasing

demand

for

lead

encased Kerite

WESTERN
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G. K. Hooper has opened a Western cffice for the
Abendroth & Root Manufacturing company of New
This
York at 1422 Monadoock building, Chicago.
company is the well-known manufacturer of sectional
it
and
proposes
boilers,
to
make
a
more
active
water-tube
Mr.
effort to secure western business than heretofore,
Hoopsr formerly had charge of the company's cfiice at
and
comes
to Chicago with good prosRochester, N. V.,

new

& Hegeman

Manufacturing company, Hartford, Conn.
samples of the variety of the switches manufactured by the latter company, including five and ten ampere single pole, ten ampere double pole, and ten ampere
three way.
The fan motor stock of the Central Electric
company is simply "played out," for during the recent
spell of hot weather it sold almcst its last fan motor.
By
a special effort, however, it will be able to meet the demand which is being made for the Lundell motor.
It contains

field.

The catalogue of the Racine Hardware company, dated
July. iSq4, and descriptive of the Racineautomatic engine,
has just left the press and contains some interestiog data
concerning steam engines. The company manufactures
two types of engines to which it has given particular
prominence, one being of vertical construction and the
other horizontal. Boih engines are described in detail and
illustrated in a satisfactory manner. The Racine marine engine and the Racine safety boiler also occupy some space
ia ihe catalogue, as well as some of the other articles manuThe address of the company is
factured by this company.
Racine, Wis., and It has a Chicago office in the Home Insurance building.

The Eddy

International

Telephone Construction

western business of the

the

of

is at

Whitman & Barnes of West Pulla large number of icquiries for

its

man,
work

in this line, several

installation for

III.,

has received

now

in

concerns having in mind radical
communication with this com-

The Packard mogul lamp has found another field of
usefulness, this time in connection with electric railway
wcrk. Enterprising electric street railway companies often
furnish some kindof summer attraction at points along their
lines, and thus increase their passenger traffic.
The point
selected is usually a park, and special attractions, such as
concerts and extra illuminations, are furnished.
It is here
that the Packard mogul lamp has its application, and a
large number of roads are
already using it for this
work. The lamp is particularly adapted for the work, as
the cost of installation is slight compared with arc lamps
and the result is usually effective. The lamps, as generally
used, are burned four or five in series direct from the railway circuit. The Electric Appliance company, Chicago,
has furnished a number of such outfits.

company has moved its general offices to the Chamber of
Commerce buildiog, Chicago. The general offices of the
Harrison International Telephone company will remain at
44 and 46 Wall street, New York. The change was made
necessary by the growth
construction company.

company, Windsor, Conn.,

since

changes, and are
pany.

The Clonbrcck Steam Boiler Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
have closed the contract for a battery of boilers aggregating a capacity of 4,000 horse power with the Edison E ectric Illuminating company, Pearl street, Brooklyn.
^Harrison

Electric

present taking inventory and expresses itsel f as well
pleased with the showing for last year. With the exception of a few days the factory has been very busy in filling
orders, and the company has now a large quantity of work
on hand with prospects for an unusually brisk trade during
the fall. A recently constructed reservoir of large capacity,
in addition to one in use, r/ill furnish an abundance
of water for fire purposes.
The Eddy compauy is now
manufacturing generators and motors of all capacities, and

BUSINESS.

The

=3

The Central Electric company, Chicago, has upon exhibition in its store a board of Hart switches, finished in the
trimmings of the new store and matching it perfectly,
which was presented to the Central company by the Hart

cables necessitated the installing of this new press, which
embodies all the latest improvements and enables Mr.
Brixey to tarn out the ver}* best work possible in this line.

pects of success in his

ELECTRICIAN.

The Jewel Belling company, Hartford, Conn., reports
a decided increase of trade during the last two weeks.
Among the company's recent sales for belting for electrical plants are orders for 160 feet 24 inch, 384 feet 23
inches, 130 feet 30 inch, 167 feet 40 inch, 105 feet,
48 inch, and 1S9 feet 55 inch, all double belting.
With the present orders on hand the Jewel company fetls
that the fall trade will again show business where it has
been in the past, and it is making arrangements to take
care of such an increase.

The following is a copy of a portion cf a letter addressed to the power and mining department of the General Electric company, by General Manager Clark of the
Coeur d' Alene Silver & Lead Mining company in Idaho,
regarding an electric plant furnished that company by the
General Electric company:
"In respect to the relative

merits of steam and electricity at the Poorman mine, I
will say that the amount saved in fuel is about ^loo a
day.
This, of course, is rue to the fact that we generate

by water power. We have five machines in use;
two of 175 kilowatt capacity at the generating station one
and one half miles distant from cur works, where they are
operated with Pelton wheels under Sco feet head; one of
175 kilowatt capacity to drive our concentrator; one 150
kilowatt machine for the pump, raising 500 gallons of
water per minute 500 feet; and one 175 kilowatt machine
for the compressor.
This system has been almost two
electricity

years in operation."

The Charles E, Gregory company, Chicago, reports the
following sales for June:
One 50 light D. 12 ThomsonHouston arc dynamo to Pliny Norcross, Janesville, Wis.,
two 30 light and one 20 light Sperry dynamos to B.
Marks, Chicago; one six light Sperry arc dynamo to
James I. Ayer, New York, one three light Excelsior dynamo to J. P. Carr, Reynolds, Ind., a 502 light 1000 volt
Thomson- Houston alternator to P. Milroy, Hopkinton,
la., two 180 ampere Westinghouse generators to the In-

& Wells Packing company, one 180 ampere
Westinghouse generators to W. T. Osborn, Kansas City,
Mo., one 210 light Edison generator to George B. Weise
&: Sons, Chicago, a 25 horse power D. R. Westinghouse
motor to O. H. Parker, Anniston. A'a three three horse
power Westinghouse motors to Andrews & Johnson, Chicago, one five horse power Edison motor to Andrews &
Johnson. Chicago, one two horse power Sperry series motor
to John Raber, Chicago, one three kilowatt Edison motor
to M. Schu. Aurora, 111., one three kilowatt Edison motor
to the Chicago Braid & Embroidery company. one one borse
power Crocker-Wheeler motor to the Four Lakes L. & P.
company, Madison, Wis., one one horse power C. & C. motorto A. L. Daniels, Marion, la., one one horse power Jenney motor to E. J. Davis, Aurora, III., one one horse power
Rockford motor to George Wolf, Chicago, III., one one
horse power Detroit motor to the Baltimore cafe, Chicago,
III., one one horse power Crocker-Wheeler motor to Lyon
& Healy, Chicago, 111., one one horse power Edison motor
to Goltz & Sinclair, Milwaukee, Wis., 14 Edison arc lamps
to W. T. Osborn & Co., Kansas City, Mo., six Knowles
D. C. arc lamps to Kuh, Nathan & Fischer, Chicago, six
Edison arc lamps to B. F. Harris Jr., Champaign, 111., 15
Edison arc lamps to M. Eichberg^ Chicago, and a total
Mr. Gregory reports
sale of 147 fan motors of all kinds.

ternational

,

that the demand for apparatus is far in excess of the
supply, and that purchases of dynamos and motors were
made during the month in Boston, Philadelphia and San
Francisco for the company's stock.

ILLeSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued July
522,189.
well,

Railway Tiuck.
Lynn, Mass.
Electiic

Frarcis

O.

In order to facilitate the driving of both axles from one motor,
the truck frame is substantiaily rigid on the axles B B so as to
hold them in in approxmate atignment. The motor C is cairied
by bolsters or cros-bars i?/*, which are yieldingly supporled
on the side bars, a, a' of the truck frame, preferably by springs
or cushions supporting the'inoior against both upwa'd and
downward displacement. The moior shaft c is placed longis connecied at each end to bevel
tudinally of the car and
pinions /", gearing with bevel gears G on the axles. In order
that the motor may move freely up and down on the springs
without interference with or by the ccnnection to the axle,
is interposed between the motor shaft r,
a flexible coupling
and the axle, which while transmitting the torque of the motor
shaft to the axle, allows each to yield or shift to some exienC
independently of the other. The flexible coupling is interand conposed between the motor shaft r, and bevel pinion
sists of jaws or arms k and h' respectively on the motor shaft
and the bevel pinion, and connected by the cross or four armed
frame A-, the cross sliding loosely in holes in the jaws.
i

H

F

Organ. Robert Hope-Jones, Birkenhead, Eng522, 2C9.
land.
This invention, which is illustrated in the pateiit record by
60 illustrations and which embraces 36 claims, relates to improvemenLs pertaining to apparatus for combining, varying
and controlling Che speech of ihe various pipes, reeds-, bells,
etc., in organs or similar instrument?, in a more effective,
rapid and convenient manner that tias hitherto been accomElectricity and air pressure, or vacuum, are so empl shed.
ployed as to enable a performer to admit or shut off the supply
of wind to each pipe with unusual rapidity irrespective of his
distance from the instrument; to couple the various departments, manuals, pedals or pipes and to operate and control the
swell-shutters in a manner and with readiness and to accomplish these ends without having to pull out or push in the more
or less clumsy rods of wood furnished with knobs which have
hitherto been employed, or to depress keys which offer unpleasant resistance to the touch of the finger. Ntvel arrangements of tremulants are also provided and are adapted to be
operated by electricity or otherwise,
Auxiliary Fire Alarm
Sachs, New Yoik, N. Y.

522.231.

Signal System.

522,242.

Safety

Fuse.

inventors specify a new and improved process for manufacturing sheets of insulating material from pieces or scales of
mica of the character known a? ^crap mica. Powdered gum or
resin in a dry state is used instead of varnish, preferably in
amount less than 10 per cent, of the finished plate, thus saving
the loss of alcohol which occurs in other processes.

The

522.274. Dynamc-electric Machine.

Joseph

Joseph Sachs,

inventor covers a fuse with a non-inflammable material
that is a poor conductor, such as silicic acid, whereby the flash
is prevented and the metal converted into a poor conductor,

Electric Arc
522.233.
legheny, Pa.

Lamp.

Albert Schweitzer,

.

"

Alternating Current Dynamo-eleclric Machine.
Elihu Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.
This invention relates to dynamo-electric machinery and
consists in

improvements

in

alternating current generators

in the construction of the Held magnets arid the disposition of the poles about the armature, these pole pieces having thfir cores so wound and connected that the short ciicuited
coils will have a fie'd of force of the required strength maintained practically constant, while the field of force of the current giving coils will be automatically varied in intensity to
vary the electromotive force of the machine to maintain practically a constant current notwithstanding variations in the resistance of the working circuit.

522.275. Regulator for Dynsmo-electr'c Machine. Charles
E. Scribner, Chicago, III.

The

522,241.

the invention is to provide for automatically
controlling the current strength in dynamo-electric machines,
nothwithstanding variations in work which is being done, ami
at the same time to prevent objectionable sparking at the collecting commutator. More particularly the invention consists

Al-

invention relates to gravity feed arc lamps and more
particularly to those in which curved carbons are employed and
adapted to move in the arc of a circle while in operation, and
frequently renewing
it is its purpose to overcome the labor of
the carbons as well as the difficulty experienced in the failure
of the lamps to so feed the carbon as to entirely consume it.
An additional purpose of this invention is to reduce the size of
arc lamps.

Charles E. Scribner,

Chicago, 111.
The object of

New

The

Piocess of Manufacturing Insulating Material.
F. Peterson,

August F. Tinnerholm and Charles
Schenectady. N. Y.

The present invention relates to systems in which fire alarm
or street boxes can be released or operated to send their signals
over a main circuit bv means of one or more auxiliary or local
circuits having suitable circuit-controllers and devices at a distance from the street boxes. The present invention constilutes an improvement on a former patent.
Electric
522.232.
York, N. Y.

3, 1894.

or motors, whereby, in the case of a gtnrrator, the periodicity
of the current fed from it to the line may be varied wh le the
machine is running at constant speed. Conversely, in the case
of a motor fed from a circuit carrying currents of substantially
constant periodicity
the periodicity of the current rethe
motor can be
varied
ceived
by
with
respect
to
that
of
the line, and the speed
of
the motor
thereby controlled and regulated.
In carrying out his
invention the inventor provides a commutator, the segments of
which are connected in the usual manner to the respective coils
of an armature of any ordinary type, and upon the commutator
are placed brushes adapted to lake current from it but independently revoluble, that is to say, lapable of revolving with it or
of revolving faster or slower with relation to it, so that they
may remain constantly in contact with the same segmenis respectively, or may travel from one of the segments to another
acfording to the respective rales of speed at which the armaiure
and brushes revolve. These brushes are connected to colle. ting rings from which, in the case of a generator, alternating
currents are collected by suitable collecting devices. If the
brushes rotate at the same rate of speed as the armature, it is
evident that the periodicity of the current at the collecting
rings will be dependent upon the velocity of the armature just
as if the coils of the armature were directly connected to the
nncs. If, however, the brushes were rotated at a speed greater
or less than that of the armature, the rings connected to the
brushes would receive impulses of current with greater or less
frequency; in other words, the periodicity of the current would
be modified according to the rate of rotation of the brushes,
Conversely, in the case of a motor, the peii' dicicy of the current collected at the rnj s is modified by the rotation of the
brushes before reaching the coils of the armature. A modification of the invention is shown in the accompanying drawing,

Black-

.

The invention relates to regulators for dynamo-eleclric
machines, by which the brushes aie automatically shifted from
time to time to maintain a practically uniform current strength
notwithstanding variations in the resistance of the current. A
dash pot has its piston rod a pivoted to an arm or extension of
the brush carrier /', this piston being weighted as shown in the
drawing, the amount of weight being adjustable. The motor
c is placed in the main circuit and upon its revolving shaft is
carried the arm of striker i/. Upon the brush carrier or connected with it is provided the bearing piece e against the under
convex surface of which the striker t/ is brought at each revolution.
Every lime the striker thus takes the bearing surface the

brush carrier is rotated a short distance against the force of the
weight of the dash pot pision. The position which the brush
carrier will occupy depends, thereiore, upon the amount of
weight on one side and the frequency of strikes on the other
side.
The weight is initially adjusted to ihe normal current
of the machine and then the position of the brush carrier, and
hence of the brushes upon the commutator, will depend upon
the speed of rotation of the motor; that is, the greater the number of blows of ihe striker the greater will be the force opposed
to the counter-balance weight of the brush carrier, and hence
the brush carrier will be moved to adjust the brushes forward
upon the commutator to decrease the voltage. As lamps are
cut in or rut of the circuits, the resistance is increased or
diminished as the case may be. Thus the rate of revolucirn
of the motor is changed and the biushes are accordingly
shifted forward or backward upf>n the commutator to maintain the current strength,

Electric Arc Lamp.
Abert W. Smith, San
Fracisco, Cal.
The main object of this invention is to produce a cheap,
simple and reliable arc lamp, adapted for use with either continuous or alternating currents and adapted to operate in
multiple arc from constant potential mains or transformers.

-522.276.

Window Spring for Burglar Alarms. Josef
Stenier, Brooklyn. N. Y.
This invention relates to circuit closing switciies for burglar
alarm systems, particularly for switches in use in windows,
generally known as window springs. Its object is to produce a
window spring having its parts so arranged that it may be.
readily converted from a closed circuit 10 an open circuit instrument; that is. that it may be arranged either to close the
circuit when pressed upon by the window sash, or to open the

522,277.

circuit

when

so pressed.

Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor.
522,286
S Bradley. Avon, N. Y.

Charles

the object of the improvements in this Invention to render high potential electric machines of that kind in which the
field magnet circuit is coupled in series relation to ihe armature
circuit, safely operative without the necessity of adopting extraordinary precautions in the insulation. In carrying our the
invention the inventor provides the machine with 1 plurality of
armature windings coupled to independent pairs of brushes,
and connects the fieJd-magnet coil in series relation with a pair
of intermediate brushes, forming a good elecEncal connection
at some point between ihe intermediate brushes and the base
of the machine.
The result of this construction is that the
frame of the machine is brought to the potential of one of the
intermediate brushes and the dielectric strain upon the fieldmagnet and armature circuits is greatly reduced.
It is

Electric Arc Lamp.
Edward Heymann and
Frank W. Heymann, Boston, Mass.

522,294.

One feature of this invention, which relates to arc lamps,
consists in a novel construction and arrangement of the carbon
operating magnets by which a more efficient feeding of the
caibons may be obtained to produce a steadier and more even
Another feature of the invention cons'sts of a novel
light.
construction of globe holder, by which the bolder may be
readily loweied ircra ihe lamp to permit of the rasy replacement of the lower carbon and also of the globe iuelf, the suppoiting base for the lamp globe being preferably conslrucud
with a discharge orifice for the carbon dust usually accumulated in the globe holder, ihe orifice being normally closed by
a removable cap. A nc'vel construction of the carbon and its
holder is also used by which the lamp frame may be
materially shortened, the carbon being preferably constructed
to prevent racing of the arc, thereby obtaininga steadier light
and effecting a more even consumption of the carbon.
522,302.

Self

Locking Cleat

Nashold, Chicago, III.
The invention provides
inexpensive in

for

Electric Wires.

Ellas

which shall be simple and
construction, strong and durable, and which can
for a cleat

24

WESTERN

522,327.

polarity, by such asymmetrical magneto-motive force producing an asymmetrical alternating magnetic field, and by such
field of uniform phase inducing. currents in a conducting system
mounted symmetrically about an axis around which either the
field magnet or the conducting system is iree to rotate under
the action of the inducing field and the induced curretts.

be readily applied or removed from tlie ceiling or wall, and, in
addition, such a device by means of which the wires cao-be
readily strung or hung and, when placed in the cleats, will be
lodked therein and firmly retained.

Electric

Arc Lamp.

Jesse F. Kester, Bafifalo,

N. Y.

F.

July 14, 1894

William

Suspension Ciip for Trolley Wires.

522,362

One object of this invention is to provide means by which the
leverage between the magnet and the feed mechanism can be
varied so that a current of larger or smaller volume or quantity
can be used in connection wiih the lamp. Another object is to
improve the ronstruction of the feed mechanism so that the
vibrations of the magnet armature will not be communicated
to the feed mechanism.

ELECTRICIAN.

D. Crane, East Orange, N. J.
To prevent' any shock in the passage

of the trolley wheel
from the wire to the under side of the clip, the hooks which
embrace the wire upon opposite sides are connircted by a thin
spiral edge of metal adapted to form a gradually increasing
area of contact between the wheel and the clip. To permit the
application of the clip to a wire under tension, the body of the
clip and the upper surfaces of the hcoks at the ends of the
same are so sloped that a suitable pressure of the under hook
upon the wire suffices to spring the wire automatically into engagement with the hooks.

Distributing Board for Electric Circuits.

522 370.

Rein-

Herman, Crafton, Pa.

tiold

Torpedo Machine or Apparatus for Railway
522,473.
Signaling.
Jacob W. Lattig, Easton, Pa.
The machine which the inventor has devi«;ed relates to apparatus whereby under certain conditions a torpedo is exploded by
a passing train, and is electrically controlled, the hammer or
striking part by which the torpedo is exploded being controlled
by an electro-magnet, through the intermediary of which the
hammer will be called mto play or not, by the action of the
passing train, according as the magnet is de-energized or energized.

The object of the invention is to so construct a battery plate
that the utmost extent of surface is presented to the action of
the elertrolyte in the operation of the battery, which plate may
be formed with the utmost facility and leadrness, and which
shall also be of such a character as to prevent free expansion in
the charge, and thus prevent the injurious effects incident to
warping and buckling, and which shall be firmly and securely
bound and held together in such a manner as that the parts
thereof resist all tendency to separate under the charge.

The invention has for its object a construction wherein the
main and distributing wires may be readily attached to their
terminals and the distributing circuits, in any desred number,
connected to the terminals of the main circuits by fuse strips.
Electric Railway Si^pply Circuit.
522 374.
HuDter. Philadelphia Pa.

A

suitable system of circuits

tricity to the

is

^

^ s*

Rudolph M.

1

M

described for supplying elec-

Electric
ick S. Perrin,

522 388.
Electric S;pUch.

522,332.

John Van V!eck,

New

The invention is an improvement in switches designed for a
three wire system, so arranged that circuit thrdugh the neutral
conductor is broken after and made before it is established
through the positive or negative conductors. Ihe object of
invention is to insure that the current shall never pass directly
between the positive and negative wire.
Alternaiing Current Motor.
Mass.

522 344.

522,404,
troit,

invention

is

John F. Kelley,

an alternating current motor and has for

its

object to produce a means for practically transforming the
electrical enerj^y of a single alternating current into mechanical
energy in the lorm'of continuous rotary motion without the use
of commutators or similar devices, and without the use of any
modifier of the magnetic or electrical phases o{ the magnetic
field or the exciting current or of any auxiliary circuit or starting device.

Method of Prcduc'ng Continuous Morion by
522,345.
Aiternaliog Currents. John F. Kelley, Piitsfield,
Mass.
In the illustration of which the drawing at the left repa perspective view of a motor, and the other
resents
elevation
with
the coils of the
field
a front
magto show
ils
poles.
net cut away so as
is
a
laminated field magnet, the polf- pieces of which aie brought
face to face so as to leave a wedge shapf d air space between
them; C an exciting coil connected with a source of altera disk of homogeneous copper or other good
nating current;
elect.ical conductor supported by a suitably mounted axis A
so as to lie between the pole pieces and be free to rotate in a
direction from one end of the wedge shaped air space toward
the other. Upon the passage of an alternating current through
the exciting coil C, the field magnet bee mes energized and^n
alternating magnetic field of single or uniform phase is produced, the magnetic flux being fr.)m one pote to the other.
By reason of the viriation in the reluctance of the magnetic
circuit resulting from the wedge shaped air space, the magnetic flux is greater toward the narrower part of the air space,
that is, the alternating magiieuc field is more strong or dense
in that part, or, as mav be said, the magnet, so constructed,
produces when energized an asymmetrical alternating magnetic field whicli is to be understood to mean an alternating
magnetic field in which the distribution of flux is not the same
on both sides of the center of its figure. The action of the
asym.netrical field upon the disk lying within it is to induce
currents therein which, reacting upon the inducing field, produce motion. So far as the method is concerned, it makes no
difference what the form of the inducing system or the induced system is provided only the inducing system produces
an asymmetrical field of single or uniform phase while the induced system is. symmetrical so as to present an unchanging
conductor for the induction o f currents, and the two systems
are relatively movable. It maybe stated that the method
consists broadly in setting up a single phase alternating
asymmetrical magnetic field, and by such field inducing a current in a closed conducting system free to move, and more particularly in setting up a single phase alternating asymmetrical
magnetic field, and by such field inducing a current in a symmetrically mounted conducting system mounted so as to be
free to move from the weaker to the stronger part of the

M

and

vice versa.

-

e3

T'

^N
f

-

522, 5C0.

NO. 522,345-

Telegraph Repeater.

Alfied

D.

P.

Weaver,

Jackson, Miss.

The

Telephone Transmitter,
Mich.

William R. Cole, De-

In the operation of the instrument described in the patent
and illustrated in the accompanying drawing, the bar Z* maintains the platinum point in contact with the diaphragm and the
bar L maintains the contact between the electrode and the platinum point, but the vibrations of the diaphragm cause a variation of pressure between them, which produces the undulation
It will be seen that the varying
in the tran mitting c rcuit.
pressures of the diaphragm aga'nst the bar L, produce corresponding variations of pressure against the button M, but these
variations in pressure are greatlyamplified by the action of the
lever /, which is caused to oscillate on its fulcrum on account
of the elongation, and contraction of the bar D, which causes
the bar Z, and electrode J/ to bring varying pressures to bear
against the contact G, thereby proportionately increasing or
diminishing the variations in pressure between the contacts (7
and Af. Intensity of vocal soundsand absence of foreign-v^bratitns is claimed by this patent.

r"-^—:|:—

;|:"

:h-

;^—

>l :

:):

-'

K

invention relates to telegraphic repeaters or instruments
used to cause a message coming over one line to be repealed or
transmitted over another line without the aid of an intermediate
operator. The object is to cheapen and simplify the instrument, to reduce the number of connections, to enable it to be
more easily understood by inexperienced operatois, to eccnomize the local batteries, to reduce its liability to fail in operation, and to avoid the mutilation of signals.

Electric Converter.
George D. Burton, Boston,
522 5c 6.
Mass., and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.

This invention relates to a converter especially designed for
transforming electric currents of small volume and high pressure into currents of low pressure and large volume for metal
heating purposes. The objects are to secure simplicity of ct.nstruction and facility in varying the secondary current.

Georee D. Burton, Boston,
522,507. Electric Converter.
Mass., and Edwin E. Angell, Somerville, Mass.
object
the
invention
is
to provide a converter to which
The
of
a number of electric forges are connected in parallel with means
lor regulating the secondary currents (or the several forges
either jointly or independently of each other, so that the workmen at the diffeient forges can readily adapt the healing currents to the size of the bars being beated.

E'ectric Automatic Circuit Breaker.
522.527.
Larson, Lynn, Mass.

D

field

.«-

prf ~-\

Fceder-

erator on the car.

Pitisfield,

The

Railway Switch and Trolley.
Lynn, Mass.

In accordance with this invention the trolley wire is provided
with one or more switches, by which the trolley wheel may be
oiverted from one trolley wire to another or branch trolley
wire, the troUev wire switches being under control of the op-

York,

N. Y.

1

working conductors of two or more

electric railways which shall involve the least expenditure of capital in the
permanent equipment of the road,

NO. 522,10

William

Eiectrode for Secondary Batteries.
Morrison, Des Moines, la.

522,479.

W.

Carl

It 's the purpose of this invention to describe improvements
in electric automatic circuit breakers for the purpose of automatically breaking the line circuit of electric motors when

overloaded, and thereby p eventing the wire of ihe

armature

from being burned out.

522.528.

Electric

Torpedo Apparatus and System

Railway Signaling.

Jacob

W.

for

Lattig, Easton, Pa.

The

inventor claims the combination with the track circuit
therein, a torpedo apparatus having a
its exploding mechanism, an electro-magnet for controlling the break, and a circuit including the torpedo magnet
and completed through contacts controlled by the track relay,
of a branch or auxiliary circuit also including the torpedo magnet, a torpedo track section, and connections whereby, by and
during the passage of a train over the torpedo track section, the
branch or auxiliary circuit is put in condition to cause the torpedo magnet to maintain or rt store, as the case may be, the
break in the torpedo explodmg mechanism.

and track relay included
break in

^o. 522.275.
Insulate-.

522,428.

Romaine Mace, New York, N. Y.

One of the claims of this patent reads:
tubular irsulator located in an opening in a timber or support, in combination wih a fastening device surrounding one
end of the insulator, and one or more screws or nails passing
therethrough into the timber or support.

A

Electric

522,431.

A'arm Signal

for

Railway Crossings.

J. Ross, Detioit, Mich.
invention consists in the peculiar arrangement and combination of electrical appliinces contro'led by a train in pas-ing
a cros-eing with an electric alarm bell located at the crossing,
whereby the appliances control the proper ringing of the bell
by opening and closing suitable biCdks in the circuit of the bell.

James
The

522,559.

Galvanic Battery.

Franz Fuller, Chicago,

111.

A

galvanic battery is described consisting of a zinc elenent
in a solution of potash, the proportions being, substantialty,
one pound of potash to seven cjuarcs of water, and a catbon
element in a corous cup containing a solution of sulphuric acid
and nitrate of soda, the proportions being, substantially, four
parts of sulphuric acid, tbree parts of waier and one part nitrate
of soda.

_

Conduit Electric Railway.

522,440.

New

John H.

Tyrrell,

York. N. Y.

The

invention relates to improvements in that class of electric
railways in which the main conductor or line wireis arranged
in a conduit beneath the roadbed; and the object of it is to
produce a railway of this class having the conduit constructed
and arranged in such a manner that easy contact may be made
with the line wire, and that the line wire may be perfectly protected and insulated, also to provide means for easily shifting
the trolley from side to side, and further, to constmct the apparatus so that the trolley may be easily disconnected, and
that nt the same lime the brakes may be applied, thus enabling
the car to be easily stopped,

Machine for Teaching Telegraphy. Thomas
M. Crepar, Clare, Mich.
A machine is described adapted for use in teaching telegraphy

522,454.

which may be adjusted so as

NO. 522,241.

to

make

it

of

greater or less

capacity.

522,346. Automatic
Builalo, N. Y.

Fire

Alarm.

Charles

A.

Mann,

This invention relates to the class of alarms which are combined with an electric circuit, and in which the release of the
alarm is controlled by an easily fused material which melts
when the surrounding temperature rises to a predetermined
point.
The object of the inventor has been to produce an
automatic fire alarm of this character which permits the ready
renewal of the easily fus;b!e part of the alarm.

Rail Joint and Bond for
522,349.
Julius Meyer, New York. N. Y.

The

object of the invention

Electric

Railways.

inner walls of the trough or the lower part of the conduit.

improve the construction of
the rail bonds by making them a part of the rail joint iiself and
arranging them in such a manner that they are protected
against injury of any character.

522,356.

is

to

Alternating Current Motor.
Mass.

William Stanley,

Jr., Pittsfield,

The

Electric Railway Conduit.
Albert F. Fay, Min522,460.
neapolis, Minn.
This invention consists in the combination with the rails and
the ties upon which they rest of stringers or beams resting upon
the ties, the space above being closed by surface plates so arranged as to leave a continuous slot for the accommodation of
Beneath the ties and midway between the rails
a trolley arm.
is provided an artificial stone trough, the upper walls of which
extend upward between the several ties and, join with the under sides of the stringers, thereby leaving an opening bet^veen
each two ties, and of a width equal to the distance between the

inventor claims in addition to a new type of motor, the
method of producing continuous motion by alternating currents
which consists in producing in a field magnet by an alternating
current an asymmetrical magneto-motive force of alternating

522461.
apolis,

The

Conduit Trolley Arm.
Minn.

Albert F. Fay, Minne-

idea is to provide in that part of the arm above the surface of the road a section of metal which is weaker than that
composing the remainder of the arm whereby any considerable
lateral m vement of the car or the strain on the arm will cause
the arm to part at that point, leaving the trolley in the conduit
and preventing the tearing up of the surface plates belonging
to the conduit, as well as all damage to any of the electrical
apparatus upon the motor car.

522,564.

Multiple

Maurice Leblanc,

The

Telephony.

Maurice

Hutin

and

Paris, France.

invention is based principally upon the following facts
and considerations. Over a line having a given coefficient of
self induction and a given static capacity, alternating currents
of only a certain definite frequency can be passed without suffering undue diminution of volume, while currents of all other
frequencies are weakened to such extent that they are practically
of no value. It is, therefore, possible to so adjust the coefficient
of self induction and the static capacity of a line that on!v alternating currents of a desired f equency can be passed over the
same for practical purposes. The invention has reference to
improvements in the art of telephony, its object being to
transmit between two or more central stations connected by a
single line or network of connected lines, telephon'c messages
simultaneously in all directions without interference with each
other. By an extension or amplification of the system the inventors are also enabled to establish simultaneously telephonic
intercommunicaiion between the subscribers whose lines terminate at the different central stations.
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The Measurement

of Electric

Current

for Domestic and Other Uses.
It is

one of the inalienable

The

the meter.

haps headed the

man

riglilsof

list

of inanimate

tended to things without
the torments of the

life,

damned

must

upon whcse
much profanity, and

meter standpoint

suffer, if

may be

ex-

such can suffer,

kingdom come.
a coming millennium, but

in the

There are those who believe
friim the

at

objects

the doctrine of vicarious atonement

if

<|;rumble

stove-pipe and the gas meter have per-

shonlders miist rest the responsibility of

which,

to

its

in

rapidity

regarded as a negative quantity, for

if

of approach must be
the vilification

and

hard words of which the meter has been the innocent cause

FIG.

I.

representing as

many

customers,

No. 3

21, 1894.
and

and small,

large

nobody knows how many thousands elsewhere, each of
which tells its tale of. woe monthly. If the gas or water
meter which measures things tangible, palpable and ponderable, is little understood, and for that reason more than
any other under suspicion, it is more than natural perhaps
that the electric meter which measures that mysterious
something, which indeed, we are pretty sure was not a thing
the more so
at all, should be convicted without a hearing

—

we have

because after

month

it

has

left

no

enjoyed

its

visible record

own bills.
may not be uninteresting,

for a

sensible benefits

by which we may

figure

we immerse

the object to be electroplated

therefore, to trace

it

to its

If, for

instance,

a solution of

in

gold and cause an electric current to pass from one electrode through the solution to the object, and thence out of
the gold in the solution will

the liquid to the outer circuit,

be gradually deposited on the object, and this deposit will

be
is

at a definite rate for a definite current

exhausted of

its

metal.

If,

however,

until the solution

the electrode

by

which the current enters the gold solution be itself of pure
gold the action of the current will be to cause »a transfer of
the metal of the entering electrode, through
to the object being plated

out our
It

posit metals from solution (electroplating).

wdl be

— that

flissolved as fast as

gold

is

the solution,

to say, the gold electrode

is

deposited from the solu-

—
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tion, and the latter is therefore not impoverished by the
lair and see not only how this mysterious instrument is conoperation.
structed, but also how its record is read, and the precauNow, since as much metal goes into solution from the one
tions taken against error in this record and the falsification
and had its perigee before the advent of meters

measured by the number and kinds of meters, this looked
for millennaim must be revolving in a parabolic or hyper-

is

bolic orbit

and

is

now passing

out into

comets,

non-periodic

interplanetary space

never

to

return to

this

like

the

mundane

For did we not begin with the gas meter, and was this
not followed by the water meter, and these two by the electric
meter, and does this latter not promise to be the most robust
sphere.

of

And

all?

severally

and

if

rapidly increasing

hope of

evil geniuses, upon which both
we have hurled anathema, be thus
both in number and in kind, where is the

these

collectively

of which

is

charged against the

customer by

this

men-

dacious inaminate liar— the electric meter.
There are in New York city alone 5,500 of these meicrs

metal as

returns.

its

Although there nre three enormous Edison central stations
in New York, furnishing light and power from the Battery
to the Harlem river, each in a sense being a separate
oiganization with its own individual customers, the meters
of

all

are read each

th.e bills

It

not

the millennium?

In the city of New York alone there are over 200,000 incandescent lamps of 16 candle power, 2,700 arc lamps and
over 6,000 horse power of electric motors, the current for
all

of

month at the Pearl
made out.

street

station

and

must be understood

know

at the outset that

although

we do

exactly or perhaps even approximately what elec-

tricity

is, its

which

it

properties are well understood

can do have been

and the things

well studied and found to con-

form to well defined laws. By measuring the things it can
we have a most definite yardstick for the

do, therefore,
electricity

ilself.

One

of

llje

earliest

characteiistics of the electric current

was

as

here outlined,

loss

in the

either

the

gain in

other might serve as a

is

called

an

electrolytic

simply of a glass bottle, shown in Fig.

meter.
2,

It con-

with a water-

tight stopper, filled with a solution of sulphate

of zinc, in

which js immersed two plates of zinc whose terminals pass up
through the stopper. Through one of these plates the current is carried into the solution and through the other it is
carried out.

of zinc

is

As

the current passes, a proportionate

amount

dissoved from the one and an equal portion separ-

discovered

useful

ated from

ability

to de-

solution in

its

deposited upon the other,

measure of the current passing, and the two might be used
This is the principle
as a check the one upon the other.
of the Edison meter, which from the manner of its action
sists

for all are there

is

weight in one or the

the
the

is electroplated upon the other, the
meantime remaining, even after long con-

solution

.
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It

of

action

tinned

current

the

normal strength.
ampere of current

hs

at

has been found by experiment that

i

grammes of metallic zinc in one
unknown quantity of electhrough one of these bottles for an unknown period

will deposit exactly 1,224

hour.
tricity

we

therefore,

If,

pass an

of time, and then upon

weighing the zincs carefully, find

grammes

that one has gained 1.224

we know

that weight,

°^

other one lost

^'^^

that the equivalent

one ampere

of

This unit
has been flowing for the equivalent of an hour.
one ampere for one hour is termed an ampere iiour for the

—

—

sake of perspicuity, and may mean the flow oflialf an ampere for two hours or a quarter of an ampere of four hours,
It matters not
or four amperes for a quarter of an hour.
into what factors the unit be divided, provided only their

product
If,

is

Two other difficulties have to be
may

conductivity

July 21, 1894

met

in the bottle circuit in

universally employed.

be

maintained constant.

ficiently

order that

its

Whenever

a current of electricii.y passes through a conduc-

be

tor,

liquid

liquid or solid,

it

is

healed

it

raisesits temperature.

conductivity

its

When

a

when

a

increased, but

is

There are a
is heated its conductivity is decreased.
few exceptions to this rule, but copper is not one of them.
Since we have both copper and liquid in this bottle circuit
solid

of heat upon the two is o]>posite in kind, it is
by means of nice calculation to make the two effects
This method of compensation
exactly balance each other.
is adopted in the Edison meter by introducing into the bot-

and the

effect

possible

a spool of fine insulated wire Fig.

tle circuit

3.

In the No. 2 meter, which has a capacity for 25

lights,

a

unity.

however, the whole of the current

passed through the bottle, the whole of its energy would be
consumed in the deposit of zinc and there would be none

The method adopted

useful purposes.

for

left

meter

Edison

therefore

is

measure

to

in

complete

circuits, which instead of using two wires each,
one wire in common. On account of the peculiar
arrangement of the circuits which, need not be explained

use

.

here, the greatest economical advantage

two

lights in each of the

wire

exactly

are

equal

consists

really of

wires

three

two

circuits

of

led

into

each

are

tlie

house

pends upon the electrical law that where two or more paths
are open to an electric current it will divide itself up among
those paths according to their relative conductivities. Thus,

separately.

will carry as its shi^re

one-third the total current, while

Thus,

thirds.

it

until

for the sake of

spool of No. 32 copper wire, having a resistance of 16 ohms,

sacrificed

by the company

Of course, if only -foW P^""*: '^^ ^^^ current is
measured the readings of the meter must be multiplied by
1,000 to give the total energy consumed.
tomer.

It will

be apparent that since the amount of current

path depends upon the relative con-

will take either

which

ductivities of those paths itis necessary that if
cuit is to carry just

no

less

—at

joVc

times,

all

exactly constant at

its

bottle cir-

— no more,

conductivity must be maintained
Tliere

times.

all

tlie

of' the current

P^""*

i'^

no

difficulty in

keejv

FIG. 3.

is

found to produce exact compensation.

On

account of the fact that according to an electrical law

one of the zincsmust lose what the other gains, and because
of the several features of the bottle circuit that are liable to
explained,

variation as just

some check on the

meter.

If,

first

receive exactly the

first,

so connected to the bottle circuit as to

same amount of current

a disparity

in

indicate

an

the

and

as the first

of temperature, etc..

records of the two would

error

one

either

in

and
concordance
between
the
both
a
two be equally strong evidence of the cqrrectness of both.

.jiiliiifHii'i't

A

consumption

the

more

perhaps

still

which

let

it

is

To

This

so.

is all

done

the

at

probably the largest metering

understand the business methods

us start with the meter before

and follow

it

it

is

put together

through

conies back again to be read and the

bills

its

course

made

are

The

zinc plates as

they

come from

the casting-room

or

from previous use are first scraped or filed to remove all dirt
and to give them a bright, clean surface, Fig. 5. They are
then dipped in dilute sulphuric acid and then in mercury,
which causes a thin coating of the latter to adhere over the
whole surface, any excess of mercury being carefully wiped
off.
This process is termed amalgamation, its effect being
to cause more uniform action of
the current when
the zincs are placed in the meter.
the plates are connected to the circuit
are also polished

ing room, Fig

6.

The stems by which
when in the meter

and the zincs are then taken to the weighAlong one side of this at one end are a

series of shelves divided vertically into three

compartments.

These three compartments are severally labelled "Outgoing
plates to be weighed," "Outgoing plates weighed" and
"Outgoing plates check- weighed." The cleaned zincs

mistaken record under these conditions could go unde-

when an

tected only

bottle circuits, which

exactly equal error occurred in
is

both

an exceedingly unlikely occurrence.

In the Edison meter, Fig. 4, what has thus far been called the
it has been said that
its conduc-

Ifllill

bottle circuit and of which

wasso proportioned as

tivity

to take ofifbut -,^^jj part of the

w^hole current for measurement,

i-

1

of the

be arranged

or

illiil!ll|IPIi^

11

record and readings

under identical conditions

once

at

extremely desirable that

second meter bottle

therefore, a

along side of the

is

it

there be

as the

C13L

'Mill

I

method of recording

out.

—

to operate

JLl

this

in the Pearl street station

getting a record of the consumption of energy by each cus-

is

is

station,

is

.street

employed
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the bottles, and

mechanical protection and locked to pre-

station in the world.

such

This portion goes through

exact, ^-^^ part.

installed consists of four bottles enclosed in

Pearl

namely that carrying the fraction to
be measured takes about ^^^^^ part of tlie whole current, or

more

Tlierefore, the two-bottle

Edison meter as

ing them,

that the bottle circuit,

to be

except by the merest
must be measured in each

duplicated,

Interesting as

In the Edison

tw^o paths are

it

of current, the methods of reading the records and interpret-

of the two paths so that the one of higher resistance, which
is the one which carries the portion to be measured, will

metev the relative conductivities of the

of current from the two circuits

a metallic case for

the other will carry two-

carry only the fraction of the^ total desired.

equally

vent tampering.

but

easy to proportion the conductivities

is

circuits
is

meter just described
two bottles being used to measure the current
of one circuit and two being used for the other, so that the
is

conductivity, each will carry

it

the

house.

will therefore never,

accident, be the same, so that

one of the two paths has but half

other

and

wires,

customer's

with him; he would use those lamps which were most con-

The consumption

the conductivity of the

three

Each customer's house has therefore two
and the number of lamps installed in each house
divided between these two circuits.

in a given

if

the third

arranged with regard to the neutral wire.
For this reason
every Edison circuit from the dynamo to its farther end

to pass on aronnd the botdes to do the work required.
The selection of this fractional pan to be measured de-

there are two paths of equal

gained when the

common

number and symmetrically

in

venient.

pxactiv half the current;

is

circuits usincj in

small fractional part of the current, allowing the remainder

if

suf-

is

some

only

may be

Xow, although in installing the lamps in a house provision
made for an equal consumption from both of these circuits,
the consumer doesn't know on which circuit the various lamps
are connected, and if he did it would make no difference

be measured were

to

This three wire system

explained for present puiposes as consisting of two

is

made

a

little

larger so as

whole current. Two meter
bottles are used instead of one and the circuit is divided before it reaches the bottles into two branches, each of which
has its own compensating spool and each leads to its own
bottle, and each branch in its entirety has exactly the same

m

to take

off"

--^jj

part of

the

conductivity as the other, so that each will carry just one-half

the

of

Each

-g-Jj

part of

the current taken

to

be measured,

loW

of this current

oft"

bottle will therefore measure just

no unequal disturbing causes, both

as before, and if there be

bottles will register exactly the same.
It will

plates

be evident that since

in

each bottle there are two

of zinc, one of which loses in weight by the passage

of the current and the other gains, there

FIG. 4.

the possibility in

is

the two bottles of four checks on the reading of the meter;
that

if

everything has worked properly the two losing zincs

must have

lost an equal

equal the gain

But
FIG.
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in

amount, and

this loss

must exactly

quadruple check

necessary and only a double check

is

considered

not

This consists

in

ing the conductivity of die other path constant, for that l>ath

weighing the losing plate of one bottle and the gaining
The amount lost by the first and that
plate of the other.

may be made

gained by the second should of course correspond.

as large

as

perceptibly by any current

desired,
it

is

so

as not to be heated

intended to carry, but

tlie

which is of fine wire, presents diffiqulties
which must be overcome. In the first place the conducbottle circuit,

tivity in the bottle will

lution

For

varies

this

or

if

vary either

the

distance

if

the strength of the so-

between

zincs

varies

reason the zincs in each bottle are kept a uniform

two buttons placed between them and
by bolts passing through them and fastened

distance apart by
lield in position

by nuts on the

outside, and the solution

is

carefully

-rdized before being introduced into ihe l.ottle.

stand-

They

will

not, however, if the solutions in both bottles are not of the

same strength;

to be

if

the distances between

the

compartment marked "Outgoing

the pairs of zincs

plates

weighed."

In the weighing room there are

is

used.

—

are placed in

weight of the other two.

in jjractice this

THE MEASUREMENT OF FXECTRIC CURRENT FOR
DOMESTIC AND OTHER USES. DETAILS OF
HOUSE METER.

ances,

so

delicate in their

six

Becker chemical bal-

operation as

to

indicate the

weight of an inch length of human hair almost as readily as
an apothecary's balance will indicate the weight of an
ounce of medicine. Each of these balances is presided
over by a young lady

a

new meter

the

meter

who does

the

weighing.

Supposing

be made, a card bearing the number of
and the rack into which it is to go, the
is

to

two compensating coils fail to compensate to the same degree, or if any
other causes are active affecting one botile more than the

number of the customer, size of plate and number of the
plate, is made out in the office and given to one of these
girls,
who, taking one of the zincs before mentioned,
weighs it carefully, marks the weight of the plate and num-

other.

ber of the meter and the letter A, B,

in

both bottles are not exactly equal;

one bottle

There

is

is

another point

ceeding further.
tribution

what

if

higher than the other or

is

-that

the temperature of
if

the

must be explained before pro-

In the

Edison

called

(he

.system of

three wire

electrical dis-

system

is

almost

particular zinc will be specified

with lead pencil on the zinc

on the card,

to

C

D

by which the
the meter
and also makes the record
or

when placed

itself,

which she adds her own

in

initials.

Thi.s

done

July

2
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I,

imc with

she places the

the card in ihe shelf compartnieiu

labelled ^'Outgoing zincs weighetl," from which

by another
ing

«hu

girl

weighs

again, and if the

it

found correct, pats her

is

on

initials

it is

laken

first

weigh-

the card

proper column, and places both zinc and

card in

the

in

com-

the

partment marked "Outgoing zincs check-weighed." It may
lie slated here that since but two zincs— a losing and a gaining
zinc in each meter of two bottles are taken for record, the

—

weighers always handle the zincs in pairs, marking each
it will be identified either as intended

appropriately so thai

The

for a gaining or a losing zinc.

zincs,

which go

to

make up a four-bottle meter.
From its last resting place the zincs go out into another
room to a man called the "comparer," Fig. 7, who examines
the record; also

if

there

It is

be

fore

27

incoming plate"

to.

marks which were placed on the zincs bethey went out, instead of having become obliterated by
lead pencil

a month's action

much more

become

of the current have

really very

and the old weighings and other marks
are readily discernible. These zincs are weighed and checkweighed and the records placed upon the same card upon
which the original weighings were placed. This is known
as the " Record Card."
distinct

The plates and

who

cards next go to the comparer again,

examines them as before and makes a record in the " Incoming Plate Record Book." If any mistake is found, the

is

weighing, but

the person responsible for

if it

is

it

tends throughout the system

book of

a

number,

is

one day's

a difference the plates

to overlook a mistake

discharged.

if

be ready

—an

error in

He

first

the

first

in

He

always works

never

is

The

every morning.

pumped

made with

is

and is standardized
employed has a specific

strength

From

the standardizing

into another tank near the ceiling,

tank

it

from which

into a third from which the bottles are filled

lar or

THE MEASUliEMENT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT I-OR
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CLEANING THE ZINCS.

FIG.

it

directly

5.

—

plates

go back to the dis-assembler;

goes

out for calculation.

bottles are

carried

and

zincs are put in

to the assembler's tables

the

bottles sealed.

is

known

as the "bill constant,"

the calculation of these taWes,

One ampere hour

one

D being

and C and

ferre:l to,

The

circuit.

orders, that

of

bottles are

all

the two circuits

before re-

those intended for the other

placed in these racks in a given

being the same which they are to occupy

in

Into a receptacle on the end of each rack

the meter box.

slipped a small card, on one side of which are blanks for

Outgoing

the following:

customer),

checked by
date

.

No.

address,

,

meter

location of

(in

name

{of

custom-

A, B, assembled by
checked by
C, D, assembled by

Size of

er's house).

trip

number and

s'ze,

bottles:

,

,

,

the

consumer has

of the total current used bv

In-

coming trip No.
meter No.
Bottles changed
,
by
No. of meter same
and meter sealed. Date
as card; size of meter same as card; meter sealed; re.

,

through

passed

by the consumer ihe zincs
grammes of zinc, or to put
g''aiiinies

dirty.
is

Date remedied

{dirty clip).

is

its

and

checked,

contains in brief

and

office,

com-

results

the'

goes out, there

bill

is

almost

such should oc-

if

source as before stated.

employes attend to the whole of the busi-

it

each

of

meter

the

will
it

in

have gained or

lost '-jn.V"

can be properly cared for and watched

most favorable auspices it will give
It must be remembered, however,

the

most favorable conditions do not prevail.

i

further, the result

is

stated in dollars per

gramme

of z!nc

deposited or dissolved,

table calculated
fractions of a

where there

rosive gases.

in

this

P'^^'

It is

not usually touched from the time the

replaced by new ones a
viz., the

cel-

dust or perhaps dripping water or cor-

is

introduced into the meter box until they are

are

bottles

damp

alone for a niontb, perhaps in a

month

Under

later.

these conditions,

maximum

ordinary conditions of working, the

error

does not exceed two per cent.

Another point must be emphasized, however, namely that
meter reads highest when it is new and clean and
working under the most favo;able conditions. As these
conditions are departed from it reads lower, that is, in favor
of the customer and against the company.
Water alone will
make it read too high, and the meter cases are so constructed
the

as to prevent, as far as possible, the ent-rance oi water, but

should

and cause a high reading the error

enter

it

discovered at once at the

The meter does
would be

therefore, although

lie,

favor, but to lie for us

will

be

office.

no

is

sin,

always in our

whereas to

lie

against

us

criminal.

another way, for every

ampere hour of current.
Current is sold in lamp hours, namely, the number of
hours a lamp has been burning. For a i5 candle power
lamp, which consumes .424 ampere, the charge is 1 cent
Without following out the calculation
per lamp hour.
sumer has used

is left

ig

Under laboratory

as to the accuracy of this meter.

Rapid Transit

of zinc gained or lost by the plates, the con-

Itfigures out just $18.75

form:

the meter

of zinc on one plate or dis-

Therefore for every ampere hour of current used

bottles.

.

reverse side of the card has the printed

which enters into

arrived at in this way:

grammes

from another.

it

~i^z'

is

of current flowing through

solve

the bottles for

possible cases, and

record card, of course.

which consists of a small box having four
compartments one for each bottle. They are not put in
haphazard, but each bottle is designated by a letter, A and

B being

all

done,

is

these gives the final residts in dollars and
These references are niade twice as a check, the
record and initials of both calculators being placed on the

bottle will deposit 1.224

—

calculation

cents.

I'he

r<i.ck

record card

if not, the

real

reference to

four bottles which go to iiiake up a complete meter are then

placed in a

No

have been prepared for

for tables

What

where tte

The

traceable to

it is

that in actual use the

by a boy.
filled

Report

Thus the record card

(cleaned).

very accurate results.

the metering

great purity,

gravity of 1,054 at 60° F.

is

Inspector's name.

and can work under

form complete

of zinc sulphate for the meters
its

was

a record

and in the proper book, as
"Inspection ordered on date. Inspection made,

follows.

Now

i,

idle.

icewater on account of

in

the record card

conditions where

be stated here that the collection of meters for

The solution

The

made both on
date.

that the clip or connection

the inspection develops as the cause

Thirty-three

thing in the morning to put to-

and replaced each day of the month, so that

filters

may show

Whatever

The meter

department

marked

also so

is

ness connected with these 5,500 meters, and so perfect
the system that there is neither clash nor confusion.

his

record goes on continually, a certain number being collected

is

inspection

cur

gether with the other zincs in the bottles to

may

record card

an mipossibility of error in the

meters.
It

The

bill).

but should the discordance be less serious, as for
instance, it be discovered that the D bottle works low, an
this case,

Since every operation

inspection

makes a record

in geograjihical order.

him

rated estimated

pared and inspected before the

ahead, and at night the zincs which the com-

for

also

is

guilty parly.

This rule ex-

parer has examined are placed on the assembler's table Fig.
to

B.

whole story without further reference, and if a mistake is
to any employe it is directly traceable lo the

be in the check- weighing

and sees that the plates passing through

trip

E.

blamable

a further check.

hands are arranged

B. {estimated bill).

stamped on the record card. Should this not prove saiisfactory to the consumer, sometimes a week's reading is
laken
on a new meter and the month's bill made out on the basis
of the results obtained.
Such a bill is marked P. R. (pro-

full record of each customer's meter, together with references to the fuller book records, so that when a complaint
comes in the record card is called for and presents the

the outgoing plates, their dale, number,, rack

all

etc.,

marked E.

a

being forgiven, but on check-inspection not.

The comparer

records and

and how

are in the same crder as
a difference between the weighing

company

the practice of the

in the first

The

"

all plates
is

and the check-weighing. If there
are sent back for reweighing.

it

rack card bearing the

tlie

record before referred

card before mentioned

always accompanies the two pairs of

every plate and sees that

together with

gi'a-mme.

Thus

if

we have

a

way, beginning with very small

gramme and extending upward through

succes-

The Boston

Boston.

in

rapid transit railroad law

is

to

be voted upon

July 24th, and the decision of approval or rejection will be
final.
The bill passed by the legislature provides for an elevated and an underground railroad.

It provides for the con-

struction of elevated railroads, either

the

Meigs or some

other, except those of the ordinary type like those

in

New

York, from Charlestown to Dorchester, by way of Dock
square. Congress and Federal streets and Dorchester avenue; from Somerville to

West Roxbury, by way

square, Devonshire street,

Chauncy

street,

of

Dock

Harrison avenue

.

marks:

These

racks, each containing four bottles, are then taken

another room, where they are assorted according

into

the size of the botlles and placed in crates. Fig.
in geographical order.
tion, first, to see if the

corresponds with the
see

if

S,

to

arranged

Here they undergo another inspecnumber of the card on the rack
number on the bottles; second, to

the bottles are water-tight.

To

test this, bottles

A, B, C and D are successively taken out of the rack
and inverted. If all right the inspector stamps his name
and the date on the card. If anythmg is wrong, the rack
is pulled a little ways otit from the crate and left so, and when
the inspection

is

finished

the assembler

is

called,

who

cor-

If everything

THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT FOR DOMESTIC AND OTHER

FIG. S.

rects the errors.
is

right the crates are taken to the

wagon

to

sive Steps

grammes and

over, the customer's bill

may be

read off directly from the table as soon as the gain or loss

At each house the new
and D, are successively exchanged for the
old ones in the meter box; the latter replacing the former
each in its proper compartment of the rack. The card on
the rack is reversed and the proper entries made on the " Incoming Trip" side and the initials of the distributor stamped

-The record card now goes to an examiner, who scrutinizes it most carefully and makes another book record, at the

thereon.

are found, the record card and zincs are handed to the

which goes over a prescribed route.

bottles A, B,

On

C

returning to the station the bottles are

first

dis-assem-

bled and the two plates of each pair of bottles which are to

be weighed, after being
ing

room and placed

in a

plates to be weighed."

of

plates, goes

tie.l

together, are taken to the weigh-

compartment marked " Incoming
Together with each oF these pairs

4 card bearing th? dis-assembler's

initials,

in his

meter zincs

same
of

time

the

book

is

known.

marking
record.

on
If

card

incongruities

scrutineer,

who examines both

discover

if

possible the

error

discovered

is

the

of

any

kind
final

the plates and the records to

cause of the discordance.

whicli

page

the

cannot be corrected,

If an

such as

would be the case where the meters had very evidently been
tampered with, become broken, or given wrong results
throvigh getting wet, a bill is estimated from past moiiths'

and Washington

USES.

—A CRATE OF METER RACKS.

from Cambridge to Jamaica Plain
by way of Charles street, Park square and Tremont street.
This is the Meigs plan, with certain extensions to South
Boston, Brookline and points on the northern side of the
street;

The city is empowered to construct subways or tunfrom the junction of Tremont street and Shawmut
avenue to Causeway street, and to acquire a strip of land
city.

nels

from the southern entrance of the subway or tunnel to
Franklin Park, and to build a bridge over the Charles river,
to lie

used

system.

in

The

conjunction with

tliis

municipal rapid transit

use of electricity as a motive

The proposed

trolley

power

is

favored.

road from Pottstown, Pa., to Read-

ing has secured an entrance to the latter

city.
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Resonance Analysis

of Alternating

and

bcr of workers in
as possible.

Polyphase Currents.^
By M.
I.

July 21, 1S94

this particular region of electrical research
•

There is no doubt that a simpler method would increase
this number, for though much must be said in favor of the
sliding contact method of obtaining indicator diagrams, yet
the method is a very lait must also be acknowledged that
borious and uninteresting process of investigation.
great many attempts have been made 10 devise some optical
There
or some automatic method, but with little success.

Pupi.N, Ph. D.

I.

ELECTRICIAN.

INTRODUCTION.

A

presence of upper harmonics in an alLeniating current wave is a fact which deserves careful consideration,
both on account of the purely scientific interest which is attached to it, and also on account of the technical bearing of
electrical resonance upon the construction of conductors
possessing appreciable distributed capacity.
That alternating current and electromotive force waves of
a great variety of forms can be produced by properly designing the pole pieces of the field magnet and the iron
core of the armature of an alternator is a fact nearly as old
as the discovery of electro-magnetic induction. Fully as old
is also the knowledge that a great variety of alterhatiug current and electromotive force waves can be obtained by means
of the induction of an intermittent current.
careful investigation ot these waves was first made
more than forty years ago liy Lenz^ and Koosen,^ who employed alternators with iron in the armature.
They plotted
these waves from the instantaneous values of current and
electromotive force obtained by means of the now wellknown revolving sliding contact. Employing the same
method of investigation Joubert* showed in iSSo that the
electromotive force wave obtained from an eight pole Siemens alternator without iron in the armature is very nearly

The

another reason why a new method of studyingalternating
It is this:
The method ot
current waves seems desirable.
sliding contact is not sufficiently sensitive to detectsmall deviations from a true sine wave,, and consequently it is not
capable of following up the causes of these deviations,
For instance, the priwhen the effects seem to be absent.
mary current of a transformer can differ very much from a
true sine form when the secondary circuit is open, but when
a large current is flowing through an approximately nonself-inductive secondary circuit, then the primary can be
made to differ inappreciably from a true sine wave. The
question arises now, what has become of these causes when
the secondary carries a heavy load?
This question is of deep scientific interest; it is also ot
considerable technical importance, for, if these causes are
present at all loads, and only Iiidden by the principal wave,
then, considering that these hidden small causes can produce large effects when conditions favoring resonance arise,
carefully watched and guardit is evident that they must be
ed against in the con=^tructi jn of long lines possessing disis

A

the harmonics in tlie main circuit, then the resonant rise of
potential will produce a large deflection in the voltmeter.
In this manner all the harmonics which are present in the
current of the main circuit can be detected in the course of
a few minutes.
If the resonator circuit, a, r, t/, f, b, is
placed in shmit with the non-self-induciive circuit {this circuit is denoted in Fig. lA by a line beaded with asterisks
and running from one pole of tlie alternator to the other)
consisting of a bank of incandescent lamps, then the harmonics of the impressed electromotive force can be detected
in the same manner.
The ratio of the amplitudes of the.<:e
harmonics to that of the fundamental can also be determined
by this method if desirable, provided the conditions of the
experiment are properly arranged. For let the current in
the main circuit be

X

=

+

+

+

rtj sin pt -i- a^ sin
^a sin a pt
3 pt
then the drop between a and d can be represented by

b^

=
= a^

r

r=

c

where
and

(^j,

sin pt

-f-

.

.

•

•

-

.

.

.

b^ sin a pt,

-I-

r,

ohmic resistance between a and

b.

Denoting now by

d/

L

the self-induction of the resonator

^7

K

the resistance of the resonator a c

df

C

the capacity of the resonator a c

it

can be easily showai' that the current in the reson-

then

c

df

b a,

b a,

b a,

ator will be
y

=

_
>
'

K
,

~

.

V a'

\

C

f'

a?-

/

C

therefore, the capacity

ir,

sin (a pt

—

fe).

p''

adjusted

is

in

such a

way

that
I

—
a^

L
C

/-J

then the circuit will be in resonance with the harmonic of
freq^uency o /; and if Z is sufficiendy large and R sufticiently
small (two conditions which are very easily fulfilled) then the
current y is to within a small fraction of a per cent, given by

J'

The amplitude
which

is

=

—K

sin a pt

of the potential difference in the condenser

measured by the volmeter

P.

a

=

e is

given by

pL
''V

R
In the same

.

R

way we obtain for

the fundamental frequency

f L

/,

Hence

A

=

R

_ K _

".

This gives the ratio of the amplitude n^ of the harmonic of
frequency a/ to that of the fundamental. Let a
5. then,

=

P.

K

a.

The voltmeter readings which give P^ and P^ magnify that
ratio five times, in the case of the fifth harmonic, and it can
be easily seen that a similar relation holds true for other
harmonics. This is a very desirable feature of the methodj
considering that the amplitudes of the upper harmonics are
generally small in comparison to the amplitude of the fundamental.

/ICiff/i^/fUcj-.
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The method is now known as Joubert's
a pure sine wave.
method of sliding contact. In 1S88 Dr. L. Duncan^ showed
how successfully this method could be employed in the study
of alternating current waves produced by commercial machines in actual operation.
The same method was considerably elaborated by Professor H. J. Ryan^ in an investigaThe name "indicator
tion of the action of transformers.
diagram," lias been applied to wave curves of current and
electromotive force obtained by Joubert's method, and very
properly, I think, because they do very clearly indicate the
action of alternating current appaiatus.
The process of
taking these indicator diagrams has been shortened very
much by Dr. L. Duncan's four dynamometer method.
Our knowledge of the action of alternating current apparatus has been extended considerably by these indicator dia-

tributed capacity.
I do not think that indicator diagrams
obtained by the method of sliding contact are capable of
giving a definite answer to this important question.
The method of analyzing alternating current waves by electrical resonance which 1 employed in the follo\ving investigation was suggested by me a year ago.' It is the object of this
paper to describe this method at some length, and to illustrate, by some of the more definite results so far obtained,
the simplicity, sensitiveness and reliability of the method.
I shall also point out that this method of resonance analysis
works quite satisfactorily even in those cases already alluded
to where the sliding contact method would in all probabiUty
fail.
II.

For instance, we are now much more certain of the limitations which must be imposed upon the simple harmonic
wave theory of alternating currents than we were a few
years ago, and it looks very much as if progress in this direction, even more than in any other, meant progress towards a complete theory of the working of alternating current apparatus.

Hence

the desirability of as large a

num-

l8q4.

3.

Pogg Ann.
Pogg Ann.

4.

Comptes

76 p. 494, 1849; 92 p. 133, 1S54.

87 p. 386, 1S52.

Reiidits, Vol.

.\ci,

p.

161, 1880;

Ann. de

I'ecole super.

10 p. 131,1881.
5. See article by "Duncan, Hutchinson and Wilkes
~^^ld, March, 1S88.

^
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January, 1890.
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Electr:cnl

Consider the following arrangement of circuits:
nonself-inductive resistance (?^ Fig. ia is inserted in the circuit
of an alternator A and the primary
of a transformer. In
shunt with ab is a circuit, (?, c, d, '/\ consisting of an inertia
coil c, of a large number of turns of copper wire of low resistance, about 10 ohms, but containing no iron, and aeondenser (/, divided into subdivisions ranging from .001 microfarad up.
In shunt with the condenser d is an electrostatic
voltmeter e. The self-induction of the coil c can be varied
by throwing a larger or smaller number of its sections into
the circuit.
The resistance can be varied by a rheostat
Suppose now that the self-induction of c is kept
/.
constant,
and
that
the capacity of the
condenser
is
gradually increased from zero up.
Whenever a
capacity has been reached which, with the self-induction of
the circuit n, c, d, y, ^, a, produces resonance with one of

^

I. A
paper presented at the eleventh general meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Philadelphia, May 18

2

DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD.

A

grams.

"

I.
AI. I. Pupin. "Electrical Oscillations of Low Frequency and
Their Resonanis," Aiiuruan J,<itrn<ii of Sriotcc. vol. xlv., p. 429,

May,

1893,

When quantitatively very accurate results are desired,
then a low resistance, say one ohm, should be used for the
section a (^, and an electrometer capable of giving a large
deflection for about ten volts.
The principal interest, however, in the study of the distortion of alternating current waves, is centered not so much in
the exact ratio of the amplitudes of the harmonics to the
amplitude of the fundamental wave, as it is in the causes
producing these harmonics, and the conditions which modify
the effects of these causes.
Hence a quantitavelyless accurate arrangement will do, provided that it is very sensitive,
simple and easily manageable. Such an arrangement is
given in Fig. IB.
It differs from that given in Fig. ia in the substitution
of an air core transformer coil a' b'for the non-self-inductive
resistance cr b.
The secondary of tliis cod forms a part ot
the resonator circuit.
For every harmonic of the inducing
current we shall have a harmonic electromotive force of the
same frequency in the resonant circuit. By varying the
capacity in the resonator and w-atchingthe voltmeter needle,
we can tell, by the deflection of the needle, whenever we
have reached the capacity which, with the self-induction of
the resonator brings this circuit into resonance with one of
reference to Fig. 2 will explain this more
the harmonics.

A

clearly.

In this figure the lower horizontal row of figures refers to
the two-peaked cun'e, the upper row refers to the dotted
flat-peaked curve.
The vertical column denotes the voltmeter readings in volts. Consider now the two-peaked
It expresses the law of variation of the voltmeter
curve.
readings when the capacity of the resonator circuit is varied
from o to 2 microfarads, the self-induction being kept constant.
The readings are recorded in Table I.
The voltmeter employed in all these experiments was a
Sir William Thomson's multicellular voltmeter with a range
from 60 to 2;:jo volts. The curve was obtained from a 10
horse power Fort Wayne eiglit pole alternator with smooth
core armature feeding a 5 kilowatt Stanley transformer
(closed jnagnetic circuit), the secondary being open.
It is
seen that resonance took place at .190 microfarad and i.S
micro.farad.
The capacity of the inertia coil c' Fig. ib,
1.

For further information see the author's paper cited above.

"

*
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voltmeter
of
ihe
as
gatheretj
from
all
was
about
experimental
data
.011
microfarad
so that the real capacities at which resonance took place
were .201 microfarad and i.Si microfarads that is, in a ratio
It will be ^een, however, that a very
to each other as 1:3-.
accurate knowledge of capacity is not required in the follow-

and

•
ing experiments:
The frequencies detected by the t\vo-peaked curve, which
I shall call the resonance diagram, were the fundamental
and the first odd harmonic, that is, the harmonic of three
times the frequency of the fundamental.
The resonance
diagram has, of course, as many peaks as there are frequenThe dotted cur\'e (flat-peaked)
cies in the inducing ciu-rent.'
in Fig. 2 was plotted on an enlarged scale from the readings
taken in detecting the first harmonic, represented by the
sharp peak of the resonance diagram, and represents this
peak spread out, so as to show how the various readings fit
into a well defined and symmetrical curve such as required

TABLE

I.

CapKiiy lait-r-

-^ Volts.

62
68

.18
.181
.182
.183
.184
.185

73.5

79
89
96

190

..

.191
.194
.193
,202
1.65
1,70
1.75

shows, therefore,
that the relative values of the ampUtudes of the harmonics
to that of the fundamental frequencies are not seriously
distorted by the dielectric damping of the condensers,
especially when oneoperates with moderate voltages as was
the case in the following experiments:
{b).
Second Test of the Resonator Indications. This
test is represented graphically by diagram Fig. 4.
Two

higher harmonics.

104
110
120
126
127
125

.186
.187
.188
.189

sents the corresponding readings obtained with a paraffin
condenser and given in the third column of Table II, Curve
would have been
I represents the theoretical curve, which
obtained if the law of variation of the voltmeter readings
with the resistance had been the same throughout as it was
at low readings.
On account of the damping effect due to
dielectric viscosity in the condenser a deviation from the above
mentionetl hyperbolic relation was, of course, expected, but
it was quite a pleasant surprise to find a perfect regularity
of these de\iations.
These curves indicate a rapid increase
in the dielectric damping with the voltage, and also the
superiority of mica to paraffin, especially at higher voltages.
They also suggest that at low -voltages and at frequencies
over a hundred periods per second, this difl"erence between
Similarly the damping
the two substances is inappreciable.
effect of the magnetic viscosity of iron is small at low
magnetizations, such, for instance, as would be produced by
a telephonic current, and at frequencies which are well
within the range of higher telephonic frequencies, say 750
periods per second.
It is well to point out here that
electrical resonance offers a very convenient method
for
studying the viscosity of iron and of dielectrics.
Similar curves and similar results were obtained with

This experimental

test

—

99
71

Very low

29
frequencies are impressed upon the resonator circuit and
their resonant rises of potential are determined for a given
resistance in this circuit, then, according to theory, the
ratio of these rises shoukl remain the same for all other resistances within the limits within which the periodicity of
the circuit is practically independent of the ohmic resistance.
Accordingly, the resistance of the resonator, F,
Fig. 4, was varied gradually from 100 to 250 ohms, and the
resonant rises of potential produced by the fundamental
frequencies of the two machines (130 and 27S p. p. s.)
were carefully determined for each particular resistance.
The ratio of these rises remained constant to within five per
cent., but the deviations were now in one direction and
now in the other, and they were undoubtedly clue to the
variation in the excitation, and the speed of the small machine, both of which depended on the potential of the electric mains of the college plant, which of course, could not
be kept very constant for so long an interval of time as is
necessary for this experiment, which was about 15 minutes.
It is interesting to observe here that three air-core
transformers like E, with three resonators like /", when
placed in the circuit C
E^ and each resonator tuned to
one of the frequencies of the circuit represent an exact
analogy of Helmholtz's well-known arrangement of acoustical resonators which he employed in the analysis of vowel
sounds. The variety of exceedingly instructive experiments
which one can perform with such a multiplex resonance
circuit is very large and most interesting.
It has long
formed my favorite subject for an extended series of experiments whose results, however, are beyond the limits of this
paper. In all experiments of this kind the voltmeter, which

D

69
89
120
146
146
145

1,80
1.806
1.817
1.897
1.976

96
60

by theory. It also shows that a condenser of small subdivisions must be employed in order to detect higher harBut it should be observed that these higher harmonics.
monics can also be detected with coarser subdivisions, provided the self-induction of the inertia coil
enough.

made

is

small

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS.
obtained bythe method of Fig
gives the number of harmonics whicli are present in the

The resonance diagram

It does not give the exact value of the
inducing current.
It would be somewhat preamplitudes of these harmonics.
mature to discuss the theory of the resonance diagram obtained by this arrangement, and to show how the ratio of
the amplitudes of the harmonics to that of the fundamental
frequency of the inducing current, that is the exact color of
this current, could be calculated from the ratio of the height
Suffice it, for the
of the peaks in the resonance diagram.
present, to mention only that the peaks of this diagram represent the amplitudes of the harmonics, magnified about
For instance,
proportionally to the square of the frequency.
the resonance diagram in Fig. 2 tells us that the amplitude
current
is about
in
the
inducing
harmonic
first
odd
the
of
The deterone-ninth of the amphtude of the fundamental.
the
object
mination of the exact value of this ratio was not
Their aim was to detect the
of the following experiments.
presence of harmonics, to trace their origin and to study
their variation with the variation of the load, and of other
elements of the circuit on which these harmonics seem to
depend.
how
Prcliviinary Tests.— Yn order to form an estimate
far the experimental data obtained by the arrangement of
Fig. I B agreed with the theory, the following tests were

m

applied:

Study of the dampiug eject of the

a.

dielecirie in the

condenser.

Let Z^self-induction of the resonator circuit.
Let >?=resistance of the resonator circuit.
Let /"—amplitude of the difference of potential in the
condenser when point of resonance has been reached.
Let ^^amplitude of impressed electromotive force in
the resonance circuit.

Then according

to theory

pL

P^

Hence
way that

if

the

R

is

E.

R
varied P will

vary

also,

but in such a
FIG. 6.

P j'?=constant.

That is to say, if we vary the resistance of a resonant
circuit, and tabulate the voltmeter deflection for every par-

TABLE
.

Rc«.l.o«in
Ohms.

Vollmcirr Be«l

,83

ThtOTtlicaJ Value of
VoluotlCT Fudins

.J°

vii

151

\%^

*4

%
%

lis

'U

tB

^i

38

6=

t.

i

%%
%-

ticular resistance, and then plot a curve taking the revoltmeter readings for
sistances for abscissa, and the
theory, obtam an
ordinates we should, according to
Curves 11 and iii, Fig. 3, were obequilateral hvperbola.
that way, the frequency employed was that of the 10

tained
horse power alternator, that is, 130 periods per second.
The experimental data from which they are plotted are
Curve II was plotted from voltmeter
given in Table II.
Curve ill reprereadings obtained with a mica condenser.

harmonic in alternating current
I
I have never detected an even
waves produced by ordinary commercial alternating current apparatus,
there.
In
and conclude, therefore, that such harmonics do not exist
machines of perfectly symmetrical construction even harmonics should
time ago by Prof. Ayrton.
of course not appear, as observed some
which all the odd
Alternators with slotted armatures give waves in
harmonics up to the harmonic of nine times the frequency of the fundais the
mental can be easily detected. As a rule the first odd harmonic
strongest.

C

and

D had

secondaries connected in
formed
The primary of the air-core transformer
series.
a part of their circuit. The secondary of this transformer
The transformer C, a Stanley
was a part of the resonator
5 kilowatt (closed magnetic circuit) was fed by the 10 horse
power alternator mentioned above (130 p. p. s.), the transformer D, of induction coil type with a cylindrical core of
fine iron wire, was fed by a i horse power alternator with
Both alternators were
slotted armature (27S p. p. s. )
First, the primary
run simultaneously at full excitation.
circuit of the large alternator was broken so that the
was due to the action of the
current in the circuit C
small machine alone. The resonator detected a resonant rise
of 240 volts at capacity .407 microfarad, and another of
150 volts at capacity .044 microfarad. These were eviThen
dently the fundamental and the first odd harmonic.
the circuit of the small machine was broken and that of the
large machine closed, so that the current in the resonator
was due to the action of the large machine alone. The
resonator detected a resonant rise of 220 volts at capacity
This corresponded to the fundamental
1.7S microfarads.
frequency (130 P. P. S.) of the large machines. Finally
both circuits were closed, so that the current in the resonator was due to the simultaneous action of the two machmes. The same resonant rises of potential were detected
by the resonator and at the same capacities as before, in
perfect agreement with tlieory.
This experiment afforded another opportunity of testing
the theory which underlies this resonance method of studying the wave curves of current and electromotive force.
If two or more electromotive forces of different
It is this:
their

E

A

II.

a Mitu CondcQicr

THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRIC CURRENT FOR DOMESTIC AND OTHER

transformers

DE

USES.

— WEIGHING THE METER ZINCS.

attached to each resonator, performs the same office as
Kbnig's sensitive manometric flames in the well-known experiments on acoustical resonance, and, it should be noted
In fact, in electrical
here, that they are just as sensitive.
resonance experiments one is continually impressed with
the striking resemblance between resonance phenomena in
electricity on one hand and those in soimd on the other.
This resemblance is a trusty and suggestive guide.
Now, an acoustical reson{c. ) Sympathetic Resonance.
ator tuned to a certain pitch will respond feebly, to be
sure, but distinctly, to a simple sound of a frequency which
is an exact sub-multiple of its own frequency.
similar
phenomenon might exist in electrical resonance, though
ordinary alternating current theory does not lead us to expect anything of the kind.
But some experimental results,
which will be given below, led me to suspect that a sort of
sympathetic resonance might exist, that is to say, a simple
harmonic current might perhaps be capable of producing by
induction a resonant rise of potential in a resonator, \vhich is
tuned to a frequency which is an exact multiple of the frequency of the inducing current. If that were the case, then
a resonant rise of potential in a resonator would not necessarily mean that an upper harmonic in the inducing current
has been detected, and, therefore, the indications of an
electric resonator might be misleading.
To investigate this
\vith the resonator F, Fig.
point the air-core transformer
4, was connected to the secondary of the 5 kilowatt transformer and the current gradually increased by varying
The feeding machine
gradually an electrolyte resistance.
is

—

(

A

E

\_Continued on page 3i.'\
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to electric street railway
will offer

and

-syndicate
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part of a plan
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July

meeting with gratifying encouragement.

particular branch in Chicago at least

The

is

very promising.

paper on "Resonance Analysis of Alternating and

Polyphase Currents," presented elsewhere in

this issue,

was

prepared for the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

by Dr. Pupin, and was presented at the last general meeting.
It was a matter of general regret that this paper was
not read earlier in the meeting, so as to give the members an
opportunity to discuss the results obtained in the experi-

The investigation has been far-reaching and thorough,
and the conclusions arrived at after a careful study of the
phenomena will no doubt be of material assistance to future
investigators in this line.
But Dr. Pupin does not believe
ments.

that the proper time has arrived for the formulation of a physical

theory which will give a complete account of the pecu-

behavior of iron, by means of which

it
superposes odd
harmonics upon the wave of a simple harmonic current. His
view, however, is that upper harmonics will be generated

liar

whenever more or less abrupt changes of the magnetic state
occur in any part of the magnetic field through which an
alternating current flows.
These abrupt changes may be introduced by a slotted core armature or an armature made up
of coils with iron cores distributed over a
all

An

of them.

drum common to
when

alternating current motor, especially

it is not of a smooth core armature type,
will also cause
abrupt changes of magnetism and strong deviations of the
feeding current from the simple harmonic form.
This leads

to the conclusion that every complete cycle ofmagnetization

to which iron

subjected,

is

when under

the inductive action

of a simple harmonic current, must be accompanied by some

abrupt changes in magnetism, whether the
intensity of the

changes
field

These abrupt
a wide
afforded, but Dr. Pupin has satisfied

may be accounted for in many ways, and here

of speculation

is

himself by his study that hysteresis, as
will not
liar

mean magnetic

cycle be large or small.

account for them;

abrupt cyclic changes,

for, as
if

commonly understood,

he points out, these pecu-

they really exist and are the

cause of harmonics, are not affected by mechanical vibrations

by which,

as

is

well

influenced very much.

known,

He

all

hysteretic effects are

concludes that, whatever the

In view of the interest felt in New York and Boston in
underground electric roads, it is interesting to observe the
There parliaactivity displayed in this matter in London.
mentary powers have been obtained for a number of un-

real theory underlying these

derground

conditions favoring resonance with the frequency of the

electric roads in the

metropolitan area of the

upper harmonics

bare fact which the engineers have to face

is

may

be, the

that there

is

no

cure against harmonics as long as the circuits contain iron.

His advice

is,

therefore, to construct fines in such a

way

that

Jersey

don extension to Islington, Central London, Shepherd's
Bush to. Liverpool street, Waterloo & City, Great Northern & City, Finsbury Park to Moorgate street and HampThese proposed roads are all destead & Charing Cross.

its odd upper harmonics will
seldom occur, and whenever they do occur the resonant rise
of potential should not be capable of producing any damage.
He adds a warning to avoid slotted armatures and armatures
with projecting pole pieces, and to keep the magnetization

Central Railroad company have been engaged in sharp com-

signed on the Greathead system, and will be at a depth be-

down

enterprise

may

ahopeful indication that this

yet attain realization, for the project of build-

ing such a system has been before the public for some time.

The Pennsylvania Railrond company and

the

New

city.

The

six

most important are the City

&

South Lon-

fundamental or with one of

as

much

as possible.

—

\

—
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was the 10 horse power alternator already mentionetl with
smooth core armature. Here I must disturb somewhat the
logical sequence of this paper by stating that the secondary
current, produced by this machine and transformer, when
flowing through a non-self-inductive resistance in the external circuit or through a coil of small self-inductance possessing no iron core showed under ordinarj' tests no distorBut when the secondary current
tion worth mentioning.
was increased, and with it the electromotive force induced

—

in the resonator, the harmonics began to appear more and
more distinctly. When the secondary current was 11.5
amperes an:l the electromotive force induced in the resonator was 133 volts the resonant rise of potential was as

each about 24 candle power. The resonator, with its aircore transformer, remained in circuit as before.
First one
series of lamps was placed in circuit.
The rise due to the
fundamental was stronger than in the preceding experiments, but that due to the harmonic was exceedingly faint.
When both series of lamps were thrown in the harmonic
appeared a trifle stronger, but still very weak. Hence the
inference that the harmonic was due almost exclusively to
the action of the transformer.
It should be observed here that the alternator armature,
though well laminated, runs fairly hot in a short time, hence
it must be the seat of a decidedly strong hysteretic process.
On the other hand, the transformer does not heat nearly as
much as the alternator armature, and yet its action produces
the harmonic.
This certainly seems to speak * strongly
against the \{ew that harmonics are due to hysteresis.
Other evidences against this view will be given below.
ji/ Series.
A series of experiments with open magnetic
circuit transformers of induction coil type in place of the
lamps showed the harmonic much stronger than the lamps
did, but weaker than the experiments with the transformer
of closed magnetic circuit. Although I have not succeeded
in obtaining accurate numerical comparisons between the
two types of transformers in this respect, one thing is certain, and that is, closed magnetic circuit transformers distort Under similar conditions the primary current considerably more than transformers with open magnetic circuits;
on the other hand, in the first case the distortion is confined
almost entirely to the primary circuit, when the secondary
is closed by a non-self-inductive resistance, whereas in the
second case it is felt in the secondary circuit also, though
considerably less than in the primary.
The general conclusion of this group of experiments may
be summed up as follows:
I.
ferric self-inductance in circuit with an alternator
which gives a simple harmonic electromotive force distorts

follows:

For the harmonic
3

ol

times the frequency of the fundamental the potential rose from

133 to 155 volts.
^ times the frequencj' of the fundamental the potential rose from
131 to *39 volts
7 times the frequency- of the funamental the potential rose faintly.
o times the frequency of the fundamental the potential rose not
perceptibly.

The

resonant rise with

tlie

31

the resonant rises of potential within the scale of the multicellular voltmeter at low excitations the number of turns in
the air-core transformer was suitably increased.
\Vithin all
these limits of excitation both the fundamental .ind the harmonic increased at the same rate and proportionally to the
excitation.
This curious relation 1 mistiusted at first and
suspected the existence of something like sympathetic resonance mentioned above. But all experimental evidence is in
favor of its correctness.
.?(/ Series.
To determine whether the presence of the harmonic was due to the action of the transformer or to that
of the alternator, the transformer was disconnected, and
two series of incandescent lamps, connected in parallel, were
substituted in its place.
Each series consisted of 13 lamps,

Polyphase Currents.
{^Coiii'iiiiicii /roiu /'i^'c
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have been with the

A

potential of 133 volts several
resonant rises obtained for the
The
in comparison.
conclusion is, therefore, that if such a thing as sympathetic
resonance really exists it is so feeble at small mitial voltages
in the resonator as to escape detection. It could, therefore,
in no way modify the results recorded in this paper, since
these were obtained almost invariably with resonant rises of
potential which started from very small initial voltage.
These preliminary experimental tests demonstrate clearly
that a resonalcfr of the type given in Fig. ib is quite capable of detecting all the frequencies that may exist in an
alternating current wave, that its indications are in good
agreement with the theory as far as the fundamental frequency is concerned and that it gives us a fairly approximate idea of the relative strength of the harmonics. Additional evidences proving the correctness of its indications
will be found among the results of the following e,xperiments:
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of experiments in this direction

cated the secondary voltage. The current which excited
The
the field of the alternator was gradually increased.
secondary voltage measured the strength of this excitation.
The air-core transformer with the resonator was inserted
The
into the primary circuit as indicated in Fig. IB.

TABLE
ndary

Voliagt.

III.

toihe Fundaracoul.

J

tolhe FirslOddHirmofiit.

"

at the same rate with the increase of excitation; this rate is proportional to the excitation, that is to
say. proportional to the magnetization of the armature.

VII. A ferric inductance in circuit with a slotted iron core
armature introduces no new harmonics. It seems to
strengthen those already existing in the electromotive force,
that is odd harmonics, especially the first odd liarmonic.
The same conclusions will evidently hold true for alter-
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65

Mt.
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the current by introducing higher odd harmonics, princithe harmonic of three times the frequency of the

fundamental.
\\.
This harmonic (and in all probability all other harmonics} increases at the same rate as the fundamental when
the excitation increases, the rate of increase being up to
4000 C. G. S. lines offeree per sq. cm. proportional to the
intensity of magnetic induction in the core of tlie ferric in-
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ALTERNATING AND POLY-

PHASE CURRENTS.
is, alternators whose
armaof coils wound on iron cores which are
bolted to a cylindrical iron drum common to all of them.

nators of ordinary types, that
ture

is

made up

EFFECT OF THE LOAD UPON THE HARMONICS.

known fact that the distortion of the primary
current disappears gradually with the increase of the secondary load, that is, when the external part of the secondary
circuit is a non-self-inductive resistance.
The question
arises now, what becomes of the harmonics which produce
the distortion in the primary when the secondary current
increases?
The following experiments seem to answer this
question definitely.
The arrangement of circuits was that given in Fig. ib.
The secondary circuit of the large 5 kilowatt transfor.ner
contained an electrolyte resistance and the secondary current was measured by means of a Siemens electro-dynamometer.
For every particular value of the secondary current
the resonant rises of potential due to the harmonic and the
fundamental were carefully determined by means of the
multicellular voltmeter.
Table IV contains the observations relating to the harmonic of three times the frequency
of the fundamental; Table
relates to the fundamental
The apparatus employed were the large al(130 p. p. s.)
ternator and the 5 kilowatt transformer.
Table
requires explanation.
When the secondary current was over 3.6 amperes the resonant rise of the fundamental was too high for the voltmeter employed and also
too risky for the condenser. An auxiliary resistance had to
be introduced into the resonator to bring the resonant

V

V

III.
When this ferric induction is a transformer then the
distortion appears, but not seriously, in the induced secondary electromotive force, if the transformer has an open
magnetic circuit, it does not appear there to any extent
worth considering if the magnetic circuit is a closed one.
practically simple harmonic electromotive force is
IV.
produced by alternators with smooth core armatures, even
if the machine is worked at considerable degrees of magnetization of the armature core.

EXPERIMENTS WITH ALTERN-VfOR OF SLOTTED CORE

,1*

B.

in these experiments was the I
It is a i6-pole mahorse power alternator mentioned.
chine; its armature is a Crocker- Wheeler i horse power
wound
for
volts.
It gives at full exmotor armature
500
citation, and the speed at which I usually ran it in these
experiments was about 1,500 volts.' The transformer connected with it was of induction coil type with a cylindrical
iron core made up of very carefully insulated thin iron wire.
The same series of experiments were performed as under
group A. The first series in this group gave exactly the
same results as the corresponding series in group a. The
excitation varied from one-seventh of the full to the full
excitation; the amplitude of the fundamental and the first
odd harmonic^ varied at the same rate during the whole

The machine employed

from

this table

by tak-

ing the readings of the first column for the abscissae and
the corresponding readings of the second and third columns
The upper curve corresponds to the fundafor ordinates.
mental and the lower curve to the harmonic. The two
curves are too straight lines parallel to each other, which

means that the fundamental and the harmonic increase at
the same rate from nearly one-third excitation to full exciThis result I did not expect, but
tation of the alternator.
its correctness was verified beyond all reasonable doubt.
was extended to lower
experiments
same
series
of
The
excitations of the alternator, but, since I had no low reading alternating current vokmeter, the excitation was measured by measuring the exciting field current. This curreiit
was 10 amperes at full excitation and the series of experi'

full

V\ \

ductance.

"8.5

Tesonant rise of potential recorded by the multicellular
voltmeter e' was carefully determined at every excitation
for the fundamental frequency and the first odd harmonic.
Higher harmonics were present, but very faint. The reFig. 5.
The
sults are given in Table III and plotted in
initial voltage in the resonant circuit was small, just percep.

seventh of the

\ s
\\

i

ARMATURE TYPE.

.3i
>9S

to 1.5 amperes, hence to nearly oneTo bring the readings of
excitation.

ments extended down

\
,v

\

A

,„

tible in the multicellular voltmeter.
The cuo'es in Fig. 5 were plotted

»^

pally

66.7s
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FIG. 2.

ARMATURE.
first set

II,

16 Farids*-'

of Upper Harmonics.
experiments with ALTERN.A.TOR OF S.MOOTH CORE

isi Series-

Fa

nrr-Lf, .« a

Location of the Origin

was performed with the 10 horse power Fort Wayne 8 pole
alternator with smooth core armature and the Stanley 5
The
circuit).
kilowatt transformer (closed magnetic
secondary circuit was open and a Cardew voltmeter indi-

--

uu

!

fundamental and the har-

of the

monic increase

V.

-

far the strongest.

It is a well

.
1

IJi

by

The amplitudes

VI.

volts, so that the

upper harmonics were extremely small

IV.

armature and not to that of the transformer as in the other
although the transformer also contributed a distinct
but small measure to the strength of the harmonic.
The
third series showed that the harmonic appears in the secondary of an open magnetic circuit transformer, although
considerably weaker, but does not appear there to any
appreciable extent when the magnetic circuit is a closed one.
To the four conclusions given at the end of the series of
experiments under gi'oup A we may, therefore, add the
following additional conclusions:
V. An alternator with slotted core armature produces a
complex harmonic electromotive force in which the upper
harmonic of three times the frequency of the fundamental is
case,

interval, so that a parallel pair of straight lines like those
The second
in Fig. 5 could be plotted in this case also.
series resulted in the conclusion that the harmonic was very
strong and due in a very large measure to the action of the
1.

A

more complete description of

former

will
p. 510, etc.

this

machine and the trans-

American your7ial of Science. June. 1893,
accident which somewhat impaired the
armature the machine was run last year at low

be found

Owing

in

to the

insulation of the
excitation, and hence low voltage, although the speed
siderably higher.
2.

quency

is

was then con-

the harmonic whose frefive times that of the fundamental, was there but weak.

The second odd harmonic,

that

FIG. 4,
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down

to the limits
of the voltmeter.
These
auxiliary resistances are given in the third column.
'I'he
readings that would have been obtained without these
auxiliary resistances were then calculated, roughly, as follows: According to theory, which was verified by experirise

ments

described in the beginning of this paper, the
resonant rise multiplied by the resistance of the resonfor
all
resistances as
ator gives a constant product
long as the period of the resonator is practiaally independent of these resistances. The resistance of the
Hence, if, for instance, x deresonator coils was 16 ohms.
note the rise which would have been obtained without
auxiliary resistance in the resonator when the secondary
current was 5 amperes, then since \nth an auxiliary resistance of 50 ohms the resonant rise was 122 volts we have
with a rough approximation
122 X 66

X

is,

In

this

manner

=

= 503 volts.

16
the figures of the fourth

column were ob

-
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They are only very rough approximations, but
they give a very fair idea of the ratio of the fundamenCur^•es I and
tal to the upper harmonic at various loads.
The secondary
11. Fig. 6, were plotted from these data.
amperes were taken for the abscissse and the corresponding
Curve ill repreresonant rises in volts for the ordinates.
sents Curve II plotted on a different scale for the volts of
These are given in the right
the resonant rise of potential.
hand vertical column of the diagram. This curve gives a
better picture of the gradual apparent increase of the harmonic. An inspection of I and II shows clearly how much
more rapidly the fundamental increases than the harmonic.

tained.
still

In reality the increase is even more rapid; for according to
Table V it appears as if the strength of the harmonic increased with the secondary current, only much less rapidly
For instance, at open secondary
than the fundamental.
the voltmeter indicated 65 volts for the resonant rise of the

TABLE
Seconaary Current
Amperes.

IV.

Resonant Rise of ihe Harmonic in Volts.

in

65
65
66
68

3-6
4.8

^'

8.5
11.5

76
85
97

5-7
28
40
56

162.5
202

Fundamental; and at 56 amperes in the secondary this rise
was indicated by 202 volts. But it must be noted that in
the first case the voltmeter needle went from practically zero
at no resonance to 62 when resonance was reached; whereas
in the second case it went from 135 volts at no resonance to
202 volts when resonance was reached, so that the real
Simiresonant rise was practically the same in both cases.
It follows, therelarly for all other loads in the secondary.
fore, that if the harmonic increased at all with the increase
of the load this increase was much smaller than appears at
The more important
first sight from the data of Table V.
conclusion, however, which follows from this experiment
particularly
is that the
and which I wish to point out more
harmonic which manifests itself in the distortion of the
primary current when there is no load in the secondary is
present at all loads, if not stronger, then certainly with
At full load this harmonic could
about the same strength.
not possibly be detected by Joubert's method of sliding
exceedingly
small in comparison to the fundacontact; it is so
mental.
This persistence of harmonics at all loads, even when
completely hidden by the fundamental wave, holds true also
when their origin can be traced to the action of the armature of the generator as in the case of the machine with
slotted iron core armature. In all cases their strength seems
to depend upon the mean intensity of magnetization of the
magnetic circuits to which they owe their origin and upon
nothing else.
Another somewhat more difficult but very instructive way
of proving the persistence of the harmonics is represented in
In circuit with the primary of the large machine
Fig. 7.
and transformer described above are two equal air-core
By means of a double switch
transformers, a b and a b'
either one of the two can be made a part of the resonating
A number of condensers Z> in series, are
circuit c df.
connected across primary circuit as indicated. The two aircore transformers a b and a b' will be equivalent when
the resonator voltmeter, e, gives the same indications, no
matter which one of the two transformers be connected to
This balanced arrangement having been
the resonator.
obtained, the balance will be disturbed as soon as the condenser
is plugged in, and it will be disturbed in a great
But
variety of ways, according to the capacity plugged in.
when the transformer
is of closed magnetic circuit type,
the
same
then the resonator indications remain practically
as long as the resonator is switched on the air-core transformer <7 ^ no matter what capacity is plugged in the condenser D. When the resonator is switched on the air-core
transformer a b' then its indications will be different for
every particular capacity in D. In fact the circuit A a b

The tuning is done
one
of the harmonics.
any
capacity of the conthe
by
means
of varying
of
the
auxiliary
denser
and the self-inductance
Then close the secondary circuit by means of
coil.
an electrolyte resistance and vary the secondary current. It
will be found that the harmonic diminishes only slightly
with the increase of the secondary load. As an example I
The circuit just mentioned was tuned
give the following:
to the harmonic of five times the frequency of the fundaAt no load the resonator indimental, that is 65b p. p. s.
cated a rise of loS volts, at full load the rise was 94 volts.
But this drop, small as it was, might have been caused by
armature reaction.
Whatever the ultimate meaning of the appearance and
the persistence of the odd harmonics in an alternating current wave maybe I am not quite prepared to state with any
high degree of confidence. One thing is certain, and that is
that they are present at all loads with almost undiminished
strength.
Their presence is hidden by the fundamental
wave at heavy loads, but when conditions favoring resonance
with any one of them arise they will certainly come out
and do all the mischief they can to the insulation. The
self-induction of a motor or that of a closed magnetic circuit transformer has practically no bearing upon the condiThese conditions depend in such
tions of their resonance.
circuits solely upon the self-induction of the alternator on the
one hand and the self-induction and static capacity of the
According to the experiments just deline on the other.
scribed the resonant current is confined entirely to the
alternator and the line, the dielectric forming a part of its
circuit.
These observations will be modified in the case of
transformers with open magnetic circuits and their equivalents, that is, closed magnetic circuits possessing considerable magnetic leakage, especially when the conditions of the
line favor resonance with the fundamental frequency, this

frequency being low; such magnetic circuits possess much
less magnetic sluggishness and can influence considerably
the conditions of resonance with a low frequency.
VI.

DISTORTIOX OF THE SECONDARY CURRENT.
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D, A, can be

treated as an entirely separate circuit from the

A a' b' B A.
This statement
needs practically no modification in
order to
cover that case also in which the selfinductance of the primary of
is
diminished by
circuit

B

on the secondary'.
between theory and experia closer discussion, but since its connection
with the subject of this paper is only an indirect one I prefer to reserve it for some other time.
That which has a direct bearing upon the present discussion is the method
which the above mentioned relation offers for observing the
variation of the harmonics with the load without the disturbing inductive effect of the large primary current. It is this:
Connect the air-core transformer a b (and with it the resonator), in series with the condenser.
Add to this series an
auxiliary coil c (no iron core).
By the combination thus
obtained, bridge the primary circuit, so that
place of the
simple condenser bridge
given in Fig. 7, there will be
a bridge consisting of condenser D, the air-cove transformer
a b and the auxiliary coil c The office of the auxiliary coil
will be explained presently.
The secondary Cbeing open,
tune the circuit consisting of the alternator armature, the
primary conductors up to the bridge, and the bridge to
putting
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of harmonics to the hysteretic action of iron, completelyuntenable.
I do not think that the proper time has arrived yet for
the formulation of a physical theory which will give a complete account of the peculiar behavior of iron, by means of
which it superposes odd harmonics upon the wave of a
simple harmonic current. The view which irresistibly sug-

drum common to all of them will introAn alternating current motor^
especially when it is not of a smooth core armature type,
will also cause abrupt changes of magnetism and hence-

distributed over a

duce such abrupt changes.

y/

^

y'

^

y

cause strong deviations of the feeding current from the
simple harmonic form.
But if this view b^ correct, then,
every complete cycle of magnetization to which iron is
subjected when under the inductive action of a simple
harmonic current must be accompanied by some abrupt
changes in magnetism, and that, too, whether the mean
magnetic intensity of the cycle be large or small.
great
many things may be suggested which could account for
such cyclic abrupt changes. One thiug is certain and that
is, that hysteresis, as commonly understood,
will not account for them; for these peculiar abrupt cyclic changes, if
really
they
exist and are the cause of harmonics, are not
affected by mechanical vibrations by which, as is well
known, all hysteretic effects are influenced very much. But
whatever the real theory underlying these upper harmonics
may be, the bare fact which the engineers have to face isi
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is of closed magnetic circuit type.
With an open magnetic circuit transformer the deviation
of the primary current wave from the simple harmonic
form, due to action of the generator or the transformer or
both, is felt more or less in the secondary current also. If,
however, the secondary is closed by a ferric self-inductance
then odd harmonics will appear in this circuit also in both
types of transformers.
In fact, the secondary circuit
should now, as far as the harmonics are concerned, be considered as a separate circuit, in which the secondary coil of
the transformer and the ferric inductance in the secondary
circuit play in the same part as the armature of the alternator and the transformer play in the primary circuit.
The series of experiments which related to the origin and
is, if

f

i

I

i

i

gests itself to my mind is simply this: Upper harmonics will
be generated whenever more or le^s abrupt changes of themagnetic state in any part of the magnetic field through
which an alternating current flows occur. A slotted corearmature or an armature made up of coils with iron cores-
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X

y
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that

alternator.
The vibration
could be stopped by pressing the top core against thelower core and against the table. The vibration produced
no appreciable diflference in the strength of the harmonic;
if anything it seemed to make it stronger.
This experiment
seems to me to render the theory, which ascribes the origin-

was pointed out

t

FIG.

ofthe current which gave a very loud note, corresponding;
in pitch to the frequency of the

FIG.

that the superposition of harmonics upon
the fundamental wave was confined to the primary circuit when
the secondary is closed by a non-self- inductive resistance.
It

.

D
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the transformer

growth of harmonics in the secondary circuit was exactly
the same as the one described above, by means of which the
so-called distortion of the primary current was studied.
The results were the same. The presence of harmonics is
due to the action ofthe ferric inductance; their strength increases proportionally to the intensity of magnetization of
the iron in the ferric inductance.
They seem to be entirely
independent of hysteresis, that is, if by hysteresis the process be understood by means of which most of the heat is
generated in a very finely laminated, well insulated and
well annealed iron core, when such a core is subjected to
rapid reversals of magnetism.
I shall describe briefly an
experiment bearing upon this point. The secondar)' circuit
of the five kilowatt transformer was closed by an electrolyte
resistance, and a short cylindrical coil having about I20
turns coarse copper wire.
short cylindrical core made
up of very fine (No. 26 B. and S.) and well annealed iron
\^ire could be inserted into this coil.
The core was 40 centimeters high and 5 centimeters ii diameter.
The wires
layer ot fine
were fairly well insulated from each other.
copper wire surrounding this coil formed part of the resonator circuit.
First, the secondary current was passed
through the coil before the iron core was inserted. The
resonator could detect no harmonic worth mentioning even
when the current was increase'd almost to full load. But as
soon as the iron core was introduced the odd harmonics appeared, especially the third harmonic; its strength increased
proportionally to the current.
Placing now another similar
iron core on the top of the first and adjusting it in such a
way that it allowed a small rocking motion, the two cores
could be set into a violent vibration by the inductive action

A

A

FIG.

7.

RESONANCE AN.\LYSIS OF .VLTERNATING AND POLYPHASE CURRENTS.

is no cure against harmonics as long as the circuits
Hence construct your lines in such a way
contain iron.
that conditions favoring resonance with the frequency of
the fundamental or with one of its odd upper harmonics
will seldom occur, and whenever they do occur the resonant
rise of potential should not be capable of producing any
damage. Avoid slotted armatures and armatures with projecting pole pieces and keep the magnetization down, as

There

much

as possible.
VII.

FLUCTU.\TIONS OF THE ROTARY FIELD.

Before closing this paper I ml! describe briefly the application of the resonance method of analysis to the study of
the intensity fluctuations of a rotary magnetic field.
The
investigation was carried out by two students of the electrical deparment of Columbia College at my suggestion,
and will be pubHshed in the near future. The method.
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brierty staled, is this: A suitable nnmber of turns of wire
are subjected to the induction of a rotary magnetic field.
These turns form part of a resonator. Whatever fluctuations there be in intensity of the rotary field they will he
periodic, their period bearinij a perfectly definite ratio to
the periodicity o( the current which produces the rotary
field.
For instance, in a three-phase combination of allernaiing currents, the intensity of the rotarj' field will, according to theory, show six maxima and six minima during
each complete revolution, the maxima differing from the
minima by about 14 jx;r cent.
circuit, subjected to the
iti(hiciive action of such a field shouUl have a perindic electromotive force induced in it whose frequency will be either
three or six times the frequency of the fundamental, according to the shape of the curve of fluctuations; similarly in a
rotary ujagnctic field produced by a two-phase combination

A
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High Economy Incandescent Lamps.

Ligiit

After as,-ries of exhaustive experiments covering several

" Electrolysis,"

months, under the supervision of J. K. Randall, the Columbia Incandescent Lamp company announces that it is
prepared

customers a superior lamp of high

to furnish to its

efTiciency in voltages of 100,

The

1

10, etc.

filament of this lamp, which

panying

illuslralion,

shown

is

made by an

is

accom-

new process

much higher

also the manufacture of lamps having a

Power

by W.

Shaw, Montreal;
company,
Toronto; "Telephone Cables, their Construction and Maintenance," by E. J. F. Schwartz, Bill Telephone company,
Montreal, and "Alternating Motors," by L. M. Pinolel,
Montreal.
Papers will also be read by Julm Langlilon,
Toronto, E. C. Breilhaupt, 'Berlin, Ont., and 1'. R. Roseby

Circuits,"

M.

A. Baylis, Bell Telephone

J.

burgh, Toronto.

The

of very uniform results, and

wliich enables the production

omy

in the

entirely

and

of the

part

social

programme

will include vihits to

econ-

than lamps of the same* voltage heretofore placed on

A

the market.

comparative

test

of these lamps shows that

power to a higher degree at
common. While the filament is

they will maintain their candle
a higher efficiency than

made

is

form on account of

in coiled

lamp

special feature of ihe

its

extreme length, the

that the material

is

from which

more homogeneous and uniform in results. The use of this lamp, the company claims, will show a saving to the consumer in energy
the filament

is

made

superior,

is

making

it

of from 15 to 20 per cent., and thereby a corresponding additional output to the station.

New
rORTAEi.E

ALTEKNAin

IkttM

MFll-R.

of alternating currents. If such electromotive forces were
induced the resonator would detect them, and from the resonant rise of potential the extent of the fluctuations producing these electromotive forces could be estimated.
Xo electromocive forces of this type were detected in
either a triphase or a two-phase combination.
Hence the
inference: Rotary magnetic fields produced by reasonably
well constructed machines are not accompanied by fluctua-

Reversing and Speed Controlling
Device for Electric Launches.

The commissioners of Lincoln Park, Chicago, have
added to the many attractions of that beautiful park, four
electric launches purchased from the Electric Launch &
Navigation company, which operated them at the World's
The commissioners awarded to the Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing company, Chicago, the contract for designing and manufacturing the combined reversing device and
Fair.

NEW REVERSING AND

RTEED CONTROLLING DEVICE FL'R
ELECTRIC LAUNCHES.
McGiU University, the power station of the Montreal Street
Railway company and other electrical worUs; an excursion
to Lachine and down the Rapids; trip over the Montreal

tions in their intensity.

In conclusion I wish to thank my friend, Prof. H. A.
Storrs of the University of Vermont, who during his whole
stay at my laboratory this year was always anxious to aid
me in my work in a most ready and disinterested way. His
most efficient assistance was of the greatest value to me.

Island railway, an inspection of the docks and ocean steamers,

C.

H. Mortimer, Toronto,

is

secretary of the

associa-

tion.

Portable Alternating Current Meter.

The Sawyer Switchboard.

instrument, shown in the illustration, by
means of which accurate me.=isurements may be made of
alternating currents, is now being placed upon the market
by the General Electric company. It is small and handy
and combines strength, permanency and reliability with

The portable

compactness of form and excellence of workmanship.
scale

is

unusually long and

instrument,*' although

reads to

designed

for

fine divisions.

alternating

The accompanying

cuts dUisti-ate a

new switchboard which

put on the market Isy the
Turner Brass Works, Chicago. This board was designed by
R. F. Sawyer, electrician of the Chicago Arc Light &

is

The
The

manufacHired and

is

being

Mr. Sawyer for a number of years has
had charge of the large switchboard in the Market street
station of the company, and the board shown is the result of

Power company.

current

.

HIGH ECONOMY INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
speed controller,

companying
sists of

shown

their use,

sifitable for

The

illustration.

device

in

the

ac-

compact and con-

is

an upi-ight cylinder eight inches long with properly
to give the desired speeds, three in number.

arranged segments

These segments are connected with the batteries by
means of five sets of brushes, held to their places by readily
adjustable springs.

The brushes

are so arranged that they

can be removed with the greatest possible ease and all parts
are very heavy and substantial to stand the hard usage generally received

The

by

cylinder

apparatus.

this sort of
is

operated by a brass lever to which

is at-

such a manner as
to indicate both to sight and feeling when the cylinder has
Tlie reversrotated to the proper position for each speed.
ing device is operated by asimilar lever and the ai-rangement
tached a

is

cam

such that

first

that engages with a stop in

it is

impossible to reverse the

versing handle

may

be used to open

stantly, with the controller in
is

motor without

revolving the cylinder back to "full off," but
the main

any position.

the

re-

circuit

in-

This controller

and the manufacturer was
dangers to both passengers and

the result of careful throught

fully alive to

the possible

motor through careless or ignorant handling, and has reduced the possibility of accident from these causes to a

minimum.

^____^^^^_^_^_

Canadian Electrical Association.
The next convention

of the Canadian Electrical

associ-

ation will be held in Montreal, Que., during the latter part
The convention will be held in the Meof September.
chanics' Institute building,

— one

business

and

will

extend over three days'

session being held on the

firs t

day, two on

second day, and one on the forenoon of the third day.
The papers that will bs brought before" the convention include " Tlie Possibility of Securing Better RegiUation at
the

FIG.

measurements,

but for this work

rents,
is

THE SAWYER SWITCHBOARD.
may also be used for measuring
2.

made

in 25, 50, 100

it

direct cur-

requiries special calibration,

and 200 ampere

It

sizes.

ulators

E. and

reported from Portland, Ore., that the Vancouver
& Northern Railway conipany has been formed with a capitelegraphs
tal stock of $3,000,000, to construct railroads,
and telephone lines,
It is

by means of AccumConstruction," by John Gait, C.

Central Light and Power Stations
of Improved

M.

E., Toronto; "

A

Method of

Distribution with

Equalization of Potential Difference," by D. H. Keeley, of
the Government Telegraph Service, Ottawa; " The Application of Electricity for Hedical

and Kindred Purposes, from

FIG.

I.

THE S.WWVER SWITCHBOARD.

requirements necessary for handling quickly
and easily a large number of high tension circuits. It should
also be noted to the credit of Mr. Sawyer that this design of
his Study of the

board was in service in the Market street station for one year
before the fire, which took place two years ago. After the fire
a new board was built according to the same design as thg
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and

old Sa\\7er board

alone

this fact

Tangye-bed Automatic Cut-off Engine.

ihe strongest lecom-

is

niendation that could be required.
In Older to appreciate the chief features of the Sawyer

and 2,
representing respectively a front and back view, and a
glance will enable the-reader to understand its simple workboard

will only

it

)ie

Figs,

necessary to refer to

i

ing.

the greatest difficulties experienced by the Chi& Tower company, which operates a large

of

cago Arc Light

number of dynamos and a great many
unable

b-iiiCT

to

throw a

was

circuits,

that of

from one dynamo

circuit

to an-

a long enough period to cause
serious complaints from customers renting arc lamps. After
the installation of Mr. Sawyer's board, however, the chang-

other without stopping

for

over of circuits from one dynamo to another was accoml>lished so quickly as to be practically instantaeous and com-

in

'

working

dvnamos come

into the

The

parts.

wires from

board on the top and are fastened

binding posts there shown. The circuits to
the lamps come in on the lower half of tlie board and are
atta-jhed, as shown, to the four sets of switch levers which,

in the eight

what might be called
These circuit terminal

as will be seen at a glance, constitute

movable terminals

for

each

circuit.

switch levers, pivoted as indicated, have slotted ends each
enrragins with a pin set in a centrally pivoted.piece of fiber.

represented in the cut by pure black,

fiber,

is

wide and is fastened to the end of a
journal which passes entirely through the board and carries
on its outer end a keyhole.
Now, if a key A', Fig. i, bejnserted into the keyhole on
a

the Erie City Iron AVorks of Erie, Pa.,

little

now wish

particu-

larly to call to the attention of electric light and power men
This engine is
their Tangye-bed automatic cut-off engine.

and, in

fact,

and power
intended to be used under almost

well as for electric light

as

mills

for

plants;

it is

any condition where medixnn speed, very close regidation,
and economy of steam are desired.
Without inflicting the reader with a description of a

number of unimportant

the chief claims advanced

details,

Simplicity and general symmetry,

all

stiffness

are, as the cut will

there

the metal being so

and

On this

stability.

show, a small number of

longer than

it is

the outer end of the journal and be given a twist, the action
will lie first, of course, to move the fiber block, whichin turn

working parts, and it is
one of them in case of wear or breakage. The engine
has large wearing surfaces, all of which are proportioned upon the latest and most approved formulas taken
from the highest standard there is on the subject. The
of the engine are nearly equal hi length to

steam ports
the

insure

perfect

and are

fitted

The main

drainage.

valve rods are

long

In

fact all

wear-

piston and

the crank pin,

With

all steel.

to the bearings

reference

employed in this engine a
may be
it
peculiar form of pillow block by which the alignment is
kept perfect and its adjustment made by single screws, insuring uniform pressure upon the main bearings.
said tnat there

The

in

this

the

is

two

actuating eccentrics are keyed directly to the shaft, but are

upon the two switch levers and throws them from one
of two terminals into the jaws of the other two terminals

of the set of four.

Bearing

mind

in

that the four

between which each

metal pieces, Fig.

little

2,

hang, are sockets

set of switch levers

(see Fig. i) the cable plugs

can be inserted, any

man

a circuit from one

first

necessary, Fig.

]>lug cables the

two

i,

dynamo

another

to

two dynamo plug holes

at the

plug holes of the proper set

circuit

is,

it

ot

by means of the

to connect

at

to make the shift it is only necessary to give the key a
and the shift is made.
The board illustrated is 6 feet high and the face of the
This size is
boaid is of marble 30 inches by 40 inches.
adapted for four dynamos and four circuits, but it is perhaps needless to say that the Sawyer board can be furnished

TANGYE-BED AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF ENGINE.

Then

to

fill

the reiuirements of any sized station.

wearing surfaces and so proportioned that the eccentrics of
these two are located within the periphery of the shaft of the

engine, thereby insuring great

of

all

and

all

stability

com-

The company
made

engines are thoroughly well

its

are tested under steam before shipment.

These engines are made

Chicago.

In

rigidity

bined with extreme sensitiveness of motion.
throughout, and

Trolley Agitation

ranging

in sizes

from 45 to 350

horse power.

the council at the previous week's meeting, were presented.

To

the

mayor the provisions under which

that the

seemed

companies

road

paid in 13 installments as the

completed

subways

the

through which the street railway ran
said that the attorney for the street

agreed to pay the money at once
of stringing

privilege

its

is

The
cago

office to

trolleys

of

the

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York

streets

The mayor
railway company had

New

York,

July 16.

office of the secretary

—Last Friday there was

of state in Trenton, N.

incorporation of a concern having for

its

capital stock

$10,000,000.

which were accepted by the council, and the franchise was
given to the company.

nearest route between

addition

of several

minor

amendments

lined in the
it

was

Electric

Lighting

Company

Fails.

The Cooperative

Electric Light

first

is

columns of

made

It is not

kind.

public,

and

articles of

object

the

trolley lines.

in the

$100,000.

The corporation was

organized in iSSS to supply

electric light to private individuals

plant of the
street.

The

company
failure is

on the North Side.

The

No. 359 North State
attributed to the lack of ready funds
is

situated at

and the pressure of a large creditor.

Frederick

S.

Smith

is

president of the company and Percy L. Scliuman, secretary.
Judge Scales entered an order for the assignee to operate
the plant pending a settlement with the creditors.

Camden, running

to

and passing through Bordentown, Palmyra, and
Camden by existing lines.

railroad,

thence into

The

system will comprise about

entire

track and will,
sons.

it is

estimated,

1,000 miles of

accommodate

^5,

by means of combination
implements,

agricultural

merchandise and

The

merce.

truclc,

manufactured products, general

such good.s as enter into local combe managed by two great

all

— the Central Jersey Traction company, with a
and headquarters

capital stock of $500,000,

New

but to

farming

trains

electric enterprise is to

corporations

street,

000,000 per-

designed not only to carry passengers,

It is

York, and the

New York &

No.

at

Wall

2

Philadelphia Trac-

company, with a capital stock of $iO;000,ooo, and genTrenton, N. J.
The officers and directors of

tion

eral offices at

named company

Frank A. Mcof Newark;
secretary, J. H. Baldwin of Newark; treasurer, J- H.
Darral of Trenton; directors, D. K. Ba)me of New York,
W. H. Skirm of Trenton, Joseph H. Reall of Bloomfield,
and J. C. McNaughton of Philadelphia. One of the interesting features of the scheme is the utilization of the water
of the Delaware river for motor power.
Frank A. i\Icfirst

Gowan;

are:

President,

W. Hine

vice-president, ex-Sheriff"E.

is

at the

head of a syndicate that has secured partial
Delaware at this point to furnish

chased

much of

and

prepared to erect a big power house.

is

on the Pennsylvania

the water front

one of the most important of

is

com-

the president, scored a

Brown of the supreme
court, Brooklyn, having handed down a decision refusin-^
Adamson for an injunction
the application of John
these corporations

to restrain

from building

trolley lines

under the franchise granted by a former board of aldermen.
This decision practically permits the construction of 32 miles

more of

The

the trolley surface system of railroads in

action was brought

At

that

city.

by Mr. Adamson, who sought

prevent a waste of the funds of the

to

city.

week's meeting the Rapid Transit Commission

last

it stood in
favor of the
plans prepared by the former commission for an underground

The commission's

road.

New York

desire

is

for a

speedy settlement

of municipal construction.

of the question
it

will provide a plan for the East

After that

is

Side,

of the commissioners was to adopt the plans

for

ground system of

open

their predecessors, leaving

street

after

the people has voted

upon

an underthe

for con-

general

on the East Side.

W.

merely a single trunk line running by the

F. O.

and Philadelphia, but a
accommodations both for

PERSONAL.
B.J. .\rnold has removed his ofirce from the fourth
of the Rookery, Chicago, to 576 the same building.

floor

cities.

nection with the present

thence

main stem commences

electi'ical

through

Crossing the track of the

at

Paterson,

railway system in

Plainfield

New

to

Bound

Plain-

Brook.

Jersey Central railroad at

on
and Weston Station, on the
Philadelphia & Reading, and thence to iVIillston, Rocky
Branches will
Hill, Princeton, Lawrenceville and Trenton.
run from Bound Brook to New Brunswick, Somerville and

Finderne, the road will continue past Hillsboro station
the Lehigh A^alley

H. ^^cKinlock, president of the Metropohtan
company, Chicago, has returned from a flying

William

direct line of the

and

Electric Railway

is

side,

its

city.

field,

H. Flynn

some months ago when

West Orange, South Orange, Maplewood, Wyoming,
Springfield, Westfield, Fanwood and Netherwood to a con-

Chicago, has

building,

line

division of the Pennsylvania

questions, a scheme for rapid transit north of Forty-second

county court in favor of Jacob W. Richards as assignee.
Assets were estimated at $200,000 and liabilities

Owings

with a

Amboy

It will

Ihe

made an assignment

the

also connect at Trenton

almost parallel with the

point

latter

sideration,

Leaving Paterson the road will pass through
tem of that
Upper Montclair, Montclair Bloomfield, Orange, East and

offices in

the

at

con-

where connections will be made with the street raihvay syscompany, with

Holmesburg and Frankfort, connecting

for traffic of the several millions of persons be-

tween those

The

filed in the

J.,

This scheme, which was out-

this journal

large system of roads, affording
travel

A Chicago

pass

will

passage of the law of 1S92, providing no road should go
under, on or over Madison avenue.
Practically the action

Notes.

the original ordinance was passed.
This ordinance gives the street railway company the right to string
wires on Indiana avenue. Tlie mayor also vetoed the north
He proposed several amendments,
side electric ordinance.

the

road

the

which will
take the place of the one which the property owners af Madison avenue rendered impossible when they secured the

rail-

Indiana avenue and

From Trenton

with the existing line into the heart of Philadelphia.

decided

York and Philadelphia by

With

street.

their Chi-

1510 Old Colony building, and at this address
may be obtained.

nection of New

Eighteenth

moved

further information or catalogues

cars.

its

in

recently

to

the road were given the

if

Works

Erie City Iron

The measure provided

objectionable.

money should be

company

Brunswick, connecting there with the pres-

railway.

passed resolutions declaring that

expenses of track

give $150,000 to assist in defraying the
elevation

the

New

to

street

point in their favor Thursday, Judge

held in rotatory suspension in a case having extremely large

claims that

\t the meeting of the Chicago council last Monday night
Mayor Hopkins' veto of the trolley ordinances, passed by

Brook
ent

panies, of which Patrick

bottom.

twist

connecting there with the

to Eliaabeih,

Consolidated company's system; also a branch from Bound

The Nassau and Kings County

top with the
the

to

and power for an area of 30 miles
around Trenton. The plant is to be at Morrisvilie, Pa. In
anticipation of enormous operations, the company has pur-

board.
'i'o shift

being constructed to

electrical heat, light

who has manipulated an arc light switchboard
be able to understand the simple action of the Sawyer

course,

now

South Beach, with a spur from
Perth Amboy. Another branch will be

right lo use the falls of the

of

intelli'^ence

will

Jersey City.

Boyton;

from Rahway

Gowan

extending through the board, and into which

set in holes

Lebanon and
Woodbridge
built

Newark and

to

Westfield the road will be built to Kahway, connect-

ing there with the electric railway

the

engine

part neiiher of

In this

acts
set

From

is

design of governor employed
in construction.

unique

the existing lines of the Traction

company^ making a direct route

as Lo

are

journals

with patent quarter boxes.
are extra large;

ing surfaces

made with

nections will be

transport

and are so located

of the cylinder

diameter

and Raritan; from Bluumfield to Irvingtoji, and to Morristown by way of Chatham and iMadison. At Irvington con-

through Morrisvilie, Bristol, Carnwells, Terresdale, Tacony,

for this engine are as follows:

engine

view of the back of the board, shows the ex-

This piece of

and constructed engine,

service require a specially designed

exceedingly easy to renew any

tren\e simplicity of the few

-the

and power

electric light

that

fact

placed as to give the greatest

])lalnts ceased.

Fig. 2, the

of the

Appreciative

designed

One

July 2i, 1S94

Electric
business trip to

H.

C.

Chicago.

New

York.

Porter has taken offices in the Bort building,
Mr. Porter has been east for some time in the

interest of the

Globe storage

battery.

Edward R. Grier

of the firm of Grier Brothers, western
I'epresentatlves of the Bryant Electric company, has gone
east to visit the company's factory at Bridgeport, Conn.

A

dispatch fronr Berlin, dated July i4tli, states that Prof.
the distinguished German scientist,
ill July 12th, is suffering from par-

Herman von Hehnholtz.
wdio was taken suddenly
alysis of the left side.

railroad,

Prof. Ludwig Boltzmann of Mimich has been offered the
chair of physics at the Vienna University made vacant by
the death of Prof. Stefan.
Prof. Kaiser of Hanover js
to be the successor of Hertz at Bonn.

July
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MISCELLANEOUS.
A

new engineering publicaiion. ihe IHustrated Techni<al Mai^azine, is shortly to make its appearance in London.
be published monthly, each issue consisting of 64
It will
pages.
The idea is to treat engineering subjects in a popular manner, something after the style of the Engineering
Magazine x\x\'i Casslers Magazine- in this country. Illustrations will be

.\mong the

Adam>

feature.
in

Chicago the Marquette

now

in process of construction at the corner of
and Dearborn streets, will take a place in the front
Particular attention will be paid to its electric light-

building,

rank.

made a prominent

fine office buildings

and a contract has been secured by tlie Chicago Edison
for furnishing current for 5,132 incandescent
lamps. The u ires will be concealed throughout in brass
covered interior ctmduit, and it is stated that this is the
highest priced contract ever let in-Chicago for office building wiring. Another contract which the Chicago Edison
company has recently secured is that lor wiring for 1,527
lights in the Reliance building, which W. E. Hale is building.
Both of these buildings will.be supplied with current from
the down-town stations of the company.
ing,

company

.

The

following "after dinner phenomenon'' was noted
recently in the London Mkctrician:
When the guests adjourned to the engine room of the Portsmouth electric supply station after the inaugural banquet, they found one of
the alternators at work, anj the place brilliantly illuminated
l>y the arc lamps.
The other alternator was then started,
and the massive flywheel, crowned with a diadem of glittering co|)per coils, began to smoothly turn, gradually quicken,
and finally spin round at full speed. But as it did this', the
bystanders were amazed to see the rim slowlv revolving tlie
wrong way, while the crank and piston rod were running
on without change. In another moment the field magnets
stopped, and then began to turn the right way, but
Again they reversed, and finally stopped. Some
leisurely.
of ihe guests gave vent to expressions of amazement; but the
more cautious, remembering the good things generously
provided by the mayor," rubbed their eyes, clutched a handrail and held their tongues.
It is only necessary to add
ihnt the rectified current, giving, as it does, one hundred
fl'fckers per second, shows a series of momentary glimpses
of the arniatuie, which, if running synchronously, appears
-stationary, and if a little slow or fast, seems to revolve
backward or forward.

3S

BUSINESS.
The

Punipelly-Sorley Storage Battery company has re10574 the Rookery, Chicago.

niovetl its offices

Montgomery

AVaddell, receiver

the

Waddeli-Eniz

company, has petitioned the Superior Court

in Bridgeport,

for

Conn., tor permission to lease the plant of the company to
E. P. Bullard of Bridgeport, Conn., until February i, 1S95.

Word has been received from Manager J. S. Speer, of
the Partridge Carbon Works, Sandusky, O., to the effect
that his factory is now running full time and has a crood
stock of orders on hand.
It is stated that where the Partridge carbon brushes are used they are giving excellent
This company has done good work in pushing
its goods throughout the United States and there are few
electric roads which do not know the merits of the Partridge carbon brush.

satisfaction.

The General Incandescent Arc Light company, New
York, has recei\ed a most flattering testimonial fiom a New
concern, in whose establishment the company installed about 500 lamps.
These lamps have been in operation for some time, and, according to the testimonial letter,
have been giving the best of satisfaction.
It is said that
this installation, which is in the building of Hilton, Huc^hes
& Co., New York, is the largest installation of low tension
arc lamps in one building in existence.
The company feels
that it has abundant reason to feel satisfied over its success.
\ 01k

All users of colored and frosted incandescent lamps have
undoubtedly frequently suffered considerable inconvenience
from inability to get their orders for fancy goods filled
promptly from stock. The Electric A]:)pliance company,
Chicago, appreciating the fact that some arrangement ought
to be made by which delays of this kind could be obviated,
has perfected plans for frosting and coloring lamps of all
kinds in Chicago and has established a coloring room for
doing this work, and is now "prepared to furnish colored and
frosted lamps promptly on receipt of orders.
By the use of
improved coloring compounds and methods of treating, results have been secured in colored and frosted lamps fully
equaling those obtained from genuine colored and frosted
glass and of course at a very much less cost.

The Ohio

Brass company of Mansfield,

<..).,

is

now mak-

ing a new design of the Wescinghouse typeof trolley wheel,
in w iiich oil is used as a lubricant for tlie steel spindle, in
addition to the graphite bushing.
The center of the hub of
the wheel is hollowed out around the graphite l)iishing and
die recess filled with felt packing.
Holes are provided so
that the felt may be saturated with oil, which, in turn feeds
through the graphite bushing onto tlie spindle, keeping the
graphite moist and lubricating the bearing thoroughly. "The
company asserts that this adds about 25 per cent, to the
life of the wheel.
It is advisalile to pour a few drops of
oil into the oil well every few days.
These wheels are made
of extra hard quality bronze metal and proportioned so as
to give the longest possible wear.
They are balanced ami

and

true,

in

consequence

smoothly on the trolley

will run

wire.

Tlie Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, reports one
of the largest sales of wire that has been made in the West
for some time.
Last week it closed the contract for 200
miles in one order.
The lack of shipping facilitie,, has been
a source of annoyance to all of the electrical supply houses,
andthe Metropolitan company has been no exception, but
now that railroad companies no longer refuse to accept
freight the prospects ofa heavy rush of orders are good.
Prominent among the specialities which this company
handles is the Kester arc lamp for alternating circuits,
which, however, is also used for direct current work. These
lamps, since the Metropolitan company took the general
western agency for the manufacturer, the F. P. Little Electrical Construction & Supply company of Buffalo, N. Y.,

have been meeting with much favor. A full line is upon exhibition in the company's store upon Fifth avenue^ where
their neat appearance and reputation for efficient service
prove strong factors in their sale.
Each lamp before it
leaves the Buffalo factory is thoroughly tested and personally inspected by Mr. Kester, thus practically insuring its
capacity for successful operation.
Another specialty which
arousing much interest is the battery and fan motor outfit
manufactured by the Knapp Electrical Construction company of New York. For places wdiere it is not possible to
utilize current from a line this outfit is of much value.
It
consists of three jars of battery contained in a small « ooden
case and a motor, all designed to take up the least possible
room. The Metropolitan Electric coni|iany has made these
outfits a feature of its summer fan motor liusiness, which
hasbeen very satisfactory.
is

ILLUSTRATED ELECTRICAL PATENT REC0RD.
Issued July lo, i8q4

Dynamo-electrLc Machine.

522.580.

Louis

Bell,

Lynn,

Mass.

The inventor has designed a dynamo-electric machine having the adjacent faces of its armature and field magnet provided with coil chambers, teeth and channels of such shape
and so arranged that the reluctance of the magnetic path
through them in the various relative positions assumed during
rotation will be kept substantially constant.
Controller for Electric Motors.

522.581.

John

B. Blood,

Lynn, Mass.
especially applicable to electric railway
The invention
cars.
By its means the use ofa reversing switch in connection
with the controller is obviated by having the controlling
switches at opposite ends of the car cross connected, so that
the operation of one of the switches causes the car to move in
one direction while the other switch controls its movement in
the opposite direction. Further cross connections are provided,
however, at each switch, by means of which a backward movement of the car may be accomplished by a backward movement
of the switch in use. The switch handle is provided with a
locking device, which renders it impossible for a motorman to
suddenly reverse the switch by pulling the handle back until
the cross connections are connected by the switch contacts. An
auxiliary locking device prevents the removal of the controlling
handle from the switch arm, e.vcept when the switch arm is in
the neutral position with nocurrent passing through the motors,
and its removal at this pomt automatically locks the switch arm
in this position, so that it is impossible for an unauthorized peris

son

to

tamper with

at will.

for

Railway Crossings.

Myron

\V. Parrish, Detroit, Mich.

The

Joseph Hutchinson,

N. Y.

invention

especially intended

for the crossing of an
an ordinary railroad track, and the
object of the invention is to set a danger signal for the electric
railway by a railroad train approaching the crossing. To this
end the invention embodies a danger signal consisting of lights.
a target and an audible signal; mechanism by means of which
the signal is electrically actuated by a current diverted from the
trolley wire and con tact- mak ing devices operated by a passing
train to set the signal in operation upon the approach ofa train
to the crossing and afterward to restore the signal to Its normal
condition when it has passed the crossing.
is

electric railway track with

such fixtures.

J.

Walsh,

Jr.,

The invention comprises a supporting base plate, a tongue or
block, a spring acting on the block and a terminal carried by the
block, a second terminal with which the first terminal is normally held in contact by the action of the spring.

Conduit Railway Trolley.
Aubnrn, N. Y.

522,655.

John L. Creveling,

In the drawing is represented a traverse view of a roadway.
The central openings /-/, through the successive yokes B, form
a conduit within which the two line wires rt a' are carried.
These line wires are secured to the brackets by bolts, and are
secured within the insulating blocks c d, while covers d it proThe trolley contect them from moisture dropping upon them.
sists of a vertical plate A', secured beneath the frameofacar
truck, and extending downward into the space //as shown.
At the lower part of this plate and at each side thereof a slide
//is secured, and insulated by a layer of non-conducting mapair of arms on either side Is pivoted to a portion of
terial III.
the slide / and to a block s, which is fitted to slide on the way /.
Trolley wheels are pivoted to the outer ends of the arms, and
the wheel is kept in close contact with the wire a by the spring.
hood iu IV protects these parts from moisturefrom above. Insulated wires are led from the slide / on one side, up through
the central plate lOXo the car motor (i and returned through
the central plate to the slide / on the other side.

A

A

522, 664.

Electric

steuber and

The

Oscar D. KleinDistribution Box.
Kleinsteuber, Milwaukee, Wis.

Monroe A,

invention has for

granted

to the Inventors,

Its

object to improve a fornier patent
device consists ofa suitable box

The

The invention has for its object to provide an improved
holder for electric incandescent lamps embodying a lamp'guard
in which all the parts are Insulated and protected, so that th^re is no danger ofa person receiving an electric shock by comming in contact with the shade, guard or any
other part of the device.
and shade or reflector

Telephony.

52: ,707.

Frank

R.

Colvm,

New

York,

N. Y.
This invention relates to telephony, the object being to pro-,
vide a simple and ine.-ipensivc device for cutting out the bell or
other calling instrument when the telephone Is in use.

John

John

J.

This shoe consists chiefly of two contact plates held parallel
by spacing pieces at Intervals without any longitudinal bar or
supporting piece between them, so that the plates only have to
be bent when the shoe Is passing curves In the conduit, the
spacing pieces or blocks and the rigid and sliding connections
being so arranged as to insure the contact strips curving regularly and maintaining parallelism.

Combined Hanger and Automatic Switch for
522,621.
Rupert Schefbauer, Paterson, N. JTrolley Wires.

Philip

Meyer,

P.

Contact Bar for Electric Locomotives.
Green, Boonton, N. J.

.

Circuit Closing Device.
522,632.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Martin

522.710.

especially the object of the invention is to provide a
simple and compact form of switch which can readily be put in
place upon an electrolier arm by those who manufacture and

object of this invention is to provide a combined support
and switch for the trolley wires of electric railways, which is so
constructed that whenever the trolley wire breaks the current
is immediately switched off from the broken part of the wire.

Holder.

The contact shoe patented comprises a flexible or yielding
central bar, flexible metallic side strips and end pieces of Insulating material loosely attached to the central bar and the side
strips.
'l"he Invention also embodies novel features of construction by which the shoe Is left in the conduit without injury
thereto should the car from any cause become derailed.

New York,

The

Limp

Electric

Rochester, N. Y.

Contact Shoe for Electric Locomotives.
522.709.
J. Green, Boonton, N. J,

More

install

pencil may be utilized, and to so construct this carbon holder
that air may not be admitted to the globe when it passes
through the aperture.

2,690.

Danger Signal

522,670.

it.

Electric Switch.

522,597.

containing an insulating base and a series-of pairs of contact
sections having arms extended through the insulating base to
be electrically connected with strands of cables, each pair of
contact sections being electrically connected or disconnected

Supply System
Green, Boonton, N.

522.711.

NO. 522,655.
Electric Meter.

522,674.

Gustave A.

Scheeffer, Peoria,

III.

The

invention relates more especially to the class of electric
current meters In which an unwound magnetic armature is employed, and is magnetized by coils so as to produce diametrically opposite poles, and in which the armature so magnetized
is contained in a magnetic field induced by other coils
froni
which arrangement movement results. The invention consists
in the particular construction of the multipolar magnet, in
which are employed three polar projections or magnetic surfaces, the two outside legs being wound, one with acoll in series
with the load to be measured and the other with a fine wire
coil in shunt with the load, and the other limb or magnetic surface of the magnet without any coll. the polar projections being
so formed as to provide for the turning of a metallic cylinder
in inductive proximity to the polar projections.

Electric

522,680.

Arc Lamp.

Moses

S.

Okun,

Neu

York, N. Y.
The

objects of the Invention are to provide efficient and sensifor striking the arc when the current is turned
lamp, and for continually maintaining the carbons at
the proper distance apart; to provide simple and effective devices for closing substantially air tight the globes of electric arc
lamps, so that the arc may be formed In a gas which
will retard the combustion of the carbons; to provide for
proper operation and
adjustment of the carbons
the
within the globe while closed; to provide means by which
the carbons maybe permitted to have some lateral motion with
relation to the globe when necessary without binding or cramping of the carbons,- and without danger of admitting air to the
globe; to provide means for permitting the escape of surplus
gas when the pressure within the globe becomes too great; to
prevent as far as possible the throwing of shadows by the carbons of the lamp, and to provide a carbon holder which may
pass freely through an aperture In a disk or covei- on the globe
or through the globe, so that as much as possible of the carbon
tive

on

mechanism

to the

for

Electric Railways.

John

J.

J.

A shoe for electric railways having contact plates or strips
with side contact faces arranged In or about the same vertical
plane, one abovethe other, is the subject of the patent.
Electric Heater.
522,718.
N. Y.

H. Ward Leonard, Neu York,

The Inventor claims in a device In which electric energy Is
converted into heat, the combination ofa conductor, an insulating covering for such conductor of a minimum thickness necessary to electrically insulate it, and a comparatively large mass
of metal closely applied to and surrounding the insulated conductor throughout its entire length.
Electric Synchronizer for Clocks.
522,724.
Orth, Berlin, Germany,

Ludwig von

In a timepiece the combination of the pendulum of a verge
rod provided with a pivoted lever, one arm of which is bent and
engages, a pin on the pendulum rod, and the other arm is provided with teeth, an 'armature lever adapted to engage with the
teeth on the arm, an electro-magnet arranged to act on the
lever, a cam and an arm adapted to engage the cam.

Electric
Detroit, Mich.

522,727.

An
Is

electric

Lamp

lamp

Lighter.

Josephus C. Chambers,

lighter especially designed for a cigar lighter

described.

522,733.

Electric

Door Opener.

Henry

F.

Keil,

New

York, N. Y.
The invention relates to an improved electric door lock
opener, in which the locking jaw is released by the aid of
electro-magnets, and the object of the invention Is to overcome
the many difficulties now experienced in electric door openers
in whichthe mechanism becomes disordered by reason of the
complexity of their construction.

,

WESTERN

3(5

lyn,

Arc Lamp.

Electric

522,735.

Peter

Kirkegaard, Brook-

N. Y.

The invention has for ils object to produce a lamp with a
simple nnd efficient regulating mechanism 111 which the dash
pot or ether cushi'jning device to prevent hammering is dispensed wuh. Another object is to rheapen and impi-ovethe
construction of the lamp box or casing, and a still further object
is to produce a simple and efficient carbon holder which sliali
occupy a small amount of space.
Insulating Composition.

522,745.

Summit, N.

James

L. Truslow, Jr.,

J.

In preparing this insulating composition waste pieces of cork
are ground as fine as possible. Ninety parts ql ground cork
are then placed in a suitable vessel and mixed with about five
parts of resin, and with infusorial earth also five parts.. The
mass is heated while the mixing takes place, so that all_ the
parts .are intimately united. While the mass is still hot it is
removed from the heating vessel, run into a suitable mold and
pressed into any suitable shape. The volatile products of the
resin are permitted to escape during the heating of the mass,
care being taken that the material contains a .sufficient quantity
of resin, so that the required strength of compactness and
cohesion is imparted to the material.

ELECTRICIAN.

Galvanic Battery.
522,836.
keepsie, N, V.

Louis

Johnson,

r.

July
affords complete insulation between the house pipe system
the electric lamp.
A further object of the Invention Is to
prevent short circuiting by the passage, from one part of the
hanger to the other, of the water which commonly condenses in
gas pipes.

Pougli-

and

In addition to a peculiar construe. "011 of cell the Invenlor
claims an electrolyte for galvanic batterit 5 composed of sulphuric
acid, water having chromate of calciun; dissolved therein, and
nitric acid, the components being unmi; ed and arranged in the
cell in the order named.

Trolley Pole.
Quebec.

of this invention to provide a simple, compact
and inexpensive apparatus that can be placed in every signal
tower or In any other place upon the line of a lighting circuit
and by means of which current from the lighting circuit may be
supplied at such times and In such proportions as may be required for the operation of various local circulti.

T-he invention

1,919.

Wales,

F.

.

The

Means for Regulating Alternating Current Motors.
Edward M. Bentley, Bostun, Mass.
There are employed for the purpose of this invention a transformer between the main line and the motor, the primary of
which has a ring-shaped core in which the rotation of the magnetic pole."! is accomplished in a well known manner hy muJtiphase currents. The secondary is substantially a Gramme ring
provided with a commutator, and the secondary current is taken
from this commutator by means of brushes, which are fi.\ed so
long as the motor is receiving currents of the same phase
periods as those in the primary, but which may be rotated in
one direction or the other according as it is desired to have the
phase periods of the motor current longer or shorter than those
in the primary.
Thus, when it is desired to start the motor or
run, at a speed different from that which naturally would be
impartedby the line impulses, the brushes may be rotated in
either direction at a speed adapted to produce the desired phase
periods ill the motor circuit. The system is illustrated In the
accompanying drawing, .-f being the primary of a transformer,
B the secondar>' provided with a commutator C. /. 3, j, j being
a series of brushes secured to the ring or disk /', which is
adapted to be rotated in either -direction by the handle Q; E,
f-\ Cr, li are mains leading to the motor.

Reiff and

Thomas

Circuit,

Electric Cigar Lighter.
John
Carl G. Schimkatt, Fremont, 0.
inventors claim

lighter,
'I'he

522,820.

Charles F.

522,934.

Gwynn, Dela-

invention embodies in an electric lamp, a carbon-sustaining rod. suitable gearing for operating the carbon rod to feed
the carbon, the gearing being supported on a movable lever controlled by a magnet in the main circuit, and a friction clutch
arranged in the gearing, and a stationary device adapted by
the movement of the lever to operate the friction clutch and thus
disengage the carbon rod from the gearing to permit the carbon
to feed independent of the gearing.

trolk-y poles for

C.

lu carrying out his Invention the inventor associates the receiving telephone with the transmitter primary circuit, in a derivation or branch in parallel with, or as a shunt of the primary
helix of the transmitter induction coll, and so proportions the
size and length of the wire which constitutes the telephone receiver coil, that its impedence properly corresponds to the impedence of the primary helix of the transmitter induction coil.
By means ofthe new circuit arraiigement and definite proportionmcntof Impedence, it is possible to use a head telephone
with but a single and one part helix, essentially similar in construction to standard Instruments,

invention has reference to an improved automatic device

Edward

Operator's Telephone
Jr., Boston, Mass.

522,925.

for operating air brakes to prevent collisions on railways, and
it consists in a track battery for each block and an instrument
or apparatus in connection with the ordinary air brake which
will set the brakes should any two trains enter one block at the
same time, togethei' with certain details of construction and
combination of parts.

Arc Lamp.

Cigar Lighter.

in

described.

Device for Preventing Railroad Collisions. Charles
Holtmann and Nickolaus Schmidt, Pittsburg, Pa.

Electric
522,790.
ware, O.

Electric

lit.-;

which the trolley wheel
o the curves and other

By raising a handle perpendicularly a tube automatically
falls back causing an electric wire spring to come in contact
with a platinum point at the lopof another lube, connected with
the handle, which drops an electric spark on a wick in the second tube causing it to Ignite.

Trolley Ear.
Charles A. Lieb, New York, N. Y.
A trolley ear having a sheet metal portion with an upwardly"
extending fin or fold, and a cast metal bolt portion secured to

1:22,757.

The

embraces iniprovem

McBean, Munlreal,

Henry Munk, Fremont, O.

522,844.

is

S.

electric cars, and provides means by
will be at liberty to adapt itself better
divergences of.the overtiead wire.

It Is the object

the fin or fold

Alexander

.522,915.

Juhnson, Pough-

Louis F.

Current Separator.
522,837.
keepsie, N. Y.

Trolley Wheel,

1.S45.

N. Y.
The

inventor employs a copper or bronze core for the trolley
wheel and provides it with thin sheet steel flanges properly secured thereto, and these flanges he provides with radial corrugations extending nearly to their rims, so that when the bearing surface of the flange is worn, the corrugations will still serve
to support the rim of the flange so that it will not drr.poffand
permit the trolley to run ofi'lhe wire.

Motor

522,85

Arthur W. K.

Safety Device.

Plymouth, Mass.
The aim of the invention

is to

Peirce,

guard against injury

to elec-

trical apparatus included in a circuit of high self-induction
arising from the extra discharge of the circuit when broken.
shunt circuit lor the discharge through a resistance non-self inductive in character is provided, and the present improvements
consist principally in providing an auxiliary switch in the shunt
circuit which is connected with or operated by the main circuit switch in such a way that when the main circuit is closed
the shunt circuit is opened, and at the time when the main circuit Is opened, or better, just before rupturing the main circuit,
the shunt'circuit isclosed so that the discharge may take place
in the shunt circuit, thus guarding against injury to the protected apparatus in a manner well understood.

A

Insulated

522,859.

Armature

Coil.

among

J.

ICberhard and

other combinations in a cigar
a cross bar

the combination of a frame comprising

and two depending members of a lamp pivotally and adjustably secured at the lower ends of the members, the center of
gravity of the lamp being below the.pivotal point, and means
for automatically forming an electrical spark when the end of
the lamp and the frame are disconnected.
Electrical
Measuring
Weston, Newark, N. J.

522,948.

The

Instrument.

Edward

invention relates to an electrical measuring- Instrument

In which a movable coil is caused, by the mutual reaction of its
field with that of a stationary or fixed coil, to vibrate an<l cause

movement of an indicating apparatus, the extent of which
bears a relation to the potential difference existing between the
instrument terminals, so that either current strength or pressure may thus be measured. It consists more particularly in
the construction and arrangement of apparatus wherein two
coils, supported and equilibrated on the arms of avlbrating
lever, are interposed between fixed coils, and in an exceedinglystrong field whereby the force applied to the coils is a couple
tending to oscillate the lever on Its fulcrum against the constant resistance of a suitably disposed spring, by means of
which spring the actuatliigforce is weighed. The extent of tieflection of the lever or of a pivot shaft on which the lever is supported is indicated by an Index moving over a scale graduated

a

:

in suitable units.

The accompanying

view of the instrument which

is

illustration

shows a face

preferably secured to a vertical

support.

John H. Shug!,% Bos-

ton, Mass.

A

coil for the armature of a dynamo electric machine or motor
the wires of which are bound together with tape, and insulated
with a layer of oiled linen and an outside wrapping of tape impregnated with an insulating varnish is descnbed.
_

Current Interrupter for Pligh Potential Circuits.
Thomson, Swampscott, Mass.
The invention aimes to extinguish by a blast of air the arc
formed when the circuit is broken upon high potential currents.
A spring drum for separating the terminals is used, the drum

522,865.

Fliliu

to reel up a flexible conducting cable to which one of
the terminals is attached.
It Is preferred to so arrange the
apparatus that the winding up of the cable actuates the air pump

operating

for giving the blast.

Telautograph.

52: ,892.

Elisha

Gray.

Highland Park,

111.

A

NO. 522,820.
Electric Locomotive.
chester, England.

522.834,

Edward Hopkinson, Man-

It is proposed that the revolving armature of the "motor should
be built on one of the axles of a vehicle so as to avoid ail intermediate gearing, as shown In the illustration. To facilitate the

application of this method the inventor carries the magnets and
pole pieces of the motor dynamo, between which the armature
revolves, wholly or In part directly from the axle, supporting
their weight on sleeves, bearings or journals In which tlie axle
revolves. In many cases the most convenient position for the
magnet is such that they are in the same horizontal plane as the
axle, or approximately so.
Their weight must then be supported in part from theframework of the vehicle, and a portion
only of such weight will rest directly on the axle through the
journals. The support from the framework may in this case
be conveniently efiFected by a spring or link which will allow certain limited freedom of motion of the magnets and pole pieces
round the axle as an axis. In all arrangements the magnets
and pole pieces may have limited freedom of motion through a
small angle round the axle, but this motion being circular only
the armacure which revolves with the axle must always remain
central in the fields or pole pieces.
Jiy this means any risingor falling of the frame is compensated for by the angular movement of the magnets and pole pieces, and the jar and vibration
in starting are largely absorbed by the spring stops or buft'ers.
The invention Isalso applicable to geared motors, but in such
cases the entire motor-dynamo, including the armature, is slung
from the axle and is free to move about it, except in so far as its
motion may be restricted by guides or stops. The shaft of the
motor is then geared to the axle, which may be done by any of
the familiar devices,

522.835.
ter,

Electric Crane,

England.

Edward Hopkinson, Manches-

^

The invention consists in mounting the motor on one of the
axles of the carnage of an electric crane_, the armature being
and the field magnet being supported In such
manner as to have freedom of angular motion around the axle,
and in combining with the motor, clutches or equivalent means
built on the axle,

connecting the axle with the traveling wheels or with the lifting barrel at will, so that the same motor can be used for both
traversing and lifting.

for

spring is provided in the telautograph between the motor
or other source of power, and the receiving pen, which spring
shall be put under tension by the motor, the tension of the
spring driving the receiving pen. Thus a more Instantaneous
motion is possible. To provide for the constancy of the force of
the spring a motor or other source of power which is controlled
in Its application to the spring by the tension of the spring
itself is provided, so that when the spring reaches the desired
degree of tension the further action ol the motor upon the spring
is suspended until the tension of the spring falls below the normal amount of tension, when the motor acts to again increase
the same.

522.893.

Telautograph.

Elisha Gray,

Hiirhtand, Park,

III.

The invention has for one of its objects to simplify and improve the mechanismt for transmitting the power from the
to the receiving pen in the telautograph. The
inventor finds that the best form of spring for this purpose is
thatwhich is given its tension by torsional movement; also that
a direct acting motor, by which is meant a motor acting through
gearing upon the shaft Irom which the receiving pen is driven,
is more satisfactory in this operation than one In which the
connection is made through a ratchet and pawls. The invention further consists in mechanism by which a single motor is
applied to driving the parts of the receiving instrument through
an equalizing gear and two springs. It also consists in improvements in the reversing mechanism by which the action of
the latter Is rendered more quick and certain, and in other details and features of construction.

power mechanism

Closed Conduit for Electric Railways.
522.894,
I. Greer, Washington, D. C.

Charles

Two of the principal objects of this invention are to provide in
a conduit electric railway a slot cover formed in separate rigid
sections pivotally linked together in such manner as to permit
the rise of the rigid sections successively, with but little disturbance or displacement of the two adjacent sections, which
will be caused to assume such a position that the trollej' may
readily pass beneath the end of the section in advance, and
raise the latter In its turn, while the adjacent end of the section
in rear is dropped upon the slot without material shock or noise:
and to provide a cover for a slot consisting of rigid, pivotally
linked sections, having central webs which are adapted to lie in
central longitudinal channels in sectional cores or filling blocks
and serve as guides in restoring the sectional cover to place, as
well as to prevent any lateral displacement, the construction
being such that the webs are never entirely withdrawn from the
channels in the cores or filling blocks.
522,896.
'St,

Flanger for Electric Lamps.
Louis,

ITenry C. Henley,

Mo.

A hanger
pendant gas

for electric lamps, adapted for application to a
pipe, or other such pipe in the ceiling of a room,
or similar position is the subject of the iiiveuiion.
The hanger

NO. 522,948.
522.949.

Watt Meter,

Edward Weston, Newark, N.

J.

This Invention is an instrument for effecting the simultaneous measurement of the current and potential difference, and
therefore of indicating the watts on a circuit directly whether
the currenton the circuit be director alternating.
It embodies
two coils, one fixed and the other movable, of which the fixed
coil is placed in main circuit of low resistance, uslngathitk
wire and including the lamp or other object in which the expenditure of energy is to be measured, and the movable coil is
arranged as a shunt to the fixed eoii, which shunt includes a
high resistance. The movement of the movable coll
counterbalanced by a coiled spring which also serves to lead
Hy reason of this construction no manthe current to the coil.
ual interference is necessary to produce equilibration between
the fields generated In the coils: the movable coil turning on its
pivots and finding its own equilibration, so that in this way the
wattsare directly measured and Indicated on the scale of the
instrument.
relatively'
is

Electrical
Measuring
Weston, Newark, N, J.

522.950.

Inslrument,

Edward

The invention

relates to electrical measuring instruments
used in connection with a switchboard, on what is known as the
"edgewise" system, wherein the scale and index needle instead
of being disponed on the face, are arranged on tlie edge of the
Instrument. It consists more particularly in the construction
of the instrument and its combination with a supporting frame,
or with the switchboard so that its position may be varied in
order to enable the Indications to be conveniently read and so
that It may be held as adjusted.

Electric Signaling Apparatus.
11,428.
Swissvale, Pa,

Joiin P. Coleman,

This invention for which a re-issue Is granted relates to an
Improvement in electrical apparatus for railroad signals, which
consists of mechanism operated electrically from a distance
either automatically by action of a passing train or otherwise'

so that when there is a break in the electric circuit in which the
slot Is included the parts are so moved that the semaphore Is
brqught automatically into a "danger" position, and the connection with the mechanically operating parts of the semaphore
is disjoined, sothat it cannot again be brought into a position
of 'Safely" until the electric circuit is again established.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Electric
The
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Launches

popularin' of

Ciiicago Parl<s.

in

ihe electric launches navigated

The body of

irreverent launchnien.

by the

Launch i^ Xavigation company at the World's Fair
summer was of a pronounced character. These launches

Waukegnn

especially for the Japanese.

much

ordinary circumstances to allow the screws

much

now

are

attention not only in this country, but

in operation.

and lakes

them

not strani^e, then, that the park

two instances should have denumber of them for use upon the lagoons

commissioners of
cfded to retain a

It is

among

well, where several of

Chicago

in

The lagoons of Jackson Park,

in the city parks.

operate ad-

to

Boards covered with matting conceal the

vantageously.

storage batteries placed in the bottom of the boat,
as the motors,

ill

out of the water under

last

from across the water as

built in

broad and

It is

balanced, the sttrn being too

allracted

was

the boat

Electric

visitors

No. 4

28, 1894.

and

in place of

a steering wheel an old fash-

ioned rudder with a long handle

is

The passengers

used.

match-

are protected from the weather by a large awning,

frame

ing the red and old gold trimmings .of the

The ''Rooster"

well

as

of

more than passing

the

although denuded of the magnificent structures which surrounded them before the final destni-Jlion of the while city,

boat.

have at no time m:sse:l the presence of the nolseles-:, swifil\ moving boats,for the South Park commissioners, shortly after

cne horse power shunt wound Lundell motoi s, run in series,
and with their fields in parallel, are connected to two shafis,
each of which revolves a three bladed sciew under the

close

the

of the

fair, i>urclia?ttl

launches fiom the

live

from the

fact that

l-n;.

company which enjoyed the launch concessions during the
period of the exposition. These boats make regular trips
from the charging

station,

which has been established

in front

of the woman's building, where there was located a station
Launches may also be chartered by pleasduring the fair.
ure parlies for an evening, and are proving

very populai, even a trip

among

the ruins

in this

by moonlight pos-

sessing a sort of melancholy interest to those
the imposing scenes before

particular

who

can recall

and wrecking workmen de-

fire

A sixth electric launch, an illustration
upon

this i^age,

Fig.

i,

of which

was purchased from

is

presented

the Japanese

This curious specimen of
Ilo-oden upon wooded island.
was upon the lagoons all of last summer, and

oriental fancy

remarkable appearance was the source of amusement to
seen by the picture, its prow consists of
the image of a large water-fowl imported from Japan,

its

fair visitors, fur, as

which, while possibly in accordance with Japanese ideas
of synimetiy and grace, falls short of American practice in

launch architecture.

was originally given it by
beak has earned for it ihe

its

title

man

Hoomaru

is

the

name which

Mongolian owners,
of the

'*

Rooster"

but

its

among

the

interest

Two

launch.

is

placed within easy reach

The motive power

at the rudder.

furnished by 24 150 ampere hour American

present

at

is

cells,

connected

Jackson Park comprises some
features which differ from ordinary practice and which are
worthy of note. Current is supplied from llie South Park
The
station on Cottage Grove avenue, over a mile distant.
existing overhead line of No. 6 wire is to be replaced Ijy an

The charging

station

circuit as s

which was described and

TRICIAX of November

in

on as practicable.
illustrated in the

At the

station,

Western

Ei.ec-

50 hght Prush
for Washington Park and

26, 1S92, there are six

arc machines supplying

current

At eleven o'clock in the evening the current
is shut off from the park and two dynamos are thrown in parallel for charging purposes and for supplying four arc lamps
the boulevards.

charging' station.

are charged

in

series.

The batteries in the six launches
The electrical equipment of these

boats has been described in this journal in
with their service during the World's Fair;
to that

switch

apparatus
has

has 60

cells,

cells,

to be charged at the

the main line

is

so that 324 cells are thrown in series

same

to

Each

lamps.

lamp approximately 200

the

from

time. One-half the current

shunted through resistance

the other half supplying fourarc

2^ volts,

volts;

the

boats,

cell

taking

and allowing

line, the current at the machines is
amperes at 1,050 volts. The switchboard is
shown in Fig. 2. At one side may be seen a portion of the
resistance.
The board includes two Edison ammeters, one

40

on the

volts loss

practically 20

for the

main

plugs and a

two

line

and the other

shunted current, six

for the

Queen & Co. voltmeter

for testing each launch,

arc light cut-outs, six Cleveland cut-outs for cutting out

the launches, two

wood

cut-outs, one for the

line,

and one

launch cut-outs, a switch for throwing on and

for

sistance, a switch

off re-

been

a

double throw

added

to

each

connection
in

for

be-

controlling a signaling i-ystem

feet.

signaling system employed between the two stations,
which reference has been made, is somewhat unusual, as
communication is had over the charging circuit. In Fig. 3 is

The

to

presented a diagram, which, in connection

board apparatus shown

in Fig, 2, at

one

witli the switch-

side of the

ing apparatus, will give an excellent idea ol

The circuit

.4

charg-

the system.

entering the switchboard is tapped and as

illus-

by the diagram, connected to ground. A telegraph
key, a relay and 20 115 volt lamps wired in series for resistance enables the charging station to communicate with the
trated

generating station

and regulate

the

operations

A

number of primary batteries furnish current
when the lighting current is not on.

Many

of the special applications

in

the

there.

fcr signaling

charging station,

including the eight-pole switch used on the electric launches
cells in series

were designed and

installed

by

addition

for

throwing the

knife

W.

F. Matteson, the electrician in charge of the station. Mr.

eight-bladed

boat

for

tween tiie generating and chaiging stations, and a signal
gong and relay used upon the system. The board is five by
seven

in series.

in the

24
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I.

underground

stroyed the familiar spectacle.

a twin screw electric

is

Controlling mechan;sm

Stern.

of the

it

p:>sscsses

Eachlaunch, excepting the Hoomaru with

the cells in series.
its

throwing

Matteson

has been obliged to contend with

a

series

o
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.-^s

difficult pi-oblenis

of this kind were very eBicient,

installation

tubes,

is

Visitors to

and 'he success of this rather unusual
due principally to him.
Lincoln Park can also enjoy a ride in electric

The
launches, there being four of them now in service.
launches really attract the most attention in Lincoln Park,
owing to the fact, undoubtedly, that their presence is a novelty
while people Iiave

become accustomed

to tliem at

Jackson

and

this

occasion to

Exchange

work

was

it

difficult to

clean the

He

required considerable time.

pay a compliment

the plant

to

July 28. 1894

took

of the Flour

where mechanical stokers

building, Minneapolis,

Mr. Grover also took occasion to commend
mechanical stokers.
His personal experience, he said, convinced him that their introduction was an economical
were

in

use.

fitted

measure that could not be too highly valued. In his own
been effected
plant a saving of
30 per cent, had

is

through

The

Park.

batteries are charged

in

a

little

boat house,

with slips under one of the bridges, to which .current
supplied by an overhead circuit from the Lincoln Park

lighting station.

W.

Chicago, superintended the

I). F.aIL

in-

Although no launches have yet been
Park the matter has been under consideration, and the people of the West Side may yet have an
opportunity to enjoy them in their favorite pleasure resort.
here.

stallation

purchased for

Gai-field

boygan

described

recently

good

introduction.

iheir

been

several

introduced

had

results

Mr. Debell
improvements
his

in

been

She-

ot

that

had

station.

Especially

by

introducing

secured

question

the

making the position of secretary a salaried office. This
matter had been discussed at the meeting Wednesday
afternoon.
At tliac time a resolution was presented proof

In support of this sug-

viding for suitable compensation.

was shown that nearly

gestion

it

ciation

was transacted by the

the

all

secretary,

work of the assoand as the im-

portance of the organization increased the duties and de-

mands on the time of that officer, it was pointed out, would
grow proportionately. However, Mr. Thom, the present
incumbent, announced that he would not accept a salary.

He

was

wilting,

he

said, to contribute

time as long as

his

and he considered hnnself amply repaid by the honor which the office conferred upon
him.
The association, however, was not willing to permit
Mr. Thom to defray the expenses inc'dent to his office and
the association desired his services,

Northwestern Electrical Association.

accordingly voted an appropriation of $75The committee on statistics, ivhich had been engaged in

fourth meeting of the Northwestern Electrical as-

The

ing session on Thursday was the presentation of a report by
the special committee appointed to consider

sociation was held at St. Paul on July i8th, 19th and 20lh.
There was a large attendance of central station men, and
the leading electrical supply and manufacturing companies
of the country were represented. During the sessions of the
convention 30 applications for membership were received,

collecting data relating to central station charges,

which is ample evidence that the organization is appreciated
throughout the Northwest and that it is destined to play an
important part in the history of the electrical development

discussion of B. J. Arnold's valuable paj^er on "Cost of
Producing Electrical Energ)'," which is presented in an-

publish 500 copies of

The

management placed

the

the

Ryan,- and

In the halls ap-

proaching the place of meeting there were several carefully
arranged exhibits of specitiUies, and an opportunity was
of supply houses to distribute

afforded the representatives
circulars to the

members.

Altogether the convention was

,

FIG. 3.
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company was

his

getting just as

used Hocking Valley

coal.

A

in

a temperature of nearly 200*^.

features, while not conflicting in

any way with

thiC

regular

results

This

of the boiler.

is

Mr. Arnold was compli-

interesting contribution.

of the convention occupied

last session

of Thurs-

all

day afternoon.

In spite of the excessively hot weather the
members remained in session from 2 o'clock until 6, when
all

the busmess of the

meeting

was

The first
"Econom-

finished.

order of business was the reading of a paper on
ical

Operation of Electric Plants from an Electrical StandbyC. K. Stearns of St. Paul. Several points in the

point,"

of boilers for central station work since the date of the

paper were emphasized in the discussion in which Messrs.

Edison

Tiie

installations.

improvements that

with the boilers used at that time.

was held on Wednesday morii-

The

all sides for his

closed the discussion with a brief sketch of the development

affair.

Ijusiiiess^sesslon

mented on

it

Mr. Markel of Chicago

made could only be appreciated by those

hrst

when

passed in beneath the furnace at

order of business, made the meeting a thoroughly enjoyahle

The

as

point of especial interest in

was an improvement by which the air drawn
by the blower was the hot air immediately above the

were admirably conducted. At the conclusion of the business sessions the visitors were entertained by the electrical
Paul and Minneappolis, and the social

good

not shared by other members.
said

his estimation

drum

St.

He

a blower and utilizmg slack coal instead of lump.

eminently successful, the meetings were well attended and

concerns of

of the morning was occupied in the reading and

rest

Mr. Markel of Chicago took exception to
Mr. ArnokPs statement that Mr. Crompton in his paper
had assumed an ideal plant. It was Mr. Markel's beliet
that Mr. Crompton had based his statements upon figures
collected from twenty central station plants. This view was

the

ordinary at the disposal of the or-

ganization for the holding of meetings.

work,

other column.

attended, and in every instance the papers read were listened
to with marked attention. During the convention the head-

quarters of the association were at

its

its

was concluded.

pilation

All the meetings were well

of that section of the country.

was given
and was authorized to
report as soon as the work of com-

further time to complete

still

many improvements

to

had been

who were

He believed

first

familiar

there were

be made, and he anticipated a

Thom, Cunio and Grover participated.
Next in order was a paper on "Incandescent Lamps,
Their Use and Abu.se," by A. D. Page of Harrison, N, J,
Stewart,

Several diagrams, illustrating the special points of interest
in this

paper were shown, and they

feature.

Mr. Stewart

upon the progress that

ular stress

veloping the 220 volt lamp.

in

by

Thorp,

Messrs.

an excellent

]japer

partic-

laid

been made in de-

hr.s

Quite an interesting discussion

over the question of the economical

gaged

proved

in discussing the

life

was enand

of a lamp

Kammeyer,

Stewart

I-Iowcll.

"The Modern Dynamo" was

the

of an interesting

title

by Gilbert Donaldson of Minneapolis,
The last paper on the programme was read by Allan R,
Foote of Washington, D. C. The title was "A Question
of Public Policy," an I the paper clisctissed the attitude of
government toward corporations, with especial reference to
p.iper

the subjCL-t of acquiring control of what are

now

considered

was a reiteration of Mr. Foote's
views on this subject and a compilation of authorities supporting his views.
At the conclusion of the reading of this
private enterprises.

It

paper several members

Foote upon

this

commended

secure the publication of the

paper

in

The matter was refened

distribution.

with power to
to

of Mr.
was decided to
pamphlet form for
attitude

the

important question, and

A

act.

it

the

to

special vote of thanks

secretary

was extended

Mr. Foote.

By unanimous vote the following named gentlemen were
made honorary members of the association: Prof. George
D. Shepardson, Minneapolis; B. J. Arnold, Chicago; A.
D. Page, Harrison, N. J.; J. C. McMynn, Chicago; Gilbert Donaldson, Minneapolis; C. K. Stearns-, St. Paul;,

Allan R. Foote, Washington, D. C.

The

secretary announced that the next meeting

of

the

would be held at Milwaukee in January. At
that time, he said, a business meeting pure and simple
would be held. The mid-summer meeting, he explained,
association

ELECTRIC LAUNCHES IN CHICAGO PARKS.
ing and

consisted chiefly in effecting organization and

ceiving

reports

from

special

and

standing

re-

commitleesr

Page found it impossible to attend the opening
which was presided over by Vice-president Baker.

President
session,

At

the afternoon

papers were presented.

"Economy

Chicago

on

McMynn

found

but sent in

Chicago.

two important and mteresling
The first was by J. C- McMynn of

session

it

Boiler

Room."

Mr.

impossible to be present at this meeting,

his paper, wdiich

The

the

in

was read by Fred DeLand of

discussion which

followed

the reading of

this

paper was participated in

Rau

gave an interesting description of the experience of the

Edison company

by several members.

Mr.

Milwaukee, where internally fired boilers of the Edgemore Galloway type are employed.
Mr.
Stewart of Chicago expressed the opinion that while boilers
at

considerable increase in efficiency in this important part of

could not be expected to confine

central station equipment.

ness as the annual meeting, owing to

The second paper of the session was read by Prof, George
D. Shepardson of the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
The title of this paper was "Relation of Technical

yet he wished to compliment the

Schools to Electrical Industries."
It was received with
marked attention, and at its conclusion Secretary Thom
made a brief address, in which he commended the spirit and
tone of the paper.

An

into a controversy over

The

secretary

as strictly

the

warm

to

members upon the

attention they had given the sessions of the

busi-

weather,
strict

up
showed the great interest that
they felt in the proceedings and was highly complimentary
to the gentlemen who had contributed to the success of the
gathering by reading papers.
On behalf of the organization
to the very last

moment.

convention

It

attempt to divert the discussion

he thanked the authors of those papers for

their efforts in

of several "electrical

behalf of the association, which he assured

them

the

merits

schools" was unavailing.

announced

and trouble required

preciated the labor
the social features of the meet-

and read invitations extended by local companies, all of which were accepted.
The first business of importance transacted at the morning, including several

itself

excursions,

and presentation of
invitation to

all to

their

papers.

He

in the

fully ap-

preparation

e.xtended

a

cordial

attend the Milwaukee convention.

Numerous lettei-s and telegrams were read from members
who could not attend and from supply men wht), though^
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not present, wished lo.he remembered by their more fortu-

nish any article displayed

nate friends and competitors.
The last order of business
was the adoption of resolulions which are appended:
Kcsoh-eii, That the thanks of this associaiion be and
they are hereby extended to the entertainment committee of the Twin Cities, to the Electric lingineering company of .Mime.ipoli-. the Gjneral Electric cjaipany and the
liabcock & Wilcox company fur the pleasant progiamme
arranged by them for the association's enjoyment, also to

managers of central stations examined the devices

Twin City Rapid Transit cnnipany for courtesies extended to carry out that programme, and to Prof. G. 1).
Shepardsoii, John C. McMynn, B. J- Arnold. Charles H.
Chalmers, A. 1). Page, C. K. Stearns and Alien Ripley
P'oote for their able and interesting papers read at this
convention, which make valuable additions to the literalure
of our ass'>cialion and profession.
the

The

local

excellent

committee on entertainnicnt bad prepared an
to occupy the time not devoted to the

programme

The members were given an
summer resorts in the vicinityof St.
by residents of the Twin Cities. On Wed-

meetings of the association.
opportunity to

visit

Paul fre»iuented

the

Lake Como was enjoyed by a large
band concert, specially arranged for
the occasion, was the feature of the evening.
On Thursday
evening an excursion to Lake Harriet was provided by the
General Electric and Babcock & Wilcox companies.
Here,
also, excellent music was furnislied by the Iowa state l>and.
At 9 o'clock
All day Friday was devoted to entertainment.
in the morning the visitors assembled at the Ryan and under
the direction of the committee were taken to the electric
plants of the St. Paul Gas company and the Twin City
Rapid Transit company. After inspecting these stations a
trip up the river on the Flora Clark to Minnehaha was enjoyed. The next points visited were the Minneapolis power
house of the street railway company and the lighting stations
of the city. Between 4 o'clock and 5:30 the party was entertained at the University of Minnesota by Prof. Shepardson
and much interest was manifested by the vi.sitors in the
electrical laboratory of that institution.
At 5:30 o'clock
return
trip
was
made
in
special
the
cars
the
Twin
City
Transit
provided
by
Rapid
company. The trip was thoroughly enjoyed. The Electrinesday evening a

An

j>arly.

tr!p to

excellent

Engineering compaiiy

cal

of Minneapoli.s

entertained

at the

convention, and

3?

several

carefully,

recognizing in their general adoption an excellent method of
increasing the

Among

demand

for current.

those in attendance at the convention were the

following:

O. M. Rau. Thomas K. Merccin, and Herman Andrea,
Milwaukee; F. F. Clreen, Wauwatosa, Wis.; P. Norcross
and E. P. Norcross, Janesville, Wis.; E. L. Debell, Sheboygan, Wis.; W. B. Baker and Irving P. Lord, Wau]>aca, Wis.; E. ];)aniel, Menominee, Wis.; II. Armundson,
La Crosse, Wis.; G. M. Newton, Sparta, Wis.; Charles
Cunio, Oconomowoc, Wis.; H.C. Thom, Madison, Wis.;
W. P. Fitch, Mason City, I?..; H. O.Woodruff, Sioux City,
la.; B. F. Miles and J. G. Pomgroy, Cleveland; Allan R.
Foote, \\'ashington, D. C. ;R. E. Brown, Maukato, Minn.;
John Bell, New York; .\. D. Page and Wilson S. Howell,
Harrison, N. ].-, Robert W. Bruce, Prof. George B,
Shepardson. Arthur S. Huey, Charles Wilson. Morgan
Brooks, F. I. Cram, A. M. Robertson, Gilbert Donaldson,
and I- H. Finney, Minneapolis; J. G.Robertson, O. Claussen, W. J. lionwell, F. G. Bradbury, J. \. Schoenleber, S.
B. HowaVih, and C. K. Stearns,, St. Paul; B. L Arnold,
C. E. Gregory, J. B. O'Hara, J. C. McMynn, "Fred DeLand, A. C. Bunce, Josiah Steadman, M. C. Wheaton,
C. Kammeyer, B. S. Terry, M. J. Sullivan, J. B. James,
William Wilson, F. E. Donahue, W. W. Low, John R.
Markei, S. G. Neiler, H. B. Morgan. Loren W. Burch, C.
F. Gage. W. N. Stewart, S. T. Wells, C. S. Cook and
H. G. Lattimer, Chicago.

Incandescent Lamps; Their Use and
Abuse.'
Bv

A. D. Page.

In the ]5resent state of the art of incandesceiit lighting,

in

no way can central station managers increase the efficiency
of their investment more than by careful study of ways
and means of operating lamps in a manner which will insure an average maximum light for a minimum expenditure.
Too large a percentage of central stations judge the
quality of kamps sold them almost entirely by their life, ^mX
even that poor basis of calculation is still further distorted by
keeping no ampere records nor averaging results, but judging solely by the individual records of such lamps as may
fail in the first hundred hours, or of ihos-e which live him-

hundred hours, then the advantage is in favor of the lamp
which reached 50 per cent, of its original candle powerin the
first two hundred houi-s, thus maintaining the carbon at a hio-h
degree of incandescence with the necessarily greater stmin
of the filament for only a few hours.
Ihc carbon which maintains its candle power must continue to burn at a higher temperature, nearer the point of
vaporizing, and is more likely to be destroyed by an abnormal increase in pressure than one which, cools \\ithin the
first few
hours to a point where considerable increase in
voltage is required to bring it to its initial degree of heat or
incandescence.
Front the standpoint of the central station, one of the
worst guarantees that you could demand from the lamp
manufacturer would be an individual life (for each lamp) of
one or two hundred hours. The reason for such demand,
when made on your part, arises from the erroneous impression that the lamp which lives only one to two hundred
hours is necessarily defective. Nearly every lamp sold you,
and particularly, those which show the best results, rises in
candle power for the first fevv hours {this is not shown in
Fig. I, as in only one case was the first test after the lamps
were started made before the candle power commenced to
drop).
On nearly every central station, particularly on alternating
current stations, during light load, the pressure on the (primary is abnormally high. Add to this the difference between
drop in the transformers and secondary wiring, as between
full and light load, and the result which a test is quite certain
to show, is pressure on the one or two lamps which the customer is burning during light load from 6 to 10 per cent.
high.

Referring to Fig. 2, we find that burning a new 16 candle
power 2,% watt lamp 7 per c^nt. high would, for the first
few hours, raise its candle power to 25, and its efficiency to
about 2.6 watts per candle. In less than one hundred and
fifty hours, even
maintaining the high pressure mentioned,
the candle power and efficiency would fall below normal;
but in the meantime, the new lamps which have been burned
under the above conditions have been abused to an extent
which would be quite certain to make the showing of some
individual lamps very poor, through no fault of the lamps.
After lamps have been in use about two hundred hours,
under average conditions, they could then be used where the
pressure was higli, without bringing the carbon to a dangerous degree ofincandescence.
One of the best illustrations I can give of the importance
of your judging lamps from some better standard than sim-

the

and an elaborate lunch was provided by that company during the trip up the river. The arrangements were
thorough in every respect and the occasion was enjoyed by
visitors,

all.

Convention Notep.
While

marked the meetings of the
Light association or the American Street

on the elaborate

that

scale

National Electric

Railway

convention were not

the

the exhibits displayed at

meetings,

association

they were

yet

tastefully

The General
Wilco.x company

arranged and attracted considerable attention.

company and

Electric

the

&

Babcock

occupied an alcove at the head

of the stairway leading to

The General Electric company made
new double filament incandescent
The company
placing on the market.

the convention hall.

a special feature of the

lamp which it is just
was represented by

Howarth

Huey,

Messrs.

of the St. Paul

Stearns,

Gille

and

Messrs. Page and Howell of

office,

lamp works at Harrison, and A. C. Bunce, M. C.
Wheaton and B. S. Terry of the Chicago office.
represented the Fort
J. H. Finney of Minneapolis,
Wayne company and the Columbia Incandescent Lamp
company, and was untiring in his efforts to assist the

the

visiting delegates in enjoying themselves.

Members

of the Chicago delegation were found every

where about

and they formed by far

headquarters,

those

who

the

pany; William Wilson, Electrical Appliance company; A.
C. Bunce, General Electric company; Josiah Stedman, Page
Belting company; Chas. E. Gregory, Chas. E. Gregory
company; M. C. Wheaton and B. S. Terry, General Eleccomi?any.

The

Electrical Engineering

company. Minneapolis, made

The
Morgan

special arrangements for the entertainment of visitors.

company was
Brooks and F.

rejiresented at

the convention by

Cram.

J.

Representatives

Central Electric,

of the

Metropolitan

and Electric Appliance companies, Chicago, contributed to
the entertainment and -comfort of the delegates and explained their specialties.

An exhibit that attracted considerable attention was
Electric Heating
St.

company, whose

Paul.

This

shown by

the col-

the

Western

offices are in the

Endicot

lection of electrical heating apparatus

building,

company displayed polishing

irons, sad irons, hat irons, goose irons, glue pots, radiators

for

house and

cluding
irons

office use,

pots, kettles

and other

heaters and

and ovens.

cooking

utensils, in-

Nicely finished curling

special forms of apparatus

FIG.

The company announces

that

it is

were on exhibi-

in position to fui-

I.

700

800

900

INCANDESCENT LAMPS; THEIR USE AND AEUSE.

dreds of hours past the point, at which, from an economical standpoint, they should have been broken.
The importance to central station managers of judging lamjjs which
are sold to them from some better basis than individual or
even average life, can be better appreciated by referring to
Fig. I, showing curves of deterioiation in candle power of
lamps manufactured by different companies. In considering
deterioration in candle power, it should be stated that it is a
characteristic of every lamp which has yet been manufactured and should he considered entirely independent of
blackening or discoloration of the bulb.
Lamps may deteriorate to 50 per cent, of their initial candle power within
two hundred hours and still show scarcely a trace of blackening.
All lamps, the curves of which areshown, werepurchased within six months in the open market in lots of from
ten to twenty-five, and the curves are the average result obtained by starting each lamp at the particular voltage which
woidd bring the lamp to exactly 3 watts per candle, maintaining the voltage constant throughout its life.
Curves Nos. 3, 5 and 6, Fig. i, represent the best results
obtained from the product of numerous foreign manufacturers.
Nos. 4, S, 9, lo, II and 12 each represent a different domestic manufacturer.
While there is no reason to suppose that the average life
of lamps shown by N.os. 4 and 7 will be shorter than that of
lamps represented by Nos. 10, 11 and 12, there is also no
certainty that it will be longer, and if a lamp is to be
branded as i^oor by the central station manager because of
the breakage of a small percentage of lamps in the first one
I.

tion.

600

represented Chicago electrical houses were C. F.

Gage, Washburn & Moen company; H. G. Lattimer, CenBabcock & Wilcox
tral Electric company; S. T. WePs,
company; L. W. Burch, Metropolitan Electric company;
C. S. Cook, Westinghouse Electric iS: Manufacturing com-

tric

500

Among

largest representation of any city of the country.

July

Read

before the Northwestern Electrical association, St. Paul,

19. 1894.

life, is to refer to an incident of which I had reliable information where a representative of the lamp company,
which manufactured the lamps shown by Curve No. 12, Fig.
the valuable quality possessed by his lamp
r, exhibited
standing very high pressure. With a rheostat it was exhibited
burning from normal to a very high candle power. He rep-

ply

it as the
toughest filament ever placed in a lamp,
I have no cause to disbelieve him.
If central stations run with a variation of from 6 to 20 per
cent, in pressure they will find it necessary to demand tough
lamps, the natural product of the amateur lamp manufacturer.
To bring a product up, however, even from Curves
Nos. g, ID audi I to No. 4, means experience and thousands
of dollars spent in experiments.
It also means that each one of over 50 different operations through which the parts of a lamp pass from start to
finish, should receive careful, intelligent handling or direcPerfection in any one particular ivill not attain even
tion.

resented

and

average

results.

The manufacturer of lamps shown by Curve No. 4 might
have furnished the same carbons to manufacturers of lamps
represented by Curves Nos. 10 and 11, and the result which
they would obtain would not differ materially from that secured with their own make of carbons. Curve No. 4, though
it represents as high an average grade of lamp of any voltage
above lOO as has yet been furnished to the customers of any
lamp manufacturer, does not represent the highest point
which

will

be attained.

Curves Nos. i and 2 represent experimental lamps manufactured and furnished for test by the same company, whose
regular product is represented by Curve No. 4, and I am in-

WESTERN

4°
months the eiireliable experts that within a few
the standproduct of the company will be brought up to
ard renrtsented bv Curve No. i.
by these
represented
lamps
the
value
of
relative
That tite
average cancurves may lie fully appreciated, let us lake the
formed by
tire

power of Curve No.

dle

I,

Fig.

1,

which for

S1.K

hundred

the same
1,419 c:ndlcs, and we find, to manUam
should have to
average candle power, using other lamps, we
and
hundred
five
at
No.
Curve
4
breaklamps represented by
seventy hours; No.
thirty hours; No. 7 at one hundred -and
twenty
and
8 at one hundred hours, No. 9 at one hundred
hours
hours. No. 10 at ninety hours, No. 11 at seventy-five
hours.
thirly-fivc
12
at
No.
and
are
of
All of the lamps represented by diagram No. i
at a
voltages from 100 to 125 volts, and though started
practiced by central stahighe'i- economy than is commonly
companies
tions (the 3.1 standard of Kdison illuminating
personal knowledge).
have
which
I
highest
of
being the
comTesting at 3 watts cones nearer to results obtained by
mercial practice than a lower initial ecommiy, as the ten-

hours

is

dency of the average central station is to run high.
started at
Fig. 3 represents lamps of from 50 to 5o volts,
under the same conditions as
3 watts per candle, and tested
of the
product
the
sis
No.
volt
lamps.
120
to
the 100
same factory as Nos. I, 2 and 4. Fig. I. No. 2 was manumanuwas
No.
No.
9.
3
factured by the same company as
was
factured by the same company a-s No. 11, and No. 4
manufactured by the same company as No. 10.
generbelieve,
as
also,
I
and
As proven by these curves,
produce a fairly
ally acknowdedged, it is much easier to
good 50 volt lamp than oneof a voltage above 100; but conwithin the last
made
been
has
which
sidering the progress
year in the high volt lamps I beheve that in a short time a

The

station at a point wdiich will be satisfactory to customers or on a competitive basis with other
methods of lighting, is to keep records of the average life
on the entire station wdiere free renewals are furnished, and
then to tai<e out of the sockets and break up all lamps
which are dim, by this means keeping down- the average
under local
life to whatever constant is decided as the "best
Where lamps are sold to customers to keep
conditions.
a central
circuit
of
on
a
in
use
lamps
the candle power gf
station at a point which will insure satisfaction or tend to
problem.
keep the electric liglit popular, is a difficult
^¥hether the customer is on a meter or on a contract basis,
keep lanT|>s in his sockets
it is poor economy for him to
which are giving only 50 per cent, of their initial candle
which sold' him the lamps
corporation
the
for
power, but
and supply him with current, to call his attention to the
fact that lamps in his sockets are giving only about 8 caneach,
dles, and attempt to sell him lamps at 50 or 60 cents

mizingm copper and securing much better regulation than
now secured with numerous small trans''ormers and 50
of

To meet
not likely to bring about the desired residt.
the above difficulties a numlier of central stations in different parts of the country are now selling lamps at retail to
their customers at cost and a few stations even below cost,
tliein
at the same time doing all in tlieir power to prove to
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power curve
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l-

crosses

both the others.
Curves Nos. I and 2 follow the same general law. The
higher we raise the voltage the more rapid the drop iir candle power, and when we consider that the lamp represented
by curve No. I must be kept at 1 16 volts in order to give
14 candles of light after two hundred hours, and that should
the voltage be brought back to normal or 108 volts, the
candle power would be only about 9 candles, we can appreciate that on a station wdiere the voltage varies even 7 per
cent., the result must be a very uneven and poor quality of
light, even though the life of the lamp is satisfactory.
The tendency of all central stations seems to have been
to gradually raise their voltage with the intention of thus
either burning out or increasing the candle power of the
The result is oirl'y to either
old lamps on their circuits.
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This

lion of maintaining a constant voltage at the lamps.

last Atlantic cable

Western Elkcirician

of July 14, 1S94.

The

chief

on board, personally
superintending (he laying of the cable, and soon after the
successful termination of the work of again connecting the
Mr. Siemens,
old world and the new, he visited Chicago.
who is pleasantly remembered in this country as one of the
official delegates from England to the World's Electrical
of this firm, Alexander Siemens, was

3-88
102

10.56
13.63

3-S2

congress,.held
10.21
13-23

3-62

11-81

9-02

IS, 36

14-18

12-88

4 17

3-94
180

200

table

it

should be re-

that the result would have been much less
favorable to the higher economy lamps bad the test been
made and the curves plotted with a poorer quality ot lamp,
and also that satisfactory results with lamps of higher
economy than 3 "^ watts per candle can only be obtained by
exercising the greatest care in maintaining a constant voltReferring to the table briefly, it will be
age at the lamps.
found that even at six hundred hours, lamps of the highest

membered

economy show the best average result as to average
watts per candle and average candles per horse power. And
that at nine hundred hours 3 watt lamps show better averThe greatest
age results than lamps of 3.6 or 4 watts.
objection which can be urged against the high economy lamp
lamp-reaches
is that while at nine hundred hours the 4 watt
watt
a minimum candle power of 13X candles and the 3><
10 candles
reaches
the
watt
lamp
3
lamp about 12 candles,
and the 2>< watt lamp at six hundred hours reaches 8

initial

Bros.

&

last

Fair,

summer at Chicago in connection with
and who is the successor in Siemens

Co. to the late Sir William Siemens, was accom-

by Arnold von Siemens, one of the chiefs
Berhn firm, son of the late Dr. Werner von Siemens
and brother of William von Sienicns and Count von
Schlippenbach, a major in the German army and a friend of
The party while in Chicago was enterthe Siemens family.
tained by 0. W. Meysenburg, president of the Siemens &
lialske Electric company of America, in his beautiful residence at 141 Astor street. A reception and musicale,
Thursday evening, July 19th, was one of the pleasant social
events given in honor of the distinguished guests.
Herr
von Siemens, son-in-law of Prof, von Helmholtz, whose
serious illness has been announced, has received word that
that eminent scientist is somewhat improved, and that
of the

although suffering from a stroke of paralysis in the
his organs of speech were at no time affected.

Alexander Siemens, who

is

at the present

ing to a representative of this journal,
astically of the

laying

As

it.

new

engaged

in

spoke very

cable and the success his house

a matter of fact, the Faraday broke

records in cable laying on

to grapple for

cable upon several occasions,

countered, especially

off"

all

in

and bad

the banks

days.

had

in

previous
time

It

was

portions of the

w^eather

of

talk-

enthusi-

recent trip, the actual

its

the operations being only 20

necessary during the voyage

left side,

time iiresidunt

of the English Institution of Electrical Engineers,

New

was

en-

Foundland,

where the habitual fog was thick and prevented the buoyed
shore end of the cable from behig discovered for some time,
but not a hitch marred the excellence of the work. This cable,
Mr. Siemens

asserts, is the finest

of the ocean, and
the

third

The

life.

In considering these curves and

the World's

panied

their
tion of facts, they having control of the regulation of
station and knowledge of local conditions.
as
manufacture
Fig. 4 shows the same quality of lamp
curve No. 2, Fig. i, and represents 16 candle pow^r lamps
started at an initial economy of 4, ^%, 3 and 2^2 waits
The accompanying table shows candle power,
per candle.
average candle power, average economy and average candles
per electrical horse power at one hundred hour periods in

two hundred

+"

the

he receives a new lamp for 20 cents.
Within the last few months the question has often been
asked me by central station managers, "What economy of
This question should, I believe, be
lam]3S should we use?"
settled by central station managers themselves on presenta-

less than

ii^ni^. n^i.._,:n\

Commercial Cable company, furnished by Siemens
Brothers & Co., London, by the Faraday was announced in

point while lamps show such widely different results as
And while customers, continue
those shown by Fig. imore likely to believe that the corporation is not supplying
proper current, than to believe- that the quality of lamps
they have been purchasing is at fault.
Another method of inducing customers to destroy d:m
lamps which has found favor with a number of stations, is to
make a price for lamps of say 40 cents each and agreeing
they
witli their customers to exchange all dim lamps, which
have sold them, at half price, that is, for every dim lamp
burned
out,
is
carbon
the
returns
before
wliich the customer

liEIR

^

for the

CmalesPtrEl.H.P

the
that only by a liberal use of lamps can. they obtain
greatest amount of light for a given expenditure of money.
secondaiy
a
decidedly
lamps
is
sale
of
the
As the profit on
matter as compaied to the sale of current und the increased
quality of the light, the above plan should commend itself to
free renewall central stations not on the basis of furnishing
by adopting
als.
It is also worthy of consideration that
shall
be used on
this plan the station controls what lamps
important
its circuit without dictating to its customers an

INCA.^DESCEN'f LAMPS;

'-^

Alexander Siemens.

ho

FIG. 2.

pp#

mm

I'he completion of the laying of the

henratVhiKPtrCandlc

xO^

Referring to Fig. 2, No. 5 represents a 108 volt,
16 candle power 2H "'^" \^mp burned at a constant
voltafe and reaching II candles at five hundred hours, startndles, 3.3
ing tiie same lamp at no volts or at I7>< candles,
watts per candle, and inside of two hundred hours the ccan
at

ikj:

CP

J

quality.

it

i
/?
-'""

hvtra^cViaiisPerCondlr

nflO

good regulation or a constant voltage

appreciated, the general opinion of
as
central station managers apparently being that so long
the life of the lamp is satisfactory to tliemselves or their
or
temporarily
either
voltage
customers, if they increase the
permanently, the result would be to increase the average
Tlie' facts are that burning lamps above their norli<»ht.
mal rating decreases the entire average candle power on the
customers' circuits^ and at the same time, if the station is on
a meter basis, increasing the amount of the customers' bills.
This statement is particularly true of lamps only of average

die

comparatively short.

life

can only be accomplished and maintained by constant use of
No switchboard instrument
reliable, ]jortable instruments.
should be relied <»n, without often checking it by some reliable standard, and it should also be borne in mind that,
owing to the varying drop at various loads, constant voltage
If yon do not
at the station is just what is not wanted.
possess a reliable, portable volt-meler, such an instrument
should be your next purchase. Then by constant use on
your circuits at different loads and profiting by the knowledge thus obtained, you would soon find a marked improvement in your lighting and would be in a position to
judge which make and what economy of lamp is the best for
you to purchase.
^^^_^^^^^^^___

CP
Mm''

1'

'

volts on the secondary.

too

age

Whatever economy or make of lamp you decide to use,
by no means can you so greatly increase the efficiency of
your station as by making every possible effort in the direc-

is

is

is

the present price of lamps, where fuel is high
bills are made up on the basis of lamp
hours, it would, without question, pay the station to use
high economy lamps, breaking them at a |-ioint which would
insuie satisfaction as to average light and keeping the aver-

power of lamps on a

more blocks from one transformer or bank of transformers
andusingonly lamps of over 100 volts, thus greatly econo-

lamps

1894

At

candles.

method of keeping the average candle

only practical

28.

and the customers'

hundred hours.

ondary

The importance

July

burn out an abnormal number of new lamps or bring them
down to the candle power level of the old ones within two

stations will
large percentage of alternathlg current central
and secfind it to their advantage to use large transformers
mains on the three-wire system, covering one or

at the

ELECTRICIAN.

tests

acter

now

lying at the boltom

guaranteed to exceed in capacity by one-

Commercial company's two cables laid in 1884.
upon the new cable were of the most severe char-

and an

employed

is

alternating current at 5,000 volts pressure

to discover

was

any existing flaws or defective quali-

ties.

In view of some of the criticisms upon the paper read by
Preece on "Ocean Telephony" before the World's

W. H.

congress, in which the author argued the possiof speaking across the ocean and of accelerating the

Electrical
bility

rate of telegraphic

messages

to

a considerable extent, the

judgment of so eminent an authority as Mr.
such matters,

the excellence

of

.Siemens upon
whose Avork upon ocean

so markedly valuable, should bear great
Mr. Siemens expressed the opinion that there could
be no doubt of the possibility of such an undertaking as
building a cable for telephonic communication under the At-

cables has been

weight.

^

N

.
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and

lantic,

at

that

Mr.

Preece

his

in

but

conclusions,

correct

-

researches arrived

that

to lay and

-difBculi, in fact impiaciicable,

would

it

be

operate such a

cable with commercial success.

Mr. Siemen?, judging from the expressions of opinion
in answer to inquiry, evidently views elec-

liawn from him

United States and Canada very much
Jo other noted electricians from the

trical practice in the

same

in the

other side

He

light as

who have complained

cars and declared that he

was

some of

of

the

faults here.

the »peed of the

called particular attention to

trolley

by the reckless man-

startled

which many of them appeared to be handled. When
desired to construct an e!ectric road in England a special

ner
it is

in

of Parliament must

'':act

be secured, and

first

would seem

it

Xew
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Death of Edmond Julien.
Edmond Julien, the distinguished engineer and founder
of what is known in this country and Europe as the Julien
system, expired at his home in Brussels on the 5lh of this
Mr. Julien was born at Andenne, on August
He was by profession a civil engineer, and
in that capacity built a number of railroads in Russia and
Spain.
He had the reputation of being of the first rank as

month.

1S38.

31,

He

battery

^

He

'
'

Phillipart.

!
i

battery

^

amassed considerable wealth

and embarked

building,

storage

1

\

V

business

factory

--^-^^

-

—

1;

all

of

it

in

in the

connection with Fauie and

in

the

first

storage

at

Brussels; and in 18S5 his

first

prize in mechanical traction

Europe,

in

Antwerp

the

at

almost

what was probably

built

storage battery car took the

^.__
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cent., dynamcs 10 per cent., line 10 per cent., making a total commercial efficiency of 70 per cent.
In alternating directly belted plants the losses on engines,
belts and dynamos are practically the same as given above.
The losses in the i:irimarv circuit are usually 5 per cent.
Where there are many small transformers and when working
underloaded, as they usually are for alarge portion of the time
in small central stations, the average loss will be about 10
per cent., although when they are working at their rated

4 per

York, where he lias been for several days upon busiSaturday, July 2Sih, upon the German ship, the

ness,

railroad

^

41

Anglo- American cable is nearly twice as good a cable
as ours is.'* Mr. .Siemens is an affable and ccurteous gentleman and he has made many warm friends during his visits
upon this side of the water. He and his party will sail from

a railroad engineer.

r//

ELECTRICIAN.

Mr. Julien was very highly
at Brussels; and King Leo-

Exposition.

esteemed by his fellow citizens
pold knighted liim in 1SS9. He was a man of most imposing
appearance, being nearly six feet four inches in height, and'of

\

splendid

proportions.

beautiful

home

He

Brussels,

is

charming family and a

leaves a

where

hoi-^pitality

was dispensed

.

with a lavish hand.
III.
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Cost of Producing Electrical Energy.'
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FIG. 4.

of the

introduction

that the

being discouraged as
several visits to

much

overhead trolley there was

country has not

tliis

Mr. Siemens

as possible.

in his

failed to notice the lack

of severe regulations regarding wiring and installation work,
and called attention to the rigid rules of the English

Board of Trade in relation to the subject. Niagara Falls
the work being done there, he said, of course are
being carefully watched by foreign electrical engineers, but

:and

there are a great many who are not inclined to indorse the
adoption of the alternating current system, but who prefer

B.

J.

Ar.xold.

was my intention when asked

to prepare a paper upon
this convention, to point out
of the principal sources of loss in the operation of the
present central station, and afterward to assume an ideal
plant, designed in accordance with the latest practice, and
show at what price per kilowatt Iiour the average station
could deliver electrical energy to the consumer.
After the paper was partially prepared on this basis, R.
E. Crompton read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers of London a paper covering practically this ground,
in which he shows that with coal having a calorific value of
14,500 B. T. units, and witli boilers capable of e\aporating
12 pounds of water at a pressure of 150 pounds, and the
It

this subject, to be read before

some

TABLE
Direct Current.

Direct Current with Accumulators Alternating

Dusseldorf Cologne.

Hamburg.

GENF.RAl, DATA.

watt lamps capable of being supplied from the works
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
mains
Available power in kilowatts
I'iftv

10,000.
12,000.
500.

.

'"

.

11,600.
12,000,

4,500.
6,500.

13.600.

12,000.
23,000.

24 000.

600.'

EXPENSES OF FIRST EST.ABLISHMENT.
Installation capital, in dollars
Specific expenditure, in dollars per kilowatt

"

"

"

"

272,829.96 473,9x2.90 204,425.53 504.176 51
908. 5o[
816.93
785 70
545-53
3928
24.25

lamp

RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES.
Duration of working, in years
Total receipts, in dollars

17:

total profits, in dollars
Profits, per cent, of the capital

EXPENSES

26,568.21]
5.62
85,677.281

23,995 08
11.74
8,365 67

49
15,629 43

76;

65 002.22

54 738-65

54.710.04

15 e

II 5

9.8
I

15,328.13

18 370.92

4 46
46,621 30

2.72]

.

39381.91

20,460.21
4.07
34.278.44

11-34

— COST.

Total energy in kilowatt hours, produced
"
"
"
"
"
distributed
Efficiency of the mains, per cent
Energy in watt hours per lb. coal, produced
"
"
"
"
" "
distributed
Salaries in cents, per kilowatt hour, produced

5.794-

97-5

i4«.
140.
2.44.

"
distributed
cents, produced
"
distributed
..

2.52
5-57
5-70

_

Mean

selling price in cents per kilowatt hour, including all expenses
Charge without deduction for the kilowatt hour, in cents
Price ior cubic feet of gas, consumption above 3,000 cubic feet, cents

CO-EFFlCfENTS OF UTILIZATON
of 50 watt lamps installed

— DURATION

..So
1.02
4-9"l

114,996.

452 530.

484. III.

122,026

365. "4.

307.074337.28569.68 .

84.16'
104,
9".

328

80.69

219
jSi.

163

1-73

233'

3 9",

576

4.0:

6.83

5 02
17.79
17.90
.105

1965
7.65

18.29
17-65

3-15,

4 5+
16.20
20.95
.103

6.63
17.81

1606
.iSi

OF LIGHTING.

Number
Maximum power

utilized in kilowatts
Ratio of power utilized to power available
Duration of lighting, in hours, per annum

542,900.
513.183.
94-5

J.43S.

"

in

(8.99

6.41
8,782.81]
14.09

Rough

"
"
"
Cost per kilowatt hour
"
"
"

112,245.49

46,281.

"

.,
Receipts, per cent, of the capital,.
Total expenditure, in dollars ....
Expenditure, per cent, of the capital

557,194.58 472,500.58
693.55
326.3s
46.32

0.80

•

309.

051

0.61

419.

325-

1^9-

EMPLOVMENT OF ACCUMULATORS.
Energy expended for the charge, in kilowatt hours
Energy furnished by the discharge, in kilowatt hours

16,623.

13.642415.

14,000.
462.

11,100.
400.
...-.

59.57342,584.

'

71s

_
Industrial efficiency of the accumulators, per cent ...Ratio of energy supplied by the accumulators to the total energy di;
tributed, per cent
Loss in the accumu'ators, per cent, of the total energy distributed

194.733154.836.

15.329325.

0.50
422.

279,506
216,561.

79 4

'

rather to favor a high tension direct current system for

general power transmission purposes.

made

to the

When

reference was

paper read upon the subject before the Instituby Trof. Forbes, and an intima-

tion of Electrical Engineers

tion expressed that the criticisms

made upon

it

in t4ie discus-

sion which followed were very severe, Mr. Siemens smiled

and admitted that the theories of Prof. Forbes might have
been treated with more tenderness. Mr. Siemens is watching with

much

interest the progress being

made

in laying the

upon which the Britannia and
it has been announced that it
will exceed in capacity the latest cable of the Commercial
Cable company by 90 per cent. "We will wait and see," he

new Anglo-American

Scotia are

remarked.

now

"It

complishments

cable

engaged, for

is

notwise

to

of enterprises

prophesy
in

in regard to the ac-

which

electricity

so proportioned that 2_J^ pounds of this coal will
evaporate 25 pounds of water, that a kilowatt hour can be
produced for 3 cents and delivered to the customer for 6
cents leaving a profit of 3 cents over and above all operating
He figures -that
expenses and interest on the investment.
an average of 20 pounds of steam per kilowatt hour is all
that would be required for actual service.
Mr, Crompton's paper having covered practically the
ground I had mapped out, has lead me to abandon my original plan, in place of which I will present to you to-day the
records of a number of central stations operating in this
country and Europe, from which you can, by comparison,
ascertain whether your stations are doing as good service as
I will endeavor also to suggest ways in which
they should.
the earning capacity of stations now ru^mingcan be increased.
-The losses between indicated and electrical horse power
in a fairly well designed high speed, belted, direct current
station are about as follows:
Engines 10 per cent., belts
losses

plays

factor,

but

we

will wait

and see

if it is so that

the

I.

COST OF PRODUCING ELECTRICAL ENERGY.

,

I

uch a

FIG.

load they will give an efficiency of 93 per cent, to 95 per
1'he loss on the secondary wiring is usually 2 per
cent.
Combining these losses we find the average commercent.
In
cial ef^ciency of the alternating plant to be 65 per cent.
stations operating large engines belted to a countershaft the
losses are practically the same as given above, except that
the loss between the power delivered^y the engine and the
power delivered to the generators, is usually about 20 per
cent. making the commercial or industrial efficiency of the

July
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to secure a renewal of the contract, and

rupting of the corporation or e'se the cutting off of

of cost has been discouraged of late years, and to-day there

all trans-

many

fer privileges to passengers and the abandonment of
miles of " feeder" lines now operated at a loss.

Electric lighting companies as well as the street railway
companies of the state are watching this controversy closely,
as it is beheved that success in this case will be follo\ved

immediately by like assessments upon the properly of

and street railway companies of the

others.

is

all

blockading of mail trains

has had the

of swelling; the volume of telegraph busi-

effect

Considerable space is devoted
summer meeting of
association at St. Paul

ness in San Francisco to an

was a successful
the

tained

throughout.

timely

topics;

Postal companies have bten

sented,

ADVBBT-SIMQ. The Western Electrician— tlie only
general cleeti'i'fal iiaper pnblislied in the West—

large

thoroughly covers a territory exclush-ely its otu?i. This is a
CLAIM WHICH CAN HE MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL
THE United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desiring ivesterii trade will apprei;iate the unequai.ed value of

IN

woi'king forces to

Many

the

compelled

increase their

to

capacity of their

greatest

Such a crisis presents an admirable opportunity to comment
upon the telegraphic facilities of the country. Had the
telegraph lines been destroyed, communication between the
cities

mense

loss

would have almost ceased for a time and imwould have been entailed. It is the general retelegraph service which makes

liability

of the

for

government troops

the

notice and

HIO-H

ing the vast volume of business handled by the

some degree

responsible in

is

policy of keeping the

army
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A
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fares

all
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the spirit of competition
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New
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-
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Electric Lighting
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kind

by another similar

company announces

older

that

one company or the other

Competition

ally

lines is an

46,
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to the disadvantage of the patrons as well as
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is

commendable, but to overstock

is

line

the
wilj

it

forced

a ciiy with rival electric

unwise policy.and one w hich will result eventually
the owners.

47

Record

Illustrated Electric Patent

Cable

dispatches from Berlin last

week announced

serious illness of Prof, von Helmholtz, but

the

advices

later

hope for the recovery of the distinguished scientist.
During his visit to this country last summer the charming
modesty and simplicity of his manner won admiration fiom
The se %vho were in attendance at the Congress of Elecall.
tricians particularly had an excellent opportunity of observThe complete and speedy recovery of the
ing these traits.
noted scientist is earnestly looked forward to by his many
give

'^KXWlsGiox Gassier s Magazine, h.x\\\yxx V.Abbott of
the Chicago Telephone ctnnpanv, says that there are now
it operation in the United States more than half a million
of telephone

bringing into speaking relations

line,

is

new

evident that the

New York

rapid

transit

the adoption of

anticipate

people when the matter

commissioners of

by the

their plans

submitted to the voters

is

vember, as they are perfecting

their plans

in

and hope

to

Nobe

in

commence operations immediately after the
The chief engineer of
verdict of the people is announced.
the board has been instructed to visit London and Paris for
readiness

to

the purpose of studying the
tion

in

adopted

those citiest and

in those places will

There seems
will

it

to

underground systems
is

probable that

be introduced

in

many

in

opera-

features

New

York.

be a unanimity of opinion that the

be obliged to lend

city

possible to obtain and

is

it

tney express comprehensively the wonderful service of the
teleplione in daily business

When it

life.

pany, and that instrnments are

is

taken intocon-

took place while the

in-

Milwaukee seem to
conflict with the plans of certain city officials.
At the
present time there is prospect of a long legal fight betwe&n
the city and the company over the paving of streets on
which there are tracks. The Board of Public Works has
notified the company to put in a bed of concrete under its
Manager
rails and use a grooved rail on those streets.
Wyman last week refused to comply with these instructions,
and it is announced that a legal battle will be commenced
to compel the company to do so.
Another controversy is in progress over the taxation of
street

railway

now

to

be obtained for much

lower figures than was possible heretofore and from a number of companies,

it

is

presumed that

to be

tlie

future

growth and popularity of the telephone
greater ratio.

will be in a
Recent developments portend a great

for long distance

lines,

and

the splendid

when

during the storms of

lines

were rendered practically inoperative

last

winter,

still

field

service of these

lines

tracted public attention forcibly to this field

the

telegraph

for a

time, at-

and proved that

dependence could be placed upon the telephone

in

this ap-

plication.

interests

of

furnished

get

new

of central stations,

who

business are willing to ofler

in their eagerness to
special

inducements

such as the wiring of buildings free of cost, should take a
lesson from an eastern lighting
itself

in a peculiar position.

company which to-day

finds

This corporation a couple of

years ago absorbed several smaller companies operating in

same town, among them an Edison

McMynn's paper

and
There were also papers by Prof.
Shepardson, Mr. Stearns and Mr. Donaldson which provoked considerable discussion. Mr. Foote's paper on "A
Question of

Public

Policy" excited

suggestions

under their present policy rather

tinue

than as a part of a
announced that at the Januassociation there would be a more ex-

larger association.

ary meeting of

was

It

the

to

be more secure

expiration.

was done several years ago, and the material

also

tended programme than that presented at

upon

all

who

participated,

St. Paul.

All

week reflected credit
and Secretary Thorn is deserving

things considered, the convention

last

of special commendation.

Managers

of

incandescent lighting stations will find

Mr. Page's paper on "Incandescent Lamps, Their Use and
Abuse," axaluablecontribution

The author

ject.

The work
cost over

to the literature of this sub-

says that central station managers should

studying the ways and means of oper-

realize the necessity of

ating lamps so as to insure an average

minimum

maximum

light at

a

expenditure, and that some better basis of judging

the relative merits-of lamps should be established
individual or even the average

he

of central stations,

says,

Too

life.

than the

large a percentage

judge the quality of lamps

and even that poor basis
by keeping no ampere
records and not averaging results, but judging solely by the
individual records of such lamps as may fail in the first
hundred hours, or of those which li^'e hundreds of hoursof calculation

is still

at

which, from an

securing good results

age at the lamps.

managers

station

life,

further distorted

economical standpoint,,

An

broken.

essential

feature

in

good regulation or a constant voltThere seems to be an opinion among
is

that so long as the

life

lamp

of the

sat-

is

isfactory to themselves or their customers an increase in the

voltage either temporarily or permanently would increase
the average light, whereas in reality burning lamps
the normal rating decreases the entire average candle

on the customers' circuits and at the same time,
tion

is

on a meter

tomers'
will

bills.

It will

soon prove

Page thinks

basis, increases the

to

that the only practical

above
power

the

sta-

amount of the

cus-

if

be seen that such a condition of

be unsatisfactory to

affairs-

Mr.
method of keeping the
concerned.

all

average candle power of lamps on a station at a point which
will

be satisfactory to customers or on a competitive

with other methods of lighting,
life

nished,

and then

age

life to

basis-

keep records of the

to

is

on the entire station where

average

renewals are fur-

free

and break up

to take out of the sockets

all

means keeping down the averwhatever constant is decided as the best under
this

More difficulty is experienced in keeping
power of lamj^^s at a point which will insure satis-

local conditions.

the candle

and tend to popularize electric lighting, where customers are obliged to buy their lamps. In order to overcome
the objections which naturally arise under this arrangement
faction

this policy will

the city building to get the

its

considerable interest.

on the subject of incandescent
lamps are considered more in detail elsewhere.
It was announced before the close of the convention that
advances had been made by older associations with a view
of absorbing the Northwestern, but the propositions were
not considered with favor. The members believe that
there is a good field in the West for a first-class electrical
organization, and they feel that it is to their interest to conMr. Page's

The Edison company had wired

managers thought,

Mr.

practical suggestions

should receive attention.

many

its

many

contains

central stations are

having the contract renewed at

paper

—

while

contract, and, as

pre-

Arnold's

storage batteries as an auxiliary in central station work.

some

in

Mr.

in

of

ably

great importance.
It will be noticed,
Mr. Arnold calls attention to a point repeatedly
emphasized in these columns the desirability of utilizing

from which

plant,

treated

too, that

current was furnished to the city building under contract.

the

contributed

especially being of

lamps whicli are dim, by

Managers

The

data

'

they should have been

credit to the enterprise.

its

the

past the point

dustry was wholly in the hands of the Bell Telephone com-

It

presented.

by means of which 600,000, oco messages are transmiltetl annually. These figures
service over 600, coo telephones,

are undoubtedly as auihcniic as

papers

were carefully prepared and
There were some valuable statislics

ever 250,000 telephcnic subscribers, and employing in daily

sideration that this development

friends on this side of the water.

The

and

large

under consideration was sus-

they

almost entirely by their

miles

The convention

week.

at-

always lawful and usu-

46

Business.

In

territory.

46

-

seldom

is

should induce capitalists to par-

much unoccupied

fight until

make

to be regretted that

to cease operations.

Miscellaneous

Trade

tlie

long trips three

trips the

threatens to

46

Railways

Telegraph

maintain the

so

on

it is

of an electric road

is still

case in question

Correspondence
Electric

while there

sliort

contest of this

45

Illustrated

t-v

On

company

president of one

45

44,

Illustrated

Horizontal Racine Automatic Engine.

fare,

of an existing road,

made business unprofitable for both concerns, and a rate
war ensued which, if continued, must ultimately result in
the financial luin of one line or both.

By John

being waged in Sa-

is

44

Room.

telegraph

enjoying the privileges of

is

Cost of Producing Electric Energy. By B. J. Arnold. Illus(Northwestern Electrical association}..-..... 41,43,
trated.
in the Boiler

Consider-

as small as possible.

railway war

street

electric

extraordinary

;

Economy

for the

companies during the labor troubles the service has been
very satisfactory and a credit to the companies.

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

of

which

possible

it

be assembled upon short

to

Advertisthis journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
ing rates are moderate, and will be furnished on application.

Death

offices.

have had a similar experience.

of the eastern cities

the Northwestern Elec-

last

business

in the

interest

extent never knowfi before in

that city.

it i&

foot-

issue to the pro-

in this

gathering, the attendance was

So great has been the increase since the beginning of the trouble that both the Western Union and

each

places

gain a

to

discontinued altogether.

it is

of the Western Electrician are copyrighted. This paper
is entered at the Chicago PostoRice as mail matter of the second class.
SUBSOKIPTION, in advance, postage prepaid, $3.00 for a full
year of 52 numbers; in clubs of lour or more, $2,50 with free extra
copy for eight subscriptions; foreign countries, $5.00 a year; single
copies 10 cents. When change of address is requested, the old address as well as the new should be given.
COKKESPONDKWi-E relating to electricity or any of its practical
applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all electrical
Clear, concise, well written
thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news
items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest
electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

number

desiring

pernicious practice anel should be discouraged

It is a

hold.
until

some

of this dene, yet in

little

new companies

by

ceedings of the

state.

California by strikers

in

true that the practice of wiring buildings free

is

done

trical

The

It

comparatively

still

York.

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPYRIGHT.— Not only the title but the entire contents of

unable

is

the city refuses to

buy the wire in the building on the ground that the work
would not be accepted to-day as a fir^t-class job, whatever
it might have been
considered at the time the building was
first wired.
This experience should prove a warning to

lighting

New

Temple Court,
OSBORNE, Manager.

Eastern Office:
W.

Manager.

EtisineHS

Assistant Business Manager.

To-day the present owner of the plant

$i,ooo.

Milwaukee Street Railway company as being worth
$i,Soo,ooo, and made return for taxation on that valuation.
The company appealed to the Board of Review, claiming
the vaUiation was exorbitant, unjust, illegal and contrary to
pubhc policy, and that it would result in the hopeless bankthe

are furnishing

selling

lamps

them

at cost.

at

an actual loss

The wisdom

of
be recognized by every experienced central
station manager.
There are many advantages to be gained^

not the least of which

is

that

lamps

to

be used on

selection of the

it

gives

the

management the

its circuits.

J
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Cost of Producing Electrical Energy.
\^Continuiti from

This shaft runs two 90 kilowatt railgenerators, two 16 kilowatt arc light machines, two alternating incandescent dynamos of3o and 50 kilowatt capacity
respectively. or a total capacity of 392 kilowats.
The sla-

Xo.

i,

published recently

in

TABLE NO.

MP

L'lndustrie Eleclrique,

sr/?T/oj/

I
have reproduced it
prepared by J. Lafiargue.
here, as it contains the most complete infonnaiion regarding
foreign central stations that 1 have been able to secure.
The stations are all located in Germany; two of them, those
at Elberfeld and Hamburg, being direct current plants,
the one at Cologne an alternating station, and those at Barmen, Hamburg and Dusseldorf direct current stations with
The table enables us to comaccumulators as auxiliaries.
pare the relative merits of the three systems, and as will be
noticed, the alternating station at Cologne produces 71 watt
hours per pound of coal, and delivers a kilowatt to the customer for 6.65 cents. The station at Hanover produces the
greatest number of watts per pound of coal, namely, 219, and
delivers a kilowatt hour to the consumer for 5.2 cents, while
the best result of all is shown by the station at Dusseldorf,
producing, as it does', 1S5 watt hours per pound of coal and
This
furnishing a kilowatt to the consumer for4.54 cents.
would seem to indicate that there is an advantage in using
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running considerably under loaded.
Figure No. r is a diagrammatic representation of the load
during the 24 hours' run. The spaces between the vertical
lines represent time and the horizontal lines horse power.
The upper heavy line represents the total indicated hors =
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The division in the table shows tlie principal variation in
the load, and it is interesting to note the change in cost per
kilowatt hour produced, depending, of course, as it does
upon the quantity of current delivered, as the cost remains
practically constant, witli the exception of the fuel.
From
7:20 A. M. to 4:10 P. M.,wlien the railway load is being

3.

Evaporation Per Hour Lbs.
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It is also interesting to note that the average .commercial
efficiency of the accumulators is 76. i per cent.
Mr. Laflargue adds that the following percentages are
to2 per cent. on the buildings; 4
allowed for depreciation:

Temperature

CC7M

/iTTPMy

TO <:oj7Jf.i

r

/£

to 5 per cent, on the boilers and engines; and 6 per cent, on
the accumulators; 3 per cent, on the mains, and S to 10 per
These figures
cent, on the various auxiliaries of the plant.
are about correct for practice in this country, except on the
accumulator question, and as there are now numerous strong
companies entering the field in this country, who are willing
to guarantee to maintain battery plants for 10 per cent, per
annum, it is possible that we can soon reach the state of
perfection in the line that is indicated by these figures.
In comparing the figures on a basis of cost per kilowatt
hour delivered to the consumer, the loss in the mains at the
various stations should be taken into cons deration, as it will
be noticed that at DussL-Idorf the loss between the station
and the consumer is over 30 per cent., at Hanover 20 per
cent., Barmen 15 per cent., whileat Hamburg and Elberfeld
Were
it is but ^Yz percent. and2j4 i^ercenl. respectively.
these allowances made, it would probably bring the cost at
not
knowing
Dusseldorf much below the present figiire, but
the exact conditions it was impossible to make the proper
allowance in th's paper.
The first part of table No. 2 marked "Direct Current,"
was prepared from reliable information en file in the writer's
office, and is the result of the operation of fifteen large direct
current stations located indifferent parts of the United States.
The three succeeding parts of the table marked "Direct
Current," ''Alternating Current" and -'Combined Systems,"
have been compile^:! from information secured from the report
of the committee on statistics of the National Electric Light
Association, presented at its last meeting, and figiues were
chosen only from such stations as seemed to bear evidence
This report did not give the cost
of careful compilation.
of coal per ton, nor the cost of coal ptr kilowatt hour, but
simply gave the watt hours produced per pound of coal.
By assuming a price per ton ori the ccal we have deduced the
costs per kilowatt hour which aregiven, but not having the
information necessary to ascertain the operating expenses or
fixed charges, the total cost per kilowatt hour delivered to
the consumer is omitted.
In general, however, I will state that the expense of

Jm7T///fS.

2.

mr

pj?.

accumulators.

24

cars, and during the time of the test but four cars were
operation.
The cars started at 5:50 .\. m. and ran until
i2-o"clock midnight, and the lighting'lo-^'-l ""^-^ added as indicated by the figure,

m

way

chinery.
le

43

directly to a line shaft.

pa^c ^/,]

above systems 5S per cent, and 52 per cent, respectively, although there are many esses on record in which the lobses
are far greater than these, caused by unsoldered joints in the
line construction, or defectively designed and operatetl maTal
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1555 $.00543 $20.27 $30.48

Oil.

0,M OIL.

1
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10-26 A. HI. to 4-50 p. M4-50 p. .M. to 5-55 V. M.
5-55 P- M- to 8-20 P.M.
8-20 p. M. to 12-00 M.
Feb. 7. 12-00
M. to S-50A. M.
5-50 A. M. to 6-07 A.M.
6-07 A. M. to 10.20 A. M
For entire run
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14
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5833
.283

4.216
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power
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Repairs
General expenses
Other expenses
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"
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No. 2 is a synopsis of table No.
the result of three tests made under the
direction of the writer on a combined electric and lighting station, to ascertain the relative economy on oil and coal for
fuel.
Inasmuch as the information is quite complete it has
The stabeen thought advisable to insert it in this paper.
tion consists of two compound condensing engines, coupled

Total

last portion of table

3

is

1.

16930

2659

in the cylinders of the engine.

mediately below

follows:

Table No.

15244
10364

1648
14971
103956

4184

121.

8.80
4.98
150.6
1.81
208.1
3:18
4.iy
174.3
4.04
IJ5.1 .:::::::
498
192 1
.40
34
147.2
. 3.12 $4.95
142.9 $.006324 $21.67 31.93

5195
7.80
6011
4661
6627
4041
E.138

\t

4930

12,13' i3'8o!

4829

6.016

4.31
1.58
2.03
4 06
2 50
3.72
2.83

Ass'med

$2.I5T.

.1

The

33.2

J9I2
371
.091
1691
1992
115
1398
8570

and

Operating in central lighting stations,

I.

33.2
22.6
19.0
23.2
59.4
28.0

63.3
137.0

101854

The

dotted line imtotal electrical horse

this represents the
delivered on the switchboard.
The difference between these two lines represents the power lost in overcoming friction of engine, line shafting and the electrical losses
The third dotted line from the top reprein the dynamos.
sents the electrical horse power required by the arc and
incandescent lights, and tlie lower dotted line represents the
electrical horse power required by the arc lights alone.
Referring to table No. 3 it will be observed that the test
began at 10^20 a. m. and continued for 24 hours. As the
load in this station varied greatly, one of the objects of the
test wasto ascertain the cost of producing power during the
different periods, and the right hand column in the table
shows the total cost per kilowatt hour of the power thus

power

produced.
The railway portion of this station operates from four to

4244I

1.138

6.846

1

t40.o'$.oo54i7'$i8.2o'$28.43

operated, the cost averages 3. i cents per kilowatt hour, and
from 12 o'clock midnight until 5 .v. m. the cost per kilowatt
hour is 3.96 cents, while-during the heavy load, from 5 v. M.
until midnight, the average cost per kilowatt hour is but
1.75 cent, and after deducting the labor, which is a fixed
charge, the total cost per kilowatt hour for full load is but
cent.
After allowing for salaries, office expenses,
1^3
loss in lines and depreciation in the plant, the figures show that
this station is delivering current to the consumer for 6.4
cents per kilowatt hour, which corresponds fairly well with
the figures given in table No. 2.
With a little calculation we see that this plant could have
furnished 6S1 additional kilowatt hours, or over 90 additional
horse power in motors, for ten hours from 6 .\. M. to 6 P.
M., for an additional cost of but $9.00 fcr fuel, or at a cost
of one cent per horse power hour, and as a price of two
cents per horse power hour can be obtained for motor work

1
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assuming that

all

the motors

were running
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The

brick mason in your town will assure you on his honor
(and he is doubtless sincere), that he knows all about boiler
settings; in fact, has "set hundreds of them," but he is
setting boilers the same to-day as he did tenor twenty years
ago.
I will venture the opinion that at least a sa^nng of 15

there would be an additional revenue of $g per day added to
this station,

ELECTRICIAN.

fully

loaded.
As a matter of fact the following statement shows approxi^lately the average amonnt of power demanded from electric
motors when running on various kinds of work: Wood working machinery. 40 per cent of rated capacity of machines in
the plant; elevators, So per cent.; printing presses, 55 per
cent.; machine shops, 40 per cent, or an average of about 55
On this basis this plant could drive
cent.
per
addition
its
power
in
to
horse
160
s-ifely
load,
which, at 2 cents per horse
railroad
present
power hour would bring an additional revenue of $33
per dav, and deductinij $9, the cost of fuel, leaves $24 per
day additional net profit wliich this plant can be made to
earn, provided the full capacity of the motors is paid for.
In case the additional load for electric motors is not
available this extra 90 horse power could be utilized in
In practice it takes about 2 horse
driving an ice plant.
power 24 hours to producea ton of ice, and on tliis basis the
available capacity of this plant would produce 20 tons of
making an
ice, which w^ould sell for at least $2 per ton,
additional revenue of $60 dollars per day for the plant, and
after deducting for extra fuel, labor and depreciation, leaves
$40 per day.
In closing this jiaper I will briefly call attention to the
approximate results we are now getting from the different
portions of power stations, and what we ought to expect
from stations designed in the future.
A large number of stations running now
First, Boilers.
are using boilers with plain furnaces, from which they
evaporation
of 5 poiuid--^ of water per pound of
an
secure
coal.
By the introduction of water tube or internally fired

;

APPROXIMATE COST OF THE LABOR REQUIRED
FUEL

ONE BOILUR HORSE-I-OWER EOUALS
(Robert
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= rate of interest on cost of boilers.
= cost of boiler plant exclusive of boilers.
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Cost of labor per luontli

approximate
•.6

days x

hours x number of boilers x number of ihousaiid poumls of

12

cost.

evaporated

.vater

-

(The above t^blc

boilers or tubular boilers set in improved lurnaces, we will
secure an evaporation of S pounds of water per pound of
the same fuel.
While we now get an
Second, Engine and Generators.
average commercial efficiency of 60 to 70 per cent, in directly
belted plants and 50 to 60 per cent, in those using shafting,
we can increase these efficiencies to 70 and 75 per cent.
respectively by the adoption of fewer and larger directly

^^ yi

&

Robert W. Hunt
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,00219

00192
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-

(The above table

is
:

figured for a day of 12 hours. If cosl is \^Aiitcd for S-hoiir day.
Fireiuan, ?5o per mouth water tender, ^55.)"

units.

and labor

Economy

in

Cost per Bar&fi.
OF 42 Gallons.

the Boiler Room.'
C. McMynn.

—

—

—

details.

Pardon me if in this short paper I do not follow a fixed
outline, but rather talk along just as if we were discussing
the subject in which I have become so greatly interested in
the last two years.
As most of us have plants under our
charge
or
are interested
in
them,
I
shall
not
take up the subject of new boiler rooms except to
say that experience has shown that it is by
all
means good business policy for the company to secure
the services
of some
modern consulting' engineer.
I.

Read

before the Northwestern Electrical association, St Paul,
18, 1894.
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tached tables are practically correct, as the cost of labor was
calculated from actual experience and not for an ideal plant
either in the case of oil or coal.
In Chicago gas is being used in many plants, bat the Xat

:
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read as follows: Non-union fuel poor water bad draft
inefficient attendance
out of date setting, and many olher

Minn., July

more

Cost per ioq
Gallons of Oil.

ex

presenting before this body a few ideas
on Economy in the Boiler Room. I say pleasure because I
consider the boiler room one of the most abused portions
of the system of power generation, and I sometimes wonder
why the boilers do not form a union and strike. Were
such a thing possible, the list of grievances would probably

—

oiie-half

(Robert W, Hiiut

I take pleasure in

mmor

cost.

FUEL

By John

—

approximate

COST OF EVAPORATING

I.

D -hWXuZ

-h

During the last few months none of. us have been able to
choose our fuel and hence have not run economically, as we
have had to take what the" Union" was willing to give and
render thanks accordingly.
But the question of generating,
steam with oil, coal and gas is one which has been open for
a long time. Oil undoubtedly is the nicer fuel, as it is smokeless and requires so little attention, but whether it is the
more economical depends in the first place on the price,
which is as variable as a monopol}' can make it, and secondly, on the number of boilers in your battery.
The at-

brought into use and the gases have free access to the
sides of the boiler.
The question of horizontal tubulars versus water tube
boilers is one which every engineer and owner must settle
for himself, for in solving the problem there are many

°

Nu AZ-t- CNuZ

fuel.

is

5

-h

The question of safety is a most important one, and is, of
course, greatly in favor of the water tubes; but it is wonderful how few explosions occur from horizontal tubulars when
one considers the attendance they xeceive in saw-mills and
small isolated plants.

;

This will not only reduce the cost of fuel
but will decrease the amount of real estate required and make the total investment less.
Third. While Europeans have recognized the advantage
of the use of accumulators, with batteries as auxiliaries in
central station work, we have been slow to see this advantage, but the tendency now among .American engineers and
central station men is to look with favor upon this adjunct,
and as there are many casirs wherein a bottery plarii: as an
auxilary can be made to pay well, the probability is that
we shall see in the next five years many such plants ijiAV.ith a properly designed directly connected plant
stalled.
we may reasonably expect to deliver a kilowatt hour to
the consumer in stations having a capacity of not over
1,500 kilowatts for 5 cents per kilowatt hour, which includes
total cost of production and depreciation on the plant, but
excludes interest on the investment and profit, assuming
that a good -quality of bituminous coal can be had- for
In larger stations with cheaper fuel the cost
$2.50 per ton.
can be brought t© 3?^ cents.

coupled

add

)

Generally speaking, it is economy to enlarge a plant and
burn a cheaper fuel with less evaporation. The limit would
be reached when the interest on the investment equals the
saving per year.
I attach some tables which have been published in ^/^t-trical Engineering, hut which I think are handy to calculate the cost of evaporating water with different grades of

hours x number of boilers x number of thousand pounds of water evaporated

are calculated as follows

this

economy can be

046^5

Cost of labor per

p
100

NuZ

in Battery.

.06194

12

plant runs per year.

(P -hP

.

75

X

The wages

table.

burned per horse power.
per horse power hour would be

too

100

26 days

I

cost of fuel

,

Horse-Power
2

given aiuouiil

horse power.

Applying

I

lo

costof compounds and incidentalsper horse power.

b

oil.

Number of Boilers
OF Boiler.

more

.vater lender, J55.)

and the walls give the best results, the
reason probably being that much additional heating surface

fuel:

V

:

per cent, can be effected in the setting of a horizontal tubuIn looking over a series of boiler tests, I find
lar boiler.
that those boilers which are hung. from I beams resting
on columns and having at least a good six inch clearance

ArPROXIM.\TE COST OF LABOR REQUIRED IN EVAPORATING
ONE BOILER HORSE-POWER -EQUALS

is figiiied for

e c.ilciilaled as follows

out without considering

evaporation

294

Gas company takes the contract by the year and has
made some very moderate contracts for the first year, at
least.
In the Auditorium central plant, the chief eno-ineer,
Mr. Cowen, tells me that he will save about $6,000 per year
by using natural gas. The boilers there were equipped with
ural

,
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meclmiiical stokers anil when the strike was on only one
grade of coal could be used, and, as many plants wanted
this grade, the price went up to $4. 10 a ton for slack coal.
If a smokeless furnace is ubed it seems as if it should he one
which can bum any grade of coat or shavinjjs. The Pullman

The lamp

FUEI,

Coal phrTon.

f -75

1

.00

lliiiil

1-25

&

POUNDS

i.ooo

ment as

to cover a

the

piston type, perfectly balanced and fitted with rings which

keep the joints tight and take up the wear as the surfaces
wear down. Its average point of cut-off when the engine
is

giving

its
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7-5

one-quarter stroke, the

of the connecting rod on cross-head pin

4.00

3-5"

the

key extending the

box

is

-

are taken up bv

wedge provided with double
full

nuts.

A

steel

length of the lower half of the brass

held in place by a steel pin which has a l^earing on

the steel wedge.

p.

at

piston stroke being accom-

Asbestos cement
packed around the outside to lessen condensation as much
as possible and is covered with an iron jacket.
The brasses

.2000

-

[

is

tlie

is

.0625

c.

power

plished by the expansive power of steam.

CoiiijiJdiy":

means of
.

rated horse

I'cmaining three-quarters of

COAf,

.

combination of weights, levers and
have such possibilities of adjust-

wide range of speed. The several parts
Racine automatic engine are designed and put
together with a simplicity, compactness and symmetry
which are praisewortliy. All parts are made to standard
gauges and are interchangeable.
The valve is of the hollow
of

WATER.

01'

a

springs, which together

mechanism, that
works with precision, even after very long use. While
the lamp coiitains a number of new points, its most
excellent features are due to the careful design and the
prop::r adaptation of devices that years of service have
shown to be the best. The entire lamp frame is a single and
verysimple casting, the fesd clutch is very simple, and the

.

EVArORATING
W.

The governor has

designed to meet

is

construction, together with a clutch feed

sewers.
In the modern boiler room one ttf the mb>l important
appliances is the feed water heater.
The main points to be
considered are:
First, temperature as nearly 212" as possi-

(Koheri

illustration

lighting on the constant current or arc dynamos.
It is an
iaiprovement by reaajn of its extre.me simplicity and solid

Car company has made many improvements during
the last year and are using the Hawley down draft with great
economy, as it can burn the refusii of the wood working
ahops an:l shavings, or any grade of coal. The company
also put in the Warren Web-ter vacuum system, and is no«'
collecting all the returns which formerly went into the

01-

sliown in the

of line from the upsetting of the foundation or other cause.

|uirem;nt; of a simple an:l durable lamp for street

th:i re

I'alace

COST

45

Rushmore Arc Lamps.

This makes a positive adjustment easily
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Lost of evaporating 1,000 pounrts

ol water-^

price of coal per ton
(2)

ble; second,

amount of

e.\:haust

steam

necessary to

X evaporation.

heat

water; third, ease of cleaning heater; fourth, low back press-

electrical control

of the

at all necessary to

feed

so powerful that

is

have the clutch

in

the

it is

not

best condition

ure.

There are so many first. class heaters in the market today than an engineer can find exactly what he wants by a

for an even feed,

study.
Of course different heaters are suited for different plants, and (he needs of plants should be studied.
higher the temperature of tlie feed water in the
'i'he
heater, the more scale will be deposited in the heater and.
consequently less in the boiler, which is a very desirable
fact, for if an engineer knows exactly where the
scale is
deposited he can get at it regularly to Temove it.
The
amount of steam necessary to heat the water of course depends largely on the conductivity of the material between
the water and the steam, and if scale is deposited on tins
conducting surface, the heater will gradually but rapidly
and surely lose its efficiency. - A hearer which cannot be
cleaned of scale rapidly and easily will, of course, be neglected and allowed to become inefficient.
The reduction of back pressure is a most important item,
fur all the economy of the boiler room may be easily more
than balanced by increase of back pressure in the engine
room, and at the same time the efficiency obtained from
well set valves and nicely adjusted engines is over balanced.
No other part of the supply business has been so disItseems as if every
graced as that of boiler compounds.
(|uack remedy under the sun had been used for this, and it
lias become with manya mere matter of buying the engineer;
and right here let me urge upon this association tlie necesIn my busisity of honesty in the engineering profession.
ness as consulting engineer I hear that small sentence so
"
often,
There's something in it for you," that I have made
that way.
it a rule to deal with no agent who insults me in
If a thing cannot be sold on its merits, it becomes necessary
and I cannot express my contempt
to buy its acceptance,
for an engineer who will accept jiay for his services from his
employer and then betray his trust by listening to the entic-

uneven wearing of the rod.

little

,

One

it is

said.

of the greatest troubles

of phosphor bronz.', ensuring a

lamp has a

with clutch lamps

is

the

made
much longer wear. The

In this lamp the rod

is

RUSHMORE ARC LAMPS.
the rod are taken

mechanism, and when the carbons are consumed, the lamp
is

automatically short circuited in

cut-out, so that there
line.

This lamp

current circuit.
proof.

It

is

studs, makini; both adjustments in the

addition to the regular

is

made

It

has a hand switch and

to

Electric Lighting in

burn 14 hours on any constant
is

entirely water-

The city and county
loth, advertised
tricts

Horizontal Racine Automatic Engine.
Owing

to tlie

demand

same

direction.

no chance of an open circuit on the

very neat in appearance for interior lighting.

is

The brasses for the crank end of
up by means of double nuts on the two

accessible at all times.

positive cut-out that forms a part of the feeding

for engines in places

ceiling precludes the use of

where

a

San Francisco.

San Francisco, under date of fuly

proposals to
2, coo

light

the

outlayng

candle power arc lamps.

dis-

In

all

430 arc lamps are called for, which are to be lighted during
the entire night, from one-half hour after sunset until one-

luw

half hour

an engine of the vertical type,

ing conversation of money.
have all of us used different compounds and, of
course, been disappointed in some of them, but the new way
is to analyze the water and have a compound made that will
act to the best advantage on that particular water.
Mow many of you know exactly what it costs you to
evaporate your water, and can distribute your staexpenses? I heard of a new plant just about
tion
to be built which has large steel bunkers holding about
ten tons each, which are placed on scales and feed directly
onto the boiler room floor. From this arrangement the
superintendent can tell at any hour if he wishes, exactly
how much fuel has been used, and with a water meter can
aijproxiuiately arrive at the evaporation.
In making tests a water meter should not be used and the
modern plant will always have two tanks large enough for
measuring the feed water, so that the engineer can try
different grades of coal and intelligently advise the purchas-

for

of the city with

of

before sunrise, except during

tlie

night

of full

We

ing agent.
Connections should be so made that any one boiler can be
tested or any combination. Blind flanges will not leak, but
valves will in nearly every case.
calorimeter is such a simple instrument that any
engineer can run it and know what quality of steam he is
Thermometers should be
supplying from the boilers.
placed in the feed pipes and watched closely. But intelligent
High
attendance is about as important an item as any.
priced superintendents are a rule, but any "Dago" can
shovel coal, and his idea of firing is to handle all the coal
Raise the standard of labor in
possible with the least effort.
the fire-room and pay more wages, and I am sure you can
reduce the number of men and save much in the fuel biU.

A

HORIZONTAL RACINE AUTOMATIC 'ENOINE.
Racine

pactness and simplicity.
features of

moon and the night preceding and the night following, when
no lamps are to be lighted. A resolution was passed by
the Board of Supervisors requiring that sealed proposals

Hardwaie company has designed

and placed
upon the market a horizontal machine which is built upon
It
the same general design as its familiar vertical engine.
the high speed automatic type, and, as shown in the
is of
accompanying illustration, is characterized by extreme comthe

One

the Racine engines

of the prominently noticeable
Is

the outer support

for the

.

hghting should be submitted on July
from the date when the advertisement first
The contract is to be let for a period of two

for carrying out this

i6th, six days

appeared.

years on and from August

i, 1894, and a certified check for
must be deposited with the clerk of

power wheels.

a self-contained

5iio,ooo in gold coin

engine saves

that outbearings

the board with the filing of the bid, and, in

The company argues that
much cost in the setting, and

provide additional safeguards against the shaft getting out

ders must give a good and sufficient

addition, bid-

bond with two

sureties

—
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ill

the

sum
If

tract.

of $35,000 for Lhe proper fuirillment of llie conthe bidder shall fail or neglect to execute a

Tune 20th, is one of ^^50 to Samuel Alfred Varley, in consideraLion of his services to electrical science.

provided within four dajs after the

John N. Beckley, prescient of the Rochester, N. Y.,
Sunday in
Railway company, and family spent
last

as

written contract

award is made, then that sum shall be paid into the city
and county treasury as liquidation of damages for the failTlie proposal concludes with the signifiure and neglect.

"Xo bids

cant notice:

will

be received or entertained from
who can

estimate on any contingent event, or

who

parties

not comply with, or wdio are not prepared or qualified to carry
out, the terms and conditions herein imposed."

Considering the fact that but 20 days will be allowed a
competitor of the Edison Light & Power company for the
complelicn of a plant and the securing of a franchise (that

must be advertised 30

in

San Francisco; nor, under the clause quoted,
for any competing company to obtain a

is

it

pos-

franchise

sible

through th6 securing of a city contract, as such action

would constitute a "contingent event," it is not probable
that the monopoly of the Edison Light & Power company
of .San Francisco will be broken through any contract for
municipal lighting. The present price paid by the city for
these lights

is

55 cents per lamp per night.

ContractorTliomas'Nevmsof Orange, N.

The contract was
the street car lines in Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Nevins had the option which
signed a short time ago.
English capitalists, it is said, were
expired on July gth.
anxious to secure the roads, andinduced the mayor of Detroit
to delay granting the franchise beyond the time named, in
Mr. INevins will ])ay for
the hope of defeating Mr. Nevins.
the roads, w liicli comprise So miles of tracks, 30 of wdiich
are already equipped with the trolley system, $8,250,000,
$4,000,000 in cash and the balance in bonds.

New Chicago Supply
now

It is

a

new

pretty well understood

electrical

su]iply

A. L. Millard, the popular Iravehng representative of the
Electric Apj^liance compsny, Chicago, has been in Chicago
for a few days,
Mr. Millard reports an active business.

Horatio A. Foster has taken charge of lire editorial
columns of Electric Pjio:r. .Mr. Foster is at the present
time chief assistant to Prof. George Forbes, and'will continue in that position.

House.
Cliicago

tliat

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Whitson, electrician of the Light & Fuel company,
announces that on July lo'.h the arc
were turned off. The company has been receiving $r6
per lamp per month, but this year offered to charge only
The council \\ould only pay $12 per month and the
$15.
E.

J.

Grancl

is

to

have

house with large cash capital and

experienced management.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Island, Neb.,

lights

New

York, July

The

23.

Notes.
general term

of the

Su-

preme Court has awarded :n the members of the former
Rapid Transit Commiss on $1,250 each for their services
For their work previous to that time
since October, 1S92.

G. W. and 1. D. Hamilton, have secured a ro years'
from the town of ^outli Haven, Mich., for
furnishing electric lights to the city, as well as for commercial use.
George W. Furbeck. Monadnock building,
Chicago, the president of the South Haven Electric Light
company, desires bids for the necessary machinery and construction material for the plant.
franchise

The bids of the companies for the electric and steam
plants for the new electric lighting station in Kalamazoo,
Mich., have been received and examined by the city council
committee on city lighting. The Fort Wayne Electric
corporation, .the Commercial Electric Engineering company,
the Western Electric company and the Brush Electric company were in the field for the work, which includes supplying 1/0 2,000 candle power arc lights, burning 275 nights in
the year.
proposition was also made by the Kalamazoo
Electric company.
Among the bidders for the engine work
were the Edward P. Allis company, the Hamilton Engine
company, the Nordberg Manufacturing company, the

The commissioners

each "commissioner received $5,000.

were appointed on February ig, 1S91.
Last Tuesday tiae new commission adopted the la.st
formal steps -that were necessary to bring the question of
an underground system before the voters of the" city in

November
tive

ne.\t.

answer to the

The commissioners anticipate an affirmaquestion when it shall be submitted to

the electors, and they are going ahead to perfect plans for the

speedy construction of

a

rapid transit system once the as-

To

end Chief Engineer
William Barclay Parsons has been authorized to go abroad
and study the underground sj'stems in operation in London

sent of the citizens

and

is

secured.

Paris, so that future aclion

this

by the commission may be

taken intelligently and the $50,000,000 of public funds
be required be properly safeguarded should the

tliat

The commission adjourned

until

will

have to furnish

its credit.

Tuesday in September.
Francis P. Dowley, who w?s appointed receiver

city

the last

West Side

Electric Light

& Power company

applied to the court for permission

passed

among

upon by a

referee

to

have

in order that he

in

of

the

1SS9,

has

accounts

liis

may

distribute

whicK he still has in his
His application has "been

the creditors about $2,000

possession

for that

purpose.

granted by Judge Andrews, of the Supreme Court.

An

order dissolving the Electric Construction

ply company, which was formerly

&

Sup-

No. iS CortThe
landt street, was signed la.st week by Judge Andrews.
proceedings for dissolution were taken by the directors of
the company, upon the consent of the stockholders.
A Brooklyn daily paper has discovered that the Edison

company

is

located

at

advertising itself at the expense of the city and

has devoted considerable space to advertise the company at

own expense by calling attention to the matter. The
Eompany used plain glass globes upon its art lamps, and
upon each of these globes, in large block letters, are the
words, "Edison Company," which naturally cast strong
magnified shadows upon the sidewalks and streets.
The
its

observing

pay

Watertown Steam Engine company, the New York Safety
Steam Power company, the Buckeye Engine comjiany and
the Ball Engine company.
Action has been <leferred for

some

time.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It

is

in

W.

F. O.

PERSONAL.
The thanks

of the council of the Society of Arts have
been voted to W. H. Preece, C. B., F. R. S., for his paper on
Signaling
Without Wires.' Among the civil list
"Electric
pensions granted by the governmeut during the year ended

Celina, O.

Mahoney
by a new

City, Pa.,

and Shenand< ah are now connected

electric railway.

A

contract for the electric
Ont., was signed Tune 25111.

The work
la., to
It

ston,

an

street railway at

Belleville,

of converting the cable railway at Sioux City,
system is'nearly completed.

electric

proposed to build a new electric line from KingN, V.-, to Ellenville, through Rondcut Valley.

is

The Paterson, N. J., &' Garfield Electric Railway comis making prejiarations
to double track its road
through Passaic City, having been granted that privilege by

pany

the council.

The French Thomson-Houston company has secured the
contract for the construction of an electric tramway at M<mipellier, and also the contract for converting several of the
horsecar lines at Rcubaix into electric tramways. The Lyons
Oullins electric tramway is to be extended to Saint-Genis,
Laval.
The North Chicago

Street Railway company has applied
Department of Public Works for a permit to lay
tracks and string trolley wires on North Clark street, between Dewey court and Lawrence avenue. A protest from
citizens living on the street had previously been filed in lhe
commissioner's offiCe, and that official refused to issue a perto the

the company agreed to place the poles in the
center of the street.
The intention of the company is to
connect tlie North Shore electric line with the cable system.

mit unless

At

the annual meeting of the Union Electrical company of
Berlin, held recently, it was stated that the company, which
exploits the Thomson-Houston system in Germany, had,
during 1S93, completed electric tramways 011 that system at

Bremen and Remsteid. During the same year work was
commenced of a similar character at Hamburg, Erfurt,
The company had recently received a further

also

and Gotha.

contract for constructing an additional 70 kilometers of tramway at Hamburg for electric traction, the commission includ-

ing the supply of 105 motor cars.

paper thinks that the Edison company should

for its advertisement.

Mch, wants an electric railway.
rumored that an electric railwaywiil soon be run-

Cr'sfield,

ning

company had $3,000,000 stock and $3,000,000 bonds, and
w^as for a considerable time operated by the Western Union
Telegraph company under a lease at an annual rental of
$60,000 per finnum. It was recently sold under foreclosure,
and was bought by a committee of bondholders and subsequently sold to the Western Union company.
The additional stock listed has been issued in payment therefor.

lhe cable steamer, Britannia, arrived recently at Heart's
Content, a seaport of Newfoundland on the southeast side
of Trinity Bay, having on board about 190 miles of cable,
the shore end of the newAnglo-American cable. The steamer
after receiving a supply of coal started to lay the sliore
end of the cable and outward. She was accompanied by the
Scotia, which, when she receives the end of the cable to be
splicecl from the Britannia, will begin to pay out the deepsea cable, the Britannia meantime proceeding to Loudon
torecivethe final section, returning in time to meet the
Scotia, \yhen the undertaking w^ill be completed.
The
new cable is the largest in the world, and considerable interest has been manifested in the completion of the work.

off.

company, Chicago, has brought
suit against William M. Williams of Milwaukee, Wis., for
$S,Soo, which it is claimed is due on six promissory notes.
The plaintiff wants a receiver appointed to take possession
of the South Milwaukee electric liglit plant and some land
in Oak Creek, which are concerned in the action.
Electric

A

New York

•

-

Planscim cabs are about to be introduced in Paris, clie
town council being willing to encourage the enterprise on
the following conditions:
i franc fares, no obligatory tips;
guttapercha tires on the wheels, electric light, and right
granted to fares to take parcels or valises for nothing.

The Western

has purchased

J.,

The increase made July i ith in the listed Western Union
stock of $550,0CHD has been made in con-'iccjuence of the acquisition of the American Rapid Telegraph company. This

^

A. H. Hoyt, general manager of the Whitney
Instrument company, Penacook, N. H., is in
Canada upon a combined business and pleasure trip.
Dr.

Electrical

current was consequently shut

Car Lines.

Detroit's Street

The works are able to produce six miles oS submarine cable
per day and the same quantity of underground lead protected cable.
The company made a profit, it is said, of
;^iS,696 last year, which admitted of a dixidend of 8 per
cent, being declared.

Chicago.

days), the erection of pole lines for

many miles of circuits, and considering also the fact that
no competing company has been able to secure a franchise

July 28, 1S94

IVIISCELLANEOUS.
The Eonet
winter Fair,

Halifax, N. S., board of trade has unanimously
passed a resolution asking the Dominion government to
subsidize an extension of the Bermuda cable to Jamaica.

The

firm of Pirelh &: Co. of Spezia, Italy, the first to
start a submarine cable works on the continent, has a contract on hand, dating from 1SS7, to keep all the cables of
the Italian government in repair for a period of 20 years.

will

reward an invention that would
gaseous vapor as a motor for agricultural machinery has passed the Senate.
Senator

PefTer's bill to

utilize electricity or

The fourth annual meeting of the American ElectroTherapeutic association will be held in New York on September 25th, 26th and 27th, at the Academy of Medicine.
The Fulmen accumulator is now being exploited in
France by a company with offices in Paris. These accumulators are intended both for lighting and for traction purposes.

An

exhibition of plans for a maritime canal between

the

Bay of Biscay and the Mediterranean ivas opened in Paris
recently by a society of promoters.
Some competitors
propose that vessels should be transported by railway or by
rolling docks propelled

by electricity.

Several numbers of the electrical engineering leaflets
series edited by E. J. Houston and A.
E. Kennelly have
appeared,
'ihus far the pamphlets have dealt with electrical

effects,

elementary force

and

electric

resistance,

clearly described for popular study.
The leaflets are
'issued each week hy \he Electrical Engineer ol New York
and are prepared in such a form that they may be readily

bound.

Paper poles for telegraphic and other electric wires are
the latest development of the art of making paper useful.
These poles are made of paper pulp, in which borax, tallow, etc., are mixed in small quantities.
The pulp is cast
in a mold, with a core in the center, forming a hollow rod
of the desired length, the cross pieces being held by keyshaped wooden pieces driven in on either .side of the pole.
The paper poles are said fo be lighter and stronger than
those of wood, and to be unaffected by sun, rain, dampness, or any of the other causes which shorten the life of a
wooden pole.

The

a miscellany of modern
published by the Trans-Atlantic
Publishing company, Philadelphia, has made its appearance.
The new magazine, it is announced, differs from
other scientific magazines in that it does not attempt to
supersede the older and more conservative periodicals, but
to 5;upplenxent them.
The publication will be issued quarterly.
This first issue of this review contains an interesting
j^aper upon "Nikola Tesla and His Works'' by Lieutenant
F. Jarvis Patten.
Ne-iv

thought and

A

Science

Rei'ic7i<^

discover}',

gas engine installation has been laid

down

at

Carngnan,

Ardennes, in which poor or inferior gas is used for
According to the Genie Civil, the gas engine
employed is of the Delamare-Deboutteville and Malandin
type of 60 effective horse power; the gas producer is of the
Buire-Lencauchez class, gassifying small coal, and the consumption is 650 grammes per effective horse power-. The
generating station contains the gas engine and dynamos.
There are three dynamos of a total capital of 2,S kilowatts,
and these are used either to charge accumulators or to supin the

the engine.

jily

current direct for lighting.

At the Krupp Works, Essen, Prussia, experiments have
been made with the process, invented by M. Lagrange and

M. Hoho,

for heating metals

by the

electric current for

weld-

A

tank lined with lead coning, tempering or hardening.
tains acidulated water, the positive pole of an electric battery being put in connection with the lead lining, and the
negative pole with the tongs, the handles of which are made
of a non-conducting substance.
When a piece of iron is
seized by the tongs and plunged into the w-ater, the current
decomposes the liquid, hydrogen forming at tlie end of the
conductor connected with the ]5iece of iron, and forming
round it a coating of gas and the resistance which is thus
opposed to the current causes the heating of the iron.
;

TRADE NEWS.

TELEGRAPH.
The

tower which was exhibited at the Midremain in San Francisco.

electric

The Chicago Water
street,

JNIotor &:

Fan company,

loi

Lake

Chicago, has recently installed a 42 inch exhaust fan

in the establishment of Philip Henrici, the caterer.
fan is to be driven by a two horse power motor.

The

The Mather Electric company, Manchester, Conn.^ is receiving encouraging orders for its new directly connected anri
belted generators, both for lighting and railway work. The

WESTERN

July 2S. 1894
capacity ol this company to turn out first class and highly
efficient apparatus, gained by 14 years' experience in the
business, suffices to insure a purchaser's confidence.
J.
Ho!t Gates, 1 139 and 1140 ^lunadnock building, Chicago,
general western agent, reports a growing steady business.

School of Mines, Scranton, Pa., both schools being conducted
by the Collier ICngineer company. This institution has the
names ol more than 4,000 students upon its books, asignificant testimonial of the value of the instruction it gives. The
To facilitate systematic
plan of the school hrietly stated is:
study under competent instructors who direct and aid the
student through the mails. Instruction and question papers
are jirejiared for the technical courses upon unitiue plans as
text books.
These are written in clear and concise language as free as possible from technicalities and begin at the
beginning of each subject. They explain ))rinciples and deAll unnecessary matter is
tails and how to apjVly them.
omitted.
Special information is furnished students as often
To enroll
as desired on blanks supplied by the school.
students need only to know how to read and write the English language.
Diplomas are awarded to those who, having
gone through one of the courses of instruction, pass a final
examination.
The advantages pointed out for such a system are numerous. Workers and busy people can obtain a
knowledge of the theory of their trades. All the work is
written and is more likely to be remembered than oral work.
Students must be thorough, as they cannot advance unless
they are proficient in preceding lessons. The students learn
to express themselves clearly and concisely, and the practice
in writing answers to questions is of great value to those reThe instructor deals
quired to stand written examinations.
individually with the student and can better assist and encourage him than if he were one of a class being taught collectvely. The prices of scholarship for the technical cours;^s
taught are not as great as the cost of the ordinary text
books.
The student, in addition, is directed and assisted by
competent instructors. The school is not intended to fill
the place of the regular technical schools, but to meet the
reqniiemenls of those who cannot possibly attend them.
The expressions of opinion of the students who have taken
a course in this school aie most flattering to the instructors

The Collyer Insulated Wire company, Pawtiicket, R. f.,
recently been increasing its output by adding new
machinery and has been obligetl to work over time to keep
pace with the orders, of which, it reports, a large share
came from the western states.
has

Roth

&

Eck, 30 Market

Chicago, nianufaclurers
of fan motors, dynamos and motors, report an excellent sale
of their popular type of fan motor during the season. They
will soon place on tiie market a new type of dynamo for
small plants, which is said to be verj' efficient.
A circular
will be mailed upon applicaticn.

The Wesiinghouse

street,

Electric

&

Manufacturing company

has issued a book calling attention to its stopper incandescent lamp.
The book illustrates the lamp, its process of
manufacture and some of the lighting schemes in which it
price list is included in the reading
has been employed.
matter and a history of the lamp at the World's Fair

A

stated.

Grant gears, manufactured by George B. Grant, Lexington,
Mass., have gained an excellent reputation in electric light
Those
plants and the demand for them continues l)ri.sk.
desiring information regarding gears of any kind may apply
to this well-known manufacturer, who will he glad to send
a full explanatory catalogue, besides giving any s^iecial information desired.
-

The St. Loms Railway company, St. Louis, Mn., has
placed the order for its new car barn with the IJerlin Iron
The building will be
Bridge company, East Berlin, Conn.
64 feet in width and 1S5 feet in length, wiUi brick walls,
the roof being of iron, covered with the Berlin Iron Bridge
company's patent anti-condensation corrugated iron roof
covering.
It is the intention of tiie railroad company to
make this station absolutely fire-proof. There will be no
woodwork used in the construction of the building, and it
will not be necessary to carry any insurance whatever, as
the danger from fire is consequently eliminated.
"Modern Turret Lathe

Practice"

is

the

title

ELECTRICIAN.

and

their

methods.

BUSINESS.
Light, Heat & Power company,
putting up a new switchboard building which
will be covered with an iron roof and the Berlin Iron Bridge
company's anti-condensation corrugated iron roof covering.

The United

New

York,

Electric

is

of a publica-

The Buckeye Electric company has appointed the Manhattan General Construction company, 50 Broadway, New
its present agent for New York and vicinity, the exclusive agent for Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut, in addition to the territory already covered.

tion which the Gisholt Machine company, Madison, Wis.,
In this pamphlet will be given illuswill issue each month.
trations of some of the uses to which the company's turret
The range of application ol the tuiret lathe
lathes are put.
is so large, and many of the most successlul operations are
so different from accepted practice that it is thought that
this publication will be cordially received by superintend-

York,

John P. Coghlin, manager of the Columbia Electric company, Worcester. I\1!ass., announces that his company has

foremen and proprietors of manufacturing machine
5 hops.
The illustrations will be taken from current practice and will represent the company's latest productions.

just been awarded the contract for the electrical work upon
the Westboro Insane Hospital, Westhoro, Mass. The contract includes dynamos, wiring and between Soo and 1,000

A new catalogue has been issued by the Sebastian Lathe
company, Cincinnati, O., calling attention to the improvements that have been made in its line of tools, and also to
those added since the company's last catalogue was issued.

lights.

ents,

belief
Its increasing trade encourages the conipanv in the
that the workmanship and design of its tools are appreciEvery macliine is subjected to a
ated and satisfactory.
careful inspection and actual operation before being shipped
fr(nn the factory, which is equipj^ed with the latest and
most approved machinery, .specially adapted to the work
speproposed, and employing the most skillful labor.
cialty is made of engine and speed lathes, planei^, shapers,
drill presses and machinists' tools and supplies.

A

formation the Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, has been adding to the list of specialties
which it handles, new goods which have seemed to give
promise of particular merit. Among these has been a numl>er of devices pertaining to electric street railways, until
the company finds itself in a position to warrant its
It has now in preparation a special
entering that field.
catalogue of its street railway appliances, wliich will shortly
be issued, and which will show and dtscribe the street railway supplies and specialties which it comprises in its list.

Ever since

its

Some of these are line material, the Knox circuit breaker,
the Lowell wrench, the Hercules trolley clamp, the Gibbs
L. wire, P. Sc ii. compounds, lightning
trolley, I. X.
arresters, etc.

The

by systematic correspondence, the
foundation of which was laid at Chautauqua, N. Y., in 1S73,
idea of teaching

has presented the opportunity to many men in this country
of securing a thorough and technical education, who would
have been unable to devote the time and money to a course

One of the most successof training in a school or college.
ful institutions of this kind is the Correspondence School of
Mechanics and Industrial Sciences and the Correspondence

The Hartley Electrical Works, 373 Dearborn street,
Chicago, which do a general electrical repairing business,
Converter rereport an excellent business the last month.
The works have expairs have been especially numerous.
promptly
work
cellent facilities for turning out this class of
and
,

satisfactorily.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports the
demand for its well-known Paranite high grade wire to be
Paranite is becoming particulary
steadily on the increase.
popular with the trade in general all over the West. Aside
from the merits of the insulation this is due possibly to the
fact that it is the only high grade rubber covered w^ire
manufactured in the "NVest, which leads to its support partly
tlirough local pride and also from the fact that all kinds of
special orders can be furnished promptly, thus doing away
with the delay in transit incurred where spscial orders have
to

be made up at eastern

factories.

Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.,
has received the contract lor a new electric light and power
station for the Bradford Electric Light Cc Power company,
The building is 65 feet wide and 160 feet
at Bradford, Pa.
covered
lont^, with l^rick side walls, the roof being of iron,
with the Berlin Iron Bridge company's patent aiui-condeiisacompany
The
Berlin
covering.
iron
roof
corrugated
tion
has also recently received the contract from the Delaware,

The

Lackawanna & Western Railroad company for one of its
patent anti-condensation iron roofs to cover the new
This is the third
engine room at the Auchincloss shaft.
roof of this kind that the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railroad company has bought of the Berlin company.

The new firm of Lee & Collins has taken offices at 615
Medinah building, Chicago, and will act as manufacturers'
C. E. Lee has repreacrent for high-class electrical goods.

47
sented in Chicago a number of electrical manufacturing
establishments for several years, and L. W. Collins has made
a wide acquaintance in the electrical fraternity through his
connection with electrical journalism.
With two such wellknown names m a firm it is s.ife to prophesy its success in
its particular field.
Among the specialties which Lee &
Collins will handle may be mentioned the Hayden-Booker
battery, Sauls.^n battery, Lcavitt battery motors, Abatis anntinciators, Collins' Compound (insulating and preservative
paint). Favorite tape, L. C. splicingconipound, Bernard porcelain cleat,

Bernard commutator compound, and Bernard
Battery material will also be han-

"Powers'' arc cut-out.
dled by the firm.

On August 1st the Harrison International Telephone
Construction company. Chamber of Commerce building,
Chicago, will commence to book orders for the Ford
automatic switchboard. By the use of this device it is possible to do away with the expense of a central office, to
have absolute sacrecy in the transmission of messages and
the certainty of securing perfect connection, with the
liability to error in wrong connection reduced to a minimum.
The company is now establishing state sub-construction
companies, and has issued a list of testimonial letters to
which has been add^d the following ifotice signed by the
company: "In consideration of the person owning or leasing
this telephone, giving immediate notice to the undersigned
ol the commencement of any action, claiming this instrument to be an infringement upon other patents, the undersigned agrees to defend the same at its own cost and expense, and to pay all damages recovered."
Porter & Buerdorf, SoS Bort building, Chicago, have been
sales agents of the Detroit Electrical Works, and the
firm has. entered the field by securing a large contract in Chicago. The firm is calling attention to the record made by the
Detroit single reduction motor for May, 1S94, "^'^ the lines of
the Detroit Street Railway company.
The record was kept
of the cost of repairs upon the motors of 12 cars, and
showed an expense of $137.21 upon a total of 36,149.48
miles.
The average number of miles per car was 3,012,45;
average cost of repaiis per car, $i 1.43; average mileage per
car per day, 97.17; average cost of repairs per car mile,
noteworthy record,
i '^"^ ^^'" ^^^^^ '^''^'^ t'^*^ ^^ ^
.00379.
and supplements it by another upon the same lines for four
months, January, February, March and April, wliich shows
an average per car per day of 91.69, 103.S4, 105.61 and
1 14. 48, miles with
a corresponding average of repairs per
carmileof .004S5, .00451, .00135 and .00222. Porter &
Jiueri-lorf will also handle storage batteries for traction work

made

and

lighting.

The

railway apparatus built by the Card Electric company, Mansfield, O., is attracting considerable attention.

The

controlling stand, the conijiany states, has made quite
on account of its simplicity. It consists of a central
shnft on which are placed eight' cams insulated by hard
rubljer
tubing and held in
place by hard rubber
Opposite each cam is a switch fastened by a
pins.
Each switch is prttbracket to the back, near the shaft.
vided with contact pieces to engage with clips on binding
The controller simply
blocks fastened to the back.
consists of a series of break switches, doing entirety away
with inefficient sliding contacts, etc. J. Holt Gates, 1139
and 1 140 Monadnock building, Chicago, general western
agent, reports many inquiries and an encouraging amount
recent catalogue issued by this comof work on hand.
pixny is very tasteful and carefully prepared and gives full
Card
details on both motor and accessory apparatus.

a

hit

A

motors ha\e been in operation for some time in Fremont,
0., and Mansfield, O., where they have given entire satisfaction,

it is

said.

N. Rushmore, I25 Liberty street. New York, announces that his factory in Jersey City, N. J., is completely
filled with orders for arc lamos. -search lamps, couimutators
and heavy dynamo repairs. He has just closed the contract to
rebuild the dynamos of the North Attleboro Steam &: ElecL, whose station was
tric company of Pawtucket, R.
burned last February. He has also arranged to rebuild
the machines that were but slighcly damaged by the burning
of the station of the Electric Power comoany at St. George,
Mr. Rushmore has orders on hand for 12
Slaten Island.
Six search lamps are
search lamps and mirror projectors.
for the Southern Pacific Steamship company, which will
equip all of its steamers, and a number to some of the most
prominent yachtsmen on tlje Atlantic and in the west.
He has sold a number of search lamps wound for 500 volt
It
current to railroad companies for exhibition purposes.
has been necessary to put in additional special machinery,
and the force will be increased. Mr. Rushmore reports
gieat success with the new spiral armature winding for low
tension station machines.
S.

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issiu-ii

Manufacture of Incandescent Electric Lamps.
522,964.
Henry D. Burnett, Lynn, Mass., and Samuel E. Doane,
Swampscott, Mass, Application filed December 3,
1892.
invention comprises a fork for the manufacture of incandescent electric 1301?.=;, provided with _ a screw-threaded
tang and a handle of non-conducting material having a screwthreaded socket to engage with the tang and its object is

The

;

to

cheapen and

facilitate the

work.

Charles Cuttriss, New
Thermostatic Alarm.
York, N. Y. Application filed October 26, 1S93.

522,972.

The device described is intended to be an improvement in
thermostatic alarm systems of such a character that will not remain inactive through all variations of temperature up to the
normal limit for which it is adjusted, a defect noticed in many
existing devices522,983.

N. Y.

Galvanic Battery. Gardner Hewett, New York,
Application filed September 19, 1893.

July

ly,

1S94.

to bc'attained are to produce a batterv
giving a large current for a long period of time; one which is
cheap and simple to.construct, and in which the elements are

The objects sought

so arranged and constructed as to maintain a well defined
"gravity line."

System of Electric Distribution and Generation.
Edwin J. Houston, Philadelpliia, Pa. Application

522.986.

filed

November

17, 18S7.

invention provides a means by which currents developed
by a prime generator of very low electromotive force may be
economically converted into currents of any desired electromotive force. The inventor passes current from some source
capable of generating electric currents of great quantity butlow
electromotive force through the primary of an induction coil of
any of the well known forms. This current is caused to vary
in intensity or direction by any of the well known methods,
such as are employed in connection with induction coils, so as
force in
to develop secondary currents of higher electromotive
the secondary coils of the induction apparatus. At the same
time the sccondarj' coils of the induction apparatus are provided

The

with a suitable commutator acting in unison with the devices
providing changes in the direction or intensity of the primary
current, so as to turn into one and the same direction the high
potential alternating currents developed in the induction apparatus.

522,98s. Method of and Apparatus for Transforming
Alternating into Continuous Currents. John F. Kelley,
Application filed January 6, 1S94.
Pittsfield, Mass.

The invention is in part effected by the combination with an
alternate current coil /?, divided into sections, the number of
turns of each being such that the anionnt included in any number of sections counting from the end nex-t the largest is to the
whole conductor, as the sine of 3.1416 times the number of sections considered divided by twice the whole number of sections
is to unity, of a series of contact plates forming the terminals of
the sections, a continuous contact plate /, brushes /-. A; means
for moving these brushes over the plates, so as to collect a unidirectional current varying as the sine squared of the angle
traversed by the inducing coil of the generator, a second conductor and commutator similar to the first, but delivering an

:

WESTERN
;

electromotive force varying as the cosine squared of ihe angle,
traversed by the inducing coil and connections between the two
sets of brushes, by means of which the two currents are superimposed. S is a small syuchror.ous motor for turning the
brushes: also the combination with two sources of alternating
currents which vary respectively as the sine and cosine of the
same angles of two conductors or coils connected to the sources,
means for collecting from the coils alternating electromotive
forces varying as the sine squared and consine squared of the
same angles, commutators for correcting or straightening such
curr(;nLs and electrical connections for combining them into a
single current.

July 28, rS

therewith, a difl'erentiating instrument by which the currents
through the several sub-circuits are changed, and other connecting mechanism of novel design.

trolleys along the
the circuits.

New

coatact with the device included in

in

York,*N. Y.

lamp described there is had the corlibinaot a globe provided with a conical neck, a perforated stopper
narrow portion of the conical neck, a perforated
stopper fitted to the wider portion of the conical neck, a glass
tube provided with leading-in wires inserted in the stoppers,
and a body of plastic cement surrounding i,he glass tube and
filling the space between the glass tube, the inner wall. of the
conical neck and the adjacent surfaces of the conical neck.
In the incandescent

1893-

tioii

This patent is granled upon the same general system as that
included in the preceding patent to, the same inventor.

fitted to the

Differentiating Apparatus for Eleclric Signal Sys523.122.
tems.
William W. Hibbard, Rochester, N. Y.
Application filed

August

12, 1S93.

Magneto-electric
Machme.
York, N. Y. Application

523,247.

This improvement relates

to electric signaling apparatus, and
consists of a differentiating apparatus located at the central
station, capable by its action of changing the circuits, thereby
enabling signals to be sent over ihe main line to different points,
such as fire and police departments, without interference or dif-

6, 1S94.

Anelectrical connecting cord is patented in which the conducting portion has pliability in the highest degree, so that it
can be bent in any direction and to any extent without fracture
or rupture, and to this end the inventi(Ui consists in the employment of a column or thread of mercury or other fluid conducting material confined in a suitable containing tube, and in
providing suitable devices at each terminal, by means of which
the mercury is brought into electrical contact with bindJngposts
or with electrical apparatus or conductors of any kind.

lin'

Incandescent Electric Lamp. William E. Forest,
Application filed August i, 1893.

523,204.

Electric Signaling Apjsaratus.
523.121.
William W. llibbard, Rochester, N. V.
Application filed August 12,

'

Alfred H. McElectrical Connection Cord.
522,999.
Application filed February
Ctdloch, Bo'T.ton, Mass.

ELECTRICIAN.

New

Ernest Tihnann,
filed

November

22,

1893-

A magneto

machine is described, which is intended
for the purpose of supplying a current of high intensity lo a
miniature Incandescent lamp, the devices being employed upon

ficulty.

Electric S'gna! Pox.
William W. Hibbard,
523.123.
Rochester, N. Y.
Application filed August 12, 1893.

electric

a bicycle, cab, or other vehicle.

)^

In this patent is described the combination, with a main circomposed of two wires, of a signal box attached thereto a
tripping device connected with one wire and suitable electrical
connections, the whole capable, when in action, of opening the
wire, translating a signal over the other wire, and ol closing
the first wire again after transmitting the signal.

fv

cuit

Commutator for Dynamo-electric Machines.
523,019.
Application filed
Eliliu Thomson, Swampscott, Mas^;.
February

10, 1S94.

invention relates to commutators for dynamo-electric
machines, and has for its object to provide a ready means of
renewing the insulation between the segments or of correcting
the defects in the face of the commutator by removing a few of
its segments without turning down ihe whole commutator, to
which ends the commutator is divided into a set of sub-segments
and a set of wearing or surface segments upon which the
brushes bear, and insulate the various parts from one another in
a novel manner.

The

Armature Bar and Method of Makinjj Same.
George Weber and Charles W. Marcley, Rotterdam,
N. Y., Application filed December 23, 1893.

523,027.

The invention has for its object to provide an efllicient and
economical method of insulating armature bars, particularly
such as are used in the construction of large armatures designed for heavy currents.
523,055.

Process of

Silvey,

Making Battery
Application

Dayton, O.

WilHam

L.

September

9,

Plates.
filed

Electric Signal Box.
William W. Mibbard,
523.124.
Rochester, N. Y.
Applicaiicn filed Augtist 12, 1893
("iaim 1 reads
In an electric signaling apparatus, the combination, with a
circuit composed of two wires and a lateral circuit provided with thermostats and manuals, either or both, of a bo.\
connected with the wires provided with an insulated lace, a set
of conducting blocks connected therewith, a movable arm provided with contact points resting in line with the conducting
blocks and capable of changing the circuits by moving from one
block to another, and suitable electrical connections connected
with these blocks.

main

—

523,132.
cago,
,

Electric Switch.
Jesse F. Kester, Buffalo, N. V.
533,074.
Application fileil November 2S, 1893.

523,140.

Conn.

cal

New

This invention relates to that class of electric railways in
which the current for the motor on the car is taken from an
overhead conductor or series of electrically charged contacts by
a contact shoe or device carried above the car, but it is distinguished from the ordinary overhead trolley system in that
the overhead charged contacts, from which thecurrent is taken,
are. located at intervals, and the contact brush or device carried
above or at the top of the car is at such length as to make contact with one of such devices before leaving another, so as to
maintain a continuous circuit or supply of current through the
motor.

Electric Motor. Julian F. Denison,
Application filed April 6, 1894s

armature

New

filed

Arc

I-amp.

December

12, 1893.

In the manufacture of filaments according to this invention,
fiber preferably thoroughly cleansed of impurities, is spun
into a thin yarn which is carbonized in the ordinary^ way, and is
then put in the lamps and further treated and finished in the
usual manner in which carbon filaments are treated.

peat

Haven,

523,271.

John W. Eisenhuth,
March 12, 1894.

Conduit Electric Railway.

San Francisco,-

Cal,

Application filed

The objects of the invention are to provide in a conduit electric
railway a conduit in which the loss of the current from leakage
will be reduced to the minimum
to so form the conduit ih.it all
dirt, water, etc., falling into it can be readily removed
to provide a conduit in which the positive and, negative wires may
be very near together without any danger of short-,.ircuiiing
between them.

shaft.

Electric

523,144.

;

Waller E. Frost, Lewiston,

;

Me.

Application

filed

July 31, 1894.

This invention comprehends two guide-cars or other equivalents extended at one side of the clutch plate, and which act to
prevent sidewise tipping or tilting of the clutch plate, whatever
be the form of the latter, t.ic clutch rod thereby acting as a.
guide to prevent lateral tilting of the clutch plate, so that the
latter can be tipped into an angular position with relalim to the
rod only in one direction

the pivot of the switch levers in such a manner that heating of
the joint is prevented and to detachably secure the contact
plates to the switch lever, so that they can be easily renewed
when worn or burned.

William A.
Electric Railway Supply System.
Butler,
York, N. Y. Application filed March
16, 1S94.

522,988.

Material for Making -Electric Light Filaments,
523,264.
(iustave A. Cannot, London, England.
Application

Ihe motor described in the specification is designed more
especially for driving celling fans, and is therefore constructed
ill such manner that it may be suspended by a suitable support,
the fail blades being connected with the lower end of the verti-

It is the object of the invention to produce a switch designed
for throwing electric apparatus in and out of circuit, in which
the terininals are prevented from welding together: to construct

523,104.

Call Box,
Charles E.. Scribner, ChiApplication filed November 6, 1891.

This invention relates to signaling apparatus for sub-stations
of telephone exchange systems, its object being 10 provide a
novel form of calling apparatus, with appropriate circuits
adapted to be self-protective from discharges of lightning or
heavy currents.

1S92.

The invention relates in part to a new article of manufacture
in the way of battery electrodes, which are peculiarly adaptable
as both the positive and negative elements of a storage battery.
It also relates to electrode plates or supports, primarily coated
or combined with active material, or material adapted to become active, which active material is prepared by electrical decomposition or disintegration, and deposited by electrical deposition.

Magneto
111.

Telephone Transmitter.- Theodore Grissinger,
Mechanicsburg, Pa. Application filed May 24, 1894.

523,276.

It is the object of this invention to obtain the necessary undulations of current through the action on the granulated variable resistance materia! of a plunger that is independent of the
fixed electrodes, and at all times out of contact therewith, and
to so arrange the plunger that it will be capable of efi'ecting
the required changes of position in the particles constituting
the variable resistance medium.

Conduit Electric Railway. Charles D. Jennty,
523,146.
Indianapolis, Ind.. Application filed March 5, 1894.
Iiuprovemenis are claimed in an electric conduit railway system upon devices for flexibly supporting the conductor bar, so
as to be unalTected by the unequal motion of a car as well as
several forms of novel construction.

52: ,27s.

"

'

523^ 160.
.

'

Electrical

Bristol,

Conn.

Conductor.
Application

'

Gilbert H. Blakesley,
April 7, 1893.

filed

A

flexible electrical conductor consisting of a body of fiat tape,
into the edges of which are incorporated previously insulated
wires or cables for transmitting electricity.

Means for Ventilating Armatures. Thomas C.
Application filed OctoCoykendall, Rondout, N. Y.
ber 17, 1893.

523,161.

The invention has for its object to produce a device which
will thoroughly ventilate the armatures of dynamos or motors
by currents of air in order to carry off the heat generated by the
passage through the coils of large currents of electricity.

Supply System for Electric Railways. Edward
H. Johnson, New York, N. Y., and Robert Lundell,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed December 19,

523,164.

^

Electrx Rail Bond.

bury. Con.

Application

James G.

filed

May

i,

Ilallas,

Waters

1S94.

1 he invention has for its object to provide a bond for the rails
of the electric railroads which shall be inexpensive to produce,
shall be so constructed a.^ to c.vpand and contract
with tne expansion and contraction of the rails, and which shall
have sulhcient spring quality to permit it to yield should the'
rails be unevenly laid or become loosened in use, and, furthermore, to prevent the metal of the bond from becoming crystalized from the continual pounding of the wheels of the cars.

and which

,284.

Bonding Joints

for Electric Railwajs.

Johnston, Richmond. Ya.
5,1894.
I,.

Application

Anrlrew
filed

May

The main feature of this invention consists in providing additional electrical contact for 'the bond by means of flanged con_

fining nuts which embrace the end of the bond, and which are
*;crewed tight against the sides of the web of the rail, the rail
having l^een -previously faced ofTso as to insure a close fit.

,305.

Incandescent -Electric Lamp. John E. Criggal,
Application .filed June 11, 1894.

Springfield, Mass.

f^-inr

—
NO. 523,119.

523.119.

Quadruples Neutral Relay.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application

Charles D. Haskins,
April 3, 1S93.

filed

It is the object of the invention to obviate false signals in
quadruple.i: telegraphy, and it consists in providing a neutral
relay with an armature which is surrounded by practically the
same electrical influence as surrounds the electro-magnet with
which it works. The magnets a i shown in the drawing are
c.
The magnets are of the usual difwound type. The cores of the magnets consist of
rods which project beyond the magnets and the frame c. The
core of the upper magnet « is held stationary. The lower core
of magnet /' is allowed freedom of motion within the spool.
This core is preferably mounted at its ends upon pivot screws.
Hy means of this method of mounting the core is capable of
rotary movement. This rotary movement, however, is limited
by the lever /, which is screwed upon one end of the core. The
upper end of this lever /: is provided with contact points//',
and is limited in its movement by the contact screws 7« w'.
by
Point / is caused to rest normally upon contact screw
means of a retractile spring n, which is attached to the lever /c.
The retractile force of this spring is controlled by means of the
thumb-screw p, to the shank of which is attached the other end
of the spring n by means of the cord y. Extensions ?' of the
magnet core are provided, which are adapted to attract extensions J of the armature core, which are preferably symmetrically
placed with relation to the extensions of the magnet core. This
construction practically results in the production of two electromagneLs, one of which, with its core, is fixed, while the core of
the other is adapted to have a rocking movement.

mounted within a frame
ferentially

w

William W. HibElectric Signaling Apparatus.
523.120.
Application filed August 12,
bard, Rochester, N. Y,
1S93.
This improvement relates to electric signals, more particularly fire alarm signals, and consists of a system embodying a
main line provided with suitable signal boxes, the main line
being normally closed, a relay with sub-circuits connecting

'I'he invention relates to improvements in that type of electric
railways in which the current feeder supplying the propelling
current is buried or insulated throughout the length of tne entire route, and is provided with sectional trolley 'conductors
located parallel thereto, each of the sectional conductors having
means for automatically connecting it to the current main and
disconnecting it therefrom as a car passes over them, the car
befng usually provided with one or more contacting brushes or
trolleys which convey the current to and through the propelling motor, and to this end it is directed especially to improvements iipon an invention disclosed in a prior application.

Supply System for Electric Railway.';. Edward
523,161;.
M. Johnson, New York, N. Y., and Robert Lundell,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed January 16, 1894.
This invention relates to improvements in that type of electric
railways in which the propelling current is taken from e\posed
sectional trolley conductors automatically connected, as the car
proceeds over the route; to an insulated current main in direct
circuit connection with a dynamo-electric machine, and to this
end it is directed particularly to improvements upon an invention disclosed in a prior application filed by the inientors (No.
494,092).

Supply System for Eleclric Railways. Edward
H. Johnson, New York, N. Y., and Robert Lundell,
Application filed February 10, 1S94.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

523,166.

This invention in similar in purpose for the
preceding patent issued the same inventors.

'eater part to the

Electric Railway Grossing Insulator.
Henry B.
Nichols and Frederick II. Lincoln, Philadelphia, Pa.

523,172.

Application

The

filed

May

9, 1S94.

principal objects of this inven tion are to provide a simple,
durable, inexpensive and efficient crossing insulator for an overhead electric trolley system, and to provide an insulator for an
overhead trolley system adapted to be included in cross or intersecting lines in such manner as to thoroughly insulate one
line from the other; to reduce sparking to a minimum, and to
maintain substantially unbroken circuits in the transit of the

A mount for an incandescent electric lamp comprising a single
tube of glass, the leading-iu wires extending longitudinally
through the tube, a vitrifiedsub>tance embedded within the
tube, and a body of rubber cement also contained in the tube
are-the fea ures of a portion of this patent.
;,3o6.

Electric Railway.

Henry

A. Doty, Janesville,

Wis.

A

conductor is provided which may be for the most part insulated, and which has at intervals projecting lugs which are
uninsulated, as well as fle.vible contact shoes arranged to make
a sliding contact with both sides of the lugs to the end tliat perfect contact may be made, sparking avoided and the current
used with but little leakage. A trolley is also utilized which is
adapted to he used with the conductor described, which may be
applied to any jcind of a car, which is adapted to run smoothly
ill the slot of a couduit, and which has such freedom
of lateral
movement that it always retains its correct position without legard to the rocking of the car or the rounding of curves.

Electric Railway System.
Rudolph M. Hunter,
523,313.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed Marcli 4, 1S89.

Among other advancements the invention contemplates improvements in combined railway and lighting circuits, and in
which the conductors or circuits of an electric railway are combined with electric lights, either arc or incandescent, arranged
in series or multiple [irc, or both, In the working conductors or
in the return circuit. U'he invention also contemplates providing an electric railway circuit with a short-circuiting device controlled by the current in the working conductors, whereby when
all of the cars have run ofif the line the generator is' shortcircuited, cutting out the line by the closing of an automatic
switch.

Electrical Conductor for Trolleys.
523,319.
huth, San Francisco, Cab
Application
1893.

The

John W.Eisenfiled

Tune

-*

t
—

Invention comprises an improved trolley wire for electric
wherein the greater part of thecurrent shall he carried
an insulated conductor, and only a small portion of the current, that required for immediate use, shall be exposed.

cars, etc.,
in

-
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Storage Batteries for Lighting Apartment
Houses in Chicago.
There can be no doubt of the growth

in popularity

which

has accompanied the development of the storage battery for

few years in
twelve months an

lighting purposes during the last

Indeed, during the last

been noticed

in the entire storage

battery

this

activity

has

which

will

field,

country upon an equal footing with Europe,

soon place

this

where

generally acknowledged battery practice

it is

country.

siderably in advance of this

country.

The

is

con-

application

of

No. 5

4, 1894-

care

was shown by the agent of the estate, Otto T. Langand every provision was
made for efficient service. The dynanio room, shown in
Fig. I, is 10^^^ by 22 feet, and contains two Waddell-Entz
dynamos, one of 60 kilowatt and the other of 30 kilowatt
capacity, directly connected to 80 and 50 horse power Ideal

wiring of both buildings was done by

bein, in selecting the apparatus,

Fuvbeck.

two switchboards, a board containing
temperature indicating apparatus, steam pressure gauges,

It contains

engines respectively,

and apartment houses pos-

and demands of the electrical engineer the solution of problems more difficult than
those in other lighting work. The limitations of space
and the necessity for a thoroughly reliable and constant
service, as well as the economic features, which must
sesses

many

interesting features

many cases be considered of prime importance,
unite to make this class of electrical work interesting as
One of the latest iiistallations of this sort
well as difficult.
in Chicago and one which may be taken as a model plant
of its kind in many respects, is that in the Tamalpais and
in

Kent apartment houses on Forty-third street and CaluThese buildings stand upon diagonally
met avenue.
Great
opposite corners and belong to the same estate.

It will thus

ing fan.

room has been carefully arranged and
keep

at a

IN'

The machinery in the
brass railings serve to

proper distance visitors to the plant. The buildings

tlie two wire system and circuits are led
from the Tamalpais, in the basement of which the plant is
located, in an underground conduit which also contains steam
pipes for heating the flats, to a inain distribution box in the

From

structed of Italian marble with bus bars

by nine

eight

It is

con-

and connections on

the back and

is furnished with ornamental lighting fixtures.
two Anthony ammeters, a voltmeter of the same

of the storage batteries, two three-way switches, one con-

are wired upon

Kent.

shown the main switchboard,

of particularly pleasing appearance.

ventilat-

be seen that the difficulty of lack of

space has been overcome satisfactorily.

is
is

make, a ground detector, a multiple switch for the voltmeter
so that it reads the pressure of both dynamos and also that

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR LIGHTING APARTMENT HOUSES
electric lighting in flat buildings

which

and a

clocks, etc., a "booster" for the storage batteryplant,

two horse power Jenney motor fordriving a 30 inch

In Fig. 2
feet,

George Warren

this point current is distributed to three

sec-

CHICAGO.
trolling

upon

"Jumbo" and

the

the other the

switchboard

familiarly christened,

"Dude," as the wording
dynamos have been

indicates the

two rheostats

and 12 double-pole

switches for the house circuits.

The advantages

of a storage battery plant to be utilized

for carrying the greater portion of the

night

load as well were taken into

day load and the

all-

consideration, and a

56 400 ampere hour cells, manufactured by the
Pumpelly-Sorley Storage Battery company, Chicago, was
plant of

with provision being made

in the size of

the con-

ondaiy distribution boxes, the service of course being conEach building is wired
trolled from the main switchboard.

installed,

500 incandescent lights, and provisions are made for 16
2000 candle-power arc lamps manufactured by the General
Incandescent Arc Light company ot New York. The

600 ampere hours. The plant was installed under the direcThe
tion of W. S. Arnold, manager of the company.
in
Fig. 3, which is general view of
cells,
as shown

for

taining jars

for an increase in the capacity of the

cells to

WESTERN
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room, are supported upon hardwoal racks and
upon porcelain insulators, the elements being held in
The Pumpelly-Sorley storage
lead lined hardwood cases.
battery was fully described and illustrated in the Western
Electrician of December 2, 1S93, and a record given of
some of the tests made upon it. One of the distinguishing
the battery

Corrosion of Pipes

the mechanical construction of the

is

composed as it is of one integral piece of rolled lead
by machinery from a solid sheet of
is punched out
The plate is placed in a die and slotted by means of

plate,

which
lead.

through

gang saws which pass
rib to rib, and

The

it.

plate

now' com-

is

horizontal bars extending from

series of small

posed of a

so constructed that no soldered joints are

is

through an electrolytic process by
means of which the interstices are completely filled with
peroxide of lead formed from the plate itself, there by
doing away with the necessity of applying a paste or
used.

put

then

It is

material

any active

and

assembled

they are

formed

the

After

the plate.

to

vegetable fiber placed between each positive and

negative

The plant

installed in a

is

lamps

An

as follows:

P.M. and

5:30
arc

is

room

by 40

12

for

and

its

start

at

feet,

dynamo

engine and

furnish current

in the buildings

the incandescent and

and stores on the ground

floor,

the load gradually increasing as the lights are turned on at
The capacity of the dynamo being somewhat greater
night.

than

necessary to supply the customary

is

at this time, a portion of the current is
cells; this

current

is

demand

used to

for

light

charge the

amount being greater during the forepart of

down from

cut

7 until

in the buildings.

number

of leaks in
it

caused by electrolytic action due to
of electricity induced

by

lead

service-

was presumed, were
underground currents

the street railway

system.

trolley

were decomposed on the exterior surface and
Most of the cases were
presented a pitted appearance.
discovered in the immediate vicinity of the power station of
An investigation was
the West End Railroad company.

The

pipes

begmi

into the causes

and extent of tne

difficulty,

with the

view of taking the necessary measures to preserve the pipes,

both lead and

was placed

iron,

in the

from further

hands

of

This investigation

injury.

Stone

tS:

Webster,

electrical

engineers, and the result of their preliminary study as
in the

report

tion of the pipes

be apparent

The

shown

appended herewith indicates that decomposi-

for

is

going on, but

some

that, generally, it

may

not

years.

points considered in

this

report

are

as

follows:

showing injury by corrosive electrolysis
underground iron and lead piping for water, gas and telephone cables in Boston and elsewhere; second, the nature
of this injury to pipes as developed by experimental tests in
First, the evidence

the laboratory;

third, the existence of the necessary

con-

ditions, electric and otherwise in the soil of Boston, to
fourth, the
produce electrolysis in pipes laid therein;

proof that these electric conditions are due to

the return
currents by way of the earth, arising from the electric service of the West End Street Railway company.
From these we shall show that the inference that serious
corrosion may be proceeding from this cause is almost unavoidable, while, however, distinctly pointing out that the

1894

siderable part in their destruction was not put to test by
critical inspection.
Of the destruction of lead piping in
general by electrolytic action underground, we have abundant and indisputable evidence in the corrosion of the lead
sheaths of, telephone cables.
In one case, the sheath of a
new cable was destroyed within six weeks of laying. The
amount of the injury, its nature, and the methods successfully adopted for its partial removal, show conclusively that
it was due to the electric currents traversing and escaping
from the lead covering on their way between the electric
cars and the power station of the West End Street Railway
company, in the same way that they presumably do from
water pipes. From several cities other than Boston, owing
possibly to more favorable conditions for the development
of trouble, injury of a serious nature has been reported
respecting water and gas mains.
have information,
reliable in character, showing electrolytic injury of water
pipes in Peoria, III., and Cambridge, Mass., and of iron
mains ill Nor walk. Conn., the trouble being serious in all

We

cases.

In order to get an idea of the probable character of the
action upon the water pipes and the rapidity
with which it might be taking place, a number of tests were
made at our laboratory upon commercial specimens of pipe,
under conditions similar to those to which the city piping
is exposed.
The pipes were grouped in pairs, as shown bv
the table of pipe tests, and each pair in a separate box of
moist sand sprinkled with a small quantity of common salt.
In thisi'espect they were practically under the conditions of
pipes buried in the streets, since the moist earth usually
contains common salt and other salts either from the tide
water or from surface drainage. Measured cuwents of
electricity at constant pressure were then caused to flow
for noted times from one pipe to the other of a pair.
electrolytic

Thus one pipe would show the action when the current flowed out of the pipe into the earth (that is, when
the pipe was electrically positive
with
respect
to

the

The charging
when almost the

10 o'clock,

entire capacity of the generator

a

4,

of the run.

latter part

evening and during the

During the year 1S92

to

plate to prevent short circuiting.

operation

Boston by Elec-

in

pipes in Boston were found which

absorbent

of

a sheet

are

plates

August

trolysis.

rest

features of this cell

ELECTRICIAN.

is

used to supply the lights

be seen that the engine and dynamo

It will

operate at almost constant load from the beginning of the
run to the ending, thus securing maximum economy. The
engines are shut

The

lifht.

down

at 11:30 P.

M. when

the load becomes

storage batteries are then switched onto the main

bus bars and carry the load of lights and ventilating fan
The plant
until 5:30?. M., a service of about iS hours.
the cells can be charged from either
is so wired that

dynamo without the "booster" or can be charged from
A portion of the
the larger dynamo with it as follows:
current geneiated by the large dynamo is taken from the
bus bars of the main switchboard and led by means of
proper wiring and switches to the cells set up in series. The
armature of the "booster" is inserted in series with the
battery charging circuit and revolves in a magnetic field
excited from the bus bars

main

of the

the

switchlaoard,

function of the "booster" being to raise

the voltage

of

whatever current enters the cells from lio volts at the bus
bars to whatever voltage is necessary to overcome the resistance of the cells and force the proper amount of current
The "booster" raises the voltage from 10 to 40
into them.
volts, forcing as high as 50 amperes into the cells, depend-

The
4 in the lower
the battery board, and is made

ing upon the adjustment of the "booster" rheostat.
for

lever
left

this

rheostat

hand corner

of

is

shown

in

Fig.

than necessary to harmonize and be symmetrical with

laro"er

the battery step-up switch in the other lower corner.

board

is

& Hammer,

Cutler

ammeter, an automatic

step-up

point

eight

by

Chicago, and contains 'overcharge and

switches, an

overdischarge
breaker, an
special

This

equipped with special apparatus manufactured

reference being

made

circuit

switch constructed with

to secure

freedom

from

arc-

double throw single-pole switch, a "booster" rheostat
and four snap switches provided with fuses.

ing, a

Two

horizontal tuljular boilers of 75 horse power capacity

each provided with a combustion damper regulators, supply
the steam for the engines
sion has been

made

in

and heat the two buildings.

both

electrical

Provi-

and steam equipment to

giveservice to another building to be erected in the neighbor-

As may be judged from the illustrations, no pains
have been spared to make this plant complete in every detail,
and it is evident that the peculiar conditions of economical
and constant electric lighting of flat buildmgs have been
hood.

given

much

thought.

The

usefulness of storage

batteries

undoubtedly be more generally ai)preciated, as plants such as this one illustrate the practicability
in this capacity will

and advantages of

American

their use.

Electro-therapeutic Association.

The

fourth annual meeting of

the

therapeutic association will be held at

American

New York

The meetings

tember 25th, 26th and 27th.

Electro-

on Sep-

will be held in

New York Academy of Medicine. Dr. W. J. Herdman, of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mfch.,
will open the proceedings with ah address.
The list of

the

'

papers to be presented contains several contributions from
eminent members of the medical and electrical fraternity.

FIG.

3.
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evidence is still insufficient for decisive judgment.
While
we are not yet prepared to suggest a practicable and complete remedy, we shall point out methods by which the
trouble has been somewhat lessened in certain instances.
The action of electrolysis is to corrode the pipes, chiefly
This
at the surfaces where the electric current leaves them.
corrosion is not uniformly distributed over the surface, but
is quite irregular, usually producing deep pits.
Its tendency
of decay of the
is, therefore, to accelerate the natural rate
pipes, the rate of corrosion being gi'eater as the current
flowing out of the pipe is greater.
The evidence of injury
to water and gas mains by electric action would, therefore,
naturally be ex]>ected to take two forms:
One, the very
premature giving out of pipes in localities where the conditions were such that especially large currents flowed out
from the surface of the pipes; the other, the increase of
rate of renewals and repairs in the entire system, so far as
exposed to the electric currents. Evidence of the first sort
would presumably be the earliest to develop itself, and we
shall quote some instances.
Evidence of the second sort
would appear only in the course of years, and the evil
might have assumed serious proportions before this class of
evidence became convincing.
have been able to secure
very little such evidence. It should be clearly apprehended
that the injury to the pipes, if going on at all, is of a very

the earth around it); the other would show the effects when
the current flowed from the earth into the pipe (that is, when
the pipe was negative relatively to its surroundings).
The
common- salt in the water by its electrolysis yields chlorine
at the surface where the current of electricity leaves the
This corrodes the pipe rapidly. At the surface
pipe.
where the current enters the pipe the product formed by
the electrolysis has but Httle corrosive action. This wellknown fact was borne out by these experiments, which developed, moreover, a point of great practical importance,
namely, that the corrosion took place largely in a localized
manner; that is, the pipes became deeply pitted in spots instead of corroding uniformly over the surface.
Although the difference of potential between every pair
was the same, the currents were of various magnitudes corresponding to the degree of moisture and quantity ofsalt in
Consequently, this must be taken into considerasolution.
tion, in comparing the effect of electrolysis on pipes in different boxes; for with pipes of the same material the losses
are directly proportional to the magnitudes of the currents.
After reweighing at the end of 100 hours, the tests were
continued for fifty hours more on all the specimens except
The positive pipes were all badly pitted,
Nos. 13 and 14.
so that the amount lost, as determined by weighing before
and after the run, is not a true measure of their deterioia-

insidious character, consisting, as stated, merely in an acceleration of the natural decay of the pipes.
This acceleration might be seriously large and yet not become apparent
for a term of some years, when the trouble would suddenly
begin to assume very large proportions. The absence of
extensive direct evidence of destruction must not, therefore,
be interpreted as proving the absence of the action. The
amount of direct evidence, although not yet large, is suflliciently disquieting.
Of actual giving out of water pipes in Boston, apparently
through electrolysis, the only instances which we are able
to cite are those of lead service pipes in the vicinity of the
power station of the West End Street Railway company on
Albany street. At the time that these pipes were discovered,
the subject was not under careful investigation, and the
reasonable supposition that electric currents played a con-

tion.

We

TARRED WROUGHT-PIPE
Length
Diameter

NO.

I3.
i

foot.

I

inch.

Original weight
694. 7 grams.
"
Loss of weight after 100 hours
53.2
o. 739 amp.
Average current
Average voltage
12.96 volts.
Weight of iron turned off in ^-2 length
I9I-9 grams.
Weight of iron pipe, equivalent to pipe in
present condition
257. 7 grams
Present value in per cent, of original
37 per cent.
To make this more evident pipe No. 13, which had lost
but 7.6 per cent, in weight, was turned down for half its
length to the bottom of the deepest pit, and the loss in

.

.

August

4,

,
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weight was then found to be, for the whole pipe, 63 per
This shows, of course, that owing to the formation
cent.
of pits the corrosion has gone in spots to about eight times
the depth that it would have gone if it had been uniform
over the surface. This is a true measure of the electrolytic
action, for the strength of a pipe is determined by the
strength at its thinnest part, which leaves the pipe but 37
percent, of its original value.
After running 150 hours, four other iron pipes, Nos. i,
5, 9 and II were similarly treated, and the results are tabuThe positive lead pipes were so deeply pitted
lated below.
that it was impossible to turn them down.
They sho'.ved
even more marked deterioration,
however, than the
wrought iron pipes.

Number

of pipe.

The difference
the one near the station.
amounted in no case to more than 15 volts in 4,000 feet.
Similar measurements were made between the outlying
points themselves.
It is evident that by taking a sufficient
number of points and of pressure observations between
them, an equipotential map that is, a map, showing lines of
equal pressure difference relatively to the power station
might be drawn; but while such a map would possess some

sures than

—

value,

we have

curring

not yet thought ourselves justified in inthe expense of running the necessary number ol

overhead lines

in the city.

perhaps, not superfluous to add that the substances
which give tlie soil its conductivity are chiefly the various
salts which are in solution in the water of the soil.
Earth
itself, when perfectly dry, is a very poor conductor; water
when pure is also a very poor conductor. Moist air is usually
It is,

9

Length
Diameter

I

ft.

I

ft.

I

ft.

.
sin.
I in.
I 'n
Original weight in grams. ..
[565.3
.693.0
6.^8
I-05S of weight in 150 hours.
202 2
39 7 J172S
Average curreot
0.253
1.420
I 472
Average voltage...
12.37
Weight of pipe equivalent to pipe
in present condition
850.6 1169.6
199 6
Present value in percent- of original
24.5
54-3
.

695.0
1=9.2

0.946

51
earth conductivity is to that of the lines.
Now, the earth
conductivity is at least fairly good, so that the amount of
copper required in returns becomes enormous to reduce the
earth currents to sm^U amounts.
Railway systems which
do not ground the return have not. proved successful for various reasons.
To remove the difficulty with telephone cables, the New

& Telegraph company has laid a special
copper return along to the affected part of the cable, and
thence by a heavy overhead line back to the power-house.
This, together with the practice by the West' End Street
Railway company of making the trolley wire positive, has
proved largely successful. It is feasible because the number
of these cases to be dealt with is comparatively small, so
that the expense is not intolerable,
n. similar suggestion
respecting certain portions of the watermain system was
offered by us in February, 1S93.
The larger and better distributed such a system of special copper return from the
waterpipes is, the less danger from electrolysis; but the
greater outlay for copper involved is prohibitive beyond a
certain limit.
Whether within this limit the electrolysis can
be reduced to an unimportant amount is by means yet demonstrated.
The data is still so incomplete as not to warrant
England Telephone

a positive inference.

Steering by Electricity.

,

A

In these tests data have been accumulated which may
prove of further value later in a discussion of the relative
merits of different kinds of piping, but which we are not
now prepared to enter upon. In the experiments, m order
to save time, it was necessary to use currents of electricity
larger than could be expected to occur except under unusual
This, however, does not affect the
conditions in practice.
general character of the electrolytic action, but only its
rate, the amount of electrolysis being proportional to the
This corrosion and disintegration of the sheatlis
current.
of the telephone cables by electrolysis underground was of
the same general character as that in the lead pipes tested

for operating the rudder of vessels without a man at the
wheel.
In this device the standard compass is used and a
current from a Ruhmkorff coil is passed from the pivot of
the needle to the north pole extremity, from which sparks
3 millimeters in length pass to one of two semi-circular
pieces of aluminum insulated from each other, the gap between them being set to the desired sailing direction. When
the spark passes to one of these, the current, by means of a
relay, starts a motor in one direction, which in turn operates
the rudder, while if the spark passes to the other piece, it
moves the rudder in the other direction. The apparatus has
been in use for two months on the steamer Neptune, and is
said to operate very successfully.
An additional device is
mentioned, in which these sparks pass through a strip of
paper, by means of which the record is automatically kept.
It is claimed that the errors inseparable from the present
method of steering averaging one to two degrees will be
corrected by the electrical steering system.

in the laboratory.

If we could ascertain by direct means whether currents of
were flowing from the earth into the pipes or from
the pipes to earth, how large these currents were, and how
they were distributed over the pipe surface, we should then
have a direct means of estimating the injury done to the
pipes; but these three points are from the nature of the case
very difficult, if not impossible, ofeven rough determination.
It is essential, therefore, to proceed indirectly by showing
that the underground electrical conditions in the city are
such as either to render destructive electrolysis likely, or
have done so as follows: By exrender it unlikely.
tended tests we have shown that the distribution of electrical
pressure in the earth in Boston is such that there must be a
continual and at times strong flow of electricity through the
earth from nearly all parts of the city, toward the West End
electricity

—

broadcast in the soil, and are relatively much better conductors than the soil, bulk for bulk, a portion of these currents must traverse the pipes; and since there is no metallic
connection between the pipe.s and the railway returns, the
current must enter and leave the pipes by way of the earth.
Whenever the current thu.s enters or leaves a pipe it is accompanied by electrolysis at that point, the amount of
This proelectrolysis being proportional to the current.
duces corrosion, but chiefly where the current leaves the
pipe.
Admittuig then the conclusion just drawn that cur-

—

Target Practice.

Electrical Indicator for

Among some

of the recent applications of electricity that

of indicating the results of a shot

We

power station on Albany street.
Inasmuch as iron water and gas mains are imbedded

French paper describes a device invented by M. Bersier

fired at

a target located

some distance from the gun is particularly interesting.
The accompanying illustration represents the arrangement
by means of which an indicator dial at the shooting stand is
at

FIG. 4.

STORAGE

U.-\.TTERIES FOR LIGHTING APART.MENT
HOUSES IN CHICAGO.

a comparatively good conductor, not, however, because of
the conductivity of the water itself, but because the water
holds in solution common salt and other salts which make it
a conductor, these Ijeing derived either from the soil, from
surface drainage or from the sea, much of the soil beneath
There are, thereBoston being moistened by tide water.
fore, present in the soil of Boston, not only the electrx
current necessary to produce electrolysis, but the materials
which will upon electrolysis produce corrosion of iron and

so

lead.

face of the target,

The measurements of difference of potential already mentioned between various points afford convincing proof that
these pressures are due almost exclusively to the return currents of the West End Street Railway company. Fornot only
are the pressures found to be distributed about the power station in the way which would be anticipated, but they show
fluctuations from hour to hour, and even minute ro minute
throughout the day, which when plotted as curves, show the
characteristic form of the power load at the station, being
nearly zero in the early morning hours, and having four
maxima; namely, at about S A. M., 6, 8 and II p. m.
This point is very clearly illustrated by tests made on
January 3 and 4, 1894, to show the difference of potenBy
tial between the waterpipes at different points in the city.
means of rubber-covered copper wires the waterpipes at

each encircled by a spiral spring as shown in the picture.

connected

effect

with the target that the

electrically

may be

of each shot

once seen on the

at

out the necessity of inspecting
that of Ch^rles Schifferdecker

The

target

radial

is

the

The

target.

ex.act

with-

idea

is

of Fort Assinaboine, Mont.

arranged in a holding frame, and

sections,

dial,

is

divided into

the bull's eye consisting of four sections.

These sections are

with push buttons, which form the
and have rearwardly projecting bolts,

filled

In the rear end of each bolt

is

a conducting plate, from

which a wire leads to one pole of a battery, including in its
circuit one of the magnets of the indicator dial, the different
wires from the target being preferably united to fornr a
cable.
is

The

indicator dial, located near the shooting stand,

divided into sections coriesDonding to those of the target,

Foster's wharf and Summer street were connected with the
waterpipes at the corner of Harrison avenue and Bristol
street, near the power station of the West End Street Railway company. Continuous readings of the difference in potentials were taken for 24 hours, and the results show admirably the periodic fluctuations corresponding to the
amount of travel on the railroad. If any evidence of the

source of these currents and pressures were necessary, this
would be incontestible.
It seems from the preceeding discussion that the direct
evidence is good, although not yet ample; that iiijury has
been wrought upon iron and lead pipes buried in the earth,
this injury being the direct result of corrosion arising from the
passage of the return currents of an electric .street-iailway
It seems further to be almost ininto or out of the pipes.
contestably shown that the underground conditions in Bospresumably of considerelectric
currents,
such
that
ton are
able magnitude, pass into and out of the pipes by way
of the earth, and with the unavoidable accompaniment of
FIG.

2.

SfORAGE BATTERIES FOR LIGHTING APARTMENT
HOUSES IN CHICAGO.

rents must enter and leave the pipes, and since this process
inference is
is nearly continuous throughout the day, the
unavoidable that corrosion is continually going on, and in
the same measure as the current.
This inference is confirmed by multipHed tests, which show that the piping is
almost everywhere at a potential difference from the earth
around it, and from the nearest railway tracks. Under such
conditions currents must be flowing either to or from the
pipes.
These differences, are, moreover, not constant, but
subject to continual momentary fluctuation, which add to
the certainty of the flow of currents.
The demonstration of the continual flow of currents

power station was made by measuring the difference between the electrical pressure in the water
piping at a point near the station and at other distributed
points.
These outlying points showed always higher presthrough the earth

to the

and corrosion. It remains to be shown whether
this corrosion is, or is not under existing conditions, a serious factor in lessening the life of the piping system as a
whole or any part of it in particular. Upon this most important subject we feel that the points previously made in
electrolysis

certainly not warrant a hopeful view.
rather incline one toward the opinion that serious corrosion may be now proceeding; but we must strongly
call attention to the fact that it has been impossible, thus
far, to acquire sufficient reliable information to warrant a
The matter is under further investigation.
decision.
As to remedy it is clear, of course, that were the return
railway circuit to be confined to channels provided for it, the
This it is impossible to do with a
trouble would cease.
railway system in which the cars give up their return current
However good the conducto the uninsulated rails as now.
tivity of the copjier return lines provided, the current will
the
earth,
the fraction going back
them
and
divide between
by earth being to that going_back by the copper lines as the
this

report

They would

would

ELECTRICAL INDICATOR FOR TARGET PRACTICE.
and numbered consecutively from I to XII like the dial ot
a clock, by which the score of a shooter may be readily
Behind each section of the dial is a tube with a
reckoned.
spring-pressed sliding plunger, which
illustration,

the dial

is

also

shown

in the

and a pointer which protrudes from the face of

when

the plunger

is

released.

The

plunger with

its

by a catch on
an armature lever, but when the magnet is energized by the
closingof the circuit, which occurs when one of the push
buttons of the target is forced backward by the impact of a
pointer

is

bullet, the

normally held

plunger

is

in retracted position

released

and

slides

forward so as

display the pointer, showing in which section
the bullet has struck.

If desired,

to

of the target

an electric bell

may be

included in the circuit, so as to ring at the same time the
The illustration is reproduced from
pointer is displayed.
the Scientific American.
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Some

Facts About Polyphase Motors.^
By Dr. Louis Bell.

In connection with tlie long distance tiansmission of
power, most engineers will, I think, agree with me in the
position that alternating current motors of some kind, and
of alternating currents preferably the polyphase variety, are
have been forced to their use by
almost a necessity.
the exigencies of long distance service, which compel either
the total abandonment of continuous current or its use
under very embarrassing conditions.
At present, appearances indicate that not only will the
polyphase motor displace direct current apparatus for most
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ABOUT POLYPHASE MOTORS.

long-distance transmission plants, but will prove a formidable competitor in all applications of motors to industrial
purposes and this, although the polyphase apparatus is the
growth of only a few years, while the direct current motor
IS the outcome of more than a decade of experience.
then, in instituting a comparison between polyI IWe may
]jhase and direct current motors, consider the various properties which a good motor of any kind must necessarily have.
Mechanically speaking, we would all agree that it sliould
be simple in construction, strong, not liable to frequent or
considerable rei^airs, convenient in form and not excessive
As regards its properties, it should be generally
in weight.
run cool, stand overloading wi:hout serious danger, run at
a nearly constant speed, or be capable of considerable
It should be capable for
variation in speed if necessary.
certain uses of sudden and violent exertion, and of easily
changing its direction of rotation. In a purely electrical

should be simple, efficient both at high and low
loads, and should not take excessive amounts of current
either in starting or in running.
This represents a difficult list of conditions to fulfil with
any one motor, but I believe they can be met better by
polyphase than by direct current machines. A direct current motor, for instance, of a given construction and reasonable .weight cannot both run at a constant speed independent of load in a particular case and at the same time be
It
capable of running at a wide variety of other speeds.
usually will not stand considerable overloads without sparking, and at the same time give a fair efficiency at low
The
loads. And so one might go on piling up difficulties.
polyphase motor, too, cannot meet all these conditions with
equal success, but examining them one by one, you will find
that on the whole we can obtain very excellent results.
Taking up seriatim the desirable properties which I have
ehmiierated. and applying them to polyphase motors, we find
as regards the first count that their construction is singidarly
They consist in general of two confree from complexity.
centric masses of laminations forming respectively the field
armature.
The armature is assembled on its
magnet and
field
shaft much as in direct current machinery, while the
laminations are held together liy a clamping spider of very
supported
either
on
bearings
are
construction.
The
simple
end spiders fitted to the field spiders by lathe work only, or
and
on pillow blocks of the ordinary kind. Commutator
commutator connections there are none, nor should there
be collecting rings excejjt in rare instances. The armature
need be exposed only to low voltages, and should preferably
be wound with a comparatively small, number of rather
massive conductors, united at the ends either by a single
plate or by verv simple connectors, the latter form being pref-

way,

August

These properties are inmotors, I have yet to learn of it.
valuable in commercial work, inasuiuch as they practically
remove the danger of criiipling the motor even under exceptionally unfavorable conditions.
As regards the convenience of the form of polyphase induction motors, I think an inspection of any of the types
wdiich have been brought out will render argument unnecessary.

The magnetic

necessities of the case have led

makers

all

of Such apparatus in this country and elsewhere to adopt a
species of barrel shape as the general outline of the motor,
modified onlv in the proportions of diameter to length and
The
in the adoption of one form or another ofbearing.
tendency of this construction is to bring the center of
gravity of the machine very low, thus insuring unusual
This form,
stability and freedom from general vibration.
too, enables one to place the motor in almost any position
which is convenient in applying it, upside down, as a side
bracket, and the like.
The largest installation of induction motors in the world,
just put in operation in Columbia, S. C, aggregating over
1,200 horse power, is composed of inverted motors with
their bases bolted to the ceiling timbers of the rooms.
As regards weight the abolition of any sparking limit to
the output, and the excellent magnetic materials used, might
naturally be supposed to lead to motors of unusually light
weight, and such is in fact the case. Sixty to seventy pounds
per horse power in motors of moderate size i.s a figure easily
reached without any sacrifice of efficiency, and if occasion
requires these limits can be passed with great facility, 25 to
30 pounds of material per horse power being quite attainable in large units while still retaining satisfactory general
properties. I must saj', however, that for most uses I do not
consider extreme lightness either necessary or desirable,
althougli it is important to be able to secure it if necessary.
So much for the mechanical character of induction
motors.
Electrically speaking, the casM is just as favoralile. Unless
forced to a very large output per pound of weight, an induction motor will run quite cool, at a heatmg limit in fact
below that of most direct current machines of similar weight
and output. This advantage is mainly due to the very substantial character of winding which can be conveniently
employed and to the fact that the winding is distributed so
that the losses in the copper are not localized while the
laminated character of the structure facilitates thorough ventilation.
This freedom from excessive heating indicates that
the polyphase motor can stand considerable overloading

usually in a greater number
of coils than is a direct current field winding, but each coil
number
of convolutions, making
has a comparatively small
the total winding by no means complicated.
In lieu of the starting rheostat of the direct current

The

"field

wmding

is

motor, we have a starting resistance which should preferably be placed within the armature, and consists of a few
zig-zags of metal united at one end and connected at the

A solid collar shortother to three or more contact pieces.
circuiting these contacts and a forked lever to move the
collar completes the equipment, as I am accustomed to employ it. Its most noticeable feature is that the revolving
armature, the most troublesome and delicate part of a direct
current machine, is free from complication, and that it is
almost as solid as if it were a solid mass of metal, and
more hable

to injiiiy.
This very obvious simplicity of construction

scarcely

and mechanical strength is strong evidence of unusual freedom from repairs, and as a result of experience I have found that the induction motor is singularly free from liability to accidents
I have never succeeded even by the severest
of every kind.
kind of experimental work in burning out a field coil or
doing any serious injui-y whatever to a motor, although I
have kept some of them on static torque tests in rapid succession for hours at a time, and have held them at rest and
poured current through them until the leads burned off, the
motor still remaining undamaged. If there is a test of extraordinary severity that I have not applied to induction
t.

Read

hiladelphia,

before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
18, 1894.

May

slighter variations

down

to iJ4 percent.

The

task of these particular motors is driving a cotton
hence the necessity for uniform speed. And this uniformity in speed is not greatly affecte'd by variations in voltage, which would be quite sufficient to cause considerable
speed variation in a shunt wound motor
in fact, the induction motor is remarkably insensitive to moderate variations
mill,

;

in voltage, unless

heavily loaded.
This uniformity in speed has frequently been urged as an
objection to the induction motor, barring its employment
in cases wdiere speed variation is necessary.
This point is
not well taken.
The induction motor can not be made successfully to run
at reduced speed by varying the primary voltage.
Under
these circumstances the output of the machine- falls off
somewhat more rapidly than the square of the voltage, so
that only trifling speed variations are possible.
It is a
fact, not generally known, however, that the speed of a
polyphase motor can be varied with the same facility
and w-ithin the same wide range as is possible in the case of
a series wound continuous current machine, such as a railway motor This is accomplished in the induction
motor by a rheostat in the secondary circuit, just as it
is
accomplished in the series motor by a rheostat in the
main circuit. Thus equipped the two machines behave almost exactly alike. The speed at constant torque can be
maje to vary from full speed down to almost no siieed, thus
simulating the action of the series motor in the closest possible fashion. At any given speed an increase or decrease bl
the torque will decrease' or increase the speed substantially
alike in both classes ofniotors.
In both, too, the efficiency
is initially similar and falls off in practically the same ratio.
A non-inductive resistance is necessary in case of the polyphase motor, an inductive one throwing the armature current so far out of phase as to interfere with the proper action
of the motor.
Fig. I gives an excellent idea of the behavior of a polyphase motor with resistance in the secondary circuit. Curve
A shows the speed and output of a certain motor under
these circumstances.
It was a- four-pole machine operated
at 50 cycles per second and the initial speed was reduced to
by
the
resistance
of
the leads reaching across the room
1,400
to the rheostat composed of loops of manganin strip which
would be systemically varied. It will be seen that the word
cur\'e is almost a misnomer, the ratio between the speed and
output at constant torque being almost a linear function,
even when the speed fell to as low as 150 revolutions per
minute.
It was not carried lower than this only because of
lack of adaptability in the rheostat.
No series motor
it is

Curve B
a
more
satisfactory
result.
power factor under these varying conhigh at all loads and speeds, varying slightly
wiih a maximum at about half speed.
Curve C.shows the

could

show

shows

the

FIG.
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without any serious results and experience has shown this to
be the case. The worst that can really happen is that the
motor may fall out of synchronism when the load is suflicienlly great, thereby blowing the fuses in the primary
line.

As

s].iarking

is

obviated

in

this

type

of

ma-

be
rated
such output
at
proper limit of heating, and this
output will in most cases allow from 30 to 60 per cent.
of overloading before the machine will drop out oi^ step. A
wider range than this can be obtained if desirable, but it is
chine
as

it

will

can

give

readily

a

generally not.
The limit of possible overloading fixes in a general way
the possible static torque that can be obtained from a given
machine, and this is apparently purely a matter of convenience in design, anything that can reasonably be required
There is no special difficulty in
being quite attainable.
arranging polyphase motors for a starting torque four or
five times the running torque, although this would be unnecessary except for severe hoisting and tramway work.
At running torque the starting current taken may be no
From this it will readily
greater than the running current.
be seen that a properly planned polyphase motor is easily of
It
very great and violent exertions in a case of necessity.
will even endure complete reversal under full load within
10 or 15 seconds on motors of ordinary sizes, this time being
sufficient for the machine to pass from full load in one diThis
rection to full load and speed in the other direction.
reversal is, as is well known, accomplished simply by rerothe
effect
being
to
primary
wires,
two
of
the
versing any
tate the field in the opposite direction from the armature,
thus causing an enormous rate of cuttinglines of force and
consequently immense effort, causing the motor to stop and
reverse.

SPEED VARIATION IN POLYPHASE MOTORS.
This subject has been for the most part in a rather hazy
The induction motor
condition up to the present time.
has been generally known as non-synchronous, and such inThe name, however, has been frequently used in
deed it is.
ignorance of the fact that an induction motor always tends
toward synchronous running.
Under ordinary conditions the polyphase induction motor
can be made to run at nearly constant speed independent of
load, resembhng in this respect a well designed shunt moA variation from no load to full load of 5 to 6 per
tor.
cent, in speed would represent ordinary good practice,
either in a shunt motor or a polyphase one, this limit being
exceeded only in small motors or types which may be regarded as special. It is by no means difficult, however, so
to design a polyphase motor that tlie speed shall possess very
remarkable uniformity. This condition has been jvaluable
in the

Columbia plant previously alluded

to.

It

is

variation in current.
This, as can be seen, is almost constant, falling off slightly at the lower speeds, the voltage
being uniform throughout the test.
Speed variation by this method is not as efficient as might
be wished, but still compares favorable with that obtained
Some modified
in a series motor with rheostatic control.
methods of control promising a somewhat better eificiency
have been suggested, but it seems probable that in the net

_

erable.

tests of 17 motors showed a maximum variation in speed,
from an output of 75 horse power to friction load of the
motor, of only 2.2 per cent., individual motors showing

ditions.

it

!

1894

4,

In]this case

result

we

shall

and polyphase
It should be
continuous current motors speed variation by
that continuous current
in this respect.

find

motors are about on a par
noted that in

weakening the field is only practicable within a very limited
I think
i"ange and requiries an abnormally heavy motor.
that with a similar change in design the polyphase motor
coitld be made to operate nearly as well by change in its
strength.
An efficient speed variation through a very
is atlainable in either class of machine only by
extraordinary means, as an elaborate combination of direct
current machines, or frequently changing devices in the

field
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SOME FACTS ABOUT POLYPHASE MOTORS.

polyphase machines. From what has been said it will be
apparent that the polyphase motor is perfectly capable of a
complete control of speed on the same terms generally obtained with continuous current motors.

COMPARISON OF A POLYPHASE AND CONTINUOUS MOTOR.
Fig. 2 gives a striking comparison between the properties
of the two classes of machines under consideration.
The polyphase motor selected for comparison is of 2
horse power output, representing the average small motor
This particular size
to be found in central station practice.
weighs 21S pounds complete, and runs at a speed of aboTit

August

4,
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1,400 revolutions per minute on 50 cycles, loaded. It is
relatively neither better nor worse tlian polyphase motors
of other size=, as may be seen by reference to the curves in
my previous paper on this general topic. The power
factor in this case rises quite sharply, reaching S6 per cent,
at half load, and through most of the working ran»;e of the
motor remains at or near 90 pei cent., neailv 91 per cent,
as a maximum.
The efficiency has its nVhMmum a little
under full load of the motor and reaches near'y 77 per cent.,
Both power factor and
75 P^r ce"t- at f^i'll load.
efficiency hold high values from half load up, and do not
fall offseriously until some distance below half load.
Contrast with curves
and
belonging to the polyphase
motor, curves Cand /); the former is the efficiency curve
of a 2 horse power 500 volt motcT of one of the well-known
American makes, and curve Z> is a simitar curve for 2 horse
power 110 volt motor of European manufacture. These
are not selected curves, but were the two most available.

sion aside.

Van Buren

Both

these curves.

C

B

and D, show remarkable

similarity.

Neither of the motors sparked seriously at full load, the
load limit being set rather by the heating.
Both curves
r-se slowly and attain their maximum values at some point
beyond the available load of the machine. At full load
the efficiency is substantially the same as that of the tripba>e -motor. At low loads it is noticeably \vor^;e.
I
think C and
are fair average machines.
In tests of a
wide variety of raotcrs, some higher and lower efficiencies
would be found. i>uch, too, wcuki be the ca]=e in te^tin<T a
variety of poly] hase motor?.
In fact, the mate of
the iriphase motor shown, sent through the factory at
the same time, showed about i J< per cent, higher efficiency, but a complete test was not attainable, as the machine had to be immtdiately shipped.
A compariscn of
these curves will render it evidenr, that it is qu'te practicable to produce a po'yphase motor having an efficiency
fully equal to that of direct current motors of similar s'ze,

D

Drawbridge

Street, Chicago,

Equipment.
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motors for general power purposes based on their intrinsic
merits, indicates that the older type of machinery lias found
a dangerous rival, all (juestions of long distance transmis-

^Vhile. there

is

application of electric motors to drawbridges, the
equipment of the Rush and Lake street bridges of Chicago
and several bridges in Milwaukee having been already described and illustrated, a particularly interesting application
is about to be made to
the first of a new class of bridges

an

electric

city of

Chicago, which

bridge was considered

but

in a river

cago

ordinary swing
was generally adopted,
so narrow as in the Chi-

is

taken up by the center pier on which

space

makes

the bridge swings

to be in every sense

the

the best and

where the channel

river, the

is

For years

drawbridge.

objectionable.

it

inate this feature are illustrated in the

Efforts to elim-

'-lift"

bridge atHal-

sted street and the "jack knife" bridge at Canal street, both

of which are supported wholly on the shore ends with no obstruction in the center.

The
Buren

bridge to be built across
street

is

in

the Chicago river at

Van

general design of the Bascule type, a

its

notable illustration of which

the tower

is

motor which rotates the gear /?, thereby
drawing back the strut which, being attached to the center
of the quadrant, causes it to roll back on the tracks, die
teeth preventing it from slipping or skewing until it reaches
the position indicated by the dotted line, when the motor is
stopped automatically and a brake applied.
In closing, ihe

operation

nothing new to the readers of this journal

in the

adopted by the

tor starts the

bridge in Lon-

come

is

reversed,

together,

but before the ends are allowed to
by means of an automatic device the sec-

tions are brought to a full stop, thereby preventing the possibility of an accident

The

tor.

through the carelessness of the opera-

final closing

can then easily be controlled.

A powerful

emergency brake is also provided, which may
instantly be applied by the operator, thereby putting the entire operation under
his complete control
The electric
equipment will consist of four 50 horse power railway tvpe
motors, two on each section of the bridge, geared to a single
horizontal shaft.

by

a

Each pair

will be controlled independently

series-parallel controller

The

stand.

controlling

located

mechanism,

in

and

the operat.ir's
particularly the

braking

devices, are exceedingly unique and interesting,
and involve some novel features. The contract for this
equipment has been awarded to G. P. Nichols & Bro., contracting engineers,
ols

operation of large

two

Monadnock

a pioneer in

is

at

the

building, Chicago. Mr. Nich-

application

of electricity to the

and has successfully equipped
Lake and Rush streets, and five in Milwaukee, the
bridges,

don, which has just recently been completed and opened to

satisfactory operation of \vhich has established Mr. Nicho's'

the public.

reputation in this line of work.

the two sections forming the roadway are hinged orsupjiortedon trunnions on the

In this type of bridge

will

be manufactured

by

the

The motors and

controllers

Westinghouse Electric

&

VAN BUREN STREET, CHICAGO, DRAWBRIDGE EQUIPMENT.
and I think the tendency will be toward better efficiency at
moderate loads. It should- be mentioned here that the twohorse power triphase motor was made of ordinary good
armature

'

iron,

not selected or specially treated in

this

abutments on either

side,

by power applied by

different

culiar

and raised and lowered

at pleasure

Manufacturing company, and will be designed with

methods according to the peconditions of each case; but there are numerous ob-

ence to die unusual requirements of this c'ass of work.

w-ay.

jections to this style of bridge Vvhen applied to so limited a

Finally let me call sharp attention to curve 3, which shows
the effect of the power factor, which I regret to say has been
talked about not wisely but too well in most of the discuscurves in
ions pertaining to polyphase apparatus.
Fig. 3 show the total current in the line in the two horse
power triphase motor and the 1 10 volt continuous current
motor above mentioned. The current curve of the continuous current machine is nearly a straight line, that of the
polvphase machine is almost tangent to it and slightly conA noticeable fact displayed is that throughcave upward.
out the ordinary working range of these two motors the
currents were substantially equal, the existence of the power
factor in the polyphase motor being only noticeable at very
low loads and at over-loads. This comparison should be a
sufficient answer to the charges of excessive current that
have so often been made against the polyphase machines.

space as

Two

polyphase motor they would have foundation
In a rather good one the net effect of the lagging
current is trifling. It should further be noted that thecurrent
in this triphase motor at friction load is only about 30 per
cent, of the current at full load and of this only 30 per cent,
This is in marked contrast with
represents loss of energy.
the results obtained from a foreign trijjhase motor of simiFair, in which the no load
World's
lar size exhibited at the
current was nearly equal to that at full load and the power
factor at full load was barely over 50 per cent.
In this brief discussion of some of the properties of
modern polyphase motors, I have endeavored to show how
nearly they fulfill the conditions which may be regarded as
desirable in electric motors in general. That they do as well
as, if not only better than, the continuous current machines

In

a

bad

in fact.

of similar capacity,

I

believe I have satisfactorily shown.
certainly is arising for polyphase

The demand which

Buren

is

admissible on

street bridge,

tures of the Bascule
It

Chicago

the

however,

will

river.

embody the

The Van

was designed by William Scherzer, C. E., it being his
work before his death, and is being erected under the

last

W.

personal supervision of
in

R. Roberts, C. E., the engineer

charge of bridges of Chicago.

On

each side of the river

is

a substantial

base of which, on the river side,
parallel

with

hor'zontal

raised

of the bridge.

and

in

in the face of

A

these girders

when

it

is

abutment at the
on which lay two
provided

tracks

with

line

in the

rest

axis

the

the segmental

accompanying

plan,

are pockets corresponding

The weight

with the teeth on the track.
so distributed that

pier

these rolling tracks

girders, having their center at

and

a

rolling

steel

teeth

On

is

of each section

is

raised to an angle of 45'' the

center of gravity passes through this center, so

if

there were

no opposing strain a section would oscillate back and forth
from its position. The left hand end is shown in section
exposing the motors and the train of gears which transmits
the motion for the bridge operation.
is shown the operator's stand.

bridge
bridge

is

as follows

:

To

the

On

the deck

The

of the

operation of the

center of the circle

A

is

is

shown by the

full lines.

tricity.

The

In certain brewing operations, says the London Electrial
Hevieiv, it is necessary to determine the amount of invert sugar
present in a given liquid, and this is usually effected by means
of a chemical process, in which a copper solution plays a
prominent part. The copper absorbed by the sugar is then
estimated and the sugar calculated from the result.
As
mistakes are not impossible in this process, and since
accuracy is of great commercial moment, affecting possib'y
the quality of huge quantities of beer, an attempt was recently made by Formanek to estiiiiate the copper {hence the
sugar) electrolytically.
The process devised has now been
modified by B. B. Ross, and is essentially as follows: The
copper in the form of cuprous oxide is precipitated in a
beaker, then placed npon an asbestos filter, washed with hot
water and rinsed with weak nitric acid. The liquid is then
made up to 200 cc. and platinum electrodes are introduced,
connection being made with a battery giving a current
equivalent to 0.5 0.7 cc. of electrolytic gas per minute.
The anode employed is a flat spiral of platinum wire of
Luckow's pattern and rests on the bottom of a beaker,
w^hile a vertically suspended platinum cylinder receives the
The increase of weight of this cyldeposit of copper.
inder gives the amount of copper, and from this the brewing chemist calculates out the sugar.
Test analyses show
the remarkable accuracy of this method.
'

—

at-

tached the operating strut C, a rack suitably stiffened by
The bridge
channel beams which engages with the gear B.
in its closed position

Brewery Analysis by the Aid of Elec-

desirable fea-

with the objectionable ones eliminated.

refer-

opera-

The

fourth report of the committee on fires of the eleccommittee of the Underwriters' International Electric
association has been issued by William H, Merrill, Jr.,
trical

Chicago.

.
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Au.

presumably of considerable magnitude, pass into and out of
the pipes by way of the earth, and with the unavoidable

accompaniment of

electrolysis

and corrosion," The

belief

expressed ihat under existing conditions this corrosion
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Storage Batteries
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Illustrated
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Corrosion of Pipes

electrical

that

Electrical Indicator for Target Practice.

Some

Illustrated

By Dr.

Facts About Polyphase Motors.

Louis

Brewery Analysis by the Aid of Electricity
Street Drawbridge Equipment.
Editorial

The

By

Fan Water

Motor.

Electric

much worked up

At the present
England are

over the electric belt controversy that

and newspaper discussions. The same methods
in England by promoters of "electric" healing
obtain in this country among the quacks who

to hide their ignorance in

the

mystery which to the
electrical.

Illustrated...

Another

victory for the trolley has been scored in Chiwhere the daily newspapers have been making a

cago,

overhead

The aldermen have been warned

trolley

repeatedly by

the newspapers against granting ordinances for electric lines

55

56

on the ground that the people w-ere opposed to them. In
several instances" the aldermen have disregarded the advice

56

of the daily papers, and

56

strated

57

evidence of this fact

in

57

which

is

every case

has been demon-

it

they were justified in so

that

The

doing.

best

found in the, statement appended
Chicago Record of Friday, July

is

Illus-

trated

taken from th;

The Trolley

57

26th:

An

57

Apphcation to the commissioner of public works for permission to convert the West Van Buren street railway to
an electric line was made by the West Chicago Street Railway company yesterday afternoon. This is in accordance
with an ordinance passed by the city council April 30th.
The plans for the construction have been on file with the
commissioner for some time, and the permit necessary to
begin the work is expectei to be issued at once, as there
has been no opposition to the plan.
The Chicago City Railway company has accepted the
ordinances passed by the City Council granting permission
to substitute electric motors for animal power on severa
South Side lines. The newspapers have been protesting
against the council's action, and it was claimed that the
residents of the section to be benefited by the improvement

in Chemnitz, Saxony
Improvised Telephone Line
Large Electric Railway Plants

57

58,

Fatal E.\plosion

58

DEPARTMENTS.
Correspondence

58

Electric Lighting

59

Electric Railways

5q

Power Transmission

59

Telephone

.

....

59

59,

59
60

Miscellaneous
Business
Illustrated Electrical Patent

In discussing

Record

subject

tlie

of

....

underground

60

.'

electric

roads for London or tunnels of any sort in that

rail-

city, several

perplexing problems arise at once, not the least of which

the selection of routes which

will

not

with

conflict

is

the

an impressive idea of what subterbecoming, remarks the London A'ttc.?,

present roads.

It gives

ranean London is fast
£0 learn that on emerging from the

river the

new City and

Waterloo line will, in its passage up Queen Victoria street,
run for a part of the way under the low level main sewer,
which,

in its turn,

ground

railway.

have,

first,

runs along beneath the

So

that

at this point in the city

a busy main thoroughfare, below

below

its

it

will

— the Central London —

other

line

of So

feet.

an

terminus at a depth of about

the streets, and here

we

communicate
which will lie

shall

steam

that a

railway, then a huge metropolitan sewer, then
railway, reaching

under-

district

electric
^^y

^^^^

with

an-

at

a depth

were not
ing

in

more

ati:l

sewers,

rep:>rt

is

up^n gas

ot

electro-

pipes, w^ater

mains

presented in another column in the form of a

to the city engineer of

Boston on

this subject.

The

repDrt concludes that "the direct evidence

is good, although
not yet ample, thatinjuryhas been wrought upon iron and lead
pipes buried in the earth, thisinjury being the direct result of

corrosion arising from the passage of the return currents

an

electric street railway into or out of the pipes.

further to be

It

of

seems

almost incontestably show^n that the underin Boston are such that electric currents,

grojnd conditions

be heard of

This

troduced.

According

to the

have found

it

is

It is

this

probable that noth-

opposition.

official is

to

successfully

reported as saying:

compete with the

"Of course

us on long distance traveling, but in the

The
to this

trolley

A

it.

they can't touch

near future

has proved itself to be

service

railroad

I ex-

amount of our suburban

pect to see them absorb a large
travel."

in-

Philadelphia Record the old suburban lines

impossible

adapted

electric

well as Chicago.

and the management acknowledged

trolley,

The

popular improvement wherever

true in other cities as

and there

is

no doubt

astic

admirably
that in this

there will be rapid development in the near future.

is

the

most practical and

at the

same time enthusi-

advocates of technical education for electrical workers

Prof. Shepardson of the University of Minnesota,

work

is

already

whose

beginning to show good results in the

Shepardson gave some very good advice
to the members of the Northwestern Electrical association
at the St. Paul convention on JulyiSth. His paper on "The
Northwest.

Prof.

Relations Between Technical Schools and Electrical Industries" should

be read by every one interested in raising the

standard of electrical work.
ply to the East as well as

His advice and
the

West, and

his

equipped,

better

the

advantage of a course^

other things equal, will

and,

doubtless outstrip his less fortunate neighbor

who

is

obliged

Prof. Shepard-

through experience.

to gain his kno.vledge

son points out the advantages that are being derived by the
through it, by the public

electrical business, and,

at large,

from

educational institutions providing technical and engineering
courses, and in return

concerns of

all

managers

he asks the

kinds to co-operate with

of electrical

educational

thcjie

and give them such encouragement and assistthey may be in position to offer.
Very few people

institutions

ance as

how great has become
One example cited by

realize
suits.

convey some idea of ths
purely

Shepardson

growth of the

engineering

electrical

pur-

the interest in electrical
Prof.

will serve to

pursuing

classes

In ten years the

course;.

number of students

in the electrical department of Cornell
was increased from 2S, the number entered in 1S84, to 361
who took t-he course in 1S94. This is, indeed, a phenom-

enal record, but there are others quite as

striking.

At the
num-

University of Minnesota, for instance, half the entire

the engineering schools are following the

ber of pupils in

and the department

course in electrical engineering,

Much more

comparatively young.

is still

could be said in the same

and many instances cited to show the growing

line

impor-

tance of the work, but enough has been presented to demthe fact that there is a general appreciation by
managers of electrical concerns of the work that is being
done in these universities. But those engaged in this work

onstrate

need encouragement ahd
benefited

by

their labors

assistance,

and those who are most

should look after the interests of

these institutions.

On

Tuesday, July 25th, the rapid transit

passed

bill, as

by the people of Boston at a special election, at which 29,This measure has been under discus706 votes were cast.
sion for a long time and has been earnestly advocated by
many prominent business men and owners of real estate in
the localities to be benefited by the improvement, yet it is
surprising that such a small vote was cast and that there
was such a narrow margin in its favor, the vote standing
15,403

for,

as against 14,303 opposed to, the measure.

always hard

criticism ap-

suggestions

deserve respectful consideration everywhere, for he has given

It is

people out on such occasions, and iUis

to get the

probable that only those directly affected by the project sigFriends of

nified their wishes.

while

it is

the bill contend, too, that

likely that every person
it,

many who

favored

opposed to the measure
it

did not take the trouble

to record their opinion.

But

and that

point; a step in advance has

is

the principal

taken, and Boston

is

the

bill

has been accepted

been

nearer the solution of the problem of

rapid transit than any other American city.

Under the

bill

by the people provision is made for the
building of a road from Sulhvan square, Charlestown, to
accepted

lust

City square, to

Haymarket

square, to

Dock

square, to

Federal street bridge and over

Postofiice square, over the

Branch lines may be built to
to Milton.
Maiden, Beachmont, Crescent beach, Chelsea. Marine park.
South Boston, Neponset, Somerville, Cambridge, Roxbury,
Brookline and some other lines. No work can be done
until the proposed routes shall be approved by the mayor
Dorchester avenue

and aldermen or the selectmen of the city or town, nor can
begun until the location
and plans shall have been approved by the railroad comthe construction of the bridges be

missioners.

provided that within six months from

It is also

the act the corporation must apply for

the acceptance of

locations for five miles of

track,

and on or before the

first

day of February of next year, or 30 days after the approval
by the mayor and aldermen of this route, deposit with the
state treasurer the

sum

the corporation shall

of $300,000 whieli shall be forfeited

fail to

also

tional

a

of

deposit with the

before

it

state

The corporation

route.

treasurer $200,000 addi-

begins the construction of

latter portion of

if

build five miles of road within

two years from the approval of such
must

The

interesting contribution to the discussion

lytic action of railway currents

favor of the change.

will

car has proved to be a

field

young man who has hid

vastly

class-

be in every institution of this

lectures, a^ they should

voted against

Among
An

room

'by the Legislature and signed by the governor, was accepted
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(Northwestern

Company.

Jenks and Prof. Houston.

J.

Morton, Prof.

has been kept before the public so long through court pro-

system.

Illustrated

Improved Root Boiler. Illustrated
J*eeder Wire .Splicer. Illustrated
Slow Speed Motor of the Mather

W.

spirited fight against the introduction of the

Electrical association)

Directly Connected General Electric Generators.

to the electrical fraternity

will read papers are A. E. Kennelly, Dr.

very

53

(Northwestern Elec-

Gilbert Donaldson.

programme
gentlemen well known

good meeting.

a

time ihe medical and electrical fraternities in

53,
Illustrated

trical association)

The Modern Dynamo.

of papers prepare:l

list

promises

preliminary
the

The

been sent out by the secretary and

for the occasion has just

devices
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G. D, Shepardson.

the Ameri-

is

of

Medicine, September 25th.

majority of people surrounds everytliing

,

Prof.

effective

its

51

Relations Between Technical Schools and Electrical Indus-

By

more

53

".

tries.

No

New York Academy

assume

52.

Vsn Buren

the medical profession in

fellows.

annual meeting at the

fourth

5^

(American Institute of Electrical Engineers).

Illustrated,

assist

can Electro-therapeutical association, which will hold

employed

Bell.

the

as

work and

this

in

a reputable and reliable organization,

it is

ceedings

Steering by Electricity

soon

as

means could be employed than to encourage organizations
whose purpose is to promote honest and scientific research
and experiments. An association of this kind, which from
its professed objects, the work it has already done, and the
character of men identified with it warrants the statement

5'

50.

Just

what has b^en accomplished and

getting rid of those offensive

3°

Boston by Electrolysis

in

attamments

of scientihc

line.

an interest

should

fraternity

Dolbear,

American Electro-therapeutical Association

medical fraternity

what can be done through the application of electricity to
medicine and surgery, the electric quack will disappear. TJie

who
PAGE.
Chicago.

men

encouraging to find

it is

Among

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.

awakened

gratifying to see the interest that lias been

is

investigating subjects in this

the

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

shop practice and laboratory wDrk are combined with

is

in the subject of electro-therapeutics in the

i8;4

4,

much thought and time to the matter of preparing young
men for respiinsible positions in stations and in factories, and
is thoroughly competent to sp^ak on the subject.
The advantages of technical education are now pretty generally
appreciated, but there are some who still cling to the belief
that e.lucation unfits a man for "practical" work.
Where

kind, the

with interest.

familiarizes himself with

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPYRIGHT. — Not only the title but the enth-e contents of

a

of the entire piping sys-

life

city, but as the experiments and examinations
have not yet been concluded, no positive decision has been
Further experiments in this hne will be- awaited
reached.

educated physician takes

number

is

tem of the

It

Editors

Business Manager.
Assistant Business Manager.

W.

is

-t

any of

its line,

the bill provides for the construction

subway under Tremont

street,

one under the river

to

East Boston, and one under Washington street. Two new
transit commissioners are provided for, to be appointed by

whose salary shall be $5,000.
seems to be the general opinion that the project will
be pushed ahead rapidly and that Boston will be the first
city in the country to have a complete rapid transit system.
the governor,
It

It is certainly to

will

York

be

hoped

that .the Boston commissioners

be more expeditious than the members of the
board,

who

required

several years

to

New

discover that

they were utterly incapable of coping with the task they had

undertaken.
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The Relations Between Technical Schools
and

Electrical Industries.-

Bv Prof. G. D. Shepardsmn.
in the number ani extent of the appliin modern life has excited the wonder
of capital invested in electrical inieramount
The

The. rapid growth
canons of electricity
rtf all.

the L'nited States is probably not less than $2,000,The number of persons finding employment is
oX),ooo.
hundreds
of thousands. Xew discoveries are being
some
madecontmualiy, and new industries are being built upon
Each new line of industry stimulates others, and
them.
the growth is electrical in a double sense.
The question is often asked \Vhere are the men obtaiuefl
who manage these great interests ? How can men be trained
handle such large central stations,
to superintend and
electric railways, telegraph and telephone lines, manufacturing establishments and carry them on successfully? The
men in charge, or most of them, were out in the business
world long befo're the schools began to teach electrical
engineering, and the number of graduates from such courses
to-day is far less than the number of positions to be filled.
How% then, are men found or trained for handling these concerns successfully?
The answers are various. Some are not carried on sucMortgage foreclosures, receiverships and suspencessfully.
sions are not unheard of in electrical circles, and in many
have been prevented by the employment
could
they
cases
es'-S in

:

of competent electricians.

The

successful

management of many

electrical

plants

establishments requires a knowledge
and business more than a knowledge of technical

or manufacturmg
of

men

details.

Vast numbers of mechanical, civil and other engineers
have turned with the flood, and by hard study, harder experience, and, perhaps, still harder nerve have picked up
such kn'->\vledge of electrical matters as was necessary to
make them successful constructing or supervising engineers
It is well understood that mcst of the
of electrical pbnts.
applications of electricity require more mechanical knowledge than electrical. It' i-, there^'ore, comparatively easy
fur men already familiar with machinery to become electrical
" experts," so-called, in a short time.
Most of the electrical manufacturing works have more or less thoroughly
organized shop schools or courses of w^ork for train-

inf " experts " who are sent out to install or overThese men often
haul plants sold by the parent company.
accept positions with the local companies and remain in
charge.

Most of the state universities and some other institutions
of learning have organized departments of electrical engineering which are doing something to supply men who, after
some practical experience, will be able to take positions of
more or less responsibility.
The growth in the technical schools is something like
Five years ago the
that of the other electrical industries.
institutions offering courses in electrical engineering might
Now there is
he numbered on the fingers of one hand.
hardly a state that does not boast one or more schools offering such courses on paper at least.
The nmnber of young men looking to electricity as a
means of earning a living is indicated to a very limited extent by the number of students entering the courses in elecengineering at Cornell University, for instance.
trical
Tliere were twenty-eight stude-nts in this course of 1SS4. In
1S94 there were 361. At the University of Minnesota
abDut half the number of students in the entire engineering
The technical
college were in the electrical engineering.
schools have graduated a considerable number of men since
the electrical courses were established, and some of these
nien have reached eminent positions as engineers, designThe number of graduates is as yet comers and inventors.
paratively small.
A natural result is that the larger proportion of the men
at the head of electrical interests are not what are known as
''technical graduates;" they have not taken regular college
courses in electrical engineering, and, indeed, many of

them have not seen the inside of a college. One might be
What, then, is the need of technical
tempted to ask:
schools if these men can do the work successfully? If such a
question were askedof one of those successful electrical men
themselves he would be very likely to answer: -'I would give almost anything if I could enjoy such advantages myself." Some
practical men have still a wrong impression of the work
They have seen or heard
clone by the technical schools.
of some kid-gloved dude with eye-glasss and cane posing
school, and have
professional
well-known
as an expert from a
set

it

and

down in their minds that technical schools are theoretical,
To
that they train boys to be utterly impractical.

theseit should be said that the schools hav^ to work upon
the material that comes to them, and some of the msterial
students who lack the
is exceedingly green. As a general rule
qualifications for becoming engineers are discouraged and
either quit school or change it over to other lines more

congenial.
It is

worth noting

in this connection

that

the

greatest

advances in different electrical fields are being made by colSir Wm. Thomson's mathematical powers and
lef^e men.
skTuinthe use of laboratory instruments made it possilile to

The inventois of the
operate the first trans-Atlantic cable.
telegraph and telephone are generally known as Prof.
of the posiiinvestigations
Recent
Bell.
Prof.
and
Morse
bihty of telephoning across the ocean have all been made
The recent
mathematics.
by college graduates, adepts in
developments in transmission of power by alternating currents are almost entirely due to college
ematical investigations were tempered

men, whose mathwith practical ex-

perience.
The technical schools are more and more emphasizmg the
won only by
the fact that success in engineering may be
hard and unceasing work, and each one must learn theory
,

.

He must temper his theory with
practice together.
practice; he must govern his practice by theory.
The students are urged to spend their Summer vacations

and

I

July

Read

before the Northwestern Electrical association, St

18, 1894.

Paul
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of three months in electrical factories, repair shops, electrical light and railway stations, in wiring or wherever opportunity may offer to obtain actual experience in practical
work. Under favorable circumstances they are urged to
continue their practical experience a full year before returning to complete their technical course.
Those who follow
this plan find that they have a better appreciation of the
work in the laboratory and lecture rooms, and when tliey
graduate arc far better prepared than those who do not obIn many
tain such practical experience during their course.
cases after graduation they return to work for the same
concern with which they have spent their vacations, and
they are doing most excellent work.
The work of the course is made as practical as possible.
This is especially true of the schools in the West and
Northwest.
Here there is little need for purely theoretical
men.
thorough grounding in theory in desirable, but
much importance must be given to actual experience.
The student should learn \^hat is being done and liow it
isbeingdone. They must be given actual experience in
measuring, testing and operating* electrical machinery and
apparalu-i in the laboratories.
They must be given and
must solve difficult and actual problems so that they
may know how to handle any of the perplexing questions
that keep confronting the man in business, whose stockThe
holders are looking for dividends and not assessments.
trend of technical education in the West seems to he to
teach theory, but e.'^pecially theory as it bears on commer-

A

cial practice.

We

may

next inquire,

What

are the desirable

relations

between the teJmical schools and the men engaged in electrical business?
Relations involve two parties and should
be mutual. It is believed that the mutual relationship between the technical s-hools and the electrical interests has
not received the attention it deserves.
Speaking first from the standpoint of. the schools.
desire to he]]i,the electrical interests in this section of the
country in every possible way. That is why the electrical
engineering departments were established and that is why
aim
men are devoting their lives to this department.
to be of service in the following ways:
By helping to educate men who will become efficient superintendents of local

We

We

electrical companies, who will improve and maintain effiservice in electric light and power stations in telephone and telegraph exclianges and similar places, who will
help raise the standard of construction and repair work,
wlio will help develop new industries and who will be of
good service wherever they may locate.
To older men who have had more or less experience in
practical work, and who desire to improve themselves, the
facilities of the libraries, laboratories and class rooms are
Every possible opportunity is offi;red to men of
extended.
mature years to carry on any work within the scope of the
university for which they are prepared.
The libraries are being enriched by the completion and
binding of complete files of the technical papers and by the
addition of the best books.
The equipment laboratories
are being made more perfect each year and opportunities
for practice and investigation are being increased con-

cient

tinually.

The well equipped libraries and laboratories and shops
of the technical scho^ds offer exceptionally good opportunities for the organization and development of inventions, and
many valuable processes of manufacture and improved appliances owe their success to work done in college laboratories. Only one notable instance may be'.giyen, namely that
of the electric reduction of aluminum by .either the Cowles
or Hall process, both of which processes were worked out
by young men soon after graduation, Cowles from Cornell
.qncllialj. from Oberlin.
The schools have done and are doing much to solve
protilems and to carry on investigations that are beyond the
facilities of the factories or that would consume too much
The schools are prepirred and are
time, space and money.
doing good service in providing men and apparatus for
making expert tests of efficiency of operation of central
I'esting bureaus
stations, machinery and other equipment.
for standard inquiry, measuring instruments, and for other
expert tests are being established in connection with many
of the laboratories.
Lawyers, inventors and investors often find it of great
advantage to be able to look to tlie slate university
to obtain disinterested and reliable expert opinions fiora
competent men who are unbiased by any connection
with local or distant manufac tuning or other electrical companies.
To sum up, we say we are trying to he of service to you
If you have suggestions or criticisms
in eveiy way possible.
are for use, you are invited to
they are welcome.

We

use

us.

would be more fitting, perhaps, for some one actively
engaged In business to discuss the other phase of the
It

—

the relation of the industries to the schools.
subject
Some points may be mentioned.
are pleased to acknowledge the encouragement given
us in finding positions for graduates and for students.
These men come to you as helpers and not as supplanters
They are not as a rule
trying to push out some one else.
conceited, but have learned that there Js much that they do
not know, much they can learn from those who have not
been to college. They are anxious to learn and generally
have a good share of common sense to start with. The
schools would be more useful if the men in business would
If you send to
use them more as employment bureaus.
the technical school when you have a vacant position to
for a young man to get a start in practical
fill or a chance
work, past experience indicates that it will prove to be to

We

your advantage.

You can help the school by sending them samples or
specimens of results of peculiar accidents, samples from your
scrap heap, showing how different material and apparatus
stand use and abuse, pieces of discarded apparatus, with
reasons for disuse, instruments or other articles that are of
Such artiinterest as showing the development.
would be welcome additions to our growing collections,
which are of great value in educational work.
It would be useful if you would inform us from time to

historical

time

ot

special

problems that

rise in

your work

we might

—

possibly

help you.
you can help others to obtain a more thorough
education by sending them to the university or by giving
them opportunities to work w^i'h you, it will be in the right
Lastly,

if

direction.

The Modern Dynamo.'
Bv Gilbert Don.\ldsox.
The dynamo

occupies a very noticeable position in the
engineering work of the present. Probably no other class
of apparatus of similar importance has been brought to so
high a state of perfection in the same amount of time.
If
v»e stop to consider the development of the dynamo since
Faraday made his first machine, we cannot but be impressed
by the brief period covered bydynamo history. As a result
of profound study and much experiment we have the modern

dynamo; simple, durable, compact, efficient and beautiful, it
stands with no supsriors and few equals— one of the great
achievements of the nineteenth century.

The modern dynamo stands side by side with the modern
steam engine; its equal in mechanical design and in adaptal)ilityto its work,
and vastly superior in its efficiency.
Durability, 'comjractness, low repair bill, a neatness of finish
and symmetry of design are some of the lines along which we
look for improvement in the modern dynamo. Another
veryimportant line is the reduction of the cost of manuAt present there seems to be a strong tendency
facture.
toward machines which have as little machine work about
them as possible. To reduce the cost to a minimum and at
the same time keep up the standard is the goal of the
dynamo and motor manufacturer.
In the larger sizes, the direct connected, slow speed multipolar dynamo seems destined to become the popular style.
Just where the line between multipolar and bijiolar machines
is found is an open question.
Some claim that the mnltipolar machine is the best for all p«-i;poses and that they
would not build bipolar machines at all. while others main^in that for the small and medium sizes the bipolar is cheaper
and more satisfactory, and that multipolar dynamos are best
adapted for heavy work.
In the best modern practice both types have a firm foothold and there does not seem to be at present any strong
tendency for either one to displace the other.
One of the questions that interests the manufacturer is
the question of cast and wrought iron for the magnetic
circuit.
It seems that the best practice must be a combination of the two, provided there are any joints in the
magnetic circuit. It is like the question of the proper degree of saturation; it is somewhat local and depends on the
relative cost of copper and iron as well as the price of
labor.

The dynamo, like all classes of machinery, must of
necessity differentiate. That there will be a universal system
or a universal machine is not to be expected.
Adaptability
to special service ought to be and will be the rule.
The
alternator, the direct current, constant potential, and all the
rest have a sphere of usefulness in which they can excel the
other types, and in which we may expect to find tliem comcompeting not with
of

own

its

all

machines but simply each with others

type.

During the last year several new constant current
machines have been brought before the public, and
the question of their theory and design has been discussed

some extent. The multipolar direct constant current,
closed coil, arc dynamo is the latest thing in dynamo construction, and if the designers would give the public their
mathematics and theory it would be received as gladly as
was their new successful multipolar generator.
The difficult points of these machines seem to be in
getting good automatic regulation and sparkless commutaMuch has been said about the shape of pole pieces
tion.
for the arc dynamo.
It lias been claimed that the brushes
must always be under the polar lips, that the field must be
uniform, and that it need not be so, that the polar tips
should not be saturated, and that the single magnet type is
not adapted for arc machines. . I have done some experimenting along this line find have found that so far as the
sparking goes, it cuts a very small figure what shape the pole
pieces are, excepting in one case.
However, this is a very
important one.
If tlie dynamo is run say 25 to 50 percent,
below its real capacity almost any kind of a pole piece will
not spark, but abo\e this the case is altogether difierent, and
the shape has much to do with the sparking. The real point
is to get sparkless commutation at maximum output.
This
can be done by putting plenty of iron in the polar tips. The
effect is to give a more uniform field throughout and also to
provide sufficient induction to balance the self inductor of
the short-circuited coil when the brushes are well around
toward the neutral jjlane on line where the induced electromotive force changes sign. No special shaping Is necessary,
the requirement simply is to make the tips heavy and rather
When the poles are made tliis way it allows the lines
full.
of force to spread out toward the tips and thus be of more
to

uniform density.

Another interesting way of securing a
and entice the lines toward the polar tips

fairly
is

to

uniform

field

make continu-

ous pole pieces.
By doing so a very uniform 'field may be
secured, but it has the disadvantage of reducing the capacity
of the machine.

Another very modern idea is the direct constant current arc
machine without a regulator. Here again is a case in whith
we would like to know ihe why and wherefore, and the
secret of success.
see at once that there is yet much to develop In
lines of dynamo construction, both in theory and in
practice.

We

some

Our engineers are thoroughly conversant with the needs
of the limes, and no other class of apparatus is receiving
more careful study and attention. The modern dynamo has
a firm hold on civilization, and if the next 25 years mark as
great progress as the last we may expect something about
as perfect as human skill can furnish.

cles

I.
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Read
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General
Generators.

Connected

Directly
The new

manufacturing

is

is

The magnetic

tration.

circuits are shortened

output with a higher efficiency

weight andspeed than usual.
cast

and a greater
can be obtained from a given

The frames and

pole pieces are

magnetic permea-

special solt steel of very high

from a

bility,

The accompanying

which the General Electrical comshown in the accompanying illus-

purposes

for lighting

pany

and the construction of the armatures

such that a

is

constant current of air circulates through

core and

the

windings and provides the necessary ventilation. The armaconsist of straight copper bars

ture windings

Fan Water Motor.

Electric

type of directly connected multipolar generator

illustration

Bolgiano's electric fan water motor.

an electric motor and

fan, costs

takes the place of

It

nothing to run, as

Improved Root

great mechanical

arc designed for very small

and

strengtli

rise

above the surrounding

air after a

government the hmit

reduced

is

to-

ironclad armature derives,

which the core

body, and thus

the

closer to the pole

its

name from

become

the

practically

iron of the armature

pieces,

the

the

imbedded

A

built solely

general idea of

its

r*?ar

boilers.

Over the top of the several steam and water
shown the multijjle which collects the steam from
andfinal'y delivers it inio the steam drum. About the

are seen.

drums
each,

is

may

forming what

at each end, Fig.

These packages are then

as a package.

tlie

by

other as

shown

in Fig. 2,

i,

and on top of

is

one

piled

this pile is

magnetic
in-

etrated with magnetic lines, the total flux passing

through

Large

solid

may be consequently

copper bars

conductors without loss from eddy currents, and the

armature winding becomes an ideally

IMPROVED ROOT HOILER.

are

not pen-

FAN WATER. MOTOR.

simple mechanical

placed a steam and water drum,

A

tion.

The openings

at the

front and rear

headers are connected

shown

These, in

Fig. 3.

in

is

shown

in Fig. 7.

ends ot these box-like

by means of connecting bends as

ends, Fig. 5, which are

packing

metal
this

detail

in

shaped

forming a vertical sec-

all

view of this arrangement

side

drawn

have

turn,

plug-

tightly into elastic

rings, Fig. 4, seated in the headers, Fig. 6,

being done by mean of two bolts, thus forming a joint
which can easily be "made up"'
kept

holding

tight.

body and a

flexible strip connects the sections

commutator

are

bars.

bolted directly to the

On

of the wind-

the larger sizes, the

After
the

connecting

manner

bolt

the

of

headers

the

described,

it

will

ranging from 25 kilowatts to So kilowatts,

overhead drum

and

for

speed

rise in

them

to th^

headers,

and

tl:en

is

giving the

motion.
in

rear,

heated,

will flow

it

will

upwards

from one box-like header, through the connecting bend into
the one above

it,

and so on

to the top,

at the front end.

and thence into the

This overhead

drum

is

ranging from 300 revolutior.s in the smallest to 90 revolutions in the largest.
They may be connected directly to

about half

horizontal engines of the Corliss type or vertical engines of

scribed,

it is

The

itself to

the unequal expansion of the

high

takes place, without placing dangerous breaking strains on

marine type,

may

triple

or

quadruple

also be connected to

compound.

engines

of the

By

full

of water.

constructing the vertical section

made

in

the

manner

de-

a flexible one, which can readily adjust

the various pressure parts, especially

tubes

on the

when

replaced in the boiler

package are taken

tubes in a staggered

the

fittings

This arrangement

off.

at the

also

end of the
brings the

position vertically, which prevents the

chimney, thus insuring a more perfect absorption of the heat.

and

front

and replaced without disturbing those around
package of tubes'can easily be removed and

place

be seen by referring to Fig. 7

that as the water inside the inclined tubes

is

similarly a

in

freedom of

perfect

made in sections.
The brushes are of woven metal gauze upon which
form of brush the General Electrical company holds the
fundamental patents. These generators are made in sizes
clamping ring holding the com.mutator bars

it,

which always
vertical

sec-

a

uninterrupted run back Lo the

free,

In placing this boiler in position

when

it

takes the place

of old shell boilers, the necessity for tearing up the sidewalk
or street

[-"ir.,

end

nut

with their vertical joints

is,

gases from having

I>IRECTLY COANliCiEiJ GENLIIAL ELECIKIC GE .NLKATOKS.

The commutators

part of a wall

heads which

the header^, thus

a wall, that

broken, and as a brick can easily be removed from the lower

bolts

are received in -spherical sockets
in

lar to bricks in

The

bends

the

have ball-shaped

structure.

steam and water drums, is shown the
feed drum, below which is seen the mud drum.
When the
complete boiler is constructed the headers are arranged simcenter, beneath the

and

speed type.

the

four

Cliff

construction

known

in the

being brought

reluctance of the

The copper when placed

smaller size

where

manner

conductors

in these slots is

the

8,

for the U. S.

reduced and the capacity for a given weight

ings with the

of construction at
Fig.

28^ C.

When

slotted.

is

placed in the slots they

as

The method
shown in

is

continuous run

dynamos constructed

used

is set.

tempera-

standard machine being

the teeth.

boiler

durability.
in

load, the limit on the

of 10 hours, while in the

creased.

tlie

ends of the boiler

is built up of alternate laminations
and sheet mica, joining high spark resisting

Ihe machines

circuit is

and width of the arrangement of tubes being governed first by the amount of healing
surface required, and also by the space available in 'which

IMPROVED ROOl' BOILER.

7.

qualities with

The

are

placed side by side, the height

insulation

of tough paper

in

is

expanded into a header

upon

C

vertical

itself,

by inspecting the illustration "presented hereparallel boiler tubes four inches in diameter are

Two

with.

only 40^

these

Boiler.

Root Manufacturing company, 28

New York.

be obtained

full

&

Abendroth

street,

ture at

number of

a complete boiler in

virtually

so connected

the

FIG.

each

sections,

4, i8c,4

company,

Eolgiano Manufacturing

by the
Baltimore, Md.
market

This popular water tube steam boiler

The

con-

it

and does not require any attention
or extensive repairs.
This pleasing little fan and motor
combined has found favor wherever it has gone, and the
mere fact that its "current" costs nothing, makes it valuable for offices, s.tores and private houses.
It is placed on
nects with any faucet,

the

In making up a boiler, a

tion.

shows a late and interesting
invention, a water motor and fan combined.
It is called

practically im-

as to render short circuits or similar troubles

possible.

August

S.

is

obviated, as

IMI'ROVEI)

it

can be introduced into a building

ROOT BOILER.

through an ordinary window or door, an opening 39 inches
square being sufficient for the introduction of a boiler of 350
horse power capacity.

by a boilermaker
the

new

The

right in

boiler put in with

up
and so taken out and
trouble and expense.

old shell boilers can be cut
position,

but

little

one of the strong points

Durability

is

this type.

The

improveel Root boiler

in favor of boilers ol
is

built entirely

on the

may be slipped out
minimum cost, and in a very

interchangeable system, so that any part

and a new part introduced at a
short time.
Thus, by keeping

up

with the deterioration

which takes place in all boilers, it is always kept practically
as good as new; the same high pressure can always be carried,

and

at the

end of twenty years

service as at the end of the

first

year.

it is

about

as

good

for

August
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Feeder Wire
The

wire splicer .>hi>wn

Splicer.

The

accompanying illustration was brought out last year by the Ohio Bra^ company, Mansfield, C, and has met with almost universal
approval from construction men. Besides making a practifee<ler

in the

away

moved and

the

insulation

conductors' salaries.

re-

first

is

halves of the splicer are placed over the

abutting ends of the bare

The

^vire.

are

n:its

tlie-i s

He was

Culprits in this regard

went

to the

town

Then lie
light works and secured all the
was strung there was still a shortage

electric

when

it

What

of about 1,000 feet.

do next he hardly knew, as

to

there was no

more wire in the county and St. Paul was 300
miles away. Determinmg not lo be balked he bought stove-

when detected

in the newsFare boxes are attached lo

papers as a warning to others.

rewarded by finding a spool of No. iS annunciator

wire there, but

names advertised

are punished by having their

-rew^d

office

wire, and that carried about one-third of the way.

Should 150,000 persons evade payment in twelve months the loss would
be only 15,000 marks. It would take 450,000 evasions in
fare to offset the company's savings by dispensing with conroutes, including transfers.

all

that conversation

tween the

By doing

conductors the company saves 44,000 marks anfare is only 10 pfennigs, or a trifle less than

on

mind

was going to be carried on beof the newspaper and the fairgrounds over
his telephone line, for he spent Sunday looking for wire.
his

the only

is

The

cents,

?.}2.

it saves enough time
over the ordinary manner of splicing to more than pav for
It can be used as a permanent or temporary
its first cost.

In making a splice the

%\-ith

nually.

cally perfect joint in the feeder wire,

connector.

have no conductors. The motorman
board who represents the company.

cars

person on

57

pipe

wire enough

finish,
and grounded on a long
drove into the ground and wet with

to

iron rod, which he

couple of pails of water.
Mr. Plowman says that he
connected his telephones and secured satisfactory service on
a line one-and-a-half miies long running on electric light
poles, over houses and factories, on fences, across the
a

prairie on 12-foot poles, with five different kinds of wire, rang_

inginsize from No.iSto No.S, and in piecesfrom six to 6co
feet long.
There were probably ioo splices in tlie line,
most of the wire being in short pieces. The editor received his report, and Mr. Plowman had the satisfaction of
knowing that he had fulfilled his promise.

Large Electric Railway Plants.
The tendency

for very large electric directly

erators, especially

for railway

power

coupled ven-

plants, has been illus-

trated again

IIG.

on the tapered ends of the

on

gated

be poured through a slot provided for

.Solder can

A joint made

pose.

the wire and

OF

.MOTOli

1

which is slightly corrusecurely clamping the wire.

inside, thus

the

SLOW SPEED

2.

splicer,

way

in this

is

but a

trifle

HE MATHER E1,ECTKIC COMPANY.
both ends of the

car, so there

is

no such excuse

offered as

The

station

is

The company's

this pur-

An Improvised Telephone

larger than

There

is,

often

the mechanical strength of the joint being greater than the

of the constructing

\\ire itself.

to

necessary to

be successful a

Line.

and

no other business in which it is so
temporary expedients as that

perhaps,

average electrical resistance being about .02 of an ohm, and

resort to

electrician.

man must

to

be located on the property of
boulevard and Western

Conditions vary so that

be jiossessed of a considerable

repair shops

location in the territory

which

which

commodate

five

is

have to be entirely

is

presented in Fig.

The

i.

calling attention to

are of cast

fields

the base, sub-base, etc., are of casfiron,

motor of

thus

making

The

the

field-

perfectly insulated, and
magnet with ease. The
bearings are of the Mather company's improved self-oiling

wound on metal bobbins,

coils are

can be slipped on and

the field

oft

type, with composition, bushings.

which

exceedingly large,

is

is

The armature,

FEEDER WIRE

while

steel,

particularly light weiglit for the output.

taken at

Fig.

2,

type

of the iron clad slotted

amount of versatility' and
an illustration of

who

is

this,

at the present

SPI.ICKK.

As
Edwin Plowman,
installing a D'Unger

adaptability to circumstances.

experience of

the

time engaged in

telephone exchange at Crookston, Minn.,

is

amusing.

Mr.

Plowman vouches for the following slory:
The fair for Northern Minnesota was held at Crookston
last month, and although no line work had been done, Mr.

to begin

on

Van Buren

station

and one 1,000.

street immediately.

About

rebuilt.

be converted into

~treet will

its

an illustration of which

The

intended to ultimately ac-

2,000 horse power generators

e will

is

is

power.

Work

company

to be served.

is

be constructed there

will

Company.
Electric

there,

particularly con-

venient for an electric power station, because of the central

Slow Speed Motor of the Mather Electric
The Mather

is

com-

avenue.'

and stables are located

considered that the situation

it is

Iiorse

.Manchester type slow speed motor,

tlie

pany on Washington

"difficulty in getting forward."

of low resistance and great strength, the

is

in a contract just closed between the West
Chicago Street Railway company and the Siemens & Halske
Electric company of America, for three 2,000 hoise power
and one 1,000 horse power generators.

The

three miles of

line, the cars

being

Halsted street and connected' with cable.

The

electric

motor cars will be hitched onto the cable cars so there will
Mr. Chapman has debe no delay in making connections.
vised a scheme for disconnecting the electric machinery in
the motor car while the train is being drawn by the cable.

The

bids for the electric machinery called for the completion

dynamo within four months of the award of
The contract calls for the completion of an
machine every fifteen days. The contract for

ol the first

the

contract.

ad-

ditional

the

and of the modified Siemens winding, insuring slow speed.
Great care is taken in building it up; the shaft, which is very
large in diameter, is of the best machinery steel; the core is
of sheet iron disks, which, by an improved annealing proproper insulation of wire, does away

cess, together with a

The

with destructive heating.

insulation

throughout

is

o^

All arthe best obtainable, mica being used exclusively.
matures are carefully balanced before being sent out, and, the

The comwill operate without vibration.
of improved design, exceedingly massive and
Every part of the Manchester type
insulated.

company claims,
mutator

is

carefuUv

slow speed

electric

motor

is

made

to jigs

and templets

ajul

can be duplicated at once from stock.

The

Trolley

In a report
J. C.

Consul

to the

in

Chemnitz, Saxony.

State

Monoghan

Department, United

States

describes the principal features of

the trolley system in Chemnitz, Saxony,

and

the effect of

The use
the improvement in the business of the company.
fastened by means of
of poles is obviated, the wires being
rosettes secured to the woodwork or walls of^
ornamental
are athouses, having projecting hooks to which the wires
These hooks are firmly fastened and are tested with
tached.
upon to bear. Ownseven times the weight they will be called

preferred to allow the use of
ers of houses without exception
free rather than have posts on the sidewalk.
through which the cars wind their way are
or Westminster
wider than Washington street, Boston,
The system has now been in operation
street, Providence.
satisfactory and
or eight months, and has proved

houses

their

The

streets

for six

railway tracks, in conformity to the law,
and accidents to vehicles of all
are level with the pavement,
narrower than in America,
kinds are rare. The gauge is
run as rapidly and smoothly
but the cars keep the track and
In the heart of the city they run
as in the United States.
suburbs 330 yards per
yards per minute, and in the

successful.

The

220

FIG.

Plowman,

lished there, determined to

increase of

traffic

since the introduction of electricity

the strenuous oppohas been 60 per cent., notwithstanding
year of exceedingly hard times.
sition to the change and the

SLOW SPEED|MOTOR OF THE MATHER ELECTRIC

connect his

office

paper pub-

and

the race

lie ordered a mile of wire and a couple of sample

track.

D'Unger

iclephones, but

the railway strike hindered deliv-

ery and the material arrived only two days before the opening of the

fair.

When Mr. Plowman

his wire he found that

as the fair

day

it

ment

attempted to string

owing to amistake he had only about

one-quarter enough wire.

minute.

The

I.

at the request of the editor of a daily

was announced

was then Saturday night, and
open upon the following Tues-

It
to

was obvious that there was no time for another shipbe made. Mr. Plowman had evidently made up

to

engines will be

system

is

let

ultimately intended

sixty miles of street,
Ijlates

COjMPA.NY.

immediately.

The West

Side power

operate electric lines on
and the West Side company contemto

converting 120 miles of horse car lines into electric

lines.

The contracts for the construction of the North Side
power house and for the engines and machinery were let
Monday. The power house will be located on the river
opposite Sharpshooters' Park at Califomia avenue and
Roscoe boulevard. The station will ultimately take in generators aggregating 6,000 horse power.

At present it

is

only

—
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5^
operate 135 cars from that station, and the
let jNIonday called for generators ag-

the intention to

contracts which were

gregating

were

2, Sod

the engines

company and

&

the Siemens

machinery- to

trical

Contracts for

power.

horse

the Fraser-Chalmers

to

let

for the elec-

com-

Halske Electric

pany of America. The generators at the North Side station
are intended to operate both North and West Side lines.

The

territory \\hich will be covered will

embrace all thelincs

of the North Chicago Streec Railroad company and will also
furnish power for all the West Side lines north of North

company had no

the

that

witnesses, persons engaged in the business of

Board of Aldermen had granted it the privilege, and
when work was begun the police stopped it. The decision
of the Railroad Commission will now end the controversy,
but the company will have to comply with the regulations
of the local authorities in the construction of the road. The

advertising

by

posters

the

commissioners say that the board

is

The

hardly a legitimate

this instance.

vault under the sidewalk in front of that portion of the Hoff-

boiler

man House which

safety

miles of street.

be

companies embrace double tracks on 100

It is

equipped

rapidly

expected that the

early next

operation

in

after

year,

first electric

and

The

that.

others

not

have

which during the

last

company

two years has been

of

and

tlie

machinery

is

now

America,

exploiting

large

ofhces of the

house

being erected

is

will

cistern with

The water

West Chicago

Street Railway company, Chipower generators, one 1,000
Edwards, conhorse power
generator;
Johnson &
tractors
for
Nassau
Electric
Railway
company,
Brooklyn, N. Y., three 667 horse power generators;,
Toronto
Street
Railway company,
Toronto,
two
1,400 horse power generators; City Railway company, Dayton,
O, three 400 horse power generators; Rmging
Rocks Street Railway company, Pottstown, Pa., two 135
horse power generators; Cincinnati Street Railway company, Cincinnati, O., one 650 horse power generator,
making a total of 16,400 horse power.

This

list

horse

gives the rated capacity of diese generators only,

while those that havs been in actual service,

it

is

claimed,

have shown their capacity to stand an overload of 50 per
cent, for hours without harm or flashing on the brushes.

The

They were engaged

cago.

sixth street

ject of the

men

understand the ob-

at a loss to

in tapping the wires, unless

it

was conceived

purpose of beating the races by delaying the returns.
the men should cut the wires of the cable company

for the

Why

and the

man

arrested

no doubt

minds that, while
undoubtedly ignorant of telegraph

explain, because there

the

companies they cannot

local wires of the telegraph
is

is

in their

bymenw^ho

matters, he was apparently accompanied

stood the whole network of wires.

under-

thought that per-

It is

haps the cable wires were cut to give access to the wires the

men wanted

The

to reach.

wires of the Commercial Cable

company were cut last week, causing a delay of two hours.
A Western Union cable, containing 13 wires, was cut on
Thursday, and one was cut Satiu'day afternoon several hours
of the wire tappers was made.

the discovery

before

of the Western

spector Morris

time of

tlie

H.

C.

tricity.

Rndd was

details of the accident

He

it.

not

known whether

also seriously

by a spark from a passing engine
powder magazine.

discharge or caused
in the

The

injured.

it is

explosion was due to a premature

tlie

for the pur-

falling

New York
York, July
company objected to

30.

—The

Notes.

Brooklyn Tractior. Trolley

the payment of a tax on the $1,015,500 assessed vahiatjon of its property Inst year, and brought
suit in the Supreme Court to sustain the claim that it had
no real or personal property subject to taxation. It was
contended that the capital stock of the company was in-

vested in the shares of the Atlantic

had been already

taxed.

Justice

He says:

favor of the company.
lyn Traction company,

Avenue company, which
Gaynor has decided in
" The

relator, the

—In the

St. Louis, July 2S

city

of

St.

Judge Philips heard the suit of the
Union Telegraph

spring.

company.

He

defendant.

In iSSS the

now

has

filed

city

nance providing for the payment of $5 per

Brook-

be set aside for the city wires,

which would debarthe

has commanded assessors in the

marshalling of the assets of corporations for taxation to exporations whose capital

The

is

of stock

owned by them

in cor-

taxable."

Slate Railroad Commission has granted the applica-

tion of the

Coney Island

introduce the trolley

mentof $5 per

is

not

&

Brooklyn Railroad company to
system on its Ocean avenue line from

a contract

reality

in

pole; and, second,

is

$5 per pole exacted by

The

the last ordinance a reasonable rental price?

court held

the $5 per pole exacted by the ordinance is not a
privilege or license tax but is a rental price for the use of

that

poles of the company.
Circuit Court, before

the

first

question in

Judge

whom
the

On

difficulty attends

as

occupied by the

is

Philips, of the

the case

was

affirmative,

thus

the second question

the

annulling

the

he says
of what

ascertainment

precedent by which the market value or

United States
answers

retried,

rental value of the streets for this purpose.

There

rental

that

structed

coal

is

through

as needed.

In

of real estate abutting the lines

is

render this exaction absolutely

introduced firemen

Ocean Parkway and Fort Hamilton avenue, to Gravesend
Greenwood Cemetery. The Brooklyn city

was a source of trouble
not see

that

this

who

unconscionable.

testified that the

in case of

fire.

presence

wooden tubes. Durcompany has con-

&

and

miles,

the

Merchants Terminal

Compton Heights
The

railroad, 12 miles.

new union station at Eighteenth and Market streets, to
Chouteau avenue; thence west to Mississippi avenue, south
to Park avenue, we.'^t to Nebraska, south to Shenandoah
and west to Tower Grove park. The Taylor avenue railthe

road

is

a cross

town

line leaving the

and Taylor avenue and

extending

main line at Delmar
northward to Bell-

fountain cemetery.

The Johnstown

electric

track

finished welding the track of the

company,.and the road
displacement of

rails

is

now

welding

Baden &

in

St.

operation.

machine has
Louis Railroad

No

difficulty

or

has occurred.

The Prairie avenue
now in operation.

division of the

This

streets

and runs over the old

Ninth

street

Union Depot

line starts at
line

railroad

Fourth and Pine

by the way of Pine street.

and Clark avenue to Eighteenth

street,

thence

Railway company on
Eighteenth street to Washington avenue, then north on the
new line by the way of Eighteenth, Nineteenth, Twentysecond and Twenty-third streets and west on Hebbert street
to Prairie avenue. On Hebbert street there is an extension
eastward which connects with the Benton-Bellefontain diviion.
This new division gives the Union Depot Railroads
company a direct cross-town connection between its northern
and southern divisions and also a direct connection with
the new union passenger station at Eighteenth and Market
streets.
Power is supplied from a north side power house,
two directly connected 500 horse power generators having
been erected for this purpose.
The Grand avenue railroad, which has lately been sold to
the Union Depot Railroad company, will be pushed to completion. The change in ownership, however, makes achange
The power house contemplated by the
in the power plans.
original owners will not be erected.
The Union Depot
Railroad company having two large power houses already
in operation will supply power from them. An Soo kilowatt
generator directly connected to an AUis-Corliss engine will
be erected at the south side power house.
The completion of the Grand avenue division will give the
Union Depot Railroad company a total mileage of about So
miles of track and make it the longest line in the city.
The Municipal Assembly has adjourned until October.
north over

The

bills

no

mittee.

the

tracks of the Lindel

providing for the construction of a general subway

for electric

wires

remain

m

the hands

of the

K.

J.

comH.

of

so enor-

of

a brick wire towerinto

is

runs over the main line from Third street west
on Washington avenue, south on Eighteenth street, passing

is

The

which

through

latter line

system

mously greater than that of the abutting property as

main

the

about 26 miles of new track, namely, the Taylor

Union Depot

the

Comparing the value
of telegraph wires Judge

Philips says that a rental charge of $5 per pole

to

of marble will be located

Lindell Railway

year the

avenue railroad, eight

is

price

last

streets or alleys can be determined.

the Willink entrance of the jiark to Franklin avenue, to the

avenue and

alleys

from exactingan additional pay-,

city

some

shares

telegraph pole

and public
Judge Thayer rendered a decision foi the defendThe case was appealed to the L^nited States Supreme
ant.
Court, where the judgment was reversed and remanded for
anew trial. The Supreme Court decided that two questions were involved and should be considered on retrial:
First, whether the first ordinance of iSSi, permitting the
company to erect poles and stipulating that the top cross arm
of using the streets,

except for the occurrence of this case, would have to be

all

Circuit

the

Court of the United States against the Western Union
Telegraph company to recover $22,625 under a city ordi-

second ordinance.

clude or deduct

opinion finding for the

his

brought action in

obvious; but nevertheless the Legislature, in a spirit which,

caution,

Mo.

Louis against the Western

such part of the streets and alleys

deemed needless

ing the

is

Circuit Court of the L^nited

owner of shares of stock in the
Atlantic Avenue Railroad company.
It may no more be
taxed upon said shares than may any other owner of shares
in the said company be taxed upon his shares.
This is
the

is

F. O.

places.

CORRESPONDENCE,

room

for carrying the wires

The switchboard

in the north wall, outside of

some of the wire had been

that

W.

for the privilege

New

said

St. Louis,

explosion ex-

have not yet been learned, and

The
slides

it

a

coal

the engine and generator room, three Southwark high speed

In-

Union Telegraph company

said that he believed that the men cut the wires

States last
at the

perimenting with a device for igniting cartridge? by elec-

elevated

subways are provided

Less than a week ago one of the
Manager Jacobson's office, at Twenty-

taken away.

ard Clark, employes of the Western Electric company, Chi-

into

collected

An

which

chutes in the main wall into the boiler

in

victims were F. Corbin, Scott Clark and Rich-

be

will

sewers.

loss to explain the cause.

an ^explosion at Dolese &
Shepard's stone quarries, near Chicago, on Tuesday, July
31st.

tube

wires running into

could do with

Fatal Explosion.
w^ere killed

is

engines belt connected to three 750 horse power Westinghouse generators are being placed in position. The engines
and generators are set on solid concrete foundations. Wide

the several offices in the tenderloin district have been at a

pose of stealing the wire, but he could not explain what they

Three men

finished

water

Sterling

track runs directly into a fireproof coal shed.

which 6o"feed wires enter

2,000

eight

an overflow into

Jacobson and the police are

cago, three

is

building

with a capacity of 325 horse power each.
be supplied by a spring furnishing 75 or loo

City Construction company, Chicago, four 620 horse power
generators;

The

boilers

following plants in the United States and Canada: Garden

the

a

and consists of three parts, boiler
room, pump room, and engine and generator room. In the

switchboard.

construction,

filed

fireproof throughout

and Broadway, stopped working, and an exanSination showed that it had been wantonly cut.
Manager

now under

has already erected or has'

avenue,

being erected.

delivered on an inclined floor from

coupled units both for lighting and power service,

directly

Park

located at Thirty-eighth street and

Western Union, Postal and Gold & Stock
Telegraph companies and the Commercial Cable company
have experienced considerable trouble during the last two
weeks by interference with their wires, and the managers of

but to string the trolley wires.,
Electric

'

Water

The

reason

this

The case will go to the Supreme Court.
The new power house of the Lindell Railway company,

gallons per minute.

lines

For

counselor

which Judge Thayer overruled.

trial

and into the telegraph offices in die neighborhood. After a
struggle between the men and policemen one of the wire
cutters was captured, while the others made their escape.

year or two were put down with the intention of changing
them from horse to electric, and nothing will be necessary

The Siemens & Halske

motion for a new

city

of cutting the telegraph wir_es which pass through the vault

All lines laid within the last

to be rebuilt.

in (he act

The

he finds for the defendant.

be

will

can be got ready to operate by electricity rapidly, for they
will

doun

of such

indicate a real estate value of $125,000, a valuation,

cars will

town

cross

Electric

has been recently torn

judge held,

value

rental

entirely without foundation in St. Louis.

absorb that properly. The entire electrical plants of the

to

the

they would give $5
this, the

—

would

street railroad

supposed

of

test

But

Furthermore Judge Philips estimates that 1,500
poles occupy a space equal to a lot only -iS by 100 feet
which at a rental value of $7,500 the annual pole rental

the trolley system, and sees no reason

motive power should not take place in

testified that

property.

on record as approving
why the change in

is

who

per pole for advertising purposes.

two

tained an ordinance

is

also

.as.

will

company, a corporation that ob-

Chicago Electric Transit

city

introduced,

some two years ago. At present there
be no direct connection between that company and either the North Side or West Side companies,
but it is intimated that uUimately the West Side company

also

will

The

value of pole space in the streets and alleys.

right to

1S94

4,

park property, although

string the trolley wires alongside the

Machinery Guarantee Corporation is the
title of anew company formed here to insure electrical plants
against damages of any nature, and also against loss of life
and casualty. The company will confine itself strictly to
electrical apparatus.
The capital stock is $200,000, and
the organization of the company is expected to be completed
by September ist.
Four men were discovered last Saturday afternoon in a

be furnished for a new line ^^'hich
is to be constructed on Elston avenue from Chicago avenue
northwest.
This Elston avenue line is being built by the

Power

avenue.

*

authorities contended

August

to
city

wires

Judge Philips could

should enter into the estimation of the

PERSONAL.
The sudden death

Saturday night of Mrs. Margaret
A. McKinlock, the mother of the gentlemen of that name
who are so well known in electrical circles of the West, will
be the cause of sincere regret. Mrs. McKinlock was 64
years of age.
Some time ago she was injured in alighting
from a carriage, and it is proliable that her death maybe inlast

directly traced to this accident.
At the time of her death
she was stopping at the house of Walter C. McKinlock, 14

'

,

August

4.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

Groveland Park.

The

funeral

took place

Monday

after-

road, with an equipment of 720 cars.

59

These are divided up

George McKinlock. president of the
at 3 o'clock.
Central Electric company, William H. McKinlock and

among about 50 different companies. A number of roads,
however, are now under construction, and will help some-

Waller C. McKinlock, president and secretary of the
Metropolitan Electric company, will receive the sympathy
of a host of friends in their loss.

what

noon

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Municipal lighting is being considered in Berlin, Germany, a proposal having been brought forward at a recent
meeting of the Municipal Council that the latter should acquire and carry on the electric lighting stations of the Berlin Electricitatswerke.

The Hudson, Mass., Electric Light company has sued
town of Hudson for $iS,ooo damages for failure of the

the

town

to purchase the electric lighting plant, after having
voted twice in open town meeting to accept the provisions of
an act allowing towns to own and operate electric light and
gas plants. The papers were served last month, and are

August 1st. The company claims damages
that the action of the toT\Ti was sufficient to
concerns
from either purchasing the plant outdeter several
right or furnishing additional capital to increase its facilites.
It is further claimed the conditions of the suit and the relations of the company to the town are similar to if not
identical with those of the town of Wakefield and the electric Hght company of that place, the recent decision of the
court being that the town of Wakefield should purchase the
plant at a considerable advance on the original price.

A

of affairs regarding electric lighting in Japan,
not without its moral, has come lo light in connection with the recent celebrations of the silver wedding of the
Mikado of Japan, when the Imperial palace was lighted
by no less than 1,000 candles, says an English journal.
state
is

Originally the rooms were lighted by electricity, and the
magnificent electroliers constituted quite a feature of their
It appears, however, from a. Japanese
internal decoration.
paper that the installation, altliough superintended by a
foreign expert, was more or less defective from the first,
and complete confidence in immunity from fire was never
felt.
After the destruction of the parliament buildings
.some years ago by fire, which catastrophe was generally
attributed to the electric lighting, tlie ^likado conceived a
dishke and distrust of that method of illumination, and that
fact supplementing the uneasiness already felt about the
security of the installation in the palace, settled the doom of
the whole affair, candles having ever since been used.

total.

portions of the route gradients of five per cent, are frequent, and at one point the gradient attains a maximum of
eight per cent.
The line ^vill be constructed on the overhead trolley wire system, the cars taking current in the usual
way.
The first equipment will consist of 34 cars, 19 of

which

be equipped

will

hauling

trail cars,

10 liorse

with

15

and the remainder

horsepower motors

for

will be supplied with

power motors.

returnable on
from the fact

which

meager

to swell this

Aachen, Prussia, has begun the construction of an electric railway, \\hich is 10 be carried out by the ElekirizitatsAktiengesellschalt.
Current for the line will be obtainal
from electrical works constructed by the same company,
and about 14 miles of line will be laid; but as soon as
ser\'ice is begun on this length an
extension of about iS
miles will be undertaken.
The tramway will be double line
throughout and for the most part quite level, although on

The peg

is connected witli a small electric battery and bell.
the weight of the coat or hat is on the peg it cuts off
the current of electricity and the bell remains silent.
Immediately the article of apparel is taken off the peg the bell
rings, calling the attention of the cloakroom attendant to
the fact of the removal.

When

Some interesting experiments are to be carried out in connection with the use of search lights for night attacks, and
in the practice of besieging operations at Thorn by the
German army during its forthcoming manoeuvres, says the
London EUcirical Engineer. The plant consists of an jS
horse power portable engine, with dynamo and searchlight.
The projector is not used directly, but through the medium
of a mirror about 600 feet distant, so that the enemy is unable to fix the position of the plant.
The mirror has an
electric motor attached to it, which is connected to the
dynamo by means of two cables. This allows of the mirror
being moved to any desired angle by those in chai'ge.
similar airangement will be used in the naval manceuvres
for the defense of ports.

A

POWER TRANSMISSION.
miles in San Juan
is being transmitted 14
county, Coio. The current is generated at Ames to operate
the Belmont mill.
Electric

power

The Southwestern Electric Light & Power company is
about to remove its plant from Grand Falls to Joplin, Mo.
action is taken to enable the company to be near its
source of power and for other economic considerations.
The

A project is

on foot to generate electricity by water power
mouth of Sooke lake to supply Victoria, B. C, with
and power. Coldstream lake, which is somewhat
nearer the city, is also spoken'of as possessing many advanat the
light

tages for this purpose.

The Riverside Shoe factory at Dixon, 111., is now run by
This concern receives its power from the Dixon
Electric -Light & Power company, which transmits to the
factory current sufficient to run two Edison motors of 25
and 30 horse power each. The Dixon Shoe company has
been run by electricity for over a year.
electricity.

Electrical power transmission at Austin, Texas, is so far
dam across the Colorado river, work
on which was begim some months since, has been completed.
The city council was authorized by popular vote to issue
bonds in the sum of $i,50o,ooo-to construct the dam and
plant, but these bonds, as yet, have not been negotiated.
The dam is located three miles above the city.
realized that the large

BUSINESS.
The

Berlin Iron Bridge company, East Berlin, Conn.,
has received the contract from M. C. Henry & Co. of New
York, to cover their stoneyard with an iron roof, and
also for a traveling crane.
The building \^'ill be 50 feet
in width and 100 feet in length, constructed entirely of iron,
the whole space to be controlled by a traveling crane.

Dow

The
Adjustable Light company, Braintree. Mass.,
reports an increasing sale of the
adjusting ball for electric lights.
The Dow adjusting ball is a mechanism for instantly raising or lowering an electric light and is especially adapted for stores, offices, hotels, libraries, or any
place where a movable light is required.
Dow's patent
fusible connection for attaching a drop light to a cliaridelier
or electrolier is also meeting with an increased sale.

Dow

On January!, 1S94, the Western Electric company decided to establish a branch house in St. Louis, placing one
of its oldest construction men, H. V. Smith, in charge.
Since that time it has done a remarkably large business
considering the hard times, through this house.
Mr. Smith
has secured for his company contracts amounting to approximately 14,680 incandescent and 430 arc lights in Kansas
The Western Electric company now
City and St. Louis.
has about'30 successful plants in St. Louis.

The United

Electric Corporation has entered the electriis incorporated under the laws of
Minnesota
and the charter provides for manuthe state of
facturing and dealing
all kinds of electrical machinery and
ajipliances.
For the present, however, the United Electric
Corporation will confine its business to telephones and telephone supplies. The company is well organized and starts
Mr. Grant; the president of
out under favorable auspices.
the company, is a prominent capitalist in the Northwest,
while P?ul Bossart is a favorably and widely known electrician and pioneer in the telephone business. The office of the

The company

cal field.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Several capitalists of Fort Wayne, Ind. , contemplate the
establishment of an electric railway to connect the surrounding suburban towns with Fort Wayne.

The

at Sherman, Tex
has been
Five cars were destroyed, and the loss, it is said,
The company will rebuild at
than $10,000.

electric railway station

burned.
was not

,

less

once.

Several capitalists in Gloucester county, N. J., are making efforts to get the Camden, Gloucester & Woodbury
electric railroad extended to Clarksboro, Mullica Hill and

Swedesboro.
trustees of the village of Green Island, N, Y.,have
passed a resolution giving the Troy City Railway company
permission to change the motive pwver of its cars from

The

horse to electricity.

Work has

been begun on the trolley lines of the Traction
company at Bridgeport, Conn. The contract for the building of the power house has been awarded to Henry Doremus, one of the directors.
All arrangements are being

made and

for the rapid construction of the Grand
October has
in St. Louis, Mo.

contracts

The Edison Sault Electric company, Sault de Ste. Marie,
Mich., has secured a big sub-contract from Plughes Bros. &:
Bangs, the new lock contractors. Tlie contract is for drilling
about 15,000 holes in the bottom of die new lock for bolting
down the floor of the lock. A compressor of capacity sufficient to operate six drdls will be required, and it will take all
this season to complete the drilling of the holes, which will
be in solid rock. The compressor will, be operated by a
powerful electric motor, supplied with current from the
Edison Sault Electric company's plant.

tively.
It is stated that a syndicate has acquired the Austrian and Hungarian patent rights of carborimdum and is
The
establishing works for its manufacture at Benatek.
machineiy at the works is to be driven by electricity, it
being intended to. put down a plant for the electrical utilization of available water power.

au»rded

TELEPHONE.

date of completion of the line, and construction will begin
within 30 days.

A new bill has been introduced into the

The Rochester, N. Y., Railway, company will soon have
A number were placed on
guards on all its electric cars.
the Lake avenue route this month, and the rest of the lines
The cars will be
will be fitted out as rapidly as possible.
fitted out at the rate of two a day.
The County Court and the City Council of Hannibal, Mo.
have granted the electric car line company a franchise to extend its road to Indian Mound Park, a beautiful park about
two miles from the business portion of the city. Work on
the extension will be pushed as rapidly as possible.
contract fur the St, Louis, Mo., & Kirkwood electric
railway has been awarded to a local firm. The
railroad company will pay $75,000, and will ask as much
more from the property owners along the line. It is the
purpose of the company to increase its capital stock to
$300,000.

The

street

The opening of the power house of the Grand View
Beech Railway company, which operates a road between
Charlotte, near Rochester, N. Y., and Manitou Beach,
was celebrated recently. The company's former power
house was destroyed by fire last spring. The new plants is
expected to furnish light for Charlotte and current for a
new electric fountain just installed at Manitou Beach

Massachusetts Legislature by the Bell Telej^hone company to replace the bill
vetoed by the governor last month. It asks for the increase
of the company's capital stock to $30,000,000, the new
stock to be sold at auction.

Louis G lobe- Democrat \.qWs the following story:
had been born and raised away back in the
hills, where neither telegraph nor telephone was known,
was brought in o\\ a charge of horse-stealing. It was sus-pected that he had stolen several horses, but the evidence
The detective had him in
against him was not very strong.
his office and cautioned him that if he did not tell the truth
the information would come against him through the funny
looking instrument in the corner. The man laughed and
said that he was not as ignorant as he looked, whereupon
the detective rang up the chief's office, and by a preconcerted signal the suspected thefts of the prisoner were called
through the 'phone in a very gruff voice. The detective
placed the 'phone firmly against the prisoner's ear, and his
astonishment when he heard his thefts narrated was ludicrous.
His innate superstition proved his ruin, for he
promptly admitted his guilt and gave information which led
The mounto the recovery of most of the stolen horses.
taineer's disgust when informed how he had been tricked
was very palpable, but he still declined to believe that one
man could talk to another along a wire."

The

St.

"A man who

The fountain takes current
as well as for the railway.
It cost about
at 510 volts and is 50 feet in diameter.

MISCELLANEOUS.

$15,000.
In a paper in the Schwcizerischc Baiizeitung^ discussing
street railroads with special reference to the new electric
road at Zurich, in Switzerland, P. Schenker points out,
among other things, that while in the United States about
60 per cent, of all the street railroads are worked electrically, representing about
7,500 miles of road with about
17,000 cars in use, there are, at the present time, in operation in Europe only about 260 miles of electric street rail-

company is

at

Sri

New York

Life building,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

power transmission plant has recently been
An
The machinery,
installed at Burrida, Austria- Hungary.
which is driven by water power, comprises three generating
machines of 150 iiorse power, and three motors of the same
power. The energy generated is transmitted to the cottonspinning mills of Amman & Co., one at Pordeiione, and one
at Fiume, at distances of 2^ miles and 6^ miles respecelectric

avenue electric railbeen fixed for the

road

m

Permission was granted by the Swiss government authoritiesduring last year for the establishment of 34 electric
lighting plants (26 on the continuous current system, and

The Knott Manufacturing company, 796 Seventh avYork, has placed upon the market a commutator lubricating compound tliat is meeting with much
success.
It is compounded ^upon entirely new jirinciples,
and overcomes many of the objections to the majority of
similar articles now sold, as it is made up only of vegetable
substances and is said to contain no vaseline, paraffine,
beeswax or glycerine. It can be applied to all descriptions
of electric motors and is reported to have proven a great
enue.

New

economizer of brushes and commutators. It has been endorsed by the Thomson- Houston Electric company, the
Mt. Morris Electric Light company, the Edison company,
and some of the principal electric plants in New York.

One of the peculiar things about the electrical supply
business is the suddenness with which a demand will sometimes springup for an article which before has been scarcely
A case in point recently has been the
known to the trade.
demand for porcelain tubes for insulating purposes, caused
by the more strict insurance regulations. The demand for
these goods is so large just at present that the factories have
The Electric
difficulty in turning them out fast enough.
Appliance company, Chicago, anticipating to some extent
the present condition of the market in this respect, arranged
some time ago to carry a very large stock of these goods,
and it is in a position at present to meet all demands.
It has also just issued a complete catalogue of electrical
porcelain goods, and is distributing this book among the
trade.

Tlie village of Harlem, a

suburb of Chicago, advertised

some time ago for bids on an electric light plant for village
A number of companies put in bids on dynamo
lighting.
capacity of 100 1,200 candle power arc lamps and 70 lamps
put up in the streets of Harlem; also on necessary boiler and
The contract was awarded to the
loo horsepower engine.
Seckner Contracting company, which was the lowest bidder.

The

village

the electric

board, however, reserved the right to specify
system.
After much deliberation it decided

upon the Siemens & Halske Electric company, which is to
furnish and erect the electric machinery as sub-contractor
The Siemens & Halske Electric
to the Seckner company.
company will use a 500 volt multiple series system, and a
constant potential dynamo in connection witli its band arc
lamps.
F. N. Armour, well known from his former connections with the Chicago Edison company and the Northwest Thomson-Houston company and who is now city
salesman for the Siemens & Halske Electric company, secontract for his firm.

eight on the alternate current), five electric power transmission plants, seven combined electric fighting and power

cured

transmission plants, and one electric tramway.

Manhattan building, Chicago, have issued a prospectus and
announce that they are prepared to undertake the drawing
up of specifications and the designing of complete lighting

To avoid

cloakrooms, a man is reported to have
invented a special peg on which a coat or hat may be hung.
thefts in

this

Pierce

&

Richardson,

electrical

engineers,
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and power stations. Special attention will be given to
thorough testing and inspection ofpower and lighting stations
and isolated plants for conditions of safety and economy of
Reports will be made on any class of electrical
operation.

work considering points regarding fire protection, increased
economy of plant, as well as devoting attention to the removal of causes affecting the successful working of the inPhotometer and laboratory testing will also be a
stallation.
In this connection it may
feature of the work of the lirm.

ELECTRICIAN.

August

be mentioned that Pierce & Richardson have an extensive
and thorouglrly equipped laboratory and a most complete line
The firm will be in no sense a conof testing instruments.
tractor, and is not associated or connected in anv way with
manufacturers of dynanios, motors, transformers, etc. or
_with any supply house.
Mr. Pierce has had 12' years' (prac,

As

engineering.

engineer of
the World's Columbian Exposition he had the supervision
of the installation and operation of every class of commer-

tical

experience

in

electrical

4,

1894

machinery manufactured in this country, as
well as much apparatus of foreign make.
Mr. Richardson
has had 10 years' experience in electrical engineering, and
was in charge of the electrical inspection department of the
World's Fair; also planning and laying out the lighting of
the grounds. He is thoroughly posted as to the cost and
cpiality of electrical supplies and appliances, having had incharge the light and power department of the Ansonia
Electric company for over a year.
cial electrical

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued July 24, 1S94.
Electrically Propelled Perambulator.
Emil E.
523,354.
Application filed April 20, 1892.
Keller, Chicago, III.

Horry,

object of the invention is to provide convenient means
electricity as a motive power may be applied to persxich as arc useful for moving persons about through
a building, exposition or the like, as well as on the street.

of

Working Arc Lam.ps.

York, N. Y.

Application

normally in auxiliary circuit independently of the main track
circuit or the line circuit for preventing the disturbance of the
signals, and further contemplates provision for dropping the
semaphore amis into an abnormal position in case of breakage
of the cord or chain which sustains the signal actuating weigh t.

William S.
October

filed

Use is made of an induction coil magnetized substantially to
saturation and of particular design,
The functions of this coil
are two-fold it effects the transformation necessary to give the
required current when the lamp is working, and it causes one
or more constant potential arc lamps to regulate properly in
series upon a constant current alternating main.
Ky this invention certain constant potential or alternating current arc
lamps may be used in series upon mains in which the current is
kept constant by any means, and the method consists in magnetizing the core of the transformer substantially to saturation,
whereby an increase of voltage in the secondary circuit is prevented, so that an increase of resistance at the arc results in a
decrease of current passing the solenoid, which causes the lamp

ambulators

;

Electrical Igniting Device for Gas Engines.
Alonzo J. Painter, Pasadena, Cal. Application filed
July 28, 1S93.

523,369.

The patent describes an igniter for a gas engine so constructed
that small cont.icc points or electrodes and springs within the
ignition chamber will be provided, and to construct these electrodes of such size, shape and material as to be capable of
withstandmg the excessive heat and wear within the ignition
chamber, and also to so construct the device that the electrodes
can be easily adjusted or replaced when worn out without disturbing the other parts of the engine.

New

17, 1893.

The

by which

'

Method

523,401.

Francois A. Brocq, Paris,

Electricity Counter.

1,566.

France.

Application

filed

September 21, 1S93.

inventor claims as a portion of his invention in a counter
measuring an electric current, a vessel containing a liquid
combination with a float in the vessel, a core connected to the
float for operating it, a magnetic coil in the circuit of the curren t
to be measured, acting magnetically on the core to operate it, a
switch operated by the float when the core of the latter is moved

The

for
in

coil, means for restoring the float to the initial position
when it has operated the switch, and a counter for recording
the movements of the float.

by the

to feed.

Controlling Mechanism for Electric Motors.
523,444.
Charles H. Richardson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed April 26, 1S94.

The invention relates to certain improvements in means for
starting, controlling the direction of rotation, varying the speed
and instantly arresting the motion of electric motors, as well as
for switching off the current when the motor is thrown out of
operation.

Mode

5-3'453,

Antoine E. Peyrussnn,
Secondary Battery.
Application filed A^ivember i,
Limoges, France.

523,371,

1893.
In the battery described by this patent the positive electrode
constructed of a number of very thin lead strips or lamina;
to a central rod of pure or antimoniated
lead.
The strips may be arranged vertically, In which case
their ends arc soldered to disks of pure or antimoniated lead ol
a few millimeters in thickness, each strip being thus secured at
three of its edges and being Tree at its outer edge only. The
number of these strips should be considerable, so as to themselves constitute the positive electrode without the addition of
a material such as litharge, red lead, etc. The negative electrode is constituted by lead plates corrugated in a novel
manner. Accordmg to the invention the lead plates are coiled
in the form tjf a hollow cylinder, and each corrugation or fold is
slit for a portion of its length in wrder that both faces of the
negative electrode ipay be rendered active and the capacity increased. The ends of the plates arc inserted in and intimately
soldered to top and botiom rings of pure or antimoniated lead.
The parts are thus rigidly secured together: this result being
further insured by the employment of a number of sufficiently
sirong vertical strips, which serve to unite the corrugated plates
_lo which they are autogenously soldered.
The strips are also
soldered to the rings, and one of them is continued upward to
form a conducting tang. The negative electrode in thismanner
constitutes a hollow cylinder in which the cylindrical positive
electrode is received with an intervening space of about twofifths of an inch, all contact between the two electrodes being
prevented by the employment of insnlaiing caps or covers. The
two electrodes are plunged in a sulphuric acid solution of 25
degrees Baimi^ contained in a suitable vessel. The accumulator is formed by reversing the direction of the charging currents, as for a Plante cell.
is

.

autogenously soldered

Albert
filed

L.

August

Clough.
2,

1S93.

This invention has for its object the production of a multiple
filament incandescent electric lamp, in which the filaments may
be illumined together in one order to produce a dim light, and
in another order to produce a brilliant- light, or one may be
separately lighted for purposes as will be descrlhed.
,

Y.

Application

filed

NO. 523,460.

In carrying out his invention, which relates to the manner of
supporting^ and actuating a dynamo, the inventor supports the
dynamo directly from the equalizing bars of the truck, the
dynamo resting upon a platform or cross girder whose respective ends are fastened securely to the equalizing bars, and at
which point of connection a perfect insulation may be established.
The armature shaft of the dynamo is provided with a
pinion which is engaged by a wheel upon the car axle, and he
provides connections from sleeves upon the car axle to one of the
pole pieces of the dynamo, so that the dynamo is maintained in
a constant relation to the car axle in order that the operative
contact ot the driving wheel and pinion may not be obstructed
even if there is a slight endwise movement of the equalizing bars
^or lengthwise movement uf the car axle.
In the improvement
the entire weight of the dynamo is carried by the equalizing bars
and th*; transverse platform or girder connected with them. A
sectional elevation and a detail of cross section is shown in the

Electrical Converter.

523,572.
ton,

O.

Application

filed

Robert H. Hassler, DayAugust 4, 1S93.

The object of the invention is to produce ^ converter having
the primary and secondary coils of approximately cylindrical
form, with the material comprising the magnetic circuit applied
to the coils in such a. manner as to almost rompletely utilize the
space within the center of the coils, and at the same time be so
arranged with reference to the exterior of the coils that the
radiation of heat from the coils is greatly faciliLated.
Starting and

523,586.

Motors.
cation

Joseph

filed

Controlling Device for Electric
Moore, Boston, Mass. Appli-

W.

April 25, 1S94.

This invention relates to certain improvements in controlling
devices for electric motors, and is ad-ipted particularly for use
electric motors for constant potential circuits employed for
operating elevators where the motor is started and stopped at
the will of the operator from the car or platform

accompanying drawing.

on

523,613.

Mass.

Teleplione Switch.
Applicalion- filed

Jacob O. Ziegler, Boston,

May

10, 1S94.

A

manually operated automatic or gravity telephone switch
described, the intention being to obtain any requisite force
necessary for moving the switch, which may be constructed U)
insure perfection and ccrtaintj' of operation.
is

523,6(7.
falo,

each electrically connected witha separate lamp, and contacting
plates, each operated by a separate key to complete the circuits
through different groups of the metal strips to light the lamps
necessary to produce the character desired.

1S92.

The

inventor has devised an electric lamp designed for operation on the principle of incandescence, in which the semi-conductive material intended and adapted for being electrically
heated to incandcECence, is not necessarily a lilament surrounded by an empty space, but is such matter of any degree
of cohesiveness or non-cohesiveness, such as powder, etc., in
the shape of a solid line of a minute transverse section, embedded
entirely and directly in a solid, non-conducting, mainly transparent material, such material bein^ either entirely glass or
faced with glass, so as to permit the radiation of light; and the
carbonaceous or other semi-conductive material so embedded,
in the form of a solid line, is connected at the ends to leading-in
wirc-s of metal, preferably .of platinum, the incandescent material, logether with the connection as stated, being hermetically
sealed against the access of any air to the incandescent matter,
flie figure at the left in the accompanying drawing is a plan of
a lamp having two films or masses of semi-conductive or carbonaceous matter, the films or masses being shown at the face

Signal Telegraph Claudius.
V. Broughton, BufApplication filed November 13, 1S93,

N. Y.

This patent describes an improved construction upon a device previouslv patented by the inventor (453,178). This construction consists of a number of electric lamps arranged in a
continuous line, a bed plate of non-conducting material, a series
of metal strips insulated from each other in the bed plate, and

Incandescent Electric Lamp.
Francis M. F.
523.460.
Cazin, Hoboken, N. J.
Application filed Jiecember
7,

Multiple Filament Lamp.
Manchester, N. H.
Application

523,395-

Mounting Dynamos on Car Trucks.

of

William BidcUe, Brooklyn, N.
October 6, 1893.

523,625.
ville,

Trolley Catcher.
Edwin M.
Application filed March

Ky.

Drummond,
3,

Louis-

1894.

The invention provides a trolley pole support so constructed
that when a trolley wheel leaves a conductor from any cause the
pole automatically assumes a position out of danger of striking
cross or guard wires, and from which assumed position the. pole
may be set to its original position by means of a rope attached
thereto.

'

of the lamp in ornamental shapes for producing special effects.

Electric Incandescent Lamp.
523.461.
Francis M. F.
Cazin, Hoboken, N. J.
Application filed July 24,
1893.

This invention is an improvement upon the lamp illustrated
preceding patent, and it is concerned with making the

in the

lamp as described

No. 523,401.
Electric
523,396.
Ithaca, N. Y.

Railway System.
Application

filed

Albert C. Crehore,
July 20, 1S93.

This invention, to whicti reference may be made in the drawsystems in which the moving car derives its current successively from working conductors, each of which is
automatically connected to the line as the car passes, and disconnected from the line when it has passed by the operation of
It has been proposed to use on the car a
a magnetic switch.
storage battery which should act, under certain conditions, to
operate the magnetic switches and to provide means for charging the battery by current taken from the main line. It has
also been proposed to use what may be termed auxiliary conductors, which provide a path for the current energizing the
switch magnets.
In this invention the battery, instead of being
in a shunt around the motor, is in a branch around the magnet.
combination with the series of working conductors of a contact orcontacls adapted to move from one section to another
without break of circuit, a series of magnetic switches for connecting this section to a line, an auxiliary conductor over which
the magnetic switches may be operated and a storage battery in
a branch of the power circuit on the car around the auxiliary
conductor branch are provided.
ing, relates to

A

,

still

more

effective

by selecting the material

for the cover or top part with a view to utilize aside of the incandescence of the film also the dark heat rays emanating from
it under electric current for healing the cover and causiog the
cover to become luminous itself, thereby utilizing a higher percentage of the energy applied in the production of light, all of
whichjs effected by making the cover of opaque or semi-opaqne

material.

523,471.
ville,

Electric

Mass.

Snow Plow.
A]iplication filed

Louis

J,

November

NO. 523,630.

Telephone.
Stephen D. Field, Stockbridge,
Mass
Application filed April 7, 1894.
The invention comprises a compound telephone diaphragm
mounted on supports which permit free radial movement

523,630.

Hirt. Somer20, 1893.

and which may, for example, be ball bearings; a
diaphragm so constructed and mounted, being applicable as an
armature not to telephones only, but to electro-magnets of any
class, and comprises also a telephone combining such a peculiarly formed and arranged diaphragm or armature with its
other essential elements and operating parts.
In attaining the
object of the invention the inventor takes two or more substantially similar diaphragms, and rivets them togetlier at their
centers.
He then separates or springs them apart at their
edges, and maintains such separation by the interposition of
thereof,

This invention relates to a snow plow for electric street railways, and has for its object to provide a strong, compact and
efficient snow plow capable of performing the work required,
and constructed so that the operative parts of the plow are
readily accessible, and may be quickly and easily handled.

523,491.
lyn,

Block Signal System. George L. Thomas, BrookN. Y. Application filed March 26, 1S94.

The invention relates to an improvement in block signal systems in which series of signals arranged along the track and
connected by electric circuits, in the present instance by track
circuits, are under the control of a train moving in either direction, each seriesserving as rear signals or header signals according to the direction in which the train is moving, the one
series serving as rear signals when the other is serving as

header signals.

It also

contemplates the placing of the signals

-

balls of suitably hard material, such as metal, orof other
similar mechanical appliance which will allow radial movement
of the diaphragms when subjected to vibrations in the usual
manner, either by magnetic variation or by the impact of sound
waves. In the drawing
is a longitudinal cross-section of
a magneto telephone embodying the invention, j9 is a section
looking toward the diaphragm, which is parity broken away to
more clearly show the radial supports.

W
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Electrical Equipment of the Cass Avenue
and Fair Grounds Railway, St. Louis.
As an example of directly connected practice for electric
street railway

work

the plant ot the Cass

a frontage of 164

feet, is

built of St.

and red sandstone trimmings.

A

roadway, eight

feet

wide,

runs the entire depth of the building and separates the engine
the boiler room.

room and

which connects

tlie

Through

room.

It is

covered

two rooms, and which

this

driveway coal

is

by
is

delivered

feet

below the

level.

Three

sheet

is

to

the

depressed

steel

smoke-

tower above the building.
A view of a portion of the dynamo and engine room,
comprising two of the large machines, the smaller one and

stacks, each 100 feet in height,

the switchboard,

is

presented in Fig.

i.

A

view of the room and one including all of the machines is
shown in Fig. 2. As may be seen the generating equipment
consists of four electrical units, three of which are of 750
kilowatts

They

capacity

and one of 200

are of the General

Electric

kilowatts

capacity.

multipolar type for street

railway work and run at speeds of 92 and 150 revolutions
per minute, the larger machines having 10 poles and the
These generators are directly consmall one six poles.

nected

to

four

Reynolds-Corliss

engines,

made by

the

Edward P. Allis company of Milwaukee, the sale being
made by Albert Hoppin of the Chicago office of the company.

Three of these are of

i,

000 indicated horse power

about 92 revolu-

furnish

All

it

at a speed of

cylinders of the smaller engine are 18

runs at the speed of

the

engines are

i "Jo

the

'of

machines are

of the large

engines

larger

have been

cylinder,

The

flywheels

The

20 feet in diameter.
worked up to 1,500

horse

As

power, one-half more than their indicated capacity.
matter of

fact the station

equipment has so

calculated capacity that one large generator

by

revolutions a

single

non-condensing type with the 1S90 frame.

exceeded

far

may

which

erator,

from midnight

by gS

for an hour's run

great blizzard,

The

fic.

at

600

volts pressure, the

p.

may

when each

any loss of

The

boiler

contains

si.x

arranged
Boiler
flues

room
return

Works

An excellent

idea of

the views of .the

of

the vibration

164

is

by
draw

suffi-

A

inches.

boilers,

draft

the

They each have

by 66
100 pounds
feet

and

feet

50

O'Brien

iS six-inch

steam pressure

to the square inch is mainranging from 75 to
A
mained, the water being heated in an Excelsior heater.

conveyor, running along the floor in front of the furnaces,
^

,

.

•

T,
and operated by a small upnght engine,
ashes and loads them in wagons.
,

,

-

carries

away

1

the

Before the adoption of electricity as a motive power the

.1

mileage
* of the system was only a little over 27 miles.
.,
.,0
comprises about 35 miles.
A rad,
55 pounds to the
yard, is laid, the ties being placed 12 to the rail and the
total

-^

It

,

now

joints supported.

yard.
^

Carve

The overhead and

too pounds to the
was furnished by the
The rolling stock of the com-

rails

weigh

track wiring
^

traf-

given at 1,250 amperes

speed being 100 revolutions per

which

.f

General Electric company.
pany consists, in addition ..to a number of trailers, of about
70 motor cars, each equipped with two General Electric

motorsof 25 hoise-])Owercapacity each.
During the storms ol last winter an opportunity was

Amperes.

Volts.

2,000
2,600
1,900
2,600
2,600
1,600
2,400

555
550
555
550
550
565
560
570
565
570
560
560
565

1,200
1,800
1,400
I, zoo
1,400
1.

-

This table

is

000

showing

interesting as

tlie

great variations to

ST. LOfls.
electric railway

generating apparatus

overloading as indicated

great

the

tubular

of St. Louis.

and measure 22

was not

detail.

and manufactured by

pairs,

in

164

THE CVSS AVENUE AND FAIR GROUNUS RAILWAY,

room presented was taken and
cient to cause

is

familiar General

tlie

usual apparatus.

generators was in service

EiJUll'MENT OF

u.

715

tlie

the character of the foimdations
the engines

of

for street railways, provided with auto-

Electric panel type

matic cut-outs and

is

is

a
its

be held in

The dynamo room

Af.

snow blocked

great quantity of

minute.

and the smooth running of

a.

at the station

on January 24, 1S94, the day following the

when a

rating of the generator

be had from the fact that one of the large

until 5:30

upon the generating equip-

some interesting data. The following are the readings made every five minutes upon engine and dynamo No. 2

6.15
6.20
6.25
6.30
6.35
6.^o
6.45
6.50
6.55
7.00
7.05
7.10

The switchboard

feet.

tests

*

used to operate the "owl cars" which run

is

make some severe

ment, and records of careful readings made

reserve during the heavy load in addition to the small gen-

,

more general

The
and

inches,

minute.

half-slory,

a

used as a store-

furnaces through doors in theboiler room, which

about 20

"^6

F.I.ECTRIC.-lr\L

I.

and the machines run

per minute.

Louis pressed brick

riG.

given to

Their cylinders measure

1,200 horse power.

Avenue & Fair

Grounds Railway company in St. Louis, Mo., is interesting, not only owing to the fact that its machinery consists
of large units and has made a splendid record since its installation, but because it was among the first plants in this
country to illustrate the growing tendency for engine dynamos of large capacity for power purposes.
The railway is a consolidation of the Cass Avenue, Northem Central and Union lines, which until 1S92 were operOriginally the line was
ated independently of each other.
built for horse cars, but upon the consolidation of interests
electricity was adopted ns a motive power and the change
This road as well as the St.
in equipment speedily made.
Louis Railway company's is owned by
a
Chicago
syndicate, of which D. G. Hamilton is at the head.
The power station is located upon Prairie avenue,
Ferdinand avenue. The building, with
and faces
St.

between SSo and
34 by 60

capacity, the contract calling for engines

inches,

No. 6

ii, 1894.

in

is

subjected,

several

and

instances

speaks well for the efficiency of both electrical and steam
machinery.

During the month of March, 1S94, a record

was kept of the operation of the power house. The following data from this record is furnished by the officials of the

company and may be accepted

as trustworthy:

Average daily consumption of coal, S64 bu.
'Average daily consumption of water for steam purposes,

_

44,100 gals.

,
,

,,

Pounds of water evaporated by I lb. coal, 5.^1 lbs.
Water consumed for each horse power per hour, 22.41 lbs.
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
422 lbs.
Coal
Average daily run, 19 h. 30 m.
Total stops per month, none.
Average daily horse power, 19 h. 30 m
S41
,,

motors cars daily

69
26

"

trail cars daily

|'

daily car mileage (motor)

,,1,
horse power per motor car
poimds coal per motor car per mile
" water "
"
" "
"
,.
ti

!

(i

An ordinance for an electric lighting
passed in Fort Dodge, la.

123
~
15.52
7. 76

41.25

franchise has been
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Economical Operation of Electric Light
Plants from an Electrical Standpoint.'
Bv

C.

K. Stearns.

The object of this paper is not so much to explain
way electric hght companies can most economically
their plants as to discuss

in

what

operate

one or two methods which may

During these days
prove advantageous to central stations.
every one is striving for economy, and electric light companies are endeavoring to discover leaks which, when remedied, will at least reduce their operating expenses and enhance their receipts.
New stations are putting in compound and triple expansion engines, using condensers if possible, even though the
])irectly coupled slow speed dynamos
first cost is greater.
are used to avoid the loss and annoyance of belts. Dynamos
are selected of such size as will keep the separate units
loaded to their maximum capacity the greater part of the
Long lengtlis of shafting art^ avoided if possible.
time.
Heaters, highly eihcient boilers, mechanical stokers capable
burning
cheap grades of coal, and economizers are emof
ployed, thus utihzing all the heat possible. High insulation
Lubricating oil is filtered and
of the lines is demanded.
used a second time. Coal is weighed, and the best quality
demanded for the purpose. Everything is brought down to
In fact,
a system wliich conduces to economical operation.
the manager must know what everything is costing from
day to day, and in this way keep a check on his expenditures.
great many stations keep an ampere record taken at
stated intervals, and in this way form an approximate idea
By the
of what their load is diiring the time of operation.
use of recording meters, preferably wattmeters, an accurate
And not only this, but
record can be kept of tJie output.
the manager can form a just opinion of any excessive loss
between his coal pile and the lines. Thus, knowing the
amount of power put out over his lines, and knowing what
to expect from his dynamos, engines and boilers, it is a
simple matter to determine how much coal and water is
needed.
Suppose, for instance, that the station is divided

A

into units, and we have a wattmeter on each unit, and at
the end of the day's run it registers 1,000 horse power hours.
Suppose also from the statement given us of the efficiency
of the dynamos, engines, etc., we may expect 3 pounds of
coal per horse power hour and 20 pounds of water per horse
power hour, the amount of coal burned should be 3,000
pounds, and of water-consumed 20,000 pounds during the run.
These figures should check up with the weights given by
the engineer.
If they do not, there is evidently aleak
somewhere, which should be investigated. By the use of
recording wattmeters on each circuit, or a total recording
wattmeter in small stations, this record is invaluable.
Wattmeters can now be purchased which are applicable to
direct and alternating circuits (either primary or secondary),

and will prove a check not only lo the station operation but
on the outside lines.
This brings us to the discussion of supplying lights by the
It seems to be conceded
contract system or by meter.
that with an accurate meter the most economical method
for both the customer and the company is to sell on the
meter system. This fact is strongly brought to our attention during the present depressed times by the iiumber of
stations which are changing from the contract system to
the meter system.
I mentioned that it was economical for the customer.
Under the contract system the customer naturally becomes
extravagant in the use of light in fact, he wishes to "get
Extravagance in one line will lead to
his money's worth."
other extravagances, so I contend that although the shock
to the consumer by changing from contract to meter may be
From the producer's
severe, he is benefited in the end.
standpoint it is a benefit, as may be shown by the numerIn fact, I have failed
ous statements of station managers.
to find one who did not balieve the change was a benefit to
him. Under the contract system the customer uses all his
lights, whether he needs them or not, and the result, is your
station is fitted out with a dynamo capacity equal to your
maximum load, which occurs between 7 and 9 o'clock in
Before 7 and after gyour load is light and
the evening.
your machines are idle.
With the meter system, of course, your load will be
heavy between 7 and 9 p. m., but your maximum load with
the same number of customers will be at least 30 per cent,
This statement is amply proved by the testmiony of
less.
numerous stations adopting the meter system.
It is obvious that the proper time^to make the change is
in the summer time, when the ampere hours of each
customer is at its minimum. At first the customers' bills
as a rule wilt show a marked increase over the contract rate,
and will continue so until the customer learns to burn only
such lamps as are needed. It does not necessarily follow
that in operating on a meter basis the individual bills will be
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needed about what was previously paid for by contract for
the wasteful service, the consumer would speedily learn to
so economize as to use light only where useful, thus reducing the real consumption, while practically the same income would be received. Consumers are almost always
well pleased with this arrangement because it leaves the
amount of their bill entirely dependent upon their own
economy, while if their lights remain unused there is no bill
at

faster as the current passes

The

The public is still skeptical regarding the accuracy of the
gas meter, although the present form has been in use for the
twenty years. It is, however, a very reliable instrument; but we have electric meters to-day which are more
accurate than the gas meter.
Although the record of the
patent office shows that this subject of .electric meters has
been studied for the last ten or fifteen years, there are comparatively few prominent recording ampere or wattmeters.
last

degrees on the dial are multiplied by a constant obfor each meter, to obtain the current consumed.
is quite expensive _but accurate.
It requires
winding up once in 30 days.
The Walker meter registers the current by means of
photography on a strip of sensitive paper operated by clock
work.
line is thus mai'ked on the sensitive paper by
means of a small incandescent lamp, placed in front of the
dial.
The sensitive pajjer is developed at certain periods
and the area found by means of a planimeter. The consumer cannot of coiu'se read this meter, unless equipped
with the necessary appliances.
I now wish to call your attention to the Thomson recording wattmeter, a description of which is best given in^the
words of Carj'l D. Raskins. To exactly fill the requirements
a recording wattmeter should meet the following conditions:
First, it should register wall hours, that is. the amount
of power and not current, delivered to any circuit ; second,
it should be adapted
to either continuous or alternating
circuits; third, the instrument should be accurate throughout
the entire range; fourth, it should combine simplicity of design with noiselessness and durability. The meter is simply
a motor of the most elementary nature, driven bythe same
source 9f electrical energy which it is to measure and its notation during any period is proportioned to the power or
watt, hours delivered to the circuit during that time.
The Thomson recording wattmeter consists of a siinple
skeleton motor, having no iron in either armature or field.
The fields, which consist of two coils, one on either side of
the armature, are connected in series with the lamps or motor whose absorption of energy they are to measure, all the
current.in use, passing, through them.
The armature is of
the Siemens drum class, having a small cc>mmutator and
brushes with contact pieces. This is in shunt across the
line, like a lamp, and having a considerable resistance of fine
wire in series with it, forms a pressure coil, its current varying with the^voltage.
It will be readily seen, therefore, that as the field varies
with the current,'and the "armature with the pressure, the
tained

This meter

A

discontinuance of the wasteful burning.
I have mentioned that the record shown by the wattmeter in the station will be a check not only on the coal
On the contract system this
pile, but also on the lines.
will form a check, but on the meter distribution it will serve
as a detector of leaks in the line, every watt being recorded.
Gas companies have found it necessary to use a large meter
to measure the total consumption, and it is equally im-portant in the electric light service. The sum indicated on
the consumer's meter, ]:)1lis the loss in distribution, plus the
drop on the lines, should equal the reading of the station
meter.
On the alternating circuit the loss in the transformers should, of course, be taken into account, and it will
show whether these losses are excessive. In this way it may
be possible to so distribute your transformers that they are
more nearly kept to full load, and the consequent saving

tract system.

coil, increases the
of the magnetic pen-

dulum.

all.

For commercial arc lighting recording wattmeters are
made which can be relied upon, and unless your contract
rates are particularly favorable much more satisfactory returns can be obtained by the use of meters than by the con-
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through the

dial train, registering the oscillation

Further economy results from this system when lamp renewals are furnished by the lighting company, inasmuch as
the life of the lamps is greatly increased by reason of the

made.

II,

:

;

.

.

—

An investigreater, in fact in many cases it is the reverse.
gation of stations run on the meter system shows most conthose
operated
clusively that they are more profitable than
on the contract system. The reason is simple. The lighting company saves the power. which would otherwise be
wasted by the consumer's extravagance. In this way the surplus power found after the change from contract to meter
system can be used in extending the service.
The actual number of hours during which a consumer's
lights are burning, multiplied by the number of watts per
lamp, gives the consumption in watt hours for that night.
Now, if the total contract rate be divided by the number of
lamps used, and the result divided again by the total number of actual lamp hours of service, it will be generally found
that the existing income per burning lamp per hour is surThis condition of affairs arises not so much
prisingly low.
from the customer's monthly bills being small, as from the
fact that a large amount of useless light is carried more or
less constantly upon his circuits, light which is of no service
to the customer, but which is none the less an expense to
the lighting company.
If the meter were made the basis of charge, and the rates
so placed that the customer would pay for the light really
1.

aul,

Read
July

before the Northwestern Electrical
19.

1S94.

association at

St.

FIG. 2.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT OF THE

C.-VSS

the field was the Edison electrolytic
meter, the principle of which is the use of an electrolytic cell
or cells, placed in a shunt circuit, the resistance being so proportioned that a definite fraction of the current passes
through the cell. The chemical action of the meter when
in use consists in depositing metal from one electrode to another, the rate of deposits being equaled by the amount of
current passing through the meter.
The electrical energy
consumed is measured by the increased weight of the electrode which receives a deposit.
This meter is undoubtedly
accurate, and it is extensively used, although it has the disadvantage, from a consumer's standpoint, that he must rely
upon the central station's word as to the amount of ampere
hours burned.
Of course he can roughly check it up by
keeping a record of the number of hours he has burned his
different lamps, but he is at the mercy {from his standpoint)
of the lighting station.
From the manager's standpoint
there is considerable trouble and expense in renewing and

Probably the

handling the

first

cells

in

and

acids.

-The S.hellenberger meter, of
for alternating currents only.

the

In

motor "type, is devised
meter we have a

this

metal armature capable of rotation; this armature rotates
in two fields of force, the axis of one of which intersects the
axis of the other.
The armature operates a train of gears
representing the' revolution of the armature.
To retard
the speed of the armature fans or vanes are provided.
The
difficulty of this type of meter, which is only applicable to
alternating currents, is to produce the proper speed under
light load and to produce the proper retarding effect by the
vanes.

The Aron

meter, invented by Dr. Aron of Prussia, regamount of current consumed by noting the difference of the rate in movement of two clocks, one of which
is affected by the
passage
of
the electric current.
The
apparatus
consists
of
pendulums
two
isters the

so
as
to
synchronous
have
oscillation.
hand pendulum is of the usual construction; the
hand pendulum carries at its extremity a steel magnet.
Each pendulum is kept swinging by a clock movement
actuated by spring power. Both pendulums act jointly upon
a dial train which counts the difference of their oscillations.
As long as no current passes through the counter coil below
the magnetic pendulum,
both pendulums oscillate synchronously, and the train is at rest. As soon as current
passes through the large coil, however, the time of oscillation of the magnetic pendulum is affected, so that it swings

regulated

The

right

left

AVENUE ANU FAIR GROUNDS RAILWAY,

ST.

LOUIS.

speed of the motor \vill vary directly with the power or
watts in use, which is of course the ideal method of measurement.
Friction would, however, seriously affect the accuracy of
those results
were
it
not
compensated
for.
This
is accomplished
by taking
off the
armature circuit
beyond the fields. Thus
there
is
a
slight
constant field independent
of that created
by
current
flowing through the lamps, caused by the flow of the armature current through the field coils. On very low loads
where friction is a strong factor, this "shunt" or constant
field forms a comparatively large percentage of the total
field and torque, thus accurately balancing the meter against
the friction, while on medium and high loads both fription
and the shunt fields become so insignificant a percentage of
the total load and torque that their influence cannot be de-

and may be neglected.
Another essential feature remains to be described, namely,
the slowing mechanism, or means for loading the motor.
The necessity for this retarding mechanism is too apparent
to need explanation, and has been fully appreciated by all
makers of recording motor meters. In the Thomson meter
this is accomplished by placing on the shaft a thin disk of
copper, some little distance below the armature.
This disk
is rotated between the poles of three permanent
magnets.
The fields of these magnets generate Foucault or eddy
current in the disk, thus forminga considerable drag or load
on the motor, which is constant and proportionate in its
tected

action.

Thus it will be seen that neglecting friction, which, as we
is compensated for, the meter is proportionate
throughout, for torque is directly proportionate to the product of the current in armature and fields, which equals amperes multiplied by volts— that is, torque is directly proportionate to the energy of watts passing the meter.
Speed is
directly proportionate to torque, and retarding effect or generation of current in disk is directly proportionate to speed.
Therefore, the theory of the instrument is consistent and
correct throughout.
Another good feature of the meter is that the drag or
load is considerable, hence friction, the only varying quantity, forms even on light loads but a small
i^roportion of
total retarding effect.
The indications of the meter are
shown in watt hours on the dial gear or train, the first
wheel of Avhich engages with a worm on the shaft, thus connecting it with the revolution on the armature.
The calihave noted,
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bralion of the

Thomson

recorciing wattnieier is re.idilv and
effectively accomph'shed by moving the poles of the perma-

nent magnets lowani or away from the periphery or center
of the disk, thus increasing or decreasing its speed till it becomes synchronous with the standard instrument.
The watt hour forms a perfect and convenient unit for
measurement, being an actual unit of power, and therefore
readily comparable with all other standards, as well as simple in itself.
One thousand watt hours may be taken as
practically ei|uivalent to lOO feet of gas; thus the consumer,
already familiar, as most consumers are, with gas practice,
has a ready means of noting or checking his consumption of
light.

given you a rather detailed description of the
recording meter for the reason that it lends itself

have

I

Thomson

their

power.

property

come

After

once

at

such

the

that

a decision regarding

to

further tlian that

ils

llalske, from

its

company could

of that name,

is

complete destruction of

a

not to be expected

it is

63

its

plans for the future

only owing to the fact that

was resolved not to cancel its contracts,
but to proceed upon the construction of the machinery. In
addition to this apparatus designed for the Toronto Street
Railway company, the geneiators for which were of 1,200
kilowatt noniinal capacity, the company had only last week

is

secured the contract for the

methods.

lines

electrical equipment of the
of the West and North Chicago Street Railway com-

announced exclusively

panies, as

The

it

contract

for three

calls

last

week

in this journal.

association with the great

European house

commands attention not
machinery upon general lines

a dignified one and
its

similar to that of the Berlin house, but because of the

record

has already made

it

men who

are

will

be

not

country.

At

dismayed, but

who

in

this

its

head

will un-

doubtedly, on the contrary, continue to establish the reputation of the firm for efficient machinery and business-like

Association of Edison Illuminating

?,ooo horse power and one

Com-

panies.
The annual

convention

of the Association

of Edison

Illuminating companies will beheld at Boston,

commencing
and continuing through Wednes-

on Tuesday, August 14th,
day and probably Thursday of that week. The headquarters
of the association during the convention will be at the
Vendome, where the sessions will be held and where arrangements have been made

for delegates

on the American

plan for board and outside room, without bath, at $4 per
day and board and inside. room, with bath, at $4 per day.

Reports of committees chosen at the meetings of
year will be

made and

last

the following papers of practical im-

portance submitted by the gentlemen named:

Incandescent Lamps, A. D. Page.
The Relative Advantages of Direct and Alternating
Currents for Distribution of Light and Power, W. S. R.

Emmet.

DESTRUCTION OF THE FACTORY OF THE SIEMENS & HALSKE ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA.
to all classes of incandescent work, both alternating and
direct, for motors and railway work and arc lighting.
It
requires less care than other types, and by its construction
to both- the central station and conis most satisfactory

dynamo

sumer.

completed

There are other points, such as recording volt and
amper meters, which would no doubt be of advantage in
large stations, but which would rather be a luxury than

designed to ultimately accommodate

Time

a necessity.

will not allow of this discussion.

of America.
The

&

Halske Electric company
of America at Chicago was completely destroyed by fire on
Some idea of the destructiveness
the night of August 1st.
of the conflagration which swept over a portion of the city's
factory of the

Siemens

an

every 15 days.

the first

additional

The West

machine

be

shall

Side power house

five

is

2,000 horse power

Pierce.

Low

Tension Arc Street Lighting System,

The Edison

Electric Illuminating

W.

company

S.

Barstow.

of Boston, of

which C. L. Edgar is vice-president and general manager,
has arranged a very attractive programme for the entertain-

station will eventually contain generators aggregating 6,000

ment of delegates

power.

these

It

that

it

and

that

will

contracts

it is

seen

work

as

the

furnish

will

be

that

and

immediately;

Company

Electric

specifies that

generators and one of 1,000 horse power, and the North Side

of

mens & Halske

and

be completed within four months of the award

shall

of the contract and that

horse

Destruction of the Factory of the Sie

power generator

1,000 horse

A Board of Control, Prof. Wm. D. Marks.
An Edison Station in a Small City, Its Past, Present and
Future, M. A. Beal.
Switchboard of the Edison Company of New York, T.
Van Vleck.
Storage Batteries, R. R. Bowker.
Boiler Tests in Atlantic Avenue Station of the Edison
Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, R. S. Hale.
Interesting Features of the Third District Station of the
Edison Electric Illuminating Company of Boston, A. G.

the

from the magnitude
must be commenced

company

machinery

as

announces
per

contract

taking smaller contracts upon 90- days' delivery,

presumed that it will soon be possible to announce the
plans ot the company.
In this connection it has been
umored that advantage may be taken of the inactivity of the
It is

ful

in the

form of drives through the beauti-

suburbs of Boston. Visits will also be made to the West

End

station

of the Boston street railway system, and to

the Edison stations in Boston, where can be seen the

latest

equipments, including the recently

type of central station

installed central station storage batteiy,

now

in

successful

every-day operation.

The General
more of

company will have present one or
and engineers, with a view of having

Electric

its officers

and which ruined, among others, the new
company, may be gained by reference to the
reproductions of photographs taken the next morning and
when the debris was still smoking. 'Ihe building was substantially built of brick and was located in about the center
It is
difficult to
of the burned-over lumber district.

lumber

district

factory of the

present an accurate estimate of the total loss sustained by

company,

the

much

for

valuable

machinery was in pro-

and the power plant of the factory

cess of construction

was delivering current for the operation of the electric road
upon West Twenty-second street. It is roughly estimated,
however, that the total damage may be placed at about
$300,000. The insurance carried was only about $110,000.
One loss which is to be particularly regretted is that of
the generating machinery intended for the street railway

company

Toronto, Ont.

at

been of great capacity and

shown

generators,

June 30,

1894,

the

in

is

This apparatus was to have

size,

and the spider of one of the

Western

said to have

been

Electrician

of

the largest in

the

of this machinery was in a comwas about to have been delivered, A
view of the ruins of the machine shop, showing the arma-

world.

Considerable

pleted condition and

ture stars or spiders of these machines,

as well as those of

several others in process of construction,

The

electric

machineiy
in

crane used for

may be

moving

seen in the

the piles of wliat

is

now

is

shown

in Fig.

the heavy parts

backgi'ound,

i.

of

half buried

nothing but rubbish.

Fig. 2

from another location and is one
which comprises a view of the entire property of the company burned, including the boiler plant. It may be represents

the

scene

garded as curiously fortunate that the only portion of the
factory left standing is a small space containing the vaults

These were broken into after
the fire had destroyed everything around them, and the
books and valuable drawings were found to be comparaand

safes

of the company.

tively uninjured.

The machine

patterns were isolated in a

fireproof building a short distance from the

main building

and although its iron doors were smoking the next day,
contents were preserved.

its

Immediately upon receipt of the news of the work of the
other large electrical companies in this country
fire, the
offered the Siemens

&

Halske company

all

the assistance in

FIG.

DliSTliUCTION OF

I.

plant of the Grant Locomotive
tive

company

as

cerns for factory

It is a

June 6, 1S93, ^^^ ^^ ^^'^^ time its plant
worth $857,000. Offers from other con-

failed

was scheduled
will speedily

room have

be arrived

also

&

been rhade and a decision

among

electrical

men

that

Halske company should have been compelled

to be handicapped by the loss

it

has just sustained.

The

manufactured by the
company is of acknowledged merit, and during the time the
company has been selling its products in this country it has
made a satisfactory reputation as a producer of electric light

design of the electrical machinery

and street-railway apparatus.

them become personally acquainted with the

The name

of

Siemens

St

different

mem-

bers of the association and of discussing matters of general

The company has extended an invitation to the
members of the association to visit the Lynn works and join
interest.

them

at.

source of great regret

the Siemens

THE FACTORY OF THE SIEMENS & halske ELECTRIC COMPANY OF AMERICA.

Works. The Grant Locomo-

in a dinner at

Marblehead Neck, the great rendezvous

for all yatch club races.

During the convention sessions a special entertainment
be provided for ladies accompanying members. The
Edison Electric Illuminating company of Boston has prowill

vided entertainment for
to reach

all

members who may

Boston on Monday evening.

It

is

find it possible

thought advisable,

after considering the experience of previous conventions, to

devote the

first

two days

strictly to the lousiness of the asso-

—
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with as short recesses as possible, leaving the third

elation,

The programme

for the convention provides for reports of

coaimittees and addresses

Tuesday, August 14th,
ginning at 2

The second

session, be-

morning drive through

The

A. M.

clude the business.

is

electrician.

became

The

available

work of

progressing rapidly, and the

various

electrical

apparatus will

shortly under the direction of William

appropriation

on August

for

H. Merrill,
its

begin

Jr., the

maintenance only

session at li a. m. will con-

be devoted to papers and

dis-

by the election of officers. On the last
day. Thursday, August i6th, there will be a visit to the West
End powerstation and the stations of the Edison Electric
Ilhmiinating company of Boston, followed by a trip to

as the Northwestern, which so far exists only

gether in seeking

As

town.

to the kind of

given out that

Electric Railways in Chicago.

will
It is announced that the North Cliicago Electric company and the Chicago Electric Transit company will commence the construction of their luies in a short time, mortgages amounting to $1,000,000 and $2,000,000 having

Electrical Instrument
pany's Factory at Penacook, N. H.
no mqre

is

interesting

measuring

for

edge and

llie

quotes Mr. Louderback as his source of information on this
subject.

The proposed scheme
town

should possess

the United States

ol

One

curacy and for delicacy of adjustment.

done

illustrated

of

by the accompanying

establishment

located

The various departments

work.

fine

all thfe

is

workmanship

portant factor in the manufacture

The

views presented

work

are well supplied with

necessary mechanical equipment, although, as will be

readily conceived, intelligent

carried

on

in Figs.

i.

in the different

FIG.

3.

STA.VDARD POTENTIAL INDICATOR OF THE
WHITNEY INSTRUMENT COMPANY.

is

of

summer adjournment
the

is at an end.
The
scheme was incorporated only lately,

early in the spring.

the

]>auy.
city.

It is

title

company

I'he

of the

Chicago

&

loo]3

by

intended

to

com-

principal object of the
is

in the very center of

be placed on Randolph

the

street, be-

Jackson, thence east to State, thence north to Randolph to
the point of beginning.
This route will reach the Lake

It is

given out by the general

management of the two roads

that the contracts will be let at once.

The $3,000,000 for which

the

street,

Northwestern, and

JMetropolitan elevated

the

company figures that the South Side Alley
road can reach it by extending down the alley to Jackson
The company makes the statement, however, that
street.
roads,

been placed upon the property of the respective companies.

pictures.

amid beautiful surroundings
on the banks of the Contoocook river. The buildings are
well adapted tothe-class of work turned out and consist of
a main factory- three stories in height, with ground dimensions of 50 by 100 feet, and a boiler house and office in a
The rooms are all large,
one-story addition 30 by 60 feet.
light and airy, with large windows on four sides, gi\'ing
abundant light, which is, of course, an important requisite in

The

j^resented to

ginning at State, thence west to Market, tlience south to

of the concerns

the

is

be

roads will

The latter is stated as the
The route of the loop

law.

Whitney Electrical Instrument company, whoseTactoryatPenacook, N. H.,. was recently visited
liy a representative of the. Western Electrician and is
national pride

down-

for the elevated roads already in existence, as required

of pro-

share in contributing to this source

its

a

to secure the necessary frontage consents for the

all,

ducing instruments of precision of this character second to
none of the best German and French appliances for acthat has

construction of

loop to be operated in connec-

Suburban Electric Elevated Railway company. The prospectus issued gives tlie object of the company to build an
electric elevated railroad in the city and suburbs, but first of

electrical

reputation

the

for the

electric elevated railroad

down-town loop

to a

of American electricians and mechanics that

skill

North-

addition to

but was considerably talked of during the agitation relative

very creditable to the knowl-

is

used on the

Mayor Hopkins has stated that electricity
on the new "L," and that he even

has the rather broad and extensive

and variation

strength, pressure

It

current.

electric

the

to be

the City Council for consideration at the opening Session im-

business than the delicate work of manufacturing instru-

ments

power

tion with the various elevated

Com-

branch of the

to-

terminal and loop facilities down-

be used exclusively

company back

There

common

mediately after the

Whitney

on pa-

being practically under the same control,, will join

western Mr. Louderback has nothing to say in
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at
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"what has already been published in this journal. It has been

15th, there will be an

cussions, followed

Lynn and entertainment

of

suburbs of Boston, be-

the

third

will

It

tests

and

M., will be devoted topapers, discussions

p.

ginning at S

session beginning

first

at 10 A. M.

On Wednesday, August

addresses.
early

the

at

Woman's Temple,
making

free for pleasure trips.

day entirely

August

and

the

in case the route is

not satisfactory to the majority of the

the mortgage was given on thetwo electric lines will be used

roads intended to be accommodated by

on the routes assigned to them, as
well as other feeders which may be found necessary to connect with the Northwestern *'L," which will be utilized as
the trunk line- for the rapid transit system for the North
and West Sides proposed by the owners of tlie allied lines.
A mortgage to the amount of $15,000,000 was fileda week
ago Wednesday upon the properly of the Northwestern

as

in

constructing them

may

be deemed

more

satisfactory.

it, it

can be changed

Mayor Hopkins

is

by the
Chicago & Suburban Electric Elevated Railway company.
It is said that although he has given the scheme no thorough
study, he thinks if the elevated roads can be given
a
down-town loop on terms that are fair and reasonable to
tlie city the proposition 18 worthy of consideration.
reported

to think

favorably of

the plan projected

most im-

of electrical instruments.

and

good idea of the
the ma-

2 give a

They show

rooms.

chine and calibrating departments, a glimpse of the office
and corners of the battery and shipping rooms, with two
examples of electrically driven machinery. Beside these

wood-working and plating rooms.

there are

by means of

All the direct current instruments are testei^

a storage battery equipment, which contains over

Eddy generator.

charged by au

This battery

whenever the machinery

to light the shops

is

is

not

5CK)

cells

also

used

running.

There is also a 100 volt direct current dynamo designed and
The
built by Dr. A. H. Hoyt, which is used for lighting.
alternating current instruments are tested directly from the
dynamo up to 1,000 volts, while above that a step-up transformer to 5,000 volts

is

used.

Dr. Hoyt, the manager and electrician of the company,
is

of

the designer

concern

He

now

is

ment

now made by

the instruments

all

— ammeters,

voltmeters and

perfecting a

potential

the

indicators.

new instrument for the measureOne of these was placed in a

of alternating currents.

circuit of 16,000 alternations per

Then

the current was

minute and readings taken.

cJianged to

6,000

minute and no change could be detected.

alternations

per

The instrument

was then placed in a direct current circuit, and the reading
was within one-tenth of one per cent. The instrument is
new and novel in construction and will soon be offered to
the public.

The company

is

now making ammeters for direct and
down to -j-oW ofmi ampere,

alternating current which read

while the larger ones indicate up

guaranteed

to

K

be accurate to

meters and indicators are built in
laboratory, station or private

Several
station

instruments
at

3,000 volt

for

4,000 amperes and are

to

all sizes

and

volt-

for all uses

—and are accurate and durable.

the big three-phase alternating

Sewall's Falls are now^ building and will go on a
circuit.

establishment

is

It

may

also

mentioned

be

provided with ample

the manuand that a specialty is

of repairing, correcting or standardizing instruments of

other makers.

The

Calibrating

Is

illustrated

by Fig.

3.

for

the

Bureau of the Chicago Underwriters'
The work of fitting up the laboratory in the

Electrical

association.

Insurance Patrol building on

Monroe

street, adjoining the

negotiation of the $15,is

for the con-

which will be built by the
company, which is capitalized at

struction expenses of the road,

Construction

$2,coo,ooo, 50 per cent, of which has been called

Louderback has secured a

Electricity in Insurance Matters.
William S. Boyd has been appointed assistant electrician

The

Elevated Railroad company.

000,000 loan, D. H. Louderback announces,

Columbia

standard potential indicator

Room.

Office.
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that the

facilities for

facture of delicate electrical apparatus

made

The

of one per cent.

"L"

extension

certified

ordinance

for

in.

Mr.

copy df the Lake street

examination by the recent

purchasers of that property, and while no definite information can be

had on the

subject,

it

is

generally understood

amendments, will be
Of course the "L" road on Lake street and that

The North Chicago

Street

the Commissioner of Public

Railway company has asked

Works

for a permit

to

erect

on Lawrence avenue from Evanston
avenue to Clark street, and on Addison street between Lincoln and Southport avenues.
electric trolley poles

The Englewood& Chicago

Electric Street Railway comhave its main line to Morgan Park completed
within three months.
This is to be one branch of the company's system of 45 miles of road. When it is finished the

pany expects

to

Morgan Park, Longwood, Fernwood, Rose-

that the ordinance, with the mayor's

residents of

accepted.

land, Burnside,

Dauphin Park and Englewood

will

be able

August

II,
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to ride to Sixty-third

and Vernon avenue, where the \\ne

A

connects wiih ihc Alley '*L" road.

portion of the

line

from Sixty-third street on Vernon avenue to Sixty-seventh
street was opened a week ago ^Vednesday.
The powerhouse for the main line will be at Vincennes road and
Eighty-seventh street, and, with equipments, it is said wiW

The

cost $100,000.

electric

line

will

be operated by a

The capital stock of
bond issue is $2,500,000.

trolley j.y=tem, with center poles.

company

is :fi, 000,000

and the

Incandescent

Lamp

On August 1st Judge Seaman of the Circuit Court of the
United States, Xorthem District of Illinois, filed the following opinion at Chicago in the case of the Edison Electric
Light company and the Edison General Electric company
against the Star Electric

Lamp company, David

nedy, Albert S. Terry and Franklin

S.

J.

Ken-

Terry:

This hearing is upon a rule to show cause why an injuncpendeuU- iitd should not issue against the defendants according to the prayer of the bill of complaint.
The rule was entered, with a temporary restraining order,
tion

June 9, 1S94, when the bill was filed alleging infringement
of letters patent No. 223. S9S, issued to Thomas A. Edison,
lanuarv 27, 18S0, for an incandescent lamp. The validity
of this patent is not questioned here, and for Ihe purposes
of thi> motion at least must be taken as well settled by
repeated adjudications.
Infringement is unquestioned if the patent is alive witli
reference to the defendants.
The only defense is that which was set up and maintained
recently in the Circuit Court for the Northern District of
Ohio, in the case of the Edison Electric Light company
against the Buckeye Electric company {59 Fed. Rep., 691)
estopped from asserting,
\'iz., that the complainants are
as against these defendants, that the patent extends beyund
a
purported amendment in
because
November 10, 1S93,
the Patent Office, dated December iS, 1SS3, appears to
"British patent
limit its existence to the term of a
10,
1S79."
It
fourteen years, dated November
for
amendment did not corthis
undisputed that
is
rectly show the date from which the .British patent took
effect, that the proceeding was taken under a mistaken view,
and was not within the jurisdiction of the Patent Office, that
it was expunged on March 13, 1S93, and adjudications have
settled that it was void and did not limit the term of the

The Corrosion

process, and license was thereupon given the complainant
for that purpose, upon terms specified and accountings to be
rendered.
It
was agreed by the Sunbeam company that
upon the completion of the lamps referred to "it would refrain from manufacturing infringing incandescent lamps
during the life of the patents," their validity was admitted
and consent stipulated to a decree in the action against the
defendant company "as prayed for in the bill of com-

of iron Pipes by the Action
of Electric Railway Currents.'
Bv D. C. Jackson.

The foundation of this paper is an investigation carried
out under my direction by Paul Biefield and Fred D. Silber
at the University of Wisconsin.
I have incorporated the
report of their experiments directly into the paper as far as
possible.
Their work was divided under two heads: First,
to determine what chemical action really occurs under the
conditions that are met in towns where corrosion of the water
and gas pipe systems have occurred through the action of
electric railway return currents.
Second, to examine the
action which has actually occurred in various towns, apply
the deductions gathered from the results of the first division
of the work, and determine the best methods of avoiding

plaint."'

the

Litigation.

6S

The complainant waived all ccsts, damages and profits.
The manufacture under this agreement has continued,
with accountings as provided for, and is still progressing.
On October 2, 1S93, the final decree was duly entered with
perpetual injunction, but the individual defendants, Kennedy and Terry, were dismissed from the bill, pursuant to
an understanding to that effect explained by affidavits as intending that there should be no interference with the manufacture of non-infringing lamps designed by them in which
gas was substitute<l for a vacuum.
The defendants claim that they entered into the agreement in the belief, founded on the amendment, that the
"life of the patent" would terminate November 10, 1893, although it is admitted that complainants then asserted otherwise, and their bill of complaint, on which the stipulation
and decree were entered, alleged a right for seventeen years

from the date of the patent.

danger from corrosion.
About two years ago engineers of the West End Street
Railway company of Boston began to connect the reinforcing
wire laid between the tracks to the water pipes, anticipating little or no trouble from so doing.
They soon found that
the supplementary wire was destroyed in places.
They first
difficulty or

*

It is significant, also, that the answer of the defendants in
that case, filed May S, 1S93, made no defense or assertion
of this estoppel, which if well founded would have terminated any right to an injunction before final hearing could

possibly be reached.

This agreement bound the corporation and

its officers

and

stockholders for all interests and rights which were there
involved; all prior rights and equities must be held merged
in it to the extent imported by its terms.

'

attributed this to chemical action of the soil, but finally concluded that it was due to electrolytic action.
As a remedy
they reversed the polarity of their generators, sending the
current out through the rails and back through the overhead trolley wire.
This change was followed by disastrous
results. The current, pumped through the rails, took to the
water pipes and lead cable coverings, according to the law of
divided circuits, and leaving these at many points along the
line, caused serious corrosion at these places.
It was foimd
titat lead pipes at some points disappeared inside of six or
eight weeks and galvanized iron and brass pipes deteriorated
noticeably in an equal time.
After a conference between representatives of the city and

'

patent.

The opinion by Judge Ricks, in the case cited, shows care-'
ful consideration in holding an estoppel, and taking it in
connection with two subsequent opinions by the same learned
court, whereof certified copies have been furnished for this
hearing one upon reconsideration of the former case, after
further showing, re-affirming the first decision, and the other,
in a case of the ^ame complainants against the Universal
Electric Company, distinguishing and explaining the prior
decisions, and holding the estopple not applicable, because
the defendant " began business as an infringer" and made its
further fnvestments "after the revocation of March, 1893",
would be strongly persuasive of a similar ruling for the purpose of this motion, if analagous situations of the parties
and facts are shown.
The defendant, the Star Electric Lamp company, is a recent incorporation, having legal existence only from March
iS, 1803, "'hich would be subsequent to the cancellation in

—

the Va'tent Office of the alleged amendment of the patent.
Within its own rights, therefore, it is clear that this corporation is barred from any of the benefiis of estoppel which
might arise in favor of one taking action and making large

investmentsbefore the cancellation.
It would be ruled by the case of the Universal Electric
company,last cited, and the well-settled principles there announced.
But the defendants contend that this corporation issnnply
an outgrowth and continuation of another corporation, the
Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company, or, as stated in their
brief, is "a mere creature of'the Sunbeam company," haying the same officers, stockholders and managers, and "is in
being
fact the same company under another name," and
founded upon "the same investment and interest," is entitled
to any benefiis of estoppel which would work in favor of the
,

parent company.
This statementmaywellbeacceptedastrue, in the identity
of stockholders, management and investment, but the two
companies have nevertheless separate corporate entities.
Whether this identity of interests would enable the defendant corporation to draw to itself any benefits of estoppel
which may have existed in favor of the Sunbeam company,
or whether the individual defendants, who are made parties
as officers of the Star company, could avail themselves of
any such defenses vesting in the Sunbeam company, does
not require decision here, because I am clearly of the opinion that the Sunbeam company deprived itself of that deever existed.
The Sunbeam Incandescent Lamp company was organized
inve.'-tments for
in February, 1S90, and made considerable
upon
the manufacture of incandescent lamps, and entered
their manufacture.
notice
mad
a
Certain of its stockholders received by
courts had
the
that
from attorneys of complainant
mfringers
that
and
patent,
Edison
the
sustained
notice
this
would be vigorously prosecuted, but with
fense,

if it

of the patent, accompanied by the certifiof December iS. 1S93, and relying upon
thLs as limiting the term of the patent to November 10,
were made.
investments
1S93, further
On January 14, 1893, the complainants filed abtll against
the Sunbeam company and its officers for infringement of
order, but
the patent, and obtained a temporary restraining
mjunction
the hearing upon a rule to show cause why the
time
from
postponed
was
should not continue pendente lite
ento time until May 17, 1S93, when an agreement was
by the
tered into between the parties reciting infringement
damand
litigation
avoid
to
Sunbeam company, their desire
in
ages and ilecessity to complete about 150,000 lamps then

was a
cate of

copy

amendment

Battery

Shipping Room.
Lathe -Jjriven by Motor.
2.

WHITNKV

Machine Shop,

ELECTR1C.A.L

Any belief which may have been entertained by either of
the parties relative to the duration of the patent cannot prevent the operation of the settlement for the actual life of the
patent as therein expressed; it leaves the extent to be determined according to the fact and not upon any estoppel
which might have been invoked before the settlement.
This is a clear case for the application of an estoppel
atJ^ainst an estoppel, which "setteth the matter at large," as
st'ated by Lord Coke, Branson v. Wirtb, 17 Wall., 32.
by the defense would
If, therefore, the showing made
primarily have constituted an estoppel in favor of the Sunbeam company through investment by its stockholders in
which is not here decided that company
reliance upon it
was foreclosed by its agreement and acts and the defendant
corporation, which is masquerading here as a new company,
with all the interests of the old one, cannot take the benefits of the old without the attendant burdens.
The complainant shows clear right to protection by an injunction /tv/^fw/i- lite. The fact that the defendants have a
large investment in a plant which will be rendered idle by
an injunction cannot be permitted to turn the scales against

—

—

a case so made out.
The individual defendants are properly made parties as
president, treasurer, and secreofficers of the corporation
and, while an injunction against the
tary respectively
corporation is binding upon its officers, it is proper to name
them in the order or decree. The history of this litigation
shows the value of such practice.
An injunction will issue against all of the defendants according to the prayer of the bill.

—

A

central

lighting

—

station will

soon

be

Koom.

Lathe and Grinder.
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operatt
ated

the railway company, it was decided to go back to the old
The direction of the current
way of current distribution.
was therefore reversed,' and careful tests were made, which
showed that considerable current flowed along the water
So great in fact was this current that the arc formed
pipes.
at a joint where oakum was used for calking was sufficient
This loss of pressure on the return
to set fire to the oakum.
circuit was found to be from 25 to 100 volts, or from 5 per
As an expericent, to 20 per cent, of the total pressure.
ment the water system was connected to the negative pole of
the dynamo, and now a new danger was found in the difference of potential between the gas and water pipes, causing a
marked electrolytic effect on the former. It was then proposed to connect the gas and water pipes together in all parts
of the city in order to arrest the action, and this was done with

The expense to the city and the company was
great, and the final solution of the difficulty was far from satisfactory to either party.
The report of the Board of Commissioners of Electric
Subways of Brooklyn for 1S92 briefly referred to the same
Since then
trouble as ofuncertain character and extent.
the problem has become very serious in Brooklyn on acthat
city, and
count of the growth of the electric railways in
the same report for 1S93 calls attention to the fact that
discoveries of corrosion have been numerous enough to jusof buried pipes are being eaten
tify the belief that all kinds
away in many places. As an example may be cited the fact
that a certain iron service pipe buried at a depth of four feet
fair results.

below the track had been completely perforated in a month.
In Brooklyn, as in Boston, connection between the return
circuit and the corroded service has been tried witli some
The means for preventing tlie action in Brooklyn
success.
is as yet in an experimental stage, so that proposed extensions

Williamsport, Ind., by the Falls Electric Light company.
30 kilowatt 1,000 volt Thomson-Houston alternator and a
30 light arc machine will constitute the electrical equip-

\Contini(ed on page 67.]
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of these recently diagnosed disorders, and physicians are now
paying more attention than ever before to tlie effect of the
electric

phenomena on

human

the

body.

Just now, in France, some of the doctors are endeavoring to
find a remedy for what has borne the clumsy and -misleading

workmen employed

befalls

modern

This

sunstroke."

"electric

affection

where
The Hght

factories

in

metals are fused or welded by the arc process.

produced during the period of connection is of course intense, and even at a distance of tliirty feet the rays produce
a painful, hot, pricking sensation, like that of a burn on
such uncovered portion; of the body as the throat, face and
especially

the

become

said to

intensely dazzled as

The

forehead.

bronze hue; the eyes,

in

to

is

skin

of

spite

of

be useless

black
for

glasses,

as

of sand

The

so

after

sets in, everything appear-

and there

under the eyelids; there

frequently considerable pain, also
cases fever.

parts

are

some minutes,

saffron-colored; the conjunctiva are inflamed

a gritty feeling

the

either copper-colored or assumes a

which anthopsia or yellow vision
ing

paratus as well as direct current machines.

The

managers of such

particulary de-

sleeplessness

and

in

is

some

physicians have discussed the effects of the

blinding flash with

much

learning, but have as yet

proposed

no better remedy than that which would naturally suggest
perfect rest in a subdued light.
So
itself to any layman
lonfT as the voltaic arc is employed in metal working it is not

—

stations

on

this topic are

views

of

be hoped that the association will take a
view of the matter and permit the publication of at
and

sirable,

it is

to

paper and discussion.

Hermite system gave

From

feature.

descent lamps that infringe the Edison patents, Judge Sealast

week ruled

that " the fact that the defendants have

by

an injunction cannot be permitted to turn the scales against

The defendants had

made out."

were estopped from

purported

amendment

iS, 1SS3,

appears to limit

November
existence

its

estoppel

asserting that

December

November

dated

years,

term of the

the

to

point

1893, because a

ID,

Patent Ofiice dated

in the

'British patent for fourteen

1S79.'"

raised the

lo,

has been decided that the term of the United

It

was not so

withm

is

its

and Judge Seaman holds
barred from any of the benefits of

own

limited,

rights

on account of the

March

fact that

was subsequent
the PatentOffice of tlie alleged amendThe claim made by the Star company

formation,

its

i8, 1S93,

—

—

The

aside.

set

is

of that corporation

deprived

would require
recommended

further study and experiment before
as applicable to large

right

of those engaged in the
process as

to

make

work

to so improve and simplify the
an economical as well as a scientific

it

success."

While the war in Korea attracts renewed attention to
the great value of the ocean cables which connect that portion of the world with Europe, and hence with the United
States,
in the

comes the account of a great jubilee celebration held
Imperial Institute, London, on July 20th, to mark the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the establishment of submarine
telegraphy with the far East. Sir John Pender, chairman of

the Eastern and Eastern Extension Telegraph companies,
presided, and the fete

was

a very elaborate one, the various

incidents covering a period of nearly eight hours.

banquet the

company numbered

United States

reception was attended by about 5,000 guests, and a party of
about 60, including the royal visitors, was entertained in
the fellows' dining room.

one, including the Prince

towns

He

electrolysis.

is

engaged

sentatives of other countries,

the

lord chancellor,

the secretary of state

W. H. Preece, General Roberts,
S.P. Thompson, Sir Richard Web-

that electricity

against death

may

yet be

The

Sunbeam company
up

this defense

electrical sanitation C.

city,

in treating

system,

application

it

sewage by

as

it

is

believed by

M. Hermite
moment, and

that

as useful to

has

man
all

as a shield

eady proved

messenger and an illuminant."

Many

experts

French experiments, while admitting
ties

Havre, discusses
Rouen, L'Orient and
at

of expense will of course form an important

question

factor in the problem.

who have watched

the

the disinfecting proper-

of the electrolyzed sea water, or mixture of sodium and

chloride

of

magnesium, have

the possibility of preventing the battle of

New

Orleans had

an Atlantic cable existed eighty years ago.
That battle resulted in a great victory for American arms, and as the

were the aggressors, both sides being in ignorance of
tha't peace had been declared, Mr. Bayard did not
represent the spirit of his countrymen in allowing the
British

the fact

felicitations of a festal occasion to cause

servation on General Jackson's signal

him

to

make an

be considered as apologetic.

There was an exhibition of telegraphic apparatus, outdoor music, promenading about the grounds and abundant

The

decorations.

celebration

We

not marred by accident.
quarter century

was skillfully planned, and
hope that before another

completed the United States will be the
gathering to signalize the completion of a
direct Pacific cable to Australia and Asia.
sc^ne of a

is

.=;imilar

to

the discussion of the

due to single-

those

who contend that

a properly connected

a practicable remedy can be found by
return circuit.
"I am quite confi-

rail

dent," he says, "after

carefully

studying

many

expressed some doubt' as to

small expense and with a resulting advantage to the operaFarther on the author describes the

plan he favors as follows:

"Connecting the pipes and rails
with heavy cables at points where the former are positive tO'
the latter proves the most complete method of prevention.

The

conductivity of the track's circuit

must be properly reby feeders so that an undue drop is not experienced,
in the return conductors. These track feeders should always
be insulated and put on the lines exactly as are overhead
inforced

jecders, in order

to

save them from corrosion.

The conhas been practically carried out in>
Milwaukee, Wis., at a cost of about $S, 000, and has apparently done away with the trouble, and has at the same
nection of pipes and

rails

time decreased the resistance of the return circuit."

Prof.
of practical experience, and his
we are far from certain that his

track circuit by buried insulated feeders will entail

an unlimited supply of sea water, the question
It is urged,

satisfactorily settled.

however, that the application of the system would have the
advantage of saving a large proportion of the water usually
employed for the flushing of soil pipes and drain pipes, as
well as the

much

and washing

larger quantity emjiloyed in flushing sewers

gutters.

How

the expense of the plant

far

would

this

would compensate

largely

depend

value and quantity of water ordinarily used.
sion of experts appointed

of

tion of the railway."

where there

economy has not been

cases

avoided by proper construction and arrangement of return
circuits.
This can ordinarily be none at a comparatively

Jackson

of

"The

Corrosion of Iron Pipes by the Action of Electric Railway
Currents," which is given in this issue, will give comfort to

whether the liquid could be produced in sufficient abundance and at a sufficiently cheap rate for large towns, including the sewers and streets to be irrigated with it. At Havre,
is

ob-

triumph that might

cities

by preventible disease

itself a priceless servant as a

and other distinguished persons.
Mr. Bayard, the United States ambassador, made an eloquent speech, which was marred, however, by a reference toster

the paper on

consul

made

Sir D. Salomons, Prof.

in

says that "in spite of the several objections

its

for India, Sir

Charles Tupper, the Canadian commissioner, Prof. Ayrton,
Prof. Crookes, Prof. Fleming, Prof.
Hopkinson, Lord

trolley railway systems, as presented

by M. Hermite

witnessed

ambassador and repreLord Kelvin, General Wolsely,.

this

an enterprise of great pith and

in

a brilliant

members of

the royal family, the United States

Aside from

which have been urged against the

many who have

The company was
of Wales and other

corrosion and applying the conclusions of these experiments,
that there are very few places where tlie difficulty cannot be

the experiments conducted in that
other French

At the
while the
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The Corrosion of

Iron Pipes by the Action

trolysis ol

of Electric Railway Currents.
l^Cvnniiiiiii

soils,

pipes.

from piJ^s 6^.]

In order to determine as exactly as possible what occurs
due to the return current, a series of laboratory
experiments were performed, in which the practical condiin the soil

of the railway sj'stem along the line of one of the largest
water mains in Brooklyn is regarded with anxiety.
Milwaukee has also had her share of trouble from the
>ame cause. O. M. Rau, electrical engineer of the Milwaukee Street Railway company, tells about it in an article in
the Street Railway Kerie^v, in December, 1S93.
At two

tions were reproduced as fully as possible.
Almost every chemical analysis of street soils shows the
presence of some soluble salts of ammonia, potash, so:la, and
because of their common occurrence an experiment was performed to determine the eflfect of these salts on the electrolytic corrosion of iron plates per ampere hour.
Six small
electrolytic cells were run in series under an electric pressure
of about 100 volts, with a current varying from .2 to .04
ampere. The cells contained clean glass sand moistened
with water containing the salts.

from the power house on Wells street a si.\-inch water
was so badly corroded after the electric railway had
een operating for four years as to render it entirely useless.
When taken out of the ground it was so s^ft in places that
a cane could easily be poked through it.
In Milwaukee the
corrosion was arrested by making numerous low resistance
connections brlween the pipes and rails, thus keeping the
two at the same potential. The connection is made most
-ecure at tht; pipe station, where both pipes and rails are led
the negative pole of the generator by heavy cables.
It is
f'lund that as much as twenty-eight per cent, of the total
lutput is now returned by means of the pipes and no difficulty is enc«iuntered.
The plan has been working very satisfactorily for over a year.
The Chicago experiences have been set forth in a report
feet

niain

t

NH^
XH^

Cell I contained
XO,^. {Nitrate of ammonia.)
"
"
2
CI. (Chloride of ammonia.)
"
"
KNO;}. (Nitrate of potash.)
3
"
"
4
RCl. (Chloride of potash.)
"
"
5
XaXOa- (Nitrate of soda.)

t

"6

was

XaCl. (Chloride of soda.)

number

^

of

ampere hours

.7465.

LossofanodeofNH.NOaCell pr amp.

Prof. Barrett to Mayor Harrison in June. 1S93. T'*^^
destructive effects in Chicago are apparently entirely similar
to those of the cities above mentioned.
In Prof. Barrett's
report some experimental work is referred to, in which a
current of .3 ampere, continued for three weeks, was most
destructive to a lead telejjhone cable, while a cable which
was buried in the same soil but was not subjected to the action
of the current was unaffected.
In Zauesville, O., a four-inch cast-iron water main was
completely perforated in two years.
All the neighboring
pipes were affected, some of them lasting only six months.
Columbus, O., Hamilton, Ont., Indianapolis, Ind., Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Cala., and many other cities where

—

"

After a run of ii^% hours the

made by

considerable electric railway systems are in operation have
experienced the same difficulties.
In every case the corro=^ion has exhibited the same general features and pointed to
the same cause.
•
It IS now practically agreed that the rea.son for the extraordinary corrosion which is referred to here is to be found
in the character of the return ch-cuit of the electric railways.
When electric railways were first constructed the
rails in connection with the surrounding earth were relied
upon to carry all the current back to the generator. It was
soon discovered that the current would not confine itself to
this path and that the resistance of the earth was far from
being as low as was originally supposed.
Bonding the rails,
cross- bonding, supplementary wires and ground plates were
then tried.
The last were found to be of little avail, while
the copper bonds and supplementary wires ^vere often themselves electrolyzed, and bond wres up to the present time
have frequently been (ar too small in cross-section for the
large current to be carried.
The tendency which now obtains is to make the return circuit of fully as great conductivity as that of the overhead supply circuit, without
relying upon any conductivity from the ground.
This
is being
accomplished by effecting the rail-bonds and
running heavy track feeders, or electrically welding the
There is little doubt that with a perfect return sysrails.
tem, which is properly connected to systems of underground
pipes, electrolytic disturbances will practically disappear in
nearly atl cities.
Though the corrosive action of the return current has
been sn frequently noticed and commented upon, no one
has really determined what actually occurs in the ground
under the conditions brought about by the operation of
electric railway systems.
Two theories have been put forward relative to the corrosion; First, that it is simply due
to chemical action caused by ammonia, saltpeter, leakage
from gas mains, etc., found in the earth; second, that it is the
result of electrolytic action.
While simple chemical action
undoubtedly has much to do with shortening the life of a
pipe, it cannot on the face of it produce effects of the magnitude of these noted above.
The ordinary life of water
and gas pipes where chemical action alone is met is said to
be about 20 years, while the corrosive action with which we
are dealing has destroyed new pipes in intervals having
from a few weeks to half a dozen years' duration. In every
case of the corrosion to which we refer an electric current
has traveled along the pipe, and the corrosive action has
taken place at the point where the current left Che pipe. This
Secondary chemis conclusive proof of electrolytic action.
ical reactions play an important part in the final decomposition of the pipe, and these are dependent upon the character
of the salts in the soil, but the current sets the ball rolling.
The electrolytic action of the current may occur by means
i)f two processes
(i) direct electrolysis of iron and (2) electrolysis of chemical compounds which are held in the water
of 'he soil, setting up secondary chemical reactions at the
In order to have electrolysis at all it is neceselectrodes.
In the
sary to have the equivalent of an electrolytic cell.
case of a current leaving a pipe at any point, the pipe is the
anode or positive plate of such
a cell, the waste
of the soil containing the chemical compounds in solution is
the electrolyte, and the rail i> the cathode or negative pole
All corroded iron pipes taken from the earth
of the cell.
present practically the same appearance. They are generally
"pitted" in many places, and although the pipe is covered
with a layer of reddish oxide, the bulk of the corroded metal
has generally been entirely carried away in some form or
other, pre-iumably by a secondary chemical change.
In order to have the first electrolytic action go on (that is,
, direct electrolysis of iron), a soluble iron salt must be presThe analyent in the soil, reaching from anode to cathode.
sis of street soils shows no such salts, and hence we are safe
into
the corronot
enter
in concluding that this factor does
The point has been made by
sion to any practical extent.
several writers on the subject that the phenomenon may be
due to the electrolysis of water, the nascent oxygen set free
at the anode attacking the iron directly, and forming iron
oxide.
An examination of the facts of electrolytic action
shows that this is not an effect of practical magnitude. This
leaves us but one hypothesis to work upon— tliat is, the elec-

substances held in solution in the water of the
with a resulting secondary chemical action on the

NH.Cl

"

KNO3

'

"

"

»

»

"
"
"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

KCl

"

"

"

XaNUo

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

NaCl

"

"

"

hr was .921 gramme.
" i-3'4 grammes.
"

"
"
"

"

1.SS7
1.346
-729 gramme.
1.299 grammes.

It had been shown by previous experiments upon cells containing these salts that iron was carried off" from the positive
plates but was not deposited on the negative plates.
The
deposit of iron was made in the form of a layer of hydrate
or hydroxide of iron near the middle of the cell.
The same
was true of experiments made with cells containing street
soil where only a comparatively sma!l percentage of carbonates was present.
This explains the remark often made in
reports of the corrosion of pipes that the products of the
corrosion had disappeared.
It was noticed during the experiments that all the cells containing a nitrate gave off a
gas at the anode, and this, on being collected, was found to be
oxygen. The same cells showed an acid reaction at the anode
when tested with methylorange, and the reaction grew
less in intensity as the current decreased. In cellNo. i of the
series already referred to, this acidity failed to show itself
when the current fell to .6 ampere; in cell X^o. 3 at .045 ampere, and in cell X^o. 5 it was very faint at .04 ampere when
the current wns shut off.
The acid reaction and the escape
of oxygen in these cells seemed to be associated, and here it
becomes necesssary to refer to the losses of the anodes in the
different cells.
It will be seen that the chloride cells exhibit
the greater losses, while the nitrate cells show the smaller.
Moreover, the cell containing a nitrate in which the formation of acid and oxygen ceased first shows the greatest anode
loss, and the one in which it continued to a slight degree to
the end of the experiment shows the leastThese facts
point very strongly to the soundness of the theory of the
corrosion which has been finally worked out; namely, in an
electrolytic cell with iron electrodes and a soluble salt or
salts of the metals of the alkalies or alkaline earths in solution in the electrolyte the salt is electrolyzed by the current,
the acid radical attacks the anode, forming an iron salt,
white the alkaline metal forms with water a hydroxide at
the cathode liberating hydrogen there. Finally.the meeting by
diffusion of these two products precipitates ferrous hydroxide
(FeOH). As the amount of electrolysis varies with the
strength of the current, a comparatively high current will
liberate the acid radical more rapidly than it can combine
with the iron, the critical point depending upon the affinitv
When this excess is present, the radical
of the acid for iron.
forms an acid by combining with water and at the same time
liberates oxygen.
X''eitherthe acid nor the oxygen can combine with the anode because that is already engaged in the
formation of an iron salt with the acid radical, and hence
the gas escapes into the air.
If the acid is formed in sufficient quantity, it diffuses through the electrolyte, meets the
alkaline hydroxide and forms the original salt and water. In
the case ot chlorides, the nascent chlorine liberated at the
anode, forms with it a chloride of iron, and if the current is
strong enough to form an excess of chlorine it will be dissolved in the water and may, under the influence of light
and heat, form an acid and liberate oxygen; or, if enough
heat is generated, free chlorine will be given off, as is shown
by experiment. -All conditions of these laboratory experiments are practically parallel in the earth and hence it is safe
to say that similar chemical reactions must go on there.
Although the composition of street soils is more complex
than the electrolytes of these experiments, they contain thesamesoluble salts, and as these are diffused through the moist
earth they must lend themselves to exactly similar electroIn fact where street
lytic influences and chemical changes.
soils were used in the experiments as the electrolytes of cells
with
cells containing known
which were placed in series
quantities of simple and mixed soluble salts, the losses of the
anodes were entirely comparable. It is consequently seen
that only such measures as will stop the electrolytic action
on salts in solution in the soil can be relied upon to stop the
corrosion of iron pipes.
The soil frequently contains carbonate of calcium and magnesium, which are dissolved by virtue of the carbonic acid
When carbonates are present in the water to
in the water.
a considerable degree a reddish layer of iron carbonate is
found on the pipe. This is generally mistaken by observers
for oxide of iron, but we have never found the latter present
To find the effects of
as a result of electrolytic corrosion.
carbonates upon the corrosive powers of soils we ran four
,

electric

cells in

The

series.

glass sand moistened with a

first

]/^
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The average bss of the anodes of the cells containing
chloride of soda alone was .6565 gramme, while that of the
carbonate cells was .601 gramme. Uhis makes it evident that
the presence of the carbonates does not aid in the corrosion
of the anode, and even the slight cathode loss, due probably
to ordinary oxidation, is less in these cells than in those containing the chloride only. The difference in the losses of the anode
is easily explained.
In some previous experiments the loss
of anode caused by the electrolysis of a nitrate, a chloride,
and a mixture of the two was compared. The chloride
caused the greatest loss of anode, the nitrate the least, and
"the mixture caused a loss between the two.
In the same
way in the case of the carbonate and the chloride, the chloride caused a certain loss of anode, and when mixed with
carbonate the loss is somewhat less than when the electrolyte
is a chloride alone. The fundamental effect of the carbo
na'tes
is shown by a further description of the experiment.
Soon
after the current was turned on the chloride cells began to
show the formation of the ferrous hydroxide layer between
the electrodes which has been previously spoken of while the
other two cells showed a reddish layer formed at the auode,
spreading toward the cathode as the action progressed.
The reddish layer consisted of carbonate of iron, which was
formed by the action of the carbonates upon the products of
the electrolysis.

The results of many experiments and the condition of corroded water pipes as observed leaads to the conclusiim that
under the conditions existing in street soils the corrosion
will primarily go on by virtue of the acid radicals of the hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric and other acids, the carbonates
held in solution by virtue of the carbonic acid acting merely
to change the ferrous salts, to the normal iron carbonates
and the ferric salts to the ferric hydroxide. Should the carbonates in solution be electrolyzed in addition to the salts of
the alkaline metals, the carbonic acid radical would not attack the iron, as the corrosive power of the other acids is so
much greater, but would again form with the ferrous sails
the iron carbonates.
Owing to the doubt which exists as to what minimum
voltage is required to induce electrolysis of water pipes by
the railway current, a series of determinations was made
by means of the electrolytic cells. The iron electrodes were
inserted in clean glass sand 1.5 centimeters apart, and had
about 20 square centimeters exposed area. In the first cell
a I ]3er cent, solution of nitrate of soda was used with a
voltage of .2.
As before, the hydroxide layer was formed.
The electrolytic action was plain without any other tests.
In the following cells the existence of action was shown by
chemical tests for the iron salt and the alkaline hydroxide.
In the second experiment, a )-j per cent, solution of nitrate
of soda was used with 5 volts.
The action was at once apparent.
"Jell
" ,. "
Pressure .25 volt.
Action in 3 min.
" 4.125
"
'*
" 5
" 5"
1-6 per ct. sol.
.125

"

6.

.05

''

"

"
"

7-

.013
.005

"

"
"

In

•'

S.

cell

8

''

•'

"

"

**

"

"

"

g.

"

10.

.01

The

electrodes were 20

by 68

mm.

in

mm.

mm

The

exposed surface.

electrolyte

was

street

soil.

A

surprisingly low voltage produced an appreciable elecin the sand cells.
The pressure on cell No. 10
might undoubtedly have been reduced to a millivolt without
stopping the corrosion, but the resistance of the soil wa*
so high and the percentage of soluble salts so low that
the time necessary to produce action would have been considerable.
milliammeter showed a barely perceptible
reading in the case of the experiments in which very low
The observations plainly show that a
pressure was used.
mere directive force is necessary to produce electrolysis, and
the corrosion is simply a question of current.
It is impossible 10 give in a reasonable space even a summary of the great number of experiments which were made,
but the folio A'ing conclusions are directly drawn from
trolysis

A

,

them:
In no case
1.
where oxygeu is

is

the action due to the electrolysis of w ater;
anode if does not attack

liljerated at the

the iron.

Only a mere directive force in the nature of a pressure
cause electrolysis.
The actual corrosion is therefore only dependent upon
the actual current which flows, and is as much dependent
upon the resistance of the soil as upon the pressure tending
to cause the current.
4. Only a minute quantity of soluble salt is sufificient to
start the action, and it will then continue as long as a cur2.

will

3.

rent flows.
5. The gravity of a corrosion of a pipe depends on the
amount of current flowing from a given area and the nature
of the salts present in the soil, the order of the activity of
the salts being (i) chlorides, (2) nitrates, (3) sulphates.
The following table gives the average loss of iron from the
anode per ampere hour, due to different salts and mixtures
of salts.
It must be rememliered that the cathode or negative pole in no case showed a gain, but generally showed a
slight effect due to simple oxidation.

Electrolyte
Loss per ampere hour.
Street soil from a certain place.
S gramme.
"
"
"
"
Madison Electric Ry. route.
1,16
"
" (clay) 1.14
"
"
"
"
in front of Madison power sta .91
.

I

Sand with

Na.,

SO,

gramme.

66

"

KNO.^,

•'<

the addition of a solution of carbonate of
of magnesia and carbonate of lime of uncertain strength.
The lattei" solution was obtained bypassing carbonic acid for
through water containing equal parts of these
1 !4 hours
The test current was kept at .og
carbonates in susj^ension.
ampere for 7 hours, making ,65 ampere hour.

"

"

NH.Cl

"

•'

"

"

"

KNO,

"

"

"

"

NH^NOj

"

NH,C1

"

KNOj

electrolyte with

Action in i hour.
in 4 hrs. 45 min.
apart and were 40

ct. sol.

Action

"

Cell 10:

'two had for electrolytes

per cent, solution of chloride

"
"
hour.

hydroxide layer began to be apparent after

the

Pressure .001 volt i-6 per

"

distilled water,

" 4C
" 50

"I

one hour.
Cell

and the other two had the same

of soda in

"

"
"

per cent, sohuion
•

1.03
1.3S
,

c

(

"

.

921
1.

314
SS7

"

.
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Sand with KCl
"

"

NaNOy

"

"

NaCl

Average
'
'

loss of chloride cells
"
" nitratecelis

"

C'ne ounce

"
is

1-346 gramme.
"
729
"
1.299
"
1-335
"
892
"
.660

sulphate cells
equal to about 2S'3 grammes.

The averages emphasize

the fact that the chlorides prolosses of metal, nitrates coming next, the

duce the greatest
This
sulphates last, the mixtures in an intermediate place.
seems to show that the power of the acid radical to corrode
varies in general as the activity of the corresponding
acids.

In T. H. Farnham's paper on "The Destructive Effects of
Electrical Currents on Subterranean jMetal Pipes," which
appeared in the "Transactions of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers" in April, 1S94, the statement was
made that when the current was reversed ev'ery minute extending over a period often days, no material change took place
Our experiments have shown that
in either during that time.
only the positive plate or anode is affected by the electrolytic
action which occurs under practical conditions, and hence we
should expect that when the current is frequently reversed
both plates will be corroded, since they are alternately positive, unless the frequency of reversal is too rapid for chemIn order to ascertain the effect
ical action to occur at all.
of such reversals the following experimenis were performed:
An electrolytic cell was run -containing a weak solution of
The period of reversals ranged from fifteen
nitrate of soda.
seconds to five minutes, the current flowing being .04 amAfter a f^ew of the
pere under a pressure of three volts.
ijuartei'-minute reversals, the presence of the iron salt was
On
detected at both plates of potassium ferricyanide tests.
prolonging the periods the iron reaction diminished at cne
plate and increased at the other during the same period, and
When the period of refitTc' versa in the following period.
Tersal reached 2//< minutes ihe electrolytic effect "was very
evident; the iron salt disappeared at one of the plates with
The experiments
each reversal, giving way tu alkalinity.
showed that the minunum period of reversal during which
corrosion goes on must lie below fifteen seconds, which
makes the prevention of corrosion by reversals entirely impracticable from this cause alone.
The problem of isreveniing the destructive electrolytic
is
effects upon iron pipes of tlie raihvay return current
shown to consist simply of the prevention of electrolysis
of the salts in the soil when the products of electrolysis are
of such a nature as to attack iron. It is a problem that requires a careful study of the local conditions in each case
I am quite confident,
before it can be satisfactorily solved.
however, after carefully studying many cases of corrosion
and applying the conclusions of these experiments, that there

few places where the difficulty cannot be avoided
by proper construction and arrangement of return circuits.
This can ordinarily be done at a compsraiively small ex-

are very

the railway system does not always ofler a guide to the deMr. Earnham, in
structive influences of the return current.
h"S paper previously referred to, mentions a small road in
Rockland, Me., where much damage \\as done to pipes in
five months, while the system in Madison, which is probably
fully as extended, shows up to date (a period of nearly two

years) a barely appreciable action
The use of alternating currents; which produce no appreciable electrolysis, would avoid all difficulty, but their use
for driving street raihvay motors is not, up to the present
time, an assured success.
The use of a double trolley system of conductors would
also avoid the major portion of the difficulty, but I believe
it can be equally well avoided by proper construction where
the usual single trolley systems are used.
This is not a question which has a real bearing upon the discussion of single
versus double trolley systems. If single trolley systems were
really well built, less talk oi double trolley systems would be
.
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i6y4

1,

cient indications of the density of the current which is leaving the pipes at any exposed point.
Such tests, wdien rein-

forced by chemical examination of the soil, probably may be
used with advantage in determining the extent of the corrowhich is occuring at any point.
I have not touched upon any argument in regard to the
really serious corrosion which has sometimes occurred from
other causes than electric railway return circuits. This is a
matter \;hich is now generally understood, but is of less magnitude in most cases than the electric corrosion. The owners
of pipes are oiten at fault from the fact that they have filled
the soil with electrolyzable sails, but even in that case they
may generally avoid danger by proper co-operation with the
raihvay companies.
sive action

Improved Mather Multipolar Generator.
In the accompanying illustration, Fig.

i, is

presented aview^

of an improved Mather multipolar generator of 250 horse

The

power

capacity.

tors

exceedingly high, owing to their peculiar design and

is

electrical efficiency of

One advantage

construction.

genera-

these

of this type of generators

that on account of the fields being

cast in four

is

and

pieces

entirely separate from the frame, all being bolted together.

the assembling or taking apart of the generator to allow the

removal of the armature

The

short time.

is

accomplished in an exceedingly

generators of the type illustrated are de-

signed to be belt driven or directly connected to the shaft
of the engine, and, being reversible upon their bed-plates,
FIO.

2.

IMPROVED MATHER MULTIPOLAR GEXERATOR.

One

great advantage of double trolley construction
lies in the absolute certainty of its failure if the insulation of
the lines is not excellent.
Connecting the pipes and rails
with heavy cables at points where the former are positive to
the latter proves the most complete method of prevention.
The conductiviiy of the track circuit must be properly reinforced by feeders so that an undue drop is not experienced
in the return conductors. These track feeders should alwa)'s
be insulated and put on the linesexactly as are overhead
feeders, in order to save them from corrosion.
The connection of pipes and rails has been practically carried out in
Mihvaukee, Wis., at a cost of about $S,ooo, and has apparently done away with the trouble, and has at the same time
decreased the resistance of the return circuit. In the MilAvaukee system there is about 125 miles of track and over
200 cars in daily operation. The track circuit was originally
put down in excellent shape. In the Madison system present indications show that one connection betw-een rails and
pipe systems opposite the power house, costing all told about
Investigations
$15, would prevent any serious action.
have shown that when the negative pole or the generator is
connected with the trolley, the pipes are positive to the rails
heard.

-

can be run in either direction at will by making

a slight

They are self-oiling self-exciting and self-regulating.
The JNIather multipolar generators are all compound wound and equally well adapted for'
electi;ic lighting, electric railway or power purposes.
The
railway generatois are wound for a nominal voltage of 500,
change

connections.

in the

but having a rheostat in the

the

field circuit,

potential c-an

be raised to 600 volts without undue heating, and the com-

pany claims
short

for

even 50 per cent, overloeds will be borne
without injury to the machines. The

that

periods

supports for the bearings and the entire bed-plate are cast

one piece, a construction which gives great strength and
and secures the greatest possible
freedom from vibration. There are four sets of brushes
in

rigidity to the bearings

Each brush

used on the generators.

held in

is

an- inde-

pendent holder, hence any single brush can be raised from
the commutator without disturbing the others and, having
its

own

spring,

maybe

perfectly

The

nected.

arm of

rocker

The

adjusted.

diametri-

same polarity and are con-

cally opposite brushes are of the

the brush holder

of

is

rigid

construction and the difierent parts are perfectly insulated.
It

designed so that

is

it

will adjust all the brushes simul-

taneously.

One

of the distinctive features of the ^Mather generator

the construction of the armature, Fig.

proved
iron,

The

type.

core

is

built

2,

which

is

of an im-

is

up with thin disks of

soft

which are forced together under pressure and rigidly

keyed to the

The

shaft.

greatest care

sulation of the armatures.

made mica

into each slot a cai-efully

the wire

is

No

woiuid.

taken in

Ls

Before winding there
duct,

The

in-

fitted

through

wires having a large

potential are adjacent to one another.

the
is

which

difference

of

necessary volt-

seemed by revolving a comparatively small number
powerful magnetic field, rather than by
using a large number of coils and a weak field.
The field
age

is

of coils of wire in a

consists of four steel castings, which are

and which,

gether,

or bed-plate.

rigidly bolted to-

in turn, are bolted to the cast-iron

The

exciting coils are

metal bobbins, which can be readily

frame

compound wound on
slipped on or off by

loosening a few bolts and raising one of the

field castings.

commutators nothing is used but
superior drop-forged pure lake copper bars.
Great care is
In the buildmg up of

taken

in

the

all

insulation

of the commutators, which are

massive

noticeable for their exceedingly

The Chicago office
Gates, Monadnock building.
construction.

is

in

and

substantial

charge of

Standard Paint Company Wins a
The Standard
close of

IMPROVED MATHER MULTII OI.AR GENERATOR.
pense, and wiUia resulting advantage to the operation of the
railway. Some of the conditions that exert the most marked
influence upon the corrosion are the nature and amount of
the soluble salts in the earth, the resistance of the earth
itself in the locality, and the electrical pressure between rails
and pipes. High pressure dffferences do not necessarily imply a high degree of action, as is shown by the condition of
the Madison water pipes.
Here, as much as seven volts is
found between the rails and the pipes in front of the power
station, and yet only a very small amount of corrosion is
shown after i^ years" time. Evidently the resistance of
the path here must be very high or the quantity of soluble
nitrates, chlorides or sulphates is extremely small. The fact
that a special and ingenious instrument made to measure
the amount of cuirent showed but .0003 ampere flowing
leads to the former conclusion.
On the other hand, with
the favorable conditions of a low resistance path between
the pipes and rails and a relatively large amount of soluble salts in the earth, there is no doubt that serious electrolytic effects maybe produced where a quite small difference
in pressure exists between the pipe and rails.
The extent of

over an extended outlaying district, and corrosion goes o"
over a large area, while with the reversed arrangement th^
dangerous area is concentrated about the power stationThe latter method of connection allows the difficulty to be
most easily handled, and after the district within which the
pipes ai'e positive to the rails has been accurately determined by proper voltmeter tests, frequent connections of
This can
pipes and rails should be made within its limits.
usualy be done at a comparatively small cost, the interest on
which may be annually saved by the decrease of lost power
The boundaries of
if the connections are properly placed.
this district should be rechecked from time to time, and the
corresponding changes in connections should be made, if the
tests show that they are necessary. The outhnes of the "danger district" are likely to vary with the growth of the system,
and even change slightly with the seasons, and the connecting
wires may be eaten away; so that vigilance is here as everywhere the price of safety, but safety may be absolutely
secured in most cases.
Proper tests with a satisfactorily arranged voltmeter, such
as was used in testing the Madison road, seem to give suffi-

its

Paint com])any.

New

Holt

J.

Suit.

York, announces the

litigation to establish the validity of the

United

company has manufactured its
insulating paper known under the trade name of P. & B.
paper, since its organization.
The United States Circuit
States patent under which this

Court for the District of
dered a decree
against

Henry

in
J.

the

New

Jersey on July

5,

1S94, ren-

case of the Standard Paint

adjudged that the assignors of the company were the
sons to

company

Bird and James L. Reynolds, in which
first

it is

per-

produce a paper coated with the solid residuum of

petroleum, and combining the characteristics of an odorless,
water, acid, alkali and air-proof paper, and that the patent

under which the company has hitherto manufactured was

and had been infringed. The court holds that any paper
same essential characteristics and produced
by the coating with any materia! similiar to that employed
by this company, by whatever name it may be called, is an
infringement of the Standard company's patent, and that
valid

possessing the

the patent is

good and valid in law. The court made a
company a permanent injunclion again %^

decree giving the

August
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Racine Engine and Boiler Outfit.

hands, and fragments of the explosive substance were em-

1894

II,

and directing that
an accoanting be had to ascertain and determine the damThe
ages to complainant by reason of the infringement.
the defendants in the action referred to,

company has covered

litigation of the

a period of over four

years and has been attended by large expenditure
incidenl to this

and

losses

and other infringements.

The Racine
companying
It

engine and boiler

cut,

is

a complete power plant for small users.

Racine automatic quick generating safety
wood, coke,

includes the

with

the "porcupine" type and

owing

boards.
Admitting thai the switchboards of electrical railwuy
may be of uniform construction, handsome in appearance, and generally a credit to the station, the General
Electric company's generator panel, illustrated, is worthy
Briefly, the system of

of notice.

oil

is

The

or gas.

boiler

under high

safe

It

is

compact and durable. The
body is of heavy hydraulic pipe with ends welded in and the
quills threaded into the body.
There are no riveted seams

maker and

is

by the

of

side

as

panels

known

are

its

it

may be

bolted

as type

association

members

of

following

list

Paul meeting

The

controlling

devices

panel are the circuit breaker,

current

the

Northwestern

to

the

organization.

list

The

of applicants favorably passed upon at the St.
is furnished by the secretary:

Daniell,

H. A.

Chicago.

111.;

St. Paul,

Minn.;

W.

Menominee, Mich.; H. R. Morf^an,
Patton, Eau Claire, Wis.;E, H. olUe,'

;

These

K, and are con-

Cutter's Cord Adjuster.

mounted upon each
indicator,

in

be gained by glancing at the

recently admitted

structed in capacities of from 200 to 3,000 amperes, corresponding to the generator outputs of from 100 to 1,500
kilowatts.

may

;

of the station in-

uniformity.

idea of the growing interest

Electrical

;

and the

place,

in

the capacity

without taking away from

new standard

size

already

panels

extended

switchboard
creases

Being of uniform

tithei-

the

was

B. Sanford, Pipestone, Minn.; Arthur
S. HuUy, St. Paul, Minn.;
J. II. Harding, La Porte, Ind.;
Charles S, Cook, Chicago, 111.; Charles S. Marshall, Chicago, III.; J. G, Pomerov, Valparaiso, Ind.; fohn K.
Markle, Chicago, III.; M. J. Sullivan, Chicago, Ilk Charles
E. Gregory, Chicago, 111.; F. E. Donohoe, Chicago, UK;
H. O. Woodruff, Sioux Citv. la.; Fred De Land, Chicago,
III.;
Loren W. Burch, Chicago, 111.; Charles Cuna,
Oconomowoc, Wis. J. G. Robertson, St. Paul, Minn.;
William E, Rentfrow; Washburn, Wis.; R. E. Brown,
Mankato, Minn.; W. P. Fitch, Mason City, la. G. M.
Newton, Sparta, Wis.; J, Stedman, Chicago, 111.; St.
Paul Gas Light company, St. Paul, Minn.; Electric
Engineering company, Minneapolis, Minn.

and convenient. -VU the instruments necessary for the control of each generator are mounted together on an incombustible base and are electrically connected before leaving
Each panel may be erected in position without
the factory.
difficulty or delay.

it

Northwestern Electrical Association.
.'\n

Eward

rendered very compact,

is

Monday

Last

portions of his body.

was not encouraging, and
blood poisoning would set in.

feared that

is <;f

switchboard construction,

while beconung greatly simplified,

in several

report from the hospital

pressure,

to the use of only small tubes of best material.

a quick steam

stations

bedded

boiler with a combination fire-box for burning
coal, etc., in connection

General Electric Company's Switch-

outfit, illustrated in the ac-

In spite of the variety of automatic cord adjusters now on
the market, the number in use is quite small. These are

rheostat,

and lighting switches, together with the lightning
arrester and cut-outs required for the protection of generA double pole plug switch allows of
ator and instruments.

somewhat expensive and rather bulky, some being fully as
large as the lamps and shade whose height they adjust.
In
some cases the drop cord has to be disconnected from the

a portable or station voltmeter
The panels of from 200

socket before the adjusting device can be put on,
demand has sprung up for an adjuster which would be
small and neat, and which could be quickly slipped onto the

main

field

connection

with

either

A

placed in some convenient position.
to 1,000

and

ampere capacity are of the same width and height,

in the latter

dimension are similar to the feeder panels.

illustration

shows two panels of 400 amperes each. The

The

automatic circuit breaker

is

intended to relieve the generator

RACINE ENGINE AND BOILER
and

to cause leakage,

drop cord without the use of any tools. Such a fonnjs
offered by George Cutter of Chicago, its action be'ng 'ap-

OUTFI'J-.

practically impossible to explode

no cast-iron about the boiler.
is of the Racine automatic type, with all the
improvements, which with the boiler is set on one
The outfit has a feed water heater, air pump, fuel

There

it.

it is

is

The engine
latest

base.

automatic water feed regulator and water

atomizer,

with

all

necessary

This

complete.

fittings,

such as pipes,

outfit requires

This combination

etc., to

pump
make it

no brickwork of any kind.

very .economical, the engine running

is

from 350 to 500 revolutions per minute. The company
manufactures and carries sizes from one to six horse power
W. F.
in stock, S.0 that prompt shipments can be made.
Parish,

Home

Insurance building, Chicago,

is

the general

sales agent.

Condition of Charles H. Rudd.
In the

made
31st

last issue

of an
at

announcement was
occurred

July

&

Shepard,

near

of

the stone quarries

Hawthorne,
several

of this journal the

unfortunate explosion which

111.,

in

which

Dolese

three

others, including Charles

men

were_ killed and

.

H. Rudd, an

electrical

expert of the \Vestern Electric company, severely injured,

Mr. Rudd, who is well-known in electrical circles, was
making experiments with a powerful explosive called Rudd-

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S ALTERNATING KAN
MOTOR OUTFIT.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S SWITCHBOARDS.

parent from the illustration.

short
circuit.
The
severe strain caused by
armature is fitted with an adjustable spring which
the circuit breaker can be set to open at any desired point
within the range of the instrument. The current is nominally carried through a main contact in shunt to a contact
operating within a magnetic blow-out. Thus when operThis circuit
ating no arc occurs at the main contact.
the

of

feet of slack in the cord,

-tripping

'quirements, and holds the lamp

The

which may easily be read at a distance. The positive
and negative main switches and the station lighting switches,
all of the quick break type, are mounted on the panel, the
equalizing switch being mounted on a pedestal near the genIn the lighting arrester the special feature is an
erators.

is

principle as in the automatic

circuit

here

vertical angle irons, tie rod

fan

em-

and brackets. They
place it is only nec-

supported by
are wired complete, and after setting in
bolt
essary to connect the leads from the generators and
place the bus bars which

switchboard.

run

horizontally back

in

of the

^^^__^_^_-^^—

vote
special election is to be held in Alexandria, La., to
upon the proposition to provide water works and an elec-

A

tric

plant for the city.

any

position.

constructed for alternating cur-

is

is

a solid metal wheel

spools which aje entirely enclosed
is

and protected.

10 inches in diameter, has six blades and

is

The

protected

by a polished brass guard. It starts as soon as the current
is thrown on and runs at 1,800 revolutions, giving quite a

ployed with unvarying reliability. The incombustible conoperated
trolling rheostat is placed behind the board and is
by a hand wheel shown on the front. The generator terminals are connected by a small four point plug switch with
an illuminated dial voltmeter mounted on an adjustable
Tlie panels are
bracket fastened near the top of the panel.

securely' in

three

ordinary re-

The armature or moving
hung on one bearing. It has no
wires, no brushes, no commutators, no collecting rings, in
fact no contact parts at all to cause trouble.
The current
from the transformer enters only a number of stationary field

The magnetic blow-out
is

all

neat and nicelv nickeled.

small and compact, and

part

which are two carand ground each be-

breaker

meet

rent circuits of 52 or 194 volts.

ironclad electric magnet, in the field of

ing connected to one of these points.

is

to

Fan Motor Outfit.
The General Electric company has just perfected the fan
motor outfit shown in the accompanying illustration, which

long,

slightly separated, the line

device

take up about

will

General Electric Company's Alternating

breaker will effectually rupture any short circuit, however
The armatureis provided with a scale 18 inches
severe.

bon points

It

enough

powerful and cooling breeze.

CUTTER'S CORD ADJUSTER.

fan over all

one of his inventions, which it was intended should
be exploded by the aid of electricity, A small plant had
been set up in the quarries and it was in this building that
the accident occurred, and at a time when Mr. Rudd and
ite,

his assistants

were

in

the

building together.

The

three

were not employed by the Western
Electric company, and it may be said that it was through

men ;^ho were

no carelessness

company

that

killed

or lack of precaution

the

unfortunate

upon

the part of the

circumstance

happened.

Mr. Rudd was taken to the Presbyterian Hospital in ChiHe was badly burned about the face, neck and
cago.

is

only 12 inches.

The

height of the motor and

It

finished in

is

black japan

on a broad stable base.

Rapid Transit
The incorporators of

Company

for Boston.

Boston Elevated Railroad company, which prpposes to construct an elevated road in Boston in accordance with the opinion expressed by the people
in a recent election, met last week for organization.
The
following

named

not complete the

the

directors
l>oard:

were

elected, although this does

General Charles A. Whittier,

New

York; Thomas W. Hyde, Bath, Me.;Willard Howland,
Chelsea, Mass.; J. V. Meigs, Lowell, Mass.; Theo, W.
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New York; J. PI. O'Neil, Boston, and George H.
Towie, Boston. The directors met and elected the following
named officers: President, General Charles A. Whittier; vice-

Meyers,

George H. Towle; clerk of corporation, Fred C.
Patch; treasurer, George A. Carney, Lowell, treasurer ol
the Lowell Institution for Savings; general counsel, Willard
Rowland; chief engineer, J. V. Meigs; consulting engineer,

president,

General

Herman

Whittier,

Towle and Hyde.

Haiipt;

executive committee,

An

electric

system

Messrs.
is

favored

by the company.

Electrical Sanitation.
The
ton

is

subject of a consular report recently

the process of

sanitation

filed at

Washing-

by electrolyzed sea water,

M. Hermite's plan, and the investigations on
conducted at Havre by a technical commission ap-

according to
this line

pointed by the municipal council.

from the report which

will give

Following
a general

is

an abstract

idea

of Consul

Chancellor's conclusions:

This so-called system is based on the electrolysis of sea
The electric current is used to decompose the
water.
chloride of magnesium, while the chloride of sodium serves
The result is a liquid disinfectant of great
as a conductor.
power, which is almost odorless, leaves no residuum when
used fur purposes of flushing, and is said to be inoffensive.
It is further claimed that the solid organic matters in sewage
are consumed or dissolved in this liquid, leaving an odorless
of fermentation, and containing only a few
fluid, incapable
phosphates, the salts of ammonia, and., the salts of the disinfectant. The action of the liquid on germ life is peculiar. In
an address delivered at the Hotel de Ville, Havre, on the
sanitation of the city, M. Andre Dubosc, the eminent savant, gave a very clear explanation of the way in which miHe said:
crobes are destroyed by the Herniite liquid.
"Microbes may be divided into two great classes anaerobic
organisms, which exist without air, and aerobic organisms
On the anaerobes, or microbes living
requiring air to live.
without air, the action of the compound of chlorine is simple, as the freeing of its oxygen causes their instant death,
inasmuch as in presence of that gas in excess, as their name
With regard to the aerobes,
indicates, they can not exist.

—

The fatty
their death is brought about by chemical means.
principles, particularly abundant in sewage matters, are
specially concerned; tlie oxygen is absorbed, the volatile
fatty acids liberated, and these undergo so strong an oxydalion that they often result in the appearance of formic acitl.
equilibrium of the chemical medium of the microbe
be'.ng thus destroyed, it perishes as an individual would
perish after swallowing vitriol or inhaling sulphurous acid
gas."

The

An adecjuate and wholesome supply of water is one of the
problems which confronts every community, and it should
not be forgotten that the demand increases steadily with the
expansion of population and the growth of civilized habits.
At present, about one-half of most water supplies is wasted
in flushing drains and sewers, and in cleaning streets, and it
is quite conceivable that the use of electrolyzed sea water
for these and other purposes, in towns not remote from the
seaside, would add immensely to the store ofpotable water.
But apart from this important question, a system under
which sewage can be robbed of all poisonous and noxious
properties by chemical treatment is an ideal one.
The use
of antiseptics is becoming a new law of life. It now remains
only to apply it to the disposal of our sewage, and thus to
free soil pipes and sewers of all septic matters would be to
destroy

of M. Hermite's process of sanitation by electrolyzed sea
water under the following conditions:
(i) That to act efficiently on the material to be disinfected, the electrolyzed water must be in sufiicient quantity',
and contain a minimum of 0.5 grammes of free chlorine
per liter.
be kept in contact with the
(2) That the excreta must
liquid in the syphon of the closet or other receptacle, a sufficient length of time to insure the antiseptic action of the
liquid before being discharged into the gutter or sewer.
From a financial point of view, the commission declares
that the results obtained during the experiments with the
Hermite system in the quarter St. Francais at Havre show
that while the system gave excellent results from a sanitary
standpoint, it cannot be considered an economical system,
but requires further study and improvement before it can be
recommended as applicable to. large cities. Some doubt,
moreover, is expressed as to whether a chlorine liquid of
the kind can be applied freely to dwellings without producing disagreeable if not unwholesome effects,- and without
destructive corosion of metal pipes.
The chlorine gas, it is
believed, will pervade the house to a greater or less extent, imparting its disagreeable odor to the articles of food
with which it may come into contact, and irritating tlie lungs
of the occupants of the dwelling.

Important Storage Battery Contract.
The most important

is reported to have been consummated by
company of New York and the Electric Storage
Battery company of Philadelphia. A total of 1,200 kilowatts

the Edison

capacity of chloride accumulator cells will be installed in the

Edison central station

commission, after prolonged experiments made at Havre on
an elaborate scale, have formulated the following conclusions:
(i) That electrolyzed sea water is a powerful antiseptic
and germicide.
(2) That the activity of the agent is in proportion to the

quantity of chlorine; that is to say, an equal weight of
chlorine acts more energetically and efficaciously in ten
liters of water than in twenty liters, aud in five liters than
in ten.
(3) That the disinfecting action of the liquid is not instantaneons, but continuous, as long as there is an excess of
chlorine remaining.
{4) That five grammes of active chlorine will, with sufficient
time, completely disinfect the excreta of a normal dejection,
and after two hours of contact all pathogenic germs will be
destroyed and disappear.
The commission does not hesitate to declare the ^reat value

in

New

York, and the contract
work by October 1st. The

for the completion of the

tory of the chloride cell in this instance

calls

vic-

particidarly grat-

is

owing to the fact that foreign cells have been utilized
some of the principal eastern cities, and the selection of

ifying,
in

made

a cell

may be

regarded as significant of
of storage battery practice in the- United

country

in this

Western Union cable

to the

office in

sures communication in spite

An

electric trolley railroad is to

Park, N.

and Branchport,

J.,

Broad

1894

II,

street,

which

in-

of the severest winter storms.

to

be built between Asbury
connect with the steam-

New York daily. The
worked up very quietly, and negotiations were 4:losed last Wednesday.
The leaders of the
scheme are Senator James A. Bradley and H.C.King.
The work, it is said, will be begun at once, and, if possible,
the eight miles of tracks and overhead wire will be in posiboat

at the latter place

running to

right of way has been

tion

by next

fall.

For some time

the project of running

postal cars upon
Avenue Railroad company
in Brooklyn has been attracting attention, and the announcement that the experiment is to be tried this week will
the electric lines of the Atlantic

be received with interest by

For

many who

are inclined to

favor

weeks the mails have been carried
from the postofflce to the South Brooklyn stations and the
towns lying in the direction of Coney Island by the trolley
cars. TheAtlantic avenue company has built two special postal cars for use on its road.
These are now completed and
the idea.

several

They

practically ready to be put into operation.

storage battery contract yet negoti-

ated in this country

up

are fitted

manner of postal cars running on regular railroads, and the work of assorting and distributing the mails
will be done in transit.
When the mails reach the general
after the

postoffice they will

be

all

enough

to

will be saved in this

method of carrying mails
the near future the system
of the

On

city.

new

the

will

York,

needing to be kept long

have the stamps cancelled.

much time

so

New

ready for forwarding to

to other parts of the city, etc., only

It

is

expected that

way and

that the

new

prove so satisfactory that

may be extended

Tuesday afternoon the

postal cars will be made.

in

other parts

to

of one of

trial trip

In appearance they are

trated.

and they will be certain to attract
Half of each car only is devoted to postal work;
the other half will be used as a smoking compartment, and
will undoubtedly prove popular with South Brooklynites.
The postal compartment is fitted up with sorting tables,
pouch-holders and all the other necessary paraphernalia for
the rapid handling and distribution of mails.

Storage Battery Boat for the Erie Canal,

The stockholders of the State Electric Light & Power
company met on July 30th for the purpose pf voting on a pro-

the progress

The

States.

be of 5.000' ampere hours capacity,

cells will

and the

the largest size manufactured by the company,

when completed

stallation

The
and

this journal

in-

be the largest storage bat-

will

tery plant in this country.

described in

chloride cell has been fully
several

installations

illus-

In an interview published in the Herald of Rochester, N.

Y., Frank

W. Hawley

states that* the subject of electrical

transportation on the Erie canal

and

that a canal boat

is

is

still

under consideration

now being equipped

with storage

batteries for an experimental trip.

This boat will be ready
by September loth and will be operated, it is said,
between Albany and Troy. Mr. Hawley expresses confifor trial

dence in the consummation of the project

transmit

to

by

totally unlike other cars,

attention.

posed increase of the capital stock from $200,000 to $':oo,The chairman stated that while the proposed increase

000.

was not all that the company would require in the future, it
was not proposed to water the stock, but to call for such
capital as was necessary to carry on the business.
As more
plants were required by the increase of the company's business, just the amount of capital necessary would be called
for and no more.
The proposition was unanimously
'

E. M. Hert
Electrical

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York, August

6.

final

at ii A.

M. July 27th, and the laying of the largest cable across the

The

Atlantic was then successfully completed.
Scotia,

which has been laying the deep sea
of
the
day
preceding

7S

knots

the

buoy

necessary

holding

reach

to

end

the

of

section laid by the Britannia, the ship

The

American shore end.

The time

long.

the

position
Irish

which

occupied in laying the

new

The expedition

in the afternoon of

remaining

the

end

shortest on record.

N. F.,

the

shore

Irish

steamship

section, paid out

noon

since

left

of

shore

also laid the
is

192 knots

cable

was the

Heart's Content,

July 15th, and the

final splice

was

made July 27th or in less than 12 days. As the Irish shore ei^I
was laid in less than two days, the total time taken was inside of two weeks
a most remarkable achievement, when it

—

considered that

A

laid.

this cable

singular coincidence

is

is

of the heaviest type ever
the fact that the final splice

years ago, and not only

on the same date but on the same
The new cable is laid between Heart's

copper

to the nautical mile.

conductor means a
transmission; the

It has a larger

new

conductor

containing 600 pounds of

This increase of copper

proportionate

valuable addition to the telegraphic

in the

increase in the speed of

cable has, therefore,

greatest capacity of all long cables.

It

it is

is,

facilities

claimed, the

consequently, a

between Amer-

and Europe, and greatly increases the abihty of the
Western Union Telegraph company and its allies for hand-

ica

ling

transatlantic

dispatches.

The system comprises
New York

eight Adantic cables, which are connected with

not only by numerous land

but by two submarine cables running through underground leads from Coney Island
lines,

take

the

management

of the

Gibljs

Lord Kelvin has been awarded the grand medaille of
the Societe d'Encouragement pour rindustrie Nationale of
Paris for his scientific work.

Edward R. Grier of the firm of (irier Bros,, western
representatives of the Bryant Electric company, is taking a
short trip through some of the New England states.
A. S. Doxsee, formerly connected with the New York
Insulated Wire company's Chicago office, is now connected
with the St. Louis Electrical Supply company as sales
agent.

John R. Markle, Chicago manager of the western department of the Electric Storage Battery company, Philadelphia, will attend the Edison convention held in Boston
on August 14th.
A. S. Krotz, of the Springfield, O., Railway company, has
received notification that he has been awarded third prize
by the Chicago General Railway company for the best plans
of a model power house, car barn and repair shop.

W. W. Dixon of New York has opened an office in
Temple Court building as an e.xpert accountant and audHaving had a long experience in electrical business,

itor.

he

is

especially fitted for anything in this line of work.

was made on the anniversary of the day on which the first
successful cable was landed at Heart's Content in 1866, 28

day of the week.
Content and Valentia, Ireland,
than any other cable ever laid,

to

G. K. Wheeler of the Chicago offir.e of the General Eleccompany is out of the city upon a pleasure trip.

splice of the .Anglo-

American Telegraph company's new cable was made

is

company, Milwaukee, Wis.

tric

Notes.

—The

F. O.

PERSONAL.

April.

is

W.

adopted.

New York,

and says that the work of laying the
of Buffalo wiil commence about the ist of next

the state of
cables east

of the power of Niagara Falls across

a portion

electricity

some

of the deadliest diseases afflicting us.
Although sea water renders the application of the
Hermite method considerably cheaper, it is not essential to
it. When sea water is not procurable, a solution of chloride
of magnesium can be used instead.
Here a parallel
chemical action is produced, giving precisely similar results.
In every instance a central station has to be constructed and supplied with the necessary electric plant and
convenient tanks, in which the- disinfectant is prepared in
sufficient quantities.
By a simple arrangement of pipes the
electrolyzed water is distributed through the streets, like
the water for domestic use or like gas.
It can also be conveyed into houses, and the contents of water closets, after
being treated with the disinfectant, will help to purify the
main drains and sewers instead of adding to their general
contamination.
The hygienic character of dwellings, so
far as the absence of sewer gas is concerned, would obviously be greatly increased by this means, since there would
be none of this deadly gas to escape through defective pipes
and traps; and it has, moreover, been demonstrated by
French bacteriologists that all these microscopic forms of
life which "live and move and have their being" in sewage,
and which wage a constant war upon the human race, will
rapidly perish in the electrolyzed solution.
The report of a scientific and technical commission, composed of eminent sanitarians, chemists, and engineers, appointed by the municipal council of Havre to investigate
the Hermite system, has just been given publicity.
This

August

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
An

electric lighting plant

is

being considered at

Minden

City, Mich.

Hamilton, Conn., is considering the
lishing an electric lighting system,

Goodland,

question

of

estab-

has contracted a complete arc and incandescent electric light plant, to be owned by the town.
There will be 22 arc lights on the streets.
III.,

Batavia, N. Y., after a long period of trouble over electric
lighting matters, has now a plant in successful operation. It
consists of two Fort Wayne dynamos and a 125 horse power
Corliss engine.
Eighty-one arc lamps for street lighting are
provided.

The

question of electric lighting is before the council of
III.
proposition to furnish 100 lamps of 32 canfor $i,Soo per year is now under consideration.
It is said the mayor will veto it on account of its purpose to
create a monopoly.

Elgui,
dle

power

A

August
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TRADE NEWS.
Consolidatetl Engineering company, St. Louis, Mo.,
has closed a contract with the city of Paducah, Ky., for a
municipal streeflighting plant, of a capacity of 120 lamps,
The Standard Electric company's dynamos
for $17,316.
and Hamiiton-Corliss engines will be used.
The city will
furnish real estate and buildings.
Leffelic Co. of Springfield, O., has issued a fine

and complete new pamphlet illustrating and describing its
well-known line of upright and horizontal steam engines and
steel boilers with latest improvements, which was awarded a
diploma and medal at the World's Fair. A copy may be
had on apphcation to the company. The book will be of
interest to anyone needing an engine or boiler.

rial,

magnesia

The

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., has
met with much success in the introduction of its new multipolar generator fi^r electric lighting, and especially for
work. The company has contracts for the
number of these generators, some of which
are of very large capacity for railway work, both in the East
and West, 'ihe Mather Electric company will shortly enter
with more activity than ever, into the railway field with
these new generators for belted or directly connected work,
which have already proved so satisfactory.

electric railway

installation of a

and process.

The Washington

The National Telephone Manufacturing company, Bosit has just
received an onler for
1,000 telephones for the Hotel Majestic, New York.

ton, Mass., reports that

•

The Simplex Electrical company, with western offices in
the Monadnock building, Chicago, has secured the contract
for caoutchouc wire to be used in the Congressional Library
building, Washington.

New

York, manufacturer
compounds, is presenting its

of the well-known P. & B.
triends with a beautiful Russia leather whist counter of unique
design, having the usual arrangement for games and points
and folding like a card case in the center. It is easily carried
General Sales Agent F. S. De Ronde
pocket.
in the vest
reports that the company is very busy and has not seen any
falling otT in sales, which, in fact, were larger for July than
any previous month during the last year.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., reports signs of marked improvement in the electrical business, the company now having on hand more work than at
any other time for the last iS months. The recent sale of
its standard belted, and also of the new directly connected
apparatus for lighting work, have been very large, necessitating a large addition to the working force in the company's
works at Manchester. The Mather Electric company also
records a good business' throughout the western and central
states, in which territory it is represented by its western contractor, J. Holt Gates of I140 Monadnock building, Chicago.

The ease with which the Bryant chandelier pull-switch can
be placed in position and the perfected construction and
neat design are merits which will bring this specialty into
favor.
This is the most recent of the Bryant Electric company's specialties.

The Partridge Carbon company, Sandusky, O., which
manufactures the Partridge self-lubricating motor brush,

.

The National Electric company of Eau Claire, Wis., has
issued a pamphlet calling particular attention to the development of the direct current constant potential type of
d)-namo. This machinery is handled by the company and is
fully described in the circulars.- The necessity of producing
an efficient machine has been fully realized, and the National company has not permitted this quality to be sacrificed
By massing
in order to effect a saving in material or labor.
the metal uniformly in the magnetic circuit, by using
wrought iron cores, and by carefully determining the proper
field windings, a field of maximum strength with a minimum
of exciting current is obtained. .The efficiency is further
promoted by properly constructing the armature core and
arranging the winding with a view to reducing armature
&: Martin, Old Colony building, Chicago,
losses.
represent the company.

Home

Bradley & Co., Syracuse, N.Y., who control the interests
of the Bunnell feed water filter and process, have issued a
descriptive circular of their product.
A Bunnell filter outfit
consists of a filter, a steam pump for circulation, a pump for
soda solution, a tank for soda solution, and the necessary
piping. Single filters of proper sizes are provided for plants
For larger plants
of 200 horse power to 500 horse power.
connected. The scale-producing
filters are
substances in water, which consist of lime and magnesia, are
held in solution by acids, and whtn deprived of their acid
solvents become insolvent and may be removed by filtering.
For depriving scale-forming substances of their acid
solvents various chemicals may be used, but for this purpose soda ash seems the cheapest and most convenient
It takes
material, and is in every way unobjectionable.
possession 01 all the sulphuric acid first and then of the

two or more

reports that it is receiving numerous gratifying orders, and
that its goods are giving satisfaction.
The self-lubricating
motor brush is used upon a great many roads in this country.

The Walker Manufacturing company

of Cleveland has
power generators which
has placed upon the market. The machines present no
novelty in design, but are said to be carefully constructed
and of high commercial efficiency, able to stand an overload
of 50 per cent, lor a considerable time.
The Chicago office
of the Walker company is at 1644 Monadnock building.

just issued a catalogue of the type of
it

The Columbia

Electric

company, Worcester, Mass.,

is

meeting with considerable success in the introduction of its
lighting system.
The company manufactures its own dynamos and installs plants complete. lis electrical supply department represents a large and varied assortment of electric
light and railway supplies.
The company makes isolated
installations a specialty and handles watchmen's clocks,

annunciators, bells, burglar alarms, speaking tubes,

Gushing

etc.

&

Morse, general western agents for Kerite, are
highly elated over the recent World's Fair award for Kerite
insulated wires for electric light service.
As Kerite aerial,
underground and submarine cables received tne only award
before the close of the fair, this recent award makes their
triumph complete. They report that the soft braid now
used on Keriie wire is much appreciated by the trade and
that their business is constantly increasing, many large orders having recently been received.

The Mason

Electric

company,

7

Adams

Electric company, 207 South Canal
Chicago, manufacturer of the well-known Washington arc lamp, as well as other specialties, has done an excellent business since W. O. Meissner assumed the management of the company. Among the recent orders maybe
mentioned an installation of 15 8,000 candle power alternating current focusing lamps, which are to be used in the
electric fountain in Schenley Park, Pittsburg.
The lamps
will be in place before September ist. The company is also
receiving a steady demand for the Meissner stage dimmers,
which have been so perfected as to run noiselessly on alternating currents.
The company has issued a descriptive
catalogue, which it will send upon request.

street,

BUSiNESS.

twelfth annual edition of E. Hospitalier's book of the
EUctricieii's formulK is printed,
ftf.
Hospitaller's work is
of great value and contains tables and definitions which are
This edition contains nearly 400
of much importance.
pages, exclusive of advertising matter, and is well illustrated.
The decisions of the International Congress of
Eliectricians at Chicago naturally find a place in the boo'.;,
and the units there adopted are discussed.

Paint company of

partly from factory and partly from Chicago stock.
Electric Appliance company carries a large stock of
these goods.

hydrochloric acid, the

The

The Standard

n

in solution lime and
first holding
The
as sulphates, and the second as chlorides.
sulphates and chlorides being deprived of their solvents are
in a condition to be detained by any suitable filtering material through which the water may be made to pass.
As
soda ash neutralizes all the acids, corrosion and pitting are
prevented. Bringing the water to a proper heat expels carbonic acid holding lime and magnesia in the form of carbonales, and puts them also in condition to be removed by filtering
through proper material. Absolute precipitation, positive
filtration and the thorough washing of filtering material at
stated intervals are the three indispensable essentials that
have been reduced to an exact science in the Bunnell filter

The

The James

ELECTRICIAN.

street,

Chicago,

is

pushing the sale of Medbery insulating material. TheMedbery insulating material commends itself to purchasers. The
metal used is a high grade of aluminum bronze showing a
I'he
tensile strength of 90,000 pounds to the square inch.
Medbery insulation shows a very high heat test and great
strength.
It is all handsomely finished and makes a very
neal and strong equipment.
It has been used for over two
years by a number of the large traction companies.
'Ihe Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is making a
specialty of prompt shipments on all orders for line material, shipping all orders for pins, brackets, cross-arms and
insulators from Chicago stock.
Prompt and complete line

shipments of line material from Chicago stock will undoubtedly be appreciated by the trade, which has been frequently inconvenienced by divided shipments of line mate-

The Gilliland Telephone company, 1S6-1SS Fifth avenue.
Chicago, reports a very favorable outlook.
Orders are coming in rapidly and the factory is working at full capacity and
making daily shipments of fifty telephones, and even at
this rate it will be some time before back orders are filled.
The company has been organized tor several months and
lias been booking orders almost from the date of its organization.
William H. McKinlock, president, and J. J. Nate,
general manager, are both well known in telephone and electrical circles, with which interests they have been identified
for

many

years.

The

and secretary of the

vice-president

companyare gentlemen of abilityand wide business acquaintance in other lines, and under such able management a
successful future for this company seems probable.

The National India Rubber company, Bristol, R. I., has received a letter from Duncan Kennedy, U. S. Navy, dated from
the naval torpedo station, Newport, R. I., regarding some
tests upon N. I. R. cable after one month's immersion in
The substance of the letter is as follows: "Tlie
salt water.
double conductor N. I. R. cable submitted by the National
India Rubber company, Bristol, R. I., has been tested and
is satisfactory.
The resistance of the insulation is 2,270
megohms per knot. The cable was further tested by cutting off about 10 feet and about 300 pounds hung to it, then
knots were tied it it; it was twisted up tight and kinks made
In one kink the outside braiding was
in it and hauled taut.
torn, but it was impossible to tear it again, though it was
particularly tried.
After this handling this piece was put in
a barrel of water and tested for continuity and leaks.
No
injury seemed to have been done to the wires or insulation.
The copper wires are tough and pliable, and the tinning
seems to be well done."

The work of addition and improvement on the Narragansett Electric Lighting company^s building and plants
is now in rapid progress at Providence, R.
1.
lighting
and power service is to be given by the company. The
increase on the plant itself is to comprise three new
engines, three generators, two additional batteries o.

A

and an independent vertical condenser and pumpf
generators are to be of 750 horse power each, two
to be attached to the Corliss engine shafts
without
belts
for the furnishing of
and operated
power for factories, elevators, etc., and the third is for
additional incandescent service. The independent vertical
pump is to come from the Knowles Blake Pump company, and is the same as built for the Cramp Brothers
and used in the record-breaking cruiser, the Minneapolis.
The Berlin Iron Bridge company will build the superstructure, and the water tube boilers are to come from
the National Boiler company of New Brunswick, N. J.

boilers

The
of

them

ILLaSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued July 3I, 1S94.

provided, formed

of the usual form; although, if desired, he may form the insulation around the entire commutator bar, and after the parts
are assembled turn off the face against which the brushes will
bear when the machine is in operation,

in sections, which are readily separable, and are so constructed
as to be held from slipping on each other, and at the same time
readily fitted together.

Dynamo-electric Machine or Motor. Walter H.
523,668.
Knight, Lynn, Mass. Application filed Januaiy 4,

523,653.

Insularing Block.

Henry

P. Ball, Bridgeport,

Conn. Application filed May 21, 1894.
An improved insulating guard wire block is

Eugen .Hartmann, Frankfort523.662.
on-the-Main, Germany. Application filed March 23,
Meter.

Electric

1S93.
In the instrument described, by the useof the current ;: in the
drawing is pressed with a certain force upon c. The sprmg
can then be expanded by clockwork or the electro-magnet, and
the contact in the clockwork being closed, and the arm z in contact withe, the electro-magnet -£ is excited, and R is pressed
against roller if', which is forced to turn with the pull on the
spring A, and performs a to-and-fro movement proportional to
is so far expanded
Directly the spring
that of the spring.
that its power balances that of the wattmeter, the arm z quits
the contact c, the electro-magnet circuit is thereby interrupted
and R quits the roller /-K A rotary motion is therefore imparted to the wheel R proportional to the current action of the
wattmeter. The more electrical energj- there is used the longer
must be so much more
z remains upon e. because the spring
expanded until equilibrium ensues, and for so much longer the
electro-magnet
remains excited, therefore the wheel R, which
is the first member ot an ordinary counting train, is turned to
such a greater extent. At every inward motion of the lever
arm of the clockwork 6', by which the spring is expanded, the
electro-magnet circuit is interrupted at the contact lever, or, if
for the continuous to and fro motion of the spring a special
electro-magnet be employed, as shown in the drawings, its circuit will be periodically closed by the contact of the clockwork.

F

F

F

E

Commutator

523.663.

Joseph ^loffman,
filed

December

Dynamo-electric Machines.
for
Schenectady, N. Y. Application

21, 1S93.

inventor moulds the insulation around two sides, and by
preference around two ends also of the commutator bar, which

The

is

1S94.

The invention relates particularly to dynamo-electric machines of the multipolar type, and has for its object to provide
a method of compounding which shall serve to counteract the
effect of any eccentricity in the armature by which its distance
from the different pole pieces is caused to vary by which means
also the inventor preserves an equality of potential between the
different parts of the armature, so that the electromotive forces
generated in each part are equal, and the armature is not unduly heated in any part. The invention consists broadly in
varying the magnetism of the poles in greatest proximity to the
armature proportionately to the increased electromotive force
generated by this proximity; also providing as a means of
equalizmg the potential of the armature, a differential series
winding which acts to demagnetize the pole in greatest proximity to which the armature runs; this differential winding is
connected to the individual brushes and passes to the adjacent
field windings, while the regular series winding in the work
circuit is connected to the bus bars and derives its current from
all of the brushes, or in the case of a number of generators from
In this way the increased output
all of the various generators.
of any particular brush will tend to decrease the magnetic
strength of the adjacent pole or poles so as to equalize the
electromotive force delivered to the various brushes around the
armature. As it is necessary to decrease the intensity of the
magnetism in the pole when the current in the adjacent part of
the armature is augmented, the wire which leads from the
brush directly to this pole must be wound differentially to the
main series winding. The inventor therefore leads from each
brushy from every alternate brush a wire which makes a sufficient number of differential turns around the adjacent pole or
poles, and then connects it to a common bus bar, from which
current is supplied in multiple or in series to all the poles to
form the ordinary series winding of the rhachine, as in other
;

compound wound generators.

It

will

thus be seen that the

differential part of the series winding is individual and correcor
tive while the direct part is general and accumulative.

Two

more generators when thus wound come within the scope of the
invention, and are connected as in the drawing, so that the
main portion of their series winding is supplied equally from
all the generators, while the differential series winding on each
generator is supplied only with current coming from its own
brushes.
523,685.

G.

Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines, flenry
Lynn, Mass. Application filed September

Reist,

15, 1893.

A

winding is provided in this invention which consists of
closed coils arranged in a peculiar way, the main feature of
novelt\' being in connecting the coils in ranges running two,

more times around tne armature, with a connection
taken from each coil to a commutator segment.
three or

Process of Making Secondary Battery Plates,
William L. Silvey, Dayton, O. Application filed September 22, 1892.
The inventor claims the process of making battery electrodes

523,689.

which consists in immersing anodes and cathodes in a solution
containing a combination of acetic acid and potassium, subjecting the anodes and cathodes to the action of an electric current
while in this solution, by means of which the anode is oxidized
and deposited upon the cathode in a metallic state, then removing the cathodes from the depositing bath and compacting the
deposit and then washing them in water, and placing them into
a solution of sulphuric acid and water and charging them with
an electric current whereby positive electrodes are produced.

523,695.

Electro-expansion
Device. 'Elihu Thomson,
Application filed November 27, 1887.

Lynn, Mass.

The invention relates to certain novel devices for indicating
the strength of an electric current or operating a valve or other
device, and consists in the novel combinations of apparatus ajid
features of construction wherein the heating effects of-a current

"

WESTERN
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of electricity upon a confined body of an expansible fluid, snch
In the
as mercury, ether, alcohol or similar fluid are utilized
accompanying drawings, Fig. i illustrates a form of apparatus
m which the movement of expansion is utilized to indicate
Fig. 2 illustrates
directly the strength of the heating current.
an apparatus in which the movement of the liquid or fluid under
th-; expansive action of the heating coil closes an electric circuit,
thereby operating directly,as a switch. Fig. 3 illustrates a form
of apparatus in which the receptacle is completely filled with the
expansive fluid which, upon the application of heat, causes one
of the yielding sides of the receptacle to bulge outward, carrying with it suitable devices to opon or close a circuit, open or
close a valve, or for other purposes.

Dynamo-electric Machine.
Swampscott, Mass. Application

Thompson,
March 19, 1894.

Elihn

•,,6g6.

filed

invention provides a method of balancing or equalizing
the magnetic action of the field poles in a multipolar dynamo or
motor, by which, if one of the field poles becomes less active in
developing electromotive forces in the armature, it canbe made
sufficiently active to balance the effect of the opposite field pole.
In the drawing ^ S, C, Z>are four field coils surrounduig and
magnetizing the field poles on a four-pole dynamo. In the field
between these poles the armature revolves, and is provided with
four brushes. /, 3, j. 4, on its commutator, the opposite brushes,
/, j-and 3. 4 being connected up as positive and negative terminals.
Should the electromotive forces generated between the
brushes, /, 2, be greater on account of the superior force of the
field pole A, or on account of the greater proximity of the field
pole of the revolving structure, the brushes /, .? will be more
anive and take a larger proportion of the load than the brushes
by a larger fraction of the
J", V; that is, they will be traversed
total current, and, should the disproportion be very great, there

The

,

ELECTRICIAN.

Electric Signal for Railways.

523,767.

mond,

Boston,

Mass.

Application

August

Charles A. Hamfiled April 12,

1894.

This invention has relation to an automatic electric block system for railways in which the track is divided into insulated
sections, with appropriate signals and signal operating mechanism and circuits for the several sections or blocks.

Armature for Dynamo-electric Machines, Horace
523,776.
Application filed January
Paryhall, Lynn, Mass.

K

31, 1894.

The

invention consists in

new improvements

for ventilating

armatures of the smoothly wound type

Swampscott, Mass.

Jr.,

1S93.

The invention consists in providing means for compounding
two-phase alternating current generators for the maintenance
of constant or approximately constant potential at the translating
devices under variations of load.

1894

tacts to which one terminal of each circuit is connected, a local
alarm circuit responsive to an abnormal closure oi any of the
circuits, a slittcd contact plate co-operating with the series
of contacts, and a generator in electrical connection with the
plate, and [hereby normally in circuit with- the main circuits,
combined with a common manually operated circuit breaker
adapted to interrupt the main circuits, one at a time, and successively at the points of connection of the co*ntact plate and
terminal contacts, interruption of the abnormally closed circuit
stopping the alarm, and thereby indicating the fauitj' circuit.

main

Fluid

523,873.

Pressure

Regulator.

and Edward D. Priest, Lynn, Mass.
January 6, 1894.
The

Alternating Current Generator. Edwin W. Rice,
Application filed July 25,

523,779.

II,

isrns

Curtis H, Veeder
Application filed

invention relates to controllers for regulators formechanfluid, and is especially

adapted tousecompressedair or other

devised to control the operation of railway brakes upon electric
locomotives or cars. It has for its object to provide means by
which a definite increase of pressure in the reservoir tends to
suddenly throw on a resistance which acts to cut out current
from the motor operating the pump, and by which the diminution of pressure consequent upon the use of the stored air withdraws the resistance from the motor circuit slowly, so as to start
the motor at a low speed, which will increase in accordance with
the demand for air and as such demand affects the pressure in
the reservoir. Means are also provided by which, upon a sudden
cessation of current for any reason, the resistance will be thrown
in, so that, should the current be thrown In again suddenly, the^
motor will not be in circuit without resistance and with no
counter electromotive force, by which means Injury to the motor
is prevented, and the apparatus is adapted for absolutely automatic operation within reasonable limits.

NO. 523>696.

,

NO. 523,66s.

Automatic Line Discharger. Jacinto F. Gan523,889.
duxer, -Gracia, Spain.
Application filed November 4,

would be danger of short-circuiting of the stronger brushes
through the «'eaker ones. To avoid this the field colls W, j5,

D

(',
are provided with means for adjusting their strengths independently, so as to lower the strength of that pole which is
too strong with relation to the others-, or to raise the strength of
that pole which is weaker in relation to the others, and thereby
produce a balance of electromotiv^e forces^ between the brushes
i>f low polarity.
A simple means of doing this is to excite the
field coils, either in shunt or by separate excitation, and in the
circuit of each coil to include variable rheostats in circuit with
-•I, B, C, D.
By varying the resistance in circuit a proper balance [uay be effected for any condition of load whereby equality
of delivery from the whole four brushes to the circuit is secured,
notwithstanding the irregularities of structure or position of the
parts.
In the drawing, however, the action is automatic, and
the field coils are compound in that a suitable section of each
coil. A, /)', C, D, is either in shunt across the mains /!/, M' or
separately excited. The remainder of the winding is a series
winding.

Gardner T. Voorhees,

Arc Rupturing DeVice.

523,697.

Bo-ston, Mass.

Al^plication

filecl

May

8, 1S93.

1S92.

NO. 523,66:

Means for Testing Electric Signal Boxes, Jacob
523,798,
Application filed November
F. Mehren, Chicago, III,
by.thp inventor includes .in an elecsignaling box, the combination with a main line circuit containing a signaling device and a relay of a branch circuit containing a portion of the wire windings of the relay, the branch
circuit being adapted to be connected into and out of shunt
with the signaling device.

The apparatus described

tric

0.

The invention consists, in the combination of a circuit with insulated electrodes or terminals, the circuit being looped inclusively about the electrodes, whereby an arc formed from one
electrode or terminal to another is ruptured by forces brought
into play against the arc, by reason of the looping of the circuit
in relation to the electrodes or terminals.

Automatic Circuit Closer.
Joel W. White,
523,701.
Application fifed March 11, 1893.
Providence, R. I.

Electric Converter.
John A. Cabot, Cincinnati,
Application filed September 22, 1893.

This invention relates to those electric converters which include an outer case containing a number of readily detachable
cores surrounded with insulated primary and secondary wires:,
and the improvement comprises a novel combination of soft
metal plates pierced with cruciform slots, and so compairted
together as to form the shell, a series of H-shaped cores inserted within these slots, heads that retain the cores in their
proper places, and fasteners that tie the various parts of the
converter together.

Electro-magnetic Reciprocating Pump.
Application

523,822.
J.

Van Depoele, Lynn, Mass.

cember

Galvanic Element.

523,892.'

Germany.

24,1893.

523,805.

The invention consists in an electro-magnet, an armature
lever carrying an armature, and prolonged between a pair of
electrical contacts, a retractile spring for holding the armature
lever normally against the back contact spring, and line and
ground connections to be inserted in electrical lines, and which
will discharge the lines when an abnormal current passes.

12,

Application

Albrecht Hell, Crumbach,

filed

September 27, 1893.

A galvanic

element <;onsisting ofa negative electrode attached
a conducting support made of a base metal, a depolarizing
compound in which the electrode is embedded, a bag containing
the depolarizing compound and tightly fitted around the conducting suppoit, a felt diaphragm surrounding the bag and a
positive electrode located exteriorly of the diaphragm are comto

bined-

Bushing for Electric Arc Lamps.

523,893.

Houck, Baltimore, Md.

Application

Thomas

filed

J.

April 23,

1S94.

The Invention, is designed to provide a detachable and adjustable bushing for carbon holder guides, which may be tightened or adjusted from time to time to take up wear, and always
hold the upper carbon holder and its carbon in true vertical
alignment, and at the same time to avoid the necessity and expense of throwing away the old guides and replacing them with
new

ones.

Charles
filed

De-

1891.

*^=-v

NO. 523,927.

Magnetic Telephone. Frederick H. Brown, Chi523,927.
cago, 111.
Application filed November 25, 1S93.

NO. 523,695.
In an automatic circuit closer the combination of a spring conone electrode and inner and outer supports for that
spring when under tension, with a second electrode out of contact with the spring when under tension, but limiting the sidewise motion and permitting the endwise motion of the spring
when released is described.
stituting

Electric Meter.
Application filed

523,704.
Ind.

Thomas Duncan, Fort Wayne,
March

14, 1S94.

NO. 523,822.

The

invention comprises improvements upon former patents
granted to the same inventor upon electric meter.s for alternating work.

Railway Signal.

523.723.

N.

J.

Frank E. Kinsman,

Application filed February

i,

Plainfiekl,

1S93.

The principal object of this invention is to provide for the case
of a whole or partial failure of the electric battery or generator
and consequent failure of the apparatus to work properly at the
time that the conditions may require that a car or train should
be stopped.
52; ,724.

Electric Switch.

Application

Mass.

filed

George E. Linton, Worcester,

March

22, 1S94.

The improvements described by the inventor refer particularly to an adjustable spring on binding posts which contacts
with the lever blade when the blade is thrown in a horizontal or
operative position, and to the shape and construction of the
lever blade which insure a more certain contacting surface than
has been found in lever blades heretofore used.
523,758.
field,

Galvanic Battery. Charles E. Bull, North PlainApplication filed December 24, 1892.
J.

N.

The invention consists essentially In a battery cell containing
an iron top plate and a copper bottom plate, together with undissolved crystals of copper sulphate and water.

The engine comprises a

reciprocating electro-magnetic engine,

having motor coils and a magnetic plunger adapted to be reciprocated through them, the motor coils and plunger being arranged relatively in a manner adapted to many uses. 'J'he
plunger, however, is different from that ordinarily used. With
an electrically impelled plunger there is a limit beyond which
increase in the strength of the field of force ceases to afl'ect its
armature, and. therefore, in order to provide for high service
work the magnetic plunger by which the pump piston Is driven
must be of relatively large mass, the proportions, of course, depending upon the conditions to be met.

Electric Signaling Apparatus for Railway Trains.
William H. Baker, Pawtucket, R. I. Application filed

523,847.

May

31,

principal object of the invention is to provide a contact
device applicable to the exterior of an air brake hose coupling
without changing its construction, and which will make a
thorough connection with its mate on the interlocking coupling,

Testing Device for Electric Circuits.
George A.
523,865.
O'Neill, Boston, Mass.
Application filed October 20,
1S93.

The

523,946.
Pa.

Bank

Safe.

Application

Daniel M. Rothenberger, Lancaster,
filed

May

17, 1893.

The

Invention consists in surrounding a safe with a compressed air chamber, in combination with means for sounding
an alarm by reducing the air pressure; in the attachment to the
safe ofa device by which the air pressure can be reduced in case
of fire, and in the attachment of a device by which the air
chamber is flooded with water when approached by fire.

Electric Welding or Brazing Mechanism. George
D. Burton, Boston, Mass. Application filed June 3,

523,957.

1S93.

1S94.

The

cuits,

The invention consists primarily in a bifurcated permanent
magnet, one leg of which magnet has a greater cross-section of
metal relatively to the other leg of the Ijlfurcated magnet, both
of these legs being of the same polarity, while the extended
arm is of a different polarity than that of the two arms, this
variation in the cross-section of metal of the bifurcations providing two magnetic poles of varying relative strength, one of
which poles being connected directly and electrically with the
diaphragm, while the latter is free to vibrate over the other pole
and through the magnetic field of force established thereby.

invention consists in a series of normally open main circontaining manually operated closures, a series of con-

The particular Improvement which has been made is the employment with a carbon pencil, or its equivalent, to produce an
electric arc for brazing or welding, of a liquid containing a cell
so disposed as to force the current of electricity to flow through
the liquid therein as a part of the circuit.

Electric Arc Lamp. Joseph B. McKeown, Cleve11,433,
Application filed for reissue May 22, 1S94.
land, O.

The invention relates especially to the mechanism for feeding
and controlling the carbon rod in arc lamps, and has for its object to provide a simple and efficient means of construction.
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Electric

Pumping Station

at

San Antonio,

Texas.

may he found

in the electric

pumping

illustration

view

of

upon

presented

pumping

the

This

electric motors.

is

•'*"'^^

^i^s

been

is

the

a general

W. Worth

&

Bean, president of the Benton Harbor

by

Sunday, August I2th, for shooting Alderman Shriver

by

leg.

three

city,

first

electric

was

pumping

erected in Feb-

in continual operation since,

service.

from a photograph taken shortly

The

and

is

illustra-

after the plant

was

St.

Joseph, Mich., Electric Railway company, was arrested on

ten

probably the

said to have given veiy satisfactory
tion

is

in

are being operated

at that

pumps

plant for supplying a city with water. It
ruary, 1S93,

seen

page, which

this

plant

twelve inch Gould's triplex

As

7

Trouble at Benton Harbor.

plant for the municipal

water supply of San Antonio, Texas.

Perhaps no other class of machinery lias been called upon
to meet conditions more unfavorable lo its operation than
has the electric motor.
So urgent has been the need
of machinery that could be isolated from itssource of supply
and operate practically without attention, that the development of the electric motor has in some particulars been
more rapid than any other class of machinery. Although
this power factor has now become recognized as reliable and

No.

i8, 1894-

The

and the railway company in relation
moval of the tracks on East Main street. The

authorities

the

lies

and

rails

removed

re-graded, asserting that

owing

in the

grew out of a dispute between the town

affray

franchise had been forfeited

the

to the failure of the

re-

that the street might be

order

in

the

to

city desired

company

to

make

a desired ex-

ELECTRIC PUMPING STATION AT SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.
able to accomplish results not to be

expected from

steam,

compressed air or other systems of mechanical power, its
desirability for application to water pumping purposes was

The

for a long time questioned.
utilized

where

for

this

electric

power

the use of electric

and

general

purpose
is

is

strains to

is

the

directly to the

pumps over steam pumps for elevators
By the use of electric
supply.

boilers,

regulate
electric pump may be arranged to automatically
constant at
the pressure in the tank so that it may be kept
The application of such a combination
fixed point.

any

for

breweries, tanneries, etc.,

is

ability
becoming more numerous as the motors prove their
An interesting example of this
give satisfactory service.

estimated at about 2,500,000 gallons a day.
& C. standard

for this installation are of the C.

Yet
economy in

great

water

under special conditions

is

The motors

heavy foundations, steam piping
entirely
and nearly everything needed with steam pumps is
an
done away with and even the constant services of
The
engineer in many cases becomes no longer a necessity.

pumps

of the station

which a motor

subjected are obvious.

available there

put in operation and before the flooring was put down, so
The total capacity
that the system of piping may be seen.

The company

tension.

held

thai

its

but at the city council meeting on

was directed

franchise

was

valid,

the 6th the city marshal

on the company to remove its
The order was not complied with

to serve notice

track within one week.

olutions

a minute.

by the railway company, and at five o'clock on the morning
of the i2th a force of laborers was set to work tearing up the
track under direction of Contractor James Pearl and Alder-

from the

street

man

type and of 30 horse power capacity each. They are geared
pumps, which run at a speed of about 50 rev-

The motors are supplied \vith current
power mains at 500 volts pressure, each motor
having an automatic starting box and a recording wattmeter.
This station has attracted considerable attention and its
operation has been watched closely.
first

plant of

its

kind

fitted

out

by

Although
the C.

&

this

C.

is

the

Electric

have been considering the
installation of similar apparatus, and one contract has been

company, several eastern

cities

Shriver.

Suddenly a

which were

President

Secretary Hull, Mrs.

motormen,

all

street car appeared

Bean,

Bean and

provided,

it is

said,

on the scene,
Mason,

Superintendent

conductors

several

with firearms.

and

Mr. Bean

ordered the track-wreckers to desist from their labors.
During a heated discussion Contractor Pearl placed somepaving blocks on the track to prevent the car from running over
strljj.
Mr. Bean then leveled his shotgim at
Alderman Shriver stepped in front of the con-

the contested

let.

The lamp and

in

committee of the common council
investigating the problem of guard

Pearl, but

electric

of Rochester, N. Y.

,

is

wires for the trolley wires,

tractor

wound

and received the charge of shot
is

serious but not believed

to be

in his leg.

fatal,

The

Only one

WESTERN
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shot was

He

President Bean

fired.

and he was held

firing,

that

asserts

was

arrested soon after the

$2,500 bail
the shooting was
in

appear

to

entirely

After the clash the track-wreckers again went to
the disputed strip of railway

The

hauled away.

Harbor and

affair

will e.xcite

street railway

men

in

court.

among

the machinery of the Siemens

Halske company, the cars of the Wells-French company and
the locomotives of the Grant people. The separate products
of the three old companies will be turned out by the company

electrical

and
is

widely known.

and

tiie

concern will in that case develop into one of the

largest manufacturing corporations in the

than

The Siemens Company.
In the last issue of this journal views of the

able that the Siemens

ruins of the

Halske Electric company's factory at Chicago
were presented. In the article accompanying the illustrations it was announced that it was rumored that negotiations were in progress to lease the plant of the Grant Loco-

company

it is

ar-

ari

regarded as prob-

will eventually pos^sss

one

of the greatest manufacturing establishments of Chicago.

at Cicero,

with the intention of continuing

the manufacture of electrical

These

machinery.

negotia-

have been brought to a successful close, and operations
have already been begun by the company to manufacture
some of the electrical machinery called for by important
tions

contracts.

A view

of the entire

plant

of the locomotive

spreading out so rapidly that the

by January

that

Electrician Barrett reports

fire

i,

1S95, there

be 1,450 fire alarm boxes jand S25 police patrol bo.xes
scattered throughout Chicago's widj area.
Each of the 92
will

fire

engine stations

there

is

is,

equipped, and

of course, electrically

a large quantity of police signaling apparatus in the

various precinct houses.

Wiszonsin Central railway, about

power by

s:x miles

west of the *cen-

of the building, the coalbeing^lumpeddirectly into the

Transmission of Power with

Two-phase Currents.
An

fur-

steam generating plant to a considerable extent.

tion of the

The engines

are of the Corliss horizontal non-condensing^

type with fly-wheel governors, running at

per

and

minute,

driving

A

means of belting.

200 revolutions

diphase

the

notable feature

in

by

alternators

connection

this

interesting application of the distribution of electrical

the two-phase alternating current system has been

is

the fact that each electrical unit comprises a twin alterna-

two machines, placed one

each end 01

at

carrying the engine belt being

which

is

a view of the generating room.

Each of

potential differences

show a

common

at the terminals

difference in

The generators

to the

2,

the alter-

nators generates ordinary alternating current; the

however, have been so keyed

fields,

shaft that the

of the two dynamos

phase of one-quarter of a period.

are Zip^rnowsky lo-pole alternators, with a

revolving field of the radial laminated

The

*

type.

10

field

magnets are connected together in series, and theex2iting
current is led to them by means of two rings carried on an
extension of the driving shaft

gives a

Electrical

furnished

is

along the side

arranged in the middle of ihe shaft, as shown in Fig.

and police telegraphic alarm system shows a steady growth every
year.
Extensive additions are now being made, and City
is

Fuel
laid

nace room from the cars, which are also used to carry away
the ashes. This arrangement has reduced the cost of opera-

tor, or in reality

Chicago Fire and Police Telegraphs.
Chicago

presented in the accompanying illustration, which
good idea of the extent of the works. The large
buildings include the blacksmith, hammer, machine, erecting, boiler and wood shops, and the foundry, boiler house
and offices. The works are located upon the line of the
is

siderably below the level of the ground.
by a narrow gauge road whicli has been

the shaft, the driving pulley

&:

motive Works

works

Other

country.

must be consulted before such

local interests

rangement can be consummated, but

Siemens

&

the works for producing

among whom Mr. Bean

generally,

be derived from
ample capacity at

to
is

work and

was completely ripped up and
surprise

such a combinatioir^are obvious, as there

August i8 r8g4

accidental.

has created a sensation in Benton

much

The advantages

practically insured.

is

ELECTRICIAN.

Two

of the driving pulley.

on the opposite side to that
brushes press

ordinary brass

upon these rings, to which the ex:iting current is furnished
by a single exciter operated by a belt from the shaft of the
alternators. At 900 revolutions a minute this direct current

THE SIEMENS COMPANY.
The

Chicago.

ter of

the most substantial

buildings are

all

of brick, erected

manner and provided with

in

the latest

machinery and labor-saving devices, including four immense
cranes.
The electrical features of the plant were

electric

described and illustrated in the

March

Western Electrician

of

was leased to the Siemens & Halske company
the plant of the 'Grant Locomotive Works was in the
hands of the assignees and the factories were idle. The
petition of the assignees, William K. Ackerman and James
Wilson, filed in the County Court, presenting the propositransaction
of the works.

&

Halske company, shows the terms of the

The company

plant

''entire

highly commendable and the success of the
facilities for

carrying out

its

company

contracts

is

will attract great interest.
The plant of the Wells-French
company was situated near the old Siemens & Halske factory and suffered some damage in the fire of August ist. O.
W. Meysenburg of the electric company is president of the
Wells-French company, and has placed himself upon record as

admitting that the consolidations of the
in

Works

ing station

I— West

Yards.

Chagnats Shaft...

5*090

llreakerat Lacets.

3.466

Coupes

2,058

contemplation, and Assignee
states unreservedly that this

several

Ackerman

2

interests

of the Grant

enormous consolidation

the following table:

receiving

shaft ....

dynamo

no

often

T,o84

Electric

fan.

in-

and which may be withdrawn and
replaced without any troulde.
Both frame and cores are

The

The

of

the cores
currents

dynamos

is

number

connected

4,500 C. G. S.

is

of poles

in series.

units",

or 4.5

a rotating field of ave-

650 revolutions a minute.

The armature

grooves.

the

circuit,

create

a hollow cylinder as a core,

15

horse power.

power

each

for

to the

but have double the number of

of 30 horse

eight

is,

induction in

locity

construction

are similar in

For those
that

is 16,

kilogausses.

,.

hauling Inclined plane.
of

over projecting pieces bolted to the

coils slipped

The motors

power

power

machine

— Generating sta-

fixed

terior of the outer frame,

poles.

•

The

regarding the fixed parts,

power Ventilating

horse
motor.
horse
30
motor.
30, horse
motor.

and 30 amperes at
armature of the alternators consists

lurnfehei current of between 25

volts.

laminated.

Use

current

30

The armature has

carrying tangential coils

in.

short-circuited for normal run-

tion.

Various

ning;

installa-

Six arc and 100 incandes'nt lamps

^-East.
Breaker at Marizy.

plates

power mo- Ventilating fan
and 24 arc and lighting

tor

Sorting and washing shops of the
Pre-Lharpin....

2,490

500

Champvert

3.250

12

lamps.

and

incandescent Lightmg

The generating station, an elevation and plan of which is
shown in Fig. i, is located at a distance of 3.1 and 1.S6
miles from the extreme points of application.
of six boilers and two units

It contains a

(steam engines and

dynamos) each of a capacity of 100 kilowatts.
tention to

ultimately install

power capacity

originally

vide a reserve.

The two

separately

a

now

or connected in parallel.

tubular construction,

It

is

the in-

third unit to complete the

planned for the station and prounits

immersed

installed

The

may be run

boilers

are

in a solution of

for

for
full

is

sulphate of copper.

When

only one per cent, below thai of

half the

charge

charge

from

it

five

is

to

S)*n-

per cent.,

2_J-2

per

six

cent.

The induced currents in the armature represent almost
entire work corresponding to this loss of velocity.
The

horse power mo- Pumping.
tor.

battery

to

not loaded the speed

chronism;

lamps

two currents are led out through
two resistances consisting of metallic

for starting, the

sliding contacts

30 horse

1,300

in se-

gratifying.

installation

Distance
Machio'y or lamps
from generat-

for

The announcement of the formation of a new concern
embodying the interests of the Siemens & Halske Electric
company of America, the'Wells-French Car company and
Grant Locomotive Works, under the corporate name of the
Siemens company and with a capital stock of $2,000,000,

were

may be had from

Site,

Zagots shaft

leased the

The

France.

collieries in

which enables the company to take possession

one year at a rental of $12,000, subject, however, to a
termination of the lease upon three months' notice, and
agreed to keep the premises in good repair. The activity
and decision shown by the Siemens & Halske company is
curing

Decizee

wiH include, when completed, a number of 30 horse power
motors for ^'entilaiing purposes, one of_i5 horse -power for
hoisting, one o£^-i horse power for pumping, 30 arc and
about 6oD incandescent lamps.
A general idea 5p/ what is

it

tion of Siemens

at the

accomplished

19, 1892.

Until

made

of

and the furnace beds are sunk con-

So per

the
ef-

and SS per
cent, at fidl load.
The poles in the 30 horse power motors
are connected in series, but wound alternately right and left
handed. A resistance is inserted in each of the two armature
circuits.
Of the four wires from the two windings two are
connected, giving three wires, one of which is neutral. An
application of one of these motors is shown in Fig. 3, where
for ventilating a mine.
it is driving a fan
These diphase
motors are easily set in motion and are left practically to
ficiency

is

estimated

at

cent, at half load

themselves for several hours at a time.

The

sub-stations -

August

iS,
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are situated in the forest and the

ladUty of working on this
system as compaied with the erection in each place of a
boiler, steam engine and ventilating fan, is ccnsidered to be
remarkable, aside from the cost of transporting fuel

— a con-

siderable item.

The

current

wires

to

the

mainly by means of overhead

trahsmiltetl

is

of

points

utilizali< n,

only portion

the

laid

undergrouml being toward the end of the principal line leading the to Chagnats pir.
The wires forming the line are of
brorzs and are tarried on double petticoated porce-

silicion

24 feet high. The diameter
of the wires coiistituting the principal Hne to the western
part of the district is six millimeters and four millimeters
lain insulators attached to poles

in the

the

remainder of the

line.

It

is

inteiesting to note that

same puks carrying the transmission wires

also support
telephone wires, the latter being arranged 12 fett from the
ground. In or^ler to counteract the effects of induction in

the telephone wires, the line conductors are crcssed at d'slances averaging 540 yards.

ground

line is

conduit, as

is

Tlie

small

portion of under-

formed of a lead covered cable laid in a wooden
also the telephone line for the tame distance.

Suitable lightning arresters are provided

and sub-stations and

The switchboard

at intervals

hi

spective part of each piece of apparatus

is

same apparatus dengned

Two

to dump
common tub,

and

the entire energy from
absurd.

all

occurrence of such a result will be more and more frequent
as trolley roads increase in number and extent and as more
current is dumped into the earth.
A few minutes ago Mr. Rau related an experience in

such sources into a

is

In any other kind of engineering such mutual interference
would not be tolerated for a moment. Already every electric lighting company is required by law to provide its
own independent and private circuit. Nearly all the telephone compianies are rapidly changing their lines from
giounded circuits to metallic circuits, not only on account
of the injury to which iheyare subjected from the other electrical companies, but also because experience has shown that
the service obtained by the use of the individual circuit is
attended with far better results.
By this means each company secures a private right of way peculiar to itself, which

.

Milwaukee, where the difficulty was overcome by excavatingaroimd thew^ater mains and return electric circuit and intro^
ducing clean gravel or sand.
For a very limited district
such an expedient may be a success, but it would be utterly
impracticable to equip a large city upon this plan.
Neither
does it seem possible that such an expedient should be a final
remedy for the difficulty. The constant accumulation of
organic salts in the streets, from animal refuse, would sooner
or later impregnate the cleanest and freshest soil with a sufficient quantity of decomposable organic acids to initiate
corrosive action. Itappiears to me. ihen, that the remedy lies
with the engineering societies, which should formulate such
specifications and restrictions, applicable to various electrical
industries, that should on the one hand protect existing
structures and on the other encourage the development of
electrical enterprises by securing such an improvement in
both the quality and quantity of tlie materials and worl;manship as shall obviate the defect of poor and cheap
building, so forcibly pointed out by Mr. Jackson.

The advantage of the
The best

electric

road

lies in its

economical

construction.

cable roads cost from $125,000 to
$200,000 per mile, while a first-class trollty may be built to

at the generating

along the

shown complete

is

75

three hundred miles of electric railway.
At present I represent the engineering department of the Chicago Telephone
comp:«iy, and so have been on both sides of the fence and
have had fair apporlunities to see and consider both s!des of
the question.
In my tarlier electrical railway experience
the double trolley was still in vogue, and I constructed several roads of this kind.
I have always advocated the idea
that each individual electrical company, no matter what its
business, ought to have its own complete, entire and private circuit.
The idea of constructing arc light plants,
incandescent lighting stations, telephone and telegraph
circuits and electrical railway lines, with the probability in
the future of an indefinite extension of electrical circuits,

line.

Fig. 4.

The

re-

equivalent to the

for simple alternating current

work.

pairs of transformers are placed outside of the board

and are designed to facilitate the throwing in parallel of
the two groups of alternators.
The accompanying illustrations are reproduced from
fudustric Electriqite.

U

The Corrosion

of Iron Pipes by the Action
of Electric Railway Currents.'

O. M. Rau, Milwaukee: We had a case in Milwaukee
which leads me to believe that the condition of the soil is
as

much

responsible for the corrosion as the electric current.

On

a railway line built about four years ago a No. 4 copper
wire was laid as a supplementary track feeder. On investigating the condition of this wire recently it was found to
be entirely eaten away on the lower end of ihe line and on
the upper end in as good a condition as when new.
The
electric conditions were the same all over this line, as the
power house is situated in the center of the circuit. From
this instance as well ss others, I do not believe the leakage of
a- pipe unless the chemnature of the soil is favorable to this action.
In a
number of places where the water pipes were affected special
care was taken as to the kind of filling used, lake sand or
gravel being considered best.
A. V. Abbott, Chicago:
Prof. Jackson has given to us
an exceedingly valuable contribution to engineering literature.
He has accurately determined the amount of corrosion per ampere hour, or per unit of electrical energy expended, forming data fiom which we will be able to make
calculations as to the ]:)robal)le effect of the corrosive action.
He has also demonstrated what is still more important, namely, the amount of electrical pressure which is required, not only to initiate the trouble, but to constantly
maintain the action. These exi-ieriments are in line with
those made by Mr. Farnham, wlio showed in one experiment that a piece of lead wire about three inches long and
nearly 1-16 inch in diameter was dissolved in pure hydrant
\\ater; that is to say, in water as jnu'e as is obtained from
the Boston water works.
The lead was entirely dissolved,
with an electrical pressure of i-ioo of a volt, in about a
wxek's time a result which is not only confirmatory of Mr.
Jackson's investigations, but furthermore points to the conclusion that very small quantities of the electrolytic salts, 'to
which Prof. Jackson has called attention, are sufficient to

electric current will noticeably affect
ical

—

initiate and to
carry on corrosive action.
The actual
of lead which passed into solution was not very
great, but all examination upon the injury done to under-

amount

ground structures has shown that the difficulty arises from
an extensive pitting of the metallic surface; a single hole
will incapacitate a 30 inch water main as seriously as if the
whole pipe were dissolved.
The amount and rapidity of the corrosive action seems to
vary greatly in dififerent localities and under different circumstances. The first action was noticed in Boston, in the
summer of 1S91, three years or more after the fiist installation of the electrical system of the West End Railway company.
Injury was first discovered by the telephone company in Boston, as affecting the lead sheaths of their underground cables. The Boslon reports indicate that some of
the smaller surface pipes, both of the water and gas systems, have been injured, but no damage is reported to have
occurred to the large mains, although the engineers of the
West End railway have expressed an opinion that there is
a probability of the existence of extensive corrosion.
In
the Brooklyn experience, however, within a very few
months after the substitution of electrical propulsion for
animal traction, extensive injury to the largest gas and
water mains in the city was noticed, injury whicli, in Court
street, necessitated the replacement of several lengths of
large gas main.
Mr. Jackson has shown veiy clearly that a pressure of
i-iooo of a volt is sufficient to cause injury, if this action is
allowed to continue.
Should all electrical industries be allowed to pour their energy indiscriminately into the earth,
it would be only a short
time when such small differences
of potential as this would be found all over the areas covered by our towns and cities.
It is, therefore, merely a
question of time when underground structures will be seriously menaced and rapidly destroyed by currents of this
kind.

Some
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years ago

Discussion of
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had the goodfortune
'',
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not only does not interfere ^\i[h
intei fered with by other circuits.

other

circuits, l:ut is

OF I'OWKR WITH IWu-l'lIASK

not

A few moments since, Mr. Jackson showed that by the
construction either of a double trolley road or by providing an electrical road with a sufficiently adequate return
circuit the question of mjury to underground structures, no
matter what they may be, is completely and satisfactorily
This is also the remedy proposed liy Mr. Farnham.
In the case of Chicago little or no trouble has as yet
been experienced with underground structures, because the

solved.

trolley roads are

'

now

only in the outlying parts of the city,

where a minimum of metallic undergiound structurts exist,
and where the earth is in good condition to form a return
circuit. Only a few trolley roads have at present been placed
in operation, and those have been only operated for a short
time.
The electrical rond, however, is bound to extend, and
doubtless, in some form or other, will penetrate to the heart
Some ot the Chicago
of the city before many years elapse.
elevated roads are already taking up the problem and preparing to change their equipment to electrical propulsion.
Unless they provide themselves with an individual circuit
and build that circuit in such a way that underground structures will not form a path for the current, trouble will,
sooner or later, occur.
P'rom investigations in Brooklyn and other cities it has
been shown that in some cases the current followed a gas
or water main, skipping along the main from point to point,
running from the main into the tarih, and from earth back
into the main, depending upon the resistance of the joints.
Thus many ]3oin(s of corrosive action were initiated, resulting in widespread and extensive injury to the pipes. The

Cl.MiRI'.X

cost not over $60,000 amile. The electrical road attracts the
capitalist because he can earn more on his investment in this
form than in any other. Ihe single trolley road offers a
special inducement, from the fact that it requires only onefourth the copper necessary for the double trolley, and consequently requires a proportionally decreased investment
for its original installation, but electrical railway engineers
are finding that th's is an expensive economy.
In my own

experience I have seen a return circuit through lail bonds,
running so hot that for a space of one thousand feet the
bonds have burned their way through the ties, allowing the
cars.
rails to spread to such an extent as to derail the
All
energy thus lost in these rail bonds demanded a correspondexpenditure
ingly greater
of coal, and to that extent diminished the earnings of the road.
Quite commonly it has been
asserted that an electric railway can be built for $30,000 a
mile, but after construction has been undertaken upon this
basis it has been impossible for such rosds to pay any
dividends.
In the past the work has been done n t too
economically, but too cheaply.
If the capitalist would take
the advice that the engineer usually gives, if he would plan
his entire circuit, both the outgoing and the return
branches, in such a manner that not over five to eight per
cent, of the energy generated by the station is consumed in
the circuit, half of the electrical ioads now in the hands of
receivers would be earning and paying good dividends.
They already have the necessary business, and the question
of dividends is one of the most economical operation and
maintenance. Assuming an interest and depreciation account
of ten to twelve per cent., a very little calculation will show
that in nearly every road in this countiy additional copper

"
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good return on the investment.
Therefore, it ffeems to me that the way lies in improving
electric railway construction to sucli an. extent tliat it is not
only tlie best engineering construction, but in the end
cheapest for the capitalist and safest for otlier enterprises.
Mk. Sl-lNAHin.: I would like to ask what objection the
companies have to putting in tliia return wire ?
Mr. AmiOTT: It is simply a question of the cost ol the
copper.
Prof. Jackson: The actual cost of circuit is increased
about three-fold. It requires four times as much power of
the same potentiality in the circuit and four times the
amount of copper. Ot course the labor of insulation is conin the line circuits will earn a

siderably cheaper.
I\Ir. Shnabi-:].:

How

often

would

that have to be con-

nected with the rail?
ofiener the better, in fact when
we come to the double trolley road, Ihey have a contmuous"
connection.
George Weston
You do not depend Upon the rail at

Prof. Jackson:

The

:

all ?

Mr. Abhotp:

In the double trolley you do not depend
on the raH at all. Depending on the rail succeeds perfectly so far as distribution of energy to the cars is concerned, but does not prevent the current from leaving the
rail and passing to other metallic structures.
The difficulty
is due, as Mr. Jackson as shown, to the small amount of
electric pressure [hat is enough to start and continue the
corrosion. If there is a railway extending along a street and
a thousandth of a volt on a pipe three feet away from the
rail is going to start corrosion on the pipe, it takes a great
deal of copper to protect the pipe.
If the railway Circuit is
independent of the earth, there can be no danger; if there is

to do away with the difficulty?
Might we not expect that after you get the nitrates from
"
same difficulty will arise?
Mk. Rau: We have carried on most of these experiments in yards and around service pipes which lead from

lake sand around the pipes
the circuits, the

the water mains, so it has generally been in places protected
from the foreign substances which are collected from the
roadway. From the depth a water main is laid, I do not
think they would penetrate through to the pipe.
Mr. Brown
If it was From that cause, I can see how
that might answer for a little while, but it seems to me it
would be only a short time.
Prof. Jackson: In a portion of a district that would be
simply a temporary relief.
Mr. Rau: In most cases this h&s overcome the trouble
to such an extent tliat where formerly a new pijie was
needed every six to eight months we have not had to replace
one in two years. And in these places I believe the relief
to be quite extended.
At any rate if drainage is fair this
plan is to be recommended.
Mr. ArPLETON:
The matter of using electricity on
elevated railroads I think was mentioned by Mr. Abbott,
who referred to the danger of the return current running
down the column to the ground. In talking with others on
that point I have, maintained that the circumstances were
entirely different from an ordinary surface railroad; that in
one case the rails were laid in the ground surrounded by
earth, and in the case of the elevated railroad the rails were
laid on dry wood lies that were in no way connected witi
the earth, and the insulation of the tie would prevent anything of that kind.
Hence there would ordinarily be no
danger except in case of prolonged rains when the ties might
:

become watersoaked.
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connecting the pipes with the rails, I do not think any
amount of copper added to the system would have avoided it.
Putting more copper into the ground is a very expensive
method, and when a loss of i-io volt, as shown by Prof.
Jackson's paper, will affect the pipe, it would require an
enormous amount of copper to prevent so small a loss. To
thoroughly .overcome this action from railway cui rents I
think if proper connections are made wherever the difference of potential is of such proportion as would cause electrolytic action, it would entirely overcome this trouble
with very little expense, and certainly would be more
satisfactory than to rely upon the street railway company to
increase the return circuit until it overcomes it.
I am pleased to see that this idea of each company protecting its own system is being accepted by the telephone
companies.
At present in Milwaukee the company is
making a series of connections to overcome the difference
of potential between its cables and our tracks.
The return feeder is laid in a wood moulding, which is
filled with a mixture of pitch and tar; this is jiliable and will
not get too hard in cold weather or soft enough to run in
warm weather; this practically makes a cheap insulator
.for the wire and we find that it preserves the wire very
well.
After three years' use the wire was found in as good
condition as when first laid.

Milwaukee Street Railway Controversy.
The

assessment on the street railway property of^lilwau-

kee has been increased by almost

way company has appealed from

.f 2,

The

000,000.

courts that promises to be long and bitter

tiie

The company,

as a result of the assessment,

the construction of
the sale

of

all

may

tickets.

is

railway

increase

due

the fr'anchises

has abandoned

The discontinuance

There has been no material change

property

fight in

in progress.

of

follow.
in the

the street railway properly which was

The enormous

is

projected extensions and has stopped

commutation

the transfer system

street rail-

and a

the assessment,

in the

assessment of

assessed

last year.

assessment of the company's

to the fact that this year, for the first time,

and tracks have been

company

this

assessment

is

assessed.

On

the street

$1,800,000, on the Edi-

company $100,000, and on the Badger
company $200,000.
A^ice-president Payne
appeared before the board of review, in company with
counsel, and made an earnest protest against the assessment.
son

Illuminating

Illuminating

He

did not object

but

to the

assessment of

the real

property,

he did object to the placing of a tangible valuation on

At one

said, he had considered the
worth $2,500,000, but his ideas had
gradually changed until the present time when he would not
He averred, however, that
accept the franchises as a gift.
the franchises were worth untold millions to the city.
In

franchises.

time, he

street railway franchises

the case of the
chise

is

Badger Illuminating company, whose

assessed

at $200,000, he

said

that

fran-

he looked to

the early placing of a municipal electric light plantain the city,

fig., 2.

electrical transmission of power with two-phase currents.

metal in the return
structures may be protected.
sufficient

circuit,

other underground

Prof. Jackson: Taking the traffic on the average railthe rails would be nominally of sufficient capacity.
There arequite a number of street surface railway plants in
this country in which the rails, which concentrate toward
the power station, are not sufficient to carry back the cur-

way

Mr. Weston: In the case of independent return wire
carried on a pole the same as a feeder, would a rail connection every five hundred or a thousand feet protect it ?
That would be a great protection; but it
i\Ir. Ai!i;oi r:
be often enough.
is questionable if 500 or t,ooo feet would
Without experiment I should say that it would be well to
connect the rail to the return wire at e\-ery p'^le, say every
The expense of the connection alone would be
100 feet.
very small.
pR0l^ Jackson: I think that the more frequently connections are made within the danger district especially, or
the district in which the action is most severe, the better
\\ill be the result.
would infer that you consider that it is
Mr. Davis:
a necessity in all roads that have return circuits through the
rail to connect with the water pipe also.
Prof. Jackson: Within the district where the pipes
As long as
are positive, where the currents are returning.
the current is flowing into the pipes there is no damage done
whatever, but in any portion of the railway system, any portion of the district served in which the current flows from
the pipes to the railway, then the greatest care must be
exercised.
That danger district can be very readily determined by proper measurements carried out carefully, and
the connections can be made in such a way that I think
undoubtedly in almost every case and it is true in some cases
that
that I have seen where the work has not been done well
in almost every case the conditions can be carried out in such a
way as to avoid damage. In a large city, such as Boston
or Brooklyn, tlie currents to be carried are so enormous
that the amount of copper is appalling when looked at in
tons or carloads; but as I said, the cost of the total amount
of copper is a small matter compared with the total amount
of the cost of the road.
Mr. Auuott: Generally speaking, not more than 10
per cent, of the cost of the road.
Prof. Jackson: You double that by preventing any
damage that will in future add to the capital charge.
I would like
to ask if you expect the
R. P. Brown:

We

—

—

Having designed such a circuit originally led me to
put in track feeders.
I think
I was probably the first one
The'result is
to put them in the ground some years ago.
that on elevated railways it will probably be policy to connect the rails to the iron girders.
These iron girders, of
course, are electrically connected by means of rivets to the
posts, and tliese stand in the earth.
On the other hand the
concrete footings of the posts will cause a very high resistance in the path of the current, and I thmk if the girders
are projierly connected by bonds and the tracks are properly bonded that very little trouble would occur from elevated roads.
It is a question
of having metals of sufficient capacity so that the current will have no desire, as it
were, to seek a path through the higher resistance, which
is necessary to get into the earth.
But the insulation of
the tie, of course, is out of account, because the rails are
On
likely to be connected to the iron girders electrically.
the Intermural road at the World's Fair the girders were
l^laced on wooden posts and excellent work was done,
but in actual ci^y practice the girders are placed on iron
posts.
I believe
it
would be a mistake to put two
wires overhead.
I believe
the return current can be
taken care of underground.
In large cities we are bound
to come to it, and we will sooner or later overcome this
difficulty by using the double trolley in conduits.
But I do
not agree with Mr. Abbott that we will e^'er use this double
trolley overhead except under exceptional conditions.
1
have made that remark in the light of experience with both
.types of roads.
Mr. Rau: The universal opinion is that the return circuit' of a road is too small and that the road is built too
cheaply.
I do not think that has been the case in a good
many places where trouble from electrolysis has been exjierienced.
The road in Milwaukee has fully three inches in
diameter of copper coming into the station for a return
circuit, and although we are overcoming our trouble by
rent.

which would involve a loss of all the miles of conduits which
the company had laid. The railroad company is bonded, and
Mr. Payne was asked to explain the shrinkage. He told of
the large amount of money which had been lost in experiments, and asserted that" the earnings of the road were fallThen the company
ing off at the rate of $10,000 a month.
had paid from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 for roads that were
worth nothing. The purchases had been made at a time
when there was a craze for converting horse car lines into
electric lines.
"It was thought," said Mr. Payne, "that
all you had to do to make a fortune was to lay down two
rails, put a trolley wire over them and run a car."
He said
that three years ago he would liave been willing to get
capital for a road from Milwaukee to Waukesha, while now
He added that the
he would not think of such a thing.
company had wasted $400,000 in experiments and that motors which cost $3,000 then could be bought now for $1,000.
If its franchises were assessed, Mr. Payne said, the company would have to go into bankruptcy or quit selling
twenty-five tickets for $1 and issuing transfers.
He incidentally remarked that he did not object sen'ouslv to paying
fee
of
on
each
car,
but
license
he
a
did object to keep$15
ing the space between tracks in good condition.
He said
that the last exaction was a survival of the days of mule

and that electric cars did not injure the pavement in
any way.
Mr. Payne admitted that before the final (payment on the
Becker linehad been made, his company offisred to give up
all claim to $300,000 which it had paid if Mr. Becker would
allow it to withdraw from the agreement for the purchase ot
the road and that IMr. Becker had not accepted the offer.
cars,

*'\Ve bought at Mr. Becker's

"We

figures,"

paid $350,000 for the Hinsey line,

Mr. Payne.
which is abso-

said

lutely worthless.

When

the board of review refused to revoke

the assess-

ment the company secured a writ of certiorari, which will
bring the matter before the Supreme Court in September
and issued an order stopping the sale of commutation
tickets.
It also announced its intention of building no extensions this year at least.
In a card to the public Mr.
Payne stated that the average cost to the company of transporting passengers is more than four cents; that the e.\pen5e
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of operating the system is constantly increasing, owing to
the city's reqairemenls in regard to improving streets; that

streets

the earnings are decreasing, and that finally the increased

of course, provide for concrete beds for the asphalt, but

assessment means $40,000 more taxes every year.

the bed for the a^^phalt does not extend

previous Sunday, he said, there had been

and the

company wished

public as loniT as possible.

On

the

iS.ooo transfers,

to extend that privilege to the

He

concluded by saying that

the

company

that

to be

sleepers

ic

must provide concrete roadbeds on

The

paved with asphalt.

of the tracks.

The most

city

down

contracts,

so far as

serious difficulty

Grand avenue apd West Water
—he corner of East Water and Wisconsin streets.
the corner of

is

street

the
at

and

At those

Bell

Telephone Company Has a New Idea

Charles H. Aldricii of Chicago, ex-solicitor-gcneral of the
United States, has taken up the commendable work ol

showing up

the American Bell Telephone

company

in its

eflbrt to secure patent legislation favoring its

monopoly. Mr.
Aldrich has prepared a petition to Congress, which has been
presented

l)y Representative Childs of Illinois, in which he
vigorously opposes measures which are designed, he alleges,

to extend the

of the Bell telephone patents which, from

life

lawful cau!?es, are about to expire.

Four

having

bills

this

object in view, he says, have already been introduced in the

House

the purpose of securing "the enactment by the

for

of an amendment to Section 4.SS7 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States, so that a domestic

present Congress

patent shall not be limited in

its duration by the expiration
of a foreign patent, unless the patent has beengranted in the

foreign country prior to the date of the filing of the application for

same

the

country.
In other words, it is
not commence to run against the
monopoly created by a patented invention: in this country,
notwithstanding the people of every other country are free
in

proposed that time

to use the

foreign

same

this

shall

invention, by reason of the expiration of the

patents thereon, providing

only the

inventor had

an application in the Patent Office before he took out

filed

his foreign

goes extensively into telephone

Patent Office, and declares that

legisla-

judicial determination of questions

tion anticipating

pending

He

patents."

ligitalion before the

people

will cost the

perpefually fasten this

many

millions of

monopoly upon

now

dollars and

commercial

the

in-

terests of the country.

Fire Chiefs' Convention.
The National Association

which

of Fire Engineers,

Montreal

holdingits annual convention at

this

week,

i-.

will

devote considerable attention to electrical subjects. Charles

Ralph

\V.

of

Chicago

I

five cents is

h..

3.

the standard street car fare in

United

the

States.

which the Milwaukee street railway lines
The
were equipped with electricity forms a long chapter by itself.
It
is far too long to tell in the space that can be devoted to

manner

in

be brief, the contract was lumped off to one company
and at terms which were fixed just before the time for payment. In other words, the contract was let virtually without
it.

To

company, which was one of the
biggest stockholders in the railway company, together with
the North American company, which in turn was the biggest
stockholder in the Edison company.
Money flowed like water, and all sorts of expensive marestriction

to

Brophy of Boston

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION OF POWER WITH TWO-PHASK CURREN'IS.

the Edison

company intends
which will cut the roadway
of small triangles and make
corners

the

into an infinitesimal

a bed of concrete between the
sleepers, in

sure to

let in

of Public

Works

cuss

down

City

tracks except above the

damage the

rails

superintendent

number

impossible to put

which case the moving of the
the water and

"The

Progress

Captain

\\'illiam

paper on
while

"Some

will give the firemen

Brown

the Transmission of Electric Energy" and

to put in curves both ways,

it

will read a

Municipalities,"

of Electricity in

"Dynamo

Boston

Electrician

fire

alarm system, will

Applied

as

to

Fire

in

Flanders,
dis-

Alarms."

Barrett of Chicago and his wife are in at-

tendance.

would be

Queen

The Board
common council,

asphalt.

referred the matter to the

of the
Currents

Points

Mr, Payne appeared before the council committee in
opposition to the Board of Public Works and its recommendation to compel the street railway people to put down
concrete roadbeds.
The committee and the council, howand

&,

Co. Assignment.

Under date of August
announce the suspension of

ment of a
Owing

receiver.

The

7th

Queen &

Co.. Philadelphia,

their business

and the appoint-

following circular has been issued

to the depression during the last year, and the
di fficulty in making collections, we have been compelled,

purchased, devices which were mere experiments and are now lying at the power house unfit for use.
The street railway company, though purchasing all the maIt is impossiterial, worked through the Edison company.
ble to tell of the many ways and means which were used for

chinery was

the wasting of money.

Machinery which was never before

used for street car work was put in the power house.

Arm-

atures especially built for the cars were constructed, and yet
after all this bewildering lavishness, the

power house

in itself

has been a partial failure, so the electrical experts say, and the
company is beginning to realize the truth of the observation.
Of all the work, the construction and laying of the rails

by the street railway company, and even
was furnished through the medium of
the Edison company. The work on the roadbed was done
by Milwaukee laborers employed by the street railway
company and this work alone was performed at a reasonaalone was done
then

the material

ble cost.

The

street railway extensions

as a result

which have been abandoned

of the increased assessment

Clybourn street

line

around the gully

are
at

those of the

Twentieth street

west to the city limits, the Soldiers' Home line to North
Greenfield and the state fair grounds, the Howell avenue
line to

Cudahy and South Milwaukee, and

the Whitefish

Bay dummy line farther north into the village of Whitefish
Bay and its conversion, into an electric line next spring.
Another clash between the city and the street railway
company that will result in litigation is in regard to the
roadbed in streets that are being paved
When asphalt pavements were first being
with asphalt.
considered General Manager Wyman of the street railway
street railway

company appeared before the Board of Public Works and
urged that it would never do to pave with asphalt the entire
a street railway, as the de-

where there was
The
roadbed would break the asphalt bed.
only practicable way, he maintained, was to pave between

width of a

street

flection of the

and alongside

the track with asphalt.

The board,

after the

contracts for asphalt paving had been let, came to the conclusion that the pavement would not stand unless a suitable

(oundation for the tracks were put

down and

it

notified

FIG. 4.

KLECTRICAL TRANSiMISSION OF POWER WITH TWO-PHASE CURRENTS.

Board of Public Works. Unless
the company begins the work by next Wedesday, the concrete roadbeds will be put in by the Board of Public Works
and the cost will be charged to the company. The company is evidently not inclined to comply with the request of
the city, and there is no doubt that the matter will betaken
ever, both supported the

into the courts.

the interests of all our creditors, to make an assignment,
without preference, for their benefit to our present manager, John G. Gray.
in

A

meeting of the creditors for the purpose of determining the best method of disposing of the assets of Queen &
Co., incorporated, will be held at the office of the attorneys
of the assignee, Jones & Carson, rooms 426-431 Drexel
building, Philadelphia, on August 13th, at 2 V. m.
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West

with the

Islands, but

Indian

August

also as assisting the

French company, which already has a network of cables
among these islands extending as far south as Brazil.

scribe the character of the cable,
building, with provisions

number of steamships

specify the

approaches, and cost ot

its

Contractors shall

repairs.

for

i8, iSi,4

required, which, together

with the stores, are to remain the contractors' property for

EVERY SATURDAY.

Mk. .^lurich, late solicitor-general of the United

States,

entitled to the thanks of the public for directing attention,

PUBLICATION OFFICES:
6 Lakeside Building,

-
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and unjust advantage that
would accrue to the American Bell Telephone company if
this measure became a law. -It-would enable the company to
continue its transmitter monopoly for several years longer,
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further entrench the position of this shameless

controversy over the levying of an

evident that the

assessment upon the franchises

and add another blot to the already disgraceful record made
by this corporation in dealing with the Patent Office and with
the people of the United States. The past is bad enough; but it

monopNow that public attention has been attracted by Mr.
oly.
Aldrich, there should be no danger of sucli a calamity.
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In view of the fact that the company's receipts have
been constantly decreasing during the last year the action of
the city officials would appear rather harsh at this time.
A

statement of the company's finances made before the board
of review showed that there iwas a large falling off in the
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action of the city in placing this additional

It has also been found necessary to
abandon the plans for extending the system this year. As
a matter of fact it would look as if the city would not come
out of this controversy with much glory.
However, the
city council has come to the aid of the assessment bureau
and an agitation for municipal control of street railway
and lighting plants has been begun. This is a favorite scheme
of the Milwaukee aldermen, and those who have followed
the proceedings of that body during the last few years are
not inclined to look seriously upon this movement.
On
August 6th the council adopted a resolution authorizing
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Test of a Closed-coil Arc Dynamo.'
Bv Trof. R.

B.

Owens and

C.

A. Skinner.

That 5o much has been said and written concerning the
design of constant potential machinery, effects of armature
reactions, control of sparking, etc., and so little concerning
the madiinery used for arc lighting, seems rather remarkable considering the Tact that by far the larger part of our
outside lighting as well as much inside lighting is done by
means of arc lamps in series; and I hope a discussion will
fulliiw in which more light will be thrown on the principles
iif design of arc machinery, for at present there seems to be
much empiricism in the matter.
The immediale object of the present paper is to show
something of the nature of the armature reactions which
occur in arc light machines of the closed-coil type, maintaining constant current hyautomatically shifting the brushes to
correspond with changes in load in the external circuit,
and to point out certain alterations in design which
It is believed,niay be adopted with advantage.
Incidentally
other points will be noted.
Of course there are other well
known methods of maintaining the current constant notably
l>y shunting the field magnets, as in the Brush machine, or a
combination of this witli shifting the brushes, as in the new
Excelsior machine, or by varying the length of time per
revolution during which the armature coils are in series and
shunt to eacli other or short-circuited, as in the ThomsonHouston machine; but these will not be considered at
present.
Nor is it intended here to discuss the relative advantages of the several types, but only to give some results
obtained in a test of a clcsed-coil machine regulating as
mentioned.
Such machines are now taking a prominent
p.^rt in the arc lighting industry, and their prominence
for
them
more close study. Alternating current
merits
dynamos, as the ^^'est^nghouse arc light machine, have
been devised which keep the square root of the mean square
of the current remarkably constant through extreniely wide
variations in load and without any external regulating
mechanism whatever. They possess many advantages, but
are not now widely used, for arc lamps seem as yet to work
bemore satisfactorily on continuous current circuits.
lieve it is also possible to liuild continuous current arc mareactions
alone
can
keep
the
curarmature
by
chines which
rent very nearly constant throughout a considerable range,
hut it would seem that their cost would be more and their
efficiency less than in some of the types using an external
regulating mechanism, although we have no exact comoarative data.
The machine on which the following experiments were
made is a No. 6 25-light 2,000 candle power Wood arc
dynamo, a scale drawing of which is shown in Fig 1. From
the drawing all dimensions, as of magnet limbs, yoke polepieces, armature, etc., are at once seen, its designer. James
giving the
]. Wood, most courteously consenting to my
name of the machine tested and its full data.
The winding data and other details, as furnished by the
makers, are as follows. The field magnet winding is composed of four coils of No. 10 B. and S. c:auge copper
The outside diameter
single
cotton covered.
wire
coil
conEach
when insulated is o. 1 14 inches.
in
layers
of 74 turns each.
pounds
wire
of
tains 100
15
The insulation of the magnet cores is J'g inch thick, and
composed of one layer of enameled cloth, the enameled surface facing the iron, the remainder being composed of

—

.

79

CONDITIONS OF TEST.
The dynamo was securely bolted to a firm foundation 01
masonn.-, and driven through a 7 inch belt by a small S inch
by 10 inch high-speed automatic Atlas engine making 250
revolutions per minute.
Steam was supplied at as nearly
constant pre^5ure as possible.
The automatic regulator of
the dynamo was removed, together with one pair of opposite collecting brushes, and the remaining pair reduced onehalf in width parallel to the commutator bars, to allow of
easier manipulation of the exploring brushes, their angular
width being of course adjusted for each load to prevent
sparking.

I

foot

by

I

foot,

with carbon electrodes.

These

latter

on

the whole were found to work quite satisfactorily; their resistance hot was considerably less than when cold, but it
changed so gradually that no trouble was experienced in
correcting for it by adjusting the electrodes.
The distribution of the induction entering the armature
at different loads was obtained by taking the electromotive
force at various points
on the commutator between
two small pilot brushes moved around and in contact
with it.

The two-brush method, though somewhat more

difficult

to work than the single-brush method, has the advantage over
the latter of giving the quantities sought directly, instead
of as a difference between quantities which areJai'ge as com-

pared with thosedesired.
In some cases the integral readings of the brush method have been plotted, but curves so
obtained do not indicate so clearly what is mainly sought,
namely, the distribution of lines of force entering the
armature.
True, one curve can be approximately obtained
from the other if electrostatic instruments are used, but not
with electromagnetic instruments, for they will give only a

E,

M.

F. with 10

3.

ampere current

in field

and armature, 25

light

TEST OF A CLOSED-COII, ARC DYNAMO.

mean electromotive force depending on the relative width
of a commutator bar and insulation and distance apart of
the pilot brushes.
The results obtained, however, with a
voltmeter of the Weston type are proportional and for the
jjresent purpose are equally valuable.
The exploring brushes as finally used were pieces of steel
watch springs firmly held in small fiber holders. These, in
turn, were rigidly secured by brass studs to a graduated
sliding ring, moving within another stationary ring attached
to and insulated from the dynamo frame and carefully centered with the commutator.

M. F. with 10 amperes in
current in armature.

field

M.

K. with 10

FIG. 4.

amperes

in field

and armature, 20

light position,

TEST OF A CLOSED-COIL ARC DYNAMO.

results had been plotted on a developed diagram, then the
areas of the curves would have represented total or integral
electromotive forces, but the circular diagram has the advantage of appealing more quickly to the eye, and though
the total electromotive force is not exactly represented by
the area it is proportional to the number of the small approximate rectangles enclosed.
In obtaining efficiency
measurements the power delivered to the dynamo was obtained by indicating the engine.
The cards were taken with
a Tabor indicator and worked up with a Cofiin averaging
instrument, the speed was obtained by a speed counter and
stopwatch. The electrical instrumenls used were a Weston
measurements, a Weston
0.15 amperemeter for current
for potentials between pilot
0.15 and 0.150 voltmeter
brushes and a 0.150 and 0.1500 Weston voltmeter for total
electromotive forces.
All instruments were previously

RESULTS OBTAINED.

position.

FIG. 2.

.

calibrated.

FIG.

distribution of E.

The inner circle representing the commutator of one
hundred segments and the 100 divisions of the ring are
marked on the outer circle.
The radial lines are 5 degrees apart, and the radial distance between concentric circles represents 10 volts.
If the

It was at first attempted to use a number of arc lamps as
load for the dynamo, but though carefully adjusted and
using cored carbons, the vn.riations of potential and curreid
due to their feeding was greater than could be admitted, so
the lamps were discarded for two water rheostats 4 feet by

We

Showing

divided into degrees if desired.
I'he curves shown in
Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are plotted so that the results
may
be read either in degrees -or in divisions of the graduated

Fifteen sets of readmgs, fifty readmgs per^et, were taken
around the commutator with currents in armature and field
of 8, 10 and 12 amperes, at positions of the collecting
bru,shes approximately corresponding to loads of 5, 10, 15,
20 and 25 liglrrs. Three sets of readings were also taken
with currents in the field of 8, 10 and 12 amperes and no
current in the armature.
The results obtained are given in
tables (not printed), and for a current of ten amperes are
plotted in corresponding plates.
The reactions of the armature are so clearly shown
by the curves that comment hardly seems necessary.
Briefly, we see that the total induction in armature varies
very slightly with lead and the displacement of the neutral
plane decreases with lead angle, but varies less than 10 degrees from no load to the maximum load-used.
All electromotive forces on one side of the neutral plane
are of the same sign, but differ in sign from those on the
opposite side.
On a developed diagram the electromotive forces between
collecting brushes would be proportional to the difference
between the whole area of curve on one side of the line of
commutation and the area of the curve included in the
angle of lead, the lead angle being defined as the angular

and no

TEST OF A CLOSED-COIL ARC DYNAMO,

The magnet heads are
pressboard 0.025 ^"^^ thick.
wooden washers 5-16 inch thick, carefully dried and shellacked. Thearmaturecoreiscomposed of No. 10 R. and S.
gauge annealed charcoal iron wire. This is wound on a
former, which is removable, and is composed of 15 layers
6^( inches wide. These wires are held together by interposed strips ofhnen tape. The core is then insulated with
a layer of asbestos paper, three thicknesses of pressboard 0.15
inch thick, one layer of asbestos paper again, and then over
this one more layer of pressboard 0.15 inch thick, making
a smooth surface for the copper wires to be wound on.
The insulations near the spider arms are built up of the
same material and in the same manner as the armature core,
The armature is
until they attain a thickness of }4 "^c''wound with 100 sections of No. 14 B. and S. gauge
Each section is composed of
double covered cotton wire.
93 feet, or 57 turns per section, making a total of 115
pounds of wire. The regulator magnet is wound with No.
II single cotton covered B. and S. gauge wire, in the manner shown on the dynamo; the insulation of the cores being
5-32 inch thick, and that of the magnet heads 3-16 inch,
while the speed of the dynamo is 1,000 revolutions per
minute.
I.
Read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Philadelphia, May 16, 1894.

TEST OF A CLOSED-COIL ARC DYNAMO.

Two

brushes were used in each holder to better insure
good contact. Copper, brass and phosphor-bronze exploring brushes were tried at first, but found not as satisfactory
It was also found very necessary at all times to
as steel.
keep the brushes and commutator as clean as possible.
ring was marked off into one hundred divissliding
The
ions, the number of commutator segments and the exploring brushes made to cover just two commutator barsoronefiftieth of the circumference, but the ring might have been

advance of the collecting brushes from the neutral plane.
An inspection of the curve of total electromotive force with
angle of lead given in Fig. 6 shows that the electromotive
force between neutral points remains nearly constant as lead
varies, which it is believed would not be the case if contracted polar faces were used instead of the extended ones as
shown, for then the shifting of the field could not be so easily
Of course a machine of the design tested with exeffected.
tended pole tips requires an automatic widening of the brush

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

8o
with increased load or in dependent control of sparking, butit
would seem that the waste field at all loads would be less and
its weight efficiency greater or cost for a given output less
than if its pole tips were cut away. Cutting away the pole
not extending them, would have
least
or
at
tips,
of
collecting
the
use
allowing
the advantage of
brushes of constant width within a certain range, but
compensates
for
than
the demore
advantage
this
whether
Further
creased range of its output is open to question.
experimental evidence is, however, needed in this regard.
Regarding the relative amounts of iron in field and armature, we see no reason for the present ]jraclice of using so
The
little iron in the armature, as compared with the field.
necessity of a very high field induction or a thoroughly stiff
field is apparent; but why, when the lines are once generated
by the field, :t is not sought to collect and utilize them all by
means of an armature with a generous amount of iron, is
The number of commutator segments
not so easily seen.
would of course have to be increased to prevent sparking,
but the regulating qualities of the machine, it is believed,
would not be impaired. The result would be a larger output
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Sudthe last three days.
the three-story building
shook as from an explosion. The tailor and his ten helpers
fled in fright to the street.
No one outside had felt the
shock.
The disturbance was foUoued by fire in the floor
and washboards of the shop. The fire was quickly extinguished and the men returned to work.
Later the water
pipes were found to be leaking.
A plumber on examining
them found that the solder had melted where tlie house pipe
Next morning the house
joined the main pipe in the street.
again shook.
A workman sitting with his back against a
gaspipe received a severe shock.
The waterspout down
the front of the house fell to the ground in pieces, the solder having melted from the joints.
The washboards and
floor of the house aj^ain took fire.
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greater efficiency.
the ratio

*

FIG.

sisted in taking the

Chi-

Lighting Station,
cago.

Plans are now in course of preparation for the new mulighting station

arc

nicipal

This station

Side, Chicago.

Blue Island avenue, near Halsted

be on

will

West

for the

New

The

E.

M.

amperes

F. with ID

FIG.

in field

and armature,

10 light nosition.

The

house.

front of the

his

tailor,

workmen and

family,

would not return indoors.

Several electricians began an in71ie electrical cars pass the door, and electric
vestigation.
wires cross the roof.
There is no break, however, in the
connections, and the electrical experts are puzzled at the

blanking out rings for disks, which is usually done in a combined double die, cutting die inside and outside ring at th.e

same stroke; this leaves a plain rmg ready for the No. 61
notching machine represented in Fig. 2. There are some

1300

phenomena.

shown a

tri-

/V

is

J3

to supplant

Users of
value,

its

current

direct

^

V
1 M<y

and

market.

A. L.

company

of

/

motors found their apparatus of no
were no three-phase fan motors upon the

Cushman

of the

Granite

The motors

are

simple

in

and

Street,

supersede the old Throop street

will

which was sold by the

city to the

FIG.

The new

of-way.

capacity for

candle

mos

station

desigiied

to

have an ultimate

be supplied with dyna-

at first will

but 600 lamps.

The steam

firms which

punch

plete notched

method, however,

make

No. 61

ting

from one to

The

disk

last

notch

is

This

blank under the notching die and cut-

all

it

motions

its

working parts are

the

M.

E.

F. with

o

amperes

in field

and a mature,

5 light

position.
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l»
£"

rings or brushes.
life

last dozen years has brought out many queer
what are esteemed the vagaries of a force which

tional
tale,

if,

shows a simple cause

out

To what

inspiration

from Baltimore, the

is

strange

phe-

due the following

rea.ler

must be

left to

not the

electrical

It

is

believed that this

is

one of the

r

first,

disturbances have terrorized

Henry

first,

three-phase motors

to

be built

in

I',;.

I

sight.

Armored
The

illustration

Insulating Conduit.

on page

Si

represents

a

ne)v tele-

armor lor underground
arrangement, whereby lengths of

scopic insulating conduit with iron

work.
plain

The

telescopic

insulating

conduit are slipped into lengths of the

armored insulating conduit so that the sections break
of the lengths, gives a double insulation and

in the centers

in

Horaa Pawar

this

country for fan moror purposes or of such small capacity.

iron

judge:

Mysterious

if

investiga-

indeed, the details are not elabarated by sensa-

writers.

sent

the

for

in

v^
T

Output

every-day

during the

nomena,

and

accessible

"7

design, dispensing, of course, with commutators, collecting

Careful

It

ranging from 12 up
are well designed for their

diameters

/^

c

FIG.

Ghostly Electricity.

tion usually

will stop itself automatically.

different

to

^^^

c

be operated from this station.

mysterious to the great public.

it

accurate dial

^—-"

for 600 lamps will be put in at the start,
one engine being kept as a relay. Beside the load formerly
carried at Throop street, a number of new circuits of street

is still

being much

^^

"„

The electrical
dynamo capacity

stories of

it

ring and then put

has an

press

This

which are

shafting

by the Hill Clutch Works of Cleveland.
equipment has not yet been purchased. A

place taken by electricity in

fine, delicate dies

six notches at a time as

be furnished

The prominent

such

com-

a

the press.

not of general use,

is

launched

is

adjustable

to 4S inches; all

will

16

easily placed in position

purpose and

Heine boilers, each having a normal rat500 horse power. The engine contract has been
secured by the Ranken & Fritsch. Foundry & Machine coni))any of St. Louis, which will supply two Corliss compound

amps

15

\\

method making

the plain punched

press.

ing of

The

this

every stroke of

calls for
it

by

cut,

is

ring at

consist of three

will

13

notches in these disks at the same

the

stroke that the center

is

generating plant will

condensing engines of 600 horse ]30wer each.

BRUSHES AT]

may be desired.
and held by adjustAfter the notching iS done the disk is easily
able clamps.
removed. This press can also be arranged so that as the

latter's right-

supplying 2,000 arc lamps of 2,000 nominal

power each, but

for

is

r!

SAT
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feed carrying the

Metropolitan West Side

Elevated Railroad company as a portion of the

ATI

4' SO.

1

^<j-

1'^

in the

station,

?fl,

Ampsrea

cheaper to
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-SHUSHES

^„s-

^-~.

y

so expensive that
15 light position

^
^E>
-^ "

/

m

^

Soo revolutions per mimile.

[\
BRUSHES ATI

///

Electric

State

Concord designed and built the motor illusThe
trated, which met admirably the local conditions.
motors are of
horse power capacity and are very neat in
appearance.
They are mounted upon five-inch bases and
They take one
are not over 8 inches in any diameter.
ampere on a 1 10 volt circuit and carry a 16-inch fan at about
I,

-J /

m

>

machines.

electric fan

there

->

^^

the only concern supplying

the city with electricity, recently put in a three-phase current

generating plant

1

„...;...

M

"m

The Concord Land &

Concord, N. H.

in

\

^

/

1000

Tri-phase Electric Fan.
is

U

/^

noo

Water Power company, which

FIG.

Armature Disks.

of

three

phase electric fan motor, the necessity for such an article

and armatiife,

Insulation com-

John street, Brooklyn, N. Y., largely used in the
making of armature disks for electrical machines. Fig i
represents a No. 95 double Pitman press, and is used for

TEST OF A CLOSED-COIL ARC DYNAMO.
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having arisen

V. with 10 ainpores in tield

c\:

accompanying illustrations show some improved machinery made by the E. W. Bliss company, 14

In the accompanying illustration (Page Si)

M.

3

a

York.

The Manufacture

A

E.

1

conduit system of the Interior Conduit
jjany of

through the crevices in the cellar wall. The whole place
was heavily charged with electricity. A crowd collected in

MLinicipal

BI

use in the underground construction of the John onLimdell electric railway at East Sixty-ninth street and First
avenue. New York. It is an addition to the underground

Podlesak, who greatly asobservations and working up the re-

sults.

w

to
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now in

their full capacity as possible.
Our thanks are due to H. J.

New

is

r~j

1

of ampere turns on field and armature, such ratio will depend largely on the shape of the pole
pieces and desired width of brush, but is in all cases much
less than in .constant potential machines.
The characteristic curves shown in Fig. 9 were taken
at the 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 light positions of the brushes,
and show that with this machine regulation is alniust enthe curves
as
tirely effected by shifting the brushes,
droop too slowly to assist to any material extent. Of
course they might have been made to droop much more
rapidly if the collecting brushes had been moved into
sparkless positions for each vahie of the current, ,but a
curve so obtained is not at all a characteristic. The efficiency
From this curve and from what
curve is given in Fig. 10.
we have seen of the machine it is evident that it would never
If a number
]-)ay to run machines of this type underloaded.
are used in one station the connections of the externa! circuits at tire switchboard should be so manipulated as to
keep tlie machines actually in use always loaded to as near

i8^4

i8,

10.

There

TEST OF A CLOSED-CO'L ARC DYNAMO.
is

a large

in practicable use

The

smaller machine. Fig.

intended for rolling
the

number

wear of the

of

these machines

and giving excellent

down

dies

3,

is

of recent design, and

the burrs sometimes caused

and punches,

roughness on the blanks punched.

thus

leaving

will lay close to

is

by

a slight

After such blanks or

sections are passed between the rolls they are quite

and

now

satisfaction.

each other and pack

smooth

tightly

when

August
used in a
has
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iS,

dynamo or other machine.

the needed adjustments, etc., that are necessary for

all

the proper performance for
will

This rolling machine

be pleased

to furnish

its

work.

The

manufcicturer

any further information with

re-

dismantled

in a

very easy and flexible inaction, and will follow
tions of the trolley wire

these trolleys

81

few minutes without the aid of tools

Engine-dynamo

It is

the

The

varia-

and surely. In fitting
out complete, the Ohio Brass company uses

for Shipboard Use.

small marine generating

set herewith illustrated has
been recently placed on the market by the General Electric
company. Combinations of this type are made in four

quickly

"

—

15, 30, 40 and 50 kilowatts. The engine is of the automatic cut-off type, double and vertical, and is rated on a

sizes

basis of So

pounds initial steam pressure at one-quarter cutThis leaves a liberal reserve capacity above the rating

off.

THE OHIO TROLLEY.
gard to these machines,

Of

larger machines used

this

popular

ir

course there are considerably

work, but

this

is

the most

s"ze.

carbonized steel trolley pole.

cold through a die and
is

The Ohio
The Ohio

its special

is

made

This pole

of the best

then carbonized to the proper degree to give

it

drawn

is

Norway

iron.

It

sulftcient

Trolley.

company of Mansfield, O., as shown in the accompanying
illustration, is one of the simplest and most effective on the
market.
It is made up of less than a dozen pieces, any of
trolley,

manufactured by the Ohio Brass

A TRI-PHASE ELECTRIC FAN.
given, and the engine can

be run under any steam pressure

between 60 and loo pounds.
cut, su that in case

avoided.

made
steel

in

The crank
one piece,

3.

elasticity.

THE MANUFACTURE OF ARMATURE
It

is

taper.

"jierfect

DISKS.

seamless and endless, and formed

The

claim

made

for this pole

is

ARMOR EI

THE MANUFACTURE OF ARMATURE

flat

easily duplicated.

The spring

is

the

regular

more

trolley pole.

flexible

in stock.

of steel

delay in fitting

hammered Bessemer

the connecting

The

It will

any manufacturer of carriage springs
The working parts of the trolley are made

1

rod

cross-head

is

is

is

steel

of forged

of a crucible

with babbitted wearing surfaces, and the main

iron boxes, and are of extra length.

a

The dynamo

it is

is

well protected

with

oil

guards, and the

INSULATING CONDUIT.

and stronger than the regular style
not break, and if bent out of shape

leaf style, such as

keeps

of

DISKS.
lighter,

which can be

while

is

parts are accurately

repairs

bearings are provided with interchangeable babbitted cast

to

that

shaft

with babbitted boxes.

steel casting

FIG.

All the

of necessary

oiling

arrangement

is

such that the engine

tiiiuously without stop.

The bed

is

may be run

con-

so constructed that

all

^n

and malleable and wrought iron, and inconsequence
and do not get out of repair. Th

are not easily broken

FIG. 2.

IHE MANUFACTURE OF ARMATURE DISKS.

base and stand are three feet long and eight inches wide,

and when the

trolley pole

inches high.

The

is

in a horizontal position but 13

trolley pole

ENGINE-DYNAMC

can be swung either forward

or backward or in a complete circle,

and the pressure against
the trolley wire diminishes as the pole assumes more nearly
a horizontal position. The trolley can be assembled or

can

bt'

sl.-aightcncd cold without injury.

This pole

of the specialties of the Ohio Brass company, which

pushing into the market with marked success.

is

one

it is

now

I

the waste oil

drawn,

is

filteretl

collected in one pit,
rom which it may be
and again used. The governor is of very

simple construction;

its

parts are readily accessible,

and are

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
always
to

All t'lose parts of the combination subject

in sight.

wear are made of hardened tool steel.
The variation in speed from extreme light load

to the full

dynamo does not exceed four percent. The
connection between the engine and dynamo is made through
coupling

Hon. Geoige B. Shaw, well known in electrical circles,
confined to his bed by a serious attack of malarial fever
home in Eau Claire, Wis.

The Chicago Electric Transit company has taken out
building permits for a one-story power house on Roscoe
boulevard, to cost $150,000, and a two-story car barn at
Elston and Warner avenues, to cost $35,000.

IS

at his

Barrett, city electrician of Chicago, is in atthe annual convention of the fire chiefs of
Monireal. He is accompanied by Chief Swenie

Prof. J. P.

and easy disconnection of the armature. Tlie armature is
of the smooth body type, and the entire load may be thrown
on -without shifting the brushes and without sparking.

America

Rumored Trust

W. S. Andrews has resigned the management of the
Lancaster, Pa., and other central stations with which he has
Ijcen
connected and has accepted a position with the
General Electric company at Schenectady.

Insulating Materials.

in

It is reported that a combination is being arranged between some of the large manufacturers of insulation materiIt is said tliat hard rubber fiber and some of the other
als.

well-known compounds

be included

\\ill

in the trust.

New

New York Notes.
trip
— The
August

York,

new

of the

trial

13.

postal trolley cars, designed to facilitate the free delivery of

the mails between Brooklyn and Coney Island, was made on
August Sth from the entrance to the postoffice on Adams
It is the opinion of
street and was regarded as a success.
Postmaster Sullivan thattlie collection and the delivery of the

mails will be expedited by several hours by the

The two

postal irollty cars are built

which are 2S

ments each 10

system.

on the same plan. They

The

are painted white with gold lettering.
cars,

new

of the

interiors

are divided into two compart-

feet long,

The

feet long.

apartment

postofilce

re-

sembles the interior of the ordinary postal car. There
on one side and on the opposite

are frames for mail bags
side

is

a wide table and a case of 40 pigeonholes, by means

of which the mails are distributed. Tiie other section
as a

extend the system
presents

tunity

to the other trolley lines

He would

itself.

is

used

Postmaster Sullivan says he will

smoking apartment.

wherever oppor-

also like to have a drop

box on every car on all the lines throughout the city, as
By this means there
the most, of them pass the pcstoffice.
would be a continuous collection of mail matter.
The Nassau Electric Railroad company has been informed
that it must verify to the city works department the consents
of propsrty owners in all streets where permits for the work
of erecting trolley poles and laying car tracks were secured
It was recently found that the needed number of
last year.
consents had not been secured in South Fifth street and the

work was stopped.
Hackensack is disturbed over the introduction of the
About two weeks ago Presitrolley street electric system.
dent Andrew Zabriskie' of the Bergen Turnpike company
intimated that a trolley line would soon be built by the
lie intimated also tliat the town authorities had
company.
dj with the matter beyond the designation of the
style of trolley roads and the streets that should be used for
them.
The citizens of Hackensack have conceived the idea
little to

the

made

in the interest of the

and

that

to the

on the turnpike was

plan of the trolley system

that

was

it

company

company

part of the electric systems

company has some

plan

the

really

big traction

that controlled the road

of

New

turn the road over

to

which

Jersey.

obligations which stand
right of

negotiations for the

way

a

controls

large

The turnpike
in the way ol

for the trolley line

from

However, the right of way is
assured from Rutherford to Hasbrouck Heights, half a mile
away from Hackensack. Beyond this point the pi'operty
owners are solidly opposed to the trolley system. The idea
prevails thut the managers of the trolley system contemplate
tapping all the small towns in the valley of ihc Hackensack
north of the county seat across to Englewood and extending
northward and southward to the northern valley west of the
Palisades.
From Hackensack to Rutherford the tine would
Rutherford to Hackensack.

with

connect

the

Paterson

plank

and Paterson, extending south
ing

there

with

the

line

The Hackensack people
They assert

the road.

enough

for

to

let

Passaic

connect-

main

street

not wide

is

a street car track, and moreover, that the street

It is

proposed

citizens in the part of

and

to

oppose the construction of

the

hiving b^eii m.icadamized, ought
track.

road line

Newaik and

North and South Orange.

bitterly

that

to

them

to

not to be torn up with a

have a public meeting of interested
Jersey which would be affected

New

discuss the question in

all its

at
at

of Chicago.

_

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

The Galesburg, 111. Gas & Electric Light company has
purchased from the General Electric company two 60 kilowatt dynamos of the new monocycle type. Tlie machines
are wound for 1,000 volts and will he used for lighting and
power distribution. This is said to be the first installation
,

in the

West of monocycle generators.

The Hyde Park Electric Light & Power company has
secured an injunction protecting its wires at State and Sixtyfirst streets, Chicago, from interference by the city.
The
city claims that the Hyde Park company has no right to
furnish power outside the town of Hyde Park.
Affidavits
are on file stating the People's Electric Light & Power company is doing this and is not interfered with.

The name of the Cleveland General Electric campany,
Cleveland, has been changed lo the Cleveland Electric
Illuminating company.
The company furnishes current for
arc and incandescent lighting and for power.
The current for incandescent lighting is furnished on a meter basis
at the rate of 12^ cents per 1,000 watt hours, from which
rate a cash discount of 10 per cent, is allowed if accounts
are paid within 10 days of the date of the bills, rendered
monthly.
The net rate, therefore, is ii}{ cents per 1,000
watt hours.
Property has been purchased at Edwards Sails, near
Manlius, N. Y. and it is propcsed to establish an electric
light plant theie lo supply the villages of East Syracuse,
Eastwood Heights, Fayetleville and Manhus. There is a
stream capable of furnishing several hundred horse power
in the town of Manlius that is not utilized.
The village of
Elbridge, in the west end of the county, has an electric.
light plant operated by water power and it has proven a
paying investment.
The Elbridge works also supply the
,

village of Skaneateles.

Elbridge,

United States that

village in the

is

is said, is the smallest
lighted by electricity.

it

organization of a Canadian"

Nijninovgorod, the great Russian market town,
have an electric railway on the overhead plan.

announced that the Adrian, Mich., Electric
railway has been sold to Philadelphia capitalists.
It is

A company

is

being formed to connect

Asbury and Abes Hole with an

Crisfield,

is

to

Belt

Md.,

electric road.

The Supreme Court has decided that the Denver, Color,
Tramway company's original franchises for cable and electric lines are valid.

The Winona, Minn., General Electric company
made sat'sfactory arrangements for extending its lines.

lias

A.

H. Hill has been appointed general manager.
It is said that the purchasers of the Maryland end of the
Baltimore & Lehigh railroad are contemplating changing
the operation of the line from steam to electricity.

The Standard Light & Power company, Montreal, Que.,
announces that it will begin work immediate!)' on an electric
railway to Lachine, by way of the Upper Lachine road.

The

plans of the electric railway which

consti-uct at

it is

proposed to

Ushawa, Out., have been accepted by the

The

road will be built
receive a cash bonus of $5,000.

tjouncil.

in three

sections and

city
will

A

steampipe exploded in the electric power house at
No. 302 Blue Island avenue, Chicago, recently, filling
the place with steam and : using great excitement m the
neighborhood.
The steam v as shut off until the pipe
could be fixed!
Electric Light & Water Power combig light and power plant at JopUn, Mo.,
repair and manufacturing shops, for a general
electrical business.
An electric railway to Galena, Kas. is
also proposed.

The Southwestern
will erect a

including

F. O.

,

PERSONAL.
Edward R. Grier has returned to
weeks' trip in the East.

Chicago after a

four

It is said that Germany has more electric railways under
construction than any other European country.
There is
not much opposition to the trolley there.
France follows

Germany
Louis A. Ferguson of the Chicago Edison
the East enjoying a well-earned vacation.
Cliarles

li.

Rudd

of the

Western

company

Electric

is

in

company,

Chicago, who was injured in the explosion which occurred
while he was experimenting ^lith one of his inventions,
died in the Presbyterian Hospital last week. Mr. Rudd was

derfully

in this particular,

upon

sy.-;tem from
Werftstrasse, Moabit, tu Hansaplatz,
Luzowplatz, and Potsdamerstrasse.

lator

The official returns regarding the working of the electric
railway at Marseilles, France, show that it is being greatly
appreciated by the inhabitants.
During the first two
months of thisyear the number of passengers carried over
the lines— which is about five miles long
amounted lo
645,384, as against only 423,267 in the corresponding period
of last year.

—

One of the most recent contracts received by the Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company was for the
1800 horse power generators, and equipment for the- new
power plant of the Second Avenue passenger railway, Pittsburg, Pa.
The value of the work approximates $25,000.
Russell & Co., Massillon, O., have secured the contract for
the compound condensing engines.
The lease of the Rochester, N. Y., and Charlotte electric
railway by the Rocliester Railway companv for a term of 50
years has practically been agreed upon.
The first named
road is operated between Rochester and Charlotte.
Many
advantages will be gained by placing both roads under one
management, as the cost of-operation will be much decreased, and improved service will doubtless be had.
It has at length been decided at Paris to
consider the
question of mechanical traction, and particularly electrical
traction.
The municipal council has yielded to the arguments urged on all sides for the establishment of mechanical
railways.
It has been decided to stnd a delegation to study
the various systems of traction in use in other coimtries.

This

an important step, and

is

it is

thought that on the

re-

turn of the delegates the municipal authorities will authorize the establishment of electrical railways in Paris.

TELEGRAPH.
Alexander Siemens has submitted an offer to the Dominion of Canada for laying a cable under the Pacific Ocean
from Victoria, British Columbia, to Sydney, New South
Wales.
He undertakes to complete the construction within three years.
The ofifer is now being considered.

The

Paris,

Lyons

&;

Mediterranean Railroad company has

established "telegraph boards" at the principal stations, on
which dispatches for jiassengers or for persons awaiting the
arrival of passengers are posted.
traveler who misses a
train can telegraph in the care of the station master to the
person awaiting his arrival at ]iis destination.

A

B. Davis of Fort Madison,
sent and

certain telegrams

la.,

was ordered to produce
by officials of the

received

American Railway union during

Serajervo, Austria, it is said, is to run an electric light and
railway plant on the municipal plan.

Mariners,

The management of the Grand Berlin Horse Tramway
company of Berlin, Germany, has erected an accumulator
station and will experimentally work a line on the accumu-

The Western Union Telegraph company's manager, R.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
There is some talk of the
Street Railway association.

pany

aspects.

W.

tendance

The three-phase system has proven such a success at
Sewall's Falls, Concord, N. H., that a large generator has
been ordered for the city of Franklin for the distribution of
light, heat and power.
There is abundant water power at
that place; one river, the Winnipesaukee, falls nearly 200
feet within two miles.

CORRESPONDENCE.
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\ oungstown to operate the motors are experienced hands
and that they are now in a position to run their cars if permitted to do so.

constructed for a ready

especially

i8,

well-known and universally popular in electrical circles, and
a large number of friends will deeply regret the fatal
termination of his injuries.

capacity of the

a solid flange

August

and Russia

is

waking up won-

the subject

The Youngstown, C, street railway was tied up July
26lh.
During the night scmie unknown person grounded
the trolley wires in such a manner that the electricians of
the comi^any were unable to locale the trouble for some
time.
The company claims that the new men sent to

the strike.
This, under ihc
advice of counsel, he declined lo do and was promptly
sent lo jail by the judge for contempt, the court claimin'T
'^
that the federal court overruled the Iowa state law.

The

three Tiffin, O.,

street

railways

which

are

em-

braced in the Tiffin & Intersuburban Consolidated Rail-.
road company passed into the hands of a receiver on August
The assets are said to be $150,000 and the liabilities
2d.
will likely exceed that figure.
The appointment of a receiver was made by Judge Norris,atthe suit of the Cambria Iron company to secure a claim for $5,000.
It has been decided to abandon Hawaii as a port for the
landing of the Canadian-Austrahan Pacific cable. Proposals
are invited for seven different routes and upon three different
plans, namely:
Plan No. i invites bids for the construction
of a cable to be the property of the government, but t-o be
guaranteed by the construction company.
Plan No. 2, for
a cable to be run by a company undertaking the work under
the basis ot a subsidy, the proposal to stipulate the amount
of ihe subsidy required and the number of years for which it
will be operated.
The third plan calls for the bid foi' the
construction and operation of a cable for a stiiiulated
guaranty of earnings to be made by ihe companies biddincr.
The constructing companies are asked in eachcaseiobid for
seven different routes under the three separate plans mentioned, the government to regulate the amount of tolls to be
charged by an order in coimcil.

The conflicting and scanty re]:)orts from fapan and
Korea may be attributed to the fact that cable communication
with Japan is interrupted; but whether this interruption is
caused by the

closing of the telegraph offices or "by
of cutting the cables cannot be ascertained.
It is certain, however, that neither
Chinese nor Japanese would have the slightest dif^culty in
destroying the cables, as from Shanghai to Nagasaki ihey
run in water less than 50 fathoms deep for 200 miles from
Shanghai;, and the Nagasaki-Vladivostock cables, for nearly
the same distance, lie in water under 100 fathoms deep.
The cables of the Eastern Extension company, which at
present are the only means of communication with China,

the

still

official

more summary method

be picked up easily and without any very special apThe cable recently laid between Singapore and
at Labuan, lies for about 600 or
700
miles in w'ater not exceeding 40 f^athoms in depth.
Communication with Australasia is altogether dependent on
cables, which, in the Java Sea and the Straits of Malacca
run for about 1,000 miles in water nowhere deeper than
40 falhoms, and averaging about 25 fathoms, and which are
therefore completely at the mercy of any craft which hap.
pens to have an anchor to drag across these lines. Cables to"could

pliances.

iiong Kong, touching

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August iS 1S94
India could be easily cut, either in the Gulf 01 Suez or at
the entrance to the Ketl Sea, where the shallow water
(under 40 fathoms) leaver conimunicalion with India, Australasia and China, altogether in the power of any hostile

The special shade holder receptable and special attachment plugs manufactured by the Bryant Electric company

vessel.

are meeting with favor.

and properly of the Hyde Park, III., District
& Electric company, which is in the hands of a
was sold on August ist by an order entered for
$5oOO. Half of this amount was paid in cash and the balplant

Telegraph

receiver,
is

to be paid in notes payable in a year.
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L'jth'crsai

Index

to

WorhPs Techuical ami
of a new publication in

the

Scte-ulific Literature is the title
Leipzig, Germany.
The index is printed in several
languages and gives a list of the principal articles appearing in technical and scientific publications throughout

the world.

The

Electric Circuit of St. Louis, a club organized during
February, 1S93, has been experiencing a rapid growth.

Considerable

interest

was

manifested

at

tlie

semi-annual

election ofofiicers, which took place last week. Tlie following named officers were elected:
President, Alexander R.
Pike; vice-president, John H. Fcnton; secretary, Otto W.
Uthofl"; treasurer, F. B. Briner.

By

permission of the postal authorities the wires lielween
St. Margaret's Bay and
the general postoffice, London,
were recently used for the purpose of conducting some experiments with Prof. Gray's telautograph.
Special insti umenls were fixed at both ends, and the experiments were
watched with interest. Messages were transmitted successfully over a distance of S3 miles.

A

Cuba, N. v., man has constructed an electrical farm
wagon, using storage batteries and a motor, as in other
electrical vehicles.
It is suggested that on large farms electricity may in time play a prominent part by the use of
windmills driving small dynamos automatically connected
with storage

and

various

cells.

The

current

could be used for lighting

power purposes, including the propelling of

vehicles.

Arrangements for repaving a number of down-town streets
Chicago that have been torn up fioni time to lime by electric light, gas and other companies, which are considered unfit lor use by ihe department,
have been completed. The
following namedeleciric corporations are in the agreement to
do the work within the next two or three months: Chicago
Telephone compauv, Chicago Edison company and the
Sectional Electric Underground company.
The streets to
be repaved are: State, from Jackson to the river; Jackson,
from Michigan avenue to the river; Madison, from Wabash
avenue to the river; Monroe, from Michigan avenue to Market; Dearborn, from Jackson to the river.
The total cost
of the work is to be $42,000.
in

TRADE NEWS.
The Partridge Carbon comjiany, Sandusky, O., is sending
out a photograpliic reproduction of a pen and ink drawing
showing its works.

The Chicago office of the Electric Construction & Supply
company, New York, manufacturer of the Ward arc lamp,
has been moved from the Unity building to 271 Franklin
street.

The Beacon Vacuum Pump &

Electrical

company,

Boston, is quoting 16 candle power, lamps in barrel lots,
each barrel containing 200 lamps, at 25 cents, and 32 candle
power lamps at 35 cents. In smaller quantities five cents
per lamp extra

is

Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.,
furnishing the iron roof for the new boiler and dynamo
room for the Larchmont Electric company at Mamaroneck,
is

A large boiler in the wator station and electric power
house at Perry, la., exploded last month, fatallv injuriu'^
the manager and comi^Ietely wrecking the building.
The
loss is estimatetl at about $15,000.

ance

.

The Berlin

MISCELLANEOUS.

The

BUSINESS.

charged.

W.

C. Groetzinger, general manager of the Chas. Munson Belting company, whose head offices are at 22 to 36
South Canal street, Chicago, is receiving the congratulations
of his friends on the increased Im^^iness which his company
has done during the recent financial depression. The superior quality of the well-known Munson dynamo belt seems
to be very well established, and conseTjuently this year's
business of the Munson company has been as good as that
of any other year. Besides furnisliing belting to a large
number of electric plants, orders have been received from
agricultural and saw-mill plants as well as manufacturing interests in general.

N. V.
J.

H. Cooke,

the Buckeye
filament, 50

the Chicago and western representative of
Electric company, says that the special coiled
volt Buckeye lamp is meeting wi'h much
alternating plants.
The lamp is economical in

and 52

favor among
the consumption of current and a brilliant illuminator from
start to finish.

The Worthington Hydraulic Works, Brooklyn, N. V.,
have decided to make large additions to their already extensive plant and have placed the contract for this work with
the Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn. The
Berlin company is putting up a gas house roof for the New
Jersey Gas <S: Construction company at South Amboy, N. J,
The National Con;luit Manufacturing company, New
York, has done a very considerable amount of underground
work in this country and Canada during the last year. It
has just closed a contract with the Boston Electric Light
company for all the subway work for this year; it has also
contracted with the Nebraska Telephone company for all
the conduits for the Lincoln subway, which is to be built
this year.

The Washington

Electric company, 207 South Canal
street, Chicago, has received quite a number of orders for
its
annunciators, which are rapidly finding favor among
users.
The company can furnish annunciators with any
number of indicators, in antique oak, natural oak, ash,
natural cherry or mahogany finished cases.
It is the company's aim to produce the best work possible at a reasonable price, and the success with which it has met would indicate that this is appreciated.

The

Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is meeting
the introduction of the Arnold magneto telephone, for which it is the general selling agent. The loud
speaking and clear articulating qualities of the instrument
recommend it to an intending purchaser, and the Electric
Appliance company stales that where the instruments have
been sent out on a competitive test they have always been
successful, and instruments sent out subject to satisfactory
operation or on approval are always a sure sale.

with success

m

The New York Edison Electrical Illuminating company
has contracted with the Electric Storage Battery company
of Philadelphia for a large storage battery installation. The
installation will consist of 150 elements of chloride accumulators, type G, 41 plates, having a capacity of S,ooo ain]Dere
hours at 150 volts, at normal rate;, or a total capacity of
1200 kilowatt hours.
The installation will he furnished
with the most modern and complete ajipliances for the
control and operation of the battery, and everything possible will be done to make it a model and complete battery
]dant.
The battery is to be installed immediately, to be
ready for the heavy winter load.
George B. Grant,

some time

manufacturer of gears
in Lexington, Mass., and Philadelphia, Pa., and the author
of "A Treatise on Gears," has started a new gear shop at
No. So Seneca street, Cleveland. O. It is fully equipjjed
for making and cutting gears, and is fully stocked with
ready-made list gears. Mr. Grant has recently patented a
bevel gear cutter, which produces a jierfectly shaped tooth
This machine is in practical
the full width of the face.
operation, and he is prepared to give estimates lor cutting
This new shop will give western
gears by this new process.
customers better accommodation than they have ever had,
and will be fully appreciated by those who are looking for
first-class gears.
It is in charge of William K. Bailey, who
has been the superintendent of the Lexington shop for some
for

a

years.

The Wallace

Electric company, Chicago, reports business
improving in all its different departments. The railway
department especially is kept busy filling orders for Wood's
oveihead devices, "which the company controls. The new
j^atei.t trolley wheel which it has just placed upon the market, is meeting with general approval.
The standard red
core Habirshaw wire still obtains the preference where the
durability of an insulation is the most important feature.
The Wallace company has also added a complete line of arc
lamps to its general specialties, and is prepared to ship
U3

83
promptly arc lamps for almost every purpose. The line
includes ornamental and plain lamps, alternating and direct
current lamps, series lamj)?, twin lamps, focusing and search
lamps, railway lamps and theatrical lamps.
In 1SS3 O.J. Garlock, whose occupation at that lime was
chiefengineer for thefirmof Bartle& Fames, invented a packing, and after many successful experiments applied for and
was gr.^nted letters patent for the United States and Canada.
The business was commenced in a small way without capital;
but the demand for the packing made it necessary to secure
facilities for properly conducting the business.
The members of the firm constituting the Garlock Packing company
at present are O. J. Garlock, E. Nichols and F. W.
Griffith, as organized in 1SS7, since which time the business
has developed with great rapidity.
This com]iany now
manufactures its goods in Palmyra, N. V., and Rome, Ga.
Extensive offices and warerooms are located in New York,
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, St. Louis, Omaha and Chicago.
The company stales that its business, notwithstanding the
hard times, was nearly doubled in 1S93 over the previous
year.

The Chicago Cross-arm company, 932 Monadnock
ing, Chicago,

build-

government tests of
by the United States Department
of Agriculture, which shows long leaf yellow pine to be
fully 40 per cent, stronger than white or nordiern pine.
According to this official test white pine has a tensile strength
of 10,700 pounds to the square inch, a cro.'-s-brealdng
modulus of 6.620 pounds to the square inch and a breaking

woods used

is

calling attention to the

for cross-arms

load of 3,820 pounds, while the long leaf yellow jjlne has a
tensile strength of 21,300 pounds to the square inch, a crossbr-eaking modulus of 13,300 pounds to the square inch and a
breaking load of 5,060 pounds. The Chicago Cross-arm
company is a manufacturer and dealer in long leaf yellow
pine cross-arms, locust and oak pin and pays particular
attention to the material for, electric lines.
All line construction, however,

is

attended to by this company.

The Ries Electric Specialty company, Baltimore, Md.,
has made application for the appointment of a receiver to
take charge of and close up the business of that company.
Elias E. Ries, the president of the company, states that the
corporation is unable to successfully prosecute its business,
chiefly to internal ebssentions among some of its
stockholders, and that the assets of the company are iherebv
danger of being wasted to the prejudice of the creditors'.
Hence the petition for a receiver, wlio has been ap|iointed,
with the consent of all concerned, for the purpose of dissolving the corporation and making an 'equitable distribution of Ihe assets among the creditors and shareholders.
The company was incorporated June 16, 1S90, and has been
engaged in the manufacture and sale of several well-known
specialties, including the Ries regulating socke;s for incandescent lamps.
The company owns a number of valuable
patents and a well equipped manufacturing plants, occupying
the entire building at No. 7 South Gay street. It is the intention of Mr. Ries to shortly reorganize the company under
more favorable auspices and to take up in addition to the
inventions now controlled by it the manufacture of some
additional specialties for which there-is a large demand.

owing

in

The shops of the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa., j^resent a scene of activity in spite of the unfavorable condition
of trade generally and are running full time.
There have
been shipped from the worlcs lately engines for the following
Edison Electric Light & Power company, Erie,
concerns:
Pa., a 350 horse power vertical compound and a 300 horse
power cro^s-compound engine; Eureka Light company.
Eureka, Cal, a 300 horse power engine; Industrial Home
of Ihe Blind, Chicago, an So horse power engine; J. H.
Houghton, Boston, Mass., a 50 horse power engine; Minneapolis General Electric company, Minneapolis, Minn., a
35 horse power engine; Bronx Gas & Electric Light company. Van Nest, N. Y., two 250 horse power tandem
compound engines; Plotel Newcombe, Quincy, 111., a 60
horse power engine; Gen. A. S. Bushnell Building, Springfield, O., a 60 horse
power engine; Lexington Electric
Light
company,
Lexington,
N.
C, a 50 horse
power engine; Greenwich
Gas
& Electric Light
company,
Greenwich,
Conn.,
a 150
horse
power
and a 125 hnrse power engine; Kennard House company,

power engine; city of Griffin, Ga.,
Ilowe Pump & Engine company,
power engine; Sykes & Wagner,
Minn.,
an
Minneapolis,
So -horse power engine; F. F.
Vater & Co., Minneapolis, Minn., a 35 horse power engine;
Risdon Iron Works, San Francisco, Cal., a 150 horse
power engine and, the Electric Sujiply & Engineering
company, Detroit, Mich., a 70 horse power engine.
Cleveland, O., a 50 horse
a 135 horse power engine;
Ladd, III., a 50 horse

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued Aiig}ist
523.986.

Process of Electric Metal Working.

and Walter
Application filed October

Lemp, Lynn,
Mass.
The

Mas>;.,

S.

Hermann

Moody,

Chelsea,

20, 1S90.

invention consists in special methods of preventing the
localization of the heating current.-; or effects where the currents
are introduced or passed through the material ataii angle to one
another.

523.987.

Electric

Lynn, Mass.

Hermann Lemp,
Machine.
Application filed January 19, (S91.
Welding

This invention consists in constructing electric welding machines so that they shall be in their main features essentially
all alike, and providing accessory devices of varied character
which may be attached to the machine as occasion may demand
in connection with the different kinds of work to be done. Such
attachments or accessories are so made that no skill is required
in effecting a change for variety of work beyond that of the
ordinary machinist.

523,995.

N. Y.
The

Electrical Motor.

Application

filed

Henry B. Porter, New York,
December 5, 1S93.

construction of the motitr, as shown in the accompanying
which also shows a cross section of the driving

illustration,

7,

1894.

shaft with a device for alternately changing the current from
one motor to another, has been designed with reference having
been paid to means for automatically changing the current from
one motor to the other when two are employed for operating a
driving shaft, in ordci that each may alternately act to draw
the reciprocating connecting rods back and forth and rotate the
connecting shaft. Thii device consists of a sleev; / located
upon a shaft in a manner to rotate therewith, and also slide
horizontally thereon, the surface of which is divided into three
sections, the central section / being of non-conducting material
and the end sections being formed of conducting and non-conducting material, as shown at i'^ and /3, each forming half the
circumference of the sleeve. 'J'he circuit from the battery y is
alternately changed Irom one motor to iheother, for the purpose
mentioned previously, by means of two brushes -t- /•, forming
one end of the circuit wires, which engage with the sleeve /and
alternately make and break the circuit as the conducting or
non-conducting surface of the sleeve is in contact with the same
during the revolution of the shaft. The operation of the shaft
may be stopped or reversed by shifting the sleeve on the shaft
to bring the proper surface into contact with the brushes by
means of a pivoted rod which engages therewith.

523,998.

Dynamo-electj'ic Machine.
Gustav Rennerfelt,
Application filed March 6, 1S94.

Lynuj Mass.

The object of the invention, which belongs to the class of unipolar machines, is to increase the potential of tlie current generated by that class of machines, and to render such machines
more durable in construction.
Electric
524,003.
burg, W. Va.

Arc Lamp.
Application

George G. Stout, Parkersfiled June 16, 1S94.

The invention has for its object tn provide an electric arc
lamp with means for e.\cluding the air and drafts from the carbons to that extent which will enable a more perfect and steady
light to be obtained with an increased volume as well as econ-

omy
524,009.

in the

use of carbons.

Telephone Annunciator and Call

G. ^yarrell, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bell.

Application

Frederick
June

filed

25, 1S91.

The inventor designs to provide a combined system of telecall bell annunciators for hotel, house and other such
purposes of simple and inexpensive construction, so that
the call indicated by the annunciator may be connected by telephone communication by the mere adjustment of the proper
switch at the switchboard, and in which each of the respective
terminals may be connected with the annunciator and central
phone and
like

telephone on independent circuits.

WESTERN
Electric Motor.

524,011.

Application

JMass.

May

5,

1S93.

intermediate gear

The invention relates to dynamo electric machinery, its object being 10 provide a simple and economicaliy constructed
motor, comprising but few parts, readily assembled and occupying but little space when completed and in running order.
Such a motor is especially designed for boats and launches, although, of course, it might be equally well applied in any other
case where motive power is required.

524,

is

iS.
Printing Telegraph Inslrunient James H.Rogers,
Hladensburg, Md. Application filed December 12,

1

A

paper carriage which has a movement very much like that
paper carriage of an ordinary typewriter is employed
for advancing the
paper a distance equal to that between one line and the next in
intervals between the printing of successive lines— all of the
movements of the carriage being automatic and controlled
through the agency of suitable mechanism and electrical connections, from the transmitting end of the line
The raovement of the carriage which takes place while a line is being
printed is occasioned bj- a motor with which the carriage is engaged through the intermedlarj' of a clutch, which for this purpose is controlled by an electro-magnet included in a local circuit closed through the agency of a polar relay, one of the windings of which is included in theprintingcircuitof the receiver.
The opposite winding of the polar relay is included In a second
circuit, upon the closing of which the armature of the polar
relay is actuated to break the clutch circuit, thus releasing the
clutch from the motor, and permitting the carriage to move
back to its original position. The closing of the return circuit
is occasioned by the carriage, which at the completion of its advance movement momentarily closes the normally open contacts
in the circuit.
The printing is effected by printing levers,
operated by electro-magnets included In the printing circuit and
controlled by devices previously patented by the inventor,

de-

icribed.

Dynamo-electric Machine.
Glasgow, Scotland. Application

524.119.

iS,

1894

sists in reducing a salt of silicon by heating it with sodium or
potassium and again heating the product to a while heat in the
absence of air. The Inventor mixes Huorosilicate of potassium
with metallic sodium or potassium in proper portions 10 reduce
the fluorosilicate of potassium
The mixture is then heated to
redness in a closed iron retort
After the reaction has taken
place the product is treated first with cold and then with hot
water and filtered. The residue, consisting of amorphous
silicon, is then heated to a reddish white heatin a closed vessel,
from which the air is excluded. The product thus obtained is
a granular electric and microphonic silicon suitable to be used
as a variable resistance medium between electrodes in battery
telephones of the Running or granular type.

a.xle.

and provided with an intermitent feed

George C. BourdeTrolley for Electric Cars.
524,017.
veaux. Peoria, 111. Application filed March 12. 1S94.
durable and self-lubricating trolley for electric cars

car

of the

The inventor aims, to produce an insulator which shall be not
only efficient, but easily adaptable to all the requirements of an
overhead conductor.

A

to thg

1893.

Levi Yakel, Allegheny,
Trolley Wire Support.
Application filed April 15, 1S93.

524,014.
Pa-

August

the mechanism to jars and vibrations of the vehicle or its truck
and an unchanged or fixed relation of the driving motor and

Frederic C. Wliitniore, Lynn,

filed

ELECTRICIAN,

William B. Sayers,
January 6, 1894.

filed

is an improvement upon a former one by the
inventor, wherein such a machine as he previously described may be run eilher as a generator or a motor, without
the necessity of providing it for this purpose with two commutators as described in the former invention.
'I'his

patent

same
*

NO. 523.995-

Dynamo-electric Machine.
Rudolf Eickemeyer,
Appfication filed October 7, 1891.
Yonkers, N. V.

524.020.

This application is intended to specially embrace or include
certain widely applicable improvements heretofore invented by
the patentee when embodied in such dynamo-electric machines
as depend for their magnetic field upon electro-magnets, appropriate portions of which afford suitabFe cheek pieces.

Conduit Electric Railway. Rudolph M. Hunter,
524,025.
Application filed September 12,
Philadelphia, Pa.
iSgi.

Electric

524.120.

drew

invention comprehends certain improvements in car construction with especial reference to the running gear and motor
connections, and also to the collector for conveying current
from the conductors along the railway to the'niotor circuit on the
'I'his patent is an addition to an application tiled by the
car.
inventor November 30, 1886.

William Daves,
Railway Signaling Device.
524,038;
Jersey City, N. J. Application filed August 3, 1892.
In a railway electric signaling system adapted to be actuated
by a moving engine or train, the combination with two armature
levers and their contact for closing the signal circuit, of means
operated by one of the armatures u\ closing its circuit to move
the circuit-closing contact out of the path of.the other armature
lever is patenled.

Appliance for Massage.
AnThayer, Mo. Application filed April

Means are provided to produce a device that provides for
closing a circuit through the hands of an operator or physician
when the hands are placed in contact with the human body.
"Regulator

524,136.

for

Dynamo-electric

Thomas»A. Edison, Menlo Park, N.
filed November ir, 18S1.
The

The

Hand

J. Speare,
16, 1S94.

J.

Machines.
Application
NO. 524,136.

produce a simple and reliable
means for automatically varying the resistance placed in the
field circuit of a dynamo-electric machine so as to regulate
the supply of current In a system of electric lighting supplied
from such a machine. This is accompllslied by means of an
electro-magnet placed in the main or consumption circuit from
the generator, which magnet, as it is more or less energized by
the Increase or diminution of current consequent on the addition or removal of lamps, actuates an armature lever by
means of which more or less resistance is thrown into the field
circuit, the latter being a derived circuit from the main line.
Appropriate arrangements for accomplishing this are shown in
the drawing, which represents a dynamo-electric generator and
the circuits connected therewith.
object of the invention

is to

Electrii

52=^,188.

Wayne, Ind.
_

Transformer. James J. Wood,
Application filed March 19, 1894.

This invention relates.princlpally to the construction of the
inclosing case for transformers, its objects being to render the
incased transformer more compact, to provideimproved ventilation for facilitating the cooling of the transformer and to provide improved and more convenient means
hanging or attachment of the transformer
cross-arms on poles.

Electric .Signal
Gruschou-, Cliicago,

524,202.

The inventors claim the combination of a pump cylinder provided with a reciprocating piston, a bar armature attached
directly to the piston rod and provided in the direction of its
length with a number of coils, a commutator carried by the
armature and consisting of a series of insulated contact plates
arranged parallel with the a-\is of the armature and connected
with corresponding coils of it, a series of field magnets of alternately opposite polarity arranged parallel with the movement
of the armature, and a switch arranged to reverse the current
through the field or armature coils at the end of each stroke of
the armature.

111.

Primary Batteiy.

524,229.

Lones, Smitliwick,
ruaiy 27, 1894.

Electric Heater.
Jesse F. Kester, La Grange,
Application filed April 29, 1S93.
object of the invention is to produce an inexpensive,
efficient and durable heater of the class which consists essentially of coils or some other resistance medium arranged in a
bed of insulating material and through which an electric
is

Zimmerman,
ber

1S94.

The invenor

describes a water and fireproof insulated elecconductor having a thread or cord of fireproof material
saturated with a liquid insulating substance wound around it
and a waterproof sheet or strip surrounding the conductor.

Annunciator.
many. Application

The

Philipp Weber, Nuremberg, Gerfiled January 16, 1894.

is to provide a new and
annunciator ij which the wiring shall be very

principal object of the invention

improved

electric

simple

NO. 52^,116.

Supporting Insulator for Electric Wires. Lauren
524,100.
S. Beardsley, Naugaiuck, Conn. Application filed June
II, 1894.

securing the bolt in position.

Rosette for Electric Light Wires.
Hammond, Boston, Mass. Application
ber 7, 1S93.

524,109.

Charles N.
filed

Decem-

The

invention has for its oblect to provide an improved
rosette for electric wires which shall be adapted to receive a
suitable fuse or fuses which shall be simple, durable and of
high efficiency and in which the number of parts employed
shall be

reduced

Electric

524.116.

to

a minimum.

Arc Lamp.

York, N, Y.

Application

William
filed

S.

March

Pendleton,

New

6, 1894.

An electric arc lamp is described, the feeding mechanism of
may be understood by reference to the accompanying
diagram.
is a movable carbon carriage, controlled by a cord
or chain which is actuated by a wheel, neithA of which is
shown in the illustration, which is only intended to demonstrate ideas in the circuit-connections of the lamp.
which

£

524.117.

W.

Motor Suspension
Rice.

Jr.,

for

Lynn, Mass.

Railway Work. Edwin
AppHcation filed August

15, 18S9.
It is the object of the ini-ention

and

Thermo-electric Volatilizing Obtunder.
Otto P.
Bachman, Minneapolis, Minn. Application filed April

524,156.

6, 1893.

The invention is a holder for insulators consisting of a pin
provided with screw threads designed to engage the screw
threads in the interior of a glass insulator, the pin having projecting therefrom a bolt, a bolster for the bolt and means for

to secure strength, rigidity
simplicity of construction together with an adaptation of

2,

524,239.'
rence,

tric

524,098.

Jr.,
filed

Bir-

Feb-

Wire Support.

Detroit, Mich.

Application

Frank M.
filed

Novem-

1893.

It is the object of the invention to produce an insulating support that, while being a perfect insulator, will support the electric conducting wire very firmly against the strain placed upon
it by the running of a trolley under or over it, and It also supports the wire by means such that the trolley has perfect freedom of movement along the wire In passing the support.

also applicable to rheo-

Waterproof Insulated Electric Conductor. Dun524,066.
can Macfarian, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed
17,

Insulating Trolley

524.232.

stats.

May

Walker,

Application

The invention has reference to single liquid primary voltaic
batteries and has for its object to prevent wholly or in great
part polarization in the batteries
In constructing a single
liquid battery according to the invention amalgamated zinc Is
employed as the positive element and carbon as the negative
element, the electrolyte or exciting liquid being preferably a
strong solution of caustic soda or caustic potash,

The

invention

William

England.

111.

The

"to

Robert H.
filed Tanuaiy

mingham, Frank R. Wilkins, Handsworth, and Jabez

524,062.

passed.

Steamboats.
Application

for

facilitating the

buildings or

The invention relates to devices for electric signals on steamboats, in which a series of signals is operated by means of electric currents passed through coils and armatures: and the
object of the invention is to construct an electric signal which
shall be reliable and unfailing in ils work.

6, 1S93.

is

for
to

30, 1894.

Electric Pump.
Frank \V. Merritt and Arthur
524,044.
R. Roe, Dulutli, Minn. Application filed November

current

Fort

The combination

in an obtunder of a receiving chamber,
supplying the obtunding medium under pressure to
the chamber, an electrical heater arranged within the chamber,
and an obtundent chamber connected with the receiving
chamber, a discharge nozzle leading from the obtundent
chamber and .a valve arranged between the parts, is described.

means

for

524,165. Circuit Breaker for Electro-therapeutic Apparatus.
Louis W. Downes, Providence, R. I. Application filed
January 21, 1893.
This invention relates toapparatus for varying the periodicity
of pulsations of an electric current such as is employed in an
inductive coil for medical or other purposes.

Variable Resistance Medium for
W. Jacques, Newton, Mass.

524. 1 72.

William
filed

May

Telephones.
Application

14, 1894.

The

invention consists in an electric and microphonic boron
and also in ihe process by which the electric and microphonic
boron is produced. The process consists in reducing a salt
of boron by heating it with sodium or potassium and again
heating the product to a white heat in the absence of air.

524. 1 73.

A'ariable

William
filed

May

The
and

W.

M

Resistance
edium -for
Jacques, Newton, Mass.

Telephones.
Application

14, 1894.

invention consists in an electric and microphonic silicon
process by which it is produced. The process con-

in the

Submarine Signaling. Lucien I. Blake, LawKan. Application filed December 22, 1S93.

The invention is carried out in the following manner: An
insulated cable Is laid from the shore to a point near a lightship, where its core is electrically connected with the anchor of
the ship.
I he anchor chain Is
placed in metallic connection
with the sheathing of the vessel at the hawse pipe through
which It passes. Between the sheating of the ship and a submerged plate held at a short distance from the ship's side a
metallic circuit is established through a wire, to which is connected a telephonic transmitter and a receiver of very low resistance.
Similar Instruments are connected with the shore end of
the Insulated cable, and batteries provided for the transmitters.
Electric Railway Pole Ratchet. Thomas J. Mc524.282.
Tighe, New York, N. V. Application filed January
23. 1893.
Ttie object of the inventor is to produce a ratchet which can
be attached directly to a metallic pole while being electncally
insulated therefrom and consists in the combination, with a
ratchet drum, of a carrying yoke therefor, and a cover box
clamped or adapted to be clamped to the pole, the yoke and
cover box being insulated fro.ni each other,

Trolley Wire Circuit Breaker.
Thoma.s J. McTighe and Sumner W. Childs, New York, N. Y. Apfiled
plication
January 23, 1893.

524.283.

The aim of the inventor has been to construct a circuit
breaker which while having the necessary insulating qualitj'
has its connecting parts in duplicate, each also bracing and
stififening the whole, and each Insulated from the other, so that
should a short-circuit or burn-out occur, it will he confined to
one of these, and the other will keep the trolley line intact.

Primary Voltaic Batteiy. William Walker, Tr.,
Birmingham, and Frank R. Wilkins, Handsworth,
England. Application filed June 4, 1894.

524,291.

A single liquid primary voltaic batterj' consisting of a porous
contains the exciting liquid In which the zinc or positive
element of the battery is suspended, the other or negative element carbon in the form of powder and coarse grains, being retained in position around the outside of the porous cell by
means ol a wire gauze casing, is described.

cell

.
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The use

Attractive Isolated Plant.

of directly coupled engines ami

lated electric lighting plants

is

the intervention of a central exchange or an operator.

dynamos

in-

much

of
value for those engaged in electrical pursuits.
Nevertheless the plant illustrated by the accompanying picinterest or

ture

worthy of attention owing

is

pact design and

to its attractiveness,

the evident care bestowed

\"ork Safety, rated at lOO horse power, with
shaft

is

Mr. Bean's Statement.

com-

upon the whole

two

extended, and on either side

In

the armature shaft of a Siemens

llalske

no

keyed

direct

of 32 kilowatts capacity.

The

to

the trouble over the electric railway at

way company, sends the following personal statement:
The street railway company constructed in November,

to

volt

l^

relation

Benton Harbor, Mich., which brought about the siiooting
of --Vlderman Shnver, as noted in the Western Electrician of last week, W. Worth Bean, president of the rail-

fly-wheels.
is

the kind they are using for paving,
^yithout authority of
law or even a resolution from the city council, two aldermen of the street committee, with one of the pavino- contractors, three policemen, four wagons and a gang of
Thiftv
laborers, at the unseasonable hour of four o'clock"^ and un
'

Sunday morning, proceeded

to destroy my company's
I appealed to the deputy sheriff after tweve
o'clock
Saturday night, and at his request and knowledge furnished
him a posse of five men and myself with four guns. I
ran a car to the scene of action, and the track destroyers,
upon its approach, began to throw blocks and planks on
the track and proceed- with picks to dig up the
track,
During this proceeding and while the sheriff was trying to
make them desist my gan was accidentally discharged from
the front platform of the car, the contents striking^the f^ate
of the car and going into the ground, with the exception of
two No. 2 shot, which struck one of the aldermen, who
was some distance away. One shot lodged in the thumb,
tracks.

installation.
It has been set up in Ashbourne, Pa., one of the
numerous suburban towns clustering about Philadelphia,
and is the private plant of John B. Stetson. The engine isa New

The main

No. 8
This

method involves the use of a large quantity of wire, but it
is convenient and effectual, and the interest on the wire
investment does not equal the wages of an attendant. The
plant was installed by Gustave Monrath.

for iso-

extending so rapidly that

dividual examples have, as a rule, ceased to possess

25, 1894.

1S92, two squaresof tracks

on Mainand Sixth

streets, rim-

AN ArTRACTIVIi; ISOLATED PLANT.
current multipolar

combination
is

is

dynamo

operated at 270 revolutions per minute and

capable of supplying current to about r,ooo incandescent

lamps of 16 candle power each.
usual attention has been ^aid
chines,

board

As
to the

will

be seen, more than

decoration of the ma-

and a pleasing effect is thus obtained. The switchequipped with Weston instruments, and the whole

is

plant bears evidence of careful construction.

Private Telephone Equipment.
One

of the

first

private

telephone

installations

erected in Chicago since the expiration of the
Bell patent

is

that of the

Whitman

^'t

to

be

fundamental

Barnes Manufacturing

company, whose power transmission plant at West Pullman
was recently described in this journal. Ten Stromberg telephones have been placed in various parts of the large estabhshment, connected on the ''mutual exchange" principle.
Each telephone is provided with a switch having a contact
and connection for every other instrument. Thus every
user can put his telephone in circuit with any other without

.

ning to Territorial street, under the terms and provisions
of an ordinance passed, accepted and approved August 17,
1892, the same continuing on Territorial street and other
streets to the east city limits.
On June 7, 1S93, the cily
council agreed with the railway company to repeal that portion of the ordinance on Territorial street and change the
same to Main street, with the understanding that the property owners were to pay the railway company one dollar per
foot to develop the property on Main street.
Last June the
financial depression caused trouble and the property owners
could not raise the money.
In Hay, 1S94, the ordinance
expired by limitation, this company claiming no further
rights under it.
On August 6, 1894, the property owners
and this company came to an agreement. That night the
council passed a resolution repealing the ordinance of June
7th, and requesting the company to remove the tracks at
once.

met the council committee on Thursday, August 9th, and
agreed to change the grade of two thousand feet of track,
and move all poles to the curb line free of expense to the
city.
I also agreed to see that my track was planked with
good three-inch plank. The original grade was establislfed
by the city engineer and tracks were laid according to his
I

Two members

of the committee said I should
declined to do it, as the plankconsiderably
ing was
better than the cedar blocks with sap,
stakes.

pave with cedar blocks.

I

just under the skin, and the other one lodged in the front
part of the leg, just above the knee.
I
assured them at the
time that it was an accidental discharge of the gun. Not until
afier the accidental discharge of the gun was heard did the
sheriff have possession of the field.
They gave me no time
to appeal to the courts for relief, and I knew nothing of it
until late Saturday night.
At the time of the trouble and arrest I was in full possession of the property, and after giving bonds and turning the
property over to the sheriff for protection, I returned to my
office in St. Joseph.
After all of us had left the property
and the sheriff had taken charge of it for protection, he
allowed the riotous work to begin again, and they succeeded
in destroying the track, to the utter disgust of a large number of taxpayers and citizens, who so badly needed the road
to Morton's Hill.
petition had been circulated among
the property owners and citizens of the East Side-, known
as Morton's Hill, and subscriptions had been taken for the
further extension of this track.

A

The watev power

of the River Valserine has already been
dynamos of the oldest electric light
that of Bellegarde-sur-Valserine, AIn.

utilized for. driving the

station in France,
but only 120 horse power is employed there.
J. GuiUemet
has now drawn up a project whereby about 7,500 horse

power would be made

available.
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Novel Electrical Device for Racetracks.

ELECTRICIAN.

August

Electric Illuminating Plant of the Herz-

berger Insane Asylum, Lichten-

Richard E. Sherman of Chicago has devised an electric

Germany.

berg,

institution,

of the village of Lichtenberg and north of the Friederichs-

Numerous

taken of the model.
to

be

utilized

plans have been

proposed

enable judges to be constantly near the horses upon a

none have met w^ith any particular
owing to the high speed that
must be attained to enable the moving car to run with
absolute safety at the rate of a mile in two minutes around
a continual curve.
The construction proposed by Mr.
Sherman is a suspended car and separate wires for support
race track, but as yet

amount

of success, partially

On

July

newly

1S93, the

r,

berg

The

colony near Berlin.

the public.

to

one of the most notable of

asylum at
This

city insane

built

Lichtenberg, Germany, was opened

its

kind, lies northeast

may be

of the plant

size

judged when it is stated that the institution covers an area
of about 36 acres, upon which there are not less than 25

The

buildings.

establishment

capable of accommodating

is

from 1,000 to 1,100 patients, the number of the officers and
employes being in the neighborhood of 250.
The buildings
include

and

large

six

number

of farm

hospitals,

Adjacent

officers.

two detention houses and a

houses, besides residences for the director
limits of

the

to

the institution

is

engines are provided

not to be had in

sufficient

was necessary to add a surface condenser, which was placed by the side of the boiler house. The
necessary pump in connection therewith is operated by an
electric motor built by the firm of Naglo Brothers.
Belted
quantity for injection,

apparatus, and the photographs whicli are reproduced were

to

but as water

jet condensers,

\\-ith

by patrol
judges for following horses in a race, an idea of which may
be gained by reference to the accompanying illustrations.
Patents have been applied for on the several features of the
railway system for race tracks

The

a pressure of seven atmospheres.

1894

25.

each engine

to

it

a continuous current dynamo made by

is

These machines are of the drum armathe armature is carried on
a very strong hub, the iron disks composing it bejng pressed
together by strong bronzed rings held in position by bolls.
the firm mentioned.

The hodyof

ture four pole type.

The windings

consist of single bars of copper connected

m

a

At a speed of 450 revolutions per minute
the machines deliver 500 amperes at 120 volts pressure.
peculiar manner.

When

necessary, for the purpose of charging the accumula-

the voltage

tors,

may be

The effective work

raised to iSo.

of

proper there are various other buildings, as well as a court-

each of these dynamos at

yard

power. Any two of these machines are sufficient to supply the
maximum demand of the plant, even should it be increased

of considerable extent, and also the boiler house.
Branching out from the boiler house are large subways
specially designed for the purpose of conveying the hot

water pipes, steam pipes and electric conductors to all of the

numerous

Gas

illumination

not

"was

fact,

this plant,

has

considered

the fact that an

and

economical

results

entirely— in
of

construction

danger, heat generating

Urban gave every evidence
properly

plant,

of

con-

would be far more
of the same
dimen-

operated,
plant

gas

a

the

objections

of

from

obtained

Urban are due

plant at

its

lighting

electric

without

satisfactory

of

efficiently

than

and

sions

the

in

experience gained in the use of elec-

tricity at the city hospital

structed

excluded

—

on account of

The

properties, etc.

been

reasons of economy, but more partic-

partly for

ularly in this case

to

an additional 15 per cent.

to

draw upon the storage

machinery

buildings.

the

The

latter.

the electric lighting

full

is

load

is

about 90

electrical horse

therefore not necessary

It is

batteries

current while the

for

in operation.

The accumulator battery consists of 130 Tudor cells
made by the Hagen company.
The minimum capacity
of this battery is S30
ampere hours at a
discharge

of

and

24S

ampere hours

maximum

the

capacity

142 amperes or under.

at

The

1,190

battery

capable of maintaining about 1,000 incandescent lamps

hours

or

560

dynamos

three

lamps
is

Sj^ hours.

self exciting or

battery as occasion requires.
regulator

is

placed

When

contacts.

a.

.

For

is

3^

Each one of the
"may be e.xcited by the

this

purpose, close to the

switching device provided with two

switched on to one the exciting

is

accom-

and arrange-

to the fine condition

ment of its components. The large number of lamps, tlie
economy of the steam apparatus and dynamos, the determination of proper proportions relating to the capacity of
FIG. 2.

and

for

NOVEL ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR RACETRACKS.
carrying the current to energize the motor.

intended to suspend the car, as shown In Fig.
three-fourths of an inch in diameter,

being used to carry the current at

No.

no

porting wire l>eing suspended from

i6

volts,

i,

It is

upon wire

copper

and

wire

the

wooden poles

sup-

at

the

The car is made of wood and of suffiaccommodate two persons. The motor, as seeit
in Fig.
2, is placed under the seat and is controlled by a
braking device operated by the foot. The armature carries
upon its shaft a wheel, belted to another wheel mounted
upon the shaft, which also carries the wheel by which the
car is suspended.
Swaying of the car while traveling at a
high rate of speed is lessened to a great extent by the
trolley arm, which is provided with a stiff spring.
It is the
side of the track.
cient size to

idea of the

paratus

and

to

equip racetracks with this ap-

now

in process of construction at the

inventor

one

is

dynamos and accumulators, and the maintenance of the
which at the same time serves the

the

central heating plant,

engines,

may

As

be mentioned as factors of success.

the

general conditions at the Herzberger institution were very

and quite as favorable, the electric light was decided
upon, and the city authorities authorized the firm of Naglo

similar

Urban plant, to proceed
once with the execution of that at Herzberger also. The

Brothers, the constructors of the
at

illuminating plant in operation in the

spring of 1S93 con-

two arc lamps of 15 amperes each, six arc lamps
of 9 amperes each, 10 arc lamps of 6 amperes each, 2,160
16 candle power and 7S 32 candle power incandescent lamps.
Of these lamps the 32 candle power and a number of the
sisted of

lamps serve to illuminate the grounds, while the remainder are distributed about the interiors of tlie several
arc

With

buildings.

stalled,

reference to the disposition

demanded

the requirements

that

of the plant,

an emergency plant be

in-

which, in case of the failure of the principal source

of energy, should be capable of

without

illumination

requirements

filling all

This

interruption.

problem

for

solved through the application of the three-wire system.

plished

through the

In the case of failure of one-half of

througli

the

this

system, whether

through the accidental breaking down of the motive power,
or tiirough any cause attributable to the failure ot the principal plant, or to a

would

break in the system of wires, the current

be maintained

same pressure, the center
or neutral wire being of large enough capacity to carry all
of the current and to act as outside conductor.
In order to
still

at the

insure the reliable operation of the center wire at

all

times,

without danger of interruption, fuses have been studiously
omitted; instead of which, however,
leads,

and

all

wire

is

all

wires to single lamps

have double-pole

fuses, so

assured beyond

all

that

branches from main

and groups of lamps,
operation of the center

the

question, and injury to

To meet

cally impossible.

it

the requirements of the

gency plant, the three-wire system

carried into

is

all

practi-

emer-

rooms

containing more than one lamp, so that if one-half of the
system should break down, the operation of the other half
is

not impaired.

gine
FIG.

I.

NOVEL ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR RACETRACKS.

Hawthorne
cases

be

track, near

easily secured

dynamo may be

installed

room and

building

is

Fig.

i

shows the ground plan of the en-

The

boiler house.

greater portion

occupied by the boilers.

This

is

in

most

the fact that the boilers not only serve to feed

small

but

with the motor equipment.

The

Current can

to

furnish

The boiler room

steam

adjoining the boiler room,

Chicago.

The engines were

It is reported that Siemens & Halske, of Berlin, intend to
establish an electrical plant in the Witwatersrand mining
district of South Africa, to supply electrical energy for pumping, boring and other purposes.

room

heating

contains 10 Heine boilers.

scheme have been carefully worked out and it
Should
is intended to soon give the system a practical test.
it prove a thorough success the patrol judges will be able to
watch each horse all the way around the track, and "jockeyThe car will, of course, run a
ing" can be at once detected.
little in the rear of the horses.
The model from which the
illustrations were taken was made by A. E, Yeoman,
details of the

for

is

of this

explained from

circuits or a

Chicago.

from neighboring

ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING PLANT OF THE HERZBERGER INSANE ASYLUM, LICHTENBERG, GERMANY.

FIG. 4.

was

the engines,

the

To

buildings.

the right,

a shop used as a workshop,

and a room in which is
stored the valves and apparatus of the steam system.
To
the left and adjoining the boiler room is the accumulator
room and engine room, separated by the acid room. Fig.
also a

2 presents

contains

for the superintendent,

an excellent view of the engine room, which*
three

vertical
built

compound

condensing engines.

by the Berliner Maschinenfabrik and

areof loohorsepower capacity each. Their high pressure cylinders have a diameter ot 350 millimeters,
cylinders 600 millimeters.

and the low pressure

The guaranteed steam

tion for one indicated horse

power

is

consum'p-

7.75 kilogrammes at

seen at

tl>e

and when

The

on the other

distributing

bars

which shows the wiring system,
three automatic compensating switches.

top in Fig.

are connected up to

By

batteries,

dynamos themselves.
3,

means not only are the two outside conductors
the center wire also, and in
consequence of this method the number of regulating devices is materially lessened. Each half of the three-wire system is permanently connected to one of the outside dy;iathis

provided with switches, but

mos, while the center machines can be switched to one or
the other half of the system as may be found necessary.
As

may be seen, is not accomplished
through the accumulators, but by the dynamos, it is evident
that the plant does not depend on the battery for its operathe division of potential, as

Near the battery switches are placed switches with
two contacts. When the lever is turned on one contact, the
current from the machines passes to the cell-charging switch;
when on the other, into the leads for the several circuits.
The pressure in the distributing bars and feeders is entuely
controlled by a pair of voltmeters in circuit with automatic
switches.
The dynamos and accumulators are also provided with the necessary complement of instruments.
The
entire set of measuring, regulating and switching aj^paratus
tion.

is

remarkable for

its

compactness, perfection of construction

The compensating

and general excellence.

4, are particularly interesting.

switches. Fig.

In principle of construction

and operation they very much resemble the automatic devices of the Hagen Accumulator company.

To
the

set in action the

toothed wheel which

switch lever, there

is

connected to

are two pawls, one of which acts

when

the tension is too great, the other when it is too low.
These pawls are operated by an electro-magnetic device something on the principle of the electric motor, with the differ-

ence that they are not designed for rotarybutfor oscillatory
motion. The device consists of an iron armature spool moving in a strong magnetic

field.

The

battery

cell

switches

:

August

25,
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by contact voltmeters and quicksilverconlact
operation of this arrangement is most reliable
and satisfactory. Extending from the engine room and
supported on insulators in the conduits, which are connected
with the boiler house, are copper bar feeders braiiching out

are controlled

The

relaj-s.

From

to three feeding points.

these the lamps

The

about the grounds rereive their current.
the residences of the officers

and

courtyard and the grounds,

The

underground cables.

distributed

conductors for

farn\ houses, as well as to the

receive their current through

illumination

staircases in the single buildings

of the halls and

separate from the sick

is

The

wards, and can be altogether switched out.

.system of

wiring has been done in the most careful manner, none but
jwrcelain insulators having been used in

The conductors

construction.

its

leading to upper stories are placed in grooves

of masonry, which on removal of the ceiling are directly ac-

The

cessible.

switches are accessible only to such persons

All the requirements necessary to proper conditions and
the welfare of the patients confined in the various wards

have been taken into careful consideration.

It

may

up a small stage used

used to

is

it

and also

for their entertainment,

to supply current for a projecting lantern.

Tlie incandes-

used for exterior lighting are placed

lampi^

cent

also be

electric illuminating plant contributes to

the general welfare of the patients, inasmuch as
'iglu

I, 1S79, ^y which these great corporations agreed to stifle
competition, the monopoly of telegraphy being reserved to
the Western Union Telegraph company and of telephony
to the American Bell Telephone company.
These Edison patents are fmidamental, and it is undisputed that if they shall be held not to be limited by the expiration of foreign patents, they, with the Berliner patent
now in litigation, as hereinafter stated, and which was delayed or slept in the Patent Office from June, 1S77, to November 17, 1S91, will easily enable the American Bell Telephone company to prolong its monopoly for seventeen
years from the date of the last patent. That the importance
of these patents may be appreciated, I quote from the claims
of two of them as allowed, viz., Nos. 474,231 and 474,232,
as follows:
"In a telegraphic apparatus operated by sound, the combination with the diaphragm of one or more contact points
of plumbago or similar inferior conductor in the electric
circuit, whereby the rise and fall of electric tension is proportionate to the pressure exerted upon the said point or
points by the diaphragm, substantially as set forth."

(474,231.)

as are authorized to look after them.

mentioned that the

87

partly

on wall arras or brackets and on iron candelabra.
Thesecandelabracontain in their sockets double- pole fuses,
which on removal of a covering plate are easily accessible.
The underground conduits which serve to conduct the heat

"A spring forming or carrying one electrode of the-circuit
of a telephone and constantly pressing against the other
electrode and dia])hragm to maintain the required initial
pressure between the electrodes and yield to the movement
of the diaphragm, substantially as described."
(474,232.)
These inventions were in constant public use practically
from 1S7S, and assisted in founding a monopoly such as only
the modern commercial world has witnessed, and which has
existed from that time to the present.
Seldom, if ever, has
an invention come so rapidly into public favor and returned
to those owning it such substantial and, as I think, ample
rewards.
It has been very ably and intelligently managed,
and has unquestionably conferred a great benefit upon mankind.
In order that some appreciation may be had of the
enormous profit that has been yielded by this invention to
its owners, I quote from the testimony of John E. Hudson,

sidiary companies were added, the annual net profit derived
from the people would probably be more than double the

sum here given.
Members of the present Congress have been told that the
proposed amendment is in the interest of the "poor inventor.'*
In order that the truth of this claim may be judged,
1 quote further from the evidence of Mr. Hudson in the suit
heretofore referred to. The quotation will be found on page
volume I of the record, and is as follows:
"Cross-Int. 99.
Do you know what was paid by the National Bell Telephone company or its predecessor, the Bell
Telephone company, to Mr. Berliner for the invention
covered by his application of June 4, 1S77?
"(Question objected to as immaterial.)
"Ans. My memory is that an option was taken upon it;
that the option was exercised, and the matter concluded in
the early time of the American Bell.
I cannot recall the
exact amount; $25,000 is the sum that comes into my mind.
"That, however, is not the whole story. The relations
between Mr. Berliner and the company have involved also
his other inventions and some services; and on the other side
considerable payments, in part expressly for the patent in
suit, and in part not specially attributed.
The price to him
of the microphone invention may be stated at $100,000."
One hundred thousand dollars as a sum total to the
inventor for all his inventions and services and a net annual
income of three million four hundred and eleven thousand
six hundred and seventy-four dollars and seventy-eight cents
to the purchasing company affords a striking exhibition of
solicitude for the "poor inventor."
These inventions of Edison were patented at early
dates.
In England, France and Canada, in 1S77; in Belgium, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Germany and Spain, in
1S78; in Prussia in 1SS2.
The art, in so far as these patents are concerned, is free in foreign countries, and, according to numerous decisions of the circuit courts of the
United States, is thereby made free in this country. The
question has not yet been decided in the Supreme Court of
526,

and which contain the conducting systeui are also lit by 60
These lamps, placed at long intervals, are so arranged that as one enters and passes from one conduit to
the other, the lamps may be switched out at the end of the
subway and others switched on in advance. The plant has
lamps.

been

in

constant operation since the spiing of 1S93, during

which time

The

ever.

it is

said there

been no interruption what-

has

illustrations are

reproduced from the Elektro-

technischc Zcitschrifi.

The Attempt

to

Extend the Telephone
Monopoly.

Brief reference was made in this journal last week to the
memorial addressed to Congress by Chailes H. Aldrich, exsolicitor-general of the United States, calling attention to
the obvious effect on the telephone monopoly of certain bills

introduced in the

former

his

official

House

to

position

amend
and

From

the patent laws.

from his connection with

telephone litigation, as well as from his prominence as a
lawyer, Mr. Aldrich's remonstrance

is

received, wide

conviction

have followed

attention, carrying
it

with attention.

Western Electrician was
of the memorial
interest,

entitled

all

affected

of great

it is

telephony, but

by patent law,
The memorial is entitled "The American
entire.
phone Monopoly and the Pending Legislation in
est," and reads as follows:
electrical

other

who

published the complete text

all interested in

men

and has

Since the last issue of the

has come to hand, and as

not only to

to,

to

to
is

it

all

given

Bell Tele-

such charge. It is my purpose to show that the American
Bell Telephone company is vitally interested in this legislation, and that a great wrong would be done the American,^
people should the present law be changed as proposed.

On May

3,

1S93, three patents were issued to the

Union Telegraph company on applications

Westby

filed

Patent Ko. 474,230, apas follows:
plication filed April 27, 1877; Patent No. 474>23i, application filed Julv 20, 1S77; Patent No. 474,232, application
filed July 20,' 1877; and on March 7, 1S93, Patent No.
filed
492,789 was issued to the same party on an application
by the same party on September 5, 1S77. These inventions
comTelephone
became the property of the American Bell
pany by the telephone consolidation contract of November

Thomas A. Edison,

of the American Bell Telephone company, as
given on February 15, 1S94, in the suit of the United
States of America against the American Bell Telephone
company, pending in the Circuit Court of the United States
for the District of Massachusetts, broaght to annul the patent granted to Emil Berliner on November 17, 1S91. The
extracts are taken from pages 519 and 520 of volume i of the
record in the suit named.
jiresident

An attempt has -been made to secure the enactment by
the present Congress of an amendment to section 4,887 of
the Revsed Statutes of the United States, so that a domestic patent shall not be limited in its duration by the expiration of a foreign patent, unless the patent has been granted
in the foreign country prior to the date of the filing of the
In other words,
application for the same in this country.
proposed that the time shall not commence to run
it is
against the monopoly created by a patented invention in
this country, notwithstanding the people of every other
country are free to use the same invention, by reason of the
expiration of the foreign patents thereon, providing only the
inventor has filed an application in the Patent Office before
he took out his foreign patents.
I have before me at this writing printed copies of proposed bills in which this amendment is embodied as folHouse bill 4,515, introduced December 7, 1S93, by
lows;
Mr. Fielder; house bill 5,0*14, introduced January 5, 1S94,
by Mr. Covert; house bill 5,361, introduced January 20,
1894, by Mr. Hall of Minnesota (by request); house bill
6,098, introduced March 3, 1894, by Mr. Hall of Minnesota; house bill 6,597, introduced April 6, 1S94, by Mr.
Hall of Minnesota.
In ihe following statement I do not wish in any sense to
be understood as imputing to any of the gentlemen who
have introduced these bills, or to any member of Congress,
any corrupt or improper motives. I distinctly disclaim any

ern
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Its Inter-

Ans.

The

to 1892, both

figures giving the net income of the company from 1SS5
dates inclusive, as follows, are correct

Year's
Inci

Increase.

Per

cent.

Gain.

—

$1,809,996.48
$i6,^,.154 28

1887
18SS

i8qi.
1892

.

2.2 J7,''" 08,1;
2,4?6.4''5.<;6
2,'^6i,888 £9
2 869 418.
_^,T2-,8i9 90

3,411,674-78

264,257.3^
198,855.44
225 425 13
207.529 66
257-401 -^S
284,854 88

the United States, but is now pending in that tribunal, as
pointed out in a communication to me by my client, M. G.
Kellogg, a highly responsible and well-known gentleman of
Chicago, and also a large owner of telephone stocks.'
It will be urged that the examiners in the Patent Office
found that the long delay of fifteen years in the issuance of
the Edison patents was not the fault of the American Bell
Telephone company, but of the office. The same contention is made by the defense in the pending Berliner case.
I
trust that the statements of complacent or subservient offiIf the
cials to this effect will not be given undue weight.
claim that this monopoly is prolonged for a total period of
thirty-two years through the fault of the Patent Office is true,
then I submit that that office ought to be investigated, abolished or administered. In making this criticism of the administration of the Patent Office, I do not at all w^ishto reflect
upon Mr. Seymour, the present commissioner of patents.
His answer to J. J. Storrow, Esq., the leading attorney of
the American Bell Telephone company, under date of June
and of
I, 1893, shows such a just appreciation of his duties
his relations to the other departments of the government,
and at the same time such entire independence of action,
that I am sure there will be no cause of criticism of that
administration.
At the same time the
office during his
fact that the attorney of the American Bell Telephone company could make such a request of the commissioner of
patents as is indicated by the answer of Mr. Seymour
would seem to indicate that the course of events had been
of such a character theretofore that he supposed his wish
The honorable
\\ould constitute a law of the department.

8.9

925
78
S 97

It is to be remembered that these vast sums represent the
income received by the American Bell Telephone company
alone, and there is not taken into account the numerous

exchanges established throughout the country, in nearly all
of which the American Bell Telephone company owns but a
bare majority of the capital stock, and nearly all of which
have yielded enormous returns to their owners. But the net

income of the American Bell Telephone company will serve
as well as the aggregate of all these companies to illustrate
Three million four hunthe point which I desire to make.
dred and eleven thousand six hundred and seventy-four
"dollars and seventy-eight cents is a large net income to ask
this Congress to give to this very ably managed corporation
for each year for seventeen years to come; it is to be remembered .that this is a net income, and represents the residue,
after these officers have voted themselves and all their attorneys and agents princely salaries, and paid the expenses,
be assumed, of the numerous lobbyists who everyit is to
where seem so zealous in their interests. It is also to be
remembered that this tribute which they have so complacently divided, and which they ask you so complacently to
If the profits ofthesubcontinue, comes from the people.

I would
I. In connection with the institution of the Berliner suit,
that the American Bell Telephone company attempted to prevent the institution of that suit by claiming that I was then, as solicitor-general, seeking to serve Mr. Keltogg's interests rather than
those of the public. A full refutation of that combined threat and
charge is found in the records of the Department of Justice in the
shape of a letter from me to the attorney-general and of the latter
W. Swan, attorney for the American Bell Telephone
officer to
company. It is a significant fact that this company chose as a medium through which to formulate its charge an officer of the United
States ihe then commissioner of patents. I would not deign to allude to this matter were it not for the fact that the representatives of
the Bell company will seek to meet this e.\posure of their plans in
connection with this legislation by a repetition of similar charges. I
beg leave to siiggest that my relations to the question are unimportant, if the charges herein contained are well founded.

add

W

—

WESTERN
commissioner's letter is foiindntpage 1,344, volume 2 of the
record ill the Herliner case.
senses can
r respectfully submit that no man in his right
believe, as it seems to me, that the Berhner and the four
Edison patents were inevitably delayed in their journey
through the Patent 0;llce until (he original patents to AlexIt will be seen
ander Graliam Bell were aljout to expire.
from the testimony of iMr. Hudson in the suit heretofore referred to that the same difficulty has not generally been
encountered.
The fact is tliat these patents were fundamental, and we

must believe that the plan was deliberately formed to prolong the monopoly for' another seventeen years.
Thus a
statute enacted pursuant to the enlightened constitutional
policy of 'promoting the progress of science and of the
useful arts by securing for limited terms to authors and inventors an exclusive right to their respsctive writings and
discoveries" is made a means of defeating its own purpose
and of wronging and defrauding the people.
I grant that the statute as now const'-uedmay work injury
in some cases.
The contrary construction, either by tlie
declaration of Congress or of the Supreme Court, will cost
th.e people many millions of dollars, and perpetually fasten
this monopoly uj^on the commercial interests of the country.
I, therefore, with the view of doing justice to the "poor
inventor" and at the same time of rendering inelTectual this
scheme of the American Bell-Telephone company and all
similar schemes, would suggest that instead of the proposed
legislation laws to the following ]3urport be enacted:
1.
That the domestic patent shall expire upon the expiration of the foreign patent witliout reference to the time of
application for the patent, and making this law applicable
in express terms to patents, or applications therefor, heretofore granted.
Providing that when an invention shall lieapplied for,
2.
and shall come into public use, the monopoly shall cease
and determine seventeen years from the date of the first
public use, without reference to the date of the allowance
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have already been closed and the cause has been
submitted by argument to Judge. Carpentei-, and his decision
is now under advisement.
In November, 1S92, I also presented to you certain facts

May,

relating to the issue

in

which patents

1892,

of three

patents

to

were controlled and
practically owned by the American Bell Telephone company
and were for inventions made by Edison as early as the year
1877, and I indicated grounds on which the vaHchty of these
Edison patents could also be tested by a suit instituted by
At the same time I
the attorney-general to annul them.
called attention to theprovisions of section 4,887 of the Revised Statutes and the decisions of the circuit courts in
relation thereto., and submitted for the consideration of the
honorable attorney-general, whether in view of these decissions there was in his opinion any necessity for instituting
A. Edison,

suits to annul these Edison patents.
In subsequent interviews with you and Judge Taylor, the special counsel employed by the government, I understood that in view of
the decisions referred to and your own views of the construction of the statute no such suit was deemed necessary.
I understand t^iat bills are now before Congress, the effect
of which wilt be to make these patents (with others like
them) valid, and give them life until May, 1909, or for
thirty-two years after Edison's inventions were made and for

thirty-one years after his microphone invention went into
public use.
The result, if this law is passed, is that until
March, 1S93, the American Bell Telephone company had
had the monopoly of the telephone business through its Bell
patents, and then, on account of the issue of the patents on
the Berliner and Edison inventions, or either of them, if the
j^atent or jmtents of the other is held to be invalid, it expects
to retain the jiractical patent mono]5oly of the telephone
business until the year 190S or 1909, or thirty years and more
from the time when all the principal telephone inventions
had been made and had gone into extensive commercial
use.
That such is tlie scope and protection claimed by the
Bell companv from its Berliner and li!dison patents is shown

1894

ability with which they are known to guard all their
patent interests and the known connection there is between
the appeal heretofore referred to.
It is well
known that F. P. Fish, Esq., of Boston, who has charge of
the appeal case, is the general and active patent counsel of
the General Electric company, and has for years been employed by the Bell company in its patent legislation, and
appeared for that company in its defense in the recent and
pending suit to annul the Berliner patent.
The interest of the Bell Telephone company in having its
Edison patents made valid until the year 1909 is incalculably great, in view of the doubts as to the validity of the
Berliner patent and the further fact that there is a question
as to whether the Berliner patent covers all forms of practical microphones, while there is no doubt that in view of
the present state of the art the carbon of the Edison patents
is a necessity in practical liiicrophones.
As much as it is to
the advantage of the Bell c<nnpany to have the Edison patents made valid, even so much is it to the disadvantage ot
the public that they should be legalized.
To give figures
on this question of pecuniary advantage, there weie
owned by the Bell Telephone
283,238 microphones
company and in use in the United States on December
According to the contracts between the Bell
20, 1893.
company and its licensee exchanges, the latter are to
charge the public %\o per annum' for each of these microphones, in addition to a fair price for their lines,
service, etc., and are to pay the Bell company $7per annum
for each microphone. There are minor exceptions to these.
Therefore the public are paying, approximately, $2,832,380
annually for the microphones in use December 20, 1893, of
which the Bell company receives approximately $1,980,000
annually.
On account of certaii. rel^aies made to the licensees from tlie contract rates, the Bell company's proportion
is somewhat less than the above.
Fifteen years' payment
for said number of instruments at the above rates would
make about $42,000,000 paid by the jjublic, and about

summate

in the case

Thomas

25,

,

them and

$29,000,000 going directly to the Bell company. This does
not take into consideration the growth of the business and
indirect pecuniary advantages from the maintenance of the
Berliner and Edison patents.
The electric light trust is
also interested to the extent of millions of dollars in having
section 4,887 construed or modified so as to save their
patents which are in jeopardy.
This is not the first time that the question of modifying
section 4,887 of the Revised Statutes has been before Congress. Years ago, before the question of the Edison patents
had arisen, efforts were made to have the section modified
on substantially the same lines as present effort is directed
to.
An able firm of patent attorneys then presented a brief
to the patent committees of Congress, arguing in favor of a
modification of the section, but expressed their opinion that
the effect of the modification should not be retroactive so as
to make patents valid which were issued previous to the
jiassage of the act.
In preparing their brief, they acted on
broad views and did not have any axe to grind, either for
their clients or themselves.
ested advisers.

They were

practical, dishiter-

would be proper and just to have the statute
amended if guarded language is used so as at once to do
justice to the inventors and the interests of the public.
Of
course such a statute would not have the effect of renewing
the Edison patents, and of thereby extending the Bell telephone monopoly until the year 1909. In the brief heretofore referred to it was suggested that if the law was
amended as suggested by the attorneys, and there were individual cases in which it would be just to extend or renew
think

I
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or issue of the patent.
Such an act would protect the people against monopolies for a period longer than that now
contemplated by statute, and make the plans by which an
invention is held in the Patent Office for fifteen or Jiiore
years of little avail.
This provision should apply to patents heretofore granted.
I have no doubt of the constitutionality of such application.
Providing that when in any suit in any circuit court
3.
ot the United Stales any patent is in controversy in which
the patent is not issued within five years of the first application therefor, and the decision is in favor of the validity
of the patent, or any of the claims thereof, the party
against which such decision is made may appeal the
same directly to the Supreme Court of the United States,
anything in any other act of Congress regulating or defining
the jurisdiction of any of the courts of the United States
and appeals therefrom to the contrary notwithstanding.
Such an act would make that great tribunal, the Supreme.
Court of the United States, the final arbiter in this controversy and other like controversies in which so many
millions are involved, and in which the people of all parts
of the country are interested.
I know that this is an unusual way to present one's views
to the representatives of the people in Congress, but I feel
assured that I shall be justified both by you and by the people against whom this conspiracy has been planned and so
nearly consummated, without the knowledge, I must assume, of any member of Congress.

Mr. Kellogg's
foregoing,

is

letter

to

Mr.

Aldrich,

particularly interesting from

the incandescent

lamp

litigation.

It is

alluded to in the
its

couched

reference
in

the

to
fol-

lowing terms:
It is well
in

at

known and

is

a part of the official records

that

November, 1S92, 1 presented to the Department of Justice
Washington a carefully j>repared brief to the eifect that

the attoney-general should institute a suit in behalf of the
United States to annid Berliner's patent No. 463,569, issued
to the .\merican Bell Telephone company November 17,
1S91, and that on the 9th day of February', 1893, the attorney-general filed a bill in the name of the United States in
the Circuit Court of the United States for the District of
Massachusetts to annul the Berliner patent.
The proofs

by its advertisements now printed in electrical journals.
The General Electric company, with its affiliating companies, has an interest similar to the Bell company's in having section 4,887 of the Revised Statutes construed or modified in such a way as to make valid certain of its electric light
patents. On the same favorable construction or modification
of this section of the statutes depends the question as to
whether the Edison incandescent lamp paten t and other patents
of the electric light trust represented by the General Electric
company, are valid; in other words, whether or not the
electric light business, as well as the telephone business of
the country, is open to competition.

The

construction of section 4,887 of the Revised
Statutes in so far as it relates to the validity of the Edison
telephone patents, as well as the electric light patents referred to, has never been passed upon by -the Supreme Court,
although, as J have heretofore stated, the decisions of the
circuit courts have been uniformly against the validity of
such patents.
A case unimportant in itself, but in which
the principles are involved, has been certified to from one
of the appellate courts to the Supreme Court, and will come
up for argument at an early date. It is believed that this
action is in the interest of the American Bell Telephone
company and of the General Electric company, in the hope
of getting a reversal of the circuit court decisions in regard
to section 4,887. An article was published in the Electrical
Engineer of January 17, 1894, in which it was pointed out
that the appeal is in the interest of these two companies.
It would appear from the bills now before Congress, heretofore referred to, that the interests which desire such a
favorable construction of section 4,887, not having confidence that the decision of the Supreme Court will be in their
favor, are preparing for an adverse decision by securing if
possible the passage of a retroactive law, which will make
valid their patents, which were either illegally issued or have
already expired in view of section 4,887, or in other w£)rds,
secure an act of Congress to make valid or renew their patents.
I do not know that it appears on the records of the
committees of Congress that the American Bell and the General Electric companies are back of the proposed legislation.
That such is the fact is, however, apparent, in view of their
immense interest at stake, together with the comparatively
small interest of others in securing the legislation, the conlegal

it

patents which had already expired on account of the workings of section 4,887, special acts could be passed renewing
or extending such special patents.
Such a course would
certainly meet all the ends of justice.
It is certain that no
special act would be passsd renewing or extending the
Edison microphone patents until the year 1909, on inventions
made in
the
year 1S77,
and which went
into
use- in
the
year
187S.
Again, if it
were
thought
inadvisable
to
extend
special
patents by
special legislation, but was thought advisable to make the
change in the law retroactive, even then the Edison microphone patents could be excepted by name or by making the
law applicable only to patents which are taken out within
say two years, or five years, or even ten years after the
United States applications were filed. Even the ten years
limitation would exclude the Edison patents, as they were
not issued until about fifteen years after their original applications were filed in the United States Patent Office.
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statistics,
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Ans.

of Mr.
is

embracing Mr.

How

now

I will

Boston, February
7. 7. Storro'.v, Esq..

Dear
uary

Lock-

many telephone patents are
57.
Bell company?
give as my answer the following letter:
.

tiie

Fludson,

as follows:

Sir:

14, 1894,

40 State street, Boston:

There have been granted

in the

United States

to

Jan-

on speaking Ctlephones,
Bell 7'elephone company has owned 160 of them; of
these I02 are upon inventions made by persons in the employ of the
company, and while in its employ.
There have been granted in the United States to the same date,
2.^35 patentsj-clating to calls, switches, conductors, cables and other
appliances designed or chiefly designed to be used in connection with
I,

1894, 805 patents

The American

telephone systems.
Of these, 274 belong
inventions
in its

to

the Bell company, 187 of which are upon
in the employ of the company and while

made bypersons

employ.

Yours

truly,

Thos. D. Lockwood.
Cross-Int. 5S. I am furnished by counsel for defendants
with a statement of patents owned by the Western Electric

company, amounting
dence as part of

my

to five hundred,

which

I

put in

evi-

question as follows:
BoSTO.v, February

15, 1894.

y. 7- Storrnif, Esq., 40 State street^ Bnslo'i:
Dear Sir
Of the patents granted in the

United States for speaking telephones and telephone appliances up to January 1, 1S94 (the
numberof which I gave you in my previous letterj, the Western Electric company owns 500
Of these two are patents for telephones, one of which is an inven:

made

bj' an employeof the Western Electric company, and the
made by a person not in such employ.
4Q8patents on appliances, 390 are for inventions made by
persons in the employ of the company and while in its employ, while
the remainder, loS, were made by persons outside
Yours truly,
Tiios D. Lockwood-

tion

other an invention

Of the

August
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Vou may state whether

or not the Bell Telephone company is a stockholder in the Western Electric company, or
otherwise so associated with it that the j^atents owned by it
are used and expected to be used in the interest of the Ainerican Bell

Telephone company?

Ans. Patents owned by it are used and expected to be
used in the interest of the American IJell Telephone company. They make telephones and other apparatus for us,
and for our licensees, and are the sole authorized manufacturers.
(Berliner Record, Vol. i, pages 514, 515.)

When
of the

Mr. Aldrich was called upon by a representative
WtSTER.N Electrician last week and asked if he

could throw any additional light on this important subject,

he said that he could supplement the statements in his
memorial by little that was new, except to add that he was
nformed that the address had been introduced into the
Senate as well as the House. The memorial is undoubtedly
tQ charge of the committee on patents
in the former body
in<i it is not unlikely that the committee will be instructed

charge mcde

to carefully investigate the

in the

remonstrance,

with authcriiy to send for persons and papers.
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In discussing the situation Mr. Aldrich disclaimed
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all
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were acti:ated by improper motives. He thought

that he did net considerthat the

the bills

acid,

which make the
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freight for small
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quantities very ex-

only guesses, of little value except for basing experiments
on.
It may lie added that the preparation of these
four tons
of strong acid solution was carried out without material
damage to persmn or property, the worst accident happening
to
a nian who kicked over an opened carboy, and fell on top
of
it.
His nether garments were a sad sight afterward.
large quantity of whitening was kept at hand for the
purpose
of soaking up any acid spilt.
Tins is better than soda, ammonia or sawdust, because it is very cheap, and both neutralizes the acid and remains in a solid slate easily
removed and
inoffensive.
It should be kept in every battery room.
bottle of ammonia for application to clotlies and skin in
case
of need is an obvious precaution; but for acid on the face or
other tender part plentiful cold water at once and oiled
rags afterward if the skin is destroyed are tlie best remedies.
The writer once got strong stilphuric acid in one eye,
l)Ut immediate and forcible application of cold*\vater
prevented permanent damage.

pensive, it was not practicable to order it specially.
The
acid marked 1.S40 specific gravity was of very good color,
and fairly pure. As it was slightly under the i.S42of monohydric acid about 1,375 kilos were used.
The specific gravity of the resultant solution at 15° C.was very exactly 1.215.
The tank was filled with water to the calculated height,
and the carboys emptied into it one at a lime, slowly and at
intervals.
Two days were allowed for this mixing, half the
acid being put in each day, to avoid excessive heating. The
temperature was checked by a thermometer, and thus never
rose above 40^ C.
The tank took three days to cool down
to the air temperature.
\ test of the solution showed that
it contained
a distinct amount of metals of the "arsenic
and co|iper groups," mostly arsenic apparently, but no detailed analysis was made.
Iron was also present, but is not
considered prejudicial to cells as far as the writer knows.
It was thought advisable to get rid of the arsenic, etc.
To
precipitate these metals by the passage of sulphuretted hydrogen would have been a most annoying and troublesome
process, and seemed impracticable for various tolerably obvious reasons.
The following plan was thought of and carried out:

A

A

Duty of Persons Crossing Electric

Sulphuretted hydrogen was prepared in the ordinary way
in a hydrogen generator as used for lead-burning, connected to a small gas-holder, to allow of regulation of
pressure of the gas.
This hydrogen generator and gasholder had served for the lead-burning needed in erecting
the battery, and were therefore at hand.
From the gasholder a branch was connected on to a lead tube soldtred
into the center of a sheet of lead a foot square, with the
edges turned downward.
This was immersed in a lead bat-
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^f^:,,^

.

g;-'-

tele-

M'i'

1

ii

iimil;;;:

If

i

'

'v,

i

iniiiiiiii
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:

lillilM
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i'iijliii;

although, nofr that the at-

have very

I

little

fear that

have received many
efforts

to

make

of Solution

for

flatter-

clear the

meaning of the attempted 'reform' claimed
movement, and I find that the opposition to these
very general and widespread."

true

Preparation

his

is

phone company hss caused these pr^ijosed amendments to
be introduced in the House of Representatives to secure an
added lease of life for its monopoly, to the detriment of the
interests of the people.
I am ready to do all in my power
tention of the public

^

is

making anarchistic votes in
continued Mr. Aldrich earnestly.
"I am

favoring corporations
this .country,"

disarm

crosses a pub-

!

equally well, the author cf

course was evi<'ently taken to

for

use under the circumstances.

not discern the real purport of the

that they did

measures that they were asked to present.

who

highway traversed by surface cars propelled by electricity, the Court of Errors and
Appeals of New Jersey
holds in the case of Connolly against the Trenton Passenger Railway company, is to use such precaution and
lic

.

rather

Rail-

way Tracks.

for this
bil's

is

Accumu-

lators.'

By H. M. Savers.

ill!

I

In erecting a battery of accumulators abroad the writer
had to face the question of preparing the electrolyte on the
There are obvioiisly
spot, as shipping it was impracticable.
some difficulties in making a large quantity of acid solution,

and distributing it to the cells; and as it is injurious to the
plates to be in the acid for more than a very few hours becharging is commenced, it is necessary to make the
whole quantity needed and have means of distributing it at
ince.
In this case about 600 gallons of solution ofadensity
fore

uf 1.215
Slate,

needed.
being cheap

^^'^^

the mixing-tank,

in the

neighborhood, was selected for

which was made of

sufficient siz2 to

It was made in
about 25 per cent, excess of liquid.
the usual way, the bottom being grooved to receive the
four slabs forming the walls, and the two longer of these
slabs being grooved to receive tlie ends of the olheis, the
whole held together by iron bolts and nuls passing through
As the tank
the overlapping ends of the two longer walls.
was put together the grooves were all painted thiclcly with
anti-sulphuric enamel, and caulked with red lead putty inThe whole inner surface was then painted
side and out.
with fw'o coats of anti-sulphuric enamel and received two
pre*',y thick coats of asphalt, as used for waterproohng
The tank
walls, put on hot, the angles being all rounded.
has given no trouble by leaking. The discharge cock is of
ebonite and j-at in 6 inches above the tank bottom to avoid
The tank stands on a strong
taking off 3'jy sediment.
wooden frapung, sufficiently raised from the floor of the battery room iur the acid to flow by gravitation into the cells,
The solution
with the tank nearly empty to the cock level.
was distributed to the cells by means ofa strong rubber hose
and some ebonite tubing of i^ i"'^''* diameter, and a bibcock on the end of the hose. Filling 60 ceils with 10 gallons each of fluid took about six hours, and there was an
entire absence of slopping on the floor, connections, etc.
The tank had about 4.096 cubic meters, or 144.77
cubic feet capacity, being 1.60 meters (5 feet 3 inches) cube
Taking the mean of two or three tables, acid
inside.
of 1. 215 specific gravity at 15° C. has 29.6 per cent.
having 1S42
this
last
of monohydric sulphuric acid,
temperature.
Calculathe same
gravity
at
specific
tank
should be
tions gave the result that on this basis the
filled to a height of 1.27 meters {3 feet iijX inches) with

FIG.

tain

water, to which should be added 1,367 kilos (3,007 pounds)
of the strong acid, which should give about 3.S10 cubic meThe 600 gallons for the cells being equal
ters of solution.
to 2.73 cubic meters, the difference made up the space from
the bottom to the tap level, and 20 per cent, extra forstock.
The acid used was from the St. Gobain works in France,
and was purchased on the spot. As railway and steamship
iieople impose troublesome regulations about transport of
I

From

the

London EUcirician.

:rr-L

'

con-

ELECTRIC ILLU.MI.N'ATING PLANT OF Ti^E HEU:ZBEkGER INSANE ASYLUM, LICHTENEERG, GERMANY.

3.

corners of the lead tray or sheet being
inch or so above the bottom of the box.
up with a strong solution of caustic soda,
about 22 pounds in about five gallons of wifter. The liay
obliged the gas to pass over a large surface of the soda
The
solution before it had a chance of escaping upward.
pressure on the gas-holder was then adjusted untd only a
bubble
esca|:ed
from
under
the
tray,
thus
very occasional
insuring as nearly as possible a complete absortion of the
As a matter of fact, very litlle gas
gas by the soda.
escaped, and no serious annoyance was caused in the buildsolution of a sulphide of soda was thus prepared,
ing.
and this was added in small doses to the sulphuric acid solution, a funnel with a leaden pipe reaching to the tank's bottom being used to insure a complete action on the whole
body of liquid. Each addition of this solution produced
a most violent agitation in the acid liquid, and promoted its
complete mixture better than hours of paddling would have
done, though a paddle was alsj used during the two days of
The liquid was very turbid after this treatment,
mixing.
but settled in the course of three or four days, the sulphides
The
precipitated, falling below the cock level of course.
clear liquid gave no precijiitate with sulphuretted hydrogen, showing its freedom from the objectionable metals.
About 30 pounds of crystalized sulphate of soda was added
to the solution afterward.
The battery for which this solution was made has been in
use ovcra year, giving very good results, partly due, certainly, to the absence of objectionable metal in the* electrolyte.
The purple or permanganate-like coloration during chargIt seems to the writer
ing is very pronounced in these cells.
to be produced solely at the positive plates, which it envelopes like a thick skin during the middle part of the charging time, slowly diffusing with the circulation of the acid at
the sides and ends of the cell, but always keeping away from
It would, therefore, seem to be a result
the negative plates.
Posof oxidation, probably of iron present in the solution.
sibly the presence of sodium may assist in its production;
but,' as the writer has not investigated the matter, these are

box,
supported
tery

the

an

The box was

A

filled

verted to include the presence of other vehicles, the direction and rate of speed at which they are being driven, their

nearness to the foot passenger, and the apparent imminence
of danger from them, together with the distraction of attention reasonably attributable to

To

say that under

all

their presence

and behavior-

circumstances the legal duty of the

measure of care to look out
one species of vehicle alone, or chiefly, is to
clothe that vehicle and others of iis class with privileges
traveler

is

to exercise the fullest

for and avoid

not only greater

but different in kind, from

in degree,

others that

may be

highway.

Such

lawfully using

privileges

by

are,

grant, possessed by railroads

all

the surface of the public
virtue

of legislative

operated by steam, but have

not been extended to railways of the class-under consideration,
car of such a railway, while running on the streets
ofa city, is simply one vehicle more using the pid>lic high-

A

way.

Whatever

ability to deviate

peculiarity

from

it

exhibits

by virtue of its

in-

customary rate of speed
and the like are circumstances that a prudent man would
its

take into consideration in
at the

tracks,

common

same time forced upon,

cles threaten his safety, or

its

if

with

all

his

attention.

his

attention

others that were
If other vehiis

engrossed or

by the apparent imminence of danger from other
sources, he must act with ordinary prudence, with reference
not to any one source of danger as paramount, but with reference to the group of circumstances that make up the situation with which he is confronted.
How a prudent man
would act in the face of concurrent and distracting dangers

distracted

must, in the nature of things, be a question of fact to be
passed upon by the jury, and not a question of law upon
which the court may order a nonsuit or direct a verdict.

.
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hardly to be expected that the associations
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Managing

Light association
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PERRY

established, and

two weaker

influence would be greater than that of

its

working separately. The subject
the coming conventions.

societies
at

Following

policy which

the

has governed

meetings, the Edison association at

make

declined to

public

New

Temple Court,
OSBORNE, Manager.

534
F.

York.

minutes, giving the

right to conduct its meetings secretly

—
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5ioroughly

if it

.
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Illustrated

in the association are

on apparatus;

is

claimed that

therefore,

is,

some

in fact, in

part of the equipment.

It

cases,

may

forms only a small

it

however, that by keep-

be,

ing the present plan of organization better attendance

more

cured at the meetings and

attention

noteworthy

proceedings.

It is a

the convention

was well attended,

Ljng-iista^ce

I'elautography

in

England.

(Communication)

By ElishaGray.
9^

'

the Action of Electric

1 he Corrosion of Iron Pipes by

-9=

Illustrated
Plant of the Mather Electric Company
Manhattan Incandescent Arc Lamp. Illustrated
lam Bake of the American Electrical Works

9=
9^,
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Electric
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-

this

re-

co.nmenle.l

is

In the course of these investigations

away

all to

no purpose.

their

are all right in

now

It

.

gas motors to

has

sell.

The link belt machinery and
was too much for even the Chicago
public.
So we took the motors off of the cross lines where
we were using them and employed horses again." The
company's experience with steam motors was equally unsatisfactory and finally it was determined to discontinue exnoise.

the exhaust of the engine

periments

94

were

Several

in this line.

also tried, but these

types of storage

were not adapted

business oi the lines where they were desirable.

sums up the present

"Is

situation as follows:

batteries

the heavy

to

94

One of

95,

the papers presented at

tlie

96

convention of the Asso-

companies at Boston last week \vas by
Barstow of Brooklyn and described the "Low Tension
Arc Lighting System" used by the Brooklyn company in
Tghting the central portion of the city from the low tension

until

it

is

Chicago system should thus openly advocate
motor, especially

mains of the

attempted, this being the

low tension mains of the

regular Edison underground system.

This project had to be

in all

its details,

including lamp posts, automatic

The paper contained some

clocks and kindred devices.

data which

it

was claimed established the

fact that this

form of

would be a valuable adjunct to central station busiHowever, as this information was not made public
its value cannot be safely estimated, and for all practical purposes the effect of the paper is lost upon station managers
licrhting

ness.

u-enerally

The

who might be

inclined to investigate this subject.

suggestion has been

Light- association

made

that the National Electric

and the American Street Railway associa-

tion combine, and

it is

many respects the
identical.
The National

pointed out that in

interests of these organizations are

Electric Light association has of late been trying
est the street railway

men

ments have been held out

in

to

its

to

inter-

work, and special induce-

them

to join in the proceedings

remembered, considerable prominence was given the reading and
However, it is
discussion of a purely street railway paper.
of the association.

At

the last meeting,

it

will be

laus, extorted at least thirty

audacity?

dollars,

Was

longer?

—and

there e^er such magnificent

name

too, in the

all,

of the ''poor inven-

tor." Surely this corporation has attained the very pinnacle

of monopolistic
the tide of

presumption.

arrogant

its

has reached the flood in

It

career, and, failing, as

must, to secure the desired modification of
in its interest,

that

its

law::^

course will henceforth be downward.

Not

company will

American Bell

the

inevitably

it

the patent

cease to be a great

factor in the telephone business. It will be

many long years,

brought about.

But it must be
end of its tether

ever, before that result

if

assumed

that

tlie

is

company has reached

the

"jockeying" with patent laws, intended to protect thein-

in

ventorin the product of his

by the

brain, but which,

dex-

some of the keenest legal minds in
the country, have been made the cloak for shameless injustice.
Henceforth»the company must meet a constantly
growing competition a competition which will be compensated for many disadvantages by the deep-seated resentment in the minds of the American people.
trous manipulation of

be charged, doubtless, that Mr. Aldrich

It will

American

Bell

memorial

in

view of the

fact that his

the

electric

company

here-

acknowledged representative of the cable

system.

is

nothing so convincing as practical experience,

shown

the

in

paper recently prepared by H. D.

Wilkinson for the Institution

ot

Electrical Engineers of

London on " Electric Tramways in the United
Canada." The author gave considerable time to
of the

methods employed
were not confined

in this country,

and

States and

the

study

his investiga-

one locality or one system of
His conclusions show that he
was particularly well pleased with the results obtained by
tions

company

that a similar selfishness

may always

rights of the people are threatened

The

to

street railway propulsion.

the trolley roads.

He

calls

attention

manifest

being constantly

especially noticeable since

the

itself

when

in

many

raised.

This has been

system, which has revolutionized
interesting point raised in

railway

street

to the fact that for

New

a

practice.

Jersey court recentlv

take in crossing the tracks of a street railway company.
It
was admitted that special privileges had been granted by
legislatures to railroads operated by steam, but it was contended that this enactment did not extend to street railways
electricity.
This latter view was sustained by
which ruled that "a car of such a railway, while
running on the streets of a city, is simply one vehicle more
using the public highway.
Whatever peculiarity it exhibits

operated by
the court,

by virtue of

its

inability to deviate

all

man

The

"To

duty of the

say that under

traveler

is

his attenall

circum-

to exercise

of vehicle alone,

degree, but
lawfully

or

chiefly, is

its class

different

to

clothe

that vehicle and

in

kind,

from

all others that

using the surface of the public highway."

true, the decision

may be

street railway companies.

may be
If this

turned to the advantage of the
should they be compelled

Why

pay such exorbitant

they are not in return to enjoy special advantages?

vided that the surface cars travel

instance, in the case of the street railway

"

d^lay.

Mr. Wilkinson advises

adopt the American

practice

of not

his English friends

stopping between

blocks," while for a reasonable speed he says they must

look to other means of propulsion than horses.

system," he says, "is suitable
instance, as on straight
tear of cable

is

and obnoxious.
less travel,

and

in certain

hilly

enormous on
\\'ith

cable

roads, but the wear

curves.

Steam

is

Electricity affords at once rapid

quick control,

The

"

localities, such, for

and

unsightly

and

noise-

small wear and tear, and the

tlit

with privileges not only greater in

to

reasonable speed, with

cus-

measure of care to look out for and avoid one species

and others of

be

tracks, its

same time forced upon

court adds:

stances the legal
fullest

its

circumstances that a
would take into consideration in common \\\t\\

others that were at the

tention."

from

like, are

if

minimum

re-

introduction of the trolley

the railway or climb steep staircases to elevated roads, pro-

to

tlie

and interesting points

short distances people will not go out of their way to get on

at a

the

us hope

legislation.

companies

legal staUis of street railway

public

lies at

is selfish, let

by vicious

spects has not been fully established
for adjudication are

ot the

concerned, what

is

root of his investigation. If the motive

prudent
is

before Congress and the peo-

not matter, so far as the relation,

tomary rate of spesd and the

There
as

issue.

They are,
made out his case

does

it

But that has noth-

Are the statements in his
beyond question; and if Mr.

main

true?

Aldrich has

actuated

is

making this crusade against the
Telephone company, as he has been profes-

by interested motives

was the measure of precaution which a pedestrian should

impres

a

lighting has been attempted from the

developed

in

tofore has been the

manner never before
instance in America where street

first

of

millions

my

which everybody realizes- is to be the great motive
power of the future.
Gas motors and the like will be back
numbers henceforth.'' It is gratifying to learn that a man of
such practical loiowledge as the superintendent of the North

ciation of Edison

in

reading.

An

can be supplanted bv electric-

\V. L.

Edison company

very instructive

Mr. Roach

ity,

95

Record

already, under existing patent

and the telephone

and horse car system

Business

full in this issue, is

not consummate assurance for a corporation which has

improving gas

95

Illustrated Electrical Patent

it

and

building

95

94.

published in

is

Is

ple,

sion that the people of Chicago will keep the present cable

isions

by Charles H. Aldrich, ex-

the subject of the extension of patent

protection to the American Bell Telephone company, which

Our company

94

De

Congress

to

on

l^ehind the times.

has spent $75,000 in buying,

motors

Speaking of

"Gas engines

said:

official

94

Legal

memorial

ing to do with the

found

elephone

Trade News

The

solicitor-general,

according to Superintendent Roach they have been

'I'elegraph

"I

soon as they come to realize the advantages
be gained by the adoption of the much-abused trolley.

sionally retained in telephone litigation.

9-(

9+

Mining

Mr. Wilkinson has taken such a common sense view of the
But the English people as a rule will support

situation.

a series of experiments were conducted with gas engines and

They made too much

Railway

Currents

of

to learn that

—

theory, but thev are
9=

In

Wh.vie\"ER may be said of the North Chicago Street
Railway company it must be admitted that that corporation
has made an honest effort to improve the service on its horse
car lines and find some practical method which \vould sup-

experience that

9'i

of

more pretentious organizations.

impracticable for street railway service.

at Boston....'

is se-

given to the

delegates devoting

the

proceedings.

9"

Convention of the Association of Edison Illuminating Compan-es

is

fact that every session

89

89

devel-

its

it

not confined to the operation of lid-

plant animal power.
89

8y

it

policy

liberal

would be an injustice to ask those who brought about the development of
this system to relinquish the profit and advantage to which
their work entitles them.
But the companies represented
It

Editorial

.

S5

86

perfect

contended that the "Edison .system"

S5

."

Many

country,"

seventeen years

is

Private Telephone Equipment
M. Bean's Statement
Novel Electrical Device for Racetracks. Illustrated
Electric Illuminatmg Plant of the Herzberger Insane Asylum,
86, 87, 88,
I llustrated
Lichtenberg, Germany.
87, 38,
The Attempt to E.\tend the Telephone Monopoly
Preparation of Solution for Accumulators. By H. M. Saycrs.
Duty of Persons Crossing Electric Railway Tracks
.

of the

so desired, but

much more

as if a

in order. It

opment.

to

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. page.

own

no doubt be shocked

experiment, and at great cost to those engaged in

would be

day

spect the e.x^ample of the Edison association

Attractive Isolated Plant.

will

that

into action

has been established by hard and persistent investigation and

at this late

their undivided attention to the

CIRCULATION, 16,630^

our contemporaries

hope

cherish the

I

and probably much more, from the
American people to nOw come forward and seek to secure
the enactment of laws which will extend its monopoly for

seems

is

had a

course, the association

their well-lighted

boon may be extensively put

along the streets and lanes of our

week

last

of the papers read and the names

titles

Of

of the authors.

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

ere long this public

have not experienced
and

I

as

this position as

proceedings or anv part of them,

its

of travel,

former

its

convention

its

means

a

fast-moving electric street cars; and

to

contenting itself with the ptiblication of a synopsis

An

will

Editor.

Assistant Business Manager.

Eastern Office:
W.

in

some cases lighting and railway plants are operated by the
same concern. By combining both of these organizations)
it is contended, a much more powerful association could
be

Editors

L.

As

in the states anything so pleasant

the National Electric

25, i8|,4

current can simultaneously be utilized for heating and light

Many membersof

Editor and Putlisher.

ci^-s^A\J&iNGv;;.;.v.v.;.v;;.v;::;;;:::fA"°'=-'=
Business Manager,
W. FORMAl^ COLLINS

FRANK

at

ing the cars.

bear discussion

KRE IDLER
O'HARA

combine

will

once, although a joint meeting next year might be arranged.

have become interested

EVERY SATURDAY.

August

taxes, special assessments

and licenses

For

company of Milwaukee the city has levied a very heavy tax upon the company and the City Council assumes to make provisions for
the operation of the cars. Why should the company be compelied to recognize the

power of

the

city

council to mak-:;

these regulations unless through the favor of the council it
enjoys some special privileges? No merchant would toleraic

such interference by city
street railway

officials.
Corporalions, such as
companies, deserve equal consideration aiul

their rights should

be respected.

August
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25,

Convention of the Association of Edison
Illuniinating

Companies

at Boston.

exhibit.

lamp

that could

obtained,

E.KHIEITS.

meager account, which was

all

be

wisdom

of not trusting entirely

to

station practice and keeping

them only

for' the

use of those

whose hard work and experience in developing them has
justly entitled them to the exclusive possession of inside information.

On Monday

night the delegates began to arrive in Bos-

Tremont Theater to
listen to the comic opera "Madeleine, or The Magic Kiss."
Tuesday morning saw the majority in attendance at the
Vendome. and at about II a. m. the first session of the convention was called to order.
was a notable fact that this convention dililered from
It
ton,

and a party of about

fifteen visited

the meetings of the National Electric Light asso;iation in
that the members attended to business with a closeness of

was remarkable. There was no question,
whether the statement that the sessions would
be held with "closed doors" had a plain and' definite meaning, and that those who were not of the chosen few wouM
ajiplicalion that

either, as to

Following

be on the outside.

is

a brief

summary

the association, showing the order

Barstow,

The Davidson N'enlilating Fan company
handsome catalogue.

of proceedings and

election of officers

;

Prof.

Tuesday^ Second Session.
Roll

call; J.

H. Van Vleck, paper on " Switchboard

of

Ed;son Electric Tlluminating Company of New Vork;" discuspaper on "Incandescent Lamps;" W. S.
si' n; A. D. Page,
Barstow, paper on *''Low Tension Arc Street Lighting System," followed by discussion of "Melho:ls of Electrical Distributon Used by the Boston IlUiminal.ng Company."
IVediiesday, First Session,

J.

himself on

the

same

teries, their

Next a committee was ap-

subject.

pointed as follows to report

improvement,

exhaustively on

etc.: J.

W.

storage

bat-

Lieb, chairman; C. P.

Gilbert, Louis A. Ferguson, W. D. Marks and C. L. Edgar.
follows:
C.
elected as
Ofiicers for next year were
L. Edgar, vice-president and general manager of the Ed-

ison Electric Illuminating
L.

company

of Boston, president; A.

Smith of Appleton,Wis.,vice-president;W. S. Barstow of
V., secretary; J. W. Lieb of New York,

Brooklyn, N.

executive committee, John

treasurer;

I.

Eeggs, chairman;

C. P. Gilbert, Detroit, Mich.; E. R. Weeks, Kansas City,
Mo.; W. D. Marks, Philadelphia, Pa.; G. R. Stetson, New
Bedford, Mass.; C. L. Edgar,

ex-officio.

Wednesday, Second Session.
delivered by C. A. Coffin, of the General
company, relative to matters of policy between
licensees and the parent company, which have not heretofore

An address was

Electric

been clearly understood. W. L. R. Emmet
the convention on the "Relative Advantages of Direct and
Alternating Currents for Distribution of Light and Power;"
then addre-sed

discussion.

after

it

The meeting was

adjourned

then

at 6 p. m.,

had been decided to hold the next convention

Detroit, Mich.,

August

in

On Tuesday eveningaparty of about fifty of the convention
members spent the after-dinner hours at the Boston Museum
listening to the opera "Davy Jones." Wednesday morning,
bright and early after breakfast,

five

dragloads of energetic

company came

Thomson
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constructed for the

in

their share

for

of

Probably the most interesting part of the exwas Prof. Elihu Thomson's apparatus for the produc-

attention.
hibit

tion of discharges of high frequency and high potential.
This apparatus uses the ordinary alternating current, which,

raised t > 2o,coo or 30,000 volts potential
about 125 cycles. This potential is allowed
to charge a large condenser and then discharge over an ai r

through a

Co. were looking after the Lundell interests.
Only a few electrical firms made exhibits at the conven

and those who were on the ground had only the short
time between sessions in which to present their goods, for
few if any of the members remained away from the meetlion,

frequency current

-

General Agent H.

primary

W.

Weller, assisted by E. F. AVebster,

making

sively in the East,

Solar

friends for the

and before long without a doubt

advisable to begin an extension of

business

its

duces in a parallel secondary

in

is

oil,

of but a few

coil of

of turns, also immersed in the

may

potential

volts,

immerse!

of the high frequency need be

be almost without hmit.

oil

a

high
passed

which because
turns, and in-

much

vat,

and

then

larger

number

a potential which

In the apparatus shown at

similar to lightning

in

the parlors,

and

likewise

it

won mar.y

In this lamp the two lower carbons are carried on

friends.

an inverted "T," so to speak, the leg of the

"T"

extending

lampproper and thus lorming a support or hanger
for the lower carbons which, being located midway between
the arcs, reduces the "shadow loss" to a mininum.
Bergmann switches for central stations, all copper and not casl,
to the

were shown

in sizes

up

one of a capacity of 1,750 amperes.

to

This concern, however, has made switches lo carry as high
as 10,000 amperes.

Two large,

curious-looking instruments standing on the

of the

floor

outside

parlor, exhibited

strument company of Newark, N.
interest

among

by the Weston In-

J., excited

considerable

These "Jumbos"

the central station men.

were two Weston amperemeters designed for the Van
Vleck "edgewise" system of electrical apparatus.
These
meters, f'Ue a feeder meter for 1,000 amperes, the other a
dynamo ampere meter for 7,000 amperes, as explained by
Mr. Van Vleck, are so constructed on the "edgewise" plan
that they may be placed in rows like books on a shelf, instead of "face on," like a row of ordinary clock-faced instruments, when hung on a switchboard, and thus occu|iy a
No better illussurprisingly less amount of valuable room.
tration could be found of the progressiveness of the

Instrument company than

ments

its

Weston

taking up these two improve-

and eminently pracgrowing needs of modern constant potential

in the line of instruments suitable

ticable for the

low tension central stations. And from the number of critexaminers at this convention who handled these meters,
that the near future will bring
it is only fair to presume

ical

manner in which
new "edgewise" instruments are ap-

substantial evidence than this of the

the good points of the
preciated.

The

delegates found quite an interesting exhibit arranged

Lynn works. There were shown
Thomson's high frequency induction

for their inspection at the

operation Prof.

delegates were driven out for

They made the
a "bracer."
through Beacon street to the Brookline reservoir,

apparatus; a 300 kilowatt alternatingdynamo, single phase,

trip out

high periodicity; arc lamps for constant

around it and into the edge of Newton, then to the Country
Club estate, past the beautiful residences in that vicinity, by
the Jamaica Pond and through the Black Bay Fens home to
the Vendome.
The hotel was reached at 10:30 and then the delegates,
who said that they had never seen so many beautiful spots in
so short a time before, and showed especial pleasure at the
Boston park system, alighted and again went into sedate
convention at u o'clock at the Verdome, listening to the

current circuits; arc lamps for power circuits; a large variety

Thomson

recording wattmeters, and

potential

a

direct

railway

street

GE-Soo motors and series
In addition there were shown various

truck equipped with two

parallel

controllers.

sizes of

alternating dynamos, four 200 kilowatt transformers
for the Cataract

Construction company,

Thomson

built

recording

wattmeters, lightning arresters and miscellaneous supplies.
principal

and care were

effects

and are particularly interesting because

of their comparatively harmless effect

when passed through

Thus sufficient current to brilliantly light an
incandescent lamp can be carried through the body produca person's body.

ing only a slight

se.isatio.i.

demonstrate very
containing

much

very

much

The apparatus can be

conclusively
salt

that

or acid, behaves

used to

ordinary water, not
for such

discharges

as an insulator.

DELEGATES AND VISITORS.
Following are the names of the members who took part
in the sessions:

sale.

Vendome several of its latest and
most improved electrical specialties. 1 he new Bergnianu
arc lamp for constant potential circuits was shown for the
first time and excited considerable comment. The mechanical
simplicity of this new lamp commended it, for it consisted
practically of onlv two wheels and one magnet. There are no
springs and no escapement in this lamp.
The new Bergmann "Twin" arc lamp for constant potential circuits wns
shown burning

an estimated potential of

500,000 volts were produced. Such discharges produce

the

convention parlors at the

The

coil

30,000

will find

into

The General Incandescent Arc Light company of New
Vork was represented by President S. Bergmann, Treasurer
P. H. Klein, Jr., Electrician H. O. Swoboda and Western
Agent L. E. Frorup of Chicago. The company had in the

of

say

the World's Fair currents having

Arc Lamp
company of New Vork. Mr. Weller exhibited two solar
lamps, an ornamental "Bijou" of polished brass finish and
the company's standard lamp for inside or outside service,
wdiicii is made with a black rust-proof finish and fitted with
a hood.
It is claimed for the solar lamp that it has in it no
spring, no dash-pot, no dead weight; the feed is positive.
The Solar company is now pushing its lamps most aggresdid good work in

in

of,

kept blowing, thus producing

is

This high

'

ings.

more

14, 1895.

Social Features,

-

arc lighting, and the large transformers

Cataract Construction

&

up

R. R. Bowker's paper on ''Storage Batteries" v a^ read
by
W. Lieb, who also read-another paper prepared by

and interesting

called to the

the requirements of constant potential

gap, across which an air jet

are finding ready

Marks, paper on a "Board of Control;" discussion; K. S.
Hale, paper on "Boiler Tests in the Atlantic n. venue Station
of the Edison Electric Illminating Company of Boston."

all

high frequency currents.

the

A. E. Kennelly; Messrs. Beal, Field and

a very practical

was

Lundell fan motors and a very compact dental motor
equipment reminded the delegates that Petlingill, Andrews

western market, where such high-class electrical specialties

Roll call; admission of new members; report of committee
on "Lightning Protection, Crosses and Gromiding of the Neu-

Weeks appointed committee on

meeting

of the

Tuesday, First Session.

tral;" discussion,

of Boston dis-

se::retary of

topics discussed.

was

tributed a

it

proceedings, as given out by \V. S.

it

Special attention

at a frequencyof

patents

but of carefully guarding useful pointers in Edison central

for

company,

by a transformer,is

that the members, like the renowne:! inventor himself, fully

appreciate the

Electric

before.

following

August 14th and I5tb, at ihe Vendome Hotel, Boston,
Mass. As has been the custom the association met behind
closed doors, and although electrical newspaper men appeared ready to place columns of space at the disposal of
will

91
day

the

ses^lon

be seen from the

nating Companies was held on Tuesday and Wednesday,

it

at

the

Thursday morning the delegates visited the power station
of tile \\'e>t End Street Railway company and the Third
District station of the Edi?on Electric Illuminating company
of Boston, on Atlantic avenue.
From there they went to the
works of the General Electric company at Lynn. After an
inspection of the factory the visiting delegates were entertamed at dinner by the General Electric company.

This year's meeting of the Association of Edison Illumi-

the Edisonian disciples,

which were not reacheil

papers

features

of this apparatus and

fully explained

by

its

operation

experts of the General

Francis A. Upton, general manager lamp works, General
company, Harrison, N. f.
George R. Stetson, president and general manager New^
Bedford Gas & Edison I>ight company, New Bedford, Mass.
C. P. Gilbert, secretary and manager Detroit Illuminating company, Detroit, Mich.
C. L. Edgar, vice-i-resident and general manager Edison
Electric Illuminating company, Boston, Mass.
E. R. Weeks, general manager Edison Electric Light &

Electric

Power company, Kansas City, Mo.
Warren B. Reed, electrician Edison

New

Electric

company.

Orleans, La.

A. L. Smith, president Appleton Edison Electric company, Appleton, Wis.
A. E. Kennelly, Philadelphia, Pa.
R. S. Hale, Edison Electric Illuminating company of
Bcston.

William D. Marks, president Edison Electric Illuminating

company of

Philadelphia,

A. G. Pierce, Edison Electric Illuminating company of
Boston.
engineer
J. Van Vleck, chief electrician and consulting
Edison Electric Illuminating company of New York.
Howard Rinck, general manager Edison Electric Illuminating company, Easlon, Pa.
Lieb, Jr., assistant general manager Edison ElecJ. W.
tric Illuminating company of New York.
Luther Stieringer, Boston Edison company.
J. E. Pyle. superintendent Edison Electric Illuminating
Co mpany, West Chester, Pa.
A. W. Field, secretary and .manager Edison Electric
Light company, Columbus, O.
J. A. Colby, general manager and treasurer Des Moines
Edison Light company, Des Moines, la.
M. A. Beal, secretary, treasurer and director Forest City
Electric Light & Power company, Rockford, 111.
John R. Markle, director Edison Light company. Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Louis A. Ferguson, electrical engineer Chicago Edison
company, Chicago, III.
John VVolff, superintendent steam plant Edison company,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
F. E. Jackson, Edison Electric Illuminating company,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
George Cato, electrician Detroit Illuminating company,
Detroit, Mich.
E. W. Rice, Schenectady, N. Y.
E. A. Armstrong, president Camden Electric Light com
pany, Atlantic City, N. J.
Wiilard Morgan, Electric Light company, Atlantic
J.
City, N. J.
W. S. Barstow, general superintendent Edison Electric
Ilhuninaiing company, Brooklyn, N. Y.
John I. Beggs, vice-president and general manager Cin-cinnati Edison Electric company, Cincinnati, O.
W. J. Jenks, legal department General Electric company, New York.
A. D. Page, lamp works, Harrison, N. J.
N. C. Stevens, manager Edison Electric Illuminating
company, Brockton, Mass.
Charles E. Pattison Edison Electric Illuminating company of Boston.
Charles Wirt, electrical engineer, Chicago, III.
Edison Electric Illuminating company
I. E. Moultrop,
of Boston.
R. Lindsay, Cleveland Electric Illuminating company,
Cleveland, O.
W. S. Clark, General Electric compniv, Schenectady,
N. Y.
W. M. Anthony, comptroller Chicago Edison company,
Chicago, 111.
A. S. Knight, auditor Edison Electric Illuminating
company of Boston.
Caryl D. Haskins, electrical engineer General Electric
company, Boston.

"
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R. Lovejoy, general manager supply department Gen-

J.

eral Electric

company.

D. Greene, general manager lighting department

S.

Gen-

eral Electric company,

W. H. Wofrekamp,

Ed.'son

Electric

Illuminating com-

pany of Lawrence, Mass,
H. T. Edgar, Edison Electric Illuminating company of
Atlanta, Ga.
Charles R. Price, treasurer New Bedford Gas & Edison
Light company, New Bedford, Mass.
There were also in attendance the following:
George M. Phelps, Electrical Eii^^inccr, New York; R.
F. Ross, Electrical World, New York; B. E. Greene,
Electricity^ New York: Frank L. Perry, Western Electrician; S. Bergmann, New York; P. H. Klein, New York;
H. O. Swoboda, New York; L. E. Frorup, Chicago;G. W.
Davenport,
ander.

New

Y.; H.

W.

The

Mather

Electric

Company.

Mather Electric company, shown in the
illustration, covering a number of acres, is situated in Manchester, Conn., diieclly on the main line of the New York
&New England railroad, which, together with a spur track
running directly into the company's erecting shop, allows it
plant of the

New

Judge Armstrong's

York; B. B. Corry,

party, consisting of iMrs.
C, W.

W. Armstrong, Miss

Willard Morgan and Master

Wynn

New
W.

F.

accommodate large work, and new battery of

to

motors, sizes varying from

York.

Arm-

England.

in

an

carbons,

lamp

that

circuits

and

In the lamps of

this-

a lamp that

is

make

main line circuit runs through
the cap, and the lamp may be removed and the

positive in cutting out.

for exterior lighting the

The

circuit left uninterrupted.

wires enter the cap through

shorten the lamp, the customary carbon rod has

pensed with and a thin sheath or

To

ioned clutch feed

the

broad patents,

of

feature

enough

large

the

lamp,

The

globes.

covered

by

globe

outer

,is-

bottom, where there is a
permit of cleaning and trim-

to

This handhole

the lamp.

This

detachable dust pan.

is

is

yieldingly

closed

by a
method of

the only practical

preventing the oxidation of carbons by closure, as
practical

it

cush-

feed.

the enclosed

is

through

A

at all points except at the

hand hole

ming

feeding

dis-

provided, which gives a perfectly smooth

The most important

trim the

to

it

make&

lamp without disturbing any

The upper opening

tight bearings.

of the outer

secured to the carbon frame and there

made

globe

airtight

abestos gaskets, the globe and frame screwing into the

airis

by

body

of the lamp.

in-

ventor had the honor of exhibiting the instruments and of
explaining their mechanical ajid electrical details to his
The copying
royal highness at B jckingham Palace.
electric telegraph was subsequently exhibited at the great
exhibition of 1S51, and received the highest award, viz., the
council medal.'
The exception taken by Mr. Bakewell to the statement
that the experiment in long-distance telautography made between St. Margaret's Bay near Dover and London was the
misleading to the
first ever made in England is, at least,
Of course everyone versed in telegraphic
general public.
history knows that the principle of the system used by Bakewell and that employed in the' telautograph are radically
different.
The Bakewell, better known as the Rasselli
method, prepares the message before it is sent by means of
insulating ink on a conducting surface and then it is put into
a machine which, by means of a stylus, draws straight lines
close together over the prepared message until the whole is
covered.
A stylus at the receiving end moves synchonously
with that at the transmitting end in contact with chemically
prepared paper. The result is a fac simile record in either
black or white dotted Hues according to the way the message
has been prepared.
The telautograph transmits the actual movements of the
pen or pencil of the person writing the message to the receiving pen, which moves as though it were a part of the
Both systems are fac simile, but both
transmitting pen.
Hence the statement that the exare not telautograph.
periment between St Margaret's Bay and London on the
22d of Tidy, 1894, was the first long-distance experiment in
Very truly yours,
telautography is correct.
Ei.isHA Gray.
Highland Park, IlL, August ii, 1S94.

is

and imperceptible

airtight

holder

been

rings with bare carbons substituted.

the clutch

Bakewell, successfully transmitted autographic messages beInvisible me-sages, which
tween Brighton and London.
could be rendered legible by the recipient, were also transGreat interest was taken by the
mitted by that system.

and

This
and decrease in

trimming and

in

New

illustration.-

inclined insvdated openings which exclude the weather.

between St. Margaret's Bay and London were
the first which have been made in this country in long-disWill you allow me to point out that
tance telautography.
this is a mistake, as more than forty years ago the copying
invented
by the late Frederick Collier
electric telegraph,

father's invention,

economy

manufactured

company.

Construction

burn singly with economy on incandescent

will

electricity

my

incandescent arc lamp,

enclosed globe to act as a spark arrester, an arc

Electrician of London has the following
mention of the telautograph:
"By permission of the postal authorities the wires between
St. Margarte's Bay and the general postofiice were last Simday afternoon and evening used lor the purpose of some exSpecial instruments were
periments with the telautograph.
fixed up at both ends, and as this was the fiist time that
long-distance experiments in telautography have taken place
The, rein this country, they were watched with interest.
Armytage Bakewell writes to the
sults were successful.
Times from Hampstead: 'It has been stated that the recent
experiments in the transmission of autographic messages by

prince consort in

operated by electric

is

fifty

works.

its

cost of repairs,

1 notice that the

late

five to

York, is shown in the accompanying
lamp combines fewness of working parts
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the Editor of the

'I'he

horse power, which
system of transmission and sub-division of power it has
found exceedingly satisfactory and economical in the opera-

a switch in

To

Mather company

entire plant of the

The Manhattan

COMMUNICATION.
in

and

boilers

engines especially for testing this class of apparatus.

by the Manhattan General

Morgan, Mr.
Armstrong.

Long-distance Telautography

The Mather ^lompany

this purpose.

Manhattan Incandescent Arc Lamp.

C.T.Hughes, New Vork; P. PL AlexYork; G. A. Redman and wife, Rochester, N.

Weller,

ranged and adapted fur

25, 1894.

already contemplates another extensive addition to the plant,

tion of

New York;

strong, Miss E.
J.

of the

Plant

August

Within
the arc,

is

this

enclosing globe, and immediately surrounding

a smaller globe, into which the carbons are fed^

there being,

however, no airtight bearings.

The

inside

globe acts as a chamber of high rarefaction, while the outer
globe isa storage for the products of combustion, or diluting

chamber, thus preventing access of

On

the carbon points.

MANHATTAN I.NCANDEbCENT ARC LAMP.

air

heavy generators directly on the cars and gives it the
best of facilities.
The company has recently completed an
to load

extension to its plant in the form of an iron building, 300 by
50 feet, for an erecting shop, constructed by the Berlin Iron
Bridge company. East Berlin, Conn., and fitted with a 50
ton Shaw electric traveling crane, which, -together with a

containing oxygen to

an

heated and rarefied, the surplus air

is

the lower vent.

combustion

and

air

the formation of

this,

The

with

contained oxygen

arc, the enclosed

escaping
is

through

soon reduced

by

carbon points to carbon monoxide
with the remaining nitrogen, surrounds the arc
the

and protects the points from further combustion.

By

this

system of burning of carbons

in

these

enclossd

chambers, half-inch carbons arc said to burn 80 hours with

The Corrosion

Pipes by the
of Iron
Action of Electric Railway
Currents.

In the discussion of the paper on this topic before the
at Chicago, July nth, the

Western Society of Engineers

stenographer of the society reported Prof. Jackson as saying,
in reply to the question as to

had

what objection the company

to putting in the return wire:

The

actual

cost

is increased about three-fold.
much power of the same potenand four times the amount of copper.

of circuit

It requires four times as
tiality

Of

in

the

circuit

course the labor of insulation

Prof. Ta.ckson sa)

but by another

s this

considerably cheaper.

is

statement was not

member and

that

it

made by

hint

does not correctly repre-

sent his position, in the controversy.

An electric car mail service is contemplated between
Jonesboro and Gas City and Marion, Ind.
The Bulletin International de V Electric ltd describes
a portable electric pump devised by Carl & Co. of Worms,
for use in breweries

and

cellars.

The motor and pump

are

former driving the latter
by means of worm gearing. The motor is put into the circuit of an existing electric light installation by means of a
flexible cable, which is connected to any one of the various
The motor is made in sizes
wall plugs in the building.
ranging from i^ horse power to ^4 horse power, and the
plant is said to be more economical than pumping by hand.

arranged on a kind of

trolley, the

PLANT
large

amount of new machinery which

the

01~

THE MATHE R ELECTRIC COMPANY.

Mather company

has recently installed, consisting of heavy planers, boring
mills, radial

drills, lathes, etc.,

enables

it

generators of over 500 kilowatts capacity.
Electric

company

smallest to

second

to

making a

handle large

The Mather

specially of both belted

work, especially

and

and power
Its facilities for testing generators,
from the
the largest, under most severe conditions, are
none, its steam plant being especially ar-

directly connected

purposes.

is

to

for railway

and without any blackening or discoloraOwing to the high potential at which
it is possible to burn the arc in this enclosing chamber,
the
efficiency of the lamp is greatly increased. The lower part of
out

retrimming,

tion of the globe.

the carbor frame

is

in the

shape of a ring having diametrical

enlargement to admit the arms of a

spider-shaped casting,

provided with an adjustable movement on the
carbon holder. This carbon holder has a porcelain handle
and a spring to hold the yielding pan lightly "against the

and which

is

August
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2^,

A

lower opening of the globe.

longitadinal bore

in"

the car-

bon holder admits the negative carbon, the upper part of the
bore being enlarged to form a seat for the small globe. A
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works has made these annual clambakes memorable excursions, and the preparations already made for this
year's meet portend an unusually merry time.
Electrical

metal cover, through which the positive carbon loosely feeds,
is

placed over the mouth of the ssnall globe and acts as

cut-out

when

a

point.

The Western

lamps a rheostat of enameled iron is proFor the
vided in shape of a headboard with binding posts, hanging
An opening in the center of
straps and switch complete.
the rheostat i>ermits of securing
inch

Porcelain

screws.

lag

may

be

used

separate

to

When

rheostat from contact with the ceiling.

sirable to secure the rheostat directly to ceiling,

may be suspended from a

half-

insulators, placed over four

studs provided for that purpose,
the

by

to the celling

it

not de-

lamp

the

ring.

commercial nines, it won 12; this year,
been victorious in 10. On
it has

out of 12 games played,

Saturday afternoon, August 25th, the club
strength against

Prof.

team

Stagg's

grounds.

Many

many from

the University, and the

men

electrical

will

sociation.
According

Ca/nuiian

to the

discussion looking to the

Railway association, whose

formation of a Canadian Street

would be similar to the street railway association in
In view of the rapidly increasing magthe United States.
nitude and importance of the electric street railway interests
objects

Canada some association for the discussion of common
difficulties and the promotion of common interests is a natMembership in the American associaural development.
tion will meet many of their needs, but in a different country and climate the Canadian railways operate under many
conditions in which the American roads have no share or inThese conditions, however, are not without interterest.
est to other classes of electrical enterprise in Canada, and
directly or indirectly are shared by them.
The street railways have at present a very small representation in the list
of members of the Canadian Electrical association, and it
in

seems a great pity that before segregating themselves in a
street railway association they should not try whether the
existing association will not fill the need they are beginning
Electric street railways really occupy a central po-

to feel.

among

sition

very

common

little in

more or

Some

now needs

street railway
classes

all

All

electrical

of

They

Canadian Electrical associa-

electrical

in

come

number of

its

be completely representative of

to

enterprise

however

interests,

of them

railways.

only an increase in the

members

have much

sight,

all

contact with the street

less into

which

of these have apparently

with each othei, but

are all well represented in the
tion,

and power and

telegraph, telephone, light

manufacturing enterprises.

common.

Canada.

in

dissimilar

Like

it

at

it is

first
it,

they

in their

own

or dislike

cannot help reacting upon each other, but

hands whether they endeavor to make this interdependence
a help, or suffer it to become a hindrance, and it is here that
the benefit comes in of beginning by a general association

whose

objects, as stated in the constitution of the

Electrical

association,

be definitely

Canadian

are " to foster and encourage the

and promote the interests of those enand for the discussion and
interchange of opinion among its members." Such an association is an endeavor to modify the natural narrowness

when we

ness and are each struggling for
in the

have

know our own busiour own profit, and when
each

obviousness of the points of difference between us and

prone to lose sight of- what we
common, and regard contact as synononious with

other strugglers
in

conflict.

To

we

are

begin by class associations

is

to intensify this

To begin by a general association is to first
try what profit we can derive from intercourse and such
common action as is possible with those engaged in making
narrowness.

a living in kindred occupations.

Following on

this the sub-

sequent organization of special associations will come naturally as the outgrowth of healthy business development; but
Lheir

membership, overlapping with that of the general parent

association, should preserve

rowness of

isolation.

them from the unprofitable nar-

Whether

a street railway association

we

trust that the

Sep-

tember meeting of the Canadian Electrical association

will

is

organized in the near future or not,

show a large addition in the list of members
employed in electric street railway work.

Clambake

American
Works.

of the

The sixteenth annual Rhode
to the electrical fraternity

August 25th.

interested or

Electrical

Island clam dinner tendered

by the American

Electrical

works

be held at Haute Rieve, Saturday,
This announcement will be a pleasing one to

of Providence, R.

I., will

the members of the fraternity who have learned by past experience to regard this occasion as one of the principal opportunities for a pleasant

social

meeting of

electrical

men.

In years gone by the hospitably of President Philhps, SecSawyer and Treasurer Hathaway of the American

retary

theoretical electricity
will line

up

as follows:

Chicago Universltv.
Pitcher

Rothschild
Nichols

Snail

Left Field
Center Field

Bowers

McKevitt

Right Field.

Spear

Meehan
Lyon
Parker

Hanrahoe

St. Louis,

Pike

Brown

— The

iS.

Mo.

Citizens'

railway,

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New
of the

^'ork, August 20.

new

—

.\

a total

length of about

track.

An

sisting

of 60 double truck 35

and one-half-miles of double

six

new equipment

entirely

foot

of rolling

motor

The Southwestern
end of

new road

railway, a

under construction.

St. Louis, is

the

last

New

the

Friday

York,

The

when completed

and

In the

Friday, which was conducted

trial

of the company,

a

number of the

Union
lines

trolley

solid steel,

cost

New

Rail-

the

in

bridge

is

of

will be $50,000.

by

several officers

iron cogwheels of

nects with the Seventh

Street electric line and also the
Broadway cable Hne at the coiner of Broadway and Chippewa street and extends in a southwesterly direction with

double tracks on Chippewa street and Gravois avenue to
Morgan Ford road, adistance of about two miles. Through
cars will run

from

this

road northwardly over the Seventh

An

The Norwalk, Conn., Tramway company and the Norwalk & South Norwalk Street Railway company are at war.
Eighteen months ago, when the Tramway company was
putting down its tracks through AVall street, where the
was

there

a disagreement

between the two corporations, and the street railway company secured an injunction against the Tramway that

The

caused the latter an expensive delay of several weeks.
corporation did not forget

tried for revenge.

The

this,

and

last

Thurs-

adcUtional ordinance

in a

200 light Excelsior arc machine of the new pattern, a

110 kilowatt 500 volt generator for power circuits and a

300

power Russell four-valve engine.

liorse

The Postal Telegraph -cable company
company.

ground Cable company.

R.

Common

ing of the

iS.

— At the

railway

wires for six months, but which should furnish

for six

months could not be agreed upon.

own

months.

had

The Tramway company
to run througli

Wall

objected,

Soon
noon an electrician climbed the pole in front of the
County National Bank building and went
Fairfield
work to put a cut-off on the heavy feed cables.
to
The Tramway company's cars would come mto Wall street,
The tramway car
followed by the other company's car.
would run rapidly up to the Belden avenue corner, where it
reaches its own lines. Then the man perched on a barrel in
front of the bank building would reach up with a big screw
driver and push a lever in the cut-off and the car following
In a few minutes, when the Tramway car
stop.
it would
came back, the current would be turned on and the street
The street railway officials
railway car would go ahead.
were puzzled for some time. A street railway employe cut
the Winnipauk feed cable, and armed with rubber gloves
and two pairs of nippers, brought together on a big block of
after

its

cars

The

Rauschenberger, the president of the board.

resolu-

Milwaukee Street

tion recited that as the property of the

Railway company had been assessed at $2,800,000, and that
the company had publicly declared

as the vice-president of

was

that such assessment

largely in excess of the real value

of the city believes that the street railway system should be

line

Thursday President E. J. Hill of the street railway company telephoned to the Tramway company notifying it that
the street railway company had started its electric cars, and
that the Tramway company would be expected to furnish
but

opera-

its

was introduced by Alderman

tion as a municipal enterprise

been double tracked

coaipmy started Thursday to run
Each company has its own dynamos at the
electric cars.
big power house of the Norwalk & South Norwallc Electric
Light company. The question arose as to which should
It
furnish the electricity for the run through Wall street.
was finally arranged that each should furnish the power over

power

meet-

to the pur-

chase by the city of the street railway system and

owned and operated by

Common

the city,

a conmiittee of five

tain if the electric car system, with

for the first six

H.

J.

last regular

Council a resolution looking

trolley wires.

it

laying

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, Wis., August

bers of the

common

now

is

subway of the St Louis Underground Service
The work is being done by the Standard Under-

cables in the

and the Winnipauk branch. Through Wall street the two
companies use the same tracks and, of course, the same

the

authorizes the ex-

of the property, and that as a large portion of the taxpayers

on West avenue, and trolley wires strung on the main

street

over

stock has

railway company's

recently changed hands, the road has

The

of town

Fair Grounds radroad as far north as

Power will be supplied from the Cass Avenue & Fair
Grounds Railroad company's power house.
The St. Louis Electric Light & Power company is putting

four-track bridges constructed in this state.

railway tracks also run,

&

Cass Avenue

street, to connect with the Cass Avenue & Fair
Grounds road, to provide for through car service. Twenty
motor cars will be used and passengers will be transferred to
and from the Cass avenue railway and the Broadway cable
line.
These roads are all controlled by a Chicago syndicate.

tlie

draw broke, necessitating the substitution of new ones.
Seven men moved the draw, as it has not yet been connected
with the electric apparatus, and the work was very slow.
The trial was considered very satisfactory, and in a few
weeks will be ready for use. The bridge is one of the first

street

the southern

in

This road con-

tension of the Seventh street line a distance of one block

was made

Twenty-third and Twenty-fourth wards.
its

be put

on Seventh
trial

power house of

operate.^

stock con-

cars will

on.

Cass avenue.

Haven & Hartford Railroad company over the Bronx river,
at West Farms.
The bridge is said to be the first structure
of the size in the country to be moved by electricity, which
way company, which

cable

is

way boulevard with a horse car extension to Rmkleville.
The ordinance authoriiiing the change also authorizes an
extension of the road to the city hmits at Wellston, making

the

Notes.

four-track electric bridge of the

will be furnished from the

a

being changed to an electric line. At present the
road extends from Fourth street westward over Franklin
.avenue, Morgan street and JSaston avenue to King's highroad,

Stagg

Winston
Adkinson

Lor is, August

St.

street electric line through the central part

Tramway

of us

as

discussed question

Catcher
First Base
Second Base
Third Base
Shortstop

day

all

its

Kerns

gaged in any

electrical enterprise,

try

University

Stock
Kelly

science of electricity

which comes to

The teams

settled.

to

is

the

be present, as well

much

IVeslcrii Electrics.

Electrical A'exos tiiere has

some preliminary

recently been

will

on

F. O.

the

players of which are employes of the Western Electric
company, has for two years been considered one of the best
amateur teams in the city. Last year, out of 16 games
jilayed with the best

w.

entered into.

Electric Base Bsdl club, a majority of

as to the superiority of practical over

Proposed Canadian Street Railway As-

Winnipauk cable and that of the main
line. When the tramway shut off its power in Wall
street, he
joined the wires 10 give his company power from the branch
wire. The dynamos began to burn out and the whole station
was in danger.
temporary amicable arrangement was
the end of the

.-\

Electrical Ball Players.

the carbon has been burned to a predetermined

inside

wood

street.

troller

and

the city attorney, should

lighting plants,

how

the

money

be raised by the

be appointed to asceradjuncts the electric

its

could be purchased by the

upon what terms, and
port

and

city,

if

same committee should

that the

so
re-

necessary for such an enterprise could

city.

The committee appointed

Aldermen Williams,

consists of

A

Thuering, Devos, Ramsey and Remung.
city officials

mem-

Council, together with the city comp-

shows that most of them appear

in favor of the proposition.

Mayor Koch

only a question of money.

If such

he

canvass of the

be heartily

to

says

that

it is

transaction can be

a

ought to be carried out, as
Comptroller
Fiebrantz and Deputy Comptroller Wilde both favor the
plan.
They estimate, however, that as the margin of the

arranged
it

would

bond

financially,

limit is

street

states,

it

result beneficially to the city at large.

car

only about $1,000,000,

property outright

while the city

is

buy the
Moreover,

the plan to

not feasible.

is

authorized by law to purchase an electric

lighting plant or a gas plant, a special act of the Legislature

would be necessary in order
With such
railway system.

to

permit

it

authoi-ity,

to purchase a street

they claim, the city

might purchase the property on the installment plan.
Three theories are advanced regarding the action of the

Common
in

good

able to
is

make

is

that the council

and would purchase the

is

really acting

street car

system

if

Another theory
simply getting even with the Milwaukee

the necessary arrangements.

that the council

Street

One

Council.

faith

is

Railway company

for its

action in

regard to the

as-

sessment of the railway franchises.

The company

the assessment and

the matter being in the

is still

courts at the present

fighting

time.

it,

fought

The assessment, while

it is
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more tlian double what it was last year, is "still very much
below the real value of the property at any rate the property is bonded for the sum of $13,000,000 in round figures.

commissioner ordered the company to place electric lights
at several crossings it refused to comply.

Common

Kalamazoo, Mich., electric lighting plant, has been awarded
to the Commercial Electric Engineering company of Detroit, and application should be made to this company
by
those who desire to make bids for furnishing any portion of
the work.
No action has been taken by the city council
in regard to the bonds which are to be issued.

—

These

facts lend

some color

to the theory that the

Council never really expects

The

third theory

is

a

aquire the street car

to

political one.

It

is

lines.

charged that the

Republican aldermen, by making a feint of buying the street
hope to get votes from the ranks of the Populists,

railway,

who

The

contract for the building of the

Vice President Payne of the street railway, while he
the matter in public, preten;ls to

make

light of

it

The

on Sixth street. North avenue, Third street and
around the loop. The track on Sixth street has. been torn up.
The time allowed by the Common Council for the street
railway company to put concrete ixnder its ties on streets
cars ran

and the com-

that are being paved with asphalt has expired,

pany has not taken any steps to comply with the order. The
matter has been considered by the directors and attorneys
of the company, with the result, apparently, of a resolution

The company

to defy the city authorities.

permit the city to do the work, as

company

fails

to

will

probably

has threatened to do

it

comply with the order, and

afterward oppose any effort of the city to collect pay-

ment

for the

Some

work.

question has already been

damage, according

of the

laid,

new

and

it

asphalt
is

to the city authorities,

pavement

liable

to

in

material

by reason of the

fact that the street car tracks are not solid, but

permit the

water to get under the top dressing of asphalt.
In the eleventh ward a petition
the street railway

company

is

being circulated asking

to reconsider its action in

with-

drawing commutation tickets from sale and urging the com-

pany to sell at least 23 tickets for $[. The action of the
company hurts the working people of the city much more
than it would have done a year ago, and there is much complaint among them.
In some places the establishment of
bus lines is proposed, and already the I-Ioffnian-Billing
company has such a line for the accommodation of its patrons.

The

Detroit

Electrical

company and

Works have sued

the Racine

Case for $20,000 damages, claiming that they were induced to give a very low
Street Railway

J. I.

on the Racine equipment

on condition that they
would get the contract for the Green Bay line, which they
did not get.
Mr. Jackson h u become the sole owner of the
Racine system, his former ])artner taking Mr. Jackson's interest in the Green Bay line.
C.
figure

The Meriden, Conn.,

evi-

in private.

Tlie Sixth street electric line has b^en abandoned.

will

PERSONAL.
William 11. McKinlock, (^resident of the Metropolitan
company, has left Chicago foratwo weeks' business
through the West.

Electric

of the

ELECTRIC MINING.

Electric Railu'ay

company has

de-

Preparations are being made by the street railway
at Strassburg, Germany, for using electric tracon theline^ in the central parts of ths town. Arrangements are being made with the Allgemeine ElektricltatsGesellschaft of Berlin for the supply of motor cars.
These
will be tried until it has been demonstrated that electric

company
tion

traction

is

satisfactory.

The

authorities at Leipzig, Germany, have given a concession to the Allgemeine. Elektricitats-Gesellschaft and R.
Lehfeldt of Leipzig for the construction and working of an
electric street railway.
The new lines will traverse the
whole of the inner part of the town, which has hitlierto not
been served by any road. The system of lines for which
the concesr'ion has been granted amounts to over twentyone miles.

The Chicago General Railway company announces that its
road on Twenty-second street from Lawndale to the South
Side is completed, and that it is now prepared to extend
its road on any improved street on tlie North or West Divisions of Chicago, where property owners will sign frontage
and secure the consent of the city council. The company
will agree to construct such extension
immediately after
passage of the ordinances; to sell six tickets for 25 cents; to
equip the lines with fine electric cars; to issue transfer tickets
at all points agreed upon with the mayor, and to pay to owners of property the cost of paving 16 feet on all streets improved within one year. Ttie company, it is said, is anxious to build a line from Twenty-second street to the vicinity of Union Park and thence to Lincoln Park without passing through the down- town streets, all for a single fare,
instead of two as

The

now

required.

companies operating south of Thirty-ninth
street, Chicago, have had before the Commissioner of Public Works for three months an agreement they wish to enter
into wiih the city, which, it is said, forever would shut out
competition m the district mentioned by the clever wording
of one of the clauses.
By this no company which hereelectric

after secures

a franchise can operate in the

district

without

agreeing to do so through underground'conduiis. This
would serve to shut out any company not in the agreement
now pending from stringing electric wires on poles. The
agreement was referred to Supt. McCarthy of the Bureau of
Streets and Alleys.
It lias rested on the desk of the latter
first

awaiting the approval of the corporation counsel.
Mayor
Hopkins was shown a copy of the clause. He said: "I
am sure no such agreement will be signed 'by me or others
representing the ciiy.
In the first place it would amount to
nothing if we did, as it is something that must come within
the province of ttie council, and the mayor cannot sign away
rights of the council or make any contract for that body. It
would in no sense be binding on the city, and for that reason
alone would not be entered into."
.

A. H. Goodc, formeily with tiie Jenney compaiay, has
taken charge of the motor department of the Central Electric company, Chicago.
_

Medbery, ]iresident of the Eiiierile company ot
Mechanicville, N. Y., manufacturer of the Medbery insulation for street railway supplies, lias beeu spending a few
days in Chicago. Mr. Medbery repo_rts a good business in
J.

the East.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Niles, Mich., has purchased the Niles Electric Light company's plant for $37,500.
The electrical machinery is to be
utilized, in addition to furnishing light, to supply water for

a

new water

system.

probable that the electric lighting plant of Rochester, Minn., will soon be enlarged by the addition of a
dynamo. No decision as to what type of apparatus will lie
employed has been made.
It is

The Ottawa Elecj;ric Light company, the Standard Eleccompany and other electrical interests of Ottawa have

tric

in the Ottawa Electric company, with headquarters at 72 Sparks street, Ottawa.

been combined

The

clerk of the city of Middletown, O. , will receive bids
to light the streets and city buildings with electric lights for
the term of five years, commencing November i, 1S94.
Bids will be received until August 10, 1S94, at S o'clock
P.

M.

An

Indian paper states that, following up the trial installations in Colombo, Ceylon, which from all accounts were
successful, several hotel proprietors, mill owners and the
harbor authorities intend illuminating their premises with
electric lights.
Proposals are also before the municipality

for lighting the

whole town of Colombo.

The Chicago city law department has decided that the
Commissioner of Public Works has the right to require the
railroads to provide any kind of lights that he may see fit at
their crossings, and in view of this decision the Rock Island
road will be forced to put up electric lights at the crossings as
ordered by the commissioner some time ago.
When the

Since March, Hamburg, Germany, lias had an electric
overhead trolley load, says a contemporary. The current
is furnished
by the municipal electric central station, the
equipment of which was increased lor this purpose by a loo
kilowatt Thomson- Houston generator, working at a voltage
of between 500 and 550.
The feed wires, consisting of two
heavily insulated copper cables, protected by double lead
sheathing and a siieet metal armor on the outside, are
buried below the street level, at depths of from iS to about
Connections with the trolley wire is made at
4c inches.
three different points, at which also there are current indicators and cut-outs.
The return is a bare copper wire, laid
in the earth.
The trolley wire itself is not conbut is made up of sections about 500 meters, or
1,640 feet long, terminating in insulated points.
Connection between these sections is made by cut-outs, so that,
ordinarily, there is a continuous cirpuit from end to end.
Any one of the 500-meter sections can be at once deadened,
if need be, however, as in the case of a fire along the line.
In addition to the bare copper underground return wire
already mentioned, the rails are connected at their joints, in
the customary way, by soft, tinned copper wire.
At about
every 300 feet there is, moreover, a cross connection of the
opposite rails by two copper wires, and at about every 1,600
feet the connecting wires are attached to ground plates
buried below the ground water line.

directly

tinuous,

The Raih-oad Gazette says that excavations are now being
made at Baltimore, Md., for the power-house to be used in
operating the

Belt railroad.
It will be a one-story brick
It will have a front of 339 feet on Howard street,
on Henrietta street, and 58 feet on Montgomery
street.
The boiler-room will be 9S feet long and 69 feet
wide, and will be fitted with automatic conveyors for coal.
The machinery room will be 240 feet long and 58 feet wide.
The equipment of the building will include 11 250 horse
power boilers, with a 50 foot smokestack and mechanical
draught. The engine-room will contain four 750 horse power
Corliss compound engines directly coupled to four 700 horse
power multipolar generators, which will furnish the electric
power for locomotives and also for lighting the tunnel. In
addition there will be four 250 horse power Armington &
Sims compound engines, two of which will drive eight 50 arc
light machines, each light having 2,ooocandle power. These
lights will be used at Mount Clare, Locust Point and Camden
Station.
Each of the remaining two engines will be used to
building.

69

feet

drive two generators

capable

of

lighting 2,000 16 candle

B. C, has
given an order to the Koyal Electric company, Montreal,
mining
for an electric
locomotive to l^e used in the company's mines.

The Wellington Coal company, Nanaimo,

cided on extensions.

trip

H.

for use in the new depot at Bolton
and other places along the line. Provision will also be
for an extra 700 horse power generator,
It is said
that the motive power for the tunnel trains will consist of three
locomotives having two trucks each, eack truck to be
equipped with two 300 horse power electric motors. The
power house was designed by Baldwin & Pennington. The
electrical equipment was designed by the General Electric
company, and is being made at the company's shops at
Schenectady, N. Y.

made

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

city.

dently never expected such a step, and will not talk about

in case the

plant

power incandescent lamps

lot

favor of municipal ownership of

are very strongly in

the gas plants and the electric railway and electric lighting

systems of the

entire

25, r.*'g4

*

Electric machinery, it is said, is to be used in the operation of the Silver Lake mines in Colorado.
The mines are
located upon a mountain side, and the use of steam was
considered impracticable.
It is intended to generate electricity at the foot of the mountains by utilizing the waterfalls and putting in dynamos.
The current will be carried
up the mountains to motors located at the mines.

The advantages

of the use of electrical, power are beginto be appreciated in the iron mining region of Michigan.
Cleveland Iron Mining company has just contracted for
a locomotive haulage plant from the Chicago office of the
General Electric company.
Two 30 horse power locomotives will be operated in the galleries of the mine at first,
supplied by a dynamo of sufficient generating capacity at
220 volts. The conductors are incased in lead covered

ning
I'lie

cables and led

down

the shaft.

TELEPHONE.
Electric Light & Power company has
increased its capital stock to $10,000 and elected the following
officers:
President, C. F. Lenney, secretary and
manager, W. J. ^Day. The company intends to install a
telephone exchange.

The Bement,

111.,

The United Telegraph & Telephone & Electric company,
with a capital stock of $1,000,000, has been incorporated
by Donald McDonald, John G. Earle and Edward P. McConnell. to construct and maintain a telegraph, telephone
and electric business. The company proposes to confine its
operations entirely to Hyde Park,Cliicago,and Mr. iMcConnell
it has ample backing.
It is intimated that the company
be combined with the Chicago Harrison Telephone
company. The United company contemplates purchasing,
or has already purchased, the 50 miles of wire lines, with
poles, etc., already erected in Hyde Park by the Postal
Telegraph company. The lease held by the Postal company will .«oon expire, and then the Postal will place its

says

may

wires underground.

TELEGRAPH.
The Western Union Telegraph company has commenced
a suit against the Des Moines Northern & Western Railway
company and the Postal Telegraph Cable company on a
contract
regard to the use and operation of a, telegraph
line on the right of way of the defendat railroad company.
The plaintiff claims to have a contract giving it the exclusive right to operate such a line, and alleging that the railroad company violated the contract and allowed the defendant Postal company to remove the Western Union instruments and place its own in their place and make connection
with Western Union wires. The Western Union comj^any
asks for a restraining tjrder, admitting its inability at this
time to estimate its financial loss.

m

The Electrical Subway Commission of Baltimorehas ap))roved the specifications of Engineer Hill for putting part ol
the wires of the fire-alarm teleg»'aph system underground. Bids
will be invited for different kinds of conduits, and the commission will decide afterward upon the kind of conduits to
be used.
Creosoted wood, iron, terra cotta and concrete
conduits may be used.
An appropriation of $roo,ooo was
made by the City Council for tliis work. All the wires in
the city fire alarm system cannot be put underground for
amount, so it was decided to use the conduits of the
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone company wliere possible
and build supplementary conduits where necessary. By this
this

method

it is expected to protect the wires in tlie
center of
the city, and wires leading to all engine and truckhouses
excepting those on the outskirts.

The North American Telegraph & Telephone company
of Oswego, N. Y., was recently incorporated at Albany,
with a capital stock of $25,000.
Tlie incorporation authorizes the company to construct and operate telegraph and
telephone lines from Brockport, Can., to Alexandria Bay
and Oswego, in New York state, and intermediate points

about the Thousand Islands. Work upon the new line will
commence immediately and as much of the line as possible be constructed before snow falls.
The line \vill be
started and run to a point opposite Alexandria Bay. There
a cable will be laid over to the bay on the United States
side,
thence
the
line will
be extended to Oswego.
Lines will be run to

New York

and connections made with

the principal cities throughout the state. The general headquarters of the company will be at Deseronto, Out., and
the United States headquarters in Oswego.

LEGAL DECISIONS.
Where

a telephone company, invested

with the power 01
eminent domain and autliorized bylaw to erect poles and
stretch wires through the streets of a city, was required
by ordinance to move its poles and wires from a street to
the adjoining sidewalk, it was necessaiy, holds the Circuit
Court of Appeals in the case of the Southern Bell Tele
phone & Telegraph company against Constantine, in com
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plying with such ordinance, to trim certain trees, which was
tlone by the servants of the company under the direction
of a city officer. The company was not Hable to an action
of trespass by the owner of the trees, since tlie act was done
under lawful authority.

Catalogue Xo. 67 of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company, Pittsbuig, Pa., treats of multipolargenerators and motors manulactured by the company in sizes
from }^ of a horse power up.
A detailed description of the
apparatus is given together with illustrations. Several important tables help to make the book an interesting one.

of Chancery of New Jersey questions, in the
case of the West Jersey Railroad company against the Camden, Ciloucester ^: Woodbury Railway company whether
there may not be methods of operating an electric railway
resorted to which will be within the objection that it constitutes an additional servitude for which compensation
must be made. And it also questions whether serious injur>- to improvements which the abutting land owner may
make upon and under sidewalks by the planting of poles to
support the overhead wires will not be within like objecBut it decides positively that a street railway, contion.
structe<i in a highway under authority of law, with a roadbed which will admit of the free use of the highway by all
other lawful means, operated by cars patterned after the
style and size of cars -ordinarily in use by horse railways,
the motive power of which is electricity, supplied by means
of overhead wires supported by poles planted in the sidewalks immediately within the curbs, is but a modification of
the public use to which the highway was originally devoted,
and is not an additional burden on the land for which compensation may be retiuired.
Equity, it says, will not enjoin an unauthorized obstruction in a public highway at the
instance of a private person, corporate or natural, who does
not suffer some special damage from it differing in kind
from the damage which such person sustains as a member
or the community; and, within this rule, a railroad company,
though it does public service, stands substantially upon the
footing of a private individual.
Such special damage is not
sufferetl by a steam railway company which has merely the
right to operate its road across the highway at grade,
through the establishment in the highway of a street railway, the motive power of wliicli is electricity, su|iplied by
means of wires elevated a sufficient height to admit the free
passage of the cars of the steam road thereunder.

The Court

The Metropolitan

Electric company, Chicago, received
for I. X. L. triple braid wire durthe number being one for 13 miles
and one for 10 miles, lar^e sizes This wire is coming into
prominent notice in the West, being alreadv a favorite in
the East, and the Metropolitan Electric company carries a
large supply always on hand to enable it to fill orders without delay.

some good-sized orders
ing the last week,

amnng

of the handsomest of recent electrical catalogues is
that issued by the Western Electric company.
Its 100
sumptuous pages describe and illustrate nothing but the
company's own manufactures, which comprise arc and incandescent machinery, power generators, motors, arc lamps
and fixtures, measuring instruments, batteries, switchboards, rheostats, lightning arresters, lamp posts, and many
other supplies, including apparatus for theatrical lighting
effects.
The lithographed cover of thecaialogue deserves
a particular word of praise for its artistic design and harmonious colors.

126 Liberty street. New York, has increased his facilities for the manufacture of his high tension
arc lamps by the addition of several special and expensive
machines.
He has discontinued the nianufactuie of the
constant potential arc lamps, having sold his patent rights
to the General Incandescent Arc Light company.

The Electric .\ppliance company, Chicago, has been
experiencing a very satisfactory trade during the month on
its two wire
specialties, Paranite rubber covered for inside
work and O. K. weatherproof for line work. Numerous
large orders have been received. Coming as they do so early
in the season promises well for a satisia<^tory fall trade.

BUSINESS.

The Mather

Woodbury

marble switchboard work

The New York Insulated Wire coln^)any reports that
Grimshaw white core wire is being used extensively for

Wm.

en-

H. Bryan and Winthrop Bartlett, mechanical and
Turner building, St. Louis, are engaged

on plans

Howard

for the

street

loop of the Soutliern

rail-

road.

company, Manchester, Conn., reS. Smith & Co. of Philadel-

through Harry

when completed will be one of the
connected plants in Philadelphia.

N^apoleon, O., has just closed a contract for a complete
electric lighting station.
Not less than no
l)ids were submitted and considered for various parts of this
work. The power plant, consisting of two compound condensing engines of 100 horse power capacity each and two 100
horse power boilers, was awarded to the Watertown Steam
Engine company through G. N. Crawford, the company's
Chicago agent.

pumpingand

Tlie Chicago office of the Ball Engine company, Erie, Pa.,
the Rookery building, reports a fair amount of business.

Among recent sales are the following: Peninsula Electric
Light & Power company, Houghton, Mich., one 350 horse
power tandem compound engine; Hotel Newcombe, Qnincy,
ill., one 60 horse power engine;
Howe Pump & Engine
company, Ladd, 111., one 50 horse power engine; Industrial

Home of the

Blind, Chicago, one So horse jjower engine dito a General Electric dynamo; Norton

rectly connected

Bros., Maywood,
engines.

III.,

two 150 horse power cross compound

The Metropolitan

Electric company, Chicago, is having
considerable call for the Kester commutator compound,
station engineers finding it to be just what is needed in the
preservation of the commutator and prevention of sparking.

work,

slow speed automatic

Chicago.

electrical engineers,

The Correspondence School of Technology, Cleveland,
O., has engaged J. N. Dodci, a graduate of Frinceton and
last year fellow in mathematics at Princeton, as instructor in
matliematics.
The school reports considerable growth ami
also has received letters from its students commending the
C. J. Blandin, manager of the Minneapolis office of the
Walertown Steam Engine company, has secured a contract lor
the power plant of the Delano Electric Light t^ Power comI1ie Watertown Steam Engine company, Delano, Minn.
pany is also just completing the extensive power plant of the
Whiting Foundry Equiiiinent company at Harvey, 111. It
has just equipped the Woolner Distilling company of Peoria,

in

Electric

engines, and

finest directly

in

gua, N. v., and Carthington, O.

sale,

two 45 kilowatt

directly connected dynamos for the
Bartram apartments of that city. These dynamos are to
be of the new Mather multipolar type, directly connected to

C. Woodward, San Francisco, Cal., has sold a 100
light Excelsior arc dynamo to the Oakland Gaslight & Heat

company.

the

phia, of

J.

m

'I'emple, Chicago, 1,400 lights (direct current.)

W. Rushmore,

S.

ports

One

The Simplex: Electrical company has been awarded the
contract for the wire for 3,000 incandescent lights in tlie
new Castle Square theater and hotel in Boston. The Chicago office of this company is at 1137 Monadnock building,
charge.
with H. R. Hixon

office, Springfield, III.,

Medinah

500 lights (direct current);
100 lights (direct c:MTent);

land contractors for Mather apparatus.

Electric Corporation,
Fort Wayne,
Ind., has closed contracts for complete electric light plants
lor the villages of Lapeer. Mich,, Clear Lake, la., Canandai-

one 250 horse powe^-

AV^Vj-Av

III..

power Manchester type slow speed motors, with

special
starting boxes, to the Massachusetts State Insane Asylum
at Danvers; the motors will be used for operating ventilating
fans throughout the buildings; tlie whole installation being
in the hands of G. M. Angier & Co. of Boston, N^ew Eng-

TRADE NEWS.

with

Leland Hotel, Springfield,

Since the fire on August ist, which destroyed the factory
of the Siemens & Halske Electric company of America the
company has closed six contracts for various classes of
machinery, of which the two most important are one at the
Hotel Savoy, Ne^\ York, for a large lighting plant and one
Avith Franklm Mac\'eagh & Co. in Chicago, for an electric
power transmission plant.

The Mather Electric company, Manchester, Conn., reports the shipment last week of a carload of electrical apparatus, consisting of one 250 light dynamo and ten 5 horse

The Fort Wayne

111.,

95

one 125 horse power slow speed automatic engine and
one 70 horse power high speed automatic engine.
gine,

,

Meissner's rheostat and stage dimmer, manufactured by
the Washington Eleclric company, 207 South Canal street,
Chicago, has received some very flattering testimonials from
plants where it has been installed.
The company has received a number of orders for this article during the last

week.

The National

Electric

company has

recently sold

dynamo

machinery

Frederickstown, Mo., 500 lights
Cal., 500 lights and iS arc lamps
(aUernacing); Chicago Beach Hotel, 500 lights (direct current); Leland Hotel, Chicago, 1,600 lights (direct current);
as follows:
(alternating); Caldwell,

The Gilliland Telephone company of Chicago is meeting
with good success in the introduction of its telephone. The
instrument is made in a substantial manner and is artistic in
form, consistingof a magneto mounted on a backboard
with desk, a bi-polar magneto transmitter, and a telephone
receiver with cord.
The company's central office and exchange system for towns and small cities is complete and
comprehensive.
The president, William H. McKinlock,
and the general manager, J. J. Nate, have spent the greater
portion of their lives in telephone and kindred electrical
interests, securing therefrom a broad and valuable expewhich are very necessaiy factors to the advancement
of telephone work, and doubtless, with the apparatus which

rience,

this company is iiandling, and the vast opportunities for
work in the telephone field, asuccesslul future is assured.

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued Aitg/ist 14, 1S94.

Arc Lamp Post. Richard R. Bowker,
524,305.
N. Y. Application filed June 22, 1S94.

New York,

The object of the invention is to provide a novel and convenient disposition of arc lamps for city lighting, which may be
employed in connection with the ordinary incandescent lamp
mains, and which requires no special wire between the supports,
either overhead or underground.
Ed^vin D. McCracken,
Electrical Conductor.
524,343.
Alpine, N. J. Application filed November 29, 1S93.

An electrical condnctor is described, having a covering consisting of a strip or strips of paper, composed of pure vegetable
fiber, applied in its unchanged fibrous condition, the paper
forming of itself an insulating covering and having a suitable
material coating and permeating it to render it practically
anhydrous.
524,357.

Electric

York, N. Y.

Arc Lamp.
Application

Otto H. Swoboda,
filed

New

July 19, 1S93.

In an arc lamp a shunt around the arc in combination with
the carbon feeding mechanism is provided.

and Apparatus for Detecting and
Measuring Inflammable Gases. Benjamin C. Tilghman, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed March

524,361.

Method

of

14, 1893.

This invention relates to an improvement in the method of
and apparatus for detecting the presence and measuring the
or vapors contained in the air of
tanks and similar places where £uch gases are apt

amount of inflammable gases
mines,

oil

to occur.

Theodore B. Wilcox
Electric Railway System.
and Henry Wilcox, Newark N. J. Application filed
August I, 1893.

524.366.

This invention relates to improvements in certain details of
an electric railway system previously patented by the inventors,
and has particular reference to the surface plates of this system.

Electro-magnetic Contact-making Device for
524.367.
Theodore B. Wilcox and
Electric Railway Systems.
Henry Wilcox, Newark, N. J. Application filed August

i,

1S93.
to the same system as the preceding
and has particular reference to the details of the magmagnet bo-v.

This patent refers
patent,

net and

Railway System. Theodore B. Wilcox
and Henry Wilcox. Newark, N. J. Application filed
August 16, 1S92.
It is the object of the invention to do away with dangers'from
Electric

524,36s.

leakage, etc as appertains to systems of street railway propulsion in which a large number of electro-magnetic appliances
are maintained underground along the railway track
,

Regulation for Dynamo-electric Machinery. EdApplication filed

524.373.

ward M. Bentley, Boston, Mass.
December 26, 1S90.
This device, shown

in

diagram

in the

accompanying

illustra-

more particularly intended for use in conjunction with
dynamo-electric machinery employed to furnish motive power
on a constant potential circuit. A represents the commutator
of a dynamo-electric machine, which has a series of segments
understood to be connected in the usual manner to corresponding coils of the armature. Upon this commutator are placed
three constact brushes, one of the three, B, being the negative
brush, and the other two, C and D, placed normally at a point
on the commutator diametrically opposite the brush B, and connected to the same line conductor and constituting duplicate
positive contacts.
It 'will be understood that with the two
in the position shown by the full lines, the
brushes C and
machine will be giving its maximum electromotive force, and as
a motor (the impressed electromotive force being constant) the
speed of the motor will be at a minimum. Starting with this
arrangement the electromotive force is regulated by moving the
two brushes C and ZJ simultaneously and equally in opposite
directions from their normal position as indicated by the dotted
lines, until a sufficient number of the armature coils are retion, is

D

moved from the series or rendered inactive, and the electromotive force reduced to any desired degree. This will cause
the machine when used as a motor to increase its speed until a
ma.vimum

is

reached.

Battery Changer for Electric Circuits.
Charles
Bernhardt, Chicago, 111. Application filed November

524.374.

23, 1S91.

The invention relates to improvements in battery changers for
electric circuits, the special use for which it is designed being
in combination with a fire alarm system, and its object in that
system being to bring into the fire alarm circuit a fresh battery
moment when

certain parts of the system come into operand at the same time to cut out of the circuit the battery
which ordinarily forms a part thereof.

at the
ation,

524,376.

Compounding Motor Generators.

Schenectady, N. Y.

A

smaller machine

by which

the

Application
used

in

compounding

is

is

filed

James Burke,
June 5, 1S94.

connection with the generator,
effected.

This machine

may

its
armature mounted on the same shaft or otherwise connected with the other machine, which it is designed to compound, and is also connected electrically with
it
The main machine may be run, if desired, without the compounding machine, and may therefore be a machine of standard
pattern, the only changes necessary to lit it for the modified
use being changes in the connection of the machine and the line
circuits, these changes being made in combination with the
auxiliary machine.

have

System of Electrical Distribution. Thomas A.
Edison, Llewellyn Park, N. J.
Application filed De-

524,378.

cember

6, 1886.

The

object is to provide a system in which the greatest economy in the amount of metal required for conductors will be attained, by combining the advantages in this respect of the
three-wire system with those arising from the use of currents of
high tension reduced at the piaces supplied, by induction coils
or converters, lo that required for the translating devices.

System of Power Distribution and Regulation.
John W. Giliboney, Lynn, Mass. Application filed
October 21, 1893.

524.381.

The invention consists in installing in each of a number of
mills, manufactories, or the like, a dynamo-electric machine
connected to a common circuit, which machine, in accordance
with the conditions of load, becomes a generator delivering
electric current to drive the other machines, or a motor receiving current from the other niachines, whereby the mills or manufactories, so far as their power is concerned, are inter-dependent.

Rheostat. Albert B. I-Ierrick, Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed May 22, 1S93.

524.382.

A fire-proof rheostat of ample capacitj-, not subject to disarrangement by jolting or vibration and from which the heat
generated by the coils may be easily carried off, is described.
The invention also consists of a special arrangement of a fuse,
which limits the amount of heat which may be generated in the
box, and of certain details of construction.
Bus Bar Switch for Central Stations.
Application
Hjrrick, Schenectady, N. Y.

524.383.

Albert B.
filed

June

9, 1S94.
1 he invention relates to means for switching heavy currents
in central stations where multiplicity of dynamos are operated,
and the currents are carried to bus-bars in any usual or con-

venient manner. One of the principal objects of the invention
is to lessen the cost of copper in the systems usually employed
at present.

.

WESTERN
lett,

Edward M. Hew-

Double Throw Snap Switch.

524,384.

Schenectady,

Application

N. Y.

filed

July

2,

TS94.

The switch is constructed of three copper blades hinged together at one end and with a spring extending between the two
outer blades, a handle being attached to rtie middle blade. The
middle or inner blade is rigid, with a central piece, to which the
outer blades are hinged, the inner ends of the hinged outer
blades being cut away so that the inner blade may be rotated
about itb center to a certain angle before it will engage with the
ciit-awav ends of the outer blades to throw them from the conli^lecl

M o tors.

ric

August

Telephonic System. Henry A. Chase, Boston,
Application filed April 16, 1S94.

524,480.

Mass.

The transmitting apparatus which, in accordance with this invention, has co-operating with it a device controlling the accessibility to the mouthpiece or opening of the transmitter, and
operatlvely connected to a circuit controller governing the circuit of the transmitter is novel, the device, for the best results,
being operatlvely connected to a second circuit controller,
which may and preferably will govern the circuit of the calling
or signaling device, which may be the usual magneto now comin telephone systems, but which second circuit
govern the circuit of any desired form of signal-

monly employed

controller may
ing or calling instrument-

tacts.

Controller for
524,385.
Jenkins, Lynn, Mass.
1S94.

ELECTRICIAN.

Joseph 11
Februaiy 3,

Application filed

Telephone Transmitter and Resistance Varying
?"rank R. Colvin, New York,
Therefor.
N. Y. Application filed October 10, 1893.

"Material

The invention comprises a circuit-controlling switch preferably cylindrical in form, a reversing switch co-operating with
it, a removable actuator common
to both, locking devices preventing the removal of the actuator except at a certain predetermined position of the circuit-controlling switch, and also for
preventing any movement thereof when the actuator is detached,
and means for removing the circuit-controlling switch and
thereby rendering the other parts of the apparatus, as well as
the switch itself, accessible without the necessity of removing
the other parts from their fixed position in the assembled apparatus.

Harry T. Johnson,

Telephone Switch.
524.387.
beth, N. J.
Application

February

filed

i,

In carrying out this invention the inventor makes use of a
peculiar form of carbon, which is claimed to be free from many
of the objections inherent in the forms of carbon which have
been in general use for telephonic purposes.

1894

motors where it is essential to actuate the mechanism in
either direction with rapidity and accuracy.
It is especially
designed for use in connection with series parallel controllers
for electric locomotives.
electric

Automatic Electric Signaling Device. Edward
St. Louis, Mo.
Application filed April

524,548.

A. Hermann,
16, 1S94.

This invention relates to improvements on a former patent
(58,525) issued to- the same inventor.

Motor

524,615.

York, N. Y.

524,524.

25,

Regulator.
Joseph F. Sheahan,
Application "filed May 28, 1894.

New

The motor described is designed to be used in operating
organ bellows. The object of the invention is to do away with
the second rheostat usually employed^ and to provide an extremely simple means by which the motor regulating rheostat
may be operated from the organ loft or any convenient place,
also to dispense with the customary, switch and provide means
for switching the necessary current to the field of the motor before the current is sent through the rheosLit and to the armature, so as to start the motor; to provide means for preventing
the too sudden movement of the switch rod and the too sudden
starting of the motor,' and, in a general way, to produce the
simplest possible means for perfectly regulating the motor and
causing it to run so as to keep the bellows properly filled.

Automatic Circuit Breaker. Anatole C. Carles,
524,630.
Portland, Me.
Application filed April 14, 1894.

Eliza-

1894.

The invention comprises a supporting case, a bridge of some
good conducting material, a carrier pivotally mounted in ihe
case, a circuit-breaking rod mounted in thecarrierand insulated
from it, and adapted to have one end attached to an electric
wire and the other end held in c<mtact with the bridge when
the wire is strung, the contact end of the rod having a pivoted
plate attached thereto and adapted to rest upon the bridge when

I'heobjeclof the invention is the provision of meai.a, actuated
automatically by a circuit-closing device, to maintain a circuit
through the signaling apparatus when the telephone Is not in
use, and to open the circuit through the signaling apparatus
wheu the circuit-closing device or switch is moved. A further
object is the provision of means also actuated by the movement
of a circuit-closing device to open and close the telephone cir-

the wire

is

strung.

cuit.

524.388.

Electric Searchlight.

dletown. Conn.

The

Telegraphic Transmitter.
Frank F. Howe,
524.635.
Marietta, O.
Application filed January 15, 1894.

Edward R. Knowles, Mid-

Application

filed

January

9, 1893.

The object of the invention is to provide an improved transmitter which may be operated by persons not versed in
telegraphy.

is an improvement on a former patent and conrendering the mirror or reflector readily removable from
the drum, in providing an electric motor to operate the diverging lens, and in certain details of the gearing, pedestal doors
and electric contact devices.

invention

sists in

Controller for
524,396.
Potter, Lynn, Mass,

Induction Coil. Charles L. Jaeger,
Application filed January 18, 1894.

524.636.

N.

William B.
Motors.
Application filed December 21,

J.

Maywood,

The invention provides means whereby the action of an Induction coil continues in case the operation of the primary source
of electricity is suspended, and causes a signal to be given
should the contact breaker of the coil cease to properly perform

Electric

1893.

The controller consists in general of a switch of the Cylinder
type, the rotation of which produces various combinations of
the circuits terminating at the switch. The circuit terminals
consist of a series of stationary contact springs placed in a line
parallel with the axis of the cylinder and bearing upon suitable
contact rings or plates, which are fastened to ihe cylinder sn as
to be rotated with them and suitably insulated from them.

its

function.

Electric Heater. Charles

524,646.

Minn.

Application

The

NO. 524,426.

novel

filed

H. Newbury,

St.

Paul,

April 19, 1894.

special object of the invention is to provide simple

means

for

supporting and insulating

tlie

and

incandescing

rtgi

Dynamo-electric Machine or Electric Motor.
Ji. See and Walter L. Tyler, Brooklyn, N. \'.
Application filed May 10, 1894.

524.533.

Alonzo

A cast iron or steel frame or box open at the top and designed
a movable cover, two opposite vertical sides oi the
box being provided with cores for the field magnet coils, is provided. The bo.x is also provided with an integral journal bear'I'he vertical walls of the box and
ing, standard or support.
the standard or support and the cores of the field magnet may
ail be bored at one operation, and the armature shaft is supported in bearings mounted upon the standard and one wall of
the box. The brushes are supported upon and insulated from
an elastically yielding arm in such a way as to prevent chattering, and current is led to the brush by a flexible cable provided
with a reliable conducting joint.
to receive

B
5jb
1

1

524.534.

AUernate Current Motor.

Pittsfield,

rrsK L_

Application

Mass.

William Stanley,

filed

Jr.,

April 13, 1S92.

1

NO. 524o73-

William L. Silvey, Dayton, O.
Electric Motor.
524,407.
Application filed March 2, 1S94.

The motor, as seen in the illustration, is one involving the
use of independent fields or sets of poles, and corresponding
armatures connected and combined in permanent relations to
each other in such manner that the magnetic effect of each field
in turn shall induce in one portion of its armature coils the current that imparts the magnetism or magnetic poles to the other
armature that co-acis with the field in which such armature is
placed in producing rotation. In the preferred form of motor
which the inventor has devised for this purpose he employs two

In association with stationary field magnet rings, the sides
of which are substantially parallel, Is employed a magnetized
armatiue of annular form, which rotates between two field magnet rings in the plane of its own curvature about an axis coincident with the bisecting line of the field magnets and armature, the plane being at right angles to a circular line pas.sing
through the field magnet core intersecting Its poles'.

Electro-magnetic Motor. Nikola Tesla,
York, N. Y. Application filed October 20, 18SS.

524,426.

524,656.

Fig 1 is a diagrammatic view of a motor constructed accordto the invention and connected to a generator.
Fig. 2 is an
end view of a modified form of the armature of the motor. On
a shaft is mounted an armature C, which may be a soft iron
plate or disk with two cut-away portions or a bar with rounded
ends. Around this armature arc placed four poles, D D £ £, of
soft iron, and built up of insulated plates or sections to prevent
heating. Each of these cores is surrounded by an energizing
coil j*^, and all of these coils are connected to the main circuit
from the generator in series, or in any other manner, to receive
simultaneously the current impulses delivered by the generator.

BE

Arc Lamp. Robert Drysdale,
524,462.
Application filed January 14, 1893.

Everett, Mass.

The invention relates most particularly to the mechanism by
the carbons are maintained at a .proper distance
apart while the lamp is In use.

524,467,

Insulating

Hartford, Conn.

Turnbuckle.
Application

Henry H.
filed

June

NO. 524,534.

5,

Luscombj
1894.

It is intended to provide an improvement in insulators, and
the patent relates to that class of insulators which are termed
strain Insulators, and which are provided with a turnbuckle
device, comprising a screw bolt and a revoluble socket for it, by
means of which the slack In the wire or other flexible support
for the insulator may be taken up.

Battery.

Burton

Application

Cal.

filed

Van
Novem-

C.

1

section.

alignment with one
another, which iield magnets are adapted to set up fields of
force independent of each other, m the sense that their effect is
manifested in different planes, and these fields are energized
by a source or sources of alternating current in such manner
that the magnetic phases of the two fields will be displaced
with reference to one another. Within tne influence of these
fields two armatures are mounted, preferably on the same sfiaft
and in fixed relations to each other, and which are wound respectively with coils. The coils of one armature are connected
in closed series with those coils of the other which have a given
angular displacement relatively to them.
sets of field magnets,

524.541.

means of which

Storage

Ihe improvements claimed consist in protecting the plates or
electrodes from direct contact with the electrolyteor liquid solution, and in so disposing and mounting the active material in
sections,cubes or otherwise, that the action of the electrolyte or
liquid solution in which the plates are immersed must pass
through and not around the active material, and so that the
surfaces of contact between the electrode and the active material, as well as between the latter and the retaining grid or
agent, wi-l be protected from and impervious to the electrolyte.
The object of the invention is to cause the action In charging and
in discharging the battery to pass through a uniform stratum of
the active material, by protecting the inner face and also the
edges of the sections of active material from the electrolyte, and
also in providing for expansion and contraction by means of an
elastic indestructible confining grid, preferably made of partially vulcanized India rubber, compressed and fitting closely on
the surface and edges of the electrodes or plates, and around
the edges of the sections or cubes of the active material, thus
protecting the electrodes from sulphatlng action of the electrolyte, except as such action passes through the active material,
thereby adding endurance to the positive electrodes and avoiding renewal.
Fig,
is an elevation and
Fig. a Is a horizontal

ing

DD

Electrical

Emon, San Francisco,
ber 6, 1S93.

New

To secure rotation the cores
are made short with their
coils close to their inner ends and the cores
long, with
their coils removed from the inner ends.
By this means a difference in the magnetic phases is secured, which the poles exhibit, for, while the short cores will respond to the magnetizing
effect of an alternation or impulse of current in the coils in a
certain time, a greater interval of time will elapse before the
same magnetic intensity will be developed at the ends of the
longer cores, and in practice it has been found that this difference In phase may be utilized to produce the rotation of the
armature, the effect being virtually to produce a shifting of
the points of maximum magnetic effect similar to that which
lakes place when two alternatin_g energizing currents differing
in phase are used, as explained in previous patents.
The essential difference is that in this system the rotation is effected by a time difference of electrical phase, while in the present case it is due to a difference in magnetic phases.

NO. 524,656.
filnment or wire arranged within the casing of the heater, to
smjplify the construction and reduce the cost of the supportingdevices, and to enable the wires to be positively secured thereby
without twisting or bending them.

Jr.,

Pneumatic
Lynn, Mass.

The apparatus

having

their poles

Controller.

Application

in

Edward H.
filed

Dewson,

April ii, 1S93.

applied to a switch for controlling
electric locomotives having a plurality of motors, by changing
the connections of the several motors through various steps
paral
lei and introducing resistance into the cirfrom series to
cuit at each change of connections to prevent arcing.

524.542.
Jr.,

de;scribed

is

Edward H. Dewson,
Pneumatic Controller.
Lynn, Mass. Application filed July 13, 1893.

The

invention

mechanism such

to a pneumatic device for operating
a rheostat, switch, or other controller for

rel ales

524,659.

Insulator.

Application

filed

George

IT.

December

8,

Winslow, Pittsburg, Pa.
1893.

One ot the objects of the invention is to provide an insidator
having means for preventing the formation of a continuous conducting film of moisture between the point of attachment of the
conductor and the point of support of the insulator, which may
be easily put together, and shall be capable of ready separation
of parts for the purpose of cleaning and renovation.
524,672.

Trolley Wire Switch.
Johan M. Andersen, BosApplication filed April 26, 1S94.

ton, Mass.

This invention lelates to a novel support for electrical conductors or wires, and may be embodied in a frog, switch or
turn-out for the trolley wire.

524,684.

Turnbuckle. Louis McCarthy, BosApplication filed June 13, 1S94.

Insulating

ton, Mass.

An Insulator comprising two shells having oppositely projecting connections placed within them and insulated from
them, a turnbuckle device having its opposite ends placed
within the respective shells and insulated from each of the connections by an interposed mass of insulating material, is described.
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M. on August 27tli occurred the death of

B. Shaw, congressman from the

and widely known

Eau

Claire,

through his

former connection

mth

turing company.

In

National

the

danger

Constitutional.

which

men have been

Electric railway

greatly interested in

the

laws recently passed in Minnesota and other northern states

Manufac-

compelling

of his duties at

motor cars

Electric

performance

the
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Minnesota "Vestibule Law" Held to be
George

Wis., district

to the electrical fraternity
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railway

the

to protect the

companies to erect vestibules on

motormen from

the weather

dur-

the

in

and sometimes to life, and the tendency of
him to some extent to perform his duties

to health,
is

to disable

way

travelers

tioned

that

streets requires.

the police

has never been ques-

It

power of the

state extends to regu-

lating the use of dangerous machinery, with a view to

Washington Mr. Shaw was attacked with what the physicians considered to be malarial fever.
He was removed to
his home in Eau Claire, where he rapidly grew worse, the
symptoms indicating a complication with typhoid pneumonia.
Mr. Shaws's condition fluctuated, and reports from his

ing the winter months.

bedside excited alternating hopes and fears, until, on Monday morning, came the sad news tliat he was dead.
George B. Shaw, whose portrait is herewith given, was
still a young man, and, until the time of his fatal illness,
his personal appearance was characterized by
every indicatiou of abounding vitality and robust

iron and'glass, or similar suitable material, sufficient to pro-

the extent to which

it

such employes from exposure to the inclemency of the

to effect the desired
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His death in the prime of

health.

and
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railway companies
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and

it;
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person
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might have
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when
make

the cold reached a certain degree, or

storms prevailed, but itHvas thought

widespread

a native
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that the state

quired the use of the prescribed inclosure only at such times

sorrow.

The deceased congressman was

must be,

it

not in such a case as

power.

tion of the Legislature.

partic-

life is

be conceded, as

pro-

are employed to use

intervene by regulations in such a case, the court could not

to

weather, but not so as to obstruct the vision

who

tecting, not only others, but those

provide each car with an inclosure, constructed of wood,

tect

and of

that care to the safety of his passengers

on the

cold

occur at any time; and that was

exclusive province.

its

Alma, Allegheny county, N. Y., and was born
on March 12, 1854.
He received a public
school education and early entered commercial
Removing to Eau Claire, he engaged in
life.
the lumber business, and established a large

report

factory for the production of builders' mater-

the earnings of the Liverpool overhead railway.

sash, doors

ials,

and

blinds, as well as

connected with several
concerns of that

head Railway.
The Railroad

Gazette publishes the directors'

for the first half of the present

The number

becoming

manufacturing

other

city, chief

Earnings of the Liverpool Over-

of persons carried during the

months reached a

among which was

year of

total of 2, 861, 437

1,246,975 second class, and 1,336,809
passengers at special rates.
These

first class,

company,
which he served in the capacity of manager from
Under his active. and aggressive
1SS9 to 1S92.
policy that company Foon became one of the

workmen

leading electrical concerns of the country.

half year 50,483 trains have been run,

the National Electric Manufacturing

Shaw spent

figures,

line

a large portion of the World's Fair

— show

the entertainment club for the visitingcustomers

electric signaling

of the Ansonia Electric company.

trains being

After

lime the deceased devoted hin^self to

that

his public

convention

Ciiicago

supporting

all

of 18S4,

lines of

gaining the esteem of his fellow

great

Eau

be elected mayor of
18S8-1S89.

even

to

elected

Fifty-third Congress for the Seventh

District

of Wisconsin over three opponents, and

it

is

was
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Washington that his .system received tlie
germs of the disease which cost him his life. jNIr. Shaw
was an enthusiastic fraternity man, and in July, 1S90,
the insignia and authority of the rank of
supreme
the

for

world,

bestowed upon him.

Knights

of

This position he held

until

August,

fraternity.

gifts

of no

a

mean

oratorical

order, an unusual degree of urbanity

that attractive quality

Shaw was

understanding,

logical

clear,

known

as personal

magnetism,

April

and
Mr.

Had

ist in

each year.

quirement, so that
tive

power

is

it

Trailers

are

applies only to cars on which

the

re-

mo-

operated or controlled.
giounds:

five

That it was not an exercise of the police power of tiie state;
was class legislation; it impaired the obligation of a contract; it interfered with the liberty of contract between
street railway companies and their employes; it imposed an
The Supreme Court of the state took up
excessive fine.
these contentions in the case of State v. Hoskins, 59 Northit

he lived, greater distinction than any he had attained would

western Reporter, 545, and decided the law to be constitutional.
Anyone, it says, acquainted with the extreme cold

undoubtedly have been

of

well fitted to obtain success in public

his.

genuine and deep sorrow
heartfelt

His

at his

electrical

life.

friends

feel

a

untimely demise and extend

sympathy to the widow and

two

six

a proportion

children

who

much of the weather in this climate between
November and the ist of April, and who knows,
body does, that the motorman on an electric car
to stand in one place, always

survive him.

tion given to the

on the

alert, his

so that

no

been made,
on locomotive power

a greater train mileage has

nearly 25 percent, less than previously, when
was worked under contract at a fixed

train mile.
The cost of fuel works out
penny per train mile, and the total running
expenses including wages connected with the generating
plant and motors, fuel, oil, tallow and other stores do not

sum per

excluded from this

This act was assailed-as unconstitutional on

were

Pythias,

1892, being the highest honor that can be obtained in that

Possessing

the

the line

SHAW.
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chancellor

for

The proportion seems high
line with many stations.

yet the total expenditure

the
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receipts

a short
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Although

Claire, serving one

He was

rest is in process of con-

gross

saving ot cost in working the line has

been achieved.

far

as

citizens

chains

have been built

$91,710 and $63,660 respectively,

actively interested in the politics

of the community in which he lived, so

of the

5

This is the same as for
of about 74 per cent.
the previous half, when the amounts were

For the nexl four

Republican policy.

hewas

7 miles

ing expenses are $74,735, giving

the

administration of the federal government on the

term,

Of the

months approximate $100,000, while the work-

enthusiastically
for

The

struction.

a staunch Republi-

the measures proposed

last

making
compared with

system, 96 per cent,

on time.

and are operated; the

Shaw was

can and served his party as a delegate to the

years

of 25,349, as

authorized, 6 miles 4 chains

duties.

In politics Mr.

Duringthe

steady increase.

a

Punctuality
243,539 'ri tli6 previous period.
has been well maintained with the automatic

he had charge of

the electricity building, as

— that

a total mileage

year in Chicago, and became a familiar figure
in

compared with the two previous
is, since the opening of the
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—277,653

the ist of
as everyis

obliged

whole

atten-

means of controlling the motive power
to looking out ahead, and unable, with
duties, to give attention to protecting him-

to .Si of a
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exceed 2.73 pence per train mile, or about 5|4 cents.
Renewals and repairs under this head come to about $785,

making a total of $15,895.
By far the heaviest item

down

to

traffic

in

the

total

expenditure

expenses, which include

all

is

salaries

put

and

wages, station expenses, etc., and this amounts to nearly
The sum named $31,one-half of the gross expenditure.

380

—

—covers salaries

and wages,

lighting,

fuel,

signaling,

water and stores, clothing, printing and stationery (tickets,
etc.), and is 20 per cerit. heavier than for the preceding
half.

The

net revenue

debentures and

— after paying

paid in advance

calls

balance brought from

last

interest on

—

is

mortgage

sufficient

half year to pay the

full

with the
dividend

upon the preference shares and a dividend of
upon the ordinary shares, with a balance of

of 5 per cent,

per cent,

and the brake, and

I

due regard to his
self from the cold, nuist appreciate that, when going at the
rate of eight or nine miles an hour, perhaps against a head

The Liverpool overhead line has
$5,000 carried forward.
thus taken a much shorter time to reach a dividt nd-paying
stage than the less fortunate City & South London under-

street.

wind, and with the mercury below zero, the position

ground, although for the

Richards as assignee.

motorman

Judge Scales of Chicago has entered an

order

the assignee of the Co-operative Electric Light
sell

allowing

company

to

the plant of the insolvent concern to the Chicago Edison

company for $45,000. The plant is on North State
The company assigned on July 13th to Jacob W.

is

one not merely of discomfort,

of the

but of actual

so

much

better that

Its

last half

year the latter has done

directors have also voted a dividend.
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Discussing Lightning Rods.
New York Su/i's report of the

Electricity in a Brewery.
If one were to speak of electricity in

be assumed that a

a.

distillery

was intended

sly allusion

to

it

might

that high

potential product frequently spoken of in the East as Jersey

In a brewery, however, thi^ confusion

lightning.
to exist,

convey

and hence the

at

is

not apt

of this brief description should

title

once the idea of a working installation of com-

mercial electricity

adapted

further the ends

to

may

manufacturing operations which
well-regulated

be looked

of

thf)se

for

in all

breweries, rather than any reference

to the

shudderingly designated

in the

strange distillation {as

it

is

should

it

be

said, In the public

atoiy words of explanation
those expert

The

enough.

clear

such

in

may

stomach?

pardoned, although, to

be

electricians of the

in technicalities of this description,

greater attention

knowledge, and

The brewery

is

of

alcoholic

in question

is

doubtless

is

are not versed

entitled to every

comprehend

men

the

dis-

In the East

beverages.

paid by electrical

less assistance

West

and are

possible assistance in endeavoring to

tinguishing qualities

— that these pref-

matters, the distinction

this field

to

of

would be needed.

that of the Gottfried

The

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science at Brooklya, August 21st, *-Lightning-man N. D.
Hodges, whose lecture on 'Liglitning as a Case of Dissipation' followed a visit to Newark, lias stirred up a row among
his fellows.
He has," says our contemporary, "on exhibition a lightning rod which, he says, will attract all the
electricity lying around loose in the circumambient atmos-

In this

C

phere and decompose it.
"His idea, which has a metallic ring in its rattle, is to run
thin copper ribbons from the highest point of a building to
the ground at intervals of forty feet.
When the lightning
strikes the rod it will be so busy consuming the copper
wire that it will forget the building, which will escape unharmed. Seventy-five feet of the ribbon weighs a pound.
The ribbon which is thus destroyed every time the building
is struck can be replaced at a very small cost,
"The scientific persons in attendance listened politely to
Mr. Hodges' remarks, and then impolitely figured the theory into such a condition that it had the appearance of being
struck by the lightning he had sought to dissipate.
Prof.
JNIcFarlane began to figure up in the right-hand corner of
the blackboard.
The unknown quantity was X. He
proved that a mild stroke of lightning would destroy two or
three million pounds of wire such as Prof. Hodges described.
At the lower left hand corner of the blackboard
Prof, McFarlane proved Mr. Hodges was equal to X.
Not
content with this,JProf. McAdie arose and punched two or
When put back into the
three more holes into the theory.

Brewing
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Electrical Purification of WaterJ
By Thomas M. Drown, M. D.
electrical age, when a new application of electricity

meeting

to every-day needs is a matter of daily experience, it does not
surprise any one to hear of the practical use of electricity
as a purifying and disinfecting agent, particularly as we are

accustomed

to think of it as a force which purifies as well as
The electrical purification of water and sewage
most persons, therefore, as a process likely to be
both potent and effective. There is, moreover, to some
minds a- peculiar satisfaction in the contemplation of a subtle force which acts in a mysterious way, and to such minds
an explanation is often an unw^elcome disillusion. Inasmuch as considerable prominence has been given in the last
decade to methods of electrical purification of water and

destroys.
appeals to

.

name of the grandest
electrical manifestation ia nature. The products of distillers
and brewers are so closely associated in the public mind
East) which masquerades under the

or,

According to the

September

sewage,

how
it

it

may

not be uninteresting to state briefly just
and the principles on which

this purification is effected

rests.

We

may

two classes of so-called electrical
Those which electrolyze water, liberating
and (2) those which electrolyze
of common sale and liberate chlorine in the same
distinguish

purification:

oxygen

(i)

at the positive pole;

a solution

way.

The Webster process

for the

purification of sewage,

of

which a good deal was' once heard, belonged mainly to the
first class, although, bv reason of the chlorides contained in
-

the sewage,

it fell

also, in part, into the

second

class.

The

oxygen liberated at the positive pole, while in the nascent
state, was supposed to oxidize some organic matter; but as
this pole was composed of iron plates the oxygen was
mainly consumed in oxidizing this iron, and the oxide of iron
thus formed acted as a precipitating agent on the sludge in
the sewage.
The process was thus mainly one of chemical
precipitation of sewage bymeans of oxide of iron, which was
formed by a current of electricity passing through the sewage.
Much was hoped from this process, but it never
passed, as far as I am aware, beyond the experimental stage.
The possibility of oxidizing organic matter on a large
scale by means of nascent oxygen liberated from water by
the electric current will probably never be more than a
dream.

Attractive as the process seems, the necessary conditions for accomplishing it could probably never be realized
on a city^s water supply or on its sewage. One word in this
connection about the nascent state of an element, of which
we hear so much nowadays. It is a well-known chemical
fact that elements just liberated from combinations are much
more active than in their ordinary condition. Nascent hydrogen, for instance, is a powerful reducing agent; nascent
oxygen a powerful oxidizing agent properties which are
lost

—

when

these elements have assumed their molecular con-

dition.

In some of the recent literature which I have read on the
purification of water I have come across the idea
that a nascent substance is one that is fresh in contradistinction to one that is stale; as if, for instance, oxygen liberated from water a minute ago would be more active than if
it had been formed one hour.
This is very wide of the
mark; it is only at the very instant of formation that an eleelectrical

ment has enhanced powers due

to its nascent or

new-born

condition.

The more

systems

of purification of water and
sewage by electricity belong in the second class, that is, the
decomposition, by electrolysis, of a solution of common
salt.
When a solution of salt {chloride of sodium) is de-

recent

composed by electricity, we have sodium liberated at one
pole and chlorine at the other.
The sodium is immediately

ELECTRICITY IN A BREWERY.

company on Alexander

street,

the preceding paragraph
is

it

may be

will

stated that

This, however,

200,000 barrels annually.

sequence to the readers of the
represented

its

of

is

in

illustration

con-

directly coupled

the

herewith.

nance regulating

— the former of

General Electric company

and wound for 150 volts. The generator is of the smoothbody type, and the combination is run at the rate of 240
It can carry Soo lights, but only
450 incandescent and iS arc lamps are connected. There
are also a few fan motors in the office. Light is furnished
in all the departments of the brewery
grain elevator, malt

revolutions per minute.

*

—

brew houses, wash house, stock house, barns and
on both sides of
the street the conductingmains are led from the engine room
to the opposite buildings in an underground tunnel.
Steam

house,

—and as the establishment extends

the like

's

furnished for the engine-dynamo, house engines and

month

ice

mam-

machines by several tubular boilers, having

aggregate capacity

of

450 horse power.

The

an

tiny switch-

board, shown over the top of the dynamo in the illustration,
is of marble and supplied with Weston instruments.
The
plant was installed by the Chicago
gives

much

satisfaction.'

had a very

Drastic Ordinance.

The aldermen

theldeal type, with cylinder dimensions of 12 by 13 inches,
at So horse power, and the latter a six-pole 50

made by

A

which

plant,

given

it

capacity

little

and rated

kilowattt machine

niche where Prof. Hodges keeps his theory
disreputable appearance."

Western Electrician, who

be only interested in the electric lighting

by the
The engine and dynamo are
IS

Chicago, and for the benefit

those interested in the line of investigation outlined

of

Edison company and

to confer great

who

is,

in this

public works.

of Austin, Texas, have adopted an
electric

wiring in that

city, so

ordi-

worded

as

and unusual power on the supervising officer,
case, the electrical engineer of the board of

Two

sections will serve to give an idea of

the whole:
Sec. 2.
No material shall hereafter be used in the construction of electric wiring within the city of Austin, unless
the same shall have been previously approved by the electrical

engineer

in

accordance with the regulations

governing

wiring.
Sec. 3.
of public

The electrical engineer employed by the board
works shall have general supervision of the elecand power plant, and no connection shall be made
thereto, excepts as he directs and in accordance with the
regulations governing wiring, and after WTitten application
has been regularly made and written permit granted, and he
shall keep a record of all pei-mits issued, which shall be
tric light

regularly numbered in order of their issue.
He shall, in
being served with a notice requiring him to visit and inspect
any building upon or in which work is being done under
any of the provisions or this ordinance, do so forthwith.

The Pennsylvania Traction company of Scranton, Pa.,
has let contracts for building 43 miles of electric railroads to
connect with a number of towns around that place.

oxidized and combines with the w^ater present, and. a solution
of caustic soda results.
By suitable mechanical contrivances
the chlorine gas may be conducted away from the other pole
as fast as liberated and collected as such.
This method of
making caustic soda, it maybe said incidentally, is yet more
or less in its experimental stage; but it seems not unlikely
that the electrolytic production of caustic soda from common
salt may become one of the world's great industries.
But if instead of separating the caustic sodaand chlorine from eacK other in this process they are allowed to
recombine, we have a complicated series of reactions, resulting in the formation of various products dependent on
the concentration of the liquid and its temperature.
The
principal product under ordinary conditions is sodium
hypochlorite, variously named chlorinated soda, chloride of
soda, and, in pharmacy, Labarraque's solution.
corresponding and entirely analogous compound is the socalled chloride of lime or bleaching powder, in which lime
takes the place of soda.
This, then, is the substance, sodium hypochlorite, with
which we have to deal in the method of electrical purification which depends on the electrolysis of a solution of salt
or sea water.
When the current of electricity has, in the
manner above described, formed a sufficiently concentrated
solution of sodium h}^ochlorite, this solution is mixed with
the sewage or water to be purified.
I would remark, first, that there is nothing new in the application of electricity to produce the hypochlorites, except
so far as the introduction of the modern dynamo enables us
to generate electricity at a much less cost than formerly, and
consequently to use it economically in industrial chemical
operations.
Second, there is nothing new in the use of
sodium hypochlorite as a disinfectant, deodorizer and
germicide.
In the very valuable report on disinfectants
published by the American Public Health association in
iSSS the hypochlorite? were shown, experimentally, to be
among the most effective of all disinfectants in their action;
I per cent, of a solution of sodium hypochlorite
containing
6 per cent, of available chlorine, destroyed the "bacillus
anthracis'' in two hours; 2 per cent, of this solution was
effective in thirty minutes.
Of the corresponding lime salt, or bleaching powder, the
committee reported that a solution of this substance containing 25 per cent, of available chlorine was effective in a
I per cent, solution in one or two minutes, and that a solution of one-fourth of this strength would kill "bacillus
anthracis" and "bacillus subtilis" in two hours.
The two
hypochlorites of sodium and calcium were thus shown to be

A

I.
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eqaally efficacious, the activity depending on the amount of
hypochlorous acid present, or, in other words, ol available
chlorine.
The so-called electrical purification of water by treatinij
it with an electrolyzed solution of salt is
thus seen to be
siraply a process of disinfection by sodium hypochlorite;
electricity, as such, has nothing to do with it.
There is
nothinij peculiar in the sodium hypochlorite produced by
electrolysis; it has no different properties irom ihnt made

by the ordinary process of passing chlorine into a solution
That other compounds are formed in small
amounts by the action of chlorine on caustic soda is true,
but it lias not been shown, nor is it probable, that any one
of them has as potent germicidal and oxidizing power as
of caustic soda.

the hypochlorite.
Ozone is generally supposed to cover a multitude of sins
of pollution and quietly to destroy them; but we do not
know much, if anything, about its germicidal power, and
there is certainly no good reason for attributing any of the
disinfecting action of an electrolyzed salt solution to ozone,
even did we certainly know it to be present.
It is unfortunate, I think, that the advocates of this system of purification of water and sewage are not content to
attribute the purifying action of the electrolyzed solution of
salt solely to the Iiypochlorite formed.
There is nothing
gained scientifically by calling it "electrozone" or an
"electro-saline solution," for there is nothing mysterious
about its action, as these terms would lead one to suppose.
Nor is it proper to speak of this system of purification in
any sense as an electrical one. If one w'ere to purchase two
bottles of sodium hypochlorite of identically the same composition, one prepared by a chemical process and the other
by the electrolysis of a salt solution, he would not expect
to find them called by different names.
To call the latter
an "electrical disfectant" would be simply fantastic.
Fnially, is it desirable in any case to treat a city's water
supply with a powerful disinfectant like the hypochlorites?

'current," as applied to electricity
trating
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of the gas in B, because

tension

equally

force

tive.
I.

walls, the

adopt the

will

similarity to render the study not only interesting but instruc-

the electrical magazine

cur-

stored-

(the

up current), which has become an electromotive force

direct

instead of a counter electromotive force, either in the form

of heat through a conductor of proper

FIG.
liquid will be

FIRST CONDITION.

CArAClTY.

3.

dependent on the

friction, that

'

on the polish

is,

of the interior of the conductor; the nature of the interior,
then, to an extent

conductor.

A

a wonderful aid in

is

It

comparable

is

to the nature of

an

electrical

evident also that this resistance opposed to

is

the flow of the liquid will be iticreased with a

lessening of

The

similarity to

the cross-section, and with added length.
electrical resistance

is

The

quite perfect.

thickness or in the

form of a spark.
^
But again, other circumstances are not fully in accord
with ideas which are commonly advocated, and this illustration has been adopted to show the fallacy which is so commonly repeated as to the charge of a condenser and to which
it

corresponds precisely.

Thus,

we admit this method of
we are forced to admit the

if

representing the idea of capacity

difference of height

corresponds to difference in potential, and the analogue of
"

intensity will be the weight of the liquid flow into the time

consumed.
Sclf-induclion.

— Suppose now we suddenly open the cock

R^ permitting the
FIG.

When

CONTINUOUS CURRENT.

I.

RESISTANCE.

is put in this bald form
I cannot think
approval of engineers and sanitarians.
Leaving out of consideration the difficulties and cost of
disinfecting effectively and uniformly the water supply of a
large city, the idea itself of chemical disinfection is repellent.
Every city should jealously guard its water supply.
It is a sin against decency and good morals to permit the
pollution of drinking water by sewage and house drainage.
It is a still greater wrong, not to say a foolish blunder, to
permit the open pollution of its drinking water streams and
then systematically to disinfect them.
In cases where a water supply has got into such a hopelessly bad condition that "nothing will render it safe but disinfection by chloride of soda or chloride of lime, it is high
time, I think, to abandon the supply, and in this opinion I
feel sure most waterworks engineers will coincide.
it

the question

will receive the

between

liquid a free path

move

liquid will not

A

which must be gradually overcome, as
the liquid has assumed

its inertia,

reciprocally,

movement, we cannot

its

instan-

taneously stop the flow because of a certain reaction which
is

simply the restitution of the energy absorbed while putting

it

in motion.

liquid

We

opposing

see here the influence of inertia in the

movement

its

and oppos-

in the first instance

ing the cessation of motion in the second

—analogies of

the

committed error that the dutrjje of the condenser is
created by an afflux from the source of electricity to the conoft

denser through an accumulation aiialagous
In other words,

matter.

tion of

in this hypothesis

tension with a

condenser

common

in derivation

would be impossible;

direct current flow.

have a condition

second illustration of

found

this action is

in tlie succeed-

equivalent

the

action of the self-induced currents in their opposition to the

A

SECOND CONDITION.

CAPACITY.

FIG. 5.

there were an aug-

if

mentation of the resistance in the tube; and

when

The

and B.

instantaneously, because of

difference

if

of potential, or again,

in the latter case,

like that in Fig. 4;

having

for

liquid,

a

representation

this

we

example,

that

to

is

the

route

which evidently does not

will

say, that

accomplished

pansion of C, continues to send by the same

manent flow of

to represent

of several condensers in

on a conductor^

the difference of level, after

an accumula-

to

we wish

a

exper-

the con-

fit

ditions of the condenser.

Phenomena

The

teacher

with which to

is

first

conditions, but the following, which

is

more thorough and complete

anything preceding

it,

and

work of G. Claude,

in this

will certainly

direction

enable the student

to better understand and the tutor to explain
cal

than

many

electri-

For

CONDENSER IN DERIVATION.

FIG. 4.

instance, nothing

is

more

FIRST CONDITION.

From

out of the question.

this

ing conclusions; once the fluid

readily seen than that a cur-

rent of water,other things being equal, will flow

more

rapidly

facts.

A

vase

(T,

is

Fig,

The

were no

nomena
is

is

in

present

an electric circuit in

inertia.

same phe-

effect the

we connect

if

the vase

forced

ot

system

this

C,

the

be

will

out

the

dia-

perpendicular,

We

the

see

consequently

will

fluid

charge

the

.

is

represented

in

rise

in

this

B.

illustration

by a current analogous to that which traverses an ordinary
conductor, and which we do not now compare to an accumulation of matter, because the liquid in

B

same

and has simply

in quantity before

and

after the charge,

remains the

—during the flow of current self-induction

not apparent through

We

and
is

in

moments
By anal-

limited to the

is

of the establishment and the cessation of the flow.

ogy we see that

phragm

uniform and constant

as if there

interference of this disturber

Now

flow.

higher than

interest-

motion the flow

in

source A,

a

entirely

is left

we can draw some
is set

movement

established and the

pletely obstructs the

with

In this the element of friction

ing experiment.

both rate and quantity, exactly

phenomena.

representation which will

accord with the

open at its two extremities and perfectly full of liquid,
shows at its center an elastic diaphragm D^ which com-

principles of electrical

the

in

5,

illustrate to the student

used to illustrate some few of the

lar

be more perfectly

some complicated or
The movements of water are often

new

representation of capacity, u

often put to his wils' ends for comparisons

strange phenomenon.

is

For these reasons we are constrained to seek a primitive

Ap-

Illustrated by
plied Hydraulics.

Electrical

its

retarding quality.

stopcock

will place before the

R

a tube

t

open

at the

upper extremity, Fig. 2. Now suddenly close R. All the
energy stored up during the putting in motion of the liquid
in 7^ being forced to expend itself at a single effort, but not
being constrained to expend

its

energy

the form of reac-

in

tion against the walls of the tube T, because there

FIG.

2.

SELF INDUCTION.

EXTRA CURRENT.

with an increase of head, but with a current of electricity
see nothing, except the effects

we

produced, as in the increase

of illumination in an incandescent filament with an increase
of potential, and the
results.

Our

mind

is

philosophical

not always satisfied with mere
natures

demand

But

more suddenly

we remember

that this incandescence

by the

the case,
fore our

we

will assist the electric

mental

vision,

properties will become

The

conductor, even in recti-

is

may be

current to materialize be-

clear to us.

no matter how thin or how long a conducting tube
retardation is ever present, and the same

be, a certain

true of a wire or other electrical

its

divers

expression

Capacity.

we

— We

will

now

a vase B, Fig.

compression

lower

receptacle

levels

A

motive

lorcc;

and

we compare

it,

— or

B,

will

or again,

to a difference

perhaps
represent

a

vase

better,

the tension of the

a

B^

counter
in

has varied during the charge

membrane.

is

simply augmented the tension, and reciprocally during
it

will

be this

only

The energy developed has

membrane which, returning

dis-

to its nor-

mal condition, returns the bound energy. It is the diaphragm, then, which in the charge plays the principal role.
It should be the same in the condenser, if our comparison is
exact, for the dielectric is the equivalent of the membrane.

The experiments with Leyden

jars

having removable arma-

which the
of the

as a sufficiently elevated source of supply of fluid will break

of level
the

CONDENSERS IN SERIES.

What

show unequivocally that that the charge resides in
the dielectric, and not in the electrode, and we know that

sometimes

partially filled with a gas of

3,

proportional

When

consider this element.

desire to represent capacity

FIG, 6.

been displaced.

charge

birth.

linear lines, with hut few exceptions.

and the comprehension of

more

it

friction of a

compared to the increased friction due to a more rapid movement of the flowing mass (the equivalent of an increased
head), and if we do a little reasoning on causes and effects in

violent will be

In the same manner, and for the same

than the source which gives
Finally,

more

the

corresponds

liquid in a tube; that this increase of incandescence

another

extra current spark rises to a potential higher

reason, the

may
if

R is closed

the cock

this fountain action.

something

more.
to the disengagement of heat occasioned

is

road of an easier character, an overflow occurs .through t
which rises to a greater height than the source A^ and the

to

different

electro-

which there

is

tures

down

the

elastic

membrane D,

so will a sufficiently high

potential diffeience pierce the dielectric.

We may

then conclude that the charge of the condenser

'

WESTERN

lOO
rather an accumulation of energy than of quantity;

is

accumulation

this

that

by a modification of the

obtained

is

sage of

tlie

charging current, which ssrves simply as a ve-

where

extremely rapid

energy necessary to accomplish

manifest themselves by the simple

W =>3Q E will

up or bound energy

in

signify, then,

a condenser

is

modifica-

this

that the pent

equal to one-half the

product of the electromotive force into the quantity which

Such

simply stated, the material representation

is,

of Maxwell's ideas on this subject.

Nothing
^

eral

now

easier

is

condensers in tension or series. Fig.

electromotive force charges

where the same

6,

simultaneously, and of which

all

but

tator,

to excite

The

hydraulic analogy
for example,

do not

these

commu-

a

had time

to acquire the speed

were

to this position

The

the stopcock R.

what precision
most complex phenomena.

the

diaphragm

with

very Targe

is

counter

its

1894
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position

a

not
which should correspond

stationary

it

consider

— that

has

liquid

^'^^

y^2'

tarding influence which will be greater

will

a re-

is,

there

in

proportion to

is

upward movement.

higher the point of comparison

the retardation appear, as at

more

the

and

A^,

/^3,

marked

A

.^j.

re-

movement now will show that while the
being lowered down to acertain point, say A^, there

versal of the

head

is

no diminution

is

in the flow of

below

but

current,

this

the oscillations are propor-

while presenting a greater amplitude.

mass

the

a

in

considerable,

is

given

when

quickly; on the contrary

the resistance

for

may

direction

intervenes to dissipate the quantity of

it

yet

circuit

we

if

in a

movement of

same if
moving

mass

this

movement of A;

the rapidity of the

seizes

the

moderate,

the

is

the ascensional

during the upward movement, say

them we have recourse to the phewhich is the equivalent

pressure increases slowly and

It

slowly

is

be produced

movement of

example shows

preceding

tionably

same way

the

September

the disruptive spark,

of an instantaneous

If,

than to represent a battery of sev-

the oscillations are

nomenon of

has been displaced, and not the quantity held by the condenser.

If this

that the oscillations will not

In

The law

tion.

opening of the cock ^.

to the

know

with the same perfection.

molecular condition of the dielectric, produced by the pashicle to the

responding

opened we

ELECTRICIAN.

stop

considerable

is

movement

at the

same time that the diaphragm absorbs it, resulting in diminishmg the amplitude of the oscillations, rapidly deadening
them, while increasing their rate of movement.
All these
have their analogies

results

III.

FIG.

CONDE.NSER IN DERIVATION.

7.

flow of a condenser in derivation on

the direct current

conductor. Fig.

Acciuniilaiors.

cumulators

in

— With some

required by

complications

we may

represent electrical ac-

a manner identical with condensers, although

they set up two different actions,

We

capacity.

large

a

7.

the necessities of the case,

like

forced

are

condensers of very

to the concliision in this

case that, like the condenser, the accumulator does not rep-

resent the storing up of a quantity of electricity,

when we

pressed

many ampere

hours, but has stored up an

as

an alternate electromotive

we must first represent
this we are led to em-

To do

.-^, Fig. 9, filled with liquidmovingalternatelyup
and down past the center horizontal /*, which we will consider

as the origin of the differences of head or level, and call pos-

the situation

itive

when

.-/

when

above, and negative

is

it is

below the zero line. If we wish to show both difference of
level and another characteristic of the current, we have only
to suspend ^ to a spring the length of which will be governed by the periodic time we desire to obtain.

Without

Self-ind^tction.

amount of en-

the vase

A

— Let us examine

first a

where

case

connected to another open vase B^ Fig.

is

ergy of which the charging current has simply been the vein place

condenser,

chemical

of a molecular change in the dielectric
it

takes

form

the

of dissociation

elements of the electrolyte which, after

of

Now, the vase continuing
moment the liquid is

this

branch of

phenomena,

electrical

We have

oiA, the inertia of the liquid circulating
through the tube 7'was negligible, because of this being
short and of small cross-section. Suppose now that we take
a tube ofgreater cross-section. Fig. S, and establish the communication between A and C by the aid of the stopcock R. The
liquid will pass fro n A to C, forcing the diaphragm toward
B^ increasing this strain until an equilibrium is formed between A an 1 C, but at this moment the liquid in the tube,
having a high rate of spsed from A toward C*, will not come

By

quired motion

it

virtue of

inertia

its

and

its

When'

to overbalance the tension of the

movement

this

ceases

opposing force (the

FIG.

which the
of

little

level

corresponds to the plane P,

length and small cross-section.

ing to the preceding

and we may,

same

B

and

and we

level,

set in

motion from

A

will gradually

become weaker

change of direction until quiet
It is proper to remark that

is

in

at

each successive

Assuming

if

the difference of head

these oscillations there

is

always the same quantity of energy called into play, which
prolongs the movement of

from

A

C

and the reverse.
This quantity of energy is borrowed from the
source under the form of quantity of movement; it is the
quantity of movement which, when we open R, was bound
in the liquid up to the instant when perfect equilibrium
Iic[uid

a

it

not checked

A

positive

still

flows

until

after

to

was accomplished.
Such is the explanation of the phenomena of oscillations
which in electricity, by combining the effects of capacity

The

may

The maximum

its

after

movement of

at

is

once

in

is

in the

the

move-

We
the

at

can
point

an intensity more feeble in abso-

the current

above the

other

in

This increased

increased.

is

several

line

words, the

oscillations

until

uniform and perfect periods are accomplished.

We may

then conclude from

of having at any

time a value determined by such a change of
Inertia seems then to

has a very small value.

this

opposed to the passage of the

with an increase of mass, and

short period of establishing the
A,

when

the foregoing that

inertia intervenes: First, intensity, instead

increasing as

that there

as

commenced.

retardation

this
is

until

is

this

level,

really

augment the

liquid, increasing

not only during the

flow, but, as

we have

seen,

.

no
it

Ar

--^i

when

the vase

it

limit,

maximum
we have the

attains a negative

at A^.
differ-

the current sinchro-

immediately we make a
at

once conforms to the

upon

in this case

the intensity of the

current

sympathy of phase with the electromotive force acting

SELF-INDUCTION IN ALTERNATE CURRENT.

FIG. II.

and we

a resistance without self-induction,

when

it is

put in action by a constant difference of level

permanently.

It

should be remarked, however, that

on a resistance without self-induction, and we are safe in
assuming that the intensity of the current is in accrod of

only an apparent augmentation

phase, with theelectromotive force (havingan instantaneous

is

value //) equal to the instantaneous value of the electro-

motive force
finally,

Et

into the

when we place

ohmic

this

R

of the circuit,

resistance

against

and that

the electro-

motive force, the current immediately assumes
value without passing through el variable period

its

to

normal
reach

Electromotive Force Actnig upon,

and

a Circuit Presenting

— We will now introduce the

character.

Alternate Electromotive Force in a Circuit

and

Resistance

Capacity.

C,

Fig.

12,

is

which we have not been able to eliminate except
theoretically.
Suppose we have flie tube connecting A and

the present

there

B both

we

inertia

inertia, the

and long.

Raise

movement of the

.-^,

Fig. ii.

By

virtue of

its

liquid does not precisely follow

is

is always retarded byadifference of level. There
between these a certain difference of phase. Third, the
establishment of the normal condition is not instantaneous.
It is preceded by a variable period of an oscillating

and

Self-induction.

this

Second,

the current

short, large

large

of the resistance.

— Remembering

of the condenser in a former instance,

that condition.

millions.

the act cor-

level

A,

at

of intensity of current, then,

correspond to the point

uppermost

conclude that

Resistance

Special dispositions are necessary to realize

quieted

because

half,

first

nil

ascending movement;

in the

case corresponds to that of an alternate electromotive

and self-induction, produce such curious effects. The only
difference between the two is in the rapidity of the oscillain the one case but few per second; in the other
tions

—

the

the

in

being

were toremain constant

neglecting inertia as a factor,

force acting

is

restored.

liquid

intensity

its

has at each instant precisely the value

nous with the phase. Further,
change of movement, the liquid
new order of movement.

forced past the balancing point in the opposite direc-

These

self-induction,

little

The

A.

toward B,

ence in level and that of intensity of

movements

inertia

its

is

At

A.

at

and reciprocally the current
diminish with the reverse movement, until, passing the

Now,

be again surged against the diaphragm.

tube

being normally at rest have the

raise the vase

center or zero line P,

is

of

as

of

not

.

will

tion, to

is

through

that

resistance

A

Suppose that

would have

membrane) a reaction takes place and the

flexible

the conditions, entirely ignore the

to simplify

the difference of level increases.

OSCILLATIO.VS.

bya

inertia.

will necessarily

fluid

virtue

place

in

below

A^

This tube, accord-

considerations, corresponds to a con-

ductor presenting great resistance and

has reached

of the

By

retardation will continue during

at that point.

ticity

instance,

retavd

ALTERNATE CURRENT.

9.

inertia, the current

S.

of

moved from

rapidly

point there was

this

same manner

first

at

elas-

A

FIG.

to

A2, for instance, there

ac-

continues to press upon the diaphragm,

destroying the equilibrium.

again

lute value than at the corresponding distance

under the pressure exercised

the superior level

to rest instantaneously.

the

place

in

passed.

is

current

see

understood up to the present that in the charg5,

B

the

ment

the

oscillating discharges of condensers.

ing of the receptacle in Fig.

maximum,

descend arrives

to

B, and the movement

to

actly in the

us attempt to represent by hydronamic

analogy one of the most curious

current

In the second part of the cycle matters do not pass ex-

—V.\RIAELE CURRENT.
Electrical Oscillations. — Before leaving
let

A

the level

II.

subject

the

increasing with the difference of head, will decrease.

from

all, is

moment

this

of the current, and this

difference of level.

of the

will

longer diminish, so that A^ corresponds to

maximum

again but a change of molecular condition.

by

no

From

moment.

current at the

toward B, because up

Only

the

and A^, which we have assumed to be A^,

.-^3

correspond to a fixed maximum, which would produce the

this

A,

hicle.

the

between

of

lo,

RESISTANCE TO ALTERNATE CURREN.T.

FIG. 10.

point the current will diminish, so that a point somewhere

will

Alternate Electromotive Force Acting Against a Resistanee

ex-

is

stores

force.

ploy a vase

up so

the accumulator

say that

CURRENT,

In Studying the alternate current,

aggregated to equalize

their counter electromotive force is

in electric circuits.

—ALTERNATE

liquid

and no

raise A.

there

is

connected
flexible,
is

inertia.

A

no

A

to

in

The twu
from

we

will

A

will

to the

vases

assume that
tube

a

\>y

which we

resistance

Having Both

the representation

passage

being

C

quite

assume
at

for

of the
repose

up and
a progressive tension on the membrane, which is alcurrent

toward

is

set

,

-eptember
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:<t precisely

proportioae.l to the Jiffjrence of level, anii
the excess of pressure of .^ over the counter force of C is

always quite feeble, and as

it is

the current

at any time acquire a verv con
has arrived nearly at the upper

latter

tltis

cannot

When A

s^derable value.

excess which determines

this

movements are slower, as isalso the
summit A^, where the speed becomes
nil, equilibrium is established between the tension and the
difference of lev.:l and the flow cases.
In this case, which is
position of

current in

route

its

aud

Z",

its

at the

only theoretical, the current
the difference of level

Now,

annulled at the instant

is

when

a maximum.

is

This case is more simple than the preceding, for each
branch may be considered singly, and it then remains to
determine the result of the two movements.

lowering the vase, the counter pressure due to the
membrane tends to counteract the direct pres-

and when very near its level the current changes sign
a-id flows from C toward A,
This flow continues, rapidly
increasing, until by the time the membrane has assumed its
normal position the vase has passed the center, and the
sure,

streets, only to find that a spare car could not
be
Six parties were carried over the Tenth and
Eleventh streets line of the Electric Traction company
on
Monday evening, and last evening there were three. Most
of the part'es engage a car in good^ season, but sometimes
a jolly crowd is made up on the spur of the moment
and a

According to a former hypothesis, when, after a certain number of oscillations of .-/ tending to establish a uniform rate
of vibration, the vase A is at the upper limit of its move-

car secured at the depot.

ment, the current in T is nil, and the current in C also,
but the compression of the diaphragm is at its maximum, the
current of liquid below

^[

is

also equally motionless.

operated fountain, designed as an ornament to a drawing room, and brought out by Louis He;nrici of Zwickau in Saxony, Germany, is dlustrated
by the
accomp-inying cut. The idea is something of a novelty in
-A.n

to descend, the liquid in 7" is put in motion
toward B. But now the elasticity of the diaphragm C
produces an upward current which opposes the movement in
-4

T.
The current then below the junction will be the difference between these two. If
is greater the current will iijw
toward .5 and will be positive, but if C preponderates, then the

be negative.

Finally there will

is a perfectly
pracand, being self-contained, can be readily removed
fiom place to place, adding distinction to various parts of

tical one,

come

^

A,

the vas2

Theoretically this

easy of comprehension.

we

large tube

and

however,

If,

I

rom

in this

sense more

of

instead

a

much more

sluggish, both

fall

the foregoing

we

with a direct electromotive
relatively teeble resistance,

capacity and frequency are in-

the

as

a

creased.

Second—;The simultaneousness between
extinction of the electromotive force

with a perfect resistance

a condenser
intensity

is

and the intensity which
does not exist when

in circuit

placed in series

maxima and

the

with

the resistance.

The

then in advance of the electromotive force, and

is

this lead or

The

motor

electric

is

zinc tray .also acts as a

pump, operated by

a square zinc

attached to a small
reservoir

the motor, keeps a

for

con-

placed in series with a resist-

is

loroe, presents continuously

exists

of the plants and flowers

an

see that;

rite resistance, as

which diminishes

level

water, and the

ance against an alternate electromotive force the circuit is
the seat of alternate current; the condenser, in place of preinfi

the

of the vase A.

— When a condenser

senting an

desired.

pressure pump.

very

movements of

the rise and

First

it is

if

containing

tray,

substitute a very fine one, the

the diaphragm will be, of course,
1

Under

will persist indefinitely.

correct,

is

the house,

This ornament consists of a tastefully decorated flower
stand, with a small aquarium and a spouting jet of water.

current has gained an ad\-ance of the electromotive force a
quarter of a period, which, we shall find by following the

movements of

electrically

the United States, but the combination

r

resulting current will

House Fountain.

Electric

Now

commences

./

from

tension of the

Dauphm

secured.

advance being greater

in proportion to the fre-

A

SELF-INDUCTION AND CAr.AClTY IN
DKRlVATION.

FIG. 14.

Now

a point al which the two will be equal.

which flows through

T toward B

and the, resulting current will be
between the conditions at C and
position

a

(.-Jj)

of

and

nil,

7"

the liquid

all

be drawn up by C,

will

this relation

if

be represented

by a

we can conceive that there will be
where the same condition reversed will

tiie

similar point .4^

vase,

obtain.
-A-gain,

with a change of the level the resistance will be evi-

dently annulled by the

movement assumed to be without resistThe neutralization of

ance, and the intensity will bejnfinite.

the inertia by the capacity will determine only oscillations of
a uniform period.

T will

rent in

If these oscillations are too slow the cur-

preponderate, and

if

C

too rapid

will

have

the advantage.

There are other cases which are equally capable of demonby this nietho:l, but enough has been given to illustrate some of the more important conditions of electricity in

stration

The

motion.

no.

SELK-I.VDUCTION

13.

CAPACITY I\ SERIES,

.V.X'D

illuitrations

are

reproduced

'
.

La

from

Luiuicre Eleclritjue.

RESONANCE.
quency, the resistance and the capacity are correspondingly
less, within a limit of one-quarter of a period.

Third— When we
series with an

place a condenser and a resistance in

alternate electromotive

do;s not immediately take up
requires time to establish

the current

force,

normal movement, but

its

itself.

Alternate EtcctroJitolive Force in a Circuit Comprising ReSelf-induction and Capacity in Series.
Reson-

—

—

Connect A by a long tube of large section to the diaphragmed vase C, Fig. 13, thus rendering the inertia considerable and the friction comparatively negligible.
If we
suppose for an instant that

A

placed in a permanent posi-

is

if we
suddenly open the communication at the
we knjw that this will establish an oscillatory

ti-in,and

cock R,

m>vementof

the second class the right to provide for

of

lighting

Court of the

the

streets,

state holds

and
(State

under
v.

and

regulate

this act

the

of

the

Supreme

City of Hiawatha, 36

t-hat the mayor and council have
power to purchase an electric plant for lighting the
streets.
That clause in the act which authorizes them to
make contracts with any person, company or association

Pacific Reporter, 1,119)

sistance^

ance.

Municipal Lighting Plants in Kansas.
A recent Kansas law confers on the council of a city

current in the tube T; that

tile

periodic time of

the

for such purpose, the court holds, does not restrict

supplying
discretion
in such

exceed

light

by such a contract, but they

may

them
in

to

their

provide lights for the streets and public places,
as they deem best, provided they do not

manner
[heir

poweis

in

incurring

obligations or

levying

taxes.

these oscULitions

is determined by the fundamental vibratory
system (capacity of C, mass of liquid, amount of
friction, etc.) bat i* inJepenljnt of the difference of level,
just as the longer and shorter oscillation! of a pendulum

rate of the

are isochronous.
is,

in a

Now

In other words, die period of oscillation

manner, a characteristic of the system
substituting a variable

form period

for its

proper to the system will

is

in

Philadelphia.

popularity of trolley parties in Philadelphia, is on
the increase, and large crowds of young people are enjoyin<^

with

movement oi A

tend

cell

uniform

of the liquid.

a

swing

The
out

into concord with the

remain constant.

ing forces are

nil;

that

ing the flow in

T

nil,

is

perfect.

up

The

is

is

will

oscillations will

—

Having
hydro-

namic representation of this case. Fig. 14, assumes that the
branch C is negligible.
We endeavor to seek
the value of the current below the junction M.

inertia of the

is

_

battery used

interest.

brass cylinders

then increase in amplitude

Alternate Electromotive Force .4 cling in a Circuit
and Capacity in Derivation. The

Self-induction

battery

the zinc tray.

is

new, and

consists

It

its construction is not withof a brass cylinder, taking the

,\

brass cylin-

promote the action of

porous cup with a zinc pole

is filled

is

placed

The

space between the two
with bluestone (sulphate of copper)

and the space between the inner cylinder and the porous
cup is filled with a concentrated solution of sulphate of
copper.
Inside the porous cup, surrounding the zinc, is a

to the

danger.

the autuating apparatus

within the inside cylinder.

diaphragm

highest limit, just as the swinger after reaching a
certain amplitude must cease effort or incur a threatening

all

the battery fluid.

But suppose these opposelasticity of the

shelf beneath

der, the latter being perforated, to

to say, that the resistance oppos-

and the

aquarium and fountain above.

obtained from a powerful

place of the ordinary battery jac, and an inside

gradually by alternately changing his center of gravity arrive at a point when
the opposing forces will just balance the effort and the
vibration will

is

fountain.

in its beats,

tions of the liquid will gradually fall
-system; just as a person in

motor

placed on a separate

the cut

and if its period
something near the oscillations spoken of above, the vibrais

for the

In
shown, but of course
the battery, motor and pump could be readily enclosed, if
desired, to enhance the ornamental character of the

a uni-

constantly to superpose

movement

Slant circulation through the

Current

A TC.

.4

ELECTRIC HOUSE FOUNTAIN.

The

excursions, those oscillations which are

themselves on the resulting
If the

position for

Trolley Parties Popular

FIG. 12.

CAPACtTV OF ALTERNATE CURRENT.

pleasant evening rides through the city and into the
suburbs on board the summer cars, according to the Ledger.
Up to six o'clock Wednesday evening nine cars had beeii
engaged of the People's company for rides over the Fourth
and Eighth streets route and out Germantown avenue
to
the terminus beyond Germantown.
Monday evening 17
cars carried different trolley parties over the same
route
and one party of 40 went to the depot at Eighth
and

strong solution of rock
very efiective, but

removed.

The

cut

is

This battery

salt.

is said to be
use the porous cup must be
from the Elektrotcchnische Anzcinr.

when not

in

Judge Swan, of the United
troit, in a

States Circuit Court at Dedecision rendered .\ugust 21st, denies the motion

Cody patent case, thereby affirmin"
a previous decision of the same court in favor of the Con'^
solidated Car Heating company of .Albany, N. Y.
for a rehearing in the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
so niarkeci as to attract

who

September

approving comment of those

the

are accustomed to judge comiiiercia! enterprises at their

the contrary, he contends that

speak of

any

true vahie.

534 Temi^le Court,

Times

York.

The king and
they often
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is

sorcerers,
off"

certainly novel, but

is

cosmopolitan

ward

off

only another illustration of the

is

it

repaired until

the royal vision

affright

and

if this

and some

otlier source

In discussing the recently raised question of the
system

railways, to avoid the electrolytic danger of

possi-

for electric

ground returns,

London Electrician suggests that electrical manufacturers may yet advertise their wires by the catch-line
the

:

Double your

The trend

trolleys

of opinion

and halve your

a year ago,

when

troubles,.

more favorable

certainly

is

As

of the

Biookiyn

and

the

to a con-

two con-

other proposed remedies

Chicago

relief
98

D

M.

by

Illustrated

Applied

toi

99, 100,

Municipal Lighting Plants in Kansas
Popular in Ph'ladelphia

House Fountain.

101

103
Electrical

Engineering Laboratories

Wind 'ass.
Works Closed

Cutter's Combination
Electrical

104
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-

you

might expect from Chicago
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107

107

Power Transmission

107
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Business

Record

loS

end his

It is about tims that
courage the reprehensible practice of attributing

dis-

made by the daily papers in this line. The
Chicago Evening News, for instance, on August 17th, pub-

the statements

what purported to be an accqiml of a "fire at the
Union League." Of course the account closes with the
statement that "the cause was two electric wires which
lished

crossed."

near the

As a matter
fire,

was not an electric wire
and no one who had any knowledge of the
of fact there

moment

affair

would

for a

At

a time

when

attribute the

fire

to that cause.

cago upon

evi:lence of a clearing-np

it

is

to

give

cheering to note that, in the

opinion of a leading investment journal,
of the electrical business has held

its

at least

one branch

own. "Througli

all

the

time of depression and business uncertainty of the past year

and more," this paper says, "there has been one large interest
has gone ahead with wonderful rapidity, seeming to

that

line,

to

present

cars are constructed on

He

best according to his lights.

new use

as conceiving a

failed,

but he will be re-

for electricity

ing a unique sensation to Chicago's

this issue

is

and as add-

list.

presented a

tract considerable attention

The author

this interesting

as there

is

contemplation of a subtle force which acts in a mysterious
way, and to such minds an explanation is often an unwelcome

The process

methods are

of purification and the so-called
is

contended

that the so-called electrical purification of water

by treating

electrical

it

briefly explained.

with an electrolyzed solution of

salt

It

is

thus .seen

to

be

simply a process of disinfection

by sodium hypochloi-ite,
and that electricity, as such, has nothing to do with it; that
there is nothing peculiar in the sodium hypochlorite produced by electrolysis; that it has nodifferent properties from

made by

the ordinary process of passing chlorine into a

That other compounds are formed

amounts by the action of chlorine on caustic soda
it has not been shown, it is
claimed, that any
of them has as potent germicidal and oxidizing power as
the hypoclilorite.

take quite such a roseate view of the situation.

action and that there

is

on

and sewage appeals to most persons
be both potent and effective, especially
to some minds a peculiar satisfaction in the

of population." Perhaps an electric railway man, remembering the price for which apparatus has been sold, would not
it

who have followed

those

purification of water

in small

has been

the

as a process likely to

Its development has
besn wonderful, covering not only short lines within city
limits but long ones tying togelher several outlying centers

Still

Drown on

evidently believes that "the electrical

that

refer to the electric raiU^ay interest.

among

the recent e.xperiments and publications

solution of caustic soda.

to such an extent that all
demands, no matter how heavy, were readily met. We

paper by Dr.

"Electrical Purification of Water," which will doubtless at-

subject.

is

true,

tion, to

calling

but

Dr.

Drown

the fact that there

it

in

to

viated

one end

be-

other for mail, which ne.essi-

conductor and motorman being sworn in as gov-

iates the

clerks.

in

Tliis latter feature of the plan

Chicago because of the

fact

and

for the mails,

tached to the regular cable and

^a

would be ob-

that larger facilities
trailer co'uld

be

at-

and devoted
entirely to the government service.
The government pays
the street railway company on whose tracks the cars are
run in the same way the railroads are now paid, each pound
electric trains

being settled for by the mile annually. The same would
apply to Chicago." As has already been pointed out, the
adoption of this plan would be considerable protection to
the companies in times of labor difficulties.
But theie

would be

otlier advantages to the public, and tliere is no
doubt the efficiency of the service would be greatly improved,
Mr. Hesing said the department had authorised
him to look over the field with the view to the adoption
of the improved system, and had gone so far as to provide
him with the necessary blanks on which propositions inci-

dent to the cost of construction of cars and other expenses

by the change, could be submitted
Washington.

likely to be incurred

consiJei'ation at

Mr, Prkkce's paper
Oxford on

for

before

is

is

very pertinently calls atten-

nothing mysterious about

its

nothing to be gained scientifically by

"electrozone" or an "electro-saline solution."

On

the

British association at

through Space," contained some
interesting accounts of recent experiments and discoveries
".^iignalling

In addition he said:

in th's line.

we have

to believe that

'-There

is

every reason

detected distinct disturbances

i;j

our

telegiaphic circuits due to.great electrical storms in the sun's

photosphere, 92,000,000 miles away.
signals

The fact that these
are effects of induction, transmitted
the ether as the dielectric, is beyond the

across- space

through the

air

or

region of doubt, for they were produced between

and insulated

isolated

each forming a complete metallic circuit;
but the part played by the earth at short distances when the
coils,

earth was used to complete

In

put

and

Island,

the combination plan,

ing for passengers and the

the

with the brand of Chi-

was not an electrician, else he would
" ground " than a pile of wooden boxes
when he grasped the wire that was to furnish him the means
of exit from a troubled world. The attempt was made at
an arc lamp on the widely renowned Halsted street, and
the only result was a shock that threw the innovator to the
ground and a trip to the hospital. Mr. Hoffman did his

its

reflect that the activity in this line

purpose

his

He

it.

Coney

successful in his endeavor, but he at least

possess the confidence of capital

encouraging to

light

Hoffman
conductor.
Mr.

former

the

to

recently

extends

C.

have chosen a better

disillusion."

the financial skies are beginning

week by Charles

last

by clutching an arc

Hoffman was not

many

not the slightest reason or excuse for some of

is

or bad, Chicago

fires to

In

electric wires without ascertaining the real cause.

cases there

life

made

demonstrated the sincerity of
world a novelty in the suicide

membered
newspapers should

reputable

Good

!"

explains the attempt

Electric Lighting

-

more subdued citizens of other commuLiities
"Yes, I0 be sure; just what

105

107

Trade News

convention, a

that floods the

deals in surprises and superlatives. This tendency dotibtless

DEPARTMENTS.

Illustrated Electrical Patent

giving the

105

105,106,

a political

105

105

Correspondence

explosion,

an opportunity 10 exclaim:

to
:

Miscellaneous

museum, an

newscountry with dispatches dated Chicago is sure
to be of great magnitude or possess some novel character-

105

Reported Consolidation
Storage Battery Litigation

interesting, not to

public from day to day.

of the

murder or what not, the item of interest

104

Illustrated

so

is

succession of unusual events

a religious or educational movement, a strike, the found-

it

ing of a

istic,

Illustrated

Mather Engine-Dynamo. llln.'ilrated
Clam Bake of the American Electrical Works
Western Society of Engineers

Knapp

Is

104

103,

Mine.

Chicago

in

life

the constant

|)apers of the

\>y

(Society for the Promotion of Engineering

Education)
Electricity in a Silver

why
is

that engages the attention

loi

]oi

Illustrated

Editorial.

The Equipment for
D, C. Jackson.

reason

say exciting,

Hydraulics.

1 rolley Parties

Electric

One

99

98.

Phenomena

Illustrated

service

June and

would be required

Eltictrical

car

is in every way a pronounced success.
between Brooklyn and Coney Island,
a distance of eight miles, and has eight stations where mail
is received and distributed, one clerk doing the work.
The

last

service

98
98

postal

operated on the same principle as the service proposed for

Electricity in a Brewery,

By Thomas M. Drown,

last

much pleased with the Experiment in the East.
''The Brooklyn postal car service," Mr. Hesing said, "i-.

more and more coming to ask themselves the question
whether it would not be better to seize the bull by the horns
and adopt the one method known to afford effectual

Purification of Water.

Chicago

ington are

are

Electrical

to

the results of a two weeks' visit to

the Chicago postal serAccording to Mr. liesing the authorities at Wash-

vice.

97

Drastic Ordinance

been given the subiect of
by taking advais-

has

Washington, having gone

inspect

to

ernment

Discussing Lightning Rods

This

in large cities

Postmaster Hesing returned

city.

week much pleased with

have been considered,' however, and found impracticable or
nearly as expensive as the double-trolley, thoughtful men

The

contamina-

should be abandoned

tage of the trolley and cable street railway lines for transmitting mail .matter between sub-stations in different part-

97

A

water

commended.

CoNS]DF;k.-\]ii.E attention

Hon. George B. Shaw. Portrait
Minnesota Vestibule Law Held to be Constitutional
Earnings of the Liverpool Overhead Railway

97

its

of water supp!y be obtained.

improving the postal service

The

of the double-tiolley

the idea of introducing

as utterly out of the question.

Illustrated

it

between Brooklyn and
Washington to urge its adoption in

ductors over electric raihvay tracks would have been scouted

PAGE.

found impossible

is

position will be generally

city

utility of the electric current.

bility of recurring to the double-trolley

take

Means should be provided

operation

tlian, say,
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should not

for preserving the purity of the water, preventing
tion,

it

the ghosts.
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would otherwise

the ghosts that

that a city

is
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much
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misleading and improper to

it is

system of purification as

this

sense.

1894

i,

And

Mr,

again,

branch of

the circuit was

"A

Preece says:

not so clear."

somewhat

fascinatin*'

this subject

is the
possibility oT signalling across
Signalling between one planet and another
is merely a question of degree.
Magnetic storms and earth
currents have some intimate connection with the sun, al-

planetary space.

though Lord Kelvin has questioned the reality of the fact.
great storms and sun spots of March 30 and 31, 1S94,
were accompanied by very marked and peculiar sounds in

Ihe

telephones inserted in

our long telegraph

circuits.

The

storm of July 20th was not so distinguished. Strange, mysterious, weirdlike sounds are frequently heard on long lines of
telegraph in the calm stillness of the night, but whether due
to terrestrial or to cosmic causes, remains to be discovered.

The

sun's photosphere,

when disturbed by

spots,

may

be

subject to violent electrical storms, and those vast clouds of
incandescent hydrogen that flame up with terrible velocitv

may

excite

electrical oscillations

through etherial space

may

We

thus hear on earth the electric storms of the sun.

But

this is

ent

ot

terrestrial circuits.

such frequency as to influence our

is

mere speculation, and the evidence before us
not sufficient to justify positive deduction.

continue to watch and record, and
in other parts

opening, as

it

We

shall

hoped that observers
by making use of the

it is

of the world will assist

telephones and telegraph lines at their disposal,"

indeed a most

at pres-

interesting branch

of scientific

This

is

researcli,

does, a fascinating field of speculation and

examination to the student and observer.

September

WESTERN
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The Equipment

for Electrical Engineering Laboratories.Bv D.

When

C.

Jackson.

was assigned to me by your secretary it
that a discussion of the ideal equipment for
the electrical engineering laboratories of engineering schools
was not wanted. The discussion should be limited to the
special electrical equipment that is necessary for use in engineering schools ha\"ing a course in electrical engineering, in
order that proper instruction may be given in their specialty
This
to the undergraduate electrical engineering students.
seems to be a reasonable limitation, and in. fact an essential
is
of
value.
to be
I doubt if any one
one, if the discussion
is able, with our present knowledge of ;he requirements, to
outline the true ideal equipment for electrical engineering
can all tell what we now consider an ideal
laboratories.
equipment, but in a few years it may be (ar from ideal.
are, however, faced by a positive condition which demands
a first-class working equipment in the electrical engineering
can the electrical laboratory equipment
laboratories.
be made most effective, is a question for solution; how much
anJ what equipment is required to fulfil the demand in the
this subject

was suggested

We

We

How

instruction, is another question which confronts us.
As we are dealing with electrical engineering laboratories,
*we will presun^e that they are attached to the engineeiing
department over which a professor of electrical engineering
The electrical engineering department is therefore
presides.
srparated entirely from the physics department and is co-orThe pracdinate withthe other departments of engineering.
tice" at present common in many colleges, of placing the
with
its
class
room
and
laborcourse
engineering
electrical
atory instruction under the direction of the professor of
physics is just as absurd as it would be to devolve upon that

professor the instruction in advanced thermodynamics and
the design and construction of steam engines. It is equally
absurd for the professor of electrical engineering to atProper instruction in physics is
tempt to teach physics.
essential to the student who is pursuing a course in electrical engineering, and the physics department must be well
controlled and supplied with an excellen,t independent laIn addition to the ordinary general
boratory equipment.
course in physics the electrical engineering student should
in physics, a common-sense grasp of
his
course
during
gain,
the elementary notions of electricity and magnetism, and
of the "all pervading law of Ohm." The latter can be
properly enforced in the laboratory by placing in the student's hands ordinary electrical instruments, such as galvanometers, britlges, voltmeters, amperemeters, etc. Before beginning his work in* electrical engineering, the stu-

knowledge of Ohm's law and

dent's

its

common

results

should have become almost instinctive. The student should
also become acquainted with the theory and practice of
photometry. This should all be done in the physics department, and the equipment required for the instruction
should be controlled by that department. Much of this
equipment is quite different from that required by the
electrical engineering department, biit some of it is useful
to both departments, and where students are not too numerous mav bs used to some degree in common.
With due regard for his preparation, it seems best to arrange the professional electrical studies for the average electrical engineering student in four divisions, in three of which
laboratory work must be made an integral part of the instruction in a satisfactory course.

The

divisions are:

Electroniagnetism and its applications to special
uses, with special reference to dynamos and motors.
Electrochemistry (including primary and secondary
2d.
batteries) and electrometallurgy.
Alternating currents and alternating current machin3d,
ery, including alternators, transformers, motors, condensers,
1st.

etc.

4th.
The special application of the preceding divisions
in electric light, power, railway, mining, telegraph, telephone, and other types of plants. These divisions are of
about equal real moment, but the last must be allotted more

time in the lecture room than either of the others, but little
or no lalioratory time or equipment need be directly allotted
to it.
The laboratory equipment for the first three divisions
only need there^'ore be discussed. The equipment that can
be made useful in the fourth division is usually of an illustrative nature, and must be a matter of slow growth and
collection rs the electricar industries progress, rather than
immediate selection.
While higher mathematics is a useful aid in each of the
divisions, its limitations as an agent must be carefully shown
For the purpose of eduin the class room and laboratory.
cating the judgment of a student, and fully defining the
limitations of theories and mathematical deductions, the
laboratory is indispensable, and the equipment should be
The equipment
selected with this object in continual view.
should be so selected and be of sufficient amount, that as
much as one-half of the total time spent by the student
imder the direct instructitm of the profe-isors of electrical
engineering, may be profitably devoted to the laboratory.
The equipment, moreover, should be such that the work
may as far as possible deal with fixed commercial instruments and machinery, and actually follow the methods of

The first three
testing and research used in practice.
divisions should each be properly represented by a commercial laboratory equipment, in which every principle and
operation is illustrated and made usefid incvery-day instruction under the direction of a man who has had experience
in similar commercial work after having had a thorough
Tlie
theoretical training in preparation for his work.
laboratory work must always go hand in hand with the classroom work, illustrating and strengthening the latter. In
this way the equipment may be made most effective in the

w^ork for which

designed.
laboratory equipments for the three
divisions, the dynamo equipment, the electrolysis equipment, the alternating current equipnient, and consider the
essential equipment of each separatly in the consecutive
order given, since that is probably the best order for the
It is well to remember at this
student to lake th em up.
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point that engineering measurements are almost invariably
quantitative and that the results from an engineering investigation which bear fruit are also nearly always quantitative.
It is seldom that purely qualitative results may be
accepted as satisfactory in engineering work.
Therefore
the laboratory equipment must be capable of doing quantitative work which is in general of satisfactory commercial accuracy and which may be made rigorously exact
for purposes of exact investigation.
The first work that a student should take up upon entering the dynamo laboratory is a study of the methods of testing the magnetic qualities of iron.
In this work testing
by magnetometer, ballistic galvanometer and traction
should be used. The appaiaius for the magnetometric
method is very simple and is generally at hand, as almost
reflecting galvanometer may be used for the magnetoFor the ballistic method, a magnetizing yoke and
proper test pieces should be supplied as well as a satisfactory galvanometer. Arrangements for determining the constant of the galvanometer and proper current measuring
instruments must be supplied.
For the latter, Weston
amperemeters with proper scales and in good condition are
entirely satisfactory.
To determine the constant of the
galvanometer several methods requiring their own special
but simple apparatus should be used. The special apparatus
for the traction method of testing iron consists simply of a
magnetizing yoke with its test pieces. Here again an amperemeter is required. Indeed a good supply of first-class
amperemeters and voltmeters is of the utmost importance in
the electrical laboratory.
These should be selected so that
various types are represented, but for general use with continuous currents the Weston instruments are most satisfactory and should therefore be in a majority.
Amperemeters
with scales from o to i, o to 5, o to 15 and o to 50; voltmeters with scales from o to 5,0 to 60, o to 150, o to 600;
and milliamperemeters and millivolimeters are indispensable.
The actual number of instruments required for use must depend of course upon the number of students who work in

any

meter.

the laboratory.
In addition to the standard methods of testing iron which
have been mentioned, there are several special devices constructed by different instrument makers, which are of some
advantage in instruction, but which should not be purchased until all the essential equipment is supplied. Such
are the iron tester using a bismuth spiral made by Hartmann
& Braun, the Siemens & Halske device, and magnetic

bridge arrangements.
It is not a bad plan to have various test pieces for use
with the ballistic method made from cast and wrought iron
and cast steel, of known chemical composition and
degrees of annealing.
These may be most conveniently in
the form of bars to be used with the m^ignetizing yoke, or
may be rings. By .using various specimens for the class
testing a very good idea of the differences to be found in
different bars is given to the students.
In this work the
students should always be required to plot both the curve
of magnetization and the permeability curve of his speci-

men, as well

as to fully report his process.

After the testing for simple magnetic quality comes the
measurement of the hysteresis loss and its companion, coercive force.
For this purpose apparatus for the magnetometric method, with slowly varied continuous currents,
should be provided. This may be similar to the apparatus
for the magnetometric method of testing the magnetic
quality of iron.
If a sufficiently small number of students
work in the laboratory, the same apparatus may be used.
In addition to tlie magnetometric apparatus a couple of devices for testing hysteresis loss by alternating currents
These methods are being improved so
should be supplied.
rapidly that it is almost impossible to say which are the best
for fixed use in laboratory instruction, and much must be left
Here again there are various excelto individual choice.
lent illustrative but unessential pieces of apparatus, such as

Ewing

curve tracer, which should only be purchased
after the essential apparatus is fully supplied, or which really belong in the field of tlie department of physics.
The writer makes all his laboratory work follow quite
closely to his class room instruction, and therefore makes
the work in the dynamo laboratory follow the plan of his
text book on Electro-Magnetism and Continuous Current
Dynamos. Consequently, after the students have completed
their work in magnetic testing, they begin a study of the dythe

namo.

The dynamo room must

fulfill

two

objects: ist.

To

furnish current for experimental work which cannot be conveniently furnished from the laboratory lighting circuits.
2d.
To supply machines for laboratory testing. For the
first purpose dynamos of various pressures driven by a steady
power must be arranged so that they may be operated upon
laboratory circuits as desired.
This requires that a good
automatic engine, which is used for no other purpose, be
drive
the
dynamos,
used to
and that the machines be systematically wired to suitable distributing switchboards.
good
storage battery of 60 or 70 cells is a most useful adjunct in
connection.
For
the
this
second purpose it is desirable to
have continuous current machines of comparatively small
size
from 2 to id kilowatts capacity. Such machines are
readily handled, are not readily injured, when injured are inexpensive to I'epaii, and laboratory testing with the machines under load is always possible, while it would frequently not be so with larger machines.
dynamo laboratory in which a fair number of students work needs a
number of such machines, which should be carefully chosen
to represent the widest range of types and styles of construcAll these machines should be so arranged that they
tion.
may be operated either as dynamos driven from a constant
speed prime mover, or as electric motors.
Upon entering the dynamo room for work the student receives systematic instruction in handling the dynamos so that

A

—

A

work may proceed without danger

to himself or to the
IJeterminations of the strength of the fields of
dynamos when the armature windings are known are then
made from measured speeds and pressures. This requires
no instruments except voltmeters and ordinary speed countFollowing this comes the measurement of leakage by
ers.
ballistic methods, and a comparison of the measured results
with results calculated from the dimensions of the machines.
This gives the student an idea of the large percentage of

his

machines.

guess which must enter into such calculations.
Tests of th
magnetic circuits of dynamos, the regulation of dynamos
different forms of field windings, effect of
load on lead, characteristic curves, etc., all require the alluseful amperemeters, voltmeters and speed counters, which as
already said must be on hand in sufficient number and with a
suflicient variety of range.
Efficiency testing requires a more varied equipment, yet in
this the amperemeter and voltmeter hold prominent places.
In stray power tests and determinations of the losses by hysteresis and foucault currents in armature cores, amperemeters,
voltmeters and speed counters sujjply all themformation that
is needed.
Efficiency tests should always be made by stray
power, live-load and dead-load methods.
For the latter,
convenient variable liquid, wire and lamp loads should be
liljerally supplied.
One or more first-class bridges must be
at
hand for measuring resistances and standard instruments, such as Kelvin balances or Weston laboratory instruments, should be conveniently arranged for the calibration of the portable instruments.
Stationary devices for the
measurements of currents, such as a good calorimeter and a
galvanometer arranged for use in the so-called Vienna
method, should be properly mounted.
Recapitulating, the essential apparatus for the dynamo
laboratory is:
Appliances for testing the magnetic and hysteretic qualities of irons, together with the necessiry test pieces, galvanometers (plain and ballistic), standard solenoids, eanh
coil, condenser, etc.
Set of small continuous current dynamos and motors representing various types for laboratory testing.
Goodly supply of first-class aaiperemeters and voltmeters,
of various types, with standards for use in calibration.
Instruments for measurmg currents by different methods,
bridges and special instruments for measuring resistances.
Various arrangements for loading dynamos and motors
and testing their speed.
number of portable storage cells to furnish steady currents which cannot be conveniently supplied from the lighting circuits and the dynamo room.
The electrolysis and alternating current equipments will
not be taken up in so great detail. The former requires for
the fundamental work a number of standard cells, silver
and copper v_i]tmeter.s fine galvanometers, balances for
weighing, accurate resistance boxes, devices for measuring
the resistance and specific inductive capacity of electrolytes.
For the advanced work is required a goodly supply of primary and secondary cells of various types which may be
used in examination and testing, and a well equipped
set of two or three good sized electrodeposition vats and
arrangements for heating by the arc, with low pressure
dynamos, and the amperemeters, voltmeters, and hydrometers which are necessary to carry out work on a considerable scale in electrodeposition and electrometallurgy. The
electrolysis laboratory has received comparatively little attention in American engineermg schools, but its importance makes it deserve an allotment of its full share of equipment and instructional force. There seems to be a time
coming when the electrolysis equipment will be mide equal
in importance to the dynamo equipment in all first-class
engineering schools.
The alternating current is receiving a preponderating
amount of attention in many colleges, sometimes on account
of the numerous striking and beautiful experiments which
may be performed by the alternating current, and sometimes because of the attractive field of speculation which is
opened by the use of polyphase currents in power transmisIt is not belittling the enormous power value of the
sion.
alternating current to say that the equipment of each of the
divisions should be given equal consideration, and no one
should be given undue prominence to the injury of the

and motors with

A

others.

The effects of self-inductance, mutual-inductance, and capacity are at the root of a large proportion of alternating
current phenomena, and the fundamental alternating current
equioment should be arranged for the study and measurement of inductances. It would be a long step in advance if
electrical engineering graduates were given as lively and
practical a working conception of inductance and reactance
as that usually given them of Ohm's law and its results. For
studying inductances in the laboratory, various coreless solenoids are needed, which may be used for experimental and
mathematical determinations of the coefficients. The methods of measuring the inductances of solenoids should include
the direct measurement of self-inductances by amperemeter
and voltmeter using an alternating current of known frequency, the comparison of self-inductances with each other
and with mutual-inductances, the direct measurement of mutual-inductances by amperemeter and ballistic galvanometer,
the comparison of self and mutual inductances with capacities, etc.
After these measurements have been carried out
by the student, using the simplest known methods, the
measurements should be extended to include circuits with
These measurements require comparatf\'ely
iron cores.
simple apparatus, but it should be on hand in sufficient
amount.
Carefully wound long and short solenoids of
known constants, condensers ofknown capacity, bridges, alternating current amperemeters and voltmeters, a sensitive
ballistic galvanometer, and a secohmmeter are essential for
the work.
A very convenient instrument for use in this
branch of the worlc is a variable standard inductance, but
its place may be filled by solenoids ofknown constants.
After inductances, the alternator and single-phase curOne or more small alternators are
rents are in logical line.
needed for this work, which may be carried out in much the
same way as that relating to continuous current dynamos.
The work, however, requires the introduction of two ne'w
instruments, the wattmeter and a device for taking alternatWattmeters are difficult instruments to
ing current curves.
get in satisfactory form, but probably the Weston form is
laboratory
use, though a split dynamothe best for general
meter is a good instrument to have at hand. There is a
considerable number of schemes for the tracing of alternating current and pressure curves, and more than one should be
put into use. The relations of the current and pressure waves
in circuits should be studied from the curves, as well as
from measurements of the true and apparent energy in the
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This study is finally applied to transformers, a
of wbich, representing various types of construction,
should be in tbe equipment.
The laboratory equipment to be supplied for the study of
It seems
polyphase current effects is as yet anopen qutstion.
desirable to have at hand polyphase cunents of variable frethe
diffej-ent
types
representing
motors
induction
and
quency
of construction. The variable frequency polyphase currents
of
a
rotary
conmay be most readily gained by means
circuits.

number

or is necessary
to carry out the experiments that have been mentioned,
covers the essential requirements of any first-class undergraduate course in electrical engineering. There is much more
work wliirh must be carried out in tlie laboratory, such as

The equipment which has been enumerated,
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and the weight of the rope unwound, which

forms a considerable part of the load, the work done by the

the'

motor

500 light
be run from a separate engine and will
supply light for a town about two miles distant.
The current is carried from the power house to the tunnel
addition,

be

i,

account of the direct relation between the working diam-

eter of the reel

mine warrant the
alternating plant, which is also to

generator as soon as the extensions in

When

remains practically constant.

load

the

is

started from the bottom of the mine the weight of the rope,

installed, will

about 2,500 pounds,

the

wires.

—

added, but

is

When

iS-inch radium.

mine and the various shafts over insulated copper
At shaft No. i, i,ooo yards from the mouth of the
mine, two hoists have been irst lied one of the single
drum type operated by a i6 h{)rse power motor; the other of
of

verter.

September

it is

and the skip are being

lifted

increased to 48 inches.

The average

diate shaft

wound on an

being

load nears the top only the ere

the

and the winding radius
sp::ed of

has.

interme-

the

200 revolutions per minute, which gives a

is

starting speed

to the

rope at the bottom of the mine of 400

testing the insulation resistance of wires, measuring the
earth's magnetic force, accurately comparing standard resistances by divided wire bridge, etc., etc., but theequipment for
this is found in that already enumerated or has its place
among the apparatus of a well equipped physics department. There is much apparatus which is entirely unnece.=sary

for both the physics and electrical engineering departments
to possess. In fact, ihe work just mentioned, with the exception of insulation testing, really belongs in the instruction
given by the piofessor of physics, and, as intimated earlier, it
is well for the laboratories to be quite independent of each
I'here is a vast amount of work carried on by underother.
graduates in the preparation of theses which is often in the
Some of this requires
nature of excellent investigation.
spec'al apparatus, and the extent to which it should be sup
Where
plied from laboratory funds is an open question.
the investigation does not require special apparatus, or where
the work is in the nature of a test of commercial apparatus
or an operating plant, the equipment that is required will

nearly always be found among that supplied for the reguif the latter has been properly designed.
In determining the course of study to be pursued by the
electrical engineering undergraduate, upon which the course
of laboratory work must depend, it must, unfortunately, be
remembered that he cannot confine his attention to electrical
engineering during the whole time given to professional work
in his course.
He must gain an elementary but practical
knowledge of thermodynamics and hydraulics, with an efficient knowledgt: of their application in steam and water
power plants. He must also get a common-sense knowledge
of the principles underlying the design, manufacture and seIn fact, he must receive a good worklection of machinery.
ing knowledge of the problems of the mechanical engineer.
Laboratory courses are likely to fail when not properly balanced, on account of a failure to educate the common-sense
or judgment of students, and the students leave the college
without having gained an all-round capacity for practical
work and lesearch which is necessary to put them in a fair
way to become useful engineers. The knowledge of the electrical engineer must be based on the honest, well tried mechanical laws, and he must go mto a study of all that will aid
lar course,

most

in putting him
engineer.

in

a

way

to

make

a thorough electrical
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Clam Bake

American
Works.

of the

Electrical

The i6th annual clambake of the American Electrical
Works took place on Saturday, August 25th, and proved
one of the most notable picnics in the calendar of so manv
successful ones.
In response to the cordial invitations
issued by the popular host nearly t«'o hundred gentlemen,
many of them prominent in various departments of the
electrical

gathered

6eld,

of

quarters

Union
nver.
The

the

Pro\-idence

ful

Haute Rieve, the headClub
down Uie beauti-

at

Gutter's Combination Windlass.
The

weather

was

gain in leverage

makes

a geared windlass

popular

with trimmers for raiding arc lamps, but the difference in
cost over that of a plain windlass has counted against a more
widespread use of the former. The extra price being due
to the cost of the gearing, the only feasible
it

would consist

of the devices.

new

way

hammer,

form, which consists of a geared windlass with a de-
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New York
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appoint the same receiver in

ir-
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order
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.Suit
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fault in

resistible.

A

pay.

July 6th

brought

and Judge Lacombe

and remember, the two

to see

their

company has

railway

William H. Brown's hands as receiver.
receiver action was

Tuckerman being something
with

validity of the appoint-

electric

company would not

the railroad

It

following reasons:

mentioned

an

Flushing

nine certainly had the advantage from the start, the brilliant
playing of C. B. Burleigh, Tilton, T. Bibber and C. H.

first

Notes.

York, August 27.— The

& College Point Railway company. On
merchandise to the amount of $655 had been
delivered by the complainant to the defendants, for which

The winning

to 6.

CORRESPONDENCE.

the

goes without saying that rival base ball teams were speedily
organized between Boston and Providence players.
The

Boston players

accumulator people.

iVIarch 13th

good time, enetc.

for the chloride

been passed upon in Brooklyn by Judge Lacorabe of the
United States Circuit Court.
Tlie case is entitled the
Westinghouse Electric & iVIanufacturing company against

bright

and striking machines,

tested the galvanic

an important victory

for reducing

making one pinion do for a score or more
This is what Mr. Cutter has done in his

of an orchestra, tried putting the

joyed the lively strains

as

in

and breezy and of course the preliminary event of the
day on arrival at the rendezvous was sn onslaught on
a lunch which was provided.
When the fun began in
earnest, everybody participated in the jolly

the Consolidated and Brush companies against
the Electric
Storage Battery company of Philadelphia This is
regarded

for

three

showed a demonths I should

second suit. But the
under the terins of the mortgage.
the

on hand and
took several groups ot the party, after which the clambake was announced and a sumptuous feast it proved to be.

averments are

Host Eugene F.

The recent meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science in Brooklyn was very well attended
and entirely successful, but hardly any of the papers bore
upon electrical topics. Prof. B. W. Snow, of the Univer-

photographer, too, true to tradition, was

receiver will account and turn over the property and
surplus cost to the corporation from which he took it."

occupied the seat of honor at the
Charles W. Price acted as toast-

Phillips

head of the center

table.

master and the postprandial exercises were made unusually
brief,

though they proved

addresses being

most

*o

be
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with

enjoyable, the short

marked

attention

Madison, described his experiments to determine the
"Directed Velocity of the Particles in the Electric Arc. '
He concluded that this directed velocity was less than one

sity of

and

hearly applause.

eliciting

The

listened

first

who

speaker was the Hon.

Wyman

J. C.

of Valley

mile per .second.

amusing and impressive address full of kindly sentiments and sparkling with anecdotes.
He was followed by Mr. Phillips, who in his genial way
Falls,

delivered both an

expressed the pleasure

gave his

it

and

colleagues

The

all

might be spared

Mount Vernon, on

John

I.

bosom

founder or suggester of

clambakes, was warmly

these

the companies

re-

which

cutter's cum hi nation windlass.

was followed by A. F. Hibbard of Chicago, who
entertained the company by singing an amusing little ditty

the

about himself.

tachable pinion, the latter, together with

Mr. Brown of the Newburyport & Amesbury railroad,
also had a few words to say and was followed by Frank R.
Ridlon, who met with a cordial -i-eception and delivered him-

being secured to the portable handle. Thebearingbox

(ew chosen sentences which everyone appreciated.

After Mr. Ridlon had concluded the gymnastic exercises

were resumed and the fun went on with but one slight accident. This occurred to genial and popular F. E. Donehoe,

Works

represents the American Electrical

in Chicago,

as to be easily carried

Before

picnic.

the

company separated Eugene F.

Phillips

was voted a prince of good fellows, as everybody has long
known, and "He's a Jolly Good Fellow" was sung in his
honor.

Altogether the i6th annual bake is entitled to rank as
one 01 the very best and most enjoyable ever held, and that
is saying a great deal when all have been so successful.

made

is

in

The

pinion

by the trimmer, the

result

being a

geared windlass that can be sold at a reasonable

Other

and the general make-up of the device

details

is

the

Knapp
Tlie Knap]3
street,

using the

as light as possible, so

can be seen from the accompanying

themselves,

absence from the

his

do

will

device as that employed for a plain windlass.

of Chicago

at

same handle

handle with the bearing box

manly and as cordial in his greetings to all as ever.
W. H. Hathaway, treasurer, and P. C. Ackerman, New
York representatives of the company, were as unremitting

Regrets were unanimous

The Western Society

maker of

Electrical

Works

Works

Electrical

George Cutter

cuts.

this windlass.

Closed.

271 and 273 Franklin

at

Chicago, were closed by the sheriff on

gust 27th, on a judgment

of Frederick

by confession

note executed September

a large business, and
bilities, the closure

it

Monday, Au-

1893, payable on

iS,

is

The company

umes, besides pamphlets,
taken to

make

to

drawings,

of reference, comprising

rules to

all

branches.

A

proper care
thereto,

books

who

are

special

of

to

and the society pledges

the study

in

has been

books, and

Fred.

Davis,

John

subject

is

Lundie,

Charles J. Roney, librarian.

mining, metalal-

be made accessible under liberal
established
to

the assets equal the liaslow collections and a sud-

of these
to take

dispatch states

Baltimore press

Electric

company

has

sold

Electric corporation of Fort

the Fort

Wayne company

in

Ind.

This deal

control of patents which,

puts.
it is

by other electric manufacturers, and the Fort Wayne company will, it is said, immediately begin an active fight upon all who are reported as inasserted, are being infringed

fringing

its

itself to

promote continuThe committee

composed of O. Chanute,
Henry M. Sperry, and

patents.

United States Circuit Court for the
District of New Jersey, handed down, on Monday, at fronton, N. J,, a decision denying the injunction asked for by
in the

to

inform

within twenty days the
city

The new

cable lines are not proving an unmixed blessing.
Thursday forenoon the Third avenue line was stopped
for nearly .an hour.
The trouble was caused by the parting
of the cable near Chambers street.
As soon as it broke
it began to get badly
mixed on the large druni in the
Bayard street povver house. The engines were stopped as

soon as possible and scouts were sent out to find where the
trouble was.
The break was discovered near Chambers
street and the ends were several hundred feet apart.
Nearly
ai. hour was occupied in hauling the cable out of the conand then the cars were started

duit,

all

along the

line.

W.

F. O.

Mllwautcee, Wis.
August 25.— One of the disputes in
and the Milwaukee Street Railway company

MlL\v.\UKEE,

which the

city

are engaged

is still

furnishing interesting developments.

It

the one growing out of the city's order directing the comto

put concrete foundations under the
which are being paved with asphalt.

the advice of

not compelled

company had met

counsel
to

put

to
in

the

in

effect

ties

New York
that the

in

the

After the

and after

company was

an inch of concrete under

its

tracks

had been taken. General Manager Wyman wrote a letter
to the mayor stating that the company would put concrete
under the ties on Grand avenue, between the river and the
alley between Tliird and Fourth streets, which is the portion of the avenue that was torn up at the time that the
company's reply to the city was written. Thg object of the
company in making the concession was to expedite the work
that

Storage Battery Litigation.
Judge Green,

rail-

adversely on the request for

On

directors of the

Wenstrom
Fort Wayne

that the

out to the

Wayne,

reported

The

by the com-

roadway is restored to good condition, action by the
will be begun against them to forfeit the bond.

is

purchase additions

ously the increase and care of this library.

having in charge the

and has under-

and marine engineering and

interested

fund

these

mechanical,

civil,

lurgical, electrical, military,
lied subjects, the

etc.,

A

franchises.

and instructed the corporation counsel

release,

streets

nucleus of a central technical library

this the

privileges or

of the streets left unrepaired

panies has been a cause for frequent complaint, and the

has done

Reported Consolidation.

has a library of 1,400 vol-

some

condition of

demand.

said that

being due

through

day of December, 1S93," "r said bond would be

first

president of the company, and the
his father.

streets

constructed on or before

given on a

den demand on the company for money.

of Engineers.

now

it

may be

$29,834 in favor

The judgment was

M. Knapp.

Myron A. Knapp is the
money was advanced b>

for

of Engineers, Chicago, has issued

a circTilar announcing that

their line of railway

forfeited, together witli. the

pany

Western Society

complete the work but

the railroad companies that, imless

price.

fever.

into

only

hoisting drum, so that the

and putting an end to his exercises for the rest of the day.
W. H- Sawyer, of course, was present, as quiet and gentle-

One
and they succeeded splendidly as they always do.
familiar face everyone missed and that was Mr. Remington,
who is just recovering from a protracted spell of typhoid

fits

not

macadamized orpaved

road committee has

practical

make everyone enjoy

bearing box,

its

all

a recess in the windlass frame and is easily locked in place
by the hinged catch, thus making a geared device. What is
more, the pinion itself is hollowed out to fit the shaft of the

In playing football he slipped, straining one leg quite badly

as ever in their efforts to

should

should "so replace

He

who

at

council

bonds to the city and to discharge their sureupon the claim that the requirements of the bond for
the completion of the lines by June ist had been fulfilled.
The bond was for $25,000 and the requirements were that

ceived and spoke a few timely and encouraging words.

self of a

common

ties,

of Mr. Phillips and the original

friend

company

Railroad

July 31st, recjuested the

still

Electric

to cancel their

all

come.

manager of San

telephone

Sabin, the veteran

Francisco, a

company

railway

The Westchester

Railway company and the Union

himself

and trusted that

parts of the country,

to participate in the years to

of the suburban electric

lot

continues to be far from happy.

year by year to welcome the representatives of the electrical
business from

insufficient

The

was

in

progress so as

again as soon as possible.

to
If

make

the avenue passable

the city

wants concrete

foundations under the tracks on any other part of Grand
it
will have to do the work
and take the chances of collecting the money for the

avenixe or on any other street
itself

WESTERN

io6

Mayor Koch answered General
work m the courts.
Manager Wyinan's letter by urging the company to rush
the work on Grand avenue and by suggesting that the company also put concrete under its tracks on Wisconsin street,
from

about loo feet east of East

to a point

the bridge

Water

The

about a block.

street, a distance of

council,

however, did not rescind the resolution requiring concrete
under the tracks on all asphalt-paved streets, and until the
resolution

is

company

rescinded the

will not

do a stroke of

The

probably abandon the plan to compel the
with grooved rails on

city will

to replace its present rails

phalt pavement

claim of the

was injurious

that the present type of rail

was

city

The

being paved with asphalt.

streets that are

to as-

and that a change was really necessary.

General Manager

Wyman

advanced the claim that the put-

would necessitate a large increase in
the capacity of the power house. He quoted A. W. Wright,
for many years engineer-in-chief of the North Side railroad
of grooved

tincT in

rails

that by the present system

a ton

Wyman

Mr.

of Chicago, in support of his position.

move

said

took thirty pounds ol power to

it

the tracks at the required speed and

oti

that

it

took a great deal less power to operate cars on the old flat
With grooved rails in use he estimated that it would
Mr. Wyman also
takesixty pounds of power to the ton.
rails.

asserted that the grooved rail

summer and with snow and

fills

ice in

up with dust and mud in
winter, causing no end of

According to the management of the Milwaukee Street
Railway company the withdrawal of the sale of commutation

The

tickets has neither increased nor reduced the receipts.

on Sunday before

receipts

be sure, were equal to the

last, to

receipts for the corresponding

Sunday

own

but that the receipts held their
to the

opening of new

Some

of the conductors report that

in the

previous year,

so well this year

Lake park

lines, especially the

support the electric

cities to

They

mutation tickets was abolished.
the difference

is

not so great as

it

add, however,

was just after the

twenty-five tickets for $i was stopped.

an interesting

two bus

fact that the

started in opposition to

In

the electric cars

that

sale of

connection

this

which were

lines

have been aban-

the last session of the

common

council

tlie

committee

on railroad s^iiade a favorable report on the proposition to
present

repeal the

ordinance requiring

the

cars to leave their cars and ascertain whether the
steam railroad crossings can be passed in safety. Therepeal of this measure, it is said, has lojig been desired by the
Milwaukee Street Railway company,
officials of the

Case of Racine, in both the Racine and the
Green Bay lines, is nou-the owner of the Fox River road.
From Oihkosh com^s the announcement that the inter-

horsepower, and have a normal speed of 375 revolutions a

1.

urban electric line
foie.

is

apparently farther away than ever be-

K. Tillotson, who got the franchise for an

J.

electric

railway in Oshkosh, which was to be part of the inter-urban
system,

backed by ex-Senator Dorsey, and Dorsey,

is

also said,

is

is

ing out of his franchise

pronouncedinvalid by the city

is

The bond

of Oshkosh.

torney

is

it

execution-proof. Tillotson's bend for the carry-

the

in

is

at-

sum of $5,000,

cocks each

The

nowsky
5,000

horse car line into an elecb-ic

be extended until 1930.

Tillotson

miles of road by October or

bound

is

build eight

to

and the

franchise,

his

forfeit

council won't grant another

line, its franchise to

time

franchise until that

has

Alderman Devos of

cars stopped every time there

He

pal streets.

It

his idea to

is

may

fire

dynamos are situated in the lower
are mounted on separate disks
of porcelain on two posts, one of ebonite and the other of

is

H. Peterson of this

Construction

city, will

do away with

it is

claimed, that

by the use

The Peterson system

of the overhead trolley system.
constructed,

can

make

its

way

entirelv

it is

so

is

from

free

all

even

The Peterson system

compartment containing the

the

into

electric conductors,

if

ihe street

is

flooded.

away with

also does

the corrosion

and other metalcaused by elecfrom the ground return current of the overhead

property buried in the ground, which

trolysis

40 per

is

swithboard.

They

other.

main-

quirement for street railway watchmen at steam railroad
To comply with such a measure, it was claimed
crossings.
at that time,

would put the company

When

000 annually.

the repealing

to

the trolley

rope was

off his car

to see that no

train

was approaching and

that after the car had started again the pole,

being

left

unguarded and of the

car's

as a result of

being stopped, might

from the wire and leave the car on the, steam railroad
On the other hand it was claimed that to neglect
tracks.
slip

the precaution of stopping the

car

and going ahead

to see

whether the coast was clear would be as dangerous as anyIn reply to this argument it was stated that
thing could be.
the steam railroad companies maintain
crossings,

and that they afford

council passed

t)ie

watchmen

sufficient

repsaling ordinance.

the ordinance to repeal the provision

at all the

The

protection.

When he

introduced

requiring conductors

to leave their cars, Alderman Okershauser

announced

that he

Washington,. D. C, August

to

furnish

eighteen

the

miles,

illumination

Tivoli, across the
tion at Porta Pia,

The

Roman campagna, to a distributing
on the outskirts of Rome.

lished in July, 1892,

world to be lighted by

who

street

have

to

line

west of Twenty-seventh

pay another fare or walk, and as Thirty-fifth

street is inside the city limits the people interested are disfeel indignant.
It is not likely now that anything
be done before the end of next season.

posed to
will

The common

council of Fort

David McCartney to
and it has also granted

chise to
city,

electric

bghting system.

Howard

has granted a fran-

build an electric railway in that
to

him a franchise

to put in

Fort Howard, which

Green Bay, recently made a contract

is

an

close to

for electric light

from

sta-

was estab-

is

the

the

first city in

brought from such a long

detailed description of

a

at

in successful operation

Rome

electricity

His report gives

Rome

plant and apparatus, by which 2,000 horse

power

is

the

trans-

mitted a distance of eighteen miles,together with sketches

or Anio, at Tivoli.

Wauwatosa

and has been

ever since. Mr. Jones says that

thing of the kind.

live on the

system of

present electric light

distance.

that goes

transmitted a distance of

is

from the Cascades of the Teverone

of

Milwaukee company operates the other road, but people

The power

lighting system of the Eternal City.

at

switchboard at Tivoli and the distributing board

the

Porta Pia.

The power

is

generated at the
at

the generation and

to the

capital.

fall

of the river Teverone,

The water has a total fall of 1 10 meters,
hand is much more than sufficient for
transmission of electric energy to the

Separate chapers of the report are devoted

power house

at Tivoli,

where the current

pro-

is

case of accident.

The same

At

point

this

A

pipes are used in can-ying the water to as

house, where a

fall

of about

many
fifty

turbines

meters

is

utilized.

Special arrangements are

made

for the decantation of the

precautions are taken at the points where the

cables, as a depot for stores, as a

men who watch

The

eightcables composing the line pass through an upper

a tower that surmounts

in

united two and two.

made of two double
As

insulators.

is

distance between the poles

is

The

and

four

irons 9 meters high.

current are held up by

the

are

9.50 meters high.

insulators,

The mean

35 meters, except at railroad

There are 707 of

at the river.

cables

are there

The supporting
The

insulators.

T

a rule, each pole carries eight

with eight conductors, and

crossings

house, and

this

Four wires pass out of the house on

respectively

these poles.
8. 70,

9.30,

with horizontal and differential axes.

There

Two large

are

turbines

10

The conductivity of the copper wire was
tor, with oil cup.
found by experiments to be 99 per cent, that of chemically
pure copper. The wires are 2.60 mm. in diameter and each
cable

is

composed of nineteen such

ture of 0° the cable presents a

wires.

mean

At

a tempera-

resistance of 3,750

ohms.

The

electric current

generated at Tivoli

small building at Porta

Pia,

where

it

is

is

received in a

ingeniously trans-

formed from a high potential to a lesser potential.
however,
is
not
less
than 2,000

The
volts,

and feeds twelve concentric Siemens cables, which run
through the principal streets of the city of Rome.
All the electric apparatus is placed on the ground floor of
the building, and thirty-two transformers are located in one

room.

In another

the automatic
is

room

are

entirely subordinate

and

circuits

the distributing switches and

The

regulators.

to

disposition
the

for arc lamps, as

of the appar-

system

to

be sap-

well as derivative cir-

cuits for use of private parties, leave

this building.
These
formed by concentric Siemens cables of 12
millimeters in diameter, each of which is fed directly by the

circuits

are

secondary of a transformer at

The

rent derived from

three groups of three machines each.

8.

and 7.50 meters above the ground- High insulation has
been obtained by the^use of a well devised porcelain insula-

from the main supply

turbines are of the Giraud

the

point of communication

between the two extreme stations, as a center of electric
measurements, and finally as an interrupting point of the

rivative circuits are not

The

is

crosses

water that drives the governors of the turbines, and for the
automatic closing of the necessary derivation pipes leading
pipe.

lowest

metallic net

the telegraph wires are

erected, which serves as quarters for the

plied,

type,

to leave the

the river Aino and the lailroad near Porta
About half way between Tivoli and Rome, at a point
known as the Campannacce, a small stone house has been

Pia and the setting up of the hghts in the

Nine

Where

Pia.

atus

in the station

places.

railroad and the tele-

underground.

duced, the transforming and distributing station at Porta
city.

is

aqueduct,

potential,

and the power

Roman

Rome-Sulmone

four copper cables that transmit

—United Stales Consul

Roman

between the two

in a straight line

the opposite side through four

Wallace S. Jones at Rome has transmitted to tlie State
Department an interesting report concerning the electric

would introduce another measure requiring the street railway company to maintain watchmen at all the steam railway crossings, but he now says that he will not do any-

A short time ago the Milwaukee Street Railway company contemplated the purchase of that portion of the
Wauwatosa electric line between Western avenue and
Twenty-seventh street. The two lines connect; in fact, the

25.

It follows the

tracks to prevent the cables from falling to the ground in

poles are

Washington, D. C.

ordinance came up for

Monday it was claimed that
unguarded when the conductor got

and went ahead

C.

an expense of $iS,-

consideration last
left

expenses.

transmission from Tivoli to Porta Pia

stretched between the poles, and extends across the railroad

room

power by the use of the
underground system, with complete metallic circuit, is from

line of

cable at 9.50 meters above the ground.

20 to 25 per cent, so that the solution of the electrolytic
question means a great saving and reduction in operating

to

overhead trolley

the conductors that

back.

graph wires the poles are high enough

line.

cent, less

the

3. So

centimeters from the wall, so

It stands sixty

the line crosses the

system, while the direct saving in

than

The

20.50 meters long by

is

ample space to keep clean

24,858 meters in length.

which runs

from each

insulated

of wood, and

is

meters high.

such a repealing ordinance the company strongly opposed
reason, however, that that measure contained a
it, for the
re-

completely

are

switchboard

It is slated that

costs

dynamos, and two others conveying
This makes three sets

of twelve conductors each represented on the

underground system

it

incloses twelve conductors, four

the exciting current of the exciter.

line

of water and gas pipes, telephone cables
lic

Each groove

rents from the exciting

The
Railway

Conduit

Consequently

exciter.

conveying the primary current of two distinct alternators,
and four the respective exciting currents; two conveying cur-

its

objectionable features heretofore experienced

all

two alternators and one

there are three grooves that carry the entire system to the

run along

claimed that the Peterson electric conduit system,

the invention of

plant can be divided into three sections, each com-

have the bridge made of iron, with room

company, with a capital of $500,000, has been incorporated
by A. E. Smith, William Meyst and H. Samuel Esch.
It

The

is

Electric

They

paraffined wood.

that there

it.

are directly coupled to

machines, although of the usual Ziper-

part of the armature.

pass over the hose withoutinjuring

for ten lines of hose to pass under

The Peterson

having the street

on any of the princia bridge-like arrangement be
a

is

purposes that

used so that the cars
it.

tired of

this city is

The

nals of the high potential

switchboard.

its

fifty

a difference of potential of more than
and require exceptional insulation. The termi-

pany has seized the opportunity
convert

apply for a franchise to

of three

type, develop

volts,

prising

to

five series

small turbines are of

dynamos

alternaling current

the turbines.

M. Thomson of Chicago
as sureties.
The capital stock of the Oshkosh company
was to be $1,000,000. The Oshkosh Street Railway comwith ex-Senator Dorsey and Jesse

bottom, and

The

the lop.

in

minute.

tain the

—a

duplicated in the other turbines.

is

^^ith six small holes in. the

system.

great hardship

This

alternators.

lateral

The principal
turbines are of 350 horse power, and make 170 revolutions a minute, normal speed.
The water wheel is two
meters in diameter. The distributor consists of a cylinder

although when the president of the old council introduced

provision which was considered a

dynamo which moves two

system

conductors of

street

a smaller machine that drives a direct cur-

During the discu^sion
of the franchise matters the annexation of Fort Howard and
Green Bay was broached and met with a great deal of favor.
The Green Bay car line, which is known as the Fox River
electric railway, is six miles long and has been in operation
since early in July.
C. H. Holmes, formerly associated

accumulations of dirt and moisture, and that no moisture

doned.

rent

is

1894

i,

two Zipernowsky alternators ,and

are coupled directly to

between them

light and.electric railway enterprises.

line.

do not
com-

registers

their

due

is

indicate such big figures as they did before the sale of

At

would take both

favor

Green Ba

railway franchise to

urging that

it

Howard people were in

the Fort

the street

September

elapsed.

trouble.

it is

andmauy of

city,

of granting

with JacUson

work on Grand avenue.
company

that

ELECTRICIAN.

isolated plants in the

the

this building.
city

that

fed directly

connect with the de-

by the 2,000

volt cur-

secondaries of a special battery of

transformers, but by that current reduced to 50 or 100 volts
by means of other transformers located near the place of

September

WESTERN

1894

i,

The communication between these plants
and Porta Pia is had by means of other similar Siemens
consumption.

cables of 200 or 220 millimeters in

diameter.

genious mechanical arrangement,

possible, at the Tivoli

station, to secure a

it is

constant potential

By an

in-

throughout the en-

Bernard R. Green, superintendent and engineer of the
new Congressional Library. Washing-

construction of the

C,

is

inviting

proposals,

until

September

10, for

furnishing three 125 volt directly coupled

dynamos and en-

The

following are the

gines for the Librarj' of Congress.
specifications

as usual

close to the dasher and occupies very little space.
is thrown on and the car started by moving the
left.
There is an attachment for reversing the
motor.
The electric brake is the most Interesting feature of
the equipment of the cars which have the Sperry motor.
It is operated by the controller lever, and is entirely distinct
from the hand brake, which need not be used except in

The

There

which must be complied with by prospective
be three

will

ity

to

direct current multipolar

dynamos

high speed engines, each to have a capac-

The dynamos

of 100 kilowatts at 125 volts.

compound wound.

The speed

of the

dynamos

shall

be be-

of 200 an*d 250 revolutions per minute.
must be accompanied by drawings showing
the general construction and dimensions of the dynamos.
Detailed drawings and fuller information as to the construcpropo^^al

tion of the various parts of both

also befurnished

ings

by the bidders

dynamos and engines must
if

called for, but the draw-

and descriptions submitted with

the bid

sonably complete.

must be
A.

I.

rea-

P.

PERSONAL.
E. Baird of, the Eddy Electric
pany was in Cliicago last week.

M.

Manufacturing com-

A. B. Field, for several years a salesman with the General
Electric company, has accepted a position with the lona
Manufacturing company, 336 Congress street, Boston. Mr.
Field has a large circle of friends in the trade.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The Grand

Island, Neb.,

Light

& Power company

has

just obtained a Iranchise from the village authorities.
Customers for 1,000 r6 candle power lights have already been
secured, and the machinery and line equipment is being purchased.
The plant must be in operation by November

25th.

An

assignment has been made by the Northwestern
Electric Light & Power company, whose plant is located at
60 and 62 Custom House place, Chicago. William L. Ab-

was named as assignee. The assets are estimated at
The corpora$66,450, and the liabilities at $66,866.79.
tion was organized in 1892 with a capital stock of $ico,ooo
for the purpose of supplying electric light and power to private consumers.
The president is F. W. Bryson. Attorney Percy L. Shuman, the secretary, ascribes the failure
to competition on the part of the Chicago Edison company.
The creditors of the concern, it is said, are few in number, and it is not the present intention of the assignee to
bott

carry on the business.

ELECTRIC" RAILWAYS.
The Chicago City Railway company has

notifie.1

the de-

will at once commence
it
work of putting in iron poles for the trolley system nn
Halsted street from Sixty-ninth to Root, on Root to Wentworth, on Wentworth to Thirty-ninth, and Thirty-ninth to

partment of public works that

Rochester and Syracuse capitalists have come into conLina Beecher's single track railroad, now in
process of construction in Orleans county N.Y. between Waterport and Lakeside, and the line will he pushed rapidly to
completion.
When Capt. Beecher's company was incortrol of Capt.

tween the limits

Each

'

porated, it was with an authorized capital stock of $600,000,
but it was deemed wise by the managers to issue at the
present time but $100,000 of stock.
The first $40,000 was
taken by Cajit. Beecher and his associates and wealthy
farmers in Orleans and Genesee counties, It being the jjlan
to ultimately extend the road through to Batavia.
Work
was commenced, although it was plain that more stock
must be issued to pay the expense of construction. Capt.
Beecher's original plan was to extend the road from
Batavia to Oak Orchard harbor by way of Albion.
The
scheme met with favor, and this route would have been
chosen had not some of the stockholders withdrawn and
started a new company.
The new company planned a
standard guage steam road. Surveys were made, but within
a few weeks it has been rumored that the new company
had fallen through and that tbe rival road would not be
built.
Work on Capt. Beecher's single track trestle road
has progressed steadily, and it hoped that the first cars will
be run September 15th or thereabouts.
Tlie contracts for
the dynamos and other electric appliances have been let, and
power
Waterport
the
house at
will be ready for operation in
about two weeks.
Six hundred feet of track will be laid,
and after it has been proven to the stockholders that the
road is a success, the remaining three miles to Lakeside
will be constructed.
Tlie cars will be running to Lakeside
by the first of December, It is promised. Next year it is
proposed to push the road through to Batavia. The officers
of the company are: President, D. D. Bromley; vice-president
and general manager, Capi. Lina Beecher; secretary and
treasurer, Edwin Charles Long; assistant secretary and
treasurer, W. T. Bromley.

An

brake has been in use upon a car of the Suburban Railroad company of St. Louis for several months.
construction
Its
is a hollow magnet, made of coiled copper
wire; in the middle, and free to move lengthwise, are two pieces
of soft iron, the opposite ends of which are connected with
the brake levers.
When the coiled wire is energized the
two soft iron cores are moved toward each other and the
brakes are applied. The brakes may be applied with full
force at first and let ojT gradually as the car stops.
The
brake is manufactured by the St. Louis Electric Brake
company.
electric

proposed to construct an electric tramway from Budapest by way of Newpest to Rakos-Palota, and the subject
is now under the consideration of the minister of commerce.
At Pressburg an electric line is about to be built both for
goods and passenger traffic. Concerning the projected underground electric railway in Budapest, it appears that the minister of commerce has approved the project.
A telegram
It is

from Vienna

recently, states that the

commerce has granted a concession
an underground

two miles

Hungarian minister of
for the

electric railway in Pest.

According to a financial journal the stock of the Mexican
Telephone company is advancing, and with the extension of
the system the value of the plant will naturally increase.
Last year the company earned in Mexican money about
$57,000. of which about $7,000 was credited to the supply
department.
At the same rate of exchange this $57,000
was equivalent to about $30,000 of American money. The
company has this year given up the supply business, but it
expects to fully offset the loss from this source by an inEarnings for the present
crease in its telephone business.
year are expected to aggregate $60,000 in Mexican money,
which should exchange for about $30,000 of American
money. The company claims that, if exchange was at the
figures quoted before the great disturbance in silver occurred,
its increased business, be In a position to
it would, with
The
afford the stcokholders considerable encouragement.
company has no bonds outstanding, and all that is left
after paying operating expenses will go the stockholders.
The company has no way of raising money for needed Improvements except to draw on earnings. It costs about $60
At this stage of the comto equip every new subscriber.
pany's development it is necessary to draw continuously on
the
service.
earnings to extend

LEGAL DECISIONS.
The Supreme Court of Vermont held in the case of
Rugg against the Commercial Union Telegraph company,
where it does not appear in erecting a telegraph line
a highway that it would be inexpedient to erect it
without inconvenience in traveling, or making repairs of
the highway, nor that It was erected along the streets of a
village, or in front of or near a dwelling, nor that it became necessary to cut or injure trees, the authorities have
no power to award damages to an abutting landowner
under the statute providing that the authorities of a town
that

alon"'

announced that the Compagnie des Chemlns de Fer de
rOuest, as a result of the experiments made with the Heilmann
ocomotive,
has just ordered two new locomotives from the
Societe de Traction Electrique, which controls the Heilmann
Certain improvements and modifications suggested
patents.
by the trials of the original engine will be embodied in the new
It is

locomotives with a view to the construction of a definite type.
The steam-engine chosen as best fulfilling the working con
ditions is the Willans.
It is further announced that MessrsWillans and Robinson through their French agent, A. H.
Crozier, have been commissioned to deliver by January or
February next, two steam-engines, each 1,500 horse power.
It is intended to conduct experiments with the new locomotives next May, and If the results are conclusive it is reported
that the Heilmann locomotive will be definitely adopted.

shall appraise the

graph

of

damage caused by

the erection of a

tele-

line.

POWER TRANSMISSION.
A

charter has been granted to the Great

Kanawha Water

Electrical company. It will utilize the water power
of Great Falls in Ohio, and' will supply electrical power to

Power

Si

Kanawha valley.
The Chambly Manufacturing company of Montreal, Que.,

the

The

Philadelphia People's Traction company's first order
300 cars, most of which have been delivered by the

Electric Base Ball club succeeded in hammering out a victory in the ninth inning from the University of
Chicago nine on Saturday afternoon.
Up to that time the
game was of the see-saw order, but in the last inning the
Electrics took a sudden fancy to Stagg's curves and made
hits enough to tally four men, making the score 15 to 13
In the electricians' favor.
The features of the game were
the "slugging" on both sides and Meehan's
at short.

wwk

The

were Stagg and Tike

batteries

for the 'Varsity

and

Kelly and Stock for the visitors.

A

severe electrical storm in St. Louis recently deprived
aquariums, both In residences and show windows, of
and gold fish. Thunder and lightning are judged
by old fishermen and proprietors of animal stores to be the
cause f the death of the fish, which were found floating
on their backs for several mornings after the electric storm.
St. Louis electrician gives it as his opinion that the concussion of the thunder breaks the air chambers which, by
compression, cause the fish to sink and, by expansion, to
rise to the surface.

many

their silver

A

TRADE NEWS.
The Washington

Electric company, 207 South Canal street,
Chicago, has done a good business during the last week.
The company has found it necessary to increase its working
force in order to keep up with its orders for focusing lamps,

stage dimmers, rheostats and annunciators.

Ihe new power
company,

at

station for the Hartford Street Railway
Hartford, Conn., will be designed and built by

the Berlin Iron Bridge company, of East Berlin, Conn.
It
will be 66 feet wide and 233 feet in length, with a steel frame
covered with the Berlin Iron Bridge company's patent anticondensation corrugated iron covering.

BUSINESS.

counsel for the HarTelephone company, who visited Chicago recently, is
now in New York. If the company puts in a plant in Chicago, it is said, it will lay its conduits under the franchise
granted February 29, 1892, to the Chicago Power Supply &
Smoke Abating company, more commonly known as the
Bacon Compressed Air Supply company. Mr. Egan has
not made himself known to the Chicago city authorities in
Some doubt is exbehalf of the new telephone company.
pressed as to whether the Bacon compressed air franchise
competing
telephone concern.
would be of great service to a
rison

construction of

1896.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Western

TELEPHONE.

This line will be

length, and will pass from Giselaplatz to the
Thiergarten.
I' will be the first electric underground railway in contin'^ntal Europe. It is to be opened April i,
in

river, the outlet o"^
into electricity and

transmission to the city of Montreal, a distance of about iS
miles.
The company has secured control of the entire
water power at the rapids, which have a fall of 62 feet in a
distance of four miles.
To fully utilize the power a series
of dams uould have to be built across the river, but at present the building of one only is contemplated.
According to
the company's engineers, this would give a head of from 26
to 27 feet, and yield about 27,000 horse power at low water.
Some 15,000 horse power would probably be delivered in
Montreal, of which about 3,000 horse power would be used
for arc lighting, 6,000 horse power for incandescent lighting, and 6,000 for power purposes.

Patrick Egan, director and general

the

State street.

Chambly Rapids of t^e Richelieu
Lake Champlain, and its conversion

the

emergencies.

be

will

current

lever to the

bidders:

coupled directly

ro7

builder, the St. Louis Car company and the Lamokin Car
company, are being equipped with the General Electric and
Sperry motors, 150 sets of each, says the Ltdgc-r. The
General Electric equipment is two 30 horse power motors
on each car. The handsome summer cars from the St.
Louis Car company are being equipped with the Sperry
motor and an electric brake which Is giving general satisfaction.
There is one motor of 40 hoi-se power to each car,
swung on springs between the t\io axles. Insteadof a crank,
the controller for the Sperry motor is operated by a lever
moving crossways of the car. The controller box is placed

lire h'ne.

ton, D.

ELECTRICIAN.

Is

inviting bids for the development of the water

power

at

The

Berlin Iron Bridge company, of East Berlin, Conn.,
has received the contract for the new plant of the Fairfield
Copper company, at Monroe, Conn. The plant will be entirely of iron and steel, no woodwork being used about the
construction.

The growing popularity of the Packard Mogul is something to which the Electric Appliance company, general
western agent, points with considerable pride.
The demand for this lamp has been increasing ra]iidly and steadily
from the first, and almost every expectation as to its wide
field ul future usefulness is being realized.
It Is now coming into quite general use for street lighting, for which work
it possesses many advantages.
A. R. Jennings, 317 Mermod-Jaccaird
Mo., broker
handling a

in

full

and

building, St. Louis,

goods of every description, is
of supplies, including arc lamps for

electrical
line

alternating

currents, slate sockets, switches,
insulators, cleats, transformers, fuse blocks,
cut-outs, rosettes, etc.
Mr. Jennings represents manufacturers direct and therefore is able to quote special prices.

direct

lamps, mica

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., reports the closing of an important contract with the Phelps
Publishing company of Springfield, Mass., for the complete
equipment of the latter's extensive plant with electric power.
The new slow-speed motors of the Mather company will be
used throughout. In sizes from 20 to 50 horse power, the
power being supplied from the Springfield station of the
United Electric Light company. This installation, when
completed, will be one of the largest of its kind In New
England! The Mather company is now represented on the
Pacific Coast by the following named contractors for its
apparatus:
H. B. Gregory & Co., Portland, Oregon; Will
& Finck company, San Francisco, Cal.; Machinery Supply
company, Los Angeles, Cal.
Electric company of Chicago has added to
present line.of specialties a complete line of arc lamps
adapted for almost every purpose.
The company is western
agent for the Electric Construction & Supply company of
New York, and the arc lamps manufactured by this company need no introduction, as they are well known.
The Wallace company will carry a complete stock
Chicago, including alternating and direct current
in
and
twin lamps,
lamps, double carbon
ornamental
and plain lamps, railway lamps, search lamps, theatrical and focusing lamps and projectors.
The house goods
department of the Wallace company, although recently inaugurated, is making quite a record for itself
The Eureka
iron bo.x bell, handled by this company, will be recognized
in a new dress, and, with its double adjustment features, is
The Ajax dry battery, the Diamond
excelled by none.
carbon battery and Excelsior DisqueLa Clanche battery are
The
company reports that its new^ illustrated
all favorites.

The Wallace

its

pamphlet will soon be ready lor distribution.

WESTERN

io8

September

ELECTRICIAN.

i,

1894

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued Aligns t 21, 1894.

W. H. Connell, WilSupport.
Application filed January 24, 1S94..

Electric Liglit

706.

c;24

mington, Del.

which
The object of the invention is to provide a support
will
when swuns around on the bracket to which it is pivoted,
the conto so arrange
close a circuit leading to the lamp, and
and the lamp lighted
nections that the circuit can be completed
to arrange a senes of lan.p^
at any desired position, and also
lighted by a single
be
"may
them
of
number
so that any desired
movement of the lamp support.

Desmond
Method of Producing Electrodes.
Application filed
Gerald Fitz Gerald, London, Eng.

04

710.

November

7,

end by wire

n

with the track terminal A.

The pick-up magnet

to a slate or other non-conducting slab /.? attached
under side of the top or cover of the box. It has two insulated coils, the external coil S already referred to and an internal coil .V. 'J'he internal coil is connected at one end to a
wire Jf, which leads to the terminal A' and at its other end it
communicates with wire //. The pins or track terminals A A'
which are insulated from the box project up through the box
cover or tup and rest by their heads upon a concrete or other
These -terminals are intended
suitable non-conducting base.
to co-operate with the two shoes ;- y" with which the car is prois

secured

to the

vided—one for each terminal. The energizing circuit for the
pick-up magnet is completed through terminals -*I .^' and the
feeder or motor circuit is completed through the terminal A.

iS

Marion Baker
Controller for Electric Cars.
New Orleans, La. Application filed Feb-

524,785.

Monroe,

ruary 28, 1S94.
The principal feature in this invention is to provide an elecbe aptric car with the mechanism by which the brakes may
plied by the same means and at the same time that the electric
current is cut off, so as to enable a motorman to make a quick
stop without the liability of damaging any of the parts.
Electric Subway System. John C. Reilly, BrookN. y. Application filed May 28, 1S94.
By this plan means are provided to cheaply and expeditiously

524,789.

lyn,

furnish any subscriber with electrical connection for any period
of time, while no idle conductors are allowed to remain in position in the subway, and the desired electrical connection or disconnection maybe made in any kind of weather or at any time of
year, whether the ground be frozen or not, and without disturbing the surface of the earth or the pavement,

NO. 524,749.
Three processes of treatment of the elements for voltaic cells
being
are described, the advantage of the method, it is claimed,
due to the fact that the set product is more homogeneous and
more porous, and at the same time is stronger, and especially
that it is capable of being "formed" or converted into peroxide
with a very much
of lead in a very much shorter time and

smaller expenditure of electrical energy than has hitherto been
necessary when the product has been caused to "set" by ineans
of any salt heretofore used.

R. A. Fowden, PhiladelPrinting Telegraph.
Application filed December 22, 1S93.
phia, Pa.

>;24,7ii.
'

In the arrangement described by the inventor, it is claimed,
the system has been greatly simplified and the number of parts
reduced without impairing the efficiency.

Safety

524,717.

Switch

for

Samuel Harris, Cleveland,

High

O

Potential

Application

Circuits.

Jmie

filed

14, 1S94.

Commutator

524,793-

Cylinder.

Alton

J.

Shaw, Muske-

Application filed June 7, 1S94.
In the construction of commutator cylinders of electric generators and motors provision is made to compensate for or take
up the expansion and contraction of Its bars.

gon, Mich.

Circuit

"524,808.

York, N. Y.

Controller.

Application

Edward
filed

July

J.

McEvoy, New

7,

1S94.

The first claim made by the Inventor is for the combination to
form a circuit controller, 'of a box or casing, a pair of terminals
provided with binding posts, a rotatable rock shaft mounted
in said box or casing, a yoke of conducting material carried by
said shaft, a spring, the operation of which is to hold the yoke
out of contact with the terminals, an operating shaft journaled
within the casing and projecting therefrom, a cam upon and
rotating with said operating shaft and a cam toe springing from
the rock shaft and bearing upon the cam.
Electric Railway Car.

524,823,

N.

J.

Application

Special attention has been given in designing this switch to
prevent burning out when the switch is being thrown.
The principal claim reads:
The combination of the two-part insulated case, a disk of nonconducting material extending across the upper part thereof, a
single contact block on each side of said disk at diametrically
opposite points with connections to the circuit, holding blocks
opposite the contact blocks and insulated from the circuit, a
stem extending through the disk and through the lop of the
case, and having on each side of the disk and diametrically opposed a contact arm adapted to make circuit with the contact
block, said contact arms being conductively connected and
rotating in planes parallel to the disk, and said stemand arms
being insulated, except at the contact points, and an index and
handle outside the case for operating the switch.

filed

J. C.

August

Henry, Weslfield,

22, 1S92.

arrangement to cut certain converters
out of circuit when idle or when no work is being done in tiieir
secondary circuits. At certain hours in the day the lights in
he converters
certain localities are uniformly extinguished.
supplying these lights may, therefore, be all cut out of circuit during such times. In the accompanying illustration A represents
any suitable source of alternating, intermittent or pulsatory
onelectric currents, and L' U- its main line conductors,
verters C C~ C"^ are illustrated as having their primaries adapted
The secto be connected in multiple between the lines L' /.2.
ondary coils of these conveners supply translating devices d,
which may be cut into and out of circuit by means of the
for instance, A suitable source of compressed air is
switches
represented at E. A pipe e leads from this source into the immediate vicinity of the several converters or to points where
L'i.
their circuits are derived from the main line conductors L'
for instance, are completed
Connections with any converters,
It is

provided

in this

1

i.

.V,

C

through a.circuit-controHing device i, the position of which.
with reference to its contact points, iscontrolled by the pressure
exerted upon a piston or plate t' , moving within a chamber
A spring t'i normally tends to force this piston in such direction
as to cause the switch t to break the connections between the
conductors / and ^ leading from the main line conductors Z.'
This
L'i, and conductors s and 4 leading to the converter.
spring may be adjusted to respond to any required degree of
pressure exerted upon the opposite side of the piston. A pipe.
e' leads from the pipe e to each device T.

524,75s.

Electric Railway Signal.

Highland

Falls,

N. Y.

Lawrence Dornberger,

Application

filed

April 17,

1894-

5.24,884.
F. Card,

G.
for Dynamo-electric Machines.
Covington, Ky. Application filed January S,

1S94.
It is proposed to overcome the difficulty that has been experiin mounting the commutator on the shaft of the armature,
so as to prevent the oil on the shaft from coming in contact
with the segments of the commutator.

enced

Apparatus for Transforming Continuous Electric
F. S. F. SchneiCurrents Into Alternating Currents.
Application filed March 20,
der, Fulda, Germany.

524,911.

1S94.

The inventor makes the following claim among others:
In a transformer, the combination with two electro-magnets
included in two primary circuits and a battery common to both
circuits, of a rocking armatui;e carrying contacts operating to
alternately make and break said circuits, and a secondary conductor having its terminals connected with the primary circuits
between the magnets and the circuit breakers,
Electric

524,947.

A. B.
fur Railways.
Application filed March 17,

Danger Signal

Murray, San Rafael, Cal.
1S93.

My theemployment of this device it is proposed to give a
signal to the engineer at a point of sufficient distance, of an
open switch, of an open drawbridge, of a bridge on fire or destroyed, or of any danger of a similar character of which an
engmeer often has no warning until too late.
Carl Daniel Raab, KaiserslauApplication filed January 18, 1S94.

Electric Meter.

524,953.

Germany.

tern,

It is believed that the improvements jft-oposed will remove
the inaccuracies in the proportional relation between the power
of the current and the number of revolutions, which is caused
by an unforeseen and unaccountable stopping of the air between the armature and the damping plates.

Fire Alarm System.
524,973.
J. W. White, Providence,
R. L Application filed May 28, 1S94.

Comprised in this arrangement is a thermostat having three
electrodes, with two circuits, one of which is closed and the
other open, the closed circuit and the open circuit having one
electrode of the thermostat in common, and both circuits being
provided with suitable translating devices, but the closed circuit being through a loop about all the thermostats, with such a
resistance in that loop that the normal current in the closed circuit is small and serves simply to move the needle or pointer
of its translating device to an intermediate position, indicating
that the apparatus is In order.

on uninterruptedly.

NO. 524,773.
reach of the motorman without Interfering with the passengers'
A long wheel
seats or occupying the room devoted to them
base is secured, with no danger of cramping on curves, and the
number of wheels and other parts are reduced, thereby simplifying and reducing the cost of the car.

Separator for Battery Plates. William L. Silvey,
Application filed February 12, 1S94.

524.843.

Dayton, O.

This device is constructed of spruce pine, poplar or other soft
or material, reduced to a thoroughly impalpable mass by
boiling, grinding and treating with acids and lime and water
until every particle of the original structure has been reduced.
It is next washed and roiled into board of the required thick-

wood

ness for the purpose, moisture being removed by heated calendering rolls. This board is now cut into shapes to correspond
with the general outlines of the battery plates. Sheets of textile
material may be used, providing the interstices between the
threads are sufficiently close to allow the passage of the electrolyte and not the particles of worn electrode, and alter being
treated so as to preserve the plates in the electrolyte.

Underground Conduit for Electrical Conductors.
524.977.
Detroit, Mich.
Application filed
J. F. Cummin^s,
January 17, 1893.
The special feature claimed is the peculiar construction of
the ducts in which the wires are to be carried, being made of
semi-cylindrical sections arranged to form a tube to break joints
and secured together by a binding tape bound spirally about.
One or more of these ducts are arranged In a conduit or casing,
then a filling of non-conducting material is placed around them
and the cover is placed upon the conduit. The invention
further consists in the peculiar construction, arrangement and
combination of the parts
horizontal section of this conduit
IS shown in the accompanying illustration.

A

Electric

524.980.
LiUard,

ber

N. Y.

The principal object of this invention, which is a device for
locating grounds on fire alarm, police or call box lines, is to
enable the operator, when trouble has been found upon the line,
to readily locate it, and also enable him to readily close the circuit between the stations where the trouble has occurred.

Automatic Regulator for Dynamos. Henry D.
Synimes, St. Catharines, Out. Application filed June 6,

524.845.

Ncv

Wire Coupling
Orleans,

La.

C. K. Hall and W, B.
Application filed Decem-

S, 1893.

This invention is intended especially
one car to another.

524.981.

Testing Switch.
H. Smith, Buffalo,
Application filed March 29, 1894.

Electrical

524.844.

Electric

Germany.
The lamps

Arc Lamp.

Application

for

coupling wires from

Rudolf H. Jahr, Opladen,
April 9, 1S94.

filed

which these improvements are particularly applicable belong to that class In which the two carbon holders
are attached to the two ends of a chain or cord guided over
pulleys or rollers and the carbons are caused to approach each
other, owing to the greater weight ol the upper carbon holder.
to

.\ccotding to this invention the regulating device is so constructed that the shortening of the electric arc to the normal
length or the feed of the carbons, the lengthening of the arc

1894-

The device consists essentially of one or more solenoids
in the main circuit passes, and one
or more resistance circuits with contacts arranged as a shunt to
the main circuit, each solenoid being adapted to break contact
in the corresponding resistance circuit when a current of more

Maloue
filed

July

than a predetermined

main

number of amperes passes through

th

circuit.

Insulator.
C. N. Hammond,
524,850.
Application filed December 18, 1S93.
laim

Boston,

I

NO. 524,977.

Mass.

reads
An insulator comprising a mass or block of suitable material
formed with a wire-receiving groove or depression and holes on
opposite sides of such grooves or depression, a wire-retainer
having a stem which is placed in one of said holes and hookshaped head which overlies the wire In the groove or depression, and has its down-turned point entered into the other of
the said holes, and a securing device applied to the stem.
i

:

proposed to dispense with overhead and underground
trolley and the expensive construction incident to carrying conductors in an open subway or conduit. Instead, however, it is
proposed to use contact pins which are the terminal of feeders
from the main cable, and which are placed at intervals in the
track or roadway upon which the car runs, these contacts being
successively met by a shoe on the car through which the current
Each feeder connection has in It normally
is led to the motor
Motor Generator. John C. Henry, Westfield,
open contacts which are controlled by a pick-up magnet located
524,852.
at that point, this pick-up magnet, although located in the
N. J. Application filed January 28, 1S93.
track, being energized from a source of electrical supply on the
The subject of the invention is a compact and simple motor
car through suitable circuit connections. In the cut is sho\C'n
generator, having its armature shafts connected by flexible
an insulated lead covered cable Z? laid the entire length of the
shafting, making the motor generator of-special utility, it is beroute in a terra cotta or other suitable main, enters and passes
lieved, in electric railways systems such as described in the apthrough the boxes, the joints between it and the boxes being
plication by the same inventor, serial No 415,490, dated Desealed and water-proof. I'Vom the cable is led ofT a feeder 7i
This feeder is attached to a metallic holder =,
cember 18, iSqi, of which the present application is a division.
for each box.
securely
which clamps a carbon block j, the latter being held
Electric Heater.
Tapley W. Young, Washing524,881.
On the
to a slate or other non-conducting slab 4 by a bolt J.
opposite end of the slab is a similar carbon contact block 6
ton, D. C.
Application filed October 6, 1893.
mounted and fastened to the slab In the same way, and from
This electric heater is designed for use in oil wells, and is inthe latter leads a wire 7 to the external coil S on the soft iron
tended to melt the hardened paraffine in the fissures of the rock,
core 10 of the pick-up magnet co— i' co n municating at its other
It Is

the chief source of obstruction to the flow of

Commutator

through which the current

This invention has for Its object to eflect certain improvements by which a signal arm may be automatically operated by
the movement of passing trains to indicate "safety" or "danger"
in the customary manner.

Supply System.
Electric Railway
524,773.
Application
Wfieless, Washington, D. C.
1S94.
7,

'

oil.

the disturbances in the iraffic arising from the short-circuiting
of conductors with the earth or other conductors, and consists
in the peculiar arrangement and construction of the conductors
in combination with permanent means for testing them in a
manner to immediately detect and locate any fault, whereby no
time is lost in searching and repairing, while at the same time
the system may be kept in running order to permit traffic to go

.

A

the

Electric Railway Supply System.
524.976.
J. F. Cummings, Detroit, Mich. Application filed September
22, 1S92.
The objects of this Improvement are to avoid the dangers and

The working parts of the motor are placed within sight and

System of Electrical Distribution. George West524,749.
Application filed June
'inghouse, Jr., Pittsburg, Pa.
16, 1890.

thereby removi

—

the burning away of the carbons as by
the falling of small particles from the upper carbon onto the
lower one as well as the primary striking of the arc when the
carbons are in contact, are efl"ected by horizontal oscillations of
a single armature which is placed under the influence of two
magnetic poles of like name dependent for their respective magnetic strength on the fluctuations of the electric arc, so that, according to the changing strength of the magnets, the armature
is caused to oscillate to one side or to the other. In oscillating to
one side the armature causes the upper carbon holder to be released, whereby the latter is permitted to descend In order to
shorten the arc to normal length in oscillating to the other side
the armature causes the upper carbon holder to be stopped
again, while it allows the under carbon holder to descend in
order to cempensate for shortening of the arc or to start the arc
when the carbons are in contact on the lamp being put in the

when shortened during

—

;

circuit.

Apparatus for Supplying Electricity for Light
and Power Purposes. M, JNI. Kohn, Chicago, 111.
Application filed September 24, 1891.

524,983.

By means of primary batteries and apparatus for controlling
and regulating the current it is proposed to supply light and
power for general work.
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Operated Factory
Milwaukee, Wis.

Electrically

South

8,

U94.

No- 10

important difference from the West Pullman plant referred

with the pulleys together and

about two inches

The

something over twice the

ance of this subject, both to the owners of such factories

was there
provided for a motor equipment larger than the one under
consideration.
Another distinction is caused by the fact
that at South Milwaukee an independent building is provided for the power and beating plant, which was not the

and

case at

at

to

Attention has frequently been directed by this journal to
the important field for electricity

power

To

in large

the Jiransmission

in

manufacturing establishments.

to the electrical fraternity,

of

The import-

can hardly be over-estimated.

means greater economy, efficiency and
convenience of operation and to the latter increased busiThe electrical press has done its part in citing and
ness.
describing plants of this character now, in this country,
numbering several hundred, and almost uniformly successand a recent important example was the transmission
ful
the former

it

—

—

FIG.

scheme

at the

ally operated factories to the total

and each added plant

is

lesson to other manufacturers

number

is,

an advantage as

and

as

affording

of

an

an

electric-

course,

object

oppor-

tunity to electricians for the comparison of methods.

Such a

plant

is

Steam Shovel
Milwaukee, Wis., depends
illustrated by the accompanying

that on which the Bucyrus

& Dredge company

will

be noted, as only one

generator

West Pullman.
The Bucyrus Steam Shovel & Dredge company conducted
its business for many years in Ohio, and the present plant,
was established

of Milwaukee,

ten miles

south

There are

several buildings, erected according to the

ideas of factory construction,

The shops

are

in

1S92.

modern

and 250 hands are employed.

heated by the hot blast ventilating system,

of South

the apparatus

for

which

steam being conducted

is

located

to the air coils

in

the machine shop,

from the power house

for

the several buildings, outside of the central

that does not get

motor.

Hence

its

power

station,

eaergy through a copper wire and a

the generating plant

is

in duplicate, a relay

machine standing side by side with the working generator
In this respect an
for instant use in case of an emergency.

is

case

in

of

a

The machinery.of the power plant is illustrated in Fig. i.
The engine is of 165 horsepower and of slow speed, running
at 71 revolutions.

Corhss type.

It

It is
is

from the All is shops

and

of

the

belted directly to a four-pole 150 horse

220 volts.

Standing beside

per minute.
is

This generator

a second generator, which

first.

tion

both

This

more

is

operated at 338 revolutions

it,

is

as

shown

in

the picture,

an exact duplicate of the

a relay machine, or, to describe the applica-

exactly,

the

being constantly

being used

is

two generators
ready

interchangeably.

for

duty,

are run in- relay,

and

The machines

capable
are

of

placed

apart.

burn-out,

or

the load

desired to transfer

from one generator to the other, it is an easy matter
to shift the belt on the fly-wheel of the engine and to
slip it from one dynamo pulley to the other.
This change is
frequently
force

is

made

in the case of

working overtime,

due heating of the magnet

long runs, when the factory

to prevent the possibility of un-

and involves a shut-down

coils,

of only seven minutes.

The switchboard
and

slate

is

a

handsome accessory of marbleized
with the necessary complement o

provided

is

PLANT.

switches and rheostats, Wirt measuring instruments, light-

From

ning arresters and ground detectors.

in the exterior

start.

at

This installation is noteworthy from the fact that
whole estabUshment is absolutely dependent upon it
power. There is not a piece of moving machirery in

it

arrangement of the plantjfrom the

the

is

so that

i-eason,

ducting wires are led from the power house

pictures.

power, and which

belt,

when, for any

is

Electrical
through buried pipes for a distance of 425 feet.
power distribution was an integral part of the scheme for the

power generator made by the old National Electric Manufacturing company and which has a capacity of 510 amperes

for its

fly-wheel of the engine

width of the

WER

ELECTRICALLY OPERATED FACTORY AT SOUTH MILWAUKEE

in

described and illustrated in the
trician of June 23d last. Still the proportion of

111.,

small,

I.

West Pullman,
Western Elec-

Whitman & Barnes factories

above

buildings in an overhead line, a portion of which

view given in

Fig.

con-

(he

it

to the
is

other

shown

The power house

2.

steam generating plant, which
one 150 horse power boiler. The furnace is
with soft coal, and the draught is obtained by means

also shelters, of course, the

consists of
fired

of a 95-foot brick stack.

Were

it

ing shafting and using the

economy of
much power-consum-

not for the

the electrical system, dispensing with

power only

might

be

accomplished

in

ing a larger use of individual

this

the

future will

direction

it

this

size

motors and dispensing with

line shafting to a greater degree;

ment which

would
on
Much more
by mak-

as needed,

be out of the question to operate a factory of
such a small boiler and engine plant.

and

doubtless

this is

an improve-

witness,

when

templated additions are made to the factory plant.

con-

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
Mention has already been made of the useof .«team

for the

This is accomplished ahnost entirely

hoLbla-st heating system.

and only in the severest weather is
steam supply for this |iurpose.
The power house equipment includes also a Worthington
pump for fire protection, with a capacity of i, coo gallons
a minute, and a duplex air pump for supplying compressed
there any drain on the

foundvy hoist.

air for the

As
ery

has been said,

is

live

all

power

the

The

the factory buildings there are five

No. oooo

circuits of

In

wire.

power house to
power and two lighting
the

company, who have had no reason

Four of these drive
line shafts in the largest building— the machine shop—
and Fig. 3 shows a Western Electric motor of 16 horse
power used for this purpose. At the other end of the
shafting to which this motor is belted is a National motor
of equal capacity. while two others of smaller size, supported
on hanging platforms, drive shorter Imes of shafting. By
this power metal working machinery of all kinds is oper•

motive power.

The chief engineer of the company is A. W. Robinson, and
John F'. Watt has charge of the powder plant.

Telegraphing Forty-five Years or More
Ago.
Bv
was reminded

I

In the pattern shop there are two motors.

One

of them

—

power National machine drives a band-saw,
means of a jackshaft, as shown in
This motor is covered but not entirely enclosed,
Fig. 4.
and no trouble has been experienced by reason of the init.

A

when reading Superintend-

telegraph operators in the olden time

ent Swift's paper on

compared with the present race of employes, that possisome interesting reading for the lalter day electricians,
with which all the electrical ranks are cro\\ded, might be
found in reminiscences of the old telegraph days. There
as

bly

are but few of us

left

who began

when Speed and Cornell and

Sam

with

telegraphic art

the

O'Reilly, and Vail,

W.

Porter,

D.

Allen,

Wood,

Charley

Henry Faxon, John Burch, Col. Haskins and the
writer commenced the art, either as promoters or operators
or both, away back in the '40'.s, before there, was a connectWells,

a planer and a rip-saw by

flammable nature of the material surrounding

Haskixs.

C. C.

the other day,

Stager, Partridge,

ated.

a 10 horse

choice of

to regret the

for transmitting the

agent

electricity as ihe

16 horse power.

ranging from 2 to

equipment has proved entirely satisfactory,
in the highest terms by the officers of the

electrical

spoken of

is

are i6 motors,

there

all,

and

smaller

wanted

to send a

message

preliminary dots,

the factory machin-

for

From

electrically transmitted.

four in series from the 220 volt cir-

power each and are run
cuits.

utilizing the exhaust,

by

September

ing link from the lakes

The

of which was Ileniy

the head

at

became

Wells, which afterward

he merely made a few"communication," as we

to Buffalo

and sent

his

The preliminary dots started the machine, the
and the operator read the message if he was there.
A stop was arranged, so the operator could shut off the bell,
which otherwise would ring continuously. Wlven the message

called

it.

bell rang,

was completed of course ihe friction arm rested on the fly
wheel and gradually brought it to rest.
When the operator
came in the message was waiting for him, and he in turn
wrote his acknowledgment perhaps half an hour afterward.
That was soon enough then. The operator had to eat, of
course, and might be out delivering a mess'age.
The relay was acuriosity also. It was made of four pairs of
coils, and the armature, which was horizontal, was a cross in
shape, like a sawbuck on end, and was in fact four armatures,
one for each coil. It was a rude affair in a candle box and
weighed 21 pounds.
There was no«;alling the office wanted. It was an ex-

—

perimental line with but two

offices, and of course if Btifwrote Lockport received, and the reverse. ATr. Barnes,
I think, was the first BulTalo man, and a very worthy old
gentleman named Boughton was the Lockport operator.

falo

The

Buffalo office was in the express office, and

When

other end was similarly located.

think the

I

was ready

the line

business the newspaper reporters \Vere notified, and
complimentary messages by the dozen were sent between
friends.
All the business men of both places were acquainted.,
V
A few of the more cautious ones devised the cunning
for

the ocean.

to"

company

express

8

American— a

the

little

scheme of sending a "communication" by telegraph and
mailing a duplicate for comparison.
While the commonp'ace compliments might get through

haps a

The

little

doubtful

telegraph was

if

all right,

was per-

it

business would go straight.

shown

be a practical thing, and

to

short time the line was completed between

iti

a

New York

and
and an extension commenced reaching over into
Canada. The last link finished between Buffalo and Toronto was that between Lockport and Queenston.
This
was in 1S46. The wire over the Niagara was hung in midBuffalo,

,

from the high ground just above Lewiston to the high
point above Queenston.
There was no bridge between the
two countries then. This span was Soo feet of about numair

ber S B.

&

S.

iron wire, as

I

remember

it.

Of course Lockport had a ground at his end of the line,
and when the Canada connection was brought in this ground
was left on until Sam Porter and his men could fill in the
gap to Queenston. When it was finished I was at the latter
place.
The connection had been announced by letter to
Buffalo, who asked the operator at Lockport to take off" 'his
ground "and give us Canada." "All right," said he, dnd
put his ground on the Buffalo side -of the instrument.
The

and automatic

had been done away with by this
I was watching for him, dnd
feeling the change when he shifted his ground I called
Lk.
He answered at once, and I sent him a complimenbell

starter

lime and calls substituted.

tary message, which

ever

FIG.

motor

in this

room, on an overhead jilaiform, supplies cur-

interesting application

that

is

illustrated

in

Fig. 5,

which represents the combined motor and blower in the
blacksmith shop. The motor is a 15 horse power machine

made by

the

National company, and the

old

placed directly on

its

blower

is

represented in the illustra-

shaft, as

Mr. Robinson, the chief engineer of the Bucyrus
Steam Shovel & Dredge company, could find no combination ol this sort suited to his needs on the market, and
tion.

so he planned the efficient electric blower that

Tlie air

eration.

to the various

forced by

is

A

forges.

the foundry, where there
rectly belted to a

"

it

is

now

in op-

through a system of pipes

equipment

similar
is

is installed

power motor

also a 5 horse

in
di-

employed

—

— a 5 horse

in maintaining the

water supply at the factory,

but since the completion of the South Milwaukee water
works it has not been used, being maintained as a rcberve.

Two

ten-ton electric traveling cranes

—

— one in the machme

shop and the other in the foundry transport the heavy
Each is
castings and parts of machines about the shops.
epuipped with three

Westinghouse motors,

traversing and hoisting

respectively, ranging

horse power, operated on a 220 volt
for the operators

Electric light
ings.

for

traveling,

from 2 to 6

circuit, as, indeed,

are

and are directed

is,

of course,

in the usual

made

manner.

use of in all

the build-

There are 24 arc and 140 incandescent lights in the
The former are of 1,200 nominal candle

establishment.

HOUSE.

Wells

known

— became interested in the scheme

ol

New York to Buffalo, along the HudNew York Central roads. When the

and the
line had been about completed to Syracuse, the company
ran short of funds, and it was decided to ask the western
son

river

It was so decidedly new to western capwas pretty well west then that it proved

terminal for aid.
italists

— Buffalo

—

work

a very uphill sort of

"

wild venture.

We

you believe what you
such

tell us,

Why,"

a scheme.

put your wire on poles,

People

time.

The

mail

We want

may

not trust their business with you, either.

make

will

it

are going to

will

secret and safe.
any chances on
correspondence.
Put up a line

slower, but

to see this thing before

the errors

"you

they argued,

little

in

we

is

it

take

work."
They did put up a line. A wire was strung from BulTalo
to Lockport, with no intermediate oflice.
Registers, with
and

let

us see

it

a broad strip of paper

—no

the receiWng instruments,

by three

points, ITistead

insure a perfect

—

one read by sound then were
and the message came embossed

of one.

letter w'th each

This was a precaution to
impression,

and to guard

This register was an automatic

it

in position.

jected, which,

a

hammer

arm

On
when

that

rested

the third

affair.

upon the

At the

front end

fly-wheel,

and held

wheel a series of pins pro-

the wheel was in motion, engaged with

struck a

side of his office, until

The operator could not understand how
work without a ground at his office.
Operators stood up at their ^vprk in those
off".

one had discovered (or claimed

a

line

could
\

Some

days.

to) the fact that to sit

doSvn

would ruin the operator's health. Then, again,
the weight which ran the paper register needed considerable perpendicular sjiace, and the two receptacles for paper
at a table

bell.

with a half-inch anger.
instruments.

It required a

The key was

in

Now, when Lockport

two

mechanic to

set

the

connections

pieces; the

made underneath the plank. The anvil of the key had to
set with too much precision to allow a boy to attempt it,
and a necessary adjunct to the key, which everyone made
be

for himself,

was a keeper

anvil and the key.

the ends turned

up

to close

This was

the

circuit

between the

a V-shaped wire

affair,

with

into fancy "curlycues," according to the

wdiim of the constructor.

Our

batteries

were uf the Grove

with platinum foil soldered on a
metals.

A

into

variety.

horizontal

Zinc cylinders

ann were

the

large tumbler of dilute sulphuric acid received

the zinc, which in turn held a

against possible imperfections in the register paper.

of the pen lever an

That blessed

Buffalo.

on the one and then on the other
a man was sent from Buffalo to take it

first

boxes, 14 inches square and Over three feet high, had to have

faster than you can put it up.
Every
down, and there will be no line half the

be a

and asked the reand back went

said he,

room somewhere.
Our tables were planks of some hard wood, two inches thick
and two feet wide. The wires had no binding screws! to
hold them on the table, but were bent downward, and the
connection was made in a mercury cup bored into the table

it

wire will be stolen

liim

message

Catherines,

St.

no doubt," said they, " that
but we will put no money into

plain sight of everybody, and the

in

first electric

Then

countries.

subscriptions to such a

to solicit

have

was probably the
tAvo

ground was kept on,

a telegraph line from

These cranes are equipped with platforms

the motors.

all

&

between

Hamilton and Toronto talked with
moval of the ground. "All right,"
the ground while he talked with

with a very limited number of messengers and

storm will blow

rattler."

power National is located half a
It is
mile from the works on the bank of Oak creek.
belted to a two-inch centrifugal pump, and was formerly

One motor

affair

as Livingston

rent for several other machines.

An

— POWER
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sent

porous

which the platinum of the next

cell

cell

of nitric acid,

was immersed. The

when exposed to the ai'
necessary to economize, inasmuch as no business
was transacted after 8 or 9 o'clock p. m., and the batteries,
rapid deterioration of nitric acid

rendered

it

both main and

local,

were taken down every evening.

The

"

September

WESTERN

1894

8,

The poroas cells were all
emptied into either a large bottle or a carboy, according to
the size of the battery, and corked up lo exclude the air till
operator was also baflery man.

morning one-half new and onehalf old nitric ^yas mixed lo fill the porous cells to be ready
for business at 7 o'clock roll-call.
When the battery was
taken down at night the zmcs were all washed, brushed
with mercury to amalgamate them, ''boiled'" in sulphuric acid
and water if they were black, to clean them, and left in water
overnight.
Ii any of them had a broken platinum, the
operator was a tinsmith and soldered it or another one on. A
plan was adopted to save the waste of battery material,
by which the line when idle would not b^ eating up the zincs,
and destroj-ing the acid. We called it keeping circuit. The
operator receiving the message said O. K., and the circuit
was then his to hold by occasional closing-- until some one
else wanted il.
Now to sit and close and open a key for
15 or 20 minutes, once in a second or so, is no pleasant
labor.
One of the operators on the line exercised his ingenuity to the extent of making his clock pendulum do the
circuit keeping for him while he read law.
When the regis-

At

morning.

six the next

—

ter ceased to

respond he closed his key with his wedge, and

went on with

his reading.

when

worked well

It

'

:

one day

until

was keeping the circuit a fire broke out in
and he went to see it. The clock did not
know enough to close the key when some one else opened,
and when the inventor returned he found several operators
who had been trying in vain to silence the clock. It went

arose ouf of the use of these abbreviations, and they were

the opposition established

soon tabooed, except in reports. Reports were read from
the tape, and the newspaper representative copied as they
were read. Now and again the copyist would get behind

portation, the

new man

an

Tlie

office.

who as soon
was opened went deliberately to work to malign
and backbite the lad to his customers.
In a couple of
weeks the youthhadlost nearly all the business and his comas his office

petitor openly boaste.1 of his sa:c2S5.

of a column perhaps after

and by the

had finished copying save
that one.
Reading by sound was the exception. A few
were capable, but there was an order that all messages
must be received on and read from paper.
all

was once taking the afternoon report at Lockport,
whither I had gone to relieve tlie operator, who was not a
sound reader. In the midst of the report there was a commotion in the street, and I ran to the window to see the
I

but kept on reading.

caiuse,

he

thought

me

When

the report.

The

copyist got "huffy" because

fooling him, but
the

took the rest of

finally

report was finished X turned back

and read from the tape a sufficient amount to convince him.
This new method of telegraphing made him a splendid item,
and the notice " our young and gentlemanly operator, Mr.
Raskins," received the next day was a stunner, while I was
on exhibition for several days afterward a telegraph freak.

—

The

strife

sented on

between the two factions, which were repreby the Speed family and on the

the one side

boy was an im-

a native of the place,

and a peck or so of paper would pile up on the desk. In
the meantime perhaps something would throw therelay adjustment our, and the sender would have to repeat a quarter

his clock

the neighborhood,

ELECTRICIAN.

entrance to the man's

office,

light of the

went into

moon

The bjy procured
it

on Saturday night,

concealed a wire leading from

each side of the window, where the line entered, to two
pieces of zinc beneath the stove, the legs of which rested on

wooden blocks. The office was never
broom assisted in covering the wires in

half swept and the

the

floor

cracks.

Three times out of four for the whole of the next week,
when tlie tongs were thrown down on the zinc they made
contact which cut out the office, and the irregularity with
which the instruments worked brought back alt the boy's

many more. The burglar's key was once more
used to cut off the wires, and neither the man nor tlie compatrons and

pany ever knew iS (what's the matter?)

Some Advantages of Alternate
By Prof. Silvanus

P.

Currents.

Tpiompson.

Among electrical engineers there remain a few, chiefly of
the old pioneers, who have not yet grasped the advantages
possessed by alternate currents over continuous cuirents in

out of service that day.

When the line broke the operator became linesman. He
was not always supplied with climbers. A so-called light
ladder was plenty heavy enough for ihe boys who held
small offices.
If the line was along a railroad the ladder
was taken on a hand-car, and if possible two of the operators manipulated it.
If they were fortunate they might
have a three-wheeled car, which was not extremely hard to
run, except in cases where a mischievous engineer chased
them, keeping his train just far enough away to be safe, but
pressing them all he dared, not allowing them time to get
was reached.
it was usual
when he
post a notice on his door, "Gone out

the car off the track until a switch

If the office

went
to

had but one operator,

after a break to

mend line; be back to-morrow.
The operators in small offices had plenty

of spare time on

was often difficult to dispose of it. Nearly
always some young acquaintance would be taught to write
and read, and the principal could get a day off in return,
their hands,

when

and

it

a picnic or a party of sporlsmen needed his services or

Games

presence.

of checkers and chess

were played beconundrums were asked, and

tween operators by telegraph,
extracts

from

Myer, who

books were repeated by

Gen.

telegraph.

"Old Probabilities," was an operator with whom I havB exchanged whole pages in that
way. When nothing else offered "drumming" was resorted
to. An operator would call some office,and say, "Guess what
tune this is?" and drum the time of some air.
Some operators b3came very expert at this, and as it was really good
practice in the making of dots it was not objected to by the
superintendents, who were also operators when necessary.
As lines multiplied it was thought there should be a code of
abbreviations.
Operators were required to commit these lo
memory before they were deemed qualified for an office.
These were mostly used for press reports, for the greater
part of all the lines had but one wire, and the daily press
reports occupied much of the time.
Hours became longer,
offices remamed open nearly, some quite, all night, until the
demands of the public rendered it necessary to quite thor-
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translate a sentence like the following, I fancy:
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lines had one of each following.
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trouble

The hand of Jove grasping a package of thunderbolts
was common, and the envelopes of the district from Buffalo
to Chicago by the O'Reilly lines told that they were issued
by the "Atlantic, Lake & Mississipi River Telegraph com-

pany—Lake Erie Division."
The enmity between competing
bitter indeed

offices in

small towns was

and the means adopted for securing customers

from each other were not always either honest or honorable.
illustration which I know to be in every particular as

An

stated will suffice.
I All of the old timers of forty years ago will think this easy perhaps. But they will have to take some time to work it Qi^t, fpr they
pre njost Ijkely to be somewhat rusty by this time.

In a town

where

dollars perday, a ]?oy

total receipts were not over five
had a monopoly of the business until

the

— MOTOR

DRIVING LINE SHAFT.

systems of electric supply.
Superstitions still linger that
alternate currents are less easy to manage, or are less economical, or are more dangerous, or are less readily measured
than continuous currents.
There is a special superstition
that they cannot drive motors.
Such superstitions once set
afloat diehard, and sad to relate they are sedulously fostered by a few interested persons who ought to know better.
The present paper is intended to point out a few of the
more salient advantages attendant on their use, and to add
a few jjoints that have recently claimed the writer's consjdsideration, and are not yet generally known.
It is well known that the economic transmission to a distance of electric energy depends for its success on the use
of high voltages or pressures.
The reason is that power
depends on the product of two factors current and pressure and that of these two factors the former, current, involves some waste in the conductors.
If large currents are
transmitted at low pressures, there will be either much power
wasted as useless heat in the copper conductors, or else the
conductors must have such large cro-^-section that the interest
on their prime cost involves a still more serious waste.
If
small currents are used at high pressures
1,000 volts,
5,000 volts, 10,000 volis, as the case may be the copper
conductors may be small and the interest on their cost a
trifling quantity.
Now this all-important fact to the electrical engineer
is absolutely independent of the nature of the current, as to
whether it is continuous or alternating. The advantage of
alternating over continuous currents comes in in the circumstance that high pressure cannot be used in houses without
being transformed down to low pressure. Plence the system which admits of transformation by a stationary transformer, consisting merely of two coils wound upon a common core, is to be preferred over one that requires runninomachinery for transformation.
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Again, it is an advantage not only for high voltage systems, as distinguished from low, but in all systems, whether
high or low, in which currents of considerable magnitude
have tu be collected and delivered, that there should be no
necessity for employing either in the generating plant or in
motors any commutators or sliding contacts witli Lheir adThe commutajustable brushes and the hke paraphernalia.
tor, the indispensable adjunct of the continuous current
dynamo and motor, has long been known to be its weakest
It is complex
part, from the engineering point of view.
and costly as compared with other parts. It requires far
more attention than any other part of the machine. It undergoes greater wear, and the circumstance that under conditions not far removed from normal it may give rise to
serious sparking is also a disadvantage.
Alternate current genei'ators have no commutators.
Those types of alternators in which the armature revolves
require, indeed, collecting rings {(or sliding contacts) and
brushes, a device to which tlie foregoing remarks on commutators scarcely apply, seeing they need no adjustment nor
give rise to sparks. But the types of alternator now coming
even require these (except on the exin favor do not
citing circuits, where their disadvantages are ////), since in
voltage
armature parts are stationary. The
them the high
only part that need revolve are most substantial masses of
iron and copper needing no special insulation in their conTo be spared all
struction or attention in their operation.
the troubles arising from commutators and brushes is no
small advantage in itself to the central station engineer.
Another advantage of an entirely different character is
With them
alternate currents.
the greater safety of
there is far less likelihood of trouble from leaks in the distributing circuit than if continuous currents were used at the

voltage.
This arises from the circumstance that the
electrolytic action of the aliernate current is so extremely

same
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or three alternate currents, and requires three or four
wires instead of two, cannot be entirely an advantageous

system as compared with simple continuous currents, being
more complicated. This is very obvious, and yet the fact remains that with two-phase and three-phase systems of currents
one can accomplish results which the simpler systems cannot accomplish, and meet conditions which the simpler systems cannot meet. Without attempting any complete exposition of the phasal systems, let one or two points suffice
for remark.
It has been found essential, or at least advantageous, in those districts where continuous currents are
used on a large scale, to depart from the sweet simplicity
of the two-wire system, and in order to economize in the
total cost of copper in the mains to adopt a three-wire or a
four-wire or even a five-wire distribution, so that sweet
simphcity is not always on the side of continuous currents.
three-phase system
of alter,
Again, if a three-wire
nate currents is used, the total weight of copper needed
in the conductors fat equal voltage) is less than in the ordinary two-wire system for an equal amount of power,
whether that two-wire system be with continuous currents
The main advantage of threeor with alternate currents.
wire polyphase alternate current systems (whether threephase or two-phase) is, however, the greater facility that
they offer in the handling of motors, since they are more
readily made self-starting than is the case when merely
single alternatingcurrentsare supplied on a two-wire system
of distribution.
At the Electrical Congi-ess of Cliicago, in the debate on a
paper by Mr. Scott of the Westinghouse company upon
polyphase systems, the writer expressed the opinion that
while a polyphase system was adapted to the case of the
transmission of power from a single generator to a single
motor, in the generality of cases in wliich the power was to
be not only transmitted, but distributed to a number of mo-
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transformer.
Another advantage, about which even elec
trical engineers are as yet almost wholly unenlightened,
arises in the application of alternate currents to electromagnets.
Great as have been the services of electro-magnets as used with continuous currents, since their invention
in 1S25, they are destined to fulfill wider services than ever,
'

in

practical
problems of an electro -mechanical nature
that their properties, when supplied with alternate cur-

now

rents, are becoming known. In 1SS7 Prof Elihu Thomson
discovered a number of singular properties of alternate current magnets in producmg repulsion of copper disks and
rotation of cylinders and balls by reason of the eddy currents induced in them.
During the past winter the author
has been studying the design, construction and properties
of alternate current magnets, and recently, in conjunction
with his assistant. Miles Walker, read a paper on the subject before the Physical Society of London.
few words
on this topic will emphasize the advantages offered by alternate currents in this application.
It has long been known
that the magnetic forces of a magnet fall otf very rapidly at
small distances from their poles. For steel magnets in those
cases in which the poles can be considered as points, the
force falls off inversely as the square of the distance, other
things being equal. In the case of soft iron electro-magnets
operated by continuous currents, the pull on their armatures
falls off much more rapidly than this.
The forces when in
contact may be relatively enormous and yet the magnet may
have no range of attraction worthy of mention.
pull of
150 pounds in contact may dwindle to a few ounces at a
distance of a couple of inches.
But with alternate currents supplied at constant voltage
from the mains, the author finds all this to be different; with
a properly designed and well constructed electro-magnet,
the pull on its armature can be kept fairly constant over a
considerable range.
Nay, in some cases can be caused to
be greater at a distance than when near. For example, the
author has lately had an alternate current magnet constructed for him by Mr. Walker, the pull of which, when
excited at 50 volts, was 8 ounces when the armature was
closely in contact with the core, but which exercised a pull
of 32 ounces when the space between them was 3 inches.
This obviously introduces into electric mechanism a new
element hitherto undreamed of
The secret of these things is that in the case of alternate
current electro-magnets, the self-inductive reaction of the
system, and not the mere electric resistance of the wires, is
that which governs the flow of current, whereas Ohm's well
known law for continuous current is

A

A

Current

^

Electromotive force
,

or c

=—
R

Resistance

The
cases

is

rule that governs
different, being

Current

=

the

alternate

current

Electromotive force
,

Reactance

or c
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=
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where p is

the pulsation of the alternate current, that is, the
of radians per second in the revolution of the circle
of reference, and i, the inductance.
As the armature of the alternate current magnet is withdrawn from the core, the reactance diminishes and more current flows, making the pull greater at a distance instead of

number

less.

Another curious point about alternate current magnets
relates to their winding. In the case of electro-magnets supplied with continuous currents, it is well known that the

more turns of wire
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weak point in the insulation of a main
or branch conductor where damp can get in to form a path
for leakage, the continuous current will find it out and
promptly set up chemical corrosion. Corrosion sooner or
later ends in setting up an arc and an outbreak of fire results. The corrosions of water and gas pipes complained of
in many districts where a continuous current supply is mainwhere
alternate
currents
are
tained are unknown
The danger to life for equal voltages is, I think, now
used.
established to be greater with continuous currents than
with alternating, as their destructive action on the tissues is

of the
alternating current would render it preferable
now that self-starling motors w^e in the nmrket.
Bearing, however, in mind
the
advantages
to
be
derived
the possibility of ming two and three-phase motors, the author gave considerable thought during the winter to the problems of transformation, and particularly to
the question whether it might not be possible to transform
alternating currents from two-phase to three-phase, or from
either of these to single-phase, or vice versa.
No mode of
doing this was known save by the combination of motor

greater.

generators as running machines.
As one result of his cogitation.s, he found that such transformations might be readeff'ected by stationary
transformers, or in the least
easy case by stationary transformers with a revolving iron
The simplest case that of transforming three-pha^e
core.
currents into two-phase (or viee versa)
involved no movparts,
being efTected by using a ring coil (or its magnetic
ing
equivalent) with connections made appropriately.
For example: If a gramme ring is connected, as shown in Fig. I, to
two-phase
a
system
with
between
100
volts
A A, and lOO volts in quadrarion between
B,
three-phase
set
a
of alternate
be
currents may
taken off from the same winding at three equidistant points,
B, Q, B, at pressure of 66 volts between each of the three
wires.
The magnetic field across the coil revolves, and it is
preferable to provide a laminated core to complete the magnetic circuit.
Such a core may be stationary, or may revolve.
A simple ring transformer like the above (without
revolving core) was shown by the author at his lecture on
the transformations of electric currents at the Royal Institution on February 23, 1S94.
It is of some interest to note
that on March 7th jMr. Scott read an elaborate paper to the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, in which he
gave an independent solufion to the very same problem,
using two sets of windings (instead of one) but working out
in detail many possible applications.
It is no exaggeration
to say that an electrical engineer starting, let us say, with
three-phase alternate currents as the method of supply, is in
a position to furnish any customer who may desire either
two-phase currents or single-phase currents with what he
desires by merely putting in a small appropriately connected

small.

If there

is

a

Again, it is no light matter that while in a continuo.us
current supply there is but one way of moderating or regulating the strength of the current wdiich flows to a lamp or
motor from the supply mains at a given pressure, there
are two modes of regulation possible if the supply be one
In the continuous current case
with alternating currents.
we regulate by introducing resistances, which regulate by
wasting power. It is as though when we wanted to pat a
slow speed onto a power lathe we did it not by changing
the gearing, but by putting a grindstone on the same piece
of shafting atid slowed it down by grinding something that
would waste the power. But in the case of alternate currents, though we may still, if we please, regulate by wasteful
means, we have another and non-wasteful way available in
viz.,
the use of so-called choking coils, or
regulation
reactance coils, which operateby setting up opposing electromotive forces in a purely automatic way damming back the
The use of choking coils
currents instead of wasting them.
is destined to find a very great increase in services of this
kind.
It would be traveling too far from the range of this paper
to enter to any great length upon the work that has been
done during the past five or six years with combinations of
two, three or more alternate currents of different phases.
Two-phase and three-phase combinations of -alternate currents, using three or four wires for their transmission instead of the ordinary two-^vire system of conductors are now
quite well known and their advantages in special cases are
fully recognized.
Of course it will be at once replied that
any phase system of currents that is a combinations of two
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tors at

independent points, the greater simplicity

simple
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that are

wound on

the core,

the

more

magnetized.
But with alternate current
mngnets this is not so. There is one particular number of
windings for each magnet (geneially a small number) for
which the magnetism is a maximum, and any additional wire
wound on above this number diminishes instead of increasing magnetic power.
Returning from this digression respecting magnets to the
general question of the supply of alternate currents, the
author has finally to point out one further set of advantages
hitherto both neglected and unknown in this country,
though known .to a few and actually in use in the United

powerfully

is it

States.

One of the difficulties which beset the distribution of
electric currents on the large scale is that of maintaining
constant at all points of the network of conductors the
voltage or pressure at which the current is delivered to the
consumers.
Between the generating station and the center
of distribution there occurs a loss of pressure (comparable
to the loss of head in the case of water power,) and beyond
the center of distribution between" it and the points of consumption in the house lamps there is a further drop in the
voltage.
The former drop in the voltage can be compensated for by due arrangements at the central station, but
the further drop between the distributing center and the
consumers'
though
it
may be guessed
houses,
and
partially
compensated
by
some
means
over-compensating
at
the
distributing
center,
cannot be
compensated. The
accuiately
result
is
that the consumers' lamps do not receive their supplies of
current at an unvarying pressure.
Now in the case of
continuous current distribution, the only cause for drop in
the voltage at distant points is the resistance offered by
the conducting wires leading to those points.
The drop
due to such resistance or ohmic drop is proportional to
the ohms of resistance and to the amperes of current.
Sujjpose a group of lamps requiring 20 amperes at some
outlying point, the wires to which have a total resistance
The drop in voltage, due to
of only one-tenth of i ohm.
the ohmic resistance, will be 20X1-10=2 volts.
The
lamps, which ought to receive their currents at a pressure
of 100 volts, only receive it at 9S, and burn dimly in consequence. But in the case of alternating currents there is a
second or additional cause of drop, which has hitherto been,
held to be a serious disadvantage in their use, namely, a
drop due to the self-inductive action of the lines, reacting
and setting up back electromotive force, and tending to
choke the current. In general, this second or ludnctive
drop is not serious, the mains and branches being arranged'
concentrically for the purpose of avoiding it as far a5j po5f
at

of
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bat it may become serious when motors as well as
lamps are employed upon ihe circuit, because of the considerable inductive reactior.s that are set up in the electromagnetic operations of these machines.
Alternate current motors are of many sorts, but may be
^ouped under two chief classe-, the synchronous and asynchronous. STOchronous motors are those which onlv rcn
at one fixed speed determined for them, irrespective of
their load a speed determined sf>]ely by the numlier of their
own poles, and the number of the alternations imposed upon
the current by the generating machinery at the station.
They musfeither run in synchronism with ihe pulsations of
The other class, the asynthe current, or not run at all.
chronous, are mostly polyphase macliines, requiring twophase or three-phase currents to operate them. The phase
currents, led into a suitable armature, there combnit to produce a rotating, magnetic field, and in this rotating field
masses of iron, or iron carrying closed circuits of copper,
are set into rotation, being magnetized inductivclv, and
dragged round by the reaction of the eddy currents induced
The rotor or rotating parr of the asynchronous
in them.
motor may be regarded as a revolving field magnet, not
magnetized by any special exciter or initially, but magnetNow if it
ized only by the eddy currents induced in it.
could spin at the same rate as the rtvolving magnetic field
that surrounds it, there would be no relative motion, no
eddy currents, no reactions, and no driving force. It is
driven by forces which depend for their existence upon the
rotation nol beir.g synchronous with the pulsations of the
Within certain limits it adjusts its
currents in the circuits.
speed so that its magnetic slip is proportional to the turning
moment which it is called upon to exert.
Xow, owing to these necessary reactions, the asynchronous motors produce upon the mains wiiich supply them nn
of current
inductive drop, and cause the pulsations
of
to lag in phase behind the impressed pulsations
Whereas the ohmic drop is not accompanied
voltage.
by any lag of phase in the current, the inductive drop

sible;

—

Happily, with alternate currents,
so accompa.nied.
It has long been
there exists more than one remeay.
that a condenser exercises a reaction of another
which, though it tends to choke the currents,
kind,
does so not by retaraing the phase of the pulsation, but by
accelerating it. This precious property has long been known
and used in submarine telegraphy to compensate, by the
But to
use of condensers, the retardations of the signals.
apply condensers to systems of alternate current supply for
the purpose of counteracting the inductive drop when motors are used would be a rather formidable task; the remedy
is too heroic for the malady.
remedy of a different kind is, however, possible, and
must before long become general when its advantages are
known. To explain it we must return to the subject of
synchronous motors, about which little has been said. It
was shown in lS68 by Wilde, and in iSyg by Hopkinson,
that two alternate current machines could run together
synchronously, one as generator, the other as motor, the
one which served as motor adjusting itself so that its pulsation of electromotive force tended (as in all motors) to opIn 1SS4
]-iose those of the impressed electromotive force.
Dr. Hopkinson further predicted that an alternate current
machine could run as a motor, even if its mean electromotive force was higher than that of the circuit, a result veriIn 1892 Mr.
fied in practice by Mr. Mordey in 1890.
^lordey gave at the Institution of Electiical Engineers some
further results of alternate current working, including a very
remarkable-curve, here reprotluced, showing thedependence
of the armature current upon the excitation of the field
magnets of the motor when loaded with a given load. To
this curve and its meaning the author directed attention
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But now suppose the excitation i> lessened, the
machine acting at tlie same imalterable speed will generate
less than 95 volts.
Suppose it drops to 90 volts. Then,
if nothing else happened,
the current would increase to
(100 90)-=-!2=40 amperes. But 40 amperes at 90 volts
is much more power
than 20 amperes at 95 volts, and is
more than is wanted for the load. What must happen?
The machine is synchronous and cannot —physically cannot
run faster so as to take up this power. It tries to do so,
with the result that it shifts the phase of its reactions, the

—

—

current

now

lagging in phase behind the impressed electromotive force choked down, in fact, from the 40 amperes
to something more than 20
choked down, in fact, to such
an amount as would, if multiplied by the cosine of the
angle of lag and by the 90 volts come up to the same
product as the original volts and amperes, viz., 95X10=
The synchronous motor, i( imder excited, acts, then,
950.
as a choking coil, producing a reactive drop. But continue
the argmnent the other way.
Suppose the excitation is increased so that the 95 volts become 100 volts (100 100)
-f-^2=o, and there would be no current at all to drive did
not an adjustment of jihascs come into play. Instead of the
current dropping to zero, more current than before now
comes into play, and that cuiTent has its pulsations in advance of those of the impressed voltage, there being now an
angle of lead in the phase relations. In other words, the synchronous alternating motor if over excited acts as a con-

—
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the time, and he has since given much thought to it.
at
The curve preIt will be found to be most significant.
sents the form of a letter V. The lowest point corresponds
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to a particular state of things, namely, that the motor, having its magnetism excited to a particular degree,draws a certain minimum amount of current from the mains, in order
to drive its mechanical load at the speed imposed upon it.
But to do the same work, drive the same load at the ?ame
speed, will take more current from the mains if the excitation of the magnets is either more or less than this parThis seems very strange, hut the explanaticular amount.

The particular
tion and its consequences are no less so.
stage of excitation which makes the armature current a
minimum for the particular load in question is that stage
which corresponds to there being no difference of phase
between the pulsation of impressed voltage and those of
Suppose, for example, the armature
the resulting current.
had a resistance of |< ohm, and that the current was
supplied at 100 volts, and that a current of 10 amperes
was found the minimum current that would drive the load.
It would be found (approximately) that the excitation corresponding to this minimum current would be such as would
make the motor work with a back electromotive force of
IC am95 volts, for then by Ohm's law (100— 95)-^-;'2

=
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The first meeting will be held on Wednesday at 11 a. m.,
when the usual routine business will be transacted, including the reading of committee reports and the statement of
the secretary and treasurer.
Several papers will be read at

meeting.
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invitation to visit Ottawa and examine the points of interest
and the electrical features of the town. The list of papers
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.SOME

ADVANTAGES OF ALTERNATE CURRENTS.

denser, and instead of producing a drop in the voltage tends
to raise it by compensating the inductive drops, due to selfinduction in other parts of the circuit.
When the importance of this deduction from Mr. Mordey's curve dawned
upon the author, he began to prepare to test it upon the mains
of the City of London Electric Lighting company. But before
experiments could be even arranged, he learned that the same
conclusions had been arrived at by the officials of the General
Electric company at Lynn, Massachusetts, and that they
had found it in practice to work out favorably. By the
courtesy of W. F. Parshali, one of the engineers of that
company, who had long been associated with Prof. Elihu
Thomson, Mr. Steinmetz and other engineers, the author
is able to state tlie following particulars.
They found that
in a line where self-induction played the part of a choking
whether
the
coil
it
very much
did not
matter
through
voltage
the
needed
for
driving
current
mainly
in
the
line
situated
and
machine
was
the generator or in the motor, as the mean voltage in the
line was not far from a mean between that of the two.
Accordingly, in a tliree-phase power transmission at Hartford, Conn., of 300 kilowatts output, the motor was arranged to be over-excited.
Later, after Mr. Steinmetz had
submitted the fiuestion to calculations, this feature was inall their retroduced into the synchronous motors used
cent power transmissions, so that by proportioning the
armature reaction and the over-excitation to the self-induction likely to arise, the voltages on the circuit remam quite
constant regardless of load within the limits of the capacity of
the machines.
In thanking Mr. Parshali for his information,
The advantage so to be
I may add two points of cumnient.
derived from over-exciiation have indirectly another advantage, viz., that for single transmission cases ihemotorand
the generator may be designed and constructed as identical
machines, instead of the motor being made smaller than
Further, the regulation of the voltages
the generator.
as that of the City of London
in such a network
Electric Lighting company, instead of being made more diffias was feared by some
cult when motors are much used
will be more easy, pro\'ided the motors are of
engineers
For the acceleration of
the over-excited synchronous type.
phase these produce in the current not only tends to compensate for the inductive drop in the mains and transformers, but tends to reach right back through the system to
the generators in the central station, acting on them as a
compound winding would, and assisting them not only to
counteract the inductive drop, but also the ohmic drop, both
between the consumers' lamps and the distributing points,
and also between these points and the generating station.
So manifest is this advantage that it would seem worth
wliile to erect at one or possibly more points of the network, as remote as possible from the generating station,
synchronous motors over-excited, to act as condensers in
compensating the inductive drop, or in the primary circuit
also to furnish the idle currents for magnetizing the trans-
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SOME ADVANTAGES OF ALTERNATE CURRENTS.

of Potential Difference:," by D. H. Keeley of the government telegraph service, Ottawa.
Paper on "The Possibility of Securing Better Regulation
at Central Light and Power Stations by Means of Flywheel Accumulators of Improved Construction," by John
Gait, C. E. and M. E., Toronto.

Paper by John Langton, Toronto.

FRIDAY, ID
open

A.

Vi..

alternate

working, and with such advantages in respect of
motive power over continuous current working, it can hardly
be doubted that, save in a few special cases, the vast majority of central stations will henceforth be operated by altercurrent

nate currents.

A

recent fire in the Westinghouse company's laboratory
at Pittsburg did damage estimated at from $5,000 to $10,000.
Electric elevators are proposed for the city hall building
C. R. Barnes, city electrician, can
Rochester, N. Y.
give information on ihs subject.
in

is

will be read:

former primaries.
possibilities

covers a wide range of

department.

—

—

With such

convention

subjects, and will attract the attention ot

m

1

be the headquarters of visiting del-

street, will

egates, a special rate having been secured for

regular session of the convention will

is

"V

on Wednesday, Thursday and
and 21st.
The ses-

20th

19th,

sions will be held at the Mechanics' Institute Building,
204
St. James -street.
Queen's Hotel, near Bonaventure depot'

Institute at

known

A

Canadian Electrical Association.
The annual meeting of the Canadian Electrical associa-

peres.

Papar

on

"Municipal Electric

Lighting," by E. Carl

Breithaupt, Berlin, Ont.

Paper on "Telephone Cables, their Construction and
Maintenance," by F. J. Schwartz, Bell Telephone company,
Montreal.

Paper by T. R. Rosebrugh, lecturer
School of Practical Science, Toronto.

in

electricity,

The Larchmont Electric company of Maniaroneck, N.
Y., has placed the contract for its new station with the
The
Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.
building will be 50 feet wide and 90 feet long.

—

.
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company
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of Chicago awarded
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seems
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to

of the position

b.lity

is

by no means

Then, too,

li^^ht.

operating companies should take advantage of every im-
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Illustrated Electrical Patent

Record

item, which will serve

to illustrate the

friends on the other side,

and

their

enterprise of our

methods of handling

Cable Interruptioxs. — No
week.

^

Announcement

is

made

in

interruptions are recorded

the

press

dispatches

that

the

in

Gohna Lake have now reached
within 50 feet or so of the top of the nataial dam. The
length of the lake is now 4^ mile?, its average width oneHimalayas known

half mile, and
it

is

its

said,

as the

average depth about 500 feet,

about the height of the dam, which

which

is

almost

is

has been suggested that the water thus stored

vertical.

It

be utilized

in generating

mitted, but for

power

what purpose or

to
to

be

electrically

trans-

in

While

prospect of the equipment of the
for operation

by

Lake

electrical

another indication of the gratifying progress

street

power

made

"L"
is

but

in con-

this part

all

except the

be made upon

which has developed

such

to

Ago" will be read with especial
who can recall the early days of

who

student

not

will

has

progress that

In watchin" the

in other

many

directions

lest sight of the numerous improvements and refinements that have been introduced in telegraph'-, which have
brought it from the crude, impracticable art of forty-five years

to its present state of perfection.

Mr. Haskins

recalls

several incidents illustrating the trials, the cares

and the triumphs of the operator of those early days, which w ill be
read with interest by the "cracks" of to-dav.

The

destruction

been equaled in

perpetrated

While it

punished.

ciiy

lighting

plant at

Little

details of

page, was an act

who

of the

which are presented on another
of vandalism the like of which has seldom
this country.
It is to be hoped that the

Rock, Ark., the

to

is

outrage will

the

it is

scarcely an exaggeration to say

its

rights

amounted

to

silent

open encouragement

to

acquiesence

such

in,

bars absolutely

invasion,"

remedy

the

be speedily

be regretted that such an incident

this

and

that

asked for at

"such conduct
this time by the

Perhaps

the readers of

journal

this

may not have heard

of

the magno-ora-conducto-distendo, or, hearing of

the

first

toy.

time,

may judge from

the

Let them not be too swift

name

in their

that

it

judgment, however,

title

some importance, and we regret that
it on the pao"es of
the Western Electrician.
Authenticated facts in relation to -the magno, etc., are, however, difficult to obtain.
device

we

is,

of course, of

cannot spread a detailed description of

Indeed,

we

are not prepared to assert

an electrical device at

positively that

The doctor

all.

is

pocket.
asserts,

Politics

permeate every

will

branch

of

the

municipal service as long as the present system prevails.

Those who are

The

fully.

upon the

problem

interested in the

ership of such enterprises
.spectacle

ability

should study

of a

of a

o,f

municipal own-

this

example carejudgment

political boss passing

man

profession and pronouncing

of recognized standing in his

him "incompetent"

is

truly

an

edifying sight.

have been an unusually large number of accidents
equipped street railway lines during the last
some, no doubt, unavoidable, but many evi-

electrically

month;

dently the result of carelessness

charge of the motor

cars.

It

is

on the part of those in
unjust, however, to charge

I

eadily

if

;

should exercise every precaution to prevent
these accidents.
There is nothing in the electrical equipfact that they

be the

ment of

New

York.

other accident, as some of the

and other cities, and the era of deline, which was noted wh«n the Metro-

a street car

to

make

it

men

proof against collision or

in charge of the motor
cars seem to think, judging from the reckless manner in
which they handle the cars. The companies should exercise discretion in the selection of motormen, as the re=ponsi-

is

we

only

that the instrument consists of a coil of wire not big-

ger thnn a silver dollar.

upon business

methods.

it

naturally averse

to going into details hefore securing his patent, so

know

demonstrate the absurdity

lighting plant

for

have a tinywhich i^ a telephone for the
transmission of thonght and which may be operated for any
distance wiihout conducting wires.^ The invention of such a
instrument bearing that

construction,

city

it

a child's

is

Detroit dentist, claims to

for the inventor, a

yet, in this ccse, the fact serves to

will surely

Elevated electric railway projects are also under considerin

of, or, at least,

complainant."

should be used for political purpo>es, as this apparently was,
of attempting to run a

that the

dilatory conduct of the complainant in protecting

it

is

It

is

stated, ar.d

Dr.

Payment— that

moreover, that the

struction

somewhat

may

is

name
magno

the

little

watch

like a

be carried

iu

in

the vest

of the inventcr
is

simple in con-

and. can be cheaply manufactured.

As

to the

methods of operation the doctor makes this statement:
The instrument has been tried and has done its work
perfectly.
There are no wires and no connections necessary.
All you need is the magno-ora-conducto-distendo,.
and you can' communicate with anybody on the face of the
globe, providing the other party has an instrument.
Vuu
don't have to take the instrument out of your pocket even.
All that is necessary is to think of the person you want ta
speak to and the instrument will give aii alarm and he will
answer ycu. The conversation can be carried on veiv
nicely, and every word will be as plain as if you were
standing right in
miles away.

front

of

the person instead

of i,oco

Not unreasonably,

the inventor expects a large sale of the
instrument as soon as it is put upon the market. As will

be seen,

velopment

no attack would

to believe that

held that "if the rights of the com-

the attention of every

commercial work.

been made
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the plaintiff were conwhich concluded that

plainant have been invade J by the alleged infringing acts of
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electricity to
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had reason
it.

the defendant

on "Telegraph-
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ly

once, and will also be of

ation in Philadelphia

and

those

it

any other form of power were employed in
the propulsion of the cars nor, on the other hand, should
the advocates of the trolley system close their eyes to the

and the companies, as

An-

desired injunction.

in justification of this action,

The excuses presented by

molested.

the defendant

by "old timers,"
it

In the present case

just as

case, a like transformation will be witnessed in

of

court,

played diligence in asserting

and more economical method of propelling
Recent events foreshadow the day
their cars than steam.
when all of the elevated railway lines in Chicago will be
operated by power electrically transmitted from central stations, and if the change is demonstrated to be advantageous
a better

the

who are in no way affected by the present litigation. Judge
Green called attention to the fact that where an injunction
was asked for it should be shown that the plaintiff had dis-

these accidents to the trolley, for they would have occurred

to both the public

the

existence

of

of the opinion will be read with interest to

vincing managers of elevated railways that electricity affords

them

of

text

full

The

doubt."
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presented
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But modern ideas triumphed, and

Mr. Plaskins" entertaining

telegraphy,

There
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impossible to

it

given of the alhabsorbing spread of the

railway system,

electrical

on
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taking active steps
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power on nearly

electric

what point has not yet
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by
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remarkable one, when the bitter opposition that greeted the
first proposal to introduce the overhead trolley system is
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for its aversion to the
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result of this accident,

a

main cable lines, and horse cars will soon dwindle in number to an insignificant minority.
The trans'"ormation is a

sytsems
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and vindicating h's rights.
was asserted that the defendant was
permitted to establish and develop its business with full
knowledge of the plaintiff and without the latter taking
any steps to interfere or d'scourage tlie enterprise. The
result was that the defendant assumed that it would not be

much-abused

interest
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heavy damage

other reason

ing Forty-five Vea:s or iNIore

Purifier.

down a steep grade with 60 passengers on
Such grcss carelessness is inexcusable, and should
be promptly punished. The company will doubtless have

make

Of course, by continuing this policy,
company much annoyance, but they can
do themselves no good, and the injury inflicted upon the
company will eventually be borne by the city.
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board.
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full
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trated

operating of the

that the brake

a faulty brake, but

to

criminal carelessness of the

the

to

that they did not realize the folly of their plan.

At

private capital.

to replace animal

By Silvanus P. Thomp-

of Alternate Currents.
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I

men

less chargealile

misguided

a couple of weeks ago.

time a movement was instituted looking to the acquirement

Illus-

10, III,

was no

an accident occurred on a

J., recently

was primarily due

now operated by
But when the aldermen looked into the
matter more closely, even their stupidity was not so great

Cream City

heeler in the

Chicago

C. C- Haskins.

In Orange, N.
trolley road that

Judge Green's decision in the case of the Brush Electric
company and others aga'nst the Electric Storage Battery
company, in which an injunction is denied. There was
much conflicting testimony presented in this case, emintnt
experts appearing for both parties, and the court concluded
that their affidavits, which must of necessity be ex parlt\

railways as
PAGE.

financial lo^swill ultimately follow this short-sighted polic;

eighteen passengers were very seriously in'ured.

face.
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dumb.

it

solves the

Telephone

problem of transatlantic telephonv at

marked assistance to the deaf and
manufacturers, "hello girls" and wire

down upon it, unless, indeed the
monopoly should gain control of the magno and shelve.
Of this we have some apprehension, but if this danger is
averted there seems to be no reason why Dr. Payment's
invention should not be ushered upon its interesting career.
Means should be provided, however, by which each user can
insulate himself from unwelcome thought-calls, else many
annoying and confusing complications will ensue.
manufacturers will frown
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Equipment of the South
Side System, Chicago.

Electric Railway

On

TliursUay of

company awarded
facturing company

la>t

^veek ihe Chicago City Railway

lo the Weslingliouse Electric

the contract

& Manu-

for furniahing the electrical

eastern

minus of the tracks of the railway company on

tei

street, lUence along

that street west to State

State

street

Root, thence west along Root street to the terminus of
company on that street. The change was
also authorized on Halsted street from Archer avenue to
to

the tracks of the

company on

machinery for equipping its cross-town and auxiliary lines
This important contract comprises six
with ele:;tric power.

the southern terminus of the tracks of the

multipolar generators of ihe standard We.siingliouse type

-SDulhern

for street railway service, each of 700 horse

power, and 12S
double car equipments, each supplied with two 25 horse
power motors. The Westinghouse company will also sup-

street;

power
house at Wabash avenue and Fifiy-fir^t streer, with a complete outfit of instruments, inchiding a ma"n ammeter reading up to 10,000 amperes.
Several of the lines of the Chicago City Railway company, such as those on Sixty-first
and Forty-seventh streets, have been for some lime electrically operated from the Fifty-first street power house,
where four 700 horse power generators are in operation.
With the new machinery the total capacity of the station
will thus be 7,COD horse power, making it one of the most
important electric railway power houses in the country.
All of the new equipment is to be set up and running
^lithin 150 days.
The contract was taken for the Westinghouse company by Lemuel Bannister, general manager,
and W. F. Zimmerman, assistant general manager.

company;
along Hanover street (now called Soutii Canal), BuUer and
Wallace streets respectively, over the tracks of the company and the'r connections; upon State street, from Sixlythird street south to its intersection with Vincennes avenue,

ply a switchboard extending the uhole length of the

The

contract for the car controllers

ment was given
for

240

the

for

to the General Electric

series parallel controllers of the

new

equip-

company.

"K"

It calls

may be

avenue

exception of the main ar-

Archer avenue

the tracks of

terminus of
of

tracks of

the

upon "South CliicagQ
to Seventy-fifth

the

the

the

company on

that

street

over

that street;

Seventy-first

the tracks of

the South Side

— the ^tate street and

Cottage Grove avenue

—

and of the Indiana avenue line, the change of mopower contemplated by this contract takes in practically
the whole network of street car tracks on tlie South Side of
Chicago, south of Twenty-second street. The ordinances
authorizing this change— from aniiiial to electric power
were first introduced into the city councd about a year
and a half ago. They passed but were vetoed by the
mayor. After a varied experience the matter was still in an

cable lines
tive

imsettled state

when Mayor Hopkms took his seat. The
this summer and Mayor Hop-

ordinances were again passed
returned

kins

tliem

with

his

veto

to

the

council.

city

mayor proposed a number of amendments. Alderman O'Neill moved to reconsider the votes
by which the ordinances were pa^^sed, and this was done,
and then the new ordinances, amended according to the sug-

With

his

veto

the

These conferred the
of the mayor, were passed.
on the Chicago City Railway compa'-y to operate by
animal, electric or cable power a double-track railway on
gestions

right

Halsted street from

and

the lines which

on Wallace

it

street

rom Forty-seventh
nue.
first,

On

Seventy-ninth

Sixty-ninth to

to connect with its present line
intersects.

on Halsted

streets,

street

and

Lines were also authorized

from Thirty-ninth

to

to Sixty-third street

Root street, and
upon Center ave-

Twenty-sixth, Thirty-first, Thirty-ninth, Fifty-

Sixty-ninth aud Seventy-ninth streets electric

power

was permitted over the tracks of the company already established, and also on Archer avenue from the river west to the
intersection of Thirty-eighth street, thence on Thirty-eighth
street to the terminus of

Railway company on that

the tracks of

the Chicago City

street; Forty-third street

from the

street

the

and thence to the terminus of the tracks of the company on
Vincennes avenue.
It will be thus seen that the improvement is an extensive
one.

The

said,

that on

streets.

first

An

of the

new

Halsted

lines to be operated will be,

street,

from Sixty-ninth

to

it

is

Root

ordinance was also granted for the substitution

of electricity en the Indiana aveiuie

line,

but was subject to

and rewinding.

lating

The
were

reports made to me
to the effect that the

A

A

former employe of the city was suspected of the crime
arrested.
Superintendent Fish was suspended by

and was

mayor when the matter was brought to his attention.
Mr. Fish, who was for several years connected with the Chicago Arc Light & Power company, was the city electrician
the

ol

not obtained.

ternity.

The

cily electric lighting plant at Little

August 24th, by some unknown

of the dynamos.

The

—VIEW

by
the city at a cost of $30,000, and was considered a model
plant.
It had been in operation since May 7th, and was
furnishing current to lamps for street lighting.
Superintendcoils

plant was

installed

He
is

is

a practical electrician, a

The equipment of
electrical

elevated railroads with apparatus

power transmission

is

OF DYNAMO ROOM,

A

manner.

short time ago the

the

new Metropolitan

Chicago,

is

elevated railway on the

to be electrically

equipped

that n;

wuuld indicate a likelihood of any serious trouble,
readily consented; but during the entire day we watched
things, and did all that seemed necessary to prevent damage. At starting time one of the dynamos showed a ground,
and I apprehended trouble with it. As the others appeared
none the worse for their treatment I started them one at a
time on light load and watched the effects.
In a ew minutes they gave out, showmg evidence of short-circuit, except the giounded one, which took up a second ground at
once in the lower field, showing that it was affected in spite
of the shellac.
Upon taking down the dynamos and removing the commutators it was discovered that acid had

Western Elecirician

printed the news of the awarding of the contract by which

an era in "L'' road construction.

I

for

progressing in a satisfactory

Friday about 9 a. m. I entered the plant as usual to inspect and see that everything was in order.
When about
ten feet from the dynamos I discovered something unusual
upon the commutators and lower field coils of each dynamo
that resembled dirty water and filth and had a smell of acid
about it.
Becoming convinced that it was acid, and that it
must have been placed there, I called the chief of police,
who reached the scene in about t\^o minutes. As soon as
he had looked the dynamos over and commenced to look for
other evidence I undertook to remove the acid and its effects. The commutators being insulated with mica the acid
could do them no harm, and an examination of the field
coils
under the commutators showed that the paint and
shellac had protected them, as I thought; but upon looking
over the fourth one I discovered traces of acid having been
poured .into the armature. This I wiped out and painted
the parls with P. & B.
By this time the chief had
found evidence enough to convince him that it had
been done by some outside person, and requested that
nothing at all be sa=d regarding the matter.
Believing that the best policy in order to locate the culprit, and as I had not
detected any grounds or other
faults that

of

in Chicago to
be Electrically Operated.

ent Fish furnishes the following statement of the trouble:

•

man

highly esteemed by the electrical fra-

Another Elevated Railroad

Rock, Ark., was

miscreant putting sulphuric acid on the commutator and ar-

mature

Rock.
worth and

Little

sterling

Destruction of the City Lighting Plant at
Little Rock, Ark.

by the police from time to time
person who had wrought the

injury had gained entrance through one of the windows and
had, instead of coming up the. railroad track, taken a cour.-.e
along the river bank, some 200 feet north oflhe station, and
.n doing so had left a well defined track, measurements of
which were taken.
person answering the description of
the one I suspected had bought sulphuiic acid the night before in a drug store less than 500 feet from the station.
He had asked for the cheapest kind, saying that
he wanted it for a battery. He had acted so queerly in
making the purchase as to cause comment among the clerks.

the consent of a majority of the property owners, which was

DESTRUCTION OF THE CITY.LIGH-ri.NG PLANT AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK.
of the Chicago City Railway company's system on

teries

that

to

company on
from

avenue

disabled on Friday night,

said that with the

from

Ashland avenue from Archer avenue to the southern

terminus

type, to be de-

livered within sixty days.
It

Wentworth

street;

been poured in from the rear and had taken a course forward under the head end canvas, meeting no obstruction
such as shellac or paint.
Upon separating the coils and
testing I found that the two lower divisions of eacli armature were affected, some of the coils being grounded, while
from four to six in each division showed short-circuits and
contact with each other; this difficulty I proceeded to remedy
by unwinding each coil bc!o\v the acid effects and reinsu-

— the

all

probability another

Lake

road as

street line

— that

Now

West Side

West

it

is

announced

elevated railroad

— will be transformed into an

fast as possible.

The road now

Side,

event marking

crosses the

electric

Chicago

river at Lake street and then turns south on Market, the
down-town terminus being at the corner of that street and
Madison street. It is now to be extended east from the river on
Lake street to Wabash avenue and the whole system will be
The company now has before it bids
electrically operated.
from the General Electric company for equipping the line.
The present p'ans contemplate using the third rail system.
The company will build no power house at present, but will
take current either from the Chicago Edison company or
from the power house of the West Chicago Street Rnih-oatl
company. The bid of the General Electric company for
equipping the road complete is $142,000. It is estimated by

who have carefully gone over the present
expenses of the road that the expense of operation will be

electrical engineers

reduced nearly $6,000 a month as soon as electric motive
power is put m. The averaging operating expenses for the
last

thieemonth shave been $30,133 a month, so

duction will be nearly 20 per cent.

management took hold of

Since

that this re-

the

present

the property, operating expenses

have been reduced $5,000 a month, and it is believed that
with the reduction which will follow, the introduction of
electricity and with the increased traffic which the down-

town terminal

will certainly bring, the

mediately on a paying basis.

road will be put im-

"
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for the Metropolitan Ele-;
vated Road, Chicago.
|

Power House
of Chicago, which
is

in relation to its

plans.

It

road between Throop and

the line of the

Loomisstreets, just to the west of the oldelectiic light sta-

The

tion belonging to the city.

building will,

said,

it is

be

90 feet wide, and have an average height of 70
Only one-half of this will be put up now, the other
feet.
being added as the extension of lines demands an increase of
power.
The edifice will be of steel construction, with brick

600

company

of Chi-

The

wear.

journal bearings beings outside, all

easily accessible for purposes of inspection

the western agent.

insure against any bending caused

to

Forty-ton Electric Locomotive.
Among electrical exhibits at the World's Fair that

may be

stated, however, that excavation has bsen begun for the

is

made

axle and journals are

equipping

remarkably reticent

power house on

the company, and the Electric Appliance

cago

Side Elevated Railroad company
its line for electrical power,

The Metropolitan West
15

:

September

tracted general attention was a thirty-ton

are

parts

and

repair,

by bard usage the

large.

The cab

at-

locomo-

electric

and

18^4

8,

by the General Electric company. From thirty tons.
and one two-motor truck to forty tons and two two-motor
The General Electric
[rucks is a considerable advance.
tive built

rests on the truck in a manner somewhat similar
which the ordinary passenger car is mounted, an
ample margin for wear and strength being provided. The
cab itself is constructed of sheet iron, and the windows in it

to that

m

are so arranged as

from one position

view

give an almost unobstructed

to

The

in all directions.

design. of the cab

feet long,

walls

and

slate roof,

and

will

be

The

fireproof".

cost, with

and it is expected that the building will hz completed December 1st.
The engine room will b2 3DD feat long and afford space for
elMit large engines, and the boiler equipment will bs in a
ths plant complete, will bs about $3oo,odd,

.separate house,

and will consist ultimately of thirty-six boilpower each. Sixteen stations along the

ers of 300 horse

road are nearing completion, while contracts
The average cost of the

line of the

have been

let for fifteen others.

stations

is

$11,000.

New

Factory of the Phillips Insulated

Wire Company.
The

men by

electrical

wire, and

it

applying

tried product, ''O.

its

now

is

"Ideal," which

a

introducing

made by taking

is

the

raw cotton

fiber

and

This process admits of a

as a tape to the wire.

it

is well known to
K." weather-proof
new wire insulation,

Wire company

Phillips Insulated

by the insidating compound, the
becoming matted into one sohd envelo;ie

niDSt thorough saturation
particles of cotton

about the wire.

The company's new

factory

at

Pa-wtucket, R. I.,

is

a

and the laying out of the plant does great
credit to Treasurer H. O. Phillips, who devised and superintended all the details. The building, shown in the cut,
extends 1S6 by 50 feet on the ground and is three stories
It is of brick and has 36,000
high, with a basement.
square feet of floor surface. Power is furnished by a 100
horse power tubular boiler from the Bigelow works at New
model of

its

Haven and

kind,

a

60 horse power Green engine.

A

plant of

200 incandescent lights will soon be installed. The offices
are on the ground floor in the northeastern corner of the
building, and telephones connect them with the different floors.

Self-winding clocks, manufactured by the Self-

winding Clock company of New York are placed on each
floor, all electrically connected with a master clock in the

main office. The heating is regulated by thermostats made
by ,the Electric Thermostat company of Minneapolis.
Throughout the whole establishment the idea of having each

FORTY-TO.\ ELECTR IC LOCOMOTIVE.

company

has recently completed a locomotive

this

ot

de-

Lynn, and, as will be seen by the accompanying
It is deillustration, it is an imposing electrical engine.
signed to perform the ordinary work of a steam locomotive
scription at

of

similar

It is

made

similar but independent trucks, each having

four

Each pair of wheels is driven by its own specially
designed motor of the single redaction spur geared type,
mounted upon the axle as in ordinary street car practice.

w'lieels.

The

making
sight.

truck frame

is

con=:tructed of plate iron and channels

available

floor

without

space

enough to obstruct the
The design of the cab also makes a symmetrically
the top of the cab long

shaped locomotive.

The

capacity where excessive speeds are not consid-

ered requisite, up to about thirty miles an hour.

up of two

issuchas to give plenty of

equipment comprised besides the motors a
compressor, which prothe brakes and whistle, and lli& automatic safely

electrical

series parallel controller, an air

vides air for

In addition there are

devices.

The dimensions and

boxes.

£"

as follows:

Weight
Drawbar

headlights and sand

bells,

features of this locomotive are

.40 tons
.14,000 pounds

pull

Height over all
Length over drawbars
Width over all

Wheel base of

n'2"
24'

84"

single truck

.

.

... .6'

:

Diameter of drivers with 3" steel
Number- of drivers. ^, ...... ,

40"

tires

.8

Size of journals

4 '2^8"
4 S --z

Gauge:

Electrical

Power from the

Falls of

Mont-

morency.
The
have

far-famed

been

Falls

utilized for

and power

for light

of Montmorency, near Quebec,
some time in supplying electricity

walled

to the

of water at this beautiful cataract

being one

perpendicular
current

ternating

change

The

is

over 3C0

of 26S

feet.

total descent

A

there

feet,

straight al-

has been used, but the Montmorency

Power company

Electric

in its plant,

and

new Stanley two-phase
power

fall

city.

recently

decided

to

make

has contracted for three
generators, each

of 675

a

of the

horse

These machines will deliver current at
a potential of 5,500 volts, and the output of each dynamo
capacity.

be carried on four wires to a sub-station in Quebec,
where step-down transfcimers will reduce the pressure to
2, coo volts, and the dlstTibuling system through the town

will

will be at

nishing
for

this

potential.

this

built especially for this

ments

The
-NEW F.\CTORV OF THE PHILLI PS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY.
department

in constant

The company
Providence

touch \vith the

enjoys excellent

branch

of

the

office

is

apparent.

plicity.

New Haven &

carried

New

York,

Hartford railroad passing directly in the rear of the factory,
a spur track from it running to the shipping department. The company owns considerable surrounding prop-

and

erty,

which

is

held in reserve for building

necessity arises for

New York

still

office is in

facilities

further enlarging the plant.

if

the

The

charge of H. C. Adams, president of

The
on

entire weight of the frame including ihe cab

elliptical

is

springs resting directly on

the

is

top of

for

keeping the

use, witli

very complete arrange-

transformers

cool

by

current will be used for lighting, general

air blasts.

power

for the railway service, another for the arc light circuits

bearings hydrauUcally pressed

The drop

slides in

dis-

by two-phase alternating current motors and for
nmning the street railway by use of rotating transformers.
In the sub-station there will be also a very complete
switchboard installation. There will be one switchboard

This suspension secures easy riding and
minimizes the wear both of the locomotive and the truck.
The journal boxes are of cast-iron with phospor-bronze

the journal boxes.

by means of

fur-

tribution

designed to obtain at the same time both strength and sim-

freight facilities, the East

The Stanley company

coo kilowatt capacity of step-down transformers
purpose, which will be placed in a sub-station

i,

in.

a large well for oil

Lubrication

and

waste.

is

provided

The box

jaws protected by adjustable shoes to take up the

a third for the two-phase" light
offices

is

of the

company

in the line

will a'so

between the

and power

service.

and

The

be in the same buildinc^.
fall

and the sub-station

calculated to be 6 per cent.
F.

H. Badger, the general manager and

electrical en-

September
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S,

gineer of the company,

a son of the city electrician ot

is

He

Montreal for ten years.

Montmorency company

vice

connected himself with the

action,

February of

in

feed water heater, a suitable suction or air-withdrawing de-

Royal Electric company of

Montreal, and was with the

and

this year,

it

and able management that the plant

hi^ engineering skill

under consideration

is

employed, which

is

is

and capable of being operated

pany of Philadelphia,

within the heater

&

of the Parlrick

illustrated

in

its

at will independently

This device connects with

amount of suction necesand maintain a partial vacuum

the water line, so as to obtain the

King Annunciator.

The new King annunciator

positive

a pipe communicating with the inside of the chamber above

largely due.

sary to withdraw the air

New

be

adapted to

of any other discharging pipe.

to

is

117

Fig.

Carter com-

by the accompanying

if

desired.

while Fig. 2 represents a side
Fig.

and

I,

a

Webster feed water heater and

vertical section of the

cut,

and

represents a partial side elevation

I

elevation

partial
purifier,

at a right angle to

Fig. 3 represents a modification

of the air

desig-.

nates a feed water heater and purifier consisting

of the

chamber

Referring to the illustrations,

B with the water supply

slightest particular upon those secured to the
by their letters patent.
so upon the

complainants
And
one side are
found the concurring opinions of Prof Morton and Prof.
Chandler, Prof. Houston and Dr. Barker; upon the other,
those of Prof Brackett, Prof. Cross, Prof. Thomson and Mr.
Van Size. These are gentlemen of unquestioned veracity,
thoroughly understanding the subject matter under consideration; stating opinions with confidence which they be-

ex-

A

hausting device.

as learned and of equal standing and repute in the scientific
world, which are directly antagonistic thereto, and by which
they most distinctly and positively declare that in their
judgment neither the process pursued by the defendants
nor the completely manufactured battery impinges in the

C, the steam inlet Z>, the

outboard water delivery pipe £, the spraying device F, the
metal distributing plates G, the condensing tubes // and

Connected with the chamber B and
interior is an air pipe J^, having an

gravity regulator J.

communicating with

its

automatic air

valve /C.

a

suction

is

an

inlet

exhaust

air injector as at

To

pipe

the

vacuum-creating

or

L

in Fig. i, or a

is

attached

which

device,

"pump

as at

A/

in

Fig. 3, the result .being similar in either case, in that the air

withdrawn from

is
fi

purifier

is

the

adapted to work
a development

is

in fact

is

already well

known

chamber

B

and

the heater

and

The improvement

effectively.

of Mr. Webster's system, which

to mechanical

and

electrical engineers.

Storage Battery Litigation.
The

text

of Judge Green's decision in the United Stales

Circuit Court, District of

New Jersey,

in

the

case

NEW KING

—

made in four sizes two,
bell movement is the same
is

ANNUiNCIATOR.

and eight

four, six

as in the

wood box

calls.

The

bells put out

this company, and the bell is removable, so that the
working parts can be readily examined without taking the

by

The instrument

annunciator from the wall.

oak or walnut cases and a glass
and

front.

It

is

well finished

efficient in operation.

Trolley
The

trolley

Harp and Wheel.

harp and wheel illustrated herewith

iii

made

of the best malleable iron and the highest grade bronze, with
steel tang.

The crescent

section of the side-bars adds strength
and affords a rounded surface, which will not

to lightness,

catch or dent the trolley wire.

room

for the edges of the

It is

shaped to give ample

The pin is fastened by an improved
method, giving a large bearing_and avoiding sharp corners.
The metal

so distributed in the body that the wheel

is

may

be entirely worn out and the wire can never be worn by

coming

in contact

The wheel

is

is

a great advantage.

designed to give the greatest possible amount

The

of service.

with the harp, which

desired result

is

est grade of

bearing bronze and

the metal.

Some
making

obtained by using the highin the

of these wheels are

in service,, it

is

phenomenal record of ten thousand
miles.
This is one of the specialties of the Hubley Manufacturing company,^ Lancaster, Pa., which manufactures
complete equipment for electric railway and lighting plants.
said, after

the

Feed Water Heater and
Several

new

The

latest

Purifier.

features have been introduced in feed water

heaters and purifiers by

Warren Webster

of these are embodied

perfected, which

is

in

herewith described.

that he has found that in this

class

FEED WATER HEATER AND PURIFIER.

proper distribution of
still

Camden, N.

of

device

a

J.

recently

Mr. Webster says
water heaters

of feed

denied, will be of interest to

battery litigation and

and

purifiers at certain times,

limited and insufficient in

when

volume

the supply

of steam

is

to heat the inflowing water

to the highest temperature, the air

which

expelled from

is

the water accumulates in the top of the heating and purifying chamber and renders the device inoperative untd the air
is

removed, thus requiring a pressure of steam to enter the

chamber

at intervals at a pressure

in excess

of that of the

atmosphere, so as to expel the air through the overflow or
relief pipe^

and thus make room for the steam.

In order to

obviate the necessity of requiring steam to enter at a pressure in excess of that of the

the air as rapidly as

it is

atmosphere, and to get rid of

liberated

from the water, together

with being able to use steam at a pressure less than that of
the atmosphere

by maintaining a

partial

vacuum within

the

is

those

interested

in

storage

reasons conjointly compel a denial of the motion for
a preliminary injunction, made by the complainants.
The validity of the letters patent in question is beyond
They have been sustained by all the courts before
dispute.
which they have been the subject of litigation. The only
question to be considered upon this motion, under the cirWhile it is well
cumstances, is that of infringement.
settled that a preliminary injunction will issue almost as a
matter of course, in any given case wherein the defendants
are shown to be guilty of infringement, after an adjudication
establishing the validity of the letters patent involved in the
litigation, yet it is equally well settled that to warrant and
justify the exercise of this extraordinary power, the proof
of the alleged infringement must be clear and decisive.
Equity peremptorily insists that such action, so drastic in
only in those cases wherein
its effects, shall be taken
a clear, unclouded, equitable right to the interference of the
court is shown; in all other cases the demand is to be met
refusal.

Otherwise unfair prejudgment may

plainant stands quietly by, without seeking to enforce his
rights, while the defendant expends lime and labor and
money upon the enterprise sought to be enjoined, upon
faith that no actual or effective objection thereto will be
made, he will be shorn of any right to appeal to the court of
equity for assistance. (Hummer v. Hummer, 2 Green {Ch,}
Whitney v. Union 6, ii Gray, 359; Carlisle v.
263;
Cooper, 21 N. J. Equity, 599)- In other words the. principle
has been thus stated: No one can have relief if his own
conduct has led to that state of affairs which occasions the
application.

herewith presented:

Two

by

TROLLEY HARP A.ND WHEEL.

FEED WATER HEATER AND PURIFIER.

and often is sufficient cause to disentitle him to the summary interference of the court on his behalf by way of interlocutory injunction.
Whatever may be the original
equities of the case, as between the parties, if the com-

,

wheel and perfect protection to

the contact springs.
-

2.

be well formed, and yet they arrive at conclusions
which are irreconcilably and diametrically opposed. It
must be apparent that affidavits of this character, t'.c /«r;'t'
as they are, can only be productive of doubt.
When the
statements so made and the opinions so expressed come to
be tested by a severe and thorough cross-examination, beyond question those which show themselves securely
founded upon reason and fact will be immediately accepted
and concurred in. But until then, the existence of adoubt,
lieve to

well founded and reasonable, as to the right of the complainants to the remedy they ask, cannot be overlooked.
The existence of such doubt must now, at least, control the
action of the court.
It is fatal to a motion for a preliminary injunction to justify the interference of a court of
equity, pendente lite, by way of an injunction; the actual or
threatened infringement of a right must appear as'clear as
the noonday sun.
There is another reason why this motion must be denied.
Equity demands of a complainant that he should display
great diligence in the assertion and vindication of his rights.
Inexcusable delay on his part, though it may not amount
to conclusive proof of acquiescence, nevertheless may be

made with

is

FIG.

of the

Brash Electric company and others, against the Electric
Storage Battery coniixiny and others referred to last week,
in which the plamiifis' application for an injunction was

The proofs submitted to the court on this motion shows
these facts.
The defendant, corporation was organized
under the laws of the state of New Jersey in 18S8. Its sole
purpose was to engage in the manufacture and sale of
electric storage batteries, of the

accumulator.

Its

type

known

works were located

as the chloride

at Gloucester in this

and from the time of its incorporation to the present,
has carried on its business without interruption.
Its
existence and the character and extent of its operations were
well known to the principal officers and managers of the
complainant corporation.
In the conduct of its business
state;
it

result.

In the case at bar the proof of infringement fails to attain
It is quite true that, on the part of the
to this standard.
complainants, certain gentlemen, most eminent in their profession, arid whose opinions, as experts, are entitled to great
weight, have not hesitated, in their affidavits presented to
the court upon this motion, to assert quite positively that
not only the storage battery manufactured by the defendants, but as well the process used in the manufacture, do
without doubt infringe some, if not almost all, of the claims
of the letters patent under consideration; and they laboriously strove tojuslifytheopinions so ex-pressed, first, by giving to the letters patent and the various claims an exceedingly broad construction; and, secondly, by basing such
broad construction upon a yet broader construction of the
legal conclusions of the learned judges who have in past
litigations defined and characterized the inventions of Faure
and Brush.
Giving full weight to the opiniuns of these witnesses,
elucidated and most eloquently enforced upon the attention
of the court in the exceedingly able argument of counsel, it
still remains to be said that the defendants have, in opposition thereto, presented opinions of other scientists, equally

FIG.

3.

FEED WATER HEATER, AND PURIFIER.

and especially in iSgr, 1892 and 1893, the
defendant openly installed storage battery plants ot the
alleged infringing type in various public buildings and
various corporations.
Thus, for example, they
for
plants
or
batteries
furnished
to
the
Provident
of
Philadelpnia; to
Insurance company
the
Metropohtan Railway company of
Washington
to
the
Union Square theater in New York, and elsewhere.
at various times,

;

The

were

furnished by the defendants was \^ell known to the complainants.
Besides,
early in 1893 tlie defendants issued a pamphlet in which
opinion
of Prof. Chandler, of Columbia
was printed an
College, on storage batteries, and which contained a detailed and correct statement of the mode of construction
and operation of ther storage batteries of the defendants,
and a full and succinct comparison between them and the
This pamphlet was widely
batteries of the complainants.
circulated, and admittedly die complainants knew of it.
fact

that

these plants

:

WESTERN

ii8

Philadelphia, Pa Julys?, 1S93.
IViiliaw Bracken, president t'otisolidated £iectric Storage
cnmpnny, Ne-zu York, N. Y.
Dear Sik: I am favored with copies of your letters of 27th February and the 24th of July, 1893, to George W. Pearson, president
of the Metropolitan Raiiway company of Washington, D. C,
,

3/r.

\

that

Storage Battery company
of the

Large Stratton Separators for the Phila-

the battery manufactured by the Electric
Philadelphia is a clear infringement
ol
is no earthly doubt."

delphia Traction Company's Plant
shows two of a total of six
Stratton steam separators, all of more than usually large
size, recently furnished by the Goubert Manufacturing company, New York, to the Philadelphia Tiaction company for
the latler's new power stations at Thirteenth and Mount
Vernon streets and Thirty-third and Market streets, Philadelphia.
The Goubert company is noted for the number of

authority do you say our battery infringes the claims of
your Brush patent? Surely on the authority of no court, for you
welt know that no court has declared our battery to be an infringement, and although we have been to your knowledge openly engaged in manufacturing our batteries for some years, you have not
down lo this moment proceeded against us, although threatening
Vou apparently propose to
to do so for nearly eight months past.
dispose of our batter^' and business without even resorting to the
courts wherein such questions are usually determined.
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entering is deflected by a curved
thrown tangentially to the annular space at

the side near the top of the apparatus.

around with

all

It

thus whirled

is

the velocity of mflux, producing the centrifu-

gal action which throws the

particles of water against

These adhere

to

the surface,

water runs down continuously

in

a thin

the

so that the

sheet around the

outer shell into the receptacle below, while the steam, fol-

at Philadelphia.
The accompanying

By what

8,

The current of steam on
partition and

outer cylinder.

Brush patents, and of which "there

Unlike you. we have sufficient confidence in our position to submit the question to the courts empowered to consider and determine
such questions, and there we invite you to meet us at once, and
unless you do so or discontinue your libelous statements against
our battery we will take such steps as we are advised are open to us
to protect our interests.
We are advised by our counsel and experts that our battery does
not infringe any of the claims of your patents and having confidence in their opinion, we propose to continue making and selling
our battery, and shall protect and save harmless all users of them
not only as against any claim you may make, but against all claims
from whatever source
Now. being advised of our intentions we demand in view of statements made in your letter to Mr Pearson and other parties, that
you proceed at once against us on abill ol infringement accompanied
with motion of injunction so that the question of our infringement
of your patents may be determined, and to that end we advise you

Septeti:ber

the opening of the gates the Western Electrician
presented more than one hundred illustrations of buildings,
the grounds and methods of construction, and more than
doulile that number may be found in its pages following the
opening, a majority of which represent different electrical
and mechanical exhibits.

In July, 1S93, the defendant, through its president, sent to
the complainant corporation a letter in which, among other
things, is the following statement and appeal:

"wherein you state

ELECTRICIAN.

illustration

lowing a spiral course

to

the

and

in

a

abruptly enters

it,

bottom of the internal pipe,

now

dry condition

jiasses

up-

ward and out of the separator, without having once crossed
the -Stream of separated water, all danger of the steam taking
up

again

such

water

after

separation

being

entirely

avoided.
It

is

of interest to add that the Goubert Manufacturing
also supplied feed water heaters aggregating

company has

'

viz,

We

area New Jersey corporation wiih a factory at Gloucester In
that state where batteries are being manufactured daily and we will
at any time furnish you with one of our batteries at the usual
price, accompanying same with a sworn statement of precisely, how
they are made, with permission to use the same in any proceedings
againstus.
We have, to avoid delay authorized our couns-jl, John R. BenPotter building. New Vorkcity. to accept service papers in our
name and to aid you in every way possible to reach the courts at
the earliest possible moment and you can arrange with him either
direct or through your counsel for one of our batteries and a statement of its construction.
of course acIf you have confidenec in your position you will
cept our most reasonable proposition to proceed against us at once,
and if you do not we hereby notify you that we shall proceed
against you to protect our interests, holding you responsible for the
damage resulting to our business by the making of statements
and the sending out of such unfounded libelous letters as you have
sent to Mr. Pearson.
nett,

To this letter the complainants returned no answer beyond a mere aclcnowledgment of receipt; and, admittedly
took no action toward the assertion of their claim until
months after.
In the meantime the defendants, assuming, as it cannot
be denied they had reason to do, that no attack was to be
made upon them, increased their capital stock $250,000, and
in addition to their existing factories a
It was not unvery extensive plant, at a very large cost.
this bill of complaint was
til 1S94, months afterward, that
filed.
Realizing the neces.sily of making explanation of

proceeded to erect

their delay, the complainants allege that it was caused first
their diligent searching for some purchaser of the defendants' storage battery within the jurisdictional limits of
the Circuit Court of the United States for the District of
Southern New York, in which fortim much of the previous
litigation concerning the Brush and Faure batteries had
taken place, and so avoid by the bringing of their suit in
that jurisdiction some of the trouble and labor which would
necessarily follow the commencement of a suit in thi.s juand, further, that all the operations of the
risdiction;
defendants were considered by the complainants to be
suTiply tentalive in the line of producing a practical
commercial storage battery, and only an effort on the part
of the defendants to persuade the complainants to spend
thousands ol dollars in substantially a moot litigation, to
stop the making and sale or use of only a few batteries; and
because the complainants believed the venture of the defendants was destined to be a failure and die a natural
death.
is hardly
necessary to say that such excuses do not
It
justify the laches of which the complainants have been
clearly guilty.
If the rights of the complainants are now
trespassed upon by the defendants, they were in like manner trespassed upon mure than four years ago; and the trespass, of which so loud complaint is made now, has been
continuous.
For reasons satisfactory to themselves the
complainanis, well aware of the.';e continuous trespasses,
chose to stand by, without taking action looking to the vindication of their rights and the prompt punishment of the
trespasser.' The result of such inaction on tlie part of the
complainant is found in the increased contribution to the
capital stock of the defendant corporation of hundreds of
thousands of dollars, and the expenditure of an exceedingly
large amount of money in the erection of a greatly extended
plant.
\U in fact, the rights of the complainants have been
invaded by the alleged infringing acts of the defendants it is
scarcely an exaggeration to say that the dilatory conduct of
the complainants, in protecting their rights, amounted to
open encouragement of, or, at least, to silent acquiescence
in, such invasion. Such conduct bars absolutely tlie remedy
asked for, at this time, by ^h-^ complainants.
(Brisbin v.
Burdick, 12 Beavan, i; Smith v. S. W. Railway Co., Kay

by
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STRATTON SEP.\RATORS FOR THE PHILAUELPH lA TRACTION COMPANY

L.ARGE

separators and feed water heaters

large
this

installation

deed

it

takes rank with any already noticed,

does not exceed in the individual

number
rators

all

in

previous installations.

inch and two S inch.
in the

Of

One

if in-

of the iS inch separators

is

seen

foreground of the picture.

The wide adoption

of the Stratton separator by large
and power companies lends more than
passing interest to a brief review of its construction and
claims to merit as a saving agent wherever steam power is
electric

lighting

all

centrifugal force

a rotative motion

is

and are projected to the

outside.

It

con-

of a vertical cylinder, with an internal central pipe extending from the top downward for atout half the height of
tlie

A

apparatus, leaving an annular space between

nozzle for the admission of the

steam

From

How many

in

Trade Journalism.

Electrical Enginecriiig.

trade journals exhibited the same enterprise
many features of the World's Fair that
the electrical press did?
Complete files of all the electrical
publications are not at hand, but an idea of what was done
in this line may be inferred from the statement that prior to

is

on one

outlet being on the opposite side or on top as

convenient in making the connections.

Enterprise

the apparatus

is

the boiler.
the

A

the two.
side, the

may be most

The lower

part of

enlarged to form a receiver of considerable

capacity, thus providing for a

in illustrating the

Ward ^Leonard

New York
company

sudden influx of water from

suitable opening

is

tapped at the bottom of

apparatus for a drip connection, and a glass "water

gauge shows the level of ibe water

ii|

the separator at

all

has been appointed temporary receiver for

state,

where the most important assets of the

are located.

friendly suit

liabilities

if

is

sists

was admitted upon the argument that the defendants were financially responsible, and amply able to respond to any award of damages that might be made against
them.
Under all the circumstances and for the reasons
given the motion for a preliminary injunction is denied.
It

Leonard & Co.

the liquid particles, being heavier than the steam, acquire

principle that

Stratton steam separator

plant of the Philadelphia

H. Ward Leonard A: Co. announce that they have voluntarily gone into the hands of a temporary receiver.
H.

company

The

new

Voluntary Receivership for H. Ward.

based uix)n the
imparted lo the steam

employed.

PLANT AT PHILADELPHIA.

Traction company.

iS inch, two 16

are

S

12,000 horse power for the

and aggregate

size

the six Stratton sepa-

Philadelphia plant two

the

has built, and

it

The

receivership

was

brought by the Interior Cunduit

the result of a

&

Insulation

H. Ward Leonard & Co., and
amounting to about $177,000 and

at the request of

shows assets
amounting to about $62,000; $icg,coo of these
assets have been locked up in a suit against the Ca)'aduUa
Electric Railway company for over a year past, and are
likely to be for several months to come. H. Ward Leonard
& Co. being a foreign corporation and subject to attachment, the directors deemed it best for the interests of the
creditors and stockholders to place the affairs of the company in the hands of a receiver until the settlement of this
suit, when, it is claimed, there will be not only ainple assets
the

bill

to settle all claims in full, but

abundant means for the stock-

holders to resume business with.

An

electric

lighting

Middletown, O.
new company.

company has begun

William H. Drayer

is

operations at
the secretary of the

September
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Chloride Accumulators

in

England.

tu .^crutini^e every foot of the cable

Readers of this journal who saw the description some
months ago of the operation of three of the street railroads
of Paris, France, by chloride accumulators, will be interested to learn that the Chloride

Electrical Storage Syndicate, Limited, sole manufacturer in Great Britian of the
chloride accumulator, is now operating the street railroads

of Birmingham, England, with chlonde accumulators, replacing the Epstein batteries, which were fonnerly in use.
The chloride cells operate at least 60 miles on every charge,
and it is claimed could do So miles if necessary, thus enabhng each car to be operated with one set of batteries instead
of two, as has been the practice heretofore.
The English
chloride company has also supplied batteries to Mather &
Piatt for use on the trolley road on the Isle of Man running
between Portevada, the Douglas terminus, and the Laxey
terminus. The ^/c-t/r/Vi?/ ^w^^'wc'ct- of London says: "One
of the most noteworthy features in connection with the line
is the use of accumulators.
At Groudle Glen, situated two
and, a half miles from Douglas, a battery of 240 cells has
been erected in a building especially constructed for the purThese cells were manufactured for Mather Sc Platl,
pose.
Limited, by the Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate, Limited, of 16 Victoria street, London.
They have a capacity
of 140 amperes for three hours, or 70 amperes for nine
hours, ana are remarkable for the exceedingly level cuive
electromotive force \^ hich they maintain up to the end of
discharge, and for the very high rate at which they can be
discharged without detriment.
Half the cells of the battery
are of the Chloride company's patent protected type, with
teak separators and asbestos diaphragms similar to those
now being used on the Birmingham tramways, and the other
half unprotected.
The cells are charged direct from the
line or from a motor generator, which is of special design
by Mather &: Piatt, which gives the required additional electromotive force. This is the first instance of accumulators
being used as a fixed battery for tramway or railway work
in this country, although a similar step has been taken in
the case of the Zurich Ilirslanden tramway referred to in
the Electrical Engineer of July 20th, last.
The battery at
Groudle Glen serves not only the function of supplying the
extra power required at times of maximum demand, but it
is intended during the
winter months to work the light
cars, which will then be sufficient for the traffic after the
close of the tourist season, entirety from the battery, which
will be charged only once or twice a week, as occasion may
require."
The same company recently equipped the electric launch
Aphrodite, the following description of which is taken
from the London Eleclrical Revicia of August 17th: "On
Saturday last the Goring-on-Thames -regatta was held, and
the new electric launch Aphrodite was lent to the
Thames Conserv^ancy for the occasion, and was employed
This boat w^as built
for clearing the course during the day.
The arrangement
at Goring in A. C. Sander's boat yard.
of the electrical details has been carried out by H. A.
Earle of Mather & Piatt, Limited, 16 Victoria street, Westminster, and the'novel feature consists in the employment of
a battery of chloride cells for the first time on the Thames.
They are manufactured in England by the Chloride Electrical Storage Syndicate, Limited, 16 Victoria street, London,
and this launch has been especially built in order to demonstrate their superiority for this class of work, their large capacity for a given weight enabling distances and speed to
be run without recharging which were previously impossible.
The cells with which the Aphrodite is fitted are
capable of being discharged St a very high raie, and, on the
measured mile, a speed of nine miles per hour has been ob•

tained, and this rate can be continuously maintained for
about three hours, which is a record performance for an
electric launch of this size; at slower speeds, namely, 6j4
miles per hour, which is the usual rate of travel, and which
is still considerably
above the average speed of electric
launches of this size, a day's run of nine hours can be underOne feataken, inclusive of the time taken through locks.
ture of the chloride cells is that althoiigh at very high rates
of discharge their capacity for a given weight greatly ex-

ceeds that of other types, their increased capacity at low
rate is still proportionately greater, and- on this trccount,
with the reduced speecl of 51-2 miles per hour, the
battery power with which this launch is provided is capable
of covering a distance of approximately 1 10 miles without
recharging."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New

York,

New York Notes.
September
— Considerable
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lay

off

The

Liberty Island.

cable to this city

from_

Island,

The new

cored cable, with an outside diameter

is

to

where the cable

extension
of about

is

a

four-

two inches

and some fourteen miles in length. It weighs fifteen tons to
the mile and was laid in the channel from the Narrows up to
This line was chosen as offering the least danger
the city.
The Mackay-Bennett
of injury from the anchors of ships.

out over the

bow

cable below the surface

now

there is

From

miles.

is

I'he

avoided.

or compartments

is

the

which

of

stored in large

of holding

capable

center of the

the

with

cable,

iSo miles aboard the steamship,

tanks

circular

of interference

possibility

all

structure, ten or twelve feet in diameter at

its

About

base.

and resting on the flooring of the tank, the cable is
coiled.
When the hne is to be paid out its end is passed
up from the tank through a bell-mouthed thimble or iairthis,

This guides

lead.

which

regulates the speed at which

manner

it is

to

done by means of a wheatstcne bridge
sistance of the cable

when

a current

the resistance of the whole line

calculated

is

somewhere and

is

measures the repassed through it. As
smaller resistance

the distance of the break

The deck

proportionately.

This

that

known a

is

room

the testing

is

with eleclrical apparatus for locating breaks.

indicates a break

this

become
and a constant check can be had upon it.

In the forward part of the deck house

is

In

the ship.

leaves

it

practically impossible for the cable

kinked or tangled,
filled

through

and thence to the drum of the engine, which

passes

it

to another leader to the right,

it

Mackay-

of the

Bennett is taken up here and there by the huge black buoys
used to'designate the end of a broken cable while the splicing of a new line to the other end is being done.

Work on

new

the

Nassau Electric

trolley road of the

Railroad company, on Marcy avenue, Brooklyn, has been
stopped, pending a decision on a point of law. It is alleged

by the

officers

of the road

that consent of the

property

owners should be based on the asse?sment rolls of 1892,
which was the year immediately preceding the granting of
the charter.

and

Several properly owners have objected to

this,

consent of property owners should be

insist that the

based on the assessment of 1S94.
Residents who own
property valued at $400,000 have declined to give their consent to the road.
The question has been referred to the
of the corporation

office

counsel,

and

pending

a

legal

opinion from that

official Commissioner While has revoked the permit for building the road.
R. T.' Wilson & Co.*, bankers of this city, have, affer
several months of negotiation, purchased the property of the

Detroit

Railway company, holding a large

Citizens' Street

majority of the stock under the terms of a contract
the old

The

company with Thomas Nevins

made by

of Orange, N.

I.

option under the Nevins contract would have expired

on Saturday, but the
purchased

is

were not arranged

final details

long after banking hours.

The

not stated, but

until

consideration for the stock

it is

bow and stern. These are
immense sheaves and strong platforms built outboard to
guide the line of cable as it comes from the tanks and glides
structures that overhang her

A

careful lookout

is

Paddock, Pana.

the

company

New

of a considerable

directois

York was

outstanding indebtedness.

J. M. Edwards of New
and R. T. Wilson of New York

were elected, and

elected president

is

stated that the directors of the

company have

Long

It is alleged that

and liaving a

face. value of $3,000,000.

a syndicate has already signified

purchase $1,875,000 of the issue
stockholders will be permitted to purchase
tion to

pany controls the

entire

claimed that the

money

Island Traction

decided. to issue collateral trust notes paying

six per cent, interest

is

new

at

its

at 85.

inten-

Traction

80.

The com-

Brooklyn City railroad system.
loan will be

needed to extend the

well

secured.

It

The

There are between
eighty and ninety miles of extension at the company's disposal and work will be started soon.
The Traction company has authority to make its system half as large again
is

Pana,Ill.; capital

and power; O. H.

TRADE NEWS.
Ward

Wilkins of the Partrick & Carter company of
Philadelphia is arranging to start on an extended business
trip through the South and West.

A. Bononvillc of the Alfred Moore company of Philadelphia has returned from a pleasure trip through Canada.
The outing has evidently been of great benefit to him.
J. G. High of 123 North Ihird street, Philadelphia, is
very busy in getting out a nnmber of switchboards for important installations near Philadelphia.
He has a large
number of orders for his new 500 ampere switch.

President F. S. Marr of the Helios Electric company of
Philadelphia has been making a rapid business tour of the
West, returning with a number of large contracts. He
says there is a revival of business in all places where he
visited.

Recent tests made on three sizes of Lundell fan motors
at the factory of the Interior Conduit & Insulation company, 527 West Thirty-fourth street, New York, gave the
following results: No. 560 Speed, 1,732; volts, 114.96;
amperes, 0.44 5-6.
No 562 Speed, 1,422; volts, 114.7;
amperes, 0.84 V+. No. 56S Speed, 116. 16; volts, 114.89;
amperes, r.
Twelve motors ot each size were taken from
stock at random, and the figures ^iven are the mean of the

—
—
—

twelve in each case.

The popularity of the Allen soldering stick seems to have
no bounds, judging from the sales the Electric Appliance
company

making

parts of. the country.
The dethe East is very large, and the
Electric Appliance company is making shi]:>ments in considerable quantities to Bcston, New York, Philadelphia and
other eastern points.
The Arnold telephone also seems to
be satis'ying the demand for a first-class magneto telephone,
and many eastern as well as western orders have been

mand

is

for

this

in

all

specialty in

booked.
Geo. A. McKinlock, president of the Central Electric
company, 173-175 Adams street, Chicago, states that his
company has purchased the entire electrical house goods stock
of the Detroit Electrical Works.
This he has had moved
to the Chicago store of the Central Electric company,
where it will be disposed of in lots to suit purchasers and at
prices that will have a cheering effect on the heart of the
most pessimistic croaker. Mr. McKinlock says that it is
the cleanest and best slock of electrical house goods that it

has ever been his fortune to buy.
The bells, Imtteries, annuciators and pushes are all standard goods of the latest
and best designs. The company has issued a complete list,
quoting prices.

BUSINESS.
A

nicely gotten

trical specialties

up catalogue of some
will

of. the

latest elec-

be cheerfully sent on request to the

Washington Electric company, 205-207 South Canal

street,

Chicago.

treasurer.
It

lisht

III.

believed to be upward of

lines.

W.

is.

F. O.

PERSONAL.
D. H. Ilemingray of the Hemingray Glass company,
Covington, Ky., has been

in

Chicago

for several days.

George A. McKinlock, president of the Central Electric
company, has returned to Chicago after a few days of
recreation.

Prof. George D. Shepardson of the electrical department
of the University of Minnesota was in Chicago for a few

days la^t week.

H. C. Whitney has resigned

his position with the Interior

Conduit & Insulation company, with which he has been
connected as motor salesman for the last six months.

William F. Cullen of New York, who died recently in
Colorado, was connected with the E. F. Gleason company
He had a wide acquaintance among
for twenty years.
eastern electrical men, especially those engaged in the fixture trade, and was highly esteemed.

'lines that cross the banks,

overboard.

stock, $5,000; to supply electric

one-half million dollars, beside which the purchasers relieve

detailed to attend to the cable

is

expected will

300

which are most frequently in need
She was built at Glasgow in 1884 and is
of her services.
270 feet long, 40 feet wide and with a depth of hold of 26
feet.
What is most unusual in her appearance are two

stationed at Halifax and

it is

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Consumers' Electric Light company,

tank rises a conical steel

The funeral services over the remains of the late George
Shaw were held at the family residence in Eau Claire,
Wis,, on Wednesday of last week.
They were very largely
attended and a delegation from Congress was present.

is

He is at present doing nicely and
be out again within a few days.
ation.

may be laid by either bow or stern. The MackayBennett has a round bottom with no keel, so that in paying

attention has

from Waterville, on the southwest coast of Ireland, ends.
The city station will be in the neighborhood of Pier A.
This cable runsfrom Waterville to Canso, Nova Scotia, and
thence to Coney Island.

a rudder at e?ch end, so that

The Phosphor-bronze Smelling company of 2200 Washington avenue, Philadelphia, has issued a convenient priceincluding its line of wire, which will be
list of its goods,
sent on application.
President F. A. La Roche of the La Roche Electric
works of Philadelphia recently closed a contract with ihe
light and power works of Hartford, Conn., for one 350
horse power generator for its plant, and later this order was
duplicated.

General Manager C. E. Trump- of the Novelty Electric
company, Philadelphia, reports a general improvement in
The company has kept all hands at work and
is preparing a number of electrical devices which will be
placed upon the market later in the. season.
business.

The General Electric company has through its St. Louis
company 60 G. E. Soo
equipments and to the St. Louis Railroad company for the
Seventh street line 20 G. E. 800 equipments; also to the new
Union station {Union Depot) 150 Thomson '93 arc lights.
oflice sold to the Citizens'. Railroad

mission of the ship

Coney

119

pays out

it

cable

as it

been attracted by the cable repair ship Mackay-Bennett, belonging to the Commercial Cable company, which is now at
anchor

The steamship has

correctly.

and see that

stationed on the platform

B.

The friends of Albert A. Carey of the Ahendroth & Root
Manufacturing company. New York, will be pained to
learn that he has been seriously ill for several weeks with
appendicitis, and was recently obliged to undergo an oper-

The Sioux City Engine & Iron Works have closed contracts for complete power plants for electric light stations in
the last 30 days at the following places:
Estherville, Iowa,
Plymouth, Iowa, Cltar Lake, Iowa,
S. D.,
Albert Lea, Minn., Hampton, Iowa, Bethany, Mo., Osceola,
Iowa, and Eagle Grove, Iowa. A 500 horse power plant
has been ordered for the Leavenworth Street Railway company, Leavenworth, Kansas, besides several plants for other
purposes than electric light.

Yankton,

Arrangements have been perfected by which the manufacture of the Waddell-Lntz dynamos and motors will be
carried on with improved manufacturing facilities and on a
more extensive scale than formerly. The machines will be
built in Bridgeport, Conn,, in a new shop fully equipped
with the most improved tools and machinery, overhead
traveling crane, etc., and ample facilities for turning out the
highest class of mechanical work with promptness and dispatch.
Mr. Waddell still retains his connection with the
enterprise, and the sales department will be in charge of
J,
A. Machado, who has been connected with the WaddellEntz company since its organization. Correspondence and
be addressed to J. A. Machado, agent, 203
Broadway, Mail and Express building. New York.

inquiries should

The Dayton Globe
Stout, Mills

& Temple

Iron Works company, successor to
of Dayton, O., has for some time
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been making and testing at the liolyoke testing flumes,
Holyoke, Mass., anew line of its new American turbine
water wheels, greatly increasing the capacity of each
Recent tests of a 45-inch and 42-inch wheel
diameter.
reached a higher average efficiency from whole to half water,
These tests
previously achieved.
it is said, than had been
place the new American in tlie van in turbine manufacture.
efficiency
low
at part
water
and
whole
High efl'iciency at
water does not constitute a first class tarbine, as it is, impractical to properly operate any kind of machinery without
A' margin must be left for emergencies and
reserve power,

The construction of the new
for fluctuation of head.
American is such that the highest efficiency is obtained at
seven-eighths to three-fourths water, as seen by the following, copied from the official report of the test of a 45-inch
turbine, tested on Jvdy 9, 1S94: Whole gate
(meaning whole water), 79.76 per cent.; seven-eighths gate,

new American

September

,

cent.

TlieMather Electric company of Manchester, Conn.,

marked

re-

orders since the passage of the
The sales for lighting apparNew Davidson Theater,
atus since then are as follows:
Milwaukee, 2,000 lights; A. W. Perry, Boston, Mass.
(fifth order), 350 lights; Hotel Minot, New York city, 650
lights; Hoboken Quartet Club, Hoboken,N. J., 150 hghts;
Henry Remliardt, New York city, 250 lights; E. P. Gleason Manufacturing company, New York city, 250 lights;
Piscataquis Woolen company, Guilford, Me., 600 lights;

new

tariff bill

increase in

was assured.

Danvers Insane Asylum, Danvers, Mass., 250
I., 250

port Gas Light company, Newport, R.
Almshouse, Tewksbury, Mass., 600

lights;

New-

lights;

State

generators.
The company also announces a large sale of
the new Manchester type slow speed stationary motors in
sizes

Whittenton

lights;
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Manufacturing company, Taunton, Mass., 150 lights;
Weise Bros. Moline, 111., 250 lights; Chambers Electric
Light & Power company, Truro, N. S., 500 lights; Union
Central Life Insurance Building, Buffalo (third order), 250.
lights; Beck Brewing company, Buffalo, N. Y., 600 lights;
Comstock Construction company, Chicago, III., 250 lights;
Gallagher Bros, Meridian, Miss, (third order), 100 lights;
New Ford's Opera_ House, Washington, D. C., 450 lights;
Jones Bros. Electric company, Cincinnati, O. (seventh
order), one 50 horse power 220 volt generator; New Pittsburg Coal company. New Pittsburg, O., one 60 kilowatt
220 volt generator; Morris Coal company. Sand Run, G.,
one 60 kilowatt 220 volt generator; Harry S. Smith &
Co., Philadelphia, Pa., two 45 kilowatt direct connected

S2.5S per cent.; tliree-fourths ga'te, 82. iS per cent.; fiveeighths gate, 79.31 per cent., and one-half gate, 75.52 -per
cent; average efficiency from whole to half-water, 79. S7 per

ports a

8,

from

3 to

50 horse power.

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
August

Issiicd

Insulator.

525,001.

Application

filed

Leonard
February

W.

13, 1S94.

The special feature of the device is the method employed in
stringing electric wires, whereby the wrapping of the wire
around the insulator and tying thereto are avoided, andan insulator secured which is simple in construction and easily applied in use, and which has a neat appearance.

Manufacture of Carbon Filaments.

525,007.

Edison, Llewellyn Park, N.

cember

J.

Thomas A.

Application

1S94.
material between the screw and the bracket, a U-shaped clip
piece through which the screw passes, elastic material between
the nut portions of the clip and the bracket, and insulating
material between the end oi the bracket and the clip piece.

Stockholm, Sweden.

proposed to Insure continuous contact by the use of a
formed with several parallel grooves at right angles to
longitudinal axis, the flanges of each groove constituting an independent contact holder for the power wire when
brought into engagement
This feature of the device is shown
in the cut.
As a result of the continuous contact thus attained
the dangers and delays of travel are greatly lessened, and it is
possible to utilize electricity from the main wire In both heating
and lighting tha car.
he use of electricity for the headlight,
which is easily accomplished with this arrangement is especially,

8,

otherwise Indicated "by the influence of a thermo-electric

current.

Electric

525.034.

Mass.
The

525,266.
Pa.

Lamp.

Arc

Application

filed

Elihu Thomson, Lynn,
January 24, 1S94.

Dry

Electric

525.035.

Arc Lamp.

Mass. Application
By improved construction

scott,

Elihu Thomson.
filed

May

turns.

its

,

New

York, N. Y.

.

Circuit-closing Device.

Application

filed

John

February

Geary, Chester,

J.

5, 1S94.

Electrical Railroad Signal.
William F. Seymour, Mansfield, O. Application filed June 30, 1894.

525,290.

Swamp-

16, 1S94.

a simple arc lamp is secured,
which, when desired, can be adjusted so that at a certain
strength ot current its action shall be like that of a diflereniial
lamp, where one magnet in the direct circuit acts difl'erentially
or pulls against another magnet In the derived circuit around
the lamp, although the action is not differential, but reproduces
the effects of differential lamps.
With a little higher strength
of current the lamp regulates its arc entirely by the action of
the shunt or derived circuit magnet; this variation liiay be accomplished for the normal current by a simple change in the
effect of the main circuit winding, as by shunting it or varying

Battery.
J. I. Solomon,
April 11, 1894.

filed

This Invention provides a simple, durable, inexpensive and
effective circuit-closing device for application to floors for establishing a circuit to cause an audible sound or signal of a buzzer,
bell or anniinciator, or in application to doors or windows for
similar purposes.
•

special feature of this lamp is the simple feeding
mechanism, working positively and yet with delicacy. A derived circuit coil or magnet acting against a retractor is employed, such as a weight or spring, and a feeding circuit comparatively independent in its feeding .action, but dependent for
the times of action on the first magnet.

-

,0

November

This device relates to electric fire alarms, and more especially
which the alarm is given or the-location of the

desirable.

'

The special application of this system is in connection with
crossings at a country road, or where two railroads cross, the
object being to produce simple and efficient means toautoniatlcally sound an alai-m at a railroad crossing when a train approaches the same from either direction, and to construct devices for this purpose in such manner that a small battery will
be sufficient to properly operate the signal or alarm.

.

Means for Limiting Tension of Driving Springs.
Paul Wendelboe, New York, N. Y. Application filed

pg4

Suteaairt itrcra

filed

to that class in
fire

I

t-

Application

1S93.

It is

common

Alarm Apparatus. E. W. Junger,

Electrical Fire

525,020.

Y. Ap-

trolley

and
filed

A. jar of glass or equivalent material, a curved plate of zinc,
a carbon rod, a mixture of granulated blackoxide of inanganese
and granulated carbon 'cemented together by chloride of zinc
and surrounding the rod, a bag of textile material surrounding
the carbon-manganese mixture, a filling of sawdust saturated
with a solution of sal-ammoniac, a seal filling the upper portion
of the jar and surrounding the carbon and wire leading from
the zinc, and a vent tube extending from the sawdust filling
through the seal form the component parts of this invention.

525,016..

Feed Alarm for Carding Machines. W. W.
Gordon and Thomas F. Pye, Hartford, Conn. Application filed August 26, 1893.

a

John Goodman
Ky. Application

1894.

Application

525,013.

Trolley.
N. W. Haskins, Brooklyn, N.
plication filed December I, 1S93.

Louisville,

ated.

525,235.

maining.

525,015.

I,

In this class of telephone transmitters the opposite poles of
two magnets are approximated, with intervening magnetic
particles, one of the magnets being mechanically related or connected to a vibratory diapljragm. The improvement consists
in arranging the movable magnet of the pair in such a manner
as to receive the impulses propagated from the diaphragm on
the principle of a lever, these impulses being thereby increased
or diminished according to the point at which the methanlcal
connection Is made. When the movements of the magnet are
amplified, the sounds heard in the receiver are increased in
volume; when dinjinished, they are more sharp and accentu-

Two

The object of the invention is to provide a device for use in
connection with carding or similar .machines in which an alarm
shall be sounded when the hopper or equivalent part is relieved
of its contents.

Transmitter.

Henry Goodman,

May

15, 1SS6.

One of these
distinct claims are made for this process.
is the method of making filaments for incandescent electric
lamps by forming a core of a substance soluble in waler, coating the cort with one or ifiore layers of carbonizable material,
dissolving the core in water and finally carbonizing the hollow
Th-i other process consists in forming a core of boric
filament.
acid, coating the core with a solution *of asphaltine in benzole,
dissolving the core and finally carbonizing the hollow filament.In the accompanying drawings Fig. i is an e.xaggerated section of a filament before the removal of the soluble base; Fig.
2 a similar section before the removal of the soluble tubular
base; Fig 3 a similar section of the completed carbonizable
In Fig i
filament, and Fig. 4 an enlarged view In elevation.
on a soluble base n are placed successive layers b b of carbonizable substance; in Fig. 2 a soluble tube c has its interior
coated with such layers; Fig. 3 shows either form with the
soluble filament or tube removed, the concentric layers /- b re-

Telephone

525,201.

thereto.

De-

filed

28,

ductor by pressing the active material into apertures or cut-outs
formed in the electric conductor. It consists essentially in in
electrolyte-containing cell and electrodes arranged within the
cell and Insulated one from the other and composed of cores of
active material, and electric conductors incasing the active
material and having their central portions formed with a series
of perforations, and their inner surfaces electrically connected
to the cores of active material, and non-electric conducting
material arranged within the perforations of the electrodes for
supporting the active material and conducting the electrolyte

Bradley, Cleveland, O.

525,037.

February

27, 1S94.

The

a-

fOr~

So/ui/f Tu6e

Cofnp/r^^

Ar

objects of this invention, which relates more particularly
to that class of machines known as printing telegraph or ticker
instruments, though it is equally applicable to all clock-work
instruments which are driven by springs automatically wound
from time to time, are to prevent the over-windmg of the drivesprings of such instruments while keeping them sufiiciently
wound to do the work required of ihem in an efficient manner.

Sale.

^'fjfie^

Train Robber Alarm.
525,082.
City, Mo.
Application filed
NO. 525,007.
Trolley Wire Switch and Crossing.
N. W.
Haskins, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April 23,

The

cut shows how clectric.il connections are made where conductors cross each other or join each other at curves, etc and
is designed to provide for the free passage of the grooved
trolley described in the preceding patent. No. 555,015, without
danger of its over-riding or being displaced from its conducting
wire while crossing another line or rounding a curve. The invention consists essentially in forming the flanges upon the
corner or cross plates with notches which coincide in position
with the several flanges upon a trolley with the several bearing
surfaces, so that the trolley will pass over a cross conductor, or
over a branch of the same conductor, without touching either,
its contact with its own conductor being thus preserved and
maintained, and the dangers and delays of broken contact
,

avoided.

Storage

Battery.

Apphcation

filed

Henry K. Hess,
October

Syracuse,

11, 1892.

In this battery the active faces of the electrodes are separated
by an electrolyte conductor of great porosity and high nonelectric conductivity, which is indestructible by the acid of the
electrolyte.
It consists essentially in a suitable casing or shell
containing an electrolyte, electrodes connected by the electrolyte and a layer of quartz sand between the active faces of the
electrodes having the separate grains or particles held together
by non-electric conducting adhesive material.

525.018.

N. Y.

Kansas

Devices for notifying the express messenger, the passengers,
the train men not occupying the cab of the engine and the
tender of the train, of the presence of train robbers, are comprised in this arrangement.
Electric

525,108.

1894.

N. Y,

Z. Levy,
27, 1S94.

NO. 525,015.

and

525,016.

525.017.

Max
March

Storage Battery. Henry K. Hess, Syracuse,
Application filed February 13, 1S93.

The

special feature of this battery is the method of construcby which the active material is Supplied with an abundance
of the electrolyte, and is firmly and positively held in position
without the agency of confining plates or the necessity of
tion

mechanically applying the active material to the electilc con-

N. Y,
The

Motor.

Application
invention

V, Meserole,
January 8, 1S94.

A.

filed

relates

York,

controlled, variable
in features of con-

electrical'y

to

New

speed and reversible motors, and consists
struction and novel combinations of parts.

Breaker.
C.
C. Chesney,
Application filed July 6, 1S94.

Circuit

525,134,

Mass.

Pittsfield,

The improvement comprises

the combination with the terminals of a break in a circuit and a swinging or pivoted bridgepiece for connecting it to complete the circuit of a weight or
weighted lever engaging with the bridge-piece, but capable of
a ceriain free or lost motion relatively to the same, whereby it
may, when released for the purpose of interrupting the circuit,
fall by gravity and acquire a sufficient momentum to instantly
and positively separate the bridge-piece ffom the terminals at
the moment of engagement with the bridge-piece.
It also includes the combination with the swinging bridge-piece or circuit-breaking lever and the weighted lever already described
of carbon points or pencils arranged to form a high resistance
path for the circuit for a short interval after the separation of
the main contact points, and thus avoid sparking.

Electro-magnetic Call Belk
John J. Geary,
525,145.
Chester, Pa,
Application filed January 26, 1894.
Improvements in the general construction
of these devices are covered in this patent.
525,169.

N.

J,

Electric Bell.

Apphcation

Richard Varley,
filed

September

and arrangement

Jr.,

Engelwood,

21, 1893.

The main features of this device are the combination with the
electro-magnet and Its armature of a screw forming one electrode, a bracket through which the screw passes and insulating

525,291.
Pa.

Alarm Lock. John Slater, Hutchins,
Application filed November 9, 1893.
Electric

The object of this Invention Is to provide a lock or latch of
such construction that when the spindle is not properly manlpulated to engage the latch-bolt for the purpose of retracting it an
electric circuit is made or broken and sounds an alarm.
Incandescent Electric
525,293.
F. Smith, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lamp

Cut-out.
Walter
Application filed August

23, 18S9.
This invention

consists in shunting the electric current
traversing the dynamo or generator circuit in which the lamp Is
included, and causing one portion of the current, lo pass
through the filament of the tamp, and the other through the
shunt circuit, and with a substance or material of high electrical
resistance readily melting or softening Interposed in said shunt
circuit, with a pin in contact and-an actuated lever, whereby the
lamp IS short-circuited by the meltmg or softening of the substance or material.
.

Method of and Apparatus for Changing Period
and Phase of Alternating Currents, diaries S. BradAvon, N. Y. Application filed July 10, 1S93.

525,312.
ley,

This is accomplished by operating by a single-phase alternating current a synchronous motor by which is rotated in a magnetic field at a fractional or multiple speed one or more electric
circuits in which the current or currents of different time periods
arc to be generated.

Rosette for Electric Light Wires. D. J. Cart5251315Application filed January i6,
wright, Boston, Mass.
1S94.
This improvement facilitates the application of the lamp-cord
as enables the knotting together of the
to be effected before it is applied to
the roselte, and also to improve the interior construction of the
bulb or boss.
to the rosette, as well

strands of the lamp-cord

*
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the world loses
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The range of

his contemporaries.
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knowledge
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astonishing.
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of music, in the

l)hysiology, in therapeutics, in the theory

phenomena of heat

—

were universally held
only in Germany, but
well

to
in

be of the highest aurhority, not
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—wherever scientists are found and
Elihu Thomson,

Prof.

respectal.

is

these sciences his utterances

in all of

knowledge
introducing von

scientific

in

The

same year.

Helmhollz in Berlin on
a man who had fairly earned

domain of

a repulalion in the

none of

Helmholtz.

death of Professor von

Helmholtz to the World's Congress of Electricians a year
ago, spoke nf him as "the type of the man of
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ological

one of the most complete histories of optics ever

He

movement of electricity

investigations

further

his

work entitled "Manual of PhysiOptics," which was published in 1S56 and has ever

since ranked as one of the most important

In this treatise Helmholtz

that subject.

own

the results of his

but

also

written.

works extant on
only

not

gives

investigations, important as they are,

also discusses the doctrine of sight perception

and the analysis and appreciation of colors. This was followed by him with a second volume on the transmission of
nervous impressions, a highly valuable addition to the

liter-

ature of physiological science.

The

respondence between sound and

light by demonstrating the
"sound colors" arranged in accordance with the laws of the solar spectrum. To him also are
to be attributed the invention of the ophthalmometer, which
measures accurately the images on the retina of the eye; the
table of compound colors, produced by mixing other colors,
and much of our knowledge of atmospheric vibration, of the

of

results

of the eye appeared in a

Bonn was

University of

scene of Helmholtz's

the

chief investigations in acoustic physiology, in which

laid

lie

existence of a series of

in various conductors and of the
motion of light and its refraction in different mediums.
It would be difficult indeed to give an exact and complete account of Von Helmholtz's contributions to science.
His work in electricity has been overshadowed by other of

his great achievements,

many
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study of electrical science and of the

in the

general science," and he did stand for that
type, more fully, perhaps, than any other

laws on which that science depends. His emi-

savaut of his time. Not only that, but his
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human
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to Berlin
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study.
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"The Conservation

The appearance
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in his profession,
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Museum
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then under the direction of the

famous anatomisl, John Muller. This association was of great advantage to Helmholtz, and

Hi KMA.N.N

he made such advancement that in the following year he was called to succeed Ernst
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was transferred
Heidelberg

occupied by
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in

physiology at the University of Konigsberg.
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also

great discovery, for the benefit of innumerable sufferReflecting
ers from diseases of the eye, was made in 1851.

IIKI.MIUM.I/..

by the use of hollow bodies, called resonators,

His chief achievements in science, and especially in opacoustics, physiology and therapeutics, date from liis
His
accession to the chair of physiology at Konigsberg.
first

n.\

here invented a method of anal3zing sound

of quality in the

tics,

\

the

of

foundations

famous.

University of Berlin.

one day upon the circumstance

am

the most aged of the elecare present here.
The begincareer was at a time when the
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a considerable place in the world

fill

of science.
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volume atyoung

who was probably

his abiding interest in electric-

make an
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tion or contraction.
He could not move the
slightest apparatus, but he saw that there
were visible currents. At that time we had

of

the

physician was at once regarded

of

following extract will

We

After receiving the degree of doctor

scholarly treatise on

The

most delicate experiments in the
laboratory.
Where we to-day move great
machines of the mightiest power, in that old
time when I began to study electricity we
could only move little magnetic needles suspended on the finest silken thread that we
balanced two such needles
could obtain.
on the opposite poles in order to get any
token of an electric current, or even the
most delicate index of electrical current, such
as was obtained by Volta from the frog.

age of

he became a surgeon at the
Charity Hospital of Berlin, and afterward a
Here in 1S47
military surgeon at Potsdam.
he wrote and published his first book, a
of

speech in English,

by the

he

and entered upon

the

think I

phenomena
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serve to
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and again.

Potsdam, Prussia, on
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born

31, 1821.

first

delegates from his native country to

congress rose to their feet and cheered again

were eminently successful in this endeavor.
Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von Helm-

August

fit-

The congress honand honored the great German
scientist by choosing him as its honorary
president, and when he was escorted to the
presiding officer's desk the members of Ihe
ored

by lectures

and popular treatises. lie desired the masses
of humanity to reap the fruit of his labors,
both in knowledge and in applied results.
In this work he co-operated for many years
with tlie late John Tyndall,and both men

holtz

was very

German govern-

greatest enthusiasm.

tlie

Ilelmholtz also

to popularize science

the

Congress that assemChicago on August 21, 1S93. Prof,
von Helmholtz was received in America witli
bled

and which revolutionized the treatment

eye,

scientist
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the great value of his researches, extended over
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There was some

slight objection to

him on account of his nationality, but it soon disappeared
before the words of one of the most eminent members,
who said: " Vou will place yourself in a bad light before
any reason you refuse to admit Helmholtz,
and greatest naturalist of the present age.
Again, in 1S73, Sir George Airy, in awarding to Helmholtz
the Copley medal, and speaking officially as president of
"It would be difficult for me,
the Royal Society, said:
within the limits of this address, to state the number and importance of the claims of Prof. Helmholtz to our recognition."
The German emperor in 1S83 issued a decree raising him
to the rank of nobility, and from other countries and from
numerous learned bodies and institutions he has received
[he foremost

the

were

von Ilelmholtz was the recipient of many honors.
1S70 the French Academy elected him to its

the world
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but

sounds,

force.

obliged to work with simple battery elements
of copper and zinc, without sulphate nf copper, and elements which altered with eveiy
movement; which had in the first instance a
electromotive force and then \\'ent
great
down, down, down, so that in some instances there was scarcely any force at all, or
only traces of the former force.
Now all
that is changed.
In the beginning of m>
career, we knew nothing of the great discoveries of Faraday of induced currents,
which have developed now into currents that can drive the
mightiest machines.

if
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tokens of highest honor.
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1891 von Helmholtz's seven-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
was honored by a great demonstration in
and every means was taken to show the great esteem
Addresses, honorary titles
in which the scientist was held.
and presents were showered upon him in profusion, and from

tieth birthday

Duncan Meter

for Alternating Currents.
Bv Wm. S. Kksok, B.

going

problems which has confronted electrical en-

table;

Berlin,

all parts

and America.

of Europe

A

feature of the celebra-

was the creation of a fund for the purpose of bestowing Ilelmholtz medals on scholars distinguishing themIn the same year von
selves in scientific fields of research.
tion

Helmholcz was made president and director of the Imperial
Technical Institute of Physics at Charlottenberg, a foundation

under the control of the Department of the Interior

for

the experimental furthering of exact natural inquiry and the
technics of precision.
his death,

This position he held at the time of

which was due

Among

to a stroke of paralysis.

the scientific works of von Helmholtz was

a

paper on "Force Required for the Production of Electric
Currents'" {1S51) and another "On the Formation of Electric

Currents in Living Bodies" (1S53).
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cor-

shows the speed curve
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The credit ot having solved this problem must be given to
Thomas Duncan of the Fort Wayne Electric corporation,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
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was customary to
charge so much per lamp per week, month or year, because
there were no practical recording meters.
This was, of course, most unsatisfactory .both to supply
companies and to consumers. A recording meter was the
dream of both. Before long, various types of recording
meters appeared, which recorded, it is true, but gave no satisfaction, for the greater part of them made electric liglit
very cheap for the small consumers and very expensive
for the large, on account of the slow speed on a small number of lights and the high speed on a large number. But
each has in turn been succeeded by others claimed to be
better, and now the Duncan meter seems to have reached
the end of the line, and combines the virtues of all, and, let
In the early days of electric lighting
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us hope, the defects of none.

Americans, l^owland and Root.
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following

meter, plotted from the

fifty-'light
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20
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24
26
2S
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Revs.
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\

test:

2
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12
14
16
iS

for
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5
5

5
5
5
5

5

speed curve

for

twenty-five

a

light

meter and shows the remarkable constancy which the mettr
maintains througliout

its

entire range.

Mr. Duncan has also applied this principle to meters for
measuring and recording multiphase currents, and with particular success in the cases of two and three-phase currents, also as a wattmeter for measuring the total energy.
Fig. 8 shows a two-phase meter and Fig. 9 a threephase.

A
that

FIG.

I.
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He

spoke slowly and delil^eraLely and in a calm
His language was simple and free from long and in-

an orator.
voice.

The exposition

volved phrases.

was

of his subject

forcible;

he taught the students liow

and how

to

to think for

clear

and

practical

The

and and a well-built
figure. The portrait on the preceding page is a reproduction
of the famous painting by Knaus, executed in iSSr, and now
hanging in the Royal National Gallery of Berlin.

Wisconsin Electric Club.
of directors of

tlie

m

the club

coming season. The Wisconsin
Electric club, jointly with the Polytechnic and Milwaukee
Architects' societies, has taken a suite of rooms on the
second floor of the building now being erected by the Milwaukee Brewing association at No. 1S3 Third street "The
Studio." The rooms will be held exclusively for the use
for the

members

"German"

The lounging and

sitting

rooms

By

week

speed curve

No. of
Lamps.

for each club.

will take place

tober.

is

the only

a straight

line.

one upon the market whose

The

following table contains

.

Duncan meter:

Revs.

Initial

Mill.

Speed.
14

cent.

i

series or multiple arc

and

in

shows a complete meter.

very important feature of this meter

is

that

there are

no brushes or commutator to get out of order, or other conThe armature has no
tacts to become dirty and oxidized.
connection with the circuit.

electrical

The motion

of the armature or cylinder

sion set up against

The

action

A

is

is

due to the repul-

as a closed secondary, from the prim-

it

and A'.

explained more

fully

as follows:

When

the lamps are turned on the current flows through the coils

and A', and an alternating field is set up. This field is
from its natural direction, along the

distorted or diverted
axis of

^

and

W,

that

similar to

Per

in

by the diverted
shown in Fig. 3.

and assumes a form
Foucault currents are

i/,

generated in the armature and also in the closed secondary

Error.

on the

—6.6

is

diverter.

The

use of this secondary on the diverter

I

14

30

'5

3

45

15

4

60

15

primary or

5

flux as

by the dotted line, will develop Fancault currents in it,
which will have poles as shown in the diagram; that is, a
south pole on the outside circumference of the cylinder and

5

75

6

90
105

15
IS

8

120

5

9
10

135
150

15
I,

'P
So

15
15

12

this

upon at the first regular meeting, which
at the new location in the early part of Oc-

A

Fig.

2

7

will be

that will be acted

is

II

—

fans.

the results of a test on a twelve-light

will he

arrangement a large saving in the club's expenses
made, and it is possible that the dues for the year
commencing November ist may be reduced a question

field

coils

field

its

series with the lamps.

A

used by the three clubs jointly, the lecture room being reserved one night a

meter are the primary or

which are connected in series with
the secondary or armature C consisting of

{see Fig. 2),

meter

This

the restaurant will be provided lor by a chute from the
restaurant below.

thoroughly

armature and

All conveniences of

style.

a

ary or field coils

of the three societies named, and will be

furnished in the old

is

is

can be operated with single phase currents, by simply

lamp circuit,
an aluminum cylinder, a magnetic path diverter (/, made of
laminated iron, and carrying a closed secondary S, which
consists of several copper punchings, the aluminum fans,
the registering train, and the spindle which carries the

—

of the

A'

the

AVisconsin Electric club,

Milwaukee, announces an important change

room arrangements

primary, and

development of Prof. Elilm Tiiom-

efficient

essential parts of the

colls /i

Prof, von Helmholtz had a fine face

and

it

connecting

it^a"

son's classical experiments ontliat princii>le.

themselves

work.

The board

of a closed sec:ondary from

striking peculiarity 01 the multiphase current meter

I

13

4

19s

'5

210

15

225

•5
15

The speed on one

light

is

a few

rect.

Fig. 4

its

polarity.

Suppose we consider the instant when the polarity of the
field coils A and A' are as shown in Fig 3,
The
it

cuts through the cylinder obliquely,

as is

shown

^ of the primary coil.^, therebv setting
up a repulsion, due to their being of the same polarity.
Again, the north pole 71, which is shown on the inner cirfacing the south pole

cumference of the cylinder,
pole

per cent, slow, on some

as low as 2 per cent., but on all other loads the meter

to reverse

is

shows the speed curve plotted from the

cor-

fore-

s of the diverter

will

be attracted by the south

Therefore the rotation

is due to
by the two south poles on the outside
of the cylinder, and the attraction between the two unlike
The same condition exists on the other or
poles inside.

the repulsion set up

e/.
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right-hand side of ihe cylinder, only differing in the change

phragms over the holes where the wires entered, and extra
fill all crevices where it was thought
the
insects could enter, but in spite of these precautious it was
found after a month's time to have stopped from the same
cause.
Vibration is liable to fracture the jewel and weaken

equipment has been already sold. Five single-cylinder
&, Sims engines
three of 500 horse power each
and two of 250 liorse power wilh four 150 kilowatt bipolar

—
—

care was taken to

Arniington

torque

the jjermanent magnets; meters should not therefore be jilaced

Edison dynamos and the necessary belting have been purchased by the Cincinnati Edison Electric company. The
General Electric company has taken four 150 kilowatt dy-

an attraction between the induced poles on the
inner surface of the cylinder and the diverter.
If the a.xts of the diverter be placed along the axis of the

near elevator shafts, nor in places where they are liable 10 be

namos and two of 100

of polarity.

The

secondary, which

closet!

is

divided into two, each

half being placed u^wn the respective poles

of the diverter

of changing the original or induced

for the purpose

(/, is

maximum

polarity of the diverter, so as to obtain a
in effecting

coils

W

and .4', or

motion,

all

angles to

at right

eral pressure

on the

producing a

we move

but as soon as

shaft,

An

t;ntire electrical

out-

no

there will be

it,

the energy being expended in

kilowatts.

lat-

from

it

along a line which

either of these positions, the force acts

does not pass through the vertical axis, hence we have
motion, whose speed depends on tlie size of the angle

formed by the two axes.

Forty-five degrees

gives

tlie

greatest speed-

A^

Notes on Recording Meters.
By Eustace Oxlev.
There

nothing of greater importance to electric com-

is

panies doing business on a meter basis than

that

may do

meters record correctly; and that ihey

their

so, care

them under proper conditions.
with motor meters; and as my
experience has been largely with meters of that kind, and

must be

taken

Especially

to

install

case

this the

is

UU_

u

Thomson recording wattmeter, I will
To install the meter in a suitable
type.

particularly with the
refer only to that

location {that

is,

a clean, easily accessible place, free from

moisture, vibration and liability to mechanical injury)
the

The meter should be

importance.

first

within a day or two after having been installed, to

sure that

it is

are tight.

It

it

running properly, and that
is

advisable to have

can be readily got

at,

so as

of

make

connections

the meter placed where

to facilitate

Should the meter be installed

spection.

all

is

reading and inin a

damp

place,

when

is

not

likely

and
to

the

as

be

effect

is

unless

noticed,

gradual,

regular

in-

many weeks, in some cases
the company would be steadily

months, during which time
losing income.
will in

some

liable to

When

dirt

gets

into

the

iiieter,

as

places, unless extra precaution be taken,

it

it is

cause friction in the recording mechanism, and, by

not

installed, is frequen'Iy the cause of its

almost every case

will

When

advisability of frequent in-

tlie

mentioned are not complied

this

to

meter

run slow
is

— hence

company's

to the

ordinary care,

installed with

it

always prove an instrument whose accuracy and sensi-

for light

fit

Norton

The

new

large

station of the Chicago Edison

company

at

and the river, West Side, is now carrying
the entire down-town incandescent load of that company.
The big plant was put in operation on August ist and was
street

run in multiple with the old

August

19th,

when

Adams

the latter was

station

until

down, the

fires

sli'eet

shut

this stuck to

Maywood,

111.

This

100 kilowatt dynamos and two 30 kilowatt
machines, with 64 low-tension arc lamps, wiring for 694 incandescent lamps and

This plant

will supply current for

necessary switchboard apparatus.

all

will replace

one- that has

40 horse power

been long
in

motors

in

use and

as well as

h-ght.

A Telephone Nuisance

Chicago Edison Changes.
Harrison

and power has also been sold from

Bros., can manufacturers, of

consists of two

tiveness remain unchanGjed.

it

spection be made, until after

1-OR Al.TERiN'ATlNG CUKRE.NTS,

either before or

with, trouble will deve'op sooner or later, causing the meter

loss.

occur,

is

If the conditions

spections.

and accumulating on the permanent magnets, sometimes to such an extent as to choke
poles and the revolving
u]'> the space between the magnet
stopping the meter.
I have frequently
disk, thereby
this

the meter

recording correctly; hence

in

seen

Rough handling,

affected from this cause.

the commutator quickly becomes tarnished, rust attacking
parts of the recording gear

DUNCAN METEk

FIG. 3.

inspected,

Corrected.

"A business friend of mine has finally succeeded iu
ridding himself of agreat nuisance," said Ernest F. Edwards
of Boston to a St. Louis Globii-Democrat reporter.
"His
office happens to be on a floor in a building where there area
large number of tenants, but no other telephone besides his
.own.
The result is, he has for months been bored to death
by telephone deadbeats, many of whoni have used his telephone a great deal more than he has. The nuisance got so
bad at last that it was quite usual to have two visitors waiting
for each other at the 'phone.
He tried various devices for a
longtime, but finally took the company into his confidence
and got them to give him a new number, byt not to change
the plate on the 'phone. He specially notified "Central" on
no account to connect any one who called up the old number.
The scheme worked like a charm. For a day or two the
nuisance was increased by the importunities of patrons of
his telephone 'and their indignant protests when they failed
to secure connection.
It did not take long, however, for
them to realize that the telephone was of no further use to
them, and the way my friend echoed tlieir protestations
and lamentations was most amusing. He has the telephone
all to himself now, and is not troubled in any way."

American

Institute of

Electrical Engi-

neers.
June and July Traiisaclions of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers there appears a communication from Isaiah H. Farnham of Boston in reply to the disIn

tlie

cussion of ids paper before the Institute on the "Destructive
Effect of Electrical Currents

which was publishedin the

on Subterranean Metal Pipes,"

Western Electrician

of April
This contribution attracted considerable attention,
and was discussed very freely. Mr. Farnham's latest com-

2Sth.

munication

is

as follows:

have read with a great deal of interest the able discussion in Chicago which followed the reading of my recent
paper. The work of Professor Jackson andhis assistants is of
special service, as it ought to entirely dispose of the doubt
heretofore existing in many minds that currents produced
by small diflerences in potential are sufficient, and actually
do cause corrosion of metal buried in the earth. I hope
readers of this paper will not pass too lightly over this fact.
If we appreciate the danger as it exists, we shall be more
likely to apply a sufficient remedy, and we shall look for the
danger in important places which otherwise may escape deI

tection until too late to controvert serious loss.
The Chicalls attention to serious effects of electrolysis upon metal-lined underground tunnels.
may

cago discussion

How

be with anchorages to suspension bridges, and to the iron
of elevated, railway structures, especially those employed to carry in a measure the heavy currents of the railway?'
Referring to A. T. Welles' remarks, I did accidentally
confuse Cincinnati with Cleveland.
It was unfortunate, a^
Cincinnati, having a good example of the double trolley
system, might be expected to escape the trouble from elecThis expectation would undoubtedly be realized
trolysis.
but for the fact that there is also in the city a small electric
railway system employing llie single trolley.
I have but little criticism to offer upon the discussion.
I
it

feet
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on the armature and copper disk, put a load on the
meter, causing it to run slow. Care should therefore be talcen
to fill all spaces round the wires where they enter the meter.
This precaution is very necessary when the meter is situated

collecting

iu places

where

insects abound; in fact

it

would be better

if

I have
in such places a "tropical meter" were installed.
seen a fully loaded meter stopped by cockroaches collecting

on the disk and armature.
another substituted, which

This meter was removed and

drawn and

the

plant

definitely

The

put out of service.

Harrison street station is almost finished, but still lacks a
few details of equipment, which will be supplied within a

month. Its smoothness and economy of operation thus far
have been very satisfactory. On the dark afternoon of
September 6th the new plant carried 19,000 amperes without mishap of any kind, and the officers of the

prehend no

difficulty

with the heavy

fall

company

ap-

and winter load.
I

\va§ prgvide-l

with rubber

dia-

A

considerable proportion

of

the

old

Adams

street

ihcii"

The

ninst puwcrfiil an J

operauon.

miponant agents

in

nature are slow

m

.
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124
agree entirely with all thaL has been said, both in New
York and Chicago, as to the importance of large railway
Mind you, I do
returns and thorough bonding of rails.
not say "ample" railway returns, fur returns ample to prevent escape of current to the earth and adjacent pipes cannot practically be provided.
I am in hearty accord also with the able remarks of Mr.
Abbott and others ^^^th reference to the employment of the
"double trolley svstem," or in fact any system which maini\Iy
tains the entire circuit well insulated from the earth.
paper implies this, and to this end I have written several
articles in the early days of the railway ventures.
I do not agree that it is as well to connect pipes to the
rails within the danger zone or area as to employ a special
careful study of the
return wire for relieving them.
situation which may be met in large cities will make it clear
that not only must the pipes have good conductors back to
the dynamo, but that the potential of the earth about them
must in some cases be raised above the normal condition;
this can be accomplished in no way easier than by so proportioning the return system of the rails and the pipes as to
cause a small passage of current from rails to pipes through
the earth within the danger territory.
Nor do I agree with Mr. Armstrong, that the ground
may have to be filled with copper to accomplish the remedy
A careful perusal of the paper
if applied as I recommend.

ELECTRICIAN.

competition; and many places now enjoying the advantages
of an electricity supply would have remained without it.
are gratihed to find in Prof. Thompson an advocate
not only of alternating current working generally, but particularly polyphase methods; in fact, his clearly expressed
and favorable views entirely coincide with those we have so
Tlie polyphase sysoften expounded on the same subject.
tem is highly praised by those who know it best, and although it has not yet, in tb-'s cmnti-y, met with the same

We

September

15,

1894

There are, of course, fanatics on both sides^ of the disand transmission controversy men who have one
system, one plant, and in which alone they hold there are
any good features. They would put it down anywhere and
everywhere, regardless of circumstances.
Such illogical'
beings are, however, becoming scarcer, happily for the
prosperity of the electrical trades.
have not far to seek for cases where the alternating
system would have been- better than tlie continuous, and

—

tribution

We

A

and the New York discussion will make it unnecesary
why a comparatively small amount of
copper properly placed in the danger area will transfer the
damaging action from the pipes to the raih\ay system itself.
itself

to explain further

Transmission and Distribution of ElecEnergy.^

trical

We

have always held the opinion that the liostile attitude assumed by some engineers toward the introduction of
the alternating system some years ago was a most unfortunate thing both for those who supported the policy and
for the business of electrical engineering in general.
The introduction of a new method, system or appliance may temporarily injure the prospects of the older and
established practices, but invariably an increase in the total

amount of business done very speedily ensues. Every fresh
departure or real improvement hastens the growth of a newbusiness, and it would therefore seem imperative that
manufacturing engineers, should
especially
engineers,
heartily welcome and encourage anything new, or differing
essentially from present practices, if for no other reason
Unless the new
than that they tend to extend the trade.
proposals are of the fraudulent or " wild cat" order, they, at
had a notion that such views
any rate, do no harm.
had been very generally accepted, and that the day when
electrical engineers would publicly disparage a great line of
But, to our astonelectrical engineering progress was past.
ishment and regret, we find the old attitude struck by a
well-known engineer at the British Association meeting
able
discussion
upon Prot. Thompson's
the
on

We

paper,

"

The Advantages

It is fanatical

conduct

of

at this

the Alternating Current."
date on the part of any en-

method or system, and condemn all others, although it may be good pohcy to make a
of
business;
but damning every other
specialtv of one line
in the same trade can only result in disaster.
The onward and triumphant march of the alternating sys-

gineer to pin his faith to one

FIG.

9.
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through which the single-phase method successfully passed, it has been treated even more shabbily by
indifference, a sort of passive resistance even more deadly
Now, from the business point of view, it
than active war.
must be obviously bad policy again to sit upon anew system, the introduction of which would add to the number of
machines to be manufactured; for it is a system which would
meet cases not covered by any of the others, so that it would
be adopted in places where none of the others could, at
present, come in with so many advantages.
In other countries polyphase machinery has already become a catalogued part of every manufacturer's trade.
It has been said that in the early days the manufacturers
wanted capital more than engineers. Now they have got
both capital and engineers; they want trade. The only way

open

hostility

r\

n

r^

vice versa; these examples are valuable, for out of them has
come the experience to guide future practice in deciding
upon a scheme suitable for any case. On this point we
may sound a note of warning against the adoption of advice from any man who, in all cases, in season and out of
season, advocates one method.
In the present state of the
art of electrical transmission and distribution, no levelheaded, unbiased engineer would pin himself to the dogma
that one system is sufficient to meet every case.
In many instances now arising in connection with municipal plants, the district to be supplied is compact and narrow, no transmission to a distance being necessary; it is a
case only of distribution, and as high pressure distribution
has now been abandoned, all distribution mains are run
from sub-stations or central stations, instead of, as on the
obsolete high pressure distribution system, being taken from
-

each consumer's

Now

own

transformer.

m

this, with the central station
the
be fed, there is not much in favor of high pressure being used at all.
As we have to run low pressure
mains all over the district, there can be little advantage in
using high pressure, for the copper saved in the few short

in

cases

like

district to

transmission mains which would be put

in

would be

in-

significant.

U

*<-/

But, granted that in many cases now before municipal
bodies high pressure is not necessary on account of the
nature of the scheme and the now universal adoption of a
network of low pressure mains for distribution, that does
not settle the question whether the supply is to be continuous or alternating. Not by any means, for even on a low
pressure, three-wire system alternating currents would
in many cases show to vast advantage, not the least part
of it being the facility which at any time or place a high
pressure may be got, if wanted, within the district.
The battle of high pressure against low pressure has
recently assumed a new phase, to which we wish to attract
attention by the question as to how much is saved in an
ordinary city or town plant by using high pressure for the
few feeders and a mass of low pressure distributors in a
limited compact district?
The whole saving effected by
high pressure is now reduced to that of the copper; not in all
the mains, but only on feeders.
To how much does that
know it in some cases to be very small, so
amount?
this view of the question is well worth discussion.
Only in great schemes of transmission to a distance, such
as the Deptford system, is the adoption of high pressure a
self-evident sa\nng.
To settle the point, high versus low
pressure, we consider only the amount and distance of the
transmission of the power or energy.

We

-^nv
^v

tf.a

To

decide upon the other and more important question as
to adopt is a more complicated matter, but

to the current

one which

much

FIG.
tern, despite the hostile position

S.
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assumed by those who ought

to have been its best friends, has compelled every manufacturing firm to produce machinery for both continuous
and alternating current electric lighting plants. Thus anyone may plainly see that had it not been for the increase of
trade, due to the introduction of the newer system, every firm
would be engaged in buikling similar plants, with nothing
to recommend the one over the other, but resulting in fierce
1.

From

the

London

lilc<:trkal Keviciv

to secure this is to adopt new departures.
Even such an
unpromising field as that opened in electrical heating and
cooking has proved .a success, in so far as adding new
manufactures to the electrical engineer's business. What
would be said of the engineer, unless he pinned his faith to
gas, who publicly came forward and denounced it as wasteful, costly, uneconomical, unnecessary, and so on?
It is
very easy to set up a case like this and demolish it utterly.
Yet the fact remains that electrical heating is gradually
and surely forging ahead.

is

becoming clearer every day and which will be
by such discourses as that of Prof. S. P.

simplified

Thompson. The discovery of the wonderfully simple
method of regulating the supply pressure on alternating
mains by a synchronizing over-excited motor is one destined
to still further recommend that system.
The more we consider the various advantages and drawbacks of the different plans, the more apparent it becomes
that many plants are established without serious reflection;
one place merely follows the lead of another or falls into the
hands of the same one-system class of engineers.
The objection raised against the alternating system on the
score that storage batteries cannot be used has no real
foundation in fact, for if storage batteries were of such
im]5ortance as to make their use a necessity, and if their
emj>loyment would improve the economy, there are several

—
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simple and well-known methods whereby ihey can be used
wiih alternating systems, both single-phase and multiphase.
What amount of ser\"ice is rendered by storage batteries
used in continuous current stations is an unknown quantity.
know, from Mr. Crompton's tables, that they figure
largely on the expenditure side of the accents; but just
what they do in return is apparently not so readi\y found
Storage i^ very desirable on any s)-steiii, so that if
out.
battenes as at present made can be snown to be doing work
profitably, the makers and users would both gain by clearing up the doubts so often expressed regarding their value.

We

Proposed Extension of Telephone Lines.
The

Boston Traveller

financial writer of the

authority

is

for the following:

of

The Erie Telephone company just now has a vastamount
new construction on hand. It is extending its long-dis-

1

•3

5
^
'

r

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
L

1

a£i/^
FIG. 4.
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putting its wires unCharles J. Glidden,
treasurer of the Erie Telephone company, was seen at his
office in Lowell yesterday by the writer, to whom he said;
"We are now extending our long-distance, metallic circuit
lines from Little Rock to Fort Smith in Arkansas, and,
when this line has been completed, all the stations in that
In Texas we are putting
state will have beenconnected.
tance lines in

derground

—

all

in all

directions,
the large

besides

cities.

lioned and unquestionable success in mines both east and
west, and the fact that the ground has been broken in this
particular would warrant the belief that the day is rapidly
approaching when it will be the sole and only luminant in
the recesses of a mine.
It is not» however, only in this direction that electricity
has manifested its peculiar advantages
its
association
with coal mining.
Its most
prominent connection has been with mining machinery.
There are a number of devices in constant and ever increasing use, and their
record has been of a nature which has opened for them
a wide domain of trade. While we shrink from characterising in a general sense a man as being a human machine, we
can designate him as such in a polemical sense for purposes
of contrasting him with the mining machine.
The electric
coal cutter cannot strike, is more to be depended upon than
its human antithesis; and in these days when we have to
recognize the pecariousness of labor a factor of this kind is
a most important adjimct in thesuccessfid conduct and management of a business or an industry. One might expatiate
to a considerable degree as to the specific virtues and advantages of this mining machine.
Without doubt, after the
preliminary expense has been incurred, it proves in practically every instance to have been a jjrohtable investment.
Coal can be saved, can be mined cleaner, and can be transported to greater distances with less loss from friability,
than that which is mined by hand.
Hence it is that if two
coals of the same name and of the same grade are mined in
the same district and one is mined by hand and the other
by machine, the latter invariably looks the cleaner and the
better, and is calculated to be the more popular with the
consumer.
When competition as a law of trade is so keen
as it is at present, every little point which can be made
plays an important part in the successful headway of a
specific coal.
Perhaps there is no trade or industry in
which so many interests conflict and clash as there is in the
coal trade. All the great distributing centers of the country,

m

and especially New York and Chicago, seem to be in many
senses a kind of dumping ground for innumerable coals.
Under such conditions as these the producer who has the
most advantages in the mining of his product is the one
who has the best of chances for its profitable disposition.
Hence it is that electricity as a power in mines is being
more and more appreciated and ever increasing its sphere
of utility.
Enterprising producers have recognized that it
has been, as it were, a special dispensation to those who
are quick to grasp a conception of its advantages.
One might continue to elaborate upon the many ways
in which electricity might be utilized in every avenue

---------

'

2
z
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over 5,000 will be underground."
Mr. Glidden said that his company had not been troubled
with competition on account of the expiration of the original
patents.
The Erie company rents to its subscribers the
telephone for $1 per year for private lines, and the only
competition so far has been the erection of a few private
He did not
lines, which in reality do not compete at all.
think that there would develop any serious competition in
the telephone field because of the amount of cash required
to establish a plant which would be of sufficient magnitude
to satisfy the public

demand.

Electricity in Coal Mining.
may be called the secondary results of the

Advantages of
One

of what

recent strikes, says Black Diamond, the journalistic representative of the coal trade in Chicago, has been the attraction of more attention to the important subject of the adapthe
tation of the use of electricity as a motive power
mhiing and handling of coal. This country, ever in the
professional
enterprise,
forefront of inventive genius and
methods of improvement in tbe
always seeking new
economy of industry and of trade, was the first to appreciate
the super-abundant opportunities which were allied with
electrical science, not only in saving time and labor but also
This early
in saving money in the expenses of business.
demonstrated itself as soon as some .conception was obtained
as to the means for utilizing electric force. It was discovered
that there was a certainty, a regularity and a perfection of
So far as
control in this agent that belonged not to steam.
coal mining is concerned there can be no question, and it is
readily recognized by practical men that with-the necessary
safeguards it is the safest possible element to depend upon
Coal mining is different from any other class of
for power.

m

mining, embracing dangers which are common to itself
dangers of a character that are calculated at any time not
only to jeopardize but to entail the destruction of both life
and property. Despite all precautions which may be taken
to obtain the safety and security of a mine, there may Ije
of gases which some unat any moment an accumulation
It is not
toward incident may eventuate in an explosion.
we have a deal of
lamp
that
of
a
breaking
the
in
only
trouble, but in the fact that the majority of miners are inveterately allied to habits which induce them, for the gratification of a momentary pleasure, to risk their own and
There is a poss.biliiy in the application of
others' lives.
and
electric lighting to mines to avoid in a great measure
to reduce, as it were, to an infinitesimal degree, dangers

which may arise from this particular source. Electric lighting by incandescent lamps has been introduced with unques-
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DUNCAN METER FOR ALTERNATING CURRENTS.

and department of coal mining and coal handling; but the
main point uhich it is wished to demonstrate is that it is
time saving, labor saving, money saving, and an invaluable
aid to those who are engaged in the industry of coal minTheveiy fact of itself that it can at once increase
ing.

it

is

that

we

feel

—

confident

the

day

is

rapidly

At the meeting of the Society of Arts, in the discussion
following a paper by E. O. Walker, on "Telegraphic Communication with India," one speaker said. '•! don't know
much about submarine cables, but I should think land lines
were better" (!) and in this several others who took part in
the discussion appeared to agree possibly on the same
grounds. In this instance, the question was whether a land
line through a thickly wooded desert country, or a submarine cable in shallow water and on an even, soft, bottom was
the best adapted as a means of communication.

—

Notwithstanding the difference in initial cost betv.'een a
land line and a cable, we were not, on the occasion referred
to, able to agree with these gentlemen in their preference
for an rerial line.
In cases, however, where inductive telegraphy is found to
be practicable, the matter stands on a different footing entirely, and there is no doubt that the experimental investigations 0I C. A. Stevenson, F. R. S. E., on "Signahng
Through Space," referred to in our last issue, and previously
the Electrical
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FIG. 6.

reef of some sort; if, moreover, a strong current prevails,
as is not uncommonly the case, the cable is liable to get
shifted and twisted up with the lightship moorings.

The Telegraph Construction & Maintenance company
has made a special study of this subject, but notwithstanding several ingenious devices of F. R. Lucas, Commander F. Bedwell, R. N., and others, the objectionsnamed have not so far, we believe, been entirely overcomeIt will be observed, therefore, that one obvious solutioiT
of the problem will be— if it be possible, as demonstrated
by the aforesaid experiments to carry on these electrical
signals between lightships and the mainland without any
cable whatever running between the signalling points.

can be successfully performed in practice is, of
course, the only point in question.
At present this distance
seems to be of a somewhat limited nature, though in the
recent experiments carried out for him by J. Gavey and H.
K. Kempe, Mr. Preece appears to have successfully effected
communication at far greater distances than had been previously attained.
The results of these experiments were
made public at a recent meeting of the Society of Arts and
rendered palatable to the audience by Mr. Preece in a manner in which he alone knows how.
Perhaps On a future occasion Mr. Preece will be able to
actually furnish us with some law giving the maximum distance at which telegraphy or telephony of this descriptior*
is practicable, and what relation this distance must bear tothe length of wires ashore, whether parallel to each other
or otherwise.. Possibly, some day, when lurther light is-

Review. London.
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and Telegraphic
Communication Between Lightships and the Shore.'

From

it

mit

ap-

Inductive Telegraphy

.

^

it

proaching when electricity in relation to coal mining as a
motive power will be the chief and prominent factor.

I

where

unfavorable to a cable indeed, the very reason why telegraphic communication is required at all is due to the somewhat frequent occurrence of wrecks in the immediate vicinity, the lightship itself being usually placed to mark a

the productive capacity of a mine, enabling a far greater
amount of coal to be got out of the shaft inside of 24
hours than would be possible under any other circumstances,
thus decreasing the average expense of investment and of
office and other charges, is an illustration in this direction.
Manufacturers of devices to which application of electricity is possible have before them a wide and fruitful field
for business expansion if they make the effort to obtain it.

Thus

the shore,

maintaining electro-tele-

in

raphy

z

/

>

lightships and

experienced

another) is so unfavorable, or the danger of abrasion from
anchors or moorings so great, that the life of a submarine
cable across it would be of too problematic a character.
The distances between which signaling by inductive teleg-

Z

iit

between
is

communication by means of submarine cables, owing
to the cable getting chafed against the moorings of the
lightship, and owing to the bottom in such regions being so
grajjhic

rivers,

z

!^.,

communication
great difficulty

The same practical field for these investigations appears'
to apply in the case of electrical communication across
and such like, in which the bottom (for one reason or

z

,

^

popularly described as "telegraphy without wires") are
likely to be turned to the best account in practice in the immediate future is presumably in connection with telegraphic

—

2

line similar to the Arkansas line, from Sherman to
Paris; another from Dallas to Waco and Austin, and from
Austin to Houston. From Paris, north, we are buildinga
line to Galveston, a distance of from 600 to 700 miles, the
With the completion of
longest single line in our field.
these Texas lines all the stations in that state will be connected by telephone. In the Northwest we contemplate
All our
the building of a line from St. Cloud to Fargo.
wires in Minneapolis and St. Paul are underground, and
the work of burying the wirer; at Cleveland is going on
rapidly.
At Cleveland, also, we are erecting a new large
At the preF;ent time we have
central exchange building.
1,500 miles of line under censtruclion, having completed
Our total mileage, when what is
this year some 500 miles.
now under way is completed, will be 7,000 miles, of which

up a

of W. H. IVeece, F. R. S. (following on others of Wiiloughby Smith and W. P. Granville, besides those undertaken by W. F. Melhuish across Indian rivers), have a most
imjiortant practical bearing on commercial telegraphy.
The direction in which these experiments (sometimes
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brought to bear on the subject, we may be able to signal in
this way for many hundreds of mile-; across the ocean witliout any submarine cable between the signaling points, but,
for the present, the cable-constructingcompanies, as well as
telegraph engineers and electricians, may be thankful that
has not yet arrived
connection we would venture to ask Mr. Preece
in the same paths of investigation to
try to miearth some other title for any future experiments
of the sort, if only on behalf of shareholders of cable manufacturing companies who are liable to be alarmed at the near'
prospects of "telegraphy without wires." In point of fact^
as put by Charles Bright at the meeting referred to
it is,.
in reality, a case of the wires being laid more or less parallel
to one another, and being of a length more or less corresponding to the distance between the points of signaling instead of from signaling point to signaling point:
At any rate, it looks as though material lengths of cable
At the same meeting"
or wire will still be required
this time

In

1

this

and others treading

—

!

Alexander Siemens mentioned what seems to be a sufficiently
good reason for explaining the phenomena as due to electromagnetic induction rather than to conduction, thereby upholding Mr. Preece's explanation of the same by the ether
theory rather than Mr. Granville's.

—

—
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telephone situation in England

"
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some measure, by the idea that electrical investi-
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Lodge, the British physicist, is in danger of riinning full
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CURIOL'S item appeared in the daily papers of Chicago

tapper.

book

the

naturally excite

will

rather cool, to say the least, to claim him as " British" at

is

this' late

last

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

This

Benjamin Franklin
was, of course, a native of Massachusetts and a devoted
American patriot as well as a distinguished philosopher. It
Franklin

the regular service.

A

become a

^ 4

i

at all appropriate to

on which

lectures

the question on this side of the Atlantic,

On

points of interest.

different

of

'Modern Views' was based."

more than one occasion the company have found it impossible to supply the number of cars ordeied without crippling

Temple Court, New York.

534

to

were

larger, questions than

expository course

the

last

15,

one evening recently forty cars

says:

"When

I said

I

that the

four great

names

in

ought to have interpolated the adjec-

word 'names'

in order to

avoid enterinij

wretched.

any

taining

rate, but
if

taken

it

in

is

it

doubtful

if it

could be made self-sus-

hand by the government.
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Influence of Arc Light Carbons on the

proved to be of anv use wliatever. \\ e are trying new fenders every day, and hope to get the tight one sooner or later.
The one we have ni use on the cars at present was recom-

Candle Power.
Bv W. M. Stink.
Electrical Rtx-iav, commenting

The London

on the
meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers concerning the ac"It has long been
tual candle power of arc lamp-;, says:
siittements

known

made

at the Philadelphia

that the quantity of light from an arc materially de-

mended by the State Railroad Commission.'"
During the year ending June 30th it is reported
were twenty-there persons

We have

been informed, howtver, by an arc

su;>erintendent of

^^-ide

experience that

is

it

light station

not unusual to

carbons that will show a difference of 50 per
the amount of light produced. As this is a matter of

Of

those

much importance to superintendents of arc stations and users
of arc lights, we trust that one of our college laboratories
will take

advantage of the excellent opportunity it offers
and experiment." There is, in fact, too

f.r investigation

reliable data obtainable on this subject, and this

little

is

more singular since it is a matter of such moment.
The same percentage of variation in incandescent lamps
would cause much dissatisfaction among consumers.
the

all

The comment

just

port of a careful

test

quoted has caused me to refer to a

re-

Armour

In-

made

in the laboratory of

is

the

make

maxiLnum torpedo range, and

great progress

inside of this be-

guns could be trained upon her; so it it still considered
questionable by naval cfficers whether the searchlight is
fore

much

of a safeguard against an attack from torpedo boats.

Pennsylvania Street Railway Association.
The annual meeting

of the Pennsylvania Street Railway
was held September 5th and 6th at Reading.
The attendance was large and the delegates and guests were

two were passengers and three employes.

Queen &
The committee

Co.'s Affairs.

Co., Philadelphia, has issued a circular

nounces that

it

will

be several weeks

statement of the company's

Queen &

of

creditors

representing the

which

in

before

an-

it

complete

a

The

can be presented.

affairs

ct.'me across

cent, in

hundred yards

association

a difference as here mentioned.

as great

that there

• Eight

a speedy craft would

and thirty-niae injured on

killed

the various Brooklyn City Railroad trolley lines.
killed

pends upon the quality of the carbon used, though we are
not aware that any comparative experiments liave ever

shown anywhere

127

well cared

for.

The meeting was

called to order, by the vice-president,
Robert E. Wright, of the Allentown & Bethlehem Rapid
Transit company, who made a feeling allusion in his annual

address to H. R. Rhoads, the president,

circular says:

proper to state that the business embraces nine departments, some of which include as many as twelve
thousand different articles, and it would be out of the question to properly value all this stock without an examination
of the items composing it by competent experts.
Under the assignment which was made, the assignee has
been proceeding to sell from day to day for cash. This
course has been approved by your committee, and they
think it Should be continued until a final determination can
be arrived at as to what course is to be pursued.
On the 30th ult. the court appointed as appraisers of the
Flaig,
estate Joseph C. Ferguson, Jr., and Charles H.
both of whom are in similar business. It will be their duty
It is

COMPARATIVE CANDLE POWER OF ARC CARBONS.

the last year.
the Cit'zens'

who

died within

Papers were read by Lincoln Nissley,

of
Passenger Railway company of Harrisburg,

on "Street Railway Motors," and by L. H. Mclntire, of

company of Philadelphia, on "Power
was voted to receive supply men as honorary

the People's Traction
Stations."

It

*

members,

The

named officers were elected for the ensuing
year: President, John A. Rigg, Reading; first vice-president,
Robert E. Wright, Allentown; second vice-prtsident, G.A.
following

Greenwood, Pittsburg; secretary, S. P. Light, Lebanon;
treasurer, W. H. Lanius, York; executive committee, Chris.
L. Magee, Pittsburg; B. F. Myers, Harrisburg, anc J. J,
Patterson, Lancaster,

~z
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stitute during the last year

of a
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45-9
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9. Si
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^

ti-

out of the same

as were also carbons F, and

lot,

31

¥,-,

uniform,

jiracticaliy

both taken from the same

Wiien the ditVerent brands were compared a variation
and 13^, was
iS;^ to 36^, with a watt variation of

jot.

of from

'^^J,

Assuming

found.

that the variation in candle

power with

vary-

ing wattsis about proportional, the greatest variation between
different brands

not

is

far

from

Were

30,'^.

not for the

it

fact that the great brightness of the arc renders the

eye a poor

photometer, such a marked variation as 30^ would be ruin-

As

ous.

the makers

it is,

inclined to believe, pay too

of arc light carbons,
little

we

are

attention to their photo-

There

probably no one thing connected with electric

is

unsatisfactory as

lighting so

market

is

Perhaps the cause

they are burned.
that
If

it

for this lies in the fact

of the voltaic arc

the physics

is

so

little

understood.

was simply carried from the positive carbon

it

during

its

mechanically, and rendered incandescent

passage, the

makers would have a definite aim
and methods of manufacture.

in

^hcir selection of materials

Indictment of Brooklyn Street Railway
Officers
The

Demanded.

sensational verdict returned by a

coronor's jury at

Brooklyn last week denouncing the officers of the street
railway company, and charging them with responsibility for
the death of a lad named John Walker, was the principal
tO|>ic
is

til

this

of conversation in

street railway circles.

The verdict

as follows:

We find that John Walker came to his death from shock
and injuries due to being crushed under and by trolley car
No. 344, Fifth avenue division Atlantic Avenue railroad,
on P'iftii avenue, at Twelfth stieet, on August 30, 1S94.
We exonerate

the

motorman and conductor from

all

blame,

but strongly censure the Atlantic Avenue Kailioad company
for gross carelessness in running their cars without the
We recommend the inproper protection for human life.
dictment of the officers of the Atlantic Avenue Railroad
company for the loss of the \\^q, of the said John Walker,
and we appeal to Mayor Charles A. Schieren to see that no
car be allowed to run in this city after November i, 1894,
without having proper life preservers attached to it.

Mayor .Schieren, when
ner's jury, said he

guard be used on

promised to

An

officer

call

notified of the

had no power
trolley cars.

to

The

action of the coro-

specify
district

The

safe fender has yet been invented.

it

27
la
21

13

30

current

is

generated by a multipolar General Electric gener-

ator of 375 kilowatts capacity, coupled directly to a

^'^

600 horse power

made an estimate of the value of the
The committee was informed
the assignee that this was done for the

go on with the minute examination of all the items o(
the estate.
This will probably require three weeks. Wlien
this is completed it is understood that the assignee will file a

supplementary inventory and appraisement
facts as they
this is

may

showing

done the committee

will

the

When

then be iound by the appraisers.

be better able to advise the

which

it

may deem

best

be

to

pursued.

and Torpedoes.

Electric Searchlights

A

dispatch from Newport, dated September 7th, says that

the torpedo boat

Gushing

left

her dock at the torpedo station

the previous evening for practice

were three objects

The

in

first

in

searchlight work. There

view when the boat

was

seamen gunners
on rapidly
was desired to determine at what
distinguish the Cushing in her

at the station practice in keeping the

moving

objects; second,

distance

was possible

it

present color with the
the boat in

its

it

to

=;eaL'ch light

searchlight

in its present position

and

direct rays.

The torpedo boat steamed up under
ran into the

the torpedo

left

to give the class of

full

and then
was pointed directly

the shore

rays of the light, which

out through the channel to sea. At a distance of a thousand
yards

it

was

light

enough

to read

on board the Gushing, but

she was not discernible from shore by those

who had

kept

upon her from the time they were within hailing
distance.
When she disappeared from view rockets were
discharged from the station as a signal for those on board
their eyes

the Cushing to

The

make

third object

plottings of their position.

was

to

determine

at

what distance with-

out the aid of the light, the torpedo boat could be located

by the noise of her engines, swash of water from her propellers, or other necessary conditions in the

running of the

There was not a ripple on the waters of the bay, but
the bright moonlight was somewhat against the boat.
In

ship.

this

test

vicinity of
it

the

observers

Rose Island.

first

discerned a few sparks

Then more sparks were

did not take long to determine that

Cushing's funnels.

they were

in

the

seen, and

from the

Soon the swa-h of water was heard but

was several seconds before, with the aid of the searchwhose rays were at once turned in the direction where
the sparks were seen, the boat herself could be sighted. Plottings were again taken upon signal, and it was found that
she was about 800 yards away when first sighted by the electric searchlight.

Lake Erie

and a 300 kilowatt multipolar generator, made by the General Electric company, belted
to an

Wood

vertical engine,

M. A. Green engine. The lighting plant consists of
and Thomson-Houstmi arc and Edison incandescent

dynamos, power

for which is furnished by six Ide engines
and one 1,000 horse power Ham'lton-Corliss. The party
visited the Mineral Springs Park, where a band concert

and other entertainment was enjoyed.
On the following day the visitors enjoyed a number of
excursions arranged by their Reading hosts.

Temporary

Insanity
tric

will

light,

"There are over 2,000 pat-

5
5
7

purpose of complying with the statute requiring the assignee
to file an inventory and appraisement within thirty days of
the assignment, but it is also understood that the appraisers

it

ents on trolley car fenders," he said, "but not a single one has

1

3

3

at ^^104, 000.

by the counsel of

what type of

the attention of the grand jury to the verdict.

=

assignee has

stock, placing

attorney has

of the Atlantic Avenue company says that no

l?

special car provided

done.

is

station.

to the negative

by the Neversink Mountain Railroad
company and visited the power station of the Reading
Traction company on Seventh street. The visitors were
shown about the plant by J, L, Boyer, superintendent of
the Metropolitan Electric company, and John A. Rigg,
president of the Reading Traction company.
The railway

>

S

to ]")roceed with the inventory and ajipraisement of the
goods as rapidly as possible, and your committee has urged
upon the assignee the necessity of getting this accomplished
with the utmost dispatch.
Your committee cannot make a
report upon the matters with which they were charged un-

were clearly proven that the carbon was actually vola-

tilized, or that

In the evening the delegates and visitors took a trip in a

J

'5

95
95
93
87
80

79
64
70

ICmD

'

generally supplied, and the improvement in them

has by no means kept pace with that in the lamps in which

- ^-'

71
S2
93

which the

the carbons with

./

Ii|l

97
97

creditors as to the course

metric value under the conditions of practical

*"

]CO

99
97

=93

All the tests in the

were

'U

3.^5

were made with the same lamp,
under the same conditions and similar photometric measurements. The carbons were all 7-16 inch.
These tests show that the carbon Aj, Ao, A-j, both upper and
solid,

^S

= -

>

~

>

i

37a
?59

table herewith presented

lower

^

a ^

.^72

on the comparative candle power

of brands of arc carbons.

Bcji

"0

454
442
4.6

445
414 9
42 .6

9 52
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The
troit

Caused by an Elec-

Shock.

following interesting account of an accident

on Monday

is

at

De-

taken from the Chicago Herald:

Frederick J. French, an electric light trimmer, received
shock and became a raving maniac this morning while
at work at the top of the slender iron tower in front of
the city hall building.
The tower is 175 feet high and
provided with an elevator.
After reaching the platform to
change the carbons, French stretched out his hand and
touched one of the lamps. Then he fell back in a sitting
position, with one hand extended and resting on a piece
of the framework.
A minute later the man's arm dropped
helplessl)' by his side and his hat fell off, then he collapsed
and lay sprawled out on the platform, with one bg hangA few curious people had noticed his
ing over the edge,
a

and in a short time the Campus
up with spectators. Somebody notiDetroit Electric Light &: Power company, and several employes hurried to the spot.
The first
man who arrived was A. D. McClellau. As the elevator
was at the top of the tower McCIellan had to climb up
on the iron projections or footholds used for that purHe was closely followed by another employe.
pose.
It was a long, weary climb before McCIellan reached
the platform, where French lay flat on his back, frothing
at the mouth and gibbering meaningless words.
When
McCIellan tried to raise him he made several attempts to
Luckily McCIellan had on a pair of thick
bite his hands.
rubber gloves. After a long struggle the two rescuers
managed to load French into the elevator, tying his wrists
to the iVamework so that he would be unable to jump out.
McCIellan then remained on the platform while the other
man got into the elevator and began lowering away.
Several men stood, in the framework near the bottom of
the tower helping to steady the elevator.
By this time
the campus was literally packed with spectators, there
having been no such crowd since the Prince Michael
riots, two years ago.
Street cars and wagons were blocked
on all the thoroughfares that crossed at this point. Probably 10,000 persons stood in the mud and drizzling rain and
watched the rescue. Several policemen cleared a small space
under the tower and kept the crowd back for fear something

peculiar

movements,

Martins began to

fill

fied the office of the

might

fall.

The elevator at last got to the bottom, and half a dozen
men tied a rope around French's liody, lifted him out of the
elevator and slid him down a ladder the rest of the way to
French was still crazy. His hair stood up
the ground,
straight, his face was distorted by a ghastly grin, and he
muttering
incoherently to himself.
kept
On reaching the
ground he was turned over to the ambulance surgeons and
taken to Harper Hospital,
The hospital physicians reported this noon that PVench
would be all right in a day or two. He was doing well and
had recovered his wits. The only marks showing where he

was shocked were two small burns, one on the hand and one
on the

leg.
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Metropolitan Specialties.
Two simple devices designed to facilitate the work
men

aiid

placed on the market by the

company of Chicago

tric

aulotron

is

all

previous appliance> of

durable and easily handled.
to the

The

wireman's

a

a

is

a deand is

useful addition

joists

or

arrester,

they

circuits

the ideas

of

boring

comparatively simple task, for there would then be no ten-

use

dency toward arcing of the generator current at the discharge
Experience teaches, however, that electric circuits
gap.

adjusted his machine to

at the right

and that high insulation

*'don"t stay put,"

rather

is

the

ex-

The

and ground terminals and

line

the porcelain backs are

flat

similar

strip in the

the arrester ihus assembled,

is

the only one

may

fuse

ception than the rule on

many

of them, which

-

short-circuit the generator current at

this trouble;

mechanical and magnetic contrivances have been resorted

to

with varying success; but, whenever the discharge gap of any
arrester that is connected to one side of an electric circuit

having a 'ground" on the other pole,
*

static discharge, the

discharge points

operated upon by a

is

always more

are

lessinjured by the consequent arcing of the generator
It

rent.

class, as at

cur-

when used on

circuits of

this

each successive discharge the -points are appre-

ciably affected, and rendered less sensitive to the

This

the next discharge.

is

passage of

particularly true of arresters

single trolley railway circuits,
is

or

must, therefore, follow that one pair of discharge

points will not remain intact

where one side of the

on

circuit

always grounded; and not infrequently the arrester

is

en-

In view of the

difficulty

charge.

attending the preservation of the

discharge points of bny arrester with a small air gap

(and

be completely vapor-

fuse will

the next

fall to

will

fuse, bringing

it

automatically, ready to receive a second dis-

If a

low potential

circuit is thus pro-

metallic

one fuse may take care of several discharges, providing tlie circuit is perfectly free from groimds.
If an
accidental ground exists at the time of the discharge, the
tected,

action will be the same as in the case of the railway circuit

with

ground return.

the

should

exist

Or,

such time,

at

if

ground

only a partial

the destruction of

the

fuse

might not be complete; but the relative conductivity of tl e
cDntact between the carbon ball and the small brass vviieas

compared with the

rest of the

fuse,

is

inferior in the

so

former that the end of the wire supporting the ball

always the
to

first to

disappear, and

is

sure

is

allow the ba

to

1

drop and reset the arrester, even though the fuse should

The

be only partially destroyed.
adapted

rester are

destroyed by arcing.

tirely

permit the carbon ball to
into circuit

mental to the discharge gaps of the arresters.
Wider discharge gaps .have been used to avert

and ground

trolley railway circuits, the

by the current following the discharge, which

ized

very d^tri

is

operated upon by a lightning

single

and the

the discharge points

MULTIPLE FUSE ARRESTERS.

With

3.

or

If the line has a high potential

static discharge will

I.

Fig.

be seen that only the top

may not be destroyed, depending upon the severity of the discharge and the condidischarge!

tion of the line.

FIG.

will

it

that can be

The

contact springs in

flat

well illustrated in

return, such as used on

METROPOUTAX

A

the porcelain.

in

the left channel to connect the

is in

fuse has connection with the line terminal, and consequently

for

The workman, having

spring provided for that purpose

flat

cover to the ground terminal.

the

of

spring

1894

arc which may follow a lightning discharge across the air
gap between the discharge points. If all circuits were purely
metallic, and the insulation to ground could be maintained
well into the megohms, lightning protection wouKl be a

intended

is

in the channel

de-

their

means of preventing or rupturing the

15.

with the line

connection

metallic

receive

will

terminal through the

are in-

girders without

boring machine

overhead

ladder.

form

It

kind

the

do the

to protect, or according to

signers as to the best

outfit.

link-belt

holes in

It will

tended

The

illustrated.

intended to insert wire in wood.

parture from

Multiple Fuse Arresters.
I,igliining arresters differ, as

of wire-

Metropolitan Elec-

herewith

are

September

up

to all currents

having metallic or ground return

standard types of
to i,cod volts,

circuits,

ai-

whether

but for higher

potentials fuses with a slightly wider gap should be used.

SPECIALTIES.- -LIXK-BELT BORING

MACHINE.
the height

of

the

ceiling

by the adjustable

extension

bottom, stands in an easy position on the floor and
placing his machine in position grasps it with his left hand,
and presses the bit against the j;ist. With theright hand he
at the

grasps the nearest chain and draws

it

down.

This imparts a

movements of the
then, by grasping the

rapid motio.n to the bit, and a very few

hand bores

the hole through the joist;

other chain, the bit

The

outfit

is

light

is

and

The speed

another.

is

easily

moved from one

of this machine

is

Electricity

on

field coils),

an idea presented

sensitive discharge points,
joist.

made more

and

armatures

as

L ri i

wound

War Ships.

There seems to be a general tendency to substitute
on board of war ships in tlie place of steam
power wherever practicable, and so general has been the
adoption that there are but few auxiliary engines worked by
It is now proposed to
steam, says a Washington dispatch.
introduce electric power for moving the great turrets in
which the heaviest guns are installed, and last week an experiment was made with the new system on board the old
Montauk at Philadelphia, which proved so successful that
the chief of ordnance will apply the motor to the turrets of
all the new vessels which are not too far toward completion

To

determine the value of the electric gear, the
Montauk was so arranged that the conditions
would approximate to those under which modern eight-inch
turrets would have to be operated, and the machinery used in

for

of two

consists

pieces of

The

No. 26 brass

fuse.

wire, each

an armature.

abundant surface
-

which

amounts

secure these wires in the above position

tube

hermetically sealed over

is

is

to little

glass

of the fuse to

keep the dischargers clean and dry until used. The extreme
sensitiveness of this part of the apparatus

by

its

being called upon to act but once.

circu't, so as to divert

the lightning

pose, the

Ajax arrester

is

from it into the
For this pur-

furnished with coils of various

capacities to suit the carrying capacity of almost any circuit

upon which

it

may be

placed.

For

necessarily of large dimensions and

station use, the coil is
is

usually placed at the

by 4J^ inches by

and a small

this part

main

more than

offers

Small pellets of a highly insulating wax

.002 of an inch.

its

iormed by

Th!s one-inch lap of the wires

for the discharge gap,

the two thicknesses of silk and

and

back of the switchboard. The arrester may be placed on
the front of the board and* the connecting wires led through
to it, or it may be put in any other place convenient for inspection. The dimensions of the arrester alone are 7 inches

about three inches long, having a single silk insulation and
laid side by side for about one inch, as are consecutive
coils in

and imground connection, another

far as possible, the resistance

in the arrester

lightning arrester, and thence to the ground.

of the latter

is

fibrone cover containing eleven fuse dischargers.
I,

pedance

ratus will be accomplished by inserting a choke coil in the

dis-

type and consists chiefly of a porcelain arrester box, \vith a

Fig.

LSE ARRESTERS.

importarlt step, toward the protection of the electrical appa-

herewith,

arrester, illustrated

1

Having reduced, as

that a succession of very

efficient

The Ajax

i:

each discharge, might be

itself,

one

and reliable for a given number of
charges than any one pair of points could be.

electricity

to prevent it.
turret of the

ML

3.

finely

to

remarkable, as six

holes per minute can be bored through a two-inch

of measuring instruments, as well

coils
joist

AND

FIGS. 2
arresters must have small gaps to protect the

turnsd backward, and conies out easily.

made possible
The soft rubber

is

The

2^

inches.

regular type of arrester used for protecting stationary

motors or isolated plants is made with a 100 ampere coil»
having coil and arrester mounted on a marble slab 7^4^
inches by II inches by

^

line use, the arrester

placed in an asbestos-lined iron box,

to protect

it

is

inch.

For

electric

from the weather or external

cars or pole

injury.

plugs serve to hold the fuse in the corrugated cover of the
arrester,

and

tlie

bare ends of the wire project

cover, ready to be brouglit into contact with

through the

line and
ground terminals.
Into the back of the cover are pressed two strips of
metal one a plain flat strip, to which is connected by along
clamp one end of each fuse; the other U-shaped, and into it
tlie

—

Mii-TKOrOLITAN SPECIAI/riES.

— AULOTRON.

the experiment can actually be transferred to any of the turrets
of the new ships.
One of the salient features of the system
tried is the use of a single operating switch lever for both
elevation and training, which enables the operator to perform botli motions at the same time witli one hand, leaving
the other free to fire the gun.

the remaining ends of the

contact with

connection.
tact

it,

fuses project,

but do not

except as the carbon ball

In Fig. 2 the carbon ball

is

the

cover

is

inserted in the

tlie

shownniaking con-

between the top fuse and the U-shaped

when

make

completes

porcelain

strip,

which,

back of the

Superintendent C. K. Minary of the Springfield, III.,
Electric Street Railway coTnpany is contemplating some
extensive changes.
It is now contemplated
to run cars
about every eight minutes by dividing the line into two
separate divisions. A new curve is being put in at Fifth
and Capital avenue, and the Seventh street run will be extended to Washington parU.
The lines running directly
noith and south and ease and we^t will comprise one division, and the North Seventh, South Second, South Spring
and South Eighth street cars will form another division. It
is intended that these divisions will arrive seven and one-half
minutes apart.
Passengers who have missed a certain car
can liy walking two or three blocks catch another in seven
one-hair
minutes.
and

-
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Combined

Marshall's

Condenser

and

High Resistance Set.
The

shows

illusiralion

a

microfanid condenseraml loo,ooo
coil l)eing divided into

'yp*^

By

farad each.

one-half

ohms resistance,

the latter

of 10,000,

sections

The condenser

and 40,000 ohms each.
multiple series

combined

portable

20,000,

30,000

of the Marshall

is

ing the cost k)( copper tor distribution, it must be proportioned so as to be within the allowable first cost.
In conclusion, it may be said that it is a question between
the conduit electric railway and the cable road.
The trolley will still reign supreme in its own field, but for cities
where the overhead trolley is not wanted, the cable is today the only system which can be commercially operated to
at least partial general satisfaction.

divided into live sections of i-io micro-

using the multiple series arrangement each

The Western

Electrician" and the

'

section of the condenser can,

desired, be

if

used independ-

World's

ently of the others, and a wide range and gradation of capac-

can be

ities

I2g

To

obtaine»-l.

facilitate

each plug

this,

is

pro-

vided with a binding post to which the wires leading to the

discharge key and galvanometer

can

be

The

atladied.

[K

Prof. Karrctl's

new buok,

Fair.

"Electricity

:il

llic Cottiiiilji.in

E.vpo-

sitioii."!

The

illustration

shows the

oilice

and

exhibit

of the

Western

Ki.kc i'kiciax in the gallery of electricity buildTills journal, the only weekly electrical newspaper in
the West, early recognized the vast importance of the
World's Fair to the electrical interests of the country, and
from its location in Chicago and its position as the recognized exponent of that stirring activity in electrical development which distinguishes the central and western jjurtion of
the United States, it took a particular pride and pleasure in
advocating and describing the extensive and varied electrical
features of the exposition.
Those who followed the profusely illustrated articles that appeared in the paper from
week to week know how well this self-imposed task was executed.
It is not too much to say that no other electrical
journal equaled tiie Western Klectrician in cjuality
or tjuantity of World's Fair matter or in the number and excellence of accompanying illustrations.
As early as 1S90
the Western Eleci'Rictan recorded the first movement
fur electrical representation. From that time until the close
of the exhibition, and after, the electrical interests at the
fair found in this journal their warmest champion and liiost
accurate and minute chronicler.
The plans of electricity bidlding were first made jjublic by
reproduced drawings published in the Western IClectricl\x in the summer of 1S91. This was soon followed
by the first perspective view, which was drawn in
the office of the pauer from the architects' plans and
afterward adopted by the World's Fair authorities as an official picture.
The electrical constructi n work was carefully recorded as it )irogressed, and the articles on "Electricity at the World's Fair" were
made a dei^artment of the
paper, increasing in size, until, during the fair jseriod, they
constituted the leading feature of the journal.
At tiie close
of the exposition every electrical feature of importance had
ing.

MARSHALL'S COMBINED CONDENSER AND

TANCE
high resistance set

is

divided into four coils, and

provided

there

no

is

astray.

The

for

its

reception

likelihood

of

RESIS-

its

when not

being laid

great advantage claimed

is

likewise

Each plug has a

provided with plugs with bhiding posts.
hole

HIGH

SET.

iu use,"so that

iiside

for this

and going

set

is

the

ct)mbination of the condenser and the resistance in one box
for

portable

testing

purposes.

These

manufactured by William Marshall of

instruments

New

are

York, who also

provides separate condensers.

been

fully described.

was the

It

Conduit Electric Railways.
In the course of a paper in

Cays/i-r's

Ma^-azuit- bearing

Joseph Sachs says:
The writer is of the firm belief that an open slot continuous wire conduit can be devised that will be commercially
])ractical and efficient, and at a cost which will certainly
compare favorably with the cable. The main difficulty
wl\.\\ conduits that have jireviously been experimented with,
aj)pears to have been the extremely meager dimensions,
bad location of the contact wires, and lack of proper drainage facilities and of protection of the wires from moisture.
With a properly designed conduit, of ample dimensions and
good drainage to start with, it would certainly appear to be
within the powers of electrical engineers to so locate and
insulate the wires as to keep them in pro]:ier working conThe voltage or pressure used on the wires is, howdition.
ever, a most important item to be considered.
In the
various unsuccessful trials with the conduit it has been the
the above

title,

practice to use very nearly the same pressure as that of the
overhead system. This should be very much reduced.
The conduit roads in actual operation are using only 300
With even a lower pressure success
volts or thereabouts.
With a direct
can certainly be more readily obtained.
current this could not very readily be accomplished without
It would appear, however, that
a large outlay in copper.
some alternating current method of distribution could be
devised which would be particularly fitted for this purpose,
if a practical motor could be produced.

In concluding his paper the author makes these deduc-

WESTERN

Fi-ECIRICIan which, on behalf of

the electrical fraternity, led the opposition to the evening
closing rule,
which was eventually repealed, and the
same journal was the first to publish the eagerly awaited list

of electrical awards.
Thedislir.ctlve World's Fair issue, jiublished in the week
May 6, 11593, ^"'^'^ devoted entirely to World's Fair
was unduubtedly one of the finest ami

ending

electrical matters,

is

aH these various methods of

wire conduit is in operation, the conditions are Cjuite favorable, it has really been the only method whicli has attained
ny practical success. The other systems that have been
devised to meet the requirements of everyday street railway
]3ractice seem so far to have been entirely unsuccessful
commercially on even the smallest scale. In fact, most of
the modifications and elaborations of the continuous wire
conduit appear to have more and greater inherent difficulties in the way of general success than exist in the simThe excellent operation of
ple open-slot conduit system.
the numerous cable roads, particularly those recently constructed, has certu-inly shown that an open-slot condiut,
if properly built, can he maintained in good condition and
It remains
drained so as to be practically clear and clean.
for the electrician to arrange and locate the wires within
such a conduit.
The conduit should be large, well drained, patterned
after first-class cable construction, and should be located
midway between the tracks, and the top of the slot rail
The wire
should be slightly above the top of the track.
should be located at the very highest possible point in the
conduit, protected from exterior interference, and should
be supported upon jjrotected insulators in accessible pits
An
or manholes at as great a distance apart as possible.
underbearing contact should be used, and the contact plow
should be well protected from moisture and injury, and
The voltage should be as low as poseasily removable.
sible.
With a good construction and a very low voltage
one wire could be used with track return. As the voltage
used will greatly affect the cost of construction by increas-

many

interesting bird

and

young man who
siftke stories for

has turned his attention to another

him

still

wider range

field

for his peculiar style.

picion

which

will

This sus-

is partly based on the following story
"Usually when lightning takes a notion to strike a
fellow's house at night, it either gives him a pretty lively
waking up or puts him to sleep forever," a man from
Steuben county is reported to have remarked, " but we had
some lightning up in the l,ake Keuka region not li>ng
ago that went around dipping people's houses, and dipping them hard, but never disturbed a person in any of
those houses, although the people in the houses that were
not struck were not only awakened by the electrical freaks,
but kept awake and in terror for hours by them.
"Nothing like this storm had ever been known before in
the Lake Keuka region.
It began about 11 o'clock at
night, and kept right at it for nearly three straight hours.
During that time there was not a second in which the
thunder was not crashing or the lightning flashing.
As
:

many

would precede a thunder-clap,

as three sharp flaslies

which would follow with a crash that was appalling. For
miles around the country-was almost continually visilile beneath the constant play of the lightning.
" Of all the persons who had gone to bed and asleep in
the village of Hammondsport before the storm came up
that night only two were not awakened by the fearful
turmoil of the storm.
Eoth of these were in houses that
were struck by lightning almost as soon as the electrical

bombardment began. One of them, a young woman, slept
in a room next the roof and innnediately under the spot
where the lightning struck and demolished a chimney, but
she did not wake up.
The other house was also struck
chimney, the bricks being scattered

at the

all

over the roof.

There was but one person in the house, and he did not
know it had been struck by lighting until he discovered
the wreckage of the chimney next morning.
" While people wh'j had !)eeii awakened and kept awake
by the storm, although their houses were not struck,
thought it strange that any one could have slept through it
all, especially when the noise of lightning-struck chimneys
clattering about them was added to the commotion, no
particular attention was given to the circumstance until reports from the storm in adjacent places began to come in.
"Across the lake in Wayne only two families knew nothing of the frightful disturbance until next morning, and
the house of each family had been struck by lightning that
night.
At Mitchellville, three miles from Hammondsport,
a barn was struck by lightning and set on fire.
In trying
to save the contents of the barn men found a tramp sountl
asleep in the haymow.
He hadn't heard anything of the
storm, although it had been raging for more than an hour
before the barn was struck.
Near Savoiia, at the Waite
farm, the family got up in the morning after the storm and
found both chimneys on their house gone and the bricks
scattered about on the ground.
The house had been struck
by lightning twice during the night, and no one in the
house woke up. Near Tyrone three farndiouses were struck,
each one 'at a chimney, and the
inmates of tlitise
houses were the only ones in the neighborhood wdio were
not awakened by the storm.
"No fewer than fifteen houses were struck by lightning
that night within a radius of five miles, and each one was
struck at the chimney, four of them having both chimneys
in each house the inmates were soothed
same way by the lightning, so that their slumbers
were not disturbed.
" Besides the houses, nine barns were struck, and in

in the

ealk trolley wheel.
numbers ever issued from the office
of an American technical newspaper.
It- contained much
valuable information, £.nd elicited handsome compliments
even from competitive electrical journals.
From its fortunate location the Western Electrician
was the first electrical paper to greet the electrical men at
the fair every week, and the coming of the blue-covered
journal was eagerly awaited.
The exhibit space was decorated with specimens of the fine illustrations for which the
paper is noted, and these attracted much attention.
most richly

illustrated

dealing with those the lightning indulged in another queer
freak.
Not one house the lightning struck was set on
fire or damaged beyond the demolishing of a chimney or
The barns, in every instance, were fired by the
two.
lightning, and only two or three of them ivere saved."

Improvement

The accompanying

illustration gives an excellent

street railway people

by the

which

Central

view of

being offered to

is

comnany,

Electric

W.

R. Carton, in charge of the street railway department of this company, considers this wheel a
Cliicago.

improvement over other

great

styles

Electric

Railway Busi-

to the Daily Ftnanclal News, Pittsburg,
marked improvement in the electric railway field.

According
there

is

Clark of the street
railway department of
Electric company is cpioled
General
as
saymg:
J.

"The

Falk Trolley Wheel.
the Falk trolley wheel and harp,

in

ness.

the

solv-

ing the problem nothing really commercially practical has
been attained except with the open conduit, and that only
Although, where the open continuous
in one or two cases.

:

Sun

the

alfbrd

Lightning,

a well defined suspicion that the

has written so

W.
peculiar that with

is

demolished; but

tions:
It

Keuka
Tiicre

of

using

trolleys

graphite or roller bearings.

It is constructed witli cone
arranged that they .automatically
compensate or adjust themselves to the slight wear. The

business of
electric
street
railways is beginning
show
renewed
signs
of
life.
The
to
General Electric has orders in this department for 61
Small
generators, eight of which are enormous machines,
orders are again being received from the West and South,
where business in this branch has been so dead for a year
Special
past that it has practically amounted to nothing.
being paid
to
the development of large
attention is
surface motors for suburban traffic.
Astonishing results
have been achieved with the experiments in the Schenectady
yard of the forty-ton locomotive recently constructed."
"

bearings which are so

wheel
that

is

times kept in a perfectly true position so

at all

never wobbles,

it

portant feature

where

a

many

miles

is

supply
of

the

of

runs unevenly or

rattles.

An

im-

"dope" chamber inside the wheel,
lubricant

travel.

No

is

carried

dripping

of

sufficient

grease

for

occurs.

Everthing is made of the best grade of steel, and all removable parts are secured by steel pins so that nothing can work loose or change its adjustment.
A recessed
collar, which is a part of the cone-holder, encjrcles the hub
of the wheel, so that if a cone should break, a very unlikely

BOOK TABLE.
Electricity at the Columbian Extosition, Including AN Account of the Exhibits. By J. P. Barrett.
Chicago, 1894.
In this beautiful volume of over five hundred pages the
author presents a description, so far as can be judged by an
inspection as thorough as the limited time available will
permit, of everything electrical at the World's Fair, and the
book will consequently be of great value as a record of that
very important and interesting portion of the exhibition
which is fairly comprehended under the title. In arrangement the work is divided into chapters, each one devoted

Central Electric company has in preparation a special circular of improved railway devices, which will be I'eady foi-

to some particular class of exhibits or electrical- feature of
Thus "Incandescent Lighting" is treated in one
the fair
chapter, "Motors" in another, "Telephony" in a third, and
This is akin to the general classification scheme of
so on.
the World's Fair itself and jiermits of studying by itself the
showing made in any one class, although it necessariiv invnlv?-^ ih"div"si'in of the descripiinns of many of the l.irge

distrijution in a few days.

exhibits, sj that each feature

happening, the wheel cannot

The harp
wire

it

is

so

will

fall

out or become displaced.

patterned that should the wheel

jump

not catch or engage the span wires.

the

The

may be brought

to

notice

in

—

.
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I30
the department to which it belongs and there compared
The author dedicates
with other exhibits of like character.
the book '-to ttie exhibitors in the department of electricity," and is very modest in his preface, saying of hts work
lie thinks, and
that it "nearly resembles a compilation. "
the entire electrical fraternity will agree with him, that a
coniplete account of things electrical at the World's Fair
should be j^reserved in book form, and it is this need that he
The electrical features of ihe fair
lias essayed to meet.
on Midway and lagoon as well as in machinery hall and
are described
detail, and the seeker
electricity building
after information will find little, if anything, in this line
The book is handsomely printed, illustrated and
neglected.
bound, and will form a fine addition to any library. Indeed,
tlie beautiful (jicture^, of wliich there are a large number,
form one of the most valuable features of the book, showing vividly the extent and importance of the electiical
exhibits.
An extract from the book, setting forth the relation uf the WiiSTF.KN Electuician to the World's Fair,
is given in anotlier ]:>lace.

—

m

John J. Dupuy of East Kutherfurd, N. J., «;is
one evening last week to the home of George 1'
in Park avenue, Rutherford, in front of which a

Stetler,

big crowd had gathered.

New York

Notes.

the invitation of the Edi-

plant by which the arena and buildings of the "BuflaloBill
"Wild West Show" are illuminated and to be present at the
evening performance. The trip was in line with the recent
inspection of the Metropolitan telephone exchange and the

new

Postal Telegraph company's
in

establishment^ the idea

each case to add to the fund of practical informa-

tion of the

members of

ing

shown

effects

summer, every

in

The

this flourishing society.

were greatly pleased at the excellence of the

As

enclosure.

the

detail -of the

visitors

electric light-

Chicago

at

last

programme was

elaboiate

brought out as distinctly as by day. The arena was brightly
illuminated by powerful focusing lamps with mirror re-

was directed on any object that
it was desired to bring out into higher relief.
The speed and
accuracy of its manipulation were astonishing. An excellent
illustration of the skill required was given when its rays
were directed on the glass balls that wei^e thrown up to serve
flectors,

and

targets

as

around

on
of

the searchlight

could

Cody

Col.

Special

so

operation

the

that

be followed throughout

he

as

were

seats

above the grand stand by

Cody,

Col.

of

rifle ball

arena.

roof

the

lights

the

for

the

the

arrested

who had been

Stetler,

Dupuy

off".

The

drinking.

latter

was on his own
Ring of the railway company
mnde a charge against Stetler, and he was lodged in the
Stetler was formerly well-to-do, and had
Rutherford jail.
wanted

and

to fight,

insisted that the pole

Superintendent

property.

West

a large storehouse in

and

grain

after cutting

down

chop down that

to

He now

has a

Rutherford,

antl

street, this city.

business

feed

East

in

the pole in front of his house proposed
in front of his store.

No. 2," a new melodrama recently presented
Columbus Theater, and now also running, I believe,
a noteworthy example of

is

rode

The hero
the

scene

first

an

in

is

electrical

on the

effects

an

is

He

and

has

in-

vented an improved rheostat, which proves to be the source

much

of

inventive

the machinations of

trouble as the result of

Hiram Ely, who

villain,

A

skill.

seeks to rob

storm

is

him of

the

the fruit of his

introduced with fine electrical

during which Nelson, a tool of Ely,

effects,

Rathburn is discovered bending over the dead
body of Nelson, who, by tlie way, had succeeded in destroy-

lightning.

ing the rheostat, and

convicted and

fourth act the hero

tried,

is

In the

execution.

in desperate straits, as

is

He

accused of murder.

is

sentenced to electrical

chair about to be executed by electricity.

he

seen in the

is

Just as the cur-

be turned on, however, a reprieve from the
governor arrives, and the much-tried electrician is saved. Ely,
lying at the point of death, confesses all, and of course the
rent

end

about

is

is

to

This

happy.

is

probably the most completely "elec-

been produced.
Metropolitan Traction company

trical" play that has yet

tem on

all its lines,

but

difficult to

it is

affected, the existing cable lines

courtesy

of the tides

new Imes

remaining as

be

will

at present.

N. Whistler, U. S. A., proposes that the force
at Hell Gate be utilized by electrical transmission

New York

search-

to supply all the

power needed

The Hei-ald has

a glowing interview with him, in which he

in

and Brooklyn.

states that the plant

Ball engines, four 100 kilowatt Edison generators and

thus to operate electrical generators, storage batteries being

It furnishes

two

current for

77 2,000 candle power Ward arc lamps, SoS 16 candle power
incandescent lamps, 50 4,000 candle power focusing lamps
with mirror reflectors and three 10,000 candle

The 2,000 candle power

lights.

the incandescent lamps are

used for lighting the grounds,

and the balance of the installation

is

for lighting the arena.

was necessary to place the 4,000 candle power focusing
lamps at an angle of about 45 degrees, and on this account
the lain]js were especially reconstructed by the Edison comjiany.
These lamps were originally of the old German PieIt

per type.

On

account of the quick manipulation necessary

with the searchlights, hand-feeding lamps were used.
reduced the weight of the lamp £o as to

movements necessary
104,600 square

feet,

occupies a

and the curtain

farther end of the horseshoe arena,

This large

feet.

make possible

This

the quick

in following glass balls or different

The arena

jects of the arena.

.space is

so

ob-

space containing

scene, located at the

contains 20,456 square

lighted that

plete, but that

Lieut. Whistler considers

year.

the

power of the

the

direct rays

the current for the arena

is

distributed from

on the roof of the grand stand,

board

for

in

which

is

a*

small building

located the switch-

controlUng the arena lighting and also search-

A

short-circuit

caused a

"flash''

in

the

power house

W.

created

O.

F.

—

wires strung overhead, and

is

it

claimed that Moritz Weil,

company, got a thirty
which some of the wires
passed, for the sole purpose of cutting down the wires, which
Mr. Weil is made a defendant in the case, and
he did.
a law clerk representing the Badger
of a building over

days' lease

company asks

The

Circuit

Court granted a temporary injunction.
People who have read about the Conimandoer

Water

the arc light

Power

&

Electric company,

going to do

in the

way

for

damages.

and the great things that

in

learning that
receiver.

it

was

of producing electricity for almost

nothing by means of a new kind of water-wheel,

The
sum of

whose bond is in the
Ralph Chandler as sureties.

the

will

company has gone

be

in-

into the

Ernest E. Smythe,
$2,000, with E. H. Jones and
receiver

The

At

the next meeting

street railway

suit

of the Legislature,

employes

will introduce

a

it

bill

companies to furnish vestibule cars
as a protection to motormen.
street car

furnished

built

by the E.

P. Allis

a portion of the motive

power

to

said,

is

the

compel the
the

winter

company,

which

in

for the electrical

company at the foot of DiWednesday night. The
illumination blinded the men at work in the power house
for a moment and lighted the streets for some distance.
James Price, a dynamo tender, twenty-one years old, of
No. 144 Twenty-seventh street, who had been cleaning a
generator, was found on the floor unconscious and badly
burned.
He was removed to St. Peter's Hospital, where

by 2,000 barrels a day.
Railway company has been allowed to maintain its tracks on Sixth street, between Grand
avenue and Clybourn street, as that bit of track, which is
not used at present, may some day be part of a new line to
the Soldiers' Home.
Several odd bits of tracks in various

the physicians attended 10 his injuries.

parts of the city have been taken up.

of the Brooklyn City Railroad
vision

avenue, Williamsburg, on

Carl Grawinkel, the eminent German electrical engineer,
died on July 6th at the age of forty-nine. Herr Grawinkel
had particularly devoted himself to telegraphy and telephony,
and was recognized as an authority in those branches.

Payson K. Andrews, formerly manager of the Chicago
of the J. G. Brill Car company, but m.ore recently
western manager of the American Car company, died suddenly on August 22d. Mr. Andrews was well known among
street railway and electrical people as a successful salesman and a genial companion.
office

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Light, Heat and Power company. Canton,
O.; capital stock, $50,000; to furnish light, heat and power;
William A. Lynch, Charles R. Miller, t^. J. Underhill, L.
C. Kollz, H. M. Lyman.

Canton

Camden Power & Light company, Camden, Ark.;
stock, $10,000; to furnish electric light, heat and
power; Henry C. Rose, Charles E. Vickers, William K.
Ramsey and James Cummins.
capital

Hempstead Traction

company,

Hempstead,

Queens

couniy, X. V.; capital stock, $50,000; to construct a street
surface road about four miles long; directors. Charles L.
Barker, Abraham Barker, Miles C. Pahner, E. R. Tilton,
T. H. Kilduff and William Kennelly of New York city;
John S. Lawrence and D. L. Lewis of Hempstead and
John F. Davis of Broooklyn.

Syracuse &: East Side Railway company, Syracuse,
capital stock. $200,000; to conduct a street surface
road about ten miles long, the termini to be in the town
of Dewitt and the city of Syracuse; directors, George B.
Leonard, P'rederick R Hazard, H. .S. Holden, William
Nottingham, David A. Batierson, Willis A. Holden and
Jay B. Kline of Syracuse; John L. Kyne of East Syracuse,
and Clifford D. Beebe of Dansville.

N. v.;

is now in the Duluth flour
Milwaukee. The acquisition of the engine increased

machinery at the World's Fair,
mills at

the capacity of the mills

The Milwaukee

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
A. Tibbe of the Washington, Mo., electric light
plant announces that he will soon add a 75 kilowatt alterto
nator
his outfit.
A.

The building for the electric light plant, at Albeit Lea,
Minn., to take the place of the one burned the morning of
The engine and boiler are
July 4th, is about completed.
in position, and it is expected the plant will be ready to
start up this week.
on

The work of fitting the figure of the Goddess of Libertv
the dome of the capitol at Washington with electric

lights, which was pronounced impossible, has been finally
An effort was made during the Knights Templar
done.
conclave and the Grand Army ei.campment of 1S92, but it
was abandoned as being too hazardous. Mr. Pons, an assistant to the chief electrician of the capitol, accomplished
the feat by means of a ladder held by four men on the top
landing of the dome. The figure was illuminated in honor
of the visiting Knights of Pythias.

&

The Woonsocket, R. I., Electric Light
Power coin]iany recently was granted a franchise by the Lincoln Town
Council to string wires to Manville. There wasopposition
to the c:)mpany. as there were eflforts to organ'ze an electric
company

Manville.
However, the franchise was
order to head off" further opposition the
once stringing wires. The work progressed until the men were ordered by the town sergeant to
stop work under a threat of arrest.
The men were at
once set to work on another part of the line.
light

granted, and

in

in

company began

at

The Chicago Edison company has filed two suits in the
United States District Court against the Superior Light,
Heat and Power company of CJiicago, operating a plant for
incandescent and arc lighting in the basement of 213 and
215 State street. Emil W. Ritter, president, and Emil L.
Oppermann, secretary, are made defendants with the comThe suits are for infringement of the Edison patents.
pany.

The bill setting forth the issue avers that the defendant
company is using the Edison patents, the Chicago righls to
use which have been

vested solely in

the

Chicago Edison

company.

is

which resulted in the
appointment of the receiver was instituted by George PI.
Ballhorn had a small claim
Ballhorn, by his guardian.
against the company-

The big engine

lights.

The project has

Milwaukee, Wis.

terested

and all foundations are carefully piled. The original contract with the show people was for six months, but this will
probably be renewed for another six months. The current
for the grounds is distributed directly from the station, and

utilize

MlLW.\UKEE, September S. There is pending in the Milwaukee court a suit instituted by the Milwaukee Arc Light
company to restrain the Badger Illuminating company from
The arc light company had
interferring with its wires.

hands of a

plant was erected in four weeks,

perfecdy feasible to

great excitement, however.

and will not cast shadows. The plant is run as a regular
annex station of the Edison company of Brooklyn, with M.

The

it

by water wheels or other methods, and

tides

used when the tides are not flowing.

no

will not get into the eyes of the audience, actors or horses,

B. Bailey in charge.

would hardly cost $100,000,000 comwould save about half that amount every

it

power search-

lamps and one-half of

arc

A. A. Forman, an Iron Mountain, Mich., electrician, is
Chicago, purchasing an incandescent lighting plant for
one of the large mines in the vicinity of his home.
in

obtain e.xact details

of the change, some asserting that only

courteous attentions of M. B. Bailey and W. S.
Barstow of the Edison company were greatly appreciated.
The lighting plant, which was installed by the company
named, consists of two cross-compound 300 horse power

250 horse power Climax boilers.

re-

trip.

D. P. Perry, president of the Standard Electric comjjany of Chicago, is confined to his home by a slight attack
of illness contracted on his recent vacation.

has definitely decided to introduce the conduit trolley sys-

Lieut. G.

The

of Chicago, has

electrician

It is reported that the

provided
the

Barrett, city

P.

turned from an extended eastern

struck by

is

1.^*94

in

stage.

electrician,

workshop.

electrical

John

now

the promitieiice

Jim Rathbnru,

of the play,

at

performance.

of
the

tell-

reached the

the justice

scene the pole tottered and the ax head flew

accorded to electricity and

—

son Electric Illuuiinating company, to inspect the lighting

being

As

company.

Railway

Electric

the

September 10. On Thursday evening a
jjarty numbering two hundred, made up of membeis and
friends of the New Vork Electrical society, assembled at

Ambrose Park, South Brooklyn, on

was using an ax with

.Stetler

ing effect on a pole of the Paterson, Passaic and Rutherford

15,

PERSONAL.

Justice
called

Chicago,

Vt.iRK,

September

" Shaft

CORRESPONDENCE.
New

ELECTRICIAN.

Street

C.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The

Rutland, Vt.. .Street Electric Railway company has
made a contract with the Rutland Electric Light cumpany
for motive power.
Contracts have been let by the Lowell, Lawrence & HavMass., Street Railway company which call for the

erhill,

completion of

an

electric

road from Lawrence to Lowell
begin

within sixty days.
The work of construction will
from the terminus of the Glen Poorest division.

Three electricalstorms visited Baltimore on September Sth.
last one, about eight o'clock in the evening, was the
Dynamos were burned out and
severest of the summer.
all the trolley street car lines were tied. Trees in the parks
were split and burned and several barns in the county were

The

fired.

An

effort is to

Cleveland, O.
the

be made to build another street railroad
M. Hilt of No. 606 Euclid avenue

J. S.

prime mover

known

in

the

project.

The

conijianv

is

to

in
is

be

as the Forest City Electric Railway company, and
the road is to start from AVater street on Lake and follow
that street to Alabama, and thence to take a northerly direction to Hamilton, out Hamilton to ^Marquette, thence
across private property to Broad avenue, which will bring

September

15

passengers to Goulon
along easterly across
-Superior street
clid avenue,

WESTERN

1S94
park.

Dean

Thence ihe road

is

Correspondence School of Teclmolog}' of Cleveland, O. E.
P. Roberts and W. B. Stewart are the authors, ami many
useful facts are compressed in a small compass.

to pass

Lake View avenue to
lo the junction with Euseven miles.
system of

street Co

and oat Superior

a distance of about

A

The

transfers is to be arranged with the Big and Little Consolidate<l, so that passengers can go anywheie for one fare.

street.

Schuylkill Real Estate Title Insurance
Trust comPottsville, Pa., has entered against the Schuylkill
Electric Railway company an action in assumpsit in the
prothonotary's office. The defendant company, it is saiJ,
has defaulted in interest due the trust company, the amount
being between $3,000 and $4,000. The declaration by the
plaintiff has not been filed, and therefore the exact figures
cannot be given. This money represents interest due die
trust company for money loaned the company when the trust
company agreed to put $95,000 worth of the railway bonds
on the market. The Reading Railroad company is a large
stockholder in the trolley road, and it was only recently
that the road was transferred to a syndicate of PhiladelThis syndicate was to assume all this indebtedpliians.
ness, but has failed to pay the first interest due.

pany of

C- B. Case of Milwaukee, Wis., has taken the agency of
the Electric Storage Battery company's chloride accumulator
for Milwaukee and southern Wisconsin.
Mr. Case has
had an extensive experience in the introduction of gas engines, and he looks for the extensive application of the

storage battery in conjunction with the gas engine for
isolated residence lighting and power.
,

Contracts havejust been awarded for the construction of
the second link in an electric railroad chain from Baltimore
line will be built immediately from
ID Gettysburg.
Pikesville to Reistertown and Emery Grove, the campmeeting resort. The Pikesville, Emery Grove & Reister-

A

town Electric Railroad company was organized last NovemNew York and
ber, but has just begun active operations.
Philadelphia capitalists are large holders of the bonds, and
believed that the Widener-Elkins syndicate holds an
The owners of the Gettysburg electric railit.
road, which now runs southeast from Gettysbtirg several
miles toward Baltimore, will extend their line southeast
through Littlestown, Pa., to Union Mills, Md. These
lines will give an electric route from Baltimore to Gettysburg fifty miles long, as against seventy-two miles by the
existing railroad route.
it is

interest in

A contract has been awarded to the Lancaster Railway
Construction company by the Pennsylvania Traction comfor building forty-three miles of electric railway in
Lancaster county. The lines will run from Lancaster to
Manheim, Lancaster to Mechanicsburg, New Holland, Blue
Ball and Terre Hill, witli an eight mile branch from
Mechanicsburg to Ephvata. The specifications call for
Pennsylvania railroad standard construction, including
The overhead construction and
switch and signal system.
all
equipment will be of the highest grade, and must be
completed, ready for service, within ninety days. The
Lancaster Railway Construction company is a chartered
The officers are Henry
corporation with ample capital.
Baumgardner, president; Michael Reilly. vice-president; F.
H. Steacy, secretary; J. E, Hubley, treasurei-; II. E.
Crilly, superintendent of construction.
]iany

MISCELLANEOUS.
Two

passenger trains on the Chesapeake & Ohio railway
have been provided with electric tail lights by the chief elecA parlor and observation car is
trician, AV. S. Greene.
attached to the train that leaves Cincinnati about noon each
day, the car being dropped^at Hinton and returning to CinThe two oljservatioii cars that are recinnati next day.
this service are lighted by incandescent
("[uired to give
Wires are
lamps.
Storage batteries furnish the current.
run to the tail light brackets, and one connection is made
through the bracket and the other through the lamp base,
which fits in the base of the regular lamp casing, replacing
The two
the cup which usually holds the oil and wick.
cars are also provided in the obsen-ation end with electric
fans.

A

recently invented novelty in electrical appliances conBriefly described
of a window sash operating device.
two keys, one of which operit
ates the upper sash, while the other key controls tlie bottom sash. By turning the keys to the right the sashes are
raised, while a turn in the opposite direction lowers them.
Other mechanism in addition to the switch employed is required to complete the apparatus, but as this is to a large
extent out of the way and not to be tampered with by the
However, it
uninitiated a description of it is unnecessary.
is simple and can be readily applied to any window without
much trouble and without remodeling the frame. The invention is particularly convenient in houses supplied with
By means
fly-screen bUnds, curtains and inside shutters.
of a switch properly placed on the lower floor of a house, all
the windows can be closed at "once in case of sudden storms,
This feature makes
etc., without a visit to each window.
it particularly adapted for schools, halls, public and office
buildings, especially churches, as the minister can have his
pulpit provided with a suitable hidden switch board, and
The janitor of a modern
can, when desired, let in fresh air.
village hall can introduce a new pastime if the windows of
the building are supplied with this device, for by properly
locating the switches at one central pomt he can, during

sists

consists of a switch having

the festival season, amuse himself and those whose money
has contributed to the success of the entertainment by
trapping all small boys and other unauthorized persons
who, with irrepressible audacity, insert their heads or bodies
through the windows, A simple thermostat placed in circuit with the window mechanism will automatically open
or close" the upper sash to regulate the temperature of a
room.

TRADE NEWS.
Green's patent fuel economizer, manufactured by the Fuel
Economizer company of Matteawan, N. Y., has been
awarded a diploma of honor at the Antwerp Exposition.
arc lamps for alternating
manufactured by the Washington Electric company, 201-207 South Canal street, Chicago, continues to
meet with favor among users. Last week quite a few orders

The Washington low-tension

circuits,

were received.

"Hints to Engineers Operating Small Electric Light
the
is the title of a little pamphlet just publisher! by

Plants"

Interior Conduit & Insulation conipany of 44 Broad
York, has just issued an attractive catalogue of

New

the Lundell dynamos and motors.
The pamphlet is well
printed and handsomely illustrated, and des[:ribes in detail
the machinery of this type as well as directly connected
outfits, starting boxes and all needful supplies.

&

The

ELECTRrCIAhf.

work for tlte West End
Street Railway company's subway system at Boston has
been awarded to the National Conduit Manufacturing comThis contract will amount to about $60,000. The
pany.
N'ational Conduit company feels much elated over this, as

The

it

contract for die completed

secured the contract in direct competition
uf conduit system that is in use to-day.

with every

style

The well-known

electrical

system of temperature regula-

Electric Service company is
described and illustrated in a recent pamphlet.
Experience
has demonstrated this to be a very efficient and reliable
system, and it is highly thought pf in Chicago, where it is
The company
in use in many of the finest office buildings.
by William
is represented in Detroit at 39 Clifford street
B. Roberts, formerly general manager of the Rockford

tion exploited by the

the same.
The pole is started from a solid block of steel
3^+ inches in diameter and 7 inches long, and is gradually
drawn out until.it is the standard length; that is. 12 to 13
feet, and is then tapered, making a neat looking pole.
fine grade uf Swedish steel is employed, and the pole by
this process is said to be 25 per cent, lighter than the common one, and stronger. By relieving much of the tension
on the wire it will lengthen its life. About 200 of these
poles have been used on the Brooklyn Heights railroad
during the last six months, and that company reports that
only one of that number has been broken beyond repair.

is

A

BUSINESS.
The new catalogue and price-list of the Samson Cordage
Works of Boston is out. This company manufactures cord
of all kinds, including arc

lamp and

trolley cord.

The

Bristol company of Waterbury, Conn., now covers a
wide field in the line of recording instruments lor pressure,
temperature and electricity, as is shown by the latest catalogue.
In electricity the company has a fine line of recording voltmeters, of all ranges for both direct and alternating current, as well as recording ammeters and wattmeters.
In about three weeks the company will move into
its new factory, 50 by 150 feet, which has been built to accommodate increasing business.

Johnson

Electric Manufacturing

company.

The Mason Electric company, Chicago, announces the receipt of a large order covering the overhead material needed
on the Chicago City Railway company's large extensions.
The contract calls for the Medbery insulating material,
which has had such an enviable record as to lead to its
adoption by a large number of the leading traction companies in the East.
Tlie Mason Electric company is the
agent for the West and South for this high grade material
and is meeting with great success in placing it in its
territory.

Prof.
W. A. Anthony and Edward P. Thompson ha\'e
associated themselves in business, with an office at 5 Beekinan street. New York, as experts in electrical engineering
and electrical patent matters. Prof. Anthony will take
charge of the engineering work and Mr. Thompson will
superintend the procuring of patents.
Prof. Anthony is
well known to the electrical fraternity. Pie was professor in
physics at Cornell from 1S72 to 1SS7, and smce then he has
been a consulting electrical engineer of recognized authority
arid high standing.
S. W. Rushmore of Jersey City has recently placed on the
market a complete line of search lamps for all classes of
The new lamps are made to suit all the requirements of land and sea, in sizes from 200 amperes to a small
light "taking but five amperes for yachts and signaling pur-

service.

All sizes are made with lens mirror reflectors, but
poses.
the smaller sizes are also made with parabolic reflectors
where a cheaper lamp is desired and a perfectly concentrated
beam of light is not necessary. Mr. Rushmore has had a

wide experience in designing and building search lamps,
hundreds of which are now in use in all parts of the world.
For some time he has been designing and making the apparatus of the Scott Electrical Manufacturing company.
p-reeman & Sons Manufacturing company of
Racine, Wis., manufacturer of steel boilers, is one of the
fortunate concerns that have not felt the effects of the busiThe shops have been running ten hours a
ness depression.
day since March, with a full force of over 200 employes.
Business is brisk, and the company is considering the advisability of doubling the number of men and running night
Work on a new boiler shop, 250 by 105 feet, is
and day.
about to be commenced. I'his factory will have a separate
power equipment and will be supplied with a fifty-foot overhead traveling electric crane, it will be located on Hamilton street, and, with the new machinery, will cost about

The
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$25,000.

The Colburn generators and motors are described in a
new catalogue issued by the Colburn Electric ManufacturThe company was esing company of Fitchburg, Mass.
tablished in iSSi, and the machines are the result of much
study and experiment. But one magnet coil is used, and
magnetic circuit is claimed as an advantage.
The commutator is of extra large size, and i^ said to be abConstant potential machines are
solutely non-sparking.
to 64 kilowatts.
made in capacities ranging from
A
the short

X

is made of electro-depositing dynamos, inclucling
the unique bicycle power plating dynamo, and the company also manufactures all other apparatus needed for a
complete plating, electrotyping or refining establishment.

specialty

Bradley & Co., 7 Stone street, Rochester, N. Y., have
placed on the market the universal telephone switch hook of
This device is highly
which they are making a specialty.
recommended by users and by telephone experts, and not a
have
recommended
the
latter
its
introduction in exfew of
change service. It is claimed that this device in no way
infringes the patents held by the Bell Telephone company.
It will operate with any style, size or weight of receiver.
The switch connection can be arranged so that it will operIt is so compact and simple
ate on any system of wiring.
that it can be fitted in a moment to any style of magneto
When not in use it properly locks the teleplione,
bell.
thus avoiding any possible chance for the telephone or cord
to become broken or disarranged.

The United States Projectile company of Brooklyn, N,
Y., manufacturer of the hot-pressed motor pinion, which
has met with success, has, it is claimed, perfected an improvement in trolley poles which materially reduces the
weight as compared with the ordinary pole and will give a
The process is similiar to that used by the
stronger rod.
company in manufacturing bicycle tul)ing, and llie material

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, wishes to warn
its customers against imitations of the Packard lamp which
are being offered to the trade with the statement that they
are Packard lamps or just the same as Packard lamps but
without the Packard label. The Packard company and the
Electric Appliance company wish to state positively that
unless the lamps are purchased from their authorized agents
and bear the Packard trade-mark label, they are not the
genuine

article.
It is also noted that the new Packard
transformer, type "G," with the combination fuse block for
changing the ratio of the windings to make the transformer
either 50 and 52 volts or 100 and 104 volts secondary, is
pleasing the trade greatly and seems to have the most satisfactory arrangement so far devised for this purpose.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., reports the shipment last week ol two 1,000 light, ring type
dynamos, with complete switchboard, for the new Davidson Theater at Milwaukee, Wis.
This order was secured
through J. Holt Gates of Chicago, the western contractor
Mather
company.
of the
On a recent test made by a prospective purchaser on a three horse power Manchester
motor, built by this company, the phenomenal efficiency of
92 per cent, was obtained. Manufacturers of electric motors
as a rule claim from So to S5 per cent, efficiency on their respective motors, and the Mather Electric company determined to bend every effort toward turning out a motor that
would astonish tlie electrical fraternity. Several large concerns have recently equipped their factories with Mather
apparatus.
.

President W. O. Meissner of the Washington Electric
company, 205 South Canal street, Chicago, has just returned from a successful business trip to Pittsburg, wdiere
he succeeded in closing up a deal w^ith the Department of
Public Works of that cityfor fifteen of the Washington company's 8,000 candle power Meissner focusing lamps. These
lamps will be used in the Schenley Park electric fountains
Mr. Meissner is naturally much elated over
at Pittsburg.
the rapidly growing favor with which his specialties are be
He will probably return to Pittsburg to be
ing received.
present at the first public test of the fountains.
The Washington company is also receiving a number of orders for its
improved stage dimmers, which are built on the same principle as the Washington imperial rheostat.
These dimmers
are looked upon with favoirby theatrical men on account of
their freedom from noise when used with alternating currents.

The following is a list of recent sales made by the Chas.
Gregory company,
Chicago:
E.
Schnider company,
Garner, la., one 60 light United States plant; Rud.
Lafferty, Chicago, one i horse power C ,& C motor;
Garner-Morgan Electric company, Chicago, one 10 horse
power Detroit motor; J, W, Alber, Chicago, one lo horse
]iower Crocker- Wheeler motor; Crane Elevator company,
Chicago, one 25 kilowatt Westinghouse motor and one
Crocker- Wheeler motor;
C. C. Travis,
Lacon, III.,
one 100 light Excelsior dynamo; Wilson & Jackson,
Chicago, one S light arc plant and one 10 horse power
engine; C. R. Claghorn, Connemaugh, Pa., one 5 horse
power Crocker-Wheeler motor; R. Roach, Chicago, one
210 light Edisondynamo; Garibaldi& Cuneo, Chicago, one i
horse power C S:. C motor; Seeger, Guernsey & Co., city of
Mexico, Mexico, one 50 light United States dynamo, one
lOo light United States dynamo, and one i horse power
Crocker- Wlieeler motor; Geo. Cutter, Chicago, one i
horse power Crocker- Wheeler motor, one 450 light dynamo;
Pontiac L., H. & P. company, Pontiac 111., one y, horse
power motor; Jorden Show Printing company, Chicago,
one 10 horse power Edison motor; Capt. E. E, Napier,
steamer Mactawa, one 5 hght arc plant; Pamondon Manufacturing company, Chicago, one 60 light United States
plant; C. Shotte, Chicago, one 210 light Edison dynamo;
Hatch Cutlery company, Buchanan, Mich., one 25 kilowatt
Edison motor; University of Colorado, Eoulder, Col., one
100 light United States plant; Northwest Fixture company,
Seattle, Wash., one 5 horse power Sprague motor; Tuscaloosa G. & E. L. company, Tuscaloosa, Ala., one roo
light United States dynamo; Champaign & Urban Electric
Railway company, Champaign, IlL, one 10 horse power
Thomson-Houston motor; I'appan Steam Pump company,
Chicago, one i horse power Crocker-Wheeler motor;
Windermere Hotel, Chicago, one 3 horse power Sprague
motor; D. S. Huff", Morris, 111., one 50 light United States
dynamo; Charleston Thomson-Houston Electric company,
Charleston, 111., one r liorse power Crocker-Wheeler; receivers of the Pennsylvania Steel company, Steelton, Pa.,
sixteen standard lamps; Kuh, Nathan & Fischer, two
Ward lamps; Elmer P. Morris, Indianapolis, Ind., six
Ward lamps; Robins Electric company, Pittsburg, Pa.,
four Edison arc lamps.
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ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued Si'pleniher
Switch.
Geovge l*". Card, Covington,
Ky. Applicalion tiled April 14, 1S94.
A combined switch and blow out is provided, which is controlled by means independent of electric current.
It has been
found in practice that when a lim; carrying a current of high
potenlial or high amperage is broken by means of a switch or
cut-out an electric arc follows the disengaging contact and
Electric

525,332.

4.

1S94.

System and Apparatus for Control of Electric
525,395.
Motors. Elmer A. Sperry, Cleveland, O. Applica-

grades, or under any condition In which it-is desirable to increase the tractile power.
his result is obtained by the use of
powerful electro-magnets so arranged with relation to the rails
of the track over which the car passes that when the magnets
are energized the structure upon which they are mounted will
he attracted toward the rails with a power dependent upon the
magnetic strength developed, and this attraction is equivalent
to the addition of a greater weight to the vehicle, whereby the
adhesion of the wheels to the rails is cnrre.spondlngly increased.
1

tion filed July 24, 1S94.
In electric machines where the inducing capacity at start
greatly exceeds the normal, or where such capacity is reduced
for increasing speed, it has been found that for the best results
at the time of changing the inducing capacity certain changes
should be made in the position of the commutator brushes,
owing, for instance, to the shifting of the so-called neutral
point upon the commutator. I'he invention relates to an automatic method of securing this change, and when the motor is
running in either direction. It has been found that when the
machine is used as a motor a large economy in current consumption can be effected in starting; also, that during excessive
loads or during the time of heavy acceleration it is not desirable to alter the inductive capacity or lower the capacity of the
motor for generating counter-electromotive force at constant
speed, and certain automatic devices are introduced to prevent
the alteration, except when the conditions will permit; for instance, when the motor is used to propel a car on a level track
with not too high degree of acceleration.

burns the switch out.

Controlling Device for lilectric Railway Cars.
William H. Conrad, Lclinnoii, Pa. Application filed
January S, 1S94.

525.336.

'i'lie device aflbrds means for releasing the brake and turning
on the current, or turning off the current and applying the
brake.
In either event the current of electricity and the
brake caiinot be on at the same time, while the current and
ibe brake are in full control of the motorman so that he can
with one hand operate both. The special feature of improvement comprises means for preventing the car when on an inclined part of the roadway starting back during the time which
elapses between the releasing of the brake and the application
ol the current of electricitj' to start the car.

Electric Lock,

525,400.

Aj^iplication filed

Lockport,

Frederick Apitz,

May

lil.

31, 1S94.

The lock bolt is prevented from being moved backward by
the key un tii released by means of the electric apparatus.
Electric Cigar Lighter.
A. C. AVoerlsen, Chi525,437.
Application filed November 29, 1S93.
cago, 111.
No flame is used to light the cigar, but a sufficient and uniform current of electricltj' Is supplied to render an exposed
platinum wire or foil incandescent.
,

System of Electrical Distribution. Thomas C.
525.445.
Application filed JanuCoyken'dall, Rondout, N; Y.
ary, 4, 1S94.
.

The Invention consists in providing a relatively high resistto line, preferably in the form of a shunt around the
terminals of the break- switch of such systems In order to maintain a coiistAntpath to line and providing the same with a suitable indica!tor for the cui-rent,
ance path

.NO.

525,369.

Dynamo-electric JNJachine. James F. McElroy,
Albany, N. V.
Application filed January lO, 1S91.

525.353.

Claim reads as follows;
In a dynamo-electric machine the combination of an annular
frame, a series of eiectro-niagnets secured within said frame
and provided with radially inward extending cores placed at
equal distances apart, a magnetizing circuit connecting the
coils of the alternate magnets and Ibrming alternate positive
and negative field ntagnets, a genererating circuit connecting
the coils of the intermediate magnets and a series of magnetically insulated armatures mounted upon a revolving shaft, and
each provided with two radially e.xtending poles forrcsponding
in size \*'ith the poles of the electro-magnets and adapted to
magnetically connect the poles of two adjacent magnets simultaneously ij all the armatures.

System of

525.446.

Electrical Distrihulion.

Coykendall, Rondout, N. Y.
-

ary iS,-iS94.

Application

Thomas

C.

Janu-

filed

-

I

w

525.354.

Electrical Current l^irector.

Albany, N. V.

Application

.

James

July

filed

i,

F. McElroy,
1S91.

This is a method of converting or directing alternating currents so that the current flows through the two conductors of a
main circuit, and consists in connecting both poles of the alternating generator to each main conductor or each terminal of
the main circuit by means of branch conductors and alternately
producing in these branch conductors electrical resistances
synchronous with the current phases of the generator, whereby
the current waves of like sign will always be diverted over the
same main conductors in the same dit-ection.
Eliliu
Electric Lighting System and Apparatus.
525,369.
Thoinson, Lynn, Mass.
Application filed Februarv

21, 1SS7.
This arrangement provides

for the operation of incandescent
and arc lights upon the same general circuit witho*.t danger of
interruption to the arc lights from the failure of incandescent

lamps and without the employment of special cut-outs or proswitches in connection with the incandescent lamps.
It is frequently desirable in electric lighting where arc lamps
are run in series on a high potential line of considerable length
to operate incandescent lamps at one or more points on the
This has been accomplished by including the insan'ie circuit
candescent lamps in the direct circuit with the arc lights, the
circuit being split into a number of branches to accommodate a
number of incandescent lamps of high resistance. In such a
system it is necessary to combine with the incandescent lamp
proper automatic switches, so that in case of rupture or failure
in any of the incandescent lamps the circuit for the arc lamps
shall not be interrupted or seriously affected in its resistance
This system is liable to the two-fold objection that it requires
the use of complicated and e.vpensive switching apphances, and
that the switching appliances themselves may fail to act properly,
n
in which case the arc lights may go out or may be deranged.
this arrangement the use of switches is entirely dispensed with
'J'he arc lamps are included in series with one another on a
main or principal circuit carrying a current of high electrnniotive force proper for operating arc lamps in series and incandescent lamps supplied wiih current inductively transferred
from the main by the action of an induction coil whose primary
is included in the main circuit while its secondary is connected
to the circuit of the incandescent lamps.
The illustrations give
an excellent gener.il idea of the system, Fig. i being a diagram
of the system, while Fig. 2 represents diagrammatically an arrangement of circuits where a local circuit changer is employed
with the induction coil for setting up changes of magnetic contective

I

An

automatic device

is

provided

for returning

tlie

break

switch in a system of electrical distribution when it has been
opened by a ground or other fault on the llne.and to maintain it
open until the ground has been broken or the fault remedied,
so that the machine may be safely thrown in to feed the line.

Alternating Current Motor.

525.447.
son, N.

The

Application

.J.

first

filed

Olof Dahl,

Decembers,

P.^ter-

1892.

claim reads:

he method of operating, synchronous alternating current
electric motors, which consists in first passing the alternating
current through' a distributed area within an active magnetic
field for starting, and subsequently passing said current through
a concentrated area, independent of the distributed area, for
'1

synchronism

.-^

axle

/'

suitably associated with a direct current motor, having

commutator (7 and brushes
magnets E /;, armature
hese conductors
////, from which lead the conductors 7.
brushes A' A" on the commutator at one end of the
motor transformer L, which is provided with three brushes
iM on its other end to receive multiphase current from the
/'
three local conductors A' A', which lead from the trolleys 7^
on the three Insulated rails A' A' on the track bed between the
Assuming the car provided .substantially as
traction rails.
shown with the devices herein illustrated, there would be by
the proper manipulation of the trolleys multiphase currents delivered over a three-wire system to the car, and these muti'
phase currents would be led to the motor transformer on thecar
A direct current would then be deat any convenient point
livered by the motor transformer to the direct current motor,
thus operating it and driving the Tar.
/'",

thfc field

M

Heat Regulator for Incubators. Iliiber R. Davis,
Application filed August 31, 1S93.
Cardington, O.

525.490.

This device may be applied to any form of incubator which
employs an ordinary lamp to supply the heat, and may be relied upon to regulate the temperature to any desired degree.

525.491.

Fllectric Battery.

N. Y.

Application

filed

Louis Drescher,

March

23,

New

York,

1S94.

The cell Is provided with an ante-chamher or vestibule
through which the gases may find easy escape, but which will
retain all the liquid or semi-liquid which may ooze through the
inner vent and the salts which may be formed about It.

A main conductor is connected with a series of sepamte or
insulated sections that are successively brought into electrical
connection with the main conductor or circuit by the passage of
a car or motor,
525 ,548. Frozen Water Alarm.
don, Eng.
Application filed

W. Humberstone. LonMay 14, 1S94.

f laim I is as follows
I'he combination with

the cylinder containing the flexible
lever pivoted above said disk, means
connecting said lever with said disk, a pivoted plate, a catch
adapted to hold said plate in a position to conceal a warning
notice, and means intermediate said lever and catch whereby
when the lever is raised the catch is moved so as to release said
plate and disclose a warning notice.

diaphragm or disk, of the

Electrical

523 ,563.

Cut-out.
A. Rockofl",
Application filed May lo, 1S93.

N. Y.

New

^'ork,

1 he device is intended to be used in connection with a portable electric lamp.

52s ,564.

New

Handpiece for Electric Lamps.
York, N. Y. Application filed

August

May

Rockofi",

lo, 1S94.

fully explains the application of this device,
the principal claim for which is that it comprises three sections,
two of whuh are semi-cylindrical, and are united together and
provided with a socket at one end. The third constitutes a
socket for an electric lamp, and engages with the socket of the
first mentioned two sections.
The wires within the handpiece
and the joints of the handpiece are protected with cement
'i'he illustration

Railway .Signaling by Means of Detonating or
52s ,584.
Explosive Signals. Herbert Brocklehurst, London,
Eug. Application filed November 3, 1S93.
Detonating or explosive signals are exploded by causing the
train or a suitable device actuated by the train when it reaches
a given part of the track to close or complete an electric circuit
which includes platinum or other wires within a cartridge or
detonating signal, whereby the electric current explodes the
cartridge or signal.

District Telegraph Call.
William H. Garven,
525 ,649.
Portland, Ore. Application filed February 19, 1894.
The system is designed to show on the face of the receiving

attended

to,

Rosette for Electric Liglit Wires.
Charles N.
525 ,653.
llanmiond, Boston, Mass. Application filed January
15, 1S94.

coils.

steam turbine provided with
a casing supported on said frame below the magnet and pro'vided with an annular steam ring, a shaft vertically supported
in bearings in the top and bottom of the casing in axial line
with the magnet, a steam wheel He.\ibly carried by the shaft, an
armature shaft united with the shaft of the steam wheel, a bearing for the upper end of said armature shaft and an armature
flexibly carried by said armature shaft.
its

vertical axis, a

Controller for Electric or Other Motors.
Elmer
525,394.
A. Sperry, Cleveland, O.
Application filed luly 21.
1S94.

This device is intended especially for electric cars in applying the brake or using the motor to brake the car. and interlocking devices between operating handles which are designed
to perform different functions in connection, with the motor or
operation of the connected mechanism for instance, the motor
handle and the braking handle of motor-driven cars
Motormen not being experts, often apply the motive power to cars
whtle the brake is yet active, and also attempt to apply the
brake while the motor is still acting.
The invention is designed to obviate this by arrangement for dis-simultaneous
operation, so that one cannot be operated until the other is
:

off.

17. 1S94.

a pictorial way the thing called for. The call goes into
the central office on two dilTerent circuits, and is printed on
tapes by two difl'crcnt registers, and the boy al.-io notifies the
person who sent the call that it lias been received and Is ijeing

The

Claim 3 follows:
In a steam turbine dynamo the combination of an electromagnet forming the field of force of a dynamo, a frame support-

thrown

Oscar A.
fileil .'Vpril

bo.\ in

Steam Turbine Dynamo. James F. McKlrny,
Albany, N. Y. Application filed December 19, 1S93.

same on

New

Kiiliolm,

Electric RLiilway System.
Yorl<, N. V,
Application

I

le.id to

525,390.

ing the

Conduit

525 ,539.

:

Francis B. Badt,
Electric Railway System.
525,480.
Chicago, 111. Application filed October 22, 1S92.
A are rails upon which
In the accompanying illustration
the car wheels />' 7) run: C" is the body of the car, having the

dition which shall produce the secondary or induced currents.
Fig 3 illustrates a modified disposition of the primary and sec-

ondary

NO. 525,564.
,

NO.

5-^So.

Robert T. Murray
Electro-magnetic Car Brake.
and Charles M. Allen, San Francisco, Cal. Applica-

525,505.

tion filed

October 24, 1S92.

principal feature of this invention is to provide a brake
is attracted with any desired degree offeree to the rails over which the car is passing, whereby
the friction of the brake upon rhe rail may be Increased to any
desired degree independent of the weight of the car. The device is also useful in the case of electric cars when climbing
steep grades to increase the tractile force of the wheels by the
emplovment of a strong electro-magnet, the armature of which
is retained a short distance above the rail, but near enough so
that the attraction will act to hold the wheels more firmly In
contact with the rails than could be effected by the welghfof
the car alone.

The

in

which the electro-magnet

first

claim reads:

A rosette having an internal chamber, aback or base extending continuously across and closing the said chamber, a central
hole through which the lamp-cord passes to the said internal
chamber, side holes perforating the sides of the rosette, and
through which the ends of the lamp-cord may extend for connection with the feed wires, strips' loosely fitting the said side
holes, and binders applied to the outer ends of said strips and
entering loo.sely cavities in the body of the rosette to check endwise movement of the strips in the said holes.
Undergroimd Conduit. Alexander Segade and
52s ,670.
Denis J. O. Regan, Detroit, Mich. Application filed

March

6,

1S94.

The principal features of this invention are the construction
of the sections of an outer mctallie casing containing a series of
ducts, and an insulating material around the ducts formed of
compacted wood or paper pulp; also in the construction of the
joint between the adjoining sections and in the construction of
the service box.

Overhead Switch for Trolley Wires, Hugh M.
Greenwood, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed J^ecember i, 1S93.

525,598.

Electro-magnetic Tractile Device. Charles M.
Application filed August
Allfen, San Francisco, Cal,

525,523.

22, 1S93.

The tractile force of the wheels of a vehicle is temporarily increased, so that they will be prevented from slipping when
power is applied to start the motor or train, or to climb steep

This Invention can be used either for a right or left angle
branch. Sparking and the jumping of the trolley from one arm
to another will be avoided, and the danger of escape of the
trolley greatly reduced.

—
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Power House
About two

years ago the

Union

Louis

Terminal Railroad association
new union depot. The site

selected covers an area Sao by 606 feet, about 11 acres, front-

ing on Market street between Eighteenth and Twentieth
and extending south to Clark avenue. The express buildings and connecting yards cover an additional area of
21 acres extending southward from Clark avenue to
the main yards of ihe association at Poplar street.

by the

K.

St. L.,

111.

association

is

& O., the
& S. and Wabash

Railroad companies, and

the lessee of the St. Louis Bridge, Tunnel Railroad, St.

is

Louis Union Station and terminals

The building is healed and ventilated bv three systems,
Pleuham system, direct radiation, and direct indirect.
The heating apparatus for the entire station that is, the
main building, the Midway, train-shed, coach connections
and express buildings has a capacity to supply 44,500

Louis and East

in St.

—

—

square feet of radiating surface.
taken from the top of the

of

station, express

buildings,

yards and real estate cost $6,500,000.

It

said to be the

is

The main

largest passenger station in the world.

cost ^900,000,

power house,
building

The

on Market

and a depth of So

in the

Romanesque

It is built

feet.

of Bedford stone

Near the east end
two porte cocheres,

style of architecture.

single roof.

ing

The

interior

of the

building

The most

is

finished

in

hardwood,

notable feature of the build-

the grand central hall, 74 by 120 feetand6o feethigh.
The ceiling is barfloor is mosaic work in marble.

is

for

operation some three months;, supplying light for the

in

finished

V

tracks of

feet

2^

UNION STATION.

bT. l.OUIS

The

building

is

a substantial brick

Bedford stone trimmings, 134 feet 4 inches
inches, and 20 feet high, and is divided into

th^-ee parts, boiler

room,

pump room and

engine and dyna-

room, and has a signal tower on the roof

composition;

— DYNAMO

and the main yards of the Terminal

the station

Railroad association.

form and the decoration rich in colors and
To the west of the grand hall is the gentlemen's
room and restaurant, and to the east is the ladies'
On the ground floor is located the general
room.
room, ticket and other offices. The upper floors

The

The

all

The

roof

is

are used for

the offices of the various

Terminal Railroad association.
tric elevators in this

departments of the

boiler

room

is

There are two Hale

elec-

portion of the building.

Between the main building and the train-shed is the Midfeet wide, 34 feet high, and extending the full length
way,
50

main
its

building.

The Midway

roof being of glass— and

with granitoid.

is

well lighted— one

is

paved throughout

by exhaust steam from the

heated

provided. Adjoining the

6 inches by 20

feet,

pump room

from which leads

is

54 feet 4 inches by 62 feet 2 inches.
& Wilcox water tube

250 horse power.
Slack coal

with revolving grates.
directly into the

The smoke-stack

is

feet in diameter, built

boiler

The
is

the base and tapering off to

furnaces are

used.

room from

self-sustained, 170 feet

up of

a

Coal
track

is

on

high and 8

boiler iron 5-16 inch thick at

X

to the engine

and dynamo

A

subway, 3

subway

sure of
ing;

five

1<

by 4
a

laid

is

a stairway

up

to the sig-

pounds

feet, leads

the receiver in the

union station.

to the

In

12 inch pipe, cariying steam at a presfor

heating purposes in the main build-

also an 8 inch pipe to return

the condensed water

to

pump room.

THE ENGINE AND DVNAMO ROOM.
The engine and dynamo room is 54 feet by 62 feet 2 inches
and 20 feet in height, with concrete floor. The engine and
dynamo ioundations are of concrete. The generating plant
consists of two Buckeyetandem compound 100 horse power
engines, each directly connected to two 70 kilowatt Siemens

also,

field

direct

&

current

at a speed of 230 revolutions per minute;
one Buckeye tandem compound 200 horse power

engine directly connected

a

to

kilowatt

140

Siemens

&

ROOM.
Halske slow -speed four pole

dynamo comnmtating
running

at a

directly

interior field direct current

on the armature bars

and
These

speed of 214 revolutions per minute.

generators give a nominal pressure 05485 volts on the bus
bars and have a normal capacity of 5,000 incandescent and

300 arc

In the illustration the

lights.

There are two Siemens
one of which

large unit

two smaller

seen

is

units

are

PIT,

Between the boiler room and the engine room is the pump
room, 20 by 34 feet, the floor of which is depressed some 10
In this are located two Excelsior
feet below the main floor.
1,000 horse power heaters and two duplex feed pumps; also a

is

.S:

Halske five-wire equalizers
running at a speed of 1,650

held in reserve

—

revolutions per minute and giving a pressure of 12c volts

maximum current of 50 amperes to each section of
the five wire system, and maintaining a constant pressure of
at lamp terminals in the union station, a distance
1 10 volts

with a

of some 3,000

feet.

These equalizers are seen to the
beyond the switchboard.

right

in the illustration, just

handsome marble switchboard, which is shown in
mounted the usual switches, voltmeters,
ammeters and regulating devices. Carpenter enamel rheoa

the illustration, are

stats are

room.

THE PUMP AND HEATER

steam are also

nal tower.

On

'"'^^ ^t the top.

four boilers are connected to an iS inch header, from

which the main steam pipe leads

live

a store room, 16 feet

at the left.

four Babcock

safety boilers, each of

The

is

just to the right of the center and the

floors are concrete.

plant consists of

fitted

The power house

engines, but suitable connections with

dynamos running

located south of the train shed in the

is

or triangular space between the east and west connecting

by 61

1,900 feet of heating pipe in the union station.

lialske slow speed four pole interior

THE POWER HOUSE.

the north side of the house.

of the

and opened

old depot.

design.

half of

finished

The power house has been

delivered

waiting

was

station

2d.

rel-vaulted in

waiting

Each track has

it.

THE BOILER PLANT.

and marble.

waiting

built

and

finished.

The

is

covered by a

September

mo

tilin"

is

traffic

The extreme west end
the western part of the building.
building, which is to be a hotel, is not yet

of the

and

feet,

an average length of 630 feet under the shed. The baggage
room, two stories in height, and ^^ by 300 feet, is located
along the Twentieth street side of the train-shed.

structure with

a tower 264 feet high.

by 606

entire area

Thirty tracks are laid in

There are
one at the main entrance and one at the Eighteenth street
entrance to the Midway. There is also a carriageway under
is

The

of iron and glass.

I'OWER HOUSE OK IHE
Street

tower furnish the supply

train-shed covers a space 630

The power house
feet

is

rotary fans run by

which drains the conaensed water from some

receiver, into

this

the train shed ^750,000 and the real eslale

$ I, 000,000.
The main building has a frontage of 606

air for ventilation

Two

of the

at the base

The new union

The new union

Fresh

tower.

air.

entirely

Louis.

St.

motors

electric

The

ouned and controlled
Big Four, L. & N., Mo. Pac,

Kailroad

No. 12

22, 1894.

the

of St. Louis decided to build a

Temiinal

SEPTEMBER

CHICAGO,
of the St.
Station.

used

to regulate the

switching devices

is

the

shunt

Siemens

fields.

Notable amono-

& Halske

field break, a
device for opening the shunt field without danger of rupturing the insulation by the self-inductive discharge.
The

method consists in switching into the field circuit which is
to be broken a device resembling an arc lamp with large

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

134
carbons and then slowly separating the carbons by means of
a worm gear worked by hand. This movement first strikes

an arc which

gradually lengthened until

is

thus

breaks,

resistance varying

introducing into the circuit a

from zero up

it

rapidly

to infinity.

LINE COXSTRUCIION.

The

line

is

and

poles

partly through the train shed, and has a length of 3,000 feet
to the center of distribution.

It

arranged on

is

mens.^: Halske five-wire system of distribution.

composed of two

side mains are

the

Sie-

The

out-

wires, each having

an area

is

Sorley

provided as an auxiliary.

all

switches and signals throughout the yards are

From

operated by means of electro-pneumatic devices.

the

power house a system of underground
and air whistles
throughout the yards. At each switch connection is made
with a cylinder in which moves a piston and rod, which
connects with a switch lever moving the switch points. An
electro magnet at each switch controls a pneumatic valve
admitting air to the cylinder at one end and exhausting from
the other end and thus moving the switch points.
The eleccompressors

air

pipes leads

tiric circuits

to

in the

switches, semaphores

all

controlling these devices are

all laid

underground,

the total length of wire used being about 127 miles, divided
into
•

S06

circuits..

CONTROLLING AND INTERLOCKING DEVICES.

,

In the signal tower these various circuits are controlled

by 64 switch levers, operating 82 switches and 12 movable
There are
point frogs, making a total of 130 switch points!
also 38 signal levers operating 103 semaphores.

These 64 switch

levers

and 38 signal levers are arranged
is, no lever can be moved out

of

FIG

COMBINED

_2

0000 wire, or a

until all

other levers controlling or

connection with the

in

It

operates 12

power plant has a capacity
equipment

entire electrical

The

receipts of the

is

road

ol

Inst

year amounted tu $56,425, an increase of nearly $10,000.
over the previous year, and a net profit of $16,883.
^^ ''^
believed that this will prove a valuable acquisition to the

Rochester Railway company as that corporation will be in a
position to offer extra inducements to patrons in the

improved service and other
given by the old company.

Combined

of

Curb and Conduit System.

By Gustave Monrath,

Among

way

advantages that could not be

E. E.

upon the electrical engineering departments of large cities is the problem of electrical distribution.
Overhead mring, which undoubtedly
is the cheapest and most practical
for small cities, is absolutely out of place in a city like Chicago and before many
the questions

pressing

;

the public will

years

demand

that

all

electric wires, not

and power, but also for telegraph,
and watchman alarm systems, be
placed underground, and that the unsightly telegraph poles,
now encumbering many of our best residence streets, be
only for electric light
fire

alarm

entirely dispensed

with.

The work

of

placing

all

these

a problem which will require

more

ol

of 1,634,800 circular mils for

There is also a special circuit of two
two Hale electric elevators.

lighting purposes.

0000 wires

area

total

normal position

The

of 450 horse power.

its

22, 1894.

AND CONDUIT SYSTEM,

.QURB.

and the three neutral leads are

of 250,000 circular mils,

its

and

ii trailers

the General Electric type.

telephone,

on the interlocking plan; that

cars

its

Rochester Railway company.

motor cars and

On the roof of the power house is located a signal tower
having an unobstructed view of all parts of the yards. From
tower

1SS7, and has been running
lines of the

THE SIGNAL TOWER.

this

overhead construction, partly on

A

switch and signal system.

the electro-pneumatic

storage battery of 21 cells

September

for supplying

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC SWITCH AND SIGNAL SYSTEM.

The system

used

is

&

Union Switch

that of the

Signal

company, Swissvale, Pa., and embodies all the recent developments of this company in switch and signal work.
In the engine and dynamo room

also located

is

two

air

compressors, each of 60 horse power capacity, for operat-
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wires underground

position of every semaphore.

patented.

'

kSv^'

In addition to this an exact model of the yards

on a board

r

track

^m

in

on

this

HH^HR'

repeat-back circuits.

J^m^^n s^WiB^k y^ t"'Sa3^Bi ^BftW*^ '^
^^^B !™^ifcU yr-htTjfBi M^>''^

rails

— are

used.

directing the

•''it.

pV^ ^^^^^^ ^S^<

:,

"!??:- -^^.\

JE:^-Sfc
FIG. I.

^

.*

Vr

'

^^m
St^

lamps.

B^gK£|plVI

is

^^1

additional

as

movement
is

of trains

taken

to*

emergency signals for
in special cases.
Every

guard against errors and

No

oil

lamps are used.

placed underground in the

The wiring

The Rochester, N.

Y., Railway company, which

cured control of the Rochester Electric

tical

also located a 5 horse power verengine, driving a 50 volt 50 ampere Westinghouse

enerator, which supplies current for the electrical part

all

adapted to the

A step

of

will require

situatio'n in large cities.

this direction,

in

which can be desired

by an

embodying almost everything
engineer for a com-

electrical

and perfect conduit system

plete

for electrical distribution,

shown in the accompanying illustrations, which represent
the Sampson combined curb and coTiduit system recently

is

As the name of the system indicates, it is the plan of the
inventor to have his conduits embedded in the curbstones,
leaving the middle of the street in the undisturbed possession of gas and water companies and

conscience

forever of

blame

all

poorly replaced pavements.
I is

relievmg the electrical

for torn-up

streets

and

Referring to the illustrations,

a reproduction of a.photograph of a section of this

curb conduit

in the ground; Fig. 2 is a sectional drawing of a
curb with four conduits, with upper ducts for street and house

wiring,

and Fig. 3 shows the method of construction.

This design of the new conduit system

is

pally for the residence parts of large cities,

adopted by the
Park,

111.,

Norwood Park

and intends

struction of

its

In placing

signal

Electric

intended princ

and has been-

& Construction com-

to utilize

it

Norwood

exclusively in the con-

electric light plant.

t;he

Sampson combined curb and conduit a

company's

lines

under a lease for fifty years, which was closed last week.
The former company agrees to guarantee 8 per cent, upon

company.

The

Rochester Electric Railway company owns the line extending from Rochester to Ontario Beach, a summer resort on

Lake Ontario.

The company was

is dug along the curb
and wholly outside of the driveway, so

as not to disturb the paving of the street except at cross-

owns and

the street railway lines within the city, has se-

the capital stock of $200,000 of the latter

is

it

a comprehensive system of underground conduit especially

line of the street,

inch pipe.

and, besides,

trench of suitable width and depth

underground pipes e.\tending throughout the yards and
operating all switches, semaphores and air whistles.
The
pneumatic system embraces 5,000 feet of 3 inch pipe and

room

volt

for these lights

same conduit with the

operates

In the engine

by iio

Rochester Railway Matters.

,

skill,

pany, which has purchased the patent rights for
ignals are lighted

maintain a constant pressure of So pounds on a system of

^

the

wires.

ing the electro-pneumatic switch and signal system. These

4,000 feet of

by

Air whistles are located at the several

All semaphores and switch
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COMBINED CURB AND CONDUIT SYSTEM.

operated

see the

accidents.

"''i^SS
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is

to

is

than ordinary engineering

Fig.

semaphore bridges

'

precaution possible

^'

This also

reproduced

—
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is

Track circuits that is, circuits connected to the
two rails and operated by the presence of a train on the

ll£i^^KKi
WJigg^msl

^^^^umbH^^^^h^:

Each

represented by small brass rods.

model board, thus enabling the operator

position of every switch.

^^MRlri.'2t>'

1^^^^^

is

of every switch in the yards

^KfrnSSSffif^

.

arranged

is

of the interlocking lever case.

front

and switch point

The movement

i^^F*
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COMBINED CURB AND CONDUIT SYSTEM.

3,

same line of rails, switch points and signals
are in their normal position, and no semaphore signal can be
moved until all switch points covered by it have been moved
Every movement of a s^vitch
into their proper position.
point or semaphore signal is repeated back to the signal
house, showing positively that the switch point or semaphore
has been thrown to its proper position. A miniature set"of
semaphore signals in the signal tower is operated by these
repeat-back circuits, thus showing to the operator the exact
relating to the

r

incorporated in August,

ings.

The old curbing is removed, and the trench thoroughly

flushed and tamped.

A

to the necessary grade

and surrounded with

three-inch drain

tile

or crushed stone to a depth of 10 inches.

stone should be well compacted around
tile

connected to

made of

tlie

vitrified tiles

sections of four feet
is

now

catch-basins.
laid

in

The

concrete

containing as

many

is

then laid

sufiicient gravel

The

tlie

gravel or

tile,

and

the

conduit, which

and furnished

is

in

ducts as desired

placed on top of the gravel, the sections two feet

—

September

22.

and is
two adjacent

lined

apart,
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up and tamped
are

section^

The

tight.

then joined

kept in position by a mandrel pushed through

frame or mould

a sheet steel

on the

section

tiles

section

and a mixture of concrete and

outside,,

Portland cement cast around the

securing a perfect air

tiles,

and water tight joint, and finally the curb is faced with
cement and sand and dressed smooth with trowel and brush.
At buch points as may be desired a T-shaped tile or duct
is laid for house or street lamp connections, and all ends are
sealed with plugs until such time asconnectionsare to be made.
At

street

comers and

Bv Fr.vnk

to

such other points as a change in

at

may

grade or in the alignment of the curb

necessitate,

The municipal

The dam
E. Scovili.e.

plant at Austin, Tex., for furnishing water,

has a favorable location on the north bank of the Colorado
latter

emerges from the high country on the

The advantages of this position were early recognized by the business men of Austin, and.several years ago
the movement looking toward the utilization of the immense

northwest.

In

power was begun. Engineers were employed by
make investigations and surveys and collect data upon the subject, and live years ago the project
had assumed so much importance that It became an issue in
the local election.
John McDonald, who was elected
mayor in 1S90, was one of the leading advocates of the

crossing streets the conduit will be constructed in the same

scheme, and under his direction measures were at once taken

manner as the combined curb and conduit, except

One of the first steps taken was
employment of competent engineers to make plans and
compile data that would be of value in directing the work.
Joseph P. Frizell of Boston, Mass., was employed to make
a preliminaiy survey.
His report was very complete and
was submitted to the city council at a special session held in
the opera house, which was filled with representative citizens.

manholes are to be
ing, splicing

The

tile

and ventilation

manholes and ducts running

part of

it

will

is

provided by means
obtained through

is

lampposts.

into the

be brought above the surface of the

The advantages
material used in

construction

its

practically indestructible

is

pipe

vitrified

ductor, impenetrable to water, and
face offers little resistance

Water

to the

a good non-con-

is

its smooth, glazed
drawing of cables.

connections, both for house and street lighting, can be

T

without disturbing the street pavements,

sur-

All

will

The

betaken

stocks set in the

of rubble

rubble masonry was

total cost of the

dam, includ-

through iron pen-

to the turliines

headgate masonry

east end of the
dam, asshown in the illustration, Fig. i.
The power house is to be built immediately below the
headgates.
The headgate masonry is loS feet long and

up

carried

16 feet

above

the

at the

crest

to pass a depth of at least 14 feet

on the

There are seven penstocks nine
which

will

be used by the city for

it

being

dam would have

crest.

in diameter, four of

feet

supply and the electrical machinery,

dam,

the

of

estimated that at times of great floods the

water

to

and a core

faces

All granite and

ing extras, was $611,313.29.

operating the water
tlie

other three to be

used as a reserve power for manufacturing purposes.

The

po\\er plant consists of

two

vertical turbines, each of

200 horse power capacity, for operating the pumps, and four
pairs of horizontal turbines, each pair to have a capacity of

advance the project.

506 horse power. These are to operate the electrical
machinery. These turbines are of the Stilhvell-Bierce &

the

The

of this system are quite evident.

and improves with age; the

no

that
street.

built of granite

Portland cement.

laid in

local capitalists to

connections from the floor of the manholes

to the sewer system,

the

cables.

drainage of the conduit system

of suitable

permit draw-

built of sufficient- size to

and tappnig of

is

limestone masonry.

and power, which is now in course of construction, is
one of the most extensive enterprises of the kind in the country, and in many respects is an unique undertaking. The city

where the

the capacity for

ten hours a day to be not less than 14,000 horse power.

light

river,

Board of Public Works, estimates

to the

the ducts;

placed from

is

by

13s

Municipal Plant at Austin. Tex., for
Water, Light and Power.

duels of the

together
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company's make, and with two 4,000,000
power pumps will cost about $38,000.
The power house is being built after plans furnished by
Engineer Fanning, the construction work being under the

Smith- Vaile

gallon water

made

branches with

ample hand room being placed at intervals of 25 feet.
By the combination of a conducit and curbstone the conduit system

is

entirely out

way

of the

of gas and water

which are always unpleasant neighbors for electric
wires, and the sub-drainage of the curb is of great advantage to the roadbed, especially on unimproved streets,
pipes,

when they would otherThe cost of this conduit sysany more than ordinary curbs and

keeping them well drained

at times

wise be almost impassable.

tem does not amount
corresponding pole

to

This system of underground con-

lines.

duit can also be adapted for the business part of a

city

by

combining the conduit with an area-wall, built similarly to
the curbstone, and which would facilitate the connection of
light

and power

circuits to

house wiring without the neces-

special ^lermit for opening Lhe

sity of obtaining a

cverytime a tap wire

streets

wanted.

is

Dissipated Lightning.'
And now

Who
To

at last there

comes

a

man

I'm told, devised a plan

has,

shield us from a dreadful fate

By making

lightning dissipate.

Indeed, ere this, full many a wight
Himself hath found in so sad plight.

With Jersey lightning partly

He

sated.

extremely dissipated.

felt

s
The plan proposed by Mr H
The shrewdest is of many dodges —
"To sa.ve yaiers <yfrom such a fate

Make your
You

conductor dissipate."

haven't any, do you say?
Well, well, there surely

Of

course, you

buy

H

From

is

a

way —

one, don't you see.

s or his

companee.
FIG.

Which makes,

Conductors that
Lordtless
I

So

?('///

s calls

it - 'tis

feller

it

so

—

a "dispeller,"

His dissipated lightning rod,

May

"Died of

question of raising

money

to

defray the expense

was sub-

mitted to the people at a special election at which only taxThe proposition was whether
payers were allowed to vote.

flash

on you, unprotected, crash,

in epitaph above your sod

Or you

fluid.

as often quick, renewijd-

Orelsc repeated lightning

Tins report wasveiy
prise, and when in March, 1890, John Bogart, the eminent
state engineer of New York, who was employed to examine

Mr. Frizells statement, made a favorable report, it was
determined to proceed at once with the enterprise. The

odd —

1 hat bursts so quickly with the

Must be

—

a busted lightning rod

"

survive by merest luck.

your dispeller has been struck —
Put not your trust, as you began,
[n a "dissipated lightning" man.

amount of $1,400,000

the city should issue bonds to the

to

work of erecting the dam, laying water mains,
erecting a power house and complete pumping, electric
The result was an overwhelming
light and power plant.

pay

When

for the

victory for the

friends of the scheme,

there being

votes in favor of the plan as against 50 opposed to

When

the city

was authorized

1,354

it.

issue bonds, plans

to

were

Keep out of such bad company,
From dissipation ever free

immediately ordered and contracts let for the construction
of the dam proper and excavation for the power house. Mr.

Dispel your fears, discharge alarm,

Frizell,

No

Joviau bult can do thee harm.

and good and near are found.
With good connections to the ground,

If strong

Conductors

To
Then

from dispellation,
neutralize the emanation.
free

and cry aloud
be heard by all the crowd "To soak the lightneu though they're able
My conductors are not dissipable."
lift

So

TE.\.,

FOR WATER, LIGHT AND POWER.

thy voice

it

Dedicated to Hodges, apropos of page
Western Electrician, September i, :S94.

Board
this

having been previously elected chief engineer of the

of Public

work.

masonry was
set in the

dam

Works, was placed

in

immediate charge of

Operations were at once commenced; the first
laid

on

May

dam on May

2,

and the

5, 1891,

last

was

stone

The dimensions

1S93.

of the

Length of rollway
Length of bulkhead and headgate

1,090

Total length over all.
Width of base
Height above" low water
Total height above foundation .

l)36o

.

J. T.

-

this

work

promoted

since the

stone

first

was

been engaged

has

laid in the

dam.

He

in

was

to engineer in charge last February.

In May, 1893, just after the completion of the dam, a
break occurred in the eastern bank of the river, which carried

away about 70

of the powerhouse

feet of the

a fault in the limestone

out, with the exception of the

stocks next to the dam.

March, 1S94,

The

headgate masonry and apart

The break was found to be due to
formation.
The headgate was taken

site.

at a cost of

lake formed by the

enclosing the two pen-

part

These

repairs

were completed

in

about $64,000.

dam

is

about 27 miles long, and

It was named
Lake McDonald by the City Council in honor of Mayor
McDonald, who has given his entire time to the work for

covers an area of about two thousand acres.

the last four years.

The electrical machinery will consist of three Wood arc
dynamos, with a capacity of 80 450 watt lamps each; four
3,000 light and two 1,500 light Wood alternating genera,
tors at 2,000 volts; two 130 horse power 500 volt General
Electric generators,and one 180 kilowatt three phase generator, all to

be connected of course with the

city,

a distance

of 3J4^ miles.

are as follows:

T.

who

supervision of Joseph Kepferle,

encouraging to the friends of the enter-

dissipate.

me— a forgetful

should have called

H

MUNICIPAL PLANT AT .\USTIN,

I.

the advertisements state.

270
66
60
68

feet.
'

'

"
"
"
"

Fanning of Minneapolis, Minn., consulting engineer

The accompanying

illustrations serve the double purpose
showing some interesting features of the work and at
the same time conveying an idea of the magnitude of the

of

enterprise.

Fig.

i

shows the dam with penstocks

set in the

headgate masonry, the power house site just below.
the time the photograph was taken from which this cut

At

wa

—

.
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dam had just been placed,
shows the power house site with part
of the foundation and some of the machinery in position,
while Fig. 3 shows the bulkhead and pool below the dam,
stone in the

reproduced the

last

May

F'g- 2

2, 1893.

with 5-9

The

feet of

water over.

entire city

is

being wired, and the pole line will re-

quire at least 2,000 poles.

The

street lighting

is

to

be by

the tower system. There are employed 31 towers of the Star

Tower company's make, 150 feet high, each with six
The towers are now in position, and
city is wired for 15,000 lights. Some delay will be caused

Iron

450 watt arc lamps.
the

in this

work by the

loss ot

about

five

hundred poles during

the recent labor troubles in Chicago.

Edward

J.

ductors of the consumption circuit or circuits. Itmay be, for example,
about 15 per cent, but circumsunces might make it desirable to
diminish the loss upon the feeding condu<.tors down even aslow as
that upon the main conductors of the consumption circuit or circuits,
or to increase the loss upon the feeders to more than fifteen per cent.
*
* * V\ hen it is desired to use a few lamps near the central station, they may be placed upon a direct circuit therefrom, with resistance at the commencement or home end of the circuit sufficient to then
reduce the tension of the current in such circuit so that It shall only be
equal to that in the more distant circuits, and one or more such cirWhen
cuits may be combined with the circuits before described.
large buildings or blocks of building using many lamps are to be supplied, it may be desirable to lay therefor separate feeders insulated
In
a
city,
from each other. Where several central stations are used
each having feeding conductors leading to lamp-circuit conductors of
the description before noted, it may be advisable to connect the feeding circuits of all the stations, equalizing the tension or pressure
throughout the entire system of the place where the central stations
are located
,
;

illustrative drawings show different applications of
general form of circuit described in the specification.
The patent has six claims, but the defendant was charged
only with tlie infringement of the first, second and third

The

O'Beirne, state agent for the Fort

Wayne

company, is giving this contract his personal superand when finished it will be as complete as any light
and power plant in the Southwest.
Electric

vision,

the

claims,

The

city

council proposes

cents per ]6 candle

to furnish lights at about 25

power lamp, with meter and power

rates

in proportion.

Important Patent Decision.
In the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

the

of

New

Jersey, in the case of the Edison

FIG. 2.

company

against

Westinghouse, Church,

was for the alleged infringement by thedefendant
patent of the United Statesto Thomas A. Edison,
No. 264,642, dated September 19, 1SS2, granted upon the
application filed August 9, iSSo, for an "electric distribuAfter stating that the "intion and translation system."
vention relates to a method of equalizing the tension or
'pressure' of the current through an entire system of electric
lighting, or other translation of electric force, ]5reventing
what is ordinarily known as a 'drop' in those portions of the
system the more remote from the central station," the
specification proceeds thus:
is

which the drop

the candle

in

circuit, in the main conductension is not sufficient to vary practically

AND TOWER. — SITE OFPOWER HOfSE.

power of the lamps connected therewith, with a feeding

circuit having no translating devices, and e.\tending from the source
of electrical energy to the center cf the consumption circuit, sub-siautiiilly as set forth

suit

letters

known from patents already granted me, and

prior applications pending, I use in my system an electric tight formed of a
continuous incandescing conductor, large numbers of which are
grouped into one system, supplied and regulated from a central
central
conductors
leading
from and
to the
station, main
station, each lamp or translating device being in a derived circuit to
the main conductors, the entire system being what is known as a
From a central station the main conductors
'"multiple arc'' system.
may proceed, and it is intended that they should, to a great distance,
and supply a large number of translating devices. In such cases
there is inevitably a difference in tension between various parts of the
This may be
circuit, due to the resistance of the main conductiTS.
partially remedied by making the conductors very large near or at the
station, gradually decreasing their size or conducting capacity; but
To obviate the
such plan only lessens slightly the ratio of fall.
difficulty I provide feeding conductors, which extend from the generator or generators to the main conductors of the lamp or consumption
circuit or circuits, such feeding conductors not having nny translating
devices connected therewith, and being connected with the main conductors of the consumption circuit or circuits at the center ends or
other points on such main conductors. From a central station several
sets of such feeding conductors may run. each set feeding Into its own
lamp or consumption circuit or all the sets feeding into a connected
system of lamp or consumption circuits. Itwill be seen that the drop
upon the feeding conductors has no effect upon the relative candle
power of the lamps of the system, the relative candle power of the
lamps being affected only by the drop upon the main conductors of
the consumption circuitor circuits between the end of a set of feeding
conductors and points most distant from any feeding conductors. In
order to maintain practically the same candle power throughout the
system, the main conductors of the consumption circuit or circuits
should be so proportioned that the drop in tension upon them shall
not exceed a definite small limit: for example, five per cent. This
drop will make a difference of less than a candle power In all the si.vteen candle power lamps of the system, which difference Is not perceptible to the eye. Upon the feeding conductors however, any loss
can be made. This loss will he varied according to localities,. and the
re\ative cost of copper lor conducting purposes and horse power for
g,eneralion. This loss upon the feeding conductors. In large and extended systems, will generally be greater than upon the main con-

As

The combination of a consumption

tors of

.MUNICIPAL PL.ANT AT AUSTIN, TEX,, FOR WATER, LIGHT

fudge
Kerr & Co., from which an appeal had been taken,
Acheson wrote the opinion, which is herewith appended:
This

as follows:

set forth.
3.

Eleclric Light

which are
consumption

A

for

Third Circuit Judges Acheson, Dallas and Butler handed
down a decision at Philadelphia on September iith, reversing the decision of the Circuit Court of the United States
for the District

A

circuit, in the main conductors of which the
drop in tension is not sufficieui to vary practically the candle power
of the lamps connected therewith in combination with feeding conductors connecting the consumption circuit with the source of electrical energy, and having no translating devices connected therewith,
the drop in tension iipon such feeding conductors not affecting the
relative candle power of the lamps of the consumption circuit,
substantially as set forth,
consumption circuit. In the main conductors of which there is
z.
a definite small drop in tension, not sufficient to vary practically the
candle power of the lamps connected therewith, in combination with
feeding conductors connecting theconsumption circuitwith the source
of electrical energy, and having no translating devices connected
therewith, the loss upon such feeding conductors being greater than
upon the main conductors of the consumption circuit substantially as
I.

of

"

well

For the proper determination of this case it is essential
matter of these claims should be clearly
understood. This patent does not deal with the complicated
general problem of the distribution of electricity and the
subdivision of the current for the puipose of domestic illumination.
The patent is not for an incandescent lamp, or
for a dynamo for generating electricity, or for the arrangement of the lamps in multiple arc, or for indicating and
regulating devices for controlling the current from a central
station, singly or combined.
The patent deals with the one
particular difficulty of drop in tension or fall of pressure
loss of electromotive force, due to the resistance of the
conductors to the electric flow. To remedy the evil effect
therefrom, the patentee provides special conductors for the
transmission of electricity, extending from the generator to
the main conductors with which the lamps are connected
and from which they are served. The patent is for a specific
arrangement and proportioning of the two sets of conductors which together constitute the complete circuit.
The claims in question are perfectly clear and definite.
Each claim is for a combination consisting of two constituents, namely, a consumption circuit in the main conductors,
of which the drop in tension is not sufficient to vary practically the candle power of the lamps connected therewith,
and feeding conductors (a feeding circuit) having no translating devices thereon, uniting the consumption circuit with
the source of electrical energy.
Any electric consumption
circuit, the main conductors of which are so proportioned
that the drop in tension therein is not sufficient to varypractically the candle power of its lamps, in combination
with feeding conductors on which are no translating devices,
falls within the scope of the claims.
Plainly, each of these
claims is tor a single circuit composed of a pair of transmitting conductors and a pair of distributing conductors
having the specified characteristics without regard to any
other like circuit. The gist of the alleged invention is in
the combination and proportioning of the two parts of the
circuit and not in the scale of use.
Contrary to these views, the Circuit Court was of the
opinion that certain unexjjressed qualifications are to be
incorporated into each of the claims by virtue of the concluding wortis "substantially as set forth." After discussthat the subject

September

22,
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ing the specified limitations, the court said: "But this
statement of the claims would be highly inaccurate if perOther limitations must be regarded.
mitted to stand alone.
Not only are the circuits, feeding and consumption, unique
their special characteristics, but, as well, are jointly applicable to the lighting by incandescent lamps, in multiple
arcs, of large area, of which portions or parcels are very
distant or remote fiom a central station, from which, however, emanates complete control.
It is true that these latter
limitations are not expressed in terms in the claims under
But, in draughting the
consideration, or in either of them.
claims, Mr, Edison, by the words used, clearly referred to
the descriptive phraseology of the specifications of his inin

vention preceding them.
Accordingly, the court construed these several claims as
involving the lighting of a " large territory" by the use of
" large numbers" of incandescent lamps, and as implying
central station regulation whereby variable drop in tension,
in remote parts of the system may be controlled.
But, in
our judgment, these limitations are inadmissible. The fact
is, pending the application for this patent, it was sought to
amend the specification and insert a new claim by the introduction of the matter of central station regulation, but the
Patent Office rejected the proposed amendment for the assigned reason that " it describes and claims an invention not
even hinted at in the original specification nor shown in any
of the drawings.''
While central station regulation is incidentally referred
to in the introductory part of the specification, it is not described at all, and clearly is no ])art of this alleged invention.
The only described means to secure equality of pressure between the lamps of a circuit near the central station
and the lamps of a circuit more remote therefrom are resistance coils put in the supply conductors of the near circuit.
This device is covered by the fifth claim, infringement ol
which is not charged.
The claims in question are unambiguous and e^act. Upon
well settled principles, then, limitations other than those
expressed are to be excluded (Railroad company vs. Mellen,
104 U. S., 112; Vale Lock company vs. Greenleaf, 117 U.
S., 554; White vs. Dunbar, 119
As was
U. S., 47, 52).
said in the last cited case, " the claim is a statutory requirement, prescribed for the very purpose of making the patentee define precisely what his inventiou is, and it is unjust
to the public as well as an evasion of the law, to construe
it in a manner different from the plain import of its terms."
The claims here, we think, were purposely framed broadly,
so as to cover the simplest form of the alleged invention.
The claims with which we are concerned, as we have
seen, are each for a combination of two elements, a consumption circuit and feeding conductors having respectively
the peculiar properties specified.
The primary queston for
solution, then, is, whether it mvolved invention in a patentable sense to combine a circuit for feeding only with a consumption circuit, the main conductors of which are so proportioned as to maintain such uniformity of pressure upon
them that there is practically no variance in the candle
power of the lamps connected therewith.
Now a claim for a combination carries with it an implication that the separate elements are old.
Says Justice
Bradley, speaking for the court, in the case of the Cornplanter Patent, 23 Wall., 181,224: "Where a patentee
after describing a machine claims as his invention a certain
combination of elements, or a certain device, or part of the
machine, this is an implied declaration, as conclusive so far
as that patent is concerned, as if it were expressed, that the
specific combination or thing claimed is the only part which
the patentee regards as new." In the present instance the
positive proofs accord with the implication.
Most certainly
the patent in suit discloses no new means either for transmitting a current of electricity or for equalizing pressure
npon the consumption circuit.
It is to be noted that the patent leaves it altogether to
the judgment of the electrical engineer or contractor to
determine the relative lengths of the two parts of the combined circuit and the proper thickness of the conductors.
As to these points no definite instructions are given. Undoubtedly, it was well known prior to the alleged invention
that a large quantity of electrical energy could be transmitted a considerable distance by a conductor of small size.
Now with respect to the loss of pressure upon the feeding
conductors which loss depends upon the thickness of the
conductors the specification tells us that "this loss will
be varied according to localities and the relative cost of
copper for conducting purposes and horse power for genera-

—

—

tion."
It is said that in large and extended systems this
loss would generally be greater than the loss upon the
main conductors of the consumption circuit, and "may be,
for example, about fifteen per cent.;" but that circumstances might make it desirable to diminish the loss down
even as low as that upon the the main conductors of the
consumption circuit, or to increase the loss upon the feeders
to more than fifteen per cent.
Thus is it left where,
indeed, it properly belongs
to the intelligence of the electrical engineer to select feeding conductors of larger or
smaller diameter, depending upon the comparative cost of
copper and of power, or upon some special circumstances.
Of a truth, the feeding conductors of the patent are
nothing more than the ordinary supply wires running from
the source of the electrical energy.
The proper function of
such conductors being to transmit the electric current to
the point where it is to be utilized, as a matter of course
they have no "translating devices connected therewith."
The statement in tlie specification "It will be seen that
the drop upon the feeding conductors has no effect upon the
relative candle power of the lamps, being affected only by
the drop upon the main conductors of the consumption
circuit or circuits between the end of a set of feeding conductors and points most distant from any feeding conductors"
is the mention of an obvious fact.
Indeed, it is putas
a self-evident proposition.
That no loss upon the supply
part of the circuit can affect the relative candle power of the
lamps upon the consumption part of the circuit is a quality
inhering in the circuit by the very nature of things.
It is a
necessary incident of any circuit, part of which supplies the
current and part of which distributes it.
The specification states that "in order to maintain i)ractically the same candle power ihrougliout the system, the

—

—

—

'
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consunipiJon cir
_.!\.uits
shuuld be so proportioned that the drop in leii>iun upon
them shall not exceed a definite small limit- for example,
live per cent.,'" but gives no information whatever how that
This silence is highly significant. The specificais done.
tion as>umes that to secure iiniformily of electrical pressure.
and,thus uniformity of effect, is a matter of common knowle^lge among those skilled in the electrical art, as indeed it
was. The drop or fall in tension or pressure in an electrical
current in its passage through a conductor was an observed
and well understood phenon.enun long prior to the year
iSSo. It was known that its cause was tiie rcsisiance offerecl
bv the conductor to the flow of the current, and the laws
governing the flow of electricity and the drop in tension had

main conductors of the

.

been ascertained and published, and were perfectly familiar
They understood the effect upon
to all skilled elect riciar.s.
the drop in tension of variations in the size and length ot the
conductor and of changes in the electromotive force of the
generator; and the ascertainment of the proportions to be
given to a conductor to secure a definite fall in pressure
with a given current was a mere matter of calculation, to
aid which formula had been worked out.
In the art ot electroplating as practiced long before iSSo
we find an arrangement of circuits substantially the same as
Here a large number of articles
that of the patent in suit.
to be plated simultaneously are suspended in ihe bath bv

-

,

separate wires attached to a metallic rod placed across the
top of the tank; that is to say, the articles are arranged in
multiple arc with respect to the electric current.
The rod
is supplied ^^ ith the current by conducting wires wliich condynamo,
and
the
current
divides among
nect the rod with the
It will be perceived that here one
the suspended articles.
part of the circuit is used exclusively for" transmitting the
Equality of
current and the other part for distributing it.
electric pressure among the articles to be treated is essential
to good work, and, in fact, the distributing rods were made
of such ^ize that any material fall in pressure was avoided.
Turning now to the Khotinsky French patent of 1S75,
which relates to the art of electric lighting, we discover that
it shows and describes a circuit of feeding and consumption
parts in conibination, identical in form w^ith that of the patThe lamps of Khoiinsky's system are incandesent in suit.
cent lamps, and they are arranged in mutlple arc. He shows
a magneto-electric machine located "in the center of this
From the magneto-electric
system or at any other point."
machine run two "conducting wires" with which no transThese conducting or feeding
lating devices are connected.
wires connect with the ''main conductois" of _the circuit
with which all the lamps are connected. In his diagrams r
and 3 the feeding conductors connect with the center of the
consumption circuit and in diagram 2 at the end. Undeniably Khotinsky's combined arrangement of feeding conductors and distributing conductors is precisely the arrangement of tlie patent in suit. Notliing indeed is said by
Khotinsky about proportioning the main conductors of the
consumption circuit so as to prevent injurious drop intension.
It was, however, wholly unnecessary for him to say anyAll that was needful to overcome
thing upon that subject.
the difficulty due to drop in tension was to make the main
conductors of the consumption circuit of proper ihicknes'^.
The laws governing the flow- and distribution of electricity
in conductors were perfectly well known to, electricians at
the date of Khotinsky's jjatent, and any electrical engineer
of ordinary skill then called on to construcit a circuit of
Khotinsky's system, it is to be assumed, would have acted
in accordance with common electrical knowledge, principles
and practice; in other words, he would have made the main
conductors of the consumption conduit sufficiently large to
be of practical utiliiy.
can it be affirmed that it would require invention
simply to proportion Khotinsky's circuit in the manner contemplated by the patent in suit— to make his transmitting
wires and distrilniting conductors, respectively, of suitable
size to perform their intended functions?
Now, it is quite true that prior to the year 18S0 electric
lighting for ordinary domestic purposes was not an accomBut this was not for lack of anything shown
plished fact.
by the patent in suit. The great desidcratu^tu was a
Such a lamp, with a filapractical incandescent lamp.
mental carbon conductor of high resistance and burning
with a veiy small amount of current, was devised in or
about the year 1879. ^'""^ ''^ solved the problem of the
practical subdivision of the e'.ectric current for incanThe principle of this lamp was prodescent lighting.
nounced by Justice Bradley, in the Consolidated Electric
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without which domestic electric illumination was impossible
was invented so short a lime before the application for
this patent, and that, when the occasion for its use actually
arose, the feeder and main system was forthcoming.
It is a great mistake, as the proofs demon>trate, to attribute to the patent in suit the merit of having solved the
problem of economically supplying the requisite current for
extensive use to circuits covering large areas, portions of
\\hichare at great distances from the source of electrical
energv.
Whatever of economy in copper may result from
tlie plan of the patent is confined altogether to the transmitting conductors, and the cost of copper restricts the use
of this system to comparatively narrow limits. The extension of incandescent electric lighting over large areas is
really due to subsequent inventions.
Conspicuous among
the more recent discoveries and imurovements which have
brought incandescent lighting into extensive and common
use is the converter or alternating current system, whereby
the electric current is transmitted from the generating station to a very great distance at an extremely high pressure,
and is converted at the points of distribution with the lowpressure cuiTcnts required by the incandescent lamps.
The multiple arc or derived-circuit system of distribution
being confessedly old, and tl;e h'gh resistance incandescent
lamp having been devised to provide "feeding conductors
which extend from the generator or generators to the main
conductors of the lamp of consumption current,"' was, it
seems to us, an obvious engineering expedient. Then, as
already shown, the proper proportioning of the two parts of
the combined circuit involved only the exercise of the

—

common knowledge and skill of the electrician. Ihe facts,
we think, clearly bring this case within the principles announced by the Supreme Court in the case of HoUister vs.
Benedict, etc., company, 113 U. S.. 59, and in kmdrtd
cases.
The plan of electric distribution covered by the
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Swiss Electrical Industries.
Ur. A. Denzler, of the polytechnic school at Zurich, has
contributed to the Schwetzcrischc Bauzeituui^^xa interesting
statistical article on Switzerland's electrical industries, the
main points of which are summed up in the appended
table;

Average
1S93.

1SS9.

per year
since

Lighting stations
Power transmission sta-

679

-51

82

116

77

25

J,

21

r6i
1,4 a

4'

tions

Storage battery plants..
Generators and motors

Combined

capacity
kilowatts

in

Incandescent lamps.

....

,0
••

5

'.O

8

1459(1

7,coo
51.155

2 ,689

2.125

845

:,ro

28,832

Arc lamps

iS9--

'89.

3,2 S
SO. 2''

382

Among

the generators in use there are six of 600 hors2
power each, all of them mounted on vertical shafts directly
connected with the dri\'ing turbine shafts.
Five of these
generators are
the large aluminium works at Neuhausen;
the sixth, at Dorenberg-Li z^rne, is the largest machine
now in operation in Switzerland for lighting purposes.
Another noteworthy machine is a 100 horse power generator
at Schonenwerd, running at the remarkably low speed of
only 32 revolutions per minute.
The highest voltages used
in the plants installed during the year 1S93 were these in a
paper mill at Biberist, where a direct current of from 6,500
to 7,000 volts is employed, wdiile at the central station at
Charmey-Bulle a 3,300 volt alternating currtnt is employed.
These two plants also have the longest aerial transmission
lines in Swi!zerland, measuring, respectively, 28. 5 kilometers
Dr. Denzleralsn
{17.7 miles) and 9.6 kilometers (6 miles).

m

How

Light company vs. McKeesport Light company, 40 Fed.
Rep., 21, 29, to have been "the grand discovery in the art
of electric lighting, without which it could not have become a ])ractical art for the purpose of general use in
houses and cities. " .Such were the views which prevailed
in the

Second Circuit

in the case of

the

Edisi.n

Electric

Light company vs. United States Elecric Lighting company, 47 Fed. Rep., 454; 52 Fed. Rep., 300, where it was
decided that Mr. Edison was the first and original inventor
of this lamp.
Under the proofs, we cannot assent to the suggestion
that the alleged invention here in question supplied a longfelt want, or met a difficulty generally recogn'zed in the art
as a serious hindrance to the distribution of the electric
current.
In fact, prior to the application for this patent,
no incandescent electric lighting plant had been built.
There had been no occasion to erect such plants, for no
practically successful incandescent lamp had yet been furnished to the public.
Hence, electrical engineers had not
been called upon to deal practically with the problem of
drop in tension .in the construction of such plants. In
truth, the feeder and main system of distribution came
naturally, in the ordinary progress of the art of incandescent electric lighting, as and when needed.
In his Cantor Lectures ofFebruary, 1SS5 (put in evidence
by the plaintiff below;, Prof. George Forbes, speaking of
this feeder and main system, well said: "It is a result which
would certainly have been arrived at by any one who
thoroughly and intelligently worked out the problem."

added that, so far as he could discover, Mr.
Edison "was the first, by a long time, to hit upon this cure
But this .latter statement is without significance when we reflect that a practical incandescent lamp

FIG.

3.

.MUNICIPAL PLANT AT AUSTLV, TEX., FOR WATHR, LIGHT

claims in question is not "the creative work ot that inventive faculty which it was the purpose of the constitution
and patent laws to encourage and reward." To sustain
these ulaims would be to sanction a niunopoly in that which
belongs to the public.
In announcing this conclusion we cannot do better than
quote some observations of the Supreme Cuurt which apply
In Atwith great force to this case, as we read the proofs.
lantic Works vs. Brady, 107 U. S., 192, 199, the court said:

The process of deveiopment in manufactures create.'; a constant demand for new appliances, which the skill of ordinary head-workmen
and engineers

is

generally adequate to devise,

and which, indeed,
such development. Each

are the natural and proper outgrowth of
step forward prepares the way for the next, and each is usually taken
by spontaneous trials and attempts in a hundred different places. To
grant to a single party a monopoly of every slight advance made, except where the exercise of invention somewhat above ordinary mechanical or engineering skill is distinctly shown, is unjust in principle and injurious in its consequences.

The appellant maintains that under the ruling ot the
Supreme Court in ihe case of Miller vs. Eagle Manufacturing company, 151 U. S., 1S6, the first, second and third
claims of the patent in suit are void, because of the grant of
an earlier patent to Mr. Edison, No. 239,147, dated March
22, iSSi, which dealt with the evil of drop in tension, and
provided a remedy by feeding conductors, having no lamps
"thereon, connected with the mains around the central
generating station and so proportioned as to secure equal
It is conelectrical pressure throughout the entire system.
tended that the invention described and claimed in the
earlier patent is for one form of the alleged invention dethree
sci-ibed in the latter patent and covered by the first
claims thereof, and that no one could use the invention of
ihe earlier patent without infringing these later claims. The
question thus raised is a serious one, but we do not deem it
to be necessary to consider it, inasmuch as the views we
have expressed upon the other branch of the case are de-

True, 'he

cisive.

for the evil."

is

The decree of the court below is reversed, and the cause
remanded, with directions to enter a decree dismissing the
bill of complaint with costs.

AND

I

OWER.

in isidated plants very
results have been
obtained with petroleum
prime movers working in conj'unction with

calls attention to

satisfactory
motors as

the fact

that

storage battery outfits.

Wire Tapping by Boat.
A

new scheme

C,

ington, D.

The company

officials.

Wash-

of wire tapping was discovered at

on September I3ih by the Western

L'ni< n

.mpplies the outside racing

infor-

mation for the Alexander Island and St. Asaph, Va. pcolrooms.
On the day mentioned the company discoveied
that a connection had been made wi;h its wires on the long
,

bridge.

A

thin wire ran

down from

a pole on the outside

was brought just under the bridge flooring and was there caught by a brass piece withasfrirg
attachment.
Inserted into this brass piece was a cable wiie
securely held by the spring.
The men wdio made the di.sof the bridge, and

covery began pulling on the cable and found that

it

led to a

sailboat 100 yards out in the river, the occupants of which,

being thus warned, hastily cut
telegraph

officials

So

known

far as

it.

The policemen and

gave chase, but were unable
the

men had

informalicn to their

not succeeded

the

to catch iheni.

in

sending sny

confederates.

Result of the Forest Fires.
On returning to Duluth, Minn., froma trip through the disfires, W.F.iloore,
North American Telegraph com["any,
reported that between Rutledge and Pine City he found 310
The
poles burned and that ii circuits had to be repaired.
V ires were strung on stumps and other temporary supports.

trict recently

devastated by the great forest

chief lineman of the

The whole

line

is

now

cleared up.

1
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be the most fatal of mis-

bring about these things would
'*

takes.

add

would

It

the

to
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considerations

American

Temple Court,

534

New

national

ad-

In cases where accidents might have been averted by the

be wise

it

is

use of improved appliances,

to

10 provide, little

of these

all

opposed to

is

and whether it be in the nature of
populism, it is alike distastefid

principles,

socialism, paternalism or

Trade Supplied by Western News Co,

Electricity was used at the Cook County hospital last
week by the police to make a shamming criminal acknowledge the

entered at the Chicago Postoffice as mail matterof the second class.
in advance, postage prepaid, $3.00 for a full
year of 53 numbers: in clubs of lour or more, $2 50 with free extra
copy for eight subscriptions: foreign countries, $5.00 a year; single
copies 10 cents. When change of address is requested, the old address as well as the new should be given.
is

SUBSCRIPTrON,

truth.

It

was a successful

subject will nevertorget.

make

to

and one

test,

that the

lead Chicago detectives

clever burglar,

At

police officer.

CORRESPONDEVCE

may

It

use of electricity in the future. James
was arrested for personating a

frequent

Orem, a

relating to electricity or any of its practical
applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all electrical
thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear, concise, ^yelI written
articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news
items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest
electricians, will be thankfullyreceived and cheerfully acknowledged.

station the

the police

feigned

culprit

and was taken to the county hospital. When
Captain Hartnett was told of Orem's illness he suspected it
was a ruse to get away from the police. He telephoned his
suspicion to the physician in charge at the hospital and
sickness,

ADVERT SCNQ.—The Western Electrician— the only
general electrical paper publislied in the AVest—

asked that a current of

thoroughly covers a territory exclush'ely its oivn. This is .\
CLAIM WHICH CAN BE MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL
IN THE United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desiring vesiern ij'nde will appreciate the unequaled valle of

the ambulance should

electricity

Orem when

be applied to

Orem was

arrive.

apparently

still

from the ambulance. The stretcher
was placed in the corridor and a current applied to Orem's
feet
He sprang into the air yelling lustily and bounded beunconscious when

journal as an advertising medium in its special field. Advertising rates are moderate, and will be furnished on application.
this
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be brought
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became apparent
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to the outlying wards,
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test.

He
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;
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Railway Ambulance at
Underground Wires in Boston
By G.
Electrolysis of Water Mains.

St,

Louis

H

Benzenberg

foes of the trolley

i ;o

Some

dis-

due almost entirely to
It is demonstrated

at the

1

4

lar

in the

spreading

air.

Chicago, which has opposed the tioUey tooth and nail, says:
"There is not the slighe.^t doubt that the electric raitw^ays,

141

(American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers)

showing

growth they
in

them more
Commenting on the singuschool returns, the Evening Journal of

breathing space and better

140,

Discussion.

this is

same time a beneficent influence
out the people over a larger area and giving

have

(.'Ameri-

;

Storage Battery Phenomena.

admit that

that while the electric lines stimulate municipal
'40
i (o

can Water Works association)
Electric Locomotives

re-

the introduction of the electric railway.

1.9.

Electric Street

that the increase in

by the fact that the people are gradually, deserting the
crowded business district and seeking homes in pleasanter
Even the bitterest
and more suitable parts of the city.

Subdivision and Distribution of Artificial Sources of Light. Discussion. Illustrated. (American Institute of Electrical Engineers)

it

provided with electric railway service, while there was
an equally marked tendency to decrease in the central porThis remarkable change is accounted for
tion of the city.

57

Result of Forest Fires

Chicago

attendance was limited

tricts

135. '36, i37
t,6,

in

and further examination of the
ports showed that the increase was most noticeable in

Municipal Plant at Austin, Tex., for Water, Light and Power.

.

the opening of the public schools
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By Frank E. Scoville. Illustrated
Important Patent Decision
Swiss Electrical Industries
Wire Tapping by Boat

141

Electricity as a Gambler's Defense

141

even the much abused and by no means perfect trolley lines,
are working a gradual revolution in our cities and that they

The Knapp

142

are acting as a powerful stimulant to muilicipal

Adams Defeated

Wellington

141

Failure
National Electric Light A!:^sociation

142

over the United States.

DEPARTMENTS.
New

142,

Incorporations

Electric Lighting

Railways

Electric

143

there will be

143

But even

143

143

Business

143

Record

Illustrated Electrical Patent

143,

absence of

tem non-patentable
Green's

decision

last

over this question.

week ^vhen he reversed Judge
Edison- Westinghouse

the
It

an

is

opinion which accompanied
this issue is

it

important

riding,

and which

will

litigation

and the

be tound

tinue, even
'

porary adds that

improvement
commended.

if for

has

it

It

The

Electrical Engineer, which

Cockerill
tons,

&

Co.

we may

in

Works

Belgium, which has a capacity of 60

state that at the United States

government

arsenal at Watervliet, N. Y., a 120-ton electric traveling

crane
the

is

in operation.

This crane

huge masses of metal

great guns turned out

at

that

the

probably the most powerful

is

are

used in transporting

worked up

Watervliet works,

into the

and

And

our contem-

trolley

car deserves to be

now

is

New

the subject of judicial inquiry in two

Hudson and

Depue explained
According

the application of the law to

to their interpretation not only an

open violation of the law, such, for instance, as operating
cars at a higher rate of speed than

is

permitted by the ordi-

nances, but also any neglect of a legal duty resulting in an
accident involves legal responsibility.

When

these accidents

is

sus-

is

tained a charge of assault and battery can

electric crane in the world.

a Jersey fair last

New York made

week

in

an

effective

speech at

which he pointed out the

fallacies

of the new-fangled political heresies teaching that the gov-

ernment should own and control everything used by man,
including the railroads, the banks, the telegraphs and many
other of the manifold industries and enterprises now conducted by individual effort and capital. He declared that
such a condition would be fatal to our government.
To

:

hoped

that this statement, reflecting as

it

does

an address on

States" delivtfred

"The Gas Industry in
German Society

before the

United

the

Gas and

of

Hydraulic Engineers on June 18, 1S94, and appearing in
in Lighr, Heat and Power^ Herr von Oechelhauser

English

makes some interesting comments on
tric lighting industry.

In

American

the

elec-

he asserts, "there

this country,

can be found neither as large gas works as in England nor

and beautiful electric central stations as in
Germany." This condition of affairs is attributed to the
greater number of competing central station companies in
the cities of the United States whereas in Europe "the
usual thing is for one company, or indeed for the municipal
authorities themselves, to monopolize the whole gas or
electric supply of the place''
and to the marked disposi-

as extensive

—

—

tion to establish private electrical installations in buildings

would otherwise demand a large proportion of the
As an example of the
manner in which private plants supplant the need for central station service, Herr von Oechelhauser mentions what
that

product of the central stations.

is

undoubtedly the largest isolated electric lighting

Chicago, which, he remarks,
dorf electric works
It is of

no

is

nearly equal to the Dussel-

in extent.

importance, of course, whether

gi'eat

instal-

the Auditorium in

lation in the United States, the plant at

Germany

or the United States has the larger central stations for electric lighting,

but we are, nevertheless,

Take

five

— the

Pearl street station,

Chicago;
stations in

large ligliting stations

in

the

United States

New

York; Harrison street,
Municipal, St. Louis, and the great Edison
Boston and Philadelphia and we very much

—

German central station plants of equal
can be cited. The Chicago station alone, which

doubt whether
capacity

disposed to ques-

Herr von Oechelhauser' s comparison.

tion the accuracy of

five

has just been placed in operation and has not yet
all

of

receival

equipment, will have a capacity of 7,500 kilowatts
surely a very large station probably the equal, at

its

—

is

of any in Germany.

terization of the

To make

general

a

charac-

United Slates as a country of compara-

tively small central stations is therefore inaccurate.

dividends

In their instructions to the juries Judges Lip-

says that " the master

be maintained.

who neglects

to use

reasonable care in furnishing reasonably safe appliances for
Hili- of

says

manslaughter, and in cases where personal injury

to investigate complaints of this

pincott and

Judge Lippincott

Senator

He

But there

remarks in Judge

significant

result in death tliose responsible are liable to. indictment for

Jersey, as the grand juries of

character.

these cases.

of John

more

far

Herr von Oechelhauser takes an optimistic view of
electrical and
gas industries in the United
States, although he does not find the financial returns
from the central station electrical companies to be flattering.
"But," he adds, "owing to the fact, already
alluded to above, that American consumers of electric light
depend more on local installations or branch establishments than on central stations for their supplies of electricity, the general development of the electrical industry
affected by the smallness of the
is scarcely, if at all,

an electric traveling crane

in existence larger than that at the Seraing

It is ab-

going on, will con-

swiftly

question of responsibility for accidents on electric

Essex have been instructed

is

account by the Jersey jurymen.

and

to be

is

least,

perusal.

London

under the

strictly accountable.

and

counties of

whether there

transportation.

no other reason than the sanitary

railway lines

benefit of the

now

effected, the

has been presented for the consideration of the electrical
It is well worthy of careful
in many days.

llie

in

without the storage battery."

fraternity

For

uniformlypractical,

in

one of the most interesting documents that

desires to learn

it

gridironed within a few years by electric lines.

144

declared the " feeJer and main'' sys-

in

all

this a gi'eat revolution is silently

solutely sure that this work,

JCDGE AcHESOX

make

immediate revolution

an

in the

growth

and almost imperceptibly changing the conditions of life in
Nothing in the world can now prevent the
our cities.
country for 100 miles around all our great cities from being

143

Trade News

that, acting

on managers of street railway companies, will be proved unwarranted and without foundation; but if these companies
have been guilty of violation of the law they should be held

If the storage battery ever reaches

the stage of perfection that will

Correspondence

to

other

I\

With

1,

no doubt

But this remedy is pardal and inadequate. These persons
are employes of the company, running their cars on .schedule
time.
If they fail to make their trips within the scheduled
time they are liable to be discharged from employment. The
only remedy that is adequate and will be efficacious is
against the companies operating these roads.
It is unfair to
lay tip on employes, who are subject to orders and are required to ol3ey orders, the responsibility exclusively of public wrongs which are the product of the management of the
roads by the company and its officers. Any use of the streets
by these companies which imperils the safely of persons
lawfully using the streets, whether the danger arise from
an unreasonable degree of speed or from a defective or imjierfect construction of the motors or the absence of fenders
or guards which might contribute to the safety of olhers, is
a public nuisance and indictable as such.

contents of this number.

13

is

failed

fixing re-

instructions already referred to, offending corporations will

lifted

yond the spectators, wlio had gathered to witness the
He had reached the street before he was recaptured.
says now that his health was never better.

E. E. Illustrated
Dissipated Lightning

which the company

If motormen in charge of cars occasioning death are personally guilty of criminal negligence they may be indicted.
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and there

sponsibility,

etc.,

trouble will be experienced in

Depue's charge.

mass of thinking people of the country.

York.

Power House of the St. Louis Union Station. Illustrated. 133,
Rochester Railway Matters
Combined Curb and Conduit System. By Gustave Monrath,

or propertv

of others lawfully using the streets in their customary use."
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the fact that such a policy
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official
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ministration,

— as to unreasonably endanger the
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22,

out,

he pointed

unwise,"

be

September

his

workmen,

if

death results,

is

guilty of manslaughter,

both the

of

the

central supply companies, but

it

is

interesting to note that, despite the

central

stations for

Germany, German
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Subdivision and Distribution of Artificial

Sources of
Xelson W. Perry:

Light.'

would like
no 450 watt lamp will

to a.sk in regard to ihe
statement that
give, when surrounded
by a plain glass globe, 500 candles, what it means? There
have been so many thousand measurements of the intensity
ofarc lamps that have almost universally sho\%Ti an intensity
in the plane of maximum illumination between 750 and 1250
and even more, that it would seem that they could nut all
be «Tong. Most of these measurements were made with
lamps without globes, probably. Xow, if we assume r,ooo
candle power as an average of all of these determinations
I

without globes, we must assume that Prof. Anthony's
statement if true must mean that clear ^lass globes cut off
at least 50 per cent, of the light in order to bring it down to
This of course is absurd.
500.
I think vou
misunderstood the statePri'K. An ^l^|^^
:

Mill from another side you can approach the same result.
The brilliancy of the arc is that of boiling carbon. The
brilliancy of the incandescent lamp filament, that is, the
candles per watt, is less. But, increasing the temperature
by raising the voltage, increases the brilliancv, until the carbon filament evaporates. Now, immediately before this,
the brilhancy must be about the same as that of the arc.
Photometric tests of incandescent lamps a', seven to eight
times their rated candle power give brilliancies of from i to
1.2 candles per watt, and seem to point toward a maximum
value of about I 's candle power per watt.
The spherical
brilliancy of ver}' large arcs was observed as 1.5 to r.7
candles per watt. The foregoing data of 2,000 maximum or
700 spherical candles for ihe ordinary 450 watt arc gives a
brilliancy of 1.55 candles per watt, so that, estimating the
light absorption of the glass globe as 30 per cent, we get the
figures given by Prof. Anthony.
Hence the name "2,000
candle power arc" only refers to the maximum intensity of
the naked arc in the most favorable direction.
more
proper way to rate arc lamps would be, not by the candle
power, but by the watts consumed. I think that is quite
extensively done now.
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there.

The

statement

in the

is

direction of the

most

distant point to be illuminated.

President Houston:

Is

thatmadeby the

short arc or

the long arc?

Prof. Anthony:

The long

That
arc 450 watt lamp.
It
is in the direction of the farthest point to be illuminated.
from
the
horizontal
would be not more than ten degrees
The illumination of any arc lamp in that direction is
line.

Clayton W. Pike: I understand Prof. Anthony's figures
are about 500 candles spherical when the glass globe is on. I
remember making a number ol Experiments on 1,200 candle
power lights without any globe, of the spherical intensity,
and in every case we ran below 450 candles. If we change
from the 1,200 to the 2,000 and also bring in the correction
for loss from the globe, we shall find those figures correspond very closely with Prof. Anthony's. I have done thai
on a sufficient number ofarc lights to enable me to feel sure
that those figures are correct.
Prof. Anthony: Measuring the intensity of the light
from an arc lamp at various angles from the horizontal downward, we obtained results which when plotted on a system
of polar co-ordinates gives a curve like -4, //, q d, where O A,
O b, O i, etc., in Fig. I represent the intensities in those directions. The maximum intensity occurs at 45 or 50 degrees
below the horizontal, and from that point toward the horizontal it decreases very rapidly, until along the horizontal
the 450 watt arc will rarely measure more than 300 candles.
It is usual to take as the mean intensity of the arc light the
mean intensity in the lower hemisphere, because it is the
lower hemisphere that we wish to illuminate in all ordinary
use of the lamp.
Since the light in the upper her-iisphere
is extremely small, the mean intensity for the lower hemisphere is much greater than the mean intensity for the entire
sphere, but even in tlie lower hemisphere the mean intensity
is not above 500 candles.
The President: At what height did you estimate the
average height of the arc?
Prof. Anthony: These are candle power measurements made on a photometer. The horizontal intensity
would be a horizontal line.
The Presiden'T; You are not considering then the
question of illumination at all?

very small.

Mr. Kesnellv: While the figures that Prof. Anthony
gives are no doubt true in the open air, without moon or
blar light, that is to say where there is no refiectionj yet
within doors the circumstances of reflection from walls and
ceilings, would so far modify the practical conditions of the
problem, that the conclusions to be drawn from the paper
will surely undergo great modification in consequence; and
while no doubt the general proposition is true that to get
the most uniform and the least minimum illumination at any
point, youshould place a thousand candles in 1,000 candles
and not have it in one lamp, still the effect of reflection
from walls and ceilings, will so far modify any preconceived
notions that we may have upon what should be the best
luminous distribution, that everything woidd largely depend
particular circumstances of each case.
,
must confess to considerable
I
I do
at the figures reached by Prof. Anthony.
not doubt but that as a careful scientific man hehas the facts
correctness
of
these
of actual measurement to warrant the
I would say, though, that such a very small
conclusions.
-economy of light for an arc lamp is quite at variance with

uponth^

The

President:

surprise

.

the experience I have had in the matter, and is absolutely
inconsistent with our ideas of the relations existing between
temperatures and the power of emitting light. The tempera
ture of an arc is immensely higher than that of an incandes
cent filament at any temperature at which it would be practi
cable to run the filament, and to get so astonndingly small
an economy out of an arc lamp shows that there must be either
some peculiarity of measurement, or something wrong in
our preconeived ideas as to the relation which ought to exist
between candle power and temperature. I do not think it
fair to measure the light giving power of an arc in a horiIt is fair
zontal direction and base conclusions on that.
enough to take that in an ordinary gas flame or in an incandescent light where this direction is far from being its position of least efficiency.
I do not think it is fair to take it in
the case of an arc light.
I was particularly induced to ask
whether you were running with the long arc or thesmall arc
since it struck meat first that possibly the error might come
from the shadhig of the positive crater by the projection or
nipple on the negative carbon. The figures surprise me very
much. I feel sure that it will be quite a surprise to those
interested in arc lighting in the country to learn, if I am
correct in my understanding, that you do not get more than
one and one-half times out of the arc than out of the incanStill, if true, it is very well worth learning.
descent.
Mr. Steinmetz: I think the figures are not very far
from true. When the 2,000 candle power arc light got this
name, it was given to it because if everything is adjusted
carefully, as it can be done in the laboratory, then the maxiintensity is about 2,000 candles, but the spherical intensity is only little more than one-third as high, that is,
700 candles, and taking into consideration, that a part of the
light is shaded off by the glass globe, we get not very far
from 500 candles as the mean intensity of the covered arc.

mum

DiscussioQ of Prof, W. A. Anthony's paper read before the
-American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Philadelphia. Muy 15,
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and printed

in the

Westeen Electrician Junea,
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Prof. Anthony: In this case, in determining the
candle power, we simply measure it on a horizontal line as
At 45 or 50
so many candles, and so on as you go down.
degrees there is a maximum, and the measurenients. will
sometimes run to 1,500 or 1,700 candles. On good 450
watt long arc lamps I never obtained but one measurement
out of thousands I have made, as high as 2,000 candles.
Francis R. Upton: There is one point in distribution
which I have noticed, which probably many of you have
observed; that is, the fact, that in the illumination of a given
space, the whole aim should be not to spot the lighting, so
that the eye will not lose its sensitiveness by being dazzled
It is well known to those who have
by a bright spot.
to
do with lighting, especially with the incandescent lamp,
vary
two
or
three-fold in their rate of illuthat rooms can
mination; that is the absolute rate of illumination without
being noticed if the eye has only darkness to compare the
I feel that there is great room for some
light with.
good
means for determining illumination in distinction from determining the candle power of the light-giving body. There
appears to be no good unit for illumination that is thoroughly reliable for this purpose.
The President: I suppose the photometer you used
absolutely prevented any reflection from the groun d.
You
simply measured the horizontal ray.
^"ou had probably a

—

—

'39
shield or screen or

something lo prevent any otlier ligh^
from coming in except from that direction.
Prof. Anthony*: Those measurements such as I have
shown on the board are made in the photometer room a
blackened room.
The President: Consequently you would lose all possible advantage of what you get in
actual practice
illumination of objects from lighf thrown from the ground. I
cannot believe in only one and a half times the efficiency of
the arc light over the incandescent.
I think there is something wrong in the method.
R. O. Henirici-i: It is rather surprising that so little attention has been paid to the very important and eminently
practical questions considered by Prof. Anthony.
If we
would simply make a distinction between luminosity of a
sourse and illumination produced, such perplexing questions
as the actual candle power of a "2,000-candle power" arc
would be of very minor importance.
On account of the
Complication of conditions the illuminating effect of a combination of sources of light, such as met with for artificial

—
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—
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SUBDIVISION AND DISTRIBLTION OF .AKTIFICIAL
SOURCES OF LIGHT.
illumination, is almost beyond mathematical computation.
A practical and successful solution of such problems can be
obtained only through a vast number of observations and

measurements.
The requirements of actual practice are two-fold: First, a
uniform illumination should be attained, one which comes
nearest to the ideal illumination of diffused daylight; second.
a definite intensity of illumination should be assumed as
necessary either for the performance of certain work, such
as reading, writing, drawing, sewing, etc.; for general indoor illumination in theaters, halls, etc., and for outdoor
and street illumination.
It matters little for these considerations what the "candlepower" of a source of light amounts to; for the conception
of a definite illumination, this expression is without meaning.
It is necessary under these considerations to express the
intensity of illumination in its own distinct unit.
Little has been done toward the universal adoption of
such a unit, although the "meter candle" was proposed for
the purpose more than ten years ago by Prof. Leonhard
Weber, W. H. Preece and Mr. Wybauw, the latter proposing the name "lux" for this unit.
On the authority of Dr. H. Cohn Ereslau, 50 meter
candles are sufficient to permit reading with the same
facility as in diffused daylight.
He considers 10
meter candles as a minimum illuminaiion from a
hygienic standpoint, for the purpose of reading.
Wybauw (M^sure et repartition de Teclairement.
Bi/il. de la Sac. Beige d^Electr., 1SS5) considers 15
to 25 meter candles or "lux" as necessary to permit
a fluent and prolonged reading of a newspaper and
holds that a minimum of one meter candle should be
required for street illumination.
Assuming such or similar values based upon a
unit of illumination, all controversy as to candle
piiwers would be at an end.
Contracts for the illumination of reading rooms, halls, streets, squares,
etc., should specify a required minimum iLumination
in some sucli unit and it would then rest with the expert engineer to accomplish this with the least possible
amount of mechanical energy converted into light.
Actual measurements would soon convince us in
what bungling way illumination is generally carried
Prof. Anthony's remarks in reference to the
out.
lighting of pretentious country villages and suburban
placesare very pertinent; they would apply equally
well to the illumination of our city streets and squares
if it were
not for the illuminated shop windows
which somewhat mitigate the contrast between super-abundance of light and darkness.

In connection with

this

I may be allowed to make
portable photometer, which

matter

reference to Prof. L. Weber's

especially adapted for making measurements of the intensity of illumination. This ]:)hotometer seems little known
is

on

this side of the Atlantic and I therefore give a sketch of
general arrangement in Figs. 2 and 3.
consists of a tube
about 30 centimeters
long, which can be moved up and down, and swung ,in a
horizontal plane on the upright C.
The standard light .5", a
benzine lamp, is contained in a lantern fastened to the right
end of the tube A. Within the lube A a circular plate of
opal glass can be moved from or toward the light S; Its
distance from .S" is read in centimeters on the scale S by
means of an index fastened to the pinion P.
At right
angle to tube A a second tube
is fastened. This tube can be
rotated in a vertical plane, and its position in reference to the
horizontal is read on the graduated circle C. A rectangular
in its axis of rotation receiveshght
prism contained in tube
and reflects this light
from the opSl glass plate in tube
towards the eye piece O, so that the right half of the field of
vision is illuminated by this light, the left half is illuminattd
at g.
by the light entering the tube
is pointed toward
In making measuremen ts, the tube
This light has to pass
the source of light to be measured.
through a square box^in\\hich maybe inserted one or
its

A

The apparatus

B

B

A

B

B

.
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opal glass plates, in order to diminish the intensity of
and thus to make it comparable with the standard
The apparatus permits the measurement of light in
light.
the shape of a flame as well as the measurement of diffused

move
the

liglit

light.

Since the measurement of diffused light interests us most
at present, a short description of the method will not be out
white screen, the surface of which is absolutely
t.f place.
without lustre, furnished as part of the apparatus, is placed
in a convenient position, either horizontal or vertical, or at

A

any desired inclination toward the source of light. The
photometer having been located at a convenient distance
from the screen, the tube B is pointed to the center of the
screen.
The distance of the photometer from the screen
can be varied within very ^Vide limit;^, the only restrictions
being that the field of vision receives no other light than that
emanating from the screen. The necessary precautions for
adjustment having been observed, the opal glass plate in
tube A is moved until both halves of the field of vision ajjpear
The distance r of this glass plate from
equally illuminated.
the standard light at the moment of equal illumination is read
on the scale on tube A in millimetres, and the intensity of
illumination on the white screen is calculated from the
formula
locoo

K

1=
r-

previously determined as follows: A
standard candle is placed exactly one meter distant from the
white screen and the tube i5 of the photometer is pointed
toward the screen, so that the center of the screen, which is
marked by a cross, is seen in the center of the field of vision.
As indicated in the sketch, the photometer must be so
placed that the eye looking through the eyepiece sees nothing
The angle of inclination under U'hich
but the white screen.
the screen is observed may be varied within wide limits
without influencing the result; it should, however, not exceed
60'^ from the normal to the screen.
Equal illumination of both halves of the field of vision
having been obtained by means of adjusting the opal glass
plate in tube A, the constant C is found by calculation:

The constant

K

is

RSince r is read in millimeters and R is made i meter or
10,000 millimeters, 10,000 instead of i must be taken in the
formula for calculating the intensity of illumination in meter
candles.

A second method permits of measurements of diffused
hght without the intervention of the screen, but for further
details I must refer to the description of the apparatus by
Weber, Eiektrotechnische Zeitschrift, vol. v., p. t66.
Since the whole apparatus can easily be taken apart and
packed in a box about 24 by S by 12 inches, it recommends
In this case the
itself extremely well for out-of-door work.
benzine lamp might well be replaced by a small incandescent lamp, provided this lamp is standardized before and
I have found such miniature
after each set of experiments.
lamps very convenient, and quite siifficiently constant in
candle power for several hundred obseivations.
Prof.

Ambulance

Electric Street Railway
St. Louis.

Several years ago Health Commissioner Dr. George

at
Ho-

raan of St. Louis advocated the employment of an electric

ambulance, and a

Municipal Assembly of

was brought before the

bill

Louis

St.

last

The

winter authorizing the

however, failed to
and the matter was dropped for the time being. A few
wteks ago Dr. lioman took the matter up again and this
establishment of such service.

bill,

pasc,

time brought

it

before President Scullin of the Union Depot

Street Railroad

company.

President Scullin soon agreed

Homan

with Health Commissioner

and agreed

practicable

to

that the plan

was

entirely

have an ambulance car

An

especially for the purpose.

built

order was given to bu'.ld ihe

car and to arrange the intericr, doors and platforms accord-

Homan's

ing to Dr.

The

car

is

plans.

now being built by

the St. Louis Car

company

and will be complete in every detail. It will, in fact, be a
complete traveling hospital. Theline of service will be from
Twelfth and Pine streets, over the line of the Union Depot
street ra-ilroad to the City Hospital
at

and the western terminus

King's highway and Arsenal street, where patients will be

by ordinary ambulances to the Female Hospital,
a fourth of a mile distant, and also to other institutions in
transferred

that vicinity.

In the meantime an ordinary car

This car

service.

and

is

fitted

is

being used for

this

up temporarily for the purpose,

is in

charge of a physician with an attendant and motor-

man and

runs on a regular schedule, making seven trips daily,

three of which are

The

car

is

through

handling from

Sunday schedule provides

trips

to the western

fifty to sixty

terminus.

patients daily.

for five trips,

The

two of which are

through.

Underground Wires
Noting the progress

in

Boston.

burying the street

electrical wires
of Boston, the 7V'(7Z'(-//eT of that city says: The tremendous
task of placing Boston's overhead wires under ground is proceeding rapidly and smoothly under the direction of Commissioner Murphy.
Five weeks of the hardest kind of hard
in

work by Mr. Murphy and

under ground the West End railway wii'es. On Thursday
Mr. Murphy made application to Superintendent of Streets
Carter for a permit for the West Lnd company to lay its
wires in Essex street across Washington to Hoylston as far
He suggested that both the West End and
as Tremont.
New England telephone wires be laid in the same trench
while crossing Washington street, with a double set of manholes. Application to SuperintendentCarter wasalsomade to
lay wires on Albany and Kingston streets, Broadway and
Lehigh street. The West End has not received its permit yet, but will probably receive it ihe first of the week,
when the work will be immediately commenced. Similar
ajiplications for permits have been made for the New
England Telephone and Boston Electric companies. Arrangements with the Western Union company will probably be made soon.
It has been suggested that auxiliary
fire alarm companies petition the fire commissioners for
leave to lay their wires in the ducts with the fire alarm
wires.
There are about 35 small companies using perhaps
a wire or two apiece, and the commissioner has directed
his best efforts to have them place their wires in one common duct. Mr. Murphy says: "There has been no friction caused by anyone in this work.
There has been a
strong unanimity of purpose in the different interests cpnpossible
in carrying out the strict
cerned to do all that was
The time has been very short for
particulars of the law.
the amount of work done and (he labor severe, but the work
as laid out will be done and every wire in the section laid
out will be under ground by the end of the year." A month
has been devoted to looking over plans, altering and
amending them to the mutual satisfacticn of the wire comThese plans are
missioner and the companies concerned.
almost

down

all

finished

now and

the wnres will

commence tocome

very speedily.

Electrolysis of Water Mains.'
By G. H. BENZtlNBERG.
Since the last meeting of this association the subje::t of
corrosion and the destruction of water mains, gas and service jiipes, cables and other underground conductors in

where electricity has been introduced as the railway
motive power has, at the hands of the various engineers
and the chemists, received a much more scrutinizing and
scientific consideration, by closer investigation or by experiments and laboratory tests; and thereby much of the
mystery which seemed to surround this destructive process
some twelve months ago has been removed. The doubt
which seemed to exist in the minds of many as to the corrosive action occurring only at such points where the current
left the enforced conductor has been entirely removed, and
the fact established that only where the pipe or cable is
positive to the earth and to some other conductor, and
where the pipe or cable assumes the position of an anode
to that other conductor, be it the rail, some other pipe or
cable, or the generator itself as the cathode, with the instreeis

r-

K=-.

street railway

ELECTRICIAN,

his assistants have been devoted
to consultation with the electric companies, the arranging of
plans and all the numerous details incidental to the ^\ork of
removing the wires in the section of the city laid out for this
year.
There is no truth in the report that difficulty was encountered by the wire commissioner in the matter of placing

ter\ening earth as the electrolyte, that corrosion takes
place by electrolytic action.
It has also been established
in experiment by more than one investigator that it needs
but ail extremely low ]3otential, not exceeding one hundredth of a volt, coupled with other favorable conditions, to
ju'oduce electrolytic action, though it may take considerable
time to cause the results to become apparent.
During tliis time, a'so. information has been received
from many additional cases where injury to water mains,
The investigaservice pipes or cables has been reported.
tion of some of these injuries was placed in the hands of
electrical experts or commissions, whose reports thereon
have been published from time to time in some of the
All of these reports agree with the
t clinical publications.
views held heretofore, that the trouble is caused by the imperfect means provided by the electric street railway companies for the return of the current, and suggest sundry
improvements upon the methods employed to return this
current, from the double overhead trolley system or the
continuous perfectly insulated underground cable return to
the various methods of bonding the rails and the use of an
ordinary continuous return wire connected with the rails.
Of these methods, undoubtedly the first two, while in perfect condition, would afford the most complete protection;
but there are sufficient serious objections to them on the
part of the street railway companies to prevent their being
adopted, and the remedies, therefore, must be sought, along
tlie line of more reasonable requirements and against which
the companies cannot sustain valid objections. By this statement it is not meant that it should be inferred that the electric railway companies should not be Jield to provide for positively adequate means of returning the current to the generator without damage to other property, but that, if such object
can be accomplished by other more moderate and suitable
means, the companies, who are deeply interested in the return of the cuirent at as high u potential as possible, will
undoubtedly more readily provide the means of protection.
The rails, which in the first instance receive the return
current, unquestionably possess, if of ample section and
without a joint, a sufficient conductivity to return all the
current to the generator, excepting what in any case, under
the law of divided circuits, is certain to escape to other conductors, if such exist.
Therefore, all that is necessary to
obtain the most perfect uninsulated and available conductor
is to reduce all possible resistance at the rail ends by providing a most perfect boird between them, equal to the rail in
conductivity, or, in other words, by rivetting a copper bond
of about twelve inches length to the rail ends, the section or
number of these bonds to increase as the power house is
being approached, supplemented by similar cross bomls,
connecting the four rails to each other every 100 to 120 feet.
These rail-bonds should in section or number anticipate increase in traffic and extensions.
If a number of railway
lines are operated from one power house, and particularly
if the power house is not on the line of the railway, ample
return feeders should radiate out to the various centers so
as to relieve the overloaded rails, and these return feeders
should be well insulated to preserve them and also to pre\ent leakages to the ground.
'.

Report of the committee on electrolysis at the recent conven-

tion of the

Vmericaii

Water Works

association.

September
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However, even with such careful and ample provision for
the return current through the rails and insulated return
feed wires or cables, a certain percentage of the current is,
especially in moist earths, bound to leak through it to some
other conductor, and the amount thereof will depend upon
the combined resistance of the earth and conductor compared to that of the rail or other return circuit.
Tf this
amount does not increase to such an extent as to make this
conducting medium, be it water, gas-pipe or cable, at any
point, positive to either the rail or any other conducting
medium, so as to cause the current to leave it, there would
be no harm done, providing the conductivity of the pipe
were uniform throughout and made continuous to the generator by an ample and perfect connection at some suitable
point.
With a proper bonded rail circuit, reinforced by insulated return wires or cables from central points, such hicrease of current on any water pipe is not easily possible, as
the resistance offered by the water pipe is very low, the
metallic section of a six-inch<water pipe being one and oneha,lf time that of a 70 pound rail, while that of an eight-inch
pipe is two and one-quarter and of a twelve inch pipe three

and three-quarters times as great;

there.'"ore, the perfecting
of the circuit from the pipe to the. generator in such cases is
generally sufficient provision to protect the water pipe from

electrolytic action.

But in all cases uhere the resistance to the current in the
has not been reduced 10 a minimum, the proportion
of the leakage becomes greater, and. \^he^e the bonding
is poor or imperfect, the resistance in the rail circuit becomes
so great as to cause the water pipe to become the main
return feeeder,
if
not along the
entire
line,
at
least in many sections, and thus the pipe at many points becomes positive to adjacent or parallel conductors, at once
establishing conditions which will produce electrolytic
action, the extent of the destructiveness of which to the
pipe will dejjend upon the low resistance offered by the
earth and upon the amount of soluble salts, the electrolysis
of which is injurious to the iron, that are contained therein.
These salts, according to extensive experiments made
y
Prof. D. C. Jackson of the University' of Wisconsin and
reported by him in a paper read before the Western Society
of Engineers, consist of chlorides, nitrates and sulphates,
given in the order of the effect of their activity upon the iron
pipe when acted upon by the electric current; a mixture f
these salts causing intermediate results. These salts in some
one form or another are to be found to a greater or lesser extent in almost every street soiland, as Prof. Jackson hasdemonstrated, "only a minute quantity of solublesalt is sufficient
to sta"rt action, and it will then continue as long as a current
flows."
It is clear, therefore, that the conditions are favorable to the corrosion of the pipe. Again, quoting from Prof.
Jackson's most valuable paper on this subject: "The
problem of preventing the destructive electrolytic effects
upon the pipes of the railway return current is shown to
Cuusist simply of the prevention of electrolysis of the salts
of the soil, when the products of electrolysis are of such a
nature as to attack iron."
rails

1

To accomplish this it is but necessary to prevent the pipe
any point from becoming positive to the rail or any other
possible conductor.
Whether the pijie is positive or not can
at

be easily determined by a few observations with a vollameter at points radiating out from the power house and
along the line, where, by a perceptible difference in the
potential between rails, the existence of poor or defective
rail-bonds is shown. This fact and the points where the pipe
is positive having been determined,
the railway companyshould not lose a moment to re-establish the proper conditions for the protection of the pipe.
If not already provided, am]>le and suitable connection
by an insulated cable should at once be made between the
pipe and the generator to afford the least resistance for
the proper escape of the current to its destination.
If this
has already been supplied and if the pipe is still positive,
the'rail-bonds at such points should be perfected and, if the
conditions are such that an increase of the section or
number of such bonds will not entirely remove thedifficultv,
proper and suitable metallic connections should be made at
such places between. the pipe and rail so as to permit the
return of the current to the rail, until the proper equilibriunt. dependent upon the relative resistance, has been
established without the necessity of passing the current
through an electrolyte and of developing electrolytic action
in the accomplishment of such residt.
Insufficient rail section, inadequate return feeders or especially wet soil, presenting an easy avenue for the current to reach the pipe,,
may make it necessaiy to add to the number of such connections, but they should only be made where the pioe
is
positive
in
order
to
relieve
the
pipe
and
for no other purposes.
If this method be followed, n
damage, it seems, can arise to the pipe, but, to the contrary, the best possible protection given it against an agent
whose permeating power it is impossible entirely to escafe.
->

only question which may arise in connection herewith
uniform conductivity of the pipe, whether there
cause some of the
current to pass around and in doing so produce electrolytic
In a measurement made on August 9, 1S94, at the
action.
lead joint of an eight inch water main in front of the power
house of the Milwaukee Street Railway company, through
which main 16 per cent, of the entire output of the station
(or 421 amperes) is being returned (31 per cent, being the
entire amount returned through the water mains), a drop of
potential of but .019S volt was found to exist between the
ends of the pipe, indicaiing a resistance of .000047 ohm, certainly not sufficient to produce electrolysis even with the
most favorable conditions existing at the joint.
But, do any favorable conditions exist?
Professor Jackson, by his great number of experiments, has established
that " in no case is the (corrosive) action due to the electrolysis of water; where oxygen is liberated at the anode, it
does not attack the iron;" and again: "In order to have the
first electrolytic process go on (that is, direct electrolysis of
iron), a soluble iron salt must be present in the soil, reaching:
fiom anode to cathode. The analysis of street soils shows
no such salts." Corrosion at the joints, therefore, can onlr
be caused by the electrolysis of the soluble salts heretofore
mentioned, if they exist between the hub end and the adjoin-

The

is

as to the

is

sufficient resistance in the lead joints to

;

September

22,
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A most careful examination of the pipes
ing pipe at the joint.
aod the lead joint in the eight inch main above referred to
did not show the least perceptible action or corrosion, although the main had been used as a conductor for years. It
does not seem, therefore, that there is the least cause for
any anxiety that corrosive electrolytic action may take place
at the lead joints and, hence, a water main of like diameter
may safely be considered to possess a uniform conductivitv
throughout and capable of conducting without injury so
much of the current as under the law of divided circuits it
cannot avoid conveying.
The eight inch water jiipe, where the same is connected
by a 500,000 circular mil cable to the generator, was subjected, on either side of the connection and under the clamps,
to a most careful scrutiny and examination, but, notwithstanding the clamp and cable had not been touched for fifteen months, not even the least discernible chai^ge could be
Where the iron pipe had been filed
detected at any point.
to form a contact with the clamp, the fine markings of the
file were as sharp and distinct as on the day they were made.
Other connections between the rails and pipe which were
examined were found to be in equally good condition, and
all possible information obtained so far indicates that all
corrosive electrolytic action on of along the pipes has been
arrested.

Undoubtedly, electric street railway companies will soon,
they have not already, learn to appreciate the economy
stored in a perfect return circuit of least possible resistance,
and perfect, by improved copper bonds and return cable
feeders, their present in many instances inadequate system.
The line of inquiry and investigation for the water works
engineer to pursue and the remedy, if needed, to be demanded
at the hands of the railway company have been made clear
at least by the investigations and experiments which have
been made; and he can now by his own observations ascertain whether or not any part of his pipe system is endangered.
if

Electric Locomotives.
In announcing the
locomotive

made

for

forthcoming
use

in

the

of

the

electric

editorial

the

comment:

time is not far distant when some of the speculative
matters in the field of application of electricity to elevated
and trunk line railroads will be brought to a practical test.
The large motor for the Baltimore i^ Ohio railroad is
nearly completed at the General Klectric company's works
The design differs somewhat in size from
in Schenectady.

The

the original as illustrated in the Railroad Gazette, as there
now be but eight wheels instead of twelve as originally
intended.
It will be remembered that the motor was to
consist of three four-wheeled motors or "units" coupled by
a drawbar and acting together, the current for all being
controlled by one central controller on the middle motor.
Construction of all the motors has not been carried along
together, but one has been brought nearly to completion in
It has been found that
order to give time for experiment.
the power of the electric motor on this one unit is more
than sufficient to do safely the work laid out originally, and that there is margin enough to permit an increase
of the weight of the single units so that two of them will do
Thus the locomotive becomes an eight-wheeler
the work.
instead of a twelve -wheeler, these terms being used in the
strict sense and not to indicate what is known in steam loco"twelvemotive vernacular as "eight- wheelers'' and
wheelers," for such engines have tr.ucks and these have not.
While it is known jiow that the power of these motors
will be sufficient to pull, or rather to push (for that is what
they are intended to do), a locomotive and 30 freight cars at
15 miles an hour, or a locomotive and lo passenger cars at
30 miles an hour, up the grade of the Baltimore & Ohio
tunnel, yet the reliance that can be )}laced upon them for
everyday work will be in question until there is an actual
A short time since there was a test between one of
trial.
these units and a heavy six-wheel switching locomotive at
Schenectady, The result was quite different from the "tugof-war" test at the World's Fair, for the reason that certain
precautions had been taken which were neglected at the tugThe reasons for the failure of the World's Fair
of-war.
the Railroad Gazette of
tests are found in an editorial in
October 6, 1S93, page 734. At the Schenectady test the
electric locomotive pulled the steam locomotive with perfect
ease, and without any apparent effort, although the motor
was without parallel rods and only the clutches on one side
will

This test showed two important things:
motor had the power that was expected of it,
and, second, that the driving mechanism r.nd clutches, which
are of a new and unique design, were strong enough to
transmit the enormous twist, or "torque" as it is called, of

were

tricitv t'or large roads.
The makers of electrical apparatus
have always claimed that the tmie would come when railroad companies would buy electric motors just as they now
buy a set of driving wheels or any other detail of a locomotive, and would have the wheels, cabs, brakes and other
apparatus built from their own designs and in their own
shops, or by regular locomotive builders, and the electrical
apparatus would be put on as a rather simple and unimportant part of the machine.
This is pretty nearly what
the officers of the Metropolitan road have done.
They
have ordered their motor cars and trucks from their own
desigris, and have simply purchased electric motors and controllers from the makers of electrical apparatus.
A plan of
the motors and the general dimensions were furnished to

the road and they built the trucks to suit.
These motor cars will carry passengers and be quite
powerful enough to haul five other cars.
There will be
one four-wheel truck at each end with one motor on each
axle, thus making four motors in all, the combined power of
which will be considerably greater than the most powerful
steam locomotives used in elevated seivice. The outward
appearance of these trains will be like a five or six-car
train on the Manhattan without any locomotives; and except for the controller, which will be enclosed in a box,
there will benotliing above the floor to indicate that there
cable
is any more driving mechanism than on an ordinary
car.
It
is
expected that the motor cars will weigh about
60,000 pounds, and thus they will be capable of liauling a
train more than one-half heavier than the steam locomotives on the Alley Elevated, which are the largest now
in

use in elevated service.

The trains will be equipped with the Westinghouse
automatic air-brake, the air beingsupplied by an electric
air pump, the design of which is not yet set' led upon. They
will be lighted by electricity and perhaps heated in that
way. The equipment has many of the elements of what
would be pronounced by some as the ultimate plan now in
view, and this makes the Metropolitan Elevated an interesting subject of discussion now and worth watching in the
future.

trial

Baltimore tunnel,

Railroad Gazette makeslhe following

ELECTRICIAN,

connected.

First, that the

the armature.
The finishing of these motors was put off because the
tunnel was not complete, and this is fortunate perhaps because during the interval there have been several important
improvements in eleclrical devices which will now be incorporated in these machines. The power house construction

Baltimore is being pushed and it is hoped that these
motors will be in operation before the ist of February,
There have been rumors of the intended use of motors of
this size (or the St. Clair tunnel, the Kicking Horse grade of
the Canadian Pacific, the Illinois Central and the Hoosac
Tunnel, but so far as can be learned no definite steps have
been taken toward construction, and matters seem to be
at

waiting for the result of the Baltimore ^^^lOhio experiments.
The Metropolitan elevated road in Chicago is
the field which piomises a development next in importance to the Baltimore & Ohio. There are about
The bridge
eight miles of this road now constructed.
over the Chicago river is being pushed rapidly, the electric
power house will soon be done and the generating apSome of the motors are now comparatus in position.
pleted at Schenectady in the shops of the General Electric
company and will be ready for the trucks in a short time.
In some respects the plan of equipping this road comes
nearer to the ultunate method that has been outlined by
the makers of eleclrical ap|)aralus than might have been
expected so early in the development of the use of elec-

With these two large projects nearing completion so as to
be in active operation at the end of six months, next year
promises to be one in which will be sel tied some of the disputed points about the adaptability of electric motors for
railroads, and it may be expected that some of the interesting questions that have been asked relative to economies
and efficiencies will not long remain unanswered.

Some

Storage Battery Phenomena.'

Dr. Louis Dunc.w:

In a paper which I had the
pleasure of reading before the Institute some years ago, I
described some
experiments
on some of the points
brought out by Mr. Griscom, and I would like to say a few
about
first
place, with respect to the
words
them.
In the
local action taking place in the plates.
Mr. Weigand and
myself made some investigation on this point and found
action
parts
the
same plate was
that the local
between
of
found that
very considerable under certain conditions.
when the cell had been very heavily discharged, that the
chemical condition of different parts of a jjlug of active
material was different and a local action took place, which
tended to make the pli-ig uniform in its constitution and this
accounted for a part of the increased loss of energy when
Again 1 see that
the discharge rate in a battery was high.
Mr. Griscom states that Prof. Ayrton discovered the cooling
Mr. Griscom
of a storage cell on its being discharged.
could not have read Prof. Ayrton's paper carefully or he
would have noticed that Prof. Ayrton himself attributes
tried
this discovery to myself and Mr. Weigand.
to explain the cooling effect by the taking of sulphuric acid
from the solution, but this did not account for all of the
There
cooling and there must be some other cause for it.
is a considerable amount of energy given to a cell which is
never given back again, but which results in the formation
of compounds which are not reversed on discharge.
by
I see that Mr. Griscom states that the theory held
some people that the decrease of the porosity of the plugs
changes the resistance of the cell is untenable. In the paper
by Mr. Weigand and myself, to which I have referred, we
made some experiments on the porosity of plugs, both when
completely charged and when discharged, and we found that
wanted
they were much more porous when charged.
to find why it is that a high rate of discharge is injurious
to the battery, especially if it has been partly discharged,
and also why the electromotive force of a cell drops faster
when a battery is partly discharged than when it is fully
found that when the discharge rate is rapid,
charged.
acid is taken from the solution inside of the plug, thus, of
course, weakening the solution, which only gains acid aga'n
by diffusion from the outside. * The diffusion decreases
greatly as the battery becomes discharged, and when a certain strength of current is taken from it, the acid in the
plug becomes greatly impoverished, and a phenomenon occurs which is mentioned by Gladstone and Tribe in their
They found that when the
work on the storage batterysolution reached a certain dilution the chemical action on
the lead plates changed and a different compound than
peroxide of lead was formed, the plate being rapidly corcame to the conclusion then, from our work,
roded.
that a large part of the fall ot electromotive force and the
deterioration of batteries at high discharge rates were due to
the weakening of the acid in the plug, and from our experiments on the rate of diffusion in the plug we saw that both
of these effects would be exaggerated as the battery was
As the
discharged, and the rate of diffusion was lowered.
chemical action when the battery is partly run down takes
place on the inside of the plug, the resistance will naturally
lae increased both by the greater distance from the support
plate and the decreased conductivity of the material through
which the current must flow to the support.
There is one thing that seems to be particularly interesting,
and that is the fact that plates in the same cell, after the
discharge has taken place, will give a current between one

141
another.
Although the fact that local action takes
place in the plate has been observed before, yet I do not
of aiiy experiments that have been made on the loss of
energy due to currents between plates of the same name in
the same cell.

know

There is another very interesting point in the paper, and
that is the wonderful phenomenon of automatic dischartre
described by Mr. Griscom.
I have never seen it take place
and I am very certain I cannot explain it.
Mr. Griscom: I wouldlike to correct two misconceptions
on the part of Dr. Duncan. I did not say that Ayrton,
whose unrivaled researches I have not only read but studied,
was the first discoverer of the cooling effect of discharere,
but that he independently discovered it and published the
first curve showing the history
of cooling on discharge.
Nor did I mean to convey the impression that tlie clogging
action of discharge had no effect whatever on the resistance
of the cell, but that it was not the only influence at work.
For the resistance varies in some parts of the charge and
discharge in exactly the opposite way from that which would
result from the clogging theory.
As to the irreversible electrolytic actions remarked by
Drs. Duncan and Weigand, I can only say that I have heard
of such actions very often since the Faure discoveries were
published, but if the word "irreversible" be used in its absolute sense 1 have failed to find them
at least during the
proper and legitimate use of storage batteries.
Sir David Solomo.n's, London (Communicated); I
have been favored with an advance copy of Mr. Griscom's
interesting paper, in which he does me the honor of referring
to me in regard to one or
two matters. I will therefore
confine myself to saying a few words on my experience since
the time alluded to in the paper.
It is quite true that the glass cells are very apt to crack
in the sunlight.
At first I thought this must be due
to some chemical action upon the glass, but such, it would
now appear, is not the case, for empty glass cells crack in
the same way.
Therefore, I conclude that the cause must
be the unequal expansion of the glass, for I was unable to
make pots, which had been very carefully annealed, crack
in the manner described.
There can be no doubt that the positive plates in a section discharge themselves if left at rear.
There appears to
be conclusive evidence upon the point. There are two
causes for this: First, by the slight leakage which exists in
every installation; and, secondly, a leakage in the cell itself
apart from any local action which" may take place in consequence of the materials employed in building up a section,
and this circumstance cannot be avoided, for all substances
conduct in a greater or less degree. With dlie care and by
the addition of caustic soda or sulphate of soda, I have
been able to reduce the slow discharge in a very great degree.
In all cases where the battery is likely to be left at
rest for considerable periods, great attention should be
given to the materials employed for building up the section.
Although this seems to be a common-sense proceeding it is
often neglected.

—

We

We

We

Adams

Wellington
The

suit

Defeated.

brought in the United States Circuit Court

St. Louis, before

Judge

by the Adams

llallett,

Railway company against

the Lindell Railroad company,

The

has been decided in favor of the delendant.

sought

to recover for infringement of the patent

Wellington

Adams

in

at

Electric

plaintiff

granted to

1SS4, for the application of electric

motors to the axles of railway cars. The defendant uses
the Sprague-Edison system, and the defense therefore fell to
the General Electric company.
The case was argued in
April

last.

Had

the contention of priority for the

Adams

patent been upheld every electric railroad company in the

country might have been proceeded against.

In his opinion

the judge said

None of the elements of the combination described in
the claims was new at the date of the application ; the motor
its several parts, the car-axle, the axle-bo.xes, the fieldsupporting frame and all other things mentioned in the
claims \^ere in use before that time.
The form of some of
the elements was changed in the Adams combination, but
it IS clear that none of them were new at that time.
Upon
full examination of the record and the very able arguments
of counsel I am not convinced of the merits of the patent.
and

The Adams company

will appeal the case.

We

We

I. Discussion on \V. W. Griscom's paper, read before the American Institiitc of Electrical EiiEiiieers, Philadelphia, May i6, iSg4,
in th^^ AVESTjiRN Klectkici.\n Juue 26, JS94.

and printed

Electricity as a

A

Gambler's Defense.

was recently made on "Billy" Fagan's pool-room
on Clark street, Chicago, by a force of constables. It was
raid

distinguished from other efforts of this character by the fact
that

one of the blackboards used for posting the results of
electricity. Constable Cerf was

the races was "loaded" with

in charge of the attacking party,

and when he approached

the blackboard in question one of the attendants cried

"Hold
board

on, Cerf, I don't

want

to see

loaded; you had better

is

let

you

it

alone."

out:

That black-

hurt.

The constable

paid no attention to this advice, but he had occasion to regret his rashness, for on grasping the edge ot the board he

received a severe shock, which caused
haste.

him

Later examination revealed the

to recoil in great

fact that

a bare wire

ran around the outer rim of the board, and that, by a connection on the back of the board, this wire could be charged

with

electricity

from a concealed battery and induction coil.
the circuit was located behind a coun-

The switch controUing

ter at a Httle distance, so that the

board

at

will

attendant could "load" the

without being observed.

Clark Rude has been authorized
in Knox\ille, Tenn,

way

to

build

aii

electric rail-

,
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The Knapp

Failure.
Knapp Electrical Works continues
to furnish a topic for much animated discussion in elecTlie liabilities are now said to amount to
trical circles.
The credi$100,000, while the available assets are small.
The

of

failure

tlie

ELECTRICIAN.

Omnibus Cable company, pool

new combination known

have held a meeting and appointed a committee, with
George S. Searing as chairman, to represent them in exam-

company

of San Francisco,

is

company has

money with which

to

H.

Lucas

P.

the receiver for the con-

is

cern.

National Electric Light Association.
a meeting of the executive committee of the National

-At

Electric Light association

September nth,

York, Tuesday,

New

Hotel Brunswick,

the

at

was decided

it

that the

next convention of the association be held in Cleveland, O.

Februaiy

19,

20 and 21, 1S95.

proposed to equip

its

New York

Notes.

but the charges and dividend requirements were slightly
The company deducts from its book surplus $550,OOD treasury stock issued for the requisition of the property

larger.

American Rapid Telegraph company, leaving

The

now

outstanding stock

total

the
is

$95,370,000, and there is left in the treasury $4,629,852
stock to be issued from time to time for new construction or

John'T. Terry, a prominent Western Union
director, said that the Western Union had been paying the
American Rapid $60,000 a year rental, but by the purchase
it now pays only $27,500 as dividends on the Western Union
acquisitions.

Moreover,

stock issued for the Rapid company's property.

Western Union wires that
the company could not have delivered ihe American Rapid
Over $200,000
wires if called on to do so by the contract.
the wire*; were so mixed ujj with

Baker, to Page, to Golden Gate Park with a branch extending around the south side of the park to a side entrance.

now proposed

pleased with the result of bringing the cable direct to the

now

who

a typical

man about

than killing time, Borrowe

New York

part of

Newark known

as

and Newark.

town, with no other occupation
is

now

a salaried employe of the

Consolidated Traction company, and
periors as a capable man.

is

regarded by his su-

new power house in
"The Neck," the company
In

its

provided some rough and ready aijartments for

Many

employes.

keep them out

a'

has

unmarried

conductors and motormen, whose duties

at night, rent

tendent lives and sleeps.
or heats

its

that

rooms

in the

power house

for a

In one of these rooms the division superin-

nominal sum.

Sometimes he breakfasts

pot of coffee on his

suit

there,

other

stove, like the

oil

Borrowe wears^ a blue

employes.

prom-

figures so

division superintendent of the

is

Once

city.

divorce suit has directed public attention to

the fact that Hallett Alsop Borjowe,

connecting

of the regulation

color of the company's uniforms, and altogether the change
in his circumstances

In the

suit in the

is

a curious one.

New

Jersey Chancery Court

for the

appointment of a receiver for the North American Phonograph company, John R. Hardin of Newark being made
receiver,

Thomas A. Edison,

the inventor

of the phono-

graph, makes an affidavit in which he gives the history of
the company.

lie says the

good

and

business,

its

company

prospects for

for

some time did a
success were

further

but in a short time it was shown that the instrument as manufactured had little or no practical or commerIn 1S92 the company had to authorize the issue
cial value.
good,

of bonds to the extent of $300,000, each bond being for
$1,000.

He

held 220 of ihe bonds, and on

May

i,

1894,

he wrote and demanded payment of the interest on the bonds.
The compauy was unable to pay it. He at last sold the
stock at auction.
is

The

ocean.

stockholders which determined on the issuance

The matter

The property of

the

company, he

W.

not worth over $25,000.

says,

F. O.

San FranciscOj September

10.

Cal.

— The recent combination

in San Francisco by which the
company, the Ferries and Cliff
House Cable company, the Market Street Cable railway, the
City railroad, the North Beach &: Mission street railwayand

of

street

railway interests

Central Street Railway

was one axe, which, when

be taken to the Supreme Court by the comsettled as soon as possible.

will

It is interesting to learn

from the San Francisco

C//ro/ii-

Mateo Electric Road which are now being rebonded were formerly in
such a condition that "the return current was only secured
by such fluid as could be conducted by the rails themselves."
George L. Henzel of the George L. Henzel Electric company, corner of Bush and Stelner streets, San Francisco,
has filed a petition to be declared insolvent. His liabilities
are figured at $15,670, among which is a note for $2,700
upon which payment has been m'ade until there is a balance
now due of $1,600 to his brother, EdwardL. Henzel, who

cle that the

of the San Francisco and San

rails

conducts an independent wiring business

The

and

assets consist of fixtures

They

$2,200.

W. Kahler
streets

It

is

for

tender and

The

Raymond,

Raymond was

Mr.

—Alfred

Raymond,

a

the superintendent; Bernard

brother of

dis-

dynamo
Ziet-

men stopped work. They claim it was a lockout, not a
walkout. The engineer, the fireman and a lineman remained.
New men are engaged by the company for the other places, and
was no

there

hitch in the operation of

serious

The men, however,

laid

Workers' Union, and

the matter

the

end

not

is

the plant.

before the i-Electrical
yet.

A

coinmittee

representing the Federated Trades Council has been confer-

company in behalf
made an offer

ling with the

$450.
F.

S.

.

them

when

and Benjamin Peterson, an oiler, decided
to quit work unless the superintendent was reinstated.
The company refused to comply with this demand and the

$126: Mrs. F. Baldwin, $300; Mrs. Z.W.
Hibernia Bank, $io,oooj E. F. Herzel,

Law Telephone company, New York,

conference

vogel, a lineman,

& Co.,

$l,i50,and the

held a

it

board of

21st the

any more outside construction
was concluded to dispense with

the superintendent, Frederick

charged, and three of

Co., $148-, C. F. Doe, $190; Houson's Planing Mill,

$Soo;

will

it

recently had trouble

On August

employes.

and hence

time,

The men

Co., $450; Dunham, Carrigan & Co., $100; J. A Rosbhngs
Co., $419; California Electrical Works, $ii3;W.W. Monta-

Kahler,

some

the services of

principal San Francisco creditors are: Huntington, Hopkins

$275; Clark

its

directors decided not to do

San Francisco.

for $10,000.

in

it

The Milwaukee Arc Light company
with some of

Bush and Sleiner

at

mortgaged

There

cable.'?.

broke elsewhere than

pay Mr. Williams $100 per year each.

electrical supplies valued at

The property

homestead.

and welded

tested,

plant in the village, to supply 14 arc lights, for which

are covered by a chattel mortgage to Mrs. Z.

for $Soo.

a

is

in

Welding com-

Electric

had been welded. Prof. Thomson attended the hearing. Julge Seaman finally granted an injunction against the Two Rivers Manufacturing company.
The village board of South Milwaukee has finally made
terms with W, M. Williams, the owner of the electric light
place where

the

pany and the question

pany,

it

is

said, has

of

The com-

the men.

to reinstate

some of the

men.

Milwaukee, Wis.

—

Milwaukee, September, 15. The
the common council appointed to take
for the purchase of

special

In its suit against the Badger Illuminating company the
Milwaukee Arc Light company, in addition to asking an

committee of

injunction restraining the defendant

the prelimnary steps

systems of the city held a special meeting recently. Alderman

Rauschenberger, the president of the council,
duced the resolution which resulted

in

the

who

intro-

appointment of

the committee, was requested to give his views on the sub-

He

ject.

stated that in case the street railway plant could

at a reasonable figure, he thought it
would be good policy for the city to begin the construction
of its own lines, by laying tracks on streets on which the
Milwaukee Street Railway company had no franchise.
There were many such streets, he said, and many of them led
to veiy populous jiarts of the city. Some arrangement could
be made, he thought, for the use of portions of the established
lines, and as fast as the present franchises expired, the lines
operated under them could be bought by the city at a very
reasonable figure, or else the company could be compelled
to pay a heavy royalty for the renewal of the franchises.
City Attorney Hamilton said that if the city desired to do
so it could use the streets already in possession of the company, as it had been decided that an exclusive franchise
on the roadways of the city could not be granted to any
Aldermen Ramsey and Koehler thought
corporation.
that it would be a good plan for the committee to ascer-

be

not

purchased

how much money

tain

or

of

construction

their

a

system,

General Manager Wyman of the Milwaukee Street Railway company has issued a circular book of rules for conductors.
The conductors are urged to keep the front plat-

forms of cars
that

on

this

point

and

also

committee what legislation would be

to

report

to

by the

city.

of

The

seats in the

and the fact
impressed upon the
oors;

two to make a quarrel is
little book also contains a time

The

table

from

railway company *has adopted its winter
The company is now running 136 cars, and 40

additional cars are put on

The

in

tlie

evening and

between cars are as follows

intervals

:

at

mid-day.

Walnut

street

and Fond du Lacavenue, six minutes; Greenfield avenue and
Third street, six mmutes; Wells street, five minutes; Farwell
avenue, five minutes; Broadway and Chestnut street, six'

Muskego avenue,

minutes; Russell avenue, seven minutes;
nine minutes; Mitchell street, ten
ten minutes; Twelfth

street

minutes; North avenue,

and State

street lines, eight

minutes; Clybourn street horse cars, fifteen minutes;

the

watosa

The

the

Wau-

electric line, twenty-five minutes.

street railway people rather got the better of the city

over the laying of concrete under the tracks on

in the contest

It

streets that are being

mon council,

after the

paved with asphalt. When the comcompany had offered to compromise

by laying concrete under

its

Grand avenue

tracks, refused to

repeal the ordinance requiring concre:e under all the tracks,

deal

owing to the financial difficulties in the way. The only way
in whfch the ciiy can raise large sums of money is by issuing
bonds, and the gap between the amount of city bonds already issued and the limit fixed by law is so narrow that
there is no room for bonds for buying the street railway
It is still insisted by many that the aldermen are
lines.

empty
fl

street

schedule.

necessary for the

the

takes

on the car

point to point along the lines.

electric railway and lighting plants
was also decided to confer with Vicepresident Payne upon his return from New York and
to
attempt to get from him figures at which the plants
However, the aldermen, whether they
would be sold.

acquisition

it

employes.

suggestion the city attorney was instructed to get

information

free, especially if there are

car; to prevent expectoration

upon

and

wires in any

of Third and State streets.

could be raised for the purchase
street railway

from interfering with

way and from molesting it in its business,
demands damages in the sum of $25,000.
The Milwaukee Street Railway company has discontinued its transfer stations at the corners of Mason and East
Water streets and Reed street and National avenue, and
transfer checks are now issued by the conductors.
The
only transfer station in the city now is the one at the corner
its

the street railway and electric lighting

are in earnest or not, are not apt to go ver.y far in

San Francisco,

axes, saws with teeth welded in

bonds.

of

Thomson

of Wisconsin, the

of welded goods in court.

attorney of

bond issuance

go into the

Thomson company, had a very interesting display
The exhibit included welded

the

hitch referred to

(f

gr?&

electric railway line

establishing a five-cent fare for the

ferries to

be-

was concluded.
The Commercial Cable company's new cable, which was
laid up the" bay from Con-y^sland to Pier A, has been spliced
Messages were at
to the main cable off Manhattan Beach.
once e.\:changed over the cable between the New York office
and the company's station at Canso, N. S. The cable
worked perfectly, and the company's officials are highly
the purchase

It

the Cliff

to

is illegal

&

inently in the case,

on

extension

carry this

to

cause of the fact that proxies were voted in the meeting

has been saved to the Western Union by a court decision in
favor of the American Rapid, which was rendered just after

The Diayton

to O'Farrell, to Scott, to Fell, to

Eddy to Hyde,

street out

prospective bond buyers that the

and dividend of $365,-

after charges

surplus at $6,822,633.

and those cible

has been occasioned by an opinion given by an

The
000, against $381,154 in the same quarter of 1S93.
net revenues are estimated as equal to last year's quarter,

of the

lines

Metropolitan electric railway by the Market Street company. This road cost about $600,000 and runs from Market

House and Ocean Beach,

York. September 17, On Wednesday the directors
of the Westerii Union Telegraph company declarea theregThe financial stateular quarterly dividend of i% percent.
ment shows a surplus

car

will

pany has scored a decisive victory in its case against the Two
Rivers Manufacturing company for infringement of patent.
The claim advanced by the defense was that the Thomson
patents were null and void because they did not cover any
new^rt, the assertion being made that the art of welding
by electricity had been well known before and that there
had been numerous prior patents. The attorneys for the
defense claimed that only the art ot heating by electricity
had been previously known, and that in the other proIn the
cesses the welding had not been done by electricity.
Thomson process the heatiag and welding are simultaneous
and therein was the patentable novelty. At the time
that the case was heard, which was several months ago,

it is

system that run on level streets, Market Street
alone excepted, with electric equipment, to build new lines
and to make the system one of the most complete to be found
in the country.
The last step has been the purchase of the

complete ride from

—

New

horse

the

all

system,

no likelihood that

is

can raise the money,

In the United States District Court for the Eastern District

issued for the

develop and perfect

if it

1894

22,

business of running street car lines.

lines of the

is

CORRESPONDENCE.

the city, even

experiencing an unloosed for

tors

ining the books.

simply making a bluff and that there

forming a

issues

their

Market Street Railway

of $17,500,000 worth of bonds
purpose of obtaining

trouble in effecting the sale
that the

the

as

tlie

September

company promptly announced its determination not to
any concrete even on Grand avenue so long as the city
showed any disposition to compel it to do similar work elsewhere.
On Grand avenue and Wisconsin street the work
of paving was in progress at the time, and the asphalt had to
be laid without any concrete under the tracks. Finally the
the
lay

.

.

;

September

WESTERN

1894

22.

ordinauce to retiuire asphalt under the tracks was placed on
file uniil Vice-president
Payne should return from Xew

The common coancil, however, also
an ordinance to give the company the right
Vork.

placed on

file

a spur

lay

to

track on Oneida street to the power house on River street,
It was intended to use the
a distance of about a block.
track for running Vliet street cars from East

West Water

street

spur for running

and

flat

Water

street to

Oneida and River street
cars from the power house to any point
to use the

on the system, the idea lieing to haul coal and get
ashes by means of the line.

and the company over the putting

the city

rid of

There was a squabble between
curved

in of

switches at the intersections of asphalt-paved streets, but

company was finally allowed to put in granite paving at
such corners, as the paving with asphalt would have prethe

vented the putting in of switches afterward.
The certiorari proceeding growing out of the assessment
of $2,Soo,ooo on the street railway was to have been heard
Thursday, but was continued.
C.

Weeks

corporation.

Contracts for the plant for the extension of the municipal
electric lighting system of Allegheny, Pa., have been awarded

Borgmeyer of Newark, N. J., representing the
Power Storage company, New York, is in the West
ooking after the interests of that company.

from an eastern
look for business.
his return

tlie

in

reports a brighter out-

John W. Mackay passed through Chicago last week on
San Francisco from his visit at New York,
where he was present at the completion of the connections
of the Commercial Cable company's Atlantic cable from
Coney Island, with its offices in the business center of Newhis return to

York.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Middletown Electric

& Power company,

Liglit

town, O.; capitol stock, $40,000; E. H.
dletown, O.

Mitldle-

McKnight,

Mid-

hundreds

of people from the surrounding country were
present to participate in the celebration.
Tables to accommodate a thousand at one sitting were spread in the
open air and the people enjoyed a general feast. The main
business street of the village is lighted by arc lights and all
other streets are supplied by incandescents.
Every business
house in the town is a patron of the new system and a majority of private residences are already wired.

Phoenix Carbon Manufacturing company, St. Louis, Mo.;
stock, $100,000; to manufacture carbons; Albert

Blair, St. Louis.

Upper Cicero Water

&.

to

Light

company,

Austin,

111.

conduct electric light and water

works; Lawrence Crook, Austin,

Telephone

Harrison

Indiana

;

Construction

company,

capital stock, $100,000; to construct
John R. Coffroth, Lafayette, Ind.

tele-

Indianapolis, Anderson, Alexandria & Marion Electric
Railway company, Indianapolis, Ind.; capital stack, $100,000; to construct an electric railway; Francis M. Dice,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Chateaugay Electric Light & Power company. Chateaugay, Frankh'n county, N. Y.; capital stock, $6,000; to generate and sell electric light and power; Ernest A. Douglass,
Chateaugay, N. Y.

Norwood
N, Y.;

Electric Light

ards,

Norwood,

N."

Electro-magnetic

West

& Power company, Norwood,

capital stock, $5,000; to furnish

wood and Potsdam,

Virginia),

St.

electricity in

Y.

company

(incorporated

in

Washington, D. C; capital stock, $r,ooo,-

000; to construct electric motors and equip

PhUip B. Thompson,

cars;

Nor-

Lawrence county; George W. Rich-

Traction

Jr.,

street

New York, N.

railway

Y.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

city council

several propositions

of Stephenville, Texas, is considering
for the erection of an electric light

plant.

A company has
generate

been organized to build water works and
Grossdale, a suburb of Chicago.
Grossdale, 111., is a moving spirit in the

electricity in

Willis Melville,
enterprise.

Hatboro Street Railway coriipany

from Willow Grove

Mont-

gomery

Penn-

to the line between Bucks and
counties, passing through Hatboro and other

sylvania towns.

The North Chicago
to

Street Railroad

company has applied

Commissioner of Public Works Jones

for a permit to
poles for electric lines on North
avenue from Clark street to Milwaukee avenue, on Belmont
avenue from Lincoln avenue to Roby street, thence along

construct a system

of

Robey street to Roscoe boulevard, and on Roscoe boulevard
west to Western avenue.
Evan B. Stotsenburg has been appointed receiver for the
Highland Electric Railway company of New Albany, Ind.
The company was organized about five years ago with a capital
stock of $100,000. one-half of which was subscribed and
paid for at 50 cents on the dollar; $50,000 worth of bonds
were also issued at the same rate. The company has a
floating debt of about $10,000.

be run from Cincinnati to HamThis will be a continuation
pike.
of the College Hill electric route, whi(-h is now being built by
the Cincinnati Street Car company.
The right of way, it is
said, was secured from the Hamilton Turnpike company by
electric railway is to

ilton over the

Hamilton

Charles McCrea of College Hill.
will be commenced within a year.

The work on

this

route

A

press dispatch from Virden, 111. , dated September 14th,
says:
The electric light plant wascompleted yesterday, and
for the first time the pulslic thoroughfares and some of the
buildings were illuminated by electricity last night.
The
event was celebrated in true country fashion.
The people

TRADE NEWS.
Electric company, 201-207 South Canal
has excellent facilities for making elecon short notice.

Chicago,

trical repairs

The educational committee of the National Association
of Stationary Engineers has recommended to the members of
tlie organization the system of home instruction offered by
the Correspondence School of Mechanics at Scranton, Pa.

A contract for the completed subway work for the West
Chicago Street Railroad company has been awarded the
National Conduit Manufacturing company of New York.
This contract will amount to about $75,000, and the company is naturally elated.
The

recent fire in the factory of the La Roche Electric
Works, Philadelphia, was confined to the upper floor and
of
the building, doing but little damage.
roof
All necessary
precautions were taken, and excellent service rendered by
the Philadelphia fire department.
The plant is now running in full force, and all orders can be promptly filled.

John R. Markle, manager of

department
office of the Electric Storage Battery company, announces
the sale to the Merrill Railway & Lighting company of
Merrill, Wis., of a storage equipment of 240 kilowatts
This is to be used in conjunction \\ith the street
capacity.
railway generator at present employed, and also to supply a
number of street lights which are run in five series.
the

western

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., reports as a sign of the revival in the electrical business the
closing in three consecutive days last week of contracts for
more than 1,500 horse power of its standard apparatus, consisting of directly connected and belted generators and its
Manchester type slow speed motors. This with the other
work which the Mather company now has on hand will compel it to at once increase its working force, although part of
its works is now being operated at night.
The Chicago
Del.

,

BUSINESS.
The valuable

and other supmanufactured by the lona Manufacturing company of
336 Congi-ess street, Boston, are described and illustrated
in a catalogue just issued, and which will be sent upon application.
This company employs a large corps of skilled
pattern and model makers, and has every facility for perfecting and manufacturing small metal novelties, electrical
electric lighting specialties

plies

or otherwise.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is having a
large sale of its Standard single push flush switch made
up in gangs of from two to 'a dozen on a single large face
jilate for special work where a handsome finish is expected.
As the single pole, three-way and commutation switches are
all the same size, they can be mounted very symmetrically,
several on a single large face plate, and when the plate is
finished specially to match hardware or fixtures a beautiful
piece of work is secured.
The
among

Link-Belt Machinery company, Chicago, reports
its recent sales of standard boilers
the following:
Second avenue Traction company, Pittsburg, Pa., 1,200

horsepower; Cosmopolitan Magazine company, New York,
200 horse power; Swift & Co., Chicago, 160 horse power
and 325 horse power; Reliance buikling, Chicago, 200
horse power; Bryan building, Chicago, 100 horse power;
Midland Hotel, Kansas City, Mo., 450 horse power; Lehigh
Valley Coal company, West Superior, Wis., 400 horse
power.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., reports through its New York contractors, PI. B. Coho &
Co., 203 Broadway, the sale of all the electrical machinery
for the new Odd Fellows Hall at Philadelphia, consisting
of one 30 kilowatt, one 50 kdouatt and one So kilowatt di_

rectly connected generators and five Manchester type slow
speed motors from i to 40 horse power, also the sale to the
Henry R. Worthington company for its Brooklyn hydraulic
works, one 600 light flynamo, one 50 horse power 220
volt generator and one 10 horse power motor.

E. W. Bliss company, Brooklyn, announces that
European business has been very large, as it has shipped
two months a special watchmakers' drop hammer and several punching presses fitted
with sub-presses for watch work, also a No. i^ toggle
drawing press; a large shipment to Germany, to one of the
largest clockmaking concerns in the world, of tools and
machinery for the manufacture of clocks and their cases.
France has 'also received a large shipment of tools for the
making of granite enameled ware and kitchen utensils.
Austria has not been behind the others, as she has also received Nos. i}4 3.nd 3J^ toggle drawing press, Nos. iS,
19, 20 and 21 adjustable power presseses, and Nos. 38)^
and 39 power presses with a number of dies, and a No. 161
double action press with dies and special feed for making
A large improved automatic perforating press is
primers.
now nearly completed, and will be shipped to England for
the manutacture of perforated metals up to 50 inches in

The

to Switzerland within the last

The Washington
street,

States go\ernment.
About $50,000 wortn of cable has been
completed and shipped to Willeit's Point, N. Y. The cable,
over 700 miles of which has been made, is to be used by
the government in the torpedo service.
The cable is made
in seven strands, the core first being covered with jute,
tlien run through a compound of tar and pitch and theii has
seven strands of metallic wire, covered with tape twisted
around it. It then passes through another tar bath and is
then covered witli closely twisted Russian hemp.

its

111.

Block Lighting & Power company, New York, N, Y.;
capital stock, $50,000; to supply electricity for public and
private use; Robert Stafford, New York, N. Y.
Lafayette, Ind.
phone systems;

&

has just been chartered, with John H. Fow as president, to
build a trolley bne on the Hatboro & Worminster turnpike

An

capital

capital stock, $50,oou;

Manufacturing com-

Niroqua, Wis., celebrated the introduction of electric
lighting on September 5th by speeches, band playing, a ball
and other festivities. Besides a general turnout of citizens,

Electrical Engineering

Chicago on Saturday on

He

trip.

&

pany, dynamos, $34,095.33; Babcock & Wilcox company,
boilers, $23,342.70; Ball Engine company, engines, $15,000.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

C. L.
Electric

of

Westinghouse Electric

as follows:

The Willow Grove

of Kansas City was in Chicago on Monday.

Morgan Brooks, president
company of Minneapolis, was

143

from surri.>undmg towns poureti into \'irden all day.
Tliey
were entertained by Ring's band from Girard, and this,
with speech-making and
games, completed the day's
programme. The new plant is the property of the village

PERSONAL.
E. R.

ELECTRICIAN.

Electric Wire company of Wilmington,
has about completed a submarine cable for the United

width.

Warren Webster & Co., Camden, N. J., report among the
recent contracts tor the Webster 'vacuum" feed water heater
and purifier the following: B, & O. tunnel plant, Baltimore, Md., 3,000 horse power; Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing company, Brinton, Pa., 2,500 horse power;
Pennsylvania Bolt & Nut Works, Lebanon, Pa., two 1,000
'

horse power; Berwick Electric Light company, Berwick,
Pa. 250 horse power; Whitall Tatum & Co., Millville, N.
J., 400 horsepower; Baker Chain & Wagon Iron Manufacturing company, Allegheny City, Pa., 250 horsepower; Samuel
Winslow Skate Manufacturing company, Worcester, Mass.,
400 horse power; Cincinnati Street Railway company, Cincinnati, O., 1,000 horse power; Arapahoe county commissioners, Denver, Colo., 150 horse power; Erie Chemical
company, Erie, Fa., 150 horse power; Pittsburg Tin Plate
company, New Kensington, Pa., 400 .horse power; city of
Boston, Boston, Mass., one special machine; Snow Steam
Pump company, Buffalo, N. Y., 100 horse power; Henry
Wanklin, Roxborough, Pa., 60 horse power; Fairfield
Paper company, Fairfield, Mass., 600 horse power; Chicago
Edison company, Chicago, 111., North Side station, 2,000
horse ])ower; Johnson company, Lorain, O., 3,000 horse
power; Philadelphia Gas company, two 600 horse power;
Philadelphia Gas company, one 500 horse power.
Numerous orders were also received for the Webster separator and
the Williams vacuum system of steam heating.
,

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issited

Electric Transformer. Charles S. Bradley,
525,689.
N. Y. Application filed August 22, 1S91.

Avon,

The magnetic circuit of the transformer is composed of a
series of superposed lamina; of iron, each plate bemg preferablypunched with two slots for the coils, as indicated in the cut at
The plates are so assembled that the slots register with
2, Seach other, thus providing two openings through which the primary and secondary wires may be threaded

The tubular

openings are lined with insulating tubes 6, preferably formed
of glass, and allowed to project a short distance beyond the
laminated core, so as to thoroughly insulate the conductor
from contact with the iron of the transformer. They are held
in position against the end walls of the slots by insulating spac-

September II, 18^4.

ing strips 4, j. The laminated plates are fixed in position by
end plates and tie bolts, as indicated. When the core has been
completed a bundle of wires to constitute the primary or secondary coil is bent and its two ends are thrust through one pair
of tubes, the wires being of a length which will permit the pro1 he
jecting ends to be bent into contact,
projecting ends are
then united, preferably by electric welding, so that the entire
bundle of wires will form a complete coil.

525,690.

Electric

Avon, N. Y.

Railway System. Charles S. Bradley,
Application filed January 2, 1S94.

The motors may be started and gradually accelerated in
speed without the necessity of resistance or starting switches as

ordinarily employed.
The system is provided with a plurality
of alternating current supply generators of difi'erent frequency,
connected with distributing lines, and motors adapted to be
supplied by the several lines. More specifically it comprises
an electric railway system so organized as to permit a train to
be controlled by a polyphase alternadng.current of high or low
frequency at the will of the motorman.

Winding for Drum Armatures in Dynamo Ma525,697.
chines.
Rudolf Eickemeyer, Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed March 9, 1S92.
The armature drum
ons, each of which

is

is

covered with a wire winding in divisof a group of two or more in-

made up

:

WESTERN

144
dividual members or coils, each having a long side and a short
side lying along the periphery of the drum in two or more layers, and inclined ends lying across the heads of the drum in
flattened webs of a single thickness of wire, the long and short
sides of the individual coils in each division or group being
separated on the periphery of the drum by spaces which receive
respectively the short and long sides of other similar individual
coils belonging to other similar groups, and the long sides in
each group being arranged on the periphery of the drum in the
reverse order of the short sides of the same group.

Manufacture of Carbons

525,888.

Thomas A.

5, 1SS7.

filed

for

Edison, Menlo Park,

March

20,

N.

22,

Electric

1894

Lamps.

Application

J.

18S0.

I

The first claim follows
The method of transformation and utilization of electrical
member of a condenser wuh

energi?, ronsisting in charging one
electricity of a certain tension and

volume and siniultaneousty

therewith, and thereby charging the other member of the said
condenser with electricity of different tension and volume, and
then discharging the latter and passing; the transformed electricity to one or more translating devices.

Synchronizing Mechanism for Electric Motors.
Edgar Ayres, Sydney, Australia. Application filed
October 7, 1S93.

525,779.

proposed to produce electrically and mechanically balanced armatures; to secure the several coils or sections of winding against displacement on the armature core, under the strains
incident to service: to provide an abundance of air spaces
among the ends of the coils or sections, at the ends of the armaIt

September

System of Electrical Distribution. James F.
McElroy, Lansing, Mich. Application filed October

for

3, 1S94.

.

ELECTRICIAN.

525,769.

Dynamo-electric Machines. Rudolf
525,698Kickemeyer, Yonkers, N. Y. Application filed April

Armature

:

is

There are two parts to this invention, the first consisting of
appliances for alternately completing and breaking an electric circuit

ventilating and cooling the winding, and to enable
the construction of the coils or sections, as well as their assemblage on cores, to be done economically and by comparatively
unskilled labor.
ture, for

for

that controls the second part, namely, the apparatus

moving other clocks synchronoiisly.

;

The invention consists In the discover;' that an incandescing
conductor of very high resistance in comparison to the radiating surface raay be made of such natural fibers as are capable
of carbonization, especially those which are large, filamentary
and cellular in character, such as jute, bast, nianila, hemp,
etc. These fibers are of endogenous growth, and are made up of
parallel filamentary fibers running lengthwise of the main fiber
and not interlacing or radiating from the center to the exterior.
They are by the nature of their growth compact and filameniarjbundles of elementary fibers, the bundles being separated from
each other or surrounded by pith, which can be readily removed, leaving a fiber approximately of the size required for
the filament of an incandescent electric lamp.
Hence these
natural fibers only require a slight external shaping in order to
make them suitable for carbonization for forming carbon filaments, no splitting of the fiber being required and the natural
structure being left undisturbed.

Recording Voltmeter. Frederick D'A. Goold,
Schenectady, N. Y.
Application filed April 16, 1892.

525,894.

Telephone Call System. Ezra T.GiHiland,Peiham
Manor, N. Y. Application filed November 27, 1S93.

One ol the claims is given
In a recorder, the combination with a movable recording surface of a recorder, a series of levers comprising a parallel
motion, to which said recorder is secured at the point which
moves in a straight line, an operating coil, an armature moved
thereby, said armature being suspended from said levers at the
point where the recorder is secured, and an adjustable spring
also connected to said levers at the point where the recorder is
secured.

525.702.

In this arrangement a magneto telephone instrument is emmay act either as a transmitter or receiver. Conmade by which this instrument is ordinarily in the
line circuit, and there are means for imposing upon the line circuit intermittent or pulsatory currents, which, passing through
the receiver, will actuate its diaghragm and produce a call

ployed which

nections are

signal,

Incandescent

525,909.

Telephone Call System.

525.703.

ham Manor, N. Y.

Ezra T. Gilliland, Pelfiled January ii,

F.

Application

Klemm,

Lamp

Stand and Reflector. George
Application

Philadelphia, Pa.

filed

June

9, 1S94.

1S94.
is a portable and adjustable appliance for application
an article of furniture provided with an electric lamp mounted
a slotted reflecting tube or cylinder and arranged so that the
illumination derived from the lamp is concentrated in any required direction.

1 his

The

switch

phone

coil

is

in a position to cut out the telein the call apparatus by mounting the switch
will act upon it in a line passing parallel or ap-

maintained

to

and cut

so that gravity

in

proximately parallel to the handle, placing the mouthpiece preferably in the plane of the handle, so that in using the mouthpiece it will necessarily be on a higher plane or level than the
handle, and provide the instrument with a supporting device so
related to it that the mouthpiece will normally occupy a lower
level than the handle.

N.

Combined Brake and Electric Switch for Street
Railway Cars.
George Brown, Long Island City,
N. Y. Application filed January 20, 1894.

525,782.
525.704.

Fred L. Gregory, Chicago,
January 30, 1894.

Electric Clock.

Application

filed

III.

here provided a circuit-making apparatus in whrch
the circuit shall be closed or completed by a rubbing contact
under pressure, so as to maintain the contact potnts or surfaces
bright and in.proper working condition, and at the same time

There

is

provide effective means whereby the circuit-closer will, during
the contact period, he actuated to carry it under and past the
electrical terminal or terminals with great force, and independently of the power (for the movement) of the time-train to
which it is connected.

The

improvement are a combined
automatic brake and electric switch for street and other railway
cars, comprising the car brakes and several switches adapted
to gradually increase or decrease the current, and means for
applying or releasing the brakes and actuating the switches
successively at the same movement.

Trolley Pole Connection.
Maurice R. Mahon
and John Melick Crane, Newark, N. J. Application
filed

Bus Bar Insulating Support. Albert E. Herrick,
Application filed April ii, 1S94.
Schenectady, N. Y.

Electric Fan.
Charles Wachtel,
525.730.
Application filed January 17, 1S93.

Newark, N.

10, 1S93.

wheel or pulley is prevented from being thrown
off the conducting wiie by the lateral motion or swaying of the
car from side to side while In motion, and also from wearing
away the sides of the wire by making the pivotal joint in a
direct line and at right angles with the axis of the pole, and so
that these relations will be always maintained irrespective of
the angle of elevation of said pole. This feature Is illustrated
trolley

in the

accompanying

The principal features of this invention are
the construction and form of knife switches.

This is a simple method of automatically shifting the
brushes by the act of reversing the rotation of the armature and
for the arrest of the so shifted brushes In such positions that
their polarity will be made to correspond with the reversal of
the rotation of the commutator, or, in other words, will remain

Archibald L. Courtright,
filed

February

i,

1894.

The invention relates to a method for automatically controlling an electric circuit, and consists of a valve which is capable
of adjustment, so that it may be set to operate by variations in
the current from a given electromotive force. The valve may
be employed as a protector of mechanical apparatus; for example, in a circuit having a number of motors or dynamos.
Electric

York, N. Y.

construction of the insulating piece.

525,943.

the

Conduit System

525,945.

Creighton,

Chicago,

525,735.

mazoo, Mich.

L. Campbell, KalaApplication filed January 23, 1S94.

This lamp was designed especially with the view of providing
a mechanism that can be easily put together and taken apart,
and in which parts can be removed for repairs without disturbing
the adjustment of the remaining parts.

Electric Arc Lamp.
Alexander B. Roney, Chi525,743.
cago, 111.
Application tiled March 7, 1S94.

Each of the carbon electrodes is made in two pieces, the
pieces of each pair constituting a single electrode and being fed
into contact with each other to supply the waste of carbon due
to the burning. The arc is formed between the two electrodes
opposite the juncture formed between the two pieces of each,
so that the wasting occurs in each electrode at the meeting
point of its two separate pieces of carbon. This arrangement
dispenses with the necessity for a clutch carbon feeder, such as
are so commonly used, and it is claimed produces a strong and
brilliant light of a peculiar character, makes the lamp compact
and obviates in great measure the shadows in a downward
direction.

for Electric Railways.

Application

111.

filed

W.

G.

February

28, 1894.

The rail Is utilized to form part of the conduit, the remainder
being formed by a plate or bar placed alongside of and running
parallel with the rail and having a grooved or channel-like portion that overhangs one edge of the tread of the rail, so as to
provide a lateral and vertical opening or slot that leads into the
conduit. Through the slot passes the plow or traveling contact that on two opposite sides has projections, whose upper
faces are beveled or inclined downward to enable them to
readily engage and raise into the groove of the plate the flexible slot closer that otherwise rests upon the edge of the rail
of Lighting and Heating Cars by ElecMorris Moskowilz, Newark, N. J. Applica-

Sy.^tem

tricity.

tion filed

March

31, 1S94.

A

dynamo, driven from the car axle, and two sets of storage
batteries, one of which may be charged while the other is being
discharged, are the main features of thiIS invention.

accompany-

The

Arc Lamp. Stewart

Harold E. Bradley, New
filed February 28, 1894.

ing cut, the frame resembles in construction those now employed for cable railways, and Is provided with heavy crosspieces, which support the track and the slot-forming plates,
which may be of any suitable construction
These cross-pieces
are provided with a central opening under the slot and shelflike supports, which are preferably cast in one piece with the
cross-pieces
These shelves are located some distance from
the bottom of the conduit and at the side of the conduit, so as
not to be near the vertical line beneath the slot. Upon these
shelves the main conductor or conductors are supported.

Electrical Signaling Apparatus for Railways.
Paul Schwenke, Zerbsc, Germany. Application filed
April 8, 1892.

Electric

Application

The advantages gained in this construction include regular
feed mechanism and a resistance and cut-out which will work
automatically to short-circuit the lamp if the current becomes
too strong, and so prevent the burning out of the lamp.

525,866.

NO. 525,689.

Arc Lamp.

Electric

Bedford, Mass.

Railway.
Herbert E. Rider, New
Application filed February 26, 1894.

In this underground conduit, illustrated lu

sleeve and a screw forsecuring the same to the fan shaft, lugs
on the under side of the plate provided with screw holes, and an
armature having screws or bolts passing through the armature
sections thereof and screwed into the holes in the lugs for
securing the same to the carrier or supporting plate.

in

This device comprises a metal spike provided with an open
head adapted to be clamped about the wire, or about a piece of
insulation surrounding the same, together _with the peculiar

525,992.

Lightning Arrester.
Keokuk, la. Application

-

improvements

Harry C. Fricke,
Fastener for Electric Wires.
525,891.
Application filed June 14, 1S94.
Pittsburg, Pa.

constant-

525,840.

525,864.

City,

cut.

Self-adjusting Brush for Dynamo-electric Machines.
\V. L. Bliss, Brooklyn, N. Y,
Application
filed April 13, 1S94.

525,836.

J.

This is a suspended electric fan provided with a tubular support forming a conduit for the wires for conducting the current,
a bridge-piece core provided with pole-pieces attached to the
support, a main supposing frame secured to the bridge-piece
core, provided with a bearing, a fan shaft adapted to rotate in
the bearing, means on the shaft for rolatively securing the
shaft in the bearing, a supporting plate or armature carrier on
the shaft, consisting essentially of a pl.ite provided with a

November

The

J.

principal features of the

525,789.

525,708.

This support consists in a rack or frame of cast-iron or other
material of sufficient strength, in which are arranged insulating
blocks made of porcelain or other non-combustible insulating
material.
These occupy guideways in the frame, so that they
may be replaced with ease and permit the removal of any one
conductor or set of conductors without disturbing the remaining
conductors in any U-ay The insulating blocks are made in two
parts, so shaped that they furnish openings to receive the conductor, and fastened to the frame so that they may be removed
independently.

Switch.
George Baehr, Jersey
Application filed January 9, 1894.

Electric

525,936.

Nu. 525>7^9-

principal claim is given:
In an electric railway signal the ccun^nation with two line
circuits, each including a generator, a circuit breaker and a relay, of a signaling circuit including the armature and contact
point of one of said relays, a generator and an electro-magnet,
an armature for said magnet, means for retracting said armature, a signaling device, means lor communicating the movement of said armature to said signaling device, a shunt circuit
from said signaling circuit, said shunt circuit including the
armature and contact point of the other relay, and an electromagnet, an armature for said magnet, and means for retracting
said armature, the free end of said armature when in its retracted position engaging the rear side of the armature of the
electro-magnet in the signaling circuit,

525,874.

Electric

Boston, Mass.

Annunciator.
Application

Henry
filed

July

C.
2,

Thomson,

1894.

The

characteristic feature of this improvement consists in the
and arrangement of the index magnets, and their
combination with the index fingers, and also in the construction of the restoring or lifting device,

construction

Trolley for Electric Railroads.
525,886.
son, Terre Haute, Ind.
Application

Edward Dawfiled December

26,1893.
Claim

2 follows:

The combination, with a socket adapted to be secured to a
trolley pole, of two brackets secured to the said socket and provided with screw-threaded bosses at their upper ends, and a
hollow pin screwed upon the said bosses and forming the bearing for the trolley wheel.

NO, 525,864.
525,993.

Electromotive Force of
Morris Moskowitz, Newark, N. J. ApJune 15, 1894.

Means

Dynamos.

for Equalizing

plication filed

The principal claim is given
In a means for the purpose of equalizing the electromotive
forceof dynamos or other electrical apparatus running under
variable speed, the combination of a dynamo-electric generator
and a combined motor and regulating dj-namo, comprising
:

therein a combined armature shaft a motor armature and
brushes, and a dynamo armature and brushes on said shaft,
the armature circuit of said regulating dynamo being in circuit
with the magnetic fields of said dynamo-electric generator, so
that the electromotive force of said regulating dynamo excites
and controls the intensity' of the magnetic fields of said dynamoelectric generator, and means connected with the combined
dynamo and motor shaft for operating the same, and an opposing circuit connecting the field coils of said regulating dycircuit connecting with said dynamonamo with the
electric generator, counteracting the electromotive force ot said
regulating dynamo to maintain the electromotive force of the
dynamo-electric generator constant.

mam

52&,Di6.

Electric

lion, Pa.

Motor.

Application

John
filed

S.

Losch, Summit Sta-

March

6,

1894.

The arrangement of the commutator with relation to a series
•of brushes bearing thereon forms the chief feature of the inThese are connected to the field coils, by means of
vention.
which the active or effective point of the magnet field is caused
to rotate in the same direction as the armature, and at a rate of
speed greatly in excess of the same, by which a series of impulses is exerted upon the armature greatly in e.\cess of the
number of field coils, and the speed of rotation and efficiency
of the machine as regards power are greatly increased.

;
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Lighting
The

the Leiand
Chicago.

Plant

of

recently installed lighting plant in the Leiand Hotel

Michigan avenue and Jackson

at

Hotel,

street, Chicago, hns for its

most notable feature the verj' thorough manner in which the
winng of the building, erected some years ago, has been
This hotel

carried out.

ing in Chicago to be

new requirements
Its interior

are

first

old build-

is

wood, and the lighting
porcelain knobs or through

largely of

on

carried

in the

throughout.

The

building.

Of

The

hotel

is

connected for

;

plant, depicted

in

accompanying

the

basement of the building and
two So horse power M. A. Green engines directly
belted to two 50 kilowatt 125 volt dynamos of the new type
of the Xational Electric company. The engines
are
Illustration, is located in the

consists of

No. 13
city of

"Een Draght Mackt Maght," which may
translated, "One pull makes a strong pull," ought

Brooklyn,

be freely

to teach us a profitable lesson.

which,

it is

Measures have been talfen
hoped, will induce every company within the
to unite with us for the common good.

Announcement is made by the secretary of the appointment of E. J. Arnold as local honorary secretary for the Chi-

bounds of the state

cago branch, to

committee:

fill

the vacancy

made by

the resignation of

Edward Caldwell.

New York

State Street Railway Association.

The

twelfth

annual meeting of the Street Railway As-

sociation of the State of

New

York, was held

Syracuse, N. Y., Tuesday, September 18th.
B. Hasbrouck presided.

an excellent one.

generating

delphia. Pa.
W. J- Shields, Burlington, Vt. ; Arthur JSlade. New York; Frank E. Smith, San Francisco. Cal.;
J. PVanklin Stevens, Philadelphia, Pa.; Frank M. Tait,
Catasauqua, Pa.- Thomas W. Varley, Passaic, N.
J.

the latter there are

1,650 incandesctnt lamps, and the job of wiring will impress
electricians as

29, 1^94.

wired in exact accordance with the

bushings

over 6,000

believed to be the

of the city bureau of electrical inspection.

construction

conductors
porcelain

is

SEPTEMBER

The

following

at the Yates,

President D.

named

delegates of

companies were present:
John W. McNamara, Albany Railway company; A. H.
Underwood, Auburn City Railway company; J.
Tracy
Rogers and J. P. E. Clark, Binghamton Street Railroad company; W. J.
Richardson, Atlantic Avenue
Railroad company, Brooklyn; J. B.
Craven, Buffalo
railroad

Following

is

an abstract of the report of the executive

The membership now consists of thirty companies, the
highest number yet reached; the Forty-second Street,
Manhattanville & St. Nicholas Avenue Railway company
has
withdrawn, but the Syracuse Street Railroad company, our
host on this ocea,sion, and the Hornellsville Electric
Rail-

way company have more than taken the place of the first
named company, its officers having always manifested but

slight interest hi the welfare of the association.
This fact
leads us to remark that the officers or members who
have
been most interested
the success of the association have
been those most intimately connected with its work especially in legislative matters, which, indeed, is the
essential
reason of its existence.
The subject selected by the author of the report on
" Economy in Electric Power Stations" is
one in which a
large number of member companies using electric power
are
deeply interested. Economy is a word that is ever ringing

m

in

operated at 300 revolutions per

our ears, and he who produces

minute, the cylinder dimensions

Ihe
the

12

dynamos are

easily capable of

inches.

man

generatingcurrent for 800 lights

They

each.

bipolar

are

strong and

chines,

ma-

while

the

The
drum

latter are of the standard

type and the core
steel disks.

goo

is

built

The speed

revolutions

The two machines

up

of

about

is

per

m in u te.

are

not run

relay.

The

heaviest load at this time

of the

together

year

is

but "in

about 8

P.

"

m.,

waste IS to be discovered and
remedied
by the economical
mind.
One of these departments will be carefully treated
at this meeting from the standpoint of economy.

armatures

comparatively small.

are

One of the main features of
the work accomplished by the
association
is
that of giving
carel'ul attention to the
street

when from

750 to Soo lights are carried.
The switchboard is of the

wooden construction,
shown in the illustration.

skeleton
as

The

switches have slate bases,
and the bus bars are arranged
so that there is no actual conWirt
tact with the. board.

enamel

penter

is

rheostats com-

The

j^lant

purely a lighting one, and no

LIGHTING PLANT OF THE LELAND HOTEL, CHICAGO.

motors are connected with the
The whole installation was carried out by
wiring system.
the Louis K.

Comstock company.

Am erican
At

of Electrical Engineers.

Institute

the last meeting of the council of the

tute of Electrical Engineers,

New York, the

applicants for admission were

made

American
following

associate

Insti-

named

members;

Geo. O. Baker. New York; Enist Julius Berg, Schenectady, N. Y.; Charles M. Blanchard, Germantown, Pa,
Willard E. Boileau, Columbus, Ga.; E.D. H. Brady,
Waterburv, Conn.; Edward D. Brown, Harvey Stuart
Chase, New York; George Boune Compagnie, Antwerp,
Belgium; J- W. Crews, Norfolk, Va. Harry Cooke Cu.shing, Jr., Boston, Mass.; Frederic W. Darlington, Philadelphia, Pa.; Darragh DeLancey, Rochester, N. Y.; William
A. Drysdoll, Philadelphia, Pa.; Francis Maron Dyer, New
;

Wm.

C.
L. Eglin, Philadelphia, Pa.; Chas. L. Eidlitz, New York;
Edward B. Ellicott, Chicago, 111.; F.Wm. Ericksoji, Pittsburg. Pa. ; Frank G. Fuller, Meriden, Conn.; Louis Jay
GerMn, Philadelphia, Pa.; Elwood Aristides Grissinger,
Mechanicsburg. Pa.; Herman Hollerith, Washington, D.
C. ; G. Wilbur Hubley, Louisville, Ky.; Arthur L. Hunt,

York; Morton Edward Eden, Philadelphia, Pa.;

N. Y. Carl E. Kammeyer, Chicago, III. Fred A.
La Roche, Philadelphia, Pa.; Chester Wolcott Lyman,
Herkimer, N. Y.; James Lyman, Ithaca, N. Y'.; Frank
P. Medina, San Francisco, Cal.; L. E. Myers, Chicago,
W. Price,
111.; Henry Noel Potter, Pittsburg, Pa.; Chas.
New York; Harry D. Reed, New York; Robert E. Richardson, Chicago, Ilk; Wm. H. Roberts, Cincinnati, O.;
JohnE. Roller, New York; Arthur John Rowland, Phi'aUtica,

;

railway interests during and
following the annual sessions
of the Legislature.
In order
that the best possible care be
taken thereof, the association
has secured the services for the
last
three years
of
special
counsel in the person of Charles
of Rochester, N.
J. Bissell,
V.
liereby express our
appreciation
of his
faithful,
devoted attention to the interests
of our business before the Legislature and the governor.
His
work is faithfully and conscientiously performed, and by
the exercise of. rare tact he has
been able to protect our business from the enforcement of
unreasonable demands that have from time to time been
attempted to be made through the medium of the Legislature.
This successful result has been in large measure accomplished through the assistance rendered counsel by the exten.
sive membership of the association, the officer of a relatively
small company often having greater personal influence with
his representative than the man in the great city. "In union
is strength," and the truth of the adage has found very
satisfactory demonstration in the history of our society.
For this special reason, therefore, is your committee desirous of having every street railway company in the state, no
matter how small the company may be, a member of the

We

measuring instruments and Carplete the equipment.

at

whom

strange that in a number of departments of the service there
are places where greater or less

magnets are powerful and

massive,

for

almost universal use in so short
a time that it is not at all

-

well built,

with symmetrical outlines. The
field

results

least

possible cost is the
the sharjj eye of
the world is ever on the lookout.
Electric power has boomed into

The

being 12 by

largest financial

;

Railway company; C. A. Derr, Rochester Electric Railway
company, Charlotte; W. W. Cole, West Side Street Railroad company, Elmira; P, J. Gleason, L. I. City and Newtown Railroad company: D. B. Hasbrouck, Metropolitan
Railroad company. New Y^ork; J. H. Stedman, Rochescompany; John S. Wardwell, Rome City
ter Railway
W. R. Kimball, John H.
Street Railway company
Moffitt, W. P. Gannon and Paul T. Brady, Syracuse Street
Railway company.

There were also present:
A. J. Belden, New Y^ork; Heury W. Blake, New York;
Boston;
Paul T. Brady, Syracuse; Frank X. Cicott,
Stephen L. Coles, New York; T. E. Grossman, Brooklyn;
H. C. Evans, New York; Allen R. Foote, YVashington,
D. C; William F. Forby, New Y'ork; H. H. Foster,
New York; Charles M. Fuller, Portland, Me.; John
A.

Granger,

New

Y'ork;

W.

E.

Harrington,

Philadel-

Thomas Hooker, Syracuse;. Henry G. Issertel,
York; E. J. Lawless, St. Louis; W. B. Le Van, Jr.,
Brooklyn; Frank .\. Magee, New York; R. J. Mercur,
Peckham. Kingston; H. C. Porter,
Buffalo; Edgar
D. Russell, Rochester; John A. Seely,
Syracuse; F.
New Y'ork; John Taylor, Troy; Edward P. Sharp, Boston;
C. Vosburgh Syracuse;
C. E. Stump, New Y'ork; A.
phia;

New

Boston; Edward B. Wyman, New Y''ork;
Young, Syracuse.
In opening the convention President Hasbrouck made an
address in which he said:
F.

W.

Wiley,

Jefferson

The

railway companies of the state should act in
concert in all matters in which they have a common interest;
and there is no way in which they can better protect themselves than by acting together as members of this associaThe motto adopted by the Dutch founders of our
tion.
street

association.

The

report closed with a feeling reference to the death of

three prominent members:

William Richardson, Henry

W.

Slocum and Edward F. Drayton.

The

report of the treasurer was presented

financial transactions of the year to be:

and showed the

Receipts, $5,860.09;

expenses, $5,381.20; balance, .$478.89.
" Economy in Electric
J. B. Craven presented a paper on
Power Stations," which will be found in another column.
The paper of George W. McNully on "Recent Improve^
ments in Cable Traction" was then read.
The papers of Messrs. Craven and McNulty were ordered

to be received and printed in the minutes.
paper by Allen R. Foote of Washington, D.
tion," was next presented.
-

The nomination

A

voluntary

C, on

of officers and selection of next

"

Taxa-

place of

meeting being the next business in order, Messrs. McNamara,
Rogers and Gannon were appointed the nominating com-

7
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The committee made

iiiittee.

ident, G.

the following report:

Tracy Rogers, Binghatnton;

John H. Mofiit, Syracase;

lirst

Pres-

vice-president,

second vice-president, William

W,

Cole, Klmira; secretary and treasurer, William J. Richardson, Brooklyn; executive committee, D. B. Hasbrouck,

New

York; John N. Beckley, Rochester;

Brooklyn.

Danifel F. Lewis,

Place of next meeting, Albany.

The

report

was approved.
H.
Exhibits were displayed by the following concerns:
W. Johns company, Consolidated Car Heating company,
Taylor Electric Truck company, Cutter Electrical Manufacturing company, Davis Automatic Gar Shade company, Peckham Motor Truck & Wheel company.
In the afternoon the visitors were driveir around the city
of the committee

September

meet the requirements.- Especially is this true, now that
ample power for applying the heaviest brakes is at hand, and
even if used m a wasteful and extravagant manner in the
largest amount possible, is entirely without cost, and its
means of control already at hand. The importance of this
proposition should at once

command

the attention of

all,

and commend the problem as such to the engineer.
street
electric
of
the
Examination of accounts
railway
companies of our large cities reveals the
fact
that
the
item of damage, already very great,
Investigation of the ciris one of growing importance.
cumstances and detailed statements of numerous items
taken at random from the damage account point at
once and in no uncertain way to the inefficiency of the
present hand brake.
In many instances, could the car or
train

have been stopped within^a comparatively short

dis-

and shown the various points of interest. An inspection
was made of the new track being laid by the Syracuse
In the evening a complimentary
Street Railway company.
banquet was tendered to all in attendance and was a pleasant

tarded mass tends to shift the load centers still farther forward, in some cases almost wholly onto the front drivers. It
will be seen-to have a greater effect than in ascending
grades, where, in stopping, the inertia tends to correct the
position of the shifted load, whereas going down, in stopping, the momentum as stated tends to still further aggravate the condition.
The practical effect of this may be seen
whenever an ordinary street car mounted upon springs of
fair resilience is quickly stopped.
The car will be seen to
suddenly right itself, having been pitched forward in the
process of stopping, as shown in Fig 2, the front springs
iieing depressed and the rear springs extended.
These considerations all go to show in a new light the advantages to
be derived from coupled drivers for general street railway
service.

Bearing these facts in mind, let us turn' foran instant to the
ordinary hand brake. The ratio in the brake levers will be
found in the modern trucks to be anywhere from 6 to ii)4,
averaging about S^^ to i.
The lever arm of the brake staff
will be found to be anywhere from 6 inches to 13 inches.

Assuming

11 inches as the average, the radius from the cenbrake chain to the center of the brake staff will be
inches,
giving thus 6.2S to i, or a total leverage of 53.4
154
to I from the operating handle to the brake beam.
elements now have tobeassumed.
First, the friction coefficient of the brake shoes acting upon chilled wheels; second,
the power upon the brake staff. The writer has endeavored
to cover both of these unknown quantities by actual experiment, giving the results in the tables. Table I. was taken
by a dynamometer being fastened directly to the brake staff
handle in line of the pull of the motorman, a cast-iron brake
wheel 16 inches diameter from center to center of a i^
inch rim bearing the handle.
number of experienced
motormen were invited to test their strength upon this handle
and careful readings were taken. It was noticed that the
ter of the

Two

affair.

The

Electric Brake in Practice.'
By Elmer A. Sperrv.

BM

"

Enterprise in the United States for the public convenience
of her citizens is truly phenomenal and reaches its highest
expression in conveniences for travel. The per capita investment in the cities and larger towns of this country for
electric street railroad work is much larger than is often
realized; in some no less than $55 is invested for each man.
woman and child for accommodation in intramural traveh
The enormous aggregate sum thus invested has given a
stimulus to engineers, resulting in wonderful advancement
and refinement in means for mobilizing the thousands of

FIG.

I.

THE ELECTRIC BRAKE

hN

1-kaC t JCE.

human freight that are hourly seeking transport.
skill and almost untold resources have been devoted to
perfecting means for overcoming inertia and quickly accferating cars and trains, which are ever increasing as to
their weight and capacity, witli patrons constantly more exacting as to speed and smoothness of operation, and.
especially as to safety.
It is proverbial that while these advancements have been going forward, comparatively no attention has been paid to tlie mechanism for retarding and
quickly but smoothly bringing the cars and trains to a
tons of

Vast

stop.

The popular

appreciation of this point is illustrated by the
growing frequency of its discussion by the daily press in our
larger cities.
The following is an extract from an editorial
recently appearing:
The number of deaths due to motor cars has alarmingly Increased
since the troUey system liberated the slow-going horse and mule. Not
The 'deadly trolley"
that the deaths are due to the electriccurrent
notion has properly been expli)ded. It is the car wheels that are
doing the deadly work. Now that the motors and trucks have
roads,
been in a measure standardized, managers of large
especially, are being asked by their patrons why they do not adopt
proper precautions so that the death rate may be cut down. There is
no one part of electric or cable railroading so important as the ability
At such times hand-brakes show their into stop the cars q\iickly.

K_Z

FIG. 2.

\ >"

THE ELECTRIC BRAKE

IN PRACTICE.

A

tance, the accident and resultant damages would have been
entirely averted.
The first investigation led to others with
the same result, and in consequence the writer is preprtred
show
to
that nearly S5 per cent, of the accidents directly
occurring are due to the inefficient operation of brakes. The
growing frequency of accidents and the constantly increasing demands of the public for damages are indications that
liave not been made to impress the mind of the engineer, or
I am sure adequate means would have
been -forthcoming
for the correction of so grave a fault inherent in all the
present systems of power-operated street cars.
Some ot
our municipal authorities are taking action with reference
to the increasing frequency and severity of accidents, and
although no thorough scientific investigation of the matter
has been published, yet it is a startling iact that with the
present handbrake, no electric or other equipment to-day'
stands provided with anything in the line of an emergency
brake.
In so grave and urgent a case, what can be done in
the line of remedy?
The questions naturally arise: Will
any systeiti of braking worked upon or in connection with
the ordinary wheel of a vehicle be sufficient for the stop required? What is the maximum efficiency obtainable by the
brake working through the wheels? Is it sufficient to arrest
the car before accident in case of emergency? Can it he
made in any event a sufficient accident preventer? The
popular notion that most accidents are due to brake failure
is true, but in a way that is little understood,
the failure
being one of degree.
It may not be known
that under.
proper and standard conditions any car or train may be
brought from a speed of 10 miles an liour to absolute rest
inside of 10 feet.
It is not generally appreciated that the
wheel brake has ample capacity to accomplislT this. The
former investigations of the writer with reference to adhesion under conditions of acceleration and retardation,
climbing and descending hills, afford ample proof that the
gives ,the wheel brake
rail adhesion through the wheels
more than capacity sufficient to accomplish this result. For
instance, assuming any weight and load, say 17,000 pounds,
the stored up energ)', 64,426 foot pounds can with ease be
dissipated within 20 feet for the ordinary equipment, and
less than half of this distance, or a little over nine feet, under
conditions of coupled drivers, or if the wlieels are compelled to revolve in unison.
This latter consideration wdl
be seen to have quite an unexpected as well as pertinent
relation to the problem.
It will be seen by a glance at the
figures that the center of gravity of the mass is far above
the wheel contact with the rail.
The retarding effect takes
place on the base line in a plane below that of the center of

arm

of the more experienced motormen was much more
developed than the left, a fact which I think has been
pointed out before.
The extent; of this development in the
forearm is certainly quite marked, showing that the gripping
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muscles and weight of the

most into

TABLE

"Read

before
10, 1894.

the

American

Institute of Electrical Engineers.

I.

Jerk with

Weight of
motorman

No. of
motorman.

Gradual

pull both

hands

with one

on hand

hand.

wheel.

I

Emergency
jerk with
both hands
on han

wheel.
6
58

140

200
S87

=64
62
123

!75
^53

26
96

170
IS5
135

-,46

iS

2S7
66

160
.76

4''

1

Av.

112
135
145
125
125
150
150
135
IIQ
125
125
100
175

175

325
325

250
250
200
250

405
400
375

131.

224

338-23

135
275

235
212
245
200
275
210

.

275
38s
=85

310
300
350

*9 years in service.

Rightarm, circumference of forearm, 12}^
Right arm, circumference of biceps, 14^4

in.

in.

Left arm. circumference of forearm, ii5£ in
Left arm. circumference of biceps, 13% in.
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body are the elements brought
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As the practice of the steam railroad engineer as to roadbeds, speeds and weights are gradually approached, his experience in the solution ot this most important problem of
braking should be studied with care. In so doing, however, the features wherein the street car problem is differentiated from the steam road problem should be kept prominently in mind.
must remember that the locomotive
engineer is pro\'ided with a complete, expensive and somewhat intricate apparatus with which to de-energize his train.
The periods of its application are comparatively infrequent,
and as to personal capabilities, he is schooled and trained
years before ever being allowed to touch either the
for
throttleor the air valve. While working his pressure guages
allow him to adjust the brake application to a nicety.
Moreover, the time allowed for the total retardation and
final stopping of his train ,is usually very long as compared
with that allowed in street railway practice.
Of the two, the street railway problem is the more exacting, and in the hands of far less experienced operators; and
yet we are told that the mechanism involved in its solution
must bear only a small ratio to the cost of the total equipment. Owing to the recently developed relation between
effective braking and the accident and damage account, (he
purchaser will be spurred on to careful investigation as to
thehrake applied to his cars and will be willing to spend
sufficient time and money to effectually control retardation, as
well as acceleration of the car.
To be sure, as little expense
should be incurred here as possible, but. enough to fully

IN PRACTICE.

play.

herent inadequacy.
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Columns i and 2 indicate respectively the number of the
motorman and his weight. Column 3 indicates the greatest
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gravity, really the farthest projection downward of the mass
sudden stop operating on this base line tends
as a whole.
to pitch the upper portion forward, bringing nearly all of

A

the weight, and with
front pair of wheels.

it the
retarding capacity, upon the
The brakes on the rear pair in the
ordinary equipment will have but little effect; if, however,
by any practicable method they are coupled to the forward
drivers, the brakes on this rear pair still remain active and
This is true even if the back pair should be
of full eff'ect.
lifted clear of the track.
With increased weight upon the
forward drivers comes ample increased adhesion; thus preserving the full tractive effort of the total weight intact for
]-)urposes of stop, which is impossible in the ordinary equipment.
These effects are all aggravated in case of short
wheel Ijase. The present tendency toward a longer wheel
is
base
a step decidedly in the right direction and should be
encouraged. The effect of shifting the load in reference to
the axles will be especially nuticed in descending hills, as

shown

in Fig.

i,

where the momentum of the rapidly

re-

possible steady pull with the right hand on the handle,
bringing into play all possible weight of the body.
Column
4 indicates the same conditions as column 3, the motorman
grasping
the
hand-wheel
this
case
with
both
in
hands, some
motormen using gloves to prevent their hands slipping.
None of the men could maintain these values for more than
half a second. In column 5 is indicated an "emergency stop."
The motormen were told to "break the machine" if possible.
In this best the body was braced, sometimes with the knee
against the dasher rail, the needle registering the highest
jerk usually given with a sudden lunge of the body.
It will be seen that the power applied by the steady pull of
the average motorman is about 13 1.7, and can be made to
run up in case both hands and the weight of ihe body are used,
to about 224 average, but this value cannot be maintained,
Tlie average values of column 5 cannot be used in these cal.
culations, for the reason that although they show the pressure it is possible to reach by jerking upon the hand-wheelthese pressures cannot lie maintained and therefore cannot
be depended upon for braking effect. The tests show that
the full power that can be maintained upon the br.ike leve

September
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for a sufficient length of time for the purposes in

hand docs

not exceed an average of iSo pounds.

Table II. was obtained as shown in Fig. 3. A brake shoe
had been run in service about three or four days was

that

taken with the axle carrying its cooperating wheel, liftec out
of the truck and placed between the centers of a. lathe, the
load upon the brake shoe accurately measured, and the shoe
held from movement around the wheel by a d\-namometer.
Every precaution was taken to avoid handling the periphery
of the wheel or the face of the brakf =;>io*='. nnH even the dust

ELECTRICIAN.

enls are at hand, and these are apt to be extremely unreliable and in the nature of a blind leader of the blind.
The
practical application of the electric brake, although probably
no exception to the general rule, amply illustrates the wide
distance to be spanned between the conception of the idea
and the commercial apparatus itself For years the writer
has believed that electricity was vastly preferable to any
other force for the application and control of brakes.
Working first on the solution of the continuous brake problem for railway trains, he built his first electric brake apparatiLS in 1SS2, and has studied and experimented on the
problem in its various phases almost continuously since
that date, with more or less encouragement in the line of
substantial progress.
As to its application to electric cars,
the apparatus was successfully applied on some double truck
cars in Illinois, one of these cars weighing as much as 12

The

equipment, similar to that shown in Fig. 4,
This apparatus has
five years since.
been constantly undergoing alterations, and has been experimented with until for the past iS months a constantly
increasing number of electric cars equipped with it have
been in regular service, some of these running with cliange
of motormen on each of 13 daily trips, the same motorman
having the car once in about three days, making it impossible for the men to become familiar with the operation of
the brake. During this time one car has made upward of
70,000 miles, hauling a trailer about 48,000 miles, during
some special weeks of test, making from 178 to 220 miles
daily.
It is only under such rigorous conditions of actual
operation that rapid progress can be made in reduction to
practice.
All machinery or apparatus must pass this ordeal
successiully before it can be brought into thorough commertons.

M7
nection with these experiments led to an exhaustive investigation of residual magnetism, in consequence of which
structural means were adopted to utilize to the full the
residual magnetism of the motor. This supply is constantly

being renewed with every energizing of the car. This
to be the simplest as well as the most
effective.
The connections and in fact the whole arrangement of the electric brake upon the car, is extremely simple.
This is shown by the fact that only one small extra wire

method was found

first

was constructed some

AND

FIGS. 5

the
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upon it so as to conform
normal conditions of practice.
left

v^'as

Speed

rev.

I\ PRACTICE.

as nearly as possible to

per

Brake pressure.

minute jt inch

Traction.

Coefficient.

wheel.

•'

900
900
900
900
900
900
900
900

125

"

100
78
5^
38
20
4

"

•

Constant, 105

"

shape.
At the mention of electric brakes the engineer at once admits that they should be entirely f&asible, and usually adds
that there is plenty of electrical energy at hand from the
central station to retard and control as well as to propel
the car. This, however, is not the method undertaken by the
writer. To employ the central station current for operating
the brakes would be to limit very materially their usefulness and certainty of operation.
The braking current,
although used at comparatively infrequent intervals, and
cial

Varying, 150

87.4 lbs

lbs.
ibs.

lbs
lbs.

.

7

9t.7lbs.

10 2

*'

99 8 Ibs

11. 1

"
"
"

118
133

Ibs

13.2

lbs.

148

lbs.

150.4 Ibs.

16.6

lbs.

iM

lbs.

1 7. 1

lbs.

174.6 Ibs.
29.4 lbs.

19.4

lbs.

.cx> ibs.

100

500 lbs.
750 lbs.
I 150 lbs.
1,500 lbs.
2,200 lbs.

94

:i,78o lbs.

per cent.

50. i lbs.
lbs.

91
125
178

lbs.
Ibs.

3°!
488

lbs.

gS

"
•*

I

"

12
11.2

"
"

12

"

10

Ibs.
l:;.2

Tracing our iSo pounds application to the brake beam
with allowance for loss by friction, we have 3,840 pounds
applied to each of the two shoes, which upon the chilled
surfaces are found under ordinary circumstances by Table II.
This would give
to give a coefficient of about 12 per cent.
a retarding effect of 460 pounds, which is less than onethird that easily obtainable were the power needful for its
application at hand.
The coefficient' under these conditions must have been about 37 per cent, to realize anything like the total value of the retarding effect of the wheel.
This under condition of chilled and glazed surface is entirely out of the question, showing at once the necessity of
power in the application of brakes, if anything like their
full value and use is to be obtained.
This is also amply
borne out in practice, as those who have tested this point
well know that under ordinary conditions it is next to impossible to slip the wheels of a motor car by the hand
brake.

In the electric brake, on the other hand, the fact that the
truck parts are not bound -up and locked into a solid mass
by the enormous pressures of the heavy brake levers and
shoes is found to prevent racking and straining the truck as
well as jumping the track and curves when the brakes are
set.
The axles and truck parts are perfectly free for easy
and normal movement even when the brake is exerting its
Great reduction of wear at the pedestal jourfull power.
nals is also found, owing to entire absence of all of the usual
heavy pressures of the brake shoes.
can all see that
by applying adequate power and control to the wheel brake,
this element of the equipment may be raised to the position
of an indispensable safeguard, the value ot which can only
be appreciated as its hitherto undeveloped resources are
brought out, demonstrated and rendered simple and easy of
application and control.
In practice the greatest necessity
for maximum brake application exists at the higher speeds.
From Table II. it will be noticed that at just this point the
failure is greatest, the coefficients being least, increasing as
This has always constituted the one
the speeds decrease.

We
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then only for a short period, should for this reason be absolutely certain and unfailing in its action, and laot subject
to any " heart failure " of the central station, or sudden
cessation caused by the opening of the circuit breakers, the
interruption of the line, the flying off of the trolley, failure
of the fuse, or failure at other more or less vulnerable
points.
The electric brake under discussion has been
operated over a year on equipment upon different roads,
from electricity generated independently of the trolley connection, the braking current not being derived from the
central station, but produced by the power of the moving
car, which power it is desired to get rid of or destroy.
The
brake thus operates equally well with the trolley off, and,
as will be understood from the tollowing description, the
trolley current has nothing at all to do with the car whi'e
the brake is being operated, except possibly to maintain the
The electric brake at the same time is enlight circuit.
tirely independent of the hand brakes, which may or may
not be present upon the equipment. The braking action
beingaltogether independent of the ordinary brake shoes, it is
not found necessary to employ them in connection with the
electric brake, although in the earlier forms they were used,
and in the case of trail cars, especially in heavy service and
on grades, some engineers preler to use them at the present

time in connection with apparatus such as shown in Fig. 4.
current employed by the writer for operating, the brakes
developed by automatically turning the motor or motors
As these are driven forward by the movinto generators.
ing car they develop current which is controlled as to intensity by the starling rheostat of the car.
The braking
current is thus produced at the expense of the mechanical
energy stored up in the moving car, which, being consumed, causes a retardation and final stopping of the mass
as a whple.
The current so generated may be furthermore
led througli a brake magnet, as above seen, to -apply the
brake shoes; it may arrest the motion of the car dn-ect by
magnetic adhesion, or develop heavy retarding currents in
the moving metallic mass by magneto-induction.
When an
active local circuit is used the latter method is usually employed for reasons which will be made more apparent.
In developing this system the point which seemed fraught
with the most difficulty, and which has finally received the
simplest solution of any in connection with the problem,
was that of obtaining always and wath absolute certainty
sufficient current at the lowest speeds without the aid of the
Teaser coils were at intervals resorted to,
trolley current.
maintaining connection with the trolley circuit. "Artificial
Leasers" were also used, being a device by means of which
the trolley circuit was entirely done away with, and which
worked well. Observations made from time to time in con-
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needs to be run to the controller in addition to the ordinary
wiring of the standard equipment without the electric brake.
The certainty of operation is evinced by the fact that at
present writing over 150 of the equipments have been
placed, which are making upward of 10,000 miles daily in
regular service. Early in the experimentation a phenomenon
was observed in. reference to the persistence of the current
even after the motor had stopped- This is due to slow
action of the decreasing magnetization, taken together with
the reaction or self-induction effect of the fields and any
brake coil or coils that may be in the circuit. The movement of the magnetic lines, which persist after, and in fact
long after the motion of the motor has ceased, generates
potential.
In many instances it is possible to draw an arc
from the rupture of the brake circuit one second after the
motion hasceased, showing the presence of current in the local
Fig. 5Jias been developed from the average stop to
circuit.
show the curve of current in reference to the motion, the black
line indicating the period of motion during the application of the brake, and the curve indicating the current intensity and its duration.
The current flowing after motion
ceases, though small, is found exceedingly useful in holding
the car from starting itself, even on quite a heavy grade, as
only a small quantity of energy added to the already great
friction of quiescence will prevent the car from starting.
This persistency of current is also found useful to kill or destroy the magnetism of the brake magnet, in case it is desired to suddenly move the car forward again.
The tendency on the part of the windings at the moment of rupture
to generate an opposing electromotive force tends to suddenly free the magnet from its face, a purely accidental feature, which is of great value and utility in this connection.
The wonderful energy of the withdrawal of the lines of force
being in its manifestations a phenomenon of-magneticvlscosity, is illustrated by the following fact:
With a perfectly dry track, a great force is required to shear the adhesA car going down a
ion and start the wheels slipping.
grade under these conditions, where no brake magnets are
present, will, with a sudden application of the electric brake,
generate sufficient current to not only arrest the motion of
the wheels, but start them going in the opposite direction,
the reverse motion being maintained through an interval
truly remarkable, in some instances running as high as one
and one-half seconds. It will be borne in mind that all the
above phenomena are entirely independent of the central
station cuirent, the trolley connection having been severed
liefore the brake is applied.
The cuirent required to be developed to stop a car when
no other braking apparatus is used, is found to be only a
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brake in railway service. The intensity of its application should be greatest when the speed is
As will be
greatest, and decrease as the speed drops off
shown farther on, this point has been fully covered in the
electric brake, which is the first time that the varying application has ever been embodied in practice, and especially
in such a manner as to perform its important function autograve fault of the

air

matically.
plan, especially one

A

pertaining to electrical matters,
after having been proven mathematically to be feasible,
Many are the practical difficulis far from being realized.
ties to be surmounted before a thoroughly commercial or
anything like a standard apparatus has been, produced.
Many subtle
Especially is this true in the electrical field.
influences and energies are at work which well nigh overwhelm the experimenter. In a ne\y field but few preced-
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fraction of that required to accelerate the car in the same
This may be easily illustrated by the hnes in diainterval.
being the electrical energy tipplied in a given
gram Fig. 6,
acceleration,
ihs resulting mechanical energy storedin

A

B

the car after deducting all the wastes in the motor, and
betweea the motor and the momentum; C the average mechanical energy in the car at the time of applying the brake;
being the electrical energy required to be developed for
retardation after the efficiency losses have all been provided
Thus it will be seen that the sofor out of the quantity C.
called efficiencv losses act in a two-fold .sense between

D

A

;
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and between C and D, to reduce the amount of current required.to be generated for braking purposes.
As to the effect of the electric brake on the total temperacar
ture of the motor the following experiments were made:
and trailer were operated over the line in regular service 41-1
miles without the brake. The temperature of the atmosphere

position on truck in Fig. 12.
Its face is solid unbroken
metal with no grooves or interstices for catching grit or sand,
which in part explains the absence of wear above referred
to.
The brake magnet is practically indestructible, a few
turns of stout wire constituting its one coil enirely enclosed
and sealed in metal. No harm nor moisture can reach it.

the test, and tlie temperature carefully taken of all parts of the motor at the end of
the run. The succeeding day a similar run was made with the
same trailer over the same track and in the same length of
time, but with the electric brake in use, braking direct on the
The difference
simple local circuit without brake magnets.
in the average atmospheric temperatures during the two days
was six and one-half degrees, and the difference in the average temperature of the motor parts was seven degrees, mak-

As

and

A

was noted every half hour during

ing only a difTerence of one-half of one degree Centigrade
as the total increase oi temperature from tlie use of the brake.
Observations in reference to the heat in the rheostat were

made, although no temperatures were taken, and no

differ-

ence could be observed- in reference to the heating of this
The explanation will be found in
portion of the equipment.
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comparatively small amount of current as seen above,
and the relative infrequency of its application, and short
The following
duration at the time of "each application.
wattmeter readings have also been taken:
the

2d Trip
I

Reading of wattmeter, leaving Lake View
Reading of wattmeter, end of round trip
^

Number of
Number of
Time

full

stops.

slow-ups

Difference in reading
Constant of wattmeter equals "22;"

Fig.

7 indicates the

Trip.
392,538 9
392,542,25
55
4a
St

1:40
3.35
total watts

both

'frailer.

352,542,25
392,547.1
53
37
1:35
4. 85

trips, 1S0.4.

connection of the wattmeter

in

the

circuit.

Automatic resistances were even at one time used in the
endeavor to relieve the molorman of all responsibility in
connection with the control in applying the brake, but superlative simplicity was. found to be much more desirable than
the superlatively automatic, and the automatic devices were
seen to be entirely unnecessary, the apparatus as at present
constructed being of great simplicity.
The diagram of the braking current in Fig. 5, shows the
automatic decrease in the intensity of the brake application
so desirable with the decreasing speed referred to above. As
the speed decreases, the generator runs more slowly and consequently produces less and less current.
With this style of brake, the life of the wheels is increa.sed
from two to three-fold, thus affording a saving in the item next
in cost to the electric maintenance itself, to say nothing of
This is emphasized in the
the entire saving in brake shoes.
fact that the brake shoes are being constantly besmeared
with sand and grit thrown from the wheels, and when in this
condition iliey are brought against the wheels with the tremendous pressures noted above. A better method could
hardly be devised for reducing both wheel and shoe.
little realize the great number of brake applications necessary
Careful record has been kept of this point,
in a day's run.
giving in three days an average of 1,377 brake applications
per day for a run of about 164 miles.
Another interesting feature in this connection Is that a flat
wheel from skidding is an impossibility. It \\\\\ readily be
seen that should the wheels stop, the generator connected
with the axles ceases to produce current, and none therefore
exists to further apply the brake, and though they may be
sliding forward on tlie rail, yet the wheels continue to rotate
more or less, and constantly present new surfaces for the

to moisture,
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the lubricated surfaces due to magnetic attraction of the
actually circulating, and column B indicating the
values of retardation actually obtained on the dynamometer.
That the important positions and trying circumstances
under which the motorman often labors are appreciated may
be seen by the space devoted to it in the daily press.
editorial in an evening paper reads thus:
lines

An

as the electromotive
extremely small, seldom reaching sLx volts. The lubricator for the brake
surface is dry, not sticky or adhesive, and does not ga'her
sand or dirt and retain it upon the braking face. No
mechanical pjessures whatever are employed to arrest the
car, and hence no strain or shoulder-wear comes upon the
journals.
In constructing the brake magnets their proportions and the arrangement of the magnetic circuits received
considerable study. It was during some preliminary experiments that an unexpected phenomenon was noticed:
namely, that the retarding effect, when speed is an element,
is very much more than would have been expected from the
coefficient of friction due to magneticattractionor adhesion,
this latter being a known and definite quantity.
Further
experiment, made to ascertain the cause, showed it to be
due to Foucault or eddy currents set up in the masses. The
conditions and structure of the brake magnet were therefore varied in a number of particulars, especially such as
would be expected to give the greatest result in Foucault
currents produced.
The result was immediately successful.
It was found that the retarding effect of the brake magnet is
due very much more to the generation of these currents
than to the direct effect of the coefficient of friction resulting from direct magnetic adhesion, the amount of which I
find can be relied on accurately when employed by itself
Some of the forms of brake magnets experimented with
were provided with numerous poles of opposite polarity,
which were worked
upon three
different
kinds of
armature, two of which had radial teeth of different number
relative to those in the magnet, and one being a plain disk
armature.
The toothed armature, while it causes a series
of sudden jerks and is also unsatisfactory in the total
retardation resulting from a given input, is found also upon
rupture of the magnetic circuit to impart to the magnet coil
certain counter electromotive forces which materially cut
down the current supply and thus the capacity of the device.
A magnet formed of a continuous disk with an annular
groove sunk in its face is found to give very satisfactory
results, but
is
much heavier and requires an armature
twice as heavy for a given number of lines as the double
circuit magnet shown in the figures.
Furthermore, the relative rotation between such a magnet and its armatureaffords
no point in the masses where the lines are interrupted or
changed, and the Foucault currents or reactionary effect set
up are very much inferior to those in a magnet where a gap
or cessation of magnetic stress isconiinuously proil,uced.
As
a result of these investigations the crescent form shown in the
figures has been adopted, the opening in the crescent giving
the effect referred to, as well as affording an excellent
method of attachment and removal of the brake magnet,
and at the same time supplying a gap for easily reaching the

force

at

it

which

is

it

immaterial,

works

One trembles to think what consequences may follow if
man gets rattled or has a fainting fit when trying to wind up

is

A

face for inspection and lubrication.
lubricator, Figs.
S and 9, is shown as occupying this space.
The belief that
the extra retarding phenomenon is that of Foucault or

his hand
in time. Muscles grow weary and relax at a critical time Even
when a man is in fine working conditior. the strain upon him is severe
when compelled to handle the grip lever or current controller and
hand brake simultaneously.
As to the arrangement for application and control of the
brake by the molorman, about a year ago the following appeared from the pen of the author
Considering the inexperience of the operator and the respon-

brake

which at times well nigh overwhelms him. I think that, as
we should be willing to set a very high mark to be attained
ideal brake for electric street railway service, namely: the
use of but a single controlling handle for everything; starting, accelerating, retarding and braking the trailer, or trailers and all.
Let the motorman have nothing to think of except one handle and
two-thirds of the accidents now occurring will be prevented. Let this
sibility

engineers,
in

the

FIG. 12.

;

'

the time the above was written, equipments controlled
as therein set forth, namely, by the use of a single controlhandle
for everything, had been in operation for upward
ling
of a year. The methods employed for accomplishing this
have been varied, but the form most in use at the present
time is that shown in Fig. 13, where the resistance contacts
are employed in a two-fold manner; the controller handle is
made 10 operate back and forth over the same contacts for
controlling both the application of the current to the motor
self-correcting and interlocking deand braking the car.
vice is also provided, shown at .4 , A\ Fig. 14, so if the
motorman does not throw the handle clear over, the transformation is completed automatically before the movement
of the lever can reach the operating contacts.

At

^

A

III.

A"
Pull due to

AmpereS-

"B"
mag- Pull

on

brake

netic
adhesion chain obtained
or tractionGraphite lubricaFriction
coeffition.
10 per cent.

Volts.

7.6 lbs.

5

125 lbs.

8

18 3 lbs.

300

lbs.

9-5
'5

1-9

36.4 lbs.
12.
lb.s.

608

lbs.
lbs.

16

3 2

149

4.6

158.4 lbs.
lbs.
167
1S6
lbs.

3'

6 2

207

'bs

35
35 5
41

2H

lbs.

7-3
8-5

214
223

lbs.

1,076
2.432
2,584
2.736
3,040
3.383
3.490
3,500
-,650

I

20

n
25

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

lbs.
lbs.

lbs.

The assumed values are based on a

traction of 28.26 lbs. per square
inch for 45,000 lines per square inch, being the assumed values at the
knee of the curve easily recognized as occurring between 16 and 20
ampe res in the table

At one point where a number

ol

equipments were sai ted

summer a newspaper correspondent described the operation of the brake as follows:
last

The braking action is two-fold and is especiall)' efficient.
The rotating armatiu'e of the motor, instead of tuggingaliead
by its momentum, is itself pulling back and more or less

The connecting beam was taken from the trolley wire several times
and the car brought to a sudden stop with the electric brake alone,
within three-quarters of a car length. Audit was not a sharp, jerky
stop but something as if the car had run into a'bigfeathcr tick.

powerfully braking the carthrough the gears by the retarding effort of the magnetism of its field while generating the
braking current. The power required therefore to perform
this work is taken from energy of the moving car which it is
desired to destroy; not only is the car thus retarded, but the
electric brakes arrest the motion of the wheels direct, with a

and under perfect control

forms of braking magnets are used, one for winding
up a brake chain usually employed in connection with the
trailer, shown in Fig. 4, and another for directly arresting
the motion of the axles, one magnet only being used in connection with each axle, as shown in Figs. S, 9 and 10. These
magnets are truck-mounted, not an ounce of their weight
being directly oh the axle, and are so supported that their
gravity acts to automatically retract them from the brake
face. (Sec Figs. 10 and 1 1, the latter showing the link standing out of the vertical.) The brake face is automatically
lubricated to a slight degree, receives a high polish and does
not cut or rapidly wear. The brake is noiseless in its operation.
It will be seen from the cuts that inasmuch as it does
not revolve, no commutating or contact device is necessary.
Its crescent form accomplishes important technical functions
and also eliminates the necessity of pulling off a wheel for its
attachment, removal or inspection. The brake is shown in
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handle require no more e.\ertion in its operation than the present conLet the motorman fultill his function with as little
trolling handle.
physical exertion as possible he will then have a greater reserve for
mental application when necessary. A motorman required to e.\ert
an enormous amount of brute f.rce, constantly grinding at the brake,
has but little life left to apply in case of emergency. I agree with a
prominent writer on this subject, where he says that a multiplicitj' of
handles is fatal in time of emergency.

We

force that is remarkably powerful
of the motorman.

a motor-

other eddy currents is borne out by the fact that a conducting lubricant such as graphite is found to considerably increase the effect, also metal filling between the polar faces
is almost indispensable lor the best result, while at the same
time effectually protecting the coil from all damage. These
observations would seem to indicate that: the eddy currents,

however produced, circulate in both masses near the surface,
and traverse back and forth across the air-gap whenever
ample provision is made to allow them so to do. The
practical value of the combined action of all these forces, in
increasing the retarding effect, results in necessitating but
a small magnet and a smaller current expenditure considering the work performed.
Ey reference to table III. the result in retardation gained
through the eddy or other currents may be plainly seen,
column A indicating the retarding effect which should be
expected from a friction coefficient of lO per cent, between

The smoothness of even a sudden stop by the electric
brake is quite aptly described by this droll statement. It
seems as though the car were running into an air cushion.
It will thus be seen that the brake is automatic and does
its work without any special act or even the knowledge of
He simply "works a single handle" back
the motorman.
and forth and electricity "does the rest." Suppose the
iiTotorman wishes to stop his car, he turns off the current by
simply swinging the lever over to the right. This operation
the motor into a special
is made to automatically convert
dynamo for generating currents at -very low speeds, and also
cut
off
all
connection with the
simultaneously to
trolley current.
The brakes are then applied by simply swinging the handle back over the path it has just traversed; the farther it is swung to the left, the stronger the
brakes are applied. The act of releasing or letting off the
brakes again automatically re-establishes connection with
the trolley and reconverts the dynamo into a motor.
Fig.
15 shows the switches used in part for the conversion of the
mounted upon the lever formmotor, and also the finger
ing a part of the alternate stroke-operating device.
The
is shown open in Fig. 14 and closed,
trolley brake-switch
with dimensions, in Fig. 16. The same rheostat and contacts are applied to control the motor while running the car.
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and
by

also 10 control ihe slight

tlie

amount of current generated

transformed dynamo, which

is

sufficient to

brake the

train.

The niotorman cannot

turn

—

—

—

ding.

The application of the brake, its regulation and also the
car, all by a single operating handle, is a
result that has only been accomplished by the closest appli-

running of the

has involved much pioneer work, and been renthrough the use of new mechanical movewith the writer. The principal moving
parts are simple and durable,
Ijeing
only two in
The arrangement may be easily seen in tlie
number.
controller and parts exhibited, as well as in Figs. 14, 15
arid i6.
The various portions of the controller have beep,
subjected to the severest tests possible, one test made in
1S93 consisting in 518,700 consecutive brake applications
without appreciable wear, the parts being in regular ser^ic* at the present time. An indicator at the right si:le of the
C'lntroller at the top, shown at /, Figs. 13 and 14, tells when
the Controller is in condition for brake or is being so used.
Operating the brake in this manner, it will at once be
seen that the system is one of the utmost certainty of operation, surer even than the hand brake, air or other power
brake, from the fact that every time the car runs, the motor,
which is depended on for the braking action, receives a test,
and its fitness and capacity for the ne,\t brake application
is constantly being demonstrated.
On the other hand the
motorman never knows whether his hand brake is sure to
operate when called upon for the next application. An accident came under the observation of the writer on Case avenue hill in Cleveland. Here the last hand brake application
was successful in every way, but before the brake was called
into action again a nut dropped off from a brake rod upon
the truck, rendering the brake useless. The motorman continued to wind on his brake staff, and before he realized
what the trouble was, his car was going at a tremendous
speed into a short curve at the foot of the hill. There
were a number of casualties and also six demands for damages as a result.
With the air or other power brake,
this liability to faihire is increased in direct proportion to
ihe complexity and number of parts.
The advantages found to result from the practical use of
ihe electric brake as compared with former brake systems;
its qualities as an accident preventer, as well as its general
commercial value, may be recapitulated as follows:
1. The certainity of its operation.
2. The enormous power at instant command and under
perfect control.
3. The absence of all power absorption at moneyed cost
from the central station.
4. Its high efficiency, being far superior to compressed
air: amply proven in numberless instances wliere electricity
It

<lered possible

ments

brake

original

11.
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lias replaced air.

(The

No

air

re:iuires a direct application of

energy, amounting to an immense aggregate power absorption during the day from the central station; the working parts
of the air machinery are attached to the car axles and require
a Urge quantity of energy, not only while compressing, but
at other times as well.)
5. Its extreme simplicity.
6. Observed saving in wheels, two to three old,
7. Entire saving in brake shoes.

and Animal

Electro-therapeutics,
The second annual convention

operates.

Electro-therapeutics

Conserving strength and prolonging the usefulness
and life of the motormen.
13. The smoothness of its operation.
14. The fact that its use cannot cause flat wlieels.

Electricity

Convention of the National Society of

hissing

12.

number of

was held

of the National Society or

New York

in

last

week.

A

upon the application
of electricity to the practice of medicine.
Boston was
chosen as the next place of meeting, and the following named
interesting papers were read

were- elected:

officers

President, Dr. William L. Jackson,

<-—

Life.

.Aside from analogies and figures of speecli, and not counting the so-called "animal magnetism"' of Mesmer, which is
possibly a psycliological and not a physiological phenomenon, there seems to be some curiously intimate relation

^°«^^«».
<

between

life and electricity, which biologists have been investigating for forty or fifty years.
recent review of
these inquiries in Science Pro^^'ess shows that there is some
disagreement as to facts, and still more as to explanations;
but^ven in this incomplete state of development the subiect is an interesting one, says the
York TriOiinc.
Experiment thus far has been chiefly confined to, the
glands of the .skin of frogs and other animals, to salivary
glands, the stomach lining and various other mucuous
membranes; but these tests have been quite numerous, and
carried on with many modifications.
In the first place, it
appears that during a great part of the time various glands,
while in what may be regarded as a state of comparative
rest,
nevertheless generate enough electricity to be discernible with delicate instruments, and this curreni usually
has an inward direction.
If, though, some
external stimulus be applied to the gland, there is apt to be a re\-ersal ot
direction, or a lessening of the intensity of the "current ot
rest."
Abstraction of heat, imbibition of water, painting
with various drugs, interference in blood supply to the
organ, and changes in the kind and quantity of the stimulus, vary the result.
Inhuman subjects tickling, mental
effort, sound, the expectation of sound and pungent odors
produce sensible effects, if electrical connections be made
between some part of the skin, like the palm of the hand,
relatively rich in sweat glands, and regions poor therein.
Two theories have been advanced as to the cause of this
occurrence.
Bayliss and Bradford attribute the plienomenon lo the flow of fluid in the secreting mechanism, which
is scarcely more than friction.
It is known that the movement of water in cells and ducts does produce current in
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1
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\
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Boston: first vice-president. Dr. E. S. Bailey, Cllicago, III.;
second vicepresident, Dr. F. A. Gardner, Washington,
D. C. secretary, Dr. Clara Gary, Boston; treasurer. Dr.
J.
B. Garrison, New York; members of executive board, in
;

addition '.o the preceding officers, Dr. W. H. King, New
York, and Dr. M. D. Youngman, Atlantic City, N. J.
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cases,

other, lieat the root of electrical variations in life. 'Metabolism" is a word which biologists use to designate two
classes of action in the protoplasm of the cells which make
up animal tissue. One, anabolism, is constructive. It
takes material out of the blood and builds up the cell thereKatabolism, on the other
with.
It stores and strengthens.
this
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material into a separate substance
thing else
This process is destructive of
to be thrown off.
protoplasm.
Biedermann regards the process of secretion
in a gland katabolic, and as explaining the ingoing "current of rest," while anabolism he regards the cause of the
cut-going current.
For a further elucidation of this subject, it would be
natural to look to those marine creatures which develop
electricity to such a degree as to paralyze their prey with a
shock or succession of shocks. Little headway has yet been
made, though, in that direction. Fritsch, says the Science
Progress reviewer, held that the organ of the electrical
shad, found in certain African rivers, is composed of glandJn this fish, as
ular cells derived from the overlying skin.
also in the electrical ray and eel, moreover, the action of
the organ is voluntary and under the control of the possessor.
The activity, being more intense, is susceptible
of more careful study, while the part which the uill plays
It is
in
the manifestation gives the latter a new value.
hai'd to avoid the belief that further exploration of these
phenomena may reveal something regarding the higher
functions of life, volition, mentality and perhaps moral
operation^ in addition to the purely physical.

M

.

13....
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Resolutions Adopted Upon the Death of
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with porous diaphragms and in plants; but
some of the observed facts apparently contradict this supThe other principal
position, when applied to animals.
explanation is that changes in metabolism, one way or the
Other

—

^
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wear of either

The low electromotive force at which it
The ease of its application and control.

hand, converts

.

face; very Uttle

-\bsolute silence of operation and release.
to frighten horses on streets.
10.

..

ELECTRICIAN.

9.

on the current before the
brakes have been released, nor can he apply the brakes before the current has been turned off.
This is a result of
construction, and constitutes a feature of merit in the new
electric brake, effecting an economy in current and a saving
in wear and t^ar.
Freeing the conductor of all care in this
connection, ana -leaving the braking of the train including trailer or trailers and all solely in the hands of the
motorman, by placing at his command a power with which
he may with the utmost ease accomplish his task, constitutes an important advance in the art of control of electric
railway equipment.
It has b^n t'oundthat the electric brake is practically inca lable of abuse by any niotorman an advantage which
never before has been attained in any power brake, due to
the fact above named that no amount of over-application
can cause flattening of the wheels, or any harm whatever to
any part of the equipment through locking and skid-

c.iiion.

Lubrication of
wheel or magnet
S,

.

...

foregoing schedule was calculated on the followin;^ basis:
Light one-half hour after sunset and one hour before

The

moonset.

Extinguish one hour after moonrise and one

hour

be-

fore suniise.

Old Time Telegraphers.

adopted resolutions of condolence upon the death of Charles
H. Rudd, who died recently from injuries received in an

At the recent reunions of the Old Time Telegiaphers
and United States Military Telegraph Corps at Baltimore
the name of the former association was changed to the Old
Time Telegraphers and Historical association. It was de-

explosion while experimenting with one of his inventions.

cided to admit

Mr. Rudd was an honorary member of the association, and

in service prior to the date

The

Association of

his death

is

Practical Electricians, Chicago, has

It is said that electric freight cars will

be run

between Albany and Troy by the

week

first

over

the

in October.

freight cars are painted brown with light trimmings, and
Inside they are finished in light wood
will carry ten tons.
highly polished, and are lighted by four incandescent lamps.
There are four doors, one in either end and side.

The

who have been twenty

years

of application (or membership,

New York city

meeting.

line

telegraphers

was chosen as the place of next year's
were elected as follows: President, E.
C. Cockey; vice-president, R. J. Hutchinson; secretary and
The officers chosen by the
treasurer. Geo. C. Maynard.
and

a source of sincere regret to his friends.

all

Officers

Military Telegraphers were:
cago,

vice-president,

secretary

President,

William B.

and treasurer,

J.

W,

R. Pltim, Chi-

Wilson,

E. Pettit, Chicago.

Philadelphia;-

^
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treason
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through

state,

upon

called

its officers, is

September
to

and punish the offenders; and, as
punishable by death, it is presumed that notliing
this rebellion

short of a wholesale execution will satisfy this bloodthirsty
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fact that the

makes an attack upon
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interference with,
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Che operation of the cars a serious offense, seems to be the
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only reason for this display of indignation.
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article
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the protection

is

of street rail-

The

legislation.

may

the interests of

affect

companies of the

members

it

use their influence

with lacal representatives to

with

this special

how

this

company may be,
The excellent work thus

member

a

far

of the

accomplished

organ'zation shuuld encourage state associations

way

only practical

It is

the
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Incorporations

Railways

Miscellaneous

a pleasure

is

railway

to

Record

note

that the

meeting of

first

held in

.Rapids last weelc, was a success, and that
:i.nce

promised

at

Grand

Rapicls,

and there was a

fair

social

encouraged, as such societies,
to

if

fore

in

bright

the

should be

thoroughly representative,

prevent adverse legislation at the state Capi-

than the national association

tols

delegation of

men

tion of state associations of street railway

can do more

half of

were represented

sized

itself.

We

rejoice, there,

prospects of the recently organized

^^)^k

is

IVond

a

good deal of nonsense printed

in the course of a

year, but

it

in the

New

safe to say

is

seldom has there been such an exhibition of ignorance

iliat

and sensationalism even

in

that erratic journal as

was

dis-

played in the publication of an article criticising the arrange-

ment made by

the postoffice department for the handling

and transportation of mail on the trolley cais

The
llie

changes, as might have been expected, and, according to his

made on

this side,

he was simply

lost

his

in

ad-

But now

England and probably sees little
some things
to criticise and others to condemn.
In a discussion at the
Institution of Civil Engineers recently, Mr. Preece showed
himself a guod subject of her Majesty by his explanation of
the failure of Englishmen to keep up with modern ideas in
that he

has returned to

prospect of another trip for nine years, he finds

He

traction work.

the development of the

admitted that

England was small compared with
There it was seen not only in
the United States.

trolley system "in

suburbs of the

cities,

that in
all

the

but also in the great cities themselves;

and anything more horrible had

been seen

never

in this

world than those wires extending through a beautiful cily
like Boston, simply covering the principal thoroughfare
inch."

m

utilize

months of inactivity the Board of Rapid
Transit Railroad Commissioners of New York announces
that it is now prepared to resume consideration of the interesting problem of providing a complete system of rapid
transit that will meet the approval of the people. The board's
engineer has returned from Europe alter looking into the
methods employed in the large cities abroad, and he will
make a report of his investigations.
Provision must at

Brooklyn.

several

once be made for ihesubmission
of municipal construction,
at the

coming

election, as

is

to the

people of the question

the matter

if

is

the intention

Rapid Transit act of 1S94 provides that
must file with the police board at least
election a request for the printing by

to

be acted upon

The

at present.

the

commissioners

thirty days prior to
official

ballots

for

use in the determination of the question of municipal con-

These ballots are

struction.

niunicipal construction of rapid
it is

proposed

to

read "For" or "Against

to

transit

ask the people

road."

The road

to vote on is the

same underground system agreed on by the old Rapid
Transit Commission.
The counsel to the commission have
decided that these plans
after the

pense.

may

be

alilered

in

any particular

people had decided to build a road at the
It

is

feared by

many

that the

volved in the policical controversy

city's ex-

problem may be inand may suffer

this fall

by reason of the reluctance of many to permit a public improvement of such magnitude and the patronage growing
out of it to be placed under tlie control of political bosses.

treason;" that the trolley companies have trans-

erred their allegiance from the state to ihe federal governlatter

has aided and abetted them

forced

in their

therefore

consider

to

the

The

giving this subject closer attention.

view

in

companies

railway

electric

as-

prac-

of

necessity

fact

many

that

companies have been compelled

to pay heavy damages for
might have been averted had the trolley car
been provided with efficient brakes, has impressed the importance of the subject on the minds of street railway man-

accidents

that

Mr.

agers.

Sperry's suggestions should

consideration, and the report

of

his

receive

careful

experiments

deserve

Further experience will of course be

sirious discussion.

re-

quired to convince street i:ailway managers generally of

all

the claims that Mr. Sperry makes for the electric brake.

GovER.N'MENTAL control of enterprises now conducted
by private

capital does not lead to that ideal condition in
actual practice which advocates of this theory claim would

follow the adoption of this
facts

country.
The
Commerce Commission,.

policy in this

reported by the Inter-State

compliance with

a Senate resolution

by

introduced

compiled by

Statistics

own or
own part

this

commission cover ten

countries-

that do not

operate railroads,

three that

of the railroads but do not operate them,

eighteen that do and

Many

leasing the hues to private companies.

have been made, and

government

it

engage

to

experiment.^

has been found unprofitable for the
in these enterprises.

In this country

several of the states have tried ownership in a limited wav.

construced a road at a cost

Illinois

posed of

it

of $1,000,000 and disIndiana had a similar experience.

for $100,003.

Georgia owns a railroad, but found

expedient to lease

it

it

company. Pennsylvania constructed one from
Philadelphia to Columbia, but sold it later.
Massachusetts^.
Michigan, and several other states tried the exoeriment
to a private

The

without success.

facts presented in this report are in-

and valuable and should hi studied by men in ihis
country who are advocating slate ownership of railroaclsand telegraph lines and the municipal control of lighting and
teresting

The

street railway systems.

would increase the

statistics thus

presented prove

cost of service to the public, with

or convenience, while

the condition of the great mass of the

it

no

would not improve

men

emjiloyed.

so far as

it is

to celebrate the actual

concerned, of the project

transmission of a portion of the

cjnsunmatijn,

for

power of

the

electrical

Niagara

Falls-

byan imposing demonstracion which is to take the form of a
great electrical exhibition.
The cily council, board of trade
have taken up the plan with much
seems probable that an interestingdisjjlay
will be arranged, although all details of scope, extent, date
and duration appear to be as yet unsettled. Buffalo is an
enterprising and prosperous city, and as its manufactures

and the

citizens generally

enthusiasm, and

it

undoubtedly receive a great impetus from the cheaiJ
transmitted power of Niagara Falls, it can
readily be understood that it desires to make the most of its
location
and to "boom" this advantage by
fortunate
will

electrically

an electrical

exhibition that shall attract the notice of the

whole country.

Already the newspapers of the town speak

of Buffalo as the "Electrical City," and there ^.renot lackinLC
enthusiasts who assert that the prosjsective exhibition will
exceed in size and attractiveness the

The

of the World's Fair.

taken

power

latter

electrical

department

statement can hardly be

seriously, however, since the electrically transmitted
at

last

year's

horse power, while

if

exposition reached a total ot 23,000
capacity of the Niao-ara

the entire

Falls plant were utilized to send current into Buffalo

possible contingency

horse power.

— the amount must be

— an im-

less than i5.,.ooo

But the Buffalonians need only a fraction of

amount of power to make an imporlant and interesting
display, and the exhibition, whatever its size, will possess
this

an unique attraction from the

postmaster of Brooklyn and the trolley companies are

ment, and that the

been

the

railway

street

wondered

be

to
that

for the total retarda-

usually very long

is

it.

writer of the article in question cries out in alarm that

" guilty of

have

not

is

facts

BuFKALO proposes

After

which

Michigan Street Rail \\ ay association.

There

It

these

descend to

There was an interesting interchange of views
The organizafeatures were not neglected.

supply men.

and the

About

next year's gathering.

for

of
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those in attend-

the electric railway companies of the state

and final stopping of his train
compared with that allowed in
tice."

his-

to adjust the brake application to

tion
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the

him

touch

While working,

valve.

air
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Power House Operation.
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J. E.

Ckavrn.

"Economy of Power House Operation" has been so often
and so thoroughly discussed that I do not know that I can
new on the subject, and yet being one
say much that
that roust evercome up before the management of a street
railway j-ysteni, I feel encouraged to beg the attention of
this meeting for a few minutes, that we may see how and
where with intelligent management and proper attention
the best results may be obtained on the most econoniical
Starting from the boiler room, we come at once to
basis.
the place where in most cases the greatest waste will be
found.
It has been said that the waste due to improper
tiring is often of greater consequence than any other loss
which is ]>roduced in operating a steam plant. There are
two causes for this: Fir>t, poor construction of the boiler;
secondly, poor firing and lack of care of the boilers.
Most
of us think that any man can tire a boiler, and while looking
«ith awe and wonder at the engine and generator, forget
i-->

that all the power co.nes from the coal pile and pav little
attention as to the economy in transmitting that power
from the coal to the engine. No greater mistake is made
than to place the care of boilers in incompetent liands, for
they require the highest degree of care, conscientiousness

and constant

attention.

The

fireman must be ever on the watch to see tiiat the
water is kept at the proper level, to keep an even steam
pressure, and to show by his steam, coal and water records
that he i^ getting just as good cards as the engineer can
show by the manipulation of the steam he uses in his
engine.
He must see that the fires are spread evenly over
the grate> and are of an even thickness; that the proper
amount of air is admitted into the furnace to obtain good
combustion.
If you could realize how easily from i to 20 per cent, of
coal can be shoveled into the furnace and up the chimney
without generating any more power, you would see houe^seniialit is tohave something more than mere machines
shoveling coal into a furnace. Another point of importance is to see that boilers are kept clean and free from
icale, which is simply the result ot improper attention.
If for a moment you will stop and think that \n the con-

struction of the boiler, the maker has reduced the thickness
of the tubes as much as possible consistent with safely, and
then look at a tube with from one-eighth to one-half an
inch of scale on it, you will at once see how great the loss

must he transmitting the heat through

this scale; not only
it leaves the iron exposed to the effects of tlie heat
without the proper circulation of water back of it, whicii
causes rapid deterioration, and in some cases is liable to
cause an explosion.
I have used quite a number of boiler
compounds for the prevention of scale, but have found the
have used it in Buffalo for the
best to be plaiii coal oil.
past two years with success, putting about one pint a day
nito each boiler and letting it enter with the feedwater by

that, but

We

means
will

fill

However, no one remedy
and each must be the subject of some ex-

of a sight feed lubricator.
all

cases,

periment.

Another source of loss comes from insufficiently covered
boilers and pipes; see that all exposed parts, that possibly
can be, are covered with some good non-conducting material,
and prevent as much as possible radiation and condensation.
The steam pipes should be kept tight and all leaks followed
up at once and stopped, and in this way have as little loss
as possible between the boilers and engines.
See that the
piping is well drained, so that water will not carryover to
This is accomplished by separathe cylinder of the engine.
tors placed as near po the engine ss possible, and the water
thus separated is returned to the boilers.
In a good many
cases this water is allowed to go to waste; if this is found to
be the case it should be remedied, as this water is separated at
a very high temperature, and requires very little heat to
Before entering the engine room,
turn it again into steam.
the subject of feedwater
I would like to say sometiiing on
heaters.
If your engines are running non-condensing, the
<|uestion is very easily settled; as, however, the majority of
steam plants are run condensing, other factors are brought
Buffalo Railway company,'
iTi the power house of the
in.
one-seventh of the engine cajDacity is run high pressure. In
the hot well, at an
this way, taking the feedwater from
initial temperature of
degrees, and passing it through two
heaters in the exhaust line of the high pressure system, we
get a final temperature of 194 degrees before the water enters
It is claimed by some that this
nie thod of
the boilers.
taking the water from the hot well is not right, on account
But so small a portion
of the oil to be found in this water.
of the hot well water is used, that the amount of oil in it is
small, and by this method we do away with secondary
heaters in the exhaust Ime, betvveen the engine and condenser^ and not only save in thefiist cost, but I think obtain
However, one thing is iniportant,
slightly better results.
whatever means are used to heat the feedwater, it should be
done, for not only will there be a great saving in fuel, but
the straining of the boilers due to putting cold water in will
be done away with.
Passing from the boiler room, we come to the engines anel
generators, and the types seen here will be many and varied,
from the high speed, belt-driven machine to the slow speed,
direct-connected machine of large units. As you all know,
the tendency of late has inclined to the use of the latter
In my mind there is no doubt of the efficiency of the
type.
It is evident to
direct-connected unit over the belted one.
all that where space is valuable it has the advantage of taking
thrown
in
and
out of service
up less room. They can be
with as much rapidity as the belt-driven machine; there is a
saving of from i^4 to 3 per cent, due to the slipping of
belts, very little in itself, but when figured up at the end of
a year in a plant of any size it will amount to considerable.
Added to this there is the saving of labor and the decreased expense due to wear and tear, as this item is less in
For the above
slow speed than high speed machinery.
reasons I have drawn the conclusion that direct-connected
Regardunits are more economical than high speed ones.
ing the size of units used, it depends entirely on the output

no
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'>f the plant.
I would advocate as large as possible, yet not
so large that the breaking down of one would cripple the
output.
However, in plants that have not the-:e latest
types of machines, great saving may be made in the operating of the engines.
In many cases, after the constructing
engineer has left, engines are ofttimes supposed to look
after themselves, those in charge simply supplying them
with steam and oil. What I said in reference to the man in
charge of the boiler room applies with equal force here.
But a thoroughly competent man in chai-ge and you will find
it a paying investment.
Intelligence and experience are the
liest safeguards and the
real insurance against accidents.
Fifty dollars a month more to a capable engineer will
probably be repaid a hundred times by the care taken and
the high state of efficiency at which the machinery is kept.
In such a state an engine is a reliable piece of mechanism.
If neglected it is liable to fail at any time, causing delays
and worries, and not only adding to the expense in the cost
of repairs, but a loss in the receipts outside.
A capable engineer will see that his engines are indicated at least once a month, to see that the valves are properly set and so keep the steam consumption down to a minimum. All pounding, knocking and leaks should be followed up and remedied at once, and the engines kept in
such a state as at all times to be ready to perform the severest service exacted from them.
Always keep the load as
near the normal capacity of the engines as possible, as engines at that point are most econoniical; besides, you will
have fewer machines in service, and thus save in the oil supply.
Here 1 will say a little on the subject of oil, as I think
quite a saving may be made at this point; in fact, I have had
one engineer use $640 worth of oil more in six months
than another engineer used in the same time, and the engine capacity was increased during the time the last man
was in charge. The lowest priced oil is not always the
cheapest; some oils will go much further than others, and
the question of what to use should be settled only by care-

examination.
After being used once it can be filteied
and used again on the lighter parts of the machinery. If
rags are used for wiping instead of waste, they can be
washed and used again, and the grease and oil extracted
will be found useful in some part of the system.
By washing the rags So per cent, can be saved over what the cost
would be if
only
used
once and thrown away.
Coming to the generator, we find a machine that
is usually well
made and efficient. Keep it dry and
thoroughly clean and have the commutator kept as
smooth as possible. The principal trouble will be found in
the sparking of the brushes and the heating of the armature
and the field coils. The causes for these troubles are too
many to enter into here; but on the appearance of trouble
the machine should be stoppeel as soon as possible, for the
olel maxim, *' A stitch in time saves nine," can be appheel
here.
Keep the minor electrical apparatus in a station
everything such as switches, connections, and alt instruments
clean and in working order, especially in the case of
lightning arresters, as they may be the means of saving an
armature.
In conclusion I would call your attention to the necessity
of having ample copper in the outside lines, and the rails
well bonded, and where the system is large enough put in
return wires.
What is the use of expensive and economical
machinery in the powerhouse if you allow 20 per cent, of the
power to be expendedheating up poor connections in the
ful

—

return circuit?

Discussion.

Mr. Cole:

woidd

I

like to

ask Mr. Craven

if

he would

advise directly connected engines on small roads, of fifteen
ortwenly-five cars, where the load is variable.
Mr. CraveiN: I think I should; yes.
Mr. SeelY: In the paper you speak of injecting oil into
the boiler.
Do you refer to crude or refined oil?
Mr. Crave.n: Refined oik
Mr. Seely: Have you had any experience in the use of

crude oil?

Mr. Craven;

I have not.
If you put in the refined
reduces the scale from a hard substance into a slime,
is easily blown out, and when
we open the boilers,
as we do once a month, we find probably one-sixteenth of an
inch of hard scale that is broken off very easily.
can
clean the tubes in most cases as clean as when they were
first put in.
Mr. Seei.y; Do you inject the oil as you operate the

oil

it

which

We

machinery?

We

Mr. Craven: Yes, sir.
inject a pint ol oil in the
course often hours' run.
Mr. Issertel: The report refers to a road of a certain
size using a return wire.
large a road; how many
miles would you suggest?
Mr. Craven: That would depend upon the number of
cars more than on the length of the road; but a road six
miles long, with ten cais, I should say would require a return wire, as well as the bonding of the rails.
Mr. Issertel: The bonding of the rails also, not
simply a cross-bond?
Mr. Craven: The bonding of each rail to the next

How

rail.

Mr. Issertel: How large a wire do you use?
Mr. Craven: I should say a No. o for the bond itself;
but when you commence to put in return wire, it has to be
calculated according to distance and number of cars.
Mr. Issertfx: You believe in a large return wire under
any circumstances, do you?
Mr. Craven: It is brought down to a simple question of
calculation.
A current requires so much area to return on,
and if you do not supply it, more power will be consumed
getting the current back 10 the station.
Mr. Issertel: Yes, but with the rails they are using
now, with two bonds, it is unnecessary to use return wire.
Mr. Craven: They cannot do it, for the reason that
you are carrying out ol your station, say twenty-eight feeders, with a cross-section all the way from a half-inch to an
inch, and you cannot expect the current to be brought back
on two bonds half an inch in diameter.
Mr. Seely:
rail

The

has a capacity

0000 copper wire.

cross-section of a ninety

to carry

back current equal

pound
to

girder

about No.

Mr. Issertel: That is the point; and with four rails
bonded together you would have four times the carryin*^
As it is a matter of a great deal of expense to
u-e the return wire, I do not see why the rail should not be
cajiacity.

sufficient.

Mr. Craven: I understand it costs a great deal of
money to put it in, but if you do not put it in, and do not
get sufficient capacity for the return current, you are going
to use much more coal to supply the extra demands.
Mr. Seely: In using return wire do you believe that
they should be put in condui's, or the rail bonded back in
sections?
Do you think there is any saving in placin"^ return wire in contact with the earth, or should it be tapped
in every thousand feet, and then returned in conduits?
Mr. Craven: In Buffalo we run an underground feeder
system, and we are bringing our return wires through these
conduits.

Mr. Seelv:

By that system you have

the

advantage of

the fall of potential Irom the station to the point of contact
of the rail.
There i'^ a small loss between that point and
the generator.
Small roads could not afford that.

Mr. Craven: Incases where they have not an underground system, lay the wire in the ground.
Mr. Seely: And not tap in on the pole?
Mr. Craven:
Mr. Seelv:
it

all

comes.down

Some

No,

sir.

It is entirely

a ques'.ion of sectional area;

to that point.

Storage Battery Phenomena.

In addition to the discussion of Mr. Griscom's paper before the

ported

American Institute of Electrical

in the last

issue of

the

Engineers,

re-

Western Electrician,

were two interesting communications contributed by
Messrs. Wolcott and Reckenzaun after the meeting.
These
are herewith presented, together with Mr. Griscom's comthere

ments:

ToWNSEND WoLCOTr:

In the paper Mr. Griscom offers
for a number of phenomena before unacbut he also presents a large number of phenomena for which he asks explanations from the other members.
I am afraid that the desired information is not forthcoming.
I
say this because the theory of the storage
battery is full of anomalies such as the following:
Take a strip of ordinary sheet lead which has been ex-

explanations

counted

for,

posed to the air and become somewhat tarnished, cut it in two
and place the halves in the ordinary battery acid and connect with a low reading voltmeter.
In the majority of
cases there will be a small electromotive force shown, due
to the minute differences m the oxidation (tarnish) of the
two halves of the same strip. Now by carefully scraping
the positive piece, the voltmeter may be brought to zero,.
after which a little more scraping will produce a deflection
in the opposite direction.

This sensitiveness would seem to indicate that there was
an exceedingly great propensity to local action in the
storage battery, and it would also seem that a lead grid
filled with peroxide
would constitute a short-circuited
couple with an electromotive force ot two volts or thereabouts and that when placed in the acid it would completely discharge itself in a short time.
That is not the case, however, every one knows. In fact,
if we take two perfectly c^ean as pieces of lead which give
no deflection on the voltmeter, and coat one with peroxide,
even on one side, the couple wi.ll give a considerable voltage,
although it may be below two volts.
That is to say, there
is, apparently at least, no electromotive force between the
peroxide and the lead with which it is in direct contact, while
between the peroxide and the lead with wddch it is connected through the voltmeter there is a very decided electromotive force.
The explanation of this appears to be that there is a
strong tendency zf the metallic lead and the peroxide to
come to the same laotential as soon as current begins to flow
betvveen them.
There is probably a momentary current on
immersing a peroxide grid, but it is probably only momentaiy, even if the grid remains apparently unoxidized.
The
fact that the voltmeter in the experiment just mentioned remains deflected for some time, with two small strips of lead,
would seem to show, however, that an appreciable quantity
of electricity passed before equilibrium is attained.
I am somewhat surprised at the results obtained by Mr.
Griscom, in connection with the discharge of one plate into
another, which was at a low potential.
So far. as my experience goes, it is rather contradictory [o this.
I h^ve
frequently seen an attempt mnde to divide the charge between two equal sets of cells, one of which was fully
charged, and the other pretty well discharged.
The result
was always unsatisfactory. The tendency of the electromotive force of a discharged cell to rise quickly above two
volts as soon as recharge begins would soon leduce the
current to a trifling amount, so that the charges would not
be even approximately equalized in any reasonable time.
The presence of peroxide of hydrogen in some cells but
not in others is another, of the enexplaincd phenomena
which are so frequently met in storage battery work. It
may be possible or even easy to construct hypotheses to account for such irregularities, but what is wanted is demonstration and not speculation.
Mr. Griscom: Is Mr. Wolcott confident that the experiment which he details proves the existence of electromotive force due to differences of oxidation? Is it net
possible that it is due to occlusion of gases?
I have found
considerable differences of potential between two plates of
chemically clean platinum, one of which had been exposed
to the air, after being heated red hot, rather longer than
the other.
If two pieces of platinum about one inch square be chemically cleaned, healed red hot and immersed in dilute sulphuric acid, they may be brought to the same potential by a
If then one of them be removed again,
little manipulation.
cleaned, heated red hot and allowed to cool for a few minutes and then immersed in the electrolyte it will at the
moment of immersion show a powerful deflection equal to
If, now, the same plate be taken out
over a milliampere.

—
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of the electrolyte again, cleaned, heated red hot and
plunged while red ho', in the electrolyte, a very curious
phenomenon will be noticed— the first deflection will be
negative and immediately afterward the current will reverse and the platinum will resume its positive polarity.
It is hardly credible that the potentials are due to oxidaI am raLher inclined to think that
tions of the platinum.
it occludes oxygen from i1ie air and possibly it occludes an
extremely minute portion of hydrogen when immersed red
It might, perhaps, be. worth while for
hot in the solution.
chemists to remember that platinum always absorbs oxygen
from the air after being heated red hot and really to an apenough in fact to produce several raillipreciable extent
a-npsre seconds per square inch under the above circumstances.
I have not given careful examination to the behavior of lead under these circumstances, but I must confess that I have not found so great deflections while using

—

I obtained with platinum.
do not think that there is as murh local action in
storage battery as has generally been supposed,
effect
meant an electrolytic
if
by local action is
action
local
That
grid.
due to the paste and
lead coated with peroxide
must
ensue with plain
when immersed in sulphuric acid is of
of
lead
course unquestionable, but the amount of action is limited
to the oxidation of the metallic lead surface and that oxidation prevents further action to such an extent thgt positive
]ilates which have been in use for eight years are not oxidized
to a greater depth than ^i^ of an inch, provided the lead
was of good quality and not full of minute holes. My own
impression is that the loss of energy in a storage battery is
due to a different kind of local action, to-wit: that which is
caused by the actual differences of potential of different
This difference of potential
parts of the paste and acid.
may be due to different densities of acid in the pores of the
due
to different degrees of
may
be
material,
or
it
active
oxidation of the active material, or it may be due to both

lead as
I

a

factors combined.

Frederick Reckenz.>\.l"N: AVhile I had just misled the
presentation of Mr. Griscom's interesting paper on arriving
at the Philadelphia meeting, I have since carefully perused
its contents.
Besides various striking points and .suggestions, I note some features therein which appear to wartheir
order are the curves
First
rant discussion.
and data giving observations on the potential difference of the positive and negative plates, wherein the indiaidual plates of another cell, which the author terms " te=t
'Cell/' as distingushed from the cell under test, have been
msed as the basis of measurement. Why Mr. Griscom
•should have adopted two separate standards, one for each
plate under test, is not convincingly explained, but it is
Owapparent that this selection was noi a fortunate one.
dng to the inconstancy of the standard cell (test cell) itself,
n:is
shown by its electromotive force curve, the potential
diflerence curves obtained for the separate plates aciually
represent the resultant values of two unknown and varying
•factors and not, as tbev purport, the specific potential variaNor could the latter be
itions of the plates under test.
'definitely deduced by allowing for the deviation, from a
" test
straight line, of the electromotive force curve of the
cell" because there is no evidence that the individual
Such
being
the
latter
varied
alike.
potentials
of
the
plate
case, the characteristics obtained necessarily become someavhat problematical.
In reference to the " continuation'' discharge (Faure

m

which Mr. Griscom attaclies special significance, it
may be noted that the negative curve is decidedly odd, and.
ihe context rather remarkable for its omissions. The negalive potential dift'erence curve preceding the " continuation"
-discharge, if the compensation referred to were made,
v-ould undoubtedly be nearer the horizontal than shown,
and would be far from indicating a sudden, abrupt break to
one volt within the first five minutes of the continuation,
and to almost zero in five minutes more; indeed, even taking
the curve as it is, which represents the sum of the potential
lo ses of both the standard and the plate under test, it forms
an angle with the ' continuation" curve which it would be
idle to anticipate in an uninterrupted continuation of the
discharge, and still more so in an mterrupted one, as was
the case, unless some very untoward accident or interference befell the plate. We are told that for the continuation test the plates were separated and each opposed to
freshly charged plates in fresh electrolyte.
We are not
told the specific gravity and temperature of the fresh elecsome
trolyte, which factors influence to
extent the electro^notive force; we are not told why fresh electrolyte has been
u^ed instead of the old one or one like it; nor are we told

cell) to

intervened.
However, that their
was considerable and favorable to the positive plate is shown
by the curve for that plate, in
view
of
which
curve
the
negative
continuation
appears utterly incredible. Such a state of" the negative,
•one might expect if it had been allowed to discharge, as by
-a short-circuit or exposure to air (followed by a momen-

the period of

combined

rest that

effect

tary recuperation in the electrolyte) during the intermission.
It may also be observed, by the way, that the "enlarged"
-continuation curves do not coincide with the smaller ones.
The charge curve (Faure cell) cannot lay claim to being
illustrative of normal conditions, owing to the abnormal discharge (continuation) immediately preceding the charge and
^vhich, of course, must have left its impress upon the plates,
producing a corresponding influence upon the observations
loUowing.
The electrolyte, too, differs here again, rising
•above its original specific gravity owing to the acid absorbed
from the "fresh" electrolyte in which the discharge ''continuation" had been effectecl.
In fact this gain in the electrolyte invites a comparison with the output of the continujtion discharge.
It should be aj^ijroximately proportionate
thereto, but it is not.
Allowing equal formation of PbSO^,
for positive and negative plates per ampere diour of discharge,
the amount of acid absorbed corresponds to one-half of ii
~h roS ampere-hours (the respective extra discharge credited
t> the positive and negative plates), namely, 59.5 ampereliours.
The gain shown by the specific gravity curve, however, corresponds to 87 ampere-hours if the acid temperature
hid remained constant, but. as the temperature rose during
t'.:e charge (temperature
adings are omitted, only a rise of

September

8" F. for a certain period being quoted), and even if this
had been all the rise occurring between the beginning of the
discharge and the end of the charge, the gain in specific
gravity would be equivalent to over too ampere-hours.
The
assumption that this difference between 59.5 and over lOO
ampere-hours is due to a greater ratio of PbSO^, formation
during the accounted-for extra discharge is not admissible,
and the shape of the specific gravity curve of the discharge,
as far as it goes (for the extra discharge no specific gravity
curve is given), would not in the least support it. Nor would
it seem i^easonable to suppose that the "fresh" electrolyte was
so excessively strong that the portion of it that may have
been conveyed by the plates made such a difference. So that
this reminds us again of the queer behavior credited to the
negative plate on the continuation discharge. Altogether, the
curve tables seem but an imperfect basis for the conclusions
built thereon in the context.
In regard to.standards for taking the individual plate potential differences, it would seem beyond question that the use of a
single standard, which is either eleclro-positiveorelectro-negaliveto both plates under test, wouldyleld curves that bear a
definite relation to each other, irrespective of any possible

changes in its own potential. It would also facilitate the checking off of observations in as far as .the distances between the two (potential difference positive and potential difference negative) curves obtained must correspond lo
the independently measurable values of potential difference of the cell; and similarly with the respective electromotive force values.
Dr. Streintz
of Gratz,
Aus.

in
his
extensive storage
battery
investigations
{Zfitschrift fucr ElektroU'chnik, Vienna, Vols. IX. and
XI.), has used zinc as a standard in observing the potentials
of individual plates during discharge, and his results indicate
that under proper conditions that metal is very satisfactory.
This being the case, it is manifest that it will also lend itself
to a variety of other lines of observations upon lead accumulators, including relative capacity tests of Individual plates
even to obser\'ations upon a complete reversal and its concomitant characteristics yet leaving a fair working margin between itself and the plates tliroughout all phases.
And what is of no small advantage, the zinc standard affords
a striking graphical illustration of the characteristics observed.
In testing the relative capacity of the plates, it is only necessary to discharge the cell in series with a larger cell (or two
in an extreme case), in order to assist in overcoming the external resistance (wires, connections, ammeter, etc. ) when
tria,
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nearing zero potential dfference of the cell, as in the case of
an ordinary zero test under a constant current, and beyond that
point when the weaker plate or section, owing to its sluggish
action, sets up a counter potential difference hithe cell.
The
entire test can be made without removing the plates or electrolyte, or in any way interrupting the discharge or interfering with the proper conditions of continuation, and consequently without mutilation of the curves which are to tell the
tale of the characteristics sought.
The accompanying cut furnishes an example of the general shape of curves obtained by this method to and beyond
the point of the cell potential difference z;ro. The upper curve
indicates the potential difference values of the positive plate
of the negative (Zn
line common to both.
The two curves approach each other as the discharge proceeds, finally cross as at
and deviate, if the discharge is
forced toward reversal.
Now, if a practical working limit
of cell potential difference is prescribed or chosen (which
should be well insid- of the steep curvature of the weaker
plate), let special note be taken of the Zn
PbO^ value a,
and the Zn Pb value b, on passing that limit, because
here really begins the comparison of the relative plate capacities.
Then, if the positive and negative plates have the
same capacity, zero cell potential difference (crossing of
curves) will occur at a point, ^, corresponding to {a-\-l>),
whereas, if either plate has an excess of capacity, the intersection will occur above or below that point; in the example given, the cell zero potential difference occurs at G.
Thence tlie discharge is forced along until the potential difference of the stronger plate leaches the value ((r-|-'^), indicated by the letter iV.
The difference between the relative capacities is expressed by the linear dimension £—jy.
Upon reducing the capacity of the stronger plate accordingly, the new curve would more _^r less alter its .shape at
the assumed cell potential differenc'e limit, and the latter for
the same value would come somewhat farther inside, as
suggested by the dotted lines. The curves for charge discharge and complete reversal obtained by this method will
prove instructive in various ways, and their differences may
suggest further investigation into structural and other fea-

(Zn — PbO^) and the lower curve those
— Pb), zinc being the zero or base

G

—

—

tures.

The drop in temperature of a discharging cell, alluded to
by Mr. Griscom, is a result dependent upon very low internal resistance and moderate current.
Under opposite
conditions the opposite result, namely, a rise in temperature,
will occur.
Mr. Griscom's explanation of the cooling effect
may help to explain the heating effect also. There are two
opposing functions in discharging a storage battery, which
do not bear a fixed relation to each other; the chemical (or
cooling) effect being proportional to the current (as is also
the absorption of sulphuric acid referred to by Mr. Griscom), whereas the heating effect varies as Co R.
Thus,
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while the cooling effect may predominate under favorable
conditions, upon increasing C a point will be reached where
the two factors balance and beyond which heat «ill ensue.
This balance point, of course, varies with different types
and 5iz3s of storage batteries. In Prof. Ayrton's temperature tests, alluded toby Mr. Griscom, the cell temperature,
though remaining above that of the surrounding air, fell
slightly below that of an idle cell, wherein the heating was
due to some local action (possibly the same two functions,
with their relative magnitude reversed).
Dr. Duncan and
Mr. Weigand' mention Iiaving observed a temperature reduction in some cases, and a rise in a nmiiber of others, the
data on which indicate favorable conditions in the latter direction.
own observations were also of both kinds,
and numerous; especially have I noted a marked rise when
discharging at such an excessive rate as to produce lively
gassing at the plates, which was accompanied by a marked
increase in the internal resistance.
Again, in cases where a
number of cells were confined within a close space affording
little or no ventilation (as in an electric launch, etc.) even a
slight initial rise would have a cumulative effect to a notice-

My

able extent.
These observations were made on cells in
good condition.
The authors refers to "a very curious misapprehension"
prevailing " among some battery people" to the effect that
the negative plate exceeded the capacity of the positive,
and then proceeds to prove the contrary by reference to
tests, the shortcomings of which have here been pointed
out.
As a matter of fact both conclusions are unwarrantably broad.
In view of the diverse types that are on the
market, it must be observed that the relative capacity of the
plates is as the manufacturer chooses to make it.
It depends upon structural features, upon the relative size and
thickness of the plates, the relative proportion of " active
material" contained therein, and the quality, condition and
distribution of the latter, each of which factors, if varied itself, will produce different results.
In some accumulators
the positive and negative plates are made exactly alike up to
the point of final "formation," and in most of these, when
in good working order, the negative plates have a considerable exce-^s in capacity, owing, no doubt, to the spongy lead
being capable of more thoroughly undergoing the chemical
change than the peroxide. Dr. Frankland (Royal Society,
1890) remarked that " only half as much material seems to
be necessary for the negatives as for the positive plates."
Messrs. Gladstone and Tribe made similar observations.
Prof. Ayrton- suggests an explanation why in the E. P. S.
(pasted grid) typ_e " it is necessary to employ nearly twice as
much lead peroxide as is actually needed for the chemical
action. "
Some manufacturers as much as ten years
ago recognized the difference, and accordingly made the
positive plates thicker than the negatives, and. although
Mr. Griscom doubts the propriety of so doing, his company
also follows that practice. I have myself made careful tests
of the comparative capacities of plates and materials, extending over some years, and found a considerable difference in
the oxides of different makers, their capacities ranging (with
grid plates 1-4 inch thick), under like conditions, from 1,4
to 2.5 ampere hours per ounce of red lead in positive plates
and (with similar grids) from 2.75 to 3.25 amperehours
])er
ounce
of
litharge
contained
in
negative plates, in all these cases putting double their
amount of active material opposite them, to insure maxioutput of the samples with the usual working potential difference limit, at a uniform current.
Among a variety
of tests to determine the relative capacity of plates working
tog;ether, I have made a series of experiments calculated to
yield the most direct results for practical purposes, as follows: I prepared three cells, each containing 4 negatives
and 3 positives; size -]% by 9^4^ inches; thickness, all positives
inch, second cell ^^ inch,
]i inch; negatives, in one cell
third cell "s inch;
inch grids being planed down to the
respective thicknesses for the second and third cell.
The
oxides used were of the best quality available (the litharge
being especially manufactured for storage battery purposes).
The cells were worked daily for several weeks, under normal
conditions, and the net results, briefly stated, were, that
the cell in which the negatives weie reduced to one-half
their thickness and the amount of litharge therein to ^S per.
cent, of that contained in the yl inch negatives yielded an
output only 16 per cent, less than cell i.
(The reason for
only 38 per cent, and not 50 per cent, of litharge being in
the 's inch plates was in the perforations being tapered.)
The object of this experiment was to find how thin a negative would answer for a given positive with the materials
used, without undue sacrifice in the capacity of the cell, and
the results obtained approximately correspond with theoretical deductions.
General speaking, the results do not
vary exactly with thickness, volume and weight, but many
other minor points, as above indicated, necessarily contribute in determining them; the subject is too intricate to
be broadly covered I)y eiiher Mr. Griscom's implied conclus'ons or the one he undertook to refute.
I concur with Mr. Griscom in his views on the success
of storage batteries in Europe, and their lack of success in
this country.
Other points of comparison suggest themselves, among whiclt are the generally greater day load of
central stations in this country, due largely to a more ^^eneral use of motors, which ter.ds to make the use of storage
batteries a somewhat less pressing object, and further,
the entire absence, lintil recently, of large, substantial and
durable types of cells suited for central station purposes.
Wliile in Europe central station types have been given the
utmost attention by manufacturers, with corresponding success, American storage battery manufacturers, on the other
hand, have largely endeavored to cope with that alluring
subject, storage battery traction
unfortunately with but
little success
and neglected to cater to the central station
field with types especially adapted to that class of work
Mr. Grisco.m; Some of the points made by iNIr. Reckenzaun show that my paper requires a little further elucida-
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Fiist
Mr. Reckenzaun says that the text is rather remarkable for its omissions with respect to the curves. I did
not pretend to give a complete analysis of the curves, which,
1.
2.
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by the way, are perfectly normal, but only to use some features of them to illustrate ray paper.
Second He states that I adopted two separate standards,
one for each plate under test, and slates that owing to the

that the heat produced by C^ R amounted to 3,456 calories, whereas the heat loss due to the cell cooling down
amounted in some cases to 12,000 calories three or four
times as much.
Furthermore, the heating due to C2 R in a

inconstancy of the standard cell (test cell), the potential
difference curves for the separate plates actually represent
the resultant values of two unknown and varying factors.

given

—

The

total discharge of the *'te£t cell" during the 300 or 400
readings represented by the curve did not exceed -^^jj part
of its capacity. Therefore, there was no change appreciable
to my instruments in the electromotive force due to the
amount of discharge. Similarly, the current was about ^-g
of the ordinary discharge rate of the plate; consequently
there was no appreciable modifications in the readings due
The total variation of the "test cell"'
to the discharge rate.
of the total
in discharge is, as shown by the curve, about
variation of the cell under test, say .03 volt, of which about
.01 volt was due to the negative and .02 volt to the positive.
And this variation, which Mr. Reckenzaun is pleased to call
•'inconstancy,'' is due entirely to the specific gravity and
temperature of the electrolyte. The advantage of using this
Inasmuch as the temperature and density
plan is evident.
of the electrolyte affect'ihe "test cell" and the cell under
test equally, and inasmuch as the "test cell" and the cell
under test are of the same nature, this plan enables us to
eliminate the effect of the change of temperature and of
average density from those curious changes going on in the
plates which it was my endeavor to lay before the Institute.
--:'fj

—

Third Later on in Mr. Recken7^un's communication he
appears to recommend the use of a single standard and refers to the investigations of Dr. Streintz of Gratz. Austria,
who used zinc. I liave also used zinc in past years, but abandoned it on account of its solubility in the electrolyte, iis
tendency to deposit during charge on the negative |)late
and the false effects due thereto, and for other reasons. It
is true that by using separate cells and by taking precautions
to prevent the intermingling of the electrolytes, it is not impossible to obtain important results with the use of a single
standard, but unfortunately it is necessary to make an e.\haustive and complete research into the various behaviors
of the single standard in the presence of a varying electrolyte
and a varying storage battery plate, before it is possible to
be sure tliat curves wiili any single standard represent anything but the misleading resultants of unknown and varying
factors.
On the other hand, by using for the test cell wellcharged storage battery plates, whicli have been allowed to
stand until they have reached a stationary electromotive
force, you obtain fixed and invariable and scientific results because you obtain the loss of potential, which is
due purely and simply to the plate under test. It is as
though you measured the difference of potential due to
the changes in that one plate while the opposing plate
had undergone no change from the beginning. The use
They give simply
of single standards will not do this.
a comparison which is not only uncertain in its nature, as
explained above, but which has no relation to the real use
of storage batteries.
Fourth It does not appear whether Mr. Reckenzaun
or Dr. Streintz is responsible for the method which he ad-

—

cell does not vary directly as the square of the current, because tjie internal resistance dmiinishes as the
current increases, and what is still more curious, the electromotive force itself appears to increase.
Mr. Reckenzaun
talks of experiments in which an excessive disch rge rate
increases the I R.
He must have beeen using cells of extremely faulty design, or else he must have made his measurements after the cell had exceeded its proper working
capacity for the discharge rale, or else he based his statement on guesswork instead of experiment. I have never
known of such a case.
Seventh Mr. Reckenzaun devotes so^ne space to what
he calls the "queer behavior'"" of the negative plate in the
continuation of the discharge of the Faure curve, and proves
that it is "queer" by an argument based upon certain apparent behaviors of the elecirolvtes as shown by the curves.
The facts are not as Mr. Reckenzaun assumes. The relative
proportions of electrolyte were not the same in the charge and
discharge, and there is consequently no relation between
the actual measurements of the specific gravities in charge
and discharge. Tlie specific gravity curves are absolutely
independent of one another, and if used for purposes outside ot my papsr should be studied independently.

—

The "queer b:;havior" which so impressed him is what
always takes place in the complete discharge of a
negative plate of good
construct-on, and
the fact
that some electricians did not know
of this "queer
behavioi" was perhaps a sufficient reason for me to
mention it. The fact is on'y "utterly incredilile" to those

the relative capacities of the plates ofa
The idea of forcing a current for this
storage battei-y.
purpose through a battery which has ceased to be active
whether through the exhaustion of one or both of the plates,
If the negative
the least, open to criticism.
is, lo say
plate, for instance, becomes exhausted first, as usually happens, forcing a charge through it means charging it in the
reverse direction, so that you have the anomaly ofa negative plate charged, or still worse, partially charged, as a
The expositive opposed to a positive in the same cell.
periment, of course, is interesting; in fact, I have no doubt
that tliis very thing frequently occurred in former practice,
in the dark ages (S' storage batteries, when cells frequently
got exhausted by short-circuiis and buckling, were straightened and cleaned again, and put in service only half
Buckling and short circuiting are happily things
charged.

treated in the best manner to ensure its destruction.
Fifth
Mr. Reckenzaun says in reference to the continuation of the discharge ofa Faure cell, that, "if the compensation above referred to were made," the curve would
I think
undoubtedly be nearer the horizontal than shown.
there is no reason for this conclusion of Mr. Reckenzaun.
The continuation of the discharge was made with fresh
plates of the L type, the capacity of which was many times
in excess of the remaining capacity of the cells under tests
so much so, in fact, that there was no appreciable falling
off in potential on the part of the larger jilates, and the
curve of the test cell was therefore omitted as superfluous.
The fall of temperature on discharge is a difficult
Sixth

—

—

Unfortunately for Mr. Reckenzaun's
thing to explain.
explanation, the cell will sometimes indicate a rise of temperature and sometimes a fall under what appear to be,
I am not
externally, at least, exactly the same conditions.
inclined to believe that such an eminent scientist as Prof
Ayrton could have made an error due to local action in an
And in this conidle cell, as Mr. Reckenzaun insinuates.
nection, as against his theory that there is a marked rise of
temperature whenever there is "a marked increase in the
internal resistance," I will remind him of the tests which
were made under his supervision in our Newark laboraIn one of these tests the cell was discharged
tory in 1S87.
The records show
at the rate of 40 amperes to i.S volts.
that the temperature of the cell fell .9" F., and at the time
when the cell reached i.S volts, its temperature was actually
.4° below that of the air, and yet, as everyone knows, the
internal resistance of the cell under those circumstances was
at least double its average internal resistance, and the curThis seems to be
rent remained constant at 40 amperes.
To
in direct contradiction of Mr. Reckenzaun's theory.
laboratory,
factory
be sure, such a test, crudely made in a
has not the weight ofa test made by Prof. Ayrton, assisted
by competent electricians and checked by all the skill and
resources of a trained scientist for the express purpose of
But when the test
instructing the scientific world.

conforms to Prof. Ayrton's results, it S'^ems entitled to ut
least as much weight as some other crude tes!:s which differ
from these results. In Prof. Ayrton's experiment he found

—
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ments ofa roundabout method.
In either case, it suits his
argument in appearance, and is an admirable proof of the
danger of using any but direct methods of ascertaining
scientific facts.
There is only one safe way of ascertaining
the relative capacities of positive and negative plates, and
that is by measuring them independently.
Any other way
until checked by a direct method may involve misleading
and unknown factors.
Mr. Reckenzaun's curve (with zinc
standard) shows an easy slope for one-fifth of the total discharge to zero on the part of tlie negative, and for one-third
on the part of the positive. Such a thing never occurred in
a normal storage battery discharge.
During the latter part

for testing

of the past, but Mr. Reckenzaun's method would yield
an interesting study of the behavior of a battery when

to Dr. Frankland in support of wliat appears to be liis
theory, to-wit, "only half as much material seems to be
necessary for the negative as for the positive plate," was
made by an anonymous writer in the EUctricat Rr^nca.^ of
London, of August 22, 1S90, in an article referring to i)r.
Frankland and not by Dr. Frankland himself.
It would
not be astonishing, however, if Dr. 'Frankland had assumed this to be true, as did many other scientific gentlemen
at that time; but experiments of Cromptou, Anthony Reckenzaun, Diake and Gorham, which 1 have confirmed myself, show that it is not true.
The original idea obtained
currency, I believe, because in the original formation ofa
battery it took twice as much energy to form a given weight
of negative element as it did of positive element, and it was
then supposed that on discharge after formation, the chemical processes were reversed; but such is not the fact.
Tenth His reference to the Journal of the Jnstidition
of Eliclrical Eni^inccrs, 1S90-1S91, containing Prof. Ayrton's papers, is fortunate, for it contains a refutation of the
very theories which he is endeavoring to support by it.
In
the discussion following one of Prof. Ayrton's papers, Mr.
Reckenzaim's brother gave a clear and logical explanation
of the causes which made it difficult, if not impossible, to
furnish a durable negative plate with more capacity than
the positive, and told why the positive plate in the K. P. S.
form of battery always showed, after the cell was discharged,
the presence of a large amount of lead peroxide. Thcieason
he gives for the latter effect is that the negative plates become exhausted too soon, in other words had too little
capacity, and so left the positive jilates only partially exhausted and consequently with a lar^e excess of peroxide.
This explanation, I think, is at lenst partially true, inasmuch as the negative plate in the principal batteries of the
world, when new and in gocd condition, always becomts exhausted first:
I ought, perha]5S, to add
that I referred to
commercial batteries of usual types and in good condition,
and not to the abnormal types which occasionally make
their appearance in the market with excessively large pellets
of active material, the centers of which gradually grow inactive.
In this connection, I am sorry that Mr, Reckenzaun was not more specific in alleging an errorin ihe "enlarged" continuation curves.
I fail to find it.
Both curves
were made directly from the notes of the tests.
Eleventh The experiments which Mr. Reckenzaun performed for us and which he relates in his paper, viz., tlie
ones where he reduced the thickness of the negative plates
and obtained S4 per cent, output with 38 per cent, of negative active material, are also explained by Mr. Reckenzaun's
brother in the discussion before the Institution of Electrical
Engineeis three or four years ago; in a word,* a greater proportion of the spongy lead was active in the thin plate than
in the thick plate.
Twelfth Mr. Reckenzaun's curve, which he says has the
"general shapeof curves obtained by" his "method," reached
me after writing the foregoing. I am at a loss to tell, from
his cautious language, whether the curve was purely hypothetical, or whether it was the result of the actual measure-

—

—

vises
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are too credulous of outworn theories, and who \^i!l
not venture to subject them to actual test.
His explanations, that there might hav5 been short-circuits, or unsuitable electrolyte, or undue exposure of the
negative to air, display a singular idea of scientific tests.
It may be proper to inform him that such infinite precautions hedge about laboratory work of this nature that none
Moreover, the negative, even
of these things could occur.
if exposed to air, does not lose any capacity whatever until
it begins to heat; and after it has healed, it does not recuperate to two volts, or more, but behaves like an entirely
different material with a much lower electromotive force.
I think all the voltage readings are correct within two-tenths
of one per cent.; any possible errors in any of the curves are

who

in one direction, so that
forth, to-wit, the relation

what I particularly desire to set
between the curves, is accurately

shown.
Kighth Mr. Reckenzaun takes it very hard that I should
have said that a very curious misapprehension prevailed

—

battery people to the efiect that the negative
exceeded the capacity of the positive, and he then
points out alleged shortcomings of the cuive upon which
he appears to think I based my statement. Of course I did
not rely on any one experiment, but upon many hundreds
If Mr. Reckenzaun wants to attack them by reof tests,
peating the tests under the same conditions, I shall, of
have
no objection, but I must protest against havcourse,

among some
plate

curves demolished by faulty dialectics based on
I am surprised that Mr. Reckenzaun should
that the negative plate in all usual and
commercial storage batteries of gbod design has less capacity than the positive, and that the curve at the end of discharge for both plates is for a considerable space a nearly
the loss ofa volt in five or ten minutes being
vertical line
His method of testing the relative
of usual occurrence.
capacities of the plates is roundabout, and the results have
The simplest ways are the best.
evidently misled him.
My usual method is to place one plate between two others
of several timesits capacity and discharge it to exhaustion.
In this way its curve is purely its own curve, practically unaffected by anything but the electrolyte, and the insignificant
loss of potential of the larger plates. Care is taken to mainsimilar curve
tain the electrolyte at the proper density.
is made of the other plate and any changes of proportions
ino-

my

errors of fact.

not have

known

—

A

which may be desirable are calculated from the curves.
The citation which Mr. Reckenzaun attributes
^Jintli

—

of complete discharge the electromotive force of each plate
always on a mad rush to perdition measured not in hours,
but minutes or seconds.
His cur\'e is not representative
of the behavior of a well designed cell in normal discharge,
nor even of the worst conimercial cell which has ever come
under my notice. Nevertheless, the curve is of a novel nature, and if not jmrely hypothetical may open the field in
curious and unexplored directions

—
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LARGE AJAX SWITCH,

Large Ajax Switch.
With the growth of

and the consolidation

electric traction

of street railway interests, there has been a gradual tendency

toward larger power stations with larger generating

units,

and, consequently, proportionately larger station apparatus.

UntiPrecently, a switch winch was guaranteed to successfully

rupture a circuit carrying 3,000 amperes of current, at

a potential of 500 volts, was considered a giant in breaking

and the Ajax switch demonstrated the

capacity;

utility

such large quick break switches, and the ability to open a
cuit carrying 2,000 horse

power of electrical energy

at

of

cir-

5,000

volts potential, without the slightest injury to either the op-

erator or the apparatus.

During the interim Ajax switches

have been designed for 4,500 amperes, and several such are"
in actual service on street railway circuits.
In the accompanying cut is illustrated another advance in
switches, a

new

peres capacity.

" plunger " type

This switch

is

Ajax switch of 7,000 am-

guaranteed to break

its

full

rated capacity of 500 volts potential, or nearly 4,700 horse

was ordered by the Electric Traction company of

liower. It

Philadelphia, through the General Electric company, which

the new Delaware avenue
is building the switchboard for
power house. Except the carrier and stand, which do not
form any part of the circuit, the entire switch is made of
commercially pure copper, and provision is made for clamp'\Ki^

directly to

each 5 by

which

is

X

a laminated bus bar, consisting of six bars,
inches or a total of

also the

minimum

7^

inches sectional area,

of sectional area in any part

of the switch.

The

contact area, finish and action are of the well-kno\\-n

Ajax formula.

The

switch

is

compact

in

form and occupies
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of unusual length

to operate

required

is

close fitting blades, which overhang the

The

eral inches.
is 4.1

As

old mahogany,
is

believed that

these

handle

and

large

switch proper sev-

handle from the pivot

total length of the

and terminates

yi inches,

A

by 13 inches on the switchboard.

a space only 14

in a highly polished

piece of

a continuous current circuit breaker,

switch

this

the

is

it

attempted.

largest yet
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Woonsocket Electric Company's New
Water Power Plant.
The accompanying

shows the powerful water

illustration

wheels which have recently been installed

in the

new

station

company. The old bulkhead
gates and the attendant racks, etc., which originally belonged
to the property have disappeared, and in their place are
substantial hard pine framing and modern gates five and
one-half inches in thickness, raised and lowered by an
ingenious leverage arrangement requiring but little outlay
of the Woonsocket

of strength in the

Electric

The

operation.

tubes

feeder

to the

wheels are circular in form and come through the solid frame

and plank

the

to

passes through the feeder tubes to
consists of

From

themselves.

gates

here the water

power

the

plant,

generators arc installed on massive brick and stone founda-

Each]}air of turbines

The Ajax

switch

Liberty street,

Van

manufactured by C. S.

is

New

mounted

is

in a separate

Nois, 136

suppported

water

York.

is

at

either

end

by

wheel

the

below the water

line.

another pulley 69
inches in diameter with a 15 inch face, operated, as are the

which

others, by a Laconia clutch,

power

rooms

to the

above

will be used to transmit

they

as

is

may be

leased for

manufacturing purposes.

The Knapp
The

association

Works, through

its

Failure.

creditors

of

Knapp

of the

Electrical

has employed F.

executive committee,

E. Bard, an expert auditor, to go over the books of the
concern and

make

a report.

which

two pairs of 36inch cylinder gate Victor turbines,
shaft, operating under 17 feet working

iron flume, which rests on double steel I beams,

feet

the right of the receiving pulley

CORRESPONDENCE.

head and developing 600 horse power.

WEIGHT STORAGE KATIERV.

ground ten

tions reaching to solid

To

on a horizontal
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29,

New York

wrought-

which are

New

The

sions at

pit walls.

conveyed to these flumes, from the forebay outside
means of two wrought-iron feeder pipes

of the building, by

York, September

24.

Notes.

—The Court

of Special Ses-

Newark, N. J., has declared Michael Lewis, a
trolley car motorman, guilty of manslaughter.
Lewis was
the motorman of the South Orange car which killed a little

Light Weight Storage Battery.

A

new

the accompanying

storage battery illustrated in

and for which excellent claims are made, has just
been placed on the market by Haschke & Creelnian, 20 to
cut,

2S West Randolph
rough handling.
weiglit

is

It

and

claimed

is

The

Chicago.

street,

light in weight, small in s'z3,

reduced without

is

ba4,tery is very

capable of withstanding
battery that

this

for

elements in the 300 ampere hour

cell,

the

The

impairing the efficiency.

especially constructed

The cell
for street car propulsion, weigh only 34 pounds.
is five vnches wide, seven inches long and ten inches high.
One

of the main features of ihe battery

used

ess of insulation

insulation

is

the secret proc-

is

This

separating the elements.

in

electro-chemically

and when placed

treated,

between the elements, causes them to solidify and withstand
punctures or lough handling, and renders buckling, it is
The batteries have a very low
said, practically impossible.

The chemical

internal resistance.

action

very quickly

is

revived after an excessive discharge, thereby maintaining a

constant voltage.

Varley Bug-proof
The

Bell.

race of bugs which, according to nursery rhyme, was

supposed to be happily domiciled

in

some convenient

rug, or

unanimously cancelled
their lease on rug properties and moved to mansions higher
up on the wall. Any bell hanger who has jabbed bugs out

rugs, has apparently died out or else

of a bell

and chased them out of annunciator cases

readily concur in the siipposed exodus.

been the constant

Of

late years

with manufacturers

effort

will
it

has

to construct a

would effectually bar these unwelcome
But the bugs have remained around the cheerful

style of bell that

tenants.

blaze of the contact points just the same.
bell,

which

is

shown

in the

accompanying

In

the

Varney

illustration,

single vulnerable point has. been ingeniously protected

small .elastic

this

by a

W0a_\SOCKET electric COMi'A

that completely encloses the solid

covering

platinum contacls, but does not
vibration of the clapper.

The

in

the least restiict the free

bell

being otherwise of ihe

open frame construction, there are no inviting nooks where

which

enter the

feeder pip^

is

flume nearly over

with a head-gat?, by which the

sujsplied

water can be entirely

Each

each turbine.

out

shut

found necessary to enter

for

of

the flumes in case

examination or repairs.

it is

The

flumes are also supplied with a cover at each end, which

can be removed, leaving an opening large enough to remove
any part of the turbine if it is ever found necessary to do so

from acccident or other cause.

Each

has a governor for. regulating the
These governors and the hand-wheels ftn' operating
the gates are located on the floor above the wheel room.
Midway between the two flumes is the main driving pulley,
which is 1 1 feet in diameter, with width of face sufficient for
a belt 4S inches wide.
The speed of the turbine shaft is
133 revolutions per minute, and with a pulley of this
pair of turbines

speed.

dia,nieter, a belt

speed 014,595 ^^^^

keyed

This pulley

is

which runs

in the

to a steel shaft

pattern

latest

Connecting each end of the

P^""

7^

iTiinwte is obtained.

inches

in

diameter,

self-oiling swivel boxes.

shaft

which

carries the large

driving pulley with the shaft from each pair of turbines

Worrell

friction clutch coupling, so

driven with either or

that the pulley

both pair of turbines.

is

a

may be

'Ihroughout

power plant simplicity and strength are prominent
features, and much credit is due the builders, the SlilwellBierce & Smith- Vaile company of Dayton, O.
the entire

VAR1,EV KUG-l'ROOl'
bugs

will gather.

The magnets

are duplex^ Avound and so

arranged that the armature gets the

and can be operated with much
with an ordinary

work

constructed' bell in every way.

specialties

dealers

Adams

and

who buy

full benefit of. the

less

pull

than "needed

battery

All adjustment screws

bell.

nuts so that they cannot

pany, 173-175

IJELI,.

The

It

have lockseems an admirably

Central

Electric

com-

making it one of its
a very satisfactory demand from

street,

reports

loose.

Chicago,

is

the better grades of electrical merchandise.

On

the floor above the wheels, running parallel with the

front of the building,

is

a heavy line of 6 inch shafting with

a receiving pulley with 51^2

inches face

diameter connected with the wheel shaft
50 inches

in

width.

To

the left

and 64 inches

by

in

a three-ply belt

of the receiving pulley are

three driving pulleys, each 69 inches in diameter and 15^2
inches face, each operated by a Worrell or Laconia friclion
clutch.

These pulleys are

which are connected by

power generators,
three-ply belts.
These

for driving the
15

inch

XKAV

water

I'tiWER ri-ANT.

at Newark, and the case has excited
Testimony as brought out by the trial
showed that the motorman was looking toward the rear of
the car when the accident happened, that he did not
have hold of the brake and that no warning was given,
girl in

much

August

last

interest.

Lewis, however, swore that the

little girl ran in front of the
he was ringing the gong at the time and that he
had his car under control. Lewis will be sentenced to-day,

car, that

and

it

will

be the

first

sex county courts.
ten

case of

The

full

kind so decided in the Es-

its

penalty for

The

years in the state prison.

manslaughter

case was

tried

is

before

Judges Kirkpalrick, Ledwith and Shalk.
By a resolution of the Board of Aldermen, passed last
Tuesday, the Metropolitan Traction company was authorized to construct a most important connecting link in the
system of roads which is to afford transit by electricity and

Harlem down both sides of
city.
The link will
connect the present Columbus avenue line and the projected cross-town line at One Hundred and SixteentJi street
cable from the upper end of

Central Park to the lower end of the

which

is

avenue.
six

fed

by the road now under construction

in Lenox
company are fulfilled
on the subway trolley sys-

If the expectations of the

months

will see electric cars

tem running on both the

latter

thoroughfares

necting on the west and east respectively with

roads in Columbus and Lexingtoji avenues.
the resolution leaves the

way

clear not

and
the

concable

Tlie passao-e of

only

for

through

but also for the introduction on the upper end of the
system of electric traction instead of the cumbersome cable
Second Vice-president H. C. Robinson of the Metropoltraffic,

itan Traction

company

says

tliat

the

company

will

now go

ahead with the installation of an electric line down Lenox
avenue, running east and west on One Hundred and Sixteenth street and

down Lexington and Columbus avenues

September

ig,

WESTERN ELECTRrCIAH.

1894

Ninety-eighth street, and

to

ooly a question of time

when

if it is

traction

by

The company has long been

and

cable ducts,
last

thoroughly

electric wires

several of the engineers

spring to study the system

system

practicable

which could be

laid in the

of

existing

were sent abroad

now in use in

They

Budapest.

reported favorably, and as I annoiincal in this correspondence
at the time, a contract

was recently entered into with the

General Electric company for the construction of four miles
of road which, at the option of the traction company, may,
after successful trial,

be extended

A

to eight miles.

site for

power house has been secured at One Hundred ami Fortyand Lenox avenue, on which a force is alreaJy
al work laying down the tracks.

a

fifth street

The

question o( rapid transit in

hands

the

cided

at

of the

approaching

the

New York

and wiU be

people

election,

when

the

of constructing the proposed road at the

bilitj'

The

the city will be voted upon.

within 30 days of the election the

Transit Commission shall

file

commissioners

—a request

tliat

A curious case of death

— in

officials

advisa-

of

Rapid

the

having charge
the

city

tliis

ballots be

by the

de-

expense

members of

printed

against the proposition that the city shall build

much

in

is

laws of 1S94 provide that

with the

of the printing of official ballots

city

practically

police

tor

and

the road.

electric current

attracted

A

boy touched an iron
railing to a flight of steps and was so badly shocked that
he died in a few moments. Two men who attempted to
attention here last week.

rescue the lad were also severely

The

shocked.

steps

at

No. 203 Chrystie street, where the accident happened, lead
up to the high stoop of the double tenement house at that
number. In the basement is a barroom and restaurant,
and two wires run from apole standing in front of the buikling to a transformer which rests on a tin cornice over the
basement and under the first floor windows of the tenement
house. The box is concealed from sight by the sign, which
also rests

on the cornice.

The end

cornice

of the

touches

both hand-rails of the stoop, which is directly in the center
From the transformer the wires extend to

of the building.

an electrical meter just inside ihe restaurant door and to the

The

fans.

wires

inside

the

restaurant

concealed

are

of the
Evidently the. insulation
and are insulated.
wires had become worn through and a short-circuit was
mude, the full pressure of the primary wires passing from
tli2 transformer and along the sign, which made contact with
the railing. Slight shocks had previously been noticed by

who ascended the steps and touched
may be easily accounted

those

support, which

the
for.

railing

The

for

trans-

set on fire by the current and, it is reported,
was extinguished by a bucketful of water poured upon it.

former box was

If the foregoing explanation of ths accident

is

correct,

W.

F. O.

H. H. Cutler of the Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing
company has returned to Chicago after an extensive trip
through the East.

Herbert Lloyd, general manager of the Electric Storage
Battery company, Philadelphia, was in Chicago several days
business for his company.

week upon

W.

C. McKinlock, secretary of the Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, is out of the city on important business connected with his company.

Edward L. Barr, recently agent of the General Electric
company in Canada, will in future represent the Wallace
Mr. Barr is well known to
Electric company of Chicago.
the electrical trade and

has had a large experience in the

business.

Dr. F. P. Vandenbergh of the Vandenbergh Laboratory of
Dr. VandenBuffalo, N. Y. was in Chicago last Tuesday.
bergh has been retained as consulting chemist by interests
in Peoria, 111., his present destination.
,

Samuel W. Rushmore, the well-known electrical engineer and manufacturer of Jersey City, N. J., paid a flying
Mr. Rushmore states that he
visit last week to Chicago.
found business in his line particularly good in the West,
several
good deals while in this terriand that he made
tory.

Treasurer George J, Jackson, of the Norwich Insulated
Wire company, New'York, has been spending a few days in
Chicago.
The business of the Norwich company in the
West IS now under the management of G. L. Wilnierding.
Mr. Wilmerding is getting his share of the business, and
reports that the outlook for a good trade

house and all machinery therein, together with the poles,
wires and franchise in the District and Virgmia, was sold
at public auction recently.
The price brought was $17,500.
The purchaser was Mr. Wilder of Minnesota, who
had advanced the money on the company's bonds. He was
represented at the sale by A. H. Walkins of St. Paul. The
amount advanced by Mr. Wilder is said to have been $25,000.
The face value of the bonds taken as security was
$50,coo.

The

city

commissioners of Youngstown,

O.. have con-

tracted for street lightmg with the Mahoning Electric Light
company for a period of seven years, and at the rate of $64
per arc light per year, Philadelphia schedule to govern, with
The present con2,400 extra hours gratuitous if needed.
tract of $67.50 per light has two years yet to run, but by
terms secured by the commissioners the new contract abrogates the old one and is for seven years.
The city now

is

company -was refused permission

"Historical and Descriptive'R'eview of St. Louis: Her
Enterprising. Business Houses and Progressive Men," a
pretentious illustrated book,dcvoted, as its title implies, to the
subject of presenting the business interests and points of ad-

vantage claimed by

last

week

press dispatch froni Cresson

of the company's work occupies the back cover of (he book.
Grier Bros., managers of the western office of the Bryant Electric company, have issued a neat folder illustrating
some of the s]:ecialties recently placed upon the market by the Bryant Electric company.
Among these specialties are a 500 volt cut-out, a chandelier puU switch, an
attachment plug and special receptacles for shade-holders,
all of which are satisfactory and substantial
articles.
complete line of these goods is kept in stock in the storeroom of the western office, in the Monadnock building,
Chicago.

A

to string wires

Springs, Pa., where

The

The managers of the Philadelphia, Cheltenham & Jenkintown trolley road expect to have cars running regularly to
Willow Grove, the northern terminus of the line, early next
yeajr.
The work of constructing the road is being pushed
as rapidly as possible, and ties iiave already been laid on
York pike from Rising Sun to Logan station. The stone
bridges along the route are being widened so as to accommodate the double, track line.

MISCELLANEOUS.
G. Davis of Altoona has been appointed receiver of
the Robinson Machine company, manufacturer of electric
railway supplies at Bellewood, Pa., Harry A. Gardner, the
defaulting cashier of the closed Second National bank of Altoona, was the controlling power in this company, and the
funds of the bank were appropriated, it is said, to float the
J.

The Mmneapolis Minn., General Electric company has
new power station of such spacious dimen-

decided to erect a

sions thai the two stations now maintained in the Edison
building and at the foot of Third avenue North will be abandoned. The new plant will entail the expenditure of $200,000, and will be located on the east bank of the river at
Third avenue Southeast, on the site of the old MerriamBarrows saw-mill and opposite the Phcenix mill. Tlie plant,
it is said, will be one of the most complete and modern in the
country, and may possibly be completed ready for occupancy

by Januaiy

Electrical

Subway Commission

of Baltimore

has

awarded the contract for the subways for the police and fire
alarm telegraph wires to the White-Crosby company of Baltimore for $63,487.04.
Terra cotta conduits of the "Camp
class," with tlu'ee-inch ducts, will be used.
In making his
report on the bids, Consulting Engineer Hill said; "In consideration of the excellence of the designs submitted by the
White-Crosby company, which, in my judgment, were the
most complete and fulfilled the requirements of the specifications more nearly than those submitted by the other bidders, I would recommend that they be awarded the contract

the

meeting of Western Union Insurance managers, representing the principal states in the country west of Pennsylvania
and especially of the north central states, was held, announces that the rating of buildings where electricity is
taken from trolley wires and used for power or light has
been raised i per cent, over the minimum rate now charged.
Negotiations are pending regarding the construction of
the proposed Niagara Falls and Buffalo electric railroad.
George P. Smith of one of the roads from Tonawanda to
Buffalo has made a proposition to President W. Caryl Ely
of the proposed Buffalo road which contemplates the construction by Mr. Ely of his road to Tonawanda and then
to connect with Mr. Smith's road to Buffalo under a pro
rata arrangement.

being presented by die

Electric Manufacturing company, which is located
at 201 1-2017 Pine street.
The company is the manufacturer
of the American incandescent lamp, and an extended notice

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A

Loiiis; is

St.

American

through Fayetteville, and the people of that town decided
not to enter into any agreement relative to electric lights.
Another meeting was held, however, and after listening to
explanations by Mr. Kanaley a more favorable conclusion
was reached, and the village board was instructed to grant
the company the privilege of running wires through the
village.
A committee of five was appointed to inquire into
the whole subject of electric lighting and report to another
meeting in two weeks.

for terra cotta conduits,

'Camp

class,'

at

the prices

mitted by them in their proposal, which would
system as proposed cost $63,487.04."

&

^

suli-

make

the

The two September catalogues for 1894 of the Siemens
Halske Electric company of America deal with types I

and L H generators and motors manufactured by the
company. 1'ype I is an internal ]">ole machine. Beginning

known bi-polar
dynamo has been evolved

type, with drum armature,
gradually, through a long and
to the form which is
now used a huge multipolar machine, in which all the reactions are calculated with mathematical exactness, and all
the parts are manufactured with the accuracy of those of a
chronometer. These machines may be either belt driven
or directly connected. This catalogue contains several excellent reproductions of Siemens & Halske electrical machinery as installed.
Type L
is a bi-polar dynamo,
and is
fully described in the other catalogue.
Both books contain
long lists of users of these classes of apparatus.

with the well
this

costly course of study

—

and experiment

H

Edward Wertheim, 207 and 209 Lake street, Chicago,
manufacturer's agent for German asbestos goods, has issued
a very interesting work noting many of the applications of
the substance as well as a well written article descriptive of
Mr. Wertheim's book contains
this interesting mineral.
several pages of interest to electricians.
Reference is made
to asbestos insulating tubes, which can be applied after the
wire has been laid and serve as a protection against leakage
These tubes deserve
of electricity with attendant fires.
particular attention, as they are a reliable safeguard for
preventing fires which may occur from the use of the electric
current.
They are made in any length and diameter and
split at the side, the two edges overlapping.
Mr. Wertheim
also describes asbestos paper weighing but two ounces to
yard
which
is
particularly
suitable
the square
for electrical
Asbestos gloves are reliable
insulation on dynamos, etc.
safeguards for linemen handling live wires and can be
furnished with an inside coating of india rubber.
The
goods handled by Edward Werthemi are manufactured in
Germany by Louis Wertheim, who has developed the possibilities of asbestos and made it into its numerous applications for the last 30 years.

ist.

TRADE NEWS.
Price list No. S94, recently issued by the Butler Manufacturing company, 46 and 48 South Clinton street, Chicago,
with useful applications of electrical specialties.
Lamp hoods and weather protectors occupy considerable
space, and a number of designs are shown.
is filled

The Eastern Electric Cable company of Boston, manufacturers of Clark wire and cables, recently purchased a large
frontage of ground upon Tremont street, in addition to that it
now owns and will soon build an extensive addition to its factory. The company reports that August was next to the largest
month it has had in its business, and that it is crowded with
orders.
The Metropolitan Electric company, iS6 and iSS Fifth
avenue, Chicago, reports business to be goud and announces
the receipt of several large orders for wire and construction
The company has recently
material and new plants entire.
received a large consignment of special split locust pins
for liigh-class electric light and railway work and is ready
The company's N.
to fill orders promptly for these goods.
1. R. wire is universally called for, and sales m this line are
increasing.

Insulated Wire company, 44 Broad street,
its latest handbook the styles of
cables used for the electric light and power work which it
telegraph,
telephone, railway, submarine,
supplies, as well as
Explanatory reading matter
police and fire alarm cables.
accompanies the illustrations, and several interesting and
valuable tables are contained in the book. The Chicago

York, has

BUSINESS.
The Eddy

Electric Manufacturing company of Windsor,
Conn., recently sold a 200 kilowatt generator to the Hartford & West Plartford Railway company.

The Washington

Electric

Company, 201-207 South Canal

Chicago, has been compelled to work overtime in
order to catch up with its orders for the Washington arc
lamp and other well-known specialties.
street,

President PHny Jewell of the Jewell Belting company of
Hartford, Conn., left on Saturday last for Europe for a
The company is now doing a larger
short business trip.
business than at any time for the last year, and reports the
future as being especially bright in the electrical line.

.The Scott Electric Lamp company has succeeded to the
business of the Scott Electric Manufacturing company, 126
The company will be a manuLiberty street. New York.
facturer of arc lamps, among the specialties being the Huntington s:;archlight, focusing lamps for photo-engraving,
electro-calcium lights for theatrical use, multiple series and
series lamps for low tension and high tension currents.

The Metropolitan Electric company calls attention to the
it is handling the Kester Monarch arc lamp, representing the F. P. Little Electrical Construction
Supply
company, Buffalo, maker of this lamp, in the West. W.E.
Parker, who has been pushing the sales of these lamps durA stock of these
ing the summer, has returned to Buffalo.
lamps is kept on hand in all styles. Shipments can be
made promptly.
fact that

The Norwich

New

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

The

Edwards Falls, above Manlius, N. Y., has been bought
by a company represented by Edward Kanaley of Eastwobd
Heights, and contracts have been made for lighting by
electricity the villages of Manlius and East Syracuse.
The

most encourag-

Petersen Electric Conduit Railway Construction company, Milwaukee, Wis.; capital stock, $500,000; Albert
E. Smith, Milwaukee, Wis.

in

has some 230 arc lights and 400 vapor lights.
It is proposed to add 60 or 65 more arc lights and this will do away
with the vapor lights entirely.

concern.

PERSONAL.

last

The Potomac Electric Light company's property in both
Columbia and Virginia, comprising the power

the District of

company

is at 522 Monadnock building,
and is
charge of G. L. W'ilmerding.
Alather Electric company of iVfanchester, Conn., reports the sale of one or its 180 kilowatt improved new
type multipolar railway generators, with complete station
equipment, to the Hartford & West Hartford Horse Railway
company for the Hartford, Conn., power house. This generator is to replace a 200 kilowatt generator.
In 36 hours after placing the order, the Mather Electric company had the
road runnmg successfully, it, in that time, having removed
the old generator and installed two temporary generators.

office of this

it

would not have been surprising if a second victim had been
added to the list, a liberal supply of water not being recognized by the best authorities as the proper means of treating
a short-circiiit on a primary main of a high tension alternating
system.

i§S

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

it is

would supplant the cable

it

throughouc the whole sj'stem.
desirous of securing a

proved successful

illustrated in

&

The Wallace

Electric

company, Chicago,

has

closed

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

i5<5

Hope

Electric Appliance company of
Providence, R. I., to represent it in the West.
The Wallace company will carry in stock a full line of cut-outs
ijianu'acturecl by tlie Hope company.
I'hese cut-outs are
designed for various uses and have been approved by the
Uoard of Undeiwriiers of Chicago as well as in other large
cities throughout tlie qountry.

arrangement

witli ihe

The Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.,
has erected for the Mather Electric company a new building
300 by 30 feet, equipped with improved electrical machinery,
and a 40 ton electric traveling crane, especially adapted for
building large directly connected generators lor railway
work.
The unfinished castings are brought in at one end
of the sliop, and are loaded on the cars at the other end as
finished generators.

Frank S. DeRonde, general sales ageiit of the Standard
Paint company of New York, is in Chicago and is arranging to reopen the Chicago office, which has been closed
during the summer. J. C. Shainwald, a brother of R. L.
Shamriald, will be in charge and l;e ple^^ed to see the
many patrons and friends of the Standard Paint company.
The Metropolitan Electric company will still act as general
agent for the widely known electrical material manufactured
by

company.

this

The

Electric Appliance

a brisk run on

its

company, Chicago, is expei iencing
Packard transformer, which ismakingagreat

reputation for its close regulation on light and full loads. It is
also- claimed that by a peculiar method of wmding an' insuis secured which j^recludes all possibility of a burnout.
O.ne of the exhibition tests which the Electric Appliance
company claims can be made on any of the Packard transformers successfully is to run it under a heavy overload
with the case filled with water, without in any way affecting
the operation of the converter.
lation

The syndicate of electric roads known as the Union railProvidence, covering the cities of Providence and
Pawtucket and the surrounding towns of Coventry, Cranston, Cumberland, Ea-^t Providence, Johnston,
Lincoln,
North Providence and Warwick, operating over 120 miles
of road, some time ago determined to heat its cars by elecroad of

tricity.
After careful investigation the Union railroad dethe heater made by the Consolidated Car
Heating company of Albany. N. Y. The order of the
Union railroad is for 200 cars. The Consolidated company is also at the present time equipping six other impor-

cided to adupt

tant roads.

& Lozier is tlie name of the mechanical and elecengineering firm which has succeeded the New York
Electrical Repair company.
The new firm is located at 465
Greenwich street, New York, and is prepared to design
and repair mechanical and electrical apparatus in general.
Dynamo and motor supplies will be kept in stock and ma
Warren

trical

September

29.

1894

chinery of a special nature will be manufactured.
Aldred
K. Warren, after taking the mechanical engineering course
Kings College, London, divided 11 years of practical experience in mechanical and electrical engineering between
the Canadian Pacific Rai road company's shops, the Worthington Hydraulic Works, a six months' visit to the larger
factories aTaroad, and the balance of the time in the various
engineering departments of the Edison and General Electric companies at Schenectady, New York, and Peterboro,
Out.
He resigned the superiutendency of the New York
repair shops of the latter company to organize the New York
Electrical Repair company, in which until lately he has
been associated. Robert T. Lozier, the other member of the
firm, started with the Edison Electric Light company in
1SS3, was with Mr. Edison in his construction department,
and was later associated'with Mr. Kennelly at the former's
laboratory, being in charge.cf the testing department of the
Edison Machine Works.
He was connected with F,
Sprague at his experimental shop, spent a year with
J.
Leonard & Izard in construction work at Chicago, and
was the balance of the time in the commercial departments
of the Edison and General Electric companies. He resigned
the position of assistant to S. Dana Greene, general manager of the lighting department, under whose charge he
directed the isolated lighting business of that company.
With such a fund of experience Warren & Lozier are well
prepared for their venture.
at

LL65TRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REGeRD.
Issited September 18, iSg^.

526.063.

Multiphase Converter.

Wagemann,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Edmund

Hermann O.

C.

Application

filed

July

5,

1S92.

A muItipSiase converter has been constructed, special reference being paid to ventilation, insulation, economy of construction, and IS one in whicli ttie windings can be differently disposed, in order lo take the greatest advantage of the induced
magnetic field.
526.064.

Electric Generator.

Wagemann,

St.

Louis,

Hermann O.

Mo.

Edmund

C.

Application

filed

Jidy

possible to increase the area of the joint to any desired extent,
so as to compensate for the difference of conductivity of the

bond conductor and

David J. CartIncandescent Electric Lamp.
526, 145.
Application filed January 27,
wright, Boston, Mass,
1S94.
The invention relates particularly to the socket of an incandescent lamp, which is so constructed that it may be used for
the support of lamps of any of the leading varieties of lamps
now

The invention h-is for its object in the construction of alternate
current generators a simple and inexpensive form of construction, adapted to generate a multiphase current, with comparatively short rotative diametrical dimensions, and in -which ihe
saturation of the field magnet is kept practically constant, to
provide for the varying conditions under which the current generated by the machine is compensated for.
Electrical Connector,
526,078.
John B.
-Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed July

The Improvement claimed

the

Heuck,
6,

Jr.,

to

N. v.,

lyn,

Application

cl iss

filed

January 22, 1S94.

This invention relates to an improvement in signal apparatus,
and more particularlv to a track instrument under the control
of a pas.'sing train to set the !^ignalb lor that train without disturbing the signals lor a train running in the opposite direction
upon itic same track, and at the same time under the control of
the train running in the opposite dire tion on the same track to
set its own signals without disturbing the signals ol the first

named

1S94.

of devices intended to facilitate the ready connection and disconnection of
electric conductors which are applied to uses requiring their
occasional temporary connection, and especially those whose
use may require the indiscriminate connection of any two out
of an indefinite number of conductors.
relates

George L. Thomas, Brookand Edward C. Seward, Montclair, N. J.

Signal Apparatus.

526,16s.

other alternately or in rotation by cords of absorptive material,
slight and uniform electric current may be produced
for action upon the body, is described.

whereby a
526,220.

Electric Indicator.

Application

111.

filed

Clyde

December

J.

8,

Coleman, Chicago,
1S93.

The invention consists of an electric indicating system comprising the combination of a standard cell, or other uniform
source of electromotive force, a current measuriiig instrument,
a variable resistance, and a resistance varying device consisting of a olumn of mercury, moving in constant contact and
parallel relation with the variable resistance when affected by
heat or pressure to reciprocally vary the degree of such resistance.
I

in use.

5,

1892.

rail.

Electric Cut-out.
526,227.
Co'o.
.Application filed

Elmer E. Hersh, Denver,
March 7, 1894.

A simple and efficient automatic fuse wire cut-out. in which
the wire may be repla ed after each operation, the improved
cut-out being more particularly designed for ete trically propelled cars, but lapable of being used wherever a cut-out is
necessary, is provided.

train.

Electric Motor.
Elihu Thomson, Lynn, Mass.
526.169.
Application filed August 30, 1SS4.
is shown a motor consisting of an armature A and
magnets //•', suitably framed and supported
A commuwhose brushes are indicated at B t> is provided.
Ihe
brushes are here shown as movable around the commutator
cylinder for the purpose of obtaining a commutator adjustment, but the same eftect may be produced by cliangmg the set
of the commutator cylinder circuml'erentially as the shaft
or (when the dividing spaces between the segments are
oblique)
by moving either the cylinder or the brushes

In the cut

field

tator

longitudinally

in

a

plane

transverse to the plane of rota-

Driven by the same power which drives the motor
the same relative speed is a governor G of the
This governor is attached as shown,
centrifugal type
so as to impart movement to a lever L upon increase of speed,
and by the link I to set the brush holder and brushes B B to a
new position. J he extent and direction of movement to be imparted will depend upon the nature, proportion and relat ve
tion.

and

strength of the field used, as .ilso on the nature, proportion and
peculiarities of the armature, and form therefore no definable
part of the invention, excepting as before stated, that is to say,
the e.Mentand direction of movement on an increase of speed
is to be such as to set the commutator into condition where the
motor will be less efficient; or, in other words, there will be less
effective pull on the armature for the same current under the
increased speed
It is sufficient in all lases to determine the
direction and extent or amount of change in the set of the commutator which lowers the speed and make the connections to
thereto.
Instead
accord
of moving the brushes it is sometimes
preferable to adjust the commutator cylinder itself upon the
shaft by means of a suitable governor and its connections.
Such a modification is shown in the illustration*

NO. 526,169.
Electric Motor.
526,083.
Alexander W. Mesion,
Louis, Mo.
Application filed August i, 1S92.

St.

Some improvements in alternating motors are described,
adapting them to be automatically self-regulating under different loads: to be sensitively and positively self-starting from all
possible positions of the armature, even under a load
to be reversed to run equally well in either direction, and at the same
time be susceptible of being set lo run at difTerent speeds, and
to run for a comparatively long time without requiring atten:

tion.

,

Apparatus
Silver from Ores.

for

Application

April 2, 1S94.

526,099.

filed

and Process of Extracting Gold or
Paul Danckwardt, New York, N. Y.

solution of cyanide of potassium and ammonium sulphide, or
another alkali sulphide, and subjecting it simultaneously to
the action of an electric current and an amalgamated cathode.

Telephone Transmitter. Henry L. Baldwin, Chi526,139.
cago, 111.
Application filed January 30, 1892.
The combination in a telephone transmitter in the circuit of a
horizontal bar electrode, with a series of electrodes suspended
by separate pendent arms from a horizontal rod, adjustable in
position by means of slots and clamping nuts, is desciibed.

526.141.

Pneumatic Tube Fisher.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application

Walter C. Bloomer,

filed

April 10, 1S93.

The device patented is intended to enable persons to fish or
draw a string through a continuous tube which may have a
numberof bends or angles, and by this means to safely adjust
electrical

conductors therein.

Bond for Electric Railways. Dwight D. Book,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed July 14, 1S94.
The bond is so mounted that it cannot work loose, however
great the amount of vibration of the rail ends, and it is also

526.142.

Dynamo-electric Machine. David H. Wilson,
Chicago, 111.
Application filed August 17, 1893.

526.170.

For this device is claimed the combination in one machine of
a motor and generator, the armatures of whichare fastened. to
the same shaft, the field magnets of the motor carrying each a
series and shunt coil wound so as to aid each other, the series
coil being composed of resistance wire and used as the resistance, the field magnets of the generator carrying a shunt toil,
part of which is composed of resistance wire and used as the
variable resistance by which the generator is governed.

Switch.
Louis Winterhalder, JMdford,
Application filed Eebruary 17, 1894.

Electric

526,172.

Conn.

The switch
The object is

This invention relates to an improved apparatus and process
for extracting gold and silver from ores by electrolysis,
and
consists in treating the ores in a finely pulverized state with a

^

at

described is adapted for a current of high voltage.
to construct the clamp from heavy or non-elastic
metal, and to apply thereto a spring having a bearing on each
of the leaves of ihe clamp, the tendency of the spring being to
hold the leaves in contact with the switch pin or key which is
inserted between their faces.

526,179.
Pa.

•

Signal Apparatus.
John P. Coleman, Swissvale,
Application filed December 2, 1S93.

T he invention has reference to that class of slots employed
in connection with pneumatic switch and signal apparatus, and
combines a signal, operating mechanism detachably connected
to the signal, and a tiuid pressure mechanism controlling the
connection between the signal and its operating mechanism.

Trolley

526,183.

Wire Finder.

Apphcation

111.

filed

January

Edward Gale,

Peoria,

15, 1S94.

The

inventor provides the trolley pole with a guard or protection, which, through the springing of the pole, will engage
with the line wire whenever the contact wheel disengages therefrom, and thus prevent the pole from being thrown violently
upward and injuring the line wire. Other improvements are
•
provided.

526,182.

Galvanic Chain. " Friederike Fritsche, Berlin,
Application filed May 12, 1S94.

Germany.

A chain
2inc

adapted to act as a voltaic cell, consisting mainly f
and copper chains, with rounded links connected to ea ch

NU. 11,442.
526,356.

Dial Transmitter.

Frederick Pearce, New York,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Appli-

N. Y., and Jpseph Broich,
cation filed June ri, 1S94.

In the invention the inventor comb'nes with a dial transmitter, which may be regarded as the main dial, one or more
auxiliary dials, the parts being so constructed and arranged
that the signals sent in by the one or more au.\iliary dials precede the signals sent in by the main dial, and the auxiliary
dials come into action automatically: that is ,to say, if two
auxiliary dials are to be actuated, they are set, and the movement at the termination of the signal given by the first dial
couples up the second auxiliary dial, so that its signal is sent
in, and at the termination of the movement of
the second
^"^I'lary dial the main dial is coupled so that the signal is sent
by that, thereby allowing for sending in one, two or more
auxiliary signals immediately preceding the main signal, so
as to indicate what is wanted before the signal is sent in
denoting the place to which the fire apparatus is to proceed.

m

11,-442.

Secondary Electric Battery.

Alfred

March

Oblasser,
15, 1894.

Paris,

France.

Charles Theryc and
Application filed

The electrodes of the accumulator, shown in the accompanyillustrations, are surrounded by a perforated envelope,
sheath or wrapper of an insulating material or non-conductor
of electricity, composed of flexible or preferably rigid sheets of
celluloid, India rubber, ebonite, gutta-percha, fibrolochoid,
vulcanized fiber or other compound constituted by the same or
other materials which are sufficiently good insulators,
hese
envelopes have for their object to hold the acuve material,
whi h enables the weight of hea\'j' metallic supports or plates
employed in Faure and other accumulators to be reduced,
which supports were designed to contain the active material,
and had to be thick enough for receiving a sufficiently large
quannty of materials. After the active materials have been introduced into the envelope, surrounding a central rod or plate
serving as a collector, the element thus constituted is subjected
to the action of a hydraulic press in order to form a single
piece.
The pressure applied to the plate should be just sufficient to
spread and distribute the active material evenly over the surfaces of the plate between it and the envelope, and to compress
11 uniformly.
It is not advisable to use any greater pressure
than will accomplish the purpose set forth, since excessive
pressure, which renders the active material dqnse and compact,
impairs the efficiency of the battery.

mg
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Power Transmission
Much

A

at Niagara Falls.

a popular and technical nature has been written

oi

concerning the progress of the work at Niagara Falls, the

and the
and as an object

recent important addition

Niagara Falls

to the

business interests of

of the Monongaliela City, Pa.,

is tliat

borundum company.

No. 14

6, 1^94.

Car-

This company has announced that

it

pro5i>ects of the successful realization of the project

has selected a site for building a plant just east of that of

benefits to be derived, both commercially

the Pittsburg Reduction

lessan,

from the

The

aract.

issue of

October

power of the great catWicstern Electrician, in the
were told in an illustrated and

utilization of the

readers of the
15,

1S92,

comprehensive article of the progress

in tiie construction

of

power
trical

company and
This

be signed at once.

will

will call for 1,000 elec-

horse power and an option on

should

it

is

has a plant at Monongahela City and employs a

eniery.

large

of Electrical Engineers upon the subject and the discussion

Acheseh; vice-president,

which followed, were presented in full. In addition to tins articles have appeared from time to time treatingof the progress
of the work and the comments made upon the ultimate com-

McGregor; secretary, C. M. Hagen.
The accompanying illustration is of

is

needle-is

tosay

that as the time approaches for the opening of the electrical

number

of men.

Its officers are:
J.

S.

President,

additional interest

is

manilested in the scheme,

not only by the electrical world, which
-in

from a mechanical and

it

business

interests

is

deeply concerned

particularly true of the business

men

falls.

of Buffalo,

This

who

is

per-

accomplishment of the ambitious
plans of the promoters of the enterprise cheaper power, the
multiplication of their city's manufacturing establishments,
ceive

in

the successful

and a marked increase

in

the population

The project

in the price of real estate.
tric

of the city and

of holding an elec-

carnival to inaugurate the actual transmission of

power

was announced and commented upon in the last
issue of this journal, and it may be added that an energetic
movement in this direction has been begun, which will unto Buffalo

doubtedly be productive

ol

much

to interest the electrical

At the power house everything

is

in readiness for the first

machinery, none of the generating
Several of the dyapparatus having, as yet, been set up.
namos are constructed, however, and will soon be received
at

and 140

particular mterest as

The

electrical

Niagara Falls.

wheel-pit

is

tunnel

is

7,250 feet long, 14 to iS

high, and the grade

is

feeit

wide, 21

feet

Eight hundred

36 feet to the mile.

tons of 30, 50 and 70 per cent, dynamite were used in blast-

shipment were
Vandenbergh Laboratory of Buffalo. At the
left in the picture is shown a portion of the Pittsburg Reduction company's plant, near which will be the manufacturBelow this
ingestablishment of the Carborundum company.
ing for the tunnel, and samples of each
assayed

is

at the

shown the

location of the conduit planned to contain the

wires leading to Buffalo.

At

the right of the wheel-pit

is

the

sev/age disposal works, in which refuse will be treated by precipitation.

The

as equal to the

ton, Cohoes,

capacity of this enormous tunnel is estimated
combined water power of Lawrence, Lowell,

lis,

Falls,

drawn, the work accomplished, the general

have combined

to

make

this

task one

factors

which

of the greatest en-

gineering problems of the world, as well as a statement of
the intentions of the companies which have been formed to
distribute and utilize the electric power, written

by William
A. Brackenridge, engineer of the Cataract Construction

company

American Society of Civil Engineers, will
Mr. Brackenridge has not always gone
into any great amount of detail, but he has treated the
suljject comprehensively and with care.
The held covered is
for the

be of great

interest.

too broad to admit of going into absolute detail,

and the

Manchester, Bellows Falls, Lewis-

Oswego, Paterson, Augusta

tion.
It is

not intended to attempt more than to give briefly and
way an idea of the manner of utilizing the

in a very general

great water

power

of Niagara

and the methods adopted

in

FALLS.

17S feet cjeep, 21 feet wide

feet long.

Holyoke, Turner's

fraternity.

shipment of

The

of $4,000,000,

is

features and statistics governing the several

paper was not intended to arouse discussion of any descrip-

showing the general plan of the hydraulic scheme and the
magnitude of the tunnel, which has been excavated at a
depth of 200 feet under the city of Niagara Falls and at a cost

but by the

scientific standpoint,

comparatively near the

G.

E.

Huyler; treasurer, William

POWER TRANSMISSION AT NIAGARA
power house,

a pow-

used as a substitute for diamond powder and

read by Prof. George Forbes before the British Institution

It

10,000 horse power,

The company manufactures

be required.

der which

the tunnel and general work, and subsequently the paper

mercial practicability of the undertaking. It

that the contract for

which power

(Ga.),

Minneapo-

Rochester and Lockport.

In comparison with the carefully detailed paper of Prof.
Forbes, dealing with the technical electrical features of the
plans, the following general statements of the source

from

the construction of the various works. Many of them being
novel in their application maybe of interest. The great
lakes being ^he source of supply afford an appropriate point
These great inland seas form a chain reachfor beginning.
The
ing nea^-Iy half way across the American continent.
water surface of the lakes^ with the exception of Lake Ontario, Jms a;n area of 84,400 square miles, the watershed of
the lakes being 240,000 square miles, more than twice the
area of Great Britain and Ireland, the length of their shore
line and that of their connecting rivers being 5,000 miles.
The volume of water in these lakes is 6,000 cubic miles, of
which Lake Superior contains a little less than one-half. The
outflow of the lake basin is about one-half of its rainfall,
the average discharge at the outlet at Lake Erie being
estimated at 275.000 cubic feet per second. This enormous
body of water flows through the Niagara river from Lake
Twenty-three miles below Lake
Erie to Lake Ontario.
Erie and fourteen and one-half miles above Lake Ontario the
At the
river plunge? over a precipice about 165 feet high.
falls tlie river turns abruptly to the north, making an angle
of more than 90 degrees. Below tlie fails the river has
a width of only Soo or 900 feet, while above the falls the
width is aljout 6,000 feet. The depth below the falls is said
to be about 1S9 feet, though in places the actual depth has
never been accurately ascertained. Here the banks of the
river rise to a height of 210 feet above the water level. The

—

'

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
of the river from Lake Erie to the rapids above the falls
feet, the descent of tlie rapids being about 50 feet.
falls and the lower suspension bridge there is a
fall of about 10 feet, while at the latter point a rapid descent
commences, there being a fall of roo feet between there and
Lewiston, including the whirlpool rapids. There is therefore
fall
is

six

Between the

a total difference of elevation between Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario of about 326 feet. The volumes of water in the
lakes to which the Niagara river forms the only outlet is
such that it has been estimated that even if no rain fell the
flow of the river woidd be continued at its present rate for
loo years, could the lakes be gradually drained. Such is tlie
never falling reservoir from which the Niagara Falls Power

nects with all the existing lines of railroads at Niagara
Falls, thus affording not only means of communication to
the company's lands, but facilities for shipping over any of
The Niagara Falls Power
the many lines of railroads.
company has also acquired tiie lands under water of tlie
Niagara river adjoining its property. These lands will be
filled to deep water, thus giving an uninterrupted dockage
Docks have already been built.
front of 12,000 feet.
Freights may here be transferred to the Niagara Junction
railway for distribuiion to the company's -tenants, or for
shipping by other railways.
There are also passenger
steamers connecting with the electric railway lines which
The
furnish quick transportation to all parts of the city.
selection of the site of the central power station and canal
at a point at the extreme westerly end of the company's
lands was influenced by the desirability of making the
tunnel as short as possible.
On the Canadian side of the
Here the
river is the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park.
Canadian government has granted the Canadian Niagara,
Power c<mipany the exclusive right for 100 years to devote
a part of the park to the development of power in consideration of a yearly rental. This company will be in harmony
with the Niagara Falls Power company. The combined

^
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDU.A.L CHARGES OF CONPENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.

FIG.

k
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—

Curve .-J for no previous c'narge; curve
First Kesidual Discharge.
B for a previous negative charge for 30 seconds; curve C'for a previous negative charge for 60 seconds,

draw

to

its

supply.

showing the unusual advantages Niagara Falls offers, as a
commercial center. Here are the principal lines between
the East and West, and here the Niagara river is navigable
10 the lower boundaty of the company's lands, affording
water communication with the great lakes, as well as with
The city limits of Buffalo
the seaports by the Erie canal.
are distant only 12 miles by air line, and 16 miles l)y railroad.
This city has a population of 300,000; its growth from iSSo
to 1890 was equaled only by one city in th^ United States,
and it is one of the greatest commercial and manufacturing
centers

Farther

country.

the

in

down

the river are the

c
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a study of th,e residual charges of condenser.s and their dependence ui-on

Temperature.

— Previous

First Residual Discharge
ciirve C60 seconds; curve

D

negative charge as follows:
qo secbnds; curve
120 seconds.

E

towns of Tonawanda and North Tonawanda, forming one of
The State
the largest lumber markets in the United States.
Reservation comprises, besides Goat Island and the smaller
islands, a strip of land along the river bank extending about
5,000 feet above the falls, which" includes all the points of vantage for viewing the falls and rapids; To avoid encroa.chment
on this territory, and to take Advantage of the fill ofcJie.^.
rapids, it became necessary that the Niagara Falls Power
company should select a site farther up the river. The
company accordingly acquired about 1,600 acres of land
stretching easterly to a point about five miles from the falls,,
and northerly three miles from the river. A portion of this

FIG.

4.
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FIG.

5.
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND TPIEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.

6.
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already constructed is 140 feet long. When continued to its
full length to provide for the 10 inlets, it will be about 400
feet long.
A strong bulkhead is built across the temporary
end at the south so that the machinery already placed in position will be ]»rotected w^hile the extension is being made.
This w^ill probably be done by channeling wi'h powersuppHed by the turbines already in place.
The character of the rock was ascertained in advance by
diamond drill boring. The tunnel for the greater part of its
length passes through a slate formation.
This slate disintergrates very "rapidly wJien exposed to the atmosphere.
It
was found necessary to line the tunnel with brick for its en8
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPO>'
TEMPERATURE.

7.

.

Fourth Residual Discharge.
lirelength, and \yith timber, excei^t for abou^t 700 feet,
where the roof was found to be of limestone. The shafts
were sunk to a depth of from 196 feet to 210 feet. The
portal shaft, which was built partially along the facepf the
clifl^, was Lp feet by 12 feet in section.
Shafts N05. i and 2
feet by 20 feet and-2.433f< feet and 4,983^ feet;
respectively, irom the ]50rtal shaft.
The velocity in the
main tunnel when running at its maximum capacity will be
about 26J2 l^£Ct per second, thus taking 4^4 minutes for
water to flow from the wheel-pit to the river below. The
heading between the portal and shaft No. \ ^let on December 24, 1S91, and that between shaft No. i and No. 2 on Feb

were 10

.

ruary

f°-"

1

f

1892, the 6,70b foot-point being reached during the
Rodgers & Clement of New York were the
contractors for the construction of this part of the main
tunnel.
3,

same month,

a

o.acHiiDes sc

1

C

1

%.

Considerable

difticulty

was met with

in sinking the shafts
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TEMPERATURE.
Third Residual Discharge.
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lower gate any ice which might have
entered from the upper end could be carried down and
discharged into the river.
It is still an unsolved ]5roblem
(only to be decided by the future advances of electi'ical
science) as to whether the canal will be built for its
entire length, or whether ihe power will be entirely developed from the canal as at present constructed, and thence
sentfar and near in the form of electrical energy. The plan
of mill sites divided into blocks of 400 feet square may not
be rigidly adhered to, but may be varied to suit the demands.
The right of way for a second tunnel has been secured,
but its construction has not yet been commenced. On the
west side of the canal there are at the south two inlets supplying water to the Niagara Falls paper mill.
Next is the
inlet for the water supply for
the Niagara Falls Water

opening

~~~~

3.

""""
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FIG.
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thus into the lower Niagarariver. The distance from this point
of entrance to the portal is 6,763 feet. About 56 feet above
this point the section of the tunnel is reduced, the reduction
being made in a distance of 20 feet
spur tunnel 10 feet

in diameter enters near here for connection with another
wheel -pit, which will be constructed later on. The main
wheel-pit is rectangular in plan, 21 feet wide, and the part

-^

__i_

-^

led through steel, cylindrical penstocks to

Third Residual Discharge.

k

'

\

is

1

x;

two companies may 'develop will be
about 450,000 horse power.
While it is estimated that about 7,O0Oiboo horse po>ver is
going to waste in the water passing over the falls, successful
utilization of even a small portion of this powei;' was found
no easy task. Many plans were proposed and much thought
expended on this subject for a long period of years. Among
I,he first practical plans to be prepared were those of Thomas
Evershed in 1SS6. The jjlan adopted is thai of Clemens
Herschel, prepared in 1S91.
The genera.1 plan resembles
that of JMr. Everghed, a.lthough somewhat moclilied ai,id
changed to suit the conditions which confronted those
>vho Vvere wrestling with this great problem five, years
l,ater.
This jjlan contemplates a' canal varying in width
from 100 to 220 feet with a harbor 375 feet wide. Connection is here made with the. river at both_ends, there
being a fall of about two feet between the upper and lower
ends.
The work that has been actually done on this canal
is from the river at the lower end to a point beyond the
powerhouse. It was proposed by this "plan to have two
The factories which demanded uninterrupted
gate houses.
power W'ere to be located outside-of these gates, while those
which d-id. not require constant power .\vere to be located
between the gates. Ey closicFg the gates the water could
thus be drawn from this portion to facilitate repairs.
By

1

water

and is discharged into the channel in the bottom of the wheel-pit beneath the turbines and enters the
main tunnel at an angle of 60 degrees through a short connecting tunnel having the same section as the main tunnel and
the turbines,

FIG.

SrfCond Residual Ui.scharge.
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power which
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water at any point will be 4.17 feet per second, when a sufficient amount is being fed to the turbines to produce 100,000 horse power, the capacity of the tunnel. From these
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glance at the
topography of the Niagara river from Niagara Falls to
its
banks, is interesting as
Buffalo, and the towns along
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS, AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.
Second Residual Discharge,

property has been transferred to the companies associated
with the Niagara Falls Power company, which are the
Niagara Development company, the Niagara Junction
Railway company, and the Niagara Falls Water Works
company. The land now belonging to the power company, comprising 1,071 acres, is intended to be devoted
to mill sites for the numerous factories that will be attracted
by low priced and constant power and the many manufacturing advantages which are here offered.
In order to provide suitable homes for the operatives in the factories, the
Niagara Development company has purchased 340 acres of
land, S3 acres of which are already improved. The Niagara
Junction Railway company owns 16S acres of land and con-

the

Works company.

Still further to

the north are 12 inlets ar-

ranged in pairs, the part of the power house now constructed covering four of the latter. Un the east side of the canal
and halfway down its length are six inlets where lateral canals wdl probably commence, and above this is a single inlet
for an individual factory.
The main canal is protected
against floating ice by having its direction turned down
stream, and by a floating boom fastened to iron piers at its
mouth. The canal is iSo feet wide at the point of tangency
of the curve on the west side, and diminishes to about 100
feet in a distance of 1,300 feet.
The depth of the water in
the canal will average 12 feet.

The

greatest velocity of

tlie

FIG.

S.

A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.
Fourth Residual Discharge.

on account of the large quantities of water encountered
about 60 feet below the surface, the flow in shaft No. 2 being estimated at about 700 gallons per minute. To control
this flow and to avoid pumping to an unnecessary height,
a ring was cut around the shaft to a point 15 feet below the
level of the maxium water flow.
In this ring were placed
wooden troughs running around the shaft leading the water
to a lateral trough placed in two drifts 24 feet long, 10 feet
wide and five feet high, each having a sump four feet deep
at the inner end. from which the water was removed by a
No. 7 Cameron pump. Canvas was stretched to intercept
the water flowing on the inner sides of the shaft.
The
water was thus led into the sump and pumped to the surface.

The main

tunnel is of the form of a horseshoe in crossinside dimensions being 21 by iS feet 10 inches.
headings were commenced in June, 1S91, and driven

section,

The

its

by the "center cut

system,'" iS

holes 2j^

inches

in

diam-
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and about S feel deep being drillal, these hules being
driven by Little Giant drills operated by compressed air
under a pressure of from So to lOO pounds. Close to the
end of the heading, timbers were set up, being replaced as
soon as possible by the permanent roof timbers including
the wall plate. About 50 feet behind the heading the first
bench, S feet in height, was excavated, the wall plates being
supported by plumb posts or inclined rakers which were
afterward built in. A temporary track, extending from the
heading to and over a part ol the first bench, was supported
by chains fastened in the side walls. Dump cars were run
out on this and emptied into cars running on the bench
below, which were drawn to me shaft and raised to the surtace.
Trains of cars were here made up and drawn by a
locumoiive to the upper river bank, where the material was
deposited for filling along the river.
About 30 acres of
land were formed in this way.
The second bench was
excavated abont 50 feet in advance of the brick side walls.
cter
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Effect of Previous Negative

\nvert, whicii

was

laid

ELECTRICIAN.

with

vitrified

paving brick.

Special

bricks were

used where the .side walls intercept the invert,
their shape being such as to enable both to have a square
bearing without cutting.
The cement used in the mortar for

thisworkwas the Giant Portland cement,manufactured by the
American Cement company of Philadelphia. Careful tests of
this cement were made during the whole progress of the work,
during which lime over 3,000 briquettes were broken.
The main part oftlie tunnel having been completed, work
near the porial was commenced.
A drawing iliuslraiing
the construction of this portion for about 59 feet from the
surface of the portal shows that the profile changesand takes
theform of areversecurvefor adistance of 89 feet to a point
from which it is level to the f^ce of the masonry {which
forms a facade) where it is 10. 76 feet lower than at the beginning of the curve. Tlie section of the tunnel was preserved
throughout this part. The average water level of the river
is
S.8 feet above invert at
the point of discharge,
though this is by no means constant, as there is a
considerable rise and fall in the river at this point.
In this construction there are 10 ribs composed
of
latticed girders having their plane at right angles to the axis
of the tunnel and connected with five longitudinal girders,
the spaces between them being solidly packed with concrete.
These girders are riveted 5^ inch steel plates which are
are carried up on each side to a point about two feet beyond
the springing line.
Above this point the ordinary brick
arch was turned.
At the extreme end a headwall of stone
masonry 39 feet long and about 15 feet wide was carried
down to the underlying sandstone.
The outer lattice cross girder or rib of the portal is
composed of4 by 6 inch angle flanges connnected by 3>^
inch ribs, being 4 feet deep on the bottom,
'^y 3/2
gradually diminishing to three feet at the top. Cut granite
masonry extends from the face for from ii to 19 feet into
the tunnel, where it is connected with the brick.
As a
final protection
there are cast-iron plates 5 inches thick
with ribs projecting iS inches, which are connected to the
stonework by i>4'inch bolts and to the girders by an
expansion connection.
The inlets of the main canal are 14 feet w'ide. The canal
walls are binlt of Buffalo limestone; they are 17 feet high,
three feet wide on the top and batter, one in 12 on the face.
The south end of the power house is temporarily enclosed,
and will be extended to include the 10 inlets.
The powerhouse was designed by IMcKim, Mead & White.
The main part of the building over the wheel-pit is 69 feet

Charge upon Residual Discharges.

side walls were the first of the brickwork to be builtj
being carried up 60 courses above the special brick at the
bottom.
Up to the 30th course from the bottom the masons worked on ordinary trestle scaffolds. After that point
was reached a wooden floor was temporarily built at the
level of the second bencli to allow ihe cars to run through
The side walls bethe tunnel on and below this platform.
position, lagging being completed, centers were placed
The
ing added board by board as the worked progressed.
last of the brickwork to be built was ihe invert, the bottom
having been brought up to within one inch of the brick with
Finally tlie shafts were lined up to tlie solid rock
concrete.
also at the top. The section of the reduced tunnel above the
wheel-pit connectTon is similiar in form to that of the main

The

m

tunnel, but has an area of secti?Hi of only 195 square feet.

FIG. .11.

The
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Condenser Discharge Curve and Computed Resistance.
(Condenser No. 3.)

'59'

wheels on top

run 4,100 feet per minute. The ivater
is carried to the wheels by one penstock
13 feet 6 inches in
diameter, made of-'/ inch iron at the bottom, with lutt and'
strap joints riveted in the pit.
A 60 inch hydraulic gate
valve is placed in the case between the gates and the penstock.
The head-race, shaft, ironwork and tunnel are all^
built for the future, when 7,000 horse power mav be used.
The ironwork for the three -wheels weighs 1 ,400,000 pounds.
1 he tunnel, as already mentioned, is seven feet in
diameter,,
lined with three rings of brick, and is 687 feet long, and has
a slope of 2.44 per cent. The ten grinders of the wood pulp
mill consume 275 horse power each and have a capacity of
4'/i to 5 tons of pulp in 24 hours.
The floor space of the
mill covers 4.J2 acres, 6,000,000 bricks and 3,000 cords of
stone having been used in its construction.
The mill contains one 120 inch cylinder machine, the largest- 'of its kind
in the world, and two Fourdrimer machines, one 120 inch
and the other 136 inch. The latter is the largest in the
United States. The total capacity of the mill is 55 to 60
tons of finished paper and 45 tons of ground wood pulp per
day.
Nine hundred and twenty-five horse power of steam
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TE:\irERATURE.

Effect of Previous Negative Charge

upon Residual Discharges.

channel beneath the turbine wheels is
similar in form to that of the main tunnel, but the side
walls are built vertically and are about 16 feet apart.
The
tunnel of the Niagara Falls Paper company is of circular
form 7 feet in diameter, and has a length of 6S7 feet and a
slope of 2.44 feet in 100.
The sustaining arch of the main tunnel on top was made of
12 by 12 inch yellow pine timbers, resting on 12 by 12 inch
wall plates, which in turn rested on 12 by 12 inch plumb
posts.
AH the spaces between the brickwork and solid
lock were carefully filled with rubble masonry to the Soth
course, or about four feet above the wall plates, and above
that point generally dry packing was used.
Over 13,000,000
bricks were used in the lining, the brickwork being
commenced about the middle of March, 1S92, and finished
in the latter part of August of the same year.
The best
progress made in any one week was 800,000 bricks laid.
Buffalo bricks were used except in the top course of the
low^r portion of

the.

placed ties 3 feet by 6 inches, carrying a track on which will
run a small car. screens on eight sides protecting the lineman from the dangerous currents. It has now been com]3leted as far as the land leased to the Pittsburg Reduction
company, which is erecting large buildings and proposes to
use about 6,000 electrical horse power for the manulacture
of aluminum.
The Niagara Falls Paper company enjoys the distinction
of being the first to take power from the Niagara Falls
Power company. This company built its own head-race,
wheel-pit and connecting tunnel.
The firm of Douglass &
Johnson were the con tractors. The same firm also built the
wheel-pit tunnel extension and a part of the canal f6r the
jiower company. The head-race is 300 feel lorTg, 30 feet wide
and 12 feet deep, alarge gale-house being situated at its outer
end. Thewheel-pit is 2S feet 6 inches by 44 inches and 177 feet
deep. The turbines are three in number, each being 5S inches
in diameter, running under 144 feet head, making 260 revolutions to the minute, and generating t,ioo horse power
each.

The

horse power

is

transmitted to the surface by a
with a pair of bevel mortise

solid lo-inch forged iron shaft,
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Conden.ser Discharge Curve and Computed Resistance,
(i-ondeuser No 3 )

used in addition to the water power for running the paper
machines, this amount being consumed partly for drying
and heating purposes.
The site of the power house in the Queen Victoria Niagara Falls Park is at the foot of the cliff below the Falls
View station of the Michigan Central railroad. An inlet of
the river has only to be enlarged and deepened to form a
canal leading to the power house.
It is proposed by this
plan to build at first one power house 400 feet long, with
tunnel
feet
a
long, a second power house of the
1,400
same lengtli as the first, with a tunnel 300 leet long
being added in the future.
The amount of power may be
still further increased by the addition of a third power house
with a tunnel Soo leet long leading to the river.
The Niagara Junction railway is an important factor in
the general plan of development and forms an attractive feature to manufacturers locating on any part of the power company's lands. The main line, beginning at the west boundary
of the property, runs parallel to the river and is centrally
located through the land to the eastern boundary, where it
turns north and continues to the extreme northern boundary,
where connection is made with the Lockport branch of the
New York Centrnl railroad. Connection is also made with
the main line of the New York Central at the western-end,
and with the Erie railroad at an intermediate point. Thus
is
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repairs
after the
works are in operation.
To the left of the entrance will be the company's oihces,
now in course of construction. Above is a large medalHon
to bear the company's seal designed by Fred McMonnies.
About 40 feet above the connection of the tunnel leading
from the wheel-pit to the main tunnel a branch tunnel enters.
It is circular in section and 10 feet in diameter. The
interception is made with granite.
The chief characteristic
of this piece of masonry is that the face Is not a plane, but a
section of a cylinder.
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S inches wide and 36 feet 10 inches from water tables to
eves; the length at present provides for four turbines.
James Stewart & Co. were the contractors. The steel
columns supporting the roof trusses also support girders on
which a 50 ton electric crane runs the entire length
of the building; this
crane is
for
use in
lowering
machinery mto the pit during construction, and to

An electrical subway has been built through which is proposed to carry the wires for local distribution of the electrical current, while the more distant transmission will
probably be accomplished by wires strung on poles. This
conduit is built entirely of concrete, the walls being about
nine inches thick and having cast iron brackets placed at
proper distance apart to sustain the insulators carrying the
wires.
The dimensions are 5 feet 6 inches and 3 feet 10
A space of eight inches deep at the bottom is alinches.
lowed for drainage. Above this, resting on ledges, will be
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Average Resistance Corresponding
a complete belt

line

is

to Different Initial Potentials.

formed, encii-cling the whole city of

Niagara Falls, Sidings are laid to the docks, and will of
course be provided for each manufactory located within the
boundaries of the power company's lands. There are
5^
miles of single track on the main line, and at present there
The maximum grade is 1.06 per
are 2,6S miles of siding.
cent, and maximum curve 10 degrees.
At present only a
single track is laid, although ihe masonry of all the bridges
provides for double track.
In order to avoid a grade crossing with the New York Central and Erie railroads and a
highway it became necessary to cross overhead by trestle and
bridges.

Eighty-three acres of land will be devoted to homes for the
operatives in the factories in the vicinity.
On two sides of
this tract are lines of electric railway leading from the steamboat dock to the business part of the city; on the south are
the tracks of the .New York Central and Erie railroads. The
development of this land forms a most interesting study inasmuch as everything seemed to have cojnbined to thwart
its being devoted to the purpose for which it was intended,
and for which its posiiion so admirably adapted it. Around
ihe entire boundary of this tract of S3 acres a dyke will be
formed eight feet wide, with the top one fool above the

)

,
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hig'iest

recorded water

level.

Just outside the dyke a diich
territory to the

leads the water coming from the adjacent
natural water course and llien to the river.

a dreary waste of

swamp

land

is

now

What was

once

being rapidly trans-

Ibrmed into a pleasing suburban village, and the inhabitants
of Echota, secure inside its bounds, no longer ask the reason
for the name which in the Indian language meaiis a place of
refuge.

The Western Elecirician

is

indebted to the Vanden-

bergh laboratory of Buffalo for the accouipanyingillustration.

of the Residual Charges
Condensers and Their Dependence Upon Temperature.'

A Study

D., and
A. B., M. E.

By Fkedericic Bedell, Ph.

ELECTRICIAN.

October

The object of the present investigation was to determine
A study was made' first
this soaking-in effect of dielectrics.
of the successive residual discharges of a neutral condenser
and then of the effects produced by previously charging the
condenser in the opposite direction. Figs l to lo, inclusive,
show some results from this part of the investigation. The
absorption by the dielectric was ne.\t studied by allowing a
charged condenser to stand insulated and discharge Lhrough
The effect of a previous negative charge
its own dielectric.
upon this absorption and upon the apparent resistance of the
condenser was thus studied, as shown in Figs. II and 12.
An investigation was then made of the influence of initial

of
•

\
\

Cakl Kinsley,

.

a condenser is subjected to a difference of potential
time, part of the charge received is absorbed by
the dielectric and a part remains upon the surface of the
condenser plates." This latter part becomes discharged when

\

When

for

some

\|

1894

charge for an interval of time, during which the residual
The first, second, third and
charges worked to the surface.
fourth residual discharges were obtained with equal intervals
of time between the successive discharges. This was repeated, allowing different intervals of time between the discharges, and the results are shown in Figs. I to 8. In these
and E represent the residual disfigures, curves A, B, C,
charges curresponding to different lengths of previous negative charge.
In the case of curve A there was no previous
charge of any kind, the condenser being as nearly neutral as
possible when the final positive charge of 30 seconds was
The measurements for curve B were made upon
given.
the same condenser, which was given a previous negative
charge for 30 seconds, was tIien;aIlo\ved to stand insulated
for five seconds, and then short-circuited for 15 seconds previous to the final positive charge.
For curve C the condenser received a preliminary negative charge for 60 seconds,
stood insulated for five seconds and was then short-circuited
for 15 seconds previous to the final positive charge.
For
curves
and
the previous negative charges were 90 and
120 seconds respectively, all other operations being as before.
The absorption, due to a positive charge, deflected the needle
to the right, and sucli deflections are plotted, above the -\'
axis; deflections to the left, dueto a negative charge, are
plotted below the axis.
In taking curves
and .£", the
sensitiveness of the galvanometer was changed, and curve C
was, therefore, determined twice, in order to show the relaand curves
and E.
tion between curves A and
The effect of the previous negative charge in partially or
wholly neutralizing the final positive charge is clearly seen
by an inspection of the curves. This influence becomes
more and more marked with each successive discharge, and
still more apparent as the intervals between the discharges
This would naturally be so, since the
are made greater.
previous residual charge has time to work out and neutralize
the absorption due to the final charge.
In the first residual discharge curves. Figs. I and 2, the
previous charge has evidently the most influence where the
intervals between discharges are the longest, and although
the discbarges are all positive, it is not at all unlikely that
and E^ at any rate, would be brought to zero, or
curves
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1

upon the discharge curves and the insulation reAn examinasistance, the results being shown in Fig. 13.
The inflution of temperature effects was then undertaken.
ence of teniperature changes upon discharge curves through
various commercial oils, and upon the resistance of the oils
(see Figs. 14, 15 and i6), was ascertained preliminary to
similar experiments upon condensers. Finally, the influence
of temperature upon the absorption by the dielectric ofa
condenser was obtained by a study of the successive residual
discharges, Figs. 17 and iS, and by discharge curves. Fig.

We

19, at different temperatures.
the several parts of investigation.

will

/
>
/i
/

/
•

\

discuss separately

Resistance of Vaciiutn Oil at Difi\;ren[ Temperatures.

THE EFFECT OF A PREVIOUS NEGATIVE CHARGE UPON

the terminals of the -condenser are connected together
through a conducting circuit, and the condenser appears to
be in aperfectly neutral condition. The absorbed charge,
however, still remains in the condenser, and will gradually
come to the smface in the form of a residual charge of the
same sign as before. If this be discharged, and the condenser be allowed to stand insulated, a second residual
series of
charge will collect in the same way as the first.

SUCCESSIVE RESIDUAL DISCHARGES.
Previous to the final charge, the condenser was subjected,
for this series of experiments, toa charge of opj^osite sign.
The final charge wa^ in every casein the same direction (arbitrarily called positive) and for the same length of time,
Experiments were made with previous
that is, 30 seconds.

A

/

(AT 26- C

/

is, charges opposite in direction to the
of different duration. The vahie of the positive

negative charges, that
final cliarge,

E
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6>

potential

FIG- 15.

dis-

charges.
In the curves for the second residual discharges, Figs. 3
and
acand 4, curve C is brought to zero, while curves
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17.

DENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.
Residual Discharges of Condenser at 26" C.
A'' axis, indicating a negative discharge;
that is, one opposite in direction to the final charge.
The
evident turning again of the lowei: part of the curves mdicates that the previous negative charge is becoming

tually

cross the

weakened.

FiG.

14.

STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON TEMPERATURE.
Discharge through Vacuum Oil at Different Temperatures.

residual charges with rapidly diminishing values may thus be
formed. Therefore the condition of a condenser is depend-

ent upon its past charges, some of which may have been
held by the dielectric for weeks or even months before appearing upon the surface; a former charge of one sign may
entirely neutralize a subsequent charge of opposite sign and
It has been justly said that the past history
smaller value.
of a condenser must be known before it can be trusted.
1.

Read

September

before the American Institute ol Electrical Engineers,
19, 1894.

2, 'I'he part .ibsorbed depends directly upon the duration of the
time ofcharge: the part remaining on the surface is practically independent of the length ofcharge for the condensers used in theprcsentinvestigation. This was shown in a preliminary investigation by
W. M. raft and H. B. Henderson, who showed the first discharge,
as measured by the throw of a ballistic galvanometer, to be independent of the length ofcharge.

negative potential to which the condenser was charged
was in all cases about 114 volts. After thfe' final positive
charge of 30 seconds, the condenser was allowed to stand
t-r

insulated for five seconds, and was then short-circuited for
After this discharge by short-circuiting, the
15 seconds.
condenser was allowed lo stand insulated for definite intervals of time, during which the absorbed charges worked out
to the surface.
It was then discharged through a galvanometer, the throw of which furnished a comparative measure
of the discharges.
Successive residual discharges were thus
obtained by allowing the condenser to stand after each disI. The- condensers
used throughout these experiments were furnished by Mr. Stanley in the spring of 1S93, and were used in the experiments upon "HedgehogTransformer and Condensers." described
Institute,
in a paper before this
October iS, 1S93. For their construction see Transactions^ vol. .\., p. 514.

All these effects are more marked in the curves for the
third residual discharges, Figs. 5 and 6, where, in the case
of curves /? and .£', the lo-second interval is the only one
giving a residual discharge in the direction of the final
These curves are very nearly of the form which
charge.
they would have if the final positive charge had not been
given to the condenser at all, and the residual discharges
were due only to the previous negative charge, as is moie
As is usual, the fourth
plainly seen by inverting the figure
residual discharge curves are rather flat, but curves
and
E, as they indicate the presence of merely a negative charge,
second
discharge
curves
and
are considresemble the usual
erably concaved toward the A' axis.
The fifth and sixth discharge curves were obtained, but

D

were not sufficiently marked to warrant reproduction; they
merely emphasized the foregoing observations.
The curves shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are obtained from the
preceding curves, and show the effect of a change in the
length of the previous negative charge given to the condenser before the final charging. The residual discharges, as
measured by the throw of the galvanometer, are represented
as ordinates, and the lengdis of the previous negative
charges as abscissK. Two sets of curves are drawn, obtained
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between the successive discharges or45 and 90

In the case of the curves correspondof 90 seconds, the residual dlscliarges decrease with the increase of the previous negative charge,
more rapidly than for the corresponding curves taken with
45 second intenals between the successive discharges. This
accordance with the interpretation of the pre\nous
is in
resjlts.
These curves show plainly that the absorption of
the previous negative charge becomes greater as the time of
this charge is increased; and the smoothness of the curves
would indicate that the dependence of absorption upon
time follows some definite law. The curves would probably
be asj'mpotic to some line determined by the condition of
the condenser and the nature of the dielectric.
This line
would then represent the limit to the amount of absorption.
The reflex nature of the curves, particularly of
and E,
seconds, respectively.
iiij;

to

inter\*als
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age through the voltmeter was found to be negligible. Assuming that the dischargeof the condenser follows the exponential
law, we have where /'^represents the initial potential; l\ tlie
/

=

J^C
V\
Vo^
potential at some time / counted from the beginning of discharge; C the capacity of the condenser; /? the insulation
resistance, and f the base of the Napierian logarithms.
Tliis gives

161
temperature changes upon the resistance of various commercial oils (the effects of absorption and residual discharge disappear entirely) was made preliminary to a similar investigation upon solid dielectrics.
The experiments for the determination of these temperature effects were conducted under
the direction of one of us by E. G. Cjilson and E. G.
ol

Mason, and are described at length in their report' upon the
work.
In perfect oils there should be no absorption of
charge, and the curves for the discharge of a condenser through such oils should
follow
the exponential law.
Two surtace plates were immersed in
the oil experimented upon; these plates were 25.25 centimeters long by 17.5 centimeters wide, and were separated
by three hard rubber pillars 1.47 centimeters high.
The

This value of the resistance is the value which would be
true if [he discharge curve were exponential from the beginning of discharge to the time /.
The resistance may be otherwise computed by taking
brief intervals of time and assuming the curve to be exponential for this time.
Thus, if J'j and !', are the potentials at the times i^ and ^o, we have
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The value of

the resistance thus obtained, which we will
a closer approximation than the resistance ^obtained above, and becomes more nearly a true value for the
apparent resistance of a condenser as the interval between
call A", is

3
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:Hjn<iE

(AT 40

\

and

^2 is shortened.
In Fig. II is given the observed discharge curve from a
condenser, which, although used for some time, had always
been cliarged in the same direction. An exponential curve
is also plotted with
the assumed constant resistance of
4,250 megohms. The derived curves showing the variation
of the resistances /^ knd R' obtained as explained above,
are also given.
This"condenser was left short-circuited for 8S hours, and
then charged in the opposite direction and the curve of discharge obtained as above. The results are shown in Fig. 12.
The previous charge affects the shape of the discharge curves,
but its influence is more clearly seen in the curves for the
variation of resistance. The increase in apparent resistance,
shown in Fig. 1 1, is due, as has already been explained, to
/,
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.
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FIG. 21.

9

Residual Discharges of Condenser at 32° C and 40° C,

4 and 6, suggested that they might be made to again
cross the axis of A" if three charges were given them, the first
being in the direction of the final charge. This was done,
and upon short-circuiting the condenser and then taking
residual discharges at 10 second intervals, the galvanometer
hrst showed positive, then negative, and finally again
positive residual discharges.
With longer intervals between discharges it was found
that residual charges of opposite sign more thoroughly
neutralized each other.
Hence, a condenser, if charged in
both senses for different periods, would show before long a
residual discharge merely in the direction of the greatest
absorption.
If the period were made long enough this
w^ould likewise leak away, and the curve would approach

IIU
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIK DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.

Condenser Resistance for Different Temperatures
Minutes of Electrification.
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Three

resistance of the oil was determined by discharging a condenser of known capacity through the oil by connecting the
terminals of the condenser to these two surface plates.
The potential at the terminals of the condenser was
measured by a multicellular voltmeter and the resistance
computed according to the exponential law. The resistances
of the rubber pillars, the multicellular voltmeter and of the
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A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.

Condenser Discharge Curves at Different Temperatures.
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In Fig. 12 the resistance
the absorption in the dielectric.
increases at first, due to the absorjDtion of the final charge,
and then decreases as the previous absorption of opposite sign
begins to be effective. From this it is evident that the soaking-in effect, which is the cause of the usual rise bf resistance, must have acted in the opposite direction, and so
must have hastened instead of hindering the discharge.
Where the curve for resistance J^' calculated for short intervals of time from the discharge curve, is horizontal, the
two absorbed charges neutralize each other, the resistance
is constant and the discharge curve is truly exponential.
The exponential curves, of course, cross the actual discharge curves when the resistance of the condenser is the
same as the constant resistance assumed for the exponential
l"he resistance assumed in the case of an initially
curve.
neutral condenser should be so small that the exponential
curve would lie entirely below the observed discharge
curve, inasmuch as the apparent resistance is increased by
the coming out of the charges previously absorbed.
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THE INFLUENCE OF INITIAL POTENTIAL UPON THE AVERAGE RESISTANCE.
To show more definitely that the departure of the dis-
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A STUDY OF THK RESIDU/VL CHARGES OF CONDENSERS .\ND THEIR I^EPENDENCE UPON
TE>rPERATURE.

Condenser Resistance after Different Times of
ferent Temperatures

Electrification at Dif-

the axis of X, although, probably, the condenser
become absolutely neutral.

would never

THE EFFECT OF .ABSORPTION UPON THE DISCHARGE CURVES,
The curve for the discharge of a condenser through its
own dielectric deviates widely from an exponential curve on
in the dielectric; for, as a

account of the absorption ofcharge
condenser discharges, this residual charge works out to the
The form of the discharge
surlace and becomes effective.
curve depends likewise upon previous charges, whether of
The resistance ofa condenser
tlie same or of opposite sign.
is similarly dependent upon this absorption.
The discharge curves of the condenser were obtained by

measuring the difference of potential at its terminals, by
means .of a multicellular voltmeter, as the condenser was
allowed to discharge through

its

own

dielectric.

The

leak-

charge curve from an exponential form and the variation
of resistance were due to absorption, and were consequently functions of the time rather than potentaken through a wide
discharge curves were
tial,
range of initial potential, and the average resistance
calculated by taking the mean values of the resistances obtained after 60, 160 and 260 minutes, according to the two
methods above explained. Two condensers were used to
check the accuracy of the work. The results agree >-hroughout, and show a practially constant resistance throughout
the range of initial potential employed, viz., from 150 10450
The condensers were designed
volts, as shown in Fig. 13.
to stand a pressure of500volts, so we may conclude that
remains
unstrained
the changes which
while the insulation
occur are due to what may be termed local causes such as
the conditions of the atmosphere and of previous charge
rather than to the initial potential of the condenser.

—

THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE UPON THE RESISTANCE OF
OILS.

show

the effects of absorption in a
solid dielectric. The results which follow show that the absorption in ordinary dielectrics, as shown by the residual discharges
and the curves of discharge of a condenser through the dielectric, are closely dependent upon temperature changes,
and that at high temperatures. An investigation of the effect

The

foregoing result^

FIG.

22.

A STUDY OF THE RESIDUAL CH.ARGES OF CONDENSERS AND THEIR DEPENDENCE UPON
TEMPERATURE.
different

for Different Tetr.peratures after
times of Electrification.

Condenser Resistance

condenser insulation were so small compared with that of
the oil that no correction forjihem was found necessary.
The results for different oils were similar and curves are.
therefore, given for

vacuum

oil

alone.

Fig. 14 shows the curves for the discharge of a
through vacuum oil at different temperatures.
perature of the condenser and its capacity were
The resistance of the oil computed from the

conden>ier

The temconstant.

discharge
curves according to the first method already described is
For the lower temperatures there is a
plotted in Fig. 15.
See MS thesis in the Cornell University Library,
1.
Temperature upon Dielectrics," by E. G- G:tson and E.
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its

it

wires with-

present appearances

going to have the same experience as other

large cities that have passed through the crusade against

Ix addition to the regular programme of the Atlanta
Railway association, announcement is made of several special features, which will
meeting of the American Street

add interest to the proceedings. Not the least of these is a
paper on "A Practical System of Long-distance Electric

Work."

Railway

This

subject that

a

is

is

particularly

timely just now, and one in which ^team railroad

men

showing much
have awakened a

seems

competition

Possible

interest.

lively interest in

to

Another

matter.

this

are

paper on "Destructive Arcing of 500 Volt Fuses"
promised.
These features are in addition to the regular

(American Institute of Electrical

Engineers)

15S, '59.

60,161,16.1

The thirteenth meeting of the associabe an interesting gathering, especially to

Railway
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Dee &

though some perverted genius were at work
the overhead

street to discover a leak

in

the gas

other

day

holes

in

One

mains.
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Telephone
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PRESS dispatch from Washington announces that SecAss'stani Postmaster-general Nelson

is

and

at this

a
the

of them

the rails of

an

depth found much escaping gas.

giving consid-

He
erable attention to special mail service in large cities.
has ordered the preparation ofniaps ofall large cities showing

workman sprang put of the hole, instead of
down until the car passed, as he had done be-

It

fore.

was fortunate that he adopted

tliis

precaution,

over the hole the escaping gas was

motor brushes and rushed up
car, mth aloud
The passengers were very much frightened, of
report.
course, and some of them jumped from the car, which was
quickly stopped.
It was found, however, that no one was
hurt and that the car was uninjured. The flame rose to a
height of ten feet and could not be extinguished before the
gas was turned off. The workman was congratulated on
his narrow escape from serious injury, and the mishap was
added to the list of "trolley car accidents." Of course the
fault was entirely that of the defective gas main, and many
similar accidents, in which electricity played no part, can
Neverthless it will not be surprising if the inbe recalled.
cident is made to do service as illustrating an added terror
of the "deadly trolley." Prejudice, and not reason, is
on

either side of the

largely the basis of the opposition to the overhead

trolley

expects to give his attention especially to carrying

mail on electric cars which run from centers of cities to the
suburbs and to adjoining smaller towns. Cable roads may

be

utilized

where

Mr. Nelson

possible.

is

of the opinion

that only on electric lines running long distances will it be
The experience gained in
profitable to carry the mails.

Brooklyn has confirmed the belief of the local officials that
the project is feasible, and in many other cities, Chicago especially, the proposed improvement is veiy popular.

The attention excited by the sudden death of Miss Belle
White of Chicago wh'le undergoing electrical "treatment"

much

to interest

them

in

another column on the trolley in

the figures presented in

Probably novvhere in the country has tlie electric
motor been so vigorously opposed as in that city, and it is
certain that in'no other city have the projectors been so unBrooklvn.

trolley accomThese were not entirely due

fortunate in having the introduction of the

panied by so

many

accidents.

to faults

on the part of those

now

admitted that a large

it is

were the

in clfarge

of the work; in fact

proportion

result of carlessness on

of the fatalities

the part of the

victims.

was not considered, owing largely
10 the attitude of the newspapers toward the new system.
Yet the work was completed, and despite the opposition

At the time, however,

which was
tlie

this

at first manifested the people

trolley mere'y through

which

It

afforded.

It

South

Side

surface

system,

7,000 horse power;

Fifty-first street,

Metropolitan Elevated road,

Van Buren and Throop

streets,

6,000 horse power; West Side surface system, Washington
boulevard and Western avenue, 7,000 horse power; North
Side surface system, California avenue and Roscoe boulevard, 6,000 horse power.
This list may be made still more

by mention of the large Harrison street central
company, with 10,000 horse
power, while the Northwestern elevated road for the North

were won over to

the superiority of the service

was certainly a great victory and

When

Side will doubtless require a large plant.

are added

the various

outlying stations

Washington

streets, the arc'lighting

these

to

of the Chicago

Edison company and the high-tension plant

at

i\Iarket

and

stations of the city ot

Chicago

and the park commissioners, as well as the
hundreds of smaller installations scattered about the city, an

amount of

idea can be formed of the

electricity that is, of

shortly will be, generated in Chicago day by day.
these plants will never be operated to their

same

Of course
capacity

full

were any method of ascertaining the actual daily consumption of electricity in light
and mechanical energy the total would be something enormous, especially if the computation were postponed until
time, but

there

if

now

the electric railway.^;

dynamo
least

design

is

represented

one of foreign

process of construction

in

Nearly every American system
these

and

stations

The opportunity of

origin.

study offered to the

in

students

electrical

of

at

practical

of the

technical

schools in and about Chicago by the existence of these great
is exceptional, and is not the least of the
advantages accruing from the conspicuous electrical activity

generating plants

of the city.

Judging
in

froin the attitude assumed by a railroad journ^tl
a recent issue, the establishment of projected long-dis-

tance trolley lines between several of the large

has been attracting public

attention

for

cities,

some

which

time, is

looked upon as an invasion

of the rights of existing comsame paper bewails the fact that an electric
Hne from Philadelphia to New York, with branches making a total of 150 miles, is proposed by a newly orgapizxl
company; that an enthusiastic prospectus with map shows
another from Philadelphia to Harrisburg, a distance of 105
miles, running most of the way by the side of the Pennsylvania railroad, with proposed branches making up a system
of 364 miles, "of which 50 miles is already in operation;
that the ambitious scheme of an electric railway system between Pittsburg and Chicago, witK numerous branches, is
on foot, the articles of incorporation providing for "freio-ht,
express and passenger traffic, and thecarrying of the mails,"
and that lines to connect several widely separated cities in
Ohio and Indiana are being seriously advocated. As .tii
example of what may be expected to follow the introduc'Ihe

panies.

tlie process was not directly
young woman's death, which was due

certain that the electrical part of

responsible for the

to a latent affection of the heart, but the lesson to
that

no long continued application of

be gained

electrictity,

should be made upon the

how-

human

body except upon the advice of an experienced practitioner
There may exist constitutional weaknesses,
of medicine.
especially in

women

of nervous temperament, which should

be located and guarded against before
the case of Miss White,
girl,

the
is

where a steam road

with

little

who is

electricity

is

used.

In

said to have been a beautiful

need to make such a terrible sacrifice to
was applied to the skin to be

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford Railroad company-

given special pror^iinence:

The

the removal of freckles will serve

to emphasize the
which should be exercised in the employment of
electricity for any remedial or surgical purpose.
It is

for

caution

ever slight the current,
of statistics will find

in process of construction may-

has been running, the following excerpt from the report of

is

Students

follows:

Wabash avenue and

The

stations for electric railways.

tion of the trolley system in a territory

system.

the surface car lines, with a view of havingniail cars run over

He

largest:

become

now

or extensions

be summarized as

tent that the

crouching

in a sheet of flame
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of a qualified physician.
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tion promises to

IMetropolitan Elevated Electric

has proved fatal before

it

should not be administered save under the supervision
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practical

programme, which also includes a number of reports on
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were it not for the excitement due to the electrical "treatment"? Electricity is enshrouded in the popular mind with

iinposing

overhead wires.

electrical topics.
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station of the Chicago Edison
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young woman would not now be
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in fact,

Office:

E.'vsTERN

its electric

who

death was due to a functional disorder of the heart; but
shall say that

a strange terror, and fear of
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construction

of electric

railroads in tlie neighbor-

hood of our property continues throughout all its territoiy.
Wherever they seriously reduce the revenue of this property we shall be compelled to lessen local service in a corresponding degree, as pointed out in our last annual report.

Undoubtedly

this result will follow, for, as has

quently pointed out, when

steam and

been

fre-

electric roads are

brought into direct and active competition ithasbeen invanably at the cost of the former.

borne

in

mind

that the

privilege of choosing

However,

it

must he

traveling public has certainly the

its

more than one means are

method of transportation when
offered, and that it will not be

endorse the sentiment of the following remarkable
statement with which our contemporary closes its article:
likely to

"

Altogether, the rapid increase of trolley roads

is a probimportance to the public :is

vanity, a slight battery current

lem

removed through moistened sponges. The skin was first
thoroughly cleaned and then rubbed with a solulion -ol

well as to the existing lines of transportation that have built

cocaine to deaden the sensibility to the shock.
is

that the offending bit of cuticle will be

that, after a

number

The

theory

burned away, and

of applications, skin free from blemishes

for legislation of very grave

up the business upon which,
roads expect to

live. "

competition, especially

The
in

for

the most part, these

public

railway

cheaper fares and better service.

is

new

always the gainer by

traffic,

When

both by enjoying
the steam

This "treatment" was practiced upon Miss
White at a "facial massage" establishment by a woman

roads
cease to furnish satisfactory service because of the advent of
the trolley lines it will be an admission of superiority of the

without a medical diploma.

latter

will appear.

patient dropped dead.

The

Before leaving the

office

the

inquest revealed the fact that

system, and will serve as an impetus to renewed ac-

tivity in

long distance electric railroad construction.
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A Study

of the Residual Charges
Condensers and their Dependence Upon Temperature.
\Contitiiitd

from

of

and indicates that there has been some absorption, possibly
due to impurities in the oil. That the resistance is more
nearly constant, and the discharge curves exponential at the
high temperatures, indicates that absorptive effects disappear
temperatures.
Fig. 16 shows the resistance of vacuum oil at different
temperatures after an electrification' of 60 seconds. This
decrease in resistance is most rapid between 30 degrees and
60 degrees, where the resistance diminishes over So per cent.
The same phenomena were observed in the experiments with
at these
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Alternating Current Motors.'
By

discharge cui-ves at different temperatures are given
in Fig. 19; the differences are due, however, lo change in
both capacity and resistance.
The variation in resistance during the discharge, computed according to the tirst method before described, is
shown in Fig. 20, and is to be compared with Fig. 15,
which shows the corresponding results for vacuum oil. Fig.
20 shows that the resistance remains more nearly constant
at high temperatures. Inasmuch as this variation of resistance during discharge is due to absorption, it is evident that
tliere is less and less absorption as the temperature rises, a
conclu:>ion already reached from a study of residual discharges.
The condenser resistance at different temperatures, after
three minutes of electrification,^ is given in Fig. 21, and is in
form quite similar to the corresponding curve for vacuum
oil Fig. 16.
The sudden bend in a curve after 40° corresponds to the rapid changes in capacity at these temperatures.
Between 42° and 50*^ the capacity increases very rapidly.
When the capacity becomes infinite, the resistance will, of
course, be zero.
M. A. Hess read a paper before La Societe Francaise dePhysique, a review of which appeared in
Electricieji, January, 1894, in which he says in speaking of the phenomena
of absorption:
"if the product of the capacity and resistance of different portions of the dielectric sheet are equal,
*
*
*
there will be no residual discharges.
It has been
observed that the insulation diminishes when the tempera*
*
*
ture rises.
From this it is seen that there is a temperature at which the phenomena ot the residual charge disappears."
In Fig. 22 curves are drawn after different times of electrification similar to the curve in Fig. 21. These emphasize
the results already discussed.
These curves come nearer and
nearer together at high temperatures as absorption is eliminated, and apparently would coincide at some temperature
between 40'^ C. and 50^ C, the limiting temperature the

!

alternating current system posses=;es many advantages
for the tran5^lis^ion and distribution of electrical eneray,
but until recenily has labored under the disadvantage that
it
could only be employed for lighting, except in a few
special cases, as there were no alternating current motors
suitable lor general use.
This drawback has now been
overcome, and self-starting alternating current motors of

simple construction and high efticiency can be had.
As the
alternating current system is so extensively used and i:; so
suitable for the long-distance transmission of power, these
motors have attracted much attention, and it is my intention to explain briefly in this paper the principles of construction and operation of some of the most important types
of the motors.
It has been known for a long time that an alternating
current dynamo of the ordinary single-phase type would
run efficiently as a synchronous motor if iis armature were
supplied with an alternatmg current and its fields were magnelized by a continuous current.
To illustrate the operation of this type of motor, let us take a four-pole motor
whose armature windings are connected with a source ol
alternating current, and are arranged to produce four
poles to correspond with the four poles of the field, two of
which are north poles and two south poles. The strength
of the
magnedc field
necessarily varies uniformly
in
all
the armature poles.
If at a particular instant
one
of
the
poles
be a north pole, the
two adjacent ones at right angles to it are south
poles.
At the next alternation of the exciting current,
the first named pole will be a south pole, and the two at
right angles to it will be north poles, and so on, the poles
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TEMPERATURE EFFECTS UPON SOLID DIELECTRICS.
For
in the

paper.

this investigation the same condensers were used as
experiments described in the earlier parts of this

An

investigation of the dielectric hysteresis of these

condensers and the effects of temperature upon capacity
have ah'eady been described at length in a paper- in the
Physical ReviciiJ, where a detailed description of the condensers is also given.
A determination of the capacity of the condenser was
made in connection with these earlier experiments, and also
The vahies
during the present investigation a year later.
are here given for comparison:
Condenser.
Capacity (microfarads'
Capaiity (microlaradsl

|

in
in

1893
1894

No.

2.

i.^?!

...
1

The measurements were made

So.
I

1592

52

3.

Kg.
I
t

4.

539
554

by the method
apparatus, so that some of
in each case

of mixtures, but with different
The
the variation may be due to the change of standards.
condensers, however, had stood severe treatment, being in
of
conditions
under
all
sorts
and
a
year
continual use for a
slight change of capacity might be looked for.

—

I'he
Effects upon J?esiJ/ial DischargL's.
second and third residual discharges were obtained at
different temperatures by the method used in the experiments already described. The sensitiveness of the galvanometer was not kept constant, so that the deflections cannot
be compared so as to show the relative values of the abso-

Temper at It i-e

first,

of electricity constituting the residual discharges under different conditions. The shape of the curves
plotted in Figs. 17 ami 18, however, indicates the relative
amount of absorption at different temperatures, which is the
point in question.
The residual discharges at 26'^ C. show a large amount of
absorption, as it took long intervals between discharges to
lute quantity

equalize the residual discharges.
Residual discharges at 32^ C. give curves much flatter;
the interval between discharges does not largely affect their
Residual discharges at 40° C. give remarkably
amount.
flat curves, the intervals between discharges having, practiThis indicates that
cally, no effect upon the discharges.
Whatever residual charge
there wa? but little absorption.
there was so readily passed out that a large increase in the
intervals between discharges did not affect the quantity of
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it
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streets.
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and
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street

lighting

which was purchased from the city by the railway
cgmpany for the right-of-way and which is still standing.
contract for the electrical equipment of the
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on June 22d, and the

field

MetroGeneral Electric company
castings ior one of the Soo kiloto the

watt ten-pole generators are already on the ground.
The
boilers, from the Babcock & Wilcox company, Jiave been
delivered, and it is believed that there will be no difficulty
in securing all the machinery of the plant as fast as the
building

It is used to f'enote
the time the condenjier stands electritied after bein^ separated from
the source of potentiaL
Con2. Bedell, Hallantyne and Williamson, "A'ternate {.urrent
densers and Diele-lrit; Hysteresis," Fltysi:al R.vicw, xo\ i , No 2
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—
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The machinery foundations are all in, and the building walls are now going up.
The station is on the line of the road between Throop and
Loomis streets and fronting on the alley between Van

These experiments show conclusively that absorprion, as
shown by residual effects, disappears at high temperaTemperature Effects upon Discharge Curves and InsulaThe insulation resistance of a condenser
tion Resistance.
was obtained by allowing the condenser to discharge through
its own insulation, and then solving the usual exponential
The capacity of tlie condenser
equation for the resistance.

house
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the residual discharge.

tures.
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December or

the

first

before

the

change for successive alternations of the current. It is
thus apparent that the action of the alternating poles of the
armature upon the poles of the other element of the motor
is at one alternation of the current in a certain direction and
at the next alternation is in the opposite direction.
The
attraction at one alternation is thus neutralized by a repulsion at the succeeding alternation, and consequently the
motor will not move. But, if the movable element be rotated in either direction at a synchronous speed with the
shifting of the magnetic poles of the armature, the armature
poles can be brought into such a position with_ respects to
the field poles that the attractions anrl repulsions between
ihem are always in the dlrcctfon in which the motor is running.
The motor will then continue to run at a synchronous speed and will stand a considerable overload without
being thrown out of step or synchronisnv.
synchronous
motor is usually brought u;5 to speed by a small non-synchronous motor of one of the types described below. When
the large synchronous motor is running at the proper
-speed, it is connected vvith the line by a switch and the load
is thrown on by a friction clutch.
The difficulty of starting these synchronous motors has
rendered them unsuitable for general use, and a number ot
electricians have worked at the problem of making a selfstarting motor for single-phase alternating currents.
One of the methods adopted is to provide one of the elements of the motor widi two energizing circuits which produce separate sets of poles in the element. The alternating
currents in the energizing circuits are caused to differ in
phase and thus set upa rotary magnetic field in the element
as in a two-phase motor.
The rotary field induces currents
in closed circuit windings on. the other element of the motor, whicii currents cause the motor to run by their action
on the rotary field. The difference of phase between tl'.e
currents in the two energ'zing circuits can be obtained in one
of the following ways.
Both circuits are connected to the same source of alienating current, but the circuits have different coefficients of
self-induction, so that the current in one circuit lags behind
that in the other.
Tlie difference in the self-induction of the
two circuits may be obtained by inserting a condenser in one
circuit and a self-induction in the other.
One only of the circuits is connected with the source of
alternating current. The other circuit is closed on itself, and
is within the inductive influence of the first circuit.
The alternating currents in the first circuit induce currents in the
closed circuit, which differ in phase from the inducing curwill

The

action of a condenser is dependent, in a marked degree, upon its previous history; so much so, in fact, that its
previous charges may be of more importance in determining
its action under ceriain circumstances than charges received
later.
In that case the previous absorption, after neutralizing the absorption, due to the final charge, may give rise to
residual discharges which increase with time up to their previous initial value.
Absorption gives rise to thephenomenaof residual charges
and causes the condenser to depart from the exponential law
in discharging through ils own dielectric.
The increase in
apparent resistance in the condenser during discharge is
associated with this effect of absorption.
Previous charges
modify these results, increasing or decreasing them according to whether th^ previous charges were in the same or opposite sense.
Tiie resistance of pure oils is constant at any one temperature, but falls off rapidly with the temperature.
There are,
accordingly, no absorption or residual effects in pure oils.
In solid dielectrics the effects of absorption are diminished
as the temperature is increased, as shown by the residual
discharges and by the changes in the insulation resistance.
This investigation can in no wise be considered as comprehensive.
Many of the results here described are already
known, but they have not before been presented together so
as to show the relation between them!
The fact that the
previous condition of the condenser has such an influence
upon its action causes considerable embarrassment in an investigation of this sort, inasmuch as a condenser used once
under certain conditions may be practically useless in the
same investigation for further experiments. One of the
condensers experimented upon retained its past charges
after being short-cir5.uited for a month, and it was necessary
to employ another condenser, which was neutral, for further experiments.

A

.

rents.

In another type of single current motors the rotary eleis provided with normally open circuit coils, whose
terminals are connected to a commutator, and the field of
the stationary element is excited by an alternating current.
By means of brushes the circuits of the coils are closed when
they are in such a position that the magnetic field of the currents induced in the coils by the exciting magnetic field is
assvmmetrical with respect to the exciting field. The field
of the induced currents is repelled by the exciting field, and
thus the movable element of the motor is caused to rotate.
If the movable element of a motor of the above described
type be provided with a number of closed circuits, the field
the closed circuits will be symof the currents indu:ed
metrical with the exciting field when the motor is at rest.
The repulsions will then be equally strongin both directions,
But, if the movable eleso that the motor will not rotate.
ment be rotated in either direction, the fields become assymmetrical with respect to each other, and the repulsions are
greatest in the direction in which the movable element is
rotating, so that It will keep on rotating when started, witli
These motors can be started
a tendency to synchronism.
by an extra energizing winding, used only at starting, in
which the current is caused to differ in phase from that in
the regular energizing circuit by one of the above described
methods.
Or tlie motors can be started without a'starting
winding if the circuits of the coils of the rotary element are
open and are connected to a commutator. The motor is
stai ted in the way already described by closing by suitable
brushes tlie circuits of the coils when they are in such a
position that their magnetic field is assymmetrical with respect to the exciting fie'd, and, when the motor has acquired
the circuits of ail the coils are closed.
its proper speed,
Prof. Elihu Thomson, who has done much to develop

ment

m

of January.
1

I.

See preceding

nule.

L. M. Pi.xolet.

The

condenser could stand.
The expernnents given above would indicate that in the
case of the paraffin condenser, absorption will never be eliminated until the capacity becomes infinite. The temperature
was raised until the resistance became only ^V of its norm;il value.
The absorption, though diminishing, was very
definite in amount, and the condenser would evidently break
down before the residual discharges entirely cease.

Sees.

in

as the result of the ex-

The
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boiled linseed oil, petroleum oil and cylinder
sults are given in the accompanying tables:

was known

163

periraenls already referred to.

slight increase in the resistance during the discharge. This has
ah-eady been commented opon in the case of solid dielectrics,
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this type, says in a recent article that they have
fair degree of perfection, aUhougli the writer of
paper is not awart that any reliable lests of their efficiency have been published.
Having examined the principal types of single current
motors, we will consider the polyphase motors, -which are
self-starting and of an extremely simple construction.
A polyphase motor consists essentially of a rotary and a
The
fixed element, each provided with suitable windings.
windings of one of the elements are supplied with polyjjhase currents, which consist of two or more separate
alternating currents having the same frequencies, but whose
These currents set up a
phases differ from each other.
magnetic field in the element, which field is rotated, or progressively shifted, around the element, by the combined

motors of

allained a
this

The rotating field attracts
action of the different currents.
the field produced by currents in the windings of (he other
element and thus causes th; movable element of the motor
to rotate.

This principle, upon which a polyphase motor

operates, is analagous to diat of a continuous current motor,
for the commutator of a continuous current motor produces
a rotation or ]irogressive shifting of the magnetic field of its
armature. The attraction bt:t ween the rotary field of the
armature and the stationary field of the field magnets
causes the armature to rotate.
In this paper, in order to avoid the confusion at present
existing as to which element of a polyphase motor is the
armature and which is the field, the elemtnt in which the
rotary magnetic field is produced is called the armature and
the other element is called the field.
To illustrate the working of polyphase motors, we will
take as an example a two-phase motor with a stationary
armature providt:d with two sets of windings. The two
windings are supplied witti separate alternating currents
and produce two pairs of poles at right angles to each other.
The two alternating currents have the same frequencies,
but one'of them lags behind the other by 90 degrees, and,
therefore, the magnetic field of one pair of poles is at its
maximum strength when the field of the other pair is at
If at any instant a particular pole of
zero, or is neutral.
the four poles be a north pole, one of the poles at right
angles thereto will subsequently become, at the next instant,
named
I'lien, the opposite pole to that first
a north pole.
will be a north pole, and, at succeeding alternations of the
exciting currents, the Jiorth pole and necessarily the south
pole as well, will be rotated, or progressively shifted, around
In this way a rotary
the armature in a certain direction.
magnetic field is produced in the armature.
Instead of an armature of this type, the armature may be
thout a coman ordinary Gramme ring armature, but
mutator, and the two currents may be supplied to the windings at points 90 degrees apart (p:jinti 180 degrees apart
The combined
being connected with the same circuit).
action of ihe two currents will set up a rotating magnetic
armafield in the armature, similar to that produced in the
ture of a continuous current motor when running.
If a pivoted copper cylinder hi placed inside an armature
of either of the above types in which there is a rotating magnetic field, the rotation of the field will induce currents in the
cylinder, which, according to Lenz's law will be in such a
This opdirection as to oppose the movement of the field.
position to the rotation of the field will cause the cylinder to
lotate. As a copper cylinder would be unsuitable for use as the
field of a motor, thisebnient is usually composed of a cylinder
of laminated iron mounted on a shaft. The cylinder is provided
with copper windings parallel to its axis, which are connected together in a number of closed circuits. The rotary
field induces currents in these closed circuits, which oppose
the rotation of the field, and these currents thus cause the

w

motor

to rotate.

currents induced in the closed circuits are proportional to the number of lines of force of the rotary magnetic
The number of lines
field, which cut them in a given time.
cut is greatest when the motor is at rest, and becomes less
as the speed of the motor increases, until s)mchronous speed
For exis reached, when no lines cut the closed circuits.
ample, if the excitmg currents have a frequency of 60 periods
a second, when the rotary element of the motor is stationary the closed circuits are cut 60 times by a north field and
60 times by a south field each second. When the rotary
element has a speed of 40 revolutions a second, the closed
circuits are cut 20 times by a north field and 20 times by a
south field each second. The number of lines cut thus varies
directly as the difference between the speed of the rotary
element of the motor and that of the rotary magnetic field,
and, when there is no difference in speed, no lines are cut
and no currents are induced in the closed circuits. With no
currents in the closed circuits, there is no magnetic field to
The motor, therefore,
act upon the rotary magnetic field.
runs at a speed which is less than thatof the rotary magnetic
field, the difference between the two speeds being called the
magnetic slip. The closed circuits have a very small resistance, so that strong currents are induced in. them by the
cutting of a comparatively small number of lines of force,
and the magnetic slip is therefore small. Anyone can easily
satisfy himelf that the currents induced when the magnetic
slip is Somali will produce a strong torque by exciting the
shortfield of a continuous current dynamo or motor and
On turning the armaiure by hand,
circuiting the brushes.
the torque will be found to be considerable.
In practice, the variation in speed of a motor of this type
between no load and full load is generally from 3 per cent,
to 5 per cent. From the foregoing explanations it is evident
that, if the field of the motor be excited l>y a continuous curSynrent, it will rotate synchrnously with the rotary field.
chronous polyphase motors are constructed on this principle
alterand keep in step w-itli the alternations of the exciting
nating currents even if heavily overloaded.
They aj'e selfstarting, but do not start readily, and for this reason are
not capable of such extensive use as the non-synchronous
motors, though they have been found to be preferable for
will therefore confine our attention to tlie
large units.
non-synchronous motors.

The

We

When

a non-synchronous motor

is

running at

full

speed

the alternations of magnetism in the field are few, as already
explained, and the hysteresis losses in the iron are correspondingly small, but in the arniatui-e the alternations of
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magnetism and the hysteresis losses remain the same as when
the motor is stationary.
As the rotary element of the mo-

tion, as from it can be operated any kind of electrical apparatus for either alternating or continuous current and at

tor contains considerably less iron than tlie stationary element, the hysteresis losses are decreased and the efficiency of

any voltage.

the motor increased by having a rotary armature and a
stationary field, so that the most frequent changes of magnetism will take place in the element which has the least
iron.
But in small motors, and also in large motors where
a slight decrease in the efficiency is not of importance, the
armature is preferably stationary and the field is rotary, as
this arrangement dispenses with collectors and brushes.
The field of a non-synchronous polyphase motor is usually
the rotary element of the motor, for then brushes and collectors are not required, as already explained.
The field
then consists of a laminated iron cylinder mounted on a
shaft.
number of stout copper wires or bars are threaded
through holes near tne periphery of the cylinder and parallel
to its axis, or are imbedded in slots in the cylinder.
Uy
this construction tlie air gap between the imn of the field
and that of the other element of the motor can be made
very small, which is essential to efiiciency, for, if the magnetic resistance of the air gap be not comparatively low, a
large magnetizing current will be required by the motor.
The bars or wires are carefully insulated from the cylinder
and are connected together at each end to a copper ring,
which joins them together in a common closed circuit, or
they are connected together in a number of independent
closed circuits.
When the field is stationary it usually
consists of a cylinder or ring of laminated iron, in the center of which is the rotating armature.
The windings of
the field are arranged and connected together in the same
way as when it is rotary, with the exception that the windings are on the inner periphery of the cyhnder or ring.
The armature of a polyphase motor is preferably a ring or
cylinder of laminated iron somewhat similar to the field core.
For, as is apparent from the manner in which the magnetic
field rotates around the armature, a ring of iron without
projecting pole pieces facilitates the rotation of the field and
also avoids injurious reactions caused by the projecting \)o\e
pieces.
One of the simplest forms of this type of armature
is the Gramme ring armature already referred to, which has
no commutator and whose windings are supplied with twophase currents at points 90 degrees apart, points iSo degrees apart beingsupplied by the same current. The combined
action of the two currents sets up a single rotary magnetic
field in the armature.
The same result is obtained with threepiiase currents by supplying the currents to the armature
windings at points 120 degree^ apart. The drum winding is»
however, generally used instead of the Gramme winding, ant^l
in this case the windings are connected together by conduc
tors arranged around the ring near its periphery,
'the windings of this type of armature are imbedded in the iron core
in the same way as those of the field, and for the same reason, viz., to reduce the magnetic resistance of the air gap.
ring armature of this type can serve as either the stationary
or rotary element of the motor. When it serves as the rotary
element, the currents are supplied by collectors and brushes.
The armature windings are arranged to produce a greater
or less number of poles according to the speed at which the
motor is desired to run. The speed varies directly as the
fiequency of the exciting currents and inversely as the number of pairs of poles in the armature.
For example, if a
motor having two pairs of poles be supplied with four pairs,
the rotary magnetic field will then take twice as long as at
first to make one revolution, and
the speed of the motor
will be reduced correspondingly, as it is governed by that of
the rotary field.
The same result can -be accomplished
without diminishing the number of poles, by reducing the
frequency of the exciting current one-half, which reduces
the speed of the rotary field so that it takes twice as long as
at first to make one revolution.
A motor, therefore, must
be adapted to tlie frequency of the current on which it is to
be used, and in order to have a slow-speed motor without
many poles the frequency must be low. When the speed
desired in the motor requires many poles in its field and armature a stationary armature without projecting poles (similar to the field magnet of a continuous current multipolar
dyuiimo) is generally used instead of the ring type of armature, as it is difficult to get many poles in an armature of
the latter type.
Tlie foregoing explanations show that polyphase motors
are of an extremely simple construction, consisting only of
a rotary and a stationary element of^ laminated iron with
suitable windings, and usually without sliding contacts or
brushes.
They possess a number of good qualities, among
which the most important is probably the absence of a commutator, which must be usect with continuous current motors, and which requires much attention and is the source of
much trouble. Tlie absence of a commutator practically
limits the care and attention required by a polyphase motor
to oiling, the bearings.
The simplicity of construction ensures freedom from repairs as well as facilitates the insulation of the various
windings.
The closed circuit windings on the field are
never subject to an electromotive force of more ihan a few
volts, so that the insulation is not likely to break down.
The motors will stand a considerable overload without undue heating, and will also stand considerable abuse without
damage. Regarding this point, Or. Louis Bell, in a recent
paper before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
stated that he had never been able to burn out an armature
coil or to seriously injure a polyphase motor by the severest

A

A

tests.

The non-synchronous motors start with a strong torqile
and run almost at a constant speed under large variations
of load, and compare favorably in these respects with continuous current motors.
Tests of polyphase motors of different sizes show that their efficiencies are equal to those
of continuous current motors of the same sizes.
It is no wonder that the two-phase and three-phase systems fur the transmission and distribution of electrical energy
are attracting so much attention when the good qualities of
the motors are taken into consideration in conjunction with
the fact that by these systems alternating currents can be
furnished for light and power, and in addition continuous
currents can be supplied by means of rotary transformers.
.The polyphase system is thus capable of universal applica-
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26th the annual meeting of the

State Triimway association was held at the

Toledo.

President Albion

Lang

E.

Consolidated

of the

company, of Toledo made an address in
which he extended a hearty welcome to the visitors. Among
those present were Albion E. Lang, Consolidated Street
Railroad company, Toledo; James Robison, Toledo Street
Railroad company, Toledo; J. K. Newcomer, Delaware
Electric Railroad company, Delaware, O.; R. Carpenter,
Mansfield Street Railroad company, Mansfield, O.; B. 1'.
Foster, Toledo & Maumee Valley Railroad conipanv; W.
Street Railroad
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J. B. Hanna, Cleveland City Railroad company; W.
Owens, Des Moines Street Railroad company, Des
Moines, la.; C. M, Fuller of the Davis Car Shade company; H. H. Foster, the Dreher Manufacturing company.
New York; John Dale of the Dale Manufacturing company;
E.A.Smith, Consolidated Car Heatingcompany. The topics
discussed at the meeting were: F'irst, "The Best Method
of CollectingFares;" second, "A Desirable and Satisfactory
Fender;" third, "What Are the Best Qualifications for Car
arid Motor Men?" fourth, "The Treatment of Low Joints
in Rails and How to Prevent Them."
Entertainment was
provided by the local representatives, including several
little excursions and a banquet at the Toledo club.
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Converter Litigation.
Electric & Manufacturing company,
Kerr & Curtis, has instituted a suit
the United States Circuit Court, New York, against the

The Westinghouse
through
in

attorneys,

its

General Electric company for an injunction and damages on
account of an alleged violation by the defendant company
of a patent used in electrical converters, granted in 1SS7 to
Oliver B. Shallenbefger and subsequently purchased by the

The complaint charges
one of great value and that the Westinghouse company is sustaining heavy losses by the unlicensed

AVestinghouse Electric company.
that the patent

is

useof the converters by the General Electric company. The
court is asked -to appoint a referee to compute the profits
made by the General Electric company and the damage done
complainants, and an injunction

to the

asked for to pre-

is

vent the continued violation of the patent.
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and as soon as unlocked, the
rotating carbons, with their outward pressure (which is given
them by springs attached), makes the opening of the instrument positive in every detail. Particular attention is called
takes place with

this

the

to the fact that

force;

breaking

of

carbons, in such a manner that

the

when

current

the

between

is

contact

rneto,!

is

broken the contact is made on carbons, which are rotating,
throwing in a resistance which, before breaking the final
point of contact,

the

motion

and then

greatly reduces the volume,

broken, leaving no possible chance
is verj'

to

carbonize the

rapid.

The adjustment of

instmment

the

is

made by

attached to a cam, adjusting the armatures to
field

which

pieces,

field pieces,

is

so that

the instrument

in

mechanically the

strument has to do to open the circuit

is

practically constant,

in

for fivehnndred

amperes

—a principle that

so positive and delicate in
sizes

—203 to

is

true

adjustment that

its

and

positive,

in the larger

— the device

1,000 amperes capacity

will

open

on one-fourth of an ampere over and above its set capacity,
and in the smaller sizes one-half to 200 amperes in less
than one-twentieth of an ampere.

—

The

switch

is

designed

isolated plants, in

—

to

be used

connection

with

The accompanying
switch

one ampere or five hundred amperes, any further
than one ampere has less distance to puU tlie armature than
whether

Universal Telephone Switch Hook.

in central stations or

dynamos,

motors, in

an improved telephone

cut represents

invented by E. C. Bradley of Rochester, N. Y.,

in-

who seems

have

to

solved in a

made

two

in

styles

its

without infringing any of the

The

existing telephone switch patents.
for operating all styles

manner the
hook and mak-

practical

problem of supporting the telephone on

mg the necessary connection

device

week the Standard Telegraph .jc Telephone company, with a nominal capital stock of $50,000.
and the list of incorporators contains names of men interested in companies subordinate to the Bell company.
A

which can be fitted without mortising.
The reasons advanced to substantiate the claim that this switch hook is
not operate

from or

actually having

not automatic;

does

of the receiver in position, the receiver

nothmg

to

do with the operation of

one can accomplish the necessary

vice, as

without

nections

it

by the act alone of removing

in either direction

placing

is

the de-

be used by agreement.

removed from or placed

Universal telephone switch hook

&

by E. C. Bradley

Litigation
26tli,

arguments

in

new company

will

build the Western lines

with

build

which the Bell company proposed to
$30,000,000 new capital, and that the two

its

be consolidated, with

will then

offices here.

rapid transit commissioners have

taken action

to

have the question of building a road with city money submitted to the popular vote at the coming election in accordance with the act passed by the

two

ballots:

"For municipal

last Legislature.

There

will

be

construction of a rapid transit

road," and "Against municipal construction of a rapid transit

road."

If the

vote should be in favor of the former the

commissioners

will

be required
of the

proceed within thirty days

to

"to construct the said

result

make and

railway or railways, and to

let all contracts re-

The commissionhave already adopted the underground plan prepared

quired for the performance of
ers

t;ie

work.','

by the old commission, but it is understood that they have
power to make such changes in it after the election as may
seem advisable. If the vote is against municipal construcroad with city money must be
become the duty of the commis-

tion, the plan of building a

abandoned, and

it

will then

sioners to adopt a system to be built byprivate capital.

W.

F. O.

it

is

The

in position.

placed upon the market

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, September 29.— It will be remembered that
during last spring the Subway Commission reported a bill
providing for the construction of a subway system in which

Co. of Rochester, N. Y.

Over

Electric Fixtures.

the United States Court

September

says that the Bell patents will

hinted that the

is

being obliged to use the receiver, the

accomplishes the necessary electric connectrCn before the

In

It

con-

electrical

switching being done by a compulsory hand movement;
receiver can be

new company

director of the

is

of the call box or transmitter and the other, the rim style,

non-infringing are the following: It

New

rated at Albany last

after the declaration

be placed into the side

6s

Telephone company may re
York. There was incorpo-

that the Bell

headquarters to

applicable

is

of receivers and transmitters, and

—one intended to

rumored

its

The

that of the

work the

is

companies

gives a total of 16.397 niiles of wire.''

to that of the

pull or

It

move

the lever

controlled inversely as the square of the

armature

distance of the

is

air, as

1

ami First avenue, and Kent and L'ivision avenues,
The Brooklyn tS: Coney Island road has a station at Smith
and Ninth streets, and one also at Kings Highway and
Coney Island avenue. The DeKalb avenue station is at
DeKalb and Central avenues, and the Atlantic avenue, at
Gowanus Canal and Second street. One of the tallest chhiineys in the country has been built in connection with the
Kent avenue house. It is 302!^ feet in height, am." 38 feet
square at the base, and there were used in its construction
2,500,000 bricks. The Brooklyn City line has 125 miles of
span wires, 144 miles of guard wires, 177 miles of trolley
wires, 195 miles of supplementary ground wires, and 15,397
miles of feeders, which are composed of small wires.
This
street

of Appeals at Philadelphia,

H«

^

Judges Acheson, Butler and Wales lieard
the suit of George Maitland against .Alfred C.

Gibson, trading

as

alleged infringement

the Gibson Gas Fixture Works, for
on the complainant's patented improv-

in gas and electric liglit fixtures combined.
The case
was an appeal of Mr. Maitland from the decision of Judge
Dallas, in the Circuit Court, under wliich it was held thnt
no infringement had been made, and the bill of complaint
was dismissed. Attorneys D. H. Driscoll and R. N. Dyer
of New York appeared for Mr. Maitland, and Hector T.
Fenton for the Gibson works. Decision was reserved.

ments

Electric Circuit of St. Louis.
At
St.

the regular

and Locust

streets, the subject of electrical calculations

performed on the

The

SWEET AUTOMATIC LIMIT SWITCH.
house wiring, and in general in all cases in place of fuse wire,
and may be used on alternating work.
The Sweet Electric & Manufacturing company, Grand

is

just

as

it,

while one-tenth of an

open the

The

instru-

ampere over
ment is mounted on a solid marble base and connections
Its mechanical construction
are made on the back side.
makes it very neat and attractive in apppearance.
the limit will

The

Trolley

in

circuit.

Brooklyn.

A'CiV York Tribune, discussing ilie trolley lines in
Brooklyn, published the following interesting sumuiary last
week: "The history of the trolley in Brooklyn dates from
Last year the Brooklyn City railroad alone caryesterday.
ried 83,000,000 passengers, while the Brooklyn elevated

The

road carried in the same time only 38,000,000. The Atlantic avenue line carried 16,000,000 passengers, while the
Kings County elevated road carried only 18,000,000. The
Brooklyn City & Newtown road carried 12,000,000, the
Broadway 9,000,000, and the Brooklyn Heights 8,000,000.
These are the principal surface and elevated lines in the city.
Permission was first given for the use of this system by the
Common Council Jannary u, 1892, the State Board of Railway Commissioners having taken action in the matter preThe first trolley car that was
viously in November, 1S90.
actually run started on May 22, 1891, on the Second avenue
The Brooklyn & Coney
line of the Brooklyn City railroad.
Island line (Smith street) ran its first through car to the ferry
avenue line began June
Hamilton
The
1S92.
September 14,
November 7th the same year,
I, 1892, and another section on
Fulton
street, June 7, 1S93;
Court street, December 26,1892;
Flatbiish avenue, March 13, 1893; Gates avenue, June 23,
Septem1S93; Putnam avenue, July 17, 1893; Grecnpoint,
avenue
ber 2, 1S93; Flushing, October i, 1893, and Third
power
The
1S92.
November,
in
avenue
DeKalb
and
Fifty-second
stations of the Brooklyn City railroad are at

was discussed by Charles Briner.

subject proved exceedingly interesting to the

members

companies using wires could place

move on

Missouri Electric Light

of electrical calculations.

general discussion of electric motors, which was

pated

partici

several members.

by

in

underground

an

asking for

before the

bill

tion to the

Board of Public

The summer

to bestir

Municipal

The

privilege.

& Power company made

privilege.

This

wires.

The Western Union

themselves in the underground matter.

Telegraph company brought a

method

shown in Mr. Briner's
This was followed by a

their

companies

the part of the city caused the

Assembly

Improvements

applica-

a

for

similar

vacation of the assembly has pre-

vented any action on either of these underground schemes.

Assignment of Taylor, Dee & Mack.

delicate as tliose for other work, but the

jolting of the car will not affect

slide rule

as

all

present, and considerable interest was

Rapids, Mich., which manufactures this switch, has another
This
switch which is especially adapted to street car work.
device

UNIVERSAL TELKl'HOXli SWITCH HOOK,

monthly meeting of the Electric Circuit of

Louis, September on 27ih in the club rooms, Eleventh

Last

Monday

llie

firm

Taylor,

of

Dee

Mack,

^jt

34S

The

Postal Telegraph-cable

ment with
place

Dearborn
electrical

Chicago, manufacturers and

street,

F. S. Terry of Chicago was

the benefit of creditors.
assignee,

dealers in

machinery and material, made an assignment for

and a statement

the concern.

It is

will

soon be made of the

made

aflairs of

reported that the principal cause for

assignment

at this

time

tion existed

among

the

is

the fact that internal

members of

An

if

effected

inventory of the stock

is

the

and

now

being taken, and Assignee Terry expects to be in a position
to

make

a report in a few days.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
the

Notes.

—

York, October i. Motorman Michael Lewis of
Newark & South Orange trolley road, who was convicted

of manslaughter by the Court of Special Sessions at Newark,

on September 22d, received a sentence of one year in
the county penitentiary last Monday.
Judge Kirkpatrick,
who sentenced him, lectured Lewis severely for his carelessN.

into an agree-

subway of

in the

company, and has

that

underground,
and the remainder will go underground as soon as the
Undergromid Service company can provide the necessary
subways.

greater

part

And now comes

of

wires

its

the Laclede

Gas

Liglit

company,

not asking for any franchise, but claiming that under an old

J.,

ness, and said that he felt that it was his duty to make an example of him, as there was too much carelessness upon the
Lewis expected a fine, and
part of motormen in Newark.

had hopes that the company would help him.
The Board of Bridge Trustees has decided to light tlie
Brooklyn bridge cars with electiicity. The change in the
system will be completed in December.

it

has the right to put

without a franchise from the

its

The

(jity.

wires underground
state charter

was

granted in 1857, and section 5 provides that the company "is

make and
and any substance or material that may be now or hereafter used as a substitute
thereof and to that end may establish and lay down all pipes,

authorized to light a certain district of the city, to

vend gas, gas

fixtures
It is

New

wires

its

company entered

Louis Underground Service company to

dissatisfac-

and that

may be

St.

placed the

state charter

the firm

creditors so desire a reorganization

the business continued.

the

now

the

lights

fixtures,

and other things properly required to do the same."

claimed that the words "other things" covers electricity,

when

although

electric lighting

son,

and

the

was

who drew up

charter
entirely

the

was
drawn
in
unknown.
Charles

charter,

states,

1S57

Gibhowever, that

had heard of the experiments in electric lighting in
Europe at that early date and framed the charter so as to
cover the possible use of any substance other than gas.
This charter was granted for a period of 30 years and in
he

1S6S a perpetual extension-of the charter was granted by
it is claimed that a new state con-

the state Legislature, but
stitution

adopted

granting
law, that

new

state

in 1865 prohibited

such charters.

If

tliis

the Legislature

claim shall stand go

from

din

the Legislature has

no authority under the
constitution of 1865 to grant an extension of the

is, if

Laclede charter beyond the original

30 year

period, the

,

WESTERN
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Laclede Gas company's charter expired
the charter
is

is

hand,

other

the

new

expiration of the old one and

therefore, equivalent

is

The Butte
brought

a

to

Gas company so

action of the Laclede

resolution ordering that

its

wires be placed underground on

Ohve

liroadway between the Mullanphy street station and
simply as an experiment

street,

really an

is

service, but

underground

in

what

to find out

experiment

the

attitude

city

The

E. T. Farish, referee in the suit of the St. Louis Electric
Light & Power company against the Edison General Electric
for

commissions amounting to some

plaintiff

had been paid

that

the

in full; second, that the plaintiff

had

The

all
is

of $1,265, leaving a net judgment of $23,897 in favor of the

Louis Electric Light

& Power

The

company.

exceptions to the report of the referee,

filed

cut down the commission from 15 percent, to 7j^ per cent.
The defendants also filed exceptions generally to the

K.

referee's report.

H.

J.

Dunlap,

/

avoid danger

isolated as possible to

from

and

fire

be

will

Southeast, on the east
bank of the river. The building will be of brick and stone,
two stories high, with interior dimensions of 100 by 151
feet.
A boiler house adjoining will be one stor}' high and
60 by 151 leet. The dynamo room will be fifty feet wide
and run the full .length of the building. It will have 35
dynamos for arc. and incandescent circuits. The new locaThe
tion will combine w it jr and steam for motive power.
water p.iwer will come from three Sdo horse power horilocated at the foot of Third avenue

zontal turbine wheels,

Work

horse power.

and the steam from engines of 3,500
will begin at once, and it is hoped to

have the plant ready by January
enter the

of

tlie

The

ist.

underground conduit system

abutments

bridge across the east channel, and

steel arch

overhead wires will be taken down

The estimated

feed wires will
the

at

cost

is

subway

in the

all

district.

$200,000 or more.

Messrs. Earle and Fargo have been

canvassing Grand

have secured enough to warrant a system.

The

it is

The brake

brake.

cars

tric

actively

is

be

recently organized

pushing

its

patent

so

Twin

City Rapid Transit

brake requires manual

It

the

claimed that

this

effort multiplied

about 15

times as

compared with the average brake's 60 times, the wheels of
the car furnishing the rest of the power.

less

of slack chain to a

minimum and

work on

The

at the national

manufacturing company

tem

will

Z. Idaight,

Winnebago

Promoters of an

The

conference of street

in

Min-

Crandall and C. Can-

E. E.

City,

in

telephone sys-

a

Minn.

dam

of

Tacoma, Wash., proposes

The

light the city with electricity.

owns

about 22 miles from the

is

the water rights on

dam

right to

to build a

across the Nisqiially river to furnish power to
place proposed for the

and Mr. Hayward

city,

the river,

which gives him the

the river for power purposes. City ofHcials are

inspecting the ground and considering the plan.

electric railway

to

run between

Sioux

would

It

The Minneapolis Board

of Trade

is

agitating

Anthony

Park

direct

There are

the business center.

to

ning from these suburban points into
neapolis business
a part of

for

some

Lowry

afford to build

Paul, and Min-

says that the

Twin

and operate such

no new

his statement that

in

St.

think they ought to have this trade, or

President

it.

pany cannot
emphatic

men

lines run-

com-

City

He

lines.

is

be put in

lines will

time.

The Twin

City Rapid Transit

company has been

figliting

the St. Paul aldermen over the pavement of business streets

with asphalt.

The company wanted something

avenue

in

failed to

Minneapolis

is

Commencing October

carry

also being
ist,

its

point.

be-

paved with asphalt.

street

tlie

,else

Hennepin

railway

company

resumes the giving of transfers to and from the interurban
the same as in St. Paul.

stant contention ever since

This has been a bone of conthe

transfers

were abolished.
N.

L

PERSONAL.
Joseph E. Lockwood, president of the Michigan Electric company, Detroit, was in Chicago last week.
Paul

W.

Bossart,

ation, Minneapolis,

O.

W.

manager of the United Electric corporMinn., was in Chicago last week.

Meysenbei-g,

president of the Siemens

company of America, was

in

New York

& Halske
last

week.

William M. Porter, formerly of the Fort Wayne Electric
corporation, has become a.ssocialed with Pierce & Richardson, Manhattan building, Chicago, iu the interests of the
chloride accumulator.
General Sales Agent F. S. De Ronde of the Standard
Paint company is receiving the congratulations of his many
friends upon the announcement of his engagement to Miss
Kate Weaver of Englewood, N. J. The wedding is an-

be asked to vote a tax in aid of the plan.

The company
en a pontoon

bridge.

The Cedar Rapids,
stringing
its

its

la.,

Electric

Light

company

is

wires for street lighting and has just received

new engine

for

power, which will

be ]ilacad in position

The Harrison

International Telephone

company

of Chi-

cago has been canvatismg Menomonie, Wis. If it can get 300
subscribers it will put in a plant. The company has secured

for

October

i

ith.

the last convention, received a very flattering notice in the
Binghainloii Message of September 23d.
Mr. Rogers has
done much to build up the city of Binghamton, and his fellow, citizens recognize and admire his ability and the public
sjiirit he has displayed.

President Cleveland has appointed General William
Duffield of Detroit supeiintendent of the Coast and
Geodetic Survey, to succeed Professor T. C. Mendenhall,
General Duffie'd has a distinguished record in
resigned.
civil and military life.
He is one of the best known civil
engineers in the United States, and has been concerned in

Ward

at once.

and

central station plant in j\laska is in course of
Electricity has for some time been
Juneau.
the mines of that territory, however, water

power being

utilized.

The Department

of Public Works of Chicago has advertised for bids for the construction of a new electric light
station to take the place of the station formerly on Throop
street.
The specifications call for a building 50 feet wide

and 210

,

feet in lengtli.

At a special
was granted to

election called for that purpose a franchise
the Arkansas Valley Electric company to
for Florence, Colo.
The vote
was almost unanimous. It is expected that work will be
started upon this plant in fifteen days and that it will be
running in sixty days.
erect an electric lightplani.

Sealed bids will be received by the ciiairman of the light
city council of Sterling, III., until October
15th for lighting the streel-s of tbe city by electricity.
Two
hundred incandescent lamps of 25 candle power each, to be
suspended at street intersections or on poles at such other
places as the city may direct, must be furnished with current.
The terms of the contract to be for a pei iod of 10 years from
November 5, 1894; the city to have the option to increase
the number of lamps at any time, at the same rale, the Successful bidder to have the exclusive franciiise for commercial
lighting.
A certified check, payable to the order of the
mayor, for the sum of $300, must accompany i ach bid, as
a guaranty that the company to -whom the contract is
awarded will, within to days, execute an acceptable bond
and sign contract. John Met, chairman of the light committee, the furnish a*y additional information.

committee of the

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
The

electric railway

been destroyed by

powerhouse

at Gettysbui-g, Pa,,

has

fire.

A

complete new system of electric street railway is to he
constructed at Kuoxville, Tenn.
Charles J. Pogue\\ill give
information.
It is reported that the Citizens' Street Railway comjsany
of St. Louis will substitute the electric for the cable s\stem
on the whole of its 13 mile route.

The Augusta, Me., Hallowell ^ Gardiner Electric Railroad company is considering the feasibility of an extensioli
on the East Side of Augusta.
J. McM. Smith of South Bend, O., can give information
about work to be given out on an electric railway to be constructed between South Bend and Mishawaka.

The newly opened line of electric cars at Canandaigua, N.
Y., is said to be very successful.
During its first week of
operation 5,702 passengers were carried over the line.
p. McCartney has been granted a franchise for an eleptric
railway and electric light plant at Fort Howard,
He promises to have all in running order by next
May.

street

P.

G. Tracy Rogers of Binghamton, who was elected president of the New York .State Street Railway association at

river

electric lights,

in

the matter

of getting electric lines from Fort Snelling and St.

noimced

contemplates crossing the Missouri

first

involve the expenditure of about $75,000

City, la.,

and Dakota City, Neb., are pushing their project
enthusiastically.
Dakota City and South Sioux City may

'

fdll.

Hayward

J.

30 foot

an electric lighting plant, to be put

bids to furnish

operation this

dam

at once.

Chester D. Crandall, general manager of the Western
Electric company, spent a few days in
R Chester, N. Y.,
last week as the guest of George J. Kaelber,

be organized eUher

have formed an association to put

m

begun

Electric

neapolis or Chicago.

field

the plant will be

council of Albert Lea, Minn., has decided to adver-

enables a stop in

railway managers to be held in Atlanta, Ga., October iSth.

Ex-Mayor W.

to grant an electric light franchise to E.

This reduces the

than two-thirds the distance formerly required.

brake will be exhibited

A

with an authorized capital

la.,

Co., at Lake City, la., has been carried, and

satis-

company and

is

The

employed

fire

has been in active service on two elec-

master mechanic of the company.

amount

two

company has been

Electric

car

gain strong reconimsndation from the vice-

pres'.dent of the

&

B. Hillman

line,

company was

on the local system and has worked

factorily as to

will

said.

Carter Car Brake

Minneapolis and

in

Wires

is announced, is to be provided with
evening races will be held.

it

mill.

lighting

for

proposes to put in electric lights.

tween the tracks, but

Rapids, Minn., for subscribers to a telephone exchange and

strung at ouce,

la.,

The proposition

A.

—

111.

The Ontario county fairground, Canandaigua, N. Y..

stock of $250,000.

in

Northwestern Notations.

Electiical Manufacturing company, East St.
stock, $100,000; Charlies T. Westlake,

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Crosse, Wis., at $398.50.

organized at Washington,

tise for

Minneapolis, September 29. The Minneapolis General
Electric company is about to build a new povver station to
The new station will be as
succeed the two it now has.

capital

111.

capital

Louis,

erection at

with their flour

The Nortliwestern Gas &

plaintiff

which he

in

La

stations in

points and gives to the plaintiff $39,771.85, from which
deducted a counter claim of $14,609 and a stipulated item

St.

III.;

plant of the Westinghouse Electric Light company
in York, Pa., has been purchased by the local Edison company for $26,000.

considering proposi-

James Sheridan has the contract

on

referee found against the defendant

111.;

St.

Oak Park,
Oak Park,

The

&

Sieme'ns

the

to light the city in connection

agreed to handle no other apparatus than Sprague and that
the plaintiff had broken the contract by selling other motors
than Sprague.

East

comjiany,

E. Pocunier,

is

Tlie suit was resisted on two grounds:

an accounting had been rendered and

Westlake
Loui-,

the defendant to carry out his contract.

from

Hemy

siock,"$ioo,ooo;

agreed to furnish light for the

is

Telephone

Magnetic

Samuel Grant of the Security bank of Faribault, Minn.,
president of a company which proposes to put in a telephone system there.
Braun & Kaubasch of Olivia, Minn., will put in a plant

counter claim by the defendant for $14,609 for apparatus
by the plaintiff and credited

Eirst, that

NEW INCORPORATIONS,

for

was made Sep-

neapolis to put in a lighting system.

sold to the plaintiff was admitted
to the defendant.

$20,000

for

Halske Electric company of
America and the Electrical Engineering company of Min-

the sale of Sprague railway apparatus, has filed his report.

A

it

council of Albert Lea, Minn.,

tions

on

$83,000

in Menomonie.
company of Butte, Mont., has

five-year contract

1894

lauds.

is

war

which

1S91, by

4,

failure of

will take in the matter.

company

A

and there

6,

the building of many railroads and the surveys of public
He ser\ed in both the Mexican and Civil wars, and
reached the rank of brevet major-general.

It offers a re-

rates,

W.llam Owsley

against

suit

October

Owsley building. The contract was carried out until
March 1, 1S92, when Mr. Owsley disconnected the wires
and refused to allow the company to furnish more light.
Tiie company claims that it expended $7,500 for machinery
and in preparation for the contract, and the machinery is
now useless and worthless owing to the action of the defendant.
It also claims damages for $12,500 owing to the

of a

consists

far

tember

The

always been sustained by the courts.

has

remainder.

the

Electric Light

breach of contract.

charter.

this right

get

likelihood of a telephone

charter to take effect on the

But aside from this there is the present stale
constitution, which was adopted in 1S75, which gives to every
municipality the right to govern its own. thoroughfares, and

new

doubless

will

duction of $12 from the Bell company's

if

charter

valid, the perpetual extension of the

equivalent to granting a

26S and

1SS7 audit has been

in

On

without a charter since that time.

ELECTRICIAN.

Wis.

St. Augustine, Fla., is to have rapid tiansit in the shape
An ordinance has been passed granting
of an electric road.
the necessary privileges and bonds to the amount of$i50,ooo

have been issued.

The

citizens of

Westport, Mount Winans and

vicinity,

near Baltimore, Md., have formed an association ^^ith the
intention of promoting an electric railway through that section.
George Meeter, Westport, is president of the association.

The

Council of Catlettsburg, Ky.,has granted the
Catlettsburg Electric Street Railroad company
the right of way through the city on condition that it will
commence building in six months and have the road completed in 12 months.
City.

Ashland

.S:

The electric railway system between Lorain and Elyria, O.
covering a distance of eight miles, was opened September
15th.
It is suggested that there is an excellent opportunity
for an electric road between Mansfield and Ashland, O., and
the agitation has already been conmienced for such a road.

The West Chicago Street Railway company has received
a permit from the comniissioner of public works authorizing
it to lay a conduit on Western avenue, between Ogden a\'enue and Washington boulevard, for thS" jiurpose of laying
electric wires to be used in the operation of its cars by electricity.

The Chicago City Railway company's electric line from
Thirty-ninth and State streets to Halsted and Sixty-ninth
streets was opened on September 22d.
The first tiaiu,
loaded with the officials of the company and invited gnests,
started from State street at 8 r. m.
1'he route is from
State street 'west on Thirty-ninth to Wallace, south to
Root, west to Kalsted and thence south to Sixty-ninth
When Sixty-ninth street was reached a crowd of
street.
several thousand people had assembled and cheered vigor-

October

The

oosly.
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6,

entire

trip

The officers of the
the finest in Chicago.

hitch.

was made without the slightest
company claim that the line is

and pay stations were established a class has also come into
being composed of people who want to use a 'p^o^e perpetually and eternally, but whose messages are not important
These peoenough to warrant the expenditure of a dime.
ple always want to use a 'phone whenever they see one, and
as they are becoming more numerous every day, the dummy
'phone has been introduced.
It looks exactly like a telephone, but is made of papier mache. When a man asks to use
your 'phone and you have a dummy, you just refer him to it,
and then he rings away for 'central' until he wearies of getting
a reply.
Of course, he thinks the instrument is out of order.
He may come in at some other time and ask to use it again,
but he never comes the third. Two whacks at a dummy telephone will break the biggest telephone beat in existence of
ever trying to use it again."

The Board of Commissioners of Somer^Ile, Pa., on September lolh granted the right of way through the mam
hiladeiphia Traction
street of the town to the New York &
company by a vote of four to three. Ex-Speaker Bergen,
president of the board, voted yea, thus breaking the tie and
Every concession was
giving the company the franchise.
granted to the company, and it secures the right of way
without paying a cent for it.
1

An electric railway between Lancaster, Pa., and PhilAmong those interested
adelphia is under consideration.
are John |. Patterson, B. F. Brenneman, W. U. Hensel of
Lancaster, Hon. William B. Given of Columbia, Chief Contractor Criiley of the Lancaster Construction company, and
F. W. Darlington, electrical and mechanical engineer. -The
officers say the contract for building the line between West
Chester and Philadelphia will be awarded inside of thirty
days.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A

financial paper says: "The West End Street Railway
company of Boston, capitalized at about $25,000,000, will
close its fiscal year on September 30th, with gross earnings
of $6,700,000 and net of $2,100,000, or about the same as
Gross earnings are increasing about $20,000 per
last year.
month, and expenses have been reduced by more than $20,000 permonth, so that it is believed the company will in
future show a handsome surplus over dividends. More than

half of its capitalization
the dividend period."

Considerable
projectors

is

chargeable to development under

encouragement is being received by the
proposed electric road in Los Angeles,

of the

The proposito be known as the Orange Belt road.
street horsecar lines and
street and
tiun is to utilize the
Waterman motor track, to make a belt through the Springs
to Asylum, Highlands and other points, making a belt line
Cak,

D

E

of 21 miles in length. The projectors of the enterprise are
now making a thorough canvass of the region through
which the road will run, in order to ascertain just what assistance can be obtained.

An

announced in the following dispatch from Columbus, O., dated September 21st: The Central Ohio Electric Railway company has been incorporated.
It is a scheme for connectmg Pittsburg and Chicago by elecThe main line will pass through Coshocton,
tric railway.
Mount Vernon, Marion, Kenton and Celina. The company
is authorized to furnish heat and light to towns on the line
and is given telephone and telegiaph privileges. The cost
of construction will be from $10,000,000 to $20,000,000.
The incorporators nearly all hail from Mount Vernon, O.
ambitious project

is

The directors of the Rochester, N. V., & Glen Haven
Railroad company a suburltan line three and one-half
miles long have determined that next season they will run
their trains by electricity and abandon the steam locomotive.
No change will be made until the close of this season.
Alihough not formally decided, the location of the power
house will probably be in the vicinity of the East Mam

—

—

As the track is of the same gauge as that of
street station.
the ordinary street cars it will be an easy matter when the
trolley wires are put up, to run cars
city to

from any part

of

the

Glen Haven.

German

electrical company manufactures a life-buoy
provided with an electric lamp so as to be visible
The floating apparatus is made of
waterproof linen, and is sufficient to bear the weight of three
persons in the water, life belts being attached to the buoy.
Inside the canvas buoy is a double wooden box containing
an accumulator with gelatine material, audit is capable of
The lamp
feeding an incandescent lamp for six hours.
surmounts the floating buoy in a strong wire frame, and is
W^hen the apfurther protected by an outer glass globe.
paratus is hanging on board ship, the weight of the lower
portion automatically switches off the current, but as
soon as the buoy is released and dropped into the wat^r the
current is switched on.
If not used, the accumulator wilt
last for two months before requiring to be recharged, so
that the apparatus can be employed on board ship where
there is no dynamo.
The apparatus weighs about 100
pounds. It is said that these gelatine accumulators do not
suffer from the motion of the ship or from the fall into

with Chicago.

It is

intended also to organize

a local telephone exchange in the former place.

The new telephone company at Crookston, N. D., has
secured a franchise from the East Grand Forks city council
for the erection of a line there and will build a line connecting the towns of East Grand Forks and Crookston.
The Albany, Newton & Camilla Telephone company has
been organized for the purpose of constructing a telephone
T. M.
line from Albany, Ga., to Newton and Camilla.
Carter is president; J. M. Solana, manager, and T. M.
Ticknor, secretary-treasurer.
Clyde, N. Y., will have in operation within a few weeks
Many of the leading busia complete telephone exchange.
ness men of the town have entered into the scheme.
Among some of those interested are the following: A. M.
Graham, Charles D. Ely, G. B. Greenway, Charles A.
Lux, Charles R. Kennedy and E. Sands.

The opening of the long distance telephone line, connecting Columbus, O., with the East, was successfully accomplished two weeks ago when Mayor George J. Karb
conversed with New York. Boston and Chicago were after-

ward reached. H.
Telegraph company

J.
at

Curl, of the American Telephone
Pittsburg, opened the hne.

&

The new cable which the Central Union Telephone
is stringing on the East Side, says the Dispatch
of Columbus, O., was damaged in a peculiar manner last
Men were stringing the cable in the vicinity of Parnight.
sons avenue and Oak street, and in some manner allowed
some slack of the cable to drop down upon the wires of the
Columbus Electric Light company near the Oak street
When the electric current was turned on the
engine liouse.
lead casing was rapidly melted and the wires in the cable
company

damaged.

York electrical man may be beIf the assertion of a
lieved the latest thing in Eastern electrical circles is a dummy telephone. Just to what service such an outfit coxUd
be put is puzzling at first sight, but according to this same gentleman they are intended to partly do away with the nuisance
He says:
of the chronic user of other people's telephones.
man who
» In the first place they are a necessity to a busy
does not keep a public telephone, and-in another place they
present an excellent means for getting rid of bores who don't
intend to be bores, who don't know that they are bores, and
who would resent any supposed discourtesy in a pretty
Since the telephone came into general use
emphatic way.

New

is

at night in the water.

cessful effort to establish a large electrical supply liouse
founded upon substantial business methods and the success
with which it has met in the last six mouths.

Satisfactory examples of pleasing practice in designing
trade literature are disseminated by the General Incandescent
Arc Light company, New York, of which S. Bergmann is president.
The latest advertising matter
issued by the company is descriptive of the various
styles
and designs of the new Bergmann alternatmg
arc lamp, and is
noteworthy because ol
its
neat
appearance as well as its interest to those desiring ideas in
arc light practice.
The Bergmann lamp has many points
of value to recommend it for consideration.
Its mechanical parts are few and simple, consisting of only two wheels
and one magnet; there are no springs for the adjustment,
consequently neither time nor change of temperature can
affect the absolute steadiness of the light; there is no escapement, hence the regulation or feeding is not step by step,
but continuous, and the voltage and amperage never vary,
and when trimming the rod or chain, as the case may be,
can be moved down instantly; there is no series coil to burn
out and no dash-pot to stick; the method of hanging the
globe by means of chains and protecting nets furnishes the
quickest aud safest method of trimming, and the carbon
holders are adjustable to any size of carbon.
These lamps
have been used with great success by numerous concerns,
and the General Incandescent Arc Light company has received many letters in which purchasers express in warm
terms satisfaction at the successful working ol the lamp.
The company is also calling attention to the compound arc
light switch.
This switch is designed for connecting three
arc lamps in such a manner that either two or three lamps
can be burned at will. In one position the switch connects
the two lamps in series across the circuit in the usual way;
in the next position these two lamps are put in multiple
with each other and in series with the third lamp; the third
position of the switch turns off all the lamps.

BUSINESS.
The

Machine Works, St. Louis, Mo.,
Louis Iron
are building a 350 horse power St. Louis Corliss engine for
the Pekin, Ilk, Electric Light company.
St.

.ji:

the water.

TRADE NEWS.
The E. W. Bliss company, Brooklyn, N. Y., manufacturer
of flexible friction clutcli pulleys, has issued a complete and
tastefully illustrated catalogue whicli contains a number of
tables pertaining to the use of clutch pulleys.
The American Electrical Works, Providence, K. I., are
sending a pack of playing cards to their friends and the trade.
U\ the way of an advertisement this enterprise is worthy of
more than "passing" notice. It is characteristic of the
policy of the American Electrical Works that the deck only
contains four aces, for fair dealing and no bluffing are assoThe American Electrical
ciated with the concern's name.
Works believe in "calling a spade a spade" and insists that
their electric light wire, magnet wire, office and annunciator
wire, rubber covered wire, lead incased wire, telephone and
incandescent cord, etc., are superior in every particular.

The

The Central Union Telephone company has a force of
men at work erecting poles for a teleplione line connecting
111.,

A

which

statement of the College of Engineering, Metallurgy

and the Mechanic Arts of the University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, presents some of the advantages possessed by

TELEPHONE.
Sycamore,

The A lu mi II tun Worlds New York, has made its appearance.
The new journal is to be issued each month, and its
first number presents a creditable appearance. Of particular
interest are two pages devoted to the relation between electricity and the metals.
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The
the instil ution for a course in electrical engineering.
department of electrical engineering is associated with the
department of physics, and has free use of all its apparatus
and facilities for work. This includes three rooms with
eight solid masonry pillars for the support of sensitive instruments, dynamo room with engine, dynamo, motors, etc.,
battery room, four laboratory rooms for general work,
photometer room, photographic room, library and reading
room; professor's private study and laboratory. All the
rooms are wired for electric light, time, experimental curIn the attic are a meteorological room'
rent and call bells.
and a photograph room, .provided with exposed window.
skyhght, etc., and a large dark room for arc light photomThe department of physics possesses a large and
etry.
valuable collection of apparatus for lecture purposes and
practical laboratory work, and offers many inducements to
students contemplating a course in electrical engineering.

A glance at the store of the Metropolitan Electric company, 1S6 and 1S8 Fifth avenue, Chicago, warrants the assertion that the company has confidence in the brightening
business prospect and shows the remarkable manner in
which it has added to its list of electrical supplies and
The company's store is
specialties in the last six months.
a spacious one and is supplemented by a basement of generous
proportions. It has been The policy of the Metropolitan company to carry a sufficient stock of its goods to enable it to
and the store, both on
fill large orders promptly from stock,
the ground floor and in the basement, is filled with the
various articles which make up the electrical supply business.
The stock is an ever-changing one, however, for large
orders are being filled daily for all classes of supply material.
P. & B. products occupy the front portion of the basement,
and insulators, wires, including telephone and telegraph
wires, N. L R. wire, flexible cord, magnet wire, waterproof
line wire, etc., linemen's material, railway supplies, electric
fixtures, annunciators, cells, bells, lamps, etc., are stored
upon both floors. The company is constantly adding to its
agencies and has just arranged to handle the entire output of
a large glass factory in the western territory in glass insuThis is a very important arrangement and will enlators.
able the company to carry at its Chicago store a large stock
of insulators for prompt shipment as well as to sell at factory prices. This line will include pony insulators, double
petticoat pony insulators, Western Union deep grooved and
double petticoated deep grooved insulators, deep grooved
railway and special oil, insulators as well as glass knobs and
all special forms of insulators demanded by electrical specifications.

William H.

McKinlock and Walter C. McKin-

lock, president and secretary of the Metropolitan Electric
company, certainly deserve congratulations upon their suc-

The Washington Electric company, Chicago, received
several large orders for its well known arc lamp last week
which will keep the company busy for some time.
The Western Electrical Supply company, St. Louis, announces its removal on September ist to Nos. lo and 12
North Ninth street. A large and complete stock of electrical supplies, dynamos, motors, gas and electric fixtures
will be carried by the company.

&

Milwaukee, report the following conlast few weeks:
Wisconsin Bridge
& Iron company, lurnishing and installing two General Elecpower railway motors on the Sixteenth
tric 25 horse
Goltz

Sinclair,

tracts closed

during the

folding bridge; tieorge P. Miller, wiring residence
for 150 lights; People's Theater, wiring for 250 lights; Dr.
Brown's Hospital, wiring for 150 lights.
street

The Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.,
furnish the iron roof trusses for the new city armory
The new power house for the Bridgeat Pawtucket, R. I.

will

port Traction company, at Bridgeport, Conn., consisting ol
a dynamo room and a boiler room, will be designed and
The dynamo room will be
built by the same company.
furnished with a traveling crane, furnished by the Berlin

company.

One

of the most important agencies of the Metropolitan
company, Chicago, is the Royal transformer.
These transformers are being made especially for the MetroElectric

politan company.
As soon as possible the company will
carry a full stock. It is now booking orders and has fuund
a ready demand for a good transformer in all sections of
The company has also taken the agency for
the country.
the Commercial Electric company's dynamos and motors,
and carries a large stock from which to fill orders promply.

The Mather Electric company, Manchester, Conn., report on hand a large number of contracts for its new multipolar railway generators for railway work.
The company
following
contracts:
The Danbury
nas closed the
iS: Bethel
Horse Railway company, Danbury, Conn., two
100 kilowatt multipolar railway generators with switchboard, which will be fitted entirely with new Mather station
instruments; the Chicago City Railway company, Chicago,
Ilk, one 125 horse power directly connected generator.
The new switchboard for the Castle Square Theater of
is one of the handsomest productions of the W. S.
Hill Electric company. There are a number of 1,000 ampere
four-pole switches on the board, which is of selected blue
slate, highly polished, having upon it every known device for
controlhng the best illuminating effects for stage work. 'I'he
entire construction is massive, all parts of copper being of
I'his installation is
extra strength and carrying capacity.
one of the best in the East, reflecting great credit upon the
W. S. Hill Electric company.
Boston

The Norwich

Insulated

New York has
West End Railway company

Wire company of

just closed a contract with the

of Boston for the underground cable, which is to be
placed underground this winter, in accordance with the underground ordinance recently passed. The contract was
made through the New England manager of the company,
Magnus F. S. Von Loescke, who was for a
E. P. Parsons.
long time employed at the Thomson-Houston works, and is
at present the electrician of the Norwich company, will have
charge of the laying of the wires. It is expected that over
30 mdes will be placed underground before January 1st.

The

Electric Appliance

company, Chicago, has arranged
lamp exclusively in the West

to represent the Heisler series

complete stock in Chicago. The
advantage of this policy will undoubtedly be appreciated by
users oi series incandescent lamps who have heretofore

and

to carry a

large and

.

1
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been compelled to send their orders to ens'tern houses for
shipment dire-l from ecislern point-^. The Heisler series incandescent lamp ia too old and well known an article to require any comments, and the Electric Appliance company
lias undoubtedly added another good s;3ecialty to its line of
electrical goods.

George N. Crawford, the Clii:ago representative of the

Watertown Steam Engine company, has just secured an
order from the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railroad
company for one loo horse power high speed automatic
Within the last few days the factory has also reengine.
ceived from the same territory orders for a loo horse power
high speed engine from an electric light and power compaiiy of Grand Island, Neb.; a 50 horse power directly connected high speed engine for the Western Electric company of St. Louis, and a 150 horse power highspeed engine for Jacksonville, 111.
In order to meet the demand for the Pope light for
lighting, the Consolidated Car Heating company has
considerably to its plant and is about to manufacture

train

added
lamps

The
for compressed oil, gas and fittings on a large scale.
compressed gas plant recently erected shows most excellent

October

results, 17,600 cubic feet of gas of 56 candle power having
been obtained from i6ogallcn; of oil, that is, no feet per
whereas the usual make is said to be something
under 90 feet. The Consolidated company is preparing to
invite railway men from all over the country to witness an
exhibit of Pope lighting apparatus at Albany, carrying out a
similar plan to that it established in 1S92 with reference to
steam heating apparatus, when special trains were run
hourly to Troy and return during two days, and many
prominent railway officials from ail parts of the country
and Canada were present to observe the operation of the
Sewall coupler and Commingler storage systems.

gallon,

The following is a list of the sales of the Chas. E.
Gregory company, Chicago, for September: Home Electric
Light Sc Power company, Elkhart, Ind., one 50 light American and one 50 light Standard arc dynamo, 100 Tamps, 100
hoods and loo globes; Mrs. S. Livingstone, Chicago, one
one horse power Eddy motor; Eugene Vailens &Co., Chicago, one one horse power. Belding motor; Barrett & Barrett, Chicago, one two horse power Excelsior motor; Henry
Electric company, Henry, III., one 30 light Sperry arc
dynamo;0. H. Parker, Anniston. Ala., one25 hor^e power
motor; Ford & McGregor, 21 Edison arc lamps; T.
C

&C

6,

1894

Braasted, Ishpeming, Mich., one five horse power T.-H.
motor; D. A. SrC. A. Goodyear, Tomah, Wis., one three
horse power Jenney motor; llatch Cutlery company, Buchanan, Mich., one 25 horse power Edison motor; Taylor,
Dee & Mack, Chicago, one two horse power Sprague and
1 10 horse power U. S. motor; W. Kreilow, Willow Springs,
Mo., four "D" T.-H. lamps; I.ederer &: Oppenheimer,
Chicago, 14 Edison arc lamps; K. Roach, Chicago, one
tliree horse power Eddy motor; Four Lakes Light & Power
company, Madison, Wis., one three hoise power Jenney
and one three horse power Eddy motor; Crane Elevator
company, Chicago, one one horse power CrockerWheeler motor; Goltz &: Sinclair, Milwaukee, one one
horse power Eddy motor; Racine Dredging company, Gladstone, Mich., one three-light Excelsior arc dynamo; Field
Columbian Museum, Chicago, one 45 light Brush arc
dynamo and 45 lamps; D. S. Huff, Morris, 111., one i^4
kilowatt Edison motor; Chicago Turn Gemeinde, Chicago,
one five horse power Excelsior motor; Dundee Rapid
Transit company, Elgin, III., one 20 horse power Sprague
motor; Quincy PMoor Plate Manufacturingcompany, Quincy,
111., one 50 light U. S. dynamo; JNIelropolitan Electric company, Chicago, one seven light Bain dynamo.

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REGBRD.
Issued Si-piember 3j, iSg^.

Conduit for Electric Railways. David F. Gra526,392.
ham, Springfield, O., and William P. Allen, Chicago,
Application filed October 25, 1S93.
111.
E.\tending along the conduit, cither inside or out of the conduit, are feed wires insulated and provided at suitable intervals
with branched connections, which extend into switching deExtending longitudinally through the comluit above
vices.
the conductors and below the slotted opening are hinged plates
or covers hinged to suitable projections at the sides of the conduit,

and when

in their

normal position adapted

to contract, so

as to completely cover the conductors; the plates being slightly

removed from the sides of the conduit at the point where they
are hinged, and arranged on an angle, so that any water or
moisture or other substance which falls through the slotted
opening will be directed to the sides of the conduit and thence
to the bottom and to a sewer or other point of discharge.

Leroy S. Pfouts,
Bracket for Trolley Wires.
Canton, O. Application filed December 30, 1893.

526.408.

of the objects of the invention is to provide a stationary
pole, with an arm at right angles with the pole, which supports
a trolley wire, and which is allowed to be moved in an upward
direction upon the passage of a car. thus greatly lessening the
jarring of the pole and doing away with much of the wear and
tear upon supports of the trolley wire.

One

'

Leroy S.
Trolley and Feed Wire Bracket.
526.409.
Application filed January il,
Pfouts, Canton, O.
1894.
The construction of the bracket is such that the feed wire
will act as a counter-balance to a certain extent, thus allowing
the free end of the arm to oe easily lilted as- the trolley passes.

dynamo, thus holding the dynamo at a
constant and unvarying distance from the car axle, so that
there is no liability of the gear wheel and pinion being disengaged. The dynamo is intended to be used for lighting the
car through the medium of storage batteries.

but which shall at the same time be possessed of a certain flexibility, so that it can readily travel over uneven places in the
conductors. Provision is made for variations in the distances
between the conductors, and also for the swerving of one or the
other, or both, from the normal lines.

the pole pieces of the

Irvin B. Walker, Sioux
Trolley Wire Planger.
Application filed February 26, 1S94.
trolley wire hanger is constructed of a single piece, and
has central lip grooved upon its upper surface for the reception of the wire, the ends of the hanger extending longitudinally beyond the lip and over the wire and being grooved
upon their under edges; the distance between the bottom of the
groove in the ends and a line extending from the bottom of the

526,422.

Voltage Regulator for Dynamos. Maleom P.
Ryder, New York, N. Y. Application filed May 12,

526,583.

City, la.

The

1894.

.1

groove at the extreme corners of the lip being the diameter of
the wire, the hanger being concave at the point of contact with
the wire and convex on the side opposite to it. the entire lower
portion of the hanger being of the width of the diameter of the

The combination with the regulator magnet and the swinging
armature of the circuit-breaker actuated by the armature and
comprising a slide plate, a conducting block insulated thereon,
and conducting springs secured to a stationary support and
adapted to contact with the conducing plate, are described.
Electric Cab Signal for Railways.
Edgar C.
Wilev, Bristol, Tenn. Application filed January 31,

526,598.

1S94.

wire.

Joint for and

526.434.

Method of Joining Metal

William M. Brown, Johnstown, Pa.

March

Application

The

Bars.

invention relates to that form of cab signals in which an
bell is carried upon the locomotive, and has a local batand circuit connections operated by induction through inducing magnets placed along the road bed, an example of
which may be seen in the patent already granted the inventor,

alarm

filed

tery

23, 1894.

In general the method consists in fitting against rails or
other kinds of bars at the point to be welded a metal chock or
chocks, and after heating the chocks and rail to a welding heat
the chocks are squeezed together, whereby the whole is united
into one integral mass.

dated Februarj-

Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. * Charles
526,46s.
D. Tisdale, Boston, Mass., and John D. Gould, New

inventor describes a rheostat consisiingof cores having
resistance wires wound around them, blocks of plastic material
in which the cores are embedded, clamping pieces having
recesses to receive the blocks, screws adapted to be passed
through the clamping pieces and nuts on the screws, whereby
the blocks are locked in position between pairs of ilamping
pietes.

m

Submarine Signaling. Lncien I. Blake,
526,609.
rence, Kas
Application filed July 6, 1S94.

ster,

At

1S94.

An insulator having a perforation through its entire body, a
deep and shallow recess adjacent to one another in its face, the
deep recess forming a channel, the opposite ends terminating
in kerfs formed in the wall of the recesses, and means for
securing the electric conductor therein, are described.
Conductor Support and Insulator.
Osyor, Columbus, O. Application filed

526,498.

Law-

In the illustration W is a shore station and .S^ a light ship.
the station A \s a. battery B, a telephonic transmitter C, and
a receiver D. T he batteries and telephones are shown as connected up in a local circuit, the line being a secondary or in-

Insidator for Electric Conductors.
George WebPhiladelphia, Pa.
Application filed J uly 26,

526,472.

New Britain, Conn.

The

York, N. Y. Application filed Seplemoer 4, 1893.
The principal idea of this invention consists of a tube of flexible material, a main conductor inserted
the tube, an auxiliarysectional conductor placed upon the tube and provided with
contact pins extending through the walls of the tube, in position to be brought into contact with the main conductor when
the auxiliary conductor and the tube are compressed by the
trolley carried by the car.

6, 1*^94.

526,605.
Rheostat. Burton E. Baker,
Application filetl June 4, 1894.

<^%

David N.
November

29, 1S93-

The

insulator patented is designed to overcome the difficulties
in ordinary insulators, especially in wet or freezing
when the water freezes about the wires andshortcircuits the current, rendering the wire useless and making
work over the wires an impossibility. It is especially adapted
to mines when electrical work is going on,

met with
weather,

NO. 526,609.
through the secondarj- j*^ ofa suitable step-down
induction .coil, or one in which a current of high potential in the
primary is converted to a current of lower potential in the secondary. The line is an insulated cable or conductor G,
grounded at E, at or near the shore station A, and extended

duced

Electrical Measuring Instruinent. Hermann Herberts, Schenectady. N. Y.
Application filed March 5,

526,487.

out, as indicated, to the desired location of the electric region
to a submerged plate or conducting body, which in the present
instance is shown as the anchor E' of the vessel S. Itappears
with the arrangement illustrated, and when electric impulses
are transmitted over the circuit, that an active or electrified
region, which may be designated as the region of communication,
is established in the water, around each terminal plate, and
extending between them, if they are not too widely separated,
and thai a difference of potential exists between any two points
therein at unequal distances from either terminal plate. The
two immersed terminals of the cable may be at a very considerable distance apart, even to many miles, and wholly independent of each other, so that no current actually flows from
one to the other, but if from any vessel as 6" lying at any point
be
in this region of communication the ends of a conductor
let down into the water so that it connects two points at unand E', electric impulses
equal distances from either terminal
will pass in the conductor corresponding to those transmitted
through the Cable from the shore station A. A telephonic receiver in the conductor A" will reproduce the signals or speech
thus transmitted. Instead of including the transmitter on the
ship directly in the conductor A', it is desirable to employ a
and a battery B' in a local circuit, including the
transmitter
primary coil of an induction coil, the coll of low resistance of
which is ill the circuit of conductor A'. It has been found
necessary, however, in order to transmit speech in this way to
employ telephonic receivers especially constructed of exceedingly low resistance, in comparison with ordinarj- telephones,
and determined for each case in every special feature by the
size of the terminal plates of the conductor A' and the specific
conductivity of the medium in which they are immersed.

1S94.

525.414.

mon,

Signal

Electric

Chicago,

III.

Apparatus.
Application

Wilmer W.
filed

Sal-

February

i,

1S94.

The invention comprises a motor, a device to be moved by it,
for retarding the moving parts when they have completed a predetermined movement. In the present embodiment
A magnetic
the invention is applied to a railway signal.
brake is employed to retard the movement in both directions,
being thrown into operation just before the signal has fully
assumed its indicating position.
and means

526.415.

mon,

Electric

Chicago,

Signal Apparatus.
ill.
Application

Wilmer
filed

W.

Sal-

February

i,

1894.
In the invention are embodied an electric motor, an operating
circuit and a cushion circuit therefor, and a device to be moved
by the motor, the circuits being so opeiatively connected with
the moving parts that when they have completed a predetermined movement under the mechanical operation of the motor
the cushion circuit is energized to retard the moving parts.

Driving Dynamos from Car Axles.
William Biddle, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed
October 20, 1893.
A transverse plate or girder resting upon, supported by and

526,432.

Means

for

to the truck frame is provided, as well as links in
pairs depending from the transverse plate or girder, the lower
ends of which links are connected by bolts to the opposite sides
of the pole pieces of the dynamo, The inventor prefers to form
sockets in the upper face of the transverse plate or girder and
cup-shaped bearers upon the upper ends of the links resting in
the sockets, the cup-shaped bearers being secured upon the
upper ends of the links by the nuts. The dynamo thus supported has a slight freedom of movement to compensate for
vibration and jar of the car truck, and links formed with rings
at one end to surround a sleeve upon the car axle are provided,
the other ends of the links being connected by a bolt to one of

connected

The principle upon which these instruments are based is to
send the current to be measured in two electrically parallel
branches or circuits around the needle or armature of the instrument, thus exciting two distinct polarities in the latter.

—

Since in ampere meters— the sectional area of the exciting coil
conductor is to be made in proportion to the strength of the
current, the flow of which is to be measured, it is evident that,
in order to cover all practical cases of application, these instruments have to be made in all variety of sizes.

Electrical Safety Fuse.
Otto M. Rau, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed October 31, 1893.

526,502.

K

The inventor has discovered that by constructing a fuse in
the nature or form of a helix or coil in which the successive
turns or convolutions He as closely together as possible without
touching each other or afl'ording a short-circuit between the
turns or convolutions, it will always rupture at or near its
mathematical center or at some point between the consecutive
turns or convolutions of the helix, never rupturing at or near
In this
the points where it is secured t-i the binding posts.
fuse the turns in the helix are closely adjacent to each other,
and the helix is without any additional support other than
furnished at the binding posts.

E

C

William
Attachment for Speaking Tubes.
Weber, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed December

526,549.

30, 1S93.

The invenfion combines an ear-piece and a mouth-piece by
means of a rigid tubular connection, so that both may be held
in the hand by means of the tube, the ear and mouth-pieces being arranged at such relative distances from each other that the
voice of the speaker will be necessarily at the proper distance
from the mouth-piece, and the latter be maintained by the rigid
connecting tube in the opposite lateral plane from that in whi.h
the ear-piece is supported thereon.

David N.
Trolley for Electrical Conductors.
Osyor, Columbus, O. Application filed December 6,

526,580.

1S93.

One of the objects of the invention is to provide a trolley
carriage which will be firmly held at all times on the conductors,

circuit

526,644.

Testing

Indicator

for

Electric

Theodore Stebbins, Boston, Mass.
August 21, 1890.

Railway Cars.

Application

filed

One of the claims is for an electric testing indicator comprising, in combination, an electric apparatus or circuits to be
tested, an indicating instrument and an electric switch or con•

tact-making appliance having connections to the ground, the
indicating instrument and the circuit or apparatus, or parts of
it, to be tested for connecting a terminal of the indicator, either
to ground or to a source of (urrent, and the other terminal to
any part of the circuit or apparatus to be tested at pleasure.

|
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Storage Batteries for Private House

connection

Lighting.
The

theoretical

applications

manifold, and are as varied

in

of the storage battery are

character as the demands

for a source of electrical energy are

numerous.

Ideally,

an

it is

worthy of note, and speaks for

almost any other article

for the

ot

the industrial world.

hours of the

Electric Storage

This contract would have been deemed

impossible a few years ago.
It

is

storage battery interests of

that their advantage in a smaller

As

a source of

this

way was equally
illumination

country

as promi-

for

isolated

private dwellings or institutions their use in connection with

In this

a

dynamo and

About 500

become of more than ordinary

feet

dimensions.

a gasoline engine

is in

many

respects ideal.

12

from the residence

building

by 26

of

It

including a

when such advancement was being

not surprising

in the larger

nently noticed.

undeveloped future than

tion the plant has

interest as

a frame

made

more promise

No. 15
the

capacity of 1,200 kilowatt

percentage of the cases where manual labor was formerly
employed. Practically, the storage battery, while rapidly
growing in popular favor, as it becomes more intimately
gives

of

being an excellent example of a type which will doubtless
multiply to a considerable extent in the next few years.

Battery company.

known,

itself

growth of confidence iji the ability of the storage battery to
meet fair requirements, that the New York Edison Illuminating company a short time ago contracted for a total

which energy may be imparted, and there preserved
until required, is of great value in these days when mankind is gradually substituting machinery in a considerable

article to

13, 1894.

neat

divided

is

workshop, and an

feet,

shown

is

is

the

appearance,-2i

in

"power house,"
by 27 feet in

into

Fig.

three

rooms,

The dynamo room,

attic.

the

i,

house

itself in

Fig. 2 and the battery arrangement in Fig. 4. The circuits
are led from the dynamo room upon glass insulators to the

pole hne, which passes through a
the residence, in this

to

The

great extent.

way

wooded grove on

concealing

poles are of cedar

its

its

presence

and carry two

way
to a

circuits

E^rV

.

must overcome a great deal of
prejudice and ill-will from those who have been victims of
the claims of over-zealous enthusiastic promoters, and from
country,

particularly,

it

those who have failed to sincerely examine the claims now
made by reliable companies having a valuable article
meriting inspection.
The storage battery has had to overcome the faults of imperfect mechanical and electrica'
construction, a task made the more difficult by legal difficul-

from unskilled care and
it has been obliged to suffer
from a general ignorance of its operation. Yet it is a

ties;

I

AND
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No more

example of

satisfactory

circumstances could be

summer

installed at

the

Chicago, at

Lake

Fig- 3,

is

obtained

Forest,

than the

III.

plant

lighting

Byron

L.

The mansion,

as

residence of

I.IGH

use under these

their

Smith of

shown

in

a spacious one, three stories in height, and located

upon one of the

prettiest parts of the

Lake Michigan

bluffs

as well as a

telephone wire

sure

wires

suitably

the

No.

of

provided

residence

lead-covered

is

underground

led

cables.

It

controls

making the plant a

entirely enclosed in slate

perfect one in

all respects.

dynamo were

At

first

only

many

ment, where a
the

the

basement

knife

house
is

enters

Tlie house

presented themselves, and

system, and interior conduit

be had in

this

country which could be relied upon.

In

this

Chicago Edison company was given authority to install a
battery plant which would best meet the requirements in the
the

The choice of the company fell upon the
made by the Electric Storage Battery company

case.
cell

delphia, which

was accordingly

installed.

Since

chloride
of Phila-

this

addi-

iron

house

pipes
in the

and
base-

upon a slate base
Each of the three floors and

and built in the shaft of a dummy
the basement to the top floor.
wired upon the Edison three wire convertible

reasons the, advantages of an efficient storage battery plant

such a forcible manner that

in

waiter which runs from

and attention is now being attracted to it more
than ever before. Three years ago many of the leading
electrical companies were not to be approached by storage
battery agents. It was assumed then by competent judges oi
practical working conditions that there was no battery to

in

the

provided with independent cut-out boxes,

a gasoline engine and a

success,

pres-

switch mounted

circuits.

in
spite
of
these obstacles
fact
that
noteworthy
has been attended with
its manufacture and introduction

installed, but for

of No. oooo wire, sup-

4 B. & S. gauge. The line is
with lightning
arresters
and near

Mr. Smith is one of the directors of the
Chicago Edison company, and when his surburban property
was wired for electric lighting great care was taken in
north of Chicago.

— one

ported upon double petticoated glass insulators, and

is

is

used throughout. The fixtures

are of tasteful designs and consist mostly of groups Of lamps
in frosted globes,

harmonizing perfectly

in all cases

with the

I'he use of electricity in this country
mural decorations.
house, mites from any other source of electrical supply,
is

the

more

delightful as

it is

attended with no noise and no

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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moving machinery
house

tlie

house, and

in the

wired up, 237 in the residence

dynamo room and some outlying sheds.
the dynamo room is shown a Lewis 15

barn,

in [he

to

At the

are to be electrically lighted next year.

present time 256 lights are

and 10

keeping with

in

is

it

The grounds adjacent

surroundings.

the pretentious

In the picture of

switches connecting the

dynamo

to

house,

dynamo

October

to bat-

The

usual. practice

is

to

cherthal to Sigmaringen, Germany.
run

dynamo during

the

time to charge the storage battery plant, and

Upon

lights direct

ft-om

heavy load

expected, however, the

is

the

battery.

to

the day-

run the house

when a
dynamo maybe thrown
occasions

horse power gasoline engine belted to a 12 kilowatt Edison

dynamo, shunt wound

bipolar

when running

amperes

for 96

two is a Crocker- Wheeler "booster,"
board is seen at the right.

The Lewis

gas engine

is

It

claimed for

is

adapted to charging storage batteries.
In

electric spark.

Ignition

deal of

the

attention

electric lighting

point

and partly

claims for

is open
and
and the e.\haust pipe is connected with a castiron exhaust box, which muffles the noise, so that the engine
is comparatively free from unpleasant sounds. The action of

is

an

positive, and, malcing

ex-

it
recommends itself parHigh pressure water mains

plosion every other revolution,
ticularly for electric lighting.

are laid upon Mr. Smith's estate, and a hydraulic

kept

immediately

a tank

in

house, from which
is

Gasohne

wheel are used in starting the engine.

friction

it is

in the rear

pumped

pump and
engine

the

ot

directly into thebuilding.

note that the Webster company,

interesting to

one cent per

as a basis the charge of

is

It

hand was more chan enough

for

transmitting the

form of electrical energy to the village of Sigmore than three miles distant, was consid-

little

tributed for

power and

lighting

purposes

at a

considerably

lower voltage.

engine there are no intricate parts; everything

the governor of the engine

at

Laucherthal, the project of

ered and finally accomplished by the use of a direct current of
high potential delivered at a sub-station, and thence dis-

is

in plain view,

power

the

maringen, a

work, partly from an economic standfrom a consideration of some of their
recognition over the steam engine.
In the Lewis

with

As

needs of

surplus in the

either

is

time in connection

present

the

at

mills.

this

especially

it is

As an example of electrical practice more common in
Europe than in this country the installation
recently made by the Elektricitats Aktiengesellschaft, formerly Schuckert &'Co.,at Laucherthal in the province of
Holienzollern, Germany, for the transmission of electrical
power to Sigmaringen, is interesting. Laucherthal is located upon the Lauchert river at a point where there is a
continental

considerable waterfall, which has been utilized for power
purposes in the town, where there are several rolling

this installation several

A great

small chloride cells are used.

given to gas engines

the switch-

v/hile

of the horizontal tyjje, that

by flinie or by an

vohs,

25

1

Between the

manufactured by the Webster

is

Manufacturing company, Chicago.
engine, which

at

minute.

at 1,600 revolutions a

1894

Power Transmission from Lau

Electrical

tery and battery to house.

13,

riG. 3.
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into service

and current furnished for the entire capacity

The

lamps.

plant

the neighborhood,

is

the source

and thus

far

in

of considerable interestin

has given the most com-

It is in charge of J. W. Johnson.
instance of the eccentricities of lightning

plete satisfaction.

A

remarkable

occurred recently

in

connection with this installation.

Dur-

The plan of thegenerating station at Laucherthal, as plainly
shown in Fig. i, comprises the use of three dynamos and
two turbines. I'he turbines are of the type manufactured
by Voith of Heidenheim and are rated for a maximum
capacity of 1S2 horse power at a speed of 115 revolutions a
minute. These turbines furnish power for two dynamos of
90 horse power capacity each; a third dynamo is held in
reserve for use in case of the disability of either of the other

As seen in the illustration the turbine shaft
geared to a horizontal shaft, provided with clutches and

two machines.
is

ing a thunder and lightning storm, lightning struck the line,

pulleys,

which

Special foundations were built for the

gency.

is

amply provided with

arresters for

such an emer-

Disregarding them, however, the discharge entered

which

and much

drives

attention

dynamos by means of belting.

the

was paid

taking

support of the shaft

to the controlling devices

of

hour and that

laiiip

100 lamps burned on an average of four liours per day will

$104 per month, claims that by the use of a gasoline
dynamo the same amount of light would cost
about $25 (varying somewhat under local conditions) for
cost

.

engine and

gasoline;, Isimp renewals, oil, etc.

The, field-of the " booster" used

from the

rately excited
is

in'

this installation is sepa-

bars of the board'; rhe armature

wound..ror 40" amp'er-esat

series
is

-l^us

25' volts

and

-

is

The

with the battery- charging feeder.

connected

in

enlarging rate

governed. by a rheostat introduced_,int'o the field circuit

-o'

Both thedynamo and "booster" are mounted"
upon four-foot brick and concrete foundation.
Of particular interest is the battery room, which has been
set up according to the best and latest practice.
As seen
by the picture, the cells are excluded from exterior disturbances by four closely fitting doors, two of which have been
the "boosteri,"

taken off to allow a clearer view of the arrangment of theSixty type ii

cells.

F,

accumulator inclosed
tion.

They

250 ampere hour cells of the chloride
have been placed in posi-

in glass jars

are divided into four rows and are set on shelves

consisting of 2 by S inch boards with 4 by 4 incli upright supports.

The doors and supports

pound, and an
in the roof

is

free

cell

used in

duced

The whole

provided.

space of but 6 by 12

and

from

feet,

dust, etc.,

thi.=;

are painted with P.

B. com-

The

readily accessible.

is

installation has

ments are made of

battery rack occupies a

and, although safe from interference

become

country during the

in this

&

space 2 inches wide leading to a ventilator

air

last

chloride

extensively intro-

few years.

The

ele-

cast plates, or pastilles' of a salt of lead,

inclosed in a dense frame of metal cast around under heavy
pressure; this plate of lead salt, so framed

electro-chemically to pure metallic lead.

composed of metallic

is

then reduced

The

plate

is

thus

compact form,
partly in minule crystalline subdivision, differing from a plate
of cast or rolled lead only that some of its parts are of a
entirely

lead, partly in

crystalline character, a difference purely mechanical, in no-

wise chemical. These plates, requiring oxidizing, are then put

with alternate lead plates
current

is

in a cell

with an electrolyte, and

passed through them for a sufficient time to con-

vert the pure crystaUine metallic lead into peroxide of lead.

combine the advantages of a superior mechanical
between the frame and the active
material and the formation of the latter by means which
insure absolute uniformity and maximum porosity.
The

These
and

cells

electrical connection

weights for a given capacity of

and the

floor space

great porosity
plates admit
rates, in

this cell are largely

reduced,

therefore, proportionately less.

The

and unique and uniform construction of the

of the battery being discharged at very high

one to two hours,

or risk of damage.
high.

is,

The

if

necessary, without detriment

possible rate of charge

is also

very

Frederick L. Merrill, Chicago, was in charge of the

storage battery installation.

The switchboard, shown in Fig. 2, is 3 by 5_^ feet, and
made of polished black slate. Upon it are mounted a
Weston ammeter and voltmeter, a voltmeter switch, an

FIG. 4.

is

Edison solenoid amperemeter, a battery cell switch, an
automatic cut-out and an automatic overload switch for
the battery, a Carpenter enamel field rheostat, a field
rheostat ior the "booster" and three double-pole knife

the house

and jumped from

ing, thereby

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR PRIVATE HOUSE LIGHTING,

a wall switch to the

grounding both of the feeder

lines

steel

lath-

to such

an

the shalt.

Tlie

dynamos may be run

the three in pairs, from

extent that the over discharge switch was actuated and cut
off the battery from the house, probably preventing a fire

four-pole type

loss.

of

eitlier

The generating dynamos
I,

roc volts

separately, or

any ol

of the turbines.

in the

pnmary

station are of the

and each supplies 61 amperes at a potential
when running at a speed of 460 revolutions a

October

The

minute.
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three-wire system

scheme

used.

is

junction was granted the Edison

And with other kinds also, I ween,
They turned on the pump, but tound they'd
The dynamo-electric machine.

counting from the Mather company.

The switchboard
measuring instruments and
safely devices.
The wiring, of course, is so arranged that
any one machine may be coupled with either of the two
the general

usual

contains the

A

others.

of distribution.

switches,

signaling system

to control the regulation

There are

of the rheostats.

More Patent

also

line.

The

line,

The General
action

about three miles

in length,

made up

is

copper cables and a cable of smaller section,

The Milwaukee Arc Light company

forgot

the

for

company

Arc Light

company,

W.

of which

A

150 feet apart.

telephone line

also

is

precautions have been adopted, especially at

places

at Sigraaringen contains, as seen

together and perfect alignment
series excited

motor and

pressure

the

the

for

where

less

One

secured.

acts

receives 61. amperes at

brushes.

speed

Its

four

is

as

a

410 revolutions a

In

common

practice

lights,

one

either

county, before which the case was taken by
on the ground of prejudice on the part of Judge

than a third of

its

original size.

After setting forth

illustrations are

How

dynamo

FIG.

Fiebrantz

Henry A.

president,

is

Adler

vice-presirlent,

Oscar Altpeter secretary, and G. Wenninger treasurer and

The New

Electric Station.

manager.

By Electkicls"Jusl the place for a station," th' electrician exclaimed
As he placed a new dot on his map.
"Just the place for a station," his assistant proclaimed
As he wiped his hot brow on his cap.
"Just the place fora station, we both do believe,"
Said the boss and the boy by his side,
"Just the place for a station, and we cannot conceive

How what's

ELECTRICAL POWER TRANSMISSION FROM LAUCHERTHAL TO SIGMARINGEN, GERMANY.

2.

reproduced

Ehctriqiie.

thrice said can e'er be denied."

So they drew up "their plans, which included a pump
And a water wheel, too, of some kind
For ev'ry one knows, lest he be-a great chump.
That water beats steam out of mind.
Then ihey built them two tanks the water to hold,
And the lower one filled from the lake
Some ten miles away the project was bold —

The

suits are

brought

name

in the

of the Edison Electric

Light company and the Edison Electric Illuminating com^

pany of Milwaukee by the General Electric company, inasmuch as Milwaukee is the field of the allegedinfringement.

The

over the infringement of a patent

suit is

"An improvement

in the

The complaint alleges that
Thomas A. Edison obtained a

on

November

patent

"An improvement

teen years on

designated as

system of electrical distribution."

in the

for a

18S2,

27,

term of seven-

system of electrical

;

—

They were sure, though,

made no

they'd

mistake,

'twas easy to see that with bucket and pail
All the water required could be had

In a trip or two more, or, perchance, should this
In a trip or two less, by the lad.

when

the

Supreme Court rendered

the opinion.

says;

consists not in the right to

dynamos,

two

or

in use 3,000 in20 arc lamps and a considerable number

The accompanying

V Industrie

p'or

a

assessment o(

earn, but in the fact that

it

can

and does earn money.

operation about six months, and there are

from

the

In theory, then, the franchises of the relator are taxable.
Eut when? Where? Upon what basis? Shall the taxation
Shall the assessment be
where the power house is located or where the main office of
the company is located?
By what rule shall the value be
ascertained? As a mere right to exist and to try to earn
money the franchise is worth something, but its real value

This installation has been

utilizing the three-wire system.

of motors.

company has scored

set aside

be as real or as personal property?

run together and the third

run upon the two-wire system

candescent

suit to

Dodge

Judge Sloan

requirements of the

to suit the

sets are ordinarily

held in reserve.

in

its

the property of the company, including
road-bed and the franchises. In the Circuit Court

Justice Orton

940 -volts

gives 170 amperes at 260 volts, or nearly 45
is a plant
of

one of the motor-generators

may be

Railway

Street

Judge Sloan continues that in a Fond du Lac case
tlie Supreme Court had held that the franchises of a
corporation were taxable, and that such would be regarded by
him as the law, notwithstanding the vigorous dissent of

by Fig.

In connection with the station

Two

for.

Johnson of the Milwaukee County Circuit Court, a decision lias just been rendered which reduces the assessment by about $2,000,000, so that the assessment is now

Pollak accumulators of 750 ampere hour type, which is
charged during light load, usually by changing the speed of

battery.

victory in

the city

operates a dynamo, excited jn shunt, which at

same speed

prayed

Company.

the

The machines have each

motor-generators.

kilowatts.

is

$2,Soo,ooo on

pole pieces and in each set the armatures of each are keyed

it

alleged to have

the facts,

The sub-station

at

is

is

Victory for the Milwaukee Street Railway

and

the wire tower.

minute and

it

perpetual injunction and an accounting;

telling

the line crosses railway tracks, so that in case of an
emergency notification could be given promptly to the
stations.
In Fig. 3 is shown an exterior view of the substation at Sigmariugen, an interesting feature of which is

4, three

and

special

carried,

These

jioints.

9»

using the Edison patent since March 20, 1^93,
alleged to have made great gains and profits.

Tlie jNIilwaukee

polesare alittle over 30 feet in height and are placed about
instruments are placed at several

illegally

J.

The

poles.

March

has brought an important

alleged infringement of Edison patents against

Milwaukee

been

A

Litigation.

upon

carried

wooden

mounted upon

porcelain insulators

of two

Electric

company on

1S94, the court adjudging infringement and orderin_ an ac-

incorporated upon the board

is

automatic devices intended to work in case of short-circuits

on the
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They decided one day 'mid a crowd to perform
The wonders the>-'d planned with such grace.
So with feelings of pride and pleasure, I woe.

2 shows

Fig.

distribution."

On March

ist, it is related, the

Light company granted

company of Milwaukee an
its

The

patents.

patent,

Edison company

is

Edison Electric
Illuminating

Electric

the

exclijsive license for

it is

use

stated, is at present in

of

litiga-

New

United States courts of

lion in the

the

Edison

the

the complainant

Jersey, in- which
and Westinghouse,

estimated? Upon the capital
stock, the net earnings, the market value of shares, dividends
earned and paid, or any of ihe half dozen other rides that
have been adopted 111 other states? None of these matters
have been provided for by the Legislature, and until something more is done to provide the proper steps and machinery
to assess and collect the tax, I must hold that franchises of
corporations are not practically liable to assessment.
But, assuming otherwise, is there in the facts in this case,
the testimony taken l^iefore the Board of Review, any warrant
for the large increase of the warrant of the relator?
This court cannot interfere with the decision of the Board
of Review merely upon tlie weight of evidence, or, stated in
another form, because the court, upon conflicting evidence,
would come to a different conclusion. There must be an
entire absence of evidence to support the assessment before
the court can interfere.
The whole question of assessing franchises is surrounded
by difficulties. In their very nature they are to a great
The franchises of the
extent speculative and uncertain.
The year 1894
relator have never before been assessed.
was a year of unprecented depression and stagnation in
business.
The bonds of the relator have not been sold and
have no market value. No dividends have been earned or
The earnings of the road have decreas.ed
paid on the stock.
The conditions engrafted
as compared with the year 1S93.
upon the franchise have been in no wise diminished, but the
It is quite
cost of complying with them has increased.
apparent from the testimony that the present value of the
franchise is shadowy and nominal.
As against this condition of things, the only evidence to
shall the

value

be

fail.

We've said once before that the project was bold.
And we say it again to be sure;
say it three times, for what thrice has been told

We

Will most certainly always endure.

The plan it was this, which I'm 'lowed to revealTo pump water from low tank to high
And then let it flow to the said water wheel
And be pumped up again, by and by;
Thus by using the water o'er and over again
The trips to the lake might be stopped,
For the water when pumped would act just the same
.A.S it

Hy

did when the

connecting the

first

pump

time

it

dropped.

to the said

water wheel

Circulation would ever proceed,

And

dynamo keyed to the wheel's shaft of
Would give all the cuirent they'd need.
the

steel

projectwas bold, as we've said once before,

The

And we
And

I-'or

say

it

again, just for fun;

we would

then

fain repeat itfDncemorc,

a scheme thrice proposed

is

half done.

So they wired up the station with high insulation.
With meters for amperes and volts,

And

with

As

all

other fixings of ingenious creation

kinds of faults;
Nor Niagara nor Culiubanks could ever compete
With a station so carefully planned,
detectors of

With every

all

up a bill or electrical belt,
'Lectric combs, tooth and hair brushes, too,
And give current enough to be easily felt,
Which is all that Niagara could do.
That the project was bold you need not be told.
But I think it is best to repeat
It could charge

E'en a third time, although the story be old.
For what's three times well said is complete.
plant being

Not a

bolt

now

in its

most complete form,

ngr a wire out of place,

Kerr&

house company
that

that

covered
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I.

Co. defendants.

had

it

by

In this suit the Westing-

an answer alleging

filed

invention

the

and

detail followed out so complete,

liased on ideas so novel and grand.

The

FIG.

Church,

previous

new

one

described

and

Edison was not

of

been

previously

patents.

other things

a

Similar suits were also

company

the J^ew
and against the
National Electric & Construction company and against the
Mather Electric company of Connecticut. In each case the
contention of- the defendants was the same, that the dis-

brought

Haven

by

the

Electric

Edison

company

covery was" an old one.

company and

The

the National

pany have never reached a
but in

the

case

of the

in

against

1887

cases against the

Electric

&

New Haven

Construction com-

final hearing and are still pending,
Mather company a perpetual iii-

assessment is the large price paid for the property
a lime when business was booming and there was a craze

justify the
at

among

upon the subject of electric railroads.
It would be as reasonable to assess the different mining
franchises with which the country was flooded some }ear5
since at the fabulous prices at which they were bonded or
stocked as now to assess the franchises of the Milwaukee
street railway at the fanciful and exorbitant prices at which
It would be at^least prudent to wait
they were purchased.
until the railway developed ability to earn money before
imposing additional burdens. The road is of immense value
to the city and to ils development and prosperity.
It is,
according to the evidence, a vexation and a burden to its
owners. In the future the franchise may be valuable; in
the present it is worthless; and until there is a change of
conditions there is no warrant of law or equity for the
proposed taxation.

The

city will

appeal the case to lhe~Suprenie Court.
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Series Control of Motors
on Small Electric Railways.^

On

Multiple

Bv JuH-\ Langton.
only efficient method of controlling electric street
to vary the volts at the motors according to the
speed required. The facility for doing this with storage
batteries by means of grouping the batteries differently is
one of the strong points of battery traction. In a trolley
vT conduit system with constant line pressure the same
thing is arrived at by grouping the motors in series or in
With only two motors to deal with, as in an ormultiple.
dinary street car. this makes rather an abrupt stop, which
a more gradual change by slowing them
is eased off to
down by a resistance in series, or speeding them up by cutting out part of the field winding or shunting it by a reThis method was used in the early days of elecsistance.
tric railroads, but was abandoned, not because'it failed to
expected, but because it introduced anew
results
give the
complication at a time when there were so many troubles
with everything that simplification was the pressingneed.
These early difficulties having been surmounted, multiple
series control has been successfully revived.
The figure usually accepted for traction on street railway
tracks in average condition is 30 pounds pull on the drawbar per ton weight of car, moving on a straight and level

The

cars

is

October

as almost every road has steepei' grades than
these, the heaviest pow_er demand on the station comes, not
from starting, but from moving up grade at full speed.
Uut if we are content to go up such grades at a considerably reduced speed, we can get, as in starting, the necessary
traction with half the amperes by putting the motors in

The motors are then working with good efficiency
on half the line volts and running at about half speed.
There is of course no saving in the total power consump-

—

tion
the energy; T:he car takes half as much current, but
also takes twice the time to cover the distance. But there is
a great reduction in the maximum power required, w-hich
grade with motors in
would be about the same on a
grade with motors in parallel, or about
series as on a
for starting with
power
required
maximum
the same as the
motors in series. The motors must carry the same current
in either case and must therefore be the same size, but the
maximum demand on the power station from any one car is

5%

2%

reduced nearly one-half.

On

large roads the principle of averages may be relied on
and the station capacity per car may ap-

to a great extent,

proximate the average power taken by the car, but on small
roads it is in general only safe to provide a station capacity
per car of very near the maximum car demand. On small
roads, therefore, a reduction of the latter means a reduction
Even if the average demand on a
in size of station plant.

1894

Electricity Direct From Coal.^
of this momentous problem has been

2%, and

series.

13.

The solution

dis

cussed in a remarkably able manner by Dr. Ostwald, before
the German Institute of Electrical Engineers.
The science
of electro-chemistry is just emerging as a distinct subject from
the two sciences of chemistry and electricity.
great mass
of facts are known, one-half oi them belonging to the
chemist and the other half to the electrician. The electrochemist takes this knowledge, examines it with the eye of the
chemist and also with the eye of the electrician, and gradually there is evolved the exact science of electro-chemistry.
The great Faraday was an electro-chemist, and many of his
most valuable discoveries are due to that fact; and the greatest problem now before the engineer, the chemist, the electrician, and physicist, namely, the generation of electricity
direct from fuel, belongs tothescience of electro-chemistry.
The ordinary galvanic batterv generates electrical energy
direct from fuel, but hitherto has the two fatal drawbacks of
the necessity for the use of very expensive fuel, zinc and acid;
and secondly, the difficulty of getting nd of the waste products immediately they are formed.
Not a little of the steam engineer's success is^due to the
delightfully simple mediods and materials he employs.
As a
source of energy he uses coal, which is plentifully found
ready for his use; this with air provides his heat in such
abundance that he can afford to waste 90 per cent, of it and
then generate electrical energy with his engine and dynamo
much cheaper than the electrician can generateit direct from
his fuels, zinc and prepared chemicals.
Considering the
immense amount of energy stored in coal, it is dirt cheap at
usual prices; the air costs the engineer nothing, and, as a
rule, water costs him next to nothing, and all three can begot
without manufacturing almost anywhere in the habitable
world. Then as for the waste products, those from the
furnace take themselves off at once through the chimney,
and the ashes and clinkers are also easily removed, while the
exhaust steam flies into the atmosphere or condenser.
In
the galvanic cell the waste products accumulate and clog it,
and the bigger the cell the worse becomes this trouble.
Dr. Ostwald suggests the use of the same elements by
the electrician, which are so successfully used by the engineer, so that we may produce electricity direct from coal
and air, the waste product being carbonic acid gas, which
would itself escape, or which might be utilized. How such
a cell or battery is to be made is as yet as great a mystery
as ever, but Dr. Ostwald's remarks on the subject are
worth perusing, and we give an abstract of his paper which
deals with this part of the subject of electro-chemistry:
"The maximum of energy that can be obtained by any
one change of energy is theoretically independent ot the
process by which the change is effected.
Therefore, if we
could transform into mechanical energy the chemical
energy of the combustible without resorting to heat, we
should not be tied then to the uncomfortably high temperatures, and might gain the entire amount without those
discomforts.
*'l(^ we produce a galvanic element which furnishes electrical energy from coal and the oxygen of the air, and
furnishes it in amounts somewhat in proportion to the
theoretical values, then we shall face a technical revolution, in comparison with which the one following the invention of the steam engine will be dwarfed into insignificance.
Think of the incomparably simple and elastic distribution of electric energy and imagine the change in the
appearance of our industrial centers. No smoke, no soot,
no boilers, no steam engines, nay, even no fire, for fire will
be needed only in the few processes which cannot be accomplished by electricity, and of ihose there will be fewer
every day.
"The energy of the galvanic element originates in the
chemical energy; that is indubitable.
But not all chemical
energy is changed into electrical energy.
What, then, are
the conditions for which the transformation is as complete
as possible?
Only the indirect chemical processes are elec-

A

trically utilized.

"Suppose we should take two vessels containing each a
solution of potassium sulphate and connected by a filled
siphon.
put a rod of zinc into the one and a rod of
platinum into the other vessel. If we connect the two
metals over a galvanometer, a current of but \ery short
duration occurs and the needle of the galvanometer comes
know this to be the consequence
directly to rest again.
of the polarization, and also know that a continuous current may be obtained by the employment of an acid in place
Suppose we employ sulphuric acid.
of the neutral fluid.
Into which of the two vessels would you want me to pour
it to produce a current?
Whosoever had this question put
to him unhesitatingly answered: to the zinc, of course, for
zinc
dissolve
But,
my asking the question may
the
must
convey the hint that the matter is different.
jiour the
acid to the zinc no action!
pour it to the platinum,
and we perceive the needle fly to the stop.
"
arrived thus at the seemingly absurd result that the
acid must be poured into the vessel not containing the subThat applies quite universally.
sTrance on which it is to act.
Some years ago I published a long series of experiments
which proved the validity of tbis^principle for entirely different reactions.
And that is by no means an unforeseen or
unexplainable fact, but the experiments were made because
I
had to expect the demonstrated phenomena from the
iheory which at that time was only just shaping, although at
first blush they appeared scarcely plausible.
" But if we bestow some more thought upon the nature of
these processes we soon perceive that they could not possibly
If the zinc is to dissolve it must
take a different ceurse.
form ions, and to that end take up a certain quantity of
positive electricity.
To make this possible an even quantity of positive electricity must leave the solution, so that an
equiva'ent quantity of hvdrogen rehnquishes its loni'e exist-

We

We
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much

greater
Dynamometer experiments show a starting pull of
effort.
from 90 pounds to 120 pounds per ton. equal to the
traction needed for ascending grades of
to 4>2yoWhen the car is started with the motors in parallel, controlled by the simple process of massing in a rheostat the
volts that are not needed at the motor terminals to give the
amperes required for the traction, the demand on the station for power is greater when the car is being started than
at any other time of its run, except on roads with heavy
grades.
But putting the motors in series for starting
greatly reduces the power required.
The torque of the
armature, which gives the traction, is a matter of amperes,
and with the motors in series the same traction is obtained
with one-half the current required when the motors are in
track.

3%

The power consumption from start to full speed
rather more than one-half, apparently because the accelerating force is more irregularly applied, so that it takes
rather longer to get up to speed; or to put the same thing
another way, in order to get up to speed in the same time,
rather n-iore than half the average amperes are needed for
motors in series, as compared with motors in parallel. The
actual figures seem to be about two-thirds the maximum
power and two-thirds the total power consumption in starting and getting up to speed in the same length of time.
This method of starting then takes a maximum current,
which, if divided between the motors in parallel, would only
give the traction needed for ascending grades of from i,?^'' to
parallel.
is

-

1.

Read

September

before the Canadian Electrical association, Montreal,
19. 1804.

large station were appreciably affected by multiple series
control, it could hardly be availed of.
The most valuable
reduction is that on grades, which may last for some minutes, while starting is a matter of a few seconds. But rapid
transit is a principal reason of the existence of large electric
roads and a prominent source of their income, and they can
not afford to go slowly up hill
For large roads the principal value of multiple series control is the ability to run
slowly with good efficiency in crowded streets, and the
saving of wear and tear on switch and rheostat at such
times and at starting.
On small roads with a few cars run-

ning on fifteen to twenty minutes headway it is more a question of communication than of continuously rapid transit;
and, as has been shown, bv sacrificing speed up hdl a substantial reduction in the first cost of power plant may be
achieved, without any sacrifice of ability to run at high
speed on the level and low grades. The horse power hours
drawn from the station would be the same per car trip in
either case, but by easing off the starting current and slowing up on grades the power would be drawn more uniformly, with the tendency to reduce the variations of load
on the steam engines. This should give better economy in
steam consumption, but it is not at all probable that there
would be any noticeable effect on the coal bill. The load
diagram of the station would still be badly serrated, but the
peaks of the diagram would be of more uniform height, and
the highest of them lower than with motors always in
parallel.
It is said that
built,

an

electric

railway, 303 miles long,

connecting Uoise City and Lewi->ion, Idaho.

is

to

b

1

—

We

We

We

ence and is transformed into common hydrogen.
The discharge by the fluid of positive electricity cannot lake place
zinc
dissolves,
the
spot
where
for
there
at
the electricity is
moving in the opposite direction. There is therefore no
alternative but for hydrogen to escape at the cathode, conforming to the actual occurrence.
" The explanation plainly shows the futility of the procedI.

From

the

London Electrical Review,

-

October
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when some years ago he tried
to produce electrical energy from coal direct.
He put the
coal into melting niter, from which to obtain the oxy<'en,
and the resultmg violent combustion actually "enerated
current, but so weak a one that it could not ' be utilized.
we clearly perceive the reason of his failure: the niter

ure of the late Jablodikoff,

The frameworks containing the chloride castings are then
placed in a dilute solution of zinc chloride, together with
plates of zinc, the frames and zinc plates being alternated
with one another and in metallic contact. Tliis combination is the equivalent of a primary battery "dead shortcircuited."
The chemical reactions which occur, result in
the removal of the zinc chloride and the chlorine of the lead
and there remains finally the dense framing containing
squares or lozenges of spong)* lead, which pPates are then

Now

does not belong with the oxidable electrode, but with one
not attacked by oxygen.
Surely in the Bunsen element we
do not pour the nitric acid on the oxidable material, zinc,
but on the coal, which imder these conditions is not oxi-

our future coal element

in, practically, the usual manner.
If a section of the spongy lead thus made

have the oxidizing medium on the side not containing the coal to be
burned, and that medium must either be the oxygen of the
will

itself or some other oxidizing substance producible in
from the same. In its chemical process such an
element would be like an ordinary stove. Coal is shoveled
in at one side and oxygen admitted from the other; carbonic acid escapes as product of the reciprocal action. A
suitable electrolyte has still to be added to bring about the
electrical process.
The electrolyte only acts as an interposetl substance and will not be consumed."

The

Storage Battery.^

i-rankiin Institute of the State of Pennsylvania for

the (Promotion of the Mechanic Arts, acting through
Committee on Science and tlie Arts, investigating

is

in

be examined,

crystalline condition

m

r|uantities

Electrical

found that the metal

a
and
that the crystals are all uniformly arranged with their
longer axes perpendicular to the surface of the plate. This
provides interstices, so that the changes of volume occurring
the chemical reactions of electrolysis, may take place
without exerting lateral pressure upon the crvstals, or
otherwise crowding them into a condition of break-up.
These crj'stals are not. of course, mechanically and irregularly bound together, but are related to one anothemccording to the laws of molecular formation, and are, consequently, much more strongly bound together than if^ they had
been mechanically combined.
Furthennore, this crystalhne structure presents the maximum obtainable surface for the given mass an infinite 'number of inter-crystallic channels passnig all through the material and the entire plate being of the same thoroughly
spong}' consistency, except in those small portions where
the continuous lead framing is encountered.
The elTect ol this extreme porosity and surface area is to
it is

air

The Chloride

ing to greater durability, greater capacity without increase
of weight, and making possible heavier discharges without
injury,

the

its
ilie

"Chloride Electrical Storage Battery," tindsas follows:
The sub-committee appointed to conduct this investigation has had this battery under careful consideration for a
number of months, and has investigated the several features which are claimed to give it merit.
During the larger
portion of the time a number of cells have been in possession of the committee, and have been placed upon a regular working circuit imder the control of one of the committee's members, where they have been subjected to
exactly the same usage asa number of other storage cells
of other makers and of the same s'ze, so that opportunity
was thus given to obtain the results of the performance of
the chloride storage battery in regular use, which is ultimately the final test by which the utility of all inventions
and improvements must be measured.
The results of this examination have led to the opinion
that this battery embodies certain features of construclion
which prove it, both theoretically and as verified by use, to
be a distinct improvement over hitherto known forms of
storage batteries. In order to fully appreciate these features
of improvement, it will be necessary to recapitulate, briefly,
a few well-known facts regarding storage batteries in gen-

the Institute, therefore, reconnnends

the award of

John Scott Legacy Premium and Medal

Clement

to

Bayen, the inventor.

Telephone

"formed"

dable.
" Therefore,

Believing that this battery is a noteworthy and meritorious
improvement upon many other forms of lead battery, tend-

in

the

German Army.

An

interesting military experiment between Berlin and
Potsdam is described by a contemporary.
telephone
line was laid on the march by two cavalry patrols, each consisting of an Lhlan officer and two Uhlan under officers; one
starting from Berlin, the other from Potsdam, veri' early
in the morning.
Each patrol was furnished with a complete

A

telephonic apparatus carried by one of the under officers,
and asupply of steel wire wound on reels, each containing i
kilometer of wire.
The laying of the line began in Berhn
in the following manner:
The end of the wire was connected to the town circuits in Berlin, and the spool fixed on
a carrier in such a way that the wire could unroll as the
man rode along.
second man rode behind, furnished with
a sort of fork on the eitd of his lance, making it about halt
as long again; in this he caught the wire, and as they went
along threw it into the upper branches of the trees
lining the chaussee.
Choosing roads furnished with
trees,
they rode along; the officer first, and behind
the two men
running tlie wire, about thirty paces
apart.
When the first boblTin was finished, they halted.

A

eral.

In

lead storage batteries, one of the objects desired is
small mass, as the capacity
and discharge rates are strictly proportional to the amount
surface
involved.
of
This necessary maximum of surface
has hitherto been obtained in one of two ways. The earlier
way was to slowly eat out the lead plates bv electrolysis
until tliey had attained the requisite spongy condition, an
affair of some time and expense.
The later way and the
one which is generally practiced is to cast a frame of lead,
with raised right-angled ribs on each side, thus forming
little
depressed squares, or to punch a lead plate full of
holes, which squares or holes are then filled with a pasty
mixture of red oxide of lead in positive plates, and \vith
litharge in negatives.
For several reasons cells made in this way have always
In the first place,
given more or le«s trouble in service.
after continued use or during heavy discharges, a greater or
less amount of mechanical disintegration of the positive
lilates would often take place, small fragments of lead and
lead oxide dropping down between the positives and negatives, short-circuiting them and often causmg further and
more serious break-up, buckling and sulphating. Even
when these particles are prevented from falling, their mechanical looseness causes poor contact with the supporting
lead frame, thus entailing increased internal resistance and
This disintegration apheating with diminished output.
pears to be due largely to the fact that the lead oxide paste
placed in the holes, is a mechanical rather than a cheuiical
mixture, and hence that in changing from PbO-. to PbSO^
during the action of the cell, the molecules being only related to one another in a fortuitous manner, are easily
broken up and thrust apart in the change of voluMe attending thechemical action. This, of course, seriously limits the
life of a battery, and its utility for public service.
In the cliloride battery, it is claimed and the committee's
investigations go to confirm the correctness of the claim, that
the method ofconstruction is such that this disintegration is
far less liable to occur.
This mode of construction is as
all

to obtain a large lead surface for

—

—

follows:

Instead of cementing lead oxide paste into or against a
lead»framing in order to obtain the necessary active material, the latter is obtained by a strictly chemical process.
Lead chloride is taken, mixed with a given proportion of
zinc chloride, and this mixture is then fused and cast in
When thus cast, the
small squares in suitable moulds.
product is of whitish color and vitreous character, being
quite brittle.
For the negative plates, these blocks are about: 3^ inch
square and -^f^ inch thick, and are cast in groups of four,
these groups being united by portions, having, say, -j^ to 3-5
For positives, the fused mass is cast
inch thickness.
separate lozenges, each lozenge having a bevelecl^ V-shaped
periphery.
These cut squares or lozenges are then placed
in a suitable mouldj and a molten mixture of lead and
antimony, in proper proportions, is cast about them under
high pressure, thus fixing them securely in a firm lead
framing of somewhat more than the usual density (The
feature of casting under pressure is an improvement in
manufacture, due to H. Lloyd, who is connected with
the American makers, and the process is protected by
patents granted to him).
The connecting sheets of the
squares making up a group and the V-shaped bevel of the
lozenge serve to make their solidity of fixation exceedingly

m

good.
I.

tion

•

Report of the Commiitee on Science and the Arts on the invenof Clement Payen, Hall of the Franklin Institute, Philadel-

phia,

March

29. 1894.

FIG.

.
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give the battery a maximum capacity for a given weight and
size of cell, an item of great importance when considered
with reference to the demands of traction. Very heavy discharges also can be taken from this battery, owing to
the interstices between the ci-ystals permitting changes
of volume to occur without mechanical violence to the
structure.
While the method of construction just described seems
to accomplish its anti-disintegrating function perfectly, it
has been thought best by the manufacturers, in order that
there shall be no doubt about the matter, to introduce between the plates a thin sheet of acid-proof fabric, so that

which might fall away, could not make
metallic contact with two adjacent plates and thus shortcircuit the cell. The fabric chosen for this purpose is woven
It might be thought that the introduction
asbestos cloth.
of this asbestos would considerably increase the internal re-

any small

particles

sistance of the cell, but the fact is otherwise, the resistance
of the cell being not appreciably higher than that of other
lead cells.
This is undoubtedly due to the fact that the larger part of
the resistance of most lead cells is that caused by poor contact between the lead framing and the paste placed in it.
In the chloride battery this contact is exceptionally good,
owing to the pasdlles of chloride being so firmly bo\ind by
the framing cast under pressure as to compensate for any
resistance due to the asbestos.
These batteries are, and have been for several years,
operating successfully and in very large numbers in the cit)'
of Paris as a source of current for lighting purposes.
large plant has been in operation in this city in a building of
the Provident Life & Trust company for a year past, and
a very large one has been installed at the station of the
Germantown Electric Light company, where it is said to
have given, thus far, entire satisfaction.
The manufacture of this battery is protected by a large
number of patents of the United States and of foreign
The essential features of the process of manucountries.
facture, however, are covered by the patents granted to

A

Clement Payen.

The telephone was connected, and

a horn blown to signal to
the starting point, a similar signal being the reply.
Conversation-having been held,, the new bobbin was joined up
Teltow
and the process continued' At
the two patrols met;
the two ends were signaled, and then the wires joined together, and speech was excellent from Berlin to Potsdam.
The order was then given to take up the circuit, which was
done.
The laying of the circuit of 30 kilometers took not
more than four hours.

Affairs of Taylor,

On

Dee & Mack.

was a meeting of the creditors of
the firm of Taylor, Dee & Mack, Chicago, at which Mr.
Taylor submitted a statement of the afTairs of the concern.
Saturday

last there

It was shown that tlie liabilities of the firm were about
$13,000 and that the assets amounted to $7,000. This
amount included all outstanding accounts, stock on hand,
etc., and it was generally understood among the creditors

that the actual assets

mentioned.
$1,500.

The

would be much less than the figure
hand is estimated at about

stock on

Although the business of the firm has been prac-

conducted at a loss for some time, a committee of the
creditors decided to recommend to the court as the wish of
tically

name

the majority that the business be continued in the
the assignee for the benefit of the creditors,

believed that this policy will

Terry

is

be

finally

and it

is

of

generally

adopted.

F.

S.

the assigiiee.

To the Convention.
The Big Four Route

will run a special sleeper through
to Atlanta, leaving Chicago at 8:30 P. M. Monday, October..
15th, arriving in Atlanta at 6:00 A. M. October 17th,
This

the only route from Chicago making connections in the
Cen tral depot, Cincinnati. For rates and sleeper reservations,
address J. C. Tucker, G. N. A., 234 Clark street, Chicago
is
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As

tabulated.

EVERY SATURDAY,

World's Fair, these

PUBLICATION OFPICES:
=
=
Lakeside Building,
CHICAGO.
TELEPHONE, MAUM 1746.
New

534 Temple Court,

Eastern Office:

York.

electrical

much importance

figures will be of

to

title
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copy

CORRESPONDENOE

The commanding
modern

tricity in

the

to

occupied by applied elec

position

made manifest in many directions
by disinterested and unintended
advertising columns of a New York

life is

observer

close

Thus

the

newspaper contain the announcement of a prominent
manufacturer of baking powder, which consists mainly of

two

one showing an incandescent lamp and the other

cuts,

a can of baking
the former

other

is

powder made by the

the

"The

"Up

the heading

to

in its field is thus

ADVERTISING.—The Western Electrician— the only
paper published in the AVest—

cant and pleasing.

covers a territory exclusively its oivti. This is a
CLAIM WHICH CAN BE MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL
THE United States, Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desiring "western trade will appreciate the unequ.^led value of
Advertisthis journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
ing rates are moderate, and will be furnished on application.

"The

inscription,

styled

is

Lender

advertiser.

best light," while the

Over

leaven."

best

both

is

Date," which completes the advertise-

The unchallenged superiority of the electric light
made the standard of comparison for the
advertiser's wares.
The association is an odd one, but the
ment.

unsought prominence given

the electric light

to

is signifi-

Advices from Omaha
be made to

horn
that

The

rivers.

-

Germany.

Illustrated

The New Electric Station,
More Patent Litigation

On

for the

170, 171, 172,

...

By

171

Milwaukee Street Railway Company

ways.

]Jy

John Langton

171

Smalt Electric Rail-

Telephone

To

172,

Electrical Storage Battery

in the

Affairs of Taylor,

i73

173

German Army
Dee & Mack

173
'75

the Convention

.

Editorial

1

73

174

Cost of Light and Power
national Exposition.

the California Midwinter Inter-

for

By W.

F. C.

Hasson and A. M. Hunt.
175.

176

17'^
Improved Burglar Alarm Spring. Illustrated
170
Large & Twining Double Throw Switch. Illustrated,..,
New York Edison Illuminating Company Enjoined from Using
176
the Chloride Accumulator
176
TheNewA.-W. Arc Lamp. Illustrated
176
Gas and Electric Light Conduits
.

Illustrated

177

Street Railway Convention Delegates

177

DEPARTMENTS.
i77>

Incorporations

^7-'^

1

7S

17S

Electric Lighting

Railways

Electric

create a great water

172

Trade News

17S

Business

17S. 179

Illustrated Electrical Patent

Record

179,

180

and

proceedings have been

commenced which

will

probably ex-

tend over a prolonged period.

cases are reported this

man

week which

every

will gratify

Cily officials

Mil-

in

and they

liave over-reached themselves

have been plainly told by the court that street railway companies have rights and are not to be plundered by every,
desires to gain cheap notoriety.

holding the convention of the American Street Railassociation at Atlanta this year,

interest in the

gaged

work

of the

in street railway

it is

among

organization

work

hoped

to

those en-

There

in the South.

arouse

is

an ex-

and much progress has already
introducing improved methods throughout the

cellent field in that section,

been made

in

South, especially in Georgia.
large
that

No

doubt,

attendance at the meeting, and

many who have

heretofore found

it

there

it is

will

be a

be procured from the Platte

to

and

at-

rates will

forty miles

river,

be carried through a canal to a point

will

from

the Elkhorn river, twenty miles away,

to be regretted that the results were not

more

carefully

Mayor Pingree
far.

owing

the railway

now

should be thoroughly tested, but

that

to the

company's
has been

it

declared valid the "reformers," whose main object seems to

be to keep themselves conspicuously before the public,
should be called down and ordered to t_ake back seats.
It
is now high time to proceed with the work of improving and

new

extending existing lines and establishing
the

company has

take as soon as

Throughout

all

along announced

had

it

assurance

that

a dignified bearing, in

mayor

was

over.

to the attitude of

Oilers of

compromise

decision was an-

the

were rejected by the city, as the
looked
for
a
victory.
Now,
come, the city would, no doubt, grate-

these

confidently

defeat has

that

litigation

striking contrast

Mayor Pingree and his supporters,
were made by the company before
nounced, but

routes, which

ready to under-

itself

company has maintained

the controversy the

fully accept the

proposed some time ago by ihe
no doubt that that corporation can

concessions
is

near the

The same
York

of the Rapid Transit commission

by those interested

are being presented

which

be submitted

will

November

on the projected underground

old arguments

railway system

Rapid Transit commission it wou'.d be an
underground road, and a favorable vote, as "the lawyers of
the commissioners explain, would carry with it "approval
the plan of the

of municipal construction according to the routes and plans

already adopted," and also of "the

local authorities

and others whose consent

The

the constitution."

opinion accompany-

the United States Circuit

company

Court, in the case of the Schuyler Electric

&

the Electrical Engineering

a patent infringement

effecting

This was
which the inventor conceded

Supply company.

suit, in

improvements
an

sidered that such

mechanical details for

The judge

in circuit breakers.

invention

probably be entitled to

against

any

in

would
added

other art

and he

consideration,

little

con-

this observation:

"But when the courts have

patents relating to electricity they

awe the

superstitious

mysterious force

is

it

knowledge of

Without

we think

styled
all

by a Chicago

deference to the

that he

underrates

the

apparatus which has been

electrical

federal courts in recent

of the

invidious

was

With

journal devoted to legal matters.

technical

regard with

by which that
work." This is

harnessed and set to

learned judge, however,

to

with

contrivance

smallest

strange admission, as

a

are apt

deal

to

and

distinction

making due

allowance for the able assistance of counsel and experts,

may

it

be remarked that the opinions of the judges in nearly
suits of the

allof the electrical patent

evinced a

phenomena of applied
awe" of electricity in
if it

distant

last

when

The day of

electricity.

decisions

legal

We

ever existed.

few years have

knowledge

remarkably comprehensive

"superstitious

rapidly

is

of the

hope that the day

the electrical features of every-day

is

the only

believed that the plan

it is

practical

The atmosphere,

electricity.

and the tunnel could be well
This, he was convinced, had been clearly proven

could be kept pure,

said,

lighted.

by the experience already gained
land.

in this country and EngMr. Parsons' conclusions are presented in the fol-

bwing

abstract from his report:

"The

successful operation

by electricity of the City and South London, the Liverpool

Overhead and the Chicago Intramural railways shows
electrical traction

stage for service of this sort, and that this

opinion

is

further

shown by

the fact

that

is

weighing 95 tons each, which are to haul at regular service
speed its large trains, both passenger and freight, through
the tunnel recently completed under the city of Baltimore,
the Metropolitan West Side railcommence to operate its elevated railsame power in January next. To show how

and the further
road

in

way by

Chicago
the

closely the

cost

fact that

will

can be foretold, the pre-

of construction

liminary estimates for the building of the Glasgow Central

were _i^i,o05,ooo, while the
amounted to /"i,020,ooo, a variation of
railway

cent."

actual
less

that will be adopted in case the

no question of the system
of the commission is

plan

Counsel for the commission report that in case

approved.

of a vote adverse to the building of rapid transit routes
the

city,

the present

commission

will

result could

On

be relegated to
the old board

other hand,

the

undoubtedly be obtained

if

powered to construct the

road.

The road

the decision of the United States

Court of Appeals in the

times the property of the

city.

Under

case of the city against the

street

railway company.

the proposed act the road

at

Cincinnati on October

Judge Taft,ofthe United
was a complete victory for the

the decree of

States Circuit Court.

It

by the corporation hold good for fourteen years. The effect of this decision on the street railway interests and the

company

relations of the

erable

pany

make

is

moment

to'

at this time.

ready to

the city are subjects of considIt is

understood'that the com-

proceed with Improvements

considerable extensions to

its

lines,

in its

system,

and introduce a

would be

built

the

the city

has been expressed in Detroit over

down

contracts

than \}A per

In view of this positive endorsement of electricity

as a motive power, there can be

same helpless condition which prevented

and reversed

&

Ohio railroad is now building an electrical power house,
and has ordered the construction of electrical locomotives

accomplishing anything.

This decision was handed

not merely an

the Baltimore

not far

be

that

has long since passed the experimental

at large.

local

demanded by

is

passing

life will

the

scheme proposed which will
afford permanent relief.
At the last meeting of the commissioners, Chief Engineer Parsons, who was sent to
Europe to study systems of rapid transit, reported that an
underground railway could be safely constructed and could
is

regarded in a similarly common-sense manner by the public

Much disappointment

at

may

subject has been pretty thoroughly

canvassed by the commission, and

he
the

which

be
afterward approved by the board and consented to by the

be operated economically by

CURIOUS statement occurs in
Coxe of

construction,

public expense, of any rapid transit railway

Omaha.

A

to be

is

bonded to pay for the road; if it is unfavorable, the road
must be built by private enterprise if it is built at all. On

submitted

ing the decision of Judge

favorable, the city

is

New

of

in the measure,

people for approval on

the

to

If the vote

6th.

where a fall amounting to 135 feet will be
secured.
At this point there will be developed 24,000 horse
power.
Here an electrical plant will be established, and
the power developed will be brought into Omaha and distributed.
The enterprise seems to meet with favor in

railway company, the court holding that the rights acquired

figures given

men that

business

city limits,

2d,
to

by Lieut. Hasson and Mr- Hunt, and
printed on another page, showing the cost of installing and
operating the electric lights and motors of the Midwinter
Exposition at San Francisco are of much value, although it
is

announced, than the charge

Omaha, and from

to be expected

impossible

tend will be on hand at Atlanta.

The

The

all factories.

The water

away,

By

just outside the city limits to

Minneapolis and other water power centers.

it is

exhibited by his brethern

in the country.

waukee and Detroit

way

to

water power

cases.

demagogue who

to

is

for

be cheaper,

is

design

the shape of electrical energy

in

sold at a uniform price to

indeed

It appears that the storage battery htigation is to be conAdvices from New York announce that

tinued indefinitely.

Two

power

be brought into the city

for

power

178

Miscellaneous

street railway

company

the

the dispatches,

to

prac-

is

to submit to the people a

that his invention consisted solely in

Correspondence

New

According

Omaha.

.

Bliss Flexible Friction Clutch Pulleys.

scheme

the construction of a canal to bring the water

in

(Canadian Electrical association,) 172

Electricity Direct from Coal

The Chloride

17,1

171

Electricus

Multiple Series Control of Motors on

however, that the

It appears,

satisfied that the

have decided

satis-

plans of the syndicate

proposition to vote $1,000,000 subsidy to a

Storage Batteries for Private House Lighting. Illustrated, '59, 170
Electrical Power Transmission from Laucherthal to Sigmaringen,

Victory

do not give very

press dispatches

pushing the project.

is

ticable, for they

page

Such a policy

compan)'.

be tolerated by the people.
has been allowed to have full play thus
to

many

its officers.

disposition to

indicate that an effort will soon

water power of the Platte and Elk-

utilize the

county commissioners are

contents of this number.

the

a

1894

13,

well afford to effect a settlement on these terms.

factory information regarding the

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

continue the fight against

ought not

the city, through

aldermen, has exhibited

an(,l

company, and there

thoroughly

IN

HIQ-H

electric system, but

the mayor

title

relating to electricity or any of its practical
applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all electrical
thinkers and workers earnestly desired. Clear, concise, well written
articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news
items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest
electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully ackno\"ledgcd.

seiieral electrical

complete

conviction of

daily

but the cnlire contL-nts of each
number of the Weste[{n Electrician are copyrighted. This paper
is entered at the Chicago Postoffice as mail matter of the second class.

only the

chief of the

the electrical engineers of future exhiliitions.

tribute.

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.
COPyaiGHT. — Not

was

lLi.s-;nn

October

department and Mr. Hunt of the meciianical department,
the statistics of operation may be regarded as official.
The
showing is a very good one indeed. With the results at the

Me^i^IsGlriGlaik
6

Lieut.

ELECTRICIAN.

is

by
tfie

from

desired

were em-

to be at

the provisions

all

of

by contract and

equipped and operated by the contractor for a term of

own expense, the rental meantime going to pay
upon the bi>nds which would be issued to pay for the
construction, and the surplus, of not less than i per cent.,
The interest upon the bonds is
to go into a sinking fund.
years at his

interest

In all probability the vote on
measure will settle the question of rapid transit for
New York. If the present plan is rejected it will be many
years before a comprehensive system of rapid transit is pro-

not to e.xceed 3}^ per cent.
this

vided for the people of

New

York.

—
October

1

WESTERN
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13,

Cost of Light and Power for the California
Midwinter International Exposition.
Bv

Hanson- am. A. ^[. Hl-nt.
The following data concerning the California Exposition

"

i'ower was furnished for exposition purposes as follows:

56 Arc lights for Mechanics arts building.
'*
"
" Manufactures and liberal arts
141

buildings

The
990.90

$

The duct

$ 4,9S7-90
REXT.^LS.

4 inches and
by 2 inches. A continuous strip of P. &. B. roofing paper was laid the entire length of the duct, the cables

plant:

9S Arc

The

cost of operation of the plant'

"

'*

"

"

''

1894, was

9,

Grand court.
Roadways, etc.

lights for

"

offices.

3
2

Pumps
Pumps

July

Tools, supplies,

etc

Lamp poles were turned 8 inches in diameter
atthebaseand5 inchesat the top;heighc 12 to 14 feet. Wires
were carried in a groove that was closed with a filletincli rabbet.

Around

Office ....

was so arranged that the lamps on buildings nearest the
power station were 117 volts; those half way around the
court 115 volts; and those most distant 113 volts.
For
all accessible places 16 candle power lamps were used.
For
places difficult of access, on domes and minarets, 20 and 24
candle power 120 voltlamps were used. This policy proved

-$10,333-38

lights furnished exposition

$14,906.69

was provided for by special contract
ELECTRIC FOUNTAIN.
Contract for erection, rental and operation of same except splash basins, piping, pumps,
etc., included in other

Tiie following

182

Total arc lights

Ratio of

9,132

609

sold

791

total lights to lights sold, 4.34:1

Receipts for sale of light and power
$26,279
Charges per incandescent lamp period of
exposition
$ S.oo
Charges per arc lamp period of exposition 75.00
Period of operation January 27 to July 9, 1S94.
Hours of incandescent light service
Ii937
Days of arc light service
154
252
Number of electric fountain displays

—

—

The machinery used

power was

S Heine boilers of 375 11. P. each.
Russell engine driving 4 fifty light ThomsonI
I

I

I

I

SEARCH-LIGHT.

engine driving 3

fifty light

1

I

I

I

I

$154-55

Fitchburg-Corlissengine driving one 150 kilowatt
Wood alternating current generator.
Union Iron Works engine driving two 150 kilowatt Western Electric direct current genera-

Erection of fountains,
Wiring contracts
Rentals
Installation of electric plant
Operation of engines and boilers
"
" electric plant
Contract electric fountain

"

I

railway generator.
driving two centrifugal jHimps
for statuary fountain.
2 Hendy engines driving shafting.
3 Dow fire pumps.
3 Dow pumps for electric fountain.
3 Dow feed pumps.
Smith- Vaile feed pump.
I
I 4,000 horse power Webster vacuum heater.
1

The

"

Expense

tower

work of

construction

Putnam engine

cost of material

and labor

for

the installation of the

circuits

stalled

17,560

"

and handling of

all

all shaft-

for

the

arts

and

building

purpose for which

it

Erection of boilers, pipes, pipe covering,
- $1 'A594- 33
etc
foundation
Concrete foundation and
4>459-09
bolts for 14 engines and 6 pumps
2,605.89
Belting, shafting and sundries
573- 00
Riggers
3.7S7-19
Office, wages and pay roll

put

it

in

The

proper condition.

chiefof the engineering de-

partment was also chief of the department of mechanical
arts,

which added greatly

the office expenses of that de-

to

partment.

The exposition was

located in a

Golden Gate Park.

tion of

improved por-

partially

Three-fourths

of

the

ground

on which were a few clumps of everyoung eucalyptus trees. The remain-

greens and a grove ol
ing fourth was

swamp

into a recreation

land, and wa^ afterward converted
ground and plaza for fireworks and athletic

and equestrian entertainments.

.

$29,019.50

for

a corresponding

increase

in subscriptions.

from the general government,
only were

mained

all

obligations met,

to leave a large

county

state,

but

portion

improved, and also a public

exposition

the

fact that

i»659.

89

$15,352-61

ot

June was

dis-

.

"

"
"

tower

electric

statuary

.

.

.

pumps

Fire

"

Feed

hours

p.

Sio

"

233

"

480
600

"

442
160
iio

.Shafting

Starting

"
"
*'

"

Total
Gallons

of

a

or city, not

sufficient surplus re-

the

museum and

park permanently
art gallery.

Mi-

underground construction was out of the question.
Includes all expenses
I.
mechanics arts building.

for office, janitors, etc,

daily

of

load

oil

.13,026

"

consumed per

month

130,200
Gallons of oil Cunsumed per day 4,340
"
"
Weight "
32,116 lbs.
Weight of oil consumed per
horse power hour
2,465 "
Cost per lb. of oil at $1.75 per
bbl
.56 ct.
Cost per indicated horse power
per hour of engines ...... 1.3S04 "
Percentage of load for incandescent lights
28. 2 per cent.
Cost of fuel for incandescent
lighting per month
$1,520.99
Cost of fuel per incandescent
lamp per month
16.5 cts.

The

power lamp
was as follows:

cost per r6 candle

for the period

ol

had no aid

nute economy in every department was essential. Expensive

pipes, connections,

electric

for

Fountain pumps,
"
*'

ex]iosition

STATUARY FOUNTAIN.
etc

San Francisco contributed $331,000 to
The original concession from the park
commissioners was less than sixty acres.
This grew to 160
citizens of

Notwithstanding the

Total expense for rental and installation
of pumps, purchase and laying of
pipes, all pump connections and
$13,692.72
construction of flume and tank
Total expense

The

the exposition fund.

acres, without

Fountain construction, etc.
ELECTR-IC FOUNTAIN.

month

was

.

-

daily load during the

used that considerable labor and expense was necessary to

consisted of sandhills,

machinery was as follows:

cases the

dried at

lights

machinery, the

The mechanical

many

tributed as follows:

Generators

"

ing, the.supervision of installation of all boilers, piping,

when,

that were

thoroughly

.

of the mechanical department con-

engines except two, the hanging of

was so poorly designed

in

light machines
2,156 H.
Alternating current incandescent
machines
2,462
Electric fountain generator . .2,805
light
and
Railway generator,
power
2,770

feet.

line constructed
9,000
poles for roadways, etc
371
Incandescent lamps, wiring for
i,Soo
Total length of wire installed
199,267

for fountains, etc.

few days,

a

for

of lamps were found to be

Examination showed that

The average

Lamp

pumps

number

found to be in good condition were
a temperature of 300* Fahr.
and the bases immersed in a bath of boiling parafiine.
These lamps when placetl in use withstood the weather
perfectly, and the number of renewals became nominal.
then

in-

Length of main pole

all

fog, a large

Arc

was as follows:
Length of underground

erection of

heavy

Lamps

briefly stated,

The construction work

were obtained

Satisfactory results

leading-in wires had been destroyed by electrolytic action.

department,

the electrical

company.

Electric

Through the carelessness of the inspector of wiring a great
number of lamps were allowed to be placed in sockets partially filled with water.
The first test of the decorative
cornice lighting showed a dismal failure.
The lamps were
removed, sockets cleaned, and new lamps placed in position.

inoperative.

$186,331.20

,

The

were

was done by contract
The sockets were in
several days before the lamps were placed in position.

after a

^5,35--^^
4.9S7.90
17,528.20
15,061.37
45:575-3^
14,906.69
21,000.00
22,745.00
154-55

for search-light

sisted of the unloading

Thompson-Corliss engine driving one 150 kilowatt Edison direct current generator.
Hendy engine 'driving one 200 kilowatt Edison

$29,019.50

Installation of engine plant

Standard arc

tors.
I

67.05

TOTAL EXPENSE OF INSTALLATION AND OPERATION.

tor.
I

$87.50

Erection of search-light
Material for operation

dynamos.
Ball engine driving 2 fifty light Western Electric
arc dynamos.
Thompson engine driving i fifty light Western
electric arc dynamo.
Taylor-Beck engine driving I fifty light Western
electric arc dynamo.
Hamilton-Corliss engine driving one 300 kilowatt
Thomson-Houston alternating current genera-

]3lace

-

Houston arc dynamos.
Buckeye engine driving 4 fifty light ThomsonHouston arc dynamos.
Payne engine driving i fifty light Standard arc
dynamo.
N. Y. Safety engine driving i fifty and i sixty
light Wood arc dynamos.

Ohmen

for rental of

as follows:

in these places

for the cornice lights

by the General

machinery, wiring of
tower, operation of machinery ai.d main$22,745.00
tenance of lamps

Contract

an excellent one, as the renewals

The wiring

ELECTRIC TOWER.

—

for supplying

to be

merely nominal.

$21,000.00

statements

were spaced 30 and 35

feet.

often where the construction of the building would permit.
Edison lamps were the ones used throughout. The wiiino-

9.257-05

.

roadways, 50 and 75

For cornice lightinga 500 volt Edison railway generator
was used. Lamps were wired in series of five and multiples

4>573-3i

717.00
359-33

,

Inspection
Wages ....

7^256
1,876

the grand court, arc lamps

On

feet.

-$
SALARIES.
$

This wire
such excellent condition that
has been sold for interior wiring for 60 per cent, of its
in

The ducts for underground wires for arc lights consisted
by 4 in:h rough lumber, in which there was a i by i

2,072.20
987. 6

for statuary fountain.

sold

"

from

of 2

$t. 513-50

lamps

Incandescent

for electric fountain.

Total incandescent lights
Ratio of total lights to lights sold, 4.86:1
•'

arose

was No. 0000

original cost.

ELECTRIC PLANT.

for electric fountain

Line shafting.
Fire pumps.
Incandescent lights furnished e>;posiLion

Arc

trouble what ever

large portion of the wire used

on removal was found to be
it

Carbons

19 Small

to

*45.575-3S

ing.

"

from January 27

as follows:

60 inch search-light on electric tower.
*'
" mechanics' arts build30 inch

1

edges

the duct was under a lawn continuously

of

A

this source.

ENGINES AND BOILERS.

2,256 Incandescent lights for cornice lights.
"
"
" electric tower.
3,213
I

portion

saturated with water, no

Coal, fuel oil and lubricating oil
$30,007.95
Tools, supplies and repairs
1,886.93
Office, salaries and
payrolls, engine
13,680.50
plant

Patrol circuit.
1,788 Incandescent lights for exposition buildings

and

both

Although a

cable that had been in use at the World's Fair.
agricultural

building.

160
42

placed in position, the paper folded over and
secured in position by the cover of the duct.
large

building.

112 Arc lights for horticultural and

underground cables was built of ordinary

for these

the inside 4

5,709.40
$15,061.37

.

the fountain lights

planks, the outside dimensions being 6 by

Paid for use ol boilers, engines, dynamos, wire, polehoods, etc
.$17,528.20

Olhce, wages, salaries, etc ...

the electric fountain

to

the current for

were necessaiy. The- distance from dynamo to base of electiic tower was 680 feet. To carry the current for the tower lights twelve No. 0000 cables were used.

3,997.00

EXPENSE.
For material and labor of installation of electric
Wire
$ 6,056.92
Sundry materials
2,701.58
Foundations for dynamos
593-47

To cany

feet.

ten No." 0000 cables

interior in-

candescent lights

dynamo

distance from the

was 460

arc

307

for

For 2,160 exterior and 1,587

ol

feet.

main

lights

and the expense connected with furnishing the necessary
light and power may be of interest:
Area enclosed in the exposition grounds 160 acres.
Length of roadways
,
12,500 feet.
buildings
120
Buildings supplied with electric light.
63
Height of electric tower.
262
nimensions of grand court
1000 by 500

ELECTRICIAN.
WIRING.

Three

\V. F. C.

Number

:

Freight on electric machinery
Installation of dynamos
Attendance of dynamos
Installation of wiring
Inspection of wiring
Patrol and maintenance of circuits
Lamps and renewals. ...
Office expenses, electrical department

$

.40
05
21

1.20

05

03
30
06

connected with

Total, electric department

$2.30

the

WESTERN

176
piping,

In Stalin. Hon, engines, boilers,

?i-3S25
.

.

The lamp shown

Office expenses, engineering department

including the globe, and therefore
to ornamental treatment.

have a

Both engines and dynamos were
had to be matched as well as cir-

The

installation of all

a wide

particularly adaptable

is

claimell that

is

of 25 hours in the open

i,

1894

originated a branch electrical service crossed the street in a
cast-iron pipe about 3!-^ inches in diameter.
The principal
conduit "having been uncovered at this point, it wis found
tjiatthe negative wire of the branch uas broken at the entrance of the pipe.
A trench opened in the direction of the
pipe revealed right and left about 16 inches on one side and
two lead 'pipes conveying gas into the
5 feet on the other
neighboring houses.
Each of these pipes was enclosed in a
box made of deal, which had been steeped in sulphate of

—

—

the carbons

Owing

air.

13,

to

the dis-

is

constant

the arc

thrown toward the ground and
no shadows whatever.
The only mechanism about the lamp, except the gravity
feed, is that connected with the single magnet shown, and
The two positive and
this is only used to strike the arc.
the two negative carbons are respectively held in two inin position, all the light is

?4-79

cumstances would allow.

life

It

position of the carbons, as seen in Fig.

In considering the cost of operation, it must be borne in
mind that the lighting plant was in no sense well designed
exhibits that

is

The lamp

complete measures but iS inches fromtheloplo the bottom,

and maintenanceof boilers, engines,
wiring,
dynamos,
piping,
belling,
lamps, etc.. per 16 candle power incandescent lamp for the period of the
exposition

York,

departure from the usual form of arc lamps.

tion

economic operation.

New

pany, Broadway And Houston street.

05

$2.49
Total, engineering department
Total expense of rental, inslallation, opera-

operative

the accompanying illustrations and

in

manufactured by the Auerbach-Woolverton Electric com-

.2S5
01

.

Oil, waste, etc

for

October

The New A.-W. Arc Lamp.

belt-

ingand rentals
Fuel
Attendance, engines, boilers and pumps.

ELECTRICIAN.

parts

of

there are

the plant was attended with undue expense, on account of
the chaotic condition of affairs incident

work of

rapid construction

The

tion.

to

the necessarily

departments of the exposiplant was of necessity regarded as an

entire

all

emergency plant, and so operated. The economic attendance of dynamos and engines was thus out of question. In
making the preliminary estimates of the allowance to be

made

impossible to
it was found
under similar conditions except

for cost of lighting plant,

get any figures of a plant

the contract for lighting the World's Fair.
The results given in this article are those that
ually obtained,

and

it

would appear

value in estimating the probable cost
It is

nature.

now

certain that

if all

were

that they should

of

act-,

be of

work of sunilar
work had

construction

been done by the exposition forces, the cost of construction would have been reduced about 35 per cent.

Mfvi^^'Ai/'yimm^^

LARGE i TWINING DOURLE THROW SWITCH.

Improved Burglar Alarm Spring.
IIoggson& Co.,

I

and3North Clark

But the vertical sides of one of these boxes had
been sawn at a certain spot, doubtless lo allow for deflection;
and there was a rupture at the junction of the two parts of
copper.

Chicago, have

street,

been pushing the sale of Hoggson's improved double winburglar alarm spring. The construction of the springs,

the other box, which made connection.
It was ]:)reciselv at
these two places that large holes were found extending lengthwise along the pipe.
Undoubtedly, a very considerable escape of gas took place through the perforations, and, .''ollowing the line of Avooden troughs, reached the electric light
mains, and formed with the air contained therein an explosive mixture.
The perforations must have been formed very
ciuickly, and have preceded the explosion by on ly a short interval, as the openings were too large lo have existed any length
of time without giving indications of their presence by allowing a large escapeof gas through the soil or in the consumer's
house.
It therefore appears reasonable 10 adgiit that the

dow

as seen

by the accompanying

illustration, is

not necessary to remove either

simple.

It

is

inside

stop-beads,

sash,

and connect them. They
by simply lowering
the top sash, and they can be readily tested day or night
They have German silver
without moving either sash.

blinds, or even curtains, to insert

are accessible for adjustment or repairs

cup-pointed

springs, that

contact

clean themselves every

moved, insuring a good connection where
The insulating back is of
the windows are seldom used.
hard rubber, to which is fastened the springs.
time either sash

FIG.

is

THL NEW

2.

frames, one of which

clined

hinged in order to enable the

A.-W.
is

a.rc

ARC

rigid

&

Among

Twining Double Throw Switch.

the recent changes of Philadelphia

firms

which
that of

rods in the inclined frame.

To

the

other

one

The carbons
being guided by two

to be struck.

are fed by gravity, each carbon holder

Large

L YMP.

and

insure uniformity of feeding

the carbon holders of each pair are connecterl

by

levers

are engaged in manufacturing elecj:rical supplies is
N. S. Large ^S: Son. The senior member, N. S. Large, with-

pivoted to a centr.ilpirt, which slides along a guide rod as

drew from the firm and anew partnership was formed between the junior member, S. D. Large, and R. B. Twining,
under the title of Large & Twining, with offices at 321
Both members of the firm are well posted
Chestnut street.

advanced

rewarding the wants of the electrical trade, having spent
several years in the mechanical construction ot switches,

ends of the positives or the negatives respectively always

shown one of the firm's
new double-pole double-throw fuse switches, for which it

From this
tween the positive pair and the negative pair.
it will be seen that the magnet plays no part in
fetding, its
function in the high tension lamp illustrated being merely

etc.

In the accompanying cut

having many orders.

is

is

concern

This

will

also

make

a

means each carbon of a piir is
When out of circuit
same rate.
the carbons are in contact, but when the lamp is switched
into circuit the central magnet shown strikes the arc.
As
the carbons are consumed they are fed down by gravity, the
the carbons ar^ fed; by this
at exactly thi

being together, thus maintaining constant the distance be-

'^r\

^^
nrPROVED BURGLAR
Specialty

models, repair and

of high grade switchboards,

experimental work.

The

a regulating magnet.

knife switches

manufactured by Large

& Twining

range from 10 to 10,000 amperes capacity, and are finished
with

much

firm

is

care.

AL..\RM SPRING.
to strike the arc; in the

The

entire polished

noticeable for finish and

fit

work done by

this

readjusting
the

Edison Illuminating Company
Enjoined from Using the 'Chloride

New York

by

New

York Edison Electrical Illuminating company was enjoined
aclast Monday by Judge Lacombe from using chloride
manufactured by the Electric Storage Battery
company of Philadelphia, pronounced by him to be an inThe
fringement upon tlie Accumulator company's patents.

cumulator,

awarding of the contract by the New York Edison company
the Electric Storage Battery company was announced

to

in this journal,

and much
to

interest centered in

have been

storage battery station in the country.

this

In Fig. 2

the

largest

is shown
Noshadows

form of construction, and attention

larly called to the fact that the

globe

is

is

the
are

particu-

a perfect spark

ar-

rester.

Gas and

from Philadelphia asserts that the

the proposed station, which was

is

to a very long life for the lamp.

Accumulator

some time ago

As will be seen, the simplicity ot
remarkable and gives promise of tending

req^uired.

exterior appearance of onestyle of the lamp.

of contacts.

cast

A special dispatch

is

mechanism

low tension lamp, however, there is
WJien the lamp is once adjusted no

Electric Light Conduits.

the recent Congress of the Societe Technique du Gaz
en France at Nimes an account of an explosion of gas which
occurred in the vicinity of some electric light cables was
The explosion took place in
given by Gaston Gautier.
The three-wire system is in use, the wires being
Nantes.
naked and resting on porcelain supports. The branch wires
The contract under which the Electric Light
are insulated.
company works compels it to put a cable under each footThe street in question had
path, except in narrow streets.
but one footpath, and only one main had been laid; and the
branch which crossed the street was formed of two insulated
wires, separated, and placed in a cast-iron conduit having
lead joints.
At the spot where the explosion seems to have

At

THE NEW

A.--.V.

ARC. LAMP.

perforations were produced under the action of an electric
As a result of thfs explosion the following
short-circuit.
No work- to be done by either
regulations were agreed to:
of the companies in the vicinity of the mains of the other
given;
due
notice
being
the electric light compaiiy
without
to substitute earthenware casings for those of cast-iron for its
branch services, and branch gas service pipes, in the neighborhood of electric light mains, to be laid in wooden boxes
into which there will be run natural bitumen.

October

13.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
CORRESPONDENCE.

1894

Bliss Flexible Friction Clutch Pulleys.
The E. W. Bliss company, Brooklyn, N. V., has lately
the patent rights for the

secured

shown

friction

a special plant

manufacture.

their

for

In Fig.

i is

pre-

sented a view of the clutch, and in Fig. 2 a sectional view
of

The

it.

special features of excellence

for this clutch are that

it

which are claimed

has a friction disk flexibly con-

nected to the pulley, against the sides of which the clutch

members
to

grip: therefore, if the pulley

be true on the

no
no undue

shaft,

tion of the clutch,

wears out and ceases
results in the opera-

difference

strains

on any of

are brought

the parts, and no adjustments are necessary to compensate
for this

kcyc

wear; that there are only two clutch members, one

rigidly to the shaft to

1

New York

clutch pulleys

and has established

in the accompanyingilluslrations,

which the levers are attached,

»77

Notes.

—

New York, October S. There is some prospect of a
new telephone company being formed in this city to compete with the present company which controls the telephone
service here.
The idea of the projectors ofthe new company

Experiments with

has been perfected,

thought that there will

be

instrument since

the

have been

said,

it is

telephone with some

magneto

simple

use the

to

is

improvements.

it

it is

introducing

trouble in

little

and

satisfactory,

it

here at figures far below those charged for rentals by the

The

present company.

new company

of the

projectors

assert that the telephone service as proposed in their plans
will be given for ^2 a month.
The co'hipany has established

an

office

W.

Produce Exchange building, Dwight

the

in

Curtis, a flour merchant, being the president.

new

If the

company succeeds in placing before the public a telephone
$2 a month tliere will be a general feeling of
relief among the people of New York who have so long
been subjected to the high terms of the company which now
The Metrohandles the telephone business in this city.
politan Telephoned Telegraph company has been without a
competitor for so long a time that it has grown high in its
rates and careless in lis service. The new company proposes

service for

low

to give, besides a

a first-class service in every

rental,

respect.

The

by

was
week by

electricity
last

Board of Alderupon the park commis-

the reading of a resolution passed by the

men on September

calling

iSth,

sioners Co include in their departmental estimate for the year

sum

Central Park.

sufficient to light

much

said the matter required so

Clausen

President

discussion that he did not

They must first decide
own subways and whether
would be used. Some persons

wish to make any hasty estimate.
KIG.

liLISS

I.

FLEXIBLE FRICTION CLUTCH I'ULLEYS.

whether they would builu their
arc or incandescent lights

and the other movable, which makes the adjusting of the

were opposed

clutch a very simple matter; that the levers are so balanced

believed that electric wires would prove fatal to

that at any speed at

force has

no tendency

The

ion.

clutch

is

members

to

throw the clutch

in accurate balance,

any reasonably speed.

It

manner, with

all

that

it

not on]y
the shaft,

and may be run with safety

at

very compact, occupies but

is

small space on the shaft, and
sible

so

when revolving on

is

constructed in the best pos-

and

The matter was

said.

An

eel

turned out

has a system of bushings for pulleys so
on account of long continued use, or where
a poor quality of lubricant is used, the bore becomes worn,
the bush can be returned and exchanged for one with a new
if

would have

to

all

He

went out.

runs the

the

in

street at half past

Of

course, there

burning and those were

lights

to the

engine

in the

did the best

It

fault.

dynamo when

it

the

found that the belt of the engine that

dynamo was

uselessly over

slipping

pulley.

its

was wet. After a careful search
he found that a steady stream was dripping from over the
The water was turned off
top of the Croton water meter.
that the belt

When

and the meter was empty.

the street

in

the last

drop of water had dripped out, down came a fine, healthy,
wriggling pale grayed.
It was immediately captured and
put on exhibition.

A

story

from Newark, N. J., apparently well
two horses were killed there recently by
escaping from its proper conductors and adopting

comes

authenticated, that
electricity

gas and water pipes as

In

path.

its

this case

both horses

stepped upon a heap of iron pipes piled up upon the ground.

Linemen from

the

Newark

Electric Light

Works

said that

the current must have escaped from an iron main pipe run-

ning through the
it

alley,

about a foot underground, and that

came

might be that the electric light or trolley wire

in

contact at some part of the city, and thus the current had
passed to the drain pipes.

W.

A. H. Bogardus, general manager of the

Heights Railway company, which
trolley lines in

controls

Brooklyn, including

all

Brooklyn
principal

the

the branches

Brooklyn City Railway company, has resigned
declaring that failing health was the reason.

One

men and conductors, from
FIG. 2.

BLISS FLEXIliLE IRICIION

lining at small expense.

The

CLUTCH TULLEYS.

horse power which the

ferent sizes of clutches will transmit

is

dif-

obtained from actual

by means of a dynamometer especially constructed for
the purpose, and the company claims that the clutch attached to any pulley will transmit more power than can be
transmitted by a double belt the full width of the pulley.
test

place,

Cyrus P.

Mr. Bo-

of the directors of

had been a reduction

in the

sala-

with the exception of the motor-

employes

ries of all the

of the

his

Smith, the secretary and treasurer, also resigned.

gardus takes Mr. Smith's place.
the road asserts that there

The

the president down.

reduc-

other retrenchments recently made, would

tions, "with

an annual saving of about $200,000.
nounce that they have agreed to cut

The
down

effect

an-

directors

the fee for at-

tendance on meetings one-half.
The coming election has more than the usual significance to
the people of this city,

and the vote upon the rapid

transit

question will mean a great deal to the majority of the
zens,

and for that reason an affirmative decision

citi-

in favor

of

building a road in accordance with the act of the constitu-

Street Railway Convention Delegates.
special sleepers with delegates to the street railway
convention will leave Chicago at 8:30 P. M. Monday,

The

October r5th, over the Big Four, Q. li: C. & E. T. V. &.
G. route, arriving in Atlanta at 6:00 A. M. Wednesday.
Reserve your berths at once. J C. Tucker, G. N. A., 234
Clark street; telephone, Main 1482.

tional convention

able,

and

rapid

the

city

is

unfavor-

money must be abandoned,
capital.

has been trying for years to get that, and,

everybody

The

If the ote

anticipated.

by

only hope will be a road by private

New York
as

is

transit

outlook

knows,
for

the

success

result
in

with patent fenders, and

it is

expected that all

The receipts of the traction
increased.
The line recently built to

cars will be thus provided soon.

company have steadily
connect Newark and Jersey

which was regarded as a
and is now one

City,

doubtful experiment, has proved a success

of the most profitable branches of the system.
It is in contemplation to use this line for the transportation of express

packages and light freight from the Hudson to all points in
East Jersey. Connection by trolley with Passaic, Paterson
and other points north is now interrupted only by delay in
constructing a
ville to the

Imk through Franklin township from

When

Passaic county line.

this is

Belle-

completed a

passenger can go by trolley from the ferry in Jersey City

to

Paterson with two changes of cars.

The "National School

of Electricity''

Hornsby

Barrett and Dr.

is

The language employed by some

this city.

newspaper men
least.

in reference to

Here

is

York correspondent of

a

a

of Prof.

project

being extensWely exploited in

it

is

of the daily

rather extravagant, to

sample from the pen of the

prominent

newspaper

New

in the in-

terior of the state:

The foundation of a national school of electricity, to be
established in this city, is an honor for the metropolis and for
With Edison at the head of its faculty, and
the country.
grouped around hiui the many able electricians who have
came into note since the vast and rapid expansion of the
science began. New York will possess a scientific institution which neither Paris nor London can rival.
It will be
among scientific institutions here what the Academic Francaise is among the other academies in Paris, the chief star
in the constellation.
Following

is

the report in

submitted at the
mission.

It

is

last

brief

full

of Chief Engineer Parsons,

meeting of the Rapid Transit

and greatly

in

favor

of

Com-

electric

power and should carry great weight:
burning

the lights that were

room, but that wasn't the eel's
Engineer Neenan hurried
could.
lights

be considei-ed, he

laid over.

Gerard Hotel on West P'orty- fourth
eight o'clock one morning last week.
were very few

and others
some of the

lighting of Central Park,

to the

these jioints

all

Then he saw

parts interchangeable.

The company

arranged that

birds,

is

Its clutch-

are circular and concentric with the shaft, the

presents a pleasing appearance
is"

in or out of opera-

cannot get out of order.

it

only projecting parts being the levers,

but

run the centrifugal

is

constructed with very few parts, and

so put together that

ing

which the clutch

now equipped

say the

question of lighting Central Park

brought up at the meeting of the Park Board

a

more promising if the people should foolishly throwaway the opportunity of getting municipal rapid transit.
Nearly all the street car lines in Newark, N. J., are now
equipped with the trolley, and except on two small branch
lines, the Mulberry street and Bergen street lines, the car
horse has disappeared.
The traction company has been
short of closed cars and to accommodate the trafhc has been
using open cars.
New closed cars are being received
as soon as finished.
About one-half of the electric cars are

the

is

deplorable
future

will

failure.

be

no

A rapid transit railroad in the city of New York, in order
to meet the existing and future wants of the city and to
possess the elements of financial success, muit fulfill the
following conditions:
It
mu^t be a line, substantially constructed, capable of
carrying heavy trains, with the means of running fast express trains, as well as local trains making conveniently
frequent stops.
The railway must extend from the Battery
to the northern limits of ihe city, on both sides of the city,
and must be located close to the main lines of trayel.
Without expressing an opinion at this time on the merits
of different systems, I may say: That an underground railway, if ultimately determined upon by the commission, can
be safely constructed without endangering abutting buildings
and that the cost can be determined in advance witiiin reasonably narrow limits.
That such a railway can be economically operated by
electricity, which. power will move the trains as fast as can
be done by a steam locomotive.
That an underground railway so operated will have a
perfectly satisfactory atmosphere.

An underground railway, as suggested above, would not
belike any railway tunnel in operation in this country. The
atmosphere would be pure and clear, being entirely free
from smoke, and the structure, by being designed, especially
as to the stations, with architectural skill and being always
well lighted, would be attractive in appearance.
During the

last summer, under your instruction, I have
in addition
over forty miles of underto
construction
railway
in
operation,
the
of
miles of such railways under some of the busiest

examined,

ground

sixteen
streets in London, Glasgow and Paris, besides two large
tunnels, one beneath the Thames and the other beneath the
Clyde, (he building of which is being done rapidly, securely
and without serious delay to street travel.
The successful operation by electricity of the City &
South London, the Liverpool Overhead and the Chicago
Intramural railways shows that electrical traction has long
since passed the experimental stage for service of this sort,
and that this is not merely an opinion is further shown by
the fact that the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad company is now
building an electrical power house and has ordered the conweighing 95 tons
struction
of electrical locomotives
each, which are to haul at regular service speed, its large
trains, both passenger and freight, through the tunnel
recently completed under the city of Baltimore, and the
further fact that the Metropolitan West Side Railroad company in Chicago will commence to operate its elevated railway by the same power in January next.
To show how closely the cost of construction can be
foretold, the preliminary estimates for the building of the
Glasgow Central railway were _^i, 005,000, while the actual
contracts amounted to /"i, 020,000, a variation of less than

one and one-half percent.
The commission has already given instructions in regar
to establishing an East Side route. No system of rapid transi
would be complete which does not provide adequat
facilities for this district, both above and below the liarler
iver.
At the present moment, since Madison avenue is debarred by statute, I am engaged in the study of this problem
and will shortly lay before your board a full plan which will
give to Uie residents of the East Side as complete accommorlation ns the plans already adopted provide for those on the

West

Side.

W.

F. O.

•
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was found in these cases
that theaverage cost of electriciamps in cities where the lighting is done by private contracts is $114.58, or $4 more than
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The discovery that the law rewas made by agents of Tillotson

it.

quires such a publication

trying to get a franchise at

There has been a little

Kaukauna.
Menasha.

electric railway fight at

ordinance to give the Menasha

& Neenah

Electric Rail-

way company a franchise was uitroduced in the council,
whereupon Mayor Roschetook the floor and denounced the
ordinance in unmeasured terms. The measure, he said, was
designed to give the company the right of way, free and unlimited, over the streets of Menasha for a term of 35 years.
He declared that the company had shown no evidence of
good faith.
There is talk of building an electric line between Waukesha and Pewaukee. Waukesha men are backing the movement, and it is said that they have got options on terminal
property.
The plan is to issue stock to the amount of
$20,000.

c.

_^____^

was $57.88.

These
further reduced by in-

lighting

figures, it was stated, could be still
come derived from commercial lighting.
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That investigation differed from the others in that
were directed to other cities, the investigation being limited to the collection of expert and scientific
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H. K. Gilman, formerly business manager of the Great
Western Manufacturing company, Ciiicago, resigned his
position last month on account of ill health.
Mr. Gilman

The Cicero & Proviso Electric Street Railroad company
applied to the Department of Public Works of Chicago,
October 2d, for a permit to lay its tracks within the city
limits, on Forty-eighth street from Lake street to Chicago
avenue, and in Chicago avenue from Forty-eighth street to
Fifty-second street.
The permit was issued. The line is to
pass through the north end of Austin and extend to Fifth
avenue, Maywood.

Seven new motor cars have been received by the Chicago
company for use on its line to be opened
soon on Milwaukee avenue. They are Brownell acceleration cars.
The new line will extend from Milwaukee
avenue and Attrill street, the present terminus of the Milwaukee avenue cable road, six miles, and into Jefferson.
The power house will be completed in October and the new
line opened December ist.
Electric Transit

MISCELLANEOUS.
The Engineering Magazine began in its October issue a
new arrangement of its review of the technical press. Instead of devoting a particular department to the index of the
most important articles published in the journals each
month, the index of articles pertaining to its subject is
now published at the end of each of the departments which
have been made a feature of this magazine.
Most of the
principal technical journals in this country and abroad are
indexed, and the whole forms a valuable feature.

A

late

addition to the class publications of

much
when

political circles

week

surprise last

attorney
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prejudice in the case of the

legal

in
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Milwaukee Street Railway com-

Northern Electric company, Chicago, 111.; capital stock,
W. Furbeck, Chicago, 111.

Cook Elevated

pany, which was seeking in the Circuit Court to set aside the
of $2,800,000 on

assessment

tracks, francliises

the

and other

before the case had
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Waukesha

in court

of the absence from the city of the city attorney.

company opposed
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on a motion

of the assis'^ant city attorney for a continuance on

sel for the street railway

plants,

Johnson

Jndge

transferred the case to the Circuit Court of

Some days

railway
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property.

account

Railway company, Chicago,

Mark

Sands, Chicago,

III.;

Carroll Electric Light company, Mount Carroll,
capital stock, $12,800; Owen P. Miles, Mount Carroll,

Mount
111.;

Ilk

Electric company, New York, N. Y.
capital stock, $25,000; to deal
electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies; Ernest Tayrault, New York, N. Y.

Thompson-Brown

m

for a

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

It was stated that ex-Senator Spooner of
and William Nelson Cromwell of New York had
come to the city for the purpose of presenting the company's side of the case to the court and that if a continuance

The electric light company of Palatka, Fla., has been
granted a franchise to erect a plant in Palatka.

were gVanted, they would rather have a long continuance
than a short one, as the short delay would compel them to

to establish

continuance.
this state

remain

in the city un'til

the case was

The

called.

court

granted a continuance from day to day.

when he

told the directors of the

common
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common
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proceeding to a
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that even if

in earnest in regard to the

for the jiurpose

by the terms of

the action

taking steps ostensibly looking to

the purchase of thestreet railway

to

and

matter

removed.

have been trying
xA-fter

for

two years

company that but for
tiie hard times a First avenue street car line would now be in
operation. The company is also tearing up tracks on upper
Sixth street.
On lower Sixth street the company is widening the street between Grand avenue and Clybourn street.
It

is

on foot for the organization of a company
Ashland, Ivy. A capis

proposed.

&

directors of the Citizens' Electric Light
Power
company, Springfield, 111., held a meeting on October 3d and
instructed the secretary to advertise for bids for a site on
which to erect a plant, and for the fuel.

Two

projects have been discussed for obtaining electric
lighting at Fresno, Cal.
One is to utilize the Clovis flume
and build a power house at its outer fall, nine miles from
Fre!:;no, transmitting the power to the city by wire.
The
other is to dam the San Joaquin above Herndon, ten miles
away, and utilize the water power thus secured.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
A

franchise has been granted to
tric railway at Los Angeles, Cal.

An

stated in behalf of the

electric

tance of

an indignation meeting

had been held and an ordinance calling for the removal of the
tracks had been introduced in the council, thecompany sent
word to the Board of Public Works that it would tear up the
tracks.

is

electric light plant at

it

the charter.

in the vicinity

have the tracks

an

stock of $8,000

and would be prevented in any

The street railway tracks on First avenue are being torn
up.
The tracks were never used, and the people residing on
the street

ital

movement

A
at

H. E. Storrs

for an elec-

road from Portland to Vernonia, Ore., a
under consideration.

dis-

fifty miles, is

electric railway, nine miles

The

cost

is

long,

is

proposed

estimated at $40,000.

old Hinsey line cars are being rebuilt and will soon be

put into service on the East Side

line.

New trucks

are being

placed under them and the roofs will be a foot higher than the
roofs of the old cars.

It is said that they will

be among the

best cars in the

The work upon them

being done at

city.

the repair shops of

The

Fo.'c

tion again.

is

thecompany.

River interurban electric line is attracting atten-

Mr. Tillotson, the projector of the

line,

was on

lamps this fall can
lamps with this firm.
for

&

A.

find

a

splendid assortment of arc

M. Anderson of Boston, Mass.,

J.

report an un-

usual rush of business during the last month.
They manufacture a special line of trolleys and steel trolley poles, and
all kinds of repair parts for trolleys are kept in stock, for
which there has been a steady demand. The call for the
-^tna railway insulators is fully as brisk as in the past,
and an air of general prosperity is seen about their large
factory.
J.

H. Cooke, the western representative of the Buckeye
coiled filament lamp, says: "October trade has

special

opened

in a vigorous manner. Considering the splendid
record the Buckeye 1 amp is maintaining for first-class
illumination at low operating cost, our fair prices and the
further important fact that the United States courts have
decided that the Buckeye Electric company cannot be interfered with in the manufacture and sale of its lamps, the
outlook for the coming season is encouraging."

The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, is the sole
agent for the Gilliland Telephone company, which
has been introducing the new Gilliland magneto telephone
It is prepared to install telephone exchange
to the public.
plants, build short or long distance private lines, or equip
selling

apartments
plete.

William
Cortlandt

give information.

As a special west-bound freight train on the Wabash road
St. Louis, October 4th, it crashed into and demolished a car of the Suburban Electric Street Railway company at Union avenue, in the western suburbs. The car
WAS struck squarely on the front end and smashed into
kindling wood.
Six persons were seriously injured.
Of
these two women and the molorman will probably die.

was leaving

The

north branch of the Chicago river is to have a
it shortly at Roscoe boulevard large enough

tunnel under

large

and resident

with telephone speaking tube systems comset is of improved design and patent
assured.
The Metropolitan company reports a

The company's

The Metropohtan Railroad company ofKansas City, Mo.,
will build a new power house, put in new engines and an
electric plant.
George H. Nettleton of Kansas City can

fore.

The

The Electric Construction & Supply company of New
York is flooded with orders for its standard Ward lamps,
which it has offered to the trade at a reduced price. Only
a fe\s' are left m slock.
The lamp burns on a direct curThose who have not placed their orders
rent of 1 10 volts.

protection

verted into road.

is

state.

has received a most flattering report of tests of carbons
made at the Armour Institute, in wliich the Union carbons
made a remarkable showing.
These carbons are particularly well adapted for use in alternating arc lamps.

The Electric Railway & Park company, Lyons, la.,
has just been incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000.

The new electric line on North Clark street, Chicago,
north of Diversey avenue, has been opened permanently.
The new electric cars will run as far north as Lawrence
avenue, a point over six miles from the Court House.
Transfers will be made from the Clark street line as be-

street

New York

hotels, factories, public buildings, stores, offices

suburban

Tacoma, Wash.

narrow and in order to get a franchise the
company had to engage to widen the street" at its own exFive feet of the curbing on each side is being conpense.
Tlie

ol'

Edward Wertheim, 207 and 209 Lake street, Chicago, sole
agent of the Union Carbon Works of Kronach. Germany,

•

The

Vice-president Henry C. Payne of the Milwaukee Street
Railway company has returned from New York. Itislearned
that

Proposals will probably be wanted for furnishing an elecplant at Stephenville, Tex.

tric light

A

J.

of the large cities

III.

The coun-

motion

the

Electric

capital stock, $10,000,000;

Morrison, general agent for New York state for
the Fort Wayne Electric Corporation, has resigned.
Mr.
Morrison is known east and west as one of the most popular salesmen in the electrical
business and has been very
successful in placing this well-known apparatus in nearly all

W.

$25,000; George

an affidavit of

filed

is

TRADE NEWS.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

council committee's box.

was

There

Chicago

the Business Law Weekly^ edited by J. L. Rosenberger.
This journal is intended to supply information of current
commercial law in language unobscured by legal terms.
It
is
primarily intended for business men and contains much valuable matter in compact form.
The editor
has unusual facilities for obtaining the latest court decisions, and he is gifted with a ready discernment and the
power of clear expression. The Business La7o IVcekiy
covers a new field and deserves success.

intends to take a trip abroad.

he remembered, was adverse to the proposition to engage
In Milwaukee the matter still rests
in municipal lighting.

common

1894

to carry electric power wires for the use of the Chicago
North Shore Street Railroad company. The contract for
the work has been given to Shailer & Schniglau, Rookery
building.

will

in the

13,

is

demand

for the Gilliland instrument.

Hammer,

consulting electrical engineer, 26
York, as shown by extracts from
letters in his professional pamphlet, has had an e.xtensive
experience in various classes of electrical work during the
last fifteen years in England, Germany, France and America.
Mr. Hammer's business is to inspect and oversee the
work of contractors, and thus insure satisfactory installations.
In his present capacity he manufactures nothing and
has nothing to sell; does no construction work himself, and
He claims, therefore, the right to
accepts no commissions.
guarantee that his clients' interests will be carefully studied
that he will secure for them the best systems or methods'
high-class materials, excellent workmanship and careful*
J.

street,

New

supervision.

BUSINESS.
to
to

W.

company has removed its Chicago office
100-104 West Washington street, where it will continue

The

E.

Bliss

keep a representative line of presses, drop-hammers,
shears and sheet metal machinery.

October

13,

WESTERN
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The Perkins

Electric Switch coiujauy oi' Hanroiil,
Conn., is preparing to move its factory into larger quartern,
the present location being two small for its rapidly growing
business.. The company report a decidctl improvement of
trade.

kuife switclics, wiiicli gives an excellent idea ot then
this specialty which it is intended to carr}'.

& Hegeman Manufacturing company of HartConn., reports that September was one of the largest
months in amount of business done fur a long time, and
that the call is as strong as ever for its well-known Hart
flush and snap switch.

The

Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports tliat
enjoying an excellent run of business at the present
time, and things actually begin to look like old times and
as though the long expected revival of business was upon
us."
This is, of course, to be somewhat expected just at
the present season, but it is to be hoped that instead of the
usual slump after the fall rush the increased demand
caused by improving times will produce an increase in the
volume of business even over what is now being done
during the short busy season.
it is

operation.

be materially increased.

electrical engineer, Detroit, Mich., has
just secured the engineering work for a municipal arc and
incandescent plant for the village of Springville, Erie countj',
X. Y. Mr. Rae makes a specialty of electric railways,

transmission of power, municipal lighting, and plans, specifications and general supervision.

Gas Lighting company of Boston, Mass.,
by a showing of a large in-

Electric

will close this year's business

The company claims that it has been
crease in business.
the yr-ost successful one financially since the organization.
It has felt the depression but little, and a steady call has
been made for its general line of supplies.
The chandelier switch manufactured by the Bryant Eleccompany is meeting with favor. The company has
issued a neat circular illustrating this new specialty., Grier
Bros., the western representatives of the Bryant Electric
company, have a stock of these switches on hand in their
Chicago storeroom in the Monadnock building.
Electrical

company of

and that a rapid increase

is

shown by

has been received from Secretary and Manager R.
Humffreys-Roberts of the Fontaine Crossing & Electrical
company, Detroit, Mich., to the effect that his company is
now putting on the market a novelty in the line of dynamos.
Without at present going into details it may be said that
Mr. Robert's new departure is a double voltage dynamo,
through which the consumer can take current at either no
or 220 volts, and in any quantity up to the machine's rated
capacity.
In other words, this machine does, in a sense, the
work of two dynamos, and it can be used on either the three
or two-wire system.
Those wishing further and more detailed information might do well to correspond with Mr.
Roberts, as the applications of the new machine are numerous, and the many uses to which it may be put are surprising.
Incidentally it may be said of the Fontaine Crossing
& Electrical company that it has worked itself to the front
in the electrical business in a manner that is, to say the
least, highly gratifying to
the projectors of the company.
From the start Mr. R. Humffreys-Roberts has been at the
helm, and with Rudolph Fuller as electrical and mechanical
engineer the concern has achieved for itself an enviable
reputation.
In fact it makes the claim that not a single armature has ever been returned to the factory from a burnout due to defective workmanship.
With this new machine
the company proposes to branch out still more extensively
and to establish agencies throughout the country. J. A.
Campbell is now the company's western agent, with headquarters at room 33 Dexter building, 84 Adams street, Chicago.

moved into a new factory, thereby increasing its production three times over thatof the oldlocation.
President
Eldred will be remembered by the older telephone men of
Chicago.
He was in charge of the Bell telephone hiteresls
for the West, and the same push and energy shown while
in that capacity is seen with the Columbia Telephone company.
cently

Boston, Mass., finds that its business has increased to such
an extent that with increased facilities for manufacturing
it is pressed to keep pace with its orders.
The company
reports that prospects were never better in its line of business,

,.

Word

President H. H. Eldred of the Columbia Telephone
Manufacturing company, 136 Front street, New York, is
showing a new improved telephone desk set, which is attracting much attention, and is of especial value for connecting various departments of large buildings used for
manufacturing purposes.
This concern has been pushed of
late to fill its orders for regular telephones, and has re-

tric

The Beacon Vacuum Pump &

"

The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, has upon
exhibition in its store on Fifth avenue a number of the
.Sweet limit switches, one of which was illustrated in
the last issue of tliis journal.
The company reports much
interest in this device, and it will doubtless become a very
popular addition to central station equipment.
Large shipments of N. I. R. wire are being constantly made from the
company's store and the wire is proving to be one of the most
serviceable and popular in the market.
The Metropolitan
company's new catalogue, devoted to street railway supplies,
is soon to appear, and will show the company to possess one
of the most complete lines of railway supplies in the
country.

Frank B. Rae,

The

—

receptacles.

Wtih the return of short days the Boston Braid company of Boston, Mass., is rushed to supply its orders for
incandescent lamp filaments to the large number of customers who have used its goods and proved their value.
The company expects to shortly add to its plant, that the

may

i-l.
Hoifman, who was for a long time the general
superintendent of the Buckeye Engine company, fills the
same position with this company, and has the peculiar faculty of finding business at all points.
In the selection of
M. H. Barker as chief engineer, the company is to be congratulated.
His work has always spoken for him the best
introduction one could ask.
M. M. Whipple, superintendent of the sales department, is known too well among the
electrical fraternity to need anything to be said of the large
amount of work he will secure in this line, as he is one of
Boston's most popular salesmen.
The American Tool &
Machine company is to push its business in the central and
western states and there can be little doubt but that a good
line of trade awaits it.

Imperial rheostat, motor starting cylinders, special resistance devices of all kinds, annunciators, switches, plugs and

R. D'Unger, manager of the D'L'nger Long-distance
Telephone company, Chicago, reports that Crookston,
Minn., has been equipped with the D'L'nger instrument,
and that the subscribers of that place express great satis-

output

T79
in

The Washington Electric company, 197 South Canal street.
is pushing the sale of its well-known specialties
and reports a number of satisfactory sales. The specialties
made most prominent by this company include Meissner's
improved focusing lamp, the Washington incandescent arc
lamp for continuous and alternating currents, Meissner's

The Hart

its

lie

Chicago,

ford,

faction at
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the larger

orders from firms whose orders were formerly smaller regarding quantity.

Treasurer and General Manager Chas. C. Kritzer of the
Sweet Electric & Manufacturing company, Grand Rapids,
Mich., visited Chicago last week to make arrangements
for the further introduction of his novel specialty.
Mr.
Kritzer deserves a great deal of credit for the energy he has
displayed in so rapidly bringing his company to the front in
The Sweet Electric & Manufacturing
the electrical field.
company is now organized with the following officers
D.
Fred Sweet, president; Chas. C. Kritzer, treasurer and
general manager; Chas. H. Annin, secretary, and Samuel
Barnes, electrician.
Mr. Kritzer has opened a factory at
the corner of Louis and Campau streets, in Grand Rapids,
and installed the very best machinery for the manufacture of
the Sweet limit switch and the other electrical novelties
which tlie concern is preparing to introduce to the electrical
market- The success with which the Sweet limit switch
has met has greatly encouraged the company. Although it
has been on the market for a short time, orders have comefrom all over the United States, and those who have used
the device write very flattering testimonials as to its value
as a protective device for dynamo and motor circuits.
The
Sweet limit switch is made for alternating as well as continuous current service.
From the engravings of the machine it is difficult to appreciate its best features and
One of its strong points is the
thoroughly efficient action.
peculiar yet simple arrangement of its contacts, from which
minimum
broken
with
a
flash and consequent
arc
is
the
burning ; another strong point of the machine is the accuracy with which it may be adjusted so as to break the circuit
at any given current strength.

The latest comer in the field of electric heating is the
newly organized American Electrical Heater company of
Detroit, Mich.
This concern starts out with the following
officers in management:
Frederick H. Date, president;
John Hefifron, vice-president; Benjamin H. Scran ton,
secretary, and John Scudder, treasurer.
The company has
carried on quite a number of experiments, with Frank B.
Rae as consulting engineer, and is now preparing an active
The comexploitation of a novel electric soldering iron.
pany's offices are at 9 Tolsma building, 45 State street,

J. E. Lockwood has called a meeting of the creditors
and stockholders of the Detroit Electrical Works to be held
at the Telephone building, Detroit, Mich., October
I5tli,
for the purpose of discussing the business of the concern,
obtaining all the information possible regarding debts and
accounts, and appointing an authorized committee to examine the property and assets and to formulate plans for a

reorganization.

Eugene Munsell & Co., 21S Water street. New York,
miners, importers and wholesale dealers in mica, having
their presses and dies ready, are prepared to furnish mica
stamped to exact pattern from the solid sheet for street car
motors, rheostats and other purposes.
They furnish
stamped mica of special patterns, if purchasers will furnish
their own dies, or hey will have dies made and charge cost
price for their construction.

:

Detroit, Mich.
Beside the soldering iron now ready for
the market, this concern will shortly commence the introduction of a line of other heating novelities, and those interested in this branch of the electrical busmess will do
well to open correspondence with the new company.

I

&

The American Tool

Machine company of Boston,

Mass., although considered one of the

most conservative
as one of the oldest in its
of the business staff, has
shown unusual gains to its previous large business, which
President
will shortly compel its removal to new quarters.
and General j\Ianager E. C. Huxley is one of the best
known mill men for construction work in the countrv. W.

Large & Twining, 321 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, have
purchased the extensive plant of the late firm ofN. S. Large
iS: Son, and are prepared to fill orders for
anything in the
electrical supply line. The firm will use the best materials and
employ only skilled mechanics, insuring a product first-class
in

every respect.

The

firm

is

getting

out

a

firms in New England, as well
line, since the reorganization

catalogue of

ILLeSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued October
Electric Motor.
526,686.
John H. Clark, Boston, Mass.
Application filed April 16, 1S94.

IS

The motor is especially design-^d for ventilators. The parts
of the motor and its frame are compactly located adjacent to
the blower, thereby economizing in space, and an extended hub
of the casting serves to afford an additional and solid bearing
for the shaft in carrying both the fan, the armature and the

N.

is

May

for Electric Conductors.
Philadelphia, Pa, Application filed

N. Y.

19, 1S94,

scribed.

526.723.

Igniting Apparatus for Fire Engines.
Matthias and Wilmer Hartman, Reading,
Application filed October 2, 1S93.
Electric

;

Trolley
526.705.
States Army.

Spring,

Julius

Application

filed

L.

May

Hanson,

An electrical igniting apparatus adapted particularly for use
engine houses for the purpose of automatically lighting
a fire under the engine boiler is patented. The purpose is to
provide a simple apparatus by means of which the movement
of the engine from its place in the house will turn on and instantaneously light a jet of ga.s: and when the engine has
passed over it will automatically extinguish the flame.
in fire

United

14, 1S92.

The

invention consists of a compound or double spring made
up of a pair of similar interlocking clasp springs, each of which
IS made of a piece of spring wire having two straight members
connected by a spiral spring bend, actingas a torsion spring
when the ends of the members are closed together,

526,725.

and

526.721.

Compo.sition of Matter for Electric Conductors.
Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed

Duncan Macfarlan,

May

16, 1894.

A baked

conducting and resisting compound structure, cot:-

when

a current

Is

Snap

June

Reist,
2S, 1S94.

Schenectady,

F

F

O

Arnandus Metzger,
Switch,
Application filed May 11, 1S94,

526.743.
Jr.,

Dynamo-electric Machine.
Edwin W. Rice,
Swampscott, Mass, Application filed February

28, 1S94.

"

Lightning Arresten
Fred S. Pearson, Boston,
Mass. Application filed September 7, 1S91.

526,736,

The apparatus consists mainly in the combination of a lightning arrester with a switch controlled by an electro-magnet,
the current between the electrodes of the arrester energizing
the magnet which opens the switch and breaks the circuit, that

Henry G.
filed

D

The claim for novelty in this invention is based upon the
combination with a handle and pivoted shaft, and a stop for
the plug, secured to and vertically movable on the shaft, of a
ratchet plug, loosely mounted to turn on the shaft, and spring
contacts, the stop engaging the plug to operate the switch when
the shaft is turned in one direction and permitting the shaft to
be turned freely in the opposite direction without engaging the
plug and not operating the switch.

Electric Winding and Setting Clock,
526.720,
Henry
Loriot, New York, N. Y.
Application filed October
3> 1893.

This invention con.sists in connecting a synchronizing magnet
the winding motor of a clock or series of clocks in circuit.
so that they may be actuated by the same electric impulse. It
also comprises certain improvements in synchronizing devices
for clocks, whereby a prolonged impulse may be sent through
the synchronizing magnet without stopping the clock.

Electric

Schenectady, N. Y.

Application

m

William C.
Pa.

also the branch circuit

In the illustrations Fig, i is a section and Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the commutator, having a part of one end ring removed to show the construction. The method of assembling
The commutator segments beingput
the parts is as follows:
in place and properly insulated, the two end-ring sections, one
on each end, embiacing a suitable number of the segments, are
put In place. The bolt
\z passed through the registering
holes
the sections within the spider O.
J he nuts G G are
then tightened so as to bring the end-ring sections aglinst the
face of the spider somewhat firmly. The wedge-shaped nuts y
the
end-ring
are then inserted between
sections and the inner
beveled face of the spider O, and the bolt head / being turned,
the end-ring section C is forced toward the center of the commutator, thus drawing the commutator segments
firmly into
place, and this, as will be seen from the construction, without
friction upon the insulation E, the strain being limited only by
the crushing strength of the insulation. The b-ilt
is then
made light. As will be seen in Fig." i, the outer face of the
end-ring sections adjacent to the commutator segments is cut
away at , and these ends of the commutator segments are insulated from, the end-rings at this point by wrapping twine,
several layers in thickness. When the twint is wrapped around
sufficiently to present an even surface, a sheet C- of leathcroid,
or other tough insulating material, is interposed, and a further
wrapping of the twine fills up the cavity to an even finish.

baked compound structure, consisting of graphite, clay,
asphalt or coal tar, chloride of aluminum and a binder, is de-

essential feature of the improvements relates to the device by which the trolley wire supporting mechanism is suspended by hanger or stretcher wires extending laterally across
the path of the railway to posts or other supports
and the improvements consist of devices for supporting the mechanism
which is made from sheet metal, struck up (in distinction to
devices made by casting) , and composed of interlocking or con•
jointly locking parts.

and

Commutator,

526.742.

Composition of Matter

A

The

the main circuit,

established through the electrodes of the arrester,

Duncan Macfarlan,

Trolley Wire Hanger. John J. Green, Boonton,
Application filed June 4, 1S94.

J.

iSg^.

described,

526.722,

commutator.

526.704.

2,

posed of filamentous strands of asbestos, graphite and a binder,

.

The invention consists in a method of eliminating the back or
counter-electromotive force of a part of coils connected in series
and revolving in a magnetic field, by so arranging the angular
distance which they cover upon the armature with relation to
the angular space covered by the field magnet poles that the
total flux of magnetic force will at certain times in the revolution be included by the coils, or coincidently pass through the
axes of the coils in its entirety, or practically so. The elementary form is shown in the illustration, where
S are field mag-

N

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
net poles and

armature.
direction

C are

Trolley Guard.
526,756.
Application filed April

lamp

J.

in

hand rope or the accidental letting go of the same
by the operator, and which may be easily and conveniently
operated, and wherein also the lamp and electric connections are properly insulated from the hanger board and ceiling
or supports to which the hanger is attached, and wherein also
the two electric terminals on or in the body of the drum are
the

the conductor d.

Henry
2,

to arrest the descent of the
case of accident, such, for example, as the breaking of

which will operate automatically

the coils forming the winding of the
are displaced 60 degrees, wound in the same

(T

They

and conncLted by

Tanner, Lynn, Mass.

1S94.

There is described in a trolley head the combination with a
trolley wheel of a yoke extended beyond the axle of the trolley
wheel at an angle of about 20 degrees with the line of the trolley
arm, and having a notch formed in each of its upper extremities, a spr'ngr on each side of and secured to the yoke, an arbor fastened to each spring and passing through the notches

properly insulated from each other.

526,835.
'

Railway Trolley.

Conduit

St. Louis,

Mo.

Application

filed

Robert J. Hewett,
February 9, 1894.

One of the features of the invention is a conduit collector
provided with a pivoted support mounted on the vehicle to admit nnovemen tin vertical and horizontal planes, a detachable plow
capable of dropping within the conduit connected thereto, detachable connections for the motor leads and means for sustaining the pivoted support when the plow is disconnected.

.Conductor Switch. George H. Benjamin,
York, N. Y. Application filed September 28, 1893.

526,850.

October

13,

1894

rotatable circuit closer having a surfactf made partly of an insulating and partly of a conducting material, and stationary
contact pieces adapted for continuous sliding contact with the
surface of the circuit closer, and connected 10 the adjacent sections of the conductors, the contact pieces and the insulating
and onducting portions of the circuit closer being so arranged
relatively to each other that the adjacent sections of one conductor are connected when the corresponding sections of the
other conductor are disconnected, and vice versa,

Combined Telegraph Key and Sounder. Philip
Cox, Jasper, Fla. Application filed January 9,

526,965,

D.

1894.
'1
he combination with a base and key of a threaded stud inserted in'the base and extending through a hole in the key,
nuts placed on the stud, and a spring resting on the nut and
pressing the under surface of the key forms the basis for the application.

New

The invention consists in providing the working conductors,
which in this case are centrally disposed contact rails mounted
on insulating supports, with removable crossing sections, and
in the arrangement of special operating apparatus therefor.
Telephone.
Rosea W. Libbey,
526,865.
Application filed August i, 1S92.

Boston, Mass.

There is combined in a telephone a box or case inclosing an
armature arranged between the poles of a horseshoe magnet
and the diaphragm, the armature being suspended by catgut
and surrounded by sponge or its equivalent saturated or filled
with suitable material.

Rheostat.
Application filed

526,867.

Duncan Macfarlan,

May

Philadelphia, Pa.

18, 1894.

The invention is a rheostat, comprising ahomogeneous baked
composition structure for controlling or adjusting the voltage
of an electric circuit and provided with pin contacts, conductors
from a source of energy in connection with the structure, and a
switch adapted to be manipulated in the path of the contacts.
526,879.

Dynamo

York, N. Y.

Regulator.
John Van Vleck,
Application filed May 31, 1S94.

New

The invention consists first in the peculiar construction of
the regulator; second, in the arrangement of several regulators
to form a mL.ltiple regulator occupying relatively small floor
space, and, third, in the arrangement of the resistances in combination with such a regulator at a distance therefrom.

xo. 526,888.

N.

March

filed

28, 1894.

The

invention consists in part of the combination with a magdrum consisting of a periphery composed of pole pieces
separated from one another by diamagnetic material and
ele. tro-magnets connected with the pole pieces, having consecutive pole pieces of opposite polarity, of a metallic strap or
shoe held tor attraction to and for frictional engagement with
the drum, the drum being adapted to be revolved.

netized

ter,

Magneto Call Bell.
N. H. Application

Joseph B. Smith, ManchesApril 27, 1S94.

filed

A magneto call

device for telephones is described, consisting
of a magneto machine having a rotary and longitudinally movable armature shaft, a crank shaft, gearing intermediate to the
armature shaft, and a crank shaft for imparting the longitudinal movement to the armature shaft during its rotation, the
armature shaft being adapted when rotated to break the circuit
and cut in the armature of the magneto generator, and a spring
for returning the armature srhaft to its norma! position when at

NO, 526,742.
formed in the extremities of the yoke at an angle with the plane
of the trolley wheel, and a ball or wheel on each arbor adapted
to rotate thereon, the bails or wheels meeting above and in the
center plane of the trolley wheel.
Electric Alarm Operating Mechanism.
Thompson, Elmira, N. Y. Application

526,760.

cember

Application

J.

526,982.

C.

Bergen Davis, Newark,

Electric Friction Brake.

526,966.

Parlter
filed

De-

rest.

19, 1893.

Electric Switch.

526,988.

Conn.
The

The apparatus

consists of a device for sounding an electric
alarm and automatically interrupting it after the lapse of a suitable length of time.

Frank G. Eeron, Waterbury,'
June 21, 1894.

filed

invention has for its object to provide a double- pole elecsnap switch which shall be adapted for general use, but especially adapted for attachment near the ceiling of a room and
to be operated by a chain or cord, whereby the additional wiring required where switches are placed in position to be operated

_ trie

Robert B. Wilson,
Electric Railway Conduit.
526,767.
Cincinnati, O.
Application filed January 2, 1894.

by hand

The invention consists in part of a conduit having a projecting or flangtd base, upon which it rests and by which it is
secured to the ties of a railway, the conduit being made up of
sections, each section having an incut or a socket at one end
and a reduced portion at the other, the socket of each section
being entered by the reduced portion of another, and the reduced portion of one seciion fitting the socket of the next.

526,992.
rent

Apparatus for Putting Electric Motors Into CirCarl Hoffman, Charlottenburg, Germany.
Application filed Ociober 29, 1S92.
The illustration shows in diagram the regulating apparatus,
coupled m circuit with an electric generator and motor. As
cuit.

NO. 526,810.

Mark O. Anthony,
Transmitter for Telephones.
526,888.
Application filed July 28, 1894.
Cincinnati, O.

A front view of one form of an improved transmitter 15 shown.
represents the supporting plate or diaphragm, b, c, rfand e
carbon blocks secured thereto, /, g; h and i a series of carbon
pencils mounted in the blocks, j a carbon pencil having its
j' a carbon pencil having it> bearbearings in pencils y" and
ings in pencils g and //, and k a carbon pencil having its
It will be seen
bearings in the transverse pencils j and j'
and an d^' and /( are locked against rotation
that pencils
by the transverse pencils j and J' which are in turn locket^
against rotation by pencil/-,

is

wholly avoided,

Combined System

of Alternating and Direct CurAlbert L. Clough, Manchester,

Distribution.

N. H.

526,810.

soon as the switch 22 is closed, a current which is greater than
that normally used for operating a motor is transmitted to the
magnet 21, in consequence of which the magnet attracts its
armature und lifts the carbon 26 from contact with the carbon
aft.
Before [his can take place, however, a current impulse has
been transmitted to the motor 31, and this impulse acts to set
the motor in motion. When the magnet 24 attracts its armature the current through the apparatus is interrupted, the magnet allows its armature to fall, and the carbons 26 and 28 are
again brought into contact, a new impulse is transmitted to the
motor, and the magnet again attracts its armature and separates the carbons from each other. This action of the magnet,
that is, allowing the carbons to come into contact and then
separating them, is repeated until the motor has obtained ap-

Application

Application

filed

May

15, 1S94.

It is the intention of this invention to provide apparatus to
avoid the loss from hysteresis and eddy currents in the iron of
the transformers of an alternating system of distribution.
Although the method makes use of a pair of extra wires for the
supply of the direct current, the amount of current called for
during the time when they are in use is so inconsiderable that
their cross-section need be but small.
The system consists, as
seen by the illustration, of the combination of a source of direct
and of alternating currents of conductors for the distribution of
these currents, ofbranches to connect the translating devices to
the direct current mains, of transformers having their primaries
connected to the alternating current mams, and each having its
secondary included in one side of its appropriate branch, and
of devices to short-circuit the direct current mains when the
alternating current is on, and to remove the short-circuit
when the alternating current is off.

A

/',

.

y

/'

,

William E.
Fire Alarm Telegraph System.
Decrow, Boston, Mass. Application filed March 13,

526,893.

1893.

The combination with a central station and a local station, of
a circuit connecting them, a series of circuits extending from
the local station, and a switch placed at a point outside the
/local station for disconnecting the lines therefrom, and conne ting them in series with the central station, is claimed as
novel.
526,897.

Electric

Providence, R.

Railway Trolley.

L

Application

Robert A. Grant,
January 22, 1S94.

filed

The invention consists in supporting the trolley wheel in
in a frame pivotally connected with the free end
of the trolley mast, and in means for holding the trolley wheel
in contact with the trolley wire during any vibration of the free
end of the trolley mast. It also consists in the peculiar and
novel arrangement of the guard wires or arms in connection
with the pivoted support in which the trolley wheel is
journaled,
cheek pieces or

NO. 526,743proximately its normal speed, and thus generates a sufficient
counter-electromotive torce to cut down the current transmitted
from the generator to the normal current used in the motor.
When this point is reached the magnet 24 is not sufficiently
magnetized to enable it to separate the carbons 26 and 28
Instead of adapting the magnet 24 to entirely separate the carbons when the current is first turned on, approximately the
same object will be attained if the carbons are only so far separated as to permit a considerable arc to be formed between
them, which separation should be sufficient to bring about the
desired modification in the transmitted current. When this
latter scheme is adopted the length of the arc wilt decrease as
the counter-electromotive force from the motor is increased,
until the point is reached where the motor is generating its
maximum counter-electromotive force, when the two carbons
will be in contact.

526,825.

Electric

Chicago,

111.

Lamp Hanger.
Application

filed

William
January

S.

Weston,

13, 1894.

The object of the invention is to produce an electric lamp
hanger of a simple, efficient and durable construction, whereby
the lamp may be retained suspended in any desired, position,

526,909.

Theodore P. Piatt,
Lock.
Application filed May 7, 1S94.

Electric

Mass.

Boston,

Onti claim comprises in an electric door opener the combination of a casing having a bolt-receiving recess in its face plate,
a spring-held pivotal keeper adapted to extend across ttie recess
aad confine a latch-bolt therein, an electro-magnet, a springheld armature therefor constituting a detent, a pivoted arm
arranged to be locked by the detent against movement in one
direction, a pivotal bar engaged at one end with the arm and
arranged to bear at its opposite end against a part ot the keeper,
and a resetting bell crank lever, one arm of which extends in
the path of a part of the keeper and the other arm of which coacts with the pivotal-locking bar and the detent-engaging arm.

526,963.

Conduit

Cattori,

The

Rome,

for Electric Railways.
Italy.

Application

Michel Angelo

filed

April 3, 1894.

invention consists in part of the combination with two
corresponding adjacentsections of each of the rondiiclors of a

NO. 526,992
527,023.

Differentially

Geared Electric Motor.

C. Pole, Deanewood, D. C.
ber. 12, 1892.

Application

Benjamin

filed

Novem-

The operation of the invention as follow,^
Upon the eleccurrent being turned onto the motor, the armature shaft
to revolve, and with it a pinion wheel.
I'his wheel
intergears with a non-revolvable wheel and causes the armature,
field magnets and frame to all revolve around with and together
with the main shaft, and give to the motor the vantage point of
leverage for it to do its work with.
is

:

tric

commence.s

Scale and Index for Electrical Measuring Instru527,034.
Edward Weston, Newark, N. J. Application
ments.
filed

March

The

15, 1S94.

is to provide a scale and index
needle for an electrical measuring instrument, which can be
read when the observer is standing at the side of the instrument
as well as when he is placed directly in front of it.

object of this invention

:
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Power House

for the Metropolitan Elevated Electric Railway, Chicago.

The

picture herewith presented

stage of construction of the

represents the present

power house

elevated electric railroad in the country

— and

of Chicago

to street railway

is

therefore of

wide and

be 70

will

feet

the

It is

high.

all-

first

Metropolitan

more than passing

This station

men.

pacity of 6,000 horse power.

for

— the

interest

will be run during

of the road for

90

long,

ieet

E,

rolling

Intramural,

Baker,

manager of the Intramural road

who

last year, is

Van

t»u-

gramme

POWER
in the old building until the

new

tion on Blue Island avenue is completed.
The machinery foundations are of brick and concrete and

the start twelve

have been very carefully constructed. At
300 horse power water-tube boilers of the Babcock

&

being

Wil-

cox manufacture will be installed in six batteries, making
an aggregate capacity of 3,600 horse power. There will be

two others of 1,000

All will be of the Reynolds-Corliss type,
cross-compound and condensing. Directly con-

horse power each.

nected to these engines will be two 1,500 kilowatt 550 volt

General Electric generators, operated at 75 revolutions, and
two 800 kilowatt machines to be operated at 100 revolu-

held

at

.\tlanta,

FOR

An

Ga.

'JHE

:

"A

interesting pro-

Standard

Form

attracted

so

L.

pany.

The

.Atlanta Consolidated Street
all

A typical

who

Railway company pro-

attend the meeting with an ex-

Georgia barbecue " will be a prom-

*'

Important Electric Railway Project.

A

number

of Chicago capitalists are said to be interested

in the project of establishing

ing a

an

electric railway line connect-

number of towns between Chicago and Milwaukee

Railway Cars;" "Standards for Electric Street
Railways ;" " Street Car Wheels and Axles ;" " The Best

pany, which was incorporated

Street

Method

of Treating Accidents and Complaints ;"

"The

T

Haute Street Railway company," and " Transfers and Commutation."
Rail Consft-uction of the Terre

Special papers will be read on the following subjects

" A Practical System of Long-distance Electric Railway
Work;" "Brake Shoes;" and " Destructive Arcing of 500
Volt Fuses."

the main floor, and delegates will therefore be enabled to
examine the exhibits to the best advantage, and with the

that

W.

Railway com-

and making a continuous system of electric service between
The project has assumed definite form in the
these cities.

,

and weight of the parts), and two engines are ready for
shipment in Milwaukee. It is expected that the first train

will resemble those

Richardson, assisted by N.

METROPOLITAN ELEVATED ELECTRIC RAILWAY, CHICAGO.

much attention in the Intramural station at the World's
Fair.
The boilers and the smaller generators are already
delivered (the dynamos unassembled on account of the size

These machines

J.

the Atlanta Consolidated Street

Railway Accounts ;" " Can the T Rail be Satis"City and Suburban
factorily Used in Paved Streets?"
Electric Railways ;" " Mail, Express and Freight Service on

for Street

The executive committee has secured Machinery Hall, at
Piedmont Park, Atlanta, for the exhibition of supplies of
every nature used in the street railway business, for two en24th.
tire weeks, beginning October loth and ending October
The room for the meeting is also in the same building on

tions.

W.

exposition will be in charge

inent feature of the occasion.

has been arranged, including reports on the follow-

ing subjects by special committees

Hot' SE

sta-

Brown, of

This week ^October 17th to 19th) the thirteenth
annual meeting of the American Street Railway association

and plant of the arc light station have been
purchased by the company, although the city has arranged

street, as the site

of the secretary,

cursion.

American Street Railway Association.

The

least possible loss of time.

poses to entertain

superintending the installation.

is

vertical,

W.

opening

The

predicted.

except that closed cars will be used.

was general

feet

It is directly west of the

two 2,000 horse power engines and

be

of the

stock will greatly resemble that in use on the

ren street, and can be doubled in size by au extension to the

dynamos

cannot

No. 16

20, 1894.

designed for a ca-

is

300

municipal lighting station on Throop street, near

to operate its

December,

traffic

but the date

Lake Shore

establishment of the

last

Electric

week

with a capital stock of ^10,000,000.
J.

Railroad com-

at Springfield,

D.

111.,

H. Louderback,

L. Cochran and Dunlap Smith are mentioned as incorpoit is generally understood that the stock is held

rators, but

largely by' the capitalists

who

are behind the Northwestern

Elevated road.T [Indeed, Mr. Louderback, president of the

Northwestern "L,"

is

quoted as authority

for this statement.

The new electric lines are tobeused as feeders for the Northwestern "L," much as the North Shore electric line is now
used by the North Division cable system. The new line
will connect with the Northwestern "L" at Wilson avenue,
six

and one-half miles from the county building

westerly direction.
field

A

corps of engineers

making preliminary surveys

is

in

a north-

already in the

for the road,'which is ex-

pected to run as close to the lake shore as possible, taking
Wilmette, Winnetka, GIen_
in these towns along the Une:

-

WESTERN

I82
Lake Forest, Fort Sheridan, Highland Park, RockWaukegan, Benton, Spring Bluff, Kenosha, Racine,
South-i\lilwaukee; Cudahy, Bay View and Milwaukee. The
engineering corps is now surveying the line to Waukegan.
It is said most of the right of way is controlled by real estate
coe,

The

Electrical Expansion of the
City Railway Company,
By Clement C. Smith.

land,

syndicates favorable to the road and that

be experienced

The
back

getting the necessary property rights.

in

plans of the

in

wil

little difficulty

company were outlined by Mr. Lauder-

an interview,

ii\

wliich he said:

"

We expect

to con-

On

1

6th

new

23d the

fust of the

streets,

from State

to

electric

and 9S.6 horse.

of gentlemen, several of them representing large real estate

lines

me and

syndicates, called on

way

if Ave

would build the

whether the

lines

promises good
this

we

would be the

are

will,

agreed to furnish the right of
It all rests

road.

constructed.

go ahead

make

the work.

witli

largest single electric

now

with them

If they

their

I think

system ever put

in

— about eighty-eight miles. There may be several longer
lines
eastern states — New Jersey, perhaps, and probably
in

Hoadly Brothers of Chicago.

On

14S, of

July i6th the total mileage
which 34.2 was cable, 15.2

The council

new
whole system when

also authorized

aggregating 9.2 miles, so that the

have 123 miles of electric road and 35 of
cable.
Tliese lines embrace the street car system of the
entire southern part of Chicago, south of Van Buren street,

completed

will

Wabash avenue

and, by means of the State street and
lines

and

October

cable

heart: of the city as far

g, 1S93,

" Chicago

Day

On

north as Lake street.

" at the World's Fair, the

by 4S

ing 24

1894

are run higb pressure
the cylihders be-

The Floadly compound wind system of
Fig. 2, is used.
The rope is Minerva

inches.

rope transmission.

cotton, i){ inches in diameter, and about iS,ooo feet will be

required to complete the equipment.
.

The

fly-wheels are iS

diameter, weighing 50,000 pounds, and the driven

-feet in

pulleys are six feet in diameter and weigh 20,000 pounds

The combination winder is six feet in diameter, and
The combined weight of these wheels

each.

weighs 3,000 pounds.

the different speeds at which they are run will give a

at

balancing power equal to 2,600 horse power for each pair of
All frames, crank shafts and other moving parts

engines.

are

made

extra heavy and have stood under severe duty witli

excellent results.

The

the Clark street horse car line, carry passengers

through the

They

at a speed of 100 revolutions per minute,

Sixty-ninth streets, was regularly

20,

engines are Greene- Wheelock, with Hill valve gear, built by

on Thirty-ninth and Halsted

lines,

operated by electric power.

1 he plans were formed about two weeks ago, when a number

the towns nientioned with a trolley electric system.

Chicago

the

last

company was

all

October

Chicago city council passed an
ordinance permitting the Chicago City Railway company to
equip its horse car lines with electricity, and on September
July

or the

nect

ELECTRICIAN.

in

generators are Westinghouse four-pole machines, ten

number, each of 700 horse power, and are run at a speed

of 300 revolutions per minute.

The foundations are

built
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ELECTRICAL EXPANSION OF THE CHICAGO CITY RAILWAY COMPANY.
in the

New

—but

states

thev are

made up

of a

of short lines originally independent of each other,

number
but

England

now

consolidated.

Such

We

fully operated in the East.

yet regarding the service

lines

have been very success-

have come to no decision

to be furnished except that

it

will

be as good as the patronage justifies.
"We may run express trains in time," Mr. Louderback
resumed, "and

if

so they mil probably

make about

as good

time as surface steam railways. The great object in the beginning, however, woidd probably be to build up a popular

passengers, of

whom

208,000 were transported on the three

electric lines then in operation.

Power
from

the

for this great

new

electric

power

electric

on Wabash

Mr. Louderback intimated that an arrangement might be
made whereby trolley cars would be hitched directly to the
Northwestern "L" at Wilson avenue when the road is com-

brick,

city

without subjecting passen-

an electric railroad 300 miles long

connecting Boise City and Lewiston, Idaho.

is

to

be

to be supplied

i

station,

and

2, is built

of brick, one

130 feet deep by 147 feet long. The front
avenue is of neat design, built of red pressed
is

with stone trimmings.

The power room
and

It is said that

is

The

building stands back

from the sidewalk, with grass plats in front, being intended
to harmonize with the other buildings on Wabash avenue,
which at this point is a street of handsome residences.

gers to the annoyance of changing cars.

built,

system

which is located on
Wabash avenue, between Fifty-second and Fifty- third
streets, directly east of the State street cable station, from
which it is separated by an alley. This station, illustrated
story high, and

is

is

located on the

94 feet deep by 130
complete it will contain
is

POWER HOUSE.

of a solid mass of concrete,

composed of Portland cement
sand and crushed rock, thoroughly mixed and rammed tightly
in forms built of planks, which were removed after the concrete

feet long.
five pairs of

Wabash avenue

When

side,

the installation

engines and ten gen-

erators, with a total capacity of 7,000 horse power.

The

had

set.

They

are tied at bottom and at top by im-

bedding a number of old girder

The

route."

and hauled into the

one

the trolley system.

diagrammatically in Figs,

pleted,

It possesses, therefore,

of the great street railroads of the world, and the adoption
of electric power on its lines marks a notable victory for

summer travel. Of course our trains would run
winter and summer, but by keeping- as close to the lake
shore as possible "we could get a very popular summer
route for

-PLAN OF

Chicago City Railway company carried over one million

switchboard, Fig.

3, will

rails in the concrete.

be

carried

on a balcony

extending along the front wall, at a height of 10
to floor.
els,

and

It will

will

be built of polished black

feet, floor

slate, in 21

be 6S feet long and 10 feet high.

The

pan-

instru-

—

ments will be Weston's all handsomely nickel-plated.
Each circuit will be provided with an independent ammeter
and with a three-pole switch. There will also be a main
switch of

10,000

amperes' capacity, by which the entire

current load can be broken.

This great switch

is

building

Westinghouse company, and will be
operated by a motor.
The bus bars will be two inches
square, two for each. pole.
For the present there will be
forty outgomg feeders, which may be increased to fifty.
These feeders will run vertically from the switchboard to a
water-tight cupola, and will be carried thence over the roof»
on a system of strongly built racks, to, the distributing pole
at the factory of the

line in

the

alley.

-

October
The

lo,

ruum

builer

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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is

54 by 130

feel,

31 feel high,

and

will

contain fourteen tubular boilers, each 72 inches bv 20 feet.
These boilers will be equipped with Murphy smokeless furnaces, Barag\vanath feed water heaters and Shafer exhaust
l"he fuel

injectors.

is

slack

coal,

which

is

stored in an

elevated bin of 135 tons capacity.

Beside furnishing power for
this station will also furnish

power Wcstinghouse
in the

the

power

entire electric system,

operate a 600 horse

to

six-poJe motor, which

will

be located

adjoining State street cable power station. 150 feet

from the switchboard.

This motor

will

replace a pair of

rubber insulation

The

md Chicago City railway clips, will be used.
No. 00 to 500,000
usually on ornamental

feeders will be of various sizes, from

and will be carried
arms placed on the side pole line. The principal feeder
line, however, will be carried on poles located in the alley
between State street and Wabash avenue.
circular mils,

The whole work

is now well under way, and it is intended
equipment of the station shall be completed by
January I, 1S95, and that the greater part of the present

that

the

horse car lines shall be then operated by electricity.

Bowen, superintendent, has

struction as well as of the operation of the road.

motors in existence, but will undoubtedly be the first
example of the utilization of electric power in driving cable

cludes the cable as well as electric stations.

machinery.

If the innovation proves successful,

that motors will replace the engines

in

it is

likely

Hill

is

E. H. Hovey,
master mechanic; K. P. Hall, trackmaster; K. L. Garth,
purchasing agent, and G. W. Knox, electrical engineer.

the Cottage Grove

the expenditure of about $55,000 for copper alone, but
expected to result in much greater economy of operation.

The

cars are all built in the shops of the
all.

company, and

Columbian

trucks, with a wheel base of nine feet.
Tliis
long wheel base is the result of a study of the subject by
Superintendent Bowen, and altiiough when introduced it
was contrary to all established ideas, it has upset theories,

and proved a decided success. The company lias now 71
motor cars, 55 of which are equipped with two motors each
and 16 with one motor each all of the Westinghouse tyjie

—
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No.

12

and two cars equipped with Walker motors.
All cars will have the Gibbs trolley, made by the Gibbs
Electric company of Milwaukee.
All newXrack is being laid with a Johnson rail weighing
controllers,

This rail, shown in section in Fig. 4,
85 pounds per yard.
high, with a four inch base and has the
is seven inches
It will be spiked directly to the ties,
Fitch beveled head.
and the joints
girder rail

is

Where 63 pound
be six-bolt splice bars.
in use, the track is being re-surfaced and
put in at joints, laid on six inches of crushed

will

now

additional ties

mural

in this

country were successfully built and operated

that the doubters

began to be convinced.

With the iMetropolitan of Chicago now equipping twenty
miles of elevated road for electric traction at a cost of
$400,000 more than steam equipment would have necessitated; with the Northwestern arranging to equip electrically,
and the Lake Street and Alley "L" companies wishing they

had done

so, it would seem that the question has been
pretty eftectually settled in favor of electricity by those most

competent

to judge.

The

elevated road of the future will probably be built on
the following general lines
The structure will be of steel
about two-thirds of the weight of the present structures
:

built for

steam

The

service.

current will be carried to the

by means of a trolley line consisting of a cheap giade
of railroad rails, which it has been found can be purchased
and laid for but little over half the cost ol co]>per conductors

on Elevated Railroads.

Electricity

Bv

Arnold.

K. J.

Those who attended

Exposition of Railway Appli-

the

ances held in Chicago in 1SS4 will
tric

remember the small

elec-

road which surrounded the gallery of the Exposition

building and carried passengers

locomotive called "

electric

While

The

on

flat

cars

drawn by an

much

attention and

demonstrated that trains of moderate weight could be ropelled by electricity, few realized that it was the forerunner
j

modern elevated road, and that a brief period of ten
would bring the Liverpool Overhead Railroad in

of the

years

CHICAHO CITY RAILWAY CO.MPANY.

England and the Intramural

in

this

— SECTIO.^

country to prove con-

clusively the feasibility of electricity for

heavy traction work,

and

period

observers

the

that

ness

the

remarkable

that

has

taken

would

interurban

revolution in

wit-

railroads

Unfortunately for electric trac-

place.

1S8S-S9 were

in

this

Daft experiments made on the

tion, the

road

of

New York

Elevated

carried out under such unfavorable

circumstances that the results were such as to give a serious
setback to the"
railroad

men

kept so busy

new power" and scattered skepticism among
The manufacturingcompanies were

generally.
filling

the orders for surface road equipments

that but little attention

was paid

to the

development of the

heavier and more in.porlant equipments for elevated railroad

Furthermore,

service.

we were

of a given conductivity, or by a- specially lolled square steel
bar.
The active or " live " trolley will be supplemented

by one or more similar rails, or bars, as the distance from
the power house and number of trains increase.
Sliding
contact trolleys have thus far proven preferable and will

probably be adhered

Judge.''

enlarged toy attracted

this

E.\['AN SlOX OI- JHl':

No, 12 with Westinghouse controllers. The single motor
The new
cars are now being equipped with two motors.
equipment will consist of 120 cars, with two Westinghouse
motors to each car, using General Electric " K"

eliminated largely the objections mentioned, but it was no
until the Liveq^ool Overhead road in England and tlie Intra-

trains

is

They are mounted on McGuire

FIG. 2.

Robert

chief engineer of the mechanical department, which in-

is

avenue cable station, over three miles distant from the Wabash avenue power house. This latter change will involve

are 30 feet long over

M. K.

charge of the entire con-

full

24 by 4S inch engines, and will drive six miles of the State
street cable.
This will not only be one of the largest electric

lS3

told that electricity

would do

run sewing machines, small motors for light
manufacturing and other easy woik, but to think of building

rock well tamped.

veiy well

Chicago rail-bonds are used entirely, usually two bonds to
each joint of No. 00 or No. 0000 copper, with heavy copper
cross-bonds at every third rail. The cable track on State street

motors for heavy duty, capable of hauling railroad

to

So

work

for future

to

far as present indications point,

we

at

higher speeds.

shall maintain the

motors attached directly to the axles of the
car.
The idea of having a separate eleclocomotive for elevated work seems inadvisable for the

direct current

forward or motor
tric

follo\\'ing

reasons

:

THROUGH I'OWER HOUSE.
With a motor

car the wheel base

is

allowing ^

longer,

lighter structure; the entire weight of the passengers

motor car

is

available for traction

the cost of the electric locomotive

and

it

on the

saves practically

itself.

Furthermore, comparisons between the Liverpool Overhead railroael and the City & South London Underground
lines

show

that the tractive force per ton of locomotive

is

as

730 to 367, or a ratio of nearly two Lo one in favor of the
motors mounted directly on the motor car. This, combined
with the saving in cost, ought

to

be

sufiicient

proof in favor

of the motor car.

Few
bility

railroad

men

will

not

now

willingly admit the feasi-

of an electric brake, but this feature must eventually

be worked out in detail, and so designed that

it

will

take

the place of airbrakes on elevated trains.

structed that the area of surface contact with the rail is six
and one-half times the area of cross-section of bond between

ing were used

said the steam engine advocate, "a steam locomotive has

must be operated by the counter current generated by
motor armatures and be entirely independent of current
from the trolley or any external source. That this idea
will meet with opposition is to be expected, but that it will
eventually be generally adopted and made practical is in
the writer's judgment certain.
In fact, it has already been
carried to a degree of perfection which warrants investigation by engineers and others who have to do with the equipment of electric roads. The practical objection to the auto-

This proportion secures a contact which will
Especial care is taken
carry the full capacity of the bond.
of
in placing these bonds, and it is believed that electrolysis
water and other pipes will be entirely avoided. A reduced

gears," and, "they were originally built with ihem

matic air brake on elevated service

map, showing the plan of bonding, is given in Fig. 5.
The special work will be of the Milwaukee type, built of

portant patents and the enormous experimental and selling

will also

be bonded for some distance and will

the return circuit to the station.

return
in

is

The

assist in

placed in the carrying capacity of the rails, assisted
Theljond wires are so conwires.

some cases by ground

terminals.

tram guards, and the curves will be
overhead construction will be builtrwith iron

girder rails with old
spirals^

The

be of the tubular pattern, seven, six
The trolley
aiwl five inches in diameter and 30 feet high.
wire will be No, o copper, and trolley hangers with hard

side poles,

which

will

was absurd.

The

making

chief dependence for

trains,

age

insulation tould rot be

mtde

to stand Ihe high volt-

necessary for the adoption of an electromotive force

high enough to secure economy in installation; large, slow

running motors \\oukl be iiuffcient

to

it

could not be

made

electrically,

to

and

do the work,

if

gear-

"for,"

no
and had

was so high,

Again, the cost of electrical machinery

caused by one or two corporations controlling

expense unavoidable
its

'in

if

power the

entire

trains

all

the im-

the early stages of such an industry,

cost for large installations

argued that

were

all

was

prohibitive.

It \\'as

dependent upon one source of

road would be disabled

in case of ac-

cident to any particular train.

The

is

its

inability to release

quickly enough to enable trains to get aviayfrom the station

be abandoned."

that

It

the

rapid adoption of electric motors to

surface traction

as rapidly as ihey should, the jerky motion imparted to the
trains

when stopping and

sliding the wheels.

The

the great

liability of skiddirlg or

brake removes these objections entirely and promises to largely reduce ihe cost of
electric

maintenance for wheels and brake shoes.
In the power station the tendency will be toward larger
and fewer units of power, resulting in decreased cost for
Direct-coupled engines and generators
labor and repairs.
will be used exclusively, and belted machinery will be crn-

—

.

—
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Boilers will

coal,

or,

the

cost

be

idered out of date.

burning slack
reducing

thus

better

of fuel

many and

with furnaces for

set

power

refuse or garbage,

still,

and in many cases the railroad company may receive pay for
consuming the debris.
The power station should be located as near the center of
the line as possible and be able to secure water for conden-

The

sation.

boilers should be capable of evaporating

The

feed

although

adopted

in proper

The

engines should be designed

Western Elec-

in the last issue of the

New

does not appear, manufactures the articles alleged to inThe illuminating company has contracted to purchase a large number of them, and is about to put them to
use in this city. Complainant is the owner of Letters
Patenc, Reissue No. 11,047, December 17, 1SS9, original
No. 312,599, February 17, 1SS5, to J. W. Swan, for "secondary battery," a variety' of electric storage batteiy.
The
original patent, No. 312,599, was considered by this court
in Accumulator vs. Julien company, 38 Fed. Rep., 117, and
held invalid, as it described and claimed more than the iuventor discovered. Tliereupon the reissue was obtained,
and said reissuewasconsideredby this court and sustained in
Accumulator vs. N. Y. & Harlem R. R. Co., 50 Fed. Rep.,
Si (opinion by Judge Coxe).
In an application, therefore,
fringe.

ex-

and the efficiency ol generators should be
not less than 96 per cent, on full load.
The loss in conductors between generators and switchboard should not exceed one per cent., and the conductors
so placed that they can be tlioroughly insulated and easily
13 per cent.,

ceed

by one process or another is apparently immaterial.
gist of Swan's invention as found by Judge Coxe, was
the confining of the material which was to do the j,vork
within perforations which extended completely through the
active

The advantages of such plates are pointed out in his
opinion, and those which defendant threatens to use are
plainly such plates.
There is nothing in the patent or in
plate.

Judge Coxe's opinion which supports the contention that
the claim is other than what it appears to be— a claim for a
completed article, not for a process of manufacture. Inclear.

is

contended oh behalf of the defendant tliat
complainant has been guilty of such laches as should pre-

New York, impleaded witrh the Electric Storage Battery
company. The opinion was prepared by Judge Lacombe,
and is presented herewith:
The battery company, which is named as a defendant,
but which, being a non-resident, has not been served, and

power.

and generators should not

power

Court of the United States for the SouthYork, in the case of the Accumulator
company against the Edison Electric Illuminating company,ern District of

engines should be capable of producing a horse power
hour on 20 pounds of water when working on a variable
load, and 15 pounds per horse power hour when running
at their rated

such an equalizer will eventually be

Sth, in the Circuit

The

friction load of engine

used,

is

trician, an injunction was granted on Monday, October

be able to meet the temporary overloads. In case battery
auxiliaries are used this feature need not be imperative.

The

the load

in railroad stations, resulting in the cost of

Aj announced

quarter stroke on both high and low-pressure cylinders, to

on a constant load

I believe that

1894

The

Storage Battery Litigation.

water should be heated by

permit steam being carried to at least three-

will

means of equalizing

20,

It is further

extra heavy throughout, and provided with a valve motion

which

amount of

the entire

in accelerating the trains.

fringement

to a temperature of

working order.

October

being niateriallv reduced.

10

300 degrees beCnst-iron pipes for main steam
fore entering the boilers.
and exhaust headers, with cupper bends for turning corners,
will be found to be the least expensive to maintain and keep

means of economizers

Almost

frequent stops.

consumed

auxiliaiy or other

pounds of water per pound of good bituminous coal, or 7^
pounds of water per pound of good quality of bituminous
screeniiigs or slack.

ELECTRICIAN.

In these estimates I have assumed that an average load of
3,000 horse power would be required, and that no battery

nothing,

'practically

to

is

—

inspected.

clude the granting of a preliminary injunction.
In a case
where this defendant, or its allied corporation, was complainant the Court of Appeals in this circuit held that the
owner of a patent was under no obligation to sue every
infringer forthwith upon discovery of the infringement,
provided he proceeded with due diHgence against the one
whom he did sue {Edison Electric Light Co. et al vs. Sawyer-Man Electric Co., 3 C. C. A., 605}. There is no
suggestion of any unreasonable delay in prosecuting the test
suits against the Julien Company and the N. Y. & Harlem
R. R. Co. Judge Coxe's decree in the last named suit is
dated April 12, 1S92.
The present action was begun
in August, 1894.
During the intermediate period and
for some, years before, certainly since 1SS9, the Storage
Battery company made plates
which differed from
those sold to the Illuminating company, both in the
size of the plate and in the size of the buttons.
The
plate now complained of is 15 inches square, and contains 256 buttons of active material; the older plates
were 6 by S inches and contained 9 or 12 buttons. Both
were equally infringements of the patent, which is not confined to plates or buttons of any particular, absolute or
relative size.
Complainant insists that it did not prosecue
for infringement by the earlier plates, for the r-eason that it
did not believe them to be commerci;dly harmful.
The
grounds for that belief are said lo be the relative size if
plate and button.
In the latti r plates tlie los> by accident,
[T
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labor, fuel

all

penses incident to the production

of

and miscellaneous
power.

From

exthis

basis and from data secured from the records of the Intramural during its operation, relative to the amount of

power consumed

per

train

mile, I

have

compiled the

following table showing the cost for power on elevated
electric roads at various speeds, with a given

weight of train,
assuming labor at average rates, and that bituminous slack
coal can be deliveredat the power station for $1.25 per ton:
Cost of power per
Average runn ng train mile in cents,
including
po\Yer
speed in m les
station labor, but
per hour.

I^umber of cars and
weight of

train.

c.vcluding

train

2 66

2-car_ train at

40 tons loaded

.

.

B

3-car tram at 60 tous loaded ....

iii

4.16
5.98
3-99
6.23
S.97

540
4-car train at So tons loaded

..

(,8

8.39
12.80

i '5

JO.J9

6.6s

5-car train at 100 tons loaded....

14-95
t

6-car irain at 100 tons loaded

12

(5
f

18

_...

iDD

lA-?

- r^-

—

-

-

-"

-F

— --—

r

.-^

798
12.46
17.05

These figures should be obtained under present practice,
and it is my opinion that the results of the road now being
equipped in Chicago will conform very nearly to them. It
whould be remembered that they are much higher than they
be in through-train service owing to there being so
o-i- 1

„-..^_„.

—A

"

A

perforated or 'cellular plate
for secondary batteries, having the perforations or cells extending through the plate and the active material or material
- to
become active packed in the said perforations or cells
only, substantially as described."
Judge Coxe held thai although the art already showed
.
plates in which the active material was packed into grooves
or holes not extending through the plate, and also plates
where the active material filled not only the perforations,
but also the entire surface of the plate itself, Swan's combination, in which the perforations extended through the
plate and the material filled the perforations only, was original with him; that it was not only new but useful, an
important advance in the art, and that " the idea which has
made these plates a commercial success was first given to
the world in a practical embodiment by Mr. Swan."
No
new evidence '.ending to modify Judge Coxe's opinion being
introduced, it settles the law o"f this case, and the only
question here is whether defendant's plates infringe.
These plates, which are for secondary batteries, are perforated plates, the perforations extend through the plate,
the active material is found in the said perforations, and in
them only. Infringement by the completed structure is so
plain that defendant has been constrained to insist that
Swan's patent is practically for a process and, therefore, as
defendant's process of making the plates is a different one,
there is no infringement.
Thus Swan constructed a plate
with perforations or cells extending through it, and then
packed the material in the perforations; defendants arrange
pastilles or buttons of the material in a mold and then cast
the plate around them.
Manifestly the result .is the same,
whether the material is packed within the bounding walls of
the perforations, or whether the bounding
walls
of
the perforations are packed around the material.
Defendants also insist ihat the material which they use
is not active when the process of packing antimonious lead
around it is complete, and that it does not become active
the moment it is placed in the battery fluid, but requires
further electrolytic treatment before it becomes active. But
the patent are not confined to active material, it includes
''material to become active," and whether it becomes
is

for;
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for preliminary injunction on the same patent the construction laid down in that opinion will be adhered lo.
The

claim of the patent
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and properly operated should be
able to deliver a kilowatt hour on the switchboard for one
cent, exclusive of motormen's wages, and interest on the instation so designed

vestment, but including
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LARGE SWITCHBOARD.
while in use, of the contents of a single hole, would not, it
asserted, practically destroy the usefulness of the plate,
1-256 of the active material.
A
similar accident to the older plate, however, would destroy
its usefulness, as a single perforation holds 1-9 or 1-12 of
the active material.
I'his explanation seems a reasonable
excuse for failing to prosecute against the older plates, and
I find nothing in the transactions between the complainant's
officers and those of the Storage Battery company, which
should estop complamant from maintaining this action.
In
April, 1893, certainly both sides understood and expressed
their understanding in \vriting that the question of infringe]nent of the several patents owned by complainant would be
is

being only a loss of

tested

by

suit.

As to the Danish patent, the
Coxe without argument, viz.,
invention as the Swan reissue,"

conclusion reached by Judo-e
that " it is not for the same

is concurred in by
argument.
Motion for prelhninary injunction granted.

this court,

after

Judge Lacombe, of the United States Circuit Court, on
October loth denied the motion of the Edison Electric

company to suspend, pending appeal, the inhim on theprevious Monday {October

Illuminating

junction granted by

Sth,) against the use of the chloride battery.

Rapid Transit for Cicero.
Residents

and

the northern

in

Oak Park

portion

of Austin,

are rejoicing over the near

Moreland

prospect of elec-

railway facilities which will bring them from fifteen
minutes to an hour nearer the heart of Chicago. The
Cicero & Proviso Railway company began the construction
of its northern extension last week, and work will be pushed
rapidly with the intention of having the cars running before

tric

The new^ranch^starts at the intersection of West
Forty-eighth and Lake streets, runs northward along Forty-

spring.

West Chicago avenue, thence westward to
Harlem avenue, thence south in Harlem avenue to Lake

eighth street to

slieet,

where

it

connects with the Ime already

in

running

October

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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20,

order and forms a great loop.
erty of

Mr. Yerkes.

Street '"L" road.
affairs

say that

this

As

the road

is

now

the prop-

the branch will be used to feed the Lake
Those who are familiar with railroad
move on the part of Mr. Yerkes was

mainly for the purpose of foteslalling the Northwestern Elevated road, which, when it was built, would naturally draw

more

or less from the portion of country served by the

new

185

kee avenue; Colorado avenue, from Crawford to Madison
street; Kedzie street, from Twelfth street to Madison street;
Twenty-first street, from Western avenue to Center avenue;
Ogden avenue, from Crawford avenue to Madison street;
Twelfth street, from Crawford avenue to the east side of

Taylor street, from Western avenue to the east side of
Center avenue, from Twenty-first sireet to Adams
Adams street, from Center avenue to the east side of
Eighteenth street, from Leavitt street to the east side

river;
river;

street;
river;

electric line.

While work on the Xorth and West Side
the South Side,

many

is

by an

position

when bent
^he con-

iron pin.

the heavy piece
of copper and
the
wire shows in a very striking manner the advance

made

in

rail

companies

bonding, in the endeavor of electric railway
a practically complete metallic circuit

to provide

from the motor to the generator and thus avoid the
escaping current and electrolysis.
Fig. 2,

in

shown

is

modern copper

a

of

evils

cross-

with asection of a two-year-old cross-bond

in contrast

made of stranded

iron wire.
The latter was taken from the
road already referred to as having recently substituted copper for iron bonding.
It is badly corroded.
The copper

electric railway

let

area of contact with the iron rail
in

between

trast

light iron

bond

not in such a forward state as on

of the contracts have been

a wide
and swedged

Similarly,

North and West Side Surface Electric
Railway Systems, Chicago.
extensions in Chicago

give

and

cross-bond

operations have been begun on both the power houses—

is

a solid rod of copper, slightly less in cross-sec-

tion than the rail-joint bond.

on the North Side at California avenue and Roscoe
boulevard, to be ultimately of 6,000 horse power, and that
for the West Side, at Washington boulevard and Western
avenue, to be of 7,000 horse power. The Siemens & Halske
that

will supply the

company
tions,

the

and Fraser

West

&

generators for both

Chalmers

will supply

Project
Since

sta-

is

filed

his charge

may

be had from the following

with the Department of Public

which

it is

Works, of

Road

Electric "L"

Chicago.

in

known that Mr. Yerkes was
Northwestern Elevated Railroad com--

has been definitely

pany, which

the superin-

was organized lo build an elevated electric
North Side, Chicago, popular interest in

railroad om.the

tendent of electric construction for both of these extensive
An idea of the amount of work that will
railway systems.

come under

it

in control of the

the engines for

James R. Chapman

Side system.

the

The Northwestern

lists,

streets

on

intended to equip electric lines:

North

Side.

Division street, from Clybourn avenue to Milwaukee avenue, one block of which is equipped from Elston avenue east;
Chicago avenue, from Clark street to Milwaukee avenue;
Sedo^wick street, from Center street to Division street, west
on Division street to South Sedgwick street, tlience south to
Chicago avenue; Market street, from Division street to Chicat'o avenue; Market street, from Chicago avenue to Kinzie
street, thence east on Kinzie street to State street; Welis
street, from the river to Illinois street, thence on Illinois
street to Market street; Michigan street, from Wells street
to Market street; State street, from the river to Division
thence west on Division street to Wells street; Fullerton avenue, from Lincoln avenue to Racine avenue,
thence south on Racine avenue to Garfield avenue; Webster "avenue, from Racine avenue to Lincoln avenue; Halsted street, between the south sitle of the bridge across
street,

North Branch and North avenue; Clark
Lawrence avenue to Homan avenue.

the

West

street,

from

Side.

North avenue, from Milwaukee avenue to Crawford avenue; Division street, from Milwaukee avenue to California
avenue; Chicago avenue, from ^lilwau^ce avenue to Ornnd

—

Cro^sx/vc-

TZ^'t. sro^b

-

ELECTRICAL E.VPANSION OK THE CHICAGO CITY
MAP SHOWING SYSTEM OF
RAIL BONDING

FIG. 5.

RAILWAY COMPANY.

—

FIG.

of r;ver;Leavittstreet,from Blue Island avenue to Eighteenth
sireet; Canalport
avenue, from Halsted street to Canal

from Canalport avenue to Harrison avenue; Clinton street, from Twelfth street to Milwaukee avenue; Jefferson street, from Meagher street to Van Buren
street; Meagher sireet, from Jefferson street to Canal street.
sireet;

Canal

street,

the

2.

project

abandoned.

liiL

NEW

THE OLD

AX!>

has lagged.

The company

IN RAIL BONDING.

the scheme has

Still

has

filed

The accompanying
advance in the

art of

in Rail

illustrations

speak eloquently of the

bonding the

rails

of electric railways

tary.

while beneath

ally that about

the last

small and insignificant by contrast,

it,

iron rail-bond recently taken up from the tracks

the most important electric railway systems in

ELECTRICAL EXPANSION OF THE CHICAGO CITY
RAILWAY COMPANY. — RAIL SECTION.

FIG. 4.

avenue; California avenue, from Chicago avenue to Division
street;Armitageavenue,from Milwaukee avenue to Columbia
avenue; California avenue, from Armitage avenue to North
avenue; Ashland avenue, from Clyboitrn place to Lake street;
Paulina s'reet, from Lake street to Twelfth street; Ashland
avenue, from Twelfth street to Blue Island avenue; Indiana
street, from Western avenue to Halsied street; Ilalsled
street,

from the

Forty-eighth

river to

street

to

Van Buren
the

street; I_ake street,

east

side

side

of

street,

I'his.bit of iron

years ago,

wire was put in position

when

it

is

an

of one of

West.

the

than

two

was, presumably, supposed to be

suffi-

cient for all requirements.

It

is

less

considerably corroded, and

It

is

wholly

estate.

work

stated that the

thus far has

been confined

to the acquisition of the right-of-way. Itis said unoffici-

$750,000 has been spent so

The statement

is

further

authority, that "nothing in the

way

far in

offered,

buying

and

this

real

by

of giving out contracts

or doing anything in actual construction will be done until
next spring.

Past experience has impressed the fact upon

those enfjaged

in

the

construction of

"L"

roads

in

Chi-

from

of

the
river;
to
the
east

from Ogden avenue
Bryan place, from Lake street
to
Western avenue, from Blue Island avenue
to the west side of river; Harrison street, from Western
avenue to tlie east side of river; Clybourn place, from Wood
street to Ashland avenue; North avenue, Irom Ashland
avenue to Holt street; Holt street, fiom North avenue to
Blackhawk street; Blackhawk sireet, from Holt street to
Noble street; Noble street, from Blackhawk street to Milwaukee avenue; Erie street, from Ashland avenue to Center

Randolph

Randolph

cent, interest,

two or three, years. In Fig. i is shown the
heavy copper rail. bond now being placed for the electrical
track equipment of the Chicago City Railway company,
within

They bear

and the principal is_ due August i,
For the railroad company the bonds are signed by
1944.
D. H. Louderback, president, and Howard Abel, secre-

5 per

Bonding.

the

to

Trust and Savings Bank, trustee, for $15,000,000.
These mortgage bonds are for the purpose of completing,
Illinois

equipping, improving and operating the road.

The New and the Old

not been

a mortgage

the river;
street;

avenue; Center avenu*^, from Erie street to Austin avenue;
Austin avenue, from Center avenue to Desplaines street;
Sangamon street, from Austin avenue to Adams street; Crawford avenue, from North to Grand; Columbia place, from
Madison street to lake; Grand avenue, from Western to
Crawford; Leavitt street, from Indiana to Chicago avenue;
Fourteenth street, from Robeyto Canal; Ogden avenue, from
Madison street to Randolph; Desplaines street, from Harrison
to Austin avenue; Rol)ey street, from lUue Island to Milwau-

FIG.

I.

other iron bonds on the same line were
the

dition,

random.

one

It is

illustrated having

in

THE NEW AND TH E OLD
even worse con-

been

picked

proper to add, however, that on

up

the

at

same

system there are bonds of similar shape but of No. 4 copper
wire which have been in use for over four years and are apparently in as good condition to-day as

The company having
copper hooding

shown

in Fig.

i

this

when

has now adopted
The heavy copper bond

consists of a rod of copper
in

put down.

experience

throughout.

and five-eighths of nn inch

first

two

feet

long

diameter, with ends adapted to

IN RAH, BONDING,

cago that a great deal of

money can be saved by going
The backers of the North-

slowly in buying real estate.

western say that they intend to build the road as cheaply as

can be done.

They

operation five or

six

it

expect, however, to have a line in

miles

north

before

the close

of

^S95-

An

electric 'car mail service is

being agitated in Rochester,
the contract with the company now carrying the
mails from thepostoffice to the depots does not expire for
three years, the movement is not a very definite one.

N. Y.

As

WESTERN
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De Roncle-Bennett.

ELECTRICIAN,

experience and acquaintance in

October

electrical business lor

still

farther

In Teaneck, Englewood, N. J., Thursday evening, Octo-

ten years has been of great value to the A-ppliance company,

tric

Appliance company

Miss Kate Weavei' Bennett was. married to Frank

and, added to these qualifications, his numerous friends will

particularly at this season of the' year,

emphasize the statement that his congenial personal attributes have made his name a prominent one in electrical cir-

department, as seen

ber

iitli.

De Konde,

S,

at the residence

of the bride,

the

ceremony

performed by the Rev. George Flickner of Engle-

being

De Roude

Masters Ludwig Filbert and Lewis

wood.

ceded the bridal party,

pre-

strewing flowers in the pathway.

The best man was Alfred R. Bunnell of New York.
The wedding was a delightful home affair, only the near
relatives and friends being present.
The house was elabopalms and- autumn
leaves, under an arch of which the ceremony was performed. The wedding presents were numerous and costly,
with

decorated

rately

among them being a

flowers,

ferns,

bronze figure,

beautiful

by

Gloria,

company

Bereau, presented by the Standard Paint

of

cles

the

and have gained him the reputation of a popular gen-

Low

tleman. Mr.

Works

Electrical

became

to

and
company.

ness,

was

first

in the capacity

of shipping clerk.

Chicago and entered the

in 1S91

I.

electrical

Later

supply busi-

embarked with Mr. Stacey in his present
is 36 years of age and has made

Mr. Low,

Chicago his home for the
Thos.

connected with the old Detroit

last six years.

pany, although but 25 years of age, has been connected with

New
r^ca^-.

De Ronde is general sales agent. Mr.
De Ronde left for an extended trip through the
Upon their return they will reside at Englewood

and Mrs.
South.
in

a new

home
Mr.

friends of

more

The many

recently completed for

them.

De Ronde

all joy,

wish him

will

"

but none

the Packard lamps or transformers, Paranite or

West,

their

names

with

The

success.

much energy and a good

Electric Appliance

what can be accomplished by
efforts of

experienced

The company was

men

company

is

the determined

in the electrical

Three

men

"\V1LL.\RD

W. LOW.

company

it is, it is

capacity by outgoing^supplies.

its

utilized as the principal storing place.

is

stock

The

It

com-

the "most

The

b.asement, Fig. J, extends the full depth of the building

and

extent of the

not fully defined by the photograph,

is

taken by the aid of
ciently

artificial

length of the

full

comprehensive,

as* it was
and does not

illumination

basement.

however,

It

suffi-

is

show the large
quantities of goods carried in stock by the company,
making it possible for it to ship orders even of more than ordinarily large size promptly. It is the policy of the company
to make its show windows present an attractive and interesting appearance, and the lines of goods are changed frequently to draw trade in all of its branches.
The stock of the company is a representative one in the

is

STACEY.

I.

the electrical supply business in Chicago since

1SS7.

Mr.

Stacey early determined upon his career and showed a natuthe business in which he is engaged.
His first insight into the peculiarities of his particular branch
was obtained in the capacity of stenographer. He was
quickly promoted to a more important position, however,
and one in which he had an opportunity to obtain experience
and a knowledge of the requirements of the electrical busi-

and continued

supply business.
constituted the

—

ural inclination for

.Since the Appliance company has been forjned, Mr.
Stacey has devoted his most careful attention to the manage-

ness.

ment of the business and financial depai'tments. The growth
of the store and business, and the increase in three years of
the working force from three to thirty-five or forty, tells for
itself of his

ability

and application.

these as a nucleus for future development, other prominent

number

and

territory already mentioned.

were added

THOS.

proportion of

working force of the young concern, and more than the usual
obstacles had to be encountered and overcome in the early
history of the company, which was handicapped by a lack
of capital and predictions of the failure of the enterprise.
However, two first-class specialties were obtainetl during
the first year of the company's existence
Paranite rubbercovered wire andthe Packard incandescent lamps.
With
reliable articles

to" furnish* the

to the general electrical sup-

and

to be first-class
is

to

The

reliable in every way.

the largest selling agent of the Indiana

a feature of the business.

Rubber

Another agency which was

secured by the company, and which

an example of

organized about three years ago upon a

comparatively small basis.

usually crowded to

made

for during the last

three years that company, as the general western agent of
these goods, has been introducing and pushing their sale in
its territory

in Fig. 6, is ftdly indicative of this.

Insulated Wire company, whose factory is illustrated and
described elsewhere in this issue, and this line, of course, is

tlie

are clo-ely associated witli that of the

company, Chicago,

a bu.sy one,

and the shipping

&

O. K. wires, Meston alternating current fan motors and a
score ot other well-known specialties are mentioned in

Electric Appliance

store of the Elec-

essentially

plete facilities in this direction, although, large as

company
company

cago.
When

[^most

Its specialties have been selected
with care, and only those articles have been taken into consideration which have been proven to the satisfaction of ihe

Appliance Company, Chi-

Electric

is

electrical supply business.

so than those of the electrical fraternity.

The

The

the shipping room.

admirably located

is

penetrate the

Stacey, the secretary and treasurer of the com-

York, of which Mr.

is

1S94

20,

of traveling

men upon

The company has a
who cover the large

the road,

that of the

New York &

is

of great importance,

Ohio company

Warren, O.,

of

manufacturer of the Packard lamps.

This lamp has been
upon the market since 18SS, in that time gaining an enviable
reputation as a high grade lamp.

The marked maintenaiice
of candle powerin the Packard lamp, for which the company claiins particular merit, is due to a special process,
an

treatment

extra

and which

which

to

carbon

the

subjected

is

known, unused in the manufacture
of other lamps.
The standard efficiency of
the
lamp at full 16 candle power is 3.5 watts per
is,

as

far

as

power, but other

candle

when

efficiencies are furnished

The lamps range in candle power from
500 candle power. The Mogul Packard (those of

requii-ed.

to

five

200,

300 and 500 candle power) are of 2J< to 3 watts per cancTe
power efficiency.
The advantages of using the Mo>iul
lamps as compared with 16 candle power lamps include the
facts claimed— that the cost of lamp per candle powcris less;
that the cost of wiring per candle power is less; that the
saving in current will, on the average, pay for the renewal
of the lamp; that when burned at the same incandescence the
life is

longer, and that, with the

same dynamo and engine

power, a third more light can be obtained.
sizes are carried in stock

store.

at its

The Packard' transformer,

Packard

made

manufactured by the
Warren, O., has been thorthe columns of this journal, and has

company,

Electric

oughly described
also

All the various

by the Appliance company

in

a fine reputation

for

itself.

cludes regulation, general efficiency,

The company

insulation,

a

in-

general"

neat and compact appearance and a fuse block for primary
fusing in its claims for superiority. The Packard transformer

has been a very satisfactory speciality of the Appliance company.
The demand for a high grade weatherproof wire in-

duced the company to take the agency for O.K. weatherproof
wire.
The trade is beginning to have the fact impressed
u|)on it by ex|3erience that the question of quality is a most
important

factor in weatherproof wire, and O. K. wire
meets so satisfactorily the necessary' requirements that it

has achieved a good degree of success and has m.n
steady demand.
producer.

It

The Appliance company

manufactures one of

its

with a
one case a

is in

most recent

specialties,

The

Ihe Allen soldering stick.

advantages derived from the
use of this specialty are of importance and worthy of con-

By its use joints which are now made by acids
made more readily by the stick, which is a composition of

sideration.

are

soldering salts particularly adapted to electrical work.
alternating fan motor
Switcliboard.
Fig.

Stiipping

6.

Departmen

a leading feature of the

THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

motor of
ply Stock, until the business has expanded into the dimensions suggested

by

the illustrations

which accompany

this

article.

of Willard

W. Low,

Stacey, secretary and treasurer, are

^with the interests of the

united efforts that the

business,

company has

president,

and Thos.

I.

most intimately linked
it has been by their

as

attained

its

present pro-

Mr. Low's photograph, presented in connection
with that of Mr. Stacey, will be recognized by most of the
electrical supply men and those engaged in kindred interests
throughout the company's territory, which extends through
portions.

the southern states, west to the
to

New

The

store

located at 242 Madison street, and as seen by
the exterior view. Fig. 2, includes practically the whole of
is

a three-btory brick building.

The names

York.

Rocky Mountains and

Until the last year Mr.

ing more attention to the sales

Low

east

has traveled

company, but is now payand supply department. His

extensively in the interests of the

work

the

Meston

outfits

In
have become

summer months they constitute
company's sales. The regular fan

very popular and during the

The building

is

150 feet deep,

which allows of the ground floor being divided into the
sales and shipping departments and the business offices.

The

salesroom, Fig. 3,

is

of sufficient size to display even

the large stock of the company, and a

arrangement

good idea of

its

may be

gained by the picture. In Fig. 4 is
shown the testing instrument case and a switchboard upon
which are mounted samples of the company's goods, including knife switches,
ciators,

Paiste

cut-outs and house

switches,

goods

in

lamps,

general.

annun-

Upon

the

shelves at each side of the store the smaller and niinor articles
are stored for retail business. Back of the salesroom are the
oRices and bookkeeping departments, Fig. i, while in the rear.

this

make

is

of about one-eighlh of a horse power
poundsand turns a 12 inch 6 bladed

capacity, weighsabout 20

fan at any speed desired up to 2,000 revolutions.
is

supplied with carbon brushes that

will

last

The motor
a season and

can be readily renewed

at anytime.
It is ]:)ractica]ly selfand the speed can be regulated or the motor reversed
at will by a small hand lever.
Among the many smaller
articles handled by the company, perhaps none is of Greater
merit than the Standard single push flush switch. By means

oiling

of this switch the light

is

operated by a single push; if the
it on; if the light is
burning,

push turns

light.is off, a single

The switch is very compact and
of 5 and 10 ampere single-pole,
5 and 10 ampere three-way and 5 and 10 ampere commutation.
By using the commutation switch, a light or
a single push turns

is

manufactured

group of

lights

in

it

out.

sizes

may be

controlled from

any number of

'

October

20.

without

p.>inls
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any way

vii

wivh

interfering

each other

thus entirely sopersetling the okl method of operating with

push keys, automatic switches and

or

batteries

auxiliary

switch circuits.
It

fully

goes without saying that the Appliance company is
provided with all of those articles necessary to the

lineman and bell-hanger, and which are

common property of all
houses.
As will be shown by
the

which

one form or other

in

first-class

supply

electrical

large illustrated catalogue

its

soon to be issued, the company carries a

is

supplies which in point of completeness

is

line of

perfect.

It

can

supply workmen's materials, special lamp shades, electric
joints,

desk clamps for

electric

lamps, fixtures of

expanding wire guards

signs, fuses, cut-ouls,

de-

all

for incandes-

cent lights, sockets, magnets, bells, batteries, burglar alarm

push buttons, annunciators of all descriptions,
Whitney measuring instruments, tools for all classes of electrical work, junction
boxes, arc light and station supplies, fire alarm and district

apparatus,

portable

testing instruments,

telegraph supplies, telephone induction

of workmanship and are

Much

practice.

latest

found in stock.
facturing

a

accordance with the
taken to obtain a

and many novelties are

In addition to

its

to

be

stock the com-

regular

made arrangements with
company to handle- its extensive

to take front

full line

in

just

the

L}nn Manuof electric

line

This arrangement will enable the com-

railway appliances.

pany

made

all

care has been

special line ot house goods,

pany has

gas lighting

coils,

All o( these supplies are of the finest grade

materials, etc.

rank

in the

railway supply business w^iih

of standard goods.

Last year was

made

the occasion of a special effort

rig.

upon

ELECTRtClAN.

upon the contention that the Edison Electric Illuminating company, having simply contracted lor our accumulators, and not yet having actually installed them,
should not be permitted to do so until the questions involved
in the litigation should be finally determined in the United
Slates Circuit Court of Appeals, especially as an appeal
could be at once taken to and heard in that court on the 30th
of October, and an early decision had thereon; and that was
the view taken by Judge Lacombe, and upon which he

-\ppeals,

timfdatcd by threats ofhtigation from the makers of these
condemned batteries, for we shall continue to
manufacture the chloride accumulators, and furnish them
under an absolute guaranty to all who- require the best
battery for all purposes now manufactured, and when the
Accumulator company wants to enjoin us. they will have no
difliculiy in finding us, no more than did the Consolidated
Electric Storage company who brought a suit against this
conipany in January last
the United States Circuit Court
for the district of New Jersey, accompanied with a
motion for injunction, which, after full preparation,
was heard at great length before Judge Green, and resulted in an opinion denying the motion for injunction,
\\hich opinion speaks for itself, having heretofore been published in the columns of this journal.
Since then that suit
has been dismissed.
are ready at all limes to right out any supposed
charge of infringement that either the Accumulator company or the Consolidated Electric Storage company thinks
they have against us, but we object to their proceeding
against our customers, which obviously is for the sole purpose of annoyance and intimidation methods which reputable business men would not countenance.
Let them proceed directly against us, when, if, they get an injunction, it
will be of some value to them and the public will not be
annoyed.
All suits which they have heretofore brought
against this company have been abandoned.
We say to our customers, and these contemplating the
purchase of storage batteries, not to be intimidated or influenced by any threats of litigation, or any such public announcements as have been made based ujjon the aboveexplained decision of Judge Lacombe, as this company will
stand between its customers and these attacks.
inferior and

m

acted.

Judge Lacombe's injunction has no other effect or significance and in no way affects this company's business of nianufacturing and selimg chloride accumulators, or of their use
by purchasers, and was conditioned upon the accumulator
company giving to the Edison Electric Illuminating company of 2\ew \'ork, a bond in the sum o[ $20,000 to make
good any loss which it should sustain resulting from the
delay in installing our accumulators should the decision of
the Circuit Court of Appeals bs in favor of the Edison company, which we are advised and believe will be the certain
result of our appeal to that effect.
We are advised by our counsel and experts, among them
Prof. Charles F. Chandler of the School of Mines, Columbia College, Prof. George E. Barker of the University of
Pennsylvania, Prof. Edwin J. Houston, president of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and Prof. Arthur E. Kennelly of the Medico-ChJrurgical College of
Pliiladelphia, that our chloride accumulaior is not an infringement of any letters patent owned by either the Accumulator company or the Consolidated Electric Storage
company, aiid that
their opinion the Swan re-issued
letters
patent are invalid and expired with the expiration of the Swan llanish patent in 18SS; defenses which
could not be availed of by us in opposition to tlie motion
for preliminary injunction before Judge Lacombe, they
having been previously passed upon by Judge Coxe in a
former decision in the same court in the case of the Accaraulator Company vs. the New "\'ork & Harlem Railroad
"ompp-iy for the use of the so-called Julien battery, which

We

—

m

Fig.

Offices

2,

Electric Propulsion of Canal Boats.
.

According to an Associated Press dispatch from Albany,
October Sth, no special methud ol canals propulsion under
the electric scheme proposed last spring has as yet been

E.xterior View.

Fig.

3.

Sale:

THE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, CHtCAGO.
the part of the

and

company

visitors to the

Fair cannot

fail

this

year has

extend the scope of

department

The

policy

been aggressive,

judged from the appearance of

due

its

at

to recall the well arranged and

sive display exhibited.
_

to

electrical

of the

and

its

its store.

work,

World's

comprehen-

company during
success may be
Great credit

managers, and the growth of the business

fying evidence of the widespread influence

its

the

is

is

a grati-

of the Electric

Appliance company.

Electric Storage Battery

Company's

statement.
The

following special dispatch to the

Western Elec-

trician from the Electric Storage Battery company of Philadelphia, explains that corporation's position

controversy over the accumulator,

in

the legal

now being conducted

in

the United States Court:

In view of the publicitv given to Judge Lacombe's recent decision in the cas° cf the Accumulator company vs.
the Edison Electric Illuminating company of New York
city, directed against our chloride accumulator, and based
upon the Swan re-issued letters patent, which expires May
24, 1S95, we'deem a statement of facts necessary that our
customers and the public generally may not be deceived or
tricked into withholding orders from us through fear of
the batteries of the Acculitigation, or into buying
mulator company and the Consolidated Electric Storage
company in the belief that they cannot procure and use,
with perfect safety, our chloride accumulators, which wt
are manufacturing and selling under an absolute guarantee
to protect and save harmless all users.
This company has not been enjoined from either manufacturing, selling or using its well-known chloride accumulators, nor has anyone been enjoined from purchasing or
using them. The Edison Electric Illuminating company of

New York has been enjoined by Judge Lacombe from installing our chloride accumulators as a part of its central
station plant ^^imply to maintain the status quo, pending the
hearing and determination of the case in the Circuit Court of

battery was made in exact accordance wi':h the plate of
the Sw'an re-issued letters patent, and in which our chloride
battery was not involved.
Judge Lacombe held that on a
motion for a preliminary injunction Judge Coxe's opinion
was controlling and must prevail until the consideration of
the case in the Circuit Court of Appeals, when those defenses would be fully heard and determined for the first
time, as in the case wherein Judge Coxe sustained the Swan
re-issued letters patent no ajspeal was taken, an agreement
having been made between the Consolidated Electric Storage company, who was defending that case, and the Accumulator company shortly after that decision.

The facts are these, from which any intelligent person can
draw his own conclusion: In December, 1890, this Accumulatorcompany brought suit against us in the United States
Circuit Court for the district of New Jersey, in which we appeared and made answer and thereafter, and down to the
fall of 1S93, no attempt was made to press the case, when it
was finally abandoned, owing to our positively declining to
further extend the time and demanding that the case proceed to trial. The Swan re-issued letters patent, upon
which alone Judge Lacombe's injunction is based, was at
that time owned by the Accumulator company, although
they did not include it in that
suit, nor
did they
after abandoning the suit, make any claim against our plate
until August last, when the Edison Electric Illuminating
of New York selected our battery for central station for use in preference to any other battery in the world.
Then, instead of bringing suit against us, they brought suit
in New York against the Edison Electric Illuminating company, and applied for an injunction to force a temporary delay
in tlie installation of a battery under our contract with that company. The work of preparmgfor the installation is going on
and will be completed in time to install the battery upon
the decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals, which we are
confident will be favorable to us, and may be expected early
in November.
Swan's United States patent was applied for
January iS, 18S2, and \\z% based upon an English patent to
Swan of May 24, iSSr, which expires May 24, 1S95, at
which time the United States letters patent will also
expire, so this much-talked-of suit is based upon a patent
which will expire in about seven months, and obviously
was brought for no other purpose than annoyance.
There is no occasion for anyone to be annoyed or in-

company

adopted, and

doubtful

there will be any experiments
be closed for the season.
Frank W. Hawley, one of the directors of the new
company that has the right to string wires, along the canal
and is to furnish. current to the canal boats for their propul-

made

it is

if

this year, as the canal will soon

sion, said

:

Many plans for canal jiropulsion have been submitted to
and almost daily we are in receipt of communications
from various parties who have suggestions to make and new
ideas to offer.
Whether we shall adopt any one plan in its
entirety or evolve some new one from the excellencies of all,
is still to be determined.
The near approach of the date
for closing the canals for the season leaves us several months
in which to give the matter careful attention.
We shall
certainly take no steps that are not the results of earnest
thought and serious deliberation. We propose to make our
work a lasting benefit to the public, and of great utility to
both shipper and carrier on New York's great waterway.
While we are anxious to be in the field with cheap power at
-"

us,

as early a date as possible, we shall best consult the interests
of all by granting to inventive genius and our scientific and
electrical experts ample time to perfect their ideas, and to
present us with a system that shall combine at once the
essentials of cheapness, simplicity and durability."
" Do you expect much opposition to the introduction to
your power along the line of the canal ? " Mr. Hawley was
asked.
" Having secured by contract the right of way across the
state for our cables, there can be no difficulty on that score.
Whatever feeling of opposition to us there may be is occasioned, I am confident, either by the jealousy of rival interests or a lack of appreciation of the benefits to follow
the introduction of cheap power,
"When we have brought it to the doors of consumers, and
offered it on terms advantageous to (hem, self-interest will
prompt them to accept it.
shall afford the thriving and
energetic towns of Central
York an opportunity to develop their resources and increase their industries.

We
New

'No system of electric propulsion upon the canal will be
seriously considered until after the representatives of the
canal boat owners have carefully investigated it and unite
in its recommendation.
They will be the users of the power
and they must be thoroughly satisfied in the method of its
application."

—
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issued

to the fact that

it is

devoted largely to

mind yearns

after

and the honeymoon,

end-of-lhe-century

of the eleclrical fraternity, therefore,

it

effects.

will

no great

surprise to

that an

learn

Indiana electrician

— designed

wedding (which,

his

it

be

—

The

must be

It

was somelhing-in the nature of an elopement) so
that the succeeding journey was taken on bicycles, which
were made entirely by tlie bridegroom in careful preparation
for the event.
It simply shows a combination of latter-day
confessed,

elements that

An

might easily be anticipated.

American Street Railway association convention at
That beautiful city is the center of interest just
now for street railway men, and there is no doubt that its
people will add to their fame as a hospitable comniunily.

the

Atlanta.

It

is

encouraging to note the evidence presented on

the

renewed

improvement

in

business,

all

particularly

activity in electric railway enterprists.

Many

of the projects which were temporarily abandoned two years
ago, on account ol

the

stringency in the

money market,

way

of beingsuccess-

have been revived and are now
fully exploited.

extensions are
in the

power

in fair

Old roads are being rebuilt and improved,
being made and new machinery introduced

plants.

Manufacturers of

electrical

apparatus

and dealers in supplies I'eport encouraging signs of a revival
of trade which will be welcomed by all wli^ have suffered
from the general depression

in the industrial

last sente):ce in this

MEMKERSHir
tion has

in

That

eleetrician

grown

American Street Railway

the

to considerable proportions

i&w years, and a recent
that there are

now
126

surface lines in

accurate idea of the

issued

list

world.

These

cities.

power of

the

there has been considerable advancement in the ap-

It

that

the

successful

country, those which
sive ideas,

who

are

hardly

railway

necessary

to

companies

with this

All of the

well represented,

larger

of views between

is

Every

represented, and in the exchange

members much valuable information

is

work and trying

and

experiment.s.

character of the

Then,

papers read, the

too,

ihe

discussion

w-ill

be built of

steel, at

than the present structures for steam
current will be carried to the trains by means

The

of a trolley line consisting of a chea]i grade of railroad

which
little

New

acquired which could only be secured otherwise by years

scope

service.

of

cities

who

least one-third lighter

operation, are prominently iden-

the organization are so interesting and instructive.

of hard

that the elevated road of the future

say

managed by men of progres-

association.

country are

lie

Mr. Arnold reviews the history of the experiments made
on the "L" road in. New York by Leo Daft, the more
successful applications at Liverpool and Chicago and predicts

of the

York, Chicago,
Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Pittsburg and St. Louis having
several companies in the organization.
In examining the
list of members one readily
lealizes why the meetings of
the

where

valuable figures, which will be very acceptal)le to those

are always seeking improvements in meth-

ods of construction and
tified

is

street

is

are interested in this investigation.

Its in-

standing of the companies form-

organizatton.

work is evident
commanding at the

elevated railroad

to

canspeak authoritatively.says that the
this sysfem are such that
steam locomotives cannot hope to compete with the electric
motor.
His interesting article in this issue contains some

by those who are familiar

with the character and

other

advantages to be derived from

last

ing the

if

Mr. Arnold, whose experience in connection
with the Intramural road at the World's P^air has placed him

do not give an

organization.

around

of this principle

]>resent time.

by the secretary shows
figures

all

electric street railways.

from the attention which the subject

iSo companies represented, operating

section of the country

Conventions of the American Street Railway association have come to be regarded practically as electrical meetTlie electrical engineer and the electrical supply man
ings.
are very much in evidence; a majority of the companies form-

upbraids the

especially valualile.

is

feeling

development of

plication of electricity

a.ssocia-

during the

quotation

would be a source of better

in dealingw-ith the

exuberant and triumphant.

fluence can only be appreciated
sides of the gradual

It

incompetency and makes these

daily journals accepted the obvious truth

and his bride flying over the country on home-made bicycles
is a pleasing combination of love, science and mechanics,
unterrified,

his criminal

Before any employe shall be put in charge of a trolley
work 'in the supervision of electric lighting,
stringing of wires or of repairs, he shoukl be thoroughly
instructed in such lundamental knowledge as is necessary
for the protection of himself and others.
Asaride,-the
present generation know that they cannot safely blow out
the gas or touch fire to gunpowder.
There should be similar general knowledge of ilie dangers inherent in the use of
electrical energy.
We cannot do without it; but we must
train ourselves to the means of safely using it.

in a position

street railway

matters which willbe of especial interest to the delegates to

a factor in

car, or set at

appearance and

several days in advance of the regular day of publication,

owing

much

observations:

asser-

superintendent of a central station plant and manager of an

Correspondence

is 31s

on steam roads or steamboats.

In commenting on this case the Philadelphia Record takes

What v.onder, then, that he captivates
Nor is it strange ihat he should ex-

winsome in manner.

electric railway

Business

electric railway travel as

clean in morals, bright

19

191

The human equation

disciplined.

a very sensible view of the whole subject.

successfidly controvert the

tion that the average electrical

the heart of the fair?
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Illustrated Electrical Patent

by pulling the trolley
from the wire and applying the brake. The conductor must
have become demoralized from fright and should be severely

conductor for

191

Illustrated

electric

could have stopped the car at once

purpose of

191

Partridge Carbon Company,

An

time in Philadelphia.

this

dent, for the. conductor, or any passenger, for that matter,

not be suffered to remain in modest olsscnrily.

190

Company's Heavy Current Switches.

—

in

with the result that the car dashed on without control,
finally stopped by colliding with a wagon.
Several
persons were injured.
There was no necessity for the acci-
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fate

Another

faint,

innovation should

this

of peculiar trolley car accidents.
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for
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and was

be switched on to one of the telephone comexchanges." The tantalizing feature of this in-

formation

1S4

progre=;s

its

was proceeding peaceably on its way at the ordinary
rate of speed when the motorman in charge fell in a dead

will

it

and

car

The message
be carried on the overhead wire that supplies the
motive power to the car, to the car company's headquarters,

190,
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Electric

has

startling bit

with telephones for the use of passengers.
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Hill Electric
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shortly be equipped

will

at once,

remarked the curious perversity of

recently

swelling the

JVeekiVi in which the writer said:

electricity

be begun

will

be watched with interest.

We

as

will
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water.
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appears in the

character was recently

of this

to notice is

writers
fully

hear on good authority that those tram-cars

can

.

The W.

that

come

behind the enterprise are men of experience and sagacity,
and they are quite enthusiastic over the project. It is
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Important Electric Railway Project
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The Electric Expansion of the Chicago City Railway Company.
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developments

anything
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the English Pearsoji^s
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Metropolitan Ele\aled Electric Railway,

,^

project of this kind that has

first

estab-

and Wisconsin.

column of this issue. A company has been formed in Chicago for the purpose of building a line to be electrically operated, and extending from
Chicago to Milwaukee. There are a number of prosperous
towns on the way, but the distances between them are great
as compai-ed with those in the East, and there are other
objections to be overcome.
Yet the capitalists who are

of the United States

electricity;

chronicle

side

this

of information

contents of this NUMBER.

Storage ISattery Litigation
Rapid Transit for Cicero

similar system in Illinois

that referred to in another

place on the solid com-

men

about

things
press

amusing and wonderful

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

Illustrated

The

More and

companies.

its

one

lish at least

promised that work

for

Chicago.

taking

is

upon investigating

the plans adopted in the East, have determined to

scope, will be entered without

in

electrical

and have attracted

in the East,

the attention of western capitalists, who,

opens up an entirely new

it

not only the newspaper

is

who hear queer

the

have been highly successful

mercial plane of the steam engine.

It

for

building short connecting links, have been able to establish a complete network of railways.
These enterprises

for

of eleclrical power, and one which,

field for the utilization

covers

connecting small

towns within a few
In most cases the local street railway companies in these small towns have combined, and
by extending their lines into the suburban districts, and

development

work under way

the

is

followed with mucli interest, as

ADVERT SING. The Western Electrician— the Only
general eleetrical jiapei* publislieil in the West—

Power House

been established,

Railway company, which is described in a
clear and interesting manner in this issue by Clement C.
Smith. This company, with its 7,000 horse power, will have
a power station as large as any in the country, and is taking
a place as one of the great electric railway companies of the
world.
Perhaps the most interesting feature of the equipment, however, is the employment of a great electric motor
to supplant two engines in the cable driving plant adjacent to the electric power house.
This innovation will be

copy

thoroughly

several comprehensive systems of electric railway lines have

the Cliicago City

entered at the Chicago Postoffice as mail matter of the second class.

attending these conventions

miles of each other.

of Chicago at the present time

COPYRIGHT.— Not only the title but the enth-c cotttents of each
number of the Western Electrician are copyrighted. This paper

in

In the thickly settled districts of the East, the New
England states. New Jersey and Pennsylvania particularly,

Atlanta gathering.

York.

Time employed

well spent.

that electric

of interest at

to assume first rank, both
in number and importance.
To-day there is a verification of this prophecy in the

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

is

is

roads were bound

'electric

of practical questions of management, and the display of
apparatus in actual operation, give additional" value to the
meetings.

preted the signs of the times correctly
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rails,

has been found can be purchased and laid for but
over half the cost of copper conductors of a given conit

ductivity, or

by a

special rolled square steel bar.

The active

or "live" trolley will be supplemented by one or
lar rails, or bars, as the
,

number of

more simidistance from the power house and

trains increase.

thus far proven preferable
for future

work

at

Sliding contact trolleys have

and

probably be adhered to

will

higher speeds.

The

direct current

motors

attached directly to the axles of the forward or motor car
will

be retained.

comoiive
reasons.'

foi"

The

elevated

idea of having a separate electric lo-

work seems

inadvisable for several
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and Where Paranite Insulation
Made.

How

VI-:RV1U)DV knows

ihat rub-

an excellent insulator,

ber

is

and

that in the

manufacture of

and cables

insulated wires

T^^

Is

presence

well

is

nigh

its

indis-

pensable, but the source from

which commercial rubber
subjected to prepare

it is

is
it

drawn, the processes to which

and many of
the transformation from
form in which it is used,

for this application,

the details of the successive steps in

the rough state to the fine flexible

As an

are not so generally understood.

illustration of fine

Wire company

at

Jonesboro, Ind.,

is

an

and complete example. The plant, which is ftdly
illustrated in the accompanying pictures, is located in the
natural gas belt of Indiana and about six miles from Marion.

and mixed

it is

made

into rolls

The machinery used

consists of a calender of three

belt

which

The

"biscuit,"

ceived at the

ihat time

it

it

pieces

and

calender

is

adjustable to

termed

sheets

At

when imported,

the'

and

all

impurities

which

is

Fig. 2,

iu

and an endless

by the operation of
machine on the floor above. The
the most delicate measurements

is

to the required thickness for the par-

being made

had

Another view of
which includes the cutting

at the time.

in Fig. 3,

above the calender. Here the rubijer

floor

in

fed

Bundles of

shown

expiration of

strips are carried to the six insulating

in Fig. 4, five

machines

of which put double coats upon the

and the remaining machine only one coat.
is of course used for
special
wliere only one coating of insulation is preferable.
wire

Wire

turned out by the latter

reduces the rubber into

process

removes

shown

rollers

under a revolving cutting wheel and divided
into a number of strips proportionate to the width required.

re-

upon which a stream of warm water

This

plays.

the endless belt

prepared to be passed through sets

is sufliciently

long, thin strips

when

ticular size of wire

placed in a large hot water

soaks for twelve hours.

of corrugated rollers,

constantly

is

factory in the same shape as

cut into several

where

rubber

the

as

to

carries the rubber, sheeted

the calender, to a cutting

dry,

to

in the next step is

and

machine on the

aside

and placed upon shelves

dry.

the chief center of the rubber interests in Brazil.

vat,

Insulated

room where the ingredients mentioned are
After'lhe product has been sufficiently well ground

mixed.

the

is

and sheets the rubber

grade insulated wires and cables, the factory of the Indiana

&

machines

native builds a

and eventually is shipped to other
countries.
It is in this form that it is purchased as crude
Para rubber by the Indiana company. The city of Para is
placetl

is

Rubber

189

smudge of palm nuts
and dips a stout stick into the gum and then holds it in the
thick smoke of the burning nuts.
The dense white smoke
hardens the gum into a leathery substance and at the same
lime clianges its color from pale yellow to black.
This ball
is then dipped again into the sap or gum and the action repeated continuously until the solid mass on the end of the
stick is too heavy for further manipulation.
In form it resembles a "cheese, and when the stick is withdrawn it is

into a large basin.

practice in the handling of rubber and the manufacture of high-

interesting

The
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cases,

The copper conductor purchased by the company,

are

after

:1A^
Fig.
Fig,

Mixers.
Insulating Machines.

1.

4.

Fig.
Fig.

TalenderBraiding Room.

2.
5.

HOW AND WHERE PARANITE
The company owns about So

surrounding the

acres of land

upon which are a number of valuable gas

wells,

which

furnish cheap fuel for the operation of the plant and

make

factory,

the land particularly adapted for manufacturing purposes.
It is the intention, in this article, to follow the successive

steps of converting the crude rubber into the finished insulation

and

to explain the process of covering the bare

con-

ductor as practiced by the manufacturer of the Paranite

compound, consequently

it

will

Amazon

to Brazil in the region of the
this

mighty stream into the

Brazil, technically

species of

be necessary to

about

gins to yield a sap, closely akin in

cream.'

The

and

The

rubber tree of

interior.

When

proceed

river

the siphonia elastica^

milkweed.

first

is

to

ascend

really a giant

fifteen years old

it

be-

general appearance to

native sap hunter penetrates the forests of the

country and taps his rubber trees in a manner similar to that

maple trees in this country for their
makes a number of fresh cuts around the trunk of
each tree as he goes his daily rounds and places his little
clay cups to catch the valuable sap that will ooze from the

employed

sap.

in tapping

He

Laterin thedayhe repeats the round, carrying a
bucket made from a big gourd, or of clay, and into it he
incision.

empties the collected contents of
lie

gets

back

to his

camp he pours

all

the

little cups.

When

the juice fi-om the gourd

frequently found in the native product.
several

months

in

substance

hung

I.

tration,

it

is

is

In

maintained.

the absolutely pure rubber

MADE.

then hung for

gum.

form the

this

After

has

it

long time to become thoroughly sea-

for a sufficiently

soned
Fig.

is

It is

IS

a dark room,' where an average constant

temperature of 100 degrees

taken in

long strips

to the

room.

mixing

The mixer rolls which are shown in the illusare six in number and each consists of two rollers,

operating under great pressure, one roller moving faster

than the other

in

each machine, so that the rubber

thoroughly and constantly ground.
the other ingredients

used'-'to

Two compounds

may

bring out the best^qualities of

moving

are thus prepared, one difier-

ing from the other only in the absence

Two

of sidphur.

coatings of rubber are used in the Paranite insulation,
the

preparation which

is

to

be

Powdered sulphur and

the rubber for insulatmg purposes are sifted into the
materials.

be next to the conductor

is

white, while the preparation which

coating

first

considerable degree
are four and

of a brick red

is

to

one-half feet

inches in diameter.

it

bath to thoroughly cleanse

is

run

it,

then

through,

lal.en

is

first,

to

an acid

through melted

tin,

upon a
drum. Thence it is taken to the insulating machines and
through the machines, where the
is run off the drum and
insulating compounds are coated over it.
The rubber compound is fed into the machines in strips of predetermined
width, grooved wheels pressing it upon the conductor and
finally

through a bath of cold water, and

cutting off superfluous material.
rolled

coiled

insulated wire

is

now

and taken to the braiding room upon the
Fig. 5. This department occupies the entire floor

upon

third floor,

The

is

reels

and contains three doublers and winding machines and fifty
single-deck and five double-deck braiders, some of which are
of extra large size for braiding laige telephone cables.

The

rewinding

It

form the second

The

tinning room, where

free

tint.

of resistance to abrasion.

the

system of automatically unwinding the unbraided wire and

These coatings are
possessed of great toughness and flexibility, and afford a
is at

being tested for determination of conductivity,

and

from sulphur so as to avoid the possibility of oxidization.
is

Cuitiiig Machine.
\'ie\v of Second Floor.

Fig
Fig

INSULATION

rollers

long, each cylinder being 16
Adjoining the rooni containing these

it,

the picture.

when braided, upon
The braided wire

spools
is

floor to a vulcanizer

upon the second

rewound upon very

large drums,

perature of 32or F.

This

compound
floor,

in the

black.

Fig.

6,

is,

is

floor,

clearly

shown

in

horn the third

where the wire,

subjected to a tem-

process turns the brick

colored
a general view of the second

shows the finishing step
foreground, that

is

taken

in

the process of manufacture

tanks of a pitch preparation

fo

;
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igo
coating the braideil surface of

and giving

The
be

wire, measured into the desired lengths,

and

tested,

as a preliminary

Upon

allowed to remain over night.
are tested by

room, Fig.

trial

it

with water kept

lined tank filled

lead

wire, for coloring

Llie

ready to

is

A

etc.

ing the

whe

As

while in the water.

bell is placed in circuit

a

lest,

Paranite wire selected from

made with 550

asserted that the testwas

in the testing

test-

a magneto

test,

coil of wire.

ujion

some No. 14

and

in

report

its

min-

volts, at three

ute electrification on continuous immersion without interruption for 13 days.

During the

Fig.
Fig.

last three

days the

was

test

made while

the wire

25,000

under

all

The

was buried

megohms

The

in lime.

report

showed

were obtained 'each day

per mile

conditions.

factory

seen in

as

Fig.

well lighted

S, is a

building, three stories in height, and built entirely of brick.

of the plant

addition to this there

is

about 60 by 200

is

feet,

but

immersion of the wire while

Natural gas

testing.

piped from the company's wells near

hand to the
boilers, fuur in number, and of 100 horse power capacity
each.
Steam is furnished by an eight-inch pipe -to a Corliss
single condensing engine, manufactured by the Ranken &
Fritsch Foundry & Machine company of St. Louis.
It is
rated at 300 horse power at 74 revolutions a minute, and
supplies the power for the entire factory.
The engineis

at

room, including the engine and several dies and lathes, is
shown in Fig. 9. The rubber washing machines, as well as
the mixing machines, are operated by shafts geared directly
engine shaft, but the remainder of the plant is furnished with po-wer from belt and intermediate shaft trans-

to the

The

mission.

automatic

entire building

sprinkler

design.

Four" road has been run

to

tance from the Pennsylvania

amply provided wiih

The

factory

he

is

of

Western

of

more

is

provided with the Grinnell

system, and

particularly meritorious

comjiany

from

this aiticle,

attained

fighting

way, in the

its

business.

the electrical

in

no

secret process

is

From

claimed.

the

the foiests of Brazil to the final test at the

sap collected in

factoiy only the best material

used, and a

is

care

strict

is

exercised ihat only the best results

may be

company has decided

operations mostly to the

manufacture

work

to confine

compound

the

is

made

and

By

applying^

and eliminating from

cheaper insulation,

IS

company

Builer.
in

full

equipment of
of

its

it,

switch

and as

line,

it

many

in

is

A

it is

respects of

of

"Big

the

only a short dis-

will be seen that

it is

excellent shipping facilities.

the

Indiana Rubber

&

Insulated

ihan ordinary interest to the

Ei-Ectrici.\n, because

it

is

Wire

readers of

the only rubber

is

a very successful manufacturer

son, A.

his time in looking

He, with

Paranite interests.

after the welfare of the

his

F. Seiberling, the superintendent of the factory,

has been identified with the company since

and has been largely instrumental
turing department to

its

is

where he

interested in

is

its

organization,

bringing the manufac-

present state of perfection.

known

a manufacturer

Seiberling

in

many

Monroe

over the gas belt,

all

enterprises.

best

Thomson

is

When

'93 Alternating Arc Lamp.

the large percentage of lighting circuits

country operated by alternating current

in this

considered,

is

is

it

of

lines

factory, together

Testing Room.
Fa.tory.

Although

hand.

article has

this

been more

is

submarine cables, and every
possessed for turning out this class of work.

much ma-

of

office

One

company

the

there

is

of the

is

facility

THOMSON

i.s

located at Marion, Ind.,

shown

in Fig. 10

to the electrical trade interests of this coifntry,

synonymous

,

of

satisfy a

and his name

management has placed

immense

in-

the

to take charge of the financial affairs of

his

of the

sively covered

—a view

popularity of

the

'93

"ALTERNATINC^AKC

I.AMI'.

matter of surprise that more satisfactory

the

In March, 1S92, he was called from a

Paranite insulation.

bank in Akron, O.
the company, and
on a firm basis.

growth

v\ith the

a

alternating

current arc lamps have not been presented to occupy part

telephonic communication with

rooms

is

cluding the desk of C. J. Butler, the secretary and manager
of the sales department.
Mr. Butler's face is a familiar one

is

Seiberling

regular sizes kejH

all

derground and

factory.

H,

J.

Doylestown, O., but devotes miich of

MADE.

constantly on

The

of

Seiberling; vice-president

to

itself exclusively to this

descriptive of an ordinary gauge of wire, there

from which

H.

are: President, J.

in charge,

officers

and treasurer, M. Seiberling; superintendent, A. F. Seiberling; secretary and manager of sales department, C. J.

absolute

the

several other

liirt

with a large and complete stock

PARANITE

where

the

The

York.

permitted to place at the disposalof

it is

Paranite trade the

its

from

adapted

especially

consideration

first

always ihe cheapest.

its

wires

and

The

obtained.

requiring a high grade of insulation, where

safety

field

its

rubber-covered

of

Paranite

the

in

room, die boiler room,

the engine

tinning room, rubber washing room, testing house and tank
for the

in

New

Boston and

offices in

1894

established

W, Brigham

department, with F.

sales

20,

The Indiana company has

in this issue.

and with

chinery in the factory intended for the manufacture of un-

itself,

The main body

which

circumstances

The company was organized in 1S90 and secured a charter
under the laws of the state of Indiana. It early made fair
dealing and an honest product its policy. As may be judged

Fig.

HOW AND WHERE
that

has

Office at Marion.

,

and

eaily career,

which Paranite

Engine Koom.

c

discouraging

most severe competition, to the prominent place

a final

store stock,

overcoming

face of the

between the ends of a

some time ago,

an eastern

a

is

about 75° and

These precautions are taken upon every coil of wire that issues
factory, and have done much to raise the company's
reputation for the reliability and excellence of its product.
The Massachusetts Electrical Engineering company, Bos-

made

elsewhere

It

at

the next day the coils

from the

ton, Mass.,

in

western enter-

a typical western progressiveness and

its

furnishes 200 volts for

cells

push

shown

lias

threatened

the tester for the

Samson

and

into a

a small brick buikling in the rear of the fac-

battery of

prise,

thrown

company, E. U. Weygandt,
has installed the usual testing instruments, includmg a reflecting galvanometer, a Whealstone bridge, resistance box,

Here

tory.

insulated wire lactory in the West.

is

means of the instruments shown

7, in

black

it

customary finished appearance.

it its

October

the concern

Previous to his connection with the bank,

field of service

and

utility

heretofore exclu-

To

by the alternating incandescent lamp.

demand that has become general the General
Electric company has placed upon the market a modification of the Thomson '93 arc lamp shown In the illustration,
adapted to the alternating current

lamp

ment, but the result

To

circuit.

to its present condition has taken

bring this

months of experi-

such as should render alternating

is

current arc illumination equal to that by the continuous

current arc lamp, whether for indoor or outdoor service.

With

the

Thomson

'93

alternating

lamp no external or

Mr. Butler was associated with the Diamond Match company of the same place, and it was^iere that he gained his
manufacturing experience and practical business knowledge.

wasteful resistance

Mr. Butler

a rack rod and escapement operated 'and controlled by an

cal circles.

is

32 years of age, and veiy popular in

The company has

electri-

established agencies with the

Hess Electric company, Des Moines, la.; the Gate City
Electrical Supply & Construction company, Atlanta, Ga.
the Electrical Engineering company, Minneapolis, Minn.;
W.J. Osborn.5c Co., KansasCity, Mo.; the Post-Glover Electric C9mpany, Cincinnati, 0.; the Cleveland Electric Manuacturing company, Cleveland, O., and the Electric Appliance company, Chicago.
The last named company makes
Paranite wire one of

its

most ])rominent

lustrated description of this

company and

specialties.

its

work

is

An

Il-

presented

is

the parts durable

positive,

new method.

The

directions without stram
started without

is

and interchangeable and the

In principle the feeding mechanism

regulation perfect.

entirely

employed; the feeding mechanism

rack rod

is free

to

on the escapement.

is

move in both
The arc is

"jumping." The mechanism is simple in
no adjustment before installation.

the extreme, and requires

All the different styles of lamps, standard, short, focusmg,
etc., are

globes

provided with reflectors and spark arresters.

may

The

be lowered rapidly and the cai'bon dust speedily

removed.

These alternating
power are designed

arc lamps of a nominal 2,000 candle
for a current of 13

amperes and are ad-

October
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20,

JQsted for that current unless otherwise desiretl, to be con-

speed

nected in parallel on 32 volt circnits.

on the

independent

The

unit.

Each

an absolutely

is

32 volts can be obtained from the

is

I!.I

made by simply moving the cylinder up or down
The simplicity of this m^ter is such that there
to get out of order or become disarranged, and by

is little

secondary of the transfonner, and such transformers wound
for 32 volts in the secondary, and of desired capacity, will

proper care the meter will require practically no attention,

be furnished by the General Electric company. It is evident that the great commercial advantages attendant on

out the necessity of frctjuent adjustments.

incandescent lighting by alternating current equally exist
for the alternating arc

lamp.

If arc lighting alone

undertaken, the 2,oSo or 1,040 volt

dynamo

is

to

and the record

repairs,

will be

thoroughly reliable withIt is

placed upon

by the Diamond Electric company, Peoria,

the market
111.

carry the

current to the transformers, from the secondary of each of

X

2ahn*s Multipolar Dynamo.
II.

case compensator coils

may be

With any
essential.

ing

the standard

lamp

9^

way

the short and focusing lamps,

if

factory of the

12.

Notes.

—Considerable

correspondence last week. In closMr. Parsons enumerated the conclusions

as the result of his

trip

abroad

for the pur-

underground

different systems of

The

construction.

rail-

from such

conclusions arrived at

from the study of the actual work and
their designers, are:

—That an Jindergi-ound

railway operated by steam,
even with the most approved system of mechanical venlilalion, would be intolerable to the people of the city of New
York.
Second That a railway with a steady, frequent service
can be operated successTidly and economically by electricity.
Third- -That an underground railway operated by elecFirst

7-16 of an

—

life

about ihe same

The

brush:

in this

report

his

investigation, both

of from nine to ten or eleven to twelve hours respectively.

With

York, October

from personal interviews with

inch or }i of an inch cored carbons are used, giving a

for

in the illusiration.

pose of investigating

exclusive use

by

dynamo

largest

shown

drawn by him

with practically no loss of power.

With

is

which was made

of cored carbons designed for alternating current lamps
is

it

is

interest has been
submitted to the Rapid Transit Commission recently by its engineer, Mr. Parsons, mention of

In the latter

lamp the

has given his entire attention to

New York

used for changing the 52 or

alternating current arc

now

taken in the report

required for the arc lamp, the change being efiected in the
coil

company

New

104 volts usually for incandescent ligluing to the 32 volts

compensator

is

CORRESPONDENCE.

be run from transformers

already installed but only partially loaded.

he

fact

%

transformer capacity to be installed or
to

country; in

brush to the

Zahn is the designer of the multipolar dynamo
and motor shown in the accompanying illustration. As will
Dr. G.

0.,

themanufacturingof motor and
generator brushes for all systems, and promises goods of the
best quality.
The superintendent of the company, Mr.
Partridge, is one of -the oldest carbon manufacturers in this
competent to make any kind
of a brush that may be desired, from the smallest fan mbtor

ampere per lamp. Thus the line losses are "reduced to a
minimum. Four hundred and twenty-five walls is the quota
of energy for each standard lamp of 13 amperes and 32 volts

number of lamps

Carbon company of Sandusky,

entire attention to

its

ampere

per lamp, and in the case of the 1,000 volt primaries

permissible

giving

In the case of

the 2,000 volt primary" circuits there will be but

in calculating for the

T he Partridge

the last seventeen years, and

be

feeders run to a

central point of distribution, thence the mains

which one or more lamps may be operated.

no

The Partridge Carbon Company.

shaft.

life

required, 7 by 9-16 of an inch cored carbons are used.
American uncored carbons or even cmmon cored carbons

is

ZAHN'S MULTirOI.AR DYNAMO.
be readily seen, great care has been taken to

produce

an

of construction and a close adjust-

artistic design, a solidity

ment of proportions within the niachine.
The magnet frame is of the ring shape and cast in one
piece, insuring a good magnetic circuit and g.eat mechanical strength.
The armature is of the Gramme ring type,
and carefully annealed sheet iron rings of the best quality
These rings, after being
are used in building up the core.
insulated, are clamped between two halves oi a bronze
spider, held together

by

steel bolts in the

The commutator

core.

is

pered copper and

insulated

with

shaft, of the best

machinery

steel,

of

interior

of massive design,

made

The

mica exclusively.
is

run

the

of tem-

phos-

in self-oiling

phor bronze bearings.
This new
Electrical
efficiency

line of standard machines brought out by the
Manufacturing company of Cony, Pa., is of high
and guaranteed to be free from defects of work-

manship and material and

to

run with automatic regulation

without sparking and injurious healing.

The W.
SCHEEFl'lik'S

would prove very expensive because of the inwhich they would require (over that

creased potential

required for soft carbons)

when used

Company's Heavy

for alternating current

The accompanying

illustration

manufactured by the W.
way and central stations.
have been

S. Mill Electric

For

in use in very large

'J

shows the new
comjjany

for

rail-

numbers, one power station

fine

—

—

wire placed in derivation be-

—

a vertical shaft, resting in a jeweled bearing below, ana
On the upper end of the sliaft
guided by an upper bsaring.
registering train?,
is an endless worm, which engages the

is

at right angles to the shaft

an aluminum disk

and

The disk rotates between the poles
to rotate with it.
of a permanent magnet. The action of the ceils causes the
cylinder to rotate, the speed of rotation being directly promade

portional to the

current.

The

friction is

balanced

in

this

meter by very simple means, consequently the meter reads
The meter has no commutator or
correctly at all loads.
The valuable point possessed by this meter is
brushes.
that

it

records real watts and not apparent watts.

The

readings are given direct in watt-hours, so that no mathematical calculation is necessary to deterniine the amount of
The current reenergy delivered during a given time.
quired to operate this meter
ness
ts

is

produced

lowest limits.

in part

is

very small.

This sensitive-

by the reduction of the friction to

Corrections and adjustments to the exact

avoid great changes in temperature.

cheaper than tunnelling; but,
Fifth
If conditions demand^ a deep tunnel can be constructed, for which the circular form is best.
Sixth That an underground road can be so designed as
to be altracsive in appearance.
Seventh That the work can be carried on through a
busy street without endangering the houses and without
seriously impeding travel.

tween the distribution terminals. In front of the polar surface of the multipolar magnet, and embraced by one-half
of the circumference, is an aluminum cylinder, mounted on

wdiich

as to

—

Fourth The advice and experience of foreign engineers
lean toward keeping the rail level as close to the surface as
possible, and that excavating from tlie surface is safer and

made

so that the rotations of the cylinder are recorded, and on
the lower end of the shaft is placed the retarding device,

HILL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S HEAVY CURRENT
SWITCHES.
has a comfortable atmosphere, and that it can be
S.

arranged so

accompanying

from laminated iron and having three polar surfaces. On
one polar part of the magnet is a coil of thiclc wire, which
carries the main current 10 be measured, and on another
polar part is a coil of

HE W.

tricity

Scheeffer's Recording Watt Meter.
consists of a multipolar magnet,

life

the last year these switches

J

illustration shows,

lll-l

switch

woik.

Scheeffer's recording w^att meter, as the

w

ii

1

Current Switches.

designed for direct currents cannot be used, and, moreover,
their use

S. Hill Electric

KICCORDING-WATT METER.

These conclusions presage,

in the event of

a favorable

rapid transit vote by the people at the coming election, the
construction of an underground electric road,

alone having over 300 in use, of from 500 to 4,000 amperes
capacity.

The improvements (which

are covered by patents)

consist in broadening the ends of the blades
to

admit of using two

that

it

prevents

the switch

is

all

and yoke so as

This unites the two so firmly

bolts.

twisting or straining of the parts while

The method

of backing up the flexible brush contacts by
the

blade and

contact into one continuous piece of metal, and as

of

all

the carrying parts

is

computed

per ampere, the advantages of

The people of Trenton, N. J., may have to walk for a
common council has passed a resolution to the
effect that unless the Trenton Passenger Railway company
time, for the

gives a system of five-cent exchange tickels. as provided for
in

an ordinance, the cars must be stopped.

Perrine, the president of the

being operated.

plates of pure copper, practically converts

this

at

and further

steps in that direction will be carefully watched.

THE PARTRIDGE CAR150N COMPV^\

the size

1,000 circular mills

construction are apparent.

tickets,

demand

that the law be enforced.

quested to

call

perfect a system ol

ex-

but the people are becoming impatient and

the five-cent fare, and

stopped.

The Mayfield, Cal., & Leland Stanford, fr., University
Street Railway company has been incorporated with a capital
stock of .$10,000,
The president is J, P. Ponce of Alexander, Cal.

time so that he could

tensions of

change

Colonel Lewis
company, has had several ex-

if

it is

The

demands

resolution

not given, the mayor

is

on the police and see that the cars are

Colonel

Perrine

run, notwithstanding the

is

reall

determined that the cars will

mayor and

police.

He

interprets

the ordinance differently from the council and declares that

he will not provide a five-cent exchange system.

W.

F. O.
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Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, October
new

the

plant of

city

Ciiavles G.

Armstrong

before the

common

There

question
a

whether

as to

and heating

lighting

virtually decided in the affirmative.

appeared a few days ago

ot Cliicago

council 'committee on

approximate

gave an

and

— The
have

shall

hall

own has been

its

library

12.

city

hall

and

of

the

estimate

and heating plant in the city hall building.
lower than any which the committee had received. He made careful figures on a duplicate
plant and said that a Close estimate of the cost of the whole

some

is

ELECTRICIAN.
The new power house

state legislature

talk of appealing to the

The

to fix the charges for telephone service.

October

will contain

old style tele-

phones cause a great deal of trouble,, and the Wisconsin
Telephone company makes an additional charge for metallic
circuits.

It

of metallic circuits

expense

the

is

that

The

it.

a tunnel.

is

considering an

is

an annex 50 by 70 feet
steam pipes and electric light

wires will be connected with the main buildings by meanj of

The common

board of South Milwaukee

village

Home

National Soldiers'

at the

electric light plant,

being provided for

causing com]:)laint.

The

an

1894

20,

on

from the Wisconsin Telephone company for a

guard

council committee on railroads has

the ordinance requiring street car

hie

trolley poles at

the

placed

conductors to

steam railroad crossings instead

cost of a lighting

application

His estimate was much

franchise for a telepiione exchange in the village.

of going in advance of their cars and seeing whether there
is

property would be $71,478, which would include all the
running expenses for the first year, even to the salaries of

Payne and General Manager
Railway company will
attend the annual meeting of the American Street Railway
Mr. Payne is president
association at Atlanta next week.
of the association.

lar meeting, the

Walter Smith has been appointed mechanical engineer of
Milwaukee Si/eet Railway company, and assistant to
Superintendent Lynn.
Mr. Smith has been connected with
He was engaged in the
the road fur a number of years.

quorum.

The most important

the .employes.

Mr, Arm-

items in

were $24,000 for the dynamos for 12,000
two Corliss engines and $4,000 for
These figures, he said, provided for the best and

strong's estimate

electriclights, $15,000 for

the boilers.

Mr. Armstrong was sure that
the employes in the building vvould not be annoyed by the
vibration from the engines or by the heat from the boilers.
The estimate which had been made by the managers of the
most improved appliances.

Pabst power house was $86,380. In view of the fact that
the boilers cannot very well be put in after the building is
completed, it was thought best by the committee to have

them

No

installed at once.

definite

was reached

decision

regard to the rest of the plant, but inasmuch as the boilers
cannot be used for any other purpose than to furnish power
for heating and lighting the building, there is no resonable
in

doubt that the committee will eventually report
putting

in the entire

of

favor

in

is

The

city.

report

that during the year 1893 the city of Chicago

operated 1,100 2,000 candle power lamps from four power
stations at a cost ot $107,277.93, an average cost of $96.64

per lamp.

P. Barrett, city electrician of Chicago, writes as

J.

follows to Mr. Anderson

beg leave

"In

:

regard to depreciation,

to state that in a city like this

any

cult to arrive at

been appointed

The proposition

a

is

run

to

cars across the

electric!

problem

The draw vf

the viaduct

that while half drops

I

walking
says

extremely

it is

I

diffi-

the Fourth street and Arsenal horse

says that the wires and

posts

have to be so con-

will

The Milwaukee

Street

an armored cable of 122 strands

South Side

The

electric lines.

is

7,417 feet'long.

In the former case, with competent manage-

W.

)iay richly."

that

ownership

municipal

that

F. Conant, secretary

will

that experience has

rails for street

shown

rails are

heaviest

in other eastern

car lines.

of the commii^^sion

way

told

was thought

down
now used

being put

The

cities.

rails

laid

on the investment, the loss in taxes and the depreciaticn
each year, I doubt if you can do much better than $100 jjcr

Milwaukee now
Henry C. Payne recently made
pays $112.50 per lamp.

light."

a state-

Vice-president

ment regarding

and operate the

the city buy

"I do not own

city.
"

the proposition in the

but

am

I

willing lo

Of course no one

sell

my

price

the

if

share,

owns

individual

I

much

in Buffalo

city

buying the street railway.

a

An

have a

be wilhng to

sell

Nobody had tbroached the
and all that he knew

city,

The

it

'I'he rails

in the

involved
that he

is

5-cent rate for workingmen.
traffic.

of,

It

Waukesha Beach
last Saturday.

It

Electric

was

for a distance of four miles

re-

had

finally
if

made

the 5-cent rateuniform.

Mr.

cash were accepted on the cars, the

know what

its

fifteen

Wyman

if

ever the watches of the passengers and the conductors

question

of

the

amount of

land to be taken was

left to a committee consisting of
Frame, D. C. James, Judge F. H. Putney, II.
M. Youmans and F. W. Harland, to act in conjunction with the recent purchasers of land on the lake

A.

J.

front.
it

has

The
all

capital stock

of the

been subscribed,

the end of next spring.

'i'he

company

is

$40,000 and

road will be running by

members, made

Electric Street Rail-

measure was

as a icsult a

freight,

Then came

)"ia>^sed

tlic

West End

and the commit tee on

"no

the rumpus, which resulted

the committee being accepted and then the

The board look

further action

in

regard lo the West

—

car during
q'hiid

pany

its

passage Ihrough the

— Directing" the

to

street, in front of the

ctty.

West End

immediately connect

its

Street Railway comthud track on Tremont

Granary burial ground,

at iis

north-

erly end. with the adjoining track, and forbidding any car
to stand on said third track or to be started therefrom in
a southerly direction; such ]irohibition to stand until the
companv shall provide a suitable waiting-room for passen-

Tremont street, between Winter and School streets.
Fourth^Directing that all open cars shall be closed by
or other devices on one side, so that persons cannot
enter or leave the car on such side; also prohibiting all
persons from riding between seats on open cars.
Yidh Regulating the length of electric cars and insisting on suitable fenders.
Other resolutions were passed referring to the removal
of all unused tracks.
The West ICnd company is adding daily to its equipment.
gers on
rails

—

did

Its latest addition in the line of rolling stock consists of

palace cars, perhaps the

two dynamos, one

the line

at

the

for the electric railway

the start.

furnish 33 arc lights 10

1,000 incandescent_^lamps for private use,

finest

examples of jnirely

two

street

this or any other city.
The trial
made October Sth, road officials and
newspaper men making up the party. The bodies of the
cars are 20 feet long, by 7 feet 4 inches wide, and the

conveyance ever seen in
trip of

and the

Three cars will be run on
Mr. McCartney, the owner, will
the city of Fort Howard and about

lighting system.

and

closed on the
motion on any

The Fort Howard electric railway is being built rapidly.
The grading on half of the distance of three miles has
already been done, and the work of laying the rails is in progress.
The power house is about completed. It will contain two engines of 100 horse power capacity each.
These
other for

rail-

further

not agree.

will drive

pro-

At a jireviuus meet-,

highway in Boston.
Second Prohibiting any person except the motorman
or conductor from being on the front platform of any such

tickets

passengers at the same time, and disputes would arise when-

The

End

—

company would not

conductors were doing, and that

enhance the value of the property near which it
and there has been a strong rivalry among some
The contract for
of the owners of Waukesha property.
doing [lie grading and building the culverts, has been let
and the work has been begun. This part of the expense will
$5,000.

on the West

attack

board of alderits

First
Directing that l>oth gates shall be
for^vard end of any electric car when in

says that

runs;

exceed

Boston

road by ordering that the committee on streets
sewers give publichearings on the following points:

and twenty

line will

less

—The

through several of

End

he says,

were sold the situation would not be i^iuch better. The
company would have to carry 4-cent passengers and 5-cent

not

Sth.

council

than $5,500, and that only
another mile of right of way remained to be secured. The

been secured at a cost of

10.

passage, under the suspension of the rules, of an order pro-

was found that the conces-

People would wait

streets.

hibiting the road from carrying freight on and after October

minutes in order to get the reduced rate, and the company

in the papers.

October

action necessary."

a very serious

knows

this

England Notes.

at its last session,

in the report of

common

open

that

likely

roads, to which the order was referred, reported

YorU, where the elevated roads established a

sion congested

a cable road, and itis

way from carrying any

never been used for the

has

only case of the kind

New

and therefore seems- to

ing an onler had been introduced prohiliiliug

states that the question

The

city

other lines which desire to construct

htbilinglhe road from carrying freight.

company is tearing up the
avenue and taking down the poles and the

ordinance has been introduced

in

is

way company, and

Street Railway

material, which

fact

Louis UnJerground Service company has made

a vigorous

trouble between the

Wyman

St.

Boston,

men

compel the Milwaukee Street Railway company to carry
people for 4 cents a ride between the hours of 6 and S in
the morning and 6 and S in the evening.
General Manager

was

meeting

way

any of [he

on First

the

1<J-H.

to

one.

the

subscribers to stock in the

ported that the right of

if

remarkab'y heavy.

all

New

Milwaukee Arc Light company
and Frederick Raymond and the other employes who were
discharged by (he company has been settled by arbitration.
The Federated Trades Council took a hand in the matter,
and finally all of the men except one were given their old
places.
The one man who was not allowed to return had
secured employment elsewhere.

same time Mr. Payne

was what he had read

Railway company held

the price.

they were

that

notable from

is

avenue, with lateral subwayi on the intervening

on steam lailways.

The

confidence in the talk of the

matter to him in behalf of the

The

all will

At

be agreeable."

on

This franchise

Board of Public Improvements for the
subway on Broadway from St.
Charles to Franklin avenue and also for the construction ot
a subway on Fourth street from Pine street to Franklin

in Buffalo

were put down

Third

intersection with

its

through the central part of the town. The main

road

rails

the 7-inch rails

to

privilege of extending its

operation ofcars, will be used on Vliet street.

so, I expect, will

agree

their interests they

sell

not appear to have

it

and

the

Mr. Payne,

the plant, and

suppose that

did

about

railway system of

we can

if

stockholders are unwilling to
light to hold on.

council that

the, street railway," said

other stockholders,

the

street

common

heavy

When

The Milwaukee
wires.

if

that these

this

application to the

used in Buffalo are heavier than the average rails which are

tracks

doubt

him

been used.

you can show

*' I

The

slates

pavements and

street

authorizing

also will be changed to a trolley road at an early date.

are nine inches high and weigh 94 jiounds to the yard. Mr.
Schuei.gel says that the manager of the Buffalo street rail-

any very great saving by the erection of a municiiial plant.
Wh^n you come to ^dd to the cost of operation the interest

n^akes the following statement:

line of this

attended

that the character of the rail has

influence on the duiability of

that only the

and

building the municipal lighting plant at Detroit,

is

last year.

trolley lines

who

franchise

change

of that

permits the erection of a trolley line on Fourth street

it

the same privilege to

1st.

of the city officials

to

division

with a loop terminus at that point, was

ber

Iiave

confident

street

street,

through the center of the

circumstances are such that politics will interfere with

the

Car

and thence to Reed street and National avenue. The
work of putting down the big cable will be begun Novem-

were much cheaper in the
end because they are firm as a rock and wear almost as long
as the track is used.
In Milwaukee 5-inch and 7-inch rails

:

granted
that

river

stationed
George Derley, a United States engineer who
" Tlie whole
at Washington, D. C, writes as follows
question of municipal ownership hinges upon whether the
jilant can be operated on business principles or whether the
i-^

street near

and it will cost $5,000 more to lay it. It will
be laid underground along East Water street, across the

Fourth

on

wardly

It

cost $10,000

Edward Schuengel, one

A

car

change and also authorizing an extension of the road north-

purchased

carry power for the

to

cable

is

road into an electric road.

Railway company has

much

not allow fordepreciation." Capt.

making preparations

People's Railway company,

He

more than its cost price. We
must keep all of our apparatus in good working order, so
So, taking everything
that it is practically as good as new.
located at about 25 per cent,

am

St. Louis, October 11.— Charles Green, president of the

hinged joints, but that the overhead system will be puzzling.

He

I

St. Louis, IVIo.

Wyman

can be solved by means of

track question

the

Manager

General

water.

the

off into

that

strong advocate of heavy

management.

and strong pressure was brought to bear
upon the council when the measure was introduced again.
The result was that at a special meeting held on October
loth, the committee agreed upon a route and the franchise was
granted by a vote of 11 to i. The line is destined to run
from Oshkosh to Kaukauna.
C.
franchise, however,

a quarter section pro-

side,

which the ordinance was defeated, there was only a bare
Public sentiment was in favor of granting the

upward, and prevents horses and pedestrians from

jects

become a

ment,

in

lolton

the recent public works convention in Buffalo, has

we do

city.
The matter came up at a regulcommittee reporting the measure without
any recomendation, although it had had two months in
which to consider the question. At the adjourned meeting

constructed in such a manner

is

on each

council of Appleton did not pass the ordi-

through that

to build

to solve.

up for depreciation. We dispcsed of a building, dynamos,
engines and other apparatus at cost price after they had been
in service several years, aixl the land on which they were

into consideration,

The common

which he has

to

street viaduct has given the electricians a

percentage which should he charged

fair

The position
new one.

construction department.
just

danger.

nances to permit the Inter-urban Electric Railway company

structed that they will fold with the draw.

system.

regard to the cost of electric lights in that
substance

C.

of the Milwaukee Street

the

City Clerk Anderson has secured figures from Chicago in

in

Henry

Vice-president

Wyman

•

19

miles was

motors 25 horse power each. The outside colorings are
black and gold relieved with crimson hi the panels. The
running gear is painted a dark green and is in no way different from that of the ordinary cars that have recently been

added to the rolling slock

ot

the company.

Inside, the
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Storage Battery Locomotive
This journal has had occasion
times of late to interesting

most of which
plants.

were

used

to

storage
in

aLtention

call

battery

possible solution of

application,

upon

which

several

installations,

connection with

In the accompanying illustration

shown another battery

a Factory.

in

this

may

while

"dummy"

roads,

cable

or

No. I7

would be impracticable

it

to string

"the trolley wire, placed that system out of serious considera-

The

lighting

tion.

quired results was for a long time questioned, and several

is

present a

desiring

to

do away with expensive manual labor in hauling materials
from one point to another, are confronted by conditions
which render

highway, across which

27, 1894.

separated from the other by a public

is

page

many troublesome problems which

confront mill and factory owners, wlio,

portion of the factory

electric

trolley

lines impracticable.

ability of storage batteries to accomplish there-

engineering firms
plan refused to

economy

to

whom Norton

make

Bros, submitted the

the experiment, for

the question of

in a certain sense, restrictive.

The matter was

finally

taken

&

Rich-

under consideration, however, by the firm of Pierce
ardson, Chicago, which

drew

the

specifications

and com-

The locomotive

at the tin plate factory

itself is

5 feet

a test

the total 8,328 pounds, the

it

recently, however, under

pulled 5 cars weighing

motor

at the

time

in

taking 2,338

In ordinary practice each of the small cars shown in

watts.

the

made

track conditions,

illustration,

average 1,650

when loaded with
Unloaded

pounds.

tin plate,

weighs on an

each car weighs about

400 pounds.

The

batteries

are

at

present charged from a Crocker-

Wheeler generator of 40 horse power capacity. This generator also furnishes power at 220 volts for several motors
operating machinery in different parts

cluding one of

long, 30 inches wide, and

On

minute.

unfavorable

of space in the construction of the locomotive was,

pleted the arrangements for the installation.

Such conditions were experienced

feet per

of

the

factory, in-

15 horse power, one of 20 horse

two of 10 horse power. There

is

also in the

power and

dynamo room

a

taaMtfSMMMh«WUi|ri>

«*>(EiT£f\K-^i.ttTf^\C\K-A.

STORAGE BATTERY LOCOMOTIVE IN A FACTORY.

Maywood, "a suburb of Chicago. The
establishment consists of a number of buildings rather
of

Norton Bros.,

at

widely separated from one another, between

which

it

is

necessary to carry the heavy products of the different depart-

ments.

Hitherto

men have been employed

cars, heavily loaded with sheets of tin plate,

to

drag hand-

by hand from
system was a

44 inches high, and weighs complete, approximately, 5,000
pounds.
It has four 20 inch wheels, and is provided with a
toggle brake. As seen by the illustration, it is built of wood,
and while it is somewhat crude in appearance, it is constructed in a very substantial manner. Entirely enclosed and occupying the upper portion of the locomotive is the battery

clumsy one. Several men were required to handle each
car, and their wages alone made an important factor in the

which is contained 24 type E 15
chloride cells of 350 ampere hours' capacity. Naturally the
traction conditions are worse than upon an ordinary street

operating expenses of the establishment, while (heir prog-

railway system, yet, notwithstanding the jarring and

of the plant was necessarily
was decided to substitute some mechanical
power for manual, the electric trolley system naturally suggested itself, but a live wire running through the rooms of

ing, the cells thus far have given excellent satisfaction.

factory to factory.

ress

slow.

to

the

-When

For many reasons

this

extreme parts

space, 12 inches

A series

it

the factories and upon their several floors (for the machin-

ery as installed necessitated the conveyance of the loaded
cars from one "floor to another), as well as the fact that one

high, in

wound General

Electric

bump-

N. W. P. motor, rated

single, reduction gearing

to

it is

upon a McGuire

truck.

operated at 50 volts

The whole is mounted

The locomotive,

as built,

was de-

signed to pull or push approximately 4 tons at a rate of 250

ot

60

horse power capacity

These two maby an 80 horse power Ball engine, the
steam being furnished by a Babcock & Wilcox boiler
Edison generators are to be set up in
fired with crude oil.
furnishing current for lighting

purposes.

chines arebeltdriven

anew dynamo room now
teries

building.

the 220 volt current

is

In charging the bat-

reduced by the choke

coils

seen in the illustration to a current strength of 35 amperes
at

60

volts.

This arrangement, of course,

porary expedient.
is

for

6 horse power at 80 volts

is geared by
one of the axles, but in this case
and furnishes about 4 horse power.

Thomson-Houston dynamo

interesting,

and

is

only a tem-

The permanent charging arrangement
will consist

of a

number of stage plugs

and sockets so arranged that a plug can be inserted in but
one position, thus maintaining a constant polarity, the plug
to be permanently connected to the terminals of the battery
through a Carpenter enamel fixed resistance placed under
the floor of the locomotive, and carried in a dead socket.
Sockets

\m11

be placed

in a

number of convenient

points in

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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10
factory buildings, connected to a

tlie

the factory dynamos, so that

lo volt circuit from

I

whenever the locomotive

idle,

By this arrangement it is expected that the cells can
be kept fully charged without requiring attention outside of

service.

factory hours.
controlling apparatus provided for the locomotive is
simple and consists of a series resistance and a special controlling switch with contacts supplied for reversing the arma-

The

ture current and protected, as seen, by a metallic arched covering. The switchlrandle is of sufficient length to enable the

motorman

to stand

upon small platforms, one

each end

at

of the locomotive, and thus control its action conveniently.
So successful and satisfactory has been the introduction of
this

number of additional locomotives
by Norton Bros. The batteries

novel system that a

are under consideration

were

installed

under the direction of Frederick L. Merrill,

Chicago.

Joel Hurt.

-

The new president of the American Street Railway asthis page, is well
sociation, whose pictured face adorns
known to thestreet railway men of. the country. He has
intellifor several years taken an active and
gent interest in the affairs of the association,
and is one of the best posted men in the South

on

street

interesting

try with

Of the American Street Railway Association at Atlanta, Ga.
Meaibers

from

all

of the

American Street Railway assDCiation

parts of the country gathered at Atlanta, Ga.,

October. 17th

to participate

in the

thirteenth

on

meeting of

tliat organization and accept the hospitality and entertainment so generously extended by the southern members, es-

pecially the local street railway magnates.

the

The

sessions of

convention were held in Machinery Hall,

Piedmont

Park, and the exhibit of street railway apparatus was in the

same building. On Wednesday morning President Henry
C. Payne of Milwaukee called the members to order at the
first session of the convention and introduced Hon. W. J.
Northen, governor of the state, who made an address of
welcome, in which he said:
We are delighted to have you here, because we want
you to learn what are the productions and resources of
this section; and I am sure that after having looked upon
the developments now being made upon these grounds, and
realizing the prospect that awaits us in the development of
our exposition, you will not only return to Atlanta to visit
our exposition, but that you will bring your industries and
settle in Georgia and help us develop the great interests of
this great state.

We

want vou to know that the

financial conditions

of

'

railway matters, having compiled
and valuable statistics of the indus-

which he

is

Mr. Hurt

connected.

president of the Atlanta

is

annual address which

much

we have

they cannot long continue in a state of either mental or
financial depression.
During the transition period from animal to electric power
on the tramways of our country it was but natural that ihe
proceedings of the annual meetings of the association should
be largely taken up with the consideration of the application
of electricity to transportation purposes. Now that we may
fairly consider such application as an accomplished fact, I
think oui*attention should to a greater degree
be turned to a comparison of views regarding
the practical operation of our several roads.
The substitution of electricity for animal
power has elevated the business to a higher
plane.
Street railways have become as essential to the prosperity of our metropolitan
cities as the steam railways to the country at
large.

Having had
management of

practical experience
in the
l^oth these methods of transportation, I can fairly say that the duties of
the manager of a street railway equipped for
rapid transit are more vexatious than, and
require quite as much ability, intelligence and
application as, those of one in charge of a
steam railway. The steam railway manager
makes his timetables, publishes them, and the
people are expected to, and do, suit their convenience to the same.
Not so with us.
are expected to make our timetables conform
to the convenience of each individual separate passenger who desires to be transportetl,
and a car is e.x.pected to be at each and every
corner at the identical moment when the

the organization which

is

indebted to his

We

,own exertions for his success in life. By
hard work he obtained an education, and
in 1871 he was graduated by the University of
Georgia with a degree as a civil engineer.
For several years he practiced his profession,
making surveys, principally for railroad companies.

After that he engaged in commercial

becoming known as an
and progressive citizen. He has

pursuits in Atlanta,

enterprising

been connected with a number of enterprises,
including the Atlanta Home Insurance com-

pany and the East Atlanta Land company.
In 1891 he became president of the Atlanta
Consolidated Street Railway company, and
he undertook to consolidate all the city lines
under one- management and to equip them
with

Five companies were so con-

electricity.

WnrtfH

iXct.T^t<.tM4

and thesystem now embraces nearly
sixty-four miles, being one of the best constructed and managed systems in the South.
solidated,

Many

obstacles

and vexatious

come, and the system

is

difficulties

have been overto the energy

monument

to-day a

and ability of Mr. Hurt. In 1892 and 1893 Mr. Hurt was
one of the vice-presidents of the association.

American

Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers.
At

the meeting of

tlie

council of the Institute held on the

17th instant the following

named gentlemen were

elected to

associate membership:

John R. Cole, San Francisco,

Harold McGill Davis,

New

York, N. Y.;

Franz

Gal.;

Dom-

J.

merque, Chicago, 111.; Thomas Duncan, Fort Wayne, Ind.;
KingsleyG. Dunn, San Francisco, Cal. Chas. Locke Etheridge, Chicago, 111. ; M. K. Eyre, Harrison, N. J.; James
;

S.

Ford, Chicago,

Ind.;

Arthur

W.

111.;

C. Per

Arthur L. Hadley, Fort Wayne,

Jones, Port Elizabeth, So. Africa;

L. Keller, Chicago,

111.;

Sherwood

Lee Noxon, San Francisco,

Chicago,

111.;

Camillo

Rhodes, Chicago,

111.;

Olivetti,

J.

Cal.;

111.;

lierman A. Strauss, Newark, N.

111.;

O'Connell,
S.

Arthur

San Francisco,

Edwin N.Sander-

son, Boston, Mass.; Frederick R. Slater,

At

J. J.

L. St. D. Roylance,

Cab; Ward M. Sackett, Chicago,

Chas.

Larned, Chicago,

Ivrea, Italy;

New York,

N.Y.;

J.

the Institute meeting in the evening a paper was

pre-

sented by Lieut. Samuel Reber of Fort Riley, Kansas, late

Hopkins University, on the "Theory of Two and
The paper was read by title by the
secretary, and the discussion opened by Dr. M. I. Pupin.
A paper was also presented by Charles P. Steinmetz of
Schenectady, N. Y., on the "Theory of the Synchronous
Motor." Both papers were discussed by Messrs. Kennelly,
Pupin and Steinmetz.
Seventy members and visitors were
of Johns

Three-phase Motors."

present.

his

passed.

Consolidated Street

and he

and delivered

presume it is the common experience of all that we are
on the up grade, and I confidently anticipate a slow b'ut
gradual return to normal business conditions. The resources
and characteristics of the American people are such that

honored him by electing him as its president.
Joel Hurt is a native of Alabama and fortyAs a boy he was bereft of
four years of age.
parental support,

association,

appended:

I

of the credit of the success of the

Atlanta meeting of

is

For your partiality in electing me to the office of president of the association I desire to return my most heartfelt
thanks.
It is liardly necessary for me to say that since our last
meeting the street railway business has suffered, in common
with all other enterprises, owing to the financial stringency
and business depression which have prevailed in all parts i-f
These conditions, however, have not been
the country.
without lasting benefit to the interests which we represent.
I think we have all studied more thoroughly to brmg about
economies in operation, to limit construction of new lines
into unproductive territory, and in every way to bring our
business to a more healthy basis; so that, from that point of
view, there is compensation for the depression through which

Railway company, and as chairman of the
local committee of arrangements he is entitled to

1894

27,

President Payne fittingly acknowledged Gov. Northen's

welcome, on behalf of the

is

even for a short time, the motorman can
insert the plug in the nearest socket and allow the charging
to proceed during the time in which the train is not in
standing

October

Georgia and the South have been equal to, it not better
In
than, any other sections in this great country of ours.
the last financial stress that came upon the people ot this
country there were fewer bank failures and business failures
The records show
at the South than in any other section.
that the people of the South owe less money than any other
section.
Land mortgages for fourteen southern states
amount to $33,000,000 for each state, on an average, while
the average for fourteen northern states is $344.,ooo,ooo.
The average annual mterest paid by the fourteen southern
states upon mortgages is $2,600,000; for the fourteen northThe average per capita of
ern states it is $21,900,000.
mortgage indebtedness for the fourteen Southern states is
$25; the fourteen northern states is $129.
are glad" to welcome you because you are business
men, who consider questions of interest from the standpoint
of men who have large interests at stake and who have
capital to invest, and we invite you to Georgia for their investment.
not make street car wheels out of pig iron
at the South, manufactured at the South?
not make
street railway rails out of pig iron at the South, manufactured at the South?
Why not remove your industries from
more expensive sections down to this section, where you
buy cheaper raw material, where you have better advantages
of manufacturing and your business interests can be better

We

Why

Why

developed?
You have developed your own business in the South to a
very great extent.
We have 1,611 miles of street railways
in the South.
You have put in for the southern states, and
the Southern states have helped you put it diere, and invested capital in this industry amounting to $71,080,000,
and all that has been done at the South within the last six
years.
welcome you again because you represent the
greatest factor in civilization known to the northern world.
You have enhanced the value of this great country of ours
more than any other half dozen factors for producing
wealth that have been in operation for the last quarter of a
century.
You broaden out cities; you scatter the density of
population; you make it convenient for the professional
man, for the business man and for the laboring man to go
from his home to his work with the least expenditure of

We

time.

passenger is ready to be carried.
Again, the steam railway manager has to
encounter legislatures and legislation but once
in two years, or at the most once in each year,
and that during a short period in the winter
only; while the hfe of the street railway manager is made unhappy, to say the least, by
the legislative bodies in cities, which are practically in continuous session.
The American capitalist is quick to discover promising fields for the investment of
capital, and I think it is safe to say that never
in the history of our country has there been
a more rapid development than has come
from the application of electricity to transjiortation purposes.
In the anxiety to secure
franchises and to reconstruct street railways,
very excessive valuations have been placed
upon and paid for the right to operate by elecThis has led the
tricity in bur large cities.
representatives of the people to believe that there is a
present value attached to franchises far beyond that which
the lacts will sustain.
Consequently these conditions have led to a fruitful field
for the legislator as well as for the assessor, from whose
tender solicitude for the welfare of the people the street
railways, whose prosperity contributes so much to the general

good, have suffered.

The interest as well as the inclination of most managers
tends toward giving as liberal and good service to the public as the patronage will justify.
Transfers and to what extent they should be granted,
commutation and its effects upon earnings, and the relative
earnings of cars operated on long and short time headway,
furnish fruitful topics for discussion and comparison of
views.
These and many other practical subjects which will
occur to you, I think should receive your attention, and [
believe their consideration will be not only of great interest
but of material advantage to us all.
Your executive committee has set apart one morning
for executive session, at which time I trust we shall have
full and free exchange ot views bearing upon matters to
which I have referred and many others affecting the practical operation of our roads.
The question of insurance has become a perplexing one.
In many instances the larger systems find it very difficult to
oljtain insurance in sufficient amounts to cover their risks,
and I think the common experience is that rates have increased to such an extent as to be so burdensome as to
justify us in considering the propriety of organizinga mutual
insurance association.
I cannot close without referring to the great loss which
we have suffered from the removal by death since our last
meeting of two of our most prominent and active members.

William

Richardson

of

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

had

been

identified with the association since its organization.
All
will recall the great interest which he took in our delibera-

tions, and I am sure that we all feel a sense of personal"
sorrow that we shall no more have his wise counsel. His
work, so far as business activities were concerned, waScompleted, and he was looking forward to that quiet and

life's

October
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peaceful ending of his days lo which a long

and active

The

life

had enlitled him.
William J. Stephenson of Washington, D. C, first vicepresident of the association, was to my mind an almost perfect type of an aggressive, forcible, intelligent businessman.
He had been for a considerable time engaged in maturing
plans fortheiniroductioa of the underground trolley svstem
upon his road. To this end he had succeeded in obtaining
the necessary legislation from Congress, and his plans were
verj- far matured toward the actual commencement of the
work of reconstruction. We cannot but regret that he has
not lived to consummate the plans which he had so ably
matured. Mr. Stephenson was looking forward with the
greatest interest to this meeting, and I am sure that I but
reflect the

member in expressing
at his ultimately taking toIT.

sentiment of every

row and r^ret

Letters of regret were received from Charles B.

and Henry M. Watson, ex-presidents of the
who were unable to attend the meeting.

my

mittee lo nominate

hoff,

made

ous additions and

in

able assistance from the technical

and the following tribute

to the

press

memory

William

of

Richardson

were presented

treal, for

the association to hold

1S95, was read

next

by the

its

behalf of

invitation

ex-

Mon-

that city for

In

secretar\-.

Friday's Session.

sor-

M.

Holmes

President Payne called the meeting to order at 10:30 a.
The first business was the report of the committee on

*'Cityand Suburban Electric Railways," which was ordered

association,

printed in the proceedings.

The

was acknowledged,

mem-

of departed

report on

"The T

Rail Construction

December

A letter

31,

He was for many
1593, in the seventy-first year of his age.
years the president of the .\tlantic Avenue Railroad company of Brooklyn, from which position he retired the early
part of last year.
He began his street railway experience
with the Dry Dock, East Broadway lV Baiiery Railroad
company of New York, and was aclmg president of that
company at the time of his death. He was a regular attendant at the annual meetings of this association, and always took a lively interest in its welfare. He was an ideal
companion in his home, of the strictest integrity in business, of untiring energy anc high ambition lo excel in all
he undertook lo do, and withal a sincere friend.
shall
miss his inspiring presence.
John H. Dalzell died May 29, 1S94. He was the president of the Pittsburgh, Allegheny (jc Manchester Traction
company, and a man of large influence in the community in
which he lived. .He was blessed with exceptional loresight, and he succeeded by his indomitable pluck,
energy
and earnest purpose in attaining a position of large prominence.
Allen Tindolphdied July 27, 1S94, aged fifty two years.
He was the president of the Vincennes Street Railway
company, and was prominent in other business enterprises
in the place where he li\ecl.
He was a man who stood very
high in the esteem of his fellow citizens by reason of liis
sterling qualities of character.
He was a Christian gentleman and a public spirited citizen.
For the first time in the history of the association an
officer has died during his incumbency.
\Villiam J. Stephenson left the sphere of his earthly activities on August 31,
He
was
the
president
the
of
Metropolitan Railroad
1594.
company of Washington, having been previously connected
with the Columbia Railway company of the same city in a
like capacity.
He was energetic, enterprising; in short, a
typical progressive American.
Always enjoying the best of
health, with ruddy, clear complexion, of commanding ap]jearance, having convictjons and the courage of them, a
ready speaker, always with something to say, re-enlorced
with deep interest in this association, his was a familiar figure and voice at the annual meetings.
shall sadly mi^s

of

Terre

the

Haute Street Railway Company" was also read.
Telegrams were read from Thomas Lowry, president of
the Twin City Railway company, Minneapolis, and also
from the Commercial clubs of Minneapolis and St. Paul,

Valu-

recorded.

life

the

meeting

its

it?

convention city of the Northwest
this

and

in

tended at the Milwaukee meeting by Mr. Lusher of

ARV.

d<^parted

the

inviialion inviting the association lo holds

in their respective cities

inviting the association to hold
OlilTl

select a place for

Cincinnati, 0., Philadelphia, Pa.;

was adopted:

bers

and

Messrs.

Letters

meeting

showed that a numthe membership, numer-

^ome withdrawals being

officers
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a com-

McLean, Connette, McNamara, BaumBre^, Semmes and Rugg.

meeting:

Tlie report of the executive committee

ber of changes had been

named gentlemen were appomttd

following

bility,

in order to show you that the electrical
business is
not so hazardous as some people think it is.
It can
be insured at a profit.
have paid some losses;
at the
same time we have paid to our policyholders
forty per cent, of the premiums paid.
The premiums collected have paid losses and expenses, and left a balance
to
be returned to the policyholders, so that the business is not
so very bad.
Our rates on electric light stations are one
per cent., which calls for a station which isa model in every
waydo not ask for cement floors or iron floors, nor
do we ask that the roof shall be eighteen feet high; but we
want a plant that is clean and has no oil on the floors; no
finish on the walls, and no attics and no basements.
If it
lias a basement or second floor used fur storage, it
must be
equipped witli automatic sprinklers. Our experience wilh
car houses has been so far very fair.
do not know just
what the losses will be, but our premiums so far have met
all expenses.
Our expenses for inspectors have amounted
to six per cent, of premiums received, and the total expense,
including losses, is twelve per cent.

We

We

We

The

—Minneapolis.

president appointed the following special

on the subject:

Harrison, Terre

Messrs,

committee

Plaute;

Augusta; Perrine, Trenton; Lusher, Montreal;

Dyer,

Baumhofl,

Si. Louis.

next meeting in the great

Mr. Perrine

offered the following:

That the executive committee is hereby requested to take under consideration the question of the enlargement of the field and scope of the* association, and
Rtsoh'i-d,

from O. T. Crosby was read, regretting

owing

mem

his ina-

to pres'^ure of business, to present a report on

We

:i^?,^l7^
.

We

our friends and companions.

The

report of the

showed

treasurer

receipts of the

the

year to have been $8,290.79; expenses, $8,196.72; leaving a

balance of $^4.07.

tk^£>7 « a Vr^K^ cr ai^t^

A

communication from the Georgia Electric Light company was read, extending an invitation to the delegates to

STREET RAILWAY EXHIBITS

visit tlie plant.

The first committee report presented was on "The Best
Method of Treating Accidents and Complaints," and was
read by P. M. Dyer, claim agent of the West Chicago
Street Railroad

company.

After an extended discussion of this subject, a report was

"Standards

for Electric street

investigate the subject of the validity

used by street railways.

tention.

tion

bers of the convention would

of

M. K. Bowen, superintendent of the Chicago City Railway company, suggested that a committee be appointed to

on " A Uniform System of
Street Railway Accounts," which received considerable at-

mem-

IN

motion

Mr. Perrine, the committee on standards was continued.

received from the committee

Before adjournment ihe secretary announced that the

On

Railways."

The matter

of patented

articles

of the proposed amendments to the constitu-

and by-laws,

then considered.

provide for

to

An

associate

informal vote was

adoption of the amendments, and

members, was

taken

the

as to

ately after the meeting; that at four o'clock a visit

was the unanimous
judgment of the members that the amendments should be

made

adopted.

inspect

the exliibits immedi-

would be
house of the Atlantic Consolidated Street
Railway company, and that from six until nine o'clock a reto the car

ception would be tendered to

companying

the delegates and ladies ac-

An

executive session was held on Thursday

ject of *'Transfers

At

this

morning by
meeting the sub-

and Commutations" was considered, the

general impression being that the privileges should

extended further than
formation of a

street

is

fire

not be

The proposed

absolutely necessary.

railway mutual

insurance com-

pany was discussed, and on motion of Russell P. Harrison
the incoming officers and executive committee were appointed
a committee to report on the subject.
rine

Messrs.

and Connette were appointed a committee

the officers

of

Littell,

to wait

Per-

upon

the Underwriters' Association of the South,

with a view to securing better conditions and rates for insurance of street railway properties.

The

executive session was

then adjourned.

At
the

The

special

the

next

annual

committee appointed to interview the repre-

South rehad been unsuccessful in its efforts.
Mr. Brophy of Boston, representing the Mutual Insur-

ported that

Thursday's Session.
order of the executive cemmittee.

Final action will be taken at

meeting.

the regular session which followed, the

it

ance Associationof

New

England,

said:

T Rail be Satisfactorily Used in Paved Streets?"was read.

The nominating committee presented
President

— Joel

at

the nexl

the following report:

Hurt, Atlanta. Ga.

—W. Worth Bean, Joseph, Mich.
—John M. Cunningham, Boston,
Mass.
Third vice-president — Russell B. Harrison, Terre Haute,
First vice-president

St.

Second vice-president

Ind.

Secretary and treasurer
lyn,

— William

J.

Richardson, Brook-

N. Y.

—

Henry C. Payne, Milwaukee, Wis.;
H. Jackson, Nashville, Tenn.; D. G. Hamilton, St.
Louis, Mo. ; G. C.Cunningham, Montreal, Canada; J. N.
Executive committee

W.

Partridge, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The committee recommended Montreal, Canada, for the
The entire report was adapted, not, how-

next meeting.

ever, until after a spirited discussion over the next

place of

meeting.

I think it would be better for each state
association
railways
to
make application lo the board of
of
underwriters of the
mutual companies which control
its
territory.
I
think something might be done in that

The

report of the committee

on

" Mail,

Express and

'

way

to

secure

a

We

reduction.

Our company

is

not

a

stock company.
have no agents and pay no premiums,
so that we can afford to carry the business at somewhat
lower rates.
Ours is the only company at the present time
which is carrying electric light and railway properties.
We

have been Insurlngelectric light stations and power houses ^or
two years and car houses for one year.
have at the
present time seven million dollars of property of this class,
and for the last ten or twelve months, ending October, our
losses have been twenty-three hundred dollars on the seven
millions.
have been able to pay a di%idend of seventy per
cent, on business written one year ago.
have been insuring
this character of property for two vears.
I make this state

We

We

paper, '*Can

CA,

submit a plan suggesting ways and means therefor
meeting of the a.'^social ion.

it

sentative of the Underwriters' Association of the

at the Capital City club.
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We

Freight Service on Street Railway Cars" was then read by
title

and was ordered to be printed In the proceedings.
the committer on " Transfers and Coaimu-

Th= report of

tation" was read by

The

title

and ordered printed.

repDrt of the committee on "

on Electric Railway Circuits,"

The Use

of the Booster

a few remarks giving
the substance of the report, was ordered to be printed in
after

the proceedings.

Dunlop

Messrs.

Washlnglon and McNamara of Albany
to escort the newly elected
the chair.
Mr. Payne introduced Mr. Hurt,
of

were appointed a committee
president to

who
I

said

:

thank }ou sincerely for

this hr nor.

I

have not nought
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but I appreciate it none the less. I am fully in accord
with those wlio have the interests of this association at
I can do no more than ask your co-operation, free
consultation and help in every direction.
The execucourse,
will
have
certain
imtive
committee, of
your secretary
portant matters before it, but with
have
doubt
and
I
no
that
he
will
must lie theiiiaiii weight,
I
feel that this association is
discharge his full duty.
entering upon an era Of much more useful work than has allis scope
should be enlarged.
ready marked its career,
There are many features of the work devolving upon the
managers of street railways in which they need help from
this association, and this question should have your special
attention during the next twelve months.

to ''Our Association,"
social pleasures which

it,

On motion of
to the retiring

the

Consolidated Street

Atlanta

Railway company, the Capital City club, the local press
and the people generally of the city of Atlanta for the courgenerous hospitality
tesies, kindness and attention and

also read by

title

Exhibits.
H. Stanwood, Chicago, had a number of liis Stansteel car steps on some of the exhibiiion cars,
and
they attracted much attention.
The H. Falk Manufacturing company, Milwaukee, ex-

and

wood

ordered printed in the proceedings.
In accordance with the recommendation of the author of

^i lanta

belt

cement and dressing.

The Standard Railway Supply company,

represented by

president, Garson Myers, showed its standard car
stoves, so constructed as to prevent cutting of the car seats,
its

also gilt edged steel gongs, track scrapers, adjustable track
brush holders and line materials.

circuits, etc.,

without bringing cars to a standstill.
E. Harrington were in attendance.

Charles

W.

Bibber and

The Meaker Manufacturing company of Chicago exhibited
its new register; also a new mechanical clip, consisting of two
pieces only
it

claims

on hand

is

and a new trolley hanger with taper bolt, which
truly adjustable.
J. W. Meaker, president, was

to explain the merits of the

company's goods.

The Charles Munson Belting company of Chicago showed
different kinds of dynamo and Eagle belting, up to 4S-inch
belt.
The exhibit of A. Groelzinger & Sons, Pittsbuig,
was combined with

known rawhide

this display, and comprised the wellpinions.
H. E. Skinner was in charge.

Charles A. Schieren & Co. of New York was presenting
delegates a very pretty souvenir note book, showing the
tannery at Bristol, Tenn., and calling attention to the
w^ell-known brands of
oakbark tanned leather beltin^.
One of their principal specialties is perforated electric belts
for street railways.

fe.:^-

'«£JOHNSOW

eofnpaiiy.

The General Agency company of New York showed the
Dragon headlight and electric and oil signal lights. A special danger signal lamp and route signal lamp for electric
and cable cars was a prominent feature of the exhibit. Joseph R. EUicott, president, was in attendance.
The Cutter Electrical Manufacturing company of Philadelphia, Pa., showed the C S automatic magnetic cut-out,
which protects armatures and motors from grounds, short-

barbecue

F.

The paper on "Brake Shoes" was

The Georgia Equipment company, Atlanta, made a display of the new Beacon lamps, Empire electric insulation,
Allen line material, and the Hubley and Medbery insulations.
J. T. Voss and Woodford A. Brooks represented the

The Barbecue.
was held Friday afternoon at Ponce De
Leon Springs, one of the city resorts. It was quite a novel
form of entertainment for many of the visitors, liut they
thoroughly enioyed their feast in the woods, and every one
was delighted with the experience.

proceedings.

1894

The Jewell Belting company of Hartford, Conn., made a
handsome display of belting, among other things showing a
section of a 6q inch 3-pIy Jewell railway dynamo belt.
It
also showed bell cords for street railway cars, Jewell dynamo

A

which had been extended to the association.
The report on "Destructive Arcingof Five Hundred Volt
Fuses'" was read by title only and ordered printed in the

27,

Railroads and the Law."
"The New South" was
responded to by Hon. L. C. Levy. The toast "The Technical Press" was well taken care of J. H. McGraw.
Lucien
Knight responded to "The Local Press,"' Fleming du
Bignon, Savannah, responded in eloquent manner to "Our
Common Country." The toastmaster then offered a toast
to the future president of the association, Joel Hurt.
After
repeated applause, Mr. Huit responded and thanked the
members of the association for the honor bestowed upon
him.
Three cheers were then offered for Atlanta and the
New South, after which the banquet adjourned.

"The

Mr. Perrine a vote of thanks was extended
officers,

and commented pleasantly upon the
were tendered the delegates by the

citizens of Atlanta. Lewis Perrine next made a suitable response to '*The Street Car a Factor in Modern Civilization."
The next toast was responded to by Capt. Harry Jackson,

heart.

October

COMPANY.'

The Rochester Car Wheel Works of Rochester, N. Y.,
showed a number of car wheels with bar contracting chill.
An interesting wheel among these, was one having a record
of two years' service and 70,000 miles run. F. D. Russell,
general manager, and George C. Morse, general sales
agent, were in attendance.
Wadhams Oil & Grease company of Milwaukee showed
samples of curve grease, motor lubricants, oil compression
cups, floor soap stock and lubricating devices.
This company makes a specialty of lubricants for street railways. E.
A. Wadhams, president, and George A. Streator were
present to explain the merits of their goods,

*

Creaghead Engineering company made a special display
of lis new fle.\.ible bracket. It also showed a number of samples of overhead hue electric appliances, comprising pull-over
brackets,

straight

line

insulators,

trolley

switches, rail

bonds, trolley splices and trolley wheels.
R. Scrughan was
looking after the interests of tins company.
Benedict & Burnham Manufacturing company. Waterbury, Conn., showed new rail bonds, made sol'd and in one
piece, for which it claimed more contact surface than any
other bond.
It also showed a number of fine samples of
feed, trolley and magnet wire.
Tlie representatives of the
company were E. H. Oswald and J. H. Woodward.

The Fulton Truck & Foundry company, Cleveland and
made a large exhibit of motor trucks. W. E.

Mansfield, O.,

Haycox, president

and general manager, and

Frank A.

Rodgers, special

sales agent, were present to explain the
trucks.
hydraulic motor lift and improved track cleaner were special features of the exhibit.

merits
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committee was appointed consisting of two
members of the association and one manufacturer to investi-

the paper,

a

hibited the Falk trolley; also a section of the
welded continuous rails for street railways.

was represented by A. Hoffman.

gate the subject of the adoption of a standard style of brake

The Ohio Brass company, Mansfield, O., showed a handsome sample board and a complete line of overhead material.
C. K. King was in charge.
An exceptionally tasteful
souvenir was distributed by the company.
It consisted

shoes, conduct experiments, and to report the data collect-

ed and

its

conclusions at the next meeting without expense

to the association.

The

report on

"Power Brakes

vs.

J. Wessels, was read by title only.
printed in the proceedings.

Hand Brakes," by E.
It

Reception at the Capitol City Club.
evening a reception was tendered the
members of the convention by the Capitol City club, which

was participated in by a large number of the visitors. The
reception was said to be one of the best ever given by the
club, and every one remarked upon the beauty and cordiality of the entertainment.
The dancing hall of the club
was handsomely decorated, and the fine floor and excellence
of the music combined to further the pleasure of those who
participated in the dances.
A speech of welcome was made
by Major Livingston Minis, president of the club, which
was exceedingly happy and to the point. Kefreshments
were served throughout the evening, and every one expressed delight with the entertainment.

The Banquet.
The annual banquet was lield at the Kimball House on
Thursday evening, October iSth. It was very largely attended and was most admirably served in every particular.
The banquet commenced at 9 o'clock, the exercises being
opened by singing a verse of a national hymn. During the
discussion of the menu excellent music was furnished by
the orchestra.
The speeches began at 11.30 p, m. President H. M. Payne introduced Mr. Stedman, who responded
by a number of humorous anecdotes, which were most enthusiastically received.

Some

lines well

fitted to the occaheartily applauded.
Mr. Payne then introduced in turn the speakers of the
evening. Hon. H. E. W. Palmer responded to the toast
" .\t'.inta" in a most happy vein.
C. D. Wymau responded

sion which Mr.

Siedman repeated were

of a booklet illustrating the various types of overhead
material and -specialities made by this company, which appeared for its first convention representation at Atlanta.

was ordered to be

On Wednesday

Hoffman castThe company

Arthur S. Partridge of St. Louis distributed souvenir
pencils calling attention to the full line of electric street
railway appliances w^hich he handles.

The
styles

J.

of

G. Brill company, Philadelphia,
its

trucks,

exhibited several
also had some very beautifully

and

equipped cars running on the

city lines.

C. L. Cornel], Hamilton, C, made a display of arc headlights for street cars and electric soldering irons for electric
railway repair shops.
He was assisted by J. J. Hettinger.

The New York

of New York had a full
line of standard overhead material on hand, comprising
circuit breakers, cross-overs, switches, insulation and mechanical clips.
C. W. Van Fleet was in charge.

_.

Electrical

Works

The Partridge Carbon company of Sandusky,0. , was represented by James Partridge, who showed samples of his wellknown self-lubricating motor brushes.
This company received many compliments for the good wearing qualities of
its goods.
The Fuel Economizer company, Mattewan, N. Y.,
showed a number of specimen castings of the Green fuel
economizers, together with drawings and pictures.
The
company's exhibit and interests were looked after by B.
Pearson.
Smith of New York made a display of combination center lamps for cars and electric cluster lights,
with silver
glass reflectors.
silvered on glass,
in charge.

A

number of incandescent lamp shades,
Thomas C. Miller was

were exhibited.

oftheir

A

The following represented the General Electric company
W.J.Clark, general manager railway
department; T. P. Bailey, H. G. Crowley, f. R. Lovejoy, A. K. Baylor, li. C. \^'irt, Joseph Hoffman, W. B
Potter, G. F. Rosenthal, F. W. Kimball, S. W. Trawick,
A. F. Giles and Messrs. Bullen, Thompson and Wilcox.
at the convention;

The Wallace
ples of the

Electric company of Chicago exhibited samRobinson patent trolley wheel, Fletcher's rai)id
and the Paulsen rail bond cap. It also dis-

transit switch

tributeda very neat souvenir pamphlet, illustrating its lineof
of railway specialties for overhead construction. The intercompany were looked after by Max A. Bercf secre-

ests of the

tary.

The Stilwell-Bierce & Smith-\'aile company of Dayton,
made a large display of Stilwell heaters, Smith-Vaile

O.,

pumps, Victor turbine water wheels, railroad track jacks
and Worrall patent friction clutches. It also exhibited .a
Smith-Vaile air pump and condenser of r,ooo horse power
capacity.
J. W. Taylor, southern agent, was in char"-e of
the exhibit.

The Central Electric Heating company of New York
made a handsome display of their American electric heaters
showing

tliree different styles for car heating, all in operaIt has heaters on some 200 roads, and this make
also used on the North Side lines in Chicago.
The com-

tion.
is

pany was represented by E. B. Wyman, general mana<rer
R. S. Jerome and Sidney Hoch.
The Sperry Electric Railway compmiy, Cleveland, had
one of its cars running on the city lines at the exposition
building, shoeing the practical operation of the Sperry
single motor flexibly connected to both axles, and the action
of the new Sperry electric brake.
This car attracted much
notice, and many delegates took occasion to run the car and
test the brake. Elmer A. Sperry was on hand to explain the

system.

The Berlin Iron Bridge company of Berlin, Conn., had a
booth- constructed in the form of a miniature car station
such as it constructs for electric railways.
One feature of
these station buildings is the protection of the plant from
condensation.
They do this by special interior roofing of
Neponsett building paper and asbestos. J. M. Field, as-

October

27,
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sistant engineer,

and

J. C.
ance at the convention.

Murphy,

erector,

were

in attend-

hghtuing arresters invohing the magnetic blow-out principle; also, a modified form of trolley
base, ^\•ith inverted cam and a very fine panel switchboard
for power station use, completly equipped with switches, instruments, etc.
Samples of underground feeder tubing and
models of junction boxes and caps were displayed. Ten

Paige Iron Works of Chicago exhibited special work in
both girder and T rails; also special street and steam railway
This company manufactures
crossings.
and makes a
specialty of all kinds of track work for electric and cable
railways.

It

sends

its

own

engineers to

take angles

Thomson

and

'93

arc lamps,

all necessary measurements, and guarantees its work
be accurate and satisfactory. Alonzo W. Taige, president, and E. S. Nethercut, engineer, represented the com-

volts

pany.

material exhibited.
Electric

company, Detroit, made a neat

pull-ofTs,

etc.

A

light

particular feature of this exhibit was
clamp; also a signal light for electric
a lantern containing an incandescent

with semaphore lens, which attracted

Joseph E.
tendance.

much

attention.
in at-

of Chi-

cago had a 50 drop switchboard, with smtchboard transThis was
mitter, head-phone, generator, and night alarm.
connected up with telephones distributed throughout the
hall, so as to show a complete telephone plant of their system in practical operation. They also showed magnetotelephones, portable desk telephones and swinging arm
desk 'phones. George F. Stith, vice-president, represented the company.
The Consolidate*.! Car Heating company of Albany, N.
Y.. had two car seats on exhibition equipped with different
It
also
styles of standard and riser electric heaters.
showed a number of short heaters made for cars with cross

Legal

Rights of the Purchaser of

Ordinarily, one

Electric Plant.
who buys property has a

right

an

implicitly-

upon representations of the seller, and if they were
and made with intent to deceive the purchaser, tlie

to rely
false

seller

vulcabeston for both steam and electrical purposes, and
asbestos pipe covering tastefully arranged, made a handsome display. Special attention was called to the very complete hue of moulded mica overhead materials, including
switches and the "H. W. J.," Perry and Philadelphia mechanical clips.
It was noticeable that the devices were evidently adapted tor substantial construction, judging from their
strength and durable qualities.
The samples of vulcabeston
were principally parts which the company has furnished for
the various controllers in the market, their well-known
magnet spools tor motors and dynamos, and brushholder
bushings,
^'arious sizes and styles were shown of vulcabeston for steam, hot water and other purposes. The
company this year added to its exhibit asbestos pipe coverings, which are already familiar to station managers. There

Lockwood, president of the company, was

The Western Telephone Construction company

designed for use in car houses,

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing company had an exceptionally neat exhibit, jvhich attracted a great deal of attention.
It was in a conspicuous location near the center
of the building. Samp les of trolley line insulating materials,

display, comprising a complete line of overhead material,
including difierent -styl^es of hangers, switches, cross-overs,

the trolley wire
cars, consisting of

attempt made to chop the poles.
After driving them o(\
the second time the farmers organized a patrol and are
now
guardmg the property night and day. They are determined
to have telephone connection with diflerent
parts of the
country, and have organized a company to build a line
from
Berlin to Wautoma via Pig River. Should further attempts
be made to remove the poles serious trouble will ensue.

power houses, or wherever it is desired to light from the 500
circuit, were also exhibited.
A portable Thomson
recording wattmeter, for testing purposes, was among the

to

make

The Michigan

199

as s^\itches, fuses,

will

not be allowed to urge that the buyer, by inveshave discovered their falsity. In an action

tigation, could
to recover the

unpaid portion of the

purchase

gas and electric light.plant sold by one
other, the latter set up, as a

price

company

of a

to

an-

damages susof the company selling in

counter-claim,

tained by it becavjse of the deceit
making the sale. The alleged false representations
to the physical condition of the ]ilant, its

related

wires, poles, gas

mains and

fixtures, and also the amount of its earnings the
year previous to the sale and the prices charged customers
for gas and electric light.
Under such circumstances the

Supreme Court of North Dakota holds, in the case of the
Fargo Gas & Coke comiiany against the Fargo] Gas &

.

seats; in conjunction with these was a full line of controling switches for both temperature and current, snap
The company was represented by J.
switches and cut-outs.

F. McElroy, consulting engineer, E. A. Smith, gener-il
western agent, and H. R. Ransom, general eastern agent.

'5^'PWfc.

/Railway Joarna/ received many compliments
on its elaborate and handsome souvenir number, and it deThe issue commemorated the tenth anniser\-ed them all.
It
versary of the Jo/ima/as well as the Atlanta meeting.
contained a 16 page article on Atlanta, a 10 page article on
the association, 30 pages on the street railway systems of
the southern cities, and 20 pages on the history of the
All of these were finely illusstreet railway industry.
trated, containing over 400 pictures, among which were
more than 125 portraits of street railway men.
Card Electric company of Mansfield, O., was represented
by Read Carpenter, president; George S. Card, electrician,
and John F. Gard, superintendent. It had an exhibit showing 35 horse power single motor equipments and also a 70
horse power double motor equipment for interurban serThe company also showed its series multiple convices.
troller for both single and double equipments, and a new
pneumatic quick-throw switch for heavy currents. The
motors are equipped with a special device for turning off the
commutator without removing the armature from the field,

The

St?-eiif

DUPONTTRU,
THE JOHNSON COMPAKV.
JOHNSTOWN.

PA.

AR SEA'

which attracted much attention.
The Mason Electric company, Chicago, occupied parlor
24, Aragon Hotel, and it was its intention to exhibit a full
line of the iMedbery overhead material. A very handsome
line of these popular goods was shipped from the factory
but failed to reach Atlanta in time. The Medbery material, having been adopted by such a large majorily of the
leading traction compLinies, naturally atlracts a great deal of
attention, and regrets were numerous on the part of street
railway managers at the delay which prevented the company from making its usual display. Mr. Mason kept
open house, and visitors were constantly in attendance.

R. D. Nuttall company, Allegheny, Pa., made a very
complete exhibit ot gears for all standard types of motors,
particularly those of the Westinghouse and Walker types.
In addition to this a full line of overhead railwaymaterial
was included in the exhibit. The company makes a
specially of trolley harps and wheels, and the Acnie malleable harp, with Nuttall wheels, are widely used both East
and West. It also exhibrted an improved Nuttall trolley
base, in position as in regular operation, which it claims is
F. A.
so adjusted as to pull a uniform weight at all angles.
Estepp, president, and Carson Myers represented the
company.
The Walker Manufacturing company of Cleveland made
a handsome exhibit, comprising a 200 horse power generator, a Dorner & Dutton truck, equipped with two 30 horse
power motors and controlling stands, together with a complete car equipment, both generators and motors being
shown in operation. A single 30 horse power motor, open,
so as to show the construction and effect of spring mounting
on rail joints, was another feature of this company's exThe company was represented by W, H. Bone,
hibit.
general manager. Prof. S. H. Short, J. Atkinson, B. M.
Barr, H. McL. Harding, G. A. E. Kohler and Frank
Kohler. The exhibit was in charge of R. M. Bayliss.
The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company,
Pittsburg, showed samples of all kinds of street railway

The
appliances, particularly Wurts lighting arresters.
principal part of its exhibit consisted of the new plant which
installed for the Consolidated Street Railway
it has just
company of Atlanta, which consists of one 750 horse power
direct connected generator and two 400 horse power belt
connected generators. It also showed two motors on a
Peckham truck and a number of other motors on exhibition
The company was represented by W. C. Clark, gencars.
eral agent; W. F. Zimmerman, assistant general manager;
A. J. Wurts, electrical engineer; W. J. Longmore, purchasing agent; Guido Panteleoni; £. H. Heinrichs, advertising agent; J. Rutherford, R. S. Brown, C. A. Bragg, B.
Thomkins and Fred Gordan.
The General Electric company of New York made

F. Stewart, D. A.

a

well-known G. E. 800 motors were
shown connected to the line and operated by a form
"K" controller, thus showing the action of the latter. The
company also showed a number of minor parts of street
large

exhibit.

'J'lie

railway equipments; devices for handling electric arcs, such

STREET RAILWAY E.XHIBITS
were also samples of asbestos rope, cord and clothing.

IN

The

company

issued for the occasion a revised edition of its
former "Insulation" list, changing its name to "Insulating
Materials." This list is very complete, and several reductions have been made in former prices.
There was an interesting modd of the Grauten rail bond, showing the facility
with which the bonds and return wires can be connected to
the rail.
W. F. D. Crane of the company's electrical department of New York was in charge. There were also present W. H. Gould of New York, now a resident in Atlanta,
and Henry G. Issertel, salesman, New York. J. W. Perry
from the company's Philadelphia office; E. B. Hatch, secretary of the Johns Pratt company, Hartford, and H. Luscomb, also of the Johns Pratt company, made their headquarters at the exhibit of H. W. Johns Manufacturing company.

Farmers Want Telephones.
A

MACHINERY HALL, ATLANTA,

GA.

company (59 Northwestern Reporter, 1066), that
company purchasing was under no obligations to inves-

Electric
the

such representations, and that, therewas error for the trial court to charge the jury that,
the means were at its hands to discover the truth or un-

tigate the truth of
fore,
if

it

the statements with respect to these

truth of

matters,

it

must be presumed to have had knowledge of the actual
facts, the only means at its hands to discover the truth or
falsity of the statements made being an investigation
of
such matters. And it holds that in such actions for damages because of deceit in the sale of property,

measure

the

damages is the difference between what the property
would have been worth if as represented and what it actually was worth at the time of sale.
of

newspaper dispatch from Pine River, Wis., gives the

following information:

The farmers

in

this

section

A Quick

of

Waushara county are up in arms against the Wisconsin
Telephone company, and are patrolling the line from Poysippi to Justin day and night to prevent the employes of the
telephone company from cutting down the poles on the line.
This line was abandoned on August ist.
Dr. H. A. IVIcWain and John Boyson wanted to put in a new telephone
line over the poles, but the telephone company would not
lease or sell them the poles.
This angered the farmers
throughout the entire section, as they had purchased and
set in place these poles for the telephone company.
The
company sent out a crew from Milwaukee to remove the
poles.
Farmers came on the chopping crew and drove
them off. The chopping crew was so badly frightened
that they ran to the woods and scattered in all directions.
It was with difficulty that the men were found and told that
the farmers did not intend to lynch them.
The crew was
j.athcrtd together in Berlin again and another unsuccessful

The Siemens & Halske

Recovery.

Electric company's

destroyed by the great lumber

fire

in

factory

was

Chicago on August

1st.
The company made a lease with the Grant Locomotive
Works on August iilh and commenced moving into the

new works on August
first

Every available

15th.

operation, and
the

fire

pany

15th.

It

finished

and shipped the

new factory, on October
the new works is now in

generator, built entirely at the
tool

in

of the tools which were destroyed in

have been duplicated, so that from

is in

each day.

which

many

is

now on

the

com-

the position to finish one direct-coupled generator

These

facts indicate

the

certainly to-day in a better

spirit of the

company,

condition for com'->eti-

tion in the electrical field than before the

fire.

—
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insurance companies would lead the world to believe.

upon

insisting

first-class

much danger was removed.

inspections

Brophy proved
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fection.
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fact,

plants
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York.
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last
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a practical character.
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(American

Street

By
202, 20

Voltage

Dynamo

Improved Engine Indicator,
Anderson Trolley Devices.
Metropolitan Specialties.

Illustrated
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204

.

204

Business

But

isn't the

It is

much

who claims

of the efficacy of a

trolley car

expression "frothin^s from her badly

confusing?

trifle

on their plants at reasonable
the same problem that has disturbed the

electric lighting

so

test

in

raihvay managers are confronted ^vith the ques-

tion of securing
figures.

ridiculous article

7^

daily by a sensational female writer,

twisted quiir' just a

Street

expose oi

in its

have made a personal

fender.

insurance

companies

pointed out, too, that before the conference the

governmenls should Iiave equipped and sent out a suitable
steamer with a competent telegraph engineer on board, to

With

such information as could bs readily obtained on a prelimi-

nary survey be "ore

it, t!ie conference would be prepared to
adopt some policy and make arrangements for a complete
survey of the proposed route.
At present nothing definite

has been determined,

and

little

progress can be

said

to

have been made. In the meantime the French cable scheme
is

growing

and there are excellent reasons for
important extensions at an early day.

in favor,

many

the

daily newspapers of

William

W.

Bellis

"heartily in favor" of the improvement, and so

in

the

mittee representing the association

opening address, and
convention.

A

com-

conferred with repre-

if

his

letter as fol-

That

As an

an instance tokl me by one
of the owners on Forty-seventh street east of Drexel boulevard.
Before the electric road was built on that street,
west of Cottage Grove avenue, vacant lots sold for from
$30 to $60 a foot. The same property now sells for from
$200 to $500, and is in demand for large and fine business
blocks.
The property owners on Forty-seventh street east
of Cottage Grove avenue will be greatly benefited by the
extension of the trolley electric road to the lake, and I, in
common with others, hope to see the cars running on that
illustration I will give

street within the next sixty days.

A

versant with the state of the art in Great

United

H. D. Wilkinson, an

States.

who made

engineer

some of

in

mildly sarcastic rather
Electrician

than entirely just, the

referring to

says,

electric

prospect for the development of the electric railway
"Meanwhije, the only thmg to be done is to

ising

England:

in

make due

preparation, and as an

aid to that end to pur-

chase the dearly bought experience of others at a cheap
rate." The Electrician has no word of praise for the energy
and perseverance, often manifested in the face of most dis-

couraging obtacles, which
it

now

have

made

the

On

coolly proposes to utilize.

"experience"
the

contrary,

"optimism, cheery nonchalance and
fondness for 'sonorosities' which distinguish the Anglorather regrets the

of

Perhaps the

when
at

any

America from those of Great Britain."
traits which our contemporary names are,

exaggerated,
rate,

national defects

of

they are characteristics that

ment and progress

in

the

national

hfe;

think that in so cheerfully pointing out the mote of crudeness in our eye, our English friends have neglected the

beam

—

— shall

in their

we

say, of mingled

jealousy and ingratitude?

own.

Mr. Wilkinson,

candid statement of fact like this will counterbalance
of editorial bombast about the iniquity of the

to judge by the opening installm.ent of
very cordial in recognizing the merits and pracsuccess of electric street railways in the United States.

his paper,
tical

Just at

view of the interest manifested

in the subject of utiliz-

ing the cable and electric roads of Chicago for handling mail
matter, the paper presented by Richard
this

topic at

But

character.

make for advanceand we cannot but

is

this time, at the close

of the successful

meetin" of

the American Street Railway association in Atlanta,
I.\

in

United States: "They have purchased experience
at
heavy cost, which should benefit
us when our
turn comes." And again, after alluding to the unprom-

McCnIloch of

the Atlanta convention

is

St.

timely.

Accord-

ing to Mr, McCuUoch's figures there are 58 roads handling
mail matter under contract with the government and four

it is

of

particular interest to note the pleasant reference which he
makes to the annual gatherings of this organization.
Mr.

Wilkinson speaks of the association as a "very energetic
and says that its members "think nothing of

town during

companies had built up, and
the advantages to both parties under this arrangement.
He presented some interesting statistics, too, that showed
'clearly that electric plants -were not as bad risks as the

London

men

railway

the

express and freight as well as passenger business.

the policy of the mutual company,

the results of

an appreciative paper entitled
" Notes on
Electric Tramways in the United States and
Canada." In an editorial notice of this paper, which is
his observations

traveling 1,000 miles to be present at

outlined

electrical

an extended tour of inspection through-

There has been more progress made in this line than is generally known, not a few companies doing a considerable

electric lighting

and the

Britain

English

out the United States last year, has embodied

but could not gain any concession.
Captain Brophy, who
was present, advised the members to use the state organizations to secure concessions from the insurance com-

He

England

back and avail themselves of the
refinements of American practice, as developed by the hard
knocks of eveiy-day experience, is a fact familiar to all conlie

Louis on

panies.

they do profit

state of practical electrical application in

sentatives of the insurance companies during the meeting,

which the

but

the e.Njjonenls of the electrical industry in

Saxons

lows:

fair.

are perfectly willing to

will

and concludes

hardly

the United States, it can only be a touch of national jealousy that prevents a proper acknowledgment of the fact, so
long as our British cousins ins'st upon making comparisons.

street

shows hoAv the

originators.

as they please in

it

He

enthusiasm,

the matter of electrical development;

he has discussed the subject.

trolley svstem.

his

a

are enabled to

and ingenuity of the American

to

Britain are entitled to be as conservative

whom

many columns

in

is

_

adapters,

as

public of Great

which

the, National

up by the retiring president
afterward discussed
it was

Mr. Bell

in a characteristic,

be benefited,

and one which

large cities,

The engineers and

is

majority of the Forty-seventli street property owners with

conventions of

the

worthy of wide dissemination.

ner, asserted that the property

and the meetings of state organiAtlanta meeting the question was brought

at

manner in which nearly all of the
Chicago misrepresent and prejudice

owns considerable properly fronting on Forty-seventh street,
and he writes to the Evening Post to correct a mistake made

is

in

the

by the advanced

report on the proposed landing places, and take the sound-

and occupied

attention

At

This

years,

for

Electric Light association
zations.

persistence

is

of this

promptly

and distributed with

collected

admit their obligation

avoid, than to

Complaint

Bell

elec-

the mail service

mon line
It

and

quickly

the residents along the line are greatly accom-

facility;

those interested in the

of action.

The advantages

is

regular and certain; great and small

out the crudities which they,

the belief that

205

206

perfect accord with an esteemed eastern

contemporary

New York

conclusions of the confer-

ence were of such a character as to compel

205
205, 206

Record

Illustrated Electrical Patent

to

a matter of fact the

colonies

cocksure manowners of the street would
fight the introduction of the proposed electric line, for which
the Chicago City Railway company has a franchise.
Mr.

205

Trade News

a

As

mail

It is an undoubted fact that while British electricians are
very willing ta profit by the lessons of the pioneer electrical
work in the United .States, they are more ready to point

and the best
means of securing direct cable communication between
them.

the

been em-

should be thoroughly developed.

trade relatioui existing be-

Australian

by that journal, which,
204
205

is

maybe

has

that

followed herein collectii.g,

mail

quantities of mail

and motor-

conference held at Ottawa for

the purpose of considering the

tween Canada and the

the city limits.

modated, and no interruption or inconvenience to the passenger traffic need result.
It is certainly an important ad-

expressed in England over the re-

railroads through the streets, the recently ijublished letter of

204

Correspondence
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Miscellaneous

trical

is

colonial

204

Illustrated
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the recent

The

obvious.

handled; the service

dition to

Dis.\Pi'OL\'TMEN'r
sult of

public sentiment on the question of building overhead trolley

Correction

We are

gather-

203, 204

Illustrated

are

equal

ings to the street railway industries.

A.S an instance of the

Railway associa-

tion)

A

convince any-

201, 202

Richard McCulloch.

plan

of

list

one of the importance and the advantages of these

looking forward to

E. Harrington.

Illustrated

Mail, Express and Freight Service on Street Railway Cars.

New Double

the
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Delegates and Visitors
201
A Review of the Underwriters' Recent Rules Covering the Use

By Walter

over

estimated, wou'd perhaps have been about ;^io.ooo.

199
200

Hundred Volt Fuses,

glance

papers and the names of their authors will

is

handling and distributing the mail.

the re-

198

199

Quick Recovery

of Five

A

men and gave

as

supplies

same system

Practically the

each day, two

trips

far

furnishes a conductor

ployed on steam railroad lines

practical sub-

iie';e-;sary to enable a definite route to be approximately selected. The cost of such a preliminary survey, it is

199
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Legal Rights of the Purchaser of an Electric Plant

A

they were prepared by practical

and one as

company

railroad

makes three

car

to Florrissant

clerks.

ings

iqS

E.\hibits

papers read at the convention treated of

and

suburban

the

man, while the Postofhce Department

per-

199

of the American Street Railway Association at

Ga

Atlanta,

The Reception
The Banquet
The Harbacue

196
196

Engineers

Institute of Electrical

matters

natural, therefore, that

and operation of
would form the chief feature of the programme.

trolley lines

The

laid.

PAGE

American

The

scheme are not agreed upon a comis made that the governments represented do not know where they want the'cables

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

Joel Hurt.

through

A

throughout.

taining the to construction, maintenance

ADVERT StNQ. The Western Electrician— t tie only
Kenerai electrical |iaper pnbli!!ilie<t in tlie AVest—
thoroughly

was only

it

city there is a separate

city.

The mail

length.

majority of the members of the association operate electric

Western' Electrician are copyrighted.

former

line in the

town of Florrissant, 16 miles from the
The down-town portion of the road was
formerly a cable, and the suburban part a narrow-gauge
steam hne, but the grip and locomotive have been discarded and the road is now electric throughout its entire
center of the

ntmiber of subjects were discussed

electrical character

and

Louis

St.

line begins in the business part of the city

settlements of

attend-

that will appeal strongly to electrical engineers; in fact the

Trade Supplied by Western News Co,

The

system.
presented an

is

papers presented for the consideration of members were of

Eastern Office:

In

service.

has reached the highest state of per-

runs through the choicest residence district and
in this is-^ue

be seen, was large and representative and

will

one

mail

1894

car especially constructed for this service and in charge of a
railway mail clerk.
This was described to illustrate the

of the proceedmgs of the convention of the Ariierican Street

ance,

surrounds the

interest

frequent

class of business for insurance

Railway association at Atlanta

TELEPHONE, MAIN 1746.

In

pretty conclusively that

had proved a very desirable
companies.
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work and
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body,"
tions."

He

notes also that

"members

their stay; the largest

their

annual conven-

practically

hotels

are

own

full,

the

rooms

being taken by representatives of diflerent concerns as temHe also speaks of his "very pleasant par-

porary offices."

others are engaged in similar service under sub-contracts.

ticipation" in the

Besides these, there are 35 companies engaged in express
busimss and 55 are transporting freight. But the greatest

much impressed
affair.

Milwaukee convention, and was evidently
size and enthusiasm of the whole

with the

.
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Review of the Underwriters' Recent
Rtiies Covering the Use of
Volt Fuses.
Harrington.

E.

writer recently received a pamphlet from

Board

the

containing a description of a series of

amperes

of fuses of different ca-

for

committee representative of

and tabulated

results

boards

several

the

A

of

copy of

fire

the'

an appendix to

attached as

is

of the

careful perusal

if tlie

C

J.

A

appendix

show

will

that great

iti

question,

practical use of fuses, particularly the conditions

brookI>n.
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New York.
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Smith,J.F
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Philadelphia.
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Omaha, Neb.

Smith, Ed. N., and wife
Somersett,
J
Sperry. E. A

H

Unfortunately the "blow-

an accident, and an accident

is

we have no

control;

it is

an

is

fuse, as

to

it is

have a condition of

miniimum

the

occur-

just as likely for
say,

circuit

a ten

wherein

required to

current

"blow'' the fuse, will flow.

making the

was to determine
would overcome the arcing phenomena attendant upon the "blowing" of 500 volt

The

sole reason for

tests

the dimensions of fuse blocks that

fuses in

lower voltage fuse blocks, the only type heretofore

available for use.

As

be noticed, the tabulated results state specifically

will

the safe lengths in inches for

capacity fuses, rang-

different

10 ampere

ing in size from 10 amperes to 100 amperes in
steps; further, the results as obtained

were based on

the

one

condition that the cm-rent in amperes flowing at the time of
fusion

was

the

minimum

addition to the foregoing,

causing

current
attention

fusion.

In

called to the better

is

protection afforded by using a bridge.

The

writer intends to demonstrate,

practice

and

specially

promulgating the results

conducted
of

by both the

tests,

results of

the absurdity of

such incomplete ~"testsas the

basis for formulating rules in the matter of the protection of

500 volt,circuils.
Since the arc

accompanying

the thing to be avoided,

or,

the

rather,

"blowing" of a fuse is
mitigated, tests were

conducted with a view of determining the properties of an
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500 volt circuits. 3 The deductions
from the above tests were formulated as rules of practice
The tests were conducted by
for users of 500 volt circuits.
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27,

.

,

Philadelphia,

Winnipeg.
Cleveland.

arc under

the same conditions,

different currents.

as

regards

Pieces of No. S E.

&

S.

length, with

gauge copper

and mounted horizontally, an inch apart
an arc was established between these
terminals with ten amperes;, note was taken of theohmic
resistance; next, twenty amperes was caused to flow, and
This process
again note was taken of the ohmic resistance.
was repeated for currents in ten ampere steps to fifty
amperes, in each instance note being taken of the ohmic
The curve represented in the accompanying
resistance.
cut shows graphically rhe relation borne by current flowing
through the arcing interval of one inch and its correspondIt will be noticed, and to this fact
ing ohmic resistance.
the writer would draw particular attention, that the ohmic
wire were cut

longitudinally;

resistance drops off very rapidly

The

results, as obtained,

doubt that under conditions
resistance of the arc

The

is

as

of

a

current increases.

the

show beyond

a peradventure of a

short-circuit

theohmic

neglible.

decrease in resistance in the arc as

the current

in-

a

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
creases is unquestionably due to the greater volume and
therefore greater cross-section of the gas formed, as it does
not seem possible that the specific ohmic resistance of the

note

here to

It is interesting

gases should materially vary.

of the fact that the slightest

movement

make

of the air in the

vicinity of the arc caused a variation in the resistance.

The foregoing
break

may

in a fuse

establishes positively that

if

a given length

maximum current,
The entire and sole cause

block protects for one

not for greater currents.

used.

due

the

C-S

three

breaker

to short-circuits, a magnetic circuit

of

automatic type was taken and calibrated to open on difierent
adiustments, ranging from 3S amperes to 400 amperes.

were tested

in series

gauge copper

S.

with the C-S

circuit

breaker

wire

directly

bus-bars of the switchboard of the

volt

500

the

across

&

No. 30 B.

Camden Horse Railroad company,

making an absolute

thus

In eveiy instance, for each length of the
No. 30 B. & S. gauge copper wire, ranging from one inch
to eight inches, with and without bridge, upon making a

C-S

circuit

breaker set for 4ooamperes was

opened.

—

an exceedingly interesting state of affairs
copper wire which will fuse upon the passage of about two
amperes allowing 400 amperes to pass upon a short-circuit,

Here

is

was
for the magnetic circuit breaker opening was the immediate cause of the breaking of the arc established by the

and then not protecting the

"blowing" of the

which

circuit in

it

This latter deduction

fuse.

placed,

is

not correct,

Tests were

& S. gauge copper wire will really only
permit the passage of 40 amperes upon a 500 volt short-cirbecause a No. 30 B.

The

cuit.

How

question naturally arises.

made

to

more length between
more satisfactory.

effect

research, but

wherein almost innumerable luses of different capacities and
lengths were employed in making 500 volt short-circuits, in
no instance was the circuit protected by the fuse, but by the

opening of the main magnetic switchboard

many

In

fuses

instances,

copper wire

six

circuit breakers.

made of No. 22

B.

&

S.

gauge

inches long have opened circuit breakers

requiring Soo amperes to open.
exists a

There

but

terminals were moved to within \}i inches of each
and an asbestos-covered bridge, the width of the fuse
With 100
block and 2 54 inches high, placed between them.
amperes there was no tendency to arc, whereas, with a
straiglit fuse, 4 inches was the minimum length at which no

The

Instead of nearly

arcing occurred.

was the case with straight
dropped out.
By employing

a

possible to use a

much

only about an inch or less

fus2S,

bridge

proper material,

of

short-circuits

the

little

additional

and not impracticable fuse block for the prois not one with a great breaking
distance, neither one with a bridge, but one with protected
This type permits the blowing of the fuse only,
terminals.
without the attendant arcing, always vicious and destructive
ideal

tection of 50D volt circuits

the vicious fusing that occurs with straight fuses

sucli

ensue

in

is

not

In order to determine the
a fuse rated

on

length

the

to

first

10 amperes.

was

trial

the

passed through

The

of the

the

safe

experiments.

The

one-half

foregoing

length

inch,

up

to

one

and one-half inches, and the effect noticed at each length.
In no case was a continuous arc maintained, although with
the one-halfinch fuse the flash was quite bad, burning the
The same results were obtained on all
terminals slightly.
This tends to show that on circuits
of the longer lengths.
of a large capacity the only safe fuse is either one provided
Data.

The

maximum

length between
niinimum length at
which no arcing was observed, and the safe lengths on 500
volt circuits for fuses whose melting points are identical
following data give the

terminals at which arcing occurs,

the

with the various current strengths designated:

Maximum Length
Amperes.

at

Minnnum Length
„,

which Arcing

—

.. i,;.-i

as observed.
;< inch.

C'ccurred.
li inch

further,

50
60
70
So
90

International

absolutely dangerous

it is

40

lo

precaution, as the continued arcing which would

U

"

2X

"

event of a short-circuit would easily ignite any

in-

loo

Mail,

fires.

2-4

"

3K

"
"

3><
2.H

q f
oaic

Lengths
I

inch

2

2U

7,'A

"
"

4

SVs

"
"

"
"

sH "
3H "

4

,

4>l "

4H

"

4J4 '

Express and Freight Service on
Street Railway Cars.'

underwriters' international electric association.
report of the electrical committee.

By Richard McCulloch.

—

Length of Fuses.

The

following result of tests to determine the

arcs maintained on 500 volt circuits

when

length of

carrying currents

ranging in amount from 10 to 100 amperes will be interesting, and give data which will enable inspectors to judge
of the length of fuse necessary for various amperages in

such circuits.

General Description.

A

melt at

determined by

flammable material in the immediate vicinity. This latter
claim is confirmed by the frequent instances of car and car

house

volt

currents on

of large

effect

length was increased by one-half inch steps

protected by the

recommended by the

cut-outs

Electric association;

adopt

on 500

Effect ofExcessive Cun-e>it on Sinail Fuses.

2

In conclusion, a 500 volt circuit
of

is

ordinary form, and obviates

the

currents.

of the terminals.

forms

thus

with a suitable bridge or one of excessive length.

length due to the bridge does not figure, and the repeated
tests made by the writer emphatically confirm this fact.

The

it is

Such a block

fuse block.

shorter

every respect as safe as

the fuse melting, as

all

is

we approach

as

block one inch thick, three inches
wide and twelve inches long was used, • with heavy comOne of each was fastened to a brass
position terminals.
special

slate

fuse

strap en^bracing the block,

making

length between terminals at

will.

it

A

possible to adjust the

water resistance

for

was connectei in series with the fuse
Fuses of various sizes were placed in the block in
block.
a vertical position, and a steady current maintained till they
Beginning with 10 amperes, observations were
melted.
taken at intervals of 10 up to 100 amperes.

regulating the current

Method FoUoived

The

test

manner:

were at

At each
first

in

Making

throughout was conducted
interval

Tests.
in

the

following

of 10 amperes

the

terminals

placed close enough together to establish an

In order to ascertain as well as possible how much has
already been done, a circular asking for information in regard to mail, express and freight sei-vice was sent to every
Nine hundred
street railway company in North America.
and seventy-eight letters were sent out, and four hundred and
These replies are tabulated
thirteen replies were received.
below. As a great many railways were not heard from, it
cannot be assumed that the table is absolutely correct, but
it is probable that most of the railways having such a servRoads which are enumerated
ice answered the circular.
as having express or freight services are only those which
service
fully
developed.
The carrying of packhave this
ages by conductors of passenger cars was not called express
From
service, but is enumerated in a separate column.
some of the states, notably Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, it was reported that the transportation of
express and freigh'. by street railways was prohibited by
state law, and many of the companies answered that the]r
franchises allowed only the transportation of passengers.
The rate charged on express matter is usually five or ten
cents per package, while the freight rates vary from four to
ten cents per 100 pounds. The mail is usually carried either
under a direct contract with the government or under a subThe income from the
contract with a mail contractor.
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MAIL SERVICE.

Abstract of report read at

An:ieric.'in

.Siruel

street railways of tliis country are already alive
to the possibilities of the mail service is shown by the table.
Sixty-two street railways are now carrying Uncle Sam's

mail, while fifty-eight have government contracts.
Most
of these railways are suburban roads or roads joining
towns ; but the postal authorities, realizing the advantage of quick delivery and collection, are now begin-

ihc

thirteenth convention of the
Atlanta, Ga., Ocfber 17,

Pailway association,

make arrangements with

the large city systems

mails from main postoffices to
and for distribution and collection throughout

for transportation of the

other,

popular misconception of the action of

an additional protection, as it increases
bridges, A
the length of the arc, other dimensions remaining the same,
bridge

3

M

1

c

£-5

ning to

fuse

field of

an inch

Effect ofBrictge Between Tenlunals.

the arc maintained at the expense of the terminals, the fuse
simply playing the rote of establishing a condition. In a long

experiments covering another

was found

while a half inch would be

terminals,

small fuses, a current of 150 amperes was

series of

enclosing the
It

least a quarter of

The answer is readily given in the light of
to flow?
knowledge we have of the properties of arcing, and is:
This excessive current flows not through the fuse but through
the

3

That the

the arcing distance.

that covered fuses should have at

did 400 amperes

come

y.

^s
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Covered Fuses.
ascertain what

box had on

fuse in a
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TABLE OF MAIL, EXPRESS AND FREIGHT SERVICE IN NORTH

this point

In every case the largest

27,

transportation of the mails varies, according to the amount
of mail, the number of trips per day and the length of the
haul, from $ioo to $1,000 per annum.

them was

arcing again took

if

was used that could be
melted within about five minutes, for it was found that
when a fuse melted quickly, no arc occurred at distances
Whenever
at which heavier fuses readily maintained one.
even a momentary arc was formed that distance was regarded
as unsafe, and longer ones taken till no arc occurred on

grows greater.

Different lengths of

distance between

no arc was formed.
was reached, two more fuses were melted
tinder the same amount of current, and if no arcing occurred
in the three successive trials, it was considered a safe length
for fuses whose melting point corresponds to the current

When

it

by fusion is due
directly to the resistance interposed in the circuit by such
fusion and the tests show that such resistance becomes less
In order to read the almost

The

the fuse melted.

place the operation was repeated until

of

the protection afforded in a break caused

as the current

when

arc

then increased a quarter of an inch, and

October

branches
the city.

Various methods of utilizing street railways for this purpose have been proposed by different local postoffice authorities.
In one large western city, in which all the roads
are controlled by one company it was proposed to equip one
car of each line with a mail receptacle.
At stated times,
the carriers along the route were to meet this car and drop
into the receptacle all the mail collected by them, which was
in turn to be taken from the receptacle as the car passed the
main postoffice.
This plan, however, did not meet with
the approval of the great fathers at Washington, and in consequence wa= abandoned by the local authorities.
Any system of this kind would greatly expedite the collection of
mails, but the weak point seems to be that no provision is
,

made for their distribution.
The only method of handling

a large mail service, in

which it is necessary to collect and distribute along the route,
and handle it satisfactorily both to the patrons of the road
and the Postoffice" Department, seems to be in the use of a
separate car an independent mail car in charge of a railway
mail clerk.
This system is already in use on s reet rail-_
ways in St. Louis, Brooklyn and several other places, and so
far as we can learn is giving excellent satisfaction, both to
the railway companies and the postoffice authorities.
The
mail is quickly and promptly handled the service is regular
and certain ; gieat and small quantities of mail may be collected and distributed with equal facility; the residents along
the line are greatly accommodated, and no interruption or

—

;

inconvenience to the jiassenger traffic results.
As an example of such a service, it would probably be interesting to describe the operation of a United States mail
car, which has been run by a street railway in St. Louis for
some time. The St. Louis and Suburban railway begins in
the business part of the city and runs through the choicest
residence and suburban settlements of the town of Florrissant,
sixteen miles from thecenter of the city.
After leaving the

Ime penetrates the beautiful Florrlssant valdotted with pleasure resorts, country clubs,

city limits, the
ley, thickly

summer homes and suburban

The down-town

villas.

portion of the road was formerly a cable and the suburban
part a narrow-gauge steam line, but with the onward march
of progress, the grip and the locomotive have gone to join
the mule car, and the road is now electric throughout its
entire length.
I'he niail car makes three trips each day,

two through

to Florrissant

and one as

far as the city limits.

The

railway company furnishes a conductor and motorman,
while the Postoffice Department supplies the mail clerks.

The

car, which was built especially for this pui-pose, is
equipped with its own motors, and is furnished with the
necessary desks, cases, racks for maif bags, etc.
At a
schedule time it is run up in front of the postoffice and receives the mails put up in pouches from a wagon there to
meet it. The mail clerk receives a bag for each station
outside the city limits, and for each carrier along the route
a bag designated by his number.
Me also receives all mail
which has come in too late for assortment, which is distributed on the car to the proper bags before reaching the first
station.
Letters are received, canceled and distributed on
this car, just as m the ordinary steam railroad mail car.
The first stop is at a point about one and a half miles from

At this point six carriers meet the car, and
each carrier receives from the mail clerk the pouch bearing
number. Another stop is made about two miles out",
another two and a half, another three, and another four
miles from the postoffice.
Any mail for the suburbs is
handed to the mail clerk by the carriers and dropped into
After the city limits are passed,
the proper bag by him.
bags are exchanged at each station just as on a steam railroad.
On the return trip the same system is followed until
Within the city, the postoffice
the city limits are reached.
department has placed letter boxes at the principal corners
along the hne. Each carrier brings the mail collected in
the postoffice

his

his district to the nearest

box on the

line

of the

railroad.

Stops being made at each box, the mail clerk removes the
mail, and assorts it before arriving at the next station.
The
letters thus canceled and assorted are delivered at the main
postoffice, tied up in bundles ready for shipment.
The mail
car makes no stops for passengers, and for this reason can
easily keep out of the way of the passenger cars.
A light
freight business is also done on the car.
Provisions, lio^ht
furniture, milk, trunks, etc., are carried, and the charges collected by the conductor.
The mail service lias now been in
operation three years.
features are constantly being
added to it, and, aside from the accommodation afforded the
residents of the territory through which the road runs, it is

New

a source of profit to the railway company.
The system just described seems the best that has yet been
devised for the handling of a large mail business.
Where
the mere carriage of the mails in pouches from thc~

.
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from depots to jiost offices,
and there is no attempt made at 'colis iindertakeD,
lection or distribation along the route, there can be no
to
cam-ing the mail sacks on the front
objection

main

postoffice to branches, or

platform, if their number is not too great; but passenger
cars should not be stopped and held for mail collections,
nor should valuable space within a passenger car be taken up
with mail sacks.
The question as to whether or not mail service is called
for .depends almost entirely upon local conditions
the
length of the road, the territory through which it runs, the
proximity of depots and poslofficcs to the line of the road,
and many others. An advantage in estimating the advisabilityof inaugurating a mail service is that a certain, fixed
income may be assumed, which is not the case witli any
other sen'ice. It is usual in government contracts to pay a
certain sum per one hundred pounds per mile, the weight
being determined at stated intervals by weighing the mail.
For this reason a certain fixed income is assured during the
number of cases may be cifed in which it
inter\'al.
would be well for the managers to look into the profits which
might accrue from a mail service. Large city systems
covering various parts of the city and passing close to postoffices and public builHing would afford great advantages
Suburban roads,
in distributing and collecting the mails.
roads connecting towns, and those running to depots in the
outskirts of the city are other instances of openings for
mail servicee.
An advantage, independent of any financial return,
and one which is regarded by many as the one reason for street railways embarking in the service, lies in
the prestige of Uncfe Sam's name. This point was nevei- so
thoroughly illustrated as in the late labor troubles in ChiRioters may have no fear of the city police or of the
cago.
state militia, both of whom are often entirely in sympathy
with them, but they regard with the greatest awe a company
Uncle Sam will
of regulars armed with Springfield rifles.
tolerate no interference with the distribution of the mails,
and no other point has been so thoroughly impressed upon
the dangerous element in our communities during the last
year.
Some railway managers on securing mail contracts
have proposed to paint upon each car, "U. S. Mail," as a
kind of official notice that their roads are under the proteceffective will be the protection
tion of the government.
against blockades and riots, and how great a moral influence
this will exert to prevent strikes and other stoppages, re-

—

A

How

mains to be seen.

EXPRESS AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
The answers to the circulars showed that thirty-five roads
are now engaged in the express business, while fifty-five are
hauling freight.
As a matter of fact, however, few roads
through the country are doing a regular freight business,
so-cailed freight services partaking more of the
express.
As operated upon street railways, the
distinction between express and light freight service is so ill
defined that it is deemed best to consider both subjects to-

most of the
nature of

gether.

There are many points in the street railway as now conducted which make it almost an ideal agent for (he transportation of packages and light freight.
The great number of
pomts reached by the cars, the absolute certainty with which
they run, the thousand and one precautions taken against
any stoppage of however short a duration, the rapidily with
which distant points are reached, and many other causes
combine to make the street railway of to-day a common
carrier of exceptional advantages, when only short distances
are considered. Many conditions will suggest themselves to
railway managers in which an express or freight service may
be made a paying institution.
In the case of a town in
which the railway station is some distance from the busin ss
part of the town, there can be no quicker, safer and better
plan of conveying express and freight to some distributing
point in the heart of the town than by the street railway.
Whether or not this will pay depends upon the amount of
material, the competition, the distance and the scope of the
street railway franchise.
case often met with through the
country is that of two towns connected by an electric railway, one of which, having no steam railroad, is obliged to
The installaget all its su]3plies through the other town.
tion of a freight service of some kind would at once suggest

A

itself in this case,

and the

profits

would depend upon the size

of the towns, the character and occupations of the inhabitants, the distance between the towns, etc.
The operation of an express service on large city systems
has not been attempted to any great extent, but it has been
contended by some enthusiasts on the subject that a street
car express service will eventually take the place of the many
city deliveries and city express wagons now in use. As an example of a city road ojierating an express and freight service
involving collection and a house to house delivery, it would
be interesting to cite the case of the Southern railway of
St. Louis, which has been operating an express service on this
plan for almost two years. The Southern electric railway
.begins in the heart of the city, and runs in a southerly direction for seven miles, following the general direction of the
river to Carondelet, The territory penetrated isthickly settled for almost the entire distance, and in no essential does
the road differ from the ordinary city street railway. Three
trips per day are made upon schedule time by the express
car, which is entirely independent, being mounted upon
motors of its own. At the down-town end is a receiving
station, where a clerk receives all express consigned to the
company, and keeps all the books pertaining to the service.
The especial feature of this service, however, is the collection
and delivery. This is effected by means of wagons, two of
which are kept at the down-town end of the road, and three
of which meet the car on all trips at certain points along the
hne.
On receiving notice by mail, telephone, or otherwise,
a wagon calls for a package, delivers it at the car, from which

handed to the proper wagon, and delivered to the admarked on the package. A charge of ten cents per
package is made for this deUveiy, and trunks are taken from
houses to the Union depot, checked, and the checks reit 1s

dress

sum

A

corresponding charge,
according to size, is made for the delivery of large boxes and
bundles.
A compliment to the efficiency of the service is
paid by the large dry goods and clothing houses, which have
turned, for the

of

fifty cents.
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run their delivery wagons into this part of the city,
and now consign all of their bundles to the railroad
company. Where formerly one delivery daily was made
by the wagons, three are now made by the railway.
An interesting feature of the ser\ice is that several large
factories located in the southern part of the city consign all
their freight to the electric express.
The goods are put on
the car, taken to the proper railroad stations, shipped, and
Packages are
the bill of lading returned to the consignor.
received by the express car C. O. D., the charges collected,
credited to the proper account, and settlements made at the
end of each month. The railway company assumes all the
responsibilities of a common carrier, holding itself liable for
all loss and damages.
This, however, is a contingency
which seldom occurs. The service has now been in operation for about tw^o years.
It is well patronized, both by the
residents along the line and the large retail stores in the
center of the city.
It does not interfere with the regular
running of the cars, and since its inauguration has never
ceased

to

failed to pay.

L^p to this point we have considered an express andfreight
service merely as a paying or non-paying institution, to be
adopted in the one case and to be rejected in the other.
There is another view which may be taken of the case, however, which i» in many instances the most proper solution

This is to regard the establishment of
merely as anauxiliaiy to the passenger traffic, to
be operated whether or not it pays in order to gain inincreased passenger travel.
The most notable instances of
this sort are the roads which run from the hearts of our
large cities out into the suburbs.
It is manifestly to the interest of the^e roads to promote building and settlement
along their lines, and how can they better attract builders
than by giving their patrons all the advantages of city life,
not only in furnishing them with rapid transportation to and
from the city, but in aiding them in receiving their provisions and supplies.
This calls for some form of express
service, and although the receipts from this source may not
equal the expenses, the increased passenger receipts and
the advertisement given the road must also be taken into
account.
In allstreet railway practice, the cardinal point of any
service, whether mail, ireight or exprebs, must be that it
does not interfere in the least with the passenger travel, and
this point should always be kept in view in the arrangement
of such a service.
For this reason we would strongly
advocate the use of separate cars, operated by separate
motive power and by separate men. In roads between
towns, or suburban roads operated on the same plan as a
steam railroad, where stops are made only at certain
stations, a combination car or a trailer might be used; but
in city roads the system of piling trunks and boxes inside
the passenger car and on the front platforin, and stopping
for these to be put on and taken off, is not of the era of the
electric railway.
Another system more fitted to the mule
and the bobtail is the custom, yet in vogue in some places,
- of receiving small packages for transportation and allowing
the conductor to deliver them along -the route, stopping the
car and forcing the passengers to wait.
If the addition of a
package service renders necessary such a reduction in the
efficiency of the passenger service, it is difficult to perceive
the gain in accommodation. "A passenger car should carry
passengers.
It should stop and start for passengers alone,
and it should reach the end of the road in the shortest
of the problem.
this service

emergency drug store, dressings, instruments, earth closets,
and all necessary apparatus for taking care of the sick and
injured.
A surgeon is to be in charge of the car and will
accompany it on all its trips. The car is now being built,
and the innovation will, no doubt, be watched with a great
deal of interest.
It is intended by the city authorities to

make arrangements

to
in the city, as this will

rim the car over all the electric tracks
enable them to reach almost any

point within the city limits.
Information received from several of the states, as before
stated, shows that in some places the transportation of
freight or express over street railway tracks is. prohibited
by state law or municipal ordinance, and it has been
suggested that associations of managers of street railways in those states be formed, for the purpose of
securing favorabk legislation. The enactment of these laws
may be due to hostile steam railroad influence or it may be
due to a misconception of the nature of the services which
street railways would put in operation.
Surely, a smooth
running electric car, moving swiftly onward, would not prove
such a nuisance as the great lumbering wagons which block
the streets of our large cities.
Where a freight or express
service is needed, the accommodation to the public would
be so great that many citizens might be enlisted on the side
of the railways to secure the proper legislation.
In closing, it would perhaps be well to note some of the
principal points which, it is hoped, have been brought out
in this paper;
That a mail service involving collection and distribution
1
is best handled on a separate car, operated on the same plan
as a U. S. railway mail car.
2. That it is supposed that a great advantage arising from
the transportation of the mails comes from the fact that the
road is under the protection of the government, and is thus
secure from riots, "strikes and blockades.
3. That the most promising opening for an express or
freight service is a road running between two towns, or a
city road running through well populated suburbs.
4. That the question, whether or not such a service will
pay is entirely a local question, and must be estimated for
each road separately, under'existing conditions.
5. That there are cases when it would be advisable to operate such a service independent of the profits, in order to
accommodate the patrons of the road and to induce building
along the line of the road.
6. That such a service operated upon the ordinary street
railway must ftot be allowed to interfere in the least with
the passenger traf^c.
prohibiting this service as7. That in states having laws
sociations of railway managers should be formed to "secure
favorable legislation.
Five years ago such an institution as mail, freight or express service on street railways would not have been
thought possible.
Such a service has always been considered. as a prerogative of the steam railroad, and the fact that
some street railways have already gone into this business
and that many others are engaged in investigating its merits
goes to show how eagerly the street raihtay is encroaching
on the domains of its elder brother, and it is not only in
this respect that the electric railway is pushing the steam
railroad, belt lines,

suburban

dummy

lines,

We

possible time.
If mail bags may be thrown
car, carried to their destination

on the front platforin of a
and delivered without caus-

ing any long stops, this is perhaps the best way of solving a
mail service on a small scale; but in a freight or express
service it is better that the work should be done with cars
e>,pecially devoted to such service and by men especially
trained for it. A single
box car equipped with motors
of its own will handle the light freight and express ot
quite a territory without any interference with the regular
running of cars.
A twenty-five foot car, equipped with
double trucks, supplied with the most approved form
as mail
of motors and controllers, and fitted up either
car, express car, or combination car, can now be obtained

A

A New Double

Voltage Dynamo.

The Fontaine Crossing &
Mich.,

in offering the Fuller

Electrical

company of Detroit,

double voltage automatic con-

stant potential electric machinery to users of electricity, calls

twenty-five hundred dollars.
smaller car mounted oh a single truck can be obtainedfor
less money.
If heavy freight is to be hauled, it should be
carried in motor and trailer cars built especially for this

attention to the superior advantages of a

purpose.

building, as well as for the two-wire

for

two

thousand

summer

lines,

mining roads, and many others are lapidly being converted to the electric system.
Everywhere we see
instances of the screech of the locomotive being hushed by
the busy hum of the trolley.
peer into the darkness
of the future and we see great system's of railroads operated
by power houses located in the neighboring coal fields; we
see the great cities connected by electric lines, operated at
marvelous speed, and perhaps at no distant date will some
new " Empire Slate Express," or "999 Limited" be pointed
out as the development of the electric street railway.
resort roads,

to

If it is proposed to establish a freight or, express service,
estimates should be made of the amount of business which
could be procured, of its reliability, and of the rates which
conld be charged, taking into account the existing competition.
On the other side, the cost of operating such a service
should be estimated, allowing liberally for the time the investment is in idleness on account of nothing to do. If a
reasonable assurance cannot be obtained of a steady and
regular traffic, it is best not to venture into it, for an unreliable trade is liable soon to develop into a losing one.
There
are cases, however, as has already been pointed out, when
it would be good policy to
operate such a service at a loss,
merely to give accommodation to j^atrons; and it is possible
that a service, started for this purpose alone, might in a
growing community develop into a paying one.
Before leaving the subject of express service it might not
be out of place to give a brief description of a novel form,
soon to be introduced upon the Union Depot Railroad of
St. Louis, in which the freight is to consist of members of
the genus /lomo, in a more or less disjointed state.
This
gi-eat railway system
in its ramification extends to almost all parts of the city, passing nearly all of the
city institutions, including the Dispensary, City Hospital,
and several of the other hospitals, and at the desire of the
city authorities it is now having built a hospital car.
As
designed, it is a twenty-five foot body, double "truck car,
having a double floor filled with asbestos to deaden sound.
It is proposed to utilize it primarily in conveying patients
from the Dispensary to the city and other hospitals. It can
also be used in case of a great fire or calamity in which
there are many injured and where tlie horse ambulances are
not capable of handling the work. It is expected that other

uses will develop for it after being put into service.
The
car is to be equipped with stretchers, folding chairs, a tank
ofwater, apparatus for heating water by electricity, an

from the

fact that

system without

To

it

can be connected

any alteration

who have been

machine of this type,
to any three-wire

wiring throughout the

in

system for either volt-

motors at 220 volts
and contemplate putting in isolated
plants, the great advantage of a machine of this type will
be seen when it is understood that motors can be run at 220
age.

those

using

electromotive force,

volts

and lighting

This dynamo

who

is

for the rest of the building

practically

two machines

at

in one.

are engaged in building steamships,

no volts.
To

those

locomotives and

general iron-working industries, where electrical cranes and
portable electric drills are used, a machine of this
tion

is

descrip-

valuable, for the reason that a current of electricity

can be carried to a great

distance

for

power purposes on

economical sized wire, while the remainder of the machine
can £e used for lighting purposes.

This will also apply to

business blocks, where electrical elevators, pumps, electric

and small machinery are used, as it is a
measure of economy to run this class of machinery at the
This typq of generator is built in sizes of
higher voltage.
ventilating fans

from 10 to 100 horse power, and generators of larger

size

can

be supplied at short notice.
In

large

cities,

where

floor

obvious that where one machine
two, the expense

is

tion dispensed with,

greatly

one

is

space

is

valuable,

put in to do the

it

is

work of

is one foundaand one clutch pulley, as well

decreased; there

belt

as the actual floor space saved.

In the ordinary system

of

power service, where two voltages are desired,
to couple two machines in
it has always been necessary
series, thus making the first cost of the plant extremely high.
While the cost of a dynamo of this description is slight!
lighting and
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low when comfrom this
machine can be taken in any quantity desirable. For example, in a 100 hnrse power generator the current can be
taken at no volts or at 220, while any intermediate number
of horse power from zero to full load can be taken at either
voltage or both at the same time. The company guarantees
all machines to regulate within two volts from zero to full
load with brushes practically at a fixed point of commutation.
higher than a single voltage dynamo,

it

pared with the cost of two machines.

Current

is

Particular attention has been given to the mechanical construction of this machine, insuring long

as the bearings

life,

ment

in trolley line fixtures tliat

The new

section

underrunning,

insulator,

made

is

October

he has noted

for

some

time.

soaked

which

is

also

flush

the'trolley wires to

i-'ig.

4,

permanent construction.

for

span wire

The Metropolitan

Electric

which the Badger

state has offered to

of overhead material
is

so

is

is

making

The advantages

produce

a perfect line

perhaps the only reason this material

The extensive
much experience in

named.

furnished

shown

company, Chicago,

have

trolley lines in this state
line material,

and

move

compound, which allows

B.

in

after ovev-

the

can also be used for

It

The

construction.

in the illustration

avoiding

directions,

all

usual breaks of rigid fastenings.

Metropolitan Specialties.
a specialty of the Badger railwaysupplies.

&

and P.

in paraffine

1894

27,

of Badger

line

was designed

switches

to avoid the

trolley

jumping in crossing switches at high speeds and to avoid the
excessive wear on trolley wheels.
To obtain this result the
trolley wire is kept on a straight line with the lower edge of
the switch arm, and as the wheel leaves the arm the rim of
it will run on the pan of the
switch without changing its
In this way the usual

plans.

bump

a switch

in crossing

is

There are no bolts or solder required to.
hold the trolky wire, and the switch consists of but one
casting, which is made of malleable iron well japanned.
entirely avoided.

A.

Correction.

In enumerating the results of a test

made upon

made

error

the

resistance

in

megohms

Paranite

a typographical

insulation in the last issue of this journal,

This, of

25,000.

coucse, should read 2,500.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York

Notes.

New York,

October 22.— President H. H. Vreeland of
the Metropolitan Traction company announced last Friday
he had commenced the electric road running from
Lexington avenue and the Harlem river south. The road
will be operated by a wire running in a conduit.
An arm
that

.VNDERSOX TROLLEY DEVICES.

The

are long and l^rge in diameter.

long

resistance, insuring
is

windings are of

field

from the

life,

for

years from the time ihey are put in

service,

develop that

the

traceable to

is

are

and

self-oiling

of two

period

faulty

coming the various faults as they developed, a line of material which has proven a success in every detail has been produced.
Not only was efficiency, and durability sought after
m perfecting this material, but also cheapness, and thecompany is able through the simplicity of its design to offer this

During the
a

result for

few years the steam

last

state

impossible for

electrical

on the end, which

says that

establishes

President Vreeland

connection with the wire.

the event of this road proving a success four-

in

of street railways in

be

the city will

operated by

Instead of 500 volt current, such as has been in
there

lines,

be

will

only

a

standard current of 300 volts, so that there will be no danger

lubri-

At a recent meeting of the trustees of the New YorkBrooklyn bridge it was voted to advertise for bids for lighting the bridge cars by electricity.
Bids had already been
submitted by two companies, and C. C- Martin, chief

it

which

engine indicator has

of perfection beyond

While

to go.

every

this

manufacturer

which

it

seems

is

unquestionably the

is

striying, yet there

engineer and superintendent of the
that the contract be
trical

are cases in which this extreme accuracy, attained as

such delicacy of

construction, serves as

For instance,

use of the instrument.

applying a

instrument

lirst-class

having recently undergone

a

there

it is by
drawback to the

new

to a

cylinder by the

the question of power

is

sequently an instrument such as
to

answer

indicator,

and

the valve

and can be used with the assurance that if any part
it can be
replaced at a merely nominal cost.

damaged

J!y an examination of

accompanying cut the construc-

the

tion of the Perfection indicator can be readily understood.
parall-il

and

motion

well-known

the

is

this is considered

sufficiently

and roller
free from friction
slot

to be siiitable for an instrument of this cla^s,

advantage of being easily kept
small screw shown in

screwed

in place

and when

The drum

is

rotating

position

very light, and

As

any speed.

without

proper

in the

By

in repair.

it

& Trading company of
of the bridge trustees

company

in

Brooklyn car storage yards, and building
and dynamo foundations, Mr. Martin had the
former company revise its proposition to conform with these
items. Directly connected dynamos and engines will be used.

IMPROVED EXGINE INDICATOR.
material at very low figures.

plying this material

The

it.

and

is

also

material and

.special care is

standard and

The absence

workmanship

taken in having

interchangeable.

illustrated in the

of solder

in

ap-

one of the features to recommend

accompanying

is

all

of the highest order,

of a

parts

uniform

Several of the parts are

Malleable iron

illustration.

The

New York &

abandoned

Philadelphia Traction

company

lias

proposed plan of building a
trolley road between Sonierville, N. J., and New Brunswick.
After working for three months in getting signers for the
for the present the

right-of-way and securing franchises

from

the

governing

boards of Rarilan, Bound Brook and Somerville, the

co,ii-

has the

loosening the

arm, the cock can bo

carrying

the

and

At a previous meeting

the engine

be

setter will

Mechanical Engineering

recommended

entire tracks in the

scale.

requirements just as well as a better

the

bridge,

lower bidder, the Elec-

to the

which the total was over $3,000 less than that of its <a>mpetitor; but as the Electrical & Mechanical Engineering &
Trading company included placing trolley wires over the

engine, or one

At such times
usually not considered and conand

loosened sand

awarded

a bid was presented by the General Electric

or changes in the steam

repairs

&

New York.

a hesitancy in

is

piping, on account of the danger of cutting the piston

device,

the bottom of the car through the slot

to the traveling public.

arrived at

The

down from

carries a sliding contact

use on the overhead trolley

The bearings

Improved Engine Indicator.

is

and

electricity.

cation.

found

projects

fifths

construction

insuring perfect

self-aligning,

4.

and any defect

be made good at the company's expense.

will

guaranteed

are

both mechanically and electrically

may

heating

fact that

All machines

almost entirely avoided.

that

of low

the armature windings are

high resistance, while

1-IG.

entire instrument,

the

be firmly fastened.

can

the spring can be adjusted for

is
not intended to measure
power, the springs are not calibrated, but are stamped with

the

the valve setter

number of pounds

This indicator

New

is

initial

sold

pressure they are suitable for.

by the Mine

&

Robertson company.

York.

Anderson Trolley Devices.
The accompanying

illustrations

show

the

new

straight

underrunning trolley frogs and crossings and section
sulators of the firm of Albert

Every engineer who

is

&

in-

M. Anderson, Boston.

familiar with

operation of the trolley system
tical, straight

J.

the construction

knows

and

the value of a *prac-

underrunning frog and crossing to avoid the

dipping and consequent sparking of the trolley wheel
passing under them, as well as the

wire at these places.
that

is

It is

in

tendency to iump the

it

is

subjected to

the

by a careful investigation of
direction and a number of experiments, this

strain of the trolley wire, but

the neetls in this
firm

has devised a construction.

1,2 and 3, that is
it is
claimed, buckle under the line
tension, but will remain flush underrunning.
It is not
heavy or clumsy, and is so constructed that no soldering
Figs.

strong, and will not,

A

prominent engineer of one of the largest
electrical railroads in this country has remarked concerning
these frogs and crossings that they are the greatest improveis

necessary.

MEI-ROE'OI.ITAN STECIALTIES.

an easy matter to make a frog

straight underrunning before

has not been extensively used for

overhead

The harder

from fear of corrosion.

parts, mostly

qualities

prices of malleable iron have induced the

and cheaper

company

to

make

a set of switches from this metal, and after they were in use
for

two years no wear was ap])arent, while the corrosion was
from this test that this metal is recom-

insignificant; anditis

mended

in

preference to brass for these overhead parts.

The Badger hanger

is

a

simple device

for

trolley wire to center poles of rigid structures.

of malleable iron.

The

insulation

is

holding
It

is

the

made

a piece of maple well

pany ran against a snag in the Bridgewater township committee, which has the power to grant franchises outside of
towns and boroughs. That committee was willing to grant
the company a franchise if it would make the township
some recompense, and drew up an ordinance compelling the
Traction company to macadamize the whole roadway, which
Somerville and Bound Brook,
is 30 feet wide, •lietween
build and keep in repair all bridges and pay a yearlv license
of $250.

This the Traction company refused to accept.

W.

F. O.

October

27,
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PERSONAL.
Charles Blizani of the Electric Storage Battery compaHV,
Philadelphia, was in Chicago last Monday.
P. H. Klein, treasurer and general manager of the
eral Incandescent Arc Light company of
York,

New

in

Chicago

last

Genwas

week.

Henr)- B. Slater, \-ice-president and general manager of
the Canon City, Colo., Electric Light & Power company,
wa> a recent Chicago visitor.
Secretary'

and

Fontaine Crossing

was a

visitor in

Manager R. Humffreys-Roberts of the
Electrical company, Detroit, Mich.,

&

Chicago

last

week.

Edward Koch has been elected president of the Xorth
Chicago Electric Railroad company in place o' D. H.
Louderback, resigned. Mr. Louderback was also president of the Chicago-North Shore Electric Railroad company, and it was not thought advisable for him to remain
prei^ident of both corporations.
William H. Homberger has severed his connection with
the Hornberger Electric ManuQicturing company of Elkhart, Ind,, with which he has been associated for the
Mr. Hornberger was, in fact, the founder
last five years.
of the company, and much of the success of the transformer
manufactured by the company is due to his ability.

Port Carbon, Frack^ille and Gilberton, making in all 30
miles of electric railway.
The Schuylkill Electric Railway
company, which is now running a line in Pottsville to Port
Carbon andTumbhng Run, has all the best streets in Pottsville occupied, and has been trying for the franchise of the
other towns.
The Pottsville Traction company has secured
the franchises from St. Clair, New Philadelphia and Tamaqua, and has contracted to have its lines finished inside of a
year.
The representatives of tJie two companies meet
nightly in the meeting rooms of town councils, and fight
for the privileges of the several towns.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Huber has been appointed

by the Dis-

receiver

Court for the Oskaloosa, Iowa, Edison Light lir Power
& Land compaany. Interest was defaulted on $50,000
bonds for two years. The assets are one electric plant and
sixty acres of suburban property.
trict

company, Centralia, Wis., was
formed October 1st. Neal Bros, of Grand Rapids, Wis.,
and the Wisconsin Wood Pulp company of Centralia, Wis.,
have each put their electric lighting plants in the new com-

The Central

Electric

pany, taking stock for their values.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
It is said that Berlin is to have an electrically operated
All obstacles, administrative and finanelevated railroad.
cial, have now been removed, and a few days ago the sanction of the municipality was granted by an almost unani-

mous

vote.

It is reported that

a

Ijelt

electric

railway

company

ex-

tending through Illinois towns within a radius of from
twenty-five to fifty miles from St. Louis and nearly the same
Tlie road will
distance in Missouri is in contemplation.
be known as the St. Clair, Madison & St. Louis railway.
concession for the underground electric railroad for
Budapest was granted August loth, and the company to
Its cost is estimated at
build it was immediately organized.
9,000,000 francs and its length is a little over 3)4 kilometers.
portion of the line is to be finished before the end of 1S95
and the whole open for operation by April i, 1S96.

The

The system

be very advantageis a network which can
ously connected with anv other lines built toward the county
from other points. One line is from Norton to Delaware;
one from Delaware south toward Columbus to the Franklin
connty line; another is to be a branch of this and run
to Powell, White Sulphur, Hyatlville and thence back
to
Delaware, making a belt line. A fourth line will
run from Delaware through
Radnor to the north
county line;
another from
Stratford
on" the pike
leading to Columbus to the county line, also on the Sunbury pike, through Sunbury, thence to the county line;
and the last from Inskip's corners on the road leading to
Ashley.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An

accident occurred in Boston
lecently which resulted in the death ol two electric light
linemen.
C. E. Day of the Boston Electric company was
cleaning an arc light globe when he in some way received
the force of the high potential current.
He was strapped to
the ]5ole, and when the current entered his body he fell forward upon the arc, breaking the globe.
For over twenty
minutes he remained upon the cross arm of the post, his
arms encircling the carbons while his flesh was being
roasted.
A. J. Munroe, a lineman sent out by the company, climbed the pole and attempted to cut the wire and
he, too. received the current and fell thirty feet to the
ground, breaking his skull.
At about the same time another lineman some distance from the scene received a
sufficient shock from the same wire to knock him to the
ground.
He, too, fell thirty feet, but landed upon his feet
and sustained severe though not fatal injuries. At the
power station of the company it was said that the cause of
the accident was not known.
It was not customary for the
power to be turned on at the time of day that the acci*
dent occurred.
It was admitted that the company had
In
sent out instructions to all its linemen to look out.
these instructions the company said that a dead wire was
crossed somehow, and that there was danger.

unusually distressing

A

The (phicago City Railway company proposes to continue the Forty-seventh street line— an electric line^eastward to^he lake, to construct a line on Lake avenue ihat
runliorthward from Ffty-fifth street to Forty-third
and ultimately up to Thirty-fifth, thence westward to
Cottage Grove avenue. The company already has in circuJation among the property owners interested a petition for
a right-of-way for the Forty-seventh street extension.
shall

street,

New

Orleans, La., was suselectric car service in
last month to enable experts to over-

The

pended for over a week

haul the plant. An engine rated at 2,000 horse power
capacity was found to be furnishing only 400 horse power, and
the service of the railway as well as the city lighting sufl'ered
One of the causes of the condition of
correspondingly.
affairs is that the water in the Mississippi river so low that
it was impossible to supply the condenser in an adequate

manner.
project toward a greater Pittsburg is to be
a plan to connect Pittsburg and TvIcKeesport by an
Capitalists of Pittsburg, Baltimore and
interested in the new line to connect
New
Pittsburg with McKeesport. There is every probability
The project has
that the work will he carried through.
progi-essed so far that rights of way and plans and specifications for the construction of the line have all been arranged
The line will bring McKeesport within shorter disfor.
The distance by
tance of Pittsburg than at present.
proposed electric
railroad is 15 2-5 miles, and the
route will be loX miles, being almost an air line from
The road will connect with the Second avenue
Pittsburg.

The

found

latest

in

railway.
York are

electric

line at

Glenwood.

& St.

Paul Railroad company
and the Northern Electric Railway company, Chicago,
of a portion of Cenpossession
have locked horns over the
tral avenue, between North avenue and Grand avenue. The
Northern Electric Railway company has been constructing
its line of. tracks along Central avenue, but was obliged to
cease operations because of an injunction issued by Judge
The comTuthill upon complaint of the St. Paul road.
plaining corporation owns several blocks in that vicinity,
and Central avenue is one of the intersecting streets, on
ealch side of which the road owns a frontage of 600 feet.
It is averred that the electric company is not proceeding by
any warrant of the city council or with the con sent of prop-

The

Chicago, Milwaukee

The catalogue is a comprehensive one and
number of illustrations.

contains a large

A

small catalogue of steam specialties has recently been
issued by the Hine
Robertson company, 76 Cortlandt

&

New

York.

such goods as engineers
are so much interested in.
There are many pages devoted
to four different makes of indicators, reducing wheels, planimeters, etc., while the rest of the book is filled with descriptions of eliminators, separators, heaters, exhaust heatls,
damper regulators, filters, Eureka and other makes of pack-

street,

It is full of just

ing.

Delaware, O., will probably become the center of an extensive electric railway system.
The coiinty commissioners
have granted to a company through a. trustee, Colonel J.
M. Crawford, a franchise to use the public highways in
Delaware county for several electric roads which will bring
every portion of the county iato speedy communication
with the court-house. The franchise contains all restrictions and safeguards and requires completion in three years.

.

Charles
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TRADE NEWS.
Central Electric company is meeting with much success in the introduction of its new railway devices, and many
calls are made for its overhead material.

The

In the fitting up of the numerous buiklings which lare
being constructed in Chicago and vicinity, the Washington
Electric company's annunciators are not being overlooked.

Edwin Harrington, Son & Co., 1527 Pennsylvania avenue, Philadelphia, have issued an interesting pamphlet on
the proper method of handling dynamos and other heavy
electrical apparatus.

The last price-list issued by the Butler Manufacturing
company, 46 and 4S South Clinton street, Chicago, illustrates a complete line of lamp hoods of every description, in
addition to many of the other articles manufactured by the
company.
Circular and price list No. 20 of the Interior Conduit &:
Insulation company, New York, is an- interesting exponent
of some of the latest ideas in iron armored insulating congreat many valuable ideas may be gained
duit work.

A

from this book.
Jersey Car Spring & Rubber company, Jersey
a very interesting little illusthe process of collecting and preparing crude rubber for the market, as well as relating the exThe New
periences of the author in the heai;t of Brazil.
Jersey company makes such attractive advertising a feature
of its business.

The New

City,

N.

trated

J., is distributing

book describing

The data concerning platinum, etc., just issued in book
form by Baker & Co., Newark, iS[. J., is comprehensive in
The uses to which platinum
scope and complete in detail.
may be put

are well nigh inexhaustible, but they are carePlatinum is
fully explained and illustrated in this book.
furnished by this firm in sheet and wire, in any size, shape
or degree of hardness and for all purposes.

The New York & Ohio company, Warren,

erty owners representing one-half the fro.ntage.

O., manufacturer of the Packard lamp, has issued a very neat little
book which tells all about the Packard lamps and their hisThe Packard transformer, made by the Packard
tory.
Electric company of the same place, is also treated of in a
Both books are well compiled, and
similar production.
should interest the electrical trade and users of lamps and
transformers.

An electric railway war is in progress in the coal region
of whi^h Pottsville, Pa., is the center, and the scenes of
battle are the council chambers of the different towns
through which the railways are to travel. There are two
rival companies battling for the right of way and franchises
from the several town councils. One of these is the Pottstrolley
ville Traction company, which proposes to build a
road from Tamaqua to Pottsville, Minersville, St. Clair

The trade catalogue of electric street railway supplies recently issued by the Wallace Electric company, 307 DearParticstreet, Chicago, is a well arranged little book.
ular attention is cailed to the insulation which the company
standard
insulators.
Wallace
company
in
all
of
its
The
uses
claims superiority on its overhead material on account of its
adaptability to the purpose designed, combined with tensile
strength and lightness, and because of its high insulation.
born

The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, continues
to find a ready market for the Mac tape, which has been giving such satisfactory results.
This tape has very high abrasive and insulatingqualities, will not oxidize the wire and will
maintain its adhesive qualities under all climatic changes.
It is put up in ^{ inch widths in }4 pound packages.
Special widths will be furnished to order.
The Metropolitan
company is also meeting with much success with the Gilliland telephone outfits, which are being introduced widely.
The company, however, is not the sole selling agent, as has
been announced.
General Manager and Assistant Secretary H. J. Hanford
of the Harrison International Telephonecompanyhasreason
to feel proud of the gratifying success which has attended
his efforts to thoroughly introduce the Harrison telephone
to the public.
The company, mainly through Mr. Hanford's persistent application and business ability, has built
up a splendid business in the West, and at the present time
has a number of exchanges in process of installation.
The
Harrison company has twelve construction companies working in different parts of the country, and is prepared to build,
equip and put in satisfactory running order an entire exchange system, complete in all its details, in any city or
town in the United States in the shortest possible time. It
has issued a comprehensive illustrated book which describes
the telephone and the business methods of the company.

BUSINESS.
The Ohio Storage Battery company, Wade

building
Cleveland, O., has succeeded to all the rights for the manufacture and sale of the Ford-Washburn storage battery by
sole license from the Ford- Washburn Storelecto company.

Large & Twining, manufacturers of electrical supplies,
321 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, are calling the attention
of their friends to the fact that they are now fully equipped
with every facility and device for the manufacture of their
products.
The firm makes a special feature of high grade
switchboards and switches.
C. B. Case, Milwaukee, Wis., is agent for the Otto,
White & Middleton, Foos and other gas engines, and is also
state sgent for the chloride accumulator.
The growing

tendency for gas engine and storage battery plants in this
country has been repeatedly emphasized in the columns of
this journal, and Mr. Case certainly represents standard
articles in their respective lines.

The largest line of pattern letters to put on patterns for
castings is made by H. W. Knight & Son, Seneca Falls, N.
Y. They are constantly adding new styles and sizes and
are abrea.^t of the times in variety and prices.
They have
recently made shipments to Turkey and have an increasing
trade in other foreign countries as well as in the United
States. Try them with your next order, addressing Drawer
1256.
The American Electrical Heater company, 45 State street,
Detroit, Mich., is introducing an electric soldering iron
throughout the country which is deserving of attention. It
has been endorsed by prominent concerns in the electrical
business, and has given excellent results where used.
It is
manufactured by the American company under the Tinnerholm patents, and has been in practical service in the works
of the General Electric company at Schenectady for more
than a year. The Metropolitan Electric comoany, Chicago,
is the western selling agent for this specialty.
George N. Crawford, the Chicago representative of the
Watertovvn Steam Engine company, has just secured an
order from the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railroad
company for one 100 horse power high speed automatic
Within the last few days the factory has also
engine.
received from the same territory orders for a 100 horse
power high speed engine from an electric light and power
company of Grand Island, Neb., a 50 horse power direQtly
connected high speed engine for the Western Electric company of St. Louis, and a 150 horse power high speed engine
for Jacksonville,

111.

Electrical Works of Providence, R. I.,
although having had a large business during the year, notic?e
Their large
a decided increase in trade from the West.
works at Phillipsdale present a busy scene, indicating that
the new location is none too extensive to meet their rapidly

The American

growing business.

To

reach the American Electrical Work^;

froni Providence it is only necessary to telephone that a
visitor is waiting at the terminal of the cable road, and their
naphtha launch Frolic is sent to convey one up the river to

the works.
visitors

From

April

rode on the Frolic.

October
Evidently the

ist

to

ist

some 4,000

trip is a

popular

one.

Contracts are being negotiated for an electric lighting
one
plant for two 50 kilowatt directly connected and
30 kilowatt belt-driven generator of Western Electric
two
manufacture,
horse
power
Ideal
engines
company
So
and one 60 horse power Allis-Corliss engine for the Scotten
of Detroit.
John Scott & Co., architects,
Specifications for the plant were prereceived the bids.
& Hinchman, engineers, Detroit, Mich.,
who will also superintend the entire installation of machinery
and wiring. These engineers are now located in their new
They make a specialty of specioffice at 39 Clifford street.
fications and tests of electric plants, but are prepared to do
The Scotten plant is the
a general engineering business.
largest isolated incandescent plant yet contracted for in Detroit, and one of the first to use horizontal high speed
engines with directly connected generators.

Tobacco factory

pared by Field

-
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The General Electric company announces a new line of
station switches to meet the demand for a reliable switch
which, sold at alow price, will nevertheless be as durable and
The
effective in its work as the higher priced goods.
switch is known as the Coper snap knife switch and differs
from the generality of station switches in that the contacts and
lugs instead of being of cast metal are of pure copper stampings, the contacts having ample contact surface to avoid
The hinges of the blades
heating and consequent loss.
which move in the back contacts are so designed as to give
The handle and cross bar are conexcellent conductivity.
nected to the blades by strong spiral springs which pull the
blade out, with a quick break action, only after the spring is
Thus the danger of arcing is
in considerable tension.
The switches are mounted on bases
reduced to a niinimun.
of hard white porcelain made by the General Electric comat its works at Schenectady, and are constructed in
sizes Irom 75 amperes to 300 amperes, double and triple
pole, with and without fuse holders.
pany

The Moore
the laws of

Electrical

company was incorporated under

New York

state recently.

The

directors are

Leopold Wallach, the prominent counsel, Joseph Livingstone, banker, Edward J. Wessels, general manager of ttie
Genett Air Brake company, and D. McFarlane Moore, the
inventor.
Neither Mr. Wessels nor Mr, Moore needs an
introduction to the electrical fraternity, as their work is
well known.
Mr. Moore's claims concerning current control and phosphorescent light have been made widely known

since the time when he read his paper before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers on "A New Method of
Current Control." For the last five years Mr. Moore has
been an engineer for the Edison, Thomson-Houston and
General Electric companies. On October 1st he tendered
his resignation, and is now devoting his entire energies to
developing the business of the Moore Electrical company.
The new company has secured all the patents owned jointly
by Messrs. Wessels and Moore, and an excellent laboratory
has been placed at Mr. Moore's disposal.

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is at present
distributing two little catalogues which will undoubtedly
prove to be of very great interest to the electrical trade, as
they are the first separate catalogues published covering the
goods which they list. One is a complete catalogue of the
Packard transformer, illustrating and describing the process of manufacture and the detail of construction and giving
data in regard to efficiency, regulation, etc.
This is the
first complete catalogue of the Packard transformer that has
been issued. The other catalogue covers the complete line
of Packard lamps, from the " Baby" to the "Mogul," with
special appliances that have been designed by the Packard
company and manufactured solely by it for use in connection
with its Mogul and other special lamps.
This catalogue
lists for the first time the Packard theater lamp, a special
lamp for foot, border and bunch lights, the Packard
stereopticon lamp (a substitute for calciums for theatrical
work) ancf the focusing outfit for use in connection with it.

October

2?. r5

Both of these catalogues are filled with information that will
be entirely new 10 the majority of the trade.
The Electric
Apphance company would be glad to receive applications
from any who liave not received copies of these interesting
lists.

An important-point in making or refilling commutators is
the necessity of applying heat during the process of building, and from long experience the following method is said
by the Mica Insulator company, 21S Water street. New
York, to give perfect satisfaction, and be a cure for such
ills as loose bars, cement
oozing out, or oil soaking in, if
micanite segments or rings are used: After assembling the
commutator, heat it to about 200'^ F., or just enough to
make the micanite pliable; then tighten the bars or rings as
much as possible. The pliability of the micanite will allow
the distril>ution ot unequal strains and will counteract to a
great extent irregularities in the dimensions of other parts
of the commutator.
Then continue the heating, hut this*
time let it reach 400° F., or until the shellac, which will
here and there, has become dry. In
shellac may be partially carbonized with no bad reretighten the commutator either hot or cold,

have oozed out
fact the
sults.

Then

but preferably in both states.
Do not tighten during the
progress of this second heating, but wait until the shellac is
baked dry. When no proper arrangements are provided for
heating, the commutator can be put for a few minutes inside
a boiler furnace door, or on a gasoline stove, or on a plate
placed over a blacksmith's forge.

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issneif October 16, rSg^.
52: ,414.

Electric Cable.

Thomas

J.

Dewees, Palmyra,

N.

Application filed June 20, 1894.
J.
In carrying out this invention the inventor employs a cable
made up of a series of wires, so as to be flexible, and in which
the wires composing the cable may be bare wires, resting onein contact with the other, or formed of insulated wires, in which
ea'-h insulated wire may convey a separate current. The cables
may be made in the form of a rope, or otherwise have the wires
bunched together so as to form a practical and flexible structure.
'I'he conductors so formed are inclosed in an insulating
wrapping of paper or oiher fibrous material forming more or
less air spaces throughout the cable, and e.Merior to the insulating wrapping is an outer casing of metal to shield the
inner structure and make it waterproof. The inventor also
prefers to arrange within the outer metallic casing or tubing

Treadle for Use in Railway Signaling. John GDixon, Birkby, England. Application filed February

52.7,481.

20, 1S94.

The invention consists of the combination with a depressible
treadle and a counterbalanced and pivoted lever of a dash-pot
cylinder, a pis'on sliding therein, a rod operatively connecting
the lever and piston, the insulated contact piece normally above
the piston in the cylinder, and the two conductors connected
respectively to the contact piece and cylinder, the circuit being
completed by the ascending piston.
Multiple Safety Cut-out.
527,501.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Application

James F. McLaughlin,
filed

January

iS, 1S90.

It is the object of the present improvements to render the
operation of a multiple safety-plug or out-out patented by the
present inventor entirely automatic until all the strips have
been destroyed, so that no attention is required in order to
again complete the circuit each time it is broken by the melting
of a fusible strip on the passage of an abnormal
iirrent.
In
the present instance an automatic operation is efl^ected by putting a switch-arm spindle under the tension of a coiled spring,
and maintaining it in position by a detent of peculiar construction, so arranged that the arm will be released when the circuit
is broken by the melting of a fusible strip, and will be automatical ly caught and held when the circuit is again completed.
.

form 01 carbon analogous to graphite in the particulars desir
able for the purposes of the invention and in combining with a
wire thus protected, a similarly protected contact roller or
other analogous contact device.

Electric Arc Lamp.
Alfred H. Moses, Jr., St.
527,559Louis, Mo.
Application filed January 21, 1893.

There is described in an electric arc lamp the combination
with an inclosure for the carbons or electrodes, this inclosure
comprising a casing and a globe section, of a flange formed
upon the casing section, a corresponding flange formed upon
the globe section and adapted for contact with the casing
flange, the casing having the flat under side as shown, pendants
projecting Irom the casing flange, and adjusting screws carried
by the pendants, having an upward inward inclination adapted
for impinging obliquely on the flat under side of the globe flange
at a distance from the body of the globe, adapted to avoid material inward pressure at the angle between the flange and the
body, whereby the screws have a direct lifting action and wide
range of adjustment, and are capable of exerting strong pressure upon the globe without injury thereto, and of insuring a
tight joint between the globe and the casing sections.

Secret Telegiaphy. Alfred D. P. Weaver, Jack527,518.
son, Miss.
Application filed December 26, 1S93.
The device patented is illustrated in the accompanying draw-

The object of the invention is to enable telegraphic dispatches to be exchanged between such stations as are equipped
with the device, the telegraphic dispatches not being heard at
stations not equipped with it
Assuming that the instrument
has been properly introduced into the loop of the main line, and
the rheostat adjusted to the distance between the points of communication, and secrctcommunicalion is desired between these
points, the first operator calls the other by depressing key G.
This opens a shunt and throws the current through the rheostat, causing the secret relay B to exercise less attraction on
armature C, and the spring
being adjusted to puli it back
when the relay is thus weakened in energy, contact is made between li and S, and the bell Q is sounded by the following circuit, /". Q, S, R,
D, O, C, R', S', A' and 7.- .S' and R' being
held closed by relay J>", whose main line current is not broken,
but only diminished by the rheostat. The result is that the
second operator responds to [he call, and both operators then
adjust their switches R', so as to cut out their bells. The opening and closing of key G now continiTes to actuate relay B and
alternately opens and closes contact points ,? and R, and
operates the sounder £> over the following, circuit C, D, O, C,
R', A', A',
E, R, /", /', being the same circuit last traced
except that the bells are cut out.
ing.

U

C

%

N.

and exterior

to the paper a moistureabsorbentsuch as powdered
quick-lime or chloride of calcium. It is desirable to leave
more or less air space which is thoroughly dried by this moisture absorbent, though in practice lonsiderable of the quick
lime may get within the fibrous or paper insulation or sheath
during the process of construction.
l he object is
to secure as
far as practicable a good dry air space about or in contact with
the wires forming the cable conductor.

Dynamo-electric
527,415.
ance, O.
Application

Machine. Ezra Faucett,
February 15, 1894.

Clock.
Carl Gullberg, Jersey
Application filed September 16, 1893.

Electric

527,528.

NO. 527,436.

J.

City,

The invention consists of improved apparatus of circuitclosing and breaking mechanism for periodically energizing an
electro-magnet by which the impulses are given to the pendulum of a clock through the armature carried thereon.

Alli-

The

object of the invention is to provide an improved connection between the cores or field pieces and the pole pieces ol
electro-magnets' for dynamos and electric motors, whereby a
perfect connection is made and the greatest possible contact
secured between the parts, with extreme simpluily of onstruction and case of assembling the parts of such machines

November

27, 1S93.

The combination is described of a vertical insulated wire, a
horizontal wire attached thereto, one end of which wire crosses
the path of the trolley pole, the opposite end projecting between
the vertical ends of other wires, and these wires connected to
groups of signals in opposite directions, the horizontal wire
being adapted to be swung by the passing trolley pole into
contact with the vertical wire when moving in one direction,
and the vertical end of the other wire when moving in the opposite direction to convey signals of the approach of a car.

The

invention

Application

may

Joseph

filed

June

E.

Edwards,

7, 1S94.

be readily understood by reference

accompanying

to the

illustrations.
he figure on the left is a sectional perspective view of a conduit embodying the invention,
and the figure on the right is a transverse section.
1

527,601. Condtiit Electric Railway.
Oliver B. Finn,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed March 16, 1S94.

The invention consist* in the combination and arrangement
of parts by which a circuit which is normally closed is broken
of a light, and at the same time another
path i.s oflered for the current. Under this arrangement the
breaking of the circuit, either by the extinguishment of the
light or from any other cause, is made to give both a visual and
an audible alarm, whereby the possibility of accidents is reduced to a minimum.
by the extinguishment

Rheostat.
527,730.
Application filed

.

plication filed

Toronto, O.

Light Indicator. Louis F. Johnson, Pough527,608.
keepsie, N. Y.
Application filed April 7, 1894.

<

Apparatus for Signaling the Approach of Street
527,461.
Cars.
Garland E. St. John, Kalamazoo, Mich. Ap-

Underground Conduit.

The invention consists of an electric railway system comprising a shoe whiih is connected with a car, so as to travel therewith, a movable stem with a roller which may be engaged by
the shoe, an arm with which the stem may contact, and a feed
wire carrying the arm, whereby a circuit may be formed and
communicated from the wire to the motor of the car,

filed

Primary Battery and Portable Electric Lamp.
527,436.
Samu^el W. Maquay, London, Eng.
Application filed
January 4, 1S94.
The inventor employs what may be termed horizontally arrajiged zinc plates, or .plates so arranged that their width is
greater than their depth", such as disks of metal used on the
This and other improvements forming part of the Jnven.flat.
tion are illustrated in the accompanying drawing, which shows
an improved portable lamp from the cells of which the zinc
plates may be removed when not in use, and which is liquid'1 he figure is
tight.
a sci. tional elevation showing the improvements applied to a combined portable battery and lamp suuh as
would be applicable for miners' use.

NO- 527.597-

527,597.

NO. 527,518.
Trolley.

527,546.

N.

J.

William H. Bache, Bound
filed October 31, 1893.

Brook,

Alton

March

J.

Shaw, Muskegon, Mich.

15, 1894.

The invention consists in a resistance card, block or device,
formed of a considerable length of metallic band, tape or ribbon, folded back and forth, the folds being separated by nonconducting spacing blocks, whereby Iree circulation of air is
permitted and undue heating is prevented,

Application

The

invention consists in part of the combination in a trolley
of a socketed support and a bracket onsistirig of two sections
branched to support the trolley wheel between them, and having arms or projections, together constituting a split pintle
adapted to the socket of the support.
1

Weather Protecting Covering for Electrical Con527,556.
ductors.
Edwin J. Houston, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed November 17, 1891.
The invention consists in coating the otherwise bare copper
surface of a wire with a thin adhesive layer of graphite or other

Telephone Call Register. William T. Gentry,
527,759.
Atlanta, Ga.
Application filed April 20, 1S94.
The operation of the device patented is as lollows : The subscriber connects with a call wire, or otherwise calls for the de.
Sired connection, and is told by the operator to insert and turn
his key.
He inserts the key, and by m-jans thereof produces
one revolution of a tumbler, registering one thereby, after which
he withdraws his key. fls the key is turned the bell is rung
and heard by the operator at the central oflice, who knows that
he has registered that conversation. If desired,, the operator
may first call the subscriber to whom the first named subscriber
wishes lo speak before directing the insertion of the key.
,

—
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Coupled Motor and Blower.

Directly

The accompanying
installation

one of the

which

is

of a

first

tj'pe

practice not at

common.

been

geared

JNIarshall Field's

installed.

an

of particular interest, as

new

is

all

shows

ilIu5tration

cause the motor

ment of
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of motor of

directly to

The

noise as possible in

electrical

represents

it

and be-

its size

a large blower, a

apparatus

is

in the base-

establishment and has only lately

The blower

is

designed

to

run

the

operation

the

of

No.

1894.

3,

the outfit,

and

to

overcome

this difficulty

a

built-up

moriise gear of wooden

teeth has

been

to

deaden

sound.

used

The blower

designed to run lOO revolutions per minute and

is

is

connected

with the motor, as seen, by the mortise gear and a cast-iron

The pinion runs

pinion.

450 revolutions per minute and

at

the mortise gear 150 revolutions.

The motor was

furnished bv

roads

is

Western Electric com-

well under way.

The power

house,

at

the

southwestern corner of Washington boulevard and Western
avenue, will be a handsome and substantial structure, faced

with pressed brick and cut stone.

The

boiler plant will

.boilers of about
suit the

the

now

^8.

ice.

consist

400 horse

It will

of 20

power

have steel

Stirling

floors.

water

tube

each, built especially to

requirements of the street railroad company's serv-

There

will ultimately

be

six

2,000 horse power cross-

DIRtCTLY COUPLED MOTOR AND BLOWEK.
pneumatic cash
Bosted Package

system

tube

&

Cash

The pneumatic system

which

Carrier

was

installed

company of

by ihe

C!iicago.

for conveying cash in stores

is

meet-

many of the large retail
establishments in the United Slates are now using it. The
Root blower, manufactured by the P. H. & F. M. Root
ing with considerable

favor,

and

company, is used extensively in tins conneclion for the
purpose of producing a jjartial vacuum in the tubes. The
blower illustrated is of the positive pressure type and runs
under f4 "^ ^ pound vacuum, exhausting 6,500 cubic feet
The whole outfit,
per minute from 65 different stations.
including blower, bed-plate and motor, weighs approxi-

was

especially desirable

that

there should be as

little

and

is

of

its

new

niuliipolar

form.

The speed

is

approximately 450 revolutions a minute, at which it is
designed to give 52 horse power. The commercial efficiency
at full load is approximately S9 per cent, and the electrical
efficiency at full load

weight

is

is

approximately 93-7 per cent. Its
it runs ujjon a no volt circuit.

6,800 pounds, and

was installed through Edward Harman,
manager of the Chicago office of the Root company.

Tlie blower

compound non-condensing Corliss engines. At present the
company has contractedfor diree 2,000 horse power engines
and one of 1,000 horse power, which are being built by
The generators will be
Fraser & Chalmers of Chicago.
furnished by the Siemens & Halske company of Chicago
The armaand will be direclly coupled to the engines.
ture spiders of tliese great machines have just been cast at

[he factory.

pumps,

West Side

plant will be furnished complete with all

by Fraser

&

Two

active supervision of Construction Superinten-

Chapman the work of transforming the horse car lines
the West Chicago Street Railroad company into electric

base where the foundation commences, while the brickwork
It will contain over a
proper will be about 27 feet .square.

Under the
of

Railway Extension,
Chicago.

The

indicators, oiling system, heaters, etc.,

overhead traveling cranes will be built
The boiler stack will be
spanning the entire engine room.
16 feet in diameter and 240 feet high, 4S feet square at the

dent

mately 27,000 pounds.
It

paiiy

Electric

Chalmers.

WESTERN

20S
million brick and will be one of the largest

The plant

city.

February

expected

is

to

in

the

fornia Midwinter International Exposition

operation

by

S7.85 per cent., inclu3ing transmission.

stacks

be ready for

Water Power Lighting and Power Plant
of Buchanan, Mich.
Eighly-eight

from Chicago on the

miles

line of

the

Michigan Central railroad, at the city of Buchanan, Mich.,
is one of the finest water powers in the central states.
The Buchanan Power & Electric company has,during the last

two

November

an efficiency of

~The

pole pieces,

form the main portion of the frame, are of special
cast iron,
and the field magnet cores employed are of
wrought iron. These pole pieces, with their cores, which

fine

example

power.

of

electric

plant

operated

3,

1894

by water

-

which

1S95.

i,
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Electric Railways in the South.

contain the magnetic circuits of the apparatus, are insulated

In an interesting article on the development of the electric railway in the South the Maiinfaclitrcrs' Record -^x^-

from the base by a distance piece of brass

sents

ducing the magneticleakage to a

or zinc, thus re-

minimum and

giving

a

uniformity of lap to the brushes on either side of the corn-

some valuable

to railway

men

statistics that will

at this time.

An

appeal most forcibly

abstract follows:

This convention of street railway men

is

peculiarly filted

and necessary land to
which will furnish
the company with about 3,000 minimum horse power at low
water.
During the summer months the average flow is 12
years, acquired the water

build a

dam

rights

across the St. Joseph

dam 400

inches over a stone

river,

feet in length.

A

power house has been built on the north side of the
river, a view of which is shown in Fig. i, where, at the
present time, a finely equipped plant for electric lighting and
power has been in operation for the last eight or nine
months, furnishing arc lighting for the streets and stores,
alternating current for residences

and commercial

lighting,

and a power circuit for driving the pumps at the city water
works and furnishing current for motors in factories and small

The^ower at present is derived from three 100
horse power turbines of vertical type geared by quarter
gearing to a 75 foot line shaft, Fig. 2, extending from the

shops.

through the entire length of the main dynamo
The arrangement is such that either or all of the
wheels may be used at the same time on the main shaft.
Within the dynamo room the shaft is provided with driving

wheel
room.

pits

pulleys on quills which are governed

The

present

by friction clutches.
equipment of the plant was

electrical

furnished by the Standard Electric

one 60 light Standard
900 revolutions a minute, which
street lamps and commercial arc
consists of

volt

company of Chicago and
dynamo operating at

arc

furnishes

current for the

a 45 kilowatt, 550

lights;

compound wound multipolar power generator running

675 revolutions a minute, which furmshes current for the
power circuit, to which is attached motors for driving the
at

pumps

in the city

motors scattered
light alternator,

water

works, as well as various smaller

about the
a

with

1,100 volts on the primary circuit, with a

furnishing

full

equipment of

The switchboard, shown in
dynamo room is finely equipped
with Standard instruments and accessories. The arc lamps
converters,

arc lamps,

Fig.

3

—a view

of

etc.

—

the

Standard

double

used are

of

the

pattern.

On

the opposite side of the

now

FIG.

town; also a Standard 1,250

self-contained exciter

putting in additional wheels

service,

for

weatherproof

river the

company

is

about 800 horsepower

mutator.

The range

I.

W.VTER POWER LIGHTING AND POWER PLANT OF iJUCl-IANAN, MICH.

of the brushes from the neutral point

between the sparkmg point on either

side causes a variation

of nearly one ampere.

The^ total change of load leaving the

brushes standing at

non-sparking point does not exceed

ttie

one-quarter ampere.

The

board permits- the

load of the machine to be thrown on

full

switching device on the terminal

or off without any unnecessary sparking or kindred trouble
at the

commutator or brushes.

The

switch

first

short-cir"

to be held in a southern city this year, as the development
of electric railways in the states south of the Susquehanna
river has been especially rapid and extensive within the last

When one investigates the amount of work done
the figures reach astonishing proportions, and sho\/ beyond
a doubt that this pajt of the country has not only kept up
with but perhaps has gone beyond others in the building of
electric lines.
As to the amount of rapid raih-oad building
which the South has accomplished within a few years the
city of Baltimore furnishes-a most notable illustration.
Three years ago every one of its street car lines was operated by horse power, with the exception of one mile of
electric road in the northern part of ihe city.
At present
horses are used on but one road in the city limits, and by
1S95 this will be rebuilt for electric operation.
Since the
date mentioned about 220 miles of track have been laid
in
and near the city for cable and electric motive power, on
which about 600 electric or cable cars are operated, and
which require the power generated in nine large stations.
These figures- will give merely an idea of the investment of
capital in Baltimore alone in "the street railroad
business
within three years.
But to show how generally southern cities are provided
with rapid transit facilities, the following list is appended
'
all of which have one or more electric lines:
Alexandria, Va.
Lexington, Ky.
Anniston, Ala.
Little Rock, ArkAsheville, N. C.
Longview, Tex.
few years.

Ashland, Ky.
Athens, Ga.
Augusta, Ga."
Austin, Te\.

Maysville, Ky.

Md,

Baton Rouge, La.
Birmingham, Ala.
Bristol, Tenn.
Charlotte, N. C.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Columbus, Ga.
Covington, Ky.
Cumberland, Md.
Dallas, Tex.
Danville, Va.

Denison, Tex. (steam).
Fort Worth, Tex.
Frankfort, Ky.
Gadsden, Ala.
Galveston, Tex.
Hampton, Va.
Hot Springs, Ark.
Huntington, W. Va.
FIG.

which

2.

will be used

for factory purposes.

WATER POWER LIGHTING AND POWER PLANT OF BUCHANAN, MICH.
in

the

Some two

development of power

or three

large factories

have already been secured, which will employ altogether
some 200 or 300 hands. Arrangements are being concluded
for the location at Buchanan of a number of smaller
factories, which will be built at most advantageous points
for shipping

and

iise

electric

motors for power.

The generating machines used

in this

the well-known Standard type, and

the

arc

fields,

cutting them out of the external circuit, and

then shorl-circuits the armature on

its

own

terminals.

By

removing the pedestal at either end of ihe shaft, the armature may be taken out or replaced, or the same result may
be accomplished by taking off the upper pole piece and raising the armature from its position in this manner.
Three circuits, one for arc and one for incandescent light-

of

ing and one for power purposes, are led from the station on
a pole line to a distributing point in Buchanan.
The entire

the Cali-

plant has been giving excellent satisfaction and presents a

installation

are of

machine

the same pattern as that which showed by test at

cuus the

is

Ky.

Lynchburg, Va.
Macon, Ga.-

Baltimore,

capacity,

Louisville,

Atlanta, Ga.

Marlinsburg,

W.

^^a.

Memphis, Tex.
Mobile, Ala.

Montgomery, Ala.
Nashville, Te'nn
Natchez, Miss.
New Orleans, La.
Paducali, Ky.
Petersburg. Va.
Raleigh, N. C.
Richmond, Va!
Roanoke, Va.

Rome, Ga.
San Antonio, Tex.
Savannali, Ga.

Sherman, Tex.
Shreveport, La.

Tampa,

Fia.

Vicksburg, Miss.
Waco, Tex.

Jacksonville, Ha.
Jphnson City, Tenn.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Washington, D. C
Wheeling. W. Va.'
Wilmington, N. C.
Laredo, Tex.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
This lisl does not include several cities in which
a steamdummy system is used in place of horses and mules.
In most of these cities the power plants, quality
of roadbed and rolling stock will compare favorably with
the
systems in any of the municipalities in the country
Takin^r
Atlanta for example, not ahorse car is to be
seen on its
thoroughfares.
The electric lines connect the business and
manulacturing centers, hotels, railroad depots, theaters
and
churches with the principal residence sections in and
beyond
the city hmits.
On the Consolidated lines, which contro

-
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sixty-foar miles of track, the rolling stock is from the best
makers in the country, such as the Pullman, Brilt and Stephenson works, while Corliss engines of the most modem type
furnish the generating power. Although Asheville, X. C,
has less than 12,000 in its resident population, it has three
electric routes in operation, embracing in all fourteen miles.

Summing it all up, \ve tind that within two years companies in southern cities have constructed 439 miles of rapid
transit routes, and that 126 miles more are being constructed, or will be in a few months.
This is truly a remarkable record. To show how rapid has been the progress
of southern cities in this direction, .another table is given as

No

animal power is used on any of its lines. At Savannah
and Augusta, Ga., the motive power is electric. In the
former city the rate of fare at present is doubtless the lowest
one to three cents, with transin the world for car ser\'ice
fers to any part of the city. This, however, is owing to competition between rival companies. Theeo^ipment in both of

follows:

these cities is equal to thatm Atlanta. BaltTnibre has already
been referred to, but the opinion of expert railway men may
be added that the street transportation service in the city today surpasses that ofuny other in the country in point of
cheapness and ex^cH&rf^e. - The four principal companies
Citv Passenger, Traction, City & Suburban and Lake Roland
Elevated give free transfers between each of their resptctive
divisions, while the last named company and the Central
The lines of the four
issue transfers good on either road.
companies connect the center of the city with the principal
suburbs and parks, and also traverse the sections where the
mechanics and laborers reside, giving them excellent faciliThe power
ties for reaching their places of employment.
house equipments are from the most noted manufacturers;
the roadbeds are laid with 60 and 70 pound sleel rails on
good ties, and it is said to he a fact that every line is constructed substantially enough as to track to be utilized by a
steam locomotive were it necessary. As*a result very fast
time is made, and there is an absence of the jolting and
jarring so often noticed on lightly built systems.
Next to Baltimore, the city of New Orleans, Lit., has
been the scene of more electrical construction than any
Fully 100 miles of track will be
other point in the South.
completed by the end of this year. As in Baltimore, aniexclusively
in the city up "to two years
mal power was used
ago, with the exception of one or two sections in the outThe
skirls, on which steam dummies were operated.

Mileage previous to 1S93
Total completed and projected

—

—

.

done for the South. It has been the means of building up
and developing suburban property which otherwise would
have been isolated practically from the city. It has brought
residence streets near the corporation limits within a few
minutes' ride of the center of the city.
Asa result houses
on these streets have been rented more readily and have
commanded a much better price, while the suburban property has rapidly advanced in value.
The building of electric lines through sparsely settled portions of a city
stimulates people to locate in its vicinity, with the result
that a
marked improvement in the value of property becomes ap-

Miles.

Total mileage of electric and cable systems
ent completed in the South
Mileage completed since January i, 1S93

at

pres-

i)4S5

439

parent.

Such are only special advantages. Many others might be
enumerated, but these sufficiently explain why men with
money have such faith in rapid transit projects. " They have

1,044
i,6ii

In other words, the 439 jniles of new lines represent
nearly 30 per cent, of the entire distance covered by electric
and cable companies on the streets of southern cities. With
the 126 miles projected and under construction, it is
35 per
cent.
If anything were needed to prove how rapidly the
South is improving in the way of transit, this will suffice.

Anyone

will at

once acknowledge

tliat

the

money

doubtless enlisted outside capital in many other enterprises,
such as factories, hotels, suburban towns, etc., which would
never have been undertaken had not the building of the railway revealed the advantages to be gained by a further expenditure of money.
The application of electricity in various ways is so closely
related to rapid transit that a brief outline of what the
South is doing in this direction will not be out of place in
an article of the present character.
People unaware of the
progress of this section in public improvements will doubtless be astonished at the figures, but they are compiled
from the best authorities^ and are accurate. As the cars on
fully 95 per cent, of the street railroads are operated by
electric currents, it becomes apparent that a large number
of power houses are required.
Some of these stations are
used_ simply for furnishing a motor current, while others
furnish currents for motive power and illuminating purposes
as well.
In the larger cities of the South the lighting plant
is usually separate, and constructed only to supply the sev-

in-

vested in rapid transit systems in the South will reach into
the millions, but the question is how far.
The building ol
roadbeds, heavily ballasted, with the best steel rails, in connection With the poles and wiring necessary for the ordinary trolley system, is a very large item in itself, esjjecially if
bridges fure required, or cuts or fills are to be made for
grading; to this must be added the cost of the power station, with its powerful engine, or set of engines, according
to the current to be generated, the dynamo plant and the
auxiliary apparatus.
Experts estimate that an electric line
along an ordinary highway which requires no unusual amount
of grading or bridging can be built and equipped ready for
operation at about $20,000 to $25,000 per mile.
The ex-

New

Orleans Traction company, Canal &: Claiborne company.
New Orleans & CarrolUon company, Orleans company and
St. Charles Street Railroad company have all let coniracts
These corporations combined own
for electric equipment.
Two of the companies have lines now
150 miles of road.
operated by motors.
Chattanooga, Tenn., with about 30,006 population, has
nearly fifty miles of its railroads ojierated by electric motors.
Few cities of its size are as well provided with electric
means of transit. Knoxville, Tenn., with 22,000 people,
has nearly one mile of electric road to every r,ooo.
Nashville and Memphis, in the same state, have sixiy-seven
and sixty-one miles of electric lines. Richmond, Va., has
Fifty miles of its
also an excellent service of this character.
street railways are operated by the Edison and Westingand
closed
cars,
according to the
open
with
house systems,
season.
It is also interesting to

how

note

the smaller cities in the

South have kept up with the era of rapid transit. In VirRoanoke, Lynchburg, Danville and Petersburg have

ginia,

while at Staunton, Charlottesand elsewhere arrangements are being made to build
them. An extensive system is now under construction in
Norfolk, and will probably be partly used this year. Beside
Asheville, the cities of Winston-Salem, Charlotte, Wilmington and Raleij^h. N. C, have electric lines on the prmcipat
Charleston, S. C. ^ is about to secure a system.
streets.
Columbia, the state capital, has one which has proved very
Greenville and Spartanburg \\ill doubtless have
successful.
Besides the Georgia cities already
roads within two years.
has an admirable service. Companies are
Macon
mentioned,
also established in Columbus. Athens and Rome. Anniston,
lines in successful operation,
ville

Montgomery and Gadsden

are

among

the

Alabama

cities,

Natchez in Mississippi, and Eaton Rouge in Louisana.
While Texas is still in the beginning of its period of settlement and development, electric transit has found, favor in

many

of the

cities; for instance,

Austin, Dallas Denison, Fort

Worth, Laredo, Longview and Sherman. In Galveston,
Houston and San Antonio the systems are very extensive,
embracing the main parts of the cities and suburbs. Plot
Springs, Ark., has twenty miles of line operated by motors
of the Thomson-Houston system.
^ It has already been intimated that the building of electric
railways and other modes of rapid transit in the South has
been very extensive within a comparatively recent period.
The following table, compiled from the construction department of the Manufacturers' Record and other authorities, gives the mileage completed for electric and cable power
in cities from January i, 1893, to September i, 1S94:
Miles.

Maryland

185

Virginia
South Carolina

lYz

4

Georgia

28

Florida

3

Alabama

3
93
37

Louisiana

Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
Kentucky
District

J^

^

6
35

439
lines.

mileage of electric lines projected and under
Miles.
construction is appended in the following table:
24
Maryland
Tennessee
9
'5
Virginia
.
20
South Carolina

The

total

Alabama.

7

Georgia
District of

Columbia

Total
Does not include Washington-Baltimore
proposed

lines.

•

"

*

:

'

'

•

S

Total
Of which 47 J^ miles are cable

|

OF ULCHANAX, MICH.

A

eral circuits of lamps.

careful examination of tlie apparfrom the steam engine to ihe smallest insulator, reveals 'the fact that many of the southern stations are supplied
atus,

with the best-grades of steam and electrical mechanisni and
are complete in every detail.
The engines range as high as
2,oco horse power, and are of such makes as Allis, Corliss
Hamilton, Cooper, Ball, Westinghouse, Armington-Sims'
Ide, Russell, Mcintosh & Seymour, Taylor, Ball &
Wood
and others which are standai'd. .The principal electric systems used are the Thomson-Houston. Westinghouse General Electric, Fort Wayne," Short and Detroit.
Up to January 1,1893. the following number of eleclrie
power stations for motor, and lighting pui poses were built
in the South by companies whose aggregate capital
stock is
.

also given:

:

i

of Columbia

WATER POWER LIGHTING AND POWER PLANT
pense in cities is much greater.
On streets which have''
never been used for railroad purposes before, the figures
range from' $30,000 to .$40,000 per mile, while the cost of
rebuilding horse railroads for electric motors, including
power and equipment, ranges from $41;, 000 to $55,000 per'
mile.
By means of these, estimates an approximate idea
can be gained of the cost of the electric and cable systems in
operation to-day in the southern cities, making due allowance for the cost of the Cable conduits over electric roads.
The figures reach a total of $71,080,000, of which nearly
.$i2,coo,ooo was paid for the construction and equipinent of^
new roads, and $60,000,000 for the converting of horse railSince January i, 1S93, tlie
roads into rapid-transit lines.
Slim of $2i,ooo,oco has been invested in this manner, while
the lines contemplated and under construction involve an
expenditure of $6,000,000, inahing a grand total of nearly
$80,000,000 capital placed in this direction alone in the
South.
Theinvestment in these southern rapid transit. systems has
found much favor in the North, and it is safe to say that
over 50 per cent, of the mileage has been built by outside
capital.
A few instances of these investments may be cited.
At Baltimore the Elkins-Widener syndicate of Philadelphia
controls the Baltimore Traction company's roads.
The
Lake Roland Elevated system, twenty-two miles long, was
the result largely of capital placed through the Jai-vis-Conklin Mortgage Trust company of Kansas City. The president
and one of the heaviest stockholders of the City & Suburban
system is' Nelson Perin, originally from the West. Murray
Verner, the Pittsburg street railway operator, is building
one of the Norfolk electric lines. Boston capitalists hold
most of the bonds issued by the Atlanta Consolidated Kailway company.
The Jarvis-Conklin company practically
built Augusta's railway.
New York bankers are heavily
interested in several of the New Orleans lines being supplied
with rapid transit facilities.
These investments, however, are not remarkable when
one examines what improved street railroad service has

-2
29
126

or Baltimore-Gettysburg

-

•

_

-

'•_•

State.

No.

Capital

Station.s.

fctock.

.
.

t-Jcorgia-.

...

.'

.

,

Kentucky
Arkansas

t6

,

;

Florida
District of

978,00.5

Columbia

2

Louisiana

7

Alabama

.

Maryland..

North

C arolina

Virginia ....
M'est Virginia

Total

1,646,000
1,514.000

19

...

;

.

........:...

.

29
19
18

1,525.000
965,000
i,950,oco
2,443,000
345,coo
612 oco
469,000

18

5C2,COO

35

3,776,coo
T,354 000
461,000

296

ig.Soi.ooo

_

Since the time specified the construction department of
the Ma7iufac hirers' Recori/ shows that 166 plants have been
completed or are in course of construction. These include
the station of the Brush Electric Light company, which
replaces one burned, and which is valued at over $i,ooo,oco-
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that in order to prevent serious loss they must meet the
electric rate they generally do it, provided it does not affect
In regard to thefuture
the fares beyond the electric hues.
of electricity as an element in rail transportation it is dififibelieve, however, that between
I
cult to form an opinion.
two large cities, say where the distance apart is about 40 or
50 miles, it is not improbable that electricity will be used.

Ballimore& Ohio Raih-oad company,
o]3eraung electric locomotives by the trolley system.
These plants represent capital stock of fully $15,000,000,
making a grand total of 461 stations controlled by companies capitalized at $35,000,000.
This is what the South has done in the adoption of elecalso the station of the
for

tricity as one of the great factors in its progress, and it is
indeed very appropriate that such a convention as that referred to should meet in one of its cities which so strikingly
illustrates the benefits of this powerful agent.

doubt if anyone living will see electricity substituted for
steam to any greater extent than here indicated.
President O. D. Ashley of the Wabash railroad is quoted
in part as follows:

My impression

La

applications of electrical energy are grad-

we have had

JVatun',

establishments, and in

all

years, says

North-

capstans on the

electrical

as well as in

railroad of France,

ern

For several

marked importance.

ually assuming

that steam railways will not be seriously
electric lines, although at first sight it
would appear probable that suburban trains would feel the
competition.
On the other hand, the local electric hues,
radiating in short distances from populous centers, will act
as feeders to the steam lines, and while in some instances

injured by the

many

mantifacturing

is

local

they may draw passengers from them, in others they contribute to the conveniencies of reaching steam line stations,
and may even be considered as branches to the steam line
system. I am inclined to believe that, eventually, electricity
as a motive power will supersede steam, but I no not think
it will become an important factor in general rail transportation for long distances until the method of its application

casea these have given satisfactory

It would be idle
has been greatly changed and improved.
to deny great possibilities in the future of electricity, and I
am a strong believer in its subtle potency as an agent in
practical work; but I doubt very much whether man's nitelligence has mastered its secrets sufficiently to count upon
its constant and economical work for long distances. There
are many serioqs objections to overcome, I thi.nk, before it
can be considered a formidable rival for general transportaWhen these objections are overcome, I betion by rait.
lieve the steam roads are in the best position to avail of the
power, and that they have such an advantage in construction and location - that they will be the firet 10 utilize it
It does not appeal* to me that this condition
successfully.
I believe
i-^ yet in sight, but as to 'his I may be mistaken.

power to be a giant, still in infancy. Its growth has
already been abnormally rapid, but it will require long study
experience
to develop iis great capacity, and to teach us
and
the best method of controlling and utilizing it.

electric

FIG.

Ihe

results.
ell

ELECTRIC CAPSTAN,

I.

capstans constructed by

Humpidge & Snox-

of Dudbridge, England, which have been

moving coal

since 1S91, for

illustrated

are

cars,

L.

service

in

There

chinery

is

sunk

The

removal

the cover access

"of

By

surrounding earth.

the motor

to

is

Crompton & Co.

England,

of Chelmsford,

placed capstan motors upon the market.

easily

have also

at a

speed

rangement
rent

is

thus

is

of four

A

kilometers per hour.

are

special

ar-

attached by which the throwing in of the cur-

by means 01 a rheostat, is
As shown in the illustrations, a cyl-

gradual, and the motor,
slowly.

started

inder projects above the plate, and
the operator to break the circuit.

is

pressed by the foot of

A

think,

The

is

shown

in Fig. 2.

new arrangement of

The

Roswell

machinery.

draulic

direct proportion to

beyond

by hy-

Electricity in the Railway Field.

answer to the following ques-

tions:

Have the steam railroad companies anything to fear from
the competition of local electric lines?
What is the future of electricity as an element in rail
transportation?
If your road feels the competition of parallel electric lines
what action is contemplated to meet it?

Many

of the views given seem to be of the utmost impor-

Odell of the

Vice-president

NewYork & New England

J.

Milwaukee

J.

H. Vail and H.

S.

Wvnkooi'.

question of investment in copper is one which has
always been a bugbear to the street railway manager, and
is to-day the most serious problem confronting ihe operating company, inasmuch as it tends to restrict the extension
Since
of long-distance lines for serving suburban traffic.
the cost of copper for a given service increases directly as
the square of the distince, the necessary investment becomes prohibitory when the line extends more than three
or four miles from the station.
Railway generators and motors are becoming more satisfactory; we are still allowed, in the absence of a conduit
system inspiring confidence, to suspend our trolley wires
overhead; and in some cities the authorities will look the
other way while we string cables as large as hawsers from
pole to pole, in pairs, in dozens, and, if poles could be
found to stand the strain, probably in scores.
Even then we are not happy. The power house site is
usually chosen, so far as circumstances will permit, with
reference to convenient coal delivery and the distribution of
traffic.
In the heart of the city crowded streets render slow
speed imperative; in the suburbs, where a clear track
invites to i-apid transit, the pressure is low, usually abominably so.
In fact, the writers have in mind a city, not far
from the metropolis, where two motor cars are run upon a
single caf's time: and tht-y have witnessed the fading out of
the electric headlights as the two cars started out together.
The reduced voltage was in this case self-evident; and the
net horse power secured to move the cars was probably less
than half the proportionate amount originally generated in
the station.
The Io'js in transmission does not require
further demonstration.
Accurate tests show that the commercial efficiency of the
street railway motor at normal voltage is 78 per cent., while at
two-thirds of the normal it is only 52 percent.
all undoubtedly recognize the fact that the resultant effects of too
little copper show up to the non-expert traveling public
slow speed and dimming of lamps; but to the railway company the results are actual losses decreased traffic and inwhich are the direct opposite of what we
creased coal bill,
desire.
In other words, instead of aiming at the greatesc
receipts for the least expenditure, we are actually getting
least receipis for greatest expenditure.
The usual remedy suggested is: use more copjier. Very
good.
But if the owners of the road are already groaning
under the weight of the copper mine that has been saddled
upon them, together with the cash invested therein; if they
live in constant fear that they will be forced to place all feed
wires in large cities underground {where they should be}
what then?
Leaving out of this discussion improvement in generating
station, car equipment and track, we mu-t look for higher
economy to the alteration ofour methods of electrical distri-

We

m
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Litigation.

was used both for gas and electricity, he claimed
that he had made an invention.
The practical effect of
this would have been that the ordinary gas fixture, familiar

fixture

T.

road, has this to

to everybody, could not have been used for an electric
light except by paying Maitland a royalty.
The contest

say:

seriously feel the efiects of competing loThis is particularly true in all but four
months of the year, and I doubt whether there is a city in
the country of any importance where electric lines are not
paralleling suburban steam railways.
The steam railways
do not, however, feel the effect to the full extent of the
earnings of the electric lines, the electric lines themselves
creating a business which might eventually compensate the
steam railroad for some of its losses. In some instances
that I have investigated the loss to the steam railway is not
as great as it would be if the rates were reduced to the electric road's rates, and whenever the steam railroads discover

the Chicago,

The Philadelphia Public Ledge?- of October 23d has the
following: The Circuit Court of Appeals finally determined
the case of George Maitland against Alfred C. Gibson,
trading as the Gibson Gas Fixture Works, by affirming, in
an opinion by Judge Acheson, the decree of the Circuit
Court in dismissing the bill of complaint. In this case the
plaintiflf claimed that by two letters patent, granted to
Luther Stieringer, of whom he was the assignee, for fixtures for electric lights, and for what are called combination
fixtures, in which gas and electricity are both used for lighting, he had the monopoly of hanging an electric light on a
fixture attached to a gas pipe, whether the fixture was used
simply for an electric light or whether it was used for electric light and gas.
The patentee did not claim that he
made any new style of fixture, but simply adopted the ordinary gas fixture, and by running wires down through the
ordinary gas pipe, in a fixture used simply for electric lights,
or between the iron pipe and the brass casing where the

In a recent issue of the Boston Herald a symposium was
presented consisting of letters from presidents of various

tance from a practical standpoint.

Miller, president of

Combination Fixture

popularizing the employment

Views of Presidents of Steam Lines on

in

Bv
The

We

of electrical capstans.

steam railroad companies

that the competition of local
suburban traffic may become a serious

on Electric Railway

Circuits.'

felt the competition of electric lines but little.
have never devoted much attention to the development
of suburban business, because our situation has not required it.
Unless suburban business is very large, 1 do not
think there is much profit in it for steam railways, and therefore we have viewed the extension of electric lines without
alarm.
In our territory they have thus far only affected
suburban business.

The electncal energy consumed is in
These practical conthe work done.

siderations cannot but aid in

of the Booster

company has

economy

that attained

Use

It is my opinion that such steam railways companies as
do a large suburban businesss will find considerable of that
business diverted from them hy local electric lines.
Our

electric

use of electrical capstans has introduced an

in mechanical application far

no doubt

1894

St. Paul, says:

motor ^s of
the same description as to winding and power, and inclosed
Tjie power is
like the first, but in a more restricted space.
transmitted, however, not directly but through a system of
spur gearing, as shown.
connections

Grand Trunk,

which, in fact, having regard to the circumstances, ihey
cannot do.
Willi respect to the adaptation of electricity to railway
purposes, it is impossible to conjecture to what extent this
wonderful agent may be developed, \y\xx., so far as its present
adaptability is concerned, electricity would be loo costly,
and could not be adapted to all requirements of the raihVay
service.
I found that to be so, when considering the question in connection with the working of a short piece of
line between A and B, not long since.

compound wound and normally consume a current of 45 amThis pressure may, however, be much
peres at iio volls.
With the above consumption
increased without detriment.
of current the capstans will each move two cars of ten tons
These

the

lines for
They have to purchase
for railway companies.
costly property, construct embankments and bridges, fencing, over-bridges and subways, to keep an extensive staff at
crossings, to reduce speeds, and to do all that is humalnly
possible to prevent accidents.
On the other hand, the electric lines run over public roads
already made, employ none of the expensive surroundings
railway companies, attain sometimes dangerous
ot the
speed, and take few adequate precautions against accident

case or shell of the whole ma-

to the level of the

manager of

matter

achieved.

each

I

electric

shaft of the motor, as sliown, engages directly with the

foot of the capstan.

the

is,

I

The motor

The

Sargeant, general

Canada, says:

herewith.

shows the general arrangement of the apparatus.
is inclosed in an iron case, thoroughly protected
by the cover, which has been removed for the illustrntion.

Fig.

|.

3,

receivers, and the decision of the Circuit Court of Appeals thus ends what at one time appeared to b; one of
the greatest monopolies of the present time.

I

Electric Capstans.
The mechanical

—

Steam railways

cal electric lines.

which has now been ended w^ould perhaps have been of
public interest apart from the plaintifTs claims, which,
upon their face, were preposterous^ were it not that the

little
"

Gas Fixture Trust, by obtaining practical control of the
patents, endeavored to use them to coerce gas fixture
manufacturers to join the trust.
In this they were to a
considerable degree successful, but Mr. Gibson, having declined to join the trust, concluded that he would fight the
patents.
He therefore contested the suit against him, and
also fought the Gas Fixture Trust.
The trust has gone to
pieces, and many of the people or companies who were in it
have gone into the hands of the sheriff or into the hands of

FIG.

2.

ELECTRIC CAPSTAN.

bution, adopting such as will prove, after careful comparison,
to be of least first cost, of reasonably high commercial efficiency, of interchangeability on different divisions of the
system, and of practically automatic action.
are in need of a marked advance over present practice
in this direction, and must devise some metliod of distribution that shall give better and more economical service over
a large area, and which shall at the same time enable us to
reach out from the power station to distances at present in-

We

accessible.

The alternating current system, which has done so much
to develop the distribution of electricity for lighting by incandescence, has not yet reached that stage of eminent perfection in motive power service which will warrant us in admitting its value for railway work at the present time.
Another method which might be suggested is one which
contemplates the use of motor-generators located at intervals
I.

^

Ireet

Read

before the thirteenth annual convf-nlion of the American

Railway associatiop, Atlanta, Ga., Oclpber

17-19, 1894.
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along iheline and actuated by high-lens'ion currents. Such
a system must be automatic under all conditions of load and
short-circuits, working with cool beari jigs, and not requiring
careful attendance.
This scheme also requires practical
development.
The well-known booster system, invented by W. S.
Barstow and applied by him with great success to the feeders of constant potential electric lighting plants covering
large areas, is worthy of our careful investigation, as it
promises lo offer a practical aid to the economic solution of
what may be called the medium long-distance electric railway problem.
With direct feeding we can overcome the loss in transmitting energj- only by incurring the heavy cost of copper
as a first investment. With the booster system we overcome
the loss in transmission by incurring the cost of operation
nnxD
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IN MILES.

OF THE BOOSTER IN ELECTRIC RAILWAY

USE

CIRCUITS.

— INITIAL COST OF STEAM AND GENERATING

COPPER AND SPECIAL APPARATUS FOR
DELIVERl.XG 200 AMPERES AT 5OO VOLTS.

PLAxNT,

of a machine which shall automatically raise the initial voltage above that of the bjs-bars by an amount which may e.Kacily equal the drop in potential on the feeder at that in-

1000

= 45
Eg= 00.95
g = 25
k = 00.13
P = 75
b ^ 50
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Eg= Efficiency

of generating apparatus.
^Efficiency of booster.
E' = Operating expenses for .direct feeding coal, oil, water,
waste, engineers, firemen and interest on so much
of the steam, generating and transmission plant
as is due to the feeder under consideration.
E" C)perating expenses for booster feeding details as he-
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:= Length of feeder in miles,

—Circular millage of feeder.

$

— Inital

cost of as much of die steam, generating and
transmission plant as is due to the feeder under
consideration.

I

==Per cent,

D

^Percent, depreciation on investment,

interest

CUITS.

USE OF THE BOOSTER IN ELECTRIC RAILWAY CIREXPENSES OF PLANT DELIVERING

— OPERATING

200 AMPERES AT 50O VOLTS, INCLLTDING CO.-\I.,
OIL, WASTE, WATKR, LABOR, AND INTEREST

AND DEPRECIATION ON THE INVESTMENT.

for direct feeding:

C, V,

Fir,. 2.

on investment.

^^Cost of steam plant per horse power,
=Cost of generating plant per kilowatt,
—Cost ofbooster per kilowatt output,
=Cost of insulated wire per pound,
=Cost of placing 5.544 feet No. 4-0000 wire, including
insulators, pins, cross-arms, sundry hardware and
labor; 5 per cent, allowance for sag.
=Cost of supplying one horse power peryear, in quantities of over 100 horsepower.
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Making the same substitutions in equations V. and VI. as
were made in I. and II., placing (I -)- D) = .lo, and remembering that $ varies according to the method and distance under discussion,
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USE OF THE BOOSTER ON ELECTRIC RAILWAY CIR3.
COMPARISON BETWEEN DIRECT AND BOOSTER
FEEDING FOR RAILW.-VYS. RESIST.\NCE OF RETURN
CIRCUIT (RAILS)=: RESISTANCE OF FEEDER.
ALLOWANCE FOR WEIGHT OF INSULATI6N =
15%. ALLOWANCE FOR SAG:=5%. SHOW-

CUITS.

—

THE INVESTMENT SAVED- IN
WEIGHT OF COPPER BY MEANS OF
THE BOOSTER SYSTEM.

ING

the

maximum,

the booster system is absothe direct, feeding system for
distances over four and one-half miles.
The equations we have laid down will serve to answer any
questions that may arise as to relative first cost or operating
expense.
It has been impossible to represent results derived
under varying conditions without multiplying the diagrams
indefinitely. All calculations have been based upon the most
recent methods of rail bonding and track feeding; and the
assumption that the rCsi.stance of the return circuit is equal
to ihat of the outgoing circuit is therefore perfectly safe.
It may occur to some
that the installation of a special
high-voltage generator to supply the feeder in question
would be a simpler nielhcd of reducing the copper; but a
cognizance of the enormous variation in drop under extreme
changes in load on a long feeder calculated for ampere capacity only leads at once to the discarding of such a scheme
until such time as manulacturers can furnish efficient generators over-compounded from 50 to 150 per cent.
The adaptabihty of the booster to railway work of all kinds
is wonderful. A few specific instances are-noted, in the confident belief that the suggestions thus thrownout will impel

more economical than

each and every electric railway manager to personally investigate this system with a view to ascertaining exactly how far it
would prove of advantage when applied to his particular road.
Ordinarily, in calculating copper for distribution, we are
obliged to allow for special features influencing traffic, such as
ball grounds, race tracks, picnic groves, etc.
As there is seldom any necessity for bunching cars at all these points simultaneously, and as the various features are usually scattered, it
follows thatatall times one or more of the feeders is lying comparatively idle.
Under the plan suggested the copper is
figured for average conditions, and a ^booster, placed in the
station, is arranged to be thrown immediately upon any
feeder which may become burdened with an excessive load.
Another feature of this system which makes for economy becomes prominent on long suburban lines forced to run an iur
frequent schedule late at night.
On such a road the booster
may be shutdown and cut out of circuit entirely when the load
on the long distance feeder drops to, say, one-quarter of the
maximum, depending upon the amount of copper in the line.
If this surburban line extends to a park or pavilion which
is open only during the summer months, the advantage of
the booster over direct feeding is enormous, since the investment on a booster lying idle is a small fractional part of the
interest on the idle copper of a direct feeder.
On many roads already in operation the copper in the
line has proven entirely insufficient, and the erection of additional feeders is contemplated.
Would it not be worth
while to consider the installation of a booster at one-tenth
the cost of the extra copper, provided calculations showed
the economy of operating the two systems to be equal ?
In the progress of electric railways, as in the growth of
cities, development frequently fails to follow the lines predicted for it.
It therefore happens that many a road to-day
is worrying along, the victim of misplaced judgment
and
copper.
In many instances the adoption of a booster and a
redistribution of the present copper will remedy the evil

—
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Vj =Voltage at trolley wire.
V^.-- Voltage ofbooster.

m

order to afford ready means of comparison.
A careful study of these diagrams demonstrates in wdiat
the economy of .the booster system consists.
While the
method we have outlined may seem like robbing Peter to
pay Paul, it must be remembered that in direct feedin"
there is a large amount of capital invested in the pole line,
accruing interest day and night, in storm and sunshine,
irrespective of the traffic on the line; while with booster
(ceding the interest on copper investment is nominal, the
power required to drive the booster itself being proportional to the load on the line.
Thus we can readily understand why, under the conditions given, with an average load

of one-qnarter

(V— V,)

Ci

>

Cj —Current delivered to trolley wiie.
V =^Voltage at generator.

z

(III.)

the main station.
Fig. I shows that for distances greater than one and onehalf miles it will cost less to install a booster system than
to place copper and machinery in the usual mannci' for feeding direct.
In cases where motive power is water, costing
little or nothing per horse power, these curves give at once
the relative economy of the two methods; but ordinarily, on
account of the consumption of coal, the loss in the line
(represented in the new method by the power required to
operate the booster} becomes an important factor in the discussion; and it is necessary to establish equations for the
operating expenses, taking into account the fixed charges of
interest and depreciation on the investment, as well as the
cost of furnishing the required power.
The following equations will enable us to determine
these values for different distances:

laiooo

Let

p

[.:

V,=5oo

-

In any given instance the cost of a direct feeder increases
with the square of the distance, while the cost of the borster
feeder is directly proportional to the number of milt-s.
These characteristics of the latter system result in a reduction of first cost of from 25 to 75 per cent, as compared with
the first cost of the ordinary direct-feeding methods of our
present practice; and it thereby becomes possible for numerous electric street railway companies to extend their lines
into suburban localties from ten to twenty miles distant from
the power station, at the same time retaining the investment
within reasonable limits.
In order to present these matters in a manner easily comprehensible, we can readily establish equations for the two
systems to be compared; and then, by assuming certain accepted values, plot the results.

b
k

We

equation

V =550

load.

g

iit

s

When using this machine we calculate our feeder for ampere capacity only, and constantly maintain the pressure at
the service end of the feeder equal to ihe pressure at the
lius bars, irrespective of the length of the feeder or the

s

J

(11).

p
21 1600

Substiluting the following values
C, =200

stant.

M

kn

ing an independent station bepomes less than operating from

/
.

mM

where first cost is the essential feature. It will be noted
that the curves have been carried out for the entire thirty
miles without regard to the practical voltage limit in directcurrent machines, or the point at which the cost of operat-

/
1
o3oaw

Eb

distances the booster system has an absolute advantage.
Now, the assumption upon which equations V. and VI. were
solved is a feeder constantly loaded to its maximum capacity.
The absurdity of this assumption is apparent when
one considers the actual conditions which obtain in railway
work; the average load on the feeder during the entire year
will be morenearly one-third or one-quarter of the maximum.
have therefore established and plotted equations similar
to V. and VI., but for three-quarters, one-half and onequarter load, and the resultant curves are shown on Fio-. 2 in

M
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C,V,

$=9735+1374 M2
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C,

C, V,'|

r
I

Eb

assuming
Substituting the same values in equation IL
211,600 as the value of m, taking Eb^.go, and finding an
expression for V.> in terms of M, we get:
"
(IV.j
$=8732+2857
In order to graphically represent the relation between
initial investments in the two methods of feeding under discussion, equations L and II. have been solved for varying
values of
from i to 30, and the results plotted on Fig. i.
An inspection of this diagram shows at once the immense
superiority of the booster system over direct feeding in cases
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much to operate as does the direct system. This distance
we find to be twelve and one-half miles. For shorter distances, direct feeding is more economical, while for lon^^er

as

C,V2
C,V,

„.

/
/
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for booster feeding:

r
/

5

And

I

V-V,

C|

p

represents these equations plotted for varying
values of M, z being taken at 40.
The intersection of the upper curve with the upper
straight line is the point at which the booster system costs
Fig. 2

in the

most economical manner.

In large cities, such as Boston, Brooklyn and Philadelphia, the tons of copper could in this way be largely reduced with a gain at the same time in uniformity of pressure.
Such a reduction will become imperative the moment
the authorities order the feeders and mains underground.
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me that the dimensions calculated in those examwould have to be altered quite materially, because in a
construction of that sort the factor of safety is an exceedingly important <iuaniiiy. Even if it is taken as low as three,
which is rather low (or engineering structures of that kind,
it will make quite a difference in the size of the machine.
seems to
ples

Prof. Crocker has worked out iheshape
but in practice I think it could be
advantage
by making the polar surfaces at airto
changed
gap a little larger than he sugiijested, because by far the
iargestparl of the reluctance of the magnetic field lies in
the air-gap, even if an iron armature is used- Prof. Crocker
speaks ol the reaction of the aniiaiure as not interfering ap-

Carl Herino:

of the

ELECTRICIAN.

field theoretically,

preciably with the field: in this 1 think he is no doubt correct, as the reaction of the armature will simp'y shift the

Hering's remarks
I will answer Mr.
the air-gap I have with me a blue
which shows the increase of the pole area
as indicated in the sketch.
A very small addition of maThe weight
terial would greatly increase the pole surface.
of the machine would not be materially changed, and all the
formulas and relations would not be substantially modified.
Of course, in starting ont, we must have a ground work,
which can be varied slightly in order to fulfill practical requirements.
As the clearance is very small and ihe magnetic circuit short, I expect to have sufficient magnetomotive force to carry the lines of force across that air-gap
even at a high density. In regard to the holes for the
brushes, and the disturbing effect which the current woidd
have where it came out, that could be overcome by having
If necessary, more
it brought out
at a number of points.
space could be allowed for the brushes, which might consist of blocks of metal or carbon resting on the surface of
the cylinder or disk, the current being brought out by strips
of copper passing through holes in the machine, as shown

Prof. Crocker:

in order.

In regard to

print of a design

in Fig.

simple construction, of large diameter, perhaps with a high
peripheral speed of brush contact.
But there are one or
two diflicidlies mentioned here, and which have been
raised in discussion, that seem to me not so great as they
look at first sight.
For example, I do not think that any
danger need to be anticipated from such a small trouble as a
blow hole. Those who have tried to produce eddy currents
in a revolving sheet by deliberately making a very irregular
field, heavily
grooving it or putting cavities in it, will
realize how deep the cavities must be to produce serious
disturbance of that character, and the reluctance of the
air-gap

is usually so great
that the difference of density
is produced by any local variation on
the surface is
large and still less where the cavities, as In blow
holes, are hidden from sight.
The gieat necessity of uni-

which
not

I.

This trouble could be overcome by having a copper band
around the armature where the current is taken off, which

would

act as a sort of collector to bring the current to the
Various schemes of that sort will suggest
themselves.
Of course, the field magnet has got to be split
It could not be made solid,
in order lo get the coil in.
and it would be desirable to have it split up more or less in
order to facihtate handling, etc.
In regard to the factor of safety: I stated in the paper
that the safe allowable stress is assumed to be 10,000
pounds; that is derived from Thurston's work on tho steam
engine.
Of course, steel will have a breaking strain far in
excess of lo,coo pounds, and even 20,000 pounds working
stress allows a factor of safety of three or four, and considering that the armature is absolutely enclosed, and could do
no harm if it burst, I think that is sufficient. Of course,
we could make this disk or cylinder of forged steel, if
necessary.
There is nothing to prevent it, though it would

brush contacts.

UNIPOLAR DYNAMOS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
I'OWER WORK. CROSS SECTION OF FIELD MAGNET
MODIFIED TO GIV£ GREATER POLE AREA.

FIG.

I.

—

and perhaps make the magnetic circuits longer,
but it will not make the field un-uniform. But it is different
with the currents from the brushes to the outside of the
machijie; unless these currents are led out perfectly evenly
through a disk they will produce an irregularity in the fiekl
which will cause foucault currents in the armature, as Prof.
Crocker slated in the beginning of his paper. I ihink one
of the difhculties in the working of such machines lies in
this irregular shifting of the fields due to the currents in
About ten years ago I suggested that
the leading-out lines.
this might be partially overcome by leading tlie wires out in
the form of a spiral in the plane of the exciting coil, making
it a sort of continuation of the field coil, but L hardly thinlc
that it would be practicable.
Prof. Crocker has not made
any allowance in his theoretical design for the open space
which must be left near the coil space for the brushes. The
brushes for such a machine must be quite large and numerous, and there must be quite a large space left for them
next to the coil space; this in turn will change the proporlines of force

tioning ol the field.
Another difficulty lies in the fact that
those brushes must necessarily be in the inside of the field,
where they are not easily accessible. The machine must,
therefore, be designed so that it can easily be opened at this
part, so as to get at those brushes wiiliout requiring too
much skilled labor and too many special tools; this will afRegarding
fect the simplicity of the machine somewhat.
the term unipolar, I think myself that it is a very unfortunate one, but there is one way of looking at it which, per-

haps, partially justifies

FIG.

2.

its

use.

We can

imagine unipolar as

UNIPOLAR DYNAMOS FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER WORK.

applying to the currents of the armature, in which case it
means a current which is always in one direction as distinguished from one which is alternately in two opposite direcThis may serve at least
tions, as in the ordinary dynamos.
as an excuse for the word, even if it does not justify its use.
Regarding the maximum speed that Prof. Crocker has calculated, I would like to ask whether that is with or without
If it is without a factor of safety, it
a factor of safety.
Discussion of paper by Prof. F. B. Crocker and C. H. Parmly,
1.
read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Philadelphia,
9.

May

1894.

i6, 1894,

and printed

in the

Western Electrician, June

^
FIG. 3.
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AND

increase the cost somewhat.
I think those are the principal
you mentioned. In regard to the name ''unipolar,"
1 think we must accept it, whether it is good or bad.
Mr. Stanley: Some time ago 1 constructed a very
simple machine which perhaps might be of interest to the
Institute; reversing the whole design that Prof. Crocker has
illustrated, keeping the conductor still, and moving the magThe trouble that I
net, getting rid of the outside contact.
found in making such a machine was that I could not work
with anything like such peripheral speed as Prof. Crocker
suggests; so I took a copper band, and constructed a machine

"points

very much like Mr. Mordey's alternator. The copper band,
porjecting above and below the field, was permanently conThe magnetizing
nected to one terminal of the circuit.
coil was placed in the cavity here as in the Mordey machine, and then a smooth surface brush, running at a low
-speed, kept contact with the interior of the copper band,
and the current from the interior edge of the band was
drawn off through the shaft of the machine. In this way
I could increase the size of
the machine very greatly and
keep the peripheral contact speed down. Now this is
Why d 1
i:)erhaps very well, but what is the use of it all?
we want such a unipolar machine when we can take a
copper band, as Ferranli has done, and simply saw it up as
Mr. Mordey has, and take both contacts outside, and
In this way we get
so have no sliding contact whatever.
approximately the same output from the machine that
Prof. Crocker points out, and have all the advantages of
I cannot see why we want
to
the unipolar design.
construct nnipolar machines because they are unipolar.
In the Mordey machine there are no sliding contacts.
The type of the machine is only limited by the capacity
currents generated, and there is very
to carry the
little armature reaction, and so it seems to me it would be
going backward to attempt to build a machine with a contact speed of 500 feet a second.
Mr. Kennelly: Some of the difficulties which are
mentioned here, while they are no doubt considerable, may
perhaps be still further reduced by proper methods of
Mr. Stanley has brought up
construction and design.
an argument against resuscitating this machine, showing
that so simple a departure from this particular type will
give a high pressure alternating current generator, but
that seems to me to introduce another question, the advantages of alternating versus continuous currents. Because if
you were to make a continuous current dynamo of the
same pressure, you would have to introduce the commutator and its disadvantages of cost and maintenance,
etc.
The paper deals with the continuous current generator and shows how the commutator can be avoided
by utilizing a high peripheral surface speed. So the whole
question at issue is, is it advantageous to do away
with the commutator and replace it by an armature of very

FIG. 4.

unipolar dynamos FOR ELECTRIC LIGHT AND
POWER WORK.

formity of the field density is only in one direction.
If the
along any circle, then there will be a
tendency for the eddy currents to produce themselves.
But
the flux densities may vary from the center to the periphery
in the most arbitrary manner, provided that whatever
variation takes place at this radius is symmetrically reproduced all around. The form of field-magnet which is presented in this paper and which has struck Mr. Hering so
forcibly as being unnecessary has probably, I presume,
been introduced with the idea of constructing a "gigantic
machine, because the larger the machine is, the \e^s is the
fraction ot the total reluctance formed by the air-gap and
the greater is the value of the iron in the immediate vicinity
of the air-gap.
Mr. S'lElNMETZ: In this problem of nnipolar machines
we have to be very careful to guard jigainst a mistake which
flux density varies

Is made quite frequently, especially in trying to reverse the
action of a machine.
In an electrical conductor an electromotive force Is induced, if it moves through or relatively to
field,
is,
either if the magnetic field varies
a magnetic
that
in intensity or If the magnetic held is constant and unifc rm,
and the conductor moves through the field. Now lake this
unipolar machine.' There is a constant magnetic field, that
is, a field which has at any point in
space a constant intensity and constant direction, no matter whether you revolve or do not revolve the magnet; because if you abandon
this idea of lines of force, which is nothing else but a
physical hypothesis, and go back to the original meaning of
the magnetic field, as the intensity and the direction of
the magnetic displacement in the ether, you can find that in
the machine, even If you revolve the magnet, the field is
constant.
Thus you can very easily get a machine whith
can never do anything. Take the machine that Mr. Stanley
showed us, Fig. 2. Whether the magnet and the magnetizing coil stand still or whefher they revolve, the intensity
and direction of the magnetic field at any point is constant.
Hence, there is no eleclrnmotive force induced in the
stationary armature conductor.
Still you get
a current
from the machine. But where is the seat of the electromotive force?
It is where the lines ot
force are cut.
That is, inside of the revolving magnet, in the line .'Z B.
The very large diameter of armatures necessary in a unipolar machine is no serious objection; because in direct-connected alternators we have runningin this country armatures
of 12 feet and 16 feet in diameter, though not with 200 rev-

FIG.

5.
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olutlons by any means. But where I see a more serious objection is that I fear the efficiency of the machine will be
very seriously reduced by the brush friction, because you
need an enormous brush to take off the current, and even if
you use very little pressure of the brush, still you must consider that you have a speed of five to six miles per minute,
These are tremendous speeds,
or over 300 miles per hour.
about three limes as high as the highest speed reached in
revolving dynamo machinery, and about eight times as high
as the highest brush speed on collectors or commutators.
As to taking off the current by mercury contacts, I have
never tried it myself, but I remember some remarks of Professor Forbes about it. He said he had tried it and had been

His statement was something like this:
very unsuccessful.
That he could not get any current because before he could
get any current the mercury had evaporated by friction.
I tried myself some years ago to build a unipolar machine
to solve this problem of multiplying the electromotive force
by coiling the conductors, and I succeeded in it. It was
very successful, indeed, only when I was through It and saw
what kind of machine I got I was thoroughly disgusted and
gave it up. I think I can show you the chain of reasoning.

Western Electric
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showing what a unipolar machine

It

relieved from e.Kcessive

is quite interesting in
speculafion can lead to. I started with Faraday's disk, Fig.
The magnet isy^'^ Then eiectromotive force is in3.
duced, say. in the direction of the arrow. To multiply the
electromotive force I took a second disk.
Now, connecting the outsides of the disks with each otlier
the electromotive force of one
in Fig. 4,
I could return
disk by the oilier, and thereby bring the two brushes to the
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friction, a

source of loss that often

The wheel

occurs in various styles of turbines.

30 inches

is

is

governor shown

motor

is

peculiar to the form, design and con-

the wheel, rendering

of

struction

By doing this, I have to recenter, as shown in Fig. 4.
volve the part ot the magnetic circuit between thedisks,
that is, to make a kind of an armature, consisting ot an iron
ring belwem the two Faraday disks.
Kvidentlv these disks have to be slotted to get rid of eddies.
But if you slot them you are enabled to coil the conductor, as shown in Fig. 5, by offsetting the slots, so that

in the cut.

regulation

for electric light, electric

highly ethcient as a

it

power and various purposes.

The concern using the wheel illustrated recently applied for
another of the same pattern of 400 horse power, having a diameter of 26 inches. The wheel shown has a
pulley

the circuit leads from one segment to the ne.\t, and thus you
have solved the problem of coiling the conductor in the unipolar machine; but if you look at what you have, in Fig. 5,
you see it is nothing but the regular bipolar dynamo. Since
that time I have given up trying to improve unipolar machines.
Prof. Crockkr: In regard to what Mr. Stanley has
said It seenis to me ihat, as Mr. Kennelly stated, it is simply
the question of the alternating versus direct current, which
But taking the case as
is not the subject underdiscussion.
Mr. Stanley stated, we should have there all the complicaYou would entirely lose
tions of of armature windings.
You would
that simple and solid armature construction.
require insulation, etc.
You complicate greatly the mechanical construction. Furthermore, the alternator certainly would not do for electrodo to-day, for inmetallurgical purposes.
It would not
stance, for a central station, wheie they are using direct current and want another dynamo to give a larger output.
This paper relates sinlply to unipolar direct current maI
chines, and I was not comparing them with alternators.
was comparing them to the ordinary type of direct current
said,
machines.
In regard to what Mr. Steinmelz has
those ideas are exactly the things I wanted to avoid.
e.xperience has shown me that when we depart from this

of

mitting

inches

42

the electrical machinery.

two

as that of the
for

4S inches

diameter,

through

40-inch

face,

power

whole

the

The

design

is

transbelt

essentially the

to

same

turbines, each of 1,200 horse power, built

one of the companies which will

Niagara

a

utilize the

power

nor governors are used, the power being applied directly to
the machinery at each end of the water-wheel shaft on each

Three pairs of a modification of the
illustrated were recently supplied to an

side of the turbine.

wheel

type of
electrical

plant

in

Me.x.ico,

each pair being 20 inches in

diameter and of 600 horse power;

The

horse power.
miles.

James

nearly

transniission in

Leffel

specialty of this design

&
and

Co.,
line

i,Sdo aggregate

this instance

Springfield,

O.,

was iS

make

a

of work.

The statistical abstract lately issued bv the British Board
Trade give-> information regarding the growth of telegraphic communication in the principal European countries
and in the United States during the last twenty- five years. No
ot

My

new

entire

1894

Com

Bernard

upon the completion

had

system

light

electric

within the grounds and

been

erected

shops connected therewith, but

of

the

served upon Major Arnold

an

plant

and

injunction

was

E. G. Bernard com-

the

pany by the Edison Electric Light company, restraining
the use of the newly erected system.
Last week the injunction was removed, and the system lighted the grounds for the
first

The system

time.

pany

is

As

erected by the E. G. Bernard com-

described as being very simple in construction and
out of order in cas^ of war.

less liable to get

two co.nplete

erected in the arsenal there are

plants,

situated about a quarter of a

mile apart, and connected in

such a manner that either can

furnish the required current

to operate the lighting

power circuits in the grounds,
shops or other buildings.
Plant No. i is situated in the engine room of the new gun shop, and consists of two 100
kilowatt generators.
Plant No. 2 is located in the lower
or old shop, and consists of two 50 kilowatt generators. Ator

tached to each plant

is a motor-generator, used as an equalwhich permits the government to use any one of its generators, and which comprises no volts and 220 volts current

izer,

at the

Statistics of t)ie Telegraph.

Plant of the E. G.
pany.

3,

During the last few months the Watervliet arsenal has
been the only post in the United States lighted by kerosene lamps.
For a period of time previous, however, an

at

those wheels neither pulleys

Falls, e.vcept that in

New

illustrated

diameter and of 550 horse power capacity.
nicely secured automatically by means of a

in

Its regulation

This

November

same

The I'o

time.

ating purposes

volt current

and the 220 volt

is

u-sed for

dlumin-

Mr. Bernard

for power.

of the E. G. Bernard

company designed two new switch-

boards for this plant,

which allow every wire and connecperson operating it, giving every

tion to.be in sight of the

possible combination of connections on the several circuits,

and insuring against any

He

possible breakage.

also de-

signed and laid out the whole special system of wiring, etc.

The

entire system

every detail.

This

the Edison and

is

valued

include.';

$30,000, and

at

the

is

perfect in

expense of the removal of

Thomson-Houston apparatus by

the E. G.

Bernard company.
Fifty-three lights are

situated

The gun shop

grounds.

is

different

in

parts of the

with over 800 lamps,

lighted

the smaller shops having over 300 lights, while the officers'

quarters are illuminated with about 350 lamps.
Thesoldiers' quarters, barracks and offices are supplied with 200

lamps, while scattered

Power

is

about

furnished to run

cranes in the

new gun

grounds are 100 more.

the.

the 75

ton,

30 ton and 150 ton

shop, the cranes having from one to

four motors each. Thesysteniis so arranged that

water power can be u^ed

In case the water

as well.

all

available

and furnishing power
drawn from the Erie canal,

for lighting
is

which furnishes the water for power, one of the generators
in the lower shop can be so arranged as to furnish a motor
and current to operate the same from number one plant in
the gun shop.
l"he system is so arranged that a current for
lighting the quarters,

grounds

or to be used in any part of the
any purpose, can be furnished by water power

for

exclusively,

which means a large saving

as the water

NEW DOUBLE DISCHARGE
simple disk or cylinder construction, we get into all these
complications, and finally arrive at*a result whieh is very inferior to the ordinary Gramme or Siemens machine.

New Double
The
is

tial

simple in form and capable of easy and very

This

construction.

unique

a

of turbine wheel on a horizontal shaft.

new type

design of a
It

Discharge Turbine.

illustration presented herewith represents

substan-

from a

illustration is a reproduction

photograph of a wheel in actual practice, driving a portion
ofa large electric plant where several others of the same design and style are in use, under a working head pressure of
90

It will

feet.

The

the top.

be seen that the water enters vertically at
admits of receiving the

design, however,

water at any inclination from a vertical to a horizontal

line.

is

to the

government,

not utilized in any other manner, more es-

pecially at night.

TURRINE.

data are given for Russia, and the statistics for that country
come to end with iSSo, Russia being then fifth in the list of
countries as regards the number of messages carried. The
smallest number of messages dispatched in 1870, the first year
selected, was 466,700, in Norway, and the largest number,
9,350,000 in Great Britain. Germany was third in the list,
with 8,207,800 messages. The United States had a slightly
smaller number of messages to its credit than Great Britain,
thetotal being 9,157,646. In 1S92, after the lapseof twentytwo years, Norway liad still the smallest number of messages
carried, viz., 1,649,544.
Germany seems to have dropped
from third place to fourth, with a total of 31.175,100. No
figures are given for France in 1892, but in 1S91 the number
of messages carried was 32,397,000. The United Kingdom
still retains the first place, its total in 1892 being 69,908,600,
compared with 62,387,298 in the United States. Austria
held fifth place in ihat year with 10,835.302, and Italy
seventh with 8,322,925. Regarding the proportion between
thehumber of messages carried and the population as a
whole, it appears that in 1S70 Russia showed the smallest
proportion of messages carried per head, only 0.04 per head
of population.
Of the five countries which held the next
lowest rank to Russia as regards the proportion of telegrams
to po])ulation, viz., France, Italy, Sweden, Spain and Hungary, the first named has since made the greatest strides, and

Important Telegraphic Transfer.
In Baltimore on October 23d a deed conveying to tlie
Western Union Telegraph company all the lines and pro]ierty of the

American Rapid Telegrapli company was

the record

office

of the Superior Court.

The

filed in

consideration

Western Union company.
The properly is sold by Janies W.Converse, Joseph
and Ann Maria Sawyer, Edward L. and Susan Giddings,
George Henry and Mary C. S. Quincy of Boston, Mass.,
and Charles B. Lancaster of Newton, Mass.
These
persons originally bought it in 1891 at a foreclosure
sale to satisfy a mortgage for $4,156,385 held by the Boston Safe Deposit & 'I'rust company.
There are six wires
is

$550,000

in the capital stock, of the

running from Philadelphia to Baltimore, and four from Baltimore to Washington.
Other lines are located in IVIassachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois,

"
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runner.
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it
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work.
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The wheel

is
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manner

is lound in the financial
columns of the Chicago Herald of October 26th:
There is the best authority for the statement that the
North Chicago Street. Railroad company will issue $1,000,oco additional stock about the beginning of next year.

interesting gossip

This will make the total amount outstanding $6,500,000,
The earnings this year, in spite of hard times, have been
unexpectedly heavy, and the connections which the company has made with various electric roads, together with its
electric lines, will in future,

it is

claimed,

still

further in-

its earning power.
So far this year North Chicago
has earned at the rate of about i6'per cent, on its stock,

crease

Resolutions of Thanks.

discharges

\vater to a turbine entirely avoids

Railway.
The following

own

then passes through

the curved tubes on each side ot the wheel
into the

now among

the first five countries compared in this respect, increasing from o. i to 0,9. Switzerland, in 1.S70, was
first among the countries, with 0.6 message per head.
In
the interval its proportion has been doubled, but it now
holds only second place, ihe United Kingdom being first
with 1. 8 messages per head. The United States, with Holland and Belgium, falls into third place, having 0.9 message
per head.
is

Earnings of the North Chicago Street

The

eastern delegates and visitors to the Atlanta con-

vention have adopted resolutions of thanks to the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Southern Railway companies and
their
trip.

representatives

for courtesies

extended during the

and the management

is inclined to think that its future is
to justify the issue of more slock.
This, it is thought, will be better policy than to increase the
dividend rate. The stock will be sold at par and the proceeds used for electrical construction.
It is stated further
that the North Chicago surplus, accumulated from last
years's World's Fair traffic, is still intact.

sufficiently well assured

;

November
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Induction Motor of the General Electric

Company.
A good example of the smaller line of induction molors
which the General Electric company is placing upon the
market is that known as the T. I. I. H. P. shown in the
accompanying illustration. This motor has been designed
to give a powerful starting effort without excessive current.
It is

totally

It is

only connection
the

may

almost completely enclosed and

desired.

it

has with

on

binding posts

the

external circuit

outside] of

the

be entirely so,

moving contacts and

without

is

if

the

through

The

the motor.

armature has no connection with the external circuit. Inside
of the armature is placed a resistance, only kept in circuit

when

the

side of the

motor

the

is

wound

iio

for
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simplicity of the winding

collector rings obviates all

and,

volts,
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speed.
to the

the low potential, burn-outs

of attention in operation.
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are almost impossible.

minimum amount

bearing,
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The

started.

first

is

motor, under

Failure.

Knapp

the sheriff and for

Works, rewhich a receiver was
Electrical

afterward appointed, continues to increase rather than

di-

As has already been stated in the Wkstern Ei.ecTRICIAS, the dissatisfied creditors associated themselves together to push their claims and ajijiointed an executive comminish.
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actuary; that for two years last past he has devoted his entire time and attention to auditing and making thorough
examinations of the books, accounts and affairs of large corporations and firms engaged in various lines of business in
the city of Chicago; that on the 24th day of September, A.
D. 1S94. he was retained by the executive committee of the
Knapp Creditors' association to make a tliorough examination and investigation of the books, papers, records and affairs of the Knapp Electrical Works, a corporation under
and by virtue of the laws of the state of Illinois, and report
thereon; that as this affiant is informed and believes the
above mentioned books, papers, records and assets of the

Knapp Electrical Works were at that time in the custody and possession of one Harry P. Lucas, as receiver, at
the former place of business of said corporation, viz., 271
and 273 Franklin street, in said city of Chicago; that in accordance with his instructions from said committee he
thereupon and on said last mentioneddate proceeded to make
a thorough and exhaustive examination of all of the books,
records, documents and other data obtainable by him from
Lucas, receiver, M. A. Knapp. the president and general
manager of said corporation, R. H. VVatson, the cashier and
general bookkeeper of said corporation, and W. B. Austin,
one of the directors of said corporation.
That he continued such examination lor a period of
about seventeen days^ and thereafter and on the i ith day of
October he rendered a report to the said executive committee of the Knapp Creditors' association, consisting of 1S6
pages of written and typewritten matter, comprising a general report of the financial affairs of said Knajjp Electrical
Works from the date of its incorporation to September i,
iS94;also a general report of the financial affairs of the pred-

All of which were outstanding and unpaid on September i
1894.
The books show an indebtedness of J. B. Whalen & Co.
of $12,304.14 closed out by the alleged return of $3,500 in
tools and machinery and $2,864.43 '" merchandise, and the
giving of $5,939.71 in notes which were transferred to F.

M. Knapp.
That the following is a true and correct abstract of the
receipts and disbursements of the said receiver as appears by
his books from September i, 1894, ^^ October 4, 1S94, inclusive:

Weekly pay

said

said corporation, the Knapp Electrical Works
unincorporated, and a detailed report of the receipts and disbursements of the present receiver from Seplember i, 1894,
That all of the statements
to October 4. 1S94, inclusive.
and exhibits therein contained are correct abstracts from the
books, papers, recoi'ds and other original
data belonging to the Knapp ii^lectrical
Works examned by this affiant as aforesaid, except the calculations, estimates
and percentages which therein appear to
have been made by this affiant, and as to
those he verily believes them to be correct.
That the fill lowing facts and
figures are some of the more inijiortant
'and noticeable items contained in ?aid
eces^^or

rolls

{4

weeks)

.Stationery, etc

$1,388.99
20.?;

....

.

Teaming, cartage, express and freight
Packing cases, boxes, hay, etc
Postage, postal cards, notices,

75-38
24-45
27.9s

etc

Telegrams

•50

Entertaining {E. R. Crolius}
Hauling rubbish ....

3-00

,

,

-

Gas

12.

.-

Material for shop
.

(expert accountant)
Brads, pins, tacks and miscellaneous items,
.

7-73

.

•..-...
Knapp (stimmons in Harris case)

M.

F.

00.00
166.40

....

fees

Insurance

48

232.56
344-90
316.64
127.50

•

H. P. Lucas, receiver
M, A. Knapp
G. L. Marchond company
Sheriff's

20

9-

.

12.00

Total for September

$2,790.04

October ist lo 4thy inclusive.

of

Stationery, etc. (total since Sept. i,
M. A. Knapp (total since Sept. i,
Material for shop (total since Sept. r,
Cartage, teaming, freight, etc. (total

$20.93)
$437.17)

.60
120.53
176.65

.

.

$409 21)
since Sept.

$84.64)

r,

Packing

9.26
boxes, etc.

ca'cs,

{total since Sept.

$3425)
Rent ...

i,

...'.....

9 To
466 67

S78351
forms a part of llie proceedings in Judie
urt on October 26th, when the creditors' com-

Thi-^ affidavit

Tuttle's

c-

miilee, thiougli

alturneys, endeavored to

its

report, viz.:

pn'ntiuent of the reieiver >et a>ide, on

have the ap-

The property lurned over to the
Knapp Electrical Works, incorporated,
by F. M. Knapp, in payment for the

ground that it
was unsatisfactory to many of the creditors and also because Mr. Lucas was a debtor to the company. The judge

$100,000 capital stock issued, was. as is
shown by the minn es of the meeting of
directors on February 4, 1S90, rejiresented by M. A. Knapp lo be worth
$108,750, whereas its actual \'alue as
>hown by the books \i as ^1^64,492. 22.
s!iowing an
deficiency
of
apparent

denied the application, but

stated

the

that

remove

The

the present receiver.

now endeavoring

of

if ihree-'"ourths

thecreditnrs would sign a petiiinn to that

he would

effect

dissatisfied creilitors are

to obtain the necessary signature';.

CORRESPONDENCE.

f35-507-7S.

The books show
been constantly

September

INDUCTION MO'IOR OF THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

The

mittee to act for them.

creditors

who

thus

agreed to

co-operate are:

John A. Roebling's Sons company, Perkins Electric
Manufacturing company, American Electrical
Works, K. S. Thomas & .Sons, company, Bryant Electric
company, R. R. McCabe& Co., New York Insulated Wire
company, Sunbeam Lamp Manufacturing company, New
England Butt company. Western Eleclric company. Electrical Engi}iec7\ H. T. Paisle, C. H. Lever Manufacturing
company, Great Western Manufacturing company, Columbia Rubber Works company, Rice Machinery company,
W. II. Sills, Electricai Industries, E. R. Crolms, Hart &
Hegeman Manufacturing company, Turner Brass Works,
l^uckingliam lic Paulson, Chicago Edison company, Hadfield& Co., Clias. W. Tegtmeyer, George PI. Benedict &
Co., Sethness Chemical company, Fred P. Bagley & Co.,
Roih & Eck, Chicago Electric Protective company, Fuller
& Fuller company, John M. Green Manufacturing company, Orient Manufacturing company, Holtzer-Cabot Electric company, Peckstow & Wilcox company, Manhattan
Electric Supply company. Electric Power & Storage company, Electric Construction &: Supply company, Alfred F.
Moore, Steel & Johnson Manufacturing company, H. G.
McFadden & Co., Eleclnc Engineering & Supply company, Hammond Cleat & Insulator company, A. & J. M.
Anderson, Albert Russell, Hapwell Manufacturing company, Bernstein Electric company, New York Carbon
Works, WalworUi & Neville Manufacturing company,
Chas. H. Besley, H. M. Loud & Sons Lumber company,
Edgerton Pottery company.
The executive committee consists of George S. Searing of
the Hart & Hegeman company, James Wolff of the New
York Insulated Wire company, Francis E. Donohoe of
the American Electrical Works and Thomas G. Grier of the
Switch

*

Bryant Electric company.
Bard, was employed by the
creditors' committee to examine the books of the Knapp

An

expert auditor, E.

Electrical

F.

Works and make
That

the business.

typewritten,

is

a report on

the

condition

of

report, consisting of ib6 pages, mostly

The tenor of it may be gathered
affidavit made by Mr. Bard. and_ pre-

now

in.

from the following
sented to Judge Tultle

last

week:

duly sworn, on oath deEdmund F. Bard, being
poses and says that he is and has been for twenty-seven
years last past a book-keeper, auditor, expert accountant and

r,

that the business has
on- the <lecrease since

1S91; that

for iS

months

ending March i, 1S93, the net profits
were only $4,112.50 on gross sales of
merchandise amounting to $872.595.91
that the ratio of gross profits was 9 per
cent, and expen=;es S per cent.; that for
COMPANY.
tj^e following
18 months ending September I, 1S94, ihe percentage of gross profits decreased to
S per cent., whereas the expenses increased to 16 per cent.,
and the net loss in conducting the business was $531345.92;
that the average monthly expenses during the iS months
ending March I, 1S93, on sales aggregating $872,595.91
was $3,737.20, whereas for the following rS months on
sales aggregating $515,724.91, or a little more than onehalf, the monthly expenses averaged $4,134.22,
or an increase of $400 per month.
According to the minutes of the board of directors, F. M.
Knapp resigned the presidency of the company on September 12, 1893, and at the following meeting, September iS,
1893, a judgment note was given to him for $27,989.50.
Under the date from August 20 to 27, 1894,"^ inclusive,
the books show .$24,359.64 in accounts receivable and $16,387.21 in hillsreceivable were traiisferrt d to sundry creriitnrs, of which' $7,263.85 in bills receivable signed by J. B,
Whalen & Co. were transferred to F. M. Knapp. Tliere
was also transferred to him $3,283.43 in stock of th.e Hercules Iron Works, and credit was given him on the books
for $1,000 for "expenses incurred by him up to August 25,
1894, in the way of legal advice, railroad fares, traveling
The ledger showed him indebted to the
company on open account on September i, 1894, the sum

expenses, etc."

of $325.08.
Stock of the Commercial Electric company of St. Louis.
Mo., amounting to $2,500 was transferred to M. A. Knapp.
His account was credited with $6,000 on salary account, of
which $1, ^33. 36represenls an increase in rate dated back to
March i, 1S93. His account was also credited with $962.50
for traveling expenses and $1,200 for entertainment expenses
During the same period the books show the purchase of
$8,400 in second mortgage bonds of the Ciceio Light,
Heat & Power company from H. P. Lucas, the present
receiver; the sale to him of one 2,500 light dynamo for
$2,Soo and $2,584.97 in merchandise on account, and the
ledger shows a balance due from him September i, 1S94, of
$448.34-

,

receivable shown upon the booksot
said corporation are the following notes given by H. P.
Lucas to said Knapp Electrical Works:
Aifioinif.
Due.
DaleSept, 12, 1S94.
$2,031.00
June 9, 1S94
" IS' 1894
iS, 18941,015.50
" 23. 1894
S12.40
26, 1894.
" 25. 1S94
28, 1S94.
1,015.50
bills

" 29. 1S94
\ug. iS, 1S94

"

IS,

York,

(

New York Notes.
— A petition from

tctober 29.

Power company rsking

Falls

fiir

the

grant

a

Nin^ara
put wires

to

through Buffalo for the dJstriI)ulion of electric power was
transmitted to the board of aldermen in tbat cityon October
22d.

The

first

official

petition bears a peculiar interest, because

step

it

i'^

an enterprise which,

Buffalo in

in

the
it

is

believed, will multiply the industries of Buffalo.

E.Warren,

C.

secretary

of

Metropolitan Tractit n

the

company, has issued a stalcment of the company's condition
on October i, 1894, which shows capital stock issued, $27,301,650; net cash in bank and due in open accounts from
companies, $3,362,532; balance represented by inin stocks and bonds of other companies con-

other

vestments

and owned by the Metrr>poli'an Traction company,

trolled

The Metropolitan street
$23,939,018; total, $27,301,650.
railroad alone is earning 5 per cent, on investmenil5.
The
company owns

the

Columbus and Ninth avenue

cable road,

Lexingtcn avenue cable road and the Lenox avenue

the

underground
it is

said,

electric road.

The Columbus avenue ror.d will,

be operated as a through cable read by No\ ember

15th in connection with the

Broadway

Both the Lex-

road.

ington avenue and ihe Lenox avenue roads are bting built

and

will

When

probably be finished

before the

the lines are completed the

miles of

road.

The

control

143

show an

increase in net earnings

of

the year.

will

own and

first

company

120 miles in operation

for

September

last

over

September, 1S93, of over $50,000. The bonds and stocks of
these companies in the treasury of the Metropolitan Traction

comjjany

are

Columbus

and

Ninth

avenue

first

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds, $3,000,000; Columbus and
Ninth avenue capital stock, $3,000,000; Lexington avenue
^ Pavonia Ferry Railroad company's first mortgage 5 per
cent, bonds, $5,000,000, and $5,000,000 capital stock of the

same company, making

An

a total of $16,000,000.

action agd:inst the Brooklyn

Heights and Brooklyn

'
.

Ihat among the

first

Nkw

1S94

.

560.70
354.19
355-94

2, 189^.

20, 1S94.

Nov

19, 1S94.

City Railroad companies for an accounting and the division
of a $700,000 surplus has been begun by Patrick H. Flynn,
a stockholder in the Brooklyn City company.

The

suit is

have the expenditure of tlie surplus adjudged unlawful
and to restrain the pledging or the selling of the property of
to

the Brooklyn City road, and also to adjudge the expenditure
the Brooklyn Heights company excessive and
Mr. Flynn alleges that the persons who engineered the big deal by which the Brooklyn City was leased

of

money by

fraudulent.

-

WESTERN

ii6
Brooklyn Heights company were in a scheme to get
company and to divert a part of its

to the

control of the former

own

earnings into their

the Fleightsroad, which

is

first

got control of

and

capitalized at only $220,000,

Brooklyn City

then had the

They

pockets.

road leased to

The

it.

next

he counciL

If

The company

work

begun at once.

will be

to light the cave.

York capitalists
The electric

November

water power near the cave to

will utilize

power and

nish

granted

is

it

ELECTRICIAN.

New

understood that

It is

fur-

and Owatonna,

plants of Faribault

drum.

engines, as

It

It

utilized

gives an intense heat

will

be

Minn., have been consolidated under one management, and

thirough a small pipe the

Hewes, formerly manager of the Faribault plant,
becomes the manager.
There is some dissatisfaction over the slow way the holder
of the electric light franchise at Grand Rapids, Minn., acts,
and it has been suggested that arrangements be made with
the Zenith Electric company of Duluth if something is not
done soon.
Representatives of the Harrison International Telephone company are seeking to place exchanges in Davenport, la., and Rock Island, III., and have received sufiicient
encouragement to state positively that they will be put in.
This company is actively working in Iowa and is meeting

heat will result.

with

the equipment of the City^roal

money

the

all

an

fraadnlent

contracts at

imoroper

1

The money,

.

were entered

price-:

the defendants were stock-

into with corporatiois in which

holders and dire-tors.

the

raised

was

as charged,

properly expended that there was not enough to

and

cq'.iipmeat,

purpose

for this

was arranged

it

so imthe

finish

issue

to

truu notes of the Brooklyn Heights company for $3,000,000,
and to s:fcure the^e notes it was intended to jjledge the

W.

properly of the City road.

F. O.

Milwaukee, Wis.

— General

Manager Wyman of
the Milwaukee Street Railway company recently appeared
before the Board of Public Works on a request to furnish
p>wer to open the big (.iraw of tlie Holton street viaduct.
The viaduct to-day was formally turned over to the city. So

Milwaukee, Uctober

27.

draw has been opened by

far the

company

railway

the

staled,

y electricity the power is furof charge, but this. Mr. Wyman

Nothing was said

cara over the bridge.

did not run

it

at the

this will

running cars over the viaduct,
follow, inasmuch as it will save the city about $700 per an-

residents of what they

num, beside ridding Island avenue

consider a great nuisance, the running of the cars up Is'and

Now

along the

river, people

]iany take

there

that

up

another way of crossing

is

moving

are

hi:l

to

is

always

claimed, and in

great danger at the railroad cros'ng,

it

case of a brake giving out, or of an

unmanageable motor,

never mal<e the turn

the car could

is

foot of the hill

at the

Added to this, cars are delayed daily owing to the
great amount of switching across the streets.
General Manager Wyman, speaking of the matter, said
that the company was vol e^\ ecially anxious to run over the
Holton street bridge. To do this the company would have
to lay quite a

b'.t

of extra

Citizens of Calmar, la., are discussing the advisability

town putting

Harmon

wireson

The Board

and then it would be exand take down the j-oles and

Works

of Public

lias

asked the Milwaukee Arc

L'ght conipiny, the Edison Lighting company, the Badger
Illuminating

company and Capt. Pabst, who has

new

Provision has been

city hall.

In case the whole building

an electric elevator.
with electric lights,

will require

it

of 16 candle power each.
arc lights of 2,000 candle

In addition

power

made

to be

meter.
at

It

some

that

made

for

is

it

two

will require

for each of the East

Water,

one arc Hght to

tower of 4,oco candle power. Provision

in

The Harrison Telephone company has oiganized
pany

distance from the building,

but

Koch

cured contracts wiih nearly
scribers for five years.

paratus

fit.

is

in

a com-

an exchange, and has
the

all

old

company's

Work

has cut rates in half.

It

se-

sub-

no chimney were put into

if

He

to

with the idea of allowing them to do as
asserts that

placed

the

in

if

the lighting and heating ap-

basement, as contemplated,

will certainly lesiilt in

damage

tinual operation of the

machinery

to the building.

W.

an electrician of Winona,

Bel',

J.

contract

for'

it

con-

and

work immediatelv.

will begin

K. E. Hazen, Jacob Kiefer, P.

known

Moorhead, Minn., are und' rstood

ciiizens of

company which

interested in a

H. Lamb and other well

will shortly

to be

ask for an electric

light franchise.

it

cause a vibration of
in time

and make

The

council of .Minneapolis, Minn., has passed a resolu-

tion to

submit

of bonds to

voted on at

to the voters

put
tlie

a proposition to issue $300,000

an electri: lighting .plant.

in

November

The International

It

'.viil

be

Electric

company

of Minneapolis, which

operatts the plant in the Edison

building, will soon

important additions to

Its business

make

its plant.

has been

in-

making an enlargement of capacity abso-

lutely imperative.
.\

home company has been formed

at Fort Dodge, la.,
and the promoters have secured 90
company's subscribers.

for a telephone exchange

per cent, of the Bell

An

interurban electric railway

is proposed to connect OshKaukauna, Menasha and Neenah, Wis.
A franchise has been secured tlirough Oshkosh and Appleton, and Kaukauna will probably grant it, but merchants
of Menasha and Neenah oppose granting one on account of

the increased competition.

The Harrison

International Telephone

company

telephone exchange in Des Moines,

estalilish a

will

J. E.

Erickson

ol St.

Minn.,

Paul,

Grant-^burg, Wis., and supply

tlie

la.

remove

will

to

city with electric light in

connection with his factory.

The Badger Telephone company

of Poysippi, Wis., hns

organized with $2,000 capital stock and will build a line
Berlin, Wis.

paca

This will give

it

a line from Berlin to

to

Wau-

direct.

West Union, la., has voted to put in electric lights.
The contest between the electric light company and the
town of Marion, la has been compromised at $75 for 40
1,200 candle power lighis, $65 for 50 lights and more than
50

lighis for $60.

Henderson, Minn., has succeeded in disposing of its
bonds and will begin work at once on a power

The Polar

Star Electric

company

of Faribault, Minn., has

it

C.

of incorporation with $50,000 capital stock. J.
Hunter, R. Weatherstone and J. F. Hughes are the incorporators.

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis,

October 27.

actory, at Custer City, S. D.,
is

arriving.

The

ber.

It is

hoped

to

— The

and supply arc and incandescent
tion to

at

its

A new
axle grease

progressing, and machinery

is

line

An

la.,

the

enough subscribers cannot be secured

for electrical purposes

venture pay, a higher rate shall be charged.

lights for the city in addi-

and Lake Manawa
is

ness houses and $iS for residences, with
if

The Minneapolis General

Electric

at

La

$30 per year

mica

Crosse,

for busi-

understanding
to

make

the

company of Minne-

apolis, Minn., has taken out a permit to erect its two-story

electric street

summer season.
proposed from Hot Springs,

rail-

being built in time for the

electric railway

company has been formed

soliciting subscribers at

that

The Manhattan Beach company is making improvements
Lake Manawa, to cost $10,000, in anticipation of the

way

is

operation by Decem-

it

regular product.

Council Bluffs,

telephone

Wis., and

in

have

factory will turn out

Custer

S.

D.,

o the famous wind cave, and a franchise will be asked of

N. L.

P.

PERSONAL.
Frederick W. Davis, secrelary of the Perkins Electric
Switch Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn., is in
Chicago.
Charles M. Proctor, manager and vice-president of the
Proctor-Raymond Electric company of Rochester, N. V.,
was in Chicago last week.
Secretary and Treasurer R. V. Scudder of the AVestern
Supply company, St. Louis, spent Friday last in
Mr. Scudder was on a hurried trip and returned
home in the evening.
Electrical

Chicago.

Charles Blizard of the Electric Storage Battery company
of Philadelphia was married in Chicago, on October 23d, to
L^aisy May Hibbard.
Mr. Blizard is widely known among
electrical men in both the East and West through his connection with his present company.
The newly married
couple will reside in Passaic, N. J.

George G. Carter, well known to the electrical fraternity
of Chicago and the West through his connection with the
company and the firm of George G. Carter
& Co., has returned from Mexico. Mr. Carter is now interested in the Tampico Land & Commercial company of
Chicago, which is capitalized at $1,000,000 and has obtained
a large concession of cofiee lands from the Mexican govern-

light station on Main street southeast, between
Second and Third avenues, to cost $20,000.

electric

Charles D. Braun, of the Braun

Electrical

Supply com-

pany, Minneapolis, has invented an electrical heater, the
heat coming from a common incandescent current running

through a few

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Greenville, Texas, is to have an electric street
franchise having been recently granted.
The
furnish full particlilars.

railway, a

mayor can

Steps have been taken toward building an electric road
between Chicago and Joliet, 111. The ground, it is said,
been lo')ked over by prominent capitalists. R. B.
Campbell, general manager of the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad company, and Pres'dent Baker of the Trust &
Savings company are mentioned in connection with the

coils

scheme.

election.

filed articles

very disagreeable for the occupants.

length of the car and a uniform

has

house.
will

the entire building, which will injure

full

William H. McKinlock, president of the Metropolitan
Electric company, Chicago, is in New York.

secured the

i\Iinn.,

putting in an electric light plant at Dnrand, Wis.,

electric light

The

fire

will

,

he simply suggested the matter

says that

steam

be heated and

be begun on the system at once.

as

officials,

they saw

put

the council killed

was recently proposed, the city, it is
claimed, wou'd be at the mercy of the lighting and heating
corporations, who .would furnish the power at their our
figures. It would save only $4,000 on the cost of the building to omit the chimney and would result in a considerable
loss in the future.
Hence the chimney will be built. Arthe city

la., to

is

amount of light used to be measured by a
was proposed to put up alighting andheatlngplant

measure long ago, so that

chitect

Sioux Ciiy,

at

coils will

very simple

-•\nsonia Electric

Blue Earth City, Minn.

for the

that building,

negotiating with the council of

are

kosh, Appleton,
lighted

4,000 incandescent lamps

Biddle and Market street entrances, and

main entrance

a large

regarding the lighting and

]>ower house, for information

heating of the

Bonwell

of

light plant.

Winnebago City, Minn., to put in an electric lighting system with 40 lights. This firm has just completed a plant in

creasing rapidly,

and Island avenue.

street

&

Clark

an electric

in

track,

tracks

iis

spe-

of $3,000 for an electric light plant.

cial tax

safely.

pected to tear up

La Crosse, Wis.
Mmn., has voted a

in at

Albert Lea,

tV.e

have the com

There

on Island avenue.

tracks

its

being put

its

meeting about

probable that

Init it is

avenue.

is

city council of

1

company free
company could not do where

nished by the

The

operation

in

Topeka, Kas., and Lafay-

Carlinville, 111.;

and one

ette, Ind.,

city has pur-

chased two 25 horse power motors, and found that it will
cost $2 per day for .power from the company. At Llie other

The company now has systems

Decatur and

the

The

F.

with success.
at

motors, the stree:

electric

furnishing the power.

bridges which are operated

George

is

for

water in the boiler be boiling. It can be
by running an incandescent wire

trolley,

was

sp;ndin^5

and

value

1894

to heat cars

by the City company and the
Mr. Flynn alleges that
additional surplus of $70o,OD>

step

of great

by turning a button the

in a short time the

are backing the electric railway.
light

in a large

in operation.

3,

of annealed iron vnre, which are inclosed

The firm of Siemens & Halske, supported financially by
the Anglo-Bank, has submitted to the Austrian Ministry of
Commerce a project for an electrical underground railroad
in the city of Vienna.
The plan is to have a flat top ttmnel immediately under the pavement and not deep in the
soil, the heght underneath the deck to be only 8 feet lo
inches.
The current is to pass over the cars and the return
curreni through the rails. The cars are lo seat 40 passengers,
with doors automatically locked when in moiion, while the
train cannot be started *ill the doors are closed.
The machinery is on the top of the car.
The project is for a
double-track road of standard gauge. 'Ihe sjieed promised
is nearly three times as great as that of the existing strea
railroad systems.
Application has been msde to the public service committee of the County Board, Chicago, by a new corporation
known as the Chicago Suburban Rapid Transit company for
a franchise authorizing the construction of an electric street
railway in the northwestern part of the city.
The route of
the promised line commences at KuIIerton avenue and West
Seventy-second street, running thence north along Seventysecond street to Tanner road; thence northwesterly along
Tanner road to the street known as Dee road; thence along
Dee road to Center street; thence west on Center street to
the River road; thence northwest along the River road to
Jefferson road; thence along Jefferson road to the Lee road;
and thence northerly to the southern corporate limits of the
village of Desplaines.
It is iiroposed that a branch connecting at Higgins road and the western limits of the city be
run northwesterly along Higgins road to the western limits
of the towm of Maine.

A

ground electric system for street car propulsion was
given a trial on a short stretch of track near ihe Rouge river
at Detroit, October 24th, and seemed to work well.
It is
the invention of Thomas Harris, a Detroit man, and Detroit
and Hamilton, Ont., people are behind it. Between the
ordinary rails was a third rail laid in car lengths, first on one
side and tlien on the other, and insulated from the ground.
There was no electrical connection between them. Small
boxes containing six electro-magnets are distributed along
the line.
To each of the iron boxes a feeder wire runs
and by means of the magnets tlie current is distributed to
the rails and to the motor in the car. The molorpropels the
car over the rails by reason of the contact of the brushes
with the charged rails.
When the brushes leave the sections of rail and the car passes to the next the current shifts
from the first magnet and automatically passes into the second.
When this takes place the armature, falling by gravity, opens the circuit, leaving the rails passed without any
current.
At the same instant the second magnet picks up
its
armature and closes another circuit, which gives the
current to the ne.xt pair of rails to which the car has just
passed.
As the car rolls along the current passes with it,
being shifted from rail to rail by the magnetic action. Fair
speed was attained, and the car moved either forward or
backward at the will of the operator.

The West End Street Railway company of Boston is
making preparations to put its entire system of ieeder wires
underground. This is in compliance with the law com-

"

November

3,

WESTERN

1S94

the company to place all its feed wires north of
Dover and Berkeley streets underground in six years. The

pelling

requires that before January i, 1S95, 200,000 feet of
conduit and 21 miles of feeder cable shall have been placed
nndergroond in the district hounded by Dover street,

law

the Western Union Telegraph company with the railroad
powers is not valid. The ruling of the court
upon the questions raised is regarded as one of more than
for exclusive

.

ELECTRICIAN.
.

usual importance.
'

avenue, Tremont, Boylston and Essex streets
and Kort Point channel, and work is now in progress to
total cost uf taking down tlie present overThe
thisend.
head wires and placing them in conduits, including cost of
conduit, etc., will average about $6,000 per mile per wire.
The number of wires to be buried varies according to distance from the power house and the varying amounts of
current needed at various points, from 34 wires at the
Albanv street power house, down to two or one. There are
It will require
eight now being laid in Bolyston street.
about 40 miles of conduit to accommodate the 60 miles of
and
Berkeley
streets,
Dover
and will
north
of
cables
feed
Ultimately the
call for an expenditure of about $360,000.
conduct will he extended to the East Cambridge power

Shawmut

ELECTRIC MINING.
State Department at Harrisburg, Pa., has granted
letters of incorporation to the Scranton Electric ConstrucThe comtion company with a capital slock of $15,000.
pany comprises William T. Smith, Orlando S. lohnson,
Edward B. Sturges, 'Frederick J. Piatt, F. E. Piatt, ScranWilliam T.
ton, and Joseph C. Piatt of Waterford, N. V.
Smith is the president and F. J. Piatt is the general
manager. The purpose ot the company is to install electric plants for the lighting, drilling, haulage and dumping
or any other form of e.ectrical application in or about

The

mmes.

an accomplished fact. Work upon the trolley line from
Norristown to Barren Hill has been resumed by Contractor
Dyur. The line had already been completed as far as the
Trenton Cut-off, and from there to Conshohocken it is now
Mr. Dyur, who has the contract for the entire
being built.
line to Barren Hill, expects to have it completed by January.
Permission having been granted by the town council of Ambler to build the trolley through its streets, the Shepp Brothers of this city, who are prime movers in the building of
the line from Norristown to Barren Hill, have determined
upon branching off from that line at or near Harmonyville,
and extending it to Ambler. Tl^e People's Traction company,
which has determined to extend its Ime from Chestnut Mill
out the Bethlehem pike to Penllyn and Spring House, has not
as yel asked permission to build through the streets of Ambler; but the citizens of that town are prepared to welcome it
With the proposed extension of the Pottswith open arms.
town line southward from its present terminus at Sanatoga

lie

Park to RoyersfonKandthe strong probability that the Norristown company will extend to either Spring City or Royersford, therearestrong indications that before very long a trolley
car can be taken at Eighth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, and by a system of exchanges, the Schuylkill Valley
can be traveled over by trolley as far west as Pottstown, 40
The business of the People's Traction commiles distant.
pany since the completion of its trolley line to Germantown
very
Lirgely augmented by the numerous trolley
has been
On Thursday
parties which nightly travel over the line.
night there were 40 of these i^arties on the line, and 20 on
very
slow
night
when there
considered
a
Friday night. It is
are not as least 10 or 12 of these parties riding over the road.
President Moore of the company said yesterday that the
Girard avenue branch of the company's trolley system would
be put into operation in two weeks. The delay in operating
the line, he says, is due entirely to the failure of the comThe work upon the extens'on of the
pany to secure cars.
system to Willow Grove, over the old York road, by the
Philadelphia, Cheltenham & Jenkintown Passenger Railway
company, an allied corporation, is being pushed forward
rapidly.' The tracks have already been laid to Hunting
Park.

TELEPHONE.
of Eennettsville, S. C,
has just completed the construction uf a telephone line from
Dobs.on to Mt. Airy, N. C.

The Southern Telephone company

Direct telephone connection between Berlin and Bremen,
Cologne and Hamburg was established October ist. The

charge for a three-minute conversation

is

25 cents.

Arthur E. Davies, manager of the Central Union Telep'lone company's office at Michigan City, Ind.. is reported
to have absconded with $565 of the company's funds.
completion of the main artery of the Farmers' Telelines into Massillon, 0., has raised an
The
rights of telephone subscribers.
new competing company, using Harrison instruments, advertises that messages will be received at its terminal station
in Massillon through the- old, or Bell, instruments and
transmitted by an operator over its own lines. The Central Union company, which controls the Bell exchange at
Massillon, contends that it has the right to refuse to permit
messages to go over its wires for transmission by a rival
system, and the removal of the Bell instrument from the
Farmers' terminal station is threatened. The Farmers'
people say that, having leased a Bell instrument, no one
can be thi? judge of what matter they clioose to receive.

The

The jjower and miningdepartnient of the General Electric
company has closed a contract with the Sacramento Electric Light & Powercompany, Sacramento, Cal, that calls for
the transmission by electricity from a waterpower at Folsom,
Cal., twenty miles distant, of several thousand horsepower to the city of Sacramento to supply light, heat, power,
etc., to an extent that will practically supersede all the present steam plants in operation.

One of the most important corporations which have been
chartered in West Virginia for years was granted acertificate
It is the Great Kanawha Falls Water Power
last month.
The company
Electrical Manufacturing & Land company.
is capitalized at $2,000,000, and the principal stockholders
M. Reed of Baltimore, Md; A. McChntock, of
Philadelphia and A. O. Patton, W. W. Tompkins, W. F.
T. F. Snyder and M. Levi of Charleston, W. Va.
It is proposed to build an electrical plant at the Great Kanawha Falls. This power is to be transmitted to mines,
factories and railroads and furnished the various towns for
Another part of the scheme
street and commercial lighting.
is to erect trolley wires along the cliannel of the river, one^
on each side, for tlie use of boats towing coal from the mines
through the pools.
nre: Charles

Scott,

E. H. Thwaite and James Swinburne have submitted to
the Manchester Association of Engineers a plan for transmitting power from the South Yorkshire coal fields 10 London, with trunk lines for serving the large towns along the
line of transmission, including Derby, Nottingham, Leicester, Northampton, Bedford, etc-, and possibly an auxiliary
station in South Staflordshire frr the service of Wolverhampton, Birmingham and the industrial areas in the line
of its route across to the point where it joins the main
trunk line serving the metropolis. The plan is to generate
power by burning coal at the pit's mouth, and to transmit
The coal will tirst liave its "residthe power electrically.
As these form the mcst valuable
ual products" removed.
portion of the coal, thf fuel actually used may be itself
fairly regarded as the residual prcduct of the distillation.
Gas engines are to be employed instead of steam engines
and boilers, and the power is to be transmitted by high
pressure alternating currents, it is said.

An

the electrical transmission of power
Foligno, Italy, is now being carried out, this
being the first plant of its kind in Italy where polyphase
currents will be used, asserts the Electrical Enghieer,
London. The power will -be obtained from the Menatre,
in the j^roximity of Pale, and the water will be conveyed to
the turbines at the generating station in Pale by means of a
There will be installed three turbines,
canal and conduits.
each of 100 horse power and each coupled directly from its
horizontal shaft to a polyphase generator giving current at
2,000 volts. The length of the primary conductors, which
One of these
are divided into two circuits, is 4.34 miles.
circuits will energize transformers for the supply of current
The
for lighting purposes, and the other for motive power.
di>tributing station is situated in the center of Fohgno.
the
high
pressure
current
will
nine
transFrom here
pass to
former stations, wliere the current will be distributed to conThe electrical plant emanates from the Oerlikon
sumer=.
Maschinenfabrik and the tuibines from the Societa lialoSvizzera of Bologna.
installation of

from Pale

to

phone company's

issue involving the

MISCELLANEOUS.
The programme

of the lecture course to be given under the
auspices ol the Chicago Electrical association shows that
some well-known local electrical men will contribute lecAmong them are Alfred L. Tetu, city manager of
tures.
the Chicago Telephone company; George S. Iredell and
O'Conneil
of the same company, Messrs. Baldwin,
J. J.
Prince, Earned, Fowler. Waite, Abbott, Millikin, Rhodes,
Edson, McMean and others. This series is of a very interesting character and will undoubtedly be well supported.

An

interesting photograph of a sextuple lightning flash
at a recent seance of the French Academy.
negative was taken by a Steinheil detective camera
window
during a terrific thunder storm which
placed in a
broke over Prague on May 22d of this year.
The flash
struck four houses simultaneously, wrecking the roofs and
considerable
damage.
Two
other
doing
Hashes are distinctly
shown in the photograph as darting out from the same
cloud, one of which struck the cupola of the Academy of
Science wilhout injuring it, while the other was attracted by
The melting
a group of telephone wires which it fused.
of the wire and the brilliant lighting up of the cloud are

was exhibited

TELEGRAPH.
The Missouri District Telegraph company, an auxiliary
of the Western Union Telegraph company, began busiThe object of the new comness in St. Louis last week.
pany is mainly to deliver Western Union business, but it
will also do a general district telegraph and messenger
An auxiliaiy company being engaged in the debusiness.
livery business is enabled to employ a larger number of
messengers, and thus give better delivery service than the
telegraph company could give.
judge Ross, in the United States Circuit Court at Los
Angeles, Cal., has decided favorably the application of
be accorded
to
the Postal Telegraph-cable cotnpany
facilities by the receivers of the Atlantic & Pacific Railway company for constructing its telegraph lines along that
In deciding the matter Judge Ross filed quite an
road.
elaborate opinion, in which he holds that the contract of

TRADE NEWS.
The H. W.Johns Manufacturing company has issued a
handsomely illustrated book showing installations of its
asbestos covering.
The pictures are of a particularly
meritorious character and the book is certainly worthy
of examination.

A postal card addressed to the Washington Electric company, 207 S. Canal street, Chicago, will result in securing
something of interest

to those

engaged

in the

electrical in-

dustry.

"Cutters," issued by the Brown & Sharpe manufacturing
company, Providence, R- L, is an extremely well illustrated
book and one in wich the talking is done by the illustrations,

The superior quality
company in this policy.
The Link-belt Machinery company of Chicago has issued
a very handsome booklet entitled "Modern Methods of

for little reading

matter

is

contained.

of the pictures justifies the

in Locomotive Coaling StaLight and Street Railway Power Plants."
publication is finely illustrated and reflects much credit
on O. W. Russell, the advertising manager of the company.

llaiidling Fuel, as Practiced

POWER TRANSMISSION.

house.

That the trolley is making rapid progress in and about
Philadelphia is shown by the following extract from the
'-While the various traction compaPhiladelphia Rcconi:
nies in this city are rapidly pushing forward to completion
the trolley on their various lines of railroad, the suburban
The time is not very
districts are keeping pace with them.
far distant when the trolley to Norristown, Ambler, ConMontgomery
points
in
county wil]
shohocken and other

217

The

Another interesting and probably unique
well shown.
feature of this lightning photograph is that it shows the
shadows of the cupola thrown clearly against the dark and
cloudy sky.
M. Zenger was of the opinion that the date of
this storm was significant and that the interval from May
20lh to May 22d being the days of the solar period, was
frequently marked by storms, proving the periodicity ol
atmospheric disturbances, both electric and magnetic.

tions, Electric

The

of

William N. Famous, representing J. Grant High & Co.
Mr. Famous
Philadelphia visited Chicago last week.
just come from the South and is finishing a westerntrip

had

before returning to Philadelphia.
He reports prospects for
western and middle states trade as being beyond his expectations; in fact, his company's recent decision to start a
branch office in Chicago is significant of its confidence in
the amount of business to be obtained in the western territory.

BUSINESS.
W.

Bartholomew has assumed the management of the
photo-engraving department of Bavtlett & Co., New York.
Mr. Bartholomew's work has attracted much attention and
II.

the product"ons of Bartlett

&

Co. are well

known

to the

electrical trade.

The H. W. Johns Manufacturing company some time
since received a flattering testimonial letter from the chief
engineer of the United States navy, speaking in the highest

terms of the asbestos covering which the company furnished several of the government cruisers.
Secretary and Treasurer J. Frank Stevens of the La
Electric Works, Philadelphia, visited Chicago lastweek.
Mr. Stevens was much pleased with the prospects for western business and returned home expressing
himself as surprised with the rapid growth of the electrical
business in the West.

Roche

D. E. Boswell & Co., 154 Lake street, Chicago, are calling attention to their portable storage batteries for phonographs, electric launches, dental, surgical and medical work,
The batteries of 150 ampere hours'
electric lightmg, etc.
capacity, as well as other sizes, are put up in hardwood
cases, with brass binding posts.

The Bryant Electric company has received a number of
favorable comments upon the latest of its devices,- the BryWhile the demand for this article
ant chandelier switch.
may be limited, the necessity for a device of its kind has
been sufficient to make it a staple article, and it may be
found in stock in almost every first-class supply house.
The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, has added
another specialty to its list which should attract considerIt is to handle
able attention and excite general interest.
the general line of electric cooking and heating utensils of
The Metropolithe Western Electric Heating company.
tan Electric company will carry a full line of these goods in
stock at its store on Fifth avenue. The goods manufactured
by the Western Electric Heating company are novel and
built

upon correct

principles.

company is receiving reports from
the Falk trolley heads which are very gratifying, one trolley
having made a record of 10,000 miles without showing any
appreciable wear and another having been in constant service from September 4th to October 27th and showing apThese records have been made upon two
parentlv no wear.
'J he Cenof the largest street railway systems in Chicago.
tral Electric company has an order for too of these trolley
heads to be shipped to California.

The

Central Electric

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, is having a
This is a
nice run on its Acme expanding wire guard.
specialty of which the Electric Appliance company is the
exclusive manufacturer and is one of the most satisfactory
wire guards for the protection of incandescent lamps from
mechanical injury that has ever been devised, as it automatically clamps the socket without the use of a holder of any
kind and at the same time is neat and graceful in appearance.

&

Co., manufacThe well-known firm of J. Grant High
turers of switchboards and switches, 123 North Third street,
Philadelphia, Pa., has located a western office in Chicago,
High
Medinah building.
Co. have
S07
J- Grant
achieved quite a reputation in the East in their particular

&

In starting their western department they make a
special point of the fact that they can furnish estimates
]:)romplly on any sized switchboard, from the smallest to the
This concern makes nothing else
largest manufactured.
but this one line of specialties, and the factory is equipped
with special machinery through which high-class work can
be quickly turned out.
line;

'

The Paragon

Insulating company, Cleveland, 0., has been
organized '.o enter the electrical world with a first-class
The Acme insulating paint is placed upon the
product.
market after the most thorough test of its merits. The
company has for along time persistently devoted time and
money to attaining the paint and asphaltuk which it is
now introducing to its prospective customers, for it recognizes that there is in the electrical field a demand for a paint
which is a good insulator, which without doubt dries quickly,
which is acid-proof, which not only leaves a good black finish, but penetrates the molding and fabric upon which it is
pur and has an elastic consistency. The paint has withstood
severe tests, and the company starts out with good prospects

of success.
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ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued October 23, iSg^.

Wilhelm

Dynamos.
7,766.
Braucke, Thmerterbacli, Germany.
Brush

Metal

for

Application

filed

July 2, 1894.
The brush consists

of thin wires or threads of_ copper or
copper alloys which are not twisted but loosely laid side by
To combine these threads with each other and to hold
side.
ihem together they are inclosed or wrapped in a tissue consisting of a tresswork made of fine metal wive, which may be
stitched together by silk threads or the like. Any optional
number of copper wires :nay be laid side by side according as
The
less large_ brush.
it is Intended to manufacture a mort or
flows, of course,

electric current

in

the

York, N. Y.
Claim

longitudinal direction

Motor or Dynamo. Cornelius F. Daniels,
Application filed December 2, 1891.
number of separate and independent
field magnets, each magnet being made up of two parts, one
forming the positive and the other the negative pole of the
magnet, the positive pole of one magnet adjoining the negativ,e
pole of the next magnet, and so on around the entire circle.
Electric

dcvi e consists of a

New

filed

Trolley Wire Support.
Montraville M.
Chicago, III.
Application filed April 30, 1894.

Rail Bond. William A. Grauten, Hartford,
Application filed June 7, 1894.
inventor claims a rail bond consisting of a body having
a turned or threaded shank with a hollow end. and with a
plural number of wire grooves, the outer walls of the wire
grooves being formed by outward extending ears and a bonding and a supplemen-ary wire grasped by the ears.

Wood,

There Is described the combination in a trolley support of a
bracket arm, a span wire support attached to the end oi the
bra kct arm an eyebolt or the like passing through one end of
the span wire support, a d a flexible span wire having one end
attached 10 the span wire support and the other end attached
to the eyebolt. whereby the tension of the span wire may be

Conn.
The

varied.

Self-winding Electric Clock. Emil G. Hammer,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed July 18, 1893.
Instead of using an electric motor for winding up the spring
provides an elecor weight by a rotative action, the invention
tricvibrator or rheotome which is set in vibration at -proper intervals, and which operates through the medium of a pawl and
ratchet to effect the requisite rotary motion for winding up the

City,

Pa.

Magnetic Separating Machine.
William H.
528.053.
Williams, Newark, N, J.
Application filed June 27,
1891.
The invention consists broadly in the combination of a pair of
magneto-electric poles arranged pole to pole at any convenient
distance apart, and a non-magnetic conveyor moving within
the magnetic field between the poles as an intercepting device
for collecting magnetic matter; and, further, in specific constructions of the same, in which ihe magnetic field revolves with
the separating drum, and In various specific constructions and
comb nations of devices.

Magnetic Separator.
Newark, N. J. Application

528.054.

efficient

William H. Williams,
January 29, 1S92.

filed

than those heretofore in use.

Magnetic Separator.
Newark, N. J. Application

Edward

G. Acheson,
Application filed August 25,

William H. Williams,
January 29, 1S92.

filed

Thi^s invention consists in an electro-magnetic separator, having a hollow perforated separating drum with an air blast working from the interior, and In various novel constructions and
combinations of parts in a magnetic separator..

1^94A carbon rod, point or filament tor electric lamp.s is described,
comprising carbide of silicon as an illuminating body, associ.

ated with a body of relatively high electrical conduciivity. as

Combined Telephone and Signaling Syslem.
Henry A. Chase, Boston, Mass. A implication filed

t;28,075.

carbon

Annunciator Signal. Isainli II. Farnliam, Welies27,839.
"Application filed February 23, 1S94.
ley, Mass.
The invention comprises the association with a telephone

The invention relates to a system of trunk circuits and signals
connection with divided switchboards, and also in connection
with two or more widely separated central stations, ar.d in association with a common or centralized battery, by means of
which signals are sent from the sub-stations to the central station, and also in association with a lommon or centralized
source of electric current, by means of which the telephonic
transmitters at the sub-stations are energized, and by means of
which various automatic visual signals are set in the central
stations, at which the sub-station lines terminate.

1,055.

spring or weight.
for Electric Lights.

1893.

This invention relates to that class of machines known as
magnetic separd tors, In whi. h magnetic force is applied to
effect the separation of magnetic from non-magnetic material
mixed therewith, its object being to provide a simple, convenient and cheap machine of this class which shall be more

52 7.786.

Carbon
27,826.
'Monongahela

Telephone Circuit and Signal. Theodore Spencer,
Cambridge, Mass. Application filed November 18,

528,040.

in

I

527,920.

52 7.785.
"

Hans O. Swoboda,
March 2, 1S94.

Arc Lamp.
Application

reads:
In an arc lamp, the combination of a movable carbon support, a rotary part connected with such support, a tilting frame,
a solenoid or magnet for controlling the movement of the tilting
frame, an escapement, escapement wheel and balance lever
carried by said tilting frame, said escapement having a laterally projecting pin, mechanism under the control of the escapement carried by said tilting frame and having a pawl and
ratchet connection with said rotarj' part, a fixed frame, and an
arm extending therefrom provided with a laterally projecting
arc-shaped flange at one end. which co-acts with the pin of said
escapement to prevent movement of the latter In such a manner
as not to interfere with the movement of the tilting frame.

Macon, Ga.
The

Electric

527,901.

through the brush.

52 7,776.

same time be

free to adapt themselves to any undulations
of or obstruction upon the roadbed, and to deviations from
parallelism between the rails ai^d the conduits.

the

A'^oiii,

Nil.

June

528,021.

25, 1894.

'

switchboard and its concomitant call annunciators of means
actuated by the operation of annunciators for notifying the
operator when any call remains unanswered, or has not received prompt attention, and for repeating such notification at
suitable Interval-, until the call is duly responded to. and until
the annunciator giving such call has been reset.

52 7,840.
'

Support for Trolley Wires.

Buffalo, N. V.

Application

filed

Frederick C.

March

i,

an insulating

1893.

There is described in an electric motor having an Inclosing
made of an upper and lower casing hinged and bolted together, trunnions on opposite sides of the lower casing, longitudinal extensions from the lower casing sleeved upon the car
axle, and yokes suspended from the mam truck adapted to support the trunnions, but readily removable therefrom, so that the
mo or can be allowed to swing bene.ith the axle and be suspended thertfrom in an accessible position, and held by the
longitudinal extensions.
shell

Fisk,

1S94.

This invention consists of twin parts adapted to be riveted
together, and having In their contacting inner faces similar inclnied grooves which register with each other to form an inclined passage extending entirely through their length, and a
sleeve adapted to surround and carry the line wire and provided with inclined flanged wings adapted when brought together for sliding and wedging engagement wuh the inclined
passage between the twin parts, the whole adapted tobeseuired
to

Electric Motor fur Railway Cars.
Norman C.
527,927.
Basset t, Lynn, Mass.
Application filed lune 28,

filed

filed

November

16, 1S92.

A

527: 86r.

Method

-Secondary

Electrical Signaling System.
United Slates Navy. Application

mold, of which the internal walls are fir.-it lub icated by some
The method
suitable material, such as talc, chalk or Rraphlte.
consists of meltit g separately galena and metallic lead, mixing
heated
it and pouring the mixture in a molten condition into the
metallic mold.

Bradley A. Fiske,
filed

May

.

Trolley Wire Switch Plate. Giistavus A. Huben,
Application filed February 23, 1894.

52S,iO[.

Springfield, O.

The principal object of the invention Is to obtain a strong und
switch.
It Is so constructed that the operative^
parts are Subjected to the least possible wear.

light trolley

Electric

528,119.

York, N. Y.

Arc Lamp.

Sigmund Bergmann,

Application filed April

6,

New

1S94.

The object of the Invention is to provde a simpleand efficient
cut-out for an arc lamp, and it is particularly applicable to protecting the shunt oils of arc lamps which are provided with
.

13, 1892.

The

inventor claims the ombinatlon of a source of electricity,
two similar bo ies of conducting material located at dirtaut
stations, pivoted supports provided at their extremities witn
contact points moving upon the conductors and combined with
one of the supports, so as to be moved there ^ith, an electrical
inditating or measuring instrument having a pivoted index or
pointer, the pivot center of the index coinciding with the pivot
center of the support, the elements being connected in a Wheatstone bridge tirciiit.

Application

effect the inventors use a metalli.^

Mean=i for ControUing Electric
Davis, Pittsburg, Pa.
A pplication

527,958.

of Manufacturing Elements or Plates for
Hugh F. Kirkpatrick-Picard

'To carry the invention into

of and
P.

29, 1S94.

out.

Batteries.

and Henry Thame, London, England.
filed January 10, 1894.

March

The inventor claims as novel his method of operat'ng street
cars driven by two electric motors, which consists In conne ting
the motors in scries, cutting out one of them, connecting the
two in parallel with resistances, and diminishing the re>istances in series with the [wo mofrs successively, the r sistance
in series. with the motor previously cut out being the first out

bell.

Transformer System for Electric Railways.
Maurice Hutin and Maurice Leblanc, Paris, France.
system of ele -trie traction is described, consisting in the
combination of the vehicle to be driven, a stationary primary
circuit extending longitudinally of its travel and carrying alternating currents of high frequency, and a secondary circuit
carried on the vehicle and including a secondary coil within inductive proximity to the primary cir-iiit, a means for suppressmg the self-induction of the coil, a motor and a laminated iron
core for the secondary coil extended beyond the latter^ Into
closer inductive proximity to the stationary primary circuit.

Harry

Cars.

527.S=;7

Application

Method

527,947.

This invention relates to a lombination teleohone and signaling system, and has for its object to provide an efificient and
less expensive system, in which the use of extra batteries for
telephone and ground taps or connections through condensers
may be d spensed with, thereby avoiding disturbances from
earth currents and obtaining a superior telephonic service In
connection with a signaling system, 'l his result is achieved by
the employment of a carbon transmitter, which, in accordance
with this invention, is connected in a branch or shunt circuit
around the signal transmitting apparatus and by means of a
circuit controller in the main line, which, when opened, brings
the shunt circuit Into effective operation to place the telephonic
apparatus in speaking connection with a telephonic apparatus
at a distant point or station.

Combined Regulating Incandescent Lamp and
527,989.
Socket.
Charles A. Hu~sey, New York, K. V.
Application filed May 14, 1894.

such

coils.

Alternating Current Motor.
Charles T. Child,
AppHcatidn filed December 22, 1S93.
Ashland, Va.

528.121.

The invention is a motor in which the secondary coils are in
close relation with one or more masses of iron between the
poles of the field magnet, as Is graphically explained by the accompanying
528.122.
l-^n

illustration.

Auxiliary Signaling System for Railways.
Application filed
S. Conly, Chicago, III.

MahMarch

6, 1S90.

"

The objects of the invention are to make the construction of
the lamp simple, and as nearly as possible similar to the single
filament lamps now commonly in use: to provide a socket of
simple construction to receive the lanip; to provide bo. h lamp
and socket with suitable contact pieces which shall be in contact when the lamp is in place within the socket, and which
shall be adapted to convey cu rent to the lamp filaments or to
one of them, in any desired manner, without danger of shortci culling, and to provide a suitable switch which shall be =0
constructed as to connect the lamp filaments with the wires for
supplying current either singly. In series or in multiple, which
shall be ot a size such that It may be placed within a lamp
socket of usual size, which shall be simple and cheap In construction, easily operated, and which shall not be liable to de-

oopdo^

rangement.
Electric Switch.
528,014.
James F. McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed May 6, 1S93.

NO. 527,857.

The

j-.mes F.
Closed Conduit Electric Railway.
..„j,
Ja
filed April
McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa* Application fil(

527.873.

1S94.

An

electric

railway

is

described, having a closed conduit pro-

Closed

Conduit Electric Railway.

McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa.

Application

James
filed

Electric Lighting System.

George
cation

F.

May

24, 1894.

The present

invention relates more particularly to the means
for suspending operating electro-magnets on a motor car, and
its objectis to provide a mounting for the magnets by which
they may be placed close to the surface of the roadbed, and at"

to

provide against the possiwhich the circuit is

points.

528,021,

vided with a central exposed conductor and an interior main
or supply conductor, a traveling electro-magnet straddling the
exposed conductor and a trolley in the conduit for establishing the circuit between the main and exposed conductors, and
carrying an armature in operative relation to the magnet.

527.874.

is

imperfectly established, whereby in case of heavy currents the
danger 01 unduly heating or melting the contacts is entirely
avoided. With the view ot securing this result the movement
of the contacts is-not controlled from nioment to moment by
the operator, but is .entirely automatic from beginning to end.
These movements are produced by a spring which the operator
first places under tension and then releases, so that in each case
the movement of the contacts is exceedingly rapid and cannot
be stopped either accidentally or intentionally at intermediate

In a carbon holder the combination is described of a plate
having an angular portion, another plate also made angular
and fitted to the first so as to be capable of sliding lengthwise
relatively thereto, and means for adjusting the plates relatively to each other.

5,

object of the invention

bility of leaving the switch in a condition in

Carbon Holder for Arc Lamp.s. Erwin Lavens,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed March 17, 1S94.

527,864.

•

George

J. T. J. Parfitt, Keynsham,
filed July 12, 1892.

J. Parfitt

England.

and

Appli-

In connection with each lamp the inventors arrange an automatic svyltch, consisting essentially of a magnet and an armature.
The coils of the magnet are so wound that the ordinary
current will pass around them without attracting the armature.
If, however, owing to the failure of one of the lamps an extra
quantity of current flows through the coils, then the armature
is attracted and switches in a resistance equal to that of the
lamp which has failed. I'uring the time that this is taking
place the e.\tra amount of current which flows through the
branch containing the lamp which has not failed passes over
the bridge, so that the'other

lamps are practically unaffected.

One of the objects of the invention is to provide safeguards
in addition to those now employed in block and other signaling
systems which, when from negligence, inability, or any other
cause, the engineer fails to observe a danger signal, or the sight
target fails to work, so as to notify the engineer of danger, will
automatically sound an alarm upon the engine or set the airbrakes on the train, or both, whereby is avoided the possibility
of a train passing a point or entering a block where danger
exists without notifying the engineer and giving him an opportunity to stop the train, or, where air-brakes are employed, additional sccuritj' will be iurnlshed by the automatic setting of
the air-brakes.

528,127.

John

Circuit Changer for Electric Signaling Systems.
F. Hunter and Samuel H. Lough, Seattle, Wasli.
filed September 3, 1S92.

Application

The invention is a circuit-changer box to be used in places
where, as in district telegraph or messenger service, it is necessary at frequent intervals to momentarily throw e.xtra batterj'
force on any one of a number of circuits.
The object of the invention is to provide i
ms by which one battery may be used
to

work

all

the circuits.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Vol.

Lighting Plant at the

Cook County Hos-

it is

in

vitiated

air

— both of

a

avoided.

Tliis fact

portion of

is

the Viiited States are

for

very serious character

fire

so self-evident that a very large

now

and

by any other

while the dangers of

the public charitable and

run

sets are

somely decorated bipolar machines, each having a capacity

electric light than

thronged with incapacitated or criminal

These

in buildings

physical disease can be better cared

artificial illumination,

form of

each set con-

sets,

an engine and two dynamos.

No.

1894.

men and women — are

over other means of illumination are nowhere
more obvious than in public institutions of the character of
asylums, prisons and hospitals. The victims of mental,

guarded more effectually by

lo,

Steam is supplied from a battery of ten boilers,
each 16 feet by 60 inches, having an aggregate capacity of
about 600 horse power.
These boilers are fired with block
coal and supply steam for all the varied uses of the institution.
The two engines are "Ideal," with single cylinders,
They
14 by 14 inches, and rated at 125 horse power each.
are belted directly to the dynamos, and are operated at
about 275 revolutions per minute. The dynamos are hand-

miniog operations, the advantages of elec-

tric lighting

moral and

ing established in duplicate generating
sisting of

pital.
Unless

NOVEMBER

CHICAGO,

XV.

and

pro-

penal institutions of

lighted by electricity, and

many

alternately.

of 320 amperes

and rated as 600

and

fitted

is

no

at

They

volts.

are

" iVlost

when

is

of cherry

The

with Weston and National instruments.

freight

Mr. Hawley

this

and passenger

trains -will

be propelled

of this method will

To

9.

replied:

but a question of ten years

It is

The cheapness

ally.

To

them?"

decidedly.

at

most

electric-

enable the

roads to transport merchandise at greatly reduced

rail-

rates.

wield any influence whatever on

the great problem of
must not only be improved, but

transportation, the canals
also

make use

of electric propulsion."

Telegraph and Telephone Service

in

New

Zealand.
On

compound wound

The switchboard

lighters.

compete with

to

J

as shown by the annual report o(
i, 1S94,
and Telegraph Department of New Zealand, in
G. Ward, there were 5,513 miles of telegraph

January

the Postoffice

charge of

J.

LIGHTING PLANT AT THE COOK COUNTY HOSl'lTAIisolated

plants, often

of

considerable size, are maintained

encased

cylinders standing

in vertical

in

front of the board.

for this purpose.

A

field rheostats are

About 2,000 lamps are connected

glance at the accompanying illustration shows that the

plant of this class selected for illustration

County Hospital of Chicago

—

is

— that at

well arranged

the

Cook

and excep-

The

mains.

means of
board,

The

county.

plant furnishes

light for

the buildings of the hospital

proper, and also (or the detention hospital and morgue.

The county commissioners determined

to replace the old

by a larger and more modern installathe summer of 1892, and on September 12th of that

is

With

R.

J.

with the switchboard

from 8

ranges from 600 to Soo amperes.

This hospital is located
at West Harrison and Wood streets, and is the largest public hospital of the city, having an average of Soo patients.
tionally attractive in appearance.

heaviest load

10

to

As

lighting the hospital the plant

is

the exception, perhaps, of the solid
plant

the
It

is

is

when

r m,,

there

is

run

no

it

other

all

nigii'.

wooden

switch-

a model one, reflecting credit on the

under the supervision of County Electrician

Campsie, and

W.

E.

Dwyer

is

the

electrician

in

tion in

Manuan entire new

facturing

company

of

Eau

Claire, Wis., for

plant, the consideration being $5,696.25

of the old plant.

The

plant

has

and the machinery

now been running about

eighteen months and has proved to be very satisiactory.

Current

is

generated by four National dynamos, but two

are amply sufficient to carry the normal load, the jdant be-

that colony.

There are 640 stations, and during 1S93

The total revenue
2,069,691 messages were transmitted.
was ^112,465 15s. 9d., while the expenditure footed up
The

;/^i2i,25i 3s.

ever
ill

— the

amount

lolls, at

— was

value of the government business, howthat the colony

the existing rate,

if

would have had

to

pay

private owneiship prevailed

7s. lod.
For the year ended March 31,
shows that 4,244 telephones were installed,
The total
at an average cost of no less than ^^24 12s. id.
revenue was ^21,771 4s. 4d., and the working expense
;i£^2{:i,3i7

1S94, the report

_^22,2i7

charge.

los.

2d.,

showing a

loss in this service also.

The

average revenue from each instrument was only about $24.

electric lighting plant

year entered into contract with the National Electric

line in

Electric
The proposed
the state of

Power on the
" canal

New York

the use of electrical

amendment"
is

power

favored

Erie Canal.

among

the railroads render canal

telegraph lines, cables and tele-

New Zealand

by those who advocate

has been ^^719, 530

iSs. 5d.

for the propulsion of

these advocates

total cost of all the

piione exchanges of

up

to

December

31, 1S93,

the boats.

Frank W. Hawley. In a
" Will
recent interview in the S-> ?'ac//se Post he was asked.
not the probable adoption of electricity as a motive power on
Chief

The

to the constitution of

is

improvements nece:sary

in order

A

project

is

on foot

to

build an electric railroad from

Sandusky, O., through Norwalk, Ashland and other places
to Londonville, to connect with the Mahoning railroad,
thu^ making a

new

outlet

from the coal mines

to the lake.
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The

introduction

of electrical

Bv.

power apparatus into

manufacturing establishments has become so extensive that
operation has beits novelty has partially worn off and its

and efficient. The simplicty of
and the ease with which it is controlled
many of
are making the electrical system a popular one, and
the later installations have been so admirably designed and

come recognized

many

of

its

as reliable

features

efficiently laid

out that they

iutm-e construction.

taken as models for

may be
the

of

smaller electric

power

conditions, rival in interest

wich proper

favored

plants,

Some

of the larger and more pretentious installations, and
show the wisdom of the choice on account of their

many

unobtrusiveness- in the

make

factory

room and

their ability to

of shafimg suitable to the needs

possible sub-division

of the establishment without the loss

of power attendant

upon other systems.
matter to find a neater electric
It would be a difficult
power plant or one which is doing more satisfactory service
than that installed in the book-binding establishment of
Shea, Smith & Co., Chicago. The work demanded of the

motors

is

at times considerable

and of a trying character, and

changes of load of wide proportions are constant. Yet
practically no attention is given them, and, protected from
exterior accidents

by wire

November

Transfers on Street Railways.'

in a Ciiicago Book-binding Establisi-iment.

Power

Electrical

ELECTRICIAN.

screens, they regulate themselves

J.

N. Beckley.

The carrying of a passenger Irom any part of a city,
reached by the lines of a street railway, to any other part of
such city, reached by the lines of the same railway, for a
single fare is, speaking broadly, a new thing in street railway
operation.
Ten years, even five years, ago the manager
who had the temerity to advise his board of directors to
estabhsh a liberal transfer system would have, probably,
been regarded as unfit for his position. To-day the most
successful companies have come to realize that in this matter
of transfers, as well as in other matters, it pays to treat the
riding public liberally.
One of the most important things to do, and to do
promptly, is to educate the average man and woman lo ride.
That this is largely a matter of education every street railway
manager knows. When a new line is opened, even through
a thickly settled district, the people for some time continue
Bad weather, the necessity of haste or some other
to walk.
The next time he
thing induces a person to ride once.
rides with less inducement, especially if the cars are clean,
the service prompt, and if he does not have to pay more
than five cents to get lo his destination. So the habit
grows, and soon the rule is to ride, when, before, it was the
liberal transfer system, properly guarded to
exception.
prevent fraud, pays. This is, 1 think, now generally recognized.
Local conditions and arrangements of lines must be
considered in d'etennining the regulations to be adopted.
The rules intended to safeguard the company are important.
Perhaps equally important is the making of rules broad

A

enough

cnCourage riding.
system is adopted,

to

If a transfer

it is

best not to hedge

it

lo, \i

"car'' number ol' some such designation on each ticket will
identify the issuer ^perfectly, and the consecutive number
will trace the issue, hold it to sequence in use, and prevent
have some 200 conductors. Each
tampering and fraud.
has a stock of 25,000 tickets to begin with, renewed as used.
Our transfer department has 250 compartments on the wall
of the room to hold these tickets (thus providing for increase
in conductors), each of 25,000 capacity, so they are all systematically arranged in simple order, one compartment for

We

the tickets of each conductor.
The conductor turns in his
unused transfers at the end of the day's work, and they are
put in his compartment, and given out again to him oij beginning work next day. A simple record book keeps this
account; one double page for each conductor covers his
transactions for the whole year, and shows at a glance each
individual transfer account, for comparison or aggregating
statistics.

Forenoon and afternoon are distinguished by light and
black print in the destination blocks, and by the system we
use we get month and day tvie punching each (but always
preliminary, the conductor keeping these punched ahead in
readiness), and okc- punch for time (even hour or ten minute
interval) and o/ie for destination.
I need not explain that
such a ticket supplants the expensive duplex form for it is
equally protective nor enter upon any argument in tavorof
the absolute need of a short time limit.
The day limit, A.
M. or r. M. limit, or even the hour limit, is of a by-gone
day, too leaky to be considered, and veiy few companies
now use it.
It is important, in my judgment, to arrange the form
clearly, each section, name, rules, time, days, months,
destination, series and consecutive number to have a distinct and spacious position and be clearly defined by itself,
It is also very important, in order to
not scattered about.
foster accuracy with rapidity, to so arrange the reading
matter that the ticket shall be punched and read as punched,
all one way, being held by thumb and finger of the left
hand and punched with the right.
Inverting and twisting
the ticket notonly takes time, delaying traffic, but increases
The ticket should be arranged in every detail
inaccuracy.
so as to be within the mental grasp of the average conductor, and so as lo make it easier for him to go right than to
go wrong, easier to be quick than compelled to be slow.
Regular horizontal and vertical lines soon fix themselves on
the dullest intellect, but scattered details, hopping about a
ticket, often puzzle the brighter ones.
In order that all punching may be done before tearing off
the ticket from the stub and that all possible advantage of
the pad form and multiple punching can be secured, all
sections to be punched should be arranged on the lower

—

—

side and right

hand end if

possible.

The pad form

saves counting the loos, while the consecuthe broken pads.
The pad form is
most convenient in handling in the office or on the cars and
saves time wherever used in giving out, in issuing or receiving or in taking stock.
The use of the months is not important.
If there be room for them there is no objection,
as with the pad form they are no obstacle to quick service,
as they can be punched in advance of use. Many companies
jDmit them, as the other restrictions practically give little opportuniiy for fraudulent use after thirty days. By beginning
the consecutive number of each pad at o, 100, 200, etc., we
save complication in subtracting, as then the consecutive
number on the upper remaining ticket instantly shows how
tive

number counts

many tickets have been removed.
The consecutive number is not only

useful in counting,
but compels proper use of the tickets.
In conjunction
with the time-table each ticket must sho^v when turned in
it
was
issued
in
that
sequence of number and in sequence of
time.
No. 6,230, say, is issued at 9:30 A. M. Nos. 6,231
and 6,232 may not be returned at all, but if they are they
must show issue in direct sequence of time. If not so, the

number tells us instantly who issued the ticket, and
the man is spotted and the wrong exposed, for tickets cannot be abstracted and punched for future use, as they will
not fall within proper lime limit and in proper sequence.
make conductors note on the daily car report the consecutive number of the transfer with which the day's work
begins and the consecutive number with which it ends.
At
the close of each trip each conductor turns in the transfers
taken in on such trip in a special trip envelope, dropping
them in a box prepared for that peculiar purpose. This box
is placed at our grand junction,
which all cars pass, but a
number of such boxes could be used where different conditions obtain.
know at once who wrongly issued a
transfer, and who received it and when it was done.
notice in our cars requires the passenger to ask for a transfer
when fare is paid. This rule enables the conductor to issue
transfers at his convenience, and distributes the labor of so
doing instead of massing it at certain junctions, with confusion and delay.
Nor is it necessary to resort to tickets on a roll or in
metal clasps or such devices for protection. The roil
series

We

ELECTRIC POWER IX A CHICAGO ROOK-BINDING ESTAHHSHMENT.
work and occupy an' exceedingly small amount of
In the illustration, Fig. i, is shown a five

to their

space.

floor

horse power motor of the

C &C

standard type actuating

by belt and pulleys, for running paper-cutting
machines and presses, as well as other machinery incident
Power for this whole
lo a business of this description.
floor is taken from this motor, while two other floors in
and
in the building are supplied with power from
An almost entire
3 horse power motors respectively.

shafting

7,'.-2

absence

oF noise in

features of this

ment most remote
be

factory

from

one of the pleasing

is

and the

fact that

down

is

one depart-

the generating machinery

operation while the remamder

in

shut

the

installation,

may

of the building

is

an advantage which cannot be too strongly

emphasized.

The

generating apparatus,

shown

in Fig. 2, consists of a

30 kilowatt, compound wound C &C generator designed to
be operated at S50 revolutions a minute by a 75 horse

power

Ideal

engine with

Stirling boiler of 100 horse

ii
by 12 inch cylinders. A
power capacity furnishes steam

and for heating the building as well as for
which is of sufficient capacity to allow the
addition of another generator if it should be necessary. The
building is wired for three circuits, as current for light is
At present current is
also supplied from the dynamo.

for elevators

the

engine,

for six arc and about 200 incandescent lamps.
Although pfs^essed of no absolutely new features, this
is
worthy of attention as an example of
installation
electrical
power
clean, simple, economical practice in
It was installed by the Chicago
transmission for factories.
ofllcc of the C & C Electric company.

demanded

in too much by narrow restrictions or to so complicate its
details as to involve labor and expend money unnecessarily.
It is expedient also to appear to be making most
liberal concessions to the public, especially as such conpresumptive or real conduce to our own benefit.
cessions

—

—
— the limit of privilege to use
fixed spots — difterent forms and

The punching "to and from"
at absolute junctions as

even different colors for different issuing lines, may in most
cases be avoided.
If we secure a proper form of ticket, we
can be protected in less complicated ways, and it is usually
possible with careful arrangement to cover all requirements
If series and consecutive numbers be emin one form.
ploved, we can easily trace all issues by them instead of by
old methods.
If we use the series and consecutive numbers,
we allot a certain quantity of tickets to each conductor
and follow him by them and should avoid minor details
that interfere with or complicate the more important ones.
The ticket should be of liberal size to permit legible type
and prevent crowded matter.
It should be bound in pads of 100 and the pad be so exactly arranged as to permit punching ten or more in one
This feature permits canceling the
action of the punch.
month and day, and ofien the time, ten or more at once and
accurately, and frequently several of the same destination.
It is of great advantage tosecure full "month," "days" and
'time" space on each ticket that can be accurately and
quickly punched, and it forestalls the waste, expense and detail consequent upon daily dated tickets, while it gives equal
protection without delay anywhere.
The subject matter ingeniously arranged can and should
comprehend in one form all needed rules. "Good for this
current trip at point of change on next car after time
"Subcanceled to destination punched," illustrates this.
ject to rules of company" covers several dozen words of the
Special conditions may vary
old form with equal rigidity.
this, but in most cases it is restriction enough.
"A series number" "conductor's number" "run" of

—

—

—

—

—

Re^d
ber

19,

before ihe

*

—

merican Street Railway association, Octo-

We

A

method

necessitates single issues, singly punched, and loses
the advantage of multiple punching, while it delays traffic
and increases chances of error. The metal bound tickets
add expense, but do not increase protection. Tickets maybe
just as easily abstracted in advance of proper use as in the
pad form so they may in the roll, for that matter. Real
protection lies only in the system, not in the binding. Conductors cannot sell, trade or exchange transfers with series
consecutive numbers and time-table without detection, and
if the transfers be turned in on every trip detection is a very
simple process, requiring no elaborate and costly inspec-

—

tion.

A

special register for transfers,

cash value, doesn't help

us.

and so eliminating

It confuses the

their

conductor and'

and without a protected form of
ticket conductors can collect fares and ring them up on the
register, and turn in each other's transfers to balance the

paralyzes the spotter,

account.
By putting the transfer business into the hands of the conductors, we cater to the convenience of passengers, and we
obviate delays in traffic, consequent upon stopping cars to
save the large expense of transfer agents,
transfer.
and, in my judgment, do not increase leakage, for it is as
ea.sy for transfer agents to "stand in" with conductors to defraud the company, as it is for conductors to combine with

We
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each other. The numerous and continual frauds perpetrated
upon transfer agents, by people who get transfers without
Iiaving paid any fare, is too well understood to require discussion.

ofgooddi\*idends. It

have

effect,

the opportunity exists for the proposed competing
to be sell-supporting from the start, and ultimately a serious rival.
Otherwise it is economy to allow
them to build the road and buy them out at the foreclosure

adopted a system of "faces identification" for
and especially for use at the noon hour, when
in transfers is most frequent.
As soon as we have
converted oar stock of tickets to the new form, we shall put
them into effect. They are, I understand, now in use in
Minneapolis, St. Paul, New Haven, Binghamton andScran-

company

ton.

than express

In conclusion, I need only add that our liberal system of
transfer has proved a good investment, and that our form of
Simple, convenient and
ticket is efficient and protective.
sale, yet systematic, distinct mid busJness-Hke, it protects
our interests, while il saves us all former waste and a vast
amount of useless labor.

City

and Suburban Electric Railways

'

]i\ E. C. 1-OSTER.
It is difficult lo make the distinction between city roads
and suburban roads. The function of nearly all city roads
largely to convey the. people from the residential districts,
mainly in the suburbs, to the business sections, and likewise
from the latter to tlie former. In the im]irovements it' has
made in this class of transportation He the greatest benefits
is

of the application of electricity to street car propulsion.
of our great cities has resulted
the appreciation of value of all real estate near the business sections,'to

m

The growth

a point where the only residence a working man can afford
These tenements
in these districts is a tenement house.
are invariably crowded to a degree that is unhealthful. That
the electric railway has done much for humanity in enabling
the working population to leave these homes in the congested
districts, and procure more comfortable and respectable ones
in the suburbs, goes without saying.
Next to this most important use of the electric railways
comes their use in furnishing recreation for the masses of the
people.
Nothing accomplishes so much in the elevation of
our population as frequent opportmilly to cultivate acquainOptimism is the natural and healthy contance vnth nature.
dition of the mind, and nothing encourages one to look on
llle
the bright side of
as does a ride or ramble through the
.The combination of fresh air and pretty scenery
country.
makes the only tonic that tones. The two necessary considerations in the accomplishment of the scheme of country
air for the masses are, first, the public parks, and, second,
lt*is only within the
the means of transportation to them.
past year that, in the state of Massachusetts, a State Public
Park Commission has been created for the purpose of purchasing large tracts of land and opening them to the public,
that they may enjoy the beauties of nature without trespassing upon private properly.
On a portion of the Blue Hills,
only ten miles distant from the heart of the city o( Boston,
over 1,200 acres have "been secured to be preserved forever
Also, in Arlington, a like
for the benefit of the people.
distance in another direction, a large reservation is made;
Middlesex Fells in another, and the commission is nou'
turning its attention to the shores of Kevere Beach, immediately north of the city, one of the grandest beaches of this
continent.
It it needless to add that the street railway companies are doing their share in the matter of providing the
necessary transportation. While their motives are not purely
philanthropic, the results accomplished are of almost as substantial benefit as though the people only we're considered.
While this fact is very greatly appreciated, there seems to
exist a growing feeling, on the part of some, that the street
railway companies get everything and give nothing.
Certamly the very evident benefits the people have secured,
coupled with the fact that few companies have earned more
than moderate dividends, and many none, should be enough
to convince the most skeptical that the stockholders' experience is not always a profitable one.
However, I presume that it was not expected of me to
devote this paper to a demonstration of the advantages accruing from the existence of electric railways, but rather to
consider the question of the operation of roads and the projection and construction of new lines.
It seems almost useless for me to tell you, who know, certainly as well as, if not
better than I, how to operate existing reads, and how to
determine what lines will pay, and under what conditions of
When I say, hereinafter, that such a thing
fares and traffic.
should be so, even though it be without modification, you
understand
that
must
I offer such only as my opinion, formed
from my own experience, and not necessarily as an established
fact.

projected, and studied from a financial point
of view first, then constructed, then operated, it may be well
The first point,
to consider these topics in this same order.
covering the work preliminary to the construction, admits of
nothing but rather general discussion. As it is not the purpose of this paper to consider roads built to yield iheir dividends in benefits to allied interests, as in developing real estate,
it maybe taken for gran ted that the question of primal importance, in the consideration of aproposed line, is its probable
earning capacity.
The stimulation to the growth of the
country crossed may be considered only in the reflex
effect that such growth may have upon the business of
the road.
line to pay should be one that makes itself
a necessity to the people, in offering them the best faciliCompetties for transportation in the particular direction.
ing lines should be avoided, excepting where the volume of
business is large enough to support both.
Beside the assurance that the line is necessary to the people accommodated,
it must be ascertained that the number of the latter is large
enough to support the road on a paying basis, not only the
first year, when the repairs are slight, but later, when reconstruction becomes necessary.
1 consider that there are very
few cases where a company is warranted in investing its
money in a line, on the strength alone of the future that may
road should be at least capable of
be expected from it.
earning its operating expenses from the start, and the evidence of a more prosperous time, later on, should be very
strong, before it is constructed without immediate promise

a road

is

A

A

I.

Gs

,

sometimesnecessary for an established

that

We

moral
abuse

As

is

company to build on a location, merely lo keep out competition.
The only thing that warrants this is the knowledge
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before the Amerc^ii Strc.-I Kailw y
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;issr>ciil[icp, AlJ^iit.i,

sale.

Track construction

is a subject that has been so thoroughly
details ihat I shall not attempt to do more
opinion, in a general way, as to what forms
are best suited for the various demands of the suburban roads.
The kind of construction most desirable for a certain location
depends, of course, entirely upon the particular conditions.
For roads connecting towns. 1 think that it is often possible
to secure an independent right of way for a very slight cost
per mile, and very often for nothing; this might require
special legislation.
Progressive landowners realize that the
one way to enhance the value of their real estate is to put it
within means of easy communication with the surrounding
neighborhood, and especially the principal town.
For this
reason they are often willing to give the necessary land for
an electric railway without any undesirable conditions or
restrictions
and oftentimes to contribute something toward
the grading.
If, in this way, the right of way can be obtained that is desirable as to route and grade, it offers many
advantages that cannot be had on public highways.
For
such a right of way the regular steam road form of construc-

discussed in all

its

my

—

—

tion would be employed.
About a 60 pound T rail, 6 by 7
inch oak or chestnut ties laid with two feet centers, needle
switches with lever throw, etc., would give a track that would

FIG.

2.

striking the partially displaced blocks.
In city streets and others that are paved the girder rail
seems to be the only one suitable. In order to obtain the
necessary depth for paving, this rail should be nine inches

deep, and should weigh about 90 pounds per yard.
This
makes very expensive construction, but the expense is justifiable when the conditions are considered.
While such conis

necessaiy, where

curb

to curb,

what

is

it

best in

is

paved from
my mind as to
There are many lines
or 30 minutes, or even on hourly

an open

macadam

laid in streets

question in

streets.

that are operated on 15
intervals, where the business is hardly such as to warrant
the use of track construction costing from $20,000 to
$30,000 per mile. The frequency of the service is an important factor in determining the most economical construction for use under particular conditions, and I think
that the nine inch girder rail. ceases to become a necessity,
and becomes a luxury, when the number of cars run over
it daily is reduced below a certain figure.
Further, there
are positive objections to the use of such rigid construction as this in dirty streets, as in macadam streets where
the top-dressing contains a great deal beside stone.
experience has been that ihe rail becomes covered with
dirt, and that the cars rattle and "chatter" badly in run-

My

ning over

it,

more ihun

in

Regarding equipment, my idea is that the longest car
that can be operated successfully on four wheels is the
most desirable for the ordinary conditions. For long distance lines having heavy traffic, I would recommend thirty
foot bodies, on double trucks, for box cars, and fifteen
bench open bodies, on similar trucks.
Where there is a
sufficient demand, I should run a combination smoking
and baggage car as the trail car of a train of two.
Ill
building a new road for short distance travel, I
should give all curves the necessary radii for the use of
seven-foot wheel bases through them, and have trucks
this standard.
On these trucks I .should use twenty-foot
box cars and ten bench open cars, either class measuring
about twenty-nine feet six inches over the buffers. As a
supplement to the regular equipment of motor cars, I
recommend trailers, and that they may be run economically a power brake is necessary.
To meet this demand,
the air brake is being developed, and promises to fill the
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allow a speed of forty miles an hour, making it necessary to
slacken speed only for curves, and as much for switches as
the overhead construction demanded, the track switches requiring no reduction of speed.
Curves, in such a road,
should be few, and of the longest possible radii.
Where it is decided to build on country roads, a location
at the side of the road is, of course, preferable.
Here T rail
may be laid, and the track filled with gravel, covering the
lies and leaving the heads of the rails entirely ex])osed.
In the streets of smaller towns, where permission can be
obtained, 11 is also desirable lo lay T rail, although there is
always more or less trouble maintaining the paved brow that
is usuallyrequired, and consequent difficulty in plowing snow
from the track, due to the shears and diggers of the plow

struction

It may seem revolutionary to suggest it, but
I
think that, for certain places, it is at least worth wliile
to consider relaying good tram rail, using some approved
form of joint plate. I am not quite convinced in my own
mind that there are conditions existing where this is warrantable, but the subject is ctrlainly worthy of discussion
and consideration.
Overhead line construction has kept pace in its improvements with those of the other branches of electric railway
work, and the success that has been had with the lines
built during the early periods of development encourages
one in the belief that modern lines may be depended upon
to give little trouble.

rigidity.

runping over ^ dirty

rail

cf le?s

For convenience in attaching trailers to
automatic couplers are necessary. There are
several forms of lalch couplings that can be made to do
An important thing in connection
the work satisfactorily.
with the use of trailers is the adoption of, and adherence
to, a standard, that all buffers and drawbars may be of
one height, and other parts right for the proper operation
requirements.

motor

cars,

of cars in trains.

For electrical equipment, it goes without saying that
modern multipolar, single reduction inotors, with series-

the

parallel controllers, are the only ones that a road can
afford to use.
The performance of the various equipments,
now manufactured by the different companies, has been so
universally satisfactory that I feel that a great deal has
been accomplished in the past two years in the develop-

ment of the

am

I

upon

car equipment,

a firm believer in the

North, thinking that

in the

desirability of heating all cars
it

has a very important

effect

As much

as I like the results obtained from
electric heating, I hardly feel that we can depend upon this
method. Our experience is that it takes from eight to
receipts.

amperes to keep a_ twenty-foot car comfortable,
forty degrees above the outside temperature.
This
that it requires about as much current per hour as to
This would make seventy-two car
propel a car lour miles.
miles of power per day of eighteen hours, chargeable against
When il is considered that this extra power is
the healers.
often demanded when power is needed for other purposes,
snow
in
storms,
il may be seen that, aside from the quesas
tion of cost of coal, the consideration of the necessary increased capacity of the power station and feeder system is
Having put myself on record as opposed
an important one.
twelve
that

is,

means

to electrically heated cars, it is probably expected of me
that I present a method that is satisfactory. Unfortunately,
though, this I am unable lo do. For short trips, run from
a car house, the hoi water storage system may do.
still depend upon the stove, and "with all its faults we
love il still," until wecnn find something that yv^ Cpn'^ider

We

r-n

improvement upon

it,

-

WESTERN
It is not improbable that before long a telephone will be
considereda necessary part of the equipment of each car
operated dn suburban lines. It often happens that means
of communication with the nearest car house, or with the
starter, would save much-delay, and even danger, in cases of
cars /disabled or thrown off their schedule time by other
Either a telephone in each car, with means of plugcatisfes.
ging in on convenient poles or 'phones arranged at the
As a substitute for this
turn-outs in boxes maybe used.
arrangement, or in connection with it, a system of signals between turn-outs may be desirable under certain conditions.
'

the use of lantern boxes, containing incandescent lamps,
necessary hand or automatic switches, a simple
system of signals may be devised, by means of which cars
running between turn-outs on single track lines will be protected from meeting other c~ars.
While these devices may be necessary in some cases, they
will always be more or less burdens, in the complications
The signal system, especially, has one important
they add.
Regardless of the most carefully enforced rules
objection.
to the contrary, men will learn to consider it as freeing
them frum the necessity of maintaining the same careful
outlook for approaching cars, and in cases of failure of the
signals accidents will be more likely to occur than they
would without the signal system.
The adoption of a proper schedule of fares and transfers
Wliere lines are short enough
is a most important matter.
to allow the use of the one standard fare, throughout, this
question is a simple one, but where routes are longer, and
collect higher fares, complication
it becomes necessary lo
commences. When this latter condition is aggravated by
systems of transfers the complexity increases. My experience has been that, in general, it is best to divide such a
line into sections, collectmg a single fare in each, and regThese sections are aristering all as the standard fares.
but in our case are determined
bitrary, of course,

By

and the

by town boundary lines, for instance, where we have
a line running through several towns, we collect a single
town. In connection with this,
five cent fare in each
I would say that there are instances where further restricCases have arisen w^here towns of
tions need to be made.
large area have comparatively small centers of population a
Single fares have been established as
long distance apart.
being good anywhere within the limits of either town.
line is then built connecting the two towns, and instead of
ten cents, it is considered necessary to get fifteen-cent fares.
The question then arises as to how the required three secAccording to established precedent,
tions can be arranged.
the five-cent fare sections include each whole town, although
the line in question did not exist when this understanding
was originated. In this case, however, it becomes necessary to establish the third section as including that part of
the line between the boundaries of the more thickly populated portions of the towns, and including the intervening
open country in both towns. As an exception to this method
of paying fares "on the installment plan," I would mention
the case where there exists a very heavy through traffic on a
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in opening the road.
As everyone knows, it is a simple
matter to decrease fares, and while I do not believe in starting out with high rates merely foi the opportunity of obtaining the credit of cutting them at some future time, I
do consider that it is necessary to have a margin of safety,
to avoid the possibility of being burdened with rates that
are too low, and cannot possibly be raised.
In this state,
with the existence of a law making it illegal for railroad
companies to -withdraw transfer checks issued without
permission from the railroad commissioners, it becomes
more than ever necessary to very carefully consider all proposed changes, studying them especially as to their probable
effect in the future, when the road has developed and taken
in new territory.
It is aggravating to see the opportunity

for a

new

line, into a district that

might naturally be ex-

pected to pay by means of a rate of fare higher than the
standard, and have the fact ofa previously established rate,
that can be construed to cover the line in question, standing in the way of the consummation of the scheme.
I
consider i_'4 cents per mile a minimum rate for the basis
of a system of fares, no fare to be less than five cents, and
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of the small house be divided among different men, giving
each his specialty, as in a large house. In one of the largest
car houses in the world, the Lenox street house of the West
End Street Railway company of Boston, two men fill all
grease cups, examine and replace brushes, and inspec
other parts of the motors of from one hundred and twenty
to one hundred and fifty cars, daily.
The other work
in this house is divided up among some twenty men,
including carpenters and blacksmiths, so that the average
is abqut six cars per man.
This number of cars per man is
often assigned, but probably the work is seldom so well
done as in this house.
Another important disadvantage
under wich the suburban road labors is that of the high
cost of power.
It usually is dependent upon a number
of small stations, due to the fact that it is impossible
to cover the necessary territory from one station, and both
the labor and coal consumption of small stations are
necessarily greater per car mile than are those of large
ones.
Tlie opportunities of making the expense in the first
instance, that of car house work, compare favorably in the
small house with the large are rather few.
They lie in the
dependence upon one capable man, circulating among the
houses, directing the efforts of lower priced labor.
Another
idea that suggests itself is the equipping of one house with a
complete outfit of labor-saving appliances and bringing all
unusual repairs to this house. This is objectionable, however, in that it requires the moving of cars over long
distances, at a time when they are least in condition; and,
further, that it makes two gangs of men responsible for the
t

Regarding the elimination of the difference
power costs, now existing in favor of the city road, the
indications are that the time is coming when it will be no
longer necessary for the country road' to maintain its
numerous steam plants. I refer to the probable introduction
of the alternating system of long-distance electrical transmibsion into railway work, Supposeihecase where it becomes
necessary to distribute power for railway purposes over
large areas, as on many suburban roads where several
power stations are now used. With this system, there need
be but one main power station, which can be located at the
point poj:sessing the greatest advantages for cheap production of power.
At various selected places rotary transformers may be placed, one for each section of road. TJiese
receive alternating current, over long-distance lines, from
the main station, and deliver it as direct current to the
trolley wires, or possibly to such local feeders as may be
necessary for the distribution throughout the particular
These rotary transformers require only the same
section.
care as generators.
Beside them, the only apparatus in the
sub-station needing attention would be the circuit breakThe latter would be arranged between the rotary
ers.
translormeis and the lines, in the same way that those in the
present stations are.
It will be seen, therefore,
that one
ordinary dynamo tender would be all the labor required in
Further than this, the sub-station might
a sub-station.
often be in car houses, where one of the legular employes
could care for the machinery, thus reducing the labor charge
By this arrangement power could be disto a minimum.
tributed to cars operating over areas of from twentv-five to
fifty miles radius from one station, at cost
slightly above
that for distribution within the ordinary distances ofpresent
with
such
practice.
am
told
that
a
system,
I
using 6,000
volts, three-phase currents, from a station located at the
central point, we could supply power, by the use ol three
No, o B, & S, wires, to a road fifty miles in length, when
The total efficiency of this
fifty cars were being operated.
transmission, neglecting the loss in the trolley wires, would
be about 65 per cent. These fifty cars, on the fifty mile
road, would give fifteen minute headway, with a speed of
With the higher speed, that would
eight miles per hour.
more probably fit the conditions of such a road, the number
of cars would be reduced, allowinga proportionate decrease in
thesize of the wires, so long as the current allowance, 20
amperes per car, was sufficient. To accomplish these
same results with the present system of 500 volts would
require 600 No. o, B. & S. wires, the use of which would,
of course, be impracticable.
care of the cars.
in

HEWETT'S CONDUIT

K.\II.WAV TKOLLEV.
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would advise the establishing of higher rates, up to two
cents, as the particular conditions would seem to recommend.
In certain cases I think it advisable to sell round trip
tickets. Our fare from Lynn to Boston is 15 cents, but
We think .that the
we sell two tickets for 25 cents.
possession of this return ticket leads people to use our
cars when they would otherwise patronize the steam
have no other commutation, excepting workroads.
ingmen's tickets over certain routes, good only during the
hours of six and seven, morning and evening.
Transfers may be used within reasonable distances.
The
system must, of course, be carefully worked out, to avoid

We

While this system has many advantages which are sure to
extensive application, it has its attendant
its
disadvantages, which must be overcome.
Most important
of these is the difficulty of insulating the lines.
Practice has
been to use bare wire, simply because the covering is of no
The principal use of the insulation
use with such voltages.
on the majority of overhead wires is a sentimental one.
The public prefers the appearance of the covering to the
it will be wise to recognize
bare wire.
It is probable that
the existence of.this preference, and cover the wires, merely
The most serious difficulty, however,
to save comment.
seems to be absolutely necessary to
lies in the fact that it
keep the wires out of the trees. George D. Johnson,
superintendent of the Hartford Electric Light company,
\\Tites that a twig short-circuits their 5,700 volt mains
almost as readily as a wire.
the adoption of a long-distance
It will be evident that
transmission system will admit of the use of any suitable
water power that may be located too far away to be
available under the direct method of transmission.
Although I have discussed no branch of my subject
sufficiently in detail to treat it thoroughly, I feel that I have
already taken more than myshare ofyour time. In conclusion,
I would say that I have very great faith in
the future of
the-electric railway.
It has demonstrated its ability so live
through jieriods of adversity. The lesson in economy that
the country in general has had has taught us a gi'eat deal
Roads that have paid expenses during the
with the rest.
past two years will have nice margins of profit left from the
receipts of the years to come, and those that have paid their
dividends will pay larger ones and add to their sinking funds.
While a considerable part of the curtailment, made necessary by reduced receipts, has been in the line of the sacrifice
of repairs that should* be made in prosperous times, there
result in

Wf5^fR^f £i.£cr/?/c./A(V

HEWETT'S CONDUIT RAILWAY TROLLEY,
compared with which the locartraffic is'slight. In this
it best to collect the whole
fare at once, issuing to the through passenger conductors' private checks,
as
latter
are
held
by
the
passenger,
evidence
lliese
that ,lie
has paid through fare, and surrendered to the conductor before the end of the trip.
The selection of the best rates of fares is a matter requiring the consideration of numerous conditions governing the
particular case in question.
It is safe to assume that the
result to be worked for is the earning of the largest possible
net revenue, considering, at the same time, the development
of the business. Exactly the best way to accomplish this is the
problem to solve. The expense of operating may be approximated reasonably close. It is more difficult, however, to determine the amount of tratHc that different rates of fare may
bring.
It is well to study the classes of travel that may
be expected, and fix such a basis of rates as will probably
yield the largest margin of profit.
After having done this,
the basis thus determined may be incieased by a considerable percentage, and this new basis adopted as one to use

line,

case I consider

the possibility of abuse.
In all of our efforts to be just to
the public we cannot lose sight of the fact that the public is
not just to us when it can avoid being, and that it behooves

us to take the necessary precautions to protect ourselves,
inasmuch as the popular moral code includes no provision
for our protection.
The existence of this unfortunate condition of affair demands that we use care to prevent the
abuse of the privilege we grant the public, the most common form of which abuse is the failure to observe the "not
transferable" restriction.
Suburban roads work at a disadvantage compared with
city roads, when the question.of operating expense is considered.
There are many reasons why a given number of
cars can be operated for less money within a small territory than when spread over a large area.
These reasons
In the former case a large number of cars
are obvious.
may be cared for in one car house, thus allowing a minimum
expense of maintenance.
small car house cannot afford
the motor tables, (raveling cranes, etc., that do so much to
lessen the cost of motor nnd truck repair, nor cjin thy work

A

have been many unnecessary expenses brought to light and
Things which we thought necessities proved to
cutoff.
have been luxuries when we learned how well we could do
without them.
I am a firm believer in the policy of putting
everything into the best of condition and keeping it so, as
being the one that yields the largest net revenue, present
and future, but I realize now betiev than I did two years
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lo.

ago, ihal in our zeal to have ibe best of ever>'lhing, kept in
the best of condition, we allow extravagances to creep In,
with the necessar)' expenditures. The education in economy
that we have gained will help us wonderfQliy in the future,
and the combination of increased earnings and reduced expenditures nitl give an increase in the net revenue that will
be substantial.

That there has been marked advancement

last

line

More

few years.

proportions and

attention

manu-

during the

have watched the development of

this

in the

who

is

given nowadays to graceful

is

A

ornamentation than heretofore.

artistic

striking illustration of

this

by the handsome

afforded

is

standards designed by T. C. Link and manufactured by the

Wire company,

Ludlow-Saylor

Louis, for

St.

new

the

which
were described in the Western Electrician of SeptemThese standards are made entirely of iron, with
ber 22d.
black iron finish, and rise to a height of nine feet. They are
placed on either side of Xh^ port coc/i ere, which extends beyond the main entrance to the station, and \.\\e poi-t cochere
is also surrounded by an iron area rail, a portion of which
station of that city, the electrical features of

Union

between the two bars.
Fig. 2 is a side elevation showing the trolley
a longitudinal section of the conduit showing

a

The

device

trolley

one end of which

composed of a

is

device, also
interior.

its

H,

bar

trolley

axle

K

turned

slot is placed the conduit

The

by a key Q.
at

-5"',

Fig.

on

over the guard

plow Z,

bearings S'

at-

is

it

and

in this

in position

for

in the vertical axle

detaching the con-

plow A, which is done by removing the key Q'
A
check key ^- serves to lock the main key (^ in place.
To the lower end of t.he plow A is atJ:ached by means of
duit

.

a longitudinal joint i^/ an insulated cross bar /V, Fig.
the ends of which are attached two

The

trolley

trolley wheels

wheels run on the vertical part of

to

i,

O'

O^.

two angle

t!ie

— that

the

When

bars.

tiller

when

bar

is

of

A

the car

the

tovvard

is,

up out

causes the end

the

is

engage

— then

to

the

and

di-

position

end A'

the

is,

slot

this

is

action

conduit slot and thus

the

in

adjustment

run in the other

that

conduit

A' en-

tiller

of the trolley

axis

a right angle to the

at
to

right

reversed;

the

to

give an advanced

the

wheels on

trolley

entering curves in aright-hand direction, in the

same man-

ner as just explained for left-hand direction.

By

have openings as shown

This slot arrangement provides

A'.

side

being held

it

S"-

left

its

correspond with the slot

to

I

rection

J and

extended back

maintained until the

is

brought back to a position

is

of

slotted vertically

is

wheel

conductmg

attached to the truck frame by means

is

tached to a vertical axle A' by means of bearings S' 5-.

The

curve, and this position

ters straight line slot again,

board A" to near the end of the platform, where

evident to all

facture and design of electrical fixtures

provide stability in a lateral direction so as to niainiain
parallel position

of a universal joint
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this

means a

for the trolley

positive

wheels

is

and independent steering device

provided, which does not depend

'on the wheel flanges as a steering device, as
practice.
it

The

trolley will

can be propelled

in

usually the

is

run in either direction; that

front

of the car or can

trail

is,

behind

tlie car.

To

the trolley wheels 0' 0~ are connected insulated wires

/ 3 which lead up through

a

terminate with insulated tubular

channel

in the

connections

plow

IP''

A and

IF- at

its

shown, together with the view of the standard in the
accompanying illustration, which is reproduced from the
Iron Age. There is about 75 feet of the area rail, which is
finished the same as the standards.
is

Hewett's Conduit Railway Trolley.
The

conduit trolley herewith

was designed

illustrated

with a view to provide a system appplicable to the practical
requirements of streetcar service, where the trolley should

be designed so

run

as to

be

displacement;

little,

and crossings without
detached from the car, so as to
frogs

easily

with overhead trolley lines,

provide for through gar service

and be

with

direction

either

in

curves,

readjustment; pass

removed from the conduit so as to provide for
of rolling stock from one track to another in
or other street interruptions where the car

easily

the transfer
case of

fires

service has to be interrupted and turned back.

In conduit systems using under-running contact devices
the conductors must necessarily have gaps at crossings and
switches of sufficient width to permit the passage of the
This necessitates complicated crossings and

carrying bar.

For

switches.
lias

reason an over-running trolley device

this

been planned, as

such a plan the contacts and carry-

in

the conducting

ing device all travel above

Cross-

bars.

ings and switches can therefore be of the most simple design.

trolley device has been designed so as

The

be easily

to

accessible, to run in either direction, to automatically adjust

proper anga[ar position for passing curves with-

itself to the

out displacement, to be easily detached and to permit cars
to pass freely over it while detached, and to be easily re-

moved from the conduit.
The accompanying drawings illustrate the main features.
In Fig. I is shown a cross-section representing the permanent
way conduit and interior thereof. Fig. 2 is a sectional side
tlevation, showing one end of a

motor

car, the

trolley

de-

conducting bars, insulators and interior of the con-

vice,

duit.

In Fig.
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dripping

of arched, so

as to provide shelter for the conducting bars and insulators,
thus placing them as far out of reach of the slot as possible.

The insulator
heavy

line

D

is

is

fixed to the conduit

of a cast-iron bracket pin F, as shown.

be used when necessary.
of angle iron and are
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expansion joints

The angle
reason that

are

provided

in a similar

iron pattern of conducting bar
it

is

manner.

selected for the

gives a stability suitable for the purpose.

may have

a depth of say i^,' inches
main or downward strain, while
the horizontal part may have a width of i inch and thus

The

vertical part

and thus provide

for

the

tudinal axis, permits the trolley wheels
to the slight difference in levels of the

The conducting
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joint

bars support almost

adapt themselves

tfc

two conducting

the

bars.

of

weight

entire

The

trolley bar

duit

plow

dom

of

A

in

connections are located almost
upper end of the plow and are thoroughly
the outer ends of the insulating tubes IV

entirely within the

insulated from
IF'^

it;

only are visible.

Flexible insulated wires

j4

connect

with these tubular connections

the trolley device.

AT and

vertical axle

A^ maintain the con-

a vertical position, but permit

free-

entire

steer the trolley wheels according to the curvature

as

by means of two pins,
which pass through the cap and engage the insulator
groove. The cap has a vertical fin which terminates with
a horizontal flange, to which the angle iron conducting bar
C is attached by bolts passing through slotted holes in the
to

The

C~.

are

shown, on the top of
strong bell-shaped insulators Z> /> by means of a fixThe fixture consists of a metallic cap fastened
ture.
fixed,-

C

can

yoke by means

Oil insulators

iron conducting bars

movement in lateral and vertical directions. The
conduit plow also has a rotary motion on its vertical axis by
means of the journals 5' .S-, which is necessary in order to

of any suitable pattern, such as used for,

work, and

ORNAMENTAL ELECTK.IC LIGHT STANDARDS.
Upper end. The tubular
having longi-

con-

traffic

by means of a short stem
which is easily inserted or withdrawn. The wires j and
4
lead to the motor and controlling device on the car.
The
object of the insulated tubular connections for the conduit

plow

is

to

guard against

short-circuit

and accidents while

attaching, detaching and shifting the plow.

the

In case of a conduit road connecting with an overhead
where through car service is desired, the conduit plow must be dropped off and the overhead trolley put
The conduit plow is disconnected by removino- the
up.

One end always engages in the slot and either
end can be turned down into the slot according to the di-

key ^', when it can be dropped out of the slotted axle A"
and turned down into the conduit until its cross pin A rests

rection in which the car

on the conduit

conducting bars.

The

bar A' A-, Fig.

fulcrumed

2,

steering device consists

part of the slotted axle

A''

at its

T

center

and- formed as

the

of
a

tiller

to the

lower

in

shown

in'

illustration.

When
turned

the

down

a curve the

car

is

is

to run.

to run

into the slot as

tiller

bar A'

is

toward the

shown

it

the end A'

On

in Fig. 2.

turned by the curve ot

duit slot and this causes the conduit

cordingly and with

left

plow

A

to

rotate

thus adjusting the trolley wheels for the curve slightly
fore they reach

it.

con-

the axis /Vof the trolley wheels 0'

That

is,

shifted to a line slightly in

slot rails.

is

entering

the

trolley road

acO'^,

be-

the axis of the trolley wheels

is

advance of the radius of line the

A Chicago syndicate, it is announced, has proposed to
put in exchanges in Laporte, South Bend, Elkhart, Goshen,
Lagrange, Ligonier, Warsaw, Columbia City and Fort
Wayne. These cities are to be connected and a telephone
instrument placed in all the public buildings of the cities
along with private places where they are desired.
The instruments are to be so arranged that anyone who desires to
use them can by dropping a nickel in the slot talk with any
patron in the different towns in the circuit.
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amount,

about $Soo,ooo,

in the aggregate, to

material will be necessary to operate

IlIlMSllilR;

be electrically equipped.

to

duce the electric railroad into Chicago, but

now

EVERY SATURDAY.

PUBLlGflTION OFFICES:

more

while

of the lines that are

all

took along time

It

November

it

to

intro-

is

going

of

electrical

in

with a rush.

The

rewards of the

financial

profession

may be

not of a political character

lo,

1894

tolerated, although,

would hail the day when
such parades would be prohilaited by law.
Street railway managers will confer a favor on the public by
securing the enactment of a law prohibiting parades
generally speaking, the people

that will interfere with the operation of street railway
Hues and seeing that it is strictly enforced.

engineering in Great Britain are not such as to tempt young

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

=

-

men

TELEPHONE, MAIN 1746.

an expensive technical edu-

to equip themselves with

cation,

we may judge by

if

Electrical Engineer

announcement

a recent

"The

London.

of

an

Cardiff," says that journal, "require

Eastern Office:

Temple Court, New York.

534

be addressed to

to

Trade Supplied by Western News Co.

£3 per week."

COPYEIQTTT. — Not only the title but the e'ii>->-e covtetiis of each
number of the Western Electrician are copyrighted. This paper
rs

entered at the Chicago Postoffice as mall matter of the second class.

SUBSCRIPTION,
year of 52 numbers;

in advance, postage prepaid, $3.00 for
in clubs of four or more, $2.50 with free

a full
extra

for eight subscriptions: foreign countries, $5.00 a year; single
change of address is requested, the old adcopies 10 cents.
dress as well as the new should be given.

copy

When

C0RRE8P0NDEVTC

relating to electricity or any of its practical
applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all electrical
Clear, concise, well written
thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news
items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest
electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

ADVERT' STNG.—Thh Western Electrician— the only
general eleelrieal paper pnblishert in the "West —
a territory rxc/ush-e/v its own. This is a
CLAIM WHICH CAN BE MADE BY NO OTHER ELECTRICAL JOURNAL
IN THE United States. Electrical merchants and manufacturers
desirhi_s ii-esierv t->'a(ff will appreciate the uneqltaled value of
Advertisihis journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
ng rates are moderate, and will be furnished on application

thoroughly

covers

Wales, and

Cardiff

posseJ^ses,

considerable

of

we

is,

it is

water.

IvTjlrk:

CIRCULATION, 16,630.

Town

offered

salary

the largest town in

believe,

To

importance.

offer a

weekly salary of

than $15, the wage of an American lineman, for the
services of an engineer competent to take charge of such "a
station

We

rather startling.

is

an exceptional instance of

however, that

liope,

"economy"

official

rather than a

tix

220.

By John N.Beckley.

Transfers on Street Railways.

can Sireet Railway association)
City and Suburban Electric Railways.

The

constitutionality of the street car vestibule law in

Ohio was upheld by the Supreme Court of that state in a
decision handed down at Columbus on November 3d. The
"law was" passed in April, 1893, and requires all companies
to provide electric cars with vestibules to protect the motormen from the severity of the weather during the winter
months. This has already been done voluntarily in several
eastern cities, and a

number

of states, including Minnesota,

seems that the Oliio compa-

It

opposed the law, and the lower courts generally held
that the statute was unconstitutional.
This decision has

nies

reversed by the

Supreme Court of

the state, and

220, 221

By

C

E.

There

Rail be Satisfactorily

By

Streets?

Failure

225, 22(1

Feeder and Main Patent Litigation
Signal for Railway Crossings, Illustrated ...
Affairs of the General Electric Company
Important Chicago Ele trie Railway Contract
A Boston Suggestion
Illustrated
Jack-knife and Motor Switch.
Lewis Gas Engine. Illustrated...
Large Capacity Switch. Illustrated
Litigation Over Carbon Filament
Extensive Trolley System
Manners Over the Telephone
Book Table
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.*

2z6

.

'.

Miscellaneous

is

It is

now

in

tionate

written.

was

actions

to take hold of the telegraph

Southern Corea, and

corps for operation, for immediate service.
telegiaph lines have been cut

and

sta-

to their

own

lines

them over

to turn

China the

In

down by

the people, on the
and are but now being

In Japan, on the contrary, the

govern-

miles,

and has

established several cable links between the islands.

Satsuma

rebellion of 1S76

During

proved of great

229

the

value.

229

modeled on European systems. The Japanese also
make free use ot the telephone, which caught their fancy,
from its earliest days, and they have also shown a marked
partiality for the deciric light.
It is worthy of note, too,
that the Japanese were quick to apply electricity to the

The

this service

military field-telegraphs of the Japanese

army

are

nth

in

selecting

definitely settled that Cleveland

1S95,

the *time

for

local representatives of the lighting interests expressed great

there,

it

may be

During

the political

campaign

of holding torchlight processions

As

a matter of course, the line

just closed the practice

became a public nu'sance.
of march on these occa-

was always through the busiest parts of the city,
and Iraffic of all kinds was temporarily suspended. Of
course street car lines were crippled, and the people of
the entire city were put to great inconvenience as a re-

ex-

for.

In

many

cases financial

ous delays caused.

These

loss

was

suffered

political parades,

and

seri-

by reason

of

their frequency during the last

The

transformation of the existing horse car lines of the

Chicago into

three great street railway companies of
tric

roads, in connection with the elevated

work now under way
contracts to

three

of the

panies of the country.

week,
trical

panies

is

in this city,

The

electric railway

Chicago within

the

If

oiganizations

persist

in

making public demon-

com-

thoroughfares as are not occupied by street railway lines

manufacturing
of

these,

closed

The purchases

of

last
elec-

machinery and appliances made by the traction comof

ated.

strations of this character they should be restricted to such

latest

noted on another page.

elec-

two months, impressed on
many men the fact that all parades interfering with public traffic were public nuisances and shpuM not be toler-

has brought several large

electrical

last

six

line are

The problems

widely

different

those met with in ordinary commercial work, as
tion are, of course,

essentially

typicai

by Mr. Perry, probably the most
owned by G. Morosini and used for

ing his residence at Riverdale, on

Hudson.

the

said to be one of the largest and most complete
the kind in this country.

light-

This

is

of

plants

power generator.

These

connected with a switchboard, which is also double,

so that either

house

inter-

of two gasoline en-

consists

It

en-

from
condi-

the

Several

different.

plants are described

esting being that

dynamo may

connected together

storage battery; or they

may be

with either the house circuits

in parallel

The

or the battery.

separately connected with the

lie

circuits or with the

storage battery consists of two series,

when connected in parallel, have a
normal discharge rate of 70 amperes. This plant is installed!
in a small brick building some distance from the house.
Except on special occasions when the full capacity of the
each of 60

plant

cells,

which,

required, the lighting

is

storage battery; but on

done

is

these special

entirely

Irom the

occasions

both the

dynamo are put into service. In charging
battery but one dynamo is used, arftl this is run so as to-

battery and the
the

give a current of 73 amperes at from 125 to 150 volts.
The
charging of the battery occupies two or three hours per day,,

during which time only is the machinery usually

This system
little

in operation.

the result of considerable experiment and nO'

is

Five years ago a plant of this kind was in-

cost.

stalled at the residence of Potter

Palmer, Chicago, and

has been in successful operation ever since.
satisfactory in every respect,

to inspire confidence in

months probably

One
est

It

it

has been

and probably has done more

the

storage

among pros-

battery

of the most significant indications of the great inter-

manifested

over the country

all

made by

the special effort
to furnish free

The

night.

in Tuesday's elections was
Chicago Telephone company

the

information to

city

its subscribers on election
were obtained by co-operation

returns

with the City Press association, which, as
established

former years,

in

election headquarters in the city hall.

its

Fron-*

the state at large reports were secured from the state centra?
committee of the Republican and Democratic parties, locatec^
the Grand Pacific Hotel and the Palmer
House, which, of course, were supplied with the earliest information from the county and local political committees
respectively in

New York

in the country districts.

state

and other eastern

returns were obtained by long-distance telephone from the
city of

New

York, two

circuits

being expressly reserve.t

tor this purpose.

The

city, state

and eastern returns thus secured were aU

turned into the central

Here a

service.

company

of the

office

for the locaB

force of skilled operators telephoned theim

over (he trunk circuits
scattered

each of the branch exchanges

to

throughout the

In

city.

each subsidiary

change, again, a number of picked operators

e.x:-

transmitter

the returns directly over thesubscribers' calling circuits.

come

sult.

pected that vi-itors will be well cared

countered in this particular

Of

company had

closed their offices for the day before

sions

That city has entertained the
a most hospitable manner, and, as the

eagerness to have the meeting held

which have made isolated

special field in the last few years,

plants tor house lighting practicable.

course most of the business subscribers of the

operation of canals, by using motors to operate the locks.

Light association at a

on September

holding the next meeting.

men

that a propor-

229

that the action of the executive

the place, and February 19, 20, 21,

street railway

presume

to

fair

painfully rebuilt.

Cleveland as the place for holding the next convention has

been confirmed.

it is

228

230

'f^lectiic

and

allegation that they caused drought,

229, 230

Record

New York

trical applications,

228

229

"Business

will recall the

tions in

279

--

Trade News

in

Western Electrician

on "Electricity in Japan," written for this
journal by Kunihiko Iwadare, and appearing in the closing
months of 1S92. Mr. Iwadare showed that his progressive
countrymen had an experimental knowledge of modern elec-

ment has developed a land system of 26,000

;

committee of the National

of the

first

228

Electric Railways

meeting held

Readers

interesting articles

227

227

Incorporations

made

accommodations, and, moreover, they should be
to do so.

compelled

217, 228

Electric Lighting

is

these lines the

227

226

228

Announcement

On

226

DEPARTMENTS.

Illustrated Electrical Patent

winter.

in

gripmen are exposed to the elements the whole year round.
These companies can well afford to provide their employes

advancement has been made since the articles were
This experience has been of great advantage to
the Japanese in the present war with China.
One of their

226

Correspondence

New

the cable companies of Chicago should

not enclose the grip cars

223
222, 223

(American Street Railway association). 225

"Strathearn Hendric.

The Knapp

Used on Paved

Magazine
November, Nelson W. Perry describes the advancement
and numerous improvements that have been made in this

pective purchasers than any other plant in the country..

224

T

vesti-

there any

is

on "Domestic

artic'e

the Engineering

in

222, 223

Editorial
the

why

is

Foster. {Ameri-

.... 221,
can Street Railway association)
Ornamental Electric Eight Standards. Illustrated
Hewett's Conduit Railway Trolley. Illustrated
Can

bule cars for the protection of motormen, nor
valid reason

interesting

for

latter are

suitable

(Ameri-

In the course of an

Electric Lighting Plants,"

gines, belted each to a 10 horse

no reason why the companies should not provide

219
Lighting Plant at the Cook County Hospital Illustrated
219
Electric Power on th-.: Erie Canal
219
Telegraph and Telephone Service in New Zealand
Electrical Power in a Chicago Book-binding Establishment.
Illustrated

this is

general type.

the provisions of the law will be strictly enforced.

PAGE.

is

less

now been

contents of this number.

Hall,

be presumed, a municipal plant

to

have passed similar laws.

hig-h:

The

October 22d.

engineer

Applications are

Wheatley, town clerk,

J. L.

Cardiff, not later than

corporation of

electrical

to take charge of their electricity works.

in the

and do not. cross

streets

having

surface

cago on several occasions the entire
of the city has

hours by parades.

been completely

At times

roads.

for

and private

clubs

many

the returns began to
were received mainly ii>
residences, where
men and

results^

—

instances

—gathered

The Chicago Telephone company
thousand subscribers,

took advantage of

The new

has some nine or ten

and of these from 1,200

to

1,500

this special gratuitous service.

idea of collecting election returns and telephon-

ing them to private subscribers had the
of social entertainment,

phones

homes felt
and a number of

in their

effect

of evolving

a

Gentlemen having telethemselves to be particularly
them gave "election night re--

new form
fortunate,

hear the news>

to

ceptions," inviting their friends to pass

a

social

evening,.

with the added zest of realizing that the country was savecE
or had gone to the dogs, according to the political predeliction of each guest.

The

idea was received with enthusiasm, and although

it

system

was suspected that the rather unexpected generosity ,of the
company was not uninfluenced by the prospect of possible

several

competition in the telephone

In Chi-

stieet railway

paralyzed

hotels,

ladies, too, in

the

that

so

in,

public demonstrations

when

nevertheless appreciated.

field,

the

extra service wi s

,

—

.

November

lo

Can the T
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be Satisfactorily Used on

Rail

Paved

Bv SiratheI^kn Hendrje.
in this countrj*
this

—in

fact,

country— during the

past ten or twelve years has been toward smoother and
better paved streets, and the general public, watching the
progress of its city officials, has become in many places imiiaticnt of the action of the street railway people in maintaining the old forms of rail, which make a ridge on the
smooth s>urface of a first-class modem street in an American
Oar travelers have come home from England and the
eitv.
continent extolling the grooved rail, and our city officials
have in many cases forced either the English grooved rail
or its American modification upon the railway companits.
Xo street railway man hankers after the grooved head before he gets it, or enjoys it after he has put it in, and he therefore fights its introduction, demanding to be left alone, as
he was, with his center bearing or five inch tram head.

What we wonld show him

—

—and through and beyond

225

The Knapp

a decent job of the paving, neither the officials nor the citizens will permit you to use anything else in the future. The
main thing is to make your paving job a neat and good one.
In three of the other cities, where there is at present no T
rail, but which are blessed with enlightened city officials, the
T rail is about to be made a requirement on the companies.
Modern street railway construction and street paving
imply a broken stone, concrete or other solid foundation, a
high girder or T rail and a brick, asphalt or granite surlace
to the street m the larger cities, or cedar block, cobble or

Streets?'

The tendencj' of the larger cities
we might say in all tlie cities of

ELECTRICIAN.

macadam

in the

for a general order to sell the tools

Knapp

smaller ones.

T rails, those for the latter allowing
head of the

him

an average price of 50 per cent, of the
Mr. Lucas had obtained a previous court
order allowing him to sell the slock and merchandise at
receiver

and

tory.

Many

the space
or concrete, is open
fill

thus made with asphalt, creosoted wood
to question, but in either case a first class job can be made.
The writer is familiar with two excellent pieces of fifty-six
pound T rail construction on chairs, in one of which the
pavement consists of six-inch cedar blocks, and in the other
of small three or four inch cobble stones, both paved close
to the rail with no filling.
It may be useful in your arguments with city officials in

can progress in the direction of their
is that he
his public
desires for a smooth street, and can give them something
satisfactory
to them than their favorite- grooved
even more
rail.

For the street railway man, questions of price, joints,
quick delivery, competition, coal pile, and construction
combine to recommend theT rail. The old argument for
the tram head that the steel paving for the three inches is

—

realized

not less than 75 per cent, of the estimates in the inven-

a space for the flange

rail

op-

inventory value.

or

a short distance from the

association

it

secure 75 per cent, of the scheduled value for it.
The judge
finally entered an order authorizing the sale, provided the

Whether it is more expensive to chip the
Medina blocks or to leave them intact

car wheel.

tlie

comers of granite

creditors'

were conditioned so
that three-quarters of the inventory price should be realized.
The receiver represented that much of the shop material
was considerably worn and that it would be impossible to

Asphalt or macadam can be paved as easily to a T rail as
any other. They should be laid Rush, and room should
be made for the flange by running a railroad freight car, or
other car having a larger flange that the street car, over the
Bricks are now
track before it is opened for traffic.
moulded by many paving brick manufacturers to fit girder
of

The

Works.

Electrical

last week and nsked
and machinery of the

posed the issuing of the order unless

to

and

Failure.

Receiver Lucas appeared in court

of the facts presented

report

the

in

Auditor

of

Bard are summarized in the affidavit printed in the last issue
Mr. Bard, -in concluding
of the Western Electrician.
his report, makes the following estimates, which are of parunsecured creditors:

ticular interest to the

In conclu.sion I beg to submit two estimates of the rea,
value of the assets, or the amount that may be realized f^
is
'ihe
first
based upon a„
tlie
unsecured creditors,

,

T RAIL ON PAVED STREETS.
RAIL IN PAVED STREETS

PAVEMENT.

!

Company.

Place.

Construction
lies

.V

T.
Augusta, Ga.

Augusta Ky. Co

Bay

Bay

OtVier
rail.

Weight

5

56

3H"

1b.

Outside.

Inside.

1

centers, steel chairs.

ies 3 ft

Brick.

Public and officials think
it better than girder.
gravel, City Engmeer and tJ. of
P._W. think it the only

Ncnc.

then

3 in. brick,

1

j

asphalt.
City, Mich.

Ry. Co.

Cities Con.

8

IT

24

215

6'

60 lb

Oak

West End

Ry.

St.

C

.

9" Largely 6
9 in. on

35 to 100 lb ,•4" to

ft

rail

on stringers and Granite block.

with

ties

tie

strip,

etc.

•

Koston, Mass-

Same.

plate
1

Columbus, 0-

Columbus

Denver, Colo

Denver City Cable Ry. Co.

Denver, Colo.

Denver Cons.

Des Moines,

Ces a^oines City Ry. Co.

Ry. Co.

St.

60

54-5

lb.

6"

Tics 2

4"

Cable, yokes 4

broken stone Brick.

centers,

ft.

Same.

Hardwood

Same.

None.

Tramway

48 to 72

6.7s

Co.
la.

15.23

60

lb.

6"

Spiked

5H"

Ties

Asphalt with stone toothing.

apart.

ft.

6 in concrete under
crete between ties.

lb.

City officials and the
public are not in favor
of it.
covered No complaint; more will

with coal

ballast,

6

REMAKKS.

Filling.

Height.

con- Stone blocks,
asph.

ties;

ne.\t

rail,

Oak

then S: one block.

be laid

tar.

Makes good

fit.

Public and city officials

Brick.

to ties.

street.

strip bevel to

like it

Duluth, Minn.

Duluth St. Ry. Co.

.

16

2

ft

ccLters,

oak strirgers.

Cedar block.

Block cutorrotch- All like

Same.

it.

ed.

Fl Wayne,

Ind.

Ft.

Wayne

Ry. Co.

Elec.

8

60

7

6"

lb.

lies 2

ft.

tie

;

rods 10

Company

now reconstructing entirely with

BriLk block, cobblestcne.

ft.

Trail.

Ry. Co.

Houston, Tex.

Houston City

Lincoln, Neb.

Lincoln Sl Ky. Co.

London, Ont.

London

Marinette, Wis.

Marinette Gas, E. Light

St.

45

I

9

4K"

lb,

15

Ties and chars and stringers.

Rrick, gravel, cypress bois d'arc,

Same.

Concrete.

Ties

rock
Brick, ceda-.

Same.

Sand with

Gravel.

Macadam.

2

ft.

centers.

Gives satisfaction.

Have only

two curves
now, but intend to lay

brick.

track.
St.

Ry. Co.

&

-

M. Ky. Co.
Minn Twin City Rapid Transit

Minn'polis,

New Haven, Conn

Co.
Winchester Ave. R. R. Co.

40

4

i4

&

52 to 72

Cedar

ties,

gravel

a-

d ballast.

3^"&6"

60 lb

£olb

j5

5

4"

56 1b

Ii-S

I

Wood

lb.

block.

Cedar or

5K"

4K"&4K" On

chairs

and

Half

ties.

granite.

blcck,

h-U

Not favored. (Note
Pavement is notgocd.)

Same.

Wooden

Same.

Pine or oak

strip to

fit

Common

Same.

cobble.

All well pleased now.
Cily engineers approve.

strip.

Council

have nothing

Norwalk, Conn.

Norwalk

St.

Ry. Co.

3

60

lb.

6"

Three brace chairs

Norwich, Conn.

Norwich

St.

Ry. Co.

,.a

48

1b.

4"

Chairs and stringers.

5

45

lb.

to

each

rail.

Blocks and cobbles.

will

tise.

Gives satisfaction.

Blocks and ma-

cadam.

Ry

Tort Huron, Mich. City Electric

Co.

Cedar

ties,

Cedar

pine stringers.

Same.

block.

Gravel.

Not

Oak

Gives satisfaction.

strip Inside.
strip
out-

favo ed much.

pine
1

side.

.

Racine, Wis.

Lake

Salt

C.lv,

Utah.
.Savannah, Ga.
Springfield,

Ill-

Bella City St. Ry. Co.
Co.
alt Lake City R.

R

.227

4«"

2.773
72

3

Public and officials like it
Public and lity officials

Prick.

Same.

Sandst<,ne blo^k.

lb.

Sand.

we satisfied.
Not favored.
1

City & Suburban Ry. Co.
Spiingfield Cons Ry Co.

I

Chairs or stringers.

7

40

& 6; lb

Beveled brick

Gives

cr block.

Auby City Coun-

satisfactif n.

thorized
cil.

Ry. Co.

15

Waterbury, Conn. Waterbury Traction Co.

8

Springfield, Mass. Springfield St.

Windsor, Ont.

Sandwich, Windsor&
herstburg Ry.

Am-

3

56

1b,

,

4"

& 4K" Oa stringers
chairs
& 7" ^ piked; ties 2

6"'

I

56

4%"

1b.

and on

ties

and Granite and cobble.

Granite and ma- Asphalt

&

brick.

No complaint;

cadam.
Belgian block for

ft.

Steel chairs: tie.s bedded in gravel, then inch board and block

ble for 6 in.
blocW.

Cedar

7 in. rail; cob-

Belgian block.

None.

Preferred

None

No

prop-

and paved

erly laid

Same.

.

evidently

satt factory.
better, when

None

.None.

lo

girder

to.

rail.

1

Wyandotte, Mich. Wyandotte
er

&

Det

oit

Riv-

56

=

—

the cheapest in the end no longer holds good in these
Wagim
days of good street pavements and rapid transit.
on the side of the street. To
traffic goeswhere it belongs
center
bearheaded,
old
still
use
the
clean
can
those who
ing rail, we can only say, "Vou lucky dogs;" to most of us
it is lost forever. As a substitute for this, where old grants
are being renewed or new ones made, the grooved headed
rail has been in many places hastily, and, we beheve, unadWhile the suggestion of a T rail, for use
visedly required.
in paved streets in cities, is startling to the average citizen,
alderman or city engineer, and is in mcst cases impatiently
rejected by them, yet we must recollect that the mention of
a rail, such as steam roads use, calls up in their minds the
idea of four or five inches of steel standing up above the
street and of dilapidated plank crossings with half drawn
spikes, and we should go patiently to work to teach them
tnat as there is more than one way to supply motive power
to a car, so there is more than one way ot putting a rail in

—

the street.
To aid you in this, we have prepared a list of twenty-six
cities in which the T rail is used, with remarks thereon
kindly fuinibhed this committee by the railway companies
in answer to a list of questions sent out; and we might also
sav that there are over fifty others members of this as-ociation, whose roads are reported in the railway publications,
as being partly or wholly constructed ^f T rail, who declined
-^oTn'eglected to answer the inquiries of your committee. The
general consensus ofopinion of the twenty-si,\ roads referred
to, and of the officials of the cities in which they run, is that
if

you can once get down a hundred yards

Ga

the American Street
October 18, 1894.

Read

I,
,

befor

-,%'

1b.

On broken

Same

Mac; d-m.

stone.

objections.

Rv

of

Trail and

make

Railway association, Atlanta,

favor of a T rail as against a grooved girder, to insist that
a T rail is a girder rail with a head differing less from that
of the grooved girder than this does from the tram or center
bearing head.
Also the substitution, in this country, of the
steel base and upright member of the girder for the wooden
stringer, took place before the iniroduction of the grooved

arbitrary reauction of 25 per
a5=ets, and is as follows:

and was due to entirely different causes, and certainly
has not been brought abuut by any demand for smooth
streets originating with the cities or citizens.
Such substi-

Cash
Tools and machinery (25 per cent, oft)
Furniture and fixtures (25 per cent, off)

tution is equivalent to that of steel for wood in buildings.
The girder is an established fact; its grooved head, we hope,
is merely a passing fancy.
The grooved rail might easily
be a big-headetl
out of which a piece corresponding to
the groove has been planed.
This can easily be shown by
reference to cross-sections.
And we should bear in mind
that if we hope to peacefully and with good feeling avoid
the use of the grooved rail we must do so, not by demanding obstinately what we know in our inmost minds to be
reasonably objectionable, to be bad practice, to be obsolete, but by preseniint: to the public, and educating it up
to it, a rail which shall, from its point of view, be as far
ahead of the grooved rail as that is ahead of the tram or
center bearing rail.
And we should also bear in mind that
the public will demand^ and in the long run will secure,
streets satisfactory to iiself.

Bills receivable

rail,

T

en

cent,

the

face of certain

Assets.

Merchandise

(25

per

cent,

discount

from

inventory)

Patents (25 per cent,

$41,982.68
254.04
'.

.

.

623.79
4,875.24
IS^QSO-OJ
2,640.00

off)

Accounts receivable (.$33,968.48
Cicero bonds at 80 per cent
Claim against Safely company
held by them)

Deduct

receiver's expenses

Deduct

F.

oft)

(offset

14,497.67
2,090.60

to notes

16,550.48

$97,444.57
12,000.00

$85,444.57
27,989.50

M. Knapp judgmen":

$57,455-07
Liabilities.

The

lot of

thestockholder

in

an electric lighting

company

not alwnys a happy one.
This is sadly illustrated by the
fact that the original stockholders of the Brockport, N. Y.,
Electric Light company will receive from $12 to $15 on
is

each $[00 invested by them.

on a mortgage foreclosure.

The

plant

was recently

Bills payable
Accounts payable

$54)135-48
29,082.61

$83,218.09

sold

Percent, of assets to

liabilities,

69 p?r cent.

The second
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estimate is based upnn an arbitrary discount in the same
items of 50 per cent, instead of 25 per cent, and results in a
per cent, ofa^^sets to liabilities of 44 per cent.
The receiver's expenses are estimated in each case at
$1,000 per month for one year.

be remembered that the

It will

committee appointed

first

creditors for the purpose

by the

of reporting upon

the

possibihty of reorganizing the company, consisting of F. S.

Geo.

Terry,

C.

Bailey and

Geo.

W.

Conover, reported

about September ist. The committee estimated that the
Frojn acwould probably realize as follows
coimts," $9,139.80; merchandise in store, $22,758.63; mareceiver

approaching

trains set the bell

closing wire

completing the circuit which causes the bell to ring is conThe opening
nected to the track boxes marked A'and B.
circuit, which causes the bell to cease ringing, is connected

amount which would be realized $30,059.32,
or about the amount of the judgment of ¥. M. Knapp.
It was the opinion of the committee that the unsecured
creditors would not receive anything on their claims, and
it could not find that there was any basis on which^he busileave the, net

D and E.

boxes marked C,

to the track

between

the

are

suspended

The

short end of the lever within the

of

the rail

and

in

These track boxes
the

of

outside

ties

the rail

slightly depressed,

train passes over the track
causing the lever to make the electric contact and operate
is

Patent Litigation.

IVIain

last clevelopment~in the liiigation betw-:en the VVest-

litigation

and main
of the fol'owing order made by Judge

and' Edison

ingTiouse

is

the filing

interests over

the feeder

Important Chicago Electric Railway Contract.

is

The manner

in

which the signal

as follows:

A

train starting at

box

C.

-T.

Yerkes, for the North

an.l

West Side

Street

Rail-

road companies of Chicago, has entered into contract with
the General Electric company for three 1,200 horse power
connection with

generators and 600 motors, lo be used in
the Siemens

&

Halske generators now

building

equipment of the present horse car lines
street railway systems with electric power.

It is

the

for

of these

great

announced

General Electric company will also supply addiThe machinery now untional equipments at a later date.
der contract must all bs deliv--red in Chicago prior to March
that the

the signal.

E to make contact,

is

operated on single track

X will cause

the lever in

S

and

enters

the

the stop magnet

closing

holding the armature against

The

it.

circuit

magnet i"at j and goes to battery through post j and wire
At the next instant fhe lever in box .4 isdepressed,
4.
closing magnet y? {through post /, out at post 3 and by

the .=.tronger of the

Feeder and

1894

rail.

box is under the base
contact therewith, and when an engine or

wire 4 to battery). This has a tendency to attract the
armature in the other direction; but the stop magnet .S" being

ness could be reorganized.

lo.

'

:

Deducting for
chineryj $2,650; shop material, $7,510.89.
receiver's expenses in closing out the estate $12,000, would

The

The

ringing.

November

the relay, the armature re-

two within

wheel of the engine or

mains as

first

train has

passed off of the box£'; then the wheels continue

placed until the

last

to

depress the lever of box A, thus closing the circuit through
the magnet R, attracting the

armature, closing

local

the

This deal was closed in

ist.

New York

by Mr. Yerkes,

as

president of the Chicago companies, and Messrs. Coffin and

Clark of the General Electric company.

In

this contract the r//:V(?^^-/fl«;vzi7/ says that

"should the

turns be such as to warrant

it,

the cable systems

referring to

may

re-

also be

and fdds:
remembered that the Lake Street Elevated is
It is said that this road' will
controlled by C. T. Yerkes.
The "L" company will
also be equipped wdtli electricity.
from
the
West
Chicago Street Railroad
its
power
lease
company. Power houses are being constructed on the
Nouth and West Sides, and they will be ready for operation
about March ist. The General Electric company will deliver the motor; and generators on order, and equip ihecars
trolleyed,"

It will.be

3
tf
SIGNWI,

Green
of

in the

New

United Stales Circurt Court for

the

District

Decree herein having been entered the 25th day of April,
and the transcript of the record
1 893
having been taken into the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit by virtue of an appeal, and the
said United States Circuit Court of Appeals having on consideration thereof on the iSth day of September, 1894,
Ordered, adjudged and decreed that the said decree of
this court be reversed with costs and the mandate of the
said United States Circuit Court of Appeals dated the iSth
day of October, 1S94, being now here before this court, on
motion of Kerr & Curtis, Esqs., soliciters for defendant,
It is ordered that said mandate be filed herein and that
the said decree of the said United States Circuit Court of
Appeals be and the same hereby is made the decree of this
court, and it is further ordered that defendant have judgment against the complainant, the Edison Electric Light
for the sum of forty-two- dollars and sixty-five
cents {$42.65) amount of costs taxed herein by the clerk of
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals, and have execution therefor; also that defendant have judgment against
the complainant, the Edison Electric Light company, for
the further sum of six thousand four hundred and eleven
dollars and fifty-seven cents {$6,411.57) amount of costs
taxed by the clerk of this court lierein, and have execution
therefor.

company,

Signal for Railway Crossings.
is

features of an electrical signaling device

the Baltimore

and

New York

lines,

gates

Ohio, Chesapeake

&i

and

which makes

upon grade

it

New

&

England

now in use upon
Long Island,

Ohio,

Railroad companies'

unnecessary to employ watchmen and

crossings.

This device was invented by

Charles Selden, superintendent of telegraph of the B.

and H. V.
men.

Riley,

both of

whom

are

&

In the apparatus used on single track, there is an open7, extending from the cross-

ing wire 5, and a closing wire

it is

when

it

the current will again be

may be

desired,

diverted to

the

A

stop magnet of the rday and the bell will cease ringing.
train entering at point fFwill

have exactly the same

The accompanying diagram, which
Railroad Gazet/e, shows

work with

a

is

&

a grounded circuit.

O. road shows

this signal

The employment of grounded

were 700,000 operations of

that there

Com-

Affairs of the General Electric

pany.
It is

men

reported ihat over 4,000

During the summer

of

are

now employed

in

General Electric company.

the

the railway

been particularly active, and

it

branch of the business has
is

said that in

May more

railway generators and motors were sold than in any pre-

month

in the

to transfer the

company's history.

manufacture of

railway generators to the

demand for
this

work

this class of

will

all

Lynn

It has

been decided

railway motors and small

factory.

With

the present

machinery throughout the country,

be almost

desired to have

equipment.

A

sufficient

to reinstate the

Lynn

shops to their former importance as an electrical manufacturing center.

The contract between the city of Quincy, 111-, and the
Thomson-Houston Electric Light company was signed on
October 26th. Under it the company is paid $75 per arc
light for all furnished, excepting the lights in

Boston Suggestion.

General Francis A. Walker, president of the MassachuTechnology, has suggested to the trustees
of the Franklin fund of Boston that the money be applied
to the creation of a department of electricity at the "Tech."
The general attended the last meeting of the trustees and
laid before them the good that could be done by appropri" I did not antagonize the
ating the fund to such purpose.
devoting the fund to any other use the trustees might deem
.best," said General Walker when interrogated about it,
" but offered what I had to say as a suggestion of what
might be done. The Institute of Technology was one of
the first schools in the country to make electricity a branch
of study, and has undoubtedly the largest class in it in the
world.
I -do not know that the trustees have the right to
devote the fund to any other use than the trade school that
has been talked of, as I have not read the provisions governing it. But it seemed as though it would be a decidedly
appropriate application, when Franklin's interest in and inTo
vestigation of electrical phenomena is remembered.
found a trade school means the expenditure of a large
necessary
building, while the Inamount for land and the
stitute has the building and room for the department I
spoke of. But I have no wish to antagonize any other
I spoke of the foundation of an
project, as I before said.
electrical department as one way in which it seemed to me
a use could be made of the money at command that would
be of great future benefit. The fund is a large one $365^
000 and in view of the growing importance of electricity
to the world and the value of an understanding of its laws,
it seemed to me quite a proper use to put it to."
setts Institute of

with the user.

without a failure.

the Schenectady shops

trical

reproduced from the

claimed that a "record kept upon one division of the

It is

so that the lines can all be in operation on the completion of
the power houses.
The electrical construction is intended
The results
to more than meet any elevated competition.
have
been
verv favorable.
For the first twentyin the East
five days of October the Philadelphia Traction company's
Philadtlearnings increased on an average $2, 6co a day.
phians are largely interested in tlie Yerkes roads, having
acquired their stock quite recently on the prospects for elec-

metallic circuit; thesignal will also

or metallic circuits is entirely optional

B.

effect.

O.,

experienced railway

ing in each direction to the point where

reached,

10.

continue ringing until such

will

bell

j and

time as another stop box, placed where

vious

illustrated the characteristic

The

the bell to ring.

is

S and g to
This causes

the circuit through post 2, wires

battery and return through wires

Jersey, held at Trenlon, October 26th;

In the accompanying cut

making

points,

FOR RAILWAY CROSSINGS.

—

—

Washington,

Riverview, Madison and Franklin parks and city hall.
contract made is for five years.

The

Nash Bros.' electric light plant and the Spencer electric^
light i>lant at Centralia, Wis., have been consolidated.

November
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Jack-knife and Motor Switches.
new switch
Technic Electrical Works

The accompanying
the market by the

cut represents a

Lewis engine seems
torily.

of

portioned; the

Phila-

This concern announces that in placiog these
the market it has been its aim to furnish a

delphia.

switches on

strong, reliable switch of neat appearance for use in
class

work.

hard

rollctl

The switches

are

made with spring

copper blades carefully

jaws of copper

set in

set in red

In the

placed on

high-

standards,

brass

;jrms,

and riveted to the connection block?.

first

fiy

have solved

to

problem

this

place, the engine

is

227

wheels of such weight that they

will give

A

throta variation of less than 5 percent,
tling governor is used, and it takes a charge at every other
in the

cycle.

Large Capacity Switch.

satisfac-

heavy and well pro-

revolution; this insures an explosion at every other

The accompanying
switch for

shows a new

illustration

work requiring

style

of

a large carrying capacity, which

has been recently introduced by J. Grant Higli<S:Co., 133
North Third street, Philadelphia. A novel feature of this

revolu-

which gives a much steadier motion than it is possible to
The Lewis engine also has a
obtain in the usual governors.

tion,

unique way of

makmg

its

gas.

does not attempt to

It

put

JACK-KNIFE AND MOTOR SWITCHES,
and separable connectors fur either back or front connections.
The switches are mounted on black enameled or

and all exposed metal work is finished
and lacquered. In plain finish the metal
work is dipped and mounted on plain slate. The motor
switch has arm and blade made in one piece, friction standard, front connections, and is intended lo stand hard usage.
marbleized

slate,

trae, polished

The metal work

is

dipped

finish,

mounted on

plain slate.

electrical engineers are

their attention to the

it is

admitted, where

it

is

it

into gas

First,

economy;" second, the

be-

compressed and ignited by

means of either a tube or an electric spark.
The advantages of gas engines for isolated
fact that they are

up on a moment's notice;

LARCE CAVACITV SWITCH.
plants are:

always ready

employment of gas engines

for

driv-

dynamos in small electric lighting plants. In England
and Germany this subject has been more carefully investigated, and the proportion of gss engine electrical plants is
much higher in those countries than in the United States.

ing

is

construction

the

of

the

blades and jaws.

former, as will be noted in the illustration, are

The

made up of

fact that a gas

engine can be used for incandescent lighting with perfect

jaws are specially designed to form a perfect contact by be-

and smoke that

seems

now

to

is

the

third, the

avoidance of

accompaniment j>f a steam

be an assured mechanical

all

plant.

success and satisfaction.

more and more turning

switch

means of perfect contact and ventisame time avoiding the usualbulky appearance of switches of the same carrying capacity. The

to start
dirt
It

Lewis Gas Engine.
American

the gasoline into the cylinder, but converts
fore

To show

the

lation,

ing

economy of isolated

plants using gas engines,

company

points out that at the usual charge of one
lamp hour 100 lamps burned on an average of
four hours per day will cost $104 per montli.
By the use of
an isolated plant consisting of engme and dynamo, the same
amount of light, including cost of gasoline, lamp renewals,

the

sections, thus allowing

cent per

and

made

This

at the

in sections longiLuclinally

style of switch

is

made

in sizes

and divided transversely.
ranging from 700 to 10,-

000 amperes.

Litigation Over Carbon Filament.
The controversy over the patent for an improvement in
incandescent lamps, in the use of a carbon made from fibrous
materia',

and

in

the

form of an arch, horseshoe, or loop,

LEWIS OAS ENGINE.
American manufacturers are now directing theirattention to
this promising field, and none with better prospects of success than the Webster Manufacturing company of Chicago,
which produces the Lewis gas engine, shown belted to a

dynamo

in the

It w^as for a

accompanying

if

gas

engines

could ever be produced with sufficiently nice regulation

answer

to

run dynamos

would

local conditions.

cost about

Arc lamps,

$26,

varying somewhat with

either alone or

for electric lighting purposes.

to

The

in

connection

with incandescents, can be readily operated, and, owing
the

low cost

at

which the current

is

now

the cost of operation

especially adajited to

is

to

produced, electric heat-

ing and cooking devices can be used in

cut.

long time a matter of doubt

oil,' etc.,

many cases where
The engine is

prohibitive.

charging storage batteries for house

lightingj electric launches, etc.

reached the

last

stageof litigation

last

week when

it

occupied

the attention of the United States Supreme Court.
The
case was on^appeal from the judgment of the Circuit Court
for the Western District of Pennsylvania, announced by the
late Associate Justice Bradley and Judge McKenna, on
October 5, 1SS9, the parties to the suit being the Consolidated Electric Light company (successor to the Sawyer-

Man company; and theMcKeesport Gas company, a licensee
A final decree, holding that the patent
Man in 18S5 was invalid, was entered

ofthe Edison company.
issued to Sawyer and

—

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
From

October lo, iSgo.
pany appealed.

The

this

decree the ConsoHdated com-

details of the contest over the issue of the patent

and the subsequent Htigation form an interesting

chapter

in the history of the ilevelopment of incandescent ligliting.
From the record" in tlie case (comprising over 2,800 pages
of printed matter) and the briefs of counsel, it appears

Sawyer and Man made what is claimed to have
been a practically successful discovery of a fibrous carbon
material in March, 1S7S, but as explained Dy their attorney, no application wa^ made for the issuance of a pateht
thereon at that time.
In October, 1879. Edison discovered
[he same, or a similar substance, and applied for a patent
description ofFdison's lamp
December nth following.
and carbon was published ten days later, and on the 9th
of January, iSSo, Sawyer and Man hied their applicaThree different decisions were rendered
tion for a patent.
by the Patent Office oflicials, the first and last, by the principal examiner, to whom tiie case was referred, and the
Commissioner of Patents, being in favor of Sawyer and
j\lan, and one decision by the board of principal examiners, in favor of Edison.
The contest here lasted five year,', and
lesulted, as stated, in the issue of a patent to Sawyer and
Man. In 18S7 the Consolidated company, to which the
Sawyer and Man ].iatent had been transferred, brought suit
against the McKeeport company, alleging infrmgement of
the patent.
The case was defended by ihe Edison company, wlio'-e lanii s the McKee^port company were using.
It set up that Edison's discovery was prior lo that of Sa«yer
and Man; tliat Sawyer and Man d'd not apply for a patent
until afier the j^ubllcation
of Edison's device; that
Edison had been successful In developing the light so as
to be commercially successful; and various decisions of the
courts, both in the United States and Europe, weie quoted
to show that Edison created the art of incandescent lightthat

A

ing.

—

The briefs of counsel in the case Thomas B. Kerr and
T-eonard K. Curtis for the Consolidated companv, and
Frederick P. Fish and Kichaid N. Dyer for the Edison
-pnmpany are liooks of about 300 pages eafh, and they
contain an enitome of the history of the art of electric
lightino; which would probably secure their introduction as
text books
on the subject if the authors so desired.

—

U'tis/iin!j;fo7i

Post.

Extensive Trolley System.

A

tlie

village of Ba'lston Spa,

N. V., has

been awarded to the Boston Electrical Construction com.

pany.

Work

be begun at once, so that the road

will

will

be in

running order August i, 1S95. If the ideas of the company are finaJy carried out there will be a belt line running from Ballston Spa to Rock City Falls, Ihence lo
Jamesville,

easterly

Greenfield

to

throughout the year, Sunday excepted.

The

City Falls to
also

have

New York

passenger

city

large paper mills

the

at-

without breaking bulk.

equipments.

The

Rock

It will

cost will be about

$[50,000. The new road, its projectors claim, will be the
beginning-of a system of electric roads connecting Troy, Al-

Amsterdam, Broadalbin, Johnstown,
Mechan-

bany, Schenectady,
Gloversville,
icville,

and

Rock

City Falls, Saratoga, Ballston,

first

road, for

granted, will be of 100 horse
ble of

The motors

]3ossibly other cities or villages.

be used on the

to

which a franchise has just been
power each and will be capa-

drawing several loaded

be laid from the Delaware

connected, at once gains the confidence of

is

Cen'iral Sta'iion Bookkkf.i-ing and Suggested FoK-^^s.
With an Appendix for Street Railways. Ky
Horatio A. Foster, Mem. A. I. E. E., New York: The
W. J. Johnston company, 253 Broadway. Clolh. 139
pages. 75 forms and diagrams. Price, $2.50.

The book
stalT of

contains diagrams

electrical

central

for the organization of the
stations,
the
classification

and reports and includes
sample forms
for every
department. As the name indicates,
the
work is devoted mainly to the accounting department, both
of central stations and street railv\ays, and outlines a complete scheme for its organization and routine which will
enable the management to determine at any moment the
condition of business, and particularly the unit cost of the
generation and distribution of current.
The forms were
devised after an examination of several hundred in practical
use in many stations, and are intended by the author to
embody the best points of all. Many forms are of actual
si/,e in width, and printed on
paper specially ruled, so that
they may be used in ordering.
In an appendix is furnished
a classification of accounts of electric street railways, together with instructions, forms of books, etc., necessary to
of accounts

road will be of [he standard gauge and will run ordi-

nary freight cars direct from

with which he
the reader

The company

every hour during the daytime

cars

its

The

freight cars.

& Hudson road

tracks will

in Ballston

Spa.

carry

beth,

N

many

had been interested

J.,

.

[From

"Vou

didn't

tlie

Pltilttdclpkia

knuw, did

veyed by wire?

can

I

tell

Ttiiics.'\

ihat manners can be conby each one of the peo|)le who

j-ou,

talks to me just what his disposition is," says the brunette
"Central," "and how he treats his clerks and em].iloyes, or,
if he is an employe, just what sort of a fellow he is.
The
'phnr.e' sharpens most people's voices a little, I know, but
I'm not meaning that; it is their way of calking. I don't
mean, of course, that the slow man at the 'phone' is slow in
his business.
But I can always tell if he is a gentleman.
People who would be polite to me if they saw me," continued [his young enijiress of a clerk, who knows the dignity
of her personality, "are not in this reckoning.
They are
talking to an unknown creature, and by ^he way they speak
lo it at the other end of the wire 1 get to know what sort of
people they are."

Electric Lighting Plants; Their Cost and Operation. By William J. Buckley. Price, cloth, $2.00;
paper, $1.00.

\Vm. Johnston Printing company.

The purpose

of this work, as staled by the author,
is to give intending purchasers of lighting plants such details as may aid them in forming a fair esdmate of the cost
of constructiou and operation of their proposed station.
As mentioned in the introduction, many books have been
written for the engmeer, hreman, dynamo tender and wireman, but few for the buyer, whose investment gives them
employmenl; and it is the hope of the writer that the data
given may aid the purchaser in the prevention of some of
the usual mistakes in the first construction of hi-; lighting
plant or assist him in the increase of the economy of the
operation.
Data and suggestions on depreciation, buildinjj,

oil. natu-'nl ga';,

wood, water power, labor,

trimmmgs, cor.dcnsfrs,

foimdaiions, piping, con-

coid,

boilers,

crude

in electrical enterprises for

Mr. McGiffert was a native of Hudson, N.
Y.
He graduated at Hamilton College, taught school as a
principal in Northern New Y'ork, and afterward became a
chemist ui Hudson. He took a deep interest in electricity,
and was made superintendent of the electric works in Hudson eight years ago.
He went to Elizabeth in 1S90 and organized the Suburban Electric Light company.
It bought
out the electric plant there and built a new one that supplies all the tow ns

on

the line of the Jersey Central as far as

Plainfield with electric light.

Mr. McGiflert was also one
and a heavy stockholder
in the Suburban Electric Railway company,
that intends
operating an electric road from Plainfield to Elizabeth. He
of the incorporators, the secretary

was thirty-seven years

and

old,

leaves

a

wife and two

children.

Joseph H. Reall explained to a meeting of capiti-lists of
York, New Jersey and Philadelphia, af a meeting in
the latter city, the maps and plans showing the
proposed
electric road of the New York &
Philadelphia Traction

New

company. It was stated that all the necessary rights ot way
had been secured, and that surveyors are now going over
the route.
The intention is to build the road in .sections
and operate each section as soon as it is constructed. The

company

plans of the

of about 200 miles.
structed,

are to construct and control a system
the lines to be con-

In addition to

intended to consolidate a number of desirable
in operation in the territory covered by
the

it is

now

local roads

company.

Beside

passengers,

carry express, mail and

the

company expects

to

freiglit.

The .Suburban Traction company

of Orange is making an
keep out of the hands of a receiver. On Thursday
it announced that it could not
meet its obligations. The
board of directors have agreed upon apian of action which,
effort to

if

carried out, will prevent a foreclosure

Thelarge bondholders agreed

to

of the

meet an

property.

assessment

suf-

discharge one-half of the floating debt and furnish
funds to equip that part of the road in East Orange
and
Bloomfield with electricity, provided the creditors
ol

the

company agree to accept fifty cents on the dollar for their
claims.
The principal cause of the company's trouble was
the accident

which occurred

last August on the Eagle Rock
a result of that accident suits aggre-

As

section of the road.

gating $172,000 have been

brought against

the

company.

Many

ofthe claims are preposterous, only one or two
of
the jjersons who were injured having been seriously
hurt.

The

effect

ofthe accident was to frighten off capitalists with

whom

the ctmipany had been negotiating, and who intended
to advance a large amount to enable it to liquidate
its

in-

debtedness and equip

George

W.

its

extensions with electricity.

Patterson,

Chicago boy who carried into
practice the idea of swinging electrically illuminated
Indian
clubs, with

siderable

changing

tlie

effects,

has recently attracted con-

one of the music halls in this cily.
Mr. Patterson, who possesses a practical knowledge of
attention

at

applied electricity, has elaborated his "act" considerably of
late, and now sings a song, "The Lightning King,"
making
his

own

iously

lightning as he goes along.

worked up and

is

His specialty

deservediv popular.

W.

is

ingen-

F. O.

out.

it

The importance

of keeping a complete record of the
of operation and management
can scarcely be
exaggerated.
No central station manager is prepared to do
business in times ol close competition with gas and other
companies un^il he knows the cost of every item going to
make up the total unit cost of supplying the electric current
to his customers.
It Is in order
to enable him to put Ids
business on this basis that this work has been written.

New York

Mo.

St. Louis,
St.

Louis,November 3.— The

Telephone company
has just finished the installation ofan interior
telephone system in the new St- Nicholas Hotel of this city.
This system takes the place of the ordinary annunciator.
Bell

of Missouri

The

various

rooms and departments of the hotel
by means

are in direct

telephone connection with the office

CORRESPONDENCE.

of 120 cir-

cuits connecting with

an annunciator containing 120 drops.
Guests can communicate their wants directly to the office or

Notes.

can be placed

siderably exercised over the attempt of the Nassau Electric

communcialion with one another. A
used in the, office and microphone
transmitters are used in the guests' rooms and departments.

Railroad company to cross the Ocean Parkway at grade.

The

A

batteries

Nliw York. November

3.

— Brooklyn

tunnel has been proposed, but

pany has obtained permission
surface crossing, and it is feared

it

to

postpone the construction

is

is

stated that the

that if the

company once

the surface

ol its tunnel indefinitely.

to be grantad to the

it

would

On

the

made that no permiscompany to run trolley cars

other hand, the positive assertion
sion

people are con-

comconstruct a temporary

secured the privilege of running on

BOOK TABLE.

1894

years.

costs

Manners Over the Telephone.

lo,

ficient to

The frankness shown by Mr. Buckley in announcing in
the introductionto the work that the only ap]iaral:us referred
to in the book is that of Fort Wayne Electric corp()ration,

Center and Saratoga

Springs, and thence south to Ballston Spa.

proposes to run

nections, dynamos, incandescent lamps, incandescent arc
lamps, alternating arc lamps, transformers, instruments, cost
of complete plants, stock room, contract blanks, belting,
rope transmission, shafting, pillow blocks, pulley.-, overhead
circuits, current distrilmtion, pole line, wire and insulation
are all conveniently arranged under separate headings;
and their cost, maintenance and various efficiencies are,
from the buyer's point of view, intelligently and minutely
gone into. Conveniently arranged tables giving the cost of
every item entering in the construction of [he electric light
plant are given, together with data valuable not only to the
buyer, but to the engineer and operator.
Tables giving the average cost per lamp per month of arc
and incandescent liglning, equivalant rates of gas and electric light, and cost per hour of fuel and labor in stations of
diflerent capacities, arc of particular merit.
Charts showing
tile various efficiencies of different types of engines under
varying loads and steam. pressures are presented; one chart
showing the comparative efficiencies of high speed and Corliss engines being especially valuable to the non-technical
buyer, as it gives the information which enables him to intelligently select the engine best suited to his requirements.
The cost of erecting arc and incandescent plants is tabulated in the itemized form of the rules of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, instruction to employes, the
repoit of the committee on data of (he National Electric
Light association, standard rules for electrical construction
and operation adopted at the Washington convention,
March i, 1894, are given in full.
Listsof cities hgh[ed by private contract. withsthenumber
of lamps per year and their lighting schec'ule, together with
reports of cities owning and operating their own lighting
plants, are given. The diagrams of the connections of dynamos, lamps, switches, meters and transformers will be found
of value to the operator.
The primary wiring tables ofaliernating current of different
pressures are entirely original, as they provide for the im]iedence of the alternating current in large conductors as
computed by A. E. Kennelly, and designate nothing larger
than No. 3 wire, but employ a number of wires when the
capacity required is larger than No. 3 B. & S. gauge.
At the close of the book diagrams of twenty woiking_
drawings or floor plans of station will be found that combine
the different methods of beltingdirect and with line shafting
under varying conditions, and which should enable the purchaser to evolve the plan best suited to tlie capacity of his
station.

franchise for Ihe consiruclion of an electric railroad in

the town of Milton and

November

is

Permission has been given by Park
Commissioner Squier for the company to build a tunnel
under the parkway. Wlien the company shows that it is
earnest in its purpose to build this tunnel, and actually beacross the boulevard.

gins
it

to

its

work,

run

its

it is

expected that a permit will be granted to

cars from one side of the boulevard to the other

by means of horses. This will be done for the purpose of
accommodating peo]>le using the cars. This is the coml^any,

by the way, that

is-

experiencing such strenuous op-

position in endeavoring to run

nue to reach the Broadway

its

cars through

Marcy

ave-

ferries.

Janies B- .MrQiffcrl, \\ho died a few days

ago

in

Elizct-

in direct

magneto transmitter

is

small circular recei\er

is iused
throughout.
Storage
charged from the lighting system of the building
supply current to o]jerate the microphcne transmitter and

also the annunciators.

Some weeks ago

it

was reported that the

car manufactuiing companies had

port turns out to
effect

a

be erroneous.

consolidation, but this,

St.

Louis street

consolidated.

This reattempt was made to
like a former effort some

An

years ago, resulted in failure.

The Postal Telegraph-cable company is putting in a
dynamo plant at Kansas City to take the place of 4,000 battery cells.
The company has just finished the installation of
a storage battery plant at Albuquerque,

^^^^^^^^^

N. M.

R.J.H.

PERSONAL.
Charles D. Shain of New
renewing old acquaintances.
r, II, Rogers, assistant

York

w^as in

general

Chicago

last

week

manager of ihe Enil;

November

Cleveland.

company,

Electric

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

i<5,

O.,

was

m

Chicago

last

week.
F. S. Hunting, chief engineer, and Charles C. ^f iller, advertising manager, of the Fort Wayne Electric corporation,

were

in

Chica"o

last

week.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Salina Telephone company, Salina, Kas.;
$!0,ooo; R. H. Allerton, Kansas City, Mo.

capital stock

Polar Star Electric company, Faribault, Minn.; capital
stock, $50,000; J. Hunter. Faribault, Minn.

&

Electric company, Brooklyn, N. V.; capstock, $100,000: to supply gas and electricity.

Mutual Gas
ital

Baltimore to Gettysburg by

Paragould Electric Light company, Paragould, Ark.;
capital stock, $5,500; to furnish electric light; T. H. Wyse,
Paragould, Ark.

Canton Mutual Telephone company, Canton, 0.; capital
to conduct a telephone exchange; S. D.
McKelvey, Canton, O.

stock. $10,000;

Reminder company, Chicago.

National
manufacture electrical de\ ices and
merchandise: Siegfried Rosenfield, Chicago, III.
Electrical

111.;

capital stock, $250,000; to

Terre Haute & Brazil Electric. Railway company. Terra
Haute, Ind.; capital stock, $160,000; to construct and
operate an electric railway; Max Joseph, Terre Haute,
Ind.

Westlake Electrical Manufacturing company. East St.
Louis, III.; capital stock, $100,000; to engage in the manufacture of electrical specialties; Chas. T. Westlake, East St.
Louis,

111.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
J. S.

in

Bowers proposes

Dunkirk,

The

to

organize

an electric light com-

Moberly, Mo.

plant

granted an electric light franchise.
in operation in ninety days.

Ind., has

is to

be

Fargo, N. D.,

is

growing rapidly, and the electric light
by 200 horse power to meet the

plant has been increased

demand.

On Tuesday the citizens of Port Huron, Mich., voted on
the question of issuing bonds to the extent of $40,000 for
the purchase or construction of an electric lighting plant.
The Citizens' Electric company- is endeavoring to secure
It is said
a franchise to use the streets of Syracuse, N. Y.
that this company, if successful, vi'iU use Westinghouse apparatus.
The city of Lynchburg, Va., will erect a lighting plant
having a capacity of 300 arc lamps of 2,000 candle power
each and 2,000 incandescent lamps operated on alternating

50 miles,

The committee on

of the Cambridge, Mass.,
city council has been instructed to consider the advisability
of doing away with all street gas lamps when the contract
for gas lighting with the Cambridge Gas Light company
expires on November i6th, with a view to the complete
ultimate lighting of the streets by electricity.
ligliling

'

It is

rumored

kinsburg, Pa.,

that an electrical training school at Wil-

is

to

be established under the patronage of

George Westinghouse,

Jr.

Superintendent A. A. Fornian of the Electric Light companv of Iron Mountain, Mich., met with a very severe accident last week while opening a main line switch carrying
So amperes of current at 1,000 volts. His hand temjjoranly
closed the circuit for a sufficient time to burn all the skin
and flesh from the greater part of his hand.
Prof. D. T. MacDougal, of the department of botany at
the University of Minnesota, i% making arrangements to
experiment on the influence of eleciriciir on growing
He is at present engaged in constructing tlie
plants.
The plants upon which the experinecessary apparatus.
ment is to be tried are in the green-house upon the campus,
and the experiments will be extended over a series of years.
It is expected that valuable results will follow.

Commenting on the recent death of Miss Belle White in
Chicago, while undergoing electrical ''treatment" for the
removal of freckles, the Electrical Review of London
"It is a wonder that such deplorable results did not
says:
accrue on this side of the Atlantic before the crusade
against electrical quackery was fought and won, for the
treatment in some cases was conducted with the same want
of experience of which our contemporary [the Western
Electrician] complains."

A few days ago an interesting trip was made between
Cleveland and Pittsburg un the Cleveland & Pittsburg railroad by a train carryingelectrlcal machinery Irom the Brush
works so that a portion of Pittsburg should not be in darkness on account of the destruction of part of the illuminating
machinery.
The train consisted of three freight cars and a
freight engine.
It started from Cleveland at 10:58 A. M.
and arrived at the Pennsylvania street station in Pittsburg
at 3:50 P. M., a distance of 150 mibs, in four hours and
fifty-two minutes, an average speed of thirty miles an hour.

TRADE NEWS.
Lee

La

&

Collins announce that

Salle street.

Grand

Pacific

they have removed to 239
Hotel, Chicago.
This firm
its list of late.

has added several new specialties to

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Co. announces the removal of iisNew England office from 620 Atlantic avenue
to the

Exchange

building, 53 State street, Boston.

The Alfred Moore company
at present filling

orders

for

of Philadelphia
insulated

wire.

is

very busy

It reports a

decided improvement of trade during the last month.

Sealed proposals will be received by the trustees of the
Dayton State Hospital, Dayton, O., until 10 a. m. of
Thursday, November 22d, for furnishing and erecting an
Copies of the plans
electric lighting plant at the hospital.
and specifications and blank proposals can be obtained at
the office of the trustees, Dayton, O., or of the engineer at
Ohio State University, Columbus, O.

An

electric line to

connect Cleveland and Elyria,

0.,

President Depew of the New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad company is reported to have said that he
expects the Vanderbiit roads will be carrying passengers
between Albany and New York city in less than two hours
before the close of the year 1S95, and that the motive power
will be electricity instead of steam.
Pa., Traction company has found the
its Millvale, Etna and Sharpsburg
branch insufficient to meet the wants of tlie public, and has
contracted for ten additional cars to be in service within
fifty days.
The patronage given the road thus far has exceeded the expectations of the management, and guarantees
success
of
the new line.
the

The Allegheny,

put on

The Business Men's Club of Carthage, Mo., has, through
a committee, arranged to raise a subscription of $15,000 as
a bonus toward building an electric line between Carthage
and Webb City and CartervJUe, which is to be built by
Chicago capitalists. The city has granted a franchise of
The committee
liberal character as an inducement.
charge has already secured over $11,000 ot the sum.

m

A

Baltimore dispatch says
The interest taken at Westminster and Reistertown, Md., and Littlestown and Gettysburg, Pa., in the proposed chain of electric roads to connect
Baltimore with the famous battlefields assures the construction at an early day of the connecting links of the roads

now

companies.

:

The Elkins-Widener traction syndicate
in operation.
backing up the enterprise, and it is said that there is also
a plan under consideration^ for the construction of trolley
The distance from
lines from Philadelphia to Gettysburg.

The United Electric Improvement company of Philadelphia has removed its office and works to the new factory
building at Allegheny avenue and Nineteenth street.
The
location is convenient to Germantown Junction on the
Pennsylvania railroad, to the Tioga station on the Philadelphia & Reading road, and can be reached by the
Thirteenth street trolley line.
This company manufactures
alternating current generators, direct current machinery for
lighting and power transmission and improved long-distance
series incandescent apparatus.
The enlarged facilities
insure prompt delivery of goods.

The E. P. Gleason Manufacturing company of
\'ork
notes a decided revival of business during the last montii,
especially in the electrical trade. The company now runs its
glass blowing department until nine o'clock every evening to
keep up with pressing orders, while the metal work has incraesed alarge per cent, of late. A very large demand is made
for its porcelain cut-outs, which it claims is the smallest covered solid porcelain cut-out on the market.
The Chicago
office, in charge of F. L. Johnson at 91 Dearborn street, was
opened after careful consideration, and from the orders received the company is satisfied it was a move is the right direction.

"Charlie" Gregory, cheerful, confident and irrepressible,
declares that he knows nothing of such a condition as hard
times at the establishment of the Chas. E. Gregory company.
47 and 49 South Jefferson street, Chicago, "the electrical
bargain house," where electrical supplies and machinery
"that have seen service" are bought and sold.
The
business shows a very substantial increase over last year,
and the company is constantly in receipt of out-of-town
orders from all parts ol the country.
As an electrical
salesman Mr. Gregory stands in the very foremost rank,
and it is to his kten business ability, care to avoid
misrepresentation and personal popularity that the success
ol the business is due.

BUSINESS.
Manager R. Humffreys- Roberts and
.Secretary and
Rodolphus Fuller, eleotrican and mechanical engineer oT
Electrical company, Detroit Mich.,
the Fontaine Crossing
paid a flying visit to Chicago last week in the interest of

&

their

company.

The K. W. fuse receptacle with shade holder attachment,
manufactured by the Bryant Electric company, is an exGrier Bros,, the western
cellent article (or ceiling work.
representatives, carry these goods in stock in the Monadnock Building, Chicago.
The Helios Electric company of Philadelphia reports
will
be obliged to run its factory over- time
that
it
to keep pace with the large number nt orders for the new
This lamp furalternating arc lamp which it is making.
nishes 900 candle power, taking 7 amperes at 2S volts or
amperes at 100 volts. It
4',^ amperes at 50 volts,
consumes the energy of 3^4 16 candle-power incandescent
small alternating lamp is only possible with a
lamps.
reflector plate.
One order for 125 of these lamps to be
delivered to a western firm was received one day last

2%

A

week.

Word has been received from Col. S. G. Booker,
superintendent of the Plioenix Carbon Manufacturing company of St. Louis, to the effect that his newly organized
The factory is
business is now running most successfully.
worked to its full capacity, making everything in the carbon
line, moulded and forced, also hollow and cored carbons
The
suited to any system of American arc lighting.
Phoenix company is al?o making a speciality o( battery
elements, and is manufacturing a high class line of motor
and generator brushes. Under the expert management of
so experienced a man as Col. Booker there is no reason
'

Paul Gaylord, president of the Pennsylvania Engineering company of Philadelphia, has returned from an extensive business trip through Europe, which he reports proved
J.

The Washington

is

to be built.

fifteen cars first

James Smith & Co. of Philadelphia have recently placed
on the market a new packing. It is made in all shapes, and
the firm reports a large sale to the central station and power

entirely satisfactory.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

manufacture a full line of insulated wires and cables of
They have a large factory near Boston which has
recently been equipped with improved machinery.
The
output of the concern will be handled by C. E. Bibber, C. A.
White and H. H. Brooks as general .';ales agents, with ofllice
address at 620 Atlantic avenue, Boston.
These gentlemen
are widely known to the electrical trade as wide-awake
"hustlers."
They deserve success.
will

New

MISCELLANEOUS.

current circuits.

The Grand Island, Neb., Incandescent Light & Power
company is rapidly completing its plant, and incandescent
lights will illuminate the business houses of the city by
November 15th.

229

all sizes.

It is stated at Colorado Springs that a proposition has
been made to the officials of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad to change the branch line to Manitou into an electric line.
It is proposed to use the overhead trolley system.
The electric plant could be located at Colorado City, and, in
addition to supplying sufficient poweY for the running of
cars, would supply the light for the depots in ColoradoCity
and Manitou and the joint Rio Grande-Rock Island depot
in Colorado Springs.
It is estimated that the company
could by this method double its present service and make a
saving of over $1,500 per annum.
The electric system
would not necessitate any change in the trackage or roadbed, as the same rails would be used as are now laid.

Electric Railway, Light &: Power company,
stock, $500,000;
Clarence N. Du-

Cook County

is

railroad.

The new power house of the Syracuse, N. Y., Street
At the
Railroad company is to be erected on Tracy street.
start 1,200 horse power capacity in engines and generators
will be placed.
The building and site will cost $40,000.

Chicago, III.; capital
rand, Chicago, 111.

pany

by sleam

as against 72 miles

the route laid out

Electric company, 207 South Canal
Chicago, reports doing an excellent business during
the month of October; an unusual demand seemed to exist

street,

for its well

known

rheostat and stage dimmer.

& Manufacturing company of Philadelphia is working its factory to the full capacity in order
The
to fill pressing orders for its double push switches.
company reports a larger business for October than any
previous monch during the last year.
The Cutter

Electrical

The Electric Appliance company, Chioago, is hard at work
upon its catalogue of electric railway supplies and hopes to
have it ready for distribution in a few weeks. The company
promises to list a very desirable line of electric railway material,

including the

"Lynn"

specialties.

The new power

station for the Nassau Electric Railway
company at Brooklyn, N. Y., will be 102 feet wide and 150
feet long, and will be constructed entirely of iron and steel,
the whole designed and built by the Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn. The roof will be covered with
the Berlin company's patent anti-condensation corrugated
iron roof covering.

John F. Bahr, 55 Dey street, New York, is introducing
an improved telephone receiver in which he claims to have
combined simplicity, practicability and cheapness. These
instruments are finished in hard rubber cases; tlie receivers
work in perfect unison with transmitters of any make, and
can also be used as transmitters by connecting two receivers
together in the usual manner.
They are perfectly reliable,
too, it is claimed, on long or short lines.

is

The Crefeld Electrical Works, with
lantic avenue, Boston, is the name of

main

620 Atconcern which

office at

anew

whatever why the Phoenix Carbon Manufacturing company
should not immediately take its place in the front rank of
Mr. Booker has been in the
that class of manufacturers.
carbon business for many years, and his extensive experience
and wide personal acquaintance are sufficient to insure at the
start a
[.

valuable trade.

Grant High

Si.

Co.,

who

are

among

the

best

known

manufacturers of switchboards and switches in the East,
have had such an increase in business and inquiries in the
West of late that they have experienced the necessity of a
branch office in Chicago. They have established quarters
at No. S07 Medinah Temple, which is located in the electrical section of the city, and are now in shape to furnish at
once estimates on switchboards of any size, -style or finish.
They make a line of switches in which the great merit of an
absolutely perfect contact is positive, and also an excellent
[juick-break switch for high pressure currents, the spring of
which is most durable and not possible to heat up and lose
This firm has built some of the finest boards
its tension.
in the East and has special machinery and tools and can

They make switches froni
turn out strictly first-class \^ork.
25 amperes capacity up, and keep in stock up to 1,000 amperes, both single, double and three-pole, either single or
double throw.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn.,
reports that it has been obliged to run its works until ten
o'clock every night for some lime to fill its orders and that
busy for
it has at present enough work on hand to keep it
The company reports sales of five 500 volt,
three months.
four 220 volt and four 120 volt generators, two Manchester
exciters, seven dynamos with a capacity of 3,000 lights, four
Manchester motors aggregating 31 horsepower and one
Following is a list of the
special 600 ampere dynamo.

.

WESTERN

^36
companies placing these orders: Hartford & West Hartford Street Railway comjiany, Hartford, Conn.; Bloomington City Railway company, Bloomington, III.; Ancry
Manufacturing company, Manchester, N. H.; Charles E.
Lewis Clothing Manulacturing company, Belleville, 111.;
Stamford Hotel, Chicago, 111.; John Jermyn, Scranton,
Pa.; Southwest Virginia Improvement company, Pocahontas, Va.
Somers Fuel company. Belle Vernon, Ohio.; J;

ELECTRICIAN.

November

111.; Burtis & Howard, Minneapolis,
Minn.; Stanley Electric company, Pittsfield, Mass.; Jones

sheriff of

& Lamson Machine

tric

Holt Gates, Chicago,

jo,

1894

Ohio Stale University, Columbus, Ohio (second

company, Springfield, Vt.; Warren Shaw
& Co., South Peabody, Mass.; Lewis Anderson & Co.,
Scowhegan, Me. George Pappert Manufacturing company, North Milwaukee, Wis.; H. B. Coho, New York;
Cobb, Bates & Yexra, Fall River, Mass.; Chambers Electric Light & Power company, Truro, N. S. (sixth order);

order);
county, Springfield, Mass.; yEtna ElecHarti'ord, Conn.; Harry S. Anderson, SpringMass.
Among ihe shipments during the month of

Hampden

Works,

field,

October were two directly connected machines, four 220
generators, twelve incandescent dynamos having a
capacity of 3,900 lights, and nine Manchester motors aggregating 90 horse power.

;

volt

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REGBRD.
Issued October jo, iSg^.

W. D. Cobb,
May 39, 1S94.

Trolley Catcher.
Application filed

528,149.

Tex.

Fort Worth,

The trolley pole is dropped ti» a position of safety when the
trolley wheel leaves the wire, and is prevented from coming in
contact with the supports of the trolley wire, the feeders, etc.

Arc Lamp.

Electric

528.184.

Application

111.

R.

February

filed

Segerdahl,

Chicago,

26, 1S94.

The

objects of the invention are, first, to provide means
whereby the resistance may be attached to the lamp strnclure
without disfiguring the general appearance of the lamp: .second, to obviate accidents from fire, which are liable to occur
when a resistance within an inclosure is used: third, lo obtain
a cheap and durable structure and which is readily attached to
the lamp.

Electric
Chester, N, Y.

1,245.

Railway Signal.
Application

A.

filed

J.

Wilson, Port

November

Conduit System for Electric Railways. John B.
528,330.
Linn, Cleveland, O.
Application filed December 9,

21, 1892.

In an electric signaling system for railways the combination
is claimed of a series of track sections, each divioed into a
series of sub-se tions, the inner sub-section of each section being aL-io the outer sub-section of the succeeding section, overlapping signal circuits, one for each section, one side of which
e-vtends continuously along the track and the other side of
which e.-itends approximately from end to end of the scctior., a
series of normally closed circuit-breakers in each signal circuit,
a normally c'osed track circuit for each sub-section, including
the rails thereof, and a magnet for operating the circuit breakers upon a change in the electric condition of said track circuit.

1893.

The combination with a slot rail formed in sections with intermediate bo,\es is described, each section consisting essentially of a grooved beam having therein an insulated con duc'oi",
and each box being grooved to form a continuation of the slot,
of a connection from the conductor to contacting devices in the
boxes, a laterally arranged shaft in each of the boxes, having
a swinging arm Adapted to engage with the contacting devices,
a flexible shoe adapted to travel in the slot, and having a metallic bottom thereon, a projecting arm on each of the shafts arranged wiihin the slot and adapted to contact with the bottom
of the shoe, so as to operate the swinging arms, and thus establish an electrical connection from the conductor to the metallic
portion of the shoe.

Automatic Electro-magnetic Cut-out. L. T.
528.185.
Stanley, Brooklyn, N. Y., and A. E. Broddell, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed August 22, 1893.
In an automatic cut-out

claimed

is

Application

ing terminal plates to which a fuse is connected, the said plates
being adapted to engage w.th and bridge the plates on the
block and to mechanically secure the fuse bo.v

C. F.
July 2, 1S94.

expensive, wnd which

Sebring,

Leeds,

Mo.

may be

easily

and quickly secured

in

position.

sides of the
thereto.

Closed Conduit Electric Railvi'ay. James F.
McLaughlin, Philadelphia, Pa. Application filed May

528,379.

Electric Transformer.

Mass:

filed

The invention relates to telegraph keys, and more particularly to that class which automatically completes the circuit
after being used.
'I'he object of the invention is to provide a
self-closing attachment applicable to any of the ordinary lelegraphkeys -in general use, whi h is simple, durable and in-

the combination with an

insulating block of four plates secured to the edges of the same
and forming respectively, or connected with the terminal plates
of the switch and the binding posts of the line, a fuse box hav-

528.188.

Telegraph Key.

528,345.

Application

filed

Elihu Thomson, Lynn,

January

29,

1890.

10,

1S94.

This invention has reference to improvements in closed conduit electric railways, and its object is to provide a construction in which exposed sections of a sectional working conductor
are successively coupled with a supply conductor in the closed
conduit, by the passage ot a motor car along the railway, the

This invention consists essentially in a converter built up
from L-shaped sheet iron pieces disposed to form the core or
magnetic circuit of the apparatus, and assembled in such a
manner as to have a solid central core piece passing axially
through the electric coil.

between the supply and working conductors being
broken at all points on the road except where covered by the
motor car.
circuit

Thermostat.
D. W. Thompson,'
528.189.
Application filed November 9, 1SS9.

Chicago,

111.

One of the clainris made by the inventor is for a heat regulating apparatus, comprising a valve or damper, a motor for actuating the same, two thermostats, each of which embraces a
compound strip or coil and two contact points, two conductors
leading from the motor to the thermostats and connected by
branch conductors with the opposite contact points of both
thermostats, a switch provided with three contact points, a
third conductor leadiinj from the motor to" the pivot of said
switch, a battery in vircuit wit.h said third co-iductor, and s,eparate conductors leading from the said compound strips or coils
to two of the contact points of said switch,* the third contact
point of the switch being insulated, whei-eby either thermostat
may be thrown in circuit with the battery as desired, or both
may be thrown out of action by resting the switch on the insulated contact point.
Aniiature for Dynamo-elect riciMachines. Thomas
'Detroit, Mich.
Application .filed fuly 14,

528,204.

H. Hicks,
1S93.

The improvement claimed is in the construction of the core of
the armature, the system and manner of windiil^r the conductors on the core, and the manner of insulating between the layers of conductors- surrounding the armature core.
The cut
gives a longitudinal section, showing the internal construction
of the armature core, and a diagram view of one complete twolayer bobbin of che armature conductor with \he insulation between the layers also in longitudinal section.

Electro-magnetic Suitcli. J. G. Hartel, Keokuk,
Application filed December 2, 1893.

528,430.
ia.
,

A switch held In a closed position by a spring actuated catch,
a releasing me_hanism connected with the catch, a d an armature placed on the field magnet of the motor and connected with
the releasing lever are the principal features of the invention.

Reversing Mechanism for Electric Motors. J.
Mellen and N. O. Goldsmith, Cincinnati,©. Appli-

528,440.

cation filed
NO.

528,243.

Electric RaiKvay Signal.
A. J. Wilson, Port
528,246.
Chester. N. Y.
Application filed December 16, iSg2.
The invention permits blocks of considerable length to be employed, and this is accomplished notwithstanding poor insulation of the roadbed, and permits blocks o ordinary' length to
be employed where the condition of the" roadbed would prevent
efficient operation with the signaling devices and circuits heretofore employed.

Ohmmeter.

528,268.

A."

H. Armen, Lynn, Mass.

March

24, 1894.

This reversing instrument for electric motors is so arranged
that every time that the moior Is connected in circuit with the
main line the armature of the motor will revolve in one di ection, and when the circuit is broken and the connection made
the second time the armature of the motor will revolve in the
reverse direction
'I his is accomplished by means of two wires
from the place of control to the reverser; and It is especially
adapted to reverse motors at a distance from the place of control by the use of two wires instead of four wires, and is also
especially adapted to operate railway «.ignals, railway switches

and other mechanism requiring

Ap-

be

moved

J\L

Apparatus
Washington, D. C.

Electric Signaling

528,444.

The object of the invention Is to measure the resistance of
wire to electrical currents by a pointer and graduated arc
similar to voltmeters. 'I'his is accomplished by the combined
use of ati index with an indicating mark, a Whe:iisione's
bridge, a rheostat and a coil with a magnetic heed le and a pointer
vibrating in the coil, and also with a magnet e-xternal to the coll.
In the drawing A represents a cruciform coil of insulated wire
wound oii the spool A', mounted lor use on a box C, and covered by a top casing.
In- the hollow center of this spool and
coil a magnetic needle e with a pointer
is pivoted, its free
end projecting so as to vibrate and traverse the graduated arc
or index/''.
A magnet ,A' is mounted with its poles turned
down and in close proximity to the coil A.

to

alternately in op-

posite directions.

plication filed April'2i, 1S94.

S. Reiley,

June

Block Systems.
Application filed

for

13, 1S94.

It is proposed to so organize a system of signals of this type
presence of a train upon any bock section, the breaking or displacement of a rail,' an open switch, or other Interruption of normal conditions, shall be indicated at the instant
of occurrence by a suitable signal or signals.

ihatf the

S

Galvanic Battery.
M. M. Clark, Chicago, III.
528,286.
Application filed May 27, 1S93.
One form constructed in accordance with this invention comprises a cylindrical bag or sack of some textile fabric, a circular
plate of earthenware closing the lower end of the sack and
secured thereto, two semi-circular plates of earthenware closing
the upper end of the sack and adapted to admit the negative
electrode between them, and secured to the sack, and in con-

528,205.
St.

Conduit
Louis,

Railway.
Application filed

-Electric

Mo.

Julius L.

Horing,

February

19, 1894.

The principal object of the invention is to construct a conduit
suitable insulating material, so that when the main conductor is located therein there will be but a small portion of its

,of

surface e.viposed.

528,243.

Rheostat.

•

M.Waddell, Bridgeport,

plication filed Septemlier 6,

Cor.n.

Ap-

1S93.

In the cut .1 and B represent retaining end plates of the
rheostat, and C C connecting bolts holding the end plates, and
forming a suitable containing frame for the variable resistance.
These connecting bolts pass through the plate .-J and are_headed
on this end, and screw-threaded at the other end to enter and
engage tapped holes in the end plate B. A conducting wire />
is connected tithe plate £, which is insulated from the plate B.
Another conducting wire
is connected to the plate B in electrical connection with guide rods G, upon which traverse the
brush carriage //. Movement may be given to the brush
carriage by any suitable means as by a screw / engaging therewith, stepped at A' in the plate B, passing through the plate A
and secured from longitudinal movement by a collar L.
hand
wheel y^/ serves to rotate the screw to move the brush carriage
in either direction.
Suitable conducting brushes jV A' on the
carriage bear upon the variable resistance, which is arranged
so as to present the edges of alternate strips of conducting and
insulating material. This variable resistance consists ol strips
or sheets of conducting material of high specific resistance,
such as sheet-iron built up into a substantially sinuous form
with strips of insulation such as mica between the plates.

F

A

nection with the negative electrode, means for retaining the
electrode in position in the sack. This combination, for convenience, is designated the "negative element." In constructing this torm the earthenware plates are secured in their places
in the sack by means of some waterproof cement, but they may
be secured by bands bound around the sack, compressing the
latter into grooves formed In the peripheries of the plates. The
negative electrode, which may be a arbon plate of the usual
form, is retained in position in the sack by a pin projecting
upon opposite sides of the plate, and resting against the under
side of the eartiiciuvare plates which close tlie upper end of the
i

sack

James
filed

F.

January

of Coating

Electric

Montgomery, Lincoln, R, L

Electric

L>eming,

16, 1894.

27, 1893-

Conductors.
A. F.
Application filed July

2, 1S94.
It is proposed to more evenly and better fill the interstices of
a fibrous or porous covering with a liquid, and to do it by acontinuous process instead of by an intermittent process. The
wire lo be coated is passed through rarefied air and immediately thereafter into the coating fluid, the wire being parsed
into the rarefied air through a stuffing box and out of the coating fluid through a stuffing box.
In this way the operation
may be made continuous, and every' part of the covered wire
may be equally c.vposed to both this vacuum and the coaling

liquid.

Application

Cummings,

This conduit is composed of sections formed ofan outer casing
inclosing as many wooden ducts as there arc .separate conductors, the wooden ducts being constructed moisture and air
tight suitable for the reception of a naked conductor and insulated from each other and the outer tube by a dielectric surroundmg and separating the ducts. The ends of the sections
when connected form continuous outer and inner ducts in which
the joints lap each other.

Art

Secondary

Battery.
filed

John E.

November

Rhetts,

Salem,

22, 1S93.

The object of the Improvement is not only to avoid ihe "buckling" which lakes place In these forms of cells, but also to construct an electrode without any soldered joints.
528,465.

Underground Conduit.
528,291.
Detroit, Mich.
Application

528,301.

NO, 528,260.
528,445.
Ind.

A

New

Machine for Railway Systems.
York, N. Y, Application filed

E.

May

locomotive or train of cars on any given block may open an
and at the same time close an electric circuit
to close another circuit at a

electric circuit,

through a magnet which operates
preceding or following block.

528,477.

Supply System for Electric Railways.
Application
St. Louis, Mo.

H. Haskins,
cember

9,

Charles
filed

De-

1893.

The invention

relates

to

that class of electric railways In

which there are a series of switches arranged along the track
that are adapted to be operated by a contact plate secured to
and carried by the car, to close the circuit between the main
conductor and the car motor at the time the car Is passing, and
to break the circuit as soon as the car has passed.

Closed Conduit for Electric Railways. W. E.
528,494.
Stearns, Berlin, Conn.
Application filed April 7,
1894-

An electric railway system Is described, in which the electric
wire or conductor is entirely Inclosed In an insulating envelope
provided with means for intermittently making contact.
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A Western Two-phase
herewith illustrated,

first in

West

the

make

lo

the fact that

lies in

one

On
.

of the

new Stanley two-phase
The Twin City company, of

use of the

alternating current machinery.

W. Duncan

it is

Frank Bedard is
superintendent, has two Ide engines, one driving two Thomson-Houston 30 light arc machines of the well-known
which James

is

president and

armature type, and the other operating a 60 kilo-

spherical

watt Stanley two-phase alternator.
an e,\terior view of the station and

dynamo room,

The

illustration gives

two glimpses

of

the

showing the alternator from differThe switchboard, which can be seen in

the latter

ent points of view.

Xovember

Friday,

and maintenance of the propused Pacific cable were opened
by the minister of trade and commerce at Ottawa. Tlie
advertisement which

Dominion

the

asked for proposals for laying a cable
Six offers have been received,

routes.
lish

by eight
all

of

deem

it

jiiinister

advisable to

make

the figures public at present.

are below the estimates

posals are in each case
ticipated

at 1,000 volts, but

machine

is

one

that

pecuHariues

one of the
phase

side or

may

of

be run at 1,000

)

Ti

and that the change from i,goo
"to 2, coo volts can be made at any time by changing tlie connections on the terminal board of ihe machine, and these two
volts

and the other

circuits

motor

The

at 2,000,

may be brought

circuit,

together anywhere

whether they are

at the

interesting characteristics of the

and

used

for

is

no revolving wire

the self-oiling bearings.

symmetrical

sary, the entire load

loss involved in

machine
per cent.

is

and substantial

in design.

self-regulating,_and,

may be thrown

tion to the generator.
tlie

it is

off without

This regulation

compensating

or

is

if

neces-

paying atten-

obtained without

compounding.

The

reported to show an efficiency at full load of 94
The required exciting current is small, being less

than one kilowatt.

project.

In the proposal^;

sub-

mitted by those willing to establish the line no objection
offered to the length of the link

Island, a British possession

and

from \'ancouver
tlie

to

point designated

landing place for the cable in the event of a

is

Fanning

suitable

rs

a

one

The Van-

couver-Fanning Island stretch would be 700 miles longer
tlian the onesuggested to Necker or Bird Island, but this

part in the machine, as during that time the only attendance
needed at the dynamo was one changing of the lubricant for

is

in the

not being forthcoming in the Hawaiian group.

collector rings, due to the fact that there

conditions

among

are

works

new Stanley appara-

three months' practical operation at La Salle has demonstrated the advantage of the absence of commutator or

The machine

tendering

same voltage or not.

tus were described at considerable length in the Western
Electrician of June 16, 1S94, but it may be stated that

Under ordinary

six firms

feasibility

Their proposals indicate a thorough examination

of the great Pacific cable

fact evidently

ful tliat

English Electrical

has no weight with the cable men.

Sandford Fleming and W. H. Mercer, who visited Hawaii
for tlie British and Canadian Governments in connection
Mr.
with the Australian cable, have returned to Ottawa.

Mercer speaks hopefully of the result of their mission to
Hawaii, which was to make proposals to the government
at Honolulu in regard to a landing place for the proposed
Pacific cable.
In putting the project before the Hawaiian

friendly

I

am

Water Power

rela-

very hope-

Project.

the world.

In Great Britain, for example,

it is

proposed to

make use of a portion of the power of the far-fame;l Lake
Windermere in the generation of electrical power, and a
company has been formed for this purpose. A Scotch contemporary gives these particulars:

The prospects oi the scheme are fairly encouraging, which
be seen when we state that the company has secured

will

fall of water from the southern end of
is the best piece of water power
England, being equal t040,ooo indicated horse power,
and here works will be constructed for converting ihis into
electricity of high potentiality, so that tlie current may be
distributed over a wide area. The actual area ovei \vhich it is
proposed lo distribute current from tlie works extends to
about ten miles, and includes the towns of Ullesvvaier and
Kendal, and several smaller places in the vicinity. The com]5any has, we understand, decided to promote a bill in the
next session of Parliament to enable it to proceed with the work. In the event of the experiment proving a success,
similar works will, in all pj-obability, be inaugurated in
other ]5arts of the kingdom, as well as in other counkind of entel"prise has yet been
tries where no such
thought of.

the right to utilize the

Lake Windermere, which

in

The Knapp
On Monday
Knapp
court

Creditors' association
to

Lucas.

set

aside

to the petition askin" the
the appointment of Receiver H. P.

Nearly an equal number of creditors have,

signed a counter-petition asking that the

said,

exclusive rights were asked.

those signing the pro-Lucas

In return the

cables

rates

Failure.

about So signatures had been received by the

government they made a suggestion that one of the small
islands be leased as a landing stage for the cable, and a subNo
sidy of $35,000 for fifteen years be paid to Hawaii.

ceiver be allowed to remain undisturbed.
Creditors'

Honolulu would be one shilling a word for ordinary
messages, nine pence for government messages and six-

the

pence for press message.

ceivership.

from

established

The work of utilizing by electrical transmission a portion
of the power of Niagara Falls has directed attention to the
possibility of making similar installations in other parts of

com-

said,

is

it

remove every obstacle urged against the

The

"Wchave

IAS K I'LANI.

the chief cable manufacturers and construction

world.

an-

by some of the gentlemen who discussed the pro-

of the Pacific cable.

the

pro-

the

than was

favorable

essary station instruments.

pletely

It

received in every case

by Mr. Fleming; indeed,

much more

A WESTEKN lUi

company

them by Eng-

of trade and customs, does not

learned, however, that the offers

said:

Hawaiian government, and
good results will come of it."

tions with the

20.

issued

different

manufacturers.

Mr. Eowell,
is

Government

jecc at the recent colonial conference, and,

alternator supplies current for the old circuits of the

Mr. Fleming

9th, proposals for the construction

the right-hand picture, consists of a slab of marble supported
by a substantial iron standard, and is equipped with the nec-

The

No.

1894.

17,

Proposed Pacific Cable.

Plant.

The chief disiinction of the small central station plant of
the Twin City Gas ^ Electric Light company of La Salle,
III.,

NOVEMBER

association, however,

creditors'

committee

themselves as favoring the

it

is

petition

that

they

On

stated

present

it

is

re-

the part of the
that

have since
desired

to

some of
notified

record

opposition as to the existinf^ re-
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Electrical Fires.
There

no dodging the

is

fact

by current

that,

escap-

means, electricity

ing from conductors and by other

directly or indirectly, caused a considerable

has,

number of

fires

wide introduction into American commercial buildThese fires have
ings and residences for lighting or power.
been neither so numerous nor so serious as the opponents of
since

its

development have clahned and as many insurance
believed; and it is also a perfectly fair assumption
that the introduction ofelectriclighting, by largely replacing
the far more dangerous gas, has really decreased the number
electrical

men have

of

fires

due

due

lo illuminating agents.

Nevertheless, as

solely to the presence of electrical

conductors

fire

may

al-

most always be ascribed to inferior or improper construction, to which the best sentiment of the electrical fraternity is entirely opposed, nothing but good can come from

ELECTRICIAN.

i6. Edison socket melted by
opposite poles tou close.
17. 1,000 volt current
current short-circuited from water.
on 50 volt wiies; fixture grounded and wires in contact with

socket.
Fig. 2

—

Wooden base switch and wooden base cutfrom blowing of fuses and from poor contact
in binding posts,
ig. Samples of poor joints and some extraordinary fuses; woodwork ignited from these burnouts.
iS.

outs burned

All of the specimens illustrated were taken from building

equipments, but they are presented by the underwriters as
" characteristic burnouts" and not as having caused any fire
loss.

Mr. Merrill does, however,

in a recent report

to the

Underwriters' International Electric association, present a

long enumeration of
to

caused by electricity or supposed

fires

have been caused by

electricity.

portant so far as actual damage

ment being "No loss"' or
too, where there is no

is

Almost

all

are unim-

concerned, the usual state-

Loss small." Fires arementioned,

"

electrical fault,

as the following:

November

17,

1894

the building by the guy wire, the metal roof and the soil
pipe and grounded on a water pipe, burning a hole
through it about 10 inches long and also burning two holes
in the soil pipe.
No oilier damage than flooding building with water.

Switch used in connection with an automatic starting
box for an electric motor stopped half way, leaving part
of

the resistance

and

damage

coils

in circuit.

wood back of and

set fire to

to building

The

overheated
box. Slight

coils

in front of

and contents.

Sparks from trolley car ignited corn husks in street.
one-half tons corn husks burned. No insurance.

One and

An arc light wire chafed against an iron chimney. The
insulation was worn off and the current followed down
the chimney and onto two guy wires', one of which was
attached to the irame bell tower of a fire department
headquarters.
Arcing occurred in the tower and ignited
the woodworis".
The chief of the fire department was
knocked down and nearly lost his life by placing his hand
on the base of the metal chimney while standing on the
metal loof.
The accident occurred during a heavy wind
and rain storm. The fire loss to the tower owing to prompt
discovery was small.
Cross between a trolley line and an 104 wire telephone

A

trolley car took the wrong
cable at a junction of tracks.
track and was pushed back without pulling down the
trolley.
The trolley caught in "a frog and lifted the line
until it came in contact with telephone cable extended
over it.
The lead covering of the cable was burned
through and the current followed the telephone wires into
exchange.
Protective devices operated and prevented
damage to switchboard. The only loss was to the cable.

A lamp in a private residence would burn at times and
not at others.
It was found that a nail in the floor board
had broken the wire and would make or break the connection according as there was something pressing the
board down or not.
Edison three-wire system entered area under sidewalk
through street service to main cutout and then passed
through area, and building wall to center of distribution.
The wires in the area were fastened to porcelain knobs and
these were screwed to a pine board" nailed to a brick arch.
Water had soaked through the arch, completely saturating
the board and the rubber cqvered wires.
One of the porcelain knobs was lound apparently twice its natural size
through an accumulation uf a white substance like salts.
This knob was found to be extremely warm. The inspector bared the opposite nulside wire and touching it
with a wet board obtained a heavy arc, and with the dis
tapce between the two reducetl to three inches obtained a
blaze two inches long and heated the porcelain knob to a
red heat.
Wires strung under areas in this district are
now supported on large sizs glass insulators.
Arcs between wires and gas pipes. In this risk there was
one grouoded motor circuit and a Heisler incandescent
lighting circuit
After the wires had been installed the gas
men ran pipes throughout the building so as to come in
contact witli the electric wires in a number of places.
The
fire occurred at the time of an electric storm and there wes
evidence that the lightning jumped from the wires to the
pipes, causing an arc which set fire to the ceiling.
Fires
broke out in two places where the pipes crossed the wire.^.
Ill one case the trouble being established on the motor
circuit and in the other case on the Heisler incandescent
lighting circuit.
Loss not stated.

As

have been seen, the electrical

will

inspectors dis-

fire

many curious things. The interests of the insurance men and the electrical industries are not antagonisticcover

and with a reasonable moderation on both
ing this subject,

it

may be expected

sides, in discuss,

that intelligent co-oji-

eration will considerably reduce the electrical

the future.

But

it

fire

hazard

must not be assumed that every

due

of

fire in

a

building containing electrical wires

It

seems to be popular with newspaper reporters to ascribe

is

to electricity.

mysterious fires to electrical causes, and the
much-abused wires and switches are accused unjustly. Mr.
the origin of

Merrill cannot but be aware of this

port he says:

"

Several large

fires

tendency, as in his re-

occurred due to lightning

discharges in which wires played no part.

Reports are

re-

ceived of several large losses popularly supposed to be due

to electricity, but in which any direct evidence

One

large loss

electricity

is

lacking.

is

reported in several newspapers as due to

stated not to be due to that cause.

Accounts

are received of the burning of several electrical generating
stations

from various causes other than

While considering the general
FIG.

the selection of

warnings

KLECTRICAL

I.

few examples of burnouts to serve as
and supply man or,

a

—

to the electrical construction

owners and consumers who are well aware that the
prices insisted upon are not sufficient to insure good work.
The specimens shown in the accompanying illustrations
were photographed for William H. Merrill, Jr., electrician

rather, to

of the
lected

Chicago Underwriters' association, and were

W.

by

E.

Deming, inspector of electric wires,
Mr. Merrill is the expert of the com-

J.

Minneapolis, Minn.
mittee on

fires

col-

of the

Underwriters' International Electric

which he gathers statistics of fires said
to have been caused by electricity.
The specimens are
association, for

labeled as follows:

—

Fig. I
12. Melted wiresv Edison street service tube;
short-circuit fron
water.
volt lamps in
13.
220
volt circuit; short-circuit on gas fixture; 50
series on

Two no

ampere fuse. 14. Street railway feeder carrying 500
grounded on gas pipe. 15.
block
"
"'
used on 500
15 Fuse
'

pircuit;

short-circuit

volts

volt

from blowing fuse; fuse too short and

it

FIRES.

" Defective sprinkler head, opened over 50 light arc dynamo
and burned out armature. No loss." Here it is the sprinkler, and not the dynamo, that is in fault, yet the fire is classed

as " electrical."

In another case

dow trimmer drove

it is

reported that a " win-

a nail through a flexible cord in a show-

case; caused a short-circuit

andsmall burnout." The window

trimmer's carelessness, of course,, caused the

Some interesting cases,
is

more

in

which the

fire.

electrical

apparatus

or less to blame, are as follows:

A

new
Cross between a guy wire and a trolley wire.
building being constructed, an iron guy from the derrick
was in contact ^vith the metal on the roof of this building;
a soil pipe passed up through the building (enclosed in a
wooden box) and up through the roof, making connection with this metal.
A lead water pipe ran parallel
with this soil pipe in the same box, touching it in three
was
found
necessary
places.
It
to place another guy on
the derrick, and it was carried across to the street. While
placing it in position it was allowed to sag and came
"
was conducted into
contact with the trolley wire.
Current

will

be interesting

to

electricity."

subject of

electrical fires

reproduce the cautions issued by the

Underwriters' Electrical Bureau in relation to motors and

These are as

arc lamps.

follows:-

THE ELECTRIC ARC LAMP.

An

is a fire which gives off
sparks and small
should be treated as such.
should be carefully isolated from inflammaRibbons, laces, paper and similar goods
ble material.
should not be draped about it.
(b) It should be provided with a glass globe surrounding
the arc if any combustible material is under or about it.
(c) This globe should be securely fastened upon a closed
base.
If the globe is not securely fastened it will droD oft".
If it is open at the bottom the large sparks will fall througli
the opening.
(d) No broken or cracked globes should be used.
Sparks from arc lamps have caused damage to stocks of
clothing, dry goods, millinery, carpets, paper, upholstered
Lamps having such goods under or
furniture and the like.
near them besides having precautions (a), (b), (c) and (d).
observed should also have:

arc light

embers.
(a)

It

The lamp

(e) The principal orifice, that is, the top-of the globe,
closed so that it will be impossible for any sparks thrown
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by the carbcns to escape. This can be accomplished by
a -'spark arrester/' or by designing the lamp so that the
globe wli fit into the lop part of the lamp, or by enclosing
the arc itself in a closed glass tube placed inside the globe.
"Spark arresters" are generally made of fine wire mesh and
cost, when purchased from an electrical supply house, from
\\"ne workers
?^eventy-five cents to three dollars apiece.
hasre been known to make good ones cheaper than this.
Whether or not a spark arrester is effectual can be judged
bv adjusting it to a burning lamp and observing whether or
Notice should also be taken of
not sparks penetrate it.
\\ hether or not it is substantial and likely to last any length
designed that the globe fits into
lamp
is
so
of lime, if the
the top parts of the lamp, wire spark arresters are, of
This design will only be found, howcourse, unnecessar\'.
Another arever, in some of the newer makes of lamps.
rangement which does away with the wire or metal arrester
as a glass tube enclosing the
is referred to in the foregoing
arc. This device effectually encloses the arc so as to preUnfortunately
vent the escape of sparks in any direction.
It is known as the Howard arit is a patented article.
off

ELECTRICIAN.
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them jarring open. The disadvantages of having a switch
accidentally close are apparent.
Snap switches can be put up in any position, but they are
not superior to knife switches for general use.
The Cutout \s\ki^ device intended to protect the motor
and its connections against harm from an excess of current.
It contains soft fusible metal strips introduced in the circuit
which are supposed to melt and open the circuit when the
current flows in quantity sufficient to harm the motor.
(a) It should be double pole; that is, it should protect
both sides of the circuit. Whether or not a cutout is double
pole can be deterjnined as directed in paragraph (a) of The
Szvitch.
(b) It should be mounted on a non-combustible insulating base, such as slate, marble or porcelain.
W^ood is not
proper to use for cutout bases. The blowing of the fuse
may ignite the wood, and, as stated under paragraph (b) of

on 55, 110 or 220 volt circuits are not proper for use on 500
volt circuits because the current will hold an arc across the
terminals after the metal has melted.

The

cutout should be isolated from inflammable maor else it will start a fire when it melts and sparks.
dust or flyings are present the cutout
should be enclosed in a fire-proof box.
Fires have been
caused by incandescent fuse metal from cutouts igniting dust,
shavings, hemp, flour dust and similar materials.
The Mvtor should be raised at least eight inches above
the surrounding floor so as to prevent water damage to the
machine in case of a fire in the premises, and should be provided with a water-proof cover for use when not operating,
(_u)

terial,

Where combustible

for similar reasons.

A

water damage to an

electric

motor

generally results in a claim for 70, So or 90 per cent, loss on
the machine.
Raising the motor above the floor on filled
dry wood will also insulate it. Drip pans should be pro.

rester.

(0 AH lamp globes exposed to sparks should be provided
This netting should be made of fine
with a wire netting.
wire and not have a mesh greater than 1/4' inches.
It
should be firmly secured to the globe so as to exert a little
It will then hold the globe together in case it
pressure.
cracks or breaks, and will keep pieces from falling out ot
the lower portion of the globe if chipped out by the hot
These nettings will not obstruct the light. They
sparks.
are sold by leading supply houses for 15 cents apiece.
(g) Plain carbons are preferable to copper coated carbons
from afire point of view for use in all arc lamps.
Tubes extending below the lower portion of the lamp
Otherwise the carglobes should be closed at the bottom.
bons inside of them will drop out in case the clamps which
That is, all arc lamps should be
hold them become loose.
provided with:
(h) Reliable "stops" to prevent the carbons falling out in
case the clamps become loose.

THE ELECTRIC MOTOR.

An

electric m'otor is

an engine used

for furnishing

power.

Its controlling devices should be as carefully made and as
carefully installed, and receive as careful attention, as tho^e

of any other kind of engine doing an equal amount of
work.
T/ie Resisiiifzce Box or Rheostat is the principal fire
hazard in an electric motor equipment. It is used in startIt is a
ing the motor and sometimes to regulate its speed.

As its name implies, it
sort of throttle for the current.
contams a resistance to the flow of the current, generally
resistance
introduced
in an electric circuit
coils of wire.
Electric heaters are
transforms electrical energy into heat.
Therefore a resistance box,
constructed on this principle.
regulator,
is
a
source
of
heat.
If current is
or rheostat, or
left on one long enough it makes a first-rate stove.
The resistance box must be:
(a) Enclosed in a non-combustible case, such as iron or
wooden case is hazardous.
iron and slate.
(b) Separated from combustible materia!, especially from
the wall or board or partition upon which it is mounted.

A

A

iron or slate back ot thecase should be mounted away
from the wall on porcelain kn-obs, so as to give it an inch or
more air space, and the wall back of it protected with as-

The

bestos or sheet metal.
The Sivitch is the device used to open and close the

cir-

cuit.

should be double pole; that is, it should open botli
Whether a switch is double or single
sides of the circuit.
pole can be determined by observing whether or not it
makes a break in two wires or only one. If two wires run
into and two out of a motor switch it is probably a double
All motors using resistance boxes should be
pole switch.
provided with a double pole switch independent of the reNo arrangement of a resistance box can satsistance box.
isfactorily do away with the necessity of using an independIf the switch is not double pole it
ent double pole switch.
will not open both sides of the circuit, and therefore the
wires running to and through the motor and resistance box
will not be effectually "dead" when the switch is open.
(b) It should be located within sight of the motor, otherwise an accident to the motor in starting it will not be
engines
quickly discovered.
It is not usual to start steam
An
in a basement by turning valves located on a roof.
electric motor is more liable to cause fire at starting than
a steam engine, and its controlling apparatus should be so
located that any accident to its working parts will be
The assured, for his
quickly discovered by the operator.
own protection, should 'see the necessity of not having a
preventable accident happen to his motor from this circumstance, because most policy forms do not cover losses to
electrical machinery due to accidents in their working
parts.. Several cases are on record where motors have been
injured by moisture or otherwise while not running, and
upon being started up burned out and caused considerable
(a)

It

damage.
switch should be mounted upon a non-combustibase, such as slate, marble or porcelain.
Wood is not proper to use for switch bases, nor for mounting any other device having uninsulated current-carrying
Most of the fires caused
strips, bars, posts or connections.
by wood base switches have been due to arcing in a loose
contact of the switch, setting fire to the wood. Several have
been caused by moisture establishing a ground connection
through the wooden base.
(d) The switch should have sufficient carrying capacity to
prevent heating.
(e) If a knife blade switch is used, it should be so placed
Otherwise it may jar
that gravity will tend to open it.
closed, and when the bearings work loose it will have to be
From some unheld open by a block of wood or a string.
explained cause the maiority of knife switches throughout
the country have been and still are installed wrong end up;
It is a simple
that is, so gravity will tend to close them.
Placed right end up, the friction
matter tn reverse them.
sufficient to prevent
Ipetvveer) the clips and the blades is
(c)

ble

The

insulating

ELECTRICAL FIRES.
The Switch, wood

not proper for mounting any uninsulated current-carrying strip, bar, post or connection.
(c) The fuse strips shouldhavetipsof harder metal solderetl
to the fusible portion so that a secure contact can be made
under the screw connection without injuring the fusible metal.
Fuse links having copper tips are moreover more correctly
Fuse
proportioned than fuse wire, and far more reliable.
wire can be wound two or three times about cutout terminals so as to practically destroy its efficiencv as a proSimilarly, nails, spikes and pieces of barbed
tective device.
wire fence cannot be considered reliable substitutes for fuse
links.
When "trouble" on a circuit causes fuses to "blow"
better results will be obtained by finding and removing the
trouble than by increasing the carrying capacity of the cutouts so that they will not melt until after the wire and apparatus they are designed to protect are burned up,
blackened, burned or smoked cutout base is a sign of a poor
equipment or a careless operator. A cutout containing nails,
wire, pieces of iron or anything other than properly proportioned and -designed fuse links is a sign of criminal negligence.
The fuse strips in the Edison "plug" cutout have
tips of harder metal as required. For 500 volt circuits special
cutouts should be used having metals at least 4^^ inches
long, The "plug" form and all other forms intended for use
is

A

vided to prevent the oil from the machine saturating the
surrounding floor, and the machine should be kept clean.
Where dust or flyings of combustible material are present,
the motor should be enclosed in a room or case.
Instructions in relation to dynamos, wiring, converters,
etc.,

vi'ill

doubtless soon be issued by this indefatigable or-

ganization.

American

Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers.
Among

the papers

prepared for the meeting of

the So-

Naval Architects and Marine Engineers at New York,
November 15th and 16th, was one by S. Dana Greene on
" Electricity on Shipboard
Its Present Position and Future

ciety of

—

Development."

In view of the great interest

among

the

and the exceptional
ability of the author to discuss it, an invitation was extended
to the members of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers to attend the meeting and participate in the discuselectrical

sion.

fraternity

on

this

subject

:

..
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Brake Shoes.
Amoug

D. F. Henry and Powell Evans on "Brake Shoes." This
paper was a compilalion of statistics, which the authors had
gathered from various sources, including the results of tests

and experiments conducted by manufacturers and users and
result of several years'

Following

is

a

summary

experience in actual

November

but the
trials,
rails was dry during the
wind, which was light, was in different directions and of

condition of the

the special papers presented at the Atlanta meet-

ing of the American Street Railway association %vas one by

tlie

ELECTRICIAN.

practice.

different velocities

on

different days.

The sliding of the wheels was somewhat more with two
shoes per wheel, but it was mostly on the last pairof wheels.
It will be noted that there is practically the same efficiency
in these two methods of brakmg.
Second.
The experiments as between long and short
shoes were made in the same manner as described above,
and the shoes of different lengths show about the same

—

17,
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The car on which the tests were made required sixteen
shoes, which were made up as follows in the first test
Four cast-iron shoes, four composite shoes, four steel shoes
"Z." two

shoes

steel

"D," two

steel tiroes "

M

M."

Group-

" and "D" together as from
ing the two grades of steel "
one foundry, the total wear of the four shoes of each manufacture was as follows while the car ran
:

WEAR.
KIND OF SHOES.

results.

of the report:

The necessity for effecting standards \vas the prime cause
of existence of the Master Car Builders' association, whiclr
includes representatives from about every steam railway
company in the United States. This association has collected most facts relating to the operation of all lines, and
gradually reduced the greater number of details to standards.
Among other net results at the present time are the standard track gauge, coupler, wheel and all such parts as must
necessarily be similar to permit cars from any one line to be

In the two sets of tests it
the cars during the stop was

much

that the riding of
better with two brake

shoes per wheel than with one brake shoe per wheel, due
apparently to the fact that the application of the second
brake beam to each pair of wheels partly counteracted the
tiltmg of the trucks caused by the outside suspended beams
when only one pairof shoes is used per wheel in this manner.
The experiments on retarding power with uniThird.

—

Percentage Comp'rs'n.

Actual Pounds.

was noticed

Cast Iron
4 Composite

23.530
11,394
2.337

4

4 ]'2'' Steel

"

^"m"

A

loo
48 4

|

99

^•^^'^

..-.":.".

^

\

second

'

was made

to determine the durability of the
shoes, and, if possible, to get a better record as to the relatest

operated on any other.
If standards have proven simpler and more economical in
for steam roads, the fact should apply with equal

everyway

Up to 18^.6, when elecforce to street railway operation.
tricity began its revolution of the latter industry, the horse
railways were often conducted in a rather careless manner,
without due regard for petty economies. Until the last year
or two, since the introduction of electric motive power, the
enormous change and growth of the business has taxed its
managers to the uttermost to care for the vital necessities for
keeping their respective roads in operation. Now, however,
when the power station, track, overhead line, car and motors are quite as perfect as similar parts of the steam railway, it is full time that this association should proceed to the
adoption of standards for details.
I believe in standards throughout, but now wish to call
your special attention to the subject of the "shape" and
"material" for brake shoes. Brakes are applied to the track
as well as the wheel, but as the latter practice, with few exceptions, is the rule, what follows has special reference toit.
The steam railways have reduced the parts of their brakegear to a standard of shape-^the beam, link, release spring,
hanger, clevis and shoe. They have found designs good
enough for all to use, and so good that no one road seems
able to improve upon them.
Having decided upon these standards, they specify them
when buying rolling stock, get them, and use them. Why
should not our various truck manufacturing companies use
a standard brake attachment; and if they can, why do we
not decide upon one, and insist upon its use? As was
stated above, the steam railways some time ago settled the
matter of "shapes," so this, point does not appear in their

FIG.

manner

as already described, tor the

The composite

c

2

c
3

1^1
a

PS

rt

results obtained

—

first tests.

of cast-iron with a small

tive

wear of the wheels, and the following table gives the

statement of the relative distances
run after the application of the brakes, taken from the
former tests reported.
results, including also a

Comparison of Four Runs Under the S.vme
Conditions.

2

m

2,30s. io

124
123
128
127
s
125
126

2.334-80
2,403 20
2,412. So

N

='

1
n

"D."

distance run after br.\king.
Resistance.

«

Id

(5

ff

« 5

experimentally by the
use of different shoes on chilled wheels and witli different
arrangements
present
time
in hand, are those
brake
at the
obtained by the Pennsylvania Kailroad company (which furnishes the information) in various tests conducted during
the past two years, which tests had different objects in view,
First, a comparson of retarding power with
as follows;
one brake shoe per wheel and with two shoes per wheel
with the same aggregate pressure applied to the w-heel in
each case; second, a comparison of retarding power with
long and short shoes with one brake shoe per wheel in each
case; third, a comparison of retarding power with uniform
pressures by the use of cast iron, composite and three different grades of cast-steel shoes; fourth, a comparison uf the
durability of these cast-iron, composite and steel shoes in
continued service; also, incidentally, the relative wear of
the wheels under these different shoes.
Considering these in the order mentioned:
Firsi.
Figs. I and 2 show the brake. ri"ging on one

shoes consisted

BRAKE RESISTANCES.

recent discussions on brake shoes.

The most reliable

ER-^KE SHOES.

I..

form pressures by the use of cast-iron, steel and composite
shoes with one brake shoe per wheel were made in the same

2,212.80
73 2,236.00
75 2,307 60
74
'85 2,322.40
2,349.60
'l^
189 2,350.40
.84 2.36i.fo

Shoes

of

Slecl

II
1,6^8 00
1,721.30
1,738,40
1,743.60
1,767.60
1,810.40
1,836.40
1,867.20

7'

2,454 40
2,462.40
2,470.80
2,479.61
2,480 60 182 2,164.0^9 2,577.60 '93 2.170-40
2,372 .So
2.405-20
2,410.40
2,414.40
190 2,449.20
83 2,453.20

o'o S

Pounds

d

A

Z

3
Pi

"0

q6
lOO

97

5'

95

2

'^.

18 2,059.60
15 2,059.60
17 2,079,60
j6 2,ioS.8o

156
155
>45
158
35
159

1,946.80
1,977 Co
2,OOS.OO
2,OI2.8o
2,020.00

2,092.80

2.095.20
M 2,135.60

30
29 2,159.60

:::::.

X

m:

Av'r'ge.
2,439-36

AvVge.

Av'r'ge.

I7r^

2,355-70

1.772.85

2,070.90

2,049.36

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent
85,5

Per cent

95.5S

r

72.^8

AVfge^

81.02

Three sets of cast-iron shoes were practically worn out
during these tests and one set of composite shoes, while'
the steel shoes were not much worn.
So far as the wear
of the wheels is concerned, the results were somewhat contradictory, and inasmuch as a large portion of the wear of
the wheels is from the rail, it would be unsafe to ascribe all
the difference to the shoes.

CO.MPARATIVE

WEAR OF

CAST-IRON, COMPOSITE

AND

STEEL BRAKE SHOES.
We.\r of

SHOES.
KIND OF SHOE.

WHEELS.

y"o ^

RE.MARKS.

= 3 w
u

0

S!

sac

«-6"

<
Cast Iron

94 690 lOO.OO

Composite

37.635

39-75

2.343

"D"

5.708

12.06

1.

156

82.21 135-33 2 Shoes slightly

2-437

86.66 139.04 4 Shoes slightly
worn..
91.11 142-69 2 bhoes slightly

Steel

BRAKE SHOES.
four-wheel truck in these tests, Fig. 2 showing the ordinary
method used with one brake shoe per wheel, and Fig. i
showing two brake shoes per wheel, which is standard on
the car used for these tests.
The tests were made on a uniform grade of about So feet
per mile, with three cars, two of which were passengers cars
and the other a dynamometer car placed between the two.
The three cars together weighed about 130,000 pounds.
The run was made by gravity and the start by releasing
the hand brakes on the forward passenger car and on which
alone the air brake was used to stop the three cars by openThe train of three cars was aling the conductor's valve.
lowed to run a distance of one mile by gravity with the
brakes released, and the time was taken by stop vi'atches at
the start and the end of one mile to check the uniformity
On passing
of the speed attained in the different tests.
the one-mile post the air brakes were applied, as already
explained, to the forward car only, with the other two cars
pushing, and the time and distance required to make the
stop were taken and the speed was recorded by the dynamometer car. The sliding of the wheels was noted by an
observer at each end of the car which was Ijraked, The

percentage of wrought iron in the rubbing surfaces extending
through the shoes, tlie percentage of wrought iron being
somewhat less than seven per cent, of the whole surface.

The accompanymg table on brake resistances presents
selected runs for the purpose of making comparisons betweeii
runs in which the pressure in the brake cylinder varies between close limits of 39 5-S minimum and 42 pounds per
square inch maximum. Iv. this table the figures have all been
reduced on theoretical basis to 40 pounds pressure to the
square inch, thus giving a number of cases which can be
very accurately compared with one another. At the boitom
of the table the averages are given with each kind of shoe
and the percentages for comparisons:
Another table presents a comparison of the actual distances for four tests with each kind of shoe in which the
air pressiu-e and the speeds were almost exactly alike.
It
also includes a percentage comparison of the average of
the four runs with each kind of shoe:
Two tests were made to compare the durability of the
cast iron, composite and the three different grades of steel
shoes in continued service, find incidentally the wear of the
wheels was also noted.

2.8ia 100.00 100.00 12
S3 32 103.87 4

Steel

"M and D"

10.220

10.79

Steel

"M"

4 532

9-57

1.

Steel

"Z"

8.194

8.65

2.969 05.58 194.1b

281

Shoes worn
out.
i-hoes
out.

worn

worn
4

Shoes slightly

worn

In round numbers there are on all lines of street railways
in the United States 50,000 cars, including steam and eletric
motors, cable grip cars, trail and horse cars. These should
not properly be lumped, as they include varying factors of
weight and speed, varying the brake services required but

—

for the result in view, using low averages, this lump figure
will be sufficiently accurate.
Assuming an average mileage of 75 miles per day for all
cars, including an allowance made for cars used in rush hours
only, and others under repair, the total result would 'be
Taking the average life of
3,750,000 car miles per day.
brake shoes at 5,000 car miles, and an average of 5 shoes per
there
is
daily
consumption
of 3,750 brake shoes, and
car,
a
an annual consumption of 1,368,750 shoes. At an average
weight of 21 pounds each, new, the total weight is 28,743,750 pounds; at 2 cents per pound, amounting to $574,875.
I will deduct from these amounts an average weight, per shoe,
of 9 pounds when worn out, amounting to 12,318,750 pounds
ot scrap, at fj cent per pound, equal to $41,062, leaving a
net balance of $533'I^i3TJjis repr?s^i)t.'j ^yh^t we pay

-

.
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annually for metal actually ground to dust braking our cars.
To this' we must add the cost of labor in changing the shoes.
Allowing 30 minutes per shoe for replacement and adjustment of rods, etc., and $2 per ten hours per day for labor,
Adding this
this total amount charged would be $136,875.
last figure to the net cost of metal gives us the total annual
charge of $670,688 for brake shoes, equal to about $13. 70 per
averao^e car, from which you can roughly estimate the cost
of this item for your respective roads.
It is evident that if you select a metal which will give you
a greater car mileage than 5,000 miles, or a shape which will
permit you to use more of your 21 pounds of new shoes than
12 pounds for braking, and, therefore, less than 9 poimds
for scrap, or if your shape is readily adjustable on cars, and
your men become familiar with their replacement and save
time— if you do any one of these a saving results, and if you
do two or all, the saving is so much the more increased.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the principal points ot
which reference has been made.

the types

Storage Batteries for Electric Traction.'
By Pedro

knows that this is a very conservative estimate of
the amount of work that a good battery will perform.
It may be asked, Have there been no improvements in late
years with a view of diminishing the number and weight of
regret to have to
batteries required to propel a car?
answer no, and this brings us to the consideration of the
have said that it relimitations of storage batteries.
quires about I 'i electrical horse power hours per car mile,
and that loS accumulators are used and necessary for a 12mile run, and they have a capacity of 54 electrical horse
power hours, or three round trips.
Why is it not possible to use a battery with one-third the
weight? Simply because the weight of battery required is
not according to the total amount of work to l)e done, but
Let us go
according to the rate at which it is to be done.
back to our 12-mile rmi again. This requires i>^ electrical
horse power hours per car mile, or 1,119 watt hours, and
since the electromotive force is about 225 volts, this would
be equivalent to nearly five ampere hours per mile, or 60
ampere hours for the round trip; and since the trip consumes
two hours' time, this is an average rate of discharge of 30

We

We

.

amperes

all the time.
course, it is very much greater than this at times,
car starts, or is going up steep grades, when the
battery is frequently called upon for a rate of discharge of
Now, if we were to use a small battery
over 100 amperes.
of less total capacity, there would not be sufficient area of

Of

G. Salom.

when the

use of storage batteries for electric traction, and
particularly for operating street cars, has been so
so universally condemned by

The
more

^S5

batteries

'

to

ELECTRICIAN.

thoroughly discussed and

power purposes, up to the present time, is in electric
launches.
This method of navigation lor inland waters was
first demonstrated on a large scale at the World's
Fair at
Chicago last year, when 54 electric launches were in daily
operation, and carried during the six months of the exhibition upward of one million passengers.
Another, and possibly more important, use than any_..yet
attempted, is the propulsion of all kinds of vehicles with
storage batteries.
Street cars number but a handful compared with all the carriages, wagons, carts and drays that
are employed daily for the various purjioses of local transportation.
I'he successful introduction of electrically propelled vehicles is simply a question of good pavements and
good roads. The cost of operating such vehicles would be
far less than with horses.
For example, a battery of 60 accumulators of So ampere
hours' capacity, capable of a maximum development of
three horse power, would cost at the present time $427,50,
a tliree horse power motor $200, making $627.50, or 10
cents per day interest on the investment.
The electrical
capacity would be 9,600 watt hours, or about 13 horse power
hours'.
vehicle
weighing
about
To propel a
two tons on
good, level roads, at 10 miles per hour, would require about
four horse power.
The battery would, therefore, have a
capacity for at least three hours' work, or a 30-mile run at
maximum speed, and over 50 miles at normal or slow speed.
Thirteen horse power can readily be generated at the rate
of two cents per horse power per hour, or 26 cents. Assuming that the positive plates would last 200 days and
make 6,000 miles, or an average of 30 miles per day, the
cost for renewals would be about 75 cents per day, making
the total operating expenses $1 per day for 30 miles, or
Such a vehicle would do the work of
3 '/3 cents per mile.
several horses, but even if it replaced only two, it would be
far cheaper in the long run than operating with horses.

Association of Practical Electricians.
The

recently incorporated Association of Practical Elec-

tricians,

bers on

Chicago, announces that
roll

its

cided upon.

and that

The

its

it

has thirty active

plans for

mem-

work have been de-

officers of the association are:

President,

George E. Sanford; vice-president, G. H. Jacobs; recording
secretary, J. L. Hagadorn; financial secretary, G. H. Far-

The

rar.

FIG.
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will

BRAKE

tors,

electrical engineers and practical business men engaged in
the operation of street car lines that it requires some courage in the face of such a widespread belief to uge that
these gentlemen can all be mistaken, and yet a careful study
of the problem, extending over a period of eight years, compels the author not only to dissent from their views, but
to assert that in his opinion storage battery traction in the
streets of our great cities will be well nigh universal.
the wires and poles must come down and the costly investment in underground feeders and mains be dispensed with.

AU

We

are led

to these

conclusions by the following

consid-

,-erations:

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that electric storage
traction is practicable, what are the problems that confront
The first and most important is the life of
the engineer?
the battery. Then .come the capacity, the rate of discharge,
size
of the elements, the loss of power in the
the weight and
various transmissions between the prime mover and the
axle, the distance or total length of line, the grade and
•curves and the speed.
In traction work there is only one reliable method of
determiningthelife of the battery, and that is on the basis
of car mileage. It is nonsense to talk about batteries lasting eight months or eighteen months unless there is a record,
at the same time, of the amount of work accomplished,
measured in electrical horse power hours. The highest
record yet obtained, of which the writer has any reliable
knowledge, is that of a single set of loS accumulators makThis record was made under the most
ing over 6,000 miles.
Assuming that the
trying and unfavorable circumstances.
battery could make 100 miles per day, this would mean that
the positive plates of the battery would have to be renewed
every two months; if 50 miles per day, then the life would
cover a period of four months; at 25 miles per day, eight
months, and so on. It can thus be readily understood that
the bare statement that a battery would last six or eight
months does not convey a correct idea of the real life of the

active material exposed to develop such a current, the electromotive force would drop and the car stop running. This
is the trouble with all thick plate batteries in traction work.
The amount of surface area exposed is comparatively small
for the weight of battery.
It seems to the writer, in view of the facts just stated, and
which are indisputable, that the introduction of storage
traction for surface roads in large cities is inevitable.
The
trolley may be introduced at the present time, pending the
solution of the difficulties under which storage batteries
have come into disrepute, but that it can obtain, in the long
run, against the many and obvious advantages of the storage
system is unlikely.
Let the public once understand that
there are no insurmountable difficulties connected with the
storage system, beyond the fact that it costs a few cents
more per car mile than the trolley, and the demand for its

introduction will be irresistible.
The public are not interested in the cheapest and most
objectionable method of transit, especially where they derive no benefit from the economies effected, but they are interested in and entitled to a safe, reliable and absolutely
unobjectionable method of lrai-\git, which is cheaper than
,

association has arranged a course of study which

be conducted under the direction of competent instruc-

and a

series of lectures will be delivered in connection

with these studies.

The

objects of the organization

are

praiseworthy and deserving of encouragement.

An

English Estimate of Edison.
[From the London Electrical

Re7jiciLK'\

The

position which Edison fills in the popular mind is
one of the most remarkable incidents in the history of inTo many he is the embodied genius of electric
vention.
lighting, and he is the popular conception of the greatest
living scientist, but the fact is that the lustre of America's
real scientist has been paled by the glare and artihcal

glamor surrounding Edison and all his works. These distorted views have been to a great extent fostered by ingenious mechanical contrivances, such as the phonograph and
other novelties, which are above all things amusing.
It
would be idle for us to say that he has done nothing of note;
he is undoubtedly a clever man, but there are many who are
better electricians, and more who are better mechanics. His
ability lies rather in organizing the

work of a

staff of trained

"battery.

Let us see what it would cost to run 6,000 miles with a
single set of accumulators, or, since two sets are always employed, one being charged while the other is in service, we
will make a calculation on a basis of 12,000 miles.

216 positive groups at $2.50
Credit 2,592 pounds lead scrap

$540 00
at

3 cents

77 7^

$462 24
Balance
$462.24 -=-12,000=3. 85 cents per car mile.
If positive groups were renewed at $1.25 per group, instead of $2.50 each, which it would be perfectly possible to
do, leaving out the question of patents and royalties, then
the cost per car mile would only be 1.6 cents.
What amount of work is represented by these 6,000 miles,
so far as the accumulators are concerned? It was found by
keeping the most careful records on the Fourth avenue line
at New York that the amount of energy consumed per car
mile was about i>< electrical horse power hours. That is
to say, that after

making a round trip of 11^ miles, it
horse power hours to replace

re-

the
Six thousand miles
energy drawn from the batteries.
hours,
electrical
horse
power
require
9,000
would, therefore,
,and since a battery of loS cells has a capacity of 54 electrical horse power hours for each total discharge, if we divide 9,000 by 54 we get 166 total discharges that are required of the battery before the positive plates break down.
Anyone who has had any extensive experience with storage

quired about

I.

From

1

7 electrical

Cassier^s

Magazine.

FIG. 4.

BRAK.E SHOES.

horses at the present time, and which may, in a few years,
from the further knowledge and experience gained by actual
use, almost, if not quite, compete in cost with the trolley.
It is absolutely certain that all power houses for trolley
lines will be compelled to introduce storage batteries for
As at present operated, the power
equalizing their loads.
houses are called upon without a moment's notice to supply
power varying frorti 50 to 500 horse power. This can be
accomplished only by employing large units, and the economic losses arising from operating large units at less than
their maximum loads are too well known to require comStorage batteries will gradually be introduced, first
ment.
for running night cars, which will permit of thepower plant
being shut down after 12 o'clock, and, finally, on the day
cars, as the efficiency of a large power plant operated with
a constant load, day after day, charging batteries, and the
saving in cost and maintenance of the line will more than
counterbalance the cost of renewals of positive plates.
The most successful application of storage batteries for

Edison has allied
experts, which, in its way, is unequaled.
with his mechanical skill men of remarkable business aptitude.
It is this combination of talents which has doubtless
There are men
raised him above the majority of men.
skill in mechanics, and men with greater
commercial gifts, but the two are seldom combined.
are not called upon to analyze his extraorduiary popularity.
He doubtless has deserved it. But a moderate estimate
would be that he is a practical, shrewd man, with (what we
believe is too generally underrated) immense physical endurance, and, consequently, with infinite capacity for work
and an untiring energy.

possessing greater

We

The plant of the Home Electric Light & Power company of Elkhart, Ind., was seriously damaged on October
29th by the bursting of a fly-wheel. This is a water power
plant, and the accident is said to be due to defective r^;ulation.
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tion and arrival at the
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subject.
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and extending

pass
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the postoffice

Some
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far into

all

of

of them run to points

two minutes' walk of that building. Many other
cities might make similar arrangements.
It would certainly
prove a great convenience to the communities in which the
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There a Solution of the Electric Conduit Railway Problem?
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We

look to our esteemed English contemporary, the

if we remember
knows nothing of electricity and that it
use of the word in its editorial columns), but it

observe, for the Electrician avers,

tricity,

rightly,

that

avoids the

is only at rare intervals that our contemporary enlivens its
columns with the gleam of a merry jest. Not that "the
oldest electrical journal" is dull or lacking in apprecia-

Far from

tion of drollery.
that

demurely expressed

241
241, 242

are to be congiatu-

favorable vote on the rapid transit proposition
un-

derground road, and the adoption of the constitutional
amendments encourages the belief that the necessary imbe made

will

at

once so as to

allow the introduction of an electrical system of propulsion.

The electric lighting interests
mourn the defeat of Grant in

it

is

New York

of

city will

the mayoralty contest.

Through

waT generally narrow and

the

postmaster at

Each

carrier

which are
case

may

is

in

rail-

transfer ticket.

provided with a package of the tickets,
on evening or morning routes as the

be, the date
slip

and hour being punched out by the
torn

off,

leaving the stub
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By this system the postal aube able to avail themselves of all the advanbe derived from rapid transit for the extension of

with the carrier's number.
thorities

tages to

will

the free delivery system and in the frequency of collection of
the drop-letter boxes.

As soon

as the schedule of the hours

of collection can be perfected under this

new

A

still

recent

dispatch from San Francisco announced that Mr. Mercer,,

of the British colonial

and Sandford Fleming, the

office,

returned from Hawaii,
where they had been negotiating with the government of
that country for the concession of a landing place and
telegraph station for the projected Pacific cable.
Mr.
Fleming said that the Hawaiian treaty with the United
States precluded the concession of any land or any special
rights to any other country.
The British commissioners,
had agreed not to fortify the cable station nor to create
a naval station. Mr. Fleming added that it was understood
Hawaii would appeal to Washington for permission to grant
the privilege asked for by Great Britain in respect to the
land concession.
The commissioners, while on their
journey, inspected Bird Island, and made the necessarysoundings in the vicinity. They announced their intentioQ
to proceed to Washington to urge their case with the

Canada,

representative of

had

United States government.

That

and inventors have not given

electrical engineers

up the idea of perfecting

a system of electrical propulsion to

take the place of the overhead trolley in

shown by

the interest that

is

large

cities is

manifested in the experiments

with storage battery and conduit
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lines.
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that has already been

fected, at least the practicability of any

demonstrated.

It

is

true that

not been proven failures, and

it is

Speaking of the electric current in relation to health, a
Chicago newspaper says that it knows of a woman who has
"gained twenty pounds by the use of her battery." That
nothing:

tems, which

all
it

system has not been

Among

system, time
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the
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side issues that
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that will solve the problem.
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" Storage Batteries for Elec-

colunnv
conceded that

also presented in another

of special interest in this connection.

It is

it.

was one in which the American Bell Telephone company was deeply interested. It will
be remembered that a determined effort was made last
recent campaign in

schemes have

the conduit

any competition
but Mr. Saloni
disregard this fact and insist

at a disadvantage in

the storage battery

to be used

conductor and the

may be made.

v/ith the trolley, as far as cost is concerned,

Rochester, N. Y., has

some respects the

It is

Honolulu, although the projectors of the enterprise are
hopeful that some arrangement

not

been able to devise a scheme for improving the postal service of that city. Special tickets have been prepared for the
mail carriers, resembling

Hawaiian 'group.
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the co-operation of the local electric street

way company,

three

hundred miles?

a message one
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policy, during former administrations, in his dealings with the
electrical corporations,
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transmitting
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a sui-

done in this line, and points
out what in his estimation are the most important defectsin the systems that have already been submitted.
Thus far
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outlook for a Pacific cable

Canadian and Australian eapitalists interested are much encouraged by recent developments.
A
dispatch from Ottawa, Ont., dated November loth, announces that six bids have been received by the Canadian
English,

point designated as a landing place for the cable
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relating to electricity or any of its"practical
applications, is cordially invited, and the co-operation of all electrical
Clear, concise, well written
thinkers and workers earnestly desired.
articles are especially welcome; and communications, views, news
items, local newspaper clippings, or any information likely to interest
electricians, will be thankfully received and cheerfully acknowledged.

The present
the

tlie

Legislature reg-

Several measures were

pro-

— was taken up by the Board

Trade and Transportation of New York, and the friends
fell into line and advocated its passThe bill was sent to a committee, and an attempt was
age.
made to smother it, but Mr. Gerst, its author, made a
spirited fight on the floor of the Assembly and succeeded in

is

believes that the public will

upon

the companies discarding the trolley

battery.

might be

It

just as well for

for

the

storage

storage battery

men

any such considerations. If they hope to compete with the trolley and the conduit systems, they must increase the efficiency of their batteries, reduce the cost of
manufacture and maintenance, and improve the service in
to dismiss

The

which the

of

every way.

of the other measures

ing in every part of the country, and the improvements that
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the movement.
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were remembered by the advocates of the proand when they came up for re-election_

legislation,

they were vigorously opposed.

The Board

of Trade and

Transportation made a vigorous fight and did not
its efforts

to

New York

city alone.

confine

Telephone subscribers

excellent service

are constantly being made, are doing
lar prejudice against
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is also

much

to

trolley is giv-

remove popu-

it.

called to the fact that storage batteries.

can be used in connection with trolley cars at the power

houses for equalizing the loads, and also

for

running night

power plant being shut down
after twelve o'clock, and, Mr. Salom adds, on the day cars^
as the efficiency of a large power plant operated with a
"constant load, day after day, charging batteries, and the
saving in cosf and maintenance of the line, will more than.
cars,

which

will permit of the

counterbalance the cost of renewals of positive plates.
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There a Solution of the Electric Conduit Railway Problem?

Is

Bv Joseph

:Sachs.

dozen years ago when we did, not even have
asingie inch, I may say, of electric railway in existence.
To-day there are hundreds of miles^ in this country alone;
but, strange to say, although its advance has been most phenomenal and the success of the so-called "deadly trolley"
has been verj- great, there has existed a most extensive demand for a substitute for the trolley, which should be free
from the various objections which are inherent in the overhead wire. The mam objection thats exist is the overhead
wire, and although we have advanced in the construction and
operating of motors and gearing and power house machinery,
we still remain at the same point that we did at the very
beginning in the method of distributing the power to the
motor <y. the car, namely, by means of an overhead bare
wire, y^fow two substitutes have appeared to solve this
probj^m; one has been the storage battery and the other
hai^een the underground or conduit system. The storas"^ battery car does not need to be explained; you are all
fimiliar with it, and I need only say that although the"
storage batteiy has proved a failure in the past, and a
severe loss tu many of those who have invested money in
enterprises of that kind, recent successes in that direction
lead us to believe that it is more than a possibility, in fact
a very great probability, that we may have a very sucBut
cessful storage battery system in the very near future.
the point that I have under consideration to-night is not to
solve the problem in that way, but to solve it by a center
of distribution method, or a central station method, and the
way to solve the problem in that way is by the conduit system.
Hundreds of conduits have been tried; thousands of them,
And I may also say that perhaps no other
I may say.
branch of electrical engineering can boast of the vast variety
of systems and plans that have been developed by various
promoters as the class of conduit electric railways; in
fact, of all the electric railway patents in the Patent Office
to-day, over one-half are conduit railway systems; that includes locomotives, storage batteries and everything else
It is scarcely a

that appertains to electric railways.

It

may seem

strange,

but perhaps the first thing the novice in electrical engineerPerhaps that is
ing goes at is a conduit electric railway.
the very reason why so many have not been so successful.

Why is it that success has not been obtained? One reason
have perhaps given you; the other is perhaps on account
of some inherent difficulties, and anothtr still is perhaps
;he extreme large cost of construction and maintenance,
although the maintenance would seem to be less than the
I

trolley.

From

the fact that there are in operation to-day two elecconduit systems it would appear that we could build
other systems of similar character and somewhat similar
construction and have them work successfully; but up to
date nothing that has been successful, on a commercial
basis, has been forthcoming.
I think that in order to bring
forth a successful system we must first study the problem
most thoroughly and the real question to be solved.
I have taken up the various systems that have been devised and divided them into six classes, and have selected
some which I shall describe to you in their classes, and
show you their points of advantage and disadvantage.
shall first take up the open slot continuous wire contric
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duits.

The first system which I shall consider will be the well
known Bentley-Knight system, which was, as you all w^ell
know, one of the first attempts ever made in this country
to solve the rapid transit problem by means of electricity. It
consisted of a very small open- slotted conduit with two
wires suspended therein.
The conduit was exceedingly
small and, although this road was operated for some time,
it was at last abandoned.
The road was opened in 1SS4,
about ten years ago, and, as I say, was the first attempt at
electric traction on a commercial operative basis in this
country.

The Bentley-Knight people, however, were not satisfied
with that attempt and got out another system.
It had also
a very small conduit, but instead of placing it in the middle
ofthe track it was located at the side o( the rail.
Two
wires were located therein and the plow coming down
from the car came in contact with the wires, one on each
side.

Another conduit was installed as early as 18S5, and although the apparent conditions would be against its successful operation, strange to say it is operating to-day and
paying dividends. I have reference to the Blackpool system
or Blackpool conduit, which is operated in Blackpool,
England, to-day. The conduit is exceedingly small, and the
two wires are supported nearly directly below the slot, yet,
as I say, the conduit

is in

daily operation.

The next system to be described is the far-famed SiemensHalske system, which is being operated to-day at Budapest.
The conduit is a peculiar one. It is located directly
beneath the rail. The car wheel is very dissimilar from that
used in this country. It is a central flange one, the flange
running between the two rails, the object being to keep
the slots open at all times.
Two wires are used, one each
side ofthe slot, and the whole space around the conduit is
filled up and protected by cement.
Strange to say, this conduit has been in daily operation, since 1889; dividends are
paid by the road, and sixty cars are operating on six miles of
double track.
But I doubt very much whether a conduit of
that size would operate in this country.
Now we come to the latest addition to open-slot conduits,
which is proving more or less successful. I have reference
to what is called the Love conduit.
The yoke is a construction adopted at Chicago, where this system was first introduced.
You see the promoters of this system had a better
idea of the problem to be solved.
have here a large conduit and the wire placed high and dry; and furthermore, about
the most important thing of the system is that the wire
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by placing above the wire a detachable slot
rail or cover w hich can be raised at any time so that the
wire can be inspected.
But apparently it did not prove
satisfactory for some reason or other, and when the same
system was introduced in Washington they adopted another
form of construction. One reason, no doubt, was that a cheap
conduit was wanted, which seemed to be the underlying
principle of this whole matter, and for that reason the heavy
yoke was replaced by a simple trough located between the
tracks.
This conduit, I understand, is to-day in operation in
M'ashington; whether fully successful or not I do not

is

accessible

know.

Now we come

to some of the possibilities and suggestions.
the GriflSn conduit, the only feature of which consists
in the fact that the conduit is divided into two compartments, one for the wire and the other for drainage.
Tlie
advantage of the last form of construction you can readily
see for yourself and is also borne out in the form of construction which is called the Zell conduit, in which we have a
drainage tube in the center beneath the slot, and the wire is
supported in two separate compartments, one on each side
of the drainage tube.
Both of these systems, as I say, are
suggestions.
Here are some more suggestions, one of which is very
similar to the Bentley-Knight
construction.
A very complete and well designed conduit is that devised by Elias
Ries as far back as 1SS7. The other is an oddity. The
wire is simply loosely supported on insulators and the
trolley wheels pass under the wire and raise it up as it cumes
along, and after the collector has passed the wire drops
back into its supports.
Now you will please take notice that most of these
various forms of open-slot conduit possess several points of
disadvantage.
In nearly all the forms which have been tried
the conduit has been extremely small; the wires have been
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unprotected and poorly located; they have been placed low
instead of high; the insuiators have been poor and inaccessible, and the problem seems to have been attacked from
the wrong standpoint, namely, to get a cheap system to
compete with the trolley.
will leave the open-slot conduit for a while and take
up what we call the movable lip or cover conduit. In this
form of construction the aim has been to protect the wire,
and in order to do that several inventors have attempted to
cover up the slot to keep the slush, mud and dirt out, except
when the trolley is passing. One of the best known of this
kind is the VanDepoele conduit, the invention of the late
well-known electrician Mr. VanDepoele. lie devised a
form of construction having flexible lips, which cover the
slot of the conduit containing the wire.
The conduit is very
small, and there are two lips which press together over the
slot and which are pushed aside by the plow ofthe car as it
comes along, but close again after the car has passed.
In another form which Mr. VanDepoele has devised, .he
puts the same construction inside of a somewhat larger
conduit, and there the same thing goes on.
In another form the wire is located in a trough within the
slotted conduit and covered by two shutters which are pushed
aside by the plow. These shutters are made in short sections
and cover up again after the plow has passed.
Now we come to another system which has recently been
exploited in this country, which is called the Patterson system. The conduit is very small, and divided into two compartments.
The wires are located in one compartment and
there is a cover which is pushed aside by the plow.
The difiiculLy with these open-slot flexible cover or movable
cover conduits is practically the same as the previous class
and possesses the additional disadvantage that we have not
got the flexible material that will stand the strain of every-day
railway traffic, and the shutters when made of metal cause a
great deal of noise and do not seem to afford a great deal of
protection against injury to the wire.
The next class we come to is known as the surface contact
system.
It
holds forth certain alluring attractions in the
way of cheap first cost and dispensing with the open-slot, and
has iherefore received a great deal of attention. The Lineff
system of this class has been tried experimentally. It consists o( a sectional iron contact rail which is flush with the
street surtaceIt is made in sections of six to ten feet,
placed on top ofthe conduit, which is entirely closed and is
composed of some insulating material in which is laid a strip
of copper, attached to the bottom of which is a strip of iron,
and this composite strip is connected with the source of supply.
Upon the car is a magnet having a wheel at each end,
and is placed longitudinally with the track. When the
magnet is energized the compo>ite strip is attracted up
against the rail and naturally connects that section of the
rail with the dynamo; and as the car moves along the magnet
pull up the strips in succession and connects each successive
section of the contact rail with the source of supply.
I will
not dwell any longer on this system, as I have a number of
others to describe.
I'here is another surface contact system devised by
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Mr. VanDepoele which
contact conductor

is practically the same in principle.
consists of a number of sections on
surface of the street; the contact device or collecting
plow consists ot a magnet, the poles of which are brushes.
The switching device is a small car which runs upon rails
in the conduit and directly beneath the sectional contacts.
The lower rails form the supply conductor and the car acts
As the
as a connection between it and the section above.
motor car runs along the magnet beneath pulls the little car
through the conduit, and thereby connects each successive
section with the supply wire.
In another system of Mr. VanDepoele's there are a
number of levers inside of the conduit beneath the sectional
conductor, and as the magnet moves along the switch levers
are pulled up against the respective sections, and in that
way the contact is made all along the line in each section of surface contact conductor. After the car has passed
and the magnet passed the section the lever beneath will
drop back and disconnect.
Lieutenant Patten's system is very much the same as
It consists of a band of iron and upon
the LinefF system.
the car is mounted a magnet, the difference being that this
magnet is placed transversely instead of longitudinally to
The band is pulled up against the rail by the
the track.
magnet which forms the magnetic switching medium, and
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also against a central contact,

which

forms

the

sectional

conductor.
Messrs. McElroy, Nicholson and McTighe have devised
a system in which instead of using a sectional rail contact,
plates are used which are located between the track on
boxes in which the switch mechanism is located.
The
poles of the magnet are very long and project from the
plate on one box to the next.
In the box a small lever is
pivoted and connected to the supply wire.
When a magnet
on the car is over the box the lever is attracted up against
the contact plate and connects it with the supply wire, and
the current is taken oft' by the long bar which forms the
pole of the magnet.
As will be understood the long bar is
long enough to span two contact plates.
Another system in which the boxes are located in the
center of the track was devised by the same inventors.
Instead of having a lever, an electro-magnet is used and the
current is sent down through each successive contact head
and through the magnet and the connection made between
the contact plate and supply wire, just as it would be in the
magnetic switch by the magnetic plow. Instead of using a
magnet at the bottom of the car a brush is used or contact
bar.
The current is sent down through the head into ihe
magnet, which then pulls up the switching device at the
bottom, instead of it being directly operated by the magnet
.

on the car.
There is a system which I have had a little experience with
and which has made me a little doubtful respecting the
ultimate success of the surface

contact

system.

It

is

a

system in which very much the same methods were adopted
as in the McElroy, Nicholson and McTighe system
As in
the last system described contact plates are used, but the
electro-magnets are not placed under the plates but in accessible man-holes or placed upon posts along the road. A number of them controlling a section were grouped together.
The brush, which is under the car, is always in contact with

two

or

more heads.

One head

is

energized, and

when

that

has been energized, why, the last one is dropped. The conduit really consists merely of a small trough in which the
wires were run to the various switching magnets, which
were all located together. The system was originally an invention of G. T, Woods.
There is another class or system; in fact, it might be called
a combination of systems, combining the magnetic arrangement of surface contact with the electro-magnetic. One of
these is the Siemens system.
Contact plates are used and
the switching mechanism therein consists of a pivoted lever
is first attracted by the magnet on the car and alter
the plate has been connected the current passes around a coil
of wire on the lever and magnetizes it.
There is another system devised by Lieut. Patten in
which practically the same method is adopted. The switching device is so arranged as to improve the magnetic circuit.
separate contact rail is used as the contact conductor.
What is perhaps the latest attempt, in the surface contact
system of the Johnson-Lundell type, is very similar to the
system in which the magnetic switches are all grouped together.
sectional rail is used instead of contact plates.
The peculiarities of this system are that the car is also
equipped with a storage battery, so that in case the brush
under the car loses contact with any section of the contact
The
rail, the car is simply operated by the storage battery.
battery is also used to actuate the magnetic switch if it
should be de-energized.
Other surface contact systems have also been devised by
Gorden, Pollak and Binswanger, Scliuckert and others. In
the last named system iron fillings are used as the switching
medium in the same way as the levers are used in one of the
systems described.
I will not dwell on the advantage or disadvantage of the
surface contact systems.
The claim put forth by their promoters is that they dispense with the open slot and can be
However, on the
installed cheaper than any such system.
other side, we have the difficulty of keeping down tbe leakage of the section that may be alive; the complicated mechanism and the many parts and the uncertainty of action
which always attends the operation of a nilmber of small
mechanisms would seem to seriously defer the ultimate success of such systems.
In addition there is the open conduit class in which, instead of having a continuous wire, a sectional conductor is
used; that is, only a section of the contact conductor is connected with the supply wire, and magnetic, electro-magnetic
could, for instance,
or mechanical switches may be used.
take any of tlie sectional conductor systems and place the
contact rail or plate within a slotted conduit.
The switching of the various sections, plates or contact
points can, however, also be accomplished by mechanical
devices operated by the moving car.
The Lawrence system has mechanical switch boxes. The
contact rail is composed of small Trails supported on a
pivoted lever, one end of which is connected with the switch
piston.
The trolley comes down upon the conductor, and
by depressing one end of the lever supporting the rail, shoves
up the other, and pushes in the switch rod, making connecAfter the collector has passed
tion with the main wire.
the bar springs up again, and connection is broken in the
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switch box for that section.
The Muncie-Coles system was experimentally tried some
time ago at New Haven. Instead of using a continuously
depressed rail, a number of switch boxes are used and the
The conduit is very small
contact points are depressed.
and simply covers up the boxes.
A system which was recently exploited at Coney Island is
rather a combination of ideas, but as far I can understand,
fimdamentally due to the very fertile brain of G.
it is also
T. Woods; it is practically the same as the Muncie-Coles,
but the very great advantage of this is that the switching
mechanism, instead of moving up and down, moves on a
pivot.

A
the

system

same

by Frank M. Ashley, very much
Lawrence or any of the sectional conductor

devised

as the

systems operated mechanically, consists of a conduit, a sectional flexible rail, and thesupply conductor inside of a jacket.
the connector comes along it presses up that section of
the conductor and throws it in connection with the supply

As

wire.

Now,

these various forms of sectional conductor open-slot
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conduit systems possess, in my mind, very little advantage
You have the open conover the continuous wire conduit.
duit, the chance for getting mud, slush and dirt therein, and
you have got to have a fairly large conduit.
Now, we come to a very peculiar system. Here the inventhe conduit,
tor has attempted to bring the conductor, not
not on the surface, but he has gone to the other extreme and
says, let me bring it above the surface, and I will have it
clear and sure.
So he constructs a slot parallel to the rail,
along the roadbed, and places adjacent to that slot a number of switch boxes, having long arms, the contact points at
On the car is a plow,
the end of which run across the slot.
which projects down into the slot, and a similar plow at the
other end, and a connection or contact bar between ihe two
The plow goes down in the slot, catches one of
plows.
While the lever is raised in conthe arms and raises it up.
nection with the bar, current is supplied from that particular
switch, and then after the car has passed by the raised contact, why, the contact simply drops back again, but another
lever is always raised before the last is dropped. This would
be very good if we always had clean and clear streets, and no
mud, slush, dirt or snow; but inasmuch as the system has
not yet been tried, I cannot say whether it will be able to
operate against these or not.
In another form of raised sectional contact system, devised
by Mr. Henry, the contact device is located in a box in the
roadbed, and instead of having a mechanical device, you
have an electro-magnetic device.
A long magnet under
the car attracts a plug in the box to it and makes contact
therewith.
After the car has passed the plug drops back and
The raising and lowering of the plug
out of connection.
causes it to be connected and disconnected with the supply
wire.
The same points hold good with this system.
Now we come to another form of raised contact system,
which is an exceedingly odd thing. This invention has a
slotted conduit, and puts therein a flexible cable, which is
As the car goes along it raises up
supported on cross-bars.
the flexible cable out of the slot and over rollers under the
car, and after the car has passed it drops back.
The last class to be considered is what is called the induction system, in which a number of primary coils are
located at regular points along the line,- and upon the
car is located a secondary coil, brought into such relation
to the primary that a current is induced in the secondary
from the primary. Although we may have the alternating
current motor, the system would be very inefficient and
costly.
The primaries are wound upon " U " shaped cores,

m

.

imbedded in the roadbed with the two ends up. The long
eore on the car is also " U" shaped; each end is a long
brush which comes into intimate contact with the ends of
the " U" in the street.
As you see, tlie brush makes contact with one primary core before it leaves the last, and in
that way a continuous alternating current is induced and the
Gar is supposed to move; it has not as yet, though.

What

is,

perhaps, the

stalled in the country

first

was put

surface contact system inby the Baltimore Traction

in

company in 1SS5. The road was equipped with Daft
motors, mstalled by the Datt company, but instead of an
overhead wire it had a T rail in the center of the track supported by suitable insulators. The car was operated through
streets in which there was not much traffic, but there was
This system is not in operation at
only 250 to 3CX) volts.
present.
Now, as you see from the variety of possibilities and
prubabililies that I have shown, the solution of the conduit
electric railway problem is not at all limited, and all you

have got to do is to pay your money and take your choice;
but the peculiar part of it all is that there is not much choice
to make, because apparently nothinglias ever been evolved
nothing commercially practical except the plain, everyday open conduit and the continuous wire. That simply
means that it has many points of superiority, because it is
actually in operation and nothing else has ever been operWe have such a system in operation at Budapest
ated.
and at Blackpool, England; but it is doubtful whether
either of these systems can be made operative in this country.
The climatic conditions are different, and it is doubtful whether our American streets are quite up to some, at
least, of the streets in Budapest, in which one of the systems is in operation.
Various advantages are claimed for the different systems that have been suggested as a substitute for

—

the open-slot conduit. They may obviate some of the disadvantages of the open-slot conduit with the continuous wire;
they may claim to possess certain advantages in the way of
costs and other considerations which are even less apparent
than that of cost, but they have other objections, and very
strong objections, which, I think, put them far behind any
open-slot conduit system, although I do not mean to say
that is, those other than the open-slot
that such systems
conduit cannot be made operative.
But let us return to the open-slot conduit systems that
have been tried and installed. What do we find ?
find, in the first place, a very small conduit poorly conThe wires are located in very poor positions and
s-tructed.
badly protected. The drainage is exceedingly poor and the
The last state existed when
voltage is exceedingly high.
attempts were made that failed, although in others that have
succeeded the voltage is low, being about 300 volts. The
aim has always been to produce a cheap system, a system
which will compete with the trolley. This is a very desirable aim, but not one that is absolutely necessary, and from
the fact that cable traction companies will put in cable systems where the track construction costs alone very nearly
$100,000 per mile, single track, as in this city, I think we
can afford to spend quite a little on a conduit system which
will operate as well as the cable system and certainly has
advantages which the cable has not.
The problem is, primarily, one of mechanical construction of the conduit.
must get a large conduit, a dry conduit; we must place the
wires in such positions as to make them high and dry and
various other conditions must be studied, and it seems to
me that it is rather a rebuke to electrical engineers that
they have not been able to devise, or have not devised, or
that some ]jhilanthropic man or corporation has not advanced the interest of the conduit system; but they have
not.
Let us take the cable conduit, for instance, and those

—
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that have recently been built are certainly excellent conduits,
to do ?
If we look at the problem
thoroughly, we want, in the first place, as previously mentioned, to put the wire high and dry and protect it; the insulators must be far apart and located in man-holes or pits;
they nuist be far apart; the contact should be an underbearing one, the voltage should be as low as the first cost of
the plant will permit, in fact, below 300 volts if possible,
for reasons which I will bring out hereafter; and if possible
we should use at a low voltage the structure as a return. I
believe that those points can be met and that a system containing them can very readily be devised; in fact, C. H.
Warner, an electrical engineer of this city, and myself, some
were strivtime ago, attempted to attack that problem.
ing for the $50,000 prize and we have not as yet gotten it.
devised a form of conduit, taking the ordinary Broadway
conduit, in this city, with which you are all familiar, and we
got, lip an insulator which consisted of a central core of insulating materials, in which was imbedded a stud or bolt.
On the core of insulating material were placed a number
of petticoats of enamelled metal and separated from one

and what do we want

We

We

another.

A number of these were placed on the core and clamped
by the oil cup at the bottom through which the bolt passed,
and the whole was fastened together by a nut on the bolt
coming against the bottom of the cup, the clip being
attached to the end of the bolt.
The insulator was
supported by arms attached to the top petticoat which came
against an enlarged portion of the insulating core.
You see
by this arrangement a very long surface was presented for
surface leakage, namely, the inside and outside of each of
the petticoats and the oil in the cups.
The insulators were
supposed to be in the regular man -holes and were located at
thirty feet apartand the wire was supposed to be sustained;
the contact was supposed to be an underbearing one.
Now the main electrical point in the system is the voltage.
If we can get the voltage low enough, why, we may put the
conductor on the surface of the street, as Mr. Edison
proposed some time ago. There are various methods of
producing low voltage, and one of them is the method
which has been adopted by the General Electric company
recently, to supply the ordinary overhead trolley system.
It consists in applying the three-wire system to the electric
railroad, and it can be very readily applied to conduit construction in this way.
We can take an ordinary conduit,
such as the Broadway conduit is, or any other, and let the
structure itself be the neutral wire.
Suppose we use about
300 volts now, we put, as you know, in many conduit
systems two wires, an outgoing wire and return wire; now
all we employ here are two wires, one forms a negative, one
a positive, and the structure the neutral, and by alternately
connecting between the neutral and one side and the neutral
and the other side we can balance up our three- wire
sysiem fairly well without very much additional devices,
because, don't you see, although one car may be stopping
and the other could be going at full speed and another upstill for all that we can get a fairly even distribution
fairly even balance.
We can also have a double track
system with one set of three wires. For instance, the plus
wire in one conduit of one track and the minus wire in the
other, the structure being the neutral.
In that way we
could really have the voltage about 250 for actual work, while
would
have
a
volt
distribution.
we
If the Edison Illu500
minating company can afford to spend millions in installing
underground three-wire feeders at 220 volts, for furnishing
hundreds of horse power in lights, it certainly seems possible
that electric railway companies, whose dividends are just as
higli if not higlier, could afford to put in a system at the same
voltage or perhaps somewhat higher voltage, and perhaps in
that way something successful may be done.
But we have a most promising thing in the alternating

grade,

and

system.

As you

all

well know, the voltage possible

is

un-
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can reduce from 10 volts to i-ioth or from
10,000 volts to 100 volts, but the question again has been the
motor, and I want to explain to you this evening various
methods, and make suggestions in which the alternating
system can perhaps be operated, even with the present system of motors through an ordinary open-slot conduit, by
converters located along the line and taking the current from
secondary wires, which would be of perhaps 100 volts or
slightly above, any waynot much more than too.
One of
the methods is this:
can use a single phase or multiphase
S}Stem and we can put upon the car a synchronous motor.
This synchronous motor is operated continuously, and when
the car is doing no work is taking practically very little
current.
To connect and disconnect the motor from the
axle we can get up some mechanical gear to reduce or connect this kind of motor to axle.
\\'e may also perhaps
devise a hydraulic gearing.
There is a third system which
seems to be very promising. It consists in putting in
a pneumatic gear between motor and axle.
Now, I think
we can use one of these gears, eitlier the pneumatic, the
hydraulic, or. the purely mechanical; but if neither of these
should be successful, we may be successful in another way;
we can use the tri- phase system, and put in induction motors
on the car and have two wires as before, the third one being
limited.

v
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the structure, the induction motor taking the current from
the two wires and from the structure and being connected
to the axle of the car through gears and being regulated and
operated by the usual forms of regiUating device for such

motors.

Now we come to another system devised by H. Ward
Leonard of this city. He proposed to take a synchronous
motor with a single or multiphase system, operating the
synchronous motor continuously, having the synchronous
act as a motor-generator and transforming the alternating
current into a constant current, which is used on the motors

of the

cars.

The only point is simply this: I do not think it is so much
a question of building a system, but it is one which sounds
What will it cost? The cost, it appears to
very like this:
me, is such chat it will only insure adoption in our largest
cities; but if we can build a system, I feel quite
confident
that It is wanted.
I am borne out in that direction by eminent electrical engineers; in fact, a number of companies
who are putting down their good dollars to put in such a
system certainly believe that way. The cost, in my mind,
-
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be less than $30,000 to $40,000 per riiile, single
track that is, including perhaps some cheap paving.
This
estimate, however, is low and not. for the best construction,
and assumes that there will be but very little obstruction in
the way of pipes, sewers, etc.
But we must not compare
tliis with the trolley; the trolley will reign
supreme in its
own field, and it has certainly been of enormous value in
the ten short years of its life; and to say that at the coming
of the conduit system the trolley goes out is making a
false prophecy, because the trolley has its own field and will
stay.
will never get a conduit system which will be
put in for $20,000 a mile, track and all.
In conclusion, I would say that I beheve we can solve this
problem. I have shown you some of the ways in which it
has been attempted to solve it, and some of the ways in
will not
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which

it

may

be solved.

Some

of'

you undoubtedly have

We

other ways.
have got to have an underground or conduit system for our large cities where they will not let us
use a trolley, and,from the fact that at least three companies,
three large corporations, that I know of are trying the ordinary open-slot conduit, I think we will shortly see something in actual operation.
But before closing I want to speak about a system, a
stretch of which will be installed upon the Lenox avenue
cable road of the Metropolitan Traction company.
It has
been devised by the engineers of the General Electric com-

pany, has been approved by their most eminent

men and

contains various features, some of which I have already
described.
The ordinary conduit yoke is taken, and at the
man-holes, thirty feet apart, placed upon suitable supports.
insulators which are of rectangulai' form are located.
They
are supported in cups and embedded in sulphur; these insulators are of soapstone, and fastened to the top is an arm of
iron. There being two conductors used there is no structural
return. To this arm is fastened theconiact conductor, which
is of channel iron.
The contact shoe comes down through
the slot and has two arms, whicli press outwardly from the
center, supporting the bar againt the contact rails, making
a continuous rubbing contact. As I said, the insulators
are located in the manholes and are easily accessible; they
are some distance apart, and the voltages, last of all, is
low, it being intended to use about 250 to 300 volts.
I
want to point out the fact, without criticism, that the conductors are very nearlv directly below the slot, which was
apparently the objection in some of the first systems, but
the peculiar construction and location of the insulators .on
this system may prevent any trouble frorm this source.

The

Electric

Brake

in Practice.^

F. B. Crocker:
All electrical engineers must feel that it
has been a reproach to our profession that electric cars have
killed so many people in the last few years.
In fact, such
accidents have been much more fatal than those due to the
direct effect of the electric current; that is to say, the number of persons killed by electric current, strictly speaking, is
probably far less than those killed by electric cars which were
not stopped in time.
Joseph Wetzler: In ordinary braking by hand, when
the current is shut off the wear practically ceases.
But with
the motor acting as a generator, the teeth would again come
into action, the wear, of course, beingon theopposite flanks
of the gear teeth.
Mr. Sperry:
have noticed no wear whatever, and
the reason for it is this, and it is made quite apparent in
Table III. If you will notice, in this table the currents mentioned are really the currents used in the braking application,
and they hardly more than consume the stored up energy of
the moving masses of the motor.
You can see that the
watts delivered to the brake are very small indeed.
The ordinary braking current employed to de-energizs both the car
and the trailer is only about fourteen amperes; it is hardly
anything, you see, compared with the current used to accelerate the same car and trailer, which would probably require 40 or 50 amperes.
C. S. Bradley:
Does the motorman ever get "rattled"
and throw that switch clear over and tTirow off his brake,
and bring in the motor current, and thenthrow it back again,
and in that movement undertaking to stop the car, when
really he is throwing the motor on?
Mr. Sperry: My experience is that an excited motorman will try to throw the lever over too hard and through
the end of the controller box if he could.
Mr. Bradley: But a motorman in the event of a great
emergency and under excitement is sometipies apt to make
two motions, one forward and one backward, in succession.
Mr. Sperry: I should think it possible, but I never
knew it to occur, however.
W. J. Hammer: I would like to ask Mr. Sperrya quesMr. Sperry speaks of the braking effect of the Foution.
I would like to ask him
cault currents on the generator.
what his estimate is of the percentage which is due to the
little over two years and a half ago,
Foucault current.
when I was in England, I had the pleasure of witnessing
some experiments made by Henry E. Walter, a member of
the Institute, and formerly chief electrician of the Edison
Machine Works, in Goerck street, and afterward at Schenectady.
He made a brake in which he employed nothing
but the Foucault currenls generated, and in the experiments

We

A

referred to magnets were suspended underneath the cars,
placed close to the rail, and by passing a heavy current through
them he produced Foucault currents which he proposed to use
That seems somewhat
solely for the braking effect on the car.
in line with the experiments which Mr. Sperry has been making, and, as he refers to the importance of it, I wouldliketoask
him about what percentage of the braking effect he considers
These experiments of Mr. WalIS due to that in his brake.
ter that I saw were only preliminary, and were conducted
ou a small scale.
Mr. Sperrv: I would ask the gentleman, in the experiments referred to, was the air-gap open?
There was no
contact?

Mr. Hammer: No, sir.
Mr. Sperrv: Of course

the resistance there

is

something
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enormous. Wo have found that the reduction of (he resistance at the air-gap is a great point in fully utilizing these
Table III, in the paper will give the
induction currents.
exact percentage of any point on the curve that you may
want. Taken at the knee, which occurs at 16 to iS amperes,
the pull due to magnetic adhesion is 160, and the pull actually
Vou can readily see that the
obtained fro::: both was 2,584.
KoucauU currents here were by all manner of means the
greater component.
Just what percentage I have not
figured.

Joseph Sachs:

I

notice in looking through Table III.

that the effect obtained from magnetic adhesion or attraction of the brake-shoe to the magnet is but a small part of
It would seem to be possible to
the entire retanling effect.
entirely brake the car by means ofa non-magnetic armature,
generated therein to brake
use
the
currents
and simply
Apparently the greatest retardation is due to the
with.
brake magnet and shoe, acting as a dynamo. It would seem
from your experiments that the friction due to magnetic at-

he intended to have a mechanical brake in addition to this.
For example, if a long hill is to be traversed, the electric
brake will stop the car, but then of course the motorman
will want to use his hand-brake in order to hold the car.
Is not that the idea? If there is any way of using this device

down, I think a little explanation of that
would be very interesting.
Mr. Sperrv: Mr. Lloyd mentioned tracks covered witli
a soapy kind of mud and the wheels of the car sliding along
fifty feet. etc.
I would like to call attention to the fact
that in all large cities where these conditions are likly to
exist, the railway companies usually use sand to give the
wheels better adhesion and this incidentally helps on the
to let the car

traction could be disregarded.

.

Mr. Spekrv: I should say that such a thing would be
Of course there would be hardly any
perfectly possible.
But as to the question, given the
appreciable magnetism.
flux, and of couree the retardation would certainly be there,
shown.
been
as has
Max: OsTERBERG: I would like to add one to the advantages pointed out by the speaker which seems of rather
The authorities in a great many
striking conmiercial value.
cities limit the maximum speed ot the cars in the business
districts to eight miles per hour, as with a higher speed sudden stops in cases of emergency become impossible.
It
would no^ be long before the maximum limit would be
raised, if we could convince those entrustsd with framing
the laws that with an electric braking system cars running
at ten miles an hour can be stopped quicker ilian at present
running at eight. There are aliout 2,600 cars running in
New York, and if every car can run ten instead of eight
miles, that is 25 per cent, faster, then 20 per cent. , or 520 of
the total number of cars can be done away with. Counting
the wages ot motorman and conductor at ^5 per day, it
amounts to $2,600 a day, or $955,000, pretty nearly $1,000,000 per year, which the car companies in Sew York city
alone would save.
Mr. Sachs: The point I wanted to bring out is in regard to the wear of the gears, as Mr. Welzler asked before.
notice
that the actual braking energv, supplied by the
1
motor, is very small.
The brake acts like a separately excited dynamo, the exciting current being furnished by the
braking
motor. The
effect of the motor through the gears,
when acting as a dynamo, is very small, compared with the
braking energy of the brake magnet and shoe, acting as a
dynamo. I believe 1 am riglit in that supposition.
^[R. Bradi.ev:
This magnet seems to be something that
I have often thought of such
I never have heard of before.
I would like to ask Mr. Sperry exactly how ihe
a magnet.
winding runs; where is the coil located and where are the
terminals?
Mr. Sperrv: The coil is first wound in a large hoop,
then folded back upon itself and made to surround the
crescent-shaped core.
The recess is contracled at the face,
the coil is secured in place by a plastic material surrounding
ii, the upper portion
of the slot being filled with metal
forming a smooth metallic surface. The terminals are
brought to the surface in the form of flexible wires, one of
which is usually again reimbedded,
Robert McA. Llovd: Mr. Sperry has given us this
evening a result of an able research, and shown us some ingenious devices; but they do not satisfy me that the l^rake
problem is solved, and for three principal reasons. First,
does not offer
it seems to me that this residual magnetism
any security while holding a car on a steep gradient; second, Mr. Sperry has said that this apparatus is much less
liable to disorder than the familiar mechanical brake, but it
is not clear to me why electrical devices should be any more
free from fault than mechanical devices, and so I do not see
why this brake should be more perfect than a windlass brake.
There may be some trouble in the switch box, or some difficulty in the motor itself, or a brush might be injured so
that there would be no exciting current in the magnet.
Then, in the third place, when yon stop the wheels you have
not necessarily stopped the car, and a great many of the accidents which occur in our cities are because the tracks are
covered with a soapy kind of mud that will let a car slide
It is true, as Mr. Sperry has said, that
along fifty feet.
most brakes are not capable of locking the wheels, but even
if the wheels are locked on sucli a rail as we liave in many
of our cities, a car will slide a considerable distance, leaving
grade out of account.
So that in order to help ourselves,
we may have to pay more attention to the track and to the
wheels themselves— a turned steel tire is of course better
Then we ought
for traction purposes than a chilled wheel.
to have both a mechanical and an electrical brake on a car,
because in going down a hill if anything should happen to
such a brake as this, you would be lost, and the same would
be true also of a mechanical brake. It seems to ^ne that
pressure might be applied to these disks by"a windlass, or
some other mechanical contrivance, and make the brake
iust as efficient as if it were held by magnetism. On the other
hand, I would like to say in answer to one of the previous
speakers, that I do not think it would be practicable to use
a combination of that sort as a generator;, besides if you are
going to do that, you might as well use the armature of
the tlynamo or the motor as a brake, and breke through
the gears.

Of

course, that presents n great

many

difficul-

ties, and it is not a good way of braking a car, the gears,
however, not being the greatest source of difficulty. Then
I would like to say that an improvement might be made in
putting the disks on the armature shafts where there is

gearing.

Mr. Sachs:

would like to answer the previous
I
regard to using the motor and braking the cat's
gears.
I think that is just the point that
has been tried at various times^ and the point that Mr.
Welzler. brought out.
I
think if a car were braked by
means of simply short-circuiting the motor, or using it as a
,

speaker

in

by means of the

dynamo and

retarding the car through the teeth of the gear,
you would hfive no gears, I think,

ihat in a very short time
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therefore, the principle that Mr. Sperry has brought out is
a much superior one.
If the retarding effect ol a current
in a magnetic field is used, it is certainly better to obtain
this effect as
Mr. Sperry does than by the motor itself
through the gears. I think that the experience with tlie
electric motor, used as a braking dynamo, has not been veiy
successful, and I believe one of the principal reasons has
been that the wear and tear upon the gears has been so
great that your gears would not last.
FiiANKLA.N'i} Jannlts:
I have
understood all through
the p3per of Mr. Sperry that his device was intended to
bring a car to a stop, and there it ended.
I suppose that

instance, to-day, when the raintall has been
constant for twelve hours, I have no doubt that the
Broadway cable road near us has used a number of tons of
sand.
of course their cars are propelled without
traction of the wheels in any sense, still they use sand for
the purpose of making their brakes effective.
This is a
remedy commonly adopted for slimy rails, and without it
titere are conditions of track wliere no brakes would be of
service.
The ordinary hand-brake may be used as a duplicate brake apparatus if required.
1 have, however, yet to
see the first man who will wear himself out on the hnndbrake when he can brake the car by simply pushing the
lever and allowing electricity to do his work.
As to the
certainty of its acting, as I said in my paper, I do not see
how anything can be more certain; every time you apply
the current you necessarily test its capacity for the next
brake application. In the thousands of miles per day that

For

brakes.

Now

this brake is now running in this country, I do not know
of a single failure.
If a car will not run, it should be put
order, but if it runs, it brakes.
As to coming down
hills, that is doubtless a point that I have not made clear.
The brake will not make a full stop unless you want to
stop.
are operating on a long and steep hill (a mile
and a quarter, I think) in Waterbury, Conn., not far from

m

Wc

New

York, and if anyone is sufficiently intereated in its
operation he may go up there and ride all day up and down
the hill, and he will see that it performs its work well. The
point that I have not made clear, I believe, and one which
you can readily understand, is that I can hold the amperage
in the bral<e circuit anywhere I choose by .^imply manipu^^'hen I ap|jly the lirake I can cause it to
hold the amperes at some given |>lace, and that means that
the car is retarded at a certain rate or pace.
Mr. Jannus: Suppose the car has come to a full stop
on the hill, what then?
Mr. SPEtiRV: As I said in tlie paper, the residual
magnetism producing current will hold the car for a time
as you can see, and perhaps yon did see the last time; this
is \'ery much more marked on a large motor than on this
one.
[Illustrating.]
Of course tlie hand-brake is on the
car if you wish to hold it indefinitely.
E. A. Mrrrill:
About two weeks ago I was in an
lating the lever,

eastern city where there are a number of grades.
They
were running two motor cars, pulling three trailers all in
one train. Near the top of an eight per cent, grade the
fuse blew on one of the motor cars, and the other motor
car was not able to hold the train, which started liack down
hill.
Now I would like to ask Mr. Sperry what would be
the action of the electric brake in a case like that?
Mr, SPt^RRY: The electric brakes work equally well
after the fuse has blown.
The blowing of the fuse in the
case cited would not have made any difference whatever
w-ith the electric brake.
Mr. Mekru.l: In the case I refer lo they caught the
This was an
train and held it by the ordinary hand-brake.
eight per cent, grade, running up to nine per cent, at the
There were three trailers attached to two motor
top.
cars, the two motor cars acting in conjunction.
question is. What would have been the result if they had had
your electric brakes and found that they w-ere useless to
hold the train?
Mr. BradeeY: The motion of the cars in itself applies

My

this brake.

Mr. Merrili.: My point is this. This electric brake
undoubtedly stop the train, but how are you goingto
hold the train on a grade like that after vou have stopped
will
it?

Mr. Si'ERRV;

.

Thatdepends on how long you wish

to

stop, and has been before explained.
Mr. Merrill: Also, can that brake be used on an ordinary emergency stop? Ihere is a great difference between the emergency stop and the ordinary stop. In an
ordinary stop it is of great advantage to have the adhesion
increased as the speed decreases; that is, to have the brake
In an emergency stop it is very necespressure decrease.
sary for that adhesion to remain constant or to increase.
Nowwith the electric brake the stop is very gradual; the
retardation is practically uniform.
With the hand-brake
or willi the air brake you can hold the brakes set, and the
stop becomes relatively more rapid as the speed decreases.
Mr. Sperrv: In reply I would say that it is in emergency
service that the full beauty and effectiveness of the electric
brake is brought our.
By its use the car can be brought
almost to rest before the motorman can get the slack our
There is nothing more instantaof his hand brake chain.
neous than the electric brake. There is no appreciable time
^'ou see, the motorman puts it on instantly, and there
lost,
the slack chain as in hand
is no time Tost in winding up
brake, as stated.

Mr. Sachs: I should like to ask another question
What would liappen if the motorman suddenly stopped his
down gi'ade, stopping the "vvheclsj so fhat the mo:

arc OU n

no more current. Woidd not the retardation
case and the car start again? I would like to know whether
elhe hand-brake would not then have to be applied, or
whether the electric brake would take care of itself?
Mr. Sperry: Such a condition cannot exist. If the
wheel stops very little or no current is then circulating in
the brake circuit and the wheels start again to roll and the
generator to produce the braking current.
Mr. Sachs: Under the above condition, if the si)eed is
very low, perhaps the motor would not generate current
enougii lo energize the'brake sufficiently, and the car would
continue moving down grade slowly.
Mr. Sperry: It is entirely automatic. It will generate
and stop itself at very low speed, hardly moving.
Mr. Sachs: Is it not possible for the wheels to skid
along for a few feet?
tor generated

Mr. Sperry:

No,

sir.

~

Mr. Sachs: Then I understand you to say that you
cannot hold the car on a down grade with your electric
brake alone.

Mr. Sperrv: Oh, yes, we
moments ago.
Mr. Merrill: There are a

can.

I

illustrated

that a

(e\v

great

many statistics show-

ing the space within which a car can be stopped with various brakes.
I would like to ask Mr. Sperry if he has any
statistics of that sort by which his system can be comjjared
with other systems in use.
Mr. Sperrv: The Westinghouse air-brake-people from
their latest tests give. data showing that they only utih'zfd
about fourteen per cent, of the available adhesion of the
rail, whereas we utilize it nearly up to the limit.
I judge
from this that with a given speed we could stop in say less
than one-fourth of the distance that they require, or did ref[uire in the tests named.

COMMl'MCAllONS RECEU'KL) AFTER ADJOURNMENI".
Merrill: It is to be regretted that Mr. Sperry
made no tests to determine in what distances cars can Ife

E. A.

has

brought to a standstill under given conditions of weight,
speed and track, and especially lor emergency stops, for
this would, in the minds of practical men, go far in determining tlie merits of the system as compared with other
methods; also that we have no definite information as to its
ability to control cars on steep grades, as this question is
one of the first to arise wherever grades occur. I think Mr.
Sperry has failed to make proper allowances, in his comparisons with the Westinghouse tests, for the two principal
factors of weight and speed.
In stoj ping the car, a certain
amount of energy must be dissipated, and it is evident that
there is a limiting weight per ton weight, which cannot be exceeded without hazarding the safely of the car and passengeis;
it is quite possible not only
lo reach but to exceed this rale
with the Westinghouse air-brake for any speed we meet in
street railroaa practice; therefore, speed for speed snil
\veight foi weight, an electric car cannot safely be stopped
in a less distance.
The present limit for an Soo-ton train
from 30 miles y.ev hour is about 325 feet on an emergency
application. With a corresponding rate of energy dissipation per ton rate, an allowance of one second for shutting
off the current and applying the brakes,
the distance
required for bringing an S-ion electric car to a full stop
from an initial-speed of 12 miles per hour is 30 feet, or a
little less than one eighth the former distance. Sucli a comparison, however, is nsanifestly unfair, for the Soo-ton train
can also be stopped in 39 feet under similar conditions, and
the S-ton electric car will require 377 feet for a full stop,
from an initial speed of 30 miles per hour; if the rate of
energy destruction were greater, of course this distance
would be less.
Mr. Sperry: Having noted the above communication, I
would add that the tests mentioned in connection with
emergency service are given in the general statement.
The limiting rate of energy dissipation does not seem
to trouble railway managers very much for strictly emergency purposes, and certainly cannot be more severe
reversing the motor under full speed, whicli is
than
almost a universal i^ractice in cases of the most urgent
necessity.
The statement that electric cars cannot be
safely stopped in less distance than ordinary railway cars I
have found not to be true, and probably for the reason that
the strain is not required to be transmitted ihrougJi the
swiveling bolt or boltster of the truck high above the
wheel contact upon the rail, which has been found to be the
first place to give way in emergency stopping in railway service.
On the street car the masses are more resiliently supported, especiallyon the four wheel car, where the stri] ping
of the car body from the truck is a far more difficult matter
than .vitli the swiveling truck.
I have found in practice
that an emergency stop with the electric brake can be made
under the conditions and within practically the distances
named in the paper.
The easing off of the curve of letardation at both ends, making it an O. G. curve rather
than a straight line at a declining angle gives by far the
easiest stop.
This curve I have found is the one naturally
produced by the electric brake, and is probably the condition which yields the sensation of a cusliioned stop.
W. E. Harrington
The question of the proper
braking of a car shouhl really be viewed from an emergency standpoint, and further, the form or method of braking
employed should be such that it be always in use and not
known as an emergency brake. The present method of
reversing a motor in case of an emergency is absurd, and
usually results in opening the magnetic circuit breaker at
:

power

station controlling the particular division the car
be on, or breaking gears and probably springing
The above results are so usual tliat particular instructions are given to motormen never to reverse, except
in cases of extreme emergency, as, for instance, where life
is
in danger.
The recent and established principles of
electric railway engineering, which now make it necessary
to place magnetic out-outs on the feeders, leading out from
the switchboard of our power stations, has rendered"it absoutely necessary to have other methods of stopping our cars
without depending on the power station for so domg.
An
accident occurred recently at York, Pa., where a life was
](3st. simplv because the magnetic cut-outs
opened at the
power station when the motor circuit wns. reversed- I

the

may

shal'ts.

,
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mention this case particularly as it Iiad the ralher peculiar
on the local management of their considering the advisability of going back to the unreliable and station-desi roving fuse-wire of ancient history.
The facts are so numerous and so convincing tliat the braking of a car should be
self-contained and entirely independent of the power station
that it may be considered axiomatic.
The above position
is further emphasized when we consider the fact that in the
next two years it will be as common to see magnetic cuteffect

outs on our cars as

power

stations.

I

it is at present to see such devices in our
think that the plan and meihod as em-

ployed by Mr. Sperry are correct and practicable, and after
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Non-arcing Automatic Car Switch.

istic

new automatic car
cut-out of the Sweet Electric & Manufacturing company of
Grand Rapids, Mich. This device, as may be judged Irom
In the accompanying cuts

Fig.

.

occupies

I,

but

is

sliown the

inches high and 3 inches deep.

periment and

break

is

n

being

space,

little

^It

is

inches long, S

the result of much ex-

said to be positively non-arcing, as the final

from carbons, and not from metal contacts.

is

It

can

be used as an ordinary cut-out, dispensing entirely with the

hand cut-out, and as a lightning
eflicient in action.

arrester

motorman has

with care, and

controller

to use his

vents his misusing the car motors

when

if

it

it

good motor

defective motor, leaving the

will cut

still in

out the

circuit for

switch can be placed in any position in the car.

Its

mechanism is shown in Fig. 2. It is provided with a safetylock, and when set in position cannot be opened by a sudden

jar,

but remains locked until opened by excessive cur-

rent or by

hand

used as an ordinary cul-out, there being a

it

small push-button on the outside

for

this

small thumb-screw the limit of current

will carry

a limit switch over ordinary fuse protection

by the company

a

can be

The advantages claimed

adjusted from 25 to 200 amperes.
foi

it

By

purpose.

is

forth

set

It is suc-

controller,

the lightning arresters, fuse-boxes, etc.

is

to

be

known method

the only

It

is

preventing de-

of

and is protected by patents. The fuse
which the fuse shown in the cut was blown was
exhibited at the Atlanta convention a,nd served to convince many who had doubted the efficacy of the magnetic
blow-out principle. It is shown before and after the test

box

in

in Fig.

2.

Electrical Contractors'

A

as follows:

It is a well known fact that a fuse is but a frail protecfusing is too slow.
In nine cases out
tion, as its action
of ten a fuse will carry ten times its supposed or rated carrying capacity for a few seconds before fusing, allowing th s
greatly increased current to flow to the point of distribution
Armatui-es, too, are
in field or armatures. gf the motor.

m

more

score or

of

tlie

Meeting.

leading electrical contractors of

Chicago, together with several representatives of the supply

met Monday evening, November

trade,

Pacific Hotel.

Grand

12th, at the

new

It is the object of the proiectors of the

organization to protect the interests of the dealer and the

on Monday night it was agreed
good electrical work was made more
apparent every day by the active interest shown by the in-

At

contractor.

ojjeration.

The

apparatus manufactured hy the General Electric

structive arcing,

This

can be put in circuit with each motor,

a ground or short-circuit occurs

as well as

claimed

pre-

it

in circuit.

all

company which has to deal with possible arcs.
cessfully embodied in the well-known "K" car

tlie

designed to take the place of fuse boxes, and for

is

double equipments
so that

said to be very

motors from short-circuits or overload, as

tion to the

switch
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claimed to be an absolute protec-

It is

of
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the meeting

that the necessity of
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sources or ability to
a continual

claimed
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that
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men, without financial rehandle or bid upon work; that th^re is

of irresponsible

field is full

mushroom growth
mistaken

tered by the

in the electrical business fos-

the

idea that

apparent low prices

quoted by bidders on work are an evidence that work can
be done for those prices, while in reality the work costs
more; that with the failure of these contractors the supply
man loses and the legitimate contractor suffers irom unjust

and unfair competition.
It is

with the purpose of educating the purchasing public

to the correct

view of the matter

tors are looking
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to co-operation.
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NON-ARClNr, AtriUMAI IC CAU SWITCH.
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a few
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not
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overcome, or
b; commercially suc-

insurmountable", are

system

will

cessful.
losF.iMi

Sacms:

There

is

one point

in

reference to the

form of elecirij brake, described by Mr. Sperry, which
to be more or less of. an objection under certain conditions; that is the fact that it is impossible to com]j'eteiy stop the car for any length of time on a down graile
Ijy simply using
the electric brake as hei-ein des:rihed
Institute I atJ )uring the discussion at the meeting of the
tempttd to bring out this point, but it apjnears to me from
theanswers made by Mr. S|.ierry to my questions that I was
not properly undcr>tood.
I assumed a condition whei'e an

would appear

obstruction made it necessary for the motorman to stop his car
insiantlyand hold it on adown grade, but I could not see
how this could beaccomphshed with the form of brake described. It is true that the car can be brought to a stop by the
arrangement Mr. Sperry describes, but I can see no way in
which it can be held on a down-grade without the use of some
After the car has been brought to a stop
additional device.
by changing the motor into a dynanio. and throwing it
across tiie brake magnet, the retardation of the brake will
also be sto].'ped, as no more current will then lie genAs a natural consequence, thereerated, by the motor.
fore, the car will
start again and stop, start
again
and stop, and so on until it gets to the bottom of
the grade, or, perhaps, after the first stop, will run
down the grade at pf^rhaps such speed as to prevent enough
current being generated by the motor to effect sufficient
retardation in the brake to hold it.
It would seem there-

MAG>;EriC BLOW-OUTS.
often run under defects wliich are not noticed, and the motorman operates the machine without any apparent knowledge of the fact until his car refuses to move or blows the
fuse, and then it is too late for a remedy; the coils have
run under a strain of short-circuits until the armature is
totally destroyed.

have

With

the limit device in circuit
Short-circuits
protection.

po.ssible

best

the

FIG.

nance of a market
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better grades ot

the

for

work

ai:

crease in the credit risks.

Connecticut State Street Railway Asso-

you

ciation.

fre-

quently occur from dust and grease, accumulating on the
ring of the commutators, causing at first a slight leakage.
The resist^ance decreases on short-circuit until the sulistance
becomes charred and bridges the commutator segments over
the mica insulation between connecting coils in the armature;
Under these
this causes sparking, which means heating.
conditions the insulation on the wires becomes charred and
creates a short-circuit, and the current flows across from one
coil to its neighboring coil, resulting in the heating of armatures and fields, and finally becoming dangerous.

The annual meeting of the Connecticut State Street Railway association will be held at New Haven, Conn., November 21 St.
The officers of the association are: President, IT.
PI. Wood, Derby; vice-president, IT. S. Parmelee, New
Haven;
S.

secretary, R.

A. Fosdick, Stamford; treasurer, E.

Goodrich, Plartford; executive commitee, A. M. Young,

Waterbury;G. A. W. Dodge and

A. Kelsey,

I.

New

Havne.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Magnetic Blow-outs.
An

interesting

Kent avenue
pany

experiment was recently

to test the efficacy

in the fuse

made

at

carriers

which form

jiart

of the General Elec-

company's generator equipments. Previous to the test
had been, on the part of the railroad company, no
little scepticism as to the value of the magnetic blow-out,
and the test was made with the view primarily of proving

NON-ARCIXC At'TuMAIlC CAR bWlTCM.

fore to me that in case of an accident under the conditions
given, that it would become an absolute necessity to provide some means whereby the car can be held any length of
time.
It is true that this can be accomplished by applying
the hand brake after the cat has been brought to its first
stop, but this would seem to be objectionable. It would seem
to be a simple matter to so arrange the brake that current
could be supplied to it to hold the car under any conditions.
While I think that Mr. Sperry's device is of the greatest interest and value to electric traction, it would seem that the
feature which I have described would be an objection, but
one which could no doubt readily be obviated, even without
the use ot the hand-brake.

The West End company of Boston now runs special cars
from certain suburbs into the city Sunday mornings for the
convenience of church goers, and advertises these cars in
the daily papers. The scheme is proving to be very popular.

New

York, November

physicians and electrical
sults

from the shock

is

there

credible statement

pany

— that the

claims of the manufacturimg com-

apparatus would cope with almost any de-

mand made upon it.
The test was made on

railway company's dock be-

hind the station under the supervision of Walter A. PearSix water rheostats of large capacity
son, superintendent.

the next

is

The almost

man condemned

tlie

in resuscitation after

undergoing

-tlie

made

within

was called to the printed allegation*: that
would ask for such permission: 'T am

perfectly willing to allow the experiment to be

my power

thing to have
and forever."

this

under the law. I think

it

attempt,

if

made,

will

fuse

It will be seen that
and one of similar capacity intact.
magnetic blow-out must have been instantaneous, and perhaps the most remarkable feature is

bring to

the action of the

once suffered the penalty of death.

a special cliaracter-

if it

a

is

good

long-standing controversy settled at once

The

create intense interest in the scientific world.

is

made

would be

demonstration of the efficacy of the magnetic blow-out on
a very powerful and destructive arc. Fig. r shows the blown

principle

To

this statement,

his attention

two of the four 1,500 kilowatt multipolar generators. The
fuse blew at 4,400 amperes at 550 volts, an equivalent of
The result of the test was a complete
3,243 horse power.

The magnetic blow-out

penalty of

the state prisons.

Associated Press representative he

when

allow

to

to death to be used as a subject of

electrical execution as practiced in

certain physicians

amount of metal blown.

in-

that the current

Governor Flower has. been asked

the aiitopsy.

were connected into the circuit in series in order to regulate the load, and the conductors were, brought directly froni

the small

re-

executions in this state

and voltage are
not sufficient to totally extinguish the spark of life, and that
death is really caused by the knives of the surgeons making

experiment
the

some'

that only apparent death

in the electrical

made

by

10.

men

again exciting considerable attention.

tric

the correctness of the
I'lU. 2.

New York Notes.
— The assertion

the

Brooklyn City Railroad comof the magnetic blow-out principle

station of the

undoubtedly
It

will

also

among laymen, because, if successful, it will
new man who cannot be executed, having

arouse curiosity
life

a

Electric rail welding is being tried in Brooklyn by the
Nassua Electric Railroad company. The work, which is in
charge of the Johnson company of Johnstown, Pa., was

.

N'ovember

WESTERN

1^94

17.

somewhat delayed by the insufficient voltage at first used in
The company received current of 500 volts from
>%eUUn<'.
temporary

later erected a

he Atlantic avenue trolley line. It
j-.ver plant of its own and is now

using 600

Telegraph communication has been cut off repeatedly
lurin*^ the last year on account of the severe storms along

The storm which swept over

the coast.

Mondav

and became so severe

night,

this city

Xew

in

last

England, has

time the service of the Western

«reatly crippled for the

Instead of the

L'nion Telegraph company.
communication between this

city

many

lines

of

and Boston there were

The greatest damage has been done
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and in some parts of Con-

have not yet been published.

A

meeting

was

the commission

ol

Court

this

in

iiligalion

Supreme

the

week, when the case of John Anderson against

company and John W. Mackay
was alleged that the contract
made with the reorganization committee was not properly
the L'ni;ed Lines Telegraph

and others came

It

up.

the property of the United

carried out; that

Lines Tele-

graph company was taken wichout consideration, and that
the second mortgage bondholders had been defrauded.
Judge Beach dismissed the suit after hearing argument,

was held yesterday

After the president had announced

noon.

reconvened

adopted at the

under

the authority

last session, the

a discussion of the old routes
certain changes,

and

all

the

the

that

resoluiion

of the

commissioners entered into

also of the line of the proposed east side

The

street.

present took part,

conference, in

lastei.l

for nearly

two hours, and, except in regard to some minor details,
No
there was a most gratifying unanimity of opinion.
definite action was, however, taken, and it was decided that
for the present the details of tlie proposed east side route
should not be made public.

The following

was

resolution

and unanimously

offered

The board

will receive suggestions

the route only,

as to

the grounds that the plaintiff had waited seven years before

and that the present

had also

suit

Ijeen

To

Tuesday's election

was

of view,

man

electrical

the

overwhelming vote

the

this decision the

most interesting result of
York, from a commercial point

the

New

in

in favor of

munici-

view

becomes important:

In ca.se the majority of votes cast at such
election shall be in favor of such municipal construction
of said railway or railways, it shall be the duty of said

Commissioners within

Railway

Board of Rapid Transit

thirty days .after the olhcial declaration of the said vole, to
proceed to construct the said railway or railways, and to

make and let all contracts required fur the performance
work necessary to be done and performed in and

of the

All such contracts must,
construction thereof.
lieforeexecution, be approved as to form by the counsel
adviser for said ciiy.
corporation
chief
legal
to the
or other

about the

not construed to mean

work must be under way
of the

official

vvithin

that actual

canvass, but that the

t^isk

"The

construction

contracts, which would be considered

mission.

While under the amended Rapid Transit act the board
upon to consider only the plans of its predecessor,"
says the Herald^ " and is not bound to adopt any particular
"

called

side line

will

ground route

it is

now

conform

laid out

Broadway

the line of

The amendment

thought, deprive the Western Union

a large revenue

horse races

company of

W.

from racing sources.

F. 0.

PERSONAL.

by

pretty well assured that the west

in

its

tlie

main

.features to the under-

old commission.

to Fifty-ninth street,

Boulevard, Eleventli avenue and the

of
S. G. Weiler, formerly assistant electrical engineer
the World's Fair, is now a member of the technical staff
of Pierce & Richardson, Chicago.

William S. Monroe, who was connected with the
mechanical engineering department of the World's Fair
last year, has opened an office as a mechanical and electrical engineer in the Rookery, Chicago.

James M. McClave, representing the Diamond IncandesLamp company, Denver, Colo., visited Chicago last
Mr. McClave has just returned from a combined
business and pleasure trip throughout the South, and he

cent

week.

visited

Chicago-en route to Denver.

TRADE NEWS.

of selecting the final

must be studied with great care,"
says Henry K. Beekman, one of the counsel for the com-

route or system,

will, it is

must be actually en-

part of the construction,

is

of the attorney-general. "

prohibiting pool-selling and book-making at

from the dale

thirty days

route and making ihe working plans
tered upon,

voters'

that forbidding

is

of

Section 13.

is

state constitution

the issue of passes and franks by railroad, telegraph or telephone companies to public officers, for which the offending
official "shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall for-

following clause from the act submitting

the question to the voters

This

B. Austin, formerly with the Knapp Electrical Works,
opened an office at 1533 Monadnock building, Chicago,
western agent of the Safety Insulated Wire &
Cable company of New York and Holmes, Booth & Haydens of Waterbury, Conn.
Mr. Austin's wareroonis are
at 271 and 273 Franklin street.

M.

lias

From every side reports are coming in to the effect that
business prospects ioc the coming winlerare bright. Among
the firms who feel highly encouraged over the outlook is
the Royal Electric company of I'eoria, III.
Manager G. G.
Luthy writes that sales for the Royal transformer for this
month already amount to 5,000 lights capacity. As is well
known, '.he Royal Electric company is one of Peoria's most
prosperous concerns and has achieved its high reputation in
the electrical trade through its exploiture of a remarkable
type of dynamo.
The company of late has been paying
special attention topu^hingits transformer, and the large
orders of this mpnth attest to the merits of the company's
product in this line. Manager Luthy deserves no little
credit for the present prosperous condition of his company's

BUSINESS.
The

This lollows

and ihenceupthe

Kingsbridge ruad

to

The Washington

Electric

on the market some very

The

company, Chicago,

is

putting

fine annunciators.

&

Carter company, Philadelphia, is the sole
selling agent for the Applegate electric matting.
This
hereafter
matting will
be made in three standard widths:
two, two and a half and three feet.
Each roll will be about

50

Parlrick

feet long.

Cameron &

Gtllett of Detroit have the contract for
placing a complete electric light plant in the new building
The plant will comof the Detroiter SocialerTurnverein.
prise an installation for 362
16 candle power incandescent lamps, with fixtures complete, and also a searchlightdimmer and other applil"or stage effects, together with
The same firm has the contract for
ances for this purpose.
the construction work for Church &: Co., Soda Ash Works,

new Chamber

of Commerce building in Detroit
be wired with Simplex wire.

will

fine

Grier Bros, are in receipt of some very favorable letters in
regard to the Bryant chandelier switch, which they are
introducing in the West.
'

&

report some fine recent sales of their
Favorite tape^and L. C. splicing compound at their new

Lee

Collins

239 La Salle street, Chicago.
The Sperry Electric Railway company has just issued a
new and handsomely illustrated catalogue. It shows the

location,

motor equipment, in which the driving wheels are all
coupled and revolve in unison, thus affording, it is claimed,
greater efiiciency than where a separate motor is coupled to
each axle.
Tests siiowing great efficiency in hill climbingare given, and the Sperry electric brake is also described.
single

The
that

and
that

In

a rapid transit system.

construction of

pal

new

feit his office at suit

Ijeen defrauded.

ton conipany, Detroit.

Resolved, That public hearings be given on Tuesday and
Wednesday, November I3lh and 14th, from half-past

one to half-past four p. m., at which persons will
be heard who desire to suggest changes in routes already
provisionally adopted by this board, and to make suggestions as to the extension of the east side route above the
Grand Central station.

acceptance of the

this suit

Wayne counly, Mich., and also for the conofa 130 light plant for Leiland, Faulkner & Nor-

a flairs.

and not as to the plans of construction.
One of the important reforms secured by the

pending for two years. Judge Beach also decided thai
there had been no breach of contract and that nobody had

struction

adopted

and a motion was at once made by the plaintiff for leave
This motion was also denied, on
to amend his complaint.
beginning

after-

board

and the advisability of making

members

Beach,

that a

Trenton,

r

as general

which

the attention of Judge

thus be seen

plished."

in

The Bankers & Merchants' Telegraph company

will

It

of Forty-second

claimed

this, the

amount of preliminary work has already been accom-

route, north

Between Boston and Springfield, Hartford and
New Haven, and north and south of Providence poles and
wires were overthrown, and broken in large numbers, and
for a time communication was entirely cut off.

In addition to

city.

24

engineers-have laid out an east side line, the details of wliich

only three available.

necticut.

.

the northern boundary of the

vast

volts.

ELfiCTJ^tClAR

Electric Appliance conipany

it
it

is

celebrating the

fact

abouc entering upon its fourth business year,
finds additional reason for being ioyful in the fact
is experiencing a fine run of business
and enjoying

it is

just

exceptional prosperity.
I'he electric railway trade is beginning to appreciate the fact that the '*Lynn" electric railway appliances are a very desirable line, and is showing that
appreciation by placing orders fi r overhead line material

with the Ele::tric Appliance company, the
agent for these specialties.

western selling

Holiz, Fey & Bloomer of San Francisco have removed
thsiir factory to No. 630 Mission street,
where they have
also opened a store for a general electrical supply business.
They will give quotations on any kind of electrical work,
material and manu'acluring.
Special attention is given to
the manufacture of medical batteries and physicians' cabinets,
gear cutting, instruments and model work. Theo. F. Holtz
was for ten years superintendent of the factory, and Chas.
Fey was connected with the electio mechanical department,
of the California Electrical Works. The latter has had an
extensive experience in the best of European and American
establishments.
J. G. Bloomer, late manager of the California Electrical Works, has also joined the firm.

For the preservation of metals used \\\ roofs, bridges and
construction work, painting with pure linseed oil and oxide
of lead or graphite paints is recommended.
In comparing
the two paints it may be well to add that a properly made
graphite paint should prove *nore durable and a better protector than o.xide of lead.
Graphite has a strong affinity for
metal surfaces, and experienced painters claim that even
where light colors are desirable, graphite paint should be
used as a priming coat.
Again, graphite is impervious to
the action of heat, cold, sea air, acid or alkali fumes, which
are more or less destructive agents to lead paints.
The
Joseph Dixon Crucible company, Jersey City, N. J., has
manufactured a pure linseed oil and graphite paint for over
25 years, and has some very convincing testimonials of its
value.

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
the layers with silicate of soda and then
heat sufficient to crystaiize the silicate,

Issued October jo, iSg^.

Mechanical Telephone.
ford, Mass.
Application filed

528,390.

Jerome

May

Prince,
16, 1S94.

528,547.

object of this inVeniion is to provide improved means for
transmittinE; human speech and other sounds, and to render the
sounds so transmitted more audible and the tones of the voice
more natural. Another object is to combine with an acoustic
telephone an inclosed magnet, having one pole connected to the
transmitting wire and the other with the ground. A characteristic feature is a series of resonant tubes within the shell, varyin length and corresponding in tones to the notes of the miisii al
scale.
For this purpose short glass tubes held fast by one end
are used. The harmonic vibrations due to these open tubes
give a more natural and distinct tone to the voice and facilitate
its transmission.

The

Plug
528,529.
Charles W.
filed

January

for Establishing

-

Electrical

Brown, Montreal, Canada.

Connections.
Application

Electrically Operated Elevator,

Boston, Mass.

An

Application

filed

Elias Marshall,

bearing against a shoulder /i and the upper side of the pin, a
stippling motion being imparled lo the point by means ofa succession of blows delivered on the pin by the upper edge of the
slot s-

January 20, 1S94.

electrically operated elevator mechanism having lop and
in the elevator well, and a current reto be operated Irom ihe car.

bottom switches placed
versing switch adapted

Trolliry Wire Clip.
528,561.
James
delphia, Pa.
Application filed May

.

Issued Novcjiibcr 6, iSg4.

subjecting them to

Mil-

W.
5,

Perry, Phila1S94.

A irolley wire clip having a body consisting of a screw socket
and elongated web with a curved recess forming a portion of
the wall of the wire pocket, the ends of the curved portion of
the web only being bent around to pass under and up the opposite side, so as to support the wire without the aid of the
clamp plate, and a clamp plate having a curved recess forming
the other portion of the wall of the wire pocket, holding the
wire in the pocket, and fastenings for holding the body and the
damp plate together.

528,566.

Combined Municipal Telegraph and Telephone
Harry M. Seitzlnger, Wilkesbarre, Pa. Ap-

System.

plication filed

May

28, 1S94.

A combined

telegraph and telephone system consisting nf the
central station, main line, battery for said line and switch at
the central station for culting out said battery, of sub-stations.
each provided with a telegraph or signal instrument and a telephone upon separate circuits, a switch arranged to connect the
main line with either of said circuits, a magnet in the signal
instrument circuit, an operating lever for said instrument and
a locking lever for said operating lever, said locking lever being operated by the masnet and arranged to be disengaged
from the operating lever when the ins-trument circuit is connected with the main line and the battery, and engaged wiih
said lever wihen the battery is cut out or the instrument circuit
disconnected from the main line.

16, 1894.

A plug for establishing electrical connections having a body
tubular in cross-set tion adapted to be inserted in a
correspondingly shaped socket and having c ne or more integral
flexible expanders, projecting normally beyond the periphery
portion

528,564.

Electrical Retoucher.

ren, Pa.

Application

filed

Charles M. Savage,

March

17,

War-

1894.

This invention consists of an electrical retoucher for nega'
showing the < ombination of the electro'

lives, the illustration

of ihe tubular body portion.

magnet B, armature
Rheostat.
528,539.
John C. Fyfe, Chicago,
cation filed April 27, 1894.

III.

Appli-

This invention relates to a method of ventilating and insulating layers of electrical conductors consisting in separating

C, rod (-, secured 10 said armature, and
having an aperture ^ near its free end, and adapted Co telescope within a hollow shaft J, having a pin / secured in an
aperture near its upper end, its free end adapted to engage a

stippling point, a coiled spring A" bearing against a shoulder
and the under side of the pin, and another coiled spring //

K-

52S.5S6.

Apparatus

Endgman, Blue

for Electro-deposition.
Henry L.
Island, 111.
Application filed Octolter

3' 1^93-

Electro-depositing apparatus comprising a vat for the electrolytic fluid in which the anodes are suspended, a rotaiable
insulated shaftand a cathode secured to it so as to rotate with
it, said cathode being of general
plate form, with a spiral
groove formed on at least one side, with insulating material
and a eeneratorconnecied with the cathode, through the shaft
and the anodes.

WESTERN

242

Henry L.
Apparatus for Electro-deposition.
Bridgman, Blue Island, III- Application hkd October

52S:,587.

Electric-depositing apparatus comprisingan insulated shaft
in the electrolytic cell and a cathode formed in secsupported on the shaft in relative positions to
afford an intervening space for forming the mold to receive the
deposits of metal.

supported

tions separably

Wilmot A. Brownell,
Electric Burglar Alarm.
Boston, Mass., and James B. Seager, Hancock, Mich.
Application filed January 31, 1S94.

52S, 5S9.

This invention relates to the combination with a door, lid, or
drawer, of an electric circuit, an alarm, and two pairs or sets
of circuit closers or contacts all being in series in said circuir
when in connection, one pair of contacts being in the lock and
adapted to be connected by the boll when extended or ijy a
separate conductor, and the contacts of the other pair being
respectively on the door and door frame, and adapted to be connected when the door is open or ajar.

Telephone Exchange System. Wallace Childs,
Original application filed May 27,
Fort SmiLh, Ark.
Divided and this application filed May 12, 1S91.
1S90.

528.590.

A n automatically operated telegraphic or telephonic exchange
switchboard, comprising a series of contact points arranged in
ci>ncentric circles and a relatively movin r switch contact
adapted to co-operate with said contact points.

528,642.

New

Arc

Electric*

ELECTRICIAN.

November

Lamp. Alfred H. Moses, Jr.,
Application filed January 8, 1894.

York, N. Y.

The invention consists of an electric arc lamp in combination
with the following,: a pendent ot the frame provided with a stop
at one end and an exteriorly threaded section, the surface of
the pendant being plain between the thread and stop, of a
casing attached to the frame and provided with a flanged lower
edge, a support having sliding movement upon the pendant of
the frame, a globe located upon the support and adapted for
engagement with the flange of the casing, and a lock nut
located upon the pendant and engaging with the support,
whereby the support and lock nut may be moved together and
a light joint may be obtained between the globe and support
and the globe and the casing.
528,647.
Pa.

Storage "Battery. Charles J. Reed, Philadelphia,
Application filed June 5, 1894.

A 5 in the cut, apositive storage battery electrode surrounded
by a protecting envelope consisting of a sheet of perforated material,
having an interior coating of fibrous matiirlal, said
envelope and coating being not readily attacked by the battery

combinition with a negative electrode consisting of
vertically disposed strips located on the opposite edges of the
positive electrode and its surrounding envelope, and held in
place by a strip of like material wound around the entire mass
liquid, in

and having

its

ends secured.

A system

Telephony. Frank R, Colviri,
528.592.
Application filed July 26, 1S94.
Y.

New

York,

N,

Relates to a system of telephonic intercommiin'cation, comprising a pluritlity of stations conne ted in multiple-arc relation to the line, each station being provided with a high
potential calling generator and a talkmg outfit organize 1 to impose on line low potential talking Lurrent.s.

528.593.

Murray CorringRailway Signaling System.
York, N. Y. Application filed December

ton, New
3, 1S91.

52S 60S.

Utilizing Electric Motors

chinery.
Ernst I'iichter,
tion filed May 31, 1S93.

for Operating MaBerhn, Germany. Applica-

Charles F. Duval,

November

25,

1S93.

invention comprises in a railway switch apparatus, the
combination of a movable switch-point, a push-piece ai ranged
for actuation by a passing car, operating connections between
said push-piece and the switch-point with provisions for turning said point in either direction and including an adjustable
member whose position determines the direction of movement
of the switch-point under impulse of the push-piece, and
electrical devices for establishing two different positions ol
the said adjustable member.

Apparatus for Measuring Electricily. William
528,870.
Friese-Greene, London, England.
Application filed

March

28, 1894.

An apparatus for measuring electricity- consisting of the
combination of a solenoid in the main circuit, a fixed rod and
a movable rod paralled with the axis of said solenoid, said
movable rod being adapted to be repulsed by said fixed rod, a
curved arm connected to said movable rod, a solenoid provided
with a plunger, mechanism for operating said plunger and a
bar
sliding
on said curved arm and operated by said
plunger for registering the current.
_

Electric Leak Alarm.
Charles C. Kahne, Andrew A. Adkins, Winfield S. Peirce, John E. Martin
and George ,F. Kahne, Ashland, Ky. Application

528,881.

July

6, 1S94.

circuit.

Muskegon,

Pa.

Storage Battery. Charles
Application filed June

J.

'

Reed, Philadelphia,
1S94.

8,

An accumulator

or storage battery having
mersed in a solution of sulphuric acid and

52S.,669.

Galvanic

York, N. Y.

Battery.

Application

its

electrodes imsulphate.

cadmium

Mortimer M. PJayden, New
filed February 21, 1S94.

A galvanic battery provided with a cover and with a porous
cup pr. vided with iutcrnal screw threads a the top and a screw
threaded Hange'd plug, whereby said cover is tlampcd between
said cup and said flanged plug.
'

Circuit Closer.

Application

filed

Plenry J. Hovey,

December

Oak

11!.

pump.

or

Electric

New Bedford,

Alarm
Mass.

Clock.
Michael McDonnell,
Apphcation filed May 29, 1894.

An electric alarm clock provided with adjustable contact devices consisting of the metallic posts, having an arm bearing 111
outer extremity a flat spring adapted tu yield to the slight
pressure oi the hand of the clock in whose path it is adjusted.
528,,684.

Electric

Yoik, N. Y.

Arc Lamp.
Application

Charles £. Oiigley,
filed

February

edgewise

Muskegon,

Rheostat. Alton J, Shaw,
528,894.
Application filed April 10, 1S94.

Mich.

A rheostat consisting of a series of blocks provided with
lateral contact plates, a series of folded conducting strips interposed between the blocks and connected therewith in series,
and a movable contact adapted and arranged to sweep the contact pi

tes.

Railway Electric Switch. Walter V. Ash and
Joseph PI. Ash, Newark, N. J.
Application filed Jidy

528,898.

5, 1S94.

Park,

26, 1S93.

A circuit closer for rall.vay signals, having 'n combination
the electric contacts of terminals, a fluid compressor or pump
having independently movable plungers adapted to efl'ect the
compress on of the fluid therein, and means for clos ng sa d
contacts together by the fluid pressure from said compressor
52S,,678.

Mich.

; device consisting of a
band or ribbon of conducting material, crimped or folded face
and then colled

NO. 528,564.
52S. 64S.

its

This invention relates to the combination with a power machine of an electric motor and independent intermediate driving gearing, having conjoint movable relation to the power machine, and jDower transmission means Interposed directly between said intermediate driving gearing of the motor and the
driving pulley or part of the power machine.

filed

The

Rheostat.
Alton J. Shaw,
528,893.
Application filed April 10, 1S94.

52S: ,672.

a signal comprising
.A. railway signaling system, combining
a spaced dial and a visual index nwving by advance or by
retrograde steps over the intervals of said dial, an electrc contact-switch, whi h is held in one position when ihe indsx of
said dial is at its zero point, but in another position at all other
points in the revolution of said index, and an illuminating device
which is energized by an electric current whenever said swif h
is in any other than the normal or zero position, whereby said
visual signal is illuminated whenever its index is out of the
position of zero.

Application

1S94

'Ihe device comprises in an electric leak alarm the combination ol a box having a movable cover, a float working in said
box a contact plate attached to said cover above the float and
an upwardly projecting contact post carried by the float and
adapted to be raised against the plate, said plate and contact
post being connected with the respective terminals of an- alarm

27, 1S90.

of telegraphic ortelephoni: e\-hange having independent transmitters and receivers connected in open circuits
converging in a central office and terminating m switch paths,
an arm. in electrical connection with each of said circuits and
provided with a switch which has an electrode-roller and wheels
and one superimposed upon the other for supporting and operating said roller ovtr a spiral grooved pathway, and electromagnetic propelling devices therefor in a lin5 from one of the
local stations whereby said roller may be moved into connection with each of circuits terminating in the said spiral grooved
pathways.

Boston, Maiis.

filed

Telegraphic and Telephonic Exchange System.
Wallace Childs, Fort Smith, Ark. Application filed

528.591.

May

Automatic Railway Switch,

528,867.

17,

New

The device comprises the combination in a railway of a vibrating switch point, a pivoted armature lever fixed to said
switch point an electro-magnet acting upon said armati.re
lever a trigger adapted to lock the same in one position, a cord
connected with said trigger and extending to a distant point in
the rails, a ihriist rod projecting above the rails through an
opening therein and adapted to be moved downward by the
wheels of the vehicles running upon said rails and thereby
moving the trggerand releasing the armature lever.
528,900.

Electric Switch

Frank G.

Application

March

D. C.

A

filed

Bolles,
27, 1S94.

Washington,

switch for controlling electric circuits, having a

fixed con-

and a movab'e contact, an operating handle on the movable
and movable relatively thereto, and a clamping device
operated by an Independent movement of said hancle for tighte ing the contact between the fixed and movable tontacts after
tact

contact,

the circuits are closed,

17, 1894.

T be invention

pertains to an arc lamp', in combinailon w'lh
pivoted arms, adapted to carrj' carbons, a screw-threaded
shaft, nuts moved thereby, and opcratively connected respectively to said arms so as to move them oppositely to feed the
carbons, a shuntcoil and means operated thereby for turning
the screw shaft to move the arms and carbons toward each
other.

52S ,685. Trolley Catcher. Albert S. Osborn, Rochester,
N. Y. Application filed May g, 1S94.
The invention comprises the combination, with the trolley
arm and its operating cord, of a spring-operated shaft, a wind-

Means for Multiplex Telegraphing Between Cars
528,902.
of Railways. Aaron Frver, Baili-on-the-Hud^on, N. Y.
'
Application filed March 17, 1892.
.

The invention consists of the combination with a line wire
supported parallel with the track of a railway, and relatively
at a side of the same, and a car, of a pivoted trolley arm, horizontal spindle trolley wheel loosely mounted on said spindle,
tension spring between said trolley arm and the car. and a wire
for conneitlon at will of the said spindle wnth an apparatus
operated by electrical currents.

ing head, a fixed ratchet a spring-operated detent which engages with the ratchet, a cord-holder arranged opposite the
winding head whereby the cord can wind on the winding head,
said cord-holder being pivoted to the shaft, and a connection
extending from the cord-holder to the detent, whereby, when
the cord-holder is raised, the detent is 'diawn back and disengaged from the ratchet,

52S,,740.
field,

Secondary Battery.
O.

Application

filed

Elias

M. Poston,

Spring-

January 29, 1894.

A secondary battery, having an outer casing formed In sections, each of said /sections being provided with internally
projecting lugs or shoulders, non-conducting porous plates
adapted torest against said shoulders, and a peripheral opening extending through the outer walls of said casing between
said porous plates, positive and negative electrodes arranged
at and adapted to close the ends of the respective sections, active material between said porous plates and electrodes, and an
electrolytic fluid within said casing,
52; ,744.

Neb.

Insulating Compound.
Oscar Stiles,
Application filed Marcli 26, 1S94.

An insulating
following ingredit
1

Omaha,

Dmpound comprising
Its:

the combination of the
asbestoi, alcohol, shellac and mica.

Trolley Line Breaker.
Charles H. Dey and
Johan M. Anderson, Boston, Mass. Application filed

528,767.

February
A'O.

528,642.

Switch Operating Mechanism for Hoisting Ma528,615.
chinery.
Alton J. Shaw, Muskegon, Mich,
Application filed

June

7, 1S94.

specified-

This device consists of two independent electric switches, an
operating lever common to both, and adapted to move i^oih
together and either one alone.

528,620.

Electric

Hoisting Machinery.

Alton

J.

Shaw,

Muskegon, Mich.

Application filed June 25, 1S94.
This invention relates to electric hoisting machinery provided
with magnetic brake for controlling the same, a slop or detent to
limit the a tion of the brake, and an electro-mayi et included
in circuit with the hoisting motor and serving to control ihc
position of the stop or detent.

Magnet. Adrian H. Hoyt, Penacook, N. H.
528,635.
Application filed March 14, 1894.
A permanentmagnet composed of a bar of steel provided
with a substantialiv circular opening and having its magnetic
poles at opposite sides of and substantially surrounding said
opening.

16, 1S94.

In a trolley line breaVer or insulating joint the combination
with line terminals of a double insulation separating the said
terminals and a non-conductor interposed between the said
terminals and with which the trolley wheel engages when
passing from one terminal to another and au.xiliary removable
terminals co-operating with the line terminals for the purpose

Electrical Transformer.
Rudolph M. Hunter,
528,778.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed April 6, 1894.

An electrical converter having Its coils hermetically sealed
within a lead case and having a powdered moisture absorbent
-contained within thelead case.

Bond for Electric Railways. Henry B.Nichols
and Frederick H. Lincoln. Philadelphia, Pa. Ap])lication filed September 20, 1S94.

528,788.

A

bonding joint or connection for electric railways, comprising a rail provided with an opening, a bonding wire, nuts
engaging therewith and provided with flanges engaging the
opening of said rail, one of said nuts provided with a pour-hole
to permit of molten metallic material being introduced into the
same so as to expand and establish an air and water-tight
connection of the rail with said bonding wire.

NO. 528,647.

Rheostat and Heater.
Robert C. Mitchell, New
York, N. Y. Application filed January 17, 1S94.

528,907.

The device comprises the combination in a heater of a metal
base, a resistance wire with perforated sheet or sheets oi nonfusible insulation interposed between the base and wire, with
a covering of insulating substance.
Coin-operated Electric Apparatus. John H.
528,911.
Elfering, Cincinnati, O.
Application filed August 30,
1889.

The invention consists in a coin-controlled electric device, of
handles and levers conne. ted thereto, a transverse bar connecting said levers, a coin receptacle attached to the bar and
having a transveree notch, a sliding bolt which when the coin
receptacle is empty engages said notch when one attempts to
raise the levers, the coin receptacle beingprovided with a vertical slit or receptacle intersecting said notch, for enabling a part
of the periphery of the coin to fill said notch so far as the bolt
is concerned, and coin passage way leading from the exterior
of the case to the coin receptacle.
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Calumet Gas Company's Arc Lighting

The

i£94.

24,

No.

plant has been in existence for several years, but the

21.

room.

These engines have single cylinders and are rated at
250 and 500 horse power respectively, the larger being

Station.

present owners have been in possession but two years, and

Probably no central station plant in Chicago serves a
more widely extended territory than that of the Calumet
From its station at Erie
(.las company in South Chicago.
avenue and Xinety-sixth street the company distributes
current as far north as Thirty-first street, on the UUnoJs
Centra] tracks, and as iar south as the racetrack at Uoby,
These two points are
just over the state line of Indiana.

have entirely remodeled theequipment in that time and have
other improvements and additions in contemplation, as the

shown

business has shown a steady and quite remarkable growth.

belted, usually in tandem, eleven

As may be judged from the corporate name, the company is
engaged in manufacturing gas as well as in generating
electricity, and an exterior view of the works at Ninety-sixth
street, in which both operations are carried on, is shown in

of these machines have each a capacity of 75 1,200 candle
power lamps and the remaining five are So lighters, de-

about twelve miles apart, while on the west the circuits
Heights.
An important feature of

Fig.

2.

An

Fig.

I.

James Walsh

extend to Washington

the' company's business is the lighting
tral

Railroad company's tracks, and

Pullman to Thirty-first

street,

a

of the Illinois Cen-

donelrom West

this is

distance of eight

FIG.

I,

miles,

subways under the elevated structure extending from Fortythird to Sixty-seventh streets.
The commercial and street
lighting service does not, however, extend north of Thirly-

Roby and West Pullman on

The southern

soudi.
settled

prises

portion of this wide area

the

not thickly

is

is

use,

but arc machines are used to supply the current.
the widely scattered points of consumption,

tlie

its

eleven circuits

circuit covers

is

is

from 3,500

to

— ENGINE

capacity

Two

about 600 horse ]30wer.

is

iron and the other of brick

— furnish

naces, the second stack having been

tensions to

the plant.

West

stacks

— one

draught for the

made necessary by

The

is

of

fur-

ex-

Virginia bituminous coal

its

volts.

The

potential

Wood

signed for lamps of 2,000 candle power.
driven at So revolutions per minute,

and the dynamo pulleys

at

is

pulleys,

supplied with

and

to

The engines

are

320

from S50 to S75.

eleven circuits range from 57 to 7S lamps each.
line construction is of the ordinary overhead type, with

The

No.
lamps are
the places of business of South

About 50 Bernstein
circuits in

Six

the line shaft at

The

6 wire.

are

it

arc dynamos.

series incandescent

is

The

Chicago customers.
but

station switchboard

of wood,

is

about to be replaced by one of marble.

Wood

and
lamps are used mainly, the 2,000
candle power lamps taking 9.6 amperes and the 1,200 lamps
6.S amperes. Voltmeter readings are taken half-hourly, and
is

Thomson-Houston

arc

the plant, as a whole,

is efficient

and well kept up.

used, with very satisfying results.

water and

oil

process

It
is

should be explained that,

used, no

coal

is

as

the

used directly for

actually burned are equivalent to S20 lamps in current-con-

in

average

shafting

friction clutch

AND DYNAMO RUOM.

tortuous

miles

probably unique,

4,000

STA'flOX.

The boiler jilant consists of five horizontal tubular boilers,
made by Jolm Mohr & Son of Chicago. The aggregate

classes, are operated.

to

During the World's Fair one circuit 42 miles long
was operated from this station. The company's record in

used

AUG LIGHTING

The

illustration.

Dodge

wired on the arc

superintendent of electric department.

Owing
company

course.

is

B.

K. Lane,
McDonald,

twelve miles, while the longest

a distance of thirty

operating long circuits

W.

company;

making gas, steam being supplied to the retorts, and also
that, owing to losses in line transmission, the 750 lamps

obliged to operate circuits of unusual length.

length of

superintendent of gas department, and

given in

is

the president of the

and none

almost entirely for arcs for street

railway crossings and factory

illumination,

is

The average daily consumption is less than 24,000 pounds, and from this 150,000
cubic feet of gas is made and 750 arc lamps, about equally
divided into 1,200 candle power and 2,000 candle power

and is mainly given over to manufacturing enterand the homes of the workmen. The demand, there-

fore, for electric lighting

view of the dynamo room

A. Walton, secretary and treasurer; F.

CAl-UME'T GAS GOiMrANV'S

illumination being provided both aljove the tracks and in the

ninth street, but reaches

Lyman

interior

in the

Eclipse and

suming

by two

secretary

dynamo room,

Fig.

i,

power

is

sup-

horizontal slow-speed Reynolds-Corliss en-

gines belted to either end of a line shaft in the center of the

of the

Department of the Interior has

complete telephone exchange system for
the Interior Department building, the Pension Office build-

called for bids for a

ing and the Geological Survey,
ceived and opened on

December

Service has been resumed on

way company's

capacity.

In the engine and
plied

Telephones for Government Use.
The

The proposals

will

be

re-

iSth.

the

Northeast Street Rail-

Kansas City. The insurance on the
on the car house by the recent fire at St. John
line in

$20,000 loss
and Carey avenues is being adjusted. The loss of service
was a very serious inconvenience to the northeast part of
the city.
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Electricity on Shipboard: Its Present Position and Future Development.'
Bv S. Dana Greenk.

November

ing a marine electric plant, whether it is for a man-of-war,
merchantman or yacht, to see that the material is ordered
from manufacturers who have made a specialty of marine
apparatus and to have it installed by practical marine electricians, who, beside knowing something about electricity,
know what a ship is and what the conditions are at sea.
Finally, the plant should be put in charge of good, practical
dynamo tenders, by which is meant men who are familiar

PRESENT POSITION.

When

ELECTRICIAN.

the enormous increase in the practical applications

of electricity on land, during the last ten years, is compared
with what has been done in the same direction and during
the same period on shipboard, one is inclined, at first
thought, to conclude that the naval architect and engineer
are behind their professional brethren on shore in appreci-

with both steam and electrical machinery and their fittings.
The best practice in electric installations is to be found in the
various navies of the world, where specifications are always more rigid and work is better done (at greater expense of
It is gratifying to
course) and more closely inspected.
know that in establishmg and maintaining the high standards of excellence which have characterized the vessels of
our new navy, and which have given these vessels an international reputation, the electric plants have kept pace with
the other parts ol the construction and equipment, and they
are to-day the finest examples of marine installations afloat.
In an able article on " Naval Dynamo Machinery," recently
published in the proceedmgs of the United States Naval In-

ating and utilizing a new and exceedingly flexible form of
energy.
During the period named immense central stations have
grown up in every town and city of the land, filling the
streets with their ever extending feeders and manis, and
supplying light, power and heat to thousands of consumers.
The horse railroad has become a back number, and in its
place we see the electric trolley car; while in the largest
cities the electric underground and storage battery cars areproving their reliability and sounding the death knell of the
cable. Enormous water powers, hitherto inaccessible or un^
developed, have been harnessed to the electric dynamo, and
their power transmitted over distances and through territory
previously impassible, to industrial centers, where business
and enterprise have had opened to them new channels of
activity and profit.
The telephone and telegraph have
covered the continent with their network of connections
and practically annihilated space. Last, but by no means
least, capital has been attracted by this new aiid flexible
agency, electricity, and money has not been lacking to continue tlie marvelous work of development on lines and in
directions of still greater magnitude and with greater pracEurope has letl in the evolution of some
tical results.
branches of the science of electricity, as it has before led in
other sciences, but in practical demonstrations and applica-

stitute, Lieutenant J. B. Murdock summarizes his experience of manv years' study and practice, coupled with an extensive personal inspection of tlie best Europeon naval installations, by saying that " our electrical plants ar-; in most
respects superior to those in use in other navies, but deThis deterioration has been due
teriorate more rapidly,"
in the past partly to the fact that strength and durability
have been sacrificed to some extent (as admitted by Lieutenant Murdock) to secure the greatest compactness and
least weight, and partly to the fact that the navy has had to
create and develop a class of men competent to operate ship

The first difficulty Has
plants and to keep them in repair.
been remedied in the latest designs of apparatus now being
furnished the navy, and the latter difficulty is gradually
remedying iiself through the school ol practical experience;
so that the deterioration in the future will undoubtedly be
much less than it has been in the past.
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are liable to stretch and slip (from the rolling or heeling of
the vessel, or from oil) and reduce the efficiency of the
plant from 5
to 15%, depending upon local conditions.
The best practice is to provide a fixed coupling, readily
accessible., between dynamo and engine.
reserve capacity should always be provided, if space allows.
In the
navy, the present practice seems to provide a reserve of
from 25^0 to 33.'/3"o of the full load duty of the plant, a
separate unit furnishing the reserve.
Thus the full load
service of the New York requires about 85 horse power
dynamo capacity, which is supplied hy two units, while a
third, of 21 horse power, furnishes the reserve.
In some recent marine installations the reserve capacity
is even greater (5o"o
or more of full load duty) and it is
always wise to have at least one reserve unit which can be
kept ready for service at. all times.
In small vessels the
reserve capacity must necessarily be less on account of the
limited space available.
Engines should beef the open type, compact and strong,
with -rigid frames, large bearing surfaces and liberal clearance in the cylinders.
\'ertical engines occupy much less
deck space than horizontal and are better adapted for ship
service.
There should be special provision for relieving the
cylinders (Quickly of water, since a broken cylinder head or a
cracked cylinder may cripple the plant seriously; both hand
and automatic relief valves should be provided. Engines

%

A

should be fitted for atmospheric and vacuum exhaust and
should be able to operate satisfactorily with considerable
variations in pressure, since they may have to take their
steam from either the main or auxiliary boilers. The cups
for all oil feeds should be grouped in front of the cylinders,
where they are accessible and readily seen. There should
be auautomatic governor for speed regulation, and the speed
.should not vary more than 5 per cent, when full load is
suddenly thrown on and off, for uniform speed of dynamo
is very necessary for the satisfactory and proper operation of
lightsand motors. Vertical engines, whether simple or compound, should have two cranks, to insure smooth and quiet
operation. With the present size of marine plants, the consumption of steam is so small, as compared with the total
amount used for other purposes, that it has not been thought
necessary or advisable to complicate the plant by introducing
compound engines; but as the uses ol electricity increase in
number and variety (thus necessitating larger generating
plants) it will probably be found economical to introduce the
compound type. It is frequently used abroad at the present
time.

ii'

1

I^^HL

I

.in

'

The multipolar type of dynamo should be used, since it
permits of slow armature speed, less weight, greater compactness and closed magnetic circuit.
With the four pole
type, only two brushes are necessary, and this is a distinct
advantage.
The commutators (ol^ bronze or hardened
copper) should have ample bearing surface and deep bars
(I inch to I ''2 inches), so as to admit of considerable wear
without replacement.
Dynamos should be compound wound (insuring automatic regulation of the electromotive force with change of
load) and should be provided with a field rheostat to compensate for the change in the resistance of the field wind-
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FIG.

2.

CALl'.MET GAS COMPANY'S ARC LIGHTING STATION. —EXTERIOR OK WORKS.

tions America is undoubtedly in the lead, and from present
This is due partly to the reindications will remain there.
sources at our command, but principally because of the
practical nature and the well-known ingenuity and boldness
of the American engineer in applying scienlific principles to
practical prubems, in new ways and with new agencies.
On shipboard electricity has at last been recognized as
the proper agency for lighting, and apparatus and methods
of installation have been so improved and standardized that
the electric ship plant can now be relied upon for continuBeyond this, it cannot be said
ous and economical service.
that electricity has been introduced to any considerable extent in marine installations, although the future gives promise
of many new applications.
Inasmuch, however, as jsractically all other applications aboard ship arc dependent upon
the lighting plant, it is natural that thebest engineering skill
has been occupied in perfecting the latter. As a result there
have been developed for marine work a special type of generating set (engine and dynamo), special appliances (switches,
junction boxes, cut-outs, stuffing tubes, water-tight globes
and lanterns, etc.), special insulation for conductors, special
methods of wiring, special forms ol search lights, and special men who may ]iroperly be called "marine electricians."

These apparatus and appliances differ materially from those
in use on shore, and must be used under service conditions
entirely dissimilar.
Salt "water, salt air, steam and the excessive heatof ship boiler and engine rooms, would play
havoc in a very short time with the best modern shore installation, as they have, in fact, with many of the early ship
plants, and if there is any place in the engineering world

where the old axiom of "penny wise and pound foolish"
should be stamped in large letters, it is on the plans of an
marine plant. Such an installation is expensive
when compared witli similar work on shore, the first cost
being perhaps loo per cent, or more greater. Inferior material and workmanship are sometimes employed on shore,
and fair resulf^ obtained by careful supervision and management of the plant. Such a pohcy is unwise under any circumstances, but aboard ship it is fatal; depreciation at once
becomes heavy and rapid, and the marine plant has no manufacture or repair shop close at hand to repair damages or
electric

supply new material, nor are there always skilled electricians
aboard ship to locate the cause of troubles and apply the
remedy promptly.
It is wise for the naval architect in designing and installI,
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The limits of this paper do not admit of a detailed discussion of the standard naval specifications, but every naval
architect should study them carefully and apply them in all
places where circuits, lights, apparatus or appliances are
exposed to sea conditions; a>, for example, on the upper
decks, in the. engine and boiler rooms, coal bunkers, store-

rooms, lower compartments, etc. The following brief
ume covers some of the most important points.

res-

LOCATION OF PLANT.
_

On war vessels the plant is properly considered as one of
the vitals of the ship, and is always located below the protective deck, in a compartment by itself, near the boilers
and as near the center of the ship as possible. These compartments require artificial ventilation, and even then are
often uncomfortably hot (aboard the San Francisco, for
example, the temperature ranges from 120° F. up}. In some
of the larger war vessels abroad there are two plants, located
in different parts of the ship, one for ordinary service (above
the protective deck) and the other for service in action
(below the protective deck). The practice_of dividing the
plant, however, is more expensive in first cost, as well as in
operation and deterioration, and is bad on general principles;
it has never been adopted in our service.
In some merchant
vessels and yachts the plant is located in the main engine
room, to save expense in piping and in extra supervision and
attendance.
The presence of moisture, live steam or flying
Oil in the main engine room, however, is very injurious
to electrical apparatus, and where possible the plant
should always be located in a compartment by itself,
near the boilers (to insure a short lead for the pipes) and
near the engine room, .so that the engineer on watch can,
with a few steps, see that the plant is receiving proper attention.
The ventilation of the room should be good, and the
temperature should not be excessive. The nearer the plant is to
the center of the vessel, the less will be the cost of copper in
the distributing circuits.
With the earlier types of apparatus, care had to be exercised to locate the plant at a sufficient distance from the compasses, to prevent the influence
of the magnetic field of the dynamo on the magnetic needle.
The modern dynamo, however, with its closed magnetic
circuit, has no appreciable influence on a compass needle at
a distance of 15 feet.
CHARACTER OF GENERATING

UNITS,

Engine and dynamo should always be direct coupled,
that is, the armature shaft oi the dynamo should be directly connected to the engine shaft.
Belts take up room,

when hot

or cold.

c.irefully insulated,

Armature and fields should be
and the insulation resistance of

both should be carefully tested before the plant is accepted;
it should not be less
than one megohm.
Tlie maximum
rise in temperature above the surrounding air (measured
immediately after a full load test of not less than four
hours) allowed in any part of the dynamo must be small,
for high internal heat is certain to impair or ruin the insulation in time, and then the plant is useless without
extensive repairs.
The naval specifications are very rigid
in this respect, the maximum temperature rise being only
50° F,
This makes the dynamos expensive, and a limit of
60*^ to 70" F. can be allowed with reasonable safety
in the
merchant marine, unless the location of plant is particularly
unfavorable as to temperature and ventilation.
Dynamos and engines should always be tested together,
as a complete unit.
The full load efficiency of the unit, as
measured by the ratio

—

—

Electrical Horse Power at
1" > 11-1
~T5
T

dynamo terminals
-

— should be
,

, ,

,

not

indicated Horse rower ol? engine
less than So"; with the best types of marine sets it runs as
high as &}% to S$%. This applies to a unit with simple
Tne curve of efficiency falls off at light load (the
engine.

H

about 7$% ^^
load, 70,%' at li load, and
load) and it should be arranged; therefore, that
at
the units in operation at light loads should be loaded to at
least 75% of the capacity.
The efficiency of units abroad is olten determined by the
consumption of w^ater (in pounds per hour) per electrical
horse power hour of output, and where the necessary
apparatus is available for making the test it is undoubtedly
more satisfactory than the measurement only of the indicated
horse power of engines and the electrical horse power of
dynamos. This method of test is now folio.ved in large
central stations, where triple and quadruple expansion,
vertical, condensing engines are used, coupled directly to two
dynamos, one at each end of the shaft, and varying in size
efficiency being
55'',;^

%

from 600 to 2,500 horse power.
Three types of modern marine plants, as used in thenavy,
the merchant marine and in yachts in this country, are
shown in -the accompanying cuts.
The switchboard is an important accessory of the dynamo
room, and, in common with all other appliances and devices
used aboard ship, should be made of non-combustible
material.
The body of the board should consist of slate or
marble and no wood is permissible in its construction. The
instruments and connections on the board should be
accessible and compactly arranged, and the positive and
negative connections should be symmetrical. Any dynamo
should be able to operate on any circuit, either single or in
multiple with the other dynamos.
Switches for different
dynamos and circuits should be plainly marked so that the
operator cannot make a mistake in their manipulation. The
.switchboard shown in Fig. 6 is a good example of recent

marine work.

THE WIRING OF THE VESSEL,
This is the most diflicult and expensive as well as the
most important part of the installation. With the wiring
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many of

are very inaccesible, and
should a fault occur it is difficult to locale and still more
It is impenitive, theredifficult and expensive to remedy.
fore, that only the very best material and sliilled labor obProbably the best example
tainable should be employed.
of the highest grade wiring to be found is in our
own naval vessels, and the specifications of the Xavy
Department are very rigid and complete. In Europe,
and especially in England, it was the practice for several years to use what is known as the "single conductor system" of wiring, where one conductor only is run
'rem the dynamos to the lamps, the hull of the vessel being
Ihe practice, however,
as the return conductor.
utilize<l
has never found favor in this country, and it hns a number
jf serious faults, with the single argument of cheapness
Recent practice abroad, eridenlly based upon
in its favor.
unfavorable experience, does not favor il, nnd the system
generally used is the two*conductor, insulated metallic reIn England experiments have recently been
turn system.
made with a concentric cable, where one conductor is
placed concentrically outside and insulated from the other,
Such a cable has the advantage of materially
in one cable.
reducing the labor of wiring a ship, while still retaining the
advantages of a completely insulated metallic circuit; but it is
not wise, in the writer's opinion, to abandon our standard
two-wire separate conductor system, until the success of the
new method has been thoroughly demonstrated by several
years* test at sea. The wiring should be divided in separate
circuits, lights which are located in the same parts of the ship,
and which are ordinarily used at the same time, being grouped
00 the same circuit. These several circuits are then carried
back to the switchboard in the dynamo room where they
are so connected that they can be independently controlled.
The number of these circuits depends entirely on the size
of the vessel and the number of lights required.
In large
vessels the expense of running each circuit back to the
installed

tlie

circuits

ELECTRICIAN.

water-tight joints and an inner lining of insulating material.
It is almost impossible to prevent trouble on these circuits
with the ordinary wooden molding, and the iron tube
method is successfully employed on shore in such places as
breweries, dyeing establishments and chemical works, where
the conditions are as trying as they are at sea.
The loss in
the mring should not exceed s%, and the expense is not
excessive if this loss is limited to ;^%.
The electromotive force of all United States naval plants
is

So

volts.

This standard

245
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Ventilating blowers.
Portable drills.

Tonable pumps.
Operating machinery in engineer's machine sllop.
Deck hoists, which are located at some distance from

the boilers.

Operating valve of steam steering engine, and thus doing away with the long and awkward mechanical connec6.

has been adopted in order to

searchlights and incandescent lamps on
same dynamos without the interposition of too much
dead resistance in the searchlight circuit; and as the searchjjennit the nse of

the

lights are an important part ot the military equipment of a
naval vessel, the adoption of a non-commercial voltage for

the plant may be justified.
But in merchant vessels no
such important reason exists, and the voltage should range
from 100 to 120 volts, so that commercial incandescent
lamps can be used.
All wirii-g fittings and fixtures should be of bronze, or
composition with bronze finish, no iron being used.
A ship plant, if installed in accordance with the best modern practice and on the general lines which have been
described, can be relied upon for continuous and efficient service, provided it has a reasonable amount of care in operation, testing and inspection.
The electric lighting of ships
can be fairly said to have developed to a point where standard specification can be drawn and followed.
It seems,
therefore, proper to consider some of the possible future developments in the uses of electricity on shipboard for purposes other than illumination.

FUTURE DEYEI-OrMEN'T. — ELECTRIC MOTORS.
The

use of the electric motor is probably the most importI.
ELECTRICITY ON .SHirHOARD: ITS PRESENT POSITION AND FUTURE DEA'ELOP.MENT.- -RANGE FINDER.

FIG.

tion between steering wheel and rudder.
The writer is of
the opinion that a motor will eventually replace the steam
steering engine itself.
It requires about 15 horse power
only, and the application can be made successful.

Opening and closing of water-tight doors. This apis simple and would
greatly facilitate the prompt
closing of doors in an emergency, either from the bridge
7.

jjlication

or from any other desired point.
If the water-light doors
of the ill-fated Victoria had been thus equipped they
could have been closed within tire si.vty seconds immediately
preceding the collision (when the order to close doors was
given), and the ship might have been saved.'
S.

Driving

ice

machinery.

There are certainly auxiliary steam engines that it is inadvisable to attempt to replace with electric motors; thus the
auxiliaries in the engine and boiler room spaces (including
blowers, ash hoists and certain spar deck hoists) require
only short lengths of steam piping, and the conditions of
service in the boiler and engine rooms are very trying to a
motor; again the anchor engine requires from 40 horse
jiower to 50 horse power, and if a ntotor is used the generand wirmg capacity of the plant must be considerably
increased, while the motor is needed occasionally only and
cannot be used for other purposes.
Such a general introduction of electric motors as here
recommended necessitates an increase in the capacity of the
generating plant of from 30 to 60 horse power (the heavy
turret turning machinery having its own plant) depending
upon the number of motors used, but this increase can be
provided for in the existing dynamo rooms of all larger vessels, and the advantages derived warrant the additional expense.
A modern vessel is filled with steam and exhaust
pipes running to the auxiliary engines.
Where they pass
through living spaces they are a great discomfort; they are
in constant need of repairs, and they are a menace to life in
case of accidental bursting or breaking. Electric wires take
up much less room, do not easily get out of order and do
not injure any one if they do get out of order.
The electric
motor is cleaner, quieter, lighter and more compact than
.itor
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witchboard becomes very heavy, and, to reduce this, leeders
led to certain predetermined centers of distribution,
where they are connected by means of suitable junction
boxes to the circuit mains, which in turn light a certain section of the ship.
In our naval vessels circuits are classed as
battle circuits, including the lights needed in action, and
are

lighting circuits, which include the lights for ordinary illumination. At general quarters all lights on the lighting circuits
are at once cut off at the dynamo room switchboard.
In a
merchant vessel lights in the engine and firerooms, cargo
spaces, storerooms and quarters should be on separate circuits, the sub-division of circuits being varied to suit individual vessels.
On all exposed decks and in boiler und engine
rooms, cargo spaces, storerooms and passengers' steerage,

standard navy watertight moldings and fittings (junction
boxes, switches, etc.), should be used.
In the quarters of
officers and cabin passengers, standard non-combustible fittings, such as are used on shore, can be safely used.
The present standard navy wire has no lead covering. It
was formerly required as a mechanical protection and waterproof covering of the wire, but it was found that in handling
the wire aboard ship, the lead covering was very apt to become broken, thus allowing water to soak in between the
covering and the wire and the ragged, broken edges were
frequently driven into the insulation of the wire to such an
extent as to ground the metallic conductor to the hull of the
vessel.
Furthermore, it was practically impossible to discover defects in the insulation of the wire under the lead covering before the wire was put in place, and these defects often
caused trouble later in service. The writer advocated the
abandonment of the lead covering in 1S87 after a year's experience with it on board the crusier Atlanta, where many
of the circuits had to be entirely replaced during that period.
The insulatioii of the wire should be depended upon to prevent troubles (the best rubber covered wire only being used)
and a good heavy braiding affords all the mechanical protection needed beside the molding. Sample of all wire should be
subjected to rigid electrical and physical tests before use. If a
new ship is to be wired, the work should be done while the
vessel is burlding, and the writer believes that the circuits for
the engine and firerooms, the coal bunkers and for the exposed decks should be run in continuous iron tubes, having

ant development to be looked for aboard ship.
On shore,
where millions of dollars are now invested in single central
the
constant
station plants,
endeavor of the mangement is to
make this investment more productive by keeping the machinery in operation with a paying load for as many hours
out of the twenty*four as possible.
During the day, the
percentage of lights in use is very small and current is therefore sold for power purposes, thousands of horse power
being thus connected in small units to the lighting circuits
The advantages of the electric motor are
of the station.
now too well known to need repetition, and with the improvethat
has
been
made during the last two years in their
ment
durability and adaptability for special applications, there are
many places aboard ship where they can replace the auxiliary
steam engines, with a saving of expense in first cost and
operation and in space and weight.
For military purposes,
they can be used to advantage:
1.

^--

For ammunition hoists.
For handling the turrets of

battle ships and monitors
and also the heavy guns in these turrets.
torpedo
discharge
apparatus.
For
3.
Hydraulic or compressed air machinery has been largely
used for this work in the past, and in this.connection the
following editorial, which appeared about a year ago and a
half ago in an English technical journal of high standing is
2.

significant:

to the present we have not felt able to advocate the
general use of electric motors in place of hydraulic gear or

"Up

auxiliary steam engines on board ship, but the effect of the
recent frost on tlie Benbow discloses a weak point in hydraulic

machinery which has no parallel in electric work. The gear
of the heavy guns has been not only disabled, but has suffered
such serious injury that it has been found necessary to take
the'greater portion of it to pieces, and to forward it to the
manufacturers for reconstruction and repair."
Foreign navies have adopted electric motors for gun, turret, and hoist work quite extensively, and a number of ammunition hoists have recently been ordered for our own ships;
while the turrets of the new battle ships will, in all probability, be operated entirely by electric motors.
For general purposes electric motors can be used to advantage for
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any other form of motor; they are in daily use on shore for
many of the purposes enumerated, and there is no reason
why their use should not be equally successful on board
ship.

SEARCHLIGHTS.
Searchlights have been in use on war vessels as a military weapon of offense and defense for several years, but
their use as an aid to navigation is recent.
Vessels now
passing through the Suez canal use their searchlights and
so make as rapid progress at night as in the day time. VesNew York and .Savannah u.se their
sels plying between
the Coiirr of Inquiry that it reT, Captain Bourke testified before
quired three minutes, with a trained crew and under ordinary drill
conditions, to close the doors of the Victoria.

-
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searchlights in running up the Savannah river at night,
and frequently save twelve hoars' time from dock to dock in
The Sound steamers throw the beam of their
so doing.
lights overhead in a fog, and the location of the vessel is inThe
dicated by a well defined luminous spot in the fog.
searchlight is frequently used for coaling ship or making
indicate
These examples sufficiently
the
repairs at night.
uies to which an intelligent captain can put his search light.
The general appearance, construction and operation of
There are
search lights has been greatly improved of late.
two general types; those controlled by hand, requiring a
man constantly at the projector, and those controlled by
electric motors, so that an observer standing at a "distance
from the projector can, by means of a control stand, throw
the beam of light at any desired angle of azimurh or elevaThe hand control is cheaper and has generally
tion.

improvements
in the electrically controlled projectors for the navy have so
simplified them and increased their simplicity of operation that
the arguments in favor of their general use have been greatly
The projectors should be placed well above
strengthened.
the level of rails, guns, boats, etc., and in such a position as
to command the greatest uninterrupted sweep around the
horizon. The French have tried the experiment of placing
the projector close to the water line, either by mounting it
at a lower deck port or by hanging it from an overhead

proved more reliable in sernce, but recent

A

''multiple fiber" incandescent

brought

out

in

England

for

lamp has
use

been

recently

with these masthead

lanterns, the individual fibres or filaments being so fine
that they lose their incandescence immediately the current
is cut off
With the usual single filament lamp there is an
after-glow v^ien the circuit is opened, which is sometimes
confusing in rapid signaling.
The searchlight provides an
excellent means of long-distance signaling, the beam of
light being thrown overhead and waved to right or left.
It
has been reported that English war vessels have communicated successfully in this way in Chinese waters when
more than fifty miles apart.
Electric firing circuits for firing the guns and torpedoes of
war vessels will undoubtedly be used in the future; these
circuits are so arranged that indicators at each gun and in

the conning tower show when the gun is laid and ready for
The act of firing can then be performed by the
firing.
pressing of a button in the hands of the gun captain or of

and 2.
This beautiful instrument, after tests extending over a
of five years, has jusl been officially approved and
adopted by the Navy Department, and it has been adopted by
several foreign governments as well. The following extracts
from an official report of die commanding officer of the
San Francisco show what it will do in actual service:
"In January last, when at Pernambuco, Brazil, I sent to
the department a tabulated record of the errors of the range
finder as determined in the various parts where the true
The average
distances could be gotten from the charts.
error of all the observations was about six-tenths of one per
Since that time I have always
cent, per thousand yards.
made use of the range finder at target practice, and in going
The range finder is
into and out of port and in coasting.
thoroughly adapted to ship use, as is shown by the fact
service
are
care
and
in
the
hands of three apwhole
that its
These boys keep it in order, and go to it as
prentice boys.
their station at general quarters, getting under way and
anchoring, and whenever the word is passed, 'man the
range finder.'
"The range finders keep in order with almost no care
whatever. There is a transmitter in the conning tower, one
reading instrument in the starboard gangway, another
reading instrument on the poop. The quiet and orderliness
of target practice would be much increased if two reading
instruments were added^— one for the port gangway and one

from the side of the compass box or binnacle. The coil is
placed a few yards from the compass, and is supplied bj-an
alternating current of from two to three amperes.
The induced current of the secondary coil reaches the pivot of the
compass through a flexible wire, and passes thence to the
aluminum capsule that carrier the sapphn-e, and follows
along an aluminum wire or pointer which forms a radius of
the north pole of the compass.
As the ship deviates to the
right or left of her course, the current leaps (through a distance of about an inch) from the pointer to the right or
left hand insulated plate in the binnacle, and thence flows
through one of two electro-magnets, which, in turn, close
the circuit, in one direction of rotation or the other, of a
small 150 watt motor. The shaft of this motor is keyed to
the shaft of the rudder motor, which moves the rudder in
the direction required to bring the ship back to her course.
It is reported that the compass card is entirely uninjured by
the current or spark, and that the device has been tested in
squadron practice for two months with complete success.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
£. large vessel is
quite a problem.
Verbal
will not carry, .and the person to be communicated with is usually out of sight.
Electric gongs and bells
are useful as calls, and speaking tubes are largely used. On
the New York there is a speaking tube "exchange" below
the protective deck and under the conning tower.
Some
twenty or thirty tubes converge at this point and connection
is made between their ends by a short length of flexible
tube, so that the commanding officers by calling the ''exchange" operator can have his single tube connected with
any other tube and vice versa. This system is crude, however, and the operator must be sore.y perplexed when a number of calls are "blown in" at once.
There is no way of
distinguishing where the calls come from, unless the operator has a sufficiently musical ear to detect a difference in the
notes of the tube whistles.
far better system would be to have' a direct telephonic
connection between the conning tower and such other points
as are desired, without any "exchange'' at all.
Such systems are now installed in many large office buildings and
industrial establishments and give great satisfaction.
Telephones have been tested aboard ship and found to be entirely reliable and an order can be given clearly by telephone that could not be understood at all through a speaking tube, especially when there is much noise or confusion
at either or both ends of the line.
Electric engine revolution counters and direction indicators, thermostatic coal bunker indicators and helm indicators have recently been successfully developed.
They are
simple in construction and easy to operate.
Some of these
appliances, devised by Lieutenant Fiske. are now being installed on board the New York.
The mechanical engine room telegraph signals now used for transmitting
orders from the bridge to the engine room are a great improvement over the old gong and bell pull, but their installation is expensive and their operation nut always certain, on account of the many changes of direction in the

commands
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Rapid communication, or exchange of orders, between

An

period

24,

distant parts of

Theoretically, the area of consupport outsjde the ship.
tact of the beam of light on the water is increased by this
arrangement and this is doubtless true in practice when the
If the atship is at anchor in a harbor on a calm night.
tempt, however, is made to use the projector in this position
with the ship under way, it does not seem possible tiiat it
can escape injury from the waves nor that the beam of light
will not be frequently shut in by the intervening seas.

instrument which will indicate quickly and with
reasonable accuracy the distance of objects within the range
of vision at sea is obviously of great advantage, both on
account of its military value to a war vessel and as an aid
Several range
to navigation, in coasting or making land.
linders have been devised both here and abroad, but by far
the most complete apparatus is that invented by Lieutenant
Bradley A. Fiske, United States Navy, and shown in Figs.

November

FIG. 5.
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the commanding officer, as may be desired. Such an arrangement will be appreciated for broadside or combination firing
at close quarters.

ELECTRIC LOGS.

The French navy

has recently adopted an

electric log,

the invention of Rear Admiral Fleuriais.
A set of revolving vanes on the log imparts, through worm gearincr,
motion to an ivory disc mounted in the log, and a spring
makes contact with metallic plates placed at intervals on
the rim of this disc.
As this contact takes place, a bell is
sounded aboard ship, once for every 24 revolutions of the
vanes. The interval between signals is arranged ii seconds
for S knots, S.S seconds for 10 knots, 4.4 seconds for 20
knots, and is, therefore, of sufticient length to prevent
errors.
To indicate fractions of a second, the usual sand
glass has been displaced by a pendulum indicator which

A

for the forecastle."

This report shows that the instrument

is
accurate and
construction the principle of
bridge
is applied very cleverly.
the well-known Wheatstone
Two standards, as shown in Fig. r. are firmly secured to
The
the deck, at the ends of a base line of known length.
standards are connected to each other and to a central
point (usually the conning tower) by proper wires, there
being also a telephonic connection between all these stations.
Each standard carries a telescope, fitted with an electric contact and pivoted so as to travel over a graduated metallic arc.
The diagram, Fig. 13, shows the usual connections. The

easily kept .in order.

In

its

in the circuit is located at one of the standards.
the telescopes are directed on the same object (communication being constantly maintained between th« two
stations by telephone), they take different positions on the
arcs, and a deflection is produced on the galvanometer, which
By
deflexion is proportional to the distance of the object.
trigonometry the distances are determined for different
angular positions of the telescopes, and the galvanometer is
then graduated to read the distance direct in yards.
This distance is reported from the principal observing
station to the conning tower by telephone and is then telegraphed to indicators, Fig. 2, placed conveniently about
In future naval engagements the range finder
the decks.
will play an important part, and it may be a controlling
factor in determining a victory, while in the field of navigatian its use will be steadily extended.

galvanometer

As

SIGN.\LINr,

AND FIRING

CIRCUITS.

signals the navy has recently adopted an improved form of the Ardois system, Fig. 4, suggested by Lieutenant A. P. Niblack, United States Navy.
Four double
lanterns, each lantern being colored half red and half white,
are strung on a jackstay at the mizzenmast, the interval between the lanterns bemg 12 feet. An incandescent lamp
each half of each lantern and connected by
is placed in
cable to a signal stand, Fig. 5, mounted on deck as desired.
Various combinations of red and white lights are tlien
flashed by a suitable switch at the signal stand and the lights
are burned until the signal is reproduced on all the answering
Another switch is used to "blink" the upper light,
ships.
thus indicating some special code signal. This system israpid
and very satisfactor}' up to distances of three to five miles.
For "wig-wag"' signaling, between two vessels a very neat,
double masthead lantern has been developed, the red and
white lights being flashed in succession by a suitable key.

For

night

FIG.- 4.
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beats at intervals of two-tenths of a second, and which is
started at the moment of taking an observation.
A mistake of half a second, with a period of 50 seconds, makes
an error of only one-tenth of a knot in the speed of the
vessel; if the observation is prolonged, the error is reduced.
The apparatus is simple, and apparently gives
good satisfaction. The log is about g}{^ inches in diameter
and is not water-' ight.

THE ELECTRIC STEERING COMP.A,SS.
Another French invention, by Lieutenant Bersier, French
Navy, which will probably be introduced aboard ship, is
the si eering compass.
Its object is to keep a ship on her
course automatically and without the constant manipulation
of the wheel in the hands of the helmsman.
The following
brief description of the device is taken from a recent technical journal.
The electric spark of a Ruhmkorft'coil is
made to unite a pointer on the circumference of the compass card with either one of two semi-cylindrical, metallic
plates, which are electrically insulated from each other and

— ARDOIS

SYSTEM

lead of the link chains, connecting the instruments on the
bridge and
the engine room.
An electrict telegraph signal will soon displace the mechanical device.
Several such instruments have already

m

been made and tested, both in this country and in Europe,
with satisfactory results. A set of these instruments is also
being installed aboard the New York.

STORAGE UATTERIES OR ACCUMUI-.A-ToRS.
Storage batteries are largely used on shore, for both cenand isolated plants, and their manufacture has
been much improved of late. Guarantees of 6 per cent, per
annum depreciation can be secured from responsible manufacturers, ar.d the care and operation of the batteries does
tral station

hot require specially skilled labor. The objections to their
use aboard ship are their great weight and the presence of
an acid solution, which gives oflT acid fumes. The weight
is being gradually diminished with successive improvements;
and the batteries can be fitted widi water-tight covers to
prevent slopping, while the fumes can be removed by

"
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proper ventilation.

They have

aboard ship

in the future.

STEAM TURBINES.
Considerable attention has been attracted in England to
the possible use of steam turbines, directly coupled to
dynamos. Their great compactness ana simplicity of con-

makes them

particularly suitable for marine plants,

while their comparative high speed permits of the use of a
verv cheap dynamo; for in dynamo construction the cost of
manufacture varies almost inversely as the speed. Several
shore plants using the direct-connected steam turbine have
been installed in England, and the reports thus far are very
If they prove reliable in service, some sacrifice
favorable.
of steam efficiency can well be afforded with their introduc-
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neers.

used from overhead pressure

tanks, as in breweries, locomotive charging tanks and the

that the

of alternating current apparatus suitable
simultaneous operation of incandescent lights, arc
lighisand induction motors has emphasized the advantages
of ihis type of apparatus and has greatly extended its sphere
The alternating current induction
of usefulness on shore.
motor has all the advantages of the direct current motor with
the great additional feature of having no commutator or
It has become ver>- popular during the last year,
brushes.
and if the use of motors aboard ship continues to grow, it
luture ship plants will be installed on
is quite possible that
the aliematiBg current system.

The development

for the

struction

In situations where water

water supply accordingly.

ALTERNATING CURRENT APPARATUS.

Pump

Automatic Electric

the advantages for ship use

that there ii no moving machinery about them; they need
not necessarily be placed in the dynamo room; ihey can be
charged at any time daring periods of light load, and when
the heavy load comes on they can be used to help out the
They will probably find a proper field of usefulness
plant.
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on account of their many compensating
advantages.
In conclusion, a few words about the handling of the
plant may not be out of place.
The proper operation and
care of electric machinery do not call for great technical
knowledge, but they do demand the entire time and attention of a few thoroughly trained, practical men. Our seamen
gunners in the navy are now trained for this work by an
excellent course of practical instruction at the Naval Torpedo
Station at Newport, and that these men have the right kind
of training is shown by the fact that several of them have
offers of more lucrative and
left the service to accept
important private positions on shore. Men for the merchant
marine should have a similar training, and good men can be
selected from those who havehad practice in operating shore
plants.

Applied

A

motor A' is broken, and the main
up to fill the tank. The apparatus at this
moment is shown in Fig. i, and also in Fig. 2, the latter
being a perspective view of the small motor and the rheostat
,

study, for

its

possibil-

seem almost unlimited;

An election in Harrison township which includes Terre
Haute, Ind., has been ordered for December 17th on the
proposition to vote a donation of $20,000 for an electric
railway between Terre Haute and Brazil. The company
has been incorporated with $100,000 capital stock, and it
is estimated that it will cost $125,000 to build the line and
locate a power house at Seeleyviile, which is about half
way between the two cities. Of the $100,000 stock $20,000
has been subscribed in Terre Haute, and the promoters of
the road say they have assurances of twice that amount if
the $20,000 donation is secured.
The right of way has
been secured along the north side of the old government
na;:ional road.
It is proposed to run cars every th-rly
minutes.
There will also be express cars, it being expected
that considerable business may be done in the shipment
of the lighter articles of what is usually handled as freight.
The passenger fare is to be 15 cents. The fare on the
Vandalia road is 50 cents.

the circuit controlling

motor

starts

mechanism.
Gradually the inflowing water raises the float, until con0-2 is closed, making connection wiih the switch A2 and

tact

again starting motor
roller J?

N".

This, in turn, sets in

motion the
//, and

under the cam on the upper end of the rod

being set free, sinks down and cuts in the resistand consequently the
ance of IV, stopping the motor
pump. At the same time pin 5^ Iia-^ closed the switch at
this rod,

.-^j,

electricity is a fascina'.ing

but electric machinery, in
common with all other classes of machinery, must always
depend for its successful operation upon a reasonable
exercise of human intelligence in its care and supervision.

ities

equipped with a long-distance telephone and

ELECTRICITY ON SHIPBOARD: ITS PRESENT POSITION AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT.- -STANDARD SWITCHBOARD FOR NAVAL SHIPS.

tion aboard ship,

.

It is

so that

M

when

the operation

A

is

the water again falls

to

the

lowest level

repeated.

Big Magnet and a Big Story.

This story is told by a ^Vashington correspondent: The
most astonishing contrivance for warfare recently developed
gigantic electro-magnet, of which
is Col. W. R. Kmg's
something has been said in the newspapers within the last
few days. This engineer officer of the army has constructed
on the top of a fort at Willet's Point, near New York, a
great horseshoe composed of two big cannon and a metal
bar, with several miles of heavy insulated telegraph wire
wound around the muzzles of the guns for spools. Thus
has been produced the most powerful magnet in the world,
a current of electricity being supplied from a dynamo.
As alleged, it is capable of deranging a ship's compass at a
distance of six miles, which would be useful in case hostile
They would
vessels tried to approach at night or in a fog.
be apt to find themselves ashore unexpectedly. It has been
suggested that a row of such magnets along the walls of a
fort might be used to draw the small arms out of the hands
of an on-coming enemy. This idea is the same as that of the
"Arabian Nights" story, in which the iron nails were pulled
out of ships that ventured too near the mountain of loadstone.

FIG. 2.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC PUMP CONTROL.

Over 100 electrical, mechanical
ser\'ice.
and engineering periodicals will be found on file. The
rooms fron*: west and command a fine view of the Hudson
Members visiting New York will find the rooms as
river.
convenient for their accommodation as were those at the

district

messenger

World's Fair.
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companyhas been obliged
expend nearly $60,000 during the last year in street improvements that do not add to the earning capacity of the

also the Pension Office building and the Geological Survey.

the increased cost of operation, the

This will be quite an extensive equipment, and the fact that
the government has advertised for bids will greatly encour-

age newcomers
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minutes, and

all

de-

mistaken."

Supreme Court

in

proceeding, but the immediate interest, of course, centers
the telephone and

in its application to
litigation.

iricandei^cent

lamp

Mr. Greene's paoer on

" Electricity

on Shipboard: Its

New

York, November I5tb, and is presented elsewhere in this issue, is a carefully prepared article on a subject that has not received the attention its importance de-

Mv, Greene's contribution is a valuable addition to
literature on the subject and will doubtless awaken in-

mands.
the

which there

terest in this field, in

paper

is

worthy of careful

is

so

The

government

the country

— that

is

to

much

promise.

The

perusal.

is,

just beginning

to realize

shrewd business men

in all

that the telephone as a

what has
parts

of

means of com-

munication between the several departments of large concerns, or between the heads of departments and the employes under

their

direction,

is

a

but there

Quite

great economizer, and

from the convenience of the arrangement is a very de->
sirable addition to the office equipment from a financial

committee of the

When

the change
all

from horses

to electrical

intro-

ahed, including not only the department building proper, but

who

are directly interested in

the great electrical center

of

and

The

and contractors of

and commercial

musuem

men

of great interest that he

if

is

city

all grade.-:.

thus
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suitable
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also take a friendly interest in a
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lection at Chicago.

it

But

in establishing

they will
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believe

directors will have a higher,
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work or first-class
Some of the machinery was faulty in design
equipment.
and poOi'ly constructed, andas a result the company has been

than the gratification of any local or sectional pride.

kept busy paying repair

paratus, original working instruments and machines, and the
There is no public museum
literature of this great subject.

it

did not succeed

in
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superior

They

will realize the great benefit to the industry at

lar^e of a
great and growing collection of electrical experimental ap-

bills.

these reports are verified by Mr. Payne; in fact, his

affairs much worse than was
According to. Mr. Payne, the company has
never earned any dividend or return upon its capital stock,

statement shows a condition of

in the

country which has an adequate electrical department.

suspected.

Why

should not the Field Columbian

nor has
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working order. The present condition of
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to carry

and put

Museum
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its
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competent man should
this country and Europe

this lack?

be employed to gather material in
which should, if possible, cover the entire field of electrical
Knowledge, time and money \^ill be needed
development.

It has

bonds,

point.

secretary of the interior has decided to

at the

arrangemement is made for receiving them.
A little effort would doubtless result in many
accessions of this character from Chicagoans alone.
The
sarrounding states of the West, with their many important
electrical enterprises and educational institutions, would
to the

the lines of the city consolidated

any passenger upon its lines. If this be true, and
there is no reason to question the accuracy of the statement,
the best thing to be done is to thoroughly overhaul the road

duce the telephone in that department of the government,
and a complete telephone exchange system will be estab-

is

particularly noticeable in railway work.

trical apiiaratus

the sub-

was claimed that the company was
charged excessive prices for machinery and construction
work, and that despite the high rate which the company paid
under one management,

display

electrical

would have an active interest in the electrical department
We know of one electrical man who has
of the musuem.
now in his possession several examples of old-time elec-

not now, and never has been, under the present management, a

equipment waS made and

the

J:o

electrical extension here is constant,

All of the scientific
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paying concern.

now

The
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electrical engineers, students

Railway company be-

when

of

West.

of electrical communication, dozens of important business
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is

city council

story

There should
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considerably

further alleges that
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the West.
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invent.
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This utter disregard of the expression of public

else in the country,

and industrial
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electrical department as the Field museum shoidd have.
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no doubt that the
project will be subjected to all the delays here outlined and
to as many more as the opponents of the measure can

Now
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hours, are
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express the sentiment

Chicago', the scene of the great

World's Fair,

tion.

Present Position and Future Development," which was read
before the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers at

at

we
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voted for the project, they are to be
seats

to

mankind.
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Precipitation
Solution.^
Bv

A.

from

Cyanide

Von Garnet.

The Siemens & Halske gold recovery process has been
tried on a large scale at the Worcester mines, South Africa,
for the last four months, after long and exhaustive experiments at the works of the Rand Central Reduction company.

Although the electrical precipitation of go.d, extracted
from ores by c)'anide, has unlv been recently introduced in
South Africa, it has been in use in Europe and Asia as far
back as 1SS8. Thcauthor having been connected with the
process from the beginning, he is thereby enabled to give
some information concerning its development, based on
In
actual working data, which may be of general interest.
18S7 Dr. Siemens found that the gold anodes used in eiectroplating at his works in Berlin lost weight when standing
idle in the cyanide liquor without any electric current passThis fact, backed by the statement
in" through the bath.
of chemical authorities that gold is soluble in cyanide first
induced, him to try the use of cyanide solution to extract
gold from ores. In the same year he built a small plant to
make experiments on concentrates produced at SiebenburThe gold was precipitated from the solution both by
gen.
It was found, however,
electrolysis and with zinc filings.
that the zinc method gave good results with strong solutions only, while the electric precipitation was equally effective with either strong or weak solutions, and its efficiency
was not lessened by the presence of caustic soda. Dr. Siemens therefore decided to use electrolysis only. Early in
the year iSSS he commenced operations on a larger scale,
and engineers were sent out to several different countries.

Two

went

to

Hungary, another

to

America, and the author

ic Siberia. The results obtained were generally satisfactory,
although, asmightbeexpected, they varied considerably ow)i
to the different conditions existing in the respective
Xothing was done in this country at that time as
place?.
Except to menthe patent question was not then settled.
tion the fact that Mr. Siemens was the applicant for and
holder of the first patent in the Transvaal for the extraction
of gold by means of cyanide, it is not necessary to discuss
this matter, as such questions are beyond the scope of a
tedinical paper.
It is necessary to point out some of the reasons why such
a large number of electrolytic processes have not succeeded
The electric current decomposes a solution
commercially.
-of metallic salt, the metal being deposited on a negative
pole, while the metalloid is liberated at the positive pole of
In a fixed time a given electric curthe electrolytic cell.
rent will deposit a certain quantity of metal, which tfuaiitiiy varies for different metals in direct proportion to their
•electro-chemical equivalents.
This law holds good only
for solutions strong in metal, but with very dilute solutions,
as in use in the cyanide process, the current does not find
-safiicient of the metallic compound present at the electrodes, and consequently decomposition of water also takes
place.
For this reason, to make the efficiency of the precipitation as great as possible, constant diffusion of the
In order, tlierefore, to create an artisolution is requisite.
ficial diffusion, a mechanical movement of the solution is
important, and the most economical and ethcient way of eflecting this is to allow a slow but steady flow through the precipitation boxes.
But it is still more important to give a
-very large surface to the electrodes.
In fact, a better effect
is obtained
by doubling the number of plates than by increasing the current ten fold.
For this reason mercury
cathodes cannot be used with good results.
In order to precipitate loo tons]of cyanide solution containing five penny-weights of gold per ton in 24 hours, about io,ooo square feet
of surface is required. If the bottoms of the precipitation
boxes were covered with mercury, it would be necessary to
have it at least a quarter of an inch deep, to make up for
difference of level and thus insure that the whole surface
should be covered.
This requires 200 cubic feet of mercury,
weighing So tons. Not only the initial expense but also
the trouble in cleaning up makes the use of the mercury in
this way as an electrode impracticable.
The vertical position in which metallic plates can be placed lias the great advantage of keeping the surface of the cathodes clean, as any
solid matter entering the boxes in suspension sinks to the
bottom of the latter, no obstruction being offered to its
downward course. Sheets of solid metal (as copper) coated
with mercury have also been tried, but have been unsuccessful, because the mercury, owing to the action of the
current, will penetrate the copper and form a dry amalgam
which does nofadhere to the plate. To obtain a satisfactory cathode a metal must be used which will fulfill the
'1 he
following conditions:
i.
jDrecipitated gold must ad-here to it.
2.
It must be capable of being rolled out into
very thin sheets to avoid unnecessary expense. 3. It must
be easy to recover the gold from it. 4.
It must not be
more electropositive than the anode in order to prevent return currents being generated when the depositing current
I

;

-

is stop;;ed.

The most suitable metal for the purpose is lead, wliich is
therefore used in the Siemens process, and which meets all
the requirements of the case.
Not less important is the
-question of anodes.
By the action of the current a metalloid is liberated at the positive electrode, and the latter,
when a metal, begins to oxidize.
Carbon could be used as
an anode, but it will not withstand the action of the current,
and soon crumbles into a powder wliich decomposes cyanide.
This finely divided carbon is in suspension, and cannot be removed from the solution by filtration.
Zinc used
as an anode forms a white precipitate of ferixi-cyanide of
zinc by the reaction of zinc oxide upon ferro-cyanide formed
-during the leaching.
Similarly of iron anodes form Prussian blue by the reaction of -oxide of iron and ferro
-cyanide
In consequence of this reaction the amount of
ferro-cyanide in the cyanide solution does not increase.
From the Prussian blue the cyanide can be recovered by
dissolving it in caustic soda, then evaporating the solution,
and finally smelting with potassium carbonate. This last
.

I.

Read

before the Cheniical and

Matalluri^ical Scciety of South

249

process has been carried out only on a small scale, about 50
pounds at a time, but a nice clean cyanide potassium was
obtained.
In the treatment of tailings this regeneration of
cyanide is not of great importance, but with concentrates,
which decompose the solution with formation of ferrocyanide, it will effect a considerable economy.
In order to
precipitate the gold from cyanide solutions only a very
weak current is required; that is to say, a density of about
.06 ampere per square foot.
With cathodes about i^^
inches apart, four volts is sufficient to produce this current
strength.
The advantages gained by using a weak current are; i.
The gold is deposited hard on tlie plates. 2. The iron anoiesare preserved for a long time, as their waste is in proportion to their current strength.
In a plant treating 3,000
tons per month i.oSo pounds of iron are destroyed in that "
period.
3. Little powep "is required; 746 watts equal one
horse power.
3.000 ton plant requires 2,400 watts,
eqaal theoretically to 3 ?< horse power, and actually requiring about five indicated horse power.
The most important feature of electrical precipitation is
that it operates on the solution quite independently of the
amount of cyanide or caustic soda that it contains. Precipitation by means of a chemical reaction !; invariably more
complete with a solution strong in cyanide than with a weak
one; but with electricity is absolutely of no importance whatever.
Therefore, in the treatment of tailings very dilute
solutions can be used, the only limit being a sufficient
amount of cyanide to dissolve the gold satisfactorily. Moreover, however acid the solution may be, when entering the
boxes the precij^itation takes place equally well, the same
amount of gold being recovered as from a natural or alkaline
solution.
There are none of the complications arising from
the formation of limeand alumina and hydrate of iron,
which, under similar circumstances, sometimes occasion so
much trouble in the zinc process. Everyone here present is
aware that a solution containing .03 of cyanide will dissolve
gold just as effectively as a solution containing .3 per cent.,
provided a longertime is allowed for treatment. In the first
case the decomposition of cyanide in the tailings is much
less than in
the second, and a corresponding economy is
effected.
The moisture in the original tailings being usually
about the same as tiiat contaiqedinthe residues, there is, as
a rule, no chance to give a large water wash after the cyanide treatment is finished. The residues discharged contain
10 to 15 per cent, moisture, carrying about i to .05 percent.
cyanide solution when the zinc process is employed. This
is equivalent to }{ pound of cyanide per ton of tailings.
This loss may be reduced to ^^ pound by using as weak wash
a solution containing only^oi per cent, cyanide, which
strength will be perfectly suitable for electrical precipitation,
though difficult to deal with by the chemical method. Having described the principles involved in this process, it only
remains to give some details as to the practical working results obtained at the Worcester works.
There are now in
use five leaching vats of two feet in diameter, with 10 feet
staves, each holding 2, 700 cubic feeL One tank is discharged
and filled each day. The strong solution used contains from
.05 to -oS per cent, cyanide, -and the weak washes ,01 per
cent. The actual extraction of fine gold has averaged 70 per
cent., while the consumption of cyanide has been ){ pound
per ton of tailings treated.
The precipitation plant consists
of four boxes 20 by S by 4 feet.. Copper wires are fixed along
the top of the sides of the boxes, and convey the current from
the dynamo to the electrodes. "The anodes are iron plates
They stand on
7 feet long, 3 feet wide and J/^-iirch thick.
wooden strips placed on the bottom of the box, and are kept
in vertical position by wooden strips fixed to its sides.
In
order to effect circulation in solutions passing through the
box, some of the iron sheets rest right down on the bottom,
while others are raised about one inch above the level of the
solution, thus forming a series of compartments similar to
those of a zinc box, the difference being that the solution
passes alternately up an down through successive compartments. The sheets are covered with canvas to prevent
short-circuit.
The lead sheets are stretched between two
iron wires, fixed in a light wooden frame, which is then
suspended between tlie iron plates. The boxes are kept
locked, being opened once a month for the purpose of the
"clean up," which is carried out in the following manner:
The frames carrying the lead cathodes are taken out one at
The lead is removed and replaced by a fresh sheet,
a time.
and the frame returned to the box, the whole operation
By this means
taking but a few minutes for each frame.
the ordinary* working is not interrupted at all, and the
which
necessary
in the zinc
cleaning out of the boxes,
is
The lead,
process, is only required at very long intervals.
which contains from 2 to 12 percent, of gold, is then melted
The consumption of lead is 750
into bars and cupelled.
pounrls per month, equal to i J^d. per ton of tailings. The
working expenses, including filling and discharging tanks,
come to 3s. per ton. When working on a larger scale the
expenses will, of course, be reduced.

taken

down

of the process was in the lesser cost of cyanide.
Anybody
could work at 4s. per ton, but they thought they could reduce that by is., or may be is. 6d. If they could bringdown
the cost to 25. 6d. there would be an enormous gain.
As the

boxes had only to be opened once a month, that represented a great advantage in various ways.
Lionel Phillips, president of the Chamber of Mines, who
occupied the chair, said the facts revealed in the paper were
of a startling nature and of the utmost importance to the
mining industry. Mr. Butters said that as for the royalty
to be demanded, he and probably his board would be content with one of 3 per cent, lower rather than higher than
that figure.

A

.

.

Discussion.
In the course of the short discussion which ensued it was
stated that the costs at the Worcester worked out as folFilling and discharging, lod. per ton; cyanide, 6d.
lows:
lime, 1. 2d.; caustic soda, .5d.; lead, i.id.j iron, 2. 2d.; white
labor, 5. 2d.; native wages and food, i.gd.; coal, 4;6d.; stores
and general charges, 3. 2d.; total, 3s.
Mr. Butters oljserved that the charges for the white labor,
They were only treating
viz., 5d. per ton, were very high.
If they were treating
at the Worcester 100 tons per day.
8,000 Ions per month instead of 3,000 the cost would be the
same, and white labor should only be one-fifth of the presThe high rates were for white labor and coal.
ent charge.
Coal would be nearly constant foi additional plant; but
while white labor would not be constant with a larger plant,
coal would perhaps be id. cheaper, and white labor would
come down to id. per ton instead of 5d. That meant a saving
In thecaseof the McArthurof 4d. per ton in larger works.
Torrest process the cost of zinc came to 2^2d. on every ton.
The new process had lead and iron and coal as heavy items
against cyanide, zinc and coal in the McArthur-Forrest proMr. Von Garnet had taken iron at 2. 2d., but he had
cess.
written the cost off by depreciation in one year, whereas it
would last probably for three years, but all the costs they had

at the outside. They thought the total cost would come
to 2s. 6d. per ton with an ordinary cyanide plant of
to S,ooo tons per month.
Of course the gain

from 6,000

McArthur-Forrest Patent Declared
Invalid.

A

cablegram from London dated November Sth announces
that Justice Romer, in the chancery division of the High
Court of Justice handed down his decision in the McArthurForrest cyanide gold extraction process patent htigaiion.

The

action

was brought by the owners

alleged infringers, and the defense

of the patent against

was that

the process

was

old and the patent invalid.
o\vners of the

The decision is against the
and may have considerable effect in

patent

America, where the process

is

also patented

and

in use.

High Voltage Shock Without Pain.
Dr.

P. S. Donnellan of Philadelphia, writing to the
Medical Ncws^ describes a case occurring in the practice of
his colleague, Dr.

W. M.

L. Coplin, as follows:

On the 2oth of April, 1894, J. R., aged 44 years, while
engaged in repairing broken wires for the Bell Telephone
company, grasped the ends ol the wire that had crossed an
electric light wire conveying one thousand volts.
He received the full force of the current through his body and was
immediately rendered unconscious.
He was thrown violently to the ground, and could not be released until the current was brolcen by a fellow lineman, who cut the wires
apart with a hatchet.

The man was brought to St. Mary's Hospital within half
an hour from the accident, and I saw him a few minutes
after his admission.
was in profound coma, with pupils
widely dilated and irresponsive to light, breathing stertorous,
face pale and bathed in perspiration.
About ten minutes

He

and then became wildly delirious, so that
required the combined efforts of three men to keep him
in bed.
moaned and cried incoherently, and tonic and
clonic convulsions of a severe type succeeded each other with
great rapidity.
At this time we were unable to take his
later he vomited,
it

He

temperature on account of his extreme restlessness, but to
the hand it appeared about normal.
His respirations now
lost their stertorous character, and became more of the
Cheyne-Stokes variety, averaging about ten per minute for
two hours after his admission. The pulse was 80 per minute,

of high tension.

-The man was given morphine by hypodermatic injection;
and as the delirium and convulsions did not abate, the injection was repeated, and soon afterward he gradually quieted
down. As his respirations were alarmingly feeble, he was
given strychnine by hypodermatic injection with excellent
effect.
He fell into an apparently normal sleep, from which he
awoke four hours later, conscious, but slightly dazed, and feeling, as he expressed it, "tired and sore all over."
On my visit
to the hospital next morning I found that he had slept well
during the night; his temperature was 9S.S, his pulse 72, .his
respiration iS.
He complained of pain from a number of
severe burns that he received during his contact with the wire.
These burns were distributed irregularly in Imes over the
back, arms and legs, and evidently were caused by the intensity of the current, as the clothing- which covered the
affected areas showed no signs of having been scorched.
On questioning the patient as to the nature of the accident, he remembered perfectly all the incidents of his morning's work up to the time that he grasped the wire that conveyed the shock through his body. After that moment he
had not the slightest knowledge of what tiad occurred, and
did not suffer the least pain until he awoke at 6 p. m., as already stated, to find himself in bed in the hospital. The patient made an excellent recovery.
In view of the employment of electricity by the authorities of certain states for the purpose of putting condemned
criminals to death, the facts of Idie case related are of interest.

In another case elsewhere, according to the statement of
our patient, he was absolutely insensible to pain from the
instant he received the shock; even the actual discharge of
the current caused him no suffering; and were it riot for the
burning of his skin, he would not have been aware that he
had met with an accident.
While it is to be regretted that the public is greatly exposed to accident Irom contact with the currents of high tension on account of the almost univei"sal employment of electricity as a motive and lighting power in our large cities, it
seems to me that, so long as capital punishment has to be
enforced as a legal penalty, the electric current, properly applied and of sufficient high tension, is the most humane agent
yet devised for putting condemned criminals to death.

Proposed Telegraphic Historical Society.
Preliminary steps have been taken looking to the formation of a telegraphic historical society for the purpose

of

and publishing historical information
relating to the establishment and development of the telegraph ia North America. A meeting will be held in the
collecting, preserving

Smithsonian Institution or other suitable building
ington,

D.

C, Wednesday, December

at

Wash-

5th, at 2 p m.

On

that occasion a constitution will be adopted, officers elected
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and plans

for carrying

forward the purposes of the society

"will be determined upon.

The movement has already enlisted the support of many
men well known in telegraphic circles, including Thomas D.
Lockwood, American

Bell

Telephone company, Boston,

Mass.; Franklin L. Pope, Great Barrlngton, Mass.; Charles
A.Tinker, general superintendent Western Union Telegraph

New

company,

York;

J.

H. Emerick, general superintend-

New

York; L. C. Weir,
New York; S. B.
Gifford, superintendent Western Union Telegraph company,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Charles Selden, superintendent B. & O.

company,

ent Postal Telegraph

Adams Express company,

prsident

AVilliam Kline,
Baltimore, Md.;
company,
superintendent telegraph, Lake Shore Railroad company,
Toledo, Ohio; A. H. Bliss, Chicago, Ill.jGeorge M. Dugan,

November

strikingly exemplified in Paris by the Commune insurrection,
where for weeks an inferior body of ill-disciplined and poorly
equipped men successfully resisted the most determined
Within the last year
efforts of a superior force of regulars.
the troops of our own army, called upon to assist the civil
authorities, found themselves marching miles of distance to

body of men sought
had accomplished its end and was already moving undisturbed and unobserved to another objective point. Under
such conditions the operations of a captive balloon provided
with electric and telephonic connection with the commanding general offer an unequaled means of observing and instantly reporting the movements of the hostile rioters, who
would thus be under the surveillance of the commanding
general, enabling him to act with promptness and effect.
repress riotous proceedings while the

superintendent

pany, Chicago,

Illinois

telegraph,
111.;

C.

W.

Hammond,

Missouri Pacific Railway company,

superintendent

St. Louis,

Uo.;

W.

C.

Walstrum, Roanoke, Va.; B. F. Dillon, superintendent
Western Union Telegraph company, Jacksonville, Fla.;
Morell Marean, manager Western Union Telegiaph company, Washington, D. C; W. H. Allen, manager Postal
Telegraph company, Washington, D. C; D. P. McKeever,
superintendent Pennsylvania Railroad company, Washington, D. C, and George C. Maynard, Washington, D. C.

Storage Battery
A decision was handed down

Litigation.

on November 15th in the
United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit in
the case of the Accumulator Company against the Edison
Electric Illuminating

company and

the Electric

Storage

Battery company by Judge Wallace, affirming the decision
of Julge Lacombe enjoining the Edison Electric Illuminating

company of

A

Curious Accident,

Brooklyn leads the country

in furnishing

queer trolley car

The New York Sun gives this account
startled people on November 14th:

accidents.

that

of one

it is

down

much

Refrigerating case, in which so

has been manifested by the electrical

fraternity,

interest
w'as

set

argument before the Supreme Court of the United
States on November 19th.
A Washington correspondent
for

gives the following

interesting

summary

Three manholes over the subways of the Municipal ElecLight company in Bedford avenue, at Grand, South
and South Second streets, Williamsburg, blew out
So
yesterday afternoon, and several persons were injured.
great was the shock that some persons thought an earthquake had occurred. Many panes of glass were broken.
One of the live trolley wires of the Grand Street and Calvary Cemetery railroad broke about 25 feet east of Bedford
avenue, on Grand street. The end of the live wire which
over the wet roadway, and
fell to the street twisted all
clouds of steam and smoke curled into the air. The damp
earth and stones absorbed the whole power of the electric
It
current and there were explosions Irom three manholes.
is surmised that gas from a defective main leaked into the

brated litigation and the connection

it

ot this

bears

to

now

cele-

the

tele-

phone and incandescent lighting interests:
The Bell Telephone company, under the disguise of a little
is fighting desperately
before the last court for fourteen years more of life, for
And
fourteen years more of $3,000,000 annual profits.
wearing the colors of the butcher, Sulzberger, stand the
lawyers of those who are trying to destroy the monopoly
and wrest frcm it for themselves, and, in a purely incidental
manner for the people, a part of its enormous gains. The
principle at stake in this case that has been almost concluded without public attention is far-reaching and involves
not only the enormous interests that are fighting the battle,
but also scores of immensely profitable patents, millions of
dollars in royalties that will exist or will not exist according

concern with a refrigerating patent,

as this battle goes.

First

The principle is this: Does a patent right, granted in the
United States, expire with rhe expiration of the foreign patent of shortest term, granted before the United States patent is applied for, or does it expire with the foreign patent of
shortest term, granted after the United States patent is
granted? If the first proposition is true, then the Bell Telephone company may go on with its monopoly until 1909,
the General Electric company has several years of monoply
in the Edison incandescent lamp, the rubber trust has many
more years of profit in its most valuable patents,

and the voltage from the broken wire,
conveyed through the wet ground, touched the gas off.
On Grand street, about twenty feet from a manhole,
John Haslor, who was driving a wagon for Grocer F.
Begeman, was found lying face down in the street. He

electric light conduit,

scores

of

business

establisluhents

will

lose

the

suits

that have been brought against them and hundreds of
companies that have given up their royalties because they
thought their patents had expired will enter claims against
hundreds of companies now doing business in what they
think is security.
If the second proposition is true the Bell
Telephone company's monopoly is at an end. On the same

manner the position of all the others interested is exactly reversed.
That is the matter the Supreme Court will decide
when it decides whether Sulzberger's meat was legally or
illegally frozen.
The only law that bears directly upon

an infringement on the Swan reissue

patent.

matter is the following paragraph from section 4,887 of
the Revised Statutes of the United States:
"No person shall be debarred from receiving-a patent for
his invention or discovery, nor shall any patent be declared
invalid by reason of its having been first patented in a foreign country, unless this same has been introduced into public
this

W. W.
company

Gibbs, president of the
of Philadelphia, has

concerning the position of his

Electric Storage Battery

made the following statement
company in the present litiga-

tion:

The day following the opinion of the court upon the application of the counsel for the Edison company, the court
gave leave to file an application for rehearing to be submitted in printed lorni and accompanied with a printed
arcrument in support thereof, and denied the motion of the
counsel for the Accumulator company for th*? mandate,
holding that in abeyance until the decision was given upon

The decision in no way affects
the petition for a rehearing.
the business of the Electric Storage Battery company, but
Edison contract, and even if
York
applies solely to the New
affirmed will only delay that work until May next, when the
Swan patent expires.
Electrical

Communication

in

Warfare.

General Greely, chief of the signal service, in his annual
report to the secretary of war, makes interesting reference
to the use of the telephone in warfare, with especial refer"All late
ence to the contest now in progress in the East.

wars," he says, "and especially the one now waging between
Japan and China, indicate that electrical connections are
indispensable to the success of any army operating on a
base apart from the general telegraphic system. Appreciating

Bate Refrigerating Case.
The Bate

tric

New York from using the chloride battery,

on the ground tbat

1894

feu-

Telegraph

Central Railroad com-

24,

this

fact,

the

work

of the signal corps for the last

few years has been given to experimental work in the
equipment of its flying telegraph lines, so that it may be
ready for any possible emergency, and the system is so arranged that it looks to performing temporary telephonic
service, whether between headquarters of a regiment and
separate companies, or an army and its different divisions,
and whether such operations pertain to garrison, camp or

THE ROTH & ECK UYNAMO.
was stunned. The horse he hacfc been driving broke loose
irom the shafts and ran nearly two blocks before it was
Two other men were thrown out of a light wagon
caught.
near the corner of Bedford avenue and South First street.
They were only slightly bruised, and, after assisting their
horse to rise, they drove away.
Haslor was taken to the
Eastern District Hospital.
He suffered chfefly from shock.
The Bedford avenue police station is one block from Grand
When the explosion occured
street and Bedford avenue.
the policemen on reserve thought the building was going to
collapse and some of them ran into the street.
A telephone message was sent to the power house of the
Brooklyn City railroad at Division and Kent avenues, and
the power was shut off.
Many of the electric wires on the
trolley poles in Bedford avenue and in Grand street were
burned out, and it was fully an hour before the trolley
service was resumed.

actual conflict."

General Greely records the marvelous success which has
resulted from experiments in the army with the single uninsulated bimetallic wire lying on the ground in wet grass,
when a whispered conversation was conducted through
When the wire was partially
telephones half a mile apart.
buried the tt lephone could not be held close to the ear withAs showing the danger of reducing apout discomfort.
propriations for the signal corps, he cites the significant
instance in the current accounts of the present Corean war,
where it was mentioned incidentally that the day following
the battle of Ping-Yang the Japanese signal and telegraph
corps ran into that city a flying telegraph line, extending
The experiences
froai Seoul, a distance of seventy miles.
of the army of the United States last year showed that
several military departments had to be stripped of their
signal sergeants and telegraph material to enable a similar
length of line to be constructed in the valley of the Rio
Grande.

The signal corps is already experimenting with a great
military balloon which has had many successful ascensions,
and General Greely's corps "has endeavored to keep advised
as to practical advances in the construction of dirigible
balloons and aeroplanes, but nothing has developed during
the year that points to the speedy solution of air navigation.
The experiences of last year," he says, "prove that the
utility of the captive balloon is not confined to the open
country, but on occasions it may be of supreme importance
in connection with operations in the great cities.
The great
modern city, with its solid blocks of compact buildings exlending for many miles, presents unusual facilities for speedy
and undisturbed change of base on the part of bodies of lawless and riotous men engaged in committing depredations
and in destroying property. The extreme difficulty of overcoming riotous bodies within the limits of a large city was

The Roth & Eck Dynamo.
The accompanying
tured by Roth

^Jt:

i^ck,

a dynamo manufacThe machines are me-

cut illustrates

Chicago.

chanically and magnetically symmetrical; sparking at the

commutator under all changes of load is thereby obviated.
Ihe armature is made of thin soft iron discs, separated by
thin layers of paper, and is moimted on a steel shaft. Great
care

is

taken in winding the armature to secure perfect

sulation and mechanical firmness, and

is

it

carefully

in-

bal-

anced to avoid jarring when the machine is running. The
depth of the winding on the armature is small to avoid selfinduction.

The commutators

made of hard copper inThe field magnets are large

are

sulated throughout with mica.

and of the simplest horse shoe-type, with cylindrical cores
The wire of the fields is wound on
of soft wrought iron.
separate spools.

The winding

is

thus easily replaced, and

spools can be furnished for any voltage

if

a change should

be desired.

Both Mr. Roth and Mr. Eck are

practical

electricians

work unThey make dynamos from 8 to 75
lights and power motors from ^ to 7 horse power and do
repair work.
They have manufactured and sold over five
hundred machines during the last summer. Roth &: Eck

of long experience, fully competent to execute

all

dertaken by them.

are represented in the

Northwest by the Northwest

neering company,

Paul, Minn.

St.

Engi-

use in the United States for more than two years previous
to the application. But every patent granted for an invention
which has been previously patented in a foreign country
shall be sv limited as to expire at the same time with the
foreign patent or, if there be more than one, at the same
time with the one having the shortest term, and in no case
shall it be in force more than seventeen years."
When the first foreign patent of this Bate Refrigerating
company expired a number of people at once began to use
its process in part, because it was supposed that under the
-law quoted above, and interpreted by many decisions of the
lower United States court, the United States patent had
The Bate company began suit against several
expired also.
of these people on the ground that the expiring foreign
patent had not been granted before, but after, the United
States was applied for, and was, therefore, not within the

meaning of the law.

The Bate Refrigerating company began suit against
Ferdinand Sulzberger, a butcher, for using a part of their
When the case
process and refusing to pay royalty.
appeared in the United States Circuit Court in New York,
it
attracted no attention, although eminent, high-priced
Poor
counsel appeared fighting for the Bate company.
Su'zlierger had no lawyer that was any way a match for
these powerful persons, who excited h:s wonder not a little.
He could not understand how the Bate company could afford
such good lawyers.
But the United States Circuit Court
upheld Sulzberger, deciding as it had decided about ten
times before on the same point. The Bate company,
undismayed by its defeat, carried the case into the Court of
Appeals.
there last spring and wa&
It came to a hearing
argued at length by James C. Carter.
A lawyer for the Weslinghouse Electric & Manufacturing
company heard about Carter being in the case and at once
smelled a mouse. He began to nose around, and he soon made
up his mind that some powerful monopoly was in the fight.
He at once jumped to the conclusion that the powerful monopoly was the General Electric company, which, if the decision of the Circuit Court were reversed, would have the profits
of the Edison lamp until 1S97 instead of having to give them
up, under the standing decision, on November 17, 1894.
SoWith
this lawyer jumped to the res:us of Mr. Sulzberger.
part of the secret out the whole business was exposed.
Everybody was soon on the qui vive and ihe unequal battle
became a contest of evenly matched battalions of the heaviest
sort. But so skillfully was the monopoly behind the Bate company disguised that the allies of Sulzberger did not suspect
time the case was
the right person until about the
Then it came out that
closed in the Court of Appeals.
the Bell Telephone company was bearing the brunt of the
battle.
When the case passed out of the court of appeals,
which did not pass upon it, but merely certified it to the
Supreme Court, the interests and the cousel arrayed, as
Behind the Bate
nearly as can be got at, were as follows:
Refrigerating company, James C. Carter and J. J. Storrow
for the Bell Telephone company, Charles E. Mitchell for
the General Electric company and B. F. Lee for the rubber
trust; behind Sulzberger, that is for the anti-monopoly side,
were Wheeler H, Peckham, Edwin Wetmore, General
Benjamin H. Bristow and Charles A. Aldrich. These
gentlemen represented a score of interests, notably among
them the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturingcompany,
the United States company and the Harrison Internationa!
Telephone company.

The Bell interest in this matter is the heaviest. The
chief Bell patents, those upon which they mainly rely for

-

November

24,

WESTERN

1894

patents on a transmitter granted to
He applied for this patent in the
Edison May 30, 1S92.
spring of 1S77, and soon after the application was filed
he sold his rights to the Bell company for a comparaIn that same mysterious way in which
tively small snm.
the Berliner-Bell company applications were jugsjled along
in the Patent Office, this application was also juggled
along until May 30, 1892. Of course, everyone understands
that the right to use a patent exclusively lit^gins when the
application is filed, and the legal life of the patent, seventeen years at most, docs not begin until the application is
So the longer one can put off the granting of a
grante<l.
patent after he has the application in all right, the longer
one can enjoy the fruits of its exclusive privileges. Now, if
this particular patent had been granted soon after the application was filed, it would have expired at the end of seventeen years fr'cm some time late in the summer of 1S77, tl^^t
But it was not granted, as seen, until 1S92.
is, in 1S94.
The bell company had enjoyed its cheaply bought
monopoly for 15 years, and then, by the formal granting of
a patent, it entered upon 17 years more of enjoyment of
not interfering,
its enormous profits; that is, other things
the transmitter would be a Bell monopoly until May, 1909.
here
is
where
tlie
trouble
begins
But and
in 1S77, shortly
after applying for the patent on this transmitter, the Bell
company got a patent on it In England. Now, this English
various telephone comlife expired in 1S93 ^^'^ ^^ once
panies sprang up in this country and began to use the transmitter, saying that under the law quoted above the patent
was at an end.
But now come Messrs. Carter and Storrow for the Bell
Telephone company and they have quite a different reading
The main point of their contention is this:
of the law.
their monoix)ly, are

—

—

"To what does the wurd 'previously' in the statute refer?
Why, we think it means 'previously lo the filing of the application in the United Slates.' " This is the point they will
try to»make in arguing the case and it is worth millions.

Following

Company.
According

a

is

summary of an

building with another, about 25 feet high, on
which there was also a pole 25 feet high, situated on a
Plaintiff's
plateau 90 feet above the surrounding country.
building was burned by reason of a stroke of lightning
striking the pole on the other building and being conducted along the wire to his. A finding that the leaving of
the wire between the two buildings was the proximate
cause of the fire was proper, since, it being .1 matter of
common knowledge that lightning is apt to strike elevated
points, it was not " improbable" that lightning would strike
the building.
In the opinion of Judge Winslow, the court says,
it

is

well-nigh Impossible, that a

it

is,

entirely improbable, if not
bolt of lightning striking the

bam would

be conducted by a telephone wire over a span
of 300 feet to another building, at least in sufficient quanThis raises a scientific
tity to fire the second building.
question, necessarily depending largely upon the opinions
considerable number of such witof expert witnesses.
The experts called
nesses were examined on both sides.
by the plaintiff testified that if the loose end of the wire
was left resting on the roof of the barn, and the roof and
sides were wet with rain, the wire and wet barn would
form a relatively good conductor of electricity; that such a
wire would carry sufficient electricity to start a fire, and
would form, under the circumstances, a good path to the
ground; that a part, at least, of the bolt would probably
follow this path to the ground; and that all these facts
have been known for years, and the danger to the barn reOn
sulting therefrom was reasonably to be anticipated.
the other hand, an equal number of experts upon the other
improbable,
that
it
would
be
very
side were of the opinion
if not impossible, for such a wire, under the circumstances,
to carrv sufficient lightning to set the barn on fire, and that
the lightning would undoubtedly seek some shorter path to
We cannot undertake to compare and decide
the earth.
which class of experts were the best qualified to speak

A

.

authoritatively

upon

this

scientific

question.

They

all

make their testimony admissible
Nor can we undertake to decide this

qualified themselves so as to

as expert evidence.
It was properly a question
question of science ourselves.
for the'jury after having'heard the circumstances of the case
and the opinions of the experts, and we cannot say that

the jury have decided wrongly upon the question.
The furthur argument is made that the stroke of Hghtning was the "act of God," for which no one is responsible.
Certainly a stroke of lightning is an "act of God;" but that
another eleis not the question here presented, or, rather,
ment, that is, the negligence of man, is a*lded to the quesowning
a high
If
I,
alters
its
scope.
materially
tion, which
mast or building, which I know is so situated as to be very
likely to be struck by lightning, construct an attractive
path for tlie lightning to my neighbor's roof, so that his
house is destroyed by a bolt which strikes my mast or
building, shall I escape liability for my negligent or wrongful act by pleading that the lightning was the act of God?
1 invited the stroke of one of the most
Certainly not.
destructive powers of nature, and negligently turned its
The lightning stroke
property.
neighbor's
my
course to
God than the usual
is in no greater degree the act of
Our conclusion is that the
freshets occurring in a river.
court properly refused to grant a nonsuit, and also properly
refused to direct a verdict for the defendant.

same men, and

totally

destroj-ed'

Harrison

(he^

equip exchanges throughout the West.

will

it

Of this concern the same' paper says:
The plans for invading the Bell telephone

was about $ig,ooo. Six unfinished cars, valued at
$3,000, stock and fittings valued at $5,000 and machinery
The company, it is announced,
at $2,500 were destroyed.
The loss was covered by insurwill not rebuild at once.

He

tunnel construction.

took issue with Mr.

Hewitt

to

of
re-

garding the value of

a belt loop around the lower part of
main line ending at the city hall. He
favored Broadway and a double-decked four-tracked
road.

the city, with the

Under

the present plan of the commissioners of a four-track
road under Broadway, with all the tracks upon a level
he

road would disturb the side sewers and invade the
Mr. Kelly was asked:
Going down deeper, as you would have to, would it not

said, the

vaults under the sidewalks in places.
"

make
plied

the danger greater to big
:

would be

"It

wide tunnel

To

building?"
If

less.

you make

this

the

he

re-

shallow-

cannot be done by driving a shield through
the ground.
It must be done by piling.
By our plan
you can build by driving a circular or square shield, and
there will be no danger."
it

Finally the chief engineer of the commission, Mr.
Parwas asked to report at the next meeting regardinn-

sons,

the sewers in

Broadway, and

to lurnish such informaregarding the objections to the

tion as he might be able

Already 152 exchanges are in operation
throughout the West. The investment thus far gone into
makes the backers want lo put on more steam. They have
already established a strong foothold in Ohio. Indiana and
Illinois, the territory heretofore covered by the Central

present plan of construction, and also as to the obiections
to a double-decked plan of con"struction, and to obtain estimates of the cost of the construction of a railroad upon

Union Telephone company of

surface

city, Avhich

this

operates

under state rights obtained from the parent company. The
is capitalized for$io,ooo,ooo, on which itpays
dividends at the rate of 5 per cent.
Everything above that
amount goes to the Bell company of Massachusetts.

CentralUnion

New York
New York,
respondence

November

17.

the electrical

— As

announced

in this cor-

Wednesday were deThe sub-

an unremitting opponent to the
scheme of municipal construction, is out in a lonf^ editorial
callin upon the commissioners to surrender their
commissions into the hands of Mayor Strong, so that the work
may
be done by the city Department of Public Works. It is
safe to say, however, that this advice will not be heeded.

more immediate, practical interest to
fraternity, was touched upon only incidenof

is

W.
November 17.— Telephone

MiN-N'EAfOLis,

At Tuesday's meeting ex-Mayor Hewitt was present by
and gave the commissioners the benefit of his

invitation,

discussing

In

the

Madison avenue, Mr.

against building

"I do not believe that

there could be re-

would be

it

way

not going to stand in the

is

Undeiground roads can be so

difficult to get

"The

permission again to build there," he said.
ture

through

Hewitt said that he believed the

legislative prohibition

moved.

of a line

possibility

Legisla-

of rapid transit.

and operated as not

built

to

disturb the people living along the line of the streets they

have been

underground roads of the
world, and there is no objection to those in use which canNearly all of
not be overcome by modern engineering.
occupy.

I

in all the

these objections are caused

by the use of steam locomotives.

plenty of other methods

There are

operating such

for

roads."

lower part of the

city,

connecting with

with trains running around

ferries,

difficulties,

he

said,

it

all

in opposite directions

and he favored a subway

A

line.

road up the East Side to the Grand street district he thought

The

not necessary.

and from a trunk

to

surface cars

could do the distributing

On

line to that district.

West Side he suggested

the extreme

a combination with the

New York

Central and Hudson River road for the service over that

company's existing

lines

from Thirty-third

street up.

Whatever system was built, he said, must not be rented
out in parts to be operated by separate contractors.
The
consolidation of the elevated roads had been both a necessity
and an advantage.

"The

idea of

I

have

Hewitt explained, "is a consolidation of

mind,"

Mr.

the roads

— the

in
all

build,

the

West

Side, nor to build a

Nobody

Do

rapid

Fourteenth
with

this,

he

later that

had so much power intrusted

Go

slow.''

said,

_

he had come to the conclusion

system must be undergiound, below
and perhaps above. Every difficulty

transit

street,

had been removed, except

Minn., at once.

company

its cost.

For

Luxemburg and Bankston,

nine

but

months

several

the

Bell Telephone

to establish telephone connection

Farley,

to

from Dubuque

some

la.,

eight or

through as the Bell comj^any
demanded $roo per mile for poles and wire. M. A. Duggan of Tivoli and others have formed a stock company

and

miles,

these

fell

will build the line.

Minneapolis men are canvassing

Winona, Minn., with a view
system
are

if sufficient

being taken

Minn.,

with

to

to putting in a

subscribers

and

Minneapolis

can

Paul

St.

The Minnesota Harrison Telephone
articles

of incorporation

with

Chas. H.

officers are:

wards, vice-president; B. U.
F. Hurley, treasurer.

Wm.

J.

was interviewed
cable to

Steps

and Delano,
by telephone.

company has

$250,000

filed

capital

stock.

W.

A. Ed-

Macy, president;

Taylor, secretary, and Thos.

Martin, chief electrician

Telegrapli company, with

new telephone

be obtained.

Watertown

connect

of the Western

headquarters

at

Union
San Francisco,

Minneapolis on the matter of building a
Australia or Hawaii.
He thinks it will be much
in

better to let the British government build

it, as it needs the
purposes and would be willing to pay for
while the income would not make it a paying investment

line for
it,

for an

political

American company.

The

University of Minnesota football team has introduced an innovation by using electric lights to light the
grounds in order to practice at night. Burtis & Howard
put in the lights, and the scheme seems to be a success.
The American District Telegraph & Telephone company

West

The

W.

Superior, Wis,, has filed articles of incorporation.
President, A. J. Graham; vice-president,

officers are:

C. Brooks; secretary and treasurer,

Myron Reed.

M

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, November 17.— Vice-president Payne of
Milwaukee Street Railway company has succeeded
in
preventing, (or the present at least, the passage by the
Common council of an ordinance fixing the fare during early evening and early morning hours at four cents.
The company
the

stopped the sale of twenty-five commutation tickets for
$1
at the time that the city officials raised the assessment of

the

street railway property to

produce so much lasting harm as you

not allow yourselves to be driven.

Mr. Hewitt said
a

to

projects are
Willis will establish a telephone ex-

negotiations have been pending with

It

Side route.

in this city ever

them for good or

that

Austin,

in

S.

surface

would seem to me to be
one of your first duties to provide for some terms for transI have no interest
in
fers for the whole of such a system.
any of these roads. I believe that you will have no trouble
Ifitwereto be done it
in arranging for these transfers.
would have a great effect upon your ideas of routes for the
In such a case you would perhaps have
rapid transit lines.
no need to go above the Grand Central Station on the East
roads and the elevated roads.

have.

change

of

operation which

rapid transit system which you are to

to

W.

down-town

the

all

lie

around the

There were no engineer-

for the distribution of passengers.

ing

numerous.

The

Mr. Hewift went into a description of a loo which
believed should be built from the city hall

F. O.

Northwestern Notations.

tally.

views.

suggestions and

upon the foregoing subjects

might deem desirable.
The Sun, which has been

of the construction and operation of the underground

system, which

make such other

as he

voted to receiving suggestions as to route only.
ject

Parsons was also asked to obtain estimates of the cost of
a double-decked tunnel both with surface openings on the
street at certain specified places, and with openings at
every place where making them might lessen the cost of
construction, and that he

week, the public hearings of the Rapid

last

the present plan, both with limitations as to openinf^ the
of the street and without such limitations.
Mr.

furnish such other information

Notes.

Transit Commission on Tuesday and

Ne\\buryport,

company were
There were two buildings, and the

At Wednesday's meeting Edmond Kelly appeared
represent the Reno four-tracked, double-decked system

all

are all-com-

field

prehensive.

"

In the recent fire which occurred in
Mass., the works, of the Newburyport Car
loss

Evening Post

Telephone company has decided to invade the territory now
occupied by the Chicago Telephone company and make an
active warfare in the West.
The Evening Post says:
The Harrison International company has not yel made
much of an impression on the general public, but in the
combination that is behind it are such men as W. R. McMillan, president of the Philadelphia Traction company,
who made $5,000,000 in Stvandard Oil; P. A. B. Widener,
the Philadelphia multi-millionaire; George Elkins, his partner; Stephen B. Elkins, Harrison's secretary of war and a
politician and financier of national fame; William C. Whitney, the right arm of the first Cleveland administration; R.
C. Kerens, the St. Louis financier and railroad man; Patrick
Egan of New York, formerly United Stales minister to
Chile: John R. McLean, the rich and aggressive editor of
Ihe C'niciniuiti Eutjitircr.
Henry Villard was in the combination at the outset, and his money is said to still " talk."
There is also a construction company composed of the

—

argued that

C/iicago

interesting case recently

the

plaintiffs

however,

the

to

CORRESPONDENCE.

Supreme Court of M'isconsin Jackson
against the Wisconsin Telephone company;
A telephone company negligently left a wire connecting
in

251

Operations of the Harrison Telephone

Reponsibility for Fires by Lightning.
decided

ELECTRICIAN.

something

like

$3,000,000,

and

now

that the court has knocked out the assessment
it
is
claimed that the company ought to restore cheap fares, es-

workingmen. At the meeting of the counMr. Payne made a statement and
persuaded the committee to postpone action on the measure
Mr. Payne, speaking to the committee, said:
The Milwaukee Street Railway company has never earned
pecially for the
cil

railroad committee

WESTERN

252
nor has it ever paid, any dividend or return upon its capital
stock, nor has it ever earned the interest upon its bonds. It
has already defaulted twice upon the interest upon its bonds,
and will default upon such interest fallingdue December i,

Perhaps the most interesting portion of the
attached to the complaint.

him were the Empire Electric company and the Electric Manufacturing company of Oconto
in particular.
In the spring of 1S94, affiant alleges, a combination was effected between the Electric Manufacturing
company and the Empire Electric company whereby a practical union of the business and interests was effected and the
appliances and machinery constituting the plant of the Empire company were removed from Chicago to Oconto, to be
used in connection with the plant of the Electric

rigid

fudge Seaman, and

In the United States District Court for the Eastern Disof Wisconsin the Edison Light company has begun

trict

against the Hinkle Manufacturing company,

W.

G.

Horace M. Wadleigh, Theodore A. Pamperin,
George Beyer, Julius P. Grannert, Wallace P. Cook and
William Harmon, who have factories at Oconto and
Stevens Point.
The ground of the suit is infringement, and
Judge Seaman has granted a temporary injunction. The
patent alleged to have been infringed is that by which so
many electric companies have been involved in infringement suits by the Edison company and is described as ''a
certain and useful improvement in electric lamps," granted
Thomas A. Edison in iSSo and numbered 223,8g3. The
Hinkle,

cjmplainant alleges that there are 13,000,000 incandescent
in

America bearing the improvements

patents and manufactured by

it.

specified in the

In addition there are,

were made
and an account-

alleged about 1,000,000 lamps in use which
the defendant company.

ing are prayed

for.

An

injunction

it

Oconto

enjoined,

the manufacture of lamps by
which he waS" upheld by the Court

in

of Appeals.

Stevens Point by the same

at

ture of lamps

on since

"at

Oconto,"

Mr. Hinkle has spoken
sometimes facetiously,

some

secrecy, the

of his

manufacturing business to
'moonshining.

as

daytime.

He

'

told

me
me

Oconto frequently to investiwhat he was doing, but he had discovered them."

J-udge

had been spotters

Seaman has

at

from

restrained the defendants

contin-

uing the manufacture of the lamps pending litigation.

The

agitation for the purchase

by

the city of the street

railway system of the city has been abandoned.

was submitted

The mat-

and he has given a
decision to the eftect that the city had no right to go into
the street railway business.
Even if it had had the right,
the city could not have done anything of the kind, as it did
not have the money and was without the means of raising
it.
This outcome of tlie agitation was not unexpected.
There were many, indeed, who were of the opinion that
the aldermen who began the agitation were actuated by a
desire to further certain political interests and that they
themselves never expected that anything would come- of it.
The city attorney, by the way, has decided that the city
lighting scheme does not come under the same rule, so that
ter

if

the city

may

to the city attorney

not run street cars

plant

tric lighting

wants

if it

it

may have

its

own

elec-

it.

After the street railway convention at Atlanta, General

.

Manager Wyman of the Milwaukee Street Railway company made a tour of inspection in the East. He declares
that the electric railway system of Milwaukee compares very
favorably with tliose of the cities that he visited.
Most of
Milwaukee

lines

he says, have been equipped since the
were built and the cost has been fully 50

per

less

than the cost in this

eastern lines,

the

cent,

cities,

with the new equipment, the

In the eastern

city.

lines

are operated with

25 percent, less power, and the new equipment requires 15
percent, less repairing and weighs 25 per cent. less than the
old equipment.

The

&

Merrill Railway

Lighting company

is

erecting a

storage battery and motor house at a cost of about $lo,ooD.

The ramshackle cars
to

of the vestibuled pattern which used

be run on the Hinsey

line

have been rebuilt by the Mil-

waukee Street Railway company under the direction of
Superintendent Lynn and are now being used on the Farwell avenue line, the aristocratic line of the

probably the most attractive cars
supplied with a

number

in

city.

They

are

Milwaukee and are

of improvements, including a

lever

switch and an appliance by which the conductor can turn
off the current.

The Baraboo

Electric

company has bought some

lots

with the intention of putting in a plant as soon as that city
is

ready to use electric

Testimony
been taken

in

an interesting

in Racine.

electric

W.

K. Freeman

In 1S79

an exhibition of arc and
and he now claims that
were his own. He sues for what he declares
and if he wins it means a fortune.
C.

lights.

incandescent lighting,
lights

are his rights

'^^

_it is

g^^'^

said,

PERSONAL.
Charles R. Barnes, city electrician of Rochester, N. Y.,

was in Chicago

last

week.

H. C. Adams of New York was in Chicago last week.
Adams is making a western tour, visiting the patrons
of the Phillips Insulating Wire company of Pawtucket,
Mr.
R.

Mount Vernon & Walhonding
Mount Vernon, O. capital

pany,

;

and operate an

struct

Detroit,
Detroit,
capital

power;

Electric Railway
Slock, $50,000; to

comcon-

electric railroad.

County Electric Railway company, Carthage,
build and operate an elecJohn W. Halliburton, Carthage, Mo.

Jasper

Mo.;

capital stock, $50,000; to

tric railway;

Citizens' Electric Light & Power company, Terre Haute,
Ind.; capital stock, $50,000; to supply electricity for light
and power; Russell B. Harrison, Terre Haute. Ind.

North American Interior Telephone company, Baltimore,
Md, capital stock, $60,000; to manufacture telephones and
Frederick W. Schultz, Baltimore, Md.

electrical supplies;

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
The

electric

light

scheme

for Port

Huron, Mich., was

defeated by the voters by nearly 400 majority.

The Edison
sack,

N.

J.,

Electric Light company's plant at Hackenwas recently burned; loss, $30,000.

It is reported that all the electric light and railway companies of Toledo, O., are to be consolidated with the backing of the General Electric company.

The Edison Electric Light company of Columbus, O.,
has erected a new steel stack 150 feet high and ten feet in
diameter.
It is the largest stack in the city, and 70 tons of
steel plate was used.
The

stockholders of the

pany of Camden, N.

J., will

Commonwealth Electric commeet on November 26th to

consider the advisability of dissolving
recommended by the directors.

the corporation, as

The management of the Palace Hotel at San Erancisco,
Cab, has contracted with the Edison Light & Power company to furnish S,ooo lights.
The power plant has been
taken out and a new one will be put in.
The board of control and warden of the State House of
Correction at Ionia, Mich., recommend an appropriation of
$12,000 for a new electric light plant in the institution. This
is badly needed to replace the gas and kerosene lamps.
The fire in the electric light plant at Portland, Me.,
caused damage of less than $1,000 to the building, but all
the machinery was deluged with water so that the loss will
be $50,000, it is said, and perhaps more. The company gives out an estimate of the loss as about $100,000.

The Middletown, O., Electric & Power company h 3=^ been
voted a franchise to establish a plant in that place.
It had
already been awarded the contract for lighting the town for
the next ten years.
Before it could go into business it was
necessary to obtain a franchise by a vote of the people.
There were 1,276 votes for it and S16 against it. Work on
the new plant will be begun at once, and it is promised that
the new light will be in operation by Christmas.

A

new incandescent lighting plant is to be placed in the
large building of-the Chicago Athletic club on Michigan avThe Chicago Edison company will supply three 65
enue.
kilowatt 125 volt dynamos of the marine type, to be belted to
three Ideal engines of 90 horse power each. These machines
will be the .first of exactly this type to be seen in Chicago,
but are in use on a numberof United States warships. They
have four poles and are operated at 650 revolutions. Current will be supplied to 2,400 lamps, connected on the threewire convertible system.
At the election held on November 6th two municipal
propositions were submitted to the voters of Kalamazoo,
Mich. One, authorizing the city council to construct an
electric lighting plant, was carried
yeas, 1,878; nays, 1,397.
The other proposition was to authorize the city council to
borrow $40,000 to be used in constructing such a plant, or
for the purpose of lighting the city with electric lights or
otherwise, through a contract, and this proposition also
carried— yeas, I, S6S; nays, 1,419. Chauncey Strong is the

—

city clerk.

I.

Force Bain, one of the^ best

known

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

light litigation has

It is the suit of

Thomson-Houston, AVestinghouse and other
companies. The invention in dispute is what is called the
transformer system of electric lighting.
Mr. Freeman went
to Racine on 1S7S and was continually experimenting with

these

company,
H. Talbot,

lights.

against the

electric

INCORPORATIONS.

People's Electric company, Valparaiso, Ind.;
stock, $30,000; to supply electricity for light and
Geo. M. Nillis, Valparaiso, Ind.
-v

"has been carried

factory being operated at night and closed in the

gate

NEW

Universal Electric
Construction
Mich.; capital stock, $25,000; James
Mich.

"The manufac-

persons.

affiant states,

consolidation at times with

this

that there

1894

;

Subsequently, affiant states, another plant was established

citizen must be proud of the
street railway system which we

waukee.
I had hoped and expected during the present year to
make certain extensions of our lines into the suburbs, which
would have been of great convenience to the public and of
material advantage to the property through which the lines
would have run, but I was unable to obtain the necessary
capital to enable us to do so, by reason of hostile action of
certain public officials who proposed to add heavy burdens
to the company, and also by reason of threatened legislation
bearing upon the matter now under consideration.
My purpose has been to point out the great hardship and
injustice it would be to this company to compel it to reduce
its rate of fare.
I cannot, however, refrain from suggesting
that the principle of law is well established that any regulation or ordinance of the character of the one under consideration must provide for giving to the company a sufficient
revenue to pay its proper operating expenses, to maintain it
to a proper standarti, and to provide for legitimate depreciation and a reasonable return upon the money invested, and
that an ordinance that would not produce these results
would be inoperative and void.
We should regret exceedingly to be compelled to resist
any ordinance of the city, and trust that the msdom and
discretion of the council will be so exercised as to avoid such
an issue.

to

but a short time ago, from

Milwaukee.
It seems to me that every

have.
The action of the public authorities in cutting down
the fare below five cents, which is the universally accepted and established rate all over the United States, with
very few exceptions, would give our city a very unenviable
reputation in money centers and make it extremely difficult
to interest capitalists in any enterprises located in Mil-

was removed

company and which was

Electric Manufacturing

We

efficient

plant

24,

West, is again making his headquarters in Chicago, after a
twenty months' stay in Duluth, Minn. Mr. Bain's numerous friends in this city are congratulatmg themselves and
him upon his reappearance among them.

Manufac-

about April 20, 1S94, and the business of manufacturing
lamps was undertaken with the plant formerly used by the

economy

very complete and

The Empire

turing company.

We

is

has

the affiant

states that

is

panies represented by

operating our lines by electricity has so very greatly inIn fact,
creased the cost of operation and maintenance.
our expenses have been greater during ihe last twelve
months than the entire receipts of the street railways were
have expended on the streets of the
three years ago.
city during the last year $58,927, all of which has not added
one cent to the earning capacity of the property, and lias
relieved the taxpayers of the city of just that much expense
in maintaining the streets where our lines run.
There is no way which I am able to discover in which the
company would be able to make up the loss incident to the
reduction of fare except doing away with the transfer system, terminating the operation of the several , lines in the
center of the city, and in all possible ways curtailing exI am sure this is not for the best interests of
penditures.

by

con-

is

which

engaged in the manufacture and sale
of incandescent lamps; and among the many electric com-

in ever}' direction, and must necessarily reduce the car equipment and service to a relative
standard approaching that of the old mule times.
have been greatly disappointed in that the cost of

most

lamps

It

suit

ot Chicago,

November

for several years been

It actually costs the company more than four cents to
carry any passenger upon its lines. It would seem to me
that no further argument would be needed to establish the
injustice of any legislation to reduce the company's rate of
fare to four cents.
In no place in this country that I am aware of are the
people so well accommodated, and transporeation for so
great a distance afforded for five cents, as inMilwaukee. By
the provisions of our franchises we are not compelled to
make transfers to or from any of the lines save the Chestnut street line, and yet the company has extended the transfer system to nearly all parts of the ciiy, and but for adverse
action on the part of the pubhc authorities, we should have
long since extended the transfer system to such parts of our
lines where it does not now obtain.
passengers are carried
I know of no other city where
from an extreme point at the city limits at the north to the
other extreme of the city limits at the south for one fare. In
all cases, so far as I know, the termination of the car routes
is made at the center of the city.
The establishment of the system of transfers and the
method of running our cars as stated has been made by the
company of its own free willtf.nd accord. That it curtails
the revenues of the company to a very great extent, no one
can deny, but it has been our policy to provide the very best
service possible, and the desire of the management is to
further extend transfer and other privileges if we could feel
any re.asonaljle certainty of being exempt from burdensome
and unjust legislation and taxation.
The revenues of the company are very little, if any, more
than sufficient to maintain the property of the company in
such condition as to give to the people of the city the present
If a reduced rate of fare
efficient and convenient service.
only throw the
is put in effect upon our lines, it will not
company within a short period of time into the hands of a
receiver, but will so far take away its revenues as to compel

suit

James G. Nolen

tained in an affidavit of

1S94.

the

ELECTRICIAN.

electricians

of die

to operate the down-town Dearborn street
North Chicago Street Railroad company by the
Johnson underground system.
It is

proposed

line of the

An electric railway will be built between Benwood and
Moundsville, W. Va., a distance of eight miles, at a cost
Wareham & Hughes of Beaver Falls, Pa.,
of $300,000.
secured the contract.
The Thirty-ninth street line of the Chicago City Railway
company, from Cottage Grove avenue to the Union Stock
is now operated
by electrical power.
The next
electric line to be opened will be the Auburn Park line.
This will be ready within 20 days. It will run from Sixtyfirst street and State to Seventy-ninth and Halsted.
Yards,

A press dispatch from Williamsport, Pa., gives the information that on November loth, the management ofthe
Yailamont Traction company's system was formally taken
over by Managtr E. H. Davis of the Lycoming Improvement company. This company now has under its direct
management the Williamsport Passenger Railway company,
the Lycoming Electric company, the East End Passenger
Railway company and the Vallamont Traction company.

^

November

24,

The Soathside
management

WESTERN
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railway will also be turned over to the

after

it

same

has been opened for travel.

-

A

000,000 to

$20,500,000, under the act of authorization
by the last Massachusetts Legislature. The act provides that the stock shall be disposed of at auction,
l-'ive
hundred shares of the stock will be issued, and the commissioner of corporations will be asked to set the price per
share.
Then the stockholders will be offered the stock at
the price named by the commissioner, they having the first
choice as to purchase. The act provides that all snares unsubscribed lor by the stockholders within a certain prescribetl time shall be sold by t e directors of the company
at auction.
jvissed

The electric railway to the peak of Snowdon in Wales,
which has so much been spoken of, is now beginning to
lake shape. A company has been registered under the
name of the Hotels ^: Railway company of North Wales
with a capital of j^6,ooo in 600 shares of ;^io each, to construct a railway from Llanberis, Carnarvon, to a point near
the summit of Snowdon, and to erect and carry on a hotel
at or near the summit.
says:

ELECTRICIAN.

Grand Kapids. Mtch., dispatch to the Chicago Herald
"The council of iNiackinac village has granted John

TELEGRAPH.

H. Roberts of this city a franchise for an electric road to
follow the shore line around the island, the road to be built
ready for operation next spring. The road as planned will
be ele^-ated, and the cars will hang suspended from a single
The franchise includes an electric lighting plant to
rail.
light cottages, hotels and streets."

A

dispatch Irom Los Angeles, Cal. , dated November i4tli
says: In the United States Circuit L-ourt the case of the
Mercantile Trust company versus the Atlantic and Pacific
Railroad company has Been argued by counsel and subThis is the suit in which the Postal Telegraphmitted.
cable company is closely concerned and in which the

The certificate of the. Chicago Xorth Side Electric Street
Railway company proposingto increase tliestock$i,ooo,ooo
The certificate includes the
has been filed tor record.
resolution of the Xorth Side Electric Street KaiUvay company adopted at a meeting of the company November 13,
increase the capital stock from $500, ocx) to
1894,. to
$1,500,000. The proposition was adopted by the stockholders by the affirmative vote ^representing 4,499 shares of

\\'estern

Union

Telegraph

company,

through

counsel,

moved compelling

the receivers appointed in the cause to
honor the supersedeas claimed 10 have been made and to
stay all pruceeoings under the decree in favor of the Postal
Telegraph company until the final hearing of the appeal
taken by the company in intervention.
It is further asked
that until such final hearing and determination of the appeal the court should refram from granting any of the reof <he Postal
lief desired and prayed for in the petition
Telegraph- cable company.

the stock of the corporation, this being two-thirds of all the
vntes represented by the whole stock of that corporation.

Philadelphia &
aoiuiring a right of

Rosemont Electric Railway company
way from Philadelphia to Bridgeport
via Bryn Mawr, Ardmore and Gulf Mills and other villages
The
company is to conduct a highMerion.
in Upper

The

is

company has advertised plans and
specifications for two new buildings to add to the plant in
Schenectady. The contract will be awarded at once for
These new buildirigs will be
the erection of the structures.
a storehouse, 350 by 52 feet, and a laboratory.

speed I'me, and promises to land Bridgeport passengers at
Fourth and Market streets, Phi adelphia, in a half hour,
the fare for the round trip to be less than 50 cents. In view
of the intention to maintain a speed of 35 miles an hour,
as permitted in the charter, the company will avoid public
hif^hways as much as possible, and construct its road princiIt has already acquired a right of way
pally through fields.
over farms from Bridgeport and Gult JNlills.

The

motor was operated by means of 320 Daniell
The earliest passenger car propelled by electricity is
cells.
believed to have been that of Alexander Davidson of EdinIt was in operation in October, 1842, and is deburg.
scribed in the Edinburg Evening Joitrnal of that period.

railway in Tilhn and the line between Tiffin and Fostoria,
which is almost completed, has been made to a company of
B. L. Cook of Chicago and
eastern capitalists.
Turner of New York conducted the negotiations.

Major

The

company's unsold bonds, many of which have been put up

A

ation the Fostoria line.

According to the Philadetphla Ledger, the reduction of
fares on the trolley lines to Germantown from 10 to 5 cents,
with the privilege of free transfers, represents probably the
Tne rival traccheapest car service to be had anywhere.
which
the People's and the Philadelphia
tion companies
run cars to Germantown, liave many roads in their respective systems, and their lines reach to almost every section
of the city. The length of the People's Line from Snyder
avenue to Pelham (Germantown) is very nearly ten miles
(9.92), and one can ride from end to end for 5 cents, or at
More important than the
the rate of two miles for a cent.
length of the ride is the transfer privilege, by which one may
be carried for a single fare from Germantown to almost
any section of the city.

He

—

A

suit has been filed in the United States Circuit Court
Pittsburg by John E, Ridall' against the McKeesport
Light company and the Brush Electric company of CleveRidall
land, Ohio, to recover $100,000 in commissions.
claims that he and Eugene Ingold had a contract with the
Brush company by which they were to be agents in
Allegheny and nineteen surrounding counties in western
He says that although the Brush company's
Pennsylvania.
patents were valid, they allowed infringements on them and
permitted other companies to manufacture and sell elecHe also claims that the Mctrical goods in his territoiy.
Keesport Light company has purchased from other parties
and is using a large number of double carbon arc lamps
which are infringements on Brush patents. Thus Ridall
and Ingold have lost in commissions and compensations
over $100,000, and they ask an accounting of all profits in
their territory and a payment of the commissions which they
claim are due them.
at

At the first annual meeting of the Electric Traction company of Philadelphia it was shown that during the year
ended fune 30th the company's systems carried 41,040,346
The total
passengers, and the receipts were $[,916,936.77.
$1,823,562.82; leaving a balance of
f93-373'95- ^^^'^ report also showed that $2,016,723.07
had been expended during the year in equipping ihe
The operation of the
various lines with the trolley systeni.
company's lines by electricity, it was predicted, would soon
account, and greater
reductions
in
the
expense
show hea^y
This showing is
returns than were at first hoped (or.
practically ^vithout any of the results of electricity as a
which
the company
electric
cars
motive power; the only
had in operation on June 30th last were those on Tenth
and Eleventh streets, which had been in operation one
month, with the efi'c^ct of increasing the traffic 47^ per

expenditures

.

electric

dam on the Gould Creek, at Cobden, Ont., gave way
on the lOth ult., says the Canadian Engineer for November, carrying away the electric power house and sweeping it
for nearly a mile into Muskrat Lake, dropping the maThe night watchman, lames Garchinerv out on the way.
neau, was in the building at the time of the accident, and
did not get out of the flood
had a miraculous esL-ape.
[ill he was carried inio deep water two miles from the dam.
He was considerably bruised by stray timber and had one
knee dislocated. The dam had only been completed a
couple of days and belonged to Alex. McLaren, who intended to supply light to the town.

as collateral security, are being collected, and it is probable
that the property wdl l)e transferred within the next week,
after which haste will be made to complete and put in oper-

—

Electric

The earliest passenger boat propelled by electricity is believed to have been that of Prof. Jacobi of St. Petersburg,
Russia.
In 1S3S, on the river Neva, he had such a boat.
It was 28 ieet lung, 7 feet wide, and carried 14 persons.

The sale of the Tiffin Consolidated & Tnterurban Railway company's electric lines, including two lines of street

were

A

A

trunk line wires underground.
Fell street is nearly completed and will be ready for
occupancy about February ist. It will be devoted entirely
to the purposes of a telephone exchange.

bill in
Pittsburg dispatch dated November loth says:
equity was filed here to-day by Richard S. Waring against
George Westinghouse Jr., asking that Westinghouse be
compelled to explain what has become of 10,000 shares of
stock in the Standard Underground Cable company, which
stock Mr. Waring alleges belongs to him. The par value
Waring owned a patent on the manufacture
is $1,000,000.
and insulation of electric wires and cables- The Standard
Underground Cable company had a capital stock trf $3,Waring owned 20,000,000, divided into 30,000 shares.
In 1SS6 Westinghouse took 5,000 shares, and
750 shares.
Waring said he was induced to place 10,000 shares in the
name and control of Westinghouse that he might become
For this stock Waring says he
president of the company.
He says Mr.
has received no compensation or accounting.
Westinghouse has sold the stock and kept the proceeds.
Mr. Westinghouse says his answer to the bill will show the
untruth of Waring's statement.

The stockholders of the American Bell Telephone company held a special meeting in Boston on November r5th,
and voted to increase the company's capital stock from $20,-

It is reported that a successful test was made recently on
the Reading railroad, in the presence of a number of prominent railroad men of Philadelphia and Buffalo, of the new

cent.

TELEPHONE.
A

new telephone company has recently been organized in
Dayton, O., to install the U'Unger telephone. The company has already secured over 400 subscribers, and expects
to put in over 1,000 telephones within a short time.

The Wilkesbarre,
all

Pa.,

Telephone

company is placing
The new building on

North

-

A new coin-controlled

^as meter has been devised in
calls electricity to aid in gas consumption.
described by The Gas World the action depends not
upon a complicated arrangement of wheels and levers, but
upon a simple electro-magnet. A coin dropped into the
slot closes the circuit of an electrice battery; the magnet is
excited and attracts its armature, and the movement of the
latter is made to open the valve of the meter.
number
of coins, the number depending upon the length of the slot,
may be inseited at one time; and, by means of a simple
escapement movement, when one coin's equivalent in gas
lias been consumed, that coin is relieved and another made to
take its place.
As long as the stream of coins is maintained the meter will continue to supply gas.
While this is
the position the battery circuit is open; it is only when the
gas has been cut off for want of coins that the electro-magnet is required
to again effect the opening of the valve.
Consequently, the battery need be called upon only at rare
intervals, and may therefore be expected to have a long
life.
There is really no mechanism in the contrivance; and
it is as compact as it is simple.
It will be understood that
the consumer has to do nothing but insert coins; the escapement does what more is required.

Europe which

As

A

—

MISCELLANEOUS,
The General

audible electric block signal, which it is proposed to introduce on that road. As the "feelers" of the engine passed
over the block plates, the approach of a similar train more
than two miles away, hidden by a curve in a deep cut, was
indicated by the electric gong in the cab of the engine, and
in about 3'i minutes the train came in sight.
After it had
passed, the presence of an open switch was indicated, also
the fact of danger from an overhanging end of a car partly
on a siding and from an iron wire laid across the tracks. As
this device works automatically and sounds a gong by the
ear of the engineer, there is little chance of an accident
arising from defective or impeded vision, or inattention on
the part of engineers or firemen.
The cost of equipping a
road is said to be about $200 per mile, and the expense of
signal towers and switch tower men is saved.

TRADE NEWS.
The

New

England agency of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing company, formerly located
at 620 Atlantic avenue, Boston, Mass., has been removed to
the Exchange building, 53 State street, Boston.
office of the

Word has been received from .Stanley Green, western
manager ot the Fuel Economizer company of Matteawan,
N. Y., to the effect that his company has been awarded the
diploma of honor at the Antwerp exposition in competition
with several other economizers.
The only other economizer
mentioned obtained only a silver medal. Mr. Green, since commencing bis business in the West a year or so ago, has been
remarkably successful in the introduction of the Green
economizer and has been receiving of late some very handsome testimonials, which go to show that there will come a
time when an electric light or power station built without
a fuel economizer will be behind the times.
One of the
best testimonials received by Mr. Green was from the South
Chicago Street Railway company. O. S. Gaither, secretary
of this company says that by a comparison of 15 days' service without and 15 days service with the use of the Green
economizer in connection with Stirling boilers and natural
draft, the saving effected when using the economizer amounts
to over 15 per cent, of iuel oil consumed.
Such letters as
these should make it easy to place economizers in the plants
of thinking electric light and power men.

BUSINESS.
The Washington

company, Chicago, states that
been an unusual demand for its well-known
and stage dimmer. Some of its recent orders
come from nearly half Che states in the union.
Electric

there has
rheostat

The New England Electrolytic Copper company, at CenR. I., has just completeti an addition to its
works, which is made entirely of iron and steel furnished
by the Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.
tral Falls,

Alfred M. Walter, formerly connected with the electrical
engineering department of the World's Fair, has opened an
office at S57 Rookery, Chicago, and is prepared to furnish
telephone equipments and private electric light, power and
heating plants.

The Electric Appliance company is making a special
drive at present on C. E. M. jack-knife and motor switches,
offering them at greatly reduced prices and displaying a
The C. E. M. switch is one of the
very extensive stock.
first jack-knife switches on the market having the spring
catch to hold the jaw open or closed and thus give it a
quick and positive action.
This switch is well known and
popular.

The western office of R. Thomas & Sons has been moved
from 142 Lake street to 1532 Monadnock building, Chicago,
and the business in the western territory will be handled
by the Bryant Electric company through Grier Bros., managers of the western office.
Way, former western
J. E.
manager for R. Thomas & Sons, is now located in New
York city and has general charge of the sales department
of the R. Thomas & Sons company.

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD,
Issued Noziember ij, iSg^.
Radiating and Supply System for Thermo-electric
528,924.
Generators.
H. B. Cox, Hartfori, Conn. Application filed February 17, 1S94,
This invention provides for the employment of a liquid cooling and radiating medium for maintaining the surfaces of the
generator at a different temperature. A further object of the
invention is to provide an improved method ot mamtaining the
liquid cooling medium comparatively cool and of renewing il.

528,925.

Electrical Transformer.

Claire,

Wis.

n he principal

porting the

coil

Application

filed

Frank S. Culver, Eau
December 19, 1893.

features of this invention are: a casing supits core, a non-cnnductiiig diaphragm plate

and

having the contacts of the primary wires attached to it, nonconducting contact blocks having contacts united by fuse wires
and adapted to engage removably with the contacts on the
diaphragm plate, and a door hinged in the bottom of the casing

and adapted

to

support the blocks and secured by a screw-

knob.

Intersecting Electric Railway Tracks.
Mark
528,959.
Application filed February 10,
I^owd, Salem, Mass.
1S94.

The cut is a diagrammatical view ol a portion of a street railway crossing and turnout, embodying the invention, in which

A

are the rails of an ordinarj' railway track, which are crossed

.

WESTERN
bv the rails 5, extending

at riglit angles thereto, and
the rails of a turnout

forming

from the
main Ime rails 4. Dare disconnected surface conductors
adapted to be successively and intermittently energized in any
suitable way by an electric current when a carpasses over them,
the car being provided with suitable current-collecting devices.
These current collectors bear on the conductors Z>. the spaces
conductors and the distance be(/ between the ends of the
tween the current collectors b^ing so proportiored that when
one collector is over a space ^ the other collector will be in
contact with one of the conductors D. As the car moves along
the track the forward collector will first come into engagement
with the section of conductor />. and then the rear brush will be
engaged, so that, in this manner, there will always be a connection between one of the conductors D and the motor terminal on the car, the other terminal of the motor being in connecnection with the rails .-J through the car axles and wheel-s, the
rails -4 forming the return circuit, as is usual in constructions

Care

pkrt of another track.

of this kind.

Self-winding

528,960.

New

York, N. Y.

Electric Clock.
Application filed

Adam
May 13,

Lungen,
1S93.

In this clock there is a combination consisting of an electromagnet, an electric circuit, a vibrating armature, a notched
wheel engaged and moveH bv the armature, a circuit-c osing
lever also engaging with the notched wheel, the armature enga^jing the circuit-closing lever and lilting it out of engagement
with the wheel before it engages and moves the wheel itself.

11

November

Method of and Apparatus for Circulating Liquid
Electrolytes.
Paul Schoop, Zurich, Switzerland. Application filed December 29, 1S93.

529,199.

Gordon J. Scott,
Electro-magnetic Machine.
529,085.
Application filed 'jime 12, 1894.
Philadelphia, Pa.
This invention is a self-starting, single phase, non-synchronous motor. If there be arranged on opposite sides of a closed
conducting ring W, as illustrated in the cut. two coils j5 and
A'' wound to generate opposite poles on opposite sides of the
/>'
ring .4, and an alternating current be supplied to the coils
H', the poles generated w~ill tend to induce in the ring ,-i, in its
opposite halves, opposed currents 111 the direction of its circumferential length.
The full line aiTows in the diagram maybe

To maintain the fluid electrolyte at a practically constant
composition a circulation of the liquid is required in a definite
direction throughout the vessel, such as from the top to the
bottom and thence to the top again.
Telephone. John Serdinko, San Antonio, Tex.
Application filed April 28, 1894.

529,203.

If
taken as indicating the direction of flow at a given instant.
now means be provided, as, for instance, collectors CA' in contact with the ring with' their ends connected to afford a closed
or other circuit for the flow of the currents induced in the ring
the ring as long as
--J, there will be a continued flow through
buch
the coils /; A" are supplied with alteriiating currents,
magnetic poles will be formed with such action and reaction
upon each other that if the reference to the poles at points displaced from the neutral plane to produce a distorted field, as
indicated for instance in the diagram, and the ring A be free to
turn on its axis, it will tend to go into a symmetrical position
by turning in the direction of the dotted arrow, and as such
motion will only magnetically bring a iresh part of the ring into
positibn, while keeping the poles .-tationary, a continued torque
In applying the invention to practice for the conis obtained.
struction ot alternating current motors for power purposes, the
inducing coils and the closed ring are to be provided with
laminated iron cores, but for some purposes, as in the case of a
meter, an iron core for the closed ring A is not essential.

The receiving and transmitting instrument receives
netism from the magnets of the magneto call.

_

.

1894

24,

its

mag-

Automatic Electric Cut-out. Daniel F. Sweet,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Application filed June 9, 1S94.

529,212.

In this device there are an electro-magnet in the circuit, an
armature carrying an arm, a roller jourualed in the arm, a
spring-pressed bearing edge normally bearing on the periphery
of the rollfer, means for adjusting the roller so as to tause ihe
edge to bear on the roller nearer to or farther from a line
through the pivotal centers of the roller and armature, a lar
carrying one of the contacts, a latch holding the contacts in engagement, and means for disengaging the latch by the move-

ment of the armature.

Regulator for Dynamo-electric Machines. Jules
Application filed July 3,
P'errand, Darnetal, France.

529,117.

.

-^'

ELECTRICIAN.

-J

1891.

=,

J.

;1

3-~
I

r

This arrangement is intended for the autom tic regulation of
electrical generators for multiple arc distribution, and to automatically compensate for variations in the number of translating
devices, such as lamps in circuit and variations in the speed ol
In the cut A' represents a base plate, to which
the generator.
In the
is secured a standa-d / and oil or dash-pot cylinder
upper part of the standard /is secured a regulating electromagnet D, and on one side ol this standard is pivoted a regulating lever composed ot three integral or connected arms ^',
A-, i:'3, the upward extending arm A' serving as an armature
for the electro-magnet Z^ and the outwardly extending arm Ahaving pivoted thereto at its outer end a rod connecting with a
piston Z in the oil cylinder 7''. This arm £- also supports a
he piston L is perforated with a hole, the
counlerbalame />.
cross-sections of whl h aie increased or diminished by means ot
a screw O. Upon the base A' are secured in any desired
manner supports or arms provided with insulated b arings or
One
a casing or frame carrying a column i-f carbon plates A
end of this carbon column is adapted to bear or rest against a
regulating screw B turning in a threaded nutor opening on the
support lor the carbon column. The other end of the carbon
column bears or rests against a rod r. the outer end of which is
threaded, as shown at //, the threaded portion passing ihrough
a threaded opening in the lower end of the lever arm A3 and
adjustable therein by means of ordinary thumb-screws as
shown. The current which it is desired to maintain continuthe main line is first predetermined, and the screw A' is
ally
adjusted to the proper point to produce the required field magnet strength. The e.vciting current passes from the dynamo to
and through the carbon column and lever arm back to the
dynamo, as shown at iV A". From the main circuit there is a
shunt ciiciiit Ji/ M' leading to and through the electro-magnet
When the current passing throu h the
A*, thus cnergi;^ing it.
carbon column is maintaining the current required in the main
line, the electro-magnet /? will have a magnetic force dependent
on the strength of tfie derived current and the construction of
Under these circumstances the magnetic force of the
its coil.
electro-magnet
will maintain the armature lever E' in a
position of equilibrium corresponding to the predetermmed
pressure on the carbon column in the exciting circuit.

K

NO. 5^8,959.
E. A.
Undeigroiind Coiidiiit for Electric Rnads.
M^ithers l<-om^ovilIe, 111. Application filed June 12,

528,963.

1S94.

NO. 529,117.
Electrical Cui-nur.
Daniel F. Sweet,
529.213
Rapids. Mich
Application filed June 9, 1894.

1

A slotted conduit havine doi-ble sides forming airt^paces
opening into the slot on eaih side, a flexible plug fitting the
slot, and adapted to be lifted for a portion of its length from the
slot by the passage of a trolley bar, and to close behind the
trolley bar as it passes,, pipes adapted to convey compressed
with air spaces, and mechanism operated by the lifting of the plug to permit the compressed air to
flow ir'om the pipes into the air spaces as the plug if Jifced are

airandcommu

icatini;

the features of the invention.

Ore AYasher or Concentrator. Charles F. Pike,
528,972.
Application filed April 6, 1894.
Philadelphia, Pa.
In the separation of gold from the black sand in placer gravel
is very difficult to e.\haust the sand by suction from the receiving vessel, owing to the high specific gravity of sand, so
that a powerful su tion is neces.sary that is liable to carrj' of
the lighter parti les of precious metal with the sand. The object of this invention is to provide means whereby the black
sand is practically held in a state of suspension at the inlet of
the suction discharge instead of allowing it to subside after
having passed out of the magnetic field between the feed and
suction discharge. 'Ihts is accomplished by subjecting the
sand to the influence of a magnetic field in the immediate
It is obvious that
vicin ty of the inlet of the suction discharge
by holding the black sand in suspension at the inlet of the suction discharge a comparatively small or minimum suction force
will take the sand out of the receiving vessel, while a very great
or maximum suction force would be required if the sand were
left to subside after having passed out of reach of the magnetic
field between the leed and suction discharge.
it

Signal

528,997.

Replacer.

William R. Sykes,

John P. O'DonnelJ, London, Eng.
November 27, 1S92.

Jr.,

Application

and
filed

aulomaii ally or other .\ise,
arrangement.

Railway signals are replaced
from a distance by

this

Automatic Fire Alarm System. Henry S. Tini529,000.
nard, Rugby, and Arthur M. Keays, London, Eng.
Application tiled Febiuaiy 8, 1894.

A sensitive
fire

thermostat is employed to operate an automatic
alarm system, by which the presence of fire is audibly
fir.'.t. in ihe room or landing or immediate locality in

indicated,
which the

takes place; secondly, in the hall or central position which is sec apart ronveniently for inspe tion by indicators
which show the e.vact spot or room in which the fire has broken
out: thirdly, outside the house in a convenient position, over
the door or on a gate post, or wherever desirable, by means of
ring ng a gong or its equivalent; and, fourthly, in the fire station itself on a gong, and by an indicator showing the street
or the street and house if desired, in wh.ch the fire has broken
fire

.

529,127.

A. Lowe, New York,
ruary 9, 1894.
This device

is

N.

A flexible conduit for electric conductors is made by first
makiUi a tube of lead or other ductile metal, then applying an
insulating covering, and then forming an outer tube d lead or
other ductile metal around the insulating covering.
Eng.

carbons of length equal

529,263.
nay,

to that of the

two pairs added together.

Apparatus for Extracting Gold.
Loch Long, Scotland.

A vessel

James

B.

Han-

bottom with an insulating lining,
a carbon zone embedded in this lining and connected with the
positive terminal of an electric generator, a mercury cup in the
bottom of the vessel connected with the negative terminal of
the generator, a rotary agitator journaled in bearings ia the
bottom of the vessel, and the vatved outlet pipes arranged at

especially adapted for testing purposes.

Automatic Set-back Annunciator. PI. C. ThomApplison and George J. Galbraith, Boston, Mass.
filed

Arc Lamp. James Brockie, London,
filed June 19, 1894.

Application

A single regulating mechanism serves to control the movements ol two pairs of carbons, one of which burns for a certain
time, and is then extinguished, the other pair then burn ng for
a like time, and so on alternately. Jioth pairs of carbons thus
become consumed by tqiial or approximately equal stages, the
lamp continuing to operate as long as if it had a single pair ol

529.144.

cation

Electric

529,240.

Ernest
Instruments.
Application filed Feb-

V.

Conductors. James Tathani,
Application filed March 17, 1S94.

for Electric

Philadelphi.t, Pa.

D

for Electric

Conduit

529,216.

m

Binding Post

Grand

The objects of the invention are to prevent destructive discharges at the contact plates when the circuit is broken, and
also to render the instrument ni'ire delicate in its adjustment,

1

is

pro: ided at

its

different leiels.

Means and Apparatus for Distributing Electricity.
H. T. Harrison, London, Eng. Application filed
January 19, 1S94.

529,265.

July ..2, 1S94.

An

index finger, after indicating any desired point or figure,
is automatically returned to position by a lift operated by ele,tricity instead of by hand.

Dynamo-electric Machine. Rene Thury, Geneva,
529.145.
Switzerland.
Application filed August 18, 1894.
This machine is composed of two superposed horizontal and
fi.ved rings of U-shaped section, each provided with a coil and
with a circular pole-piece, on whi h are disposed suitable wires
in combination with a vertical a.\is bearing a bell, the inner
wall of which is provided with suitable ranges of teeth disposed
in front of the wires.

A

combined direct low tension and alternating high tension
tr.-nsiormcr system of electrical distribution is employed, comprising primary and secondary mains a transformer,- direct low
tension and alternating high tension current generators, a
switching device for throwing generators alternately in and out
of circuit with primary mains, and an automatically operating
switch and circuit connections whereby the transformer will be
rendered inoperative on the secondjry mains, and the primary
and secondary mains will be connected together when the primary mains are connected with the direct current generator,
and will be thrown intoa' lion and be maintained in action when
the primary mainsare disconnected from the direct current generator and connected with the alternate current generator.

Alternating Current Electro-dynamic Machine.
Maurice Rutin, Paris, and Maurice Leblanc, LeRaincy,
• Application filed August 20,
1892,

529,272.

out,

France.

Tro'ley Wire Flanger. Johan M, Anderson,
Boston, Mass. Application filed July 19, 1S94.

529.058.

It is proposed to synchronize alternating current dynamo
machines, and while the invention is particularly adapted fr"r
a'ternating current motors, it is also applicable to alternating
current generators,

This device is employed to suspend the trolley wire from beneath bridges and like structures extended over the roadway,
and comprises an insulator to which the trolley wire is secured.
a socket for the reception of the insulator, and in which the insulator is capable of being turned or rotaicil, a protective sleeve
on the insulator, and a locking device engaging he sleeve to
retain the insulator in its adjusted position within the socket.

Stopping Apparatus

529,297.

Westerly, R.

for

Application

I.

Engines.
N. E. Nash,
filed April 25, 1894.

1

529.059.
S. S.

Electrical

Apparatus

for

Bogart, Schraalenburg, N. J., and Michael B.
Application filed Decem-

Leonard, Richmond, Va.
ber II, 1S93.

a railway signaling system comprising a main line
connecting two or more stations, a local signal circuit at each
station electrically connected with the main line, and including
a normal'y grounded polarized relay adapted to respond to a
current of one polarity only passing over the line from the bat-,
tery at the distant station; electrical devices and connections at
each station, adapted when in normal position to connect the
terminals of the main line to ground through the battery, and
permit telegraphing without aflecting the relay; devices including a reversing switch adapted to shift the ground connections
of the main line terminals so as to throw the battery at the approximate station into circuit with the relay at the distant station and cause a current of an opposite polarity to that used for
telegraphing to pass over the line to the distant relay, and
thereby release the distant signal.

This

NO. 529,085.

Controlling Signals.

is

Electrical Transformer.

529,152.
lin,

Germany.

Application

Fritz

filed

Zickerman^ Ber-

December

9,

1S92.

A feature

of construction is the arrangement by which the
current transforming capacity may be altered without changing the potential of the current from the source of energy, the
potential of the current from the secondary terminals, or the
translative relation of its elements,

529,165. Train Operated Signaling System.
Berlin, Germany,
Application filed
1893.

J.

H. Fnschen.

November

28,

The peculiarity of this device consists in the fact that the ra
contacts are not in direct communication with the signal devices, but all therail contacts are so connected with a switching
apparatus that, when run over by an engine or train, the switch
device is actuated for a brief space of time and comes t-i rest
thereafter when the train has passed the rail depression con1

Cleans are provided whereby the driving steam engine or hydraulic motor, in factory or shop, may bs stopped from anyone
of a number of stations sitiisted in different parts of the building in case of accident to persons engaged in the establish^
ment or to the machinerj-,

Telegraph.
Application filed

Autographic

529,300.

Vork, N. Y.

John

O'Neil,

November

New

27, 1893.

The message to be transmitted is written or otherwise proin non conducting ink oj other substance upon a conducting transmitting sheet, so that the interruption of the electric
current through the sheet by the non-conducting characters
thereon may, through suitable agencies, produce corresponding characters upon a receiving sheet provided at the opposite
end of the telegraphic line.
vided

Charles G. Savage, PhilaElectric Gas Lighter.
Applioation filed June 13, 1894.
delphia, Pa.

52J 313.

This fixture will not spark on the return movement, and will
not short-circuit in the event of the lever catching on the contact of the burner.

tact.

Ore Washer or Concentrator. C. F. Pike,
529,080.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed April 6, 1894.
IJoth the metal particles and the black sand are separated
from the waste matter of the ore and saved without the aid of
mercurj' or amalgam plates. If desired, however, the black
sand particles maybe discharged when the rtquirements of
service make it unnecessarj' to save the same.

529,174.

O.

Magnetic Tele]ihone.
Application

filed

Oliver Higgins,

N

July 16, 1S94.

In this instrument the receiver and transmitter are combined
a single case. When the receiver is in proper position at the
ear the transmitter is in position in front of the mouth. 'J'here
is an adjustment by which the field of the magnet is regulated.
in

529,,325.

O.

Electro-magnet. Carl C.
Application filed December

This invention

is

Gerlach,

Cleveland,

9, 1893.

described as a magnet

coil

consisting in a

which is partially wound
in such a manner as to
present alternately the covered and bare wire, and to admit an
strands.
insulating medium between the
series of coils of wire, the surface of
with flexible non-conducting materi.il

_
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Production of Ozone for the

Electrical

Treatment of Disease.
Since

ceeded

demonstrating

in

which

may

time

in

up

for

ments, published by

suc-

the most powerful

the chemist

possibilities

many important changes in
Sanitarians and medical men have
the results of

watching with interest

been

who have

result in

chemical technology.

many

these experi-

scientific institutions,

doubt, what was set

they do, beyond a

as

value as

its

oxydizer known, opening

scientists,

i,

No.

1894.

The accompanying illustration gives a view of
and treatment room of this sanitarium, which
The institute has a
the Champlain building.

confirming

forth

by the

Andrews, Ilouzean
exponents of ozone— Schonbem,
absolute germicide and an arand others— that ozone is an
first

is

located in

In the apparatus room, which

men, there

is

naturally

no

may

Jenney motor operating a suction blower, which draws
the air through a four-inch pipe extending through the
ceiling up to the roof, guaranteeing a supply of as fresh and

From

Chicago.

it

is

the blower leads a

leaves

it

the generators,

is

have been formed, and the ozone, which

led through glass

where

the foreground of the picture,

halation through the nose or

mouth

purposes and for ozonizing different liquids used for spraying
the throat and softening the mucous membrane.

medical journals,

reported a

number

treated

by ozone,

is employed in atomand nebulizers in the

iVom one-tenth of one per

oxygen

atom

passed through

of

the

apparatus.

The

institute

furnished

is

with a complete outfit of ap-

why

paratus for throat exploration

has not heretofore
gained a recognized place as
a therapeutic agent are the

and

for

microscopical exami-

nation of bacterial cultures.

Mr. Monrath has spent con-

it,

making

siderable time in

the imperfections of existing
ozone apparatus and the question of expense.

complete

to a

ozonization of every

for phthisis,

obtaining

volume

cent,

ozone

in

liq-

enable him to produce ozone

nr.arked benefit.

difficulties

of ozonized

Regulating devices for

control of the generators and

of cases

principal reasons

air,

ozone give the operator entire

bronchitis, catarrh, etc., with

The

condensing

varying the strength of the

P.
in New York and Dr. E.
Murdock in Chicago have,
in different

is

which

uids.

Morton

J.

pump

for

application

tained have been very satisfactory.

air

used

izers

therapeutical

W.

An

connected with the motor

treatment of lung and throat
diseases, and the results ob-

Dr.

are provided.

pipe connecting to a

drying and cleaning apparatus, serving to remove suspended

country and in
experimented

m

in

different outlets for in-

In the laboratory are different outlets for experimental

to

have

ozone

with

pure,

shown

obtain in

possible

A

Europe,

now

is

pipes to the treatment table,

numrtrster of putrefaction.
ber of eminent physicians,
l)Oth in this

against this, the

blown through a

is

solution of caustic soda, which retains whatever nitrous acid

of most in-

volt

pure raw material for ozone as

To guard

the air and form nitrous acid.

ozone, after

a small direct current

is

sparking or eruptive

such action would produce an oxydization of the nitrogen of

the east front of the fifteenth floor of the building.

terest to electrical

22.

discharge should take place between the active parts, as

of tastefully furnished rooms occupying one-half of

suite

No

atoms take place throughout.

the apparatus

ozone has been the object of experi-

discovery

its

ment by a number of eminent

of the city.

DECEMBER

ex-

permients with the view of

demonstrating the

These ob-

ozone

however, are largely
overcome by the Fahrigelec-"

on

effect

of

germ

different

stacles,

process

trostatic

Western Electrician
27,

ceeded

due to Chicago.
Gustave Monrath,

trefaction

The

a Chi-

iu

is

air

of

use

hospitals.

in

A
Ki.p/: TUICAI.

necessity of having a medical adviser as

to the strength of ozone necessary,
.

application, etc., brought

Murdock

of Chicago,

him

who had

its

different

methods of

in contact with Dr. E.

a wide experience in

V.

clinical

PRODUCTION OF OZONE FOR THE TRF.ATMKNT OF

result of this connection

was that Mr. Monrath laid
which

DIS

matter found in the atmosphere, and also to dry the air,
absorbing by chemical means whatever moisture may be contained therein.

generators.

The

purified air

is

now

forced into the ozone

These are large mahogany

cases lined with

inch plate glass and connected together iu series.

experimentation with ozone.

The

}:(.

In pass-

ing through these ozone generators the air is brought in con-

plant put to a practical test during a longer period.

tact with an electric discharge of high tension and frequency, previously prepared by means of a special transAlternating
former set underneath the ozone generators.

pliance with this wish,

current

his plan before the Pathological society of Chicago,

received

ai

liis

it

very favorably, and expressed a desire to sec the

In comMr. Monrath erected a temporary plant

residence and placed

it

at the disposal of the physi-

cians of the Pathological society. Dr.
the

supervision

of

the

it

is

Lamp

Litigation,
motion was made

in the

United States Circuit Court

for

sanitariums

The

the

When

administered

Incandescent

last

mented with an ozone plant

and

of

taking place."

perfectly harmless.

year Mr. Monrath has experi-

medical

is

properly

of the dis-

be adapted specially

hemoglobin

the

blood

tential discharge of alternat-

to

It

ing that a vivid oxydization

produced

During the

to cause

increases the pulsation, show-

per-

ruptive spark of a high po-

ing current.

is

lowers the temperature and

by the passage through the
oxygen of the

as an antiseptic.

of ozone inhala-

ing the throat and lungs.

fecting the latter's system, in

which the ozone

and

effect

on a patient

tion

cooperated

with Professor Fahrig

im-

profuse expectoration, clear-

student of the phenomena of

he

oils,

its

portance as an arrester of pu-

is

been for several years a close

and

has suc-

with different essential

cago electrical engineer, has

ozone,

He

combining ozone

in

and has demonstrated

first

ozone treatment institute

on

effect

its

and mice.

bits

of

and the

1S92),

honor of establishing the

also

smaller animals, such as rab-

(described in the

ing ozone

August

growths;

of produc-

treatments.

Murdock undertaking
During the

last six

is

obtained from a special 50 volt circuit controlled

at the switchboard

shown on

the

left.

In

the

working

of the generators are several improvements on the
Fahrig process which have not yet been patented, and are

part

months this plant was in operation 43 cases of tuberculosis,
bronchitis, asthma and catarrh were treated, and the result

therefore guarded as secret.

was so satisfactory that a company was organized to establish a permanent institute for- ozone treatments in the heart

it is

to

suspend the

in-

last restraining the

company from infringing the Edison inThe motion was made by Attorney
F. W. Parker, who stated on behalf of the Star company
that there is now pending in the United States Supreme
Court the case of the Bate Refrigerating company, upon
which depends the life of a large number of valuable
patents, and among them the Edison incandescent lamp
patent, which, the attorney said, expired Saturday, November 17th. Judge Seaman said the court should not
take any precipitate action and he would continue the
motion indefinitely. In the future, if it is shown that
federal

other

against

the oxygen

action.

electrification of

in

Star Electric Light

secure a perfect action of an electric ozone generator,
necessary that the electric discharge be absolutely even

and that the ozonization or

was granted

candescent lamp patent.

Tranted to the

To

week
August

last

junction which

at

a

whom

great

circuits

have

suspended

the

injunctions

Edison company, and the manufacturers
injunctions still run are theieby placed

disadvantage,

the

court would lake similar
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manufacturers and farmers of the surrounding

Electricity in Agriculture.
During the summer of 1S94 a new and successful attempt
was made to introduce electricity for power transmission in
farming, and the result has been so satisfactory that it is
worthy of wide attention.
plant, as described in the Elcklrolechnisclie Zdtschrift,

The

district,

December
as

The

Definition of Reactance^
Ev Charles P. Steinmetz and Frederick Bedell.
the Philadelphia meeting of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, May, 1S94, the name reactance was
officially adopted by the Institute and defined in accordance

nection with a planing mill located near the center of the
direct current generator of 35 amperes capacity
estate.
at 620 volts is driven by a 30 horse power engine and is

with a paper on " Reactance" communicated by us and reThe action of
printed in most of the electrical periodicals.
the Institute was unanimous and its definition has met with
Objection to it, however, has been
general approval.
raised in an article- recently communicated to a French
Since we cannot agree with the arguments forperiodical.
warded in this article, it will be in place for us to state our
views thereon.
The definition of reactance adopted by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers is:
" Reactance is the component of electromotive force at
right angles to the current divided by the current."
By this definition the term reactance is the quotient of
the reactive electromotive force divided by the current,
where the reactive electromotive force includes all wattless electromotive forces, whether due to inductance, capacity, polarization or cunter electromotive force of any kind,
as of syncronous motors, and excludes all energy components, as would be introduced by motors, transformers,

built

A

furnished with an automatic tension regulator (Blathy type)
in connection with the governor of the engine,

which works

keeping the potential of the dynamo constant
ing the variation of the steam pressure.

power

the central station two

From

in counteract-

circuits

One

length of about six miles are operated.

of a total

of these fur-

The
nishes current for a grist mill, a farm and a dairy.
other circuit supplies two separate farms. At the grist mill,
which

by water power, the motor
such time of the year when the water power
ordinarily run

is

only at

available.

-\t

At each of

the farms

pump and
is

weather. Fig.

This

I.

un-

is

different smaller appliances.

power motor mounted on

a 12 horse

truck and built over to protect

a movable

used

power motor

the dairy there is a to horse

rumiing a centrifugal

is

against

it

the

so to speak,

electric locomobile,

is

moved from one part of the farm or field to another, whereever power is required for running threshing machines,
pumps, straw-cutters, etc. Along the edge of the fields is
placed the electric

At

By means of a

supported on glass insulators.

Where

iron

present, the statement

is

In objecting to this definition, the writer referred to takes
a position essentially as follows:
(i) The term reactance shall include the effects of selfinduction and capacity only.
{2) It should always be defined by the equation

E
^-

-;
\'

flexible cable.

R^'

_|_

for

i,

1894

harmonic

I

K=

I

L

u

contradicts the definition of

C D
by the equation

K

E

=

,

K

R

being taken as the ohmic resistance and
as reactance.
This is due to the presence of hvsteresis. These relations do
hold in the absence of iron, and such cases were taken by
us in our paper to illustrate the definition for simple cases;
the fundamental definition, however, should in our opinion
be sufficiently general to include circuits with iron. Consider a harmonic current flowing in a circuit embracing
iron; for simplicity assume capacity absent.
The last equation would not give any direct relation between the inductance and reactance, such as would be obtained from the
equation just preceding, but would make reactance still a more
complex quantity by including therein not only the effect
Furtherof self-induction but that of hysteresis as well.
more, it would lead to the result that the reactive electromotive force is not wattless, but includes an energy component;
an idea quite foreign to the term.
These considerations obliged us to discard any indirect
definition of reactance by means of the term inductance, and
to adopt the more direct definition analogous to the definition

—

of resistance.

The

definition of resistance

hysteresis, etc.

consisting of bare copper wires

circuit,

{2)

currents

well as for the coa! miner.

by Ganz & Co. for the Ugarte-Lowatell estate in
Moravia, and consists of a central station operated in con-

was

.

is

R=

Ohm's

law:

E

—
I

where E and I respresent an unvarying electromotive force
and current, respectively.
Considering E and I as a harmonic electromotive force
and a harmonic current or in the case of alternating
quantities which are not simple harmonics, as their equivalent harmonic values; that is, values of equal square root of
mean square value and equal power the above equation

—

—

K2

gives the definition of impedance:

E

=

Impedance

—
I

Our proposed

definition

for

Reactance

=

reactance

is

analogously

written:

"^^.-

reactive

E
.

I

Further we
circuit

may

define

the equivalent resistance of the

by the expression
Equivalent resistance

=

power

E
.

I

In the absence of expenditure of energy outside the
electric conductor, this quantity coincides with the true

ohmic resistance.
These quantities are thus defined directly and m a uniform
manner. How far these quantities are constants of the
circuit depends upon the circumstances; in any case reactance and impedance depend upon the frequency.
The phenomena taking place in an alternating current
circuit cannot fully be represented by the terms ohmic resistance, inductance and capacity; but a further term has to
be introduced, representing ihe losses of energy outside of
the electric conductor, as hysteresis, etc., and the most satisfactory way to do this appears to us to be the generalization of the term resistance to equivalent resistance.
The use of equivalent values for quantities is employed
in the paper on "The Law of Hysteresis: III."
In the
discussion of this paper at the Philadelphia meeting the

-Z^wd,.r-

significance of these values
FIG.
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2.

with clamps to connect on the wires and hard rubber sleeves
to prevent short circuiting, the motor can beconnected up at
ai\y part

of the

where

field

service

its

is

of current

The

grist mill

when

for the dairy,

pump and counter shafting

amperes.

E

K

For

{3}

The consumption

the cen-

amounts to S
same amount of

K =

amperes, according to the nature of the grain

The two main
B.

&

to

two 5^4 millimeter (No.
on glass insulators on
a telephone circuit, which

pole line also carries

each

communication with

other.

When,

in the fall, the threshing is finished the

are brought back to the

One

irrigation pumps.

motor

cars

operating

farmyards and used for

movable motors is used
brewery and

of these

during the winter for furnishing power lor a
distillery located

of electrical

power

in

several advantages over the use of portable

The motor

cars are considerably lighter

is

steam engines.

and are

transport from one place to another. There
coal and water required, and no time

farm work has

is

lost in firing up.

also reduces the danger of setting fire to grain

From an economical

bams.

point

easier to

no hauling of
stacks

It

and

of view the electric

transmission has proved very satisfactory, as the generator
located in the planing mill, the refuse from which reduces

the coal

bill.

this country,

where there are so many small coal mines,
enough to be recognized as

The term reactance has a right to exist only because
a constant of the circuit. Defined, however, as the quadrature component of electromotive force divided by the current, it is the complex resultant of dift'erent reactions and
not a constant of the circuit. All terms in " ance" should
denote constants of the circuit, and whenever used in a
generalized meaning an additional term should be added, as
"apparent reactance."
may state that when investigating the question of
properly defining the term reactance we have fully considhave, however,
ered the position taken by this writer.
come to the conclusion that this definition is not tenable,
but is contradictory for the following reasons:
(i) Neither in the one nor in the other definition is reactance a constant of the circuit, except in circuits containing
no iron. In reality, circuits nearly always contain iron,
and in such circuits the reactance can be considered as approximately constant only in a very limited range. When
extended over a greater range of electromotive force or of
current, the self-inductance, and thus the reactance, varies.
The same applies to most of the other quantities ending in
"ance," as impedance, reluctance and permeance, and thus
the statement that quantities in ''ance" should be constants
of .the circuit is against tlie adopted practice and not fulfilled
(4)

It is

We

by either

definition.

of which are not large

railroad shipping points,

it is

suggested that similar plants,

not only for agricultural, but also for smaller industrial pur-

Communication

small

American

Electrical

Engi-

Reactance," by Prof. Andre Blondel.
1.
'"Apropos de
dii'-trie Elcctrlque, September 25, 1S94.

L'^Iu-

1.

to the

Institute of

neers, October 31. 1894.
la

poses, might prove practicable and profitable for the

pointed out.

is

generalized to include active

=

pulsation.

T

We

near one of the farms.

The employment

many

self-inductance;
capacity.

circuits consist of

enabling them to be in constant

In

C

=
=

be threshed.

connects the central station with the different sub-slations,

is

L

is

angles to the current and the reactive current (the wattless
current) being at right angles to the electromotive force.
Whether we resolve currents or electromotive forces depends upon the problem in hand; each method has its advantages.
If we resolve the current, we may write:
(Current)(power current)--}- (reactive current)-.

C
Where:

S.) bare copper wires, supported

The

poles.

w L

are running,

takes about the

current, while the threshing machine requires from 10 to 16

4

=
=

current;
=: ohmic resistance;
electromotive force;
:= reactance.
harmonic currents
I
I

R

shown

required, as

in Fig. 2.

trifugal

Where:

Wherever the reactance

counter electromotive forces, it may well be distinguished
by the denotation "equivalent reactance."
We would emphasize the utility of two rectangular components, whether electromotive forces or currents are resolved.
Reactance should always, in our opinion, be associated with that which represents no expenditure of
energy, the reactive electromotive force being at right

Divided by E, this gives:
(Admittance)- = (conductance)- -j- (susceptance)-,
for a simple case; in general, for.conductanceand susceptance
we should write equivalent conductance and ec|uivalent susceptance. Admittance, conductance and susceptance are thus
used as the inverse correspondents of impedance, resistance

and reactance, and maybe added as vector quantities. Many
alternating current problems are much simplified by this
treatment.
It is important, however, to employ components \\hich are at right angles to each other, and ior this
reason the definition of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers seems preferable.
It is in this point that the
definition is fundamentally different from that of ihe
French writer already referred to.
In the absence of
hysteresis losses, the definitions would be the same, applying
the term equivalent reactance to the case where counter
electromotive forces, other than those due to capacity and
self-induction, are present.
To conclude, then, we may say
that in the absence of iron we may define reactance in
terms of inductance and capacity, as this writer has done, and
as

has been done by us in the illustrative examples in our

paper; the fundamental definition, however, should, in our
opinion, remain in the general form adopted by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
In a note to our original paper we have called attention
to the first suggestion of the term reactance by M.
Hospitaller in Way, 1S93, and the recommendation of the
committee appointed by the Societe Internationale des
Electriciens to consider the progranmie for the Chicago congress, 1S93.
The term is a happy one; it is international ~
and uniformity in its use is to be desired.
In our opinion the best definition for "reactance" is tha

'
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adopted by the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
In this, as in all matters, there is however room for difference of opinion. The reasons for thus defining the term
have not before been published, but we believe that when
they are duly considered, the action of the Institute will
meet with international approval.

The Ithaca Street Railway

Plant.'

Ithaca (X. V.) street railway plant, now in full operation, is arousing considerable attention and interest, as an
example of good practice in power generation. Here may be
seen a result which for its accomplishment required much
labor, and the calling out of skilled and experienced engineerSparing neither money nor time, the builders
ing talent.
have succeeded in erecting a power plant which utilizes a
large part of the available energy stored in the waters of Fall
Creek.
A short distance below the Sibley turbines and above the
Ithaca Falls the creek makes a sudden turn which is especially noticeable in the sharp angle of the north wall of the
gorge, and then falls some 30 feet. This angle seemed pecuharly adapted for the location of turbines and was finally
chosen as the site of the plant, work being commenced
soon after. The angle was considerably widened by blasting, and was thus formed into a large niche for the inserThe opposite and almost parallel
tion of the structure.
walls of the niche were connected by a series of I beams
heavy
or
on
masonry built up against the
set into the rock
These I beams, carried by a numslightly inclined walls.
ber of heavy struts of built-up steel plale, give support
directly to the main floor of the plant, located on a level
with the water of the creek above the fall. The mam walls
of the building rest partly on the I beam structure and,
where possible, on foundations hewn directly out the rock.
An adjoining structure of wood furnishes space for two
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This attraction of the lever causes, during its continuance,
the release of a pawl, which, vibrating to and fro concentrically with a toothed wheel, causes the latter to rotate in
one direction. This motion is communicated by several
gearwheels to a rack directly connected to the sleeve spoken
of above, and lowers it, allowing a smaller quantity of water
to discharge, and thus decreasing speed of turbines.
Vice
versa, if speed of jack-shaft is too slow the other magnet is
put in operation, causing an opposite pawl to act and turn
the toothed wheel in the opposite direction, with a resulting increase in discharge opening.
This method of regulation has proven verv successful on the lighting machine

it is seen that any of the four prime movers may
drive any one or any number of the dynamos as occasion
may require, the belts of the Brush and small Thomson

jack-shafts,

Houston dynamos being easily thrown oft". The McEwen
engine cannot be operated without driving the sheave
and its turbines, but steps are being taken to remedy this
fault.
The plant is further fitted out with five large fireproof enamel switchboardsj lightning arrester, telephone
connections, etc.
Prof. Carpenter has acted as mechanical engineer for the
company, and has assisted the manager, H. Bergholtz, in
arranging many of the details of fhe station.
The electrical part of the station was designed by Mr. Bergholtz.
H. K. Spencer, a graduate of the class of '90 (Cornell),

P

shaft, where the load is nearly constant.
On the street car
generator shaft, where the load varies greatly, the controlling machine, although the best of its kind in the market,
seems of little value. The engineers of the plant are at
present working on a new method of regulation, which, it is
hoped, will prove more efficacious.
To one end of each projecting turbine shaft is firmly
keyed a grooved sheave from which the power is transmitted to the main shaft by hemp rope gearing. The general arrangement is that of the Dodge system; the rope
being continuous is returned to the first groove after running off the last, by a single wheel mounted on a cross

head sliding

is

were often great.

Suggestions for an Index of Engineering
Literature.'
By Prof. George D. Shepardson.

guides, the pulley performing thus
the further function of keeping the rope taut at all times.
The general plan of arrangement of machines on the main
in vertical

It is said that at

difficulties

overcome

will

be more apparent when

four turbines.
shaft,

and each

Two
pair

Is

turbines are mounted on
rated at 400 horse power.

the

same

The water

ITHACA STREET RAILWAY PLANT. —PLAN OF DYNAMOS
ROOM.
be more readily understood by referenee to the
accompanying diagram. The entire power is taken from a
series of jack-shafts, having the adjoining sections connected
by clutches .^, B, C and ZJ. The proper support for the
bearings, eleven in number, is obtained from two parallel
I beams forming part of tlie I beam structure before mentioned in speaking of the construction of the building.
and P' represent two large grooved sheaves keyed to their
floor will

belted the several machines are either keyed directly or connected by friction clutches to the various sections of shaft.
The two lOo kilowatt General Electric machines furnish
power foi" the street car service. At present the current
used in the dynamo laboratory is also taken from these
machines, but on account of unsteadiness of current it has
been decided to extend the jack-shaft beyond P' and connect

knowledge could be

himself.

tmdertaking an investigation on any subengineering, manufacturing or purely
one of the first things one should do is
to look up the subject thoroughly in order to learn what
others have done and are doing.
One thereby avoids spending energy on problems that others have already solved, or
working along lines that others have proved to be fruitless.
He obtains hints as to the most promising directions in
which to work and the best methods for working.
In some lines of engineering much has been crystallized,
and standard text-books and manuals have been prepared,
containing the essence of the best that has been written on
The authors of many of the earlier manuals
the subject.
gave little credit to others, and left the reader with the impression that the book contained the sum of all knowledge.
The abstracts in books are necessarily colored by the in
dividual views of the editor.
It is preferable to refer baci.
to the original memoirs, especially if one wishes to obtai
Nevertheless

ject,

whether

ii.

for

scientific purposes,

P

and receiving the power from the
corresponding turbine wheels.
The pulleys to which are
jack-shafts

existing

who

occasionally meets, even at the present day, individuals
whose manner indicates the possession of such universal
knowledge, but their claims lack official certification. It is
impossible to know everything relating to even one of the
many branches of learning at the present day, although
the sciences are so finely subdivided.
Not many years ago it was practicable for persons of moderate incomes to take all the papers and magazines treating of engineering and allied sciences.
To-day the number
ol periodicals is so great that one could hardly read all that
is in them, or even digest all the memoirs bearing upon his
own field of work, unless he devoted to it a major part of
his time.
He would be so busy learning what others are
doing that he would have no time to do anything original

is

respective

all

Indeed there is a general belief that
lived from 1265 to 1321 A. D., was the happy
possessor of all that was known in civilized countries.
One

it

considered that the walls of the gorge at this place rise
almost perpendicularly to a height of perhaps 150 feet, and
that every inch of material used was hauled to the top of
the walls by a circuitous route, and then lowered into the
gorge; yet so advantageous were the contracts made by the
company that the installation of the entire plant did not
cost over 5 per cent, more than would have been the expense of constructing it on level ground.
To obtain the water at the most favorable point, the creek
was dammed immediately below the Sibley plant and its
waters forced into a race, from which a flume five feet in
diameter, constructed of -j^^- inch steel boiler plates and supported throughout its length on solid masonry, leads to the
plant 600 feet distant with a drop of 60 feet.
Immediately
on entering the building the flume makes a sharp turn
toward the north, and at almost the center of the main floor
occurs the downward turn which allows the water to fall
vertically.
A short distance below the penstock divides,
and the water falls in a slightly oblique direction to the

one time

obtained by one man.

Dante,

vertical boilers.

The

chief engineer.

In the construction of the plant simplicity and utility
have been made the foremost considerations and both have
been admirably attained, although the attendant difliculties

.

details

of the

investigations.

More

recently

the

comn

mendable custom of continental writers is being adoptedin scientific books and papers published in this country,
so that this difficulty is being removed to a considerable extent. As all lines of engineering and science are developing
at a rapid rate, the books are necessarily behind the times,
and the live worker must read the current j^eriodicals in
order to know what is being done by others.
A common melhod of learning the hi'^tory and present
state of knowledge on a given subject is to obtain access
to the files of periodicals in a library, and search the indexes of the separate volumes for articles upon the subject
under investigation. Some journals of long standing have
occasionally published indexes of complete

files

covering a

number of years. Searching the various indexes volume by
volume is tedious and difficult. One is apt to overlook the
very papers for which he is searching, when hunting cursorily
through index after index. One usually works under the
disadvantage of having only incomplete files or those of only
After the most careful search through
a few periodicals.
the material available, he still has the feeling that some other
periodical not immediately accessible may contain exactly the
information he seeks.
To save the time of busy people and to call attention to a
mass of material that would otherwise be available to comparatively few, attempts have been made at different times to
Perhaps the greatest of these
compile indices of literature.
is the "Royal Society Catalogue of Scientific Papers," conquarto
volumes
of about 1,000 pages each.
sisting of eight

r.G.

I.

ELECTRICITY IN .\GRICULTURE.

enters between the two wheels and passes outward through
both, thus eliminating all axial thrust.
The water on leaving the turbines is discharged through
vertical pipes, and over the end of each pipe is accurately
fitted a long sleeve, which, when lowered, sets closely on a
seat placed a short distance below the mouth of the pipe.
The amount of water discharged is governed by raising or
lowering the sleeve, this action being effected by an automatic mechanism, which may be described as follows
To
one end of each projecting turbine shaft is connected by
belt a controlling machine acting directly on the sleeve.
When the jack-shaft on the main floor revolves too rapidly
an electrical contact is made by the ordinary engine governor, ball and string arrangement.
The circuit thus established magnetizes one of two oppositely located electromagnets and attracts a lever vibrating freely between the two.
:

I.

From

the .S/<^/ey

Journal of

E'tg^incL-rifig ior

November.

at that point a

Mather machine

to be

used for laboratory

purposes exclusively.

The Brush and

the
General Electric alternators respectively furnish current for 1,200 and 2,000 incandescent
lamps, while the three Brush and a Thomson-Houston
machine of a capacity of 65, 30, 30 and 50 respectively, supply the arc lamps scattered through the various parts of

The 200 horse power simple non-condensthe town.
ing Ball engine and the 400 horse power compound condensing McEwen engine, in combination with a 200 horse
power Root and a 200 horse power Manning upright
boiler, form a complete steam plant to be used in emergencies or during low water seasons. Usually the plant burns
coal only about three months annually, having at other
This time may be further
times sufficient head of water.
reduced by the electric heating apparatus, which it is the
intention to install in the near future.
From the method of connecting and arranging pulleys en

This was compiled under the auspices of the Royal Society
of England and was printed by the English government at
It gives alphabetical lists of titles and
public expense.
authors of scientific papers published in every civilized country between the years 1800 and 1873, but exclusive of technical and professional papers.
Next to this stands Poole's "Index of Current Literature,"
published in this country by private enterprise.
The first
volume, compiled with the cooperation of 52 libraries, indexed 6,200 volumes which were published during the period
from 1S03 to 1SS2, and contains about 1,000 references to
articles on electrical subjects that appeared in popular and
The second volume, to which 97 librascientific journals.
ries contributed, covers the period from 1SS2 to 1SS7 and
contains about 600 references to articles on electrical subThe third volume, compiled with the cooperation of
jects.
122 libraries, covers the period from 1SS7 to 1S92 and gives
about 500 references to electrical papers. The volume for
1893 gives about 100 such references. In Poole's Index
there is some attempt at classification of electrical papers and
there are a few cross references.
The " Descriptive Index of Current Engineering Literature," compiled from the monthly summaries in \.hGJou?-}2ai
of tlie Association of Ejigiveering Societies^ gives an excellent
I.
Read at [he meeting of the American Institute of Eleclrical
EngineuTs, Novtmbcrai, 1S94
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moir.
The published indexes cover only periodical literature and give little or no attention to the books which often
contain valuable matter that has not found its way into the
journals.
In many cases books contain reprints or abstracts
of papers, the originals of which are inaccessible while the
books containing them may be easily procured. Some of
the published indices give only bare references to the articles,
while the investigator finds it desirable to obtain abstracts or
outlines of papers when looking up any subject.
He must
therefore supplement the index with comments of his own.
Some of the monthly summaries are poorly classified and it
is almost as laborious to hunt up the bibliography of a subEven those
ject from these as from the original periodicals.
that are well classified are published in sections and it is
necessai-y to look tlirough the index month by month to
complete a search.
In view of the present state of the case, as imperfectly
outlined above, what seems to be the best method of securing
the publication of an index that shall avoid the failings of
those already existent?
One of the first considerations is
that the compilation of an index which will be an improvement upon all existing ones must be the result of the
cooperation of a large number of people, as was Poole's
It will
Index, to which over 122 libraries contributed.
require the expenditure of a considerable amount of money
and will probably not be self-suporting. Such work could
probably be done best under the auspices of some society
or societies, as was the Royal Society catalogue.
Since
the index might well include the subjects of interest to
electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and civil engineers, it seems
reasonable that the various national engineering societies
might combine forces to maintain the publication of an
index that would be of lasting value to the engineering
profession of the entire world.
Since the headquarters oi
four of the national societies are in the same city, two of
them being in the same building, such cooperation would
not seem difficult.
joint committee might be appointed
which would receive the confidence and the cooperation of
all.
They could draw upon a large constituency for cooperation and subscriptions.
The committee might outline
the p'an for tlie work, and prepare preliminary lists of subjects, which might be published and submitted to the members for suggestions.
The committee could then call upon
different members for contributions from their private index

resume of engineering literature between 1SS4 and 1891.
This is devoted principally to civil engineering, but gives
about 30 pages with 700 references to electrical papers. Most

The
of the references indicate the character of the papers.
cross references are excellent.
The index in the Journal of
the Association of Eiigineering Societies is commendable
in that it prints the indices on only one side of the leaf so that
they may be cut and re-arranged according to the ideas of
the individual.
The Journal iox each December contains a
summary of the monthly indices of the year.
The American Institute of Electrical Engineers pubUshed
in its Transactions for about three years, 18S6 to iSSS, an
excellent index of current electrical literature compiled gratuitously by a gentleman too modest to have his name appear.
Volume V. of tlie Transactions o.owX.'^xXiZ ^o\x.\. 5,100 references, volume VI. about 5,Soo, and thefirst few numbers of
volume VII. contain about 1,500 references. Some of these
are accompanied by descriptive notes.
Thefirst volume of Galloupe's "Engineering Index," compiled and published by private enterprise, gives about 2S pages
with 1,500 references to articles on electrical subjects appearing
the years 1SS3 to 1SS7.
The second volume, iSSS to
1S92, gives 61 pages with about 3,300 references, titles and
authors being given.
Excellent indexes have appeared in the Engineering lilagazine and in Electrical Engiitcerlng, the figures for which
are not at hand.
Recently Electric Power has launched out
into this field.
The digest of foreign literature in the Electrical IVorlil is commendable, but confessedly incomplete.
Ji^xtended indexes are published at intervals by the French
and Germans.
universal index, published weekly at Leipzig, aims to give tables of contents of a number of journals
arranged in the alphabetical order of their places of publication.
Doubtless there are other indices not known to the
present writer.
commendable custom of Ea Lniniere Electriqiic, that
might well be imitated by otiier periodicals, was to publish
at intervals complete lists of articles that had previously appeared in the paper bearing upon particular subjects.
To the mind of the writer, the most ideal index yet attempted was that publif^hed at first in connection with Electrical Engineering and later as a too short-lived publication
by itself under the name of Electrical Literature. The
printing of the indexes on separate sheets, perforated and
tied together, each sheet being devoted to a single subject,
combines the advantage of flexible classification of subjects
with ease of arranging the sheets from month to month so as
to make the bibliography of each subject consecutive and up
to date.
Having the sheets loose and perforated for binding with brass clips or cords, allows each individual to supplement the printed sheet by his own notes or additional references.
The publisher is also able to add sheets descriptive
of later or earlier memoirs without impairing the integrity of
previous work.
It should be and doubtless is a matter of
sincere regret by the electrical and mechanical engineering
professions that this publication was forced to suspend on
account of lack of financial support.
Since the available printed indexes are imperfect, many
individual students feel the need of keeping private indexes.
In some centers, such as universities and large cities, personal friends sometimes cooperate in maintaining a common
index.
Yet even in such a case one cannot escape the
feeling that much of his labor is needless, since some one
else may be doing the same thing better.
He feels also
that it is not as useful as it might be, because only he and
his immediate friends have the benefit of his index, which
might be of use to many if it could be made more
available.
Occasionally one favors his fellows by publishing his bibliography on some special subject.
An excellent
example is "Titles of Literature Concerning the Fixation of
Free Nitrogen by Plants," contained in Bulletin No. IX. of
Minnesota Botanical Studies, which gives references to over

m
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DIRECTLY COUPLED ALTERNATOR AND EXCITER.
600 papers, compiled by Professor D. T. MacDougal of the
University of Minnesota.
Another valuable but less extensive index was published
in the Electrical World, vol. XII., p. 6, July i, 1893, by J.
Stanford Brown, giving about 375 references to papers on
"Accumulators in Practical Work." Those who have free
use of the published indexes find it desirable to supplement
them by manuscript notes for several reasons. Many of the
memoirs deal with more subjects than the one indicated by
Discussions of matters of interest are often found
the title.
buried in papers havmg little other value, and bearing other
In many cases the titles given by the authors are
titles.
jj^islcading -Awd do not indicate the true nature of the me-
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Exciter.

dynamo having the exciter
the main armature shaft is

type of alternating current

armature directly

shown by the
by JNIather &

coupled

Plate

of

Southport,

This machine

manufactured

is",

Manchester, England, and,

revolutions, as operated

new municipal

the

at

at

500

station at

England, has a capacity of 60 Board of Trade

The

units.

to

illustrations.

potential

is

2,000 volts, and

dynamo

per second. This

has 12 poles, as

the periodicity 50
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in Fig. i.
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smaller machine

is

illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 2,

showing the sheave for rope driving. The larger generator
is driven by a 100 horse power engine.
The magnets are \\Tought-iron, and are arranged round
the armature, exterior to

it,

and

are attached to a massive

which

cast-iron ring,

The attachment

is

forms the yoke connecting the limbs.
so arranged that any of the magnet cores

can be removed without disturbing the remainder or taking
out the

The armature

armature.

plates or discs keyed

armature cores

are

out

the

on

the

to

by

held

is

constructed of two

shaft,

between which the

so

that, as with the
magnets, any section of the armature can be removed with-

disturbing

bolts,

Apertures

remainder.

in

the

discs

allow free ventilation in the interior of the armature cores.

The magnets
carried on

is

a

are excited by a Manchester dynamo, which

bracket

alternator, the armature

\vhole arrangement
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riG.
files.

The committee should have

contributions thus received.

authority to edit the

Doubtless a number* of pub-

lishing houses would contribute complete files of their pubIndeed, some of them have allications for such indexing.

shown
the

Fig.

to

the

bedplate of the

The

shafts being coupled direct.

exceedingly compact, occupying

exciter

connected

with

little

the machine,

larger

i,

machine

is

5.75

amperes.

Ihe machines

require small exciting power, which results in high electrical

ready made such offers to a private enterprise for such pur-

efficiency;

pose.
Incidentally the

said.

material thus received would make a
valuable addition to the libraries which are being gathered
at the headquarters of the societies.
Such a committee
could certainly compile an index that would be far in
advance of the imperfect ones now published. The vast
amount of duplicate labor now expended by the papers and
by individuals could then be turned to more efficient work.
In conclusion the writer begs to add some suggestions as
to the style of such an index.
It should include subjects
relating to electrical, mechanical, hydraulic and civil and
perhaps mining engineering.
It should index books as well
as periodicals.
The references should be descriptive so far
Each subject should have a page by itself.
as practicable.
Digests and simple references might be on separate sheets.
References and sheets on each subject might be numbered
consecutively for convenience in adding later notes from
other files or from later publications of the same articles.
Abbreviations or other symbols should indicate whether the
reference is to the original paper or to a reprint, whether
the paper is in full or abstract, whether accompanied by discussion and by plates or illustrations.
The separate sheets
should be perforated for rearranging and rebinding and
should be printed on one side only. It might be preferable
to print the whole index on cards similar to those used in
the card catalogues of libraries.
In this way it would be practicable to begin publication
at an early date and to issue parts at frequent intervals.
The indexes to current publications could be issued without delay, and those of completed files or historical works
could appear as the work proceeded.
Publishing the work
in sections would allow each engineer or student to purchase or subscribe for only such subjects as were of importance or interest to him.
Indeed the work, if carried out
properly, would result in so massive a catalogue that few
outside of libraries or other public institutions could afford
to obtain the entire work.

bolted

has an output of 25 ampdPfes at 100
The exciting current required for the full load

in

volts.

of

is

The

floor space.
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Directly Coupled Alternator

i,

It

is

a

with

noteworthy

macliines that they

The

load

full

this

point

exceeds 97/^ per cent.,
in

connection

it is

with these

maybe short-circuited without detriment.

current passing

through the

aiinature,

if

absolutely

short-circuited with the fields excited to their full extent,

is

than double the normal output of the machine, which

it

less
is

stated

would not be injurious

for

a short time.

Detroit's Public Lighting Plant.
Work on the city lighting plant of Detroit, Mich., is

progressing rapidly, and it is thought the down-town district
can be supplied with current about the firet of the year.
According to the Detroit Journal there are 162,000 feet of
mainline conduits within the half-mile circle, and 35,000
They invade every street in the half-mile
feet of laterals.
There ai'e 107,000 feet of wire in the conduits, and
circle.
Four of the seven boilers in the
28,000 feet yet to put in.
power house are now in place, and the brickwork is in
The building for offices, boilers, engines and dyprogress.
namos is practically completed, and the offices will be ocThe engines are being moved to the
cupied next week.
power house. The pumps and condensers are already there.
The foimdations for the dynamos are completed.
About 2,000 poles have been set outside the half-mile cirThese
cle and about 150 miles of wire strung on them.
The main lines will require
are principally the main lines.
wire,
and
the
branch
lines
or 130
miles
more
of
125
50
miles. This work cannot be done before warm weather.
There are 2S0 lamp posts now in position, and 720 posts
remain to set up. Each will carry one lamp. The towers
These 1,550 lamps can be lighted
will carry 550 lamps.
by the power provided for, and there will be enough to
The public lighting commission deemed it
light 700 more.
Should the city
best to assume that Detroit will grow.
ever need more than 2,200 lamps there is room in the site
lor doubling the boiler, engine and dynamo capacity.

After this paper was prepared, the writer learned, in
looking over some periodicals that accumulated during the

summer, that

the

Royal Society recognizes the

defects

ol

admirable catalogue nnd is taking steps to revise and
bring it down to date with the cooperation of learned soits

cietie=i in

various p.irts of the world.
26S, July 6, 1S94.)

XXXIIl.,

(London

Electrician.,

At a recent meeting of the board of

trustees of Vallejo,

Cal., it was decided to establish a municipal electric light
plant, and proposals are now invited for the lighting of theThe old electric light plant was destroyed by fire
streets.
some weeks ago.

'

,

December
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modern

put on the market by the Standard Valve company, No. 175
Dearborn street, Chicago. The plan embraces an auto-

automatic and Corliss engines, and the special safety de\-ices of many kinds to be used in connection with machin-

matic device (having no connection with the governor of the
engine) which will shut off steam instantaneously upon the

in

ery, shafting, etc.,

ported of

many

At

late.

improvements

ihe

Notwithstanding

the

have been

serious accidents

works of

ihe

in

re-

Attawaugan Manufac-

the

turing company, Killingly, Conn., trouble developed on
the recei%ing shaft, and before the engineer could shut
three 10 foot pulleys had

gone to pieces, and a
bent to an angle of 75 degrees. One
wall of the engine room was knocked out and other damages sustained. A 30 foot fly-wheel, 60 inch face, burst in

down

was

five inch shaft

the factory of the

The

N. H.

Nashua Manufacturing company, Nashua,
was caused by a loose pin in the gov-

accident

West Monroe street, Chicago, is equipped with one of these
automatic safety throttle valves and can be seen at any time.

Steam vs. Electricity on theRailway.'
The wonderful growth of the electric railway as applied

engine attaining a dangerous speed and doing this by auto-

making is impossible for the engine

matically

This device

is

called ihespeed stop.

to

"runaway."

The system also embraces

a series of push buttons located at different points in the en-

room and throughout

gine

the factory wherever there

ing and pulleys and machinery located, as

is

shown

is

shaft-

in Fig. 5.

These buttons are connected, so that by pushing a button
from any point in the transmission system, the engine will

The

stop immediately.

buttons in the shop or factoiy are

covered with glass so they will not be tampered with by

the ordinary needs of transportation in the streets ot
and then to the traffic between city and suburbs, is
now being paralleled by as rapid an extension into the heretofore undisputed realm of the steam locomotive.
Ten
years ago the electric street car was being exhibited as a
curiosity in an exposition at Chicago.
January i, iSSS,
there were in operation in the United States and Canada 13
roads, 4S.25 miles of track and 95 cars.
Three and one-half
years later, July i, 1891, there were 354 roads, 2,893 ™'les
of track and 4,513 cars.
To-day the mileage of the electric
railway in 24 cities in this country, all having a population
of less than 500,000, is alone 2,000.
Until a short time ago the electric railway found sufficient
room for development in the two departments of transportation mentioned, and improvement in apparatus and methods was sufficiently rapid to occupy the attention of engineers.
Predictions were not wanting, however, as to the
first to

cities,

and many of these are beginnino- to
be realized. A turning point has been reached in the history of this system of transportation, and it is now entering
upon a new phase of its existence.
The application of the electric motor to the propulsion
of cars between cities is rapidly assuming proportions
which are causing not a little apprehension in steam railway circles. Already the paralleling of steam by electric
roads has in many instances materially affected the income
of the former.
A few roads have endeavored to meet this
reduction by cutting off local trains many have reduced
their fares to the 5 cent rate of the new bidder for public faIn the more thickly populated portions of the country
vor.
the competition between the two systems will first be felt
future of the "infant,"

strongly.
The New England states especially
many inducements for the extension of street railway
Where a large number of populous cities are situated

more

FIG.

emor which prevented
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from acting.

safely device

the

In

house was 1,000 feet from the engine
room, and the accident caused the breakage of the iS inch
steam pipe, thus turning loose in the engine room steam from
this case the boiler

1,500 horse power boilers at a pressure of So pounds, with

no means of shutting

off

steam except by going the whole

distance, 1,000 feet, to the boiler

pcwer house
diameter,

Pittsburg,

at

^

inch face,

re?;ulting in great

feet

weighing 32,000 pounds, burst,
The generators being driven

short-circuited.

driven

breaking,

The

The engine being

drawn

which,
its

attained

dangerous speed, causing the fly-wheel to go to pieces.
be readily seen in

all

these cases that

if

a
It

there were some

means by which the steam could have been cut off immediately
at the first indication of serious damage
the whole danger
would have been avoided. With the present safety devices
this, however, would be hardly possible, as in one case the
engineer knew nothing about the accident until it was over,
and in the other cases there was either not lime or it was too

being necessary to break the glass

Those buttons located in the
room are open, it being designed that the engineer
shall make all regular stops by means of the buttons, thus
keeping him daily advised whether his protection system is
engine

in perfect

is

order or not.

The construction of
made standard as
so that

flanges,

plants,

isting
all

fill

the

it

and

is

the safety throttle
size

to

is

quite simple,

and

and measurements between

interchangeable with valves on exthe automatic feature

addition to

in

now

requirements of the standard valves

in

use.

connections.

soon

uncontrolled

thus

and the

belt slipped

parted the belt

toward the engine, stripped the governor of

will

in

damage.

by the engine
pulley

20

fly-wheel

a

it

before getting at the button.

In the Ben Venue

room.

Pa.,

meddlesome people,

Fig.

4 shows a section of the valve, in which it will be
is prolonged and has a piston on

noticed that the valve stem

extreme end. Behind

its

this piston

is

In case

it

keeps the valve open.
valve, all that

back of the

is

necessary

piston.

Thus

inside of piston, the valve
is

closed.

is

is

a steam cushion, which
desired to close the

is

to release the steam cushion

the greater pressure being

forced to

The steam back

its seat,

of piston

is

and the

on ihe

throttle

admitted through a

small hole in piston and released by means of the levers on the

end of the valve, which

in turn are operated

by push buttons

offer
lines.

but a

few miles apart, it becomes a simple matter to join the already existent lines into a system, which must necessarily
offer to the short-distance traveler many advantages unattainable in steam railway practice.
Long-distance lines are being planned between a number
of eastern cities, one of the most extensive being that with
which it is proposed to connect Philadelphia with Harrisburg, over a distance of about 100 miles.
Roads already
exist between a number of the cities along the route.
The
main line will have feeders or brancli roads touching many
either
side,
and
the
towns on
total mileage of the system
will be 366, reaching a population of over 2,000,000.
The
Baltimore-Gettysburg line will be about 45 miles in length.
Contracts for a portion of it have already been let, and the
time is not far distant when it will be seen in actual operation.
These two are but examples of the many roads being
proposed.
The use of such systems as the above for other than passenger traffic is doubtless one line along which further development is to be made. Especially where the localities
reached are market gardening regions, from which it is of
the greatest importance to have a rapid means of conveyance to the city, will there be found profit in a freight service.
The supplying of power for agricultural and municipal purposes might be made a paying "side line" for a
road of this character. This idea was advanced by the promoters of the famous Chicago-St. Louis high speed air-line
railway, as an essential feature of their plans. Whether this
road will ever materialize and be able to test the efficacy of
the scheme, we are unable to say.
New
applications for electric power are being found
every day, and the twentieth century will
surely see the day when electricity will have
become all-powerful as has been steam during

the nineteenth.

Contract for City Lighting,
Chicago.
There has been considerable comment over
BOILER

n

the awarding of the

contract

Hyde Park

ing in the

for street

district

hght-

of Chicago.

Monday he had not
look into the awarding of the
Lie said he had not familiarized

Controller Jones said on

had time

to

contract.

himself with the
to be able to

of his

affairs

office sufficiently

why it was

explain

Calumet Gas company was allowed
electric lights at

company had
FIG.

ACCIDENT S

5.

dangerous to go near the engine to attempt to shut

Under

steam.

safely valve

is

large engines

wheel

valve gradually asis necessary with large en-

have

to

it

should

fireman or any

intelli-

throttle will be automatically closed.

and

it is

Then

most cases
that makes

in

shut off steam

also

any point

danger of serious accident, whether

room

this

or in the factory a con-

In ihe large majority of cases the

damage occured between the time of noticing the
and the time necessary to get
word to the engineer and have him shut down the engine.
It is this delay that is most dangerous.

greatest

indications of danger

safety throttle valve

the

and system of protection

is

being

This device

able to operate at any speed desired and
its

is

is

adjust-

very positive in

reported by

this

company

when another

City Electrician Bar-

Chicago

Tribune

the Calumet

company

the

contract of

expired last June and Controller

light

the

Ackerman entered
that

into

an

should furnish the

it

same rate and wait for its money until such
was able to pay. I knew nothing about
agreement until some time later, and when I heard of it

time as the city
this
I

called the controller's attention to the fact that
to

vertise for bids.

do

this,

and suggested

This he

finally

to

him

he hardly

that he ad-

did, and. I suggested that

was no money to pay for the lighting, and, as the
company that was lighting the streets was willing to wait
lor its money, the matter go over unlil the end of tlie year,
when the council could make an appropriation and a conas there

operation.
i shows a section ot shaft with
speed
view showing the width of speed stop. Fig.
a device connecting with safety throttle valve and at-

In the cuts, Fig.
stop, Fig. 2 a top

3 is
tached to the engine so as to hold it firmly in position.

is

"The

said:

had the right

siderable distance away.

A

retained

lights at the

off steam;

should occur in the engine

first

is

The speed stop as shown in Figs, i, 2 and 3 is a simple
form of centrifugal governor which, when the engine runs
over its proper speed to a point approaching danger, will
make contact with the small attachment shown and the

slow job to turn up the throttle

at best a

to stop the engine quickly from

is

rett

The hand wheel

agreement with

it is

workman

shown.

gines.

of these accidents possible.

where there

open

as

to

be in the power of the engineer,
gent

LARGE POWER PLANTS.

the present system of automatic engines the

sufficiently to shut

many

IN

and small magnets,

generally kept \vide open, so that in case of

this inability to instantaneously

so

off the

$137 a

bid $95.

that

to furnish

Fig.

4 shows a section of the automatic safety throttle and Fig. 5
is a floor plan of a factory equipped with this system.
The
engine furnishing power to the Knisley building, 72 and 74

tract with the lowest bidder."

Forest City, Pa.,
station plant.
I,
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will

be read with special interest by

It

that of the second assistant post-

men.

is

and one

master-general,

Temple Court, New York.
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of the topics considered

is

the

possible.

The

and

practicability of this plan has been demonstrated,

some

unless

legal complications

expected that the

should arise,

it

to be

is

next year will see a rapid expansion of

been shown in the discussion over

interest has

the question of utihzing electricity in the execution of the

for

death penalty that a correspondent of the Ncto York Herald

has sent by cable from London an interview with D'Arson-

Treatment of Disease.

the

opposed to the present practice. The doctor
said that in examining cases where death had occurred through
electricity he found nothing in lungs, heart or head to ex-
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Litigation
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Electricity in Agriculture.

Frederick Bedell.
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to
it

be a valuable agency in

must necessarily put an end

by the present method

it

" a

Chicago

electrical

"a most extraordinary
and almost incredible" scheme for "pumping coal through
We are quite sure that our EngHsh contemporary
pipes."
has reference to a New York journal one that had its benoticed

—

ginning in Chicago, to be sure, but which was compelled to
remove from this city owing to lack of support. This
error has appeared in the Electrician before, and as
to confusion that

engaged

in

is

it

leads

exceedingly distasteful to those actually

electrical

joumalism

in

Chicago,

strained to request our contemporary to avoid

we

its

are con-

repetition.

means under certain conditions,
probable that such was the case, and in
this

be

to

Yet

fetched.

With

the rapid development

of electrical science,

tiie

become so voluminous that the
necessity for a carefully prepared index is becoming felt
among those who are engaged in educational work or conducting experiments and investigations along special lines.
This subject was discussed in a paper prepared by Prof.
George D. Shepardson of the University of iMinnesota and
read before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
The paper, which is printed elsewhere
at its last meeting.
in this issue, gives

an idea of what has already been accom-

plished in the line of compiling an

gineering topics.

It

for a special electrical engineering
until quite recently,

country
has

and such

come

as

were made

felt

in this

have not received much

Itis really doubtful

to realize the

that the necessity

index has not been

efforts

to provide a classified list

encouragement.

index of general en-

must be admitted

if

the general reader

importance of the subject, and

not to be expected that a comprehensive system of

it is

this

it

in spite

was not

at all

there seemed
was rather far-

fact

doubt that the point raised

little

of these views a couple of enterpris-

have designed an antiseptic mouth-piece

ing inventors

secured a patent.

for

The

device can also be adapted to be used with speaking tubes,

and here

may be remarked

Cii.\RGES have been made against the Brooklyn surface
roadcompanles that they have been disregarding the city
ordinances

the speed

regulating

within the city limits.

accidents on the trolley lines
cars

were operated

much

fact so

at

which cars can be run

has been urged that n.anyofthe

It

were due

to the fact that the

dangerously high rate of speed,

at a

in excess of the

named

limit

m

the ordinances

in

that the grandjury has been asked to indict

motormen and

In a recent interview Mayor Schieren
said that if the cars were run at more than ten miles an hour

railway managers.

he would

would

take

like,"

punish the railroad

steps to

he

"to make a

said,

own

do not

these people that they

test case,

"I

officials.

show

so as to

the streets.

I

have been

trying ever since I took ofl^ce to get evidence that any trolley
car wasrun at a greater speed than ten miles, but I have

been unsuccessful. When a citizen sees a trolley car
speeding at a high rate, he should call a policeman and have

motorman

The police have instructions to
would seem as if this was pretty good
evidence that the trolley companies were keeping within the
law.
In a city where there has been so much opposition to
die trolley as in Brooklyn it seems hardly possible that the
companies could do anything that would give their opponents
and critics an opportunity to call them to time without being
the

arrested.

enforce the law."

obliged

It

there appears to be greater

their action.
However, it is just as
concerned to watch the case. Friends of the
trolley cannot afford to let the system fall into disrepute beall

criminal

cause of the
officials

recklessness or carelessness of the

or employes of any company.

In the course

M. A.

Bainvlile,

presents a very interesting paper on

He

lamp.

cent

says

types of lamps are
ticle is

on the manufacture

o£ a series of articles

of incandescent lamps,

perfect

incandes-

evident to all that the present

is

it

in VElectricieii,

the

from reaching the ideal, and his artidevoted largely to a consideration of methods profar

posed for attaining better

results.
There are inherent imlamp due to the principle of construction,
are others that depend upon the manner in which

perfections in the

and there

is

applied.
is

a

In the

first

place,

bad transformer of

contended

is

it

into luminous energy, since existing .amps have

and even by increasing

efficiency of 5 per cent.,

ing temperature he does not expect to

obtain

energy more than 10 per cent, of ihe

electrical

sumed.

in

Progress must be looked for

ciency of this transformation.

energy

electrical

barely an
their

work-

luminous
energy con-

In

increasing the

effi-

Other defects are caused by

the wear of the filament, due to the variation of the electrical resistance,

and also

to the variation

of the nature of
which influences the value of
the lighting power.
The transparency of the bidb and the
modifications it undergoes during the life of the lamp are
due to imperfections of manufacture. M. Bainville says
the

of the

surface

filament,

device the mouth-piece consists of two shells, an inner shell

and an outer

as long as that of existing lamps.

in the use of the telephone.

shell,

spaced

However,

a predetermined distance

in the

apart

and forming a chamber into which the antiseptic material -is
placed.
The shells contain a number of apertures and the
air

may

pass

through them, become impregnated with the

antiseptic material

and escape through other apertures. The

most noteworthy feature of

this

innovation

is

the fact that

the so-called invention of such a device illustrates the eager-

in this

field

who

are ever ready to

want or a popular

lic

grasped

is

by observers

take advantage of pub-

craze.

that the perfect incandescent

Duping

New York

the last year, in fact during the

Board of

whole of JMayor

Electrical Control of

has conducted itself in such a quiet and business-

manner

is

the only

pointed,

Theodore
Storm's

that

it

member

Amos

J.

who has been reapCumtnings being named to succeed
of the old board

Moss, and
place.

The

Henry
board,

S.

as

Kearney taking Walton
at present

constituted,

probstbly averages higher than any ot the boards during the
six
is

years

filament should be

during the

life

of the lamp;

the

vacuum

and

constant

bulb should

in the

be as near as possible an absolute vacuum, and it should be
maintained in such a condition all the time the lamp is in
operation.
A lamp of this kind should, moreover, automatically terminate

named was

its

life

soon as one of the conditions

as

lacking.

In order to meet these requirements the author sugo'ests

improvements to be introduced
lamps should be devoted to perfecting fila-

that investigations into the

had almost dropped out of public view.
The existence of this body is recalled by the fact that Mayor
Gilroy has just named the new commissioners. Jacob Hess

like

The

enclosed in a bulb of perfect transparency

in incandescent

Gilroy's administration, the

"

defend

to

well for

lamp can be defined as one in
which the physical properties of the filament remain constant during the whole of its life. This duration should be

it

danger than

ness with which every opportunity

literature of the subject has

New

could he spread

a*as possible that disease

telephones upon which they have

Electrician speaks of

In

DAILY newspaper in New York city printed a series
of interviews some time ago in which the question of spreading disease by the general use of public telephones was
discussed.
It seemed to be the general opinion of physi-

264

as having

discovery in

A

cians that while

The London

com-

is

out at regular intervals.
this

be-

it is

to $15,-

bull's neck.

a handkerchief round

have made

amount

of the members are fitted for this special
work and their continuance in office is wholly
The Board of Electrical Control as at present

line of expert

the principle
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000 more.
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Clayton

condition.

municated to the whole respiratory system and the animal

Editorial

-

but a nervous

Six times he has re-

touches the spinal column, the shock

falls

Railway Construction
Over a Cable Contract

same

inthe

250

Electric

electric current,

stop respiration.

to

by the stroke of the toreador in a bull fight.
what seems to be a mortal blow just back of the

Contract for City Lighting, Chicago

Litigation

and inferred, therefore, that there

by the

stored animals apparently dead and four times he has re-
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Illustrated

Exciter.

Detroit's Public Lighting Plant

real killing

sufficient

stored
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Engineers)

is

plain the cause of death,

Charles P. Steinmetz and
{American Institute of Electrical Engi-

By

of Reactance.

who

val

really

aggregate $15,000 a year and

unnecessary.

The electric car line is becoming each year a more important factor in mail transportation.
Service is now in
operation on forty-seven such lines at the rates fixed by
law for the carriage of mails on steam roads. The routes
thus far established are comparatively short, the longest
being but eighteen miles in length.
Consideration is now
being given to the feasibility of utilizing electric and other
rapid motor street car Hnes to facilitate the transportation
of mails in the important cities between the main postoffice
and branch offices, and to and from the railway stations.
A plan of this kind would probably include the running of
a special car over the several street lines for the exclusive
use of the mail service, not only for carrying locked pouches,
but in which a certain amount of distribution would be

early

its

is

The

lieved the other expenses of the office will

organized should be abolished.

So MUCH

contents of this number.

three commissioners

In this report occurs the following paragraph:

CtRCULATION, 16,630.

Ozone

a matter of fact, though, that there

is

utilization of electric cars for transportation of mail matter.

this plan.

Electrical Production of

It

excuse (or the continuance of this body.

Among

and his
Commis-

officer,

knowledge of affairs may be of service to him.
sioner Kearney was identified with the board in
days.

EVERY SATURDAY.

6 Lakeside Building;,

given a good account of himself as a public

1894

i,

of the department's existence.

not expected to lend dignity

or ability

Of course Hess
to

the body, al-

though he has been on the commission ever since the board
was created. Ex-Congressman Cummings has heretofore

ments formed ot a single substance, and not of a mixture.
This substance, it is pointed out, should possess the properties of infusibility

equal

at least

to

that

of carbon, a

higher specific resistance, large emissive power,
elasticity.

Furthermore,

haps be possible

it is

suggested that

it

transformation

to efifect the

energy into luminous radiations

and great
might perof electrical

more perfect way than
The luminous phenomena

in a

by the method of incandescence.
which accompany discharges in vacuum, and the illumination presented by rarefied air-tubes placed In the magnetic
fields

of high frequency,

departure

of

new and

it is

the discussion of this topic

may

suggested,

may be

-fruitful investigation.
is

the point of

At

particularly timely,

present

and

it

be expected that the suggestions advanced will receive

thoughtful attention.
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Electric Railway Construction.

An

interesting paper

on

'-Electric Traction,

A\-iili

Special

Reference to the Installation of Overhead Conductors,"
of Electrical Engineers, Lon-

^vas presented to the Institute

November

don, on

Sth,

by Robert

W.

Blackwell

and

This paper is based upon data collected
six months while the authors were studying

Dawson.

Philip

daring the

last

construction on the principal American lines, and in visiting
Following is an
the late large continental installations.
abstract of the paper:

rapid and successful introduction of
United States is now an old story.
That 600 electric tramways are there operating nearly 9,000
miles of track and 20,000 cars, that nearly three-fourths of
the tramway movement of the country is electrical, that
j^45,ooo,ooo is there invested in electric tramways, and that
all intents and purposes,
this tremendous result has been, to
effected within five years, cannot but appeal pleasantly to

The marvelously

electric traction in the

Germany, France, Belgium, Austhe electrical engineer.
investing millions in electric
tria, Switzerland, are already
every reason to believe that Engseems
there
and
traction,
land will shortlyjoin the march ofprogress.
Probably no practical point in electric traction was less
understood a few years ago than "rail bonding," and a few
words may be added to what has been said on that subject.
appreciateci, and it is
Its importance has but recently been
It may be taken that the bonds conof first importance.
necting rails should be, as nearly as possible, of the same
If a 70 pound
current capacity as the metals themselves.
be used, the sectional area of copper bonds should be
seven-si.\ths square inches, the ordinary steel rail having approximately one-sixth as much conductivity as commercially pure copper. This would exceed
rail

as nearly as possible

nine No. o copper wires.
When electric roads were first constructed a No. 4 galvanized iron wire was considered sufficient.
The contact surface of bond and rail should be as large as
With heavy bonding and insulated return circuit
possible.
feeders the danger of corroding gas and water pipes (a danger that has been greatly and unnecessarily exaggerated) is
The Toronto, Baltimore, Salt Lake City
practically nil.

and many other systems may be
In

statement.

cities earlier

cited in support of this
equipped, where the lightest of

feeders were employed and very
rail bonds and return
heavy current dealt with, serious results undoubtedly ensued, as at Boston, where electric traction was first installed
By the use of modern appliances the
on a large scale.
trouble there has almost ceased to exist. The tramway company employs special workmen to accompany gas and water
construction gangs, and to connect all water and gas pipes

heavy bare
copper cables returning to the stations. It must, however,
total of
approximate
city
an
in
that
be borne in mind that
13,000 electrical horse power has to be dealt with by the

neighborhood of the power house

laid in the

three
pany.

power

to

stations of the West End Street Rail way comare the figures of January 27,1894, on

—

Stations.

Aleston

Cambridge

run.
16
18

current
for the day.
1,203 amps.
4.0^8 "
12,706 "

24
The average monthly car mileage of

Central

this line in

1893 was

In conversation lately with Mr.
should be avoided.
Sprague, he laid great stress upon the advisability of laying
ballast
and coating all bonds and
stone
good
the rails upon
connections with insulating and preservative compound.
The practice of laying bare copper wires along the whole
length of the track, once regarded as incUspensable, is now
It has been found that wire so laid
practically abandoned.
All the copper is
rapidly deteriorates and wastes away.
rails are cross-connected approxithe
bonds,
put into the
mately every 90 feet, and where the volume of current exceeds the economical carrying capacity of the bonded rails
insulated return-circuit conductors are employed.
Whether electric welding will eventually take the place
It has not yet
of all bonding is still an undecided question.
stood the test of practical use on a large scale for a suffiWhen first
ciently long period to pronounce an opinion.
introduced in Boston it was not successful, many rails
breaking near the joint after some months' use. The process has since been improved, and a trial section of line was
in course of being welded when the West End street railway was visited last June. Seven miles of welded track
have given satisfaction for some months in St. Louis. Over
100 miles are now being welded in Brooklyn, and the
result of this trial will demonstrate, after a year or two,
At present it takes from 10 to 15
the value of welding.
minutes to make a welded joint, and on an average a current of about 250 amperes at 550 volts is necessary, which
is transformed into an alternating current at two to three
Approximately, each joint costs 12s. to
volts pressure.
It is said that the pioneer company in electrically
15s.
welding rails has already invested over ^^120,000 in experi-

mentioning that modern American
is worth
to butt the rails, allowing nothing for expansion,
wherever the streets are paved. The result is a nearly perWith heavy cars, having at least four to five
fect joint.
ments.

practice

It

is

tons load on each axle, this is of the highest importance.
Mr. Wilkinson refers to the possible adoption of the
That system has
three-wire system for electric tramways.
been in satisfactory use in Portland, Oregon, for the last
four years.
Compound-wound generators, working at 500

Several forms of construction are described in detail and a

number
men are

18S8.

country

"

A

The long

{«')

(f)

(/)

77
1,510,321

8i-"

and now almost exclusively used on

Miles of street operated.
Miles of single track. „„.
Number of cars
Car miles inm
Total working expenses,.

Net

i,oSo
21,924,290
;^8S5,967
.,
_ .
^^1,070,578
;^iS4,6ii

receipts

^^

.

,

2,172
18,669,809
^"910,147

(/')

/•428,36s

S2.7

68
p^4.435>ooo

{c)

;^3'533>i77

Rale of interest paid on ordinary shares
3.32 per

9 per cent.

cent.

Poston has to
ondon uses top-seat c.irs, Toston does not.
(/')
keep a double set of oars open for summrr. closed for winter.
London has the greater number of ar miles run. 1 he majority of
lio ton inondon ones.
Boston cars are much larger than the
<„)

T

{<.-]

I

vestment includes/i, 500. 000 spent during the
equipping electrically.

last five

electric hnes,

9 f 22, 000
70 8
5.752,604
a

;

826
iS,'

6g.8og{d)

7,6 8 069

almost twice the size of the
71 73 per cent.
5i-37 per cent.
2i.b3 per cent.

transit facilities, that opposition to the exten-

The Siemens line
sion of a trolley line is almcst unknown.
at Guernsey, the line that crosses the great piazza on which
Milan Cathedral stands, the Brussels, Hamburg, Bremen,
and a dozen other continental installations, are European
examples of line construction to which no reasonable objecThe electric tramway has a future as
tion can be urged.
great in Great Britain as elsewhere, and in no other country
it
failed
to already secure universal accepworld
has
the

m

involved in the re-equipment electrically of a
higher in America that in England.

tramway

is

much

In the early days of electric traction no greater annoyances fell to the lot of the much tried tramway constructor
than those which seemed inseparably connected with the
suspension and effective insulation of the conducting wire.
No material was obtainable possessing the happy combination of strength, durability and high insulation with inconspicuousness; interchangeability of parts was unknown,
and unsightly, rough-and-ready expedients were used whereFrom 1SS4
ever difficulties in erection were encountered.
to 1SS9 no insulator better than paraffined wood or pordevice the
best
This is the
celain could be obtained.
Bentley-Knight Electric Railway company could evolve to
support a bar copper conductor in its conduit system laid
It is composed of a block of porcelain
in Boston in 1888.
leaded into a malleable iron holder, and having a brass supAll of the earher
port for the conductor leaded into it.
elevated conductor lines were dependent for their insulation
upon the wooden poles by which they were supported, and
in wet weather the resultant leakage was a very serious
With the introduction of iron poles, and the defactor.
velopment of motors and power plant, something better
a necessity.

The English tramway operators and the able executive
Tramways Institute of Great Britain and Ireland are keenly alive to the possibilities that He in electric
tractirn, and, under most adverse conditions, are doing their
It remains with you,
best to smooth the path ofprogress.
gendemen, to supplement their endeavors, and to do your
best to stimulate and encourage the grow'h of public opinion

officers of the

in its favor.

Litigation

thecosf of material and labor

and more permanent became

company's

j7,4(;R,5eo (c)

182.50(c)

years on re-

If London's percentage oE expenses to receipts could_ be
reduced from the present 82.7 to 70 per cent., net receipts
would be increased to ^321.174; if to 60 per cent., net
It is almost unnecessrry to
receipts would be ^428,231.
call attention to the fact that

i,346(/)

tance.

Percentage of expenses to receipts
Total capital invested

14S 04
1,226
1,028

1893.

_,

26S'/3
{ti)

_

receipts.

the

and more rapid

250 approx.

26833

1

vantages that closely follow upon the introduction of improved

interest

Boston.

125M

.

i8g2.

,

^

inp:

London.

quite

25980

Horse mileage
Horse m.leaye
Horse mileage

26 27 per cent.
Electric mileage
48,63 per cent.
tlectric mileage
76 17 per cent.
Electric mileage
And 25 additional miles partially electrically equipped.
And 24 electric snow-plows.
is

become

has

1-91.

i,e6z
469(«)
1 7,462,572 (/')
4 5t8,i86
74-4

17,665,360

"

1S93) and Boston (population, 417,720 in 1S90)

Total

6<5

I, ''94

412,600

(ars introduced at this time,

cars

244.00
8..21

1890.

234

regular two-horse car.
(^1
(c)

heating of street

had

that

noted, too, that in this

A.

16,573.831

82"""

improvement
is

has said as regards the appearance of overhead conductors.
Undoubtedly some aerial lines have been put up with an
utter disregard of appearances, and inexperienced or careless
constructors have erected webs of trolley, strain and feeder
This is expecially true
wires which were most obnoxious.
of many hastily-built American lines, pushed through at
high pressure, and at the smallest possible expenditure.
Now that the first rush is ove]-, and the tramway operator, the
manufacturer and the contractor have had time to take
breatli, the weight of public and press criticism lias had its
effect, and no pains are spared to perfect the entire plant
and apparatus. A carefully designed and erected line, with
sub-surface feeders, handsome poles, etc., has but few objectionable features; and in the great majority of cases public
convenience is so greatly enhanced by the overwhelming ad-

1.794

15.431.758

It

electric railway

authors gave particular

The paper concludes with the following comment;
word may be said in support of what Mr. Wilkinson

47

Percentage of expenses to earmngs..
Investment in electric (dols)
(_a)

electric

practice.

6546

I084

American

The

general.

'

'

all

were shown.

familiar

marked American

233.24

Niiinber of horse cars,.
Number of electric cars
Total revenue miles run
Plectric revenue miles

of devices with which

attention to the development and

1889.

.^

1,325,000 miles.

circuit

lengths.

TABLE

Total miles of track.

—

—

A

current.

Prof. Jackson of the University of Wisconsin has found
by experiment that the chemical composition of the soil
The most favorable to
has a great influence on corrosion.
there is
it, and havingthe smallest resistance, is that in which
Nitrates come next
the greatest proportion of chlorides.
and sulphates last. If, after all ordinary precautions are
taken, corrosion still continues, bare copper cables are
connected to the negative terminal of the generators at the
switchboard and to all pipes in the neighborhood of the
station.
So far as possible the use of earth for the return

Of that important factor, the trolley wire itself, little
need be said. The universal American practice is to employ No. o hard-drawn copper.
Many continental lines
have employed lighter trolley wire in some instances as
small as 6mm.
and some use larger. It may be taken,
however, that No, o is the size that gives the best all-rcund
results.
Phusphor bronze is of doubtful utility as a substitute
for hard-drawn
copper, the increased
tensile
strength being more than ovej balanced by the reduction in
conductivity.
The manufacturer of the trolley wire should
guarantee 98 per cent, conductivity or better, and perfect
joints, and should deliver wound on special reels in mile

at the

The largest electric tramway equipment in the world is
that of the West End Street Railway company in Boston,
U. S. A. Its adoption of electrical motive power practically
estabhshes the economic value of that method of operation.
The figures extracted from its annual reports are shown in
Table A.
Attention is especially directed to the decrease in percentage of working costs to gross receipts, which has varied
almost directly in proportion to the introduction of the electric
This reduction has been made notwithstanding the
plant.
fact that the additional investment required for the introduction of the electric plant had to be provided for and that such
part of the company's former plant as was rendered useless
comparison
or disposed of at a loss had to be written off.
between the tramways of London (population, 4,306,411 in

Maximum
1,580 amps.
5,425 "
14,400 "

+

The rails were connected to the neutral terswitchboard. The average load on this station is 1,500 horse power.
It is located near a huge lumber
mill, and the fuel is carried by automatic conveyors directly
from the waste lumber yard into the furnace. Several
tramways derive their power from this station at a cost of
about 25s. per horse power month, iS hours' daily work.
Thomson wattmeters regi<5ter the current used. The station
pays about 40s. a day for its supply of fuel.
The enormous carrying power of an electric tramway at a
The following figures,
pinch is an interesting feature.
given by Mr. Bowen of the Chicago City Railway company, show the work done by his electric line on Chicago Day at the World's Fair: 51 double-motor cars, 10
single-motor cars, and 73 trail cars were in operation over
26 miles of track.
During the day 208,575 passengers were
The maxuimm outpnt
carried, and 11,271 car miles run.
at the power house was 17,000 amperes, and the average
The minunum current registered
for 20 hours about 1,050.
was 750 amperes, and the average station pressure 540
volts.
The ratio of expenses to receipts on this line is 40
per cent.
trolley wire.

minal

which day 577 cars and 71 snow plows were running:

Mean

growing need, undertook the elaboration of a system of
electric trainway supplies to meet the demand, and relieved the electrical companies of constant consideration of
the details necessary for safe and economical transmission
of current from power house to car motor.
The taut and
workmanlike overhead line of to-day, in erecting which the
lineman has had at hand a compact and ajipropriate device
for every insulating or supporting point, difters widely from
the unsightly webs which were the rule in earlier years.

volts without load, and 550 volts with full load, are nsed.
success of this system depends upon the load of the
At Milwaukee,
various sections being nearly balanced.
where local conditions did not allow of proper balancing,
The threeas
a
failure.
given
up
the system was tried and
wire system was introduced at Portland because the generating station was three miles away from the nearest point
of the line, and the cost of feeders would have been necessarily heavy.
By the three-wire system 1,100 volts could
be used,
550 and
550, between each two sections of

The

The loUowing

Hours

26(

The wide

ex-

tension of electric traction is largely due to the enterprise
of independent manufacturers, wdio, seeing a great and

Over Cable Contract.

Denver Heat, Light & Power company
against the Standard Underground Cable company for a

The

action of the

sum approximating $6o,coo has attracted considerable
The case was tried before Judge Acheson of the
attention.
United States Circuit Court, and evidence was introduced
showing that the cables had been carelessly laid during the
The evidence was largely of
progress of their installation.
an expert character and very complicated and apparently
understood by the jury. Notwithstanding the favor-

little

able charge

made by

the judge in his instructions

was returned in favor of the
motion for a new trial was made.

fury, a verdict

$36,000.

A

to the

plaintiff for

National Electric Light Association.
Arrangements have been made for holding the eighteenth
meeting of the National Electric Light association at the
Army and Navy hall, Cleveland. The headquarters of the
association will be the Hollenden hotel.

A

Waukegan,

111.,

dispatch says:

Four men

accom-

panied by a surveyor are in town prospecting for the proposed electric trolley line along the lake shore from ChiThe road is to runon the highways
cago to Milwaukee.
It may come up
instead of having a separate right of way.
Marion street, which is the principal road into town from
the south.
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American

Engi-

Electrical

of

Institute

neers.

November
were

named

the following

2ist,

American

26 CortlancU street,

at

A

design

is

also furnished to operate

by

direct

December

steam

The pumps are tested under thirty inches of
vacuum and are made and sold by the Clayton Air Compressor Works, Havemeyer building, 26 Cortlandt street,
pressure.

the meeting of the council of the

At

Eleclrical Engineers

stroke.

ELECTRICIAN.

Institute of

New

associate

York,

members

Joseph Appleton, Philadelphia, Pa.; George F. Archer,
Garden City, L. I.; Frank M. Ashley, New \ork; Cliarles
Blizard, New York; C.G.Davenport, New York; W. S.
Hadaway,Jr., New York; Wm. L. Hedenberg, New York;
Chas. K. Mimns, Chicago, Til.; A. E. Brooke Ridley, San
Francisco, Cal.; Francis G. Robinson, Brooklyn, N. Y.;
William Wesley Varney, Baltimore, Md.
The following named associate members were transferred

Packard Vacuum Pump.

organizations to be represented at a conference of manufacturers, which will be held in the city of Cincinnati on the
22d day of January, 1S95, for the purpose of general interchange of views looking to the formation of a national association of manufacturers, wOiich shall embrace among its
purposes:
First, the advocacy of carefully considered leg-

incandescent lamp factories for the production

of

the

islation

the United

developed and extend-

It is desired that

this

convention shall be non-political,

non-partisan and non-sectional.
Invitations are extended not only to accredited delegates
from organized exchanges, representing manufacturing interests,

but to any individual manufacturer

the promotion of the general
ciently at heart to

who may have

good by organized

effort suffi-

be willing to attend the meeting.

Electric Light

Exhausting
Incandescent Lamps.
for

patent litigation at Washington

watched with infor making
incandescent lamps as well as lamp makers themselves.
Many improvements have been made in this line of machinery,
and in none has greater advance been made than in pumps.
The accompanying illustration shows the Clayton vacuum
manufacturers

is

of the double acting type, with

valves at each end of the cylinder, thus drawing in
cylinder capacity twice

The

each revolution.

at

are of the poppet type, both suction

Transforms a Virago.

description of the recently enlarged electric light-

notes a cuiious beneficence that has resulted from the im-

proved illumination.

preliminary vacuum in the lamps before the mercurial

pump

work, for the operation of the mercurial pump and
for producing a vacuum in the flashing bottles where the
is

set to

lamp filaments are subjected to the operation of flashing or
"treating."
These pumps have not heretofore been made

its full

with a single cylinder, as they were designed primarily for
use in factories where a number of them were required

were therefore

are of a composition metal especially adapted to the service,

opei-ation

and the seats are protected by vulcanized composition disks,
obviating excessive wear and prolonging the life of the

pump.

pump

(or the sake

made with twu

To meet

the

and

of compactness and economy of

or three cylinders combined in each

demand

for use in laboratories

It says:

The new engine,

PACKARD VACUUM PUMP.

valves,

and discharge,

its

ing plant of Atlantic, Iowa, the Telegraph of that place

is

improved form, built especially for exhausting
This pump, which is designed to be

operated by belt power,

In

of apparatus

incandescent lamps.

which

may be

_____^^^_^^___

Vacuum Pump

in its

between

relations

Third, the establishment in South American capitals
and other desirable points of permanent expositions for
the display of American products.
Fourth, such other
topics as may be agreed upon by the convention.

"Reactance," in discussion of the paper read at the Phila-

pump,

trade

ed.

communicated by Carl Hering, J. Stanford
Brown, M. Osterberg and Prof. Goldsborough. Prof H.
communication upon the subject of
J. Ryan also sent m a

the

all classes

Second, the discussion of ways

States and foreign countries

also

by

encourage manufacturing industries of

and means whereby

University of Minnesota, entitled "Suggestions for an In-

The

to

throughout the country.

dex of Engineering Literature.". In the absence of the
author, T. C. Martin read the paper and opened the discussion, which was participated in by Messrs. Crocker, CaldWritten discussions
well, the president and the secretary.

terest

and Hamil-

are universally used

was presented by Professor George D. Shepardson of the

Clayton

association of Cmciimati

of the

membership:
Sands, Wheeling, W. Va.; Norman N. Ross,
Winnipeg, Man.; W. C. Cheney, Portland, Ore.; Fred A,
Bowman, New Glasgow, N. S.; F. W. Tischendoerfer,
Nuremberg, Germany.
At the InstiLute meeting held the same evening a paper

delphia meeting.

at

ton county, Ohio, has issued a formal invitation to similar

new model

a

S.

were

Norman Hubbard

are universally

The Manufacturers'

to full

H.

They

Man ufacturers' Conference.

The accompanying cut illustrates
Packard vacuum pump. These pumps
in

1894

of 93 Pearl street, Brooklyn, N.Y.
employed by lamp makers, there being
the present time over two hundred of them in use.

ard by

New York.

elected:

1,

for the high

a Hamilton-Corliss of 200 horse power,
is to
the mechanical mind a thing of beauty, and to John
Groves, the engineer, a joy forever.
As the ponderous flywheel, of weight 20,000 pounds, turns silently upon us
bearings and the sparks from the four dynamos bespeak
that wondrous force which no one can describe, the current speeds swiftly out upon the wires to every quarter of
the town.
In the business iiouse it casts a flood of light
over the bookkeeper's desk, as he adds; in the homes it
make cheerful the cosy sitting room, and in the heart of the
domestic who used to fill the lamps it sheds a light that has
changed her nature and turned a virago into the courteous
hired girl that she should be.

gradevacuum
in lamp

Important Wire Contract

and experimental work

Through their western agent, Francis E. Donohoe, the
American Electrical Works of Providence, R. 1., has sold
to C. T. Yerkes, for the North and West Chicago Street
Railroad companies, $118,000 worth of feeder cable and

now

trolley wire for the extensive electric railway systems

building for these companies.

The

more

than

contract

will

comprise

wire called for by this

pounds

900,000

of

copper.

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York, November

Notes.

— At

the meeting of the
Rapid Transit Commission on Tuesday of this week a letter
from Commissioner John H. Starin, who has gone to
Europe, was read. The following extracts are of particular
24.

interest:
I favor in general the lines adopted by the last commission,
namely, a four-track up Broadway and on the West Side to
the city limits, with a lour-track line on the East Side extending beyond the Harlem river. The Elm street route
would seem to meet the demands for a continuation of the
East Side line below Fourteenth street, if, for new and far
better reasons than have yet been advanced, it is decided
that Broadway cannot be used for a four-track road below
Fourteenth street, although I'm strongly in favor of this
route for the Rapid Transit road, even though it cost more
money. Then my choice would be the Elm street route
for the East Side line and a line through streets parallel to

and close to Broadway for the West Side.
that Broadway can and
I believe, however,
taken for the main or West Side line.
I do not
question of vaults and sewers as very serious.
from houseline to houseline, belongs to the

CL.VYTON

The

valves.

and

is

cylinder

is

VACUUM PUMP FOR KXH,AUSTING INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

lined with hard composition metal

surrounded with a water jacket for surface cooling.

The

piston rings are of composition metal and are adjusted
by a patented device which insures absolute and permanent
tightness under a high vacuum, with minimum frictional

wear.

The

steel

sliding journal

yokes are

fitted

arranged as to

boxes, so

perfectly tight adjustment at

all

times.

with tight and loose pulleys and
as

it is

possible

to

make

this

pump

five

inches stroke to

in six sizes,

with the Clayton patent

it.

is

as strong

and compact

The manufacturers

ranging from
ten

be capable of

The pump is equipped

inches

five

construct

inches diameter by

diameter by nine inches

factories the single cylinder design
ket.

single

is

now

put on the mar-

For simplicity and compactness this is built with a
The
cylinder of large diameter and ample length.

frame, as will be
accessible

and

is

seen,

is

open, making

perfectly rigid.

The

all

parts perfectly

valve arrangement,

been improved and strengthened, is precisely the same as in the larger sizes of Packard pumps, and
the pump is in every way adapted to heavy continuous work.

which has

lately

A

vacuum within one-half inch of the barometric pressure is
The pump illustrated has a cylinder 4 j^<
inches in diameter by S inches stroke. The Packard vacuum

readily obtained.

pumps

are

manufactured under the patents of

J.

W.

Pack-

ought to be
consider the

The

street,

people,

and

should be turned to the best use. If vaults are to be taken
for the underground road some Broadway property owners
But the rights of the
will necessarily suffer inconvenience.
few must yield to the general good. The possibilities of an
underground road in the city have, in my opinion, been
never fully realized by the public. The underground road

which New York ought to, and ultimately
be planned on a magnificent scale.
It should not be a mere passenger road.

—

will,

It

have must

ought to be

a great railroad a railroad calculated to carryall the vast
internal commerce of the city.
It should be planned to do a
part ofthe work now done by barges, tows, trucks, express and
delivery wagons. It should be more than a mere sub-surface
artery traversing the city north and south.
It must become
in time a vast railroad system competent to do most of the
traffic in passengers and freight now carried on upon the
surface, and of such size and nature that in future a passen-_
ger may enter his car in Chicago or St. Louis or other distant point and not be required to change cars until he reaches

-

December

WESTERN

1894

r,

New

York that is
the station in the underground road in
planned that freight
nearest 10 his destination. It should be
underground
rethe
sealed
at
and
locked
billed,
could be
ceiving station and carried to any point reached by the railbreaking
bulk.
the counlr>- without
roads

m

construction ought to be made of not less than four
lighted
tracks, contained in one well-ventilated, thoroughly
narrowtunnel' to avoid the noise and other discomforts of a
tracks
All
the
sets
of
tracks.
each
for
tunnel
separate
should be devoted during the day to passenger traffic, while
half
the
other
would
ser\-e,
and
ni-'ht one-half the number

The

at

could be used for freight entirely.
Hondreds of thousands of dollars are annually expended
within tlie city limits
in Xew York for transporting mails
with the primitive, unsafe and slow method of wagon deof money is also annually expended
liver>". an immense sum
by the express companies in transferring their express matter
city to the other by wagons; a
the
of
jjortion
from one
proper underground system would provide for tlie transfer of
expedithe mails and 'express matter far more economically,
*
^
^
^
tiously and advantageously.
Beyond doubt electricity has reached such a stage of development that the proposed system of underground railways can be operated by electricity at a greater speed and
more cheaply than by steam. The same power could vensafeguards against
tilate and light the tunnels and provide
accidents on the lines, so that every imaginable objection
will upon actual operation immediately disappear.
The fulfillment of this idea, far from being impossible,
does not to me seem even very difficult. The plan I would
propose must comprehend such an idea in its inception. A
double-deck road is apparently out of the question.
undertaking.
I also apI recognize the difficulty of the
preciate the seriousness of the trust placed in the hands of
implied
limit of
an
that
there
is
I feel
this commission.
expenditure, beyond which the public demands that we
should not pass. The powers placed in the hands of this
commission are so great that the simple consideration of
them IS a serious matter. The voters of the city have by a
As I
large majority confirmed the trust imposed on us.

understand the situation, we have been distinctly directed
least
to undertake and carry forward to completion with ihe
possible delay a plan of underground railways that shall be
makeshift
will
temporary
Worthy of our great city. No
answer.

men, Augustus Kraushaar and Jacob Bessinger,
were receiitlyarrested at 54 West Twenty-eighth street on tlie
belief that they were wire tappers. Bessinger rented a small
backroom in the house, telling the landlady that he wanted

Two

it

The woman

for an office.

man

about the

wrong
many as

did not notice anything

except that he sometimes had as

She finally grew suspitwenty callers in a day.
things
cious and told Capt. Schmittberger that she thought
were not exactly as they ought to be. When the detectives
arrested the men tliey found a wire running in the back
fifteen or

set of instruments,

window, a

wire that led into the room runs directly over

The

key.

and Bessinger operating the

and belongs to the Western Union company.

the house,

The police found in the room racing cards of the meetings at
friends of the prisoners
St. Asaph and at Nashville.. The
They say that
say that they were not tapping wires at all.
Ihey were employed by a pool room keeper in the neighborhood, who, fearing detection
place of business, had the

the

room

in

messenger.

Union

if tiie

'overnor of the

state,

the

an electrically

my judgment

neither the

superintendent of stale prisons

penalty and a post-mortem examination to Dr. Gibbons or
any other individual not a relative of the person executed.
body is not claimed by a relative, it is the duty of the

If the

it and not to deliver the body
any purpose or experiment." W. F. O.

authorities in charge to bury

Northwestern Notations.
Minneapolis, November 24.— Wire Inspector

W.

E. J.

of this city reports having inspected during the last

Deming

months 39 generators, 103 motors, 493 arc lights, 12,434
incandescent lights, 57S incandescent wiring and lighting
concontracts, 291 aerial wires, 27 electrical heaters and 56

ten

4 ipotors, 7 arc lights, 25
verters.
incandescent lights, 84 contracts ofwiring and lighting, 164
and 4 converters were conaerial wires, 19 electrical heaters

Of

demned.

Mr. Deming

data

secure

these 3 generators,

on

all

is

fires

anxious to have the underwriters

which

are

charged

to defective

of the imperfect electrical
He has tried this plan in Minneapolis and has
apparatus.
fires to
been able by systematic investigation to reduce these

wirin", etc., with

the contract

in St. James, ilinn., at $5,842,

electric light plant

December 15th.
of D. M. Benton & Co.

the plant to be completed

The

franchise

in Galesville, Wis.,

for electric lights

Mr. McLaren

The

K. Tillotson says the delay in granting a franchise for
the proposed interurban electric railway at Xaukauna,
Wis., will not delay work at Oshkosh, but that as soon as
Neenah gives the desired franchise, work will be begun. If
but he expects to get the matter fixed

those places

at

Wisconsin

They

Chas.

Stackpole of Harrisburg, Pa., and others have

J.

Hot

applied for a franchise for an eleclric road in

Hot Springs and Wind Cave road, an
They claim that work will begin on

D., to give the

trance to the

which

line,

city.

be 12 miles long, as soon as

to

is

way can be

right of

Springs,

filed

The Oneida

photographs

a minimum.
The Fort Dodge, Ta. Telephone company proposes to exon the north,
tend lines to Cherokee on the west, Humboldt
Waterloo on the east and Des Moines on the south early

The new park

in the

over that structure, and the change
for the present.

Wyman

The

24.

large towns
transfer

Common Council appointed to inquire into
a municipal lighting

fourth a

the feasibility

is

held a meeting

plant

Wednesday, but did not decide upon any definite recommendation, as two members of the cttmmittee were absent
and it was desired to have City Engineer Benzsnberg take

The aldermen who werepresent.
spoke in favor of the project, and the two aldermen who
were absent are known to be supporters of the resolution.
There was some talk of introducing in the Legislature a bill
part in the final discussion.

power to operate not only an electric
own, but all other enterprises of a public

to give the city the

character, including street railways.

One of the

members of the common

that

council says

does not introduce a resolution providing

do so

The

liimself.

figuring

such a

attorney, liowever,

city

is

is

he

bill

of the

not necessary

by the city
Ramsey, who has done most of the
of an electric light plant such as the city

so far as the operation of an

concerned.

the committee

if

for

opinion that a special act of the Legislature

is

influential

electric light plant

Aid.

on the cost

would require, estimates that the plant, with the necf ssary
eqliipment, underground conduit system, etc., capable of
furnishing 1,000 lights, would involve an outlay of $600,000.

The Chicago
he

is

plant, he states, cost that city $6SS,ooo, so that
his estimate

of the opinion that

is

conservative.

lie

expenses would be more

does not think that the operating

other

On

the face of each ticket

One

male heads and two female heads.

a beardless man, another a

with a mustache only, another with a beard and the

conimitiee of

last

slips

and

and which will probably be introduced here.
tickets were invented and patented by J. H.

Stedman of Rochester, N. Y.

man

—The special

New Haven

Paul, Minneapolis,

in St.

are printed four

1'.

Milwaukee, Wis.

will

Street

railway of Lyons, la., has been

the second eleclricline for Lyons.

Milwaukee, November

light plant of its

Milwaukee

the

of

made

not likely to be

is

used

of the male heads represents

of establishing

would be necesdo not run

street cars

the

General Manager

elec-

talk of equipping
it

company has ordered
of 1,000 horse power each.

is

at

to

company

street car

There is some
same way, but

en-

Electric

X. L.

the

The

it.

Railway company has received samples of transfer

electric

This

formally opened.

power.

be supplied with an

to

is

extend the cable, as the

man

with a

full

One

beard.

of the female heads

by a hat and the other by a bonnet. A
punched under each signifies young or old.

surmounted

cross to be

The

tickets are said to prevent "beating the road."

In the United States District Court Judge Seaman has
entered an order making perpetual the
ing the

Two

ing patents of the

to the defendant

The
the

to

profits

restrain-

which have accrued

by reason of the infringement

attorneys for

amount

injunction

company from infringThomson Electric Welding company

Rivers Manufacturing

and directing the payment of all
tlie

in the

past.

contending parties amicably adjusted

be paid on the

score at $[.

latter

All the

patents were for apparatus and processes for electric weld-

They were Nos. 347,140 and 347,141, granted August

ing.

and No. 385,022, granted June 6, 1S8S.
considerable snowstorm of the season did not
bother the street railway men very much. At 9 o'clock in
the evening, after the storm had set in, eight electric sweep10, 1S.S6,

The

ers

first

were started out over the

of one which broke

down

lines,

and with the

before midnight they

exception

were kept

work until 3 o'clock in the morning. At 5 o'clock in
morning thirteen salt cars were run over the lines and
the street cars were run on time from the start.
Arrangements have been made to repeat the work whenever it is
necessary and the management asserts that cars will be run
on time no matter how much snow falls. Last winter snow

at

the

It

making the annual

count,

cost of the

system $88, 000, or,

allowing for incidental expenses, $90 per lamp per year.
The present price is $110. Alderman Ramsey, it will he

wear and tear of
on the money invested. If
the city carried out this plan the entire system would bo
the end of
underground, the alderman says, and at
twenty years the city would have paid for the system, and
the cost per lamp would not then be more than $40 per
yeai".
He has still more favorable figures on the project it
his plan of having city bonds run forty years is adopted.

seen, does not take into

consideration the

the machinery or the interest

The sentiment

in

city authorities

lighting the city hall.

cost

of

at the city hall.

engines and condensers

the

would not be more than $10,000. This arrangement would
The cost of wiring the city
give two reserve dyamos.
hall would be from $18,000 to $20,000, and the electric
light fixtures would cost something more than $10,000.
Mr. Armstrong said that it was a question in his mind
whether it would not be better to have the plant made

next season.

Meserveyhas secured control of the Fort Dodge,
companies. The plant
la. electric light and power and gas
will be remodelled and improved.
Telephonic connection has been completed l:.etwcen l.ittle
S. T.
,

Minn., and Pierz, 15 miles distant.

large

enough

to

light

the entire

would of course be
outside of the city hall.

advisable

A

plant

city,

to

in

which event

put the entire

of this

character,

it

plant

Mr.

would not cost more than the city's lightnow, unless he was misinformed as to the
cost of the latter, and the saving would be considerable.
The Board ofFire Underwriters hasappoinred George S.

Armstrong

said,

ing costs yearly

McLaren

Chicago.

burg August 25th and usually made about nine miles a day.
During the last four years, in the performance of his duty,
he has walked 4,017 miles.

Surveyors for the North Shore electric railway, by which
proposed to connect Chicago and Milwaukee, have been

work south

during the

100 horse power dynamos and two 150 horse power
dynamos would be required, and they would cost not to ex-

The

Long

it is

Two

ceed $11,000.

the

finished the inspection ofthe line

at

needed

of

During the
between Chicago
and Milwaukee. He makes a map of the line, showing the
exact location of every pole, the name ofthe owner ofthe
property ujjon which or in front of which the pole is located,
the number of the wire which it carries and a large amount
of information which is valuable to the company in locating
and repairing breaks upon its line. Mr. Morton left Pitts-

week he

Charles G. Armstrong, Chicago, reis

Boston and

distance line between

have not yet decided the matter of

ports that a capacity of 5, 492 lights

lines

Telephone company from Boston to Chicago. Accompanied by a party of surveyors, he inspected every one
of the 56,248 poles which support the wires of the long-

the council in favor of the municipal

lighting scheme seems to be quite strong.

The

few days ago after having inspected the

traffic,

distance

electrician in place of A. L. Bennett,

who

resigned

last

of the city, particularly at South Milwaukee,

two weeks.

For part of

the distance,

it is

road will be built on public highways. It is supposed
that the increase in the value of real estate along the line
said, the

will result from its construction will be sufficient to
overcome the objections of the farm.ers to the building of

which

the line
ject

is

on highways.

A

great deal of interest in the

The men who

being taken in Milwaukee.

pro-

are con-

nected with the steam railroads do not seem to be apprehensive that the electric hne will hurt established interests
Some doubt in regard to the comto any material extent.
pletion of the road

,

l^^alls,

street bridge

apparatus for turning

Broadway bridge

plats for the

West Water street
Water street,

leave

thence run to East

and to the Northwestern railroad depot.
same route in returning and allow passenbetween the East and West Sides.

gers to transfer

sary to

Boston

street

follow the

trical

city.

the Edi-

with the secretary of the interior.

The Minneapolis General
three feed water heaters

now

cars

street

experience in

was connected with

for awhile

street bridge,

will supply the

soon.

S.

Vliet

Oneida

Neenali and Menashi refuse the franchise, the deal will be
ofi",

has had practical

and Chicago and
son company.

has been extended 15 years.

J.

He

at Boston.

the buildings in the

all

a graduate of the Institute of Technology

is

Sherwood Morion, a young man who is said to be a relative of Governor Morton of New York, arrived in this city a

nor the warden of Auburn prison has authority to deliver
execution of the death
tlie body of a convict after the

to an individual for

an

for

Electric corporation has

duties are to inspect the electrical

construction and apparatus of

interfered considerably with street car

has written an opinion on the

"In

The Fort Wayne

The

go lo Chicago.

to

would be necessary to issue bonds for the purpose,
however, and it would also be necessary to raise 5 per
cent, of the amount of the bonds every year as a
This sinking fund would amount to $30,000.
sinking fund.
If the net rate of interest on the bonds were 3 per cent., the
sum ot $iS,ooo per vear would have to be raised on this ac-

proposed scheme to attempt to resuscitate
says:

will build a half

than $40,000 a year, which would be $40 per lamp per year.

operator.

He

company

mile extension on the south side line in Ottumwa, la.

6.-5

races received in

Mie

Mrs. Taries' house and then forwarded by
Kraushaar said that he was a salaried Western

executed criminal.

Street Railway

2

wires were run into his

results of

Attorney-general Hancock

The Ottumwa

ELECTRICIAN.

that with

is expressed by them, and several assert
two such competitors as the St. Paul and North-

would not pay expenses. Through
would be out of the question, they
further declare, and it would have to depend upon local
Vice-president Henry C. Payneof the Milwaukee
trafiic.
Street Railway company said that such a line would pay
well if extended as far north as Waukegan, but he had his
western railroads
traffic

it

on such a

doubts about

the

line

success

of

a

through

line.

If

the

—

;
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[

company would do all
power to help the new road to gain an entrance into
city and would co-operate with it on lease of tracks if

ELECTRICIAN.

The company

project were carried out, he said, his

Kaukauna.

in its

water power to operate the road.

this

company has been formed

Appleton by local

at

electric light

the basis of i,ooo lights and will cost about $40,000.

Howard now

has electric

There is a decided

cars.

conflict of opinion as to [he advisability of granting a fran-

chise for the construction of an electric railway to connect

Howard and Green Bay. Some of the business men of
Fort Howard are of the opinion that the proposed line

Fort

would

lamp

is

Some
Fond du Lac
power station five dynamos

recently been added to the

There are now

plant.

fur arc lighting with

at the

a total capacity of 220 lamps, and three
incandescent circuits, with a total

large alternators for the

capacity or3,75o lamps.

The Milwaukee
sidering

The

they run

trains so far into the city as

now

present.

at

North and Farweil avenues. It is
proposed to remove the terminal to Folsom place and Glen
avenue. At the latter point the Lake Park electric cars
The disleave the dummy track and go east to the park.
tance between the present terminal and the proposed terterminal

minal

at

is

The

about a mile.

is

dummy

in the

neighborhood are protesting agahist the
It is quite probable that

use of the streets by locomotives.

made

the proposed change will be

The

in the spring.

chief feature of the case which has

resulted in the

two architects who planned the new almshouse

arrest of the

company, Halstead, Pa.;

Telephone company, Akron, O.;

Citizens'

and of two of the principal contractors is a question in
regard to the putting in of the Johnson electric ser\'ice.
After the contracts had been let and ihe work begun it was
found necessary to provide for the Johnson service as an
*
'extra." It is now averred that in the specifications adopted

was made

by the county board provision

for the

Johnson

long, from Crisfield, Md., to Sterling's Point, to carry
oysters.
It is stated that New York capitalists offer to
build and equip the road.

American Gas Engine Electric company, Chicago; cap$250,000; F. M. Charlton, Chicago,

Clarksburg ^^: Suburban Street Railway company, Clarksburg, W, Va.
to build an electric railroad; R. S. Gardner,
Clarksburg, \V. Ya.

&

Sterling
Rock Falls Telephone company, Sterling, 111.
capital stock, $50,000; to furnish telephone communication
in Sterling and vicinity; Frank C. Wood, Sterling, 111.

who

aggregate at the time that the contract

in the

was awarded have sworn

that not only

provided for

electric service

of the contractors

was

Johnson

the

in the original specifications,

under the head of steam heating, but that they, the bidders,
for such service in

included figures

equipment of the new almshouse with
about $4,000, and

The

their bids.

all

this service will cost

claimed that the defendants have con-

it is

spired to defraud the county of this and other amounts.

Mr.

ward the construction of

proposed interurban electric
road in the Fo.^ river valley. He has got a franchise at
Appleton, but some of the other cities are still holding out.

At ICaukauna

there

his

are charges

aldermen, or

the part of the

of attempted boodling on

some

of them, in connection

with the interurban franchise. Recently

who

Chicago,

have a half

said to

is

J.

M. Thompson

ot

interest in the project,

and to be the pioneer cable line builder on the Pacific coast,
having built most of the cable car systems of San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle and
is

Tacoma

capital

company has all been
money has been lying in a New

stock of the

subscribed, and that the

York bank

He
He de-

arrived upon the scene.

impatient at the delay in getting ihe franchises.

clares that the

He submits

months.

documentary evidence in support of these statements, and he is supported in
them by the agent which Oshkosh sent to New York to investigate the matter.
Mr. Thompson asserts that the investors do not want their money to lie idle any longer. The
company, he states, has already made conditional contracts
for the building of the road, and would have begun work
September ist if the franchises had been granted. Until it
knows whether it can get through Neenah and Menasha and
Meno into Kaukauna it does not know whether it needs
one power house or two.
On the other hand it is announced that the Appleton Edfor four

ison Electric

company

virtually dead,

believes that the Tillotson

and that

it

is

company

state that

scheme

is

preparing to build an electric

road from Kaukauna to Neenah.
pleton

The

officers

of the

Ap-

they had a plan for building an

A

it was abandoned on
account of the hard
Appleton company is said to have sufficient

times.

It will use the old road at Appleton, and A. L.
Smith, the principal promoter of the line, anticipates no

disposal.

trouble

in

getting

franchises

at

Neenah,

Menasha and

net earnings

Grand Rapids, Mich., motorman distinguished himself

He was bowling down South Division
and saw a runaway horse coming down the track.
He reversed the motor and ran backward at a lively gait
until the horse overtook him, and then, grasping the bridle
ill one
hand, with the other he turned the current oJT and
applied the brake, stopping his car and also the horse.
the other day.

Elberton, Ga., has voted to issue bonds to provide means
to erect an electric light plant.

Terre Haute, Ind., has secured a contract for all-niglit
arc lights for five years at the rate of $63.95 per light per
year.

The

The committee consisting of H. 'O. Nourse, M. J.
T. C. Martin, W. Forman Collins, James W.
Nagle, James Boyd and John B. Bennett, which was
appointed to frame an expression of gratitude to those
southern gentlemen who arranged the social features of the
recent Atlanta convention of the American Street Railway
association, has issued a tastefully printed testimonial of

New

Sullivan,

Duluth, Minn., has granted
a franchise to Hurd & Son of the Ilurd Refrigerator computting
in an arc electric lighting
the
purpose
of
pany for
In a short time an incandescent plant will be added
plant.
village council of

Appleton, Wis., famed in history as the location of the
first incandescent central station plant in the United States,
has a new company that is putting in an alternating current
The old plant was, of course, an Edison installasystem.

appreciation.

The Metropolitan

Street Railway company of Kansas
Mo., has decided to reconstruct its horse car line on
Broadway and equip it as an electric line if the consent
of the property owners can be secured and the consent of the
city council given.
The line is about two and five-eighths
miles in length and is one of the oldest lines in the city.
It
City,

at present the only remaining horse car line in tihe city
proper, the other ones being out in the suburbs and used as
connecting lines with the cable roads.
is

The board of directors of the Bethlehem, Pa., Electric
Light company has voted that at the annual meeting of its
stockholders to be held at the office of the company on Tuesday, the 15th day of January, 1895, an election of the stockholders shall be taken for or against the proposed increase
of the capital stock of the company from $100,000 to $150,-

build an electric railroad along the
connect the summer resorts of Narragansett Pier and Watch Hill.
During the year just
passed an electric trolley road was operated from a point
opposite Watch Hill to Westerly, R. I., and its success has
brought up again the old project for a railroad connecting these two summer resoris.
There would seem to
be a very good likelihood of securing a large and profitable
traffic for this line during the summer excursion season,
which begins early at both these places and lasts until late
in the fall.
It

Pittsbui-^ Dispatch of
to

electric light interests."

This is the fifth revirtually a reduction of 10 per cent.
duction in rates made by the company in seven years, and
volition.
the
company's
made
at
all were

"This enterClear Lake, Iowa, is electrically lighted.
prising cily," to quote the Mirror of that place, is now "the
The Mirror, \x\
best lighted town in Northern Iowa."
describing the plant, mentions the " fine So horse power
boiler," while the engine is "a handsome piece of machinOf the alternator it
ery, with all the latest improvements."
" This is the handsomest, latest improved machine
says:
gives
a
light
that
we
have seldom seen
market,
and
on the
equaled and never surpassed in brilliancy and steadiness."
"
The J//rr(7/- also states that the streets are lighted by 32
candle power incandescent lights, suspended in the center of
the streets on each block of the city at street intersections,
and while the light lacks the brilliancy of the arc, yet their
illuminating power is surprising, and the service is first-class
in every respect.''

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Charles Street Railroad company of New Orleans. La., is about to equip its lines for electric power.

The

St.

Germany has adopted
a

large

scale,

and

on
demands of municipal

electric traction in recent years

to satisfy

the

proposed

to

to

LEGAL DECISIONS.
The occupation

-

The proprietors of the Holyoke, Mass., Water Power
company, who also control the gas and electric supply of
the city, have authorized their treasurer to announce a reduction in rates on the following ba.sis: Gross price per
1,000 cubic feet for gas, $1.50; prompt payment. 10 per
Electric arc lights, to commercial
cent, off; net, $1.35.
users, $go pei' arc per year, 6 nights per \/eek; $67.50 per
week;
year, 4 nights per
$63 per year, 3 nights per week

is

Rhode Island shore

November 22d says: " R. 11.
Philadelphia last evening to attend a
meeting of the executive committee of the Pennsylvania
It is a new organization, and
Electric Light association.
not many of the companies are members. Mr. McGonnigle
The
said the object was to get in all electric light people.
aim of the association is mutual benefit. They will keep
an eye on Harrisburg this winter to prevent being sandbagged by people who may want legislation adverse to

The

McGonnigle went

The

capital at its

The

street

interurban road which was to have started in May, 1S93,

but

for the

000.

taken any definite step yet to-

not

has

Tillotson

amounted to 6.086 per cent.
preceding year were 7.327 per cent.

net earnings

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

One of the boilers at the electric light station at Ehvood,
Ind., recently exploded, demolishing tiie building and also
wrecking the street car barns, a few feet away. One employe was caught in the debris and so mangled that he cannot survive, and a motorman received serious injuries.

hearing of the case, which

At the annual meeting of the Citizens' Traction company of Pittsburg it was reported that the total receipts for
the year ended October 31, 1S94, were $639,388.39.
Expenses were $456,800.83, leaving a profit of $182,587.56. The

Carthage, Webb City, Joplin & Galena Electric company, St. Louis, Mo.; to construct an electric railroad; capital stock, $175,000; John N. Bofinger, St. Louis, Mo.

During

submitted bids

The Toledo Bcc gravely makes the announcement that
the Michigan Central Railroad company "proposes using
electricity as a motive power," '"converting the entire system from Buffalo to Toledo, via Detroit, into an electric
line."
The current, so the story goes, is to be obtained
from the Niagara Falls plant.

ital stock,

with.

preliminary

recent

capital stock,

$100,000.

tion.

concluded, some

to secure

T. S. Hodson is president, and O. P. Byrd secretary, of a
company formed to build an electric line two and a half miles

and that the specifications were afterward tampered
the

wants

capital stock,

service

has not yet been

in Detroit

meeting of property owners on Indiana
Chicago, officers of the Chicago City Railway
company endeavored to arouse a sentiment in favor of a
handsomely constructed overhead trolley line on that street,
but with little success.

$10,000.

franchise for the running of the

trains so far into the city expired several years ago,

and people

At a
avenue,

;

company has been conrunning of Whitefish Bay

Street Railway

discontinuing the

the

dummy

Electric

company

for an electric road on about thirty miles of
offers to sell eight tickets for 25 cents.

The new electric railway line in Freeport, 111., is completed, but the envious Standard of Sterling says that "it
is said that the people are so afraid of the cars that the company will hardly do a paying business for several months."

Pfatischer of the Electro-dynamic company of Philadelphia is spending a few days in Chicago. Mr. Pfatischer
has recently returned from an extended European trip, and
he reports the storage battery industry on the other side as
being in a healthy condition.

Union

street railway

and

It is said that the electric cars will soon run from
Rochester, N. Y., to Pittsford and that plans are all perfected for the extension of the track to that town.
The
project has been agitated for some time.

M.

tlu

new

franchise

streets

Addison G. Waterhouse, the inventor of the Waterhouse
arc lamp and arc system, who has recently returned from
Europe, is now connected with the Mather Electric company at the works at Manchester, Conn.

that can be attached to the incandescent circuit.

new machinery has

A
a

Charles E.
of the Central Electric company,
Chicago, has been suffering from an attack of malarial fever_

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

Lac Light, Power &
experimenting with an improved arc

G. DeCelle of the Fond

Railway company

C.

Brown

Green Bay only.

benefit

W.

1894

authorities the Allgemeine Eleklricitats Gesellschaft, Berlin,
has decided to publish its experiences in electric street railconstruction.

sufficient

business

will bid for a share of the

Fort

on

option

PERSONAL.

capital-

and power company which
now controlled by the
Edison company. Contracts have been let for power house,
poles, wires, etc., and the company expects to be ready to do
The plant will be constructed on
business bv January ist.
an

ists to establish

an

i,

way

necessary.

A

has

December

of a rural highway, the fee of which belongs to the abutting owners, by a telegraph company, for
the erection of its pules, is an additional burden to the easement for a highway, for which the owners of the fee are entitled to compensation, according to the ruling of the Court
of Appeals of New York in the case of Eels against American

Telephone

&

Telegraph company.

The Court

of Civil Appeals of Texas has decided in the
case of the Paris Electric Light & Railway company against
thf Southwestern Telegraph & Telephone company that
where a telephone company, pursuant to its franchise, erected
poles and strung wires thereon, an electric light company,
whose franchise was granted afterward, may be enjoined
from placing its wires in such close proximity as to impair
the el^ciency of the telephone service.

An interesting decision has been made in St. Louis in
the case of the city against the Western Union Telegraph
company over the terms of an ordinance governing the erecIn the Circuit Court for
tion of telegraph poles in streets.
the Eastern District of Missouri the case was recently arBriefly stated the subject under consideration was
gued.
this:
"A city ordinance authorizing the erection of telegraph poles in the streets required any company erecting
poles under its provision to file an agreement permitting the
city to use 'the top cross-arm of any pole erected, or which is
not erected.' for telegraph purposes, free of charge.
company which had previously erected its poles in the
streets filed the agreement required, and thereafter acquired
and erected additional poles." The court decided diat the
ordinance, so accepted by the company, constituted a contract between the city and the company, which became executed when the city took the benefit thereof by using the
poles; and the subsequent imposition by the city of a certain charge per pole for the use of the streets was a violation of the contract.

A

December

WESTERN

1894

i,

MISCELLANEOUS.
The new Westinghouse works
be ready for operalion.
volve some changes in the

It is

at Brinton, Pa., will soon
said that the change will in-

office force

of the company.

A party of Sionx City, la., and eastern capitalists has
secnred options on a right of way for a canal which is gigantic in proportions. The scheme is to make a canal from the
Missouri river, tapping the river five miles above Elk Point,
S. D., straight across the country, eight and a half miles.
and emptying into the Siou.x river. The projectors claim
they will have a fall of 2S feet, which will give them4,c)00
The canal will be 12 feet wide at the bottom.
horse power.
Three gates will be pot Jn on the Missouri end. To prevent
the river cutting at the mouth, a pile and concrete wall is to
be built. The floor of the lock at the mouth will be made
of matched oak, 6 by 6, interlaced by piling driven 15 or 20
The gates are to be of steel. At this point on
feet (leep.
the Missouri the projectors claim the river has a force equal
to 50,000 horse power. The object of this canal is to furnish
power to run an electric light and pawer house plant, lo
light Sioux City, Akron, Klk Point, Yankton and other
towns, to charge storage batteries and furnish power for
small manufactories as well as to the Sioux City street car
lines.

ELECTRICIAN.

365

original agency for technical education that has ever been
devised, capable of an extension that has no visible limit,
and portends a time when we will not set off a few of the
most fortunate for education, but educate ail up to the

himself with the Louisville Electrical "Works as superintendent and electrician.
Mr. Campbell is to be congratulated upon this new acquisition to his staff.
The Louis-

limits required in the application of the skilled arts."

also does considerable
repairing electrical machinery.
It also
does general machine work as well as considerable manufacturing in brass.
ical specialties,

work

The

Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.,
furnish the new power station for the United Electric

will

Light

Power company on East Twenty-eighth street,
city.
The power house is 100 feet wide and

.N;

New York

long; the engine room is 100 feet wide and So feet
long, and the boiler room is 56 feet wide and 100 feet long,
the whole covered with the Berlin Iron Bridge company's
patent anti-condensation corrugated iron roofing.
The
coal pockets in the boiler room have a capacity of 3,000

200

feet

tons.

& Co., New York, have just gotten out
edition (No. 14) of their general catalogue of
telegraph, telephone, railway and electric lighting supplies,
as well as of phonographs, graphophones and other devicis
in which electricity is an essential factor or connected with
in the remotest way.
They have endeavored to make this
edition as complete as possible, the object being to present
in the neatest, most compact and comprehensive manner
the facts and figures contained in its 225 pages and nearly
J.

their

Bunnell

II.

new

750 illustrations.
engineer of Chicago, is exploiting a
plan to electrically transmit the power of the St. Louis and
Cloquet rivers, near Duluth, Minn. The plan is an ambi"The Minnetious one, and Mr. Jenison thus describes it:
sota city is built at the foot and on the slope of a hill which
plateau.
It
stands at the
Beyond is a
rises for 650 feet.
head waters of Lake Superior and on the St. Louis river,
which is 175 miles long. The St. Louis river has its source
in the Mesaba range, and drains 39,000 square miles of
swampy land. It is our intention to utilize this water. We
will build a dam 1,900 feet square near the town of Cloquet,
ihirteen miles from Duluth. In this will be stored the waters
of the St. Louis and Cloquet rivers, the latter of which is

E,

Jenison, a

S.

ci\'il

The reservoir
tributary to the former for sixty miles.
formed by the St. Louis will cover about forty square miles,
which land will have to be purchased. This reservoir will
extend to within five miles of the Mississijipi river by the
way of Sand Lake. At some points this body of w^ater will
Fond du Lac

reservation.
on so
resvoir
we
will build a
that we may buy it.
From the great
canal to Diiluth. The construction of the canal is by far the
most considerable part of the enterprise. By the harnessing
of Niagara a horse power of about 100,000 is obtained,
while by our plans we expect to get as much as 600,000

about 300 acres

inundate

This

the land

is

we

of the

shall ask

Congress to

set a price

power. The Niagara concern calculates that it can
power at a distance of 300 miles with a loss of but
If
await the result of the experiment.
15 per cent.
the test is successful we can carry power into Chicago, a dissmaller
cost
the
much
tance of 400 miles, and on account of
afford a larger loss.
In Chicago one horsepower costs anyhorse

furnish

We

where from $25 to $100 a year at the present time. \Ve
will be able to furnish power for $25 as a ntaximum for one
horse power per year.
A proposition has been made to ihe
For a
people of Duluth to furnish power for If 10 a year.
market we have Superiorand Duluth. In these cities 45,000
horse power can be utilized annually. The benefit to Duluth
can scarcely be estimated."

TRADE NEWS.
The Hicks Gas Engine company of Cleveland,
issued a pamphlet describing its compound cylinder

O., has
gas and

gasoline engines.
These engines have proved very successful wherever they have been installed.

Manager

J.

Stedman of the Chicago

office

of the Page

Belting company has

Akron

recently closed a contract with tlie
Falls Rapid Transit company, Akron,
As western manager of the
large belts.

& Cuyahoga

Ohio, for some

Page Belting company, Mr. Stedman has been remarkably
and the Akron & Cuyahoga Falls contract is but
one of a large number which he has landed this fall.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., has
just concluded arrangements with Manning, Maxwell tS;
Moore of New York and the Niles Tool Works of Hamilton, Ohio, for a large amount of new niachine tools, which
will be installed in the Manchester plant at once, and which
are especially adapted for the building of large directconnected and belted generators, which the Mather com
pany is now making quite a specialty o(.
The plant at
Manchester has been ruiming over time with full force for
the last two months, and the company now has orders on
hand to keep the entire plant busy from four to five

months.
note the revival of business in many
particularly in the manufacture of transformers.
Electric Manufacturing company, St. Louis,
finds it necessary to build an addition to its factory.
The
It is interesting to

lines,

The Wagner

company has been working

in its transformer department
three nights in a week, endeavoring to keep ahead of its
orders.
With increased floor space its facilities for manufacturing transformers will be greatly increased, and it will
then be able to take care of promptly and ship from stock
any reasonable size order that it may be favored with. The
company has recently booked some very large orders,
among them one from the La Roche Electric Works, for
the new plant at Atchison, Kan.
It has opened an office
at 15 Federal street, Boston, Mass., with R. O. Hood,
late of the General Electric meter and transformer department, in charge. All New England business in the future
will go through his hands.

Works manufacture
and the company

electrical

and mechan-

in the line of

The Clayton Air Compressor Works, Havemeyer

build-

New York, have issued a new publication on the " Uses
of Compressed Air." This list cites about seventy different
applications of air under pressure, and is a most convincing
ing.

connnentary upon modern advancement in engineermg,
manufacturing and industrial lines.
It is of especial interest to engineers, railroad men. machine and construction
shops, marble and granite works, chemical works, sugar refiners, rubber
and silk mills, tinware, pipe and hose
manufacturers, and to all industries which use artesian wells,
automatic sprinklers (or fire protection, oil for fuel, and to
]5hysicians, hospitals or baths that

purposes.

The

list is

mailed

free

use sprays for curative

on application.

The heavy demand for "O. K." weatherproof wire
during the last few months has taxed the ability of the
Electric Appliance company to keep up its stock, and as
each carload is received it seems to melt away before it can
be placed in position in the stock room.
Even with a
continuous procession of several carloads under way it has
been impossible to supply the demand.
It became verv
apparent therefore that some scheme must be devised for
bringing the stock up to a satisfactory point and holding it
there.
New arrangements looking to this end have just
been completed, and the Electric Appliance company assures
its customers that a few weeks will see it in a position to
fill any kind of an "O. K." wire order
from Chicago stock
or they will "know the reason why."
The large switchboard recently built for the Worden
Tenement Mill building in Philadelphia, Pa., by J. Grant
High& Co., 123 North Third street, Philadelphia, is made
up of slabs of while Italian marble and is to feet high, ly^
inches thick and 30 feet long.
On the lighting end of the
board are mounted 34 150 ampere double pole switches and
auxiliary
switches
for
fusing,
with two 1,500 ampere
146
switches for feeders.
On the dynamo end of the board are
Westinghouse ammeters and three Weslinghonse voltnieters.
On the bottom of the dynamo board are mounted
three rheostats of the Carpenter style with flush face, and in
ihe center of the board are six 700 ampere switches and
three single pole and three double pole and three small 30
ampere single pole switches. On the back of the board are
mounted three sets of copper bus-bars and connections,
weighing in all nearly 2,500 pounds. This board is one of
the largest of its kind in an isolated plant in the East and
reilects great credit on the builders.
The Chicago office of
J. Grant High & Co. is at 807 Medinah Temple.

Colonel S. G. Booker, who recently surprised the elecby his quick organization of the Phcenix Carcompany, St Louis, visited Chicago
last week.
When interviewed by a representative of the
Western Electrician Colonel Booker was in the best
of spirits and stated that the outlook for his new company
was most encouraging. As is well known, Col. Booker
was the leading spirit in the old Fidelity Carbon company
of St. Louis, and it is safe to say that there is not an
electric light man in the United States who does not
know him. His energetic and aggressive efforts brought
him early into prominence in the carbon business and he
is
now recognized as one of the most experienced ami
skilled carbon manufacturers in the country and also r.s
one who has not only done most excellent work improving the quality of carbon goods, but likewise as a man
thoroughly business-like and commanding the confidence of
the large number of friends who purchase goods from him.
It will be appreciated, therefore, that the Phcenix Carbon
Manufacturing company is, as far as the quality of its
goods is concerned, not a new concern, and purchasers of
carbons wdio did business with the old Fidelity Carbon
company will find in the goods of the Phcenix company
now turned out under Col. Booker's superintendency the
same evidences of skill in improvement as was peculiar to the
trical trade

Elmer G. Willyoung has

returned from a two
months' visit to England, where he has consummated arrangements for acting as the sole American agent for
Messrs. Nalder Bros. & Co., London, the largest manufacturers of electrical instruments of precision in the world.
He will also act as the agent for Janies White, Glasgow,
Scotland, maker of Lord Kelvin's balances and electrostatic
measuring instruments, and for L. Oertling, London, analytical and assay balancesMr. Willyounji, who was for
six years the electrical expert of Queen & Co., is generally
recognized as the first to seriously lake up in America the
manufacture of electrical instruments of precision, and is the
author of many improvements and refinements in elecirical
measuring instruments. It is the intention of Nalder Bros.
& Co. and James White to make as rapidly as possible such
modifications in the design of their instruments as shall better adapt them to the needs of American users, and new instruments, especially fitted for American practice, will be
designed and brought out as rapidly as possible. Clayton
W. Pike, formerly of Queen li Co., will be associated with
Mr. Willyoung.
just

successful,

Industry of San Francisco mentions the fact that it has
received upward of 200 favorable letters from students following the course of the correspondence school at Scranton,
Penn.
The same journal pronounces the system "the most

ville Electrical

BUSINESS.
Word

bon Manufacturing

Fidelity Carbon company,
'i'he carbusiness cannot be mastered in a day, and Col.
Booker's experience, it is needless lo say, is one of the
best assets of the new company, and its continued success
may be looked for. Mr. Booker has associated with him
as secretary and treasurer of the company Henry L. Page.
l^roduct ot the old

bon
has been received from General Manager Campbell

Scott of the Louisville Electrical Works, Louisville, Ky. that
F'rank Culver, until recently assistant electrician of the National Electric company of Eau Claire, Wis., has associated
,

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issiidd Nove77iber 20,

Contact Device for Overhead Electric Railways.
529,354.
Application filed
J. L. Blockwell. New York, N. Y.
September 15, 1S88.

ark,

N.

J.

Fan Motor.

The motor may be operated by two
Upon

the roof of a car is placed a mast or pole provided ;it
upper end with a contact for engagement with a supply
wire, and having at its lower end a transversely traveling connection with the car through a guide and traveler.movable freely
along the guide.

Electric Switch

East Orange,

N.

J.

Cut-out.
Application

>r

John

C. Cassidy,

filed

August

1 1,

IS

The

object of this invention is to secure a switch and cut-out
all lamps or any one of them, or a serie> of
lamps, forming part of a chandelier or electrolier may be turned
on or off with one turn.

529,398.

Audible

The

essential features of the invention are a polarized electro-

magnet possessing high electrostatic capacity between its terminals, and consisting of a horse-shoe permanent magnet with
superficiallv large pole pieces, and a single main circuit coil or
helix surrounding both pole pieces, in combination with means
for reducing the self-inductive reactance, and aiding the working efficiency of the main line coil.

Synchronism

Mushon, Pittsburg, Pa.

siv

cells of a gra\ ily

Ralph

Indicator.

Application

filed

D.

April 27,
'

1S94.

.

The invention consists in the method of indicating the occurrence of synchronism between two circuits in converting the
electric vibrations in the two circuits into corresponding magnetic vibratioi s, thereby producing two distinct magnetic poles
and subjecting a polarized body, capable of vibraiion, to the
action of the poles.

by means of which

Stephen D. Field,
529,373, Electro-magnetic Apparatus.
Stockbridge, Mass.
Application filed July 24, 1S94.

to

battery.

its

529,363.

iSg^.

Frank X. Hofbauer, NewApplication filed August i, 1S94.

Electric

529,385.

529,399-

Audiijle

Synchronism

JNIushen, Pittsburg,

Pa.

Indicator.

Application filed

Ralph

D.

November

20, 1S94.

The invention depends upon the electric interference or coincidence of the alternating current waves produced by the two
machines to be synchronized, and the electrical conditions ihus
set up are interpreted to the car by means of a diaphracm of
any well known type such as is used in telephones, subjected
to the action of the magnetic field resulting from the action of
the interfering electrical waves.
In the drawing the machine
to be synchronized is shown at =, and the machine with whicli
it IS to be synchronized is represented at /.
It will, of course,

be understood that cither of these machines may be a motor or
both may be generators. The switch whereby they are connected on occurrence of synchronism is shown at j. In practice a coil 4 is employed, which is placed in series with the two
machines, and which is made to surround a core^ or other magnetic body for the production of a single magnetic field,
'i'he
sound IS produced by means of the diaphragm 0, which may be
provided with a sounding box 7 for increase of sound.

Underground Electric Railway.
Henry B.
529,406.
Nichols and Frederick H. Lincoln, Philadelphia, Pa.
.Application filed June 13, 1S94.
This invention may be described briefly as an underground
structure, comprising
olumns supporting a roadbed, track
rails and frames, the latter reversely arranged to constitute a
slotted contracted chamber communicating with an enlarged
lower chamber, racks supporting supply or feeder wires, and an
electric condurtor in the lower chamber supported by insulated
cross guys to the strnciure out of alignment with the slot ol the
contracted chamber.
*

Manufacture of Electric Conductors.
John
Robinson, Philadelphia, Pa. Application liled'Feb-

529,411.

ruary 16, 1S94.

The process described consists of the method of applying to
an insulated wire, while in a moist or wet condition, fibrous
material, such as cotton, then applying a cord or thread
thereto and subjecting the covered and corded wire to an insulating bath and thoroughly saturating it to produce an insulating electric conductor.

-

;

WESTERN
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In practice these
cuits to be connected when in synchronism.
magnetizing effects are made to act upon a single magnetic
motor pole, and the invention is thus distinguished from that

John Robinson,
Insulated Electric Conductor.
529.412.
'
Application filed February 17,
Philadelphia, Pa.
1894.

composed of a wire provided with a coating
of insulating material having a smnoth surfaced covering of

The conductor

is

cotton, a binder of cords or threads in regular sequence wound
around the wire, and a coating of insulating material permeating the body of the covered and corded wire.

Manufacture of Electric Conductors. John Rob529.413.
Application hied March 6,
inson, Philadelphia, Pa.
1S94.
In this invention an electric conductor is formed by continuousiy drawine a rotated wire through a bath of insulating mafibrous
terial, and while still moist applying and compacting
material, such as cotton, then cording the insulated and covered wire and laying it up for subsequent treatment or use.

.

form of audible synchronizer -ttherein two motor poles arc
formed, and wherein the mechanical interference of these two
poles is relied upon to indicate the condition of the two circuits.

Telephone System.

529,465.

cisco, Cal.

Application

I. Sabin, San FranApril 14, 1S94.

John

filed

invention relates to telephone systems with bridged sub-

The

station apparatus, and its object is the provision of means
whereby the sub-station apparatus of two or more subscribers

maybe

connected with a single telephone line, the sub-station
apparaius being under the control of the operator at the central
station in such a manner that the telephone line may be placed
at the exclusive use of any one of said subscribers so connected.

and battery with the test piece of any line.
Elihu Thomson
Electric Incandescent Lamp.
and Edwin W. Rice, Jr., Lynn, Mass. Application

529,429.

February

filed

Electrical Mc'asuring Instrument for Switch529,433.
boards.
John Van Vleck, New York, N. Y. Application filed April iS, 1S94.
In the accompanying drawings Fig. i represents a face view
of a portion of a switchboard showing two series of instruments, the instruments in each series being placed side by side,
so as to expose their curved edges, on which are marked the
Fig 2 is a side view. Each electrical measuring in*
scales
sirument has its scale and pointer upon one edge instead of
having them upon its broad face, and is provided with means
of attachment to a switchboard. 'J he invention consists in the
combinati-^n of a series of instruments so formed with a switchboard and placed together on the switchboard in such relation
that the exposed edges shall all lie in the same plane or substantially the same plane, presenting to the eye the several
scales side by side, so that all can be seen at one-. These
scales are graduated from bottom upward, so that the positions of the several pointers or indices on these scales, rela-

t 4

may be seen at a glance, and the obrecognize the fact that those indexes or pointers

one another,

which are higher up than others indicate an increase/for example,

in

electromotive force or current strength,

Electrical

Newark,

ton,

Measuring Instrument. Edward WesN. J. Application filed October 3,

1S92.

The movable

coils

are "balanced

upon opposite arms of a

the pivot shaft, which
a suitable scale. The
of the pivot shaft is opposed by coiled springs. Two
fixed coils are arranged in inductive proximity to the movable
coils, and have their faces parallel to the plane of the movable
coils, by which arrangement the coils are brought into such
position that their fields will most strongly react at the beginning of the establishment of the current.

vibrating lever, which is supported by
in turn carries the index needle over

movement

Electrical

529.435.
ton,

An electric switch and cut-out, consisting of a frame having
bar, to which is rigidly fixed an insulated block carrying a
contact surface fastened thereto by means of screws, a connecting spring, said connecting spring being of conducting material, all in combination with an insulated collar and wheel
having an insulated surface and a contact surface, one-half
which contact surface is corrugated and the other half
smooth. The corrugated surface and smooth surface are of
one piece, in combination wirh a collar and an insulated block'
carrying contact pieces which are fastened to a block by means
of the screws, said blO' k being fastened to the arm of the frame,
this arm carrying a neck in combination with a rotarj' shaft,
anda finger piece so arranged that the rotary' shaft will cause
the wheel to revolve, so as to pre.sent the insulated surface of
the wheel or the contact surface of the wheel to the connecting
springs,
a

"jr

^s«^a *ii9
hk--- .1.
^

•:

Newark, N.

^

-s:*!

Antiseptic Mouth-piece for Telephones. Rial
N. Denison and Frank M. Geary, Brooklyn, N. Y.

529,609.

Application

i'

J t

J

Measuring Instrument. Edward WesApplication filed June 21, 1S94.
J.

~

Section Insulator, A. Hennefeld, Christ. Dehner
and Charles H. Van Ness, Colorado Springs, Colo.

529,616.

Application
NO. 529,433B. A. Fi>ke, U. S. Navy.
Printing Telegraph.
Application filed October 13, iSSS.

529,484.

This invention consists in a printing telegraph, the combination of a type-carrying device, a series of adjusters, each of
which independently ofthc others and independenily of the press
mechanism, moves the type-carrying device to a position for
printing, the spaces of adjustment coUeuively being commensurate with its maximum range of movement.

Trolley Stand.
Application
proposed

to

Application

filed

James
August

filed

April 19, 1S94.

The invention is to provide a simple and effective trolley wire
break, which may be inserted in the line at any time without
interfering with trafSc, and without the necessity of slackening
the line, and consists in a curved bar of wood or other insulating material, provided at its ends with meta lie tips, and furnished with means for mechanically connecting the ends of the
trolley wire and for engaging the span wire.

Frank N. Kelsey, New Haven,
August 29, 1894.

filed

provide stands used on electrically propelled

Switching Apparatus for Incandescent Electric
529,532.
Lamp?i. Charles E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
Application filed April 23, 1SS9.

The

object

is to

provide for the turning off or on an incandes-

cent lamp from

two different. points. For example, in staterooms one lamp has been provided with a switch for turning it
off and on at one only of two berths.
By the use of this invention the occupant of either berth may turn the lamp off or on by
simply moving a switch.

529,559.
Pa.

Electric

Circuit.

Application

filed

Joseph

W.

Marsh. Pittsburg,

April 10, 1S94.

The

electrostatic capacity of the conductors and retardation
resulting therefrom shall be reduced, while at the same time
the circuit is suitable for use out of doors and io other places
where there is danger of short-circuiting by mo stiire.

J.

Combination Gas and Electric Light Fixture.
Gustav A. Loeben, Philadelphia, Pa. Application
filed June 7, 1S94.
It is proposed to provide a pivotal flexible joint for use with
combination gas and electric light fixtures, or for brackets, or
fixtures intended for use with electric light only, that will remove all danger of injuring the electric conductors, or insulation by swinging or pushing the fixture to and fro, and to provide a joint whose construction will prevent wear and abrasion
of the electric wires connecting the fixture, and which will be
effective in its operation, simple in construction and inexpensive
in manufacture.

529,461. Method of and Means for Synchronizing AlterHenry Noel
nating Current Motors or Generators.
Patter, Allegheny, Pa.
Application filed May 3,
1S94.

The invention depends upon the interference or coincidence
of ihe magnetizing effects of two circuits derived from the cir-

The invention consists in part of improvements in the receiving or printing instruments of printing telegraphs worked with
three or more wires, or on synchronous systems, or on synchronous multiplex systems, which improvements consistessentiaily
of a seriesof magnets or solenoids, having their armatures or
cores so arranged relatively to a flexible connection or flexible
connections secured to or engaged either directly or indirectly
with the type wheel or the shait thereof, or so arranged relatively to mechanism, connected to or engaged with the t>'pc
wheel or its shaft, that the part ot the wheel bearing any required letter or character may be turned or permuted to turn
round to the printing point by opening or closing the circuit of
a battery or the circuits of batteries through the coil or coils of
one or more or all of the magnets or solenoids.
Continuous Current Dynamo-electric Machine.

tion filed February 12,

Paris,

France.

Applica-

1S94.

The object of this invention is to prevent the generation of
Foucault currents in the field magnets of continuous current
dynamo-electric motors or generators by the sudden variations
of magnetic flu-x which occur in such machines for a variety of
reasons.

529,654.

Electric Light

Brooklyn,

N,

Y.

Fixture.

John R. Kenelshing,

Application

filed

February 21,

1S94-

21, 1S94.

529,451.

529.5 7S.

M, Hutin and M. Leblanc,

Wood, Fort Wayne,

The advantages claimed for this form of construction are the
following: Little or no tendency to generate currentinthe
bolts; greatly increased ventilating surface due to the hooks
which engage the bolts: economical construction, since the waste
of iron in making the punchings is reduced to the minimum
thepunchings when assembled tend to hold each other and tic
the entire structure together, so that no greater strain is thrown
upon the spider than if the punchings constituted complete
rings; the mechanical construction is the simplest possible, requiring no heav\' spiders and no expensive planing or fitting,
but a mere easy slipping together of ihe punchings over the
fastening bolts.

^<^-

Printing Telegraph.
George ,\. Scott, London,
Eng. Application filed September 6, 1S87.

529,630.

529,650.

working mechanism of the instrument, but which has a slot or
openin
extending longitudinally through its convex face.
.Such a case is not only very strong and rtgid, but it serves as a
magnetic screen, preventing the effects of induction upon the
magnets inclosed within.

Armature Core.

April 25, 1S94.

ii3I=l=ilBta

The invention consists more especially in the construction
and arrangement ot the case of the instrument and in the disposition of the working parts, whereby the facility of manufacture of the apparatus is increased and the relation of the
several portions thereof made certain and definite. The case is
made of quite thin iron, which completely incloses all of the

529,437.
Ind.

filed

This device is a mouth-piece for tf^lephones and speaking
tubes, consisting of an inner and an outer shell united to form
an intervening chamber, the inner shell being perforated, and
an antiseptic material located within this chamber.

L

cars for supporting and applying the proper amount of tension
upon the trolley arm. which will equalize the tension upon the
trolley arm in such manner that the tension will, remain substantially the same, regardless of the angle at which the arm
stands, thereby preventing undue strain upon the trolley wire
at points where its level is much depressed below its normal
level, and materially prolonging the effective life of the springs
by which the tension upon the arm is produced.

NO. 529.563-

529.434.

*"'

John C. Cassidy,
September 24,

filed

1S94.

mmmmm^&t

It is

may

^%i-^

St^ n\M\^ *

Conn.

server

a liquid partially filling'such chamber will be_ in contact with
both terminals when the chamber is in certain positions, but
C is
will not be in contact with both terminals at other times,
// is a flat spring beara conducting liquid in such chamber
ing against the square side of the shank y of the thumb-piece
F. whereby such shank is normally kept in the position at which
it is left, so that the chamber is elastically locked in either posi-

Electric Switch and Cut-out.
East Orange, N. J. Application

529,552.

tively to

1894

between the terminals. A .-l are the terminals of main wireR
which arc to be connected, and B Ji are the short conductors
connected therewith and associated with the switch, whereby
the circuit through the mains, including the mains, maybe
opened or closed. These short conductors lead to insulated
terminals C C, which pass through the sides of the air-tight
chambers I>. 1 he air-tightchambers D are pivotally supported
on the standards Ji M, and are associated with the thumbpieces j'^j's whereby such chambers may be rocked or turned
upon their pivots, so as to assume different positions. These
chambers may' be variously shaped, but they are shaped so that

529,595-

2, 1S92.

These lamps are suitable for operation with multiphase currents or the systems in which waves successively lagging or
shilted in period are used on three or more lines ormains. buch
a system may feed its lamps directly or through multiphase
adjustability and
is claimed that ereat
It
transformers.
high economy are obtainable in the illuminating power of the
lamps, and a' sixteen candle power lamp may be run down in
candle power ihro..gh a number of stages without loss ol efficiency, as the filaments are not run at a dull red, so as to give
much heat with a large consumption of energj- and little light.

i.

tion.

Multiple Switchboard System. Charles E. ScribApplication filed May i, XS90.
ner, Chicago, 111.

529,421.

This invention relates to that class of multiple switchboard
systems in which the telephone lines arc provided with test
circuits so arranged that when a line is in use it is crossed or
connected with its test circuit, the absence or presence of this
cross being determined at any board by connecting a telephone

t)ecember

ELECTRlClAlSf.

This fixture is a combination of a suitable base, a reel contained therein, flexible conductors wound upon the reel, a removable lamp-holder arranged to fit over and embrace the base,
a fastening device for removably securing the lamp-holder to
the base, and a lamp carried by the lamp-holder and connected
directly with the free ends of the flexible conductors wound
upon the reel.
>-''^-

529,399-

Apparatus for Generating Electricity for Light^29,563.
ing Railway Cars. Thomas A. ^furray, Boston, Ma.ss.
Application filed May 3, 1S94.
The

cut represents a sufficient portion of a steam railway car

provided with an electric generating apparatus embodying this
invention, the railway car being represented in section. The
dynamo is carried by a frame pivotally supported, so as to enable it to be moved bodily in a circle about the pivot, and
the dynamo-tarrying frame for .the best results is also
capable of lateral movement with lelation to its pivotal center,
so as to enable the dynamo-carrying frame to be moved sidewise, as when the car is rounding a curve in the track. The
armature shaft is rotated by means of wheels traveling upon the
Two wheels engaging opposite rails of the
rails of the track.
track are used, but a single wheel engaging but one of the rails
could be used. 1 he dynamo-carrj'ing frame may be pivotally
secured to the car body, but if desired it may be secured to the
truck frame.

Switch.
Francis B. Badt, Chicago,
529,578.
cation filed October 14, 1S92.

111,

Appli-

This device is an air-tight switch in which connection will be
made and broken in an air-tight chamber. In the cut is illustrated a cross-section of a modification, showing a long interva 1

Gearless Electric Locomotive.
Charles J. Van
Depoele, Lynn, Mass. Application filed June 3, 1S91.

529,671.

The invention relates to improvements in the mounting of
motors with respect to the axles and v/heels driven
thereby, and it refers particularly to that class in which the revolving part of the motor surrounds the axle, and resilient
power transmitting and supporting connections are interposed
between the said motor and the driving wheels. 1 he motor is
mounted upon a sleeve which surrounds the axle and the revolving part of the motor, whether armature or field magnets,
is fixed upon the sleeve.
The siationarj- part of , the motor is
either journaled upon the sleeve or so constructed as to allow
') he
the sleeve to rotate f.eely therein.
sleeve is considerably
larger upon itsinterior man the diameter of the axle, so that
there may be movement of the axle within the sleeve. The
sleeve is connected to flanges or rims upon the driving wheels
near their peripheries by a rei^ilient connection, and it is enlirely independent of the axle, 30 that when themotor is imparting movement to the sleeve the driving power will be transmitted directly from the sleeve (o the driving wheels through
the resilient connections. The connections support the sleeve
and motors I arried thereby upon the wheels, but independent
of the axles. By means of this combination thevibration caused
by the wheels running over rough places in the track will not
affect the driving motor or motors, the vibration being taken up
by the said elastic connections.

electric

—
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Heat and Power
the Kalamazoo Insane Asylum.

at

Distribution of Light,

A

central plant for supplying light, heat

the various departments of the Michigan

Insane at Kalamazoo
installation

now

is

has been

Asylum
is

to

for the

nearing completion.

carefully planned,

tion

and power

The

of large size

and possesses several features of unusual interest and value
to those contemplating the erection or improvement of
The accompanying
similar concentrated power plants.
series

and diagrams

of illustrations

will

be of material

—
— the number of

population

DECEMBER

8,

No.

1894.

perhaps, unfortunately, in even greater propor-

creased, until

patients in the

now about

of mental disease

asylum has steadily

in-

1,170 persons in various stages

are sheltered in the institution.

These

unfortunates come mainly from nineteen contributory counties in

Southern and Western Michigan and are nearly

supported at public expense.

With

all

the passing years the

asylum has been extended in various directions, until now
the trustees have imder their supervision about a million
dollars' worth of property, including S50 acres of land and

In the
light

by

the trustees.

At

the project of erecting a central

for the

institution

that time the

was

first

broached

cost of the coal and gas

power and heat and $5,000

for

annum

light.

— $15,000

There were

eleven antiquated boilers in three widely separated batteries.

The

was thus described in the report of the
ended June 30, 1892:
"Tlie two main buildings, the male and female departments, stand on the top of a ridge about forty rods apart.
situation

trustees for the biennial period

Showing One Fng'ne.

IJoiler

;

of 1S92

used in the asylum was over $20,000 per
for

Geiiernl View,

Lighting Dynamos, Generator and Iwitchboard.
Gene al View, Khowii Belt Connection.

summer

and power plant

23.

Room,

DISTRIHUTION OF LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER AT THE KALAMAZOO INSANE ASYLUM. INTERIOR VIEWS OF POWER HOUSE.
Nearly midway between these two old, but main buildings,
assistance in enabling the reader to comprehend the scope
The latter include the two main
32 distinct buildings.
and details of the system.
stands the new chapel and amusement hall; 1,100 feet bebuildings {male and female wards), chapel and amusement
hind and west of the latter and 100 leet below it, in the
INCEPTION OF THE PLAN.
hall, water tower, power house, shops, stores, etc., shown
valley, is our water supply, concentrated in one large pumpTo understand clearly the conditions to be met in designon the map. as well as cottages, barns and other buildings
ing well. A plant of five large boilers provides power and
ing and operating the power plant, a few words descriptive
on the asylum farm, two and one-half miles distant from
heat for the female department; another smaller plant of
of the general characteristics of the institution are necessary.
The man in active charge of
the main establishment.
four large boilers provides similarly for the male departThe Michigan Asylum for the Insane is a large state inthis considerable community is Dr. William M. Edwards,
ment, and one small power plant, but separate and distinct
stitution located on rolling ground about a mile and a half
who, with the title of medical superintendent, combines in
FIO.

from the center of the pleasant

map, Fig.

3.

the 40's, but the

was not ready
ing

now

first

for

devoted

little city

main buildings

of Kalamazoo.

The

shown by the outThe beginnings of the asylum date back to

relative position of the
line

I.

is

building for the reception of patients

occupany
Lo the

until

1S59.

This

is

the build-

female department and containing

the principal offices of the institution.

With

the

growth of

and
Edwards has been with the
institution for eleven years and is, of course, thoroughly
conversant with every detail of the work under his supera striking

manner

the characteristics of a skillful physician

an admirable executive.

vision.

He has

Dr.

long been impressed with the importance of

and located beside the well in the valley, pumps all the
water used from this well into cisterns on the hill, whence
it is again pumped to tanks in the attics of the male and
female departments."

The

trustees strongly

recommended

a central plant, to

the concentration of the power plant under one roof, and

erected at an approximate cost of $58,000, to furnish

the credit for the improvement

light,

is

largely due to him.

heat and

power

for the asylum

and

all

be
the

to supersede the

'

WESTERN

263
scattered steam

They were

plants then in use.

largely in-

M. E.

fluenced to this conclusion by the opinion of Prof.

1,200 horse power.
all

This

ELECTRICIAN.

is

accounted for by the

that

fact

the steam for heating the great asylum buildings

December

is

here

Cooley of the mechanical engineering department of the
University of Michigan, who, after a careful examination,
made a report in which he said:

generated as well as that required for power, while ample

The principal causes for the excessive fuel cost which we may
consider are to be found, first, in the use of separate boiler
plants; second, in the use ofseveral pumping plants; third, in
the use of engine and pumps wasteful of steam; fourth, in
the lack of feed-water heaters and purifiers; and fifth, in tlie
condition of the boiler seLttings and pumps.
The first cause separate boiler plants is a very important one.
The saving to be effected by placing all the steam
generators under one roofis recognized by engineers generally.
The boilers may then be used to the best advantage.
Often one will be found sufficient and one fireman can do
the work which now requires three.
The exhaust steam
from the engine and pumps can be more efficiently utilized
It is diffifor heating or for dry purposes in the laundry.
cult to estimate the saving that might be effected by means
considerable
no
of a central plant; but that it would be very
one can doubt.
The next cause engine and pumps wasteful of steam is
more easily explained. The engine now in use is a throttling
governor engine with "a plain slide valve. The results of
numerous experiments show that this class of engines use
about twice as much steam as the more modern forms of

in the

—

—

is

made

There

and for future growth.

for reserve

are eight water-tube boilers, each rated at 150 horse power,

engine room.

I'hese are grouped in four batteries,

The

with fire-brick settings.

made by Wickes

Bros,

boilers are of the

They

inches in diameter and 22jf4 feet long.
the weight being

the top,

A

masonry.

supported by

I

is

70

hung from
beams set in

platform over the top of the boilers gives the

access to all the controlling valves.

house

104 feet wide and 42 feet deep.

is

type,

are

workmen
Ohio

Wood

of Saginaw, Mich., and each

soft coal is

burned and

is

The

boiler

and automatic

Assuming

cut-off engines.

*

on a spur of the Michigan Central tracks

in the valley,

from

The

is

upon the Legislature the necessity
power transmission.
The result of this movement was that the Legislature of
1S93 made appropriations for a new power plant as folNew boiler and engine house, $14,300; new boilers
lows:
trustees also urged

and

setting,

the same time the

machinery, $iS,ooo;

for electrical

$18,700;

new engines and

settings,

sum

$6,000;

total,

of $iS,ooo was

At

$57,000.

appropriated for a

water tower, to replace the cumbersome system of cisterns

and tanks in the water distribution. Preliminary plans for
the improvement were begun as soon as the appropriations

were secured, and although subjected

to

many

delays due to

a desire to proceed cautiously, using none but

and

tested

allowing each
it

dynamo

Particular at-

any contingency

to this feature, to avoid

—

by which the institution might be left in darkness an
emergency which might, of course, be ot serious consequence

The

an insane asylum.

in

shafting and

sories were obtained Irom the Hill Clutch

Works

all

acces-

of Cleve-

The most

cursory glance

ihe

at

engine room equipment

reveals the fact that the greater part of the dynamo-electric

C & C Electric comYork, as shown by the upper left-hand -view
Four of the characteristic curved-magnet ma-

New

in

1.

I'ig,

of the familiar type of the

is

pany of

company

furnish direct current for lighting

The generator

for

machine, which operates

power

is

an So

the motors

all

at

There are also two no volt dySoo lights each, which carry the lighting

one for the male department and one for the female department. A small 75
light C & C machine is provided for the day load.
As the
distance to the farm is two and one-half miles, it was

deemed advisable

4.

DISIKJJ.t IIU\ OF LIGHT, ilEAT

THE KALAMAZOO INSANE ASYLUM.
,

which
steam
trical

it is

AND POWER AT
AND

— STEAM

ELECTRICAL CONDUIT.

hauled to Che coal house by an electrically oper-

At present one battery

is

supplying

pounds pressure for the engines driving the elecmachinery and for transmission to the laundry and the
at 85

kitchens in the two large buildings.

Steam

is

used for cook-

ing purposes, the pressure being lowered to 40 pounds by

reducmg

Another battery generates steam at low
pressure (about two pounds) for heating purposes entirely,
the transmission being through covered pipes in the underground conduits. The exhaust from the engines is also
used to supplement the supply of low-pressure steam for
heating, and during the severe winter weather an additional
battery of boilers will probably be needed for this service.
This still leaves one battery, or 300 horse power, as a reserve
and for use when cooling down and cleaning is necessary.
Indeed, the whole plant has been planned on a^scale suflia

valve.

an alternator

to put in

buildings

the

This service

grounds.

ated rope tramway.

of electric lighting and a generator for

can be

load of the two principal buildings,

my opmion, to expend from $10,000 to $15,000 for rein connection with existing plants and continue
to experience losses which would much more than pay the
interest on the entire cost of a central and modern plant.
newals

it

used about the institution.

MU.

The

was paid

tention

namos, rated

such

wise, in

middle,

The

like.

is,

half of the load independently, or

belted at any point on the line of shafting.

kilowatt 500 volt

The

attention.

in the

that

;

can be so arranged that either engine can drive any

for lighting

old', some of them have been in use twenty
They will probably need to be renewed in
It should be carefully borne in mind that

its

and power transmission.

that the

present condition of the boilers and settings

command immediate

to

thrown out of connection
engine to care for

chines of this

boilers are all
years and more.
the near future.
in incurring the
expense of renewals, advantage should be taken of the benefits appertaming to a central plant.
It would be very unas

designed to be interchangeable

is

machinery

***«

#

*

-a-

shafting

land.

engine develops from 40 to 50 horse power, the steam consumption is from 2,400 to 3,000 pounds per hour, which corresponds to from 350 to 450 pounds of coal; or in ten hours
from 3,500 to 4,500 pounds, equal to about two tons per
day, or 600 tons per year. A modern engine should save onehalf of this, or 300 tons per year.
*

very completely pro-

is

vided with belt tighteners, clutch pulleys and the

brought on the grounds

—

—

Corliss

provision

one side of the engine room, and

1894

8,

to supply current

the distant portions of the

in

performed by a 1,000 volt dy-

is

namo supplied by the General Electric company.
The switchboard is of slate, with six panels. It is handsomely equipped and supplied with Queen & Co. and
Thomson-PIouston instruments and switches made by the
Wallace Electric company of Chicago. The bus-bars are
on the

front of the board, which, as will be seen

right-hand picture of Fig.
ficient distance to give

A

carefully planned

Cooley,

who

to the

room a

suf-

back portion.

The

used for the alternator.

power house equipment has been

the

by

Prof.

K.

Wagner

C.

under the

of Michigan,

sity

is

by the upper

placed out in the

ample access

voltmeter transformer

electrical portion of

i, is

of the Univer-

general direction

Prof,

ot

supervised the whole mechanical and electrical

installation.

CONDUITS.
All the wiring

carried underground, except the alter-

is

nating current and power conductors for the farnr, which

The

are supported on poles.

location of the conduits

is

in-

dicated on the map, while a photographic representation of

the entrance to the one leading to the male department

shown

in Fig. 4,

270).

An

is

and a cross-section drawing in Fig 5 (page
important function of these large conduits is tlie

transmission of steam for heating, cooking and laundry uses,

so that in the case of each large building the conduit leads
to the old boiler

house to connect with the previously

The conduit

ing system of steam pipes.

7S6

396

is

brick tunnels, a

about

the

The

feet.

little

is

conduits are, in fact, archcl

over six feet in greatest width and of

same height

The steam

cement.

exist-

ward

while the length of the one leading to the female

feet long,

department

to the male

in

]>ipes

the

and

center.

electrical

The

floor

is

of

conductors are sup-

ported on iron pipe standards, with cross-bars fastened in

masonry and concrete

at top, side and bottom, as shown
and power wires are fastened on glass
insulators supported on iron brackets above the steam pipes.
The main steam pipes are twelve inches in diameter, and,

the

The

'" ^"'g- 5-

light

including high pressure and return pipes, each conduit contains six pipes.

All are encased in mineral wool covering

furnished by the Chicago Fire-proof Covering company.

The

tunnels are lighted by incandescent lamps on an in-

dependent

circuit.

LIGHTING.
In

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER AT THE KALAi\tA200 INSANE ASYLUM.
POWER HOUSE.
approved construction and apparatus, the work

The

nearly completed.

result

is

is

now

a very complete and inter-

esting plant.

POWER HOUSE EQUIPMENT.
As shown by

is

and the conduit connections are shown
The ground dimensions are 107 by 1 16

on the map. Fig. 3.
feet and the brick octagonal stack
front portion of the building

is

The

162 feet high.

taken up by the boiler room,

immunity from any interruption of the

serv-

due to any conceivable break-down. The boiler pumps,
feed-water heaters, etc., are in the basement under the

The engine and dynamo room is 70 feet long and 42 feet
Three views of it are sho.vn in Fig. i. Two large,

wide.

slow speed, horizontal engines are used to drive a line of
shafting to which the dynamos are belted.
These engines
were made by the Nordberg Manufacturing company of

while the two rear wings, which are separated by a passage-

way

in diameter,

2,

17 feet wide, as

shown by

are devoted to the

the view at the left in Fig.

engine and

dynamo room and

coal

house respectively.
Interior views of the

graphic reproductions in Fig.

I.

The

in the

boiler plant

prisingly large, the aggregate capacity being

no

photois

less

sur-

than

with 34 inch stroke.
Operated at the highest
engines have a capacity of 100 horse power

efficiency, these
at

power plant are given

descent lamps of 16 candle power.
lights can be carried

Milwaukee, and they are imposing and handsome machines.
The engines are duplicates, with single cylinders 16 inches

is

the plant has a capacity of supplying 2,175 incan-

on the C

&C

Of this

capacity 1,675

direct current inachines

and 500 on the alternator. The number of lamps connected
about 1,700. The conducting wires are all concealed

is

ice

2,

an attractive building of stone and brick.

Its relative location

VIEWS OF

engine room.

the three exterior views grouped in Fig.

the power house

cient to secure

— EXTERIOR

all

8.5

pounds steam

jiressure,

capable of an output
valve gear

is

ot

used, and the

but

it

is

said that they are

2S5 horse power each.
1 1

107 revolutions per minute.

that the patients cannot

line shaft extends

along

tamper with them.

No

arc lamps

are used.

The work

o( wiring,

new

construction,

wire

IS

both in the old buildings and the

has been carefully done, and Okonite

used throughout.

In

tlie

whole institution there

is

between So,ooo and 100,000 feet of this wire, embracing a
variety of size.-,, from the large feeders in the conduits to
the smallest branches in the

wiring system.

The

contract

supplying the wire to the asylum was eagerly sought
and was secured by the Okonite people after a keen comfor

petition.

Poppet

foot flywheels are operated at

The

from view, although carefully safeguarded from danger of
fire.
The cut-out boxes, also, are under lock and key, so

USE OF MOTORS.
power transmission forms a conspicuous feature
economy of the Michigan Asylum lor the Insane,"-

Electrical

of the

December

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN-

1S94

8,

Motors a"<negating 160 horse power are scattered about the
grounds operating in a verj' satisfactory manner the varied

pump

in the

which

terior of
is in

is

house, a partial view of the in-

back of the asylum, and the location is not
Tlie water supply is obtained from a

attendants,

of connected wells, and the

pump house

is at

the other being

illustrated in Fig. 6,

These electrically operated pumps
not yet in position.
have each a capacity of raising 500,000 gallons in twenty-four

The water

hours.

is

at present

pumped up

to the

system of

and tanks to which allusion has before been made,
but as soon as the new water tower is completed, it will be
Htihzed as the reservoir and distributing point of the entire

cisterns

This water tower

water supply system.

a conspicuous

is

round brick structure, as can be seen by Fig.

and

flat

workmen
who start

cars on the steam railway tracks

When
the

signal

one of the smaller cars

is

the power house

fact to

the motors at their end of the line

By this means much
GENERAL FE.A.TURES.

and pidl the car up.

labor

too

comparative results of the

the

Here are two large Knowles pumps, each
largest of these.
with S inch cylinder and 12 inch stroke, to be directly connected to two 40 hoi-se power, 500 volt C & C motors, as
sho^vn in the unit

from the

at the foot of the incline.

loaded the

shown on the map.
nimiber

cars directly

The pumping equipment

sho\vn in Fig. 6.

is

the valley,

The most important

institution.

power machinery of the
installation

269

wooden drum, which, in turning, draws the loaded car
up by means of a wire rope. The coal is loaded on the tramto a

It

is

early yet to give

saved,

is

economy of the present system of distributing the light,
heat and power for the institution from one central station,
as the plant is not entirely complete. The labor expense has
already been materially reduced, however, and

doubted that the coal
degiee.

When

the

bill will

plant

is

it

cannot be

marked

also be lessened to a

entirely finished

and

in

smooth

running order, careful records will be kept, and, when compared with the corresponding cost of the old system of heat-

much

ing and lighting, these will be of
is

interest

and

value. It

confidently expected that a great saving will be shown, leav-

forms

ing out of consideration entirely the uncontested superiority

a noteworthy feature in the landscape of the asylum grounds.

of the new system. In one thing the asylum trustees have
been particularly fortunate, and that is in buying their equip-

It

is

7,

it

be surmounted by a steel tank 34 feet in diameter and
high, which will have a capacity of 236,000 gallons,

to

34 feet
about one day's supply for the institution. The water
tower will be about 160 feet high when completed, with an
ornamental top.

It

same diameter

of the

is

FIG.

which

it

will uphold,

3.

as the tank

The

total

lift

from the

pump

230 feet, the distance along the surground being about 1,200 feet. With two 40
horse power motors and two 500,000 gallon pumps it
to this tank is

house

at a time

when

the business depression

made competi-

tion so keen that the best apparatus could be obtained at

exceptionally low prices.

and the equipment

is

This

fact

was taken advantage

of,

acredit to the state in every respect.

It is

proper to add,

in closing, thai

nearly

all

of the electrical

machinery was sold through the Chicago office of the
C company, of which E. E. Mandeville is manager.

C&

face of the

be seen that ample reserve power
motors will be connected so that they
will

is

provided.

may

is

is

is

a 5

also used to drive a

pump.

In the laundry, in the rear of the female ward, a 20 horse

power motor. Fig.

shaft, from which sevdepartment are driven. The

8, is belted to a

machines used

eral

in

this

work here is nearly all performed by female patients. A
25 horse power motor in the basement of the carpenter
shop, shown in Fig. 9, drives, by means of belting and
shafting, the saws, lathes, etc., on the floor above, on
and rheostat are placed. In
the picture, Fig. g, is shown the branch of ihe underground
conduit through which the wires leading to this motor will

which

the controlling switch

belaid

when the connections are complete.

A

particularly interesting

motor

outfit

is

that

shown

in

Fig. 10 (page 271), which represents the machinery used to

draw

the

dump

ers in the

power house on the

can also be seen

up the inclined tramway
the valley to the coal bunk-

cars that carry coal

leading from the railway tracks in

ridge.

The

inclined railway

in the left-hand picture in Fig. 2.

purpose two old

street car

For

this

motors of the Thomson-Houston

ype, each of rj horse power,

ai"e

used,

Announcement has already been made of the decision of
Judge Seaman of the United States Circuit Court for the
Eastern District of Wisconsin,

two and one-half mites from the power house,
horse power motor on the 500 volt circuit which

the farm,

there

Important Patent Decision.

The

be controlled

from the switchboard in the power house. The water
forced up the hill through an eight-inch supply pipe.

At

for

Since the argument in which the points upon each side
were well and clearly presented, I have taken such time
as I could spare to consideration of the record and briefs
and have read with care all that has been introduced
upon the part of the defense, and the impressions which
came to me from the argument have not been changed.
The invention is employed by the defendants in welding
hoops for pails and tubs, and the infringement is unquestioned, and, upon the conceded facts, is deliberate and flagrant if the patents are valid.
All defense rests upon the
ground of anticipation or want of invention in the patents.
This issue is frankly and squarely presented upon the
part of the defendants, and I do not find any denial of
complainant's showing that the patents were of great utility;
that the alleged new art and apparatus were received and
recognized by the world at large and by electricians and
scientists as novel and important and the process immediately entered into wide use and revolutionized the methods
of welding metals, especially where different metals were to
be welded together; that manufacturers throughout the
country have acquiesced in the validity of the patents continuously since their issue; that the great list of tliose who
have operated under them embraces some of the largest
ill
manufacturing
the
country, reaches into all
the
states, and there are apparently no contestants other than
these defendants; that the defendants entered upon infringement after this general acquiescence and recognition
and after obtaining full information from complainant of the
process and apparatus and after refusal to accept license
upon terms accorded to other licensees, v,-hich appear reasonable on their face and are not attacked as unreasonable;

DISTRIUUTION OF LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER AT THE KALAMAZOO INSANE ASYLUM.— MAP OF BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

and the masonry supports are of a

very substantial character.

ment

stances, and they are therefore taken into consideration
the purposes of the motion.

These are geared

in

the case of the

Thomson

Welding company against the Two Rivers ManuThe action was a bill in
facturing company and others.
equity by the Thomson company against the Tw^o Rivers
company and others for infringement of certain patents for
Complainant moved for a preliminary inelectric welding.
Electric

junction.

In his decision Judge Seaman

said:

This hearing is on an order to show cause why preliminary injunction should not issue to restrain defendants from
infringing letters patent granted to Elihu I'homson and
ownedby complainant, as follows: No. 347,140, issuedAugust lo, iS86, relating to the art of electric welding, alleged
to have been invented by the patentee, and apparatus used
therein, No. 347,141, dated August 10, 1SS6, and No. 3S5,022, dated June 26, 18SS, each for apjiaratus employed in
It is conceded by decarrying out this alleged new art.
fendants that they have had ample time to present and that
they have probably shown here all the defense they can
make by affidavits and proof of the prior art. The complainant objects to the reception of two affidavits one by
George A. Johnson and one by Leo Daft because they
Avere brought in shortly before the hearing and long after
the time stipulated for closing their proofs; but the delay
seems to have been excusable and left opportunity (which
was well improved by complainant) for rebutting affidavits.
Tiiere being no request for further time to meet them, I
deem it proper to Isi in tbese affidavits under the circum-

—

—

that the equities of complainant entitle it to an injunction
pendente lite for the protection of its rights and business
with licensees if the patents are valid or are to be considered
valid for the purposes of this motion; that the issuance of
an injunction would not close the works of defendants, but
would simply turn them back to their former method of
welding hoops for their manufactured wares. It is an

established rule, for this circuit at least, that the injunctive
powers of the court should not be e'^exzx?,^^ pendente lite
against infringement of letters patent without some prior final
adjudication of the validity of the patent or "such continued
public acquiescence in the exclusive right asserted as raises
a presumption of validity a presumption not arising from
the letters patent unless accompanied by public acquies-

—

cence." (Standard Elevator company vs. Crane Elevator
company, 6 C. C. A., 100; 56 Fed. Rep. ,718; Electric Manufacturing company vs. Edison Electric Light company, 6i
Fed. Rep., %i^.)

There has been no adjudication of the validity of these
patents, and, so far as appears, no opportunity lias arisen
heretofore for testing their validity.
Has there been public acquiescence in the claims here asserted of sufficient
definiteness and duration to afford presumption of validity ?
This inquiry must depend in each case upon all the circumHere was clearly an assertion of a new art
stances shown.
and apparatus for welding. Its discovery was widely published and accepted by the scientific world in Europe and
America and by the public generally as novel and importIt was speedily put into operation by the complainant.
ant, and its machines and rights for their use were at once
sought by manufacturers and metalworkers, and it is unquestioned that the process had extended to an important
share of the welding of metals throughout the country when
the defendants entered upon its use. With an asserted invention of this character and utility and operation under it
firmly established since iSSS and to a considerable extent
supplanting the older methods, I am satisfied that there is a
sufficient showing of public acquiescence and that *'there
arises such pj-esuuiptiop of ilie vtijidityof the patent as to en
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title them to a preliminary injunction to restrain its infringement, unless the party sought to be restrained can
clearly show its invalidity." (Blount vs. Societe Anonyme,
3 C. C. A., 455; 53 Fed. Rep. .gS; Sargent vs. Seagrave, 2
Curt., 553; Fed. Cas., No. 12,365; Sessions vs. Gould, 49
Fed. Kep., 855; 3 Rob. Pat., sees. 11S5-11SS.)
The remaining question is whether the defense have
given a clear and convincing showing, first, that the invention was merely the double use or analogous use in the art
of a process previously known, or, second, that it was fully
disclosed in previous publications or patents and actually
practiced as a welding operation prior to these patents,
which should be held to overcome these presumptions and

FIG.

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGlil', HEAT AND TOWER AT
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Possibilities of the

Storage Bat-

G. Salom.

There are few subjects that have excited more general interest and widespread speculation than that of the storage

From the wildest vagaries of the enthusiasts, who
battery.
predict that, in the future, storage batteries will be so improved in capacity and efficiency that it will be necessary
only to occasionally have a few cells of battery at one's
house in order to supply an unlimited amount of light or
power, that locomotives will be able to run hundreds of
miles with a few hundred cells, and that ships will cross the
Atlantic, we turn to the gloomiest forebodings of the pessimist, who can reason only from the failures and difficulties
of the past to further trials and tribulations in the future.
Inasmuch as storage batteries are likely to play a not unimportant part in the future development of electrical science,
a proper understanding of the general principles underlying
the subject may perhaps remove many popular errors and

If

now

attached to

8,

1894

the current is reversed and the positive pole
the former negative plate, this, in turn, be-

comes coated with a thin coating of peroxide of lead, but
the hydrogen which is liberated now at what was the former
positive pole, instead of merely passing off into the air, acts
upon the thin coating of peroxide formed by the original
charge, and reduces it to spongy lead. The current is again
reversed; the spongy lead produced by the second charge
is peroxidized, and a further oxidation
of the lead plate

misconceptions.
A storage battery, or electric accumulator, is an apparThere is no such
atus for the transformation of energy.
thing as storing electricity, and the current of electricity obtained from a storage battery after charging is derived
solely from the chemical reactions taking place within the
battery.
This being the case, therefore, there is nothing
mysterious about tlie operation of a battery, and it is selfevident that the limitations of its power must be directly
proportional to the amount of material entering into its
composition, which is subject to chemical changes within
the battery itself, although from the extravagant claims that
are sometimes made for different forms of battery, it might
be supposed that the designer had discovered some method
for creating energy out of nothing.
Fortunately, we are
able to measure to a nicety the exact amount of energy to
be derived from a given combination of substances, and

—
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Great
the reinforcnig affidavits produced by complainants.
research and ingenuity appear in this defense, but I am
constrained to the opinion that neither proposition is maintained to the degree required for preventing an injunction,
and that their determination must be postponed to final
Thev present the story frequently interposed
hearing.
against valuable patents of laboratory experiments, of
announcements, and of patents which may liave come to the
verge of this discovery; but the demonstrations are not
clear, and the important fact stands in their way that they
do not appear to have accomplished the electric weld which
is

plate.
is

tery.'

By Vedro

December

—

takes place.
This operation is continued for a great number of times until the coatings thus formed are sufficiently
large to doa usefulamount of work, and the battery is then
said to be "fully formed."
In order to overcome this tedious operation of formation, it occurred to both Brush and
Faure that inasmuch as the peroxide of lead and spongy
lead were the useful parts of a battery, that if they could
be applied directly to the lead plate, the plate acting in this
case merely as a conductor, all the useful effect of a storage
battery could be obtained at once without the necessity of
the tedious process of formation, and this was the real invention in the Brush-Faure type of battery.
Brush took the oxides of lead and rammed them into
grooves which had previously been made in the lead plate,
while Faure took the same oxides and, mixing them with a
little dilute sulphuric acid, plastered them first on the surface of a plain sheet of lead, and afterward into various
forms of lead supports in the shajie of grids or plates provided with other receptacles which would retain the active
material.
The oxides were then in some cases reduced to
spongy lead by chemical means, or the plates put directly
into circuit with the dynamo, and the oxides converted into
peroxide of lead and spongy lead, after which they were
ready to generate a current of electricity on having their
terminals connected.

shown by Thomson.

of heat and pressure for the operation
is old, and it was long known that heat
obtained
by the application of an electric current.
could be
These were not Thomson's discoveries, but he found a
method for employing the electric current, localizing the
heat at the joint to be welded, and applying simultaneously
the requisite pressure, so that the separate pieces of metal
I am not satisfied, for the purcould be properly united.
poses of this motion, that he was anticipated in this by Dcspritz. Joule, Plante, Cruto, or any of the patents shown, or
by any experiments of Daft or Johnson.
In this view the complainant is entitled to an injunction

The employment

of welding metals

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER AT
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such claims, therefore, deceive only the credulous and unwary speculator. There are an infinite variety of forms of
storage battery, all of which resolve themselves into two
general types, in the first of which, known as the Plante
type, the active material is produced by the disintegrating
action of the current on a portion of the plates themselves,
and in the second the active material is applied directly to or
combined with the conducting supports.
number of different materials have been used in the
composition of the plates, but the modern storage battery
the one which is in most general use
consists almost entirely of lead and lead oxides, and the plates composing it
are grids, in and upon which the oxides of lead have been
mechanically applied.
The modern storage battery is the joint but independent
invention of Charles F. Brush and Camille A. Faure, although Brush has been awarded the priority of invention in
the United States by the highest court of appeal.
Prior to
their inventions, in 1859, Gaston Plante made a very interesting and exhaustive study in what might be called the
parent form of storage battery, although the real germ of
the invention must be awarded to a French chemist named
Gautherot, who. as far back as 1804, discovered the reversed currents obtained from plates which had been previously electrically acted upon.
It was not, however, until
[he time of Plante that any attempt was made to store the
electrical energy from an outside source by means of a battery or accumulator.
The original Plante battery consisted of plates of lead
wnich were repeatedly and alternately acted upon by a current of electricity, first in one direction and then in the opposite one, until a certain proportion of the lead had been converted into oxide of lead and spongy lead.
When two lead
plates are placed in dilute sulphuric acid and their terminals
are connected with the opposite poles of a dynamo, or some
other source of electricity, and an electric circuit is made,
oxygen is generated, through electrolysis, on the plate connected with the positive pole, and hydrogen on the plate
connected with the negative pole. The oxygen attacks the
piate of lead and combines with it, forming a thin coating
of peroxide of lead, the hydrogen on the first charge escaping as hydrogen gas.
The plate connected with the positive pole is called the
positive plate, and that with the negative pole the negative

A
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pendente lite against infringement of letters patent Nos.
347,140 and 347,141, and injunction will issue thereupon.

With reference to letters patent No. 385,022, all determination will be postponed to final hearing.

Even during the military crisis the erection of new spinning plants is serenely in progress in China.
Some of the
mills are being provided with the electric light, and there is
every probability of an attempt being made to run the spindles themselves by means of electric power.
In these respects the Chinese are said to becjontent with nothing but
(.he

best

and the

latest.

I.

—

From

Casiiey's Mapiziiii for

December

1894.

DISTRIBUTION OF LIGHT, HEAT AND POWER AT
THE KALAMAZOO INSANE ASYLUM. MOTOR IN
CARPENTER SHOP.
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As has been said above, the current derived from a
storage battery is produced by purely chemical means.
If
a piece of zinc be placed into dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, a violent action immediately takes place with the
evolution of hydrogen gas, and the generation of a definite
amount of heat. If, however, we connect this piece of
zinc with a copper wire, the end of which is also placed
into the acid, the wire becomes endowed with tlie extraordinary properties which are produced by what we call an
electric current, and as this phenomenon appears, the generation of heat in the acid disappears.
It has been "found,
after the most careful investigations and research, that the
electrical energy measured in footpounds, derived from the
consumption of a pound of zinc in a battery, is exactly the
same as the amount of energy in the form of heat, measured
in footpounds, that Is produced by the burning or combustion of a pound of zinc, showing conclusively the correlation
of these two physical forces.
The electrical energy derived from a storage battery is;therefore, due to the electrical burning or combustion of the

December

8.
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lead, of

which its active part is composed. In the case of
a lead storage batter>' the product ot combustion, sulphate

power are stopped,

oflead, is not soluble in the acid or what is technically
termed the electrolyte. One pound of lead has a theoretical
But in
potential energ>' of about 0.15 of a horsepower.
order to utilize in a battery a pound of lead, which must be
in a spongj" condition, five pounds of solid lead and oxide
of lead are' necessary, and even then only one-half of its
potential energy* can be taken out as useful work before it
becomes necessary to recharge the battery. Of course, the
remaining 50 per cent, is not lost, but it is retained as a
sm-plus, like the water in a tank which is allowed to discharge one-half its contents and is then filled up again.
If then we know the amount, by weight, of spongy lead and
peroxide oflead, or that of any other equivalent active material, we have an absolute means of measuring the maxicapacity of any given cell for fumishingelectric energy
for a given time, and thereby determining the limitations
of its usefulness. The source of the electromotive force of
a batter}-, whether primary or secondary, is primarily dependent' on the relative positions that any two elements or
By the electrical
substances occupy in the electrical scale.
scale is meant the systematic arrangement of all elements
beginning
with
most
electro-positive
the
compounds
and
substance, and passing to the most electro-negative substance, in the order of their degree of intensity with which
Each
they possess orie or the other of these properties.
substance in the scale is electro-positive to the substance
immediately below it, and electro-negative to the substance
immediately above it; the substances at the beginning and
end of tiie scale exhibiting, of course, electro-positive and
electro-negative qualities in the highest degree.
The metals, as a rule, make electro-positive elements, and
the non-metals, oxides and chlorides, etc., make electronegative elements. Or, in other words, the various chemical
affinities which these substance have for each other determine the electromotive force of the couple. This varies
from the smallest fraction of a volt to about 3 volts, and in
In
ordinary secondary batteries averages about 2 volls.
order to get any desired electromotive force above 2 volts
from a battery, it is necessary to couple the elements in
what is commonly termed "series," that is, to have a number of them whose poles are connected to each other alternately negative and positive, which makes the electromotive force cumulative, similar to the winding of an armature, whereby the electromotive force is increased in proportion to the number of turns of wire passing through a
given field of force.
One of the most important applications for storage batElecteries is found in connection with electric lighting.
tric lighting with such batteries may be divided into isolated
All isolated installalighting and central station lighting.
tions that are now being run night and day can advantageously and economically be improved by the addition of a
storage battery, and the continuous operation of a dynamo
thus be dispensed with, as well as the services of an extra
When plants are not run night and day, owing
engineer.
to the great expense which it is impossible to avoid in
operating a few- lamps before and after the hours of maximum load, it is necessary to use gas or other source of
illumination.
This is a ridiculous and unnecessary humilation to the owners of a costly installation, when a few
storage batteries only are required in addition to the plant
which they already possess to make it available day or

batteries

mum

The advantages

.

in

an
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as at night, or on Sundays or holidays.
to be derived from the use of storage
isolated electric light installation when

recogn'zed and appreciated by electrical engintheir introduction well-nigh universal.
They may be summed up as follows: Light and power on
tap at all hours of the day or night; the ability to add
incandescent lighting to an arc system already installed;
increase in life of lamps due to per'ect regulation of the
current, thus effecting a great saving in lamp renewals; as
an auxiliary to direct incandescent lighting, where it is
not possible or practical to keep the generating machinery
in continuous operation; ease of manipulation and freedom from annoying breakdowns and other mechanical
irregularities; the battery may be charged from either arc
or incandescent circuits by the introduction of proper
automatic safety switches and rheostats; the utilization of
the current for many household conveniences, such as the
running of fans, sewing machines, clocks, electric bells,
pumps, etc.; economy obtained by dispensing with an extra
engineer for night work, and by obviating the necessity
of running a large engine and dynamo for lighting a few
lamps during the day or night, or before and after the
time of maximum load.
The ideal electric lighting for country homes is to be able
at all hours, night or day, to turn on one or the full quota
of lamps, with a never-failing supply of electricity, without
the annoyance and expense of running the generating plant
all night.
This can be obtained only by the use of storage
batteries, in which sufficient energy is stored during the
day, according to the amount required for the twenty-four
hours.
Where steam power is not available or is otherwise
objectionable for charging batteries, a reliable, safe and
economical power is a good oil engine, which is so simple
to manipulate that an ordinary workman or gardener may
be educated in a few days to safely operate and attend it.
One important point to be remembered is that with a
storage battery the generating machinery need be only a
Inasmuch
fraction of the size required for direct lightiug.
as the work done in an isolated plant does not average more

once

fully

eers

will render

(d)

By

the saving eflfectcd in operating

each unit

at its

maximum efficiency.
(e) By the additional

revenues from increase of total output taken from battery at time of maximum load.
As the item of labor in small stations is frequently as
high as 25 per cent, of the operating expenses, the saving
effected by dispensing with a night shift is not inconsiderable.
By 0]5erating exclusively large units, there is also a
material saving both in labor and the much higher efiiciencies of large over small units.
Again, as the coal bill is
the largest item of expense, amounting in some cases to 50
per cent, and over of the total operating expenses, any
saving effected in this item is of paramount importance and
is reflected at once in the decrease in operating expenses.
The question of mechanical efficiency with varying loads
has not been as carefully studied with each type ol engine
as its importance deserves, but Prof. W. Cawihorne Unwin
has shown that the decrease of mechanical efficiency for
light loads has a serious effect on the economy of working
with a variable load, and that with a load varying from 100
to 25 per cent., the efficiency decreases ftom 85 to 40 ptr
cent.
While it is impossible to say in a general way what
the exact saving would be from the introduction of abatterv
of sufficient size to permit ol the operation of all the units
at maximum load (since the load is not the same in any two
central stations), the results prove that in central stations
equipped with storage batteries the operating expenses are
diminished as much as 30 per cent.
As to the factor of safety, in case there is a derangement
or break-down of the generating machinery, or where the
steam pressure cannot be kept up to a sufficiently high point
to operate all the units at maximum load, the elasticity of a
storage battery permits of an immediate discharge rate
enormously iu excess of its normal rate. In other words,
a battery designed for a given output could, in emergencies,
be safely called upon, for one-half hour or more, to deliver
a current three times as great as that for which it was designed.

This is a question of vital importance, as in any direct
system of transmission there is always the liability of a de-

night.

When

lamps are supplied

direct,

the

machinery must

have a power capacity equal to the maximum number of
lamps, and since the lamps are usually needed only a few
hours a day, the plant will remain idle the rest of the time.
Moreover, the engine and dynamo must be of the best construction and design, steady and quick regulating, to preBut with
vent flickering or variation in candle-power.
storage batteries the generator is not limited as to the time
or manner of working, and can prepare its supply slowly,
ahead of time, during the day, in the many hours at its disposal; and in addition to its requiring only a dynamo of
very much smaller s'ze, the machinery may be of much
simpler and cheaper construction, for with the battery,
irregularities in movement can exist without in any way
affecting the quality of the light.
The current from the accumulators is always uniform and regular, even while the
charging current is subject to marked fluctuations.
The
storage battery is, in fact, an equalizer and regulator to the

dynamo, besides acting as a reservoir in case of accident,
liable to happen with the best machinery.
In all cases a direct lighting plant can be made complete
and perfectly reliable by the addition of storage batteries,
as the surplus energy, which can be stored while the

dynamo

is running under light load, can be utilized during
the remaining hours of the day or night.
With water or
gas, we cannot expect a reliable supply without providing
facilities for storage.
In the profitable and practical application of electricity, we must also have a means of storing
to insure an absolutely steady and uniform current, so
necessary with incandescent lighting, and also to provide
against any possibility of the extinguisliing of the lights by
failure of the generating plant.
The problem of domestic lighting has been solved by the

introduction of storage batteries.
Heretofore, electric light
was only obtainable in localities adjacent to a central
station, but by the application of accumulators almost any
power can be made available. In places where an arc circuit is already installed, the introduction of the incandescent light becomes a comparatively simple and inexpensive matter.
The arc dynamos can be used in the daytime
to charge the batteries, and at night to supply the arc lamps,
while the stored electrical energy is used to supply the incandescent lamps.
As an accessory to direct lighting in mills, or other
manufacturing estabhshments, hotels,
office
buildings,
schools, institutions and public buildings, the advantages
of the use of storage batteries are too apparent to admit of
argument. They furnish light when the power is shut
down (which is usually at six o'clock), for office work,
watchmen, storerooms and warehouses, for repairing and
rearranging machinery, boilers, engines, shafting, etc. which
in many cases has to be done at night. They will also furnish
power for running electric motors, when other sources 0/
,

FIG.
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rangement or break-down of one of the links in the chain,

than three hours per lamp per day or, say, for a lOO light
plant, three hundred lamp hours, it is manifest ihat a 50
light dynamo running six hours will accomplish the same
work through a storage battery as a 100 light dynamo run-

ning direct.
The advantages of using storage batteries in central staThey
tion lighting may be briefly summed up as follows:
effect a substantial saving in operating expenses; they increase the factor of safely; they permit of a material extension of distribution without increasing the size of the power
Since the question of economy is largely the deplant.
termining factor in considering the advisabiUty of introduclet us examine more at length the means by
which economy may be effected:
1. By taking care of sudden and excessive load when all
the generating machinery is taxed to its utmost extent.
2. By dispensing with one shift of labor It taking care

ing a battery,

of the entire

minimum

By permitting

3.

load.
the operation

of

large

units

ex-

load,

and

clusively.

By operating all the units at
hence their maximum efficiency.
Owing to the peculiar nature of
4.

their

maximum

electric

lighting

it

fre-

quently happens that the number of units generated at the
maximum load is not more than a few per cent, of that of
the total average load, and the total load is only a few per
cent, in summer, and rarely above 40 per cent, in winter,
of the total possible output of the plant.
The first requisite in determining whether a battery can
be advantageously introduced in any given central station,
and if so what its size or capacity shall be, is to have
diagrams of the load curves. The next important factor is
the number and size of the units employed at the station.
From these data can be determined what has very appropriately been called the load factor, and then it is simple to
calculate the size of the battery required to give the most
economical operating results. Once the size of the battery
determined we can calculate the saving effected:
(a) By dispensing with a night shift.
(b) By diminishing the consumption of coal for a given

output.
(c)

one

By

the saving effected by operating a few large units of
of a number of small units of various sizes.

size, instead

a station equipped with a storage battery the
to take the load of an
individual unit until such time as the derangement or breakdown can be remedied or repaired. Moreover, it frequently
happens where the business of a station has increased since
of its generating machinery, that
tile original introduction
the boiler capacity at maximum load is so taxed that it is
difficult to maintain steam pressure sufficient to operate all
In such a case, if a battery is employed,
the units at once.
recourse may be had to the battery until such time as the
engineer shall be able to keep steam up to the required

whereas

in

manager can depend on the battery

pressure.

As regards distribution, it is evident that when a central
station, for example, has supplied the demand within a given
radius of economical distribution, and a demand arises for

power immediately adjacent to and outside
of this given radius of distribution, it is possible to supply
this demand by having sub-stations of storage batteries
which may te charged by a special wire at comparatively
high pressure during the day, thus increasing the average
load of the central station. At night the current may be dis-

electric light or

tributed from the sub-stations

at

the regular pressure, thus

enabling tlie central station to materially increase its revenues
There is an
without increasing iis original power plant.

economy

also

effected in

this

method

of

distribution

by

decreasing the size of the feeders to the outlying districts.
This is accomplished by being able to charge the batteries used
at a comparatively small rate for 10 or 12 hours, whereas
by lighting direct, the feeders would have to be large
enough to carry the entire load of the sub-station at its
maximum output, which might last only for two or three
hours.
Besides the saving effected in operating expenses, the use
of a battery may be made to yield additional revenues in
proportion to the amount of current supplied to the circuit
over and above what could be supplied by the direct system,
at the time of maximum load, without increasing the size of
the power plant.
From what has been said above, it is evident that central
station lighting is one of the most important fields of usefulness of the storage battery, and one which has hardly yet

been touched upon.
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and

ju-

an excellent investment. The experience of companies like that at Philadelphia will do much to
restore confidence among investors.
diciously

managed

is

tion of level crossings of

steam railroads by

The people

roads to use them.

electric

condemn such

a vigorous fight

was to have been ex-

it

to

such schemes as that under consideration.

Bissell has

licly

and emphatically disapproving the

done

the country a real service in thus

pub-

project.

collection of short stories bearing the

his late

Red Lamp"

the

title

Dr. Conan Doyle dabbles a bit in

with not very happy results. This particular
"The Los Amigo.-; Fiasco," and relates to
the case of Duncan Warner, who was to have been electrically executed, but in order to make death positively certain

story

entitled

is

those in charge of the affair used such an excessive current
that the prisoner's vitality

became impossible
is

\^'as

the fiasco that gives

increased to the extent that

him by any means.

to kill

name

it

This failure

to the narrative.

Los Amigos is located in the western portion of the United
States, presumably in the Southwest, from the Spanish
-name. It contains what Dr. Doyle calls a "great electrical
generating gear," or central

on

largest

settled region

claimed to be the

station,

What use the
make of such a

earth.

inhabitants of that sparse'y
great current supply

is

not

The company owning this equipment is styled the
Los Amigos Electrical Supply company, limited. If there
were a real Los Amigos the company would probably bear
the title of Los Amigos Electric Light & Power company.
The use of the word "supply'' in the name of a company
slated.

distributing current

formed

in

shows that the author has not conAmerican conditions. In elec-

his British ideas to

company"

parlance a "supply

trical

story

in the

one thing

is

state,

in

England

United States.

The town must be

confusing throughout.

is

a primitive

because the details of the coming exe-

all

Public sentiment, sooner or

inconsistency."

One need

not

York,

ment

New Haven &
that

it

will

New

Hartford company has issued a state-

be compelled

to lessen

local

service in

a

corresponding degree wherever the electric roads seriously
This is the true explanareduce the revenues of its lines.

toward

''the

eartli.

frontier territory,

of

fact,

the criminal was led to die in " a small brick cham-

ber forming an outhouse to the central electrical

station,"

had been used as a laundry." The connection of a
laundry and an electric power house is rather vague; but let
us

this subject, the

of sufficient im-

Such a man would hardly be found in a
and yet it is to be assumed that Los Amigos is in a territory, because the execution is under the
direction of a United States marshal and not the sheriff of
As a matter
a state court or the warden of a state prison.

on

greatest

but rather the danger of decreased revenues due to the
competition of electric lines that arouses the opposition of

Speaking of

is

designed the dynamos" said to be the

man who had

very

it

be the residence of Joseph McConnor,

portance to

which

"

pass

The

to the electrical

death chamber had

" a

preparation
single chair

for the execution.
for the

condemned

man. A metal plate for his feet was placed in front of it,
Above, another wire
to which ran a thick, insulated wire.
depended from the ceiling, which could be connected with
a small metallic rod projecting from a cap which, was to be

When this connection was established
Dimcan Warner's hour was come." We gather that a potential of about 12,000 volts was used, because it had been
placed upon his head.

the electric companies, and "public sentiment," it is pretty
safe to say, will be found to be favorable to the establish-

decided that "the charge should be six times greater" than

ment of

in

electric lines.

New

Among the recommendationscontained in theannual report

But as

York.

or the use of

provokingly

stantly. "

poUcy

in direct opposition to that

is

advocated

by Mr. Wanamaker, who did everythingin his power to promote the governmental postal telegraph project. It is Mr.

system.

"I believe

ment of our

a business proposition the govern-

afford at this time to establish a postal telegraph
it

existing

would be very unprofitable in itself,"
would tend to retard the developpostal system."
It was mainly upon

it

ground of "good business policy" that Mr. Wanamaker
advocated the adoption of the postal telegraph scheme. Mr.
the

such details as current strength

alternating current, Dr. Doyle

does

make

is

Peter or Philip Slulp-

nagel (both names are used for the same person) declare

experiments, like the postal telegraph, rural free delivery,
Tliis

He

silent.

received shocks of

etc."

to

direct or

of Postmaster-general Bissell none is of greater importance
than that touching the subject of the government acquiring
Mr. Bissell says: "Avoid expensive
control of the telegraph.

he says, "and that

making

dis-

certainly a set-back for the

conservative business sentiment of the coun-

opposed

is

is

Mr.

look far for an explanation of this singular interest in the
It is not the danger due to grade crosssafely of the pubhc.

Chicago has grown accustomed to cable
car accidents, but is horrified at the mention of the trolley.
The residents on a South Side thoroughfare, upon which is

Deadly Trolley."

to

and simultaneously their agents are increasing the danger to those which exist by allowing the

ment cannot

are

must lead

are calling for large ex-

grade crossings,

Bissell's conclusion that as

line,

electric roads,

legislative or judicial permission,

"Killed by a Cable Car"' has been substituted in several
New York dailies as a regular scare head in place of "The

operated a horse car

try

with an unequal

sizs of ours,

This

pointed by the town council, and yet

tion of the attitude of the steam railroad companies

The

The

pected.

in operation,

cution are discussed at a " committee meeting" of experts ap-

the steam companies.

and

country the

loss

would be many millions of

it

opposing the extension of electric lines. A recent
statement issued by an eastern company says: *'The crea-

kind in the West, as it well might be, having been designed in accordance with the advice of the engineering
There is little
faculty of the University of Michigan.
doubt that in time all public institutions with segregated
light

in a

the public into the belief that they are guarding their inter-

ing,

requiring

In view of this fact,

loss.

With England's annual

country?"

$Soo,ooo, Mr. Bissell thinks

The
Direciors

Kalamazoo Insane Asylum, which is described in this issue.
equipmenls of
It is one of the best and most complete
its

operated at a

is

and quite another

penditures by the steam railroads for the elimination of

state of

equipped.

tele-

ofiice

agent had such authority.

later, will

buildings

to ascertain his powers, considering

due diligence

277
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Business

plant for

to the former's assistance at the time of the

illness

dreadful accidents.

^77

TradeNews

The

come

and burial of her child. The Court of Civil
Appeals of Texas not only affirms this judgment but holds
that even though the telephone company's agent had no authority to receivea written message and contract to transmit
and deliver it, yet it would be bound by his action, if, in the
last

=77
277

Illustrated Electrical Patent

judgment of

and deliver a message summoning the sender's

whether by
276.

Correspondence
Electric Railways
Miscellaneous

its

would

electrical fiction,

The

introducing the doctrine of liability for mental suffering?,

ests in

?75. 276

Mills

this

compact country like Great Britain would cost over $52.000,000, what would be the cost of establishing a plant for

275

Car Stove

and

without a reserve,

"If the establishment of a telegraph plant

he asks:

In

and station agents in conducting
business with the public, and all the other facts and circumstances in evidence throwing light upon the subject, the
person sending the message might have believed that tlie

..274, 275

of Great Britain

"Round

275

274

is

result, in all likelihood, in an imperfect postal telegraph,
which would not be satisfactory to the public even at reduced rates. Mr. Bissell shows that the postal telegraph

constituted the mvention.

this

to perform, the

274

would have a tendency

separate pieces of metal could

the

pressure so that

be properly united," and

under-

instrumentality of

once to cripple the existing postal service, because

friends of the postal telegraph, but

the other

to the al-

To

department.

the present organization, he argues,

court's estimation the contention of the defendant that the

On

wholly

developed before adopting

fully

would add enormously

tribution of population.

273
273, 274

be

fense," but the arguments presented did not establish in the

process was not invented by Prof. Thomson.

it

contends that our existing

the

aollars in a

in this de-

and he thinks

1894

take such a service simply through

says that "great research and ingenuity

appear

He

deficit of the postoffice

this

to transmit
PAGE.

ready large

ducted adds to the value of the decision as an important
Judge Seaman in his opinion
victory for Prof. Thomson.

have adopted its principles.
$600 was recovered for the failure of a telephone company
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full text
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but
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Eastern Office:

improvements

all

among

with the rest of the world, she has been

somewhat bewildered and misled by the
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common

In

vice.

6 Lakeside Building,

advantage of

to take

first

to be

December

" that

in

workmen who have touched
This

is

cnly a

the Avire.^, and who have
few hundred volts have died in-

misleading and should not

be the

be permitted

true" part of the story.

what appears

to

Of course

clearly within the story teller's province to

it is

'^

be as fantastic as he pleases in bringing about his situations; but the skill of the writer is very largely shown by
the correctness and life-like color of the everyday surroundings of his figures.

With the absurdity of

the climax

in

"The Los Amigos Fiasco," then, we have nothing to do;
but we are certainly disappointed and repelled by the inaccuracy and lack of art shown in handling the details of this
electrical story.

December
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New York

Electrical Society.

The Xew York Electrical society has prepared an excellent programme for its winter meetings, the special features
of which are ootlined in the circular issued by the secretary,
George. H. Guy. This society, which claims the distinction of being the oldest electrical body in the country, was
formed in iSSt " for the advancement of electrical knowledge and study of electrical and other scientific phenomena."
That this purpose has been effectiveiV carried out is shown
by the fact that the society's list ol members now numbers
It hss been found advisable
350, and is rapidly increasing.
to extend the scope of the society by supplementing the
regular course of lectures and papers with a series of " visitJD"^

meetings,"

practical illustrations
electrical application.

SQCCessful, and

members are enabled to see
of work in the leading branches of
These meetmgs have been highly

at -which

the

form a regular feature of the

will in future

season's arrangements.

At

the last meeting the

members

"Direct Current Motor and

listened to a lecture

Dynamo

Designing"' ly

on

Gano

Dunn. Among other points in this lecture ^.pecial reference was made to rating and its effect on design, the later
S.

forms of windings (such as two-circuit, double,

etc.),

spark-

ing and armature reaction, and a method of making the
crease of potential in a
tional to

Other

its

in-

compound-wound generator propor-

load.

lectures arranged for during the season are the fol-

"some Leading Phenomena and Principles of the
Alternating Current," by C. S. Bradley; " The Production
of the Higher Forms of Carbon (Such as Carborundum,
Diamonds, etc.)- by Electricity," by E. G. Aclieson; "Niagara on 'Tap; A Lecture on the Details of the Water
Power of Niagara," by T. C. Martin (the lecture \\ ill be illustrated by lantern slides made from photographs taken
lowing:

specially for the lecture); "
tricity,"
tice in

will

by Dr. Michael

I.

The Doctrine
Pupin;

of Unity in Elec-

" Street

Railway Prac-

thctUnited State?,'' by C. B. Fairchild (the lecture

be based on personal observation

in a trip

across the

country and through the South, and profusely illustrated

by

Use of the Electric Light in Lantern
Projections," by E. L. Hopkins (iii this lecture the incandescent light^and the arc light will be shown on the screen
under varying conditions, and the voltmeter and the amIrntern

slides);

meter will also be

"

visible, so that their readings

can be

fol-

public thoroughfares.
In this instance there were 360
yards of culvert charged witli gas. The damage was soon
made good by those concerned, and a new form of insulator
inserted, which, I trust, will prove more reliable than its
predecessor.

The Law

of Invention.'
Bv Horace Pettit.

a mere doubt exists at the time of application
regarding the novelty and patentability of an invention, it is
generally resolved, as it should be, in favor of the applicant,
and the courts, when subsequently called upon to pass upon
such patent, will, as they should, be considerably guided,
where such a doubt as to patentability still exists, by the
fact that the invention in question has proved commercially
successful.

a usual rule, however, in the class of cases just referred to, it will be found that where an invention has proved
successful commercially, there is some inherent reason for
it residing in the invention itself.
This may be illustrated,
for instance, by the celebrated telephone cases, where a
mass of alleged anticipatory testimony, some of it very
strong, was produced.
It is true
that the credibility of
some of the testimony was very much doubted by the court,
but Mr. Bell had in his favor throughout the whole proceedings the fact that he had described a successful operative means of transferring to, or impressing upon, an undulatory current of electricity, the vihration of air produced
by the human voice in articulate speech, in such a way that
the speech was carried to and received by a listener at a
distance on the line of the current.
Never before had such
an invention been given to the public; it was one of the
greatest inventions of the age, and naturally it would have
taken very strong evidence of anticipation to have defeated
his patent. (American Bell Telephone cases, 126 U. S-, S63).
The Bell company rested its entire case upon the fifth
claim ofthe Bell patent, which is as follows: "The method
of, and apparatus for transmitting vocal or other sounds
telegraphically, as herein described by causing electrical undulations similar in form to the vibrations of the air accompanying the said vocal or other sound.=,; substantially as set
forth."
It is interesting to note that when Bell applied for his patent he had never actually transmitted telegraphically-spoken
words so that they could be distinctly heard and understood
at the receiving end of' his line; but, as stated by Mr. Chief
Justice Waite, in delivering the opinion of the court, "In
his specification he did describe accurately, and with admir--,
able clearness, his process; that is to say, the exact electrical
condition that must be created to accomplish his purpose;
and he also described with sufficient precision to enable one
of ordinary skill in such matters to make it, a form of apparatus which, if used in the way pointed out, would produce
the required effect, receive the words, and carry them to and
deliver them at the appointed place.
The particular instru-

made exactly in accordance with the specification, without
any additions whatever, have operated and will operate

fore an English society

in

which he related the following
Electric

Light

& Power

company:

The electric company has now been supplying current for
several years from a low-tension plant, and it appears to be
a very good example of central station lighting.
Up till
October i6th last the two underground .systems for supplying each kind of artificial light had gone on without
molesting each other or disturbing person or property.
On the evening of October 15th, ho\^ever, there was, it
seems, a leakage on one section of the electric mains.
On
the following morning the electric light inspector went into
the High street to localize it.
After opening up one or
two covers, the man detected gas, and soon after telephoned to the gasworks for our inspector to come to his assistance.
The latter, on arriving on the scene of action,
had the whole of the traps over the section opened up, and
as they went down the street gas was scented more and more
-Strongly, until they came very near to what proved to be
the source ofthe mischief.
I was sent for, and the question
was what to do in the emergency to prevent any mishap and
to stop the gas leakage.
The gas-main was under the curb,
so that the service p'pes were short in length. These latter
I determined to strip and examine.
Another precaution
was to isolate the main; but, fortunately, this became unnecessary, as the second service we opened, and which
passed under the floor of the culvert, revealed the cause of
the mischief.
The electric mains, as previously slated, are
laid for the low-tension system, and are strained up to
bridges placed at intervals across the culvert.
These mains
are formed of copper bars about i inch by J4 inch in section.
The gas service was supposed to be insulated by a
stoneware tile, semi-circular in section, embedded in Portland cement rendering on each side, but the center was
above the culvert floor. This insulation might have continued had the copper main kept its original position, but
from some cause it sagged (perhaps from a holdfast breaking) and rested on the insulating tile.
Then the electric
current, anxious to leave its copper-bound lodging, made a
crater-shaped hole through the tile.
The opening is about
The copper main
0.75 inch in area, and of irregular form.
was fused and fell asunder, dropping far enough away to
prevent further short-circuiting. There was evidence of
the gas having been lighted, there being a deposit of carbon
found on the stone cover of the culvert.
But for some
reason the flame went out; the presumption is that it was
for want of air to support combustion.
It was very satisfactory that no explosion had occurred.
At the same time
this incident shows the culvert system to be one likely to
lead to disaster when in close proximity to gas-mains in

it was its legal duly to operate its own electric and
gas works, and to supply the inhabitants with gas and elec-

and that it was not authorized to lease its rights and
which rendered this contract void and relieved
the surety from liability for damages.

tricity,

priviliges,

Company Forced
pend Business.

Great Western

As

New York

experience of the Southampton

was called upon to meet the demands.
court holds {37 Pac. Rep., 1042) that since the company had availed itself of the franchise granted to it by the
city,

Where

ment which he had and which he used in his experiments
did not, under the circumstances in which it was tried, reproduce the words spoken so that they could clearly be understood; but the proof is abundant, and of the most convincing
character, that other instruments, carefully constructed and

Singular Experience at Southampton.
S. W. Durkin of Southampton read a paper recently be-

agreed, the surety

The

lowed with all the changes in the power of the light); " I'he
Static Machine and its Use and Office in Electrotherapy,"
by Dr. W. J. Morton. It is proposed to visit several central stations, both for lighting and power, in and about
during the winter.

ther sums as would enable it to pay these dividends.
The
defendant in the action had become a surely of the lessee,
and upon the failure of the latter to make the payments rs

successfully."
It will thus be seen that although Bell did not give to the
public at the date of h;s application for a patent a commercially operative device, and never up to that time had constructed one himself, he di^, nevertheless, describe and claim
such a device in his application as would enable others skilled
in the art to make a succesful operative commercial device.
Perhaps it may safely be said that at the date of Bells's application he had not been as successful in his aciual experiments as some of those who had experimented before him,
but they had never completed, either in an actual device, or
upon paper, the invention to the extent to which Bell had

perfected

it.

Mr. Chief Justice Waite said inter aha: "Some witnesses
have testified' that they were unable to do it (construct an
apparatus from Bell's patent); this shows that they, with the
particular apparatus which they had, and the skill they employed in its use, were not successful; not that others, with
another apparatus, perhaps more carefully constructed, or

more

would necessarily fail. As was said
Higsins (105 U. S., 5S0, 5S6),
whether a thing can be done or not,

skillfully applied,

in ^^'ebster

Loom company vs.

Svhen the question

is

always easy to find persons ready to show how not to
one succeeds that is enough, no matter how many
fail.
The law does not require that a discoverer or inventor, in order to get a patent for a process,
must have succeeded in bringing his art to the highest degree
of perfection.
It is enough if he describes his method with
sufficient clearness and precision to enable those skilled
in the matter to understand what the process is, and if he
points out some practicable way to put it into operation.
This Bell did."
it is

d6;'

.

.

Mary

of Mrs.

of Chicago.

J.

Mrs.

The Supreme Court
franchise granted

leased to a third

of California has

decided that

Lamb in
Lamb is

the United States Circuit Court

by marriage

said to be related

who are the moving spirits in
the Great Western company.
The heaviest creditor ofthe
company is the First National Bank of Chicago, and on
November 30th this bank was given a bill of sale of the
R. and H. K. Oilman,

to E.

Chicago store at 116 Market

The

fixtures there.

store

is

street, covering all stock

now

and
and bears a placard

closed

stating that the goods are in the possession of the First

The

Bank.

tional

Nacompany are about $300,amount to $700,000. The

debts of the

000, and the assets are said to
First National

Bank

is

believed to be a creditor to

Electrical Securities

company of Boston

by the Merriaus' bank

said,

it ,is

have

a

the Visalia Gas & Electric Light company agains Sims,
where it appeared that the company leased an electric light
and gas plant for a term of two years. According to the
terms of the contract, the lessee was to operate this plant, and
pay to the company every three months, during the two yeai-s,
the receipts, after paying the necessary charges incurred

by carrying on the business. The agreement was further to
the effect that the amount so paid should be sufficient to
enable the company to pay to its stockholders 5 per cent,
upon its capital stock of $28,000, and in case of deficiency
he would pay to tiie company every three months uch fur-

is

held,

ot St. Paul, the claims

many smaller creditors making up the balance.
The company was organized on January 13,
capital stock of $1,500,000, of

A

for $100,000.

large portion ofthe remaining$S5,ooo of liabilities

of

1S93, with a

which $200,000 was said

to

was formed by the consolidation of several existing companies, the most widely known
being the old Great Western Electric Supply company. The
paid in cash.

beeii

company
company

It

secured the plant of the Phcenix Manufacturing
in

Duluth and announced that

entire field of electrical machinery

it would cover the
and supplies. It is this

now the most valuable asset of .the company.
new Great Western company did a good business
throughout the West and Northwest, but for several months
the fact that tiie concern was in financial straits has been an
plant that

At

open

is

the

first

secret in the electrical trade.

The Chicago

daily newspapers published this explanation

ofthe misfortunes of the company:

The company

has been exceedingly unfortunate in busithrough no fault in us management.
J. F.
Reed, ofthe law firm of Reed, Brown & Allen, formerly its
that the Great Western Manufacturing
secretary, said
company had been mixed up in almost all uf the noteworthy
failures which have occurred recently.
When the Fond du
Lac Electric Street Railway company failed the Great Western was a heavy loser, as it was also through work on the
electric railways in Atchison.
Here the loss was the result
of the insolvency of contractors who sublet certain portions
of the work of building and equipping the road to the Great
Western Manufacturing company. The company has been
busy in spite of the hard times, and would have realized
good profits had it not been for the unfortunate circumstances and others similar which attended so many of its
Collections from other sources have been exceeddeals.
inglyslow, and for that reason much of what should have been
profit has turned out a loss. The company has been obliged
to carry several street railways, among them being roads at
Fond du Lac, Wis., Atchison, Kas., and Atlanta, Ga.
ness, apparently

As

the Chicago Insulated

tioned in connection with

company

Wire company has been men-

the affairs

the daily papers,

in

two companies are

it

of the Great Western

should be stated that the

entirely distinct

and independent.

The

Wire company was purGreat Western Manufacturing company in

plant of the old Chicago Insulated

chased from the

—

March, 1893, by the present owners Edward Carroll of
Leavenworth, Kas and T. C. Turlay and W. M. Smith of
Chicago— and it should be understood that the Chicago In,

sulated

Wire company of to-day

is

entirely independent.

Combined Gas and Steam Engine

by a municipality cannot be transferred or
The point was raised in the case of
party.

ex-

tlie

tent of $1 15,000, the next largest claim being that of the

.

Franchise Cannot be Leased.

alt

On December Tst the Great Western Manufacturing
company filed a confession of judgment for $15,000 in favor

if

others

Sus-

to

A

unique

electric lighting

and power

plant,

Plant.

which will

an opportunity to compare the merits of gas and
steam engines ofthe same capacity, working under almost
afford

precisely the

same conditions, is being installed in Detroit in
Whitney building at Woodward ave-

the newly remodeled

The tenants wish to avoid excess
street.
summer and therefore contracted with the Otto
Gas Engine company for a 30 horse power engine to drive a
The presumption is that the lightmg
15 kilowatt dynamo.
load will be small during the summer and that the gas
nue and Clifford
of heat in

engine will be

sufllicient for this

duty.

During the winter

more light will be necessary, and for this purpose a 30 horse
power Ideal engine w'ill be used, driving a 20 kilowatt
dynamo.

Field

& Hinchman

have been employed

to super-

;

intend the erection of this plant and to
I.

I

Abstract of lecture delivered before the Franklin Institute,

hiladelphia.

tests.

make

all

necessarj^
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Philadelphia Traction
An

Company's Report.

showing is presented in the report of the
Philadelphia Traction company for the year ended June
30th, submitted at the annual meeting of the stockholders
It showed that the receipts for the year were
last week.
excellent

and the expenditures $4,702,416.70, leaving
During the year 136,327,329
of $492,573.82.

$5, 194,990. 52,
a net profit

passengers, including transfers and free riders, were car-

This

ried.

is

an increase over the previous year of 10,692,Following is an abstract from the state-

and others outside of ihe city had watched the company's
development, first to cable cars and then to he trolleys,
and they were

For

that reason he believed that

it

skill

and

was only

discretion.

just that

stockholders should record their appreciation of the

and labor exerted by the management
adelphia Traction

company up

to. its

the

wisdom

bringing the Phila-

in

present flattering con-

dition.

Haulage

in

a Michigan Mine.

In coal and iron mnies

ognized.

transmission

electric

is

and mule haulage, and
the time seems rapidly approaching when mines having a
large output will generally adopt electric power for this pur-

steadily supplanting the rope systems

pose.

About two years ago the Pittsburg & Lake Angelina Iron
Mining company determined to install an electric plant, after
having become convinced of the economy of the step. At
the surface a power house was constructed, and a 14 by 30
Reynolds-Corliss engine erected to drive a

nected in

62 500

Armored mains
mine on porcelain insulators, and conthe usual manner to the trolley wire and track.
Electric bipolar generator.

volt General

are taken

D

down

the

The haulage

HAULAGE

IN

A MICHIGAN

ment.

hour.

president and directors the thanks

the efficient

manner

in

of the

stockholders for

which they had discharged their du-

ties.

President Widener expressed

his

of

appreciation

the

stockholders' action, and referred to the care and anxiety
that attended the introduction of the trolley system.

involved, he said, a very large expenditure of

most people had believed

to

It

money on

had

be an experiment, but which

management of the company had never regarded as experimental from the first.
Turning to the later efforts of
the management to develop the full paying capacity of the
trolley system, Mr. Widener spoke of the poor business of
com-

Particular atpared with other cities of the United States.
tention had been p.i.id to the growth of the Sunday travel,

and now, with

tlie

line, the operation

addition of the

Dauphin and York

streets

of the Walnut street bridge route and

the future occupation of Girard avenue bridge, which he
sure the

company would

centering at the park.

get, the

With

felt

company has qll its roads
new road within

the proposed

the park limits in operation, people could be carried to any
pai

t

By next summer he thought the
on Sunday would be as gieat as on any other day of

of Fairmont Park.

receipts

the year.

William L. Elkins added that the increase

in the

Sunday

business would amount to not less than $350,000 without
any additional expenditure. General Rusling said that- he

are of the iron-clad waterproof type.

of haul

is

somewhat short

for locomotives, but

too long for profitable tramming by men, the distance

immediate

As

the principal obstacle in the

settleiiient of the

the present outlook

is clear,

since

no opposition ap-

for the use of all the elevated railways.

It

No

veins.

is

even said that

the property owners are desirous to further the designs ol

Union company, and money for the prosecution of the
is
now at command, so there seems to be almost
a certainty that in a very few months it will be possible to
the

plan

take an elevated train on the most remote

terminal of the

delays or tedious transfers to pro-

ceed to the most distant station oh the line of the aljey

"L"

Metropolitan or Northwestern

roads

or

of the

when they

elevated

are in operation.

Congressman McGann's company, the Chicago General,
Avill go to the council soon to ask for an ordinance to an independent company organized to construct a down-town loop
companies over streets to be named. The

for the use of all the

route

is

expected to be from

Wabash avenue

Lake

to

street.

thence to Franklin or Market street, south to Harrison
street

and east

to the point of origin.

The ordinance

up on account of the narrow
serious delay has occurred since the plant began
feet radius

is

to

highway and its
use subject to future regulations.
It will provide that any
company so desiring may use the structure on giving proper
declare the structure a portion of the public

A

consideration.
year.

If any

license fee

company

established to be fixed each

is

desires steam

power

current required to pay an additional price.

engines.

If electric

power

is

plant should be installed for the

it

could use

its

used, then an independent

loop and each car using

General company will subscribe for

its

The Chicago

share of the bonds to

construct this loop.

operation.
cost of hauling at the present rate of working, which

not up to the capacity of the locomotives,

ton, including
tain Walter,';,

says:

we

of an

pears to the project to put up one central terminal structure

varying from i2

is

way

loop problem was the resistance

own

The

New

of them to use the loop of the ..Union Ter-

averaging from 250 to 1,400 feet.
The grade is S inches in
100 feet, in favor of the loaded cars, and the curves are sharp,

vvhat

the

the railway companies in Philadelphia on Sundays as

is

plant proper consists of

The motors

The length

to the

announced by telegraph from

i-\IINE.

two General Electric
30 inch gauge locomotives, each equipped with two motors.
The locomotives are capable of exerting a drawbar pull ot
1,500 pounds each at a speed of from six to eight miles an

stockholders adopted resolutions extending

all

minal railway.

West Side and without

El-ECTRIC

The

ing each and

district,

use of the electric locomotive in mine haulage work

benefit of the new system and will be able to show just what
we can do. In the light of the past, I don't think that there
is any property in the country that has a brighter prospect
feel that it will certainly give to
than this property.
the stockholders all that has been promised by this manage-

We

T. Yerkes

Ciiarles

York on Saturday that a definite agreement had been
reached among the elevated road interests of Chicago, bind-

view the erection of single-company loops in the business

becomes daily more widespread as the advantages inseparable
from the adoption of electricity in mines become b£tter rec-

inch

Chi-

in

of property owners to the several propositions having in

Electric
The

is

1894

8,

cago.

of the opinion that the aftairs of the cor-

all

poration had been handled with great

the president:

perhaps well to state that the bulk ot our trolley
roads have been started since the period of this report,
which ended the 30th of last June. With two roads running during the last six. months of the last fiscal year, the
report shows an increase in earnings of $100,000 over the
We feel very much flattered by that showprevious year.
'NVe are gradually getting rid of our horse stock.
We
ing.
count the ma.intenance of a horse at the rate of 50 cents a
day, and when we have disposed of the 2,000 horses still on
hand we will save just $1,000 a day. Since the introduction
of the trolleys our increase in revenue has averaged about
$50,000 a month, and the figures for the present month of
November will show an increase of not less than $75,000
over the corresponding month of a year ago.
Next month
we look for even a much larger increase in business. I think
the
earnings
of
the
road
for
the
existing
year
will show
that
all, if not more, than we really anticipated when
we began
By the next annual
the construction of the electric lines.
meeting of the stockholders we will have all our trolley
roads running, and then we will have begun to get the full
It

Down-town "L" Loop Projects

I

794 passengers.

ment of

December

"This

oil,

manager of the mine,

close-timber

around and

left

I

have put

cost or

I

had

outlay.

used to do,
the mine to

If

to

in

do

in

Chicago.

opposition to [hetroliey system as on Indiana avenue, where

Extra

The timber

to this,

is

hauled

with each party of contractors in turn.

should say here that

Trolley

referring to this cost, he

of our ground.

all

The

two ceats per

In no part of Chicago has there been such determined

per ton on the ore hoisted.

is

is

In a letter from Gap-

waste and repairs.

no percentage
this

I

for the first

work by hand,

as

we

would have been delighted to let a contract in
have the ore trammed and timber delivered at

I

places needed, at eight cents per ton for ore hoisted."

The Bluff City Electric Railway company of Waukesha,
Wis., has completed its organization with Homer Cooke,
president; T. H. Lindsay, treasurer; S. D. Talcotr, secretarv;
H. Cooke. G. R. Lyon, S. D. Talcott, N. A. Steele, J. F.
Powell, W. H. Dodge and T. H. Lindsay, directors.
The
capital stock is $200,000 and a few shares are already
subscribed.
The company intends to secure the right of
way and build the system itself, if possible, or assist any responsible person to build it, that the city may secure the
benefits of rapid transit.

the Chicago City Railway

an

electric

company proposes

system for the present

to substitute

horse car

line.

Ac-

cording to the Chicago Herald the present condition of the

controversy

is

as follows:

The opponents

of the trolley have reproduced a contract
entered into in 1S76 between the City Railway company
and owners of properly on Indiana avenue by which the
company obligated itself to operate the railway line on that
avenue by **animal power" only.
Of course this was long
before the ti-olley system was invented, and the contracts
were entered into to prevent the establishment of the
cable or steam or any other mechanical propelling power
for the cars.
But the agreement holds as good against
the trolley or any other motor as it does agamst the cable
or steam.
There were other considerations named in the agreement of 1S76. Previous to that time the company had
but a single track on Indiana avenue, with turnouts, where
the cars met and passed each other.
The company was
permitted to lay a double track, for which it agreed to
certain
pave and keep in repair
portions of the street.

December

S,
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is not easy lo see how the street railway company
It
can ev^de the terms of this contract, which applies to the
avenoe from Twenty-second street to Thirty-ninth street.
The courts would be extremely unlikely to set it aside.
The ordinance of the council authorizing the company to
use the trolley on the avenue cannot annul the contract.
It is of binding force until waived by a majoriiy of the
property owners in accordance with its terms.
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wound in milled grooves.
balanced before winding and again:afterward.

iron and the coils are
is

The
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Tlie cure

bearings are sleeves of bronze and the standards

are

turned on their base to a true arc of a circle of the same di-

ameter that the pole pieces and bearing seats are bored un.

The

pole pieces and bearing seats are bored at <»ne opera-

tion.

This insures perfect alignment of bearings and arma-

ture and a true running shaft.

Proctor-Raymond Electric
Improvements

made by

tion,have been

The commutator

Bells.

form and construc-

in electric bells, both in

is

made

of tempered copper,

is

large

and

has ample contact surface for brushes.

The company

the Proctor- Raymond Electric com-

is

making a

selisin connection with

it

The Keystone "Type

pany of Philadelphia, for which the George L. Colgate
company of New York is sole agent.
These instruments contain no permanent magnets or
springs and are therefore not liable to deterioration.
All
moving parts are mounted in jewel bearings and the case is

dynamo, and

a complete outfit of lamps, sockets,

wire, etc., in fact everything necessary for a complete plant.

The voltmeters are of high resistminimum amount of current and

thoroughly dust-proof.
ance,

specialty of this

Instruments.

K'*

The accompanying illustration shows lhe " Type K" ammeter, made by the Keystone Electrical Instrument com-

thus requiring a

may be

circuit

in

left

There

readings.

is

continuously without affecting the

also said to be

an

magnetic lag and no heating error.

absence

entire

All

moving

parts

of
are

This machine has been on the market about one month and
is

meeting with favor wherever introduced.

from a Streetcar Stove.

All

The

ordinary street car stove

safe afiair at best, but

disturbance as
Louis, dated

I

is

is

not a very satisfactory or

seldom that

creates so

it

much

related in the following dispaLcli from St.

November

30th:

m

An
at

is

it

Fast St. Louis
explosion of a sto\e in a street car
A. M. caused 1 costly fire and came near destroying sev-

THE

l<J.VSTUNE *'TYI'E k" INSTRUMENTS.

magnetically shielded so that the effect of external magnet-

ism

rROClOR-R V\MOND ELKCTRIC BELLS.

FIG- 2.

pany, Rochester, N.Y., which

is

wood-box

bell

iron frame

and

contact, and

A

post, securely fastened into the

the

gong

gongs,

make

it

or

gong

effectually prevent the bell getting out of

The new

once properly put up.
in Fig. 2, is

work

lo

loose,

very simple, thoroughly constructed

proportioned

in all its

A New
The accompanying

FIG.

new dynamo having

cut illustrates a

capacity of six amperes at

volts,

fifty

which

a

being placed

is

position

in

on

holes in the flange of the case to re-

it

to the

made

board

after the in-

in case the switch-

Each instrument, after calibration, is sealed in such a
manner that it is impossible to inspect the moving parts
I.

PROCTOR-RAYMOND ELECTRIC BELLS.

well

Dynamo.

obtained

The

strument has been placed, or to adjust
board should get out of level.

Miss Mamie Sanhurn was badly burned about
arm and shoulders, and she and her sister had to
make their escape in their night robes. Their mother, Mrs.
Annie Sanburn, was most severely frightened and jumped
from a second story window. It was not until tlie flames
had burst into their sleeping apartments that the family
were awakened. The residence and furniture were com-

eral lives.
[he right

Five-light

may be

which fasten the instruments

are slotted to allow the adjustment to be

shown

and

are very easy to set

easily

is

ceive the screws

and

pans.

instru-

accomplished by seeing that the
when no current is flowing through

This

the instruments.

fur

adjustment when

Eclipse iron-boxbell,

K"

needle points to zero

plumb.

contains several im-

impossible for the contact post or binding
looseUj or for the

Type

and so arranged

about one-fifth of the division points marked.

The instruments

it

wood, and a squarehead

scales in the "

large, with generous divisions,

switchboards, the only requirement being that they shall be

cast-

the square hole provided in Lhe

seat, receiving

post to turn

it

This has a

from getting out of adsquare contact post, a special form of binding

portant features for preventing
justment.

bell.

with the cover removed.
riveted

to

Both of these
In Fig. i is shown the

are recognized as standard devices.

The

not appreciable.

that within the limits of the scale readings

manufacturing the Eclipse

iron-box bell and the Rex, a wood-box

is

ments are

without breaking the

seal.

A

calibration card accompanies

each instrument shipped, giving the number of instrument,
certifying to

the correctness of calibration at a given tem-

perature and,
the coil

is

in

the

case of a voltmeter, the resistance of

also stated.

Theory and Practice

in Electrical Engineering.'
By Rankin Kennedy.

The nearer

theory and practice approach, the better in any
Wherever we find practice widely different

science or art.

from what theory indicates, we may be sure that one or other
is somewhere wrong, and it is sometimes profitable and always interesting to compare practice with theory, and
thereby ascertain just where we are in these matters.
Hitherto practice has been somewhat unsettled in elecengineering, but the completion of many public supply
and the operation of some of them for a year or
two, offers sufficient experience to enable us to compare
practice on most important points in electrical
with
theory
trical

stations,

engineering.

We

will first glance at electrical distribution of energy.
The distribution ot electrical energy may be carried out by
either continuous currents or by alternating currents and
either by high pressure and transformers or by low pressure
without transformers, on either system.
The simplest system is the low pressure two-wire con-

tinuous or alternating current at rio volts. Theory and
practice agree in ihis case closely; theory proves that an
enormous amount of copper is required in the mains to prevent serious loss of pressure and bad regulation, and practice confirms it.
As an improvement on this simple system, theory introduced the three-wire and five-wire systems for the purpose
of saving copper in the mains, and thereby also improving
the regulation.
Prior to this three-wire system, there was commonly
to pructice a three and five-wire system, called the
multiple series system, ior the same purposes, but the balancing wires were not connected back to the djTiamos.
Theory pointed out that the balancing wires must go back
to the junction of the dynamos, and that then each multiple would be independent of the other multiples, and the
theory being very plausible, it was accepted by practice,
and in we went for it plump. But practice has shown

known

A NEW

FIVE-]LIGHT

on the market by the Elbridge Electrical Manufacturing

company of Elbridge, N. Y.
As will be seen, the machine

is

of neat and compact de-

by them.
The roof was ablaze when they were
aroused from their slumbers. The explosion of [he stove
fire
the
car
shed of the East St. Louis Electric Railset
to
way company, where the car was standing. The shed was
almost entirely consumed and seventeen cars were either
destroyed or badly damaged,
A horse and a mule were
burned to a crisp. The total damage done by the fire is
$30,000. There is an insurance of $15,000 on the buildings and stock and $31,500 on the cars and rolling stock.
]}ied

and embodies several points of excellence not generally
in machines of this class.
The magnetic circuit is
short, insuring the strongest possible magnetizing power; it
sign,

found

is

energized by a single

coil, which is

wound on

a thoroughly

insulated spool and can be readily exchanged, being fur-

nished for different voltages
J"he armature core

is

built

if

desired.

up of thindisks of

soft wrouglit

DYNAMO.

pletely destroyed, entailing a loss of $3,000, covered by
insurance.
A. Roberts and £. Trubold also had a narrow
escape from the house facing on Collinsville avenue occu-

right.
out
all
In.
the theory does not come
that there is not much superiority in the threeseries
system;
wire system over the older multiple
to the
dynathe balancing wire going back
indeed,
mo makes but a small improvement. Yet according to
care
of
the
balancing,
whatever
theory this wire should take
the difference between the loads on the two arms of the sysBut what does practice disclose? This: that at times
tem.
of small load, 20, 30 or 50 amperes thrown on one arm of a

that

fact,

I,

From

the

London EUctrical

Re'ieiv.

"
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three-wire system disturbs the whole so much that retjulations are made by the managers forbidding the sudden
switching on ot currents of this small magnitude. With such
regulations the old multiple series system would work almost
as well, and secure every advantage of the three and five-wire
systems.
The disturbances on the tliree-wire system are most at
small loads, it is said; but if theory is right, there should
be no disturbance at all.
The disturbance is also greatest
at light loads with multiple series systems, and is very
little, if any, at heavy loads in a properly wired system,
so that, practically, we find that the three-wire and five-wire
systems are not much improvement on the old multiple
series systems, for with the same strict precautions as
are applied to the three and five-wire systems, a tliree or
five-wire multiple series system would do quite as well.
There is, however, no harm in bringing back the balancing wires to the dynamo junctions; tliey do exercise a
little regulation certainly, and every little is worth securing, but they do not effect their purpose completely
that
is, to balance the load
(or if the load in one circuit suddenly varies, the balance is at once disturbed, and we have
fluctuations in pressure ranging from 3 to 10 volts, hence
the tender regard for motors and arc lamps on a threewire system.

—

—

Storage batteries may now be compared from the same
points of theory and practice.
Theoretically, the storage battery was to act as a sort of
fly-wheel and regulate for variations in load.
When it is
used for this purpose, however, it is found in prnctice that
they do not act as regulatorsautomatically; certainly, if the
pressure falls they feed into the mains, and if the pressure
rises on the mains they take up energy, but they do not prevent a rise and fall; in fact, they do not act at all if the
pressure is steady, but pressure must fall before they feed in,
and must rise again before tliey charge up.
Practically, storage is used at most stations only to meet
the small demand for current during the clay or small hours
in the inorning,
a demand which would be belter met by a
-small gas engine or two and a couple of dynamos.
Theoretically, the storage battery
was to perform
wonders.
Practically, it does not answer, for one grand
reason, it cannot be charged and be discharging at the same
time, like a vj-ater, compressed air orgas reservoir; their only
value at present is to provide against a breakdown in ma-

—

chinery.

Now, why

should there be two kinds of current used,
continuous and alternating? Theory answers by slating
that if electrical energy is to be transmitted any great distance and in considerable quantity, high pressure" must be
used; and as alternating currents are easily transformed,
alternating currents are therefore adopted.
Quite so: here
theory is correct and practice agrees in every way; but what

do we find
Bearing

in actual practice?
in

mind the

sole reason for

using alternating

currents

is

electrical

energy over long distances, so that high pressure

the necessity for transmitting large quantities of

may be used and copper saved, that is the theory. What
do we find in practice? Corporations and towns laying
down high pressure alternating systems where the conditions
where no great quantity of electrical
be transmitted to any distance worth consider-

stated

do not

energy

is

to

exist,

and using 2,000 volts alternating to transmit 50 or so
horse power round a corner into the next street.
This
practice is absurd.
The high pressure dynamos, mains and
transformers are entirely out of place, and quite supering,

fluous.
The small quantity of copper saved in the feeders
is far overbalanced by the cost of transformers and other
appliances required in connection with high pressure.
In some cases the conditions where high pressure effects
a saving do exist, such as where the power house is some
miles distant from the centers to be feed and the centers are
wide ajriart, like the Deptford and Niagara schemes; in these
cases theory and practice are in perfect accord, but the
lighting of the city of London, of Hampstead,
Derby,
Portsmouth, Scarborough, etc., by alternating currents is
bad practice, and contrary to theory, and neither by scientific argument nor by results can the adoption of alternating
systems in these and many other places be iustified.
Before passing from alternating current systems, let us
look at the question of parallel running of the generators,
where allernators are necessary. This practice is good,
and in perfect accord with theory, provided certain precautions are taken; chief among which is the provision of
an automatic instantaneously acting cut-out, placed to cut
off any alternator falling out of step or breaking down; with
this provided, no falling out of step or accident to one altercator can interfere with the continuance of the lighting.
But if separate alternators are used for separate circuits,
with no alternators in parallel, as is said to be the case in
some places, then, in the event of a l^reakdown or accident,
or the exciting current failing, instant failure of the lighting
is inevitable; to abandon parallel running is, both in theory
and practice, a mistake; having no storage to fall back
upon, parallel running is absolutely necessary. If alternators are run separately, duplicate machines must be provided
and kept going, ready to switch in at any moment, but even
then there would be an interru])tion of the lighting.

Thus we

see that in some cases theory falls short; in
others practice is at fault.
Recently I pointed out the difference between theory and
practice in using choking coils; theoretically these coils save
energy, but practically the user has to pay all the same for
the energy saved, if he is supplied by a public supply through

an ordinary meter.
Theoretically the alternating current has advantages for
the electrical engineer in transmitting his electrical energy,
but practically, to the man who pays for electrical energy,
alternating currents have many serious drawbacks, and the
practical question is whether the engineer's conveniences
or the consumer's needs are to be paramount.
Only for one purpose are both currents equally good, and
that is for incandescent lamps.
For all other purposes the
continuous current is preferable by the consumer, both
theoretically

and

practically.

Theoretically, the current is generated and distributed, to
be sold to consumers for application to any purpose; but
practically, except for incandescent lighting, it is too costly,

hence

December

is

considering.

New York

These few points of agreement and divergencies between
theory and practice have struck me as important and well
attention.
They are not pointed out in any faultfinding spirit, but as interesting facts for those looking for
guidance in the choice oi methods and practice.
Theoretically, alternators have no commutators; but as
an e.Kciter is a necessary attendant upon the alternator,

New

worth

practically the

commutator

is

133 per second.

Arc Lamps

in

Cotton

Mills.

The

use of arc lamps in cotton mills, upon what is known
as the "inverted arc"system"of lighting, is slowly but surely
making headway in England, according to the London Elcc-

Review. Owing to the murky atmosphere wliich premanufacturing districts, where cotton milts
most do congregate, and where the sun is rarely seen, there is
need for artificial light during greater portion of the workin"
hours, hence the question of'lighting is a very important
one, not only for mill owners but also for mill hands.
Gas
at its best is a poor substitute for daylight, and is further
objectionable on sanitary grounds.
The advent of incandescent electric lighting was a great improvement, no doubt,
both as regards safety and health, but it still lelt much to be
desired as a light for mill purposes.
Arc lighting, as then
known, was found unsuitable on account of the hard shadows
cast, and furthermore was regarded as unsafe, and consequently practically prohibited by the fire offices.
Irical

^

vails in English

The first attempt at mill lighting by arc lamps upon a rational system emanated, if we mistake not, in France.
This
simply consisted in suspending an inverted cone reflector
below the arc, thus throwing the light first upon the
whitened ceiling above, and thence upon the work below.
By thus doubly reflecting the light, and at the same time
shielding the eye from the direct rays, the effect was most
pleasing, the perfect difl'usion thus attained practically destroying all shadow.
The next advance was to invert the
arc itself by placing the crater carbon below, and in this
form we have what is known as the " inverted arc" system
of lighting.
So much is the new light appreciated rivaling daylight itself that millowners readily pay the extra
tax imposed by the fire ofhces rather than be without it. At
the same time it must be admitted that great care is needed
when introducing arc lamps in the presence of such highly
inflammable material as cotton, and upon this score we
venture to offer a few remarks.

—

deck four-track road;

—

There are two cases on record of serious fires in cotton
mills traceable to arc lighting.
In the first case the usual
netted glass globe had alone been relied upon for protection, and owing to some imperfect construction, or, what
is more likely, the neglect of the trimmer to replace an injured globe, a particle ot heated carbon escaped from the
lamp on to the material below, immediately setting fire to
the cotton, and resulting in the destruction of the mill. The
second case was in connection with the use of an inverted
cone reflector suspended below the arc by means of chains
made detachable to admit of trimming. The lamp had just
been retrimmed, when the cone reflector was seen to tilt
violently on one side, dislodging a large particle of the crater
carbon onto the mule beneath, setting fire to the cotton,
with the same disastrous result to the mill as in the case
above quoted. Here again the trimmer either failed to
properly reconnect the chain, or else some part of the suspension gear gave way.
Now there is a lesson to be learnt
froin these two fires.
It is evident that glass, or any other
such brittle material, should not alone be relied upon as a
guard against the escape of heated material from the arc.
The necessity for retrimming everysix or eight hours during
the running of the mill, and frequently under trying circumstances, leads to breakages, which are not always attended
to in time; and the bungling or neglect of the trimmer is the one factor most to be feared, as well as
the most difficult to provide for.
Glass of any kind
is
therefore better dispensed with.
It absorbs much
light,
particularly when coated with dust, and casts
unpleasant shadows.
The supposition that there is danger
naked arc burning in an atmosphere charged with fine
cotton flyings, has been proved groundless, and experiments
also show that the dust which collects within the reflector is
impotent lodoharm. In fact, it appears that the one and
only danger to be apprehended is the possibility of a considerable particle of the incandescent carbon coming in contact with
believe it possible to give all the
the material itself
protection necessary by a well designed and ample metal inverted cone reflector, without the addition of a globe, provided it be permanently and rigidly attached to the body of
Indeed, it should be a sitie qua noit in all arc
the lamp.
lamps for cotton mill lighting that no essential guard or
any part of the suspension gear need detaching for purposes
of adjusting or renewing carbons.
in a

We

Next in importance is the suspension gear, for should a
lamp fall when in use the result would probably be fatal.
Usiially the lamp is suspended by a cord or chain, with
counterweights, over a couple of small pulley wheels, with
considerable wear and tear upon the cord. This, therefore,
should be strong, preferably of steel, with w'ell made comiections; and as an additional precaution, an independent guard
chain is recommended, to prevent the lamp falling beyond a
certain distance, in the event of any portion of the suspension gear giving way.
The use of arc lamps in the spinning and carding rooms
of cotton and flax mills must always be attended with more
or less danger, and only by carefully attending to such details
of construction as we have here briefly alluded to can that
danger be reduced to a minimum.

the

Herman

Ogden

Rauscli,

P. Pell, the

secretary of the Central

Tunnel company; J. W. Pin'chot
and Joseph G. William. Upon a motion made by Mr.
Low,

there,

importance as ever, for a slight
circuit will throw most alternators out of step.
Finally, the disadvantages of alternating currents liave
been practically ten. fold multiplied by the insane practice of
adopting various frequencies, instead of fixing upon one
common frequency. There is no known theory to account
for one place working at 50, another at 100, and another at

Notes.

York, December i.— At Tuesday's meeting of

Rapid Transit Commission, plans and communications
were
received from Jesse W. Reno, the proposer of the
double-

and is of as great
derangement of the e.xciting

all

1894

S,

CORRESPONDENCE.

almost exclusively used lor incandescent lamps,
and the would-be consumer for other purposes is not worth
it

such letters will hereafter be referred directly to EngiMr. Parsons reported that he had studied the
plans of the New York Central & Hudson River
Railroad
company's present and proposed structures on Fourth
all

neer Parsons.

av-

enue, and he pointed out that the carrying out of
an additional railroad on Fourth avenue conflicts slightly
with the
company's stations at Fifty-ninth street. Seventy-second
street and Eighty-sixth street, and also with
its wide tunnel
between Eighty-sixth and Ninety-sixth streets. Before

de-

tailed plans for

an

arrangement

York

Central
of

ification

mittee

the rapid

transit structure can be drawn
have to be inade with the New
Railroad company looking to a modwill

structure

its

consisting

these'

at

Mr.

of

Orr,

A comand Mr.

points.

Mr.

Claflin

Steinway was appointed to confer with the officers
of the
and Harlem Railroad company and its lessees,

New York

with reference to questions which have arisen with
regard to
seem to be affected by

rapid transit routes, in so far as they
the railroads of that company.

An

unusual form of petty swindling has recently
come to
on the East Side. For several weeks residents
of that
portion of the town, mostly Russian and Polish
Jews, have
been calling at Ellis Island with bogus dispatches
light

written in

blue pencil on the sending blanks of the Western
Union and
the Postal Telegraph companies.
Persons who took the

messages to Dr. Senner, commissioner of iinmigration,
said
that they had paid from 25 cents to a dollar
for the worthof paper, which

less bits

were handed

the uniform of a district messenger.

ran thus:
"Please come at once to
your assistance." The names signed

have led any but a foreigner

to

them by a boy

to

Most

in

of the messages

Ellis

Island.

to the

I

want

messages would

suspect their genuineness.

Onemessagewoundup with"Yours truly. Vino Drinkibus,"
it is said, the name on another
was "DinkBotts.
About fifty persons have been swindled by the uniformed
and,

boy and his assistant, if he has one. Commissioner
Senner
and the telegraph companies are trying to find the boy.
Judge Beach of the Supreme Court has denied the motion
of the corporation counsel to quash writs of certiorari
obtained by the General Electric Light company, the
Edison

General Electric company and the Edison Electric
Light
for the purpose of reviewing the personal
tax assessments imposed for 1894.

company

Judge Clement,
owing to its

in the City

Court, Brooklyn, has decided
to get the necessary consents of
the property owners, the Nassau Electric Railroad company
has no right to lay its tracks on Marcy avenue. City
Works
that,

failure

Commissioner White can now have the tracks removed as
a
The company will appeal from the decision.
The Coney Island & Brooklyn Trolley company has made

nuisance.

application for permission to extend

from Jay

street,

have

filed

to

Washington.

its

tracks through

The

High

property owners

a protest against the granting of the privilege.
is willing to use the underground
system, it is

The company
said.

Apropos of the sensation growing out of the recent defin
the National Shoe and Leather Bank, in
which Lawyer Baker and Bookkeeper Seely were impli-

alcation

cated, the

Sun

tells

a story that has

amused

the electrical

"A

fraternity.

push-cart belonging to a subway concern
halted directly in front of the entrance to Police Headquarters this

morning,"

it

says.

"Carts of that kind stand

there every day, but never one like that.

mediate rush for

on

it

as

soon

as

There was an im-

some one read

the lettering

and passed the word around. This was it
The
Complete Electric Construction company, 121 Liberty
it

street;

:

J.

'

Seeley, president; C. Baker, treasurer.'

a coincidence, of course;

that

was

It was
But the names of

all.

Seeley and Baker standing together just
in that place

of

all places,

was too much

at this time,

and

for the police wags.

The word went around

that the fugitive bank bookkeeper's
belongings had been seized, that Seely's trunk was at the

w.

door.

F. O.

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Louis, December l.
In October the Laclede Gas
Light company put a force of laborers at work excavating a
trench at the corner of Broadway and Ashley street, prepara-

—

tory to putting

down

a conduit for its wires.

This procedure

was without formal permission from thestreet commissioner,
and the work was stopped at once. Two of the laborers
were arrested for violating city ordinances. The gas com-

pany claims

that under its charter of 1S57

substitute electricity for gas and

it had a right-to
was thereby authorized tQ

December
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with the girder

andergrounJ conJuits or subways for such purpose.

lay

The company has always obtained

formal permits for laying

rail

business with Dick,

Kerr

&

27^
Co.,

into the
it is not clear how it expected to go
bnsiness of laying electric conduits without similar consent.
few days after this, event the company made formal appli-

A

William Hood, one of the most experienced electrical
salesmen of the West, has been appointed western selling
agent of the Accumulator company, with an office at 239
La Salle street, Chicago.

purpose of
cation for permission to open the streets for the
With this request was sent a copy
laying electric condmts.

company of Hot

gas pipe, and

The request stated that the right to
of the charter of 1S57.
construct and operate underground wires and use electricity
charlighting purposes was authorized by section 5 of the
for

to "make and sell any
ter, which authorizes the company
substance or material that may be now or hereafter used

To

as a substitute for gas."

commis-

this request the street

the case
sioner replied that he could not issue a permit until
was made plainer to him. Other requests of similar import

were refused by the street commissioner. The result of
company has filed manthis is that the Laclede Gas
damus proceedings in the -State Supreme Court at

The

which

electricity

substitute for gas;

laying

authorizing

have
it

to decide

a perfect

is

whether the charter of 1S57 covers the

construction of electric conduits and subways; whether the
charter of 1S57 is valid or expired in 1SS7 with the issue of

whether section 2,721 of Revised Statutes,
State of Missouri, 1SS9, which forbids the placing of wires
underground in any city without consent of that city, does
a

new

not

charter;

the

restrict

1S57.

company

of

spite

in

Aside from these questions there

quibble which

may

arise; that is,

"
and purpose of the words

may now

or material that

It will

tute for gas."

to

is

the

charter

of

another technical

what was the broad

make and

sell

intent

any substance

or hereafter be used as a substi-

be recalled that as late as 1S57

it

was

to consider electricity as a fluid.

uncommon
A bill is now

not

before the Municipal Assembly asking for a
exchange company.
50 year franchise for a new telephone
The promotors of the scheme are J. A. J. Shultz, Jas. M.
O'Shea, Andrew Haley, S. Ricord Gradwell, Louis J.

Oswald and Wm. J. Kurtz. The bill provides for telephone service by means of underground or overhead wires,
as the city

may

require.

The annual

rental charge

fixed

is

The petiat $60 for office and $48 for residence service.
the
tioners also agree to furnish to the cily free of charge
use of 40 telephones in consideration of the franchise.

The

conduit trolley system in Washington, D. C, and
work now being installed by the Metropolitan

the conduit

Traction company in New York city have again called attention to the conduit trolley question. Charles Green, presthe
ident of the People's Railway company, is considering

matter carefully with a view to. using the system

if

found

satisfactory.

Telephone company began the
Union boulevard.
Charles H. Turner, president of the St. Louis & Suburban
Railroad company, having a branch line to Forest Park on

Some time ago

the Bell

erection of a line of poles in the middle of

proceeding and secured an
This entanglement resvdted
of both
in the street commissioner writing to the presidents
companies suggesting that all wires be put underground on

Union boulevard, objected

to this

injunction stopping the work.

—

that is, the telephone wires to be laid in a
conduit and the street car company to operate a conduit
trolley.
At first this suggestion was not taken very kindly,

that boulevard

the practicability of a conduit trolley being
after

some

further consideration the St.

Train, manager of the Water, Light & Power
Springs, S. D., was in Chicago last week.
is no doubt of the consummation
ot the electric railway project in his town.

W. H.

Mr. Train says that there

Amherst E. Wilder, who died recently, was one of the
most prominent citizens of St. Paul, Minn. Mr. Wilder
had been in ill health for the last three years and when his
illness took a more serious turn about three weeks ago comHe was president
plications set in that baflled medical aid.
of the Superior Water, Light & Power company of West
Superior, Wis., which position he had held since the inception of the company, and to his ability as a financier the
At a meeting
success of that corporation is largely due.
of the directors of that company on November 20th approand condolence were
of sympathy
priate resolutions
adopted.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

it

conduits.

electric

a substance; whether

is

the

compel,

to

permit

states that the court will

city counselor

whether

a

for

streets

the

expects

it

issue

commissioner to

excavate

10

by

City

fefferson
street

either for motive, healing or lighting purposes, will cost the
consumers less than $7 per horse power a year.

London.

Fire recently broke out in the barns of the Allegheny
Traction company at Pittsburg. Forty-nine horses, seven
Three
horse cars and seven electric cars were burned.
The entire loss
dwellings adjoining were also destroyed.
is

about $7i;,oao.

may

be possible for a Welsh electric car conductor
"All out for Llanfairpwllgwyngyl," as the
that a scheme is under
consideration for the construction of a light railway from
Menai Bridge or Llanfairpwllgwyngyl to Beaumaris, AngleAt
sea, and surveys of both routes have been completed.
present communication between Beaumaris and the neighboring towns is restricted to ferries and-roads.
It

yet

to call out:

London Electrician understands

Work was commenced upon an electric street railroad in
Oshkosh, Wis., on December ist. According to the terms
of the franchise eight miles must be completed within four
months and twenty miles before January i, 1S96. The promotor of the enterprise is J. K.^Tillotson of Toledo, O.
He is backed by Chicago capital. A stock company, with
$1,000,000, is being formed to put in not only a line in Oshkosh, but an interurban road from Oshkosh to Kaukauna.
The stockholders of the Chicago General Railway company met on November 26th at the power plane at 1030
Lawndale avenue. The stock-holders of this company and
those of the West & South Towns company are identical.
The West and South Towns company was organized in
August, 1S92. The Geneial company was organized in
May, 1S94. The latter took a lease of the former's road,
giving in consideration 6 per cent, interest-bearing bonds
and its own stock, share for share. C. L. Bonney is the
president of the West & South I'owns road, and Lawrence
Lawton C. Bonney
E. McGann of the General company.
At the meeting referred
corporations.
is secretary of both
to it was decided by the stockholders of the West & South

Towns company

that dividends for the year 1S95 should be
The
paid by the General company and not by the other.
coupons for rent of the older company's line, maturing
1st and November ist had been canceled for 1S94 and
A
1S95 and no dividend has been paid by the new road.
statement that was sent to stockholders showed the surplus
This, it was
that had thus accrued to amount to $20,000.
agreed, should be used to take up the company's bonds inThe
stead of turning it over to the Towns company.
report to stockholders showed that 140,147 miles had been
run by the company's cars Irom May i to October 31,
Six hundred and fifteen thousand and
1S94, inclusive.
The cost of
twenty-four passengers had been carried.
At the time of
operating per car per mile was 10. S cents.
the report the double track had been extended five and onehalf miles.
The General company is l-uilding a large power

May

plant, car house and repair shop at Kedzie avenue
Thirty-first street.
It has a capacity for 125 cars and

and
for

engines aggregating 2,400 horse power.

But
Suburban

doubted.

Louis

&

Railroad people have ventured to say that if they find the
conduit trolley system is practicable they will give it atrial.

R.

J.

H.

PERSONAL.
Frank X. Cicott, manager of the railway department of
Pettingell Andrews company of Boston, sailed on the steamship Lucania on December ist for Europe, in connection

MISCELLANEOUS.
A

Wilkesbarre, Pa.,

dispatch

says:

The problem

of

immense culm piles in the anthracite coal region
The culm constitutes the waste from the
about solved.
hard coal after it is crushed in the breaker. There are millof tons of this culm laying waste.
Capiand
millions
ions
talists with headquarters in Scranton and Wilkesbarre will
use the culm for boiler fuel to generate electricity, which
will be transmitted to New York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia,
Paterson and otlier towns. The power, which can be used

utilizing the
is

It is said that the two fields in which the electric motor
has of late made greatest inroads are those of mining and of
iron manufactures, and that in these the developments compare in importance, if not in magnitude, with the advances
in electric railroading.
In mining there is a great range of
application, including underground tramways, elevators,
pumps, ventilators, drills, coal cutters, etc., and all branches
are being actively exploited.
A large quantity of American electrical mining apparatus finds its way to South Africa, and a brisk demand is now springing up in the eastern
world. In iron and steelworks throughout this country the
resort to electrical power, is remarkable. Large numbers of
them use electrical cranes and electrical power distribution
plants maybe found in the great manufacturing plants of

the country.

The St. Louis Globe- Democrat describes a toy electric
boat which is 26 inches in length and 6 J4 inches beam, and
It is driven
is guaranteed to beat any other boat of its size.
by a tiny motor and one cell of special boat battery. The
motor is suspended on a bracket and geared direct with the
propeller shaft. Motor, gearing and battery can all be taken
out and replaced within a minute. The battery gives enough
It
current to propel the boat between one and two hours.
gives no trouble whatever, as from its construction there
can be no tipping over of acid and no breakage of glass jars.
The boat travels at the rate of about three miles an hour.
The propeller is ^yl inches in diameter and has two blades
set at a 45 degree pitch.
I'he whole appearance of the
miniature craft is trim and workmanlike; in fact, ithas been
designed and built under the direct supervision of a United
States naval engineer. It is claimed that as an easy running
boat it cannot be equaled.

TRADE NEWS,
G. Grier and Edward R, Grier,. managers for
the western office of the Bryant Electric company, who
also represent the porcelain business of R. Thomas & Sons
company, have had a busy week arranging their new storerooms in the Monadnock building, Chicago.

Thomas

The

Electric Appliance

company

is

hard

at

work on an

inventory which marks the beginning of its fourth business
year.
This event will be duly celebrated as soon as possible by the issue of several sets of advance sheets to the company's new issue of general catalogue.
The catalogue itself
is expected to be ready for distribution early in the spring,
and it is promised tliat it will be a veritable " chap book "

among

catalogues.

BUSINESS.
The

increasing business of the Washington Electric company, 207 So uth Canal street, Chicago, has compelled that
thriving concern to double its floor space.
The company
has rented the rooms adjoiningits former shops, where it
admirably adapted for turning out work efficiently and
is
with despatch.

The Knott Manufacturing company, 796 Seventh aveNew York, gives the following seven reasons why iis

nue,

commutator lubricating compound should be used:

It pre-

sparking; it prevents overheating; will not run or
gum; saves brushes; increases life ot commutator; will not
clog the brushes; gives commutator a hard, brilliant polish.

vents

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn.,
has just closed a contract with the Overman Wheel company for an electric power transmission at Chicopee Falls,
Mass., consisting of one 100 kilowatt new type multipolar generator, two 25. one 20 and two 10 horse power
Manchester motors, with complete switchboard.
'I'he
Mather company is also installing a similiar plant with a
60 kilowatt generator in the mill of the Connecticut River
Paper company at Holyoke, Mass. It has also booked the
following orders: 60 kilowatt new type multipolar generator
for t!ie Pierpont Manufccturing company, New Bedford,
Mass. (third order); 350 light dynamo for the receivers of
the Union Pacific Railroad company, Pocatello, Idaho;
350 light dynamo for the Rockwell Manufacturing company, Milwaukee, Wis.^ 350 light dynamo for the Hub
goremakers, Brockton, Mass.; 100 kilowatt railway generator for the Ithaca Street Railway company, Ithaca, N.
Y. 45 kilowatt direct-connected dynamo, with Ideal engine,
for the Wayne hotel, Detroit, Mich,; 350 light dynamo
(ring type) for the Meriden Britannia company, Meriden,
Conn.; 350 light dynamo for the Berlin Iron Bridge company, East Berlin, Conn.; 150 light dynamo for Burtis
& Howard, Minneapolis, Minn.; 250 light dynamo for C.
Dorflinger, White Mills, Pa.; 150 light dynamo for H. B.
Coho & Co., New York city; 15 Manchester motors, from 3
to 15 horse power.
;

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REGBRD.
Issued Noz-eniher 2j

Means for Supporting Motors in Electric Loco529,688.
Walter S. Adams, Philadelphia, Pa. Applimotives.
cation filed November 9, 1S93.
An electric molor is sustained beneath the body of a car or
bars
vehicle by a pair of longitudinally extending bars; cross
thewheels,
are secured to the side bars of the truck between
and hangers depending from the cross bars, the longitudinal
bars having a support upon the hangers. The motor is deend
tachably secured lo the longitudinal bars at their ends, the
geared to and
of the motor opposing such connection being
as
wheels,
or
truck
car
of
the
the
axles
of
one
carried upon
shown in the dUistration.
Charles
G.
Railway.
Electric
Closed Conduit
529,704.
Burke, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application filed February

10, 1894.
line of
In this arrangement there is the combination with a
Irom which ihe car motors are arranged to receive current
connected
track
beneath
the
conduit
terminals
in
a
and contact
conductor in
at intervals with the rails, of an insulated supply
rails

,

iSg^.

the conduit, insulated movable terminals connected therewith
at intervals, and '-xtending through openings into a lower
chamber in the conduit, an arm extending from a car into the
lower compartment, a series of levers in the lower compartment
with which the arm engages and adapted to raise the terminals
successively upward into contact with those connected with the
rails, and a spring acting on the arm and tending to raise it
from the conduit,

529.710.

Sectional Thermo-electric Generator.
Harry B.
Application filed January 31,

Cox, Hartford, Conn.
1894.

The

thermo-electric generator built up of interchangeable sections secured together by a surrounding -metal jacket, each
section being suitably coated and provided with its own met.il
jacket, the jackets of the various sections being united.

Thermo-electric Generator.
Harry B. Cox,
Hartford, Conn. Application filed January 31, 1S94.
The cut shows a thermo-electric generator having a surround-

529.711.

ing water jacket, a liquid tank beneath provided with heating
means, and having a stand-pipe extending upw.irdly through
the center of the electric generator, so that the heat stored in
the tank will be conveyed to the inner surface of the generator.

529,759.

W.

Electric Signal for

Smith, St. Louis,
ber 10, 1S94.

Mo.

Railway Crossings.
Application

filed

Danie
Septem-

An electric crossing signal, comprising a bare conductor to
be engaged by the trolley of a moving vehicle, a cro5=ing bare
conductor arranged at an angle with respect to the first mentioned conductor, signal wires located parallel and adjacent to
the conductors, but electrically separated therefrom and e.vtending a distance on each side of the crossing point, so that a
trolley approaching the crossing in either direction on either
conductor may operate a signal,
signal is connected to the
signal wires, and a crossing clamp having locking grooves or
recesses secured to one of the conductors solely by frictional
contact, and detachable therefrom by revoluble movement.

A

—

.

WESTERN

2^8
Commutator Brush

529,784.

London, Eng.

for

Applicauon

Dynamos. George Forbes,
August S, 1S92.

filed

In the cut is shown a mass of flexible carbonized material,
and a metal box serving as a holder, the flexible material formin f one terminal of an electric circuit, a corresponding terminal
and a thumb-screw for pressing the flexible material against the

corresponding terminal,

529, Sii.
J.

Charles Selden and Frank P.
Railroad Signal.
Application filed DePatenall, Baltimore, Md.
iS, 1S93.

A

semaphore, and a controlling or actuating disk therefor, a
lever carrying a catch or detent for engagement therewith, an
auxilia-y power wheel coaxial with the controlling disk, an
electro-magnetically governed catch for auxiliary power wheel,
and links connecting the power wheel with the lever carrying
the catch for the controlling disk, are features of this invention

December

removably secured to the shaft, insulating arms adjustably
in the brackets, wheel frames havmg shanks vertically
adj ustable in the insulating arms, shafts secured in these frames
and connected in the local circuit, and contact wheels journaled
on the shafts with which they are in electrical contact and bearing on the annular contacts of the base.
ets

Conductor Coil for Armatures and Field Magand Method of Making Same. Emra W. Alexander and Henry Groswith, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed September 22, 1S93.
The improvement described consists of winding the conducupon a core or spool, covering the layer of conductor so
formed with enamel, depressing the enameled surface into
grooves for receiving the second layer of winding, winding a
second layer of conductor in such depression or grooves, covering the second layer of conductor so formed with enamel, and
thereafter, when the required number of layers have been
wound, subjecting the enameled coil to heat.
tor

Trolley

A trolley wire support, the body portion having at its lower
ed;c a projecting ledge, a cap having elongated apertures, and
the binding screws, are described.

Alternating Current Generator.
John F. Kelly,
Mass. Application filed August 18, 1894.

Pittsfield,

Switchboard. Louis A. Berthon, Paris, France.
529,999.
Application filed October 17,1893. Patented in France

January 31, 1893.

This invention is described as an alternating current genhaving a single exciting coil and a suitable armature.
and two groups of unlike field pole pieces on opposite sides of
the exciting coil, the faces of said pole pieces being so shaped
that their curvature referred to the opposing armature surface
may be expressed by the formula
erator,

529,812.

Md,

Railroad Signal. Charles Selden,
Application filed January 4, 1S94.

In this railroad

signal apparatus

there

is

Baltimore,

the combination

with the signal releasing magnet ot a signal which is set into
positions of safety and danger by successive operations of the
magnet, a relay magnet, circuit-controlling devices therefor
governed by a passing train, and means for producing a double
change of circuit condition in the signal magnet by a single
change in the electrical condition of the relay magnet.

A'

1894

nets

Wire Support and Coupling. Aaron P.
Gould, Canton, O. Application hied March 7, 1894.

529,918.

8,

529,992.

mounted

529,903.

cember
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In multiple switchboards for telephonic systems there are
a plurality of spring-jacks, and a frame carrying them and having tracks, in combination with a plurality of connecting springs,
and a band carrying the connecting springs and engaging and
sliding in the tracks of the frame.

A

=

.

Cos.

Signal for Cable Railways. Gottfried F. Klaffky
and Frank Faltinowsky, New York, N. V. Applica-

529,920.

tion filed

The

May

8,

1894.

last claim is given:

In a rai'way, the combination with a conduit, a car. and an
a signal and a circuit controller, of a
a bearing on the truck frame, and
having an arm to operate the circuit controller, and a second
shaft having a bearing in the car body and coupled to the first
electric circuit, including
vertical shaft mounted in

shaft to permit oscillation of the car
with the first shaft.

body without interference

Electrical Recording Device for Safes.
Robert
A. Newlyn, Cincinnati, O.
Application filed April 2S,

529,938.

11594.

NO. 529,688.

Telephone.
529,818.
son, Chicago, 111.

Alfred Stromberg and Androv CarlApplication filed October 9, 1S94.

In the accompanying illustration there is shown a hand telephone, a casing a, a diaphragm support 6 adapted to be adjustably screwed upon the casing, the casing a being provided
upon the rear with a projection a', the cores c' c'~ and the permanent magnet rf secured to the projection, the cores £' 1,2 extending through the bottom of the casing and carrying upon
their ends the telephone coils c^ c*.

A safe, an air-tight safe protecting compartment, a pressure
gauge and a rotary pointer, a fixed termin.-il adjacent to but insulated from the gauge, and with which the pointer is adapted
to come in contact, an electric circuit connected with the pointer
and fixed terminal, a clock controlled circuit making and breaking mechanism loeated in the same circuit and within the safe
compartment, an alarm located in the circuit outside the safe
protecting compartment, and means for changing the normal
pressure of air in the compartment, are described.

NO. 529,818.
530,004.

New

Telephone Switch. Edgar S. Combs, RochesN. Y. Application filed October 9, 1894.
The principal features described in the invention are: A

530.020.

filed

John F. Blake,
June 21, 1894.

Apparatus for Welding Rings.
Charles
Detroit, Mich.
Application filed March

Coffin,

L.
13,

1894.
In an apparatus for electrically heating metal a separable
clamp is provided for holding the article to be welded also
means for opening and closing the clamp, a movable furnace, a
movable anvil, and connecting mt-chanism for moving the
furnace toward the clamp, and moving the anvil in proper relation to the clamped article.

and hook

Frederick Lepper and William
Trolley Wheel.
Wighton, Toronto, Onl. Application filed September

;

529,829.

22, 1S93.

A

and having a plurality of openings near its rear end, a rubber
ball valve arranged in the tube and adapted to be sealed
against the partially closed outer end thereof, and the spring
bearine against the bail and at its inner end supported by one
of the ridges, against which also the tube rests at its inner end.

Mechanism.

Application

base or support and a pressure actuated index, combined
with a circuit-closer actuated by the index, an electro-magnet,
an arm ture actuated by the electro-magnet, and a second circuit-c'oser composed of an arm or shaft carried by the armature, an ec entric disk rotatably mounted on the shaft, and
contacts placed within reach of the eccentric disk and serving
t" turn the latter and .cause it to make accurate contact with
both contacts.

ter,

trolley wheel comprising the body portion, having an exterior wire-receiving groove and a chamber divided by integral
radial walls or ridges into a plurality of segments, the walls
extending from the interior projection of the groove and tapered
upon opposite sides toward the center of the wheel and the
tapers extending upon both sides from the peripheral edge of
the walls to the central ^oint and at right angles to the axis of
the whe-;!, a hollow bushing in the center of the wheel with
radial openings opposite the points of the walls and in the same
radial line, the points extending into close proximitj' to the
openings, a tube seated in an opening in the side of the wheel

Haven, Conn.

A

529,826.

plate having a slot therein, an arm carrying the insulated block
and contacts, an arm projecting from the front of the plate and
slotted or cut away to receive the eye of the telephone receiver,
and a lever pivoted to the arm and provided with contact plate

Electrical Contact

Method of Electrically Heating Metal. Charles
530.021.
L. Coffin, Detroit, Mich.
Application filed July 10,
1894.

NO. 529,784.
529,949.

Electrical

A. Phillips, U.

Danger Signalmg System.
S.

Army.

Application

filed

The method of electrically heating metal described consists
bringing the metal in circuit with a liquid electrode containing a substance more volatile or vaporizable than water.
in

William

May

29.

530,032.

1S93.

Electric Elevator Motor.

St. Louis,
In an electrical signaling device for block system railways
there are three parallel track con dui tors for ca. h block, the
central one of each blouk being elci irically connected with one
of the conductors of each adjacent block at opposite sides, and
conductors carried by a car, one of which is connected with a
battery on the car and the central track conductor, and tlie
others connected with a bell in the car and with side-track conductors.

Mo.

Application

Wendell C. Fletcher,
June 14, 1S94.

filed

A system for controlling an electric motorconsisting in an independently multiple wound armature, in combination with a
sectional series field and a shunt field producing a counterelectromotive force equal to the normal when first starting the
motor, suitable wires and switches, and means for operating
them to constantly maintain the counter-electromotive force as
the speed of the motor increases, is described.

Electric Signal Apparatus.
Horace E, Waher,
529,984.
Richfield Springs, N. 'Y.
Application filed January
1S93.
9>
This is an arrangement ia which a series of radial lines connect sub-stations or boxes with a central station, each containing a signal transmitter and a resistance, and a switch for removing the resistance during the transmission of the box signal,
a resistance coil in each line at the c»-ntral station, a commutator for successively shunting the resistances, an electromagnet controlling the operation of the commutator, operated
from the sub-station, a battery in the shunt circuit 100 feeble to
overcome the resistances at the boxes, a make-and-break wheel
also in the shunt circuit, a normally wound motor therefor, and
an electromagnet in the shunt circuit for releasing the motor,
and locking the commutator arm when it closes on that line in
which the resistance at the box has been removed, a signal receiver, and an electro-magnet for operating it, responsive to
the action of the make-and-break wheel.

Elect ricSignalii ig Apparatus. Horace E. Walter,
529,985.
Richfield Springs, N. Y.
Application filed March 26,

m
NO. 529,711.
529,836.
ley,

Leonidas C. PressConduit Electric Railway.
San Francisco, Cal. Application filed February

6, 1894.

The last claim reads as follows:
In an electric railway, trolley rails extending in an underground conduit and made in independent insulated sections,
an electrical conducting wire extending parallel with the line
of track and within a sealed and insulated containing tube,
transverse passages extending from said tube to the conduit,
insulated rods slidable therein, having magnets which, when
energized, act to move the rods into contact with the rails, and
devices whereby said movement forms contact simultaneously
with the conducting wire, disengaging mechanism by which the
rod is moved backward as the trolley passes the joint between
two meeting rail sections, and a brush or contact piece with
which the rod makes contact when thus moved backward,
whereby any electricity with which the trolley rail and rod may
be charged

is

grounded.

Rotatable Electric Contactor.
John
529,898.
Application filed July 9, 1S94.
Cairo, 111.

W.

Curry,

A rotatable electric contactor combining an insulating base,
annular contact plates concentrically disposed on this base and
insulated from each other, a shaft rotatable in the base, brack

Several normally open branch lines radiate from a central
office and have a common return.
The arrangement includes
a battery, a circuit-closer lor each branch line at a distant
point, and a resistance for each branch line at the cential office,
a commutator at the central office comprising a series of terminals connected with open branch lines, and a circuit-closing
arm adapted to successively engage the terminals, and thereby
successively shunt the resistances, a motor for rotating the
arm, an electro-magnet for releasing the motor operated by a
closure of any branch line, an electro-magnet in electrical connection with the circuit-closing arm which operates to stop the
motor when the circuit closing arm engages that terminal connected with a closed branch line, a telephone in each branch
line at the distant point, and a telephone at the central office
adapted to be connected with the circuit.

NO. 23,825.

Supply System for Electric Railways. Zebulon
530,033.
Application filed March 7,
Foster, Chicago, 111.
1S94.
'

An electric railway, comprising a line conductor having a
series of branches, a conductor comprisirg independent sections arranged opposite the terminals of the branches, the tontact blocks, springs for holding the sections and branches
normally separated, and a trolley mechanism for producing
the required

engagement.

Electric Robe, Towel, etc., for Heating. Henry
Application filed April 9,
G. O'Neill, Boston, Ma.ss.
1894.
A towel, robe, or other article of flexible fabric is provided
with a flexible resistance contained within the same, the resistance having water-proof and fire-proof coatings, and being
adapted to connect with the conductors of an electrical circuit.

530,053.
529,986.

Electric Signaling Apparatus.
Horace E. WalSprings, N. Y.
Application filed April

ter, Richfield

26, 1894.

The invention comprises a series of signal bo,i;es, independent
wires connecting them with a central station, a box selecting
device at the central station set in motion by the operation of
any one of the signal boxes, and stopped when the particular
box operated has been selected, a re-transmitting apparatus set
in motion upon the stopping of the box selecting device, comprising a series of circuit controllers, one for each signal box,
a circuit operated by the re-transmitting apparatus, and indicating apparatus operated by said circuit.

Transmitter Post for Telephones. William Gray,
Application filed August 30, 1894.
Hartford, Conn.

23,825.

The claim is given
The design for a
shown.

:

transmitter post substantially as

herHn
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Temple.

Electricity in Sinai

underneath, each shows a circle of diffused

Jewish

is

the

congregation in the western

metropolis.

blendnig in a very pleasing

It is a

fixtures

social

departments needful for the ethical, educational and
The congregation is
features of the society's work.

wealthy, and in Dr. E. G. Hirsch

broad-minded

leader.

principal services are

Its

has a cultured and

it

theology

is

very

liberal;

the

held on Sunday, and several Chris-

directly

whole

also bracket

galleries supporting

five

anditorium capable of comfortably seating 2,300 people,
assembly and recitation rooms for Sunday and day schools,
lecture hall, pastor's study, directors' room, kitchen, and in
fact all

There are

about the walls, those above the

is

light, the

lamps and the lower ones three each. On the platform
there are two 32 candle power reading lamps supported on up-

handsome stone building containing an

substantial and

effect.

right wrought-iron standards

screens of silk and lace.
.

and supplied with ornamental
are all connected on the

The lamps

three-wire system, and the auditorium circuits are controlled

by knife switches
in the rear

in

a wall-closet located in the passageway

of the speaker's platform.

The

of the building are also amply supplied

other portions

\\'ith

No.

1894.

15,

from view by the curvature unless the observer

and Twenty-tirst street,
home of the most important and influential

Sinai Temple, ^l Indiana avenue

Chicago,

DECEMBER

incandescent

lamps, snap switches being conveniently placed in the vari-

air

is

used for circulating the heat-

has a fan nine feet in diameter and

driven by a Sprague

is

belt-

20 horse power electric motor, as

shown by the small illustration at the left in the group picThe blower was supplied by ttij Buffalo Forge company. The fan blades are three and one-half feet wide and
are driven at 1S5 revolutions per minute.
At the farther
ture.

end of the building there is also a 10 horse power Edison
motor belted to an exhaust fan. All the steam heating apparatus was furnished by the

H. Prentice company of

L.

Chicago.

The

electric

organ blowing equipment, illustrated

right in the picture,

is

at the

similar to other installations of this

Organ Blowing Attachment.

Auditorium Lighting.

Heating and Ventilating Motor.

The blower which

extent.

ed or cooled

24.

ELECTRICITY IN SINAI TEMPLE.
tians are

regular

attendants.

The appointments

of the

building are complete

and in good taste; and, in keeping
with the advanced and modern air observable throughout the whole establishment, electricity is used for lighting
and such power transmission as is needed.

The

lighting of the auditorium

general impression

made on

is

very effective, and the

the eye of the observer

is

only

imperfectly represented in the illustration herewith presented.

A

central arched

dome

runs the length of the longer dimen-

sion of ihis large apartment, and in

it

are suspended five ball

clusters of incandescent lamps,

16 candle power.

On

each containing 32 lights of
either side of this vaulted opening

ous hallways and in the organ-loft.
the elaborate

and

careful

low-pressure current

is

character of the work.

Direct,

A

character that have been described in this journal.

horse power motor
drives,

made by

the Detroit

by a double reduction of shafting and
bellows, which forces

operating the organ

When

two

Motor company
belts,

a shaft

air into

the

bellows

pressure bellows under the organ.

cago Edison company.

rises

Unobtrusive switches arranged for both hand and foot
pressure are placed on and about the reading desk, so that
Dr. Hirsch is placed in electrical communication with the

in resistance sufficient to

choir above and with

and again starting the motor in active operation. Once
started, the motor and bellows are thus automatic in operation and need no further attention until shut down.
R. H. Little is the electrician and mechanician in charge

The

signals are given

the ushers at

by low-sounding

the

main entrance.

buzzers.

Heating and ventilation are secured by drawing in fresh
it through coils of steam pipes

containing a ten-light fixture placed in the highest portion
of the arch.
There are thus fourteen small circular domes,

or over blocks of

lamps concealed

are 670

leading from the Twenty-seventh street station of the Chi-

outside air and then forcing

light color, with the

all there

obtained from the service mains

are seven small ceiling domes, hemispherical in shape, each

and as they are tinted a

In

lamps, and the fact that the fixtures alone cost $3,000 shows

ice, as the case may be, and distributing it
from a basement tunnel to various points in the auditorium
and other rooms. Steam radiators are also used to a limited

it

draws up with

it

a contact

the

first

arm which gradually cuts

almost stop the motor. Then, as
the air is used and the bellows falls, a counterweight brings
the contact-arm down with it, thus cuttingout the resistance

of this plant.

An

electric street railway is to

be built in Batavja, N. V.

—
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Western Telephone Construction Com-

Gas as an

Illuminant.
Ev FoREE Bain.

pany's Switchboard.
The accompanying

illustration represents

O., by the

Western Telephone Construction company for Hoyle &:
The board is
Scott, owners of the exchange at that place.
arranged to afTord connection between 200 instruments, 100
for each panel, and the proprietors of the exchange have
already J35 telephones in operation.

shown by the

The

Intellectual developu.ent

the telephone

switchboard recently installed at Cambridge,

business

is

phase of

and

with gas

it is

satisfactory in operation.

The Western Telephone
exchange instruments

in

Construction company has 3,500
operation and 500 private

The Minnesota Iron company

phones.

has,

it

is

tele-

stated,

the

had

birth and growth, the

its

history

its

demand

is

more

for

most characteristic
it has had in

exhibited in the influence
light

and better

economy, and
it

struggle

the
it

supremacy on a

for

thequalUy of the

basis

of

has never been a competitor with gas, but

The advantages and

has occupied a held entirely alone.
light

when compared with gas were so maniwas

discarded the Bell instruments and replaced them with the

fest

telephones of this company, using six instruments and 102

adopted by the most enterprising and progressive people.
When considering light this is certainly not a cheap age.

miles of cncuits.

that,

The

Receivership for the Great Western

confessed judgment.

company, but

is

Mr. Fowle has been employed by the

not interested in

it

pay for

Electric light

Judge Grosscup of the United States Circuit Court has
appointed E. H. Fowle receiver of the Great Western
Manufacturing company on application of counsel for Mrs.
Mary J. Lamb, the creditor in whose favor the company
in the

sense of being a

nant than gas
dles

higher cost,

its

public wants the best light and

\^illing to

Company.

notwithstanding

— they

is

all

is

it

plenty of

at once

it,

and

not more comparable to ga^ as an illumiis

to tallow can-

have their use, and as Betsy Bobbett says,

We

do not now find the large stores lighted with a dozen
kerosene lamps because they are cheaper than gas, nor do
find

them lighted with a few

fish-tail

tiieir

burden

Without going into the question of comparing the merits
of the incandescent electric light with that of this would-be
rival, the so-called incandescent gas lamp
the Welsbach

we

will

less

money

ad'iiit that

Welsbach

the

will give

gas burners because

more

light for

than the electric light, on the basis of the figures

and claims of the gas companies, and

once that the advantages are

quantity and the

if

cost per unit were the only requirements

we must admit

in favor of the

at

Welsbach; but

more than quantity with the
numbers of persons accustomed to the u>e of arti-

fortunately quality counts for

greatest

ficial light.

There are so many reasons why the Welsbach is destined
be short-lived that it is not nece^saiy to enter further into

discussion of the subject.
the deflection

is

only necessary to say that

It is

spasmodic and that next year the managers

may prepare

of electric light plants

to largely increase their

capacity, as the fad will simply stimulate a

they have their "speres."

we

'Tis then the ash barrels will groan with

of discarded Welsbachs,

to

kerosene

in the fall of the

is

when thescorching days have come and when the nights are
no improvement on the days, and when the gentle breeze is
conspicuous by its absence, how many Welsbachs will we

is

it.

to kerosene or

heat

—

light.

In the beginning the electric light did not enter the arena
in

iS 4

15

very desirable and when the
great amount of heat given out by these burners may be
turned to some useful account; but in the summer-time,

see?

In looking back over the period during which the electric

con-

light has

fact that the

has been

artificial light

developed.

liighly

exchange

is

keeps pace with the improved

most effulgent rays where

its

most

when

year, at a time

philosopher to note the fact that the light of intelligence

sheds

lamp again has been made

to introduce this

methods of producing light, or light becomes necessary to a
It does not require a
higher development of the intellect.

was opened last June with less than 100 subscribers. The
board on the left in the picture shows the lightning arrestThe switchboard as a whole is noticeably compact,
ers.

stantly increasing, as

December

and by next

electric light,

become more general than ever
Welsbach has past into history.
It

is

my

demand for more

the use of electric light will

fall

before, after the

opinion that gas will never enter the

memory
field as

of

an

equal competitor with the electric light as an illuminating
agent, but

earnestly d) believe that

I

it

will

be a valuable

adjunct toward the clieaper production of electric light

when

used as fuel to drive gas engines with which to turn

the

dynamos.

Important Storage

Battery

Consolida-

tion.
It is

stated on authority that appears to be

tion that the

beyond ques-

Storage Battery company of Phila-

Electric

delphia, manufacturer of the

chloride cell, has purchased

the Brush accumulator patents from the Consolidated com-

pany.

further asserted

It is

l>urchased merely

owing

to

entanglements, and that
to ex-

These statements have not been

ploit the chloride battery.

tion

these patents have been

legal

Battery company will continue

the Electric Storage

officially

that

confirmed, but they have obtained general circula-

among

the

members

are fully borne out by

an important epoch

in

of the electrical fraternity. If tliey

later

developments, this step marks

the

storage battery industry in the

United States, as the Electric Storage Battery company will
have a practical monopoly of the
ture of Plante cells.

December

A

A

field,

save in the manufac-

press dispatch, dated at Philadelphia,

4th, gives these details:

financial deal of considerable

importance has just been

consummated whereby the Electric Storage Battery company of this city has acquired all the rights, patents, etc.,
of the Consolidated Electric Storage company, the battery
patents and rights of the Brush Electric company of Cleve-

WESTERN TELEPHONE COiNSTRUC 110N company's switchuoard.
Stockholder or director.
contents,

was transferred

cago by a

bill

As

the Chicago store, with all

to the First National

Bank

its

of Chi-

of sale prior to the confession of judgment,

the receiver will have

no control

of the assets

therein con-

they are cheaper than electric
brilliant as

day with the best

light,

but

light that skill

we find them as
and knowledge

can produce.

The

electric light stands to-dny

preeminently the highest

standard of excellence that has been attained in the de-

tained.

The daily newspapers contain the information that Judge
Morton of Boston has granted a temporary injunction restraining the American Loan & Trust company from dis-

velopment of

posing of bonds or proceeds of bonds sold and at present

has increased the consumption of gas, by the growing de-

held under an agreement relative to the Great Western

mand

.

Manufacturing company. It was stated in court by S. L.
Whipple, counsel for the Eastern Electric Cable company,
a creditor of the Great Western Manufacturing company,

had been an issue of $100,000 in bonds secured
by the plant of the company in Duliith. These bonds were
held by the trust company, and $So,ooo has been sold.
There is $20,000 remaining, and Mr. Whipp.e did not
wish to run any chance of the bonds or their proceeds being
turned over to the receiver of the Great Western company
or to anyone else. It appears that notice of the suit had been
given the trust company, which did not appear.
Judge
Morton issued the temporary injunction. Mr. Whipple's
bill further asks that the trust company sell the bonds and
later devote the proceeds to the payment of plaintifl's claim.
that there

The Merchants' National Bank
the plant of the Great Western

of St. Paul has attached

company at Duiuth

for $10,-

596-75-

The

The

artificial illumination.

introduction of electric light has done more for the

gas companies than they have ever done for themselves.

It

stockholders of

the

electric

railway

company

at

Liberty street extension are the causes assigned.

A

been underwritten
well-known financiers.

by others.

It

methods and

has stimulated the gas people to devise better
to

improve

their old

methods of illumination.

Occasionally their success has led them to believe that they

were

$50 per share by a syndicate of

at

all

more light; the number of customers that the gas
companies have lost through the electric lighthas l)een more
than compensated for by the increased consumption of gas
for

really

and

actually competitors in the choicest fields of

illumination.

Several years since the Siemens-Sugg gas burners were

introduced

in this

country with a flourish of trumpets and

the confident announceuient

that the death of the electric

was a matter of a short time only. The large burners,
which resembled bonfires more than anything else, got in
their work on their poor deluded victims when the warm
days of summer-time came. The products of combustion
were so great that each of these burners required a six-incli
stove-pipe to carry it to the flue, and had the warm days not
worked destruction to this nice little winter scheme, no
light

doubt the society for the suppression of smoke would have

Springfield, Mass., have voted an increase of $250,000 in
capital stock.
The building of the power liouse and the

land, the battery patents and all interests in conmection with
batteries and thegotid will of that branch of the business of
the Cjeneral Electric company, all the property, rigfiis, patents, etc., of the General Electric Launch company and
the Electric Launch & Navigation company, and the right,
licenses and patents of the Accumulator company.
The completion of these purchases virtually places in control of the Electric Storage Battery company all its former
competitors in the business of supplying storage batteries,
and puts an end to all litigation over patent rights.
large
proportion of the stock of the Electric Storage Battery
company is owned by the United Gas Improvement company, and the same people are interested in the management of both. The proposed new issue of stock to provide
cash capital for the company to the amount ot $500,000 has

come to the rescue.
And now we have another winter scheme in the revival of
the Welsbach burner. It is a matterof note that the attempt

Telegraph Historical Society
The

recently

circulated call for a

meeting of those

in-

terested in the formation of a historical telegraph association

brought together a number of gentlemen

in the Board of
Washington on December 5th. The Telegraph Historical Society of North America, which has for
its object the collection, publication
and preservation of
historical data concerning the birth and progress of the telegraph in North America, was organized with a membership

Trade rooms

in

of about 250, representing
following

named

officers

all

sections of the country.

The

were elected: President, Alonzo B.

Cornell, Ithaca, N. Y.;

first

Washington; second

vice-president,

vice-president, S.

Philadelphia; third vice-president,

H. Kaufl'mann,

William B.

Wilson,

Thomas D. Lockwood,

Boston; secretary-treasurer, George C. Maynard, Washing-

New

ton; directors, J. H. Emerick,
York; E. F.
Jacksonville, Fla.; W. R. Plum, Chicago; J. O.

Dillon,

Mason,

Tacoma, Wash.

On December
Electric Light

22d the plant of the Charleston, Miss.,
will be sold at public auction.

company

December

WESTERN
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Conversion System.

Electric
The accompanying

cuts illustrate a

new system

A

of electric

Ludwig Gutmann

conversion and distribution devised by

of Chicago.

to produce a magnetic

harmoniously running motor

self-starting

field to

ELECTRICIAN.

which reacts upon
maintain synchronous rotation.

The motor-generator
being connected

field

B is of the series

in series

mental

vided, in

one of which are produced biphase or polj-phase
upon a magnetic field to maintain the
In this arrangement the motor is combined in a
rotation.
motor-generator, commutating llie biphase or polyphase

instead of constant as in motor-generator

currents which react

of the two fields are

currents,

and passing the continuous current thus produced

through a working circuit containing translating devices.
If the supplemental winding be directly connected with the

main winding, the constant current produced

will

have the

potential of the supplied alternating current, while

the

if

being

field

may

type, the field coils

in this case also excited

(/

being

in

by the alternating

shown connected

A

be connected in series.

The

.4.

secondary winding
t-,

is

I-

pro-

being connected therewith

only in inductive relation, the secondary winding being
dicated by heavy lines, while the main winding

in-

indicated

is

The secondary winding is connected with
supplemental winding /'by means of conductors ^ in the
same manner as the main winding in motor-generator .4.
light

sign.'

field coils

in parallel, but they

lines.

supplemental winding be connected with a secondary main
winding, the potential may be transformed up or down as

Dynamo De-

Direct Current Motor and

consequence an alternating one

vided in addition to the winding

by

the voltage of the main winding to increase the voltage at
the brushes and compensate for the drop caused by the decrease of resistance and increased current flow.

with the armature, the supple-

adapted to run under the influence of single-phase alternatiug currents is utilized, two armature windings being pro-

current, the field

281

rotary

tJie

Bv Gano

S.

Dunn.

wish to refer to-night to several features of direct current motor and generator design, and not to pretend
to
cover the whole subject, and I trust this will not be without
I

interest to you.

The

first

point

I

wish

to bring out

is

how

very imperfect

are our

means of rating electrical machinery. We have
good means of rating other machinery, but we do not have
good means of rating electrical machinery. The steam engine is rated by the diameter of its cylinder and length of
stroke and its speed.
It is not sold by horse power, because an engine which could develop loo horse power at -t
cut-off would develop 200 horse power at
cut-off.
In
electricity the problem is similar, but we have no way
of
rating motors by the diameter of cylinder and length of
-i'^^-

Instead of providing a secondary winding the

de>ired.
potential

may

be transformed by connecting as an induction

motor.
Fig.

I

illustrates

diagrammatically a system of distribution.

Fig. 2 illustrates a modified

form of a motor-generator.

shown

the cuts the source of alternating currents as

^^ISl

In

at a

is

connected by the mains a' a- with the several consumption

The

circuits.

primarj' of the converter d

is

The

quence, being supplied with an alternating current.

motor-generator

and

t/,

A

is

provided with two magnetic

fields

t"

a main armature winding e being adapted to rotate

in the field

tr,

/ is

while a supplemental winding

adapted to

two windings being mechanically
connected and rotatable together.
The motor is of the
rotate in the field d, the

shunt

type,

the

field

coils c'

being connected in parallel

with the armature, the coils of which are connected with

segments of a commutator

The

coils

t-',

upon which

FIG.

shown connected

between the mains a' a-, translating devices // ^' being included in the secondary of the converter, and, in conse-

rest the

tlie

brushes r-^'^.

of the main winding e are connected with the coils

means of conductors g,
shown extending between the centers of the coils, but which
may extend between any intermediate points of the coils.
The coils of the supplemental winding are connected with
the segments of commutator/"', upon which rest brushes/"^
of the supplemental winding _/ by
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The working

circuit containing the translating devices

is

The motor-generator

B

connected with the brushes /"-y^.

be of the step-down type, since the main winding

will thus

has more

coils

reverse the case
stant current

quence of a

it

would be of the step-up type.
by motor-generator B is

is

shown

t-

Were the
The con-

/.

supplied

less voltage

In Fig. 2
type, the

than the secondary winding

in conse-

than the alternating current.
a motor-generator of the induction

main armature winding not being

in electrical

con-

nection with the source of alternating currents, the currents

same being produced wholly by induction. In
upon the consumption circuit higher or
lower than that upon the feeding circuit may be obtained
by proper adjustment of the number of turns in the niaint
armature winding, no secondary armature winding, like that
shown in motor-generator B, being necessary. The field colls
c' are traversed by the alternating current.
A pair o( shorttraversing the

this type a voltage

stroke as they have in steam engine practice, and we are
continually suffering on this account.
Water wheels are
not sold by horse power.
You do not buy a 50 horse
power water wheel; you buy a 2S inch water wheel and run
it
at so many feet head, and then ligure out how much
power you can get from it, and if it is not enough you buy
a 30 inch wheel.
The limits of loading an electric motor are really two
only; namely, you have reached the load of a motor when it
begins to heat so much that it is dangerous to continue to
run it, and you have also reached its limit of load when it
sparks so badly that if you run it longer it will destroy its
commutator. There are builders to-day who build a motor
which will have a very high efficiency at one-third load, but
which will spark if it is overloaded, and tliere are other
makers who build a machine which has not a high efficiency
at light loads, but which will stand three and four times
normal load without sparking. Now both of those motors
are listed in the catalogues, are charged for and are known
as, let us say, 10 horse power motors.
If you buy a 10 horse power motor without knowing something about these facts, it is possible that you will be very
-much mistaken. If it is agreed that we should call a motor
that runs at about 6 horse power, but is capable of running
at 10 horse power continuously without dangerous overheating, but will never be called upon for more than 10 horse
power if we should agree to call such a motor a 10 horse
power motor, very well. But then we ought to call the
motor which is used in crane service, which is called upon
for 30 or 40 horse power for periods often minutes at intervals, something more than, or different from, 10 horsepower,
and the builder ought not to be obliged to make one motorfin one user's requirements and another user's requirements,
when their requirements differ so much. Suppose we sell
two 10 horse power motors to ordinary customers.
may hear a report from one of them that this motor is not a
good motor; it does not give 85 per cent, efficiency at onethird load.
While the other one will say this motor is not
a good motor; it sparks very badly when loaded to 300 per
cent, of its normal load for a few moments.
In view of
these facts horse power is not a fair way to rate machines.
The lines between these kinds of motors are nor so distinctly drawn as I have pointed out, but for the puipose
of
illustration I have shown here two curves, ,4 and B, Fig.
i.
is the curve of a motor of the kind first mentioned above.
It is expected to run at 6 horse power average; can o-ive
10
horse power all day long if you require it, but must not give
any more, and has a_very high efficiency at light loads.
Such a motor is an ordinary power motor for running a printing or machine shop.
The other motor, whose curve is
shown at B, is a motor whose efficiency at light loads is very
low; it is not much more than half of the former.
But its
efficiency at full load is exactly equal, and at overload is even
higher than this other motor.
Motor
is much superior
for its work to the former motor because whenever it does
run it runs at three times its rated load, and motor .4 whenever it runs, as I will show later, runs at only one-third its
rated load.
Putmotor ^on the load that ,r/ is built for, and
.-/ on
the load that
is built for, which is what you are
likely to do, and you will not secure the best results.
This
curve machine is the type of ordinary power motor
running machinery by a belt.
The
curve machine is a
type of railway motor or motor for operating cranes, or for
other intermittent and very heavy work.
These two conditions affect the design of a motor verv much, and the way
they affect it is this:
At the point C both motors have the
same efficiency. That means that the losses in both motors
are equal.
But why, then, does curve
differ from
?
The difference is in the distribution of the losses. The losses
in a motor are of two kinds, fi.xed and variable.
The fixed
losses are the losses due to field current, hysteresis and eddy
currents, brush friction and bearing friction.
The variable
losses are the losses due to armature resistance and the
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/^, to which are connected the opposite sides of the consumption circuit containing the translating devices, as for instance,

storage battery

//,

lamps

//'

and motor

Switches

Z/^.

be provided so that the consumption circuit

may

//'

may

be discon-

nected from the motor-generator and the translating devices

The

supplied by the charged storage battery.
are connected in shunt with the

field coils d'

working circuit, the

field

ing thus a constant one. Rheostats// are included in the
coil circLiiis for the

purpose

of

regulation,

be-

field

the rheostat

z

field coils

(/'

in series, the

<.'-

t'^

rest

upon the commutator

are connected with

c'.

If,

for

motor-generator being thus self-regulating and
circuit.

the motor-generator

instance,

certain load, that

consumption

is,

circuit,

is running with a
with a certain current flowing in the

and more lamps

in parallel are cut in,

thus decreasing the resistance of the circuit,

more current will

flow through the consumption circuit; but the decrease of
causes a

decrease

of voltage at

increased current flowing, the drop on the consumption

speed has been attained the currents from the main winding

greater, so that the voltage to

periodically

the

and successively traverse the

mental winding

in

harmony with the

coils of the supple-

alterations to produce

biphase currents, and, in consequence, a rotary

field,

the bi-

phase currents being then commutated, and a portion of the

the

brushes feeding the consumption circuit, and, further, an

main armature
winding reacts upon the field c to produce rotation, the
When normal
motor-generator thus starting from rest.
alternating current traversing

The

the consumption circuit

maintaininga constantvoltage upon the consumption

external resistance

being preferably an inductive one.

The

circuiting brushes

cuit

between the brushes and the translating devices is
which the translating devices

are subjected
coils

cir-

(/'

is

decreased for these two causes, but the

field

being in series with the consumption circuit, an in-

creased current traverses the same, thus increasing the sup-

plemental

field

strength, thereby inducing in the

losses

produced traverses the

field cgils

</'

mental winding ^n ejeclrofnotive forge which

is

to

commutation.

Now

motor

A

is

a machine

to energize it.
The iron in the armature will be small in
quantity, and therefore the hysteresis and eddy currents will
be low. and the bearings will be rather light because this
motor is never called upon for more than rated load. Therefore the fixed losses are light.
The variable losses, such as

armature resistance and commutation losses, may be liioh
in this machine without detriment.
The reverse of these
conditions is true in machine B.
These points are of o-reat
^
importance, but they have not received attention.
As a result of tests made on about 200 power motors at
the instance of H. L. I.ufkin of the Crocker-Wheeler company, it was found that these 200 motors on actual commercial
circuits did not average one-third of their load.
The readings were taken in this manner.
It is customary wherever
a

supple-

added

to

with a small magnetic circuit using comparatively few
lines of force.
Therefore the wire that is wound around
this magnetic circuit to keep it excited need not be
very
great and therefore will lake but a small amount of current

T.

i;onstant current thMs

due

^

A
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is installed, to put a meter that measures the current
Now if this were a 10 horse power motor and ran ten
hours per day, it ought to have loo horse power hours for
The meter readings were taken and the
every clay it runs.
average was between 25 and 30 per cent, of the power that
the motor could have given according to what was stamped
on its name plate. Now if we l)uild a motor with the kind
of an efficiency curve B, and use it for a purpose such as I
have just spoken of, where a motor averages only one-third

motor

taken.

equivalent to faking a motor of only
it is practically
one-half the efficiency.
Another thing with regard to the rating of motors is the
speed.
Other things being equal a high speed motor is
It is a smaller macheaper to build than a low speed one.
If brought to the same
chine operated at greater activity.
load,
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has reached the under layer of windings it makes
until it gels down to the bottom.
The
wound the same as a four-circuit armature, but
when its ends are put into the commutator, these cross connectors have the effect of making the alternate poles generate
part of the electromotive force, as shown in the diagram.
The armature I have described is but one kind of a twocircuit armature, but there are other kinds that are used just
about as much. The other kind of armature is not wound
in ring form but is like that shown at
in Fig. 2.
Now the
armature I have just described was wound as a coil, which
was connected to another on the other side. There will be
no short-circuiting due to unequal voltages. (A model of
this kind of an armature was exhibited.) I will not describe

and

after

it

the rest of

armature

its circuit

is

E

farther the two-circuit windings, since they are all

same principle.
There is another advantage

on the

winding besides stopping the interaction of parts of the armature against
itself; and that is, that for very high voltage machines if we
had a four-circuit armature as previouslydescribed in B, Fig.
2, the wire under each pole would have to generate full voltage.
In a5oo volt machine, each pole would have to generate
500 volts, so that the little current it contributed would be
in the two-circuit

same pressure as the other current. That necessitates
If there areonly two circuits each pole contributes
only half the voltage and the wire may be of twice the size,
which is a very important consideration. When we get into
very large machines, however, then the wire gets too big for
us to handle in two-circuit machines and we go back to the
four-circuit windings.
The next form of winding that I wish to describe is one in
use by the General Electric company and known as a double
winding.
The reason for a double winding is this: It is a
rule among electricians that the voltage between any two
bars of the commutator must not be greater than, say. 20
volts.
If it is much greater in a large machine, any little
accident a piece of carbon would make a flash, and, once
started, the whole commutator would blaze and there would
be a short-circuit and great trouble. To keep that down the
voltage between the bars must be kept down low.
The voltage generated by a machine is proportional to the
size of the magnets and the number of the windings.
Now
as the magnets get large the windings need be fewer in-order
to generate the same voltage.
As our machines get larger
and our magnets get larger we only need a few turns of the
heavy conductors on the armature to give us, say, no volts
for lighting.
soon reach the point where, say, 10 turns
on the armature would be enough to give us 1 10 volts. That
would give us 10 sections to our commutator, and as half the

1S94

15.

itself.
The other winding is entirely separate and it generits no volts with few commutator bars
too few to be
used by itself. But when we put these two windings together,
then we have still no volts, but we have double the current,
because each of the windings contributes some, and we have
doublethenumber of commutator bars. Now that is in reality
just like two dynamos.
The brushes are made so wide that
they cover at least two of the commutator bars, so that each
winding is free to contribute its share of the current, no
matter what the position of the armature is.
have
shown this for a bipolar machine. But if we go into multipolar machines we will soon reach a size where we are again
face to face with it, and we would have to increase our
poles and would soon catch up with this difficulty again, and
this method of double winding is an excellent one for overcoming it. It has also the advantage that the collection at
the brush is better.

by

—
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would have less power. A motor, to be compared
carefully, ought to have these points determined:
1.
At \vhat portion of its load does it commence to spark?
2. At what portion of its load will its temperature rise
Speed

it

abnormally?

What

3.

is its

efficiency at various points?

At what speed does it run?
Reduce all these things to a common
a fair method of comparing motors.
4.

basis and

you have

Too much importance

has heretofore been attached to
full load efficiencies.
Motor engineers boast that their
machines have 90 per cent, efficiency and some other maker's
machines have only SS per cent, efficiency. They speak of
the highest efficiency that the machine is capable of, or of
Now tbat
the efficiency ol which they are most proud.
may not be the efficiency which the customer wants to

know. There are many cases where a motor of 85 per cent,
efficiency would take less current to run a printing office
At
than a motor of 90 per cent, efficiency, for this reason:
point D, Fig. r, is a motor of 90 per cent, efficiency.
But
the printing office runs at only about one-third of the power
of its motor, and would therefore realize the efficiency at /i';
whereas at point E here is a motor which has S5 per cent,
efficiency and if the printer bought that he would realize the
.-/, which is much higher than that at B.
next feature to which I wish to call your attention is
most recent methods of winding. I cannot go into this

efficiency at

The
tlie

more than slightly, but it miglit be well to give some idea of
In winding bipolar machines, windings
are.
As the
are all on the same principle; they are two-circuit.
current leaves the brush, in diagram -•:/, Fig. 2,' half goes
down one side of the armature and half down the other and
joins the bottom brush and goes out.
Now there is not
much room for modifications in that winding. It can be
made ring or drum, and that is practically all. But when
we come to the multipolar machines there is a great variety
If we imagine B, Fig. 2, to
of windings which we can use.
be a four-pole machine, with an armature a ring in which
the wire is wound around and around, then the current may
These
be taken off this armature by brushes jP, A'', /*, A''.
are the field magnets of alternate polarity and each fieldmagnet generates a portion of the total current. This is
called four-circuit, because there are four circuits from which
the current is collected in the armature.
The earliest multipolar machines were wound in this
fashion, but there are some objections to it.
If one pole is
stronger than its neighbor, then when it sends its current to
be collected it will be under greater pressure than the one
coming from the other pole and if there is sufficient difference will neutralize it and send a reversed current through
This causes heating, diminishes output and
its winding.
reduces the efficiency of the machine.
Now it is very easy
what they

for

one magnet to become weaker than another one

in

an

actual machine.
Suppose, for instance, that the bearings
of the machine wear.
The armature will settle down and
will be nearer the bottom magneis than it will be to the
top and they will make stronger currents than the top ones
will. Then again, if the \^nndings on the magnets are not very
carefully made and one has a few more turns of wire than
the other, it ^^'iIl be stronger, and there are a great many
ways that the effect of inequality of electromotive forces
generated under the poles will produce very bad results.
To overcome this, windings were invented which are called
two-circuit windings.
The object of the two-circuit winding
is that the wire shown in D, Fig. 2, instead of going along
always under the weak pole, between every section, cuts
across and goes under a strong pole and comesback, and the
winding under the strong pole cuts across every other section to the weak, so that by the time the brush is reached,
the windings have each had acting upon them both the weak
and strong poles and the resulthas been to make equal electromotive forces and produce no trouble.
In actual winding these connections are not made on the
armature in this form of two-circuit winding, but are made
inside the commutator.
This commutator is of the kind
shown in Fig. 3. Every bar is connected to the bar directlv
opposite to it by a bird-wing form of connector.
The connector is shaped in the following way: It starts down, goes
over in the form of a bird-wing, goes inside about an inch
I.
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speak about

is

sparking and

is the phenomenon of sparks
current machine due to the selfThere are a number ol forms of

Sparking

at the brushes of a direct

induction of the coils.
sparking which are not due to that at all. If this commutator were full of ridges it would spark, but those can be
easily turned off. If the brushes are too small it will spark,
but they can be made larger.
These are not inherent difficulties; they are merely matters of construction.
But if we
construct these at our best, we will always have the sparking, which I have just defined, due to the self-induction of
the coils.
The reason for that you are familiar with. It is
shown in the diagram. Fig. 5. It is at the moment of
change of the direction of the current that we get the
spark, the same as we do in an induction coil when we start
sections are on one side and half on the other, that would
or stop a current in it; and this coil has a certain amount of
give us only five sections of the commutator among which to
electrical inertia that will not submit to being reversed suddenly.
It has got to take a little time and the spark shows.
Now a large portion of the design of direct current machinery
is nothing else than provision that the machines shall not
spark.
There are two methods by which we can stop the
sparking.
The first method is by forced commutation.
The second method is by means of an electromotive force
applied to the coil which is at the moment, having i^ current
changed. This electromotive force helps it to change quickly.
Forced commutation is the means of killing the spark by resistance of brushes.
The coil A, Fig. 5, has no current in
it.
But as the armature is revolved pretty soon the toe of
the brush will leave the commutator bar b.
Then the brush
will bear only upon the commutator bar c.
Thus, half the current will be obliged to go through the coil A in order to get
Two Fole, Tv/o Circuit
Four Pole, Four Circuit, Four BrustTi:
through that half of the winding marked Z, and the other
In Multipre.
half will come down to
as usual.
Now if that coil can
be prepared so that when its turn comes to take its place
with the rest of the winding it can have the current already
flowing in it of the same quantity as the current in its new
position, then on leaving the toe of the brush, at that bar <0
there will be no sparking.
Now that can be done in forced
commutation by having the resistance ofthe brush sufficiently
high. As the commutator moves and the brush touches less
and less of the bar /', the current finds it harder to get into
this commutator bar than into c, so it begins to overcome
the electrical inertia and go up the coil A gradually from c.
By the time b has moved from under the brush the whole
current will have been gradually throttled to go out of bar/'
Four Pole, Four Circuit Cross Coonectcd
Tz.\z, Two Circuit Ring
and forced to go up into the coil .-/ and there will be no
Two Brushesor Four Eruslws,
wo Br.LiShes or Four EruEhes, sparking.
In Multiple.
In Multiple.
To put carbon on some machines is very bad, because it
has so very much higher resistance than copper that it uses
up the power of the machine, and therefore other materials
have been very much sought for. The copper brush is made
with many lamince so that the current that comes down
through the brush cannot all get squeezed into that little toe.
It cannot get into that toe unless it is started into it at the top
of the brush, and if it is started into it at the top there is an
appreciable resistance.
If ihat resistance is not enough we
resort to the copper gauze brush, which has a much higher
resistance than a copper leaf brush, and while there are some
mechanical advantages in using it, such as cooling effects,
yet the principal reason it stops sparking is that it has higher
resistance.
If this is not high resistance enough we go the
next step, which is a brass gauze brush, having about twice
Four Pole, Two Circuit Drum
Eight Pole, Two Circuit Drum
the resistance of copper gauze. If that is not enough we
Two Brushes or Fout Brushes,
Two Brushes, or Four,
take the next step
that is, some form of carbon which has
In iWultipIe.
Cr.-.=r Eight Brus-hes,
its resistance reduced. Ordinary carbon cannot have its resistIn r."ult(Blc.
ance reduced. But all sorts of inventions have been made, such
FIG. 2. DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR AND DYNAMO DESIGN.
as putting fine filings in the brush, and in this case the brushes
distribute no volts, and that would be more than our limit.
are made with layers of gauze molded in them, so that the gauze
Now what are we to do?
cannot increase the number of
helps to increase the conductivity of the brush.
After that
turns because we would get more voltage than we wanted.
comes the pure carbon, and if that is not of high enough
cannot decrease the size ofthe magnets because then we would
resistance it can be made as high as desired by mixing clay
have sparking and armature reaction and other troubles.
with it.
The resistance of brushes ought to go up as the
There are two things for us to do: one is to use the multivoltage of the machine goes up.
I have had in mind, but
polar machines, which have a number of small magnets each
have not had the time to carry them out, experiments to
contributing to the total current, or to use the form of winddetermine just what thelawis.
I believe it should go up as
ing shown in Fig. 4. Now in this diagram there are 10 coils
the square of the voltage, and that by making our machines
and 10 commutator bars belonging to each winding. When
on that basis and considering the resistance of the brushes
we use the windings in conjunction we have the voltage due
just as much a part of the design as we do the resistance of
to 10 coils and the commutator bars due to 20, and that is
the armature windings, we could build very large machines
achieved in this manner: The windings ai'e wound just as if
of very high voltage without sparking.
I do not see why-_
they belonged to two different machines.
the resistances could not be just right so as to squeeze all of
One winding is
entirely disconnected from the other and it generates, say, its
a 10,000 volt current over into the bar following before the
UO volts with its few commutator bars too few to be used bre^-k tjikes place.
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In connection with this there is one thing that we have
If we do that squeezing and throttling, it heats
forgotten.
the commutator and if the commutator is too small its temperature rises. It decomposes the carbon brush; it gets black
and the machine is rendered unfit for use. If you are going
to determine on forced commutation you must then have a
definite ratio of commutator surface for everv horse power
in yooh machine. That is as true as the fact that the resistance of your brushes should go up with your voltage.
So mucli/<Jr forced commutation. The other method of
stopping^sparking is by applying an electromotive force to
the. coitj4, just as it comes out of circuit, so that by the
time i^ comes into circuit it shall have its current. Applying elKtrcmotive force means that you have a little dynamo
working to get up the current so as to have it ready. Now
that electromotive force will be applied by the magnet held
in my hand and I will endeavor to show you how it will

To show you one

be driven away.

ing at a saturation

it would naturally run forward if it
were working
with the magnetism generated by its field. Now I will
put the armature current alone through it its regular cur-

have copper wire around that iron which gives rise to a great
many disadvantages. Now I have devised a method for enabling this portion of the curve ^ to C to be used with
a straight rise of potential.
The custom of builders is
shown in Fig. S. One engineer will specify that he wants a
2 per cent., another a 3 per cent., another a 4 per cent.,
another a 7^< percent, increase of potential. The manufacturer cannot meet all those demands, so he winds every
machine for, say, 10 per cent, increase of potential, and Fig.
S represents a machine so wound.
The coils B are the

1 said,

—

rent that

it

You

would have ordinarily
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—and you

will see

how

it

runs backward.
That is what the armature would do if it could in any motor.
The fields have to
be strong enough to overcome that tendency, and besides
runs.

see

it

overcoming it to give sufficient magnetism to make the armature go forward. That is one of the things that destroys
whatever little fringe we have to reverse our coils and prevent sparking. The machine is now running simply on the
reaction field produced by the armature. There are no coils
on the machine. This reaction is due to the negative ampere
turns of the armature.
It is easily calculable, and what we
have to do is to make the magnetism that comes up this magit

goes through the big

offering so much resistance to
ance offered by that reaction

work. (Mr. Dunn started the machine.) This is an armIt seems to
ature which has not any field acting on it at all.
me that sparking can be understood belter if we talk about
So I have an
it entirely separated from the field magnets.
armature here which is simply revolving in the air. Now I
am going to pass its normal current through it and will show
you that it sparks. This has not forced commutation because it is a copper brush. Neither is it prevented from
sparking by the electromotive force, because there is none
acting upon it. To spark is the normal, natural condition
of the armature. I have here a carbon brush which will
stop the sparking by virtue of its resistance and will be an
example of forced commutation. You see the sparking is
killed by virtue of the resistance of the carbon brush.
Now I will show a method of killing the spark on this
copper brush by means of the electromotive force applied.
I have here a magnet, Fig. 6, which is energized from the
circuit and which will throw out a few lines of force.
I will
apply it to the armature in the region of the brush and you
(The armature, Fig. 6, is
will see the sparking disappear.
supposed to be driven by another motor.) It mav happen
ihat the polarity of this is wrong when I put it on and it may
make the current in the coil go the wrong way, so that when
it is thrown into circuit it will have to stop the current that
is flowing wrongly and then start a proper current and the
sparking will be increased. The polarity is right and you
see the sparking disappears.
Now 1 am going to give this not quite enough electromo-

air

—

In other words,

gap,

that the little extra resiston the armature amounts to
nothing in comparison and so that when the armature offers
this resistance we still have our little fringe of lines of force
which act as the little coil did to stop the sparking.
In a motor we shift the brushes back to stop sparking
because the proper polarity of fringe comes out of one
pole, and in a dynamo we shift the brushes forward to stop
sparking because the proper fringe comes out of the other
pole.
method of increasing the resistance of the air gap is, in
the toothed armatures, to make the teeth very narrow. Here
is a toothed armature of a four-pole machine.
All the magnetism that gets into this armature has to get into it through
these teeth under about 70 degrees of pole piece.
You
can see that the sum of these teeth is not enough to carry
all the magnetism that would go through that core.
The
result is that the magnetism is squeezed so hard that the
reaction of the armature does not amount to much.
This
effect that I showed of a motor running backward will
do the same thing as the winding attributed to both Ayrton
it

A

and Perry and Sprague will do. If the conditions are right
could have a motor, even with fields on it, such that its
reaction will be such in proportion to the effect of these
fields, that while the armature will not run backward when

we

MAGNETISiNQ FOBCE
FIG.

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR AND DYNAMO DESIGN.

7.

shunt winding. The coils A are the series winding. The
current as it comes out of the armature goes in around the
series windings and then out to be used.
It will be seen
that at no load the series coil is not excited at all, while at
full load it gets a good many amperes through it, and that
increases tlie magnetism enough to make up for losses and
raises the potential.
If this machine is wound for 10 per
cent, over-compounding and a user orders 5 per cent, overcompounding, it is the custom ot the manufacturer to insert
a shunt S.
Whereas the whole current would, previous to
the addition of the shunt, have gone through the coils
and out and given 10 per cent, increase, now the current
divides equally between the coil and shunt and gives only 5
per cent, increase in the magnetism. It has been customary
to make this shunt of some material whose resistance is
fixed, so that if a user ordered 5 per cent, he would get a
5 per cent, distribution at all times and it was considered

A

bad

to

have

this

large to keep
man silver, as

tive force to bring its current equal to the current in the rest
of the armature.
I will do that by moving the coil a little

to one side. The sparking appears again. Now I am going
to give it too much, so that the current generated in the
coil under the brush is too big for the rest of the circuit.
Now it is equal to it, and there is no sparking; now it is too
big, and the sparking appears again.
Sometimes it happens that an armature with brushes at
the neutral point sparks worse than it would if it were let
alone.
This is because the magnetism from the opposite
pole comes over and increases the spark.
It is drawn over
apparently by the revolution of the armature. That condition can be imitated by reversing the polarity in this coil. I
will first reduce the sparking to zero by this electromotive
force.
Now I will reverse the direction in the coil. The
effect is vicious sparking.
You have seen how an electromotive force will stop sparking, and you have also seen how resistance in the brush
^vill also do it.
Now the commutation of every machine
that is built takes place by means of one or the other or a
combination of these devices. The larger the machine the
more difficult it is to adopt forced commutation, because the
excessive heating of the brushes causes the commutator to
overheat To design a dynamo so that it will not spark

But here we have a machine which we are work,
B and all the capacity from BtoCi^ wasted
we have to use considerably more iron in
that machine in order to saturate the iron at so low a degree
as will allow its curve to be straight, and that makes the
machine much more expensive and less efficient, because we

of potential.

tend to drive away that magnetism
arranged.
Here is a motor that would normally run forward. As you
see. it has no field coils on it, so any magnetism that it may
get to run it will have to come from the armature. Now, as

net of such strength that

FIG. 4.
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of the reactions that
the next experiment is

it

is

The shunt was also made very
By making this shunt, not of Gercustomary, but of iron, which has a very

changed.
cool.

high temperature coefficient, and then, instead of making it
large, making it very small, so that a small amount of
energy will heat it up and change its resistance as much as
possible, we can at full load throw into the series coils a
good deal more than the proportion thev would get at light
load.
That extra current, if the increase of magnetism
were proportional to increase of magnetizing force, would
tend to make the increase of potential follow a curve convex downward. Now the increase of magnetism tends to
follow a curve whose convexity is upward and the shunt
tends to go up, so the result is the potential rises along a
resultant of these two which can be made a straight line.
But there is this proviso you must wait for the shunt to
If you put a sudden load on the machine for five
get hot.
seconds and tiien take it off again, the rise of potential will
follow the straight line.
could inclose the shunt in a
vacuum so that it would reach its temperature in half a
minute.
If the generator were for lighting, the load would
not change suddenly and therefore the increase of potential
could be counted on to be practically proportional.

—

FIG. 6.

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR AND DYNAMO DESIGN.

the load comes on, yet it will so weaken the field magnets
I have known inthat the armature speed will increase.
stances of this, and it can be secured by a little proportioning of the armature, very easily and without any other windAll the benefits, whatever they are, of the winding ot
ing.
Ayrton and Perry and of Sprague could have been secured
by proportioning their armatures without going through the
expense and trouble and elaborate calculations of the differ-

motor winding.
One more feature that

ential

We

Extension of the Metropolitan Assured.
Commissioner of Public Works McCarthy has issued a
permit to the Metropolitan West Side Elevated Railroad

I

wish to

call

your attention

re-

compound winding of dynamos. That probleni is
is more so than it used
A comto be.
pound wound machine, as you all know, is a machine
which, when the load comes on, instead of having its preslates to

a serious one and

company, Chicago, for an extension of its line on the Humboldt Park branch.
The permit allows the extension of the
work between Wabansia and North avenues, from Kedzie

—

fall off a little, as everything does
steam engines,
water wheels all slow up and pull down a little bit when the
will have its pressure rise a little.
This
load comes on
rise is for the purpose of compensating for loss of pressure
Now if you are lighting a number of lights at
in the line.
a distant point, and when you have all your lights burning
let us assume that you get 10 per cent, less pressure at your
lights than you would if you had only one of them burning,
a compound wound dynamo can be made so that as fast as
call it friction of the current in
the pressure falls, due to
the wire the dynamo increases its pressure to make up for
that, with the result that your lights have always a constant
The voltage at your dynamo rises but your lights
pressure.
We ought to have this so that at half load
are constant.
the increase of potential would be half of the increase that
we have allowed for, and with three-quarters it would be
three-quarters, and at full load it would be the full increase.

sure

—

—

FIG.

5.

dynamo

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR AND DYNAMO DESIGN.

—

any size is merely so laying out its magnetism
that it will always get a little squirt of lines of force right in
the brush.
Now you see me moving this coil toward its
brush to stop the sparking. But what you do in an actual
case you cannot move the magnets or you cannot move a
little coil like this
that it comes
is to move the brush so
lunder the edge of the big magnet of the machine and that
of

—

—

accomplishes the same result. That is why shifting brushes
•slops sparking.
It enables you to get a little fringe of magnetism which

trails off the toes,

and does the same thing that

saw this little coil do.
There are reactions that oppose the coil and there are also
.reactions that oppose this action at the toe of the machine.
Before you shift brushes you may have a fringe of magnetism
vthat would stop the sparking if it could get at it.
But by
the time the brush is moved toward it tliat motion of the
'brush has induced reactions into the circuit which have
•driven back the magnetism.
A very important point in dyaiamo designing is the providing that magnetism shall not
^'ou

That

—

impossible to attain exactly.
of voltage must be obtained by increasing the
magnetism of the machine as the load increases. Suppose
we want an increase of 10 per cent, in voltage. If we start
vriM
at C, Fig. 7, we can increase the magnetism and at
have 10 per cent more magnetism than at C. But notice at
what asacrihce we have had to more than double the magNot only does that reduce efficiency, but it
netizing force.
means double the amount of copper. But the curve from
C to Z? is straight and at half load we get half the increase of
potential and at full load a full increase.
If I should work in the region between B and C, then at
half load we would get a good deal more than half the increase of potential wanted.
So we cannot work on that
part of the curve; that would injure the lights.
Now if we
work down on the point of the curve where it is straight
again, from A to B, we secure the results of an even increase
is

The

rise

FIG.

S.

DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR AND DYNAMO DESIGN.

to the Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad tracks,
between Hamlin and Lawndale avenues.

avenue west

D

Wisconsin Electric Club.
the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Electric club

At

evening of December 7th the following
elected:

President,

named

Thomas R. Mercein;

on the
were

officers

vice-presidents,

John D. McLeod, Prof. A. J. Rogers, George H. Benzenberg, v. J. Whittemore and Prof. W. S. Johnson; secretary, Walter Smith; treasurer, W. H. Hyde; board of managers, O. M. Rau, L. Jansen, John E. Wiles, T. F. Grover
and

S.

A. Barclay.
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and considerable experimental work. The society is to
be congratulated, too, upon the standard it has established
in the beginning of the season's work, and it should be its
aim to keep up to that point at least in all future work.
tion

and

tion fairly

in

admirable

by

1894

not be long be-

It will

spirit.

fore this opinion will be echoed

15,

and public of
and then of New York. The triumph of the
overhead trolley system will then be complete.

Chicago,

the press

first,
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Well, well

!

Pretty

!

dome

of

seems hardly credible that there should be
every probability that an electric railway on the overhead
St. Paul's.

It

soon be

trolley system will

Eastern Office:

London

line for

soon they will be running an electric elevator to the

Metro-

in operation within the

London, and yet we have the authority
of a reputable Enghsh technical journal for the statement, as
will be seen by the reprinted article on another page.
It is
rather difficult to comprehend the mtricacies of municipal
control in London, but we are assured that the London
politan District of

United Tramways company's plans for electric traction have
been unanimously approved by the Hammersmith Vestry;

company has obtained parliamentary powers for
the electrical equipment of the lines, and that the London
County Council will probably make no serious objection.
The overhead construction will be of the latest pattern, and
that the

be used.

steel poles will

world over

Friends of electric traction the

be delighted with the prospect.

will

HIO-H vyJLTER IwULRK
CIRCULATION, 16,630.

Interest

in the project for a

who

capitalists

"L"

are interested in the Metropolitan and Alley

Mr. Yerkes managed

roads.
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announcement of the death of Fred E. Degenhardt
.such startling
it

is

suddenness to the electrical frateryet difficult to realize that he has

\ oung and vigorous, active and
seems impossible that Fred Degenhardt can be

truth passed away.

cheery,

it

Yel he has gone.

dead.

He

presented the combination,

rare in electrical circles, of a practical inventor and a keen

businessman, and was withal a true

man and

a loyal friend.

His presence was a welcome addition to any business or
social gathering; he had many friends and few enemies. He
will

permission will not

"L" and Lake

this point,

power may expected

most of

be sorely missed.

any time. There

at

Monday

Stock Yards and Englewood.
future as great in

market.

Its stock

possibilities.

At

Electricity

is

made, and
been

in

Recently several applications were

each Instance the result of the experiment has
The advances that have been made in

satisfactory.

last

few years

that mining engineers have long ceased to look

upon the

this country

have been so great during the

Complete systems of electrically operated mining machinery are now in competition
with other forms of mining machinery, and the electrical
apparatus has shown so many advantages that it is rapidly
electric

motor

growmgin

An

as a novelty.

favor.

is

presented in

this is-

recovery less; the loss of gold, silver and cyanide of potassium
reduced to a minimum; the use of caustic alkalies in such

may be

quantity as

desired to keep the cyanide solution from

being destroyed by the acidity of the pulp, and also sometimes to give warmth, as a

warm cyanide solution will dissolve

gold and silver quicker than a cold one.
alkalies

do not

The

of the metals.

bullion recovered in this process

while the zinc-precipitated bullion

line,

These caustic

interfere or prevent the perfect precipitation

the favor-

overshadows the

union loop

of the electro-chemical process as the cheap method of the

In

future.

method described

the

reproduced elsewhere

phrey Davy and John Wright have been utilized to a certaia
extent in making sodium and potassium amalgams by the

and dissolving metals with the cyanides; but
box illustrated, which is

electric current

the construction of the precipitating

used in the described process,., whereby the gold and silver

may be

only

extracted perfectly from an old plating solution

claimed to be new. There have been

silver ores, is

made

important advances

in

electrometallurgy of late years,,

and modern mechanical devices have brought down the cost
of the plant and treatment until, as pointed out by Mr.
Eltonhead, the possibilities of the system seem to be
unlimited.

The

made by

recent advances that have been

burners" in business houses and public halls have greatly

encouraged the gas companies and

some

in

instances

given central station managers some uneasiness.

new form

stand the test of time.

an old story, and there

It is

have
not

It is

believed, however, that the

of gas burner wilj
is

no

departure from the line followed by former attempts that

now own

controlling interest in
;t

is

all

'L' sy.slems.

believed that

'*

of the

all

have invariably

They

is a gratifying corollary,

resultmg from the very nature of

their enterprises, that they are enabled to

be a great benefit

which they operate. This fact is very
by municipal authorities, who are apt to

for illuminating

purposes

many

there are

an illuminant.

is

so far superior to

reasons

The

why

form under consideration,

used during the summer months.

can be extended to comparatively sparsely

it

settled outlying districts.

However, the world advances, and

encouraging to observe that the benefits of the overhead

trolley

system in

this larger sense are

becoming appreciated

Electricity

otherforms

gas cannot gain supremacy as

neglecting entirely the more important feature of the situa-

economical that

all

heat from gas burners, especially the

dwell unduly on the companies' natural desire lor profit,

in large cities, particularly to the

more than

of gas.

rival

and methods of illumination [hat no comparison can be
drawn. But aside from the superior quality of the light

often overlooked

— the great advantage

points out

are not competitors and cannot be any

kerosene or the tallow dip can be a

to the communities in

poorer people, of clean, healthful rapid transit by a system so

week

this

are two distinct fields for gas and electricity-

that there

Electric railway companies using the overhead trolley
system are in business, of course, to make money. But it

failed.

In a paper on this topic Mr. Bain

those
that

it

who have had

is

occasion to

it

not be popular

too, that

complain

most

certainly a

take

ona

not in the least attractive.

is

will

it

fact,

this light

It is

peculiar light and objects illuminated by

reason alone

a

It is

work by

seriously affects their eyes.

yellow tinge that

be

so great that they cannot

greenish-

For

this

among women, and per-

sons having nicely furnished homes will discover without

in a constantly increasing degree, particularly in large cities,

much

which have heretofore distinguished themselves,

harmony of coloring and pleasing effects in the furnishings,
and fittings of their homes that have cost them so much

cases, as centers of
is

to

"The

be;

commend

it

and

are indebted for

trolley railway
let

advantages."

And

this

is

us therefore

rejoice in the success of those to
its

most

More and more

dogmatic opposition.

coming

in

whom we

fair-minded rec-

assistance that this "economical" light destroys the

to devise and accomplish.
These objections against the light for residences are emphasized in other cases.
For instances, in dry goods, millinery, clothing or furnishing goods houses it would be im-

thought and care

upon

ognition need not, and in fact does not, prevent the people

possible to depend

from holding the companies to a strict accoimtability
privileges and franchises which they have obtained.

would be impossible to distinguish different
shades, and the advantages and beauty of combinations of
colors and tones disappear as soon as this light is turned
upon them. One peculiar effect of this light was forcibly

A

for the

pleasing exemplification of the existence of this senti-

ment

in relation

cities

is

to the electric

railway question in large

seen in a recent issue of the Philadelphia Record^

which, in commenting on the report of the president of the

"But the success of
more than a company concern.
While the trolley means more earnings for the Traction stockholders, it means also vastly more money in the
Philadelphia Traction company, says:
is,

of course, vastly

reason that

this

form of illumination,

illustrated in a

Chicago barber shop

week where the

last

turned faces was strongly suggestive of the morgue, so
so in fact that

it

was remarked by patrons of the

electric illumination will ever

to the obsolete horse cars."

saving of time for the

That expresses the

situa-

much

establish-

ment.

back

in the

the

new burners had been introduced. Half a dozen chairs in a.
row were occupied and the appearance of the half dozen up-

people have not entirely recovered from the

reduced suburban fares and

for

it

whole community, which saving will be still more apparent
on sleety days of winter. In truth, the benefits of the new
system are mutual; and not for five times its cost of installation would Philadelphia be willing to abandon it and go

Mr. Tesla, who wasamong those who
heard the paper read, complimented the author upon his
work, which showed evidence of thoroughness and familiarity with detail that could only be gained by close applica-

com-

gas

panies in securing the introduction of ^'incandescent gas

weeks ago and attracted con-

Electrical Society a few

and
many and

of cyanide, or from a cyanide solution leached from gold

pockets of the people in innumerable ways; and not least in

York

is

Hum-

reason to believe that in the present case there will be any

is

elevated roads will at once adopt electrical equipment.

it is

which

constructed

If the

.Should a loop be established

tion

in his paper,

the ideas of Sir

in this issue,

sue on "Direct Current Motor and Dynamo Design" by
Gano S. Dunn. The paper was read before the New
siderable attention.

very

is

only about 7ck>

is

be hard to convince some people that C. T. Yerkes

the trolley

exceedingly interesting paper

is

the annual meeting in January the

control will be discovered.

the sentiment

gradually gaining a foothold in mining

extension to the

Operators generally consider

speculative security and completely

rest of the

'L'

equipment,

electrical

proving an excellent system for our town;
operations in Germany.

potassium by regeneration; not wasting the solutions, larger
recovery of the gold and silver from the solutions; the cost of

The Chi-

"The Alley

said:

Adams or a southern

a northern extension to

will

be

roads are

street

favorable to the proiect.

it

road could be put on a paying basis by

ite

be

but both are losing money and

lines,

cago Eveiiing Journal on

its

will

is

be

Northwestern, should
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"•

TradeNews

came with

on

will

gossip in the financial columns of the daily papers

does not

New

nity of Chicago that

much

2S8

Correspondence

The

a change to electric

it
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Illustrated Electrical Patent

But the Alley

built.

operated as steam

trains

The Metropolitan

construction.

its

the

that

otherwise

operated,

for
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Large Two-phase Transmission Plant with 400 Horse Power
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Motor

Electric

conceded, of course,
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Illustrated

Miscellaneous

now
is

Editorial

head.

be

it

sSo

settlement of theproblem. There

final

electrically equipped, as will also the
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Extension of the Metropolitan Assured
Wisconsin Electric Club

:Multipolar Generators

granted

be out of town when

interesting points to be decided before the loop

It is

built.

electrically

Illus-

trated

many

are

to

however, and another delay was ex-

city,

perienced in getting a

Electricity in Sinai Temple.

ness of action, cheapness, and large saving in cyanide of

In view of these facts it is not to be wondered that
Mr. Eltonhead confidently anticipates the general adoption-

down-tQ^vn loop to be used

by all the elevated raihva)^ of Chicago has been stimulated
by the presence in Chicago this week of several eastern

they reached the

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. PAGE.

Club of Philadelphia pointed out several advantages which.
this method had under favorable conditions over other
processes.
These may be summarized as cleanliness, quick-

fine.

thoroughly
IN

desiring western trade will appreciate the unequaled value- of
Advertisthis journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
ing rates are moderate, and will be furnished on application.

In discussing the subject of "Electro-metallurgy of Gold and
Silver," Mr. Eltonhead in his paper before the Engineers'"

It

may be

that the

new burner

will continue popidar

certain classes for a time, assisted no doubt

by the

with

fact that

etifects

of the

recent busuiess depression and are keeping their expenses

down

to the lowest

pected that those

notch possible, but

who have once
be

it

is

not to be ex.

enjoyed the benefits

satisfied to return to gas.
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Death of Fred

Analysis of Electroiyzed Water

Degenhardt.

E.

Fred E. Degenhardt, western manager of the Standard
Underground Cable company, died at his residence, io6

Mr.
Seeley str<^t, Chicago, on Friday, December 7th.
Degenhardt's illness had been only of a few days' duration
and very few of his friends knew of it until the announcement of the fatal termination was made. On Sunday, DeDegenhardt contracted a cold which deOther complications followed,
veloped into pneumonia.
and the physicians in attendance diagnosed the case as one
of appendicitis. The patient grew worse rapidly, and it was

cember 2d, ^ir.

was little hope of recovery. As a last
was determined to perform the usual operation, but
when this had been done it was found that the patient had a
Mr. Degenhardt did
well developed case of peritonitis.

realized that there
resort

it

He had anticipated that his
hand and had bidden farewell to his wife and
Throughout
children before submitting to the operation.
the to'ing ordeal he bore up manfully and before his death
not rally after the operation.

end was

at

thenecessary directions for the disposition of his affairs.
funeral services were held at the fam-

(rave

Pipes.'

By Joseph Rigge.

When

a Cew weeks ago you requested me to analyze some
electroiyzed scraps of pipes which had been badly corroded
under the action of the electric trolley current, I had no idea
of the extent of damage done water pipes, gas pipes and
telephone cables.
I determined, however, to give the subject alt the attention at my command, and have come to the
conclusion that we are conlronted with a new destroyer of
our service pipes, which demands immediate attention and
an efficient remedy. In the hopes of perhaps making a useful suggestion, I submit this analysis to your consideration.
I. The state of the case.
The difficulty does not arise from the alternating lighting
plant, but from thedirectrailway motor system, in which the
current leaves the generating dynamos at the power house
and by means of feeders is distributed to the trolley lines, carried
down the trolley arm to the car motors, where it does its
work; then escapes by the wheels to the rails, by which it is
expected to return to the generators. This would be the
case if the rails presented the best home conductor, for
electricity will always follow the path of least resistance.
But the rails off'er so much resistance at the joints, that the

The
ily

residence

on Monday

last

changes have taken place? This question was referred
to
for solution.
In order to follow the most ration.il
it occurred to me to subject these
nodules to the
same electrolytic action which they had undergone.

me

method,
II.

was attached to the positive pole of the trolley circuit, after
the current had done its work, suspended in dilute
hydro-

chloric acid.while at a distance of a few inches
was the negative pole, consisting of a platinum plate connected
with the
water pipe. On closing the circuit a flow of electricity
could
be seen passing from the iron nodule through the solution
toward the negative platinum, carrying with it into the sola,
tion particles of iron, as could be seen

decomposition of the solution into hydrogen
and chlorine, the hydrogen escaping by the
negative pole and chlorine combining with the
free iron to form iron chloride.
The liquid

;

.

Fred E. Degenhardt had lived in Chicago
his life and was one of the best known
figures in electrical circles in the West.

all

He was

born

city in

in this

1S56 and
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with sulphocyanide of potassium, thus indicating that the nodule had no more iron
to give.
After drying, it was weighed.
The loss of
weight was, iron, 56 per cent. Now, if the
piece of electroiyzed iron had lost all
its iron,
the solution of iron chloride had gained,
and
therefore should contain as much.
This was

-

I

I

re-

actually the result, titration by potassium
bichromate being the method employed.
The nrdule deprived of its iron retained is
former shape, but was extremely light and
frail.
It was, in fact, but the ghost of
its
former self.
Was it carbon? Analysis gave

j

"before the

which,

Dyrenforth's

education at

his early

college,

was occasionally renewed and tested for iron,
till after five days it gave no
further reaction

I

unable to be present.

fire,"

1

was one
'

educational institutions

of the best kno^vn
in

the West.

On

completing his education
|

making

engaged in

Mr.

Degenhardt

gical

instruments with

sur-

29 per cent, graphite, 13.37 silica and 1.15
manganese, with traces of sulphur and phosphorus; hence the complete analysis of the
electroiyzed pieces of cast iron pipe would be

|

his

Charles

father,

Degenhardt, one of the oldest

analysis.

have under our streets an extensive plating battery in
operation, of which the water pipes are'presumed
m our case, to be positive, the rails negative and the intervening moist earth the solution.
Wlierever there is a difference of potential, that is, wherever the water pipes
carry a
stronger current than the rails, the electricity will flow
from
the higher to the lower, from the positive to the
negative
metal, through a conducting medium, carrying metal
fro°m the
higher potential toward the lower, either depositing
it on to
the negative pole or dropping it on the way. .Acting
on this underlying principle of electrolysis a nodule previously
weighed
constant

|
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There were
and numerous
expressions of sympathy and regret were received by the family from friends who had been

many beautiful

ceived

coke in weight and appearance.
Bearino- in
that the specific gravity of cast-iron is
7.00, we may
naturally inquire what has become of the iron?
and what
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settlers in the

Later he became interested in electrical
work. He was appointed superintendent of
the Northwestern Electric Light company,

:

city.

Iran
56-17")
Graphite..,^., 29.00

Manganese.

and afterward was made general
He was identified with this commanager.
pany for six and a half years and then resigned to take a position with the Western
Chicago,

I

Total

We

FRED

commercial

WESTERN Electrician of June 13,
was never exploited, however, as Mr. Degen.
hardt desired to make several im- provements in details of
construction and operation before placing it on the market.
He was engaged in completing these improvements at
There were many new ideas and
the time of his death.
illustrated in the

iSgi.

It

novel features in this system, which indicated that

might De expected from Mr. Degenhardt

Many

visitors to the

in

much

this line.

World's Fair had the pleasure of
which was the joint

riding in an electrically propelled chair,

invention of Messrs. Degenhardt

and Keller.

This vehicle

was one of several styles and sizes devised by them and
by the Electric Perambulator company. This chair
was illustrated in the Western Electrician of January

built

7>

1893.

Mr. Degenhardt was a member of several organizations,
and during the life of the Chicago Electric club he was a
moving spirit. He was chairman of the board of managers during the most successful period of the club's history
and he contributed largely to the success of the organization both as a social

and

scientific

several interestingpapers to the club,

erable attention

His home

and

body.

He

contributed

which Pttracted consid-

called out an interesting discussion.

was happy and he was devoted to his family.
In 1SS5 Mr. Degenhardt married Miss Emily C. Lockwood of Tarrytown, N. Y., who with two children survives
him.

life
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DEGENHARDT.

under-

ground conduit system for street railways, which attracted
considerable attention. This invention was fully described

and

o

.
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bon graphite.

understood the cable business thoroughly

entirely occupied with the

I.

Iron .....
90.58!
Uncomb'd car-

and invented several devices and improveHis familiarty
ments in underground work.
with the details of the business was of great

was not

Specific grav.,

'

this the composition of a
sample of (gray) cast iron:

everything west of the Alleghany Mountains.

the electrical business.
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Compare with

quarters at Chicago, and his territory included

He was eminently

.

13.37!-

Total

company, Chicago, as contracting
About nine years ago he became conagent.
nected with the Standard Underground Cable
company of Pittsburg and continued with
that concern up to time of his death. He was
western manager of the company, with head-

help to him.
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current naturally passes through the damp earth to the water,
gas or cable pipes in the vicinity, and runs along these good
metallic conductors until the rails again present an easier
Where it leaves the pipes to
return to the home station.
pass back to the rails, the current keeps eating away the
pipes, carrying away with it these minute particles of metal.
In a short time little holes mark the places where the elecThese grow larger and corrode the pipe,
tricity escapes.
giving it the appearance of being "pock-marked." The fact
of the rapid corrosion of our underground iron and lead pipes
along the route of the electric trolley cars is undeniable. In
proof I refer to the ends of broken pipes in the oflice of our
Board of Public Works. That electricity is jumping the
rails to water and gas pipes and back to the track was

abundantly evidenced by the volt and ammeter tests made by
a party of competent electricians, to which the writer was
kindly invited, on May nth, last.
.\t the Nicholas street power house the difference of the
potential oftlte water pipe over the rails where they entered
the station was from 3^4^ to 6 volts, and the quantity going
to waste 30 amperes, making No. tS wire so hot that it
could not be held in the hand, and driving a 's horse
power motor attached to the water plug. At the Custom
House, on Sixteenth and Dodge streets, enough current is
leaving the street car rails for the water pipes and the
moist foundation to corrode them before the building will
be finished, and to fire the neighboring buildings. Even on
Capitol Hill, where the ground is dry, a current of from
4 to 9 amperes, at a voltage of from l3^' to 3_J4, works its
way from the terminal rail to the water plug.
In iome instances of pipe corrosion a spot of greater or
less extent is singled out by the current and weakened
These electroiyzed
until it becomes detached like a chip.
Four samples examined' by
nodules are extremely light.
me gave a specific gravity of 2.36, 2.06, 1. 88, 1.54; the latter
I.

Report prepared for Major

J. B.

Furay, Omaha, Neb.

can
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readily understand

how, under

the action of electrolysis, our ciiy service
pipes have much of the iron, their backbone
of strength, corroded away, leaving behind
in its place a frail shell of graphite iron, incapable of sustaining even the ordinary pressure
of the mains.
That the above results appear to be warranted is confirmed by an analysis of the
earth around the electroiyzed parts.
Several
samples of earth were found to have gained
as much iron as the pipe had lost.
It should be borne in mind that the above analysis is not
intended to be a representative one of all similar spots of
corrosion.
Three other samples examined gave varying percentages of iron and graphite, one being so very light, unctuous to (he touch, incombustible, and of such greying black
metallic luster that I would almost call it puie graphite.
It was a good conductor of electricity, burned like the carbon of an electric lamp, marked paper like a soft lead pencil,
and coated a platinum dish with the unctuous black of
stove polish.
All the other samples marked paper like
black lead, and had more or less of the preceding proportions.

But the question, Where does the excess of carbon come
from? is not so easy of solution. The fact that the photographs of the corroded pipes in the city engineer's office are
corroded in particular places may be owing to defects in
the casting, for it is known to molders that the fused
metal is lumped around a ball of lampblack used to facilitate the casting, then scaled over, thus forming knots and

weak spots. As they contain more carbon,
gles them out for electrolysis.

Of the corroded

the current sin-

lead cables I have not seen any samples,
but from the description given they would appe£.r to be
simple cases of lead corrosion occurring in the presence of
air and moisture, and possibly decaying substances, such as
manure, the electric current furnishing the warmth. The
result is white lead incrustation.
Admitting this state of things, what is the remedy?
III.
1.
It has been suggested frequently lo reverse the trolThat would no doubt remove the evil, if it
ley current.
were safe and possible.
2. It was supposed, and I think has been tried here, that
the insulation of underground pipes and cables might be
sufficient.
That is impracticable. Where there is electrolysis, there is leakage.
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3. The only practical way which suggests itself to me is
to keep the current in the rails by electrically welding the
rails together all along the line, and to each other, thus preparing an unobstructed broad metallic conductor for the

homing current. This is being done in Brooklyn.
The next best method would be to band the rails

securely

A

cross band of
copper wire.
the same thickness should connect the. two hnes of rails
every lOo feet, wherever the earth is sufficiently moist to
In addition it is
render an escape to the pipes probable.
very necessary to have a heavy metallic connection between
If, besides, in
the return rail and back to the generators.
the danger district, the rails are connected at frequent intervals with all pipes and cables along the track, there is every
Wherever this
reason to expect an abeyance of the evil.
plan has been tried it is pronounced successful.
however,
force
the
current
to take one
As we cannot,
path exclusively when others are open to it, and as i-ioo of
to each other witli a one-inch

'

a volt difference of potential between the pipes and the damp
earth surrounding them has been found sufficient to induce
electrolysis, I would suggest that frequent voltage measurements should be made all over the line, even after some plan
has been adopted, and that such changes in the return conductors be made as the measurements may indicate.

The

of Gold

and

Silver.!

By A.
I

L. El.TONHEAD.

hope the following will be of interest to some of the
of this club and to others who are interested in

members

difficulties

encountered

and

silver

amalgam.

Electricity is being utilized more and more every day in
chemical and metallurgical operations, and it is not surprising that an important discovery has been recently made in
which it has been found that the precious metals can be

precipitated on a large working basis when they are in solution with certain chemicals such as the cyanides, with the
aid of electricity for the electrolysis of certain saturated solutions of the alkaline metals or earths.
description of the process is as follows: The ore is
crushed to a certain fineness, depending on the character of
It is then placed in leaching vats with false
the gangue.
bottoms for filtration, the same as other leaching plants.
solution of cyanide of potassium and other chemicals of
known percentage is run over the pulp and left to stand a
certain number of hours, dependmg on the amount of metal
to be extracted; it is then drained off and another charge of
the same solution is used, but of less strength, which is also
drained; the pulp is now washed with clean water, which
leaches all the gold and silver out and leaves the tailings
ready for discharge, either in cars or sluiced away by

A

A

water

The Electro-metallurgy

-

process overcomes the above

in precipitation in which electricity enters as a factor, and
the resultant precipitate is recovered in the shape of gold

if it is plentiful.

The chemical

reaction of cyanide of potassium with gold
follows, according to Eisner:
2 Au
H.O
2
Cy
Cy, -f
4
That is, a double cyanide of gold and potassium is formed.
All filtered solutions and washings from the leachmg vats
being saved and passed through a precipitating "box" of
novel construction, which may consist either of glass, iron
is as

+

K

+O+

~

KAu

2KHO
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created in the liquid, which brings fresh and saturated
solution of electrolyte between the electrodes for electrolysis, and makes it continuous in its action.
The solution of the double cyanide of gold, silver and
potassium, which has been drained from the leaching vats, is
passed over the mercury in the precipitating "box," when
the decomposition of the electrolyteby the electric current is
being accomplished, the gold and silver are set free and unite
with the mercury, and are also deposited on the plates or
disks of copper, forming amalgam, which is collected and
made marketable by the well-known and tried methods.
The above solution is regenerated with cyanide of potassium by the setting free of the metals in the passage over
the "box."
In using this solution again for a fresh charge of pulp, it
is reinforced to the desired percentage, or strengthened
with cyanide of potassium and other chemicals, and is always in good condition for continuing the operation of dissolving.

The chemical

reaction of forming cyanide of potassium
"box" is as follows, per Eisner:

in the precipitating

2

K-h 2H,0

2

{Au

2

HCy +

K

= 2KOH 4- H-..
+ H. = 2 KCy -^ 2 HCy + 2
KOH rr 2 KCy + 2 H^O.

Cy.}
2

Au.

Which is explained thus: The potassium, acting on the
water of the solution, creates nascent hydrogen and potassium hydrate; the nascent hydrogen sets free the metals
(gold and silver), which are precipitated into the mercury
and form amalgam, leaving hydrocyanic acid; this latter
combines with the potassium hydrate of the former reaction,
thus forming cyanide of potassium.
There are other reactions, for which I have not at present the chemical formulas.
As the solution passes over the mercury, the center compartment of the "box" is moved slowly longitudinally, which
spreads the mercury, the solution is agitated and comes in
perfect contact with the mercury, as well as the amalgamated plates or disks of copper, insuring a perfect precipitation.

not always necessary to precipitate all of the gold
from the solution, for it is used over and over
again indefinitely; but when it is required, it can be done
perfectly and cheaply in a very short time.
No solution leached from the pulp, containing cyanide of
potassium, gold and silver, need be run to waste, which is
in itself an enormous saving over the use of zinc shavings
when handling large quantities of pulp and solution.
Some of the advantages the electro-chemical proce>s
has over other cyanide processes are: Its cleanliness, quickness of action, cheapness, and large saving in cyanide of
potassium by regeneration; not wasting the solutions; larger
recover)' of the gold and silver from the solutions; the cost of
recovery less, the loss of gold, silver and cyanide of potassium
reduced to a minimum; the use of caustic alkalies in such
quantity as may be desired, to keep the cyanide solution
from being destroyed by the acidity of the pulp, and also
sometimes to give warmth, as a warm cyanide solution will
These
dissolve gold and silver quicker than a cold one.
It is

and

silver

caustic alkalies do not interfere or prevent the perfect precipitation of the metals.
The bullion recovered in this process is very fine, while the zinc-precipitated bullion is only

about 700

fine.

The gold and silver is dissolved and then precipitated in
one operation, which we know cannot be done in the "chlorination process," besides, the cost of plant and treatment
is much less in the above described process.
The electro-chemical process, which I have hastily sketched,
will, I think, be the future cheap method of recovering fine
or flour gold from our mines and waste tailing or ore
dumps.
Without going into details of cost of treatment, I will
state that with a plant of a capacity of handling 10,000
tons of pulp per month, the cost should not exceed $2 per
ton, but that may be cheapened by labor-saving devices.
There being no expensive machinery, a plant could be very
cheaply erected wherever necessary.
The accompanying cut needs little explanation. The
baiTels shown are the storage tanks for solutions of different
strengths of cyanide of potassium and other chemicals. The
square box or vat lower down receives the pulp and solution
and after filtration the solution passes through pipe shown
into the precipitating box, and then into a sump not shown,
from which it is pumped back into the barrels. As may be
noticed, the solution will run by gravitation to the precipitating box; there it is relieved of its metals, and then flows
into the sump to be pumped back into the barrels, thus
causing no losses of the metals by leakage in pumping. The
box is connected by the electrodes or wires from a dynamo
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or wood and made in any

the utilization of electricity in the cheaper methods of extracting gold and silver from their ores.
Those who are familiar with the cyanide process know of
the difficulties one contends with in using zinc shavings or
zinc in any other form to precipitate the gold and silver
from cyanide solutions; such as the dissolving of the zinc as
the solution passes over it, and after a short time rendering
the solution inert for the dissolving of gold and silver,
which makes necessary the running to waste of large quantities of solution which contain considerable free cyanide of
potassium, gold and silver.
There are certain unaccountable reactions that occur
which prevent the total precipitation of the precious metals
from the solution when using zinc shavings as the precipitant.

Large losses occur in collecting, drying and smelting the
resultant "zinc slimes," or precipitate, which we all know
is not a homogeneous mass, and great care is necessary in
sampling it for assay. The resultant bullion is sold' in

South Africa

for about 10 shillings ($2.40} less per ounce
than for the bullion received from the amalgamated plates
of the stamp mills.
There has been erected a small plant for working what is
known as the electro-chemical process on the West Side mine
of the Tombstone Mill & Mining company of Tombstone,

Ariz.
f'

I.

From

the Proceedings of the

forNovemer,

1804.

Engineers' club of f hiladelphia

not shown.

shape, either oval, round or rectangular if the latter, it will be about ten feet long, four
feet wide and one foot high
and is partitioned off into five
lengthwise compartments; under each partition on the inside, or bottom of the "box," grooves may be cut, a quarter to a half inch deep, extending parallel with the partitions, to serve as a reservoir for the amalgam, and give a
rolling motion to the solution as it passes along and through
the four compartmients.
The center compartment is used
to hold the lead or other suitable anode and electrolyte.
The anode is supported on a movable frame or bracket,
so it may be moved either up or down as desired, it being
worked by thumb screws at each end.
The electrolyte may consist of saturated solutions of
soluble alkaline metals and earths.
The sides or partitions
of each compartment dip into the mercury, which must
cover the "box" evenly on the bottom to the depth of
about a half inch.
Amalgamated copper strips or disks are placed in contact
with the mercury and extend above it, to allow the gold and
silver solution of cyanide to come in contact.
1 he electrodes are connected with the electric dynamo;
the anode of lead being positive and the cathode of mercury
being negative. The dynamo is started, and a current of
high amperage and low voltage is generated, generally 100
to 125 amperes, and with sufficient pressure to decompose
the electrolyte between the anode and cathode.
As the gas is generated at the anode, a commotion is

—

—

SUPrLEMEXT.

Humphrey Davy

first electro-deposited the metal soin the year 1807, and deposited it easily into mercury,
forming an amalgam by a crude though effective method.
He first made a cup-shaped receptacle of moistened carbonate
of soda, placed it upon a platinum plate; the cup was filled
with mercury and made the cathode and the platinum plate
the anode; then, with a current of electricity from a powerful battery, the metal sodium was deposited into the merAlso, in the year 1S37,
cury, thus forming an amalgam.
in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, it
Golding Bird in 1S37 decomposed, by
is stated that Dr.

Sir

dium

means of a

voltaic current, solutions

ot the

chlorides of

potassium and ammonium, depositing their respective metals on a negative pole of mercury and thus obtained their amalgams.
John
It has been traced back to the year 1S40 that
Wright dissolved gold and silver in cyanide of potassium
solutions successfully. A patent was taken out on March 25,
1S40, by G. R. and H. Elkington of London, who incorporated in their patent the above discovery of Mr. Wright, for the
use of soluble alkahne cyanides in any strength solutions required for dissolving metallic gold, silver or any other metal;
also any compound of these metals in a finely divided conThe use of
dition, such as a chloride precipitate, etc.
cyanide of potassium or any of the soluble alkaline earths
for dissolving metals has become public property since tha
expiration of the above patent of Messrs. Elkington.

sodium,

December
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I call attention eppecially to the foregoing facts to show that
the ideas of using" electricity for the making of alkaline
metal amalgams and the use of cyanide of potassium
in particular for dissolving metals were both well known

years ago.
In the year

electro-metallurgy was brought into
prominence by the many experiments made upon the depometals;
but it was not until recent years
different
sition of
that the ideas then advanced were put into practical shape
and successful operation. Modern mechanical devices and
the powerful electric dynamo have made possible the rapid
strides in electro- metallurgy.
Id the electro- chemical process which I have described in
the above paper the ideas of Sir Humphrey Davy and John
Wright have been utilized to u certain extent in making
sodium and potassium amalgams by the electric current and
the dissolving of metals with the cyanides; but the construction of the precipitating '*box" used in the described process, whereby the gold and silver only may be extracted perfectly from an old plating solution of cyanide, or from a
cyanide solution leached from gold and silver ores, is new.
It is well-known to chemists that the silver of an old
cyanide-plating solution cannot be satisfactorily converted
into pure chloride by adding an excess of hydrochloric acid
and boiling the mixture; the precipitate so obtained is of
different colors and contains foreign substances; while, with
the electro-chemical process, the gold and silver only were
precipitated, as was clearly shown by the assay of the reThe cyanide solution
sultant bullion, which was 990 fine.
tested contained large percentages of copper, lead, zinc and
iron, with small percentages of manganese, carbonate of
lime, etc., which were left in the solution, not being precipSurely, a more severe test
itated with the gold and silver.
could not have been taken for the demonstration of the ad\*antages of the process.
It may be suggested, since the above metals were in combination, as the double cyanide with potassium and sodium,
that the gold and silver are electro-negative to hydrogeniumpotassium, or hydrogenium-sodium amalgams, depending
on the electrolyte decomposed. Water requires about 1.5
volts to decompose it by an electric current; caustic soda requires over two volts, yet if mercury is present to absorb
the sodium as it is set free and protect it from the water, we
shall obtain sodium amalgam, while the water is decoraposed, at the same lime forming hydrogenium amalgam.
These amalgams thus formed in the precipitating "box"
coming into contaci with the solution of the double cyanide
of gold and silver, aid the setting of them (gold and silver)
free; the mercury immediately absorbs them and forms the
amalgam, which is easily collected, retorted and smelted
There may be other theories advanced by
into bullion.
those more familiar with the subject, but the results obtained are more than flattering.
In examining the recovered gold and silver amali^am after a
"clean-up," there were discovered through it hard lumps or
nodules, some crystalline in form, having a bright metallic apI would be
[>earance, different from the surrounding mass.
pleased to know if any one can give an explanation of the
formation of the above fonns, as it presents a curious phe-

1S37

nomenon.
The above process will be worked by the Electro-chemical Reduction company on a large scale in different gold
and silver-bearing countries.

The process is not adapted to "all refractory ores; some
need a previous treatment, as was the case with ores tested
from the Lucky Cuss mine, at Tombstone, Arizona. The

2S7

there is lost 0.3 ounce, or 6 pennyweights, in the tailings.
In the electro-chemical process pulp containing but 0.5
ounce gold is treated, and S5 per cent., or more, of the
assay value is recovered; and there is lost about 0.075
ounce, or 1.5 pennyweights, of gold in the tailings. The
advantage of the latter process is obvious, even if the cost
of treatment were the same, which is not the case.
The possibdities of the electro-chemical process are unlimited, as the precipitating box may be used to extract gold
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or from other solutions

&

electrical

apparatus

chasing public,

new

in the

line of

it is

is

spring

is

Co., No. 123

its

by

J.

street, Philadelphia.

switch the invenlor, George T. Eyan-

attention to

head of the yoke, gives a dead

lift,

releasing

the hold the clips have on the blade, and causing the blade to
spring out, thereby giving a quick and long break switch.

manufacture and construction of

so keenly appreciated by the

pertinent to call

this

North Third

stored up, then the handle piece, coming in con-

tact with the

Generators and Motors.

IVIuItipolar

high tension

son, had in mind the idea to make a quick break switch in
which the contact between the blade and clips remains intact, until by lifiing the handle all the resiliency in the

than the above-mentionecl cyanides.

As improvement

for

railroad ^vork recently brought out

In getting out

and

Switch.

shows a design of switch

purthe

slow speed multipolar generators and motors

The handle

piece, which is made of steel, is hinged in the
back of the blade and extends through and snugly travels in

the yoke, giving the additional strength to the Idade and in-

suring

from damages arising from carelessness on the
This application of the spring can be

it

part of the operator.

used either on single, double or
switch

is

J.

triple pole.

This style of

time in use on the Roxborough

&:

Plane railroad and the Pottstown and Ringing

Incline

Rocks

at the present

road.

Grant High

&

Co. are

fitting out

with these switches

way of construction in
The firm's Chicago office is

several large railroad boards under
their

shop

at the

at S07 -Medinah

present time.

Temple.

Overhead Trolley Line for London.
There

is at least one local authority in London, says the
English Raiizoay IVorld, whose attitude toward tramway
Hammersmith has not
enterprise might well be imitated.
always rejoiced in iis tramways, but the vestry has, nevertheles*:, kept itself free from prejudice, and when the tramways within its jurisdiction passed into the hands of a new
company, which was disposed to imjjrove the tramway
facilities, the board at once gave inielligent consideration to
the proposals of the company. Improvement in the service,
as noted in our September number, has already been made,
in so far as liorse traction would permit; but the managers
of the London United Tramways company have lost little time
in preparing plans for the conversion of a part of their lines
During the past month the proposals
to electric traction.
were submitted to the Hammersmith Vestry; and, while the
members had little doubt of the advantages of electric traction, inasmuch as the plans provided for a line operated by
the much condemned overhead wire, the committee on
works, to which the application was referred, decided upon
the invitation of J. Clifton Robinson, the manager of the
company, to visit Havre, and inspect the overhead .system

MUI/IIPriLAR

GENERATORS AND MOTORS.

ore contained silver, gold and about 35 per cent, of mangaBy the simple process of leaching, only 3 per cent,
nese.
of the bullion was recovered; but by first roasting with 10
per cent, of common salt, and then by the electro-chemical
process, over 92 per cent, of the bullion was extracted.
At
Fuel is a great factor to be taken into consideration.
Tombstone wood costs, delivered, $g.oo per cord, which
makes it out of the question to treat their low-grade
manganese ores. In other localities, where gold is found in
a finely-divided or flour condition, the cost of working this
process is the cheapest known, taking into consideration the

which has recently been placed on the market by the Com-

amount of bullion recovered.

does away with eddy currents

the chlorination process, if 95 per cent, is recovered
from the concentrates, containing say 6 ounces of gold,
In

mercial Electric

company of

These machines,

as will

Indianapolis.

be seen from the

pact and neat in appearance.
floor

cut, are

com-

Their slow speed, ihe small

space required, and their high efficiency

and power.
The armatures, which are of the smooth

make them

especially desirable for lighting

ring type, are

made

core,

Gramme

of iron of a special grade having an ex-

The absence of

ceedingly small hysteresis loss.

in the

tures are thoroughly ventilated,

pole pieces.

and

this,

teeth entirely

The arma-

together with the

The visitors were cordially received by
there in operation.
the mayor and representatives of the tramway company of
given
every
opportunity to inspect the system
Havre, and
The mayor spoke most enthusiastically of the
thoroughly.
satisfaction that the citizens had experienced since the introduction of electricity, while the perfect running of the tramcars sufficed to dissipate any lingering doubt in the minds of
M. !Mair, the vestry surveyor, accompanied
the visitors.
the committee and prepared an independent report, which,
as well as the report of the committee, was entirely in favor
The reports were
of granting the desired permission.
adopted unanimously at the next meeting of the vestry, and
a resolution was also passed expressing the hope that the
London County Council would give early and favorable consideration to the application of the tramway company for its
consent. While it is, perhaps, possible that a certain section

WESTERN
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of

the council

may

object to the introduction of electric
traction on the ground that improved facilities for locomotion
may tend to encourage the masculine citizen to absent
himself from the domestic roof after sunset, there will probably be no serious objection, and, as the company has already obtained parliamentary powers for ilie electrical equipment of the lines, London will then have an example of electric tramways on the overhead wire system that will compare
favorably with many admirable lines on the continent.
The section of line which it is at present proposed to equip
extends from Shepherd's Bush, along Uxbridge road, to
Acton, although as soon as parlimentary powers are obtained,
the line will be carried along the Acton high street to a
point near its junction with Gunnersbury lane.
It is understood that the Acton local board will follow the example
of Hammersmith, and readily acquiese in the plans of the
company, so that no opposition to the extension of the line
is anticipated; and, with the convincing presence of a well
equipped electric tramway as a iierpetua! argument for the
advantages of mechanical traction, we shall expect to see
the electric system extended throughout the tramways in
the western suburbs at an early day.
The overhead construction will be of the latest pattern.
The wires will be suspended from steel tube standards of a
light and graceful pattern, which will serve eventually to
carry arc lamps when the vestry introduces electric lighting,
as tlie company offers the free use of the standards for this

purpose.

o'clock in the morning of October 13th last a
telegram was sent from J. E. Kidall, Pittsburg agent of
the Brush Electric company, to hi-; company's works at
Cleveland, to the effect that the station of the Allegheny
County Light company of PiUsburg, had been partially
consumed by fire and twelve 65 Hght arc dynamos in the
plant damaged Lo an extent which rendered them useless.
This telegram, through some delav, did not reach Superintendent C. W. Phipps, of the Bru-^h company, at his residence until as late as 2 A. M.
Dressing immediately,
he hurried to the house ol Manager A. D. Dorman of the
order department, and after a hurried consultation Mr.
Phipps and Mr. Dorman quickly agreed upon a plan of action.
Mr, Dorman started on his bicycle, and without a
light, too, to arouse the foreman, wlio in turn was dispatched
after a force of workmen, with instructions to have as many
as possible report at the works with all possible dispatch.
Meanivhile Mr. Phipps hurried to the Brush works and
raised steam preparatory to starling the machinery.
Before II A. M. the twelve 65 lighters were ready for shipment, a number of the dynamos having to be partially
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Large Three-phase Transmission Plant
With 400 Horse Power Motor.
Manufactuimg company of Pelzer, S. C, has
company for a three-

Tiie Pelzjr

contracted witli the General Electric

phase electric transmission plant that will be exceptionally
large and interesting.

At

the g'^nerating station, three miles

from the cotton mills owned by the company, there
three slow-speed

will

be

generators of 750 kilowatts each directly

These dynamos

coupled to water wheels.

generate

will

current at a potential of 3,300 volts, and the current will be

The

fed directly to the transmission wires at this pressure.

The Board

Camp

the Peekskill State

&

skill

the

field

Cortlandt

At one

400 horse power
synchronous motor, receiving current directly from the wires.
There will be, in addition, more than twenty induction momill will be located a

company

Of

tors in various rooms.

power motors, and the others
5 to 75 horse power.

no

horse

sizes,

from

these fourteen will be

be of various

will

In a sub-station will be located nine

as

is

no denying

in a business

welcome

built,

it

Much money

is

freight

train.

At ii A. M. the dynamos
m. they were in Pittsburg,
in 4 hours and 35 minutes,

i*.

better than average passenger time.
It may be mentioned here that the rai'road company went
so far as to side-track its ordinary passenger and ex)jress
trains in order to allow this "special" to pas<. At about four
o'clock the machines were on the railroad siding at the station
of the Allegheny County Light company at Pittsburg,

ready for installation.
General Manager S. M. Hamill,

who was

was promptly notified that
been made and immediately set out

in

New York

shipment had
for Piitsl urg. and
within twenly-four hours the twelve above mentioned machines were entered on the books of the Brush company as
the quickest shipment and sale on record.
The total time consumed from the receipt of the telegram
by the Brush company until the machines were delivered at
at the time,

this

all

for

represented, and the

the Brush station

New York
New

York, December

operation for

some time near

Oroville, Butte county, Cali-

operation at

all

times in connection with the other appa-

ratus.

The following letter from Mr. McLaughlin to Thomas
Addison of ihc General Electric company, San Francisco,
Cal.. attests llie success attending ilic operation of this
plant:
I take great pleasure in stating that the electric power
plant installed by your company at the Banner mine, for
operating the mill, rock breaker, lighting system, air com-

pressor and the

pumps on the 300 and 500

perfectly and to our entire satisfaction.

levels,

works

York.

beautiful

it

so,

and do not want any part of
and less wealthy

S.

Notes.

— The

who follow the line of the trolley. But many in the
town favor the line, and surveyors are already at work.
From Hackensack it is reported that the task of getting the
consents of property owners for a trolley line is greatly impeded by the fact that the Bergen Turnpike company is

frequently repeated

very

company for the electrical equipment of its lines has again become current.
A
director of the latter company is now reported to have
said that the Manhattan people decided definitely months

material on the ground ready to construct the line as soon
as right of way is secured.
W. F. O.

is

figuring with the General Electric

ago lo electrically equip the system and that

and speci-

jilans

been drawn up and are in the hands of manuwould not say whether General Electric had

fications have

He

facturers.

secured the contract.

He

said

it

called for

the equipment

of some 257 motor cars and erection of power plants.
Watson Whittlesey has been appointed receiver of the

that

which

J.,

The American
Loan & Trust company of Boston, which holds $1,500,-

company's resourcts are estimated at $500,000. The principal cause of the failure was an accident on the Eagle
Rock section in .August. Suits have been brought against

A

company aggregating $[72,000.

the

number of

large

theinjured passengers have settled their claims. Foreclosure
of the road wipes out the claims of those

The

settled.

A

capitalists.

when
At

effect

who have not

of this accident was

large loan

yet

to frighten off

had been nearly consummated

Rapid Transit Commission

a recent meeting of the

favor

that the city

is

it

would

in its

retain its yearly revenue of

receives from the

the commissioners

significant glances.

still

came

to

of Mr.

Broadway

franchise.

one paragraph

in

the

Hillman they exchanged

*'The construction could be

It read:

far more economically by the Manhattan Railroad
company over these routes than by any other corporation;

done

_W. H. McKinlock, president of the Metropolitan Eleccompany, Chicago, is in the East on business.

tric

S. D. Large of Large & Twining, Philadelphia, is receiving congratulations upon his marriage to Miss Armstrong
of Philadelphia on November 2Sth.
iMr. and Mrs. Large
visited Chicago and several western cities.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.
Cardington Electric Light

this

Manhattan company would no doubt have to apply for some fresh powers from the Legislature, an independent corporation can be formed lo build the underground
if

this corporation

cannot make a

'deal'

with the

Manhattan Railroad company it will operate independently."
The Central Tunnel Railway company submitted a plan for
one road having six tracks, and running from City Hall
under Elm street and Fourth avenue to Forty-second street,

and thence by a
ture

now

steel structure

spanning the new

being built by the Harlem

steel struc-

River Railroad com-

pany, thence continuing to the Harlem river,

crossing

it,

going to Walton avenue, and continuing thence along the
line surveyed and located by the previous Rapid Transit

Commission,

which

lies

substantially

parallel

with

and

within a short distance of Jerome avenue.

The New York Board

of Fire LTnderwriters, at a recent

meeting, amended Rule 22 of the "rules and requirements
of the board for the installation of electric light and power,"
so that

it

provides that interior conduits "must not be sup-

plied with a twin conductor or two separate conductors, in

a single tube, unless the said two

separate conductors or
twin conductor, having an approved insulation, are enclosed
in a complete, fully insulated, continuoiis irpK copduit, and

Cardington,

Mahoning Valley Electric Railway company, Niles, Ohio;
capital stock, $150,000; C. F. Clark, Niles, Ohio.

White Hall Electric company. White Hall, III. capital
stock, $10,000; Gilbert S. Vasseller, White Hall, ill.
;

Ravenna-Electric Street Railway & Power company, Ravenna, Ohio; George IL Worthington, Ravenna, Ohio.

Nutting Electric company, Chicago; capital stock, $roo,000; to manufacture electric arc lamps; Carl K. MacFadden,
Chicago.

& Mining company, Milwau-

kee, Wis.; capital stock, $6,000; Frederick

Weinhagen, Mil-

waukee, Wis.

Corning & Painted Post Street Railway company, CornN. Y.; capital stock, $100,000; to construct and operate

ing,

five miles of electric railway.

Winamac Light
ital

lS:

Power company, Winamac,

stock, $10,000; to furnish electric light
Ind.

H. Weaver, Winamac,

Ind.; cap-

and power; John

&

Luling Electric Light
Power company, Luling, Tex.;
capital stock, $20,000; to furnish electric light and power;

W.

R. Johnson, Luling, Tex.

Paducah Electric company, Paducah, Ky.

;

capital stock,

$40,000; furnishing light and power and operating street car

same, and, as the

also applies to their operating the

road; then

& Power company,

O.; capital stock, $15,000,

lines;

existing

its

PERSONAL.

Electro-magnetic Machine

the accident ended negotiations.

all

Willard L. Candce, business manager of the Okonite company, is in Chicago.

throughout East Orange and Bloomfield.

000 of thirty year bonds, made the application. The receiver qualified in $30,000 bonds and has taken charge. The

The company, however, has

unpopular.

East Orange line and a horse railway

the

to

cily

When

fornia, at the banner mine of the development syndicate of
which Major Frank McLaughlin is general manager. The
particular interest applying to this installation is due to the
fact that all the power required for both the mining and the
milling of the ore is electric.
The power station is about
two miles from the mine and mill, and water is obtained from
the Feather river, under 112 feet head, operating two Pelton
water wheels, which in turn drive two 85 horse power direct
current 500 volt generators.
The jiower supplied by the
generators is utilized in driving motors operating separately
a ten stamp gold mill, a rock breaker, a 10 inch by 20 inch
Rand air compressor and two pumps on the 300 and 500
feet levels of the mine, of the Knowles vertical triplex,
single acting type, one with plungers of 6 1-3 inch diameter
and S inch stroke, and the other of the same type with
plungers of 5 inch diameter and 6 inch stroke. The hoisting
works are also operated by an electric motor and the mine
and mill are lighted from the power wires. Owing to
lack of water for power the hoist has thus far only been
operated intermittently; but a large bulkhead has recently
been built which will store sufficient water to allow of its

number of

largely

statement that the Manhattan Elevated Railroad company

typewritten proposition
in

New

people

CORRESPONDENCE.

$150,000, which

Electric Plant in a California Mine.
An interesting electric mining installation has been

of

the generally cheaper style of dwellings

under Broadway, and he thinks that a strong point

fire at

known

declare they want to keep

electrically operated

remembered

company made remarkably quick time

is

men

the transformers.

Two

Joseph G. Hillam of No. 25 Pine street submitted a plan
for underground roads traversing different routes from those
favored by the commission.
He does not propose to go

that this

Englewood

wealthy business

blowers of three horse power each will be used for cooling

160 kilowatt transformers for the motors and for 1,200 in-

the station was 14 hours.
Such magnificent work as this reflects great credit on the
men who carried it out. The Brush company has, however,
made a record in the line of quick shipments, and it will be

furnishing the djTiamos after the
Baltimore, Md.

a curious objection.

is

would help Englewood
the townspeople are ready to

houses that have been built there in the last three years, despite the hard times, is large.
Building lots have advanced
constantly in price, and land is away up.
Many residents

operates an electric railway in the southern extremity of

limited

is

looks

it

that such a line

I

were on board and at 3:35
the run having been made

J.,

from Fort Lee to Engle-

although there

way, but not

town

and

the stock,

all

In Englewood, N.

trolley line

in

successful

Alfred E. Beach of

holds almost

on that account.

as a residence

The

withdrawn.

the money.

though the proposed
is

to

Railroad company, which was also

capitalized at $175,000.

wood would be
There

of Trustees has granted

Mohegan Railroad companya
streets of Peekskill.
The Peek-

for the franchise, has

all

conditions.

despite the failure

^S:

franchise covering certain

said to supply

Shipping Clerk H. S. Walker meanwhile had made arrangements with the Pennsylvania Railroad company for a

in

urban hamlets.

having been selected in preference to larger wire to reduce the line induction as much as possible under the existing

Suburban Traction company of Orange, N.

in

trolley railroad prospects,

American

assembled.

special

Suburban

noted above, are fairly good. Peekskill seems assured of
an electric railroad through its streets and to various sub-

the Scieutific

size

1894

15,

are in circuits installed as per table of capacity of wu-es, for
currents not to exceed 100 amperes."

transmission line will consist of eighteen No. 00 wires, this

candescent lights for the mills.

Quick Work by the Brush Company.
About

ELECTRICIAN,

Elbridge Palmer, Paducah, Ky.

Chatham Electric Light 6c Power company, Savannah,
Ga.; capital stock, $25,000: to operate electric light and
power plants; George Parsons, Savannah, Ga.
Potomac Light

c^

Power company, Georgetown, D. C;

capital stock, $35,-ooo; to furnish light and power in
District of Columbia; A. H. Wilder, St. Paul, Minn.

the

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
reported that the council of Fayetteville. N. C, is
considering the question of lighting the streets by electricIt is

ity.

council of Webb City, Mo., has been petitioned to
a bond election to raise money to erect an electric li^ht
The sum of $15,000 is to be raised.

The
call

plant.

The contract for the construction of the electric plant at
the Southern Ohio Hospital for the Insane has been let to
the Western Electric company of Chicago for $9,400.
The Dubuque Light & Traction comjjany has been
placed under the receivership of John Raich of Boston by
Judge Shiras on application of the Old Colony company of
Boston, trustee of the first mortgage of $385,000, on which
the company had defaulted in the payment of interest. This
company was organized May 31. 1S93, by the Boston creditors of the Dubuque Electric Railway, Light & Power
company, organized in 1S90, and took the proj^erty out of a
receiver's hands.
Its ffoating debt is only $5,000, but wit])

December
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15

a capital of $5oo,ooo and bonded debt of $385,000, the latter representing the constroction account, it has earned only
A receiver's sale
$4,000 in excess of operating expenses.
is now probable as the only means of giving the bondhold-

vertising for bids for two
be 1,400 horse power.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
far-famed Watkins Glen of Sehuyler county, N. Y,,
be connected with the scarcely less picturesque glen at
Havana by an electric railway. A company with a capital
stock of $50,000 has been organized for the purpose.

The

is to

International

& Oak

Orchard Harbor Railroad com-

to construct a road about ten
long, to be operated by steam or electricity, from
Albion, X. V., to the west side of Oak Orchard creek and
The capital is $175,000.
to the shores of Lake Ontario.

pany has been incorporated

New

Orleans ^vas slow in adopting rapid street car transit,
every line but one has substituted the trolley system for horse power, and that one with doubtless soon fall
The Pkaymte claims
in with the fast-moving procession.
that Xew Orleans will soon be one of the best equipped
service is concerned.
country,
so
far
as
street
car
the
cities in

now

The Rapid Transit electric street railway of Dallas, Tex.,
(the Commerce street system) was sold on December 4th at
foreclosure sale by Sheriff Cabell 10 satisfy a debt of $128,003- The property was bid in tor $35,000 by W. F. Thayer,
II.
a. Stadle' and W. S. Wathen for the first mortgage
bondholders.

The Ime

includes about eight miles of road

bridge on the arch principle, with a span of 540 feet, is in
process of construction over the canal near Kiel, at an
elevation of 145 feet above the level of the water, to carry
Four cranes,
the railway from Eckemforde to that town.
two of the locomotive and two of the pivoting type, are
employed, instead of the usual hoisting appliances, and
are all worked by electricity.
.A.ccording to the Elckti'oUchnishe Zcitschrift^ loads of 10 tons are raised in 20
With
minutes, and smaller loads at a much quicker rate.
S50 revolutions per minute the cranes develop 7 horse
power, the electromotive force does not exceed 220 volts.
Two compound dynamos, disposed in parallel, act as genEotli
erators, driven by a steam engine of 25 horse power.
dynamos and motors are of the four-pole type. As the consumption of the power in the cranes was of a very variable
character, variable resistances attached to slabs of slate
are interposed, as required, by an automatic appliance.
inch in
The electric circuit comprises three parallel wires
diameter, with a total length in both directions of threequarters of a mile.
In order to work the cranes, which
have a dead weight of their own of 33 tons, at a speed of
6 inches per second, the motor requires 40 amperes and 210

In his annual report to the stockholders of the West End
Street Railway company of Boston, President Little said
that during the year the cars of the company had covered
19,000,000 miles and carried 137,000,000 passengers over
beginning has been
the company's 272 miles of track.
made in placing feeder wire; underground, and this is progressing rapidly under the direction of the commissioner of
The work of the reconstruction of horse car lines to
wires.
electricity is nearly at an end.

volts.

Y., & Northern Railroad company
has been incorporated to construct a railroad eighteen miles
long, to be operated by steam or electricty, between Albion,
Orleans county, and Batavia, Genesee county. The capital
The directors are: George A. Wingate,
is
$352,000.
Jacob Cole and William H. Hazzard of Brooklyn; Robert
Avery and James H. Cox of New York; Ernest Wende of
Buffalo; Oren C. Steele and David D. Lent of Batavia, and
Dwight S. Beckwith of Albion.

D. Large of Large & Twining, Philadelphia, has refrom an extensive western business trip with a
number of large orders. He also made arrangements with
the Central Electric company of Chicago to act as western

A

The

X.

Batavia,

A number of Detroit capitalists have quietly formed a
syndicate for the purpose of building an electric railway
from the dividing Ime between Wayne and Oakland counties, through Birmingham to Pontiac, to give these places
E. W. Voigt, the brewer,
better connection with Detroit,
A. Randall, his
is at the head of the syndicate, and James
brother-in-law, is active in the enterprise. Birmingham is 18
ths hne of the
Pontiac
28
miles
from
Detroit
on
miles and
Detroit, Grand Haven and ISIihvaukec railroad.

TRADE NEWS.
adjustment of the

affairs

of

Queen

&

Co. of Philadelphia.

Meanwhile the large stock has suffered little diminution,
and is being kept up in all departments, orders being filled
as usual.
S.

turned

agent of the firm.

The Metropolitan Electric company has taken the general
western agency for the Large & Twining station and line
switches, and is getting in a large stock of all sizes. The company is sending out a little booklet describing the Ideal
lightning arrester, for which it is the general agent.
The Nutting Electric company, Chicago, has been incorporated by fames W. Hedenberg, Carl K. MacFadden and
Fi-ank A. Smith to succeed the old Nutting Electric Manufacturing company, which was incorporated several years
ago to manufacture arc light machinery. Tlie new company
will exploit the improved Nutting lamp for series, constant
potential and alternating circuits, and proposes to take the
earnest against

field in

MISCELLANEOUS.

all

competitors.

Self-winding clock company of New York, with the
view of affording ]>ersonal inspection of its varied assortment of clocks to the western trade, has established a
branch office at 301 Columbus Memorial building, Chicago,
This company has just
with T- W. Forsinger in charge.
installed a time plant, consisting of 45 synchronous, selfwinding clocks and one programme insirument, in the
It calls attention to its
Teachers' College of New York.
hall clocks, programme clocks, time registers,
specialties
synchronized clocks and fine astronomical clocks. Office
buildings, factories and colleges are equipped with time

The

is announced that litigation between the Thomson ElecWelding company and the Two Rivers Manufacturing
company has been terminated, and that the Two Rivers
Manufacturing company has settled for the past and taken
a license from the Thomson Electric Welding company on

It

tric

its

an excellent prospect of a speedy

It is said that there is

regular terms.

A

Duluth dispatch says: The Hartnian General Electric
company, which has expended $150,000 the past year in improvements at its station, finds its four engines, with a
capacity of i,Soo horse power, are not sufficient, and is ad-

BUSINESS.
The demand

%

and equipments.

aSg

capacity shall

A

mile-;

but

new engines whose

Dr. d'Arsonval, according to a dispatch from Paris, has
been giving to the Academic des Sciences an account of his
method of resuscitating persons who have to all appearances
been killed by an electric shock. The recent case of James
Cutler oi Pittsfield, who received a shock of 4,600 volts, was
apparently killed outright, but was eventually revived by the
d'Arsonval method, was dwelt upon at length by Dr. d'Arsonval at the meeting of French scientists.

ers any return, as the Dubuque Street Railway company,
which has the better right of way, declines to consolidate.

The

ELECTRICIAN.

—

plants.

house goods seems to
be continually improving, and one company which is finding
if

difficult

to

for first-class electrical

fill

orders for these supplies pronintly

is

the

Washington Electric company, Chicago. The demand for
its well-known annunciator is particalarly brisk at this time.

The Electric Appliance
busines-i year by making
on the
tion

company is beginning its fourth
some special inducements in price
Packard transformer, which has made a great reputaduring the

last few years for regulation and
Electric Appliance company malies a big
point on carrying a large and complete transformer stock in
Chicago, enabling it to make immediate shipment from this
city, and thus save customers long delays in transit.

for itself

The

efficiency.

drier Brothers, managers of the western oflice of the
Bryant Electric company, have received a shipment of
porcelain from the R. Thomas & Sons company's factory
and have in stock a complete line of porcelain tubes, Unobsan(.l
insulators. This company is also making a speciality of manufacturing new designs or special pieces of porcelain desired
for new devices.
The Grier Brothers as managers of the
western office of the Bryant Electric company also manage
the western business of the R. Thomas & Sons company,
manufacturer of hard vitreous porcelain. The western office
with storeroom is in the Monadnock building, Chicago.
F. A. La Roche, president and
La Roche Electric Works, reports

general manager of the
the following sales of the

company's apparatus: Wernersville Insane Asylum, three
1,000 light bipolar dynamos; Burtie & Howard, one Soo
light alternator; JeflTersonlce company, one 200 light dynamo;
Lorraine apartment house, two 1,200 light and one 600
light dynamos, one 800 light and one 1,500 li^ht alternator,
also transformer capacity for 5,000 lights; William Hood,
Chicago, one 3,000 light alternator, also one 500 and one
1,500 light alternator; McCurdy Bros., Philadelphia, one 30
kilowatt direct current dynamo; Dedham courthouse, one
20 kilowatt alternating dynamo; Hammond Light & Power
company one 3,000 light, two phase alternating current
dynamo and accessories, duplicate order; Berkeley Electric
Light & Power company, one 1,500 light alternator, duplicate order.
The management announces that the works are
running with a full force of men and in order to make prompt
delivery are compelled to run the works several evenings each

The company

v»eek.

certainly deserves credit for the able

way

in which it is handling large contracts.
It has been
awarded some of the largest government contracts, which
were finished in a highly creditable manner.

Among

the recent engines sales

made by

Ewen Manufacturing company, Ridgway,

the J. 11. McPa., are the fol-

Two

150 hoise power simple directly connected to
General Electric generators. Continental Hotel, Philadell^hia; one 350 horse power simple directly connected to
Walker generator, Akron Street Railway company; two (So
horsepower tandem compounds directly connected to C &
C generators, Dundee Rapid Transit company, Elgin,
Illinois; one 50 horse power simple to Parmele-Eccleston
Lumber company, Jacksonville, IN C; two 130 horse
power tandem compounds to R. Dunsniuir & Co., San
Francisco, Cal. two 300 horse power to Granite Steel com])any, East St. Louis, Mo.; one 150 hoise power simple
engine to Huntingdon Electric Light company, Huntingdon, Pa.; one 175 horse power simple for J. H. Somers
Fuel company, Belle Vernon, Pa
one 280 horse power
tandem compound to Scranton Electric Const] uction company, Scranton, Pa.; one 125 horse power to New York &
Pennsylvania company, Johnsonburg, Pa.; one $5 horse
power simple to Independent Electric company, Atchison,
Kansas; one too horse power to New York & Scranton
Coal company, Peckville, Pa.; one 125 horse power simple
to Young & Harrington Coal company, Shippler. Pa.; one
175 horse jiower simple to Walter & Ferris Coal company,
Salem, Ohio; and one 125 horse power simple to Scranton
Electric Construction company, Scranton, Pa.

lowing:

.

;

;

ILLUSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued December 4, i8g4.

Louis D. Bliss, Washington,
Telegraph Key.
D. C. Apphcation hied March 7, 1S94.

530,082.

A

noiseless transmitting key, comprlsine a non-resiJent con-

tact support consisting of Mipcrposed layers of labric, a conductor spirally arranged between the layers, and a conuict mounted

on the support connected

to the

conductor, are described.

Brush for Dynamo-electric Machines. Pierre J.
530,088.
Application
C. Carron, Pont-de-Claix-lsere, France.
filed February 10, 1S94.
This brush comprises a sheet of wir-_- gauze, coated and impregnated with a paint composed ot plumbago and an adhesive
substance, the coaled sheet having its main portion arrmged in
Kig-zag fold-; and its outer portion wrapped about the folded portion and its free end secured.

William Daves,
Electric Railway Signaling.
530,093.
Application nled May 24, 1894.
Jersey City, N. Y,
The system

Includes a signal, a circuit therefor, a normally
de-energized track circuit extending in advance of the signal
and provided with means for operating the signal circuit, a second track circuit extending in the rear of the signal and operating to energize the first mentioned track circuit by the presence
of a train at the rear of the signal, the first mentioned track circuit being arranged to be de-energi/ed by the presence of a
train in advance of the signal.

S30,n4.

of and Means for Operating and Con
Electro-motors. Carl Moderegger, Vienna,

Method

trolling

Austria-Hungary.

-^

Application

filed

December

16,

1S93.
invention consists of a generator, an electric motor conit, independent sets of commutator brushes for the
to cause a flow of current through the armature
in either direction, an oscillatory commutator brush conirolling
switch loosely mounted upon the armature shaft, an automatic
locking device for preventing movement of the switch during
the rotation of the armature shalt, stops for limiting the normal
movenients of the switch, and means for actuating the railway
switch in either direction in obedience to the flow of the motor

The

nected with

motor adapted

Telephone Transmitter. Miles A. Morehouse,
Wevertown, N. Y. Application filed March 2S, 1894.

530,115.

Combined with the transmitter bo.\ and the vibrating diaphragm are an electrode bar rigidly connected with one side of
diaphragm, parallel supporting wires arranged horizontally
within the top of the transmitter box, and pendent electrodes
adjustal'ly connected at their upper ends to the wires and arranged to rest on the electrode bar at an angle.
the

Electrometer. Edward Weston, Newark, N. J.
530,145Application filed April 26, 1S93.
The accompanying cut shows the working parts ol this invention.
There are two fixed, curved electrodes, A and B, eacli
consisting of a plate substantially turned or folded back on
itself, and disposed on the circumference of a circle, a centrally
pivoted shaft, a radial arm on this shaft, a metal plate, A',
carried by the arm and entering the electrodes A and />', and
circuit conne tions whereby the plate
may be electrified.
Claim II is given
In an electrometer the combination of the
fixed, circularly deposed electrodes, A
and
C, the centrally pivoted shaft //, the curved plates A" A' carried by said
shaft and entering said electrodes, the coiled sprin;; L counterbalancing and opposing the motion of said shaft and circuit
connections.

K

:

D

B

Alternating Current Motor and Method of Oper530.176.
ating Same.
Ludwig Gutmann, Pittsburg, Pa. Application filed October 30, 1SS9.
The method of operating an alternating or pulsatory current
motor described consists in magnetizing one of the elements by
a single energizing circuit and producing a continuously progressive shifting of the magnetic polarities in the other motor
element by developing currents difterinr in phase and current
quantity in different cl-^sed circuits of a winding of the element.

Alternating Electric Motor.
Ludwig Gutmann,
530.177.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed December 23, 1891.

Electric Conversion System.
530,178.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Application filed

The method of distributing electrical energy to translaiing
devices, described in this patent consists in generating single
phase alternating currents, transmittinu them 10 the point of
consumption, producing from the currents biphase or polyphase
curre ts, commtitating said biphase or polyphase urrents. and
passing the continuous current thus produced through translating devices in local consumption circuits.
<

530,184.

ol

transforming electrical into mechanical energy

Circuit Closer.

Application

Eng.

Herbert V. Keeson, London,
September 17, 1S94.

filed

The device comprises a block or body, a contact making push
at its end, a spring connected to one of the circuit wires and
fixed in the block or body so as to bear against the inner end of
the push, a bent spring also fixed in the block or body in such
a position that the first mentioned spring wht-n compressed
comes into contact with it, a second push at^theside of the block
or body with its inner end bearing against the bent spring, and
a contact connected with the other circuit wire and situated beneath the end of the bent spring.

Apparatus for Extinguishing Fires. Charles E.
Manning, New York, N. Y. Application filed Sep-

530.191.

tember

9, 1893,

The arrangement includes a source

of water supply

and a

source of electricity, an elect ic motor, a pump driven thereby,
electric wires connected to the source of electricity and to the
motor, e ectric switches adapted to close the circuit through the
wires and operate the motor, water pipes leading from the
water supply to the pump, and from the pump through the
building a plurality of branch pipes, and independent valves
for each leading from the water pipes, and a hose connected to
each of the branch pipes,

530.192.

The method

consists in bringing the rotatable element of a motor to the
critical speed through the influence of a Uniphase alternating
current applied to one or both of the motor elements, and then
maintain the rotation by producing in this movable element currents of displaced phase, and subjecting the conductors carrying the displaced currents lo the influence of a magnetic field.

Ludwig Gutmann,
December 23, 1891.

Electric Railway System.

York, N. Y.

A

Application

filed

David Mason, New
February 16, 1894.

feature of this invention is a conductor composed of a series
of independent sections arranged end lo end, each section of
which is constructed with a tubular body that is closed at its
ends, and provided with a longitudinal groove extending
throughout its length in which is arranged a rib or bar.

e

WESTERN

2^6
Telephone Switcli. Alfred Sliomberg and Androv Carkon, Ciiicago, 111. Application filed October

530,20s.
9,

Electric

530,286.

Germany.

1S94.

The claim follows: In a telephone switch the combination
with a support comprising a hook provided with two limbs between and from which the teiephone is adapted to be suspended, ol a pivoted lever, the end thereof occupying a position
between said limbs, whereby said lever will be rotated when the
telephone is hung up, and contact terminal's controlled by the
rotation of said lever for opening and closing the circuits
through the telephone apparatus,
530,223.

As shown in the cut there is a fender for trolley cars in which
there is a combination of rectangular bracket arms. T pieces
forming the apices of the rectangular bracket arms, means for
attaching the bracket arms 10 the car. fender supporting arms
connecting the upper and lower ends of the bracket arms, a
transverse brace directly connecting the forward lower ends of
the bracket arms and removably applied thereto at the rear of
their extreme forward ends and a fender net attached to
the
fender-supporting arms, said arms and fender net extendin'^
"
over [he transverse brace,

Tramway.

Application

December

Heinrich Schwieger, Berlin,
filed

arrangement there

December

Electric Switch.

530.293.
Ala.

Application

N. Y.

is

Ike

W. Ullman, Birmingham,

Telephone

Transmitter.
Application

Brooklyn, N. Y.

John
filed

T.

August

1894

15,

Battery Connection.
Walter S. Doe, Brooklyn,
Application filed August 27, 1S94.

I'he device comprises an electrical contact disk, an elastic
ring surrounding the disk and of a thickness somewhat greater
than the thickne: s of the disk, and projecting beyond the face
or faces of the disk, and means for moving the'contact diskintc
contact with the lead plate, and at the same time compressing
the elastic rin_J to cause the latter to hermetically seal the joint
betwem the face of the disk and the lead plate, and abrndiing
post or head in electrical connection with the disk,

Burglar Alarm for Safes.
530,411.
James W. Gilstrap,
Rolla, Me., and William D. Gilstrap, Racine, Wis.
."Xpplication filed April 24, 1894.

September 28, 1S94.

filed

Electric contact brushes are attached to binding posts on a
base, electric conducting wires are attached to the posts, a
metallic frame carrying a lever is pivoted therein, an electrically
insulated bolt operates in a groove formed In the base, the bolt
provided with tapering heads having electric contact tips, a
metallic yoke embraces the bolt, the j-oke attached to the bolt
by rivets operating in slots formed therein; two arms are pivoted
to the yoke, the ends of (he arms extending through apertures
formed in the lever frame; roiled springs operate on the arms
between the frame and the yoke; a concave recess is formed on
the upper side of the yoke; the lower end ot the lever engages
the concave recess to operate the bolt to engage or disengage
the holt to the contacts on the binding posts.

530,315-

530,401.

22, 1891.

a channel In the roadway, provided at suitable intervals with electrical contacts in electrii al
relation with a source of electricity.
An elongated device
carried by the car extends below the slot of the channel for
making contact with the contacts in the channel. Acarrying
frame is suspended on the journal boxes of the car provided
with longitudinal exiension flexibly jointed thereto and located
above the slot in the roadway, and a laterally movable series of
suspension rods depend through the slot, foiminga mechanical
and electrical connection between the frame and contact-making
device.
In this

Fender for Trolley Cars. Charles F. Haui^,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed April 5, 1894.

ELECTRICIA^I.

Claim I is for the combination with the safe of an inclosing,
movable, rigid, metallic envelope, insulating media which separate them, means for making contact between them, and an
electrical i irciiit, a circuit closer, and alarm, whereby the movemeat of the envelope, bodily, in any direction, closes the circuit
and sounds the alarm

Thermal

53°: 430.
ville,

Wis.

Henry Klein, Janes-

Circuit Breaker.

AppHcation

filed

May

19, 1894.

In this device there Is claimed an insulator cleat, a fixed flat
contact plate secured fast to one end of the cleat, a normally
straight spring contact strip secured fast at one end of the cleat,

Williams,
8, 1894.

The features claimed for the device shown in the cut are the
combination of two fixed conducting blocks or bodies, both incapable of mechanical vibration from atmospheric sound waves,
and a bridging piece between them, mounted upon a movable
a.\-Is and subjected to a force tending to hold its extremities
In
contact with the respecti\e blocks or bodies.

Telephone Exchange System.

530,324.

NO. 530,361.

Magneto-electric Machine. Joseph N. McLeod,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application filed April 2, 1S94.

530j235.

In a magneto-electric machioe there are in combination with
the rotary armature and the toothed rack bar and ratchet whe
for operating the armature a circuit-breaker consisting of ihe
stationary and movable parts normally in contact and connected
in the local circuit and respectively connected with the line
wires, the lever connected with the movable part of the circuitbreaker, the collar connected with the lever and the lappet arm
of the ratchet wheel adapted to have contact with the collar to
break the circuit when the rack bar nearly reaches the end of
its movement for operating the armature.
i

530,236.

Mass.

Romaine

Callen-

der, Brantford, Can.
Original application filed Auo^ust
Divided and this application filed Decen?ber
13, 1S92.
iS, 1S93.

This

an automatic telephone exchange system, having
means controlled by the subscriber for automaticallyconnecting
any two of a series of independent outlying telephone lines, in
combination with a time mechanism for. automatically disconnecting at the central office the subscribers after a predetermined time The time mechanism is in no way under the
control of the subscriber after the expiration of the predetermined time.

Application

June

25, 1892.

system of electrical distribution involving a pluralitj'
of
un form sections of storage battery, an energizer for each section ol battery, each energizer having a
potential equal to its
respective battery section working conductors
and means for
roupling the initial battery section in parallel of the
working
conductors and the remaininLt battery sections successively
:

in
series or in parallel with the initial section
in accordance with
the fluctuations in the potentials of the working
conductorsand for adjusting the connections ofthe energizers

with the
battery section to maintain the potentials of
the battery sections and their respective energizers equal.

Burglar Alarm.
John H.
Application filed July 20, 1S94.

530,434.

Lovie, Neosho,

Mo

The combination comprises an

inclosing movable casing for
a safe provided with electric contacts adapted to
make connection with the safe when the casing us moved,
and an electric
forming one terminal

circuit, including an ala-in, the contacts
ot the circuit and the safe the other.

Dynamo

530.465.

Two

NO. 530,223.
Teleplione Switcli.
Romaine Callender, Brantford, C;
Application filed September 15, 1S94.

530,325

This suslainiiig device is in the nature of.iii inclined bracket
secured lo a telephone bo.\. in combination witli a telephone
receiver having a sustaining e.vlension lug or ear adapted
to rest
upon the inclined bracket, and a switch lever provided with circult connections for shifting the circuit from
the call bell to the
re eiver. and vice versa, and means for maintaining
the telephone in suspended position upon the inclined bracket when
-'
the circuit is throii
gh the call bell.

S30>344.

Electric Dentil Engine.

Benjamin A.
filed

Jeffery,

Regulator.
Application

York, N. Y.

a.

An open

NO. 530>I45-

November

filed

A

13, 1S94.

casing having a main portion lo inclo.se the hammeractuating devices, and having an offset with its rear or bottom
on a different plane from the rear or bottom of the main portion,
the rear or bottom of the offset being open with a bar across the
opening, a screen roverinvr ihe op.-ning, and open frame laid
over the screen, a gong, a screw passing through the gong, a
bar and screen into the frame to bind all together, and a co\er
for the casing and means to secure it in place.

System of Electrical Distribution with Storage
Emil Kuchenmeister, Berlin, Ge rmany.

Batteries.

Edward G. Worley, New York,
filed

NO. 530,344.

Application

Signaling Apparatus. Bernice J. Noyes, Boston,
Application filed February lii, 1S90.

Electric Bell.

N. Y.

T-f-r-t-v-\-V-VV-^,A\K

/

the spring stripbeing outwardly bowed and having its
free extremity touching the fi.ved contact plate at a point
nearer the
fast end ofthe spring contact strip than the
leneth of the latter
and fusible solder fastening the free extremity of the
spring
contact strip onto the fi.ved contact plate at the
pointof contact

530,432.

The invention relates to police signal apparatus, comprising
multiple signal transmitting apparatus, constructed and arranged to transmit different signals and to produce distinguishing impulses with some and not with others, a central siaiion
having a receiving apparatus, a relay controlling the circuit of
the receiving apparatus and in circuit wirh the transmitting apparatus, combined with a distant au.\iliary station, a circuitchanging device also in circuit and responsive first to distinguishing impulses only, and thereafter to the regular impulses of signals transmitted, a loial circuit controlled by this
circuit-changing apparatus and containing a signal-receiving
instrument located at the auxiliary station, and an audible
alarm deyi e located at the distant central station, whereby
only special signals distinguished by certain impulses are received at the auxiliary station and their recept on made known
by the audible alarm at the distant central station.
5130.253.

/

Is

Joseph A. Jeffery and
San Francisco, Cal. Application

Van Vleck, New

John
filed

October

S, 1S94.

of contact plates, each being disposed
in a
straight line. Ihe plates of one series being
opposite the intervals of the other, resistances interposed between
the success^•e
plates of each series and a con act piece
movable over both
series and constructed to bridge two plates
of one series while
bearing upon one plate of the other series are described.

530.466.

scries

Torpedo Boat.

SttbiTiarine

Chicago,

The

Application

111.

propeller shaft

filed

George C. Baker

March

14^ 1S93.

and engine

in a submarine boat haie
also a connection between the
engine and dynamo and between the shaft
and dynamo, and a
series of storage batteries, the
combination permitting the
utilization of electriuty as a motive power.

direct

connection

here

I

is

April 5, 1894.

The illustration shows a dental electric eneine consistin.^ of
a motor armature revolnble between its fields within an
hermetically closed casing forming a part thereof,
a revolnble shaft
journaled within the casing, and upon which shaft the motor
armature is loosely revolnble, an electromagnet fi.ved
to and revoluble with the motor armature, and a disk armature
revolnble
with the shaft and slidabic longitudinally
thereon, so as to be
drawn into contact with the poles of the magnet when the latter
IS energized, a commutator and
brushes through which the electric circuit passes to the motor armature,
a collar turning with
the motor armaiiire and commutator, having
a brush forming
contact with Its surface, through which
connection is made with
the source of electrical supply, a wire leadin"
froi
it through
"^
the motor armature to the
lectro-magnet, and a connection
between the othei terminal of the magnet and
the shaft to form

530.351-

'

i

530,260.

Primary Battery.

York, N. Y.

Charles W. DeMott, New
Application filed December 7, 1S93.

For this invention is claimed the combination in a primary
battery of the jar. the porous cup, the zinc elect
ode and a
copper electrode having the parallel slits and the strips between
the sits bent out of the plane of the rest o( the
tube, whereby
circulating passages are provided for the solution
without lessening the surface area of the copper electrode.

Trolley Catcher. William F. Kendt, Bufralo,
N. \. Application filed May 26, 1894.

530,276.

A

stationary frame or casing having a stop or shoulder
and a
rotary spring-drum joi.rnaled therein, a detent
pawl carried by
the drum, adapted to be connected with the trolley
rope and engaging with the stop or shoulder of the casing.

Conduit for Electric Railways.
Michael
Martin, Chicago, III. Application filed February

530,283.

1S94.

ihcrefoi

Electric Meter.- Gustave .A. Sclieefler,
Peorin,
Application filed July 17, 1S94.

S3°.35i111.

The last claim is given: In a meter the combination with
magnetit: poles of a drum of aluminum mounted
upon averlical
shaft and adapted 10 rotate in front of
said poles a shunt coil
and a series i oil for producing two lields of displaced
phase lo
elTect the rotation of said drum, a retarding
disk of aluminum
niounted upon said shaft, a permanent magnet, past
the poles
o which said disk is adapted to be rotated,
and a short-circuit
about said series coil, adjusted lo neutraliue
the effects of fric-

Tool

530,361.

Milton B.

September
I.

7,

This conduit comprises a slot rail having a downturned
having two upturned flanges formin-^ a
socket adapted to receive the flange, the rail and a key
inserted
in the socket and engaging the flange of the rait,
flange, socket
flange, a substructure

and key having complementary engaging surfaces, whereby
when they were in place ihe flange and key were prevented

from being withdrawn through the lop opening of the socket.

ground

for Linemen's Use.
Solomon Smith and
Mishler, Ravenna, O.
Application filed
17, 1S94.

A, lever slotted
,*: °"e (^"d
^nd cut away on one face and
,
notched
on the other, a double hook pivoted within
the ^lot.
and c spring bearing upon the hook, are shown
and described.
,

.

Insulator for Electric Conductors.
John
Croskey and Joseph Locke, Pittsburg, Fa.
Application
filed September 28, 1S94.

H

530,399.

An

insulated conductor of electricity, consisdng
of a metallic
"""' "'"'' " iifH-nietallic mineral and embedded

[nHass"''

Electric Switch.

530,472.

Ma

Application

A double sw itch
from each other, a

is

filed

provided with movable
hers, insulated
connectin to ...^ members, a
handle

bar
.,...,bar and
tie

.

carried by the

tie

operating wulh

tlie

tive

John M. Cronin, Cambridg
September 22, 1S94.

by the handle

an auxiliary

members and adapted
to electrically

circuit controller co-

to be rendered operaconnect the members.

530,482. Electric Railway Supply System.

Boonton, N.

Application

J.

filed

John J Green
August 21, 1893,

'

The combination

is described as a closed
contact
the
rock-shaft
ndmg through packing and controlling ab-x
contact
that closes the cin-uit in the box. a traveling
shoe or collector
and a switch arm outside the box normally held in
the path of
..shoe at the extremit). of its outward movement
by the shoe and actuating the shaft, the arm beingand moved
airanged
obliquely with reference to the line of travel
of the shoe
whereby the shoe moves the swii charm in the same
d rection
the

when

shoe

is

moved

in either direction.

Primary Battery.
Charles J. Hubbell,
York, N. \. Application filed April 30, 1S94.

530,485.

'' ''^'•"'^"^. •'='"12 »

New

POsifve element
nr^
TT^-lhY'"/
provided
with tw'O terminal projections, and two
negative terminals embedded in the battery casing and
terminating in exposed ctintacts located within the battery casing
and belSw the
upper edge of the positive element and having each
a separable
contact with one of the terminal proj'ections.

EVERY SATURDAY.
The Drainage Canal and

Traveling

its

Electric Lighting Plants.
1

Me

of the great engineering works of the day

drainage canal, which
great channel will,

is

now

is

Chicago's

This

process of excavation.

in

when completed, extend from

Fork of the South Branch of the Chicago River,

West

the

Chicago,

in

River at Joliet, a distance of 36 miles.
It
receive a portion of the water of Lake Michigan, the

current setting through the louver Desplaines

By

rivers to the Mississippi.

means

this

and the

Illinois

the greater part of

the city will be drained without contaminating the adjacent

portion of

I^ke Michigan, which

When

water supply.

completed

is

twenty-two

feet

The

of water.

l-IG.

ippi,

will

which would be navigable
be able to ply between

St.

from Chicago

than

made by

the

ITS

Louis and

which

New Orleans, after

canal

is

being built under

by the Legislature of the State of Illinois
Sanitary District of Chicago compromises

in 1SS9.

will

some

is

forty-

outside of the city limits,

be directly benefited by the improvement.

population of the district

The

of the city

all

north of Eighty-seventh street, together with

which

The

about 1,400,000, and the assessed

value of real estate and other property subject to taxation

is

Larth was broken

main channel on September 3,
to LockFor
port, wdiich is 33 miles from the center of Chicago.
construction purposes the canal is divided into 28 sections,
the

in

for the

work now under contract extends

work on each being given

tractors.

Some

to a separate firm of con-

four or five thousand

men

are

employed

excavating operations along the line of the great ditch,

and

it is

anticipated that the entire work, from

to Joliet, will be completed

make use

of a variety of inter-

and remove the earth, according to
The canal board
encountered.

esting appliances to dig

the nature of the formation

requires

the excavated earth be deposited

that

banks iSo

on spoil

from the sides of the channel, and

feet distant

huge portable structures have been devised to accomplish
this

One

work.

of these, at present near the Chicago Belt

Line crossing of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
road,

is

shown

tipple

by November

i.

in Fig.

i.

Here

rail-

Robey

street

i8g6.

The

cars, especially constructed,

Each

and are automatically dumped.

equipped with two four-yard

cars,

the tipple while discharging

its

is

— ELECTRICALLY

is

shown on

shown

is

is

movable with the

rest of the incline, of

on the side of the structure opposite

in Fig.

i.

It is

to that

enclosed in a separate huL mounted

on a truck detached from the remainder, but connected to
it.
A view of the interior of this small traveling

move with
plant

shown

in Fig. 2.
Steam is supplied to an upright
Racine engine by a flexible tube connection with
the adjacent boiler.
This engine is belted to a 30 ampere

5

by

is

5 inch

no

volt

five

arc

United States dynamo, which furnishes current for
and eight incandescent lamps.
Two of the arc

from two

shovel

to three cubic

yards of earth {clay in this instance) at each operation.

The

incline

is

built of

heavy timbers and sustains a double

track for the dump-cars.

This structure

is

supplied with a

steam equipment consisting of an upright too horse power
boiler and two independent 40 horse power engines, each

irom which the dump-cars are propelled from the steam shovel to the spoil bank and back.
Coal for fuel is easily obtained, and water is secured by a
driving a cable drum,

long pipe connecting with the city mains.
fit IS

mounted on wheels and

and

rollers,

The whole outmoved along

is

the line of the canal, as required, on temporary tracks,
horses.

The steam

shovel

in

the excavation

by
is,

of course, also movable, on a separate track.

The expensive machinery used

in this

arc

work as well as the
made it necessary
and as good light is

lamps are wired on three

ment
and

is

illumination

sections of the canal.

has

been

generally

The

plant

and 2 was installed by Gustave Monrath for the Heidenreich company, which, on its section,
has four steam shovels and inclines at work.
The electric

illustrated

by Figs,

i

in Fig.

i.

The incanThe

circuits,

two

in series, sufficient

down

the voltage for

necessarily of a rough-and-ready, temporary char-

The

plant answers

effective

its

purpose admirably, however,

and satisfactory.

At Lockport there are four interesting electric lighting
by Sargent & Lundy forexcavatingmachines
that are somewhat different in character.
At this point the
excavation is in rock, and after being blasted out the stone
is raised and removed by huge double-arm, rotating, derrick
conveyors on the cantilever principle. These derricks are
plants supplied

moved on tracks when necessary, and are so arranged that
one arm is swung around to get its load while the other is
conveying a loaded skip to the dumping ground.
Each
plant consists of a Case engine and a Crocker- Wheeler dy-

of

electric

is

acter.

to continue operations day and night,

different

shown

iheoddone. The conducting wires have considerable slack
to give some latitude in moving the outfit.
The "poles"
are roughly made of scantling, and the whole wiring equip-

namo

adopted on the

as

resistance being introduced to bring

extensive character of the undertaking has

indispensable,

dump,

descent lamps are used in the engine and boiler rooms.

LIGHTED EXCAVATING APPARATUS AT BELT LINE CROSSING.

The steam

contents.

in the ditch is capable of lifting

incline

which load and dump

In the illustration one of the cars

alternately.

means of

$242,438,000.
1S92, and the

different contractors

lighting plant
course, and

TRAVELI NG ELCCI'RIC LIGHTING PLANTS.

to the Mississ-

for the largest boats

Cook county,

noplace

the incline at the

less

the general law for incorporating sanitary districts, enacted

three square miles of

in

a steep incline to a proper height, where they run on to a

cutting being

The

have been completed.

and

to 202 feet

feet deep.

channel will also be a

this

the present plans for the improvement of the Mississippi
will

than 24

lamps are placed on movable supports, two are suspended
from a scaffold on top of the steam shovel and one is under

THE DRAl.\AGE CANAL AND
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The

less

No. 25

are loaded by steam shovels and drawn by steam hoists up

Sanitary District trustees constitutes nearly two-thirds of the

entire cost of creating a channel

be

22. 1894.

the source of the city's

waterway, navigable for any craft drawing

free

no

canal varies in width from
will

to the Desplaines
will
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placed directly on a derrick.

I3,''<

Two

of the sets consist

horse power engines and jj4 kilowatt dynamos.

supplying 12 arc and 8 incandescent lamps, and the two

power engines and

4^

kilo-

watt dynamos, operating 6 arcs and 6 incandescents.

The

smaller sets comprise 8 horse

movable supports and are
each pair on an independent iio-voh

arc lamps are suspended from

wired two in series,

"

^
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t

circuit.

The low

potential

was necessary

to prevent dan-

tlie conductors be severed by
Each boom of the electrically
lighted derricks has an arc lamp at the end, the current being
transmitted from the plant to the swinging arms by means

gerous short-circuits should
flying fragments of rock.

of a ring contact at the base.

Direct Current Motor and

Dynamo De-

sign.
EiMERV: On account of my conwith large tests, and having recently taken
study of electricity, I was appointed chairman of a committee at the World's Fair to make tests
It is well now to state one
of the large engine-dynamos.

Dr.

Charles E.

nection

up

the

point in respect to those tests— one real discovery, I think.
In ascertaining the efficiency of a dynamo it is very common to obtain the core loss and friction of the engine light,
then to excite the fields and obtain the armature drag by
subtracting the second set of observations from the first.
the two quantities thus obtained it is very customary
to use as the armature drag and the friction throughout the
Those experiments
whole range of the experiments.
showed very clearly that that is incorrect for the very
reasons which the lecturer set forth here to-night- -the armature drag increases quite materially as the load rises.
The
exciting force is necessarily increased first to balance the
drop through the coils; to balance the lost volts, as it is sometimes called.
But there seems to be some reaction there,
independent of that. At any rate, adding together the
energy used in the shunt and series field, the amount increases in a very much larger ratio than the power.
That
necessarily increases the armature drag, and so there was
no way of balancing the indicated horse power wirli >h'-

Now

not only because I have had this evening's enjoyment, but
because I have felt that ray first idea of Mr. Dunn was a
correct one, and that we may expect from him valuable
work.
Dr. Gever: Mr. Dunn explained very lucidly the matter of brushes of various resistances and that we are between
two difficulties of getting too high resistance, or, if the reI was going
sistance is too low, getting too much sparking.
to ask if he knows of any brushes being used that were individually graduated
to have, say, a good conductor for
a foundation and a brass conductor over it for your next
grade of conductivity, and so on, worse and worse; say that
the thickness of your brush was copper, brass, good conducting carbon, poor conducting carbon.
Mr. Dunn: I will answer first Mr. Emery's question
concerning the shape of this second curve which was drawn.
The curve was shaped like i/iis. The tact that the curve
(Fig. I, p. 2S2), does not rise as high as the curve A at that
motor is expected to
point is due to these two reasons: the
give 300 per cent, load for short periods without sparking.
Therefore in the first place its shape is very large and strong
and tough and its bearing friction is large. Also its commutator has to carry very heavy currents. Then again, in
order to be sparkless it has to be a machine in which there
is a great deal of iron and very little copper, a great many
lines of force in the armature and very few turns on the armaTherefore the hysteresis
ture to distort those lines of force.
is large and the eddy currents are large and the field, in order
That
to go around such an amount of iron, is also large.
makes the fixed losses very large, and for small loads, such
as this, the fixed losses bear so small a proportion to the
As the losses that
total output that the efficiency is smalt.
increase with the load are small with this type of machine,
they do not come in and cause the curve to bend down as it

—

—

B

B

flot-^ h'-rr. nn'l

•" iheciirvp

ri'^'--^

up tn

thi'^

point.

If we have a four-pole machine, we may wan
to get a fringe at a particular pole to stop sparking.
In

shunt

is this:

very intense fields if we move our brushes till we gel just
there [indicating] we will gel the right amount of fringe to
reverse.
If we move them a little bit too far we will get so
much more fringe than is necessary that they will spark very
badly, and if we do not move them quite far enough we will
not get enough fringe to reverse them.
In other words, the
entrance of the brush under this fringe is too sudden.
That
fringe is reacted upon by the armature reaction, and if when
the brush is under the fringe the load should be removed,
which allows the fringe to come back, it would come back
and lap over that point of commutation a little bit, but
would cause a sparking. Mr. Dobrovolski puts inside his
armature a thin layer of cast-iron. At first sight it would
seem that that cast-iron tube would cause a large amount of
magnetic leakage from pole to pole and be of no value; but
he bores it full of holes right in the middle so that he does
not cause much leakage, and it has the effect of causing a
gentle distribution of this fringe all the way acrose here.
But if there is much of an armature distortion the fringe that
has been driven away has to come a long distance to get back.
In other words, it makes an equable distribution there and
helps your commutation.
As to how effective thai device is
I do not know.
I should think that for machines in which
the coils are not slipped right over the pole-pieces about the
same lesults could be accomplished by chamfering off the
edge of the poles and properly shaping them.
Dr. Emery: Perhaps it would be of interest to those
present if the speaker would explain the Sayre winding.
Mr.
The principle of Mr. Sayre's device is that
in this little lead here which is going up, before it is allowed

Dunn

:

touch tlie windings, it comes over here and in a separate
winding wound on the same core just wraps itself around
them a few times and then goes back and then goes up.
Now with the brushes in this position [radicating] that little
winding which is over here generates the electromotive force
which is necessary to cause this coil to reverse right where
it is without the necessity for shifting the brushes.
It is a very complicated winding and has not as yet been
used in practice that I know of not certainly to any
great extent.
It requires two different windings, the regular winding to do the work and then this secondary set of
windings in each of these little commulator wires to do the
to

—

reversing.

Dr. Emery: I recently had a letter from an engineer in
England who has been investigating the matter and he said
that it overcomes a great deal of the difficulties of the
designs of dynamos.
The winding, although complicatedas
spoken of, can be of very small wire, because the separate
coils only come into connection as they come under the
brush, and therefore they have time to cool until they can
come under. There is a second paper of Mr. Sayre on the
subject in which he has put them into a great number of
machines and reduced the size very materially. It was not
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work, but by taking that mto consideration; and it
shows very plainly that the proper way to make tests in
cases of that kind is by separate excitation, or by putting
on more shunt field, without using the series field to make
a series of progressive tests and bring up the voltage by the
increased field and find the losses when the armature circuit is open for each of these progressive loads, -and then
these subtracted from the full load, or added together and
compared with the external output, really give the efficiency.
The efficiencies of these standard machines are lowered by
this method and it is one reason why we find in practical
electric

operations that those large efficiencies are not obtained.
It
is not very great, but when we come to these new machines
a matter of two or three per cent, is considered very large,
and that difference may be accounted for in that particular
way. There is one other matter, when others have discussed the subject, to which I would call Mr. Dunn's attention, and that is that in his first diagram he told us why
the characteristic took the form.
Now we possibly can
study out why the other characteristic took the form.
But
he did not happen to mention it. I do not kno\v whether
he intended to or not.
We should be happy to hear it if he
wishes to explain the matter.
Nikola Tesla I believe that all these beautiful windings
:

shown by Mr. Dunn are due to Mr. Weston.
which we have just listened to has been

Ihe
to

lecture

me,

I

can

assure you, a great pleasure.
I cannot but congratulate the
professors of Columbia College upon having such a pupil,
who is able to so address an audience on this subject. I
remember that in these halls I presented some years ago my
first

work on high frequency phenomena, and

Dunn who

first

remember how

of

all

it

was Mr.
and I

the students here aided me,

he no doubt has felt this evening,
in addressing for the first time an audience, and I remember
how grateful I was to him for the assistance he gave me at
that time.
It has been a great pleasure to me to be here,
z.

Discussion

I felt, as

of

Electrical Society,

paper by Gano S. Dunn, before the New York
November 27, 1894, published in the Western

I^lECTRICIan December

15, 1894.

With regard to the brush mentioned by Prof. Geyer, such
a brush is the Wirt brush, which is made up of copper leaves
in the middle separated by paraffine paper, then lamina of
some other material of higher resistance than copper,
then lamina of some other material higher yet, all separated
by paper. Those brushes are excellent for low voltage
machines, but for high voltage machines. ev_en the resi_stance
of German silver is not enough to cause the forced commutation.
With regard to making the carbon in different resistance throughout, that would unquestionably secure the
end that Prof. Geyer suggested, but these carbons are made
out of a mixature that looks like molasses very thick clay.
It is liquid almost, and it would be difficult to properly make
those together, and it would be much easier to make a brush
of high resistance material all through and make it so much
wider.
Widening the brush would have the same effect as
making the parts of higher conductivity.
The dynamotor is a machine in which the armature is
wound with two windings, one of which drives the core and
the other of which by passing through the same field generates
the electromotive force and acts as a dynamo.
You cannot
change the dynamo voltage, because while it gives you more
lines of force to be cut, yet it makes your motor go just that
much slower. To make a motor-dynamo which regulates
you must have it arranged so that all the lines of force that
act on your motor do not act on your dynamo.
Then by
varying the lines of force that act on your dynamo only you
can get a variation of voltage such as that by simply connecting together a motor and dynamo; then by varying the
fielcs of the dynamo only a rise of potential can be secured.
N. W. Perry: I would like to ask Mr. Dunn about a
device which we all saw at the electricity building which was
presented by one of the German exhibitors and in which a
polar ring was used.
Herr Oltenheimer, who was
charge
of it, spoke of it very highly, and I believe it was attributed
to Dobrovolski.
One of the claims that he made for it
was that it would stop sparking, but I have seen that
machine spark quite as violently as machines without the

—

m

polar ring.

Mr. Di'XN;

The

principle of the Dobrovolski magnetic

necessary to have even as much iron in as before.
He did
not pay any attention to this question of armature reaction
except with the coils, and took it all out, and in that way
\\as able to reduce the weights very materially and vet accomplished the results very satisfactorily.
A Member: I would like to ask about the exact ratio
between the width of the slot and the size of the air space.
Mr. Dunn: That ratio in a machine as small as this,
when the air gap is one-eighth of an inch, may be threeeighths without very much loss, but if it is made a quarter the
loss is insignificant.
Two to one is a good ratio in small
machines.
In large machines the width of the slot is made
equal to or a little less than the aii" gap.
But in small machines like this, width of slot twice the length of the air gap
gives no trouble.
The loss due to it is perhaps one-half of
one per cent.
Dk. Emery: If there areno further suggestions! would
like to expre-s ray own thanks for the very able manner in
which this subject has been presented by one that we have
learned to admire, and I wish to move a vole of thanks to
the lecturer of the evening for his very able and interesting
lecture.

Schu.yler

S.

Wheeler

(Communicated): During the

discussion of Mr. Dunn's recent lectures before the New
York Electrical Society at Columbia College on the ''Designing of Electric Motors," I understood Mr. Tesla, in a
very neat speech of praise of the lecturer, to mention as a
matter of little consequence, in view of his praises, that all
of the devices, windings, etc., described were very old and
that the windings especially were attributable to Weston. I
was considerably surprised at this, although Weston is entitled to more credit than he usually receives for being the
originator of much that is good.
Among other things, Mr. Dunn explained what is known
as the four-pole, two-brush or two-circuit winding for drum
armatures and its mate for ring armatures, and in view of
the fact that the Crocker- Wheeler Electric company has
spent much time and a great deal of money investigating
the merits and true ownershipfor these windings and securing the rights lo them from abroad, I was surprised to hear
them attributed to Weston, especially as I was not aware
that he had ever done much in multipolar construction.

Mr. Edison Says There is an Oversupply
of "Electricians."
Mr. Edison has been interviewed several times of
by representatives of foreign and domestic journals.

lale

To

one of the latter he said:
Unless a man means to be successful as an electrician,
he would better keep out of the profession altogether, for it
may be said as a general thing that the rates of compensation are diminishing because ol the oversupply of men who
have scarcely the rudiments and no experience to carry them
along.
A man has to rise to make it pay. Electricity has
its business side as well as its scientific, and the masters of
technical industries always will be the captains of the proletariat.
It behooves a man to become a master.
I think
the chances for a man's success are greater in this country
Electricity
than anywhere else.
will be mostly developed
hereafter on chemical lines.
It is in this direction (hat a
man should work to anticipate the future.

—
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Leading-in Wires for
candescent Lamps.

Aluminum
A plan

In-

wide, supplied from a continuous
is

platinum by aluminum, to the use of

to replace

which metal objections based on rarity are not now ever
likely to apply, has been suggested by Werner Bolton, who
exhibited lamps made with the substitute at the recent
meetin'' of the German Electro-chemical society in Berhn.

The

coefficient of

expansion of aluminum

much

is

larger

than that of glass, and direct sealing in is impracticable.
The joint between glass and metal is, however, made in

The aluminum

the following ingenious manner:

a glass tube until

in

fuses

round

When

it.

fuses

it

and

the composite rod

heated

is

the envelope

of glass

(having a glass

envelope and an aluminum core) cools, the glass cracks; but
function of the glass is merely
this is of no moment, as the

when it comes to be
which ultimately forms
the base of the lamp. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 1,
where the aluminum wires A/ (about three centimeters in

10
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prevent the aluminum melting

sealed into the thick glass envelope

The
are fused into the thick glass envelope G/.
envelope carrying the wires is shown sealed into the
l;unp in Fig. 2, which needs no further explanation.
The joint between the glass and the aluminum is made tight
length)

roll.

Above

293

this cylinder

arranged a nnmber of electro-magnets, one for each

nal circuit.

Each

electro-magnet

is

lever carries

energized

when the
downward, punching a

a needle which

thrust

is

sig-

hole in the blue paper on the cylinder, which

is

correspond with the

The paper

po-sition of

the needles.

grooved

ruled crosswise into five minute time intervals and

is

to
is

per-

manner on both margins. These perforations engage with two sets of propelling pins on the ends of
the cylinder, thus giving a positive movement to the paper.
Each signal circuit registers a line of perforations on the
forated in like

gives a power of 60 effective horse power.
This motor is
coupled to a Capell ventilator three meters in diameter and
two meters wide, and yielding an average of 2,000 cubic meters of air per minute. A second ventilator to act as reserve
will shortly be installed. A series of tests with this ventilating
plant has been carried out.
It was found that the steam
engine had a useful efficiency of 83 per cent. ; that the useful
effect of the total installation
that is, the relation of the
useful work of the ventilator to the indicated steam power
was 48.9 per cent, and that the efficiency of electrical transmission over a distance of 1,500 meters amounted to S2.9
per cent.

—

When the cars are running on time, that is,
with proper intervals between them, the perforations will
appear at regular time intervals on the paper,^otherwise the

Method

more widely apart. The length
and time of occurrence is therefore shown, and from
the time schedule it is readily determined what car was due
at that point and the crew can be required to malce an explanation of the delay.
The sheet is timed either by hand
or by an electric time stamp and at the end of the day is cut

Proceedings of the Engineers' club,

blue paper.

perforations will be spaced
of delay

Measuring Atmospheric Re-

of

sistance.
In the course of an interesting article in the

measurement of atmospheric

method is deand ending of the interval

resistance, a

scribed in which the beginning

both recorded by the breaking of an electric circuit
under precisely similar circumstances. By these means are

are

avoided

uncertainties involved in the hysteresis of the re-

all

cording magnet;

•rlass

November

Philadelphia, on the

same

the

stylus

is

the resistance of the circuit

both

for

same

the

is

practically

the friction of the recording

circuits;

both records— in short, any circum-

for

during the exhaustion of the lamp in the following manner:

stance affecting the recording of one end of the interval will

aluminum when amalgamated
It is a well known fact that
bv contact with a solution containing mercury oxidizes rapthe oxide alumina, in the form
idly, becoming covered with
Tliis incrustation of oxide, if caused to
of a dense powder.

probably act with equal

however, there

when

cording stylus

CI

One was

and polished
patient care

DESCENT LAMPS.
occur between the
they are sealed,

is

was

aluminum wires and

make an

said lo

the glass into which

air-tight

These

joint.

lie

The

liquid

is

As soon

as the joint

is

tight the ingress of air

is,

cures itself by the action of the oxygen on the

it

mainin-g

a

aluminum amalgam, resulting

in

the point where

it is

The

needed.

alumina K is shown in Fig.
from the London Electrician.

The

3.

cuts

Service.
company

Lindell Railway

duced an automatic

electric

of St. Louis has intro-

time register upon

enable the superintendent to see at a glance

its lines

how

lost

to

the cars

are moving over the entire system and thus enable

know when and where

him

to

time and blockades have oc-

curred.

The

device consists of a

from the superintendent's
on the road, such
branch sections.

number of

signal wires extending

office to the

most important pomts
main line and

as terminals,

and

finally to

be perfectly sym-

iron axis so as not to whirl while falling.
all

necessary accuracy, as

fol-

FIG. 2.

off in

ALUMINUM LEADING-Ix\ WIRES
DESCENT LAMPS.

I-OR

INCAN-

one-day lengths, rolled up, labeled and laid away for
The advantages of sucli a system of records

will be obvious to every street railway

manager.

precisely at

Automatic Time Register for Street Car
The

much

cost

weight, to consist partly of iron so as to

attracted by a magnet,
its

of the other ball

future reference.

aspect of the wires with

their coating of

are reproduced

re-

the production of

further supply of luting material (alumina)

less

ground

It

This was accomplished with

of

course, prevented, and oxidation ceases. Should a small leak

occur

much

iron, careftilly

with diameter of .503 of

sucked in

between the wires and the glass, and causes the amalgamation of the surface of the metal and its consequent oxidation,
the oxide being tightly enclosed and forming an air-tight
lute.

Norwegian

was desired to have a ball that
of the same volume as the iron ball and

and work.

metrical about

solution of mercuric chloride to the outer ends of the wires

during the exhaustion of the lamp.

of soft

to exact sphericity,

truly spherical,

yet of

by applying a drop of a strong

properties are given effect

back.

flies

it

The manufacture

an inch.

ALUMINU.M LF..\DING-:N WIRES FOR INCAN-

I.

the other end. Fortunately,

In the experiments described in the paper two balls were
used.

Flo.

effect at

no uncertainty even here, for if for any
reason there is any difference, it is easily detected by the
difference in the character of the curves drawn by the reis

junctions,

Each wire terminates with an automatic

Electrical Mining Operations in

Germany.

In the " Jahrbuch fiir das Berg und Hutlenwesen" lierr
Georgi, imperial mine administrator of Germany, speaks of
the chain haulage plant operated by electric power at the
Zaucherode coal mine. This chain haulage, which extends
a distance of 320 mteres, is effected by means of aSchuckert
electric motor which is supplied with current by a dynamo
which, at S80 revolutions, gives a current of 20 amperes at
410 volts. The motor runs at 1,150 revolutions, and, as
the speed ot the chain only reaches two feet per second, a considerable reduction is necessary.
This is effected partly by
worm gearing and also by means of two reductions by belts.
As the shaft upon which the driving sheave or pulley for the
chain is arranged makes 11^ revolutions a minute, the ratio
The generating dynamo supof conversion is as 100 to i.
plying current for the operation of the electric motor, and
therefore of the chain, is driven by belt from a steam enThe current is led to the motor partly by a 19-strand
gine.
lead-covered and armored cable carried on porcelain insulators, and partly by an unarmored cable arranged on
similar insulators. The mechanical efficiency of the electric
motor that is to say, the ratio between the current delivered to it, and the mechanical power given off by it
is
as follows:

—

WOOOBN BnkL

—

Per cent.

Of

At mean load
At full load
power given off

,

85
88.S

shaft of the generating
dynamo, that profitably utilized on the shaft of the electric
motor is:
Per cent.

Al
FIG. 3.

Al

contact device which is operated by the pressure of the trolley

The

car.

contact device consists of a

metallic lever suspended slightly

above and on one side of

lower end will engage one flange
oi the trolley wheel. The upper end is supported by a hinge
and is in permanent connection with the signal wire, but is

the trolley wire so that

its

insulated from the trolley wire.

The passing of

the trolley

wheel connects the signal wire lo the trolley wire whenever
one of these levers is passed and transmits a signal to the
automatic recording device in the superintendent's office.
The recording device consists of a slow-moving chrono-

The motive part is an ordinary tower
movement. The hour hand arbor transmits power to

graphic device.
clock

at

the

At mean load
65.4
At full load
;.6S
course, in consequence of the three reductions required to bring the speed down to li% revolutions a minute for the pulley driving the chain, the efficiency is lower
than it would otherwise have been. In fact, the losses
through this triple reduction are estimated to amount to
between 7 and 8 per cent.
An electric mine ventilator has for some little time been
at work at the Vereinigte Bonifacius pits, near Kray-GelsenThe ventilator is of the Capell type, and direct
kirchen.
current, high pressure dynamo and motor are used.
The
steam engine, which is supplied with part of the surplus
steam from the boilers at the mine, runs normally at 60
revolutions and gives 64 indicated horse power.
It has a
grooved fly-wheel, and drives, by means of five hemp ropes,
on
countershaft,
a
a grooved pulley
from which the generating dynamo is actuated by belting.
The ratio of reducThe generating dynamo, which has
tion is as four t<i one.
revolutions
speed
of
a
minute,
gives 42 amperes at
a
430
The current from this machine, of which a
1,200 volts.
duplicate will shortly be erected, is conveyed by means of
four bare copper wires carried on porcelain insulators on
eighteen iron masts, ranging from 30 feet to 46 feet high,
to the point of utilization at No. 3 pit.
Here it is received
by an electric motor which, at 200 revolutions a minute,
Of

ALUMINUM LEAOING-IN WIRES FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

wheel of a passing

the

Over
a cylinder 24 inches long and 6 inches in diameter.
this cylinder is carried a sheet of blue paper about 23 inches

METHOD OF MEASURING ATMOSPHERIC RESISTANCE.
lows:

A

cylinder of soft iron, about 3-32 inch in diameter

and something over

^

inch long, was carefully turned on

watchmaker's lathe. Without taking the piece out of the
inch
chuck, a block of white maple wood, a little over
cube, with a hole drilled in it the size of the cylinder, was
a

%

forced over the cylinder.
cylinder

was not bent or

The

operation.

tail

began.

means of a
it,

Toward

steel plate

The
the

its

last

with a hole

the
'4

nub at that end
the sphere was perfect except

until

the

place perfectly

turning of the wooden ball
ball

was ground by

inch diameter through

the edges of the hole being very perfect.

was removed,

that the

centering altered during the

center returned to

immediately afterward.
then

Extreme care was taken
its

The

carefully
its

tail

center

ground down

attachment to the
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chuck by a piece not more than 1-16 inch in diameter.
This was sawed off and finished with a file. The result was
a ball measuring by micrometer calipers .503 inch in every
diameter, and hence of precisely the same volume as the
iron ball, weighing less than one-fifth as much as the iron
ball, with enough iron to be held by the magnet, and yet

so symmetrical that
to a

with an orientation

As

the magnet.

ably regain
ing,

when tested by dropping from a magnet
it would invariably strike the putty
exactly parallel to that when hanging to

piece 'of putty,

certainly could not whirl

it

probably did not whirl

it

and

invari-

original orientation immediately before strik-

its

at all.

The accompanying diagram will show the principle of the
The core a b of the supporting magapparatus employed.
net was made of concentric layers of thin, soft iron (tin-type
It was
plate) in order to reduce hysteresis to a minimum.
then cut in two parts, and the two halves insidated by a
When the sivitch S is in the position as

sheet of rubber.

shown

the cut, the core a b

in

the switch

A

circuit

Mr. Scott:

drawn

is

free to

But while

fall.

to the position

When

m.

R
B is
stylus R

the circuit

by the ball leaving the magnet, the
When the switch
back by the spring to n.

actually broken

reaches

the

through

When

phase machine
Prof. Anthony:

turned to the position S' , the current through

being broken, the ball

will be forced

small variations in the carves arc in the form of higher
harmonics which result from the construction of the motor
itself.
We are apt in these theoretical discussions to leave
out the bearing of the exact form and construction of the
apparatus.
The assumption, for instance, which has been
made that the wave form given by a smooth core armature
is necessarily a sine-wave is not a correct deduction, because the wave is of course due to the distribution of the
magnetic field and also the distribution of the winding, and
it so happens that as machines are usually built, smooth
core machines do give sine-waves very approximately.
The statement has been made by Prof. Anthony that either
the two-phase or the three-phase combination should give
uniformly revolving fields, that is, fields in which the polar
line revolves unifisrmly and retains a constant value.
That again assumes a certain form of construction. If we
were to use a machine of four distinct poles, as a two-

true sine-wave.

held there by the magnet.

is

the ball hangs there, the ball itself (or the iron core of the
wooden ball) closes circuit B, and the recording stylus
will be

Scott: I have been very much interested in Dr.
Duncan's method, especially as I had the opportunity of
seeing the apparatus and his collection of dynamometers
The
for making all the measurements simultaneously.

When

being placed in position,
.? is

magnetized, and the ball

is

Experiments on Two-phase Motors.'
C. F.

position

circuit

C,

connection

S'

and the stylus

R

S

established

is

again

is

drawn back

to

m.

I

e),

the tongue

plate e just

is

analysis of the effect of the third harmonic in the rotatshows some rather interesting relations. The third

field

was assuming that the wave was a

Let us take true sine-waves
and put the two currents around the poles of the four-pole
motor. Then it is probable that in the center of the space,
the position which would be occupied by the shaft of the
machine, we would get a uniformly revolving field, because
there would be two fields at right angles, varying according
But if we consider a position at or near
to the sine law.
the ends of the poles, then we may have a coil which in
will embrace the lines which come from one circuit
one time, from both circuits together at another time,
and from the second circuit alone at another time. There-

moving
at

/;

can be raised until

enough to make

it

FIG. 3.

and the
enough to

electrical connection,
is

Combination Motor and Dynamo for
Telegraph Offices.
Telegraph

have for some time
dynamos located in their

offices in the large cities

supplied with current by

and in many cases boilers, engines and machinery
have entailed great expense and care. Many offices have
been in a pecuHar state, not large enough for a dynamo
plant such as has been installed in the important offices,
and too large for battery supply. Especially has this been

buildings,

in the case of the

Western Union

office at

Concord,

N. H.
This trouble has been remedied recently by the Granite
State Electric company, which has combined one of
phase induction motors with a direct current
circuit at that place is the three-phase

As

Falls four miles distant.
tration, the

dynamo has

will

three-

dynamo

The only commercial

expressly for this purpose.

built

power

its

from

.Sewall's

be observed in the

four carbon brushes.

illus-

Two

of

these are connected and form the ground wire; the other
difference of potential of 240 volts, and each
has a difference of 120 between the ground wire. The ma-

two have a

xtsrtf«^ct«itiR*-

FIG.

fore

I.

CLEVER TELEPHONIC DETECTIVE WORK.
A MAN AS A TELEPHONE STANDARD.

we do not have

circuits at all times.

—WIRING

the combination of the fields for both
For instance when one circuit is at its

maximum

strength we may embrace all its lines in the coil
to embrace any lines of the other circuit until
a certain time has elapsed, possiijly corresponding to 15 or
20 degrees, so that there will be a change in the induction
through the coil, because one circuit has begun to decrease
in its value before the other has begun to thread any of
its lines through the coil.
So that even with true sinewaves we may not in actual machines, unless especial attention is given to construction, produce the effects of a uniform revolving field.
With regard to the influence of harmonics in the rotating
field, I will have to differ from the statement which was
made that the field would be iound to be uniform in its intensity although harmonics were present. Several years ago
I was engaged in the testing of some motors, the first motors
of the Tesla type, by the way, which were used for commercial work. I had gone over the designs and had tested some
preliminary experimental motors and thought I had everything covered with regard to the construction of the motors.
number had been made and in the test of the first one the
motor had been carrying its load for an hour or more when
I found an unduly high temperature.
I found the speed
had fallen from synchronism fully fifty per cent, more than
it should have fallen, and the motor instead of coming up to
a definite temperature kept going up on what was a rather

and not begin

COMEIN.ATION
chine illustrated

MOTOR AND

DY.\'AMO FOR
OFFICES.

is

TELEGRAPH

of one horse power, and the entire outfit

can be covered by a box 3 feet by I V^ feet and 2
The combination was designed and built by

feet high.

Abe

Cushman, the inventor of both motor and dvnamo, and
handsome piece of machinery.

The ofiicial inaugui-ation

L.
is

a

of the electric overhead trolley sys-

Havre, France, took place on September 25th, and the
several street car lines of the city, comprising a total length of
at

about
tricity.

15 miles of single track, are

The dynamos are

now

operated by elec-

of the four-pole

Thomson-Hous-

ton type, and are driven through rope gearing by Farcot-

A

straight line.
I had a second generator started and transferred the motor from the generator that had been running
to the new one.
The speed immediately came to what it
-should be and the temperature began to fall, although the
1.

I. H. Brown. W. P.
Q. Hayes, befo-e the American Institute of ElecMay 18. 189^, and published in the

Discussion of paper by Dr. Louis Duncan,

Anderson and
trical

Corlisss condensing engines.

CLEVER TELEPHONIC DETECTIVE WORK.

—EXTI^-

lOR OF THE H.VT.
harmonic evidently tends to a synchronous speed which is
three times as great as the fundamental, so that if we have
present a third harmonic we are tending, of course, to two
speeds of rotation, the speed of the fundamental and one
three times as fast.
This third harmonic, however, is negaThat is, the fundamentrl
tive in its tendency to rotation.
produces rotation in one direction and the third harmonic
not only tends to produce a different speed, but it is in the
This can be very simply shown by
opposite direction.
drawing a sine-wave and its third harmonic, and also a second wave which is a quarter-phase from the first, together with
You will notice that if the first fundamental
its harmonic.
comes before the second one, that the third harmonic of the
Consequently the
first comes after that of the second one.
fundamentals tend to rotation one way, and the third harmonics in the opposite direction. By different relative values
We may get norof the two we may get almost anything.
mal rotation or no rotation at all, or rotation at normal
speed in the opposite direction, or twice normal speed or three
times normal speed.
With regard to the higher harmonics in ordinary commercial working, it is to be remembered that those which are
produced by iron cores are produced in what may be called
the leakage current which flows around these cores, commonly transformer cores, for the purpose of magnetizing
that part of the apparatus; and that these higher harmonics
will usually be but a small per cent, of the so-called leakage
Again, magnetizing current in
or magnetizing current.
commercial apparatus is in general but a small per cent, of

touches the

break the connection.

tem

An
ing

depressed slightly,

merest touch of the plate e'by the falling ball

true

load was the same.
The heating of the motor with one
generator was equivalent to what would have been obtained
by carrying half or two-thirds additional load with the second generator. The second generator, the good one, gave
The other
a curve which was approximately a sine-curve.
generator gave a wave form which was measured and found
to be very much depressed at the middle, where the sinecurve is maximum, showing that the third harmonic was
very strongly present.

the ball reaches the "foot block" (about 8 feet be-

low), the thin horizontal steel plate e

l)een

22, 1894

Very good.

and contact with the tongue /; is broken, the current is
again stopped and again the stylus is forced back to 11.
By means of the set-screw k (which does not touch the
plate

December

S.

Engineers, Philadelphia,

Western Electrician July

14, 1894.

the current at full load, usually only a very few percent., so
that the higher harmonics are only a minor effect in the
magnetizing current, and this is to be but a few per cent,
of the full load current for which the apparatus is in general
Therefore we need not be greatly afraid of the
designed.
influence of those harmonics in producing trouble in comcircuits.
There are condilions and times when they
mercial
must be carefully guarded against and profoundly respected.
A beautiful and simple method of showing higher harmonics was called to my attention not long ago by a young
man in our laboratory, and is well worth considering. A
thin iron plate {one about six inches wide and iS or 20
inches long gave the best result) is placed in an alternating
The familiar
field set up by current passing through a coil.
tone of the dynamo itself is heard.
If the plate be bent
At first it is a sort of a general
slightly, the sound changes.
hum, but by bending the different harmonics are brought
Tlie octave, and the third, and
out and may predominate.
so on, running up the scales, give theii different musical
tones very clearly and very purely, and by quickly changing
the plate you can run through the scale with almost the
beauty and clearness of a musical instrument. It might be
possible to take all these sounds which are produced by the
alternatmg current, by using some good resonator for giving
all the tones together, and then pick them out and thus analyze
the different harmonics by means of acoustic apparatus.
Dr. Pupin: In reply to Mr. Scott's remarks I wish to
state that in a rotary magnetic field the intensity practically
remains constant under conditions specified in my paper.
These conditions correspond to practical conditions, when
there is no polyphase motor on the circuit.
It would never
do to exterpolate and guess what would happen under some
other conditions. I stated in the conclusion of my paper that
rotary magnetic fields produced by reasonably well constructed machines are not accompanied by fluctuations in
What I mean by a reasonably well contheir intensity.
structed machine is simply a machine which produces an
electromotive force that may be a complex harmonic; but the
upper harmonics are weak in comparison with the fundamental.
In the particular machine that my students experimented with, there were upper harmonics, there were the
third, the fifth, the seventh and even the ninth, but the
rotary magnetic field was nevertheless of constant intensity.
As soon as we depart from conditions met with in practice

—

December
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we can, if we wish, introduce all sorts of complications as in
the case described by Mr. Scoit, where the generator had a
very strong third harmonic.

Clever Telephonic Detective Work.
Through

and de-

the co-operation of lawyers, electricians

tectives a clever exposure of an attempt at blackmail was
recently made in Chicago by the use of a telephone con-

As

cealed in a hat.

the result of the ruse a detective in an
to listen to the conversation of a

was enabled

office building

and his intended victim, although the latter
two were closeted together in an inner room at a consideraThe knowledge,
ble distance from the listening detective.
obtained afterward, that his boastful confession had been
rascally lawyer

make a

overheard by a third person induced the culprit to
full confession.

Briefly stated the facts leading

up

to this unique use of the

Several weeks

known Chicago

Mills, the widely

Luther

ago

Laflin

an obstruction in entering loas' office. The receiver
end was an ordinary head-telephone.

lawyer, received a busi-

at the

An

appointment

On

Janss with loas, and when the decisive moment arrived the apparatus, which had, of course, been tested, was found to work

Soon

The detective with the receiver at his ear sat
an adjoining room that had been secured, while the elecmade

eye on the

signed

"Thomas

let

a dis-

began

walk up and down

to

the

Ex-Solicitor-general Aldrich

outer

door.

secret

noticed

the

down

the hall to

to

But

He

one

save

leading

under

the detective's

room.

wire

of ihe patent laws.

The

undoubtedly delayed

those

and

the

the

in

door

Once

this

would be

it

Berliner patent, he thinks, was

in the

a travesty

Patent Office for a purpose,

on

prevent any listener lingering

no

of Chicogo considers

and

the telephone

monopoly

layed patent.

As this

term of

assured

office in

justice to extend the

fcr the period of this

suit

term of

purposely de-

was begun during Mr. Aldrich's

Washington,

in the clobing

days of the

him

Jefferson," requesting

The

Mrs. Janss.

hand an

to

in-

"Do

writer said:

not

The clerk, however,
it; it's about girls."
and the inclosure to Dr. Janss instead of
Dr. Janss suspected loas at once, and went

the doctor see

handed the

letter

Mrs. Janss.
to

he had

way

within

decision a great victory for the fair and just administration

loas, naturally suspicious, took every

precaution, as he thought, against being overheard.

the right

thirty days.

occasional sallies into the hallway to keep an

circuit.

The company has

of appeal to ihe United States Court of Appeals

behind him.

trician

at-

office received a typewritten letter

a clerk in Dr. Janss'
closed note to

whom

after the alienation

intimate, but with

agreement over a year ago.

decided against the company.

loas' presence, hat in hand, and trailing the tiny wire

at

some years

There were two grounds on which the government

tacked the Berliner patent, and on both grounds the court

on the scene of action. The final touches to the doctor's wiring and equipment were made and he boldly made his way

This man, he said, was a lawyer named Charles loas, with
an office in room 401 Ashland block, with whom Dr. Janss
for

cision declaring the Berliner telephone patent void.

Stuart and Electrical Engineer O'Connell, Dr. Janssappeared

mto

American Bell Telephone company, handed down a de-

the

Accompanied by Detectives Sandmeyer and

without a hitch.

Tuesday, December iSth, the United States Circuit

Court at Boston, in the case of the United States against

an hour about dusk was made by Dr.

for

took the doctor alone into an inner ofhce, closed and secured the door and even sent a confederate out in the hall-

was

United States Circuit Court Decides the
Berliner Patent to be Void.

listening

Xo. 341 1 Cottage Grove
avenue, who was in deep trouble, and desired professional
A man had been writing letters to Mrs. Janss.
assistance.
ness call from Dr. Peter Janss of

BLOW AT THE BELL MONOPOLY.

brown silk. Two wires thus prepared w'ere combined to
form a twin-conductor by an outside wrapping of brown
silk.
About 100 feet of wire was provided, and the doctor
was given several loose coils to pay out if the wire caught on

in

telephone are these:

295

him and accused him

of

loas boldly admitted

it.

and

it

defied Janss.

Mr. Mills decided at once that additional evidence against
would be necessary before it would be wise to make an
arrest.
He called in Postofifice Inspector Stuart, and the
loas

proving the crime by comparing the

practicability of

letter

with other work done onloas' typewriterwas discussed. This
Mills suggested the use

plan was abandoned, and then Mr.

of s telephone to get additional evidence of loas' confession.

Subsequently Mr. Mills consulted with
Ellacott,

an

electrician,

and a

line of

his old friend J. P.

procedure was soon

Dr. Janss was having occawhich loas would confess his
authorship of the letter, but he was careful not to do so in
the hearing of any third person. It was decided, therefore, to
conceal a telephone on Dr. Janss' person, by means of which

During

agreed upon.

this time

sional interviews with loas, in

a third person at a distance could hear loas' confessions.

Ofcourse the great

way

the

difficulty in

of executing this

plan was the seeming impossibility of concealing a telephone

and conducting wires about the doctor so effectually that the
The task
suspicions of the wary loas would not be excited.
was, however, entrusted to

who

Telephone company,

O'Connell of the Chicago

J. J.

exhibited

much

ingenuity

in

planning the electrical details that made possible the complete success
It

which attended the bold experiment.

was decided

to place the transmitter in the

doctor's high silk hat, as he

was accustomed

hat and could easily hold the

tile

almost

crown of the
wear a tall

to

in loas' face

shown in the accompanying illustrations was used.
shows Mr. O'Connell's plan of wiring the doctor
literal

example

concealed

of

with-

This was done, and the apparatus

out exciting suspicion.

wiring, in

fact.

Fig.

l

—a very
A

long-

distance transmitter was fastened in the crown of the hat by
four leather straps and concealed by a false lining.
essential parts

was

directly beneath the ventilator hole of the hat,

adapted to receive sound vibrations from
conducting wires

body of

the

and under
in

All non-

were removed, and although the diaphragm

was

it

all directions.

The

— two in one wrapping— were led between
and the

the hat

lining to the doctor's left

his cuff, precaution

being taken to grasp the hat

such a manner that the wire could not be seen.

double wire passed up the

left

hand

The

coat sleeve to an inner breast

pocket in the coat, where the circuit was divided and connected in such a

manner

that the transmitter

was

in series

with a battery cell and the primary winding of an induction
coil.

The

battery

—a

double Fuller

coat pocket and the induction coil
in the left

cell

— was in the inner

was snugly tucked away

hip pocket of the trousers.

The connection

be-

tween these pockets was easily managed, and from the
secondary winding of the induction coil the dark-covered
double wire passed
to a

down

the inside of the

left

trousers leg

screw and washer on the side of the shoe-heel, where

it

was fastened, so as to trail after the doctor as he walked.
Thus equipped Dr. Janss was in position to offer his hat to
Mr. loas to be talked through.
Fig. 2

is

a representation of the interior of the hat used,

with the transmitter fastened in the crown, and also show-

and receiver. Fig. 3 shows the
and also the other apparatus. The induction coil was wound especially by Mr. O'Connell and
was of unusual strength. The conducting wires were coming the circuit, battery, coil

FIG,

2.

CLEVER TELEPHONIC DEI ECTIVE WORK. — TilE

no one but Dr. Janss could hear him, the blackmailer
talked freely and without reserve into the doctor's hat,
that

which was only a few inches
sponse to the doctor's

in

of his nose.

front

artful questions

boasted of

Stuart, at the other end, heard

fully took notes.

re-

it all

it

and care-

In the meantime the watchful electrician

was on pins .and needles lest the wire should be discovered.
When a janitor came along and placed a pail of water ditain.

on the wire, it looked as though discovery were cerBut the man did not see the wire, and presently

went

to another part of the building.

rectly

The

conversation

and during it loas never suspected
had been trapped. But afterward, when Inspector
Stuart confronted him with a written report of his conversation with Dr. Janss, loas broke down and confessed
The result of this was that
everything to. the inspector.
United States Commissioner Wirt held loas to the grand
lasted nearly an hour,

that he

jury in bonds of $1,500,

The result was due to the fright given to loas by the
knowledge that his own language had been overheard,
and it is doubtful if the evidence of a telephonic listener
would have been admitted against him in court. But precisely the calculated effect was produced, and the accomplishment will stand as an exceptionally clever bit of electrical detective

work.

exterior of the hat

posed of

five

strands of

No. 34 copper wire wound with

As the result of Bell opposition at Toledo and other points
Harrison International Telephone company has announced that it will defend any and all suits for infringement
at its own expei.se and pay all judgments secured.
the

AT THAT WAS TALKED TllROUOIi, Willi

<

J.).N.\ECTIONS.

Harrison administration, his friends are congratulating him

on

his professional sagacity in

Of

he repeatedly admit-

ted the authorship of the letter, and even

and Detective

In

1

view of the outcome.

course the case will be appealed, but, whatever the

ultimate result, the present decision stands as the greatest

blow ever given

The

to the

American Bell Telephone company.

fact that the court decided adversley to the Berliner

patent

-is

greatly to the interest of

all

telephone users.

Electric Railways in Cliicago.
C. T. Yerkes, president of the North and West Chicago
Street Kailroad companies, is not popular in Chicago, but it
appears that his adoption of electric power is making him
The C Mica ^0 T;-//;//;/!? of December 9th says:
better liked.
The people of Lake View living in and adjacent to Southport avenue celebrated the opening for traffic of the Southport avenue electric street car line.
They were given a free
ride on a train over the new road. 7'hey cheered and yelled
and blowed tin horns all along the line, and the feature of
the whole thing was that every time thename of Mr. Yerkes
was mentioned they all cheered louder. When they got
tired riding up and down the new road the train pulled up
in front of Alderman Hage's saloon in Northwest Turner
Refreshments were dispensed there to the enthusiasHall.
Alderman Hage made a speech. Superintendtic citizens.
ent Sconnell, representing Mr. Yerkes, responded.
Then
speeches were called for from M. J. FahertyandE. Kopriwa,
the two citizens of Lake View who are given all the credit
for the acquisition of the new road.
The first car was run
over the road Friday evening and the first train for business
was started yesterday morning. The line runs on Southport
avenue, connecting with the Clybourn avenue cable line on
the south and the Clark street electric line on the north.
The promotion of the enterprise was begun three years ago.

,
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placed on electric trains on

MnflsEfHElsiti

It

be started very soon.

If the plan

is

works satisfactorily, it is
be built and run over

electric cars will

The present arrangement

the lines in the city.

all

CHICAGO.

-

is

per mile per annum.

announced, special

is

$42.75 for every 200 pounds
probable that the service will

paid steam railroads, which

PUBL-IC/ITION OFFICES:
=

The government

the lines.

all

proposes to pay the street car company the same rate as

EVERY SATURDAY.

6 Lakeside Building,

Letter boxes will be

and delivery of the mails.

lection

December

will in

no way interfere with the regular service of the company,
and many advantages maybe gained from it.

TELEPHONE, MAIN 1746.

and strength of

acter

on

this subject

Eastern Office:

534

New

Temple Court,

York.

Herald suggests

the Rochester

"electroblight" for

of

the substitution

of

—

"electrocute" a very badly formed word that has gained
wide currency in the daily piess as a verb meaning to
Anything would be
legally execute by electrical energy.
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and it is announced that the counsel for the company have advised an appeal; but the most singular part of the pamphlet
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It
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Resonance Analysis of Alternating and
Polyphase Currents.'
Prof. Anthony: I never could see any reason why the
should be distorled or irregular. It seems to me
that all these statements that there was an irregularity in the
rotary field were based upon the idea that the two quarterphase vibrations were compounded in a straight line, just as
though we had a vibration following along there, and another
But here we have two
following along in the same way.
rotar\' held

Here is a vibraangles to each other.
tion in the horizontal plane and another in the vertical plane,
we
two
tuning
forks
ought
to get a perin
the
and exactly as
fect circle, not a complicated vibration, but the compound
\-ibrations at right

«bration ought

to continually

change

its

angle and remain

con<itant.

think the cause of this discrepancy
between the difierent kinds of higher harmonics, those proand those produced by the transgenerator
duced bv the
former, is the fact that the ones are h-'gher harmonics of the
electromotive force, the others 'I'g ler harmonics of the
Thus the highfr h^r:: i,s of the generator wave
currenths electromotive force, and lollow
are higher harmonics c
the laws of electromot.ve forces, while the others do not
This exbeing
electromotive forces.
laws,
not
these
follow
plains quite a number and probably most of the differences
between the one and the other.
The wave of the alternating current generator may be

Mr. Steinmetz:

I

i

nearly a sine-wave, may be distorted from sine shape due to
the shape of the magnetic field in the alternator and so on.
This distorted wave of electromotive force can be dissolved
into a fundamental sine-wave and a number of higher harmonics of frequencies, triple, quintuple, and so on. These
have in
different components will follow ihe same law.
the circuit resistance, inductance and capacity, and according to the conditions of the circuit these various harmonics

We

will

be affected.

Take a non-inductive

circuit; the

current will be propor-

tional to the electromotive force, and in the wave of the
all the various harmonics of the electromotive force

current

The harmonics of
the same proportion.
the generator are transformed by the transformer, whose
magnetism depends upon the impressed electromotive force,
and closely follows its variations. Thus these higher harmonics of electromotive force reappear in the secondary.
Take the case of an inductive resistance, that is, of an inIn an inducduction nfotor or some apparatus like this:
tive resistance a current will flow which is less than corresponds to the true ohmic res'stance, due to the counter elecThe reactance of selftromotive force of self-induction.
induction, however, is proportional to the frequency, consequently three times as large for the triple, and five times
Thus the wave of
as large for the quintuple harmonic.
current produced by the mu' tiple harmonic of the generator
no longer shows these higher harmonics in the same proa decrease
It shows them iu a decreased manner
portion.
due to the effect of self induction. Thus, if you have a
motor in the secondary of the transformer, the motor circuit
will not show the harmonic any more, or at least not in the
same strengths as the generator on a non-inductive resistAvill

show up

in

—

ance.

In a conIt is different with a condenser in the circuit.
denser the current is proportional to the electromotive force
and the frequency; consequently it would be higher for
these higher harmonics.
In other words with acondenser in the circuit of a generator, whose electromotive force wave contains higher harmonics, the current wave will show these harmonics accentuated, while in an inductive circuit they will be more or
less suppressed in the current wave, and pass unaffected in
You see that you can get all
a non-inductive circuit.
kinds of phenomena, according to the relative proportion
But
of non-inductive resistance, inductance and capacity.
still you always get the same thing; different electromotive
circuit,
and
the
current
same
force waves acting upon the
produced by these waves independently superimposed upon
each other to the resultant current.
It is quite different with the second class of harmonics,
the higher harmonics of current.
If on a transformer a sine-wave of electromotive force is
impressed, the magnetism must be a sine-wave also, if the
impedance is negligible, because the counter electromotive
force being equal to the impressed electromotive force but
opposite, and equal to the change of magnetism, requires
If the electromotive
that the magnetism be a sine-wave.
force is a sine-wave, the current can not be a sine-wave, but
the current must be distorted due to the effect of hysteresis,
that is, due to the lack of proportionality between current
and electromotive force, and this distortion of the current
wave means the production of higher harmonics, and the
amplitude of the higher harmonics with regard to the fundamental depends upon the difference; the lack of proportionality between current or magnetomotive force and magnetism.
Thus, in an open, circuit transformer, where the reluctance is nearly all air, you find the amplitude of these
higher harmonics of current very much le^s in proportion to
the fundamental than in a closed circuit transformer; or rather
in a closed circuit transformer the fundamental is less, while
the higher harmonic is the same as in the open circuit
transformer (other things being equal), and thus the higher
harmonics will more and more disappear in their relation to
the fundamental by an increase in the fundamental due to
open magnetic circuit or due to the increase of load on the
secondary.
Such cases are shown in my paper on "Hysteresis—Part III.," which I propose td read presently. You
will see that this harmonic is merely produced by the necessity of the current to maintain a sine-wave of magnetism;
this is a secondary phenomenon and has no " stability;"
that is, no existence independent of the conditions producing it.
It is obvious that these latter higher harmonics cannot be
brought to resonance like the higher harmonics of the generator electromotive force, since they are no electromotive
forces at all, and only electromotive forces can be brought
to resonance.
before the
I.
Discussion of paper read by M- I. Pupin, Ph. D
American Institute of tlectrical Engineers, Philadelphia, May i8,
1891, and published in the WesTiRN' ELECTRicfAN July 21, 1S94.

If the generator does not give a sine-wave, but a

wave

which contains higher liarmonics, and if it feeds a transformer, which, due to the discrepancy between magnetizing
current and magnetism, gives higher harmonics also, you
get a circuit containing higher harmonics of electromotive
force and higher harmonics of current, which according to
the circumstances may either aid or oppose each other.
The experiment showing that the hysteresis does not
cause any distortion in die alternator armature proves nothing, because it is quite possible that there is no hysteresis
in the armature of the generator.
There is a waste of
energy by molecular magnetic friction; but molecular magnetic friction is not identical with hysteresis as I have shown
in my second paper on hysteresis.'
Magnetic hysteresis is
the disproportionality between magnetomotive force and
magnetism, as the name signifies, and this disproportionality
is produced If upon the alternating magnetic circuit no external energy is expended, since energy is consumed in the
circuit by the molecular magnetic friction, which energy
must be supplied from somewhere, and in the absence of
any other source of energy is supplied by the magnetomotive force in the form of magnetic hysteresis.
But this
energy may be supplied by mechanical energy, and this is
the case in the smooth core machine, and thus we may not
find any hysteresis, any disproportionality between magnetic field strength and magnetomotive force.
In a transformer the iron core

indeed set in vibration

is

by the alternating tnagnetism, but this vibration cannot
supply the energy consumed by molecular friction, and thus
cannot eliminate hysteresis, because this vibration is produced by the alternating magnetomotive force and has the
effect of intensifying the loss of energy
increasing the area
of the hysteretic loop by the loss of energy in mechanical
vibration, thus intensifying the higher harmonics, since now
energy is expended not only by molecular magnetic friction,
but also by mechanical vibratltn.
Proof of this increase oj"
hysteresis by mechanical vibration due to the alternation of
the magnetism I have also shown in my second paper on hys-

—

With regard

to the ratio of the amplitude of the higher
harmonics to the fundamental, I have in the paper which I
propose to read a number of such higher harmonics construed from theoretical reasons Irom the cycle of hysteresis,
but I do not find a strict proportionality.
It is proportional within a very limited range only, and I believe the
exact proportionality which Prof. Pupin found is due to
this very limited range of magnetization used In his experiments.
So far as I understand he used densities up to
But the proportion changes very much when
4,000 only.
you go higher. 1 had a cliance to go very high to go to
> 20,000. But I found that at these densities the higher
harmonics are so enormous that occasionally they obscure
the fundamental altogether. 'You get this effect if you
take a transformer built for 125 cycles and 50 volts and run
this transformer at 25 cycles and 100 volts, whereby the
effective magnetization will go up beyond
25,000.
Then the exciting current gets enormous and gets utterly
distorted and you can just detect that there is a fundamental
left, but the most of the current is higher harmonics.
With regard to this much discussed phenomenon of resonance, let us see what it really means, and whether it is a
separate phenomenon at all or merely a special case of a

^=

—

B

B =

well-known phenomenon.
You know that if you

insert in an alternating circuit
a self-induction, the self-induction will consume an electromotive force lagging behind the impressed electromotive
The resistance will conforce by go'-' or a quarter period.
sume an electromotive force in opposition to the impressed
electromotive force; and a condenser inserted in the circuit
will take a current leading 90°.
Now consider what takes place if you have a circuit
closed by a condenser, that is, a clicuit whose current leads
the electromotive force by 90°, or a quarter period, and have
in series with that condenser self-induction.
By self-induction a counter electromotive force is induced
which lags 90° behind the current. But the current Is 90°
ahead of the impressed electromotive force. Thus, the
counter electromotive force of self-induction is in phase
with the impressed electromotive force and adds itself
Hence the effective electromotive force is increased
thereto.
by the self-induction being brought into phase with the
impressed electromotive force, and if this increase is excess-

we

call

it

*'

resonance," but

it

is

nothing different from

the action of the choking coil which jiroduces a counter
electromotive force 90° behind the current and thereby, according to the phase relation between current and impressed electron, otive force, either reduces the electromotive
force, if the current is lagging, or increases the electromotive force if the current is leading.
Thus, if you take a condenser with an impressed electromotive force of say 100 volts, and suppose the condenser
Now insert a self-induction which with
takes 10 amperes.
10 amperes current will produce a counter electromotive
force of 100 volts; this counter electromotive force of 100
volts is now due to the lead of the current, in phase with
the impressed 100 volts, adds itself thereto and thus gives
200 volts at the condenser terminals, with 100 volts imThese 200 volts will double the
pressed at the generator.
These 20 amcurrent and yon get 20 amperes through.
induce
a
counter
electromotive force of self-inducperes will
Then you get 400 volts at the condenser
tion of 200 volts.
That means 40 amperes and 400 volts at the
terminals.
So you see that the self-induction in series
self-induction.
will raise the condenser electromotive force infinitely, that is,
until the increase of current causes the resistance to consume the total impressed electromotive force.
You see it is nothing but our well-known old friend selfinduction introducing an electromotive force lagging 90" behind the current and thereby affecting the impressed electromotive force according to the phase relation of the current.
Mr. Kennellv: While this paper appears to give us
valuable information concerning an important method of
analysis of alternating electromotive forces and currents, it
also generally attacks Fleming's theory of distortion of the
current wave in alternating current circuits, and I beg to

,

1.

2.

submit that in =pile of all that has been said in this paper,
and without impusning in any way any of the obseivations
recorded there, the evidence is not in any way conclusive
that the existing theory is wrong.
I do not mean to say
that the existing theory is right, because I hope it is not. I
hope it is so far incomplete that there is much more to learn.
But it is one thing to say a theory is right, and another to
say it is wrong, and I do not think that the evidence here is
at all conclusive that the theory is wrong, partly for reasons
brought up by Mr. Steinmetz, and partly for the reason
that the beautiful method employed by Dr. Pupin is necessarily and fundamentally «eak in one great important particular, namely, that while it brings out the harmonic in any
periodic current of electromotive force, it does not bring
out, and cannot bring out, the phase rdations of those harmonics, and that consequently you can have a large harmonic in an alternating current electromotive force or current strength, and the shifting of Its phase will produce an
enormous difference in the shape of tKe wave, whether it is
in step with the fundamental or whether it is not in step,
and as you shift it along, the consequences which will be
produced on the shape, and on the results of that shape,
may be so great as to totally defeat the conclusions that you
would base on your observations.
Dr. Pupin: I think that I have distinctly referred to an
experiment which met the objection of Mr. Kennelly, and
that is that the phase relations had nothing to do with the
amplitude of the harmonics, as determined in my investigations.
No more than it makes any difference in the analysis
of acoustic vibrations by means of Helmholtz's resonators,
whether the phase relations between the various harmonic
components of a complex sound be this or that. As mentioned in ray paper,

Trans/icit'ons, vol ix., pp. 7 12-716.

Transactions,

vol. ix., p. 715.

we

really care very little for

the exact

What we want is
shape of the alternating current wave.
the relative value of the amplitude of the harmonics, and we
do not even. care whether these harrnonics be in phase with
the fundamental or not, provided that phase directions will
not affect our results, and experiment has shown that they
do

tersis.-

ive
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not.

have not attacked Prof. Fleming's theory of the generaby hysteresis. 1 brought facts which
to me to be difficult to reconcile with the hysteresis
theory of harmonics.
In fact, I do not really see on what
foundation rests Prof. Fleming's theory of the generation of
harmonics by hysteresis. Nor do I see that there is a suffiEvery inciently strong foundation for any other theory.
vestigator, of course, has some temporary physical theory of
the phenomena which he investigates; but he generally
keeps it to himself as a suggestive guide. If he chooses to
offer it to others it is always with a view of inducing them
to test its validity.
Such a theory seems to me to be Prof.
Fleming's theory of the hysteretic distortion of alternating
currents, and I fail to see any objection to a reasonable criticism of it.
Mr. ICennelly's remarks led me to think that in
his opinion Prof. Fleming's theory is beyond criticism, or
that, at any rate, my criticism of it is not a reasonable one.
I do not think that Mr. Kennelly's discussion of my paper
can justify either one of these two views on his part.
Mr. Steinmetz states that my experiments with vibrating
and otherwise mechanically disturbed cores seem only to
throw some doubt on the hysteresis theory, but that in reHysteresis is afality they do not affect it in the least.
fected by mechanical vibrations, according to experiments
Hence if hysteretical
of Prof. Ewing and Prof. Ryan.
processes are affected by mechanical vibrations, and harmonics are due to a hysteretic action, then there ought to
be some connection between them. That is, the harmonics
being generated ought to be diminished or affected in some
way by mechanical vibrations; but they are not. To get out
of the way of this difficulty, Mr. Steinmetz simply states
that it Is not that hysteresis which is affected by mechanical
vibrations that causes a distortion of an alternating current
wave, but an entirely different kind of hysteresis, namely,
But
molecular friction. A very ingenious way of arguing
making new hypotheses in order to get out of the way of
little.
I
very
help
matters
old difficulties seems to me to
I

tion of harmonics

seem

!

prefer to face the difficulties and try to clear them away by
experimental evidences rather than by skillful manipulation
of neat hypotheses.
I am very sorry that I did not imderstand the rest of Mr.
Stelnmetz's discussion. It seemed to me that what he wished
to say was to explain things that I thought were perfectly
plain to everybody.
all know that self-induction will
offer a larger impedance to higher than to lower harmonics.
There is nothing new in that. So far as his explanation of
electrical resonance is concerned, itmaybe very good accordI do
It certainly does not suit mine.
ing to his own taste.

We

not think that anybody has looked upon electrical resonance
as something which is- outside the well-known laws and wellknown phenomena. Electrical resonance is an ordinaiy
every day affair.
At any rate I always tried to represent it
as such, and I am sorry that Mr. Steinmetz has not succeeded
I am quite sure that I wrote a
in catching my meaning.
very popular paper on the subject over a year ago and am
rather surprised to find Mr. Steinmetz so anxious about
the possibility of having people look upon electrical
resonance as something mysterious.
Mr. SrEiNMETz: I think Mr. Kennelly is perfectly right,
because what interests us is, how high will the electromotive
force go, and so it is of importance to know whether the
different component waves will reach their maximum at the
same time or whether they will overlap each other, so that
when one is high the other is low, and that the sum total
will not be increased or will even be reduced.
Dr. Pupin: I wish to correct your statement right here.
If we have a certain number of frequencies and the line is
in resonance with one of them, it cannot at the same time
be in resonance with another. It is only in that case that
we could have an overlappmg of these different amplitudes.

Mr. Steinmetz. I do not think you understood me. If
you have a fundamental of say 10,000 volts and superimpose a triple harmonic of io,ooo volts, you will either get
20,000 volts or you may get almost nothing if they go
I mean the overlapping of the one
against each other.
higher harmonic, which is in resonance with the fundamental, which is already quite high.
With regard to the difference between molecular friction

-
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and hysteresis, and the proof that these are entirely different
phenomena, which have directly noiliing to do with each
other, I may refer to my second paper on hysteresis, where
I think I brought conclusive proof of my statement and to
my present paper, where I fully discuss the matter.

New 800
The General

company

now

is

building

this

Hooks.

connection

should be stated that the great

it

size

was necessitated by the requirements under
which the machme is to be operated, chief of which is the

of the geneiator

Schenectady one of the largest alternatii g current generThe machine is to be installed at
Louis, Mo., in the station of the Edison Electric lUumi-

The Independent Electric company of Chicago is placing
on the market a new lamp fixture attachment, which is ilgood points and

is

article

seems to have several spe-

known by

the

name

of "Univer-

can be readily and permanently attached to gas
fixtures without breaking the gas joint, which is a very de-

sal."

New England Switch.
An excellent idea of the cjiistruction and operation of
the New England switch can be gained from an inspection

This

lustrated herewith.
cially

at

ators ever constructed.
St.

In

1S94

22

Gas Fixture Attacliment and Socket

667 amperes at i,2oo volts, equivalent to 16,000 16 candle

power lamps.

low speed of revolution.

Kilowatt Generator.

Electric

December

It

sirable feature.

It

is

also very flexible

Having no soldered

strong.

lamp even

if fitted

attachment

and

joints there

with a heavy shade.

at the

same time

no danger to the
The appearance of

is

also in its favor, and there is no doubt
meet with good success.
The above company makes a full line of this class of

this

that

it

,'|^

is

will

GAS FIXTURE ATTACHMENT ANT SOCKET HOOKS.
goods, including socket hooks, bot

and double, such

ingle

as illustrated herewith.

Roberts' Slide Rule Wiring Calculator.
This slide rule is designed by Prof. E. P. Roberts of the
Correspondence School of Techno'ogy, Cleveland, O., and
FIG.

nating company and will supply current
arc lighting and for motor service.

NEW

I.

800

K,ILOWATT

incandescent

for

constructed on the monocyclic system re-

is

adopted by the General

cently

company.

Electric

This

throughout.

for use

on

It

manufactured by 0. S.

is
is

made of

It is strong, neat in

and is claimed

in construction,

to

The

be the most durable switch

to

is

relative to the

the right and

The

left

It will

1

is

of Soo

portion.

On

feet,

in the

the sliding portion

&

and volt loss.

feet

in the position

is

be noted that No. 10 wire
10 wire has one

with

is in line

ohm

resistance

evidently i,ooo ampere leet of No.

loss.

is

gauge, and on

S.

columns giving ampere

As No.

left.

per thousand

circuits with self-start-

are

shown

scale, as

starting point in the design of the scale

1,000 on the

According to the law ofthe B.

&

10
S.

kilowatt capacity,

be driven by a Hamilton-Corliss

90 revolutions per minute.
On account of the great size of the frame, difficulties were
to be expected in producing the castings, but thanks t-* the
engine

other

The

a central portion which can be moved

printed the various size wires of the B.

wire has one volt

illustrate

has 80 poles and

readily understood.

illustrated.

contacts consist of copper brushes, (or high con-

ing current motors.

The^ generator

is

ilkistration, consists of

tbe best material

appearance, and simple

on the market.

system employs a comparatively low frequency of alternations, and the armatures of the generators have special

windings adapting them

cut.

Piatt of Bridgeport, Conn,, and

In order to secure efficient results fur these various uses,

the generator

accomp-inying

action

its

GENERATOR.

of the

at

GAS FIXTURE
gauge. No.

AMP.

AM.P.
FT.
I

SIZE
A 3.G.

~

loss

32 000
25

20
16
12
10
8
6
5

000"

_

s

500
2400
0320
aso
0000
000
00

000"
4

1

_

2

3

4 000

4

3 2
2 5

5

6

2 000

7

1 6

8

1

25

1

OOP

9

500
400
329
2bO
200
160
125
100
80
64
50
40
3i
25
20

2

16
125
100
80
R4

WIRING

NEW ENGLAND
ductivity,

000

backed up by German

SWITCH.
silver for spring qualities,

and being forced down and held firmly between the contact

—

makes the best possible contact and it
liberate ihem without turning the handle.

lugs by the cam,

000

is

impossible to

This switch

is

accepted by electrical engineers through-

7

is

opposite i,ooo the arrow

tion to

is

opposite 503; only the por-

the left of the vertical line gives volts, and there-

fore the 5

is

really .5, as the verdical line acts as a

decimal

point.

000

000

000

16
12 6

000

4 ^°>
11*
s"* *
64
500
4
32
250

wire

will carry 2,000

FT.

V.
50
40

ATTACHMENT AND SOCKET HOOKS.

is twice the size of No.
10, therefore it
ampere feet and have one volt loss. No, 4
again doubles, and therefore carries 4,000 ampere feet for
one volt loss. Again, if the slide be drawn so that No. 7 is
opposite 1,000, then we have twice the size wire we had before for each given nu-nber of ampere feet, therefore we
should have one-half a volt loss. It will be found that when

7

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

64
5 000
4

20

1

3 2
2 500
2
1

6

1

280
8

640

CALGUL

Copyrighted

C.?.Babor

1H94.

ROBERTS SLIDE RULE WIRING CALCULATOR.
facilities

of the

Schenectady works no trouble was

perienced in pouring
Fig.

I.

ex-

even the large frame casting shown.

This single piece made up

in part

of wrought iron

tonsand measures 24 feet
over all. The armature is ironclad and is 16 feet in diameter, weighing nearly 100,000 pounds.
The armature will

embeddedin the

FIG. 2.

NEW

SOO KILOWATT GENERATOR.

casting weighs 35

be supported on a 22 inch shaft.
Fig. 2 shows also the armature spider belore the laminations were placed upon it.
An idea of its size may
be had by comparing the spider with the 400 kilowatt
rotary converter which stands to the right of

The completed generator

will supply

it.

when

at full

load

out the

wherever
is

and is giving the best of satisfaction
Being on the knife switch principle, it
used.

country,
it is

approved by underwriters.

The stockholders of the Rakigh, N. C, Electric company
have decided to authorize an issue of $25,000 of first mortgage bonds fur the purchase and installation of their electric
light plant and to improve and enlarge the railway equipment.

Returning the

slide to its original position

it

will

be noted

on the right we have io,ooo in line with No. 10;
evidently, if we have one volt loss for t,ooo ampere feet of
No. 10, there will 10 volts for 10,000 ampere feet. This

that

gives the starting point for the right-hand

column and the

other figures are obtained as before.

When

the arrow heads are in line the right

hand

represent not only ampere feet but circular mils.

'

figures

This

is

:

December

.
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because No. 10 wire

inch in diameter and has 1,000

is i

The approximation

(approximate) circular mils.

enough

practical purposes.

for all

the back of the scale

close

Therefore, the area being

obtainable, the exjuivalenl of cable, etc.

On

is

is

,

readily determined

printed carrying capacity and

is

examples of use.
In use,

necessary

is

is

place the arrow

to

head

opposite the volts loss desired, and the proper size of wire is
Lamp feet can be used
found in line with the ampere feet.
if

A

preferred.

Front.
[he Western

representative of

visited

President James S.

rumors which have been

As has been

well

known

company

ington Carbon

newspaper men, the Washworking

to

for a long time has been

produce a cored carbon which would compete

December

afternoon,

i6th,

ot

Fred E. Degenhardt assembled at the
Union League Club, Chicago, to pay a tribute to the
memory of their departed friend. There was an excellent
attendance, although notice of the meeting had been issued
friends of the late

only the day before, and those

upon

opening the

exercises

event

had

of Mr. Degenhardt.
to

call

Mr. Sunny

led

that

loss

the great

Sunny was

had been

He

In

He

spoke of

by the death
had seemed fitting

sustained

said that

it

such

take

to

action

as

would be deemed appropriate. Mr. Sunny also referred to
Ihe active part that Mr. Degenhardt had taken in the
<leveIopment of the different branches of the electrical industry, especially
tion of

his

work

connection with the perfec-

in

underground telephone

produced an article which woidd be up to the standard- and
compete with the cored carbons from the other side of the
water, but more extensive tests showed that the goods were
not up to the high standard desired by the Washington
company.
But after repeated trials, which met with more

company

cables.

Mr. Sunny also

claims,

by

ceded,

is

is

ready for the inarket a

This carbon, the

called "Helios."'

made

who have

all

now

they have

or less success,

cored carbon, which

precisely as abroad, and
tried

be a remarkably

to

it,

might

It

mentioned

be

name "Helios'' a^ applied
Helios company has assigned this

to use the trade

the

fact,

rial,

and report

The

to the meeting.

memo-

committee, comprising

Young, withdrew for consultaand during their absence addresses were made by
Thecommittee reported
several of the gentlemen present.
the following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted
Messrs. Parker, Kreidler and
tion,

by a

right

to

the

the " Helios" cored

carbon for both alternating and direct

In closing the Interview, Mr. Humbird, in reply to the

Wesier.n Elec"The Washington

trician an exclusive bit of news, said:
Carbon company has not been working for nothing, and very
shortly

we

will

have something entirely new for series arc

nature?" was asked.

its

"Well, never mind that, but

I

would advise electric light-

new

ing companies to go slow in making

testimonial

New York

our late friend in the activities of business

the

Notes,

committee appointed two weeks ago to confer with the
officials of the New York and Harlem railroad and its
the

which would have to be

lessees regarding the interferences

company and

adjusted between that

the bright incidents of our acquaintanceship with him.
He was singularly happy in his domestic relations, a loving husband, an affectionate fatlier and a devoted son.

agreed that Cliief Engineer Parsons should confer with Mr.

Successful and well liked in business, happy in his home
and in the prime of a vigorous manhood, the sudden death
of Frederick E. Degenhardt comes as a sad mystery and a
great calamity to us all.
Resolved, That we tender to the surviving members of
Mr. Degenhardt's familv assurance of our most sincere
sympathy.
share their grief and mourn with them.
Resolved, That these resolutions be published and that an
engrossed copy be given to the family of our friend.

We

coinmittee was instructed to have the resolutions en-

grossed and presented to

the family,

Terry was added to

committee.

this

and upon motion F.

was read from F. G. Beach, regretting his necessary absence and asking that he be allowed to endorse
letter

the expressions of regard

for

and of condolence and

the

memory

heartfelt

of Mr. Degensympathy for his be-

reaved family.

During the meeting the following named gentlemen made
short speeches, in which they testified their grief at the untimely end of their departed friend and their sympathy for
those whom he had left behind:
Charles H. Wilson, F. W. Parker, Chas. E. Gregory, Ben.
Williams, E. B. Chandler J. B. O'Hara, A. S. Terry, W.
E. Keily, W. A. Kreidler, J. P. Barrett, F. S. Terry,
James W. Johnson, H. P. Lucas, J. C. Kenney, S. F. B.
Morse, J. B. Carney, Frank C. Stover, John Young.
Mr. Sunny suggested preparing a memorial, containing a
likeness of Mr. Degenhardt, together with the resolutions

adopted

meeting and such other matter as seemed
appropriate, and upon motion of Mr. Wilson the committee

at the

was instructed

many copies

to

prepare

the

memorial and have

printed as wouhl be required.

as

the commission, in case

the East Side route up Park avenue, suggested by Mr. Par-

The New York

Central

officials

had

appointed a committee to meet the committee of the commission.

upon

realize

come complaints of the obstacles
way of the improved service of the street car
company. On Thursday the company opened the Lafayette
Hartford, Conn.,

in the

street line with trolley cars
it

was ordered

to stop

and ran

when
The

for five hours,

it

by the Street Board of the

city.

many protests on the part
waiting for rapid transit and are

incident has brought out a great

of citizens

who have been

anxious that the cars shall begin running as soon as possible.

The

Street Board passed a resolution at its meeting on Wednesday night forbidding the railway company to start the
trolley lines until

it

had complied

order compelling

witli the

fenders and guard wires over the trolley.

The

fenders have
been provided, but the guard wires are not yet in place; the
company, however, professes its willingness to put them up
immediately. The Street Board has persistently put obstacles in the, way
lines,

of the work of equipment of the electric
and the company, having expended half a million

of dollars in the equipment,

The people

ning.

Hartford

is

anxious to start the cars run-

is

none the
the slowest town in
are

less anxious,

New

realizing that

luigland in

street

its

W.

F. O.

MuwcLUKfce, Wis.
MUAVAUKEE, December

15.

— The Fox

River interurban

electric railway project is getting out of the

has been involved.

muddle in which
announced that the Wisconsin

It is

Interurban Railway company will be incorporated

af,

soon

necessary franchises are obtained at Neenah, Kau-

as the

kauna and Menasha.
will be Charles H.
United States;

The

incorporators,

Aldrich',

Thomas A.

it

announced,

is

ex-solicitor-general

Scott, a

St.

Louis

of

the

capitalist;

Interurban company to purchase the street railway plant of

Appleton Edison company, including the track, power

The company has made

This'committee consists of Chauncey M. Depew,

Cornelius Vanderbilt and J. Pierpont Morgan.
Mr. Orr
said that the committee had met Mr. Depew and Mr. Vanderbilt at the office of the commission,

arrange-

for leasing

turns out that A. L. Smith, the president of the Appleton

—

sons, was adopted.

and and thus soon

one thousand additional horse power and
plans are being prepared for a power house of greater
capacity on the site of the present station at Appleton.
It

had ample opportunity ol judging his sterling qualities
We knew him to be keen and diligent in busias a man.
ness, an honorable competitor and a model of integrity in
In every sense Mr.
all his dealings with his fellow-men.
Degenhardt was a manly man.
He endeared himself to us all by his ready wit and
abundant good spirits. He had a cheery word for his associates at all times, and the electrical Iraternity of Chicago
numbered no more popular member than he. To meet him
was always a pleasure, and we now recall with fond regret
life

hardt,

From

thrown

ments

December 15. At this week's meeting of
Rapid Transit Commission President Orr reported for
Y<:)RK,

readily accessible, to at-

their investment.

the

contracts."

CORRESPONDENCE.
New

now

Judson T. Sherman of Lake Geneva, and F. C. Ratan and
It is now the intention of the
J. M. Thomson of Chicago.

lighting."

"What's

and thus opening up

transit facilities

territory not

tract residents to Staten Is

it

1S94; and,

A

amount of

house and rolling stock.

Whereas, We, the friends of Mr. Degenhardt who are
engaged in electrical pursuits, desire to voice, as best we
may, our deep grief at the demise of our fellow worker, and
our sympathy for his family; therefore.
Resolved, That we inscribe our names to the following

S.

by furnishing good

pect,

a vast

Mr. Humbird further stated that in addition to the works
Washington, Pa., fire-proof buildings have been put up,
which will be devoted exclusively to the manufacture of

Whereas, It has pleased an all-wise Providence to remove from among us our cherished friend, Frederick E.
Degenhardt, who passed away on the 7th of December,

The

if they receive the
desired franchises, of which they have no doubt, the work
of constructing the roads will go right ahead.
They ex-

at

rising vote:

We who met

have plenty of capital behind them and

car system.

question as to whether he could give the

Parker the chairman was au-

to carbons; in

Carbon company.

\^'ash^ngton

who knew him.
Upon suggestion

W.

name

the

to

relative

here,

currents.

of F.

fine

"Helios," that the Washington Carbon company has arranged with the Helios Electric company of Philadelphia

spoke of Mr. Degenhardt's sterling character and genial
His death was a great and personal loss to all
disposition.

thorized to appoint a committee to prepare a suitable

con-

is

carbon.

referred feelingly to the

meeting.

Ihe

to

present meeting

the

B. E.

suggestion

his

Mr. Terry was named as secretary.

chosen chairman.
that

represented

F. S. Terry called the meet-

every branch of the business.
ing to order and

who responded

they had

pany's experts were under the impression that

number

a

in quality

Several times the com-

with those of foreign manufacture.

Degenhardt Memorial Meeting.

con-

afloat

cerning recent improvements in the product of his factory.

to

On Sunday

interview

of the Washington Carbon

Humbird

relative to

299

to the

Ei.ectrici.'\n recently

Pittsburg, and took the opportunity to

company

that

all

The Washington Carbon Company

and that

had been

Edison company, instead of being behind another enterprise to build an interurban line

has been helping the

in

new company

the

Fox River

valley,

to get a franchise.

J.

K. Tillotson, the chief promoter of the enterprise, says that
the new company will have a capital stock of $1,000,000.

company has

Tlie

Oshkosh and
once without regard to the

a franchise to build a road in

proceed with the work

will

at

outcome of the attempts to get franchises in Neenali. Menasha and Kaukauna. C. E. Loss & Co., who would have
built the interurban road had franchises been granted in

work

time to allow the
the

Oskosh

be done

to

this year,

construct

will

Eight miles of the road in Oshkosh must

lines.

be completed

neers should ascertain just how, and to what extent, the

in four months according to the terms of the
Mr. Thompson, one of the incorporators of the
new company, has been spending a great deal of time of late
in the cities through which it is proposed to build the inter-

proposed East Side rapid transit route would

urban

line.

He got

a deal

for a

water power

it

Katte, chief engineer of the Central, and that these engi-

conflict witii

the structure of the railroad.

The

lighting of the city

by gas and

ing year will cost $935,000.
lighting

The

electricity for the

com-

contracts for electric

were awarded as follows:

The Brush

Electric

Light company, 295 lamps at 40 cents a night and 92 lamps
at 45 cents a night; the United States Illuminating com-

Mount Morris

pany, 411 lamps at 40 cents a night; the

franchise.

Menasha.

the option on the

He stated

Appleton

and made

line

From Appleton

site.

he went to

company had expected to get
amount of $600,000 in

that his

the franchises last July and that the
capital stock

for

some

anxious.

had been awaiting investment

time.

The

At the

subscribers,

instance

meeting of the business

of

men

in

the enterprise

he added, were getting

Mr. Thompson an informal
Menasha was held for the

of

company, 344 lamps at 40 cents anight; the Madison Square Electric company, 299 lamps at 40 cents a night

purpose of discussing the situation. Mayor Rosch presided.

50 cents a night; the Harlem Light company, 210 lamps at 40 cents a night and 19 lamps at 50

ton, appeared in behalf of the

Electric

and 10 lamps

at

cents a night; the

Manhattan

Electric Light

company, 163

40 cents a night; the Edison Electric Illuminating
company, 107 lamps at 50 cents a night; the North River
Electric Light company, 827 lamps at 45 cents a night.
lamps

at

Articles of incorporation of the

Staten

Island Electric

company have been filed in Albany with the secreThe company proposes to construct an overof state.

Railroad
tary

road about twenty-two miles in length between

head

trolley

New

Brighton and Edgewarer and the towns of Northfield

and Southfield, Richmond county. The capital is $1,250,000 and the directors are George B. H. Harvey, Milton L.
Bouden, John A. Hilton, John J, Walsh, William H.
Hurst, John T. Mills, Eugene R. Leland, A. J. Hummell

and Henry Haggerty of this city. Nothing has yet been
done toward securing franchises from the Staten Island
villages, but the plans of the company have been put into
such shape that this work will be prosecuted at once after
the officers are elected.

It is said

that the

men

interested

Thomas Reid,

the editor of the leading newspaper at Apple-

company, being actuated, lie
by purely patriotic motives, and urged the granting of
He had been assured, he said, that the work
the franchise.

said,

would be begun

just as

The company's power

soon

hoxise

as the franchises

would be located

were granted.
at

Appleton,

where excellent water power had been obtained, and he said
that Mr. Thompson has given him authority to say that the
company would be prepared to furnish electric light to towns
along the route at very low iigures.

Following Mr. Reid,
John Strange and William Gilbert emphasized the desirability of having the road built.
All wanted the road if it were

The common

council,

however,

should see that the city was protected. Frederick

Heineman

properly constructed.

of Appleton said that he believed that an ordinance which

corresponded to that which had been granted by the

common

council of Appleton would properly protect the city.

M. Schoetz of Menasha, however, scored Mr,

M.

Tillotson,

pointed out the mistakes which had been previously

made

and advised the council to profit by its experience. Mayor
Rosch said that the council would not act hurriedly in
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granting a franchise, the members preferring to take theiiIt seemed to be the sense
time and malce no mistake.
of most of the people who attended the meeting that the

own

the old street car

new company should buy

line,

which

it is

wilhng to do, but claims that Mr. Schumacher, the owner
of the line, wants an exorbitant price for the property.
The route from Neenah through Menasha to Appleton was
Should a franchise be granted, a new bridge
discussed.
across the

Fox

and

an

built,

Menasha dam might have

river at the

probable cost

the

of

estimate

to be

of

the

ioiprovement is being made in order to determine the proportion of the e.-<pense that the Interurban company ought
A committee consisting of J. R. Bloom, E. D.
to bear.

M. M. Shoetz and John Clevis
Mr. Thompson and his comMr. Thompson also visited Neenah and Kaukauna.
pany.
The common council of Depere has granted to J. H. Elmore and Frank Van Derzee a franchise for an electric railThe franchise,
way to connect that city with Green Bay.
Smith, Joseph L. Fieweger,

to investigate

was appointed

burdened with the provision that the two projectors of the line shall build a bridge of their own, it being
claimed that the two city bridges are both too narrow, as
the city will not permit the company to use the roadway.
however,

is

To widen

an outlay of between $15,000 and $20,000. To
bridge would of course cost a great deal more.

require

new

build a

The

been proposed,would

either of the bridges, as has

iriends of

is

the

that

declare

project

the

imposed by the common council

condition

simply a clumsy attempt

to kill the entire deal without appearing to

do

Mayor

so.

Dousman pronounced the ordinance iaulty and said that he
would veto it. Messrs. Elmore and Van Derzee have got
the right of way from Green Bay to the city limits of
Depere, and will hold it for two more years. If Depere
wants to build the road as an enterprise of her own, as it has
been proposed she would be compelled to take the right of
way off the hands of the two men to whom she has granted
such an illiberal franchise. They stand ready to invest a

sum of money in the enterprise.
The operation of the West Sixth

large

street electric line in

Racine has been inaugurated.
Superintendent Schumacher of the Racine street railway
has not recovered from a shock caused by the receipt of an
offer

from a

one of

to

with

reimburse the company for damage

citizen to

its

by reason of the

cars

writer's rig colliding

now

of Bayfield

city

has an electric lighting plant of

own, having purchased the private plant.
Surveyor Powrie of the Waukesha Beach railway denies
a report that the Chi cago & Northwestern Railway company would operate the line as soon as it is finished. The
road, it is asserted, could not be successfully operated by
its

steam, owing to the steep

The

hills.

grading of the road

is

will hold

another election to

December

settle the

It is reported that another company has secured the
promise of three-fourths of the present telephone company's

subscribers, to

new

take the

being paid in Minneapolis
similar project

A

is

if

the servive

being canvassed

is

as

The

A

good.

Paul.

in St.

syndicate has been I'ormed to buy the South

be run

now

service at half the rate

Side street car line in Sioux City, Iowa, and turn
electric line to

Morning

it

into an

connection with the elevated road.

in

International Christian Alliance Hospital

&

Electric

Railway company has bought the old Carney house in Emerson, Man., for its first hospital and will use electric lines as
feeders to railroads on both sides of the international line.

E. Benedict and F. Potter propose to form a stock company to run a telephone line from Wadena, Minn to Verndale, and connect with Park Rapids, Hubbard, Menahga
,

and Sebeka.

The New Whatcom, Wash., council has referred to a
committee the question of raising funds for building and
equipping an

elei^tric light plant.

N. Bond,

O.

W.

B. Smith and

J.

E. Crawford have

Rock Island city council for a telephone
change franchise. They are also endeavoring to start an

ex-

applied to the

change

in

ex-

Davenport, and Moline.

Centerville, S. D., will have an electric light system before spring.

The new telephone company which has been canvassing
La Crosse, Wis., has secured sufficient subscribers to ensure
the exchange being put

W.

in.

Clark, manager of the Broadwater mine, has ap-

J.

plied for a franchise for a

electric light plant at

Oskaloosa,

la.,

has

burned.

The Neenah and Menasha gas and electric light plant at
Menasha, Wis., has been damaged by fire about $200 worth.
A Peru, III., syndicate has sent a committee to examine
the Rock Rapids, la., water works plant, with a view of
purchasing

it

and asking

eral

pany

for $S,ooo

The Twin
and
J.

for an electric light franchise.

from a pole of the Winona GenElectric company of Winona, Minn., has sued the com-

St.

Paul

W.

Yankton,

who

fell

damages.

City Rapid Transit
is

testing a

new

C. Morrison has
S.

company

of Jlinneapolis

illuminated street car sign.

filed

an attachment against the

D., electric light plant to secure a clami of

$20,000 against

J.

T. M. Pierce.

M.

nearly completed and the work of tracklaying and putting up

The power

the poles will soon be commenced.

be put

in

under separate bids and

The road

pany.

will

be operated about

will

The Wisconsin Telephone company

May

ist.

circuit

between

has just completed

its

this city

to Marinette.

There

pending

is

common council of Oshkosh an
Humes a franchise for the construc-

in the

ordinance to give F. L.

and maintenance of a telephone exchange in that city.
is identical with the one granted to the WisThe
consin Automatic Telephone company a year ago.

tion

The ordinance
franchise,

it is

proposed, shall run for twenty-one years.

The Milwaukee common
Engineer Benzenberg

to

council has

of the cost of such a plant.

A

be introduced

bill to

allow the city to

electric cars

devote his attention to the wire business.

Martin J. Insull of Chicago was married at East Orange,
N. J., on December 13th to Miss Virginia Van Vliet. The
ceremony was performed by the Rev. E. \V. Babcock of
Stonington, Conn. The bridesmaids were Miss Luella
Spellmeyer of Newark and Miss Florence Davis of Easi
Orange.
Miss Katherine Baker of East Orange was the
maid of honor. George de Boketon Greene of New York
was the best man, and Waldron Phcenix Belknap ol New
York and Fred W. Davis of East Orange were the ushers.
Mr. and Mrs. Insull will reside in Chicago.

requested City

sell

in the Legislature.

The Milwaukee- Wauwatosa

now make

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

the

The new plant of the Osage, Iowa, Electric Light, Heat
& Power company, to replace that burned several months
ago, is ready for operation.
The company has put a new
seven-foot dam across the Cedar river two miles west of the
city.

trip in eighty minutes.

round

still

prepare detailed plans and specifica-

tions for a city electric lighting plant, as well as an estimate

electric light will

W.

Godfrey and Frank R. Harrington have resigned
from the New York Insulated Wire company. I'hese
gentlemen are widely known to the electrical fraternity both
East and West, and it is announced that Mr. Godfrey will
J.

and Green Bay,
Hitherto Appleton has been the farthest northern point
reached.
It is expected that the circuit will soon be extended
long-distance

PERSONAL.

plant will

be owned by the com-

C.

Northwestern Notations.

—

Minneapolis, December 15. The Winona Electrical
company, Winona, Minn., has filed articles of incorpora-

The Concord Land &: Water Power company at Concord,
N. H., has lately contracted for six new arc light dynamos
of 75 lamps capacity, Thompson-Houston type, to be added
It has also just set up the
to the plant at Sewalls Falls.
second 250 horse power three-phase generator for lighting,
heat and power, and has re-arranged the circuits in thec'ty,
making a much more presentable appearance than formerly.

tion.

A

The

citizens of

the gold

at

Dayton, Wash.,

to

con-

Rainy Lake City, Minn., the location of

discoveries, are agitating

for a telephone line to

Tower. Minn., 100 miles. The cost is estimated at $2,500,
and Fort Francis, Koochiching and the Seine River country
expected

Telephone

Rock

furnish

to assist in its construction.

company

Island,

rhe

111.,

is

canvassing

The Harrison

Davenport,

la.,

and

with a view to putting in exchanges.

city clerk of

Missoula, Mont., advertises forbids to

from 20 to 25 arc lamps of 1,200 candle power for
from

one, three and five years' contract, the light to burn

dusk

A

press dispatch from

Pittsburg,

December

14th, says

an all-night electric car on the Duquesne line of the
company was held up at Oakland early
in th morning, and the passengers were robbed
The car
left Wood street in the down-town portion of the city at
one o'clock. It was crowded, and made a fast run to Oakland.
Here there remained in the car a man and three
women accompanied by another man. Near the entrance
to Schenley Park three masked men [umped on the rear
platform.
The conductor was thrown down and his
pockets rifled while the car went at full speed.
One man
guarded the conductor and the others went through the
car with drawn revolvers.
Two of the women fainted.
The passengers were robbed of their money and jewelry.
At Craig street the three men left the car and the conductor
notified the corner policeman. The street car company officials deny the story, and claim it is founded upon the picking
ofa conductor's pocket The police also pooh-pooh the story,
but are understood to be working on the case, as the Duquesne company may he the defendant in heavy damage
suits, instituted by the robbed passengers.
that

Pittsburg Traction
'

.

ELECTRIC MINING.
A new

which is just being opened under American proprietary auspices near Eckington, Derbyshire, will
colliery

serve as practical example of the utilization of electric
energy.
Chandos Pole is the owner of the colliery, which
is to be lighted and worked entirely by electricity.
High
pressure boilers with high speed steam engines will be put
down with suitable dynamo and motor plant. The under
cutting of coal will be done entirely by electric coal-cu tting
machines of the latest design, and the ventilating fans will
be driven by separate motors of their own.

TELEPHONE.
begun

in the United States Circuit Court at
Chicago involving the right to the use of recent telephone improvements. The complainant is the Western Telephone Construction company and the defendants Andrew
Carlson and Alfred Stromberg of the Stromberg & Carlson
Telephone company, Chicago. The defendants are the patentees of two telephone devices, one increasing the power of
the receiver and simplifying the signal bell and the other a
switch on the receiver, both of which are used conjointly.
)n October 2ist Stromberg and Carlson sold the right to
the patents to the Western Telephone Construction company, which alleges that the defendants are manufacturing
and selling telephones equipped with the new devices.

Suit has been

(

Druggists and doctors of Englewood, Chicago, have been
victims recently ofa gang of thieves and robbers. This was
the scheme: A druggist was notified late at night by telephone that a fire was raging somewhere in the down-town
district and asking him to inform a neighbor said to be interested.
When the druggist ran out on his supposed
errand of mercy he was either held up or his store entered
and looted in his absence. In the case of the doctors a
notification was sent in that some one was dying not far
away, and when the doctor Iiurried out he was promptly
Wlien this had happened several times word
sandbagged.
was passed around and the practice was partly broken off.
The police are also watching the matter closely.

The Birmingham, Ala., A^ews says: Conversation is now
going on between this city and Memphis, Tenn. The medium
is the long-distance telephone of L. M. Ericsson & Co. of
Stockholm, Sweden. The patents are owned in Sweden by
the inventors, who are connected ^\'ith the firm named. The
owners have resolved to introduce the telephone into this
country, and it was in accordance with this intention that
the experiment between Memphis and Birmingham was introduced.
It is the first trial of the telephone on this side of
The connection at this end was made in the
the Atlantic.
office
of the Postal Telegraph company.
Conversation
was had with Memphis with some ease, although the distance
A jVtru's reporter and others talked through
is 3S0 miles.
the instrument with satisfaction.

TELEGRAPH.
A

dispatch from San Francisco, dated

December 7th. says:
The Western Union Telegraph company has appealed from
of the United Stales Circuit Court for the
Southern District of California in the case of the Western
Union Telegraph company against the Postal Telegiaph
the decision

company has been formed

struct an electric light system.

are

1894

It is possible that Detroit may be the pioneer in the movefor lower street carfares.
Mayor Pingree is greatly
pleased as the result ofa five years' fight against the Citizens'
Street Railway company is an ordinance granting a franchise
to the Detroit Street Railway company to put in a rapid
transit system on many of the streets of the city to compete
with the Citizens' company in some portions of the town.
Vice-President Hutchins of the Citizens' company has given
formal notice to the Packs and H. A. Everett that his company claimed the right to build on all the streets offered the
syndicate.
The thirty-year ordiance provides that all lines
must be running by January i, 1S96; that seven tickets be
sold for a quarter, except that from 10 P. m. until 5 A. M.
six tickets shall be sold for a quarter; general transfers over
the company's lines; the city to do the paving between the
tracks and keep it clean; the company to pay regular tax on
property.

telephone system in Neihart,

Monc.
Waukesha, Wis., business men are seeking to get an electrical appliance concern to locate there.
A bonus has been
offered which the company thought too low, but the town

may increase it.
The $20,000

22,

ment

electric light question.

L. L. Dutton,

it.

The

Henderson, Minn.,

ELECTRICIAN.

till

daylight.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
Articles of association of a company to construct Michigan's first standard gauge electric railway have been filed.
The corporation will be kno^vn as the Traverse City, Peninsula &: Old Mission Electric Railway company. The capital
The road will be 20 miles long and
stock is $160,000.
will run from Traverse City to Old Mission, via Bower's
Harbor, along the east shore of the west arm of Traverse Bay.
Both freight and passengers will be transported, and an outlet will be furnished for the entire fruit belt of that region.
The incorporators are: J. G. Ranisdell, L. K. Gibbs, J. O.
Croster; Ralph Case, J- G. Ranisdell, Anton W. Bartak,
W. P. Croster. Charles Wilhelm, W. H. Foster, Elsworth
Clark, Frank Votruba and Harry L. Gibbs, all of Grand
Traverse county.

company. The suit was decided in favor of the Postal in
It involves the construction act of conthe lower court.
gress by which the Atlantic & Pacific railway received its
The railway company tried to grant exclusive
franchises.
rights to the Western Union, but the court held that the
Postal had equal righis.

MISCELLANEOUS.
The horse

easily killed by electricity.
It is popularly
supposed that the current, on entering the body, meets with
some physiological susceptibility that makes this animal
is

more vulnerable than others
The London Laiicct holds

to the action of

that there

is

such a current.

no good ground

"

December

WESTERN

1894

22,

The explanation lies elsewhere. The
for this assumption.
hoof, and more particularly its crust and sole, is a good
insulator, but the shoe presents to the ground a large
metallic contact, and this contact is in connection with
metallic conductors in the shape of nails, which pierce the
strongest part of the insulation and afford an easy electrical
The contact with earth is further
path into the body.
improved by the great superincumbent weight of the animal,
and it may often happen that in passing over wet ground
the external surface of the hoof and the wet fetlock, especiallv in the case of unirimmed horses, may become sufficiently wet to form a good surface conductor, and so carry
a currerti directly from the earth to the upper part of the
body. In this way the safety of the natural " resistance"
horse, too, covers more
of the hoofs is neutralized.
ground than a man and runs greater risk from being in conHorseshoers
of
ground
farther
apart.
points
tact with
ought to bestow extra care upon the driving of the nail, to
''
see that it does not penetrate to the quiuk."

A

TRADE NEWS.
The Standard Underground Cable company

of Pittsburg
has been deprived of its western manager by the lamentable death of Fred E. Degenhardt, but the Chicago office
will still remain at 542 Rookery. F. S. Viele, superintendent of construction for the western department, will be in
charge for the present.

The latest catalogue issued by the Electric Engineering &
Supply company of Syracuse, N. Y., is complete and comRailway, lighting and all other kinds of supprehensive.
The company has an explies are discribed in this work.
cellent reoutation for workmanship and first-class material
in all its products, and to judge from the appearance of the
last catalogue it is the intention of the managnient to keep
up to the standard already established.
The clothing factory of the Charles R. Lewis Clothing company, Belleville, 111., has been equipped with a 30 kilowatt
Mather generator for supplying light and power throughout
Electric heating irons are also used.
One
the building.
Exhaust
engine drives the generator and also the elevator.
steam is used for heating purposes. The building is a fourstory brick factory building formerly used for other purposes.
The factory occupies the fourth floor, while the other floors
are used for store rooms, offices and power plant.
The Clonbrock Steam Boiler company of Brooklyn, N.
v., reports that the last year has been the largest in its
business, its factories having been kept working over time
The company
a'l the while to keep pace with the orders.
is now building an addition to Its already large works to
recent order that
meet the rapid growth of the business.
will reach 4,000 horse power was sold to the Cleveland
The total
Electric Illuminating company of Cleveland, O.
shipment will be thirty cars and the weight 500 tons. The
was sent last
first installment of this order, twelve cars,
The Terre Haute Electric Railway company of
week.

A

two 500 horse power
and the Merrimac Manufacturing company

Terre Haute, Ind., has purchased
boilers recently,

of Lowell, Mass., has placed an order for four 1,000 horse
power generators. The business will continue in the charge

ILLUSTRATED

ELECTRICIAN,

of Thomas J. Lawler, who is known far and wide to the
manufacturing interests, while the office and financial management will be in the hands of S. V, Morrin, who, although a young man, has demonstrated his ability, and the
practical knowledge gained by him in working up from the
bottom to his present responsible position will prove of
service to the

company.

The Washington Electric company's annunciators continue to be in great demand.
The shops at 201-207 South
street, Chicago, present a scene of activity that demonstrates that this company is achieving a gratifying degree of
success in its bid for business.
Canal

Linton & Southwick of Worcester, Mass., have issued a
complete catalogue and price-list of their station switches and
apparatus. This firm makes a specialty of this class of work,
employs skilled labor, and manufactures in large quantities,
and is therefore able to assure its customers that they will
obtain thoroughly good and reliable work and materials at
a reasonable price. No switch is allowed to leave the factory
as to which there is any question.

The Naugatuck Malleable Iron company at Naugatuck,
Conn., has placed the contract for its new annealing room
with the Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.
The building will be 94 feet wide and 175 feet long, conentirely of fire-proof construction
The Berlin
is building a new gas house roof for the Massachusetts reformatory .at Concord, Mass.; and the same company is furnishing the iron work for the new office building
of the Pope Manufacturing company of Hartford, Conn.

structed

company

The Mather

Electric

company of Manchester, Conn., has

its New York contractors, H.
the contract for three 100 kilowatt directconnected generators of the new type, for the lighting plant
of the new Congressional Library building at Washington,
D. C. Very extensive tests of this new apparatus were
made by government experts at the Manchester factory, and
the adoption of this apparatus by the United States government reflects great credit on the Mather Electric company.

B.

Washburn
Smith, who

Storelecto company for three years, and Mr.
is a practical engineer, was tor two years secretary of the Brightman Stoker company.
Both are well ac-

quainted in electrical and mechanical

circles.

The American ElectricSupply company

of Buffalo, N. Y.,
has severed its agency relations with the Interior Conduit
& Insulation company of New York. The American Electric Supply company is one of the oldest agents of the Con-

company and the relations between the two companies
have always been of the pleasantest character. The Conduit
company, however, announces that it has found that its interests are antagonized "when represented by a construction
house and has consequently changed its policy and in the
future will be represented by supply houses not engaged or

duit

BUSINESS.

just

301

been awarded, through

Coho & Co.,

financially

interested

in

the

construction business.

The

American Electric Supply company could not afford to
give up the large construction business it enjoys, and hence
followed a friendly termination of its agency relations with
the Interior Conduit & Insulation company.

The increase in electrical business now being done by the
General Electric company has necessitated an extension of
the already extensive facilities at Schenectady, and two
large buildings are now being constructed by Grattan &
Jennings.
One of these is a storehouse, 353 i^eet long and
The foundations are already laid and the su52 feet wide.
perstructure is rising rapidly.
This will relieve the smaller
storehouses, now found entirely inadequate.
The other
building will be used as a laboratory for standardizing.
It
will be erected on the very outskirts of the tract of land
owned by the company at Schenectady, in order that it may
be as far away as possible from the' disturbing influences of
moving iron and heavy electric currents in and around the
many buildings of the plant proper. This laboratory will
contain all the standard instruments of the company, and
with these the working instruments, which are in use
throughout the factories for testing purposes, will be compared each day.

The announcement

is

made

officially

that

the Electric

Storage Battery company, Philadelphia, has acquired all the
patents and patent rights for the manufacture of electric
storage batteries of the General Electric company, the Edison Electric Light company, the Thomson-Houston Elec-

company, the Brush Electric company, the Accumulator
company, the Consolidated Electric Storage company and
the General Electric Launch company.
This arrangement,
tric

The Elwell-Parker Electric company of America has issued a very handsome catalogue, showing several machines
manufactured by this company. The Elwell-Parker dynamos, motors and electrical apparatus have a high reputation
in Great Britain and all parts of the world, and the ElwellParker Electric company of America, in placing ihese machines on the American market, is sure that they will at
once take the same high position in this country. This
company announces that it will be glad to furnish further
particulars and detailed estimates on application.
E. S. Ford and S. J. Smith, under the firm name of Ford
Smith, have opened an office at 48 Wade building,
Cleveland, 0., as contracting engineers for electrical plants.
They are prepared to install lighting and power plants of any
size, and will undertake any kind of electiical construction
or repair work.
Mr. Ford was secretary of the Ford-

&

claimed, will give the Electric Storage Battery company
exclusive control of the business in this country.
The acquisition of these patents not only terminates all litigation
heretofore existing, but insures the company against future
attacks, as the patents acquired, together with those originally owned by the Electric Storage Battery company, cover
all the known principles involved in storage batteries.
Ihe
company announces that it has increased largely its cash
it is

working capital, and is fully prepared to fill all orders for
storage batteries promptly.
Catalogues containing full description of the several types of elements, weights, capaciries, dimensions, etc., and instructions for installing and
caring for batteries have been issued by the company.
The
headquarters will continue at S3S Drexel building, Philadelphia.

ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REGBRD.
Issued December 11, iSg^f.

Street Sign.
Halsey H. Baker, Plainfield.N. J.
Application filed January 22, 1S94.
The third claim is for the combination with an electric lamp
and its reflector of arms p.issing around the outer edges of the

530.497.

reflector, signs connected with the lower ends of such arms, a
clamping ring with which the upper ends of the arms are connected, and a bracket receiving and suppoiting the clamping

saturation rom 50 to 200 per cent, approximately, and subjecting the material so treated to the action of grinding or amalgamating rollers, and subsequently adding a guantity of India
rubber, gutta percha or similar material, say 25 per cent., and
finally subjecting the mass again to the action of grinding or
ama gamating rollers or analogous means of mixing.

ring.

the longer diameter of the eye-bolt is transverse 10 the
short diameter of the flange, and insulating material securing
the parts together and insulating them Irom each other.

mounted on

ber 16, 1893.
arranged

in

groups, a

commu-

tating cylinder is adapted to connect them in series or multiple,
and a cut-out cylinder is arranged to cut out any disabled
motor from a group in all positions of the commutating cylinder
and to cut out its mate only in multiple positions, whereby the
power of the mate may be employed in the series positions,

while the balance of the circuit

is

Electric Elevator Controller.
Leroy S. Buff530,578.
ington, Minneapolis, Minn., and Walter C. Jones,
Chicago, 111. Application filed February 23, 1S94.

NO. 530,541-

preserved in the multiple

positions.

530,522.

Suppression of Self-inductive Obstruction in
Electro-magnetic Apparatus. Stephen D. Field, Stockbridge, Mass.
Application filed July 24, 1894.

530,516.

The

claim is for an electro-magnet comprising the following elements in combination a core capable of being magnetized, a winding or helix of two or more layers surrounding the
same, and one or more incomplete inductive circuits placed in
inductive relation to the said helices.
last

:

Process of Manufacturing Insulating Composifor Electrical Purposes.
Alfred N. Ford, London, Eng.
Application filed June ii, 1S94. Patented
in England July 17, 1S90.

53'^'5i7tions

The process described tor the manufacture of insulating compositions consists first in coating or saturating certain fibrous
and other substances with a drying oil which has been previously partially oxidized.and then drying these fibrous substances
so treated, and, when dry, re-coating them again and again,
each time drying the previous coat sufficiently to take another
coat until the mass has increased in weight by such coating or

Wood,

In a telephone there is an offset, an electrode, a support
the offset, an adjusting screw mounted on the offset for adjusting the pressure of the electrode, consisting of
a threaded shell containing a cork stopper for bearing against
the electrode, and a device for locking the adjusting screw.

Controller for Electric Locomotive.
John W.
530,507.
Darley, Jr., Baltimore, Md. Application filed Novemis

Trolley Wire Clamp.
Montraville M.
Chicago, 111.
Application filed July 2, 1S94.

530,569.

Arthur F. Boardman,
530,575. Telephone Transmitter.
Somerville, Mass.
Application filed August 6, 1894.

when

plurality of electric motors

with an electrical generator connected thereto, and an apparatus for forcing heated liquids, vapors or gases through the
hollow or tubular conductors.

A trolley wire clamp having two jaws, each provided with
projecting higs, an interlocking pin passing through holes in
the lugs, a stud bolt by which the clamp is supported, a cone
shaped wedge encircling the stud bolt, a groove in each jaw
for the reception ol the wedge, and means for forcing the wedge
into the groo\es. so as to spread the jaws apart at the top and
cause their clamping edges to firmly grip the t olley wire, is described,

Insulator for Electric Overhead Construction.
Henry P. Ball, Bridgeport, Conn. Application filed
June 28, 1894.
A stram insulator is provided with a flange having one
diameter of its opening greater than the other, an eye-bolt having an engaging part tormcd with one diameter smaller than
the other, the two parts being arranged and adapted to engage

530.498.

A

close proximity to the surface of the road-bed. in combination

la.

Galvanic Ring. David Hattenback, Sioux City,
Application filed September 4, 1894.

A metallic rlne in two parts soldered together, the metal in
each part differing from that in the other part, forming in the
completed ring positive and negative electrodes, is described,
Apparatus for Controlling Electric Elevators.
530)541Nils O. Lindstrom, Union Course, and Orrie P. Cummings, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Application

filed

September

An electro-magnetic device adapted to control the motive
power, a switch adapted to control the operation of the electromagnetic device, a pivoted bar, an elevator door suspended
therefrom, an electro-magnetic device, an element adapted to
be placed thereby in position to be engaged by the moving
elevator car, and thereby to raise the end of the pivoted bar to
cause the door to open, the door being adapted in its movement
to actuate the switch, and switching apparatus upon the elevator car and adapted to control the second mentioned electromagnetic device, whereby the door is automatically opened and
closed, and the car is automatically brought to rest opposite a
predetermined floor.

10, 1854.

The
an auxiliary electric
motor having a non-commutated armature circuit, the polar axis
of the armature normally lying transverse to the field of force,
a controlling switch on the elevator car for reversing the direction of the armature torque, and reversing switches in the main
motor circuit attached by the auxiliary motor.
controller illustrated comprises

Conduit Electric Railway. David Mason, Schen530,543.
ectady, N. Y.
Application filed June S, 1893.
1 he cut shows an electric railway system having one or more
hollow or tubular trolley conductors held in a slitted conduit in

530,597.

W.

Alternating Current Transformer.
St. Louis, Mo.
Application

Meston,

Alexander
Janu-

filed

ary 23, 1S93.
In this transformer, as shown, the features consist of the
coil, two segmental strips, insulated from each otlier,
thereof, a secondary coil provided with branch
terminals, contact buttons arranged in an arc of a circle to
which the terminals lead, a centrally pivoted switch for adjustably Lutling in the secondary- coil by its contact with the
buttons, and a spring contact on the switch for maintaining
electrical connection between the strips.

primary

in the circuit

WESTERN
530,598.
lin,

Wilhelm Oesterreich, BerTelephone System.
Germany. Application filed October X2, 1893.

Louis McCarthy,
Insulator.
530,706.
Application filed September 18, 1894.

provided with a multiple

The telephone system illustrated
switchboard, a testing wire connected with the earth, and provided with a weak battery, a galvanometer in a branch wire,
and a contact for connecting it with the circuit to be tested, and
a switch provided with a depressiblc and oscillatory lever,
operating when depressed to leave the contact and touch the
contact, and opeialing when moved to one side to move the
springs clear of the contacts and place them in contact with
other conta ts,
is

*

n insulator comprising a

Frank E.
Electtic Motor Propelled Elevator.
Application filed JanIndianapolis, Ind.
uary 31, 1S93.

Herdman,

Claim 1 reads: In an ek-vatinR apparatus, the combination
with an electric motor provided with extra coils upon the field
contacts, each contact in electrical connection with one ».oil, and
a return wire ti one of said contacts, electric conne, tion between said contact and source of current supply, an arm
adapted to pass over said contacts, electrical connection between said arm and the source of current supply, traveling
sheaves lifting table wounH around said sheaves and connection between said lifting cable and said arm, adapted when the
strain on said lifting cable is increased beyond normal to draw
said arm over said contacts.

Boston,

metallic case has a

Mass.

downwardly

terial.

Brush for Dynamo-eleclric Machines. Edward T.
Chicago, 111. Application filed June 11, 1894.

530,717.

December
530,828.

22,

1894

Conduit Railway Trolley. Walter E. Delabarre,
M. Frazer and Robert A. Carrick, New York,
Application filed January 26, 1894.

Francis

prcJjecting skirt with perforations therein, and a mass of insulating material applied to both the interior and exterior, as well as
the edge of the skirt, and passing through the perforations, the
edge portion of the skirt being embedded in the insulating ma-

Piatt,

530,619.

ELECTRICIAN.

N. Y.

The conduit has a slot and a guard plate on one side, and the
conductor is held in the conduit laterally of the guard plate, a
transmitting arm is adapted to project through the slot, a trolley
connected to ihe arm and adapted for contact w th the conductor, and an insulating covering connected to the arm and
arranged essentially beneath the guard plate, the covering
being provided, intermediate of the trolley and the vertical line
of the guard plate, with a bevel facing in the direction of the
slot.

A dynamo or other electric machine, a commutator brush
provided with a flexible body portion, a contacting portion
formed of a series of copper rolls having hardened steel pivots
and brass-bearing portions for such roll pivots se ured to the
body portion of

the brush.

Rheostat.
Application

530,727.

Mo.

Thomas W.
filed

August

Shelton,

St.

Louis,

20, 1894.

A

rheostat is described, comprising a cylindrical casing provided with a vertical slot in its face, avertical rib on the interior of
its wall, a suitable cover for the casing, a series of tirc-cia}'' disks
located within the casing, the disk being provided with convolute grooves in their faces and semi-circular depressions in
their edges, suitable conductors embedded in convolute grooves
or depressions, bolts securing the disks logcthirr in pairs, and
conductors leading from the bolts to the outside of the casing.

Incandescent Lamp. Jacob R. Gr6ve,
York, N. Y. Application filed May 26, 1893.

530,838.

New

An incandescent lamp, with a bulb having its neck closed by
an independent section of fusible material spanning the neck
opening, a vertical tube of insulating material embedded in the
lusible section
a filament.

and expanded together with leading-in wires and

System of Transmitting and Distributing ElecEnergy.
Cummings C. Chesney, Pittsfield,

530,748.
trical

Application

Mass.

The method

filed

April 19, 1894.

of transmitting and distributing electric energy,

which is illustrated in the cut, consists in generating threephase currents of low frequency and high tension; by these
operating a motor, which, in turn, drives a two-phase generator
adapted to yield currents of high frequency and distributing
these currents to translating devices.

Electrical Block Signal Apparatus.
Urias J.
530,762.
Fry, Milwaukee, Wis., and George M. Basford, Oak
Application filed July 5, 1893.
Park, III.

The invention consists of a system comprising a main line or
distant stations, each of which is provided
with a battery and a suitable signal, of a locking devictffor each
signal, comprising an unlocking magnet in a local circuit with

circuit connecting

main line bjtterj', a polarized relay controlling the local cirand arranged to positively shift its armature in opposite
when energized by currents of opposite polarity, and
to automatically return the armature to its normal position when
the main circuit is broken, signal transmitting and receiving
the

^'0-

cuit,

530.543

directions

Clyde J. Coleman, ChiElectric Cigar Lighter,
530,637.
Application filed March 24, 1S94.
cago, 111.
In an electric cigar lighter there is a pendent lighter casing
carrying an incandescent conductor and having a weighted
handle, a suspending cord attached laterally to the casing and
inclosing the electric conductors, a circuit-closer consisting of
closed casing arranged in a removable manner in the interior of
the lighter casing, and containing a body of mercury, and contact points passing into the interior of such circuit-closer casing,
so as to contact with the body of mercury when the same flows
downward in such casing, in the operation of raising the lighter

instruments at each station a switch arranged to connect either
the transmitting and receiving instruments and the battery or
the polari/ed relay of each station with the main line, and a
pole-thanging switch at each station arnanged to reverse the
poles of the main battery to the main line, whereby the entire

Durham, N.

April 26, 1894.

base, a spring arm
secured thereto, a contact plate also secured to thebase, contact
points on the arm and plate, a weight suspended from the free
portion of the spring and normally holding
out of contact with
the plate, a two-part hookcd-link forming the suspension
medium, an easily fused metallic alloy forming the connection
between the parts of the link, and a safety back-stop arm for the
spring arm.

Alarm and Annunciator System.
Boston, Mass.

Application

Frederick

filed

March

Primary Battery. William Walker, Jr., Birmingham, and Frank K. Wilkins, Handsworth, Eng. Application filed June 4, 1S94.

A

fire alarm system, a call system, and independent batteries
each system, two thermostats electrically united with the
system, one thermostat being arranged to short-circuit the
battery in the fire system through said system, the other
thermostat to short-circuit the battery in the call system through
the annunciator apparatus of the system, and through the fire

530,867.

for

fire

m

part.

NO- 53o.59!i-

Switch for Overhead Trolley Tracks. Charles
Application filed August
G. Schmidt, Cincinnati, O.

530,661.

energy of a single battery at each station

is utilized for transmitting signals, operating the polarized relay of the distant station and unlocking the signal of the local station,

13, 1894-

In a switch for overhead trolley tracks, ihe combination conswitch hinged to the main track, the branch tracks,
the hangers supporting them, each provided with a support
for the free swinging end .of the switch, to rest on when in alignment with either track, a guide bar supported by and on these
hangers, which support the switch and track ends, guards
carried by the guide bar and an operative connection between
sists of the

.

William A. Guthrie,

filed

The device comprises a non-conducting

24, 1894.

system

Application

C.

i

Fire

Palmer,

S.

Automatic Fire Alarm.

530,839.

for use.

530.64S.

NO. 530,748.

this latter

and

the switch.

Block Signal Apparatus
Urias J. Fry, Milwaukee, Wis., and George M. Basford, Oak Park,
Application filed September 17, 1894.
111.

530.763.

The

a main line or electric circuit connecting
is provided with a signal, an electromagnetic signal-locking device and means of releasing the locking device of the distant station, of a circuit-breaker adapted to
render the signal releasing means inoperative after it has been
operated, a magnet controlling the circuit-breaker in a local circuit provided with two circuit-breakers, which are controlled
by separate train circuits or track instruments.
first

claim

stations, eaih of

is

for

which

Primary Battery.

530.764.

Mass.

Application

A primary battery having a negative element of carbon forming part of the jar containing the exciting solution, with which
one surface of the carbon is in contact while the other is exposed
to the atmosphere, and a sau'"er containing the jar and provided with a discharge, is described,
Arc Light Hanger Board. David J. Cartwright,
Boston, Mass. Application filed January 26, 1894.

5jO,882.

The combination with an arc light hanger board provided
with hangers, and converging contact springs in e ectrical connection with one of said hangers, of a switch-lever in electrical
connection with the other of said hangers and arranged to swing
vertically with relation to the said hanger board, and the spring-

George H. Gardner, Boston,

filed

March

2, 1894.

In a primary batrery an annular metallic contact plate is
molded into the material of which the cell is composed, and having its edges overlaid by the cell material and adapted to form
a metallic lining for that part of the bottom of the cell that lies
between the porous cup and the walls,

Electric Motor.

530,773.

Application

III,

NO. 530.597-

Herbert
Trolley Wire and Support Therefor.
H. Ashley, Springfield, Mass. Application filed August

530,674.

25, 1894.

The support consists of the two parallel opposing longitudinally rangingcheek plates suitably united at and between their
upper portions, whereby there is left clear between their opposite portions, at each end ot the support, downwardly and endwise opening spaces, and having near such ends the slots which
incline in directions downwardly and toward the middle of, and
which open to the lower edges of the cheek plates, and said
cheek plates having their lower edge portions continuous and
unobstructed between the said slots, in combination with the
trolley wires, having provided at their end portions and above
the longitudinal line thereof the lateral oppositc-ly extending
projections, which are adapted to have engagements in said inclined slots, all whereby the trolley wires will be detachabty
supported to lie along the level of the lower edges of the said

March

22, 1S94.

The invention consists of a depending standard of the guide
the link attached thereto and the camshaped lever pivotally connected at its end with the link, and
pivoted intermediate its ends to the standard, the < am face of
the lever being adapted to bear upon the guide frame, whereby
the standard ia raised.
fi-ame, the h^ind lever,

NO. 53c, SSc.
actuated plunger co-acting with the heel of the switch-lever

movement thereof in either direction, and reta n
in either of the positions which it is caused to assume, the
switch-lever being provided with a heel having an apex which
passes from side to side of the plunger.
to coniulete the
It

Danger

530,883.

Mass.
530,798.
ville,

Railway Signal.
Va. Application

sic,

Signal.

Application

filed

George M. Chace, Somerset,

March

13, 1S94.

James V. Richardson, Karnifiled

March

30, 1894.

Parallel line conductors are arranged In blocks, as specified;
contact devices arc carried by a locomotive to engage the conductors and a signal in circu t with the conductors; a circuitbreaker connects ihe blocks of line conductors, the circuitbreaker having cross-connections to connect the positive conductor of one block to the negative conductor of the ne.vt, and
connections to connect the positive and negative conductors of
one block to the similar conductors of the next.

530,804.

Conduit Railway Trolley. Joseph C. Havvley and
William J. Black, Duncannon, Pa. Application filed

Frank E. Herdman, Winnetka,
July 25, 1S94.

An electric motor, a switch, electric connection from the
switch to the armature of the motor, resistances in the circuit,
an arm adapted to travel over the resistances and increase the
amount or strength of current in the circuit to the armature of
the motor, actuating mechanism for operating thearm, a device
adapted to retard the movrmentof thearm over the resistances.
mechanism for varying the retarding slrencth of the device, a
solenoid in circuit with the circuit to the armature of said
motor, and connection between the solenoid and regulating
mechanism of retarding device, the connection being surh that
when the solenoid is excited the mechanism is thrown into
action to increase the retarding strength of the device

cheek plates.

530,688.

filed

Battery Switch. Heinrich K. Spangenberg, LeipApplication filed July 24, 1S93.

Germany.

In combination, a housing and vertically movable signal hidden from view within the said housing, a wheel, connections between the said signal and wheel, a weight and spring for operating on the said wheel, an audible signal operativcly connected
with the said wheel, a second wheel located a proper <^istancc
from the signal and connected at opposite points with corrtsponding points of ihe first mentioned wheel, two sets of levers,
each composed of independent parts and having separate connection with the wheels.

530.895

-

Incandescent Electric Lamp,
lidward Kayc,
Application filed February 4, 1893.

Monaca, Pa.

T m sets of cells are employed, and the switchboard regulates the number of cells in use.
It is provided with terminals
independently connected with the positive and negative poles
of each set of cells, the distributing board is provided with two
plates adapted to be connected with the line wires and a connecting plate or plates insulated from the first named plates,
and pins connected with the terminals for engaging the plates
for cutting out one set of cells or for connecting the sets of cells

The accompanying c.t shows an incandescent electric lamp,
comprising a bulb having a neck, a tubular plug or stopple inserted in it and fomed with an outwardly projecting flange,
leading-in wire inserted and scaled in the plug and connected
to an incandescing filament and a cap or ferrule covering the
flange and connecting the bulb and plug together, Ihe cap or
ferrule being electrically connected to the filamenl and adapted
to fit into a lamp socket and to be mechanicallv coupled or in-

in series or multiple arc.

terlocked therewith.

EVERY SATURDAY.
Lighting of the

Cook County

Criminal

Court Building.

The building is asubstantial six-story stone structure,
may be judged by the corner picture, and is devoted to the

lion.

purposes indicated by

Two

its

underneath the

name.

power

for the

dynamos,

the steam being obtained from a battery of five tubular

With

the center of distribution
sulation

The

inches in diameter.

power each,

The

breeclilng leads to a brick stack

136 feet high running up the side of the building.

About

and with

this the

eight tons of soft coal is

burned

court building and the adjacent
is

furnished to Worthington

jail

pumps

daily,

are heated, while

The

and two for
and laundry purposes in the jail.

current

circuit

voltmeter switch.

is

on the third

Okonite

floor.

equipped

is

witli the

Johnson system

by the

Chicago

switchboard for which

An

illustration.

Electric

shown on the

is

ni the

be located

plant

is

it

in

basement, and

believed, the

Cliicago,

and

electrical control, will

The

plant

is

farther wall in
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plant.

in-

the

large

the

mate capacity

all

is

to

the other clocks In the

it

first

its

be watched with much

interest.

under the direction of George

chief engineer of the building, and R.

J.

Each
dynamo

is

directly belted to a

at

300 revolutions per

C &C

of 50 kilowatts capacity.

C company.

eads from the

to furnish electric

dam

constructed.
of 40,000

able to furnish

125 volt direct

These machines

Campsie, county

C

They are operated at 750 revolutions. The
dynamo to the white marble switchboard are

Baltimore comes news of an extensive project to

power of

Susquehanna River for electrical
The report has been given definite shape by the
purposes.
incorporation of the Susquehanna River Electric company.
George K. McGaw, John S. Bull and Winfield J. Taylor
the

the

$So per horse power per

annum. Work will be started on the dam as soon as the
sprmg rains and freshets are over, and il is expected power
Governor Brown, presiwill be furnished January i, 1896.
dent of the Traction Railway company of Baltimore, and
Messrs. Elkins and Widener of the Philadelphia Traction
syndicate are interested in the project.

Down-town "L" Loop

for Chicago
parently Assured.

After

From

at less than

W. Wade,

Susquehanna Power Transmission.
utilize

power

The machinery will have an ultiThe company will be

horsepower.

1;L"ILL'I\

The master-clock

by compressed air. This
pneumatic clock-regulating
operation, as compared with

building will be regulated from
will be,

company,

for

interesting feature of the building equip-

pneumatic time

the

is

Service

and other Baltimore and Pennsylvania capitaHsts are the inThe Westinghouse company is said to be be-hind the project. The prime object of the company will be

power to the street railways of Baltimore,
Wilmington and Philadelphia and intermediate towns. The
company has purchased eight miles of shore land on both
sides of the river, extending from Tidewater to Conowingo,
Md. At this point the stream will be turned inland and a

in-

largely used.

is

building

26.

corporators.

electrician.

are rated as Soo lighters and are of the usual type of the
ifc

dynamo and

engines, in the lighting plant are each of 100 horse

power, with single cylinders, and run
minute.

— three
prisoners — and

for five elevators

for ordinary passenger service

for cooking

steam

equipped with Weston

of

automatic temperature regulation by electrical control,

menf

No.

29, 1894.

the wiring system 1,564 lamps aie connected, and

LIGHTING OF THE COOK COUNTY
equipped with Hawley
down-draft furnace?. The boilers are each [6 feet long and 60
boilers of 100 hoise

is

^ Hammer

switches, including a Cutler

stalled

Ball engines furnish the

The board

floor.

instruments and the usual outfit

The new Criminal Court building of Cook county, at
Dearborn avenue and Michigan street, Chicago, is supplied
with electriclights, of course, and the current is generated
in the basement plant shown in the acccompanying iUustraas
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much

negotiating

it

is

now

Ap-

stated definitely

the agreement to co-operate in using a

that

common down-town

loop terminal has been signed by representatives of alt the
After all the
of Cliicago.

elevated railroad companies
formalities

had been complied with, Mr. Louderback issued

L"

roads "had entered into a

was satisfactory

to themselves, for the oper-

a certificate saying that the "
contract, which

westeri^ electrician.

3<S4

Union I^levaled Uailroad com
when constructed." No information regarding
of tlie belt "L" was given out, but it was stated
work of getting consents from property owners

ation of their (rains over the

On

the Production of Rotary Magnetic
Fields by a Single Alternating

pany's loop,
the route
that

the

Electricity will probably be used as

would begin at once.
the motive power.

Ornamental Electric Hanging. Lamp.
Considerable attention has been given of late

to the artistic

design and ornamentation of electric hanging lamps, and

many noticeable improvements have been made in this line.
One of the most attractive of this class is illustrated in the
accompanying cut, which shows an electric hanging lamp
made for the Union Club of St. Louis by the Ludlow-Saylor
Wire company of that city. Ihis lamp is made of wrought
iron with the Bower-Barff finish, which renders it absolutely
rust-proof.
The design of the lamp was furnished by the
architect, T. C. Link,

and has attracted considerable atten-

tion.

Electrical

Equipment of the Baltimore
Tunnel Railroad.

In the course of a comprehensive article on the Baltimore

&

Ohio company's electrically operated tunnel railway in
Baltimore, the Railroad Gazette gives this description of

Current.'
Bv

Since the first announcements of Prof. Ferraris and Mr.
Tesla, that rotation can be accomplished by employing two
or more alternating currents of displaced phase, the question
has been raised by many an engineer as to the pnssibility of
producing a rotaiy magnetic field by the use of a single circuit, carrying ihe ordinary alternating current, instead of
requiring three or more wires or several independent circuits.
So far it has been necessary to cons,truct a special generator
armature, the windings of which were rotated in a field of
constant polarity, to produce two or more currents lagging
To use the cuirents generated
in phase behind each other.
for establishing a progressive or rotary field, it was necessaiy to carry as many wires to the place of consumption as
Six years have
currents were employed differing in phase.
passed, and quite rapid progress has been made in various
I wish now to bring to your notice a method of
directions.
generating a rotary magnetic field by a single alternating
current or its field, without condensers or choking coils.
This isaccomp!ished by a device brought out by me some
Its fundamental piinciple is hardly as yet
three yeais ago.
appreciated; however, the World's Fair exhiliits as well as
literature of late show ihat the device has attracted attention, and that several engineers have approached the principle involved.
I wish to refer to
described in. 1891.'^

former
latter

the electrical apparatus:

DWIG Gl/IMANX.

Ll

my motor and

e^ipeclally to its

armature

^'gs. i and 2 show the device.
The
principally used in tlie American patents, while the
given in the English patent of the same year.
The

is

is

December

29,

1891

ever, the motor runs in harmony, and suddenly a great deal
of the load is taken off, then thearjnature has a tendency to
go more quickly, but in this case opposing currents are
generated In the windings which retard the speed of the
armature and keep it back, to remain in step, or in stability.
Let us look into the device before us, and consider first
its quality as a motor. Returning to Figs. 1 or 2, preferably
the latter, which is simpler and easier to explain, we find
that if we send into the held magnet coil an alternating current, the armature will turn tlirough a certain angle and
This motion depends upon the position of the three
stop.
closed coils with respect to the two poles. This same device
can itself be self-starting if we make the poles far enough
apart and the energizing current sufficiently strong, so that
at the initial speed the armature is repelled at a certain rate.
This initial speed changes with the number of poles, closed
alternations.
Let us take the first case and
If we try to rotate the armature (as I shall call
it hereafter) in a
field of alternating polarity, we induce
currents in the closed circuits, which establish poles, but
these poles are alternating in nature, and owing to the molion imparted, and owing further to the permanent connections in the winding, the polts move or travel with the
latter.
Thi"; accounis for the fact that if the field poles are
close together the armature consumes power during its rotacircuits

examine

and
it.

tion through the alternating field; it acts as a dynamo and
If
we impart
start from a state of rest.
does not
by mechanical
means an im].ni"se to the armature,
currents are generated whose sum has a variable and
principally negative value. The armature makes a few revolutions and places itself in a stable magnetic equilibrium, viz.,
in such a position, symmetrical if possible, as not to generate
any curi'ents, and hence not to induce any reactionary^

A

contract was entered into with the General Electric
company to furnish motors to propel the trains of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad through the Howard street tunnel.
Conductors to furnish power are now being placed in the
roof of the tunnel.
From the masonry lining is suspended
qU iron trough, supported by Z-bars, containing the conducting wires.
The engine will be propelled by combinaThe locomotive contion trolleys, four poles being used.
sists of a double set of trucks, each having two axles and
four driving wheels.
On each axle is mounted a 300 horse
power gearless motor supported on spiral springs resting
on the frame of the truck. The motor fields are of the
iron-clad type, each with separate windings imbedded in a
mica-lined slot, cut into the curved body of a laminated iron
armature.
The axles of the locomotive pass through the hollow ^aft
on which the armatures are mounted, these shafts resting on
the bearings of the motor frame and being connected to the
axles by universal couplings, this arrangement of parts
allowing freedom of motion in all directions.
Each commutator is provided with four sets of brushes, the motors being
manipulated by parallel controllers in the cab.
The motor
can be used for pushing or pulling, and will work in eitlur
direction, it being simply a double engine. Each locomoiive
will have a capacity of 1,200 horse power, and will weigh
nearly 100 tons; it will also be equijiped with air brakes, and
a whistle worked by a small auxiliary motor within the cab.
It is expected that these electric locomotives, of which there
will be three in use, will develop a speed of 30 miles an
hour, and will propel trains over the Belt Line Railroad
between Camden Station and Huntington avenue as quickly
as could be done by steam.
If a freight train is to pass through the tunnel, the motor
will be coupled on behiuLl ami will push ihe train and its
locomotive through to Bolton Station, whence the two machines will run the train up grade to Huntington avenue,
where the electric motor will be detached without stoppmg
With passenger trains ttie electric locomctive
the train.
will couple on aliead, pull the train through to Bolton Station and there leave it, while passengers are getting on and
off.

The power house is in process of erection at the south
end of the Belt Line below Camden Station. It will occupy
the hall square between Henrietta and Montgomery streets,
with the side of the building on Howard street. The power
house is a one-story structure, substantially built of red
brick.
It will be 30 feet high to the eaves, 33S feet long on
Howard street, and 69 feet wide. The boiler room is separated from the machinery apartment by a heavy brick firewall.
It is 69 by 9S feet and space is provided for a battery
of 12 Abendroth and Root boilers, of 3,000 horse power.
In the engine room will be set up four Allis-Corliss compound engmes of 750 horse power each.
The machinery room is 5Sby 240 feet

ORNAMENTAL ELKCTRIC
novehy of

the armature construction lies in a winding containing closed sub-circuits; and another point is that the
closed circuits do not Coincide in number with the poles of
the field magnet.
Before going into the action of this device, I will mention two simple experiments which are essential in order to understand the operation of this rotary magnetic field system.
If

we have

a closed coil

moving

in

an alternating magnetic

or better, between the poles of a field magnet as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 3^7, energized by alternating currents,
then the coil .4 will be repelled from the pole, owing to the
secondary field which it establishes, so long as it cuts, or is
threaded by the lines of force of the field. The consequence
is that it will rotate, and place itself between the north and
south pole. Fig. 4, where it reaches a stable magnetic equilibrium, as I like to term it, because in this position it acts
like a pendulum properly suspended. Fig. 5.
Any motion
imparted causes the pendulum to make a few oscillations
and come to rest, and similarly any attempt made
to move
the coil into an energized field will cause
it to be
repelled, and after a few oscillations it will remain at rest between the poles. It is repelled in either
direction, because as soon as it approaches a strong magnetic llux, currents are induced in its windings and create an
field,

dimensions. The
Corliss engines have direct connection with four generators made by the General Electric company, capable of delivering 2,700 horse power.
In addition there will be in
the boiler room four Arir.ington-Sims engines, each 250
horse power. Two of these will run eight arc machines, each
with a capacity of 50 arc lights, and the other two engines
will run two-alternating dynamos, each with a capacity of
2,000 lights.
By means of this enormous light equipment
the Howard street tunnel will be made as light as day. The
several stations, arches and cuts of the Belt Line will be
illuminated at night, ample room being left in the power
house for additional machinery.
The excavations and embankments of the Belt Line Railroad are all completed, a small part of the masonrv on the
retaining walls of the Bolton lot cut remaining unfinished.
Tracks are laid over the entire course, but not yet ballasted.
The electrical engineers are at work in the tunnel, and workmen are crowding up the walls of the power house as rapidly
as possible.
Finishing touches are being put upon the
bridges and masonry and the greater part of the work will
becompleted by January ist. Trains can be run over the hne
soon afterward, while the depots are building and final repairs to the cuts and embankments are being attended to.
in

The electric plant and the rolling stock and franchise of
the Capital City Railway & Lighting company of Baton
Rouge, La., have been advertised for sale in execution of
iudgment obtained by the Bank of Baton Rouge, the holder
of about $40,000 of mortgage notes.

opposing field. The same coil can be in unstable magnetic
equilibrium, Fig. 6, if it stands just in front of a pole, in
which position it wouldactlikeapendulum which is balanced
with the weight above the point of support. Fig. 7.
Botli
are in unstable equilibrium; the least motion to the left or
right imparted to either will cause them to accelerate in the
direction of the impulse, and to assume a position of stability.
Figs. 4 and 5.
In this position, Fig. 4, the coil is therefore
curreniless.
This stable position is the natural position of
synchronous motors in operation.
If such asynchronous motor is held behind the phase when
rotating under load, a heavier current is induced inthe spools
which accelerate the armature and keep it in step. If, how1.
Read before
December 19, 1894.
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poles in the core. If, however, we impart to this armature
a certain initial speed, which I shall call the critical speed,
then it will continue to rotate, with a tendency to reach a
certain fixed higher speed.
This initial impulse may be
given by mechanical or electrical means.
I shall not state
the results as yet, but prefer to explore the action first, so
that the same may be before us in various diagram'^,
and enable us
to
make any deduction desirable.
First, let us assume that the armature rotates synchronously. It is evident that in order to have an armature
with three close-circuited coils, interconnected as shown, rotate in one direction, we must have currents induced whose
sum has a positive value, viz., two of the coils must do
work, in the same sense, while the third coil is either without a current, or has a smaller current in opposite direction,
so that the value still remains positive.
For true synchronism a clos:-cucuited coil reaches within a half period the
opposite pole, and consequently our diagram for one revolution would appear as shown in Fig. S.
The three diagrams, <?, /',r, show the flow of currents and
resultant poles.
The close-circuited coil 2^ diagram a, is at
this moment generating opposing currents to the others; coil
All three induced curI is passing just in front of a pole.
rents combined are developing poles as indicated, and rotating the armature in counter clockwise direction.
The rotation being synchronous, diagram b shows the position of the
armature when the polarity in the field has reversed; diagram
c gives the position of the coils after the jiolarity has changed
again. It will be noticed that the original position, as shown
at rt, has been reached again, and that the cycle will repeat
itself.
Without explaining these diagrams at this point, I
wish to bring before you several other conditions, all of
which will assist in reaching definite conclusions. Looking
at the armature we see that it has a symmetrical winding,
and as long as these closed circuits do not coincide wiih the
number of poles of the field magnet (contrary to all synchronous motors built heretofore), other working positions are
I,
It Is well to call the armature poles due to the armature cur.
rents reactionary poles.
Ihe other armature poles are induced
directly by the field poles, and contribute nothing to the torque.
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operation wili take place as long as the sum
of the armature currents has a pjsitive value, since as far as
concerned
it is indifferent wliich of the coils
the rotation is
L-t us assume that the armature does
are doing the work.
not run at a syachronous rate, bat ai another fixed speed
which may have a certain commensurable relation to the periods ol the exciting field current, which speed I shall call
Instead of >ho\ving the diagram with
the harmonic speed.
windings as in the first s:t, I have simplified them. In the
followmg sets of diagrams, Kig. 9. I assume that the armature, on account of the load or other reasuns. cannot reach
synchronism, and that at each field reversal thepositionofthe
armature with respect to the field is the same, only the coils
have changed places as indicated. Vou will notice that in
this set of diagrams the armature, for each half- period, makes
one-thitd of a revolution only, namely coils /, j and 3 exchange positions with the change of polarity. Let us step
at once to another speed. Fig. 10, which you will no doubt
.admit as possible, viz.: Let us assume that coils /, 2 and j*
cannot arrive atsymchronous speed, and that cuil 2 reaches
the position which i ought to occupy, it will be seen that
owing to the symmetrical position, it is quite indifferent
which of these coils arrives at a given position required for
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that, as regards time of maximum effect, they succeed
each other in the direction of rotation of the armature,

and

while they are acting in the opposite direction of the main
force.
If we now plot a diagram of these reactive forces
alone, we obtain the smaller triangle shown. Fig. 15, inside
the larger. It will be noticed that rotation is in the opposite
direction; or, in other words, that in reality we have, with
this disposition, to deal with two rotary magnetic fields in
opposite direction; the useful work done will depend on the
difference of the angular velocity of these two rotating fields

and their relative intensity.
Looking now at the device

as a generator, Fig. 12, \\'e can
account for the rotary magnetic field because we generate
polyphased currents in the coils /, 3 and j>.
They operate
together in the following order: /, 3; j, /; ^, 3', /, 3, etc. If
rotated, as shown, the coils will distribute three-phased currents over the armature, and this will be understood when
examining into the flow of currents ol the close-circuiting
conductors which are here provided with arrows. .\t this
particular harmonic speed, it will be further noticed that the
simple alternating field of force has the identical qualities as
a polyphase energizing field, as the poles in front of the
close-circuited coil seem to be traveling (for the armature)
in cldckwise direction.
This is indicated bv the shading of
the pole of same sign in front of the coil most powerfully

acted upon in the five positions, representing one revolution
for the field.
The currents di>placed in phase cause the
armature to rotate harmoniously with the alternations, and
prevent the armature from being asily thrown out of step.
Returning once more to the earlier diagrams, Figs. 9 and
10, we see that below synchronism there are two other
speeds which are entitled to be called synchronous, because
a certain fixed relation exists bet\\'een the periods of field
excitation and armature rotation.
It will be evident that the greater the number of closed
circuits, the greater is the number of harmonic or synchronous speeds in which the armature can operate. If the armature contains ten closed circuits, and rotates in a iwo-pole
field, it will be able to generate five currents, lagging 72 degrees behind one another in phase, and would have at least
five speeds which are synchronous, and the armature, owing
to its peculiar construction, can operate at a slower speed
than the synchronous speed as interpreted heretofore.
Looking at the device from a general standpoint, it will be
clear that this particular armature construction embodies all

erate. but at a slower speed. The greater the excessof work,
the greater will be the slippage, and the more teeth will be
jumped by the catch j- in every revolution of disk i. For
the synchronous motor herein described, the overloading to
the extent that it cannot reach the lowest harmonic speed
would be equivalent to the breaking of spring j '.
It will be remembered that Prof. Ferraris obtained a rotary magnetic field and rotation by influencing one coil

carrying a primary current by another at right angles
thereto carrying secondary currents.
Here we have two
phases from a single source, Fig. 16.
To obtain a multiple of phases we may take two or three iron cores ,-/,
and suriound them with coils B, like the links of a chain,
Fig. 17, so that the secondary coil of transformer / is the
primary of transformer 3^ and so on; or we may design
a special core for a transformer, and create a rotary magnetic field by applying to one coil a primary current from
the line, and to another coil a secondary current from
a transformer, whereupon, by the rotary field obtained,
polyphased currents may be taken through other coils on
the transformer.
These methods have, however, one drawback, and that is that the phase will change more or less in
lag with difference in load, while for many purposes it is

(
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harmonic operation.
to the third set

We

This

will

be clear to you by referring

of diagrams, Fig. 10.

now enabled
9 and rb. The

compare three

of diagrams,
Figs. S,
first set shown for this new type of
synchronous motor that at synchronous speed the pole positions in the armature are practically stationary relatively to
the coils and core, and rotate with it.
The second set shows
that during a complete revolution of the armature, the field
has reversed three times, that is, an odd number of times,
hence, when the armature returns to its original position,
after a complete revolution, it finds the held magnetization
of reversed polaritvThe magnetic field of the armature
rotates in the opposite sense, one and a half times per revolution.
In the third set, the armature makes but one-sixth
ot a revolution per half-period, and the magnetic field of the
armature in a complete revolution rotates three times in the
opposite direction.
This statement may be startling, and
my argument, so far, may not be entirely convincing, as on
close inspection it will be found that the annatuie poles have
to do considerabiejumping. 1 will now explain the performance of the rotary magnetic field ot this armature in a fourpole field, where the'changes occur far more gradually, leaving no doubt whatever as to the assertion made.
Fig. 11
shows diagrams illustrating synchronous s(3eed. By the aid
of these four diagrams we can more easily follow the poJe
positions in the armature core, and find them stationary in
it.
Inspecting now Fig. 12, in which the armature speed is
reduced, we are able to obtain a clear picture of the main
are

to

sets

under consideration.
In this set of five diagrams we see five positions, which
coil /, for instance, occni)ies before it has made one-third of
a revolution.
Xevertheless, if we now look at the changing pole positions we can readily detect that they are progressively shifting and wc also see that they have made one
whole revolution and that in opposite direction to the me'chanical rotation, or, in other words, the magnetic field would
travel three times around the armature core during one
revolution.
In all armature diagrams described and to be
described, the resultant of the magnetomotive forces of the
armature currents is given only. To complete the picture
showing every one of the component magnetomotive-forces
acting, it becomes desirable to plot adiagram ol force, Fig. 13.
These components act like three variable concurrent forces
including an angle of 120 degrees with each othei-.
These
forces we may represent as equal, for the sake of convenience, as it does not influence the idea which we wish to
subject

FIG. 3.
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weak points of a synchronous, and all the strong points
of the polyphase motor.
The weak points are:
r. That the machine will not start from state of rest in the
form shown, because in Figs, i, 2 and L2 the coils act on
one anoiher differentially and have a variable and negative
\alue; they are in magnetic stability when at rest, h^nce no
rotation can result.
2. The device has a small starting torque when rotated,
owing to the diflerential action of the coils, which cause,
with a small number of closed circuits, strongly oscillating
or jumping poles, until a harmonic speed is reached.
3. The device, when in rotation, is not reversible by
simply changing circuit connections.
The strong points are
1. That the motor develops polyphased currents in its
own windings.
2. That therefore it is more difficult to pull it out of step,
as it has the capacity to stand, what I would term, magnetic
the

:
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most

essential that for efficient working the phase should
I'emain at the same constant angle.
This desideratum has
been accomplished by the device under consideration, and
any suitable number of currents lagging in phase may e
obtained from a single alternating current.
To obtain a rotary magnetic field in or by a stationaiy
body, at least t\vo electric or electromagnetic forces of
definile phase relations, acting at an angle to one another
and changing at periods harmoniously, are essential requireI

ments.
If, however, we allow the body, or part of the same, to be
movable, we may substitute mechanical rotation primarily a-^
an adjuster of the periodicity and phase ol one of the two
forces; the fundamental relation between the two forces must
in this case also be the same as in the other; namely, they must
work in harmony and the periodicity and phase determines
the periodicity and phase of the other ol one force.
If the
second force is a current, it must be one of the same period
orsome harmonic of that period; if it is rotation, it has also
to be synchronous or harmonic. We can now clearly understand why, when rotating the armature, Figs, i and 2, in an
ordinary alternating current field we have no system of
polyphased currents and no rotary field, simply because the
armature rotation does not stand in any relationship whatever to the alternations; but as soon as the siieed does so,
there are generated polyphased currents lagging in phase at
a fixed angle and a rotary magnetic field.
There is a difference whether the armature is influenced by
a single alternating current, or by several, causing themselves a rotating energ'zing field.
Nevertheless, in either
condition the armature is in magnetic stability, and this state

the reason that it remains stationary in the first case, and
that it rotates in the second.
The reason that the motor
starts in the second case is evidently because the inducing
magnetic field is itself rotating in the stationary field magnet
As said before, it is considered necessary for the
core.
proper operation of the armature for giving maximum torque,
that if placed in an alternating current field of force, the
armature rotation should have a definite relation to the
alternations.
Up to the publication of this device some
three years ago, synchronous motors had as many armature
coils as field coils, and lience to obtain the value of the synchronous speed, all that was necessary w^as to divide the
alternations of the armature current n by the number of
field poles/ of the magnet employed.
But if the number of
armature coils is not the same as the field poles, then the
speed may vary from this synchronous speed and a modificais

slippage.
Let us assume that a certain coil, which should reach a
given point to run harmonically, remains behind, owing to
a slower motion of the armature in this event the coil ahead
has to perform the function at the expense of a heavier
The loss of revolutions due to this action may be
current.
Howcomparable to the slipping of a belt over a pulley.
The armature
ever, there is also a limit to the slipping.
should have some harmonic speed with respect to the alterShould it (all below the lowest harmonic speed,
nations.
then it will come to a standstill just like any other over;

FIG. 2.

wrrked synchronous machine.
Synchronism in a motor means nothing more or
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However, those two

forces

which are acting

a
in

the same direction are indicated by heavier lines.
Plotting the direction of the forces in order, as, for instance, in the last named set of diagrams. Fig. 12, where
the coils act
the order /, 3, against j>; j", t, against 3, and
The three
3, J, against /, we obtain Fig. 13 for one cycle.
figures marked a, b and c indicate the direction in which
the three forces are acting in the tliiee jiositions of one
cycle or rev'lution.
By drawing the resultant diagram of force from the predominatinn forcesof each position, we obtain theaccompanyingillustraiion, Fig. 14. These forces form a triangle and the
rotaiion resulting may be seen Irom the direction of arrows
on the circumference of the surrounding circle.
However,
the reactive forces should be considered and represented
separately to obtain the true ])icture and we have to add
them to find the total force apjilied and the manner in which
all the forces are acting.
therefore repeat (he resultant
diagram, Fig. 14, and add the opposing forces at their proper
places.
This diagram, Fig. 15, shows that the reactive
forces, shown by dotted arrows, also have a common center,

m

We

magnetic flexible clutch, which

chanically as follows:
The old-fashioned

may
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FIGS. 4, 5, 6

less than
be represented me-

synchronous machine
having equal armature coils and field poles can be compared
with ihe arrangement shown in Fig. i5<7, giving side view
and elevation. The disk / is provided with two projections;
3 imparts rotation 'o shaft ./ by means of the flexible arm,
or spiing J, which enables the shaft 4 to be slightly behind
However, if the work put on shaft 4 is
or ahead of disk /.
non- starting

in excess of the strength of springs, then
shaft 4 will speedily come to a standstill.

it

will break,

and

In contrast to this older form of synchronous motors
stands the new one, which forms the subject of this paper
and the machines operated by bi- or polyphased currents.
The mechanism for showing magnetic coupling for these
In this case, /
latter types may be represented by Fig 15/'.
represents a crown wheel, the teeth marked 3\ into these
teeth meshes a catch j in a flexible manner, which catch is
connected rigidly to shaft 4.
Within the range of normal
work, catch j would- remain fixed between the two
given teeth, but if the shaft 4 is overloaded, the flexibility
of catcli J" will cause it to yield, and pull out of its position,
drop in between some odier two teeth, and continue to op-

CURRENT.
thought to be necessary.

We

would have to find the
smallest common factor between field poles/ and armature
coils/' with which we have to divide the number of alternations to obtain the value of the lowest synchronous speed
while the condition of slippage may allow for the lowest
tion

is

)i

karmonic the value

.

//'
It will now be clear that motors can be designed having
any desired variation of speed and have defined synchronous speeds or approach the indifferent relation. I wish it
understood that I do not intend to treat ihe subject in all iis
details, and I am especially reluctant on the ground of having carried on but few experiments.
The few diagrams presented do not disclose many conditions of those possible.
They show only one or two facts ol
conditions which frequently are of a complex nature.
Evidently, the rotary magnetic fields in the device under consideration may have altogether different speeds from those
shown in the diagrams; also, that the magnetic field may
rotate with nnd ahead of the armalvire, and. lastly, the F| eed
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of rotation of the rotary field of the armature may be synchronous and opposite in direction to its rotation.
The device has been given in form of a diagram, and as
novi' to state
it has been described as not self-starling I wish
that it becomes self-starting as a series, a shunt or an induction motor in a field of single phase or pulyphased alternating currents.
Fig. iS represents one of the earliest forms
which have since been simplified to a considerable extent.
The part A
represent here a simple series motor whose
armature
may be any drum or ring type open or
may be similarly conclosed coil winding; the part C
are connected
and
structed.
Both armature windings
at points of equal distance, which
electrically by four wires
may be reduced or increased, denumber of conductors
pending on the number of phase currents desired. Now
send an alternating current into the series motor, part A
B\ then the armature will start from state of rest and will
part winding, which besend current impulses into the
comes the more regular the more the armature has approached synchronous speed, where bi-phase currents will
be established therein; these react on the field magnet core
C, and for the purpose of maintaining the armature in this
synchronous speed the commutator /' is applied to rectify

B

B

D

B

D

E

E

D
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the polyphase currents, which continuous current may be
used to energize the magnet C.
The fundamental principle disclosed opens to us a very
wide field for work.
Not only are we enabled to construct
motors ahnost as cheap and simple as continuous current
motors, but there is in this principle involved the germ for
the ideal distribution of power, inasmuch as we are enabled
to collect the polyphased currents generated or commutale

them immediaiely

at will.

your attention to the fact that the
a motor-generator, and it is therefore
evident that the electrical energy supplied need not all to be
transformed into mechanical power, but that a portion may
be utilized in one of the modified forms named above.
Finally,

wi^^h to call

I

last figure is in reality

Berliner Patent Decison.
Following

is

the

the Berliner case,

full text

of Judge Carpenter's opinion in

announced

in

the last issue of this journal:

which delays they, the Bell company, had it
their power to prevent, and refrained from
preventing, for an unlawful purpose.
This conduct is alleged to constitute a fraud practiced upon the public
through the commissioner of patents and his assistants.
And it is claimed that the patent so obtained by such fraud
may be and should be annulled by the decree of the court,
on the authority of the Untied States v. American Bell
Telephone company, 12S U. S., 315, because there is no
substantial difference between fraud practiced upon the
commissioner as an agent of the public, and a fraud practiced upon the public with the commissioner's connivance
or acquiescence."
The application for the patent was filed June 4, 1S77,
and the patent was issued November 17, 1891. The patent
to Belt expired in March, 1893.
The device covered by
the patent in suit had
been in public use by the
respondent corporation since
the
year
The
1S7S.
respondent corporation was of ample means to prosecute the application.
The result of any delay which might
take place in the issue of the Berliner patent would evidently
be to continue so much longer the practical monopoly of the
art of electrical transmission of articulate speech.
Under
these circumstances, I think it clear that the duty of the
respondent corporation was to use the greatest degree of
diligence in prosecuting the application to an early issue.
There should have been, at least, as great diligence as their
own interests would have called for, had their business been
unprotected by patent rights.
Thus far there is no dispute between the parties here. It
is admitted that the gr^ aiest diligence was incumbent on the
respondent corporation, and that if there be unlawful delay
and if there be bad faith and an intention to delay on the
part of the applicant, then the patent may be here held to
Office,

in

be void.

From

of the application up to June 9, 1SS2, it
not contended that there was any delay upon which a decree here should be founded. There were delays in prosecuting the application, but they are said to be no greater than
is usual in the Patent Ofhce.
On the date last given the
solicitor in charge of the application was notified by the examiner that "as at present advised, it is believed that the
claims presented may be allowed, but final action in this
case must be suspended in view of probable interferences
with other pending applications."
In October, 1SS3, the solicitor wrote to the office asking
that the case might receive attention, to which it was replied
that the apprehended interferences had not yet been declared, and the correspondence was continued in the same
sense until March, 18SS, when the application was suspended until May i, iSSS, on the ground of the expected
interferences, and also "for the purpose of awaiting the
the filing

is

This is ? bill inequity praying the repeal of Letters Patent
No. 463,569, issued November 17, 1891, to Emile Berliner
as assignor to the American Bell Telephone company for
combined telegraph and telephone. The first ground of
tlie bill to which 1 shall refer is that the patent is void as
being beyond the power of the commissioner to issue, in
view of the issue of a former patent. No. 233,969, issued
November 2, iSSo, to Emile Berliner for electric tele-

FIG. 9.
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phone.

The

patent of 1891 is for a transmitter for a speaking
The fourth claim of the patent of iSSo is as

telephon'^.
follows:

A

system of Iwo or more teieph' ne instruments in electrical con4.
nection with tach other, each consisting of two or morr poles of an
electrical circuit in contact one with the other, either or both poles of
each instrument being connected with a vibraioiy plate so that ai.y
vihralion which is made at one contact is reproduced al the otl.ei,
substantially as set forth.

This patent i=, therefore, for the "system" or combination
of a transmitter and a receiver for a speaking telephone.
The whole apparatus is shown in the drawings of both patents and i= identically the same in both.
The transmitter
and the receiver are identical in form and differ in function according as they are p'aced at the transmitting or at
the receiving end of the telephone wire.
It, therefore, appears that one of the functions of the device shown in the
patent of iSSo, namely, the function of transmitting articulate speech, is identical with the sole object or function of
the device covered by the patent of 1S91 and that the device
for effecting the transmission is identical in both patents.
The patent, tlierefore, seems to me to be void and beyond
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power of

the commissioner to issue.
(Miller v. Eagle
Manufacturing company, 151 U. S., 186.)
The second ground of the bill is that the issue of the patent was unlawfully delayed through the fault of the respondents.
Tile responilunt company were the owners of a
patent previously granted to Alexander Graham Bell, which
covered the art of electrical transmission of articulate
speech. The device of Berliner, as both parties in this case
agree, covers the only commercially practicable and useful
method at present known for effecting such transmission.
In this state of facts, the claim of the complainant under
this bill is fully and briefly stated by counsel in the followthe

ing words:
"The proposition is that the Bell company intentionally
delayed the prosecution of the Berliner application and the
issue of the Berliner patent for the purpose and with the
result of prolonging their control of
the art of telephony, \\hich would tease wiih the expii£tion of the
Bell patent in 1S93, and that they did this by submitting to delays on the part of the officers of the Patent
(,

referalily so that jjo reaction lakes place

from part D.

determination of
Court."

The

the

telephone

cases

in

the

Supreme

application with which an interference was anticipated was that filed July 26, iSSo, by Daniel Drawbaugh, in
which he claimed to be the original and first inventor of the
telephone.
Mis claims were rejected on the ground that
the instrument which he claimed to have invented had
been in public use and on sale for more than two years before the filing of his application.
He had filed an affidavit in which he denied that there had been such public use
withhis consent and allowance.
There was abundant evidence on file in the Patent Office by which was shown the
fact of public use as early as July 26, 187S.
It had been
declared in Manning v. Cape Ann Isinglass & Glue
company, 10^ U. S , 462, that the statute then in force
did "not allow the issue when the invention had been
in public use for more than two years prior to the
application, either with or without the consent or allowance of the inventor." The case was then pending
of the Bell company against the People's Telephone company, owners of the alleged telephone inventions of Drawbaugh, in wiiich was involved the question whether Drawbaugh had in fact invented the telephone at the early day
claimed by him, or whether on the other hand his claim was
entirely false.
Under these circumstances there was set on
foot a " general understanding" as it is called, on the part of
the examiner and the respecti\e counsel for Drawbaugh and
for the Bell company, that the decision of the application for
the Berliner patent should await the decision of the pending
suit.
There seems, on the testimony, no doubt that the
Bell company fully acquiesced in this generalunderstanding;
and I think that in so doing they failed in their duty and
committed a wrong against the public.
It was evident that in no case could Drawbaugh be entitled to a patent.
He was clearly barred by the prior use
of his invention.
On the other hand it is to be observed
that the action against the People's Telephone company
might not be finally decided lor many years and that when
decided it would not necessarily throw any light on the
question then ]>ending in the Patent Uffice; namely, whether
Berliner or Drawbaugh was the first inventor of the microphone transmitter. The suit was for infringement of two of
the early patents issued to Bell, the first for the electrical
transmission of sound, and the second for a receiver.
The
answer denied the validity of the patents, alleged anticipations and further averred generally that Drawbaugh was
the first inventor of the speaking .telephone.
The invention
of the microphone, a pariicu'ar form of the speaking
telephone, was therei'ore not in issue.
The case made l.y
the People's
Telephone company, indeed, as was wefl
known, was that Drawbaugh had invented the whole
telephone system, as it wns then known, including the
microphone, long before Bell's invention. If this were
ffiund to be the fact, then, of course, it would follow
that he had anticipated Berliner as well as Bell.
But.
if this were fonnd not lo Le the fact, that finding
would
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throw no light on the question whether Drawbaugh
had or had not invented ihe microphone subsequent
to Bell and prior to Berliner.
It could never appear in the
Patent Office, therefore, that Drawbaugh was eniuled to a
patent; and only in one aspect of the telephone case could
it be decided that Berliner was not entitkd
to a patent.
The plain duly of the e>pondent corporation, as it seems lo
me, was to press these considerations in tl e Patent Office
and insist on its right to a patent at once, leaving the question which was pending in the courts to be settled whenever
a final decision should be reached and leaving ihe decision
of that case to have whatsoever effect it lawlully might on
the validity of the patent.
The commissioner on such an
application might properly have been asked to take proofs,
i

on notice to Drawbaugh, so as to ascertain prima facii\
and with sufficient certainty for the purpose of an. administrative decision, by whom the first invention of the microphone had been made. It would well have been urged on
him that it was his duly to make such an investigation of a
question which was not in isue in the pending suit and
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which the decision of that

suit might furnish no guide in
determining.
It is obiected that there was no establisLed practice in
the Patent Office by which the question of priority of invention could be ascertained, and that for other reasons
such an application to the commissioner had no prospect of
success.
1 1 seems clear to me that the duty of tlie respondent corporation was to test these questions raiher ihan to
consent that they must be decided against them for an acquiescence in the delay seems to me to be no less than a
consent that no favorable result would come from the ap-

—

plication.

That the unwarrantable delay thus caused was inby the respondent corporation I can have no

tended

In matters of this consequence, involving the
whole business of a company of so large capital and engaged in so large affairs, I cannot doubt that they were
fully advised both as to the facts and as to the law; and I
think "that their acts were so gi'oss as to forbid any inference
except that they dishonestly delayed" the issue of the patent, taking advantage for that purpose of the perhaps e,\cusable willingness of the officials of the Patent Office to
postpone the decision of a sharply debated question, in
which a large public interest was involved, on the chance
that a decision of the Supreme Court might supersede the
necessity for a decision on their part.
In March, iSSS, a final decision was rendered by the Supreme Court in the action against the People's Telephone
company, and the claim of Drawbaugh to the invention of
In June, 1SS6,
the telephone was held to be unfounded.
the examiners in chief of the Patent Office had decided that
Drawbaugh's application was barred by reason of two years'
pul)!ic use of the invention, and the time for an appeal from
this decision expired in June, 1SS8. The commissioner then
set on foot a proceeding to determine whether in fact there
had been a public use of Drawbaugh's invention for two
years before the date of his application, and the Berliner application was still suspended to await the result of an interference which might be declared in case Drawbaugh should
prevail in the public use proceeding
the rule of the Patent
Office eing that no inteiftrence could be declared unless in
doubt.

—

I

cases where the interfering applicant, if successful in the
interference ];roceeding, would be entitled to a patent.
This public use proceeding, whose purpose is to permit
the a| plicant to be hea'"d on the question of public u^e
when that question has been raised by the office, was

strenuously oljjecled to by Drawbaugh,
who took no
evidence in the proceeding.-^.
In October, 1S91, the prcceeding came to an end by a final decibion of the com-
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missioner to the effect that Drawbaugh was barred by the
On the next day the Berliner
prior use of his invention.
patent was ordered to issue "largely because wtll settled
principles of public po icy forbid us to give any further
op|.ortuniiies for holding this ap] Hcation in the offce."
There was no effort, so fai" as I can see in the evidence, on
the part of the respondent corporation to prevent this
There was ample evidence before the comfurther delav.
missioner of the fact of prior use; the applicant, Drawbaugh,
contradiction; and it seems to
declined to take evidence
me clear that the respondent corporation should have urged
upon the Patent Office a decision on \\\^ prima facie cfse
which they had made.
I am persuaded that the delay thus caused, as well as the
delay previous to the decision of the Supreme Court, was
intentionally acquiesced in by the respondent corporation for
'I'his seems
the purpose of delaying the issue of the patent.
to me the only conclusion from a consideration of the wdiole
during
the whole of the lime,
evidence.
It is in proof that
from 1S82 to the issue of the patent, and perhaps earlier

m

.

December

29,
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the
Bell
company were urgently
the solicitors of
insisting to the officials of the Patent Office that prompt
Even while
action should be taken in the application.
the ''general understanding" was in force to the effect that
the application should await the decision of the Urawbaugh
case in the courts, the tTidence shows that these urgent apI cannot
licalions were made to the Patent Office officials.
think that it was by anyone expected that such oral applications should have any effect, unless, nt least, they were
made in support of formal applications made on the record
and of formal ar^ments and representations made in supThe officers of the company
port of such applications.
also testify that at all times they were urgent in pressing for
As to their state of mind and
the issue of the patent.
their actual intention at the time, I am free to say that I
place less reliance on their statements now made than on a
In February, iSS6,
single statement made at the time.
while the "general understanding'' was in force, Mr.
the
application,
Swan, one of the solicitors for

FJC.

14.
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FIELDS BY A SINGLE ALTERNATING CURRENT.
wTote as follows to the president of the Bell com"I am working the Edison and Berliner cases
pany:
along quietly and think they will be granted by the examiner wiihout interferences or appeals, so that we can take
them out by paying the final fees. We have six months to
do that in." This is but a single paragraph out of many
hundreds of pages; but I think it shows clearly what was
the purpose of the respondent corporation, consciously
formed by their officers and perfectly understood by their
agents at the Patent Office.
The application was to be
"worked along quietly," although apparently pushed with
great energ}'; there would be delay, but no substantial obstacle to the grant of the patent; and even after the patent
should be ordered to issue there might be a further delay
within the limits of the law and without imperiling the patent.
If this letter does not mean this, I am at a loss to
know what it does mean.
My conclu-^ion, therefore, is that the complainant has
made out the case and that there should be a decree that the
patent in question is void and shall be delivered up to be

transmitter,

is

in

use on

the

307

Bell instruments, and this

decision appears to be against Bell as well as against Berliner."

In view of the present encouraging telephone situation
is

it

The

by the

Bell

company

itself

on December 20, 1S7S.

parts

all

of

the

be observed that the company at that time spoke very
of the comparative merits of battery-transmitter and mag-

We take pleasure in announcing to our agents, customers
and to the public that we are now ready to furnish a batterytransmitting telephone in addition to and to use in connection with our ordinary magneto telephone.
In the magneto telephone the sound waves are thrown
against and vibrate a diaphragm wliich acts as the armature
of a permanent magnet, and, disturbing its magnetic field,
produces in the helix or coil surrounding the magnet undulatory currents of electricity, which are conveyed over the
line and correspond to and reproduce the articulation in
the receiving telephone.
Any magneto telephone can be
used either as transmitter or receiver.
In the battery-transmitting telephone a voltaic current
is passed through conductors whicli are connected to the
diaphragm. These conductors offer a certain resistance to
the current, and are so arranged that the vibrations of the
diaphragm caused by the sound waves vary this resistance
with every wave, thus producing undulations in the current,
which correspond to and reproduce the articulation. This,
however, requires a magneto telephone as receiver.
The battery-transmitter acts more powerfully, for the
reason that voltaic electricity is a force much stronger than
the magneto electric current when ordinarily produced by
the telephone, and on that account the faintest articulation
can be transmitted with the utmost distinctness.
It is probable, however, that the battery transmitter will
never take LJie place of the magneto telephone, for the latter
is simple in its construction, durable and reliable under all
circumstances, can be used for both transmitting and receiving, costs nothing to maintain, is sufficiently loud and
distinct and will probably be the most popular instrument
for general use.
The battery telephone, though possessing the advantage
of louder articulation, and not being liable to get out of
order under ordinary circumstances, is more delicate and
complicated in its construction, requires the maintenance of
a battery in connection with it, the attention occasionally
of an electrical expert, and can only be used as a transmitter,
thus requiring a magneto telephone as a receiver.
It wil!

phone company, speaking of the decision rendered by Judge
" The case will now go the United States
Court of Appeals, and a decision will possibly be rendered
next spring, after the case has been argued anew, as though
:

the Circuit Court had not
is

decided against us

it

made

wil]

this decision.

If

costing over $3,000.

cree the costs are to

On

the

New York

fall

By

the court's de-

on the telephone company.

Stock Exchange the

effect

of the de-

Judge Carpenter was to send down Bell Telephone
stock with a rush, and for a few minutes there was great excitement around the Bell pole. The stock had opened unreached the street

it

slumped by degrees

to 191.

decision

From

1^/'.
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FIGS. 15, 15^,

this point

recovered to 194, ?ndat one o'clock was selling

it

at 192.

Secretary Patrick S.
said:

"The

the Harrison company
Judge Carpenter against the

Egan of

decision rendered l>y

Telephone company declaring its Berliner patents void
practically ends this great monopoly.
The Bell Telephone
Bell

company has lorded

it

and, notsatisfied with the allotted
States Patent Office,

number of years,
Hme allowed by the United

over the public for a

it

endeavored to extend

its

patents

But the United States government would not permit any such proceeding, and this
decision gives the Bell Telephone company its just deserts."
President Stone, of the Central Union Telephone company,
Chicago, was questioned concerning the telephone decision
and replied: "I knowno moreabout the finding ofthe court
Whether it will
than appears in the newspaper dispatches.
for another seventeen years.

affect the Bell

instruments,
p3.le)jt,

is

company, from which concern we rent our
a question

I

cannot answer.

The

Berliner

wh;cl) provides for a battery in connection with the

=^

—
I

Experience would next have taught us that this impedance
is made up of two fundamental component relations:
the one is a power relation, and the otlier a wattless rcla-

relation
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FIG. 17:

Because of our early familiarity with direct currents
ago to write the power relation as:

tion.

%ve learned lonsj

power

=

Resistance

E
,

I

and, now,

we

accept this definition of "reactance" the
second and equally important component of the impedance
law will take the same simple form
if

reactance

Reactance

=

E
.

Government Telephone System.
Bids were opened by the chief clerk of the Interior Department for the construction of a telephone exchange sys-

tem for the Department of the Interior at Washington on
December iSth. The following is a list of the bidders:
Royce & jMarean, Washington, D. C, 515,151.01; time,

.

Electrical

Department Apparatus

Fire

Patent Litigation.

in

Nathan O. Ross has won

his suit in the United States
Court against the cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul
for infringing upon the patent of Bragg for electrical and
mechanical appliances for releasing horses from their stalls

District

ON THE PRODUCTION OF ROTARY MAGNETIC
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FIG. 16.

be used principally in the large cities, where the induced
currents from telegraph or other wires interfere materially
with the weaker currents of the magneto telephone, also in
the transmission of messages over long distances, or where,
for special reasons, gre£.ter volun.e of sound is necessary to
be obtained.

cision of

changed at 200^, and when the news of the

E

Impedance

the case

be taken to the United States

Supreme Court."
The case was argued from June 14th to the 20th. The
government's special counsel were Causten K. Brovn of
Boston and Robert S. Taylor of Fort Wayne, Ind. The
telephone company's counsel were Chauncey Smith, J. J.
Storrow, F. P. Fish and C. H. Swan.
The costs in the
case are enormous, the record alone making two large
printed volumes,

first, this

75 days.
Western Telephone Construction company, Chicago, III,,
$6,165.76: time, 90 days.
Gilliland Telephone company, Chicago, 111.,
$5.59^.37;
time, go days.
Gerson Electrical company, Philadelphia, Pa., $2,996;
time, 90 days.
Bid submitted without guaranty.
Viaduct Manufacturing company, Baltimore, Md.
fe.557-5o-

Frederick P. Fish, the eminent counsel for the Bell Tele-

Carpenter, said

the definition of "reactance" as put fortli l)y the
Had we learned to use alternate currelation between the constant properties of a
circuit, tlte current and electromotive force would first
have
been understood instead of Ohm's law:
I like

authors of this paper. =
rents

neto telephones:

Lawyer

country.

Definition of Reactance.'
Bv Prof. H. J. Rv.vx.

It will

annulling the Berliner patent excited the

decision

The

of interest and importance to reproduce a circular issued

cancelled.

greatest interest in

water, altacltla shipjmiles away and s!ai t the torpedo back
to the point whence it started.
Just liow this is done was
Ihistrated by the lieutenant.

in

fire

department

The

order.

Ross

is

Torpedo.

A dispatch from Boston describes Lieut. Ilalpin's dirigible
torpedo and the recent trial at the navy yard. It is explained
that the torpedo consists of a thin copper hull, cigar-shaped,
with propeller and rudder at one end and a spear-like ram
Lieut. Halpin showed the
at the other, the forward end.
electric motor of four horse power, which turned the propeller and explained how the torpedo itself was wholly independent of the charge which dealt destruction to the
enemy's vessel. In the forward part of the torpedo is fitted
When the sphere or harpoon enters
a metal can or case.
an iron net such as a war vessel in these days usually has
thrown around it, the meshes of the net strike two projecting
This communicates through a rod to a catch inside
aims.
the torpedo which has held the case containing the charge
of 175 pounds of dynamite or a corresponding amount of
guncotton or other explosive. The case is released and falls
into the water, being sus]Dended by means of a chain from
the harpoon head, which becomes detached from the torpedo
proper and remains fastened to the net. The charge in the
case sinks beneath the net.
The contact of the water with
a bit of potassium sets on fire a rocket which pro]ieIs the
charge forward and upward so as to rise close against the
ship's bottom.
The explosion follows within forty seconds
of the ignition ofthe rocket charge.
In the meantime the
torpedo itself has backed out of way and beyond range of
It is then free to be guided back to the
the explosion.
place whence it started, to be loaded and sent out again.
All this was explained by Lieut. Halpin, who is naturally
enthusiastic on the subject, before he turned on the current
and set the machinery in motion. The method by which the
torpedo is operated and controlled is perhaps the thing most
With nothing in his hand but a ten-inch square
interesting.
board with a pointer and a circle of metal spots and nothing
connecting with the torpedo but a small v,'ne weighing only
forty-five pounds to the mile, a man can sit or stand on
shore or shipboard and by simply moving the pointer
on the little board Irom one spot to another he can run the
torpedo at the rate of twelve knots an hour through the

Judge

Nelson

filed

the

also inventor of a

patent appliance for the release

He

sued the municipality of Kansas

of swinging harness.

Lieut. Hatpin's

stations.

one which will attract considerable attention in cities all over the country, as the complainant
will probably follow up his suit in other municipalities.
suit is

City for infringement and was defeated.

I'IG.

in

the suit

iS.
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Twin

against the
leasing
issued

the
to

Cities for infringing the appliance for redoor, Ross, who controls the patent

stable

Bragg

in

1S76, was successful.

granted a perpetual injunction
Cities

But

and

is

entitled to

in his suit

Ross has been
against the

Twin

an accounting and a reference to a

master in chancery to ascertain the amount due.
City Attorney Simpson of Minneapolis says that the city will
probably have to make a settlement with Biagg under
the decision of the court.

houses
1.

in that city

Communication

neers,

November

There are about eighteen en<Hne

using the appliance.

to the
ci, 1S94,

American

Instllute of Electrical Engi"

Communication by Charles P. Steinmetz and yretlerick Bedell
(American Institnte of Electrical Engineers), Wf.strbn E[.ectrician
December i, 1894.
2.

—
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wholly of a mere

could not be done properly and would be utterly valueless.

Mr. Pope's comments were practical and should be care-

16, 1894, are almost

stricter

measures
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it

law limiting
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the

There is no doubt that societies and educational institutions
have abused the privilege^ extended to them and that news-

fender has been pronounced and widespread.

many

instances advertisements are printed in these proceed-

which the

when they were endeavoring to

get their

publications admitted as second class mail matter.

Long-distance telephone
The

Europe
between London and

Paris has been working for

some time and

Advertisthis journal as an advertising medium in its special field.
ing rates are moderate, and will be furnished on application.

used in an interesting

of

The

test

Dr.

soon

is

be

to

Gray's telautograph.

between Vienna and Berlin has been opened,
and so large has been the patronage that it is anticipated that a second and perhaps even a third line wil 1
line

be exclusively

line will

the two
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Electric

about 5uc miles in length, does not

is

is

under consideration,

interest-

is

it

London journal. This gentleman
fashion: "Our telephone system would appear
that exists.
Whenever an Englishman has

Vienna correspondent of
gossips in this
to be

tiie

best

a

watched me use the telephone,

his expressionsof surprise and
became quite un-English in their enthusiasm. Not
only do we set our watches by the telephone, communicate

pun, correct mistakes

the latest

the boys their
little

in

work and correct

the central

ladies at
is

Vienna

is

to

the connection with

effect

Capitalists have great respect for legal decisions, espeThat this is
cially those made by the United States courts.
true is shown by the fact that the announcement of the decision in the Berliner patent case last week caused an immediate break in Bell telephone stock, a drop from 20o}4 to

foUowmg on

The

generally complained of."

communicate "the

latest

pun"

American

which was pubDecember ist, a

Institute of Electrical Engineers,

lished in the

Western Electrician

of

interesting suggestions are

value advanced.

that there

It

is

found, although

real

men

out

amount of

mitting the value of a reliable index,
the time has arrived
carried

when such

on successfully.

a

In the

it

labor, time

is

questionable

work can be begun and

first

place only a compara-

number of persons feel the need now of such a
work and they would not be willing, if indeed they were
This has been the history

Mr.

and

historical or-

ganizations admitted to the privilege of second class matter,

is

coming

This action did not, however, receive the

who

approval of iVIayor Schieren,
justly, that the council

had no

held,

no doubt very

right to leave the determina-

was proposed.
There appears to be, also, grave doubt as to the legal power
of the aldermen to require the use of fenders at all, and
especially one of a particular style.
Electric railway men are as eager as any class of citizens
to throw all possible safein fact, more desirous, if anything

—

guards about the running of their cars on the surface of the
streets in

up to

crowded

But fenders on the carshave not,

cities.

proved very satisfactory

to this time,

has, however,

cars

adopted a style of gridiron fender which,

it is

claimed, has done effective

the

work

largest

a number of cases. That

in

a fender can be used which will pick
the tracks

exceedingly

is

The

in practice.

number of

company operating

Brooklyn

up a person lying on

doubtful at

present, since the

makes it necessary to place the
safety arrangement several inches from the ground.
If any
streets

serious accident in case a person

panies should be compelled to

hit

is

make

by a

car, the

com-

use of it. But at present

must be placed on the intelligence and
motormen and the pedestrians on the

the chief reliance

self-possession of the
.streets.

Aside from

Prof Shepardson's paper gave

One

of this class

is

the direct advantages to be gained

the

liy

there

is

a distinct and positive gain in the fact that a judge of

a United States Court has

this feature little or

reported to have

official

company in this matter and has also severely condemned
some of its acts. After reading the judge's remarks on the
action of the company in allowing the application to be delayed so many years, there can be no doubt as to the view
the court took of this policy.
He says: "That the unwar-

no con-

made

I

can have no doubt.

In matters of this con-

sequence involving the whole business of a company of so
large capital and engaged in so large affairs, I cannot doubt
that they

were

fully advised,

both as

to the facts

and to the

think 'that their acts were so gross as to forbid

I

any inference except that they dishonestly delayed' the issue
of the patent, taking advantage for that purpose of the per-

haps excusable willingness of the

officials

Office to postpone the decision ot a sharply

of

the Patent

debated question

was involved, on the chance
Supreme Court might supersede the
necessity for a decision on their part." Here is a plain statement of fact, and one that will be approved by eveiybody in
the country who is not so deeply interested in the Bell company as to lose sight of the principle involved. But there is
another point in this connection which should not be forgotten.
Without the consent and connivance of the Patent
in

which a large public

interest

the

Office employes or officials

Would it not be well for the Institute to undertake the
publication of a card catalogue of current engineering literature, including in its scope not only the leading articles in
the engineering journals and notices of the papers presented
before the various engineering and scientific societies, but
also references, in a digested form, of all new books, publications or other matter of importance? The bundles of cards
might be mailed at the end of each month.
Such a work as here proposed could only be accomplished
properly at great cost and with a thoroughly organized staff

hand the work

the Berliner patent could not

have been delayed for such an unreasonable length of time.

The judge seems
to

to think that the examiner

assume responsibility

A

excuse.

of experts. _Unles5 these facilities were at

placed the seal of his

disapproval upon the general policy followed by the Bell

to

be recognized by those who have given the subject any
thought. But it is evident that many of those who discussed

following suggestion:

Bissell says that so far the publication of fraternal, scientific,

which should select
by all the companies

six,

that a decision of the

if

tively small

patent in the higher court.

be of interest to

chosen by the

it

and
expense involved in the production of an index that would
be of any real value to the engineering profession. Ad-

sideration.

technical societies as well a publishers of periodicals.

to be

under penalty.

law; and

were very few ideas of

quite remarkable that nine

of ten have no conception of the

their utmost capacity to maintain the validity of the Berliner

Those grouped under the head of "abuses con-

man,

a type offender that should be used

rantable delay thus caused was intended by the respondent

of several projects in this line; this drawback

In the annual report of his department Postmaster-general
Bissell suggests several reforms which he thinks should be

a seventh

corporation

able, to support the enterprise.

Judge Carmore noteworthy in view of
the fact that the decision is by no means final, and it is fully
understood that an appeal will be taken and that all the
power and resources of the Bell company will be taxed to
the

e-Uicational, trade, professional, literary

man

exquisite.

This

nected with second class matter" will

in

Berlin will

idea of calling up a

is

the heels of the publication of
is all

young

on the telephone there, which

313, 31^

314

Indeed, the

Brooklyn aldermen passed a resolution by which they pro-

Berliner case, should the higher courts sustain his position,

'ever willing

often tak; a lively hiterest

office

perfection, and

must be confessed

Record

— the agitation for the provision of an efficient

mathematics on the

The

going on, give us pieces of information

is

314

congested condition

to the inexperience of

general public through Judge Carpenter's decision in the

we might
not otherwise obtain, and lovingly ask how we are when we
have not called for a couple of days. The telephone in
what

3^3

Business

motormeu

and

streets

pronunciation, but set

their

desk fixed to the telephone.

Railways

Trade News

to a peculiarly

delight

311

313

but

itself,

on one or two

device can be provided that will really reduce the liability to

line

In the discussion of Prof. Shepardson's paper before the

M iscellaneous

traffic

German- Austrian

number of

penter's finding.

satis-

in the

ing to note the characteristically English account of the

311

313

of

— due not to any inherent characteristic of the

system

uneven surface of the

perhaps have a good

-312, 313

trolley

from Berlin to the frontier, whereas the line from
Vienna to the frontier works to perfection. While this

3^3

instituted.

very

act

312

-

Illustrated Electrical Patent

which

line

Electric Lighting

191

line,

has been ascertained that the defect

It

31c

DEPARTMENTS.

Electric

claimed that the present

is

312

Correspondence
Incorporations

of the bourses in

the disposal

at

3°8

Editorial

New

is

It

cities.

factorily.

Illus-

trated

can Institute of Electrical Engineers)

During business hours the present

very soon be required.

time. In

tion of the question to such a commission as

line installations in

are increasing in number.

circuit

and street railway rnen for some

number, three representatives of the railroad companies and

ings, thus violating the terms of the proposition

organizations jnade

officers

Brooklyn particularly, where many unfortunate accidents
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Electrical Engi-
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neering.

between the city of Chicago and the Hyde
Park Electric Light & Power company and the Mutual

Bv J. F. Skeels.
Western Electrician

Sth there appeared an article on

the three and five-wire systems.

The

five-^Vire

—

is,

put up the same as the three-wire

dynamos

in series

—would be

believe the practice

is

to

that

system,

if

running four

practicaly the saine, although

I

use one machine of 440 volts and a

compensator; but the three-wire system
used, T think, running two

dynamos

the neutral wire to the junction

one generally
and connecting

the

is

in series

between the machines.

Mr. Kennedy speaks of serious disturbances occurring upon
Now I have had charge of a cona slight change of load.

About
by the two-wire system, and
our distribution became so bad that we concluded to change
to the three-wire. The change was made under the writer's
linnous current plant during the last seven years.

we

half that time

distributed

supervision and without the loss of a single night of lighting

or changing the details of the wiring in any way, simply
di\-iding the load

on the two sides of the circuit by changing

one-half of the service line connections.

I will

say that

it

was a great improvement over the former plan of distribution
Furthermore, we have had no such disturbances as Mr.
Kennedy speaks of. Our difference of load varies from o to
20 per cent, of full load, without causing any fluctuation in
pressure,

spoken

and we have no such fluctuation

of,

nor any such

say that no matter
will

how

rules.

My

in pressure as

experience leads

me

to

great the difference of load there

be no serious disturbance, nor will there be any great

dynamos. There maybe, howowing to the fact that -the neutral
made one-half size of the outside lines, and we

difference of pressure at the
ever,

a big drop in the

wire

is

usually

also find the

line

running of the neutral back

to the junction

gives the machines a chance to take care of the difference of

load perfectly and they do

it.

It

independent circuits would, and
the

it

runs just as nicely as two

seems to the writer

to

be

very best form of distribution where the area to be

covered

is

not too great.

The whole country seems

to

have

gone wild over the alternating system, however; but the
necessity for transformers and the low efficiency at light loads
the three-wire system preferable wherever practicable.

make
This

is
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Important Legal Decision.
The

for December
"Theory and Practice in
Electrical Engineering," by Rankin Kennedy, containing
some verj- timely thoughts and suggestions, in reference to

!n theissueof the

"

:

not said in a spirit of criticism, but simply giving

my

experience in the matter.

Mr. Swinton's Comments.

litigation

Electric

Light

& Power company

ing legal point that
light

is

involved an

and power companies furnishing current

territories.

The

interest-

of considerable importance to electric

point at issue

is

in prescribed

clearly presented in fudge

Shepard's opinion in reviewing the case on appeal from the

Cook County, Illinois, which is herewith
appended
The Mutual Electric Light & Power company exhibited its
bill for injunction against the appellant, and in the same suit
the Hyde Park Electric L'ght & Power company, which
was a defendant to the original bill, filed its cross-bill, also,
for an injunction against the appellant.
In accordance with the prayers of both bill and cross-bill
a temporary injunction order was granted on each.
The effect of such orders was to restrain the appellant, its officers
and agents, from interfering with the complainant, and crosscomplainant in repairing and stringing certain electric wires
which had been cut by direction of appellant's officers.
The order of injunction entered upon the cross-bill of the
Hyde Park company is the only one that is before us, for
the reason, if no other, that the transcript of the record was
not filed in this court within sixty days from the entry of the
order in favor of the Mutual company {chap. 70, sec. 24,
Rev. Stat., entitled "Injunctions").
The Hyde Park Electric Light & Power company was incorporated in iSSS for the purpose of furnishing electric
light and power to tlie inhabitants of the village of Hyde
Park, and in 1SS9, prior to the annexation of that village to
the city of Chicago, it was by ordinance given authority to
erect and operate a plant for the transmission of electric
light, power and heat, in, through or over the streets, alleys
and public grounds of said village.
At that time the western boundary of the village of Hyde
Park was the center line of State street, south of Thirtyninth street, and therefore under the ordinance the Hyde
Park company had authority to extend and lay its wiresfrom
Circuit Court of

the east to the center of State street.
The annexation of
the village ot Hyde Park to the city of Chicago did not impair the rights of the Hyde Park company.
The Mutual E.ectric Light & Power company was incorporated March 2S, 1S93, for the purpose of furnishing electric light and power to the people of Chicago, and by an ordinance of the city of Chicago, passed March ig, 1894, it was
given permission and authority to erect and operate a plant
for the transmission of electric light, power and heat, in and
over the streets, alleys and public ways of that part of the
city of Chicago lying south of Thirty-ninth street and west
of the center line of State street.
It will thus be seen that the Hyde Park company was
authorized to put up wires to the center line of State street
from the east, and the Mutual company to put up wires to
the same center line of State street from the west.
The distance south from Thirty-ninth street to the city limits is
about a dozen miles along State street, and throughout that
entire length the territories of the two companies adjoin each
other.

The following communication from A. A. C. Swinton
was printed in the London Electrical Revieuu, in which Mr.
Kennedy's

article

appeared originally:

My attention

has been called to Rankin Kennedy's article
under the above heading, in which he instances Scarborough
among places where the adoption of the alternating, in lieu
of the continuous current system, cannot be justified.
As chief engineer to the Scarborough Electric Supply
company, I must point out that Mr. Kennedy appears to be
altogether unfamiliar with the local conditions obtaining in
that popular seaside resort.
The municipal area, within any poi'tion of which my
company can be called upon to supply electricity, contains
some four square miles. It is most irregularly shaped, with
When the coman extreme length of nearly three miles.
pany was formed, about two years ago, the best positions
for the supply station were most carefully considered.
Only three sites in the least suitable were to be found
one, the most central, so far as the business quarter of the
town was concerned, was nearly two miles distant from one
extremity of the borough, and about i-'4 miles from a point
to which we are at present supplying current.
This site
was also unsuited for clieap access of coal, and in other respects disadvantageous.
The second site was even more
eccentrically placed, was not large enough for the ultimate
requirements, and had other disadvantages.
The place
finally selected, and now used, is not very far from the
center of the municipal area, is near a railway siding for
coal, and affords facilities for water for condensing purposes.
It is, however, a mile distant from the center of the
district where most of our consumers are located, and about
two miles (measured along the line the mains have to go) to
our present most distant point of supply.
Now, at tlie present moment, we are supplying the equivalent of 10,330 lamps of S candle power.
We have spent
altogether, including the freehold purchase of two acres of
land, the making of a large condensing pond, the erection of
buildings sufficient for a much larger output than we ha\e
at present, and for machinery, mains, meters, transformers,
accessories and formation expenses, about ^"25,000.
We
are thus capitalized at less than £7. los. per S candle power
lamp connected, whicli. in any case, would be a very low
figure, and especially so when it is borne in mind that wo.
have laid over seven miles of mains, of the most substantial
description, and on a scale that will admit of a large increase
in the

number

of lights supplied.

In the light of this information, I do not think that any
competent engineer will agree with Mr. Kennedy's view that
Scarborough is a place suited for the low-tension system, a
view which it seems to me he must have put forward without a sufficient knowledge or consideration of the local
,

circumstances.
In any case it would be interesting to know how he would
arrange to supply our consumers on the low-tension system
at anything like our low capital cost.

By the terms of its ordinance or contract with the city,
the Mutual company bound itself to erect and have ready
for operation, within one year from the passage of the ordinance, a plant to cost not less than $40,000, and to have a
capacity of furnishing electric light for not less than 350 arc
lights, and if it failed so to do, then to pay to the city $ro,000 as liquidated damages.
Being so situated to each other, and the Hyde Park company having

its

power house and

electric

generating machin-

ery in operation, and the Mutual company being without a
power house or electric generating capacity, and the wires
of the two companies coming to State street, those of one
company from the east and the other company from the
west, the two companies, on June 7, 1S94, contracted together in writing as shown by the abstract of record as follows:
"The Hyde Park Electric Light & Power company
agrees to furnish and the Mutual Electric Light & Power
company agrees to receive electric current of the constant
current variety at such points in Chicago lying along the
line of State street, adjacent to the territory covered by the
present franchise of the Mutual company as may be hereafter mutually agreed upon, at $5 per month for each watt
month of energy furnished, provided the watts furnished
shall not be less than 60,000 nor more than 100, oco for each
calendar month.
"The party of the first part is to furnish, and the second
part to receive, not less than 60,000 watt months of energy
each month for the period of eight months and as much
longer as may be agreed upon by the parties hereto.
"While this contract is in force A. D. Rich shall be the
treasurer of said second party and shall receive all money
due second party, and shall pay over to the first party
promptly on the 15th of each month the amount due it for
electric current supphed during the preceding month.
In
case of failure of second party to pay, the first party is
authorized to discontinue the supply of electric current.
" The conditions hereof shall at all times be subject to
the laws, rules and regulations, permission and restrictions
of the city of Chicago.
"In case of failure on the part of the second party to pay
or perform, first party may at its option determme contract."

On

June 13. 1S94, a permit by the commissioner of pubworks to string wires on certain poles belonging to the
Railway
company, with the consent of that company,
City
on Sixty-first street from State street west to Wentworth
avenue, and so on, was given to the Mutual company; and
on July 2, 1S94, a like permit was given to the Hyde Park
company to siring wires on poles on the south side of Sixtyfirst street from State street eastwardly to South Park avenue, and on the east side of State street from Sixty-first
street to Sixtieth street, and eastwardly on the south side of
Sixtieth street from State street to South Park avenue, and
lic

so on.
It will

thus be seen that under the two permits the wires

of the respective companies were authorized to be strung to
the junction of State and Sixty-first streets, one from the
West and the other from the East.
The strict letter of the permit to the Hyde Park company confined its right to string wires on State street on
the east side thereof, and the permit to the Mutual company was to string wires "from State street to Wentworth
avenue.
It is alleged in the cross-bill of the Hyde Park company
that said company did, about July 14, 1S94, for the purpose
of carrying out said contract with the Mutual company,
connect its wires from poles along the south side of Sixtyfirst street and along the east side of State street to the
center line thereof with the wires of the Mutual company,
and furnish current to the Mutual company as provided by
contract, and did maintain and operate electric wires, conductors and system for the purpose of furnishing a current
of electricity for light, heat and power to the Mutual company; and that the city, by its agents, without reason or
excuse, and without notice to cross-complainant, on said
July 14th, caused said wires and conductors along the south
side of Sixty-first street and east of the center line of Stale
street to be cut, disconnected and destroyed, and thereby
prevented said cross-complainant from furnishing said
Mutual company with electricity and from complying with
said contract, and that the city has, ever since said wires
were cut, refused to allow them to be repaired and again
connected.
The injunction granted, as has before been said, was
from hindering or interfering with the Hyde Park company
in restoring the wires to the condition they were in before
they were cut by the city.
The question presented is one of very great importance,
involving as it does the power ot an electric light and
power corporation, which is limited by the very terms of its
grant to operation within a definitely prescribed area or
territory, to extend its operations generally and indefinitely
into other territory not mcluded in its grant, whenever it
shall see fit to contract for that object with other corporations having rights within the addicional territory.
The Hyde Park company had no authority under the
ordinance of the village of Hyde Park, which contains its
only grant of power, to furnish either electric light, heat or
power outside of the limits of that village, and the boundary
of these limits on the west, which is the direction in which
it seeks to extend its right to furnish electricity, was and is
the center line of State street.
The permit of the commissioner of the Board of Public
Works of the city of Chicago {the successor of the village of
Hyde Park) to string wires on poles outside of those limits,
even if such were the terms of the permit by any sort oj
construction, could not extend the grant.
The right to furnish and transmit electricity is the essence
That alone is the public and useful end to be
of the grant.
The poles, conduits and strung wires are
observed.
means to attain the useful end accomplished by transmitted
electricity.

The mere permission to string wires might or might not,
according to circumstances, be within the control and
permission of the executive officers of the village or city, but
the right to transmit and supply light, heat and power, by
the powerful agency of electricity, over the streets and public
grounds of a village or city rests peculiarly and exclusively
in a proper legislative grant.
And such grant when given
will never be extended except by necessary implication from
that which is expressed.
Here is a corporation upon which has been bestowed by
ordinance a grant to erect and operate a plant for the transmission of electric light, heat and power through streets
within the prescribed limits of the village conferring the
grant.

No grant is to go beyond the limits was conferred, not
even by permission of adjoining municipalities.
Possessing this grant and operating under it, the Hyde
Park company, by contract with another corporation possessing a hke grant and privilege within another and different
territory, connects its wires, at the line where the territories
of the two corporations meet, with the wires of the other
corporation and proceeds to transmit electricity over the
wires of that corporation into territory within which it has
no power to operate, with the same effect and for the same
purposes that it operates within its own territory.
In every essential the doing of that is the same as if it had
strung its own wires within that foreign territory and had
transmitted electricity over them for the lighting and heating of, and furnishing power for, that territory.
Such is a most palpable evasion of the limitations of its
grant and is a flagrant excess of the due exercise of its

powers.
Public policy, as well as the contractual obligations be-

tween the company and the city, is most seriously violated
by such methods. The limits of franchises granted by
municipalities should not be extended by doubtful implication.

If such conduct by the Hyde Park company should be
sustained and it be permitted to thus extend itself into the
territory it has thus entered it might by successive connections with the wires of other companies with whom it should
contract extend itself all over the city of Chicago, or for
that matter the whole state.
The cunning of men to overreach their fellow-men, and
the state itself, by contrivances which at first sight seem
harmless, but are in reality fraught with dangerous tendencies, can best be checked by a strict and, perhaps, severe
upholding of the law.
Counsel have intimated that the contract between these
two companies is for temporary purposes only, but that is
Its provisions are "for the
not the way the contract reads.
period of eight months, and as much longer as may be
agreed upon by the parties hereto."
The provision in the ordinance to the Mutual company
that it shall pay to the city $10,000 as liquidated damages
incase it "shall fail to complete such plant within" one
year, is quite a mere band of straw so far as the erection of
a power house and electric generating machinery of its own
is concerned.
"Such plant," when read in connection with the "plant"

.
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section one of the ordinance confers the power to
"erect and operate," may perhaps as well mean poles,
wires and conduits as a power house or generating machniery, for which, if the contract witli the Hyde Pari;
company should be upheld, there would be no use. The
same contract piovides for the furnishing by the one company and the receiving by the other of electric currents at
all points along the line of State street "as may be hereafter
mutually agreed upon."
If this connection at Sixty-first street shall be sustained
as lawful, then by the same reasoning as many other connections along the entire length of State street south of
Thirty-ninth street as the parties should agree upon might
be made, and that such was the intention of the parties to
the contract is, we think, apparent.
The city ofticials performed no more than their duty when
they cut the connection between the two companies (King
vs. Davenport, gS III., 305), and the injunction restraining
them from interfering with a new connection of the wires
should have been denied. The cause is therefore reversed
with directions to the Circuit Court to dissolve the injunction that was granted upon the crosi-biU of the appellee,
Hyde Park Electric Light & Power company.
that

Judge Gary concurred in the decision and the opinion,
mterlocutory he refrained from
it was

but inasmuch as

going into

details.

French Electrical Work.
Accordmg

to

L Industrie

Eleclri,]iif

the

scription of each is given with special reference to the duraconcession, the municipal ta.xation, price
tion of the
hour.
and cost of current per hectowatt
of coal
In the table herewith reproduced from the London
Englisli,
towns
given
are
of
the
Electrical Re-uicn' half
and it is remarkable tliat in four of them the cost ol
fuel should be so high as compared with all the foreign
towns e-xcepting Milan. At the same time the Milan undertaking, with coal at 33.67 francs per ton, returns 10 per
cent, of a dividend. True its price is high, nearly tenpence
per kilowatt hour, but at Dusseldorf, where the price is
tenpence and coal only a third (he price it is at iNIilan, there
is no dividend at all, nor is there at Breslau, where condiNo information appears which
tions are about the same.
explains why this is so, but one must, of course, not judge
from the apparently high price that this really seems high
to people who have, perhaps, been paying clearly lor gas.
Again, in Geneva, where water power is utilized, a price of
sixpence admits of no dividend.
The Manchester undertaking is too recent for any dividend to have been declared, but it is given as an example of
a recent undertaking carried out with the full benefit ol all
previously acquired experience, and showing the amount of
capital necessary for such enterprises at the outset, namely,
;^I29,300 for 28,000 lamps, which may be compared with
the Westminster company's /381, 000 for 76,700 lamps. Attention is drawn to the fact that with all the perfections of
the Manchester station that have been brought about by experience, the cost of producing electric energy is almost
the same as at other stations where, coal and labor are also

equal.
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Thus

it

is

that

French

enterprises are placed in a position of inferiority that cannot be gainsaid, and this is the more to be regretted in that
if three of the Parisian companies have paid a poor dividend
by charging for current a price too high for the bulk of consumers, the other two are working at a loss.
The clauses of the agreement of iSSS were fixed by the
municipal council in the belief that electricity bad a grand
future, and would overturn everything; but they were mistaken, for electricity has superseded but little, simply because of the high price of current, and affairs will remain
so till such time as more perfect means of utilization and
It is, theretransmitting current admit of better returns.
fore, necessary that, as a young industry, electricity should
be assisted and untaxed, and those who have been instrumental as pioneers might then hope to draw some litlle
revenue from their hitherto unproductive property, which
Iiuhtsiric ZiVfr/zvy/zt' as a mine of metallic
is designated \>y
copper under the streets of the great cities of Europe.
If there is anything to be learned from the table, it is that
selling price and fuel cost are by no means the chief factors
in the equation determining the figures in the final column.
It would appear that Fr( nch electrical enterprises are now
suffering from the extravagant claims once put forward for
electric lighting, the result Iiaving been that onlysbort concessions, saddled with onerous charges, have been granted to
the companies, and practical workmg has demonstrated ihe
impossibility of profitably working under such heavy loads.
In the case of Manchester and Oxford it is bel eved incorrect
figures have been secured, Oxford, with its 5,500 equivalents
of light, the cost of installation and mains being given as
/"ii6,6oo, as against a cost in Manchester of ;^r29,30oior
28,000 equivalents.

American
At

a recent

gineers at

Electric Railway Practice.

meeting of the Institution of Electrical En-

London

the subject of electric railway practice in

the United States was the chiel topic discussed.

N.

Keith of California was invited to open the discusgave a short description of a plant in California,
a grade was ascended of i,6oo feet in 3,000 feet by
means of electrical power.
This was the Pasadena and
Mount Wilson railroad, in the southern portion of California. The line ran from Pasadena, and would eventually end
on the top of Mount Wilson, some 13 to 15 miles away, at
an elevation above the sea of 7,000 feet. The line was completed a year ago last July to the top of Echo Mountain, 3,500 feet above the ciiy of Pasadena, which was some
few hundred feet above the sea level. For a distance of
four or five miles the grade is a very uniform one of about
7'< per cent.
It then went up toagrade which necessitated
an ascent, as far as he remembered, of 1,600 feet in 3,000
feet.
This ascent was made by a cable run by a 75 horse
power Keith electric motor, placed on the summit of the rise.
There were two cars fixed upon it at equal distances nn the
cable, so that when one ran up the other ran down, and they
thus balanced.
The cars were so constructed that the seats
were upon a level, or ran horizontally; the inclination was
one of 45°. The motive power was a 75 horse power motor,
receiving its current from two sources.
At a small town
half way between this severe rise and the town of Pasadena
were located two 60 horse power gas engines. At various
localities in ilie mountains above were placed dynamos driven
by Pelton water-wheels, very small quantities of water hav-

sion.

in

S.

He

which

ing a great pressure playing tangentially against a radial box
upon wheels. This was a nece.-sity, because the quantity of

water available for water power was insufficient.
It was
contemplated, and would be carried out by the time the line
was completed to the top of Mount Wilson, to derive a
quantity of water from the other side of the mountain; 400
feet below the summit of the mountain there was a small
stream flowing. It was in contemplation to pump this
water for 400 feet by electrical power, allowing it to fall on
the western slope of the mountain, where it had a descent of
Two or three hundred feet in excess of the 400
7,000 feet.
would ensure the production of sufficient power to run the
motor,
leaving, then, some 4,200 or 4,300 feet fall
pump and

power purposes.
MarkRobinson said

for
IT

2

16 undertakings in the table, eight only have been
iible to return a dividend on their last working period, and a
general review of these large concerns shows at a glance that

Of the

the electrical industry is not very prosperous, even outside
This, too, despile the advantage of large capital
France.
and newness of conslruclion, excepiing only the Societc
Suisse,which is the oldest in Europe. Allof them, too, except
the one at Milan, have longer working hours than is the case
that is, the duration oT the load period is greater.
in France
Foreign enterprises, also, are seen to be more favored in
respect of fuel cost, seeing thai the price varies from ri to
But there is
24.35 fr. per ton as against 32 fr. in Paris.
another cause, viz., the duration of the concession, which is,
while in
cases
years,
and
in
many
i^erpetual,
at least, 42
France it is much less; in Paris only iS years' concession is
Foreign municipalities, also, do not take a lax on
given.
the receipts, whereas this is the rule in France, and amounts,
in Pari^;, to no less than 5 per cent, of the gross receipts, in
addition to certain controlling costs and a rental charge of
Even without taking
100 francs per kilometer of line.
account of the difference in fuel cost for the Parisian companies, the inequalityof the duration of the concession has an
enormous effect, as it is easy to show, for it is necessary tn

—

charge becomes 2.S14 shillings.

V

conditions

under which the electrical industry of France is now carried on are not as encouraging as those which obtain in
Taking 16 stations, a brief deother European counlries.

a

levy an annual charge on income (when, adds our contemporary, there is one) sufficient to return to shareholders their
Had the origicapital at the end of the concession period.
nal capital been unchangeable and sufficient to carry through
the period ot concession it would have been simply necessary
to pay off a fixed sum annually, but, instead, the companies
have called new capital to satisfy the wants of their new
subscribers. The amortisation of capital calls for an annual
charge almost in inverse ratio to the duration of the time
Thus, at 5 per cent,
over which the payments are spread.
interest and a peiiod of iS years, £\ will demand an annual
charge of r.711 .shillings, while with a 9 years period the

a few words on the commercial aspect
ofthepapers. Electrict'action, he believed, was going to be
a matter of magniiude very few of them were able to gauge, to
the great benefiotf engineers andelectriciar s as well as to those
capitalists who built the hues and the public who would use
them and profit at least aa much. Not forgetting the good
work done in Germany and other Continental countries, and
the really remarkable traction works in England, which, unfortunately, were limited in extent, he thoughtt hey would all
allow that the country which cculd teach them most in electric traction was America.
In ilie last session they had the
general progress of electricity in America sketched for them
by the master hand ot Mr. Prcece; now thev had the hand
ofayounger electrician, who had utilized hisstay in that country to report the progress in one particular direction. 1 1 should'
be very gratifying to them that not only did their American friends lay their experience and knowledge open to Mr.
Wilkinson as an individual, but also avowedly placed them
at his service for the purpose ol laying the results before this
Institution.
Then they had an American engineer coming
to them and laying before themfully, and, as far as he (the
speaker) could judge, without any reservation atall, not the
general facts of car traction, but those important details
upon which success depends, ihe "how to do it" and the
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"how not to do it," which they wanted to learn. Messrs.
Blackwell and Dawson's paper struck him as being very
Their disrestrained and very free from self-seeking.
play of apparatus seemed to his colleague and himself so interesting that, having friends in France at present engaged
on a large traction scheme, they thought they could do them
no better turn than to ask them to come over and be
present at that meeting and see that collection of apparatus.
Although those gentlemen, owing to the curse of Babel,
were not able to join in the discussion, they said they were
rewarded for coming over by the inspection of the very
interesting apparatus.
As one of Uiose who confidently expected very great advantage from thecertainly imminentdevelopment of electric traction on a great scale, he begged
to tender his thanks to the authors.
H. F. Parshall said he had listened to the papers on
American tramways with unusual interest, primarily, because he had designed a great amount of the apparatus that
was at present used in the United States, and, secondarily,
because he was always desirous of finding out whether British engineers had noticed anything peculiar to .-Xmerican
tramways, as very frequentlv theydid notice things peculiar
Perhaps one of the
to their various other institutions.
most important points was with respect to the earth returns.
.A^s was commonly known, they were experiencing a
great deal of difficulty in the United States.
He might say,
as a result of rather a close study of the troubles there, that
they might have been avoided at the start if the engineers
had carried out the works upon the principles which were
thoroughly well understood, and not difficult to follow, as
they knew the connection between the rails was made by
bonds and pressure contacts. Now, they had had quite a
definite experience with pressure contacts in their central
station practice. They knew the folly of having copper surfaces brought into the most intimate relations and at comparatively high pressures
about 300 amperes per square
inch was the highest they could work on, even when there
Underground they
\^'as an entire absence
of oxidization.
had the contact between copjier and iron, and seeing that in
a central station they did not go over 50 amperes per square
inch, he did not know why they should expect to do so in
the case of tramways, where in many cases there was not less
than 1,000 amperes per square inch. This was an immediate
The matter could be entirely eliminated
source of trouble.
by simply proportioning the section of the contact between
the rail and the bond to suit the current that was to be carried.
If they had i,ooo amperes per square inch as the
mean value in the bond, then the contact between the rail
and the bond should be 20 times the cross-section. For
the larger stations such as tbey were installing in Brooklyn,
where the current output was 12,000 or 15,000 amperes on
the average, and 600 volts, the amount of contact surface
became enormous. This trouble they were overcoming very
They put in a sort of auxiliary
largely by electric welding.

—

With this, so
plate and electrically welded it to the rails.
In
i"ar as had been ascertained, there had been no trouble.
fact, he was inclined to recommend an electrically welded
underground system everywhere where it could be afforded.
The next point he thought English engineers would be interested to know about was the amount of power taken by
an ordinary car under what might be considered average working conditions. He could sta te as the result of a great many
experiments, that the amount of power under approximately
the same conditions, varied directly with the number of
stops; but under ordinary frequency of stopping, it was one
Board of Trade unit per car mile, which was usually regarded
further interesting fact with regard to
as a fair value.
the amount of power was that the watts per car mile remained approximately constant over a wide range of speed.
From this they could drawthe interesting conclusion that
the watt output of a station was proi^ortional to the number
With the series parallel method of control the
of car miles.
force for starting a car was about 60 pounds at the periphery
With 50 amperes, or a force
of the car wheel per ampere.
exerted at the motor corresponding to 3,000 pounds at the
car wheel under ordinary conditions, the car would accelerate
This was. he thought,
at the rate of two feet per second.
quite as fast as was desirable, especially with people on
ihe tops of cars, corresponding to the people standing
up in American cars. With the series parallel motor,
where the stops were frequent, there was a
decided economy in having two motors per car.
Where
the stops became infrequent, say at every half mile, then
the single motor, with rheostat control, compared favorably
in efficiency with the two motors in series parallel control.
Speaking of speed, he was reminded of the somewhat
stringent rulesthat obtained in England on tha matter,
and he might say that their practice in the sttates was
roughly that, in the crowded thoroughfares, the car speed
was about three or four miles an hour, and in the least
crowded thoroughfares, the suburban streets, as high as
twenty miles an hour; but the number of people tilled, as
most always happened, was inversely as the car speed. That
was to say, they killed the people on the crowded streets,
where the cars were moving slowly. He should like to point
out first with regard to this slow speed, that it necessarily in-

A

creased their investment in cars and motors 50 per cent, for a
corresponding number of car miles in the states. As a secondary point the application of electric traction was limited that
was to say, its usefulness was limited— on account of the rule
in regard to the outlying districts; it simply lessened the efficiency of the whole thing as an investment to the extent of
Still, as the statistics they had gathered
25 or 30 per cent.
from the roads in Great Britain showed, there was a satisleft,
and
the only point was whether or not
factory margin
engineers should not be able to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Board of Trade that they mi ght safely drive
their cars faster in the less crowded thoroughfares.
A
point once more brought up in the paper read that night
A'as with respect to the application of alternating currents
He was perfectly familiar with the
to street car motors.
work done on both sides ol the Atlantic in the development of alternating currents, and he knew of the work accomplished by Mr. Brown, but he did not see that it left
any hope for expecting the adoption of polyphase nio."^
The three-phase motor was thg
tors for car traction.
only one tliat approximated to their requirements, anj

—
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as that had less torque than the series parallel control it was
oat of the question; it required approximately equal inducIn other words,
tance and resistance in all of the branches.
it wanted a resis!ance of the earth circuit, which he imagined
was rather beyond the engineering of the present day. His
next point was with respect to directly connected generators, a id their experience with them in the United States.
At the World's Fair they made iheir first grand exhibition
from their standp )int with 750 and r,50o kilowatt directly

They were

to operate the intramural
The
road, in which there were 14 trains, 67 tons per train.
averai;e power taken per itain was 42 kilowatts, but the
maximum frequently exceeded 300 kilowatts. It was found
rather more economical to operate a road of this size with a
He had at hand the report of the
750 kilowatt machine.
chief engineer in charge of the road, and also the speed and
current curves taken, and would be glad to show them to
members. An interesting point brought out was that the
managing director of the road complained to rhe engineer in charge of the interrupiion of service caused by
The man. with characthe opening of circuit-breakers.
teristic Yankee ingenuity, or the lack of it, simply plugged
the circuit'breaker, and his statement to the speaker was
ihal when the crowbar was placed across the earth return,
I'he strain on the enit either rolled off or was burned off.
The engines were taken down at
nine was most severe.
were
found
to be in perfectly
the end of the exposition, and
good condition, so that he judged the mechanical stress
brought upon this class of apparatus had no serious influlie might state in
ence on the durabiUiy of the engine,
conclusion, with reference to the future practice in the
United States, and, he hoped, in England, that great fluctuaBy carelully studying
tions in power should be avoided.

connected machines.

the pointi he thought engineers could avoid it. There would
The principal one
a direct advantage in every respect.
would be the decided gain in economy. The smaller steam
e igines could be used, and engines worked under average
This
conditions at their most economical horse power.
was what they were striving to do in the stales at the present time, but he did not think they were as successful in accomplishing it as were engineers in Great Britain, with
iheir more carefully ordered way of proceeding about engineering matters.
b<t

Electric Traction.
This subject seems to be at the present time the most
interesting one in electrical engineering, and many engineers
are strenuously working for its adoption and success in this
sincerely hope their efforts will result in its
country.
extension to a very large degree.
on
this subject by C. S. Du Riche Preller,
paper
M.A., read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
"ives U5 an idea as to the extent and usefulness of electrical
Traction methods in Europe for working steep grade or

We

A

mountain railways.
First, in regard to cables

worked by stationary motors,

It will
of which three examples are very briefly described.
be noted that they are all worked by exceedingly cheap
water-power, hence the economical working, but we cannot
get water-power everywhere, and even in some cases where
which it may
it exists, and could be used, ihe terms upon
be utilised are so exorbitant as to become prohibitive; for
learns
that it can be
waterfall
large
of
a
owner
when the
employed to work a railway he naturally begins to calculate upon its value to him, and looks upon it as a valuable
property, and no longer as water running to waste.
The author of the paper, without the least attempt at an
explanation of his meaning, states that the total efficiency of
these cable traction electric railways is 60 per cent. Such a
statement requires some explanation as to how it was arsingle motor, a dynamo, or an engine, may be
rived at.
said to have an efficiency of 60 per cent., and we know exBut without the most precise inforactly what is meant.
mation as to how the efficiency of a complex system is
stated is valueless.
simple
figure
obtained, the
emphatically protest against this loose practice when
reading papers before engineering societies, of putting forward figures which are only estimates, instead of actual
If only estimates can be given, then
ascertained results.
we must insist upon having a clear statement of the methods
have
been based.
which
they
upon
Whatever this 60 per cent, may mean, it cannot possibly
mean the total effid« ncy as usually understood by that term;
and as many discusbions are about to take place on electric
traction, it may be well once for all to define our ideas on
total efficiencies, especially in regard to this particular

A

We

topic.

An electric raihray comprises many different machmes
and transmitting enery. A prime mover,
machine, a system of insulated conducdynamo-electric
a
tors, a moving electro-motor or stationary motor, regulating
resistances, and gearing between the motor and the locomotive or car. These are the elements of an electric railway, and there are only two ways to arrive at the total
First, we must measure
efficiency of such a combination.
or estimate the efficiency of rach element separately, and
add up all the losses to get the total efficiency. Secondly,
we must measure the total input of energy at the power
house, and total output on the car or locomotive axle, an
exceedingly difficult thing to do, and one which, we believe,
for transforming

has never been done in practice.
But we can approximately arrive at the total efficiency by
calculating from the well-known efficiencies of the elemenls
of the system, for although it is almost impossible to measure the total input and output, we can easily find many
determinations of the efficiencies of the separate elements.
In these cases of water power quoted, we cannot allow a
higher efficiency for turbines than So per cent.— a very high
estimate— then the gearing between the turbines and
dynamos must account for at least 5 per cent. ; the dynamos,
would waste lo per cent
if worked constantly at full load,
but on an electric railway, as the load varies largely, there
In the
per
cent, or more.
loss,
about
further
15
will be a
case of the Burgcnstock line, after incurring losses in the
to
carried
be
2.5
power house, the remaining energy has
;

I.

From

the Loi\doiilJih\ ir/cal Revlciv.

mites to the motors.
If the author of the paper had given,
the fall in pressure on the line, we could have found its
efficiency; but it is safe to assume that another 5 per cent,
would be lost on the way, and probably as much as 15 per
cent, may be. lost.
What is now left of the power is delivered to the motor, which, running at varying speed and
load, wastes from lO to 30 per cent, again.
The power is
then passed on to the cars through gearing and cables, and
these, judging from cable haulage experience, will take at
least another 20 per cent, of the power; and what is now
left is that actually usefully applied to the work, and we
dare say if all these losses are added up, snd deducted from
the input, that the 60 per cent, efficiency is far too high an
estimate of the actual total efficiency.
Throughout the paper total efficiencies aie given as 5S,
62, 65 and 68 per cent, for different railways, but we cannot
accept any of them as correct, for with the plants described
in the paper they are impossible figures.
The number of
transformations of energy, and the amount of gearing it has
to pass through, not to speak of the losses in motors running at variable speeds, and regulated by resistances, would
account for far more than a loss of 40 per cent.
70 per
cent, would be nearer the mark.
In a paper of this kind,
where details accurately ascertained (such as pressure?, currents, resistances, horse powers and curves of performances) are not given, the less said about efficiencies the
better; without these the figures can be taken only as the
result of guesswork.
It is more important to learn from the
paper that whatever the total efficiency may be, the lines
described are all successful in every respect, for this proves
that the advantages of electric traction, even at the present
day, are great enough to counterbalance ".he losses, whatever hey may be.
Belt driving is said to be preferable to direct driving for
railway work, owing to ihe great fluctuations in power requir-^d.
There is probably some truth in the argument,
whi:h amounts to saying that the belt introduces some elasticity between the engine and dynamo, which considerably
softens the shocks occasioned by the sudden rises and falls
in the load.
But this is a question which experience alone
can decide.
Accumulators or storage batteries are recommended as a
remedy against the fluctuations in load, and the installation
at Zurich is quoted as an example, but no facts or figures
are given in support of the statements.
The Isle of Man
tramway is quoted as another example of ilie u^e of accumulators, but the Isle of Man case is of no value yet as an
example.
It has not worked long enough, and no results
have been published by which its success can be judged.
There is nothing new in applying storage every engineer
ever since storage became possible has held storage to be of
p-'.ramount importance in every installation, whether for
light, power or traction.
But it is futile to talk of the
advantages of storage while the means at our disposal for
storage of electrical cnery are so limited.
do not think the alternate current motor is yet perfect
enough for traction work, but there is little doubt that if the
primary obstacles to electric traction in this country were
once overcome so that the business could develop, suitable
alternating current motors would be forthcoming.
Slultiphase motors might at present be used, but the introduction of a third insulated conductor is both expensive
and complicates the system of collection they have, thereIf
fore, not been used except in an experimental way.
storage has any advantage in a traction system, it would be
entirely lost in an alternating current plant, and no alternators yet designed could regulate quick enough to keep in
When we come
step under the violent fluctuation in load.
to seriously consider the alternating current for traction, we
find that there are disadvantages as well as the advantages
mentioned by the author of the paper, and it is well to look
at both sides of the question before agreeing with him that
the alternate current is destined to supplant the continuous
This is one of those questions
current in traction work.
upon which it is never safe to prophesy unless you know; it
is very questionable whether alternating currents will supplant the continuous current even for lighting purposes.
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Mirrors of Magnetism.
In a recent paper by Prof. S.

P. Thompson and Miles
Walker, before the Physical society of London, on "Mirrors
of Magnetism," it was pointed out that corresponding to

the

theory of electric images produced by insulated conis a theory of magnetic images produced by

ductors, there

A magnet po'e
the analogue of an electric charge in

bodies of infinite magnetic permeability.
in the latter

theory

the former and a

is

body

of infinite magnetic permeabihty

the analogue of an insulated conductor (which

is

is

electrostat-

ically indistinguishable

from a body of infinite dielectric
Experiments were made to determine how far
the magnetic images due lo thick sheets of iron accorded
capacity).

with

those deduced by theory for the case of infinite per-

meability.

The image

of a north pole in an infinite plane

sheet should consist of a south j-ole of the
at a

same strength

point coinciding with the optical image of

the north
an equal north pole distributed uniformly over the surface of the infinite sheet, as a free electrical charge would be, and so exerting no finite action.
pole, together with

Working at distances of a few inches in front of the surface,
a sheet of iron a few feet in length and breadth and a couple
of inches thick was found to realize the theoretical conditions with very

tolerable exactness.
In a coil of wire
placed on one side of the sheet, a current \^as started or
stopped, and the electromotive impulse produced in a subsidiary exploring coil

was detected by means of a baUisiic
That the effect of the actual mirror was

galvanometer.

equivalent to that of the theoretical image was verified by
substituting for the iron a coil equal

and similar to the first
and coinciding with its optical image. Sending the same
primary current as before round the two coils (with due regard to its direction in the second coil), hardly any appreciable difference in the secondary impulse was observed.

This was found
coil

had

its

to hold

good whether

the original primary

axis perpendicular or oblique to the plane of the

magnetic mirror.

Some

were also recorded, but

observations on spherical sheets

in this case the conclusions

were

less

simple.

;

We

;

The

trial is riot at

an end

paper describes a snow-fighting car devised by
Superintendent Scheidler of the Newark, O., electric rail-

way

local

hues.

The superintendent metamorphosed an

old

horse car in the following manner:

Taking out the seats on the sides, he built two boxes, one
on each side, the full length of the car. The boxes are intended to be filled with salt, and in the center of each box
is a hole running through the bottom of the car to let the
salt through on the track.
An iron pipe reaches from the
bottom of the car to within six inches of the track and a rubber hose is attached to this and reaches within one inch of
the track.
A stick is used to punch the salt through the
hole as is needed.
Along the car. running clear around it
and coming to a sharp point at both ends, is an inch board
about a foot wide reaching to within four inches of the
track, and to this is an extension that will be used principally on the Granville line that comes within two inches of
the track.
Right back of this board is an iron scraper that
reaches to the rail, and back of this is a broom that also
reaches lo and sweeps the rail, thus making altogether almost a complete machine to clear away the snow. The
arrangement made to put the salt on the (rack is about the
best part of the outfit.
The car is intended to be put ahead
of the motor and thus a clear track is easily made.

\'et.

Color Making by Electrolysis.
The

principle of electrolysis is finding commercial applicaAn
tion in directions which were scarcely dreamed of.
English contemporaiy names several efficient processes for
manufacturing chemicals which are in active operation.
One of the latest ol these consists in producing Prussian blue
and Berlin green, Prussian blue, otherwise knoun as Paris
bl'ie or Berlin blue and Berlin green are well-known and
widely used pigments, and with the competition set up, now
that it is possible to make them electroLytically, these useful
The process by which
colors should become much cheaper.
they are made, and which is due to H. Goebel, consists in
precipaiinga solution of yellow prussiate of potash by means
of a ferrous salt, such as green vitriol, suspending this pre-

m

water, and then subjecting it to electrolysis.
It
stated that Prussian blue of an extremely vivid violet "reand coppery luster is obtained. .Sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric or phosphoric acids may be added to the elecThe
trolyte, so that it may contain 1-20 per cent, of acid.
precipitate is introduced in the immediate neighborhood of
the anode, the contents of the anode compartment being kept
well stirred, as well as those of the cathode compartment.
The hydrogen liberated is taken up by manganese peroxide
cipitate

Car for Snow Fighting.
A

Responsibility of a Motorman.
"I have been

through the war," said a grimvisaged
a <jirard avenue trolley car lo a reporter
for the Philadelphia Record, "but sure as I live my feelings
on going into a battle were pleasure as compared to the dread
of killing somebody which fills me the moment I grab the
brakehandle of this car every morning. I can't explain why,
for I haven't had an accident of any kind since I took ihe
job, but it may be due to the fact that we are so strongly
warned to be careful, and, in case we do run down some unfortunate, to get the names of as many witnesses as we can.
I would sooner hold the reins of my old pair of nags at less
money than be a trolley motorman," concluded the seriousfaced veteran as he suddenly applied the brake to allow a
party of school children to cross the street in safety.
old

all

moiorman on

is

Electric Railway Block System.

fle.x"

When the electrolytic acor by organic nitrocomponnds.
tion is protracted, the blue color becomes more and more
faint and ultimately changes to a dark Berlin green.
The creditors of Elmer D. Roberts, a small electric supply dealer of Racine, Wis., who failed on November loth,
held a recent meeting in Chicago.
Mr. Roberts submitted
a proposition to pay 50 cents on the dollar, which was
The creditors represented were the New
finally agreed lo.
York Insulated Wire company. Metropolitan Electric company, the Central Electric company, the Buckeye Lamp
company, the American Reflector Light company, Williams
& Schraeder, and Kohler Brothers, all of Chicago, and the
First National Banlc, the Commercial Bank and the Racine
Hotel of Racine, Wis.

The

Chester, Pa., Traction company has placed in operation a block system for the purpose of showing how far
ahead of the car the track is clear, and thus prevent
collisions.
For the present a block post will be planted at
Seventh and Potter streets.
The system consists of three
separate banners, of different colors, operated by electric
motors from a rail contact. At night different colored lights
Rear-end collisions are impossible when the
will be used.
signals are obeyed, and in the case of the Chester Traction
the
signals
will be especially valuable at the junccompany
tions of tlie branch lines.

An organization known as ihe Natchez Electric Street
Railway company has just been formed in Natchez, Miss.,
with a capital stock of $ioo,oco, with the privilege of increasing it to 5^250,000, if necessary.
The object of the
company is lo build, operate and maintain lines of electric
railway through (he streets of the ciiy and suburbs.
Some
\ery wealthy men are named as being ccnnecied with ll ccnterprise, and it is thought that they mean business.
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American

of Electrical
neers.

Institute

On December

Ludwig Gutmann read

19th

Engi-

his paper "

On

Rotary Magnetic Fields by a Single Alternating Current" before the Chicago branch of the Institute.
is

given in

Western Electrician.
read in abstract and

and

Pupin

this issue of the

full in

New York

the paper was
opened by Dr. M. I.
by Messrs. Wolc:>tt, Kennelly and

In

the discussion

continued

Burnett.

At the meetinc of

the council in the afternoon the follow-

named associate members were elected
New York city; G. DeKyckere, Grand

ing

F. S. Blackall,

:

University, Bel-

gium; Harry E. Dey, Brooklyn, N. Y.; George Wallace

Graham, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Vance Lane, Omaha, Neb.
Henry Ackley Lardner, Slate College, Pa.; Percival

;

Robert

New

Moses,

"V'ork;

Charles A. Pratt, Ch'cago;

Louis. Privat, Chicago; John C. Shedd, Marietta, O.; G.

Hamilton Vanderslice, Pittsburg, Pa.

The
E.

following

named associate members were transferred
Henry G. Reist, Schenectady, N. Y.;
Richmond, Va.; Henry Jack.-?on, Horwich,

membership:

to full

W.

Trafford,

Boltoa-ie-M( or?, Lancashire; William Frederick Blakew:y

Kouquette,

New

Yoik;

Friiz

Uhlenhaut,

Jr.,

he could discard what he did not want, and a man who was
very thorough and very particular would not have that con-

work of others which would lead him to throw
own and take that of somebody else, especially if he

fidence in the

the Frodaction of

This important paper

Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Suggestions for an Index of Engineering
Literature.
In the d'scussicn on Prof. Shepardson's paper be'ore the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers on this subject,
Ralph W. Pope related his exptrience in this line and gave
some interesting reminiscences. Not ihe least important was
an account of a former effort by the organization to compile
Mr. Pope said;
an index such as is now suggesied.
As the index formerly published by the Institute has been
referred 10, it may be of interest, at least to some of the
more recently elected members, to know why the work was
undertaken and why it was suspended. The matter was
brought up in council about seven years ago by Mr. Mailloux, and the proposition at that time was that it should be
done by the secretary. I had never done any indexing of
the kind and that was one reason why I did not undertake it.
have been very glad since that I did not assume the responHowever, we had a member, who kindly undertook
sibility.
the duty and it was carried on for some time, until I think
it became too much of a burden for him, and it was dropped.
I do not know whether at that time I had heard of the exI

perience of two Philadelphia editors. Pehaps Prof. Houston
They were equal partners in a
of it.
daily paper, and one of them had secured the advance sheets
which
he
proposed to publish in daily
of a serial novel
installments.
The editors did not agree upon the question as to whether their readers wantrd this kind of mental pabulum, and after it bad gone on a week or so, they
had a little tiff as to the expense, and whether the people
wanted it, and finally they compromised, the editor who
objected to it saying, " Let us drop it out, and if we have a
complaint from any of the subscribers that we have not finished the story, wdiy I uill submit to your idea and we will
go on and publish the story to its conclusion." So they
actually dropped it, and ihey waited a week or two and not
hearing a word from anybody, they concluded there was
no general interest in the subject. I felt that way about our
index.
At that time, of course, we had only three or four
hundred members and perhaps the need of an index was not
appreciated at that time as much as it is to-day.
I might
add incidentally, also, that the proposition was made that the
of
the
leaf
only,
so that memindex be printed on one side
bers who desired could cut it up for their card catalogues.
Of course that would add considerably to the expense when
we came to print 500 copies, and I cogitated over it a little,
and suggested another plan that if any member wished to
cut it up for a card catalogue we would supply him with an
I thought that would be
extra copy for that purpose.
cheaper than to run a whole edition printed on one
side.
had three applications for an extra copy to
cut up, and those were furnished to the members who
asked for them. I mention this because the printing on one
side is suggested by Prof. Shepardson, but it is proposed to
apply a little salve in the shape of advertisements, on the
But what
other side that would perhaps pay the extra cost.
I was going to say was that laking this into consideration,
and also the experience of the Philadelphia editors, I thought
I would wait and see if anybody complained because we did
I believe no inquiries were made.
not continue the index.
Possibly the members thought it was all right, and that we
had good reasons for dropping it. Later this subject has
been brought up, and my advice has been asked by one of
the editors who was referred to to-night, who inquired \\-hat
I thought of such a publication as a commercial venture.
I
told him that my experience was that there were a few people who wanted an index of this kind, and wanted it very
badly. But I didn't think they wanted it sufficiently to pay
the expense of getting it up. That is to say. there was a linTited

may know something

We

up his
doubted its permanence.
There is another point about an index of this kind which is
worthy of consideration, and that is that, like some olher
things, it improves by age.
.\n index that is only a few days
old does not amount to anything; but after it has been kept
up for five or ten years it begins to become of greater value,
and, if the man who undertakes it is patient enough he may
arrive at that time in the course of his life when he will meet
with his reward. But the difficulty is that few of us are willWe get tired, as some of our
ing to keep on till that time.
friends have confessed to night, wiih shuffling these cards
and going over these papers. Perhaps my early experience
in making literary scrapbooks was one of the reasons why I
refrained from taking up indexing.
Those scrapbooks are
something over twenty yeaisold now, and occasionally when
I do not feel first rate I get ouc one of those scrapbooks, and
am thankful that I was so industrious in my younger days.
Then, again, an index for the public, as it were, should, of
course, be general and cover all branches.
It would be
necessary, I suppose, to classify it in some way; but, in
order to meet the general market, it would have to cover all
branchts of elecirical engineering, at least.
I ran across,
in the English paper called Industry, a {^w years ago, a reference to the first use of electric welding by Siemens in the
Siemens factory in welding the iron wires of an armored
cable, and this reference spoke of its coming up in a discussion before the Iron and Steel Institute in 1SS7.
The date
was given, and all the particulars about this use of the process; and I thought it was a very interesting fact.
So I
went on a search for that and found the discussion at the
very meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute, but could not
find a word about eleciric welding.
Now, a good index, I
presume, would have brought that to my attention; but I
could not find it.
Associations of this kmd exist for doing a certain class of
« ork that i^ of interest and value to the members, but which
will not be undertaken by any person or firm as a commercial venture.
This question has come up many times in regard to certain papeis that have been published m the transsactions, papers that are of value as works of reference and
which many of our industrious editorsabstract orsqueeze out
altogether, but which some one should publish; and it appears
to me ihat that is one of the missions of a technical society
to do work in a co-operative way which is ol benefit, perhaps,
not to all the members, but to a few of the members; and
the few that are not benefited this time may be benefited
next month or next year.
So that the mere fact that work
of this kind is not financially profitable should not debar
the Institute from undertaking it if it is considered of value
to the membership.
The question of co-operation with other societies was
brought up by Prof. Shepardson, which is worthy of some
attention.
My experience has been that it would not be
worth while to undertake to co-operate in this w^ay. I believe that we should go on with our own work and keep as
close to the line of electrical engineering as possible.
Of
course we must wander over into the line of mechanical engineering and steam engineering to a certain extent.
But,
in undertaking it, I think that it might be well to propose a
system which would meet with the approbation of the olher
societies, so that, in case they should undertake something
of the same kind, the work might be conduced on the same
system, so that any person who is interested in all branches
of engineering could combine the three as systematically as
possible.

A

committee was appointed by the council

mittee

Edward
Prof.

composed of

is

Prof.

F.

The com-

B. Crocker,

chairman;

W. M.

Stine and

Caldwell, A. E. Kennelly, Prof.

George D. Shepardson.
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CIapro.=s, a determined lady ol possibly thirty years,
up and ordered them to desist. The men laughed and
on with their work. After watching diem a minute

Clapross turned around and

jumped

came
went
Miss

into the hole, exclaim-

ing:

"Now, let's see you put that pole up here!"
The men stood back amazed, and the crowd of bystanders
which had by this time gathered cheered enthusiastically. The
hole was about four feet deep, and Miss Clapross is smali
and slender. Only her head, with its snapping black eyes,
and the upper part of her shoulders could be seen above the
pavement. As soon as the noise had subsided she turned
her head around, and beckoning to a young lad, told him
calmly to go and tell her brother that he must send some
one to fill in thehole.
"And, mmd now," she concluded, "don't you tell him
what I've done."
This happened about nine o'clock in the morning, andunt
nearly three o'clock in the afternoon the little woman's head
was seen above the pavement, her eyes glaring defiantly at
the company's workmen and her head nodding approval as
she saw the other property owners and re^idcLts successfully
putting a stop to the work.
1

When
little

man

the

sent by Miss Clapross" brother arrived, the

lady was pulled out in triumph.

equally emphatic
finally obliged to

The

in

Other residents were
and the company was

their protests,

make some

concessions.

State Board of Railroad Commissioners has dismissed

H. M. Thompson against the Brooklyn City
Railroad company, alleging that the financial reports had
the charges of

been doctored so as

Long

Island

that

connection
in

are

management

of the
correct.

all

company and

a stockholder in the Brooklyn

is

dissatisfied with the

with the

the interest

accounts

its

The

the stockholders.

the

and

stockholders,

Thompson

deceive

to

company ^s
Traction company is

board finds that

is

of the corporation.

At
when

a recent meeting of the Board of Electrical Control,

pany

for a franchise

'he application of the Special Fire

came up

Alarm Signal com-

for consideration, the president

of the company, Mr. Pierce,

made the curious acknowledgcompany had been doing business for twelve
years without a franchise. The company recently discovered
that even at this late day it would be a good thing to have
ment

that the

No final

one.

action

was taken on

the application.

W.

F.

O.

Milwaukee, Wis.
Milwaukee, December 21.— The
son's Wisconsin Interurban Railway
of the franchises needed in

t!ie

efforts of

company

Mr.

Tillot-

to get the rest

Fox River valley towns conamong the electricians
company has suffered defeat,

tinues to be the chief topic of interest

At Neenah the
Menasha action upon its application for a franchise
has been deferred again.
At a meeting held at Menasha
the other evening a committee of citizens made a report to
the common council in which it was stated that a franchise
like that solicited by the Interurban company was already
vested in the Menasha & Neenah Street Railway company
and recommended that no other franchise be granted until
the existing franchise was out of the way or until the Common Council was satisfied that no legal trouble would
of

the state.

and

at

result

from granting

like rights to the Interurban

company.

The committee also reported that no company under the
name of the Wisconsin Interurban Railway company had
any legal

existence.
It also reported that it had found that
Mr. Schumacher, the owner of the existing lines, had given
an option on them at a very low figure to responsible men,
the option to run until January ist, and that if the option did

CORRESPONDENCE.
New York
New

York, December

Hughes

&:

20.

Notes.

— On Tuesday

lighting plant

isolated electric

Co. was completed.

not result in the sale of the road, Mr. Schumacher would
the extensive

the store

in

This

is

of Hilton,

one of the

large;.t

private plants in the country, having a capacity of i2,oco in-

There are

candescent lamps.

six

arge boilers,

and great

care has been exercised to provide a model installation in

every respect, the work on the plant extending over a pericd

The

of ten months.

engines were started at 4 P. M. on the
iSth by ex-Judge Henry Hilton.
The dynamos are placed

on the Tenth

street side of the

immense building and are

encased in glass from the customers' side of the house, thus

permitting a

free,

The woes of

unobstructed view of their operation.

electric

railway companies are many, and

occasionally their troubles take an amusing turn.
the case

when

avenue and Pine
construction.

actually cost to compile and print, and that is one reason
whyithas not I)eenasucce;sful financial undertaking. There
were some other points about it that 1 lirought up at the
One was this, that there are a great many
j-ame time.
engineers, not only in the branch of electrical engineerbranches as well, who compile their
ing, but olher
own indexes and have their own ideas about what they wish
a catalogue to be, and therefore an index compiled by
others, unless it was thoroughly complete, might not satisfy
their wants. That is to say, each man feels that if he runs the
index himself, he would know exactly what he w^anted, and

trolley poles,

This was

company of Jersey
horse car line on Johnson

the Consolidated Traction

City attempted to

repeating:

that limited

to consider

the question of an index of electrical literature.

number who wanted it would
be willing to pay a [iretty lair price, but at ihe same time they
would be willing to pay but a small proportion of what it

demand and perhaps

December

replace

its

street, Lafayette,

with overhead electric

This account, given by the Situ,

is

worth

Expecting a protest of som; kind, the company had

its

men working

all Sunday night digging the
holes for the
and early Monday morning they started to set
them ui>. One pole on the corner of Johnson and Pacific
avenues had been successfully planted, and the men started
to put up lis companion on the olher bide of the street, when
Henry Vrooman, acting on behalf of the Claprosses, who
own a large part of the real estate in that district, planted
a chair over the hole, sat down in it, and refused to budge.
The bystanders backed him up. and the men started to
put in a pole a few feet away, leaving Vrooman sitting in

They had hardly

hold the option, according to the report of the committee,
are Messrs.

Elmore and others of Green Bay.

started on this one belore Miss Minnie

Mr.

Tillot-

son of the interurban project held the option at one time,
the
tee

committee reported, and had forfeited it.
wound up its report by declaring that

mously and unreservedly

in favor of the

but recommended that the

Common

The commitit

was unani-

interurban line,

Council be not hasty

in

grantmg the franchise. A letter from A. L. Smith of Appleton
was also read at the meeting. Mr. Smith started out by
saying that it seemed to him that the granting of any franchise by Menasha to an outs'der would be extremely hazardous

at present.

The

sentiment of the people of the Fox

River valley, he said, was largely

an interurban

line

in favor of the buildin"' of

from Neenah and Menasha

but none of them wanted ihe
or the franchises put in

to Kaukauna,
by speculators,

line built

hands of speculators.

the

The

be controlled and owned by those who
went into the enterprise as an investment. From reprefranchises should

sentations that had been

money

of

millions
enterprise.

made

ready

seemed

it

take

to

that there

hold

of

were
the

Mr. Smith suggested that the council place the

franchise in the hands of three trustees, to investigate the

common council
After the attorney for Mr. Schumacher
had stated that that gentleman had invested $iS,ooo cash in

different

propositions and report to the

for its approval.

the present lailway system and did not intend to see hisrights taken

his chair.

The men who

the lines to any responsible bidder.

sell

did

r.oi inlci

away wlihout a
d to b'ctk :n>

fight

on

kgiun

his

part, althouch he

aie enterprise so long as

;

December
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he did not suffer. Editor T. B. Reid of Appleton got the
and proceeded to explain Mr. Smith's letter. He said

floor

Mr. Smith had arranged with eastern

that

line,

Mr.

and that the company stood ready to begin the work.
Reid further said that the people and the Common

313

the power, because the bridge is not one over which cars are
run.

The

ab-

capitalists to

sorb hi3 Appleton street railway and to build the interurban

ELECTRICIAN.

contract

equipment

awarded

of

to C.

for

the

complete

construction

and

Waukesha Beach railway has been
E. Loss & Co.
The rolhng stock has not
the

yet been ordered.

Council were friendly to Mr. Smith and that no other com-

Before the engineering students at the Wisconsin Slate

pany could get a franchise through that city. The speaker
added that the company would pot up bonds for $20,000 or

University at Madison, Louis A. Ferguson, electrical engineer of the Chicago Edison company, recently delivered

any other reasonable amount. President Pierson of the
Appleton council endorsed what Mr. Reid had said. One

subjects.

for

Mr. Tillotsbn was the first promoter
nf the road and that he ought to have the franchise if he
could get financial backing; otherwise he would be shamegentleman

state<l that

Mr. Smith's enterprise,
that the Smith
siill he would be paid for his work, and
company would buy out Mr. Schumacher if it could get the
opportunity.
A vote was taken as lo what the people of
Menasha preferred, a road to Kaukauna or one to Oshkosh,
in case both were out of the question, and the Kaukauna
did not have any connection with

At

The

a big majority.

week from

adjourned

council

Tuesday without taking any

ne.\t

Common

the meeting of the N'eenah

members of

the council

who had

Council the Til-

The

investigated the matter

whom

and those

that Tillotson

His subject

he rep-

was "Modern

Power

Electrical

C.

PERSONAL.
H. T. Richards, of

the EIlcIi-u-ciI I\c:'i£w of

New

York,

has resigned to accept a responsible position with the Fidelity & Casualty company of Nevv York.
Mr. Richards is
an experienced advertising man and in his five years' connecwide with the -A'tv/>:i' he made a large number of friends,

who

join

will

the

Western Elecirician

wishing him success in his

new

in

sincerely

venture.

NEW INCORPORATIONS.

a

definite action.

ceremony.

lotson franchise was killed without any

were of the opinion

until

of a series of lectures by outsiders on electrical

first

Stations."

Mr. Reid explained that while Mr. Tillotson

fully treated.

line got

the

Findlay Telephone company, Findlay, O.; capital stock,
$15,000.
Ferris Electric & Manufacturing
Iowa; capital stock, $10,000.

company. Cedar Rapids,

resented were not sincere in their dealings with

People's Electric Railway company, Terre PIaut,e, Ind.
capital stock, $100,000; to operate an electric railway; A.

the ordinance

J.

(

American Telephone Construction company, Anderson,
Ind,; capital stock, $200,000; to construct and operate telephone plants at Noblesvijle, Lebanon, Bluffton, Laporte
and Anderson; Charlts M. Harriman, Anderson, Ind.

Neenah and
was shelved. A proposition was presented
by W. L. Davis and Thomas Higgins asking that a franh'se similar to the one that Tillotson had sought be granted
to them.
If the Iranchise were granted lo them, the applicants stated, the road would surely be completed and in
operation by September I, 1S95, as they meant business.
1 heir idea was to build a ine from Oak Hill cemetery to
Beach, independent of the street railway

P.righton

operation.

It

is

thought that

the

if

Neenah

any franchise Messrs. Davis and Higgins

now

in

council grants

wiil get

is in

urban

Sidney Electric Railway company, Sidney, O.; capital
stock, $100,000; to operate a line of electric railway in and
through the village of Sidney, thence to the village of Loramies, thence to the village ol^ Minstei', O., for the carrying
of passengers, baggage, mail, freight and express.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

the

He

supporting him.

The

declares

that
will

fire

incori)orated, and tVat it will build the line in O^hko~h without fail, and also the line from Oshkosh to
Kaukauna if the franchises can be olilained. He announces

OJO

still

is

Street Railway

he

named

that the following

gentle.nen will serve as directors

George H. Ketcham of Toledo, O.;
general manager of the
J, Kobusch, secretary, treasurer and
St. Louis Car company;
Otto Van Schrader, secretary,
treasurer and general manager of the Rankin & Fritsch

of his organization:

Foundry & Machine company of

Louis; Charles E. Loss

St.

ofC. E. Loss &: Co., contractors, Chicago; Worman McCarty of the Westinghouse Electric company of Toledo; F.

M. Ohl, Toledo, and W. C.

Gottshall, St. Louis.

Fry of the telegraph department of
the Chicago, Milwaukeee& St. Paul Railroad company and
G. M. Ba->ford, formerly engineer of signals on that road but
Superintendent U.

J.

now engaged in electrical appliance worlcin Chicago, have just
patented a new railroad block signal system.
It is claimed
makes

that the system

impossible unless the

work

and

enginemen

To

regarding signals.
the

collisions froin the front or the rear

let

disobey the rules

flatly

a train out of a block requires

of two operators, from three to five miles apart,

order to permit any accident both of them would

in

make

same blunder

same

have

to

The

invention consists of a set of instruments connected

with

the

the

rails

and also with

block signal station.

When

and the

l)lock,

open

is

semaphore

the

is

he desires

first

at

that station unlocks the

at

By

train has passed out of the block.
is

first

on

his

station that the

a train's entering the

placed in an abnormal condition,

and when the train leaves the block,

it

automatically places

normal condition by contact with the elecdevice on the track.
A train following would be

the system in
trical

that station cannot

station by pressing a button

desk, which notifies the operator at the

block the signal system

far

the train arrives at the other

end of the block the operator
semapliore at the

as

which the train

at the station

When

to.

each

at

clear

is

time.

allowed to pass into that

locked so that the operator

it if

semaphore

track

the

as the next station, the train

leaves

at precisely the

its

electric plant

December nth,

company

line,

the Wisconsin Interurban

as well as

by the operators.

The system,

it is

claimed, ap-

preventing a train

going east from entering the block so long as there

is

in

the block a train going either east or west.

There

is

pending

in the

common

council of

Oconomowoc

a franchise for a street railway system lo be operated

of Public

operate the folding draw of the

by

electricity.

The

Works has decided

new Sixteenth

to $12,000, partially covered

tional avenue street car line.

The

city will

by insurance.

O., Electric Light company is said lo have
passed out of the control of the General Electric company.
The slock is nuw owned almost entirely in Dayton.

Work will shortly be begun on the Baltimore- Washington Boulevard copipany's electric line.
It is understood
that contracts have been let for the line between Washington and Laurel, a distance of 17 miles.
It is expected that
cars on the line will reach a rate of speed of a mile a minute, but the scheduled time will be about one hour between
the two cities.
David Newbold, president of the company,
is in Philadelphia completing arrangements for the
work.
The road will reach Baltimore by way of Catonsville.
By paying into the treasury of the town of Cicero, Cook
III., $25,000 withrn thirty days and giving a bond
for the same sum to insure completion of the road within
two years, the Ogden Street Railroadcompany has obtained
the right to operate electric railways in the southern part
of the town. The overhead trolley system will be used. The
fares will be five cents for a continuous trip and transfers
county,

will

be given to the Cicero & Proviso street railroad. The
will invest $1,000,000 in tracks and rolling stock.

company

The Detroit Railway company, which proposes to makea
rate, has been incorporated with a capital stock
of $1,000,000.
One-half of the stock is taken by the Packs
and Everett, and $100,000 of this stock has been paid in.
3Ts cent fare

claimed that

There

is

in Grand Island, Neb., on
company s;ariing with 500 lamp-. It is
number has been increased to 1,000 lights.

this

a lively competition

between the

electric

and gas

companies.

The application of the city solicitor of Middletown, O.,
to enjoin the city council from entering into a contract with
the Middletown Electric Light &: Power company for ihe
lighting of the streets of Middletown for the next ten yeai's
was denied by Judge Giffen at Hamilton. '1 he ciiy solicitor
sought to set aside the contract on the ground that it had
not been let to the lowest bidder; that the election was illegal for the reason that it should have been held at the
spring election, as the statutes provided for the holding of
such elections at the regular election of the nnmicipality.
The court overruled every point made by the solicitcr, deciding that the word "regular" in the statutes did not mean
the spring election, bat any election where the people were
called upon to vote on questions of general public interest.
The solicitor has given notice of appeal.

An ordinance has been introduced in the Chicago city
council granting a franchise to the Citizens' Light & Power
company to lay electric wires fora term of twenty-fivey as
in or under the streets, alleys and sidewalks by and with .1-e
consent of the adjacent property owners in the down- town
business district hounded as follows: On the north byJacUson
street, on the east by Lake Michigan, on the south by Taylor street and on the west the south branch of the Chicago
The franchise grants power to lay, operate and
river.
maintain within the territory named a line or lines of electrical conductors for the purpose of furnishing light, heat
and power. The ordinance provides that the work shall
be done under the direction of the commissioners of public
works; that no work shall be done except between the
hours of 7 P. M. and 7 A. M., the work to begin at once,
and all streets, alleys or sidewalks torn up shall be restored,
the company giving sufficient bond for this purpose before
The ordinance also provides that the
the permit is issued.
company shall deposit a bond of $25,000 with the comptroller and shall also pay to the city yearly 3 per cent, of
the gross receipts of the company.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
& Co. will build the electric railway fiom
Alexandria to Marion, Ind., for $525,000. This firm also
built the road from Broad Ripple to Indianapolis, and has
the contract for the Indianapolis and Franklin road.
C. E. Loss

The

street

line

whom

The building of the electric road on West Monroe street,
Chicago, is progressing at an astonishingly rapid rate. There
something mysteri'ius about the work. The company is
prevented by its franchise from using the oveirhead wires;
it is not being built for an undergrotmd conduit system;
its
owners will not tell just what system is to be used. Possibly some form of storage battery is to be used to provide
motive pawer, but it is more likely that the overhead system
will be eventually employed. This new road is being built by
the Chicago &Jefferson Urban Transit company.
It may be
controlled by Mr. Yerkes, or it may not.
That is another
bit of mystery.
Anyhow, the road is being built and built
rapidly
Irom Canal street out Monroe to Morgan, then
north on Morgan to Fulton.
That is to be the present
western terminus.
is

MISCELLANEOUS.
Negotiations are in progress by the management of the
Cotton States and International Exposition at Atlanta for
an electric fountain of very much the same character as that_
which was in operation at the World's Fair. This feature in
the center of the open area will be one of the most attractive, and will draw thousands of people at night.

The South Yuba Water company has applied for a franchise to bring in electric energy for power, light and heat
into Sacramento, Cal.
The power site is at Newcastle,
thirty miles distant, and the company proposes to supply
Auburn, Newcastle, Penryn and Rockhn with

The company
power

is

of Baltimore expects to have its
equipped with electricity by January 15th.
operated by cable.
Contracts for the over-

line

now

claims

to

be

able

to

electricity.

furnish 4,500 horse

for Sacramento.

An idea of the part electricity plays in the development of
cities may be gained by comparison of the statistics which
have just been gathered by Prof. Gilmore for the article
upon Rochester in Johnson's Encyclopaedia with the article
written ten years ago by Fred. A. Whittlesey.
The population in rSSo was 89,360; in 1890, 133,896, and in 1894
In the last ten years the increase has been over
152,000.
Three gas companies with a total capital of
50,000.
$i,Soo,ooo and with 90 miles of mains supplied the city
with unsatisfactory gas light ten years ago.
The gas and
electric company with a capital of $4,300,000 furnishes the
far better gas and electric light that is now Rochester's.
A
street railway company operated 40 miles o'i track in 18S0
and offered for the accommodation of j^assengers the bobtailed
horse cars that moved little faster than one would walk and
in the bottom of which was loose straw in winter to. keep
the feet from freezing.
How different the facilities offered
to-nay! There are S5 miles of trackage, over which the
rapid and comfortable electric cars carry its passengers in
less than one-half of the time.
The transfer system is also
an innovation.

TRADE NEWS.
Victor D'Unger, formerly of the electrical firm of
D* linger Bros, of Baltimore, is now connected with Taylor,
Dee & Mack of 320 Dearborn street.
S.

The Fontaine Crossing &

Electrical

company, Detroit,

JMich,, has appointed F, P. Thorp its Chicago agent, with
Mr. Thorp recently established
offices in the Rookery.
himself as designer of electrical and mechanical .apparatus

He is well
for complete electric light and power plants.
fraternity,
having
know^n to the electrical
been connected with the Brush Electric company, the Detroit Electrical Works, the World's Columbian Exposition, and the
Siemens

& Halske company.

foreign business of the R. D. Nuttall company of
Allegheny City, Pa., is growing considerably of late. The
company has shipped an order of "improved trolleys" to
Paris, France, to be used on an electric street railroad, and

The

The Traction company
Gilmor

will be paid in when called for.
It cost the
in a sta^e tax to incorporate.
When and to
the remaining half of ihe stock will be issued is not
decided.
The directors of the new company were elected
as follows:
Gr.een Pack, Albert Pack, H. A. Everett, C.
L. Pack and C. W. Wason.

company $500

ist. the

doubled.

Na-

The combined weight of the fly-wheel,
generator is upward of 70 tons.

was introduced

Electric light

December

to

have to pay for

fly-wheel weighs So,ooo pounds, is twenty feet in diameter,
is built directly on the .shaft and put up in ten sections.
armature, shaft and

and

—

The Dayton,

by

street viaduct

current will be supplied from the

Osawatomie, Kas., was burned on

The six miles of the Castle Shannon narrow-gauge railroad, near Pittsburg, will be changed to standard gauge and
If the
electricity substituted for steam as moti\'e power.
plan is successful the number of stations on the line will be

horse, electricity or other power.

The Milwaukee Board

in

entailing a loss of $S,ooo.

The Edison plant in Oskaloosa, la., was destroyed by
on December i2th. The los^ is estimated at from $10,-

locked out of the block by the operation of the track system

plies equally as well to single track roads,

The Laurie Engine company, Montreal, has built for the'
Toionto Street Railway company the largest engine ever
manufactured in Canada for a similar purpose. Its norma! capacity is 1,200 horse power, and its generative power
from 1,500 to 2,200 amperes. It cost over $50,000. The

The remainder

The

it.

hands of a committee of three at present.
Tillotson has not given up the fight, however, and Oshkosh, the largest city along the route of the proposed intermatter

Crawford, Terre Haute, Ind.

head work have been awarded and the electric cars have
been built and are on'lheir way to Baltimore.

WESTERN

3t4
it is

about to filU similar order for a street raihvay comBelgium.

now

pany

in

Tlie Lancaster Railway Construction company has secured
the contract? for building the extensions of the Reading
Traction company's system at Reading, Pa. The first line

be

will

fifteen miles in length and work will be commenced
Everything will be up to the highest standard and

at once.

the .Medbery line material will be used on the overhead line
work. All material will be furnished by the Hubley Manu-

facturing company.
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iron,

and

is

covered with the Berlin

comp
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anti-condensa-

tion corrugated iron.

A very interesting catalogue of some upto d.ite electrical
is Ijeing mailed by the Washington Electric comAnyone wishing to secure a copy can do so
pany, Chicago.
liy sending a postal card to the company.
specialties

The Berlin Iron Bridge company of East Berlin, Conn.,
has just completed a new boiler house for the Metropolitan
The roof of the ClinElectric company at Reading, Penn.
ton, Mass., Wire Cloth company's new boiler house is of

For ten years the desk calendar issued by the Pope Manufacturing company, Hartford, Conn., has held a unique
place among busines-; helpers. 'J"he calendar for 1S95, which
is just issued, is even brighter than its predecessors in appearance, as clever artists have added dainty silhouette and
sketch to the usual contributions that have heretofore given
this

popular calendar

charm.

its

ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued December iS, i8g4.

Thomas T. La Pointe, James
Electric Conduit.
530,951.
H. Flanagan and Charles A. Thompson, New Haven,
Conn. Application filed November 23, 1893.
secA conduit for electric light wires, consisiinv of separate protions, each of which has a peripheral casing, heads thereon
vided with joint rings and a grout composition in the casing
perforated with passages extending from the fillings in one headplate to the fillings in the other head-plait, is described.

'

Wire Finder. Frederick F. Meyer and
Meyer, Newark, N. J. Application hltd

Trolley

530,954.

William

March

S.

1894.

14,

In this trolley device there is the combination of the trolley
pole and wheel, with a trolley wire finder pivotally connected

ey pole, consisting essentially of pivoied finder
laterally back of the trolley wheel, a ring having a loop connected with the finder arnis, and means connected with the ring and its loop for bringing the finder arms
in position on opposite sides of he trulley wire.

with the

trol

arms extending

Hand Operaiirg Mechanism

530,956.
motives.

phcation

for Electric

Loco-

Mitchell, Boston, Mass.
April 14, 1S92.

Andrew W.
filed

Ap-

Orlando P. Briggs
Sign" Advertising Machine.
and William R. Patterson, Chicago, 111. Application
filed January 26, 1S94.
This invention is a form of the device now quite generally
employed for form-ng words or characters with electric lamps
successively illuminated, and an automatically operated pointer
which traces the words or characters as the lamps are lighted
and extinguished.
ControlHng Device for Elevators. Alonzo B.
531,070.
See and Walter L. Tyler, Brooklyn, N. Y. Application filed August 24, 1S94.

531, otS.

An

provided with a stationary shuntwound motor, a magnetically controlled reversing switch and
circuit closer at or near the motor, a resistance in the armature
circuit, a regula or for gradually cutting itout. a regulator for
gradually varying the resistance of the field magm t circuit, and
a controller mounted on the car provided with contacts for conelectric

elevator

Organs.

Application

Mich.

the circuit closer

and the

field

resistance.

Coupler for

531.077.

Telephone Transmitter. David A. Kusel, St.
531,194.
Application filed August 6, 1894.
Louis, Mo.

is

trolling the reversing switch,

magnet

the lamps, an armature arran.ed between and in line with the
pole ends of said shunt electro-magnet, a rotary metallic cylinder inclosing the armature, and a main electro-magnet within
whose field the cylinder and its inclosed armature are located,
said field intersecting the field of the shunt magnet, and said
main electro-magnet being arranged at such a distance from
the armature that the phase movement between the two fields
is as great as possible, the interval of proportionality between
the current and velocity being within broad limits, and the
damping by Foucault current rendered very effective and independent of the main current.

filed

Charles

February

10,

Wales, Detroit,
1S94.

In this instrument there are a series of pipe actuating devices and an electric circuit arranged in multiple, contacts in
the circuit a switch engaging the conta ts, a key for actuating
the switch, and means for engaging and moving the contacts
out of operative relation with the switch.

Here is the claim: The combination ol the diaphragm
holder, having opposite perforated ears projecting a distance
beyond its rear edge, clamping s rews extending in alignment
and threaded into said ears, with their headed ends outward,
an internal annular flange or shoulder on said holder, to support the diaphragm some distance in the rear of the front piece
of the transmitter box a diaphragm, a clanipmg ring loosely
mounted in rear of said diaphragm and provided with diametrically opposite projections, having inwardly and rearwardly
conv rging or inclined surfaces, which are engaged by the inner
ends of said 1 lamping screws, whereby when said screws are
moved toward each other they will forcibly engage said incliu' d surface of ^a d ring and urge the latter forward Into intimate contact with said diaphragm, an electrode adjacent said
diaphragm, and suitable connections

Telephone Speaking Tube System. Thomas C.
Wales, Jr., Boston, Mass. Application filed April

531.078.

1894.
This is a telephone' speaking-tube system comprising a
There- is a plurality of circuits, a common source of electricity, and a call w.re, the circuits extending
to eai h station and provided with normally open branch terminal switches or spring-jacks, one for each circuit the inner
springs of which are connected to the respective conductors of
the home circuit, and the outer springs are connected to the rejpective conductors of the associated circuits, with a plug connector, and telephones in a normally open bridge of the home
circuit, and branches Irom the circuit conductors to the source
01 electriLily, one of each pair having included therein an
Upon the insertion of the plug
electro-magnetic resistance.
connector into a spring-jack, and the removal of the telephone
from the hook switch, the home circuit is linked to a distant
station, and the telephones are automatically bridged into the

7,

plurality of stations.

Electrical Switch Setting and Locking Device.
Karl Morleregger, Vienna. Austria-Hungary. Application filed February 8, 1S93.

531,130.
for the invention herewith illustrated follows: In an electric car, in combination, a rod conne'-ted to
ihe brake mechanism for braking ihe car, a gear secured
thereto, a miter gear secured thereto, a miter gear turning in a

The second claim

suitable support and engaging with the brake rod miier gear, a
e-ir piece on the separate miter gear, a rack bar arranged
to slide back and forth in a suitable support and engage with
the gear on said rod. a lug or ear piece on said rack bar arranged to engage with the lug or ear piece of ihe miter gea--, a
rod turning in suitable bearings arranged and adapted 10 be
connected to the rheostat or electric controller of the electric
motor and a gear secured to said latter rod engaging with the

lug or

rack bar.

530,957.
l.nix,

Elmer E. MulFinger Board Telegraph Key.
Application filed July 31,
Burlington, Kas.

C-)

The invention is described as
comp ising switch rails,

the combination with a railway
a screw shaft, a nut adapted to
tra' el along the screw, and connect ons between the swiich rails
and nut. of an electro-motor coupled to the scr. w shaft for
rotating it, and electric switch devices (."oupled with the motor
and the switch rail actuating mechanism, whereby as the switch
is set over in one direction by operation of the mechanism, the

switch,

contacts will be automatically readjusted in readiness to reverse rolatii n of the screw shaft on the next passage of the current through the motor.

Apparatus for Electric Heating, Smelting and
531,143,
Woodfolk and John C.
Separating.
Jo-^eph W.
Whartun, Nashville, Tenn. Application filed December 12, 1893.

1894.
A series of independently revoluble telegraphing wheels provided with peripheral symbol projections, and a single continuous movable press rod normally held in contact with the
peripheries of all of the wheels and arranged to work over and

i-^

NO. 531,146.
Electric

531,214.

ElSafety Appliance for Railroads.
Application filed

ward L. Orcutt, Somerville, Mass.

November

circuit.

NO. 530,956-

Dnann

2, 1893.

A tr?ck circuit formed in p rt of the rails of the track, and a
parallel or actuating circuit so arranged that the charging or
breaking of one circuit will close or break the other, and a (intact place in each circuit, a source of electricity, a closed tra k
cir. uit charging circuit, a closed parallel or actuating ciicuit
charging circuit, and a closed tri.in-i oniroUlng circuit on the
train switching or looping brn.
in the track circuit char.-iiig
circuit, and in the parallel or ac.ating circuit charging circuit
to engage respectively the contact plates in the track cirtuii
and parallel or actuating circuit to loop the latter circuits into
the former when the brushes engage the plates, and mechanism
operated by the breaking of either circuit to stop the train.
.

'

Brake and Power Controller for Electric Cars.
Mitchell, Boston, Mass.
Application

531,268.

Andrew W.
filed

January 22, 1S94.

A brake roi of a car, having a handle or wheel, a gear on its
lower end, a rack bar arranged to slide back and forth in suitable guideways Co engage with the gear, another gear on a suitable support arranged to engage with the rack bar, a sprocket
wheel connected to the latter gear or Its journal, and a chain
engaging with the sprocket wheel and with the rheostat or electric controller of an electric motor.

onto a separate telegraph or circuit closing key.

Circuit Closer for Burglar

530.975.

fred Stromberg, Chicago, lU.

Alarm Systems.
Application filed

Al-

531,275.

May

Md.

The combination comprises two track rails, rollers on the roadbed between the two track rails arranged in two longitudinal
lines and spaced apart, a car provided with flanged wheels to
traverse the track rails, a transverse bar underneath the car,
and a pressure frame below the car axles, and having one end
hinged to the transverse bar and the other end free to be raised

24, 1894.
plate connected in a protective circuit, a plunger adapted
to make contact with the plate and to be depressed when the
covering is closed, contact spi ings adapted to be engaged by the
plunger in the depressed position thereof, a resistance connected between the springs and ground, a local circuit at the
central office containing a batiery and a signal devii e, an
electro-magnet thereat adapted to close the local circuit when
the protective circuit is opened, and an electromagnet adapted
to close the local circuit when the resistance is cut from the cir-

A

or lowered.

Electric Block Signaling System.
Adonram J.
Wilson, Port Ch«te"r, N. Y. Application filed May

531,284.

A

Alfred Stromberg, ChiBurglar Alarm System.
530.976.
cago, 111.
Application filed May 24, 1S94.
The combination with a removable
The first claim is given

Electric

Program Clock.

John L. McCaskey,

Waynesbo rough, Pa., assignor to Frederick Frick.
Application filed September 13, 1893.

A

calendar
The principal features of this invention are:
switch, the ratchet of which is providi d with a single movable
contact and a series of conducting plates in the path of the conhaving
suitable
electact and insulated from each other, and
trical connections and means c< ntrolled by theclock for rotating
the spindle of the calendar switch.

Frank C. Priestly, San
Electric Converter.
53 1 005
Application filed February 16, 1S94.
Francisco, Cal.
.

In the electric converter described there is a core composed
of two segments formed by superposed sheets of thin metal
fastened together, the sheets of each segment having a series of
extensions or projections extending between corresponding extensions or projections on the opposing segment, and the ends
of the projections on each sheet are beveled or inclined in the
same direction, with means for forcing the segments together.

track block is divided into subsections, a track circuit
for each subsection, a normally de-energi:^cd
signal circuit f r the block, means for energizing the signal circuit In the rear of the block, and means lor de-energizing the
signal circuit upon a change in the electric condition of ea h of
the track circuits of the block, two or more of the track circuits
being so connected together that when one of them is operated
another is also operated to affect the signal circuit, a switch for
the block, and an Indicator therefor, a circuit for operating or
controlling the indicator, and means for operating the Indicator
circuit located in the rear of the indicator.

being provided

:

covering for an opening, of a socket provided with contacts, a
removable pljg provided with contacts adapted when the plug
is inserted in the socket to engage the contacts of said socket to
co'tiplete a protective circuit, said so ket being so located that
the plug, when inserted therein, will lie in the path of said removable covering to prevent the uncovering of the opening
without the removal of the plug, and signal apparatus in circuit
with said plug addpted to sound an alarm when the plug is
withdi'awn from the socket.

,

•

14, 1S94.

cuit.

531,002.

Street Car Motor.
John Radoniski, Baltimore,
Application filed July 13, 1S94.

-NO.

53i'i43-

The

in

a

device, as shown in the abov-! cut, is an electric heatand smelting apparatus, having means for circulating
body of water, and the chief features are the hollow electrode
^

through which the material to be treated is fed, the electrode
surround ng the hollow electrode and through which the water
circulates, and the connections from an electric source to the

PI.

Signal

Lamp

for Electric

Baker, Detroit, Mich.

Railway Cars.

Application

Charles

filed April 24,

1S94.

The illustration shows a t oiley support of an electric railway
an electric signal lamp inclosed in the casing secured to the
rotary support of the trolley arm, and having one terminal of
the lamp in electrical contact, an arm secured to the lamp casing
constituting the other terminal of the lamp, and a fixed contact
ring with which the arm is adapted to form a traveling electric
contact, the contact ring forming one terminal of the lamp circuit on the car.
car.

53i»^53near
filed

Theodor Bruger, Bockenheim,
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany. Application
Electric Meter.

June 22, 1894.

Claim

In alternating current meters, the combination of a shunt electro-magnet arranged In parallel circuit with
I

H.

Incandescent Electric Lamp Socket.
Charles
Balsley, Connellsville, Pa.
Application filed April

20, 1894.

electrodes.

531 146.

531,288.

follows

:

In this electric lamp socket the body is provided with a
transverse septum a lamp clamp, a conductive part, make-andbreak mechanism between the lamp clamp and conductive part,
a lamp head connecting part projecting through the septum in
electrical connection with the conductive part, a cap adapted to
be secured to the body and provided with line wire connections,
and conductive plates In electrical connection with the line
wire conneition, and adapted when the cap Is secured to the
body to be In contact with the conductive parts therein.

Guide for Trolley Wheels. William H. Dick531,291.
erhoof. Cincinnati, O.
Application filed July 23, 1S94.

A trolley is described having Its axis mounted on bearings
and capable of a vibratory movement thereon independent of
the movement of the bearings, guide arms connected with the
a.\is and pivoted to the bearings, and a yielding connection between the guide arms and the bearing supports.

~
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BOSTON,

CHICAGO,

75-81 Cornliill.

1137-1138 MoDadnoct

Manufacturers of High Crade Wires and Cables.

Simplex T. Z. R. Weatherproof Wires.
Simplex Braided Caoutchouc Wires.
Simplex Mining Wires.
Simplex Lead Covered Cables.
Simplex Submarine Armored Cables.
Write for Prices.
Western Selling A^ent, H. R. HIXSON, 1137 and

1138

Monadnock, CHICAGO.

ELECTRIC
Ceiling

THE

axd

Roth

Column

Perfect in Design,

250 aDl 500 Volts Direct cnrrent.

116,125,

Eck

Zt

FAN MOTORS.

and Electrolier
AreWoMfor

Tel. Harrison 305.

Durable, Economical,
Noiseless, Self- Oiling.

Finely

We
of

claim

We

Absolute Superiority

Construction and

Highest

invite a test.

Give us a sample
and

Finished in Rich Black Japanning
with Nickel Plated Trimmings.

order, thoroughly test the Crescent,

be convinced.

Efficiency.

Onr Prices Vlll Defy Competition.
Send for Circular and Price

Roth sc

List to

Eck,

UANtTPACTUBEBa OF

THE CRESCENT ELECTRIC CO

Dynamos and

,

32 Market

aiannf&ctnrers of Electrical Specialties,

Street,

Motors,

CHICAGO.

AGENTS WANTED.
STEPHEN

THE DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
NO BELTS.

NO SHAFTING.

B.

ELKINS,

Prest.

The Harrison

PATRICK EQAN,

H.

Seo'y.

HANFOKD,

J.

Gen'l Mgr.

International Teieplione Go.
WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

NEW TYPE

CEILING,

DESK PROPELLER FANS
FOR DIRECT
OR
ALTERNATING CURRENT.

FLOOR COLUMN,

COUNTER COLUMN
FANS
FOR DIRECT CURRENT

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

Harrisoii InterDatioBal Telepione.

We

either sell onr telephones oatrisht or lease them for a term
of years.

NOW
of oaroeiv

Sendfor Catalogue contalnlug: cat

"ELECTROLIER" FAN.

BEING

This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, uranted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435,295, Rranted to William Hotson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic Bwltchlward. Our
patents embrace every device necessary In the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

DIEHL & COMPANY,

386 Broadvay, New York

City.

at their offices,

44 and 46 AVall

1821,

MORRIS, TASKER

&

tm.,

1888.

CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

S. Third St.. Pliiladelpliia, Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-K!anufacturers of-

It IrflB Pi
ELECTRIC LIGHT and BIILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

Wew York.

July

7.
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No Solution
The

Yet.

Electrician's

Extract from a Paris
Letter.

Wooing.

My darling, wire yoo eo cold?
Pray let my ohm be tbine;
This system me a joy to hold
And pressure hind in mine.

Though yon may search from pole
You'll lind that I ampere
Of anyone, so

No motor

let

part,

This is the type of a man that the
weather never wrinkles. He is as impregnable to the scorching rays of a
July sun as he is to the importunities of

to pole,

as join,

my dear.

The gold our atatioD will demand,
Our needs to gratify,
The circcmstancefl I am in
Can descently supply.

Okonite
Wire.

He is quite an
aggravating atom in the social fabric,
he is so cool while every other body is
his foreign son-in-law.

The current of my thought is toward
One central lamp of hlies,
On« heart I volt of there to cling
Need dynamo's it is?

Interior

fairly roasting.

No

let us haste to lay our views
Before your pa and ma.
But if they their coDsent refuse,

So

Conduit

Let's skip the trolley-la.

Supplies.

Helios

Arc

Lamps.

Of all the replies, good, bad and
worse, that came floating to us
through the sizzling summer air,
not one seemed to approach a rational solution of the lines.
really thought better of our friends;
however, the efforts were com-

We

Washington

Carbons.

mendable, and we've had no end
Rather the best
of fun over it.
thing that came to hand was the
one published below.
It is from the wilds of Manhattan Island, and is fraught with a
scintillant meter that entitles the
author to rank along with Jim

Ben King,

Riley,

Nye and

Bill

Constitution

the Atlanta
grapher.

para-

not every body

—some

the

of

smart set have provided themselves with
one of those delightful American inventions, a fan-motor.
Next to an egg-nog,
also an American invention, I think they
are deserving of unusual favor; doubtless
Mr. Lundell, the inventor, will be elected
one of the Society of Immortals. I have
seen these fan-motors in all the swell
resorts and cafes, and they are simply
ubiquitous on the avenue des Arcadias
in

the Bois.

You will naturally want to know
where they can be purchased. I think a
Chicago firm, The Central Electric Co.,
have them for sale in America.
This evening I am going to lunch
with a delightful

little

(^

creature at the

Cafe Chinois, and afterward we
a spin on a bicycle.

,i}f

take

will

The Maiden*s Reply.
The maiden read with glud surprise
The lines above, as quoted,
And telephoned the gentleman
Below, as will be noted.

my

"Unit

I offer

heart to yours, dear

This melting heat ought to be
cient

argument

in

favor of

sutfi-

Fan-Motors—

air,

we've

no resistance.
will, I'm yours from date.
with some assistance.

got

every imaginable

kind

to

And come watt
That

is,

suit

you and your customer— don't

dis-

There's bars and bolts between us, dear,

opposed to sparhing,
And keeps a dog to scare away
All gentlemen, by barking.

For

pa's

My ohms surrounded by
I

appoint him by putting up an
kind.

The best

is

inferior

Lundell's.

a wall

That's made of brick and clay, sir;
ne'er could climb it e'en for you.
For I'm not built that way, sir;

Our

But could you get a pole somewhere
(Long double poles are better),

And place them
Advising

Why then,

both against the wall,

me by

I'd ready be for you;

We'd land upon our

plete

than

now

— our

catalogue

epitome of the higher grades of

Which keeps us now assunder.
We'd laugh at bars and McKlnlocka,
And married be— by thunder."

cal

merchandise.

If

not already

an

electri-

Kansas City, Mo.

Soutliern Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

in

pos-

session, get one.

The Central

SPECIAL AGENTS:
Co.,

is

feet, dear.

once outside this horrid wall

Qate City Electric

and supplies was never more com-

letter?

On top the wall we'd meet, dear,
And gently eliding down the poles

And

tools

stock of construction material,

Electric Company,
173-175 Adams Street,
CHICAGO.
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HUBLET
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.

4;*'"^*^^

TROLLEY WHEELS, Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a lOfiOO mile TCCOVd — Still running.
TnOLLEY HAnPS, Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.

We guarantee 20 per cent, more life than any anti-friction metal offered for sale.
Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

BcAnlNGS For Dynamos

and Motors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets, all of our design and patents. Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.
Black and White Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE HUBLEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Lancaster, Pa.

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
Hill Patent Self-LockiDg Starting Switcli.
No

possible chance for an accident, as the Switch cannot
be closed until the resistance is all in.

COMPACT.

CHEAP.

nAO'de

"W.

S. Hill

DURABLE.

0XI.X7- 133^ tile

Electric

133 OliTer Street,

Company,

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
Switcli and Elieostat

ComMned.

NiW YORK, ELSON & BREWSTER, 143

U ROCHE
MANDFACTDRED

IN SIZES

CHICAGO, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

Liberly Street.

We Want Western

LIST.

Business.

ALTERNATORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
v^o:
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

Hfew Tork,
Boston,
Knoxville,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. lionis,

Pittsbnrg,

Mobile.

l,O0O Liight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
^^xo^^aLO-cd.

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORO, Rialto Buildine:,
ST. XiC^TTXS, ACO.
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BARGA
Having

purchased

the

remaining

stoek

Company's Chicago branch, and removed same
to

of

actual cost
insulators,
~

amount of standard

offer a large

manufacture,

cross

arms,

of

the

Ansonia Electric

to our store,

we

are enabled

electrical material at prices belov^ the

including railway glass insulators, porcelain

Fletcher's

sleet

proof

pulleys,

high

insulation

brackets and windlasses, fuse links and wire, carbon brushes and sheets,
glass

and porcelain shades, Cleveland arc cut-outs and switches, moisture-

proof sockets, carbon cases, battery coppers, 6x8,

Our reolar

line includes ail Electric

etc., etc.

Railway Supplies,

Insulated Wire, Electrical Material,
Write for Prices.

Incandescent

Liirlit

Supplies, Electrical House Goods.

307 Dearborn Street,
CHICAGO.

WALLACE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

STORACE BATTERIES.
Electric-Power Storage Company,
MANUFACTURERS OF

STANDARD PLANTE STORAGE BATTERIES.
These batteries will not polarize or sulphate, and their plates will not
disintegrate and cannot buckle.
Highest efficiency, Largest delivery. Lowest
internal resistance.
Can furnish cells from ten to ten thousand ampere hours'
Batteries for central station work, batteries for electric launches,
capacity.
for surgical, dental and medical work, and for all purposes to which storage
Complete lighting
batteries are applicable.
All cells tested and guaranteed.
and power plants installed.

For

particulars

and estimates address

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE
Room 1210 Havemeyer

Building,

NEW

YORK.

CO.,

»
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and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brash Double Arc

Lamp

Patents eustalned by

BRUSH

repeated decisions
of U. S. Courts.

ELECTRIC

&.genctes in

all

CO.,

large citieB.

TheEuasell & Officer Electrical Construction Oo., Denver, Col.
Bagnall and HUles, Yokohoma, Japan.

MOULDED

MICA

Office

and Works, Cor. Belden and 91ason Sts.,

^^#W#^
-^^^^m-

CliEVEljAND, OHIO.

THE HELIOS LAMP FOR STREET LIGHTING.
A. L.

WARFBL. Pwooi

W.

Knoxvilie Electric bight and

H.

MOOHEHOUSE,

Power

(

Co.

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS,
TREE INSULATORS, ETC.

T,ca£a^^xi:.^..../.

H.W. JOHNS
MaDQfaciniiDgCo,,

240 AND 242 RANDOLPH

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Tree Insulator.

NEW

TOBK.

PHILADELPHIA.
BOSTON.

Perfect Protection.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

Coatecook, P. Q-

III.

Electric

Car- Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

OF HEAT.

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., I3IO

Filbert St., Philadelphia.
STANLEY ELECTRTO MFG. CO., Pittefleld, Maea;
THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
New Meiico and Arizona.
Western Agents; THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Southwestern Agents: ST, LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Canadian Agenoy: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Toronto, Canada.
Eastern Agents:

In Practical Operation in more
Than 25 Iieadlne Citle« in
IT. S. and Canada.

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.
CeJIn

to 5,000 amp. hours
Capacity*

frmn 10

Station

Cenlral

and Traction

Cells a

Specialty.

BATTERIES FOR ISOU\TED LIGHTING AND
POWER PLANTS.

Catalogue gives

FACTS and FIGcaES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Euilding,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JOHN

R.

MARKLE,

nigr.

Ofllce,

Manhattan Bldg..

Wesiern Department,

1409-1410
Chicago,

111.
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& C

C

The

Company

Electric

]vi.A.r^i_rF^.A.crTrx_Ji=?E:F=?^ cdf^

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

Electric Motors,

Complete Plants

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

NEW

Street,

nnimK^u
»HAI«l,U

GARWOOD, N, J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

YORK.
m¥^i,'wr.i?ii
Ul^
!< ILKS

.

i

.

I

R. of N. J.

<^HICAeO. loeo and 1081 Klcnadnock Bnildiner. BOSTON. 63 OilCJL,KVEI.ANI>, t iiyalioga Bnildins- PHIIiAMBIiHIA, 633 Arch St.

WIRE AND CABLES.

STANDARD

Every Telephone
United States

"WARD"

and Cables.

is

ARC LAMPS.

Gnt

Ke-

^"^.^.^^^
''

lamps, direct current. Well,
the sale is fairly under way.
W' If you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you

-^Jm

IP

Last

—

any other on the

^

Siiisr

SESID

You have seen our spe
cial offer: on 1,000 "Ward"

IM

^^^

ard of High Grade
will

Company

~'lll!Sl^

in

llie

nsing Kerite Wire

,^,:1 rite is the Stand-

fm

Insnlation,

and

/air
'-i^

Out

and
Class

Market.

FOB SAHPIiES ajid fbices.

GUSHING & MORSE,

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

Oeneral WeBtern Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

203 Broadway, New

Chicago.

York.

W.S. EDWARDS MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTUKEKS OP

quickly. State full particulars

ELECTROLIERS,

and quantity that you wish

Combination Fixtures,

figures on.
Electric

and Combination Brackets,

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

Etetric

Eslablisbed

SEND FOR CATALOGUE,

1881.

Chicago

York.

E. P.

PRICES.

')

Unity Building,

Telephone Building,

New

LOW

ConsUoi k Sqglf

GLEASON MFG.

21 and 23 E. Lake

CO.,

St.

181-189 Mercer
183 Dearborn

Chicago.

St.,

NEW YORK.

St.,

CHICAGO.

E804KC

Big reduction

Send for

in prices

quotations

all

through

our

Improved Holder. £404'^.

WIU fit aU sockets.

line.

compare

and

ivith

the lowest.

Fat. vendins. Melal Half Keflector Sbade, dreen Outside,
White Enamel Inside. Ko extra holder necessary.
Made to lit any socket.

Sectional Bell Cluster. E471.
3, 3 or 4 lights, has a detachable
lo^'er section that forms a flnishinj; piece.

,

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

We

cannot refrain from congratulating oureelveB oq the fact that we are

I have purchased the Wirt Laboratory from the assignee of the Ansonia Electric
Co., together with a large stock of Wirt Indicators; these instruments are all new and
in first-class condition.
They include indicat rs for direct and alternating current
ranging from 10 to 1,000 amperes and from 2* to 3.000 volts. While ihis stock lasts I
will make extremely low prices.
Apply to the undersigned or to your regular dealer

CHABl,E8 WIRT,

COMING TO THE FRONT
There

13

Is the

andsupptiEs

marfeet, and further than that
to handle all orders to the

we know how

SATISFACTION OUR CUSTOMERS
their continued business.

srPI'l>IE8

Yours for orders,

15

843 Madison Street, CHICA«iO

For

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

NORWAY

Hartley Electrical Works,
B.

St.,

all

It will pay

BROWNLEE &

^^iTrrT'^^^Dow Adjuster Co

Purposes.

Box 210, Bratntree, Mass.

CO.. 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave.. Newark, N. J.

Send for Circular.

PINE CROSS-ARMS,

T.G. RAFFERFY&GO.,

you to get our
CO,,

prices.

relia-

llanufactered Solely by

3S3-»iS

Z>X7Zl£I

UEABBOBX 8TBEKT
CBIBA.GQI.

General Western Agents,

Detroit, IVIich.

-

RUBBER COVERED WIRES AND CABLES

SAL-AMMONIAC.

For Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone, Aerial, Underground and Submarine.

Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent, Fare.

ISl Klnzle

Boston.

BAKER &

WHITE OAK PINS.

Chicago.

12 years' experience.

Hartley, Mgr.

St.,

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased,

A SPECIALTY,

873 Uearborn

Custom House

iIaATINXJM

and Beiinding.

ARMATURES, FIELDS AND CONVERTERS

•.•

INSULATOR COMPANY,

-.•

I

Electrical Repaitiog

Adjuster
thoroughly

lowering an electric
light. The lamp can
be placed at any
height as easily as
a window shade can
be raised or lowered.

WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND DISCOUNT,

HAnnOND CLEAT AND

III.

ble mechanism for
instantly raising or

Cleats, 2 or 3 wire, glazed, $30. pr 1,000
"
"
12. "
insulators,
6."
Rosettes, fuscicss, "
loo

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
ELECTKH Al-

Avenue, Chicago,

Is a

most desirable on the

And get

.56 Stli

The Dow

good reason for our continued success when others are complaining of
hard times, and it is found in the fact that our line of

ELECTRICAL

1894

7,

WIRT INDICATORS.

While we are backward about comiog forward and

BLOWING OUR HORN

July

For the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

— sx.oo.

Weathf rpronf aiiclSIasnet AVIres, liamp Cord. NeTr Beacon laeandeseenid
Lamps. Sockets and tweneral Flertrical Supplies.
^

St, Chicaeo.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WH'STLES.

KARTAYERT.

Oral, Electric, Poeuiuatic

and mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Foil JLIne Always
in Stock.

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS. RODS. AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Pnrposes, Railway Duet Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTURED BY

W. R. OSTRANDER &

a04 Fulton St., New York.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE K&RTAYERT MFG.

^"Send for New

CO., Wilmington, Del.

Catalogue.

Out August

Ist.

w yc^

>>^^e4-(^a-.

^

\^^ifiefi4-

@oe^^h

<^/ad-'/ie:

-

^^nna^ ^^.

^^^^i-M^/ZefzAua,

<&n^e-l4-mfia.

MANUFACrnEEBf OF

DIRECT CURRENT MULTIPOLAR

DYNAMOS^ GENERATORS,

These machines are constructed with outside revolving armatures, without and with special commutator, as desired. They have proved remarkably ef&clent and economical. Used largely in European Central
Stations. They are slow-speed machines, made for direct connection to engine without belting, and in sizes from 20 H. P. to 1,500 H. P.

SIEMENS BAND LAMPS

HI6H:-SPEE1> BEIiTED SI£9IBNS DYNA910S
Are copied extensively in this country as "Drum Type."
fromlH. P. to 150 H. P.

AIiT£KNATIIir«
With laminated

field

We

are building these machines in sizes

For direct and alternating current, for constant potential and

and armature,

in sizes

from

1

H.

P. to 4,000

eeriea machines.

SIEMENS ABC LldH F CARBONS

AND MUJLTIFHASF CURBENT DYNAMOS
H. P., for belted or direct coupling-

With either solid or

soft cores,

which are the most economical in the world and give a steady

light.

ALL INSTRVMENTS

aCOTORS
Of every speed for direct, alternating or multiphase current, in sizes from
Durable and economical in operation.

1-10

H. P.

up

to 4,000

H.P.

Requisite for the regulation of electric apparatus; also the Siemens Voltmeters and
Automatic devices made in Berlin.

Ammeters and

GENERAL OFFICES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.
New York Office,

Cincinnati Office, Perin Building,
Denver Office, 6i8 Boston Block,
£t. Louis Office, Bank of Commerce Building.
135 Liberty Street,
Pittsburg Office, 830 Liberty Ave.
Buffalo, N. Y. Office, Erie Co. Bank Building
Boston Office, 31 Milk Street.
Salt Lake City Office, Dooly Block.
Philadelphia Office, 531 Chestnut St. San Francisco Office, 508 California Street.
New Orleans Office. 42 Union Street.
Troy, N. Y. Office, 43 Fourth St.
Detroit, Mich., Office, 47 State Street.
Minneapolis Office, 939 Lumber Exchange,
Toledo, Ohio, Office, 518 Summitt Street.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.

Ampere Double Pole,
10 Ampere Three-way,

10

The

Hoyt S^tandard Ammeters and Voltmeters for liamp
Meter

and

measurement on

Alternating Currents

ready for the market.
Send for our l^i94r Catalogue which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

WMtney

Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
iDStrament
For Sale by All Supply Houses.

PESTACOOK,

Co.,

H.

If.
Factories: Penacook, N.H.; Sherbrooke,P. Q.,Can.

AGENTS

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

HENRT F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New England):
Southgate &
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appliance Co.
Cincinnati, O. Sfowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co.,, Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Out.: Toronto Electrical Works.
.

:

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

:

are

now

July
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W. A, Hatha WAT^ Treas.

EroxiTE F. PHiLLrrs, Preet.

W. H. Sawtxb,

Seo'y.

W.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

^ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY

I).

Double Petticoat Teat Insulator,

Tho points or teats on the lower rim of the petticoat attracts
the water on the outer surface of the insulator into dropa. The
water drops from these points on to the cross-arm, fhereby preventing the moisture from creeping up nn the inner petticoat,
and thence to the pin. Owing to the great success of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the efficiency of the Insulator has proven to be more than twice that of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device lo all Insulators for
Telegraph, Telephone and Street Railway Work.

WIRE,

Floor Insulators.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,
JIONTREAIi BKAXCH, Eagene

SPECIAL DESIGNS A FEATURE.

Send Model or Drawing and we

will furnish estimates.

HEMSNGRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

10 Cortlandt Street.

HEW TORE

4]ilass
l>islit <Nlol>es

cnrrenls.

WORK ON

lirinTBd
Vl
I K ll N
lIlllllO.

FARADAY CABLES.

Arc

for all Sj stems.
Colored 4^1ass Insnla'ors to designate dilierent
Jnrt«.

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

Screw Glae^ Insulators,
Br^ak Knobs. Battery

iStanilard

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIKE,

Works

Factories, Muncie, Ind.

Office. Covington, Ky.

THE

in

a Letter from the Inspector of

ttie

writers' Union, he states:

((

able and Desirable Wire

CLARK" WIRE.

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark'B

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for
and baa met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nee throoghont the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, because
the past nine years,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satisfaction.

61

Western Agents,
Henbt
CO.,

a.

and 63 Hampshire

St.,

Reli-

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Hebbert

CuiRK,

H. Eustis,

Prest. and Electrician

Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Chicago,

Thoroughly

every respect/^

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are aa low, if not
lower, than any other first class Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

Insulation.

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

in

Boston Fire Under

"A

The Rubber need in insulating our Wires and Gables te especially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold

sizes of Stranded

it

CO.,

1848.

F. Phillips' Electrical

Send for Catalogue,

III.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

Aerial.
(

AGlNTi)'

^

Submarine and Underground Use.

JOHN

A. ROEBIilHIti'S isoais CO., Chicago, 171 liake Street.
^^'V FRANCISCO, tiS aQd Z7 Tremont Street.
YOKK, liy l.iberty Street.

NEW

COOKE SHADES
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

all

AND STAND.

kinds of

SHADES
polished

(patented), made of thin,
brass, lacquered,
brilliant,
beautiful, light and entirely new. Easily
and securely adjusted to standard sockets.
(No Collar.)
Price i[>6 oo per
doz. Good discount to trade.

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT CELLS,
And

Dealers in

Everything in the Battery Line.
2140 DeKalb
M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

s^&m&^^
ELECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
OCUE Palmer Bros.
m,zp~^

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

STANDS

President and Manager,

CMIANUS.CONii,

(patents pending).
Set
screws, front and back, elevate, turn
and hold the lamp at desired angle,
saving the eyes.
Price $2.50 each.
Discount to the trade.

A

THE
Consoliilaleil Electric

samples (as shown in
of $3 00.

liCading local supply houses appointed exclusive agents.

NEW YORK.

DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

OHIO,

€IjE:VELAN1>.
Instruction by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam pnd other Branches of
Enjfineerinfj-— E P. Roberts, M. E.; G. T. Hanchett, S. B Oscar Autz, ^t. E.; Jas Ritchie, B. S.; Frank
C. Oshoru, C, E,; F. Yensen; L. S. Siebel; H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W, B. Sewart and F. H. Constant, C. E. Send for Circular,
;

iLzia.l3rsis

YoiWiU

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN
ELECTRICIAN when writing

Oblige

to advertisers.

of Sa.1 Anano^oniac.
Certilicate of Analysis, Bfo. »18.

This Certifies

Chicago, Marcli

tliatlliave analyzed sample of Sal

9,

1894.

Ammoniac, marked

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.
Analytical

B. "WEIS,
and

Consulting

I find the

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

42,

sent

E. D. COOKE, Manufacturer,
901—A Unity Building,
CHICAOO, ILL.

Licenses Granted.

Correspondence School of Technology,

J".

cut),

Write for foiaer, etc.

Storage Comiiani,

BRUSH PATENTS,
EDISON BUILDISe,

set of

on receipt

81 Clark Street.

Ammonium
Ammonium
Moisture

amount

of:

Ciiloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
"
0.03
Sulphate
"
"
"
0.13

Non- Volatile Matter
Organic Matter
The Non-Volatile Matter

"

"

"

"

"

"

consists of Iron

0.02
0.31

"

Oxide and Alumina.

lyPrices on application.

Signed, J. B.
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Live Steam-Feed Water Purifler.
Removes all Impurities.
Entirely prevents
Boilers.

scale

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,
DAYTON, OHIO.
i;iLX\x\\\\x\\\\\\\\\\x\\\\\v\\\\\\\\vvaLVL\^

Gazelle Light Roadster.
Warranted thoroughly high grade Weight, with
wood rims, 28 lbs.; with steel lims, 30 lbs. Geared

M

inches. Price, 170.00; 60 days net or
discount for cash; or, If $5,00 is sent in with the order
to insure freight we will ship C. O. D,, making a
cash discount of 10;^ in place of 5, giving you the
privilege of examining the wheel before paying
to

Electric Supplies,

'};'<

Cheap
|Trans=
I

the agent.

Electric Fixtures,

I

Combination Fixtures.

It is unqnestionably the best, strongest and
scientifically bnllt wheel on earth.

most

CARRIAGE & CYCLE CO.,
Broadn-ay and Hnron St.
IIIliWAIJKKE, WIS., U. 8. A.

GOLUHBIi

We

Can Save You Money. Write

The entire 6tock of brash copper of the late AnBonia Electric Co,, 5,000 lbs., all sizes, at fifteen
cents (?0.15) per pound. Porcelain cut-oats, Edison make, all size*!, at 75 per cent ofE Edison list.
Bryant switches, 15 ampere, double- pole, (ioc. Sawue for

10

ampere main

anytliiug you

cut-outs at 15c,

want, and

it

St.,

A

new electric light plant making good
money. Expenses low; franchisfs for long
terms; income increasing bteadily; pood
locality; no better business in the placeGood reasons for selling. Address
"«f.

ELECTRIC."

D'OngerTejephone.

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Thorongh

free.

8
^

Instrnolion, with

ILL.

AT HOME

FBEE APPAEATUS. Moderala terms.

Wfientlflc Machinist Co..

90 91

Atwater Bldg., Cleveland.O.

INSTBUCTION^'MAIL
In Architecture, Architectural Drawing,
Plumbing. Heating and Ventilation,
Bridge Engineering, Railroad Engineering, Surveying and Sfapping, Mechanics,
Mechanical Drawing, Mining, Engllata
Branches, and

Electrical
Highly Important to Teleptione

Users.

Books.
The moat complete of
kind ever published.

BEWARE OF INFRINGING!
The D'Unger Long Distance Telephone (the
"Far- Away Talker") can now be had for use in
Telephone Exchanges on a small annual royalty,
and on no other terms. It is constructed
under numerous patents, especially Patent Sio.
390.575, granted Oct. 2, 1888, which is not only
the first, but tlie oniy undisputed and

We

multiple-contact telephone

ELECTRICITY
Diplomas awarded.
To begin students neeo
only know how to read and write. Send for FREE
Circular of Information stating the subject yon
think of studying to
THE CORRESPONDENCE

are Headquarters

In the West for £L£CTRICAL BOOKS, and fill
orders promptly, prepaid, onrecelptof price.
ElectricIaDFablliihIng Cb.,
6 Lakeside Building,

indi<ipntable valid patent granted for
all-carbon

Its

8eDt Free te Any AddreBB.

an All-Carbon Multiple-Contact 3Iieroplionic Telephone Transmitter. Ail

Care Western Electrician.

AMES & FROST COMPANY

SEND FOR OUR

Ubicaso, HI.

FOR SALE.

^
^

CHICAGO,

Catalogie of

Write

we may have

Chas. E. Gregory Co.,
47-49 So. JefTereon

Diplomaa awarded. Catalogue

THE WONBERFUL

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

STUDY ELECTRICITY
By our correepondenoe method

FOR SALE.
yer-Man

for Quotations.

portation.....minmiimiih.|

transmit-

Chicago.

ters built without or under patents granted since
I'aOct. 2, 1888, are Infringements
tent So, 300.575— a fact to be borne in mind
by persons contemplating the use of Telephones.
The "D'Unger" is the only self-cleaning telephone in the world. It sends speech one (1) mile
or five thousand (5,0001 miles in a perfectly clear
manner; can be operated at half the ordinary expense; is always in order, and has for its Receiver

SCHOOL OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES, Scanton, Pa.

4000 STUDENTS

111.

upon

FOR SALE.
A good chance for an energetic young electrician wishing to purchase an established business
with messenger service connected. Present owner
havjng other tusiness, cannot give it attention.
A bargain if taken at once. For full partlcniars
apply to

HAKRir aiOKRIS,

30^ Sixth

St.,

Bacine,

a Patent

BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

Compound Magneto, making but o<ie

magnetic

field
It has likewise Paul D'UnDiaphragm Regulator, which prevents
the words from running together. As a whole it
is complete, cannot be surpassed, and has no equal.
Pronounced by all unprejudiced electricians to be
ger's Patent

Tl'is.

the

Peer of Telephones.

SWITCHES.

Address

Send

for

New

Catalogue.

D'Unger Long-Dislance Telephone Co..

FOR SALE.

Palmer Honse,

CHICAGO, ill.

No D'Unger Telephones

The Hillsboro Gas and Electric Light
Plant, consisting in part of two 35 light T.-H.
Arc Dynamos; two 100 horse power boilers;
one 74 and one 100 horse power engine;
sixty eight 2,000 candle power T.-H. arc
lamps; one 300 light alternator with 350
lamps in place; 3)^ miles of gas main; two
benches for three retorts each; one 30,000 ft.
gas holder; one hundred and fifty gas consumers, both the above with all the machinery necessary to make a fiist-class plant.
Will be sold at public sale, on Wednesday,
Aug. 1, 1894. J. M. HUGHEY, Receiverof the
Hillsboro Gas
Electr'c Light Co.,
Hillsboro, Ohio.

&

can be had for ex-

changee, except through me.

R.

HuEBEL

&.

Manger,

Y
A

Graham

Street,

BROOKLYN,

N. T.

GuarEuiteed the best
Battery ever made,
ternal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work. Will
hold its first value over long periods of time
Internal resistance small; high and constant, E. M. F.
Will not run down or die on the phelf
No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

writing to advertisers.

BREAKDOWN
Means the stoppage

Electric Co.,

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Dry

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the Western Electrician

.

Burnley Cartridge Battery,

OF YOUR ENGINE

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper. One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cupsGuaranteed to be
ecjual to any Salammonlac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

of

your entire plant.

A

Nine -tenths of the
breakdowns are due

Park, Chteaso.

286-290

Miamisburg, O.

OU WILL OBLIGE
when

^annfartnrers,

D'UNGER.

Miamjsburg

For Kent-In THE REL1>£]%% ai>5,
S97, S9t> Belden Avenue, Corner
Fremont Street, sitort distance
tvest of liTncoln

BRONZE PUSH

I

Batteries Guaranteed.

Send

for Catalogue.

to water in the
cylinder.

A seven room COKNER flat with all modern ai>pointments, including steam heat, janitor, gas
range, gas grates and logs, hot water, refrigerator, side-board, three wood mantels, handsome
oak and marble entrance, private storeroom and

The Stratton

laundry; every room as light as day; the only vacant flat In the building; rent reduced to $50.00.
J. B. Carney, on premises, or at 6 Lakeside Build-

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

Separator

By Herbert Laws Webb.

A New

Remove.s all water In
the steam and delivers

ing.

Book Just

Published.

ABSOLUTELY

Summer

DRY STEAM A

Resorts of Wisconsin.

to

EscursioD tickets to the Summer Resorts
are now on sale by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway.
Special low rates on Friday and Saturday
of each week for tickets good to return

your engine.

Practical

Guide

to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

of Wisconsin

Monday.
For further information
apply at Ticket Office, 207 Clark St or
Union Passenger Station. Canal, Adams

It Is a Positive
Safeguard aa well as
a source of economy.

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, «1.00.
SEND YS TOUR ORDER

NOW.

Send for Catalogue to

until

,

and Madison Sts

TiieGOOBERTMANOFACTDRIN&CO,
SOLE MANUFAOTUKEKS

14

& 16 OHUEOH ST„ NEW YOEE,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

WATER
WHEEL as particularly
markably steady motion, high

is

adapted

CELEBRATED

called to this
to their use on account

its

ol'

re-

speed and great Efficiency, and Large Capacity
for Its diameter, being double the Power uf most wheels of same diameter.
It is
used by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfactiim. In the
economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the highest per cent, of
useful effect guaranteed.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.
Our Horizontal "Victor" is highly_recommeDfled, as no gears are required and
it can be belted directly to dynamo.
The accompanying engraving represents a pair of of 13-inch VICTOR TURBINES arranged on a horizontal shaft with Cast Iron Flume, Draft Tubes, End
Bearings for Shaft and Driving Pulleys complete, all mounted upon a substantial
cast-iron bed plate.
The entire arrangement is very complete and strictly first-class

We

In every particular.
are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single
or in pairs on horizontal shafts, and where the situation admits of their use, we

recommend them.

STILWELL & BIERCE MFC.
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GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

The New Yost

FOB EI.ECTBICAX USES;
Tarions Iienetha, from 1-5 Obm to lOO Ohms

1894 Model.

Graphite Bods of
Beslstance
to the ineh. uraphite Boxes and Crucibles, Besistlng Boats
of 4,000 Desrees. Inquiries Oladly Answered.
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DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

J.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Oives more power as to diameter Tvith a
higher percentage of nBefnl effect than any other
Avutrr-TFheel heretofore made. AU sizes, right aod left
hand, aro boilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powersj will find It to
their interest to Confer with me, aN 1 aui n'illin;; to guar-

ITte

antee results ^vhere others have failed, no matter ivhat make of tnrbine has been in use. !i^TAT£

Standard Open Circuit Bat-

llRHCriREMCArTS
LOCwVE.

teries of the World.
Send for CiRCtiLAR and Prices.

LECLANGHE

THE

in

to

in

BATTERY

East 131st

St.,

Constructed on principles radically Its own, insuring results nlwaya sought for but absolutely
unattainable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.
Let us send you catalogue.

S.

CO.,

AND

SEN1>

MORGAN SMITH.

FOR CATA-

York,

Pa.

The Yost Writing Machine

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

N. Y.

tiiiB'X'.A.

169 La
l-t I

Salle St.,

1873.

iXaSJ^EiJ^

SOL.£ MABfrFACTlJREKS

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wn.mMeTOM.'DBi.

STREET

and Gray.

And
\

all

Send

for Catalogue

and Prices.

Prices given on

14 Sl^'§r': s.i^

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

Lamps,

New

OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red, Black

The Standard Electrical Insnlatimg Material of the World.

LMTIHG FROM

Co.,

CHICAGO.

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,
Banic Boards,

Meters
SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Thia system permits a PROFITABLE and 8ATISFACTOBT method of street illumination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,
WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS 43^© PRICES.

accessories for the use of

OUR SERIES LAMPS

Will show you a

COMPARATIVE 8Ari2fG equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELE6TRIC COMPANY,

620

Atlantie Ave., Boston,

Mass.
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HE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIYING

Electric Light

and Powsr Stations

of its high efficiency at all Btages of gate, eteadineBB of motion and easy working gate, the con
etraclion of which mates it the most secsltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

Oq account

J

^

ND

FOR CATALOGUE

lUnstratlng varions styles of setting on both veitical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
STOUT,

WANTED.
Artistic Slate
FOR

Switch. Boards,
STFitch Bases*

We

pay 25 cents each for
clean copies of the Wksteen Electrician of June 18, 1892, Volume X,

Bheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fnse Boxes and Bases,
I-amp Bases,
And for

25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

drained Woods.

Very low prices qnoted on

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric
39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

FUSE WIRE^

AND LINKS

Carryinff
Capacity.

.

1

FOR ALL SYSTEMS

'•"•"•'*

I
J

Absolntely
Uniform.

&

TELEPHONES!!
This company

Slate, plain or finished,
We sell the finest Vermont Blate, and finish In
Dull Black.
Polished Black.
Bloodstone or Harbleized.
Italian. Tennessee, and
Vermont marble.
Ulexlcan Onyx and

mounted and

suitable for office 01
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.
States,

6 Lakeside Bnildlng, Chicago-

Purposes Requiring

All

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handeome Map of the United

-will

Number

& TEMPLE.

lUIIiI.IS

CO.,

DATTON, OHIO.

SUCCESSORS TO

is

mBnafactoring

A Compound Magneto

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory plants,
everything from the telephone to the wire and polet).
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Co.,

CHICAGO.

539,

mo and

.541

The Independent Electric

CO.,

Slonadnork BIk., Chicago,

39th

III.

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

JUST OFF THE PRESS.
INVENTIONS. RESEARCHES and WRITINGS of NIKOLA TESLA.
BY THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN.

8vo.

Cloth,
Some

330 Cuts and New

idea of the scope of this remarkable record of

new work

500 Pages.

Portrait.

in electrical invention

Price $4.00.

and research may be formed from the following table of

CONTENTS.
PART
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

2.
3.

—

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

12.

Chapter
Chapter

25.
26.

13

—

PART

Chapter

27.

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Chapter

42.

Chapter 14
Chapter 15
Chapter 16.
Chapter 17

—

Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

II.— The

.

.

.

w

Illumination. May 20, 1891.
.The London Lecture. Experiments with Alternate Currents of
Poteatial and High Frequency. February 3, 1892.

Chapter 29
Chapter 30
Chapter 31
Chapter 32

High

ill.— Miscellaneous Inventions
Chapter 38.
Chapter 39
Chapter 40
Chapter 41.

.Electrolytic Registering Meter.

Thermo-Magnetic Motors and Pyro-Magnetic Generators.
Dynamo Brush and Commutator.

.

.Anti-Sparking

PART

Philadelphia and St. Louis Lecture
On Light and other High
Freq lency Phenomena. February and March, 1893.
Te-la Alternating Current Generators for Hi^h Frequency.
Alterna'e Current Electrostatic Induction Apparatus.
"Massage" with Currents of High Frequency.
Electric Discharge in Vacuum Tubes.

The

23

:

-Method of Obtaining Direct from Alternating Currents.
.Condensers with Plates In Oil.

,

.

A

Chapter

.

Type of Tesla Single-Phase Motor.
Motors with Circuits of Different Resistance.
.Motor with Equal Magnetic Energies in Field and Armature.
Motors with Coinciding Maxima of Magnetic Etiect in Armature and

Tesla Effects with High Frequency and High Potential Currents.

PART
.

.

18 ...Motor Based on the Difference of Phase in the Magnetization of the
Inner and Outer Paits of an Iron Core.
19
Another Type of Tesla Inducfon Motor.
20 ... Combinations of Synchronizing Motor and Torque Motor.
21
.Motor with a Condenser in the Armature Circuit.
22
Motor
th Condenser in one of the Field Circuits.
Tesla Polyphase Transformer.
23
24
Constant furrent Transformer with Magnetic Shield between Coils
of Primary and Secondary.

.Introductory:

The Scope of the Tesla Lectures.
..The New York Lecture. Experiments with Alternate Currents of
very High Frequency, ant their applicition to Methods of Artiiicia'.

.

.

Field,

Chapter

M

10.

11

Chapter
Chapter

I.— Polyphase Currents.

.Biographical and Introductory.
.A New System of A'ternatiog Current Motors and Transformers.
.The Tesla Rotating Magne ic Field. Motors with Ci .sed Couduclor3.
Rotating Field Transformers.
Synchronizing Motors
.Modifications and E.xpansions of the Tesla Polyphase Sy.-tems.
.Utilizing Familiar Type of Generatorsof the Continuous Currenttype.
.Method of Obtaining Desired Speed of Motor or Gentrator.
.Regulator for Rotary Current Motors.
.Single Circuit, Self -Starting Synchronizing Motors.
tor.
.Change from Double Current to Single Current
.Mot 'I with "Current Lag" Artificially Secured.
.Another Method of Tracstormation from a Torque to a Synchronizing
Motor.
."Magnetic Lag" Motor.
.Method of Obtaining Difference of Phase by Magnetic Shielding.

1.

.

.

and Writings.
Auxiliary Brush Regulation of Direct Current Dynamos.
in Dynamo and Motor Construction.
Tesla Direct Cur^^nt Arc Lighting System.
.Improvement in Unipolar Generators.

Improvement

.

.

IV.— Appendix: Early Phase Motors and the Tesla Oscillator.

.Mr. Tesla's Personal Exhibit at the World's Fair.

I

Chapter 43

The Tesla Mechanical and

Electrical Oscillators.

of the utmost interest and value to all in any wise concerned in the study, production or utilization
ot electric currents.
SMnt postage free, to any address, on receipt of price, by
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ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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ELECTRICIAN.
Are Necessary

JJSTWHCT EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS

for

Ail-around
Station Ecooomy.

GOOL HEADED ARMATURES

The MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR
^will decompose water

ido^'^ectro plating
Ilight^vi^andescent
MACHINES^ '-*'^''S

HIGH CLASS
ELECTRICAL WORK,

U

Experimental, Repairing and Novelty
Manufacturing,

TELEPHONE WORK
A SPECIALTY.

aBRIDGE EU

The above cut is of a 1T5 K. W, Generator wound od oar new open-head spiral system. All coilg alikei
perfect balance, handsome appearance. Write for prices on
CBIVTRAIj
; Large Co^nmntators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

HEAVY

UEPAIK^^

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

WRITE FOK NEW CATALOGUE
AND PRICE LIST.
BARGAIN PRICES ON

STATION

'26

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

ANNUNCIATORS.
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

BINDERS

ONE DOLLAR.

Washington
207

COLBURN

Electric Co.,

S. Canal St

,

CHICAGO.

Please mention We.steen Electhioian,

Established 1881

ELECTRIC MFG. CO
999 Main

St..

COMMUTATORS

Fitchburg, Mass.

MANUFACTURERS OF

REFILLED.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and

Sionx City Brass Works,
SlOrX CITF, IOWA.

ELECTRO-

m

PLATING
.

McCOKmOK,

O.

Pa83. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B. MARTIN,
Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

CINCINNATI.

S!?gWATER WHEELS
TMs Justly

Celebrated

Wheel is

Built in

Many

ffILL

OBLIdE

Both Advertiser and Publisher

by Mentioning the

Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Wheel secures a rcmarkahlv hitrh trnarantefd porcenlas*'. and wonderfal steadineiis of
motion, under variable Ioad.s in practice." It afford.'^ an Dnequaled eone«^ntralioii of power witbin a small
space and an anprooedented liieli velocity for a given power.
Its easily and qaiobly operated balanced sate affords prompt and eflieient control by a governor, and
consequent flne resTulation. These wheel.s are in many instances operating the best electric plants in tnisand
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a tine large pamphlet. 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and vanous plans of application.

Mm

Electrician

;

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

When Writing

to Advertisers.
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Tape and

Lamp

Cloth.

Cord.

^^Metropolitan"

Kester

Incandescent

Arc Lamp.

Lamp.

Vulcanized
Crocker-Wheeler Bracket Fan Motor.

Sheet,

Rod and
Tubing.

Xntric
Switches.

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

1894

Secretary.

Compounds^

Motor

7,

Circuit

Breaker.

Garton
Lightning
Arrester.

Our bracket fan, which is undoubtedly the greatest novelty in the Fan Motor line this year, is
arranged so that the motor may be thrown in any
position. This convenient arrangement has been
secured by mounting the motor on a bracket fitted
with a ball and socket joint. The bracket is
arranged to be screwed on the wall and then by
simply turning a thumb-screw the motor can be
adjusted to any desired angle, and a breeze thrown
to any part of the room
We carry a large stock of these fans on hand,
but so that your orders may be promptly filled, we
would suggest that you place them early and not
wait until the hot weather when there might be
some slight delay.
We have Desk Fans also.

Metropolitan Electric
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

I.

X

L.

Triple Braid

Weatherproof
Wire.
Crocker-

Wheeler

Fan

Motors.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

Spark
Arrester.

Co.,

,

WESTERN

'

July

7.

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND'BOOK.
By Herbert La-ws Webb.
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, posta§:e free, $1.00.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

1

i

READY AUGUST

1st.

Uniform in size and style with the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold

]

]

j

Practical subjects treated
to date.
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

|

|

—
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Judge Coxe of the United States Circuit Court
^"^

DISMISSES SUIT

INTERIOR CONDUIT CO.

vs.

OF

EUREKA ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The Judge says "that this patent rests vpon an exceedingly vague and ihadowy foundation."
Send in your orders for Vulca, It Costs One-Third Less than any tube in the inarket. Bushings

JS'RW irORK INSUXbAT'ZSD WIRXS

MICA

W. H.

SILIiS, 59 I/abe

St.,

COIKIPAIffir.
BOI^eiAKO'S

9»

Electrical Pnrpcses,

r

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
2ie WATER ST., NEW YORK.

all sizes.

MICANITE

Electric

PERFECT INSULATOR.

Chicago, in.

Current free as it connects with any faucet.

Sample ?0.00.
and retail.

OU WILL OBLI&E

Y

f#f"''g'§%^-f
^

Fan

Water Motor.
Whole

sale

Both advertiser and publisher by

IleBolgi^MlfgCo.,

mentionin-? the ^Vestern Kleetrician
when writing to advertisers.

BALTIMORE, MD

41.5TVaterSt.,

lit-ISe^REENE St

"S^jftUijIi

AMERICAN HARD FIRRE

CO.,

MANUFACTUKEKS OF

Hard Fibre

l>^ CONVERTERS.RHEOSTATS.lAjVlPS it* VJ

in Slieets, fiods, Tnbes

and Special Shapes

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

5TANW00D MFG.Co.17™ ic O-ARJf SL^ OilCRGO.

Colors: Red, Gray and Black.

WORIC THOROUGHLY TESTED AND SHIPPED ON DAY PROMISED.

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

Alternating Cnrrent Generators,
For Central Station Tquipment.
Adapted

MON-ARC

Arc and Incandescent Lighting:.
GuaraDteed Equal in Every Rtsptct to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.
for

A»^.:^^

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

—

Also Arc

Lamps

for

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

Write for prices.

Slow Speed and

Standard of Simplicity

and Durdbiltty.

Close Regulation.

THE

F. P.

LITTLE

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

for

Street

and Commercial

Illumination.

Electrical

& Supply
BUFFALO, N. T.

Constrflcllon

Western Agt. with Metropolitan
Ifew England Agt., Q. M. Angier

Company,

Incandescent

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence

Electric Co., Chicago,

& Co., Boston, Mass.

111.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

Building, Chicago.

CO..

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

BUCSETE
Monadnock

ISolicited.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

TO

FIT

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our fav«r,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Copjrriabl. I8M. by
Electridftn Pubishiog Compkoyi Chicago.

CHICAGO, JULY

XV.

Cbicago iQSQiated Vire

14,

No. 2

1894

Gives, by actual measurement,

Corner Lake and La Salle Ste

....

more light than

/

1

.

AN ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC^ABflPSRARY.

,

Using the same amount of energy.

IL.LIVOI9.

Thus, a 200 candle power Mogul, consuming the same energy aa would an ordinary QlternatiDg
current ere will give a better and far more satisfactory tUumlnatiOD, requires no special resistance,
convei ters or wiring, is much cheaper to Install, has no disigreeable smell, noise or flicker and coatf
less to operate. All this we ffitaftnttee.

TM3 company

has no connection whatever
with any other concern.

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS

NEW YORK
& OHIO CO.,
nakers of PACKARD

WARREN,

OHIO.

I.AaiPS, 5 to 500 Candle Po-n-er.

and Recording Pressnre Gauges Pay

for

TbemselTes

In every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by mating continuous records
day and night of voltage and B iler Pressure.

S£XT

it^ 30

nAV»' TKIALi AXl» PUL.1jV GUARAIVTKEU.

C.rcalar and Fac-3imi)e Chart mailed on application

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

WATERBURY,CONN.

MANTTFAOTUREK OF

INSUIiATED EIiESGTRIC WIRE^
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABJLiES.

SOO and 90» North Third Street.

PHIIiAI>EI.PHIA, PA.

-

-

Took HIGHEST MEDAL
FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World's Fair, Chicago.

BEST OF ALL

Hade by

Manufactured only by

THE STAKDARD PAIKT
Chicago

^li^w vokk.
871 Tlie Rookery.

Office,

CO., '

Qeneral Wnetern Agents:

MBTfCOPOIilTASr EI.ECTKIC CO.,
18e

H.

DUKANT CHEETEB,

and 1S8 Fifth Avenne, CHIOAQO, ILL.

GEO. T HANSON,

^^'^'^' Managers.

W. H. B0DGIN8,

Gen'l Snpt.

f

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY
1

3 Park Row, New York,

WIRES AiDCABLES,
Protecting Tape.
OI<onite Waterproof Tap6,

fTBAOSLMAflKl

BRANCHES:
Omaha,

Chlcaro, Boston, Phllaclelplila, MinneapoUs, Clnclxmatl, 1
Lnalavlll«, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

WESTON

I

76 Cortlandt St., Wew fork.

d. 'JO.,

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels
Trolley Repair Parts— Mi in Stock.

o«li

ALBERT &

J.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

to

293 A

Correspondence
Solicited.
Boston, Mass.

St.,

"NEW BEACON"

'"oandesoeht

C,P.
6
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

25
Company,

(N &c.p..e„».)

I

CHICAGO OFFICE,

Manson

IS

H. BVKI«EI.Ii

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui«

Candee Aerial Wires.

J.

Best CoDBtmction and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Beliable. Size 6x2H, 60cts. per

Man'f'd by

LIMITED,

INSULATED

^ON'/:

333 Dearborn St.
305 Hale Bli"g.

PUIL4DELPBIA. OFFICE,

I

('S')
Electrical

Cts.

ManafacturcrB,
rv:ne<on Street, BOSTOIir, aiAFS.

Send

for

Samples.

PARTRIDGE

City,

nr CARBON

ENGINES.

CO.

High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Slstiniates

and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N.

CO.,

Y.

KEPBESENTATIVES.
lii

'^

New York City
I'Jl! LibPTty St
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
82 L^ke St Chicago. Ili,
HOFFJIAN-KUSSELL CO.,
H. M. SCIPL": & CO., 3d and \rch Sts Philadelphia, Pa,
Scr^mton. Pa.
^ CRANTON SUPPLY & MACHINEKY CO
,

,

,

5*.'
PERHT-PXTHE BG
^HCUHD.0.412 K'tKM^i-f'ATnLBii
SS*- -jAiidLfcKU.u.^i.:

.

'

"^
-r.-

.

'"'0.1!-l-.

HOW THE

'..rCFfiSOH-

C""Siv?rs;.=±v'3i'^,iiii!i|||i!fii|
[laiiLitinsijmJMIHiil
f.:MANUFA'CT0RTESirNpTrE0>STATFS7SCOTUNDTFRJHtEJGEBMflNrMUSTRIA:

GREAT FAIR

$t WOOD COMPANY.
THE BALL
ImproTed
BnUders

Was Opened!

Antomatlo Cnt-off Engines

of

THE PRESIDENT
PRESSED

THE VICTOR KEY
AND THE
EXETER DRY BATTERY
DID THE REST!

The Victor

Key and

Teiearapii
the Exetor

Batterywere both
to open the
World's Columbian Bx

I>ry

selected

position.

^-uyijjjiiill*^

fend for Sample of the Victor Key, Price 82 50
Send for Nample of Exeter nry Batteiy, Price SOc.

A.s^:E]St-r

Samples Delivered, Transportation Prepaid.

THE

E. S.

GREELEY &

CO.. Dry STREET.

GENERATORS
BeVed

And

or Direct Connected,
of Any Capacity.

HAVEMEYER BUILniNC NEW YORK.

^

A PACKARD MOGUL INGANDESCERt LAMP

414 and 416 NORTHERN BUILDING,

CHICAGO.

cents pfiX-CopiLv

1

CMoaBO

NtW

lUnR.

Stern

&

Silverman, 707 Arch
Southern Enaineerlne

EDDY

Office,

Home Ina.

phi , Pa
L-mlPville. Ky.

Si., Philiitlel
>..

W. B. Peirson, Manager.
Geo. M. Kouyon, Endioott Arcade, St. Paul, Mihn.
.TamwB A Company. Chattanooga, Taan.

Bldg.,

MOTORS
From

1-2 H.

J".

Vpwardd.

A Appiraius Guaranteed as Bipresentid.
THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC. CO., WINOS)P, CONN.
I
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Complete Equipments for Electric Lighting.
CENTRHL STATIONS.

ISOLHTED PLHNTS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT,

Arc or Incandescent.
DIRECT-CONNECTED MULTIPOLAR LIGHTING GENERATORS.

mCANDESCENT LAMPS.

ARC LAMPS.

The only Incandescent Lamps
upon which the consumer can actually

For Arc, Incandescent, Railway or
Alternating Circuits.

rely.

TRANSFORMERS.
SWITCHBOARDS.
RECORDING WATT-METERS.
CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.
ACCURATE AND RELIABLE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
PORCELAIN WIRING APPLIANCES.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
BoBton, Mass., 180

Summer

Street.

Chicago,

Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 426 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.

Washington, Bailey Building.
St liouis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.

Seattle,

Benver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Business Outside the "United States and Canada:
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., and 4t BROAD STREET,

TRIC

CO., LID.,

TORONTO, CAN.

Oal., 16 First Street.

Minn., 610 Pioneer Press Bldg.
Helena, Mont,, Electric Building.

St. Paul,

Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.

all

Monadnock Building.

111.,

Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

For

N. Y.

Portland, Ore., Front and

Ankeny Sts.

THOMSON-HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CO.,
YORK. For Canada: CANADIAN GENERAL ELEC-

NEW

—
.

,
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American Electric Co

Sart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

xii

American

Elec, Mfg.Co....sxii

Hartley, Elec.
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Electrical

^^

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co

sv

SeLios Electric Co
Hemingray Glass Co

Works
American Hard Fibre Co.

.

Frost Companj"... xii
xvii
Amstntz, N. S

Ames A

&

Aoderson. Albert
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J.

Hill,

i

xvii
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Babcock & Wilcox
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Ball

The

Co.,

Electrical

Bernard,

Co

E. G.
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Law

Little,

xix
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xiii

Mfg. Co.,

Wm. H

Miamisburg Electric Co.
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xsii
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& Co
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xix

Washington Electric Co.
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xsii
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Shultz Belting Co.
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Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
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ix
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Osburn, Harry G

Co
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XV
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Insulated Wire

New York
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Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

x
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W. R

xii
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Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co

Columbia Cdiriage
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xii
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Rae, Frank B

xvii
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xi

Roberts

xii
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Royal Electric Co

Cresent Elec. Co., The.
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xiv
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x
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Construction &.
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xxii
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xii

Washington Electric Co.
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Western Electric Co
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xiv
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x
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Wire Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Elecrict Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Western Electric Co.

Car-Heater», Electric.
Consolidated Car-Heating Co.

ConduitsFibre Conduit Co., The.
Const'-nction dt Repairs.
Allen-Hussey Co.

Amstutz, N.
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A.
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S.

Electric Co.

ComstockCo., The Louis K.

Muncie

Elec.
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Co.

Osburn, Harry G.
Stone, O. M.

Washington
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xix
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Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Hartley Elec. Wks.
Johnson. Montgomery H.

United Electric Improve-
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Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E. S.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
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Cables(See Insulated Wires.)
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Electric Appliance
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Standard Paint Co

xvii
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xxii

Sioux City Brass Works
Sioux City Engine A Iron
Smith,

Elec.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Co. ...xii

Works
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Dow Adj usler Co
DUnger Long Dist.

xxii

Halske Elec. Co.

Simplex Electrical

ix

Iron Works

and Mech, Engineers.,

&

Siemens

& Manu-

Directory, Principal

W

Shultz Belting Co

ix

DiehlA Co

S.

x

Scientific Machinist

Crescent Insulated Wire &
Cable Co.._
xi

Co....

xvii

Roth&Eck

Correspondence School of
Technology
xi

Gushing* Morse

xix

Racine Hardware Co

Consolidated Elec. Slor. Co. xi
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Cor. School of Mechanics,

xvii
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xix
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xvii
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Western Elec. Supply Co.
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Morris, Tasker

x
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xx

Moore, Alfred F

xvii
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Edwards, W.

xvii
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x
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xiii

Merrill, Frederick
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Fuse Wire.

,

Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons,*& Supply Co.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Little. F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Westmgnouse £1. & Mfg. Co.

1

Bip Four Route

lioIgiaDO

H.

Pump &

Bernstein Electric

BlissCo..E.

xii

Johns Manufacturing

six

Co

The

Tiii

&Co

i

EngineCo

Beacon Vacuum

Rubber &

I n.is

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire &Cable Co.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Independent Electric Co.. xiv
Ind.

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.

C & C

1

3:vii

American

Huebel

Arc l^amps.

iv

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Go.

Gears.
Grant, Geo. B.

Cieneral Elec. Supplies
Anderson, Albert & J, M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.
Bryant Electric Co.

Bunnell*

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cooke, E. D.
Crescent Electric Co.
Cutter Elecnical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Api-liance Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

and
M.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hubley :Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Cnt-Onts and S^TFitclies.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill. W. S, ElectricCo.
Hubley Mfg. Co.

&

S.

i

j
I

Co.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
PalmerBros.
Roth & Eck.
Royal Electric Co.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.
Electric itailTvays.
Brush Electric Co-

General ElectricCo.
Ml'g. Co.

Siemens A. Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Electrical and 9Iecliani-

cal Engineers.

Comstock Co., The Louis K.
Consolidated Eog. Co.
Sinclair.

Johnson, Montgomery H.
Merrill, Frederick L.
Monrath, Gustave.
Osburn, Harry G,
Rae, Frank B.
Roberts & Co.,E. P.
Stone. O. M.

Bunnell*

Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Greeiey & Co., The E. S.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Whitney Elec. Instrument Co.

Flfctrical i^pecialties.

Jos.

Co., J.

H.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. * Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Empire China Works.

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Geoeral Electric Co
Gregory. Chas. E. Co

La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Roth * Eck.
Royal Electric Co.
Sioux City Brass Woms.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. * Mfg. Co.

Paints,
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor BronzePhosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Poles.

Brownlee * Co.
Morris, Tasker & Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.
s. Electrical.

Pnbiishei

Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel

*

Manger.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Oo.

Sal .Ammoniac

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Innis * Co.
Klipstein, A. *Co.
Law Battery Co.

Second-Hand Electrical
Machineiy.

Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
Slate.
Independent riectric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.

Ostrander*

Co.,

W.

Speed Indicators

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster * Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.
Worthington, Henry R,

Atorage Batteries.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co
Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Stoves. Elertric.

Hemingray Glass Co.
Hill, W. S. ElectricCo.

Street Cars.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Go.
Ind. Rub. * Ins. Wire Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Tapes, [Dsulating.

*

F. P. Elec. C.
S. Co.
Munsell
Co.. Eugene.
Little,

*

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.

R.

Whitney Elec. Instrument Co
Steam floating.

Fibre Conduit Co., The.
Hart * Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.
Brill, J. G. Co.

American

Works

Electrical

Central Electric Co.

Crescent Ins. Wire *CableCo
Gushing* Morse.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.

Phillips insulated

Wire Co

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

and
Cables— Magraet Wire, Telegraph Apparatus.

Insula* ed

IVir es

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell *Co..J. H.
Ins.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Ind. Rub. & Ins. Wire Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

New York

Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Rafferry * Co.-, T.

C

Simplex
Wallace
Western
Western

Electrical Co.
Electric Co.
Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Central Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Greeley & Co The E S
Metropolitan Electric Co.
.

,

.

Stone, O. M.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,

Columbia Tele. Mfg. Co
D'UngerLong Dist. Tel. Co.
Harrison Int. Telephone Co
National Tele. Mfg. Co.

Palmer Eros.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Transformers

.

General Electric Co.
Homberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co

Wallace Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Trocks, Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Go
Tarbioe "Wheels
.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel*Co., Jas.
Smith, S. Morgan.

Iiamp Shades.

Bernetein Electric Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.

Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Electro-Platine ^ncli'y.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Central ElectricCo.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Mather Electric Co.

.

Ball & Wood Co., The.
Ball Engine Co.
Brownell & Co., The.
Freeman Sons Mfg. Co.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.
Racine Hardware Co.
Sioux City Eng & Iron Wks.
Weston Engine Co.

Elevatorx, Electric.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York & Ohio Co.
Rafferty * Co.. T.C.
Westinghouse Elec.&Mfg.Co.

£.islitnins Arresters,
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill,

W.

S.

Electric Co.

Wirt, Chas.

Morse, Williams .& Co.

Magnet fVirc.

Fan

Onlfits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

(See Insulated Wires.)

aieohanical ifachinery.

Central Electric Co.

& Fan

Rddv

Lamps, Incandescent.
StiDwell-Bierce &
SmithAm. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Vaile Co.
Beacon Vac Pump & Elec. Co. T.vpe-W«iting Machines.

wlat*».

Independent Electric Co.
Rlectroli*'rs. etc
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.

Crescent Electric Co.
Diehl & Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Water Motor * Fan Co

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.

Cooke, E. D.

Cooke, E. D.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Eck,

*

Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
C * C ElectricCo.

811k Braid.

Wire Co.
Crescentlns. Wire *CabIe Co.
Gushing * Morse.

Anderson, Albert* J. M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.
Bristol Co., The.

Entwines, S^team.

Bunnell

Motors.

Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Hubley Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Chicago

Electrical Instrnments.

&

Hemingray Glass Co.

Central Electric Co.

Wirt, Chas.

Roth

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason E. P. Mfg. Go.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fiore Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

G,

Wm. D.
Bryan, Wm. H.
Cameron & Gillett.

Ball,

Water Motor

Crlobes and Electrical
Olassivare.

ing Slaterials.
American Hard Fibre Co.
Anderso , Albert * J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.

Elec. Mfi;. Co.

La Roche

Chi.

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Insulators nrd Insulat-

Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. £. Co.

flfctric

AVallace Electric Co.

American Hard Fibre Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg Co.

&

Washington Electric Co.

Hard Rubber Goods-

Clark Electric Co.

Goltz

Rafferty* Co., T. C.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Dixon Crucible Co.,
Hubley Mfg. Co.

Desk Lieriits.
Cooke, E. D.
Uynamos.
Brush ElectricCo.
C & C Electric Co.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas.
Arnold, B. J.

S.

Crraptilte Specialties.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Hubley

W.

Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg, Co.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Palmer Bros.
Hill,

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Perkins Elec. Switch Mfg. Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Eddy

Co., J. H.

Eire.

General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co

Chi.

Fire Alarms.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Copper Wires.

A; Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander <&Co., W. R.

ix

Co..

Copper,
Law Battery Co.

Adjuster Co.

Central Electric Co.
(Chicago Geul Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co,

xi

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Western Electric Co.

Ammnciators.

viii

Homberger Elec.Mfg.
Hubley Mfg. Co

^

llakerACo
Ball. Wm. D

Dow

si

Electric Co....

S.,

'

Adjaste^s^ Jjamp.

x

Huebel & Manger

The.

Co.,

W.

Wks

Co

S.

Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co-

X

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Armstrong, Chas. G

BaJKV Wood

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

iv

s-vii

Co

vllen fluBsey

American Hard Fibre Co.
Butler Bard Rubber Go.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

.

ephone Co

Mining Apparatus,

Fibre

Osburn, Harry G.
Roberts & Co.. E. P.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Stone. O. M.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co.

CLASSIFIED LIST.

xii

Harrison International Tel-

Root Mfg.Co.xix

Co.

Bliss Co., E.

Mica.

W.

„

_

W.
Johns Mfg.
Munsell *Co., Eugene.
Co., H.

Yost Writing Machine Co.

Universities.

Cor. School of Mechanics.

Correspondence School
Technology.
Scientific Machinist Co.

of

Varnishes.

Standard Paint

C-o.

Water Heaters.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster* Co.. Warren.

Water
Leffel

Smith,

W^heels.

*

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare

.

Anderson, Albert * J, M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

'

Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire *Cable Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
lud. Rub. * Ins. Wire Co.
National India Rubber Co
Okonite Co.,' The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
'
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BOSTON,

Q

CHICAGO,

14, 1894-

70-81 CornMll.

1137-113$ Monadnoct

manufacturers of High Grade Wires and Cables.

Simplex T. Z. R. Weatherproof Wires.
Simplex Braided Caoutchouc Wires.
Simplex Mining Wires.
Simplex Lead Covered Cables.
Simplex Submarine Armored Cables.
Write for Prices.
Western Sellins Agent, H. R. HIXSON, 1137 and 1138 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

Tel. Harrison 305.

ELECTRIC
Ceiling

THE

^nd

Column

and Electrolier
AreWouMfor

We
of

claim

250 and 600

115,125,

We

Absolute Superiority

CoDStruction and

Highest

THE

Volts Direct Cnrrent,

invite a test.

Give us a sample

order, thoroughly test the Crescent,

and

be convinced.

Efficiency.

THE CRESCENT ELECTRIC

EMart Traasfomers
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

CO.,

CO.,

Manufacturers of Electrical Specialties.

STEPHEN

THE DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
NO BELTS.

NO SHAFTING.

B.

ELKINS,

Prest.

PATRICK EQAN,

H.

Sec'y.

J.

HiNFOED,

Gen'l Mgr.

The Harrison International Telephone Go,
WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

NEW TYPE

CEILING,

DESK PROPELLER FANS
FOR DIRECT
OR
ALTERNATING CURRENT.

FLOOR COLUMN,

COUNTER COLUMN
FANS
FOR DIRECT CURRENT.

of our new

Sendfor Catalogae contaluiag: cut

"ELECTROLIER" FAN.

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

^^^f

We

either sell onr telepbones outright or lease them for a term
of years.

NOW
BEING

This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
conBtruction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Company at their offices,

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

DIEHL & COMPANY,

4

386 Bioadiay, New York

Harrison iDterDatiODal TelepliODe.

City.

Offices,

1821,

MORRIS, TASKER

&

Chamber

of

Commerce

1888.

CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

S. Third St., Philadelpliia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

B*

Mfis, Wfflilt Iroi Pipes art Filtiis,

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

BIdg., Chicago.

—
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^%

YX

//
\i

..

''ill'

Smoke

After the

>)

of Battle

has cleared away you will find Okonite just where

always stood

No

scathed.

service, nor
nite

—

in

the front rank

matter

how hard

— ahead

the

of

pending upon them

to

into

win.

the thickest

others

— un-

what the

nor

conflict,

where the rub comes, you can

and Candee Wires

all

has

it

safely send

Oko-

of the

fight, de-

THEY NEVER

DISAP-

POINT,

Body Guards?
need any, but

ticularly

safety, use

if

Well,

you aim

these wires

for

it

of

leading

of

pioneer of

for absolute insulation,

venience of interior construction.
the estimation

The

par-

mark

the highest

INTERIOR CONDUITS.

conduits, nothing equals

don't

for con-

Nothing stands so high

Engineers,

in

Wire Workers and

the Underwriters.

In

Nothing

these

FAN.

will cool things off so effectually as a

Perhaps you haven't sent us the order we are looking

do

it to-day.

hot

for

times

pose, from blowing

hot-headed

House
Goods

LUNDELL

We

We

can supply every size for any pur-

up a

derelict

governor

to

cooling off a

rioter.

have the largest stock

of Electrical

House Goods.

— the most perfect

If

contract, consult our Catalogue

assortment

you are going to bid on a

first.

Okonite Wire, Interior Conduit Supplies,

General Western
Agents for

Helios Arc Lamps, Washington Carbons,

Carpenter Enamel Bheostats.

The Central

BRANCHES:
Gate City Electric

Co.,

Kansas

City, Mo.

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,

St. Louis.

Electric
173-175

Company,

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Muncie
Marnfictnrers of the

July

Mfg.

Electrical

14,

1894

Co.,

MUNCIE
Steel

Mapet

MOTORS ^
DYNAMOS.
1 to

Send

for Catalogue.

18

50 Horse Power Motors.
to

PRICE, sre.oo.
Discount According to Order.

700 LiiMs' Capacity Dynamos.

Agents Wanted.

MUNGIE, IND.

We Want Western

Business.

U ROCHE
MANDFACTORED

IN SIZES

ALTERNATORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

New York,
Boston,
KnoxTille,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.

1,000

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
0^X0.A.G»-O.

I.iglit

Salle Street,

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. lionis,

Pittsbnrg,

Mobile.

Alternator.

OWEN

FORD, RIalto Bullillns:,
S7. XjOXTXS, aco.
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Wliy Pay Rent 9
WHY NOT OWN YOUR TELEPHONE?

THE COLUMBIA.
THE LATEST AND BEST.

Patents Fundamental Non-Infringing.

Long Distance Battery Transmitters
newest designs sold outright.

of the latest

A Telephone Receiver
Unique in design.

and

No adjustment.
Nothing to get out

in cost.

Small instruments

Convey articulate speech 1,000 miles.

All

made

of the finest rubber.

wires and connections within the case.

No unsightly thumb-screws.

Constructed of the best material.

This

newest and best pattern.

Perfect in action.

Moderate

of order.

Nothing demanding repair.
Will

of the

Company owns

transmitters.

the patent for the improved switch for changing the circuit of the telephone on battery
The best dry battery manufactured.
Also, for perfected system of telephone exchanges.

THE COLUMBIA TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO.
Send

and 140 Front

136, 138

for Circular.

Street,

NEW YORK CITY.

TWO PHASE GENERATORS
Entirely novel in construction and having

Iffo

No

Moving Wire^

Collector^

alternating machine on the market.

SELF-STARTING
Superior

in

Speed,

Higher Efficiency,

Better Inherent Regulation,
Than any

Sloinr

TWO PHASE MOTORS.

many ways

These are the

to direct current motors.

essential elements in our

TWO PHASE SYSTEM.
Which

is

the only practically completed system in operation to-day for furnishing light and power
from the same generator and circuit.
If

you have not already received

it

send for

OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.
Western

Office, No.

307 Dearborn

CO.,
St.,

nnsFiEiD,

Chicago,

III.

m.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Eleofcric

July 14, 1S94

Lighting and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

Patents sustained by

BRUSH

repeated deciBlonB
of U. 8. Conrta.

ELECTRIC

Agencies in

all

Large cities.

The Russell &

Officer Electrical

CoDetmction Co., Denver, Col.

Office

Ba^nall and Eillee, Yohohoma, Japan.

and IVorks, Cor. Belden and mason Sts.,

VULCABESTON,
Field

CO.,

Magnet Spools,

Bushings,

Pieces,

Controller

CliETKLAJWD, OHIO.

THE HELIOS LAMP FOR STREET LIGHTING.
..

L

WAn.n., .M

Etc.

Knoxvillc Electric bight and

Power

Co.

Giant strain Insulator.
Average breaking strain 6,500 lbs.

MOULDED MICA

H.

Trolley Line Insulators.

CO.,
MFG.CHICAGO,
W. JOHNS
Randolph
ILL.
240 and 242

NEW

St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

YOBK,

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

Electric

Car - Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES
OF HEAT.

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., I3IO

Filbert St., Philadelphia.
STANLEY ELECTBTC MFG. CO., Pittsfield, Mass;
THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
EBPtern Agents:

In Practical Operation in aiore

Tban 25

licadine C'itle« in

v. 8. and Canada.

New Mexico and Arizona.
Western Agents: THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicaso, 111.
Southwestern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTKICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Canadian Agency: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Toronto, Canada.

HITBLEY
MANUFACTURINC COMPANY.
TnULLEY WHEELS BroDze, Brass or iron, patent graphite Keanngs, a 10,000 »ti?e recortZ—Still running.
nULLbl rlAnrw, Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
I

DbAnlNu V

^°^ Dynamos and Motors.

"We guarantee 30 per

cent,

more

life

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Regulating Socliets, all of our design and patents. Bare, 'Weatherproof and Magnet Wire. Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Black and White Tape. Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switclies, Cut-Outs,

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO., Lancaster,

Pa.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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& C

C

The

Company

Electric

lMi^lSILJF^,A.Cl:Tn-JF=2E:i=?^ CDF^

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General OfHce:

143 Liberty

Street,

NEW
aK.ajln.ll

WD * iCKS

.

I

C1.KVEI/AJSI),

I

uyahoga Bnildine. PHI1.A1»JEL,HIA, 633 Arcll

WESTINGHOOSE CONVERTERS:
— 10 per cent,
"
30.00—15
"
40.00 — 20

20 Lights, $20.00

30
40

."

"

off

if

"

" 250

"

"

"

500

Meters:

Converters:
Lights,
"
10 and 15
25

"

40
50

5

and Gables.

Company
*

911-913 Olive

St.,

ST. LOUIS,

Ke-

MO.

EDISON
3.WIRE

and

W.

St.,

203 Broadway, New York.

Chicago.

Pole— Double Pole— Commutation;

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

Pole— Double Pole— 3 Wire.

Single

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
single Pole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY

PEERLESS.

ARTISTICALLY

O-S

and Factory, Hartford, Conn.

F lOBh Doable Poah Switch— Donble Polo.

ELECTRICAL
& MFG.
THE CUHER
A.
PhilaaelpUia, Pa.,
Itth
gy

:

St., Philadelphia.

Monadnock

BRIXEY. Mfr.

C-S Flush Key Switch.

THE PERKINS ELECTRIC SWITCH MFG. COMPANY,
North 7th

R.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.

It is tlie Ijatest Production of

1536

Glass

C-S SPECIALTIES.
Single

This Switch is made to meet tlie recent requirements of National Board of Underwriters
and breaks eacb of the three wires simultaneouBly In two places.

41

Ont

Market.

CUSHING & MORSE,

SYSTEM.

136 Liberty St., New York.
620 Atlantic Ave., Boston

and

Insulation,

General "Western Agents,

THE GIBBS 3-WIRE SWITCH

^

Stand-

rite is tbe

SEXB FOR SAXIPIiEiS AXO PRICES.

CO.,

225 Dearborn

C3 F^ F^ I c; e:

tbe

in

nsingKerkeWire

is

8.00 10 Lights, 10 Amperes, $io oo ard of Higb
Grade
"
"
12 50 15
15
12.50
"
"
18.50 25
25
15.00 will Cnt Last
20.00
any otber on tbe
22.00

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

Office

St,

Every Telepbone

"

"

R. of N. J.

WIRE AND CABLES.

loo Lights are ordered.

United States

5

GARWOOD, N, J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

YORK.

Bldg., Chicago.

So.

CO.,

V. S.

street,

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
Hill Patent Self-Locking Starting Switch.
No

possible chance for an accident, as the Switch cannot
be closed until the resistance is all in.

CHEAP.

AXAde only

"W.

S3.

DURABLE.

COMPACT.
Tss^ tlie

Hill Electric
133 Olirer Street,

Company,

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
NEW

YORK, ELSON & BREWSTER, 143

Liberty Street.

LIST.

CHICAGO, CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Electrical supplieS
L

For Incandeecent Dynamo8, Platlag Dyoamog, Alternating Generators and Exciters, Electric Railway
Generators, Stationary Motors.

C

L

T
R
C
A

Manufactured by

P
P
u
s

w

I

CHARLES WIRT, 56

p

General

CtLlcago,

St.,

Agents.

LATINUM
For

all

Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purcbiwed.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

—Sl.OO.—

For the

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave.. Newark, N, J.

BAKER &

the

S
U
P
P

Avenue, CHICAGO.

Fifth

WALLACE ELECTRIC COUPANT, 307 Dearborn

L Electric Appliance Company

ELECTRIC

CO.,

192Broadway,NewToik,

the only concern in the world
that makes
Is

R

T

C

L

3EILPPUS lacirtcelE
Electrical Repairing

and Revinding.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

AKMATUBES, FIELDS AND CONVERTEKS
A BPECIALTY,

NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,

Hartley Electrical Works,
373 Mearborn

St.,

It will

me BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA CO.

pay yon to eet our prices

BROWNLEE &

The

sal-aImoniag.
Goaraoteed Over 99 Per Cent.

Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Oar Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever.

WHITE OAK PINS.

Chicago.

12 years' experience.

Habtlet, Mgr.

Arc Lighting

CLARK

I

B.

1894

14,

WIRT DYNAMO BRUSH,

©

E

July

CO.,

Detroit,

-

Wirt Dynamo

Brnsli.

Incandescent Dynamos, Fating
Dynamos, Alternating GeneratorB and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors,
Suitable for

Fiiie.

«*s oo.,
xsrsaris
St. ChicaKO.
lOl

THE BEST GRADES OF

Mich.

all

For under ground, under water, and

307 UearboFn

St.,

other conditions.

NEW

-

YORK.

KEMBY A. BKBP, Secretary and aianaser.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

Klnzie

all

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

Chicago

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAND)

TRANSFORMERS,

ForElectrical Purposes

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Alternatini

anfl

Dpamos,

Direct Cirrent

(ELECTRIC

Geierators ant

Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the hest quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

Motors,

^»^OFRI.A., II_I_.

Agents Wanted.

NEW

YORK, 86 and 88
BOSTON, 70 Kilby St.,

Write for Catalogue. A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122

PHILADELPHIA, 607 Arcli St.,
CLEVELAND, 24 South Water St.,

Liberty St.,

LIGHT,

Pearl St..

CHICAGO,

185 to 189

New

Van Buren

ST. LOUIS, Eighth and

York.

St.,

St. Charles St.

The Best Underground Conduit for Electric "Wires.
STRONG AND DURABLE.
NOT AFFECTED BY ACIDS OR ALKALIES.
A PERFECT INSULATOR.
Send

"Write for Information.
Jtlannfuetiired. Exclusively

THE FIBRE CONDUIT
THIS

IS

A

Vnder Sasic

CO.,

for ITe'w Catalogue.

l*atentSf

By

257 Broadway,

NEW YORK.

WORKS: ORANGEBURGH,

N. Y.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.

DOUBLE POLE

ID
10

SNAP SWITCH,

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

The Only Snap Switch that haa

MADE BY THE

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

BRYANT
ELECTRIC
COMPANY,
EDWARD TcmER,

^^^^

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

f

Western Representatives.

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Specialties.

and Prompt Shipments.

The Hart

&

liegeman

MANUFACTURING

Factory: Bridg'eport, Conn.
Sockets, Stvitches,

For Sale by All Supply Honses.

Qood Goods

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

July 14, 1894
Era EXE

F.

W.

PHiLLipa, Preet

A.

Hatha wiT,

W. H. Sawteb,

Treas.

zi

Seo'y.

W.U. Double

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

^ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY

WIRE,

Standard Scren' Olas^t Ini^ulators,
Floor InsDlators. tilass Break Knobs. Battery
Jari>. Arc Light Olobes for all fiHysteniN.
t^ilass lusalaiors to designate dilTerent
currents.

ELECTBIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Colored

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

ITEW

WORK ON

liriniHtl

will furnish estimates.

HEMINCRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

10 CortlBndt Street.

YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,
MOXTBEAL BRANCH, Eugene

SPECIAL DESIGNS A FEATURE.

Send Model or Drawing and we

UIkIiN
lIlllllO.

FARADAY CABLES.

Petticoat Teat Insulator.

The points or teats on the lower rim ot the petticoat attraots
the water on the outer surface of the insulator into drops. The
water drops from these points on to the cross-arm, thereby preventing the moisture from creeping up on the inner petticoat,
and thence to the pin. Owing to the great succesB of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the efflcieucy of the Insulator has proven to be more than twice that of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device lo ail Inaulatore for
Telegraph, Telephone and Street Railway Work,

CO.,

1848.

P. PhiUlpa' Electrical

Works

Factories. Muncie. Ind.

Office. Covington, Ky.

THE

In

CLARK WIRE"

A Letter from the Inspector

Boston Fire Under
" A Thoroughly Reli-

of the

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire in every respect."

"CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used

FREMONT

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we mate all
of Stranded and Flexible Wire and Cables withCJark'e

DP n) at ion.

The Clark Wire has been before the pablic and in use for
met with universal favor.

the past nine years, and hae
Thousands of miles of this

wire have been sold, and
and Foreign Connconstantly increasing, because

are in use thronghont the United States
tries,
it

and the demand for

it is

61

Western Agents,
Hbnrt
CO.,

and 63 Hampshire

a.

Send for

III.

St.,

Boston, Mass.

Herbert

Clahk,
Treas. and Qen'l Mgr.

'^-,1^^^^

Chicago,

Is es-

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO.

always gives perfect satisfaction.

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

our Wires and Cables

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other tirstclaas Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catslognes with Terms and
Disconnta for Quantities.

flizea
I

in insulating

pecially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold

S-.

Frest.

H. EusTia,

and Electrician

Cataloffue.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N J.

Aerial,
1

AGENTS'

\
(

Submarine and Underground Use.

JOHN A. ROEBIilSie'S SOI«!« CO., Chicago, 171
^^^ FRAWCISCO, as and 37 Tremont (Street.
NEW ¥OBK, 117 I-lberty Street.

liake Street.

COOKE SHADES
HATDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

all

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

AND STAND.

kinds of

SHADES
polished

(patented), made of thin,
brass, lacquered,
brilliant,
beautiful, light and entirely new. Easily
and securely adjusted to standard sockets.
(No Collar.)
Price ^600 per
doz. Good discount to trade.

CELLS,

la

Everything in the Battery Line.
3140 DeKalb
M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

STANDS

(patents pending).
Set
screws, front and back, elevate, turn
and hold the lamp at desired angle,
saving the eyes.
Price $2.50 each.
Discount to the trade.

President and Manager.

A

THE

»25>'n&.®tb'Sis^
L^^;,tV°'

TELEPHONE S>
Palmer. Bros.

mZf.^"'

'CMIANUS.CONM,

Coipany,

E. D.

Licenses Granted.

COOKE,

001-4 Unity Building,

NEW YORK.

Correspondence School of Technology,
CI>EVELAXI>. OHIO,

Instruction by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches ot
P. Roberts, H. E.; G. T. Hauchett, S. B.; Oscar Antz, M, E.; Jas. Ritchie, B. S.; Frank
C. Ogborn, C. E.; F. Yenaen; L. S. Siebel; H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Constant, C. E.
Send for Circular.

iLzia.l3rsis

Manufacturer,
-

CHICAGO, ILL.

-

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN

Tou Will Oblige

of Sa.1

ELECTRICIAN when

Chicago, March

9,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

This Certifies
"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

s. VvT^EIS,
and

Consulting

I find the

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Hoom

42,

87 Clark Street.

Ammonium
Ammonium
Moisture

Nou- Volatile Matter
Organic Matter
I^Prices on

application.

1894.

marked

amount of;
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
0.03
Sulphate
"
0.13
"
"
"
0.02
"

The Non-Volatile Matter

writing

to advertisers.

JLnni:xioi:iia.c.

Certificate of Analysis, 'No. 91 S.

Analytical

sent

DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

EuKlneerlng.—E

cr .

cut),

Leadin g local supply lionees appointed exclu^iive agents.

BRUSH PATENTS,
EDISON BUILDING,

in

T^rite for folder, etc.

Consolidateil Electric Sloraie

ELBCTR/CAL SUPPL/BS

set of samples (as shown
on receipt of $3 00.

"

consists.of Iron

"

"

0.31

"

Oxide and Alumina.
Signed, J. B.

WEI3.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

si!

July

14,

1894

Steam-Feed Water PDrifler.
Removes all Impurities.

Stllwell's Patent Live

scale

Entirely prevents
Boilers.

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&B1ERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

S STREET. CHICAGO.

S
Electric Supplies,

TTTTR
U Xli

R1^^V
A3XJ
il

Tlie"NewEra"
ELECTRIC

JJ.

with 2-inoh Morgan & Wrlght
Pneumatic Tires.

GAS LIGHTERS.
Newly Improved.

Are the only Electric

Electric Fixtures,

luade tliat
are snccesefolly operated by the key,
IjigliterM

always indicates whether
is on or off.
Safe, rewill not fail to light;
have interchangeable etemsjare
adaptable to any flsturee, and
fully guaranteed.
Made In 5
styles but all on the same general principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argand. Our
Victor with side lever, is a
^^^lich

Combination Fixtures.

the gas
liable;

little

We

Can Save Yon Money. Write

.

30-inch wheel;
class adjustment;

^

wonder.

for Ouotations.
1

entire etock of brash copper of the late Anaonia Electric Co., 5,000 lbs., all sizes, at fifteen
cents ($0.15) per pound. Porcelain cut-outs, Edison make, all sizes, at 75 per cent off Ediaonlist.
Bryant switches, 15 ampere, double-pole, riilc. Sawyer-Man 10 ampere main cut-outs at ISc. Write
us for anyiliing you want, and we may have It

Ubicago,

FOR SALE.

for an energetic yonng electrician wishing lo purchase an established business
with messenger service connected. Present owner
having other Luslnesa, caDnot give it attention.
A bargain if taken at once. For full particulars
apply to

UARRT

9IORKIS.

sots j^ixth St.,

D'UngerTelephone.

Bacine, M'is.

BEWARE OF INFRINGING!
The D'Unger Long Distance Telephone (the
"Far- Away Talker'') can now be had for use in
Telephone Exchangee on a small annual royalty,
and on no other terms. It is constructed
under numerous patents, especially Patent MO.
890,575, granted Oct. 2, 1888, which is not only
the 11r§)t. but the oniy undispnted and

indiNputable valid patent granted for
an All-Carhon llultiple-l'untact 9Iierophonie Telephooe Tran^^uiitter. All
multiple-contact telephone transmlttere built without or under patents granted eiuce
Oct. 2, 1888. are Infringements upon Patent Alo. 300.575— a fact to be borne in miod
by persons contemplating the use of Telephones.
The "D'Uuger" is the only self-cleaning telephoue In the world. It sends speech one (1) mile
or five thousand (5,000) miles in a perfectly clear
manner; cau be operated at half the ordinary expense; is always in order, and has for lis Receiver
a Palent Compound Magneto, making but o^e
it has likewise Paul D'UnmasTiietic field
ger's Patent Diaphragm Regulator which prevents
the words from running tog«ther. As a whole it
is complete, cannot be surpassed, and has no equal.
Pronounced by all unprejudiced electricians to be
the Peer of lelephones. Address
all-carbon

FOR SALE.
The Hillsboro Gas and Electric Light
PlaQt, coDfeistincT in part of two 35 light T.-H.
Arc Dynamos; two 100 horse power boilers;
one 74 and one 100 horse power engine;
sixty eight 2.000 candle power T.-H. arc
lamps; one 300 light alternator with 250
lamps in place; 3)^ miles of gas main; two
benches for three retorts each; one 30,000 ft.
gas holder; one hundred and fifty gas consumers, both the above with all ihe machinery necessary to make a first-class plant.
Will be sold at public sa'e, on Wednesday,
Aug. 1, 1894. J. M. HUGHEY, Receiver of the
Hillsboro Gas & Electr c Light Co.,

COD,

&

Boston, Mass.

4;olaaibia Carrieee
Tycle Co.,
Broadway and Huron St., Milwaukee, Wis., U. S.

for Circulars.

STUDY ELECTRICITY

By our correspondence method""

111.

A good chance

,

first

most approved

THE WONDERFUIi

Higbly Important to Telephone Users,

Chas. E. Gregory Co.,
»t.,

Pearl St

Send

The

47-10 So. Jeft'er&on

02

gear; ewivel bead;

ball bearint; nf

pattern on both wheels; crunk .'?haft and pedals
highly finished: first class in every particular.
Price, $45.UU
Terms, GU days net or 6,; discount
for cash; or, if
UO accompanies the order, to lasure freight, we will ship
making a cash
discount of 10^ in place of f>^, giving you the
privilege of examining the wheel before paying
the agent.

Sole Manufacturers,

FOR SALE.

-^^SiSisaEaSi*-5:-i-inch

"

-

.

INSTRUCTIOM^MAIL
In Architecture, Architectural Dra^wing,

Plumbing,

Heating

No D'Unger Telephones

Ventilation.

ELECTRICITY
Diplomas awarded.
To begin students neea
only Itnow how to read and write. Send for FREE
Circular of information stating the subject you
think of studying to
THE CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES. Scsnton, Pa.

4000 STUDENTS

.iii-'ii

Cheap
|Trans=
I

i
<
5
^
^
^
^
^

portat ion

...miiiiniiiL

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
iU.
:„I WfU
1
r^t
.,
the IImperial
Wheel.
Cheaper
than
other bicycles becaCise less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.
A M e: c A FROST
non cnr r'f\ n a niv

—

_

m
COMPANY

AMES &

CHrCAGO.

Oral, Electric,

Pneumatic and Meclianical
in Stock.

W. R. OSTKANDER &
804 Fulton
St.,

CO.,

STew York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.
B^^Send for New OAtalogde. Out August

l3t.

HillsborOj Ohio.

For Kent-In THB
SOT, SOU Belden
Fremont Stree t,
west of li'ncoln

BELDEN,

short distance

Park, Chiea;;o,

A seven room CORNER flat with all modern appointments, including steam heat, janitor, gas
range, gas grates and logs, hot water, fefrigerator,

wood mantels, handsome

side-board, three

oak and marble entrance, private storeroom and
laundry; every room as light as day; the only vacant flat In the building; rent reduced to $50.00.
J, B. Carney, on premises, or at 6 Lakeside Build-

Summer

OU WILL OBLIGE

ii95,

ATenue, Corner

Y

BRONZE PUSH

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the Western Electrician

when

BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

writing to advertisers.

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.

E.W. BLISS GO,,
14 John

St.,

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

Send

HUEBEL

&

MaNCER.

for

New

Catalogue.

Slanufarturers,
286-290

Graham

Street,

BROOKLYN,

N. T.

THE ELEMENTS OF

Resorts of Wisconsin.
to the Summer Resorts
now on sale by the

Excursion tickets
of Wisconsin are

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

ll YNAMIC

St Paul Railwav.

Special low rates on Friday and Saturday
of each week for tickets good to return
until

Monday.

F LECTBICITY

For further information

apply at Ticket Office, 207 Clark St or
Union Passenger Station, Canal, Adams
,

and Madison

Sts.

KOBTH

STAIt POIMT§

Is the title of a book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee Si Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested In the development of the agrlcult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphle
temng^'Where the Trout Bide •> will be sent free
upon appUcation to Geo. H. Heafford. General Paseenger Agent, "North Star Koate," Chicago, 111.

This Press

is

Designed for

Cutting Armature

Discs

Panclies, Shears, Drop
Hammers, Dies, Etc.,
For Electrical Work.

The Stiles & Parker Press Co.

^
^

i^%XXXXXXV^4\\XXX\\\XX%\%\\^%%'V'VXXVV\\%\\\\^

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full JLlne Always

D'UNGER.

|
^
S
^
'^

ILL.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

can be had for exR.

and

Bridge Engineering, Railroad Engineering, Surveying and Mapping, Mechanics,
Mechanical Drawing, Mining, Engliah
Branches, and

Chicago, ill.

changes, except through me.

AT HOME

FREE APPARATUS- Moderate terms.
Machinist Co..
AtwaterHldt,'., cievfhmd.o.

instruction, with

-

^wxxwxwwwwwwwvwwvwwwwwwv^

D'Unger Long-Distance Telephone Co..

Palmer House,

Thorough

-

Diplomas awarded. Catalogue
free.
^
»eientific
-

A.

AND MAGNETISM.
A Book
Now Ready! PofSS'lree.

^or Learners.

iLECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

I

July

14,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate—Close Regulation and High
ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

Effi-

The attention of ELECTRIC COMPAKIES
called to this CELIt:BRAT£:i> "WATKR
« HEEL as particularly adapted to their uee, onisaccount
of its remarkably steady motion,
high speed and grtat efficiency and laree capacity for its diameter, being Uonltle

power of most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a
panies with great aatisfaction. In the economical use of water It
highest per cent of uaefoi effect grn^i'a'nteed*
the

SEX1>

number
is

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

FOR CATALOGUE AND PARTICULARS.

The accompanying enffraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft
develop 36 H. P. under 33 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch WorreU Friction Coupling at one end

to
to

disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Tnrbines. either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend tbem.
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The New Yost
1894 Model.

Brmphlte Bods of
Besistanee
to tho ineh. Kraphite Boxes and Orndbles, BeslBtlne Heats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlrles Oladly Answered.

CO.,

O

Q

1)

FOB KLECTBICAIi USES;
Tarlons lienstlis, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO ohms

DIXON CRUCIBLE
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THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Crives more ponder as to diameter ivith a
higher percentage of usefal effect than any other

Tvoter-^rheel heretofore made.

All sizes, right

and

left

hand, aro built from patterns perfected under eystematic teste in
the Holyobe Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are uneatiefaotory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powerSj will find it to
their interest to confer with me, as I
ivilliBS to guar*

am

antee results vrhere others have failed, no m-atlerTFhat make of turbine has been in use. STATE

TAc Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.

—

RRUITIRE3IENTS
ttSt
I^OG^UK.

Sbnd fob Cibcxilak and Prices.

THE

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

Ill to 117 East 131 St

St.,

N.

S.

CO.,

AKO

1$EI!VI>

MORGAN SMITH.

FOB CATAPa.

York,

Constructed on principles radically Its own, insuring results always soughc for but absolutely
unattainable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.
Let us send you catalogue.

The Yost Writing Machine

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
reenlts Kuaranteed.

Y.

169 La

Salle St.,

Co.,

CHICAGO.

SSar.^..BXjX» TTI^ JP 1873.
80L.E

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wiMHMGTOM.'pBi,

MARO

S.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Tho Stattdafd Electrical Insnlating Material

CHAPMAN,

THOMAS

Pres.

C.

PERKINS,

MAJrUFACTrBEKS OF

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

of the World,
Sec'y and Treas.

i*

SiVJTl ».y

TH. GONET,

Supt-

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

H. B.
S.

by the following well-known and

reliable Contractors:

1140 Monadnock Buiidins, Ghicairo, Western Contractor.
COHO & CO., 203 Broadway, New York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and vicinity and New Jersey.
M. ANQIER & CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
N. BLAEE, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York,

HOLT GATES,
G.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Liahtins

:

WESTERN

ELEICTRICIAN.

July

14,
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETICULAKLY ADAPTED TO DEIYINa

Electric Light

and Power Stations

of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineBs of motion ftnd easy working gate, the conetraction of which makes it the most sec Bitive to the action of a goverBor of any wheel on the market.

On account

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Illustrating various styles of setting
horizontal shaft.

on both

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
SUCCESSORS TO

STOUT,

WANTED.
Artistic Slate
FOK

Swlteh Boards,
Switch Bases,
Bheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boses and Covers,
Fnse Boses and Bases,
And

All

lamp

tor

We

will

clean copies of the
25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6

use,

Copies

I

capacity

V

by the Burlington
be mailed to any ad-

-will

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.
FUSE WIRE «^— -^
AND LINKS

Issued

is

and

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

)

^'""C^orm.

&

LakeBlde Building, Chicaso-

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto

la

Telephone

outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringe-

which it sells
ment of patents.

„
m
^
. ,,.
other Telephone talks over one mile.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory plants,
everything from the telephone to the wire and poleh).
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

Ten n«i»8ee, and
Termont Marble,
Mexican Onys and

Grained Woods.
slzea to order.

-,

,

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Co.,

S3», 540 and 541

and Stewart Ave., CHICAGO.

St.

home

dress on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Italian,

anh

A

large, handsome Map ol the United
States, moimted and suitable for office ot

Western Elec-

Route.

Slate, plain or finished.

The Independent Electric

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
for

Number

Purposes Requiring

Tery low prices qaoted on

A TEMPI.E.

trician of June 18, 1892, Volume X,

Bases,

We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish
Dull BUck,
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Marblelzed,

pay 25 cents each

Mllil.8

vertical

Monndnook

The Independent Electric

CO.,

39th

Bib., Chloaso. Ill

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Cliicago.

^UFACTORY.

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Toltmeters for Lamp
Meter measurement on Alternating Cnrrents are now

The
and

ready for the market.

Station

tend for our 1H94 Catalrgne which contains
the above and other new inBtruments
of our manufacture.

Whitney Electrical

WE GUARANTEE

iDstrament Go.
P£NACOOK, ST. H.

use

and

AQBNTS
KELLOGG,

General Selling Agent.
Bahinlore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Maes. (New Entrland): W. B. Bouthgate &
Co., 14tJ Franklin St.
Chicago, III Electric Appliance Co,
F.

^^

this

means, of course, an extra profit on your output.
The
fomid iyi a comprehensive Catalogue, zvhich is

how'' will be

yours for the

and

:

Nowotny

aski7ig, also

Willianies

Catalogues of the Webster Separator

Vacuum System of Steam Heating,

Warren Wbbstmr &

:

Olnoinnatl, O
Halifax, N. S.:

YOU

Hems of water and fuel by the
of our yacnnta Feed Water Heater and Puri£er,

a very co?isiderable savijig in the

Factoriee: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

HENRY

G

nGW^£^'/;^#^''Br6oklVn,N.Y.

Electric Co.

John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Oal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Got : Toronto Electrical Works.

We

Announce Another Cut

in

Co,,

CAMDEN,

NEW YORK, 126 l.lbcrl.v Slropt.
CHICAGO, nonsdnorb Kiilldin^-.

New York

Prices on Our

ALTERNATING and CONTINUOUS CURRENT

Arc Lamps —
Send for our

New

Discounts and also for Reduced Price List on

The Celebrated Niirnberg Carbons.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

No. 607.
D.C. l>amp.
1

69 Adams

572 to 578

Street,

OHICAGO.

S.

BERGMANN,

President.

First Avenue,

NEW YORK.

N, J,

:

July

14,

WESTERN

1894

NATIONAL.

4i

THE

I

ELECTRICIAN,

We make simply

a business proposition.

ments and make your own

5f

f

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

tests.

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
lole

ACa.xi'u.fact'u.x'ex's,
Grimshaw Dnderground Lead Covered

Grimsliaw White Core and Ra^en Core Wires,

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Gomponnd,

Vnlca Bnsbings,

Mim
13-n Cortlandt

Ynlca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Constrnction.

all sizes,

OFFICE:
Street,

WANTS
HE MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR
.WILL DECOMPOSE WATER

jlCTWHAT EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN

New

tjp
i NPiiiro
'>"-^"'^'"^=-

York.

FranMln

134 Congress Street.

Street.

AMERICAN HARD FIBRE

102

Sacramento Street.

HIGH CLASS

CO.,

ELECTRICAL WORK,
Experimental, Repairing and Novelty
Manufacturing.

MANCFACTUBEKS OF

iDO*>*^ECTR0 PLATING

ILIGHT^^CANDESCENT
LAMPS

78-82

SAN FKANCISCO

BOSTON:

CHICAGO;

<

)

Hard Fibre

in Sheets, Rods,

Tnbes and Special Shapes

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.
Colors

:

TELEPHONE WORK

Write for Catalogue and Pricea.

Red, Gray and Black.

A SPECIALTY.

WEITE FOB NEW CATALOGUE
tlBRIDoE EL'gCT'L MFG. CO. ELBRIDGE.Uy]

ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
ANNUNCIATORS.
Two
ANI) PEICE LIST.

BARGAIN PEICES ON

Tolmues, 4^4 pases, Profusely Illnstrated.
Price,

Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Washington

CO.,

207

Electric Co..

S. Canal St

,

CHICAGO.

Westebn
LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
IviEost 0-a.ra<"ble ^£utt©r3r Cells Frod.-a.ce<a..
Electrician.

Please mention

6

TFXt.TTSrr3EIX>

w
a

g.

w

2

^ w

.*

2" rS
ere

p
E. O.
8.

McCOEMIOK,

Traffic

Mgr.

D. B. MAKTIN,
Gen'l Pass. & Tictet Agt.

®
M.
DC

CINCINNATI.

Manufactured by

The

Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

GLEASON'S STANDARD FIXTURE CUT-OUTS, ETC., .ETC.
GLEASON'S LIGHTING-BUG CUT-OUT.

(Without Cover.)

PRICES

FULL SIZE CUT

Price Each 10

SEPARATE FROM FUSE WIRE
WHILE ON SAME BINDING POST.

TO
Forcolain Li^hiing-Bug Cui-Out,

RE6ULAR

with porcelain cover.

Smallest Covered Solid Porcelain Cut-Out

en the Market.

DISCOUNT.

Best and Smallest Cut-Out Made.

E. P.
OmoAGO
91

Enlarged cut Bhowlni; construction of Gleason's Porcelain LightingBue Cut-Out covered w.lth porcelain.

in Porcelain.

FIXTURE WIRE

SUBJECT

OF
Cleuss's

cts.,

("When Closed)

Prtee Each, Complete, 22i

CtS. lAst,

F. L.

GLEASON MFG.

Office:

"

DEARBORN ST.
Johnson, Manager,

I

to 189

Mercer

CO.,

St.,

COR. HOUSTON ST.,

NEW YORK

CITY.
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DYNAMO TENDERS'

NGANDESGENT WIR NG
HA-ilM U-BOOIC.

Hf\ND-BOOK.
By LiEDT.

F. B.

Bt

READY FOB DELrVEBY.
AN ENTIBBLY NEW WORK.
The
Series.

F

our famoua "Hand-Book"
Every practical dynamo man should have a

latest addition to

HflND-BOOK.

B. Badt.

Tenth Thousand.

PRICE, $1,00.

ELEGTRG -TRANSMISSION

STREET RAILWAYS.
"THK7UYS."

hand-book:.
Badt.

A new -work containing tables and information on
the electric traoeinission of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "HandSeries.

Pages.

AND

TERMS AND PHRASES.
The

Houston,

A.

latest edition of this celebrated

over 5,000
Webster.

diBtinct

definitions.

Li&ht

work containa

As

important

as

Specifications

A

object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

354 Illustrations.

100 Pages-

THE ELEGTRIG

RAILWAY

HIGH POTENTIHL
AND
HIGH FREQUENCY.

THEORY AND PRACTlGE.
Bt Ceosbt and Bell.

Experiments

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend It-

Exchange.

self to

17e rages,

A

Profusely Illustrated.

edition of this celebrated work is
A technical
rewritten and brought down to date.
hand-book for electricians, managers and operators.

STf\NDf\RD
ELEGTRGAL
Bt

The fourteenth

234 Pages.

Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.50.

The series now numbers 103 volumes, and embraces
works on every subject.

16 mo. Boards.

T.

DGTIONflRY.

O'OONNOB 3LOANE.

This new work should be in the hands of all who
desire to keep abreast with the progress of the greatest
science of the times.

600 Pages,

PROFUSELT rLLUSTBATBD.

300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Price, 50c. Each.

Any

Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, sr.oo.

SERIES.

Pope.

Currents.

London.

146 Pages.

SCIENCE

THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH.

Alternate

lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-

trical Engineers,

PRICE, $2.50.

PRICE, $1.60.

with

Bx NIK01.A Tesla.

the electrical engineer, and to the practical

manager.

400 Pages.

Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1.00.

IN

Mebhill.

L.

AND MOTORS.

The

PRICE, $3.00.

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Association, of the National Board of
Eire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance

BtF.

OF

Br CnocKEit and Wheeler.

The first American book on electric motors.
most complete work brought down to date.

Engineers and Architects.
E. a.

Fully Illustrated.

DYNAMOS

ITS APPLICATIONS.

325 Pages.

FOR THE USE OF
Bt

The most

PRICE, $9.00.

Bs Maexin and Wetzlee.

PRICE, $5.00.

Electric

Thompson.

M.

750 Illustrationa.

700 Pages.

900 Pages.

Profusely Itlustrated.

ELECTRIC MOTOR

...

ELECTRICAL WORDS,
J.

S. p.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

DlGTlONfVRY

By Edwin

By

Fourth edition, revised and re-written.
complete work on the dynamo published.

PRICE, $4.00.

PRICE, $KOO.

OF

B. Faibchtld.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway employe in the United States.

600

22 Illustrations.

...

ELECTRIC MACHINERY,

Their Conatructton, Operation and Maintenance.

By C.

97 Pages.

Badt.

97 Illustrations.

43 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

Book"

B*: LixuT. F. B.

Designed for practical men engaged in any clasa
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

io6 Pages.

72 Pages,

PRICE, $1.00.

F. B.

1894

subject in the English language.

13S Engravings,

By Lieut.

14,

BELL HANGERS'

These tables give, without lo98 of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "HandBook" series, and la the standard authority on this

copy.

926 JPages.

Lieut.

Fourth Edition.

Badt.

July

of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER,
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 Lakeside BldE., Ghicairo. Ill
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
1

B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

e. e.,

Specialty: Electric Bailwaj-3 and
tions.

N.

Power

Electrical Engineer,

Amstutz,

The Louis

tfetr

K.

Comstock

Co.,

Engineers
and Contractors,

The Consolidated Eng.

m. Am.soc.M.E.

Engineer.
Consnltations, Reportg, Estimates, Plans, Speclfloatlons, Saperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

The

St. Louis.

Montgomery H. Johnson,

General Electricians,
Contractors.
Engineers,

specialty: Designing Electrical

tS^nr^5*T

66

8.

Clark

Private lines

St.,

Gustave Monrath,
and Contractors,

Chicago.

c.p.,i. e.

Electrical Engineer,

Contractor for Electric Light and Electric
Power Transmissions.

for Ideal Engines.

1417-1419 aionadnock Building,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Chicago.

Harry G. Osburn,

Frederick L. Merrill,

Electrical Engineer,

Electrical Engineer,

304 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

'

Telephone, Harrison

Specialty: Storage Battery Work.

E. P. Roberts
3.?,

&

Machinery and

E. P.

ROBERTS, M.

Special Attention Given tu the
Superviaion of Electrical Work.

Frank

Co.,

49 Wilcox
Member American

E.,

Cleveland,©.

Etc., Etc.

B. Rae,
Electrical Engineer,
St.. Detroit,

80, 37, 38,

A.i.E.E.,'

306.

Estimates and Specifications prepared.

304 Rookery, Chicago

Brainard Block,

aiartin Bids., Utioa. N. Y.

Bills., Cliicaso.

specialty.
built complete.

260

Bldg.,

«*,

Apparatus.

712.

818 Uedlnah

work and repairs a

3946.

Agents

Academy

Consulting Electrician,

Established 18.S9— Incorporated 1892.

Electrician,

Good wort, Bqnare work, perfect -work; just
suoli work as our caatomers want. Fine house

Sinclair,

Alfred 0. Einetein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice-Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

Allen- Hussey Co.,

Telephone, Harrison

Co.,

Designera and Buildera of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. Louis.

ilechanical and Electrical

O. M. Stone,

)

Manufacturers' Agents,

1437-38 Slonadnock Blk., Chicago.

5«S The Cnyaliosa, Cleveland.O.

Turner BulldiDg,

&

Tel. 912.

SapervisioD and Eipert OplDlonB.

\Vm. H. Bryan,

Goltz

Electrical

Teste, Plans, Esllmatea,

e

Chicago.
Telephone Main

Electrical Engineers

EUctHcal Devices Perfected for
Shop Construction.

b. s. (e.

1627 Monadnock Bldg.,

Auditorium Tower, Chica£:o.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Expert and
Sta-

43G Bookery, Chlcaeo.

S.

William D.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

Consulting Electrical Engineer,

,

Mich.

Institute Electrical Enffineere.

Dynamos. Motors and Special Apparatus Designed
for
Manufacturere.
Tests and Reports upon
Steam and Electric l\>wer Plants. Engineering
in Installation of Electric Street R.illway0,
pal and I'rlvate Lighting.

Mimlcl-

IDEAL" INSULATED COPPER WIRE.
Best Substitute for Rubber.
UAaillFACTIJBKI)

BY

INSULATED FACTORY:
WIREPAWTUOKET,
GO.
PHILLIPS
OFFICE:

NEW YOBK

39-41 Oortlandt Street.

AeKsrciES

Electric

AppHmee Co., OHICAQO.

.

We

£

I.

:

Partrick & Carter Co PHII.ADKI.PHIA.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

R.

Electrical Engineering Co., ailSriHEAPOIilB.

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

manufacture Complete Installations of

ELECXRICiLlL JLFPJLRJLXUS
For

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

dilC-A-G-O,

CITIES.

"V^TaToasl^.

-^verLuie

a.n.d.

X-a^Ifee

Street.

—
—

—

—
—
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Part

Part II, 156 Pages,
WHEN ORDERED TOGETHER PRICE IS $2.50.

26S Pages, $2.00.

I,

$1.00.

Both WorUs Profusely Illustrated,

Work

Just the

PART

CHAPTER

I.— CONTENTS.

—

CHAPTER

I.

—

Electricity— Positive and Negative Conductors, NonElectro-Motive Force
conductors and Insulators
Volts Resistance— Ohms Current Amperes.

—

—

—

—

—

CHAPTER

Dynamos — Magnets— Field
— Permanent Magnets.

CHAPTER

—
—
—

—

CHAPTER

—

Magnets

The Dynamo

IV.

— How Produced — Induction — Series
—Shunt Wound Dynamos— Exciting
the Fields — Constant Current and Constant Potential
Dynamos — Series and Parallel — Parallel Or Multiple Arc

—

—

—

—

Incandescent Lamps
Filaments
Connections
Flashing Exhausting
Testing
Candle Power Operated in Series Automatic Cut-Out In Multiple Arc or
Parallel
Multiple Series
Multiple Series Cut-Out
Three Wire System.

—

—

—

CHAPTER

—

CHAPTER

—

of Regulator

VI.

The Arc Ligiit — How Formed — Causes of Unsteadi— Remedy — Effect of Shades or Globes — Shape of
Carbons under Different Conditions of Burning — Arc
Lamps— Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism — Action
of Current — Clutch Lamps — Clockwork Lamps— Double
Lamps — Troubles in Lamps.

—

—
—

—

—

CHAPTER

—
—
—

—
—

IL

— The Mordey Alternator— Stationary Armatures — Field Magnets — Ferranti Armature
Field Magnets — Winding — Collectors.

—

CHAPTER

Dynamos, Concluded

—

Armature

—

— Siemens
—

—

Dynamo Best MagDynamo— The

Stanley Constant Current
Self Induction
Regulation.

netic Circuits

CHAPTER

— Converters—Transformers — Econ—An Electrical H. P. — Losses in
Conductor — Induction Coils^— Effect of Induction — Transof

formers.

Transformers, Continued

—Transforming Up and

ers
ers

— The

Static

—

—

—

—

—

—

CHAPTER

—

—
—

VIII.

—

Lines of Force Hysteresis Magnetic Penetration
The Circuit of Lines of Force Experiments with MagRapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.
net

IX.

Arc Lamps — In Series — The Westinghouse Arc Lamp
— Diagram of Circuits Lamp—Action of the Mechanism
— Flat Carbons.

CHAPTER
Arc Lamps,

in

— Induction Coils—Convert-

Down— Design of Transform-

Charge Protection Against— Grounding
Other Devices The Foil Protector-

—

the Secondary
Different Type? of Transformers.

X.

—

Lamp

—

CHAPTER

—

—

—

—

—

and Socket

— Change

—

—

over Plug and Socket— Conclusion.

CHAPTER

XXIII.

Electric Motors, General Principles the Same as in
Dynamos Types Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for
all General Purposes
Regulation of Shunt Motors Of
Series Motors
Counter E. M. F. Direction of Rotation
and Direction of Current Starting Motors Diagram of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Connection.

XII.

—

Measuring Instruments, Continued Hot Wire In.
The Cardew Voltmeter Details of the Instru-

struments

ment

—

— Low Potential Voltmeter.

—

CHAPTER XIII.
Voltmeters— Double Coil Voltmeter— Two TypesCHAPTER

XIV.

Spring Meters— Curled Spring Meter.

CHAPTER
Twisted Strip Instruments
and Operation of Instrument.

XV.

— Diagram

CHAPTER

of Connections

XVI.

—

——

Recording Meters Stanley Meter Construction and
Diagrams of Parts— Slattery
Principles of Operation
Induction Meter- Description of Parts and Principles of
Operation Watt Meter Thomson Meter.

—

—

CHAPTER XVIL
Generators in Parallel

— Difficulties

in

Operating

—Arrangements
—

Diaof Circuits and Machines for Operating in Parallel
of Machines and Circuits.

gram of Common Arrangement

of Instruments.

Price.

—

—

Ohm's Law Strength of Current Formulas and Examples Power and Heating Effects of Currents.

—

CHAPTER

XIX.

Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

Postage Prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
a

XX.

The Magneto as a Testing Instrument Armature
Field Bell
Diagram of Circuits.
CHAPTER XXI.
Coupling Dynamos Together In Series In Shunt
Series, Shunt and Compound Wound Machines.
CHAPTER XXII.
Switches and
Switch Plug
Switchboards Loop

—

Orders Promptly Filled on Receipt of

—

—

CHAPTER XVIIL

—

Forms

— Differen-

Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance Diagram
and Methods of Use Bridge and Rheostat
Round Form Square Form.

of Circuits

CHAPTER XL
Measuring and Indicating Apparatus Instruments
for use with Alternating Currents Differ from Those Used
with Continuous Currents Ammeters— Voltmeters— Description of Several

Needle

XIX.

Alternate Current Generators in Parallel

Multiple Slattery Differential
Its Operation.

— Mechanism of Lamp—

V.

— Astatic

CHAPTER

—

CHAPTER

Distribution

CHAPTER

—

Indicators.

XVIII.

CHAPTER

—

CHAPTER VIL

—

Testing Galvanometers
Apparatus.

VI.

—

Series Arc Light System
Diagram
Parallel System
Parallel System
Primary Circuit Secondary
of Circuits
Circuit
Placing of Transformers Fuses Diagram of
Series Arc Light Circuit.

—

tial

in

IV.

Induction Coils

omy

—
—

Transformers, Concluded
Fuses
Regulation
Winding of Transformers Connecting to Circuit Regulation—Safety Fuses.

—

— Pressure and Potential

—

—

—

HI.

—

CHAPTER Xin.
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for Engineers, Electricians,

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO..
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BALL ENGINE O
£1XIX£3,

3E».A,

Improved Heavy Duty Engines for
Electric Lighting and RailIways.
DIRECT CONNBOTED and BELT DRIVEN.
J.W.PARKER &

CHICAGO OFFICE.

CO., General Agents,
30 Cortlandt Street,

J.

NEW YORK CITY.

McEWEN MFG. CO.,

H.

The

"CLIMAX"BiiiLE>

AUTOMATIC ENGINES
Both Vertical and Horizontal.
From 12 to 600 Horse Power.

Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

OUR GTARAHITKE :—The Engine shall not rnu one
revolution slower when fnlly loaded than when running empty,
and a rednction of boiler p^es^a^e from the greatest to that
necef.8nry to do the work, will not reduce the speed of engine
one revolution.

Any engine

failing to meet this

erty of the purchaser upon
Send for Catalogue.

The Only

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

euarantee becomes the propdollar. It is one of

pajment of one

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

the most economical engines on the marliet.

Main Office and Works, Ridgway, Pa.
'vSIP'!

506 "The Rookery."

Will save yon money on coal.

••MJa.'lelphla.
*"5^..'il"*J'*'"'.''''''.^'i'.''".'."°''?'."^AlTPHk'- &T*'i''L'iP.
!!«HAKPK.
0.37 Ilonadnoeb Biilldiiier. tjlilcaeo. III.

Wn.

C. BRILL COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIABUILDEES OF EAILWAT AND TEAMWAT OAES OF ALL CLASSES.

Bnilt in

SO

nnits from

1600 H.

to

P.

MANUFACTURED BY

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnel! and Court Sts.,

Send tor new Catalogne.

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

mp;"o'vedRoot VuVe" boiler.
o

--.r~C^

-

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.

Special attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Car".
Bollderfl of Brill No. 21

Truck with

solid forged frame,

THE BROWNELL

&

atd "Eureka" Maiimmn Traction Pivotal Trucb.

Absolutely Dry Steam.

CO., Dayton, Ohio,

.^:

A6ENDR0TH & ROOT
MFG.

Manafactarers of

2S

CO.,

AUTOMATIC,
THROTTLING

DIRECT ELECTRIC,

'^

The greatest care taken

\

m

Ready
Ready
Ready
Gears
Gear Cutt ng.
Gear Book, 15 cents.
Treatise on Gears. $1.00
Catalogue free.
Gear Cutting Machines.

GEORGE

B.

GRANT,

Lexington, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND FOR OUR

Catalogue of

SUPERIOR. RE60UJI0N

has many advantages over all others
now in the market.
It

All Sizes carried in

Over

stock.
2,000 In

use.
Its

Addreas.

Marine ani_
Yacht £neines.
Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilerg.

Chicago.

i-^fs .^^l^^litcs

4«3

CO.,

OJHAHA BVUiDlIlIC), CHICAGO.

WASHINaTON, P.O.

iS)i'

>

i?^"

htm
Hardware

W.

lo.,

S^P H

-woeks: p.icmB. wis.

PARISH, General

Home

11].

PHO

p.

Sales

Insurance Building.

Manaser,

CHICAGO.

O R- B R O N Z E

INGOTS, CASTI NGS, WiRE, SmEET &C.
ThePhosphqrBronzeSmeltincCo.Limiteo
,2200WashingtonAve.,Philadelphia.,Pa.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-

REG.JRADEMARKS.

NEW TOKK
NEW HAVEN.

^

Books.

In the West for ELECTRICAi BOOKS, and fill
orders promptly, prepaid, onreceiptof price.
Elect ricianPnbiJc^hlDg Co,
6 Lakeside Building,

HAVE YOU
SEEN OURS?

,

PURPOSES

Electrical

Any

TOP.

gECTRICljGHTINS
'"

a™6ENERAL

Wears

108 Liberty Street,
82 Church Street,
1116 E Street N. W.,

ECONOMY

ANp

•c^t

Sent Free te

MORSE, WILLIAMS &

article,

Improred Racine High Speed

.

of Elevators.

1105 Franitord Avenue, PHILADELPHIA.
19 Pearl Street, BOSTON.
425 Spruce Street, SOEANTON, PA.

prodacing a uniform

27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.
Made Cut Gears.
Made Cast Gears.
Made Brass Gears.
Made to Order.

The moat complete of
kind ever published.

circular, or olher
Information, address

in

Filaments.

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,

The Latest
Improved Type

Por descriptive

Lamp

SILK BRAID

STANDPIPES,

Having one of the largest boiler manufactories in the country,
equipped with the latest and most approved machinery, we are
prepared to equip Complete Steam Plants ready for operation.

Toik.

For Incandescent

ENGINES,
BOILERS,

TANKS and
GENERAL
SHEET IRON
WORK.

New

Cliff Street,

"

JJum^A^^-Ji/un^.

Bronze, IN THE Unfted States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

—
WESTERN

WILLIAM

F.

and

H.

McKINLOCK,

ELECTRICIAN.

WALTER

President.
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C.

McKINLOCK,

Secretary.

N.

B.

Compounds,

Cables,

Tape and

Lamp

Cloth.
'
'

Kester

Arc Lamp.

Lamp.

Xntric
Switches.

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

L

Crocker-Wheeler Bracket Fan Motor.

Sheet,

Tubing.

Circuit

Breaker.

Garton
Lightning
Arrester.

Cord.

Metropolitan"
Incandescent

Vulcanized

Rod and

B.

Wires,

Painty
Tape,
Varnish,

Motor

L

which is undoubtedly the greatin
est novelty
the Fan Motor line this year, is
arranged so that the motor may be thrown in any
position. This convenient arrangement has been
secured by mounting the motor on a bracket fitted
with a ball and socket joiat. The bracket is
arranged to be screwed on the wall and then by
simply turning a thumb-screw the motor can be
adjusted to any desired angle, and a breeze thrown
to any part of the room.

Our bracket

fan,

We carry a large

stock of these fans on hand,
that
your
orders
may be promptly filled, we
but so
suggest
that
you
place them early and not
would
until
the
hot
weather
when there might be
wait
delay.
slight
some

We

have Desk Fans

Triple Braid

Weatherproof
Wire.
Crocker-

Wheeler

Fan

Motors.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

Spark
Arrester.

also.

sssurx) iF-on c?,A.T.£k.XjiOomi

X. L.

just

otrrc.

TROPOLITAN ELECTRIC CO.,
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., CMcago.

July

14,

WESTERN

189^

ELECTRICIAN.

A NEWWORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND'BOOK.
By Herbert 'La.-ws "Webb.
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free, $1.00.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LIXESIDE BUILDINO, (HICAeO.

READY AUGUST

1st.

Uniform in size and style with the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
Practical subjects treated
to date.
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

&
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ai anufactured

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

I

by

%

aODO

WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.

MICA

India anJ

Amler

Qualities lor Electrical Pirp'ses,

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATEB ST., NEW TORK.
TV.

H.

SII..I.S,

59 I.ake

St..

Chicago.

111.

niTeT^ ^iZ^TLSLiocLO iBeltingr7

Patent Grooved Beltinff having Grooves ruonin?
lengthwise of the Belt, serve b8 channels to permit the escape of air between Belt and Tu'leys,
to finch a degree that the air cushion is overcome
and the Belt can be run very slack, thereby taking
the heavy strain

S017 Pine

St., St. Xiomis,

MICANITE

Electric

in

Louis, Mo.

St.

aU Priacipal

Fan

i

Water Motor.

PERFECT INSULATOR.

Current free as It coduectswlth any faucet.

Sample 16.00.
and retail,

OU WILL OBLIGE

y

1

Ho.

BOLQIANO'S

While

sale

TteBQlglnoMilCo.

Both advertiser and puhlisher by
meDtioninEr the Western Kleetrician
when writing to advertisers.

415TTaterSt..

BALTIMOKE. MD.
Are Necessary

from the bearings,

SCHULTZBELTI8GC0.,
Agents

to

5>

COOL HEADED ARMATDRES

for

All-around
Station Economy.

Cities.

BRiNCHES:
]6i

^4^i_
"

Summer

Street, Boston.
225 Pearl Street, New York.
129 North 3d Street, Philadelphia.

REWIHD
^'^

Armatures,

'
CONVERTERS, RHEOSTATS, lAMPS 2,^.*
5TANW00D MFG.Co.17T" ClARKSL^ (HICRGO.

WORlf THOROUGHLY TESTED AND SHIPPED ON DAY PROMISED.

The above cut is of a 175 K. W. G'^nerator wound on our new open-head spiral system. AU coils alike,
perfect balance, handaume app**araQce
Wriie for prices on
If JSPAXKtS ; Large Conimutatora,, Se.irc*i Lamps and Station Dynamos.
Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

HEAVY CEKTB^ri STATIOM
W. RUSHM ORE| 126 Uberty St., NEW vqrk. .|

STANDARD

MON-ARC

"WARD"

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

ARC LAMPS.

AHCLAMP

NOW ON
THE MARKET.

You have seen our speon 1,000 "Ward"

cial offer:
Also Arc

Lamps

for

—

lamps, direct current.

Well,

under way.
If you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you

tiie

Consiant Current Circuiis,

sale

is fairly

Constant Poiential Circuiis.

quickly. State full particulars

Write for prices.

and quantity that you wish
figures on.

THE
Electrical

F. P.

LITTLE

& Snpply
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Construction

Company.

Western Agt. with Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, III.
New Enerland Agt., G. M. Angier & Co., Boston, Mass.
Bossell & Officer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

Unity Building,

Telephone Building,
Established

New

Building, Chicago.

Chicago.

York.

BUC&E7E
Monadnock

1881.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

TO

FIT

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against

tlie

Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

El«tnd«a

PubiJabing

EVERY SATURDAY.

Company, Chicago,

XV.

CHICAGO, JULY

PARANITE

WIRES

wRESWrOCWLEa

jams F

A^™ *^® Allegheny Mountains.
MANTJFACTUKED BT

The Indiana

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Gen'
3*3 Madison Street, Chicago.
.^x
PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY, Warren^

fiabkUssulalgt

Post-Glriver Electric Co., Cincinnati.

Marion, Ind.

Office,

Boston

Office, 220

New York Office.

Wire Co,

Factory, Jonesboro, Ind.

Devonshire

)„

St.,

32 Frankfort St..

,

•'^rant
f

„
"• BrEgliam,

MANTJFACTUKEK OF
Mgr.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

IIirSirLiA.T&D

KI.ECTRIG

WIRE,
FLEXIBLE CORDS and CABLES,

800 and 308 BTorth Tltlrd Street.

PHlIAPBIiPHIA, PA.

Anderson Line Material,

/"UWR.

Manufactured solely by
correspondence Sol.c.ted.

ALBERT &
'"^

Patents.)

"^

Dearborn 8t.
305 Hale Bidg.

PHH,ArELFHiA. OFFICE.

&

*

BEST OF ALL

ANDERSON

'"^'""'

B"^""'

""'

•

Male by

Electrical

IS

H. B17KNKI,Ki

4

New

_LIBEBAIi DISCOnMTS

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS

CtS.

and Recording Pressure Ganges Pay hi ThemselFes

Comoanv''

In every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continuous
records
« day and night of voltage and Boiler Pressure

MaMfcotnlT^

8BMT ON

Irvlngton If "eet? SoS^QHT, MABS,

Jl^iSX.

J.

O'O-, 76 Cortlandt St.,
York.
Beit ConBtmction and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and EeUable. Size
6i2H, «0 ot». par odL

'^^til^lP^^^

(lYi^^gfS

C.

|

M.

J.

" ^^^

NEW BEACON "
5 R
Beacon Vacuum Pump

30

DATS' TBIAI. AND PUIiftX GrABANTEED.

Circular and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

P^^:

Perfect Arc Cut-Out,
^^^

all

E. G.

At the World's

Bernard Co., Manufacturers, Troy, N.Y.

FKEDEKIOil

S.

R

1.

THE STANDARD PAINT

.*'*^"^'

San Francisco,

*^ Broadway,

_,_.

HIBTBOPOIilTAK EtECTRIC

Mgr

GEO.

T.

MANSON,

RRICTni
unlOlUL, D
K.

Send for

PARTRIDGE

I

I.

Secretary.

13 Park Row,
INSULATED

New York.

WIRES MPCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground

WESTON

ENGINES.
Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Draivingfs Submitted.

Manson

Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

Cbluso, Boston, FhUadelphls, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
jmana, I.onlsvm«, St. tonls. San Francisco, Ix>ndon
and So. America.

CO.

High Pressure Boilers.

Um.

Candee Aerial Wires.

^BBANCHBS:

Samples.

T CARBON

W. H. HODQINS,

Gen'l Supt.

CO.,

and 188 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

..

H. L. Burdlck,

THE OKONITE COMFANY,li.»
iS^!*'^.

kewxokk.

General Western Agents;
186

and 679 Market St
Chicago, Metropoutan Electric Co., 186-188 Fifth Ave.
)

CO., '

Chicago Office, 871 The Rookery.

WlresaiKi Cables.
MINOTT, General """"«"'•
Manager.
,,
^ „_
Factory
and
Offices:

577

DDBANT OHEEVEB, jBMlness Managers.

India

Rubber Co.'s

BRANCHES^''''.dE.'"'''

Fair, Chicago.

Manufactured only by

Oitside View

National

N.

MEDAL

FROM ALL COMPETITORS

requirements Board of Underwriters.
Special prices to Central Stations.
Write for prices.

Indde View.

WATERBURY, CONN.

-

Took HIGHEST

QUAKANTEED FREE FEOM DEFECTS.
Meets

lUiABD L. OANDEE,
J.

""^

'^'

Manufacturers,

Soalhern Ei glneering Co,, Louisville.
Electrical Engineering Co., Minneapolis
W. T. asborn iCo., Kaosis City.

333

FrSINt)

refrulalion.

PRICES THAT

T.

CmCAQO OmCE,

and

IS perfection Itself, and
away ahead of that nsed onifetransformer on the market. We are prepared to

AGENCIES.

(N.&C.

O cents per Copy.
No. 3

It holds tie record for effioiency

ARE THE ONIX BUBBER INSUtATIONS MADE

k(

1

21, 1894.

AUGMENTS YOUR DIVIIIENDS.
THR

a CABLES

£le*nric Appliance Co.. Chicago,
HecB Electrical Co., Des Moines.
W. IVoUe Electrical Co., Omaha.
Gate CltT Elec. Sappiy and Con. Co., AtlanU
Cleveland Elec. Mfg. Co.. ClBTeland.

Etilere.1 at Chicaco PosUiEBce
s mail matier of tlie avcood clai

iOitr,

WESTON
ENGINE
PAINTED POST, N.

CO.,

Y.

REPRESENTATIVES.
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO
26 Li bertr St New York City.
B HOFU'SIAN-KUSSELL CO.,
82 Lake St., Chicago, HI.
.

J

,

1

.

& CO., 3d and *rch sts., PhUadelphia. Pa.
aCKANTO.V SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO
Scranton, Pa.
H. M. SCIPL-j

,

Our New Catalogue
riie

EnclosiBg Your Business Card.

Company,

Holtzer-Oabot

Electric

92 Franklin

Boston, Mass.

St.,

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

EDDY

MOTORS

From 1-2 H. P. Upwarda.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as He-presented.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Complete Equipments for Electric Lighting.
CENTRHL STHTIONS.

ISOLHTED PLHNTS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT,
Arc or Incandescentt.
DIRECT-CONNECTED MULTIPOLAR LIGHTING GENERATORS.

mCAKDESCEHT LAMPS.

ARC LAMPS.
For Arc, Incandescent, Railway or
Alternating Circuits.

The only Incandescent Lamps
upon wFiich the consumer can actually

rely.

SWITCHBOARDS.
TRANSFORMERS.
CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.
RECORDING WATT-METERS.
ACCURATE AND RELIABLE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
PORCELAIN WIRING APPLIANCES.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180

Chicago,

Summer Street.

New York, N. T., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuae, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 426 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East Qerman Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Oincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.

3for all Business Outside the United States

and Canada:

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., and 41 BBOAD STBEET,
TEIC CO., LTD., TOBONTO, CAN.

N. Y.

Monadnock Building.

111.,

Omaha, Neb., 809 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
Washington, Bailey Building.
Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.

Seattle,
St.

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Oal., 16 First Street.

Minn., 610 Pioneer Press Bldg.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.

St. Paul,

Portland, Ore., Front and

Ankeny Sts.

THOMSON-HOUSTON INTEBNATIONAL ELEOTBIC CO.,
For Canada: CANADIAN OSNEBAL ELEC-

NEW YOBE.

WESTERN

July 21, 1894
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Manufacturers of High Grade Wires and Cables.

Simplex T. Z. R. Weatherproof Wires.
Simplex Braided Caoutchouc Wires.
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Simplex Lead Covered Cables.
Simplex Submarine Armored Cables.
Write for Prices.
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and Electrolier
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Construction and
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aDil
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500 ?olts Direct Cnrrent.

invite a test.

"WARD"

Give us a sample

order, thoroughly test the Crescent,

and

be convinced.

ARC LAMPS.
THE CRESCENT ELECTRIC

CO.,

You have seen our special offer: on 1,000 "Ward"

9Ianafactnrers of Electrical Specialties.

lamps, direct current. Well,
the sale is fairly under way.
If you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you

THE DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
NO BELTS.

NO SHAFTING.

FANS
FOR DIRECT CURRENT.

NEW TYPE
DESK PROPELLER FANS
FOR DIRECT
OR
ALTERNATING CURRENT.

Send for Catalogue contaiDiug cut

otour new "BtECTKOLIER" FAN.

CEILING,

FLOOR COLUMN,

COUNTER COLUMN

quickly. State full particulars

and quantity that you wish
figures on.

IIJ

uu.,

:ti
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Unity Building,
Establlsbed

DIEHL & COMPANY

386 Broadway, New York

New
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1

881
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York.
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&
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^
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A
OUBTLESS many
'

such ex-

A

periences, as the one relat-

5adly Twisted Cable.

Story Which Seems to Prove That While an Okonite
Cable Hay at Times Become very Knotty, in Fact

Engage

ed

in

given, but

^,

in an Occasional Snarl, It Never
Neglects to Attend Strictly to
Business.

the next column, could be

engineers

electrical

have become

To

so accustomed to

doing battle with the elements, and so used to

depending upon Okonite to carry them through

-

Ihe Editor of Eleetrkal

Reruw:

In compliance witli your request, I will endeavor to give you an
account of the trouble we had in Hampton Roads when the Icnot in the
Okonite cable I recently sent you was made. The particular specimen
sent you, and of which you have had an excellent cut made, was not

much worse

they think nothing of

that

pinch'"

a "tight

it

and hold their peace.

Our
but

little,

piece

Crews crows over

friend Mr.

his

same time manfully holds

at the

a

his

than some five or six others made at the same time.
In June, 1S93, the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company
laid a telephone cable in Hampton Roads, between Old Point Comfort
and Willoughby Sand Spit (three miles), touching at Rip Raps, the old
stone pile so familiar to every visitor to Fortress Monroe. The Rip Raps
is just one mile off Old Point and two miles
availed of as a test station for the cable.
The cable worked

off

Willoughby

Spit,

and

is

beautifully until the

—several

them

of

fact— and

in

still

has

memorable

freeze of

January, 1893,

his cable peacefully

doing duty,

slightly

disfig-

when

this section experienc-

ed the most protrac-

ured perhaps but

still in

the swim.

ted spell

of severely

cold weather felt in

The

story points

40 years, to say noth-

own moral IW°

its

ing of the proverbial
"oldest

inhabitant."

Hampton Roads was
gorged with ice from
shore

to shore, and
between Old Point
and Rip Raps (the

channel)

J'fff'f\f^ E
'

Jjj;^

invite attention to the

ness of our Electfical House Goods

We

stock.

claim

America, manufacturing

dealing only in the

to

carry

the

any establishment

largest line of
in

complete-

many

specialties

and

grades of electrical

better

merchandise.
If

you are

BELLS,

using

BATTERIES,

ANNUNCIATORS, WIRE, PUSHES, GONGS
or general supplies,

Besides our
the General

send us

own

line

the order.

of specialties

Western Agents

we

are

for

Okonite Wires,
Interior Conduits,

Helios Ire Lamps,

Washington Carbons,
Lundell Fans,
Carpenter Enamel Rheostats,
Sechrist Automatic Switches.

Central Electric

BRANCHES:
Qate City Electric

Co.,

Kansas

stocl< of IsUNDeials

St. Louis.

FAN

Company,

i73-'75

City, Mo.

Southerp Electrical Supply Co.,

Our

many vessels

dragged their anchors
for a week.
The
staunchest ships were
helpless; they dragged
anchors to and fro
with the tide and ice.
Vessels would go out
half a mile and back again, and this see-sawing went on, with our cable
right in the track of the anchors. The cable was broken the first day
of the ice gorge.
Further than that, the Old Point end had been pulled
out and carried away. We knew nothing more as to the extent of the
damage until the ice went out sufficiently (a week later) to enable us to
reach Rip Raps, when we found the Rip Raps end still holding. AVe were
provided with a commodious barge and strong tug boat alongside to
handle it. We took aboard the Rip Raps end and reeled toward the
other end of this piece of cable, which we found about 1,800 feet
away.
We now had 1,800 feet of cable safely reeled up and the
rest of it at the bottom of the deep blue sea, but just where only
Mr. McGlnty could have answered. We proceeded to Old Point, tied up
the barge and went to dragging with grapnels for the missing cable. We
found piece after piece until we had four or five pieces, but this was not
all, and drag as we would, we could find no more.
We raked every foot
of bottom within half a mile of where the cable had lain. A week or so
after we had abandoned our search, and when getting ready for new cable
to replace what was missing, a tug anchored just outside
the limits
of our "scratching," and when she wanted to leave, could not get her
anchor at first, but finally succeeded in raising it to the surface, with the
missing cable hanging on. The tug people slipped the cable, buoj'ed it
and notified us. We recovered it the next day, and it was in this piece
we found the puzzling knot sent yott. We spliced up the pieces and with
600 feet of surplus cable we had in stock, relaid it and re-established
service.
We now had six splices in this cable, but it worked just as well
as when first laid new, and has continued to do so, except for an interruption last November, when a ship's anchor broke it.
This break was repaired next day, and to-day the cable is as well insulated as when first laid.
The mechanical injury to the armor of the cable was so severe at some
places, that on cutting out the damaged section we were surprised to find
the conductors in good condition, and the insulation unhurt. The conductors and insulation in the curious snarl of which 3'Ou have had a cut
made are perfect, notwithstanding the evident strain to which this piece
of cable was subjected.
Very truly yours,
J. W. CREWS,
Mgr. Nokfolk Telephone Exch.4.nge.
Norfolk, Va., June 4, 1894.

Adams

Street,

CHICAQO.

/V10T0F(S again replenished, readjj for swift shipment.

WESTERN
HILTON,

HUGHES &

ELECTRICIAN.
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CO.

RETAIL OFFICE.

NEW

YORK.'

New York, June 27th~

General Incandescent Ave Light Co.
572-578 First Avenue , NeK
Bergrkann,
Usq. , President.
S.

1894\}

,

York:,

Dear SirWe are pleased to testify to the entire satisfaction afforded us by the installation of your incandescent
arc lavrps, which you supplied for our establishment last year.

We hove atout 500 of them in use throughout our enThe
tire building, and the lighting is beyond criticism.
lamps are also very sightly in appearance and make handsome
fixtures.
The light is absolutely steady and agreeable , and
particularly well adapted to show off goods like ours.

Having now had the lamps for a sufficient length of
time to feel every confidence that they will continue to give
the same good service. We take pleasure in recommending them,
to be what you claim for them in all respects.
We also beg to express our appreciation of the
promptness and ability with which you carried out your contract with lis J which called for the installation of a larger
number of lamps than had ever been grouped together in one'
building before in such a short time.
We feel that vie could not have entrusted the work,
which was at tliat time a matter of the greatest importance to
Tis , to any otTier concern and experienced the same entire satisfaction.

Yours very truly

Read
in

this

testimony about the largest installation of

one building in the world, and

if

you are

still

Low

Tension Arc Lamps

unconvinced of the superiority of our

lamps, visit the great mercantile house that gave

it

to us

and see

for yourself.

Then

send for our prices and you will give us your future orders.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,

w

ISI
169

Adams Street,
CHICAGO.

S.

^^

BERG ANN,
Iff

FRP?:.

President.

572

to

578

First Avenue,

NEW YORK.

WESTERN

July 21, 1894

Ifeslinglioiiiie

ELECTRICIAN.

Electric

I!

Mmfactmng

Go.

This Company, having the exclusive license to manufacture and sell multiphase motors and generators for long distarce and other power transmission,
under Nikola Tesla's numerous patents, has brought suits against the ThomsonHouston Company, the Redlands Company of California, the Granite State Electric
Company of Concord, N. H. all defended by the General Electric Company), and
against the Stanley Laboratory Company, covering the form of apparatus manufactured by the Stanley Electric Manufacturing Company. These suits are being
pressed with diligence so that there may be an eariy determination, which will
enable us to promptly enforce our legal rights.
We offer a line of multiphase generators and motors unsurpassed in design
and quality at such reasonable rates that there can be no occasion whatever for
the use of apparatus made by unlicensed manufacturers.

The World's Columbian Exposition was lighted by means of our multiphase generators, and the water-power of
Niagara Falls will be transmitted by our multiphase generators in units of 5,000 horse power.
We have the best transformers at the lowest prices.
We offer 16 candle power stopper lamps, the best incandescent lamps ever made, at 25 cents each, with an allowance
Discount on large orders. A customer, in ordering more lamps,
of 4 cents for each perfect bulb and stopper returned.
Send for
says: "Up to the present time not a stopper lamp has broken, and lots of them have burned over 1,400 hours."
illustrated catalogue.

Our

electric street railway

equipments are recognized as the standard.

OFFICES

IN

ALL THE LEADING CITIES.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

& MANUFACTUTINe
I=^.A..

CO.,

Y
WESTERN
Electric Ligbtlng

ELECTRICIAN.

July 21, 1894

and

Power Apparatus,

THE

^

,x-'

.--^
.

L^^^

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

BRUSH

Patents sustained by

repeated decisions
of U. S, Courts.

'""^ii MM¥^Piii*

ELECTRIC

CO.,

I

!

Agencies in

all

large cities.

The Kussell & Officer Electrical Construction
Bagnall and Hilles, Yokohoma, Japan.

Co.,

Denver, Col,

Office

CliEVEL<ANl>, OHIO.

and IVorks, Cor. Belden and Mason Ht».,

THE HELIOS LAMP FOR STREET LIGHTING.

MOULDED

A- L.

MICA

WAH.n..

«

Knoxville Electric bight and

Power

Co.

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS,
Hangers, Pull-Overs, Braclat Artn Insulators, Guard
Wire, Feed Wire, Giant Strain and Section Insulators,
Frogs, Crossings, Bail Bonds, Etc, Etc,

VULCABE8TON heat-proof iDSuIatlon for Magnet Spools, Bushings,
parts. Etc.
ASBESTOS for Fire-Proofing and Electrical Purposes.
H. W. JOHNS MFG. COMPANT,

Om-

troller

240 and 242 liandolph

NEW YORK.

Street,

CHICAGO,

-

ILL.

BOSTON.

PHILADELPHIA.

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
SIT TTSIlsra-

HILL
No

THE

PATENT

starting switch.

possible cbance for an accident, as the S^'itch cannot
be closed until the resistance is all io.

CHEAP.

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

MADE ONLY BY THE

"W.

S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

Filbert St., Philadelphia.
STANLEY ELECTKIO MFG. CO., Pittsfield, Maes.
THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Eastern Agents:

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
MEW VORK, ELSOSI & BREAVSTEK, 1*3 Wberty
CHICACO, CESITRAli E1.BCTRIC CO.

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., I3IO

Street.

LIST.

New Mexico and Arizona.
Western Agents: THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO,, Chicago, 111.
Southwestern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Canadian Agency: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Toronto, Canada.

HUBLE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TnULLEY WHEELS, Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record —Still running.
nULLtl nAniw, Brass, Bronze, Malleable iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
I

Q^m^l^lj^

For Dynamos and Motors.

We

guarantee 20 per cent, more

life

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicln§: Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
all of our design and patents.
Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switches, Cut-Outa, Regulating Sockets,

Black

anil

White Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO., Lancaster,

Pa.

:

:

WESTERN

July SI, 1894

& C

C

The

ELECTRICIAN.

Electric

Company

is^j=Lr^u^F^.A.c::'rx_JF=?E:i=?^ c=5F^

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

Electric Motors,

Complete Plants

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street.

Works:

NEW

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

1O20 and 1021 ]|Irnadnock Boildins-. BOSTON. 63 Oliver
BRANCH OFFICES (miCAGO.
CIil!iVEIiANI». ruyahoga Bulldlne. PHIl.ADJtI.HIA, «33 Arch !St.

R. of N. J.

St.

I

STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

Prest.

PATBlCKEGAN,

H.

Sec'y.

J.

HANFOKD,

QeD'l Mgr.

The Harrison International Telephone Co
WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

WIRE AND CABLES.
United States

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

NOW
BEING

ALLOTTED.

WRITe
AT ONCE.

!-

HarrisoB iDtematioiial Telephone.

':..(!

E?ery Telephone

and Gables.

Company

'

is

in

using Kerke Wire

Ke-

Stand-

rite is tlie
lliiii

We either sell our telephones outright or lease them for a term
of years.
This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
Jane 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. 435.295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in ihe
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic Bwitchtward.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Compuny at their offices,
Offices.

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg., Chicago.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

10

The Only Snap Switch that has

^•'"

ard of Higli Grade

1^1

will

Last

Cnt

and

any otber on tbe

W.

225 Dearborn

St.,

CO.,

HARTFORD. CONN.

BRIXEY, Mfr.

i!03 Broadway,

Chicago.

New

York.

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for liamp

The

Meter

and

measurement on

Alternating Cnrrents

ready for the market.
Seud for our 1S04 Catalflgne which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

Whitney Electrical
Instrament Co.,
PENACOOK, Ji. H.
KELLOGG,

General Selling Agent.
Balilmore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co,
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Maas. (New Eneland): W. B. Southgate k
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, III Electric Appliance Co.
Oinoinnatl, O.: Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cnl.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Oct Toronto Electrical Works.
F.

:

MANUFACTURING

R.

General Western Agents,

AGENTS

Hegeman

Class

SEND FOR SAHIPLrES AND PRICES.

CUSHING & MORSE,

HENRY

&

Ont

farket.

Factories: Penacook, N. H,; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

The Hart

and

Insulation,

ill!

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For Sale by All Snpply Houses.

Itie

:

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.
Cells

from 10

to 5,,000 atnp,

hours

Capacity,

Central

Station

and Traction

Cells

a

Specialty.

BAHERIES FOR ISOLATED LIGHHNG AND

POWER PLANTS.
Oatalogne gives

FACTS and FIGDAES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Building,

PHII.ADEI,PHIA, PA.
JOHN

R.

MARKLE.
nlgr. nesierii Separtment,
omce, 1409-1410

DIanhitttitu BldS',

Chicago,

111.

are

now

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

MATERIAL

LINE
We

pride oorselres on being in a position to fill all orders for line material from
the smallest repair orders to the largest complete equipments

PROMPTLY FROM CHICAGO
•

Wareroome

very lowest prices and immediately on receipt of orders.
the fact that when castomers want line material they want it
first, they want it bad, and they

at the

We appreciate

WANT IT QUICK,
REMEMBERING

July 21, 1894

WIRT DYNAMO BRUSH,
For Incandescent Dynamos, Plating Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters, Electric Railway
Generators, Stationary Motors.

Manufactured by

CHARLES WIRT, 56

FiHh Avenue, CHICAGO.

l&LL&CE ELECTRIC COMPANY, 307 Dearborn

m

ion

St.,

Chicago,

OBLIBE The Dow
Is

Both Advertiser and Publisher

And we have put ourselves in a position to fill tliis LOXtw FELT WATST.''
Do not fail to give us an opportunity to quote you on all orders for line material,

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Street. CHICAGO.
a42

ELE CTKIfcAI. SI'PPLIES.

Electrical RepairlBg and Reflindiiig.

NORWAY

Hartley Electrical Works,
,

12 years' experience.

E. Haeilex, algT.

SAL-AMMONIAC.
finaraoteed Over 99 Per CeEt.Fiie.

Dow Adjuster Co
Box 210, Braintree, Mass-

When Writing to

It will pay you
BROWNLEE & CO.,

3«3-3«5

to get
•

T. G.

our prices.
Detroit,

all

RAFFERIY & CO.,

Incandescent Dynamos, Fating

Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

DBABBOBm STBEKT,

General fVestern Aeents.

Mich.

RUBBER COVERED WIRES AND CABLES

Wirt Dynamo Brnsh.

Suitable for

Send for Circular.

Advertisers.

PINE CROSS-ARMS,

WHITE OAK PINS.

The

Adjuster

a thoroughly reliable mechanism for
instantly raising or

ManDfactared Solely by

Electrician

Iladiiiion

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

AKMATITRES, FIELDS AND C0NVEETER8
A SPECIALTT.

373 Uearborn St Chicago.

by Mentioning the

f esiern

igents.

lowering an electric
light. The lamp can
be placed at any
height as easily as
a window shade can
be raised or lowered.

*'

"0. K." Weatherproof Wire.

General

For Electric Light, Telegraph and Telephone, Aerial, Underground and Submarine.

Weatherproof and aiagnet Wire*, Liainp Cord, Mewr Beacon IncandescentiJwVt
Lamps. Sockets and dieneral Electrical Sopplies-

^^

ELECTRIC CO.,
00., WALLACE
xzo'Krxs St.c&»Chlcaso.
Chicago.
307 Dearborn
ISl Klnzle

St..

SPEAKING TUBES AND WH!STLES.

KARTAYERT.

Oral, Electric,

Full Ijine Always in Stock.

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS. RODS, AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insnlating Cleats.
aiASUFACTUBED BY

THE K&RTAYERT MFG.

Pneamatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W. R. OSTRInDER &
204 Fnlton

«^t..

New York.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.T.
^^Send for New CAtaloqde. Out August

CO., Wilmington, Del.

Ist.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

all

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,
Banic Boards,

Meters
SERIES LAMPS on ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
TJiis system permits a PBOFITABLE and 8ATI8FACTOBT method of street illumination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.
WRITE FOB FURTHER PARTICULARS AJS^D PBICES.

accessories for the use of

OT7R SERIES

Will show you a

BERIVSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
THEY ARE

IN STOCK.

LAMPS

COMPABATIVE SAVING equal to their FIB8T COST in POWEB CONSUMED.

620

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER.

Mass.

Atlantic Ave., Boston,

GLEASON'S

Eoameled Green
Outside,

STANDARD

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

for increasing candle

cent lamps.
in all staple sizes of electric shades.
Always bright cannot tarnish.

Made

;

181

Radial Fluted.
17 in.

"
8
"

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO,

PEE DOZEN

Flat Spiral Corrugated.

diameter, 2H in- holder, $ 9,00
'
"
2V4 "
10.00
"
"
2^4 "
12.00

8 in. diameter, 21-4 in. holder. $ S.oo
"
"
214 "
10 "
9.00

Deep Spiral Corrugated.

PEB DOZEN

PEB DOZEN
.

diameter, 2^i
2>i

in,

"

holder, $ 8,00

"

12.00

to

189

MERCER STREET,
I

CHICAGO OFFICE,
91 Dearborn Street,

F. L.

johnson,

Manaeer.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
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EroESE F.

W.

Phit.ltfs, Preet.

Hatha WiT,

A.

W. H. Sawtib,

Treas.

XI

Seo'y.

W.U. Double Petticoat Teat insylator.
The points or teats on the lower rim of the petticoat attracts
the water on the outer surface of the iasalator into drops. The
water drops from these points on to the crosa-arm, thereby preventing the moisture from creeping up on the inner petticoat,
and tbence to the pin. Owing to the great success of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the efficiency of the Insulator has proven to be more than twice that of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device to all Insulators for
Telegraph, Tolephone and Street Railway Work.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,

Standard Screw GlaMs InHiilators,
Floor En8iilator»4. «<ilasN Break Knobs. Battery
J are. Are L.i&]it Crlobet^ for all tsiystems.
Colored <3; lass Insulators to deuignate dilTerent
currents

ELECTEIC LIGHT L,TNE WTBE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WORK ON

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

ITEW

YORK OFFICE,

P. C.

Ackerman,
Eagene

MQVT RF-AT. BRAXCH,

SPECIAL DESIGNS A FEATURE.

Send Model or Drawing and we

WIRES.

will furnish estimates.

HEMINGRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

10 Cortlandt Street.

Works

In

CLARK WIRE"

ft

Factories, Muncie, Ind

Covington, Ky.

Office

THE

Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire
writers' Union, he states:

((

Wtf^<ff^^^0i^^f^^

CLARK" WIRE.

able and Desirable Wire

The Rubber used

Reli-

every respect.'^

our Wires and Cables Is eswill not deteriorate, oxi-

and

ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low,
lower, than any other flrstclaas Insulated Wire.

Tbe Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
and has met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in use throughout the United Statee and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is conetantly increasing, because
the paat nine years,

if

not

We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

eatici faction.

61

Western Agents,

and 63 Hampshire

a. Clark,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Send for

III.

St.,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Hbbeert

Hknrt

CO.,

Chicago,

Under

Thoroughly

or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and Is not afEected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under

IfiFU ation.

GHEAT WESTERN MFG.

in

"A

dize

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we male all
Wire and Cables with Ciark'e

always gives perfect

in insulating

pecially chemically prepared,

-#^:: "TREMonTjp.

sizes of Stranded and Flexible

it

CO.,

1848.

F. Phillips' Electrical

H. Eustih,

Prest. and Electrician

Gataloffue.

MANUFAOTUKERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

Aerial.
I

AGENTS'

\
(

Submarine and Underground Use.

SOKS CO., Chlcaeo, 171
^^^ FRANCISCO, 35 and 37 Tremont (Street.
NEW TOBK, 117 l,iberty Street.
JOUSr

A. ROi:Bl,IN(i'8

all

MFG.

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT CELLS,
And DnalerB In

M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

CO.,

Manufacturers of the

MiQcie Steel

Everything iu the Battery Line.
S140 DeKalb

Siltreet.

MUNCIE
ELECTRICAL

HAYDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,
Alanufacturera of

I.ake

Mapet

Mo.

Motors >"' Dynamos.

President and Manager.

1 to 50 Uorf^e Poiver Motors.
18 to 7O0 Lishts* Capacity nynaiiios.

AGENTS:

THE!
3ynff5^to^f,,^%^fiA.?
L^^LVs

Of

ConsoMateil Electric Storage Comiian!,

BRUSH PATENTS,

TELEPHONES'

ELECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
Palmer Bros.

CMIANUS.eoNN,

mi CAtf^"'

&

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Agents Wanteil.

Muncie, Ind.

NEW YORK.

UREXEL BUILDING, PHItADELPniA.

CliEVEliAKD. OHIO,

F.

SEND FOB CATAIiOOVE.

Licenses Granted.

EDISON Bt'ILDING,

Correspondence School of Technology,
Instmotion by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
Enijineerlnp.—E P. Roberts, M. E.; Q. T. Hanchett, S. B.; Oscar Antz, M. E.; Jaa. Rilchle, B. S.; Frant
C Osborn, C. E.; E. Yenaen; L. S. Siebel; H, J. Cook; J. N. Kichardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. ConstaQt, C. E.

OBburn Bros,, 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
H. Major h. Co.. Philadelphia.
Columbian Eugiueerlog Co.. Louisville Ky.
rnraiture City Electric Co., 0rand Bapids, Mich.

M

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN

Will Oblige

ELECTRICIAN when

writing

to advertisers.

Send for Circular.

J^na^l^rsis of Sa.1 JLxnm.oxiia.c.
Certificate of Analysis, BTo. 918.

Chicago, Marcli

9,

1894.

This Certifies

s. "WEIS,

cr .

Analytical

thatlliave analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac, marked
"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.

and

Consulting

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

f2,

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
0.03
Sulphate
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
I find tiie

Chemist

81 Clark Street.

Ammonium
Ammonium

The Non-Volatile Matter
I®"Price8 on application.

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumira.
Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

'
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SlUwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Chicago General Fixture
169

ADAMS

Co.,

Removes all
Entirely prevents

ST.,

Boilers.

CHICAGO.

impurities^
scale

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&B1ERCEMFG.C0,
DAYTON, OHIO.
Gazelle Light Roadster.

Fuse Wire

Warranted thoroughly high grade

Weight, with

rims, 28 lbs.; with steel rims, 30 lbs. Geared
to &i inches. Price, $70.00; 60 days net or 5^ discount for cash; or, if $5.00 is sent in with the order
to insure freight we will ship C. CD., making a
cash discount of 10?; in place of 5, giving you the
privilege of examiniiig the wheel before paying
the agent.

wood

AND

LINKS,
AND
Supplies

Electrical

It is

COLDMBIA CARRIAGE & CYCLE

and Fixtures

CO.,

AMES & FROST COMPANY

Broadwa.v and Huron St.
MIIiWAL'KItt:. WIS.. V. S.A.

OF ALL KINDS.

SOCKETS, BOSETTES, SWITCHES, CUT-OrXS, SHADES.
Before Bujang Study Our Prices.
40 Thomson -Houston tool chests, as used by their
traveling experts: worth from *"2.") to $;">0, accordonr price for ttiem is JIO each,
freight prepFiid. to be shipped to pnrchaser preThey are
cisely as received by us with contents.
numbered from one to forty, and we will ship the
number selected by purchaser. Send draft with
order if tou have no account with us.

unquestionably the best, strongest and most
scientifically built wheel on earth.

CHICAGO.

STUDY ELECTRICITY

CH«S.

CO..
QBCaOKV
CHICAGO,

E.

and 49 South Jefferson

Street,

ILL.

FOR SALE.
A good chance for an energetic yonng electrician wishiug lo purchase an established busineea
with, messenger service connected. Present owner
having othi-r lusiaess, cannot give it attention
A bargain if taken at once. For full particulars
apply to

HARRY
30a Sixth

aiOKRIS.

St.,

Uaelne, Wis.

POSITION WANTED.
A competent young man

desires a position with

electric light or power company aa general
tnke complete charge of all elecelectiician.
trical machinery and do all nects.sary station, repair and line work. An uprising city in the south

an

dn

or west preferred.

Have

been with the EdiCorrefpondence with

last

Bon General Electric Co,
reliable parties solicited.

Address A. .T. S.. Electrician.
Care Westkbn Electrician,
Lakeside Bidg Chicago.
"

1^

POSITION

,

WANTED

As-BUperintendent or manager of a central Btation.
Am a practical man and thoroughly competent in
all branches of the business; have had eight years'
experience in operating electric light and power
plants; am 30 years old, married, and can furnieh
Address "Rel able,"
best of references.
Care Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

POSITION WANTED.
By a young man, 19 years old, as apprentice, to
learn electrical engineering. Have considerable
knowledge of electricity. Will woik for board and
room until January 1, 189G. Factory preferred.
Have some new ideas for a generating motor, and
if succeesful, employer can have benefit of same.
Address

UUWARI» HaV.

Sabetha, Kansas.

For Rent-In THE BEM>R\% SOS,
a97, aOD Beldeii Avenue, Corner

Fremont
west

Street,
of Ij'ncoln

short <listanee
Park, t hieaso.

A seven room COKNER flat with all modern appointments, including: steam heat, janitor, gas
range, gas grates and logs, hot water, refrigerator, aide-board, three wood mantels, handsome
oak and marble entrance, private storeroom and
laundry; every room as light ae day; the only vacant flat In the building; rent reduced to ^0.00.
J. B. Carney, on premises, or at 6 Lakeside Building.

Summer

Resorts of Wisconsin.
to ttie Summer Resorts
now on sale by the

Excursion tickets
of "Wisconsin are

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

THE WOKDERFUIi

INSTRUCTION^'MAIL

week
Monday.

of each

for tickets

good

to return

For further information
apply at Ticket Office, 207 Clark St., or
Union Passenger Station, Canal, Adams
until

and Madison

Sts.

In Architecture, ArchitecturEil Dra'wing'i

D'UngerJelephone.
Highly Important to Telephone

Users.

Plumbing, Heating and Ventilation,
Bridee Engineering, Railroad Engineering, Surveying and Mapping, Mechanica,
Mechanical Drawing, Mining, EngliBh

For any

electrical

book published

Branches, and

filled

ELECTRICITY

promptly on receipt of price.

BEWARE OF INFRINGING!

Diplomas awarded.
To begin students neea
only know how to read and write. Send for FREE
Circular of information stating the subject you
think of studying to
THE CORRESPONDENCE

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COSIPANT,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

The D'Unger Long Distance Telephone (the
"Far-Away Talker") can now be had for use in
Telephone Exchanges on a small annual royalty,
and on no other terms. It is constructed
under numerous pateuta, e»pecially Patent Mo.
390,575, granted Oct. 2. 188S, which is not only

SCHOOL OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES. Sc-anton, Pa.

the on.y undisputed and
indisputable valid patent grranted for

4000 STUDENTS

the first, but

an All-Carbon Ilultiple-Contaet Microphonic Telephoue Transmitter. All
transmit-

all-carbon multiple-contact telephone
ters built without or under patents granted since
PaOct, 2, 1888. are ^nfr
tent JMo. 30U.575— a fact to be borne in miad
by pers'>ns contemplating the use of Telephones.
The "D'Unger" is the only self-i-leaning telephone in the world. It sends speech one (l)mile
or five thousand (,5,000) miles in a perfectly clear
manner; can be operated at ha f the ordinary expense; is always in order, and has for Us Receiver
a Patent Compound Jlagneto, making bat 0"e
magnetic Held It baa likewise Paul D'Uuger's Patent Diaphragm Regulator which prevents
the words from running together. As a whole it
is complete, cannot be surpassed, and has no equal.
Pronounced by all nnprejudiced electricians to be
the
Of Telephones. Address

msements upon

Peer

D'Unger Long-Distance Telephone Co..

Palmer Moose,

BRONZE PUSH

BUTTONS,
AVINDOW ANB

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

&

HuEBEL

Manger,

for

New

Catalogue.

Mannfartnrers,
286-290

Graiam

Street,

BROOKLYN,

N. T.

Chicago, ill.

No D'Unger Telephones

Miamisburg

can be had for ex-

changes, except through me.

B.

D'UNGER.

Electric Co.,

Miamisburg, O.

IMPERIAL
DRY
BATTERY.
Guaranteed
Dry
made.

OU WILL OBLIQH

Y

the best
Battery ever
Internal phort circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work.
Will
hold its firf^t value over long periods of time
Internal resistance small; high and cont-tant, E. M. F.
Will not rr.n down or die on the fhelf. No burating
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the Western ElectHeian

when

writing to advertisers.

CEB

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

GOUBERT

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper. One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
CTuaranteed to be
equal to any Sulnmmooiac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

Feed -Water Heater.
A

I

Batteries Guaranteed.

Send

for Catalogue.

Specially Adapted to

COHTDENSING
and in

in

i

the

largest

EliECTBIC
L,ieiHTING

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.

and

Bt Herbebt Laws Webb.

ELECTRIC

A New Book

KAILT^^AY
PliANTS
in the United States.

ALL SIZES,
50

to 5,000

H. P.

St Paul Railway.

Special low rates on Friday and Saturday

AT HOME

By our correspondence method, Thorough instruction, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. CaUlogue free. F*< ieutific .Maoh nislCo.. 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

ing to contents;

i7

ILL.

^v«'vv\'vvin\x\^'\x«x«,'vwwxxx\\\xx\\\\\\\T

Send lor Catalogue.
Agencies in

all

Principal

A

Just Published.

Guide to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric
Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

Practical

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.
SEKD IK YOUR ORDER

NOW.

Cities.

M.\NUFACTURED BY

GOUBERT MFG 00„
14 asil IC Chmtli St., cor. Corl'aDdt,

-

ISEff

YORK.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

:

:
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register

Gate— Close

Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
°^ ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called
M-u^'iS.^"*^""""
as particularly adapted io their ui-e, on account

H HKbL

speed

to this
oE its

CELEBKATEI> AVATFK

remarkably steady mot

'

on,

HLilsi*' ateflioieney aiiaiareeeapaeiiy foritsdiaoiefer. being double
most wheels of thn same dijimeter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companieR with irreut satiafactinn. In the economical use of water it ia without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of useful effect guaranteed.
liigli
tbe

power

ol

SEXD F'OR CATALOGJJSS AND JPAUTICUIjASS.
The nccompanylne engravlDg represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine nn horizontal shift
develop 36 H. P. under 3S £t,et head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Cijupling at cne end

to
lo

disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or iu pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situaiion admits of their use we recommend them.

The

&

Stilwell-Bierce

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

THE LAW DOUBLE CYLINDER CELL.
Costs a little more than some other open circuit cells at the start, but owing
its great HOLDING-UP POWER and Uniformity of Current it eventually
is the cheapest.
As we manufacture various other types of open circuit cells
we must be honest in asserting this.
to

ACID CELLS, PLUN&E BATTERIES,

^^^^^'^^
^
Qq
V^

SAL-AMMONIAC, ZINCS.

OCtrToon f^lCtteS.
JUS!

85 Jotn

New

York.

>,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

The New Yost

Graphite Bods of
Beslstanee
to the Ineh. wrapblte Boxes and Cmctbles, BesMtlne Heats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Ctladly Answered.

1S94 Model.

FOB KLBCTBICAI. USES;
Tarlons lionstlis, from 1-5 Obm to lOO Ohms

I

St.,

lOS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

J.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On. Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Oives more power as to diameter with, a
lii8:her
IV*-

["^

LEGLANGHE

in

All elzes, right

and

left

East

BATTERY
13Ut

Cooetructed on principles radically Its own, iaBuring results always soughc for but absolutely
uaattatnable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently ihe telegrapher's and
professional etenograpber'd typewriter.
Let us send you catalogue.

rOOtJE.

Send for Cikculae and Prices.

irr to

made.

antee results w^here others have failed, no matter iv^hat make of tnrbine has been in use. STATE
Rfi-OriRJBlIElVTS AND t^END FOB CATA-

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.
THE

percentaare of nsefal effect than any other

ter- wheel heretofore

hand, aro ballt from patterns perfected nnder systematic tests In
the Holyote Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are uneatie factory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powere, will find it lo
their iuterestto confer with me, as 1 ant n'illing; to gruar-

MORGAN SMITH.

S.

CO.,

York,

Pa.

The Yost Writing Machine

Co.,

Estimates famished for complete power plants and
St.,

N. Y.

169 La

results fiuaraoteed.

Salle St.,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

3kC£Lia.'u.fEtct'u.x>ex>ei,

Grimsliaw Wliite Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimsliaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered Cabies,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Yulca Bushings,
MAIN

OmCE

13-17 CortlaDdt Street,

I

all

"VorJs. lusiila^ted

THE

York.

6^

wire

CHICAGO:

BEANCHES

:

New

Vnlca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Construction.
Coiaa.iaa'UT',

sizes,

]>3'e'CTr

i

Franklin Street.

NATIONAL.

We make simply

a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

SANFEANCISCO:

BOSTON

334 Congress Street.

102

99

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Sacramento Street,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELT ADAPTED TO DEIVING

and Power Stations

ElGctric Light
On account

of it§ high eflaclency at all stages of gate, steadiness of motion and eaey working gate, the conetrnction of which makes It the moat eensltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

^^''^'^'^'^^s^^'''^'^^

i^ylf«^ol^^^»^i°'^^oth,»i^c^iB.T.i

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
SUCCESSOKS TO
STOITT. HILLti A TEaiPIiE.

WANTED.
Artistic Slate
FOB

Switch Boards,
mvitch Bathes,
Bheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fnse Boxes and Bases,
And

All

for

tamp

Bases*

Purposes Requiring

We

Number

Glrained Woods.

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office 01
home use, is issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C- B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, HI.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

FUSE WIRE)
1

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

>
)

correct
Carrying;
capacity.
^'•'°V"n?form.

&

Chlcafo

TELEPHONES!!
This company

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the floest Vermont Slate, and finish In
Bull BiBch.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Slarbleized.
Italian, Tennessee, and
Vermont Marble.
Mexican Onyx and

A

25.
6 LakOBlde Building,

DAYTON. OHIO.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

pay 25 cents each for
clean copies of the Western Electrician of June 18, 1893, Volume X,
will

CO.,

is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto Telephone
which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles a9 any other Telephone talksover one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Ti lephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory j^lints,
everything from the telephone to the wire and pole. ).
and do all kinds of construction work.

etc.,

Very low prices qnoted on

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric
39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

Send for circulars and price

lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Co.,

CHICAGO.

H3»,

.'i40

The Independent Electric

00.,

and 541 Hlonodnnrk BIk.. rhirasn.

Ill

39th

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

£lSnr.^.^XjXS^E]I> 1873.
SOLE HANVFACTrRERS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wiLmNeTONJDKi,

A

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material of tlie World.

MJEIW

New Dynamo
226 Pages.

SH^ht; n.x

BOOK!

Tenders'
I'be Engravings.

14

Hand-Book.

Hand-Book

Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the
STANDARD
for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

ONLY

WORK

NOW

READY.

PRICE, $1.00.

S LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.

July

21,

WESTERN

1894
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etecTftouefts
IN

ALL VARIETIES AND DESIGNS
Manufacturing our own product we

THIS DEPARTMENT.

IN

offer extraordinary

inducements for

Dynamos, Motors, Arc Lamps, Incandescent Lamps, Supplies.
You can
Our

Office

secure from us 10

and Showrooms

at

I

PER CENT. BETTER

16-1 18-120

"Most Complete

in

any one

prices than

else can offer.

MARKET STREET, CHICAGO,
the United States."

Write or

have been pronounced the

Call.

[ANUFACTORY.

pjIRCElWN^

Jl^ WHAT EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS

"

HIGH CLASS

Remodel DYNAMO-MOTOR
WILL DECOMPOSE WATER

ELECTRICAL WORK,

DO^^ECTRO PLATING
LIG_Hf^**^ANDESCENT

Experimental, Repairing and Novelty
M anuf acturing.

f^UNMACHINER^^^^PS

TELEPHONE WORK
NORTH STAR

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

POIHTTS

A SPECIALTY.

WEITE FOE NEW CATALOGUE
AND PRICE LIST.
BARGAIN PKICES ON

Goatecook, P, Q-

III.

book of reference for all "points between Chicago and Late Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee k Northern R. E., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphle
telling ^'Where the Trout Hide^^ will be sent free
upon application to Gleo. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent, "North Star Koute," Chicago, III.
Is the title of a

ANNUNCIATORS.
Electric

Car - Heating.

Washington

Regulating Switch Giyes

207

Electric Co..

S. Canal St.,

CHICAGO.,

Please mention "Western Electkician.

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

FIVE

OF HEAT.

OU WILL OBLIGK
In Practical Operation in aiore

Than

its

licadlne Cities in

C 8. and Canada.

JAMES
LEFFEL

Y

Both advertiser and publisber by
mentioning the AVesteru Blectrician
wlien writing to advertisers.

WHEELS
WATER
HORIZONTAL
This Justly Celebrated 'Wheel

is

Built in

UPRIGHT AND
It is

Many Styles on

SHAFTS.

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Wheel secures a remarkably hiph smarante^d peroentaffe. and wonderful steadincBs of
motion, under variable loads in practice. It affords an anequaled cODcentration of power witnin a smaii
,
space; and an nnprepeflented lilsrlt Telocity for a given power.
Its easily and qaiclily operated balanced gate atfords prompt and efficient control by a governor, ana
consequent, fine re;;ulation. These wheels are in many instanceR operating the best electric plants in tnis ana
other countries, fullv demonstrating their reniarliable adaptation to that use.
j
The attention of 'Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
worlc. We will send a tine large pamphlet, 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.
_

E. U.

McOOKMIOK,

Pass. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B.

MARTIN,

Gen'l Pass.

& Ticket Agt.

THE

CINCINNATI.

JAMES LEFFEL

&

,

4.

CO."To'*n^/w'^o^°k'c?t'J'°'

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
sea doable-colnmn Pases. 5T0 lUnstratious. Cloth Binding. Type Pagei lO X y Inches.

Price, postage Prepaid, to

i

Words, Terms and

includes 5,000 distinct
of the great classes or divisions of electrical inrestigation or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an EncyclopSBdia than a
dictionary.

This Dictionary

Phrases.

Each

The Scheme of Treatment is
1st.

concise

as follows:

are invariably followed by a short,
definition, giving the sense in which they are correctly em-

The words, terms and phrases

ployed.
3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on which the definition is Founded.

SE2srx)

iisr

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

any part of the world,

S5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or

Diagram of

the apparatus

is

given.

an elaborate system of Oross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.
4th.

To

facilitate study,

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure
end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
shall also be SIMPLE
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

OLEARNESS, to the

YOTrs. oiaiDEiia

AND

2sro"V\r.

CO., 6 Lakeside BnUding, Chicago, Illmois.
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A NEWWORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND'BOOK.
By Hkhbkrt 'La.-ws Webb.
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postag;e free, $i.oo.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

READY AUGUST

1st.

Uniform in size and style with tiie other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
Practical subjects treated
to date.
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

.

)

July

21,
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1894
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

i.

e. e.,

Consulting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Eleetrio Bailways
tions.

N.

E.xpert

Amstutz,

and

K.

Comstock

Co.,

Goltz

Electrical Engineers

Shop Construction.

H. Bryan,

m. Am.soo.M.E.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.
Consnltations, Keports, Estimates, Plans, Specifications,

Snperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Turner Building,

HESET

F.

DE

B.

Cameron

CAMERON.

&

St. Louis.

V. J.

GIIXETT.

Agents

Tel. 912.

1437-38 Slonadnock Blk., Chicago.

The Consolidated Eng,

Co.,

Designers and Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Worts, Ice Making

Academy

Bids-*

-

-

St.

Louis.

Montgomery H. Johnson,

Specialty: Storage Battery

1417-1419 Hlonadnock Building,
Chicago.

Harry G. Osburn,
Electrical Engineer,

304 Bearborn Street, Chicago.

Specialty: Designing Electrical Machinery and

E. P. Roberts

&

306.

Estimates and Specifications prepared.

Special Attention Given to the
Sttpervision of Electrical Worh,

1

BINDZSRS

Co.,

24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

Brainard Block,
E. P.

EOBEKTS, M.
A. S. E. E
A. I. E. E.,
Etc., Etc.

Apparatus.

,

martin Bids.. Utica, X. Y.

We

Work.

304 Sookery, Chicago

Consulting Electrician,

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC

&

For the

E.,

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

CleTcland, O.

Both advertiser and publisher by mentioning the Western Electrician when
writing to advertisers.

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

A

for Ideal Engines.

Milwaukee, ^Vis.

Electrical Engineer,

YOU WILL OBLIGE

For

Electrical Engineer,

Frederick L. Merrill,

Contractors for Electrical Construction,
Dealers in Electrical Machinery and Supplies.
Generators, Motors, Arc Lamps, Etc.
49 ^Vilcox St.. Detroit, Mich.

Chicago.

8t.,

Telephone, Harrison
-

Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Tiiomas V. Hall, Vice- Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

Gillett,

Clark

Contractor for Electric Light and Electric
Power Transmissions.

and Refrigerating Plants.

831 Pine Street,

S.

Gustave Monrath, c.p.,le.
and Contractors,

Manufacturers* Agents,

Snperrlsion and Eipert Opinions.

5»8 The Cnyahosa. rieveland.O

built complete.

S60

Sinclair,

and Contractors,

Tests, Plans, Estimates,

Wm.

&

perfect work; just

such work as our customers want. Fine house
work and repairs a specialty. Private lines

Tel.,

Electrical Engineers

Electrical Devices Perfected for

Electrician,

Good wort, square work,

SIS Mertinah Bids.. Chicaeo.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

yew

O. M. Stone,

Harrison 712.
Established 18S9— Incorporated 1892.

plete Installations.

Auditorium Tower, Chicago.

The Louis

Co.,

General Electricians,
Engineers and Contractors.
Estimates furnished for Construction and Com-

Electrical Engineer,

and Power Sta-

430 Koolcery, Chicago.

S.

The Allen-Hussey

Chas. G. Armstrong,

CITIES.

X^JSMV

BOOK

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous iiand-book series, of
whicli 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

NOW RBADY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

PRICE $1.00.
CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.
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—
—
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Part

Part II, 156 Pages,
WHEN ORDERED TOGETHER PRICE IS $2.50.

268 Pages, $2.00.

I,

Both WotJcs Profti9ely Illustrated,

Just the

PART
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The

ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,
INCOKPOEATED.

SfannfactnrerB of
aiannfactnrers
Tbiee Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only

Boiler Tested at the World's

HI
HieB
and MEDimi SPEED

Automatic

[Mp

Columbian Exposition.
The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler lade.
Will save yon money on coal.
Built

units from 80 to 1500 H. P.

In

MANUFACTURED BY

and

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

J.

BROOKLYN,

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOIIVE
AND VERTICAL

1510 OLD

N. Y.

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

McEWEN MFG. CO., SIOUX CITY ENGINE&IRON WORKS

H.

AUTOMATIC ENGINES
revoiuUon Blower when folly loaded than when running empty,
and a reduction of boiler pressure from the greatest to that
necebsarj to do the work, will not reduce the speed of engine
one revolution.

Simple, Compound, Condensing.
Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

Any engine failing to meet this guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon pajment of one dollar. It is one of
the most economical engines on the market. Send for Catalogue.

Main
•^qIpC lirPnto
lidlCS Ji^UlllS

.

\VM.

Ohioaeo.

AGENTS:

^^

and Works, Ridgway, Pa.
* BEUISTER, Provident Rnildins. PhiladelDhla.
»^M.^RPE. 937 Honadnoeb Building.
Office

H. S.

WALKER,

26-28

C. J.

III.

BLiNDIN,

WE DON'T
MAKE ANYTHING ELSE
BUT
Tobnlar and 6-inch Tnbe Boilers, Flange

Send for Cataloeue

And f rinted

J.

Steel,

Illatter.

PHILADELPHIA.
C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUIIDEES OF EAILWAT AND TEAMWAT OAES OF ALL CLASSES,

THE
IMPROVED

St.,

Chicago

::::::::::!

Veldless Braces, Eclipse Uanlioles.

FULTON STEAM BOILER WORKS,

"A."

^

W. Randolph

CO., 1217 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolie, Minn.

ROWELL & CHASE

•"B^'''**'-"

(

GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

OUR GCARAHITRE :-The Engine shall not run one

*

of HIGH

Builders

Both Vertical and Horizontal.
From 12 to 600 Horse Power.

RiGHUOliD, IHD.

ROOT YuVe" BOILER.
Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECOHOMY.
Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

Special attention given to the bnilding of Eledtric Motor and Trail Carp.
Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, ai-d "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

-

-^

_-.

FOK THE

^— ^^ -^

BINDERS
*' *

** #

I

^''T^'^" ^^'^TH'o'^i'^
ONE DOLLAR.

^^

m

Ready Made Cut Gears.
Ready Made Cast Gears.
Ready Made Brass Gears.
Gears Made to Order.
Gear Cutt ng
Gear Book, 15 cents.
Catalogue free.
Gear Cutting Machines.

GEORGE

B.

GRANT,

Lexington, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.

SEND FOR OUR

FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO.,
MANUFACTUaEBS OF

RACINE, WIS.

or

Stationary,
Portable use.

OF ALL KINDS

Smokestacks,
specialty

made

/til

of

Write for Prices and Terms.
Bowell

& Chase

of Its

2,0t)0

in

Address.

Marine and
Yacht £:n?in<
Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilers.

GENUINE
BEAR OUR

111.

Hardware

lo., -w-orks:

racine, wis.

W. F. PARISH, General
Homo

Sales

Insurance Building,

Manager,

CHICAGO.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet
Re.

ThePhosphqr Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO
2 200WashingtonAve.,Philadelphia.,Pa.
ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHORBronze IN THE United States AND Sole

Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

8ENEEAL A0ENT9:

Any

stock.

use.

are Head^uirters

REC.TRAOE MARKS.

A

te

INtOTSi MANUFACTURES

etc.

PURPOSES

Over

Ohlcaeo.

ALSO OF

^

Books.

In the West for ELECTRICAL BOOKS, and fill
orders promptly, prepaid, onreceiptof price.
Elect riclanPubllslilnK Co.,
^jL
6 Lakeside Building,

For 3Iarine,

QEcnucIisnTiNG

Electrical

Sent Free

We

.*N»

c^^

kind ever publiehed.

BOILERS

RESOUmON
ECONOMY fo-^

iOPERIOR

All sizes carried

The moBt complete

Standard Tabular, Fire Box, Vertical
aod Snbmergeil Tube Steel

Improved Baeine Bigh Speed

Treatise on Gears. $1.00

Catalogue of

S.

CO.,

Cliff Street. Npih York.

28

MaclUners Co

,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

F. F. Vater, Minneapolis, Minn.

Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.
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F.

and

H.

McKINLOCK,

WALTER

President.
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C.

McKINLOCK,

Secretary.

N.

B.

Compounds,
Paint,
Tape,
Varnish,

Motor

Cloth.

NOTICE.

Cables,

Tape and

Lamp
'
'

Kester

The recent

Vulcanized

Rod and

Cord.

Metropolitan^'

Incandescent

Arc Lamp.
Sheet,

L B.
Wires,

Lamp.

railroad strike pre-

vented us from executing orders

in

L

X. L.

Triple Braid

Tubing.

our usual prompt and satisfactory

Weatherproof

Xntrie

manner, as we were unable to move

Wire.
Crocker-

Switches.

freight out or

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

now

in.

The embargo

and we are filling orders
promptly and solicit your business,
raised

Circuit

Breaker.

which

Garton
Lightning

your

will

Wheeler

is

be attended to entirely to

Fan

Motors.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

satisfaction.

Spark

Arrester.

Arrester.

sssuris if»on. c^.^a^.^x^oca-'oxi

tost

oxjo?.

Metropolitan Electric
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Co.,

WESTERN

July 21, liq^
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Wiry Pay Rent?
WHY NOT OWN YOUR TELEPHONE?

THE COLUMBIA.
THE LATEST AND BEST.

Patents Fundamental Non-Infringing.

Long Distance Battery Transmitters
newest designs sold outright.

of the latest

A Telephone Receiver

and

Unique

in

of the

newest and best pattern.

design.

No adiustment.

Perfect in action.

Nothing to get out of order.

Moderate

Nothing demanding repair.

Small Instruments made of the finest rubber.
All wires and connections within the case.

Will

Convey articulate speech 1,000 miles.

No unsightly thumb-screws.

Constructed of the best material.

Ttiis

in cost.

Company owns

transmitters.

the patent for the improved switch for changing the circuit of the telephone on battery
Also, for perfected system of telephone exchanges. The best dry battery manufactured.

THE COLUMBIA TELEPHONE MANUFACTURIN6
Send

136. 138

for Circular.

and 140 Front

Street.

We Want Western

U ROCHE
MANDFAGTORED

IN SIZES

CO.,

NEW YORE CITY.

Business.

ALTERNiTORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

Direct Connected

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

Hew Yorh,
Boston,
KnoxTille,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.
l,O0O

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La

liiglit

Salle Street,

San Franciscoi
Chicago,
St. lionls,

Pittsburg,

]i[obile.

Alternator.

OWEN

FORD, Rialto Buildlne,
mv. Xaorrxa

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
FOR C03IPI^KTE SUBWAY
SXSTEMS FOB KtiKCTKIC KAIl.WAYi§

COKTBACTORS
*"""*

ESTVABO

„„
ELECTRIC

PEROT,

S.

President.

CrAIiIiAeHEB, Vice-Prea. & Cten. Ilgr.
JA8. P. JUcQlTAIUE, Sec.

C.

.

ASTD
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THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

& Treas.

CO.,

FOR ELECTRIC SUBWAYS.
MANUFACTURERS OF WROUGHT-IRON CEMENT-LINED TUBES
TIHIES BiriI.DIlKe.
Hew York
Office,

TVorks. HASTIXCJS-OSr-HTJDSON.

— we own

the method ol Laying.
Patent No. 395,684, covering Wronght-Iron Oement-Lined Pipe for Subways and
Vatuttln.
Subway Oonstruoted by us nuic in Je«e tM tlie l/nltea statex

and

MICA

Mia

and

416,235 for Distiituting Boxes.

9,000,000 feet of this

-WATEB

H. SII1I.S, 59 I^ake

AMERICAN HARD FIBRE

ST.,

BOI^CilAlVO'S

}f

anl Ailer Qnalities lor Electrical

218

Oyer

^___^^^^^^___^^^^^^^^^____^^^_^^^_^^^^^^^_^^^^^^^.^^^^_

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
'\V.

Aiso, Patents Nob. 416,23*

NE'W TOKK.

MICANITE

Electric

PERFECT INSUUTOR.

St., Chieai: ;o. 111.

Current free as It coil<
Dectawlth any faucet.
Sample $6.00. Wbole-

PLATINUM

sale

For

CO.,

Fan

Water Motor.

all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchsised.

and

retail.

TtieBolglanoMfg.Co.,

415 Water St..

BAKER &

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Bailroad Ave., Kewark. Jf. J".

BALTIUOBB, MD.
Are Necessary

MANUrAOTTJKEBS OF

Hard Fibre

in Slieets, Rods, Tnbes and Special Shapes

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

for

All-around
Station Economy.

FOR ELECTRICAL. PURPOSES.
Write for Catalogue and Prices.

Colors: Red, Gray and Black.

REPAIR'eSNDlNG
2fJ V|
I

V'^XONVERTERS.RHEOSTATS.lAMPS

STANWOOD MFG.Co.17™ & (LARKS" OilCRGO.
WORK THOROUGHLY TESTED AND SHIPPED ON DAY PROMISED.

—
Tlie above out is of
I
perfect balanc^ha..d..uui.
1

i

\

i

i

i

»

I

y^-

-

i

ii

t

ill spiral system.
Y

^\n.b iur pnoe. on ..l!jA\
CENTB^Ii
Large Commutators, SearoO Lamps and Station Dynamos.

uppi,.ir..ii.u.

KEPAIKtS

;

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

126

Liberty St.,

All coils aUSe,

STATIOJV
NEW YORK.

Alternating Cnrrent Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

MON-ARC

Arc and Incandescent Lighting:.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.
for

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.
Also Arc

'

Lamps

for

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

Write for

prices.
Slow Speed and

Standard of Simplicity

and Durability.

Close Begulation.

THE

F. P.

LITTLE

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

Electrical

& Supply
BUFFALO, N, T.

Construction

Company,

Incandescent

Lamps and

Building, Chicago.

and Commercial

ISolicited,

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

CO.,

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

BUCEETE
Monadnock

Street

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence

Western Agt. with Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
New England Agt., Q. M. Angler & Co., Boston, Mass.
Bussell & Officer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

for

Illumination.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

TO

FIT

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

,

$3 per Annum
Vol.

Copyrl-iht, 1S94.

.

EVERY SATURDAY.

bv

EleelricUn PuMisbing Company, Chicago.

XV

CHICAGO, JULY

1

O cents per Copy.

28, 1894.

No. 4

..»' *«

CMcago Insulated Wire
co nycf'-A- 2sr "2"

ILLUMINATION EFFICIENTLY PRODUCED
PACKAKO

By

the use of
JLA]IIF9i.
S-e that every
lamp bears the Piickard registered Trade-Mark, thus:

414 and 416 NORTHERN BUILDING,
Corner Lake and La Salle

CHICAGO,

....

Sts.,

IliLIKOIS.

POINT OF GREATEST ECON

This company has no connection whatever
vrith any other concercu

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recording Pressnre Ganges Pay

for

Tbemselyes

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Wf stern
MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

242
JSTE^SAT

YORK

m

Shipments made fro

aiANUFAef uRED BT

& OHIO COIwIPAUY,

TATar:

Iq every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continuous recordfl
day and night of voltage and Boiler Pressure,

SBMT ON

TRIAL AXD

30 I>AYS'

FUIiLiY

QVAUANTBED.

Circular and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

WATERBURY, CONN.

MANUPACTDKER OP

INSUI.ATBD XSLiXSGTRIG WIRB^
FLKXIBLE
CORDS and CABLES.

goo and 808 Bforth Third Street.

Took HIGHEST MEDAL
FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World's Fair, Chicago.

BEST OF ALL

-

FHILrABBIiPHIA, PA.

-

IS

Manufactured only by-

THE STANDARD PAIMT
Chicago

Hade hy
CO., "

Tewxokk.

871 The Rookery.

Office,

General Western Agents:

aiETROPUI/lTAN EIiEOTRTC
WILLABD L. OANDEE, „
,,
^
DUEANT OHEEVEE, f Business Managers.

GEO.

#

T.

CO.,

186 and 188 Flftli Avenue,

CHICAGO, ILL.

MANSON,

HODGINS,

H.

Genu

W. H.

Supt.

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

New York.

WIRES AiDCABLESp

H. BITNSIEI,!,

A

'JO.,

Man'I'd by

ALBERT &

J.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

lo

"NEW BEACON"
(N.

&

C. Patents.)

|

6

C. P.

Beacon Vacuum Pump

IVIanson Protecting Tape.

eta.

per

t

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,

Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All in Stock.

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.

7« Cortlandt St., New Yorhi.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

LIMITED,

INSULATED

J.

Beat Construotion and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Beliable. Size 6x2H, 60

CHICAGO OFPICE, 323 Dearborn St.
PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE, 305 Hale Bldg.

&

293 A

Correspondenoe
Solioiied
Boston, Mass.

St.,

™^fi^"^|P™^

(S')
Electrical

25

CtS.

Company,

BlannfactnrerS,

IrVlngtOn Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
Send for

,BBAIICHES: Chicseo, Boston, PhUadelphla, UlnneapoUs, Cincinnati, kaoBM City,
Omaha, Lnnlsville, St. I.oiiis, San Francisco, liondon and So. America.

WESTON

PARTRIDGE

T CARBON

ENGINES.

Samples.

CO.

High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power Plants.
ISstimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

REPKESENTATIVES.
-

^
"

126 Liberty St New Torlc City,
82 Lake St., Chicago, m.
HOFi'MANKDSSELL CO.,
H. M. SCIPLW & CO., 3d and Arch Sts.. PhlladelpMa, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
bCRANTO.N SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO

JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.

,

,

,

HOW THE

GREAT FAIR
Was Opened

ti WOOD COMPANY,
THE BALL Improved
Antomatio

I

Cnt-off Engines*

Builders of

THE PRESIDENT
PRESSED

THE VICTOR KEY
AND THE
EXETER DRY BATTERY
DID THE REST!

The Victor Telegraph

Key and

the

Exeter

I"

<l.l
I>ry Battery Tvere both
selected to open the
"World's Columbian Exposition.
Pend for Sample of the Tf ctor Key, Price 82.50.
Send for Sample of Exeter Dry Battery, Price 80c.
'

m

3,1 Jiuk:

11,1.

Samples Delivered, Transportation Prepaid,

THE

E. S.

GREELEY &

CO., utY^iTihr.

GENERATORS
Belfed or Direct Connected,
And of Anu Cavacitv.

NEW YORK

Stern

Chicago Office, Hume ins. nidg., w. B. PearsOD, Manager.
Geo. M. Kenyon, Endioott Arcade, St. Paul, UlnB.
& Silverman, 701 Arch Si., Phllailelphi Pa.
James .St Company, Chattanooga, T«n«.
Southern Eneineerine ... Louisville, Ky.

EDDY

,

MOTORS

From 1-2 ff.-P. Upward»,
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Mepresented.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

July 28. 1894.

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
Complete Equipments for Electric Lighting,
CENTRHL STHTIONS.

ISOLHTED PLHNTS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT,.

Arc or Incandescent.
DIRECT-CONNECTED MULTIPOLAR LIGHTING GENERATORS.

ARC LAMPS.
For Arc, Incandescent, Railway or
Alternating Circuits.

mCAKDESCENT LAMPS,
The only Incandescent Lamps
upon which the consumer can actually

rely.

SWITCHBOARDS.
TRANSFORMERS.
CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS,
RECORDING WATT-METERS.
ACCURATE AND RELIABLE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
PORCELAIN WIRING APPLIANCES.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180

Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, W. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Brie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 435 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Street.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.

Chicago,

111.,

N. Y.

Monadnock Building.

Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
Seattle,

Washington, Biiley Building.

St. Iiouis,

Mo., Wainwright Building.

Dallas^ Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.
San Francisco, Cal,, 15 First Street.
St. Paul, Minn., 610 Pioneer Press Bldg.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.

Portland, Ore., Front and

Pop

all

Business Outside the United States and Canada:

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., and 41 BEOAD STBEET,
TRIC CO., LTD., TOPONTO, CAN.

Ankeny StB.

THOMSON-HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL ELECTKIC CO.,
NEW YOEK. For Canada: CANADIAN GENERAL ELEC-

i
I

^
'^

.

WESTERN

July 28, 1894

.

,
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Root Mfg.Co.xix
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Goltz
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Grant. Geo.

Ameilcan Electric Co

xii

&

Greeley

Amer.can Elec. Mfg.Co....xxii

-

Co. The E. S

XI

AmericaD Hard Fibre Co

x

.

xvii
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A

Anderson. Albert
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G

Armstrong, Chas.

Arnold.B.J
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& Wilcox Co.,
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The.

Helios Electric Co

iv

xvii

The
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Western Elec. Supply Co.

Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Incd'cent ArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.

xi
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i

Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co..

viii

Hubley Mfg. Co

viii

Huebel
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La Roche

Electric Wks.
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Wasbington Electric Co.
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xii
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xiii
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.
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Scientific Machinist
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Dayton Globe Iron Works
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xxii

Simplex Electrical Co. .The.

iv

Sioux City Brass Works
Sioux City Engine & Iron
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xiv

Directory, Principal
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Vulcanized Fibre Co

xvi

Wallace Electric Co

x

Want Advertisements
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Washington ElectricCo... xv
xix
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xvi

Western ElectricCo
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We'^tern Telephone Conxiv
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Wirt, Chas

Western Electric Co.
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Consolidated Car- Heating Co.

Cnnduits
National Conduit Mfg.Co.
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Repairs.
AUen-Hussey Co.

...

S.

Electric Co.
Co.,

The Louis K.

Eddy Elec. Mfg.

Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Elec. Mfg, Co.
Osburn, Harry G.
W^ashington Electric Co.

Muncie

Wirt, Chas.

M.

S.

Msht

Plants.

Ball.

Wm.

D.

Brush Electric Co.

Wm.

H.

C

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
lV

S.

S.

Push Bmtons.
Co.

Huebel A Manger.

Bheostats.

Washington Electric Co.

Sal

Metropolitan Electric Co.

General Electric Go.

Rushmore,

A Co.
Klipstein, A.

Innis

Electrical

Law

A Co.

Battery Co.

ISecond-ilaiMi Electrics
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Hemingray Glass Co.

r

Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Hubley Mfg, Co,
Pbcenix Glass Co.
<wrapliite Specialties.

Dixon Crucible Co.,
Hubley Mfg. Co.
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S.

ammoniac

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason E. P. Mfg. Co.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Silk Braid
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
Slate.
Independent lectric Co.
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i

Speaking Tubes.

Hard Bnbber Goods.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.

American Hard Fibre Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Webster A

A Hegeman

9iorage Hatteries.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co
Cons. Electric Storage Co
Electric Storage Battery Co
Porter A Buerdorf.

Mfg. Co.

Stoves, electric.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Go.
Ind. Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Little,

Electric Bailways.
Brush Electric Co

F. P. Elec. C.

A

S.
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Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.
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Crescent

Wires and
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Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, B.J.

American
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Chicai(o Ins. Wire Co.
Crescentlns. Wire ACable Co,
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Electric
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Electric Appliance Co.
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Independent Electric Co.
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,
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The.
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Western Electric Co.

Lamps.. Incandescent.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
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Klfcti'ical Specialties.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Rushmore, S.-W.

Co.,
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Ins. Wire ACableCo
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Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
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Central Electric Co.
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Central ElectricCo.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
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Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fiore Co.
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National India Rubber Co.
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General ElectricCo.
Hubley Mtg. Co.
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Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg.Co.
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Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Co.,

Steam Pumps.

Empire China Works.
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Co

'

Electric Appliance Co.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Elec. Instrum'S'if,

Steaui Beating.
Goubert Mfg. Co

Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
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American Hard Fibre Co.
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Bernard Co., The E. G.

Electric Co.
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Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
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Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore,
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Electric Appliance Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Eaflferty A C0..T. C.
Sioux City Brass Works.

and

E)«-ctrical.

s,

Electrician Publishing Co.

Electric Co.

A

General Electric Co.

Insulators xpd Xnsulat- Spefd IndiCBtors

Hill,

Comstock

W.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co,
Phffiuix Glass Co.

Olassivare.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

&

Enbiishei

6;iob^s

Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Brownlee A Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co.

General Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
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Western Elec. Supply Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
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General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
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Hubley Mfg. Co.

A
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Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Little. F. P. Elec. C-

Anderson, Albert A J. M
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd,

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Crescent Electric Co.
Cutter Elect rical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Api-liance Co.

Hill,

Cnt-Oots and Svvltches.

Phosphor Bronze.
Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Holtzer-CaDot Electric Co.
Hublev Mfg. Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

x

Yost Writing Machine Co..xill

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub ey Mfg. Co.

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Standard Paint Co.

Grant, Geo. B.

and

Buerdorf.

Paints,

Gceneral Elec. Supplies.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
A Co., T. C.
Simples Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

A

AVallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Gears.

Rafferty

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert A J.
Brownlee A Co.

Porter

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass WorKs.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

iia.» liigrliting. Electric.
-i.merican Electric Co.

Okonite Co.. The.

Co.

Jlfa;.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Independent Electric Co.

Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Gen'l Fi.xture Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire ACable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent ElectricCo.
Ind. Rub. A Ins. Wire Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.

Electric Co.

Elec.

La Roche

General Electric Co.

Contractornnnrt RIertric Electro-PIatinsr llach'y.
Allen-Hussey Co
Am-tutz, N. S
Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, B. J.

Eddy

Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.AVayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co
Gregory, Chas. E. Co

^Vire.
Electric Appliance Co.

,

Porter

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

C A C

Western Electric Co.

Electrical Works.

x

X

ii

Worthington, Heni7 R

Amencan

Co., The Louis R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Generai Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

i

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co

General Incandescent Arc
Light Co
xlv

Ins. Wire Co.
Rallerty &Co.,T. C.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

New York

Bryan,

xvii

Weston Engine Co..,

Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
General Electric Co

&

Moore, Alfred F.

Comstock

Co

facturing. Co

S.

Ind. Rub.

C A C

ment Co

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

Sons Manu-

W^

Electric Co.
Ins. Wire Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Hill,

Amstutz, N.

vii
S.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
General Electric Co.

&

xii

Elec. Corpora-

tion

Freeman,

xix

Co.

..

United Electric Improve-

Klbridge Electrical Mfg.Co.. XV
Electric Appliance

&

\^'ire

Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan ElecrictCo.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Dow Adjuster Co
Dlst. Tel. Co. xii

Chicai^o Ins,

Carbons Points APlates.

Works
Smith,

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percba Co.
Crescentlns.WireACableCo.
Gushing A Morse.

A Co., T. C
A Co.. E. P

si

Sheet and Bar.

xix

Royal Electric Co

Cu8hing<fc Morse

Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co. The E. S.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Cahle8(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Hectric. (See InWires),
sulated
Copper,
.

.

Buerdorf

it

xi

b

Central Electric Co.

xvii

Co.,

Racine Hardware Co

CorrcBpondence School of
Technology
Crescent Insulated Wire
Cable Co

Borglar Alarms.

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co., Ltd
Porter

xii

Partridge Carbon Co.
Wirt, Chas.

i

Phillips Ins'd. Wire

Klet-trical.

Electrician Publishing Co.

New York & Ohio Co
G

Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co,

BrnnheN.

xiii

&

Brownell & Co., The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler W' ks.

Books.

x

....

Insulated Wire

New York

Pbcenix Glass Co

xiv

Dixon Crucible

xi

W. R
Partridge Carbon Co

Consolidated Car-Heating

and

Co

National India Rubber Co.

OBtrander

ComBtock Co.,The Louis K.xvii

Diehl

iv

Co., Eugene.

Osburn, Harry

Cj'cle

Columbia Telep. Mfg.

facturing

Co

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fuse

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.

C AC

Abendroth cfc Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co,, The.

Bolgiano Mfg. Co,
Brush Electric Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Copp«»r Wires.

,

Motors.

American Hard Fibre Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

Eire Alarms.

Battery Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Brush Electric Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.

i

W.

Dynamos.

Beltine.

.

Co

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks xix

Oiutter Electrical

&

Morris, Tasker

Ostrander& Co.. W. R.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

xx

Xational Conduit Mfg.Co.

Central Electric Co

Colbum

H... xix

J.

F

Moore, Alfred

i

.

Mfg. Co.,

Miamisburg Electric Co.

xxii

Bunnell* Co., J. H
Butler Hard Rubber Co ...
C & C Electric Co

xv

Metropolitan ElectricCo..

x

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.
Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

P.,

&

McEwen

xvii

Buckeye Electric Co

James

Electrical
Supply Co.. .. xxii

F.

Mather Electric Co

viii

Bryant Electric Co

Cameron

& Co.,

Little,

Const.

& Co

Brownlee

Leffel

i

six

The

Co.,

S.

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co,

&Co

iP

H.

W.
Batteries and Jars.
Rushn^ore,

Co.-

Johns Manufacturing

xv
x

Bip Four Route

•>

& Ins. Wire

Rubber

Law

Washington Electric Co,

Arc Ijampe).
C A C Electric Co.

Eoltzer-Cabot Electric Co

I

Beacon Vacuum Pump &

Bliss Co., E.

xi

Hill,

^

Co.,

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co....

Hemingray Glass Co

P

Barrett, J.

X

S.

Fibre

P.

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrandert&Co., W. R.

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

xvii

& Co

Wm. D
& Wood

vi

svii

Ball,

Ball

ephone Co

Rushmore,

COPPT.

Central Electric Co.
'Chicago Genl Fixture Co.
Electric Applisnce Co.

Harrison International Tel-

Frost Company... xiL

Ames A

Dow Adjuster Co,
Annnociators.

xii

Electrical..

Worts

Osburn, Harry G.
Roberts & Co., E.

AdjaNtPii. Lamp.

i

.

Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

LIST.

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St- rage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Porter & Buerdorf.

xix

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

Ainencan

CUSSIFIED
Ac<»ani a lat or s

xvii

Sinclair

Goubert Mfg. Co

xvil

AllenHnssey Co

xv

Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Co.

Anderson, Albert A J, M
Bishop Gutta Percha Co
Central Electric Co.
Crescent Ins. Wire ACable Co
Electric Appliance Co.

Independent Electric Co.
A Ins. Wire Co.
National India Rubber Co
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Ind. Rub.
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Bi

P

CHICAGO,
1137-1138 Monadnock.

'

BOSTON,

(0

76-81 GoinMll.

Manufacturers of High Grade Wires and Cables.

Simplex T. Z. R. Weatherproof Wires.
Simplex Braided Caoutcliouc Wires.
Simplex Mining Wires.
Simplex Lead Covered Cables.
Simplex Submarine Armored Cables.
Write for Prices.
Western Selling Agent, H. R. HIXSON.

1137

and

ELECTRIC
Ceiling

THE

and

1138

Monadnock. CHICAGO.

Tel. Harriaon 305.

THE HELIOS LAMP FOR STREET LIGHTING.

Column

L

L,

W AH PEL.
EL,

P....D..T.
(

o.

f=

FOOTE.

V.0, P...,i„«

w. H.

and Electrolier
Are

We
of

claim

WoM

for

116,

125,230

!

We

Absolute Superiority

Construction and

Highest

Knoxvillc Electric bight and

Direct Cnrrent.

invite a test.

Efficiency.

Power

a.B«.T...,

Co.

i£^^-d:.......

Give us a sample

order, thoroughly test the Crescent,

UOOHEHOUSE.

and

be convinced.

THE CRESCENT ELECTRIC

CO.,

UlaniifactarerB of Electrical Specialties*

THE DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
NO BELTS.
CEILING,

FLOOR COLUMN,

COUNTER COLUMN
FANS
FOR DIRECT CURRENT.
Send for Catalogue contaiuing cut

NO SHAFTING.

NEW TYPE
DESK PROPELLER FANS
FOR DIRECT
OR
\Sy[^iiil ALTERNATING CURRENT.

^

of ournew "ELECTROHER" FAN.

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., I3IO

Filbert St., Philadelphia.
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Plttefield, Msbb.
THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Denver. Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
Ea.«tern Agents:

DIEHL & COMPANY

38B Broadway New York

New Mexico and Arizona.
Western Agents; THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., ChicaRO, 111.
Southweatern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., 3t. Louis, Mo.
Canadian Agency: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Toronto, Canada.

City.

1821.

MORRIS, TASKER &C0.,

1888.

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelpliia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

BDiler

Wbs,

Wrii

Iroi Pipes aii Fitliis.

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

WESTERN

July 28, 1894

A Chance to

Smile

PETERKIN BUYS SOME HAIR TONIC
By

E

w

KEMBLE

ELECTRICIAN.

We

Manufacture a Complete
Line of Improved

Electrical

House Goods,
Annunciators, Burgflar Alarms,
Fire Alarms, Etc.,
FOR RESIDENCES. STORES, HOTELS, STEAMBOATS.

We

are prepared to supply complete equipments for

the installation of

_"

City

Jf®^

and

Village Fire Alarms,

Messenger and
Telegraph Companies'
Fire Patrol and Watch
District

Services.

5ells, 5^tterics,

Push buttons, Tools

Bare and Insulated

and Supplies.

Iron, Steel

and

WIRES.

Hard Bra wn Copper.
TRADE MARK.

For

all

uses requiring the

stands without

highest grade

of

Rubber

Okonite

insulation,

a rival.

In other situations where the conditions

recommend our Banner Weatherproof Wire.

are

less

exacting

we

especially

This has a tough and thoroughly

Moisture proof Insulation and will give the utmost satisfaction.

We

flaue the Largest Stock of Wir?s in America.

Branches:
St. Louis,

Southern Electrical Supply Co.

.4iii»"
VI.

Ihatpw'ij IRaijiijins.

Kansas City,
Gate City Electric Co.

Central Electric

Company,

173-175

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN

& C

C

The

MULTIPOLAR

ELECTRICIAN.

July 28, 1894

Company

Electric

mAMoi

IFpOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.

Electric Motors,

Complete Plants
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

Works:

GARWOOD,

N. J.
R. R. of N.

on CENTRAL
YORK.
I020 anil 1021 :tI>'iia<lnopk Bnildin?. BOSTOSI. 63 Oliver
BRAKCH OFFICER: rHICAGO.
CLKVEIiAKD, Cnyahoga Buliaine. FJULiAUKIiHIA, 033 Arch

NEW

J.

t$t.

t^t.

xsz^sPH
o
s
WIRE AND

STEPHEN

E.

ELKINS,

Prest.

PATKICKEQAN,

H.

Sec'y.

J.

HANFOED,

iir

The Harrison International Telephone Go

CABLES.

Every Telephone

Company

United States

nsingKeriteWire

andGal)les.

is

Ke-

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND

the

in

THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

Stand-

rite is the

!

Insnlation,

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

Harrisoi iDternatioiial Telephoie.

We

and NOW

Ont

Last

and

Ont

them for a term
of years.
This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,

being

Glass
|

any

otiier

on

|

WRITE

SEND FOR SASIPLiES AKD PRICES.

GUSHING & MORSE.

W.

R.

granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26. 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

allotted.

Market.

ttie

BRIXEY. Mfr.jATONCE.

General Weatern Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

nany

^03 Broadway, New

Chicago.

either sell our telephones ont-

rig:ht or lease

I

will

Gen'l Mgr.

York.

at their offices,

Offices,

{

We Want Western

Chamber

of

Commerce

BIdg., Chicago.

Business.

LA ROCHE iLTERNATORS.
MANDFACTDRED

IN SIZES

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Gonnected

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

Keiv Ifork,
Boston.

Direct Current Generators.

K.nox.\-ilIe,

Cincinnati,

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. lionis,

Pittsbnrg,

Kobile.

1,000 liight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
^lSLXG,A.Ci-Om

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD, RIalto Buildlns:,
87. XfCS'CrXS. ACO.

WESTERN

July 2S, 1894

ELECTRICIAN.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical flachinery
Under the

PATENTS OF JAMES

J.

WOOD
Complete Apparatus
for

LOW

Arc, Direct Current

PERIOD

Incandescent

and

DIRECT

Alternating:

Incandescent Lightins:

CONNECTED

also for

Power Transmission

ALTERNATORS.

either by

Direct or Alternatine:
•••

Currents.

The NeuJ Wood Arc Dynanio, No,

AF(C bA/VlPS

10;

Capacity 125, 2000

(.

p.

Larnps.

for Constant Pot<?ntiaI, Alternating or I^ailwa\) Circuits.

The new "WOOD" Transformers have the highest Efficiency and Best Regulation
They are easy to install, light weight and very handsome in appearance.

of

any yet

produced.

Parties requiring Transformers would do well to get our estimates before purchasing.

BRANCH OKKICEIS:
NEW YORK

CITY,

115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Building-.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.

COLUMBUS,

O., 57

East State Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Elec
NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson
So. Elec. Mfg.

&

St.

Supply Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York Life Bldg.
CINCINNATI, O., 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Corner Main and Field Sts.

RICHMOND,

VA., Chamber of Commerce,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Electric Lighting and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp Patents sustained by

BRUSH

repeated decisions

ofU.

8. Courts.

ELECTRIC

Ageuclee in

CO.,

all larf^e cities.

TheBussell & Officer Electrical Constmction Co., Denver, Col.
Bagnall and Hilles, Yokohoma, Japan.

Oilii'c

CliEVKtiAJVD, OHIO.

and Works, Cor. Belden and mason Sts.,

THE
MAGNET SPOOLS, BUSHINGS, COMSItlTATOR BINGS, WASHERS, CONTBOLLER PARTS,
INSULATING SHEETS, ETC.

MOULDED MICA
TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS,
Hangeis,

GIM Trassfomers

Strain Insulators, Section

Pull-offs,

Insulators, Insulated Crossings. Frogs,

Wire and Tree

HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

Feed

Insulators, Rail Bonds, Etc., Etc.

NEW YOKE,

CO.,

240

PHILADELPHIA,
BOSTON.

H.

W.JOHNS MFG. CO.,

Randolpli street,

CHlCAtlO.

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
WESTIN6H00SEC0PERTERS:
SELF-LOCKING
—
im rnTxruT
20 Lights, $20.00

HJLL
No

PATcNT

starting switch.

30
40

if

loo Lights are ordered.

30.(0—15

"

"

" 250

"

40.00

"

"

"

— 20

500

'

"

"

possible chance for an accident, as the S-vvitch cannot
be closed nntil the resistance is all id.

CHEAP.

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

Lights,

10 and 15
MADE ONLY BY THE

25

S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
XKW VOKK, EliSOK &

BBEM'STBR. 143
CHICAGO, CESTRAIi EliECTBIC CO.

LIST.

Dtberty i^treet.

Meters:

Converters:
5

W.

10 per cent, off

"

40
50

$ 8 00 10 Lights, 10 Amperes, $10 00
12 50 15
12.50
15
15.00
1850 25
25
20.00
22.00

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
91t-913 Olive

St.,

ST. LOUIS,

CO.,

MO.

lET TT lE^ V ^1^ ^^
fPJuiJCi X

xiu

MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TnULLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record — Still running.
IlULLt I HAnrw Brass, Bronze, Malleable iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
I

OQl^lflfll]^ For Dynamos and Motors.

We guarantee

30 per cent, more

life

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
all of our design and patents.
Bare, Weatherproof and llapnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HURLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Lancaster, Pa.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE

lAMfornraAY!
EFFICIENCY:
21 Watts per

C. P.

WIRES AND CABLES

200, 300 and 500
C. P. Sizes.

3^*^

WIRES AND CABLES

Superior

The Coming

10 the

Method of

WIRES AND CABLES

Arc

Street

Lamp

Lighting

for all

with
Interior

Alternating
Lighting.
Current.
WIRES AND CABLES
WIRES AND CABLES

NOTE THESE POINTS
The saving in current pays for renewals.
One-third more light with the same energy.
Reduced cost of wiring.
Clear, steady, pleasant light without shadows.
Wo carbon dust. No trimming.
No special transformer required.

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

Electric Appliance Coinpany,
ELECTEICAL SUPPLIES.
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

WIRES AND CABLES

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

\

Paranite Wires and Cables,

"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

AND REPRESENTING

NEW YORK

& OHIO COMPANY,

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMPS;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warren,

.MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRANSFORMER.

Ohio,

WIRES AND Cables

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WIRT INDICATORS.

The

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for Lamp

and

Meter

measurement on

Alternating Currents

are

have purchased the AVirt Laboratory from the assignee of the Ansonia Electric
Co., together with a large stock of Wirt Indicators; these instruments are all new and
They include indicat rs for direct and alternating current
in first-class condition.
ranging from 10 to 1,000 amperes and from 2^ to 3.000 volts. While ihis stock lasts I
Apply to the undersigned or to your regular dealer
will make extremely low prices.
I

now

ready for the market.
Seud for our 1 S04 Catalciffue which containe
the above and other new instruments

CBARIjES JFIRT, 50 5th Avenue, Chicago,

of our manufacture.

LwATINXJM

OU WILL OBLIQH
Whitney Electrical

Y

iDstrament Co.,
PENACOOH, N. H.

all

Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platlimm Purchimefl,

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave., Newark, N, J".

to advertisers.

AMERICAN HARD FIRRE

Factories: Penacook,N. H.; Sherbrooke,P.Q.,Can

AGENTS

HENRY

For

P]BAKER &

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the Western Klectriclan

when writing

III,

CO.,

KELLOGG,

General Selling Agent.
Baltimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Maag,: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Ma«8. (New Eneland): W. B. Southgate
Co.. 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appliance Co.
F.

MANUFACTUBERS OF
&

Hard Fibre

:

in Sheets, Rods,

Tubes and Special Shapes

FOR ELECTRICAL PURPOSES.

Cinoinnati. O. Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cr\.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto Electrical Wnrka.
Toroot-n, Ont
:

Write for Catalogue and Prices.

Colors: Red, Gray and Black.

:

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
The

NORWAY

PINE CROSS-ARMS,

WHITE OAK PINS.
It ^vill

CO.,

Detroit, Micli.

-

307 Dearborn

St.,

CO.

THE BEST QKABES OF

Chicago.

YOU WILL OBLIGE

SAL-AMMONIAC.

Both

CDaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fdre.

Advertiser and

mentioning the

CIAN when
1«1 Kinzlo

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

pay you to get onr prices.

BROWN LEE &

Wirt Dynamo BrDSi. The

Suitable for all Incandescent Dynamos. Plating
Dynamos. Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

Publisher

For under ground, under water, and

by

WESTERN ELECTRI-

writing

to

all

other condilions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

-

-

NEW

YORK-

KENBT A. BKED, Secretary and Uanaser.

advertisers.

St. Chlcaaro.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAL AMMONIAC
BKAND)

TRANSFORMERS,

ForElectrical Purposes

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

M

AlterMiig

Dpanos,

Direct Cirrent

(ELECTRIC

GBnerators

ai

G-uaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the hest quality ask youi- dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

Motors,

F=^OF=?J.A., IL_I

Agents Wanted.

Write for Catalogue. A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPINV. 122

"w oi^TimsroTonsr
HENRY
New

R.

WORTHINGTON,

Yorlc, 86

Boston, 70

and SS Liberty

KUby

i

AVe

64

NATIONAL.

make simply

a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

x*c3'c^ex'>

HI

gSlffl'S'Si^^^^s

THE

liT cj> r.a.ci'X'2'

a60,-ias :elo7M3&

Chicago, 185 to isy Van Buren St.,
St. Louis. ElghttiandSt. Charles St.

St.,

St.,

Pearl St.. Nev» Yoik.

.a.S-3-I2Ii.c3-.£.XIlxrS-

Buy two

If satisfactory the.

way

99

sets of our instruis

open

for

more

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Oar head telepliones are largely used by Bell telephone

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W) Atlantic Avenue,
THIS IS A

operators.

CO.,

Boston. Mass.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.

DOUBLE POLE

lo
10

SNAP SWITCH,

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

The Only Snap Switch that has

MADE BY THE

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

BRYANT
SLBGTRIG

For Sale by All Snpply HoDses.

GOMPAIffY,
EDWARD

R.GRIER.

1532

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

f

Western Representatives.

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Specialties.

and Prompt Shipments.

& Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

Factory: Bridg'eport, Conn.
Sockets, Sivitches,

The Hart

Good Goods

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
J

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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W.

EuGEirE F. PHUitPS, Prest,

A, HATSA-rt-AY, Treas,

W. H. Sawtib,

XI

Seo'y.

W.U. Double Petticoat Teat

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

aAlLWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,

s4taiidar<L Screw GIbmn fiisiilatorg.
Floor Insulatori^. ««las8 Break Knobs. Battery
Jara, Arc Lieht. Olobes for all s^ystenis.
Colored <j lass Insola'orH to ttesignate different
eurrenis

ELECTRIC I.IGHX LtSE WIEE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WORK ON

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

ITEW YOKE OFFICE,

V. C.

Send

WIRES.

SPECIAL DESIGNS A FEATURE.

liloiiel

or

Drawing and we

will furnish estimates.

HEMINGRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

Ackerman, lOCortlandt Street.
Eageoe F. Phillips' Electrical Works

Office

THE

In

Factories. Muncie, Ind

Crtvinatnn. Kv.

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under
writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used

in

in insnlating our

and
remain

pecially chemically prepared,

" A Thoroughly

Reli-

every respect/'

Wires and Cables

Is es-

will not deteriorate, oxi-

dize or crack, and will
flexible in extreme cold
weather, and is not affected by heat.
We guarantee oar Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
proand or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other Jirstclass Insulated Wire.
We ehull be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we mate all
Wire and Cables withCiark'a

sizes of Stranded and Plesible

lopulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for
the past nine years, and has met with universal favor.
Thouaands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nee throughout the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for it ia constantiy increasing, because
it always gives perfect satisfaction.

DisconntB for (Quantities,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61 and

Western Agents,

63 Hampshire

St.,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Herbert H. Eustib,

Henrt

a. Clabk,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

CO.,

Chicago,

CO.,

1848.

MONTREAL BRANCH,

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

Insulator.

The points or teats on the lower rim of the petticoat attranta
the water on the outer snrface of the insulator Into drops. The
water drops from tbese points on to the cross-arm, thereby preventing the moisture from creeping up ou the inner petticoat,
and tfieoco to the pin. Owing to the great success of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the etficiency of the Insulator has proven to be more Ibau twice th;it of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device 10 all Insulators for
Telegraph, Telephone and Street Railway Worb,

Prest,

and Electrician

t^end for Catalogue.

III.

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGHEST SKADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables for

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

Aerial,
i

AGENTS'

-

JOHN
'^'^"'

A.

Submarine and Underground Use.
BOEBI.IIV«'S SON«« CO., Chicago. 171 liUke

FBANCIS^CO. as and »7 Tremont

NEnr TOKK. 117

l.lberty Street.

MUNCIE
ELECTRICAL

HAYDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

all

And

M, M.

tlie
-

St.,

HAYDEN,

Manufacturers of the

CELLS,

Dealers in

Everything in
3140 DeKalb

MFG. CO.,

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

-

Hmicie Steel Hapet

Battery Line.
-

t^treet.

Street.

St. Louis,

Mo.

Motors

President and Manager.

»"'

Dynamos.

1 to 50 Hoi'He I'oTver Motors.
18 to 700 Liehts* Capacity Vynanios.

AGENTS:

THE

PORTER & BUERDORF.
.SALES

AGENTS FOE

Consoliilateil Electric

DETROIT SVSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for trsction work sold ivith
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty.

Room SOS,

Bfo.

ai t^nincy

St., (

hieaso.

Storage ComDany.

BRUSH PATENTS,
Licenses Granted.

Send

!$B^D FOtt CATALOOUfF.

& F.

Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

ApntS

MM.

,

Muncie, Ind.

NEW YOKK.
DBEXEI, BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Instruction by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
EneineeriuK.— E P. Robert-, M. E.; G. T. Hauchett, 8. B.; Oscar Antz,
E.; Jas Ritchie, B. S.; Franlt
C Osboni, C. E.; F. Yensen; L. S. Siebel; H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Constant, C. E.

F.

EDISON BUILDING,

Correspondence School of Technology,
CLEVELAND. OHIO,

OsbUTD Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
H. Major k. Co.. Philadelphia
Columbian Engineering Co.. Louisville. Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Qrand Hapids, Mich.

M

BINDERS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

for Circular.

PHIILIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
-MANUFACTUKEBS OF-

"0. K."

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.

A/013^
Chicago Asents,
fSleetric Appliance Company.

Superior Quality.

New York

Handsome
and 41 Cortlandt St.

Perfect Insulation.

Office,

39

Finish,

—
WESTERN

ELECTRICIA^f.

July 2S, 1894

StllielPs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Pnrifler.

Chicago Beneral Fixture
ADAMS

169

Co.,

Removes all
Entirely prevents

ST..

scale

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

CHICAGO.

Impurities.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

Fuse Wire

STUDY ELECTRICITY

AND

Diplomas awarded. Catatogne

free.

LINKS,

L

In Architecture, Architectural Drawing,
Plumbing, Heatiug and Ventilation
Bridge Englceering, Railroad Eneineerine, Burveyine and Mapping, Mechanics,
Mechanical Drawfing, Mining) English
Branches, and

AlVU

Electiical

Supplies
and Fixtures

ELECTRICITY

Iportation

<:m

S.

•

W. R. OSTRANDER &
204 Fnlton

WANTED.
A
man

Address

'*K,"

i>Jj*-"

IlfTR
*J

-1*^

Afc-

Hlgbly Important to Telephone Dseis.

CO.,

BEWARE OF INFRINGING!
lit.

With 2-inch Morgan & Wright
Pneumatic Tires.

iiiad*^

will

not

fhil

to

all-carbon

(;

Candle, Bidiard, Argand.
Vi«'loi-with side lever,
little

WANTED

Our
is

a

wonder.

jU inch wheel, 53-lnch gear, swivel head, first
adjustment ball bearing of most approved
pattern on both wheels, crnuk shaft and pedals
highly fioished; first class in every pHrlicular.
Price, ^45.00
Terms, 60 days net or 5:' discount
for cash; or, If ^.00 accompanies the order, to iosure freight, we will ship
making a cash
dlscouQt of lO^to in place of 5',", giving yon ihe
privilege of examiDing the wheel before paying
the agent.
« iilumbia 4Ja**r[ae:e
<^ycle Co.,
Broadway and Huron St., Milwaukee, Wis, U. S. A.

chiB--

COD,

i-r manager of a central station.
a practical man and thoroughly competent in
all branches of the business; have had eight years'
experience in operating electric light and power
plants; am 30 years old, married, and can furnish
best of references
Address "JRel«ul»le,''

As super in ten d^-nt

Sole Manufacturers,

Am

102

Pearl St

Send

,

Boston. Mass.

for Circulars.

transmit-

upon

light;

fully guaranteed.
Made In 5
styles but all oa the f-ame general principle as style shown.

multiple-contact telephone

ters built without or under potents granted Pince
PaOct. 2, 1888. are infr'usements
tent Hfo. 31H>.575— a fact to be borne in miad
by persiins ci>ntemplating the use of Telephones,
The "D'Unger" is the ouly self-cleaning telephone in the wf»rld. It sends speech one (l)mile
or five thousand (5,000) miles in a perfectly clear
manner; can be operated at haif the ordinary expense; is always iu order, and has for iis Receiver

tliat

h ve interchangeable siemsiare
adaptable to any fixtures, and

Address A. .1. S.. Electrician.
Care We.stehn Electrician,
Lakeside Bidg , Chicago.

Telephone Exchanges on a small annual royalty,
and Oil no other terms. Jt is constructed
under numerous patents, e-pecially Patent Rio.
:-{90,.'>75, granted Oct. 2, 1S88, which is not only

the on>y undisputed and
indisputable valid i>atent crantvd for
uu Aii-Carbon Ilultiple-Uontaet microphonic Telephoue Transmitter, All

Which always indicates whether
the gas in on or off. Safe, reliable;

The I>"Unger Long Dietancw Telephone (the
"Far-Away Talker") can now be had for use in

the liri^t. but

are succeSNfully operated by the key.

desires a position with

reliable parties solicited.

POSITION

New York.

Newly Improved.
l^ishterii*

an eleciric light or power company as general
etectiiciau. Can take complete charge of all electrical machinery and do all necfssary statiou, repair and line work. An uprising city in the sopth
or west preferred. Have iBst been with the Edison General Electric Co.
Correspondence with

.

D'UngerJeleplione.

Are the only Kleetrie

POSITION WANTED.

ILL.

THE WONDERFUL

£t.ECTBIC
GAS LIGHTERS.

Adair, Adair Co., Iowa.

A competent young man

RPV

The "New Era"

vancement.
56,

St.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn. N. T.
^^"Send for New CAtalogde. Out August

position with an electrical manufacturor construction company by a young
willing to work aod learn.
Ot ject, ad-

Box

CHICAGO,

Pneumatic and Mechanical

Fall Ijine Alvvays in Stock.

47 and 49 South -Tefferson Street,

intf

AMES & FROST COMPANY

4OOOSTUDENTS1

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

i^K.¥,Ui9\l\ CO..
CaiOAGO, ILL,

v..

CES. Scanton, Pa.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.
Oral, Electric,

•nmiiiinhj

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

SCHOOL OF MECHANICS AND INDUSTRIAL SCIEN-

SOCKETS, ROSETTES, SWITCHES, OUT »IITS, SIIADKS.
Before Bujdng Study Our Prices.

^

9

Diplomas awarded.
To begin students neea
only know how to read and write. Send for FREE
Circular of information stating the subject you
think of studying to
THE CORRESPONDENCE

OF ALL KINDS.

40 Thomson-Houston tnol chest?, ai Hsed by Iheir
traveliuf,' experts; worlh from ^1b to ^50, according tu ci>nteuc>; our price for ttiem is ^lu each,
freight prepaid, to be shipped to purchn-er precisely as received by ua wilh coatenls.
They are
numbered frotu one to furty, and we will t-hip tUH
number selected by i.ui-jiha-er. Send draft with
Older if you have uo accouat with uh.

AT HOME

Thorough instriictioQ, with FKEE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Mrieiitltic iflactliDiHt Co.. 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

By our correspondence melhod

A

a Paient

Compound Magneto, making

but

one

masnetie

field
It has likewise Paul D'Uuger's Patent Diaphrflgm Regulator which prevents
the words from running tog«ther. As a whole it
is complete, cannot be surpassed, and has no equal.
Pronounced by all unprejudiced electricians to be
the

Peer of 1 eleplioiies.

Address

D'Unger Long-Distance Telephone Co..

Palmer House,

CHICAGO,

No D'Unger Telephones can
changes, except through me.

ill.

be had for exR.

D'UNUER,

Care Western Electrician,
Lakeside Buildiog, Chicago.
(5

BUTTONS,

g?^ WINDOW AND
DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

By a young man, 19 years old, as apprentice, to
learn electrical engineering. Have considerable
linowledge of electricity. Will work for board and
room until January 1. 189t>. Factory preferred.
Have some new ideas for a genfraliug motor, and
if succeaeiul, emplover can have beoelit of same.
Address

OU WILL OBLiaS

BRONZE PUSH

POSITION WANTED.

when

writing to advertisers.

SWITCHES.

MOWaAI> HAV,

Sabetha, Kansas.

Send

HuEBEL

A Valuable Invention.

Y

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the Western Rleetrician

&

Manger,

for

New

Catalogue.

]!luiinfn<.tnrpr8,
.86-290

Graham

Street,

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

E.W.BLISSCO.,
14 John

BROOKLYN.

St.,

N. Y.

The advertiser has "just been "allowed" a
patent on practicable method of obtaining
eontinuous current from the secondary coil
of a converter. Persons interested please
address
"X," Care Western Electrician,
li Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

Oe^
For the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
SI. 00.

—

Summer

Coffer

Edward Dyer

SiytEivTiErG-,

Peters,

Jr.,

Resorts of Wisconsin.

Price, Postage Prepaid,

Excursion tickets to the Summer Resorts
ot Wisconsin are now on sale by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway.
Special low rates on Friday and Saturday
of each week for tickets good to return
until

Monday.

Sts.

E.,

M. D.

$4.00.

TBE MOST COMPLETE WORK OF ITS KIND

PDBIISBED.

St.,

or

Adams

This Press

is

Designed for

Cutting Armature

For further information

apply at Ticket Office, 207 Clark
Union Passenger Station, Canal,

and Madison

M.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,

Electrician Pulilistiins: Co.,

6

I.ia.lieisicle

Bldsr.

CHICAGO, XU^,

Discs,

Panclies, Sliears, Drop
Hamnier»<, Dies. Etc..
For Electrical TVork.

The Stiles

&

Pari(er Press Co.

:

:

:
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register

Gate— Close

Regulation and Hi^h

Effi-

ciency at Fidl and Partial Gate.
ET.E.^TRIC COMPANIES is c:illerl to this CElyKBR ATFI^ IV *T^ U
WM.P..^.""*'''''""
" HM-.L. a^p:irliculaiiy nda. t-(i loUieir u^e, on accouut nc jta i't*marlt a!)! v Si»'a«l.v iiuM on.
ts" Hp*-*'*! iii.a{;r atefiicifu'-yaiid lame capariiy inrits iiiame'er. beius donitut'-6 Itowpr olmopt
""^

—
^ij

ft

II

wheels of tho pniue 'li:.m"'er. Itiau«t-d by a
imnieo with LTei-t sailefnciinn. Jn ih^ economicil u^e of water it
per cent of uaetui effect ;rm.i'uiiti-e4l.

number
id

ot Ihe Icaihog eleclnc comwithout an equal, nroducii'ir tbo

hit'hest

SEA'S* Jf^OK

CATALOGUii: ANi* PA UilCVLAHS.

The iiccompanyioe engraving representR
develop 3tJ U.V. uuoer 35f-et he«d. Arranged

tt single
in-inch Victor Turbine on horizoutnl philtto
witli 12-iDch Worrell Frictii n dupliuti at ens l-uu to
disconnect pullt-y.
We nre now p-eparecl to furnigti Victr Turbines, either eingle or in pairs, on horizontal shafle,
and where the situaiion admits of their use we recotamend tbem.

The

Slilwell-Bierce

&,

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

THE LAW DOUBLE CYLINDER CELL
Costs a little more than some other open circuit cells at the start, but owing
to its great HOLDING-UP POWER and Uniformity of Current it eventually
is the cheapest.
As we manufacture various other types of open circuit cells
we must be honest in asserting this.

PLTJME BATTEEIES, SAL-AMMONIAC,

ACID CELLS,

SATTEfJy
^
V^ Mh

ZINCS.

OCtrtDOXl I=>la,tOS-

85

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

EIiECTBICAIi USES.
Grmphite Bods of Tarioas IjenertliB, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Besistance
inoh.
t«raphite Boxes and Crncibles, Beslstiog Heats
to the

lOS.

Inqairies

DiXON CRUCIBLE

(il^ladly

CO.,

New

Tort.

.,

Th© Mew Yost

FOB

of 4,000 Degrees.

St.,

1894 Model.

Ans^reced.

Jersey City, N.

J,

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power asi to diameter TFith a
higher percentase of useful eifect than any other
TV-.tf r-w^heel heretofore made. All slzee, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected under systematic tests la
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are uosatisfaotory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it lo
their interest to confer with me, as I
~willing to guar-

Go'istructed on principles radically i%=, own, insuring resuMs always eoughi for but absolutely
U'lfittaineblB in the coostructinn of any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telf^srapher's and
profes6ion;il stenographer'^ typewriter.
Let US send you catalogue.

am

antee reianlts T^here others have failed, no matlerAThatmakeof turbine has been in nse. STATE
R ^'UI'IBEItlEKTS AND SElli'D JFOB OATAJ,04^UE.

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.
Send fok CtRCULAH ahd Pbiceb.

THE

LECLANGHE

111 to 117 East

BATTERY
13Ut

St.,

MORGAN SMITH,

S.

CO.,

York,

Pa.

The Yost Writing MacMne

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

N. Y.

169 La

Salle SI.,

Co.,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co
Sole

AX£tzi-u.feiotiixre>x>s,

Grimsliaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered CaMes,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Construction.

Yflica Bushings, all sizes,

>

MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

FOUR

New

,,b . vrHTrq
Jsninonjirs.

•

York.

i

^

CHICAGO
,g.g2

praniun

street.

CScfua.-e'ct.ia.-y,
boston:

134 Congress Street.

SAN FRANCIS CO
102

Sacramento Street.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

GOOD

INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

BOOKS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

6 Lakeside Building,

CO.,' CHICAGO,

ILL.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.
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TH£ NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVINU

Elsctric Light
4 On

and Power Stations

high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineBs of motion and eaey working gate, the conBtrnciion of which makes It the most aecBltive to ihe actiun of a govetfior of any wheel on ihe market.

=*

account of

ifs

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Illnstrating various styles of setting
horizontal shaft.

on both vei«cal and

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
SDCCESSOKS TO

STOUT,

WANTED.
Artistic Slate
FOR
Sn'itoh Boards,

We

Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fuse Boxes and Ba^es,
Lamp Bases.

And

for

Purposes Requiring

All

Very low prices qnoted on

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric
39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies -will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. Edstts, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C- B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

c»"e«t.
Carrying;
Capacity.

'

J

^'•'°V"^«„''™.

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

manafacturlng

A Compound Magneto Telephone
which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to elBciency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (iiirnishing
Private lines, Factory j^'ints,
everything from the telephone to the wire and poles).
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Co.,

CHICAGO.

The Independent Electric

CO.,

B39. '>4n and 541 Monnrtnnrk BIk.. Ohirasn.

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

FUSE WIRE)

&

6 Lakeside Building, ChlcBjo-

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish in
Dull BlHi-h.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Slarbleized.
Italian, TenneBSee, and
Vermont Marble,
Mexican «»nyx and
Crrained Woods.

DATTOX. OHIO.

TEMPI/E.

A

25.

liJieo^tat.

A

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

pay 25 cents each for
clean copies of the Wbsteeh" Electrician of June 18, 1892, Volume X,
will

Number

mil/liH

CO.,

Ill

39ih

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Goatecooli, P, Q-

iii.

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bt Herbert Laws Webb.
P^

New Book

Just Published.

Electric
A

Practical

Car - Heating.

Guide

to the

Testing of Electric

Liglit, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

PRICE, rOSXAGi: PREPAID, fl.OO.
SEND IN ITOVR ORDER

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

NOW.

OF HEAT.
In Practical Operation in More

Than 35 Iieadine
U.

We

t§.

Cities in

and Canada.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Announce Another Cut

in

Prices on Our

ALTERNATING and CONTINUOUS CURRENT

Arc Lamps-Send for our

New

Discounts and also for Reduced Price List on

The Celebrated Niirnberg Carbons.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

No. 607.
I>.

C. Ijauip.

169

Adams

CHICAGO.

A. C. Liamp.

572 to 578

Street,
S.

BERGMANN,

President.

First Avenue,

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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MARO

CHAPMAN,

S.

THOMAS

Pres.

PERKINS,

C.

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

XV

BUNCE,

TH. GONET,

Sec'y and Treas.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

and Railway Purposes,
Complete Station Equipments.

for Li^htina:

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

by the following well-known and

reliable Contractors:

HOLT

J,

GATES, H40 Monadnock Buildine, Ghicaso, Western Contractor.
OOHO & 00 203 Broadway, New York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and vicinity and New Jersey.
M. ANGIBR & CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
N BLAKE, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York.

H. B.
Q.
S,

—

JUST WHAT

,

EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS

-Remodel DYNAMO-MOTOR
ILL

DECOMPOSE WATER
LECTRO PLATING

LIGHT^^ANQESCENT

Mm

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN when

Oblige

writiny

HIGH CLASS
ELECTRICAL WORK,

to advertisers.

Experimental, Repairing and Novelty
Manufacturing.

flUNMACHINER^'-*'^^^

TELEPHONE WORK

C-S SPECIALTIES.

A SPECIALTY.

WKITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE
AND PRICE LIST.
BARGAIN PRICES ON

ELBRIDGE EL^CT'L MFG.CO. ELBRiaGE,MY.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
IVORTH STAR POINTS

—Double

Single Pole

Is the
of a book of reference for all points between Chicago and Labe Superior on the line of
the Milwaoliee & Northern R. R., and is a valuable
pablicatlon for busineas men and tourists who may
be_ interested In the development of the agricult
oral, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wiscansin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This boob, together with an illustrated pamphle
telling "W'ft^rfi tfis Trout Hide " will be Bent free
upon apx>lJcatioo to Geo. H. HeafEord, General Passenger Agent. "North Star Route," Chicago, 111

Pole— Commutation;

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

title

C-S Flush Key Switch.

ANNUNCIATORS.

single Pole— Doable Pole— 3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
single Pole.

Washington

Electric Co..

ELECTRICALLY

MECHAMCALLY

207

PEERLESS.

ARTISTICALLY

Pleaae mention

P iQflh Double PoBh Switch—Double Pole.

O-S

ELECTRICAL
&
THE CUHER
PhiladelphUw, Pa.,
lltH
S7

E. u.

Mccormick,
Mgr

Pass. Traffic

D. B.

Canal

CHICAGO.

St.,

Wkstkrn Electrician.

OU WILL OBLIGS

Y

Batterer Cells

^viEost JD^JLxaJlolo

,

MFG. CO.,

V. S. A.

Street,

So.

S.

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentionini^ the tVestern KlectrlciaD
when writing to advertisers.

^xo<a.-a.ceoL.

MARTIN,

Gen'l Pass.

& Ticket

CINCINNATI.

Agt.

Manufactured by

The

Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., W. Y.

COMBINATION GAS
For one

and

ELECTRIC eOCK,

gas and either one, two or three

light

light electric.

Also

made

with key on top for one light

gas and one

E. P.
J

light electric only.

Gleason Mfg. Co.,
183 Dearborn Street.
CHICAGO.

81 -183 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK.

Improved Holder,

Topped

H

or

^ Inch,

Iroa,

SUg,

Pig Beduction

itt.

Prices,

Send for Quotations,

£4041^.

Will

fit all

sockets.

:

>

"

WESTERN

NOW

ELECTRICIAN.

July

28,

1894

READY-Electricity at the. World's Columbian Exposition.
By
p. BJLRRE^XT, Ctiief Of Cepartnaent.
vJ.
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ELECTRIC FOUNTAINS AND SEARCH LIGHTS— COURT OF HONOR.

Including an Account of Every Electrical Feature of the Great Exposition— Exhibits, Arc, Incandescent and Decorative Lighting, Power Service in Detail, Subways, Intramural
Road, Launches, Etc., with Figures of Operation.

SEND ORDERS TO

J. P.

BARRETT,

City Hall, Chicago.
MANrFACTrREKS OF

SOIi£

IZED FIBRE CO. HARD
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks,

FACTORY
H'IIilIl.\GTO.'«. i>Ei.

and Special Shapes

to order.

Colors, Red,

VULCANIZED FIBRE

Black and Gray.

Send

for Catalogue

and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of tlie World.

ILirkSLlys±&
-

«

of Sa.1
"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

Analytical

and

Consulting

42,

9,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

1S94.

marked

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
I find the

Chemist

Ammonium
Ammonium

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

Chicago, March

This Certifies

B. wjiJiy,

J- .

n.t

iLzxiixioziia.c.

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.
-;.:

SHW^;

14

87 Clarh Street.

The Non-Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumina.

I^"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases;
IBy

ZII3'\7^XS3'

iT.

^OX7Sa?C7Sa',

562 doable-column Paces. 5T0 lllastrations. ClotU Binding. Type Pages 10 x 7

Terms

includes 5,000 distinct Words,
and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment.
For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an Bncyclopsedia than a
dictionary.

This Dictionary

The Scheme
1st.

of Treatment is as follovfs:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by

concise definition, giving the sense

in

a short,
which they are correctly em-

ployed.
3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles Of Electrical Science on which the definition is Founded.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

iitclies.

.A.. 3VE.

Price, postage Prepaid, to

any part of the

"world, S5.0O.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or

Diagram of

the apparatus

is

given.

an elaborate system of OrOSS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.
4th.

To

facilitate study,

In applying these rules great care has been exercised

to secure

CLiEARNESB, to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTEICIAN, they
SIMPLE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

shall also be
to those
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

CO., 6 Lakeside Bnilding, Chicago,

who have had no

Illinois.

.

—
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J.

Arnold, Mem.

a.i. e.

e,

Consu'tiog Electrical Engineer,
Specialty

:

Electric Railways and

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

Aaditoriam Tower,

574-3T0 Booker}-, Chicaeo.

N. S. Amstutz,

The Louis

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

yew

K.

TeBts, Flans, Estimates,

Comstock

Goltz

Co.,

Tel.,

Harrison

712.

Established 18S9— Incorporated 1892.

SIS lledfnah

Bids:..

Chicaeo.

Wm.

1437-3H3Ionadno<>k BIk.,

(

H. Bryan,

Oonsaltatlons, Reports, Estimates, Flans, Speclfloations.

3346.

Superintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Turner Building.

Sinclair,

Agents

Academy

hiraso.

E. P. Roberts
and Contractors,

for Ideal

Milwaukee,

IVis.

Electrical Engineer,

304 Dearborn

t^treet, diicaso.
Telephone, Harrison 306.
Estimates and Speoiiications prepared.

'

j

Special Attention Given to the
Supervision of Electrical n'ork.

WESTINfiHOUSE ELECTRIC

&

&

St. Louis.

Co.,

!M, as, 26, 37, 28,

Brainard Block,

Engines.

Harry G. Osburn,

Co.,

Designers and Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. Louis.
Alfred G. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall. Vice-Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt, Eli.'ctrlcal, Con.

Bids.,

m. Am. soo.m. e.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Manufacturers' Agents,

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

General Electricians,
Engineers and Contractors.
Zatimates fnrnished for Construction and Complete Installations.

&

Tel. 912.

Superrislon and Expert Opinions.

5«S The Cnyahoga, Cleveland.O

)

CUcaeo.
Telephone Main

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Shop Construction.

e

b. s. (e.

16«7 Honadnock Bldg.,
€hicag:o.

Electrical Engineers

Electrical Dei-ices Perfected for

The Allen-Hussey

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Expert and

Power

tlous'

William D.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

E. F.

ROBERTS, M.

E.,

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc., Etc.

Cleveland, O.

BINDERS
For the

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

— ftl.OO.

MANUFACTURINB CO.

jpiTTa^xjn.ari

We

For

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

HAVE
YOU
READ

Inveitiflis,

CITIES.

ResearclGs
By THOMAS

500 Pages.

M

fritinp

CUMMERFORD MARTIN.
330

fllustrutions

SEE PAGE XIV FOR TABLE OF CONTENTS.

CXIIC-A-G-O,

of Nilola Tesla,

and New

Pottrait.

ORDER AT ONCE.

"VsTaToasl:! -A--^erL-a.e

and.

TESLA'S

NEW
BOOK?

X-a.]se Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

XViii

July 28, 1894

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND-BOOK,
By Herbert La\7S "Webb.
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free, $i.oo.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

READY AUGUST

1st,

Uniform in size and style with the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
to date.
Practical subjects treated
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

.

July

28,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

The

"GLIMAX"boiler

&

THE BROWNELL

CO., Dayton, Ohio,

mLHT;rK-fi.CTXJRKliS OB*

Three Boilers Sold Gbicago Edison Co.

The Only

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

Having

Most Approved

one of the

Machlaery,

Largest

we are prepared

Boiler

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

to equip

COMPLETE
STE4M
PLANTS

Manufactories
in the

Country,
equipped wi h
the Latest and

Will save you money on coal.
Bnilt

in

units from 50 to 1500

fl.

Heady for

*

Operation

P.

MANUFACTURED BY

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
new

Galalogne.

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

BROOKLYN,

THROTTLING XjJVCjtXJM JhO;
Boilers, Standpipes,

N. Y.

Tanks and General Sheet Iron Work.

H. McEWEN MFG. CO., improvedROOT ^^Ve** BOILERi

J.

AUTOMATIC ENGINES

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.

Both Vertical and Horizontal.
From 12 to 600 Horse Power.

OUR GITARANTRE:—

The Engine shall not rliti one
revolution slower when fully loaded than when running 6mpty,
and a reduction of boiler pressure from the greatest to that
necessary to do the work, will not reduce the speed of engine
one reyolution.

HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Absolutely Dry. Steam.

Any engine failing to meet this guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon pajment of one dollar.
the most economical engines on the market. Send for Catalogue.

•JqIpC IfTPTlto

OdlMfi^Clllb

J.

It is

one of

ABENDROTH & ROOT

Main Office and Works, Ridgway, Pa.
-5 •'Kf'*'^'' * REQISTER, Provident Ruilding, Philadelphia.
WM. SUARPK.
A

937 Honadnocfe Buildlns. Ctalraco.

MFG.

III.

28

PHILADELPHIA.
C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEES OF EAILWAT AND TEAMWAY OAES OF ALL CLASSES.

CO.,

New

Cliff Street,

York.

QfjCElAINJIAN
PORCi

^T^^^f'^W"^

'BrooklVn,N.Y.

mm

cUr'^iif%0

The Vacuum Feed Water Heater and
Webster Separator, and
of Steam
Heating, are sold by us under guarantee to effect a saving in fuel and
water, which is fully set forth in certain catalogues that we send upon
Purifier, the

Willianies

Vacuum System

application.

Special attentlOD Kiven to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Car?.
Boilders of Brill No. 21 Track with solid forged frame, aud "Enreka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

.

.

.

.

WARREN WEBSTER S

.

CO.,"'

<Katnflcn, 3X. 3.

THE ELEMENTS OF

Ready Made Cut Gears.
Ready Made Cast Gears.
Ready Made Brass Gears.
Gears Made to Order.
Gear Cutt ng
Gear Book. 15 cents.

Improved Racine High Speed

Treatise on Gears, $1.00

Catalogue tree.
Gear Cutting Machines.

GEORGE

B.

GRANT.

Lexington, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.

II ynamic

F lectbicity

SEND FOR OUR

All Sizes carried In

Books.

Over

For

I^earners.

I

Boilers.
In the West for ELECfill

ElectrlelanFublif«h]Dg Co.,
6 Lakeside Building,
Chicago, 1)1.

Postage Free
>.foh.';.\^£c'?.^us

REC.TRADEMARKS.

I

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Marine and
Yacht Engines,
Porcupine
and Tubular

are Headquarters

niCAL BOOKS, and

»ai.
Price, $2.
irioe,

stock.
2,000 in

Its

orders promptly, prepaid, onrecelptof price.

TW^—
ID «.«;!«?
JM OTKT ULe&fiy

PURPOSES

Electrical

Sent Free to Any AddreeB,

A Book

EectricIigntins
'^
^

We

.

AW6ENERAL

c^j

Catalogue of

The meet complete of
kind ever published.

AND MAGNETISM.

SUPERIOR; RE60LfinON
_'>'«' ECONOMY ^o«

CO.,

L

m'

'
/>
/Sd^
J:;/ioi/,Ao-v-Ji'um^.

narflware

lo.,

-^ores: kacink. wis.

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Sales

Insurance Building,

Manager,

CHICAGO.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
NG OTS, CAST! NCS, WiRE, HEET
I

S

&C.

ThePhosphor Bronze SmeitincCo.Limited
2 2 00 Washington Ave.,Philadelphia.,Pa.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHORBronze IN theUniteo States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

—
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WILLIAM

B.

and

H,

McKINLOCK,

WALTER

President.

July 28, 1894

C.

McKINLOCK,

B.

Secretary.

N.

Compounds,
Baint,
Tape,
Varnish,

Motor

Cloth.

NOTICE.

Cables,

Tape and

Lamp
'
'

Cord.

Metropolitan^'

Incandescent

Arc Lamp.

The

Vulcanized

Bod and

B.

Wires,

Kester

Sheet,

L

Lamp.

recent railroad strike pre-

vented us from executing orders

in

L

X. L.

Triple Braid

Tubing.

our usual prompt and satisfactory

Weatherproof

Xntric

manner, as we were unable to move

Wire.
Crocker-

Switches.

freight out or

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

now

in.

The embargo

and we are filling orders
promptly and solicit your business,
raised

Circuit

Breaker.

which

Gar ton

your

Lightning

will

Wheeler

is

be attended to entirely to

Fan

Motors.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

satisfaction.

Spark

Arrester.

Arrester.

SDBSO'X)

^pon. cA-T-A-HjiC^Gum

just

cdxjt.

Metropolitan Electric
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Co.,

WESTERN

July 28, 1^94

ELECTRICIAN.

Wlxy Pay Rent?
WHY NOT OWN YOUR TELEPHONE ?

THE COLUMBIA.
THE LATEST AND BEST.

Patents Fundamental Non-Infringing.

Long Distance Battery Transmitters
newest designs sold outright.

of the latest

A Telephone Receiver

and

Unique

in

of the

newest and best pattern.

design.

No adjustment.

Perfect in action.

Nothing <o get out of order.

Moderate in cost.
Small instruments made of the finest rubber.

Nothing demanding repair.
Will

Convey articulate speech 1,000 miles.

Constructed of the best material.

This

All

wires and connections within the case.

No

unsightly thumb-screws.

the patent for the improved switch for changing the circuit of the telephone on batteryAlso, for perfected system of telephone exchanges. The best dry battery manufactured.

Company owns

transmitters.

THE COLUMBM TELEPHONE MANUFACTURINB CO.
Send for

136, 138

GlrGuiar.

and 140 Front

Street,

NEW YORK CITY.

HAVE YOU INVESTIGATED
The merits

of the Stanley Two-Phase System of
Alternating Current Apparatus ?

It will

pay you

to do so, as its earning capacity is

much

greater than

anything else on the market.
Light and Power can be supplied by tils

system

from

the

same generator and

circuit.

THE GENERATOR
Is superior to all others in efficiency, simplicity, durability

and inherent regulation.

THE MOTORS
Are self starting, take current in proportion to their load, substantially as direct current
motors do, and are more simple, durable and convenient to use than direct current motors.

THE STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
Excel

all

others in efficiency, regulation, convenience, safety and durability.
them for a term of years at a small premium.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

St..

CO.,
Chicago,

We

"'tsfieid,
III.

insure

m.

.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

July 28, 1894
nannfactiired. by

r\ INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Qjojouvvjwuw
'1 «.

SO09 to S017 Fine

WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.

MICA

India ana

AmDer

SILIiS, 59 Iiake

Chicago.

St.,

III.

^TeTTsT DD37-rLa<m.o BeltirLg".
Patent Grooved Belting having Grooves ranniag
lengthwise of the Belt, serve as channels to permit the escape ol air between Belt and PuUeys,
to such a degree that the air cushion is overcome
and the Belt can be ran very Black, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

SCHDITZBELTIHGCO.,

St. Lonls,

Mo.

Agrents in all Principal Cities.

Electric

Fan

Water Motor.

PERFECT INSULATOR.

Current free as It connects with any laucet.
Sample ?6.00. VV bolesale

and

retail.

TlieBolgiaiioMfg.Co.,

Both advertiser and publisher by

415 Water St..
BAI.TIMOBE, MD.

mentioning^ the Western Electrician
when writing to advertisers.

Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

for

All-around
Station Economy.

BEANCHES:

,

364

MICANITE
OU WILL OBLISH

Y

St.IiOnie.Mo.

BOI^GIANO'S

Qnalllles lor Electrical PirDoses.

EUGENE MUNSELL & Ct>.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 -WATER ST., NEW TOBK.
W. a.

St.,

•0.

Summer

Street, Bostnn
225 Pearl Street, New Yorfe.
129

North 3d

Street, Philadelphia.

For Incandescent

Lamp

SILK BRAID
The greatest care taken

in

Filaments.

producing a uniform,

article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,

The above cut is of a 175 K. \S'. Generator woood on our new open-head spiral system. All coils aiiie,
perfect balance, handsome appearapce. "Write for prices on
; Large Commutators^ Searcti Lamps and Station Dynamos.

27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

HEAVY CKNTRAIj STATIOAf

JIEPAUIS

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

STANDARD

MON-ARC

"WARD"

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST

ALTERNATING
ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

ARC LAMPS.
You have seen our speon 1,000 "Ward"

cial offer
Also Arc

Lamps

lamps, direct current. Well,
the sale is fairly under way.
If you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you

for

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

quickly. State full particulars

Write for prices.

and quantity that you wish
figures on.

THE
Electrical

F. P-

LITTLE

& Supply
BUFFALO, N. T.

GoDstrnction

Western Agt. with Metropolitan

Company,

Electric Co., Chicago,

111.

New Eagland Agt., G. M. Angier & Co., Boston, Mass.
Eussell & Ofilcer, Denver, Oolo., Agents for Colorado, Utah.,
Wyoming:. New Mexico and Arizona.

Wl
Telephone Building,

Unity Building,
Established 1881.

New

York.

BUCSE7E
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

uu.,

fi

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Chicago.

TO FIT ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

.

,S.

INSTITUTE

MOLOG

ary"

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

XV.

"NEW BEACON"
(N.&C.Pa.e„«.)
1

6

Beacon Vacuum

CHICAGO OFFICE, 323 Dearborn St.
PBILiDELFHIA. OFFICE, 305 Hale BIdg.

25
Company,

(IT')

C.P.

Pump &

INCANDESCENT

Electrical

O cents per Copy.
No. 5

1894.

ILLUMINATION EFFICIENTLY PRODUCED
PACKARD

Cts.

<»

By the use of
LiASIPS^. S'^e that every
lamp bears the Packard registered Trade-Mark, thus:

Itfannflacttirers,

BOSTON, UABB.

IrTlngton Street,

4,

1

POINT OF greatest ECOI

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE C03IPANT,
242

Aetna Railway Insulators,

WfSt,rr)\

MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

^^iN^^Z-^^S"^

Shipments made from CB^a^_&Jj.f(Oj:

MANUFicrtjEED BY

UETZy YORK: & OHIO COIwIFAIIY,

TATa.rr^icr-e'iiio.

Anderson Line Material,
ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.

Manufactured solely by
Correspondence Solicited.

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recording Pressnie Gauges Pay

2". OivdlOOISE!,
MANUFAOinKER OF

insui.atx:d xsLiEictrig
-B'UKiS.TBTJE

CORDS ancl CA.lBL.'BiS.

SOO and SOS North Tblrd Street.

FHU1ADKI.PHIA, PA.

-

-

Tbemselves

for

In every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by ma&lDg contlQuous records
day and night of voltage and Builer Pressure.

S£IHT

ON 30 I>ATS' TRIAIi AND FlTUiX ei1JABANT££D.
Circnlar and Fac-simlle Chart mailed on application

WATERBURY.CONN.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

BEST OF ALL

Made by

J.

IS

H.

BITIIiIllEI.Ii d. 'JO.,

76 CoTtlandt St., New Tork.

Best Oonstmetion and Ingredients. Strongest, most Darablo and Beliahle. Size 6z3H,

Tool(

CARBON
E. G.

Motors

Addms

CO.

At the World's
THE STAHDARD PAINT

186 and 188 Fifth Avenue,

India

Rubber Co.'s

is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto

-

.

San Francisco,

b^^

and

619

Market

Chicago. MetropoUtan Electric Co,,

WILLABD L. OANDEE, .^
,„
H. DUKAOT OHEETEB, J EMlnese Managers.
?

St.

,

.
1

186-188 Filth Ave.

GEO. T MANSON,

,

Factory and Offices:

__.^
_
RDICTni
R
uni«J UU; lli

Genu

BODQINS,
Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

New York.

WESTON

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.

III.

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
JBstimates and Drawingrs Submitted.

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

BRANCHES: Chinco, Bolton, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Glnciiuatl,
Omaha, I.nnUTUle, St. Xionls, San Franclico, lK>ndon and So. America.

CO.,

540 and 541 9Ionadnork Blk., Chicago,

LIMITED,

WIRES aldCABLES,

fTgAORWftRKl

lists.

IS39,

INSULATED

^^.0N'-^.

This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory plants,
everything from Ihe telephone to the wire and polet).
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.

Send for circulars and price
W. H.

Snpt.

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efBciency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
.

Wires and Cables.
Burdlck.Mgr.

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL-

TELEPHONES!!
This company

Seneral Manager.

T^wxokk.

UETROFOJilTASr EIiEOTRIC

aso". "ST.

NatioRal

FEEDEEICK 8. MINOTT,

CO,, '

871 The Kookery.

Chicago Office,
General Western Agents:

Pctents.

Manufacturers,

BRANCHES:
New YorkOfflce,48TBroa(Iwaj.H.L.

Fair, Chicago.

Manufactured only by

Bernard Co.,

T?roy,

HIGHEST MEDAL

FROM ALL COMPETITORS

DYNAMOS

Forged Iron.

per oeU,

Samples.

PARTRIDGE
and

flO Ota.

LIBEEAL DISCOnNTS.

Send for

citr.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

REPRESENTATIVES.
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
HOFFM'VN-KDSSELL CO.,
,

126 Liberty St , New York City.
82 Late St., Chicago. HI.

& CO., 3d and Arch Sts,, Philadelphia, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
BCKANTON SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO
H. M. SCIPL*-:

,

Our New Catalogue
EnclosiDg Yoor Business Card.

The

Company,

Holtzer-Gabot

Electric

92 Franklin

Boston, Mass.

St.,

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

EDDY

MOTORS

Fro7n 1-2 B.P. Upwarax.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Sepresenied.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August 4

1894

I

GENERAL ILICTMC CO.
Complete Equipments for Electric Lighting.
CENTRHL STHTIONS.

ISOLHTED PLHNTS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING
BY ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT,

Arc or Incandescent.
DIRECT-CONNECTED MULTIPOLAR LIGHTING GENERATORS.

ARC LAMPS.

inCAIDESCEIT LAMPS.
The only Incandescent Lamps
upon which the consumer can actually

For Arc, Incandescent, Railway or
Alternating Circuits.

]
^

k

rely.

SWITCHBOARDS.
TRANSFORMERS.
CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.
RECORDING WATT-METERS.
ACCURATE AND RELIABLE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
PORCELAIN WIRING APPLIANCES.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180

Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Fa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 426 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.

N. Y.

Chicago, m., Monadnock Building.
Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.
St. Ijouis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.
'

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Oal., 16 First Street.

Minn., 610 Pioneer Press Bldg.
Helena, Mont,, Electric Building.

St. Paul,

Portland, Ore., Front

For

all

Business Outside the XJnited States and Canada:

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., and 44 BBOAD STBEET,
TRIC CO., LTD., TOPONTO, CAN.

and Ankeny Sts.

THOMSON-HOT7STON INTEBNATIONAXi ELECTBIC CO.,
NEW YOBK. For Canada: CANADIAN OENEBAL ELEC-

J
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Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.
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t

CHICAGO,
1137-1138 Monadnock.

4,

i8g4

BOSTON,

Q

76-81 Goinbill.

Manufacturers of High Crade Wires and Cables.

Simplex T. Z. R. Weatherproof Wires.
Simplex Braided Caoutchouc Wires.
Simplex Mining Wires.
Simplex Lead Covered Cables.
Simplex Submarine Armored Cables.
Write for Prices.
Western Selling Agent, H. R. HIXSON. 1137 and 1138 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

Tel.

Harrison 305.

THE HELIOS LAMP FOR STREET LIGHTING.

Alternating Current Generators,

.g^^BARNES BROTHERS,
Miini.r..tor(no;

For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

Steam Engines anb

Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.
for

(forte Po*»rt.

1

Sulk

I3oilcr0,

f^fftfrv. Iron Parup*,

HoduCkaiIqii.

In ill

hlndi of

Firm (Imhiatn, Bion FHiIbip ind

BniH

OdtkIi,

Crrsin. rr Omflii • 8ped*]lT.

.Vai/ii-okeltt. laivit, .

^/*^_

(^

Standard of Simplicity
and Barability.

Slow Speed and
Close KegulatioD.

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

for

Street

and Commercial

Illumination.

Incandescent

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., I3IO

Correspondence Solicited,

Eastern Agents:

Filbert St., Philadelphia.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO., Pittsfield, Maes.
CO., Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming,
New Mexico and Arizona.
Western Agents: THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicaao, III.
Southwestern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louie, Mo.
Canadian Agency: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Toronto, Canada.

THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

CO..

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

1888.

1821.

MORRIS, TASKER &C0.,
INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

BDiler
i-^'LZzrsr:.

ip

Mbs, Wrult

Iron Pipes

ai

FittiiiB.

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

August

4,
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IMPROVED

Construction Tools

For Electric Li^ht, Street Railways,
Telephone and Telegraph Go's.

ABOUT this time of year a general
neous outside equipment
set,

is in

inspection of lines and miscella-

order.

Slack

pulled

in,

poles re-

curves strengthened up, pins and insulators replaced, etc.

We

invite

Superintendents and Foremen to examine our complete

and well selected stock of Construction and Repair Tools.

We

have

of any merit.

all

the old standard tools and every

new

device

-

IMPROVED POST-HOLE AUGERS,
SHOVELS, SPADES, SPOONS, SCOOPS,
TAMPING, DIGGING AND CROW BARS, PICKS,
PLAI^ SPIKED and CRESCENT PIKE POLES,
"JENNY" AND "MULE" SUPPORTERS,
CANT HOOKS, CARRYISG
HOOKS.

We

realize

how important

shipment of necessary
ager finds
of way,

it

tools.

it

is

Many

at

times to get an immediate

a time the

wide-awake Man-

advisable to "steal a march" in order to protect rights

and often to repair breaks caused by storms, cyclones,

floods, etc.

We

hold ourselves

in

readiness to "railroad"

orders

with a

neatness and dispatch to satisfy the most urgent demand.

Central Electric Company,
i73=>75
_„ .,^„cc
BKAINCntb:
.

(

^

Adams

Street,

Gate City Electric Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Southern Electrical Supply Co., St. Louis.

CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN /4QENTS
Okonite Wire, Interior Conduit, Helios Arc Lamps, Lundell Fans, Washington
Carbons, Sechrist Automatic Switches.

1

WESTERN

As Waetnrers

ELECTRICIAN.

August

4,

1894"

id Uaaufaelnrers'lige&ts

We are able to supply

our

own

goods,

and those of the

manufacturers whose Western representatives we are,
without the usual interveoing profit of the jobbers. Our
line has been very carefully selected and contains only
well known and reliable goods. It includes the following:
Railway Supplies, Hablrshaw Wires and Cables, Shield Brand
Wire, Weatherproof Wire, Magnet Wire, Trolley Wire, Office and Annunciator
Wire, Incandescent Lis:hting Supplies, Wirt Dynamo Brushes, W. W. Li£:htninfi:
Arrester, Brush and Bar Copper, Arc and Incandescent Lamps, Fan Motors,
Switches and Switch Board Material, Measuring and Indicating Instruments, Batteries, Bells and all Electrical House Goods.
Electric

WRITE FOR WHAT YOU WANT.

We

still

have a large

LOT

of

QUALITY CONSIDERED. OUR PRICES ARE VERY LOW.

BARGAINS from

stock at practically

your own

WALLACE ELECTRIC

Ansonia Electric

th^

Co.^s

prices.

CO., ^" 51"^^,

We Want Western

Business.

Li ROCHE ALTERNiTORS.
HANDFACTORED

IN SIZES

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

Direct Connected

ffligKI V^^^^^^^^

Dynamos.

w^BKK^^
^^H imp,
^BuB^^SS^^^^^KK^^t^

Direct

Gnmnt

Generators.

^^I^^^IEr

jj^H^^R^

7

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

''''™''''

New York,

^r;.,,.
Cincinnati,

''^^'''^^--

San Francisco,

».'3;.
Pittsburg,

Mobile.

l,00O liight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
o^xo.A.Gi-0.

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD, Rialto Bullillnir,
SOT. Xjc^rrxs, -jsilo.

'_]

August
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FortWayne Electric Corporation
»
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical flachinery
Under the

PATENTS OF JAMES

J.

WOOD
Complete Apparatus
for

Arc, Direct Current

LOW

PERIOD

Incandescent

and

DIRECT

Alternatlne:

Incandescent Lightlns:

CONNECTED

also for

Power Transmission

ALTERNATORS.

either by

Direct or Alternating
•••

Currents.

The NeuJ Wood Arc Dynarno, No.

AI^C bA/VlPS

10;

Capacity 125, 2000

c-

P-

Lamps.

for Constant Potential, Alternating or H^ilwax) Circuits.

The new "WOOD" Transformers have the highest Efficiency and Best Regulation
They are easy to install, light weight and very handsome in appearance.

of

any yet

produced.

Parties requiring Transformers would do well to get our estimates before purchasing.

BRANCH ORFICRS:
NEW YORK

CITY,

115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.

COLUMBUS,

O., 57

East State Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Elec. Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA, So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York Life Bldg.
CINCINNATI, O., 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Corner Main and Field Sts.

RICHMOND,

VA., Chamber of Commerce.

.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.
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Electric lighting and

Power ApparatQB.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

BRUSH

Patents sustained by

repeated decisions
of

D

8. Courts.

ELECTRIC

Agencies in

all

targe

cities.

TheRuBsell & Officer Electrical Constrnctlon Oo., Denver, Col.
Bagnall and Hilles, Yobohoma, Japan.

Oflioe

CliETBLANl), OHIO.

and Works, Cor. Belflen and Mason Sts.,

MOULDED THE

DIEHL ELECTRIC FANS.
NO SHAFTING.

NO BELTS.

MICA

NEW TYPE
DESK PROPELLER FANS
FOR DIRECT
OR
ALTERNATING CURRENT.

CEILING,

FLOOR COLUMN,

Trolley iLine Insulators.

COUNTER COLUMN

Designed with reference to strength, durability, high insulation,
reliability and practical fitness for the work they
have to do. In universal use.

VULCABESTON.
Magnet Spools,

MFG.
St.,

DIEHL & COMPANY,

BOSTON.

PATENT

starting switch,

Every Telephone

COMPACT.

is

1I1I15I''

133 Oliver Street,
EI.<^OIV

& BREWSTER,

CHICA<;0, CEKTRAli ELECTRIC

.iaiiiii.,,.

..

\3L

nsing Kerite Wire

j

„;,

|p|li,

I

.IBIIIIb

'''^

Last

Stand-

rite is tlie

Insulation,

and

^^»f»*^!b

any other on the

BOSTON, MASS.

Ont

and
Class

Market.

SEKD FOR SAMPIiES AlVD PRICES.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
NEW YORK.

Cnt

will

S. Hill Electric Co.,

the

in

0.1":.

ard of Higb Grade

"W.

Company

.«.l'•^,',,, l''"iiL

KeJIiS

and Cables.

DURABLE.

MADE ONLY BY THE

City.

,ip,|^

United States

ohance for an accident, as the SAvitoh cannot
be closed nntil the resistance is all io.

386 Broadway Hew York

WIRE AND CABLES.

ISo possible

CHEAP.

ofournew"ELECTBOriER*'FAN.

CO,,

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
im rTiVruT SELF-LOCKING
HILL

^^^"^

Etc.

CHICAGO.

PHILADELPHIA.

TOKK.

FANS
FOR DIRECT CURRENT.
Sendfor Catalogue contalntDg: cut

BnsMngs,

Controller Farts,

H. W. JOHNS
240-242 Randolpli
NEW

CO.,

LIST. GUSHING

& MORSE,

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

143 JLibcrty Street.
CO.

W TT mt T

225 Dearborn

St.,

^03 Broadway, New

Chicago.

York.

IP^ ^o^

MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
I

nJJLLEY WliEELS

I

nULLtl HAnr w

10,000 mile record — Still

Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a

Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel.

0^(|||{|^(]3 For D^-namos and Motors.

We guarantee

Light, strong,

20 per cent, more

life

new

design.

running.

Cheapest and best on the market.

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
all of our design and patents.
Bare, Weatherproof and Maf net Wire, Arc Liglit Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO,,

Lancaster, Pa.

August

4.
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The

& C

C

Company

Electric

CDF^

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

Works:

NEW

YORK.

KHiwt^H
KKAjx^n

GARWOOD, N, J.
on CENTRAL R.

R. of N. J.

I020 and 1021 Jlcnadnock Bnlldins. BOSTON. «» Oliver St.
nvi.'irE'H-$<^HirA<iiO,
ut 1 1.1,1,9 CL,KVEl.ASI>,
Cuyahoga Buildins. PHI1.ABJBL,HIA, 633 Areli
.

St.

1

Wliy Pay Rent?
WHY NOT OWN YOUR TELEPHONE?

THE COLUMBIA.
THE lATEST AND BEST.

Patents Fundamental Non-Infringing.

Long Distance Battery Transmitters
newest designs sold outright.
No adjustment.

of the latest

A Telephone Receiver
Unique in design.

and

newest and best pattern.

Perfect in action.

Nothing 1o get out of order.

Moderate in cost.
Small instruments made

Nothing demanding repair.

Convey articulate speech 1,000 miles.
Constructed otthe best material.
Will

This

of the

All

of

the finest rubber.

wires and connections within the case.

No unsightly thumb-screws.

Company owns

the patent for the improved switch for changing the circuit of the telephone on battery
The best dry battery manufactured.
Also, for perfected system of telephone exchanges.

transmitters.

THE COLUMBIA TELEPHONE MANUFACTURINe CO.
136. 138

Send for Circular.

and 140 Front

Street,

NEW YORK CITY.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

all

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOB FURTHER PARTICVLARS AND PRICES.

OTTR SERIES

Will show you a

LAMPS

COMPARATIVE SAVIJ^G equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERI\ISTEIN ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

620

Atlantic Ave., Boston,

Mass.

,

:

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
We are seudiog

out each

month what we

16

a first-class

WIRT DYNAMO BRUSH,
Generators, Stationary Motors.

Manufactured by

comblnalion blotter and an attractive and nseful article in any
With this we combine a

NO WINDING.

LIST.

__

For

all

SELF-WINDING CLOCK

^"

'^^OCK

Clocks Sold.

NORWAY

Kailroad Ave., Newark. N, J.

WHITE OAK PINS.

The Dow

pay you
BROWNLEE & CO.,

Is

Adjuster

a thoroughly reliable mechanism for
instantly raising or

YOUWILL

lowering an electric
light. The lamp can
be placed at any
height as easily as
a window shade can
be raised or lowered.

mentioning the

CIAN when

Mich.

Detroit,

Publisher

COLBURN
999 Main

by

WESTERN ELECTRI-

writing

to

advertisers.

I»TTMI

Dow Adjuster Co

Fitchburg,

St.,

Mass

ELECTROPLATING

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFflOIENOT.

St.. Chlctttco.

Send for Circular.

Established 1881

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and

Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fare.

Box 210, BraJntree. Mass-

CO., Wilmington, Del.

MAN U FACTO KERB OF

SAL-AMMONIAC.
xsruo-xs ets 00.
ISl Klnzle

Manufactared Solely by

Clocks Rented.

ELECTRIC MFG. CO

OBLIGE

Both Advertiser and

CO.,

HKV^ YORK:.

THE KARTAVERT MFG.

to get our prices.
-

Jgents.

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS. RODS. AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dnst Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTUEEP BY

PINE CROSS-ARMS.

It will

General

KARTAVERT,

CHICAtiO.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

Purposes.

Chicago,

CORRECTED HOURLY.

a6 Broad-Kray,

gsiS»sjJ

ELEOTEIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
M
Scrap and Native Platinum PurchMed.
^^
BAKER & CO., 408-414 New Jersey

Avenue, CHICAGO.

St.,

The Only Clocks Used in theW. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

09 frequently with orders for ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, and we will reciprocate by giving your business prompt and intelligent attention.

P KATINUM

Fifth

W&LLSCE ELECTRIC COMPAHY, 307 Dearborn

For each month.

!i42 Sladiaon Street,

CHARLES WIRT, 56

office.

We want every user of electrical material to receive thia advertising matter, and if yon
are not receiving it each month, send ua yoar name and address, stating your position in
the electrical field, and we will put you

ON THE

1894.

For Incandeaoent Dynamos, Plating Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters, Electric Bailwaj

MOONLIGHT SCHEDULE

Remember

4,

oar

call

MONTHLY BLOTTER
Which

August

^^/^^
wia.

eii/Mj

'idit

if-f^nneZj

^

u.

dy^^e-ifCf^,

'^ie;

MANTJFACTCKEKE OF

DIRECT CURRENT MULTIPOLAR

DYNAMOS

@ GENERATORS.

These machines are constructed with oatside revolving armalnres, without and with special commutator, as desired. They have proved remarkably efficient and economical. Used largely in European Central
Stations. They are slow-speed machines, made for direct connection to engine without belting, and in sizes from 20 H. P. to 1,500 H. P.

BI&H-!$PBfil>

AIiTEB^ATIN«;
With laminated

field

SIEMENS B4ND LAMPS

BELTED SIEMENS DTNA9IOS

Are copied extensively in this country as "Drum Type."
from 1 H. P. to 150 H. P.

We

are building these machines in sizes

For direct and alternating current, for constant potential and eeries machines.

SIEMENS ABC LIGHT CABBONS

AND MULTIPHASE CUBBENT DXIVA.MOS

and armature,

from

in sizes

1

H.

P. to 4,000 H. P., for belted or direct coupling.

With either solid or soft cores, which are the most economical in the world and give a steady

MOTOBS

light.

ALL INNTBCMBNTS

Of every speed for direct, alternating or multiphase current, in sizes from 1-10 H.
Durable and economical in operation.

P.

up

to 4,000

H.P.

Requisite for the regulation of electric apparatus; also the Siemens Voltmeters and
Automatic devices made In Berlin.

Ammeters and

GENERAL OFFICES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.
New

Cincinnati Office, Perin Building,
YorliOiBce, 136 Liberty Street,
Boston Office, 31 Milk Street.
Salt Lake City Office, Dooly Block."
New Orleans Office. 42 Union Street.
Troy, N. Y. Office, 43 Fourth St,
Detroit. Mich
Toledo, Ohio, Office, 518 Summitt Street.

,

Denver Office. 618 Boston Block.
St. Louis Office, Bank of Commerce Building;.
Pittsburg Office, 830 Liberty Ave.
Buffalo, N. Y. Office, Erie Co. Bank Building
Philadelphia Office, 531 Chestnut St, San Francisco Office, 508 California Street.
Office, 47 State Street.
Minneapolis Office, 939 Lumber Exchange.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole,

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

10

Hoy

Ammeters and Toltmeters for liamp

The
t Standard
and Meter measurement oq
ready for the market.

Alternating Currents

Send for our 1H94 Catalrgue which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

M

t

Fop Sale by All Sapply Honses.

iDstroment Go.
PENAGOOK, Jr. H.

1

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbroohe, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

HENRY F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent,
Baltimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass-: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New Encland): W. B. Southgate h
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appliance Co.
Cinoinnatl. O.: Nowotny Electric Oo.
Halifai, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Ont.: Toronto Electrical Works.
:

CO.,

HARTFORD. CONN.

are

now

August

4,
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Phillips, Prest

A.

Hathawax, Treas,

W. H. SAwrra,

Seo^y.

W.U. Double Petticoat Teat Insulator.
The points or teats on the lower rim of the petticoat attracts
the water on the outer surface of the insulator into drops. The
water drops from tbese points on to the cross-arm, thereby preventing the moisture from creeping up on the inner petticoat,
and theoce to the pin. Owing to the great success of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the efficiency of the Insulator has proven to be more than twice that of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device lo all Insulators for
Telegraph, Telephone and Street Railway AVork,
fe^taiidard i^crew CiilanH Ini^iilators,
Floor Insalator!4. «<;las8
Knobs. Battery
JarH. Arc l.islit Glo1»e8 for all Siystenis.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTBIC LIGHT LUJE WIRE,

Break

Colored (JlasB IntiDUla'orN to designate different
currenls

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WORK ON

AMERICANITE. MAGNET,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

mrW TOKK

will furnish estimates.

HEMINGRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

OFFICE, p. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.

MON'TREAL BRANCH, Eugene

SPECIAL DESIGNS A FEATURE,

Send Model or Drawing and we

WIRES.
Works

Office

THE

Factories. Muncie. Ind.

Covington. Ky.

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under

In

CLARK WIRE"

''A Thoroughly Reli-

writers' Union, he states:

0^#^4Vl3?#^#Mt»fa

"CLARK" WIRE.

able and Desirable Wire

The Rubber used

*

"FREMONT

and
remain

every respect/'

Wires and Cables

Inea'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and In use for
and haa met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in oee throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantly increaelng, because
the paat nine years,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satisfaction.

61 and

Western Agents,
Hbnbt
CO.,

63 Hampshire

St.,

Hekbebt

a. Clark,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Chicago,

is ee-

not deteriorate, oxiflexible in extreme cold

will

dize or crack, and will
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other firstclaes Insulated Wire.
"We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nse, we mate all
Stranded and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

in

in insulating our

peclally chemically prepared,
s^^

aizes of

it

CO.,

1848.

F. Phillips' Electrical

Prest.

H. Eubtis,

and Electrician

I4end for Cataloene.

III.

MANT7FA0TURERS OF HIGHEST GRADES OF

Rubber Insulated Wire and Cables

FACTORY AND MAIN OFFICE,
TRENTON, N. J.

for Aerial,
(

AGENTS'

I

JOHN
^-^^

A.

Submarine and Underground Use.
BOEBIilKe'S SOKJ^

CO., Chicago, 171 liake Street.

FRAKCISCO, as and 37 Tremont

NEW YORK,

IStreet.

117 L.lberty Street.

MUNGIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG. COMPANY,
Manufacturers of

all

Mamifacturers of the

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

CELLS,

Mnncie

Steel

Magnet

And Dealers in

MOTORS and

Everything in the Battery Line.
2140 DeKalb
M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

Mo.

St. Louis,

President and Manager,

DYNAMOS,
50 Horse PoTver motors.
18 to TOO Lishts' Capacity Dynamos
1 to

THE
iS>'"ff*'"'f.»f'»"=2'
L^^LV/o'

AGENTS:
CoDSOliilateil Electric

TELEPHONES-

Storage Compani,

Osburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., CbicBgo, 111.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian EngineeriQg Co., Louisville. Ky.
Enroiture City Electric Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTR/CAL SUPPUES
i£N"/::oiiE Palmer Bros.

Licenses Granted.

F.

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

SEKD FOB

CATALiOGlIB.

&

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Muncie, Ind.

Agents Wanlei.

Correspondence School of Technology,

CLE VELAIVD. OHIO, Instruction
EndneerlnR.—
C

Oabom,

Bt ant, 0. E.

E

P. Roberts,

G. E.; E.

Send

Yensen;

M. E.; G. T.
L. S. Siebel;

by CorreBpondence, Electrical, Steam

tiud otliyr

Branches of

Hancbett, 8, B.; Oscar Antz, M. E.; Jas Bilohle, B. S.; Frank
H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and E. H. Con-

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

for Circular

a

IDEAL" INSULATED
COPPER WIRE.
New
Approved by the

TSSSJiK-^"

Tlie

ODly Antliorlzfid FIBRE

York Board

COVERED WIRE

for INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TDBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

It ivill not Deteriorate by long ase, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finislied in tlie following iStyles:
Black Polislied, Wliite and Black GIsxed Braid and Wliite Fireproof.

We can

freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all
inside wiring, from the fact that recent insulation tests
authorities show that it stands very high.

made by

reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Chicago Agents,

EliKCTBIC AFFI/IAKCE CO.

Mew

Yorli Office,

39 and 41 Cortlandt

tStreet.

Factory,

FAWTUCKBT, B.

I.
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StUwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water PDrifler.

BATTERIES

Removes all
Entirely prevents
Boilers.

DRY.

BATTERIES

The D'Unger Long Distance Telephone (the
"Far-Away Talker") can now be had for use in
Telephone Exchanges on a small annual royalty,
and on no other terms*
The "D'Unger" ie the only eelf-cleaalng telephone in the world. It sends speech one {!) mile
or five thousand (5,000) milee in a perfectly clear
manner; can he operated at half the ordinary expense; 1b always in order, and has for its Receiver
a Patent Compound Magneto, making but one
maf^netie field. It has likewise Paul D'Unger's Patent Diaphragm Regulator which prevents
the words from rnnning together. Address

Electrical Supply Department.

Fixture Department.

D'tnger Long-Distance Telephone Co.,
CHICAGO, ill.
No D'Unger Telephones can be had foi? eiobanges, except through me.
R. D'UNGER.

Palmer Honse,

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

CHAS.

E.

By our correspondence method

Oral, Electric,

304 Fulton

ing

man

St.,

New York.

THE

ELECTRIC

vancement.

Box

56, Adair,

SITUATION

*'K,"
Adair Co., Iowa.

WANTED

In electrician's office or as draftsman, by a
college graduate with seven years' experience
as draftsman and chief draftsman with railroad and electrical manufacturing concerns.

Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold ivith
Siuarantee of '20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty
»08, ATo. '^1 ^uincy St., Chicago.

Room

CLARK

lat.

in

Arc Lighting
Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

A Valuable Invention.

BRONZE PUSH

advertiser has just been "allowed" a
patent on practicable method of obtaining
continuous current from the secondary coil
oC a converter. Persons interested please

WINDOW AND
SWITCHES.

6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

AIORTS STAR POINTS

Send

HuEBEL

&

Manger,

for

New

Catalogue.

Electric Co.,

A

Miamisburg, O.

the best Dry Battery ever made. Internal phort circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Win not deteriorate when not doing work. Will
hold its firet value over long periods of time
Internal reeietance small: high and cont-tant, E. M. F.
Will not run down or die on the fhelf
No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

Excursion tickets to the Summer Resorts
now on sale by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway.
Special low rates on Friday and Saturday
of each week for tickets good to return

and Madison

Nine - tenths of the
breakdowns are due
to water in the
cylinder.

Cartridge or Porous Gups made of especially prepared paper. One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Sulammoniac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

or

A

I

Batteries Guaranteed.

Send

The Stratton

for Catalogue.

Separator

Sts.

Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

BREAKDOWN
the stoppage of
your entire plant.

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

Adams

to Advertisers.

Means

.

For further Information

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Electrician

OF YOUR ENGINE

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed

of Wisconsin are

St.,

MM

When Writing

Miamisburg

Resorts of Wisconsin.

apply at Ticket Office, 207 Clark
Union Passenger Station, Canal,

OBLIGE

nianafflPturerB,
286-290 Graham Street, BROOKLYN, N. T.

''^

Monday.

m

by Mentioning the

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

"X," Care Western Electrician,

until

YOU

BUTTONS,

address

Summer

REFILLED.
Sionx. City Brass Works,
t^IOITX ClTf, IOWA.

Both Advertiser and Publisher

The

book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. R,, and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
This bonk, together with an illustrated pamphle
telling "TFhere the Trout Hide
will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent, "North Star Route," Chicago, 111.

COMMUTATORS

Hew York,

the world

Address"* Steady,''
Care Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Is the title of a

Moderate terms.
Atwater BIdg., Cleveland, O.

SALES AGENTS FOR

CO., 192 Broadway,

the only concern
that makes
Is

Address

90-91

DETROIT SVSTEIW STREET R'Y MOTORS,

CO.,

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.T.
for New Catalogue. Out August

AT HOME

FREE APPARATUS.

146.1

^^Send

position with an electrical manufacturor construction company by a young
willing to work and learn.
Object, ad-

I

PORTER & BUERDORF,

Puenmatic and Mechanical

W. R. OSTRANDER &
Factory, 1461 and

AMES

Instruction, with

Fnll Iilne Always in Stock.

CO..
CHICAGO, ILL.

..imiiiniiiLl

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on fl
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are ^;|
needed. Our convincing catalogue for ^f^
5«
the asking.
& FROST COMPANY
gl
wni^/\utj,
CHICAGO.
ILL.
ILL..
s
g

j

Mrientlflc Macnluist Co..

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

WANTED.
A

Thorough

free.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

CKe<>iORV

47 and 49 South JeSerson Street,

Iportation

STUDY EUCTRICITY

CHICAGO, ILL.

^a^m.

Steam

I

Diplomas awarded. Catalogue

40 Thomson-Houston tool chests, as used by their
traveling experts; worth from ^25 to 5^50, according to contents; our price for them is S^IO each,
freight prepnid, to be shipped to purchaser precisely as received by ua with contents.
They are
numbered from one to forty, and we will ship the
number selected by pur:;ha8er. Send draft with
order it you have no account with us.

in

The D'Unger Telephone.
BEWAR£ OF 1IVFKIN01K&.

WET.

Street,

scale

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,
DAYTON, OHIO.

\> BAtl^-

169 Adams

Impurities.

for

All-around
Station Economy.

Removes

all water la
the steam and delivers

ABSOLUTELY

DRY STEAM
to your engine.

Orders Filled Promptly.

Electrician

It Is a Positive
Safeguard as well as
a source of economy.

Send

Publishing
The above cut is

Company,
6 Lakeside Building,

perfect balance,

CHICAGO.

spiral system. All coils
HEAVY CEMTRAIj STATIOAI 'mGOnBERTMANUFACTDRINGCO.
SOLE MASUFACTUKEKS,
W. RUSHMORE, 126 Liberty St., NEW YORK
14 & 16 OHUEOH ST., NEW TOEE.

oi a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head
handsome appearance. Write for prices on

UEPAIKl!^;

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

S.

for Catalogue to

alike,

:

August

4,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

— Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

atteotion of

WHEEL aa particularly adapted

is cftUed

to this

on account of

lo their uise,

its

high speed aiidgr« at eftioieuey and laree eapaeliy

power

tbe
ol most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by b
panies with prent satisfaction. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of useful effect guaranteed*

CELEBRATED AVATER

remarkably Steady motion,

diameter, being double
of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

forits

number
13

SEND FOR CA^TALOGUSS ANO PAilTICUMjARS*
The accompanying engraving represents a eiogle lO-ioch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop Sti H. P. under 38 f^et head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

The

Slilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

<<^^.
BATTEfty

v^*

85 John

St.,

New

Oq

York.

•t

o^^'

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

The New Yost

FOB

EIiECTBICAIi 17SE8;
Oraphlte Bods of Tsrlons I^enetha, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Bealstanoa
uraphlte
inch,
Boxes and Grncibles, Beslstlne Haats
to th«
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlrlea (Dladly Answered.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

jOS.

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

1894 Model.

J.

THE McCORMIGK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more poTver as to diameter Tvitli a
liisher perceataee of useful effect than any oilier
Tvuter- wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, ere built from patterns perfected under systematic teata in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfaotory, and
Vhose contemplating the improvement of powerSj will find It lo
willinff to gruartheir interest to confer with me, a» I

CoQStructed on principles radically Its own, fnsurlag results always sought for but absolutely
unattainable in the coDStruction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently ihe telegrapher's and
professional etenographer'd typewriter.
Let us send you catalogue.

am

anCee results %vhere others have failed, no matter TvUat make of tnrbine has been in use. STATE

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.

RRQIIIKE3IENTS

AND

t^BAiO

FOR CATA-

l^OGrUE.

Send for Cieculak and Pricks.

THE

LECLANGHE

111 to 117 East

BATTERY
13Ui

St.,

MORGAN SMITH.

S.

CO.,

York,

Pa.

The Yost Writing Macliine

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

N. Y.

169 La

Salle St.,

Co.,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

ACA.33.-u.fEtctu.x^eirs,

Grimsliaw Wliite Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimsliaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Cai)les,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Yulca Bnsliings,
MAIN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

New

THE

Ynlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

all sizes,
"1

RRSurOTS-^
BBAKCHas.

'^

York.

44

grapkUn

We make

simply a business proposition.
tests.

102

134 Copgreas Street.

Street.

NATIONAL.

ments and make your own

SAN FBANCISCO

BOSTON:

CHICAQO:
,g_3^

99

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory tlie

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Our head telephones arc largely used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Sacramento Street.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

and Powor Stations

Electric Light
j3

high efficiency at all stages of gate, steadineas of motion and easy working gate, the conetruction of which makes It the moat seneltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

On

f

account of

its

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Illostrating various styles of setting
horizontal shaft.

on both vettical and

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
STOUT, HI li 1,8

WANTED.
Artistic Slate
FOB
S'n'itcli

Boards,

We

Number

ISwltch Bases.

Bheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fnse Boxes and Bases,

And

All

lamp

for

A TEMPIiE.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

pay 25 cents each for
clean copies of the Western Electrician of June 18, 1892, Volume X,
will

25.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
o

6 Lakeelde Bnildlng, Chlcaf

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SnCCESSOES TO

A

large, bandeome Map of the United
States, moimted and suitable for.offlce 01
Iiome use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of tweive cents in postage
by P. S. EnsTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, lU.

FUSE WIRE

«^»—;^,

AND LINKS

I

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

)

capacity

>

"^"^'v^ulm..

&

Bases,

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the &neat Yermoat Slate, and finish In
Dull Black,
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Marbleized,
Italian. Tennessee, and
VermoDt marble.

electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

For any

ELEOTBIOIAN PUBLISHING COMPANT,

Slexioan Unyx and
(trained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

6 LakOBlde Building, Chicago.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric
8»tli St.

filled

The Independent Electric

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., CHIOAGO.

39th

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

OF INSOLATEO WIRES AND CABLES.
Bt Herbert Lawb Webb.

A New

Electric

A

Practical

Car - Heating.

Published.

to the Testing of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

Guide

Book Just

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.
SEND IN YOUR ORDER

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

NOW.

OF HEAT.
In Practical Operation in Kore
Tlian S5 I.eadlns Citle« In
U. H. and Canada.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
£2Sa7.A.:^XjXS:BC£II3 1873.
SOI.E IHANUFACTrRERS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods,

wnmNeroKlDKi.

Sticlis, ,ind Special

Shapes

to orSer.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

14 Si^^SF:';

k.t

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
563 donble-colnmn Pases. SVO Illustrations. Cloth Binding. Type Pages 10 x 7 inches.

Terms

includes 5,000 distinct Words,
and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment.
For
some reasons ii: deserves rather to be called an Encyclopaedia than a
dictionary.

This Dictionary

The Scheme
1st.

of Treatment is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by

concise definition, giving the

a short,
sense in which they are correctly em-

ployed.
3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on which the definition is Founded.

SEisTHD

iisT

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Price, postage Prepaid, to

any part of the

-world, $5.00.

3d. When, from the comple.xity of the apparatus, or from other considerations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or

Diagram of

the apparatus

is

given.

an elaborate system of Oross References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.
4th.

To

facilitate study,

In applying these rules great care has been exercised

to secure

OLiEARMESS, to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
SIMPLE

AND INTELLIGIBLE

to those
shall also be
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

TTorria

oieuEia

who have had no

isro"w.

CO., 6 Lakeside Bnildins, Chicago,

Illinois.
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XV

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.
Cella.frotn lO to S,O0O

amp. hours

Capacity,

Central

Station

and Traction

Cells

Specialty.

a

BAHERIES FOR ISOLATED LIGHTING AND
POWER PUNTS.

Catalogue gives

FACTS and FIGURES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Building,

PHltADEtPHIA, PA.
JOHN

MARKLE,

R.

nigr. neslerii

Office,

Gliica^o,

Manliattan Bldg.,

JlKTWHAT EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS
Tie MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR

decompose water
[do^^^ectro plating
f

ill

STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

PATRICK EGAN,

Prest.

The Harrison

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

Harrisoii

We

Y

Both advertiser and publisher by
meDtioQins the Weatern Electrician

when

writing to advertisera.

111.

HIGH CLASS
ELECTRICAL WORK,
Experimental, Repairing and Novelty
Manufacturing.

THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

NOW

OU WILL OBLIQS

Qen'l Hgr.

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND

MACHINE^ L*M''S

aBRIPGE EtyCT'L MFG. CO. ELBRIDGE.MNV

HANFOKD,

J.

International Telephone Go

Ilight^^andescent
f'pUN

H.

Sec'y.

Qepartment,

1409-1410

TELEPHONE WORK

MenatioDal Telephone.

A SPECIALTY.

WKITE FOE NEW CATALOGUE
AND PEICE LIST.
BARGAIN PRICES ON

either sell onr telephones out-

rlgrht or lease

them

for a

term

of years.

BEING

Thia company owna Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrieon May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
mannal or automatic awitchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

ANNUNGIATQRS.
Washington

Offices,

Chamber

of

CoTimjrce BIdj., C

207
li.;

S. Canal St.,

DOLLAR.

Western Electrician.

OU WILL OBLIGE

^''T^'^" ^'^'T'i'O'A/i,
ffjf-^

CHICAGO.

j

Please mention

BINDERS
^
*fW^^«| ^r

Electric Co..

at their offices.

Y

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the AVestera Klectriciam

when writing

to advertisers.

ISIgWATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated "Wheel

is

Built in

Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
SPECIALLy
DESIGNED

It is

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Wheel secures a remarkably liiph euarant^^d peroentaffe. ami n-onderfal steadiness of
under variable loads in praelice. It atTords an nneqnaled ooncentralion of power within a small
space; and an anpreoedented Itieh volofily for a piven power.
Its easily and qniohly operated balaneed ;;ate affords prompt and effieient control by a governor, and
consequent floe resriilation. These wheels are in many instances operating the best electric plants in thia and
EQOtifin,

other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
We will send a fine large pamphlet, U2 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

work.
E. O.

McCORMIOK,

Paae. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B.

MARTIN,

Qen'l Paea.

&

THE

TIcfeet Agt.

CINCINNATI.

E. P.

JAMES LEFFEL

GLEASON MFG. CO.

&

CO.*^A''rN'l^w'?o^°KC?T"v.'°'

181-189 Mercer
183 Dearborn

St.,

St.,

NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.

P

K804>^C

Big reduction

Send for

in prices

quotations

all

through

our

Improved Holder.
IVlll

E40'l:Vi.

At all sockets.

line.

and

compare with
the lowest.

Pat. vendiDS. Kie.al Half Reflector Hhaiie, Green Outside,
White Enamel Inside. SIo extra holder neccseary.
Made to fit any socket.

Sectional Ball CInster.
R47I.
SS. H or 4 lights, has a detachahle
lower section that forms a finishing piece.

.
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DYNAMO TENDERS'

INCANDESCENT WIR NG
Hi^KTID-BOOK:.

MRND-BOOK.
Bv Lieut.

F. B.

By

our famous "Hand-Book"
Every practical dynamo man should have a

latest addition to

copy.

F

HAND-BOOK.

Badt.

B.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of oar famous "HandBook" series, and is the standard authority on this

Tiz

Lmut.

F. B.

Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged in any claaa
of bell or annunciator worli. The only book of the
kind published.

subject in the English language.

io6 Pages.

97 Illustrations.

43 Illustrations.

PRICE, $1.00.

PRICE, $1.00.

PRICE, SI.OO.

ELEGTRG^-TRAN8MI88 0N

STREST RAILWAYS.

DVNK7VIO

HAKD-BOOK.

"THK7UTS."

By

A new work containing tables and information on
the electric transmission of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "HandSeries.

Pages.

AND

TERMS AND PHRASES.
J.

Houston,

A.

latest edition of this celebrated
As
distinct definitions.

work contains
important

as

Specifications

A

The object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

3S4 Illustrations.

100 Pages.

TRE ELEGTRIG

RAILWAY

By Ceosby and Bell.

Eschange.

HIGH POTENTIf\L
AND
HIGH FREQUENCY.

17G Pages.

Experiments

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend Itseie to the electrical engineer, and to the practical

manager

A

Profusely Illustrated.

234 Pages.

Illustrated.

By

PRICE, $1.50.

The series now numbers 103 volumes, and embraces
works on every subject.

16 mo. Boards.

T.

DIGTIONflRY.

O'Connob Sloane.

This new work should be in the hands of nil who
desire to keep abreast with the progress of the greatest
science of the times.

600 Pages,

PKOFUSELY HiLUSTSATED.

300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Price, 50c. Each.

Any

Fully Illustrated.

ELEGTRGAL

The fourteenth

edition of this celebrated work is
rewritten and brought down to date.
A technical
hand-book for electricians, managers and operators.

London.

STf^NDfVRD

SERIES.

Pope.

Currents.

Tesla.

PRICE, SI.OO.

SCIENCE

THE ELEGTEIC TELEGEAPH.

Alternate

lecture delivered before the Institution of Elec-

146 Pages.

PRICE, $2.50.
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¥

Write for prices.

THE
Electrical

LITTLE

F. P-

Gonstrnction

&

BUFFALO,
Western Agt. with Metropolitan
Kew Eagland Agt., G. M. Angier
BuBsell

&

Officer,

Wyoming,

you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you
If

Constant Current Circuits,

quickly. State full particulars

and quantity that you wish
figures on.

Supply Company,

t

N. Y.
Electric Co., Chicago,

& Co., Boston, Mass.

111.

Denver, Oolo., Agents for Oolorado, Utah,
Mexico and Arizona.

New

*

Telephone Building,

Unity Building,
Establisbeu ISfil.

New

York.

BUCSETE
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Chicago.

ANY
STANDARD SOCKET.
TO

FIT

Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Cf^mpany and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

Vol.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

XV.

ii, 1894.

TRANSFORMATION

.».»'-•

Gbicago Insulated Wire

Most

414 and 416 NORTHERN BUILDING,
Corner Lalte and La 8aUe

CHICAGO,

....

iiiiiinrois.

We guarantee better all-around

This compaoy has no coanection whatever
with any other concem.

resultB

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS

-

Manufaclu'ers,

PACKARD ELECTRIC

^

CO., Warren, Ohio.

SENT ON SO DAXS' TBIAI^ AND FUIAT CiVABANTEED.
Circnlar and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application.

WATERBURY, CONN.

'

"

Themselfes

foi

fi^SmS.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE
COMPAHY,
a4« JHadlson Street, CH1>.^~,»5.

EI^ECTBICAIi SUPPI-IES,

la every Electric light and Electric Power Station, by making contlnaouB reoordi
day and night oC voltage and BuUer PreBBore.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

from the Packard Tranaformer than cao he obtained

SELLING AGENTS:

any other on the market.

and BecordiDg Pressure Ganges Pay

Packard Transformer.^^

Successfully Accomplished by the

PERFECTION ilfSf,

Sts.,

, .

^''

"^
'

•mm

MANCrFACTUBER OF

IHSniiATED ElalSCTRIG WIRE^
FUICXIBI^E:

COBDS and CAJaX^ES.

SOO and SOS Nortli Tkird street.

-

PHIIjADBIiFHIA, FA.

-

BKONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

HuEBEL
H.

Sl

Manger,

for

DUBAHT OHEEVEE, J "wlneBS Managers.

New Catalogue.
K. T.

HODGINS,

g^^,^ g^^,

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
1

IS

H. BVKNBIiIi

A

'JO.,

70 Gortlandt St., Kew York.

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All in Stock.
HanTd

3 Park Row, New York.

WIRES AHDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wjres.
Manson Protecting Tape.

rTBADE M/XR1«

J.

Bert Oonstmctlon and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and BeUabl.. Size 6x3Hi

LIIITED,

INSULATED

*-0N'/:

Hade by

BRANCH ns

:

((

by

ALBERT >

i.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

to

NEW BEACON"
6

(N.&c.p,«„..)
c.P.
1
Beacon Vacuum Pump &
CHIOAQO OFFICE,

323

Dearborn St.
305 Hale Bldg.

p.r

4

Solicited.

293 A

St., Boiton,

Cblcaffo, Boston, PlilIad«lpbiB| Minneapolis, CtnoinBAtl.
ai^d So* America.

1

Man.

INCANDESCENT
i_A.rvii=,

(S')
Electrical

25

Cts.

Company,

«

'*?""'"?'*ffiESS;m«r
• _•<
Irvlngton
Street, BOSToat, ]nA»B.

PUILADELFHIA, OFFICE,

Send fev

PARTRIOaE

aty,

Omaka, I.nBlSTlll«, St. Xiaiila, San Francisco, X<ondon

WESTON

eta.

Correspondence

Okonite Waterproof Tape.
^

flO

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

SfanafaotnreTS,
286-290 Oraham Street, BROOKLYN,
W. H.

BEST OF ALL

ENGINES.

Ohio.

Samples.

CARBON CO.

High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
fJstlmates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

REPRESENTATIVES.
126 UbertySt New TorkCItj.
82 Lake St., Chicago, lU,
HOFfMAN-KDSSELL CO.,
H. M. 8CIPLB & CO., 3d and Arch Sts„ PhUadelljMa, P..
Scranlon. f »
CO
MACHINERY
BCKANTOS SDPPLI &

JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.

,

,

,

HOW THE

GREAT FAIR
Was Opened

THE BALL ^

I

WOOD COMPANY.

Builders of Improred Antomatio Cut-off Engines-

THE PRESIDENT
PRESSED

THE VICTOR KEY
AND THE
EXETER DRY BAnERY
DID THE REST!

The Victor Telegraph

Key and

the

Exeter

I>ry Battery \Fere both
selected to open the

World's Colombian Ex

position.

Send for Sample of the Vfctor Key, Price S8.50.
Send for Sample of Exeter I»ry Battery, Price SOc.
Samples Delivered, Transportation Prepaid.

THE

E. S.

GREELEY &

5 and

7__

CO., OrV STREET,

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.
HAVEMEYCTB Rllll

DINC NEW YORK.

HE^

YORK.

Stern

&

^
Chicago Office, Home Ins. Bldg., W. B. Pearson, Manager.
„. „ _. „,„_
nm
AroadejSt^Pa^,
ov. f aua, MtoB.
Endloott otuhui,,
i^enyon, eiaaicoiv
Geo. M. Kenjon,
Pa.
SllTerman, 707 Arch St., Philadelphl
James & Oompany, Chattanooga, T«
O >,. Lnnisville. Ky.
,

Sonthftrn Enslneerintr

EDDY

MOTORS

From, 1-2 H. P. Upwards,

All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented,

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.,

'^

Windsor, CONN.

,

,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

II,

1894

MUNICIPAL ELEVATED RAILWAY
IN

THIS

COUNTRY TO BE

Operated [iclusivel} b) Electricity
WILL BE THE

CHICAGO WEST-SIDE ROAD,
IT

WILL BE

ENTIRELY EQUIPPED
WITH APPARATUS MANUFACTURED BY THE

General Electric Company,
THE ONLY RAILWAY APPARATUS WHICH HAS GIVEN

PROOF OF

ITS

^

ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY

BY ITS EFFICIENT AND SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF Tr.E

INTRAMURAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT THE CHICAGO EXPOSITION.

OUR ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR STREET RAILWAYS
IS

THE

STANDARD APPARATUS OF THE WORLD.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boeton, Mass., 180 Summer Street.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 344 West Fayette Street.
BufTalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Fa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 £. German Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, HI., Monadnock Building.

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo.,
York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.

New

St.

Louis, Mo.,

Wainwright Building.
Comer Field and Main

Dallas, Texas,

Streets.

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Cal., 16 First Street.
Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St.

For all bustnes. outside tbe ITnited States and Canada— Thomson-Hoiiston International Electric Co., Sctaenectady, W. T.
and 44 Broad St., New Torb. For Canada-Canadian deneral Electric Co., I.td„ Toronto, Canada.

J
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American Elec- Mfg.Co...-xsu
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Amstuiz, N. S
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Sinclair

xvii

Goubert Mfg. Co

Root Mfg.Co.xix

Greeley
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1

xii

Harrison International Tel-
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XV
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X
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xi
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x
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Ball.
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A Wood
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Hubley Mfg. Co

xxi
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The

&Co
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Miamisburg Electric Co.
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Central Electric
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Clark Electric Co
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United Electric Improve-

Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
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Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Law Battery Co.

Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Bells.

Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co.. W. R.
"Washington Electric Co.

xix

Wallace Electric Co

x

Want Advertisements
Washington Electric

xii
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Co...

& Co

xix
xvii

Western Elec Supply Co..

xii

struction

Con-

Co

Brnslien.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Wirt, Chas.

Bnrsla-i* Alarnis.

xvii

Weston Engine Co

-

Garlock Packing Co
General Electric Co

1

GreeIey&Co.,TheE.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

CablesCSee Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectric. (See InWires),

Sheet and Bar.

Copper,

GleaaoD, E. P. Mfg.

Yost Writing Machine Co., xiii

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E. £io.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Porter <te l:iuerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

Ins. Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Carbons. Pot<>ts APIates.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Elecric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Porter *fe Buerdorf.
Siemens vt Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse E1.& Mfg. Co.
3t<

Wm. D.
Bryan, Wm. H.
Cameron & Gillett.
Comstock

Co., The Louis K.
Consolidated Eag. Co.
Goltz & Sinclair.
Osburn, Harry G.
Roberts & Co.. E. P.

Rushmore,

S.

W.

P. E.

&

Ins. Co.
Jifg. Co.

Const'-uctiiin A. Repairs.
Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz. N. S.
Electric Co.

Co.. The Louis K.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Brii=tol Co.,

The.

& Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Bunnell

Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., E. D.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co.
Whitney Elec.Instrument Co.

Fl*'Ctrical ISpecialties.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Fl»ctric Wlat*-.

Independent Electric Co.
Blectroli«'rs, etc.

Osburn, Harry G.

Washington Electric Co.
Wirt, Chas.

Contractors and Electric
Light Plants.
Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, B. J.

Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Pbcenix Glass Co.

IClpctro-Platins ^»ch*y,
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Wm.

Rushmore, S. W.
En ines. ^tieam.
BallA Wood Co.. The.

D.
Electric Co.

r

H.

&

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.

Brownell

Co.. The Louis R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.

Freeman Sons Mfg.

Co., The.
Erie City Iron AVks.

Comstock

Elec. Mft:. Co.

Goltz

Sinclair.
S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins.
La Roche Electric Wks.

Co.
H.
Co.

Mfg. Co.,

J.

Racine Hardware
Sioux City Eng & Iron Wks.

Weston Engine Co.

Fan

Outfits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

A:

W.

Mather Electric Co.

McEwen

Co.

Elec.

Mfg

Electric.

American Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Gear«.

Co.

Elec. Mfi^. Co.

Electric

Wks

Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. J[fg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

A

Buerdorf.

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S, W.
Sioux City Brass Worfis.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co
'

Packing.

Garlock Packing Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.

Creneral Klec. nnpplies.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell &, Co., J. H.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Eleci'-ical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Palmer Bros.
Porter & Buerdorf.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Washingion Electric Go.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Paints,
Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd

Platinum.
Baker & Co.
Pole*.

Brownlee & Co.
Morris, Tasker & Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co

General Electric Co,
Phoenix Glass Co.
s, E|4*ctricai.
Electrician Publishing Go

Pubtlshe.

Push Buttons.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,

Huebel & Manger.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Rheostats.

General Electric Co.

Rushmore,

S.

W.

Ammoniac
Globes and Electrical Sal
Hayden-Booker Mfg.
Glassware.
Innis & Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason E. P. Mfg. Go.
Hemingray Glass Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Graphite Special! ies.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Hubley Mf-, Co.
Hard Rnbber Gooils.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Law

Co.

&Co.

Klipstein, A.

Battery Co.

Second-Uauu Electrical
IIIa4^hine*y.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore,

S.

W.

Silk Braid
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
Slate.
Independent Electric Co.

Insulators Hxd Insulat- Speaking Tubes.
central Electric Co.
ing Materials.

& J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Geu'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. & Mfg, Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Steam Beating.

Hemingray Glass Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.

Storage jsatterles.

Anderso^i, Albert

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Go.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Little,

&

F. P. Elec. C.
S. Co.
Co.. Eugene.

Munsel!

A

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J, A.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Flore Co.

Wallace Electric Co.

IVires and
Cables— aiagnet AVire.

Insula* ed
American

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell &C0..J. fl.

Chicago
Gushing

Ins, ^^'ire Co.

&

Morse.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Ijamps, Eocandescent.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.

Pump AElec.Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Beacon Vac

Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Matner Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York & Ohio Co.
Rafferty &Co.,T. G.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec.&Mfg.Co.

Lightnlns Arrrsters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill,

W.

S.

Electric Co.

Wirt, Chas.
(See Insulated Wires.)

lle<>hnnlcal
Bliss Co., E.

machinery.
W.

3Ilca.

Johns Mfg.

Co., H.

W.

Munsell A Co., Eugene.
t n g A pparatuSf Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

min

& C

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster & Co., Warren

Steam Pumps.

Worthington, Henry

R

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S Go
Cons. Electric Storage Co
Electric Storage Battery Co
Porter A Buerdorf.

Stoves, Electric.
Consolidated Car-HeatingCo

Street Cars.

Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works

Central Electric Co.
Gushing *& Morse.

Chicago

Ins.

Wire Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips insulated

Wire Co
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a
Simplex Electrical Co
Standard Paint Co.

Telegctoph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co

Greeley & Co., The E. S
Metropolitan Electric Co

Western Electric uo.

Telephones,

Columbia Tele. Mfg. Co.
D'Unger Long Dist. Tel. Co
Harrison Int. Telephone Co
National Telep.
Palmer Bros.

.Mfg. Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Transformers

.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Troeks. Klec>ric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg Co
Turbiue Wheels.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel&Co., Jas.
Smith, 3. Morgan.
Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

&

Smith-

Type- W. iiing machines.
Yost Writing Machine Co

CniTersiiies.

Cor. School of Mechanics.

Correspondence School
Technology.
Scieutiiic Machinist Co.

Tarnishes.

Standard Paint Co.

Water Beaters.

WebsterA Co., Warren.
W^ater Wheels.
Leffel

&

Co., Jas.

Smith, S. Morgan.
fTlre, Bare.
Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Bolgiano iMfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

C

Electric Appliance Co.

Ostrander & Co., W. R.
»pe*-d Indiccktors
Whitney Elec, Instrum^Tt Co

Goubert Mfg. Co.

magnet Wire.

motors.

Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Muncie

Has Lighting,

Okonite Co., The.

Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.

Eddy

Porter

^Vire.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
G.

Wirt, Chas.

Clocks. Mectric.

Eddy

chani-

Electrical Jjastruments.

Electric Co.

&

W.

Ball,
.

New York

A-

S.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas.
Arnold. B.J.

Hill.

x

Colburn Electric Mfg Co.

cal Engineers.

Eastern Electric Cable Co,
HiU,AV. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

x
. .

Electric Co.

Clark Electric Co.

Electrical and

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Chicai^o Ins. Wive Co.
Gushing A Morse.

Wirt, Chas
.

C &C

Brush Electric Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

R

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Blectric ua.Urways.

X

Worthington, Heniy

xv

S.

Whitney Electrical Instrument Co

General Incandescent Arc
Light Co
xiv

Anderson, Albert *fe J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.

Siemens <k. Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric Appliance Co.

Wm.

M.

Cnt-Onts and ^Switches.

Rushmore,

Central Electric Co.

National Conduit

J.

Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub;ey Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Brush Electric Co.

Brownell & Cu-, The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Books. Elei^trical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

C A C

&

and

Dynamos.

Abendroth A: Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.

Bryan,

Cross-Arms, Fins
Brackets.

Nuttall Co., R. D.

Shultz Belting Co.

Brush
xiv

Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Go.
Okonite Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., .f. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Boilers.

C & G

Wire

Ins.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co
Gregory. Chas. E. Co
Interior Conduit & Ins Co

La Roche

Fire Alarms.

Fuse

Sioux City Brass Works
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Beltiner,

Interior Conduit

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Copp**r Wires.

Chicago

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co,

ButlerHard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

W. S. Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co

A

Conducts

tOpp'T.
Law Battery Co.

Hill.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co., The E.S.

Comstock

Vulcanized Fibre Co

"Co

Co

Central Electric Co.

Self-Winding Clock Co.
viii

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co
xxi

Webster, Warren

Bradbury-stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell & Co.. J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

J.

Siemens it Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Anderson, Albert

W.

Baiterien and Jars.

Cantine:8.
Dutcher Co.,
xiii

Standard Paint Co

Stilwell-Bierce

Rushmore. S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.

Iron

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Delaware Hard Fibre Co.

W.

.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. :\tfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons.A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Little. F. P. Elec. C. A, S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

sulated

S.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

&C

Western

Wegtinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

facturlng.Co

Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Huebel

Rushmore,

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.

Arc l^amps.

S.

Fibre

Osburn, Harry G.
Roberts & Co.. E. P.

Amencan

Car-Heater*, Electric.

Works

Western Telephone
vii

&

J.

Royal Electric Co

Smith,

A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander &Co., W. R.

Ball.

Elec. Corpora-

tion
S.

xvii

Western Electric Co

For

Freeman,

xix

P

ment Co

xxii

Erie City Iron

xi

.

Sioux City Brass Works ....

Dow Adj usler Co
Dutcher Co.,

i

.

Phoenix Glass Co

Shultz Belting
Directory, Principal

xii

.

.

Partridge Carbon Co

Racine Hardware Co

facturing Co
xi
Dayton Globe Iron Works

.

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co.

Roberts

& Manu-

.

xi

Cor. School of Mechanics.

Cutter Electrical

iv

OkonJteCo., The

Consolidated Engr.Co., The. xvii

Correspondence School of
Technology
xi
Gushing* Morse
vi, xii

1

Nuttall Co., R.

Osburn, Harry

Consolidated Car-Heatiug

x

....

Insulated Wire

Co

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.. xii
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.
i

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co
Columbia Telep. Mfg. Co.. vii'
Comstock Co., The Louis K.xvii

xxii

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

NatiOEal TeL Mfg. Co

viii

xv

Elec. Mfg.

C Electric Co
Lameron 3c GUlett
Jfc

.

i

ButlerHard Rubber Co.... xv

C

xx

.

Moore, Alfred P

Muncie

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Geul Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Rushmore,

Co.,

W

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

BrillCo., J.

X

i

Bernstein Electric
If iK

i

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

Interior Conduit

Bernard,

iv

Hornberger Elec.Mfg. Co.. xiv

I 'i.is

Co

Electrical

Porter A Buerdorf.
Adjaaie s. Lamp.
Dow Adjuster Co.
AnauDciators.

C

xvii

&

xi

Hemingray Glass Co

Armstrong, Chas. G

Babcock

Co.
Cons. Electric St- rage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
S.

Huebel

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co....
Helios Electric

Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

LIST.

Bradbury-stone Elec.

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

Hart

CUSSIFIED
Acrnmnlators.

]^ectric Co,

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated

Wire Co.

Roebling's Sons Co.,

J.

A.

of
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SIMPLEX BRAIDED CAOUTCHOUC WIRE.
The

Rubber Insulation. Best results under most severe conditions.
for Breiveries, JPacMug Mouses, Dye Houses,
places where high insulation is necessary. There is economy in using

highest grade of

Particularly

adapted

JUifies, and all
it is the cheapest in the long run.
a high grade of insulation
Prices in accordance with quality and the times.
i,t.

—

SIMPLEX
The

most

it,

and

try

WEATHERPROOF

T. Z. R.

oldest and

Buy

reliable of black line wires.

This

is

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL
wester^.. sem..|^^^e^t,

WIRE.

also an economical question.

CO.,

,,37 ^^^ ,,gg ,y,onadnock BlocR. CHICAGO.

THE HELIOS LAMP FOR STREET LIGHTING.
BARNES BROTHERS,

Sicwm

Sneiixca
I

una Hoilcrs,

Pani*. BlBlk Owltn. Iren PntBD*. Boaw CuiIdel
Jtodi uf Ftrrn 'tachimry. 8lun Flltingnod

iGnnliL

Cmmrrr Oninu

BpccUllf.

Maqiiokfta, lowit.

HEAT-PROOF INSULATION.
The Standard

Insulating^

Material

for

Controiler

Magnet

Parts,

Spools,

Bushings,

Washers, Insulating Sheets for Lining Cut-out Boxes, Etc., Etc.

l[OULD£D MICA

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.
Some

of the largest orders ever placed for line materials have been for

W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,

H.

2i0 and 242 Randolj'h
NEW ¥OBK.

Moulded Mica.

PHILADELPHIA.

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

]!OSTONf-C/

PROTECT YOUR MOIORS
im rnTrpuT SELF-LOCKING
HILL

PATENT

starting switch.

No possible

chaiire for an ac-cident, as the Siritoli cannot
be closed nntil the resistance js all in.

CHEAP.

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

MADE ONLY BY THE

"W. S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

HELIOS ELECTRIC CO., l3fO

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
NEW YORK, EL^ON &

BREAVSTER. 143
CHICAGO, CE\TKAL ELECTRIC CO.

Eaetero Agents:

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.

Filbert St., Philadelphia.

CO., Pittsfield, Mass.

THE MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Denver. Colo., Agents for Colorado,
New Mexico and Arizona.
Western Agents; THE CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicaeo, 111.

LIST.

Liberty Street.

Utah, Wyominc,

Southwestern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTHICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Canadian Agency: CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., Toronto, Canada.
F. A.

ESTEP,
President nnd Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL company,

Allegheny, Pa.

McGINLEY,

J.

B.

F.

S..MAKTIN,

Viap-President.

SuperinteDdent of Work?.

MANUFSCTUKEKS OF

GEARS. PLNIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLtYS,

Railway

Eleciric

TROLLEY WHEEIS
AND HARPS.

Supplies.
IH»

^

ft /i

IkijiHtJtlihli li /I lilklihMKS

y^UkillAALUULUlM nlTO

S!fJtZ)C^KX^f>f*je^lXirfirj

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY

THIS

TRY IT ONCE. AND YOU
WILL VtANl NO OTHER.

The largest and most prosperous street railAvaj- companies in (he
conntry are u^ing our supplies, and they prefer them »o all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence soliciied.
CHAS.
CHAS.

J.

MATER

600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States.

N. WOOD. 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States.
R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago. 111., Northwestern
PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louie, Mo Soathwestern
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States.

STANDARD

A. S.

,

States.

States

.;$3Ih

—
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One

the Beauties
of Okonite
— well to the truth we are unable
of

Is

tell

to discriminate. Okonite

many rare
homogeneous

so

possessed of

is

and

qualities

merit that

it

of such

is

would be

a

point to this or that dis-

difficult task to

tinguishing feature

and say, "herein

is

the chief virtue."

We
a

man

doubt

if

there

is,

the world,

in

having any very intimate interest

in Electrical

with,

if

Wire

in

Work who

not familiar

he has not actually used, Okonite

many applicabut one way to account

some one
There

tions.

is

is

of

its

for such a precedence, for such universal

appreciation

It

never disappoints.

Here
That

will

meet the

or Bell-fitter

ous

who

difficulties

in

is

a Bell

instant approval of every Contractor

has had to contend with the
the

way

assuring

of

numer-

customers

his

uninterrupted service.

Nothing

is

more annoying than

to

distance just to chase a bug out of
or to blow

away

a speck of dust.

be called a long

the

contact-points,

Various insect proof

frames and boxes have been designed, but
really vital point
is the Contact Protec
ted Dust»Proof Bell.

This

left

unprotected.

the contact points are sealed.

obstruction can
various sizes.

was

Also a

full

line

of

No

prevent ringing.

House Goods

in

each

In this bell

bug, no dust or

We

the

have

other

this bell

in

Annunciators,

Specialties,

Batteries, Insulated Wires, Push Buttons and Construction Tools.

Ofdets end correspondence given prompt

t

attention.

Central Electric CompdnxJ,

BRANCHES:
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City: Gate City Electric Co.

St. Louis:

'73='75

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN /IGENTS
Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios Arc Lamps,
Washino-ton Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats.

V%%%%%'

t

—
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I

Wins

Kerite

Again!

I

,

TELEGRAM

.

-jjn^

^p

^.^.^-rtvf^J^ylpAMSUITS and DELIVERS meaBaget
I ' ZlEF-KT B. chandler.

subject to the conditions printedon the bacli of this Blank.

JOH^

0.

STEVENS.
SccrcLary.

Prcsidenr jnd General MaoaB'^f

lOPaid.

33BM. Fd MJL.

1

•

Heccived at Main

46 DID
'^

Jackson Sts., Chicago.

Aug. 2-94.

New-York,

Gushing &

Office, Cor. Clark &.

(WHERE ANY REPLY SHOULD BE SEMT.)

Morse-t

Chicago, 111.

225 Dearborn St,

Have hi ghe3st award on insulated electric light wire.
V\rorlds

Fair.
W. R.

Brixey.

-

Prof. Henry S. Carhart of Ann Arbor University, Prof. D. C. Jackson of Wisconsin University, appointed by the
World's Fair Commission to test and investigate the various insulations, have, after nine months or more of the most exhaustive research, pronounced Kerite superior tO all Others. This is what they say in their report:

W.

R.

BRIXEY,
New York,

First.

Group
N. Y.

SIGHEST excellence

Class 769 Kerite Insulated
FOR Electric Light Service.

126;

Wire

in insulating qualities.

Durability of insulation under conditions found in commercial service.

Second.

Uniform high excellence in mechanical qualities of insulation.
report is based upon the results of exhaustive tests approximating
the various conditions to be met with in practice by insulated wires in electric light
Third.

NOTE. — This

service.

HENRY
These

facts,

p. C.
S.

CARHART,

JACKSON,

Individual Judge.

President Department Committee.

together with the favorable testimonials of thousands

who

are using

Kerite

to-day, fully substantiate

our claims that

KERITE INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRES AND CABLES
Will out-test and out-class any other on the market

CUSHINC
R.

BRIXEY,

203 Broadway,

MORSE,

General Western Agents,

Manufacturer

W.

9t

NEW YORK.

235

DEAEBORN STREET,

California Electrical Wori(s,

35 Market

\

'

Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,

i

J
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Fort Wayne Electric Corporation
»
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical flachinery
Under the

PATENTS OF JAMES

J.

WOOD

•••

Complete Apparatus
for

LOW

Arc, Direct Current

PERIOD

Incandescent

and

DIRECT

Aiternatins:

Incandescent Lightins:

CONNECTED

also for

Power Transmission

ALTERNATORS.

either by

Direct or Alternatins:

Currents.

The NeuJ Wood Arc Dynarno, No.

AF(C feA/VlPS

10;

Capacity 125, 2000

(.

p.

Lamps.

for Constant Potential, Alternating or Railwa\J Circuits.

The new "WOOD" Transformers have the highest Efficiency and Best Regulation
They are easy to install, light weight and very handsome in appearance.

of any

yet

produced.

Parties requiring Transformers would do well to get our estimates before purchasing.

BR.ANQH OKFIQELS:
NEW YORK

CITY,

1

1

5

Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.

COLUMBUS,

O., 57

East State Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Elec.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson

St.

So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York Life Bldg.
CINCINNATI, O., 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Corner Main and Field Sts.

RICHMOND,

VA., Chamber of Commerce.

WESTERN

The

& C

C

ELECTRICIAN.
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Company

Electric

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

II,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS.
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

Works:

NEW

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

lOSO anil 1031 Mdnadnock Bnlldinp. BOSTON. 6» Oliver
nR;tlv<^u nK<B.'ir'Vii.5''HIOAGO.
iiKiS.a<^H
"****'*''•} CI. l!,VEl.AKl».
Cnjahoga Biiildlne. rHIIiADel^HIA, 833 Arch St.

R. of N. J.

St.

BUILDING «« INSULATING PAPER
Manufactured under U. S.
The validity

PATENT

No. 378,520.

of this Patent has been judicially established in the case of

The Standard

Paint Go. vs Henry

J.

Bird and

James

L.

Reynolds,

Where, after an exhaustive litigation extending over four and a quarter years, and after consideration of a printed record of upwards of one thousand pages, the Circuit
United States for the District of New Jersey, on July 5tb, 1894, made and entered a decree adjudging that the Patent was valid and had been infrirged by the defendants
an injunction against the defendants and an accounting.
The opinion of the Court written by Hon. George M. Dallas, Circuit Judge, holds that the Patent covers any Paper coated with a solid residuum obtained from the
of the Patent.
Petroleum and that the manufacture and sale of any substantially similar paper is an
The coating mentioced, and which, as established by the evidence in the case and by decree of the Court, was first used by this Company and protected by the
referred to, makes an Odorless, Water, Acid and Alkali I*roof,zn<\ thoroughly Insulating t'aper^ as is well-known.
The Court holds that Papers possessing these essential characteristics, which were new up to the time of their introduction under the name of JP.
B,, made
violation and infringement of our rights.
We beg to caution the public against the purchase of such infringing papers, as we shall enforce our rights in every instance.
Our prices remain the same as heretofore, and the best paper, the JP.
J5., can be bad from us, on short notice, and in any quantities.

INFRINGEMENT

£

Court of the

and directing
distillation of

U.

S.

Patent

by others, a

S

The Standard Paint
Sole Manufacturers East of

tfie

Co.,

New York,

The

Paraffine Paint Co..

Rocky Mountains.

Sole Manufacturers West of

llic

San Francisco.

Rocl<y Mountains.

Wtiy Pay Rent?
WHY NOT OWN YOUR TELEPHONE?

THE COLUMBIA.
Patents Fundamental Non-Infringing.

Long Distance Battery Transmitters
newest designs sold outright.
No adjustment.

of the latest

and

Nothing to get out of order.
Nothing demanding repair.
Will

Convey articulate speech 1,000 miles.

Constructed of the best material.

This

THE LATEST AND BEST.
A Telephone Receiver
Unique in design.

of the

newest and best pattern.

Perfect in action.

Moderate in cost.
Small instruments made of the finest rubber.
All wires and connections within the case.

No unsightly thumb-screws.

Company owns

transmitters.

the patent for the improved switch for changing the circuit of the telephone on batteryAlso, for perfected system of telephone exchanges. The best dry battery manufactured.

THE COLUMBIA TELEPHONE MANUFACTURINB
Send

for Circular.

136, 138

and 140 Front

Street,

NEW YORE CITY.

CO.,

August
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SOMETHING NEW.
Makes a

WIRES AND CABLES

Perfect Joint

without
injuring the wire or
insulation.

THE

ALLEN
SOLDERING

WIRES AND CABLES

STICK.
Try

it,

and you

will

WIRES AND CABLES

USE NOTHING ELSE
Sample

Stick,

25 cents.

WIRES AND CABLES

Electric Appliance Compiiny,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Paranite Wires and Cables,

"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

AND REPRESENTING
H

&crfmitr:

\

\

NEW YORK

& OHIO COMPANY,

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMP;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warren,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRANSFORMER.

Ohio,

WIRES AND CABLES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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INDICATORS.

have purchased the Wirt Laboratory from the assignee of the Ansonia Electric
Co., together with a large stock of Wirt Indicators; these instruments are all new and
They include indicat rs for direct and alternating current
in first-class condition.
ranging from 10 to 1,000 amperes and from 2^ to 3.000 volts. While ihis stock las^s I
Apply to the undersigned or to your regular dealer
will make extremely low prices.
I

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Toltiuf'ters for lianip

The

measurement on Alternaling: OiirreiBts are now

Meter

and

ready for

market.

the"

Seud for our 1»04 Catal*'glie which contains
the above aod other new instrumeate
of our niEDUfacture.

CHABLBS WIRT,

OU WILL OBLIGK

Y

Whitney Electrical

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the IVestera Klectrician

when writing

InstrDment Co.,
PENACOOK, X. M.
AGENTS

:

Little

Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Kock, Ark.: The Brown Elec. & Mach'ry Co.

The

Wirt Dynamo BrDSk.

St. Louis,

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
PINE CROSS-ARMS,

^^OCK

The

Suitable for all Incandescent Dynamos. Paling
Dynamos. Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Eailway Generators, Stationary Motors.

WHITE OAK PINS.
onr prices

307 I>earborn

co.,

'^^

Clocks Sold.

THE BEST QSADES OF

mentioning the

CIAN when

Publisher

For under ground, under water, and

by

M

Generators

8(!

and SS Liberty

l22Pearl S

THE

44

York,

e:

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

New

IIS]*

NATIONAL.

We make

I..

:bc<5X-so I»o-\;i7"ox*,
2QO,-^a5 ITOT^
-crsi

Cleveland. 24 South Water St.,
Chicago. 185 to 89 Van Buren St..
St. Louis. Eighth and St. Charles St.

St.,

YORK-

3RAN:'l!|!iH Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the best quality ask youi' dealer
for this brand.
Imported by

Write for Catalogue. t.KLIPSTEIN COWPHNT.
i

St.,

NEW

ForElectrical Purposes

Motors,

'woiR/TniasroToiN'
Yorlc,

-

(ELECTRIC

f='e;oi=?i.a., ii_i

Agents Wanted.

-

Manaeer.

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAND)

TRANSFORMERS,
Dpanos,

other conditions.

WESTERN ELECTRI- Address 420-426 East 25th Street,
HKNBX A. BKED, Secretary and
to advertisers.

tVlANUFACTURERS OF

Direct Cnrreit

all

writing

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

New

CO.

YOU.WILL OBLIGE

$«'.

Boston, 7U Kllby

Clocks Rented.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

St., Cltlcago.

Both Advertiser and

finaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Faie,

M

U. Tel.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

Detroit, Mich.

SAL-AMMONIAC.
xzaia-xs ebGMcasn
oo.
KInzlf

AlterDatiig

Purposes.

s6 Broad-OT-ay,

'iPO^a'

:

161

all

CO., 408-414 Kew Jersey
Kaitroad Ave.. Newark, N, J>

iimmmUEVy
clock
YORK.

_^

:

to get

For

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New Entrland): W. B. Southgate &
Co., lie Franklin St.
Chicago, III Electric Appliance Co.
Oincinnati, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
Sao Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Oot Torontf) Electrical Works.

It will pay you
BROWNLEE & CO.,

III.

BAKER &

The Only Clocks Used in the W.
Co. Time Service.

:

General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.

NORWAY

Avenue, Chleaao,

.^v^^'"^'^.

KELLOGG.

F.

Stil

PLATINUM

to advertisers.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

HEJIRT

56

tests.

Buy two

If satisfactory

the

way

99

sets of our instruis

open

for

more

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Onr

heail

t

^lepllanes are largely u-ed by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W) Atlantic Avenue,
THIS IS A

CO.,

Boston. Mass.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.

DOUBLE POLE

SNAP SWITCH,
MADE BY THE

10
10

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

The Only Snap Switch that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

BRYANT
BLEGTRIG

For Sale by All Supply Houses.

GOMPAIffY,
THOS.

G.

EDWARD

GRIER.
R. GRIER,

|

1532

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

)

Western Representatives.

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Specialties.

and Prompt Shipments.

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

Factory: Bridg'eport, Conn.
Sockets, Sivitches,

The Hart

Good Goods

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

'

August

II,

ECQESX F.

WESTERN

1894
W, A, Hatha WAT, Treaa.

Phu-ixps, Prest.

W. H. Sawtzb,

electrician:.

XI

Seo'y.

W.

points or teats on the lower rim of the petticoat attracts
the water on the outer surface of the insulator into drops. The
water drops from these points on to the cross-arm, thereby preventing the moisture from creeping ap on the inner petticoat,
and thence to the pin. Owing to the great success of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the efficiency of the Insulator has proven to be more thijQ twice that of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device to all Insulators for
Telegraph, Telephone and Street Railway Work.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

^ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY

U. Double Petticoat Teat Insulator.

The

WIRE,

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIKE,

Eiltandard tScren" GlaNs Insulators^
Floor Insulator^i. t.las8 Break Hiiobs. Battery

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

Colored Gla^s lnNula-oi'8 to designate different
furrenis

Jam, Arc

WORK ON

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

HXW

FARADAY CABLES.
TORE OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,

MONTEEiL

BRiNCH, Eugene

Send

WIRES.

l.islit,

SPECIAL DESIGNS A FEATURE.

^lodt'l

or Drawing and

we

will furnish estimates.

HEMINGRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

10 Cortlandt Street.

CO.,

1848.

F. PhilUpa' Electrical

Works

THE

Office

®

"CLARK" WIRE.

In

Factories. Muncie. Ind

Covington. Ky.

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under

" A Thoroughly Reli-

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

The Rubber used in

in

every respect.'

insulating our Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate, oxi-

pecially chemically prepared,

and

dize or crack,

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nse, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Ciark'e

will

remain

flexible

in extreme cold

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever need, Aerial. Under
pround or Sabmarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first class Insulated Wire.
We ehall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms an-i
Discounts for Quantities.

sizes of Stranded

InPulatlon.

The Clark Wire haa been before the public and in nae for
the paat nine years, and has met with universal favor.
Thoaeands of milee of thiB wire have been sold, and
are in nee throughout the United Statea and Foreign Conntrie?, and the demand for It is constantly increasing, because
it always gives perfect eatiBfactlon.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61 and

Weslern Agents,

ixloben for all !!4y8teins.

63 Hampshire

St.,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

»

Henbt

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

CO.,

Hbkbekt

a. Clabk,

Treae. and Gen'l Mgr.

Chicago,

Prest.

H. Eustib,

and Electrician

(§end for Catalogue.

III.

THE
^y^^P^oP^f^arro^sm
L?^^.V»f

Consolatel

TELEPHONES'
,^OCU!

CMfANUS.CONN,

fJRCA'"

Company,

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELBCTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
Palmer Bros.

Electric SloraEC

HATDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING.

NEW

YOKK.

Manafacturere of

DKEXEL BUILDING, PBILADELPHIA.

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

CELLS,

in

Everything in the Battery Line.

Correspondence School of Technology,
CLEVEIjAXO- OHIO.

iDfttrnction

Send

Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
Oscar Antz, 51 E.; Jas Ritchie, B. S.: Franlt
N. Kichardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Con-

by Correspondence,

EnsineeriDff.— E P. Robert^, M. E.; Q. T. Haochett, S.
C Osboru, C. E.; F. Yensen; L. S. Slebel; H. J. Cook;
stant, C. E.

2140 DeKalb

B
J.

M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN.

-

-

-

St.

Louis, Mo.

President and Manager.

;

for Circular.

HIGH CLASS
ELECTRICAL WORK,
Experimental, Repairing and Novelty
Manufacturing.

TELEPHONE WORK

CS SPECIALTIES.
G-S
Single

Double Pusli Switcli.

Flusli

Pole— Double Pole— Commutation;

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

A SPECIALTY.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
AND PRICE LIST.
BARGAIN PRICES ON

C-S Flush Key Switch.
single

Pole— Double Pole— 3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
single Pole.

ANNUNCIATORS.
ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY

Washington
E. o.

Mccormick,

Pass. Traffic

Mgr.

d. b. martin.
Gen'l Pass, & Tkket Agt.

207

S.

Please mention

Canal

PEERLESS.

Electric Co.,
St.,

O-S

CHICAGO.

Western Elfctrictan.

CINCINNATI.

THE

CUHER
ffS So.

F iTuh Double Pudi Switch— Donbl© Pole.

ELECTRICAL

&

MFG. CO.,

11th Street, Philadelphia, Pa., V. S. A,

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
-:\IANUFACTURERS OF-

"0. K."

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.

AfOUS*
Chicago j&eente,
£lectric Appliance Company.

Superior Quality.

New

Handsome
and 41 Cortlandt St.

Perfect Insulation.

York Office. 39

Finish,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

II,

i8g4

StUwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

BATTERIES

Removes all

Impurities.

Entirely prevents

DRY.
The D'Unger Telephone.
BBWAR£ OF IXFRIATi^lNC

WET.

The D'Unger Long Distance Telephone (the
"Far-Away Talker") can now be had for use in
Telephone Exchanges on a small annual royalty,
and on no oilier terms.
The "D'Uoger" is the only eelf-cleaniog telephooe in the world. It sends epeech one (1) mile
or five thousand (5,0OD) miles ia a perfectly clear
manner; can be operated at half the ordinary expense; Is always io order, and has for its Receiver
a Patent Compound Magneto, making but nne
magnetic tield. It has likewi^'e Paul D'Unger's Patent Diaphragm Beguiator which prevents
the words from running together. Address

Electrical Supply Department.

Fixture Department.

Danger Long-Distance Telephone

Co.,

Palmer

Elonse.
CHICAGO, ILL.
No D'Unger Telephones can be had for eichanges, except through me.
K. D'UNQEE.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,
Street,

By our correspondence melhod

120 Second-hfind Machines, all

sizes.

Wrile us for wh^t you want.

CHAS.

E.

Diplomas awarded. Catalo^e

Sctlo.

DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

GREGORY

Cheap
|Trans=
portation... .n.iiiiiiiiiniih.^

I
One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
g
8 the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than

8
^
^
i
g

free.

Both Advertiser and Publishei
by mentioning the WESTERN

Yon WJU Oblige

ELECTRICIAN when

writing

%%9 Dearborn Street,

SITUATION

Generators and Electrical Supplies.

lation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

[ANUFACTORY.

Room HOH,

pOflCELAiN-^

Oral, Electric,

winding.

electric railway-

Address **^. JTt."
Western Electrician,

Care

G Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Notice to

and.

Which always Indicates whether
the gas ia on or off. Safe, re-

Mechanical

liable; will not fail to light;
•h-ve interchangeable -stems; are

adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5
styles but all on the .=ame gen-

in Stoek.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
304 Fulton

St.,

New Xopli.

eral principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argand. Our
Victor with Bide lever, Is a

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N". Y.
i^°°Send for New CATALOoaE. Out Aaguet

little

Sole Manufacturers,
1

ABRAM WOOD.
C.

W, W. MITCHELL,
ROBT. R. HAGERTY i
W. BROWN, Engineer.

The strongest

castings made. The wrought iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

J.

A &

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
Illl.WArKEE, WIS.

Pearl St

,

Boston, Mass.

NOT IN THIS ADVEHTISBMENT, BUT WITH

OUR specials:
Clark Wire,

Western Lamps,

Storage

Batteries

FOB ALL PURPOSES,

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

Wagner

Converters,
lona Switches,

LOWELL,

.^

Puritan Sockets.
Infinity Dry Batteries,
And a General Line of Supplies

AT BOTTOM
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
911-913 Olive Street, ST. I.01TIS,

:

Maw.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
UJohR

St

,

BROOKLYN.

N. Y.

CO.,

MO.

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

e
it

«
Is

MOTORS.

AND

Direct

Committee.

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

02

Send for Circulars-

Electric Light
Contractors.
Scaled Proposals will be received by the
Electric Light Committee of the City of
Jacksonville, III., at the City Clerk's office,
until 12 o'clock noon, of Thursday, August
30, 1S94, for the installaiion of a complete
Electric Light Plant for street lighting, according to plans and specifications on file at
the City Clerk's office.
The Committee reserves the right to reject any or all bids.

wonder.

lat.

ON TOP

MONTH

Can fu"y 'quip an

Pneumatic

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full Iilne Always

engaged in electrical trade to take
on commission of rubber tapes
insulating purposes.
Address

field

made that
are successfully operated by the key,

SPEtKING TUBES and WHISTLES.

A man

and

Newly Improved.

liishtere

the agency

turfe

GAS LIGHTERS.
Are the only Electric

WANTED.

Secures a practical electrician who can act
as superintendent of small eltctric railway.
Can do all general repairing, including arma-

Chicago.

t$t.,

The "New Era"
ELECTRIC

*/'^stfS-'r^^^''

Address ^'Sreac?!/,"
Care Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building. Chirayo.

$80.00 PER

qainey

Xo. 31

i

WANTED

3IA«rUFACTlJKEK,

AT HOME

PALES AGENTS FOB

to advertisers.

Current,
Iron

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell
to

Dynamos

directly connected

any tjpe of high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

&

is

Designed for

Cutting Armature

Discs,
Panches, Sliears, Drop "

Hammers, Dies, Etc.,

Conduit

For Electrical Work.

insulation Co.
^^ Broad

This Press

St.,

N. Y.

The Stiles

4 Parker

Jj

i
S
S
J
^

PORTER I BUERDORF,

^''lileaso.

Care "Western "Eleotbioian,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

ILL.

storage batteries for traction work sold with
puarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

In electrician's office or as draftsman, by a
college graduate with seven years* experierce
as draftsman and chief draftsman with railroad and electrical msnufacturing concerns.

for

CHICAGO,

DETROIT SVSTEIVI STREET R'Y MOTORS.

Five H. P. 220 Volt Motor. Parchaser can ste it run,
Guaracteed
to be in first class condition. "Write

CCSHIXO & MOKSE.

AMES & FROST COMPANY

FKEE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
»*<ient*fic Machinist Co.. 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

For Sale at a Bargain.
for particulars,

other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

instruction, with

Thorough

CO.,

47-49 So. Jefferson St., Chicago, Dl.

Steam

i

STUDY ELECTRICITY

CHICAGO, ILL,
,

I^or

in

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,
PAYTOM, OHIO.

BATTERIES

169 Adams

scale

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Press Co.

August

1

1,
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1894

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register

Gate— Close

Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
^^ ELECTRIC COMPANIES iB called to this CEIvKBRATEO WATRIt
m-mI-^^i°"®°'^'*^°
» Hbt^Ld as pnrticularly adapted lo their use, on account
oE its remarkably Sfeaily motion,
high speed ai.dsr«-at efhcieiiey aiul larpeeapaciiy foritstliameier. being double

power

the
ol most wheels of the same dinmeter. It is used by a
panies with <rrefat satiefactinn. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of useful effect gruai'anteed.

SEXM>

number
is

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

FOR CATALOGUE AJSD ^AilTXCVLARS.

The accompanying engraving represents

a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 3i3 H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnieh Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situaiion admits of their use we recommend them.

The

,^^^^s

mi

K<^^ -ci

moHs

ieg

.v<V

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

WITH OUR

<
<?•

Slilwell-Bierce

v"*-

DOUBIjB! CYJCilNDEE CEJGL,

<

VAKIOUS OTHEE CELLS,
SAL AMMONIAC,
BLUE STONE

CAEBON PLATES,
PLUNGE BATTERIES,

.iV>-

ZINCS,

o

THAT WE BEGAN AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE LADDER,

p,>N

.

•'

ET CETERA.

BATTERY COMp^^
H5 JOH.V

STKEKT.

NEW YOB K

»

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

The New Yost

Graphite Bods of Tsrions liensrths, flrom 1-5 Obm to 100 ohms Beslstanoe
to the Intsh. «^raphite Boxes and Crucibles, Beslstlne Boats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inq,iLlTies tt^ladly AnsTveted.

1894 Model.

FOB

lOS.

USES;

EliBCTBICAIi

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

J.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
iiives more poiver as to diameter -with a
higher pereeDtase of useful effect than any other
wut^r-wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powerSj will find it to
their interestto confer with me, as I
willing to guar-

Constructed on principlea radically its own. Insuring results always soughc for but absolutely
unattainable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminenlly the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.
Let us send you catalogue.

am

antee results -where others have failed, no matter ^vhat make of torbine has been in use. STATE

2%e Standard Open Circuit Bat-

RVOmitKnEXTS AND SEND FOB CATA-

teries of the World.
Send for Cibculak and Pricks.

THE

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

711 to 717 fast 137st

St.,

1.0«iUE.

S.

CO.,

MORGAN SMITH.

York,

Pa.

Tbe Yost Writing Macbine

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

N. Y.

169 La

Salle St.,

Co.,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

IVCein.'u.fEict'U.irez'Sy

^^^
.t^^^^k

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Grimsliaw Wliite Core and Raven Core Wires,

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsbaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Yulca Busbings,
MilN OFFICE
13-17 Cortiaodt Street,

HAVE
YOU
READ

all

KEANCHES:

:

New

Vulca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Construction.

sizes,

York.

\im\m,

SANFKANCISCO:

CHICAGO:
78-82 Franklin Street.

134 Congress Street.

Researcles aid Writings of Nikola Tesla,
By THOM&S

500 Pages.

CnMMEBFOKD
330

PRICE, $100,

UTAKTIN.

Illustrations

and New

Portrait.

102

Sapramento Street.

TESLA'S

NEW

Postage Prepaid.

SEE PAGE XrV FOR TABLE OF CONTENTS.

OBDfiR AT ONCE.

BOOK?

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

II,

1S94

THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIVING

Electric Light
,

i

^

and Powsr Stations

of its high efficiency at all etages of gate, Bteadineas of motion and easy working gate, the conBtmclion of which mates It the most senBltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

On account

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Illustrating various styles of setting on hoth veitical and
horizontal shaft.

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

WANTED.
We

Artistic Slate
Switch Boards,

pay 25 cents each

will

FOB

Number

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
6

Fuse Boxes and Bases,

All

Tamp

Bases.

Purposes Requiring

We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish In
Doll Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Marbleized.
Italian. Tennessee, and

TermODt Slarble.
Mexican unyx and

€rrained Woods.

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

AND LINKS

^

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

*^»'"'^*

Carrying
capacity
Absolutely
Untform.

&

Lakeside Bailding. Chlcaf o-

This company

la

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto
which

it sells

ment of

Telephone

outright under a guarantee both as to efiiciency and as against infringe-

patents.

well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory j,>nts,
everything from the telephone to the wire and poles)etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
It talks as

Send for circulars and price

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

FUSE WIRE^

TELEPHONES!!

Slate, plain or finished.

Tery low prices quoted on

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office 01
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C- B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

25.

Kheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boses and CoverSf

for

A

clean copies of the Western Electrician of June 18, 1892, Volume X,

STvitch Bai«es.

And

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
for

CO. J

DAYTON. OHIO.

SUCCESSORS TO
ST01TT, inllil/t^ A TEaiPIiE.

lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Co.,

CHICAGO.

539. 540 and 541

Monndnock

CO.,

The independent Electric
39th

BIk.. Chicago. Ill

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

:£3

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago, Ul.

Coatecook, P. Q-

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

Electric

CO..

Car - Heating. ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
DIFFERENT INTENSITIES
Two
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

Volnmes, 424 pages, Profusely Illnstrated.

OF HEAT.
Price,
In Practical Operation in More

Than 95

I.eadlne Cities in
U. B. and Canada.

We

Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6

Announce Another Cut

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

in

CO.,

Prices on Our

ALTERNATING and CONTINUOUS CURRENT

Arc Lamps
Send for our

New

Discounts and also for Reduced Price List on

The Celebrated Niirnberg Carbons.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

No. 607.

B.C. Lamp.

169 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

No. a4Si5.
A. C. liamp,

572 to 578
S.

BERGMANN,

President.

First Avenue,

NEW YORK.

j^UgUSt

I I,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

Electric Ijghting and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

Patents sustained

I

y

BRUSH

repeated decleionB
of

U

S. Courts.

ELECTRIC

&^DClea

In all large cities.

TheEuBsell i Ofl&cer Electrical Construction Co., Denver, Col.
Bagnall and Hilles, Tokohoma, Japan.

Office

and M'orkN, Cor. Belden and
STEPHEN

MUNGIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY,
Manufacturers of the

Mnncie

Steel

E.

ELKINS,

Preat.

PATKICKEQAN,

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

either sell our telephones ontri^ht or lease them for a term
of years.

BEING

Thia company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435.295, pranled to William Hutson Fnrd
August 26. 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in ihe
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Company at their offices,

WRITE
AT ONCE.

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Muncie, ind.

Offices,

The MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR
>jwill decompose water

CO

Xdo^^ectrd

plating
|LlGHT^<ilCANDESCENT

of

Commerce

Bid. Chicago.

^3:od.-v;Lced..

•m.TJ&TJEi:^

7£]STP£IX>

O
O
X

^pUNMACHINER^ LAMPS

Chamber

Both advertiser and publisher by mentioning the Western Electrician when
writing to advertisers.

^vCost ^)-a.ra,Tole ^a.tter3r Cells

EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS

Gen'l Mgr.

We

NOW

YOU WILL OBLIGE
JUST WHAT

HANFORD,

Harrison Mernatioual Teleplioie.

AGENTS:
Osburn Bros-, 304 Dearborn St., Chicflgo, 111.
H. Major 5: Co.. Philadelphia
Columbian Ensineeriog Co., Louisville Ky.
Furoiture City Electric Co., Grand Hapids. Mich.

Agents Wanlei.

J.

The Harrison International Telephone Co.

ALLOTTED.

FOB CATAJLOWUB.

H.

THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

I to SO Hor!>se Power 3IotorH.
ISIo TOO liieht8'' €ai»acity UjiiuiiioH.

&

Sec'y.

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND

DYNAMOS.

F.

CI^EVKJLANU, OHIO.

illason Ste.,

Magnet

MOTORS and

i^ENU

CO.,

bj
td

s
an

^

.-2

e3

g

o
<
3

'i
i-T"

ft

a;

ELBRIDGE EL'gCT'L MFG.CO. ELBRigGE.NY.

$0

<?

J«
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<
n
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ft

For the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

— sx.oo. —

Manufactured by

The

Butlcr Hard Rubber Co,, 33 Mercer St., M. Y.

GLEASON'S STANDARD FIXTURE CUT-OUTS, ETC., .ETC.
GLEASON'S LIGHTING-BUG CUT-OUT.

(Without Covi;!-)

PRICES

FULL SIZE CUT

(When

Price Each 10

SUBJECT

SEPARATE FROM FUSE WIRE
WHILE ON SAME BINDING POST.

TO
Forcekis Li^btin^-Su^ Cut-Out,

REGULAR

with porcelain cover.

Smallest Covered Solid Porcelain Cut-Out

on the Market.
Enlarged cut showing construction of Gleason's Porcelain LlghtingBuK Cut-Out covered with porcelain.

in Porcelain.

FIXTURE WIRE

OF

Sleason's

cts.,

Closed)

Price Each, Complete, 22i

DISCOUNT.

Best and Smallest Cut-Out Made.

E. P.

GLEASON MFG.

CHicAaoomcE:
91

cts. List.

181 to

DEARBORN ST.

F. L. JOHNBOS,

Manager,

CO.,

189 Mefcef St.,

^OR. HOUSTON ST..

NEW YORK

CITY.

XVI

^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

—

August 11,1894

unnnio taci#fd p.nn
MORRIS, TASKER &C0.,

1821

isss

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Pliiladelpliia,

Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHU.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

r

r^^^^^
MARO

S,

CHAP.VIAN,

MBS.

Wrflilit Iroi

Pis

Fi

ail

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY
THOMAS

Pres.

C.

PERKINS,

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

TH. GONET,

Sec'y and Treas.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Lishtina:

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

by the following well-known and

HOLT GATES,

J,

H. B.
Q. M.
S.

N.

1140 Monadnock Buiidinir, Giiicairo,
COHO & CO 203 Broadway, New York: New York City, Brooklyn and
ANGIER & CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
BLAKE, Blmira. Nnw V^rk: Nnrthnrn and Western New York.
,

We Want Western

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.
vicinity and

New

Jersey.

Business.

LA ROGHE ALTERNATORS.
HANDFACTIJRED

IN SIZES

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
.

""''' »" ""'"'">''-

Direct Goinected

'%7\7'OZi:^S,

6Hmi^V

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynaios,
Xew

Direct

GDmnt

Generators.

MH^^^V']

J

San Francisco,

'Vork,

''°"°'"
EkAoxTille,

Cincinnati,

St. lioais,

Pittsburg,

mobile.

1,000 L.ight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD, RIalto

Buildlnir,

August

II,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

e

e.

Consn!tingf Electrical Engineer,
specialty: Electric HailwayB and

Power

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

,

Expert and
Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

Kookery, Chicago.

N. S. Amstutz,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

Sew

K.

Comstock

Goltz

Co.,

Teeta, Plans, Estimates,

5«A The Cnyahosa, Cleveland,

1437-3S Monadnork BIk., Chicago.

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

Tel , Harrison Til!,
EstabUphed 1889— Innorporated 1692.
HIH llertinah Kl«l£ . < liii-aso

Co.,

Designers and Bailders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Kailways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. Louis.

General Electricians,
Engineers and Contractor?,
Ketimates famished for Consi ruction and Complete Installations.

i

Sinclair,

Agents

Academy

34,

Engines.

E. P.

and

Consulting

Cleveland, O.

Electrical Engineer,

Telephone, Harrison

306.

For the

Estimates and Specifications prepared.

Special Attention Given to the
Supervision of Elect rival Work.

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

— ftl.OO.

JLziai:xionia.c.
Chicago, March

9, 1894.

42,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

marked

amount of;
Ammonium Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Ammonium Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
0.31
Organic Matter
I find the

Chemist

AND ASSATEB,
Room

Co.,

E.,

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc , Etc.

This Certifies
Analytical

&

86, 37, 28,
Brainard Jtloch,

Harry G. Osburn,

of Sa.1

S. "WIEIS,

)

3i>,

K0BERT8, M.

BEdg.. :ililivaukee, AVis.

Certificate of Analysis, Ko. 918.

J".

e

304 l>earboru Street, Chicago.

Alfred C, Einstein, Prest. and Treas,
Thomas V. Hall, Vice- Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt, Electrical Con.

JLi:ia.lysis

(e.

33-16.

E: P. Roberts
and Contractors,

for Ideal

b. s

1627 Monadnock Bldg
Chicago.
Telfphone Main

St. Louis.

Manufacturers' Agents,
Tel. 912.

Supervision and Expert Oplalons.

The Allen-Hussey

&

Bali,

Consulting Engineer,

S'jpenntendeDce, Tests, Purchagiug.

Turner Building,

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Shop Construction.

I

floations,

Electrical Engineers

Electrical Devices Perfected for

William D.

Con suit ations, Eeporta, Estimates, Plans, Specl-

Aaditoriam To^rer^ Chicago.

The Louis

m. Am. soc.m.e.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

tions.

57-l-57fi

H. Bryan,

SI Clark Street.

The Non-Volatile Mutter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumlra.

i;^"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
We

For

&

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC

LICHTIIMC,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
BRANCH OFFICE S IN ALL LARGE

^^

CITIES.

A NEW BOOK

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous iiand-book series, of
which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

HOW READY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

PRIGB $1.00.
CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND'BOOK.
By Herbert I^aws Webb,
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free,$i.oo.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

READY AUGUST

15th

Uniform in size and style with the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
to date.
Practical subjects treated
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

ii,

1894

August

II,

WESTERN

1894

The

ELECTRICIAN.

"CLIMAXMer

THE BROWNELL

&

CO., Dayton, Ohio,
Manufacturers of

GMcago Edison

Ttiree Boilers Sold

Co.

AUTOMATIC,
THROTTLING

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

ENGINES,
BOILERS,

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

STANDPIPES,
Will save you money on coal.
Bnilt in

TANKS and
GENERAL
SHEET IRON
WORK.

nnits from 50 to 1500 H. P.

MANUFACTURED BY

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

J.

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

Having one of the largest boiler manufactories in the country,
equipped with the latest and most approved machinery, we are
prepared to equip Complete Steam Plants ready for operation.

H. McEWEN MFG. CO.,

Garlock Packings

AUTOMATIC ENGINES

for Steam, Water, Gas, Ammonia, Etc.
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS TRADE-MARK.
Economical, Reliable, Durable and Guaranteed.

Both Vertical and Horizontal.
From 12 to 600 Horse Power.

OUR GUARAIVTEE

Correspundcnco

:— The Engine shall not ruu one
revolution slower when fally loaded than when running empty,
and a reduction of boiler preeeure from the greatest to that
neceeaary to do the work, will not reduce the speed of engine
one revolution. „
Any engine failing to meet this guarantee becomes the propthe Rio-t

f,

erty of the purchaser upon
.niomical eaginea on the market. Send for Catalogue.

payment of one

dollar,

it ie

oue of

Main Office and Works> Ridgwayy Pa.
QqIpo AfTPnto -iPKPP*^* * REiilSTKK, Provident Rnildinff. Philadelphia.
Kgbm WJH. t^HAUPl^. 937 Stonadnoc^

Hm

.

Bnlldlne, 4:hlcaKO.

l

111.

NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,
PITTSBURGH.

Send for Catalogue and Prices

solicited.

FACTORIES

OMAHA,

ST. LOUIS.

Palmyra, N. Y.

j

AND MAIN OFFICES:

JRoME, QA.

£3Sa?.^]3XjXS^XII3 X873.
SOIiE

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wuVingtokIdki.

MANrFACTrRERS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Black and Gray.

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material of tlie World.

"^
IMPROVED!

14

OFFICE:

DKY

ST.,

SI.

Y

ROOT YuVe" BOILER.
-UBE

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
For any

electrical

book published

filled

HI&HEST ECONOMY.

promptly on receipt of price.

Absolutely Dry Steam.

ELECTRICIAN PnBLISHINQ COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.
28

350,000

NORTH STAR

HORSE=POWER

0/ our Vacuum Feed Water Heaters and Purifiers conid
not have been installed unless the constant investigations had
Our Catalogue
clearly demonstrated their saving capabilities.
will fully enlighten yon,

and

loill

be sent if desired.

We

also

Vacuum System

build the Webster Separator and U'illiatnes

oj

POISTTS

Is the title of a book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. E., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tonrista who may
be interested in the development of the agricalt
Ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This boot, together with an illustrated pamphle
telling "TTfi^re th€ Trout Hide ^^ will be aent free
upon application to Geo. H. HeafEord, General Passenger Agent. "North Star Eoute," Chicago, lU.

NK,V YDKK.
(

VIP, l.il.prty SIrert.

HICAliO. .flonmlnorU Bulliiine.

Two

Co.,

New

York.

niproved Bacine High iSpeed

iUPERIOH REeOUTION
AMD

ECONOMY

TOP.

.

QectricIighting
'^

Steatn Heating.

Warsun Webster &

•

CO.,

Clfff Street,

Hours' Ride

CAMDBN, N.J

To Milwaukee.

'^'GENERAL

•c^tWRPOSES
All Sizes carried in
stock.
2.000 in
use.

Over

PHILADELPHIA
C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEKS OF EAILWAY AND TEAMWAY OAES OF ALL GLASSES.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.
Arrive Milwaukee

5

o'clock p.

Milwaukee is a summer
It is cool and pleasant.

m.

resort.

Its hotels are the best in the west.
Start Saturday afternoon.

Come

back

3Iarine and
Yaclit Eneines.

Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilers.

EaciDe

Monday morning.

Four

dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.

Chicago Ticket

office,

207 Clark Street.

Ml GENUINE
INGOTS i MANUFACTURES

BEAR OUR

REC.JRAOE MARKS.

nardffare

to.,

-^obksiracine, wis.
Sales

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Insurance Building.

Manager,

CHICAGO.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Sheet
Ingots, Castings,
v/ire.

&c.

TheRhosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTED
.2200WASHIIIIGT0NAVE.,PHILflDELPH|A.,PA.

ORIGINAL. MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHORBRONZE IN THE UNITED STATES AND Sole
Special attention given to the bnlldlng of Electric Motor and Trail Oars.
Pivotal
Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, acd "Eureka" Mailmum Traction

Tmot.

Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Wooster, Vice-Prest.

C. K.

William H. ncKlnlock, Prest.

Gilliland Telephone
186

and 188

August

II,

1894

F. R. Babcock, Secy

CompanvJ

Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

MANUFACTUBEES OP TELEPHONES, SWITCH lOiRDS, SPEAKING TUBE APPABAT
TELEPHONE SPECIALTIES. C0NTKA0TOK8 EOK TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
INSTALLATIONS AND PRIVATE LINE CONSTEUOTION. HOTEL
AND FACTORY SPEAKING TUBE SYSTEMS COMESTIMATES FOENISHED.

PLETE.

J.

J.

Factory,

NATE,

ADRiAN, MICH

Gen'l Manager.

We
Bells,

are

now prepared

to

sell

outright

Magneto Transmitters, Magneto

Telephones,

Telephone Switchboards and Apparatus.

The

Gilliland Telephone

Company

is

incorporated and thoroughly

organized for the

farther purpose of constructiog Telephone Exchange plants, building private lines,

or equip-

ping Hotels, Factories, Resident Apartments or Department Stores with a complete Telephone

speaking tube system.

Our Telephone

Hand Receiver with Cord and

set consists of

Magneto

Bi-Polar Magneto Transmitter,

Call Bell,

neatly and

gether in a style familiar to the public, and our aim has been to

both electrically and mechanically^.

will give satisfaction

features are embodied which experience
efficient

and

reliable.

and our Telephone

in

la principle of construction,

set as

it

stands to-day

is

without doubt the best instrument yet offered to

at once.

Correspondence

to

furnish

tests

verify

this

Telephone Exchange con-

estimates

promptly,

or contract

solicited.

GILLILAND TELEPHONE COMPANY.

Write for Agency,

CJTY,

state-

first-class.

ability for the j^urpose of

struction and electrical work, and are prepared

work

those

Complicated mechanism has given place to simplicity of construction,

employ men of experience and

for electrical

to-'

Telephone service demonstrate to be the most

ment and unhesitatingly pronounce our Telephone absolutely

We

compactly put

supply a Telephone which

Telephone experts who have made carefuland thorough

the public.

Desk and Back-board,

COUNTY AND STATE RIGHTS.

Selling Agents:

Metropolitan Electric
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Co.,

August

II,

WESTERN
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ELECTRICIAN.

HUBLEY
§m'
1M
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
1

nULLhl WHCuLS,

nULLtl HAnrO,
DtAnlNuO Fof Dynamos

Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a

Brass, Bronze,

I

MalleaWe iron or

and Motors.

Steel.

We guarantee 20 per

10,000 mile record—StiW

Light, strong,
oen*:.

more

life

new

design.

running.

Cheapest and best on the market.

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing; Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC IiIGHT SUPPLIES.
Switches, Cnt-Outs, Kpgiilating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

all of our design and patents.
Bare, Weatherprrof and Majnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Anns
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CU.,

Lancaster, Pa.

HAVE YOU INVESTIGATED
The merits

Two-Phase System of
Alternating Current Apparatus ?

It will

pay you

of the Stanley

to do so, as its earning capacity is
anything else on the market.

Light and Power can be snpplied by this

system from

the

much

greater than

same generator and

THE GENERATOR
and

Is superior to all others in efficiency, simplicity, durability

circuit.

inherent regulation.

THE MOTORS
Are self starting, take current in proportion to their: load, substantially as direct current
motors do, and are more simple, durably and convenient to use than direct current motors.

Excel

all

THE STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
and
We

durability.
others in efficiency, regulation, convenience, safety
them for a term of years at a small premium.

STANLEY ELEGTBIG MFG.
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

St.,

0£a:lO-A.CS-0, "^XTsiloasli. -A-ven-uie

CO.,
Chicago,

a-n-d.

r^».
III.

I-a-3se Street.

insure

m

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

r\ INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

II,

Hannfaetnreil by

Qj^UjlMJWUM
'1 »i

MICA

Ailer (mantles

H. SILIiS, 59 I.ake

St.,

YOBE.
Chicago, III.

ID3rrLarcLO Belting:-

3iTeT?!7-

Patent Grooved BeltinR having Groove* runniag
lengthwise of the Beit, serve as channels to permit the escape of air between Belt and Pu'leye,
to each a degree that the air cashlon Ib overcome
and the Belt can be ran very slack, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

SCHULTZ6ELT1RGC0.,

BOIiGIASrO'S

lor Electrical Purposes.

EUCENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATEB ST., NEW
yt.

»o.

iSOOB to SOI7 Pine St., St. Iionia.Ho.

WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.
India and

1894

St. Loois,

Ho.

Ag:ents in all Principal Cities.

MICANITE

Electric

PERFECT INSULATOR.

Current free as It connects with any faucet.
Sample $6.00. A bole-

OU WILL OBLian

Y

Fed

Water Motor.
sale

and retail.

TtteBolElanoMQi.Co.,
41S Water 8t„

Both advertiser and publisher by
meotioQiDE the Western Electrician

BAI.TI1IIOBB. AID.

when writing to advertisers.

Are Necessaiy

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

for

All-around
Station Economy.

BRANCHES:
afe

ji^

164

—ai^

Summer

Street, Boaton
225 Pearl Street, New York.
129 North ad Street, Philadelphia.

For Incanilescent

Lamp

SILK BRAID

Filaments.

Tlie greatest core taken in piodaclng a nniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

The above out Is
perfect balance,

of a 176 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system. All oolle alib.,
handsome appeararce. Write for prices on HfiATV
Ali STATION
Searcb Lamps end Station Dynamos.

CENTS

UCiP^JflCS ; Large Commutatora,
Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

STANDARD

MON-ARC

"WARD"

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST

ALTERNATING
ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

—

Also Arc

Lamps

ARC LAMPS.
You have seen our special offer on 1,000 "Ward"
lamps, direct current. Well,
the sale is fairly under way.
If you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you

for

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

Write tor prices.

THE
Electrical

F. P.

LITTLE

& Supply
BUFFALO, N. r.

Gonstrnction

Company,

Western Agt. with Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
New England Agt, Q. M. Angier & Co., Boston, Mass.
Bussell & Officer, Denver, Oolo., Agents for Oolorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

quickly. State full particulars

w
Ut

and quantity that you wish
figures on.

CODSlncliOII
Establistieu

York.

SUCEE7E
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

Ml

'J

Unity Building,

Telephone Building,

New

k

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

!Q8I.

Chicago.

TO FIT ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge RioVs' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

CopjTlshl, 1*>4. by
Eleetricifta Paoioiiiog

Comp&o;, Chicago.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

XV.

for

ThemselTes

30

DAf S' TBIAIi AND VUIjIjV

Q1JARAniT££I>.

Circnlar and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application.

"

NEW BEACON

(N.

&

C. Patents.)

|

omOAGO

OFFICE,

3J3

Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE,

TheseDON'T
"KTeue F'jlckijl
YOU WANT SOME ?

i_A.rvii=.

C. P.

APPLIANCE C03IPAKY,
242

" INCANDESCENT

6Pump & (S')Company,
25

Beacon Vacuum

installation of 1,400 Incandescent lamps burning on two minutes flash work
a. m. to 11 p. m., from May i to Aug. 1, with only four renewals?

from 10

WATERBURY, CONN. ELECJCmC

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

No. 7

i8, 1894.

Of an

la every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continuoua reeorda
day and night of voltage and Boiler Pressure.

8£NT ON

Sell

Shipments made tromChicaf

MAN-DFAcruEED BT

HETflT

Western

MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.

YORK: & OHIO COIwTFJLUY,

'WTa.rre

CtS.

Electrical

Mannfactnrers,
Irvlngton Street, BOBTOJf,

St.

305 Hale BLdg.

O cents per Copy.

WHAT DO YOU THINK

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recoiding Piessore Gauges Pay

1

MANUFAOTOEEB OF

MASS,

INSUXiATESD XSIiXSGTRIG WIRE,
FLEXIBLE COICDS and CA.BI..ES.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

SOO and aos Nortb Tbird Street,

-

FHII/ADBI/PHIA, FA,

-

Anderson Line Material,
ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston,

Manufactured solely by

BEST OF ALL
Mass.

Correspondence Solicited.

Send for

IS

New

fork.
9f ade by J. H. B17NNEI.Ii d. JO., 76 Cortlandt St.,
Best Constmction and Ingredients. Strongest, moat Durable andBeliable. Size 6x3^, 60 cts. per

PARTRIDGE

T CARBON
DYNAMOS

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

CO

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
I^IOOR PUSHES,

and

Forged Iron.

E. G.

Motors

Adams

Send

BernardCo., HuEBEL

Tx-Q-y^ jy. TT.
NatioRal

FBEDEEICK S. MINOTT,

General Manager.

•

Cblcago, Metropolitan Electric Co.,
GEO.

T.

I

186-188 Fifth Ave.

MANSON,

W. H. HODQINS,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

This company

BROOKLYN,

N. T.

Is

manafactorlng

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both aa to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory plsints,
everything from the telephone to the wire and poles).
etc. and do all kinds of construction work.

Send for

circulars

and price

lists.

CO.,

539, S40 and 541 Hlonadnock Blk., ChicagOt

LIHITED,

111.

New York.

WIRES anpCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ut*.

WESTON

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.
OI(onite

Graliam Street,

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

INSULATED

jtON'^:

286-290

New Catalog^ue.

,

Secretary.

Genu Snpt.

Manger,

A Compound Magneto

Factory and Offlcee:

BRANCHES:
»_.-»-.....
.<
New Tork Office, 487 Broadway, H.L.Burdlck.MgT. RRISTnL
UIIIU «l.j R
San Francisco, 517 and S!9 Market St.

&

for

Ulannfflotnrers,

TELEPHONES!!

Rubber Co.'s

R.

1.

India

Wires ted Cables.

WILLABD L. OANDEE, i BnalneBa
!.„».„,.. Manageri.
Manai?ari
H. DUEANT OHEBTEB, f

SWITCHES.

Patents.

Manufacturers,

N:

.ttU.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Samples.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAIHTED POST, M. Y.

Waterproof Tape.

BBANCHB8: Chlcaeo, Boston, PMladelplila, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
Omaba, Loal.TlUe, St. Lonls, San Francisco, London and So. America,

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

OItT,

CO.,

EEPKESENTATIVES.
IS JULIAN SGHOLL & CO.
-jy^
WBij
^^'"'

,

126 LIbertySt

New TorS CltT,

,

82 Lake St.. Cblcago, Hi.
HOf i'-MAN-KUSSELL CO.,
H. M. SCIPLK & CO., 3d and Arch Sis.. PbUadelpbia. P».
BCRANTON SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO Scranton, Pa.
,

MAGNETO WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co., 92 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Wew York ©nice and Salesroom, 114 lilberty Street.

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,

E
^H A
MB H
mU Y
W

MOTORS
From

All

Awaratua Guaranteed

1-2 B. P. XXpwarO*.
as Represented.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

August

i8,

1894

MUNICIPAL ELEVATED RAILWAY
IN

THIS

COUNTRY TO BE

Operated EiclusiYel) by Electricity
WILL BE THE

CHICAGO WEST-SIDE ROAD,
IT

WILL BE

ENTIRELY EQUIPPED
WITH APPARATUS MANUFACTURED BY THE

General Electric Company,
THE ONLY RAILWAY APPARATUS WHICH HAS GIVEN

PROOF OF

ITS

ABSOLUTE SUPERIORITY

BY ITS EFFICIENT AND SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF THE

INTRAMURAL ELECTRIC RAILWAY AT THE CHICAGO EXPOSITION.

OUR ELECTRIC APPARATUS FOR STREET RAILWAYS
IS

THE

STANDARD APPARATUS OF THE WORLD.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.
New Tork, N. T., 44 Broad Street.
Syractise, N. T., 244 West Fayette Street.
Bufifilo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.

FkiladelpMa, Fa., 609 Arch Street.
Fittsburgli, Pa.,

425

Wood

Street.

Baltimore, Md., 227 £. German Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, m., Monadnock Building.

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13

Rowland Street.

Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Stareets.
St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Texas, Comer Field and Main Streets.
Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., 16 First Street.
Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St.

For all bmsinesB omtalde tlie United States and Canada—Tbomson-Hooston International Electric Co., Schenectady, N. T.
and 44 Broad St., New ITork, For Canada-Canadian General Electric Co., litd,, Toronto, Canada.

August

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

iS.
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(lias JLishting:,

Gear«*.

Independent ElectricCo.

Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

& Co

Klipstein. A.

W

BUss.Co.,E.

x

.

.

.

S.

AVire.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

American Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Wire Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Co.,

W

S.

Co. xii

Ins.

Johns Manufacturing
H.

A

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore. S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.

1

Bernard, The E. G. Co

Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Wks.

Electric

Little. F. P. Elec. C.
i

Interior Conduit A Ins
Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros,
Porter A Buerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

La Roche

,

Ins.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Geoerai Electric Co
Gregory. Chas. E. Co

Fire Alarms.

Fuse

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.
Chicago

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Delaware Hard Fibre Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Qo.
Butler Hard Rubber Go.
Western Electric Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft.\Vayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General luc'd'cent ArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.

.

Huebel & Manger

Co

Electrical

viii

Hornberger Elec. M fg. Co

—

Wm- D
Ball & Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

ElectricCo....

S.,

^

A Co

Ball,

W.

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Arc liQinps.
C A C Electric Co.

xi

W.

Copper Wires.

Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.

X

S.

Fibre

Co.
P.

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

Central ElectricCo.
i.'htcagn Genl Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

XV

XI

Amsiutz.X. S

Baker

Dow Adjuster Co.
AnnuDclators.

Harrison rnternational Tel-

Frost Company... xii

Rushmore,

Adjasters, liamp.

xii

ephone Co

Osburn, Harry G.
Roberts A Co., E.

Bradbun,--Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St< rage Co.
Electric Storage Battery CoPorter A Buerdorf.

S

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

Muncie Elec. Mfg.

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accnmalators.

xii

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

Works

Ames &

Sinclair

Grant, Geo.

xvil

AUenHussey Co

±

Goubert Mfg. Co

W^ater Wheels.
Leffel

A

Co:, Jaa.

Smith, S. Morgan.
W^ire, Bare.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
In ependent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
Nuttall Co., R, D.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.

of
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THE LADY OE THE TIGER?
Coal

Cost— Is it cheaper to buy the lowest in
buy a Cood Wire and be Sure— is it?

Bills versus First

chances or to

and take your

price

Which Central Stations pay the best dividends— those having equipment with price as
the only consideration, or those in which quality is of first importance and price second?
answers both these questions in favor of wise business judgment
in the purchase of a High Grade ofinsulation. It pays in the end. Write for prices.

SIMPLEX Wire

Simplex Gaoutcliouc Wire.

Simplex T. Z. R. IWeatherproof^

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL

WESTERN

CO.,

OFFICE,

II37-II38

Monadnock, Chicaso.

Cross Arms,

Cross Arms
MADE OF

YELLOW «» PINE.

Government Tests show that this wood is the BEST for EXTERIOR
WORK. 40 per cent. Stronger, Lasts 35 per cent.
Longer than Northern Pine.

Chicago Gross
9S2

Arm

Co.,

IV/Xonetdxiools. ^11^.,
F. A.

ESTEP,
President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTAIL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa,

K.

MoGINLET,
Vice-President.

F. S.

MAKTIN,
Superintendent of Works,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Railway

Suoplies.
ihkAiutikAiiAtiJihiiiiiilkkMi

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

THIS

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.
'jl ai.tlUlRULUUI.Ulli

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

S
'^'

The lareest and most prosperous Rlreet railway companies in the
country are using our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MATER. 000 Betz Building, Pliiladelphla, Pa., Middie States.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 aummer St., BoatOD, Mass., New England States.

STANDARD

A. S.

E'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnocl: Block, Chicago, 111,, Northwestern
PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Buildioff, St. Louie, Mo., Southweeteru
A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States.

CHAS.

States.
States.

%JU>1»,**^^*^

i
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r
One

of

Is— well

to

the Beauties
of Okonite
Okonite

to discriminate.

many rare
homogeneous

we

the truth

tell

so

possessed of

is

and

qualities

merit that

it

and

of such

is

would be a

difficult task to point to this or

tinguishing feature

?|

are unable

that dis-

"herein

say,

is

the chief virtue."

We
a

man

doubt

if

there

is,

the world,

in

having any very intimate interest

in Electrical

with,

if

Wire

in

Work who

not familiar

he has not actually used, Okonite

some one
There

tions.

is

is

many applicaone way to account

of

but

its

for such a precedence, for such universal

appreciation^
It

never disappoints.

Here
That

t

will

meet the

or Bell-fitter

ous

who

difficulties

in

is

a

Bell

instant approval of every Contractor

numer-

has had to contend with the
the

way

assuring

of

his

customers

uninterrupted service.

Nothing

is

more annoying than

distance just to chase a bug out of

or to blow away a speck of dust.

to

be called a long

the

contact-points,

Various insect proof

frames and boxes have been designed, but
really vital
is tlie Contact Protec
ted Dust-Proof Bell.

This

point

left

unprotected.

the contact points are sealed.

obstruction can
various sizes.

was

Also a

full

line

of

No

prevent ringing.

House Goods

in

each

the

In this bell

bug, no dust or other

We

have this

bell

in

Annunciators,

Specialties,

Batteries, Insulated Wires, Push Buttons and Construction Tools.

Orders and correspondence given ptompt attention.

Central Electric CompanxJ,

BRANCHES:
St. Louis; Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City: Gate City Electric Co.

I73-I75

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN /IQENTS

u

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios Arc Lamps,
Washington Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats.

^
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Bednct ion in Prices.

HABIRSHAW
WIRES, CABLES and CORES.
Grade

Tlie Higliest

The Habirshaw Standard Red Core Wires have been on

of

Rubber Insulation,
many years, have an established reputation,
demonstrate their superiority.

the market a great

and under any adequate comparative

test will

WE CAN MAKE YOU SATISFACTORY

LET US BID ON YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.

PRICES.

ARC LAIWPSWe

have the largest and best

line of Plain

and Ornamental Lamps on the market.

ARC LAMPS

(Single) for 110 Volt Circuits.

ARC LAMPS,

ARC LAMPS

(twin) for 110 Volt Circuits.

ARC LAMPS,

Theatrical,

Series for Arc Circuits.

ARC LAMPS, Focusing.

ARC LAMPS

for Alternating Circuits.

ARC LAMPS,

ARC LAMPS

for

Projectors.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
business, and includes

all

Wood's Patented

ELECTRIC LICHT COODS.
HOUSE GOODS. Send for price

We

list.

Battery,

When

in

-Diamond Carbon

want

cf

Batteries,

are

Our

first

line

Eureka Box

any Standard Electrical Goods write
at the

We

still

Our

Specialties,

line is the best

Railway

Circuits.

and most complete

of

any house

in

the

which we control.

hands on

all

important electrical material and applian ces.

embraces well known and standard goods, such as the Ajax Dry
Bells, Ansonia Gravity Annunciators, etc., etc.
us.

We

are representatives of the manufacturers, and

lowest manufacturers'

sell

prices.

have a Lot of Bargains from the Ansonia Electric Co

's

Chicao-o stock.

WALLACE ELECTRIC COMPANY,
307 Dearhorn

Street,

CHICAGO.

Aogost

iS,
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FortWayne Electric Corporation
»
MANUFACTURERS OF

Electrical flachinery
Under the

PATENTS OF JAMES

J.

WOOD
Complete Apparatus
for

LOW

Arc, Direct Current

PERIOD

Incandescent

and

DIRECT

Alternating

Incandescent Lightins:

CONNECTED

also for

Power Transmission

ALTERNATORS,

either by

Direct or Alternating:

Currents.

The NeuJ Wood Arc Dynamo, No.

AI^C feA/VlPS

10;

Capacity 125, 2000

c-

P-

Larnps.

for Constant Potential, Alternating or H^ilwax) Circuits.

The new "WOOD" Transformers have the highest Efficiency and Best Regulation
produced. They are easy to install, light weight and very handsome in appearance.

of

any yet

Parties requiring Transformers would do well to get our estimates before purchasing.

BRANQH OFFICB.S:
NEW YORK

CITY,

115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.
Street.

COLUMBUS,

O., 57

East State Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Elec. Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York Life Bldg,
CINCINNATI, O., 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Corner Main and Field Sts.

RICHMOND,

VA., Chamber of Commerce.

WESTER^s ELECTRICIAN.

The

&

C

C
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Company

Electric

CDF^

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

GARWOOD, N, J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

NEW

YORK.

1080 and 1031 llnnadliork Bnildinsr. BOSTOK. 63 Oliver
nniHr'U
«.i?».r«^i>a
HKAHOH Ut
iricbS J *^HICA«0,
PUI1.AUCI.HIA, 633 Arch St.
I ciiKVpiiAKD. Cnyahoga Biiildins.
.
.

TIZE

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
BIT TJSIISra-

MON-ARC

THE

niTniT SELF-LOCKING
HILL PATENT starting switch.
Xo

THE

possible chance for an accident, as the STritcli cannot
be closed until the resistance is all io.

COMPACT.

CHEAP.

BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

VT. S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

143 liiberty Street.
CO.

for

MOULDED

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

MICA.

Tree

Write for

Perfect

prices.

TREE INSOLATOKS, WEATHERPROOF SOCKETS,

THE
Electrical

F. P.

& Supply
BUFFALO, N. T.

Are the recognized standard for strength, durability and superior inenlating

qualities.

IlBng;er8, Fnll-oifet, Bracket .^rm Insulators, (Strain Insulators, Pole
Insulators. In!«ialated Crossing's, Frogs, Bail Bonds, Ctc, £tc.

Company,

vuikCABESTOMHeaUM
H. W. JOHNS MFG.

Molstitrciiroof Insulation,

WeBtern Agt. with Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
New England Agt., G. M. Angier & Co., Boston, Mass.
EuBsell & Oflleer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

BUILDING

Xew York,

«">

Philadelphia.

Boston,

340 Randolph

CO.,
Street,

CHICAGO.

INSULATING PAPER

Manufactured under U. S.
The validity

ETC.,

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS

LITTLE

ConstrQctlon

LIST.

& BREM'STER,

CHICAGO, CESITBAI, ELECTRIC

Lamps

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
NETl'XOKK, EliSOST

Also Arc

DURABLE.

MADE ONLY EY THE

ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

—

R. of N. J.

St.

PATENT No. 378,520.

of this Patent has been judicially established in the case of

The Standard

Paint Go, vs Henry

J.

Bird

and James

L.

Reynolds,

Where, after an exhaustive litigation extending over four and a quarter years, and after consideration of a printed record of upwards of one thousand pages, the Circuit Court of the
United States for the District of New Jersey, on July 5tb, 1894, made and entered a decree adjudging that the Patent was valid and had been infringed by the defendants and directing
an injunction a^^ainst the defendants and an accounting.
The opinion of the Court written by Hon. George M. Dallas, Circuit Judge, holds that the Pjtent covers any Paper coated with a solid residuum obtained from the distillation ot
Petroleum and !hat the manufacture and sale of any substantially similar paper is an |
of the Patent.
F I
E
The coating mentioned, and which, as established by the evidence in the case and by decree of the Court, was first used by this Company and protected by the U. S. Patent
referred to, makes an Odorless, Water, Acid and Alkali Proof, and thoroughly Insiilating Faper, as is well-known.
The Court holds that Papers possessing these essential characteristics, which were new up to the time of their introduction under the name of JP.
B,, made by others, a
violation and infringement of our rights.
We beg to caution the public against the purchase of such infringing papers, as we shall enforce our rights in every instance.
Our prices remain the same as heretofore, and the best paper, the P.
S,, can be had from us, on short notice, and in any quantities.

N R NC

M ENT

£

&

The Standard Paint

Co.,

New

Sole Manufacturers East of the Rocky Mountains.

York,

The

Parafflne Paint Co.,

San

Francisco.

fole Manufacturers West of the Rocky Mountains.

August
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A GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES ON OUR

REFLECTOR PLATE ALTERNATIN6 LAMP.
We

are Heavily Stocked

New

with

Styles

and

Designs.

We

claim for our lamp a better distribution of light than can
be obtained from any other alternating lamp.
We obtain
this result by means of our reflector plate.
O

The

Ot^Oirtp'rt

o

Our phenomenal

only lamp that has

are

a legal right to use a reguarflector plate.

We

due

to the

sales

reflector

plate.

No

more

antee 50 per cent,
effective light than can be
obtained from any other

alternating

lamp

can be a success without
it.

alternating lamp.

Diagram showiofr

distribution of light with aud.

without a reflector plate.

We

more economy from our lamp than can be obtained from any other
We do this by means of the

obtain

the market.

sFEiiTC^ie
The

E30o:tTonivi:"2"

alternating lamp in

con--.
The only

only Coil that allows the lamp
its most economical

adjustable

Economy

to burn at

voltage (28 volts), which

is

in

Coil

It requires no resistance nor additional switch.

the market.

accomplished by means
of its starting device.

Complete

Direct Current Lamps.

Installations for

Inside and

Plioto-Engraying.

"

Theatrical.

Street Lighting

Purposes.

To Users of Helios Lamps: August 15th.— Yearly contracts can be made
prices.

We

for the

Helios CarboUS

at greatly

reduced

can supply unlimited orders.

•9
1306, 1308 and 1310 Filbert
STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Pittsfield, Mass.
CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago,
iiu?hwesVefn Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
Canad?an^AgeAcy°' CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Eastern Agents:

Western

Ae-ents-

Toronto, Canada.

111.

St..

Philadelphia

Pa., U

S.

ft.

New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO Vandam and Greenwich Streets.
PacificCoast Agent: SAMUEL H.TAYLOR, 195 Crocker Bldg., San Fran,

cisco, California.

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC

CO.. Denver, Colo., Agents

Wyoming, New Mexico and

Arizona.

r

for

^

,

j

Colorado,

tt^ t.
Utah,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WHAT DO YOU THINK
Of a

20-light

Transformer overloaded loo^b with the case
was never phased a particle?

August

Y

Packard Transformer underwent.
do not recommend this practice, but we do recommend
all purchasers to buy the Pacliard.

when writing

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,

WHITE OAK PINS.
It will pay

BROWNLEE &

CORRECTED HOURLY.

Detroit.

-

Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.

'^'^

Wirt Dynamo BrDSi.

The

all Incandescent Dynamos, P atlog
Dynamos. Alternating Generators and Exciters,

Suitable for

WIRE AND CABLES.

Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

yoa to get onr prices
CO.,

"^^ocK

Purposes*

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Railroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

SELF-W1D1N& CLOCK CO.
Broa<a.-mray, IlSvy YORK.

~p^^ se

CHICAGO.

all

Scrap and Native Platlnom Purchasefl.

The Only Clocks Used in the W. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

NO WINDING.

Street,

III.

BAKER &

to advertisers.

?^.o^H

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Sth Avenue, Chicago,

For

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentioning the Western Electrician

liargest liine of Electrical Supplies in the ^Vcst,

242 Madison

5fi

iLATINUM

QU WILL OBLIGE

A

We

INDICATORS.

^W^IRT

have purchased the "Wirt Laboratory from the assignee of the Ansonia Electric
Co., together with a large stock of Wirt Indicators; these instruments are all new and
They include indicat rs for direct and alternating current
in first-class condition.
ranging from 10 to 1,000 amperes and from 2i to 3,000 volts. While ihis stock lasts I
extremely
low
prices.
Apply to tlie undersigned or to your regular dealer
will make

CHARLES WIRT.

WHAT

IS

1894

I

nearly full of water that

THIS

i8,

Mich.

307 Beapborn

St.,

Chicago.

Every Telephone

Company

United States

using Kerke Wire

the

in

i=xjh.:ei

SAL-AMMONIAC.
Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent.

Both Advertiser and

Publisher

by

and Cables.

Ke-

|)

Stand-

rite is the

Fiiie.

oo.,
xsrua-xs ebChlcaeo.
lei Klnzln

is

YOU WILL OBLIGE

sr.

mentioning the WESTERN ELECTRICIAN when writing to advertisers.

KARTAYERT.
HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE

IN

ard of Higb Grade

Cnt

will

THE K&RTAVERT MFG.

'^

Last

rm

SJBNO

and

iDsnlation,

and

•^''"iLif

any other on the

SHEETS, RODS, AND TUBING.

For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dost Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTUBED BT

f|

Out

Class

Market.

FOR !»AlIPI.Et!> AND PRICES.

GUSHING & MORSE.

W.

R.

BRiXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

CO., Wilmington, Del.

225 Dearborn

St.,

203 Broadway, New

Chicago.

York.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
New
And

all

Lamps,
Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of
Tliis

Meters

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

on

system permits a PBOFITABLE and SATISFACXOBT method of street illuminand should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

ation

Will show you a

WRITE FOB FUBTHEB PARTICVLABS AND PB1CE8.

LAMPS

OT7R SERIES
SA

COMPABATIVE

VING equal to their FIBST COST in POWEB CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES,
5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

10

620

Atlantic Ave.. Bostoo,

Mass.

soxxietm^e New.
Hoyt S^tandard Ammeters and Voltmeters for liamp

The

Meter

and

measurement on Alternalin;^

Currents

are

now

ready for the market.
Seud for our 1 S04 Catal4ij2rne which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUGGESS.
iDstrflfflent Co.

For Sale by All Supply Houses.

PENACOOH,

If.

H.

Factories: Penacook, N. H,; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

HENB¥ F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baltimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Ma?9. (New Eneland): W. B. Southgate

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.

Electric Appliance Co.
Cincinnati, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co.. Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, CrI.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Qnt Toronto Electrical Works.

Chicago,

111

:

:

:

St.

Louis, Mo.: St. Lonis, Electrical Supply Co.

Little

Rock, Ark

. :

The Brown Elec. & Mach' ryCo.

August
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W,

EuGETE F. Philups, Prest

Hathaway, Treaa.

A,

W. H. Sawteb,

ELECTRICIAN.

Seo'y.

W.U. Double Petticoat Teat

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

^ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY

WIRE,

I

B^tandard S«re^v Glass Insulators,
Floor Insulators. <-lass Break Knobs, Battery
Jars, Art' B.i^^jit <^lo1>es for all s»3 stems.
Colored Glass Insula ors to deni^nate dift'erent

ELECTKIC LIGHT LINE WIEE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

NE^

FARADAY CABLES.
YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,

MONTBEAL BKANCH, Eugene

currents

WORK ON

SPECIAL DEStCNS A FEATURE,

Send Model or Drawing and we

WIRES.

will furnish estimates.

HEMINGRAY
GLASS
ESTABLISHED

10 Cortlandt Street.

F. Phillipa' Electrical

Factories. Wuncie. Ind

Covington. Ky.

Office

in

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire
able and Desirable Wire

CLARK" WIRE.

in

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we make all
and Flesible Wire and Cables with Clark's

iDPu'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
met with universal favor.
wire have been sold, and

in inenlating

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

\^m

61 and

Western Agents,

63 Hampshire

Hekbekt H. Eustis,

a. Clabk,
Treas. and Qen'l Mgr.

CO.,

Chicago,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Henrt

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

every respecf.'^

our Wires and Cables Is especially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other lire!; class Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

The Rubber osed

sizes of Stranded

are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is conetantly increasing, because
it always gives perfect sati&factlon.

Under

" A Thoroughly Reli-

writers' Union, he states:

the past nine years, and has
Thousands of miles of this

CO.,

1848.

Works

THE
((

Insulator.

The points or teats on the lower rim of the petticoat attracts
the water on ihe outer surface of the iasalator into drops. The
water drops from these points on to the cross-arm, thereby p-eventing the moisture from creeping up on the inner petticoat,
and thence to the pin. Owing to the great success of our Patent
Teat Insulator in Telegraph Work, where the etficiency of the Insulator has proven to be more than twice that of the ordinary Insulator, we have concluded to apply the device o all Insulators for
Telegraph, Telephone and Street Bailway Worli.

Prest.

and Electrician

Send for Catalogue.

III.

"*'"^flME
.gyn^Sto''^^^
[^Il,.VOf

CoDsoMateil Electric Storaie

TELEPHONES'

BLECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
^"^c'uF

Comaif,

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

Palmer Bros:

-CMIANUS.CONM,

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPniA.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

CELLS,

And Dealers in

Correspondence School of Technology,
ELA]VI>.
Enslneeriuff. — E P.
t.'LE'V

Everything in
S140 DeKalb

OHIO,

Instruction by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
Roberts, M. E.; G. T. Hanchett, S. B.; Oscar Antz, M. E,; Jas. Ritchie, B. S.; Frank
C Osboru, C. E.; F. Yensen; L. S. Siebei; H. J. Cook; J. N. Eichardaon; W. B. Sewart and E. H. Constant, C. E.
Send for Circular.

St.,

tlie
-

-

Battery Line.
•

St. Louis,

Mo.

M. M. HAYDEN, President and Manager,

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.
I82I.

1888.

MORRIS, TASKER &00.,
INCORPORATED.

222-224

Offices,

S. Third St., Piiiladelpiiia, Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PHILADELPHIA.

NEW CASTLE,

DEL.

Manufacturers of

Bote Tnhs,

ffrotlil Iroi Pijes anl

Filis,

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

a

IDEAL" INSULATED
New
Approved by the

me

Only Anthorlzed FIBRE

WIRE.

York Board

COVERED WIRE

for

INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TDBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

It will not Deteriorate by long nse, nor Oxidixe the Copper. Finished in the following Styles:
Black Folislied, White and Black Glazed Braid and White Fireproof.

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all
inside wiring, from the fact that recent insulation tests
authorities show that it stands very high.

made

by reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE GOI^PANY,
Chicago Agents,
JlI^KCTRl^ APPI-ia-afCE CO,

Wew^ York Office,
39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

Factory,
PAWTlJCflk^ET, K.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

i8,

i8g4

tUwelFs Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purilier.
Removes all Impurities.

BATTERIES

scale

Entirely prevents

DRY.

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,
DAYTOia, OHIO.

BATTERIES
ELECTRICITY.

WET.

BY

i

Electrical Supply Department.

Fixture Department.

<\

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awabued,

Courses iii other tradea,
iocludiDg thorough iustruction in Mathematics
Circular staticg suband Physics. Send for
ject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.
all

Chicago General Fixture
169 Adams

Street,

Co.,

CHICAGO. ILL.

mEE

STUDY ELECTRICITY

One

one

chines.
47

Hard time

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

D'UNGER

Five H. P. 220 Volt Motor. Parchaser can see it run.
Guaranteed
to be in first class condition. Write
for particulars.
ii'ZS

DearboLn Street, Ohlcaso.

SITUATION WANTED.
flrs'-class references,

would engage as

electrician,
superintendent or engineer of electric light plant
anywhere in U. S,, Canada or Mexico. Can erect
his onn steam and electric plant, all out and inside

wiring, direct or alternating current, arc or incandescent. Address
"Philadelphia,"

Care Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

WANTED.

Both Advertiser and Publisher
by mentioning the WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN when

PALES AGENTB FOB

DETROIT SYSTEIM STREET R'Y IVIOTORS,

to advertisers.

Generators and Electrical Supplies.

latioD of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

Room NOt^,

The Dow
Is

St.,

Chicago.

Address

a thoroughly reliable mechanism for
instantly raising or

lowering an electric
The lamp can
be placed at any
height as easily as
a window shade can
be raised or lowered.

Electric Llglt Plant.

light.

Manufactured Solely by

I

Tenders will be received by registered post
addressed to Aid. W. T. Stewart, Chairman
Committee on Fire and Light, Toronto, up to 11
only,

]

o'clock A.

M.of

Saturday, the 1st of September, 1894,
For the installation of

Dow

Adjuster Co

a

complete electric light

plant for the

CITY OF TORONTO, ONT.

Box 210, Braintree, Mass

to K- D'Cnger, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, III.

all letters

Separate tenders will be received for the various
portions of the work, viz.:

Send for Circular.

.

Engine Equipment.

2. Counter Sliafl and Pulleys.
3. Belting.
4. Boilers.
5. Pumps and Steam Piping.

PORCELAIN^

6.
7.

- ^^:^^i^¥'pf' 'BrooklVn,N.Y.

conomizers.

t

Dynamos and

Station,

Electrical

Appa-

ratus.

8. ^rc Lamps.
9. Poles and Overhead Circuits.
10. Mast Arms and Lamp Attachments.

$80.00 PER MONTH
Secures a practical electrician who can act
as superintendent of small electric railway.
Can do alt general repairing, including armature and field winding.
Can fully fquipan
electric railway.
Addiess ** J?, £!.'"
Care Western Electrician.
G Lakeside Bulldiog, Chicago.

r^ES

,^i-l>

Miamisburg

Miamisburg, O.

upon.

A Deposit, in the form of a marked check, payable to the order of the City Treasurer, for the sum
of '2!i per cent, on Ihe value of the work tendered
for, must accompany each and every tender, otherwise they will not be entertained. All tenders

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed
In-

ternal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work. Will
hold its first value over long periods of time
Internal resistance small; high and constant, E. M. F.
Will not
down or die on the f^helf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

GOUBERT
Feed'Water Heater.

Plans and specifications may be seen and forms
of tender obtained at the office of the City Engineer
OQ and after Saturday, the 11th of August, 189i.
Specifications foritema Nt-s. 2, 3, 5, and e may be
withheld until balance of apparatus is decided

Electric Co.,

the best Dry Battery ever made.

must bear the bona

fide signatures of the oontractor and his sureties (see specifications) or they

be ruled out as informal.
The Committee do not bind themselves to accept
the lowest or any tender.
W. T. STEWART.
Chairman Committee on Fire and Light.

nm

will

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

Specially Adapted tj

ia

<(aincy

-ZX.

InstruineJifs.

The D'UDger Telephone (its reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully established) is the oidii self-cleaning speech sender in
the world; the onlu instrument in which the lioiccr
of t lie voice is Increased; the onlu instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by the
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
No telephone can be
tlie toice-icnve is rediweri.
built with these wonderful advantages witfiout the
use of a lever. The D'Uoger Long-Distance Telephone Comiiany has Hie Sole and e.rclusiee right to
use a lever in telephones—remeinber that.
These instruments are supplied to enhanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D''Unger Long- Distance Telephone Covipanu
owns the ^V.'^^ and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple- Contact Teleponc in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents tnfiinge upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

MANUFACTURER,

use

Xo.

Adjuster

1

Care Western Ilectrioian,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

and in

PORTER & BUERDORF,

writing

[ANUFACTORY.

A man engaged in electrical trade to take
the agency on commission of rubber tapes
for insulating purposes.
Address

AT HOME

free.

TELEPHONE.

The Peer of All.
The "Far-Away Talker."
Beifare of Infringiiig or of Uf^ing Infringinr/

For Sale at a Bargain.

^

storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

THE

prices.

CHAtm. K. fWKEKOBX' CA..

and 49 South Jefferson

You WiU Oblige

ILL.

Thorough Instruction, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Mcientllie Machinist <Jo., 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

By onr correspondence method.
Diplomas awarded. CatalogTie

50-light StauJard arc 'J. 000 C. P. dynamo;
50-)ight American arc '2,000 C. P. dynamo; one
45-light T.-H. arc 1,200 C. P. dynamo; about twenty
(20) smaller arc machines; all machines have a full
complement of lampe; one 2,500-light National
alternator; one 750-light We&tinghouse alternator;
cne 750-light Slattery alternator; one 500-lJght T.H. alternator; all station instruments are with ma-

CHICAGO.

I

the

largest

ELECTRIC

Committee Room, Toronto, July

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper. One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
eiiiial to any Sulammoutac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

A

I

Batteries Guaranteed.

Send

TE3Sr3DEE.S
For Lighting the Streets of
the City of Toronto.

for Catalogue.

LUNDELL

lilGHTIKd)
aiKl

DYNAMOS

ELKCTKIC

KAILWAV

AND

PliAST.S

MOTORS.

Direct

In the Uni ed ^^tates.

26th, 1894.

Current,

Slow Speed,

Clad,

Iron

Tenders addressed to the undersigned will be
received by registered post up to 12 o'clock noon of

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

1st,

1894,

For the lighting of the streets, avenues, squares,
and lanes of the City of Toronto with electric light
and gas for a period of five years from the Ist of
Specifications and forms of tender
January, 1806
can be obtained upon application at the office of
the Secretary of the Fire Department, Bay street,
Fire Hall, on and after Wednesday. August Ist.
Cash deposit or marked check, made payable to
Treasurer for the sum of
most accompany each and every tender,
together with the hona fide signatnres of two repersons
sponsible
who will become sureties for the
due fulfillment of the contract. The deposit accompanying the tender will be forfeited to the city.
in the t-vent of the person or persons, whose tender
is accepted, failing to execute the contract or give
satisfactory sureties for the due fulfillment of the
Deposlta of unsuccessful tenderers will
same
be returned
Lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
the order of the City

ALL SIZES,
50

to 5,0«0

H. P.

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Luodell
to

Seud for Catalogue.
Agencies In

all

Dynamos

any ijpe

directly connected

of higti

speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor
Principal

Cities.

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

$3,000,

.

MASUFACTtlRED BY

GOUBERT MF&
14 and 16 Chnreli

St.,

tor.

Cortlandt,

-

Interior

&

CO,,

KW

!ORK.

Conduit

Insulation Co.
4* Broad

St.,

W.
N. Y.

T.

STEWAKT,

Chairman Committee on Fire and Light,
City Clerk's Office, Toronto, July 37th, 1894.

August

iS,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register

Gate— Close

Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
ELECTRIC COMPANIES is culled to this CEIiKBRATEI> AVATFR

The attention

of
83 particularly adapted to their utre, on account oEits
Steady
toil,
aitcl gr. at eftieieney
lar^e eapaeiiy lor its diameter, being double
the
ol most wheels of tbn snme dinmerer. It i3 used by a number of the leading electric companies with great sfttisfftctinn. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of ueefai effect guaranteed.

WHEEIj

high speed

remarkably

and

power

mot

SEXn FOR CATALOGUE ANO £*A£i.TI€VJLARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a

single lO-ioch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop StJ U. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafte,
and where Ihe situation admits ot their use we recommend them.

TIte ^rilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. DaytiHi, 0.

CONVERGING ROADS.

S||>A-a I AVOT

'^

~Vslt±o\xs

other

Zincs, Cartoons, Sal Ann.n:ion 5ac, Etc.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
ermpUte Bods of

FOB KLECTBICAli USKS:
Tsrinns Iiensths, from 1-S Obm to 100 Ohms

to the In«?h. t^rapliite Boxes and Crucibles, Besistlng
of 4,000 Degrees. Inanlries HIadly Answered.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

lOS.

pSOU

<.

flS JOHN
inHIU ST
vnRK85
ST., NFIW
NEW YORK.

La-uy- Cells,

0»

1894 Model.

Beslstanee

Hoats

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

The New Yost

J.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Oives more power as to diameter Tvith a
higher pereentaae of useful effect than auy other

T\'ttter-iTheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected under systematic testa in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties haring power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
^ho86 contemplating the improvement of powers, will find It to
their interest to Confer with me, as X aui n'iliing to guarantee results where others have failed, no niat-

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.

ler what make of turbine has been in use. STATE
KB-aniREMJEWTS AMO »$BNI> FOB CATA-

LEGLANGHE

Ill to

in

BATTERY

East 131st

St.,

Let us send you catalogue.

I-OCiUE.

Send for Cibcular ahd Prices.

THE

Constructed on principles radically Its own, Insuring results always soughc for but absolutely
QQattainable in the construction ot any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.

MORGAN SMITH.

S.

CO.,

Pa.

York,

The Yost Writing Machine

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

H. i.

169 La

Salle St.,

Co.,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

3MCctn.'u.fEictT:i.x*ex*s,

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Grimshaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Construction.
all sizes,
C012a.13a.1xy,
TSg-skt TTorlx. Iu.sia.l«».-t©ea.

Yulca Bushings,

Wire

MAIN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

New

I THE

PRANrnFS--* ,j_g2
i-kajmi,mjio.
(

Yorli.

64

SAN FRANCISCO

BOSTON:

CHICAGO:

NATIONAL.

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

02

134 Congreea Street.

5.1.^1,^11^ street.

Buy two

If satisfactory the

way

sets of
is

?9

our instru-

open

for

more

business, eitlier in telephones or'switchboards for exchanges.

Oar

Iiead telephoaes are largely

used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Sacramento Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

August

1804

i8,

THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOTJLAELT ADAPTED TO DEITING

and Powsr Stations

ElGctric Light
~y On account of

high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadineae of motion and easy working gate, the conetraclion of which mafees It the most senBltive to the action of a governor of any wheel on the market.

7
jUtojJSai

its

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

^""'i^^^i^e^^^io'^^ ^^y^f^^°lf^^^lon\,oa,,t,ic^i^ni

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
SUCCKSSOSS TO

STOUT,

Artistic Slate
FOR
Mn'itclL Bases'.

Uheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,

strongeflt castings

J.

A.

All

made.

The wrought iron

&

P. E. Dutcher Co.,

home

is

Carry inff
Capacity.

issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. EnsTia, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 0. B.
Q. R. B., Chicago, 111.
use,

Correct

'

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

ITnlform.

&

MlXM'ArKEE. WIS.

Fuse Boxes and Bases,

And

FUSE WIRE)

AND LINKS^ Absolately

office

The

CO.,

DAYTON, OHIO.

A TEjIIPIiG.

Steel and Wrought MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the United
Iron Castings.
States, mounted and suitable for
or
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

Siriteh Boards,

Mllilii*

I-amp Bases,

for

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish
Dull Black,
Polished Black.
Bloodstone or DIarbleized.
Italian. Tennensee, and

OKDEKS

in

For any

electrical

filled

ELECTRICIAN PnBLISHINO COMPANY,

VermoDt Illarble.
Mexican «>nyx and

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Crralned Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

book published

promptly on receipt of price.

alzes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

CHICAGO.

39th

Oral, Electric,

Pneomatlc and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full Line Always in Stock.

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

St.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
a04 rnlton

St.,

New York.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

^^Send

for

New Catalogue.

Out August

l3t.

Electric

Car - Heating. ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

T-wo Volumes, 434 pages, Frofnsely Illustrated.

OF HEAT.

e^s>

Price,

lu Practical Operation in more
Than as licadine Citlesi In
V. S. and Canada.

Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6

SOIiE MANUFACTIJKEKIS

FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

FACTORY:

tVII/JIismTO:*!. DHL.

Tlie

CO.,

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIDRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send

for Catalogue

and Prices,

Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

14

OFFICE:
dI?
ST.,

sr.TT

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
563 doable-colnmn

Paffes.

570 Illustrations.

Clotli Binding.

Type Pages lo x 7

Terms

includes 5,000 distinct Words,
and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical inTestigation or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment. For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called an SncyclopSSdia than a
dictionary.

This Dictionary

The Scheme
1st.

of Treatment is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,

concise definition, giving the sense

in which they are correctly em-

ployed.

A

2d.
general statement then follows of the Principles Of Electrical Science on which the definition is Founded.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

inclies.

Price, postage Prepaid, to

any part of the

irorld. SS.OO.

When, from

the complexity of the apparatus, or from other con3d.
siderations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
Diagram of the apparatus is given.
4th. To facilitate study, an elaborate system of OrOSS KeferenceS
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure
to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
shall also be SIMPLE
INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.
In

CLEAKNESS,

AND

6 Lake&^de BuUdine:, Chicago,

Illinois.

_\ugust

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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iS,

Electric IJghtiDg

aDd

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

Patents Bustained by

BRUSH

repeated decisions
of U. S. Courts.

ELECTRIC

Agencies in

all

CO.,

large olties.

TheBussell & Officer Electrical Construction Co., Denver, Col.
Bagnall and Hilles, Vokohoma, Japan-

onire antl AVorks, for. Belclen and Slason

CLEVEliAATf), OfllO.

Sts.,

I
STEPHEN

MUNCIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY,
The
Steel

ELKINS,

PATRICK EQAN,

Prest.

1 to 50 Uorse Ponder llofors.
18 to 700 liishts' Capacity Dynamos.

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

Osburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, iU.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian Engineering Co., Louisville. Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Grand Kapids, Mich.

either sell our telephones outright or lease them for a term
of years.

BEING

This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E, M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. i99,lU8, prranted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric spealting
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435,295, granted lo William Hutson Ford
August 26. 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furniehed by addressing the Com-

MICA

WRITE
AT ONCE.

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Muncie,

pany

Infl.

SIIiLS, 59 liahe

ELECTRICIAN WANTS'
^ YOUNG
MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR

St.,

at their offices.

Offices,

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATER ST., NEW
W. H.

Hgr

We

NOW
ALLOTTED.

MBDtS Wanted

Qen'l

Harrison MeriatioDal Telepioie.

AGENTS:

SENU FOR CATALiOUUE.

HANFOKD,

THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

DYNAMOS.

k

J.

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND

Magnet

MOTORS and

F.

H.

Sec'y.

Harrison International Telephone Co.

Manufacturers of the

Mnncie

E.

'OU

MICANITE"

YORK.
Chicago. IU.

Chamber

Y

Commerce

BIdg. Chicago.

WILL OBLiaS

Both advertiser and publisher by
mentiooiuK ttie Western Klectrieian

I

PERFECT INSULATOR.

of

whL'Q writing to advertisers.

Just WHAT EVERY

:

Sif'^WATER WHEELS

^ILL DECOMPOSE WATER
\Da^,LECTRO PLATING
iiJCANDESCENT
lMACHINER^\i:*'^P3

This Justly Celebrated Wheel

It

./SEND FOR
SeiRCULAR No
ELBRIDGE ELIgCT'L

42

is

Built in

is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

f~^-^ifl

V^9

MFG CO ELBR ID GE.NY

Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
for driving

POWER PLANTS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

Our new Wheel secures a rcm;irknl)Iy liich emaranleo"! per renin pre. and n-onfl(>rfnl steadiness of
motion, under variable loarts in pradii-n. It :ilT<irfis an nneqiialed eoncentration of power within a small
space and an nnprreeflented lii;;h veloeily for a pivcn power.
Its easily and qaiekly operated balaneed eate affords prompt and cflieient control 1iy a governor, ana
consequent fine re;rnlation. These wheels are in many insiancesoperating the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a tine large pamphlet, 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

/

"

;

For the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

— »x.oo.

THEY ARE

IN

STOCK.

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER

& co.^M'o'*:^rj^yt^^c°,^:°'

GLEASON'S

STANDARD

Enameled Green
Outside,
Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest

for increasing candle

and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

cent lamps.

Made

in all staple sizes of electric

Always bright

E. P.
Radial Fluted

Deep Spiral Corrugated.

FEB DOZEN

Flat Spiral Corrugated.

17 in. diameter, 2^4 in. holder, $ 9.00
"
"
8 "
10.00
2i4 "
"
"
"
12.00
2J4 "

per dozen

PER DOZEN

8 in. diameter, 2f4 in. holder, $ 800
"
"
9.00
10 "
2H "

7 in. diameter, 2Vi in. holder, S 8.00
'"
12.00
10 ''
2Ji '*

;

shades.

cannot tarnish.

GLEASON MFG.

COVmh^^W

CHICAGO OFFICE,
91 Dearborn Street,

F. L.

Johnson,

Manager.
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SnCEETE
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

I

TO

FIT
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ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees tiiese lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

CO., Cleveland, O.

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.

-/ j/s

Cella

Central

from 10

to 5,000 ami>.
Cajraeity,

Station

and Traction

houra

Cells a

Specialty.

BATTERIES FOR ISOLATED LIGHTING AND
POWER PLANTS.

Oalalogue gives

FACTS and riQDAES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexei BuildiDg:.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JOHN

R.

MARKLE,

iVigr.

Office.
Manhattan ISldR..

Wesiern Department,

1409-1410
Chiraffo.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

FOUR

GOOD

INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

BOOKS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

We Want Western

U ROCHE
MANOFACTDRED

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

6 Lakeside Building^

CHICAGO,

IN SIZES

Til.

ILL.

Business.

ALTERNATORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

DISTRICT OFFICE 5:

Dynamos.

STew York,
Boston,

Direct Current Generators.

Knos-Tille,

Cincinnati,

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. Lonis,
Pittsburg,
Klobile.

1,000 Light Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
oscxo,^ca-o.

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD,

RIalto Bulidins,
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

Consulting- Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Railwaya and

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e.,

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

tloue.

574-57G Kookery, Chicago.

Anditoriuni Tower, Chicago.

1

N.

S.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,
Ifew

The Louis

5«6 The Cuyahosa. Cleveland,0.

The Allen-Hussey

Harrieon

Tel.,

712.

Established 18S9— iDcorporated 1892.

SI**

lledinah

Bids;..

Comstock

Chioaso.

Turner Building,

Goltz

Co.,

Electrical

Engineers

&

St. I.ouis.

F.

aE

B.

Cameron

CAMERON.

&

1437-38 llonartnook Blk., Chioago.

Academy

Co.,

Designers and Baildera of Electric
Light and Power Plante, Electric
Kailwnys, Water Worts, Ice Mating
and Refrigerating Plants.
821 Pine Street, St. touts.
Alfred 0. Einstein, Prest. and Treae.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice-Preet and Secy.
John A. Henry. Siipt. Electrical. Con.

GILLETT

Contractors for Electrical Construction,
1

40 Wilcox

St..

Detroit, Dlich.

1

Sinclair,

Agents

Tel. 912.

V. J.

Gillett,

Dealers in Electrical Machinery and Supplies.
Generators, Motors, Arc Lamps, Etc.

E. P. Roberts
and Contractors,

&

Co.,

a4, 35, 36, 27, 38,

Bralnard Block,

Manufacturers' Agents,

and Contractors,

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

General Electricians,
Engineers and Contractors.
Estimates famished for Construction and Complete InstaUatioas.

K.

HENRY

e.

OonsultatiODS. Reports, Estimates, Plane, Specifications, S'lperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Electrical Engineers

Devices Perfected for
Shop Construction.
Tests, Plane, Estimates,
Sopervialon and Espert Opinlona.

Electri^-al

m. Am. soo.m.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Expert and

-

Power

H. Bryan,

for Ideal Engines.

E. P.

E.,

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc., Etc.

BEdg., iMilwaukee, Wis.

OlcTeland, O.

BINDERS

Harry G. Osburn,
Electrical Engineer,

304 Dearborn Street, Gliicaso,
Telephone, Harrison 306.
Estimates and Specifications prepared.

EOBEKTS, M.

For the

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

Special Attention Given tu the
Sttperrisiotl of Elevtrii'ot

Work.

iLnalysis of Sa.1 JLnQ.m.on.iac.
Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.
Chicago, March 9, 1894.
This Certifies that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac, marked

s.

0".

and

Analytical

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.

"w;':bis.
Consulting

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

42,

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
Moisture
"
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
I find the

Chemist

81 Clark Street.

Ammonium
Ammonium

The Non-Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumira.

Eg'Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC
We

&

MANUFACTURING

CO.

H

manufacture Complete Installations of

ELECTRIC JLI. iLT>PJLRiLXUS
For

CENTRAL STATIOIV ELECTRIC LICHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

HUBLEY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TROLLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record—BtiW running.
TROLLEY HARPS Brass, Bronze, Malleable iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
BEARINGS ^°'' Dynamos and Motors. We guarantee 30 per cent, more life than any anti-friction metal offered for sale.
Line Ears, Splicing: Ears, Curve Pull-OfTs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Mapnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Switches Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets, all of our design and patents. Bare, Weatherproof and
Black and White Tape. Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.
'

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Lancaster, Pa.
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENCINEERS.
Part

Part II, 156 Pages,
WHEN ORDERED TOGETHER PRICE IS $2.50.

,„,„^.
^»x-.
Work for Engineers,

Both Works Profmely Illustrated,

i^"Just

CHAPTER
Electricity —Positive

I,

and Negative— Conductors, Non-

— Electro-Motive
Volts — Resistance — Ohms — Current — Amperes.
and

Force

Insulators

CHAPTER
Dynamos —iMagnets— Field

Brush CommutaDouble
Brushes— Different Styles of Brushes
tors
Brushes Single Brushes—Troubles with Commutators
Sparking
Correct Position of Brushes
and Brushes
Care of Brushes and Commutators
at Brushes

CHAPTER

Magnets

—

—

IV.

—

—

Series
The Curreni Plow Produced — Induction
Wound Dynamos — Shunt Wound Dynamos — Exciting

— Constant
and
—

Fields

Dynamos

Serie^^

Current
Parallel

and

Constant Potential
or Multiple Arc

— Parallel

System.

CHAPTER

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Three Wire System.

CHAPTER

—

The Arc Ligiit — How Formed — Causes of Unsteadi— Remedy — Effect of Shades or Globes — Shape of
Carbons under Different Condirions of Burning — Arc
Lampb — Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism — Action
of Current — Clutch Lamps — Clockwork Lamps— Double
Lamps — Troubles in Lamps.

—
—
—

—

Alternate Current Dynamos Principles of the Field
Field Current Armature Winding Connections Lamination
Different Types of Alternators Regulation
Leading Systems— The Brush Generators
Magnets Armature
Principles of Induction.

—

—
—

CHAPTER

—

CHAPTER

—
—

—
—

—

XL

scription of Parts

Dynamos, Concluded

—

and Operation.

CHAPTER

—

—

Dynamo Best MagDynamo— The

Circuit?
Stanley Constant Current
Armature Self Induction Regulation.

—

CHAPTER

— Converters — Transformers — Economy of Distribution — An Electrical H.
— Losses
Conductor — Induction Coils^— Effect of Induction—TransP.

—

CHAPTER

Testing Galvanometers
Apparatus.

—

—

—

—
—

IX.

Arc Lamps — In Series— The Westinghouse Arc Lamp
—Diagram* of Circuits Lamp— Action of the Mechanism
— Flat Carbons.

CHAPTER

— Mechanism

Transformers, Continued — Induction Coils — Convert— Transforming Up and Down — Design of Transformers — The
Charge — Protection Against— Grounding
the Secondary — Other Devices — The Foil ProtectorStatic

—

—

Lamp

CHAPTER XL

—

Measuring and Indicating Apparatus Instruments
for use with Alternating Currents Differ from Those Used
with Continuous Currents— Ammeters— Voltmeters— Description of Several

ol Transformers.

X.

Multiple Slattery Differential
of Lamp
Its Operation.
in

Forms

of Instruments.

Orders Promptly Filled on Receipt of Price.

—

CHAPTER XX.

—

The Magneto as a Testing Instrument Armature
Field
Bell
Diagram of Circuits.
CHAPTER XXI.
Coupling Dynamos Together — In Series In ShuntSeries, Shunt and Compound Wound Machines.

—

—

—

Switches

and Socket

and

—Change

—

—

Switchboards Loop Switch Plug
over Plug and Socket— Conclusion.

CHAPTER XXIIL
Electric Motors, General Principles the Same as in
Dynamos Types Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for
all General Purposes
Regulation of Shunt Motors Ol
Series Motors
Counter E. M. F. Direction of Roiatioi'
and Direction of Current Starting Motors Diagram of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Connection.

XII.

—

Measuring Instruments, Continued Hot Wire In*
The Cardew Voltmeter Details of the Instru-

—
—
— Low Potential Voltmeter.

struments

ment

XIII.

— Double Coil Voltmeter — Two Types.

Voltmeters

CHAPTER

XIV.

Spring Meters— Curled Spring Meter.

Twisted Strip Instruments
and Operation of Instrument.

XV.

— Diagram

CHAPTER

of Connections

XVI.

—

——

R*ecording Meters Stanley Meter Construction and
Diagrams of Parts Slattery
Principles of Operation
Induction Meter— Description of Parts and Principles of

Operation

—

— Watt Meter— Thomson Meter.
CHAPTER XVIL

—

Generators in Parallel Difficulties in Operating
Arrangements
Alternate Current Generators in Parallel
Diaof Circuits and Machines for Operating in Parallel

gram of Common

—

Arrangement of Machines and

—

Circuits.

CHAPTER XVIII.
Ohm's Law Strength of Current Formulas and Examples Power and ITeating Effects of Currents.

—

—

—

CHAPTER

XIX.

Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

Postage Prepaid.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6

— Differen—

—

CHAPTER

VIII.

CHAPTER

Needle

XIX.

Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance Diagram
and Methods of Use Bridge and Rheostat
Round Form Square Form.

of Circuits

VII.

Lines of Force Hysteresis Magnetic Penetration
The Circuit of Lines of Force Experiments with MagRapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.
net

Arc Lamps,

—Astatic

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

Indicators.

XVIII.

CHAPTER

Circuit.

V.

ers

Types

—

tial

System

Arc Light

XVII.

— Pressure and Potential

CHAPTER

—

—Series Arc Light System— Diagram
of Circuits — Parallel Svstem — Primary Circuit— Secondary
Circuit — Phcing of Transformers — Fuses — Diagram of
Parallel

XVE.

— Tangential Scale — Solenoid Meters.

CHAPTER
Voltmeters

VI.

Regulation
Transformers, Concluded
Fuses
Winding of Transformers Connecting to Circuit ReguSafety Fuses.
lation

in

formers,

Different

—
—

—

—

—

CHAPTER
Ampere Meters

—

XTII.

Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation
Dynamo— Armature, Commutator and Brushes Diagram
Regulator Circuits
of Circuits in Armature and Field
in Regulator.

—

—

rent Regulation
Coils and Regulator.

in

IV.

Induction Coils

CHAPTER

—

—

CHAPTER

XV.

CHAPTER XXIL

XII.

—

—

III.

— Siemens
—

XI.

Excelsior System of Automatic Current Regu'ation
Dynamo ^Armature Diagram of Circuits The RegulaAction of Regulator.
tor and Motor

Series

— The Mordey Alternator— Stationary Armatures — Field Magnets — Ferranti ArmatureField Magnets — Winding — Collectors.
netic

—

Reg-

Three-Brush Automatic Cur
Resistance
Dynamo Extra Brush
of

CHAPTER

— Automatic Regulator—Circuits
of Regulator — Circuits of Dynamo— Action of Regulator
Howeii Pressure Indicator — Diagram of Circuits — De-

Dynamos, Continued

CHAPTER

—

CHAPTER

I.

CHAPTER

Regulator.

CHAPTER X.
Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation^
Diagram
of Circuits through Dynamo,
Brush Armature
Regulator and Lamps Dial or Regulator Care and Adjustment of Dial Dial Controller- Circuits, and Connections of No. S Brush Dynamo— Circuits of Compound
Wound Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.

II.— CONTENTS.
CHAPTER

—

— Regulator—Action of

—

VI.

—

CHAPTER IX.
American System of Automatic Current Regulation—

ness

PART

—

XIV.
of Automatic Current

Controlling Magnet
cuits
Air Blast.

—

CHAPTER Vin.

x

etc*

— Dynamo—Armature— Commutator and Brushes
— Wall Controller— Diagram of Cir-

ulation

Waterhouse System

The Edison System

V.

Incandescenf Lamps
Filaments
Connections
Flashing Exhausting
Testing
Candle Power Operated in Series Automatic Cnt-Out In Multiple Arc or
Multiple Series
Parallel
Multiple Series Cut-Out

—
—
—

—

Thomson- Houston System

Flashing.

The Dynamo

Armatures, Construction of. Different Kinds of—
Commutators, How Made and Connected Heating of
Armatures Eddy Currents.

the

—
—

—

— Electro

III.

CHAPTER

—

—
—

Current Regulation Hand Regulation By Position
of Brushes
Resistance Box Resistance Coils.

II.

Coils

— Permanent Magnets.

—

CHAPTER

VII.

— The

Commutators and Brushes

—

tv
nnn
Dynamo
Tenders,

Electricians,

the

CHAPTER

PART I.~CONTENTS.

conductors

$1.00.

268 Pages, $2.00.
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LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,

1
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"CLIMAX"6iER ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,

The

'

INCORPORATED.

aianafaclnrersof HIGH and nEDIlTill ^PKico

Three Boilers Sold Chicago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

Automatic

Fun

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.
Will save you money on coal.
Built in

nnits from

50

to

1500 H.

P.

MANUFACTURED BY

r^l^ .-'-"_

and

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
new

J.

Grinnell and Court Sts;,

Catalogne.

BROOKLYN,

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

N. Y.

1510 OLD

H. McEWEN MFG. CO.,

COLONY BLDG,, CHICAGO.

AUTOMATIC ENGINES

Builders

of

HIGH GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

Both Vertical and Horizontal.
From 12 to 600 Horse Power.

OrR GUARAKITFK :-The Engine

WORKS

SIOUX CITY ENGINE&IRON

not run one
revolntion slower when fully loaded than when running empty,
and a reduction of boiler pressure from the greatest to that
necessary to do the work, will not reduce the speed of engine
sliall

I^imple,

Compound, Coudeusing.

one revolution.

the

Complete Steam Pinnts a Specialty.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

Any engine failing tomeet this guarantee becomes the prop'
'
erty of the purchaser upon pajment of one dollar. It is one of
moat economical engines on the market. Send for Catalogue.

AGENTS:

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, RIDCWAY, PA
pepper

H. S.

,* KECISTKK. Provident Kuildinc:, Philadelphia.
SA .KS nUllil
A tKN lUN" "'" SH.VKPt:. 1):!7 nionadnoi k Kuildini;. Chlcajio.
UQUUU
/o. H. W. COl'EI. VND, 141 Liherl v Street. New York.

niTTin inniTmn

j

WALEEB,

ROWELL & CHASE
0. J.

26-28

WE DON'T MAKE ANYTHING ELSE
UT
Send

J.

for Catalosue

And rrlQted

Tobalar and 6-iDch Tabe Boilers, Flange

Steel,

Matter.

•
C. BRILL COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA
BUIIDEES or EAILWAT AND TEAMWAY OAES OP ALL CLASSES.

THE
IMPROVED

St.,

Chicago

'•••• ••••

Weldless Braces, Eclipse Manholes.

FULTON STEAM BOILER WORKS,

"A"

^

W. Randolph

Union Ave.. Kiineas City, Mo.
120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

BLAMDIN,

CO., 1217

RICHMOND, IND

ROOTruVE" BOILER.
Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

Special attention given to the building of Eleotrio Motor aod Trail Car=.
Ealldera of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, flLd "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

^i-os tul:

m^ m ma m^ mm m^ ^^

BINDERS

•^

"^

#

I

^^

—

^''T^'^" ^LEon.ci/iii,
ONE DOLLAR.

m
Two

MANnFAOTUSERS OF

Standard Tabular, Fire Box, Vertical

and ^abmerged Tnbe Steel

BOILERS
For
or

80 SENECA

New Gear

&

St.

back

for a

round

office,

RECVTRADE MARKS.

p.

m.

trip ticket.

in advarce.
207 Clark S rtet.

i

Llase

^

PURPOSES

stock.
2,0(JO

In

Marine aiul
Yarht £ne-int
Porcupine
and Tubular
iioilers.

EafiQe

Hardware

W.

F.

Co.,

y^^^^, ^^^,^^^

PARISH, General

Home

^vis.

Sales Manager,

Insurance Building,

CHICAGO.

v/iREv

&c.

Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTED

.2200washingtonAve,Philaoelphia.,Pa.
OF Phosphorbronze IN THE United States, and Sole
^^ji^-JS^un^. Makersof"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS

Write for Prices and Terms
Ituwtll

•s

All sizes carried In

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings,
Sheet
The Phosphor

Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

GEN'ERAL AtiENTd;

,

Monday morning.

INCOTSt MANUFACTURES
"-bear" ouh

of

ron.

Paul R'y.

Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool and pleasant.
Its hotels are the best in the west.
Start Saturdav afterLOon.

Mt GENUINE

made

ECONOMY

uae.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock

Parlor car seats restrvfd

specialty

5OPERIOR; RE6ULffnON

BectricIishtins

Chicago Ticket

etc.

Shop.

A«D

Portable

Kmokestachi-i,

York.

ST.,

GEO. B. GRANT.

Stationary/,

OF ALL KINDS

New

Improved Kacine High l^peed

Over

Four dollars
use

CO.,

Cliff Street.

Near Union Depot.

To Milwaukee.

Come

Warine,

ALSO OP

A

RACINE, WIS.

Cleveland, 0.

Hours' Ride

FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,

S.

28

M

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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C. K. Wooster, Vice-Prest.

William H. HcKinlock, Prest.

Gilliland Telephone
186

F. R. Babcock,

18,

1894

Sscy

Compan

and 188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago.

I^IWOFAOTUREBS OF TELEPHOSES, SWirOH OARDS, SPEi-KING TUBE APPARATUS A
TELEPHONE SPECIALTIES. CONTRACTORS FOB TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
INSTALLATIONS AND PRIVAI E LINE CONSTRUCTION. HOTEL
ANU FACTORY SPEAKING TUBE SYSTEMS COMPLETE. ESTIMATES FDRNIFHED.

Factory,

ADRIAN, MICH

We
Bells,

are

now prepared

to

sell

outright

Telephones,

Magneto Transmitters, Magneto

Telephone Switchboards and Apparatus.

The

Gilliland Telephone

Company

is

incorporated and thoroughly

organized for the

further purpose of constructing Telephone Exchange plants, building private lines,

or equip-

ping Hotels, Factories, Eesident Apartments or Department Stores with a complete Telephone

speaking tube system.

Our Telephone

Hand Receiver with Cord and

set consists of

Magneto

Call Bell,

Bi-Polar Magneto Transmitter, neatly and

gether in a style familiar to the public, and our aim has been to
will give satisfaction

both electrically and mechanically.

feaUires are embodied which experience
efficient

and

reliable.

and our Telephone

in

set as

it

stands to-day

is

without doubt the best instrument yet offered to
careful

and thorough

ability for the

struction and electrical work, and are prepared

work

at once.

Correspondence

to

tests

verify

this

purpose of Telephone Exchange con-

furnish

estimates promptly,

or contract

solicited.

Write for Agency,

CITY,

COUNTY AND STATE RICHTS.

Selling Agents:

,*..^-^

state-

first-class.

GILLILAND TELEPHONE COMPANY.

ff /

those

Telephone service demonstrate to be the most

who have made

employ men of experience and

for electrical

to-

a Telephone which

In principle of construction,

ment and unhesitatingly pronounce our Telephone absolutely

We

s-upply

compactly put

Complicated mechanism has given place to simplicity of construction,

Telephone experts

the public.

Desk and Back-board,

'^
Metropolitan Electric Co
186 and 188 Fifth Ave.. Chicago.

August

iS,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND-BOOK,
By Herbert Laws "Webb.
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free, $1.00.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

READY SEPT.

1st.

Uniform in size and style with the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
Practical subjects treated
to date.
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

JOHN

ROEBLING'S SONS

A.

Ins-ULla^tedL "OT^ire
JF«. ES T^

TO

T

CHICAGO, 173 Lake

St.

August

SAN FRANCISCO,

18,

1894

CO.,

of JLll Klincis,
TV- J-

n>J,

25-37 Tremont

NEW YORK, 117 Liberty St.

St.

BOIiGIANO'S

MEISSNER'S

Electric

and

sale

AlirU

BBASONABI.E IN

Storage

con FACT

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free as It connects with any faucet.
Sample §6.00. W bole-

Rheostat and Stage Dimmer^
I.VCOUBUSTIBIjB, DIJKABI1E,

Fan

Water Motor.

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage

retail.

Co.,

TlieBoIgiaiflMrg.Co..

PBICJB.

415 Water St..

BALTIMORE, MD.

IMPROVED FOCUSING LAMP,
For continnons and Alternaiirg cm-Tentg), Photo-engravina and Theatrical nee.

Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

for

All-around
Station Economy.

Motor Starting Cylinders, Special Resistance Devices of HI Kinds.
Annunciators, Switclies, Etc.
^or Illustrated tfeBcriittive ralalosue of latest
Electrical Specialties, irrite to

Washington Electric Company,

Please mention the

Western

205 and 207

Eleothician.

S.

Canal

St..

Chicago.

CONTRACTOBB FOR C09IPI.ETJE: SUBAVAY
SSSTE9I8 FOR EliKCTBIC RAd.W^A'Tlil AlVD EtiECTRIC
IiieKT, TE£.EPHOIIiB AKU ^BliEUBAFH COaiPANIES.

The above cut is of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on onr new open-head spiral system All coils alifee
balanc^handsomo appearance. Write for prices on
CElliTBAl4 STATIOAI
lt£PAlRJI$ ; Large Commiitatora, Searcb Lamps and Station Dynamos.

HKAVY

perfect

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

EDIVARD

S.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

PBROT, President.
C. KALIiAUVEB,

A'ice-Fres.
JA». P.

&

126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

Oen. Hgr.

JHcQUAIWE,

8ec.

A Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MMUFACTVRERS OF WROVSHT-IRON CEUEHT-LIHED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUBWAYS.
Kew Xork

IV^orks, HAI»TIIIff€r8-0]V-H1JI>IS0N.

We own Patent No.

covering Wrought-Iron Cement-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying..
Subway Constructed by uB tioio in use. in the l/nited States
Canada,
395,584,

and

STANDARD

Also, Patents Nob. 416,234

Office,

TIIEELS B1JII>I>I9ire.

and 416,235 for Dietributing Boxee.

Over

9,000,000 feet of thia

Alternating Current Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to anv other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.

Adapted

for

"WARD"
ARO LAMPS.
You have seen our special offer, on
,000 "Ward"
1

lamps, direct current. Well,
the sale is fairly under way.
If you desire anything in this
line/ let us hear from you
quickly. State full particulars
and quantity that you wish
figures on.

slow Speed-and

Standard of Simplicity

Close Eegulation.

and DuralilUty.

AliSO
Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildijigs and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

for

Street

and Commercial

Illumination.

Incandescent

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence Solicited.
Telephone Building,

Unity Building,
Establlsliea :iidl.

New

York.

Chicago

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT
Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

CO..

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Copvrijhl, ISyJ. bv
Ele«trici»a Publishing ContpAaf, Chicago.

XV.

CHICAGO, AUGUST

^^

Chicago
MaMactnrers

ol

BEGULAHON SECURED

-

.

-

Sts.,

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

IIiLINOIS.

.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COM

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS

EL,ECTBICAI, SITPPJCIES,
Manufacturerg,

and Recording Piessnre Gauges Pay

for

248 Madison
PACKARD ELECTRIC CO., Warren, Olii

Tbemseives

la every Electric Light and Electric Power Statioo, by mabing continuouB records
day and night of voltage and Builer Pressure.

SENT OK

80 B'AXS' TBIAIj AUTO

IN EVEEY

This undoubtedly means something decidedly better than you have been getting;
tlon coupled with high efBciency, as it 1b in the Packard Transformer, means ti
customer more satisfactory results, with a saving at the sta'ion.

414 and 416 NORTHERN BLDG.,

CHICAGO.

No. 8

PACKARD TRANSFORM

Insmatei Electric Wires & CaMes.

Corner Lake and La Salle

O cents per Copy.

25, 1894,

^^

Wire

Insulated

1

WVVt^ «UARANTE£1>.
'^

Circalar and Eac-simile Chart mailed on application.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

WATERBURY,CONN.

MAHIIFACTtrEER

OF

INSUI.A.TED XSLBGTRIG WIRE^
FLEXIBLE OOIl,r>» and CABLES.

teoo

and 90» North Third Street.

-

PH1I<AJ>EI,PHIA, PA.

-

Took HIGHEST MEDAL
FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World's Fair, Chicago.

BEST OF ALL

Uade by

Manufactured only by

THE STANDARD PAINT
Chicago

CO., '

H.

T.

136 and 18S Fifth Avenne,

CO.,
OHIOAaO, ILL.

MANSON,

HODQINS,

W. H.

Genu Snpt.

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

WIRES AiDCABLES,
OI<onite

BKAIiCSBS

St.,

Heir York.
ots.

per eeU.

ALBERT &

J.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

to

(N.^C.

Patents.)

|

6Pump &
C. P.

Beacon Vacuum

CHICAGO OFFICE, 333 Dearborn St,
PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE, 305 Hale Bidg.

293 A

Correspondence
Solicited.
Boston, Mass.

St.,

INCANDESCENT

^LoTs')
Electrical

CtS.

Mannfactnrers,

Irvlngrton Street,

'

25

Company,
BOSTON, IIA8S,

Waterproof Tape.

Send for

PARTRIDGE

OItT,

:

WESTON

76 Cortlandt

NEW BEACON "

(Jif.

CblcmgOt Boston, Philadelphia, nxlnneapollB, ClnGlniiatl, 1
Omaha. ZiOaUTllle, St. I.oala, San Francisco, lx>ndon and So. America.
^

Man'f'd by

New Yorkr "

INSULATED

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.

JO.,

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West Enid Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All in Stock.

LIWTED,

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground

d.

LIBERAL DISOOITNTS.

8?1 The Rookery.

Office,

MBTBOPOIilTABI EIiBCTBIC
GEO.

IS

H. BrsriliEIiIi

Best Construction and logredlents. Strongest, most Durable and Sellable. Size 6x2H, 60

""ZZ^ohb..

General Western Agents:

DUEANT OHEETEB, J B™*""™ Manager..

J.

T CARBON

ENGINES.

Samples.

CO.

High Pressure Boilers,
Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

REPRESENTATIVES.
1 JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
"'

126 Liberty St New York atj.
82 Lake St., Chicago, m.
HOFFMAN-KUSSELL CO.,
H. M. 3CIPLE & CO., 3d and Arch Sts.. PhUadelphla, Pa.
Scrantop. Pa.
MACHINERY
CO
aOKANTON SUPPLY &
,

,

.

HOW THE

GREAT FAIR
Was Opened

THE BALL ^

I

WOOD COMPANY,

Builders of Improyed Automatio Cut-off Engines

THE PRESIDENT
PBE33ED

THE VICTOR KEY
AND THE
EXETER DRY BAHERY
DID THE EE3T!

The Victor Telegraph

Key and

the

Exeter

I>ry Battery Tvere both
selected to open the
AVorld's Colombian Exposition.
Bend for Sample of the Victor Key, Price 88. 50.
Dry Battery, Price 80e.
Exeter
of
Send for Sample
Samples Delivered, Transportation Prepaid.

THE

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

_ Jc'eatBOD, ilaoager.
Chicago Office, Home Iub. Bldg,
Geo. M. Kenyon, EndicoU Arcade, St. Paii, UlnB,
Pa.
&. Silverman, 707 Arch St., Piiiladelphi
James & Company, Chattanooga, T«Hi.
Southern Engineering Co., Louisville, Ky.
,

E. S. GREELEY & CO., orv STREET, liCW lUnn.

Stern

EDDY

,. .

.

.

MOTORS

From 1-2 H.P, Upward*.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.
^Lisa i-nriLV

lei

tue^'TOir^

MCO

e^r\

WtNDSOR. CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON

25.

1894

'93

iLRC ImAhLP
FOR

DIRECT,

ALTERNATING,

POWER AND
RAILWAY
CIRCUITS.

Thomson '93
Standard Alternating
Circuit Arc Lamp.

WRITE FOR

OUR

COMBINES TBE FOLLOVING

CATALOGUE.

ADVANTAGES
NOT FOUND IN ANY OTHER LAMP:
Tliomson '93
Ornamentti Arc
Lamp.

EASE OF CARBONING.
Motion of carbon rod entirely
carbon life.

free.

No

loss of time in changiue.

No

waste of
,^

FEWNESS OF PARTS.
Parts interchangeable with

all

lamps, except the alternating current lamp.

STEADY BURNING-NO HISSING.
PERFECT REGULATION.
Regulation and feeding point independent of weight of carbon.

SIMPLICITY AND SENSITIVENESS OF FEED MECHANISM.

No

Neither clutch nor gear, but combines advantages of both.
escapement.

troublesome

EASE OF INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT.
Labor reduced

to a

TliOmson

m.lnimum.

Lamp

'93 Standard

for Incandescent

or Railway Circuits.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
BufTalo, N. Y.,Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Fa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 510 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, ni., Monadnock Building.

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 809 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo.,
York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.

New

St.

Louis, Mo.,

Wainwright Building.
Comer Field and Main

Dallas, Texas,

Streets.

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Cal.. 16 First Street.
Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St.

For all bnsiness ontaide the Cnited States and Canada— Thomson-Honjston Tntemational £lectrie Co., Schenectady, X. T.
and 44 Broad St., Nctt liTork. For Canada— Canaditui Crcneral £lectric Co., l.td,, Toronto, Canada.

(
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
xvii

Sinclair

B

Grant. Geo.

S. Co.
Cons. Electric St« rage Co.
Electric Storage Battery CoPorter A Buerdorf.

i

sii

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

AdJasTeis, liamp.

xii

Dow

imerican Elec. Mfg.Co....xsii

ephone Co

Electrical.

Worts
Frost Company..- xii

AmesA

^^i'

Amatuiz, N. S

A

Anderson. Albert

M

J.

.

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co....

vii

Armstrong, Chas. G

svii

Hill,

Arnold. B.J

^^^^

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

&

Babcock

Wilcox

Co.,

The.

Ball,

XTii

Wm. D
The

Co.,

The

Huebel

A Manger

&

Johns Manufacturing

x

....

viii

W

xxii

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

xv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Electric

Brad bury- St one

Bradbury -Stone Elec.

.

vi

.

Law BatteryCo

xiii

Leclanche Battery Co., The.

xiii

Leffel

&

Little,

James

Co.,

xis

G

F.

&

Const.

—

Electrical

P.,

Supply Co

x xii

-

The

Bristol Co.,

BrowneU&

x

Brownlee&Co

Wm. H

xvii

Mfg. Co.,

H... xix

J.

x

Muncie

Elec. Mfg.

sxi

H

i

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

Hard Rubber Co.... xv
viii
C & C Electric Co
Cameron & Gillett
v
Central Electric Co

National India Rubber Go.

Buckeye
Bunnell

&

Co., J.

Butler

Arm

Chicago Cross

Co....

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.. xii

Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

r

Clark Electric Co

xii

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.xix

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co

Comstock Co.,TheLoulB K.xvii
Consolidated Gar-Heating
xiv

Co

Natioral Tel. Mfg. Co

Co

xiii

New York A Ohio Co
NattaliGo., R. D

i

iv

OkoniteCo., The

OstranderA

Co..

i

W.R

xiv

....

xi

Partridge Carbon Go
Phillips Ins'd.

i

Wire Go

Phcenix Glass Co

.

.

xi

.

—

xvi

Phosphor-Bfonze Smelting
xix
Co., Ltd

Industrial Sciences

xii

Racine Hardware Co
Roberts

A

xi

xii,

xv

& Manu-

Co

viii

xix
xvii

Co.. E. P,

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Correspondence School of
Technology

& Morse

x

Buerdorf

it

A

J.

.

Royal Electric Co

Rushmore,

S.

x

W

xxii

Co

Scientific Machinist

xii

x

Self-Wiuding Clock Co....

Dayton Globe Iron Works

Shultz Belting Go
Directory, Principal

Elec.

and Mech. Engineers.,

Dixon Crucible

Dow Ad

j

Siemens

Dutcber Co.,

Simplex Electricel
Co., Jos... xiii

A.

J.

Elec. Mfg.

Edwards, W.

S.

&

P.E.. .xiv
xi

Co

i

Mfg. Co

Elbridge Electrical Mfg.Co..xii

Co

Electric Appliance
Electric

ix

xxii

Storage

Battery

Electrician Publishing Co.
xiii, xiv,XT,xvi,xviii,xxi

Empire China Works.
Erie City Iron

..

xv

Wks

Sale Advertisements,

Fort

Wayne

xii

Freeman,

Standard Paint Co ....

Stilwell-Bierce

S.

&

A

—

Vaile Co

vi

t^heet and Bar,
American Elec. Works.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York

x

Want Advertisements

xii

Washington
Webster, Warren A Go

xix
xvii

Western Elec Supply Co..

xii

Con-

Co

xi

i

Instru-

X
x
...

Co.

Carbons. Points dtPlates.
Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Metropolitan Eleeric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

A

Co,, J. A.

x

Yost Writing Machine Go.. xiii

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.
,

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Geu'l Fixture Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Slmple.x Electrical Co.
Wallace Electrix; Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert A J.
Brownlee A Co.

and
M.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Cross Arm Co.
Electric AppUanee Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Cut-Oats and li^Tritches.
Anderson, Albert A J. M

Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Cfentral Electric Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Go.

A

Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Pt.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Gutter Electrical

W. S. Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

A

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

S.

Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

National Conduit

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

Rushmore, S. AV,
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Go
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.
Electric ifail\Fays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electrical and mechanical Engineers.

Wm. D.
Bryan, Wm. H.

Cameron A Gillett.
Comstock Co., The Louis K.
Consolidated Eag. Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.
Roberts A Co.. E. P.

W.

Wirt, Chas.

Electrical Instruments.
Anderson. AlbertA J. M.
Bernard Co.. TheE. G.
Bristol Co., The.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Go.
Greeiey

Ins.

Co.
Mfg. Co.

& Repairs.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz. N. S.
Electric Co.
Comstock Co.. The Louis K.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Wirt, Chas.

W.

A
S.

Co.,

Gears.

Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell ACo., J. H.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Go.

Hubley

'Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Little, F. P. Elec. G. A S. Go.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Palmer Bros.

Porter

A, Buerdorf.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Washingion Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Chicago Gen'l FLvture Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Pho3nix Glass Co.

Graphite Specialties.
Dixon Crucinle Co.,
Hubley Mfg. Co.

The

Jos.

Hard Rubber Goo<1s.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators and Insulating Ulaterials-

A

The

J.

M,

E. G.

Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Empire China Works.

A Hegeman

Hill,

W.

E. S.

Electric Co.

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Whitney Elec.Instrument Go.

Mfg. Co.
Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Go.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Go.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Little, F. P. Elec. G. A S. Co.
S.

Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Simples Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fiore Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

IVires
and
Cables— Ulaff net Wire.

Insulated

Chicago Ins. AVire.Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Eastern Electric Gable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Bernstein Electric Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.

Kl«»ctric Slat«».
Independent Electric Go.

Klectroliere, etc.

Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edwards. W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason. E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Packing.

Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd

Poles.

A Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Brownlee

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.
Pubilshei 8, Eltrctrical.
Electrician Publishing Go,

Push Buttons.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel

A

Jlanger.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.
Ru.shmore, S. W.

Sal

Ammoniac

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Innia A Co.
Klipstein, A. ACo.
Law Battery Go.

Second-Haod Electricar
Maehtnery.

Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
Slate.
Independent i lectric Co.

Speakiug Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.

Speed Indicators
Whitney

Elec.

Inatrumaat Co

Steam Beating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.

Worthington. Henry

Siorage natterles.

R

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co
Cons. Electric Storage Co
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
StwTes, K lectric.
Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.

Street Cars.

Brill. J. G. Co.

Tapes, Lnsulating.
American Electrical Works
Central Electric Go.
Gushing A Morse.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.
PbilUps insulated Wire Go.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,

D'Unger Long Dist. Tel. Co
Harrison Int. Telephone Co
National Telep. Mfg. Co.

Palmer Bros.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Go.

Tr an sformers

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Go.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Tracks. Eleciric Car.
Itamps, Incandescent.
General Electric Co.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse EL A Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AElec.Go.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Matner Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York A Ohio Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.

Iflectrical Specialties.

Buerdorf^

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Eleci'Jical A Mfg. Co,

Hart

A

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Stoux City Brass Worts.

Paints,

General Elec. supplies.
Anderson. Albert A J. M.

Co.,

Porter

Garlock Packing Co.

Grant, Geo. B.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.

Ball.

S.

Electric.

American Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Bernard

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Go
Gregory. Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit vt Ins. Co.
Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg, Co.
Palmer Bros.

American Electrical Works.

Allen-Hussey Co,
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. Q.
Arnold, B. J.'

Rushmore,

Gas liiebting.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

La Roche

Electric Appliance Go.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Anderso.i. Albert

Electric Co.

Clark Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec, Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E. .Co.

Hill.

Self-Winding Clock Co.

A

Brush Electric Co.

GAG

Fire Alarms.

Fuse Wire.

Copper Wires.

Electric Appliance Co.
P. E.

Clocks. Electric.

Llghtnlns Arresters.
Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Turbine Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Smith,

S.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

A

Smith-

UniTersities
Cor.

School of

Industrial

Sciences.

Correspondence School
Technology.
Scientiiic Machinist Co.

Tarnishes.

Standard Paint Co.

Electro- PI at ins Ttfach^y.

Brush Electric Co.

Leffel ACo., Jas.
mechanical ifiachlDery.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Bliss Co., E. W.
& Co., The.
nica.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Wire, Bare
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Munsell ACo., Eugene.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.
Bishop Gutta Percha Go.
HI inins Apparatus, Elec.
Racine Hardware Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric
Co.
General
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
lyectric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Co
Fan Outfits.

Bryan,

Wm.

H.

Electric Go.
Clark Electric Co.

Comstock Co., The Louis R,
Consolidated Engineering Go.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

W. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Hill,

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.

La Roche

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.
Rushmore. S. W.

Eneines, Steam.
BaU A Wood Co., The.

Hill,

W.

S.

Electric Co.

Wirt, Chas.

Magnet

W^ire.

(See Insulated Wires.)

Co.

T.vpe-Writinfir Machines.
Yost Writing Machine Co.

Allen-HuEsey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, E. J.
BaU, Wm. D.

AC

iv, xvii

R

Wire

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Contractor>9 and Electric
Jjiglit Plants.

Electric Co..

Worthington, Henry

Ins.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Constmction

xix

Wirt, Chas

Copper,

Wires),

sulated

C A C

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Whitney Electrical
ment Go

xvl

Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go.

CablesCSee Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric. (See In-

Interior Conduit

ii

General Incandescent Arc
xlv
Light Co

Washington Electric Go.

Conduits

xii, xiii

Weston Engine Co

Garlock Packing Co

Co

i

Smitb-

Go

General Electric Co

Gleason, E. P. Mfg.

:

xiii

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

Sons Manu-

facturing. Co

Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.

Wallace Electric Co.

Consolidated Car-HeatlngCo.

United Electric Improve-

struction

S.

Castinss.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Go

Western Telephone

Elec. Corpora-

tion

GreeleyAGo..TheE.

Dutcber

Morgan

Western Electric Co

For

Electric Appliance Co.

-

Iron

Wallace Electric Co

The

Co.,

A

Works
S.

Central Electric Co.

-

Sioux City Brass Works

Smith,

Partridge Carbon Go.
Wirt, Chas.

Bnrglar Alarms.

Western Electric Go.
Car-Heaters, Electric.

ment Go

&

Construction

Supply Co
Electric

Co., The. iv

Sioux City Engine

Dist. Tel. Co. xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Eddy

xxi

Halske Elec.Co.

xvii

Co

aster

D'Dnger Long

A

Electrician Publishing Co.

Brushes.

Metropolitan Electric Go.

Palmer Bros

Correspondence School of

facturing

x

....

Insulated Wire

New York

Porter

Cutter Electrical

xv

Munsell AGO., Eugene....

Abendroth A Root Mfg. Go.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Brownell A Co., The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Boobs, Electrical.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Go.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Go.

Dynamos.

Shultz Belting Co.

Boilers.

Stor. Co. xi

Consolidated Elec.

Consolidated Engr. Co., The. xvii

Gushing

OstranderA Co., W. R.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
BeltJLae.

Co

Co

Electric

A

•

xl

Siemens A Halske Elec. Go.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.

Hill,

Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

i

& Co

Central Electric Co.

Huebel

xx

F

Moore, Alfred

Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E.S.

viii

Miamisburg Electric Co..
Morris, Tasker

Bryant Electric Co

Go

Metropolitan Electric Co..

xv

Brush Electric Co
Bryan,

McEwen

xix

The

Co.,

Mather Electric

i

S.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Bells.

^^^1

Storage Co

Mfg. Co.

Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Greelev A Co., The E. S.
Haydeu-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

x

La Roche Electric Wks.

>^'i

A

BunneU A

A.&Co

Klipstein.

El.

A<*iDatnreAViodtrr8.
Rushmore, S. W.
BatterieH aud Jars.

Kartavert Mfg. Go

Bishop Gutta Percha Co

Go.

S.

WflslJington-Electrlc Co.

Co.,

W

H.

A

Mather Electric Go.
Rushmore, S. W.
Westingnouse

Co

E. G.

Wks.

Electric

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Coxli

Ins.

Electric Co.

La Roche
-

X

Interior Conduit

Big Four Route

Brill Co., J.

xii

1

Bernstein Electric Co

BlissCo.,E.

xvii

&Co

I 'His

Co

Electrical

GAG

Clark Electric- Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A- Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent ArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

i

Pump &

Beacon Vacuum
Bernard,

Hubley Mfg. Co

^

Ball& Wood

Arc liamps.

Electric Co.... viii

S.,

Hornberger Elec.Mfg. Co.. xxi

I

BakerA Co

W.

xi

Co

Helioa Electric

i

. .

Chicago Genl Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Go.
Huebel A Jlanger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo.. W. R.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

X

S. AV.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.

viii

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

Fibre

Elec. Mfg. Co.
A Co., E. P.

Rushmore,

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

Adjuster Co.

AnnuD c iat ors.

Harrison International Tel-

Amencan

Roberts

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

xix

Greeley & Co., The E. S

American Electric Co

Muncie

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Accnni alat ori«

Goubert Mfg. Co

xtU

Co

Allen Hussey

&

Goltz

ALPHABETICAL LIST.
Abecdroth i Root Mfg.Co.xix

Water Beaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

W^ater Wheels.

Brownell

Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Muncie

Elec.

Mfg

Co.

Motors.

Nuttall Co., R. D.

Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

GAG

Electric Go.

OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.

of
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THE LADY OR THE TIGER?
Coal

Cost— Is it cheaper to buy
buy a Cood Wire and be Sure— is it?

Bills versus First

chances or to

the lowest in price and take your

Which Central Stations pay the best dividends— those having equipment with price as
the only consideration, or those in which quality is of first importance and price second?
SIMPLEX WIRE answers both these questions in favor of wise business judgment
in the purchase of a High Crade of insulation. It Days in the end. Write for prices.

Simplex Caoutchouc

Simplex T. Z. R. 'Weatherproof^

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL

"Wire.

WESTERN

CO.,

OFFICE,

II37-II38

Monadnock, Ghicairo,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS!
REDUCTION IN PRICES.
8,

20 and 25 Candle Power Lamps, 27 cents.

Power Lamps. 22 Cents.

10 and 16 Candle

32 Candle Power Lamps, 33 Cents.

WITH DISCOUNTS VARYING ACCORDING TO QUANTITIES ORDERED.
Our Stopper Incandescent Lamps, which we

offer at the

above low

prices,

have the following advantages:

They are efficient and have long life.
2nd. The normal candle power is kept constant by means of a material inclosed within the bulb.
3rd. All lamps have uniform molded glass bases, and can be used in the following sockets; Edison,
Brush-Swan, United States, Thomson-Houston and Sawyer-Man,
4th. Our lamp in our new socket excels all others in appearance.
1st.

The above low prices have been brought about by the use
by a constant application to the methods of manufacture of every
A
C" DO
Ar^
L^ '» P"!" «— I* O
I

of special

machinery and through improvements perfected
manufacture of the glass.

detail of the lamp, including the

by the use of which all the welleasily fitted to receive our lamps.

-^re furnished at five cents each,

I

known

sockets

may be

A
CT DO
DC"
I— '* ^ L_ II O

Should buy and use Stopper Lamps only. Heretofore, in consequence of the variety of sockets
in use, dealers have been obliged to carry a large stock of lamps with the corresponding bases
By the use of our Stopper Lamps and Adapters, the stock of lamps required for the trade will, therefore, be

I

attached.
greatly reduced.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

&

MANUFACTURING
r. A.

CO.,

ESTEP,
PresideDt and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa.

K.

McQINLEY,
Vice-President.

E. 3.

MAKTrN,
Superintendent of Works.

MiKUFACTUEEKS OF

Electric

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOL
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

THIS

The laa-gest and most prosperous street rall'way companies in the
country are nsing our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability- Correspondence solicited
CHAS. J. MAYER. 600 Betz Building, PMladelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Deparlment.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New En-'land States Sales Department.
bTAHDAED E'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department
A S. PAETBIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louis, Mo S. W. States Sales Department.
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department,
,

"^^^^M*^^
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—

no matter what sort of

^

/trfr^^X

Queer Fish
you tangle up with Okonite
it

identity.

There

certain distinguishing

marks,

never loses

are

wire,

its

t

certain inherent qualities of insula-

which

tion

make

conspicuous

it

wherever used.

There have been cases where
the

workmen, with an abiding

deal of other,
installation

and

faith in

Okonite, mixed a

little

of

hoping with that

little

to save the

inferior, insulation,

from the wrath

Okonite would cover

While

of the inspector.

a multitude of sins in this

it

with a great

it

whole

no doubt true that

is

manner, we do not approve of

the method.

Let every fish wiggle

What we want

is

own

its

orders

fins.

for the

simon pure, unadulterated Okonite.

Here
That

will

meet the

or Bell-fitter

ous

who

difficulties

is

a Bell

instant approval of every Contractor

numer-

has had to contend with the
the

in

way

assuring

of

t

customers

his

uninterrupted service.

Nothing

is

more annoying than

distance just to chase a bug out of
or to blow

away

a

speck of dust.

called a long

be

to

the

contact-points,

Various insect-proof

frames and boxes have been designed, but
really vital point
the Contact Protec=
ted Dust-Proof Bell.

This

is

unprotected.

the contact points are sealed.

obstruction can
various sizes.

was

left

Also a

full

Batteries, Insulated Wires,

line

of

No

prevent ringing.

House Goods

in

each

bug, no dust or other

We

have

this bell

in

Annunciators,

Specialties,

Push Buttons and Construction Tools.

Oidcrs and correspcndertce given pfonipt

attention.

t

Central Electric CompanxJ,

BRANCHES:
Co.
St. Louis; Southern Electrical Supply
Kansas City: Qate City Electric Co.

173-175

Adams

Street,

GENERAL WESTERN /IGENTS

t

the

In this bell

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helics Arc Lamps,
Washinorton Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats.

CHICAGO.
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HAVE YOU INVESTIGATED
Two-Phase System
Alternating Current Apparatus ?

The merits
It will

pay you

of the Stanley

to do so, as its earning capacity is
anything else on the market.

Light and Power can be supplied by this

system

much

of

greater than

same generator and

from the

THE GENERATOR
and

circuit.

inherent regulation.

Is superior to all others in eflaciency, simplicity, durability

THE MOTORS
Are self starting, take current in proportion to their load, substantially as direct current
motors do, and are more simple, durable and convenient to use than direct current motors.

Excel

all

THE STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
and
We

durability.
others in efficiency, regulation, convenience, safety
them for a term of years at a small premium.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

St.,

CO.,
Chicago,

We Want Western

"ttsfield,

insure

m.

III.

Business.

LA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
MANDFACTDRED

IN SIZES

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
'Seir

DISTRICT OFFICE 5:
San Francisco,
York,

Boston,
KnoxTille,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.

Chicago,
St. Lonis,
Pittsburg,
Mobile.

1,000 tight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
03^io.A.a-o.

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD,

SfT.

Rialto Buildinir,

XjOXTXS, aco.
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A GREAT REDUCTION IN PRICES ON OUR

REFLECTOR PLATE ALTERNATINB LAMP.
We

are Heavily Stocked

New

with

Styles

We claim for our lamp a better distribution of
be obtained from any other alternating lamp.
this result by means of our reflector plate.

The

and

Designs.

light than can

We

obtain

Our phenomenal

only lamp that has

are

due to the

sales

a legal right to use a
guarflector plate.

plate.

antee 50 per cent, more
effective, light than can be

can be a success' without

obtained from any other

it.

re-

We

No

reflector

alternating

lamp

alternating lamp.

Diagram ahowtag

distribution of light with

aud

without a reflector plate.

We

the market.

The

more economy from our lamp than can be obtained from any other alternating lamp
We do this by means of the

obtain

The

only Coil that allows the lamp

only adjustable

Economy

most economical
voltage (28 volts), which is
accomplished by means

to burn at

in

its

in

Coil

It requires no resistance nor additional switch.

the market.

of its starting device.

Complete

Direct Current Lamps.

Installations for

Photo-Engraying.

Inside and

Theatrical.

Street Lighting

Purposes.

To Users of Helios Lamps: August 15th.— Yearly contracts can be made
prices.

We

for the

HcliOS CarbonS

at greatly

reduced

can supply unlimited orders.

•f
1306, 1308 and 1310 Filbert
Mass.
Eastern Agents: STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., Pittsfield,
v/potcrn AVpnt=:- CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, III.
Swesfefn Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL luPPLY COMPANY,

Canadfan^Agencr"' CANADIAN
Toronto, Canada.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

S. A.

New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO Vandam and Greenwich Streets.
Pacific Coast Agent: SAMUEL H. TAYLOR, 195 Crocker Bldg., San Francisco, California.

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC

CO., Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,

Wyoming, New Msatico and Arizona.

WESTERN

& C

C
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Company

Electric

CZDF^

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.

Electric Motors,

Complete Plants
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

NEW

YORK.

nmrra

f^HIOAGO, loao and lOai Il'nadnock Bnildine-. noSTOK. 03 OliTer
RRlKrH "**Al.fc8.^j,^^YEl,AM).CnyahogaBuildiiis.
UKAI««.H
FUILAUfcI.HIA, 633 Arch St.
.

(

R. of N. J.

St.

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
im r'nTrruT SELF-LOCKING
HILL PATENT starting switch,

C-S SPECIALTIES.
G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
—Double Pole—Commutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

Single Pole

chanf e for an accident, as Ibe Snitch cannot
be closed until tbe resistance is all in.

ATo possible

COMPACT.

CHEAP.

C-S Flush Key Switch.

DURABLE.

single

Pole— Double Pole— 3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
MADE ONLY BY THE

single Pole.

"W. S. Hill Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.

133 Oliver Street,

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
KEW YORK, KLiSON & BRBWATF.K.

143 Liibertf

B.

ELKINS,

Prest.

The Harrison

PATEICK EGAN,

Strei't.

H.

Sec'y.

J.

O-S

THE

HANFOED,

PEERLESS.

LIST.

CHICAGO. CESTRAL EliECTRIC CO.
STEPHEN

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY

CUHER

ELECTRICAL

Harrison MeraatiODal Telephone.
either sell our telephones outthem for a term
of years.

rig:ht or lease

BEING

This company owns Letters Patent No, 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6. 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

allotted.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

at their offices,

Offices,

MARO

S,

CHAPMAN,

Chamber

THOMAS

Pres.

of

Commerce

C.

S.

A hard, black compositloD, which is not liable to
crack or break daring service, or alter its form under
ordinary changes of temperature.
It is moulded to
exact shape, and is suitable for switch- blocks,
sockets, bushings, and other parts requiring accuracy of dimension and finish.

THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

We

MFG.
CO.,
A,

"Monarch" Insulating Material.

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND

NOW

&

27 So. 11th Street, riMadelphla, Pa., V.

Gen'l Mgr.

International Telepiione Go

AGENTS'
territories

F luah DonWe FbbIi Switch— Double Pole,

BIdg., Chicago.

PERKINS,

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS, „ f5
Insulated with Moulded Mica, and designed with special
reference to their strength, durability and high
insulating qualities.

VULOABESTOltf >^ea.t-'Proof Ins-ulatlon.
H. W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,
New York,

Philadelphia,

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

240 and 242 Randolph

Boston,

BUNCE,

Sec'y and Treas.

Street,

CHICAGO,

TH. GONET,

ILL.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

HOLT
H. B.
Q. M.
S.

N.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Li^htins

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

by the following well-known and

GATES, 1140 Monadnock Buildlnir, Chlcairo,
COHO & CO 203 Broadway, New York: New York City, Brooklyn and
ANQIER & CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
BliAKB, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York.
,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.
vicinity

and

New

Jersey.

m
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Solid

and

Cables and

Stranded

Switch

FOR

Wires.

ALL

Cords.

WORK

REQUIRING THE

Highest Insulation
-crsiE-

PARANITE
IT

His A

PERFECT RECORD.
WRI1E US FOR

SPECIAL
AGENCIES:

PRICES.

HESS ELECTRIC CO., Des Moines.
GATE CITY ELEC. SUPPLY & CON.

Eastern Sales Department:
F.

CO., Atlanta.

CLEVELAND

ELEC.

MEG

W. BRIGHAM,

220

Mgr.,

Devonshire Street,

CO.,

BOSTON.

Cleveland.

POST-GLOVER

ELECTRIC

CO.,

Cincinnati.

SOUTHERN ENGINEERING

CO.,

Louisville.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

New York

CO.,

W.

T.

OSBORN &

CO.,

Kansas

Offics,

32 FRANKFORT STREET.

Minaeapolis,
City.

Indiana Rubber

Electric

&

Insulated Wire Go,,

"^^

Mari^rmd.

Appliance Co. I
General

"V^-^estern

Agents,

ii.C3.0.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

have purchased the Wirt Laboratory from the assignee of the Ansonia Electric
Co., together with a large stock of Wirt Indicators; these instruments are all new and
They include indicat rs for direct and alternating current
in first-class condition.
ranging from 10 to 1,000 amperes and from 2^ to 3,000 volts. While ihis slock lasts I
Apply to the undersigned or to your regular dealer
will make extremely low prices.
I

5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10

25,

T^IRT INDICATORS.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES
10

August

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

CBARLES WIRT,

56 Sth Avenue, Chicago,

III.

P LAT^INUM

The Only Snap Switch that has

M

For

CO., 408-414 New Jerse?
Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For Sale by All Supply Houses.

PurpoaeB-

all

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKER &

The Only Clocks Used in the W. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

NO WINDIN G. CORRECT ED HOURLY.

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

SELF-WINDING CLOCK

pl^

CO.,

^'ocK

HARTFORD. CONN.
OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

NORWAY

The

PINE CROSS-ARMS.

&

CO.,

Detroit,

-

Clocks Sold.

Clocks Rented.

BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA

CO.

all

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

pay you to set our prices.

BROWMEE

^°'

CO.,

KCEW YORK:.

lacaadescent DynamoB, Plating
Dynamos. Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.
Suitable for

WHITE OAK PINS.
It will

Wirt Dynamo Brush. The

SS Broa-d-BC-ay,

Uearborn

<<07

Mich.

THE BEST QBADES OF

St., Cliicago.

PORTER & BUERDORF,
SALES AGENTS FOR

SAL-AMMONIAC.
finaranteed Over

99 Per

For under ground, under water, and

conditions.

all otiier

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with

Cent. Fare.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

-

-

NEW

YORK-

HKNBT A. BKED, Secretary amd Manaser.

guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of etorsge battery lighting plants a specialty

Room HOa,

101 Kinzle St. Chlcaco.

No. 21

Hnincy

St.,

Chicago.

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAND)

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

(EliECTRIO

IVIANUFACTURERS OF

TRANSFORMERS,
kMulM

M

Direct Current

Dyiaiiifls,

Generators and

ForElectrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

Motors,

i=E:oF^ri^, ii_i

Write for Catalogue. A.KUPSTEIN & COMPANY. 122

Agents Wanted.

T^-y XI..

NEW

YORK, 86 and 88
B03T0N, 70 Kilby St.

Liberty St.

i THE

46

W

<^T^tlat.±Ta

CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND,

ST. LOUIS,

607 Arcli St.
24 South Water Street.

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

Buy two

If satisfactory the

way

New

York.

st on,

PHILADELPHIA,

NATIONAL.

We make

Pearl St..

185 to 189

Van Buren

St.

Eiglith and St Ctiarles St.
.

99

sets of our instruis

open

for

more

business, eitiier in telephones or switchboards for e.xchanges.

Oar head telepliones are largely used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFO.

00.,
Boston, Mass.

620 (W) Atlantic Avenue,
THIS IS A
The

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for Iiamp

and

Meter

measurement on

Alternaling Cnrrents

are

now

ready for the market.

DOUBLE POLE

Seed for our 1 K94 Catalogue which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

SNAP SWITCH,

Whitney Electrical

MADE BY THE

BRYANT
ELBGTRIC
COMPANY,
Idward rcmER,

(

1532

MONADNOCK BLOCK. CHICAGO.

Western Representatives.

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Factories: Fenacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS

HENRT

Specialties,

and Prompt Shipments,

flood Goods

EELLOQO,

General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass,: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New England): W. B. Soathgate
F.

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.
Electric Appliance Oo.
III
Olnolonatl, O.: Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. 8.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: CaHCornia Electrical Worka.
Toronto, Ont,: Toronto Electrical Works.

Chicago,

Factory: Bridgreport, Conn.
Sockets, Sivitches,

iDstrament Co.,
PENACOOK, ST. H.

:

St. Louis,

Mo.: St. Lools, Electrical Supply Co.
Ark. The Brown Elec. & Mach'ry Op.

Little Rock,

:

August

Western

1894

25,

EroKVB F. PaxLUPS, Preat

W. A. Hatha WAT, Treaa.

W. H. Sawteb, SeCy.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

UILWAY FEEDER AND

R.

±i

TELEPHONES!!
This company

I.

Is

manniactorlng

A Compound Magneto

TROLLEY WIRE

Incandescent and Flexible Cords.

WIRES.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

R K W YOBK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt Street.
MONTKEAL BRANCH, Eugene F. Philllpa' Electrical Works

a Letter from the Inspector of

In

TRADE

writers' Union,

CLARK" WIRE.

I

every respect."

In

The Rubber used in insnlatlng our Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Submarine, and onr net prices are as low, if not

Inpa'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and In nee for
met with universal favor.

lower, than any other

the pnat nine years, and has
Thousands of miles of this

We

wire have been sold, and
•are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is conetantly increasing, because

first-

class Insulated Wire.

shall be pleased to

mail Catalogues with Terms and

Discounts for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satiuf action.

61

and 63 Hampshire

Western Agents,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Hebbert H. Eubtis,

Henrt

a. Clabk,
Treas. and Gen'l Hgr.

CO.,

Chicago,

Boston Fire Under
" A Thorougtily Re

pecially chemically prepared,

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Ciark'e

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

III.

ttte

states:

tie

able and Desirable Wire

sizes of Stranded

it

CO.,

539, 540 and S4I Ilonadnock BIk.. Chicago,

THE

«

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to eificiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talksover one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and polei).
Private lines, Factory j.Nnts,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIBE,

AMERICANITE. MAGNET,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

electrician.

Frest. and Electrician

Send for Cataloene.

III.

^y^'ff^o^'%^^ofs^
L^JLVs

"f

TELEPHONE S-

CoDSOliilateil Electric

ELECTRICAL SUPPL/ES

Palmer Bros.
^^&^S>"^

CMIANUS.CONN,

Storap Companf,

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of

all

And Dealers

EneineerlDg. — E
C Osboru, C. E.;
stant, C. E.

8140 DeKalb

Instmction by CorrespondencQ, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
P. Eobertn, M. E.; G. T. Hanchett, S. B
Oscar Antz,
E.; Jas Ritchie, B. S.; Frank
F. Tensen; L. S. Siebel; H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Con;

CELLS,

In

Everything in the Battery Line.

Correspondence School of Technology,
CLEVELA^VD OHIO,

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

M

M. M.

St.,

UAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manager.

Send for Circular.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.
I82I,

1888.

MORRIS, TASKER &C0.,
INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHU.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

Bier fihs, WriiH

Iroi Pijes

aM

Fillis,

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
—^—MANUFACTUEERS

"0. K." INSULATED

OP

WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.
Cbicago Agents,
Electric Appliance Company.

New York

Handsome
and 41 Cortlandt St.

Perfect Insulation.

Office.

39

Finish,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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StUwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Pnrilier.

Removes all

ImpuritieSi
scale

Entirely prevents

AND

Boilers.

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

FIXTURES
ELECTRICITY

AT

RIGHT PRICES!

i

S

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

FREE APPARATUS.

portation
One-twentieth of a cent a mile. on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for

^
i

AMES & FROST COMPANY

g
^

Diplomas Awarded.

Courses in other trades,
iocluding Ihoroagli instruction In Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating subject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.
all

Chicago General Fixture Co.,
169

CO., 192 Broadway,

Hew York,

the only concern in the world
that makes

one

CUAS.

47

Arc Lighting

E. (i^RBGOR'ir CO..

and 49 South Jefferson Street, CHICAGO,

Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

CUSHIXti & MORSE,
2:23 I>earT>oin Street, <'liieago.

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

WANTED.

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

A thorough business man and engineer, who has
hai experience in putting gas and electric plants
on a paying basis, would like to lease a gas, electric light or railway plant, or will take the management of any of the above for a percentage of

Send

Care 'Westeen Electrician,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago,

HuEBEL

For Sale to the Highest Bidder.

The Hillsboro Gas aud Electric Light Plant, consisting in part of two 35-llght T.-H Arc Dynamos;
two 100 horse power boilers; one 74 and one 100
horse power engine; sixty eight 2,000 candle power
T.-H. Arc Lamps; one 300 light Alternator with
250 lamps in place; 3>i miles of Gas Mains; two
benches for three retorts each; one 30,000 foot
gas holder; one hundred and fifty gas consumers.
Both the above with all the machinery necessary
make a first class plant.
Will be sold at public sale on Monday, September 3d, 1894, to the highest bidder.
J. M. HUGHEY, Receiver.
HUlsboro Gas and Electric Light Co.,
Hiilsboro, Ohio,

&

Manger,

for

New

Catalogue.

DIan ufaetnrer s
286-290

Graham

BROOKLYN,

Street,

N. Y.

SEALED PROPOSALS
Will be received by the City of Jackson,
Tenn., until 12 o'clock noor, October
2, i8g4, for furnishing, openaMng and mainforty
double arc
2,oco cand'e
taining
.

stieets of said

with the privilege of 50 at the same
price per light, lor a term of five years.
An
exclusive franchise will also be granted for
all arc and incandescent lighting for both
commercial and domestic use for a term of
five years.
For specifications, e;c., apply to
city,

SAM

C.

LANCASTER,
City Engineer.

ON TOP

The "New Era"
EtECTBIC
GAS LIGHTERS.
made that

little

with side lever,

is

a

AT BOTTOM

St., Boston, Mass.
Send for Oirculara,

K^SEND FOR
No 42J

^.CIRC ULAR

ELBRIDGE EL'^CT'L MFG.CO. ELBRiDGE.MYl

E.W. BLISS CO,,
UJolinSt., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.,

MO.

LUIMDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

MOTORS.

Direct

Current,

Slow Speed,

Clad,

Iron

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell
to

Dynamos

any tjpe of

directly connected

higti

logues, prices, etc., address

cata-

is

Designed for

Discs,

Hammers, Dies, Etc.,
For Electrical Work.

Co.

44 Broad

Cutting Armature

Panches, Shears, Drop

ttie

Conduit

& Insulation

This Press

speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

Interior
102 Pearl

Alt-Carbon Mult iple-Contact Teleponc in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty

fpUNMACHINEfti^'-AMPS

wonder.

Sole Manufacturers,

phone Com any has the sole and e.rclusive ii/ht to
use a lever in telephones— reviember that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D^ Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an

l\DO^^ECTR0 PLATING
JLIGHT^<!CANDESCENT

Converters,
Western Lamps,
lona Switches,
Puritan Sockets,
Infinity Dry Batteries,
And a General Line of Supplies

are successfully operated by the key,

Victor

Instruments.

Wagner

Which always indicates whether
the gas is on or oS. Safe, reliable; will not fail to light;
hfave interchangeable stems; are
adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5
styles but all on the same general principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argand. Our

Beware of Infringing or of Using Infringing

YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS
HE MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR
K^ILL DECOMPOSE WATER

OUR specials:

Newly Improved.

Are the only Electric

TELEPHONE.

D'UNGER

The Pf.er of All.
The "Far-Away Talker."'

Just WHAT EVERY

NOT IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT, BUT WITH
Clark Wire,

THE

l>'Diieer, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

911-913 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS,

r-lshters

Withee, Wis.

of premeditated falsehood.
Address all letters to K-

to

power ekctric lamps on the

address, E. E. Clock,

i

SWITCHES.

lUontana,

Address,

ences

The D'Unger Telephone (its reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully established) is the only self-cleaning speech sender in
the world; the only instrument in which the powei'
of the voice is increased; the only instrument in
which the electric current is intetisifled by the
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
tJie loice-icaue is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with tbese wonderful advantages without the
use of a lever. The D'Uager Long-Dlstance Tele-

,,

for particulars.

the profits

First class engineer with best experience as cliief and erecting engineer on
expansion Corliss and high speed
engines, thoroughly up in indicator and
economical management, will be open for
engagement after Sept. i. Best refertriple

ILI..

For Sale at a Bargain.
Five H. P. 220 Volt Motor. PurGuaranteed
chaser can see it run.
to be in first class condition. Write

AT HOME

Thorough Instruction, with FEEE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free. HCientlflc Machinist Vo„ 90-91 Atwater Eldg., Cleveland, O.

Is

alternator; one 750-light Westinghouse alternator;
750-light Slattery alternator; one 500-light T.H. alternator; all station instruments are with machines. Hard time prices.

ILL.

By onr correspondence method.

ELECTRIC

smaller arc machines;. all machines have a full
complement of lamps; one 2,50b-llght National
(20)

CHICAGO,

STUDY ELECTRICITY

ADAMS STREET, OHIOAGO.

One 60-Iight Standard arc 2,000 C. P. dynamo;
one 50-light American arc 2,000 C. P. dynamo; one
45-light T.-H. arc 1,200 C. P. dynamo; about twenty

i
g

St., N,

Y.

The Stiles & Parker Press Co.

August
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ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register

Gate— Close

Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

CELEBRATEU "WATMl

attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is chilled to thia
nrtatitt-d lo tlieir Uf-e, oq account oEits remarkably Steady motion,
H])P0<1 ai.clsr at ffhcienoy uiul larse capacity for its diameter, being double
ttie power ol most wheels of tli<> snme ilinmeter.
It is need by a number of the leading electric compnojefl wltb ffruht sntiefnction. In ihe economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of ueefal effect ^tiarunteeil*

The

H HKKIj as pnrticularly

high

SEXI> JFOR

CATALOGUE AND S^AUTICVMjARS.

The accompanf ing engraving representa a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 hi. P. under 38 f^et head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

The

Stilwell-Bierce

O?

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

THE L^^^

.o^
't

ui

'^,

^
a

°

.2-5

f

«

o

H
pq

e

^

a

S

s

=

3.

CO
ID

U

o

WORTH YOUR ATTENTION.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

The New Yost

FOB

EIiEGTBICAIi 1T8ES:
Oraplilte Bods of Varlons Iiensths, from 1-S Ohm to lOO Ohms Bealstance
to the Ineh. wraphlte Boxes and Orndbles, Beslstlne Hsats
of 4,000 Degrees.

lOS.

1894 Model.

Inanlrles (Madly AnsireTed.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

J.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Crives more poTrer as to diameter xrith a
higlier percentaare of nsefnl effect than any other
Tivutf r-wlieel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected under systematic tests In
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powersj will find It lo
ivilliB^ to guartheir interest to confer with me, as X

Constructed on priacipl63 radically Its own, insuring results always sought for but absolutely
uQattainable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.

am

antee results where others have failed, no mat-

The Standard Or>en Circuit Batteries of the

ter Trhatmakeofturbine has been in use.

World.

=tei

Send foe CmcuLAB and Prices.

THE

LECLANGHE

711 to 117 East

BATTERY
13Ut

St.,

R«'ai^IREItI£KTS
1.06HJE.

S.

CO.,

Let us send you catalogne.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Estlniatea furnished for complete power plants
results Ruaranteed.

N. Y.

STATE

AND SEND FOB CATAPa.

The Yost Writing Machine

Co.,

and

169 La

Salle St.,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AXeixi.'u.fEictux>eirs,
Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Grimshaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Cabies,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Yulca Bushings, all
xat
MAIN OrFIOE
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

HAVE
YOU
READ

Ynlca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Construction.

sizes,

3EANCHES:

:

New

York.

Ittventiflfls,

Researches
By

BOO

Pages.

BOSTON:
j,g^g2 rranilln Street.

anil

Writinp

of

134 Congress Street.

Nikola Tesla,

THOMiS CUMMEBFORD MARTIN.
330

lllustrutions

SEE PAGE XIV FOR TABLE OF CONTEMTg.

and New

Portrait.

ORDER AT ONCE.

SANrEANOISCO:
102

Sacramento Street.

TESLA'S

NEW
BOOK?

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIYINa

Electric Light-

and Powsr Stations

On acconnt of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, eteadlneae of motion and easy working gate, the conBtroction of which makes It the moat seuBltive to the action of a goveraor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

IlluBtratlng variouB styles of setting
horizontal shaft.

on both

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
S0COBSSORS TO
ST01TT. UlliliS A TEIIPI.I;.

Artistic Slate
FOB

Siritoh Boards,
(Switch Ba«es,

Bbeostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,

A.

J.

All

lamp

for

&

P. E.

Dutcher Co.,

AND LINKS

Issued by the Burlington
Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.
use,

CO.,

c»'«ct.
CarrTinc

f

capacity.

V

is

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Route.

)

^"''T^lm..

&

ailLWArKEE, WIS,

Fnse Boxes and Bases,

And

FUSE WIREl

office

home

and

DAYTON. OHIO.

Steel and Wrought MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, bandeome Map of the United
Iron Castings.
States, mounted and suitable for
01
The strongest castinge made. The wronght iron
castings are very desirable for electrical parposes.

veitical

Bases,

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and flnlah
Ball Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or aiarbleized.
Italian, Tennessee, and

VermoDt

In

For any electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

ELEOTEIOIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

jllarble,

Mexican Unyx and
Grained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

filled

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

alzea to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
8&th St. and Stewart Ave.,

OHIOAGO.

39th

Oral, Electric,

Pnenmatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full lilne Always in Btock.

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

Consolidated Gar-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

SI.

W. R. OSTKANDER &
New

CO.,

804 Fnlton St.,
York.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave-, Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^Send

for

New GAxAioauE.

Out August

Ist.

Electric

Car - Heating. ELECTRICITY for ENGINEERS.
A NEW AND POPULAR BOOK.
DIFFERENT
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

INTENSITIES

Ttto TolnmeSf

OF HEAT.

Price,

In Practical Operation in more

Than S6
XT.

We

4!S4 pages,

Profasely Illnstrated.

Postage Prepaid, $2.50.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

lieadlnff Cltie« in
8. and Canada.
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Announce Another Cut

CO.,

IiAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

in

Prices on Our

ALTERNATING and CONTINUOUS CURRENT

Arc Lamps—
Send for our New Discounts and also for Reduced Price List on

The Celebrated Niirnberg Carbons.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

No. 607.
D. C. liSmp.

169

Adams

572 to 578

Street,

CHICAGO.

No. 3435.
A. C. lianiK.

S.

BERSMANN,

PrediieiiL

First Avenue,
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The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

Patents Bustained by

BRUSH

repeated decisions
of U- S. Courts.

ELECTRIC

Agencies In

all

large cities.

TheKussell & Officer Electrical Construction Co., Denver, Col.
Bagnall and Hitles, Tokohoma. Japan,

Sleepers Between Chicago and Milwaukee.
The Chlcflgo, Milwanbee & St. Pau\ Railway ie
now runniDg sleeping cars with drawing rooms oc

Ofliee

and AVorbs, Cor. Belden and 31a8on !$t8..

MICA

night trains between Chicago and MilwaokeeSleepers can be taken in Union Passenger Station
any time between 9:30 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago lit 3:00 a. m., arriving at Milwaukee at
5:15 a. nr., pa^sensers remaining In sleeper until
7:30 a. m.
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
Ohicaso. Berth rate ?1.50. F.ir further particulars, for tickets and berths, oppy at City Ticket
Office, 207 Clark St (Teephnne Main 21911), or at
Ticket Office, Union Passeoger Station.

India ami

^V.

AiBer

Qnalilles lor Eleclrical

r.ri

ca

For Sale, Cheap,

(0
i£

CJLEVBL.AIVI>,

OHIO.

Purposes,

EUGENE NIUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 TSTATER ST., NEW

MICANITE

Lake

PERFECT INSULATOR.

H. SILLS,

.'5'J

St.,

YORK.
Chicago. 111.

Oells
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7EISTEH3
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Two

oO-light We^^tern Electric Arc, ten
2,ri00 C. P. Dynamos
One 20-light Western Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C P. Dynamo.

ampere,
ampere,

One hundred

We?ter;i Electric Arc Lamps.
Five hundred light transformer capacity.
One 100 H. P. Rns-ell Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenix Automatic Cut-oS Engine.
One 125 H. P. Sleam Boiler-

One

CO.,

100 U. F.

Two Iron

Steam Boiler.

Stacks.

ere

St

<3?

above machinery is as good as new
Will be sold cheap. For particulars address
All of the

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. R. FABEN, Receiver,

f"

Manufactured by

MAXISTEE, MICH.

The

Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

™UFACTORY.

WS^MW^^
y

.

WIRE AND CABLES.

^ /-w -JS5 Greene St

' ^^^^^i^t¥'jif

Every Telephone
United States

POR THU-

and Cables.

*"r± 5-7.

BIHDERS

SILK BRAID

is

Ke-

J

Company

JiM"^^^^^

using Kerke Wire

iB

Stand-

rite is tlie

ard of High Grade
will

Cnt

the
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icia[if

For Incandescent

The

^i;;,,.,,,,

'BrooklVn,N.Y.

Insulation,

Last

and

Oat

and
Glass

Lamp
Filaments.

any other on the

Market.

greatest care taken in producing a uniform article.

s£iyo

BOSTON BRAID MFC. CO.,

FOR saiiipi.es and fbices.

GUSHING & MORSE,

A NEW^
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

I^C>^W'

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General WestBrn Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago.

203 Broadway, New

York.

BOOK.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of
which. 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

IffOW

READY.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

PRICE $1.00.
CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.
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ELECTRIC COCK

gas and either one, two or three

light

light electric.

Also

made

with key on top for one light

gas and one

E. P.

light electric only.

Gleason Mfg. Co.,

181-189 Mercer
NEW YORK.

Street,

183 Dearborn Street,
CHICAGO.
Improved Holder,

E404'.i.

Will

fit

all socketa.

A MmW BOOK!
Topped

H

or

M

incli,

Irono

B!g Reduction in Prices. Send for Quofations.

E448.

New Dynamo
226 Pages.

Tenders'
i

'&

8 Engravings.

Hand-Book.

Hand-Book

Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
•
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
STANDARD
to retain the distinction of being the
for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

ONLY

WOUE

NOW

READY.

PRICE, $1.00.

@ LAKESIDE BIULDING, CHICAGO.
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B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

e. e.,

Consu'ting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Kailwaya and

E.^pert

Power

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,
to'
and
1

tiODB-

574-570 Bookery, Chicagro.

S.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

Auditorium ToTver, Chicago.

The Louis

yev) Electrical Devices Perfected for
Shop Construction.
Teets, Plans, Estimates,
Supervision and Expert Opioions.

5»S The Cnyahosa, CleTelaiid,0

K.

1

Goltz

ComstockCo.,

&

Electrical Engineers

Agents

Tel. 912.

1437-3S3IODadnock Blk., Chicago.

Academy

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

General Electricians,
Ensjineers and Contrscto'-s.
Estimates furnished for Construction and Complete InstallatiODd.

Tel.,

Harrison

712.

EsEablipbed 18S9-Iocorporated 1892.

H\H Medinah Kids:. <Miicnsn

E)

Chicago.

&

E. P. Roberts

Co.,

84, 25, 36, 37, 38,

and Contractors,

for Ideal

(E.

1627 aionadnock Bldg^

Brainard Blocb,

Manufacturers' Agents,

and Contractors,

B. s

Telt-phone Maiu 3946.

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Tnriier Building. St. Loiii^.

E. P.

Engines.

EdfeEKTS, M.

E.,

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc., Etc.

BEdg., jUilTraukee^ Wis.

—

1

The Allen-Hussey

William D.

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Speclfioations, S'lperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

i

N.

M.Am. soc.m.e.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

H. Bryan,

CleTCland, O.
^

Co.,

Designers and Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Works, Ice Mating
and Refrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. Louis.
Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice-Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electrical, Con.

BINDERS

™s''*"

JLnalysis of Sal Am^ixioniac.
Certificate of Analysis, Ko. 918.
This Certifies that I have analyzed sample
.

and

Consulting

I find the

Chemist

Ammonium

of:

Sulphate

Moisture

81 Clarh Street.

42,

amount

Ammoniuni Chloride contained therein

AND ASSATEH,
Room

9, 1894.

Ammoniac, marked

"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.

J s. v\rEia,
Analytical

Chicago, March
of Sal

Non- Volatile Matter
Organic Matter
The Non-Volatile Matter consists

"

"
"
"

"
"

"

"

to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
0.03
"
"
0.13
"
"
0.02
"
"
0.31

of Iron Oxide and Alumira.

IS^Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.
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WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC

£

MANUFACTURING

CO. f

x>iV!Fs^-crxi.Gi-:

We

manufacture Complete Installations of

ELECTRIC JLI. JLI>I>JLRJLXUS
For

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES

IN

ALL LARGE

CITIES.

HUBLEY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TROLLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile recordStill running.
iPQlLfV HlinPS Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Ste^l. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
RpARINQ^ Por Dynamos and Motors. We guarantee 20 per cent, more life than any anti-friction metal offered for sale.
Line Ears, Splicing: Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Switches Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets, all of our design and patents. Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Black and White Tape. Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.
'

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO., Lancaster,

Pa.
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CO., Dayton, Ohio,
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Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

Having
one of the
Largest

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.
Will save yon
Bnilt in

loney on

Boiler

ManuTactories
ID the

coal,

units from 50 to 1500 H. P.

Country,
equipped wi h
the Latest ami

MANUFACTURED BY

new

J.

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Cataloine,

BROOKLYN,

Tanks and General Sheet Iron Work.

Boilers, Standpipes,
N. Y.

H. McEWEN MFG. CO.,

WE GUARANTEe

YOU

a very considerable saving in the items

of water and fuel by the
use of our Vacuum Feed Water Heater and PnriSer,
atid this means, of course, an extra profit on your output.
The
"how" will be found in a comprehensive Catalogue, which is

AUTOMATIC ENGINES
Both Vertical and Horizontal.
From 12 to 600 Horse Power.

OUR GUARAWTRE: :—The Engine shall not run one

revolution slower when fully loaded than when running emiity,
and a reduction of boiler pressure from the greatest to that
necessary to do the work, will not reduce the speed of ea-nne
°

yours for the asking, also Catalogues of the Webster Separator
and Williames Vacuum System of Steam Hea ting.

one revolmion.

Any engine failing to meet this guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment of one dollar. It is one of
Send for Catalogue.

WARRnN

the most economical engines on the market.

niTTin
NA
.hX
UniiUU

EiVGrlNES,

THROTTLING

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,

XRW YORK,

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS, RIDCWAY, PA.
* REGISTER, Provi<ieiit Buildiiiff. Philadelphia.
innumfl PEPPER
AItKN
iV WI^t^HARPi!;. 937 Monadnork Knildinff. <5hicaeo.
nUUll lU/c. H. W. COPEI^ASD. in Liberty Streer. New York.

Wi-;bsti;r

&

CHICAGO, noDnilnock

Co.,

CAMDEN,

126 IJbertj SIrept.
Riiildlnir.

N.J.

(
^

SOL,E aiAIirrFACTVBEBS

VULCANIZED FIDRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wu^ington.'dki.

OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gsay.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material

of tlie World.

OFFICE:

14 1)KY ST.,

m.T

improvedROOT WATER
TUBE BOILER.

THE ELEMENTS OF

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.

ll YNAHiC

F LECTBICITY

Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

AND MAGNETISM
A.

isoob

For Learners.

Price,
Jfrioe,
"KT^—,
JaiCSi%jLy l Postage
0\V la^^A-ww^

M

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

28

5>2.
$2.
Free.

CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

m

Two

Cleveland.O.
80 SENECA

CO.,

New

Cliff Street.

York.

Improved Racine High Speed

N

ST.,

Near Union Depot.

New Gear

Shop.

SUPERIOR, RKOlfflnON
*">

GEO.

B.

GRANT.

ECONOMY

Fof^

.

EectricIightihs
"^

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.

a™ GENERAL
:^l PURPOSES
All Sizes carried in
stock.
2,000 In

Over

J.

PHILADELPHIA
C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEES OP EAUWAT AND TEAMWAY CARS OF AXL GLASSES,

Via Chicsgo, Milwaukee &
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p.
Arrive Milwaukee

St.

5 o'clock p.

Milwaukee is a summer
It is cool and pleasant.

Paul R'y.

in.
ra.

resort.

Marine and
Yacht JEnffines.
Porcnpine
and Tubujar
BoUers.

Its hotels are tbe best in the west.

Start Saturday QfterDoon.

fiacine

Corce back Monday morning.
Four dollars for a round trip ticket.
Paror car seats reserved in advance.
Caicago Ticket office, 207 Clark Street.
jni: genuine;
INCOfSiLMAKUFACTURtS
'BEAR- QUR
REC.J.RAOE MARKS.

-

'

.

'

"U'eRKS: liiCINE, Wis.

W.F. PARISH, Generia
Home

Manager,

CHICAGO.

P H O S P HO R^B RO N Z E

In-qots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.
ThePhosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTED

.2200washiiiigtonAvE;,Philadelphia.,Pa
OF Phosphorbronze IN THE United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS
Special attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Cars.
Builders of BriU No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, and "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.
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Kester
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at the
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Vulcanized
Sheet,

Rod and
Tubing,

and accord

you

fair

treat-

X. L.

Braid
Weatherproof
Triple

ment.

Our stock

is

large,

Wire.

Xntric
Switches.

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

I.

our goods standard, and

we

appreciate your trade.

Try

the

Gilliland

Fan

Tele-

Circuit

Breaker.

phone

it is

Crocker-

a beauty.

Wheeler
Motors

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

Qarton

Spark

Lightning

Arrester.

Arrester.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicag:o.

August

25,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND-BOOK.
By Herbert I^a^^s "Webb,
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free, $1.00.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

READY SEPT.

1st.

Uniform in size and style with tFie other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
Practical subjects treated
to date.
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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August

BUCE
Monadnock

TO

Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

}

Patent Grooved Belting having Groovea runniaK
lengthwise of the Belt, serve ae channelB to permit the escape of air between Belt and Pulleya,
to euch a degree that the air cushion ie overcome
and the Belt can be rnn very elack, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

Ms,

SGHULTZ BELTING
Agents in

all

CO., St.
Principal Cities.

Electric

Fan

Storage

Water Motor.

Ho.

saie

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free as It coanects vrlth any faucet.
Sample $6.00. Wbolft-

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

and retail.

TlieBolgiaiioMfg.Co..

415 Water St.,

BRA.NCHES;
164

CO., Cleveland, O.

BOIieiAKO'S

^TeTTsT TD3rn.a.nQ.o Beltin.gr'''

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

FIT

1894

25,

BAI.TIMOBE. MD.

Summer

Street, Boston.
225 Pearl Street, New Yorb.
129 North ad Street, Philadelphia.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

Are Necessity

for

All-around
Station Ecdnomy.

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

:iss

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

The above cut Is of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head spiral aystfem. All coils
perfect balance, handsome appearance. Write for prices on
CE9iTR'%Ii
; Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

CO.,

HEAVY

KEPAIKS

Shops, Jersey CiJy, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

allfce

STATIOX

126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

BEanufactnred by

%

QsWlOU^sJWJJJO
k^H,

WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.

»O0O

to

S017 Pine

Ht., St.

Iionis.Uo.

rxzE

STANDARD

MON-ARC

"WARD"

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

ARC LAMPS.

ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

You have seen our special offer on 1,000 "Ward"

—

lamps, direct current. Well,
the sale is fairly under way.
If you desire anything in this
line, let us hear from you

Also Arc

Lamps

for

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

quickly. State full particulars

and quantity that you wish

Write for prices.

figures on.

THE
Iclric

Coiiti k

telephone Building,
York.

'J

Unity Building,
Establisben

New

Ml

Electrical

i08l.

Chicago.

F. P.

LITTLE

& Snpply
BUFFALO, N, T.

Gonstrnction

Western Agt. with Metropolitan

Company,

Electric Co., Chicago,

III.

New England Agt., Q. M. Angler & Co., Boston, Mass.
Bussell & Officer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

XV.

/«^«

i,

cents per Copy.

1

No. 9

1894.

THE LIGHT THAT FAILED

Aetna Railway Insulators,

CERTAINLY HAS NO REFERENCE TO THE

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by

ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.

Correspondence Solicited.

"

NEW BEACON "

(N.&C.

Patents.)

|

6Pump &

INCANDESCENT TJis:Hz

25

for

ASadisou St^t^^tC^-CifO^l^

MANUFAOTUEEB OP

IIffSUI.ATED ZSIaEGTRIG WTIRE^
FLKXlBIuE COFir>» and CABLES.

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recoiding Pressure Gauges Pay

S-**^

CtS.

Manufacturers,
iTTlnetOn Street, BOI^TON, MABS.

CHICAGO OFFICE. 323 Dearborn St.
PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE, 305 Hale Bldg.

thdbt^/j: <pxj:

Company,

Electrical

'

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, ElectricV^^^e^^ /X> /

western Agents:
Manufacturers: New York & Ohio Co., Warren, 0.

(ToS')

C. P.

Beacon Vacuum

As every ueer of the lamp will sorely testify. A great many of OJr customers havej
lamp from the day ihey were first placed on the market; many others have used thej^
years; and all of oar customers have used them continuously from the day ihey tea
you are not usini? Packard Lamps, commence to
8/ c/y-fC^

SOO and 30S srorth Third Street.

-

PHUiADKIiPHIA, FA.

-

Tbemselves

In every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continaona reoorda
day and ulght of voltage and Builer Pressure.

»EST OIV 30 DAT^S' TRIAI. AND

eVABANTEED.

FUIili-T

BEST OF ALL

IS

Circalar and Fac-5iimLe Chart mailed on application,

WATERBURY, CONN.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

Sade by

jr.

H.

BIJIl[IIIKI.Ii d. 'JO.,

V6 Cortlandt St., New fork.

Beat Coaetruction and In^edlents. Strongest, most Durable and Beliable. Sl2e 6x2H*

^ ct9.

per

<

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Send for

PARTRIDGE

Electric

CARBON
and

Adams

Fan

Storage

Water Motor.

CO.

Sample ?6.00.
and retail.

Bradbury-5tone Electric
Storage Co.,

hole-

sale

TleBolgianoMfg.Co,,

415 Water St..

BALTIMORE. MD.

Patents.

BernardCo.,
Troy, KT. "ST.

E. G.

Manufacturers,

National

VV

STUDY ELECTRICITY

By our correspondence melhod-

Thorough

Instruction, with

Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free, tirientlfic

Pactorr and

S:^^SJo°H^^l

iBuslnesa

the World's Fair, Chicago.
Manufactnred only by

I

i«

THE STAHDARD PAIMT
.

HODGINS,

CO., '

Tiw^oAw.

Chicaso Oilire, 871 Tbe Rookery.

Secretary.

Gen'l Snpt.

Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At

Offices:

BRANCHES:
r.
nPICTnl
R
New York Office. 481 Broadway, H.L.Burdlck.Mgr. „^,^L^.
L"tl»J • v-t ••
San Francisco, 571 and 619 Market St.
Chicago, Metropolitan Electric Co., 186-188 Filtti Ave.
GEO. T. MANSON,
Manager..

90-91

Took HIGHEST MEDAL

Wires and Gabies.
Oeneral Manager.

AT HOME

FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.

JHachiniSt Co.,

India

Rubber Co.'s
PBEDEKICK S. MINOTT,

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free aa it connects with any faucet.

DYNAMOS

Forged lion.

Motors

BOIielANO'S

Samples.

General Western Agents:

JUETBOFOIilTASr EI.EOTBIC CO.,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

186 and 188

New York.

INSULATED

>tON'^
f TRADE

mark]

WIRES MdCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uit.

WESTON

OI<onite

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.

Estimates and Drawing:s Snbmitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

Waterproof Tape.

Chlomio, Boston, PbUadelpWa, Mlnne»poU», ClnclnnBtt.
, BRANCHES:
Omaha, I,nal.TllIa, St. I.o<ils, San Francl.co, IJondon and So. America.

rUth Avenno, CHIOAOO, ILL.

LIMITED,

• city.

CO.,

KEPRESENTATIVES.
126 Liberty St New Tork City.
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
82 Lake St., Cllcago, 111.
HOrt^lAN-KCSSELLCO.,
Pa.
H M SCIPLm&CO., 3dand ArchSt8,,Piilladelphla.
Scranton, P».
SCRANTON SUPPLY i MACHINERY CO
,

,

,

MAGNETO WATCHMEN'S CLOCKS.
Holtzer-Oabot Electric Co., 92 Franklin St

New Xork

Offlce

,

Boston, Mass.

and Salesroom, 114 liberty Strett

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

EDDY

MOTORS

*ui?

From 1-2 IS.F. Upwards.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.
Bnl^v Ci af^TtUfi MFft- CO.. WINDSOR. CONN

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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THE THOMSON
ARC LAMP

i.

1894

'93

FOR

DIRECT,

ALTERNATINC,

POWER AND
RAILWAY
CIRCUITS,

Thomson '93
Standard Alternating
Circuit Arc Lamp.

WRITE FOR

OUR

COMBINES THE FOLLOtflNG

CATALOGUE,

ADVANTAGES
NOT FOUND IN ANY OTHER LAMP:
Tliomson '93

OrnamentH Arc
Lamp.

EASE OF CARBONiNG.
Motion of carbon rod entirely
carbon life.

free,

No loss of time

in charging.

Xo

-waste of

FEWNESS OF PARTS.

Parts interchangeable with

all

lamps, except the alternating current lamp.

STEADY BURNINC-NO HISSING.
PERFECT REGULATION.
Reg-alation and feeding point independent of -weight of carbon.

SIMPLICITY AND SENSITIVENESS OF FEED MECHANISM.
Neither clutch nor gear, but combines advantages of both.
escapement.

EASE OF INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT.
Labor reduced

to a

No

troublesome
Thomson

minimum.

Lamp

93 standard

for incandescent

or Railway Circuits.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Soston, Mass,, 180 Summer Street.
Ne-w York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Ro-wland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 809 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., Ne-w York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.

Philadelphia, Pa 609 Arch Street.
St. Louis, Mo., Wain wright Building.
Dallas, Texas, Corner Field and Main Streets.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 426 Wood Street.
Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.
San Francisco, Cal., 16 First Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, ni., Monadnock BuUding.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.
F<w all business outside tbe ITnited States and Canada—TliojUBon-Honston International Electric Co., Schenectady, IV. X,
and 44 Broad St., Se-wr Tork, For Canada— Canadian Oenerai Electric Co., Iitd,, Toronto, Canada.
,

!

September
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i,

INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Gollz

ALPHABETICAL LIST.
Abendroih A Root Mfg.Co.iis

Works

li

AmesA

Frost Company... sii

Amstuiz, y. S

M

.

-Babcock

J

Jt

Wilcox

W.

Hill,

=E^ii

Eoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

S.,

i

Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co..

1

Hubley MEg. Co

Baker
BaU,

& Co

^

xii

The

Co.,

The

ACo

I uils

i

xii

Johns Manufacturing
H.

Bernstein Electric Co...

Co.,

W

Bishop Gutta Percha Co

La Roche Electric Wks.

Leffel

Hayden-Booker

James

Co.,

P.

^

McEwen

Mfg. Co.,

i

xix

The

Co.,

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F

xxii

Wm. H

Muncie

xvii

Bryant Electric Co
Buckeye Electric Co

Bunnell ACQ.,

Co ...

National India Rubber Co.
Natioral Tel. Mfg. Co

Co

v

—

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wksxix

xt

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co

A

xii

Correspondence School of
xi
Technology

facturing

xiv

& Manu-

Co

A

E

xviii

Directory, Principal

Elec.
xvii

and Mech. Engineers.,

Dutcher Co.,

A.

A

P.E...xiv
xi

W
Co

—

xv
i

Mfg. Co

x

Co

x

&

Construction
Supply Co.

Electric

Halske Elec. Co.

x

A

Iron

xix

Works
S.

Morgan

xiii
i

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co

A

Stilwell-Bierce

vii

ment Co
Wallace Electric Co

Want Advertisements

Empire China Works.

Western Electric Co

Erie City Iron

For
Fort

XV

xii

..

Wks

six

Sale Advertisements,

Wayne

xxii
S.

A

Sons Manu-

facturing. Co

xix

xvii

Con-

Co

Bryan,

XV

Co
Weston Engine Co
S.

E

ix

Instru-

X

Hill,

x

WorthiuKton, Henry R ...
Yost Writing Machine Co.xvill

Co..

W.

S.

A

1

Ins. Co.

Electric Wka.
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Roberts

A

Co.. E. P.

&

Co.,

The

E. S.
Hill. AV. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttaU Co., R. D.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Whitney Elec. Instrument Co.

Electrical Specialties.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Electric Slate,
Independent Electric Co.
Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Edwards, W.

&

Co.. The.
Co., The.

Racine Hardware Co.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
AVatertowD Steam Engine Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Fan Outfits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Elec.

Mfg

Co.

S.

Co,

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Pubiisbei

Huebel A

General Electric Go.

Rushmore,

MachiDei y.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.
Rushmore,

Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
Slate.
Independent Flectric Co.
Jennings, A. R.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
liisnlutors -ud Insulat-

ing materials.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

J.

M.

Bernard Co.,
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
E. G.

Electric Co.

Hoitzer-Cahot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
F. P. Elec. C.

A

S.

Ostrander A Co., W.
Speed Indicutorg

Whitney

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A (Jo., Warren.
Worthingtou, Henry R.

Storage natterles.

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co
Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Porter A Bueraorf.

Stoves, Kleetric.
Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.

Co.

Street Oars.
BrUl, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.

Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

American

Simplex Electrical Co.

Wires and
Cables— Magnet Wire.

Insulaced

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

BunneU A Co.. J. H.
Central Electric Co.
ChicaEco Ins. ^Vi^e Co.
Cushing A Morse.

Telegrapb Apparatus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.

Telephones^
D'Unger Long

Insulated Wire Co.

Western

Co

Tel. Const. Co.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg, Co,
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Jennings,, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg, Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

liamps, Lacandescent.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AElec.Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Co.

Tracks. Elecric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Tnrbioe Wheels.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.WaiTie Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Jennings, A. R.

Matner Electric Co.

Smith,

Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York A Ohio Co.

S.

Morgan.

A

Still-w'eU-Bierce

Vaile Co.
Type--Wf itioff

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Smith-

M achines.

Yost Writing Machine Co.

ifiShtning Arrester^.

Universities.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Cor.

School of

Industrial

Sciences.

Correspondence School
Technology.
Scientihc Machinist Co.

Electric Co.

Wirt, Chas.

niagnet Wire.

of

Tarnishes.

(See Insulated Wires.

Standard Paint Co.

aiecbanlcal nachiuery.

Water

W.

Leffel

31ica.

Smith,

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell ACo., Eugene.
31 Inln ff Apparatus, Elec.

n^heels.

A

S.

Co.. Jas.

Morgan.

Windlasses.
Whitehead, S. E.
W^ire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co,

Motors.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.
Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Co.

Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

Tel.

Telephone Hooks.
Bradley A Co,
Transformers.

Electrical Co.
Electric Co.
Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Eddy Elec. Mfg.

Dist.

Harrison Int. Telephone Co.
National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Western Electric Co.

OkoniteCo., The.
PhUlips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

C.AC

Works

Electrical

Central Electric Co.
CusbingA Morse.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York Insulated Wire Co
OkoniteCo,, The.
PhUlips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fiore Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

S.

R.

Instrum^itCo

Steam Pumps.

New York

W.

Elec.

Steam Heating.

Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.

Hill,

W.

sua. Hruid

Hard Unbber Goods.

Buckeye Electric

S.

Goubert Mfg. Co.

Hubley Mfg. Co.

A

Second-Huuu Electrical
Separators.

Grapliiie Specialties.
Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.

Simplex
Wallace
Western
Western

W.

Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A. ACo.
Law Battery Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Little,

S.

Ammoniac

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Globes and Electrical
Glass <v are.

S.

lyianger.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Bb cos tats.

Washington Electric Co.

W.

Electrical.

Ituitons.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Sal

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Hill,

s,

Electrician Publishing Co.

Push

Sioux City Brass Works.

Bliss Co., E.

Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.

Muncie

Brownlee A Co.
Morris, Tasker & Co.
Co., R.D.

NuttaU

A Buerdorf.

New York

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Brownell
B..

Electric Co.

La Roche

W.

S.

Wirt, Chas.

BaU A Wood

The Louis

Interior Conduit

ii

Wirt, Chas

Wm.H.

Comstock

Consolidated Eng. Co.
Goltz & Sinclair.
Roberts A Co., E. P.

Rushmore, S. W.
Entwines, Steam.

Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

i

H.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.

xvii

D.

Electro-Plat ins Wach'y.

C A C

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

Whitney Electrical
ment Co

xv

Plants.

Western Telephone

Garlock Packing Co

Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co

Contractors and Electric
liight

s.

Electroliers, etc.

Wirt, Chas.

Brush Electric Co.

Whitehead,

General Electric Co

Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Washington Electric Co.

Western Elec Supply Co..

Fulton Steafn Boiler Wks. xix

General Incandescent Arc
Light Co

Electric Co.

Allen-HuBsey Co,
Amstutz, N. SArmstrong, Chas, G.
Arnold, B. J.
BaU, Wm. D.

struction

Elec. Corpora-

tion

Freeman,

xii

Ins.

Co., The Louis K.
Eddy Elec. JIfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.

xii

General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Siemens A Halske Elec, Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Greeiey

P. E.

Comstock

vi

Electrician Publishing Co.
xiv,xvi,xviii,xxi

Battery

C A C

Electric Mailways.
Brush Electric Co

Bristol Co., The.
Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.

xiv

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

BunneU A

Co.
National Conduit Mfg. Co.

viii

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Anderson. AlbertA J. M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.

Constt-uctiou A. Uepairs.

United Electric Improve-

Eddy

Rushmore,

A

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Poles.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elect tical A Mfg. Co.
Ele'ctric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
HiU, W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.

The

Colburn Electric Mfg €o.

Wm.

Anderson, Albert A j. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell ACo., J. H.

Anderso.i, Albert

Electrical Instrnments.

SelE-Winding Clock Co.

A

Co.

Clark Electric Co.

Bryan,

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.

Interior Conduit

Co.
S.

Cameron A GiUett.
Comstock Co., The Lonis K.

Western Electric Co.

xii, xiii

A

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C A C Electric Co.

Ball,Wm.

Car-Heaierw, Klectric.

CundU'ts

Smith-

A Ins.

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd

General Klec. nupplles-

Porter

Electric Co.

R

Standard Paint Co.

Phospbor Brouze.

Palmer Bros.

Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, B. J.

J. A.

A

S.

Garlock Packing Co.

Paints,

Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttaU Co., R. D.

Allen-Hussey Co.

Wire Co.

CantinfiS.
Dutcher Co.. J. A.
Clo<-b.N. *, lee trie.

W.

Amstmz, N.

Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Jennings. A. R.
Metropolitan Elecric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Simplex Electrical Co., The. iv
Sioux City Brass Works., xviii
Sioux City Engine

Ins.

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co, J. H.

Electrical and 31echanical Engrlneers.

Simples Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Carbons. Fui»t8 A^Plates.

Co

Washington Electric Co. .xxii
Watertown Steam Engine
xviii
Co
Webster, Warren A Co....

Electric Storage
Co., The

New York

x

.

Copper,

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

i

Elbridge ElectricalMfg. Co. xviii
Electric Appliance

-

Vaile Co

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co
S.

A. xxii

Standard Paint Co
Co. xii

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Edwards, W.

A

Siemens

Smith,

Dist. Tel.
J.

xvii
J.

Scientific Machinist

Jos... xiii

Dixon Crucible Co.,
Dow Adjuster Co
D'Unger Long

S.

Shultz Belting

Co., H.

Sheet and Bar.

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Cushing A Morse.

Royal Electric Co
Rifsbmore,

Wires),

sulated

Self-winding Clock Co ...

Dayton Globe Iron Works
xviii
Co
Delno

Wallace Electric Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
CablesCSee Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric. (See In-

xix

P

Co.. E.

S.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

xviii

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Cutter Electrical

GreeleyACo..TheE.

x:

.

Cnt-Outs and STvitches.

Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Central Electric Co.

i

. .

A Buerdorf

Roberts

Morse

Bargiar Alarms.

Phoenix Glass Co

Correspondence School of

A

Partridge Carbon Co.
Wirt. Chas.

xii

.

Electric Appliance Co.

Wire Co

Consolidated Engr.Co.,The.xvii
. ..

.

Racine Hardware Co

Stor. Co. xi

Industrial Sciences.,

.

Partridge Carbon Co

Porter

XT

Co

.

xi

Phillips Ins'd.

JElectrlcal.

Electrician Publishing Co.

B'lisUft".

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co., Ltd

Comstock Co. ,The Louis K. xvii
Consolidated Car-Heating

Boohs.
i

Palmer Bros

~—

Clark Electric Co

i

iv

OkoniteCo., The
Ostrander A Co.. W. R

iv

Co....

xiii

New York & Ohio Co
NuttallCo., R. D

xvii

Arm

,

.... xiii

Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The.
Brownell A Co The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

i

Chicago Cross Arm Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub:ey Mfg. Co.

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Boilers.

Insulated Wire

New York
viii

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.. xii
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

Consolidated Elec.

xviii

M.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

.

C & C Electric Co
Cameron A GiUett
Central Electric Co
Chicago Cross

—

J.

Central Electric Co.

Jennings, A,

Beltins.

xviii

Xational Conduit :Mfg.Co. xiv
i

Butler Hard Rubber

Co

Elec. Mfg.

A Co.

Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

xi

Munsell ACo., Eugene

xiv

H

J.

i

A Co

Morris, Tasker

BroBh Electric Co

xi

A

Anderson. Albert

Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co.

Packiug.

"

and

Buerdorf.

Wallace. Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Grant, Geo. B.
NuttallCo., R. D.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.

Fnse Wire.

Gear*.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex ElectricalCo.

A

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass WorKs.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Wire Co.

Phillips Insulated

Brownlee

Porter

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

asLS IjigiitlD^, Electric.
American Electric Go.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okomce Co. The.

Hill.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E.S.
Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.

xx

.

Ins. Wire.Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Bells.

H... xix

J.

JIfg. Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

viii

Metropolitan Electric Co..

The

Brownlee & Co

Gushing

—

Co.

Battery Co.
Lecianche Battery Co.. The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Mather Electric Co

J^i^

J.G

Supply Co

S.

Law

xiii

xviii

Electrical

P.,

A

Const.

Bradley A Co

Bryan,

A

Little,
^

&

xiii

.

.

Electric

Storage Co

Bro^vnell

vi

.

Lecianche Battery Co.,The.

Bradbury-Stone

Bristol Co.,

Co

Law BatteryCo

W

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

BrillCo.,

A

A

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Greelev A Co., The E. S.

s

Elipstein, A.

Wks.

Batteries and Jars.

ix

KartavertMfg. Co

Big Four Route

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

,

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Ariuaiii«*e Wiuders.
Rushmore, S. W.

Coxii

Ins.

R

Jennings, A.

E.G. Co..

A

Electric

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

X

Interior Conduit

ElectricalCo

Bliss Co., E.

La Roche

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

Beacon Vacuum Pump &
Bernard,

xvii

A Manger

Huebel

Wm- D

Balli Wood

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Genl Fixture Co.

JLampii*.
Electric Co.
Clark EieciricCo.
Eddy Elec. JIfg. Co.
Electnc Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent ArcLt.Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.

La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.

Amencan

Arc

Electric Co.... xiv

svii

The.

Co.,

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Chicago

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster ACo., Warren.

Copp«»r ^Vires.

C A C

Armstrong, Chas. G

ATOOld.B.

Adjuster Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supplv Co.

IS

FeeftWater Heaters.
Fibre

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.

xi

Co

Helios Electric

Buerdorf.

Huebel

X

—

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co

i

. .

.

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

svii

A

A Dn a D e tat ors

XV

ephone Co

J.

Dow

xii

Harrison International Tel-

Electrical.

A

Porter

S.

AdjQstekS, Ijamp.

Gregory. Chas. E. Co

Amertcan Elec. Mfg. Co....

Anderson. Albert

six

W

tinited Elec

Co.
Cons. Electric St- rage Co.
Electric Storage Batterj' Co

Greeley A Co. .The E. S

Amevfcan Electric Co

Amencan

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

S.

A HaLske Elec. Co.
Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Siemens

Ac^nmolatOTs.

xiii

B

Grant, Geo.

xvii

illen-Hnssey Co

Rushmore,

CLASSIFIED LIST.

svil

Sinclair

ct

Goubert Mfg. Co

'

Central Electric Co.
lilectric Appliance Go.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttall Co., R. U.
OkoniteCo., The.
PhUlips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.
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DO NOT MAKE A MISTAKE
And

think that the wire lowest in price

of a recognized high quality.

is

good and

as

will

give as good service as that

In these days of sharp competition, price

is

a

good

in-

below par. Neither can you buy the
best wire on the market as low as the poorest, but you can buy it at very little difference such a slight one that it does not begin to indicate the difference in quality.
dication of quality, but you cannot

buy gold

dollars

—

Simplex

T. Z. B.

Weatherproof Wire

is the

Standard of High Insulation.

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL CO.,
Western

Office.

1137-1138 Monadnock, CHICAGO.

Cross Arms,
MADE OF

YELLOW

(GEORGIA) PINE.

DO NOT ROT AT THE GAINS OR BOLT HOLES.

THEY ARE

STRONGER,

THEY LAST

LONGER

We Sell in Any Quantities.
STOCK OF ASSORTED SIZES CARRIED IN CHICAGO.

ALSO PINS AMD BRACKRT?S
ZET US HEAR FROM YOU.

Arm

Chicago Cross
932

Co.,

IVliorLstclziools. IBlools..
F. A.

ESTEP,
President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa,

MANUFACTtTKEKS OF

Electric

Railway

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

Supplies.

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

TRY ITONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

THIS

The largest and most prosperous street railway companies in the
country are using our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MAYER, 600 Betz Building, PMladelphla, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass.. New England States Sales Department.
^'^ SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. w. States Sales Department.
,
o PARTRIDGE,
D ^^
A.
S.
Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louis, Mo S. W. States Sales Department.
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
,

E.

McaiNLEY,
Vice-President.

F, S.

MARTIN,
Superintendent of Worts.

September
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%^

r
woulD astonisH

iT

most anybody

to have the cold,

pointed out show-

b'lack figures

ing the great quantity—the

miles

—the tons

on tons

miles on

Okonite

of

that are reeled off every year.

everywhere - and stays there

no necessity for tearing
structing,

put
before.

We

in

goes

It

—there's
recon-

out,

and so forth, after you've

Okonite.

Many times

it

must be done

don't believe that you want to risk your reputation as an engi-

neer, nor the success of the installation,

IVe know we are

will

is

a

Bell-

meet the

or Bell-fitter

ous

inferior.

right.

Here
That

by chancing something

who

difficulties

in

instant approval of every Contractor

^
^

has had to contend with the numerthe

way

assuring

of

his

customers

uninterrupted service.

Nothing

is

more annoying than

distance just to chase a bug out of

or to blow away a speck of dust.

be called

to

the

is the Contact Protec
ted Dust-Proof Bell.

This

point

left

Various insect-proof

unprotected.

the contact points are sealed.

obstruction can
various sizes.

was

Also a

full

Batteries, Insulated Wires,

line

of

No

prevent ringing.

House Goods

t

contact-points,

frames and boxes have been designed, but
really vital

a long

in

each the

In this bell

bug, no dust or

We

have this

other
bell

in

Annunciators,

Specialties,

Push Buttons and Construction Tools.

Orders and correspondence given ptompt attention.

BRANCHES;
St. Louis:

Southern

Electrical

Supply Co.

Central Electric Compan\J,

Kansas City: Gate City Electric Co.

173-175

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios Arc Lamps,
Washington Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats.

4/V%%

^
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ELECTRICAL HOU SE GOODS.
We

have the best and most complete line on the market. Our goods are well
known, and are unapproached in design and mechanically. They are made for use and
wear, and not simply to sell at a low price.

The following well known and standard goods we keep always

Diamond Carbon

Ajax Dry

in stock:

Disque
Le Clanche Batteries, Ansonia Gravity Needle Annunciators, O. & U.
Wood Box Bells, Eureka Iron and Wood Box Bells, Ansonia Patent
Iron Frame Bells, also Pushes, Buzzers, Annunciator and OflGLce Wire,
Single and Duplex Learners' Sets, Spark and Induction Coils, Gas
Keys, Burglar Alarms, Door and Window Springs, Pure Sal- Ammoniac,
Blue Vitriol and Chromo Acid.
Our stock

is

all

Batteries,

new and

Batteries, Excelsior

fresh.

No shopworn goods

or out of date styles.
We want business, and are making very low prices to secure
Write for what you want.
Send for price list.

WALLACE ELECTRIC

CO.,

307 Dearborn

We Want Western

it.

St.,

Chicago.

Business.

Li ROCHE ALTERNiTORS.
MANDFACTDRED

IN SIZES

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

San Francisco,
Chicago,

Keir York,
Boston,

Direct Current Generators.

Knos-Tille,

Cincinnati,

St. Lioais,

Pittsburg,

mobile.

1,000 liight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
0:1^x0.^.0-0.

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD, RIalto

BulldlDir,

September
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THE BEST LAMP ON EARTH
For Direct Current

For Street Railway
For Alternating

Circuits.

Circuits.

For Series Arc Circuits.

NEW AND SUPERIOR.
These lamps are far better than anything
manufactured in the line of arc lamps
stronger, simpler, more durable and easier to

—^

They are

maintain.
trial will

ALL

weatherproof.

convince you of their merits.

These lamps, both "Twin" and
after

exhaustive

an

%

Single,

competitive

test,

use

in

Brooklyn for low tension street

and are now

in

successful operation.

were adopted
lighting

A

for

We

manufacture all kinds of focusing lamps, search lamps, theatrical lamps,
stereopticon lamps, and special lamps of any description. In short, if you want anything in the line of arc lamps, write us before purchasing elsewhere.

We are

prepared to furnish promptly ornamental lamps of handsome design, for

either direct or alternating current, finished to suit the customer.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established
18S1.

Wallace Electric

18

CORTLANDT

Co.,

ST.,

& SUPPLY CO.,
NEW YORK,

Agents, 307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

The
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Company

CDF^

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.

Electric Motors,

Complete Plants
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street.

NEW

Works:

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

RnitiKr^ir "****'*'»•
nuii'wr^ii'a 5 •^HiriAOO. 1O40 and loai Monadnock Bnlldlne-. BOSTOK. 63 Oliver
JSKil.ail.Il.
fHILAVlirHIA, «33 Arch St.
I ciiBVEIiASiD, tuyahoga Buildins.
.

R. of N. J.

St.

Alternating Current Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

Arc and Incandescent Lighting;.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.

MON-ARC

for

&£M&i^

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST

ALTERNATING
ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.
Also Arc

Lamps

for

Constant Current Circuits,

Constant Potential Circuits.

Write for prices.
Slow Speed and

THE
Electrical

Standard of Simplicity

and Durability.

Close Begalation.

F. P.

ALSO

LITTLE

& Snpply
BUFFALO, N. T.

Constrnctlon

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

Company,

for

Street

and Commercial

Illumination.

Incandescent

Western Agt. with Metropolitan Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
New England Agt, G. M. Angler & Co., Boston, Mass.
Russell & Officer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence

l^olicited.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

CO..

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
New
And

all

Lamps,
Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PBOFITABLE and SATISFACTOBT method of street illuminand should be investigated by every plant using alternatinq current apparatus.

ation

Will show you a

WRITE FOB FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OI7R SERIES
COMPARATIVE SAVING

equal to their

BERIVSTEIN ELEQTRIC' COMPANY,

LAMPS

FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

620

Atlantic Ave., Boston,

Mass.

September
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MOULDED

The Eddy Patent Self-Locking[ Windlass
For Raising and
Lowering Arc Lamps.

MICA

Insure the safety of your lamps by
using the OTfLY posHive and absolu'eUj safe self-locliivg
lass made.

wind-

The crank is the only key that will unlock it.
Principle of coDsiruction is a mechanical perfection.
No complic.ted parts. Locking device absolutely
reliable.
Cannot be tampered with.
It is sleetproof; is quick and easy to operate.
Tie Siiplest,

S. E.

Safest

aM

Best

Wimiass

In

tlie

Worll,

Hangers, Full-Overs, Bracket Arm Insulator d, Guard
}fire. Feed Wire, Giant Strain and Section Insulators,
Frogs, Crossings, Bail Bonds, Etc , Etc.
iDSulatlon for Magnet
VULCABESTON heat-proof
parts, Etc.
ASBESTOS for Fire-Prooflng and Electrical Purposes.

S.,

CARTHAGE, MO.

Spools,

Bashings,

Con-

troller

WHITEHEAD,

General Agent for the U.

WINDLASS UNLOCKED.

TRDLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

H. W.

JOHNS MFG. COMPANY,

240 and 242 Randolph Street,
PHILADELPHIA.
NEW YORK.

CHICAGO, ILL.
BOSTON

A GREAT REDUCTION
In Prices
ON OUR
O

OinOi/lpi/>

C"

ifl

O

ig

^

REFLECTOR PLATE
ALTERNATING
ARC LAMPS.
We
We

claim better distribution of light than any other alternating lamp in the market.
accomplish this by means of

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.
claim that we can obtain more economy than any other alternating lamp in
the market.
We do this by means of the

We

SPENCER ECONOMY

We

will beat the

market

for prices

on Helios carbons this

COIL.

fall.

Helios Electric

Co.,

1310 FILBERT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
Now that summer is

^W^IRT

about over and the

FALL CAMPAIGN
For business

is

September

INDICATORS.

have purcliased the Wirt Lahoratory from the assignee of the Ansonia Electric
Co., together with a large stock of Wirt Indicators; these instruments are all new and

They include indicat rs for direct and alternating current
in first-class condition.
ranging from 10 to 1,000 amperes and from 2| to 3.000 volts. While ihis stock lasts I
Apply to the undersigned or to your regular dealer
will make extremely low prices.
59 Stii Avenue, Chicago, III.

CBABLBS WIRT,

P LATINUM

PROFITABLE.

M

the keynote of your business endeavor, and only wish to say that some of

JIJSASS

the

To

To 'mis UTtU

WEATHERPROOF

"O. K."

succes-^fully

lines,

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

supply.

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK

satisfactory light.'

and everything else you

will

need in the electrical supply

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,
It will pay

MANUFACTXJBEES OF

—Abtemus Wabi>.

UNIVERSAL TELEPHONE SWITCH HOOK

Our

the only perfect device of itJ kind on the marSend for Price List and Circular which will
ket
explain all about it. We will mail sample for only
is

Detroit, Micli.

-

75 cents.

SAL-AMMONIAC.

BRADl-EV A

References:
Alliance Bank,

Clocks Rented.

W.S. EDWARDS MFG. CO.,

Never Argy Agin a Success.

you to get our prices
CO.,

Clocks Sold.

CHICACiO.

WHITE OAK PINS.
BROWWLEE &

CO.,

line.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANT,
•i*t .nadiHOn Street,

Purposes*

The Only Clocks Used in the W. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

perfect Inside

To give your cnslomere the most
for these

all

€0., 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave., Newark. N. J.

are

maintain the insulatiou of your

efficiently

We are headquarters

For

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAK£R &

LINE WIRE

PARANITE WIRE
do
work.
To enable you
PACKARD TRANSFORMERS
handle your customerb'
To
PACKARD LAMPS
to

1894

I

ti
about to begin, allow us to remind you that we are in the best possible poeition
assist you to make your increased business

We Tjresume this is

i,

7,

ELECTROLIERS,

CO.,

Combination Fixtures,

9 and II Mtone St

ROCHESTEB. K.Y.

Eochester,

Guaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fue.

or any business firm in our

GO.,
Chlcaeo,

Electric

city.

and Combination Brackets.

XSO'N'X&I eb
161 Klnzie

St.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

KARTAYERT.
HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS, RODS, AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dnst Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFAOTDEED BY

THE

K^TAVERT

MFG.

LOW

PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

21 and 23 E. Lake St. Chicago.

CO., Wilmington, Del.

J^

^f

^—^^'^*^^^^^,

MANUFACTDKERE OF

DIRECT CURRENT MULTIPOL/IR

DYNAMOS

@

GENERATORS.

These machines are constmcted with outside revolving armatures, without and with special commutator, as desired. They have proved remarkably efficient and economical. Used largely la European Central
Stations. They are slow-speed machines, made for direct conuectlon to engine without belHng, and in sizes from 20 H. P. to 1,500 H. P.

HIG^H'SPBBU BEIiTED SIEaiBBiS
Are copied extensively in this country as "Drum Type."
from IH. P. to 150 H. P.

ALTERKATtiV*,^
With laminated

field

AND

and armature,

We

3iri.<TIPHA»E

in sizes

from

1

H.

DVNAM08

are building these machines In sizes

For direct and alternating current, for constant potential and

P. to 4,000 H. P., for belted or direct coupling.

With either

solid or soft cores,

:fIOTORS
Of every speed for direct, alternating or multiphase current, in sizes from 1-10 H. P. up to 4,000
Durable and economical in operation.

New York Office,

series machines.

SI£9I£NS ARC lilGHr CARBONS

CURRENT DXNAHOS
HP.

which are the most economical

In the

world and give a steady

light.

Alili IN«»TBVJ]IIENTB»
electric apparatus; also the Siemens Voltmeters and Ammeters and

Requisite for the regulation of
Automatic devices made in Berlin.

GENERAL OFFICES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.

St. Louis Office, Bank of Commerce Building
135 Liberty Street,
Cincinnati OfBce, Perin Building,
Denver Ofiice, 6i8 Boston Block,
Boston Office, 31 Milk Street,
Buffalo, N. Y. Office, Erie Co. Bank Building.
Salt Lake City office, Dooly Block.
Pittsburg Office, 830 Liberty Ave.
New Orleans Office, 42 Union Street.
Troy, N Y. Office, 43 Fourth St.
Philadelphia Office, 531 Chestnut St. San Francisco Office, 508 California Street.
Toledo, Ohio, Office, 518 Sumraitt Street.
Minneapolis Office, 939 Lumber Exchange.
Detroit, Mich., Office 47 State Street.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

The

Hoyt Sltandard Ammeters and Voltmeters for liamp

and

Meter

ready for

tlie

measurement on Alternatins:

Cnrrents

are

now

market.

Send for our 1894 Catalogue which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
iDstrnment Co.,
For Sale by All Snpply Honses.

PEHTACOOK,

W. H.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

The Hart

& Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

HENRT F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
BalUmore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New Eueland): W. B. Southgate b
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, III Electric Appliance Co,
Olnoinnati, 0.: Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Oot.: Toronto Electrical Works.
:

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN,

St. Louis,

Mo.:

St.

Little Hock, Ark.

:

Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Eleo. & Mach'ry Co.

The Brown

September
EuoEZTS

i,

WESTERN

1894

F. T*CTTTTTT^ Prest.

W.

Hathaway, Treaa.

A,

ELECTRICIAN.

XI

W. H. Sawteb, Seo^.

Mlamisburg

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

IMPERIAL
DRY
BATTERY.
Guaranteed
Dry

I.

the best
Battery ever made. Internal short circuiting or local action I9 eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work. Will
hold its flrft value over lonij periods of time
Idternal resletaQce small; hlRh and cont-tant, E. M. F.
Will not rnn down or die on the ^helf
No burstiog
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

UILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LIXE WIKE,

.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

UEW

FARADAY CABLES.
YORK OFFICE, P. C. Acberman,

MONTBEAIj BRAXCH, Eugene

Electric Co.,

Miamisburg, O.

Burnley Cartridge Battery.
Cartridge
or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper. One-hatf the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Salammonlac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

WIRES.
10 Cortlandt Street.

F. Phillips' Electrical

Works

A'

I

Batteries Guaranteed.

THE

In

Send

for Catalogue.

a Letter from the Inspector

of the

((

Boston Fire Under

"A

writers' Union, he states:

Thoroughly Reli-

able and Desirable Wire in every respect.''

CLARK" WIRE.

our Wires and Cables (seBand will not deteriorate, oxiremain flesible in extreme cold
weather, and is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Sabmarioe, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first-class Insulated Wire,
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and

The Rubber nsed

in insnlating

pecially chemically prepared,

dize or crack,

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables withCiark'e

aizes of Stranded

iDPQlatlon.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
the pftst nine years, and has met with universal favor.
Thonaands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nse throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, becanse
it always gives perfect satiefactlon.

and

will

Discounts for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61

and 63 Hampshire

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Western Agents,
Henry

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

CO.,

Chicago,

H. Eustib,

and Electrician

THE
CoDsoMateil Electric

Mm

CompaDf

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTR/CAL SUPPUES
SENO^^oruE

Prest.

Send for Catalosue.

III.

.aynff^^tof^.R^-'ors^

IjrCai'"'

Herbert

A. Clark,

Treaa. and Gen'l Mgr,

HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

Palmer Bros;
-cMIANus.comu,

EDISON BCHDING, NEW TORK.
DKEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And

Correspondence School of Technology,

CELLS,

Dealers in

Everything in the Battery Line.
8140 DeKalb

CLEVEliAXD. OHIO,

Instruction by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
Enelneering.— E P. Robert-, M. E.; G. T. Hanchett, S. B.; Oscar Antz, M. E.; Jas Ritchie, B. S.; Franii
C Osborn, C. E.; F. Yensen; L. S. Slebel; H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Constant, C. E.
Send for Circular.

M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manager.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.
1821.

MORRIS, TASKER &C0.,

1888.

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Pliiladelpliia. Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

a

IDEAL" INSULATED
COPPER
WIRE.
New
-.pi3j_iM

Approved by the

The Only Authorized FIBRE

York Board of Fire Underwriters.

COVERED WIRE

for

INSIDE,

TDBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

by long nse, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finifilied in the following Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and While Fireproof.

It irill not Deteriorate

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all
inside wiring, from the fact that recent insulation tests
authorities show that it stands very high.

made by

reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Chicago Agents,

EI.ECTKIC

New fork

^

APPMAKCE

CO.

Offlce,

80 and 41 Cortlandt Street.

Factory,

PAWTWCKKT, B

.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Electric Supplies

September

Removes all
Entirely prevents

ELECTRICITY

^ other bicycles because less repairs are ^
^ needed. Our convincing catalogue for pS

FREE APPARATUS.
Courses in other trades,
all iocludiDg thorongh instruction Id Slathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating subject you wish to stiidy, to The Correspondence
School of industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.

Chicago General Fixture Co.,

one of the bast
Incorporated; capital paid up,
this
year over expense:^,
Much room for development. Desire to
secure comDetent man with some means to take an
interest and manage it. or will sell. .Address Lock
Texas.
Corslcana,
Box 6,

and electric
Gascities
in Texas

lieht plant in

Net profit

?60,000.
$5,000

BINDERS
GOODS
ELECTRICAL
DESCRIPTION
EVERY

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

For Sale to the Highest Bidder.

OF

FOK

QLOBES,
CARBONS,
CLEATS,

make

a

Hillsboro, Ohio.

First class engineer with best experience as chief and erecting engineer on
triple expansion Corliss and high speed
engines, thoroughly up in indicator and

economical management,
engagement after Sept.

C

Station

WANTED.
A thorongh business man and engineer, who has
had experience in putting gas and electric plants
on a pEjIng basis, would like to lease a gas, electric liglit or railway plant, or will take the maoagemenc of any of the above for a percentage of
Care Westees Electbician,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

St
G

Address J. H.

'5**gsisK'-'r»tt''-'-

Pneamatic and Mechanical

W. R. OSTRANDER &
St.,

l3t.

We

BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

at the

SEALED PROPOSALS

Send

HuEBEL

&,

Manger,

for

New

Catalogue.

Slanofflctnrers,
286.290 Graham Street, BROOKLYN, N. T.

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

MOTORS.

Direct

Current,

Slow Speed,

,

LANCASTER,
City Engineer,

Clad,

Iron

2,

C.

dated:

Western Elegtrigian,

SWITCHES.

Will be received by the City of Jackson,
until
1 2
o'clock noon,
October
Teon.
1S94, for furnishing, operatiDg and roainforty
double arc
2.0C0 candle
tainiDg
power electric lamps on the streets of said
city, with the privilege of 50 at the same
An
price per light, tor a term of five years.
exclusive franchise will also be granted for
all arc and incandescent lighting for both
commercial and domestic use for a term of
For specifications, etc.. apply to
five years.

pay n5c each for clean copies of the

1893, Vol. xiii. No. 9.
1893, Vol. liii, No. 15.
November 4, 1893, Vol. xni, No. 19.
May 26 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 21.
May 19, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 6.
March 10. 1894. Vol. xiv. No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14.

BRONZE PUSH

p.

SAM

will

August 26,
October 7,

}

M

Address
"AMERICAN,"
P.O. Bos 545, Kenosha, Wis.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

)"

Sealed proposals (in duplicate) will be received
Department of the Interior until 3 o'clock
m, Monday, September 24, 1894. for the construction of a Telephone Exchange System for the Department of the Interior and at the same time and
place proposals will also be received for the extension and modification of the present Telephone
System of the Interior Department. Bids must be
made on Government blanks. Blank forms of proposal, specification?, etc., may be obtained on application at the office of the Chief Clerk of the Department, where drawings showing details may also be
inspected. All proposals received will be opened
at the time and place above stated, and bidders are
invited to be present at such opening.
REYNOLDS, Acting Secretary.
JNO.

CITY, MICH.

W^ANTED.

CO.,

New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^Send for New Catalogue. Out August

MAXISTEE, MICH.
25, 1894.

references.

Fnll Iilne Always in Stock.

204 Fulton

BAY

WANTED.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. B. FABEN, Beceiver,

Washington, D. C, August

BRISTOL,

Position wanted as superintendent or electrician of electric light plant.
Have had
technical training and five years' experience
in construction and station work.
Good

SPEtKING TUBES AND WHISTLES,

ampere,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

3Iuntana.

Address,

the profits.

215 William Street,

One hundred Western Electric Arc Lamps,
Five hundred light transformer capacity.
One 100 H. P. Russell Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenix Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 125 H. '2. Steam Boiler.
One 100 H. P. Steam Boiler.
Two Iron Stacks.
All of the above machinery is as good as new.
Will be sold cheap. For particulars address

Withee, Wis.

WANTED.

144 -1 56 Greene

ampere,

I.

Position as chief engineer, or as superintendent
in electric light plant, or combined electric light
and water works, in town of from 4,000 to 15,000
Wages reasonable. Al references
popalatioD.
Central States preferred.

f

Oral, Electric,
oO-light Western Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C. P. Dynamos.
One 20-light Western Electric Arc, ten
P. Dynamo.
2,000

be open for
Best refer-

-will

Address, E. E. Clock,

ences.

[ANUFACTORY.

p[]flCELMN^J^

For Sale, Cheap.
Two

ILL.

"^"^^'»* £LKCT,^'oiA,i,

M

;

FROST COMPANY

CHICAGO.

—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

FUSE WIRE,
FUSE BLOCKS,

JENNINGS, ^'^"^°-^^^-"^^'^°- ST. LOUIS, MO.

a first claes plant.

Will be sold at public sale on Monday, September 3d, 1894, to the highest bidder.
HUGHET, Receiver.
J.
Hillsboro Gas and Electric Light Co

^ the asking.
AMES &
I

•

pas holder; one hundred and fifty gas consumers.
Both the above with all the machinery necessary
to

SWITCHED,

TKANSFOEMEES,
INCANDESCENT LAMPS,
ABC LAMPS,

BUSHINGS,
PORCELAIN,
INSULATORS,
SOCKETS.
POWER'S ARC CrT-OIJTS.
HAMMOND CLEAT AND INSULATOR SPECIALTIES,
DIRECT AND ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC LAMPS,
They are llie liOnest.
Send for Prices.

A. R.

The Hillsboro Gas and Electric Light Plant, consisting in part of two 35-light T.-H. Arc Dynamos;
two 100 horse power boilers; one 74 and one 100
horse power engine; sixty eight 2,000 caudle power
T.-U Arc Lamps; one 300 light Alternator with
250 lamps In place; 3U miles of Gas Mains; two
benches for three retorts each; one 30,000 foot

CONSTRUCTION,

POWER,

SLiTE,
MICA,

Cheap
|Trans=
\

portation

Diplomas Awaeded.

CHA»^. K. 4.lK£(;OR¥ CO..

Steam

I
One-twentieth of a cent a mile, ou ^
^
^ the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than ^

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

and 49 South Jefferson Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

in

£>\\\X\X\\\\\\\\\\\Vi\\\\\\\VLV\\X\V%\\\\VI^

RIGHT PRICES!

47

scale

STILWELL&B1ERCEMFG.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

AT

LIGHTING,

Impurities.

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

FIXTURES

One so-light Standard arc 2,000 C. P. dynamo;
one 50-light American arc 2,000 C. P. dynamo; one
45-iight T.-H. arc 1,200 C. P. dynamo; abont twenty
(20) smaller arc machines; all machiDes have a fall
complement of lamps; one 2 500-light National
alternator; one 750-lieht Westinghouse alternator;
cne 750-light Sinttery alternator; one 500-light T.H. alternator; all station iostruments are with machines. Hard time prices.

1894

Steam-Feed Water Pnriller.

Stilwell's Patent Live

AND

169

i,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell
to

Dynamos

any type

For Lundell

of

directly connected
high speed engines.

Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

Conduit

& Insulation

Co.

44 Broad

St.,

fi

THE

D'UNGER

TELEPHONE.

The Peer of All,
Tlie "Far-Away Talker."
Beware of Infringing or of Using Infringing
Instruments,

The D'Unger Telephone (its reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully established) is the only self-cleaning speech sender in
the world; the only instrument in which the power
'of the voice is increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by the
action of the voice; the oniy instrument in which
the xoice-icave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advantages without the
use of a lever. The D'Unger Loug-Dlstance Telephone Com. any has the sole and exchisive tight to
itsf a lever in telephones— remember that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D''Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only midisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Teleponc in this country.
All persons who assert that this company's
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.
Address

N. Y.

Lakeside Building, Chicago.

D'Unger, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, lil.

atl letters to It.

Ml

September

i,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register
The

attention of

Gate— Close

Regulation and High

n'HIi^li^lj as particularly adapted to their ute, on account oE

high sppecl

ai*fl

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CKI*KBRATEI> AVATER
and

srt-at efticienoy

lart*e

ita

eapaciiy

tbe power ol most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a
panies with STeat eatiefactioo. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of useful effect g:uaranteed.

SEXM> JFOR

remarkably sifady

niotiou.
lor its dianierer. being double
number of the leading electric comi3

without an equal, producing the

CATALOGUE AN£> JPAHTICVMjARS.

The accompanyinET engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 3(j H. P. under 3S foBt head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend tbem.

The

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton, 0.

Pause, Stranger, Pause.
NjlW^I

THE

mHK?

The answer
manager

involves an interesting subject;

of our advertising department

upon

it

will

be cheerfully furnished by the

application, either in person or

by

mail.

BATTERY 00^^
^

85 JOHN

ST.,

NEW YORK.

•*,

Manufacturers of the Celebrated Law Double Cylinder Cell, various other Law Cells,
Zincs, Carbons, Sal-Ammoniac, Blue Stone, Plunge Batteries, Et Ceteia.

A BREAKDOWN
ENGINE

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

OF YOUR
L

<
(

Means the stoppage

FOB EIiKGTBICAXi CSES;

of

Ciraplilte

your entire plant.

liensths, firom 1-5 Obm to 100 Ohms Beslstanoe
t^raphite Boxes and Orncibles, BeslstlDC Hoats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries (illadly Answeied.

Bods of Tsrlons

to the Ineh.

Nine- tenths of tbe
breabdowns are due

DIXON CRUCIBLE

lOS.

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

J.

to water in the

cylinder.

THE McCORMICK

The Stratton

TURBINE,

Separator
ll?rnoves

alt

water in

On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

the steam and deliveis

ABSOLUTELY

4wives more poiFcr as to diameter with, a
higher pereentase of useful effect than any or her

DRY STEAM
to

It

M'wtcr- wheel heretofore made.

your engine.

Is

a

Positive

Safeguard

IC«^HMRE3I£XTS AMD

for Catalogue to

OHUfiOH

ST.,

MORGAN SMITH,

S.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

FOB CATA-

SCAID

l^OOUfi.

SOLE HANUFAOTUEEKS,

& 16

left

antee results TFhere others have failed, no matt <' r ^vhat make of turbine has been in use. STATG'

mGOUBERTMANDFACTORIMOO,
14

and

am

as well as

a source of economy.

Send

All sizes, right

hand, arc built from patterns perfected under systematic testa in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the Improvement of powers^ will find It lo
their interest to confer with me, as I
ivilliBgf to guar-

York,

teries of the World.
Send fob Cibculak ahd Prices.

Pa.
THE

Estimates farnislied for complete power plants and

NEW YORK.

reaulte fpiaranteed.

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

111 to 117 East 131st

St.,

NewYork Insulated Wire Co
Sole

nvCa.xx'ufEictVLX'ei^s,

Grimshaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimshaw Dnder(>ronnd Lead Covered CaWes,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Ynlca Bnsliings,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

all sizes,

'oris.
MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Cortlaodt Street,

ljo.fi>»a.l».tecJ.
CHICAaO
BRANCHES

M.78-82

:

New

THE

Yori.

64

W iro

C} 0x30.1^ a,rx-y,
BOSTON

134 Congress Street.

Franklin Street.

NATIONAL.

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

Oar head telephones are largely used by Bell telephone operators.

Atlantic Avenue,

2
s'

=

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

620 (W)

Sacramento Street.

99

If satisfactory tlie

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.

SAN FRANCISCO:
02

GO.,

Boston, Mass.

2.

^
H
O
w

P

CO.,

N. Y.
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BUCZETE
Monadnock

home

Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. Edstis, Qen'l Pass. Agent, 0. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, Ul.

The strongeet

castings made. The wronght iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

FOR

SiTitch Boards,
fe^ii'itoh Ba*es*

Kbeostat Boxes and Bases.
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fnse Boxes and Bases,
liEmp Bases,
And for

All

Steel and Wrought MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the United
Iron Castings.
States, mounted and suitable for office or
J.

A.

&

P. E.

Dutcher Co.,

use,

ANY

FIT

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

Artistic Slate

TO

1804

i,

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE !*'»"««*.
Carryins

AND LINKS

f

capacity.

y

is

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

)

"^"'"vnt^lm..

&

mii.i\'ai;kee. wis.

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.

OIlI>ERS

We sell the finest YermODt Slate, and flniah In
Dial Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Marbleized.
Italian. Tennessee, and

For any

electrical

filled

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

VermoDt lUarble.
Mexican Onyx and

6 LakeBlde BnildlD^, Chicago.

Crrained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

book published

promptly on receipt of price.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
39th St,

and Stewart Aye., CHICAGO.

39th

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

£3S7.^.:BXjXS^E1I3 1873.
SOLE JHANVFACXrREBS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

tvuVi^r^^^: oiii.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of tlie World.

CUKTKAVTnRH FOR COMl»l,F.TE SIBM'AV
S\8TE3Ist FOK KLI^CTKIC KAll,WAY<»
lilUUT,

EDWARU

ASin EI,Ef;TRin

PEROT,

t$.

C.

TEliEFHUKE AK1> TEI.EWBAFH COXfASIIES.

President.
tiAL.L,A<>UEB, Vlc»-Pres.

JAS.

F.

&

14

S^n^;

(int. SIgr.

JIcQUAlUE,

See.

&

n. it

Treas.

THE NATIDNAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF WROUSHT-IROK CEMEHT.LINED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUEWA7S.
New Vork

Works, HASTIKGitS-OIU.BIJBJ^ON.
We own Patent

No. 395,584, covering Wrought-Iroo Cement-Lined Pipe for Snbwaye and the method of Laying.
Subway Constructed by ns no 117 in line iti the Uniteti States antl Vatiatia,

Also, Patents Noa. 416,234

and

Office,

TI3IES BUILDiaie.

416,235 for Diatribntlng Boxes.

Over

9,000,000 feet of this

PROTECT YOUR MOIORS
iiTrrATTruT
HILL

PATENT

SELF-LOCKING
starting switch.

Tor an accident, as the ST^itcli cannot
be closed nntil the resistance is all in.

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

and Gables.

is

Ke^

"W. S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

NEW VORK, EJLSON & BREM'STER, 143 Uberty
HtCAUO. CENTRAL EliBCTBIC CO.

iDventiofls,

'lllr

any other on the

InsDlation,

and

Out

and
Class

Market.

GUSHING & MORSE,

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago.

Researcles and fritings of Nilola Tesla,

Pages.

i|J\

SEND FOR '^AJIPIiES AND PRICES.

LIST.

Street.

By

500

^,
"^

Last

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE

HAVE
YOU
READ

Ont

will

Stand-

rite is the

ard of High Grade
MADE ONLY BY THE

the

in

States

No possible ehanre

CHEAP.

WIRE AND CABLES.
Every Telephone
/*%|?M0|^ Coipany
United
nsingKeriteWire
J?'^!«

THOMAS COMMEKFORD
330

IWA-R TTKr

I/lustrations

SEE PAQE XVI FOR TABLE OF CONTENTS.

and New

Portrait.

ORDER AT

(

v;03 Broadway,

New

York.

TESLA'S

NEW
BOOK?

September

THEY ARE

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

i,

IN

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER.

STOCK.

XV

GLEASON'S

Enameled Green
Outside,

STANDARD

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest

for increasing candle

and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

cent lamps.
in all staple sizes of electric shades.
Always bright; cannot tarnish.

Made

E. P.
Radial Fluted.
PEB

DO:iEN'

17 in. diameter, 2>4 in, holder, $ duo
"
•
8 "
lO.UO
2Ji "
"
"
"
12.00
2>i "

STEPHEN

B.

ELKLNS,

Deep Spiral Corrugated.

2U

in* holder,

"

"

2K.

H.

Sec'y.

$ 8.00
9.00

J.

Gen'l Mgr.

International Teieplione Go.
WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

"

Harrison InternatioBal Telephone.
either sell our telephones outri^ht or lease them for a term

Thje company

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

Johnson,

Manager.

is

manufacturing

a,

Telephone

guarantee both as to efUciency and as against infringe-

It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (f-jrnishlng
Private lines, Factory t-I^nts,
everything from the telephone to the wire and poles).
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

CO.,

^^'^^"^^°^'"^'-

COLBURN

ELECTRIC MFG.
999 Main

St.,

III.

CO.,

Fitchburg, Mass.

MANUFACTUEEES OF

at their offices,

Offices,

Chamber

of

Commerce

BIdg., Chicago.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

merVer'street,

539, i;40 and 541 Klonadnock BIk.. Chicago,

This company owns Letters Patent No. 176,200,
erranted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. i99,108, pranted to E. M. HarriBon
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26. 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

F. L.

A Compound Magneto
which it sells outright under
ment of patents.

of years.

BEING

CO.,'

TELEPHONES!!
Send for circulars and price

We

NOW

91 Dearborn Street,

7 in. diameter, 2Ji In. holder, ^ 8.00
'•
"
12.00
2>4 "
10 '•

HANFOED,

GLEASON MFG.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

PER DOZEN

PEB DOZEN
8 in. diameter,
"
10 "

PATRICK EGAN,

Prest.

The Harrison

Flat Spiral Corrugated.

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

cjoimcie'oht.

S.A.F^El^'S'.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and
ELECTROPLATIN&

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
Are Necessary

Electric

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

for

Ail-around
Station Economy.

Car - Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES
OF HEAT.

Practical Operation in more
Than 25 lieadtne Cities in
V. S. and Canada.

The above cut ie of a 175 K. w. Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system. AH coils aUlte,
perfect balance, handsome appearance. "Write lor prices on
UEPAlKISi ; Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

HEAVY CEWTK*Ij STATIOJ*

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.
Cells

to S,000 amp. hours
Capacity,

from 10

Station

Central

and Traction

Cells

a

Specialty.

BAHERIES FOR ISOLATED LIGHTING AND

POWER PLANTS.
Catalogue gives

FACTS and FIODSES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Building,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JOHN

R.

MARKLE.

mgr. Wesiefii Cepartment,

Office, 1409-1-110

Manhattan Bldg.,

CMcago,

III,

126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.
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ELECTRICITY FOR ENGINEERS.
Part

Part II, 156 Pages,
WHEN ORDERED TOGETHER PRICE IS $2.50.

268 Pages, $2.00.

I,

$1.00.

Both Works ProfU9ely Illustrated.

B^"Just

PART

the

Work

CHAPTER

I.— CONTENTS.

—

CHAPTER

I.

—

Electricity— Positive and Negative Conductors, Nonand Insulators
Electro-Motive Force
Volts Resistance Ohms Current Amperes.

conductors

—

—

—

—

Dynamos

—

—

CHAPTER

— Magnets— Field

II.

—
—
—

—

—

—

IV.

— How Produced — Induction — Series
— Shunt Wound Dynamos — Exciting
the Fields — Constant Current and Constant Potential
Dynamos — Seria. and Parallel — Parallel or Multiple Arc
The Current
Wound Dynamos
System.

—

—

—

—

—

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

—

—

—

VI.

CHAPTER

—

tor

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
ing Systems— The Brush Generators — Magnets — Armature — Principles of Induction.
Alternate Cxurrent Dynamos Principlesof the Field
Field Current Armature
Winding Connections Lamination
Different Types of Alternators Regulation
Lead-

—

IL

CHAPTER
lation

— Safety Fuses.

Armature

—

—Self

CHAPTER

Arc Light

—

—

— Converters— Transformers— Econof Distribution — An Electrical H. P. — Losses in
Conductor — Induction Coils'— Effect of Induction—TransInduction Coils

formers.

—
— Flat Carbons.

Transformers, Continued — Induction
— Convert— Transforming Up and Down— DesignCoils
of Transform— The
Charge — Protection Against— Grounding
the Secondary— Other Devices — The Foil ProtectorDifferent

Arc Lamps,

in

IX.

Static

Types of Transformers.

—

—

CHAPTER

—

CHAPTER

Lamp

CHAPTER

Forms

of Instruments.

Orders Promptly Filled on Receipt of Price.

XXI.

—

—

and

Switches

and Socket

—Change

XXII.

—

Switchboards Loop Switch— Plug
over Plug and Socket— Conclusion.

CHAPTER XXIIL
Electric Motors, General Principles the Same as in
Types Shunt and Series Motors Suitable for
all General Purposes
Regulation of Shunt Motors Of,
Series Motors
Counter E. M. F. Direction of Roiatioi',
and Direction of Current Starting Motors Diagram of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Connection,

CHAPTER XII.
Measuring Instruments, Continued Hot Wire Im
The Cardew Voltmeter Details of the Instru-

—

—
—
— Low Potential Voltmeter.

struments

ment

Voltmeters

XIII.

— Double Coil Voltmeter— Two Types.
CHAPTER

XIV.

Spring Meters— Curled Spring Meter.

Twisted Strip Instruments
and Operation of Instrument.

XV.

— Diagram

CHAPTER

of Connections

XVI.

—

—

Recording Meters Stanley Meter Construction and
Principles of Operation
Diagrams of Parts Slattery
Induction Meter Description of Parts and Principles of
Operation Watt Meter Thomson Meter.

—

—

—
—

CHAPTER

—

XVII.

Generators in Parallel Difficulties in Operating
Arrangements
Alternate Current Generators in Parallel
Diaof Circuits and Machines for Operating in Parallel

gram

of

Common Arrangement

—

of Machines

—

and

Circuits.

CHAPTER XVIIL

—

—

Ohm's Law Strength of Current Formulas and Examples Power and Heating Effects of Currents.

—

CHAPTER

XIX.

Ground Alarms and Leak Detectors.

Postage Prepaid.
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6

— Armature

Coupling Dynamos Together In Series In Shunt
Shunt and Compound Wound Machines.

XI.

Measuring and Indicating Apparatus— Instruments
for use with Alternating Currents Differ from Those Used
with Continuous Currents— Ammeters— Voltmeters— Description of Several

XX.

The Magneto as a Testing Instrument
Field— Bell— Diagram of Circuits.

—

X.

Multiple Slattery Differential
Its Operation.

— Mechanism of Lamp —

— Differen—

—

CHAPTER

VIII.

CHAPTER

V.

ers
ers

—

Arc Lamps In Series The Westinghouse Arc Lamp
Diagram of Circuits in Lamp Action of the Mechanism

IV.

Round Form

—

—

Needle

XIX.

Wheatstone Bridge or Electrical Balance Diagram
and Methods of Use Bridge and Rheostat
Square Form.

of Circuits

VII.

CHAPTER

omy

CHAPTER

—

Lines of Force Hysteresis— Magnetic Penetration
The Circuit of Lines of Force Experiments with MagRapidity of Reversals and Hysteresis.
net

—

— Astaiic

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

Indicators.

XVIII.

CHAPTER

Circuit.

Siemens Dynamo Best MagStanley Constant Current Dynamo— The

CHAPTER

—

System

—

III.

—
Induction — Regulation.

VI.

—

— Series Arc Light System— Diagram
of Circuits — Parallel System — Primary Circuit— Secondary
Circuit — Placing of Transformers — Fuses — Diagram of
Parallel

Series

— The Mordey Alternator— Stationary Armatures — Field Magnets — Ferranti Armature
Field Magnets— Winding — Collectors.
netic Circuits

—
—

—

Dynamos, Continued

CHAPTER

Xin.

Schuyler System of Automatic Current Regulation
Dynamo Armature, Commutator and Brushes Diagram
of Circuits in Armature and Field Regulator Circuits
in Regulator.

—

Testing Galvanometers
Apparatus.

Dynamos

Transformers, Concluded
Fuses
Regulation
Winding of Transformers Connecting to Circuit Regu-

I.

Dynamos, Concluded

—

—

—Action of Regulator.
CHAPTER

CHAPTER

CHAPTER

XII.

—

and Motor

tial

XVII.

Series,

Excelsior System of Automatic Current Regulation
Dynamo Armature Diagram of Circuits The Regula-

II.—CONTENTS.

CHAPTER

XI.

and Operation.

scription of Parts

— Tangential Scale — Solenoid Meters.

— Pressure and Potential

—

— Automatic Regulator— Circuits
of Regulator— Circuits of Dynamo— Action of Regulator
Howell Pressure Indicator — Diagram of Circuits — De-

—

The Arc Ligiit — How Formed — Causes of Unsteadi— Remedy — Effect of Shades or Globes— Shape of
Carbons under Different Conditions of Burning — Arc
Lampb— Regulating and Cut-Out Mechanism — Action
of Current — Clutch Lamps— Clockwork Lamps— Double
Lamps — Troubles in Lamps.

CHAPTER

Voltmeters

—

CHAPTER

—

XVI.

CHAPTER

X.
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—
—

XV.

—

CHAPTER
Ampere Meters

Brush System of Automatic Current Regulation
Brush Armature Diagram of Circuits through Dynamo,
Regulator and Lamps Dial or Regulator— Care and Adjustment of Dial Dial Controller Circuits and Connections of No. 8 Brush Dynamo— Circuits of Compound
Wound Constant Potential Brush Dynamo.
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PART

CHAPTER

Waterhouse System of Three-Brush Automatic Cur
rent Regulation
Dynamo Extra Brush Resistance
Coils and Regulator.

IX.

The Edison System

V.

Incandescent Lamps
Filaments
Connections
Flashing Exhausting
Testing
Candle Power Operated in Series Automatic Cut-Out In Multiple Arc or
Parallel
Multiple Series
Multiple Series Cut-Out
Three Wire System.
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— Dynamo —Armature —Commutator and Brushes
M,agnet — Wall Controller— Diagram of Cir—Air Blast.
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CHAPTER
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—

CHAPTER Vin.
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CHAPTER
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CHAPTER
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CHAPTER
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Commutators and Brushes

Dynamo

for Engineers, Electricians,

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,

September

i,
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

e. e..

i.

Power

Sta-

Anditorinm Tower, Chicago.

574-5T0 Rookery, Chicae©-

S.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

New

The Louis

Electrical Devices Perfected for

K.

Comstock

Turner Building,

Tests, Plans, Estimates,

DE

B.

CAMERON.

&

Dealers Id Electrical Machinery and Supplies.
Generators, Motors, Arc Lamps, Etc.
49 Wiloov St.. Oetroit, llich.

St. Louis.

E. P. Roberts

Agents

1437-3S Slonadnock Blk., Chicago.

Academy

Co.,

Brainard Block.
E, P.

for Ideal Engines.

BSdg., jflilwaukee,

&

84, 23, 26, 27, 28,

and Contractors,

Manufacturers' Agents,
Tel. 912.

V. J. GILLETT.

Gillett,

Contractors for Electrical Construction,

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

SnperviBion and Expert Opinlone.

5«0 The Cuyahoga. ClcTeland.O

&

Goltz

Co.,

F.

Cameron

OoDBultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Specifications, Superintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Shop Construction.

HENRY

m. Am.soc.M.E.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

tlOCB.

N.

H. Bryan,

Expert and

Consalting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Bailways and

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

KOBERTS, M.

E.,

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc Etc.

"IVis.

Cleveland, O.

,

The Allen-Hussey

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

Harrison 712.
Establii^hed 1SS9— Incorporated lb^2.

plete Installations.

Railways, Water Worfee, Ice
and Kefrigeratlng Plants.

831 Pine Street,

Tel.,

SIS ^ledinah Bids., Chieago.

Co.,

Designers and Builders of Electrlo
Light and Power Plants, Electric

General Electricians,
Engineers and Contractors.
Estimates furnished for Constroction and Com-

-

-

-

Making
St.

BINDERS

Lonis.

Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice- Prest aud Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electricnl. Con.

of Sa.1

JLi:ia.l3rsis

™=='*"

AjoojocroicilsLa.

Certificate of Analysis, No, 918.

Chicago, March

9, 1894.

This Certifies

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

marked

amount of;
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non- Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumlra.
I find the

Analytical

and

Consulting

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

81 Olark Street.

42,

[^^Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

£

MANUFACTURING

CO.

x>za?a7s^xrxt.ca-3

We

manufacture Complete Installations of

EI^ECXRIC JLL JLI>PJLR JLXXJS
For

CENTRAL STATrON ELECTRIC

LICHTIIMC,

LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

HITBLEY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TROLLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 »liie recore^—StiH running.
PQLLEY HAnPS Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
I

BEAnlNGS

Fof Dynamos and Motors.

We guarantee 20 per

cent,

more

life

than any

aiiti-friction

metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing; Ears, Curve Pull-OfTs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
all of our design and patents.
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switches, CuNOuts, Regulating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Lancaster, Pa.
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THE NEW AMERICAN
TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
PAETIOULAELY ADAPTED TO DEIYING

ElGctric Light

^J

and Powsr

Stationis

On account of its high efficiency at all stages of gate, Bteadlneee of motion and easy working gate, the conetrnction of which makes it the most Bensitive to the action of a governor of any wheel on ihe market.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Illastrating various styles of setting
horizontal shaft.

on both

Teitical

and

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS CO,

DAYTON, OHIO.

SDCCESSORS TO

STOUT,

MICA

India anl

Ailer

HI I li 1/8

& TEIIPIiE
}}

Qnalllles lor Electrical Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATER ST., NEW
W. a. SILLS.

.^9

Lake

St.,

MICANITE

TOEK,
Chicago. 111.

PERFECT INSULATOR.

SSgWATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated "Wheel

is

Built in

Many

Styles on

SHAFTS.
HORIZONTAL
UPRIGHT AND DESIGNED
and ADAPTED
It is

SPECIALLY

for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Whppl sfcures a remarkably hifrli sraarantecfl peroentaffe. and wonderfal steadiness of
motion, under variable I<iads in practicp. It :ilTords an oneqnaled eoiM^ntration of power within a small
space; and an nnpreeedented hisrh Telooity for a given power.
Its e3.sily and qaiokl^ operated balanced sskte affords prompt and efficient control by .a governor, and
consequent flne rc^rulation. These wheels are in many instances operating: the best electric plants in tnisand
other countries, fullv demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improTfiments is directed to our
work. We will send a tine large pamphlet, 112 paces, fullv describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

&

CO."".':'.''NVJ?S-.'i;'c?,",'°'

The New Yost
COMPANY.

MUNCIE ELECTRICAL MFG.

1894 Model.

Water'OAvn En^^ines

wiil

meet any guaranty

in regulation, economy or general elticiency,
Waterlown Steam Engine Co.,Waterlown, N.Y.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.. 113H Monadnock

Chicago, 111.; Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
120 Third Ave, K., ilinnearoils,MiDD.; Watertown
Steam Engine Co., :224 W. Main St., Louisville, Ky,;
Rowell & Chase Machinery Co., Kansas City, Mo.;
Pond Machinery Co., St, Louis, Mo.
b'oclj,

PORTER & BUERDORF,
SALES AGENTS FOR

DETROIT SVSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work soid with
•juarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

Room SOS,

Xo. ^L ttniiicy St., Chicago.

COMMUTATORS
REFILLED.

f"^^^**""-^

Mnncie

.7\

Steel

Magnet

Sionx City Brass Works,
»>IOUV CITS', IOWA.

MOTORS-

tOD to

tblc)

Lome,

Bfll'lne'

LIGHTNING PLATER
jiiriEJvwelrv.n-alchoa
tableware, ic. Plates the
ficest or jewelry good as
new, on all kiads of metal
with gold, Bilver or nickel.
No experience. No capital.
Eniijil

DYNAMOS.

Every house has goods ncedinc plating- Wholesale to
^: a^-tni.= go. Write forclrcu-

1 to 50 Horse PoTFer Motors.
18 to 700 liisbts' Capacity Dynamos.

^')nr^.
_

JUST WHAT EVERY

AGENTS:

SEND FOB CATAIiOOUB.

&.

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Apnts

Wanleil.

aiuncie, ind.

H. E.

DELNOi

Columbus

O.

YOUNG ELECTRICIAN WANTS

^qriEMODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR
^ILL DECOMPOSE WATER
iDO^^LECTRO PLATING

Osburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
H. Major k. Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian Engineeriog Co., Louisville, Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Grand Eapids, Mich.
F.

Co.,

Constructed on principles radically Its own. Insuring results always sought for but absolutely
unattainable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.

^CANDESCENT
LAMPS

Let ns-send you catalogue.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

The Yost Writing Machine Co.
169 La

Salle St.,

CHICAGO.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
562 doable.colamn Pages. 570 Illastratioas. Cloth BintUng. Type Pages 10 x 7 inches.
includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Flirases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigation or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment.
For
some reasons it deserves rather to be called in Encyclopaedia than a
dictionary.

This Dictionary

The Scheme
1st.

of Treatment is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,

concise definition, giving the sense

in which they are correctly em-

ployed.
3d. A general statement then follows of the Principles of Electrical Science on which the definition is Founded.

BE3sri3

Diagram of

the apparatus

is

given.

an elaborate system of OrOBS References
has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.
4th.

To

facilitate study,

In applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure
end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
shall also be SIMPLE
training at all in electricity, or are novices in the art.

dJEARNESS, to the

AND

yOTTia OE.IDBU ISTCW.
CO., 6 Lakeside Boildins:, Chicago, Illinois.

iisr

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Priee, postage Prepaid, to any part of the -world, $5.0O.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or
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"CliMAX"BiER ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,
'

INCOKPOBATED.

Mannfarturersof HICcHamiaiBDIITItl

Three Boilers Sold Chicago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

Automatic

SPEED

[Mn

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.
Will save you money on coal.
Built in

nnits from 50 to 1500

P.

fl.

MANUFACTURED BY

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Seniiloriew

J.

BROOKLYN,

H. IVIcEWEIM MFG. CO.,
Mm, M\ Mical Horizontal, from 12 to 600

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

1510 OLD

N. Y.

M

Automatic

.--___

and

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

It is

PlIADAUTCCUUHnMn LL
I

Bldg., Ohicago, 111.; C. H.

l^imple, Comipouiid, Condensing.

I

FOB GATALOGl£.

Main Office and Worl(s:
Peppek k Eegirteb, Provident

Sales Agents:

W. Copeland, Ul Liberty

Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
BlOnX CITY, IOWA.

AGENTS:

p

RID6WAY, PA.

Wm. Shaepe,
St., New York.

Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.;

WALKER,

C. J.

Tabnlai and 6-inch Tabs Boilers, Flange

J.

for Cataloffne

And Printed

"A"
Matter.

Steel,

S.

26-28

CO., 1217 Union Ave., Kansas City,

11111=

leldless Braces, Eclipse Manholes.

FULTON STEAM BOILER WORKS,

C. BRILL COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA
BUILDEES OF EAUWAT AND TEAMWAT OAES OP ALL GLASSES.

^

W. Randolph St., Chicago.
Mo.
liLANDIN, 120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.
K.

UoWF.LL & CHASE

937

WE DON'T
MAKE ANYTHING ELSE
UT
send

GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

.

one of the Most Economical Engines on the Market.

SESfO

of HIGH

Builders

The engine shall not run one revolutlon slower when fully loaded than
when running empty, and a reduction of boiler preetnre from
the greatest to that neceafary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any euRine tailing to meet this
guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.

nilD
UUn

WORKS

SIOUX CITY ENGINE&IRON
1. p.

RICHMOBD,

IHD.

IMPROVEdROOT ^^Ve* BOILERi
Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

Special attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Oars,

Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, aud "Eureka"

BINDERS

"^

"^

#

I ^r

Maximum Traction

Pivotal Truck.

^^^m^'^y^^oTfiiciAit,
Qjff^ DOLLAR.

m
Two

28

Cleveland.O.
80 SENECA

MANUFAOTUSEBS OF

New Gear

ST.,

Shop.

GEO.

B.

RACINE, WIS.

ECONOMY

GRANT.

To Milwaukee.

'c^^

Come

p.

m.

and pleasant.

back

in

Marine and
Yacht Bneine;
Porcapine
and Tubular
Boilers.

RaciQe

Monday morning.

Chicago Ticket

INGOTS

office,

207 Clark Street.

GENUINE
8. MANUFACTURES
BEAR OUR

REC.JRAOE MARKS.

nardware

Co., -svoEXii:

liim-E. w,s.

W. p. PARISH, Generai

Saies Manager,
riilCAGU.

lionie Insurancf Jiuiliiing,

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings,
Sheet
v/iRE,

The Phosphor

of

&c.

Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTEO

,2200WashingtonAve.,Philadelphia.,Pa.

Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS

OF PHOSPHOR-

Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

Write for Prices and Terms

Rowell

2.1K(0

Paul R'y.

dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.

etc.

GENERAL AGENTS.

St.

Four

:flll

made

&

Start Saturday afternoon.

OF ALL KINDh

specialty

stock.

use.

ALSO OF

A

PURPOSES

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Stationary,
Portable use.

Smokestacks,

.

All sizes carried in

Over

It is cool

For 3Iarine,
or

ran.

fiECTRICllfiHTINS

Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.

BOILERS

RE60LmON

SUPERIOR
A«D

Via Chicago, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock

Standard Tabular, Fire Box.Tertical
and S^abmerged Tabe Steel

York.

Near Dnion Depot.

Hours' Ride

FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,

New

Improved Bacine High 8peed

^

S.

CO.,

Cliff Street,

i

Chase Macl inerj Co

Kansas City

Mo

F F

A ater iUJmieapolls

Minn
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McKINLOOK,
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WALTER

President.

C.

McKINLOCK,

N.

Compounds,

7.

B.

Wires,

Faint,

Cables,

Tape,
Varnish,
Cloth.

If

you

orders

Kester

Arc Lamp.

will send us

we

will

fill

Tape and

your

them

Lamp

Incandescent

promptly at the lowest prices
and accord

you

fair

treat-

Hod and
Tubing.

Our stock

ment.

is

large,

Lamp.
I.

X. L.

Triple Braid

Weatherproof
Wire.

Xntric
Switches.

Cord.

" Metropolitan'^

Vulcanized
Sheet,

our goods standard, and

we

Crocker-

Wheeler

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

1894

Secretary.

and B.

Motor

i,

appreciate your trade.

Try

Circuit

Breaker.

phone

—

the
it is

Gilliland

Fan

Tele-

a beauty.

Motors.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

Oarton

Spark

Lightning

Arrester.

Arrester.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

September

i.
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XSJ

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND'BOOK.
By Herbert Laws
About 175 Pages.

V7ebb.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free,$i.oo.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDINO, CHICAGO.

READY SEPT.

1st,

Uniform in size and style with the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
to date.
Practical subjects treated
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

xxu
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ROEBLING'S SONS
In.suLla.ted. izy^ire of JLll K:irLd.e,
o 2M, t^. j.
•rn. ES
A.

i,
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CO.,

3>ar ^E"

CHICAGO, 173 Lake

St.

25-37 Tremont

SAN FRANCISCO,

St.

NEW YORK, 117 Liberty St.

MEISSNER S RHEOSTAT STAGE DIMMER.
Incombustible, Durable, Compact and ReasoDable in Frice.

For Contianoas and Alternating Currents, Photo-engraving and Theatrical Use.

Motor Starting Cylinders, Special Resistance Devices of All
Kinds, Annunciators, Switches, Etc.

g

FOE ILLUSTKATED DESCKIPIIVE CATALOGUE OE LATEST ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, WRITE TO

Westhen rLECxsiciAN.

Please iDention the

WASHINGTON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 205 and 207

Wayne

Fort

.

So. Canal SIreet. CHICAGO.

Electric Corporation,

«•-•

MANUFACTURERS OF
))

NEW "WOOD

Transformers }
POSSESSING THE FOLLOWING FEATURES OF MERIT:

Regulation,

per cent.; Efficiency, the highest attainable, from 92 to 95 per cent., depending on sizes; Insulation, the best possible; low temperature, due to a

new method

2

of ventilation, the most perfect yet pro-

duced.
Made

io sizes varyiDg

froi 300

to

This New Double-Pole Safety
Fuse Box accompanies eacli Trans-

26,000 Watts Capacity.

former.

NEW YORK

CITY, 115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
BOSTON, 17 Federal Street.

PITTSBURGH, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.
COLUMBUS, 0., 57 East State Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, Elec. Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson
NEW ORLEANS. LA., So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN, New York Life BIdg.
CINCINNiTI, O 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Comer M&in and Field Sts.
,

St.

RICHMOND,

VA., Chamber of Commerce.

Co.

Electric Lighting and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp Patents sustained by
repeated deoielons

o/U.

8. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

Agenotea in

CO.,

all large cities.

The

Kiiesell s Officer Electrical
Construction Co., Denver, Col.
^agnail iiHilUs, Tokoliouin. J.^psn,

Office

and IVorks, Cor.Belden and Ilasou

Sts.,

CIi£T81,AND, OHIO.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Topyrlzht. 1S34, by
Electrician Publishing

Cumpaiy, Chicago.

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

XV.

."•liJL?

Ciicago

Wire

Insulated

No. 10

1894.

8,

PACKARD

High Grade

W resi TaMes,

Mannfactnrers ollcsnlateJ Electric

O cents per Copy.

1

We

carry a very large stock of these well known lamp^, and can ;lill yoUrj
orders for lamps of noy voltHge or ba?e, and candle power f rt in fiv^.io-live.j
huadrfrd. We are exclusive ngeots in Nnriherti Wisconsin, NorlherLt "Michi- ^
gan Minnesota, Northern Ibwa, North ai-d South Dakt'ta, Moutana^^^
ington and Oregon,

414 and 416 NORTHERN BLDG.,

%ihV
-^

CHirAGO.

-

.

-

,

ILLIXOIii.

-

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recording Piessnre Gauges Pay

30

BAYS' TRIAIi AND

New York k Ohio C i., Warren,

GUABANTESD.

Circalar and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application.

MANUFACTnHEE OF

INSUIiATXSD XSLEGTRIG VITIRE^
FLKXIBLE CORDS and CABILiES.

WATERBURY,CONN.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

niNXEAPOIilta, lltN.V.

O.

Tbemselfes

foi

FUIiliY^

i

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING COM
Manufflcrarers:

la every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continuous records
day and night of voltage and Boiler PreEsure.

SENT ON

^

^'^T'/

'

Corner Lake aod La Salle Sts

."800

PHIIrADEI/PHIA, PA.

and SOS North Third Street.

Took HIGHEST MEDAL
FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At

BEST OF ALL

World's Fair, Chicago.

tlie

Made by

Manufactnred only by

J.

IS

H. BUIIINEIili

d.

JO.,

76 Cortlandt St., BTew 'Fork.

Best Construction and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Bellable. Size 6x2>i, 60

THE STAHDARD PAIHT
Chicago Offlpe,
General Western Agents:

CO.,

"

Tewxokk.

871 The Ilookery.

iu:etbofoi.itaii( eeiECTRic co.,
CHIOAOO, ILE.

186 and 188 Fifth Avenne,

WILLABD L. OANDEE, )^., „.„.„.„„.
H. rUBANT

GEO.

.

T.

W. H. BODQINS,

MANSON,

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,
INSULATED

New Yorkc

WIRES ALDCABLES,

i-ON'^
BRANCHES

per ««U.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

Patents.)

323

Solicited.

293 A St„

to

Boston, Mass.

INCANDESCENT

('S')

C. P,

|

Correspondence

Electrical

25

CtS,

Company,

'•?""**5*KS£S;n-»r
w.aa
Street, BOSTON, OlAHB,
IrTlneton

Dearborn St,
306 Hale Bidg,

,

PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE,

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

Send for

• oitr,

Samplea.

Chlcaso, Boston, FhlladelphlB, UinneBpoUa, Oinclniuktl, 1
Omalim. IjoalSTllle. St, I.oiils, San Francisco, lH>ndo n and So. Anierica.
:

WESTON

<> J.

g
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

(N&C.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

IVianson Protecting Tape.

mmikI

ALBERT

"NEW BEACON"

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.
irsfum:

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All in Steele.
Man'I'd by

IIMITED,

eta.

LIBEKAL DISCOUNTS.

PARTRIDBE

T' CARBON GO.

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Sstimates and Drawingrs Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

REPRESENTATIVES.
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.

,

H0FFM4N-KUSSELL CO..

126 Liberty St , New York Cltj.
82 Lake St., Chlcaeo, HI,

H. M. SCIPL« & CO., 3d and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
BCEANTON SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO Soranton, P».
,

HOW THE

GREAT FAIR

^ WOOD COMPANY,
THE BALL Improred

Was Opened!

Antomatio Cut-off Engines

Builders of

•

THE PRESIDENT
PKESSED

THE VICTOR KEY
AND THE
EXETER DRY BATTERY
Dm THE KEST!

The Victor Telegraph
HLey

and the Exeter

l>ry Battery were both
delected to open the

World's Colnmbian Exposition.

Pendfor Sample of the Vfclor Key, Price «2 SO
Send for Sample of Exeter Dry Battery, Price SOc,
Samples Delivered, Transportation Prepaid.

THE

E. S.

GREELEY &

CO., Drv^sr^RlET

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

NEW

YORK.

Stern

ChlcagoOffice,Huu,oln8.Bldg., W.B.Pearson, Manager.
Geo. M. Keryon, EnOloo.t Aroade^t PmI, MJaa.
James & Oompanj, Chattanooga, Tia,

& Silverman, 707 Ar„h So P.iil.„le.,.hi Pa.
i.. L.>ulsvHle, Ey,
So.ithern Eniineerinu'

EDDY

,

.

MOTORS

Frtynt 1-2 H.P. UpwarO*.
Jtepresented.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as-^-^
.,««« rtrt.xJi-

»
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ARC LAMP
^^CDFR.

ALTERNATING CIRCUITS.
It

is

the

ONLY ARC LAMP

which successfully meets the
quirements

re-

of Alternating Circuit

comprises

It

all

the advan-

tages possessed by the best Arc

Lamps

built for

incandescent or

Arc Lighting.

direct current service.

COMPACT,

RELIABLE,

SIMPLE.

EFFICIENT.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
Station managers will find that the use of the

Thomson

'93

Arc Lamp

for alter-

nating circuits will entail less trouble, less cost of maintenance and less operating expense, combined with

more

and customers, than any other

satisfaction to themselves

lamp on the market.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MAIN OFFICE, SOHENEOTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y.,Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Fa , 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 4S6 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Building.
Oincinaati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, m., Monadnock Building.

N. Y.

Petroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 309 South Stt-eet.
York Life Building.
Kansas City, Mo.,
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.

New

St Liouis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Texas, Corner Field and Main Streets.

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Cal.. 16 First Street.
Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Helena, Moiit., Electric Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St.

For all bnsinrss oatslde the United States and Canada—Tbomson-HooBton Intematioiial £lectrie Co., Schenectady, N. T.
and 44 Broad St., New Torh. For Canada— Canadian Oeneral fBleetric C!o., Iitd„ Toronto, Canada.
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INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Goltz

ALPHABETICAL LIST.
Aberdroih A Root Mfg. Co.six

xvii

Sinclair

i

,

Amemcan

Co

Electric

Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Electric- Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

xix

Greeley A Co. The E. S

Porter

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

..

xii

..

XI

.

Ames A Fro^ Company... sU
xvii

Amstuiz, N. S

X

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co....

xi

J.

M

.

.

Hill.

xvii

Armstrong, Chas. G..

Aruoia.B.

i

.

Kabcock & Wilcox

Tbe.

Co.,

Hornberger Elec. .M f g. Co
Huebel

& Manger

Illinois

Engraving

^

^vii
Wm.
Ball A Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacuum Pump &
Ball,

Co

I

BnssCc.E.

W

xxii

Brifatol Co.,

&

Brownell

Co.,

i

xix

The

x

Brush Electric Co

xxii

Wm. H

xvii

x

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye Electric Co

xiv

H

i

Bunnell&

Co.

P.

Co.,

J.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.... xviii

C & C Electric Co
Cameron & Gillett
Central Electric Co

vill

xvi

.

xiii
xill
-

—

Electrical

Supply Co

xxii

Mfg. Co.,

viii

H... xix

J.

Metropolitan Electric Co..

Miamisburg Electric Co..
Moore, Alfred

P

Morris, Tasker

Muncie

& Co
Co

Elec. Mfg.

Munsell

xiv

& Co., Eugene

xvii

National Conduit Mfg. Co.
National India Rubber Co.

v

. .

—

-

Insulated Wire

New York & Ohio Co

I

OkoniteCo., The

Clark Electric Co

Palmer Bros

Clonbrock Steam Boiler vVks xix

Partridge Carbon Co

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co..

ComBtock Co.,TheLouiB K.xvii

Phcenix Glass Co

Consolidated Car-Heating

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co., Ltd

Co

xxii

,

Consolidated Elec. Stor. Co. xi
Consolidated Engr.Co.,The.xvii

A

Cook, V.

xi

Correspondence School of

tSt

xi

xxii
viii

Dayton Globe Iron Works
xviii
Co
H.

E

and Mech. Engineers.,

xvii

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Edwards, W.

S.

xi

Co

i

Mfg. Co.

.

.

ElectricalMfg.Co.xviii

li^lbridge

Co

Electric Appliance
Electric

is

&

Construction

Supply Co

vii

Electric- Power Storage Co. xiii

Electric Storage
Co., The

Battery
vi

Electrician Publishing Co.
xviii, xxi

Empire China Works.
Erie City Iron

For
Fort

xii

..

-^—

Wks

Sale Advertisements,

Wayne

xii

Elec. Corpora-

tion

Freeman,

S.

&

Porter

&

Buerdorf

xviii

Racine Hardware Co
Roberts

&

Co.. E.

xix

P

xvii
J.

A.

-

Garlock Packing Co

S.

W
Co

Scientific Machinist

xii

Shultz Belting Co

Siemens

&

Halske Elec. Co.

Simplex eiectriCBl
Sioux City Engine
Smith,

S.

Co., The. iv

A

li

..

.

-

Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Boohs. £le<-trical.

BrnsheM.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Wirt, Cbas.

Burglar Alarms.

Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co. The E. S.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Blec. Supply Co.
Cables(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectrlc. (See InWires),
sulated
Copper,

Standard Paint Co

i

&

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Cushing & Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electiic Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Ins. Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Carbons, Points dtPlates.
General Electric Co.

Car-Ueaterti, £lectrie.
Consolidated Car-Heating Co.

CaHtinss.
A.

J.

&

P. E.

Clocks, Ifilectric.
iv

Self-Winding Clock Co.

Conduits.

Smithxii, xiii

Ins.

Co.
National Conduit Mfg. Co.

Constructiun

United Electric Improve-

&

Interior Conduit

A Ue pairs.

AUen-Hussey Co.

ment Co

Amstutz, N.

Vulcanized Fibre Co

xix

Wallace Electric Co
Want Advertisements

xiii
xii

Washington Electric Co..
Watertown Steam Engine
Co
xix
Webster, Warren & Co
xviii
Western Electric Co

xvii

C & C

S.

Electric Co.

Comstock

Co.,

The Louis K.

Eddy Elec. Mfg.

Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.^
RoeTjling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Wirt, Chas.

Contractors and Electric
liight Plants.
AUen-Hussey Co.
Amfctutz, N. S.

Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, B. J.
BaU, Wm. D.

Brackets.

Anderson, Albert

Brownlee

& Co.

W. S. Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
I-nterior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Hill,

C &C

Whitney Electrical
ment Co
Wirt, Chas

Instru-

X
x

Worthlngton, Henry R

Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co

Yost Writing Machine Co.

.

.

.

s
xill

Wm.H.

Co., The Louis R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Pt;Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit &. Ins. Co.

Comstock

Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg Co.

Eddv

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Porter & Buerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Electric tialiTFays.
Brush Electric Co
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Porter &. Buerdorf.
Siemens A, Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse E1.& Mfg. Co.

Electrical and Utechanical Engineers.
Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. G.

Ar

La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Porter

Fire Alarms.

Fuse Wire.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

independent Electric Co.

American Electric Co.
Grant, Geo. B.
Nuttall Co., R. D;

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd

•bieneral Klec. suppliesAnderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixtuie Co.
Cutter EIociTical &. Mfg. Co.

W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg, Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Palmer Bros.
Porter & Buerdorf.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Washington Electric Co.
M'^allace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Globes and Electrical
Glass <v are.
Chicago Gen'l Fivture Co.
Gleason, E. P, Mfg. Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Anderso Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Empire China Works.

& Hegeman Mfg. Co.
W. S. Electric Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Jenuings, A. R.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
P. P. Elec. C. &, S. Co.
Co.. Eugene.

&

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Flore Co.
W^allace Electric Co.

Wires and
Cables— Slagnet Wire.

Insulaied
American

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.

Central Electric Co.

&

Sinclair.
dt

Co.,E. P.

Rushmore,

S.

Wirt, Chas.

Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.
BriFtolCo., The.

Bunnell

&

&

Moore, Alfred P.
National India Rubber Co.

W.

Co., J. H.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeiey & Co., The E. S.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Whitney Elec.Instrument Co.

New York

Insulated Wire Co.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Simplex
Wallace
Western
Western

Electrical Co.
Electric Co.
Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

Lamps. tDcandesceot.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AElecCo.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Jennings. A. R.

Klectrical !$pecialties.

Matner Electric Co.

Holtzer -Cabot Electric Go.
jisl«*ctric Hlatf».

Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York & Ohio Co.

Independent Electric Co.

Electroliers, etc.
Chi. Genl Fixture Co.
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Eleccro-Flatins »I»ch'y,
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Rushmore, S, W.
EnKTines, Steam.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec AMfg.Co.

l.ightnine Arresters.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill,

W.

S.

Electrician Publishing

Pusb

Co

ituitons.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance

Co

Huebel & Manger.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

BheostatH.
General Electric Co.

Rushmore, S. AV.
A mnioiiiac
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

!$al

& Co.
Kllpstein, A.

Innis

Law

& Co.

Battery Co.

Second-Huua Electrlca'
UacMnery.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore, S. W.
fe^cparotors.
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Speaking Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ostrander &. Co., W. R.

Speed

Audictttors.
Whitney Elec. Instrumant, Co
Ileatins.

Steam

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster & Co., Warren.
Worthlngton, Henry R.

Storage .tiattei-ies.
Brad bury -Stone

Elec.

S.

Porter

&

Bueraort.

StuTCS, Electric.
Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.
S^treet Curs.
Brill, J. Q. Co.

Tapes, Lnsuiating.
American

Electrical

Works.

Central Electric Co.
Cushing & MorseChicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F,
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co. The.
PhUUps insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
,

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S,
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,

D'Unger Long Dist. Tel. Co
Harrison Int. Telephone Co.
National Telep. Mfg. Co.

Palmer Bros.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Telephone Moobs.
Bradley & Co.
Transformers
.

General Electric Co.

Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation
Jennings,, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Tracl£S. Eleeiric Car.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. AMfg. Co.

Tnrbioe ^Vheels.

Dayton Globe Iron Woits Co.
Leffel &Co., Jas.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

&

Smith-

Type- Writing Uachines.
Yost Writing Machine
CniTersiiies.
School of

Co.

Industrial

Sciences.

Correspondence School
Technology.
Scieotliic Machinist Co.

Electric Co.

Wirt, Chas.

JUagnet *Fire.

Ensravers.
Illinois

Fan

Engraving Co.

Muncie

Elec.

Mfg

Co.

Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.
31 o tors.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
C & C Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

of

Tarnishes.

mef.hanlcal machinery.
Bliss Co., E. W.

Standard Paint Go.

Water

W^heels.

Leffel &Co., Jas.
&
Uica.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Ene City Iron Wks.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
W^indlasses.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
Munsell &Co., Eugene.
Whitehead, S. E.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.
miniDS Apparatus, Elec. Wire, Bare.
Racine Hardware Co.
General Electric Co.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
Independent Electric Co.
Bishop Gutta Percha

ATatertown Steam Engine Co.
Wesion Engine Co.

Co

Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric-Puwer Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co

Cor.

(See Insulated Wires.)

Co., The.
Co., The.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Phceuix Glass Co.
Publishers, Electrical.

Telegrraph Apparatus.

Wire Co.

Co., The Louis K.
Consolidated Eng. Co.

Roberts

NuttallCo., R. D.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

e»team Fnnips-

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Goltz

Brownlee A Co.
Morris, Tasker & Co.

Jennings, A. R.

Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Comstock

Poles.

Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
»late.
Independent Flectrlc Co.

iusnlacors mid Insulating; Materials.

Little,

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

mia. Braid

a^peclaltfes.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Hard Rubber Goofts.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Munsell

Standard Paint Co

Pbosphor Bronze.

Gear<«

Hart

Garlock Packing Co.

Paints,

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Hill,

Buerdorf.

Packins:.

easliighting. Electric.

Graphiie

&

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

Chi«-'ago Ins.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Co.. E. P.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartaveri Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Go.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Cushing

Wm.
Bryan, Wm. H.
Cameron & Gillett.

Roberts

A

Fibre

"Viarren.

old, B. J.
Ball,
D.

iintlits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

La Roche

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Geaeral Electric Co
Gregory. Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

Mlg. Co.

,

Clark Electric Co.

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

viii

Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.

.'

S.

Dynamos.

Bryan,

E

&

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Sioux City Brass Works

Brownell

S.

R

Little, P. P. Elec. C.

Goubeu

Webslet A Co.,

Hill,

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Jennings, A,

Feed Water Heaters-

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley & Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

M.

Anderson, Albert & J. M
Bernard Co., The E. Q.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.

BaU & Wood

i

J.

Cut-Outs and HwitchCM.

Brush Electric Co.

xvii

&

Central Electric Co.
CbicHgo Cross Aim C).
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub ey Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.

Western Elec Supply Co.. xv
Western Telephone Conbtructiou Co
XV

C &C

and

Cross-Arnis, Fins

Electrical Instruments.

Central Electric Co.

Dutcher Co..

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co
Stilwell-Bierce

and Bar.

Western Electric Co.

xviii

General Incandescent Arc
xiv
Light Co

xv

Boilers.
Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Brownell & Co The.

Ji^heet

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell & Co J. H.

Brush Electric Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

Jennings, A. R.
Metropolitan Elecric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

,

Iron

Morgan

Whitehead,
xviii

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

,

xxii

Weston Engine Co

Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
General Electric Co

Rushmore,

x

Go

Sons Manu-

facturing. Co

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E.S.
Huebel & Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co , W. R.

Central Electric Co.

xvi

Vaile Co

.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co,
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Bells.

.

Works

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos... xiii
D'Unger Long Dist. Tel. Co. xii
Dutcher Co., J. A. &P.E...xiv
Elec. Mfg.

...

Sioux City Brass Works

Directory, Principal Elec.

Eddy

xii

....

Self-Winding Clock Co....

& Manu-

Co

DelnoA Co,

R

Royal Electric Co

Morse

facturing

W

xii

Correspondence School of
Technology

Gushing

i

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Industrial Sciences

Cutter Electrical

Co..

Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Greelev & Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co.. The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.. xii
i
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

&

Electric Apoliancc Co.

,

xvi

Ostrander

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.

Erie City Iron AVks.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.

...

NuttiUCo., R. D

Co....-

Co.

clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.

Natio al Tel. Mfg. Co

New York

S.

Beltiner,

-

Co

Arm

Chicago Cross

viii

Bradbury-Stone Elec.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.

x

James

,

P.,

&

Const.

McEwen

The

.ArniHtare Wloders.
Rushrore, S. W.
itatterles and Jars.

o

Mather Electric Co

six

Bio^nlee A Co
Eryan,

&

Little,

x

& Co
Co., J. G

'

Co

Battery

LefPel

Bradley

A

Leclanche Battery Co.,The.

xv

Electric

Bradbury-Stone
Storage Co

Brill

Law

sxii

Boston Braid Mfg Co

xii

Co.,

La Roche Electric Wks.

xil

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

xii

R

Klipstein, A.

x

.

Co

Ins.

Kartavert Mfg. Co

xviii

Bidhop Gatta Percha Co ...

Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.

X

&

W

H.

Big Four Route

Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co.. The.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Little, P. P. Elec. C. &. S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

xi

Co..'_

Johns Manufacturing

Co

Electric

Ft.Wayne

xii

&Co

IB

Jennings, A.

Bernard, The E. G. Co

Bemstem

'

Interior Conduit

i

-

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.

xvii

Copper Wires.

Chicago

C & C

xi

.

-

,

Arc liUmpM.

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

i

Electrical

.

Hubley Mfg. Co....

1

Uaker& Co

Elet^ricCo....

S.,

Copppr.
Law Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supplv Co.

Holi/er-Cabot Electric Co.

x^li

J

W.

Manger.

Jletropolitan Electric Co.

Ostrander ACo., W. R.

xv
xv

Co

Helios Electric

&

Anderson. Alberi

A

Huebel

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

W

S.

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec & Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Genl Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Harrl>on International Telviii
ephone Co
„.

Eiectrical.

S.

& Buerdorf.
ADDuaciators.

siii

American Eleo. Mfg.Co....sxii

American
Works

Ruj=limore,

CLASStF.ED LIST.
Acpunialators.
Bradbury-Stone Elec.

B

Grant, Geo.

xvii

Co

illen Hussey

&

Goubert Mfg. Co

-

"

Co,

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

-

Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
OkoniteCo., The.
Philltpa Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A,
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perfectand long-lasting insulation
JLssu.red, Toy ttie XJse of

SIIVIPLEX T> Zi Ri Viln.K

FOB LINE WORK.

SIMPLEX BRAIDED C AO\)T CH O \J C ^onmsmMwmiNa
SllflPLEX
SIIVIPLEX

IVIIIMIlMC

W IKE

for mines and BXTREMEL Y damp FLA CES.

COVERED AND ARMORED CABLES
LEAD
FOR UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE WORK.

SIMPLEX INSULATIIMC PAINT, NOT THE CHEAPEST, BUT THE

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL

CO.,

western otnce. 1137-1138

BEST.

Monadnock, Chicago.

HAVE YOU INVESTIGATED
The merits

Two-Phase System
Alternating Current Apparatus ?

It will

pay you

of the Stanley

to do so, as its earning capacity is
anything else on the market.

Ligbt and Power can be supplied by tbis

system

from

tbe

much

of

greater than

same generator and

circnit.

THE GENERATOR
Is superior to all others in efl&ciency, simplicity, durability

and inherent regulation.

THE MOTORS
Are self starting, take current in proportion to their load, substantially as direct current
motors do, and are more simple, durable and convenient to use than direct current motors.

Excel

all

THE STANLEY TRANSFORMERS
and
We

others in eflciency, regulation, convenience, safety

them

for a

term

of years at a small

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

St.,

durability.

insure

premium.

CO.,
Chicago,

"hsfield,

m.

III.
F. A.

ESTEP,

J. K.

McGINEET,

F. S.

5IAKTIN,

President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTALl COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

MANnFACTUBERS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY ITONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The lareest and most prosperous street railway companies in the
country are nsing onr supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MATEE, 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department.
STANDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S.

PARTRIDGE. Bank of Commerce Building, St. Douls, Mo
A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central

CHAS.

,

S. W. States Sales Department.
States Sales Department.

Vice-President.

Superintendent of Works.

September

8,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

%%%W^
The Best Appointed and Largest
House

Electrical Supply

World.

in the

WE

HAVE

DETROIT ELECTRICAL WORKS.

manufactured by the

(They having decided

The

HOUSE GOODS made

line of

by

to discontinae the business).

this well

known concern

has, for

been recognized by consumers and the trade as standard.

years,

The goods which we have bought

are

fresh,

all

new and

not a defective or shopworn piece in the whole
latest

House Goods

purchased the entire stock of Electrical

design and

embody

perfect (there

is

they are of the very

lot),

the best that has been accomplished in recent im-

provements.

The
and

entire stock

is

listed at prices that

We

bought

at

now

in

should

our Chicago store, arranged on our shelves,

move

it

we

out as rapidly as

very low figures, and

will

can ship.

honors with our

the

divide

customers.

Annunciators.
House

Elevator style, 2 ind. and up.

House

style,

double

column,

4 to 15

style, single

Alarm,

Burglar

ind.

column, 2 to 6

ind.

to 8 ind.

Burglar Alarm, with clock, 12 indications.

Annunciators finished

Bells— Wood

in

Oak, Walnut, Cherry.

Box, Iron Box, Skeleton, 22 to 12 inch gongs.

Push Buttons
In an endless variety of metal

Pear Shape.

Cotton and

Silk

finishes.

Gas Lighting.
Changer Switches.'

Floor and Table Pushes.

Multiple Pushes.

Hard Rubber Midget Pushes.

and wood

Private Line Cut-outs.

Double and Single Tinsel Cord,

in

Pole

red and green.

Also a great variety of miscellaneous supplies, which you

our special circular quoting prices.

your address
long only as

at
it

If

you have not received one of these, send

once, as the prices apply only to this

Detroit stock,

Centrol Electric Compan\J,

BRANCHES
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City; Gate City Electric Co.

W
^

and so

lasts.

St. Louis:

t

will find listed in

173=175

Adams

Street,

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios Arc Lamps,
Washington Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats.

CHICAGO.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

September

8,
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CHLORIDE^ WINS!
INJUNCTION REFUSED.
Judge Green, of the United States Circuit Court, District of New
Jersey, on August 27th denied the motion for injunction asked for by

Company

the Consolidated Electric Storage

Storage Battery
calls attention

Company.

The

et al

Electric Storage

versus the Electric
Battery

Company

the following testimonials which have recently been

to

given to the Chloride Accumulator:
Professor Chandler, of Columbia College, says:

"The Chloride Storage Battery
qualities include the

whole

list

is

likely to realize all our expectations.

Its

good

of qualities that a storage battery can manifest."

The following is from Professor Barker, of the University of Pennsylvania:
"I would say that in my judgment this battery has great merit. Among its
chief points of excellence, I may mention, first, its high efficiency and large storage
I am satisfied
capacity; second, its eminent adaptability to commercial needs.
that it more nearly fulfills the requirements of modern electric practice than any
other storage battery within

my

knowledge.''

Professor Charles L. Hastings, of Sheffield Scientific School of Tale University, says:
all

"The Chloride Accumulator was selected only after careful inquiry concerning
Thus far it has met all our expectations, and promises to fully
available types.

justify our choice."

The following

is

from

3Ir. A.

E. Kennelly:

"I consider that the principles embodied in its construction make it superior to
any storage battery that has yet been placed upon the market in this country."
Professor

Hvgh

L. Callender, of

McGill Tniversity, Montreal, says:

have tested the small Chloride Accumulator, type E 5, with results which confirm very nearly the makers' claims with regard to capacity and efficiency. The ampere
efficiency of the cell comes out 96.1 per cent.; the watt efficiency, 84 per cent."
" I

The following

is

from

letter received frotn

W. K.

L. Dickson, of the laboratory of

Thomas

A. Edison:

"Your Chloride Accumulator stands unique among

competitors, marking an important stride in the right direction, and being capable of application to varied uses."
its

Professor Houston says:
"

The construction

of your Battery involves principles so radically different from
that of other prior storage batteries as to cause its invention, in my judgment, to

mark an

era in the history of the art."

September

8,
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THE BEST

UMP ON

EARTH.

For Direct Current
For Street Railway
For Alternating

Circuits.

Circuits.

For Series Arc Circuits.

NEW AND SUPERIOR.
These lamps are far better than anything
manufactured in the line of arc lamps
stronger, simpler, more durable and easier to
maintain.
trial will

They are ALL weatherproof.
convince you of their merits.

A
Jt;

These lamps, both "Twin' and
after

an

exhaustive

were adopted
lighting

\

Single,

competitive

test,

use

in

Brooklyn for low tension street

and are now

in

successful operation.

for

We

manufacture all kinds of focusing lamps, search lamps, theatrical lamps,
stereopticon lamps, and special lamps of any description. In short, if you want anything in the line of arc lamps, write us before purchasing elsewhere.

We

are prepared to furnish promptly ornamental lamps of

handsome

design, for

either direct or alternating current, finished to suit the customer.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established

18S1.

18

CORTLANDT

ST.,

i SUPPLY CO.,
NEW YORK.

"Wallace Electric Co«, Agents, 307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WESTERN

The

& C

C

ELECTRICIAN.

September

8,

1894

Company

Electric

CDF^

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
Electric Motors,

General Office:

USLJbertyStreet,

YORK.

KU^JSCU

"**Al'*.B- jci.KVEL,ASiD, Cuyahoga Bnildins.

PATENT

FUILAUKl^HIA. «33 Arch

WINDLASS

Before buying it will well repay your time to investigate the Eddy Windlass. We chalNo complicated parts. Made of
leDge the world for its equal. A mechanical perfection.
Will last a lifetime.
Remember that it cannot be left unlocked,
practically three castings.
and that the crank is the only key that will unlock it. Cannot be tampered with. It is
sleet-proof.
Always ready to operate quickly. Send for descriptive circular,

Pole— Double Pole— Commutation;

STEPHEN

B.

ELEINS,

single

Pole— Double Pole— 3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
single Pole.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY

PEERLESS.

WHITEHEAD,

Prest.

The Harrison

0-S

Carthage, Mo. THE

PATRICK EGAN,

H.

Sec'y.

J,

HANFORD,

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Key Switch.

ARTISTICALLY

General Agent for the U. S.,

St

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single

For Raising and Lowering Arc Lamps.

S. E.

R. of N. J.

C-S SPECIALTIES.

THE EDDY
SELF-LOCKING

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

NEW

CUHER
gr

F Insh Double Pnrfi Switch— Double Pole,

CO.,
ELECTRICAL
& MFG.
A.
riMadelphia, Pa.,

So, lltli street,

V. S,

Qen'l Mgr.

International Telephone Go,
WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

Harrison iDternatioiial Teleploie.

HEAT-PROOF INSULATION.
The Standard

Insulating

IVIaterial

for

Washers, Insulating Sheets

Controller Parts, Magnet Spools,
Lining Cut-out Boxes, Etc., Etc.

Bushings,

for

We

either sell our telephones oatright or lease theui for a term

NOW

MOULDED MICA

of years.

BEING

TbiB company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
eranted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for h complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. i35,295, Rraoted to William Huteon Ford
August '2G. 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

S.

CHAP.MAN,

Chamber

THOMAS

Pres.

Some

of the largest orders ever placed for line materials have been for

H.

of

Commerce

C.

BIdg.. Chicago.

PERKINS,

NEW YORK.

PHILADELPHIA.

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

Moulded Mica.

W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,
340 and 2i2 Randolph

at their offices,

Offices,

MARO

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

BUNCE,

Street,

CHICAGO, ILL.

HOSTON.

Sec'y and Treas.

TH. GONET,

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

HOLT GATES,
H. B.
G. M.
S.

N.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Lighting:

by the following well-known and

1140 Monadnock Buildins, GhlcaEo,
COHO & CO 203 Broadway, New York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and
ANGIER & CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
BLAKE, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York.
,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.
vicinity

and

New

Jersey.

September

S,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

SOMETHING NEW.
Makes a

WIRES AND CABLES

Perfect Joint

without
injuring the wire or
insulation.

THE

ALLEN

WiRES AND CABLES

SOLDERING
STICK.
Try

it,

and you

will

WIRES AND CABLES

USE NOTHING ELSE
Sample

Stick,

25 cents.

WIRES AND CABLES

Electric Appliance Gompany,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Paranite Wires and Cables,

"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

AND REPRESENTING

NEW YORK

& OHIO COMPANY.

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMP;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warren,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRANSFORMER.

Ohio,

WIRES AND CABLES

September

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

For Switchboard Wort.
Direct and Alternatins.
Volts np to 3,000.
Amperes up to 1,000.
Direct Keadins.
Accurate, Reliable, Unchangeab e, Handsome.

5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10

1894

WIRT INDICATORS.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
10

8,

Write for quotatlOQB to your dealer, or to

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

CHARLES WIRT,

The Only Snap Switch that

hafl

56

-

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

For the

— sx.oo.

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

Avenue. CHICAGO.

Fifth

p

For

all

Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purcbosea,

CO., 408-414 New Jeree?
Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

BAKER &

,V? "'"0/^

For Sale by All Supply Houses.

The Only Clocks Used in theW. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service

^1

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

i

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

Detroit,

-

Our

UNIVERSAL TELfPHONE SWITCH HOOK

THE BEST GRADES OF

the only perfect device of its kind on the market
Setid for Price List and Circular -whicli will
explain all about it. We will mall eample for only
75 cents.
Patent applied for,
is

Mich.

BUADLKT &

SAL-AMMONIAC.

Beferencea:
Alliance Bank,

y,

ISTire a^nci Ca^toles

CO.,

9 and II » tone 8t
RO CH BIsTE K, K

For under ground, under water, and
.

T

.

Sr. Chicaso.

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

ejc^-

(/

TRANSFORMERS,
Direct CirreM

R.

Dpaiios, Generators

aifl

York. 8G and 88 Liberty
Boston, 70 Kllby St.,

St..

Louis, Eighth and

THE

64

St.

Charles

NATIONAL.

make simply a business
ments and make your own tests.

New

Yoik,

I»o-\;^ox*,

e:

St.

AVe

Pearl St..

280,-i3S aacors©

Pliiladelpljia. 607 Arch St.,
ClevelaQd, 2i South water St.,
Chicago, 185 to i89 Van Bnren St.,
St,

YORK.

8RaN:I5|i;^ Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If yon want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

Motors,

Write for Catalogue. l.KLIPSTEIN & COWPlNy. 122

WORTHINGTON,

New

NEW

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAUD)

^^oi^Tiiiisrcs-Tonsr
HENRY

-

^!j!!||ForElectrical Purposes

F^ErOF:?!.^, II_I

Agents Wanted.

-

(ELECTRIC

MANUFACTURERS OF

anfl

other conditions.

HEKBX A. BKED, Secretary and aianaser.

or any business firm in our city.

AltemtiflE

all

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

Rochester,

finaranteed Over 99 Per Cent. Fiira,

161 Klnzle

CO.

— Aetemus ^Vahp.

WHITE OAK PINS.
CO.,

Clocks Rented.

Neuer Argy Agin a Success.

It -will pay you to get our prices.

BROWNLEE &

Clocks Sold.

BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA

The

PINE GROSS-ARMS,

<^^

*^'^ocK

HARTFORD. CONN.
NORWAY

SELF-WINDING CLOCK CO.,
MEVy TOTLVZ

26 Broadiw-aiT,

CO.,

proposition.

Buy two
the

If satisfactory

way

sets of
is

99

our instru-

open

for

more

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Oar

heatl telepliones are largely

n^edby Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W) Atlantic Avenue,
THIS IS A

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for I^amp
Meter measurement on Alteruallnt!; Cnrrents are now

The If oyt
and

DOUBLE POLE

SNAP SWITCH,

WT^-^I^ij

MADE BY THE

ready for the market.
SeLd for our 1S04 Catalogue which coutalD
the above and other new instrumenta
of our manufacture.

Whitney Electrical

BRYANT
ESLSGTRIG
THOS.

COMPANY.
G.

EDWARD

GRIER,
R. GRIER,

j

1532

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

[

Western Representatives.

Tactory: Bridg'eport, Conn.
and Electrical Specialties, Good Goods
and Prompt Shipments,

Sockets, Switches, Cut Outs,

Instrament Co.,
PEKACOOK, S. H.
Factories: Penacoob, N. H,; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

HENRY F, KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. HIU.
Boston, Mass. (New England): W. B. Southgate

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.

Chicago,

Electric Appliance Co.
Olnoinnati, 0.: Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Out.: Toronto Electrioal Worts.
III

:

St.

Louig, Mo.: St. Lords, Electrical Supply Go.
The Brown Elec. h Maoh'ry Co.

Little Eockj Ark.

;

September
Etgeke F.

S,

WESTERN
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PTTTT.T.rpft,

Prest.

W. A. Hathawat, Treas.

W. H. Sawteb,

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE,

R.

ELECTRICIAN.

Seoty.

Are Necessary

for

All-around
Station Economy.

WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES

I.

^ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY

WIRE,

EI.ECTKIC LIGHT LINE WIKE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICAMTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

HEW TOKK

The

aljove cut is of a 175 E. "W. Generator wuuad oq our new open-head spiral Bystem. All coils
alike
perfect balance, handsome appearapce- Write for prices on
CEAlTR^Ii
UEPAlKt!^ ; Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamoa. STATIOi»i

WIRES.

Ackerman, lOCortlandt Street.
MOXTREAJj BRANCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

OFFICE,

P. C.

THE

CLARK WIRE"

S.

W. RUSHMORE,
In

TRADE

^

"-

((

HEAVY

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under
able and Desirable Wire

CLARK" WIRE.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for
and has met with universal favor.
Thoueands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is conetantly increasing, because
the past nine years,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect eatibfactlon.

61

Western Agents,

L?SlfTV"f

TELEPHONES'

ELBCTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
Palmer Bros.

CMIANUS.CONN,

stant, C. E.

C. E.;

Herbert H, Eustib,
Prest. and Electrician

t^end for Catalogue.

III.

ConsoMatel

Electric Slorage

Conmany,

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPAKY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

GorrespondenGe School of Technology,
C Osboru,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

a. Clark,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

And

CIiE\ ELAIVD. OHIO, Instruction
Ensineeriop. — E P. Robert-', M. E.; G. T.

and 63 Hampshire

Hbnrt
CO.,

^y^f^S^^'&^m

Reli-

every respecf.'^

dize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and is not affected by heat.
VVe guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first- class Insulated Wire.
We shall be plaased to mail Catalogues with Terras and
Discounts for Quantities.

Inpn!ation.

Chicago,

" A Thoroughly

in

The Rubber used in insnlatlng our Wires and Cables fs especially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxi-

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables withCiark'a

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

NEW YORK.

Liberty St.,

writers' Union, he states:

alzes of Stranded

it

126

CELLS,

Dealers In

Everything ia the Battery Line.
2140 DeKalb

by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
Hanchett, S. B.; Oscar Antz,
E.; Jas Ritchie, B. 9.; FranS
F. Yensen; L. S. Siebel; H, J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Con-

M

M. M.

St;,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manager.

Send lor Circular.

Subscrihe for the Western Electriclaiii

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS, ILLINOIS
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

Pneumatic Attachment for Telephone Receivers.
|_

Feb

"1

20,1891. J

Wood EngraviDgs,

Zinc Etchings,

The Pceumatic attachment consists of an inflateil air cushion, clasped to
the receiver of any hind of telephone receiver without removing or altering
It increases the hearing for the reason tliat. being pneuin any way.
matic, when placed to the ear it conforms to its shape, concentrates the sounds, and no sound can escape
from the receiver; also excludes all exterior sounds. Any induction noiee or buzzing sounds coming
from the wires cannot affect the hearing, as the Pneumatic Attachment, being made of springy substance, when pressed to the ear regulates the distance of the receiver from the ear drum and avoiits concussion of the ear.
Address V. A. C'*»OK, AVerlll Fark. M. ^

499.

ENGRAVING
COMPANY,

CO.,

rPat.

TELEPHONE, HARRISON

Half-Tones,

DESIGNERS.

350 Dearborn

Street,

same

Three-Plate Color Worlt.

CHICAGO.

PHILIIPS INSULATED WIRE GOMPANY,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

"0. K."

INSULiTED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.
Chicago Agents,
Electric Appliance Company.

New York

Perfect Insulation.

Office.

39 and 41

Handsome

Cortlandt St.

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Removes all
Entirely prevents

AND FIXTURES
ELECTRICITY

DIVIDENDS
M

scale

in

Steam

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

THAT WiLL HELP YOU PAY

SMies

Impurities.

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

Wire. Soclsls, Cflt-cils,

1894

Steam-Feed later Purifier.

Stllwell's Patent Live

AT PRICES

8,

Cheap

%

Fixtures.

FREE APPARATUS.

SEND FOR QUOTATIONS.

Diplomas Awarded.

Courses in other trades,
iocludiDg thoroogh instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating eubject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of iDdustrjal Sciences, Scranton, Pa.
all

Chicago General Fixture Co.,
169

Adams

One 50-Iight Standard arc '-i.OOO C. P. dynamo;
one 50-1ight American arc 2,000 C. P. dynamo; one
45-light T.-H. arc 1,'200 C. P. dynamo; about twenty
(20) smaller arc machines; all machines have a full
complement of lamps; one l! fiOO-light National
alternator;

STUDY ELECTRICITY AT HOME
PORCELAIN GOODS. WANTED.

Street, Chicago, 111.

Westinghbuse alternator;
one 500-light T.station instruments are with matime prices.

one

H. alternator;
chines.

TSO-lif-ht

all

Hard

HEAD BOARDS,

INSULATORS,
ROSETTES,
BUSHINGS,

750-light Slattery alternator;

one

Thorough instruction, with FBEE APPABATUS. Moderate terms.
By onr oorreBpondence method
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free. Mrientific JMaeliliiiHt Co., 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland,0.

CLEATS.

47 and 49 South Jefferson Street,

CO..
CHICAGO, ILL.

Hard

Vitreous

For Sale, Cheap.
50-lieht Wes^tern Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C- P. Dynamos
One 20-light Western Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C P. Dynamo.

Two

Glazed

ampere,

Electric Arc Lamps.
Five hundred light translormer capacity.
One 100 H. P.- Rus-ell Automafic Cut-off Engine.
Automatic
Cut-off Engine.
Phoenix
One 100 H. P.
One 125 H. P. Sleam Boiler
One 100 H. P. Steam Boiler.
Two Iron Stacks.
All of the above machinery is as fjood as new.
Will be sold cheap. For particulars address

A. R.

JENNINGS.

Care Western Electbician,
ti

Insulator.

Tliorouaii

3.7 Memnod&Jaccard Bu nding

ical

Graduate of technical college, mechanand electrical engineer, wants position

engiceeriog.

Address

WANTED.

We
Oral, Electric.

Foil Ijine Always in Stock.

St.,

New York.

C.

LANCASTER,

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^Send

for

New OAtalogde. Out August

Ist.

Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

BRONZE PUSH

E.W. BLISS CO

BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

Beware oF

liirriii^'in? or usiiij: Inrriii^'iiig Iiistriiiiients.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer

ot All.
The D'Cnger Telephone (its reputation as the
constructed
fully
estabinstrument
ever
now
best
lished) is the o«/y instrument in which the power
of the -z/oice is increased; the O'llj/ instrument in
which (he electric current is intensified by ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
No telephone can be
the toice-ivave is reduced.
built with these wonderful advantage;! without the
use of a lever. The D'Uager Long-Distance Telephone Company has the sole and exclusive rigiit to
use a lever in telephones—reinemher that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The DWiiyer Long-Distance Telephone Company
owns the fir.i.t and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon MultijAc-ContncI Telephoncin this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents Infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

Address

all letters

to

K- U'Unser, Manager,

Palmer House, Chicago,

111.

14 John

DOOR SPRINGS,
EEOOR PUSHES,

St.,

BROOKLYN.

'f

N. Y.

SWITCHES.
Send

HuEBEL

&,

Manger,

for

New

Catalogue.

niannfartiirers,
286-290 Graham Street, BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

ig

City Engineer.

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.

dated:

1893, Vol. siii, No. 9.
1893, Vol. siii, No. 15.
November 4, 1893, Vol. siii. No. 19.
May 26 189i, Vol. xiv, No. 21.
May 19, 1S94, Vol. xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 6.
March 10. 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Fulton

pay ]5c each for clean copies of the

August 26,
Oclober 7,

Pneumatic and Mechanical

W. R. OSTRANDER &

will

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.

by the

SAM

"AMERICAN,"
Address
P.O. BcK 545, Kenosha, Wis.

WANTED.

cdr-fdrS.f^J,/

SEALED PROPOSALS
City oE Jackson,
Will be received
Tenn., until i2 o'clock nooD, October
2, 1894, for furnishing, opera'iDg and main2,oco candle
double arc
foriy
taining
power electric lamps on the streets of said
city, with the privilege of 50 ac the same
An
price per light, tor a ttrtn of live years.
exclusive franchise will also be granted for
all arc and incandescent lighting for boih
commercial and domestic use for a term of
For specifications, ex., apply to
five years.

Illinois.

Position wanted as superintendent or elecHave bad
trician of electric light plant
technical training and five) ears' experience
in construction and station work.
Good
references.

!e04

Lock Hox S /,
Beardstown.

MAWISTBE, MICH.
(

experience in electrical
References furnished.

^J LOUIS, MO.

,

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. B. FABEN, Beceiver,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Bldg., Chicago.

to obtain practical

pCELAINgfANUFACTORY

Washington, D. C, August 25, 1894. S
Sealed proposals (in duplicate) will be received
at the "Department oi" the Interior until 3 o'clock
p. m. Monday, September 24, 1894, for the construction of a Telephone Exchange System for the Department of the Interior and at the same time and
place proprsals will also be received for the extension and modification of the present Telephone
System of the Interior Department. Bids must be
made on Government blanks. Blank forms of proposal, specifications, etc., may be obtained on application at the office of the Chief Clerk of the Department, where drawings showing details may also be
inspected. All proposals received will be opened
at the time and place above stated, aud bidders are
invited to be present at such opening.
.TNO. M. REYNOLDS, Acting Secretary.

Liik>-.-iide

Position Wanted.

SEND FOR LOWEST QUOTATIONS.
I WANT TOUR TRADE.

ampere,

One handred Western

Porcelain— A

or railway plant, or will take the manof any of the above for a percentage of
the profits
Address, iflontana.
tric light

agemenC

BRANCH BLOCKS,

RECEPTACLES,
TABLET BOARDS,

tiREGOBX^

C11A!$. K.

A thorough business man and engineer, who has
had experience in putting gay and electric plants
on a paying basis, would like to lease a gas, elec-

MIDGET C. 0.,
MAIN BLOCKS,

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

Current,
Iron

e
it

a
»

Is

MOTORS.

Direct

9

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundelt Dynamos directly connected
to any t}pe of high speed engines.

For Lundell

Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

&

Conduit

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

This Press

i--

Designed for

Cutting Armature

Discs,

Panclies, SJiears, Drop
Hammers. Dies, Etc.,
For Electrical Work.

The Stiles & Parker Press Co.

September

8,
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WHEEL.
VICTOR TURBINE WATER
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

ELECTRIC CO-UPANIES

attention of

WHKEl* as particularly adapted fo their

ui?e,

is called

to this

on account of

CELEBKATEU

"%VATF.R

remarkably steady motion,

its

being double
the power ol moat wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companies with great satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without au equal, producing the
highest per cent of usefol effect "guaranteed.
^

high speed

great eftieieney and large capacity

ai.tl

for its

diameter^

SEXD FOR CATALOGUE AND JPAS.TICV1jAR8*

The accompanying engraving represents a

single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 3tJ H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

The

Stilwell-Bierce

Q||ECOUNTi?y

OfiE FLAC,

AMERICA.

THE STARS AND STRIPES.

LAW BATTERY CO.,
Manufacturers also of other types of

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

OtiE CELl^

85 John

The Law Double

New

St.,

York.

Sal Ammoniac, Blue Stone, Zincs, Carbors, Plunge Batteries, Wire,
Nota Bene. — The Law Double Cylinder Cell is patented,

cells.

and the patents are owned by

The New Yost

DIXON CRUCIBLE

ni

The "New Era"
ELECTRIC

The

307 J>earborn

Constructed on principles radically Its own, insuring results always sought for but absolutely
unattainable in the construction of any other machine. It is pre-eminently the telegrapher's and
professional stenographer's typewriter.

Let us send you catalogue.

to

light;

n
have interchangeable slem8;are
adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5
styles but all on the same general principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argand. Our
Victor with side lever, is a
little wonder.

Co.,

102

Chlcaso.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat-

Publishing

Electrician

Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

Send for Circulars.

St..

Orders Filled Promptly.

Sole Manufacturers,

CHICAGO.

Exciters,

Stationary Motors.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

are successfully operated by the key,
fail

Brusli.

DynamoB, Plating

Dynamos, Alternating Generators and

Which always indicates whether
the gas is on or off. Safe, renot

J.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

Newly Improved.

^'ill

Wirt Dynamo

Suitable for all Incandescent

Are the only Electric
LiighteriS
made that

liable;

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

Electric Railway Generators,

GAS LIGHTERS.

Salle St.,

us.

GRAPHITE SPECIAXTIES

JOS.

169 La

ttc.

FOB ELiECTBICAli 1T8E8;
eraphite Bods of Tarlons Iienstha, firom 1-5 Obin to lOO Ohms Beslstance
to the Ineb. Uraphite Boxes and GrnclbleB, Beslstloe Beats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnlrles ttladly Answered.

1894 Model.

The Yost Writing Machine

Cylinder Cell.

Company,

THE

CHICAGO.

6 Lakeside Building.

ffl
By

teries of the World.
Send for Circular and Prices.

all

LECLANGHE

on

who have

in

Ill to

used

BATTERY

East 131st

St.,

CO.,

N. Y.

rm

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

^^^^^^^ DELIVERY.
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,000

Ampere-Hour Capaciiy.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric liaunches,

for

Dental, Surgical

for

Complete Lighting and Power Plants

and

medical 'Work,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

Room

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

which

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

BTTCSE7E
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

Artistic Slate
S^rUch Boards,

castinge made. The wrought iron
eastings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

FOR

J. A.

Fnse Boxes and Bases,

All

&

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
3IH.WA11KEE, WIS.

1894

TO FIT ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

Steel and Wrought MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the Uoited
Iron Castings.
States, moimted and suitable for ofBce oi
The atrongeet

Sivitch Ba«aes,
Jtheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
And

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

S,

AND LINKS r

home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 0. B.
& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

)

Carry ins
Capacity.

^"'"'^,0™.

liamp Bases,

for

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finieh in
Dull Black.
Polished Blacb,
Bloodstone or 91 arbleized.
Italian. Tennessee, and

Vermont

For any electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

ELEOTKICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Slarble,

unyx and
Grained Woods.

Slexican
Very low prices quoted on

filled

6 Lakeside Bnilding, Ohlcago.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

CHIOAQO.

39th

SI.

1888.

182I,

MORRIS, TASKER &C0.,
INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelpliia, Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHU.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY

We

Announce Another Cut

in

Prices on Our

ALTERNATING and CONTINUOUS CURRENT

Arc Lamps —
Send for our

New

Discounts and also for Reduced Price List on

The Celebrated Niirnberg Carbons.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT COMPANY,

NEW YORK.

No. 607.
D. C. liamp.

169 Adams

CHICAGO.

Mo. 3435.
A. C. liamp.

572 to 578

Street,
S.

BERGMANN,

President.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

First Avenue,

NEW YORK.

September

8,
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COMBINATION GAS
For one

and

ELECTRIC COCK.

gas and either one, two or three

light

light electric.

Also

made

with key on top for one light

gas and one

E. P.

light electric only.

Gleason Mfg. Co.,

181-189 Mercer
NEW YORK.

Street,

183 Dearborn Street,
CHICAGO.
Improved Holder.

Topped

^B

or

^ Inch.

E404'/^.

Will

fit all

aocketa.

B'g Meduction in Prices. Send for Quotations.

E448.

IroQ.

TELEPHONES!!

A eREAT

Thie company

is

mannfacturlng

A Compound Magneto Telephone

REDUCTION
IN PRICES

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (i-.;rnishlng
everything from the telephony to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory j,'ints,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

CO.,

BS9, 540 and 541 9Ionaclnack BIk., Chicago,

III.

ON TOP

^Z>T C3X7XI.

NOT IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT, BUT WITH

OUR specials:
Wagner

Clark Wire,

Converters,
lona Switches,

Western Lamps,

Puritan Soclcets,
Infinity Dry Batteries,
And a General Line of Supplies

AT BOTTOM
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.,

911-913 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

We

claim better distribution of light than any other

alternating

means

of

We

lamp

in

the market.

We

accomplish this by

OUR REFLECTOR
claim that

more economy than any
the market. We do this by means

we can

other alternating lamp

in

PLATE.

obtain

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
HILL

PATENT

an accident, as the Sivilcb cannot
be closed nntil the resistance is all in.

TSo possible clianre for

CHEAP.
'''''

SPENCER ECONOMY

We
this

will

SELF-LOCKING
starting switch.

iiTrrTiVruT

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

COIL.

beat the market for prices on Helios carbons

fall.

M4X1E OlfLT BY THE

"W. S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE

LIST,

KEW YORK. EliSOai & BRE^FSTER, 143 Uberty Street.
CHICACO. CEJUTRALi EtECTRIC

CO.
For Incandescent

Helios Electric Co.,

SILK BRAID
The

Lamp
Filaments.

greatest care taken in prodaclng a nniform, article.

BOSTON BRAID MFC.CO.,
1310

Filbert Sl„

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

27 Beach Siieet, Boston, Mass.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.
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IMewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

lM:a.n.-u.faot-u.i*©rs,

Griishaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Griishaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Cables,

Coipetition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Yulca BnsMngs, all sizes,
BTo-co- "yoi-li
MAIN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

New

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

XusulAted.

x/v

Ir©

CHICAGO:

up JKfHIfSuttAnuutb,

York.

^

^g g2 Franklin Street.

ac>x>a.-p>a,t3.-y,
BOSTON:

134 Congi-ess Street.

Of

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

We Want

SAN FRANCISCO:
102

~

Sacramento Street.

AJ1± X^lxids.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

Western Business.

LA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
MANDFACTDRED

IN SIZES

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
wron-^s,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

JiCTT Iforb,

Boston,
KnoxTille,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. lionis,

Fittsbnrg,

Hobile.

l,O0O lilght Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La

Salle Street,

0^x0.^00.

CES:X0-^<3-0,

"VsTa-'ba.'Sli .J^-^oio.i^o

OWEN

FORD, Rialto BulidinE,
ST. XjCbXTXS, AXO.

^nd.

X-si3^e Street.

September
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

e. e.,

i.

tlOQS.

N.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

Siw

Electrical Devices Perfected for
Shop ConatTTiCfion.

K.

floations,

Comstock

The Allen-Hussey

Electrical Engineers

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

Harrison
1892.

71-.

ftlH

Estnblithed

Slfdiimh

Incorporated

ISbli;

blilg:

.

<'hi<'i)£:<>-

Agents

Academy

St.

)

SD-IC.

E. P. Roberts

&

Co.,

25, 26, 37, 28,

SS4,

and Contractors,

Brainard Block,
ROBERTS, M.

.

for Ideal Engines.

:

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc., Etc,

BEdg., iillilTvauhee, Wig.

Cle-veland, O.

rxzxi

Z*0]

BINDERS

Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice- Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

e

Chicago.

ljOui>4.

Co.,

Designers and Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Bailway?, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
St. liouls.
821 Pine Street, -

b. s. (e.

1627 Monadnock Bldg.,
Telephone Main

Manufacturers' Agents,

1437-38 Dlonadnock Blk., Chicago.

Electric light

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Sinclair,

Tel. 912.

General Electricians and Contractors.

and power construction, incandeecent light wiring; telephone, watchman's
clock, annnDciator. burfilar alarm eleciric bell
systems, etc, Estimatfs furniehed from nrchitects' and engineers' .'pecificfliinDP. Telephooe,

&

Goltz

Co.,

Bupervlsion and Eipert Opinions.

5#0 The Cuyahoga* CleTeland.O

William D.

Superintendence, Teats, Purchasing.

Turner Building,

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Testa, Plans, Estimates,

Am. soc.m.e.

GonsnltatioDS, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Speci-

Anditorinm Tovrer, Chicago.

The Louis

ar.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

and Power Sta-

574-570 Rookery, Chicaffo.

S.

H. Bryan,

Expert and

Consu'ting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Bailways

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,
ONE DOLLAR.

JLxia.lysis of Sa.1 JLn:imoziia.c.
Certificate of Analysis, Ko. 918.

Chicago, March

9, 1894.

This Certifies

B.

J- .

Analytical

and

"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac,"

WEIS,
Consulting

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Nou- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
I find the

81 Clark Street.

42,

marked

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSATEB,
Room

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

The Non- Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumira.

{[^"Prices on application.

Signed,

,T.

B.

WEIS.

•9

WESTINSHOUSE ELECTRIC

&

MANUFACTURING

CO.

*za?a?s^xTEt.G»-:

We

For

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTING,
LOIMC DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

W

ITT 1^^

T

TP^ ^|P

MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TROLLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record— Still running.
yHQLLEY nAnPS Brass, Bronze, Malleable iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
'

BEIlRINGS

For Dynamos and Motors.

We

guarantee 30 per cent, more

life

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-OfTs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
all of our design and patents.
Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING

CO., Lancaster, Pa.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvements made in the New American Turbine have
eter, and produced greater elticiency from whole to half water than
following, copied from certified tests made at Holyolie ITasa., on the
man, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, liydraulic
The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels

Test of a

45inch Wlieel- Jgly

Rev.per Cu. Ft
MIn per Si
liT,58
16.06
iioin

Head.
16.43
16.78
17.03
16.fa

122.011

117.33
111.83
116,67

9,

1894.

205.27
395 19
176.74
149.99
118.40

at

our

office.

Wheel -July

Head Rev.per Cu.
Min.

79 76
82.58
82,18
79.31
76.52

I

can be seen

Test of a 4g-iiich

Horse lo',.i^^„f
Power. iPTCent

127.18
112.60
98,12
82.17

increased the power as per their diamany other turbine, as evidenced by the
dates named, and signed by A. F. Sickengineer.

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

Ft.

i

14, 1894.

Horse

per Sec. Power.

128.00
134.80
129.33

199.66
188,14
162.89
142.40
98,85

134.18
120.85
104. So

92 76
70.80

12.5.25

121.00

80 50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70,60

For information and catalogae write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

MICA

Electrical

r

W. H.

SIIiLiS.

S9 Lrake

St.,

MICANITE

TOEK.
Chicago. 111.

U. S. A.

PORTER & BUERDORF,

PnrpBses,

EUGENE NIUNSELL & CO.,
.MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATEB ST., NEW

CO., Dayton.O.,

SALES AGENTS FOB

DETROIT S^'STEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with

PERFECT INSULATOR.

guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

^v£ost 0\ira<Tole Batterer Oells

Room H08,

ZProd-Tjiceca..

'Xo. "Zl

<tniney

St.,

Chicago.

a7Et.XEIX>

Manufactured by

The

Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

By

E. A. UERBILiIi,
176 Pages.

Price, prepaid^ fl.50.

For the use of Electricians,
Engineers and Architects.

Garlock Packings

NO MAN
contemplating the erec-

for Steam, Water, Gas, Ammonia, Etc.
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS TRADE-MARK,
Economical, Reliable, Durable and Guaranteed,
Correspondence

THE

solicited.

tion of

electric light

WITHOUT

Send for Catalog-ue and Prices

GAP^iPCKPACiflHG

an

plant can afford to be

(o.

Electrician

NEW YORK,

IT.

PnblisMDg Company,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,
PITTSBURGH,

FACTORIES

OMAHA,

(

Palmyra, N. Y.

(

Rome, Ga.

AND MAIN OFFICES;

ST. LOUIS.

WE NEVER
of our

Just WHAT EVERY YOUNG ELECTRICIAN

SOL0 ONE

Vacuum Feed Water Heaters and

Purifiers

WANTS

The MODEL DYNAMO-MOTOR
;^ILL DECOMPOSE WATER
IDC'^^ECTRO PLATING
lLIGHT^*>;fJCANDESCENT
rfiUNMACHINER>-.

until

LAMPS

we had first satisfied our customer that it was capable of saving
mouey for him. Our Catalogue will make this saving clear to
Shall we mail it?
We also build the Webster Separator
and Williames Vacuum System of Steam Heating.

you.

E, O,

McCOEMICK,

Pass. Traffic

Mgr.

D. D. MARTIN,
Geo'l Pass. & Ticket Agt,

ELBRIDGE EL'JJCT'L MFG.CO,

ELBRIDGE.M^

CINCINNATI.

Wahkbn Webster &

Co.,

CAMDEN,

.NEW YORK, 126 Llbtrty Street,
CUK'AdO, noDadnoek Building.

N. J.

THE McCORMICK

IvIOEEMlIT

^TT —

TURBINE,

Tw

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

iiiin

antee results where others have failed, no mat1 er what make of turbine has been in use. STATE

Edward Dyer

am

Ri^QliIR£3IENTS

LOeUE.
S.

Peters, Jr., M. E., M. D.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,

Gives more poTver as to diameter "with, a
higher percentaee of useful effect than any other
w^ter- wheel heretofore made, ah sizes, right and left
band, arc boilt from patterns perfected nnder systematic teats in
the Holyoke Testing Flame.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it to
n-illin^ to g^nartheir interestto confer with me, as I

AlwIERICJLH IvlETilOES

Price, Postage Prepaid,

$4 00.

THE MOST COMPLETE VORK OF ITS KIND

PUBLISHED.

AKD SEND FOB CATA-

MORGAN SMITH.

York,

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

6

Electrician Puliiisiiins Go.,
Bldg-.
OIIIC.^OO, TLIa

]L,alf eside
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8,
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"CllMAX"BiER

Watertown Engines
Will meet

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition,

KartflHS City.

units from 50 to 1800 H. P.

Pond Machinery Co

&

THE BROWNELL

MANUFACTURED BY

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

J.

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN MFG.

H.

Aitonatic Emifles,

liotli

Vertical

M

CO.,
ii

STANDPIPES,

TANKS and
GENERAL
SHEET IRON
WORK.

UUn UUAnAniCL.

^-1 t I

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

!m:ND

FOR

Louis

ENGINES,
BOILERS,

Horizontal, from 12 to 600

of the

St.

AUTOMATIC,
THROTTLING

N. Y.

"^^^ engine shall Dot run one revnlulion slower when fully loaded thHU
when running: empty, and a reduction of boiler preei-ure from
the greatest to that neces ary to do the work, will not reduce the
f-peed of engine one revolution. Any engine failinti to meet this
Buaranlee tecomes the properly of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.

one

,

Manufacturers of

nilD PIIADAUTCC*

It is

,

CO., Oayton, Ohio,

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
new Catalope,

general

Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
1136 Mona.inock Bib., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
120 Third Ave. N., MlnueapoUs.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
2'2i W Main St., Loaisville.
Rowell & Chase Machinery Co.,

Will save you money on coal.
in

or

WatertoriSteais Engine Co.,
Watertown, X. Y.

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

Bnilt

any guaranty in regu-

lation,
economy
efficiency.

Tliree Boilers Sold Chicago Edison Co.

9^

catalogde:.

Having one

Main Office and Worl(s:
Sales Agents:

Pepper & Reqistrh, Provident
lildg.,

Chicago,

111.; C.

H.

\V,

Bids.. Philadelphi^. Pa.;

Coi-ELiND, lil Liberty

RIDGWAY, PA.

Wm. Sharpe,
New York.

y37

Monadnock

St.,

of the largest boiler manufactories in the country,
equipped with the latest and most approved machinery, we are

prepared to equip Complete Steam Plants ready for operation.

£3Srr.^^JBXjXS^£IX> 1878.
JHANUFACTEREBS OF

SOIiE

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to

wi^m^eTOK: OKI.

or:ler.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red, Black

and Gray.

Send

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material
THE
IMPROVED

for Catalogue

and Prices.

of tlie World.

14

Si^WF";

n. ir

ROOTYuVe" BOILER.

THE ELEMENTS OF

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.

[l YNAMIC

F LECTBICITY

Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

AND MAGNETISM.
A Book
For Learners.

, "^^^A-mr^
TO"^—
J3I O IV HLGSLOJy l

Price,
iTioe, a»a.
$2.
Postage Free.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building,

CO.,

m
Two

2S

Cleveiand.O.
80 SENECA

New Gear
GEO.

B.

Shop.

GRANT.

5OPERIOII RKOLWION
AND ECONOMY roR

J.

C.

BRILL COMPANY,

BUILDEES or KAIL¥AT AND

TRAMWAY OAES OF ALL

.

EectricIightini
^

"""SENERAL
•c^t^ PURPOSES

To Milwaukee.

PHILADELPH

York.

ST.,

All sizes carried in
stock.

Over

-

New

Improved Bacine High Speed

KcarDDion Depot.

Hours' Ride

CHICAGO.

CO.,

Cliff Street,

3,1)00

in

use.

lA

GLASSES,

Via Chic^o, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock
Arrive Milwaukee

&

St.

p.

m.

5 o'clock p.

Milwaukee is a summer
Ie is cool and pleasant.

Paul.R'y.

Marine and
Yacht Eneint s
Porcupine
and Tubular

m.

resort.

Boilers.

Its hotels are the best in the ^est.

Start Saturday afternoon.

Come
Parlor

for a

round

Hardware

irip ticket.

in advance.
207 Clark Sirtet.

car seats restrved

Cnicago Ticket

office,

mfa'T's.^/Ai^u^c^utts

^

^

Co..

tvoresT^i.ne, w,s.
Generiil Sales Manaser,

W. F. PARISH,
Home

Insurance Building,

CHICAGO.

R H O S P H O R' B R O N Z E

Ingots, Castings, Wire., Sheet &c.
ThePhosphor Bronze Smelting Co.liMiTED

REC.TRAOEIMARKS.

Special attentloa given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Car-.
BtUlders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, Bbd "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

fiacioe

Monday morning

back

Four dollars

S)

.2200washingtonAve.,Philadelphia.,Pa.

11,^

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS

1^

,,

.....it/A^-yj^u^.

OF PHOSPHORTHE United States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANTBRAND"Phosphor-Bron2e.

Bronze

IN

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

ti

WILLIAM

P.

and

H.

McKINLOCK,

September

WALTER

President.

C.

McKINLOCK,

1894

Secretary.

N.

B.

Compounds,

L

B.

Wires.

Faint,

Cables,

Tape,
Varnish,

Motor

Cloth.

Kester

Arc Lamp.

If

you

orders

will send us

we

will

fill

Tape and

your

them

Lamp

Incandescent

promptly

at the

and accord

Sheet^

Rod and
Tubing.

Cord.

" Metropolitan'"'

lowest prices

Lamp.

Vulcanized

you

fair

Our stock

ment.

is

treat-

large,

J.

X

L.

Triple Braid

Weatherproof
Wire.

Xntric
Switches.

our goods standard, and

we

Crocker-

Wheeler

Kester

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

8,

appreciate your trade.

Try

Circuit

Breaker.

phone

—

the
it is

Gilliland

Fan

Tele-

a beauty.

Motors.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

Qarton

Spark

Lightning

Arrester.

Arrester.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

September

8,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHOHE
HAND-BOOK,
By Herbert "La.vts
About 175 Pages.

"Webb.

Profusely Illusirated.

Price, postage free,$i.oo.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

READY SEPT.

1

0th.

Uniform in size and style witii the other
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of which 40,000 copies have been sold
Practical subjects treated
to date.
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

%

^i^JOUvvXfiJ-NJ

WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.

103^X1,3-130.0

sons to aoiV Pine

jQltin.gr.

SCHULTZBELTIBGCO.,

St. Louis,

Electric

North ad

Fan

Storage
Sample $6.00.
and retail.

Mo.

>V

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free as it connects with any faucet.

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

bole-

sale

Agents in all Principal Cities.
BRANCHES:
Snmmer Street, Bost<^n.
225 Pearl Street, New York.
129

St., St. Iionis.aie.

BOIrBIAIVO'S

Patent Grooved Belting having Grooves rutin: a?
lengthwise of the Belt, serve ae channels to permit the escape of air between Belt and Pu'leye,
to euch a degree that the air cnshion is overcome
and the Belt can be ran very slack, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

164

1894

Stannfactnred by

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

XTe^TT

8,

TticBolglanoMfg.Co.,

415 WaterSt..

BALTIMORE, MD.

Street, Philadelphia.

WIRE AND CABLES.
Every Telephone

Company

United States

using Kerke Wire

and Gables.

is

Ke-

rite is the

ard of Higli Grade
will

and

any other on the

MON-ARC

Stand-

Ont

THE

and

Insnlation,

Last

Cnt

the

in

BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

Class

ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

Market,

SEND FOR SAHPIiKS AKD PRICES,

GUSHING & MORSE,

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

203 Broadway, New

Chicago.

York.

Also Arc

Consolidated Gar-Heating Co.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

Lamps

for

Constant Currant Circuits,

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

Constant Potential Circuits.

Write ior prices.

£lectric

Car - Heating.

THE

Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

Electrical

OF HEAT.

F. P.

& Supply
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Constractlon

Western Agt. with Metropolitan

In Practical Operation in aiore
Tlian S6 Eieadlns Cities in
U. S. and Canada.
Electric lighting

LITTLE
Company,

Electric Co., Chicago,

III.

New England Agt., G. M. Angier & Co., Boston, Mass.
Bussell & Officer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, TTtah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp Patents

sustained by

repeated decisions
of U. 8. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

CO.,

Agencies in

The

all large cities.
Rnesell k Officer Electrical Construction Co., Denver, Col.

BagDall

&

Hillis,

Tokolioma, Japan.

Office

and Works, Cor. Belden and Mason Sts

,

CLETELAKD, OfllO.

iMSTlTUTi

OF

jHNOLOC
|p#5 1894
R A R Y.
i

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

XV.
MANUFACTDEEE OF

XNSUI.ATED EI.BGTRIG WIRB.
FLKXTBLE OOICDH and CABtiES.

8OO ana 808 Hforth Tlitrd Street.

for

15, 1894.

NEVER BURN

This can be trnly said of the Packard Transformer. Our method of instuWiSet
such that a born-oat Ih almost an ImposNibliity. In addition to tbis our ewj
is such that every 1 ran -former runa perfectly cool and at the point of highest efficiency^

—

Aloutl

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recording Pressure Gauges Pay

FUE^IjT^

-^

can give you some surprising information

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS;

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
EI.ECTBIOAI. i^TTPPIilES,

TbemselTes

We

6 n before placing your transformer orders.

Maoufactarera.

la every Electric Light aod Electric Eower StatloQ, by makiog coDtinnous records
dijy and night of voltage and B iler Pressure.

S£ST ON 30 DATS' TRIAI^ AND

O cents per

ASK US QUESTIONS

PHlIAPEIiPHIA, PA.

-

-

1

Hit Jfadisoil Street,
PACKARD ELECTRIC CO Warren. Ohio.

CHICAGO.

,

GVARANT££I>.

Circalar and Fao-simile Chart mailed on application

WATERBURY. CONN.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY.

Made by

./^-.

Aetna Railway Insulators,

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by

ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.

Correepondeace Solicited.

"

NEW BEACON

(N.

&

C. Patents.)

|

gPump &

323

Dearborn

PHILAPELPHIA, OFFICE,

" INCANDESCENT

(S')

C. P.

Beacon Vacuum
C^IOAOO OFFICE,

BEST OF ALL

Electrical

25

CtS.

Company,

J.

IS

H.

B1TNllIEL.Ii d. OO.,

?6 Cortlandt

STew Tork.

St.,

Best Constrnctlon and lagredlentg. Strongest, most X>nrable andBeUable. Size 6xaH, SO o^- psr

osll.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS,

TELEPHONES!!
This company

Is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto Telephone
which it sella outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and aa against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
eveiything from the telephone to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory plants,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and. price lists.

]lfaniifactnrers.

St.

IrTlngtcm Street,

305 Hale Bldg.

BOSTON,

UAfiS,

WESTERN TELEPHONE OONSTRTJOTION
fiSO,

Send tOT

PARTRIDEE

GO.,

540 and 541 Uronodnork BIk.. Chlpago,

III

Samples.

NatiORal

India

Rubber Co.'s

':r CARBON GO.
and DYNAMOS
Forged Iron.

Motors
WUiAED L. OANDEE,

GEO. T. MANSON,
GeaU Snpt.

H.

DDBANT OHEEVHB, f

,_.j
„
B°»°»88
Managers.

MEDAL

Took HIGHEST

FROM ALL COMPETITORS

Troy, HB". "S".

At the World's

W. H. HODGINS,

CMcago.

Fair,

Manufactnred only by

Secretary.

THE STASDARD PAINT
Chicago Office,
General Western Agents:

LIMITED,

new yobk.

CO., '

871 The Rookery.

aiETROFOIilTAX EIiECTBIC

New York.

186 and 188 Fifth

CO.,

Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

INSULATED

^^»N'^

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Candee Aerial Wires.

WrSTON

lUanson Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

MARl^ 1

BRANCHES: ChlucD, Boaton, Phlladelphls, Minneapolis, Cinclniiatl,
Omalia, IjoaiaTllle, St, Xioula, San Francisco, Ijondon and So. America.

Electric

Co., 186-188 Fifth Ave^

Patents.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

r TBAOE

.

Cllicaso. Metropolitan Electric

Manufacturers,

13 Park Row,

General Manager.

Factory and Offices:
BRANCHES:
_ .
New Tork Office, 487 Broadway, H.L.Burillck,Mgr. __.__
RRICTnl
unitj I UL, R IIt
San Francisco, 571 and 679 Market St.

Bernard Co.,

E. G.

)

Adams

Wires and Gables.
FREDERICK S. MINOIT,

City,

House Goods.

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

KEPKESENTATIVES.
126 Liberty St New York City.
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
82LakeSl., Chicago, HI.
HOFl^'M 'N-KUSSELL CO.,
H.M. SCIPLK &C0., 3dand *rch Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
BCRANTON SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO Scranton, Fa.
,

,

,

FIRST Class in Construction and Finish.

strictly

Have you our

latest catalogue? If not send your
Business Card for copy.

The HoJizer-Cabot Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.
New Yck Office, 114= Liberty Street.

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

•a.

%##%^i^

EDDY

MOTORS

From 1-2 IT. P. tfpwaran,
A'l Apparatus Guaranteed as Btprenenied.
net*

n.Ck

WINBSOR. CONN.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

THE THOMSON

15.

1894

'93

ARC LAMP
F^CDFR

ALTERNATING CIRCUITS.
It

is

the

ONLY ARC LAMP

which successfully meets the

re-

comprises

It

all

the advan-

tages possessed by the best Arc

quirements of Alternating Circuit

Lamps

Arc Lighting.

direct current service.

COMPACT,

RELIABLE,

built for

SIMPLE.

incandescent or

EFFICIENT.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE.
Thomson

Station managers will find that the use of the

'93

Arc Lamp

for alter-

nating circuits will entail less trouble, less cost of maintenance and less operating ex-

more

pense, combined with

and customers, than any other

satisfaction to themselves

lamp on the market.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
>

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,

Boston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 344 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie Oounty Saviogs Bank Building.
Fhiladelpbia, Fa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.
Atlajita, Qa., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati. Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, 111., Monadnock Building.

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 308 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.
St.

Louis, Mo.,

Wainwright Building.
and Main

Dallas, Texas, Corner Field

Streets.

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Francisco,

Cal.. 16 First Street.
Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St.

For all business outside the TTnlted States and ranada—Themson-Honston International Electric Co., Schenectady, K. IT.
and 44 Broad St., TXe-w Torfc, For Canada— Canadian General Electric Co., I^td,, Toronto, Canada.

September

WESTERN

1894

15,

ELECTRICIAN.

INDEX AND CLASSIFICATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
Amekcan

ephone Co

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co

3:1

Anderson, Albert

A J. M

Armstrong, Cha8.
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i^i
The.

Illinois

i

The

i

Co

H.
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The

1

&

xviii

Electrical
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Supply Co ...

Mfg. Co.,

xxii

.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
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Muncie
xvii

xv
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i

Natlooal Tel. Mfg. Co

C & C Electric Co
Cameron & Gillett
Central Electric Co
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xii
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Ostrander

Palmer

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.xix
Colbum Elec. Mfg. Co
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General Electric Co
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Goltz
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Smith,
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Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
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Palmer Bros.
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Westinghouse
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A

Mfg.Co.
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Rushmore.

S.

W.

Wirt, Chas.

Electrical Instruments-

A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washint^ton Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Whitney Elec.Instrument Co.

Fl-ctrical Specialties.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
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Independent Electric Co.
|Clectroli»-rs. etc.
Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Sons Mfg. Co.
Mfg. Co.. J. H.

Freeman

Co.. The Louis R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

Racine Hardware Co.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
WatertowLi Steam Engine Co.
Weston Engine Co.

W.

S.

A

Ins.

Roberta

A

Co.,

E.P.J

McEwen

Co.

.v

Eneravcrs.
Illinois

Electric Co.

A

Engraving Co.

Ft-n 'kDiflis
Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Elec.

Mfg

Co.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works,
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
General Electric Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Pnb ishe s, Ki* ctrlcal.
Electrician Publishing Co.
Push tin tons.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

RheostatH.
General Electric Co.

Rushmore,
*

S.

W.

mnioniHc

Hayden Booker Mfg. Co,
Innis A Co.
Klipstein, A. A Co.
Law Battery Co.

e^econd-Ua

Electrical

II

n-i<>htne y.
Gregory. Chas. E, Co.
Rushmore. S. W.
wcn.ar tors
Goubert Mfg. Co.

Hllh Bratd
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.
*lBte.
Independent Electric Co.
Jennings, A. R.

Mpeakins Tubes.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

W

Electric Appliance Co.

•kteam

Empire Cbina Works.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

-'oriiff-

Hill,

W.

S.

M.

Electric Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Inteiior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.

Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.
,

Wires and
Cables— Magnet IVire.

Insula- ed

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co. .J. fl.

American

Ins.

Wire Co.

&

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hublev Mfg. Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Moore. Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

New York

Insulated Wire Co.

Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Lamps, Incandescent.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AElec.Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wavne Elec Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Jennings. A. RMatner Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York A Ohio Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec AMfg.Co.

Lishrnlns Arr»'Ster».
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
HiU, W. S. Electric Co.
Wirt, Chas.

llaenet Wire.
Bliss Co., E.
lli*-a.

W.

Munsell

tn * ' s

II

A Co..

'*

i^team Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co.. Warren.

Pumps.

Worthington. Henry R.
aite-ies.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.

Cone Electric Storage Co.
Electric-P:wer Storage Co,
Electric Storage Mattery Co.
Porter A Bueraorf.
«4t- vcN. Ki»-. trie.
Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.
Str*-et «'Br8.
Brill. J. G. Co.

Tapes. l>'Snlatins.
American

Eugene.

Works.

Electrical

Central Electric Co.
CushingA Morse.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co. The.
Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co,
,

TeJes'Mph App-^ratus.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley A Co The E.S.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
.

.

Western Electric Co.

Tel»*phones.
D'Unger Long

Dist.

Co

Tel.

Harrison Int. Telephone Co.
Impfrial Telephone Wts.
Me'ropollTan Electric Co.
National Telep. Mfg. Co.

Palmer Bms.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.
T« ienhon>* Hoohs.
Bradley A Co.

Tr au sform ers

General Electric Co.

Hornberger Elec. Mfg.Co
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation,
r Jennines,, .a.. B.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
AValiace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Tr* ckN. Klec riclJar.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse El AMfg.Co,
Tnrbi- e^Vheels.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
LeflFel

A

Smith.

Co.. Jas.

S.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

A

Smlth-

UniTersities.
Cor. School of
Industrial
Sciences
Correspondence School of
TecbnolOKyScientliic Machinist Co.

TarniMhen
Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheels.
Leffpl

Johns Mfg.Co., H. W.

Smith.

A Co
S.

.

Jas.

Morgan.

ffiii'i laHH4'M

WMtehead. S. E.
pparatns. Elec. W»re. K -re

General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
Westinehouse El. A Mfg. Co,

MotOPN.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

C A C

Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

^Muncie

Co.

Morris, Tasker A Co.
NuttaUCo., R. D,

Ostrander A Co.,
R.
.^pe»-d Inrtic tor-*
Whitney Klee. Instrumo^itCo

J.

(See Insulated Wires.)
]t1e<*hMn><-al machinery.

Erie City Iron Wks.

Pole-.
Brownlee A

Anderso
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Albert

Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co,

,

Interior Conduit

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Insulators *'d Insniating Materials.

Central Electric Co.

Clark Electric Co.

Hill.

Hard Knhber Goo^s.

Chi ago
Gushing

A Wood Co.. The.
Brownell & Co The.

Comstock

Hubley Mfg. Co.
Phcenix GUss Co.
Graphite »4peclal(les.
Dixon Crncinle Co., Jos.
Hubley Mfg. Co.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized FioreCo.
Wallace Electric Co.

Ball

Electric Co.

Chica2;o Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason, E. P Mfg. Co.

General Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.

Rushmore, S. W.
ines, ""leam.

Wm. H.

Glassware

Brush Electric Co

En

D.
Electric Co.

Washingion Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Globes and Electrical

New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Okonite Co.. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Electrical and Uecliani-

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

ijlal

Porter A Buerdorf.
Sioux Citj Brass Works.

,

Electric Mtg. Co.
General Electric Co.

Wm.

C A S. Co.

t^

Colbum

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

...

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.

El«»<'iro-Platine Wech*y.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S
Armstrong, Chas. G.
Arnold, B. J.

La Roche

Wirt, Chas

Worthlngton, Henry R

Contractors and Electric

C * C

xvii

E

Wirt, Chas.

Bryan,

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.
Co..

Washington Electric Co.

Brush

Western Elec Supply Co..
Western Telephone Con
frtruction Co

Whitney Electrical
ment Co

t<.l»»ctric.

Electric Co.
Comstock Co.. The Louis K.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.

Want Advertisements

Co
Weston Engine

P. E.

C A C

Co

Webster, Warren & Co
Western Electric Co

ClofkM.

&

A.

Palmer Bros.

Ins. Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttaUCo.. R. D.

Bunnell

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.
J.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

A

Little, F. P. Elec.

Bristol Co., The.

Western Electric Co.
Car-tteate»*-, Electric.

Electric Co.

S.

Jennings, A. R.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Co....

Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Jennings. A. R.
Metropolitan Elecric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

W.

Hubley Mfg. Co.
Ini.enor Conduit

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Consolidated Eug. Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.
Roberts A Co.,E. P.

,

Dutcher Co..

--

Cameron & Gillett.
Comstock Co., The Louis K.

Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

Castings.

Cnt-OutH andHwitches.

Bryan,

Ins.

Cutter ElPCi'-ical A Mfg. Co.
Electric Api-liance Co.
General Electric Co.
Greeley A Co., The E. S.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.

Ar old, B.J.
Ball,Wm. D.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

Chicago Genl Fixture Co.

Hill.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. G.

A

ment Co
Wallace Electric

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire Co.
Gushing & Morse.

New York

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub ey Mfg. Co.

cal Eng^ineers.

Self-Winding Clock Co.
C<*nitn ts
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
National Conduit MfR. Co.
Kepalrs.
Const nctl*>n

United Electric Improve-

Whitehead,
ix

i

turing Co.,

Vaile Co

&

Construction

Electric

xviii

Works

.

Copper,

Sheet and Bar.

Western Electric Co.
Carbons Poi- ts&Plates.

Halske Elec. Co.

Simplex Electrical

W ires).

sulated

xix

P

Co.. E.

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Rushmore,

& Manu-

facturing Co

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Cable8(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, IClectric. (See In-

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co.,Ltd

M.

J.

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd

Central Electric Co.

Electric Hallways.

Wallace Electric Co.

Phcenix Glass Co

Consolidated Car-Heating

S.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

xi

.

A Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Barslax* AiarmB.

xi

Itros

Co.

Wirt, Chas.

xii

Partridge Carbon Co

Co., The Louis K.xvii

H.

,

xv

....

OkoniteCo., The

x

Co

i

New York & Ohio Co
NuttallCo., R. D

v

Clark Electric Co

Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Brownell A Co The,
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman & Sons Mfg. Co.
Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

xii

Brownlee

ff.

Garlock Packing Co.

Crcneral Klec. nnpplles.

and

Buerdorf.

Paints.

Grant, Geo. B.
NuttallCo., R. D.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C A C Electric Co.

BoiiefS.

Co

xvii

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co..
Chicago Insulated Wire Co.

xv

A

Anderson, Albert

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Gear-*

.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

Insulated Wire

New York

&

Beltine.

xviii

National India Rubber Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co....

Industrial Sciences.. _

—

Brackets.

Packi

iias iiishtjn^. Electric.
American Electric Co.

-

A

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Klectric Co.

,

Cross- Arms. Pins

Little, P. P. Elec. C.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

ix

National Conduit Mfg.Co.
National Electric Co

Buckeye Electric Co
Co., J.

xi

Co

Elec. Mfg.

MunsellA Co., Eugene

Bryant Electric Co

Cutter Electrical

& Co

Morris, Tasker

Fuse WixH.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Sioux City Brass Works

Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.

Huebel

,

Jennings, A. R.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Greeley & Co.. The E.S.

i

-

Interior Conduit

Bells.

x

.

Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

H... xix

J.

xxii

Wm. H

Delno&Co,

James

Co.,

Moore, Alfred F

Brush Electric Co

&

&

Metropolitan Electric Co.. xx

& Co.. The
Brownlee & Co

CuBhing

xiii

McEwen

^i^

G

Brownell

Comstock

.

Mather Electric Co

& Co

Bristol Co.,

vi
xiii

Const.

sxu

.

S.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliancc Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Greelev & Co., The E. S.
Hay den- Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

Co

Leclanche Battery Co.,The.

Little, F.

Electric

Storage Co

J.

&

Bradbury-Stone Elec.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.

x

Law BatteryCo
Leffel

Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Brad bury- Stone

'

Ba

vi

La Roche Electric Wks.

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

Rush ore, S. W.
terlvM aud Jnrs.

Co.,

W

Klipstein, A.

W

Bliss Co.. E.

xv

KartavertMfg. Co

vi

Rushmore. S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Co. xii

Ins.

Johns Manufacturing

Co

E. G.

&

R

Jennings, A.

Bishop Guttapercha Co....

&

xv
X

Interior Conduit
i

Big Four Route

Bunnell

iv

&Co

I inis

Co

Bernstein Electric

Bryan,

Engraving Co.

Independent Electric Co..

Wm. D
BallA Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacnnm Pump *

Bradley

xxii

Imperial Telephone Wks..

^

Electrical

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Eleotrlo Cons.A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
La Rocne Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Chicago Ins. Wire CoElectric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Jletropolitan Electric.Co..
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co.. J. A.
Simples Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Porter

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Worts.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Go.

,

C & C

ix

Huebel & Manger

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Oo J. H.

Electric Wks.
Electric CoElec. Mfg. Co.
Bros.

Mather
Muncie
Palmer

Fire Alarms.

Amencan

Arc liampH.

i

Hubley Mfg. Co

Ball,

BrUlCc,

. . .

Horhberger Elec. Mfg. Co..

Baker&Co

Bernard,

Electric Co.

S.,

i

. .

xvii

& Wilcoi Co.,

W.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
.

Arnold.B. J

Babcock

Hill.

svii

Amstutz, N. S

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Go.

xv

La Roche

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Law Battery Co.

A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander &Co.. W. R.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Geoeral Electric Co.
Gregory. Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.
Fibre.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

COPPT.

Huebel

viii

Peed Water Heaters.

Copp-r Wires.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Genl Fixture Co.
Electric Applipuce Co.

si

Co

Helios Electric

Frost Company... xii

W

S.

Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

ADDnticiatorH.

X

Electrical

Works

Ames A

ix

Hart & Hegeman Manufacturing Co

American Eleo. Mfg. Co....

Amencan

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St' rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Porter & Buerdorf.

xii

Harrt&on International Tel-

Co

Rushmore,

LIST.

Ac(*nni olators

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

xvii

Electric

CUSSIFIED

six

Greeley & Co., The E.S

AbeQdroth & Root Mfg.Co.xix
AUen-Hnssey Co

B

Grant, Geo.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

Electric Co.
Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.
EddVElcc. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

Anderpon. Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Independent Electric Co.
NsHonfil India Rubber Co,
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
OkoniteCo.. The.
Pbini-ns.TnBu1Me<1

Wire Co.

Roebling's Sons Co,,

J.

A,
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perfectand long-lastinb insulation
JLss-ured loy tlie XJse of
SIIVIPLEX T. Zi R«

W IRE

fob line wore.

SIMPLEX BRAIDED CAOUTCHOUC
SlivlPLEX
SIIVIPLEX

IVIIIMIIVG

W IRE

.^o«.iv./z.^Tr/i^zi.^

fob mines and extrbmel t damp plages.

COVERED AND ARMORED CABLES
LEAD
VNDERGROUSD AND SUBMARINE WORK.
FOR

SIMPLEX IIMSULATIIMG

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL

CO.,

western

r ninT

office.

^

not tme

1137-1138

cheapest,

but the

best.

Monadnock, CliicagD.

THE IMPERIAL TELEPHONES
Are Sold Outright. Positively Simple. Guaranteed Satisfactory. Suitable for
Exchange or Private Line Plants. It is the Best. It is the Cheapest. It Works
Perfectly. It can be sent anywhere. It cannot get out of order. It can be put
up by anyone. It is the lowest price telephone of its grade. It is guaranteed
satisfactory in every way. It is a battery phone combining the best theory and
practice. It has fewer parts than any other telephone on the market and is
It operates over long or short lines.
It presents a neat and
self adjusting.
Electric
Light
appearance.
To
Companies
in
attractive
towns where they have a
complete pole system, the Imperial Telephone Works will make great inducements. The Imperial has led iisers to the conclusion that it is the most reliable.
We are prepared to fully equip Telephone Exchanges, furnish everything. Railroad Companies are dispensing with Telegraph service and are using Telephones,
of which a large number are now in use. We make you the following offer: Buy
two sets of the Imperial and make your own tests; if satisfactory the way is open

We

will ship to anyone, a set of our Imperial Telephones
for more business.
for $35.00; if not satisfactory you may return them and we will refund your money.
Send in your order at once.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

THE IMPERIAL TELEPHONE WORKS,

Little Fails,
r. A,

n.y.

ESTEP.
President and Treasurer.

3.

R. D.

NUTTAIL COMPANY, Allegkny,

Pa,

K.

McGINLEY,
Vice-President.

F. S.

MAKTIK,
Superintendent of Works.

MANOFACTUREKS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

K«B«e«««©Ei««*«'"S
IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

^^

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

The Im'eest and most prosperoas street railway companies in the
country are using our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strengtli and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MATER, 600 Betz Eoilding, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Deparlment.
CHAS. N. WOOD. 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department.
STANDARD B'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louie, Mo , 8. W. States Sales Department.
OHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Clnoinnatl, Ohio, Oentral States Bales Department.

%i;;^>ik^^

September

15,
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trfi\ Electric
Flertnc Comnflnv
Company,
Central

Adams

173=175

Street,

Chicago,

111.

The Trolley Wheel and Harp
here,

is

yJjJ^

one that has met with general approval wherever used.

.woh wt munrate
It is of

simple con-

struction and few parts, but embodies an economic feature that belongs to no other
wheel.

It

has case hardened steel cone

bearings,

arranged

in

such manner that
be no

while they allow a perfectly free revolution of the wheel, there can
rattling or side

A

movement.

coiled spring contained inside

the

wabbling,

harp frame keeps

the cones true to the bushings.

This entire device

is

made

of the best steel.

wheel much superior to brass or bronze, but

will

We

4

consider the deep grooved steel

supply them

preferred by customer.

if

The wheel can be detached from harp in one minute for inspection er repairs.
An improved feature is the "dope" chamber inside the wheel. This will hold

The Falk

sufficient lubricant to last

many

oiled in ninety minutes.

No

miles of

grease or

travel.

oil will

Thirty cars can be inspected and

drip or leak out.

Let us send you a sample for trial and comparison with any other

Trolley.

wheel you have

in use.

*

The Chicago
Trolley Base
Is substantially built,omitting

essential to strength

of the parts.

everything not

and perfect operation

THE TROLLEY ARM

be pulled down

flat

can

on the car top without
This

increasing the tension of the spring.
relieves

it

of

the catapult
feature of
finish

The

other bases.

all

castings are

of

malleable iron,

smooth

and painted.

Prices

and descriptive

Our House Goods Department

In

hundred annunciators,

We

any address.

circulars mailed to

are

making

Alarm Annunciator.
special lists

mentioned

in

assorted sizes and various

a particularly

LOW PRICE

we have

wood

several

finishes.

on the Detroit Burglar

Don't neglect to send your name for one of the
last

#
4
4

week.

Orders and correspondence given prompt

attettiwn.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

BRANCHES:

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios
Arc Lamps, Washington Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats.

Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City: Qate City Electric Co.

St. Louis:

Central Electric Company,
173-175

:^ 4* 4* 4* 4*

4*^%'i

Adams

Chicago,

Street,
III.

4* 4* 4*44^
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PATENT SELF-LOCKING

MICA

For Raising and
Lowering Arc Lamps.
vestigate the

it

Eddy

Trolley Line Insulators.

repay j'our time to inWe challenge the
Windlass.
A mechanical perfection. No

Designed with reference to strength, durability, high insulation,
reliability and practical fitness for the work they
have to do. In universal use.

will well

world for its equal.
complicated parts.
Made of practically three castings.
Will last a lifetime.
Remember that it cannot be left unlocked, and that the crank is the only
key that will unlock it. Cannot be tampered with.
It is sleet-proof.
Always ready to operate quickly.

Send

S. E.

WHITEHEAD,

General Agent for

tlie U. H.,

CARTHAGE, MO.

WINDLASS UNLOCKED.

VULCABESTON.
Magnet Spools,

for descriptive circular.

1894

MOULDED

WINDLASS
Before buying

15,

Controller Parts,

H. W. JOHNS
240-242 Randolph
NEW

¥OEK.

Bashings,

MFG.
St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Etc.

CO.,

CHICAGO.
BOSTON.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

all accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,
WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS 43^ D PRICES.

OT7R SERIES

Will show you a

LAMPS

COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERI\ISTEIN ELEGTBIC

COMPAWY.

620

Atlantic Ave.. Boston,

We Want Western

U ROCHE
MANDFACTDRED

IN SIZES

Mass.

Business.

ALTERNiTORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,

W03

SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

ICew Ifork,
Boston,
KnoxTille,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. Lonis,
Pittsbarg,
mobile.

l,O0O Liight Alternator.

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
o^xo.A.0-0.

Salle Street,

OWEN

FORD, Rialto

Building:,

September

15,
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THE BEST LAMP ON EARTH.
For Direct Current
For Street Railway Circuits.

For Alternating

Circuits.

.

For Series Arc Circuits.-

NEW AND SUPERIOR.
These lamps are far better than anything
manufactured in the line of arc lamps
stronger, simpler, more durable and easier to
maintain. They are ALL weatherproof A
trial will convince you of their merits.

These lamps, both
after

exhaustive

an

competitive

t IJ

f

test,

use

in

Brooklyn for low tension street

and are now

in

successful operation.

were adopted
lighting

I

Twin" and Single,

for

We

manufacture all kinds of focusing lamps, search lamps, theatrical lamps,
stereopticon lamps, and special lamps of any description. In short, if you want anything in the line of arc lamps, write us before purchasing elsewhere.

We are

prepared to furnish promptly ornamental lamps of handsome design, for

either direct or alternating current, finished to suit the customer.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established

1881.

18

CORTLANDT

ST.,

£ SUPPLY CU.,
NEW YORK.

"Wallace Electric Co., Agents, 307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Till

& C

C

The

MLTIFOLAR

September

15,

1894

Company

Electric

CDI^

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

DTNAfflOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.

Electric Motors,

Complete Plants
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

NEW
nn

/tlHr'iT
If K.&J1CJ1

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

YORK.
nVE'Triva
o*
JTXLISH

. (
.

J

CHICAGO, 1020 and

ciiETEIiAND, Cnyahoga Bnildins. PHIIiADKIiHIA, «33

A GREAT REDUCTION

R. of N. J.

BOSTON, 63

lOSl Uenadjiocfe Bnildins'.

Oll-ver St.
Arch St.

Alternating Current Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

Arc and Incandescent Lighting:.
Guaranteed Equal In Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.

^XV ^X73

for

We

claim better distribution of light than any other
alternating lamp in the market.
accomplish this by

We

means

of

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

We claim that we

can obtain more economy than any
in the market.
do this by means

We
SPENCER ECONOMY COIL.
We will beat the market for prices on

other alternating

lamp

Slow speed and

of the

Standard of Simplicity

and Durability.

Close Begulatioa.

AliSO

Helios carbons

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

this fall.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus
Incandescent

Helios Electric Co.,

for

Street

and Commercial

*

Illumination.

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence Solicited,

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

ISIOFilbertSt.. PHILADELPHI). PA.

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.

^^^^^^/iiypl')),)
1

Cells

Central

from lO

to 5,O00 amp. hours
Capacity,

Station

and Traction

Cells

a

Specialty.

BAHERIES FOR ISOLATED LIGHTING AND

POWER PLANTS.
Oaialogae gives

FAOTS and FIGDBES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Buildine:,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JOHN

R,

MARKLE,

iiigr.

Wesiern Separtment,

Office, 1109-1410
Manhattan Bldg:.,
Cbicago, 111.

CO..

September

15,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

HUBLEY
^Wi
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TnuLLuY WncELw Bronze, Brass or iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 Wi^e i*eco»'<Z — Still running.
nULLtl riAnr w, Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
q^J\q|^[]^ For Dynamos and Motors. We guarantee 20 per cent, more life than any anti-friction metal offered for sale.
I

Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
all of our design and patents.
Bare, 'Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric I&ilway Installations.

Switches, Cut-Outs, Kegulatiog Sockets,

Black and While Tape.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO,,
STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

Consolidated Car-HeatingOo., The Harrison
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

PATRICK EGAN,

Prest.

H.

Sec'y.

J.

HANFOKD, Genu

Mgr.

international Teleplione Co.

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

Lancaster. Pa.

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

Electric

Car -Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

OF HEAT.

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

Harrison MematioDal Teleplioiie.

We

either sell our telephones outright or lease them for a term
of years.

NOW
BEING

This company owns Letters pBtent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrieon
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owna Letters
Paient No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic awitchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary In the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

In Practical Operation In DIore

Than SG
IT.

-A-

pany

licadlnB Cities in

».

nSTETTT"

at their offices,

Offices,

and Canada.

Chamber

of

Commerce

BIdg., Chicago.

MUNCIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY.
Manufacturers of the

STREET RAILWAY HAND-BOOK.
Indispensible

to every Street

Hnncie

Magnet

MOTORS-

Railway Employe.

\

STREET RAILWATS;
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Steel

DYNAMOS,
1 to 50 Horse Power Motors.
IS to 700 I^lffhts' Capacity Bynames.

I»rlo©, $-i.OO,

A GEN TS
Oaburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., CJliicago, III.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian Engineering Co.. Louisville. Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Grand Kapide, Mich.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

F.

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

E. p.

GLEASON MFG.

Will at aU aockets.

CO.,

in prices

quotations

through
line.

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Agents Wanteil.

181-189 Mercer
183 Dearborn

Send for

our

E404,>^.

FOB CATAI^OeVK.

Big reduction
all

ImpFoved Bolder

SENI>

&

St.,

St.,

Muncie,Ind.

NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.

and

compare with
the lowest.

Fat.jnondinc. Metal Half Beflector shade, Green OnlBtde,
IVbite Enamel Inside. Mo. extTaholder necessary.
Made to lit any socket.

Seeiional Ball < Inster. E47I.
S, 3, or 4 ligbts, has a del aebable
lower section that forasa a flnIshlns piece.

September

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
muL we
«o aio
are
iai:i that
me fact
emphasize tbe
wiah to empnasize
"We
\ve wiaH

For Switchboard Wort.
Direct and Alternating:.
Volts up to 3,OO0.
Amperes np to l.OOO.
Oirect Beading.
Handsome.
Unchangeable,
Accurate, Reliable,
Write for qaotations to yoor dealer, or to

CHARLES WIRT,

:^'itsxi>o'x:ss.

56

and

this

jost

that our Btook

we m'iao

is

For

what you

OUGHT TO HAVE
For your

We

fall

increases and extenaione.

also wish to impress

in the trade that

upon every one

ability to

make

close prices

For the

The Only Clocks Used in the W.
Co. Time Service.

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK
^OCK

BROWN LEE &

CO. ,

-

SAL-AMMONIAC.
fiuaraiiteed Over

99 Per

Cent. Fiue.

St..

ELECTRIC

lation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

Boom fi^OS, Xo

me Wirt

ai quincy

St.,

Dynamo

Chicago.

Brusi.

Suitable for all Incandescent Dynamos, Patiog
Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

307 Dearborn

Chlcaro.

St..

NeiTorl,

Arc Lighting

CLARK
Miamisburg

f^M^^
-^^

Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Are Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

Electric Co.,

Miamisburg, O.

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed
Dry

Chicago.

the best
Battery ever made. Internal short circaitlng or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate -when not doing work. Will
hold its firet value over long periods of time
Internal resistance small; high and constant, E. M. F.
Will not run down or die on the shelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

KARTAYERT.
HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS. RODS, AND TUBINGFor Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Doat' Guards, Washere,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.

Burnley Cartridge Battery.
Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper. One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Sulammoniac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

MANUFACTUEED BY

THE K&RTAYERT MFG.

CO., 192 Broadway,

the only concern in the world
that makes
Is

SALES AGENTS FOE

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,
lei Klnzle

THE

CO.,

Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

Detroit, Wich.

O-

U. Tel.

HE W YORK.

a6 Broad. -Bo-ay,

aiadlson Street,

WHITE OAK PINS.

New Jenej

CORRECTED HOURLY.

NO WINDING.

COMPANY,
ELECTRIC 243APPLIANCE
CHICACO,

It will pay you to get our prices.

Purposes.

408-414

Railroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

^^

we are

PORTER & BUERDORF,

all

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

—si.oo.

and furnish high grade material.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,

P]BAKER & COm

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

MAINTAINING OUR REPUTATION
For

Avenue, CHICAGO.

Fifth

iLATINXJM

Terj large and complete so that all orders can
be shipped from Chicago promptly on receipt.
a
f„ ^.to
specialties are new and np to date,
It also means that our line of snpplies and

By

1894

WIRT INDICATORS.

^^^

Particularly Reary
FOB x*.a.xjXj

i$,

CO., Wilmington, Del.

A'l Batteries

Guaranteed.

Send

for Catalogue.

£3JBar.^:B3:jXSSC3ElX>

1873.

SOLE MAN UFACrrBEBS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wiMHaieTOK.'pEi,

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red, Black

and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material of the World,

i* SilWr.'; w.y.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
S^le

ACa.rx'u.fa.ctxxzrex'ei,

Grimsliaw Wbite Gore and Raven Gore Wires,

Grimsbaw Dndergronnd Lead GoYered

Gables,

Gompetition Line Wires, Grimsbaw Tapes and Splicing Gomponnd,

Vnlca Bnsbings,

all

Vnlca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Constmction.

sizes,

MlIN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

New

brs vPHirc:-

Torfe.

(

CHICAGO:

BOSTON;

SAN FRANCISCO

78-82 Franklin Street.

134 CongresB Street.

102 Sacramento Street.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

The Only Snap Switch that has

The

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Toltmeters for I^amp

and

Meter

measurement oa

Alternating Currents

are

now

ready for the market.
Send for our 1S94 Catalogue which containe
the above and other new inatrumente
of our manufacture.

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For Sale by All Supply Honsec.

iDstrament Co.,
PFXACOOK, TU. HFactorles; Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

HENET

The Hart

&

Hegeman

AGENTS:
KELLOGG, General SelUng Agent.

F.

Balilmore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New England): W. B. Southgate k
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appliance Co.
Oinoinnati, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N- S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Oal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Ont.: Toronto Electrical Works.
:

MANUFACTURmG

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

:

St.

Louis, Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Eock, Ark. The Brown Elec. & Maoh' ry Co.

Little

:

September

15.

WESTERN

1894

EuaxsE F. PHUiips, PresL

W. A. Hathaway, Treas.

W. H. Sawtkb,

ELECTRICIAN.

Seo'y.

Are Necessary

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
PROVIDENCE,

UMkX FEEDER AND

R.

for

All-around
Station Economy.

I.

TROLLEY WIRE,

ELECTRIC LIGHT LIXE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

NEW

FARADAY CABLES.
TOBK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,

MONTBZAL BRAXCH,

Eugene

WIRES.

The above cut is

of a 175 K. W, Generator

perfect balance,

handsome appeararce-

ItEPAIRS

10 Cortlandt Street.

F. PhllllpB' Electrical

;

wound on our new opeu-head spiral system. All coils alifee
Write for prices on
CEMTRaIj STATIOJ*!
Large CommutatorSy Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Works

S.

THE

a

HEAVY

W. RUSH MORE,
In

126

A Letter from the Inspector

Liberty St.,

of the

Boston Fire Under

"A

writers' Union, he states:

NEW YORK.

Thoroughly Reli-

able and Desirable Wire in every respect.''

CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used in insulating our Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate, oxi-

pecially chemically prepared,

dize or crack,

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nse, we mate all
and Flesible Wire and Cables with Clark's

Ineulation.

The Clark Wire has been before the pnhlic and in nse for
met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
the past nine years, and has

Western Agents,

^^y

Hhnrt
CO.,

in extreme cold

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Herbert H. Eustis,

a. Clabk,

Preat.

and Electrician

Send for Catalogue.

III.

THE

.aynff*o''»'^sA^;^
ConsoMated

L^^LTV°fTELEPHONESELECTR/CAL SUPPL/BS

Electric

Slorap Comiianf

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG. COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

-Palmer Bros:

EDISON BUILDING, NEW lOBK.
DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPniA.

Manufacturers of

And

HINTS TO ENGINEERS
The Correspondence School of Technolosy:

Operating smftU electric
light plants. 31 pages of
print, 2 pages of plates.
Price

lO

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

POCEET EDITION OF

PubUshcdby

63 Hampshire

Treas. and Qen'I Mgr.

Chicago,

-"^J^ruE

flesible

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61 and

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

remain

will

Disconnte for Quantities.

are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is conEtantly increaeing, because
it always gives perfect satisfaction.

^^..^

and

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We gaarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Snbmarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first-class Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mall Catalogues with Terms and

sizes of Stranded

CELLS,

Dealers In

Everi^tlilng in the Battery Line.

3140 DeEalb

St.,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

Cents.
Sd.

Brainard Block, Cleveland, O.

M. HAYDEN, President and Manager.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.
1821.

MORRIS, TASKER

&

1888.

in

CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Tiiird St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY

a

IDEAL" INSULATED
COPPER
WIRE.
New
TPi2£^y

York Board of Fire Underwriters.

Approved by the

Ttie

ODiy Anthorlzed FIBRE

COVERED WIRE

for INSIDE,

TUBE and CONGEALED WORK GENERALLY.

by long nse, nor Oxidize tlie Copper. Finished in the following Styles:
Black Polished, Tf^hite and Black Glazed Braid and White Fireproof.

It irill not Deteriorate

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all

inside wiring,

authorities

show

from the

that

it

fact that recent insulation tests
stands very high.

made

by reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Factory,

Chlcaero Agents,

EIiECTBIC AFPLiIANGB GO.

Kew York

OfOce,

89 and 41 Cortlandt Street.

JEi.WTirCKET, B.

I.

WESTERN

xii

ELECTRICIAN.

September

Stilwell's Patent Live

Double Rubber Gore,

Boilers.

Iron Weatherproof,
iVlagnet,

OFFICE.

ANNUNCIATOR.

1894

Steam-Feed Water Pnrifter.
Removes all Impurities.
Entirely prevents

Triple Braided Weatlierproof,

15,

scale

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

^STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.
i>\\\x\\x\\\\v«\vKVO\\\\vvi\\\\\\\\wra^

INSULATING PAINT.
Snap Switches,

Sockets,

ELECTRICITY

Porcelain Cut-outs.

I

FIXTURES.
COME TO THE FOUNTAIN HEAD FOR RIGHT

PRICES.

Adams

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Diplomas Awaedhd.

Courses in other trades,
all iaclndiDg ihoroogh instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating snbject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton. Pa.

CO.,

po rtat i on

f the
i
a

asking.

AMES & FROST COMPANY
CHICAQO,

STUDY ELECTRICITY

chines.

Hard time

CHAS.

prices.

K.

GREGOKY

CO..

AT HOME

WANTED.

fANUFACTORY.
50-light Standard arc 2.000 C. P. dynamo;
50-light American arc 2,000 C. P. dynamo; one
45-llBht T.-H. arc 1,200 C. P. dynamo; about twenty
(20) smaller arc machines; all machines have a full
complement of lamps; one 2 500-light National
alternator; one 750-light WeetinghOQFe alternator;
cne 750-light Slattery alternator; one 500-light T.H. alternator; all station Instruments are with ma-

Position wanted as superintendent or electrician of electric light plant.
Have had
technical training and five years' experience
in construction and station work.
Good
references.
"AMERICAN,"
Address

t

P.O. Box 545, Kenosha, Wis.

and 49 Sooth Jefferson Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

POSITION WANTED.

For Sale, Cheap.
Two

50-light Western Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C. P. DynamosOne 20-Iight Western Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C P. Dynamo.

To take

SPEtKING TUBES and WHISTLES,
Oral, Electric, Pnenmatic

ampere,

full charge of arc lamps in a central
Capable to keep 800 to 950 arc lamps in
good repair; six years experience with T.-H.,
American, Brush and Wood arc lamps- Highest

station.

and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

ampere,

references.

Foil Iiine Always in Stock.

One hundred Western Electric ire Lamps.
Five hundred light transformer capacity.
One 100 H. P. Russell Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenix Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 125 H. P. Steam Boiler.
One 100 H. P. Steam Boiler.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
Mew

Address "Arc liamp,'^
Care Westzbn Eleotrioian,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CO.,

204 Fulton St.,
Torfe.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^Send for New

Catalogue.

Out August

POSITION

Ist.

Two Iron

Stacks.
All of the above machinery is as good as
Will be sold cheap. For particulars address

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. B. FABEN, BeceiTer,

Address A. S-.
Care Westebn Electbioian,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

MAmiSTEE, MICH.

NEW DYNAMOS

For any

electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

FOR SALE.
We are

offering for sale the following

60 H. P. 500 Volt Constant Potential Bi-

LUNDELL
AND

ASSIGNEE'S SALE

Iron

to

Dynamos

directly connected

any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

goods. Also electrical repair and jobbing shop,
well equipped with new and modern machinery
and good repair and jobbing trade already established. City of 200,0t'0 inhabitants and only one
competitor.
An enterprising man with a few thousand dolars can make a profitable investment.
Bids will be received on the whole, or for stock
and machinery separately, until 20th day of

&

Conduit

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

1894.

oTije
Safety Vault Co., Assignee,

SOUTHERN ENOINEEBING
206 to 210 Filfth Street,

-

"^Qubcrt eManufaGturing Go-

St., N.

s
r

CO.,

R

Louisville, Kt.

niORTH STAB FOISTS
book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for bnsiness men and tourists who may
b© Interested In the development of the agricult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphle
telling Where tha Trout Side ^* will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. Heafford, General Pasaenger Agent, "North Star Route," Chicago, HI.

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

Is the title of a

Y.

SEALED PROPOSALS
Will be received by the

City of Jackson,
I2
o'clock noon,
October
furnishing,
operating and main2, iSg4, for
taining forty double arc
2,ooo candle
power electric lamps on the streets of said
city, with the privilege of 50 at the same
price per light, for a term of five years.
An
exclusive franchise will also be granted for
all arc and incandescent lighting for both
commercial and domestic use for a term of
five years.
For specifications, etc., apply to

Tenn.,

until

SAM

^'

l^kifeghurcli It'^^'Gortiandt-eyVcwYork-

>

Washington, D. C, August 25, 1894.
Sealed proposals (in duplicate) will be received
at the Department of the Interior until 3 o'clock
p. m. Monday, September 24, 1894, for the construction of a Telephone Exchange System for the Department of the Interior and at the same time and
place proposals will also be received for the extension and modification of the present Telephone
System of the Interior Department. Bids must be
made on Government blanks. Blank forms of proposal, specifications, etc., may be obtained on application at the office of the Chief Clerk of the Department, where drawings showing details may also be
inspected. All proposals received will be opened
at the time and place above stated, and bidders are
invited to be present at such opening.
JNO. M. REYNOLDS, Acting Secretary.
J"

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.

Bnsiness,

Consisting of lease on a very desirably located and
well fitted electrical supply house, with well assorted and complete stock of electrical supply

&

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Slow Speed,

CurrenI,

Direct

Lundell

Fidelity Trust

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

MOTORS.

OF THE

September,

9.

Western Electrician,

DYNAMOS

CI/AIBE, WIS.

Co.'s

No.

7,

November

National Electric Co.,

EngineeriDg

dated:

26, 1893. Vol. xiii,

1S93, Vol. xiii, No. 15.
4, 1893, Vol. liii. No. 19.
May 26. 1894, Vol. siv, No. 21.
May 19, 1894, Vol. siv. No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. siv, No. 2,
February 10, 1894, Vol. siv, No. 6.
March 10, 1894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. x±v. No. 14.

October

Dynamo.

EAU

pay 15c each for clean copies of the

August

polar Generator.
All built by the National Electric Mfg. Co.
One 1,000 Light Slattery Alternator with Exciter and Instruments.

Sontbein

will

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN

Dynamo.

150 Light Direct Current Constant Poten-

One

tial

We

6 LakeBlde Bnildlng, Chicago.

which are good reliable machines, and never been
used, at about one-half their original selling price,
because they are not of the latest manufacture:
One 300 Light Direct Current Constant Potential

WANTED.

filled

ELEOTBIOIAN PUBLISHINa OOMPANT,

Dynamos

One

WANTED.

electrical engineer, by gradaate of Columbia
College Electrical Engineering School.
Thor ough training in theory and practice of the electrical science.
Experience in designing dynamo
electrical machinery and installing plants.

As

new.

C.

JS

^
^
S
^

Thorongh Instruction, with FBEE APPAItATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free. Heientlflc filacnlnist Co,, 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland.O,

One

|

g

ILL.

By our correspondence method.

one

47

.....nniiiiiiiiniiii.

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
^ the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other
bicycles because less repairs are
^
^ needed. Our convincing catalogue for

FREE APPARATUS.

CHICAGO GENERAL FIXTURE
169

Cheap /^^\^^^
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER
WHEEL.
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

attention of

WHEELi as particularly adapted to their

is called

to this

CELEBBAT£1> AVATKB

use, on acconnt of its remarkably Steady motion,
aiid sr**at efhcieney and laree eapacily for its diameter, being double
the power ol most wheels of the same diameter. It ia used by a number of the leading electric companies with preat satisfaction. In the economical use of water it ia without an equal, producing the

high speed

highest per cent of useful effect

guaranteed.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AXO ^AHTICVLARS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal Bhalt to
develop 36 H, P. under 33 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

The

Stilwell-Bierce

&

in pairs,

on horizontal

shafts,

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

Telescope reveals that this planet, known amongst scientists by the name of the Law
Double Cylinder Cell Planet, "throws into the shade" a cluster of specks, z e.: cither cell
planets, which, on being measured by the latest and best instruments obtainable, are readily
seen to bear, proportionally to above planet, this space ] }, hence wir fragen: 1st es zu bewundern dass es ein Finsterniss gibt? Die Antwort kann nur sein: Freilich nicht.

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,

N^

%CHp

%

Manufacturers of other

JV.

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.
Beware of iGfrineiD? or nsing Infringing Instrnments.

all letters to

(its

R. D'Uneer, Manager,

Palmer House, Chicago,

— TTie

111.

Law

Double Cell
manvfacture them.

the Chicago, Milwaukee
at practically talf rates.

&

St,

Paul Railway

Round

trip tickets,

good for return passage within tweuty days
from date of sale, will be sold on September
II and 25 and October g, 1894.
For further information apply at Ticket
Office,

207 Clark Street, Chicago.

is

Zincs, Carbons, Bluestone, Plunge Batteries, etc.

patented; we own the patents and are the only ones having the right
Space will not permit mention of our other patents.

FOB

FSESi

EIiECTBICAIi

drmphlte Bods of Tsrions liensths, Crom 1-S Ohm to lOO Ohms Beslstanoe
to the Ineh. uraphite Boxes and Crndbles, BeaUtlDe Haats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnines Mlaaiy Answered.

108.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

lakeview, Washington.
A

model manufacturing

location.

P.

O. Box 207,

J.

ELECTRICAL
BOOKS.

Special

inducements offered to manufacturers.
excelled facilities for coal and lumber,
Eighty
shipment by rail and water.
iron and steel rolling mill (only one in
Address
built.
state) now being

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

Unand
ton
the

THE SOUTH TACOMA COMPANY,

THREE HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
To all parts of the West and Northwest via

85 John Street, New York.

Ammoniac,

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

All.

reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully eetabliahed) is the on/y instrnment in which the poiver
of the voice is Increased; the onln Instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by the
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
the roice-icave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advaotagei* without the
use of a lever. The D'TJoger Long-Distance Telephone Com any has the^sole and exclusive Tight to
use a lever in telephones—remember that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D^Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple- Contact Telephoncin this country.
A'l persons who assert-that this company's
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

Address

B.

Cells, Sal

to

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of
The D'Unger Telephone

Law

Orders Filled Promptly.

Tacoma, Washington.

-

Between Chicago and Milwaukee.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Bailway l8
now running sleeping cars with drawing rooms on
Sleepers

night trains between Chicago and Mllwaakee.
Sleepers can be taken in Uninn Passenger Station
any time between 9:30 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago fit 3:00 a. ni., arriving at Milwaukee at
5:15 a. m., passengers remaining in sleeper until
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
7:30 a. m.
Chicago. Berth rate $1.60. For further particulars, for tickets and berths, apply at City Ticket
Office, 207 Clark St (Telephone Main 2190), or at
Tirket Office, Union Passeoger Station.

Electrician

Publishing
The Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.

Company,
6 Lakeside Building,

-

Send for CrRCULAB and Pricib.

CHICAGO.

THE

By

all

BATTERY

LECLANGHE

;// to 117 East

13Ut

St, N.

CO.,
K,

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE^ BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Bnckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,000

Ampere-Honr Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

£lectric liaunches,

for

Dental, Snrgical

for

Complete Lighting and Po*er Plants

and

Medical Work,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is rtquired.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

Room

ELEGTRIG-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

which

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.
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BUCSE7E
Monadnock

Artistic Slate
roE

Hwitch Bases.
Hheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and COTers,
Ftise Boxes and Bases,
And

All

Steel and Wrought MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A large, handsome Map of the United
Iron Castings.
ot
States, mounted and suitable for
office

The strongest

castings made. The wrought Iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

Boards,

STC-ltoli

liamp Bases.

tor

Purposes Requiring

We sell the Onest Vermont Slate, and finish
Dull Black,
Polished Black,
Bloodatone or iHarbleized,
Italian, Tenn«>BSee,

Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt ot twelve cents in postage
by P. 8. EusTis, Geu'l Pass. Agent, C- B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.
use,

is

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE

Correct

Carry inff

AND LINKS

Capacity.

Absolutely
Uniform.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

&

WIIS.

SWITCHBOARDS,
SWITCH BASES,
RHEOSTAT BASES,

In

In

FOR

TABLET BOARDS,
CIRCUIT BREAKERS,
LAMP BASES,

any Plain or Fancy Finish.

FLOWED BLACK.
POLISHED BLACK,
BLOOD STONE,

and

ITALIAN MARBLE,

TENNESSEE MARBLE,
VERMONT MARBLE,
ONYX.

AGATE,

slzee to order.

The Independent Electric

home

ANY

FIT

SLAT£! SLATE! SLATE!

Grained Woods.

St.

P. E. Dutcher Co.,

ailLWAVKEB,

Vermont marble,
Mexican Onyx and

snh

&

A.

J.

Slate, plain or finished.

Ver7 low prices quoted on

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

TO

Very Low Prices Quoted on Sizes to Order.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., OHIOAaO.

3.7Mern„d.iacoardBldg.,

JENNINGS,

A. R.

The Independent Electric

JJ, LQUJS, MO.

BDWABD S. PEROT, President.

COMTKACTOBS FOR COSIPIETB StTB'WAY
S'ESTEJIS FOR ELiKCTKIC RAILWAYS AKD EliECTBIC
I>l«iBT, TELEPBUKK A9I1> T£IiE»BAPH COHIFANIBI^.

C.

39th

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

& Gen. Mgr.
J AS. P. AIcftlTAlUE, Sec.

eAIiIiAQHEB, Vlce-Prcs.

& Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING
IIMUFACTUKERS OF WR0U9HT-IR0N
ITorks,

We own Patent No.

CEIIENTJ.IIIED

.New York

HASTINOS-ON-HUD^OIff.

covering "Wrought-Iron Cement-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
Subway Constructed by ua tioip in use iH f/ie Vnitea States
395,584,

rvIOEER.II

O^

CO.,
TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUBWAYS.

and Canad

AlV[KR.ICJLIT IvlE^TKOES
SlwIEIvTlira,

COFFER.

Alao, Patents Nos. 416,234

and

Office,

TIHE8

BU£ril>I]!ir€}.

416,235 for Distributing Boxes.

Over

9,000,000 feet of thl8

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
im rTiVruT SELF-LOCKING
HILL

PATENT

starting switch.

chance for an accident, as the Sirltch cannot
be closed until the resistance Is all in.

STo possible

Edward Dyer

Peters,

Jr.,

M.

E.,

M. D.

CHEAP.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.
Price, Postage Prepaid,

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

$4.00.

MADE ONLY BY THE

THE HOST COMPLETE

WOM

OF ITS KIHD

PDBUSHED.

"W. S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE

Electrician Puliiisliins Co.,
NEfTfORK, EliSON & BBB^VSTBR, 143 I/iberty Street.
O Lakeside Bldg.
CmCAOO, TLIU CHICAOO, CENTBAX EliJBCTBIC CO.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
i THE

ii

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
6 Lakeside Bldg., CHICAGO.

NATIONAL.

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

99

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Onr head telephones are largely ngedby Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

LIST,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.
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A NEW WORK.
THE TELEPHONE
HAND-BOOK.
By Herbert IyA^77S "Webb.
About 175 Pages.

Profusely Illustrated.

Price, postage free, $i.oo.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

NOW READY.
Uniform in size and style witii the otiier
works of our famous Hand-Book series,
of wiiich 40,000 copies inave been sold
to date.
Practical subjects treated
plain language by practical men.

in

A TIMELY BOOK.

15,
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

Consulting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty; Electric Railwaya and

Power

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e.,

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

574-570 Kookery, Chicaeo.

S.

Amstutz,

New

The Louis

EJectrical i?eri"c« Perfected for

K.

Comstock

Tamer Building,

Goltz

Co.,

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Shop Construction.
Teste, Plans, EatimateB,

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light and power construction. Iccandescent light wiring; telephone, watchman's
clook, annunciator, burglar alarm, electric bell
systems, etc. Estimates famished from architects' and enf^neers' specifications. Telephone,
Harrison

'1'2.

E-tabh«hpd

1S89;

»1» 3Iedimih Bids

1892.

locnrporated
C^'hicago.
.

B.

CAMERON.

&

Bidg.,

St. Louis.

E. P. Roberts
,

E. P.

K0BEKT8, M.

Cleveland, O.

BINDERS

™=''*"

of Sa.1 iLzxinaoziiaLC.
Chicago, March

9,

This Certifies
"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

B. -WEIS,
and

Consulting

1894.

marked

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non- Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumira.
I find the

81 Clark Street.

42,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSAYBB,
Room

Brainard Block,
E.,

A. S. E. E,
A. I. E. E.,
Etc., Etc.

'Wis.

Certificate of Analysis, No. »18.

Analytical

Co.,

Co.,

Designers and Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Eefrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. I.ouis.
Alfred 0. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall. Tice-Prest and Secy.
.Tohu A. Henry, Siipt. Electrical. Con.

JLxia.l3rsis
J-.

&

84, 35, 86, 37, 38,

and Contractors,

Milwaukee,

GILLETT.

Contractors for Electrical Construction,

Agents for Ideal Engines.

Academy

V. J.

Gillett,

Dealers in Electrical Machinery and Supplies.
Generators, Motors, Arc Lamps, Etc.
40 Wllcov St., Detroit, Mich.

Sinclair,

Tel. 912.

1437-38 3Ionadnock BIk., Cliicago.

5«S The Coyahosa, Cleveland,©.

DE

Manufacturers' Agents,

Snpervieion and Eipert Opinions.

The Allen-Hussey

&

Electrical Engineers

F.

Cameron

QonsTiltations, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Specifioations, Superintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Auditorium Tower, Chicago.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

HENET

m. Am.soc.M.E.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Expert and

tions.

N.

H. Bryan,

(^'Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEI8.

•»

WESTJNGHOUSE ELECTRIC
We

&

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

manufacture Complete Installations of

EI^ECXRICiLL JLFI^iLR JLXXJS
For

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES

IN

ALL LARGE

CITIES.

Dictionary of Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases.
563 doable-colmnii Pages. STO lllnstratioas. Cloth BLncling. Type Pages lO x 7 inches.
includes 5,000 distinct Words, Terms and
Phrases. Each of the great classes or divisions of electrical investigaFor
tion or utilization comes under careful and exhaustive treatment.
some reasons iv deserves rather to be called in EncyclopSBdia than a
dictionary.

This Dictionary

The Scheme
1st.

of Treatment is as follows:
The words, terms and phrases are invariably followed by a short,

concise definition, giving the

sense in which they are correctly em-

ployed.
2d. A general statement then follows of the Principles Of Electrical Science on which the definition is Founded.

SEISTX)

IIST

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Price, postag^e Prepaid, to any part of the n^orld, S5.00.

3d. When, from the complexity of the apparatus, or from other considerations, it has been thought desirable to do so, an Illustration or

Diagram of the
4th.

To

apparatus

is

facilitate study,

given.

an elaborate system of

OrOSS References

has been adopted, so that it is as easy to find the definitions as the
words, and aliases are readily detected and traced.

applying these rules great care has been exercised to secure
to the end that while the definitions and explanations
shall be SATISFACTORY TO THE EXPERT ELECTRICIAN, they
INTELLIGIBLE to those who have had no
shall also be SIMPLE
In

CLEARNESS,

AND

training at

all

in electricity, or are novices in the art.

yOTTE. OKIDEI?. ITO"W.

CO., 6 Lakeside BaUding, Chicago,

Illinois.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

15,

1894

Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent ImprovementB made in the New American Turbine have increased the power as per their diamand produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than any other turbine, bb evidenced by the
from certified tests made at Holyohe MasH., on the dates named, and signed by A. F. Sickman, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic engineer.
The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels can be seen at our office.
eter,

following, copied

Test of a 45-moh
Hesd.

Whole Gate

U
%

Wheel-July

9, 1894.
Horse P'rCent
per Sec. Power.

Mln.

16.06
16.42
16.78
1T.03
16.88

119.17
122.00
117.33
111.83
118.67

141.58
127.18
112.60
98.12

205.27
196,19
175.74
149.99

82.117

11840

79 76
82.58
82.18
79.31
76.62

Wheel - July 14, 1894.
Rev. per Ca. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent

Test of a 4a-inch

Rev. per Cn. Ft.

Head.

Whole Gate

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

%

%
%
54

128.00
134.80
129.33
125.26
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.86
92 76
70.80

199.66
188.14
162.89
142,40
98.86

80.60
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For Informatioa and aatalogae write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

MICA

IMla

M

U. S. A.

Ailier Qualities lor Eleclrlcal Pnrposes.

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATEK BT., NEW
W. H.

CO., Dayton,0.,

SILL.S, S» I.ake

St.,

MICANITE

YORK.
Chicago. III.

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,'

For the

PERFECT INSULATOR.

-fti.oo.

Si^WATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated Wheel

is

Built in

Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LICHTINGAND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Wheel secures a remarkably liiirli firnarantecd peroentatre, and ironderfal steadiaess of
motinn. under variable Inads in practice. ' It affords an aneqaaled oonceDtration of power within a email
space and an nnprecpilented higrli Telo<?ity for a piven power.
Its easily and qaiekly operated balanced eat« affords prompt and efficient control by a governor, and
consequent line reg-nlation. These wheels are in many instances operating the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a fine large pamphlet, 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.
;

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.^''."«rN'=.5?oS°.-cf^'°'
SIOUX CITY ENGIN E & RON WORKS

By

THE

E. A. 9IEBBI1.IJ,
17$ Pages.

For the use of Electricians,
Engineers and Architects.

I

Builders

of

HIGH GRADE

NO MAN

CORLISS
ENGINES

contemplating the erection of an electric light
plant can afford to be

WITHOUT

Simple* Compound, CondenBing.
Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
BIOUX CITY, IOWA.

BLANDIN,

120

IT.

Electrician PublisbiDgCompaDy,

AGENTS:

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

H S. WALKER, 26-28 W. Randolph St., Chicago.
ROWELL & CHASE CO., 1217 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
C. J.

Price, prepaid, ji.60.

Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

^

Just what EVERY

ELECTRICAL BOOKS

YOUNS ELECTRICIAN WANTS

[HE MODEL
riLl

DYNAMO-MOTOR

DECOMPOSE WATER

IDC^^ECTRO PLATING
JLIGHr^H^ANDESCENT
R^unmachinerN-'-*'^''^
^
^
8rc.

SEND US YOUR ORDERS.
E. U.

McCOEMIOK,

PB8B. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B. MAKTIN,
Geo'l Pass. & Tlchet Agt.

ELBRIDGE ELgCT'L MFG. CO. ELBRIOGE.WYl

CINCINNATI.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO,
6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO, ILL,

FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,

S.

MANUrAOTURERS OF

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Oives more power as

kisher percentage

to diameter Tvitli a
of nsefal effect than any other
All slzea, right

and

Si)abnierged

Tabe

Steel

BOILERS

On

Tvuter-ivheel heretofore made.

RACINE, WIS.

Standard Tubular, Fire Box, Vertical

and

left

hand, arc built from patterne perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyobe Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are uneatiefaotory, and
*hoee contemplatiDg the improvement of powers, will find ft to
-n-illing to guartheir interestto confer with me, as I

am

antee resnlts -where others have failed, no mat-

er what mabe of turbine has been in use. STATE
U«H»JIKEMEWTS AMD t^KNl> FOB CATA-

For
or

Marine,
Stationary,
Portable use.

ALSO OF

OF ALL KINDS.
Smokestacks, etc.
A

specialty

made

of

I

S.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
teeulte guaranteed.

Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

Write for Prices and Terms.

GENEHAL AGENTS.

Rowell

& Chase Machinery Co,

Eansas

City,

Mo.

;

F. F. Vater, Minneapolis. Minn.

September

15,

WESTERN

1894

The

ELECTRICIAN.

"CLIMAX"BiER

Watertown Engines
Will meet any guaranty in regulation,
economy
efficiency.

Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

or

general

WatertoAvn, N. Y.
Watertown Steam Engine

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

120 Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
224
Main St., Louisville.

W

Will save you money on coal.

Kowell

& Chase Machinery
Kaaeas

J.
ABtofflatic

H.
Eiipes,

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN MFG.

Co.,
City.

Louia.

N. Y.

Manntlactnrers of HIGH and

MEDIUSI ^PKED

Automatic

CO.,

an! HorizoDtal, from 12

lioth Vertical

St.

INCORPORATED.

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

,

ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,

MANUFACTURED BY

new Catalope.

Pond Machinery Co.

nnits from 50 to 1500 H. P.

Bnilt in

Co.,

Monadnack BlK., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
1136

to

600

i

p.

The engine shall not run onorevolutlon slower when fully loaded than
a reductioa of boiler preet-nre from
tbe greatest to that necesFary to do the work, will not reduce the
f-peed of engine one revolution. Any engine failing to meet Ihia
sunrantee becomes tbe property of the purchaser upon paynaent
i>f one dollar.

ntID oil A DA UTCET

UUn UUAnAn LL
when ruDuing empty, and
I

It is

one

.

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

of the

and

SEND FOB CATALOQUi:.
Main
Sales Agents:

PsppEn & Register, Provident
Bide.. Chicago, 111.; C. H. W.

Office and Worics:
RIQGWAY, PA.
Philndelphii, Vn
Wm. Sn.vnpE, 937 :Monadnock

Bldir-,

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

1510 OLD

;

CoPKLiNn,

111 Liberty St., Nl'w Yort.

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

WE DON'T
MAKE ANYTHING ELSE
BUT
Tnbnlar and

send for c^a^a^iogae.^^;^^^

6-iQcti

Tabs

Boilers, Flange Steel, Weldless Braces, Eclipse Manlioles.

FULTQN STEAM BOILER WORKS,
THE
IMPROVED

THE ELEMENTS OF

RICHMOND,

^

•••••••

^-

IND.

ROOTVuVe" BOILER.
Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.

n VNAMIC F lECTBICITY

Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

AND MAGNETISM.

2S

For Learners.

Ji

OW

RGSidy

I

Price, $2.
Postage' Free.

Bin proved

#1
ft-fi-

New

York.

Racine High

ff^peed

Cleveland.O,
80 SENECA

ST.

i\ear Union Depot.

New Gear

Shop.

SUPERIOR RKOuvriori

ECONOMY

«">

^^

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

Cliff Street,

roR

.

GEO. B GRANT.

fiECTRICI|(iHTIH6

CO.,

Two

""^

Hours' Ride

A"»6ENERAL
•c^^ PURPOSES
^

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

To Milwaukee.

All sizes carried in
stock.
2.U00 in

Over

J.

C.

BRILL COMPANY,

-

-

-

PHILADELPH

use.

lA

BUHDEES OF RAILWAY AND TRAMWAY OARS OP ALL GLASSES,

Via Chicago, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock

&

St.

p.

m.

Paul R'y.

Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool

and pleasant.

Marine and
Yacht Eneines,
Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilers.

Its hotels are tbe best in the west.

Start Saturday afterr.oon.

Come

back

Four dollars
Parior

Monday morning.
for a

round

<

ffice.

iMl^'C E N U N E
mCOTSi MANUFACTURES
IiIa'c^uI.
I

BEAR OUR
MARKSREC.JRAOE MARKS.

I

i^
rtj""
Special attention Riven to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Oar?.

Bnildera of Brill No. 21 Truck with eolid forged frame, abd "Eureka"

Maximum Traction

»

^yj467^:
Pivotal Truck.

trip ticket.

in advance.
207 C'srW S reet.

car seats reserved

Chicago Ticket

Hardware

Co.,

woRKsnuci.vz, ms.
Sales Manager,

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Insurance Building,

CHICAGO.

p h o s p h o r- b r o n z e
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.
TheRhosphor Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTED
2 200WashihgtonAve,Philadelphm.,Pa.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHORBronze IN THE United States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAN6"Phosphor-Bronze,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WILLIAM

P.

and

H.

McKINLOCK,

September

WALTER

President.

C.

McKINLOCK,

N.

Compounds,

Motor

1894

Secretary.

B.

Faint,
Tape,
Varnish,

15,

L

B.

Wires,
Cables,

If

Cloth.

Kester

you

orders

will send us

we

will

fill

Tape and

your

them

Lamp

Cord.

" Metropolitan"

Incandescent

Arc Lamp.

promptly

at the lowest prices

Lamp.

Vulcanized

and accord

Sheet,

you

fair

treat-

Rod and
Tubing.

Our stock

ment.

is

large,

X. L.

Triple Braid

Weatherproof
Wire.

Xntric
Switches.

our goods standard, and

Kester

appreciate your trade.

we

Crocker-

Wheeler

Commutator
Compound.

Knox

I.

Try

Circuit

phone

Breaker.

—

the
it is

Gilliland

Fan

Tele-

a beauty.

Dayton
Electric
Ceiling Fans.

Chicago

Garton
Lightning

Motors.

Spark

-

Arrester.

Arrester.

Metropolitan Electric
186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago.

Co.,

September

13,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

ARC D YN AMOS s LAMPS.
All SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

DNEf iLED

IN

HECHAICAL

DESIGN.

SIMPLE IN CONSTBDGTION and EASILY OPERATED.
I^BrH^^P^

H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^IBMSfe^k—

SKHB^: ^

-

J^S^^^^^B/^^^^^^^^^^^^B'

H^^^_.

ARC LAMPS
FOR

iHJBw

wm§m.::..

£J'^^^m^^^^^9\

SLOW SPEED

Alternating
'

1^^^

V

ifr^^^KKH^Km^^^^wi'^SKmli

ARC

AND
"-^M--

H^...
^^^^

Direct Incandescent

V

P

Currents.

-

^^1

r^-'^i

I

^^E^<.>

.

^m.

li

DYNAMOS.

i

--^^

125

Light,

2,000 Candle Power

Wood

Arc Dynamo.

FOR DBTAlIiBD INFORMATION WRITE TO

FortWayneElectricGorporation
»

OR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BRANCH
NEW YORK

CITY,

115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal Street.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.

RICHMOND,

OFFICES:

COLUMBUS, O., 57 East State Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, Elec. Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York Life Bldg.
CINCINNATI, O., 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Corner Main and Field Sts.
VA., Chamber of Commerce.

WESTERN

JOHN

A.

ELECTRICIAN.

ROEBLING'S SONS
T? H. E3 3^ OP

CHICAGO, 173 Lake

St.

September

O

2>a",

1894

CO.,

KT- J-

25-27 Tremont

SAN FRANCISCO,

15,

NEW YORK, 117 Liberty St.

St.

MEISSNER'S RHEOSTAT»° STAGE DIMMER.
Ineoiubustible, Durable,

Compact

and' Reasonable in Price,

For Continuous and Alternating Currents, Photo -engraving; and Theatrical Use.

Motor Starting Cylinders, Special Resistance Devices of All
Kinds, Annunciators, Switches, Etc.
Webteen

Please mention the

FOE ILLUSTRATED DESCKIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF LATEST ELEOTKIOAL SPECIALTIES, WKITE 10

Ei<ectbician.

WASHINGTON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 205

and 207 So. Canal Slreel. CHICAGO.

BOI^GIANO'S
Electric

Water Motor.
Current free as It con
nects with any faucet.
Sample 16.00. rtbolesaJe

aod

a

Fan

retail.

Storage

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

MON-ARC

TlieBolgmoMfg.Co.,
415 Water St..

BALTIMOKE, MD.

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

WINDOW

ALTERNATING
ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

>^NB

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

HuEBEL

&,

Manger,

for

Mannfaptnrers,
286-290

Graham

Street,

New

Catalo^e.

EBOOKLYN,

N. Y.

—

Also Arc

Lamps

for. ...

WIRE AND CABLES.
Constant Current Circuits,
Every Telephone
United States

and Cables.

.S/^tm^^SL.

G mRSb^P
^m

is

Ke-

r-- ---r

ardoiHigli Grade
will

^

Last

Cnt

CompaDy

^i^"^f^Q|f>\

W^

any other on the

iP
:^

in

Ibe

Constant Potential Circuits.

nsingKeriteWire

Write for prices.

rite is the Stand-

Insulation,

and

Ont

and

THE

Class

Electrical

Market.

S£KD FOR SAJiIPI.E8 AND PRICES.

GUSHING & MORSE.

W.

R.

St.,

Chicago.

i!03 Broadway,

LITTLE

& Supply
BUFFALO, N, T.

Gonstrnctlon

Western Agt. with Metropolitan

BRIXEY. Mfr.

Company,

Electric Co., Chicago,

111.

New Eapland Agt., G. M. Angler & Co., Boston, Mass.
Eussell & OfiBcer, Denver, Colo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

General "Western Agents,

225 Dearborn

F. P.

New York.

Electric IdghtlDg and

Power Apparama.

THE

The B'msh Double Arc

Lamp Patents snstained by
repeated decisions
o'

tJ

S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

Agencies in

all

CO.,

large citie3.

The Bassell & Officer Electrical Oonatruction Co., Denver, Ool.
Bagnall & HllUg, Yokohama, Japan.

Office

and

-W^orks, Cor.

Belden and Uason Sts.,

CLETELAND, OHIO.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

Copvrigbl. 1594. by
£ic«trlcUn PubitabiDg Compuiy, Chicago.

CHICAGO, SEPTEMBER

XV.

Chicago

ie the eincerest form of flattery" may be a hackneyed expression, but It la none the
Inferior
are being offered to the trade and sold on the repreaeatatlon
that Ihey are the Packard nr just the same as
,.^
the Packard, but without the Packard labels.
j

That ''imitation

Lamps

less trae.

Mannractnrers

ol

Insnlatei Electric

Wires &

Comer Lake and La

Salle Sts..

^^±J^

1I.L.IKOIIS.

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS

The Packard Lamp i8 made only by the New York
& Ohio Company. Warren, Ohio, and every
lamp bears the regular Packard trade-mark label,

i?ressnre

Ganges Pay

for

^-^^

thus:

LOOK AT THE LABEL.
ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY, Western Agents,
Manafacturers:

and Recording

^^—

y^^^

CaDles,

414 and 416 NORTHERN BLDG.,

CHICAeO,

No. 12

2i, 1894.

AVOID IMITATIONS.

Wire

Insulated

O cents per Copy.

1

New York & Obio

Co.,

343 iHadlson

WarreOi O.

St..

ThemselYCs

CHICAGO.

la every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by mating continnouB recorda
day and aigtit oE voltage and Boiler Pressure.

S£KT ON

30

DATS' TKIAIi AKTD

GVARAKTE£0.

FlTJLIiX

Circalar and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application

§'

WATERBURY, CONN.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

MANUFACTUKEK OP

inSUIiATED BI.EGTRIG WIRE^
FLKXIBLE CORX>» and CABLES.

sqo and

aoie

Nortb Tbird Street.

-

FHII,AI>EE.PHX&, FA.

-

MEDAL

Took HIGHEST

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World's

BEST OF ALL

Fair, Chicago.

made by

Manufactured only by
""

THE STASDARD PAINT
Chicago

CO.,
Office, S71 Tlie

^liEwxoBk.

aiBTBOPOIilTASJ EliEOTBlC CO.,
186 and 138 Fifth Avenue,

)

a. DtlKANT OHEEVHB,

f

,^.,
„. „.„.
._
Bnelness
Managers.

CHICAGO, ILL.

W. H. HODQINS,

QEO. T. MANSON,
QenU Snpt.

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All in Stock.

New York.

"

J.

IW.

ANDERSON, 289

cts.

per

I

to

Correspondence
Solicited.

293 A

Boston, Mass.

St.,

racA^og??™''

g
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

25

(N.&C.

Patents.)

C, P.

|

CHICAGO OmCE, 323 Dearborn St.
PHILADELPHIA, OFFICE, 805 Hale Bldg.

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.

("S')
Electrical

Company,
OlABS,
BOSTON, -,.„„

Send for

PARTRIDQE

Clt7,

".r

ENGINES.

Samples.

CARBON CO.

aiE01[LMtUSDIIKI!MPlL%EMI(in.0.40S,':£IVEIlI/>::FinSBIICU.401iE)IISBi:K.

High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power Plants.

SsiWEE

Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CtS.

MannfilCtnrers,

IirvlnstOll Street,

Waterproof Tape.

,
Clilcaffo, Boston. Pbilailelplila, Minneapolis, Clnclnn«tl.
Omaba, IfOnlSTllle, St. Iioals. San Francisco, London and So. America,
:

WESTON

M

NEW BEACON "

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground UiC.

OI<onite

76 Cortlandt St., New Tork.

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Man'fd by ALBERT &

WIRES ALDCABLES,

BRANCHES

d. 'JO.,

Best GonBtructiouand Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Beliahle. Size 6x3H,

LIMITED,

INSULATED

[TRAJt. map:(

IS

H. BVKIIIEIili

Bookery.

General "Western Agents:

WILLAED L. CANDEE,

J.

CO.,

REPRESENTATIVES.
126 Liberty St New York City.
JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
82 Lake St., ClUcago, HI.
HOFfMAS-KnSSELL CO.,
H. M. SCIPLh: & CO., 3d and Arch Sts., PhUadelphia, Pa.
SCKANTON SUPPLY 8i MACHINERY CO Scranton. Pa.
.

,

.

WIRE AND CABLES.
£Tery Telephone
United States

and Gables.

Company

^giij|?||f^liiin%,

Cnt

Insnlation,

Last

and

Ont

and
Glass

Market.

any otber on tbe
SJBKD

FOR SAMPIiBS ASJB

GUSHING & MORSE.

PBICJB8.

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Weatern Agents,
St.,

WOOD COMPANY,

Builders of Improved Antomatlo Cnt-ofP Engines

Stand-

rite is tbe

Ke-

225 Dearborn

THE BALL ^

using Kerite Wire

is

ard of Higli Grade
will

Ibe

in

Chicago.

203 Broadway, New

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

York.

Chicago Office, Home Ina. Bldg., W. B. Pearson, Manager.
..,„_,
Oeo. M. ^lenyon, Endlcott Aroade^Bt. PMl,Miw.
Silverman, 707 Arch St., Philadeiphl-, Pa.
James it Oompan?, Ohsttanooga, Tss».
Southern Enilneering Co., Louisville, Ky.

„^.

Stern

*

EDDY

MOTORS
From

1-2 H. F. TJ-pwarA*.

All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.,

W'NDSOU, conn.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

22,

1894

EDISON
INCANDESCENT

LAMP.
THE LARGEST USER OF INCANDESCENT LAMPS

COUNTRY

THIS
"We

SAYS:

remind you that actual tests of every

market, either

in this

country or

in

Europe^

show

type Edison lamp equals or surpasses, as to

candle power, and

all

other

IN

desirable

lattip

that the

new

sustained

lifOj

any

features,

the

in

lamp

burned at the same economy."

AND EVERY OTHER USER OF EDISON LAMPS CONCURS.
^^7"xite

^or

O-cir Ca<ta.log"ijLes.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES:

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180

Summer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Street.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
For

all

Chicago,

111.,

N. Y.

Monadnock Building.

Omaha, Neb., 809 South Street. «
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
St. liouis. Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., 16 First Street.
Minn., Pioneer Press Bldg.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.

St. Paul,

Portland, Ore., Front and
Seattle^

Ankeney Sfs.

Washington, Bailey Building.

business outside the United States and Canada— Foreign Department, fclienectady, IS. T., anl 44 Broad Street, Jie\r
For Canada— Canadian General Electric Co., I.td., Toronto, Canada.
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Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rnbber Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. a.
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perfegtand long-lasting insulation
JLssured..

Td3^

tlie XJse of

SIMPLEX T. Z. R. TllniC LINE WORK.
SIMPLEX BRAIDED C AOUT CHOI) for inside wiring
SIMPLEX MINIIMG Mwltt^ for mines and bxtrsmslt damp plages.
COVERED AND ARMORED CABLES
SIMPLEX LEAD
FOB UNDERGROUND AND SUBMARINE WORK.
SIMPLEX INSULATIIMG PA INT, not the gheapest, but the
J=-OR

best.

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL

CO.,

western

otfice,

1137-1138 Monadnock, Chicago.

Power Transmission
And

Stanley

Distribution by Electricity made Practical and Commercial, and
Central Station Equipment of largely increased earning capacity available by the

Two-Phase System of Alternating Cnrrent Apparatus.
The Generator has no moving wire, and excels all others in simplicity,
Efficiency and Regulation.
Motors are self-starting, and take current in proportion to their load,
substantially as do direct current motors.

It is

Transformers insvire satisfactory service and the greatest economy.
the only complete and perfected system by which Light and Power can be supplied
from the same generator and circuit.

WE ARE PREPARED TO

FILL ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND CARRY
A FULL STOCK OF TRANSFORMERS IN CHICAGO.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.
Western

Office^

307 Dearborn

CO.,

Street, Chica&:o,

III.

F. A.

ESTEP.
Preeidsnt.

R. D.

NUTTAIL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUtlALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The largeBt and most prosperous Mreet railway rompanies in the
country are using our supplies, and they prefer them lo ali others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited
CHAS. J. MATER, 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Departm.-nt
STANDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Ohicaso, 111., N. W. States Sales Department
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Hulldlns, St. Louis, Mo 3. W. States Sales Department
0HA3. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
,

mass

^'ttsfield,

E.

and Treasurer.

MoGINLEY,
Vicp-President.

F. 8.

MARTIN,
Superintendent of Works.

September

^

1

22,

'
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Central Electric Company,

^

173=175

Adams

Chicago,

Street,

^^^TV^^^^

III.

^

The Trolley Wheel and Harp
here,

is

i^l^r

one that has met with general approval wherever used.

which we
It is of

illustrate

simple con=

struction and few parts, but embodies an economic feature that belongs to no other
wheel.

It

has case hardened steel cone bearings,

arranged

in

such manner that

while they allow a perfectly free revolution of the wheel, there can be no
rattling or side

A

movement.

coiled spring contained inside

the

wabbling,

harp frame keeps

the cones true to the bushings.

This entire device

is

made

of the best steel.

wheel much superior to brass or bronze, but

will

We

consider the deep grooved steel

supply them

preferred by customer.

if

The wheel can be detached from harp in one minute for inspection or repairs.
An improved feature is the "dope" chamber inside the wheel. This will hold
Thirty cars can be inspected and
sufficient lubricant to last many miles of travel.

No

oiled in ninety minutes.

The Falk

grease or

oil will

drip or leak out.

Let us send you a sample for trial and comparison with any other

Trolley.

wheel you have

in use.

The Chicago
Trolley Base
Is substantially built, omitting

essential to strength

of the parts.

everything not

and perfect operation

THE TROLLEY ARM

be pulled down

flat

can

on the car top without
This

increasing the tension of the spring.
relieves

it

of

the catapult
feature of
finish

The

other bases.

all

castings are of

malleable iron,

smooth

and painted.

Prices

and descriptive circulars mailed

Our House Goods Department

In

hundred annunciators,

We

to

are

making a

Alarm Annunciator.
special lists

in

mentioned

assorted sizes and various

particularly

LOW PRICE

wood

any address.

we have

several

finishes.

on the Detroit Burglar

Don't neglect to send your name for one of the
last

week.

Orders and correspondence given prompt attention.

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
BRANCHES:

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios
Arc Lamps, Washington Carbons, Carpen=
ter Enamel Rheostats.

St. Louis; Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City; Gate City Electric Co.

*
^
*
:^ ij* 4|i 4|* 4*

4#!5^Qi2

Central Electric Company,

A^%g^^W

173=175

Adams

Street

g"'"^'' '"

^
*
4
*
*
#
^
*
4
4
4
4
4
*
4
4
4
^
*
4
*
*
4
4
*
*
*
#
*
*
*
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THE BEST LAMP ON EARTH
For Direct Current
For Street Railway
Fcr Alternating

Circuits*

Circuits.

For Series Arc Circuits*

NEW AND SUPERIOR.
These lamps are far better than anything
manufactured in the line of arc lampsstronger, simpler,

maintain.
trial will

an

exhaustive

were adopted
lighting

.4JJ

easier to

They are ALL weatherproof.
convince you of their merits.

These lamps, both
after

more durable and

A

Twin" and Single,
competitive

I

test,

use

in

Brooklyn for low tension street

and are now

in

successful operation.

for

We

manufacture all kinds of focusing lamps, search lamps, theatrical lamps,
stereopticon lamps, and special lamps of any description.
In short, if you want anything in the line of arc lamps, write us before purchasing elsewhere.

We

are prepared to furnish promptly ornamental lamps of

handsome

design, for

either direct or alternating current, finished to suit the customer.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established

1881.

Wallace Electric

18

CORTLANDT

Co.,

ST.,

£ SUPPLY CO.,
NEW YORK.

Agents^ 307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

September

:;2,
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"Monarcli" Insulating Material.

THE EDDY

A hard, black composition, which is not liable to
crack or break daring service, or alter irs form under
ordinary changes of temperature. It is moulded to
exact shape, and is suitable for switch-blocks,
sockets, bushings, and other parts requiring accuracy of dimension and finish.

©

^

m

PATENT SELF-LOCKING

WINDLASS

I

For Raising and
Lowering Arc Lamps.
Before buying
vestigate the

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS, ^ fS

Send

VULlGABESTOiy ^eat--Proof Tns-talatic
New

York,

240 and 242 Randolph

Boston.

Street,

for descriptive circular.

S. E.

W. JOHNS MFG. CO.,

Philadelphia.

repay your time to inWe challenge the
mechanical perfection. No

will well

world for its equal. A
Made of practically three castcomplicated parts.
Remember that it canings.
Will last a lifetime.
not be left unlocked, and that the crank is the only
key that will unlock it. Cannot be tampered with.
Always ready to operate quickly.
It is sleet-proof.

Insalated with MouU^ed Mica, and designed wiih special
reTerence to their strength, durability and high
insulating qualities.

H.

it

Eddy Windlass.

WHITEHEAD,

€reneral As<^nt for

CHICAGO,

ILL.

tlie

U. S.,

CARTHAGE, MO.

WINDLASS UNLOCKED.

9^

44

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY

IS

^^V

THE CHEAPEST.

•-:

/',v
i/-

"^•^

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

•TRADE MARKHighest Award at the World's Columbian Exposition, ChicaBo,i893.

F""' direct

and alternatinng current Arc Lamps, are the mist economical and efficient manufactured.
They produce a very bnlhant and absolutely steady light.

SEND FOR NEW PRICE L'STS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISIN6ER.

No. 38

-TRADE MARKHighest Award at the World's Colum-

Wan

Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK.
Sole Importsr f^r tlie United. States, Canada-, Ktc.

We Want Western Business.

U ROCHE
MANOFAGTDRED

IN SIZES

iLTERNATORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

Direct Connected

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dynamos.

Kew

Boston,
Knoxville,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.
l,«0O

HOOD

&

OSBORN, 239 La
o:^xo.^<3i-o.

DISTEICr OFFICES:
San Francisco,
York,

Liigiit

Salle Street,

Chicago,
St. Iionis,

Pittsburg,

Jllobile.

Alternator.

OWEN

FORD, RIalto BulldlnE,

WESTERN

The

& C

C

ELECTRICIAN.
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Company

Electric

CDF^

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250

September

H..

Up

P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

l43LibertyStreet.

Works:

NEW

YORK.

nnam^oiT
»Ka.ACIl

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

R. of N. J.

.5 •~HJ(«^AGO. 1020 and 1021 Mrnadiiock Bnildinp-. BOSTOW. 63 Oliver St.
nWH'ir'ii'a
»»**^i»-l!.».|(.^,j_Yjg^,^j;jj^ Cuj-alioga Building. I'HIL.AUl LHIA, «33 Arili ^St.

ON TOP

A GREAT REDUCTION

NOT IN THIS ADVBHTISEMENT, BUT WITH

OUR specials:
OSa- OT7XI

Wagner

Clark Wire,

Converters,
lona Switches,
Puritan Sockets,
Infinity Dry Batteries,
And a General Line of Supplies

Western Lamps,
O

Oi^Oirtp Jl

O

fi

AT BOTTOM
WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
911-913 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS,

We

claim better distribution of light than any other

alternating

means

of

We

lamp

We

the market.

in

Consolidated Gar-HeatingOo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
GDIcago,

accomplish this by

CO.,

MO.

Goatecook, P, Q-

III.

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

claim that

we can

other alternating lamp

in

obtain

more economy than any
We do this by means

Electric

the market.

SPENCER ECONOMY COIL.
We will beat the market for prices on

of the

Car - Heating.

Helios carbons

Regulating Switch Gives

this fall.

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

OF HEAT.

Helios Electric Co.,

In Practical Operation in More

Than S5

(SIOFilbertSt.. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

MARO

S.

CH.\P.\IAN,

THOMAS

Pres.

C.

PERKINS,

IT.

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

Sec'y and Treas.

I^eadlne Cltle« In

8.

and Canada.

TH. GONET,

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

HOLT GATES,
H. B. OOHO & 00
a. M. ANQIEE, &
S.

N.

BLAKE,

and Railway Purposes,
Complete Station Equipments.

for Liahtina:

1140

Monadnock

by the following well-known and

BuJIdine,

Chica![o,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.

203 Broadway, New York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and vicinity and
CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
Elmira, New York: Northern and "Western New York.
,

New

Jersey.

September

22,
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PARANITE

PARANITE

FOR

FOR

Electrical

Mechanical

Excellence.

Perfection.

Properties

Prices

the

the

Highest.

Lowest.

Appliance Co. )

Electric

General

'V^^estern

Agents,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS:
Indiana Rubber & Insulated Wire
Eastern

220

MARION, IND.
Sales Dept., F. W. BRIQHAM,

Devonshire St., BOSTON, and

32

Frankfort St.,

OTHER AGENCIES:

Co

,

HESS ELECTRICAL CO., Des Moines.
T. W. WOLFE ELECTRICAL CO., Omaha.
GATE CITY ELEC. SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION
,

Mgr.,

NEW YORK.

CO., Atlanta.

CLEVELAND ELEC. MFG. CO., Cleveland.
POST-GLOVER ELECTRIC CO Cincinnati.
SOUTHERN ENGINEERING CO., Louisville.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO Minneapolis
W. T. OSBORN & CO., Kansas City.
,

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

I

1 I I

i

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

Write for quotations to yonr dealer, or to

CHARLES WIRT,

10

k^

For

^v'^

The Only Clocks Used in the W. U. Tel.
Co. Time Service.

SELF-WINDING CLOCK

PORTER & BUERDORF.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

pay yoa to get our prices.
Detroit, Mich.
BROWNLEE & CO.,

THE BEST GRADES OF

lation of storage battery lighting plpnts a specialty

Room 808, Xo

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

The

a I qninoy

St.,

Chicago.

Wirt Dynamo BrDSh.

Suitable for all Incandescent

Gtrongest castinga made. The wrought iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

The

P. E.

CO.

Generators and Electrical Supplies.

WHITE OAK PINS.

&

Clocks Rented.

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,

It will

A.

Clocks Sold.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

The

BALES AGENTS FOE

NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,

<^°

^^ocK

CO.,

YOR-K.

sS Broaca-ra-ay, HEVST

j^:^

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.
OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

CORRECTED HOURLY.

NO WINDING.

& liegeman

MANUFACTURING

PurpoBes.

CO.. 408-414 New Jersey
Kaiiroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

'^"'%,

For Sale by All Supply Houses.

all

Scrap and Native Platinum PxirchaseiJ.

BAKER &

— Sl.OO.

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

.

Avenue. CHICACO.

Fifth

PLATINUM
^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

For the

J.

56

-

The Only Snap Switch that has

The Hart

1894

Bw^itchboard Worb.
Wort.
Alternating.
For Switchboard
Direct and Alternating:.
Volts up to 3,000.
Amperes np to 1,000.
Direct Reading.
Accurate, Reliable, Unchangeable, Handsome.

5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.
10

22,

WIRT INDICATORS

SWITCHES
HART
FLUSH
^^^^i
^^ Will ^*i ^^a
1^1
I

September

Dynamos, P'atiog

Dynamos, Alternating Generators and

Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

For under ground, under water, and

KENBir A. BKED,

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

Dutcher Co.,

307 Dearborn

IUII.AVAIIKEE:, wis^.

St.,

Chioago.

conditions.

all otiier

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

-

-

NEW YORK

Secretary and Uanager.

IMANUFACTURERS OF

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAND)

TRANSFORMERS,

ForElectrical Purposes

ROYAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Altematiflg

M

Direct Current

Dpanios, Generators

r^^.CD'P^tJJk.,

Agents Wanted.

(EliECTKIO

anft

Il_l_.

Write for Catalogue. A.KUPSTEIN & COMPANY. 122

ry H.
NEW

YORK, 86 and 88
BOSTON, 70 Kilby St.

Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

Motors,

Liberty St.

\/\/

ox't33.ii3

Pearl St.,

New

York.

st^xi,

PHILADELPHIA,

CHICAGO,

CLEVELAND,

ST. LOUIS, Eighth and

607 Arcli St.
24 South Water Street,

185 to 189

Van Buren

St,

St, Charles St.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

TSaLa,xi.-vLfa,ct-VLren3,

Grimsliaw White Gore and Raven Gore Wires,

Grimsbai Ondergronnd Lead GoYered

Gables,

Competition Line Wires, Griisliaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Ynlca Bushings,
MAIN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

Vulca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Construction.

all sizes,

New

York.

THIS

BB ANr-HTTd^"*"'-'"^°(

IS

CHICAQO:

BOSTON:

SANFBANCISCO:

78-82 Franklin Street.

134 CongreBB Street.

102 Sacramento Street.

A
Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for liamp

The

Meter

and

DOUBLE POLE

Idward rdmER,

}

^522

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

Western Representatives.

Factory: Bridg-eport, Conn.
Sockets, Sivitches,

Cut Outs, and Electrical Specialties. Good Goods
and Protnpt Shipments.

are

now

of our manufacture.

WMtney

BR7ANT
BLBGTRIG
COMPANY,

Alternating Currents

Send for our 1S94 Catal'ligne which contains
the above and other new instruments

SNAP SWITCH,
MADE BY THE

measurement on

ready for the market.

Electrical

Instrnment Co.,
P£KACOOK, N. H.
Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

HENRY F. EELLOGa, General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.; The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New Encland): W. B. Southgate

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.
111
Electric Appliance Co.
Cincinnati, O.: Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. 8.; John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Oal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Ont.: Toronto Electrical WorkB.

Chicago,

:

St. Lonls,

Mo.:

St. Loals, Eleotrical

Little Bock, Ark.

:

The Brown. Elec.

Supply Co.
Mach' ry Co,

Ac

September
EroEHK

zz.
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W. A. Hathawai, Treas.

F. PHU-Lrps, PreeL

W. H. Sawteb,

ELECTRICIAN.

xi

Seo'y.

Are Necessary

PROVIDENCE,

R.

for

All-around
Station Economy.

AMERICAN ELEGTRIGAL WORKS, COOL HEAOED ARMATURES
I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET,
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

UEW YORK

Ackerman,
BRANCH, Eugene

OFFICE,

MONTBEAL

P. C.

>

WIRES.

N^

10 Cortlandt Street.
F. Phillips' Electrical

The above

cut is of a 175 K. VT, Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system. All coils alike,
perfect balance, handsome appearapce. Write for prices on
; large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

llEAVT CEKTR«Ij STATIOAI

I1CEPAI.KJ!$
Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

W. RUSHMORE,

S.

Works

THE

126

a Letter from the Inspector

In

Liberty St.,

of the
'"

writers' Union, he states:

((

able and Desirable Wire

CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used in insulating our Wires and Cables 1b esand will not deteriorate, oxiand will remain fle-tible in extreme cold

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other lire!; class Insulated Wire.
ehall be plaased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

lopu'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
and has met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantJy increasing, because
the pfi3t nine years,

We

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satibfactlon.

61

and 63 Hampshire

Western Agents,
A. Clabk,
Treaa. and Gen'l Mgr.

Electric Storage ComiiaiT,

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTRICAL SUPPL/ES
^^^ENO^^jcV Palmer Bros!
^

Licenses Granted.
K,

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK,
DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And

CELLS,

Dflalers in

Everything in the Battery Line.

Correspondence School of Technology,

3140 DeKalb

CLiETELAlVD. OHIO,

Instruction by Correspondence, Electrical, Steam and other Branches of
Enjfineering.— E P. Roberta, M. E.; G. T. Hanchett, S. B-; Oscar Antz, M. E.; Jas- Ritchie, B. S.; Frank
C. Osboru, C. E.; F. Tensen; L. S. Siebel; H. J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Constant, C. E.

H. EnsTiB,

and Electrician

THE
ConsoMatei

TELEPHONES'

Prest,

Send for Catalosne.

III.

M^yni^Pro^or^:^:orsm
ALL^^L^V^f

CO.,

Boston, Mass,

St.,

Herbebt

Henry
CO.,
Chicago,

A Thoroughly Reli-

every respect.'^

in

dize or crack,

For Switchboard, Kailwsy and Motor use, we make all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

Boston Fire Under

pecially chemically prepared,

sizes of Stranded

it

NEW YORK.

St.,

-

-

-

St, Louis,

Mo.

M. M. BAYDEN, President and Manager.

Send for Circular.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

A

1821.

18SS.

& CO.,

MORRIS, TASKER
INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St., Philadelpliia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

Manufacturers of—

BDte les, Writlit

Iroi Pipes

M

Fitliis,

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
MANnFACTUKEES OF

"0. K."

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railw.ay and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.
Ctaieaso AeenM,
Electric Appliance

Company.

New

Handsome
and 41 Cortlandt St.

Perfect Insulation.

York Office. 39

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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StilweH's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purilier.

Removes all

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.
Combination

Entirely prevents

Impurities^
scale

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO.,
DAYTON, OHIO.
^X\\\\\V\XXXXXV\\\\\V\\\\V\\\VV\VVIl\VIl\VJ

and

ELECTRICITY

Electric
Fixtures.

Iportation

YOU GIVE US ONE TRIAL— WE ARE SURE OF THE SECOND.

IF

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

CouxBes in other trades,
includiog ihoroDgh instraction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circnlar statinf^ subject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.
all

169

Cheap
|Trans=
I

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO,

ILL.

^
J
^
^
^
g
g

AMES & FROST COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.

STUDY ELECTRICITY

AT HOME

90-91

Atwater Bldg., Cleveland,©,

Thorough Instruction, with FREE
Diplomas awarded. Catalogae f ree Wfientlfie MachlniBt Co„

By onr correspondence method.

.

f}TW^

Brush Copper.

For Sale.

The entire stoch of brush copper oE the Krapp
Electrical "Works and the Anson 'a Electric (Jo
All sizes at fifteen cents (SO. 15) per pound. Send
cash with order

if

you have no account with

us.

-

Chicago.

APPARATUS. Moderate terms.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.

)

Washington, D. C, August 25, 1894. \
Sealed proposals (in duplicate) will be received
at the Department of the Interior until 3 o'clock
p. m. Monday, September 24, 1894, for the construction of a Telephone Exchange System for the Department of the Interior and at the same time and
place propceals will also be received for the extension and modiflration of the present Telephone
System of Ihe Interior Department. Bids must be
made on Government blanlts. Blank forms of proposal, specificationp, etc., maybe obtained on application at the office of the Chief Clerk of the Depart-

Chas. E. Gregory Co.,
47-49 S. Jefferson St,

.miiiiiiiniiiL

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

III.

ment, where drawings showing details

For Sale, Cheap.
Two

ampere,

50-li&ht 'We-tern Electric Arc, ten
P. Dynamos

E.W. BLISS CO.,
UJohn

2,l>00 C.

One

Western Electric Arc, ten ampere,

'iO-light

2,000 G- P.

BROOKLYN.

St.,

be sold cheap.

M.4.KISTJEB,

MICH.

NEW DYNAMOS
FOR SALE.
are offering for sale the following

9
e
u

tial

50 H. P. 500 Volt Constant Potential Bi-

All the balance of the personal prop3.
erty (excepting books of account) belonging
to the estate of the insolveot and in the possession of said assignee.
Bids will be received until I2 o'clock
noon, September 27, A. D. 1894, at the ofThis Press

is

Designed for

Cutting Armature

Discs,
Fanches, Shears, Drop

Hammers, Dies, Etc.,

with Ex-

For Flectrical Work.

National Electric Co., The
EATJ CL.AIBE. WIS.
POSITION

W. H. Bnnkle,

Stiles

&

Parl<er Press Co.

fice of the undersigned, 1514 Ashland Block,
Chicago, Illinois. List of the accounts may
be found and examined at the above address
or will be sent on applica'.ion. Sale to be
approved by the County Court of Cook
County.

JAMES B.WALLER,
Assignee.

Dated Chicago, September

WANTED.

Send

HUEBEL

&

MaNCER,

26, 1893, Vol. xiii, No. 9.
7, 1893, Vol. xiii, No. 15.
November 4, 1893, Vol. xiii. No. 19.
26, 1S94, Vol. siv, No. 21.
19, 1894, Vol. siv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. siv, No. 6.
March 10, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14.

October

May
May

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

New

for

Ilanafactnrers,
286-290

Graham

Catalogue.

EEOOKLYN, N.T.

Street,

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

C.

LANCASTER,

Direct

to

Dynamos

any type

of

directly connected

high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

&

Co.'s

Bosioess,

and machinery separately,
September,

until

20th day

of

1894.

&

Safety Vault Co.. Assignee,

206 to 210 Fifth Street,

-

CO.,

Louisville, Kt.

Clad,

Iron

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell

EngioeerlDg

SOUTHERN ENGINEERING

Slow Speed,

Current,

Southern

Consisting of lease on a very desirably located and
well fitted electrical supply house, with well assorted and complete stock of electrical supply
goods. Also electrical repair and jobbing shop,
well equipped with new and modern machinery
and good repair and jobbing trade already established. City of 200,000 inhabitants and only one
competitor.
An enterprising man with a few thousand dolars can make a profitable investment.
Bids will be received on the whole, or for stock

Fidelity Trust

MOTORS.

Interior

Western Electrician,

streets of said

OF THE

SWITCHES.

copies of the

August

lamps on the

ASSIGNEE'S SALE

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

WANTED.

We will pay 15c each for clean
WESTERN ELECTKICIAN dated:

electric

with the privilege of 50 at the same
An
price per light, for a term of five years.
exclusive franchise will also be granted for
ail arc and incandescent lighting for both
commercial and domestic use for a term of
five years.
For specifications, etc., apply to
city,

SAM

WINDOW AND

Address A. S.,
Care Western Electeigian,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

WANTED.

power

BUTTONS,

machinery and installing plants.

Position wanted as superintendent or elecHave had
trician of electric ligbt plant.
technical training and five years' experience
Good
in construction and station work.
''AMERICAN,"
Address
references.
Kenosha,
Wis.
Box
P.O.
545,

Will be received by the City of Jackson,
Tenn., until 12 o'clock noon, October
2, 1S94, for furnishing, operating and maintaining forty double arc
2,000 candle

17, 1894.

BRONZE PUSH

electrical engineer,

electrical

SEALED PROPOSALS

City Engineer.

by graduate of Columbia
Thor College Electrical Engineering School.
ough training in theory and practice of the elecExperience in desiffoing dynamo
trical science.

As

Mayor,

Lisbon, Iowa.

now unpaid

9

polar Generator.
1,000 Light Slattery Alternator
citer and Instruments.

on request.

All bills and accounts receivable contracted with the undertigued assignee and

All built by the National Electric Mfg. Co.

One

SPECIFICATIONS
For a water works and electric plant will be
on file in the Mayor's office on and after
September 26, 1S94. Parties desiring to bid
on the plant may secure a copy of the same

solvent.

Dynamos

Dynamo.

PLANS and

iiccoiiit:.

2.

which are good reliable machines, and never been
used, at about one-half their original selling price,
because they are not of the latest manu'^acture:
One 300 Light Direct Current Constant Potential DyuftTno.
150 Light Direct Current Constant Poten-

Company

able owing to the Ansonia Electric Company, insolvent, at the time of assignment
and DOW unpaid, contracted in Chicago or
with the Chicago office or branch of said in-

good as new.
For particulars address

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. E. FABEN, Becelver,

Iliclric

Notice is hereby given ihat the undersigned assignee will receive bid> in writing:
1.
For all the bills and accounts receiv-

125 H. P. Steam Boiler.
100 U. P. Steam Boiler.
Stacks.
All of the above machinery is as

One

or THE

kosi;

Two Iron

One

at the

Dynamo.

One
One

We

ASSIGNEE'S SALE

N. Y.

One hundred Western Electric Arc Lamps.
Five hundred light transformer capacity.
One 100 H. P. Russell Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenli Automatic Cut-off Engine.

"Will

may also be
All proposals received %Till be opened
time and place above stated, and bidders are
invited to be present at such opening.
JNO. M. REYNOLDS, Acting Secretary.
inspected.

Conduit

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

XOKTH STAR POINTS
Is the title of a boot of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphle
telling "TFTiCT-e th0 Trout Side ^^ will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent, "North Star Route," Chicago, III.

eptember

22,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate— Close Regulation and High
ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

Effi-

CELEBRATEU AVATER

attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES ie called to this
Bteady tliotton,
as pnrlicularly adauted lo their uee, on account of its
aii<t sr*-at eflioieiiey aiid large eapaciiy for its diameter, being double
tbe
ol most wheels of tho snme dtiimeter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companies with sretit satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of useful effect ;^uaranteed.

The

WHKKIj

remarkably

high speed

power

SEXn JFOR CATALOGVE AXO ^AHTICVMjABS.
The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft
develop 3ti H. P. under 38 feet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end

to
to

disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to famish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situaiioo admits of their use we recommend tbem.

The

Siilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton, 0.

TO TELEPHONE COMPANIES:
Kindly bear in mind that the cell which gives an ample and uniform current from first to last, causes the fewest interiupand requires the fewest renewals in a given time, is, beyond doubt, the best for telephone work; and that such
is the Law Double Cylinder Cell.
t^ons,

TO BELL-HANGERS:
Do

not overlook the fact that if you do gocd work you will acquire a reputation that will eventually bring you in more money
if the contrary were the case, ind in order to do good work that the Law Double Cylinder Cell is ihe cell for you touie.

than

TO RAILROAD ELECTRICIANS:
We

would su2gest

men

inasmuch as the Law Double Cylinder Cell is acquiring an envous reputalion amorgst railroad
and durability, it wou'd be well worth your while to give it at least a tiial.

that,

for its efficiency

Various other Law Cells, Zincs, Sal Ammoniac, Carbons, etc.
N. B. We own the pa'ents covering the Djuble Cyl nde: ClII ard are the only ones having the right to manufacture

—

UW
rUNGER TELEPHONE.
Bewjre of Infrin^'in? or usins: Iiifriugins

Iiistniiiients.

he Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of All.
The D'Unger Telephone (its reputation as the
;3t instrument ever constructed now fully estabihed) is the only instroment in which the power
the z^oice is increased; the onJy instrument in
bich the electric curTent is intensified by ihe
;lion of the voice; the o»/y instrument in which
No telephone can be
e voice-icave is reduced.
lilt with these wonderfnl advaotagea ivitliout the

BftTTERY COMPANY. 85 John

Street.

it.

New

York.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB

EI.ECTBICAI.

USES:

Iieneths, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Beslstance
Graphite Boxes and Crucibles, Besistins Haats

GrmpUte Bods of Tarlons

to the Ineh.
of 4,000 Degrees.

Inqnlrles

Answered.

(itladly

'

of a lever. The D'Unger Long-DistHUce Tele3one Com any has the sole and exclusii:e i ight to
ie a lever in telephones—remember that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
id toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
innot be had on any other terma.
The D^Uitf/er Long-Distancc Telephone Company
i\'DS the first and only undi.-!iputed patent for an
ll-Carbon Mii/liple-ContncI Telephone in Jhis counA'l persons who assert that this company's
1/,
itents Infringe upon any oth(;r patents are guilty
premeditated falsehood.

108.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

J.

'€

i

Address

to R. O^Cnser, Mnnager,
Palmer House, Chicago, III.

all letters

The "New Era" Lakeview, Washington.
ELECTRIC
GAS LIGHTERS.
Newly Improved.

Are the only Electric
iiia<lp that
are successfully operated hy the key,

Lii:£hter8

A model manufacturing; location. Special
inducements offered to manufacturers. UnexceUed facilities for coal and lumber, and
Eighty ton
shipment by rail and water.
iron and ^teel rolling mill (only one in the
stale) row being built.
Address
7H= SOUTH TACOMA COMPANY,

Which always indicates whether
Safe, reis on or oS.
liable; will not fail to light;
h'.ve interchangeable stems; are
adaptable to any flxturee, and
Made in
fully Ruaranteed.

the Kas

THREE HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
'o all

le
t

parts of the

West and Northwest

Chicago, Milwaukee

practically half rates.

&

St.

via

Paul Railway

Round

trip tickets,

ood for return passage within twenty days

romdate of sale, will be sold on September
I and 25 and October g, 1894.
For further information apply at Ticket
)ffice,

207 Clark Street, Chicag,o.

.'i

etyle3 but all on the pame general principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argaod. Oiir
Victorwith side lever, is a
little

wonder.

Sole Manufacturers,

102

Boston, Mass.
Send for Circulara.

Pearl St

,

P.

O. Box 207,

Sleepers

Tacoma, Wasbington.

Between Chicago and Milwaukee.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pau\ Railway ie
now running sleeping cars with drawing rooms on
night trains between Chicago and Milwaukee.
Sleepers can be taken in Union Passenger Station
any time between 9:30 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago it 3:00 a. n-., arriving at Milwaukee at
5:15 a. m., pa^sen^ers remaining in eleeper until
7:30 a. m.
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
Chicago. Berth rate ^1.50. F.ir further particnlars. for tickets and bertbs, oppy at City Ticket
ntfice, 207 Clark St (Te ephooe Main 2190), or at
Ticket Office, Union Passeoper Station.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat»
teries of ihe World.
Send for Circular and Pricbb.

THE

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

CO.,

wm n on rm
By

all

who have

lit to 117 East

13Ut

St.,

N. Y.

used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlpbate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO to 10,000 Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
atteries for

£lectrlc liaunches,

for

Dental, ISnrsricai

for

which

Complete Lighting and Power Plants installed as reasonably

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

Room

and

aiedical

Work, and

for all

purposes

eiectricity is required.

.as consistent

with first-class material and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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a NATIONAL. 95

THE

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

tests.

business, eitiier in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Our head telephoueM are largely used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

:e3

For Incandescent

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.
STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

PATRICK EGAN,

PreBt.

H.

Soo'y.

J.

Lamp

SILK BRAID
The

Filaments.

greatest care taken in prodnclng a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG.CO.s

CO..

27 Beacli Street, Boston, Mass.

HANFOED,

Gen'l Mgr.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.
Oral, Electric,

The Harrison

International Telepiione Go,

W%M

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

This company

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

at their offices.

Offices,

Chamber

of

Commerce

BIdg.. Chicago.

New York.

is

CO.,
l3t.

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto

of years.

ALLOTTED.

St.,

TELEPHONES!!

either sell oar telephones outright or lease them for a term

This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
Granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. 435,295, granted to 'William Hutson Ford
Augnst 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

w. R. ostrInder &
a04 Fnlton

We

BEING

Full liine Always in Stock.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
^"Send for New OAtaloque. Out August

Harrison MernatioDal Teleploie.

NOW

Pneamatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

I

Telephone

whicli it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from ihe telephone to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory pNjits,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

00„

539. 540 and 54t jlIonBclnork BIk., Cbiraso, III

PROTECT YOUR MOTORS

C-S SPECIALTIES.

hTtput self-locking
HILL PATENT starting switch.
iiTrr

G-S Flush Qouble Push Switch.
Single Pole

—Double

Pole— Commutation;

3 "Wire, 4 Wire.

No

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single

Pole— Double Pole— 3 Wire.

possible chance for an accident, as the Switch cannot
be olosed until the resistance is all in.

CHEAP.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

COMPACT.

DURABLE.

single Pole.

MADE ONLY BY THE
ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY

IV. S. Hill Electric Co.,

PEERLESS.

ARTISTICALLY

O-S

V lueb Donble Pnrfi Switch—Double Pole.

THE GUTTER
ELECTRICAL
& MFG.
A.
lltH
PMlaaelphta, Pa.,
S7
So.

V. S.

Street,

133 Oliver Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE
CO.,

NETT YOBK, EI/SON & BREWSTER, 143
CHICAGO, CENTBAI. EIjECTBIC CO.

LIST.

lilberty Street.

HUBLEY
MANUFACTURINC COMPANY.
TnuLLEY WHEELS, Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record— Still running.
nULLh rlAnrO, Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
DEAKINuO For Dynamos and Motors. We guarantee 20 per cent, more life than any anti-friction metal offered for sale.
Line Ears, Splicing; Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.
I

I

ELECTRIC .LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

all of our design and patents.
Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Lancaster, Pa.

September

22,
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BnCSE7E
Monadnock

;'r,t'

Sn-iteh Boards,

wiibout wetiiog ihc band;.

You

FOB

,.

Jiheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers, W. p. HABKI90M A CO.,
Fuse Boxes and Bases,

ramp

for

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for ofBce 01
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage

pusb tbc button, ihcmiicbiaedoM
BriiibT, poUsbed dishen,

Bi^vitch Baiaes,

And

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

Agents. $75

A week. Kxi;lu>iv{.> iiTritorv. Th*
ItopM UlshWashrr. WulicMilUlie
disbus for a raiuilj iooDC inioute.
Wuhes, riDSKd aad drits ihcm

iheTful wives. No scalded
.DOsoitedbandsor clotliiag.
brokeodi^heB.ncunus". Cbi'ap,
arraoted-Circularf
Cltrk Mo. 12,

by P.

fri^o.

& Q.

ColumbHii. O.

ANY

FIT

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

Artistic Slate

TO

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE l«---^^

AND LINKS

Capacity.

Absolutely
Uniform.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, V. B.
R. R., Chicago, 111.

Bases,

Purposes Requiring

All

Slate, plain or finished.
We eell the finest YermoDt Slate, and finish
Dall Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or 9Iarbleized.
Italian. Tennessee, and

In

TermoDt

JUarble.
jllexican unyx

and
Grained Woods.

Ter7 low prices quoted on

THEY ARE

CHICAGO.

IN STOCK.

Prices are too Low.

Others Can't Compete.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric Co.,
39tb St. and Stewart Ave.,

TO

I5O0 AMPERES.
S. P. DOUBLE THROW,
D. P. DOUBLE THROW,
3 P. DOUBLE THROW,
S. P. FUSE CONNECTION,
S. P. D. T FUSE CONNECTION,
D. P. FUSE CONNECTION.
D. P. D. T. FUSE CONNECTION,
3 P. FUSE CONNECTION,
3 P. D. T. FUSE CONNECTION,
TABLET BOARDS,
SWITCHBOARDS.

25

SINGLE POLE,
DOUBLE POLE,
TRIPLE POLE,

A. R.

JENNINGS.

^'^ """""' *^"°"''""'«'

The Independent Electric

ST. LOUIS, MO.

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER

39th

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

GLEASON'S

Enameled Green
Outside,

STANDARD

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

for increasing candle

cent lamps.

Made

in all staple sizes of electric shades.

Always bright

;

cannot tarnish.
18t

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO.
Radial Fluted
17 in.

8 "

"

PEB DOZEN

Flat Spiral Corrugated.

diameter, '2\ in. holder, $ 9.00
"
"
2^4 "
10.00
"
'*
"
12.00

8 in. diameter, 2'4 in. holder, $ 8.00
"
"
2^4 "
10 "
9.00

21-i

Deep Spiral Corrugated,
PERDOZEN

PEBDOZEN
DOZEN
PEB
7 in, diameter,

10 "

'-'

2%

in.

2i£

"

holder, $ 8.00

"

12.00

io

189

MERCER STREET,

=n-^^^ iroi2,K:

^u.^.^o
orncE
WfllOMl^W VrTIWCy
91 Dearborn Street,

F. L.

Johnson,

Manager.

The New "Bergmann" Arc Lamps
For Constant Potential Circuits.

BETTER

than

all others
THKir

BECAUSE

HAVE

No Adjusting Sprine;s and No Escapements
AMD

Not Cet Out

COS18E«tUE»ITIiX

CAN

Adjustment or Flicker or Stick.

of

S^end for Urscriptive Circalar of Direct and Alternating Current Lamps), Blade
Switches, Imported Carbons', £te. Prices greatly reduced on everything.

THE LATEST
No. !SG07
*'Twin" liamp.

IS

OUR NEW "TWIN" LAMP.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT
NEW YORK.

169 A(fams Street, CHICAGO.

S.

BERGMASN,

President.

572

to

CO.,

578 First Ave.,

NEW YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

NEW

F. B.

Bi- Lieut.

our famous "Hand-Book"
Every practicaL dynamo man should have a

latest addition to

MRND-BOOK.

B. Badt.

Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, withont loss of time, exact size
of wire-to be used. This is one of our famous "HandBook" series, and is the standard authority OQ tiiis

.B' LiauT. F. E.

7tt

13S Engravings.

Badt.

Designed for practical men engaged in any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only book of the
kind published.

subject in the English language.

copy.

22G rages.

F

Fourth Edition.

Badt.

BEADT FOK DELIVEEY.
AN ENTIRELY NE'W WORK.

io6 Pages.

97 Illustrations,

43 Illastratlons.

Pases.

PRICE, SI. 00.

PRICE, $1.00.

PRICE, $1.00.

ELEGTR G ^RflNSMISS ON

STREET RAILWAYS.

DYNK7VIO

HAKD-BOOK.
By

Et

Series.

600

Pages.

AND

TERMS AND PHRASES.
J.

Houston,

A.

latest edition of this celebrated
As
distinct definitions.

900 Pages.
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B. J. Arnold, Mem.
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Consu'ting Electrical Engineer,
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Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

E. E.,

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-
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N.

S.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,
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amount of:
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"
"
"
Sulphate
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"
"
"
"
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"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
O.Oa
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31

.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
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Recent Improvements made in the New Amert2an Tnrbine have
eter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
following, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Mass., oq the
man. engineer in charge of experimente, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic
The origlualB of these certificfltes and tests of other sized wheels

Test of a 45 inch Wheel-July

-J

-3

Head.

J

J Whole

J

ij

Gate
::

16.06
16.42
16.78

n.03
16.8d

^^

^

Rev. per Cn. Ft.

Mm.

1

Test Of a 42-inch Wlieel July 14, 1894.

9, 1894.
Horse P'rCent

Head.

per Sec' Power.

119.17
122.00
117.33
111.83
116.67

141.68
127.18
112 60
98.12
82.17

Wbole Gate

79 76
82.58
82.18

205.27
195 19
175 74
149.99
1
8 40

increased the power as per their diamany other turbine, as evideoceil by the
dates named, and signed by A. F. Sicltengineer.
can be seen at our office.

16.33
16.56
16.59
17.13
17.48

79.31
75.62

Rev.per Cu. Ft. Horse
Mia. per Sec. Power. P'rCent
128.00
134.80
129.33

134.18
120.85
104.85
92 76
70.80

12.^.25

121.00

199.56
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.85

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For information and oatalogae write
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Money
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(gconomi^mg of §ucf ant TPttfey
any Steam Plant means simply added earning power, and this we guarantee with our Vacuum Feed Water
Heater and Purifier. We also invite
attention to the Webster Separator and
Williames Vacuum System of Steam
Heating
t^^t

in

C^ialogjies

Electrician

Publishing

Company,
E. O.

McCORMICK.

Pass. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B.

MARTIN,

Oen'l Pass.

& Ticket

Agt.

CHICAGO.

6 Lakeside Building,

CINCINNATI.

of ike above Mailed upon Application.

TTfttren tOtieitv §- Co.,
NO. 4.

(Kantflcn, 53- 3-

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,

By
226 Pages, 140

Illustrations.

T. B,

Flexible Cloth Binding.

5 l-2,\3 inches.

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more po^wer as to diameter "with a
higher pereentage of useful effect thau auy orher
Wotpr-wlieel heretofore made. All sizes, right aod left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected under eystematic tests in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are nneatis factory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powersj will find It lo
their interest to confer with me, as I aui AvilliHg to guar-

BADT.
Size of

Type Page

Price $1.00.

NEW

BOOK, much more complete than the
This is, as the name indicates, a
with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders. Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over .j.OOO of the new.
old one,

antee results ivhere others have failed, no luatter ^vhat

makeof tui'bine has been in use. STATE
ARJ1> SEM> FOB CATA-

RWtiriKKMENTS
i.Ofe;rE.

S.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Electrician Publishing Co.,

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.
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Watertown Engines
Will meet any guaranty in regulation,
economy
efficiency.

Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.
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general

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

Watertown, N.

Y.
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The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

1-20

money on
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in

1800 H.

to
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THE BROWNELL

MANUFACTURED BY

Third Ave. N., Minueapolig.

Watertown Steam EiiKine Co.,
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Rowell & Chase Machinery Co.,
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Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis.

coal.

60

nnits from
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Monainock B16., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Kugioe Co.,
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CO., Dayton,
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ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Send lor new Catalope,
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Antofflatic

BROOKLYN,

Having

McEWEN MFC.

H.
Ecpes,

liotli

Vertical

N. Y.

CO.,

from 12

to

600

L

p.

The enRlne shall not run one revolunilD PIIADAUTCC- tlon

when

slower

when ruuDins empty, and

lully loaded thuo

a reduction of boiler presKOre from
the greatest to tbat necesfary to do the work, will not reduce the
epeed of engine one revolution. Aoy engine failing to meet Ihis
Ruarantee becomeB the property of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.
It is

one

of the

Ulde.. Chicago,

111.; C.

to equip
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COMPLETE
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Black and Gray.

OFFICE:
ST., N. Y
The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14 DKY
THE
Continuous Current
IMPROVED
DOILER.

wiMMMCToylpKi..

ROOTYuVe"

Dynamos and Motors:

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.

THEIR THEORY, DESIGN, AND TESTING.
With Sections on

HIGHEST ECONOMY.

Indicator Diagrams, Properties of Saturated Steam,
Belting Calculations, Etc.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE FOR STUDENTS.
By
Cloth.

frank

p.

cox,

B.S.

871 Pages, ^3 Illnetrations.

Price

1S(3

ABENDROTH & ROOT

OO.

Intended for students, this work gives the theory and design of continuous current dynamos and
motors as understood and practiced in the designing-room, and the methods of testing described are
those of the factory testing-shop. The practical side of the various (luestlons treated is always kept In
view, discuBsioQS having little bearing in this direction being excluded, and the higher branches of
mathematics avoided. The application to the design of armatures, field-m-iEuets and motors of the
principles developed is explained by reference to numerical problems, thus thoroughly impressing them
on the student's mind. Methods of testing a complete machine and of investieating if a characteristica
are given, with dlscaasions on the effect of various changes in design and operation. The steam-engine
being so closely allied to the testing and operation of dynamos and motors, sections on indicator diagrams, steampower calculations, and belting are included. Almost all of the numerous curves in- the
book are derived from actual commercial tests.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. The Absolute System of Measurement.— Chapter II. Electro-Magnetic Induction.—
Chapter III- Clasaitication of Machines and General Principles of the Magnetic Circuit. Chapter IV,
The Dynamo as a Motor. — Chapter V, Calculalions Pertaining to the Magnetic Circuit —Chapter VI.
Theory of Windings, Losses, etc —Chapter Vlf. The Dynamo Considered as a Motor.— Chapter VIII.
Design of Armaturea.-Chapter IX. Design of field-magnets.- Chapter X. Design of Motors.— Chapter
XI. Dynamo and Motor Testlng.-Chapter XII. Efficiency Teste.— Chapter XIH.— Indicator Diagrame.
—Chapter XIV. Steam-Engine Calculations.— Appendix I. Tests of Iron. Appendix II. Ampere Turntables. Appendix III. Determination of Sizes of Wire for Armatures and Field Coils.- Appendix
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TeleplioDe Hand-Book.
By HE1RBEXR.T LAWS WEBB.

138 Illustrations.

Hand-book

Cloti.

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK,

30
ductor.

AND

3S.

Price, Postage' Free, $1.00.

Size.

48

the D'Arsonval receiver a curved permanent magnet is used, one pole of which terminates

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

appeaj-ed on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and accordinc
to the rules of the Patent OfHce no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaiigh claim was valid or not
This was finally decided aj;-ainst Drawbaugh, as
It
was proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was throAvn out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

In

FIGS. 27

D'AHSONVAL RECEIVER.

in A soft iron polepiece thU s( i\i s
coii, and the other in an uon box

<is

coi> of tlie
c\linder, that

ilit

oi

BERLINER'S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.

FIG. 44.

V

spring,
ers,
STRIP,
SCREW

FIG. 45.

BERLINER CAR-

BON TRANSMITTER.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
uiidulations similar in form to sound wa\es by caus-

mercadiee's ei-telephone. T T receivmagnet, E nut, R steel
A
clamping R TO F, d d' METAL
COLLAR CLAMPING FtO RECEIVER CASE,
// TERMINALS OF COIL a CONNECTING
SCREW, C' SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOE EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles are magneticall}- insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part of which the diaphragm is

FIG. 29.
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Chapter 11; The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. — Chapter 12; The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottoher Receivers. — Chapter
13; Carbon Transmitters. — Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.— Chapter 15; The Long-distance Transmitter. — Chapter 16; The Solid-back Transmitter.
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Co,
Chicago

Wm. D.
Bryan, Wm. H.

Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

Interior Condui'

S.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Ball,

Ins.

Dutcber Co.. J. A. & P.
Clot'hM. ^.ItfCirii*.
Seif-Winding Clock Co.

&

Washington Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Globes

Porcelain.
Empire Ohina Works.

Rheostats.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttaUCo.. R. D.

Electric Co.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chaa.
Arnold. B.J.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred P.

New York

Ins. Co.

Porter A Buerdorf.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
~Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart & Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Brownlee & Co.
Morris. Tasker A Co.
"NuttallCo., R. D.

Huebel

&

Palmer Bros.

cal Kngineers.

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Cushing & Morse.

Conduits

Smith-

Vaile Co

Electric

Sheet and Bar,

Copper,

Castings.
i

A

Wires),

sulated

(See In-

Carbons, foifts ^Plates.

Simplex Electrical Co.,The,

S.

Central
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
CablesCSee Insulated Wires.)

Western Electric Co.

Halske Elec. Co.

United Electric Improve-

Battery

Elec*riclan Publishing Co.
ix,xlv,xvi,xvil. xviii, six

S.

si

Scientific Machinist

Stilwell-Bierce

Electric-Power Storage Co.xiii

Freeman,

W

vi

SupplyCo

Empire China Works.
ErieCitylron Wks

is

Standard Paint Co

.

&

Construction

Electric Storage
Co., The

A. ssii

.
.

Co

Electric Appliance
Electric

S.

J.

Co

Royal Electric

Smith,
i

Mfg, Co.

svii

Roebling'sSonsCo.,

si

.

Co

Elec. Mfg.

P

Co.. E.

Shultz Belting

Directory, Principal

Eddy

A

Partridge Carbon Co.
Wirt. Chas.

Cables, Klcctric.

Samson Cordage Wks

Co

facturing

six

.

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Buerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

Alarms.
B areolarElectric
Co.

Hugo

RuBhmore,

& Manu

Cutter Electrical

Roberts

.

sv

Porter

xu

si

Buerdorf

Consolidated Elec. Stor. Co. xi

ConsolidatedEngr.CcThe.xvii
Industrial Sciences

.

-

Anderson, Albert & J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Porter

Bruslien.

i

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter EleciTical & Mfg. Co.
Electric Apvliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hayden-Bpoker Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.

Palmer Bros.

Klet^trical.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.xix
~
Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co

—

,

New York & Ohio Co
NuttallCo., R. D

Pole«.

Jennings, A. R.

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

sv

Insulated Wire

New York

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd

Platinum.
Baker & Co.

tiienerai iciec. suppliesAnderson, Albert &, J, M.
Bernard Co., The E. Q.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.

Hubley Mfg. Co.
Inierior Conduit

Standard Paint Co.

Pbosphor Bronze.

Grant, Geo. B,
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Cnt-Outs and m^vitches.

S.

Garlock Packing Co.

Paints.

Electric.

CJear^.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub ey Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.

W.

Packing,

American Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Brownlee A Co.

Dynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C & C Electric Co.

Beltins.

i

4iias liifi;liting.

and

Buerdorf.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

M.

J.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Wallace Electric Go.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

sii

Natloral Tel. Mfg. Co

x¥

H

J.

sv

&

&

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Western Electric Co.

tirapbiie t!^pecial1ies.
& Ins. Co.
Dixon Crucinle Co., Jos.
Jennings, A. R.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Little. F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Hard Rnbber Goorts.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel & Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander & Co., W. R.

.xviii

National India Rubber Co.

.

Buckeye Electric Co

.

.

Brackets.
Anderson, Albert

Porter

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Worts.

Fuse "Wire.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okoniie Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Cnril»tc«*.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Cross- Arms, Pins

'

Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized. Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.

Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit

Bells.

ix

Metropolitan. Electric Co.

Law Battery Co.

Hill,

'Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

si

^'ational Conduit Mfg.Co.
National Electric Co

xxii

Wm. H

Miamisburg Electric Co.

xii
i

Muncie Elec Mfg. Co
Munsell & Co., Eugene.

& Co.. The

Brush Electric Co

ss

.

F

Moore, Alfred

1

& Co

H... six

J.

Miamisburg Electric Co..
Morris, Tasker

The

Co.,

Electrical

SupplyCo....

S.

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliancc Co.
Eluctric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hasckc A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclancbe Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

xiii

xviii

Metropolitan Electric Co.

'^^''^

-

Co,

W.
Batteries and Jars-

xiii

James

P.,

&

McEwenMfg.

Electric

Bryant Electric Co

S.

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore. S. W:
Washington E;ectrlc Co.
Westingnouse El. & Mfg. Co.
Arc Ijigbt * ord.
Sam-son Cordage Wks.
Ai-noHtiire Wiudrra.
RushT-ore,

Mather Electric Co

G

&

Co.,

F.

Const.

xxli

^

Bunnell

&

Little.

2cix

Bryan.

vii

.

Leclancbe Battery Co., The.

Bradley JtCo

Brownlee

s

A.&Co
.

W

I

TU

La Roche Electric Wks.
..Law Battery Co

^cviii

Bradburs'-Stone
Storage Co

&

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Co.,

W

Kartavert Mfg. Co

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Brownell

,

sv

i

Tii

Bolgiano Mfg.Co

Bristol Co.,

sv

Co. xli

Ins.

R

*

Bishop Guttapercha Co....

J.

A

Johns Manufacturing

Bemstein Electric Co

BrUlCo.,

..

'

Bernard, The E. G. Co

BlissCc.E.

ssil

—

Butler Hard Rubber Coi
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. ilfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co The,
La Rocne Electric Wks.

La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

Fibre.

,

C A C

Gregory, Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit &, Ins. Co.

Goubeii Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

COppT.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.

Arc Ijamps.
.

is

Engraving Co

Ball,

Big Four Route

.

W

S.

Siemens & Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec Ay-Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Copp**r Wires.
American Electrical Works.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

.

Independent Electric Co..

^

Electrical

M fg. Co

Huebel & Manger

1

Baker&Co

Elec.

Hubley Mfg. Co

*^

Arnold. B.J

i

i

- - .

G

Armstrong, Chas.

Jt

W.

viii

i^i*

S

N'.

Anderson. Albert

Babcock

si

^*

Fro^t Company... xii

»S.

Annu

xiii

a«itos Electric Co-

Amsluu,

Buerdotf.
D V ia iui*B.
Central Electric Co.
I'hlcago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander &C0., W. R.
Porter

Works

Ames A

s

S.

Feed IT ater Heaters.

Co.. E. P.J

Ru^hmore,

Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Kiectric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery CoHaacbL' iV Creelman.

.

turlngCo

&

Roberts

LIST.

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

A Co

Harri on, W. P.

American Eleclric.Co

Amencan

ix

xvli

Co

Allen Hassey

ephone Co

Mfg.Co.xix

A Root

CUSSIFIED
Acpnmalators.

Harrison International Tel-

ALPHABETICAL LIST.
AbcLdroiti

Electric Co.
Col burn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddv Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheels
Leffel &Co .Jas.
Smith,

S.

Morgan.

^Vindlasses.
Whitehead,

S,

E.

Wire, Bare.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
Nuttall Co., R. D,
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
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If
If

If
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Buy SIMPLEX

will

will
will
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wear through a tree without impairing the insulation
stand up under all condi.ions
outlast any other on the market

T. Z. R. Weatherproof,

is

it

cheapest

in

the end.

CAOUTCHOUC.
SIMPLEX BRAIDED
—
Write

Highest excellence, uniform in quality the ideal rubber-covered wire for concealed work.
Prompt shipments from Chicago stock. No intermediate profits to be taken into consideration.

for prices.

We

SIMPLEX ELECTRICAL

Quote Factory Prices.

CO.,

western

office.

1137-1138 Honadnock, Chicago.

OUR SPECIALTIES.
HABIRSHAW WIRES AND CABLES.
The Highest Grade

Rubber

of

ELECTRIC CONSTR.

&

BRILLIAK INCANDESCENT LAMP.
Gives Best Return for Current Used.

Insulation.

SUPPLY CO.'S

WIRT PATENT DYNAMO BRUSH.

ARC LAMPS FOR ALL CIRCUITS.

Prevents Sparking and Cutting of Commutators.

"The Best Lamp on Earth."

W. W. LICHTNIN6 ARRESTER,
ROBINSON PA TENT TRO LLEY WHEEL,

HOPE STANDARD ARC CUT-OUTS.
Approved by every Board

Thoroughly Protects Apparatus.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING MATERIAL.

of Fire Underwriters.

ELECTRIC RAILWAY SUPPLIES.
SHIELD BRAND MOISTUREPROOF WIRE,
Good Goods.

Low

Prices.

ELECTRICAL HOUSE GOODS.

Pre mpt Shipments.

WALLACE ELECTRIC

Write

for

What You Want.

CO,, 307 Diaibom

strut,

CHICAGO.
p. A.

ESTEP.
PresidsQt and Treasurer.

R. D.

NOTTALL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa.

MAKUFACTCEEBS OP

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.
54'«4ii*«*^<«« « *

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOl)
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The liH>gest and most prosperous street railway companies in the
country are using oar supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MAYER, 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department,
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Bales Department.
STANDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Ohlcaj^o, III., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louis, Mo S. W. States Sales Department,
OHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
,

^^

K.

McQINLEY,
Vice-President.

F. S.

MARTIN,
Superintendent of Worts.
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^'

29,

'
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In our

Railway

Department

^

you can find

a

score of good things that

are willing to guarantee the best in the
ket.

That may read a

we

^
y
4

mar-

old-fashioned,

little

but the goods themselves are blessed with
the latest wrinkles that smart inventors have
Are we coming to double trolleys?

racked out of their teeming brains.

those devices which do the

has been, and

will be, to select

work

simplest manner with the least amount of

in

the

The aim

mechanism.

QUALITY

considered paramount to price, but the

is

prices are utterly devoid of fancy

being hard-pan as

frills

we know how

and come as near

them and

to figure

still

maintain friendly relations with our landlord.

We know

we

that

can satisfy the most

buyer; the era of flim-flam
pily for

all

ship out,

them

in

finical

the electrical business has, hap-

goods that we

concerned, reached a low ebb; the

from whatever department, must be

or you get your

and exacting

as

we

represent

money back without

argument.

What we want
will

be

filled

exactly as

is

orders

specified

and they

and shipped with

gratifying promptness.

HAVE YOU RECEIVED ONE OF OUR HOUSE GOODS SPECIAL LIST?

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
BRANCHES:

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios
Arc Lamps, Washington Carbons, Carpen=
ter Enamel Rheostats.

Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City; Gate City Electric Co.
St. Louis;

^
^P

^<

^^Y
>jiVl

^

Central Electric

^ 4* 4* 4i 44 4w%^^*r
^^5»Se;^C*S^^llt(SlL

'^•'"'^S

Adams

Chicago:

Company,

Street,
111.

i^Jr^y

pffS^^J^^^B^^

JIgo

^
"^

ffm^^^4*4* 4^ 4* 4*^
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STANDARD WARD" LAMPS
For Direct Current, 110 Volts,

TENDOLLARSEACH
With Globe and Resistance $2.00 Extra.
There are more lamps of the above type ia use in th9 United States on Incandescent
than all other makes combined.

Send

I

Your Orders Quickly!

in
We

Circuits,

have a complete

line of

Lamps

for

Alternating Circuits,
Series Arc Circuits,
Direct Current, plain and ornamental
and street Railway Circuits,
AT FAIR PRICED.

STRONGEST, SIMPLEST,
MOST DURABLE,
EASIEST TO MAINTAIN.

We

Kmsirs
manufacture

all

kinds of

a

.-.rS*

Focusing Lamps,

Search Lamps, Theatrical Lamps, Stereopticon

Lamps

and Special Lamps of any description.
If you want
in the line of Arc

ANYTHING

Lamps,

U

write us before purchasing elsewhere.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established
18S1.

Wallace Electric

18

CORTLANDT

Co.,

ST.,

i

SUPPLY

CO.,

NEW YORK.

Agents, 307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

\

September

29,
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Tur rnny PATENT SELF-1.0CKING

MOULDED
Tree

r

..

WINDLASS
For Raising and
Lowering Arc Lamps-

MICA

Insulator.
Protect on.

Perfect

##

TEEE INSnLiTOBS, WEATHERPKOOF SOCKETS,

Before buying it will well repay your time to inEddy Wicdlass. We challenge the
world for its equal. A mechanical perfecticn. No
complicated parts.
Made of practically three castings.
Will last a lifetime.
Remember that it cannot be left unlocked, and that the crank is the only
key that will unlock it. Cannot be tampered with.
It is sleet-proof.
Always ready to operate quickly.
vestigate the

ETC.,

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS
Are the recogoized standard for strength, durability and superior insulating

qaalitiee.

Hangers. Pnll-offs. Bracket Arm Insnlators. Strain Insulators. Pole
Insulators. Insalated €rossing:s. Frogs. Rail Bonds, Ktr., Ktc.

Send

VUl^GABESTOlff Heat aii Moistapof
H. W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,
New York,

Philadelphia.

Boston.

34U Randolph

Street,

for descriptive circular.

Iisnlation,

S. E.

WHITEHEAD,

Cieneral

CHICAGO.

Agent

for the V.

t^.,

CARTHAGE, MO.

WINDLASS UNLOCKED.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

all

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS

Will show you a

43^0 PRICES.

SERIES
LAMPS
OUR
COMPARATIVE
POWER
SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in

BERNSTEIN ELEGTBIC COMPANY,

620

Atlantic Ave.. Boston,

We Want Western

U ROCHE
MANDFAGTDRED

IN SIZES

CONSUMED.

Mass.

Business.

iLTERNATORS.

FROM

25 to 5,000 Lights,
SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE.

Direct Connected

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DISTRICT OFFICES:

Dynamos.

Xew York,
Boston,
Knoxville,
Cincinnati,

Direct Current Generators.
l,O0O

HOOD

&

OSBURN, 239 La
CXO.A.GI-^.

liigltt

Salle Street,

San Francisco,
Chicago,
St. Lionis,

Pittsbnrg,

Mobile.

Alternator.

OWEN

FORD, RIalto Bulidine,

WESTERN

& C

C

The

ELECTRICIAN.
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Company

Electric

CZ3F^

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Connplete Plants for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

NEW

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

YORK.

1020 and lOltl Mrnadnopk Bnlldin?. BOt^TON. 6S Oliver
Tm\Kfii ni.'i.'wi^i.'a.
lfKAni,u
"**!*'*'»-;5 CHICAGO.
ciiKVELAKD. Cuyahoga Buildins. PHILADJKI/HIA, 633 Arch St.

A GREAT REDUCTION

R. of N. J.

St.

Alternating Current Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.

OUT

We

OXTXt.

claim better distribution of light than any other

alternating

means

for

of

lamp

in

We

the market.

accomplish this by

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

We claim that we
other alternating lamp

can obtain
in

more economy than any
We do this by means

the market.

SPENCER ECONOMY COIL.
We will beat the market for prices on

Standard of Simplicity
and Durability.

Slow Speed and

of the

Close Eegulatlon.

Helios carbons

this fall.

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

for

Street

and Commercial

Illumination,

Incandescent

Helios Electric Co.,
1310

Filbert St.,

^.(A-,

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence Solicited.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

PHILADELPHIA, Pt.

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR,
Cells

Central

to o,000 atnp. houra
Capacity,

from lO

Station

and Traction

Cells

a

Specialty.

BAHERIES FOR ISOUTED LIGHTING AND

POWER PLANTS.

r"
Catalogue gives

FACTS and FIGURES,

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Building.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JOHN

R,

MARKLE,

iirlgr.

Office,

Manhattan Bldg..

Wesicrii Department,

1409-1410
ChlcBKo,

III.

CO.,

September
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ROYAL ELECTRIC

CO., PEORIA, ILL

-is^Aivn

CDF^-

ALTERNATING System now on

The Most Reliable

the Market.

OXJU. .A.TiM'FJEma^.A.TOH.
NO COLLECTING RINGS.
step
TRANSFORMERS

NO COMMUTATOR.

Down TRANSFORMERS.

aoy desired Voltage.

for

NO REVOLVING FIELD OR ARMATURE

Arc Light

Step

COILS.

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS.

Direct Current Generators and Motors.

CORH-BSFOUDBIICS SOLICITED.
STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo., The Harrison
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

PATRICK EQAN,

Prest.

J.

HANFORD,

Gen'l Mgr.

International Telephone Co.

Goatecook, P, Q-

III.

H.

Sec'y.

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

Electric

Car - Heating.
Regulating Swilch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

OF HEAT.

AGENTSTERRITORIES

Harrison Iiternatioial TelepioDe.

We

either sell onr telephones outriffht or lease them for a term

NOW

of years.

BEING

This company owns Letters Patent No. 176,200,
eranted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435.295, granted to William Hutson Ford
August 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in ihe
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

In Practical Operation in aiore
Than SS licailtng Cities In
U. S. and Canada.

The

Motor and its Applications.

Electric
By

T. C.

martin and JOSEPH WETZLER,

With an Appendix by

Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book

down

313 Large Quarto Pages, 333 Illustrations,

Cloth.

pany

Commerce

BIdg., Chicago.

Manufacturers of the

Price, $3,00.

Mnncie

Magnet

DYNAMOS.
1 to 50 Horse Po^tver Slotors.
18 to 700 liiffhts' Capacity Dynamos.

CONTENTS.
Elementary Considerations —Chapter II. Early Motors and Experiments in Europe.
—Chapter III. Early Motors and Eiperiments in .\m6rica.— Chapter iV. Ihe Electrical Transmission
of Power,— Chapter V. The Modern Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.— Chapter VI. The
Modern Electric Railway and Street-car Line in America. Chapter V'll. The use of Sforase Batteries
with Electric Motors for Street Railways. —Chapter YIII. The Industrial .Application of Electric Motors in
Europe. — Chapter IX. The Industrial Application of Electric Motors in America.— Charter X Electric
Motors in Marine and Aerial Navigation.— Chapter XI. Telpherage. — Chapters XII, XIII. Latest
American Motors and Motor Systems — Chapter XIV. Latest European Motors and motor Systems.
Chapter XV, Alternating Current Motors.- Chapter XVI. Thermo-magnetic Motors.-Appendix The
development of the Electric Motors since 1888.
Send promptly on receipt of price.
I.

AGENTS:

—

CHICAGO.

Steel

MOTORS and

directions Instructively followed.

6 Lakeside Building,

of

to date.

tail—and the different applications are similarly fnlly treated. Many of the illustrations are full page,
and the details of conBtrnctloo. particularly of armatures, are fully illustrated The treatment is simple, clear, and concise, and little malhemHtlos is imployed, the work being ee^entlally of a practical and
larjrely of a descrlpti\e character.
The oection on alternating motors resumes In a simple mauuer
without mathematical formulii'. the principles upon which they are based, and that on thermo-magtetic
motors treats this interesting class in greater detail than can be found in any other publication. An Interesting feature is the historical method of treatment, by means of which the different steps ia the
advance of theories and de.4gn can be clearly traced, and ttie varying results of explorations in many

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Chamber

MUNGIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY.

The wealth of information contaioed in the three hnudred and odd large double-column pages of
thla important work is ecinalled in few special technical treatises, even those of a professedly exhaostive
character. Jlore than one hundred different motors are described aLd illustrated— many In great de-

Chapter

at their offices,

Offices,

Osburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
H. Major & Co., PhiladelphiaColumbian Engineering Co., Louisville. Ky.
Farniture City Electric Co., Grand Rapids, Mich,
F.

t^END

FOB CATAIiOUUE.

&

F. Electric Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Agents Wanted.

Muncie, ind.

HUBLEY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
yfjQLLQI
I

WHEtLS

nULLtl rlAnrw

10,000 mile record — Still

Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a

Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel.

Q^|^|{|^|]§ For Dynamos and Motors.

We guarantee

20 per

Light, strong,
ceiit.

more

life

new

design.

running.

Cheapest and best on the market.

than any anti-friction metal offered for

sale.

Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-OfTs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC .LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets, all o£ our design and patents. Bare, Weatherproof and Mapnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
Black and White Tape, Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Itailway Installations.

SAVE MONEY.
ASK FOR NEW CATALOGUE.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO.,

Lancastar, Pa,

WESTERN

September 29 1894

ELECTRICIAN.

WIRT INDICATORS.

WIRE

LAMPS

SHADES

For Switchboard Work.
Volts np to 3.000.
Accurate, Reliable, XTnchangeable, Handsome.

Direct and Alternating.

SOCKETS

Amperes np

l>iTect Beading.

CUT-OUTS

LAMP CORD

to 1,000.

Write for quotations to your dealer, or to

CHARLES WIRT,

REFLECTORS

56

Fifth

PLATINUM

WIRE GUARDS

For

TRANSFORMERS
RECEPTACLES

— Sl.OO.

CARBONS

CORRECTED HOURLY.

NO WINDING.

MOTORS
TOOLS

SELF-WIPIE CLOCK

PINS

a6

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Madison

Clocks Sold.

^^Oci<

WHITE OAK PINS.
,

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

receiver. Send for teslimonial circulars, price list, etc.

BRADLEY &

castinge made. The wrought iron
castings are very de&irable for electrical purposes.

The strongest

CO.,

13 Stone Street,
Boeliester, N. V.

7, ». 11,

&

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
JIIIyWAtJKEE, WIS.

KARTAVERT.
HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS, RODS, AND TUBINGFor Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANDFAOXUKED BY

THE KiRTAYERT MFG.

Prices,

a Snccess,

Every TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have fjot the
only device that -will do the required work and not infringe In any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Oar device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weiaht of

pay you to get our prices
Detroit, Mich.
BROWMEE & CO.

|

Clocks Rented.

S«., Clii

Mm km km

It will

CO.,

HEV^ YORK:.

Broa.d.-BV-a.3r,

Send for Samples and

OCTACOKAL PINE POLES,
NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,

A.

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

The Only Clocks Used in the W. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

FIXTURES

'•«*«

Purposes.

BAKER &

'Ci3l'"^'M^___

RHEOSTATS

FL,BCTiaCAl. SirPPLlES,

all

Scrap and Native Platinum Purcbaaea,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

For the

INSULATORS

J.

Avenue, CHICAGO.

For Arc Liebt and Trolley. Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON,

IMASS.

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (lurnish'ng
everything from the telephone to the wire and polet)Private lines, Factory j,>nls,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

CO.,

S39, 540 and 541 Dlonadnork BIk.. Chicago,

CO., Wilmington, Del.

III

£:8a?.A.:BJ_iXS:^£I13 X873.
SOI.I: MANVFACTrREBS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wiuiisieTONlDEi.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red, Black

and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating: Material of the World.

14

OFFICE:

DBY ST.,

ST.

Y

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AXa,x].'u.factux>ex>)9,

Grimsliaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Yulca Bushings,
M4IN OFFICE
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

Vulca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Construction.
'S'orls. IziS'u.lA.tecl T^Tlx-e C3oxxi.x>a.ax3r,

all sizes,

BRiNCHir=!-

:

New York.

'

CHICAGO:

HART FLUSH SWITCHES,
S and 10 Ampere Single Pole.

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

10

SAN FRANCISCO:

BOSTON:

)TS-82 Franklin Street.

134 CongreBS Street.

102

Sacramento Street.

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for Lamp

The

and ]|Ieter measurement on

Alternating Onrrents

are

now

ready for the market.
Seud for our 1894 Catalflgue which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

The Only Snap

Switch, that has

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For Sale by All Supply Housea.

Whitney Electrical
Instrnment Co.,
P£NACOOK, N-H.
Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbroobe, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS
HENRY

The Hart

& liegeman

KELLOGG,

F.

General Selling Agent.

Baliimore, Md.; The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Maea.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New Eneland): W. B. Southgate &
Co., 14(3 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appliance Go.
O.nolnnatl, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S. John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: Oahfornia Electrical Wor^S.
Toronto, Ont Toronto Electrical Works.
:

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

:

:

:

St.

Louis, Mo.; St. Loais, Electrical Supply Co.
Rock, Ark. The Brown Elec. & Maoh' ry Co.

Little

;

September
EcQXSE F.

WESTERN

29, 1894
W.

Phillips, Prest.

A.

Hatha WiX,

W. H. Sawttb,

Trea*.

R.

Are Necessary

for

All-around
Station EcoDomy,

WORKS, COOL HEAOED ARMATURES

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL
PROVIDENCE,

ELECTRICIAN.

Seo'y.

I.

ailLWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE
ELECTRIC LIGHT LIXE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

The above cut Is o( a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new opeu-head apiral Byetem. All colls alike,
perfect balance, handsome appeararce- Write for prices on
CEIVTR4I4
large Commutators, Searcli Lamps and Station Dynamos.

WIRES.

NEW YOKK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,"10 Cortlondt Street.
MONTREAL BRAN'CH, Eugeae F. Phillips' Electrical

HEAVY

UEPAIKH;

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Works

S.

THE

W. RUSHMORE,
In

STATIOM

'26

a Letter from the Inspector

Liberty St.,

of the
'-

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.
For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables withCmrk's

lizes of Stranded

The Rubber need

A Thoroughly Reli-

every respect/'

our Wires and Cables (s eswill not deteriorate, oxiflexible in extreme cold

and

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Inaulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
ground or Snbmarioe, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first clase Insulated Wire.
We ehal! be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terras an'l
Discounts for Quantitiee,

.

The Clark Wire has been before the pnblic and in nee for
and has met with univerBal favor.

the pnst nine years,

Thotieande of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nee thronghont the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, because
it always gives perfect satibfactlon.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61

Western Aflents,
Henrt
CO.,

a.

and 63 Hampshire

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Herbert H, Eustib,

Claek,

Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Chicago,

Boston Fire Under

dize or crack, and will remain

InPu!ation.

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

in insulating

pecially chemically prepared,

in

NEW YORK.

Freet.

and Electrician

Send for Gatalosne.

III.

THE
m.^'^tofsm
ConsoMatBil Electric Storage Coipani,

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

-<Ji^lANUS.CONU,

mCtiff^

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

ManafacturvB of

POCEET EDITION OF

And

HINTS TO ENGINEERS

Pubhsh-d by

The CorreRpondeDce School of Technology,
For the Western

BINDERS

Operating, small electric
light plants.
31 pages of
print, 2

kinds of

CELLS,

Dealers in

Everything in

tlie

Battery Line.

plates.

2140 DeKalb

Price lO Cents.
Brainard Block, Cleveland, O.

M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manag«r,

Electrician

$1.00

Electrician Publishing Co.,

.Oljakr side Bids.,

pages of

all

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

ChicBso.

-

I82I.

MORRIS, TASKER

&

1888.

CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

'/i^zirSDZ

a

WIRE.
COPPER
IDEAL" INSULATED
New
BAgS_^«^

York Board

Approved by the

The ODly Anthorized FIBRE

COVERED WIRE

for INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TOBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

by long ase, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finislied in the following Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and While Fireproof.

It will not Deteriorate

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all

inside wiring,

authorities

show

tiie fact that recent insulation tests
stands very high.

from

that

it

made

by reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY^
Factory,

Cblcago .Agents.

EIiEGTBIC APPLIANCE CO,

New York

Olftce,

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street,

.U.WTUCKBT. B.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

September

Steam-FeedWaterPurifler.
Removes all Impurities.

ELECTRIC SUPPLIES.
Gambination
and

IF

1894

29,

scale

Entirely prevents

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STMELL&BlERCEMFG.Ca,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ELECTRICITY

Electric
Fixtures.

YOU GIVE US ONE TRIAL— WE ARE SURE OF THE SECOND.

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

Coaraea in other trades,
includlDg ihorough instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating anbject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton. Pa.
all

10
169

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO,

FOR SALE.
E.

GREGORY

47-49 Wcrcfferson

St.,

STUDY ELECTRICITY

ILL.

AT HOME

Thorongh InHtructlon, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Diolomaa awarded. Catalogue free. Wf ientlflc Machinist Co., 90-91 Atrwater Bldg., CieTeIand,0.

By our correspondence method.

WANTED.

QRCEiAi"]:^^

Fall Stock too Larp to Specify.
SEND FOK BAKOAIN LIST.

CHAS.

&%-vxvx\\\v\\\\x^xx\\\\\\vx\x\v\vwv^%x\\\\T

Position wanted as superintendent or electrician of electric light plant.
Have had
technical training and five years' experience
in construction and station work.
Good
"AMERICAN,"
Address
references.

i

CO.,

P.O. Bos

Chicago.

545,

Kenosha, Wis.

ri-,

POSITION WANTED.
On

For Sale, Cheap,
Two

so-light

Western Electric Arc, ten ampere,

Dynamos

2,(100 C. P.

One

'iO-light

2,000

C

P.

to

Western Electric Arc, ten ampere,
Electric Arc Lamps.

A

Address
T..
Care Westebn Eleoteioian,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago

Will be sold cheap.

Miamisburg

salt:.

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

WANTED.
First-class Corliss engineer and ThomsonHouston dynamo man to take charge cf engine.
Arc dynamo and alternating incan-

descent system.
Address

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

Dynamo.

50 H, P. 500 Volt Constant Potential Bi-

A

polar Generator.
All built by the National Electric Mfg. Co.
One 1,000 Light S'atfery Alternator with Ex-

I

Batteries Guaranteed.

Send

POSITION WANTED.

for Catalogue.

As electrical engineer, by graduate of Columbia
College Electrical

and Instrnments.

BAir CI-AIRE,

^he

s

'^Qubcrt eManulae taring Go-

r

WIS

ASSIGNEE'S SALE
Ansosii ElEclric Company

kmiii,

Notice is hereby given that the undersigned a'lsignei will receive b!dj in writing:
1.
For all the bills and accounts receivable owing to the Ansonia Electtic Company, insolvent, at the time of assigoment
and now unpaid, contracted in Chicago or
with the Chicago office or branch of said insolvent.
2.
All bills and accotiriis receivable contracted with the under?ifned assignee and

noon, September 27, A. D. iSg4. at the office of the undersigned, 1514 Ashland Block,
List of the accounts may
Chicago, Illinois.
be found and examined at the above address
or will be sent on appUca'.ion. Sale to be
approved by the County Court of Cook
County.

B.

WALLER,
Assignee.

Dated Chicago, September

17, 189i.

will pfiy

r

LUNDELL
AND

Iron

Slow Speed,

Clad,

to

Dynamos

directly connected

any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell

Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

&

Conduit

6

Lakeside Building, Chicago.

Will be received by the

City of Jackson,

Tenn.,

until
I2
o'clock noon,
October
1894, for furnishing, operating and mainforty
taining
double arc
2,000 candle

St.,

power

electric lamps on the streets of said
with the privilege of 50 at the same
price per light, ior a term of five years.
An
exclusive franchise will also be granted for
all arc and incandescent lighting for both
city,

commercial and domestic use for a term of
five years.
For specifications, etc., apply to

SAM

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

Western Elegtrician,

2,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell

dated:

SEALED PROPOSALS

MOTORS.

Direct Current,

]5c each for clean copies of the

1893. Vol. xiii, No. 9.
1893, V..1. xiii, No. 15.
November ^, 1893, Vol. liii, No. 19.
May^26 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 21.
May 19, 1894, Vo'. xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 6.
March 10, 1894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14

l^kifeGhurelilt'^'^-^ortiandt-eyVcwYork-

DYNAMOS

-

August 26,
Ociober 7,

R

now unpaid
All the balance of the personal prop3.
erty (excepting boDks of account) belonging
to the estate of the insolvent and in the possession of said a^s'gnee.
Bids will be received until 12 o'clock

JAMES

We

WESTEBN ELECTRICIAN

r

e:

Thor

wantedT"

R

r

School.

in theory

trical science.

1/

OF THE

Engmeenng

and practice of the elecExperience in designing dynamo
electrical machinery and inetalUng plants.
Address A. S.,
Care Western Electeigian,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

ough training

National Electric Co.,

Incandescent,

Care Western Electeigian,
6 Lakeside Buildin?, Chicago.

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper. One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Sttlammoniac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

Dynamo.

references.

Address H. C. I*.,
Care Wes^tebn Electeigian,

.

Dynamos

Good

high wages.

the best Dry Battery ever made. Internal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work. Will
hold its first value over long periods of time
Internal reaistaoce small; high and constant, E, M. F.
Will not run down or die on the Fhelf
No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

150 Light Direct Current Constant Poten-

citer

Electric Co.,

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed

which are good reliable machines, and never been
used, at about one-half their original selling price,
because they are not of the latest manufacture:
One 300 Light Direct Current Constant Poten-

tial

WANTED

electric light aud power company or isolated
plant, by young electrician with four years' experience at in and outside construction and station
work. Steady work with chance to rise Instead of

Miamisburg', O.

NEW DYNAMOS
are offering for sale the following

SITUATION
With

]UANIST££, 3IICS.

tial

Free,

Chicago.

For particulars address

FOR

Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. R. FABEN, Receiver,

One

to take charge of a small arc or
isolated plant. Six years of practical experience.
C^apable of winding and repairing armatures and
keep arc lamps and transformers in good order.
Familiar with engioee.

any address on receipt
of price, postage

Electrician

Five hundred light transformer capacity.
One 100 H. P. Rus-ell Automatic Cut-ofE Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenis Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 125 H. P Steam Boiler.
One 100 U. P. Steam Boiler.
Two Iron Stacks.
All of the above machinery is as good aa new.

One

By young man

subjects sent

Dynamo.

Ooe hnndced Western

We

electrical

N. Y.

C.

LANCASTER,
City Engineer,

September

29.

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER
WHEEL.
—
Cylinder or Register Gate Close Regulation and High
ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
of ELECTRIC COMPAXIES ia called to this
aa particularly adapted to their use, on account oE its

The attention

WHEEli

Effi-

CELEBRATEU "WATKK

remarkably steady mot Jon,
its diameter, being double
of the leading electric comwithout aa equal, producing the

high speed aud great efticieney and larse eapacity for

power ol most wheels ot the same diameter. It is used by a
panies with ^reat satisfaction. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of useful effect guaranteed*
the

SEXn FOR CATALOGVSS

number
is

AIXO PAKTICVMjAMS.

The accompanying engraving represents a siogle lO-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal ehalt
develop 3i) H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end

to
to

disconnect pulley,
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

The

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

TO TEI.EPHONE COMPANIES:
Kindly bear in mind that the cell which gives an ample and uniform current from first to last, causes the fewest intenupand requires the fewest renewals in a ^tven time, is, beyond doubt, the best for telephone work; and that such
the Law Double Cylinder Cell.

tions,
is

TO BELL-HANGERS:
Do

not overlook the fact that if you do good work you will acquire a reputation that will eventually bring you in more money
if the contrary were the case, and in order to do good work that the Law Double Cylinder Cell is the cell for you to use.

than

TO RAILROAD ELECTRICIANS:
We

would suggest

men
Various other

N. B.

for

Law

its

inasmuch as the Law Double Cylinder Cell is acquiring an envious reputation amongst railroad
and durability, it would be well worth your while to give it at least a trial.

that,

efficiency

Cells, Zincs, Sal

Ammoniac, Carbons,

etc.

— We own the patents covering the Double Cylinder Cell and are the only ones having the right to manufacture

LAW BATTERY COMPANY, 85
Embodies

Beware of Infringing ar using Infringing Instruments.

By

£. A. ]»IEKRILIi,
176 Pages.

Pv-icey

prepaid, $1.60.

Palmer House, Chicago,

III.

contemplating the erection of an electric light
plant can afford to be

WITHOUT

IT.

Electrician PablisbingGoinpaiiy,
6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

good for return passage within twenty days
from date of sale, will be sold on September
II and 25 and October g, 1894.
For further information apply at Ticket
Office,

207 Clark Street, Chicago.

new

feature

tliat

new

HA5CHKE & CREELMAN,
Storage Battery Manufacturers,
2i>*iH w. KandolphSt..
CHICAGO.
Agents wanted

LakeYlew, WashingtoD.
A model manufacturing location. Special
inducements offered to manufacturers. Unexcelled facilities for coal and lumber, and
Eighty ton
shipment by rail and water.
iron and steel rolling mill (only one in the
state) now being built.
Address
THE SOUTH

THREE HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
To all parts of the West and Northwest via
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Round trip tickets,
at practically talf rates.

York.

discovery.

For the use of Electricians,
Engineers and Architects.

NO MAN

New

Elves it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suited for electric launches, tracWrite
tion and liehtlDg work.
for descrlpllun of this

of All.

The D'Unger Telephone (ita reputation as the
best iuatrument ever coDStracted now fully estal)llshed) 19 the only ingtrament in which the power
of the z'oice is increased; the only instrument in
which the electnc current is iiitetisified by ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
the Toice-ivave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advantages tvithout the
use of a lever. The D'Unger Loog-Diatance Telephone Comoany has the sole and exclusive ri^ht to
use a lever in telephones— remember that.
These instruments are sapplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The iJ^Unger Long-Distance Telephone Coinpany
owns the ft.'-st and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents Infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.
Address all letters to B. D^Uns^l^* Manager,

Street.

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.
The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer

John

it.

P. O.

Box

TACOIVIA

COMPANY,

Tacoma, Washington.

207,

Sleepers Between Chicago and Milwaukee.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway ie
now running sleeping cara with drawing rooms on
night trains between Chicago and Milwaukee.
Sleepers can be taken in Union Passenger Station
any time between 9:30 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago at 3:00 a. m., arriving at Milwaukee at
6:15 a. m., pasfeengers remaining in aleeper until
7:30 a. m.
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
Ohlcago. Bertti rate $1.50. For further particulars, for tickets and berths, apply at City Ticket
Office, 207 Clark St (Telephone Main 2190), or at
Ticket Office, Union Passeotier Station.

By

all

The Standard Open Circuit B(U»
teries of the World,
Send for Circular and Prices.

THE

LEGLANGHE

BATTERY

Ill to 117 East 131st

St.,

CO.,

N. K.

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE^ BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Bnekle.

^^^^^^^ d^uVERY.
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO to 10,000 Ampere-Honr Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric liannches,

tor

Dental, Snrgical

for

which

and

Medical Work,

Complete Lighting and Power Plants installed as reasonably as consistent with

Room

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

lirst-class

material and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Now

September

Now

REA DY!

29,

1804,

READY!

Tbe Telepbone Hand-Book.
By HEIRBEIRT LAWS WRBB.
*

138 Hlnstrations.

146 Pages.

Hand-book

Clotli.

48

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

30

ductor.

FIGS. 27
in a soft iron

and the

AND

28.

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

appeared on the scene wiih an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
-This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
was proved that the Edison carbon transit
mitter had bfeen in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application. was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

In the D'Arsonval receiver a curved peris used, one pole of wliich terminates

manent magnet

coil,

Size.

D'ARSONVAL KECEtVER.

pulepiece tliat servos as tjie core of tiie
in an iron bo.\, or cylinder, tiiat

otiiei-

cl.rag

a

,.==*=&
BERLINER'S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.

'.4.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the origiiial applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1S7S
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transijiitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves bv caus-

MERCADIER'S BI-TELEPHONE. T T RECEIVMAGNET, B NUT, R STEEL
CLAMPING i? TO V, d (V METAL
COLLAR CLAMPING T TO RECEIVER CASE,
// TERMINALS OP COIL CONNECTING
SCREW, c' SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOE EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles are magnetically insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part of whicli the diaphragm is

PIG. 29.

V

SPRING,
ERS,
STRIP, A SCREW

N

SPKCIMEJSr

BERLINER CARBON TR.ANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.

PAGES FROM TELEPHONE HAKD-BOOK.
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Articulate ^eech —Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone. Chapter 4:
The Jliorophone — Chapter 5: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.— Chapter 6: The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter.— Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit.- Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones.— Chapter 9: The Bell Telephone Receiver.— Chapter 10: Other Forms of Magnet Telephones.—
Ciiapterll: The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone.— Chapter 12: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bittcher Receivers. Chapter
13: Carbon Transmitters.^Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.— Chapter 15: The Loni.'-distance Transmitter,— Chapter 16: The Solid-back Transmitter.— Chapter
17: The Berliner Transmitter.— Chapter IS; The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Chapter 19; Various European Transmitters.— Chapter 20: The EfHcienoy of Carbon Transmitters.— Chapter 21: Batteries for Telephone Work.— Chapter 22: Open Circuit Batteries —Chapter 23: Closed Circuit Batteries —Chapter 24: The Practical Management of Batteries. Chapter 2:5: Magneto Bells.— Chapter 26: Automatic Switches. Chapter '37: Telephone Line Construction. Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits.—

Chapter

1:

The Invention

of the

Telephone.— Chapter

2:

Sound Waves.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Underground Wires. Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters.- Chapter 31: Inside Wiring. Chapter 33: Installation of Telephone Instruments. Chapter 33;
Inspection and Maintenance. Chapter 34; The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony.
Chapter 3.5: Electromagnetic Retardation. Chapter 36: Exchange Working.
Chapter 37: Small E-\changes.— Chapter 38: Party Lines; The Bridging Bell.— Chapter 39: Long Distance Telephony.— Chapter 40: Duple.v Telephony.— Chapter 41:
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony. Appendi-x.

Chapter

20;

—

—

—

The Only

Practical Up-to-date

PRICE

Electrician

Book

$1.00.

of Its Kind Published.

A Timely Work.

POSTAGE FREE.

Publishing

Company,

6 X^JLKE^SIIDK BXJII^IDina', CHICJLQ-O.

September

WESTERN

1894

29,

ELECTRICIAN.

BUCSE7E
Monadnock

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

PORTER & BUERDORF,

Artistic Slate

SAXES AGENTS FOB

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with

FOR
STVitoh Boards,
a^Tviteh Ba»<eSt

Ubeostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fnse Boxes and Bases,
liamp Bases*
And for

All

a'larantcf of 'JO.OOO miles -without repairs. Installation of storage battery liijhtinfj plents a specialty

Room HISS- Xo

'-2'

Clninov

*t..

Chicaso.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.
A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, momited and suitable for office or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. Edstis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, V. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

TO

FIT

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees tiiese lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE)

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

«»"'"=*.
capacity

^
)

^"'"Tntto^.

&

Purposes Requiring

VTe sell the finest

Vermont

81ate,

and

DOUBLE THROW,
DOUBLE THROW,
TRIPLE POLE,
3 P. DOUBLE THROW,
S. P. FUSE CONNECTION,
S. P. D. T FUSE CONNECTION,
D. P. FUSE CONNECTION.
D P. D. T. FUSE CONNECTION,
3 P. FUSE CONNECTION,
3 P. D. T. FUSE CONNECTION,
TABLET BOARDS,
SWITCHBOARDS.

Onyx and
drained Woods.

Prices are too Low.

Others Can't Compete.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric Co.,
CHICAGO.

S. P.
D. P.

DOUBLE POLE,

flniBh In

9Iexican

39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

I

SINGLE POLE,

Dall Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Itlarbleized.
Italian. Tennessee, and
Vermont Marble.
Very low prices quoted on

TO 5O0 AMPERES.

25

Slate, plain or finished.

fl.

JENNINGS.

R.

COXTRACTORS FOR COMTI-F-TF. BIKWA V
SXSTEMS FOR EI,»CTK1C RAII.WAV* AKH

317 ^er.,d&Jaccard

Bids..

The Independent Electric Co.

ST. LOUIS, MO.

EDWARD S. PEROT, President.

EI.,F,rTBln

C.

liKxUT, Tiil/EPHOSiK AMI) TFI.EfciBAPa COJIPAISIES.

39th

SI.

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

& Gen. Msr.
J AS. P. Mc<tVAlD£,

SAI/LiAGHEB, Vice-Pres.

ISec.

&

Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MANUFACTUaERS OF WROUaHT-IRON CEMEHT.LINED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUBWAYS.
IVorks,

New York

HASTIIVOS-ON-HVBSOIV.

We own

Patent No. 3P5,.">'-i, covering' VTrought-Iron Cement-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
t'anatl
eabway Constructed by us itoir in use ill f/tf L uite.tl States

and

Also, Patents Nob. 416,234

and

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
66
I
NATIOiSIAL.

Office,

TIIIUES BTIIIiBlXO.

416,235 for Distributing Boxes.

Over

9,000,000 feet of thia

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

?^

THE

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

Buy two sets of our instruthe way is open for more

If satisfactory

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Onr head telepli^iiu>£H are largely used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

Boston, Mass.

COMBINATION GAS
For one

CO.,

ahb

ELECTRIC COCK.

gas and either one, two or three

light

light electric.

made

Also

with key on top for one light

gas and one

E. P.
181

189

light electric only.

Gleason Mfg. Co.,
IWercer Street,

NEW YORK.

183 Dearborn Street,
CHICAGO.
Improved Holder.

Topped

Vg

or

%

inch. Trou.

E448

Big Seduction in Prices. Send for Quotaticns,

E404U.

Will

fit

all sockets.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

NEW

DYNAMO TENDERS'

NGANDE8GENT W R NG
HA-asro-BOOK.

HAND-BOOK.
By Lieot.

Bx

KBADY FOB DELIVERY.
AN ENTIRELY NEW WOBK.
The
Series.

latest addition to our

famous "Hand-Booli"

Every practicai dynamo man

sliould liave a

F

13S Engravings.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "HandBook" series^, and is the standard authority on this
subject in the English language.

STRSST RAILWAYS.

AND

TERMS AND PHRASES.
Houston,

A.

Specifications

RAILWAY

Bi Ceosby and

Merrill.

Exchange.

manager.

Profusely Illustrated.

The fourteenth edition oE this celebrated work is
A technical
rewritten and brought down to date.
hand-book for electricians, managers and operators.

Currents.

Tesla.

lecture delivered before the Institation of ElecEngineers, London.

146 Pages.

Fully Illustrated.

STflNDf\RD
ELECTRICAL

DCTONflRY.

BxT. O'Connor Sloane.
The

series

now numbers

103 volumes,

and embraces

works on every subject.

10 mo. Boards.

This pew wort should be in the bands of all who
desire to keep abreast with the progress of the greatest
science of the times.

600 Pages,

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Price, 50c. Each,

Any

Alternate

PRICE, $1.00.

SERIES.

BtF. L.Pope.

PRICE, $1.50.

A
trical

SCIENCE

iJiiLMiiAril.

with

Bl NiEOLA

PRICE, S2.50.

PRICE, $1.50.

Illustrated.

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments

Beli..

This is a complete treatise on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend ItBelf to the electrical engineer, and to the practical

400 Pages.

176 rages,

Fully Illustrated.

HIGH POTENTIHL
AND

THEORY AND PRACTieE.

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Aa-sociation, of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance

234 Pages.

100 Pages-

PRICE, $1.00.

IN

Engineers and Architects.

MljlKib

A

object of this work is to give simple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

354 Illustrations.

THE ELEGTRIG

AND MOTORS.

The

PRICE, $3.00.

FOR THE USE OF

iilJij

OF

Ej Crocker and Wheeler.

The first American book on eleotrio motors.
most complete work brought down to date.

PRICE, $5.00.

E, a.

Fully Illustrated.

DYNAMOS

ITS APPLICATIONS.

325 Pages.

yso Illnstrations.

Bt

The most

PRICE, $9.00.

Br Martin and Wetzleb.

Tlie latest edition of this celebrated work contains
As important as
distinct definitions.

Li&ht

Thomfson.

S. P.

900 Pages.

Profusely tliusirated.

M.

over 5,000
Webster.

Electric

B?

Fourth edition, revised and re-written.
complete work on the dynamo published.

ELECTRIC MOTOR

...

Electrical Words,

700 Pages.

97 Illustrations.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

DICTIONARY

J.

C.

PRICE, $4.00.

PRICE, $1.00.

By Edwin

of the

ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

B. Fairohild.

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be In the hands of every street railway employe in the United States.

600 Pages.

22 Illustrations.

OF

any claea

Badt.

Ex

...

in

The only book

"TRK7USS."
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

A new work containing tables and information on
the electric tronBrnisBion of power brought down to
date. One of the moat popular of our famous "HandBoole" Series.
97 Pages.

of bell or annunciator work.
kind published,

106 Pages.

Badt,

men engaged

PRICE, $1.00.

ELECTRIC -^-TRANSMISS ON
F. B.

73' LiBUT. F. B.

Desiitned for practical

43 Illnstrations.

PRICE, SI.OO.

By Lieut.

1894

•HaND-BOOK.

B. Badt.

PRICE, $1.00.

HANC-BOOK.

29,

BELL HANGERS'

Tenth Thousand.

72 Pages.

copy.

gne Paifes.

Lieut.

Fourth Edition.

Badt.

F. B.

September

of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 Lakeside

Bldir,,

Ghicatro.

IIL

September

29,

Western

1894

electrician.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical EngineersB. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

e

e.

i,

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

.

H. Bryan,

m. Am. soc.m. e.

The Louis

K.

Comstock

Co.,

Slechanical and Electrical
Consa'.ting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Railways and
tloaa.

Power

Expert and

Anditoriam Tourer, Chicago.

N. S. Amstutz,

The Allen-Hussey

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

General Electricians

Turner Building,

Co..

Teats, Plans, Eatlmates,

SnperTision and Eipert Opinions.

The Cnyahoga. CleTeland.O

Harrison

The Consolidated Eng.

Tli!.

K^t 'bli^hed

ls>'.i;

Si» llediDnli Bidg

1892.

1437-3S Slonadnock Blk., Chicago.

St. lionis.

E. P. Roberts

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

Agents

Academy

thii-aso.

BEds..

for Ideal

BOOKS

and Refrigerating Plants.
St. I^ouls.
831 Pine Street, Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas T. Hall. Vice- Prest and Secy.
Electrical,
Con.
Joha A. Henrj-. Siipt.

JLzia.l3rsis

E.

Engines.

P ROBERTS, M.
A. 3. E. E,
A.

Milwaukee, "Wis.

I.

Etc

,

E.,

Cleveland 0.

E. E.,
Etc.

On

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postaffe

fi

Electrician Publishing Co.,
Lakesitle Building,
CHICAGO.

of Sa.1

^ioajra.oYk±SLC.

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.

Chicago, March

9, 1894.

This Certifies
"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac,"

J B. "WiCIS,
and

Consulting

marked

I find the

Chemist

AND ASSATEB,
SI Clark Street.

t2.

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

amount of:
Ammonium Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Ammonium Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non-Volatjle.^Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31

.

Room

Co.,

Co.,

Designers an<? Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Bailway?, Water Works, Ice Making

Analytical

&

84 85, 36, 87, 38,
Brainard Block,

and Contractors,

Manufacturers* Agents,
Tel. 912.

lucorpnrated
.

&

Goltz

anil Cootrnctors.

and power com-tructlon. iocandescent light wirin:.'; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator, burglar alarm electric bell
systems, etc. Estimates famished from architects' and engineers' =peciticnli"ns. Telephoop,
Electric light

Devices Perfected for

Shop Construction.

5I»0

Engineers

and Contractors,

Oon saltations, Reports, Estimates, Plans, SpecU
fioations, S'lperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

574-57G Rookery, Chicaeo.

Ifeic Electrical

Electrical

Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

The Non-Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumina.

(^"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

'
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PROTECT YOUR MOTORS
im rnTrruT SELF-LOCKING

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.
Oral, Electric,

Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Fnll liine Always in Stock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
Factory,

14r.l

HILL

CO.,

S04 Fnlton St., New Xork.

and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brootlyn, N.T.
for New OAtaloqde. Oat Anguet

^^Send

No
lit.

PATENT

possible cbance for an accident, as tbe Switch cannot
be closed until the resistance Is all in.

CHEAP.

Preserve Your Copies
OF THE

BINDERS

$1.00

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

S

XjafeesicLe Bviild-ing-,

COMPACT.

TV. S. Hill Electric Co.,
133 Oliver street,

CO.,

DURABLE.

MADE ONLY BY THE

Western Electrician,

EACH.

starting switch.

BOSTON, MASS.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE

LIST.

NEW ITOBK, ELSOK & BREWSTER, 143 I/iberty Street.
CI3:iCA.i30. CHICAdO, CEIIITBAI4 EI/ECTBIC CO.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.

CO. f

OF
Electric Generating, Liighting and Rail-way Apparatus,
3yEj^I<rTJ£^^^OTXJ£?.EII?S

It has been brought to our attention that certain small dealers in electrical apparatus have recently offered for sale
We direct attention to the fact that these
armature coils purporting to be suited for use upon our electric railway motors.
coils, and the devices for manufacturing them, are fully covered by our patents No. 488,016 dated December 13, 1892, and
No. 520,143 dated May 22, 1894. We shall immediately proceed to enforce our rights under these patents against the
The patents above remanufacturers of the infringing article, and also against any parties who purchase and use them.
ferred to have heretofore been generally respected.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG.

CO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

SVili
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29, 1894

Progress the Order of the Age,
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvemente made In the New American Turbine have
eter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
following, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Mas8., on the
man, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic
The originals of these certificates and teaia of other sized wheels

Wheel-July 9, 1894.
Rev. per Cu. Ft. Horse
P'rCent
Min. per Sec. Power.

Test of a 45 inch

-i
1

J
-J

Head.

Whole Gate

J

t

16.06

119.17

1642

122.1111

16.78

117.33
111.83
116.67

IT. 03
;;

16.8tf

141.58
127.18
112 60
98. J 2

82.17

76
82.58
82.18
79,31
75.52

195 19
175 74
149.99
1 8 40

Wheel -July 14, 1894.
Rev.per Gu. Ft. Horse
Rlin.
per Sec. Power. P'rCent

T«Bt of a 43-incli
Hend.

Whole Gate
"
li

79'

20,5.27

increased the power ob per their diamany other turbine, as evidenced by the
dates named, and signed by A. F. Sickengineer.
can be seen at our office.

16.33
16,56
16.59
17.13
17.48

V'.

128.00
134.80
129.33
125.25
121.00

134.18
120.85
101.85
92 76
70.80

199.66
188.14
162.89
142,10
98,85

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For Inlormation and catalogae write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

MICA

EUGENE MUNSELL & CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO,,
ai8 "WATER ST., NEW

MICANITE

Lake

PERFECT INSULATOR.

H. SILLS.

liO

U. S. A.

Pnrpdses.

lor

M'.

CO., Dayton,0.,

St.,

TOKK.
Chicago. III.

IVtLOMlEBOOK!

SE^WATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated "Wheel

is

Built in

Many

TBE MOST IMPORTAKT WORK TO
STREET RAILWAY MtN THAD
H.\S BEEN PUBLISHED.

Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

is

and

ADAPTED

LIGHTING AND
ELECTRIC
new

for driving

The

POWER PLANTS.

Onr
Whcpl secures a rr^markiib V tii^rli smaraiiteotl pcroontase. aiiri n-onderfal s(e:><liiie»»* of
motion, under variable loads in jiraclico. It atTords ^tii unequalcd concenlration ol power williln a small
space and an iitipri><-e(lente<l liiffli oloeity for a r^power.
civcn
-.—
Its easily and qnickly operated balanced grate affords prompt and cfliricnt control by a governor, and
consequent iinf rp^riilatioii. These wheels are in many in stances operating the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable'adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improTercents is directed to our
work. "We will send a line large pamphlet, 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

Fiist rractical Rook Covering: AmerStreet Railway Practice of To-day.

iciin

.

;

OHIO,
JAMES LEFFEL & CO. SPRINGFIELD,
AND New York
SIOUX CITY ENGINE & IRON WORKS

THE

STREET RAILWAYS;

City.

Builders of HIGH

CONSTRUCTION,

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE.

GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

"TKA.MS."

Isimple, CompouucI, Condensing.

^

.1

Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.
.

PRACTICAL UAXItBOOli FOR
STREET RAIL WA V MEX,
By

AGENTS:

C. B.

FAIRCBILD,

KiUtor Street Railway Journal,

H S. "WALKEE, 26-28 W. Randolph St., Chicago
E.OWELL A. (-HASE CO.. 1217 Union Ave.. Kansas City, Mo.
C. J.

BLANDIN,

120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

Price, Postfljje rr^paid

Cloth,

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
o(((

Dvjnamo
By
167

PAGES.

OF

Remit by

McFADDEN

and

WM.

SEND FOR
CO,

D.

O.

Money

Order, Draft, Registered

Money Order.

Electrician

Publishing

RAY.

PRICE

SI 00.

E. O.

McCORMICK,

Pass, Traffic

L'-k^sitle

Mgr.

D. B. MARTIN,
Gen'l Pass, & Ticket Agt.

Company,
6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

CINCIXNATI.

IT.
BQllJiBS,

CHICAGO.

FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,

S.

M.iNUFACTUSEK9 OF

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.,
<wives more po^ver as to diameter Tvith a
liisher percentaee of useful effect than any other
ATutPi'-wlieel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand,arobQilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties havin-^ power plants which are uoaatiBfaotory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powersj will find It to
ivilliBg; to guartheir interest to confer with me, as I

am

antee results where others have failed, no matterwhatmakeof turbine has been in use. STATE

R««niREMEBfT8 AND t^END FOR CATALOG^UE.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

RACINE, WIS.

Standard Tnbular, Fire Box, Vertical

and Submerged Tnbe

Steel

BOILERS

On

S.

P.

:

Gilt, S5,00.

)))o

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

ELECTRICIAN PCBLISBING

;

Letter, or Express

Electric /VlachinervJ

C. K.

»4 00 Leather and

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

For Slarine,
or

Stationary,
Portable use.

ALSO OF

OF ALL KINDS

Smokestacks,

etc.

A specialty made of
Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

Write for Prices and Terms.

UESERAL AGENTS.

Rowell &_Ohase Macliiiiery

Co.,

Kansas

Cily,

Mo.; F. F. Vater. Minneapolis, Minn.

September

39,
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The

"CLIMAX"boIleii

Watertown Engines
\Vill

meet any guaranty in regu-

lation,
ecoaouiy
efficiency.

Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

or

Watertown,
Watertown Stpam

>'.

general

Y.

Enf,'ine Co.,

1136 Monadoock Bik., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,

The only NON-EXPLOSIYE boiler made.

Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
22i W Main St., Louisville.
& Chase Machinery Co.,
Kansas City.
Pond Machinery Co. St. Louia.
120

money on

Will save you

coal.

Rowell

units from 80 to 1500 H. P.

Built in

,

ERIE CITY lEON WORKS,

MANUFACTURED BY

INCORPORATED.
3£aniifactQrers of

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

new Catalope.

J.
Automatic

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN MFG.

H.
Eupes,

liotli

M

Vertical

HIGH and HIEDIUH SPEED

Automatic

N. Y.

Fun

CO.,

Homontal, from 12

600

to

li.

i

The engine shall not run one revolunilD PIIADAUTCC- tion
slower when fully loaded than
UU n UUMnHn I LL .

when ruoninc empty, and

a reduction of boiler pressure from
the greatest to that necesFary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any engine failing to meet this
guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment
of

one dollar.
It

is

one

of the

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

!$£ND

FOB

CATAI.OeiJK.

RIDGWAY, PA.

Main Office and Worl(s:
Sales Agents:

^

and

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Pepper & Register, Provident
Bldg., Chicago,

III.; O.

Bids.. Philadelphia, Pa.; Wm. Shaepe, 937 iJonadnock
H. W. CoPELiND, 141 Liberty St., New York.

1510 OLD

^

COLONY BLDG.. CHICAGO.

WE DON'T MAKE ANYTHING ELSE
UT
Send for Catalogue

And frinted

Tubular and

6-iacli

Tabs

Boilers, Flange Steel, Weldless Braces, Eclipse Manlioles.

FULTON STEAM BOILER WORKS,

"A."

Matter.

RICHUOND, IND

THE

Continuous Current

Dynamos and Motors:

improvedROOT ^^Ve** BOILERi
Best Adapted to

High Pressures.

THEIR THEORY, DESIGN, AND TESTING.
With Sections on

HIGHEST ECONOMY.

Indicator Diagrams, Properties of Saturated Steam,
Belting Calculations, Etc.

Absolutely Dry Steam.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE FOR STUDENTS.
By
Cloth.

frank

271 Podges,

H'i

p.

cox,

B.S.

IlluAti-ations.

ABENDROTH & ROOT

Price S3. 00.

Intended for stndents, this work gives the theory and design of continuous current dynamos and
motors ae nnderstood and practiced In the designing-room, and the methods of testing described are
those of the factory testing-shop. The practical side of the various questions treated is always kept In
view, discussions having little bearing In this direction being excluded, and the higher branches of
mathematics avoided. The application to the design of armatures, field-magnets and motors of the
principles developed is explained by reference to numerical problems, thus thoroughly impressing them
on the student's mind. Methods of testing a complete machine and of investigating its characteristics
The steam-engine
are given, with discussions on the eSect of various changes in design and operation
being so closely allied to the testing and operation of dynamos and motors, sections on indicator diagrams, steampower calculations, and belting are iuQluded. Almost all of the numerous curves in the
book are derived from actual commercial tests.
.

CONTENTS.
Chapter I. The Absolute System of Measurement.— Chapter II. Electro-Magnetic Induction.—
Chapter III. Clasiitication of Machines and General Principles of the Magnetic Circnit. Chapter IV.
The Dynamo as a Motor.— Chapter V. Calculai ions Pertaining to the Magnetic Circuit —Chapler VI.
Theory of Windings, Losses, etc — Chapter VII. The Dynamo Considered aa a Motor. — Chapter VIII.
Design of Armatures.— Chapter IX. Design of field-magnets.— Chapter X, Design of Motors.— Chc.pfcer
XI. Dynamo and Motor Testing.— Chapter XII. Efficiency Tests.- Chapter XIII.— Indicator Diagri.ms,
—Chapter X V. Steam-Englue Calculations.— Appendix I. Tests of Iron.— Appendix II. Ampere Turnt-<b es. --Appendix III. Determination of Sizes of Wire for Armatures and Field Coils. — Appendix

—

m
,

MFG.
28

,

6 Lakeside BIdg

,

Improved Racine High Speed
80 SENECA

ST.,

Near Dnion Depot.

New Gear

Shop.

SUPERIOR RKOUnON
_A«c ECONOMY ro^

J.

G.

BRILL COMPANY,

BUILDEES or RAILWAY AND

-

BectricIishtins

Two

Hours' Ride

CHICAGO.

PHILADELPHIA

TEAMWAT OAES OF ALL

GLASSES.

.

GEO. B GRANT.

To Milwaukee.

-s^l PURPOSES
All sizes carried in
stock.

Over

-

CO.,

Cliff Street. JVVm' York.

Cleveland.O.

IV. Belting.

ELECTRICIAN PUBUSHINQ CO

••••••••

.

2,(XI0

in

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock

&

St.

p.

m.

Paul R'y.

Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is

cool and pleasant.

Slarine and
Yacht Enffine-i
Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilers.

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Start Saturday afterroon.

Come

back

Fuur dollars
Parlor

Monday morning.
for a

rcund

trip ticket.

in advance.
207 Cisrk S rt-et.

car seats reserved

Chicaco Ticket

office.

Ml GENUINE
INGOTS

8,

MANUFACTURES

BEAR/OUR
REC.TRADE MARKS.

•

'WoRHS: Racinb. Wis.

W. F. PAEISH, General
Home

Sales

Insurance Building,

Manager,

CHICAGO.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet
&c.

ThePho^phqr Bronze Smelting Co.LiMiTED
;2 200WashimgtonAve,Philadelphia.,Pa.
original manufacturers of phosphor-'
Bronze in theUnited States and Sole
special attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Cars.
Builders of Brill No, 21 Truck with solid forged frame, a^d "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.

Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WILLIAM

H.

McKINLOCK,

WALTER

President.

September

0.

McKINLOCK,

29,
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Secretary.

a

IP

IN

TIME OF PEACE PREPARE FOR WAR.
Now

is

your opportunity to improve your circuits by pro-

tecting the joints and insulation with P. & B. Electrical Compound.
If your Street Car Motors are not protected they should be
looked after at once. P. & B. Motor Cloth has no superior for this

purpose.

We

are preparing a catalogue covering exclusively Electrical
Street Railway Materials. Send your order for a copy at once.
Our stock is complete in high grade Elec-

Goods

every
your orders, which we
trical

market

in

department. We solicit
will promptly execute at

prices.

«fTROPDUTJ\N)|

186 and 188 Fifth Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.

Use the Metropolitan
THERE

IS

Dry

NONE BETTER.

Battery.
<d9

eptember

29,
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\i

Wood" Arc Apparatus,
^^Wood" Alternating Incandescent Apparatus,
''Wood" Transformers and Fuse Boxes,

''Wood" Arc Lamps for

"Wood" Power

"Wood"

Wood" Instruments

all

Circuits,

Generators,

Direct Current Apparatus,

of Precision, Rheostats,

Central Station and Switchboard Specialties,

Swinging and Counterbalanced Mast Arms,
Stationary Mast Arms,

Star Iron Towers,
AND THE NEW BOOK:

Electric Lighting Supplies,

Cost of Operating and Maintaining Electric Light Plants

ort Wayne EJectricCorporation
»

OR BRANCH OFFICES:
EW YORK

CiTY, 115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal Street.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.

COLUMBUS,

O., 57 East State Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Elec.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.,

Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson St.
So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York
CINCINNATI, O., Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX., Corner Main

RICHMOND, VA.,
OMAHA, NEB.,

Chamber
104 Bee

Life Bldg.

and Field

Sts.

of Commerce.
Building.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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JOHN

ROEBLING'S SONS

A.

InsuLla-ted. izy^ire of
CHICAGO, 173 Lake

St.

September

All

25-27 Tremont

SAN FRANCISCO,

St.

29,

1894

CO.,

Klind^s,
NEW YORK, 117 Liberty St.

MEISSNER'S RHEOSTAT- STAGE DIMMER.
Ineombustible^ Durable, Compact and Reasonable in Price.

For Continnoas and Alternating Currents, Photo 'engraving and Tbeatrical Use.

Motor Starting Cylinders, Special Resistance Devices of All
Kinds, Annunciators, Switches, Etc.
FOE ILLUSTRATED DESOKIPTIVE CATALOQUE OF LATEST ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES, WRITE TO

Westekn Eleoxeioian.

Please mention the

WASHINGTON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 2D5

1

and 207 So. Canal Slreet. CHICAGO.

BOr.«IA]KO'f»

Electric

Fan

Storage

Water Motor.
Sample $6.00.
and retail.

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free as it coD'
Dects with aor faucet.

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

Abolft-

sale

MON-ARC

TlieBolgiaiioMfg.Ci).,

415 Water St..

BALTIMOBB, MD.

i

THE
BEST and SIMPLEST
ALTERNATING

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

ARC LAMP
NOW ON
THE MARKET.

SWITCHES.
Send
1
;

1

L

A <«
B^
R
nC^

B, WkM m
«X> In

for

New Catalogue.

UannfiiptiireTB,
2S6-290 araham street, :BB00ELYK, N. Y.

XELEPHOMTE
AND
WIRE

—

Also Arc

Lamps

for

CABLES.

Constant Current Circuits,
EYery Teleplione
United States

and Gables.

^ompany

-^ISl^lf^

> ^liiM

is

in

llie

Constant Potential Circuits.

nsingKerkeWire

Ke-

Write tor prices.

Stand-

rite is tbe
liHlllf!

Insulation,

will

Cnt

Last

and

any otber on tbe

Ont

and

THE

Glass

Electrical

Market.

8£ND FOR SA1IIPI.E8 AKD PRICES.

GUSHING & MORSE.

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

.

225 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago.

203 Broadway, New

York.

F. P.

LITTLE

& Supply
BUFFALO, N, Y.

Gonstraction

Western Agt. with Metropolitan

Company,

Electric Co., Chicago,

III.

New Eagrland Agt., G. M. Angier & Co., Boston, ICass.
BuBsell & Officer, Denver, Oolo., Agents for Colorado, Utah,
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.

Electric Llf^htlDg and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Are

Lamp Patents

sustained

repeated decisions
of U. S. Courts.

by-

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

Agencies in

CO.,

all large cities.

The Rassell & Officer Electrioal Construction Co., Denver, Ool.
BagQall & HiUls, Yokohama, Japan,

Office

and Works, Cor. Belden and aiason Sts.,

CLETELAXD, OHIO.

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

XV.

SIMPLEX

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
WESTERN SELLING AGENTS:
Simplex Slectrical Ccmpany,
H. R.
1137

HIXSON,

Monadnock

Block,

6,

No. 14

1894.

A HIGH GRADE LAMP
AT A FAIR PRICE
Will

come much nearer meeting the requirements
buyer than inferior lamps

75-91 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO.

Lamps

will give

PACKARD

ELEOTEIOAL E?JGINEEBIN(}
aitNKEAPOLis,
New York &

Manufacturers;

BEST OF ALL

Sadeby

J.

of the Central Station
at lower figures.

you the best results in the long run.

CO.,

aiiwiv.

Ohio Co., Warren, Ohio.

IS

H. BITSraiEIili

d. 'JO.,

7«GortIandt St.,New Tork.

Beat CoDBtmctlOD and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Sellable. Size 6x3^, 60

eta.

per

MANUFAOTDREB OP

eeli

LIBEKAi DISCOUNTS.

WIRE.

IlffSUIaATED XSIaXSCTRIG

T:B:jEi

800 and SOS North Tblrd Street.

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

CO..

-

PHIIiAI>KKiFHIA, PA.

-

Pivotal Boston Trqdleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West £nd Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All in Stock.
Man'f'd by

ALBERT &

M.

J.

ANDERSON, 289

to

293 A

Correspondence
Solicited.
St.,

Boston, Mass.

For Incandescent

SILK BRAID
'.^

The greatest

A

Lamp

Send tor

Filaments.

Samples.

PARTRIDQE

care taken in prodaclng a uniform article.

o'i

BOSTON BRAID MFC.CO.f

^r CARBON 00.

27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

I6C.

32

Jnbbl.lots,25c.

NEW BEACON

C. P, in bbl. lots, 35c.
Anchored

16 C.

P.

merit Ry.

ELECTRICAL CO.

, Boston, Mass,
39 Cortlandt St.
Offices: \ PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale Bldg.
( CHICAGO, 323 Dearborn St.

Headquarters, Irvington St

I

INCIINDESCENT LAMP.

Fila

Lamp,

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &

ff

i(

p.

27ic.

& C.

N.

Patents.

and Recording Pressure Gauges Pay

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
Fair, Chicago.
CO., "

for

Themselves

la every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continuooB records
day and night of voltage and Boiler Pressure.

SEKT ON

Manufactured only by

THE STANDARD PAIKT

NEW YORK,

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS

Took HIGHEST MEDAL
At the World's

(

30

DAYS' TRIAI^ AMD FUI^KiY GUABANTEED.

Circular and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application.

THE BRISTOL COMPANY,

new yokW.

WATERBURY, CONN.

Chicago Office, 871 The Koohery.
General Western Agents:

MBTItOPOI.ITA]V EliECTRTC CO.,
.

WILLAED L. OANDEE, )^^
.„ w„. „.
DUBANT OHEEVEE, JSnslnese Managers.

H.

186 and 188 Fifth Avenue,

OEO. T. MANSON,
Genu Supt.

CHIOAOO, ILL.

W. H. BODQINS,
Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

LUITED,

New York.

INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLESp
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Utf.

rT.MDLM\R\

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

111
iton, Phtladelpliia, Pittsbureh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
BR4.NC11I
Kansas Citj, ,^..i»..», ......^..Ue, St.Loais, San Francisco, London and So. Amerlci.

^ WOOD COMPANY,
THE BALL Improred
Automatic Cut-off Engines

Builders of

•

I

WESTON

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, H.

CO.,

Y.

KBPKESENTATIVES.
126 Liberty St New York CIW.
JULIAN 3CH0LL & CO.
82 Lake St., Chicago, HI,
HOFFMAN-KCSSELLCO.,
Pa.
H M SCIPL«&CO., 3d and Arch Sts., Philadelphia,
SCRASTON SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO Scranton. Pa.
,

,

.

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

UAifemievBB RIIILDINC NEVV YORK.

Stern

Chicago Office, Homo Ina. Bldg., W. B. PearsoD, Manager.
Geo. M. Kenyon, Lndioott Arcade^t^Pa^,
4 SiWerman, 707 Arch Si., PMlndelphl Pa.
James' & Company, Ohattanooga,
Southern EnelneerinR 0.3. Loulaville, Ky.

EDDY

,

MMn.
T«

,

MOTORS

From 1-2 H. P. UpwarM.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC WFC.

CO.,

Windsor, CONN
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THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR PROBLEM SOLVED.
ti-^e;

MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM
A COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION SYSTEM
FOR SIMULTANEOUS LIGHT AND POWER.
Incandescent Lamps, Arc Lamps and Motors Operated from the same
Generator Economically and Efficiently.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM:
WIRE which

It operates lights and motors, in parallel, on the same

GENERATOR AND EVEN THE SAME TRANSFORMER.
It SOLVES the HITHERTO UNSOLVED PROBLEM OF THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR. By the use of this system, al-

may be operated which are
not only equal, but superior to continuous current
They have a constant speed, are extremely
motors.
simple and absolutely reliable; and have neither com-

It will

two transformers, three
ANY OTHER TYPE OF ALTER-

NATING CURRENT MOTORS.
It

the whole system, as all
caused by self induction or capacity are
eliminated.
Current may be transmitted over any distance, in consequence of its low frequency
7,200 aU

gives a perfect regulation of
difficulties

—

tern ate.

EXTENDED UNLIMITED!, Y.
the ordinary

operate, by the use of

PHASE, QUARTER PHASE OR

Low

well-known alternating

from it only in its ability to operate
HIGH GRADE MOTORS by means of a THIRD OR POWER

SYSTEM.

Edison three wire system.

PERFECT operation of the WHOLE SYSTEM of generators in parallel and thereby enables the whole lighting AND power station to be operated from three
BUS-BARS only, THE THIRD INTERMEDIATE BUS-BAR BEING
FOR MOTOR SUPPLY.

mutator, collector rings, brushes nor moving wires.

It is as s'iMPLE as

carried only to the motors and resem-

It allows

ternating current motors

tension underground networks may be operated on
the Edison three wire system and the largest part
OJi" copper expended in feeders saved, as it is possible
to use HIGH TENSION FEEDERS AND TRANSFORMERS.
A
BETTER BALANCE is Secured and the network may be

is

bles the neutral wire of the

It differs

It is

operated with generators and transformers of anj
hitherto unattained efficiency and regulation.

The generators and motors are both slow

speed.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES:

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180

Summer Street.

New York, N. Y, 44

Broad Street.
Syracufce, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia. Pa., 509 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Street.
Atlanta, Oa., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 284 W. Fouith Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Fop

B'.l

Chicago,

111.,

N. Y.

Monadnock Building.

Omaha, Neb., 809 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
St liouis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.
,

Minn., Pioneer Press J^ldg.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.

St. Paul,

Portland, Ore., Front and

Ankeney Sts.

Washington, Bailey Building.
and 44 Bioad Street, New Tork.

Seattle,

business outside the United States and Canada— Foreign Uepartment, Schenectady, Sf. Y.,
For Canada-Canudian General £lectrlc Co., I.td., Toronto, Canada.

October
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Harrison International Tel-
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American Electric Co
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Anderson, Albert
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i
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Arnold.B.J
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^
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Big Four Route
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Eastern Electric Cable Co

Eddy

Co
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Edwards, W.

i

Mfg. Co.

S.
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.
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Electric Appliance

ix

Supply Co
Electric

xvi
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Construction
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xi
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vi

Power Storage Co.xiii
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xvi,xviii, xxi
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xii
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A
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Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.

xix

Garlock Packing Co
General Electric Co
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General Incandescent Arc
xxi
Light Co
xxi
Gleason, E. P. Mfg.Co
Goltz

A

Sinclair

Goubert Mfg. Co
Giant.

Geo.B

xvil

Sioux City Engine

A

Iron

Smith,

S.

Morgan

Soulb Tacoma Co., The
SpliKlorf,

Car-lteaterw, Elecf*

...xiii
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Castines.

xii
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Standard Paint Co
Stanley Electric Manufaciv
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A SmithStilwell-Bierce
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Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co. ....
United Electric Improve-

viii

.
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Watertown Steam Engine
xix
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xvii
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We^teru Telephone Con-
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XV
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xvii
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Wbitnev Electrical Instruxiv
ment Co

xix
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A
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Eddy

x
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Electric Co.
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The Louis K.

Elec. Mfg. Co.
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Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Washington Electric- Co.
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JOight
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xi
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xviii
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xix
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Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
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Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.
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Freeman A Sous Mfg. Co.
Fulton Steam Boiler Wks.
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Partrick A Carter Co.
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xv
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xii
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Co

Bells.

.xviii

.

Insulated Wire

Phillips Ins'd.

XIV

Cutter Electrical

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electrio Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

OkcniteCo., The

Piirtrick

Consolidated Car-Heating

A Morse
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-Partridge Carbon Co

Co., The Louis K.xvii

...

xvi

Co

Palmer Bros

Elec. Mfg. Co.... xviii

Industrial Sciences...

A

Co.

A" i.'arter

Boilers.

Ostrander

Clonbrock Steam Boiler v\'ks.xlx

Delno

A Co.,

NuttallCo.,R.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.. xii
xv
Clark Electric Co

facturing

Munsell

New York A

v

Co

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Co.,

xiv

Co
CA C
Central Electric Co

Gushing

Elec.

New York

Hard Rubber Co... .XTiii

Comstock

Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Parlvick

Has

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Go.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Hubley Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Law

i

Natloial Tel. Mfg. Co

i

Electric

Colburn

xx

W^ire.

Electric Appliance Co,
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Diamond

Hascke A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

H... xix

J.

Nationallndia Rubber Co.

i

Bryant Electric Co

Butler

siv

National Conduit Mfg.Co.
National Electric Co

x

Co., J.

xxn

.

Mfg.Co

Muncie
i

xix

The

Brownlee & Co

A

.

F

Morris, Tasker

The

Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliancc Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co..

xis

Co.,

.

Metropolitan Electric Co..

Moore, Alfred

&

Bunnell

Mfg. Co.,

sii'

Bristol Co.,

Bryan,

Supply Co.

xxii

Brill Co., J.

Brownell

McEwen

Electric

A Co
G

Bradley

A

Mather Electric Co

i

Co., D. E.,

Electrical

P.,

Fnse

A

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W,
Sioux City Brass Worus.

A

Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.
i'artrici;

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

Co.

S.

Porter

Butler Hard Rubber Co

Cut-Outs and switches.

BunneU A

James

Co.,

Const.

xxii

Bradbury-Stone
Storage Co

A

Little. F.

Bo^\\en A l-'O., 1>. E.
Bradbury-Stone tilec.

xili

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. JIfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

Fire Alarms.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub'ey Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Co,

La Roche

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

and

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert A J.
Brownlee A Co.

Armutare Winders.
RusbM.ore. S. W.
BaiteriCH and Jnrs.

xI"

Leclancbe Battery Co.,The.

siv lii

Bishop Gutta Percha Co ...

iiu^wuU

Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg.
Arc Liight • ord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Klipstein. A.

Bernard, The E. G. Co

BlissCo..E.

Co.,

W.

KartavertMfff. Co

Beacon Yacuam Pump &
Electrical

sv

R

Jennings, A.

xvii

Ball,

Butler eard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Cordage.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Fibre.

,

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electrio Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electrio Co.
General Inc'd'centArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
La Rocne Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Go.
Mather Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
WebsterA Co., Warren.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
TDkonite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

G A C

^

r^ngravingCo

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.

Arc Ijamps.

xii

j

American

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

:£fi

FeedWater Heaters.

|

Copp*T Wires.

A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

i

1

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Huebel

x

Electric Co....

S.,

Eoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

svil

AmstDiz, N. S

W.

W.

Copper,
Law Battery Co.

Central Electric Co.
(,'hicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

xxii

S.

Siemens A Haiske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Anounoiators.

Electrical.

Worfcs
J:

XIV
siii

Co

Helios Electric

Ames

!

Hayd«n-Booker Mfg. Co.... xi

American Elecfl Heater Co. x

Amencan

Rushmore,

LIST.

Boswell
Cu.. D. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascku .t Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

|

& Hegeman Manufac-

turlngCo

siii

Elec. Mfg.Co.... xxii

Amenoan

A Co

Harri on, W. P.

ivii

Co

|

.\;

Abecdroih i Root Mfg-Co.xis
illen Hussey

CUSSIFIED
Acramalaiors.

I

svi

ephoneCo

^
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

C A C

^

Etlectrlc Co.

Industrial

Sciences.

of

Varnishes.
Standard Paint

C-o.

TVater Wheels.
Leffel

Smith,

A

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare.

Anderson. Albert A J. M,
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
lyectric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A
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WATT-METER.
For AltematiDi

Circiiils,

No Commntator,

EASILY ADJtrSTED.

No

Binslies.

Power Consumed.

Registers Direct Actual

ABSOLUTIIiY RELIABIiE.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.
Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOR ANT VOLTAGE.

Chicago OMce. 1307 }Ianl>attaa BaildiDs,
Central Electric Co., Selling Agents.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC

CO., Peoria,

III.

Power Transmission
And

Stanley

Distribution by Electricity made Practical and Commercial, and
Central Station Equipment of largely increased earning capacity available by the

Two-Phase System of Alternating Current Apparatus.
wire, and excels all others in simplicity,
Efficiency and Regulation.

The Generator has no moving
Motors are

self-starting,

and take current in proportion

to their load,

substantially as do direct current motors.
It is

Transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy.
the only complete and perfected system by which Light and Power can be supplied
from the same generator and circuit.

WE ARE PREPARED TO

FILL ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND CARRY
A FULL STOCK OF TRINSFORMERS IN CHICAGO.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.
Western

Office^

307 Dearborn

CD.,

^'ttsfield,

Street, Chicago,

mass

III.

F. A.

ESTEP.

J. E.

McQINLEY,

r. S.

MARTIN,

President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTAIL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

MANnrAOTOEEKS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE. AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The IfFTsest and most prosperoas ^itreet railway companies in the
ooantry are using onr supplies, and they prefer them lo all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited
MATER. 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sale.s Department
R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnoc.Ii Blocii, Ohlcaeo, 111., N. W. States Snles Department.
A. S. PAKTRIDGE, Bant of Commerce Building, St. Louis, Mo
S. W. States Sales Department.
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.

CHAS.
CHAS.

J.

N.

STANDARD

,

Vice-President,

Superintendent of WorbB.

October

6;

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

a
survival

the

of

fittest
has marked the course of

Interior Conduit,
law

its

is

which yesterday was

progress; a point

visible is its goal today,

and

in=

will be its starting point

tomorrow.
We

are the General

for the Interior
are prepared to

Western Agents

Conduit

Supplies, and

make prompt and

complete shipments

in

any quantity.

There are no cob=webs
in

our Railway Department; every

head

material,

article

offered,

whether belonging to over=

track construction or car equipment, bears the stamp

of fresh

thought and the most advanced ideas of practical minds.

^glffe*«y^

We solicit orders from

•A^Bl^^mh, ^^^^^
Mf^^^^^^-^\^
^l^^j^C^ 'Ms

buyers

'" general, and

who know what

the Railway

particularly

they want and

from

careful

know when they

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit, Lundell Fans, Helios Arc Lamps, Washington
Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rlieostats.

^^kMAJijyi^
REPAIRS OF EVERY KIND
SHIPPED QUICKLY.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,

BRANCHES:
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City; Gate City Electric Co.
St. Louis;

173-175

ADAMS STREET,

—.CHICAGO

WESTERN

vl

ELECTRICIAN.

October

6,

1894

STANDARD WARD" LAMPS
For Direct Current, 110 Volts,

With Globe and Resistance $2.O0 Extra.
There are more lamps of the above type in use in the United States on Incandescent
than all other makes com.bined.

Circuits,

I

Send

in
We

Your Orders Quickly!

have a complete

line of

Lamps

for

Alternating Circuits,
Series Arc Circuits,
Direct Current, plain and ornamental
and street Railway Circuits,
AT FAIR PRICES.

STRONGEST, SIMPLEST,
MOST DURABLE,
EASIEST TO MAINTAIN.

m^

yixA* * * «"* oAJ

We

^
f

manufacture

all

kinds of

Focusing Lamps,

Search Lamps, Theatrical Lamps, Stereopticon

Lamps

and Special Lamps of any description.
If

Lamps,

you want

ANYTHING

Wallaee Electrie

I

in the line

of

Arc

write us before purchasing elsewhere.

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Estahlished
18S1.

*

18

CORTLANDT

Co.,

ST.,

£ SUPPLY CO.,
NEW YORK.

Agents^ 807 Dearboi^n

St., Cliicap;o, 111.

October

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

6,

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY
Highest Award at the World's Colambian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

H

I

.TRADE MARK-

Lamps, are the most economical and efficient manufacThey produce a very brilliant and absolutely steady light.

For
direct
and a'ternatinne current Arc
ui.,1
roruir
tuTtd.

PRICE L'STS AND SAMPLES TO

TkTIITCJTIITi^'E^'D
1^ 1_ IM l^T-Cl I^^

Highest Award at ihe WoiM-s Oo'.umblan Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

tSTItWr WEW
TaWSr YORK,
VOWTT
BEAVER STREET,

^*> 3® -Cir a irX-T?

Sole Im.porter for the XJnited States, Canada, Htc.

t.Tt.J J\f fj f

J

THE CHEAPEST.

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

.TRAPE MARK-

SEND FOR HEW
____
-^^^

IS

ON TOP
NOT IN THIS ADVBHTISBMENT, BUT

\irlTH

OUR specials:
Wagner

Clark Wire,
MAQNET

SPOOLS, BOSHINQS, COITMCTATOK KINGS, WASHERS, CONTKOLLEK PARTS,
ISSDLATIKS SHEETS, ETC.

MOULDED MICA

Western Lamps,

Converters,
lona Switches,

Infinity Dry Batteries,
Puritan Sockets,
And a General Line of Supplies

AT BOTTOM

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS,
Hangers, PuU-offs, Strain Insulators, Section
Insulators, Insulated Crossngs, Frogs, Feed
Wire and Tree Insulators, Rail Bonds, Etc., Etc.

NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,
BOSTON.

H,

W.JOHNS MFG. CO.

Randolph Mireet,
I

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

CO.,

911-913 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

We Want Western

Business.

LA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
Hanafactared in Sizes from

25

5,000

to

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PfllLUElPflli, PA,

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
San Francisco,

New

York,
Boston.

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
SI. Louis,

Pittsburg,

Mobile.

Generators.
1,01)0

m.

HOOD, 239 La

Sille St., Chicago.

Light Alternator.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg,, St. Louis, Mo,

WESTERN

pi»

ELECTRICIAN.

«p™

m
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SWEET LIMIT SWITCH.
w
>

>
w
GO

Is

PC

w

h^

p::

o

p^
o

p::

o
AFTER ACTION.

BEFORE ACTION.

p^
o

Stations, Electric Railways,
Isolated Lighting^ and Power Plants,

Central

do you
A

know

postal card addressed to us

that

its

and asking

may

lead, to

use and value?
for particulars will bring

you information

your saving money.

THE SWEET ELECTRIC

& MANUF'6

GRAlffD RAPIDS. MICH.

CO.

October

6,

WESTERN

1894

IN THE
This represents

ELECTRICIAN.

WHITE
ovir

World's Fair Exhibit as

it

CITY.

appeared

in Electricity Building.

NOTE THE PROMINENT SPECIALTIES
Set forth in the exhibit.
WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

WiRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

Electric Appliance Company,
WIRES AND CABLES

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

Paranite Wires and Cables,

AND REPRESENTING

NEW YORK

& OHIO

COMPANY,

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMP;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warreo, Ohio,
MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRANSFORMER.

WIRES AND CABLES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

W.

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

S.

M

for

October

6,

1894

WIRT INDICATORS.
For 8Tvltchboard ^Forb.
Direct and Alternating.
Tolts np to 3,000.
Amperes np to 1,000.
Direct Beading.
Accurate, Reliable, Unchan^eabTe, Handsome.
Write for quotations to yonr dealer, or to

CHARLES WIRT,

56

-

-

Avenue, CHICAGO.

Fifth

PLATINUM
For

For the

WESTERN ELECTRiCIAN,

Sl.OO.
Annunciators,

and

Sxiritches

ai><i

liATEST

Sivitchboards.

AMO B£ST

NEW YORK;

Elson

Brewster, 143 tiberly

&

to get

Partrick

Co.,
•

STORAGE BATTERIES

onr prices.

BOSWELL &

D. E.

Mich.

House Work.

CO.,
CHICAGO

Lake

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

The

Wirt Dynamo Brush.

The strongeBt castings made. The wrought iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

Dynamos, Alternating Generators and

Street,

Suitable for

-

THE LATEST

,

PHILADELPHIA.

Write for Circulars descriptive of

NEW

ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICES.

American

Incandescent Dynaroog, P a*irg

all

No. 125 So. Second St

IN ELECTRIC
Soldering Irons.

IManufaclured, Repaired, Recharged.

154

J. A.

& Carter

Manufacturers,

Ileuted and Sold.

Detroit,

-

Supplies for

Central Electric Co

CHICAGO:

WHITE OAK PINS.
It will pay you
BROWNLEE & CO.,

Bells, Batteries,

all

WESItiSIS.

St.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS,

Purposes*

CATALOGUES AND QUOTATIONS ON APPLICATION.

BOSTON, MASS.

133 OLIVER STREET,

all

Scrap and Native Platlnnin ParohaseO,

BAKER & €0^ 408-414 New Jersey
Kaiiroad Ave.. Newark, K. J>

45

Exciteis,

Heater

Electrical

STATE STREET. I>ETHOIT.

Co.,

IIICH.

Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

&

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
mitWATIKEE, WIS.

ao7 Dearborn

Chicago.

St..

The

BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA

CO.

<vv ^'"O/^-,

^

The Only Clocks Used
I

Co.

NO WINDIN C.
i-^«

Time

in the

sS Broa.d.-OT-ay, HEVST
Clocks Sold.
for

Samples and

U. Tel.

THE BEST QEADES OF

CORRECT ED HOURLY.

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK

'^^OOK ="

Send

W.

Service.

For under ground, under water, and

all

other conditions.

CO.,

YOR-K.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,
KjENBT a. bred.

Clocks Rented.

Prices.

-

NEW YORK

-

Secretary and Manaser.

SAL AMMONIAC
BKAND)

lAIXXSOXX SX30t Oox*c3.

(EliECTRIO

ForElectrical Purposes

E. r Arc l.i£ht and Trolley Cerd.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

^RANtSliH

Subscribe for the Western Electrician,

Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

l.KLIPSTEIN & COnPlNY. 122 Pearl

woi^TninsroTOisr
HENRY

R.

New

THIS

IS

A

York,

e:

St.,
185 ti 189
St. Louis, Eifihtb and St, Charle.s St,

St.,

New

.a-IBE ITO-OTT liT •CJSE.

WORTHINGTON, SSr^'ISLt'^i'st.,
Chicago.
Van Buren

York, 86 and 8S Liberty
Boston. 70 Kllby St.,

St..

THIS C "^
aiADE BV
ILLINOIS ENGRAVING

GO.,

348-350

DOUBLE POLE

Dearborn

SNAP SWITCH,

BT ALL PROCESSES.

BRYANT

A Specialty of

BLEGTRIG
GOMPANY,
G.

EDWARD

GRIER,
R. GRIER,

1

1532

Chicago.

ENGRAVERS

MADE BY THE

THOS.

St,,

Telepbone Harrison 499.

Wood

EDgraviDg,

Half Tone EngraviDg,
Zinc Etcbing and

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

Designing.

j

Western Representatives.

Pactory: Bridg^eport, Conn.
Sockets, Switches,

Cut Outs, and Electrical Specialties. Good Goods
and Protnpt Shipments.

Made from 8x10
for

Photo,

Siemens

&

Halske Co.

FHICE8 REASONABLE.

October

6,

Etgete

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894
W. A- Hatha WAT, Treas.

r. Phillips, Preet.

W. H. Sawteb,

Sec'y.

Are Necessary

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
PROVIDENCE,

R.

foi

Ail-around
Station Economy.

I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE «"IKE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

FARADAY CABLES.
IfZW YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,

IIOXTREAL BRAXCH, Eageae

The above cut is of a 176 K. W. Generator wound on our new opeu-head spiral system. All coils aUbe,
perfect balance, handsome appearance. Write for prices on
STAXioJ^i
Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

WIRES.

HEAVY CKKTR«li

KEPAIKS;

10 Cortlandt Street.

Shops, Jersey City, ^.J.

F. Phillips' Electrical

Works

THE

W. RUSHMORE,

S.

"CLARK" WIRE.

onr "Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate, oii
dize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and ie not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
DTOund or S.;bmaTire, and our net prices sre as low, if not
lower, than any other fire' claPS Insulated Wire.
"We Fhall be pl^a^ed to mail Catalogues with Terms an 'I

The Kubbernsed

For Switchboaru, Railway and Motor nse, we mate all
Wire and Cables with Clark's

loFu'atioD.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for
and has met with nniversal favor.
Tboagands of miles of thia wire have been sold, and
United States and Foreign Connio
ase
thronghont
the
ar«
tries, and the demand for it is congtattly increasing, because
the pait nine years,

in insnlatlng

Discounts for Quaiitities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect saticfactlon.

61

and 63 Hampshire

Henbt
CO.,

"^'"l

[^^LtV°'

l°-''f!^.°''ril^

TELEPHONES'

H

EtrSTIS,

Prest. andEleclrlciaiD

Send for Catalogue.

III.

Consolatei

Mm

Electric

CoDmaii!,

HAYDEN- BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

(XIANUS.CONM,

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPDIA,

Manufacturers of

all

Gorrespondence School of Technology,
CL£VFLA:X^I>. OHIO.

M

For the WESTERN

:

M. M,

St..

HAYDEN,

-

-

•

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Managor.

Electrician

Electrician Publishing Co.,

6l.ak< side B'de.,

CELLS,

In

Everything in the Battery Line.
3140 DeKalb

InfltToetlon by Correspondence, Electrical. Steam and other Branches of
Frant
E.; Jas Ritchie, E- S
Ensineeriag.— E P. Robert-^, il. E.; G. T. Hanchett, S. B Oscar Antz,
C Osbom, C. E.; F. Yensen; L. S. Siebel; H, J. Cook; J. N. Richardson; W. B. Sewart and F. H. Conslant, C- E. Send for Circular.
;

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

BINDERS

HtRBEET

Clafk,

Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTRICAL SUPPL/ES
OCUE Palmer Bros.
iCAtAl'

'

a.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Wes'ern Agents,

Chicago,

i

every respect.''

in

pecially chemically prepared,

aizes of Stranded and Flexible

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

new YORK.

" A Thoroughly Re

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

it

Liberty St.,

a Letter from the inspector of the Boston Fire Under

In

CLARK WIRE

126

-

Chiengn.

$1.00
't^mAaMf/ ./G^^.
'yyie^t^a..

^(ez/^eni-

Vfen->i^.

'e.

MANUFAOrUEEBS OF

DIRECT CURRENT MULTIPOLAR

/

^e^ie;

-

DYNAMOS

@ GENERATORS.

These machines are constrncted with oatalde revolving armatures, without and with special commatator, as deflred. They have proved remarkably efQcl'snt and economical. TJsti largely
Slatioiis.
They are alow-speed machiaes, made for direct conuectlon to engine without belting, and in alzes from 20 H. P. to 1,500 H. P.

HIOa-SP£EJI> BEIiT£D 1$I£9I£K6 DirNAMOS
Are copied extensively in thie country as "Drum Type."
from 1 H. P. to 150 H. P.

ALT£B.VATINC}
With laminated

field

We

in sizes

from

1

H.

For direct and alternating current, for constant potential and

With either solid or soft cores, which are the most eoonomical In the world and give a steady

P. to 4,000 H. P., for belted or direct conpling^

AUL

New York Office,
Salt

Lake City

New

Orleans

1-10

H. P. up to 4,000

eerles machines.

SIEMENS ABC LICiHr CABBONS

aiOTORS
Of every speed for direct, alternating or multiphase current, in sizes from
I>urable and economical in operation.

European Central

SIEHEEAfS BAAfD liAHIFS

are building these machines In sizes

AKD MUIiTIPHASE CURBBNT DXJWA910S

and armature,

In

H

Requisite for the regulation of electric apparatus; also the Siemens Voltmeters and
Automatic devices made In Berlin.

P.

light.

lN9TB1]9IE9iTS
Ammeters and

GENERAL OFFICES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.
136 Liberty street,

Cincinnati Office, Perin Building,

office, Dooly Block.
Office, 42 Union Street.

Toledo, Ohio, Office,

Boston Office, 31 Milk Street.
Troy, N. Y. Office, 43 Fourth St.
5x8 Summitt Street.
Detroit, Mich.,

Denver

Office,

St. Louis Office, Bank of Commerce Building
Buffalo, N. Y. Office. Erie Co. Bank Building.
San Francisco Office, 508 California Street.
Minneapolis Office, 939 Lumber Exchange.

6i8 Boston Bloclc,

Pittsburg Office. 830 Liberty Ave.
Philadelphia Office, 531 Chestnut St.
Office,

47 State Street.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

"0. K." INSULATED

WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Bailway and Electric Light Work.

m\^^
Chicago Agents,
Electric Appliance Company.

Superior Quality.

New York

Perfect Insulation.

Office.

39 and 41

Handsome

Cortlandt St.

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

tilwell's Patent Live

OOMBINATION
AND ELECTRIC

(Street,

Goods Only.

ELECTRICITY

CO.,

CHICAGO.

I

Diplomas Awarded.

and Physict). Send for FEEK Uirciilar stating subyou wish to s'n-iy, 10 The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.

DlDlomas awarded. Catalogue

Pall Sticl too Larit
SEND rOK EAEGAIN

CHAS.

E.

Sjtoifj.

LIST.

GREGORY

CO.,

4y-4i> So. .FefTerHon St., Chicago.

SAVE YOUR BURNED-OUT LAMPS.
TO CENTRAL STATION MANAGERS:

17

FOR SALE CHEAP.

Woodward

lilTOORF,

of Sterling,
p.

Mich

MinuFa turer

of

& Coke
JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

hundred

50-tiaht Wei^tern Electric Arc, ten
2,i;0n 0. P. Dynamos

ampere,

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John

One 20-Ught ^Veatern Electric Ave, ten ampere,
2.000 C P. Dynamo.
One hundred "tt'estern Electric Arc Lamps.

St.,

Brooklyn,

9i.

Y.

Chicago Office, 100 W. Washington

St.

Van >amee

SAJ.TE.

One

Dynamo,
Dynamo.

50 H. P. 500 Volt Constant Potential Bi-

polar Generator.
by the National Electric Mfg. Co.
1,000 Light Slatrery Alternator with Exciter and Instruments,

National Electric Co.,
EAV CLAIRK. WIS

FOR^ALE.
Standard Testing Intruments
Clieap for Casli.
Ooe Weston

AllernaliDg or Din ct Current
Voltmeter, 1 20 volt scale, tempe-ature
compensaliDg coil and thtrmomeler, complete with conneciiDg cords and black
leather carrying case.

One Whitney

Portab'e Ammeter,

AKMATUKE NOTCHING PBESS.
Presses, Panehe^, i^hears,

Diop-hamniers and Hies.
THE STILES & PARKER PRESS CO.

0. E.

plaintiff

Mi

and James Chamberlain

SHIPLEY, Attorney

in

P.O. Box 545, Kenosha, Wis.

POSITION WANTED.
By young man

to take charge of a small arc or
isolated plant. Six years of practical experience.
Capable of winding and repairing armatures and
keep arc lamps and transformers in good order.

Familiar with engines.

SITUATION

is

for Receiver.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

FOB EliECTBICAIi 1T8B8;
eraphlte Bods of Tartons lienetlia, Orom 1.5 Obm to 100 ohms Beslstance
to tlie •"«]» "raphlte Boxes and Ornclbles, Beslstlne Heats
or 4,000 Degrees. Inqnirles Uladlr Answered.

JOS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

1.1

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

"UtOEL

OC.

IV]

ANGER,

286-290

for

New Catalogue.

Graham' street, BBOOKLYN, N.T.

WANTED

WANTED.
and ThomsonHouston dynamo man to take charge of enArc dynamo and alternating incanFirst class Corliss engineer

gine.

descent system.
Address Incandescent,
Care Western Electbioian,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

wantedT^
We

will

pay 15c each for clean copies of the

WESTERN ELECfBICIAN

dated:

August 26,
Ociober 7,

1893, Vol. xiii, No. 9.
1893, Vol. xiii, No. 15.
November 4, 1893, Vol. xiii. No. 19.
May '2G 1894. Vol. xiv. No. 21.
MHy 19, 189i, Vo'. xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. xiv, Ho. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 6.
March 10. 1894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14-

Western Electrician,
6 Lfikeside Building, Chicago.

Summer

One

A

With electric light and power company or isolated
plant, by young electrician with four years' experience at in and outside coostractlon and station
work. Steady work with chance to rise instead of
high wages. Good references
Address H. C. I^..
Care Western Electbictan,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

J.

25 amp.

scale in 5ths, readable to i\, amp., complete with black leather carrjirg case.

Portable Testing Set, range i ohm to
megohms, high wound galvanometer,
very sensi'ive; complete in one case with
a bat'ery of ten cells.
Above instruments are of the latest and most
complete desig'u and have been used but a short
time. An excellent chance for an electrical engineer to provide the very nece^snry instruments at
a very low figure. Will sell all or in part.
Address "Xnstrunient,"
Oare \\'estehn Elegtrioiak,
6 Lakeside Bailding, Chicago

of (1 ctric I'ght paot
Have had
technical training and five)eari' experience
construction and station work.
Good
"AMERICAN/'
rtfer-n.es.
Address
trician

—

All built

One

WANTED.
Position wanted as superintendent or elec-

Address
T.,
Care Western Eleotkician,
6 Lakeside Buildlug, Chicago

free and clear from any and all liens, as one whole
parcel, all the machinery, manufactured machine?,
motors and dynamos, machines in process of mannfiiL'ture, tools, imiilemeuts, slock of material, office
furniture and all other tangible propeity constituting the plant and manufactory of the Muncle Electrical Works.
Such sale to be subject to confirmalion by the court aforesaid and will be made at the
r)tBce of C. E, Shipley, attorney, southeast corner
of Walnut and Jackson streets, city of Muncie, Indiana, where, or at Nickey's drug store, southwest
corner of Main and Mulberry streets, Muncie, Indiana, I wilt receive bids,
Tebits of Sale: One-half cash; one-fourth payable in three months and one-fourth payable in sis
months from the day of sale; deferred payments lo
bear six per cent, interest from date till due and
secured by note of the purchaser with good approved security.
JAMES N. CROPPER,
Receiver Muncie Electrical Works.

Dynamos

150 Light Direct Current Constant Potential

is

do anything which offers a

to

Address "B. W. S.." care Westeen EleoTBiciAN, 6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,
luture.

direct.

deffodaut, as Keceiver appointed by said court
after the lOth day of October, 1894, I will sell, by
private contract, to ilie highest aud best bidder,

which are good reliable machines, and never been
used, at about one-half their original selling price,
because they are not of the latest manufacture:
One 300 Light Direct Current Constant Potential

and willing

tion,

(200) lights, to

Notice is hereby given that pursuant to the decree and order of the circuit court of Delaware
county, I ndinna, made at its 'eptember term, 1894,
in cause No. 8195 therein, in which Frederick A.

NEW DYNAMOS

One

may

Sale of Electrical

MASISTJEB, MICH.

FOR

(25)

of two

facturerof dynam IS and motors; have had superintendence and designing of one of the largest
motor manufactories for 3 years. I want a posi-

Chairman Light Committee.

CITIZENS ELECTR C LIGHT i POWER CO..
"W. R. FABEN, Feceiver,

offering for sale the following

five

number

JOHN MEE,

Five hundred light translormer capacity.
One 100 H. P. RuB-ell Automatic Cut-oS Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenix Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 125 H. P. Steam Boiler
One 100 H. P. Steam Boiler.
'i'-wo Iron Stacks.
Alt of the above machinery is ae ROod ae new.
Will be sold cheap. For particulars address

We are

to the

be supsended at street inon poles at such other places as the
Th^ terms of the contract to be
for a period of ten (10) years from November 5,
1891; the city to hive the option to increase the
number of lamps at any time, at the same rate.
The successful bidder to have the exclusive franchise for commercial lighting.
A certified check,
payable to the order of the Mayor, for the sum of
three hundred (^00) dollars must accompany each
bid, as a guarantee that the party to whom the contract is awarded will, within ten (10) days, execute
an acceptable bond and sign contract.
Any further information desired will be furnished
by the Chairman of the Committee. The Council
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
city

Co.,

For Sale, Cheap.

power each,

lam competent to fill any position from Machinist to Superintendent or Electrician for electric railroad or manufactory; am a practical
mechanic and an educated electrician and manu-

tersections, or

Tc'leplione Biibb iis aud <park CulLs,
17 to 27 Vandewater bt.. New Yoi k.

Two

until October 15, 1891, at 5 o'clock

Incandescent lamps of twenty

actual candle

Ave., Detroit,

,

m., for lighting the streets of the city by elec-

tricity.

CO.,

S X Iron Tfwers, 120 f^et high, for arc
Suitable for lighting cities and
lamps.
For
t< wjs ;n the most econom ca\ maaner.
terms, etc, address
Jacksonville Gas Light

111

AT HOME

Thorough instruction, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
ientlfic Aluchlnipit 4'0.. 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland, O.

Sealed bids will be received by the Chairman of
the Light Committee of the City Council of the City

^

5
5
g

Resorts of Wisconsin.

Excursion tickets to the Summer Resorts
now on sale by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway.
Special low rates on Friday and Saturday
of each week for tickets good to return
of Wisconsin are

until Monday.
For further information
apply at Ticket Office, 207 Clark St or
Union Passenger Station,, Canal,. Adams
,

and Hadison Sts

1

ILL.

free. P»*

BIDS WANTED.

If you have burned-out incandescent Inmps on
hand we can realize you a good cash price for them.
We handle them for the platinum only, wbich is
worih from $7 to ^i) per ounce, as the market
changes. We charge a commission of 1) per cent,
for separating the platinum wire from the lamp
base. In shipping by express, send your address
upon each package. SLip the base of the tamp
only and do not end bases without p'atioum wire.

PHOENIX ELECIKIC

CmCAGO,

^
f

^^\^X\\\V«L^XX\\\X\\\\^\VXX\VI.\\1A\\\\\\X\\^

STUDY ELECTRICITY
By our oorreapondence method.

to

AMES & FROST COMPANY

ject

SUPPLIES.

.....iniiiiiiiiiiiiii.^

'

the asking.

Coursps in other tradea,
includiug ihorongh instruction in Mathematics

all

portation

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicvcles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue fOr

FREE APPARATUS.

ELECTRICAL
FOB SAI.E.

in Steara

STILWELL&B1ERCEMF6.C0.,
DAYTON, OHIO.

GENERAL FIXTURE
Adams

scale

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

First Class

I01>

1S94

Steam-Feed Water PDrifier.
Removes all Impurities.
Eatirely prevents

FIXTURES.
CBICIIGO

6,

I

October

6,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

WHEEL.
VICTOR TURBINE WATER
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

CELKBRATEU M'ATEB

attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this
steady motton,
aa particularly adautfd I0 their ute, on account of its
aiiil grrat eAieieiiey aii<t large eapaeiiy lor its diaraef er. being iloiible
tbe
ol most wheels of thn same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companies with preat satiBfactioc. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of useful effect guaranteed*

The

WHKKli

remarkably

high speed

power

SEXn FOR CATALOGUE AND I'AH'rXCVL.AMS.
The accompanying engraving represents a eiogle 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where tbe situation admits of their use we recommend tbem.

The

#

Siilwell-Bierce

^%v AN

#<

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton, 0.

(9.

«J>

^^^ *%,

%
'^^.^^

%rA

ON THIS SPACE.

^^^

We will illustrate therein some
BATTERY LINE shortly.

new features

in

the

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 John Street, NEW YORK,
LAW DOUBLE
Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated
CYLINDER and other Law Cells.
Zincs, Sal Ammoniac, Bluestone, Carbons, Medical Outfits, et cetera.

f^I
^

The "New Era"
ELECTRIC
GAS LIGHTERS.
Newly Improved.

Are the only Klectric

made

that
are saccessfally operated by the key,
liighterB

Which always indicates whether
the gn3 is on or off. Safe, rewill not fail to light;
hnve interchangeable slems;are
adaptable to any Qxtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5
etylea but all on the same general principle as atyle ehown.
Candle, Billiard, Argaod. Our
Victor with Bide lever, Is a
little wonder.
liable;

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.
The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of
The D'Unger Telephone

All.

reputation as the
beat instrument ever constructed now fnlly established) is the on.1]) instrnment in which tbe power
of the voice is Increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric ciit^ent is intensified by ihe
action of the voice; tbe onl)/ instrument in which
the I'oice-u-ave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advantage-* without the
use of a lever. The D'Unger Long-Dlstance Telephone Com any has the sole and exclusive 1 iyht to
use a lever in telephones— remember that.
These instruments are supplied to en'hanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot b»had on any other terms.
The D^Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Muhiple-ContncI Telephone in this counA'l persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
o£ premeditated falsehood.

Address

02 Pearl St

R. D'Unger, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago. III.

all letters to

Boston, Mass.
Send for Circulars.
,

Never

Round

TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the
only device that will do the required work and not infringe 1b any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Our device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of
receiver
Send for teslimonial circulars, price list, etc.

trip tickets,

Clark Street, Chicago.

discovery.

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,
Agents wanted.

BRADLEY &
'

Bochester, N. \.

CO.,

CHICAGO.

Lakeview, WashingtoD.
A model manufacturing location. Special
inducements offered to manufactirers. Unfacilities for coal and lumber, and
shipment by rail and water.
Eighty ton
iron and steel rolling mill (only one in the
state) row being built.
Address
excelled

THE SOUTH TACOMA COMPANY,

a Snccess.

Every

good for return passage within twenty days
from date of sale, will be sold on September
II and 25 and October 9, 1894.
For further information apply at Ticket
Office, 207

km Agin

new

Storage Battery Rlanufaclurei-s,
20-28 W. ItandolphSt.,

P.

THREE HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
To all parts of the West and Northwest via
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railwa>
at practically half rates.

Embodies

(ite

Sole Manufacturers,
1

Lightest Storaae Battery
IN THE MARKET.
feature that
gives it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suited for electric launches, traction and lighting work. Write
for description of this neiv

Beware of Infrinfring or nsio? Infringing Instruments.

Tacoma, Washington.

O. Box 207,

Between Chicago and Milwaukee.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Eallway ie
now running sleeping cars with drawing rooms oc
Sleepers

night trains between Chicago and Milwaoliee.
Sleepers can be taten in Uninn Passenger Station
any time between 9:S0 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago Bt 3:00 a. m., arriving at Milwaukee at
6:15 a. m., passengers remaining in sleeper until
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
7:30 a. m.
Ohlcago. Berth rate $1.50. For further particulars, for tickets and berths, appy at City Ticket
Office, 207 Clark St (Telephone Main 2190), or at
Ticket Office, Union Passenger Station.

By

all

The Standard Open Ctrcutt Bat'
teries of ihe World,
Send for Circulak and Prices.

THE

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

77/ to 117 East falsi

St.,

N.

CO.,
Y,

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

„_ ^„.
...,„„
DELIVERY,
LARGEST
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.
.

from 10

to 10,000

Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
teries for

Electric liaanches,

for

Dental, Snrgical

for

which

and

Medical Work,

Complete Lighting and Poiver Plants installed as reasonably as consistent with

Room

ELEGTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

first-class

material and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

& C

C

The

October

1894

6,

Company

Electric

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

NEW

Street,

YORK.

aiKnadnock Bnildine-. BOTTOM. 63 Oliver
mmivr'n mwii.¥r.wn
i *^HH^A*10. 1020 and lOSl
BKA.ncil
'»**^*l-*:'»-jciiBVEl,ASiI>, (nyahosa Buildlns. PHIl.Al>JiI,HIA, 633 Arch St.
.

R. of N. J.

St.

Tsz-BPzioiirE:
Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
WIRE AND CABLES.
Chicago,

Every Telephone
United States

and Cables.

Coipany

Cnt

^

Ke-

Electric

"'
'

liteistbeStand-

and

Car - Heating.

Glass

Regulating Switch Gives

iDsnlation,

Last

and

any otber on tbe

Ont

FIVE

Market.

SSniD

OF HEAT.

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

In Practical Operation in Ilore
Than iSE licadlne Cities in
V. S. and Canada.

General Western Agents,
St.,

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

FOR SASIPIiES A.XD PRICES.

GUSHING & MORSE,
225 Dearborn

Goatecook, P, Q-

nsingKeriteWire

is

ard of Higb Grade
will

ALBANY, N.Y.

III.

tbe

in

Chicago.

'.!03

Broadway, New York.

HART FLUSH SWITGHES.

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and Voltmeters for I^anip

The

Meter

and

5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.

measurement on Alternafing;

CarrentS

are

now

ready for the market.

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-^vay.

10

Send for our 1^94 Catatogne which coutaioe
the above and other new iDBtrumeots
.

of our manufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

WMtney

Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
iDstrament Co.,
PENACOOK, KT. H.

For Sale by All Supply Houses.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; SherBrooke, P. Q., Can.

AOENT8

HENRY

The Hart

&

:

Hegeman

Boston, Mass.: Warren 8. Hill,
Boston, Maea. (New Entrland); W. B. Southgate

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

CHAPMAN,

THOMAS

Pres.

C.

PERKINS,

Electric Appliance Co,
Cinoinnatl, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son k Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L, Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: Cahfornia Electrical Works.
Toronto, Ont Toronto Electrical Works.
lit

:

:

HARTFORD, CONN.
S.

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.

Chicago,

MARO

:

KELLOGG,

General Selling Agent.
Balilmore, Md. Tbe Poole Electric Co.
F.

:

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

St.

Louia, Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Kock, Ark.: The Brown Elec. 6 Mach'ry Co.

Little

Sec'y and Treas.

TH. GONET,

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

HOLT GATES,

1140

Monadnock

by the following well-known and

Buildinir,

CliiGaeo,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.

^°^ Broadway, New York: New York City, Brooklyn and vicinity
^ and
'
CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Maes.: New England.
N. BLAKE, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York.

?• B- ^SlS,^^ °°
Q. M. ANQIER &
S.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Lightins:

'

New

Jersey.
•''

October

6,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

BUCEFTE
Monadnock

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

PORTER & BUERDORF.

Artistic Slate

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.

FOB
Siritoh Boards,

Switch Ba*es.
iiheostat Boxes and Bases.
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fuse Boxes and Bases,

And

SALES AGENTS FOR

Storaqe batteries for trnction work srihl ivith
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of etorage battery licjhtin^ plpnfo a specialty

RoomHOS. Xo

•-»

Uiiin(>\

»

«t Cliioaso.
.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

ANY
STANDARD SOCKET.
TO

FIT

Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE^

A

large, handsome Map of the UDited
States, mounted and suitable for oiBce or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address en receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. EusT'S, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C- B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

correct

Carry inc:
capacity

f

h
)

^"^"'^T^Z.^..

&

I-ainp Bases,

for

Purposes Requiring

All

We

sell

the finest

Termont

State,

and

SINGLE POLE,
finish In

Dali Black,
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Marbleized.
Italian, Tennessee, and
Vermont Marble,

Ulexican llnyx and

Grained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

S. P.

Others Can't Compete.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric Co.,
39th St. and Stewart Ave.,

TO

I5O0 AMPERES.
DOUBLE THROW,
DOUBLE POLE,
D. P. DOUBLE THROW,
TRIPLE POLE,
3 P. DOUBLE THROW,
S. P. FUSE CONNECTION,
S. P. D. T FUSE CONNECTION,
D. P. FUSE CONNECTION,
D P. D. T. FUSE CONNECTION,
3 P. FUSE CONNECTION,
3 P. D. T. FUSE CONNECTION,
TABLET BOARDS,
SWITCHBOARDS.

25

Slate, plain or finished.

JENNINGS,

A. R.

CHICAGO.

THE

ELECTRIC

Prices are too Low.

317

CO,, 192 Broadway,

n/termod

New

CLARK

Apparatus for every purpose, and
on every current.
Our Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

for use

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Thla company

to

any type

For Lundell

Oral, Electric,

of

Fnll liine Always in Stock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &

high speed engines.

a04 Fnlton

cata-

Factory,

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

&

Pneamatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

directly connected

Dynamo and Motor

00„

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.

Slow Speed,

Clad,

Dynamos

mannfacturlng

HSO, 540 and S4lX Ulonntlnork BIk., Chlraeo, III

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell

is

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

DYNAMOS
Iron

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

A Compound Magneto Telephone

MOTORS.

Direct Current,

SI.

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any olher Telephone tallssover one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (ii;rnishlng
everything from the teleplaone to the wire and poles).
Private lines, Factory j,l?uit8,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

LUNDELL
AND

39th

TELEPHONES!!

York,

the only concern in the world
that makes
Is

Arc Lighting

The Independent Electric

& Jaccard

St.,

New York.

CO.,

U61 and

1463 DeKalb Ave-, Brooklyn, N.T.
i^^Send for New Catalogue. Out August lat.

Conduit

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AX^33.i;i.fetcti;i.x>ezrs,

Grimsliaw Wliite Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Vnlca Bnshings,
MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

I

all

BKANCHES

:

New

THE

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Construction.

sizes,

York.

4^

:

\

CHICAGO:

BOSTON:

78-82 FrankliD Street.

134 Coagress Street.

NATIONAL.

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

SAN FRANCISCO:
102

99

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Our head telepliouien are largely nsed by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Sacramento Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

xvi

October
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HUBLEY
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TROLLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record— Still running.
IPQLLEY HAnPS Brass, Bronze, Malleable iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
wEARINGS For Dynamos and Motors. We guarantee 20 per cent, more life than any anti-friction metal offered for sale.
Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Switches, C"l-Outs, Rpgulating Eockeis, all of our design and patents. Bare, Weatherproof and Magnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Anna,
Black and Wl)ite Tape. Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

.ASK
STEPHEN

B.

ELKIKS,

SAVE MONEY.
FOR NEW CATALOGUE.
PATRICK EQAN,

Prest.

The Harrison

H.

Seo'y.

J.

HUBLEY MANUFACTURING CO., Lancaster,

HANFOBD,

Gen'l Mgr.

International Telephone Go,

Pa.

W.S.EDWARDSMFG.CO.,
MANtTFACTtTBEES OP

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

ELECTROLIERS,

Harrison MernatiODal TeleplioDe.

Combination Fixtures.

We

either sell our telephones ontright or lease them for a term
of years.

NOW
BEING

Electric

This compauy owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 80, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, Kranted to E. M. Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. 435.295, granted to William Hutson Ford
Augn6t26. 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patenls embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE.

pany

and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW

PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

at their offices,

Offices,

Chamber

of

Commerce

BIdg., Chicago.

21 and 23 E. Lake St. Chicago.

The

C-S SPECIALTIES.

By

—Donble

Pole —Com mutation; 3 Wire, 4 Wire.

—3 Wire.

Pole— Donble Pole

Motor and its Applications.
martin and JOSEPH WETZLER,

With an Appendix by Dr. Louis Bell, bringing the book down to date.
315 Large Quarto PageSf 353 Illustrations.
Price, $3,00,

The wealth of Information contained in the three hundred and odd large double-colamn pages of
this Important work is equalled in few special technical treatises, even those of a professedly exhaustive
character. More than one hundred different motors are described and illustrated many in great detail—and the different applications are similarly fully treated. Many of the illustrations are full pa^e,
and the details of construction, particularly of armatures, are fully illustrated. The treatment je simple, clear, and concise, and little mathemntios isimployed, the work being essentially of a practical and
largely of a descriptive character. The section on alteroating motors resumes in a simple manner
without mathematical formubr. the principles upon which they are based, and that on thermo-magcetic
motors treats this interesting class in greater detail than can be found in any other publication. An interesting feature is the historical method of treatment, by means of which the different steps in the
advance of theories and design can be clearly traced, and the varying results of explorations in many
directions instructively followed,

—

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single

T. C.

Cloth,

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single Pole

Electric

'

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
Single Pole.

CONTENTS.
ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY

Chapter

—Chapter

PEERLESS.
0-S

F Insh Doulile PnBh Switch— Doablo Pole.

ELEGTRICAL
THE GUTTER
& MFG.
Philadelphia, Pa„
11th
27
So,

Street,

T. S,

GO.,

III.

—

Elementary Considerations —Chapter II. Early Motors and Eiperimeots in Europe.
Early Motors and Experiments in America.— Chapter IV. The Electrical Transmission

I.

of Power. Chapter V. The Modern Electric Railway and Tramway in Europe.— Chapter VI. The
Modern Electric Railway and Street-car Line in America.— ( hapter VII. The use of Storage Batteries
with Electric Motors for Street Ballways.-Chnpter VIII. The Industrial Application of Electric Motors in
Europe.— Chapter IX. The Industrial Application of Electric Motors in America. Cbni'ter X Electric
Motors in Marine and Aerial Navigation. Chapter XI. Telpherage.- Chapters XII. XIII. Latest

—

—

American Motors and Motor Systems —Chapter XIV. Latest European Motors and motor Systems.
Chapter XV. Alternating Current Motors.- Chapter XVI. Thermo-magoetic Motors.- Appendix. The
development of the Electric Motors since 1888.
gen^ promptly on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

A..

182I.

MORRIS, TASKER

6 Lakeside Building,

& CO.,

1888.

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Tliird St., Philadeiphia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

Bflito

Mbs, WrotM

Iroi Pipes ail Fitliis,

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

CHICAGO.

October

6,

WESTERN ELECtRIClAR
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
f

B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e.,

Specialty: Electric Ballways

N.

Electrical Engineer,

and Power Sta-

:

Amstutz,

Anditorinm Tower,

The Louis

K.

i

Dericea Perfected for

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Shop Construction.
Teeta, Plans, Eatimatefl,

The Cnyahosa, Cleveland,©

The Allen-Hussey

and engineers' ppecificatinns. Telephone,
Harrison 712. E?tiblished 18^9; Incorporated

tects'
Ib-dJ.

1437-3S llonadnock Blk., Chicago.

The

Co..

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric ligbt and power conptmclloo. incandescent light wiring; telephone, watchman's
clo-:k, anDUDCiator. burglar alarm, electric bell
systems, etc. Estimates farniehed from archi-

9i» Sledinbli Bldg Chicago.
,

Agents

Tel. 912.

Academy

BEdg.,

)

Chicago.
3946.

E. P. Roberts

'

&

Co.,

a*, 35, 26, 27, 28,

and Contractors,

Brainard Block.
E. P.

for Ideal Engines.

Milwaukee,

e

1637 aEonadQOCk Bldg
Telephone Main

Manufacturers' Agents,

1

(E.

Consulting Engineer,

St. Louis.

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

i

Snpervlsion and Expert Opinions.

5«»6

&

Goltz

b. s

Superintendence, Testa, Purchasing.

Turner Bnllding,

Co.^

William D. Ball,

Oonsnltatlons, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Specifloatlons,

Comstock

m. Am. soc.m.e.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Cliieaeo.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

yew Electrical

H. Bryan,

Expert and

S74-37C Fookery, Chicaeo.

S.

Wm.

1

Consn'ting Electrical Engineer,
tions.

1

KOBEETS, M;

E.,

A. 3. E. E,
A. I. E E.,
Etc., Etc.

AVis.

Cleveland, O.

Consolidated Eng. Co.,

Designers an(? Bailders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Bailways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Kefrigeratlng Plants.
St. Louis.
821 Pine Street, Alfred G. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall, Vlce-Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

Subscrilie for the

Western

Electrician.
„

JLina^lysis of Sa.1 JLzximoi3.i€LC.
Certificate of Analysis, Ko. 918.

Chicago, March

9, 1894.

This Certifies

B.

J- .

Analytical

and

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

WEia,
Consulting

t2.

marked

amount of:
Cbloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
'0.02
"
"
"
0.31
Organic Matter
I find the

Ammonium
Ammonium

Ctiemist

AND ASSAYEH,
Room

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

87 Clarh Street.

The Non-Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumira.

E^"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•9

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
We

&

MANUFACTURING

CO. f

manufacture Complete Installations of

ELECTRIC JLI^ JLFI^JLRAXUS
For

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CmC-A-G-O,

CITIES.

'T7s7"a,"ba,s]n.

-^ver3.-a.e arLd. I_.a,3^e Street.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent Improvements made in tlie New Amertsan Turbine have increased the power as per their diameter, and prodaced greater efficiency from whole to half water than any other turbine, as evidenced by the
foUowms, copied from certified teats made at Holyoke Maes., on the dates named, and signed by A. F. Sickman, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic engineer.
The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels can be seen at our office.

Test of a 45 inch Wlifel- July
Head.

Whole Gate

?3

"^

16.06
16-42
16.78
1T.03
16.8»

Miu.
119.

n

122.(1(1

117.33
111.83
118.67

9,

TfSt of a 42-jncli "Wheel July 14, 1894.

1R94.

Horse
P'rCcnt
per Sec. Power.

Rev. per Cu. Ft.

1

141.58
127.18
112.60
98.12

205.27
195 19
175 74
149.99
1.8 40

82.(-7

Head.

Rev. per Cu. Ft. Horse
Mia. per Sec. Power. P'rCent
1

1

Whole Gate

79 76
82.58
82.18
79.31
75.52

i

16.3J
16.56
16.59
17.13
17.48

"

128.00
134.80
129.33
125.25
121.00

134.18
120.85
101.85
92 76
70.80

199.56
188.14
162.89
142.(0
98.85

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For information and catalogue write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS
Mia

MICA

ami

AiDer

}}

Qnalitles lor Electrical Pnrpcses,

EUGENE MUNSELL &. CO.,
MICA INSULATOR CO.,
218 WATER ST., NEW TORE.
W. H.

50 I.ake

SlliliS,

St.,

Chicago,

Cells

ilvCost ZDiJLraTole

U. S. A.

COMMUTATORS

MICANITE

REFILLED.

PERFECT INSULATOR.

III.

CO., Dayton,0.,

Sionx City Brass Works,
SIOl'X CITI, IOWA.

^rod-ijLCGd.-

A VALUABLE BOOK!

'FH.XTS>T^iT>
s

THE MOST IMPORTANT WORK TO
STREET RAILWAY MEN THAT
HAS BEEN PUBLISHED.

c
13

CM

Firgt Practical Book Covering: American Street llailway Practice of To-day.

The

GC
m

a
»

CK

»

STREET RAILWAYS;

i-S

THEIR

wanufactured by

The

Butlcr Hard Rubber Co>,33 Mercer St., N. Y. CONSTRUCTION,

The Vacuum Feed Water Heater and

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE.

Webster Separator, and
WiUiames Vacuum System of Steam
Heating, are sold by us under guarantee to effect a saving in fuel and
water, which is fully set forth in certain catalogues that we send upon
Purifier, the

application.

.

.

.

WARREN WEBSTER &
Xkw Y.mK— 1-26

Lib(?rlj S(roe(.

.

"I'KA.MS."

HAXDBOOK FOR
STREET RAILWAY MEX,

A BRACTICAl,
.

By C. E. P.11ECHII.D, ,
Editor Street Railway Journal.

CO.,""'

«-,..«?.«« a.
T» 3.
-a
(EamScn,

OHic»oo-UoD,a»ockHu.idin8.

Price, Posts are Prepaid

COLBURN

Established

ELECTRIC MFG.
999 Main

St.,

Cloth,

1881

Remit by

CO.,

.'»4.00

P.

0.

;

Leather and

Money

:

Gilt, S5,00.

Order, Craft, Registered
Money Order.

Letter, or Express

Fitchburg, Mass.

aiANUPACTUHEKS OF

Electrician

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and

Publishing

Company,
E. u.

McCORMICK,

Pass. Traffic

ELEGTRO-

PLATINe

MARTIN,
Mgr.
Gen'l Pass. & Ticket
CINCINNATI.
D. B.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

-

Agt.

ppEiAi^^lANUFACTORY.

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIQHESI EFFICIENCI.

THE McCORMICK

^^^^^^^^^P^'

TURBINE,
On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more poirer as to diameter with a
higher percentase of nsefal effect than any other
Tvater-TFheel heretofore made. AU sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterna perfected under systematic testa in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatlsraotory, and
those contemplatliig the improvement of powers, will find it to
ivillin^ to guar>
their intereat to confer with me, as I

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
;

D\Jnamo
Bt

am

antee results ivhere others have failed, no matter ^vhat make of torhine has been in use. STATE

RRUriREaiENTS A9fD

e$£NI>

FOK CATA-

i^og^ve:.

S.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results guarauteed.

167

PAGES.

o(((

OF

)))o

Electric /VlachinervJ

C. K.

McFADDEN

AND W-M; D. RAY.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

SEND FOR
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINI} CO.

-

6

PRICE

SI. 00.

IT.
Latesifle

BnlliiDg,

CHICAGO.

October

McEWEN MFG.

H.

J.
AntoDiatic

WESTERN

1894

6,

Eipes,

liotli

Vertical

M

CO.,

Homontal, from 12

UUn PMADAUTCC*
UUMnHIIICL.
nilD

ELECTRICIAN.

to

SAVE MONEY
L

600

ECONOMIZE

and

fx" XTsxsjca-

p.

TheeDKineshallnotrunonerevolu-

tion slower wbeu (ally loaded than
runniofj empty, aad a redaction of boiler pree-ure from
the greatest to ihal oecesfary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any enpine faillnE to meet Ibis
guaraniee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.

when

It is

one

GREEN'S ECONOMIZER

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

of the

SEND FOB

FOR STEAM BOILERS.

CATAIiOCiUE.

Can be applied
Main Office and Worl(s:
Sales Agents:

Pepper k Beqisteh, Provident
Bide., Chicago, 111.; C. H.

Wm. Shabpe,
St.. New York.

Bide.. Pbiladelphii. Pa.;

W. CoPELiND,

141 Liberty

to any type of boiler
without stoppage of works.

RIOGWAY, PA.
937

much above

of feedwater
boiling point.

Cataloenes. Plena tnil Speciflcations on Application.

SOLE MAKERS
The

High temperature

Monadnock

IN

THE UNITED STATES.

"CllMAX"BiER THE FUEL ECONOMIZER

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.
The ODly NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

-

674

THE ROOKERY.

Watertown Engines

Will save yon money on coal,
Bnilt in

80

units from

to

CO.,

TVr /\ TTJB.A.TT^.A.Kr, la. S-.

Three Boilers Sold Ghicago Edison Co.

Will meet any guaranty In reguor general

lation,
economy
efl&ciency.

1800 H.

P.
Watertown, N.

new

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Catalogne.

Co.,

1136 Monadnock Blk., Chicago,
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,

120 Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
224
Main St., Louisville.
Howell & Chase Machinery Co,,
Kansas City.
Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis.

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
lor

T.

Watertown Stfara Engine

MANUFACTURED BY

BROOKLYN,

W

N. Y.

£ISa?.^^XjXSECX]X> X878.
SOIiE JKAlirVFACTUBEBS

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and- Special Shapes to order.

OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

Black and Gray.

OFFICE:
N.Y
The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World. 14 D£T
THE
IMPROVED
BOILER.
THE BROWNELL & CO., Dayton, Ohio,

wimhmgtoX.'dki.

I^T.,

ROOTruVE-

T.rAHX7KJLCTUR.ER.S

0:e^

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.

Moat Approved
Machinery,

Absolutely Dry Steam.

we are pi epared
to equip

COMPLETE
STEAM
PLANTS

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

l*eady for

Operation.

THROTTLING £]NGrXJjtf
Boilers, Standpipes,

£^9

Tanks and General Sheet Iron Work.

On

Books

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing

6 Lakeside Bldg.,

-

Co

,

CHICAGO.

Free.

28

m

Two

CO.,

New

Cliff Street.

York.

linproTed Racine High 8peed

Gleveland.O.
80 SENECA

ST.,

Near Uoion Depot.

New Gear

Shop.

iUPEWOfl RE60lAnON
AHD

ECONOMY

roB.

.

GEO. B GRANT.

BEaWCllGHTIHG
"^^

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.

"""SENERAl.

c^t

^

PURPOSES

All sizes carried

i:

stock.

Over 2.W0 in

J.

C.

BRILL COMPANY,

BTTILDEES OF

-

PHILADELPH

EAILWAT AND TEAMWAT OAES OF ALL

lA

CLASSES.

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock
Arrive Milwaukee

5

&

St.

p.

m.

Paul R'y.

o'clock p. m.

Milwaukee is a summer
It is cool and pleasant.

resort.

Marine and
Tacht Enffim
Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilers.

Its hotels are the btst in the west.

Start Satuidav afterLOon.

Come

back

Four dollars
Par'or

for a

round

trip ticket.

in advance.
207 C'ark S-reet-

car seats reserved

Chiraeo Ticket

JIU

Bacine

Munday morning.
office.

GENUINE

INGOTS I MANUFACTURES

BEAR DUR

REC.JRADE MARKS.

nardware

to., -wobss-.

iucinb. wis,

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Sales

Insurance Building,

Manager,

CHICAGO.

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet
&c.

ThePhosphqr Bronze Smelting Co.LiMitED
2 200\yASHIMGT0NAVE,PHILADELPH|A.,pA.
OF PHOSPHOR-'
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS
Special attentiOD given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Oars.
Builders of Brill No. 21 Tract with solid forged frame, and "Enreba" Maiimum Traction Pivotal Truck.

^Ao^fi^-vMl-lrn^.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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October

FOR WAR.
to improve your
them with P. &
If your
Street
protected, they
once.
P. & B.

your opportunity
circuits by protecting
is

Compound.
Motors are not

B. Electrical

Car

1894

M

IN TIME OF PEACE PREPARE
NOIW

6,

should be looked after at
Cloth has no superior

for this purpose.

We

are now preparing
covering exclusively Elec-

trical

Railway Material. Send

order for copy

a

Catalogue

Street

at once.

OUR STOCK
In

High Grade

COMPLETE

Every Department. We solicit your orders,
promptly execute at Market Prices.

Electrical

Goods

which we

will

W. H. McKINLOOK,

IS

in

President.

METROPOLITAN

W.

0.

McKlNLOCK,

ELECTRIC

186-188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,

Secretary.

COMPANY,
111.

October

6,

WESTERN

1894

THEY ARE

ELECTRICIAN.

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER.

IN STOCK.

jxi

GLEASON'S

Enameled Green
Outside,

STANDARD

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

for increasing candle

cent lamps.

Made

in all staple sizes of electric

Always bright

;

shades.

cannot tarnish.

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO,"«V..,.
Radial Fluted
PEB DOZEN
17 in.

8 "

"

diameter, 2\i In. holder, t 9.00
"
"
2"4 "
lO.uO
"
"
12.00
2^ "

Now

Flat Spiral Corrugated.
PEB DOZEN
8 la. diameter, 2^ ia. holder, $ 8.00
**
"
10 "
9.00
2!4 "

Deep Spiral Corrugated, f^uirmra omcE:
PER DOZEN wHIwA^^W VrrlvCy
7 in. diameter,

10

Ready

*

*

2% in.
"
2J1

91 Dearborn Street,

holder, $ 8.00

"

12.00

Now

\

^^^'^^ itoe-k:.
F. L.

Johnson,

Manager.

Ready

\

Tbe Telephone flaDd-Book.
By HEIRBRRT LAWS WEIBB.
Hand-book Size.
Price, Postage Free, $1.00.
IT a? s
Chapter
The Invention ot the Telephone. — Chapter
Sound Waves. Articulate Speech — Chapter
Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone. — Chapter 4:
The Microphone — Chapters; Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction. — Chapter
The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter.— Chapter
The Complete Telephone Circuit. — Chapter
The Bell Telephone Receiver. — Chapter 10: Other Forms of Magnet Telephones.
Magnet Telephones. — Chapter
Chapter 11; The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. — Chapter 13: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. — Chapte13: Carbon Transmitters. — Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.— Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter. — Chapter 10: The Solid-back Transmitter. — Chapter
17: The Berliner Transmitter.— Chapter 18: The Cuttriss Transmitter. — Chapter 19; Various European Transmitters.— Chapter 30; The Efficiency ot Carbon Transr
mitters. — Chapter 31: Batteries for Telephone "Work. — Chapter 33: Open Circuit Batteries — Chapter 33: Closed Circuit Batteries — Chapter 34: The Practical Management of Batteries. — Chapter 35: Magneto Bells. — Chapter 36; Automatic Switches. — Chapter 37; Telephone Line Construction. — Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits.
Chapter 39; Underground Wires. — Chapter 30; Lightning Arresters. — Chapter 31: Inside Wiring. — Chapter 33; Installation of Telephone Instruments. — Chapter 33:
Inspection and Maintenance. — Chapter 34; The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony. — Chapter 35; Electromagnetic Retardation. — Chapter 30: Exchange Working.
Chapter 37: Small E.xchanges. — Chapter 38: Party Lines; The Bridging Bell. — Chapter 39: Long Distance Telephony. — Chapter 40: Duplex Telephony. — Chapter 41;
146 Pages.

138 lUnstrations.

Cloth.

C O SO' n?

3E]

3:

3:

1:

G:

7:

9:

8:

Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony.— Appendix.

Electrician

Publishing Company,

e IvATCESIDE BXJILDIMG-, CH:ICAG-0.

The New "Berpann" Arc Lamps
For Constant Potential Circuits.

BETTER

than

all others
THBY

BECAUSE

HAVJB

No Adjusting S prints and No Escapements
ASB

Not Cet Out

of

COSfSEQUESiTli'S

CAX

Adjustment or

Fiicl<er or Stick.

Send for Descriptive Circular of Dirert and Alternating Current I.anip$>, Blade
ftwitclies, Imported Carbons>, Etc. Prices greatly reduced on everything.

THE LATEST
Xo. 2607
**Twiii" I^amp.

IS

CUR NEW "TWIN"

LAIMP.

GENERAL INCAI\IDES6ENT ARC LIGHT
NEW YORK.

169 Afams Street, CHICAGO.

S.

BEKGMAS J, President.

572

to

CO.,

578 First Ave.,

NEW YORK.

WESTERN

xxii
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Hannfaetiired, by

r\ INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

^ix>JOlMJ«UN>
^1 «,

WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.

XTeTT^r

iSO0»

:B eltin.gr-

ID3rrLa-3:2Ci.o

St.,

St.IioniB.no.

BOl^GIAKO'S

Patent Grooved BeltiDE having Grooves mnDi-ag
lengthwise of the Belt, serve ae channels to permit the escape of air between Belt and PnUeys,
to euch a degree that the air cnahion is overcome
and the Belt can ba ran very slack, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

Electric

Fan

Storage

Water Motor.
Sample ?6.00.
and retail.

CO., St. Lonls, Mo.
Asrents In all Principal Cities.

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free as it connects with any faucet.

SHDLTZ BELTIKG

Bradbury-Stone Electric

Whole-

Storage

sale

Co.,

TleBolgianoMfg.Co,,

BRANCHES:
164

toSOlV Fine

•0.

415 Water St..

Summer

BALTIUOBE, MD.

Street, Boston.
225 Pearl Street, New York.
129 North ad Street, Philadelphia.

Alternating Current

A GREAT REDUCTION

ARC LAMPS.

^Sa- ^TTXl.

The

Kesterl

IS

It is
\

THE LAMP YOU HAVE
HOPED FOR.

the only perfected Arc

Lamp

for the alternator, either high or

low

frequency.

We

cla'm better distribution of light than any other

alternating

means

in

the market.

We

accomplish this by

It

comprises

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

of

We

lamp

claim that

we can

other alternating lamp

in

all

that

is

desired in an

Arc Lamp.

more economy than any
market. We do this by means

obtain

the

SPENCER ECONOMY COIL.
We will beat the market for prices on

Write

for

pamphlet and prices to

of the

THE

Helios carbons

this fall.

Helios Electric Co.,

Electrical

F. P.

Goistriictioii

135

&

Sspply Company,

SENECA STREET,

BUFFAI<0,

ISlOFilbertSt.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Electric lighting

LITTLE

Iff.

Y.

and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brneh Double Arc

Lamp Patents sustained by
repeated decisions
of U. S. Courts.

ELECTRIC

CO.,

Agencies in

The

all large cities.
Russell & Officer Electrical Conetruction Oo., Denver, Ool.

Bagnalt &

Hlllis,

Yokohama, Japan.

Office

and Yf^orks, Cor. Belden and Slason Sts.,

CliETELAND, OHIO.

1

Vol.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

XV.

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES

SIMPLEX
1137

Honadnock

Bl ock.

No, 15

1894.

13,

That

what the Packard Lamp

is

that part of

RUBBER COVERED. WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex Blectrical Company,
'*''h.''r.'hixson?''^

Enough tolcnow

for

is

doing, or at least lighting;^,

where the

when they

On

BRISTOL'S RECORDING VOLTMETERS
and Recoiding Pressore Gauges Pay

a good thing

it

see it

'

~. *#\';^\\
"
OI' —

and consequently buy

tlie-^(5*.

.-^Hf

BEST ALL AROUND LAMP

75-81 Cornhill. BOSTnW. MASS.

CHICAGO.

O cents per Copy.

the market.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

ThemselTes

MRnnfftcturers:

New York &

Western Agents,
g43 Wadiaon St,*'HICAeO-

Ohio Oo.. Warrt'n- Ohio.

la every Electric Light and Electric Power Station, by making continuous recorda
day and night of Toltage and Baiter Pressure.

SJBUrr our so I>A¥S'

TBIAIj

and Firiil^T GrARANT££D.

Circalar and Fac-simile Chart mailed on application

THE BRISTOL COMPANY.
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-

National
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IlffSUIaATXSD EXiXSCTRIG WIRE^
FLKXIBLE COKDH and CABLES.
goo ana 808 Worth Tlttrd Street.

India

-

PHlI.Al>BIiPHlA, PA.

-

Rubber Co/s
BEST OF ALL

Wires and Cables.
FKEDEBICK 8. MINOTT,

aeneral Manager.

BRANCHES:

ractory and Offices

Hade by

..
New Tork Office. 481 Broadway, H. L. Burdlck, Mgr. «_,..»,«.
RRICTni
R •
I
UHliJ
uu, lli
San Francisco, 5Ti and 619 Market St.

Chicago, Metropoutan Electric Co.,

.

J.

IS

H. BrNKEX,!.
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76 Gortlandt St., New fork.

Best Conatructlon and Ingredients. Strongest, most£>nrable and Beliable. Size 6x3H} 60

eta,

p*r ••U.

LIBEKAl, DISCOUNTS.

186-188 Fifth Ave.

Accumulator Company,
and

DYNAMOS
Adams

Forged Iron.

E. G.

Motors
I6C.

32C.

ir CARBON CO.

Manufactarers,

Anchored Filament Ry. Lamp,

07

'

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &

n

NEW BEACON

35c.

P, inbbl.lots,

ELECTRICAL CO.

Headquarter*, Irvington St

Boston. Mass.
39 Gortlandt St.
Offices: \ PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale Bldg.
CHICAGO, 323 Dearborn St,

I

Aetna Railway Insulators,

MEDAL

Took HIGHEST

FROM ALL COMPETITORS

Anderson Line Material,
Manufactured solely by

,

NEW YORK,

INCANDESCENT LAMP.
W. & *^. Patents.

11

CI ^Ut

Samplea.

PARTRIDGE

Patents.

Bernard Go.,

inbbl.lots,25c.

vxi, xr.
Send t»t

ti

p.

C A n
ID Ui T%
I

sas FAG-ss

At the World's

ALBERT & J. M, ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.

Fair, Chicago.

Manufactured only by

Correspondence SoUclted.

THE STANDARD PAINT

CO., "

T^^^^o'kjL.

Chicago Office, 871 The Rookery.
General WftBtern Agents:

WESTON

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

WESTON
ENGINE
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

MfiTROPOI<lTAX EliECTKTC

H.

DUBANT OHEEVEB, J ^^^siness Managers.

jtON'^

,

and

Secretarj.

LIHTBD,

New York.

WIRES AioCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Manson

fTg/^gWftRKI

Protecting Tape.

OI<onite

HRVNCHES:

FIRST Class in C je-

W. H.

Supt.

Candee Aerial Wires.

House Goods.
struction

HODGINS,

Genu

INSULATED

,

strictly

MANSON,

13 Park Row,

REPRESENTATIVES,

Electric

T.

CHICAGO, ILL-

THE OKONITE COMPANY,

CO.,

JULIAN SCHOLL & CO.
126 liibertySt New York City.
HOFCMAN-KCSSELL CO.,
82 Lake St., Chicago, HI,
H. M. SOIPLK & CO., 3d and trch St3., PhUadelpma, Pa,
Scranton. Fa.
8CRANT0:< SUPPLY & MACHINERY CO
,

GEO.

CO.,

186 and 188 Fifth Avenue,

Kansas

Waterproof Tape.

Chicago. Boston, Pliilidelpliia, Pitrsbarsli, MinaeapoiiB, Cincinnati,
Lnais, >iau FriiiK-isco, London and so, Americ*.

City, Oinaliti, L-iiiisvillw, «t

Finish.

Have you our

latest catalogue? If not send your
Business Card for copy.

The Hoiizer-Caboi Eleciric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.
New York Ofiicp, 114= Liberty i==treet.

GENERATORS
Belted, or Direct Connected,

And

of

Any

Capacity.

EDDY

MOTORS
AH

From

1-2

H.P. XTpward*.

Apparatus Guaranteed as JRepresented.
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THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR PROBLEM SOLVED.

MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM
A COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION SYSTEM
FOR SIMULTANEOUS LIGHT AND POWER.
Incandescent Lamps, Arc Lamps and Motors Operated from the same
Generator Economically and Efficiently.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM:
It operates lights and motors, in parallel, on the same

WIRE which

GENERATOR AND EVEN THE SAME TRANSFORMER.
It SOLVES the hitherto unsolved problem of the alternating CURRENT motor. By the use of this system, al-

bles the neutral wire of the

ternating current motors

may be

It allows

for motor supply.
It will

tension underground networks

may be

operated on
It

simple as the ordinary well-known alternating
It differs from it only in its ability to operate

HIGH grade motors by means of a THIRD OB

POWER

of

two transformers, three

the whole system, as all
caused by self induction or capacity are
eliminated.
Current may be transmitted over any distance, in consequence of its low frequency
7,200 aldifficulties

HIGH tension feeders and transformers, a
better balance is secured and the network may be
extended unlimitedly.
system.

by the use

gives a perfect regulation of

to use

It is as

operate,

phase, quarter phase or any other type of alternating current motors.

mutator, collector rings, brushes nor moving wires.
the Edison three wire system and the largest part
OF copper expended in feeders saved, as it is possible

perfect operation of the whole system of gen-

whole lighting and power station, to be operated from, three
bus-bars only, the third intermediate bus-bar being.::

motors.

Low

and resemEdison three wire system.

carried only to the motors

erators in parallel and thereby enables the

operated ^vhrch are

not only equal, but superior to continuous cum nt
They have a constant speed, are extremely
SIMPLE and absolutely reliable; and have neither com-

is

—

ternate.
It is

operated with generators and transformers of an
and regulation.

hitherto unattained efficiency

The generators and motors are both slow

speed.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY.
PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES:

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180 Siuumer Street.

New York, N. Y., 44

Broad Street.
Ssrracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Fa., 608 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., S27 East Oerman Street.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fouith Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Bldg.
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.

Chicago,

111.,

N. Y.

Monadnock Building.

Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
St. liouis. Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.
San Francisco, Cal., 16 First Street.
Minn., Pioneer Press Bldg.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeney Sts.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St. Paul,

For aU bnslness outside the United States tnd ranada— Voreign Ueparlment. Ifclienectady, X. Y.. and 44 Broad
For Canada— Canadian General Electric Co., JLtd., Toronto, Canada.

Street, IfeTv

York.
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Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Apoliancc Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

xx

James

,

J.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Cut-Onts and Switches.

Bunnell A Co., J- H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Mather Electric Co

xii

Electric

Brad bury- Stone

Co.

Const.

i

D. E.,

A

Little.

xxiv

Bolgiano Mfg. Co
Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Bristol Co.,

•

LeclancheBatteryCo-.The. xv

BishopGuttaPercbaCo....

A

I

.

Four Rente

BllssCo.,E.

Co.,

1

Pump A

A

Wallace Electric Co.
Westingbouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Packi-'g.

«}eneral Klec. supplies.

A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Hub ey Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
NuttallCo.. R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Buerdorf.

r<ighting. Electric.
American Electric Co.

Grant, Geo. B.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

and

A

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Gear**.

Brownlee

Co.

j

Bernstein Electric Co

Diamond

Anderson, Albert

-

'

S.

^•'

Co
Bernard, Tbe E.

Cusbing

A

,

Johns Manufacturing

Electrical

Colbum

La Rocne Electric Wks.

Ins.Co.xiv

Brackets.

Jennings, A. R.

^'^^

Beacon Vacuum

Bunnell

Samson Cordage Wks.

AVire.

*ia.s

Cordage.
Cross- Arms, Pins

Porter

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Eicctric Co., The.
Little, F. P. Elec. C.

A Co

Wm. D
& Wood

Brownlee

&

Interior Conduit

1

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co. Tbe.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Independent Electric Co..xvii

Fnse

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Independent ElectrlcCo.

C A C

xsiv

Huebel

Yl

Brownell

xviii

Fire Alarms.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Geoera"l Electric Co.
Gregory. Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

I^ampft.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Kibre.

Central ElectrlcCo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

All erbacli- Wool verton El. Co.

xix

B. J

Babcoct & Wilcox

liig

Arc

C Electric Co

C

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

,

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

i

.
.

Hubley Mfg. Co

CO

Ball

Co

Elec. 11 fg.

Bishop Gutta Percba Co.
Bunnell A Co J. H.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

siv

Eoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Auerbach-Woolverion Elec.

Ball,

xii

Electric Co....

S.,

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Copp'-r Wires.
American Electrical Works.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.

-

.

S. S

Armstrong, Clias.

Baker

W.

Feed

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

Central

iv

Hoggson A Co

Anderson. Albert

Arnold,

Hill,

Co., D. E.,

ors.
A an a u ciat
Electric Co.

.lili

Frost

Amstnu,

Co

Helios Electric

Electrical..

.

.v

Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Go.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

1

Haschte

Co. xii

liosuvll

I

American Electric Co

American Elecfl Heater

Ac(*iinialator8.
Accumulator Co-

|

A Hegeman Mannfac-

Rui-hmore. S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westingbouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

CLASSIFIED LIST.

I

sviii

Porter

A Creelman.
A Buerdorf.

Street Cars.
Brill. J. G. Co.

Tapes, Lvsulating.
American Electrical Works.
Central Electric Co.
Cusbing A Morse.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire

Co.

Okonite Co. The.
,

Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Western Electric Co.

Telephones,
D'Unger Long

Dist.

Cr.

Tel.

Harrison Int. Telephone Co.
Imperial Telephone Wks.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Cc.

Western

Tel. Const. Co.

lenhone Hooks.
A Co.
Tr an sformers
r*

Bradley

Diamond ElectrlcCo.

General Electric Co.

Homberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Jennings,, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Troliry Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Elecric Car.
General Electric Co.

Westingbouse EI. A Mfg.
Turbi« e WheelN

Co.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel

A

Smith,

Co., Jas.

3.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

A

Smiih-

Universities.
Industrial
Cor. School of
Sciences.
Scientiiic Machinist Co.

Varnishes.
Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheels.
Le^el
Smith,

A Co.
S.

Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttall Co., R.D.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips InstUated Wire Co.
L Eoebllng's Sons Co., J. A
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THE CHLORIDE
ACCUMULATOR.
Celts

Central

from lo

to 5,000 amp. hours
Capacity,

Station

and Traction

Cells a

Specialty.

BAHERIES FOR ISOLATED LIGHTING MID

POWER PLANTS.
Catalogue gives

FACTS and FIGDAES.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY

CO.,

Drexel Huilding,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
JOHN

R,

MARKLE,

nlgr. Wesierii

Office,

A GREAT REDUCTION

Scpartment.

1409-1410
Cbicago,

Slitnhattan Bldg..

111.

Alternating Current Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

Arc and Incandescent Lighting.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.
for

osa- oxTXi.

We

cla'm better distribution of light than any other
lamp in the market.
accomplish this by

We

alternating

means

of

We

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

claim that

we can

other alternating lamp
of the

in

obtain

more economy than any
We do this by means

the market.

SPENCER ECONOMY COIL.

We

will

beat the market for prices on

Standard of Simplicity

Slow Speed and

and Durability.

Close Regulation.

Helios carbons
Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

this fall.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

for

Street

and Commercial

Illumination.

Incandescent

Helios Electric Co.,
1310

Filbert St..

PHIUDELPHIl.

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence

ISolicited,

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

Pi.

CO..

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
F. A.

ESTEP.

J. E.

MoaiNLEY,

F. S.

MAKTIN,

President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTAll COMPANY, Allegkny,

Pa.

MANUFAOIUEEKS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.
-^^-'^immiittgtmti.ii

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

TRV IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

THIS

The larsest and most prosperons street railiray companies in the
country are nsing onr sopplles. and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MATEB, 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Deparlment.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department.
STAKDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Ohlcago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE. Bank of Commerce RuUdlnK, St. Louie', Mo
S. W. States Sales Departnjent.
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
,

Vice-President.

Superintendent of Worke.

October

13,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRIClAl^.

WeVe
It

isn't

necessary for us

to croak

much

got the

about

grip
on the

finest line of

our Trolley Frogs, they
are the best

made, and

Street Railway
material that ever found a temporary abiding
place

are as lightly constructed

we

Chicago

a

in

two weeks ago,

said

We

store.

that the

repeat what

aim has been

as consistent with strength.

and

be to select those devices which do

will

the work

the simplest

in

amount

least

Quality

of

is

manner with the

mechanism.

considered paramount to price,

but the prices have been stripped of every
fancy

frill.

you with the
satisfy

we

If

can succeed

quality first,

you with the

in

satisfying

we know we

can

price.

This Search Light used by
the

Civic

Federation and

all

Our

the Leading Railways,

general stock of

Electrical Supplies
is

the largest in the world.

We

are the General

Western Agents

for

OKONITE WIRES,
Repairs of

all

kinds

INTERIOR CONDUIT,

in

LUNDELL FANS,
tbase™.
HELIOS ARC LAMPS,
WASHINGTON CARBONS,
CARPENTER ENAMEL RHEOSTATS.

stock ready for prompt

shipment.

Central Electric

Company,
173-175

The Chicago

Trolley Base

is

the

simple, durable and practical of any.

ADAMS STREET,

most
BRANCHES

j
(

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Southern Electrical Supply Co.,
Kansas City: Gate City Electric Co.

St. Louis:

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

October

13,
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A Brand New Arc Lamp.
THE A.-W. ARC LAMP.
That burns on any
That

measures

i8

That

current.

no shadow what-

ever.

inches

from top to bottom

casts

(in-

That gives

the

maximum

cluding globe).
light distribution.

That has a
in the

life

open

of 25 hours

That

air.

steady

Majlf'M.U

That throws light where you
want it— on the grround.
That feeds neither by

rack,

clockwork,

nor

clutch,

gives

an

light.

That keeps the arc

That

absolutely

feeds

stationary.

independent of

the magnet.
chain.

Simplicity and Dnrabllity of Construction.

The Most Ornamental

Lamp

in tlie Market.

AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON ELECTRIC
Cable Building, Houston

St.

and Broadway,

CO.,

October

13,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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INFRINGEMENT!
Victory lor Tlie

Accnmlator Compiuiy.

The Edison Electric Illuminating Co.
of New York was, on Monday, October 8, enjoined by Judge Lacombe from
using Chloride Accumulators manufactured by the Electric Storage Battery
Co. of Philadelphia,

to be

pronounced by him

an infringement of the Accumu-

lator Co.'s patent.

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY,
224 Chestnut

Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
182I.

October

&

MORRIS, TASKER

13,

1894

1888.

CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

Bier

Im

Wrulit

Tiites,

Pipes aii Fitliip

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.

Hoyt Standard Ammeters and VoItm«'ters for liamp

The

Meter

and

S and 10 Ampere Single Pole.

measurement on Alterna(in&:

Oarrents

are

now

ready for the market.

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

10

Send for our 1894 Catalogue which cootain.
the above and other new inetruments
of our rranufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
1

**[

I

Instrnment Co.
PENACOOK, jr. H.

For Sale by All Snpply Houses.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

HENET F- KELLOGG, General Selling Agent,
Baltimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass-: 'Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Maps. (New Entrland): W. B. Soothgate

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.
Ill
Electric Appliance Co.
C.noinnatl, O Nowotny Electric CoHalifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: CaMfornia Electrical Works.
Toronto. Oat Toronto Electrical Works.

Chicago.

:

:

:

Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Kock, Ark. The Brown Elec. b Mach^ ry Co

St. Louis.

Little

i

Western Business.
LA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
ant

Mannfactnreil in Sizes from

f
25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

^^^^
iM ^^ll B^
.

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.
1
Direct Connected

Dynamos.

Direct Current

Generators

ELECTRIC

h

WORKS,

Imd lT
1 |m¥

PElLUELPflli, PA,

DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

San Francisco,

York,
Boston,
Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

Mobile.

l,OUO Iiight Alternator.

WM, HOOD,

m

La Salle St„ Chicago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto BIdg., St. Loois, Mo,

October

The

13,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ChloririP Electrical Storage Syndicate. Litniterl.

Societe

Anonyme Pour

M.inchester, Englanrl.

le

Travail Electrlque des Metaux,

Paris, France.

The Only Storage Battery in Use
in Central Stations of American Manufacture.

The

Electric

Storage Battery Co.,

DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

•sea

if^'^^r.nnT,

miS0 mmA/.

'.I

Trade Mark.

Registe.ed September

Electrical Storage Cells of

CATALOGUES GIVING CAPACITIES, DIMENSIONS,

I

Ith, 1694.

any Desired Capacity.

WEIGHTS,

PRICES,

ETC.,

ON

APPLICATION.

WESTERN

& C

C

The

ELECTRICIAN.

October

13,

18

Company

Electric

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

Works:

NEW

YORK.
(CHICAGO. 1040 and 1081 aionadnock

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

BOSTON. 63

»»^l.«.w^^I.a.
™u
iMK^n o*
iriCJiB
uttAAICU
PHIL,ADItI.HIA, 633 Arch
J ciiKVEI/AJSD, fnyalioga Bnlldlne.

Bnildlner.

.

ROYAL ELECTRIC
NO COLLECTING
step
TRANSFORMERS

for

St.

NO COMMUTATOR.

Arc Light

the Market.

NO REVOLVING FIELD OR ARMATURE

Down TRANSFORMERS.

any desired Voltage.

ILL.

CDI=~-

ALTERNATING System now on

RINGS.

R. of N. J.

St.

CO., PEORIA,

-rs^A.]

The Most Reliable

OliTer

Step

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS.

COHR-BSPOHDBUCE

COILS.

Direct Current Generators and Motors.

SOLICITS>ID.

STANDARD "WARD" LAMPS
For Direct Current,

1

10 Volts.

TEN DOLLARS EACH
With Globe and Resistance, $2.00 Extra.
There are niore lamps of the above type in use in the United States
on Incandescent Circuits, than all other
makes combined.

Send in Yonr Orders Quickly!
ALTERNATING LAMPS.
Our ne'w Alternating Lamp is the most economical and surest feed, lamp on the market,
burning from, secondary circuits of 33, 60 or 100 volts.
Simplicity and strength of construction are the strong points of our lamps, rendering them
more durable and easier to maintain than any others.
Lamps ENTIRELY WATERPROOF, dispensing with the use of hoods.
Writeus

for description

and

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established 1881.

WALLACE ELECTRIC

circular.

&

SUPPLY

CO.,

18 Cortlandt Street,
CO., Agents,

307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

III.

New

York.

October

13,

WESTERN
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ELECTRICIAN.

Accumulator Company.
STORAGE BATTERIES
—^ CENTRAL STATIONS
LIGHT AND POWER.
SUPPLYING

New Type

with Independent Plates which can be Easily

without interfering with Charge or Discharge.
Hours.
•I.P.

No

Nuts,

Bolts or Screws.

Meets

all

Capacity

from

Examined

350

to

and

Replaced

12,000

Ampere

Requirements of Central Stations.

'TVPB.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELEC TRIC LA UNCHES,

ELECTRO-PLATING,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
SAFETY LAMPS.

YACHT LIGHTING,
PHONOGRAPHS,

General Offices: 224 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHEAP INSURANCE.
Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting
and Power Plants

HAVE YOU SEEN
THE SWEET

Limit Switcli?
DO YOU KNOW
UEirOKI':

USE AND VALUE?

ACTION.

You

ITS

insure your building,

why

THE SWEET ELECTRIC
J3..isii__)

^^c:>\j'

AFTEK

not insure your machine

&

MFB. CO,.

l_e:j=^f=?isi

ttp^e:

c=<

?

ACTIOIK.

Write

"'"•"

to

""'"

MICHIGAN,

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

October 13 1S94

WIRT INDICATORS.
For S\ritchboard ^Vork.
Direct and Alternating'
Volts np to 3,000.
Amperes np to 1.000.
Direct Beading.
Handsome.
Unchangeable,
Accurate, Reliable,

Staple Articles
Because we ave continuallj- calling attention
desirable line of specialties, do not

to

our most

Write for quotations to your dealer, or to

CHARLES WIRT,

56

—

Up=to=Date
slock of electrical
lowest prices and

sx.oo.

Annunciators,

and

the AYest and guarantee

supplies in

M

WESTERN ELECTRiCIAN,

For the

Avenue, CHICAGO.

P LATINTJM

Qet the Idea
that we are not strictly "in it" on the regular staple goods
which are a part of every supply order. We are of course
very proud of our line of specialties, but we also pride
ourselves on having the brightest, most complete

Fifth

For

all

Purposes-

Scrap and Native Platinum pnrchiweil.

BAKKR &

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave.. Newark, N. J.

Bells, Batteries,

all

House Work.

Supplies for

*

promptest shipments.

CATALOaUES AND QUOTATIONS ON APPLICATION,

Yours for business,

Partrick

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

& Carter

No. 125 So. Second St

Co.,

,

PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers,

242 MADISON STEET, CHICAGO.
.^^^Jg''^/4..

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

NORWAY

STORAGE BATTERIES

PINE GROSS-ARMS.

It will

pay you to get onr prices.
CO.,

•

Detroit,

D.

Mich.

IS4

Lake

Street,

CO.,
CHICAGO

-

CORRECTED HOURLY.

SELF-WfflDIN& CLOCK CO..
YORK.
sS Broad-yy-ay,

BOSWELL &

E

The Only Clocks Used in the W. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

NO WINDING.

Manufactured, Repaired, Ee^'harged.
Keuted and Sold.

WHITE OAK PINS.
BROWNLEE &

131

HSW

Clocks Sold.

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

The

Clocks Rented.

Wirt Dynamo Brush.

all Incandescent Dynamos, Patmg
DynamoB, Alternating Generators and Exciters,

Suitable for

etrongeBt castings made. The wroaght iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

The

J.

A.

Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

&

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
mil.WAUKEB, WIS.
Send for Samples and

307 Dearborn

St.,

Chlrago.

TUC
I

I

ATCCT
to

nC LH

I

I

Prices.

NEW
45

l.isht

Soldering; Irons.

Write for Circulars descriptive of

ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICES.

American
For Arc

IN ELECTRIC

Heater

Electrical

Co.,

STATE STKKET. l»ETKOIT. MICH.

BIHDERS^^r^iiii^r'"

and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

£:sa7.A.]BXjXSSC3BI3 1873.
SOIii: MANrFACTEREBS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to

wn.VtMexoy.'pEi.

orrlcr.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World.

14 SE^'i-F''; n. y

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AX£i]a-u.fa.cti;i.xrex*s,

Grimsliaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshai Tapes and Splicing Coiponnd,

Vulca Bashings,
MAIN OFFICE
13-17 CortlaDdt Street,

W.

S.

all

BRANCHES:

:

New

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

sizes,

York.

BOSTON:
134 Congrees Street.

HILL ELECTRIC CO.
Seid

Hi

and

I/ATEST

Switchboards.

AMU BEST

Brewster,

H3

Liberty St.

Sacramento Street.

MICA

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.
Hangers, PiM-Overs, Bracket Arm Insiilators, Guard
Wire, Feed Wire, Chiant Strain and Section Insulators,
Frogs, Crossings, Bail Bonds, Etc., Etc,
heat-proof Insulation for Magnet
VULCABESTON troUer
parts, Etc.
ASBESTOS for Fire-Proofing and Electrical Purposes.

Spools,

Bushings,

Con-

UESICiNS.

133 OLIVER STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
NEW YORK; EUen &

102

MOULDED

for

Catalope

Siicritclies

SAN FRANCISCO:

CHICAGO:
78-82 Franklin Street.

CHICAGO:

Central Electric Co.

H. W.

JOHNS MFG. COMPANY,

240 and 242 Randolph street,
PHILADELPHIA.
NEWYORK,

CHICAGO, ILL.
BOSTON.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

18^4

October 13

EvGxsz F. Phillips,

W.

Prest.

Hathaway, Treas.

A.

H. Eawtib,

y.

Seo'y.

Are Necessary

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
PROVIDENCE,

R,

foi

All-around
Station Economy.

I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

5EW

FARADAY CABLES.
YORK OFFICE, P. C. Ackerman,
IIOXTBEAL BRA^'CH, Eagene

The above cut

WIRES.

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Works

HEAVY

handsome appearance-

UEPAIKJ!^ ;

F. PhilUps' Electrical

wouad ou our new opeu-head epirai system. AU coils alike,
Write for prices on
CI£NTR«Ij STAXIOilN
Large Commutators, Searcb Lamps and Station Dynamos.

o£ a 175 K. W. Generator

is

perfect balance,

10 Cortlandt Street.

S.

THE

W. RUSHMORE,
In

126

Liberty St.,

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under

" A Thoroughly

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.

dize or crack, and will remain flexible in
weather, and Is not affected by heat.

wherever used, Aerial. Under
jrround or Sabmarioe, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other firstclass Insulated Wire.
We shall be plsa^ed to mail Catalogues with Terms and

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
and has met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
the pa3t nine years,

Disconms

are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and Che demand for it is constantly increasing, because

for Quactities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satisfaction.

61

Western Agents,

Hkrbebt

a. Clabk,
Treae. and Gen'l ilgr.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Prest.

H. Eubtih,

and Electrician

Send for Catalogue,

III.

THE
CoDsoMatel

TELEPHONES'

Electric Storage Conipany,

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELBCTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
'sENO^^ocV Palmer Bros:

HATDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YOKK.
DREXEI, BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

CMIANUS.CONN,

iCal**^

and 63 Hampshire

Hbnrt
CO.,

,a>'nff*°''»Vs^'
L?Sl,.V»f

extreme cold

We guarantee our Insulation

loaalation.

Chicago,

Re.i-

every respecf.'^

The Rubber used in insulating our Wires and Cables is esand will not deteriorate, oxi-

For Switchboard, Ballway and Motor nee, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

in

pecially chemically prepared,

sizes of Stranded

it

NEW YORK.

Manufacturers of

all

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dnalere

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.
Oral, Electric,

Everything in

Pneumatic and Mechanical

3140 DeKalb

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full liLne

M. M.

St.,

HATDEN,

tlie
-

-

^

kinds of

CELLS,

iQ

Battery Line.
-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manag«r.

Aln^ays in Mtock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
204 Fulton

Factory ,"1461 and

St.,

New Vork.

CO.,

DeKalb Ave-, Brooklyn, N. T.
i^f"Send for New CAtaloque. Out August
1-163

l3t.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
New
And

all

Lamps,
Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system, permits a PROFITABLE and 8ATISFACTOBT method of street illumination and should he investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS A^D PRICES.

OUR SERIES LAMPS

Will show you a

COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELEGTBIC COMPANY,

IDEAL"
<B^|^^2^

620

The Only Antliorlzod FIBRE

New York Board

COVERED WIRE

Mass.

COPPER WIRE.

INSULATED
Approved by the

AlJantic Ave., Boston,

for

INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TUBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

nor Oxidize the Copper. Finished in the following Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and White Fireproof.

It will not Deteriorate

We

can freely

recommend

this

by long

Wire for

nse,
all

inside wiring,

authorities

show

from

that

it

tiie fact that recent insulation tests
stands very high.

made by

reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Factory,

Chicago .Agents,

SIiECTBIC APPLIA.9rCE CO.

New York

Office,

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street.

jU.WTirCRKT.

K.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

13,

1S94

StUwell's Patent live Steam-FeedWaterPnrifler.

COMBINATION
AND ELECTRIC
FIXTURES.
First-Class

CHICAGO GENERAL FIXTURE
169

Adams

Street,

Removes all

Impurities.
scale

Entirely prevents

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIEKCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.
Goods Only.

ELECTRICITY

Cheap
lTrans=

I

CO.,

Iportation

CHICAGO.
\SruDENT5/

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

.iiniiiiniiiij

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
bicycles because less repairs are
other
^
^ needed. Our convincing catalogue for

^
f

FREE APPARATUS.
DiPLoaiAS AwATCPBD. Gonrses in other trades,
all including iliorough instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating snbject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.

^
i

|

j

I

j

the asking.

AMES & FROST COMPANY

a

CHICAQO,

STUDY ELECTRICITY

ILL.

AT HOME

By cor correspondence method. Thorough instruction, with FEEE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free Weientlfle JUacninist Co., 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleve!and,0.
.

FOB SALE.
Fall Stocl too Lane to Specify.
SEND FOE BAKQAIN LIST.

CHAS.

GREGORY

E.

47-49 »o. Jefferson

CO.,

SAVE YOUR BURNED-OUT LAMPS.
TO CENTRAL STATION MANAGERS:

Knife Switches
FROM

10 TO 10,000 AMPERES.

Our polished work

is

unsurpassed for finish and

fit

of

contacts.

Chicago.

St.,

If you have burned-out incandescent lamps on
hand we can realize you a good cash price for them.
We handle them for the platinum only, which is
worth from $7 to 19 per ounce, as the market
changes. We charge a commission of 15 per cent.
for separating the platinum wire from the lamp
base.. In shipping by express, send your address
upon each package. Ship the base of the lamp
only and do not --end bases without platinum vfire.

PHOENIX ELECTRIC

HIGH-GRADE SWITCHBOARDS.

FOR SALE CHEAP.

& Coke

Discount Sheet.

&

LARGE

Successors

TWINING,

to N. S.

321 Ohestnut

St,,

Philadelphia, Pa,

-

I

For Sale, Cheap.
50-light 'We=tern Electric Arc, ten
2,000 C- P. Dynamos
One yO-Ught Western Electric Arc, ten
P. Dynamo.
2,000

ampere,

lYIJamisburg

Sample mailed for five 2-cent stamps.
X. Clark St..

OHICACO

SPHTDORF,

Electric Co.,

ampere,

"Western Electric Arc Lamps.
Five hundred light transformer capacity.
One 100 H. P. RuB^elL Automatic Cut-off Engine.
One 100 H. P. Phoenix Automatic Cat-off Engine.
One 125 H. P. Steam Boiler.
One 100 fc£. f Steam Boiler.

Telephone
17 to 27

IJobbiiis

Vandewater

All of the above machinery is as good as
be sold cheap. For particulars address

and Spark Coil;
St., New York.

JAGENTSSIO a day at home
LIGHTSIKU i'L.fltK
and plating Jpwelrj, Waii;he8,
Tableware, Bicvcles, etc. Plaiea
St jewHry good as nuw, and

"

selling

.

Iron Stacks.

new.

"Will

CITIZENS ELECTRIC LIGHT & POWER CO.,
W. B. FABEN, Receiver,
aiAI^IlSTJEE, MICH.

6

.11

kiuila of mt'tal

L.'r

ornicktl.

"

viih gold,

No experienc.

one can plnte the lirsi effort.
^ Oooiis newl plating at every
house. Outfits complete. Diff-rji

I am competent to fill any position from Machinist to yuperintendent or Electrician for electric railroad or manufactory; am a practical
mechanic and an educated electrician and manufacturer of dynamos and motors; have had superintendence and designing of one of the largest
motor manufactories for 3 years. I want a position, and willing to do anything which cfiers a
future. Address "B. W. S.." care Westebn Elec-

TEiciAN,

Manufacturer o£

Miamisburg, O.

One hundred

Two

Detroit, Mich.

and 8

C. F.

Two

CO.,
,

Burflar Alarin Sjrlis.
lOc Each.

Large & Son,

Co.,

JACKSONVILLE, ILL.

Woodward Ave.

H IMPKOVED
OGGSO
N'S
DOUBLE WINDOW

Send for new Catalogue and

Six Iron Towers, I20 feet high, for arc
Suitable for lighting cities and
lamps.
For
towns in ttie most economical manner.
terms, etc., address
Jacksonville Gas light

17

sizes. all warranted. Whole10 ncieots %S un.
Big proennil seller. Circulars free.

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.
feature that

Embodies

new

a decided advantage

g-ives it

nver other ceils.

Specially suit-

ed

for electric launches, tracWrite
tion and lighting work.
f(ir description of this

new

discovery.

Lakeside Building, Chicago.

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,
Storage Battery Slauufacturers,
120-28

WANTED.

Keyer

Position wanted as superintendent or elecHave had
trician of electric light plant.
technical training and five years' experience

only device that will do the required work and not infringe in any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Our device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or-weight of
Send for testimonial cirreceiver

WANTED.
Mechanical,
to

Civil

culars, price

Engineers,

devoting spare time to technical work oE a strictly
professional nature. Nothing to sell or canvass;
no conflict with regular duties.

Corcoran Building, Washington,

1>. C.

WANTED.
We

will

pay 15c each for clean copies of the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN
August
October

26, 1893.
7,

November

May
May

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

Current,

Vol.

xiii,

No.

No.
No.

9.

21.
20.

Vol. siv,
January 13, 1894, Vol. siv, Ho. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv, No, 6.
March 10. 1894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14.

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts,
Lundell Dynamos directly connected
to any type of high speed engines.

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago,

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

Western Electrician,

Slow Speed,

Clad,

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

&

Conduit
St.,

\.

Ben'iireof Infrinyiins or iisiiig:]iiFringint,' InstrumeDts.

The Only Self-Cleaner.

— The Peer

of All.

(its reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully established) is the OTi^y instrnment in which the poiver
of tlie voice is Increased; the o'lly instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by the
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
tJie t'oice-wave is reduced.
No telephone can bo
built with these wonderful advantage** without the
use of a lever. The D'Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company has the sole and exclusive right to
rise a lever in telephones
remember tliat. .
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They

—

cannot be had on any other terms.
The D''Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company II
owns the fir^t and only vmJisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this counAll persons wlio assert that this company's
ti-y.

upon any other patents are guilty
premeditated falsehood.
Address all letters to R. O'Unger, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, III-

patents infringe

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

X

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.
The D'Unger Telephone

MOTORS.

Direct

CO.,

7,0,11. 13 Stone Street,
Rooliewtei'.

Iron

1893, Vol. siii, No. 15.
4, 1893, Vol. liii. No. 19.

19, 1894,

1

dated:

26. 1894, Vol. xiv,

list, etc.

BRADLEY &

add to their earnings by

EDWIN GUTHRIE,

a Siccess.

TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the

P.O. Box 545, Kenosha, Wis.

Electrical,

km Agii

St.,

OHICAGO.

Every

Good
in construction and station work.
"AMERICAN,"
Address
references.

Draughtsmen, who care

W. Randolph

Aeenis wanted-

of

N. Y.

October

13,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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WHEEL.
VICTOR TURBINE WATER
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES Is called to this CELBBRATEU AVATER
AVHEELi as particularly adupted to their use, on account of its remarkably steady motion,
high speed aiid great efheieney and laree eapacity for its diameter, being double
the pO'wcr ol most wheels of the same diameter. It ia used by a
panies with preat satisfaction. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of useful effect g:uaranteed>

SEXn F'OR CATALOGUE

number
ia

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

AN£> PARTICVIjARS.

The accompanying engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft
develop 3d H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end

to
to

disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furniah Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits, of their use we recommend them.

The

^^

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

^^"1 AN By^

^^
^*^

ON THIS SPACE,

^

We will illustrate therein some
BATTERY LINE shortly.

'>

new

%

features in the

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 John Street, NEW^ YORK,
LAW DOUBLE CYLINDER
Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated
and other Law Cells.
Zincs, Sal Ammoniac, Bluestone, Carbons, Medical Outfits, et cetera.

GRAPHITE SPECIAXTIES
FOB KLECTBICAI.

IT8K8;

from 1-S Ohm to 100 Ohnu Beslatanea
to the Ineh. Mraphite Boxes and Orndbles, Beslstlne Haats
of 4,000 Degrees. Inqnines Uladly Answeied,

erapUte Bods of Varlons

lOS.

Iiensthe,

DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.,

For the Western

BINDERS
By

£. A. aiERRIlil.,
116 Pages,

For the use
Engineers

.

Price, prepaid, fl£0.

of Electricians,
and Architects.

NO MAN
contemplating the erection of

an

electric light

plant can afford to be

WITHOUT
Electrician PnblishiDg

IT.

Company,

Jersey City, N.
Electrician

$1.00

Electrician Publishing Co.,

G I.ak' side Bids..

J.

Chicago.

-

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

manofactarlng

A Compound Magneto Telephone
which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory j,>nt8,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

2%e Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.
Send for Cikcular and Pricks.

CO.,

THE

S39, 540 and .541 Blonadnork BIk.. Chirago, III

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

BATTERY

LEGLANGHE

/// to 117 East 131st

St.,

N.

CO.,
Y.

STANDARD PLANTE BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,000

Ampere-Honr Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric liaanches,

for

Dental, Snrgical

for

TCT

which

A 'WT'-m-r^ TTn« f^OZl

Complete Lighting and Power Plants

Jledical

Work, and

'T'S^.A.Cri.O'SS

for all

purposes

XJS3EI.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

Room

ELEGTRIG-PGWER STORAGE GOMPANY,

and

electricity is required.

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.
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No w Ready

!

!

Tbe Telephone fland-Book.
LAWS

By HERBEIRT^
138 Illustrations.

146 Pages.

Hand-book

Clotli.

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

30
ductor.

manent

PIGS. 27

AND

2S.

polepiece

and the other

in

Size.

Price, Postage Free,

appeared on the scene wiih an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
it was proved
that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to' Berliner on the broad

d'arsonval receiver.
tliat ser\'es as the cope of the
an iron box, or cylinder, that
cl,rb a

BERLINER'S FIKST
TRANSMITTER.

4.

FIG. 2D.

JS

R TO

T T receivnut, R steel
f, d (V METAL

COLLAR CLAMPING T^TO RECEIVER CASE,
//terminals OF COIL a CONNECTING
SCREW, c' SOFT RL'BBEK NIPPLE
FOP.

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
7d.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters desio-ned in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner, transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves bv caus-

mercadier's bi-telephone.

ers, V SPRING, iV magnet,
STRIP, ^4 SCREW CLAMPING

EARPIECE.

The two poles are magcoil.
from each other by the wooden
the upper part of which the diaphragm is

completely encloses the
netically insulated
case, to

$1.00.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

48

In the _D'Arsonval receiver a curved permagnet is used, one pole of wliich terminates

in a soft iron
coil,

WEIBB.

SPKCIMtN PAGES PEOM TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

CO

Ts

JNT O? :E3 j«a
Chapter 1: The Invention of the Telephone.— Chapter 2: Sound Waves. Articulate Speech —Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.— Chapter 4:
The Microphone —Chapter 5: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.— Chapter 6;" The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter.- Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit.— Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones.— Chapter 9: The Bell Telephone Receiver.— Chapter 10: Other Forms of Magnet Telephones.
Chapter 11: The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. Chapter 12: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers —Chapte13: Carbon Transmitters.- Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter. — Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter.— Chapter 16: The Solid-back Transmitter.— Chapter
17: The Berliner Transmitter.
Chapter 18: The Cuttriss Transmitter. Chapter 19: Various European Transmitters.— Chapter 20: The ERiciency of Carbon Transr
mitters.— Chapter 21: Batteries for Telephone Work.— Chapter 22: Open Circuit Batteries —Chapter 33: Closed Circuit Batteries —Chapter 24: The Practical Management of Batteries.- Chapter 3:): Magneto Bells.— Chapter 20: Automatic Switches. Chapter 37: Telephone Line Construction.- Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits?—
Chapter 29: Underground Wires.— Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters.— Chapter 31: Inside Wiring.— Chapter 32: Installation of Telephone Instruments.- Chapter 33:
Inspection and Maintenance. Chapter .34: The Condenser: Its Use in Telephony.
Chapter 35: Electromagnetic Retardation.- Chapter 36: Exchange Working.
Chapter 37: Small Exchanges.— Chapter 38: Party Lines; The Bridging Bell.— Chapter .39: Long Distance Telephony. Chapter 40: Duplex Telephony.— Chapter°41
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony.— Appendix.

—

—

—

—
—

—

The Only

Practical Up-to-date

PRICE

Book

$1.00.

—

of Its Kind Published.

•

A Timely Work.

POSTAGE EREE.

Electrician Publisiiing Company,
6 LAKESIDE BXJIIvDINQ-, CHICAC3-0.

October

13.
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ELECTRICIAN.

BUCEEYE
Monadnock

TO

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

C'OXTKACTOBS FOR COJIPLKTE SIBWAY
SISTEJIS FOR E1.KCTBIC RAIUWAYIS AND F-LEOTRIC
I^ltiMT, TEtEPeoSiE ANI> TEIiEHBAPH COaiPANIES.

EDM'ABD

S.

PEROT,
C.

ANY

FIT

CO., Cleveland, O.

President.

GAI/IiAeHBB, Vlcp-Pres.

&

lien.

Mgr.

JAS. P. J>Ic<tI7AlUE, Sec.

&

Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF WROUSHT-IRON CEMEHT-LIHED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUBWAYS.
New York

Works, HASTI9iG8-0^-H1JI>S09i\
Patent Kr<. SP5,5S4, covering WroDght-Iron Cpment-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
Babway Lonatructed by us note ill use in f lie t nitett Statett niiel Ctinufl

We own

PORTER & BUERDORF.

Artistic Slate
FOE

guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

ST%-itch Ba^ee.

Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fuse Boxes and Bases,
ramp Bases,

Htieostat

All

for

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with

Switch Boards.

And

SALES AGENTS FOH

Purposes Requiring

lation of (storage battery lighting plants a specialty

Room 80S. Xo

Hard

89tb St. and Stewart Ave.,

CHICAGO.

Chicago.

Office,

TI3IES BUILDING.

416,235 for Distributing Boxes.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

Over

9,000,000 feet of this

FUSE WIRE]

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, momited and suitable for office or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies -will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. Edstis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

AND LINKS
.....r..^
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

Correct
Carryinff

^
r

Capacity.

Absolutely
)

trntform.

&

HEAD BOARDS,

MIDGET C. 0.,
MAIN BLOCKS,

CLEATS,

BRANCH BLOCKS,

RECEPTACLE?,
TABLET BOARDS,

Glazed

Vitreous

Porcelain— A Morouali

insulator.

SBNB FOR LOWEST QUOTATIONS.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric Co.,

St.,

INSULATORS,
ROSETTES,
BUSHINGS,

Grained Woods.

Very low prices qnoted on

Unino

and

PORCELAIN GOODS.

Slate, plain orfinished.
We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish in
DnlL Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or 9Iarbleized.
Italian. Tennpssee, and
Vermont Marble,
3Iexican ttnyx and

31

Alec, Patents Nob. 416,234

I

A. R.

WANT TOUR TRADE.

317 Mern.od8.Jaccard Bunding.

JENNINGS

^J LQUIS, MO.

The Independent Electric
39th

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo., MUNCIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY.
ALBANY, N.Y.
Magnet
Hnncie
Macufucturers of the

Clilcago,

Coatecook, P. Q-

ill.

Steel

MOTORS-

Electric

DYNAMOS.

Car - Heating.
Regulating

FIVE

Swrch Gives

1 to SO Horse Power Motors.
18 to 700 Liekts' Capacity Dynamos.

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

AGENTS:

OF HEAT.

Oebnrn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian Engineering Co,. Looisvilte. Ky.
Farniture City Electric Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

F &

In Practical Operation in HEore
Than 35 I^eadins Cities in
V. S. and Canada.

E. p.

!$ESiD

FOK

CATAIiOtJUE,

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Agents Wanleil.

181-189 Mercer
183 Dearborn

GLEASON MFG. GO.

Muncie, Ind.

St.,

NEW YORK.

St.,

CHICAGO.

f

K804^4C

Big reduction

Send for

in prices

quotations

all

Improved Holder
Will

fit

all

compare with

through

our

the lowest.

line.

Pat. p -ndiusr. 3Iotal
^404!-^

sockets.

M'liite

and

Enamel

Half Reflector

1n<4ide ?(o.

3Iade to

fit

»i]iad(*,

Green Outside,

extra holder necessary.

any socket.

See'losal Ball I latter £471.
a. 3. or 4 lights, has a detachable
lo-n-er s«>ctioa that forms a finishing piece.

WESTERN
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October
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HUBLET
MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
TROLLEY WHEELS Bronze, Brass or Iron, patent graphite bearings, a 10,000 mile record — Still running.
TPQIL^Y HAnPS Brass, Bronze, Malleable Iron or Steel. Light, strong, new design. Cheapest and best on the market.
RpARlNQS For Dynamos and Motors. We guarantee 20 per cent, more life than any anti-friotion metal offered for sale.
Line Ears, Splicing Ears, Curve Pull-Offs, Single and Double Connectors.

ELECTRIC LIGHT SUPPLIES.
Bare, Weatherproof and Mapnet Wire, Arc Light Globes, Pins, Cross Arms,
all of our design and patents.
Complete equipment for Electric Lighting Plants. Estimates furnished for Electric Railway Installations.

Switches, Cut-Outs, Regulating Sockets,

Black and White Tape.

.,K.or.7>:r::.cuE.
STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

Prest.

PATRICK EGAN,

H.

Sec'y.

J.

HUBLEY manufacturing go., Lancaster,

HANFOED,

KARTAVERT.

Gen'l Mgr.

The Harrison International Teleplione Go

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS, RODS, AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTUEED BY

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

AGENTS'

THE

Harrisoi MernatioDal Telephone.

TERItlTORIES

NOW

either sell our te'ephones oatrlgrht or leaBe them for a term
of years.

ALLOTTED.

WRITE
AT ONCE

TbiB company owng Letters Patent No.

By

Commerce

BADT.
Size of

Type Page

NEW

Electrician Publishing Co.,

BIdg.. Chicago.

6 Lakeside Building,

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
^i

CO., lilmiiigtoii, Del.

This is, as the name indicates, a
BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, "wiih all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tendeis, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds ot Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Of

I THE

MF6.

Flexible Cloth Binding.
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

Dany

at their oflaces,
OfHces, Chamber of

T. B,

226 Pages, 140 Illustrations.

476,200,

granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. M, Harrison
June 6, 1890, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Paient No. 435.295, granted to William Hutson Ford
Attgost 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device necessary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

RMTAtERT

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.

We

BEING

Pa.

JSJllL

CHICAGO.

Z^lxicLs.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.
6 Lakeside BIdg., CHICAGO.

NATIONAL.

5?

We make

simply a business proposition. Buy two sets of our instruments and make your own tests. If satisfactory the way is open for more
business, either in telepiiones or switchboards for exchanges.

Onr bead teIephou8<eH are largely ased by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

JSiHW
nxro^w

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

BOOK

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK,
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition tj our famous hand-book series, of
which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

NOW READY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

PRICE $1.00.
CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

October

13,
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

Specialty: Electric Railways and

Power

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

E. E.,

I.

Consulting Electrical Engineer,

E.Xpert

and

tions-

574-576 Bookery, Chicago.

N.

S.

Anditorinm Tower, Chicago.

Amstutz,

The Allen-Hussey

NetD Electrical Devices Perfected for
Shop Construction.
Teets, Plans, Eatimates,
Supervision and Eipert Opinions.
1

5»6 The Cnyahoffa. CIeTeland,0

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

Desiffners aD(? Bnildera of Electric
Light and Powt-r Plants, Electrio
Bailways. Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigpr rating Plants.

831 Floe Street,

-

St.

-

-

Louis.

Alfred C. Einstein, Preet. and Treas.
Tliomas V. Hall. Vice-Prest and Secy.
Joha A. Henry. Supt. Electrical. Con.

Co..

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light and power coDstruction, iucandescent li;,'ht wiring; telephone, -watchman's

Mechanical and Electrical Engioeer,

clock, annunciator, burglar alarm, electric bell
systems, etc. Estimates furnished from architects' and engineers' ppecificBtioDs. Telephone,
Hflrrlson 712.
E>t .blished 1889; Incorporated
'

»i» llediDbh liiUg, Chioago.

1S9J.

m. Am. soc.m.

The Louis

e.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

H. Bryan,

^i^ H Ml ^50^
M%
K^ ^1^
V W wm^ %^^

^^^^^^^^^^^W3r

Electrical

Goltz

&

E. P. Roberts

Tel. 912.

Academy

BEdg..

and Contractors,

Brainard Block,
E. P.

ROBERTS, M.

Milwaukee,

A.I.' E.' E.,'
Etc., Etc.

AVis.

On

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postan:e
Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building.

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"
Analytical

and

Consulting

"

CHICAGO.

42,

Cleveland, O.

^V^
W%, 1^^^ ^F^
B( V^Bt BC H[
Jf^ f^lJBfl^CMH

Chicago, March

9,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

1894.

marked

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0,13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non- Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumira.
I find the

Chemist

AND ASSATEB,
Room

E.,
'

This Certifies

B. TATEIS,

Co.,

for Ideal Engines.

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.

J.

&

S4, 35, 26, 37, 38,

Manufacturers' Agents,

Agents

Engineers

1437-38 Xonadnock BIk., Chicago.

St. Louis.

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

Co.,

and Contractors,

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plane, Specifioatlons, S'lperiatendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Turner Building,

Comstock

K.

81 Clark Street.

AmmoDium
Ammonium

,

I^"prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC
We

For

£

WEIS.

MANUFACTURING

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CEa:iO-^<3-0,

CITIES.

"^^TsTa-Toa-slx

'

-4^^7-emj.e a-nca. I-al^e Street.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvemente made In the New Amerisan Turbine have
and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
from certified teats made at Holyoke Mass., on the
^i^^ro man, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic
^ o^
The originals of these certificates and teats of other sized wheels

increased the power as per their diamany other turbine, as evidenced by the
dates named, and signed by A, P. Sickengineer.
can be seen at our office.

eter,

following, copied

Test of a 45-inch TFheel-Jaly

-^

Head.

J
J

Head.

1

'

Whole Gate

16.06
16.42
16.78
17.03
16. 8d

119.17
122.00
117.33
111.83
118.67

lil.58
127.18
112-60
98.12
82.1.7

79 76
82.58
82.18
79.31
75.52

Whole Gate

IRON

WORKS

203.27
195.19
175,74
149.99
1.8.40

Wheel -July 14, 1894.
Rev.per Oa. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent

Test of a 42-iiich

1894.

9,

Kev.per Cn. Ft. Horse
P'rOent
MlD. per Sec. Power.

%

%

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

128.00
134.80
129.33
125.25
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.85
92 76
70.80

199.66
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.85

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For Information and oatalogae write

-THE DAYTON GLOBE

wheels

['eSPlWater
This Justly Celebrated

Wheel is

Built in

Many Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

;

&

JAMES LEFFEL

A.

THREE HOME SEEKERS' EXCURSIONS
To all parts of the West and Northwest via
the Chicago,

Milwaukee

at practically half rates.

Our new "Wheel secures a remarkably Iii^Ii ernaranteed percentage, and wonderful steadiness of
motion, under variable loads in i>ractice. It affords an nnetinaled concentration of power within a small
space and an anprecedented hierli velocity for a given power.
Its easily and qnichly operated balanced gate affords prompt and efficient control by a governor, and
consequent flne regulation. These wheels are' in many instances operating- the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarliable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvementB is directed to our
work. We will send a line large pamphlet. 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application,

THE

COJaytOii.OJ.S.

good

&

St.

Paul Railway

Round

for return passage within

trip tickets,

twenty days

sale, will be sold on September
and 25 and October 9, 1894.
For further information apply at Ticket

from date of
II

OfiEce,

207 Clark Street, Chicago.

CO.^''.''^'.''n^/w'?oS''k'c?t"v.'°'

The big FOUR
^Q^J^Ui/e

ROUTE

TO THE

"^"jh^'iTsM''"^

Garlock PacKin
it^

MRLQGE.

%>f«'' Steam, Water,

Gas, Ammonia, ttc,

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS TRADE-MARK.
Economical, Reliable, Durable and Guaranteed.

.--;-:-'

'

Correspondence

solicited.

THE GAf^iPCI^pACmKG
NEW YORKj
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHrA.
PITTSBURGH,

FACTORIES

j

AND MAIN OFFICES:

OMAHA,

ST, LOUIS.

Street

Railway Convention

Send for Catalogue and Prices

(o.

Palmyra, N. Y.

ATLANTA, GA.,

]RoME, GA.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE& IRON WORKS
Builders

of HIGH

GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

OCTOBER

1

7=^20.

Simple, Compound, Condensing:Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
SlOtrX CITT, IOWA.

AGENTS:

_— ^ Hnrf g^ ""i

i

R. S.

WALKER,

2ti-28

W. Randolph

St.,

Chicago

CO., 1217 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

BOWELL & CHASE
J

BLANDIN,

Through Sleepers leave Chicago
8:30 P. M., Monday, October 15;
Arriving Atlanta, Wednesday,
October 17, 6:00 A. M.

THE McGORMICK
TUIiBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.

One and One-Third Fare

for

Round

Trip,

Crives more power as to diameter Ti^itli a
liigher percentase of nsefnl effect than any other
w.tiT- wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns. perfected under systematic testa in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are ansatis factory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find it lo
-willing: to g^aartheir Interestto confer with me, as I

am

anltee results where others have failed,
1 e r what make of tmrbine has been in use.

no mat-

RPOriREMEafTS AKO SENO FOB CATALOGUE.

S.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants and
results (Tuaranteed,

For Sleeper Reservation, Address

STATE

J. 0.

TUCKER,
234 Clark

G. N. A.,
Street,

CHICAGO.

Octobe-

H.

J.
Automatic

WESTERN

1894

13.

Ecpes,

McEWEN MFC.
liotli

ELECTRICIAN.

CO.,

Homontal, from 12 to 600
The engine shall not run one revolunilD PIIADAUTCC* tion
slower when fully loaded than
UUn UUMnHn LL

Vertical and

xxi

Watertown Engines
Will

.

1

meet any guaranty in regu-

lation,
economy
.ciency.

when

ruDDinp- emptT, and a reduction of boiler p^e6^u^e from
the greatest to that necesFary to do the work, will not reduce the
?peed of engine one revolution. Any engine failing to meet this
guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.

or

Watertown, N.
is

It

one

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

of the

!$£XD

Pepper & Hegistek, Provident
Bide.. Chicago, III.; C. H.

Btdg., Philadelphia, Pa.;

W. Copelan'd,

937

Third Ave. N., llluneapoiis.

Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
22i W Main St., Louisville.
Rowell & Chase Machinery Co.,
Kansas City.
Pond Machinery Co. St. Louis.

RIDGWAY, PA.

Wm. Shabpe,
New York.

Co.,

Monadnock Blk., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
1136

1-20

Sales Agents:

Y.

Watertown Steam Engine

FOB CATAIiOGV£.

Main Office and Works:

general

iTonadnock

141 Liberty St.,

,

The

WORKS,
"CIIMAX"heii ERIE CITY HIGHIRON
MEDIUm
INOOEPOKATED.

Slaanfaetiirers of

^FEBD

and

Thiee Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.

Automatic

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.
Will save yon

money on

coal,

nnits from 50 to 1800 H. P.

Bnilt in

MANUFACTURED BY

and

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

BROOKLYN,

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

1510 OLD

N. Y.

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

WE DON'T
MAKE ANYTHING ELSE
BUT
Tabular and

send

6-iacti

Tnbe

Boilers, Flange Steel, Weldless Braces, Eclipse Manlioles.

FULTON STEAM BOILER WORKS,

for c^atajo^^^e.;^*.;^^^

FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,

S.

MANTJFAOTUSERa OF

RICHMOSD,

IHD.

"^"^

IMPROVED!ROOT'*"'"''
TUBE BOILER.

RACINE, WIS.

Best Adapted to

Standard Tnbniar, I'lre Box.,TerttcaI

High Pressures.

and Submerged Tube Steel

BOILERS

HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Absolutely Dry Steam-

For Slarine,
or

Stationary,
Portable use.

ABENDROTH & ROOT

ALSO OF

MFG.

Smokestacks,
A

specialty

28

etc.

made

of

Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

Write for Prices and lerni!.

GENERAL AGEST3.

Rowell &_Cha£e MachlQery

Co..

Kansas

City,

Mo.

;

F. F. Vater, Mlimeaiolls. Mino.

On

Books

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing

Co

,

CHICAGO.

G Lakt'Slde BUIg.,

Free.

w

Two

c.

brill company,

80 SENECA

ST.,

i\earDBion Depot.

New Gear

Shop.

GEO. B GRANT.

Hours' Ride

SUPERIOR. RMOLATION
«"" ECONOMY FOR

^^
EECTRICilGHTIHil/

^

A^SENERAL
PORPOSK
^=
All Sizes carried in
stock.

Over

-

-

-

philadelph

[/

buhdees of eailway and teamwat oaes of all glasses.

Cliff Street.

Cleveland.O.

To Milwaukee.
j.

2,(XI0

In

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.
Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m,
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool and pleasant.
Its hotels are the best in the west.
Start Saturdav 3*^1611000.

Come

back

Four dollars

Munday
for a

Cnicapo Ticket

Marine and
Yacht Bngines.
Porcnpine
and Tubular
Boilers.

Eacine

njorning

rcULd

trip ticket.

Parlor car seats reserved
offirp.

sn?

in advance.
Clarl- Is rfpt.

i.f|m!^;t^ ^p

ilardware

lo.,

-works: racing, wts.

W, F. PARISH, General
Home

200WASHI«IGT0NAVE,PHILADELPH|A.,PA.
OF PHOSPHOR-'
Bronze in the United States and Sole >.
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"PHosPHOR-BR0NtE.

i2

Speolil attentiOQ given to the balldiag ot Eleotrlo Motor and Trail Oars.
31 Track witb gQU4 Eorged frame, an^ "Earefe^" Mftijmum Traction Fivotal Truck.

Manager,

CHICAGO.

H O S P H O R- B R ON r E/

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS

..

'

Sales

In«;urance BuildlBg.

_lNGbTS, CASTINGS, WiRE, SmEET &C.
IE Phosphor Bronze SmeitincCo.Limited

REC.TRADEMARKS.

BtUWere o| erlU No.

CO.,

New York.
Improved Racine High Speed

OF ALL KINDS.

i,

'^
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M

"IN

TIME OF PEACE PREPARE FOR WAR.
to improve your
them with P. &
If your
Street
protected, they
once.
P. & B.
for this purpose.

your opportunity
circuits by protecting

NOlftT

is

Compound.
Motors are not

B. Electrical

Car

should be looked after at
Cloth has no superior

Tiflifi"''

i-^ff

We are now preparing

a

covering exclusively Elec-

Railway

Material.

''::>

Send

Catalogue

trical

Street

order for copy

at once.

OUR STOCK
In

Hi^h Grade

COMPLETE

Every Department. We solicit your orders,
promptly execute at Market Prices.

Electrical

Goods

which we

will

W. H. McKINLOOK,

IS

in

President.

METROPOLITAN

W.

C.

McKTNLOCK, Secretary

ELECTRIC

186-188 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,

COMPANY
111.

P

October

WESTERN

1894

i_',

ELECTRICIAN.

REASONS

28

Why

Managers and Intending Purchasers
Should Thoroughly Investigate the

Station

1894 TYPE WOOD ARC DYNAMO:
1.

— Because

it

has the highest commercial
per cent! at full load.

— The

15.

efficiency, over 90

2— Slow rotative speed
it

to

500 R. P. M. enabling
be direct connected to an engine wlien

— Because the Armature and Shaft complete
weigh but 2250 pounds and can be removed
for repair or examination in fifteen minutes
and without breaking a single connection.

J.— Because of the great number of
the

Armature which are divided

coils

on

—The

account of the comparatively large
of small sections with which this
armature is wound, the current is practically constant, producing a minimum strain
on the insulation of the line, and in no way

number

17.

18.

an"d seriously

affect

wires in
19.

vicinity.

— The small size of
ables

it

in case of

each armature

damage

coil en-

to be cut out,

short circuiting the field

construction, instantaneous in its

can be connected in a few
run in either direction, the
regulator operating perfectly when run
either way.
minutes

and

dynamo still operated; this cannot be
done with dynamos having, few and com-

to

— The
.

C.

new

— This dynamo

it

immediate

of

action and fire-proof.

telegraph or signal
being well known in the
art that dynamos with few armature coils
producing pulsating currents, strain the
their

—The switch for
is

telephone,

insulation,

regulating

contained, and conse-

self

is

quently does not require additional wall
controllers, rheostats, motors, field commutators, exciters, etc., to assist in the regulation with their multiplicity of extra connections, fire risk and consequent danger.

cuited.

alT-icting

dynamo and automatic

mechanism

into nine

— On

service vrires,

solid,.

lutely noiseless.
10.

independent groups, the potential between
them being so low that there is little or no
tendency' for the coils to become shovt-cir-

•"

is

ments, as is the case with dynamos having
but tew armature coils; as a result the
vibration of the brushes and consequently
increased wear, as well as unpleasant noise
is prevented, this dynamo running abso-

required.
3.

surface of the commutator

there being no air spaces for the Accum^alation of metallic dust between the seg-

boxes are self-oiling, and are of the
most improved construction; either box
can be removed for inspection without removing either armature or pedestals.

the

are wound on steel spools,
over the wrought iron core, and.
are so fastened that they can be easily
removed should it become necessary.

20.— The

7.

—On account of the great radiating
—The regulating mechanism on
mo

is

when

this dyna-

constructed on a new principle, and
once adjusted cannot possibly get out

—

Fort

Wayne

Electric

stantial character.
22.

Its

mechanism
it is
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BOSTON, MASS.: 17 Federal Street.
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RAILWAY APPARATUSi
MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS,
Direct Connected and Belt Driven.

SLOW

HEATING, NO SPARKING, ACCESSIBLE,
DURABLE, RELIABLE, EFFICIENT.

SPEED,

NO

Water and Dust Tight, Few Parts, Readily Accessible^^
Free From Sparking, a Very Easy Motor on the Track.

Light in Weight,

FORM K SERIES PARALLEL CONTROLLER,
Conceded to be the only satisfactory Oar Controller in the market T
Thousands in service and their Reliability, Durability and Efficiency
Unquestioned. By its use the maximum station load is brought down
nearly to the average load with corresponding economy in the station
installation.

•

Railway Station Accessories and Line Material.

See Our Exhibit

at tlie Atlanta

Convention and Secure Copies of our Illustrated Catalogues.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., 180 Smumer Street.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, JH. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.
Atlanta, Oa., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, m., Monadnock Building.

9

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 809 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo., New York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.
St.

Louis, Mo.,

Wainwright Building.
and Main

Dallas, Texas, Corner Field

Streets.

Denver, Colo., Masonic Temple.

San Fruicisco,

Cai., 16 First Street.
Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

St.

For all business ontstde the ITnited States and Canada—Tbomson-Honston International Electric Go.JScIienectady, S, X.
and 44 Broad St., Mew York. For Canada— Canadian General Eleclric .Co., I.td„ Toronto, Canada.
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A

hunting Co.

Electric Appliance

Rushmore, S. W.
Sal .Ammoniac

Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Sweet Elec, A Mfg. Co.
Washington Electric Co,
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

F. P. Elec. C.
S.
Munsell
Co.. Eugene.

Elec. Heatinu: Uevices.
Am. Elerniral ii,.„ter Co.

Electrician Publishing

Central Electric Co

Rheostats.

Palmer Bros.

Little,

Contractors and Electric Electro-Plating Mfch'y.
liight Plants.
Colbum Electric Mfg. Co.

xi

xiv

Ins.

A Uepairs.
Co.

Wirt, Chas.

Instru-

...

Co

Electrical Instruments

Washington Electric Co.

i

Wirt, Chaa

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chaa ^. Co.

^nliushe. 8, £|ectrjcat

Co,

Metropolitan ElectrUj Co.
Nuttall Co,, R. D.

'

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co
General Electric Co
Phoenix Glass Co

Twining.

Splitdorf, r. F.

Wirt, Chas.

Dutcher Co., J. A. A P. E.
Clockfl. Electric.
Self-Winding Clock Co.

Nuttall Co., B. D.

Porcelain,
Empire China Works

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Canot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
S.

Co.

Brownlee & Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Eleci^ical A Mfg. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Co.

&

Baker

Hard Knbber 4^oods.

Clark Electric Co.

Bronze

Poles.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Insulators and Insulating materials.

Interior Conduit A Ins.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Royal Electric Co.

^*',08phor

Creneral Ulec. supplies.

Indnctioii Coils.

Colbum Electric Mfg
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Qariock Packing Co

Standard Paint Co

Grant, Geo. B,
Nuttall Co,, R. D.

Dixon Crucible Co.,
Hubley Mfg. Co.

"

Paints.

Gear<«.

Brush ElectricCo.
C A C Electric Co.

Goltz

Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.

A

Co.

,

}\allace Electric Co.
WestlngbouseEl. A Mfg. Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

A

'

Packing.

ttas Liighting, Electric.
American Electric Co.

A

Co

Ins.

Sioux City Brass' Worjrs.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.

Co.

AVlre.

Wallace i-ilectrlc Co.
Western Elec. SupplyCo.

Rushmore,

Co., The Louis K
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

xvii

Worthlngton, Henry R

Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electrlo Co.

Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation
Muncie Elee. Mfg. Co.

Con-

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg
^

Weston Engine Co
Whitney Electrical
ment Co

Wire

Comstock

Webster, Warren &Co..,.xxii
Western Electric Co
xix

struction

Ins.

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

Washington Electric Co..
Watertown Steam Engine
Co
xxiii

Western Telephone

A Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.AV. S. ElectricCo.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
New York

S.

Fuel Econninizor Co.

Cushiug

C A C
xxv

A

Economizers.

Electric Appliance Co.
Hoggson A Co,
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co,
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Cables(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Electric. (See Insulated
Wires),
Copper,

Interior Conduit

xxiii

Twining.

Dynamos.

A

Allen-Hussey
Amstutz, N. S,

Wallace Electric Co

W. S. ElectricCo.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Hill,

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.

A

Constrnctlun

United Electric Improve-

Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation,
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co,

^V.

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Partricii A Carter Co.

Little. F. P. Elec. C.

A

Electric Wks,
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg Co
Palmer Eros.
Porter A Buerdorf
Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.

Fire Alarms.

Large

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co

Partrick

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Conduits

Mfg.Co...... vii

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. Q.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Large

Interior Conduit

La Roche

Diamond

Cnt-Onts and tswitches.

Diamond

I

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

and
M.

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory. Chas. E. Co.

I

Fibre.

Westem Electric

Samson Cordage Wks.

Brownlee A Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

FeedWater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Fuse

Corduge.

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert A J.

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.

xvi, xvii

,

&

Electrical Works.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co J, H.
Central ElectricCo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co,
Independent ElectricCo.
Metropolitan Electric Co."
National India Rubber Co.
Okonite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Castings.

Smith-

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Garlock Packing Co

Hascke A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Car-Ueaterx, Electric.

i

Vulcanized Fibre Co

The

Central Electric Co.
Electric Apnliancc Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Western Electric Co.

xvi

xxii

Wks

Erie City Iron

xxii

ment Co
..

Co.
lioswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

General Electric Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Metropolitan Elecric Co.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co
vii

Vaile Co

The

W.

Accumulator

Central Electric Co.
;

Iron

Morgan
C F

Stilwell-Bierce

Battery

Empire China Works.

A

Standard Paint Co
viii

S.

Batteries and Jars.

Carbons. Points APlates.

i

siii

&

Electrician Publishing Co.
X, xix, sx, xxi

Freeman,

S.

.

Electric-Power Storage Co. xvi
Co.,

Halske Elec. Co.

Sioux City Engine

Splitdorf,

Construction

Storage

&

xxvi

Sioux City Brass Works

Smith,
.

SupplyCo
Electric

Siemens

Co

i

Mfg. Co.

^roiutare tVladers.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

W

S.

Co,

t^heet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.

.

Works

Co

Electric Appliance

i

xxiii

Simplex Electrical Co. .The,

Eddy

Rushmore. S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg.
Arcl^ignt ord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Central Electric Co.

D'Unger Long

xv

Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

xvi

Self-Winding Clock Co.... xiv

&P. E..siv

La Rocne

xix

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xxlii
Co., Ltd

El. Co.

Electric Co.

Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent AroLt.Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.

Phoenix Glass Co

Shultz Belting

Co., J. A.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc liamps.

Rushaiore,

Miamisburg

Co.
Electric Co.

,

A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

C A C

Copper.
Law Battery
American

Huebel

Auerbach-Woolrerlon

Co.

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Copper Wires.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Phoenix Electric Co

Scientific Machinist

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Creelman.

.t

& Buerdorf.
AnniiDCiators.
Porter

Barglar Alarms,

.

and Mech. Engineers.,
xix
Dixon Crucible Co., Jo8...xvil
Dutcher

Hascke

xv

. .

Elec.

Dist. Tel. Co. xvi

S. Co.
Cons. Electric Sti rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Huebel

National Tel. Mfg. Co....xviii

Roebling's Sons Co.,

& Manu

Directory, Principal

H... xxiii

J.

& Co

Morris, Tasker

Phillips Ins'd.

Consolidated Car-Heating

Gushing

xii

Moore, Alfred F

Partrick

Boiler

Elec. Mfg. Co....

Cutter Electrical

xxvi

Miamisburg Electric Co..

Palmer Bros

Steam

—

Electrical

P.,

&

Const.

Mather Electric Co

Clark Electrlo Co

Comstock

James

Co.,

Ostrander

Clonbrock

xvi
xvii

Leclanche Battery Co.,The.xvJI
Leffel

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co. xvi

Wks
Colbum

viii

Metropolitan Electric Co. xxiv

Storage Co..".

J.

xiv

Battery Co

Little,

xxvi

Bolgiano Mfg.Co

BrownellA

& Co

xvi

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

BriUCo.,

xl

La Roche Electric Wks...
Large

Bishop Gutta Percha Co

Co.,

W

Kartavert Mfg. Co

Law

Big Four Route

BllssCo.,E.

H.

Klipstein, A.

Bernstein Electric Co

<fc

i

Johns Manufacturing
xix

Beacon Vacuum
Electrical Co

Bradley

Ins. Co. svi

R

siv

Wm. D
& Wood

Boswell

&

Interior Conduit

Jennings, A.

Muncie Elec. Mfg.
Rushmore, S. W.

.

Boswell A Co., U. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec.

A Hegeman Manof ac-

Hart

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Acenm Qlat or 8

Accumulator Co.

* Co

P.

vi, xll

i,

AUen-Hossey Co

American
Works

xiv

W.

Harri on,

'

Telegraph Apparatus
Central Electrililco.
Electric Appliance Co
Metropolitan Electric Co
Partrick .t Carter Co
Western Electric Co

Telephones,

D'Unger Long DIst. Tel. Co
Harrison Int. Telephone Co
Imperial Telephone Wks
'

Metropolitan Electric Co'
National Telep. Mfg Co
Palmer Bros.

'

& Carter Co
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const Co
Partrick

'«>lephone

&

Bradley

Hoobs

Co.

Transformers.
Diamond

Co

Electric

General Electric Co
Hornberger Elec. Mfg Co
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation

Jennings,, A. R.
Royal Electric Co
Stanley Electric Mfg Co
Wallace Electric Co

Western Elec. Supply Co

Trolley Cord.

Samson Cordage Wks
Trucks. Electric Car
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfff Co
Turbine Wheels.
^™h Works Co
P''£"!\''i°'^
Leffel & Co., Jas
Smith,

S.

Morgan

A

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

Smilh-

UniTersities.
Cor. School
Sciences.
Scientiiic

of

Industrial

Machinist Co

Yarnislies.

Standard Paint Go

Water Wheels.
Leffel

Smith,

&

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare.

Anderson, Albert & J M
Bishop Gutta Percha Co
Central Electrlo

'

Co

Appliance Co
Independent Electric Co
National India Rubber Co
i;iectrlc

Nuttall Co., R. D.

OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire
Roebling's Sons Co., J.

Co

a
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SCHEEFFER'S RECORDING

WATT-METER.
No Bmles,
Power Consumed.

No Commitator,

For AlternatiDg Circuits.

Registers Direct Actual

ABSOLUTELT RELIABLE,

EASILY ADJUSTED.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.

^^^^

Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOR ANT VOLTAGE.

Chicago OIHee. 1307 Jlanhattaa BnildiDS
Central Electric Co.. Selling Ag:ents.

/^

FOR

DIAMOND ELECTRIC

]3F=?.?2LisrrD

THE

At£i STSTEMS.

CO., Peoria,

III.

isjE^^yy

ARC LAMP.

A.-W.

That gives the maximum

That burns on any

current.

That measures 18 inches from top
bottom (including globe).
That has a
open

life

That

to

gives

an

absolutely

of 25 hours in the

That keeps the

arc stationary.

That feeds independent

— on

light

where you want

mag-

net.

rack,

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY
CONSTRUCTION.

clutch,

clockwork, nor chain.
casts

of the

mjjif'jj'y^j^mm

the s^round.

That feeds neither by

That

steady

light.

air.

That throws
it

light dis-

tribution.

r-

THE MOST ORNAMENTAL LAMP
THE MARKET.

no shadow whatever.

AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON NEW
ELECTRIC
TORK
Cable Building', Houston

St.

and Broadway,

NUTTALL COMPANY,

CIT7.

Allegheny, Pa,

MANUFACTUKEKS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

-^ism,
5'^5Sr«'4'«lXi*4:«^'ii<'«-*^««^-

TRY ITONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The largest and most prosperous street railway companies in the
eountrj' are using our supplies, and tliey prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
MAYER, 600 Betz Bnllding, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
WOOD, 180 Snmmer St., Boston, MaeB., New England States Sales Departmtnt.
R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, OMcago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Bnilding, St. Louis, Mo S. W. States Sales Department.
0HA3. A. OAVAGNA, Neav© Building, Clnolnnatl, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
CHAS.
CHAS.

J.

N.

STANDARD

,

IN

CO.,

F. A.

ESTEP,

J. E.

MoQINLET,

F. S.

MAKTIN,

President and Treasurer.

R. D.

OF

Vice-President.

Superintendent of Works.

October

20,

1894
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A DAINTY DELEQATE FROM THE

Company,

Central Electric
173=175

Adams

H

Street,

CHICAGO.
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20,
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Central Station Batteries.
"I. p.

TYPE."

The facility with which any plate can be
moved and replaced without interfering in
least with the operation of the

re-

the

battery in supply-

ing electricity, storing sirplus power or steadying the current, makes this the only type which

meets all the requirements of central stations for
light and power, and which enables the owner
to maintain his

battery at

the

highest

pitch

of

efficiency.

Specially Designed Types.
Accumulators for
Accumulators
Accumulators
Accumulators
Accumulators
Accumulators
Accumulators
Accumulators
Accumulators for
Correspond with

224 Chestnut

Street Cars,
Electric Launches,

Yacht Lighting,
Electro- Plating,
Electric Welding,
Cautery Batteries,

Safety Lamps,

Phonographs,

YOU,
US.

Street,

-PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

October

20,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

CHEAP INSURANCE
Central Stations, Electric Railways, Isolated Lighting
and Power Plants

HAVE YOU SEEN
THE SWEET

Limit Switcli?
KNOW ITS

DO YOU
B£FOBK

USE AND VALUE?

ACTIOIH.

You

insure your building,

why

THE SWEET ELECTRIC
.A.^^^J::D

^v^olj'

AFTER

not insure your machine

£

?

ACTIOBf.

Write

to

GRAND

MFG. CO.

RAPIDS,

MICHIGAN,

]_E:.A.i=?]sr

Power Transmission
And

Distribution by Electricity

made

Practical

and Commercial, and

Central Station Equipment of largely increased earning capacity available by the

Stanley

Two-Pliase

System of AlternatlDg Current Apparatus.

The Generator has no moving wire, and excels all others in simplicity,
Efficiency and Regulation.
Motors are self-starting, and tafce current in proportion to their load,
substantially as do direct current motors.
Transformers insure satisfactory service and the greatest economy.
It is

the only complete and perfected system by which Light and
from the same generator and circuit.

Power can be supplied

WE ARE PREPARED TO

FILL ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY AND CARRY
A FULL STOCK OF TRANSFORMERS IN CHICAGO.

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO, riTTSFiELD,
Western

Office^

307 Dearborn

Street, Chicago,

III.

MASS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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20,
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STANDARD WARD" LAMPS
For Direct Current,

1

10 Volts.

TEN DOLLARS EACH
With Globe and Resistance, $2.0O Extra.
There are more lamps of the above type in use in the United States
on Incandescent Circuits, than all other
makes combined.

Send in Tour Orders Quickly!
ALTERNATING LAMPS.
Our new Alternating Lamp is the most economical and surest feed lamp on the market,
burning from secondary circuits of 33, 50 or 100 volts.
Simplicity and strength of construction are the strong points of our lamps, rendering them
more durable and easier to maintain than any others.
Lamps ENTIRELY WATERPROOF, dispensing with the use of hoods.
Write us for description and

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established 1881.
WALLACE ELECTRIC

circular.

&

SUPPLY

CO.,

18 Cortlandt Street,
CO., Agents,

307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

New

York.

III.

We Want Western

Business.

LA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
Hannfactured In Sizes fiom

25

5,000

to

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PHILlDBLPfllS, PA.

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

San Francisco,
Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

Mobile.

Generators.
1,000 I,igbt Alternator.

m.

HOOD,

m

La Salle St, Chicago.

0«EN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Loiis, Mo.

I

October

20,

The Chloride

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

]X

Electrical Storage Syndicate, Limited,

Societe

Anonyme Pour

Manchester, England.

le

Travail Electrlque des Metaux.

Paris, France.

The Only Storage Battery in Use
in Central Stations, of American Manufacture.

The

Electric

Storage Battery Co.,

DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

m

Trade Mark.

Registered September

Electrical Storage Cells of

CATALOGUES GIVING CAPACITIES, DIMENSIONS,

I

Ith, 1894.

any Desired Capacity.

WEIGHTS,

PRICES,

ETC.,

ON

APPLICATION.

WESTERN
182I.

ELECTRICIAN.

October

MORRIS, TASKER

&

.;!

26,

i8

1888.

CO.,

INCORPORATED.

222-224

Offices,

S. Third St., Philadelpliia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of

DEL.

•

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

-^ ^TE:T77"
C-S SPECIALTIES.

STREET RAILWAY HAND-BOOK.
G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Single

Pole— Donble Pole— Commutation;

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

Indispensible

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Pole— Dooble Pole— 3 Wire.

Single

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

X'xrlce, 9-i.OO

PEEItLESS.
O-S

r Insh Sonble Push Switch— Double Pole.

THE CUTTER
ELECTRICAL
& MFG.
11th
29
Philadelphia. Pa.,
A.
So.

Street,

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

'

Coatecook, P, Q-

III.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

CO.,

V. 8.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

Railway Employe.

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

single Pole.

ARTISTICALLY

Street

STREET RAILWiTS;

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.
ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY

to every

The

Hoyt Standard AmmeterH and Voltmeters for liamp
meter

and

measurement on

Alternating Currents

are now-

ready for the market.
Send for our 1894 Catalogue which cootalna
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

Electric

Whitney Electrical

Car - Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

Instrament Co.,
PENACOOK, jr. H.
Factoriee: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

OF HEAT.

HENRY F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baltimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boetoo, Mase. (New Entrland): W. B. Southgate

&

Co., Uti Franklin St.
III
Electric Appliance Co.
Cincinnati, O. Nowotny Electric Go.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L, Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical WorkB.
Toronto, Oat Toronto Electrical Works.

Chicago,

:

:

In Practical Operation in Hlore

Than 3S

IicadJns Cltle« In

U. B. and Canada.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC

:

£

St.

Louie, Mo.:

Little

St.

Lonis, Electrical Supply Co.
£t Macb' ry Co.

Rock, Ark. The Brown Elec.
:

MANUFACTURING

CU.

}

i»ia?T»^xm.<a-3

We

manufacture Complete Installations of

ELECXRICJLI. JLFI^iLR JLXUS
For

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

October

20,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.
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A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY

\

THE CHEAPEST.

IS

^r=^

^_

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

.TRADE MARKHiKhest Award at the World's Coiambian Erpositlon, Chicago, 1893.

^°^

direct

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LISTS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISINGER.

Man

Coi™-

Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

Sole Imporl^er for tlie XJnited States, Canada-, Btc.

VULCABESTON

NOT IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT, BUT "WITH

OUR SPECIALS:

CONTROLLER PARTS.

Wagner

AVe are prepared to famish these for the
IVeBtint! house and. <jrenerai Electric Com-

Converters,
lona Switches,

Western Lamps,

Highest Award at the World's

BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK,

No. 38

ON TOP
Clark Wire,

•TRADE MARK-

and alternatinng current Arc Lamps are the m-.st economical and efficient manufactured.
They produce a very brilhant and absolutely steady light.

Infinity Dry Batteries,
Puritan Sockets,
And a General Line of Supplies

AT BOTTOM

Also Vulcabeston Field Magnet Spools, Brushholder BashloflB, Commutator Rings and Pieoee for
special purposes. Owiug to its tonghaess and heat resisting qualities, Vulcabeston is the most practical
material for the above purposes.

Trolley Ijine Materials,
Insulated with Moulded Mica.

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
911-913 Olive Street. ST. LOUIS,

pany's Controllers.

^^_. >.^
-

H.

CO.,
^ew York.

MO.

Acknowledged as the

Standard

for all practical requirements.

W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,

Philadelphia.

240 and 242 Randolph

Boston.

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR PROBLEM SOLVED.

THE MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM,
A

Complete Central Station System for Slmnltaneoas Light and Power.

Incandescent Lamps, Arc

Lamps and Motors Operated from
Economically and Efficiently.

the

same Generator

CHARACTERISTICS OF TH E MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM:
Jt operates Lights znd Motors, in paralltl, on the same generator and even the same

which

It

.

solves the hitherto

unsolved prohlem of the alternating current motor. By the use
may be operated which are not only equal,

It allows perfect

and power

station to be operated from three bus-bars only,

the third intermediate bus-bar being
It will operate,

may

phase or any other

as all difficulties caused by self in3. perfect regulation of the whole system,
Current may be transmitted over any distance,
duction or capacity are eliminated.
in

It is

as sirhple as the ordinary well-known alternating system.

It differs

grade motors by means of a THIRD OR

from

it

IBoston, Mass., 180 Summer Street.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buflalo. N. Y., Erie County Savings Bank Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa., 5cg Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Street.

consequence of

its

low frequency

— 7,200 alternate.

operated with generators and transformers of an hitherto unattained efficiency

and regulation.

only

POWER WIRE

PRIITCIPAI.

all

for motor supply.

of two transformers, three phase, quarter

It gi-tts

be extended unlimitedly.

For

by the use

type of alternating current motors.

teTision underground networJcs may be operated on the Edison three wire system
and the largest part of copper expended in feeders saved, as it is possible to use
high tension feeders and transformers.
better balance is secured and the net-

in its ability to operate high

'

operation of the ichole system of generators in parallel and thereby en-

but swperior to continuous current motors. They have a constant speed, are extremely simple and absolutely reliable; and have neither commutator, collectoi' rings,

A

is

aod resembles the neutral wire of the Edison

ables the whole lighting

work
It

carried only to the motors

of this system, alternating current motors

brushes nor moving wires.

Xow

is

three wire system.

transformer.

The

generator's

and motors are

both slow speed.

SALES OFFICES.
Louis, Mo., WainwriEjht Building.
Dallas, Texas, Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denver Colo., Masonic Temple.
San Fr ncisco, Cal.. 15 First Street.
St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Building.
Hrieoa. Mont., Electric Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeney Streets.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Obio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 510 Cuyahoga Building.
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Chicago, III-, Monadnock Building.

Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City Mo., New York Life

St.

Building.

bneiness outside the United i^tates and Cenada— Foreie:n Department, Sohenertady,

For Canada— Canadian (xeueral

^Electric Co., Ltd., liorunto,

X

Y.,

snd 4A Broad Street,

Canbda.

New

Tork.
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C
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Company

Electric

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

[43

Liberty Street.

Works:

GARWOOD,

N. J.
R. R. of N. J.

on CENTRAL
YORK.
IKinadnock
•^HK^AeO.
loao
and
1021
Bnildins'.
BOSTOK.
63
Oliver
St.
mwn-wriija
nnmroH «"^*^*«'K»-j
.i
JfKAHLH
cLKVEIiASD, Cnyaioga Bnildins. I-HII.ADllI.HIA, 633 Arch St.

NEW

Accumulator Company.
STORAGE BATTERIES
CENTRAL STATIONS
LIGHT AND POWER.
FOR

SUPPLYING

New Type

without interfering with Charge or Discharge.
Hours.

No

Nuts,

Examined

with Independent Plates which can be Easily

Bolts or Screws.

Meets

all

Capacity

from

350

to

and

Replaced

12,000

Ampere

Requirements of Central Stations.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELEC TRIC LA UNCHES,
YACHT LIGHTING,
PHONO GRAPHS,

ELECTRO-PL A TING,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
SAFETY LAMPS.

General Offices: 224 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
MARO

S.

CH.^P.MAN,

THOMAS

Pres.

C.

PERKINS,

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

Sec'y and Treas.

TH. GONET,

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

HOLT GATES,
H. B.
Q. M.
S.

N.

and Railway Purposes,
Complete Station Equipments.

for Lishtins

by the following well-known and

1140 Monadnock Buildinsf, CliicaEo,
COHO & CO 303 Broadway, New York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and
ANQEEE & CO., 116 Bedford St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
BLAKE, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York.
,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.
vicinity

and

New

Jersey.

October

20,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

WIRE
CONE

FiRANITE

AT THE

WORLD'S FAIR.

Submarine and Aerial Cables, Solid Wires and Switch Cords.
Everything

in the line of

High Grade Rubber-Covered Wires and Cables.

AGENCIES:
Gate City

El.

Eastern Sales Department:

Sup. and Con. Co.

Atlanta.

F.

Louisville Electrcal Works,

W. BRIGHAM, Mgn,
220 Devonshire

St.,

Louisville, Ky.

•Boston.

Hess Electric Co.,
Des Moines.
Cleveland Electric Mfg. Co.,
Cleveland.

Post-Glover Electric Co.,
New York

Cincinnati.
Electrical Engineering Co.,

No. 32 Frankfort

Minneapolis.

W. T. Osborn &
Kansas

Office:

New

St.,

York.

Co.,

City.

niniMITr
r An All C
I

INDIA RUBBER

I

Always Flrmly standing.
Always Pointng Upwards.

AND INSULATED WIRE

CO.,

Manufacturers,

MARION, IND.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

242 Madison

Street, Chicago.

WESTERN

W.

ELECTRICIAN.

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

S.

October 20 1894

WIRT INDICATORS.
Direct and Alternating.
For Sxritchboard 'Work.
Tolts up to 3.O00.
Amperes np to 1,000.
Direct Readlns.
Accurate, Reliable, Unchangeable, Handsome.
Write for quotations to your dealer, or to

Seid

for

CHARLES WIRT,

56

CataloEDe
For the

and

p

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

—

sx.oo,

Avenue, CHICAGO.

Fifth

LATINTJM
For

Purposes.

all

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

BAKER &

CO., 408-414 New Jersej
Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

DiSCOMtS.

Annunciators, Bells, Batteries,

and

Sxtritches

Sivitchboards.

and

IiATE!>iT

ANU BEST UESIUKS.

NEW YORK:

Elson

&

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

NORWAY

CHICAGO:

Brewster. 143 Liberty St.

pay you

BROWNLEE &

to get

CO.,

onr prices.
Detroit,

-

D. E.

Mich.

IS4

Lake

BOSWELL &
Street,

I

&

I

NEW
45

For the

No. 125 So. Second St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

I

IN ELECTRIC
Soldering Irons.

Write for Circulars descriptive nf

ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICES.

— 61.. 00. —

The

ATIili.

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

CO.

THE BEST QBADES OF

TheOnlyClocks Used in the W. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

NO WINDIN G.

CORRECT ED HOURLY.
For under ground, under water, and

SELF-WINDING CLOCK
as Broad.-m-a.y,
Clocks Sold.
t^enA for

Co.,

jJIICH.

dk

^^^^s^

1^

Heater

Electrical

STATE STREET, UETKOIT.

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

P. E. Dutcher Co.,

I«III,n'AlIKRG,

nC LH to

CHICAGO.

-

ATCCT

I

American

castinga made. The wronght Iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

J. A.

TUC

CO.,

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.
The strongest

House Work.

Central Electric Co.

Manufactured, Bepalred, Recharged.
Rented and Sold.

WHITE OAK PINS.
It will

Co.,

Manufacturers,

STORAGE BATTERIES

PINE CROSS-ARMS.

Supplies for

& Carter

Partrick

BOSTON, MASS.

133 OLIVER STREET,

all

CATALOOUES AND QUOTATIONS ON APFLICATIOX.

Samples and

CO.,

nSW TTOR-K:.

all

other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

-

-

NEW

YORK-

KENBT A. BKED, Secretary and Uanaeer.

[

Clocks Rented.

SAL AMMONIAC
BBAND)

Prices.

(EliECTRIC

SlectriI
7

For Arc

JLiffht ao<l

Trolley Cord.

;SRaND|,

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

ForElectrical Purposes

'h

H

Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the hest quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician. A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY, 122

l^euiry H.
NEW

YORK, 86 and 88
BOSTON, 70 Kilby St.

•\/\f

PHILADELPHIA,

Liberty St.

CLEVELAND,

THIS

IS

New

York.

ox>t]ain st ozi,
CHICAGO,

607 Arcli St.

24 Soutli

A

Pearl St.,

Water

STEPHEN

B.

ELKINS,

185 to 189

ST. LOUIS,

Street.
Prest.

PATRICK EGAN,

Van Buren

St.

Eiglith and St. Cliarles St.
H.

Sec'y.

J.

HANFOBD,

Gen'l Mgr.

The Harrison International Telephone Go,
DOUBLE POLE

WHAT MONEY CAN EARN AND
THE PEOPLE SAVE BY
MEANS OF THE

SNAP SWITCH,
AGENTS'
TERRITORIES

MADE BY THE

BRYANT
THOS.

NOW

ELECTRIC
COMPANY,
G.

EDWARD

GRIER,
R. GRIER,

BEING

ALLOTTED.

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO. WRITE
AT ONCE.
ractory: Bridg'eport, Conn.
1532

Western Representatives.
Sockets, Switches,

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Specialties.

and Prompt Shipments.

Bood Goods

-

Harrisoi MernatioDal

We

Teleiiliflifi.

cither sell our telephones ontor lease them 4'or a term
of years.

ris:ht

This company owns Letters Patent No. 476,200,
granted to E. M. Harrison May 30, 1892, and Letters Patent No. 499,108, granted to E. IVL Harrison
June 6, 1S90, for a complete electric speaking
telephone operated by battery; and owns Letters
Patent No. 435,295, granted to William Hutson Ford
Augagt 26, 1890, for an automatic switchboard. Our
patents embrace every device qBceesary in the
construction of a telephone plant with either
manual or automatic switchboard.
Prospectuses furnished by addressing the Com-

pany

at their offices.

Offices,

Chamber

of

Commerce

Bldg.. Chicago.

October
wooUvvork

is

WESTERN

1894

20.

of polished mahogany, and

peacock blue brocaded plnsh.

tlie

upholstering oi

There are 20 armchairs.
concert, and give sufficient

The doors are double, acting in
space when opened to admit of a

lady in

full

rators are
000.

Treasurer Kobbe of the Westinghouse Electric company
was in Boston recently in conference with the company's

Boston directors. The Newark, N._J., factory, he says,
be removed to the new works at Brinton immediately.
A trolley railroad is proposed io run from the Merrimac
valley in Massachusetts, through the White Mountain resorts

The

Nanticoke men.

all

capital

stock

is

'93
$60,-

New

Hampshire,

Lawrence

to the St.

A new telephone line

is

treasurer, E. W. Moore; board of managers, R.
M. Fuller and George W. Cleveland.

l)avis;

river,

and Gorham, Me.

The Union street exchange of the Pruvidence, R. I.,
Telephone company will soon be completed.
A new electric street railway has been successfully
opened between .\thol and Orange, Mass.

Work on
tric

new Hampden and

the

\Yinterport, Me., elec-

road will begin as soon as the frost

is

out of the ground

The
an

Vermont, when

it

meets this

probably be asked to grant a special charier for

electric railway

line,

of

state Legislature
will

from Bennington

to the

New York

state

PERSONAL.
Secretary M. A. Bird of the Wallace Electric company,
Chicago, will attend the convention at Atlanta, Ga.

George A. McKinlock, president of the Central Electric
company, Chicago, has returned to tiie city after an absence of some time.

A. B. Field of the Ionia Manufacturing company, Boston, Mass., was in Chicago last week looking over the
western field in the interest of this company.
Friends of F. S. Kenfield, business manager of the Sfj-trc^
Railioay Rci-iciv, Chicago, will be pleased to' learn that
invitations have been issued for his marriage on Wednesday
evening. October 24tli, to Miss Amy Sweeney of Rock
Mr. Kenfield has been confined to his room
Island, 111.
for s^me days past with a slight illness, but from the fact
that the we<Iding invitations have been issued it is presumed
that his indisposition is slight, and it is hoped by his many
Mr.
friends that it will not interfere with the happy event.
Kenfield's many friends in the newspaper business and
among the stieet railway men extend hearty congratidations,
in which the Western Electrician joins.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn.,
reports the closing of a second contract with the Hartford
Hartford Horse Railway company, Hartford,
Conn., for two of its iSo kilowatt railway generators
with new Mather station equipment, the first generator,
which was installed a few weeks ago, having given perfect

Cal., will purchase a new engine, dynamo,
enlarging an electric light plant.

Colton, Cal., will have a mumicipal electric light
The mayor has the matter in charge.

plant

so'jn.

question of a municipal electric light plant is lobe
discussed at the next meeting of the city council of Spokane,

The

has granted an electric light franchise to
Judge Hendrick, who proposes to commence the work of
construction immediately.
Ta.,

be commenced on the electric light plant to be

will

constructed by Iowa Falls, la., shortly.

The

The Electric Appliance company, Chicago, reports having secured the western agency for the well-known line of
electric railway supplies of the Lynn Manufacturing company, and that it will carry a large stock in Chicago and be
equipments from that point.
entire
l>repared to ship
Special catalogues and advertising matter are being prepared by the company, and will be ready for distribution
shortly.
In the meantime the Electric Appliahce company
will be pleased to hear from the electric railway trade, and
desires opportunities to make prices on material for electric
I'he Ap]diance company intends to
railway equipments.
make attractive prices on the high grade Lynn material,
which includes one of the best railway insulations ever
produced.

_^^_^^_^^^__^

BUSINESS.
The W.
good
some

Hill Electric company rejiorts business as
in all its lines, but especially brisk in switchboards,
particularly large and fine ones having recently been
S.

turned out.

The Metropolitan Electric company, Chicago, received
an order last week for sixty-five miles of I. X. L. weatherproof wire from a customer who has already had fifiy miles
This speaks well for this well-known insulation.
in use.
of the Louisville Electrical Works at
reported.
The concern will manufacture
electrical and mechanical specialties and repair electrical
machinery and apparatus. It will be located at 14S F'ifth
street.
The general manager is Campbell Scott.
organization

Louisville, Ky.,

San Francisco,

Work

The Wallace Electric company. Chicago, has issued a
catalogue of electrical railway supplies that should be of
This book shows the
interest to all electric railway men.
company's stock to be complete and to comprise a number
recognized
merit.
articles
of
of well-known

The

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

Wa,h.
Waukon,

stage regulators in various theaters throughout the country
within the last few months.

satisfaction.

J. C. E.

connecting with the Hoosick railway.

etc., for

has installed

company, Chicago, reports that
a large number of the well-known Meissner

city clerk will

furnish further particulars.

At a recent meeting of the board of trustees of Vareio,
Cal., it was decided to establish a municipal electric light
plant, and proposals are now invited for the lighting of the
The old electric light plant was destroyed by fire
streets.
some weeks ago. The city clerk can furnish particulars.

is

The largest line of pattern letters to put on patterns for
castings is made by H. W. Knight & Son, Seneca Falls, N.
They are constantly adding new styles and s:zes and
Y.
They have
are abrea>t of ihe times in variety and prices.
lecently made shipments to Turkey and have an increasing
trade in other foreign countries as well as in the United
States. Try them with your next order, addressing Drawer
1256.

The Cortland & Homer Traction company has
the coiitract for the equipment for

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.
electric

road

to

is

The Link

Belt

be built from Nevada City to Grass

Thejoplin, Mo., Electric Railway company proposesan
its line to Galena, Kas., a distance of eight

extension of
miles.

Iowa

City, la.,

making an

is

and

will secure

it

to get an electric
$8,000 can be raised to

effort
il

unite with outside capital.

The

charter for a

Scranton, Pa.,

last

Aldin, thence to

new

electric street

month.

Wanamie

radway was

entire

its

Machinery company, Chicago, reports the
sales

of

the standard water tube safety

PlainwcU Church Furniture company, Plainwell,
Mich., 100 horse power; Mutual Electric Light & Power
company, Chicago, 600 horse power; Pittsburg High School,
Pittsburg, Pa., 250 horse power; Institute for the Feeble
Minded, PJttriburg, Pa., Sco horsepower, and Detroit Chamber of Commerce, Detroit, Mich., 30c horse power.

Vjoilers:

Valley, in California.

street railway,

just closed

steam plant.
The specifications were drawn and contracts placed under
the direction of Prof. R. C. Carpenter of Cornell University.
The company will put in four compound condensing Waterlown engines with pumps, condensers, heaters and four 100
horse power boilers manufactured by the Watertown Steam
Engine company of Watertown, N. Y.
following recent

An

Electric

& West

in the spring.

month,

it

filed in

run from Nanticoke to
and Glen Lyon. The iiicorpoIt will

business in this line to be im-

The Independent
quarters in the

Electric

West

company, Chicago,

for slate for electrical

and

paints, will handle this product in the

after having
S. compounds
West, as general

western agents. The company reports that it finds that the
& S. products are among the highest insulating mediums
of their kind on the market, and states tha.t it will carry a
large slock in its Chicago warehouse.
The company has
already secured sufficient orders to prove that the trade appreciates the superiority of this product.
B.

The Mather Electric company of Manchester, Conn., reports the following recent sales in its isolated lighting de-

TRADE NEWS.
The Washington

being strung between Westbrook

The company reports

The Central Electric company, Chicago,
made exhaustive and careful tests of the B. &

MISCELLANEOUS.
The annual meeting of the Cleveland Electrical club was
held October 3d. The following named officers were elected:
President, C. W. Wason; first vice-president, B. M. Barr;
second vice-president, T.E. Adams; secretary, II. D.

will

of

show.

proving.

evening dress

passing in and nut without danger to her costume.

ELECTRICIAN.

is

purposes.

headAll

shapes and styles of finish are furnished on short notice.
The company handles exclusively Vermont slate, which is
knowa to be of the best quality. The Independent company has an elegant line of samples at its office at Thirtyninth street and Stewart avenue, which it is pleased to

North Packing lS; Provision company, Somerpartment:
ville, Mass., one too light dynamo; Hermann
Aukam &
Co., Lebanon, Pa., one 600 light dynamo; Church Green
Electric Light & Power company, Boston, Mass., one 600
light dynamo; Iowa School for the Deaf, Council Bluffs,
la., one 600 light dynamo;
Connecticut River Paper coiripany, Holyoke, Mass., one 700 light dynamo and two 15
horse power Manchester motors; Henry R. Worthington,
Hydraulic Works. Brooklyn, N.\'., one 600 light dynamo,
one 10 horse power motor and one 45 horse power 220 volt
generator; the J. B.Williams company, Glaston-bury,Conn.,
one 150 light dynamo; Graif Bros., Lake Crystal, Minn.,
one 150 light dynamo; Ohio State University, Columbus,
O., one 13 horse power Manchester motor; Grenada Hotel,
Chicago, Ilk, one 450 light dynamo; Barney & Smith
Manufacturing company, Dayton, O., one 3 horse power
Manchester motor; B. T. Sturtevant & Co., Chicago, 111.,
one 10 horse power Manchester motor;G. M. Angier & Co.,
Boston, Mass., one 100 light dynamo; Candee company,
New Haven, Conn., one 50 light dynamo; Moorehouse
Chanlerice, Conn., one 50 light dynamo; Odd
P.ros.,
Fellows Hall, Philadelphia, Pa., one 30 kilowatt, one 50
kilowatt and one So kilowatt directly connected generator
and 50 horse power in motors; S. N. Blake, Elmira, N.
Y., one 350 light dynamo; Nardi, Strang & Co., Philadelphia,
Pa., one 50 light dynamo; George W. Furbeck,' Chicago,
one 250 light dynamo; C. B. Boothe, Los Angeles,
111.,
Cal., two 5 horse power and one 3 horse power Manchester
motors; Badger Lumber company, Kansas City, Mo., one too
light dynamo; Leafe Bros., Winchester, Va.,one50 light
dynamo; Stanley Laboratory company, Pittsfield, Mass,, one
10 kilowatt exciter; Diamond Machinecompany. Providence,
R. I., one 300 light dynamo and West Virginia Improvement company, Pocahontas, W.Va., one6okilovi'att220 volt
generator.

The exhibit of ihe General Electric company at the Atlanta
convention wilhbeof an elaborate nature.
It will comprise
motors, controller, other car equipment parts, station switchboard panels, line material, wattmeters, etc. The G. E.
Soo motors will be shown not only in the exhibit proper,
but, mounted on cars, will operate them over the lines of ihe
Atlanta Street Railway company.
Ample opportunity will
be afforded for a close and critical examination of these motors and of the component parts which enter mto their construction.
The motors shown in operation will act in conjunction with the "K" controller, and those interested will
be enabled to investigate the merits of the combination. The
])rinciple of the magnetic blowout device will also be shown
and explained and its action demonstrated. This principle
embodied in all odier devices in which electric arcs may
occur, such as switches, fuses, lightning arresters, etc.
Several sizes of generator and feeder panels for station switchboards, all of black marblelzed slate with the necessary instruments mounted thereon, will al-o be shown.
These
panel boards are made in various capacities to suit the rerequirements of the plant, and have been devised so that the
switchboards may be increased in size as the station grows
merely by the addition of other panels. The line material
exhibited will embody several improvements of an important
character, which have become necessary by the increased demands of railroad service. The Thomson Recording wattmeter in its portable form for testing on moving cars will
also form an im]:»ortant item of the exhibit, which will be
illuminated by means of Thomson '93 arc lamps for railway
circuits, connected in series and operating on the railway
They have been especially designed for use in power
lines.
houses, car barns and elsewhere where light is desired from
500 volt circuit. The exhibit will also comprise samples of
underground feeder tubing with models of junction boxes
and taps, and among the literature which will be distributed
will be found a special pamphlet dealing with the application
of the three wire system to street railway work.
The interests of the General Electric company will be in charge of
W. J. Clark, general manager of the railway department.
He will be assisted by W. H. Knight, chief engineer of the
railway dej^artnient. Theo. P. Bailey, H. H. Corson, H. J.
Crowley, W. B. Potter, H. C. Wirt and A. K. Baylor.
Visitors to the convention will find a wauni welcome at the
Atlanta office of the company and, indeed, anywhere where
the General Electric company's representatives may be
found.
is

ILLBSTRATED ELEGTRIGAL PATENT REG0RD.
Issued October

527,066.
ators.

Device

for

Protecting Separately Excited GenerAppli-

Benjamin G. Lamme, Pittsburg, Pa.

cation filed February 28, 1894.

The

invention contemplates bringing the tirciiic of the field
magnet and its exciter to a break, so that when the armature
circuit is broken in the main gt-neralor the field magnet circuit is
hus two co\inleracting magnetisms are simultanealso broken,
ously developed. 'Ihc two circuits wdl not interfere with each
other, as the difference of potential between the two binding
blocks ai the break is normally zero. When, however, the
I

break occurs under the action of the solenoid employed, the
armaiure tends to drive current back through its field magnet.
If the normal magnetization, therefore, be due to a current opposite in direction to the tendency of the armature, and the
break be made, the armature will kill the magnetism of its own
field magnet, and the generator will be immediately rendered
harmless.

527.070.

Electrical Converter.

ren, O.

Application

filed

g,

iSg^.

James W. Pacliard, WarJanuary 3. 1894.

'Ihe invenlion consists of a converter having primary and secondary coils of wire and a series of plates encompassing boih
of the coils, and arranged in such manner that they will fit
snugly together and form inner and outer rings presenting even
surfaces, the entire series of plates forming a compact, nearly
solid mass.

Electrical Fuse Pox.
James W. Packard, WarApidication filed January 3, 1S94.
ren, O.
| he device patented comprises a hollow fuse bo.v and a core
of non-conducting material in which contact is maintained
by a longitudinal spring pressure It aJso comprises a fuse
box having electrical connections at its ends, and a central core
located in the box and held in fixed contact with the electrical
connections. I'he invention further comprises a fuse box having electrical connections at its ends, a central core of noncondiiciing material, and a spring pressed longitudinally on the

527.071.

core for holding

it

securely in position.

Running Compound Wound Dynamo-electri
Machines in Multiple. William B. Potter, Schenectady'
N. Y. Application filed June 2, 1S94.

527,075.

This invenlion relaie.s to running continuous r urent dynamomai hines in multiple, and has for its object to provide
a methed of starting up one or more machines alter the other
machines are running, without the difficulty attendant upon
this operation in methods ordinarily practiced, and without the
danger from excessive sparking and Jrom the great rush of currents caused by ordinary methods.
Barton B.
Circuit Controller lor Regulators.
527,092.
electric

Ward, New York, N. Y.

Apphcation

filed

October

*3> 1893-.
circuit controller in which a movI he device consists of a
able contact is actuated by a fluid pressure affected device or by a
temperature affected device, or by any other automatically operating device, which is retained in engagement with a co-operating
contact until a certain pressure is reached, and then mstantaneously breaks the engagement.
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Railway Annunciator. Charles R. Alsop, MidApplication filed November 2, 1S93.
dletown. Conn.

527.098.

The main

object of the inveiuion

improvements

is to effect

Machines or Motors. Montgomery \Vaddell, BridgeApplication filed September 26, 1S93.
port, Conn.
The invention relates to dynamo-electric machines and

in

railway annunciators, whereby the signal or call bell part will
cbnlinue to be active until the bell circuit is mechanically
broken, thereby preventing the possibility of the signal being
accidentally unnoticed by the operator.

Electric

527.099.

Track

Signal:

Application

dletown, Conn.

motors, and has for its object to provide a means for adjusting
the magnets to compensate lor the slight change of position of
the armature, due to the wear of the bearings and kindred
causes.

Charles R. Alsop, Midfiled

November

27, 1S93.

John E. Woolvertoii, New
Electric Arc Lamp.
York, N. Y. Application filed February 9, 1894.
The invention is made with reference to avoiding a shadow,

527; ,228.

described of

In an electric track signal ti.e combination
suitably arranged separated contact springs, a signal cir(,iiit
having the wires thereof connected separately to the springs,
and a horizontal spring actuated contact lever mounted to play
on a vertical pivot adja ent to one side of a track rail and
normally out of contact therewith to leave a space of a width
less than a rar wheel flange, which is adapted to move the contact lever laterally between the contact springs.
is

makes use of four carbons placed at a inclinaeach other and coming to a focus or inverted apex,
thereby entirely avoiding the casting of a shadow downwardly,
and he combines with the carbons,, their holders, sockets and
lazy tongs, a main electro-magnet and a shunt magnet that act
upon one or both pairs of carbons to separate them more or less
in drawing the electric arc, one or both bases to which the pairs
of carbons are permanently connected being hmged so as to
allow for the aforesaid movement being given with but little
and

tricity.

George Rauch,

Commutator Brush Holder.

527. 127.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Application

filed

April 28, 1S94.

Novelty is claimed for an insulating base attachable to a
commutator supporting frame, and brush holders connected to
the base, each holder comprising a shell provided with a binding post and brush guide, a crank having a flanged arm run
through the shell and its other arm loosely engaged with the
t>rush guide, a rotarily adjustable Washer on that arm of the
crank engaging the shell, and a spiral spring connecting the

washer and arm

flange.

the inventor

tion to

Nicolas J. Raffard, Paris,
Electric Locomotive.
527.126.
France. Application filed July 23, 1S91.
This invention, which comprises improvements on a former
patent, relates to an electric locomotive which is moved by one
or more electric motors of any type,' whose armatures or rotating bobbins are integral with hollow arbors placed concentric
with the mean position of the axles, 'these hoUow arbors turn
in bearings attached to suspended frames, and transmit the
movement to the drive wheels through the intermediation of
elastic Conne tions. The electric energy which actuates the
electric motor is furnished either by electric batteries or by accumulators carried by the electri.- locomotive, or by any system
of conductors in communication with a distant source of elec-

Adjuster for Field Magnets of Dynamo-electric

527. 225.

friction or

527

,229.

power

Electric

York, N. Y.

in the regulation of the arc.

Arc Lamp. John E. Woolverton;
Application

filed

New

April 13, 1S94.

October

20,

1804

Milton E. Smith and Maurice
Electric Battery.
Application filed March
F, Geer, Rochester, N. Y.

527,298.

29, 1894.

An electric batterj', comprising a jar, a negative electrode
extending into a suitable fluid contained in the jar, a porous cup
held in the jar and extending into the fluid, a positive electrode held in the porous cup, and an exciting fluid in the porous cup, this fluid containing chromic acid, is described.
Conduit Electric Railway. James E. Toole,
Northumberlandj. Pa. Application filed January 24,

527,301.

1S94.

The object of the invention is to produce a very simple and
inexpensive conduit electric railway in which the conduit is
exceptionally strong as well as cheap, which has perfect means
for draining the conduit, and which is provided with a trolley
hung
such
a manner that it may pass easily around
curves, which has means for guiding the trolley wheel on the
line wire, and which has means for conveniently raising the
trolley whenever it isdesirird to break the circuit.

m

Workman's Time Recorder.

527,304.

Gardner,

kins,

Edward G. Wat-

Application

Mass.

filed

July

22,

"

1893There is claimed in part in a time recorder, the combination
with the case, a rotalable cylinder adapted to carry the time
sheet
and parallel pivoted marking levers, of two links
pivoted to the case, a rod having its respective ends connected
-with the free ends of the links, the rod being arranged in the
path of travel of the marking levers and essentially perpendicular thereto, a bell, and an operative connection between
the rod and the bell.
.

In the present improvements the carbons are brought together
in the form of a pyramid and separated by the action of the current passing through an electro-magnet, and the present i nvention relates to peculiar features of construction, whereby the
lamp is rendered compact and facility given lor the insertion of
the carbons and for maintaining the proper relative position of
such carbons by a simple mechanism that is not liable to become obstructed by friction or the presence of dust or any foreign substances.

Jean J,
527 ,244. Electric Locomotion on Railways.
Heilmann, Paris, France. Application filed April 20,
1S94.

.

The

permit the engine to work
and couiequenlly always under the

object of this invention

with a constant

cut-ofl',

is to

most favorable conditions, or in other words so that the work
done is always proportional to the speed of the engine, irrespective of the speed of the electro-locomotive and its tram. In
the accompanying illustration C is the generating dynamo and
A' its exciting machine
The current from the exciter passes
through the rheostat 7? and the ammeter a on its way to the
generator field magnet coils, r is the regulating rheostat of
the exciting machine, 7' the voltmeter of this machine, and /'
the voltmeter of the generating dynamo, A is the principal
ammeter, and A' to A>i ammeters in the separate motor circuits.
J' to /s are switches in the separate motor circuits. C is a commutator which is arranged to reverse the electro-motors by inverting thfe connections of the motor magnet coils t' to /s with

Insulator.

527.317.

Conn.
The

Edward J. Bullock. WalHngford,
filed November 27, 1S93.

Application

invention consists of an insulator having an inverted
cup-shaped body constructed with a hub, which is adapted
to have its base encircled by the wire, and a removable head
applied to the hub, and constructed to overhang the base thereof
by being made of larger external diameter than the same.

Insulator Pin.

527.318.

Conn.
The

Application

Edward

J.

Bullock, WalHngford,
9, 1894.

Februury

filed

invention consists of an insulator pin lor electric wires,
having a long longitudinal bore formed in it, a metal reinlorce
located within the bore but shorter than the length of the same,
aiid a plug fitted tightly into the open end of the bore over the
outer end ff the reinforce and sealing the same within the pin.

to their armatures A"' to A'8,
When the generating
dynamo is employed as a motor to start its driving engine /J
from a dead center, the exciting machine being driven by its
separate engine D', the current from the e.xciter is passed
temporarily into the generator armature by means of the

regard

switch

527.,254.

'

/.

Insidalor.

Application

filed

William D. Trimble, Baltimore, Md.
Februai"y 2, 1S94.

A n insulating cleat for suspending electric wires is described,
comprising an upper piece, having a socket closed on all ve.'tical sides and open on the bottom and provided with notches
in its side flanges and a clamping piece provided with notches

and fitting up within the socket, so
down around it on all sides.

that the latter projects

Electrical Signal.
Harry H. AVister, Colorado
527,,257.
Application filed April 10, 1S93.
City, Colo.

NO. 527,195.
Electric Ore Amalgamating
527,150.
C. Ludwig, San Francisco, Cal.
March 5, 1894.

Apparatus. John
Application filed

The

novel features of the apparatus comprise a sluice box or
trough with a flat bottom and standing sides, a bottom plate of
zinc or other suitable metal which is a good conductor, a fle.vi-,
ble loosely lying apron or blanket formed of woven or fle.\ible
Jelted fabric capable of absorbing and retaining water upon theplate, and suitable electri'~al cpnductors and connecting means
by which the plate is connected with one pole of a dynamoelectric machine, or other generator of electricity, and the
blanket or apron is similarly connected with the other pole of
the generator. Mingled pulp and water is fed in at the upper
end of the apparatus upon the zinc plate, the sluice bo.v being
suitably inclined from that end downward to give the stream
of pulp proper movement or rate of travel between the surface
of the zinj and the overlying blanket.

Electric Switch.

527,177.
III.

Application

The

filed

switch, which

is

Raymond

S. ICelsch, Chicago,

JMay 28, 1894.

of novel construction,

is

systems of arc lighting, and
avoid sparking between contacts.

sirable for series

Alternating Current Motor.
Cologne, Germany. Application filed

527,195.

In

made

especially de-

designed

is

Coerper,

15, 1S94.

the accompanying drawing a is an armature, which is
of a piece of sheet iron or of a number of sheet iron pieces,

which are connected so as to form an armature having radial
arms. The armature n is mounted on a rotary shaft ,v, which
passes through its center. Two adjacent arms /> /> of the
armature are always under the influence of opposite and alternating poles of the field magnets </' rf'. As soon as the armature is rotated at synchronous speed with the generator, it exerts considerable tractive force, and keeps up .1 speed corre-

sponding exactly with the alternating changes of the current.
Four pole faces are formed, and alt the radial arms of the armature are simultaneously subjected to the influence of the alternately changing polarities of the pole faces. The form of the
armature, as well as the form of the field magnets, has to be
adapted for the purposes for which the motor is to be used.

527,211.

N. Y.

'

Electric

Arc Lamp. Max Mayer,
filed June iS, 1S94.

New

York,

Application

In this improvement an inverted and suspended base is made
use of, to which the upper end of a hanging glass or transparent indosure is connected substantially air-tight, and the
carbons approach each other in the form of an inverted pyramid,
and the cores of the regulating magnets preferably pass through
the inverted base, so as to act upon the carbon holders in drawing the arc, but the helices of the electro- magnets are above the
inverted base, so as to be easy of access, and also removed from
the heat of the lamp, and in order to render the inclosure for
the lamp substantially air-tight, the cores of the electro magnets
slide in tubes that are closed at their upper ends, so as to exclude the atmosphere as well as protect the sliding cores from
dust or other foreign substances that might obstruct the action
of the electro-magnets

527,214.

Signal Recording Device.
AVilliam H. Adkins,
Rome,.Ga. Application 'filed December 29, 1S93'.
The invention relates to an improve'd electric register and

527 ,258,

Telephone Transmitter. Thomas McCoubray,
N. Y. Application filed August 16, 1894.

New York,

The invention is directed particularly to improvements in
telephonic transmitters of the Hunnings type, in which carbon
or equivalent comminuted material is used, and it has for its
objects first, the prevention as far as possible of tne packing of
the powder when in use; second, the accurate adjustment of
the parts for the purpose of obtaining the best possible effects.

NO. 527,244.
Ti oiley Wire Support or Hanger.
S. C. Wood527,355.
nead, Philadelphia, Pa.
Application filed April 24,

more

1894-

matically recorded

The object of the invention is to provide a device which can
be attached to a separate and distinct wire, having no electric
connections, and which will have one of Its arms extending beneatti the trolley wire at all times and thereby preventing the

especially to that ilass of signaling systems employing a
central office or station and a number of signaling stations
electrically connected to the central station, at which latter
station the signals sent in from the signal stations are auto-

527 ,265.

Conduit System

A. Butler,

New

for Electric Railways.

York, N. Y.

Application

William

filed

April

20, 1894.

System of Electric Block Signals for Railways.
William M. Cuthbert, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Application
filed February 16, 1S93.
The inventor, who has filed a patent, in which theie are
fifteen claims, divides a railroad into a number of longitudinal
sections, each section being provided with, and represented by
office, and also subdivides the sections into blocks, each
being provided with and represented by a signal post,
the "posts being electrically connected the one with the other by
an open circuit of liigh electromotive force, and with the office
by a closed circuit of low eiettromoiive force, also having in
mechanical connection a devi e for setting a signal in the cab

an

block

of a passing locomotive, this device being stationed in advance
of the, post and actuated simultaneously with, and by thechanging of, the signal at the post, a signal in the cab of a locomotive having means of connection with a signal setting device,
whereby the cab signal is set to indicate danger if the next
block is closed (occupied), the posts also automatically telegraphing the section offite of the passage of trains, number 01
cars in the train and the condition of the several blocks in the
section.

trolley falling to the

ground.

Thermostat. Lewis G. Rowland, Camden, N.
Application filed June 5, 1893.
One of the features of the invention is that the inventor pro-

527,375.
J.

In this system the contact boxes may be located in the conduit in such a way that the under face of the shoe or brush
carried by the car will form contact with the conducting part
of the outer shell, and cause the required movement thereof,
or the boxes may be arranged within the conduit in any of the
ways or according to any of the systems well known in the art
and to which they are applicable.

527.,267.

Carl

May

to

The object of the invention is to provide a signal which will
apprise the engineer or other person on a train of the approach
of another train on the same track, either from the front or rear,
and also notify the engineer of a destroyed bridge, or a cave-in
of a tunnel, or falling of a rock, or other obstruction on the
track, or open switch,

arrange the body of the thermostat within the wall or
manner that the cap or head only will be visible,
cap or head may be ornamented in any desired manner or may be sunk flush with theline of the wall and colored
in the same manner as the wall itself.

poses

to

ceiling in sucb

and

this

527.377:
piles.
filed

Apparatus for Mounting and Operating ThermoMelvin L. Severy, Boston, Mass. Application
February 16, 1894.
'

This invention relates to devices for the production of elecby the action of solar heat upon a thermopile and has
for its object the constant production of an electric current
during the apparent diurnal and annual movements of the sun,
without the necessity of moving the thermopile in accordance
with the apparent movements of the sun,
tricity

527,378.

Apparatus for Utilizing Steam for Heating
Melvin L. Severy, Boston, Mass. ApFebruary 16, 1894.

Thermopiles.

plication filed

The object of this invention is the utilizatloE of the heat of
the exhaust steam o( an engine for the production of electricity
to heat the feed water for the boiler, and to this end the invention consists mainly in the combination with a steam boiler
and engine of a thermopile, one face of which is heated by
the exhaust steam and the other face cooled by the feed water
supply.

and

•*

Incandescent Lamp Socket.
Luke R. Peck, St.
Application filed April 10, 1S94.
Johns, Mich.
The invention consists in the pecular construction of a lamp

527,285.

the construction of the switch block or body,
having a wall or diaphragm, upon opposite sides of which
the terminals are adapted to be secured, so that in working
about the socket, inserting the binding screws, etc., with tools or
other metal instruments the short circuiting of the current is prevented and sei ond, in arranging on this switch block or body,
fusible strips forming a part of the cir uit, whereby the shortlir^uiling of the lurrent will burn out but a single lamp,

socket;

first in

:

Augustin
Track: Switch for Electric Railways.
527,294.
F. Schinner, Milwaukee, Wis.
Application filed June
16, 1S94.

The object of the invention is to provide, in combination
with switch operating mechanism which is actuated by the core
of the inagnets,a single insulated strip In the wire, completing
the circuit of the magnets, and which shall serve, when contact is made therewith by the trolley of one car, to throw the
switch point in one direction, and when contact is made therewith by the trolley of the succeeding car, to throw the switch
point in the opposite direction.

527,379-

Heat.
filed

Apparatus for Generating Electricity by Solar
Melvin L. Severy, Boston, Mass. Application
February 16, 1S94.

One of the claims is for the combination of a thermo-electric pile,
a case containing it having its side opposite the face of the pile
composed of some material which is transparent to the raj-s of
the sun, but opaque to dark radiated heat, a space between the
front wall and the face of the pile, mechanism for moving the pile in accordance with the apparent annual and
diurnal movements of the sun, a space between the back wall
of the case and the back of the pile, two pipes communicating
at one end with this space and at the other with a source of
water under pressure, whereby a current of water is caused to
flow through the last mentioned space.

Busy Test for Multiple Switchboards. Robert
H. Polk, Savannah, Ga. Application filed April 20,

527,393-

1S94.

There Is described in a busy test for multiple switchboards a
high tension current source, a connecting loop, and a condenser
ol such capacity that the talking current will not pass through
it, interposed in the wire connecting the source and loop, and a
test-plug circuit.
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Discount Sheet,

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of All,

&

321 Chestnut

Large & Son.

to N. S.

Philadelpbia, Pa.

-

St.,

Electric Co.,

TWINING,
Miamisburg. Ohio.

-

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed
Dry

Western Electrician,

W. Randolph

BRADLE/ &

Send for new Catalogue and

MlamJsburg

May

Ne7er

N. Y.

HIGH-GRADE SWITCHBOARDS.

Successors

No. 9.
No. 15.

Catalogue.

EKOOKLYN,

Street,

•l(l-2S

Aeeiits wanted,

contacts.

copies of the

1893, Vol xili. No. 19.
-26 1894. Vol. xiv. No. 21.
31ay 19, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 20.
.January 13, 1S94, Vol. xiv. No. 2.
J'ebruary 10, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 6.
3Iarch 10. 1894. Vol. siv. No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 14-

If

is

LARGE

(,

New

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,
St..rage Battery Manufacturers,

10 TO 10.000 AMPERES.

Oar polished work

WANTED.
7, 1893,

Graham

286.290

FROM

W

'26,

for

SlanofnrtnrpTS,

Battery

THE MARKET.

,

Knife Switches

fill any position from
MaSuperintendent or Electrician for elecam a practical
ftric cailcead or manufactory;
and
an
educated
electrician
and
maoamecba&ie
EactuLreraf dynamis and motors; have had superiatendeuce aai designiDf:; of oue of the largest
motor manufactories for 3 years. I want a p09itiotL, ani willing to do auythins which offers a
Address "B.
S.," cire Westebn Elecftttare.
THioiAN, 6 Lakeside Buildiog, Chicago.

November

IN

DOOR SPRINGS,
I'LOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.

CO.,

csrapetent to

August

Moderate terms.
Atwater Bids.. Cleveland.O.

Emboflies npw feature that
gives it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suited for electric launches, traction and lightiDg worfe.
Write
for descrlpiiun of this neTO«i!*cav«-ry.

BUTTONS,

tG

<Ociober

90-91

WINDOW AND

Chicago.

Wa will pny 15c each for clean
WESTERN ELECrEICIAN dated:

AT HOME

FBEE APPARATUS.

Mrientlflc AlaeblniHt Co..

BRONZE PUSH

FOR SALE CHEAP.

Ee,tr.

Thorough Inetrnction, with

free.

'

Lightest Storage

Six Iron Towers, 120 feet high, for arc
Suitable for lightiDg cities and
Eamps.
For
towas ia the most ecoDomical manner.
terms, etc., address
Jacksonville Gas Light & Coke Co.,
JACKSON'TILLE, ILL.

cMdlst

CHICAGO, ILL.

i3e:

Fall Stock too Large to Specify.
SEND FOE BAEQAIK LIST.

GREGORY

AMES & FROST COMPANY
«

STUDY ELECTRICITY
By onr correBpondence method

E.

other bicycles because less repairs are ^
needed. Our convincing catalogue for ^
5
the asking.

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

SUPPLIES.

47-'» ««..ren'<'raon

Cheap

I

CO.,

ELECTRICAL

CHAS.

Steam

in

i>vx\\v\x\xvv\\\\\\\\v\\\vvix\%v\\\\\va\v^

First-Class

Adams

scale

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

FIXTURES.
169

Impurities.

Entirely prevents

the best
Battery ever made. Internal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doiug work,
^'ill
hold its first value over long periods of time. In-'
ternal leslatance small; ligh and con6tant E. II. F.
Will not run down or die on the shelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

(its reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully established) is the on/y instrument in wMch the power
of the z'oice is Increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
No telephone can be
the voice-icave is reduced.
built with these wonderful advantages icithout the
use of a lever. The D'Uoger Long-DlstHnce Telephone Com any has the Sole and exchisive light to
use a lever in telephones—remeinber that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
They
find toll lines on a small annual royalty.
cannot be had on any other terms.

The D'Unger Telephdhe

The B^Unger Long-Bistance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this country.
AH persons who assert that this company's
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

Address

Burnley Cartridge Battery
Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper
One-half the size and one-third ihe
weight of olher porous cups.
Guaranteed io li*.equal to any Salammoniac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

to R. D'Unaer, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111

all letters

CO.,
E.W. BLISS
Brooklyn.
Y.
1-1:

TEMPERED COPPER.

John

!$t.,

N.

Chicago Office, 100 W. Washington

All patterns of tempered copper segments Ruarntiteed true to gauge, free from defects; no alloy; fini^ti

^^

St.

[^

and temper equaled by none. Exclnsively used by
Vs^^S^'
some of thelargest companies in the country.
'\^-^-K^-'
All Batteries Guaranteed. Send for Catalojiue

PHOENIX ELECrUIC
IT

Woodward

CO.,
Ave., Detroit, Mich,

C F- SPlilTOORF, Manufacturer

of

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

jpiiili

M COIL

LUNDELL

\

DYNAMOS

Telephone Bobbins and Spark Coils,
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York.

AND

Summer

Resorts of Wisconsin.

MOTORS.

Direct

Current,
Iron

is sctirsion tickets to the

Summer Resorts

of Wlssonsin are now on sale by the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Railway.
Special tow rates on Friday and Saturday
•at each week for tickets good to return
For further information
UQtil Monday.

apply

at

Ticket Office, 20T Clark
Station, Canal,

Onion Passenger
Q d

1£

adison Sts.

St.,

or

Adams

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilo'watts.
Lundell
to

Dynamos

directly connected

any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell

Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

&

ABMATDBE NOTCHINi^

Conduit

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

I'Rl— ~.

Presses, Punches-. !$liear».
I> r o p - li a
THE SHLES & PARKER PRESS CO.

g
f

October

:0.

W£ST£R^f ELectRiCiAM.

1894

xvil

VICTOR TURBINE WATER
WHEEL.
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

WHEEIj as particularly adapted to their

is cnlled

to this

CELEBRATED "WATER

use, on account oE its remarhably Steady motion,
ai*d grt-at eftieieiiey and lar^e eapat-iiy forlts diameter, being double
the power ot most wheels of tb« same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companies with (Treat satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the

high speed

highest per cent of useful effect

gfuaranteed.

SEXn FOR CATALOGUE AX£> ^AttTlCVL,ARS.
The accompanyine engraving represents a single 10-ioch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 H. P. uQder 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafta,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend tbem.

The

<#

4#

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

^^'l AN Byp

.

'O

.

/4.
'"<?,

<?fto

SS^
-^^^

ON THIS SPACE,

We will illustrate therein some
BATTERY LINE shortly.

V '^^.'^^
^.»^>*.^.
%:.^.

%

'>

new features

in

the

LAW BATTERY COMPANY,
85 John Street, NET^ YORK,
LAW DOUBLE CYLINDER
Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated
and other Law Cells.
Zincs, Sal Ammoniac, Bluestone, Carbons, Medical Outfits, et cetera.

The "New Era"
ELECTRIC

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES

GAS LIGHTERS.

erapHlte Bods of Vsrions lienstlis, from 1-5 Ohm to 100 ohnui Beslstanee
to tho Ineh. wraphlte Boxes and Ornclblea, BesUtlDe Haats
of 4,000 Oesreeo. Inquiries Oladly Answeted.

•

Newly Improved.

Are the only Biectric
mailn that
are successfully operated by the key,
liishters

FOB

lOS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Which always Indicates whether
the pas is on or o£f. Safe, reliable: will not fail to light;
h-.ve interchange;ible si ems; are
adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5

styles but all on the same general priuciple as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argaod. Our
Victor with aide lever, Is a
little

wonder.
\\\

Sole Manufacturers,
1

02

Pearl St

,

Boston. Mass.

Send for Circulars.
Sleepers Between

Chicago and Milwaukee.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pau\ Railway ie
now running sleeping cars with drawing rooms on
night trains between Chicago and Milwankee.
Sleepers can be taken in Uninn Passenger Station
any time between 9:30 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago et 3:00 a. m., arriving at Milwaukee at
5:15 a. m., passengers remaiaing in sleeper until
7:30 a. m.
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
Chicago. Berth rate $1.50. For further particulars, for tickets and berths, app'y at City Ticket
Office, 207 Clark St (Telephone Main 2190), or at
Ticket Office, Union Passenger Station.

EIiECTBICAIi

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

For the Western

BINDERS

VSE8:

riECTRiciAN

$1.00

Electrician Publishing Co.,

OljHk* side Bids.,

J.

•

Cliicagro.

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

manafacturlng

A Compound Magneto Telephone
which it sells outright uDder a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
Private lines, Factory plants,
everything from the telephone to the wire and polet).
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'
teries of the World.
Send for Circular and Pricks.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION
539, 540

CO.,
and 54t aionadnork BIk., Chirago,

By

all

who have

THE
III

BATTERY

LEGLANGHE

/// to 117 East 131at St, N,

CO.,
K.

used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlpbate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from 10 to 10,000 Ampere-Honr Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
iatteries for

Electric lianncbes,

for

Dental, Snrgical

for

'

which

and

Complete Lighting and Power Plants installed as reasonably as consistent

Room

ELEGTRIC-POWER STORAGE GOMPANY,

Medical Work,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

witli first-class material

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WEStEfthJ ELECfRlClAN.

October

BUCEETE
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

latioD of storage battery lighting plpnts a specialty

Koom H08, Xo

Fnse Boxes and Bases.

And

All

lamp

for

'^1

Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

FUSE WIRE !«»"««*,
Carryins

Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Inetal-

Bheostat Boxes and Bases.
Battery Boxes and Govers,

STANDARD SOCKET.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,

FOB

TO FIT ANY

CO., Cleveland. O.

SALE6 AGENTS FOR

Svrltch Boards.
Switcli Bases.

1894

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

PORTER & BUERDORF,

Artistic Slate

20,

Qninoy

Chicago.

St.,

AND LINKS

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, lU.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

I

}
)

Capacity.

^^^'un^J™.

&

Bases,

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish in
Dull Black,
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or 91arbleized.
Italian, Tennessee, and
Vermont Marble,

For any electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

ELEOTKIOIAN PUELISHINO COMPANY,

mexican unyx and
€rrained Woods>

Very low prices qnoted on

filled

6

Lakeside Bnlldin^, Ohlcago.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
38th St.

39th

and Stewart Ave., OHIGAGO.

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
lole

AXarL-u.fctct\xx*ex>ei,

Grimsbaw White Core and Raven Gore Wires,

Griishaw Underground Lead GoTered

Gables,

Goipetition Line Wires, Grimstiai Tapes and Splicing Gomponnd,

Vnlca Bnshings,
MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Cortlaodt Street,

(

:

^
Q

BRANCHES: n8-82

New York.

I THE
ca
ct

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Gonstmction.

all sizes,

44

134 CongreBS Street.

Fraijiun Street.

NATIONAL.

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

SAN FKANCISCO:

BOSTON:

OHIOAOO:

102

Sacramento Street.

99

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

tests.

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Onr head teleplioui«M are largely used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Avenue,

The New "Barpann" Arc Lamps
For Constant Potential Circuits.

BETTER

than

all others

BECAUSE

THKX HAVE

No Adjusting Springs and No Escapements
AND

Not Get Out
Send

of

COarSEftVENTI.'S'

CAX

Adjustment or Flicker or Stick.

for Descriptive Circalar of Direct and Alternating Current Lamps, Blade
Switches Imported Carbons, Etc. Prices greatly reduced on everything.
,

THE LATEST
Jfo.

8607

"Twin"

I.anip.

18

OUR NEW "TWIN" LAMP.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT
NEW YORK.

169 Adams Street, CHICAGO

S.

BERGMASN,

President.

572

to

CO.,

578 First Ave.,

NEW YORK.

October

20,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
-

B. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

i.

Uoos-

Power

N.

The Allen-Hussey

Amstutz,

Hew

Electrical Dei-icea Perfected for

Shop Construction.
Teeta, Plans, Eatimates,

Sopervlsion and Expert Opinions.

:

1

5«ft

The Cnyahosa, CleTeland,0

The Consolidated Eng.

Co.,

Designers anc? Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Bailwaye, 'Water VTorba, Ice
and Befrigeratlng Plants.

821 Pine Street,

-

-

-

Mating
St.

Louis.

Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall. Vice- Prest and Secy.
JohQ A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

floatlona,

and power

Co..

Goltz

coar-trucllon, iDcan-

BOOKS

Agents

Academy

Bldg:.,

TelcphoDf llaiu

3016.

The Louis

K.

and Contractors,

for Ideal

)

Comstock

Co.,

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Engines.

1437-38 Ilonadnoek

Slilwaakee. M'is.

On electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
i

e

Cliicaso.

St. Lonis.

Sinclair,

T«l. 912.

,

b. s. (e.

16«7 Honadnoeli Bldg
'

Manufacturers' Agents,

Si» Uledinah Bidg Cbicago.

1892.

&

Electrical Engineers

descent li^-ht wirinR; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator, burglar alarm electric bell
systems, etc. Estimates furnished from architects' and engineer^' ppeciRcHlions. Telephone,
Harrison 712. E=tibli8hed 1S!;9; IncorporatPd

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Snperlntendence, Tests, PurchaaiDg.

Turner Building.

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light

William D.

Oonsnltations, Reports, Estimates, Plane, Specl-

Andltorlum Tower, Chicaeo.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

M. Am. soo.M.E.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

574-570 Kookery, Chicago.

S.

H. Bryan,

Expert and

Consu'.ling Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Rallwayi and

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e.,

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Baildins.
CHICAGO.

'^^^1 VP*^^

Bill., Cliicago.

"WV '^^'^1

Mi ^Ut BJ

BJ
^^ f^^Cfl4BAH

iLzia^lysis of Sa.1 JLmmorLia.c.
Certificate of Analysis, Ko. 918.

Chicago, March

9,

This Certifies

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

Analytical and

Consulting

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

42,

81 Clark Street.

1894.

marked

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"
I find the amount of:
Ammonium Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Ammonium Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non-Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumina.

"Prices on application.

Signed,

.1.

B.

WEIS.

•9

A

T^EMV

BOOK

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION

HAND

-

BOOK.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous iiand-book series, of
which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

NOW READY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CISIO-^G-O,

T7s7"a,"basl:i.

PRICES $1.00.

CO.,

,A.verj.-a.e

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

a-r^-d.

X-alra Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

COMBINATION GAS
For one

October

1894

20,

ELECTRIC DOCK.

ind

gas and either one, two or three

light

light electric.

Also

made

with key on top for one light

gas and one

E. P.

light electric only.

Gleason Mfg. Co.,
183 Dearborn Street,
CHICAGO.

181 -t 89 Mercer Street,

NEW YORK.

Improveii Holder.
To.

pp.l

i.ii

or

li!

Inch

^r'^•^

E4041-S.

Will

fit all

iockete.

Big BeducUon in Prices, Send for Quotaticns.

E4lft.

fOR THE

BINDERS
*
^r
f "^

^'^T"^"
Qjf^

I

THE BROWNELL

&

^'-'^n'oi'^ii^

DOLLAR.

CO., Oayton, Ohio,

MICA
Eugene
^ * Munseii & Co.
218 WATER ST.. N. V.

W

H

Sills.

A.

» Uke Sued, Chicaeo.

-

euT .N» u.cuT
India and Amber

-

Stamped Solid Sheet

SEQMENTS

RINGS,

SEQMENTS,
TROUGHS,

rilCANITE

PLATES. CLOTH, &c.

•" RHEOSTAT
Send

TAPER
TUBES

for

Catalogue and

B'k Commerte Bdg.

Si.

Louis

59

W

Mica Insulator Co,

Prices.

218

AGCNTS WtTH FULL STOCKS ON HAND'
E. S. Beach & Co
Sinclair Randall.
S Partbidge.
4thSl..CmcinnaU.

15J Si.Clair

.

SL-Oeveland.

WATER
A*'.

ST.,

N.Y.

*=?*"^^ *,^°
San Francisco

628 Markel Sl.

Manufacturers of

•Et

AUTOMATIC,
THROTTLING
ENGINES,
BOILERS,

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,

STANDPIPES,

TANKS and
GENERAL
SHEET IRON

1

HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

For Incandescent

SILK BRAID

WORK.
^A

Having one of the largest boiler manufactories in the country,
equipped with the latest and most approved machinery, we are
prepared to equip Comolete Steam Plants ready for operation.

A

JSiEW

New Dynamo
226 Pages.

*&

8 Engravings.

The

Lamp
Filaments.

greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG.CO.s
27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

BOOK!

Tenders'
I

CO..

Hand-Book.

Hand-Book

Size.

i
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
*
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the
STANDARD
for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

ONLY

WORK

NOW

READY.

PRICE, $1.00.

S LAKESIDE BIULDINC. CHICAGO.

October

20,

WESTERN

1S94

ELECTRICIAN.

MEDBERY INSULATION
Has been adopted by

a majority of the leading roads

in the

United States.

NOW THE STANDARD FOR

CONSTRUCTION.

Higiest Electrical Resistance and Greatest Tensile Strength.

SOLD UNDER AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.

THE FIBERITE COMPANY,
IvIecl:La.nics"ville, Ne^yy^ York:.

MASON ELECTRIC
E.

S,

GREELET 4 CO, «ew

Now

York,

CO.,

CHICAGO.
ROBERT W. BllCKWEll,

send for catalogues.

Now

READY!

Won,

Eng,

READY!

The TelepboDe Hafid-Book.
LAWS

By HEXRBELRT
146 Pages.

138 Illnstratlons.

Hand-book

Cloth.

C O KT T U

T S.—

WEXBB.

Size.

Price, Postage Free,

3SaArticuhite Speech.

$1.00.

—

Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone. Chapter 4:
Chapter 1: The Invention of the Telephone.— Chapter 2: Sound Waves.
The Microphone — Chapters: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction. — Chapter 0; The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter. — Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit. — Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones. — Chapter 0: The Bell Telephone Receiver. — Chapter 10: Other Forms ot Magnet Telephones.
Chapter U: The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. — Chapter 12: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. — Chapte13: Carbon Transmitters.
Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.- Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter, — Chapter 10: The Solid-back Transmitter. — Chapter
17: The Berliner Transmitter. — Chapter 18: The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Chapter 19: Various European Transmitters. — Chapter 20: The Efficiency of Carbon Transr
mitters. — Chapter 21: Batteries for Telephone Work. — Chapter 22: Open Circuit Batteries- — Chapter 23: Closed Circuit Batteries — Chapter 24: The Practical Management of Batteries. — Chapter 2.5: Magneto Bells. — Chapter 26: Automatic Switches. Chapter 27: Telephone Line Construction. — Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits?

—

Chapter

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

29: Underground Wires.
Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters. Chapter 31: Inside Wiring. Chapter 32: Installation of Telephone Instruments. Chapter 33:
Inspection and Maintenance. Chapter 34: The Condenser; Its TTse in Telephony. Chapter 35: Electromagnetic Retardation. Chapter 30; Excliange AVorking.
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Practical Up-to-date

PRICE

Electrician

Book

$1.00.

of Its Kind Published.

A Timely Work.

POSTAGE FREE.

Publishing Company,
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent Improvemente made in the New American Turbine have
eter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
follow nc. copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Mass., on the
man, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic
The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels

J

Test of a 46 inch
Head.

}
i

Whole Gate

16.06

16.M

1

1

i:

16.78
1T.03
16.8tf

Wheel- July

9,

141.58
127.18
112.60
98.12
82.07

206.27
196.19
176.74
149.99
118.40

can be seen at onr

Test of a 43-inoh

1894.

Eev. per Ou.Ft. Horse
P'rCent
MIn. per Sec. Power.
119.17
122.00
117.33
111.83
118.67

Increased the power as per their diamany other turbine, as evidenced by the
dates named, and signed by A. F. Sickengineer.

Head.

Whole Gate

79.76
82.68
82.18
79.31
76.62

«

;;

16.33
16.66
16.69
17.13
17.48

office.

Wheel -July

14. 1894.
Rev.per Cu. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent
128.00
134.80
129.33
126.26
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.86
92 76
70.80

199.66
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.85

80.60
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For information and aatalogae write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

l^£ost Z^Tjura^Tole :Ba,tter3r Cells

CO.. Dayton,0.,

U. S. A.
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BOOKS.
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Orders Filled Promptly.
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Electrician

Publishing

Company,
Manufactured by

The

Butlcr Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., W. Y.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

fANUFACTORY.

PORCELAIN^

The big FOUR
•fsi

ROUTE

TO THE

The Vacuum Feed Water Heater and
Purifier, the Web.ster Separator,

and

WilUames Vacuum System of Steam
Heating, are sold by us under guarantee to effect a saving in fuel and
water, which

is fully set

.

.

.

.

WARREN WEBSTER &
Nkw y.iRK— 1'J6

Railway Convention

we send upon

tain catalogues that

application.

Street

forth in cer-

.

CO.,""

ATLANTA, GA.,

Libortv Sin:

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
o(((

Dvjnamo
By
167

PAGES.

OK

)))o

Electric /WachinervJ

C. K.

McFADDEN

asd

WM.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHIN&

PRICE

SI.

00.

IT.
Lalieside

CO.,

17^20.

U. R.VY.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

SEND FOR

OCTOBER

BnilJiDg,

CBICAGO.

Through Sleepers leave Chicago
8:30 P. M.. Monday, October 15;
Arriving Atlanta, Wednesday,
October 17, 6:00 A. M.
,

THE McCORMlGK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work,

One and One-Third Fare

for

Round

Trip.

Oives more ponder as to diameter ^vitli a
higher peroeDtase of useful effect than any other
^v«ter-wheel heretofore made. All eizee, right and left
hand, are built from patterns perfected under eyetematic tests in
the Holyoke Teeting Flume.
Parties having power plants which are uueatiefaotory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powere, will find It to
ivilling: to guart,heir interest to Confer with me, as I

am

antee reNults ivhere others have failed, no matter what make of tnrbine has been in use. STATE

RB-qiTIRKMEMTS

AMD SEND FOR CATA-

JLO(.irE.

S.

For Sleeper Reservation, Address

MORGAN SMITH,

J. 0.
York,

Pa.

Eetimates famished for complete power plants and
results guaranteed.

TUCKER,
234 Clark

G. N. A.,
Street,

CHICAGO.
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20,
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SAVE MONEY
"GLIMAX"boiler

ECONOMIZE

and

TTSXKTG-

fyr

Tbree Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition.
The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

in

nnits from 50 to 1800

FOR STEAM BOILERS.
Can be applied

to any type of boiler
without stoppage of works.

Will save yon money on coal.
Bnilt

GREEN'S ECONOMIZER
Catalogues. Flans iiid Sperinratlons on Application.

fl.

P.

SOLE MAKERS

J.

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN MFG.

H.

Automatic EDgines,

liotli

Vertical

M

THE UNITED STATES.

CHICAGO OFFICE,

N. Y.

CO.,

Horizontal, from 12 to 600

Li

THE ROOKERY.

574

Watertown Engines
Will

nilD PIIADAMTCC* TheeDBinesballnotrunoDerevolulion slower

UUn uUMnMlllLL.

when

when ruouing empty, and

one

SEND FOB

Sales Agents:

111.

;

T.

Watertown Steam Engine

Oo.,

1136 MonadDook Bib., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,

120 Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
224
Main St., Louisville.
Bowell & Chase Machinery Co.,
Kansas City.
Pond Machinery Co. St. Louis.

W

RID6WAY, PA.

Peppeb & Eeoisteb, Provident
Bldg., Chicago,

general

!0.,

CATAIiOe^lTE.

Main Office and Worl(s:

or

Watertown, N.

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

of the

meet any guaranty in regu-

lation,
economy
eflQciency.

fully loaded than

a reduction of boiler prea&nre from
the greatest to that oeceseary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any enffine failing to meet this
guarantee becomes the property o( the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.
It is

CO,,

TVr /\ T'r:E.A.T7^ .A-KT, 3xr. -E-.

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Cataloine.

IN

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER

MANUFACTURED BY

new

High temperature of feedwater
much above boiling point.

Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.; Wm. Shabpe, 937 afonadnoch
C. S. Vf. Copeland, 141 Liberty St., New York.

,

£IS17.^^XjXSSCJ£II3 1873.
SOLE aiAKVFACXrBEBS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

Send

and Prices.

for Catalogue

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material of the World. 14 Si^i^^, N.Y
THE
IMPROVED
ROOTTuVe-DOILER.
S. FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,
wr£t^B%Vs:^^i.

MANtTFAOTirSERS OP

RACINE, WIS.

Best Adapted to

Standard Tnbnlar, Fire Box, Vertical

High Pressures.

and Submerged Tnbe Steel

BOILERS
For
or

HIGHEST ECONOMY,
Absolutely Dry Steam.

Marine,
Stationary,
Portable use.

ABENDROTH & ROOT

AiSO OP

MFG.

OF ALL KINDS.
Hmol^estacks, etc.
A

specialty

made of

Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

Write for Prices and Terms.

GESERAL AGEXTd.

Eowell &,Chas6 MachlQerj' Co.. Kansas

On

Books

City,

electrical subjects

Mo.

F. F. Vater, Miuneapolis, MLun.

sent to any

address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing Co
G Lakeside Bldg.,
CHICAGO.
,

Free.

m
Two

28

C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEES OF EAILWAY AND

New

York.

*iupruved Bacine Higli Speed

Gleveland.O.
80 SENECA

ST.,

.\earUDioD Depot,

New Gear

Shop.

AiiifPS
5UPERI0R REeoumofi
Awo

ECONOMY

ro^

.

GEO. B GRANT.

BectricJJishtins

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.
J.

CO.,

Cliff Street,

All sizes carried In
stock.
2,000 In

Over

-

-

PHILADELPH

lA

TEAMWAY OAES OP ALL CLASSES.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock
Arrive Milwaukee

&

St.

p.

m.

5 o'clock p.

Milwaukee is a summer
It is cool and pleasant.

Paul R'y.

m.

resort.

the best in the west.
Start Saturday afternoon.
Come back Monday morning.
Four dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advaoce.
Chicago Ticket ofEce, 207 Clark S-reet.

Marine and
Tacht Enfjines.
Porcupine
and Tubular
Boilers.

Its hotels are

,N-?oS'ss.5;|!^uyA'c?ulEs

REC.TRADE MARKS.

I

(0/'

Special attention glvea to the building of Electrlo Motor and Trail Oars.
Builders of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, and ^'Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Track.

//

W

"

JVumfiAo-i-JJwT,^.

Co,,

work.: racne, ms.
Sales Manager,
Home Insurance Building, CHICAGO.

W. F. PAKISH, General

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
NGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, SmEET
I

1.

Hardware

&C.

THEpHOSPHOR Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited
2 200WashihgtonAve.,Philadelphia.,Pa.
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-"
Bronze IN theUnited States AND Sole
,

Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

WESTERN
WM.

H.

McKINLOCK,
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WALTER

President.
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McKINLOCK.^Secretary.
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Rubber Wire
fully tested

thus insuring the
solid

and

is

made from

by expert

maximum

gum and

is

care-

electricians before leaving the factory,

insulation.

and stranded conductor,

the purest Para

flexible,

We
for

have

it

in stock as

you want

it,

switchboard and street car use,

in all sizes.

Triple Braid Weatherproof

I. x:. Ju

Wire

is

not intended to compete

with the cheap weatherproof wires on the market, but

high grade wire

fit

for the hardest

is

a

usages out-doors, such as running

through trees and resisting abrasions of

all

kinds.

It

is

highly finished

and thoroughly tested before leaving the factory.
stands
iS)

^

---••

nish, Tape,

for

\ye carry

Motor

Our stock

is

highest insulating materials the world over.

the

in stock: Electrical

Cloth, Giant Paper, etc., to suit

to

come

your requirements.

we want them and

ELECTRIC

186-188 Fifth Ave., Chicago,
is

Armature Var-

will treat

you

well, as

again.

METROPOLITAN
"Mac" Tape

Paint,

complete in Electrical Supplies of every description; don't

be afraid to send us your orders,

we want you

Compound

111.,

COMPANY,
U. S. A.

the Standard Tape for Wrapping Joints.

October

20,

WESTERN
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Railway Specialties.
THE BEST

IN

THE LAND.

Arc Lamps.
For Street Railway Circuits.

The Most Successful Railway Lamp Made.

Habirshaw Wires, Cables and Cores.
The Government Standard

WOODS'
PATENTED DEVICES
FOR OVERHEAD CONSTRUCTION

The

Brilliak Incandescent

Lamp.

Anchored Filament for Railway Work.

Shield Brand

NEED NO INTRODUCTION,

Moistureproof Feeder Wire.

A

THEY

of insulation.

New

ARE

thoroughly

reliable insulation.

Devices.
Robinson's Patent Trolley Wheel.

Made with Independent Contact

Ring.

Simple, Durable.

STANDARD.
Fletcher's

We
The

New

Rapid Transit Switch.

represent
Rubber

Gutta-Percha Insulating Co.,
Habirshaw Wires, Cables and Cores.
The Electric Construction & Supply Co., Arc Lamps.
The Ansonia Electric Co., House Goods and Insulated Wire.
Wallace
Sons, Copper and Rolling Mills.
The Hope Electric Appliance Co., Arc Light and Series Cut-outs.
Orr Electric Co., Brilliak Incandescent Lamp.
Eckert
The lona Manufacturing Co., Sockets, Switches, Cut-outs, etc.
India

h.

&

&

Wallace Electric Company^
Manufacturers and Manufacturers' Agents,

307 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

October

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Blaimfactiired.

20,
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by

Qja>JUVsX^UW

Storage

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage

Co.,

Alternating Current

A GREAT REDUCTION

ARC LAMPS.

^10' OTTZY.

Tbe

Kester'95

18

It is

THE LAMP YOU HAVE
HOPED FOR.

the only perfected Arc

Lamp

for the alternator, either high or low

frequency.

We

claim better distribution of light than any other
alternating lamp in the market.
accomplish this by

We

means

of

It

comprises

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

all

that

is

desired in an

Arc Lamp.

We claim that we

can obtain more economy than any
other alternating lamp in the market.
do this by means
of the
COIL.

We
SPENCER ECONOMY
We will beat the market for prices on

this

Write

Helios carbons

THE

fall.

Helios Electric Co.,

Electrical

F. P.

GoDstrictlon
135

for

pamphlet and prices to

LITTLE
&

Supply Company,

SENECA STREET,

BUFFAi<o,

ISIOFilbertSt.. PHILADELPHIA. PA.

nr.

T.

Electric Lighting and

S^wer Apparatus.

THE

The Bnieh Double Arc

Lamp PabentB

sustained by

repeated decisioos
of U. S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

A.j«aoies in

all

CO.,

large cities.

The RqbsbH &

Officer Electrical

ConBtmction

Bsgnall & HIIU3, Yokohama, Japan.

Co.,

Denver, Col.

Office

and Works, Cor. Belden and Slason Sts.,

CVEVBL AND, OKI O.

I

MASS. INSTiiuL:

OF

'|!

CHNOLCi
27

QI

189'

HARY

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO, OCTOBER

XV.

Vol.

SIMPLEX

INSULATED
w. RES AND CABLES

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex Electrical Conipany,
""'h-'r-'hixson?''^
1137

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

Monadnock Block. CHICAGO.

1

No. 17

1894.

27,

In usiog the Packard

46

O cents per Copy.

Lamp

it ia

not necessary to give any thought to the qaeatlon of the

SMASHING POINT"
or most "economical age*' upon which some other manufacturers lay such great sfcT^ssr^as we will guarantee that the Packard Lamp will maintain a
.(fy"
^^t-T
.

GOOD AVERAGE CANDLE
POWER/
away beyond

at a high efftciency even if the life ie carried
a thousand hours./,
^
This is accomplished by a special process, and extra treatment, which ;tgcufl!
and unused by other manufacturers, and is only another reason why yon sl^ow^

Anderson Line Material,
ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.

Manufactured solely by
Correspondence Solicited.

_

Adams

Forged Iron.

New Tort

Ss

Ohio Co., Worrec, O.

iS4t-i

iUadlson

<1>^
ft^^jifijijcj^tfll!;

^. ZL^EOOKET
INSUI.ATSD EI.EGTRIG WIRKp
-A-L.E"I5EI3D

MAKUFAOTUKEB OF

800 and 802 jrortb Tbird Street.

-

o.A.Bi:^s:s.

PKII[.AI>EIiPHIA, PA.

-

PateDts.

E.G. Bernard Co.,

Motors

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Manufacturers:

fi^isxibi^e: co£tx>H and

DYNAMOS

and

'

TJSEl OIsTL-^- THE Fjk.ai^M.'^^^
|

Aetna Railway Insulators,

-

,

c>^'^

MaDufactttrers,

Troy, Iff. "S".

BEST OF ALL

IS

aiade by J. H. BriUNBtili d? CO., 76 Cortlandt

St.,

Jfew Tork.

Beit Oonetmctlon and Ingredients. Strongest, most Darable and Bellable. Size 6x3^, 60

cti.

per MSk

LIBEBAL DISCOnNTS.

Accumulator Company,
SKB
I6C.

32

yf

l<

P.

inbbl.lots,25c.

35c.

C. P. in bbl. lots,

C p n
ID Ui •

1

•

nf

Anchored Filament Ry. Lamp,

NEW

•

BEACON,

INCANDESCENT LAMP.
N. & C. Patents.

_

C/Zui

FAQ-B5

x:.

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &
electrical CO.

I

, Boston. Mass.
39 Cortlandt St.
Offices: i PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale BIdg.
CHICAGO, 323 Dearborn St.

Headquarters, Irvington St

NEW YORK,

'

Send for

Took HIGHEST

PARTRIDGE

MEDAL

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World's

Fair, Chicago.

",r CARBON CO.

Manufactured only by

THE STANDARD PAIBT

CO.,

"

kew Yo«k.

Chicago Offlire, 871 The Rookery.

National

General Western Agents;

l)IETBOPO£.ITA9r EI.ECTBIC CO.,
186

WIT.T.ABD L. OANDEE,
H. DnBANT OHEEVEE,

> t.

(

-.
BuelnesB
Managers.

GEO.

T.

and

188 Fiftli

Wires and Galiies.

Secretary.

Gen*! Snpt.

FREDERICK 8. MINOTT,

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

India

Rubber Co.'s

Avenue, OHIOAOO, ILI»

W. H. HODQINS,

MANSON,

Samples.

General Manager.

BRANCHES:

NewTorkOfflce,481Broadwar,H.L. Buraicl£,Mgr.
San Francisco, 517 and 679 Market St.
Chicago, MetropoUtan Electric Co., 186-188 Fifth Ave.

LIHITED,

Factory and Offices:

.,.,..»_„.
.,
RPieTni
K
UIIIU
I Vl-j Hi

.
I

1.

New York.

INSULATED

WIRES ANDCABLES,

i.ON/>

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uit.

Candee Aerial Wires.
THAOi:

WESTON

IVIanson Protecting Tape.

www]

OI(onite

Waterproof Tape.

BR*.NCHES: Chicago, Boston. Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
City, Omaha, Louisville, St- liOuis, San Francisco, London and so. America.

Kansas

Electric

House Goods.

strictly

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and l>raTrmg;s Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

CO.,

BEPBESENTATiyES.
JULIAN SOHOLL & CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. Y. City.
HOFFMAN-RUSSELL CO., - 82 Lake St., Cliicago, III.
SCRANTON SUPPLY & MAOH'Y CO., - Scranton, Pa.

FIRST Class in Con-

struction

and

Finish.

Have you our

latest catalogue? If not send your
Business Card for copy.

The Holizer-Cabot! Electric Co.,
BOSTON, MASS.
New York Office, 114r-Liberty Street.

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

HA.VEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW

YORK.

EDDY

MOTORS

From 1-2 H. JP. XTpward*.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Jiepresented.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO.,

Windsor, CONH

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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RAILWAY APPARATUS
MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS,
Direct Connected or Belt Driven.

SLOW

HEATING, NO SPARKING, ACCESSIBLE,
DURABLE, RELIABLE, EFFICIENT.

SPEED,

NO

a.
Light

Weight, Water and Dust Tight, Few Parts, Readily Accessible!
Free From Sparking, a Very Easy Motor on the Tracic.

in

FORM "K" SERIES PARALLEL CONTROLLER,
Conceded to be the only satisfactory Car Controller on the market.
Thousands in service and their Reliability, Durability and Eflacienc]
UncLuestioned. By its use the maximum station load is brought dowif
nearly to the average load with corresponding economy in the station
installation.

Station

Accessories

and Line Material.

Write for Copies of our Illustrated Catalogues.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Idass., 180 Summer Street.
New York, W. Y., 44 Broad Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Brie County Savings Bank Building.
Fhiladelphia, Pa., 609 Arch Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German Street.
Atlanta, Qa., Equitable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 West Fourth Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 610 Cuyahoga Building.
Chicago, m., Monadnock Building.

9

N. Y.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Kowland Street.
Omaha, Neb., 309 South Street.
Kansas City, Mo.,
York Life Building.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.

New

St Louis, Mo., Wsinwright Building.
Dallas, Texas, Corner Field and Main Streets.

Denver, Colo., 606 Sixteenth

San Francisco,

St.
Cal., 16 First Street.

Helena, Mont., Electric Building.
^ TZl
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Building.

For all business outside tbe United States and Canada—Thomson-Hoaston International Bleetric Co., Schenectady, ]V.|X.
and 44 Broad St., Mew York. For Canada— Canadian General Electric Co., litd,, Toronto, Canada.

October
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ErieCitylron

xx
xx
xxl

The

Fontaine Crossing AElec.C0.7i
Sale AdvertiBements. xiv.

Fort

Wayne

tion
S.

Elec. Corporaxxiii

A

Sons Mann-

facturing.Co

xxl

_.

Fuel Economizer Co

General Incandescent
Light Co
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co
Goltz

A

Sinclair

Gooch, Chas. J
Goubert Mfg. Co
Grant, Geo,

B

Gregory, Chas. E. Co

A

Sweet Elec.

il,

ix

Arc
xviil

xvii

xiv
xiv

xxi
xiv

Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Hill.W. S. Electric Co.

Mfg. Co

i

United Electric Improve-

ment Co

xix

Wagner

Elec.

xii

Mfg. Co....

Wallace Electric Co

ix
xii

Want Advertisements

xiv

Washington Electric Co.. xxiv
Watertown Steam Engine
Co
xxi

A Co ...

.

Western Electric Co

xvii

Western Elec. Supply Co.
Western Telephone Construction Co
xviii
Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.

Co
Weston Engine Co
Whitney Electrical
ment Co

six

Instru-

WorthlDgtoD, Henry R

...

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wka.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Royal Electric Co.

Klec. Heatins Uevices,
Am. Electrical Heater Co.
Consolidated Car Heating Co.

Klectric naim^ays.
Brush Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Klectrieal and mechanical Kngineers.

ConOuits

A

Ins.

Co.

C A C

Electric Co.

Co., The Louis K.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation

Comstock

Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Washington Electric Co.

Co,

Partrick A Carter Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Sweet Elec, A Mfg. Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

S.

W.

W.

Lai'ge

S.

Electric Co.

A

A

Ins.

Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

A Mfg. Co.
Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Whitney Elec. Instrument Co.
Sweet Elec.

Wagner

Plt'Ctricai Specialties.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Kl^ciric

»»lat*-.

Independent Electric Co.

RleetrolierH, etc.
Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Baker

A

Co.

Poles.

Nuttall Co., R. D.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

PnbLisheis, K|ectricaf.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A -Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Bheostats

.

General Electric Co.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Sal AUimoniac

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

ACo.

Kllpstein, A.

Globes and Klectrical
Law Battery Co.
Glassware.
Second-Uana Klectrical
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
machinery.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co,

Graphite Speciallies.

Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Hard Rubber Goods.

Se par o tors.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Hine A Robertson

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Indiii'tion CoilH.

Bila- Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co.

Dixon Crucible

Co., Jos.

Hart

A Hegeman

Hill.

W.

S.

A

Mfg. Co.

Electric Co.

Twining.

A

F. P. Elec. C.
S. Co.
Munsell
Co.. Eugene.
Little,

A

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.

Norwich

Ins. AVire I'o.

Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

Wires

and
Cables— 91 aenet Wire.

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co. .J. H.
Central Electric Co.
A Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.

Partrick A Carter Co.
Speed IndicatorH.

Diamond

Electric Co.
Elec. Instrument Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.

Worthlngton, Henry R,
Siorae*^ itatteries.
Aeeunmbitor Co.
Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascke A Creelman.
Porter a Buerdorf.
Co.

Tapes. Cmsulating.
American

Works.

Electrical

Central Electric Co.
Cushing A Morse.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Norwich

Wire Co.

Ins.

Okonlte Co. The.
,

Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.

Independent Electric Co.
Large A Twining.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
>;orwich Iny. Wire Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Simplex
Wallace
Western
Western

Central Electric Co.

Brill, J. Q.

A

Insulated

Independent Electric Co.
Jennings, A. R.

Speaking Tubes.

Street Cars.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick

Slate.

Whitney

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Large

Co.

Steam Heating,

Flberite Co., The.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernard Co., TheE. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Hill.

National Conduit Mfg. Co.
Constructlun dt Repairs.
Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N S.

A S.

Cushing

D.

Interior Conduit

P. E.

Twining.

Little, F.-P. Elec. C.

OkoniteCo., The.

Fuel Economizer Co.

Twining.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

A

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elect Tlcal A Mfg. Co.
Electric Apiliance Co.
General Electric Co,
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.

Empire China Works.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas, ^. Co.

.

Platinum.

Brownlee A Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Western Electric Co.
Car-Heateri*, £lectric.
A.

Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell ACo.. J. H.

Brush Electric Co.

EI. Co.

J.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

A

Standard Paint Co.
Gooch, Chas.

General Klec. iBupplles.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.

A

Garlock Packing Co.

Paints.

Phosphor Bronze

Grant, Geo. B.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Large

Pack i OS.
Patents.

GearM.

Splitdurf, 0. F.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Diamond Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

J.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Insulators nod Insnlatine Materials.

Klectrical Anstrnments.

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
(wasAiishtiogr, Klectric.
American Electric Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Rushmore,

.

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Co.

Central Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Jennings, A. R.
Metropolitan Elecric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.

Interior Conduit
1

S.

Comstock

Ins. Wire Co.
Norwich Ins. Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co J. A.

Self-Windiug Clock Co.
v

A

Bryan, Wm. H.
Co., The Louis K.
Consolidated Eng. Co.
Qoltz A Sinclair.

Metroi^olitan Electric Co.

Moore, Alfred F.

New York

Dutcher Co.,

xv

Twining.

Ball.Wm.

Clocks. Klectric.

xiv,

A

A

Castlnes.

Smith-

Vaile Co

Webster, Warren

Garlock Packing Co

General Electric ;Co

1

Tiii

For

Freeman,

xiv

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co
Stilwell-Bierce

Elec'riclan Publishing Co.
XV, xTi, xvil,xviii,

Empire China Works.

XX
xx

S.

A

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. Q.
Arnold.B.J.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

Carbons, Points APlates.

Iron

Morgan
Splitdorf, C F
Standard Paint Co
Smith,

Electric-Power Storage Co. xvl
Co.,

A

i

xi

A

Supply Co
Electric

Co., The,

Works

Co

Construction

Electric

Sioux City Engine

Mfg. Co....

miieet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co,
Western Electrio Co.

Halske Elec. Co.

Eddy

Co

Electric Appliance Co.
Iloggson A Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Cables(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectric. (See Insulated
Wires),
Copper,

,

Simplex Electrical

Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Go.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
HiU, W. S. Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Jennings, A. R.

Large

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Jlfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Fnse YTire.

Palmer Bros.

Central Electrio Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

Diamond

Royal Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Works.

Butler Hard Rubber Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.

JBronomizers.

Central Electric Co.

Cushing

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell ACo., J. H.

Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Barslar Alarms.

xiii

.

Phcenix Glass Co

A

Boobs, £le«>trical.
Electrician Publishing Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.

Phoenix Electric Co

Porter

A Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Brownell A Co., The.
Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
Weston Engine Co.

BrnsJieM.

i

Eastern Electric Cable Co. xiii
Elec. Mfg.

xiii

.

Palmer Bros...

Ruahmore,

Co

Electric

D'UngerLong

Nuttall Co., R. D.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Fontaine Crossing

Boilers.
Abendroth

iv

A Co.

Brownlee

M.

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Colbum Electric Mfg. Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

xiii
..

and

A J.

Anderson, Albert

C AC

Belting.

i

Cnrd»ep.

Bynames.

Western Electric Co.

Co.

Wire Co....

Ins.

Reisinger,

Dayton Globe Iron Works
XX
Co
Delno

i

Racine Hardware Co

& Manu-

Cutter Electrical

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander A Co., W. R.

sii

Partrick

Co., The Louis K.xvii

Bells.

is

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okdnite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric. Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.

La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Fire Alarms.

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

CroHS-Arms, Pins
Brackets.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Geoeral Electric Co.
Gregory. Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.
Fibre.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Copper Wires.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
AVagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Insulated Wire

New York

A Carter

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Miamisburg Electric Co.
Partrick

xvi

Natlocal Tel. Mfg. Co....

Ostrander
:ssi

Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

xviii

—

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

Norwich

Consolidated Elec. Stor.Co. xiii

Cushing

Munsell ACo.,Eugene

v

xv

Law

xix

Co

Elec. Mfg.

Muncie

New York A Ohio

Elec. Mfg. Co....

Comstock

A Co

Co.

Hascke A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
i

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Cnt-Onts and i» witches.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

xiv

F

x

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co. xiv
Clark Electric Co

Accumulator

Metropolitan Electric Co. xxi

Miamisburg Electric Co..

Mfg. Co.

Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury -Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

xxi

H...

J.

A

Batteries and Jars.

Mather Electric Co
Mfg. Co.,

El.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Aranutnre ttlnders.
Rushmore, S. W.

xx

Co

Electric

Westmgnouse

Arcljignt Cord.

xv

National India Rubber Co.

Bucteye Electric Co

Wks
Colbum

_

Electrical

P.,

Morris, Tasker

BrownleeACo

Rushmore. S. W.
Washington Electric Co.

Supply Co.... xxiv

A

Moore, Alfred

J.

xviii

James

Co.,

McEwen

Electric

Brill Co.,

Clonbrock

A

Const.

sv

AC

xil

Little. F.

D. E.,

Bunnell ACo.,

svi

A Co
La Roche Electric Wka... viii
xiv
Large A Twining
xv
Law BatteryCo
Leffel

A Co

C

R

xxiv

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Bryan,

xvi

.

Ins.Co.xiv

Leclanche Battery Co.,The.

W

Brush Electric Co

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrio Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electrio Co.
General Ino'd'centAroLt.'Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
La Rocne Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

Elipstein, A.

i

Big Four Koate

Co.,

liampt*.
Auerbach-Woolverton El.Co.

C A C

W

H.

Co

Storage Co

Arc

Engraving Co

A

A Carter

Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

xxiv

Kartavert Mfg. Co

ElectricalCo

ACc,

Partrick

Johns Manufacturing Co.,

1

Brad bury- Stoue

Huebel A Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo.. W. R.

i

A Manger

Jennings, A.

Bolgiano Mlg.Co

Chicago Geul Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

xiv

".

Interior Conduit

Wm. D
Bait A Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

Bernstein Electric Co

Central Electric Co.

sy

Independent Electric Co.

Ball,

E. G.

sii

Robertson Co....

xiv

BakerACo....

Bradley

A

Aanaaciators.

Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co..

Auerbach-Woolverlon Elec
1^
Co
Babcock A Wilcox Co., The. 1

Boswell

xix

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

i

. .

xiii

Helios Electric Co

HoggsonACo

xTli

N. S

BlissCc.E.

Bosweli A Co., D. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric Sti rage Co.
Electric- Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

xiv

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co

Hine

Frost Company... xiv

The

sii

A Creelman

FeedWater Heaters.

Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rushmore, S. W.

LIST.

Accumulator Co.

Hill.W. S.,ElectricCo....

sii

Electrical

Worts

Bernard,

CUSSIFIED
Ac«amalatorB.

xvU

American Elecfl Heater Co.

Amstuu,

xx

turlngCo

Haschke

American Electric Co
AmerlrauElec. Mfg.Co....

Ames A

A Co

P.

A Hegeman Manufac-

Hart

x

1,

AUenHussey Co

Amencan

W.

Harrison,

LIST.

AbeodrothitRoot MfgCo. sxi

Electrical Co,
Electric -Co.
Electric Co.
Elec. Supply Co.

JLamps, lacandescent.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AElec.Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Matner Electric Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
New York A Ohio Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
United Elec. Imp. Co.

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Western Electric Co.

Telephones,

D'Unger Long

Tel.

Dist.

Co.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

A

Partrick

Carter Co.

Western Electric Co.
Western Tel, Const. Co.
I't'lenhone Hooks.

Bradley A Co.
Transformers.

Diamond

Electric Co.

General Electric Co,
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Kieciric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co. Tnrbi»e Wheels.
Lishcnins Arresters.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
Central Electric Co.

Leffel

Diamond

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Hill. W. S. Electric Co.

Smith,

ACo.,
S.

Jas.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

A

'

Smith-

Contractors and Klectric Klectro-Platins Wach*y.
UniTcrsities
Colbum Electric Mfg. Co.
liight Plants.
Slagnet Wire.
Cor. School of
Industrial
General Electric Co.
Allen-Hussey Co.
(See Insulated Wires.)
Sciences.
Rushmore, S. W.
Amttutz, N. S.
Scientihc Machinist Co.
mechanical
machinery.
Armstrong, Chas. Q.
Kneines, Steam.
Bliss Co.. E. W.
Tarnishes.
Arnold, B. J.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.
Hine A Robertson Co.
Standard Paint C-o.
Brownell & Co.. The.
BaU, Wm. D.
Water Wheels.
3iica.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Brush Electric Co.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Johns
Mfg.
Co.,
H.
W.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Bryan, Wm.H.
Smith. S. Morgan.
Munsell ACo., Eugene.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.
C A C Electrio Co.
minlDs Apparatus, Klec. Wire, Bare.
Clark Electric Co.
Co., The Louis R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fontaine Crossing & El. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Comstock

Racine Hardware Co.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Kneravers.
Engraving Co.
outfits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

Illinois

Fan

La Roche

Central Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Mather

Muncie

Electric Wks.
Electric Co.

Elec.

Mfg

Co.

General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Uotors.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

C

A C

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Fontaine Crossing

A

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rnbber Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Electric Co.

Colbnrn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

.

EI. Co.

OkoniteCo., The.
PhilUps Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co. J, a.
,
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ELECTRICIA^f.

October

27, 1894

THE CHLOEIDE ELEOTEICAL STORAOE SYNDICATE. Limited, London, ENOLiND.
SOCIETE ANONYME LE TKAVAIL ELECTKIQUE DES METADX, Pabis, Fbanoe.

The Only Storage Battery in Use in Central
American Manufacture.
The Electric Storage Battery
Dreiel BnMiDS,

PHIUDELPHIi

Stations, of

Co.,

PA,

TRADE MARK.

Registered September

11, 1894.

Electrical Storage Cells o( any desired capacity.

Catalogues giving

^===

Capacities, Dimensions, Weights, Prices, etc., on application.

i3FRi=Lisri:D

/=L

THE

isrE:^»r

A.-W.

ARC LAMP.
That gives the maximum

That burns on any

current.

That measures 18 inches from top
bottom (including globe).

That has a
open

life

That

to

gives

an

absolutely

steady

light.

of 25 hours in the

That keeps the

arc stationary.

air.

That feeds independent
That throws light where
it— on the ground.
That feeds neither by

yoii

rack,

want

casts

of the

mag-

net.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY
CONSTRUCTION.

clutch,

clockwork, nor chain.

That

light dis-

tribution.

THE MOST ORNAMENTAL LAMP
THE MARKET.

no shadow whatever.

AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON ELECTRIC
NEW TORK
Cable Building', Houston

St.

and Broadway,

OF

IN

CO.,

CITV.

p. A.

ESTEP.

J. R.

McaiNLEY,

F. S.

MARTIN,

President and Treaeurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

Vice-President.

Superintendent of Works.

MANOPAOT0KERS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.
^^
i,ii. >miiy.tlii>'

THIS

IS

1^

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

THE IMPROVED

NUTTALL TROLLEY.

Tbe largest and most prosperons Ntreet rail^ray companies in the
country are nsing oar supplies, and they prefer them 10 all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MAYER, 600 Betz Building, Phlladelpliia, Pa., Middle States Sal68 Department.
CHAS, N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department.
STANDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Oliicago, 111., N. W. States Ssles Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, St. Louis, Mo 8. W. States Sales Department.
OHAS. A. CAVAQNA, Neave Building, Clnoinnatl, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
,
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One

of

the pleasant
reflections
TRACE MARK.

about
Okonite
Is

that inherent

quality

which places

it

on

the very highest plane of broad popularity.

8

Every one who has used Okonite for any
purpose whatever, unites

in

the expression

of opinion that

It

We

never disappoints.

do not believe that

this can

be predi-

%

cated of any other insulated wire.

We

are certain that our over-

head material, for Street
ways,

immediate favor

will find

the eyes of e\ery buyer

in

»

Rail-

looking

is

who

something that

for

has passed beyond the chrysalis
or

experimental

has had

thing that

useless crotchets
test.

some-

stage;
all

of

worn away by the hardest

Something intensely

the kind

the

we want

practical.

That's

to sell you.

CENTRAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Adams

173=>75

St.,

CHICAGO.

Co.
n-D « KTr.-n-cn ^^^' ^-o^i^ Southem Electrical Supply
^ g^^jjga^ City: Gate City Electric Co.

BRANCHES

:

:

HK3K3K3CS3CS3CS3CSJCS3CS3CS3K3S3K5CS3CS3CS:CS3K!
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FRANK

E.

KiRBY, President.

R.

HUMFFREYS-ROBERTS,

October

RODOLPHUS FULLER,

Secretary and Manager.

1894

Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.

Crossing and Electrical
Patentees

27,

Co.,

and Manufacturers of

THE FONTAINE CONTINUOUS RAILROAD CROSSING,
FULLER AUTOMATIC DYNAMOS AND MOTORS,
FULLER COMBINATION FAN-MOTOR

Fuller Double-Voltage Dynamo.

The

Dynamo

Only

in

Double

the

Voltage

Will

World.

10 and 220 Volts
any quantity up to the rated
capacity of the machine.

develop either or both
in

1

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY LARGE CITY IN THE UNITED STATES.

Room 33 As

CHICAGO OFFICE:
Dexter Building, 84 Adams

JA8. A,

CAMPBELL,

Agent.

Works and Main

Office:

St.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN.

October

27,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

^
Do your armatures burn out?
course they do, unless your plant
tected by one of our

Is

Of
pro-

AUTOMATIC LIMIT SWITCHES.

We afford

protection to any machine

generating or using electric current.
t4~

0-<L-eJ<^

COi^X, >>U

Ka^

T-T-x.-'v,.

e^v-t-v- S-^-^"-^ c_ •<_

,

You thought We could not break

the

we

can.

SWEET ELECTRIC AND MFG.

GO.

alternating current, but you see

Write to

•

Grand Rapids, Mich.

STANDARD "WARD" LAMPS
For Direct Current,

TEN

§!•

1

10 Volts.

LLARS EACH

With Globe and Resistance, $2.0O Extra.
There are more lamps of the above type in use in the United States
on Incandescent Circuits, than all other
makes combined.

Send in Your Orders Quickly!
ALTERNATING LAMPS.
Our new Alternating Lamp is the most economical and surest feed lamp on the market,
burning from secondary circuits of 33, 60 or 100 volts.
Simplicity and strength of construction are the strong points of our lamps, rendering them
more durable and easier to maintain than any others.
Lamps ENTIRELY WATERPROOF, dispensing with the use of hoods.
Write us for description and

ELECTRIC CONSTRUCTION
Established 1881.

WALLACE ELECTRIC

circular.

&

SUPPLY

CO.,

18 Cortlandt Street,
CO., Agents,

307 Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

ill.

New

York.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

27,

1894

MEDBERY INSULATION
Has been adopted by

a majority of the leading roads
in the United States.

NOW THE STANDARD FOR

CONSTRUCTION.

Highest Electrical Resistance and Greatest Tensile Strength.

SOLD UNDER AN ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.

COMPANY

THE FIBERITE

SELLING} AGENTS^:

MASON ELECTRIC
E. 8.

GREELEY & CO, New

York.

CO.,

CHICAGO.
ROBERT W. BLACKWELL,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

We Want Western

LondOD, Eng.

Business.

LA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
Hanafactured in Sizes from

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,

M?

Direct Connected

Dynamos.

1*2^

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HR4

DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

Direct Current

Generators.

San Francisco,

York,
Boston,
Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

ji

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

(Mobile.

.^2£..„

1,000 liight Alternator.

VM, HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Gliicago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Lonis, Mo.

October

27,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ALTERNATING CURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Obtained.

I

Standard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000

TRANSFORMERS
To

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.

ALTERNATING

CURRENT
MOTORS.

hw

Gomplete Switch Boards

M

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO., st
I THE

4^

NATIONAL.

We make simply

Liglits.

a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

lodis,

Plants.

mo.

99

Buy two sets of our instruway is open for more

If satisfactory the

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Oar head telephuueH are largely nsedby Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

P

Boston, Mass.

General Electric Company
SIMPLE, DURABLE, RELIABLE

AND CHEAP.

These Switches made in capacities running from 75 to 300 amperes, double or triple pole, are of pure
copper stampings and are mounted on porcelain bases. They are so constructed that waste of current in heat is
eliminated.
As a cheap reliable switch they stand unrivaled.

Write for our prices on these.

PORCELAIN SPECIALTIES.
These illustrations represent articles made of porcelain manufactured by us at our own porcelain factory.
It is the only porcelain for electrical purIt is hard, white aod vitrified and has the highest possible insulation.
poses which satisfies the requirements of the United States Government.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Copper Snap Knife Switch on

Principal Sales Offices:

Porcelain Base.

Main

Office:

SCHENECTADY,

N. Y.
Porcelain Cleat.

<it^,i

Porcelain Base Ratchet Switch.

Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland St.
Boston, Mass., i8o Summer St.
Omaha, Neb., 309 South St.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad St.
Kansas City, Mo., N. Y. Life Bldg.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 W. Fayette St.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Sis.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie Co. Savings Bk. Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch St.
St. Louis, Mo., Wainwright Bldg.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood St.
Dallas, Tex., Cor. Field and Main Sts.
Denver, Colo., 505 Sixteenth St.
Baltimore, Md., 227 E. German St.
San Francisco, Cal., 15 First St.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Bldg.
Helena, Mont., Electric Bldg.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth St.
Cleveland. Ohio, 510 Cuyahoga Bldg.
Seattle, Wash., Bailey Bldg.
Chicago, 111., Monadnock BldgrFor all Business outside the United- States and Canada: Foreign Department, Schenectady,
N. Y., and 44 Broad St., N. Y. For Canada: Canadian General
Electric Co., Lt^-, Toronto, Can.

Porcelain Link Cut-Out.

WESTERN

The

O

O

8c
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Company

Electric

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

27,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS.
Up to

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

USLibertyStreet,

NEW

Works:

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

I0«0 and lOSl Menadnock Bnildiner. BOSTON. 63 Oliver
nii's'Tr'K'H.J'^HICAeo.
KRiUK^n ur
HKAJVl^u
» XCKS I ci-EVEIiASiD, Cnyahoga Boildine. FHII.AI>£I.HIA, 633 Arch St.

R. of N. J.

St.

.

Accumulator Company.
STORAGE BATTERIES
CENTRAL STATIONS
LIGHT AND POWER.
FOR

SUPPLYING

New Type

with Independent Plates which can be Easily

without interfering with Charge or Discharge.

No

Hours.

Nuts, Bolts or Screws.

Meets

Capacity

from

Examined

350

to

Replaced

and

12,000

Ampere

Requirements of Central Stations,

all

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
PHONOGRAPHS,
ELECTRO-PLA TING,

STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELECTRIC LA UNCHES,

ELECTRIC WELDING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,

SAFETY LAMPS.

YACHT LIGHTING,

For any information regarding types

WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle
GANNETT & COMPANY,

St.,

Chicago,

of Cells, weights, dimensions, capacities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27 Pine
PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE

III.

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

OK

I.

I

18 Pine

St.,

New

St.,

CO.,

San Francisco,

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY,

224 Chestnut

ROYAL ELECTRIC

CO., PEORIA,

St.,

York.

Cal.

PHILADELPHIA.

ILL.

-is^Ar^i

The Most Reliable

ALTERNATING System now
OX7ZI .A.TjTEim^.A.n?OH

NO COLLECTING RINGS.
step
TRANSFORMERS

for

NO COMMUTATOR.

Down TRANSFORMERS.

any desired Voltage.

Arc Light

on the Market.

:.^S:

NO REVOLVING FIELO OR ARMATURE
Step

COILS.

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS.-

OOR-R-BSFOHDBIICE;; soi^icitsjd.

Direct Cnrrent Generators and Motors.

October 27

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

HOTEL MAJESTIC
The Largest Hotel

of its kind in the World.

Is

wired complete from

CELLAR TO GARRET
WITH

THAT

Greatest of all Insulations.
General A^^estern Agents,

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,
Electrical Supplies,

A€)£lirCIEH
Hess Electric Company,
Gate City Elec. Supply and Cons. Co.,
Electrical Engineering Company,
-

-

Des Moines.
W. T. Osborn & Company,
Atlanta^ Ga.
Post Glover Electric Company,
Minneapolis.
Cleveland Electric M'f g Co.,
Louisville Electrical Works, Louisville, Ky.

_

Eastern Sales Department: F. W.
BOSTON, 220 Devonshire
Manufacturers: INDIANA

-

Street.

Kansas

-

-

-

-

-

City, Mo.
Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland, O.

BBIGHAM, Manager,

KEW YORK,

32 Frankfort Street.

RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE COMPANY, Marion,

Ind.

WESTERN

W.

S.

ELECTRICIAN.
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HILL ELECTRIC CO.

THE LATEST

27.
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IN ELECTRIC
Soldering Irons.

Write for Circulars descriptive nf

NEW

ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICES.

American

and

4.'i

DiscoMts.

Heater

Electrical

Co.,

STATE STItEBT, DETROIT. MICH.

.v'fya''o/.fc

in the W. U.Tel.
Service.

The Only Clocks Used

Switches

Co.

Switchboards.

a«d
AND BEST 1)ESI«NS.

Time

NO WINDIN G. CORRECT ED HOURLY.

liATEST

NEW YORK:

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK

BOSTON, MASS.

133 OLIVER STREET,

36 Broad-yy-ay,
CHICAGO:

Elson & Brewster. 143 Liberty St.

Central Electric Co.

^^OcK

<^°

Clocks Sold.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
EDISON PHONOGRAPHS,
Musical Record;^ and Supjilife.
NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS. boswelIj «*tora«e batteries
For Operating Phonographs and Slotore,
WHITE OAK PINS.
Also for ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
It will

pay you to set onr prices.

BROWNLEE &

CO.,

Detroit,

•

l.'>4

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

Trolley Line Insulators.
Designed with reference to strength, durability, high insulation,
reliability and practical fitness for the work they
have to do. In universal use.

Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
for

MICA

Jll.

St.,

all locandepcent Dynamos. P a'iog
Dynamos. Alternating GeDerators and Exciteis,

&

Send

lyate

Suitable for

castings made. The wrought iron
caetiDgs are very desirable for electrical parpoaes.

A.

MOULDED

Wirt Dynamo BrDSh.

The

The etronseet

J.

307 Dearborn

St..

Chicago.

VULCABESTON.

Samples and Prices.

9AZX3.SC3X1. Sx^cst

Oox>d

Magnet Spoo's,

For Arc

Ijieht

Clocks Rented.

D E.BOSWELL&CO.,
Cliicaeo.

Mich.

CO.,

KEW YOR-KT.

Controller Paits,

H. W. JOHNS
240-242 Randolph

and Trolley Cord.

NEW

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

YORK.

BnshiDgs,

MFG.
St.,

PHIL.ADF,LPIII.\.

Etc.

CO,,

CHICAGO.
BOSTON.

SOLE juanvfactijrers of

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wuVinqtomIdei^

HARD VULCANIZED FIDRE

Colors, Red, Blaclc

and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insnlatins: Material of the World.

14

OFFICE:

DKY 8T

,

N.Y

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AXein.-u.fActux>ex>s,

Grimsliaw White Core and RaYen Core Wires,

Griishai Dnder(5romd Lead Covered

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Ynlca BnsMngs,

all

M4IN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Construction.

sizes,
'

(

New

BRANCHES: ^8-82

York.

CHICAGO:

SAN FEANCISCO:

BOSTON:

Franklin Street.

134 Congress Street.

102

Sacramento Street.

He^Kr.
HART FLUSH SWITCHES. Soxxie tiling
Ammeters
Hoyt ^^taDdnrd
Meter measurement

The

5 and lo Ampere Single Pole.
10

Ampere Double Pole.
Ampere Three-way.

10

and

on

and Voltmeters for I^amp
Alternating Currents are now

ready for the market.
Send for our 1894 Catalogue which contains
the above acd other new instruments
of our luanufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For Sale by All Supply Houses.

InstrQment Co.,
PENACOOK, H:!^.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sberbroofee, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

HENEY F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Maes.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New EnL^land): W. B. Southgate &
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appliance Co.
C Dcinnatl. O ; Nnwotny Electric Co.
Halifas, N. K.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City; Geo. L. Polgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Pal.: California Electrical WorbB.
Toronto, Got Toronto Electrical Worts.
:

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

:

Mo.: St. Louia, Electrical Supply Co.
Bock, Ark. The Brown Elec. & Mach'ry Co.

St. LoalB,

Little

:

October

2-,

ErGura F.

•>
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(

PTTn.TJPs,

W. A. HATHA.wA.r, Treas.

Prest

W. H. Sawtzb,

Seo'y.

Are Necessary
AU-around

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
PROVIDENCE,

R,

Station

foi

EcoDomy

I.

RAILWAY FSEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE,
ELECTKIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,
AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

FARADAY CABLES.
inrw YORK OFFICE, p. C. Ackerman,
MOVTR F.AT. ERAJTCH, Eagene

The above cut

WIRES.

of a 175 K.

is

perfect balance,

W, Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system. All coils alke.
Write for prices on
('t-^-XTIt • Ij S I'ATlOA
Lamps und Stallon Dynamos.
; large Commutators, Searo

UKAVY

handsome appearance

JIEPA£KS

10 Cortlandt Street.

F. Phillips' Electrical

i

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Works

S.

W. RUSHMORE.

THE

1

26

Liberty St..

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under

In

" A Thoroughly Re

writers' Union, he states:

((

i

able and Desirable Wire in every respect."

CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used in insnlating our Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate, oxi

pecially chemically prepared,

dize or crack, and will remain

flexible in extreme cold
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
oround or Snbmarine, and oar net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first claes Ineulated Wire.
We Fhall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables withCiark'a

3ize8 of Stranded

Infn'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in uee for
and has met with universal favor.
Tnousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nee throughont the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, becauee
the pft3t nine years,

it

new VORK

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect a atitf action.

61 and

Wes'ern Agents,

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

HfiBBERT H EU8TI9»
Prest. and Electrician

a. Clabk,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Send for Catalogue.

III.

THE

^y^^i%pyf,,^tofsm
CoDsoMatel

TELEPHONES-

Electric Slorage Compaii!.

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
^"nc'uE Palmer Bros:

HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING. NEW YORK.
CXIANUS.COHM, DREXEL, BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

^fcAtM"'"^

St.,

Hbnbt
CO.,

Chicago,

L^i;,^VfiF

63 Hampshire

Manafacturera of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

CELLS,

And Dealers in

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHfSTLES.
Oral, Electric,

Everytliing in the Battery Line.

Pneumatic and Mechanical

3140 DeKalb

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Fall
Ijine

M. M.

Always in Stock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
a04 Falton

St.,

Mew York.

St.,

-

HAYDEN.

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manag»r.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^^Send

for

New Catalogue.

Out August

l3t.

THE NORWICH INSULATED WIRE

GO. }

IvdlA-ICE^S O^'

Paper Insulated and Lead Covered Underground Cables
IH'OK.

RAILWAYS, TELEPHONE, TELEGRAPH ELECTRIC LIGHT WORK,
i

Adopted by West End Railway

OVER

ISO

Co., Boston, Chicago Street Railway Co.,

MILES LAID

IN

and Chicago Edison Co.

SUBWAYS OF CHICAGO.

CABUEIS MADEl TO ANY VOLaXAQEI DRSIF^KD.
SEND FOB OUB NEW HANDSOME CATALOGUE JUST
Main

Office

44 Broad

New

St.,

York

City.

Boston

Chicago

OUT.

Office,

622 Monadnock Block.

Office, 137 Milk St.

a

COPPER WIRE.
IDEAL" INSULATED
New
<«ftgi_^^.

York Board of Fire Underwriters.

Approved by the

The Only Authorized FIBRE

COVERED WIRE

for

INSIDE,

TUBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

by long use, nor Uxidize the Copper. Finislied in the following Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and White Fireproof.

It will not Deteriorate

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all

inside wiring,

authorities

show

fact that recent insulation tests
stands very high.

from the

that

it

made

by reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Factory,

Ghlcaeo A^CDts,

EI.KCTBIG APPI/IANCB CO.

New

ITorli Olllce,

39 and 41 Cortlaodt Stri et.

.«i.WTUCKET. B.

I.
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Steam-FeedWaterPnriaer.
Removes all Impurities.

Stilwell's Patent liYe

COMBINATION
AND ELECTRIC

scale in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Entirely prevents
Boilers.

•

STILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

FIXTURES.

^XV\\\ViX\\\\\XX\VI\\\\\\VI\\\\\\\Y\\\\\\^

First-Class

Goods Only.

ELECTRICITY

Cheap
|Trans=S
I

CHIC&GO GENERAL FIXTURE CO,
169 Adams Street,

CHICAGO.

I

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

portation

......iiiiiiiiniiii

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

the asking.

Courees in other tradea,
iacladlDg iboroogh instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stnting sub-

AMES & FROST COMPANY

all

CHICAGO,

you wi:^h to ehiriy, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences. Scranton. Pa.

ject

STUDY ELECTRICITY

ILL.

AT HOME

By oar corregpondence method. Thorough Instrnctlon, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free, nrientlflc JUachioist Co,. 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland.O.

SALE— EXCITERS.

FOR

I
1

W. Westinghouse

K.

Si.xteen 1*

Letter

KNIFE SWITCHES.

type "F," from 50 to 330 volts, with
rheostat, good as new, condition guaran-

How many

teed; *S0.

CHAS.

do you want?

GREGORY

E.

47-49 S. Jefferson

St.,

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

CO.,

Chicago.

Send card

FOR SALE CHEAP.

LARGE

S'x Iron Towers, 120 feet high, for arc
Saitable for lighting cities and
lamps.
For
towQS in the most economical manner.
terms, etc, address

& Coke

Jacksonville Gas Light

JACKSOXVILLE,

lam competent

to

fill

for our

319 Chestnut

If yon have burned-out incandescent lamps on
band we can realize you a good cash price for them.
We handle them for the platinum only, which is
worth from J7 to J9 per ounce, as the market
changes. We charge a commission of 15 per cent,
for separating the platinum wire from the lamp
base. In shipping by express, send your address
upon each package. Ship the base of the lamp
only and do not 'end bases without platinum wire.

PHOENIX ELECTRIC

new Catalogue No

17

2.

Woodward

For all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased,

BAKER &

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

St.,

ILL.

a

any position from Ma-

chinist to Saperintendeot or Electrician for electric railroad or manufactory; am a practical
mechanic and an educated electrician and niann-

OOD PATENTS
Praciee
30 Years'
IKS1TKEI>.

Procured.

ORA\T

CHAS.

J.

GOOCH,

WANTED.

for descripliun

branches cf

of large exchange, wants pos tion
with a Southern ccmpaoy. Be t relerecces.

minagc

'•TKI.KPBO^'E,'363 East 5Sth mt « liicago.
Address

.

III,

WANTED.
Wg will pay 15c each for clean
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN dated:
August

26, 1893. Vol. xiii.

copies of the

No.

9.

1893, Vol. xiii, No. 15.
4, 1893, Vol xiii, No. 19.
26 1S94, Vol. xiv, No. 21.
May 19, lS9i, Vd. siv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. xiv, Ho. 2.
February 10. 189i, Vol. xiv, No. 6.
March 10. i894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
AprU 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14.

Ociober

7,

November

May

Western Electrigian,

C, F.

Miamisburg

Electric Co.,

Sums.

Sample mailed
1

ami »

SI.

for fivp 2-cent stamps.

Clark St,

CHICAGO.

the best
Pattery ever made
Internal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
"Will not deteriorate when not doing work.
Will
hold its first value over long periods of time. Internal reststance small; high and constant E. M. F.
Will not run down or die on the shelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

ASSIGNEE'S SALE.

Burnley Cartridge BatterySt.

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper One-half the size and one-third the
weight of olher porous cups
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Salammoulac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

— sx.oo.

Paul and Minneapolis

Messenger and Tele-

TEMPERED COPPER.

phone Co.

All patterns of tempered copper segments guaranteed true to gauge, free from defects; no alloy; finish
and temper equaled l^y none. Exclusively used by
some of the largest compaoies in the country.

Minnesota, roanty of Ramsey— District Court. Second Jndiciati
S^tate of

l>istrict.

All Batteries Uuaranterd. Send for Catalogue.

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

MOTORS.

Direct

Current,

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
l.undell
to

Dynamos

directly connected

any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell

Interior

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

Manufacturer of

Telephone Bobb'ns and Spark Coils,
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York.

Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

For the

SPLITDORF.

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed
Dry

Iron

BflTilar MaiDi
lOc Each.

W. Randolph St.,
CHICAGO,

Miamisburg, Ohio.

-

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

N'S
OC CDOOBLE
SOWINDOW
H IMPROVED

20-28

Agents wanted

FORlIA^%

nine yeiis' exp^rieoce in all
telephone business, at present

new

Storage Battery Manufacturers,
:

Iron llonntaln. Midi.

TELEPHONE.

ibts

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,

Address,

Young man,

of

discovtry.

statirg salary expected, ttc.

A. A.

WfsMMton.D.C,

Etnhodies nnw featore that
gives it a decided advantage
'iver olher cells. Specially suited for electric launches, tracWrite
tion and lighting work.

Engireer rapible of running Brush arc
and T.-H. alternaticg dynamos, AUis-Corevery night.

re-

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.

TBioiAN, 6 Lakeside Boilding, Chicago.

Work

Pamphlet,

ferences and advice free.

factureroEdyaim 13 and motors; have had superintendence and designing of ooe of the largest
motor manofactories for 3 years, I want a position, and wilUog to do anything which offers a
future. Address "B. W. S.." care Westebn Elec-

\hs engines.

CO.,
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

P IaATINTJM

& TWINING,

MannfaotDrer^ of His^h-^^rade
ti^witches and ("Switchboards,

Co.,

SAVE YOUR BURNED-OUT LAMPS.
TO CENTRAL STATION MANAGERS:

&

Conduit

Insulation Co.
44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

In the matter of ihe assignmerd of the St.
Paul and Minneapolis Messenger' a/.rf
Tehplione Company.
Notice is hereby given that ihe undersigned, the
assignee for the St. Paul and Minneapolis Mesaeri"
ger and Telephone Company, a corporation, at hi^

Manhattan Building, io the City oi
St Pan', Minnesota, on the 14th day of November
A. D. 1S9J, at 10 o'clock in the morning of ? aid day
will sell to the highest bidder for cash iherefor, al
the wire, messenger call boses, batieri-s. offici
furniture and fixtures, and all book accounts dot
to said company. Said sale being made subject t«
approval by the District Court in and lor thi
County of Ramsey, Minnesota.
Notice is also given Ihat the underpigned wil
apply to the Di>trict Court in and for the Count
of Ramsey, Minnesota, at a special lerm of aai
court, to beheld in the Ci'y of St. ProI- Mlnoesc
ta, on the 17th day of November, A D. 1894, at 1
o'clock in the forenoon on pnid day or as 300
theresfter a'^ counsel can be heard, for an ordt
confirming Paid sale.
Dated St. Paul Minn.. Oct 18.1891.
EGBERT L. W^INNE, Assignee.
A majority of the stock can be transferred
above sale. Plant is now in operation and so ci
be continued under one of the most valuable fxB
chisesin the City of St Paul,
office in the

October

s

7.
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WHEEL.
VICTOR TURBINE WATER
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

CELEBRATED

A\'A.TER
attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this
Steady motioii,
as particularly adapted I0 their use, on account of its
large eapaoiiy for its diameter, being double
grt- at eflicieiiey
the po'wer ol most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companies with sreat satisfaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of usefai cEfect guaranteed.
The

remarkably

IVHEELi

and

high speed ai.d

SEXn FOR CATALOGUJE AND ^AUTICVLARS^
The accompanyine engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 H. P. under 38 f^et head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
,
»
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal
of their use we recommend them.
,

.

.

^i

i,

stiatte,

and where the situation admits

The

A4#

Siilwell-Bierce

AN

^t.^?

&.

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton, 0.

i'o

Byp!

i'A

^^
'<?

^^%^^^

%>^^^>
%

%:s''^^%
''"e

ON THIS SPACE.

We will illustrate therein some
BATTERY LINE shortly.

V'^'

'>

new

features in the

LA.W BATTERY COMPANY,

86 John Street,
LAW DOUBLE CYLINDER and other

NEW YORK,

Law Cells.
Sole Manufacturers of the Celebrated
Zincs, Sal Ammoniac, Bluestone, Carbons, Medical Outfits, et cetera.
Hine

OUR INDICATOR

Eliminator.
For

DEPARTMENT
Is complete
with the

Extracting:

OH From

perfect
articles
in the line.
Send for

nut All
Competitors
In Three
Important

76 Cortlandt

km a Siccess.

only device that will do the reqnired work and not infringe in aoy
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Our device will
Bell Company.
operate •m.lh any style or weight of
Send for testimonial clrreceiver
onlars, price

\i

Heai,
First-class
Article

The most eftieient
device for sejiaratins Tvater and live
steam.

St.,

At
Very low
Price.

Get Circular,

NEW YORK.

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOJB

TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the

Pipe

A

SEPARATOR,

Send for Sample.

Planinieters,
Etc.

ExMst

STEiM

so profitable in a small way as
is

Hine &
Robertson Co.,

Reducing
Wheels,

Every

ROBERTSON',

EUREKA PACKING.

Catalogu**.

Tests.
»iend for
Circular.

Any

Nothing

most modern

FxhauHt.
iLnooked

Neyer

As a
Dividend
Payer

ELEOTBICALi

USES:

IienetliH, &om 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Bealstance
to the ineh. 4Jrapliite Boxes and Crucibles, Beslstlne Boats
of 4,000 Degrees. Imxuiries (flladly Answered.

OrapUte Bods of Tarlons

IPS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

J.

list, etc.

BRADLEY &
r,9, 11, 13

CO.,

Annunciators, Bells, Batteries,

stone Street,
IS. Y.

Bochester,

and

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.

ail

Supplies for House Work.

CATALOOUES AND QUOTATIONS ON APPLICATI9N.

Beware of lEfringiiig or using Infringing Instrnoients.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — Tlie Peer of

All.

The D'Unger Telephone {its repntatlon as the
beet instrument ever constructed now fully established) is the only instrament in which the power
of the voice is Increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by the
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
the Voice-wave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advantages without the
useofalever. The D'Unger Long-Dlstance Telephone Com "any has the sole and exclusive light to
use a lever in telephones— reniember that.
These instruments are supplied to esrhanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D''Unger Long- Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this country.
All persons who assert that this company's
patents Infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.
Address

R. D*Unffer, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

all letters to

HAVE
YOU

Partrick

& Carter

No. 125 So. Second St.,

Co.,

PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers,
Established 1867.

THE

ELECTRIC

CO., 192 Broadway,

New

York,

the only concern in the world
that makes
Is

CLARK
Inventions, ResBarcles

M

Arc Lighting
Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

Writings of Nilola Tesia,

By THOMAS OOMMBKFOBll MABTIN.

600 Pages.

330

Illustrations

SEE PAGE XVI FOB TABLE OF CONTENTa.

and New

Portrait.

OBDEB AT ONOE.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat*
feries of the World.
SBSD fob CmOULAE AKD Pkiceb.
THE

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

Ill to 117 East 131st

St.,

H.

CO.,
Y.

TESLA'S

NEW
BOOK?

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

October

BUCSETE
Monadnock

PORTER & BUERDORF.
Switch Boards,
fe^-nritcli

Fuse Boxes and Bases,

All

for

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

FOB

Bases.

Ubeostat Boxes and Bases.
Battery Boxes and Co-vers,
And

SALES AQENTS FOB

lamp

Bases,

Purposes Requiring

lation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

Room »«0S, Xo

drained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

Qnincy

Hard

Vitreous

Chicaso.

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE

AND LINKS

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, momited and suitable for office or
home use, is issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. Edstts, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C- B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

)«»"«<=*.
Carry inff
f
capacity.

h
)

"""^"vnulm..

&

MIDGET C. 0.,
MAIN BLOCKS,

CLEATS,

BRANCH BLOCKS,

RECEPTACLES,
TABLET BOARDS,

Glazed

Porcelain—A

Tiiorough

insulator.

SEND FOR LOWEST QUOTATIONS.

sizes to order.

I

OHIOAQO.

Judge Rioks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

HEAD BOARDS,

INSULATORS,
ROSETTES,
BUSHINGS,

The Independent Electric Co.,
89th St. and Stewart Ave.,

St.,

ANY

FIT

PORCELAIN GOODS.

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the fiueet Vermont Slate, and finish In
Dull Black,
Polished Black.
Bloodstone or lUarbleized.
Italian, Tennessee, and
VerniODt marble,
Slexiean Onyx and

'Zl

1894

STANDARD SOCKET.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

Artistic Slate

TO

27,

A. R.

WANT TOUR TRADE.

3.7 Merged. JaccardBuildN

JENNINGS.

COKTRACTORIS FOK COMPIiBTE SUBAVAY
S'KSTEMS FOR EL,KCTHIC RAll,%VAYI» AND K1,ECTBIC
lilUHT, TEL£PHOaiIi: ANU TEJiEdiBAFB COMPANIES.

The Independent Electric

ST. LOUIS. MO.

,

39tli St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Cliicago.

EOWABD S. PEROT, President.
C.

CrAI/I/AdHEB, Vicp-Pres. & Gen. aigr.
JA8. P. JUcCtVAlUE, 8ec.

&

Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF WROU&HT-IRON CEMENT.LIHED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUBWA7S.
New York

Works, HAiSTINOS-ON-HIJOSON.
We own

Patent No. 395,584, covering Wrought-Iron Cement-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
Bobway Constructed by ue
in use in t/i& tnited States and, Caniid

now

FOUR

Also, Patents Nob. 416,234

and

OHioe,

TIDIES BUILDING.

416,235 for Distributing Boxes.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK

GOOD

INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION Hand-Book.

BOOKS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

By

all

9,000,000 feet of this

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO,

Over

ILL.

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Salphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Bnckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from 10 to lO.OOU Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric Jjaunches,

for

Dental, ISnrgical

for

Complete Lighting and Pojver Plants

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

which

and

Medical Work,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

and workmanship.

"""'
""^rc:«ra'n%.%";;'e;"fHEw vork.

October

27,
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
1

B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

tlODB.

N.

S.

The Consolidated Eng.

Amstutz,

Hew

fications,

Co.,

Electrical Devices Perfected for

Goltz

821 Pine Street.

Teets, Flans, Estimates,

-

-

BOOKS
iLzia.l3rsis

St. l^onis.

The Allen-Hussey

St.

Louis.

Agents

Tel. 912.

Academy

Bldff.,

Electric light

and Contractors,

descent light wiring; telephone, -watchman's
clock, annunciator, burglar alarm, eleclriobell
systems, etc. Estimates famished from architects' and engineers' ppecificationa. Telephone.
Harrison 712. Established 188U; Incorporated
1892.

SIS niedinali Bkdg

K.

Analytical

and

Consulting

AND ASSATEB,
ffoom 42,

87

Clarlt Street.

Co.,

1437-3S Monadnock Blk., Chicago.

On

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Bailding,

-

CHICAGO.

of Sa.1 JLxximoziia.c.
"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac,"
I find the amount

Chemist

Comstock

Engineers
and Contractors,

Chicago, March

9,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

WEia,

C'hicagn.

Electrical

This Certifies

B.

,

for Ideal Engines.

Hilwaukee, IVis.

Certificate of Analysis, BTo. 918.

J- .

Co.,

and power conptructlon. incan-

The Louis

Sinclair,

Manufacturers' Agents,
-

Alfred 0. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall. Vlce-Preet and Secy.
John A. Henry. Supt. Electrical. Con.

Snperrlston and Expert Opinions.

5«S The Cnyahosa. CleTeland.O

&

Electrical Engineers

and Refrigerating Plants.

Shop Construction.

Saperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Turner Bnllding,

DesigDera and Builders of Electrlo
Light and Power Plants, Electrlo
Railways, Water Works, Ice Making

Mechanical and Electrical Engin:er,

e.

aonenltationa, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Speci-

Anditorinm Tender, Chicago.

574-570 Rookerj-, Chicaso.

m. Am. soo.m.

General Electricians and Contractors.

Electrical Engineer,

and Power Sta-

H. Bryan,

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Expert and

Consulting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Ballwaya

Wm,

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e.,

1894.

marked

of:

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non-Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide aiid Alumlra.

J^^Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

A

f4JE:W
3>a"o^w-

BOOK

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous iiand-book series, of
which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

NOW READY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CKCIC-^<3-0,

'TXTa-Toasli.

PRICE $1.00.
CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

.^TrerL-a.e a,n.d. X^aJ^o Street.

WESTERN
THEY ARE

IN STOCK.

ELECTRICIAN.

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER,

October

GLEASON'S

27,

1894

Enameled Green
Hutside,

STANDARD

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

for increasing candle

cent lamps.
in all staple sizes of electric shd.des.
Always bright cannot tarnish.

Made

;

81

to

189

E.P.GLEASONMFG.CO,,' MERCER STREET,
Radial Fluted

I

8 "
"

Deep Spiral Corrugated,

Flat Spiral Corrugated.

PEE DOZEN
17 in.

PERDOZEN

per dozen
PERDOZEN

diameter, 2fi in. holder, $ 9 00
"
"
"
10.00
2V4,
*'
"
12.00
2U "

8 in.
10

"

diameter, 2^4
"
2\

in.
'*

7 in. diameter, 2^i in. holdei
'"
10 '•
2}^ "

holder, $ 8.00

"

9.00

^uinurn
VrTIVEy
wfll^M^^W nmrp
91 Dearborn Street,

jj

THE KSRTAVERT MF6.

Electric

Car Heating.

This company

OF HEAT.

is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto

Regulating Switch Gives

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

CO., gilmingtoii, Del.

TELEPHONES!!

-

FIVE

Manager.

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS, RODS, AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTUnED BY

Goatecook, P, Q-

III.

Johnson,

KARTAYERT.

Consolidated Car-Heating Co.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

F. L.

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and pole^).
Private lines, Factory plints,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

Practical Operation in Dlore
Than S5 L.ea<liiig Cities in
U. (9. and Canada.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION
I<39,

540 and

.'i4I

CO.,

Jlonndnork HIk., Cliicagn.

Ill

MUNGIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY.
Manufacturers of the

Mnncie

Steel

Magnet

OF INSULATED WIRES AND CABLES.
Bt Herbert Laws Were.

MOTORS-

\

DYNAMOS,

A New Book

A

Practical

PRICE, POSTAGE PREPAID, $1.00.
SEXO IN YOUR ORDER

AGENTS:

F.

8£ND FOK

€ATAIi04^ir£.

&

F. Electric Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Agents Wanteii.

Muncie, Ind.

to the Testing^ of Electric Light, Electric

Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Wires.

1 to 50 Horse Power Motors.
18 to 700 liishts' Capacity DynamoB.

Osburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
H. Major k Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian Engineering Co., Louisville, Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Grand Kaplds, Mich.

Guide

Just Published.

NOW.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

all

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

TJds system permits a PBOFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus,

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OITR SEHZES

Will show you a

LAMPS

COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

620

AtlaDtic Ave., BDStOD,

Mass.

October

27,

WESTERN
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ELECTRICIAN.

1821,

1888.

& CO.,

MORRIS, TASKER
INCORPORATED.

222-224

Offices,

S. Third St., Philadelpliia, Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PHILADELPHIA.

NEW CASTLE,

—

DEL.

Manufacturers of

R

lip

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

Alternating Current Generators,
For Central Station Equipment.
Adapted

A GREAT REDUCTION

Arc and Incandescent Lighting'.
Guaranteed Equal in Every Respect to any other Type of Apparatus Manufactured.
for

OBT

We

clam

means

of

We

better distribution of

g lamp

ahernati'

in

Standard of Simplicity

AIi80
Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

for

Street

than any other

accomp

ish this

by

claim that

we can
in

obtain

more economy than any
We do this by means

the market.

SPENCER ECONOMY COIL.
We will beat the market for prices on

of the

and Darability.

Cioee Begulation.

lijjht

We

the market.

OUR REFLECTOR PLATE.

other alternating lamp
Slow Speed and

OXTXI.

and Commercial

Helios carbons

this fall.

Illumination.

Incandescent

Lamps and

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

Correspondence Solicited.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

CO.,

Helios Electric Co.,
l3IOFilbertSt.. PHIUDELPHIl. PA.

Drexel Building, Philadeiphia, Pa.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC

&

:pifFa?s33'crxt.Gih3

We

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

*.A..

manufacture Complete Installations of

EX.ECXRIC JLL JLI>PJLRJLXXJS
For

CENTRAL STATIOiV ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LOIMC DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BBANCH OFFICES IN ALL LABGE

CITIES.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

October

27,
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent Improvements made in the New American Turbine have
eter, and prodnced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
foUowing, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Maes., on the
man. engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic
The originalB of theee certtficates and tests of otber sized wheels

Test of a 45 inch Wheel-July
Head.
"Whole Gate 16.06

%

%
V,

_.

-

16.42
16.78
1T.03
16. 8H

"

MIn.
119.17
122.01)

117.33
111.83
118.67

9,

Test of a 42-inch

1894.

Horse
P'rCent
per Sec. Power.

Rev. per Cu. Ft.

Head.

1

141.58
127.18

98.12
82.' 7

Whole Gate

79 76
82.68
82.18
79.31
75.52

205.27
195.19
175.74
149.99
1.8 40

11260

iocreased the power bb per their diamany other turbine, as evidenced by the
dates named, and aigned by A. F. Sickengineer.
can be seen at our office.

128.00
134.80
129.33
125.25
121.00

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

%

%

Wheel -July
134.18
120.85
lOj.85
92 76
70.80

Wheel is

Built in

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

rabk'.warraolid. Circulars tree.

W.

POWER PLANTS.

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

&

CO.®''.''rN'=/w'?^fKc?T"v'°'

p.

HARRISON & CO..

Clrrk Ao. li,

Columbus, O.

IVORTH S^TAR POIIVTS

Our new Whpfl RPcures a rcmarkablv tii^rh tmarante*"*! pcrefintiisre. and VFonderfol ftl<"adine.*.«* of
motion, under variable loads in practH-p. It affords an aneqitaled fonceniraiion of power within a small
space; and an anprcH'edented hi^li Telocilj" for a piven power.
Its easily and tiuichly operaipd balanced ^rate affords prompt and efficient control by a governor, and
consequent flne regulation. These wheels are in many instances operating the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkableadaplation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to onr
work. We will send a line large pamphlet, 112 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.
'

Agents. $75

liiieer9,Dosoi)edhaTi(lBOrclolliiDK.
broken dl'^hea.iio mus?:. Chrap,

for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

A.

lUpiilDl^ihWaslifr. Waslic^'^alllbe
dislicB for a Tamilj io one niioute.
H'ashea, rinses and dries Ihem
without wetiiog the bauds. Yoq
pudh the but HOD, tbciuacbinedoes
tlie rpst. Briebt. polisbed disbea,
id cbeprful wires.
No scaldtd

Many Styles on

SHAFTS.
UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL
ADAPTED

local

a week. Kxclus

IfSgWATER WHEELS
iB

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

CO..Dayton,OJ.S.
Gecera) or

It

199.56
188,14
162.89
142.40
98.85

For InformatlOD and oatalogue write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

This Justly Celebrated

14, 1894.

Rev. per Cn. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent

Is the title of a book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wiecons'U and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphie
teUin^ *' Where th» Trout Hide''"' will be sent free
upon appUcatioQ to Geo. H. HeafEord, General Passenger Agent. "North Star Route," ChicaKo, 111.

wr^¥^-^
Statiqh

G

^$^J^r^'-^IMJ

For any

electrical

book published

filled

promptly on receipt of price.

ELEOTKICIAN PUBLISHING COVIPAIfY
6 Lakeside Balldlng, Ohicago,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE & IRON

WORKS

Builders of HIGH

GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES
Simple, Compound, CondeDSing.

^

Complete Steam Plants a Specialij.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

PRICE REDUCED!
THE NEW EDITION OF

AGENTS:
R S. WALKER, 2ti-28 W. Randolph St., Chicago
ELL it CHASE CO., 1217 Union Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
J. BLANDIN, 120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolie, Minn.

K<J^
C.

Prof.

Silvanns

P.

Thompson's

Book,

THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
o(((

Dvjnamo
Bt
167

PAGES.

OP^

)))o

Electric /WachinervJ

C. E.

McFADDEN

iS.ND

WM.

D.

RAY.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

SEND FOR
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO,.

6

PRICE

DYNAMO

$1 00.

IT.

IttM

ELECTRIC

MMi

MACHINERY,

CHICA&O.

NOW

$6.00.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,

New

On Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work,
Gives more power as to diameter Tvitli a
hieher peroentase of nsefttl effect than any other
"Wutcr- wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected ander systematic tests in
the Holyobe Testing Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powersj will find It to
their interest to confer with me, as I
wtJIibk to guar-

am

antee results "Where others have failed, no matler %vhat make of turbine has been iu use. STATE

K t^qilREMENTS AMD
S.

»B.\D

MORGAN SMITH,

Edition, Revised and Greatly Enlarged, Price $6,00.

This is the long expected edition of Prof. Thompson's
standard work.
It contains nearly i,ooo pages, and is profusely illustrated.

Orders should be sent in at once,
Sent, postage prepaid, to any address on receipt of price.

FOB CATA-

York,

Pa.

Estimates fnmlebed for complete power plants aad
resnlta saaranteed.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING
6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

CO,,

October

WESTERN

1894

27,

The

ELECTRICIAN.

"CLIMAX"BiEii

ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,
INCOEPOEATED.
aisnii&ctiirersof
3laaii£actiirers
of HIOHandllEDIUai
HI

I^PEEd

Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only

Boiler Tested at the World's

Automatic

Fun

Columbian Exposition.
The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.
Will save you money on coal.
Bnilt

in

nnits from SO to ISOO H. P.

MA^UFACTURED BY

and

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

lew Catalope,

J.
Automatic

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN MFG.

H.
Enpes,

liotli

Vertical

M

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

CO.,

Horizontal, from 12 to 600

L

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

1510 OLD

N. Y.

Watertown Engines
p.
V. Ill

The engine shall not run one revolunilR
UUn PIIADAUTPEUUHnHlllLL. tlon slower

when

when ruDDing empty, and

of

one dollar.

or

general

Watertown, N. Y.

one of the Most Economical Engines on the Market.

It is

meet any guaranty In regu-

lation,
economy
efticiency.

fnlly loaded than

a reduction of boiler presj-ure from
the greatest to that necespary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any engine faiJine to meet this
guaranlee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment

Watertown Steam Engine

Co.,

Monadaock Blk., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,

S£ND FOB CATAIiOGV£.

1136

Third Ave. N. Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co_,

1 '0

Main Office and Worics;
Sales Agents:

Peppee & Kegistee, Provident
Bldg., Chicago, III.; C. H.

W.

RIDGWAY, PA.

224

Bowell

Bide., Philadelphii, Pa.; Wm. Sharpe, 937 iTonadnoct
Copeland, 141 Liberty St., New York.

Main

St., Louisville.

Kansas

Of

.il.ll

,

St.

Co.,
City.

Louis.

XSLlxicLs.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO..
6 Lakeside Bldg., CHICAGO.

FREEMAN & SONS MFG. CO., improvedROOT ^^Ve** BOILERi
MAUnrAOTUBEKS OF

RACINE, WIS.

Best Adapted to

Standard Tubular, Fire Box, Vertical

and Submerged Tube

High Pressures.

Steel

BOILERS

HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Absolutely Dry Steam.

For 3£arine,
or

W

h Chase Machinery

Pond Machinery Co.

ELECTRICAL BOOKS
THE
S.

,

Stationary,
Portable use.

ABENDROTH & ROOT

ALSO or

MFG.

OF ALL EINDS
Smokestacks, etc.

28

CO.,

New

Cliff Street,

York.

Unproved Racine High iSpeed
A specialty made of

Cleveland.O.

Electric Street Railway and

80 SENECA

Ligliting Plants.

ST.,

Near Cnion Depot.

Write for Prices and Terms.

GENERAL AGENTi.

Rowell

&

Ctiase

Machinery

Co.,

Kansas

City,

New Gear

Mo.; F, F. Yater, MlnneapoUs. Miun.

Shop.

B.

Books

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Bldg:,.

CHICAGO.

,

GRANT.

On

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage

RESOUnON
ECONOMY foa

SUPERIOR;
A«»

GEO.

BECTRICIlfiHTlNS

Free.

Two

Hours' Ride

'g^j^ PURPOSES

To Milwaukee.

All Sizes carried In
stock.
2,000 in
use.

Over

J.

C. BRILL COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA,
BUIIDEES OF EAILWAT AUD TKAITWAT OAES OF ALL OLASSES.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.
Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool and pleasant.

fllarine and
Yacht Engines,
Porcupine
and Tubular

Boilers.

Its hotels are the best in the west.
Start Saturday afternoon.

Corae back

Monday morning.

Four

dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.

Chicago Ticket

office,

207 Clark S

'"^^jS~REC.TRAOEMARKS.

rtet.

Hardware

Co.,

tvoeks: racixe, w.s.

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Sales

Inguraiice Building,

Manager,

CHICAGO.

phosphor-bronze
INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, ShEET
&C.

ThePhosphqr BRONZE SmeltincCo.Limited
1

A__

Special atteatioa given to the balldlDg o£ Elecfcrio Motor and Trail Oars.
BullderB of Brill Ko. 21 Trncfa with solid forged frame, and **Ftire&a" Maximum Traction Pivotal

(Su ',/' !?>' „ '
jJw^/,/u,^-M^>j^.
Tmck.

;2200WASHINGT0NAVE.,PHILflDELPH|A.,PA.
OF PHOSPHOR-'
Bronze IN THE United States AND Sole
Makers 0F"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bron2e,

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

XXII

WM.

H.

McKlNLOCK,

Octdbef

WALTER

President.

C.

McKINLOCK,

27,

1894

Secretary.

REGISTERED.

-^^-y-

-w-

-^^^ •

-*-•

-m

—^

Rubber Wire

-^^-^

fully tested

thus insuring the

made from

by expert

maximum

gum and

is

care-

We

flexible,

for

have

it

in stock as

you want

it,

switchboard and street car use,

in all sizes.

Triple Braid Weatherproof

I. x:. iv

fit

for the hardest

and thoroughly tested before leaving the
stands

for

not intended to compete

—*• We carry in stock:
Motor

Our stock

is

all

kinds.

to

Electrical

is

highly finished

Paint,

Armature Yar-

your requirements.

complete in Electrical Supplies of every description; don't

come

will treat

you

well, as

again.

ELECTRIC

186-188 Fifth Ave., Chicago,
is

It

Compound

Cloth, Giant Paper, etc., to suit

METROPOLITAN
"Mac" Tape

a

factory.

be afraid to send us your orders, we want them and

we want you

is

the highest insulating materials the world over,

-^

nish. Tape,

is

usages outdoors, such as running

through trees and resisting abrasions of

-w—^

Wire

with the cheap weatherproof wires on the market, but

high grade wire

^

the purest Para

electricians before leaving the factory,

insulation.

and stranded conductor,

solid

and

is

111.,

COMPANYp
U. S. A.

the Standard Tape for Wrapping Joints.

October

WESTERN
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ELECTRICIAN.

ARC

ALTERNATINa

BIPOLAR AND MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS.
The Peer of Electrical Machinery.
TOWERS.

Stationary

and Counterbalanced Mastarms.

EVERY BUYER AND STATION MANAGER
SHOULD HAVE A COPY OF
"Electric Lighting Plants, Their Cost and

Cloth,

We

Solicit

Correspondence from the Entire

Operation."

Fjlfer,

$2.00.

Electrical

$1.00.

World.

Fort Wayne Electric Corporation
BRANCH OFFICES:
NEW YORK

CITY,

115 Broadway.

CHICAGO, 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA, 907 Filbert Street.
BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal Street.
PITTSBURGH, PA., 405 Times Building.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Kirk Building.

COLUMBUS,

O., 57

East State Street.

SAN FRANCISCO, Elec. Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson St.
NEW ORLEANS, LA., So. Elec. Mfg. & Supply Co.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., New York Life Bldg.
CINCINNATI, O., 208 Neave Bldg.
DALLAS, TEX,, Corner Main and Field Sts.

RICHMOND. VA.,
OMAHA, NEB.,

Chamber

of

Commerce.

104 Bee Building.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

JOHN

A.

CHICAGO, 173 Lake

St.

October

ROEBLING'S SONS

m

E3 3^ TP

o

3>a",

1894

CO.,

n^T- J".

25-27 Tremont

SAN FRANCISCO,

27,

St.

NEW YORK, 117 Liberty St.

MEISSNER'S RHEOSTAT "STAGE DIMMER.
Ineombnstible, Durable, Compact and Reasonable in Price.

For Continnoas and Alternating Currents, Plioto-ensravins and Theatrical

L'se.

Motor Starting Cylinders, Special Resistance Devices of All
Kinds, Annunciators, Switches, Etc.
FOB ILLUSTEATED DESCKIPIIVE CATALOGUE OF LATEST ELECTEICAL SPECIALTIES, WEITE TO

Westebn ELECTBicLiN.

please mention the

WASHINGTON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 205
Electric

Fan

Water Motor.
Current free as ll con
ectswllh any faucet.

Sample $6.00.
and relall.

and 207 So. Canal Street, CHICAGO.

>v

Storage

Alternating Current

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Bradbury-5tone Electric

bole-

Storage

sale

Lowell.

-

Co.,
.

ARC LAMPS.

ma...

TleBilgianoMIg.Ci)..

415 Water St..

BALTISIORE, MO.

BRONZE PUSH

The

BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

&

HuEBEL

Manger, 9Iannfactarer8,
286-290

Graham

for

Street,

Kester'95

IS

New Catalogue.
BEOOKLYN,

THE LAMP YOU HAVE
HOPED FOR.

N. Y.

It is

the only perfected Arc

Lamp

for the alternator, either high or low

WIRE AND CABLES.
Every Telephone
United States

and Gables.

Company

Ke-

riteistbeStandlosnlatioD,

any otber on

and

Oat

It

tbe

nsingKerkeWire

Last

Cnt

in

is

ard of Higti Grade
will

frequency.

GUSHING & MORSE.

Write

THE

Glass

Electrical

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr

F. P.

Chicago.

203 Broadway, New

GonstrDCtion
135

General Weotern Agents,

Eleotrlc l-lRlitiag

that

is

desired in an

for

pamphlet and prices to

LITTLE

Market.

tlie

St.,

all

Arc Lamp.

and

BEND FOB SAKFIiES AIW PRICES.

225 Dearborn

comprises

k

Sipply Company

SEN£CA STREET,

BUFFAT^o,

York.

nr.

T.

and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brueh Double Arc

Lamp Patents enstalned by
repeated decisions

o£0.

S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

CO.,

Agencies'in

—,
._^_

The

all large cittes.
Baasel! & Officer Electrical Constrnction Co., Denver, Col,

Bagnall &

Hillie,

Yokohama, Japan.

Office

and Works. Cor. Belden and Uason Sts.,

GI^EVKL^ND, OHIO.
I'

o

V

EVERY SATURDAY.

$3 per Annum.

CHICAGO,

XV.

Vol.

NOVEMBER

a
INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

SIMPLEX
Monadnock

Block.

ALBERT &

J.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

to

Lamp

it is

not necessary to give any thought to the queetion of the

or most "economteal age'' upon which some other manufaotttrers lay such great stress,
as we will guarantee that the Packard Lamp will maintain a

GOOD AVERAGE CANDLE POWER
high efficiency even if the life is carried away beyond a thoueand hours.
This is accomplished by a special process, and extra treatment, which is unJmown
and unused by other manufacturers, and is only another reason why you should

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All In Stock.
Man'f'd by

No. 18

1894.

In asing the Packard

at a

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

CHICAGO.

O cents per Copy.

SMASHING POINT"

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
"'^
SimplGx Electrical Company,
'*"'h.''r.'hixson
1137

3,

1

'6

New York k

Manufacturers:

343 Madison

Ohio Co., Warren, O.

St.,

Chicago.

Correspondence
Solicited.

293 A

St.,

MANUFACTUKER OP

WIRE^

INSfTLiATiSD BlaSCTRIG

Boston, Mass.

FLISXIBLE! OOBDfi^ and CABLES.

leoo

Send for
(Samples.

PARTRIDQE

and 30S arortb Third Street.

BEST OF ALL

CARBON GO.

".r

PHU^ADBIiPHLA, FA.

-

-

IS

aiade by J. H.

BITiriliSlIiIi

A

O'O.,

V6 Cortlandt St., Sfew Yorfc.

BeBt Conatractlon and Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Bellable. Size 6x2H, 60

ct9.

per Mik

LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

Accumulator Company,
SEB FAO-E

32

C. P. in bbl. lots,

Anchored

Fila-

mentRy. Lamp,

NEW

35c.

C. P. in bbl. lots,

IP P P
ID U. Ti

25c.

07

I

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &

"

ii

16

ELECTRICAL CO.

BEACON,

«

NEW YORK,
Offices:

PORCELAIN GOODS.
HEAD BOARDS,

INSULATORS,
BOSETTES,
BUSHINGS,
Hard

A. R.

At

tlie

World's Fair, CMoago.
Manufactured only by

JtIETBOPOI.ITASI EI.ECTRTC CO.,
186 and 183 Fifth Avenue,

JENNINGS. 317^«ermodj^lacoa^^ ^J ^QyiS
<^^0. T. MANSON,_^^^^

|y|0

W. H. HODGINS,
Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,
INSULATED

n'^w?o«W.

CO., '

871 The Rookery.

Chicago Office,
General Western Agents:

Insulator.

WANT TOUR TRADE.

rSfeHST^b^^^^R, }Bn,lnessMana.e«.

HIGHEST MEDAL

FROM ALL COMPETITORS

THE STANDARD PAINT

Glazed
I

Tool(

BRANCH BLOCKS,

RECEPTACLES,
TABLET BOARDS,

Porcelain—A Tiiorouglt
SEND FOE liOWEST QUOTATIONS.

Vitreous

i

MIDGET C. 0.,
MAIN BLOCKS,

CLEATS,

, Boston, Mass.
39 Cortlandt St.
PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale BIdg.
CHICAGO, 323 Dearborn St.

Headquarters, Irvington St

INCANDESCENT LAMP.
N. & C. Patents.

C/2Ui

2C.

WESTON

OHIOAQO, ILL.

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power Plants.

LIMITED,

SBtiiiaates

and DraTcingrs Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

New Yorkc

WIRES ANDCABLESp

KEPKBSENTATIVES.

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Utf.

.inLIANSCHOLL&OO.,

Candee Aerial Wires.

SCRANTON SUPPLY & MACH'Y CO.,

Manson

Protecting Tape.
Okonite Waterproof Tape.

CO.,

HOFF.VIAN-EUSSELL

THE BALL

tt

WOOD

-

CO..

-

126 Liberty St., N. Y. City.
82 Lake St., Chicago, III.

Scranton, Pa

COMPAIMY.

Builders of Improved Antomatio Cut-off Engines

BR4.NCa:ES: Chicago. Boston, PliiladelpUia, Plttsburgli, Minaeapolis, Cincinnati,
Kansas City, Omalia, I^ouisvilte, St. XiOUis, San Francisco, London and oo. America.

-

•

mmmmmw m\imihmui.mmimumm-^

j^^Eit^-r
Stern

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

HAVEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

Chicago Of&ca, Home Iub. Kldg., W. B. Pearson, Manager.
Geo. M. Keryon, Endicott Aroade.St. Pani,MiIUI.
SUvftrman, 707 Arch Se., Pnilatlelphi . Pa.
Jamea & CSompany, OhattanoOfla, Tmhl
ftoutheru Enyineerin£j Oj., Louieville, Ky.

&

EDDY

MOTORS
From, 1-2

SC.JP.

Upward*.

All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.,

Windsor, CONN,

M

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

November

3,

1894

THE ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTOR PROBLEM SOLVED.
Tfr^E;

MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM
A COMPLETE CENTRAL STATION SYSTEM
FOR SIMULTANEOUS LIGHT AND POWER.
Incandescent Lamps, Arc Lamps and Motors
Operated from the same Geoerator

Economically and

Eflaciently.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MONOCYCLIC SYSTEM:
WIRE which

the same
GENERATOR AND EVEN THE SAME TRANSFORMER.

It operates lights and motors, in parallel, on

unsolved problem of the alternating CURRENT motor. By the use of this system, alternating current motors may be operated which are
not only equal, but superior to continuous current
motors. They start under full load and even over load,
have a constant speed, are extremely simple and
absolutely reliable; and have neither commutator,
collector rings, brushes nor moving wires.

It SOLVES the hitherto

Low

tension underground networks

may be

carried only to the motors and resem-

It allows

Edison three wire system.

perfect operation of the whole system of gen-

whole lighting AND power station to be operated from three
BUS-BARS ONLY, THE THIRD INTERMEDIATE BUS-BAR BEING
erators in parallel and thereby enables the

FOR MOTOR SUPPLY.

by the use of two transformers, three
ANY OTHER TYPE OF ALTERNATING CURRENT MOTORS.

It will operate,

PHASE, QUARTER PHASE OR

operated on

the Edison three wire system and the largest part

It

difificulties

A

—

BETTER BALANCE is Secured and the network may be
EXTENDED UNLIMITEDLY.

ternations.

SIMPLE as the ordinary well-known alternating
It differs from it only in its ability to operate

SYSTEM.

high grade motors by means of a THIRD OR

the whole system, as all
caused by self induction or capacity are
eliminated.
Current may be transmitted over any distance, in consequence of its low frequency
7,200 al-

gives a perfect regulation of

OF COPPER expended IN FEEDERS ^AVED, as it is possible
to use high TENSION FEEDERS AND TRANSFORMERS.

It is as

is

bles the neutral wire of the

POWER

It is

operated with generators and transformers of an
hitherto unattained efficiency and regulation.

The generators and motors are both slow

speed.
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Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westingbouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Go.
Coppt-r,

Copper Wires.

Huebel

•&

:

& Wilcox Co.,

Creelman.

<k,

& Buerdorf.
Aonaaciator^.
Porter

^"i>

Kabcock

Co., D. E.,

it

S. Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Hoggson & Co

Huebel

J

BosweU

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

Co....

XTii

Auerbach-Wooivertoa Elec

I

xix

Homberger Elec.Mfg. Co.

.

Accumulator Co.

xiii

Co

HioeA Robertson

Frost Company... xiv

AmesA

Acenmalators.

xv

Hayden-liooker Mfg. Co

Muncie Elec. Mfg.
Ru^hmo^e, S. W.

CLASSIFIED LIST.

I

Creelman

-k

Helios Electric

Worts

Co

v\;

xiv

American Electric Co

Amencan

r.

Hart & Hegeman Manufacxvi
turing Co

Abeodroth A Root MfgCo. ssi

Allen Hussey Co

W.

Harrison,

LIST.

Co., H. W.
Co., Eugene.

Leffei

Smith,

A

S.

Co., Jas,

Morgan.

Mining Apparatus, Elec. Wire, Bare.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co

General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Go.
WestlnghouseELA Mfg. Co,

Motors.

Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric

GAG

Co.

Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

Elec. Mfg. Go.

Fontaine CrosBlng

A

El. Co,

'

Central Electric Go.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
NuttaUCo.,R. D.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.
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SCHEEFFER'S RECORDING

WATT-METER.
For AlternatiDS

Circnits.

No Commtator.

Registers Direct Actual

EASILY ADJUSTED.

No Brnshes,
Power Consumed.

ABSOLUTEIiY RELIABIiE.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.
Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOE ANY VOLTAGE.

Chicago Office, 1307 aianliattan Bnildi
Central Electric Co., f^eUinj; Agents.

.DIAMOND

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

ELECTRIC CO., Peoria,

III.

^
'CkM/z^ /Ff4

Do your armatures burn out?
Lt/v"n,aXZX_c>

course they do, unless your plant
tected by one of our

is

Of
pro-

AUTOMATIC LIMIT SWITCHES.

We afford

protection to any machine

generating or using electric current.
C..V'^L'>-

J

-C-'U.

You thought we could not break
alternating current, but

the

you see we can.

Write to

SWEET ELECTRIC AND MFG.

CO.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
F. A.

ESTEP.

J. B.

MoGINLET,

F. S.

MAETIN,

President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The largest and most prosperous street railway companies in the
country are using onr supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
MAYER, 600 Betz Bailding, PhUadelphla, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
WOOD. 180 Summer St., Boeton, Mass., New England States Sales Department
R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, III., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building. St. Jjouls, Mo
S. W. States Sales Department.
CHAS. A. CAVAGNA, Neave Building, Clnoinnatl, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
CHA9.
CHAS.

J.

N.

STANDARD

,

Vice-President.

Superintendent of Worka.

November

3,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

on a crowded
thoroughfare
where
of

is

gongs din

have
Feed Wires.

travel

congested, where the clang

their warnings,

and car-men

they can do to watch incautious

all

pedestrians, aiming to run as near schedule time

possible,

as

what kind of over-

head material, trolley wheels, bases,

would you recommend

We

etc.,

?

hardly admit that the question

is

open to debate, the only answer we can
think of

is

"the very best, gilt=edge, sen=
sible fixtures

Good material

cheaper than bad accidents.

is

(Paste this

Our

made."

stock of construction

up

for

handy reference.)

material, tools

and general supplies for Street Railways, Central
Stations and

Isolated

the largest and

(We

States.

Plants

we

most complete

believe

the

in

to

be

United

are not worrying .about the other

half of the world.)

We

will be pleased to give our best

attention to your orders.

Central Electric Company,
173-175

Adams

Street.

BRANCHES:
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City; Gate City Electric Co.

St. Louis;

GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit Supplies, Helios Arc Lamps, Wash°
ington Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats,

Samson

Batteries.

That's the
kind we

have to
sell.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

WESTEKN

November
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ELECTRIi; CO.

P

WESTERN ELECTRIC MULTIPOLAR MOTOR GEARED DIRECTLY TO ROOT BLOWER.

Arc and Incandesoenl Electric LigUing Apparatus
}

POWER 8ENERAT0RS AND MOTORS,
BIPOLAR,

(

MEDIUM SPEED.

MULTIPOLAR, SLOW SPEED

)

Both Slow Speed and Medium Speed,

November

3,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

A Brand New Arc Lamp.
THE A.-W. ARC UMP.
That burns on any
That

measures

from top

to

That

current.

i8

shadow what-

ever.

inches

bottom

casts no

(in-

That gives

the

maximum

cluding globe).
light distribution.

That has a
in the

life

open

of 25 hours

That

air.

jmMtJA):^wm^m^

gives

steady

an

light.

That throws light where you
want it— on the ground.

That keeps the arc

That feeds neither by

rack,

That

clockwork,

nor

clutch,

absolutely

feeds

stationary.

independent of

the magnet.
chain.

Simplicity and Durability of Gonstraction.

The Most Ornamental

Lamp

in the Market.

AUERBACH-WQOLVERTON ELECTRIC
Cable Building, Houston

St.

and Broadway,

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ALTERNATING GURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Higliest Efficiency Ever Obfained.

Sfandard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000 Lights.
I

TRANSFORMERS
To

i

!f

POTENTIAL

order for any purpose, voltage

SWITCHES,

or capacity.

ALTERNATING

Gomplete Switch Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGJMER ELECTRIC MTO.

CO.,

Plants.

st. lows, mo.

The New "Bergmann" Arc Lamps
For Constant Potential Circuits.

BETTER

than

BECAUSE

all others
THET HATE

No Adjusting Sprinfi;s and No Escapements
AND

Not Get Out

of

CONSEqCEIirTIiY CASf

Adjustment

or Fliclter or Stick.

Send lor Descriptive Circnlar of Direct and Alternating Current Lanip», Bla<Ie
Switches, Imported Carbons, Etc. Prices greatly rednced on everytliing.

THE LATEST
No. SG07
''Twin" Lamp.

IS

OUR NEW "TWIN" LAMP.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT
NEW YORK.

169 Atfams Street, CHICAGO.

S.

BERGMASN,

572

President.

By

all

to

CO.,

578 First Ave.,

NEW YORK.

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,000

Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
b

itteries for

£lectric Ijaunches,

for

Dental, Ser^ical

for

Complete Lighting and Poser Plants

which

and

Hedical Work,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

and workmanship.

ELECTRIC-POWER STORACE C0IIIIPANY/"'"'''%:;T.S%,r«"f'HEWYORK.

November

FBANK

3,

E.
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KIRBT,

R.

President.

HTJMFFREYS-BOBERTS,

EODOLPHUS FULLER,

Secretary and Manager.

FONTAINE GROSSING

&

Electrical

and Mechanical Engineer.

,

ELEGTRIGAL COMPANY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

FULLER DOUBLE-VOLTAGE DYNAMOS
(Suitable

I'or

any Three-Wire System),

Fuller Automatic Bi, or Multipolar

Dynamos and Motors,

Fuller Combination Fan -Motor for Ventilating,
In sizes

CHICAGO OFFICE, Dexter

Building,

84 Adams

from

18 inches to 90 inches diameter.

Works and Main

St.

Office,

DETROIT, MICH.

99

6i

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY

IS

THE CHEAPEST.

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

TRADE MARK*
Highe,t Award at the World-, ColumbMn Eipoaition, Chicago, 1893.

For

direct

TRADE MARK-

and altematinng current Arc Lamps are the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant and absolutely steady light.

SBND FOR NEW PRICE USTS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISINGER,

No. 38

^^^^

H,g^,,t

wan

,, ,^, ,^,„,^,, ooium
Eipoaition, Chicago, I893.

B£AV£R STREET, NEW YORK,
Sols IrrLporter for tlie XJnited. States,

We Want Western

Ca.ria.da.,

Etc.

Business.

lA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
Hanofactared in Sizes (lom

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Liglits,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

WORKS,

MULTIPHASE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

San Francisco,

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

Mobile.

Generators.
I,0I>0

VM. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Gliicago.

Light Alternator.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Lonis, Mo.

WESTERN

The

& C

C

ELECTRICIAN.
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Company
CDF^

Electric

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DTNAMOS.
Up to

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
Electric Motors,

General Office;

143 Liberty

Street.

NEW

Works:

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

(^HICAQO. 1030 and lOSl Hf nadnock Bnlldln?. BOSTON. 63 Oliver
rUIl.ADliL.HIA, 033 Arch St.
I ci.KTEt.ASiI>, Cuyahoga BuIIdine.

iiR;iKr'l¥
H KAJVl^u nVH'TOE'ia.i
o* riLlSH .

R. of N. J.

St.

Accumulator Company.
STORAGE BATTERIES
CENTRAL STATIONS
LIGHT AND POWER.
FOR

SUPPLYING

New Type

with Independent Plates which can be Easily

without interfering with Charge or Discharge.

No

Hours.
"I.

Nuts, Bolts or Screws.

Meets

Capacity

from

Examired

350

and

Replaced

12,000 Ampere

to

Requirements of Central Stations.

all

p." TYPE.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELEC TRIG LA UNCHES,
YACHT LIGHTING,
For any information regarding types

WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle
GANNETT & COMPANY,

St.,

Chicago,

of Cells, weights, dimensions, ca|)a,eities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27 Pine
PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE

III.

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

I.

I

oia

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY,
MARO

S.

CHAP.MAN,

THOMAS

Pres.

ELECTRIC WELDING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
SAFETY LAMPS.

PHONOGRAPHS,
ELE CTRO-PLA TING,

C.

PERKINS,

224
JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

IS Pine St.,

New

York.

CO.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Ciiestnut St.,
BUNCE,

St.,

Sec'y and Treas.

PHILADELPHIA.
TH. GONET,

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

HOLT GATES,
H, B.
Q. M.
S. N.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Li^htins:

by the following well-known and

reliable Contractors:

1140 Monadnock Building, Chicafo, Western Contractor.
OOHO & CO 303 Broadway, New York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and vicinity and New JeT8«y.
ANQIER & CO., 64 Federal St., Boston, Mass.: New England.
B LAK K, Elmira, New York: Northern and Western New York.
,

November

a

3.
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UMASCOTTE

w

Of Perfect Line Insulation and Greatest

Earning Capacity.

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABL£S

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

GENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

Electric Appliance Company,
WIRES AND CABLES

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Paranite Wires and Cables,

"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

AND REPRESENTING

NEW YORK

& OHIO COMPANY,

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMP;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warren,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRANSFORMER.

Ohio,

WIRES AND CABLES

WESTERN

W.

ELECTRICIAN.

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

8.

pS^^3

Discounts.

Switches

H3

DOOR SPRINGS,
FliOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

&

HuEBEL
The

Manger.

Graham

all otiier

Musical Records and Supjilies.
•ftX4»K.A4,:K BATTRKIE!^
Por OperatiuK Phonographs and Motors,
Also for

pay yon to get onr prices
Detroit, Micti.
BROWNLEE & CO.,

D. E.

St..

l.'>4

Chiraeo.

If

& COMPANY. 122

fl.KLIPSTEIN

:^T^'^

THIS CUT

The Only Clocks Used in the W.U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

sS Broa.d.-way,
Clocks Sold.
for

SIAUE

BY

Pearl St..

New

348-350
Dearborn

CO.,

HEW YOR-K.

York.

ILLINOIS ENGRAVING CO.,

CORRECTED HOURLY.

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK

Send

YORK-

fi-ee of lead and iron.
you want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

P. E. Dutcher Co.,
mll/WAUKEE, WIS.

<^°

NEW

^RaNJ^II'H Guaranteed 98/99% and

&

"P1S|

-

ForElectrical Purposes

castings made. The wrought Iron
castings are very desirable for electrical purposes.

^iocK

-

(EliECTBIC

III.

The strongest

NO WINDING.

CO.

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAND)

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

BOSW
ELL & CO.,
Lake

Steel and Wrought
Iron Castings.

1|

N. T.

HENBX A. BKED, Secretary and Manaser.

BO!4WE:LIi

WHITE OAK PINS.

EROOELYN,

conditions.

Central Electric Co.

EDISON PHONOGRAPHS.

PINE GROSS-ARMS,

Street,

Catalogue.

THE BEST GRADES OF
For under ground, under water, and

CHICAGO:

It will

J. A.

286-290

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

NORWAY

New

BOSTON, MASS.

Liberty St.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

for

UlanufHcturers,

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

AND BEST UESIGNS.

133 OLIVER STREET,
Elson & Brewster,

BUTTONS,

Siritchboards.

a^id

IiATEST

1894

WINDOW AND

CataloEie

and

3

BRONZE PUSH

Mk

II

NEW YORK:

November

St.,

Chicago.

hone Harrison 499.

t

Clocks Rented.

ENGRIVERS

Samples and Prices.

BT ALL PROCESSES.
A Specialty of

Wood

Engraving,

Half Tone Engraving,
Zinc Etcliiog and

F

>r

*rc l.isht and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS.

Designing,
Cuts Male on Sliort

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

Made from 8x10
for

w"oiR,m3:iiTa-T03sr
HENRY n.
R
Hfilini

WORTHINGTON
VniUlHUlUn,

¥»
York, 86 and 88 Liberty
Boston, 70 Kllby St.,

New

St..

&

PRICES BEA80NABLE.

Halske Co.

aQOy-iSS SCox-se

I'hiiadeiphii, eovArcnst.,
Cleveland. 24 south Waior St..
ChleaK.t. 185 t 189 Van Bureo St..
St.

Louts, KiEhtn and

St.

THIS

Charles

Z*^T7(7-ex*,

e:

St.

IS

Mice.

Photo.

Siemens

A

DOUBLE POLE

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Clilcago,

Coatecooii, P, Q.

III.

SNAP SWITCH,
Electric

MADE BY THE

BRTAIffT

SLBGTRIC
COMPANY,
EDWARD

R.GR.ER,

^^^^

Car - Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

OF HEAT.

f

Western Representatives.

Factory; Bridg^eport, Conn.
Sockets, Switches,

Cut

Out.", and Electrical Specialties. Good Goods
and Prompt Shipments,

In Practical Operation In Ilore
Than as I,eadlnE Cities In
IT.

S.

and Canada

,

November
Etqzse r.

3,
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W, A- Hathawax, Treas.

Phillips, Prest.

W. H. Sawteb,

Sec'y.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

is

manufacturlag

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efflSiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles a<i any oiber Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is alfo preparfd to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (i-jrnishing
evetyihing from ihe lelephone to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory i,>nts,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

WIRES.

FARADAY CABLES.

This company

A Compound Magneto Telephone

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIKE.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

YORK OFFICE, P, C. Ackennan, 10 Cortlandt Street.
MONTBHAL BBAXCH, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works

'

TELEPHONES!!

I.

RAILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY WIRE

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR

ELECTRICIAN.

THE

a Letter from the inspector of the Boston Fire Under

In

"A

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber nsed in insulating our Wires and Cables
dize or crack,

For Switchboard, Kailway and Motor nse, we mate all
Stranded and Flexible Wire and Cables with Ciark'a

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
and has met with universal favor.
Tooueands of miles of thi8 wire have been sold, and
the p.i3t nije years,

will

(s es-

and will not deteriorate, oxiremain flexible in extreme cold

We

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61 and

Western Agents,

63 Hampshire

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Herbert H. Eustis,

Henbt

a. Clark,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

sr-^>^"

CO.,

Prest. and Electrician

tSend for Catalogue.

III.

THE

^y^^i%i''f..^^ofs^

ConsoMatefl Electric Storaie Company,

TELEPHONE S'

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
OCUE
n\C/ii^'

and

Discounts for Quaotities.

are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, because
it always gives perfect satibfactlon.

L^XtV/of

Reli-

weather, and is not affected by heat.
We guarantee oar Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
pround or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other liret class Insulated Wire.
shall be plea9ed to mail Catalogues with Terms and

InFa'ation.

Chicago,

Thoroughly

every respect."

in

pecially chemiGally prepared,

aizes of

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

CO.,

539, 540 and 541 Slonadnook BIk.. Chicago, III

IIAYDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

Palmer Bros.

EDISON BUILDING. NEW YORK.
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

CMIANUS.COMK,

Manufacturers of

And

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric,

Pneumatic and Mechanical

2140 DeKalb
M. M.

Fall liine Always in Stock.

204 Fulton

St.,

New York.

kinds of

Doalers lu

Everything in the Battery Line.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
W. R. OSTRANDER &

all

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT CELLS,

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manager.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. T.

^^Send

for

New Catalogue.

Out August

lit.

WM/mmj
C/i

"^tefMen^

w-Meno-wi

#.tenna.

./c^^e^^,

i/ (^e^eis/iaa.

MANDFAOTUEEBS OF

DIRECT CURRENT MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS

@ GENERATORS.

These machines are constrncted with ootelde revolving armatures, without and with apeclal commutator, as deplred. They have proved remarkably efficlAut and econnmical. Use J largely
Slailous. They are slow-speed macbiuea, made for direct coooKCtion to engine without belting, iind In sizes from 2U H, P. to 1,500 H. P.

HieH-SPEJBU BEIiTED SI£3I£N8 UVIVA910S
Are copied extensively In this country as "Drum Type."
from 1 H. P. to 150 H. P.

ALTEKKATINC} AND
With laminated

field

and armature,

We

DiriiTIPJaAt^E

in sizes

from

1

SIElEENm
For direct and alternating current,

are building these machines In sizes

In

European Central

BAND liAHFS

for coaatant potential

and series machines.

SIEUENS ARC lilGUT CARBONS

CURRENT DYN^aiOS
With either solid or soft

H. P, to 4,000 H. P., for belted or direct coupling

corof.,

which are the most economical

aiOTORI^

Alili

Of every speed for direct, alternating or multiphase current, in sizes from 1-10 H. P. op to 4,000
Durable and economical in operation.

H

in the world

and give

a steady light.

INSTR1J9IENTS

Requisite for the reeulation of electric apparatus; also the Siemens Voltmeters and
Automatic devices made In Berlin.

P,

Ammeters and

GENERAL OFFICES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, CHICAGO.
Ne» Yoik Office,

Ciocinaaii Office, Perin Bui'ding.
Boston Office, 31 Milk Street.
Office, Dooly B:ock.
Troy. N. Y. Office, 43 Foil th St.
Orleans Office, 42 Union Street.
To'edo, Ohij, Office, 51S Summ ttSiie. t.

136 Liberty Stren.

Lake Ciiy

Salt

New

,

Der.vjr Office, 618 Bos-on Blcck.
Philadelpia Office, 531 Chtsti ut St.
Det o t, Midi Office 47 S ats Sire
,

Louis Office. B^nk of Commei-ce Building.
Buffalo, N, Y., Office, E i- Co. Bir k Building.
s n Francis o Office. 50S Ciiilorr,ia Strett.
Paul Oifice, 50 Gilfiilaa Block,
."^t.

t.

S".

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
MANUFAGTUEERS OF

"0. K."

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.
Cb icago A sents.
Electric Appliance CompaDy.

New York

Handsome
and 41 Cortlandt St.

Perfect Insulation.

Office.

39

Finish.
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StUwell's Patent Live Steai-FeedWaterPirlfler.

COMBINATION
AND ELECTRIC

Removes all
Boilers.

scale in Steam
Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&B1ERCEMF6.C0,
DAYTON, OHIO.

FIXTURES.

f;kv%\xxx\vvv\%xxv\%\\\\\\\\\\\\\\%\\\viL\\\^

Goods Only.

First-Class

GHIG&GO GENERAL FIXTURE
10!)

Impurities.

Entirely prevents

AdEDls Street,

ELECTRICITY

Cheap
|Trans=
I

CO.,

Iportation

CHICAGO.

...iiiiiiimiiL|

One -twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than

ELECTRICAL
SUPPLIES.

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

Courses in other trades,
all iQClndiog ihorough instruction In Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular sratiDf: Bnbject you wish to s'mly, lo The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences. Scranton, Pa.

other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

AMES & FROST COMPANY

....

.
I^'AXXViXX\^XX^XX^^XXXXXXXXXXXVkM\XXXXXXXl^

STUDY ELECTRICITY

AT HOME

Thorough InetrnctioD, with FEEE APPARATUS- Moderate terms.
DiDlomae awarded. Catalogue free. ^« ientlfic JUuchlnist Co.. 90-dl Atwat«r Bldg., ClevelaDd,0.

By onr correepondence method.

FOR

SALE— EXCITERS.

PATENTS
KNIFE SWITCHES. GOOD
eRA.\T IXSURKD.

Sixteen li K. W. WesUnghouse Letter
type "F," from 50 to 320 volts, with
rtieostat, good as new, condition guaranteed; SCO.

How many

GREGORY

CHAS..E.

^J|

do you want?

47-49 S. Jefferson

St.,

CO.,

Chicago

CHAS.

Jacksonville Gas

I

ight

J.M'KSONVILLE,

& Coke

COLBURN

'Position wanted by geotletnan wHo has
had lo years' experience as superintendent
of electric light, power and railway plants.

ibem irom coal p.le to safe.
Address ''Snpt,,"
75g Herry S'., Chxago.

PROPOSALS WANTED.
Sealed proposals for (>8 electric street lights for
the city of Monroe, Micbigao, for the year comlueocios January 1st next; bids to be opened November 'J6 Klgbt to i4-j*-ct all bids resei ved, and
security required from successful bidder.

Address

319 Chestnut

Co.,

*"

JOH\ STEIXEK.
City Clerk. Monroe, Jlich.

PHILADELPHIA, PA,

St.,

WesMniloii, D. C.
Manufacturer of

Telephone Bubb ns and Spark (Joils,
17 to "27 Vandewater St., New York,

The "New Era"
ELECTBIC

ELECTRIC MFG. CO
999 Main

St.,

Fitchburg,

GAS LIGHTERS.

Mass

Newly Improved.

MAyUFACTURERB OF

Are the only Klectric

madn that
are snccessf ally operated by the key.
liishters

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and

Which always indicates whether
the gas is on or off. Safe, reliable; will not fail to light;
h ve interchangeable Ptems;are
adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made In 5
slyles but all on the same general principle as style shown,

ELECTROPLATING

Our

('andlf. Billiard, Argaud.
A'ii'tO'- with Bide lever,

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.

little

is

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

a

wonder.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC

Are Necessary

Paul and Minneapolis

CO.,

Sole Manufacturers,
foi

102 Pearl

All-around
Station Economy

Messenger and Tele-

St

,

Boston. Mass.

Send for Circulars.

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John

phone Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
100 W. Washington

St..

Chicago

onnty of Ramsey— Oislriet Conrt, !$e) ond Jndicial
!$tate of llionpsota.

GOOCH,

SPLITOORF,

Established 1881

ASSIGNEE'S SALE.
St.

F.

J.

^rannfactnrers of liie:h-<^ra(le
fi^witrlies and Q»witchboardM,

ILI,.

WANTED.
Know

2.

& TWINING,

LARGE

Six Iron Towers, 120 feet high, for arc
Suitable for lighting cities and
lamps.
For
towns in the most economxal manner.
terms, etc., address

re-

ferences and advice free.

Send card for our new Catalo^e No

FOR SALE CHEAP.

30 Years' Prac ice

Procurfd.

Pamphlet,

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

Office,

S[.

<

l>istrict.
I/i

the matter of

iJie

aadgriment of \he

Paul and Minneapolis
TeUplione Company.

Mcsse7tg^.r

St.

artd

Notice is hereby given that ihe undersigned, the
assignee for the yt. Paul and Minneapolis Messenger and Telephone Company, a corporation, at his
office in the Manhattan Building, io tbe City of
St Paul, Minnesota, on the 14th day of N()vember,
A. D. 189i, at 10 o'clock in the morning of gaid day,
will sell to the highest bidder for ca?h ihprefor, all
the wire, messenger call boxes, batteries, office
furniture and fixtures, and all book accounts due
to said company, ^"aid sale being made subject to
approval by the District Court in and jor tbe

The above cut is
perfect balance,

of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head
handsome appearance Write for prices on

UEPAIKS

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

;

Large Commutators^ Searc

8.

Lamps and

W. RUSHMORE,

chises in the City of St Paul,

All colls alike

CKAiTK^I^ STATlOA

Station Dynamos.

'26

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

County of Bamsey, Minnesota.
Notice is also given Ihat the undersigned will
apply to the Di^trict Court in and for tha Coudly
of Bamsey, Minnesota, at a special term of said
court, to be held in the Ci'y of St. Paul. Mlncesota, on the 17th day of >'ovember, A D. 1894, at 10
o'clock in tbe forenoon on said flay or as soon
thereafter a^^ counsel can be heard,- for an order
confirming said sale.
Dated St. Paul. Minn.. Oct. 18, 1891.
ROBERT L. WINNE, Assignee.
A majority of the stock can be traoslt-rred at
above sale. Plant is now in operation and so can
be continued under one of the most valuable fran-

spiral system.

MEAVY

i

AND

MOTORS.

Direct Current,
Iron

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell
to

Dynamos

directly connected

any type of bigh speed engines.

For Lundell

Dvnamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior
For the

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN,

—si.oo.

AEMATURE NOTCHrNG

Conduit

& Insulation

44 Broad

St., N.

PRESS.

Presses. Punches, Shears,

Co.

I>r op- hammers
Y,

and

I>ies.

THE STILES & PARKER PRESS CO.

November

WESTERN

1894

3,

ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER
WHEEL.
—
Cylinder or Register Gate

Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to thia CELCBRATEI) AVATF.H
IVHRt^lj &9 particularly adapted lo thetr use, on account of its remarkably Hfeady motion,
high gpeeil aiHt ^rrat ettirienry anU laree oapaciiy forits diameter, being double

power ol mosf wheals of the same diameter. It is used by a
panies with [rreat Bfltifif action. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of ueefni effect gfuaranteed*
the

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

number
is

SEXh FOR CATALOGVE AND ^AHTMCUMjABS.
The accompanyinR engraving represents a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft
develop 3tj H. P. under 33 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end

to
to

disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horlzoatal sbaftB,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend tbem.

The

Slilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

•9
85

JOHN STREET, NE^W YORK,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other Law
SAL AMMONIAC. BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS,

FRICES

JLUr)

OTHER.

PLATINUM GRAPHITE
Por all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased,

BAKEB &

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kaliroad Ave., Newark, N. J.

REFILLED.
Sionx City Brass Works,
BIOl'X CITir,

Lightest Storage

over other cells?

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Specially suit-

description

ol

this

new

Bealstane*

HaaM

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

J.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

Battery

ed for electric launches, traction and lighting work. Write
for

firapUte Bods of
to tb« Ineh. Hrapblte Boxes and Omclblea, BesUtlne
of 4,000 Desreea. Inqnlrlea OladlF Answered.

IOWA

IN THE MARKET.
Embodies new featare that
fflve3 It a decided advantage

F^XJRKISHEilD.

SPECIAIiTIES

FOB KLKCTBICAIi USES;
Tarloiu Iienstba, ftom 1-S Ohm talOO Obms

IDS.

COMMUTATORS

ETC., ETC.

CHEERI^ULLY

IITrrORIvIA.TIOU

Cells,

ARC

r

By

E. A. DIEBKIIilj,

I

PHce, prepaid^ $1£0.

i76 Pages.

discovery.

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,
Storage Battery Mauufacturers,
2li-'2.M

W. Randolph

Agents wanted.

Neyer

Are Agin

St.,

Circuits,

For the use

Both Alternating and Direct.

CHICAGO.

a Success.

Every TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the
only device that will do the required work and not infringe In any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Oar device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of
Send for testimonial cirreceiver
culars, price list, etc.

BRADLEY &

NO MAN

Standard ''Ward"Lamps,$IO Each.
TWO

IN

SERIES ON

contemplating the erection of

I

10

of Electricians,

Engineers and Architects.

VOLTS.

an

electric light

plant can afford to be

WITHOUT

Globe and Resistance, $2. CO extra per lamp.

Electrician

IT.

PnWisMDg Company,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

CO.,

stone Street,
Bochester, M. V.

y,0, 11, 13

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.
Beware of Infringing or Dsing Infringing Instrnments.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — Tbe Peer of

All.

(its repatatlon as the
best Instrument ever constructed now fully eetabllshed) is the only instrnment in which the poicer
of the voice la increased; the only inetrumeot in
which the electric current is intensified by ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
No telephone can be
the xoice-ivave is reduced.
built with these wonderful advantages without the
use of a lever. The D'Unger Long- Distance Telephone Comnany has the sole and exclusive right to
use a lever in telephones — remember that.
These Instmmenta are supplied to ei'^hanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The lyUnger Long- Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this counAH persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

The D'Unger Telephone

Address

R. D'Unger, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

all letters to

NEW Arc Lamps
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.
Of

ENTIRELY

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

SPECIAL LAMPS OF ALL KINDS
W^KITE rs FOR CIBCriiARS.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
IMPORTED CORED
selling at

we

carbons, which

are

reduced prices.

USERS OF ARC LAMPS SHOULD WRITE US FOR PRICES.

IVORTH STAK POISITS
Ib the title of a book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee Ai Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested In the development of- the agricult
Ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, togetiier with an illustrated pamphle
telling ^'Where th9 Trout Hide" will be sent free
upon application to Geo. H. HeaSord, General Passenger Agent, **North Star Koute," Chicago, 111.

carbons and

Electric Construction

&

18 Cortlandt Street, New
(Established 18S1

Supply Co.,

2%c Standard Open Circutt Batteries of the World.

York.

Send for Cxrculak and Prices.

)

Wallace Electric Co., Agents, 307 Dearborn Street,

Chicago,

111.

THE

LEGLANGHE

Ill to 117 Cast

BATTERY
laut

St..

CO.

H. Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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,_^

.

Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

1^ _
^
THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

^^^^_

^.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

PORTER & BUERDORF.

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office ot
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies -will be mailed to any address on receipt ot twelve cents In postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

BALES AGENTS FOB

Artistic Slate

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

FOB
Switcli Boards,
Switch Bases,

_
Bbeostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,

lation of storage battery lighting plents a apecialty
*^1 qiiinc.r St., Chicago.

TO

3,

1S94

ANY

FIT

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees tiiese lamps from any taint ol
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

««j-;;^^
I

capacity.

h
)

^"'"Tnulm..

&

RonmNOS, Ko

Fuse Boxes and Bases,

And

All

for

I-^mP Bases,

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the fineet Vermont Slate, and flniBh
Dull Black.
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or aiarbleized.

OKDElSisi

Id

For any

electrical

Italian, Tenneftsee, and
Vermont Slarble.

filled

ELEOTKIOIAN PUBLISHINa COMPANY
6 Lakeside Bnildlng, Chicago.

DIexican Onyx and
Cirained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

book published

promptly on receipt of price.

slzee to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
8«Ui St, and Stewart AT8.,

39th

OHIOAGO.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES,
S and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

St.

The

Hoyt Standard Ammeteris and Voltmeters for I^amp

and

Meter

measurement on

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Alternating Cnrrents

are

now

ready for the market.

m94

Send for our
Catalogue which contalop
the above and other new inetrnments
of our manufacture.

The Only Snap Switch that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
Instrnment Co.,
PflNACOOK, W.H.

For Sale by All Supply Houses.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbroobe, P. Q., Can,

AQKNTS
HENRY

The Hart

&

Hegeman

KELLOGG,

F.

General Selling Agent.

Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New England): W. B. Soothgate &
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, ill Electric Appliance Co.
Oinoinoati, O. Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: California Electrical Works.
Toronto, Ont Toronto Electrical Works.
:

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

:

HARTFORD, CONN.

Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Rock, Ark. The Brown Elec. & Mach'ry Co

St. Louis,

Little

:

:

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
S^le

AXAX3.-u.factu.i^e3ris,

Grimsbaw White Gore and Raven Core Wires,

Grimsliaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered Gables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Compound

Yulca Bnsliings,
MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

all sizes,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constraction.
"ox-lx. Ixisu.lA.t;ecl VA/ Ir© OoxupoiTisr,
CHICAOO:
BOSTON:
SAN FRANCISCO:
(

:

New

I THE

BRANCHES:

York.

44

(78-82

FrankUn

Street.

134 Congress Street.

NATIONAL.

We make

simply a business proposition.

ments and make your own

tests.

102

99

Buy two sets of our instruthe way is open for more

If satisfactory

business, either in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Car head teleplio:,ii«H are largely used by Bell telephone operators.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

Sacramento Street.

November

3,

WESTERN

1894
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

Power

Electrical Engineer,

S.

The Allen-Hussey

Amstutz,

New

Electrical Devices Perfected for

Shop Construction.
TeBta, Plans, EatlmateB,

Snpervtaion and Expert Opinions.

Harrison

5«9 The Cuyahoga, Cleveland,©

The Consolidated Eng.

fications,

Co.,

Established 1889;

712.

Agents

Tel. 912.

Academy

,

Bids-,

Chicago.

St. L,oui8.

The Louis
and Contractors,

K.

for Ideal Engines.

1437-38 Slonadnock BIk., Chicago.

IHT ^^g
^Hl^ ^H^^
^^
K^W
W L^
^B^^
]H[

On

subjects
to any
address on receipt of price, postage

6 Lakeside Bulldlne,

-

^^F^
MmM

V^
^^^ '^P'WPV
aH
Btf

CHICACO.

Chicago, March

9,

This Certifies
"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"
IB.

and

TAT"

-SIS,

Consulting

1894.

marked

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
Moisture
"
"
0.13
It
"
"
"
Non-Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
0.31
Organic Matter
I find the

81 Clark Street.

42,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSATEB,
Room

Co.,

Electrical Engineers
and Contractors,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.

Analytical

Comstock

Co.,

Deaignerg and Btiildera of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Rallwayf, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
St. lioals.
821 Pine Street, Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treaa.
Thomas V. Hall. Vice-Preet and Secy.
Jobn A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

0" .

e)

irniii 3tU6.

Manufacturers* Agents,

Incorporated

b. s. (e.

1627 Honadnock Bldg.,
Telophone

Sinclair,

Electrical EDgineers

»l» aiedinah Bldg Chicago.

1S9J.

&

Goltz

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Superintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Turner Bnllding,

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light and power conBtruction, incandescent light wiring; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator, burglar alarm, electric bell
eystems, etc. Estimates famished from architects'' and engineers' specifications.
Telephone,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

William D.

aonanltatlons. Reports, Estimatee, Plans, Speci-

Anditorium Tower, Chicago.

574-5TG Bookery, Chicaso.

m. Am. soo.m.e.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Sta-

tions.

N.

H. Bryan,

Expert and

Consulting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Bailwaya and

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e.,

The Non-Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumlra.

IIS"Prices on application.

Signed

.J.

B.

WEIS.

•9

MICA
Eugene Munsell & Co.
218 WATER ST.. N. Y.
W.
10

H- Sai.S.

Uke Sdeel. Chlcaeo.

CUT .NO UNCUT
• India

and Amber

-

Stamped Solid Sheet
•NO

SEOmENTS
RHEOSTAT
.

^°'

for

TAPER RINGS,
TUBES SEGMENTS,
TROUGHS.

rilCANlTE

PLATES, CLOTH, &c.
CMogu.

W.S. EDWARDS MFG. CO.,

Mica Insulator Co.

.nj P rlie.

^^ WATER

ACCNTS WITM PULL STOCKS ON hand:
E. S. Beach & Co
Sinclair Randall.
A. S Pabtbidge.
B'k Commerce Bd'c.SuUuls. 59 W, 4thSt.ClnclnnAU. i« SLClalr Sl. Qevetani).
.

MANUFAOTUBEKS OF

ST.. N. Y.

J;,*- *?'G"'^ * *-°
»
6a8 Market Sl. San Francisco
"

,

ELECTROLIERS,

TISLlEl

Combination Fixtures,

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

Electric

and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

CO..

LOW

PRICES.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

fOB THE-

BIHDERS*"r^zlt±"'''

21 and 23 E. Lake St. Chicago.

GLEASON'S STANDARD FIXTURE CUT-OUTS, ETC., .ETC.
GLEASON'S LIGHTING-BUG CUT-OUT.

(Without Cover.)

PRICES

FULL SIZE CUT

{When

SUBJECT
TO

\m\m

Lihtin^-Bu^ Cul-Out,
REGULAR

with porcelain cover.

Smallest Covered Solid Porcelain Cut-Out

on the Market.
Enlarged cut showing construction of Gleason's Porcelain LlghtlngBuK Cut-Out covered w )th porcelain.

cts.,

in Porcelain.

Closed)

OF
Gleisfis's

Price Each 10

Priee Each, Complete, 23}

DISCOUNT.

FIXTURE WIRE

SEPARATE FROM FUSE WIRE
WHILE ON SAME BINDING POST.
Best and Smallest Cut-Out Made.

E. P.

GLEASON MFG.
"

cts, JAst,

Ohicaqo Office:
91 DEARBORN ST.
Manager.

F. L. JpmrsON,

I

to

CO.,

189 Mercer St.,

COR. HOUSTON

NEW YORK

ST.,

CITY.

WESTERN

Now

ELECTRICIAN.

No .ember

Now

READY!

3,
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READY!

Tbe TelepboDe Hand-Book.
By HEIRBEIRT^ LAWS WKBB.
138 lUnstratlons.

146 Pages.

Hand-book

Cloth.

ductor.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

48

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

30

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

Size.

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent OfBce no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
it
was proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
I'or a patent, and his application was thrown out.
A
'patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

In the D'Arsonval receiver a curved peris used, one pole of which terminates

manent magnet

•

FIGS.

'

AUD

28.

D'ARSONVAL RECEIVER.

in a soft iron polepiece that serves as the core of tlie
coil, and the other in an iron box, or cylinder, that

BERLINER'S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.

44.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner -and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of batterj' telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-

mercadier's bi-telephone. T T receivMAGNET, E NUT, R STEEL
CLAMPING R TO T', d d' METAL
A
COLLAR CLAMPING 1'TO RECEIVER CASE,
//terminals of COIL a CONNECTING
SCREW, C SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOP. EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. Tlie two poles are magnetically insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part of which the diaphragm is

FIG. 29.

V

SPRING,
ers,
STRIP,
SCREW

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.
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Recent improvementB made in the New American Tnrbine have
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THE STANLEY
Two-Phase System of Alternating Apparatus,
The first and only complete and perfected system by which
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and power

can be supplied from the same generator. Power transmission and distribution
made practical and commercially successful.
The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in startIn construction and operation the entire system is much
ing torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in
other, either direct or alternating.
The superior efficiency of the generator is in itself a the manner in which they take current in proportion to their
load, and in the uniformity of speed under the different conhandsome profit to any station.
more simple than any

ditions of load.

without the loss of energy
Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the
involved by compounding or compensating.
The usual sources of trouble and expense in generators greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders
have been entirely eliminated from the Stanley; i.e. the revolv- promptly, and carry a full stock of transformers in Chicago.
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ALBERT & J. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.
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DYNAMOS
Adams

Forged Iron.

E. C.

Motors
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Ohio Co., Warren, O.
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-
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PHIEiADKIiFHIA, PA.

-
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i
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76 Cortlandt St., Kew York.
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eta,

per Mlk.

LIBERAL DISCODNTS.

E. K. Harding, Agent, The Rookery, Chicago.

Accumulator Company,
SSS
9f

ii
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32

C. P. in bbl, lots,

C. P. in bbl. lots,

IC P
P
ID Ui fi

25c.

NEW

35c.

BEACON,

INCI^NDESCENT LAMP.

Anchored Fila- Q"? #i
ment Ry. Lamp, ClZut
'

N.

&

FJLO-S

12C-

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &
ELECTRICAL CO.

I

Headquarters, Irvington St

,

Boston, Mass.

NEW YORK,
Offices:

J,

39 Cortlandt St.
PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale Bldg.

CHICAGO,

C. Patents

323 Dearborn

St.

Send for

PARTRIDGE

Took HIGHEST MEDAL

T CARBON

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World's

Fair, Chicago.

Manufactured only by

THE STANDARD PAIKT
Chicago Office,
General Western Agents:

CO., '

Tbwxokk.

871 The Bookery.

WILLABDL.OANDEE, ) I,,., „.,,„.. .
B.DDBANTOHEEVEE, {^^'"^''"'""'Bers.

GEO.

T.

MANSON,

Wires ind Gables.

Secretary.

FREDERICK S. MINOTT,

yw>

Factory and Offices:

CIucago> MetropoUtan Electric Co..

186-188 Fifth Ave.

New Yorks

INSULATED

WIRES ALDCABLES,
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

WESTON

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.
Complete Power Plants.

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.
OI(onite Waterproof Tapi,

Estimates and Draivms:* Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAIMTED POST, M. Y.

BBiNCHES: Chicago. Boston, Pliiladelphia, Pittsburgb, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
Kansas Oily, Omaha, LouisTllle, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and so. Americ u

Electric

General Manager.

BKANCHES:
w^w^.^^n, n
H. L. Burdick, Mgr. RRISTnL R I.
New Tork Office. 487 Broadway,
•
UlllCF I Wi-j
San Francisco, 577 and 579 Market St.

THE QKONITE COMPANY, L»im
13 Park Row,

India

Rubber Co.'s

GHIOAQO, ILL-

W. H. HODQINS,

Clen'l Snpt.

CO.

National

ai£TAOPOIilTA]V EX^ECTBTC CO.,
186 and 188 Fifth Avenue,

Samples.

CO.,

KEPKBSENTATI\ ES.

House Goods.

I'e Liberty St N Y City.
ICTLIlNbCHOLLiOO
OluoaffO, 111.
S2 Laie bt
HOFF^^A^ EUSbELLGO
Si-ranton, Pa.
SCKAHTON SUPPLt L MAGH Y 00
,

,

strictly

FIRST Class in Conand Finish.

struction

latest catalogue? If not send your
Business Card for copy.

Have you our

The Holizer-Cabot Electric Co.
BOSTON, MASS.
New York Office, 114= Liberty Street.

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

H^VEMEYER BUILDING, NEW YORK.

EDDY

MOTORS

From, 1-2 B. P. Upwara».
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Mepresented.
ELECTRIC iWIFC. CO., WINDSOR, CONN
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CONSTANT CURRENT

CIRCUITS,

(THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.)
AS A SERIES SYSTEM
OF ARC LIGHTING
IT HAS NEVER BEEN
SURPASSED.

THE REPUTATION
OF THIS
SYSTEM IS FULLY
ESTABL'SHEO
THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD.

STANDS NOW AS
EVER THE
FIRST and FOREMOST.
IT

-OR

CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.
INCtNDESCENT. POWER. RtlLVIHY and ALTERNtTIHG.

THOMSON
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ARC LAMP.

This most recent development in the Arc Lighting field has already proved that a really good thing
is never neglected. The success of this, lamp has
been phenomenal, and it can now be found on incandescent circuits both direct and alternating, power
and railway circuits, operating with absolute sat-

^-tfSB BiSSflitaBBW "^^^v

isfaction.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUES.

\f

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

f

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES:

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Ma=s., l8o Suoimer Street,
New Ycrk, N. Y., 44 B oad Strtet.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 Wes. Fay^ t e S:ieet.
Buffalo, N. Y., Eric County Savi gs Bank Building.
Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Streit.
Piitsburg, Pa., 425 Wood Stree'.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German Stre:t.

For

all

A

lanta, Ga,,

Equi ab!e Building.

C.i-cinia i. Oh o, 264 W. Fourih St eet.
Cleveland Oaio, sioCuyahrga Building.

M ch., 13 Rowland Street.
111., Monadoock Bui ding.
Omaha. Neb., 3:9 South Street.
Kaosas Ci y. Mo., New York Life Boildiog.

Dttroit,

Chicago,

N. Y.
St.

Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.

Dallas, Tex., Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denier, Colo., 505 Sixteenth Street.

San F.ancisco,

Cal., 15 First Street.
Helena, Mont., Elect, ic Bui:dirg.
Portland, Ore., Front and Arkeoy Streets.
Stattle, Washington, Bailey Bnilcirg.

basiaess outside the United States and Canada— Foreign Uepartment, Behenectady, SI. Y., and 44 Bread Street Neir
For Canada— Canadian Oenerai Electric Co., I^td., Toronto, Canada.
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Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascke A Creelman.
Haydea-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.

Belting,

Standard Paint Co

Co

Construction

Electric

viii

Insulated Wire

i

Mfg. Co

S.

i

National Tel. Mfg. Co,...

Splltdorf, C. F....

Edwards, W.

xiv

National India Rubber Co.

Siemens

and Mech. Engineers..
O'Unger Long

xvii
A Co
xvii
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co
MunseU&Co.,Eugene....

National Conduit Mfg, Co.

[1

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

Diamond

Miamisburg Electric Co.

i

Morris, Tasker

Shultz Belting

Directory, Principal Elec.

Dixon Crucible

xii

. .

F

xii

Electric

xix

Co., J. H...

Moore, Alfred

Rushmore,

& Manu-

facturing

Deino

A

Copper Wires.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

Accumulator Co.

xiii

Phosnix Glass Co

Consolidated Car-Heating

Cushing

W.
Batteries and Jars.

Partridge Carbon Co

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co....

Comstock

Afmatnrf^ Winders.

P.,

McEwenMfg.

Partrick

Clark Electric Co

Clonbrock

xii

xiii

Electrical
Supply Co.... x

P.

New York

Buckeye Electric Co
Co., J.

Lii^nt, Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

xvili

James

Co.,

Miamisburg Electric Co

Electric

Co.,

Arc

Mather ElectricCo

Co., D. E.

&

A

xxii

Storage Co

Bunnell

vi

LeclancheBattery Co.,The.

Const.

Brad bury- Stone

llrjan,

Rushmore, S. AV.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Bushiiiore, S.

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

<k.

xviii

A.&Co

xir

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

&

X

BatterjCo

Little,

Brownlee

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General luo'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
La Rocne Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

i

W

Brownell

C A C

Co..

Large A Twining

Co

E. G.

Leffel

Bradley

.Vuerbach-Woolverton El.Co.

i

BiK Four Route

Brill Co.,

Carter Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc JLampR.

La Roche Electric Wks...

Co

A

Partrick

i

A Ins.Co.xxil

W

Bishop Guttapercha Co....

it

Huebel it Manger.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.

xiii

Johns Manufacturing

Klipstein.

Bernstein Electric Co

Boswell

x

Kartavert Mfg. Co

Wm. D
A Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

Ball,

Ball

BlissCo.,E.

Central Electric Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Applisnce Co.

Engraving Co

Interior Conduit

1

i Co

The

Annnociator^.

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

Co

Bernard,

Boswell A Co., D. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

xiii

HuebeKt Manger

xv
sv

Electrical

vii

i

Auerbach-Wooiverton Elec.

Baker

Grant

Hornberger Elec.Mfg. Co.
. .

.

Arnold, B. J

Babcock

vi

Electric Co....

S.,

I

xi

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

s^

Amstuiz, N. S

W.

-

i

Fibre.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Accumulator Co.

Co

HineA; Robertson Co

xii

.

Co., J

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

LIST.

AcrnraolatOTs.

xii

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co

—

CUSSIFIED

|

Creelman

Helios Electric

Works

Ames &

A

Haschke

xv

Allen-Hassey Co

American Electric Co

a Co

P.

Hart & Hegeman Manufacxvi
turing Co

Abecdroih ARoot MfgCo. lis

Accumulator Co

W.

Harrison,

LIST.

Electric Co.

A

LeSfei

A

Co., Jas.

Smith. S. Morgan.
W^ire, Bare.

Anderson, Albert A J. M
Bishop Gutta Percha Co

'

Central Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Fontaine Crossing

Standard Paint Go.

W^ater Wheels.

EI. Co.

Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
NuttaliCo., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebllng's Sons Co., J. a.
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regarding our

LIMIT SWITCH.
We

knew that every one having electrical apparatus needed one or more
of our Circuit Breakers, or we would not have started to manufacture them, but
we did not anticipate the fact that there was the demand for them that there is.
But

people are not slow to catch on to a good thing when they see
Write us and see what we can do for you.

electrical

it.

S'HTEEX ELECTRIC axzo:
<& WLTCr
ca-xi.j^zia'i> H.-A.-E'ijos,

REMOVAL NOTICE!

LAMPS

Electric Improvement Co. have removed their office
factory building, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St., PhlJa
Convenient to Germantown Junction on Penna R. R and
delphia, Pa.
Tioga Station on the Phila. & Reading R. R. Can also be reached by
loth St. Trolley Line.

The United

and works

to

FOR

new

I

,

Circuits,

Both Alternating and Direct.

Standard ''Ward" Lainps,$ 10 Each
TWO IN SERIES ON 10 VOLTS.
I

Globe and Resistance, S2.00 extra per lamp.

iL

Complete

Liine

NEW Arc Lamps.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.
Of

ENTIRELY

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

SPECIAL LAMPS OF ALL KINDS.
"WRITE rs FOR CIRCUI.ARS.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
IMPORTED CORED
Our increased facilities will enable us to carry in stock for prompt
delivery Alternating Current Generators, Direct Current Apparatus for
lighting and transmission of power, and Improved Long Distance Series
Incandescent Apparatus; also a full line of Series Incande-cent Lamps of
improved manufacture.

The United Electric Improvement
St.,

reduced

are

USERS OF ARC LAMPS SHOULD WRITE US FOR PRICES.

&

Supply Co.,

18 Cortlandt Street, New York.
(Established 1881.)

Co.,

Philadelphia.

we

prices.

Electric Construction

Correspondence Solicited.

Allegheny Ave. and 19th

selling at

carbons and

carbons, which

Wallace Electric Co.,

Agents,

307 Dearborn

Street,

Cliicago,

F. A.

ESTEP.

J. B.

McQINLEY,

F. S.

MAKTD!,

III.

President and Treasurer.

R. 0.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

MANnFAOTUEERS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The lin>ee8t and most prosperous street railway companies in the
country are using: our supplies, and they prefer them lo all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspundeace solicited.

-M]*.,

CHAS. J. MATER, 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New Eogland States Sales Department
STANDARD H'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnocb Block, Ohicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Baoh ot Commerce RnildlnR. St. Ix)ui^, Mo
8. W. States Sales Department.
OHAS. A. OAVAaNA, Neare Building, Clnc^naatl, Ohio, OeDtml States Sales Department.
,

Vlce-President-

Superintendent of Works.
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Doing business

..^is bears."

quite"

/bonest

him befo^
any time and submit its'

'•—-...^

men

at

—^ meet

of the

United States, we

/^ntioQ to their judgment.

THE BACE BETWEEN CHICAGO AND NEW
YORK
The New York World 13 truthful and conscientious enough to admit that at last Chicago has beaten Xew York in the contest for
first rank in voters and population.
In other
admits that Chicago is the metropolis of the United States and that New York
takes second place. After making the admiswords,

are enabled to se-

cure advantages for our customers in

many ways

possible with establishments in smaller

The

not

cities.

railway and shipping facilities of Chicago are

it

tenders its congratulations in
lowmg graceful fashion
sion

in the metropolis

it

unsurpassed;

rapid transaction of business.

That Chicago has achiovod tbis result by consolidating the torritory and population that oatatally belongs to it does not detract from its
credit. That the greater Chicago is bigger than
the smaller New York is a reflection upon our
sagacity, p4iblic spirit, and entprpriso, not a reflection upon the methods of the mighty metropolis of the West. Upoa tho basis oi this year's
registration the newspapers of Chicago claim
a population of 2. 175,732. This is indeed a m.arvelous showing. It 15 one of which all Americans
have reason to be proud, even as they were propd
of that sreatost and most beautiful of Chicago's
achievements, tho White City of tho World's
Fair.

The only way out of this predicament is
now being canvassed by the excited NewYorkers.

It

contemplates the annexation of

It is
Brooklyn and other outlying areas.
questionable, however, whether Brooklyn will
be in a hurry to be absorbed by its neighbor
The Brook lynites
acroiis the big bridge.
know well enough that it would only put otf
the question of supremacy for a short time.
They have no overwconLng desire to sacrifice
themselves and lose their municipal identity
for the glorification of New York. They know
well enough it is useless to conceal' the fact
that Chicago is destined to be the London of
America.of which New York will be the highly

respectable Liverpool.

New

influences are in the direction of the

all

the fol-

Not alone
Chicago

will

distribution

the

point

country,

manufacturing and financial interests

in

lead,

of

but also

the manufacture and

in

Electrical

Supplies.

Electric

Railway

great

To

this

Systems

central

of

the

marvelous Power Plants, the thriving

the

Central Stations in every

city, village

and hamlet, must

look for their general supplies.

We
the

congratulate ourselves that

we

that

field,

we

already here.

are

the advantages under which

we

are early in

We

labor and

we

recognize
are ready

to share with you.

Y'ork will be the

port for Chicago, and* Chicago

will

be

What we want

the

great central point to which Denver, Pittsburg. St. Louis, Louisville, Cleveland, Min-

is

orders.

neapolis, St. Paul, and other feeders will send

goods for

their

The agricultural prodWest must come here. Cni-

sale.

ucts of the great

be the great manufacturing center,
thus still further increasing its great population.
Its factories and shops wilt be hives of

cago

will

industry",

inginen.

It

with thousands of workwill be the great railroad center

As the most accessible
country thousands will be attracted hero by the extraordinary inducements offered them.
All these influences
will tend not only to a phenomenal increase
of population, but to a cor responding increase
of

the

point

in

the

it must
be the commerand financial center of America.
The New-Yorkers feel this, but nothing
can tempt them to admit it. The Brooklyn-

Hence

cial, industrial,

know

it.

Meanwhile

tented with the situatinn.

Chicago
It

knows

is

con-

that

it is

today the metropolis of the United States, but
it is not proud or
vainglorious on tliat account, nor is it inclined to exalt Itself at the
expense of New York. It harbors no jealousies and cherishes no envy of the late
metropolis. It even hopes that the NewYorkers may annex all that they want, so
that Chicago may have a good, fair and square
race with i^hat city. Tho outcome of such a
race

is

Trolley Wire

Clamp

is

a

or

made

to

either

fit

continent.

of :vealth.

ites

new

This

swarmmg

8

in.

/e

them

furnish

We

stud.

in.

in

bronze or

They hold

malleable iron.

the wire with a grip that

nothing
strain

offer

in

the

way

can loosen.

of a

They

no obstruction to the

passage

of

the

wheel,

hence no jumping or

inevitable.

POPULIST CANDIDATES FOR CONGEESS.
Following are the names of the Populist
candidates fc,,-^Congress in this county, and
io great question of protec-

sparking.

No bolts

or

screws.

Central Electric Company,
173-176
BRANCHES:
Southern Electrical Supply Co.
Kansas City: Gate City Electric Co.

St. Louis:

Adams

St.,

CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS

Okonite Wires, Interior Conduit Supplies, Helios Arc Lamps, Washington Carbons, Carpenter Enamel Rheostats,

Samson

Batteries.
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Alternating Arc

iSg

lo,

Lamp

For Street Lighting
New Alternating Lamp 900 c. p 7 amperes at
38 volts or 4j^ amperes at 50 volts, 3^ amperes
,

at

100 volts.

16

c. p.

It

consumes the energy of

incandescent lamps.

ing lamp

is

A

3^

small alternat-

only possible with a reflector plate.

Low

Potential Direct Current

Lamps

We

have just completed a new direct current
lamp which we guarantee will not SEE=SAW.
The mechanism is entirely novel. By means of
this arrangement the most troublesome feature
in
No.

10.

Lamp, either 12 or 11 honr.
to be naed in coonectioa with
Special 33 Volt TranaformeT.

street

vyrite

xis

running lamps

in

series

is

eliminated.

for Frices a^nd. Discoijints

Eastern Agents:

STAIfLEY ELECTRIC MFG.

Western Agents:

CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO.. Chicago, lU.
ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louie, Mo.
GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO.,

CO., Pittsfield, Mass.

No.
Inside 7

13.

Ampere

7

Hour Lamp.

Souttiwesteni Agents;
New York City Agents:

Tandam and Greenwich

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC

Streets,

CO., Denver, Col.,

New Mexico.
MACHINERY SUPPLY CO., Los

Afeents for Colorado, Utah,

Wyoming

and

Angeles, Gal.,

Agents lor Lower California and

Arizona.

Agents for Canada:

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

PHILADELPHIA,

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

We Want Western

PA.

Business.

lA ROCHE ALTERNATOKS.
Manafactared in Sizes trom

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PHILiDELPfllA, PA.

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

York,
Boston.

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

San Francisco,
Chicago.
SI. Louis,

Pittsburg,

IMobile.

Gener tors
1,000 JLight Alternator.

VM. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St.,

GUcago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

November
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Company

Electric

CDI^

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street,

NEW

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Works:

YORK.

loeo and 1021 Mcnadnork Bnlldine'. BOSTON. 63 Oliver
iiii*ir<¥¥ nwt.^wrtf^.i'KlfA^^O.
HKini^H
w**»»-KS.jj,j^^^j,j^^juj,^ inyahoaa Building. I'HIl.AlUll.HIA, «33 Arcli St.

Ve

h

R. of N. J.

l^t.

Here at Last

TO GET YOUR ORDER FOR

SWITCHES,

SWITCH BOARDS,
TABLET BOARDS
u^sa-JD

MAIN LINE CDT-DUTS.
A FULL LINE
OF

SAMPLES AND PLANS CAN BE SEEN AT

OUR BRANCH

OFFICE,

807 MEDINAH TEMPLE,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Send card and we will be pleased
call on you with samples.

to

ASK FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

J.

GRANT HIGH

&

CO, 123

N.

3(1

St, Philad&lphia.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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ALTERNATING CURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Obtained.

Standard Sizes, 5

TRANSFORMERS
To

Ligiits to

2,000

Liglits.

POTENTIAL

order for any purpose, voltage

SWITCHES,

or capacity.

ALTERNATING

Complete Switch Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAONEB ELECTRIC MFO. CO.,

Plants.

st. lodis, mo.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

A£a.3a-ULfa.ctu.3:rex>»y

Griisbaw WMte Gore and Raven Gore Wires,

Grimsbaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Gables,

GompetitioD Line Wires, Grimsbaw Tapes and SpliciDg Componnd,

Ynlca Bnsbings,

all

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constractlon.

sizes,

M4IN OFFICE:
13-17

CortUodt

Street,

1

BRANCHES:

York.

(

78-82

FrankUn

SAN FEANCISCO:

BOSTON:

CHICAGO:

(

New

13i Congress Street.

Street.

^"NATIONAL
We

102

Sacramento Street.

99

make simply a business propositioD. Buy two sets of our
make your own tests. If satisfactory the way is open

instruments and
for

more business, either

in telephones or

Our head telephones are largely used by
The "NATIONAL" is in use ai the U. S.

switchboards for exchanges.

Bell telephone operators.

Military

Academy, West

Point, N. Y.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W) Atlantic Avenue,

GO,,

Boston, Mass.

By

all

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE^ BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from 10

to 10,000

Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric liaunchcs,

for

Dental, Snrgical

for

which

and

Medical Work,

Complete Lighting and Power Plants installed as reasonably as consistent with

ELEGTRIG-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

Room

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

first-class

material and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

November

i6,
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Accumulator Company.
STORAGE

BATTERIES

^^^CENTRAL

STATIONS
LIGHT AND POWER.
SUPPLYING

New Type with Independent Plates which can be Easily Examined and Replaced without interfering with Charge or Discharge.
Capacity from 350 to 12,000 Ampere Hours.
No Nuts, Bolts
or

Screws.

Meets

all

Requirements of Central Stations.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELECTRO-PLA TING,
ELEC TRIC LA UNCHES,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
YACHT LIGHTING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
PHONOGRAPHS,
SAFETY LAMPS.
For any information regarding types

WM. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Chicago,

of Cells, weights, dimensions, capacities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27 Pine St., New
PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.,

III.

GANNETT & COMPANY,

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

1.

I

OH.

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY^

York.

18 Pine St., San Frdncisco, Cal.

224 Chestnut

St.,

PHILADELPHIA.

i^ ]3FRi^i^i=> r^E^^uy

THE

i.-W.

ARC LAMP.
That gives the maximum

That burns on any

current.

That measures 18 inches from top
bottom (including globe).

That has a
open air.

life

of 25

hours

in

That

to

gives

an

absolutely

it

— on

light

the

where you want

the ground.

That feeds neither by

rack,

That keeps the

Mmm'M^mw^^

arc stationary.

casts

of the

mag-

net.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY
CONSTRUCTION.

clutch,

clockwork, nor chain.

That

steady

light.

That feeds independent

That throws

light dis-

tribution.

THE MOST ORNAMENTAL LAMP
THE MARKET.

no shadow whatever.

OF
IN

y
^'

ELECTRIC
AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON NEW
YORK
Cable Building-, Houston

St.

and Broadway,

CITT.

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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The Only Clocks Used in theW. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

SNOW FLIES

NO WINDIN C. CORRECT ED HOURLY.

very desirable to placn nil of your lioeB in first-class shape and
make yonr winter estensione ae far as they can be calculated uponWe are in a position to assist you in this direction by shipping all
orders for line material promptly, and furnishing the
It is

GREAT

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK CO.,
'1^^' sS Broad-Bray, HEW" YORK:.

ONLY

AND

<^°

'^'^ocK

SAMSON SPOT CORD

SEND FOR
SAMPLES
AND

"O. K." Weatherproof Wire, which ia now the univereally accepted
standard of weatherproof insulation. Remember us also on

Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.

PRICES

PACKARD

PARANITE

»a

WIRES

LAMPS and TfiANSFORMERS.

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,

VULCABESTON,

ELECTEIG APPLIANCE COMPANY,
244 3IAI>II«OK ST., CHICASO.

EliECTKIOAL, srPPI.IES.

BOSTON, MASS.

and CABLES.

Field

Magnet Spools,

Bushings,

Gontrollar

Pieces,

Etc.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

la^wXtcsti.-'^cya.rcl.mt.

NORWAY PINE CROSS-ARMS.
WHITE OAK PINS.
pay you
BROWNLEE & CO.,
It will

to get our prices.
Detroit,

-

Soswdl

Storage

Mich.

Battery,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Lannch, Ttlegraph, Phonograph. Surgical, and
for all purposes where Light and
Power are required.

Giant strain Insulator,
Average breaking strain 6,500 lbs.

MOULDED MICA

Prices on Application.

D. E.

BOSWELL &

15i

Lake

St.,

CO.,

Chicago.

H.

Trolley Line Insulators.

MFG. CO.,
W, JOHNS
and 242 Bandolph
240

The

Wirt Dynamo Brusn.

Estimates and designs /iirnished
»n Application.

Suitable for all Incandescent Dynamos. P a'ing
Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters,

Charges^ renponable for superior wort.

Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

Technic Electr.cal Works. 129 Bread Street,

S.

St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

PHILADELPHIA.

YOKE.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO., Subscribe for the Western Electrician.

I'HILADKLI'HIA.

W.

NEW

307 Dearborn

St..

rhlraeo.

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago, HI.

Goatecook, P, Q-

oo»i:e'oh.t.

Electric
and

Car - Heating.

Dlscoits.

Regulating Switch Gives

S'witches

ai>d

liATEST

AND

BEl!«T

133 OLIVER STREET,
NEW YORK:

FIVE

Sivitchboards.

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

OF HEAT.

UESieNS.

BOSTON, MASS.

In Practical Operation In Wore

Than 3S I.eadlne

Elson & Brewster, 143 Liberty St.

CHICAGO:

Central Electric Co.

17.

S.

Citlesi

in

and Canada.

THE CHLOBIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE SYNDICATE, Limited, LosDOS, England.
SOCIETE ANONYME LE TRAVAIL ELECTEIQDE DES JIETACX, Pabis, Fbanoe.

The Only Storage Battery

in Use in Central Stations,
American Manufacture.

The Electric Storage Battery
Dreiel

umi PHILADELPHIA,

Co.,

PA,

TRADE MARK.

Registered September

11, 1894.

Electrical Storage Cells of any desired capacity.

Catalogues giving

Capacities, Dimensions. Weights, Prices, etc., on application.

of

November

to.

WESTERN

1894
W.

EuaETE F. PHTLLTPa, Preet

Hatha WAT,

A.

W. H. Sawtkb,

Treafl.

S60*7.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

UMkX FEEDER AND

R.

Acbennan,
BKAXCH, Eugene

OFFICE,

MON'TR F-AT.

P. C.

This company

1b

manafactorlDg

A Compound Magneto

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any olher Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from ihe telephone to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory pNnts,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

TROLLEY WIRE,

Incandescent and Flexible Cords,

5EW YOBK

TELEPHONES!!

I.

ELECTKIC LIGHT LtNE WIKE,

AMERICANfTE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AKO ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

ELECTRICIAN.

WIRES.

WESTEEN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

10 Cortlandt Street.

F. Phillips' Electrical

539, 540

Works

THE

In

CO.,
and 541 Jlonadnork BIk., Chicago,

a Letter from the Inspector

of the

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.
The Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for
and has met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nse throughout the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for it ia constantly increasing, because
the p.iat niiiS years,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61 and

Western Agents,

l^end.

111.

CO..

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Ebbbbrt H. Eustis,

a. Clakk,
Treas. and Qen'l Mgr,

Prest. and Electrician

for Catalogue.

THE
Consoliiateil Electric

TELEPHONE S-

Slorap Company,

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Palmer Bros,

HAYDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

edison building, new york.
DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPDIA.

•CMIANUS.COMM,

Manufacturers of

all

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, JSlectric,

2140 DeKalb

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
St.,

Wew York.

St.,

-

-

•

St. Louis,

Mo.

M. M. HAYDEN, President and Managor.

Full liine Alit^aye in ^tock.

a04 Fulton

CELLS,

la

Everything in the Battery Line.

Pneamatic and Mechanical

W. R. OSTRANDER &

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

UiPaU

63 Hampshire

Hbnbt
CO.,

^y^^P^o\oyf;,^^of5^

illSCAt^

extreme cold

in

Discounts for Qaantities.

always gives perfect satibfaction.

L^^tV/"f

flexible

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
oronndor Sabmarioe, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first class Insulated Wire.
"We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and

IdPuiation.

Chicago,

A Thoroughly Reli-

every respect."

in

The Rubber used in inanlatlng our Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate, oxi-

dize or crack, and will remain

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we make all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with C'lark's

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

Boston Fire Under

pecially chemically prepared,

aizes of Stranded

it

'*

III

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.T.

^^"Send

for

New Catalogue,

Out Auguat

lat.

ROYAL ELECTRIC

CO., PEORIA, ILL
CDF^-

-Fs^Al

ALTERNATING System now on

The Most Reliable

NO COMMUTATOR.

NO COLLECTING RINGS.
step
TRANSFORMEIIS

for

NO REVOLVING FIELD OR ARMATURE

Down TRANSFORMERS.
Arc Light

any desired Voltage.

the Market.

Step

COILS.

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS,

Direct Current Generators and Motors.

CORR.BSPOXIDEXICE SOLICITED.

a

WIRE.
COPPER
IDEAL" INSULATED
New
York Board

Approved by the

T«i2S—

The Only Authorized FIBRE
It will

We

COVERED WIRE

for

INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TDBE

and

CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

not Ueteriorate by long nse, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finished in the folloiring Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and Whiie Fireproof.

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all

inside wiring,

authorities

show

fact that recent insulation tests
stands very high.

from the

that

it

made

by reliable

WIRE COMPANY,
PHILLIPS INSULATED
Factory,
York

Chicago Agents,

EI.KCTKIC APPIil^NCB GO.

Wew

Office,

so and 41 Cortlanat Street.

JI^WTUCKET. B.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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StilweU'sPatent Live Steam-Feed Water PDrifler.
Removes all Impurities.

ELEOTRIO

scale in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Entirely prevents

FIXTURES

Boilers.

STILWELL&BIERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

AND

ELECTRICITY

SUPPLIES.

^m W Mr
169

lo,

\

Cheap

iTrans=
Iportation
FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awahdbd. Courses in other trades,
iDcludiag ihorough Instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FEEE Circular statlnj; subject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton. Pa.
all

k,

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

^
^
^
^
^

...niiiiiiiniij

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on ^
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are ^
needed. Our convincing catalogue for ^

^

the asking.

AMES & FROST COMPANY
CHICAGO.

g

%
S

ILL.

S.\XX\\X\Vfc\X\\\X\XXX\\\\\\\XX\\X\\V\\\\\\V^

STUDY ELECTRICITY

AT HOME

Thorongh InBtrnction, with FBEE APPAHATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogne free. Meientiflc machinist Co., 90-91 Atwater BIdg., Cleveland,0,

By oar oorreepondence method.

iKATINUM

SALE— EXCITERS.

FOR

For all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum PurchnseO.

KNIFE SWITCHES. P]BAKER &

U

K. W. Westinghouse Letter
Sixteen
type "F," from 50 to 320 volts, with
rheostat, good as new, condition guaranteed; $60.

How many

CHAS.

E.

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

do you want?

GREGORY

47-40 S. Jefferson

CO,, 408-414 New Jersey
Kailroad. Ave., Newark, N. J.

St.,

CO.,

Cbieago.

Lightest Storage
IN

Embodies

that
elves it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suit-

Send card for our new Catalogue No

LARGE

Tea two-flued boilers, In one or two batteries.
Boilers are made of C. H. No. 1 Iroa and are in
good condition. They are 42 inches diameter by
S2 feet long, two IS^nch flue" each, mud and steam
drums complete. Suitable for saw mills or electric light plants.
For price and full particulars,

of

new

this

& TWINING,

Storage Battery Manufacturers,

319 Chestnut

St.,

W. Randolph

20-28

St.,

CHICAGO.

Agents wanted.

C F. SPHTOl>RF, Manufacturer

of

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WANTED.
Position wanted by gentleman who has
had lo years' experience as saperintendent
of electric light, power and railway plants.
Know them Irom coal pile to safe.

Address **ISnpt.,"
75g Herry

Sr.,

Chicago.

G

"^Qubcrt oManufac^uring Go-

^k^

1/

R
A

B

r

Wft will pay 15c each for clean copies of the

WEriTERX ELECIRICIAN

l^ki^Ghurclilt-^-dortiandt-eAlcwYork-

dated:

Augu-t 26,
Oc ober 7,

1893. Vol. xiii. No, 9.
1893. V..|. xiil, Koi 15.
November j, 1893, Vol xiii. No. 10.
May -26 1894, Vol. siv, Nn. 21.
Mny 19, 1894, Vo . xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol xiv, No. 3.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 6,
March 10. i894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 14.

R

r

Messenger and Tele-

WANTED.

r

e:

Paul and Minneapolis

Teleplioiie Bobbins and Spark Coils
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York.

T

lutel

ASSIGNEE'S SALE.
St.

for description

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,

Manufacturers of Uish-fprade
Switches and mvitchboard^.

J«»HM F. COI.I.lXS.

813 Eighth St. So.,

ed for electric launches, traction and lighting wort Write

2.

discovery.

ForSale--Ata WBariaiD.

address

Battery

THE MARKET.
new feature

H

phone Co.
state of Aliniiei^ota, Coanty of Ramsey—District Court, l^econil Judicial

Miamisburg

J>i8trict.

Mlamlsburg, Ohio.

-

Procured.

ORANT

30 Years' Practice.
IWSUREI>. Pamphlet,

J.

GOOCH,

trt

lU

u

Every house has goods need*
li)'^

^^

iV^.i Co., Culumbui*, O.

LAmp=

TEMPERED COPPER.

LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

All patterns of tempered copper segments guaran^d true to gauge, free from defects; no alloy; finish

temper equaled by none. Exclusively used by
ime of the largest compaoies in the country.

lid

Batteries Guaranteed. Send lor Cataloj^ue

Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

plaiing. Wholesale to

&_ rr§a3eDf$5-lVrlierorcircuAA^^i^Ts. H. E. PELNO A:
-

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper
One-half the size and one-third the
weight of olher porous cups.
Guaranteed lo be
trjual to any Salamtaoniac battery made. The cheapt battery now on the market.

Vll

at.
borne, etUlns

au J jjlmiuEJL'ivelrv. watches
tabli'ware, Ac,
Flatcs Ihe
flnesi of jewelry good
nen-, OQ all klods of metal
villi gold, silver or nickel.
^o experience. No capital.

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

I

ttlC per day,
tDlC*

LIGHTNING PLATER

M

foi

All-around
Station Ecooomy.

Moonlight System
FOR 1894.
Now Ready
Pirloe, 20 Oeuts.

re-

WesMllgtOl, D. C.

Electrician
The above cut Is

of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new opeu-head spiral system. All colls alike
handsome appearance. Write for prices on
CKKTR4lj STATlOA
]££PAI.KIS; Large Commutators, Searcti Lamps and Station Dynamos.

perfect balance,

For the

Lakeside Building. Chicago.

Battery ever made. Internal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work.
Will
bold its first value over long periods of time. Internal resistance small; high and conbtaot E.
F.
Will not run down or die on the shelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the lop.

ferences and advice free.

CHAS.

t'l

the best

ROOD PATENTS
^J|

Western Electrician,

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed
Dry

In the Tnaiter of ilie assign7ne7d of the St.
Paid and Minneapolis Messenger and
Telephone Company.
Notice i& hereby given that ihe undersigned, the
assignee for the St. Paul and Minneapolis Messenger and Telephone Company, a corporation, at hi?
office in the Manhattan BuildiuR, lo the City of
St Paul, Minnesota, on the 14th day of November,
A. D. 1894, at 10 o'clock in the morning of said day.
will sell to the highest bidder for cash therefor, all
the wire, messenger call boxes, batteries, office
furuiture and fixtures, and all book accounts due
to said company, fr'aid sale being made subject to
approval by the District Court in and lor "the
County of Ramsey, Minnesota.
Notice is also given that the undersigned will
apply to the Di-trict Court in and for the County
of Ramsey, Miuaesota, at a special term of said
court, to be held in the Ciiy of St. Paul. Minnesota, on the 17th day of November, A D. 1894, at 10
o'clock ia the forenoon on said day or as soon
thereafter a^ counsel can be heard, for an order
confirming ^aid sale.
Dated St. Paul. Minn., Oct. 18, 1891.
ROBERT L. WINNE, Assignee.
A majority oi the stock can be traQst»rred at
above sale. Plant is now in operation and so can
be coutinned under one of the most valuable franchises in the City of St. Paul

Electric Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

—si.oo.—

Shops, Jersey Cily, N.J.

MEAW
S. W. RUSHMORE, 126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

Publisliing

6 LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CHICAGO.

Co.,

November

lo,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

— Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTKIC COMPANIES is called to this CELGBRATJBU "WATKR
AVHKEJL aa particularly adapted lo their uoe, on account of its remarkably Steady motton.
high speed aiid grt-at efticienoy and large oapacily for its diameter, beiog double

power

the
ol most wheels of the eame diameter. It is used by a
panies with ^reat satlsfHctinn. In the ecooomical use of water it
highest per cent of useful effect g'uaranteed*

number
is

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

SEXn rOR CATALOGUE AND rAilTICVljARS.
The accompanyiDEf engraving represents a single 10-iach Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft
develop 3t> H. P. under 33 foet head. Arranged with 12-lnch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end

to
to

disconnect pulley,
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situation admits of their use we recommend them.

The

JOHN STREET,

85

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

YORK,

NE^W'

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other

Law Cells,

SAL AMMONIAC. BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS, ETC., ETC.

FRICES

OTHER. INIh^ORIvIJLTIOII CHEERTTXJLLY E^URHISHEE.
As a
^ OUR INDICATOR Dividend
ROBERTSON',

JLNID

^
K

Mine

BoliertsoD'

y
Eliminator.
For
Hf;

Extractina
Oil

From

Fxhanst.
IVnocked
«»iit

1^
H^

S^rf*?

J^«*T
(f

li

11

U^pr*

0^^^^

Mfc Js« Jvy^M^
^ »1

Competitors W^m
In Three
f^fe*
important
| *^-^
Tests.
*«end for
Circular.

He?er

km Ap

Rednciiig;
"tVheels.

iSiEE

"'W

TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got tbe
Every

only devioe that will do the required work and not infringe In any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Oar device will
Bel! Company.
operate witn any style or weight of
receiver
Send for testimonial circulars, price list, etc.

BRADLEY &

CO.,

Avlth the
niost modern
perfect
articles
in the line.
Send for

Catalosnw.

c&^itL-i^fO

a Success.

Payer

l8 complete

W:::

^B^

All

DEPARTMENT

Eihaiist Pipe

STEAM

NnthinR

Is so profitable In a small way as

Head

SEPARATOR

EUREKA PACKING.
Send for Sample.

The moNt

Mine &
Robertson Co.,
70CortIan(U

Flanimeters,

First-cluss,
icle

eflicient

An

device for separatingr

n'ater

and

At
Very low

live

steam.

St..

Price.

Get Circular.

NEW VORK.

Etc.

A

I'OM

Ketd One.

GRAPHITE SP£CIAIiTI£S

FOB EIiEGTBICAIi CSKS.^
Grmphlte Bods of Tarlons lienethB, firom 1-S Obm to lOO Ohms Beslstanoa
to the Inch, •.raphite Boxes and Crncibles, BeslstiDg H«atfl
of 4,00O Degrees. Inqnlrles Uladly Answered.

lOS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

J.

Preserve Your Copies

13 stone Street,
Rochester, N. Y.

y, », 11.

OF THE

D'UNGER TELEPHONE.

BINDERS

Beware of lufriD^in? or using Infringinf? Instruments.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of

All.

Western Eiectrician,

EACH.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

The D'Unger Telephone

(its reputation ag the
best instrnment ever constructed now fully established) Is the otily instrnment in which the power
of the voice is increased; the only instrument in
which the electnc currejit is interutified by the
action of the voice; the nfi!;/ instrument in which
the toice-wave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderfol advantages ivithout the
vseofaTever. The D'Unger Long-Dlstance Telephone Com any has the sole and exclitsive right to
use a lever in telephones remember that.

$1.00

S

IjalcesicLe Evi.ild.img-,

.

.

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTOI^S,

—

WINDOW AND

These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D^Unger Long-Distance Telephone- Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
AU-Carbon Multiple-Contact TelepJiom: in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents Infringe upon any other patents are guilty
premeditated falsehood.
Address all letters to R. D^Unser. Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.
Send

of

HAVE
YOU
READ

cxiiCA-a-o.

-

HuEBEL

&

Manger,

for

Man n fn Ptnrers,
286-290

Qraham

Street,

ipentiODs, ResBarcles and Wriliis of Nilola Tesla,
By

BOO Pages.

THOMAS OOMMERFORD MARTIN.
330
E, $4.00.

lllusttations

and New

Portrait.

New

Catalogue.

BROOKLYN,

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'
teries of the World.
Send for Cieculae and Prices.

THE

LECLANGHE

/// to 117 East

BATTERY
13Ut

St..

ORBBB AT ONCE.

CO.,
Y.

TESLA'S

NEW

Postage Prepaid.

BEE PAGE XVI FOB TABLE OF CONTENTS.

N.

N. T.

BOOK?
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BUCSETE
Monadnock

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of. 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

FOB

Swit«h Boards,
Switch Bai-eSt
Kbeostat Boxes and Bases.
Battery Boxes and Covers,
Fnse Boxes and Bases,
And

All

lation of btorage battery lighting plants a specialty

RoomNOS,

Judge Ricks' decision against the

Hninoy

]Vo ai

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE I*'"'™"*.
Garry ins
.

AND LINKS

A

SALES AGENTS FOE

S«it.,Chlcaso,

ANY

FIT

Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint ol
infringement. Order no other.

MAP OFTHE UNITED STATES.

PORTER & BUERDORF,

1894

STANDARD SOCKET.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

Artistic Slate

TO

lo,

large, bandsome Map of the United
States, momited and suitable for offlee or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies -will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

f

capacity.

V
)

""''unl'™.

&

I^amp Bases.

for

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.

OHDEBS

We eell the finest Vermont Slate, and finish In
Bnll Black.
Polished Black.
Bloodstone or llarbleized.

For any

electrical

and
Vermont marble,
Mexicaa «inyx and

Italian. Tenn«>BNee,

filled

ELEOTEIOIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY
6

Orained Woods.

Very low prices quoted on

book published

promptly on receipt of price.
Lakeside Building, Chicago.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,

39th

and Stewart Ave., OHIOAQO.

8»th at,

FOR COMFL.KTK SUBIVAx
SSSTE3IS FOR Klil'CTHIC R.\I1.»VAY«I ASin EI,,ErTBIC
Iil«>UT, TKLKPHUNt: ASIU TKLiEUKAPH COMPAMIEI^.

fOn'ABI)

COATKACTOKt!)

S.

PEROT,
C.

Si.

President.

GAI<I,AeH£B, Vicp-Pres.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

A

Gen. IHgr.

JAS. P. aicHVAlUB, Sec.

& Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO,,
MANUFACTUEIERS OV WROUaHT-IRON CEIIEHT-LIHED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUEWA7S.
New Vork

WorkB, HASTIK4«S-0]V-B1JDS0N.
We own Patent Nn. 3?5,584, covering Wrought-Iron Cpment-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method
Bubway Constructed bv us Mom in u>*e*. in r/if. I ttitf»l Htittes ntui Vntutfl

An

Also, Patents Nob. 416,234

and

Office,

TIMES BCII^IUNe.

416,'235 for

Distributing Boxes.

Over

9,000,000 feet of this

135 pages, $1.00.

158 pages, $1.00.

150 pages, $1.00.

624 pages, J3.00.

of Laying.

Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY

FOR THE

T.

C'COHHOR. SLOAUE.

BEGINNER

Profusely Illustrated.

Practical.

as

well as the student.

Necessary Adjuncts to every Library.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Send

6 Lakeside BIdg

,

in

your Orders.

Chicago.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

all

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY method of street illumination and should he investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AlfD PRICES.

OT7R SERIES

Will show you a

LAMPS

COMPARATIVE SAVING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

620

Atlantic Ave., Boston,

Mass.

November

lo,
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ELECTRICIAlsr.

Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem.

a.

i.

e. e.,

tloos.

N.

S.

The Consolidated Eng.

Amstutz,

yew

Electrical Devices Perfected for

Shop Construction.
Teeta, Plans, Eatimatea,

Sopervisloa and Expert Opiniona.

5«6 The Cnyahoca, CleTeland.O

Tomer Building:.

Co.,

Goltz

Deaignera an<J Buildera of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Hallways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. touls.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

&

St. Ijoiiis.

Co..

Agents

Academy

Bldgr.,

ISO'I

»i» aiedinah bidg Chicago.
,

The Louis
and Contractors,

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage

K.

Comstock

Electrical

Co.,

Engineers

and Contractors,

for Ideal Engines.

1437-3»$9Ionadnock Blk., Chicago.

Miln-ankee, AVis.

On

conr-truclion. incan-

descent light wirinp; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator. burRlar alarm elecirio bell
systems, etc. Estimates famished from archinndeogineer-*' ppeciticRtiong. Telephone.
Hnrrison 712. E-^t^iblisbed ISaU; Incorporated

Manufacturers' Agents,
Tel. 912.

nnd power

tects'

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

Alfred G. Einstein, Prest. and Treaa.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice-Preet and Secy.
John A. Henry, Sopt, Electrical. Con-

BOOKS

The Allen-Hussey
Electric light

Conanltatlons, Keportg, Eatlmates, Plans, Specifications, Superintendence, Testa, Purchasing.

Aaditorinm To^ver, Chicago.

574-57G Rookery, Chicago.

m. Am. soc.m.e.

General Electricians and Contractors.

Electrical Engineer,

and Power Sta-

H. Bryan,

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Expert and

Consulting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Klectiic Bailwaya

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

vjiv^ljpvpi

Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside ISaildiug,

-

CHICAGO,

JLnsLlysis of Sa.1 JLx]am.oziia.c.
Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.

Chicago, March

9,

This Certifies
J. B.
Analytical

and

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

WEIIS,
Consulting
87

1894.

marked

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
Non-Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
0.31
Organic Matter
The Non- Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumira.
I find the

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
ftoom 42,

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

Clarli Street.

(^"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

THEY ARE

IN

STOCK.

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER,

GLEASON'S

Enameled Green
Outside,

STANDARD

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors

for increasing candle

power

of

incandes-

cent lamps.

Made

in all staple sizes of electric

Always bright

;

Ci

shades.

nnot tarnish.
t8l to 189

E.P.GLEASONMF&.CO.
Radial Fluted
PEB DOZEN^
17 in.

diameter,

'2\

in. holder,

"
"

'

'

Fiat Spiral Corrugated.

lO.i'O

12.00

Deep Spiral Corrugated.
P.Hnoz.»

per dozen

$ 9 00

8 in. diameter,
"
10 *'

C:eHC-^<3-0,

'iki

2U

in. holder,

"

"

$ 8 00
9.00

7
10

i

diameter,

"^;77"a."ba.sli.

21^4

in.

holder, * 8.00

IHERCER STREET,

CHICAGO OFFICE,
9|

Dearbom

Street,

F- L.

JOHNSON,

_^TrerL-u.e a,n.d. T^oJ^o Street.

Manager.
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lire kooklDg For!

NEW AND VALUABLE

BOOK.

Electric Lighting Plants,
Their Cost and Operation.

Data compiled from station reports of
circuits,

electric lighting plants

employing overhead

with suggestions pertaining to the information usually
desired by the non-technical purchaser.

With Numerous Illustrations, Diagrams, Plans, Tables,

This

work gives

all

Etc.

275 Pages.

Cloth.

Price $2.00, Postage Free.

necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any

size.

THE COST OF ARC LIGHTING.
THE COST OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings,
Boiler Efficiences, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,
Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of
Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cose of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys,
Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters Cost of
Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators,
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of
Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks iron.
Cost of Stacks brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of
Wire. Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distribution,

—

—

—

—

The Only Book

of Its Kind

in

Circuits
overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Condensing,
Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of
Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power, Equivalent
Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors,
Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps, Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N. E. L A Standard Rules, Oil,
Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules
Fire Underwriters. Report Com. on Data
N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Transformers, Transformer Curves, Wiring
Tables Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables Secondary Wiring, Wiring
Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire, Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel.

ji

|[

—

the English Language.

Electrician Publishing
6

—

Price,

$2.00.

Company^

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

November

lo,
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ELECTRICIAN.

1821,

&

MORRIS. TASKER

1888.

CO.,

INCORPORATED.

222-224

Offices,

S. Third St.. Philadelpliia. Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

US
ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Polo.
ID

Ampere Three-way.

Tsr-spixoiirK
WIRE AND CABLES.
Every Telephone

(Company in the

United States

nsingKeriteWIre

is

The Only Snap Switch that has
and Gables.

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For S»lc by All Snpply Houses.

Ke-

ard of Higb Grade
will

Out

Last

& Hepman

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

HARTFORD. CONN.

MUNGIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY.
Manufacturers of the

and

Insnlation,

and

any other on the

The Hart

Stand-

rite is the

Ont

Glass

Market.

SEKD FOR SAKIPIiEt^ AND FRIGES.

CUSHING & MORSE.

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

i!03 Broadway,

Chicago.

New

York.

Hoyt Standard AmmeterN and Voltin«^ter8 for Ijamp
Meter measurement oa Alternaling; Cnrrents are now

The
and

ready for the market.

Muncie

Steel

Magnet

Seud for our 1 S94 Catalogue which contaiu
the above and other new inetruments
of our Eianufacture.

MOTORS and
DYNAMOS.
1 to 50 Horse Power Motors.
18 to 700 liishts' Capacity I>ynamoe.

AGENTS:
Osburn Eros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian Eneineering Co.. Louisville. Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

F &

SBNI>

FOR CATAI^O<i}UE.

F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Agents

Wanlel

Muncie, Ind.

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC
We

For

Whitney Electrical
iDstrnment Co.,

PEW A COOK,

jr.

H.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q.,

Can

AGENTS

HENRY F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill,
Boston, Mass, (New Entrland): W. B. Southgate &
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, III Electric Appliance Co,
C noinnatl, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. riolgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, CrI.: Cahfornia Electrical Works.
Toronto, Out Toronto Electrical Works.
:

:

St.

Louis, ilo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Rock, Ark.: The Brown Elec. & Mach'ry Co.

Little

:

&

MANUFACTURING

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

CO.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvemente made in the New Ameri:;an Turbine have IncreaRed the power ae per their diam.
etpr, aod produced greaier efficiency frnm whole to half water than any other turbine, as evidenced by the
follow UK. copied from certified tests made at Holyoke. Mase., on the dates named, and signed by A. F. Sick<
man, enj^ineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Wafcera, hydrniilic engineer.
The originalB of these certificates and teais of othe^r sized wheels can be seen at our office.

Test of » 45

-^

Head.

J

^

Wbole Gate

J

^

16.06
16 42
16.78
1T.03

.'!

I',

«

nch Wheel-J

::

16.fti

^—

ily 9,

1894.

MIn.

1

141.58
127.18
112 60
98.12
82.17

119.17
122.(1")

117.33
111.83
118.67

79 76
82.58
82.18
79.31
75.52

205.27
195 19
175 74
149.99
1 8 40

Wheel -July 14, 1894.
Rev. per Cu. Ft. Horae
Min. per Sec.; Power. P'rCent

T«8t of a 42-incli

Horse
per Sec.} Power. P'rOent

Rev. per Cu. Ft.

Bead.

Whole Gate

%

;;

14

1

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

128.no
134.80
129.33
12?-. 25
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.85
92 76
70.80

199.56

18S.H
162.89
142.40
98.86

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For InformatloQ and oatalogoe write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

CO..Da?ton,0.,U.S.A.

/|NN11NCIAT0115.BELL5.BaTTERIE^
I Gataloques AND Quotations

ONAPPLifATiON

PARTR!Cfe6RTER(0./J5i?5;o;econd
I86r

Established

wheels

['eTf^water
This Justly Celebrated Wheel

is

%

Built in

Many

Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It

is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

finr iifw Wlipnl ROnires .1 remarkably lii^rh (rnaranto<Ml pcrcentase. and woinlerfnl niradincss of
motion, under variable lnads in ]irac-tice. It affiirds an onP'qualed concentration of power wilbin a small
space; and an unprecedented hish Telocity for a Riven power.
Its easily and quickly operated balanced ;rate affords prompt and efficient control by a governor, and
consequent fine regulation. These wheels are in many instances operatinc the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable 'adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will s%ud a fine large pamphlet, U2 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

lANUFACTORY.

PORCELAIN^

&

E. u.

McCOBMICK.
D. B. MARTIN,
Mgr
Gen'l Pass, t Ticket
CINOISNATI.

Pass. Traffic

Agt,

CO.®To^^/w'^o^°KC?T"v.'°'

KAKTAYERT.

(¥-

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS. RODS, AND TJBING.
For Electrical BDd Mechanical Porposee, Railway Dust Guards, Washera,
and Fackinga. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTURED BY

.^^r 'BrooklVn,N.Y.

THE K&RTAVERT MFG.

'''^"'J'^'^fJ-.lrS.sf^^oK^

WORKS

SIOUX CITY ENGINE & IRON
Builders

of

GARMSK

Simple, Comiioiiiid, CondensingComplete Steam Plants a Specialty.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

^

AOENTS:
\\

TLL JL
BLANDIS,

120

_*

"

'

MARK.->_

.^-

for Steam, Water, Gas, Ammonia,
Ltc,
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS TRADE-MARK.
Economical, Reliable, Durable and Quaranteed.
Correspondence

THE
NEW YORK,

solicited.

Send for Catalogue and Pr'ces

GAf^loct^pyiCmKG ^.

CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,

FA€?«oRiEs

PITTSBURGH.,

WALKER, 2e-28 W. Randolpli St., Chicago
CHASE CO.. 1217 Union Ave.. KaQsas City, Mo.

H. S.
J.

GarlocK PdcKings

HIGH GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

CO., WilmingtOD, Del.

OMAHA.

j

Palmyra, N. Y.

INDMA.N OFFICES:
1|^OME, GA.

ST. LOUIS.

Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn.

-^ nsriBTxr

THE McCORMlGK STREETRAILWAYHAND-BOOK.
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
OiTes more po'VFer as to diameter Tvitli a
higher peroentase of useful effect than any other
^v^t^T-wheel heretofore nia<le. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patteroa perfected under systematic teats in
the Holyoke Testing Flume.
Parties having: power plants which are un satis factory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powere, will find it \o
'wiliine to gr"artheir interest to Confer with me, bb I

am

antee results ivhere others have failed, no matter ^vhat make of tnrbin«*i has been in use. STATK

"OI'IRKMEItfTS
i^oorE.
It

S.

AND

»£»£»

MORGAN SMITH,
Estinaates

to every Street

Railway Employe.

STREET RAILWAYS;
Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

i»no©, $-^.oo

FOR CATA-

York,

Pa.

famished for complete power plants and
results suaranteed.

Indispensible

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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McEWEN MFG.

H.

Automatic Engines,

tiotli

ELECTRICIAN.

CO.,

M

Homontal, from 12 to 600 li. p.
Thet-Deioe^hallnotruuouerevolunilR
nilAPAUTPPUUn UUHllHniLL. lion slower when fully loaded than

Vertical

xix

ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,
INCORPORATED.

HIGH and aiEDI179I spekd

SXannf^ctiirers of HI
SXaniLnictiirers

wheu

riiuuici: empty, aad a reductiou of boiler preemre from
the ffreate^t to that uecesFary to do the work, will not reduce the
^-peed of engine one revolution. Any enRioe failioe to meet this
cunrantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment

Automatic

of otie dollar.
It

is

one

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

of the

SEND FOB CATALOGCE.
Main Office and Worl(s:

RIDGWAY, PA.

9Agente: Feppeb & Register, Provident Bid?., Philadelphia, Pa.; ^m. Sharpe, 937 ]Vonadnock
Bldg.. Chicago, Hi.; C. H. W, Copeland, Ul Liberty St.. New York.

The

"CLIMAX"BiER
Tbiee Boileis Sold Gbicago Edison Co.

The Only

and

;

-^;—

RETURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

1510 OLD

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

Watertown Engines

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.
Will save you money on coal.
Bnilt

in

"Will

meet any guaranty in regu-

lation,
economy
efficiency.

nnits from 60 to 1500

fl.

or

general

P.
io.,

Watertown, N.T.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
1136 Monadnock Bltr., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Eogloe Co.,

MANUFACTURED BY

1:20

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

BROOKLYN,

Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.

Watertown Steam Engine Co.,
224 W Main St., Louisville.
Bowell & Chase Machinery Co.,
Kansas City.
Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis.

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Worte,
N. Y.

£ISrF..^^X<XS^EII3 1873.
OF

SOL,E JIIANVFACTrREBSl

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wm^MeToxipEi.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red, Black

and Gray.

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

OFFICE:
ST.,
The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material of the World. 14 DKY
THE
IMPROVED
ToVe" BOILER.

Iir.Y_

ROOT

IvIOCE^IilT

Best Adapted to

IvlETHOIDS

ATvZtKRICJLISr

High Pressures.

Oe^ Coffer. SIwIEIvTinq,

HIGHEST ECONOMY.

Edward Dyer

Peters,

Jr.,

M.

E.,

Absolutely Dry Steam.

M. D.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.
Price, Postage Prepaid,

ABENDROTH & ROOT

$4.00.

MFG.
28

THE HOST COHPLETE VORK OF ITS KIND

PUBLISHED,

Cliff Street,

CO.,
Jfew York.

Improved Racine High Speed

Cleveland.O.
80 SENECA

ST.,

iVear Union Depot.

Electrician Publishins Co.,

6

,

CHICAGO, TLJL,,

Hiakeside Bids'.

New Gear

Shop.

5OPERIOR: REeOlAriON
AMD ECONOMY roB.

.

GEO. B GRANT.

Books

On electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publisliing Co.,

G Lakeside Bldg.,

-

CHICAGO.

gECTRICl|611TlN6
'''^^'

Free.

Two

^

AmfiENERAL
PURPOSES
's

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.

All sizes carri

I

n

slock.
2,UOO In

Over

J.

PHILADELPHIA,
C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEES OF EAILWAT AND TEAMWAT OAES OF ALL CLASSES.

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.
Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'clock p. m.
Milwaukee is a sunHner resort.
It is cool and pleasant.

Marine anr]
Tacht £ns:iiifs
Porcupine
and Tubulir
Boilers

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Start Saturday afternoon.

Come back Monday

morning.

dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.

Four

Chicago Ticket ofHce, 207 Clark

.

Ml

G E:N U NE
M AN U FACTURES
-BEAR OOR

IN cats &

I

:

Street.

^0

^\

ith.

1

1

INK \\i

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Sales

Insurance Building.

Manager,

CHICAGO.

P H OS P H O R-BR 6 N Z E

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.
ThePhosphorBronzeSmeltincCo.Umited
200WashiiigtoiiAve.,Phil/idelphia.,Pa.
of phosphor-'
Bronze in the United States and Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,

;2

oricinal manufacturers

:;

Special attention given to tue building of Elbciric Moior and Irail Cara.
Baildersof Brill No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, and "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truck.
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READY!

The TelepboDe Hand-Book.
By

138 Illustrations.

146 Pages.

LAWS

HEXRBElR.a:^

Hand-book

Cloth.

ductor.

AUD

38.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
it was
proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two -years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

In the D'Arsonval receiver a curved peris used, one pole of which terminates

manent magnet

FIGS. 27

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

Size.

4d

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK,

30

WEIBB.

d'arsonval receiver.

a soft iron polepiece that serves as the core of the
coii, and the other in an iron bo.x, or cylinder, that
ill

—

r

7,-:^

LI RLLNER S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.

'li.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1801.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified outof all semblance toitsoriginal form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-

mercadiek's ei-telephone. T T receivMAGNET, E NDT, R STEEL
CLAMPING R TO F, d d' METAL
COLLAR CLAMPING T TO RECEIVER CASE,
// TERMINALS OF COIL « CONNECTING
SCREW, C SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOR EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles are magnetically insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part of which the diaphragm is

PIG. 39.

V

SPRING,
ers,
STRIP, A SCREW

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.

N

'

SPKCIMEN PAGES FKOM TELEPHONE HANB-BOOK.

Chapter 1: The Invention of the Telephone. — Chapter 3: Sound Waves. Articulate Speech. Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone. Chapter 4:
The Microphone — Chapter 5: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction. Chapter C: The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter. — Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit. Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones. — Chapter 9: The Bell Telephone Receiver. Chapter 10: Other Forms of Magnet Telephones.
Chapter 11: The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. Chapter 13: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. — ChapteChapter 14: The Blake Transmitter. — Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter. — Chapter 16: The Solid-back Transmitter. Chapter
13: Carbon Transmitters.
Chapter 19: Various European Transmitters.—Chapter 30: The Efficiency of Carbon Transr
17: The Berliner Transmitter.— Chapter IS: The Cuttriss Transmitter.
mitters.
Chapter 31: Batteries for Telephone Work. Chapter 33: Open Circuit Batteries —Chapter 33: Closed Circuit Batteries.— Chapter 34: The Practical Management of Batteries. Chapter 35: Magneto Bells.— Chapter 36: Automatic Switches. Chapter 37: Telephone Line Construction.— Chapter 38: Metallic Circuits.—
Chapter 39: Underground Wires. Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters.— Chapter 31: Inside Wiring.— Chapter 33: Installation of Telephone Instruments. Chapter 33:
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of Its Kind Published.

A Timely Work.

POSTAGE FREE.

Publishing Company,
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Fair Return

for the

Investment
IS

ASSURED THE PURCHASER OF

^^Woof Electric Lighting and Power Apparatus.

300

K.

W. 6,000

Light

New 'Wood"

Iron-Clad Alternator.

THE MOST PERFECT AND BEST RECULATIKG

TRANSFORMER
SEND FOB

E3IIIt[A.TE

ON THE
MARKET.

ON COMPLETE

Electric Lighting Installations.
"ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS,
BDCKLEY'S

THEIR COST AND OPERATION."

FT.
New York

City, 115

Cloth, $3.00;

Paper, $1,00.

WAYNE ELECTRIC CORPORATION,
Pit'sbu''g, Fa.,

Broadway.

Chicago, 185 Dearborn

Philadelphia, go? Filbert S'.

BostOF, Mass., 17 Federal

405 Times Euilding.

Minneapolis, Minn.,

Syracuse, N. Y., Kirk Build'ng.

St.

St.

Co'umbu':, Ohio, 57 Eas: State Street.
San Frsncisco, EI. Imp. Co., 43 Stevenson St.

New

Orleans,

La

,

So. El. Mfg.

New York

and Sap. Co.

Life Building.

Neave Building.
San Antonio, Tex., 207 Loycsa Street.
Richmond, Va., Chamber of Commerce.
Omaha, Neb, 104 Bee Building.

fJiEcinnati, Ohio, 208

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

3S1I

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S SONS
37 iFi. E3 p^ TP

CHICAGO, 173 Lake

St.

November

SAN FRANCISCO,

o

ro",

MEISSNER'S RHEOSTAT

1894

CO.,

J.

3xr.

25-27 Tremont

lo,

NEW YORK, 117 Liberty St.

St.

BOJLeiAlVO'S

Fan

Electric

Storage

Water Motor.

STAGE
DIMMER.

Sample i^ij.OO.
and retail.

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Current free as it connects with any faucet.

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

vVtiole-

eale

TlieBiIgianoMrg.Co.,

413 Water St..
EALTlraOKE, UD.

Incombustible, Durable, Compact and Reasonable in Price.

Alternating Current

For Continnons and Alternating Currents^ Plioto-eng;raving
and Theatrical I'se.

MOTOR STARTIlfG CYLTKDBRH. SPECIAL MESISTAlfCE
DEVICE* OF ALL KIA^DS, ANNUNCIATORS, SWITCHES, ETC.

Eor Illustrated Descriptive Catalogae of

Washington Electric Company, 208-207
please mention the

ARC LAMPS.

l,atest Electrical Specialtiee, write to

So. Canal St., Chicago.

Western Eleotrioian.

THE "LEWIS"

The

Improved
Cas and Vapor
Engine

Kester'95

IS

THE LAMP YOU HAVE

HOPED FOR.

For Running Isolated
Electric Plants,
warranted to give a perfect'y
steady light, and to produce the

It is

Is

same cheaper than gas and very

much cheaper than
from a central

it

purchased

J
=

^

the only perfected Arc

Lamp

for the alternator, either high or low

plant.

For prices and particulars

frequency.

in-

quire of the

WEBSTER MFG.

CO.,

1075 AVest FifteentU Street.
It

comprises

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

AND

Write

MOTORS.

Direct Current,
Iron

all

that

is

desired in an

Arc Lamp.
for

pamphlet and prices to

Slow Speed,

THE

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.

F. P.

Lundell Dynamos directly connected
to any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

cata-

Electrical

Construction

LITTLE
&

Supply Company,

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

Conduit

& insulation

44 Broad
Electric Lighting

135

SENECA STREET,

Co.
St.,

BUPPAtO,

N. Y.

Mr.

Y.

and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp Patents sustained by
repeated decisions
of U. S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

CO.,

Ageaclesin

The
L

all large cities.
Kueselt & Officer Electrical ConstructlOD Co., Denver, Col.

Bagoall &

Hillis,

Yokohama, Japan,

Office

and TWorks, Cor. Belden and aiason

Sts.,

CliEVKL A.1VD, OjaiO.

<mi\

(

CJA SS.

INSTi

OF

HNOLOC
7

189'

IBRARY
$3 per Annum.

^

Vol.

Electricifta

EVERY SATURDAY.

Copyrlsht. ISM, by
Pubibbiog Compkoy, Cbiogo.

CHICAGO,

XV.

SIMPLEX w

NOVEMBER

AND CABLES.

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex Electrical Company,
^'Tr.'hixsoT"^
1137

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

Monadnock Block. CHICAGO.

O cents per Copy.
No. 20

17, 1894.

WHY NOT BUY

INSULATED
IRES

I

FIRST-CLASS LA
ELECTRICAL EN&INEERING

Manufactured by

Pivotal Boston Trolleys,
Anderson Steel Trolley Poles,
West End Trolley Wheels,
Trolley Repair Parts— All \n Stock.
Man'fd by ALBERT &

J.

M.

ANDERSON, 289

to

Vv

At a fair price, rather than eiperiment wltb uabnown and probably inferior gooda?
We are exclneive northwest agents for the Uigli-^Mrade Pacliard. liamp,
and can fill nil orders promptly.

New York &

/O x.

3

J.'

''

CO., MiiineaDOlis,liifr=^

Ohio Co., Warren, 0.

Correspondence
MANTJFAOTUKEB OF

Solicited.

293 A

St., Boston,

INSniaATED ElaXSCTRIG WIRE^

Matt.

FUV^XIBIJE COIir>6« and
SCO and SOS BTorth Third Street.

-

CA.'B.TJBiS.

PHUiASBI^PHIA, PA.

-

.

Send far
(Samplea.

PARTRID6E

r'

BEST OF ALL

CARBON GO.

IS

SiKdeby J. H. B17IIIKEI.Ii d. MO., 76 Cortlandt St., Keir Torfc.
BMtOonitruotlon and Ingredients. Strongest, moat Durable and Beliable. Size 6x3H, Met.. p»r

*

LIBEKAL DISCOUNTS.

Accumulator Company,
SSS FAQ-S
16

C. p. in bbl. lots,

a

25c.

NEW BEACON

32

C. P. in bbl. lots, 35c.
n n Anchored Fila- 07 p
I e
ID V. r. ment Ry. Lamp, c/2u.

ELECTRICAL CO.

Boston, Mass.
39 Cortlandt St.
Offices: { PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale Bldg.
CHICAGO, 323 Dearborn St.
Headquarters, Irvington

}

'

WHILE OTHERS
Our

are dull we are
Superior Switch with our surprising low price. Why should more be

Took HIGHEST MEDAL

busy.

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At the World'3 Fair, Chicago.

said? Write for prices on

Switches, Switch Boards,
Tablet Boards, Main
>Line Fuse Blocks.

MannCactnred only by

THE STJHDARD PAIHT

KKIFK BW^ITCHES

From SO

to 7,000

St.,

NEW YORK,

INCANDESCENT LAMP.
N. & C. Patents.

I

^iii.

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &

99

CO., '

Tew^o«'k.

Chicago Office, 871 Tbe Roobery.

Amp.

Qeneral Western Agents:

BIBTftOPOIiITAJr EEiECTBIC CO.,
186 and 188 Fifth Avenno,

J.

Grant High
133 N. Third

WILLABD L. OANDEE. ) B'""'"'"" Managers.
«
DUEANT OHBEVEB, J
-.,

GEO.

.

T.

St.,

W. H. HODOINS,

MANSON,

SacreUty,

Genu Sapt.

H.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

WESTON

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.

LIMITED,

Estimates and Drawings Subnaitted.

ENGINE CO
WESTON
PAINTED POST, M. Y.

New York,

INSULATED

^ON'^:

WIRES ANpCABLESi
For Aerial, Submarine

gind

Waterproof Tape.

Cincinnati,
BK.4.NCttES: Chicago. Boston, Plilladelpliia, Plttsburgli, Minneapolis,America.
and

Kansas City, Omaha, Louisville,

St. Loais,

San Francisco, London

KEPBESENTATIVBS.

^ WOOD COMPANY.
THE BALL Improved

CbicagoOffioe,

Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

H4.VEMEYER BUIUDINC,

NEW

YORK.

Antomatio Cnt-off Engines.

Bnllders of

So.

Rtern

GENERATORS

•t

TOLIAN SGHOLL & CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. T. City.
HOFFMAN-RUSSELL CO., - 82 Late St., Chicago, III.
SCEANTON SUPPLY S JliOH'Y CO., - Scranton, Pa

Underground Uti.

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.
Ol(onite

OHIOAQO, ILL.

& Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

807 Meiinali TBUle, CMcago

Home Ins.

EDDY

,

,

W.B. Pearson, Manager.
„.
„,. „
^
,
Oeo. M. Kenyon, Endlcutt Armde, St. Paol. MlnB.
J.mes & Company, Chattanooga, T«2«.

Bldg.,

i Sllvermon. 107 Aroh S. Pulladelpbi Pa.
Southern Eniineerin,: O >., Louisville, Ky.

/-S:5

MOTORS
From

1-2 H. P. Upwards,

All Apparatus Guaranteed as Mepresented.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.,

Windsor, conn.

'
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-ON

CONSTANT CURRENT CIRCUITS,
(THOMSON-HOUSTON SYSTEM.)
AS A SERIES SYSTEM
OF ARC LIGHTING
IT HAS NEVER BEEN
SURPASSED.
IT STANDS NOW AS
EVER THE
FIRST and FOREMOST.

THE REPUTATION
OF THIS
SYSTEM IS FULLY
ESTABLISHED
THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD.

-OR-

CONSTANT POTENTIAL CIRCUITS.
INCtNDESCENT. POWER. RtlLWAY and »LTERH»TING.

THOMSON

'93

ARC LAMP,

This most recent development in the Arc Lighting field has already proved that a really good thing
is never neglected. The success of this lamp has
been phenomenal, and it can now be found on incandescent circuits both direct and alternating, power
and railway circuits, operating with absolute ratisfaction.

WRITE FOR OUR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUES.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

9

PRINCIPAL SALES OFFICES:

MAIN OFFICE, SCHENECTADY,
Boston, Mass., i8o

New

Summer

Street,

York, N. Y., 44 Broad Street.

Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayetce Street.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie County Saviogs Bank Buildiug.
Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Street.
Pittsburg, Pa., 425 Wood Street.
Baltimore, IVId., 227 East German Street.

For

all

bnstness outside

tlie

Atlanta, Ga., Equilable Building.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 264 W. Fourth Street.
Cleveland. Ohio, 510 Cuyahoga Building,
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland Street.
Chicago, 111,, Monaduock Bui'ding.
OmaVa. Neb., 309 South Street,
Kansas Ciiy, Mo., New York Life Building.

N. Y.
Louis, Mo., Wainwright Building.
Dallas, Tex. , Corner Field and Main Streets.
Denver, Colo., 505 Sixteenth Street.
San Francisco, Cal., 15 First Street.
Helena, Mont., Electric Bui'diog.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Streets.
Seattle, Washington, Bailey Bniloiog.
St.

United States and Canada— Foreign Uepartment, Sdienectadj-, X. Y., and 44 Broad Street, ]»ew York.
For Canada— Canadian Cleneral Bleotrlc Co., Ltd., Toronto) Canada.
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Ft.AA'aj-ne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Matner Electric Co.

Engraving Co.
Outfits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg Co.

Illinois

FeedWater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co Warrea
.

,

Electrician Publishing Co.

Pusb Buttons.
Huebel

A Manger.
A Carter Co.

Partrick

Bheostats.
General Electric Go.

Rushmore, S. W.
Sal Ammoniac,
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Klipstein, A. A Co.
Law Battery Co

Second-Hand Electrical
Ulaeliinery.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore

W.

S.

Separxtors.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
nine A Robertson Co.

Co

Flectri

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co
Speed Indicntorn
Diamond

Electric Co
Elec. Instrument Co.

Whitney

Steam Heating,
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam I^nmps.
Worthington, Henry R.

Storage Batteries.
Accumulator Co.

Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
CuahingA Morse.
Electric Appliance Co.

Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire

Co.

OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips insulated AVire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex J^lectrical Co.
Standard .Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,
D'Unger Long

Dist.

Tel.

Co.

National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co,
Western Electric Co.

Western

Tel. Const. Co.

Telephone Hooks.
Bradley A Co.
Tran sformers
Diamond

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.WayneElec. Corporation.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Cu.
AA'allace Electric^Co.

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Trucks. Eleciric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Turbine IVheels.

I^iffbtning:

Samson Cordage Wks,

Arresters.

Diamond

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
HiU. AV. S. Electric Co.

niagrnet Wire-

Slechanlcal Machinery.
Robertson Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell ACo., Eugene.

Motors.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

C A C

Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Fontaine Crossing

Ft.Wayne

Smith,

A

Co., Jas.

S.

Morgan.

A

A

Smith-

UniTcrsities
Cor. School of
Industrial
Sciences.
Scientitic Machinist Co.

Bliss Co., E. AV.

A

Leffel

Vaile Co.

(See Insulated Wires.)

Hine

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.
StilJwell-Bierce

Slininjs; Apparatus, Elec.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Fan

General Electric Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Pnblisheis, Electrical.

United Elec. Imp. Co,
AVestinghouse Elec.AMfg.Co.

Racine Hardware Co.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
AVatertown Steam Engine Co.
Weston Engine Co.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. CoUnited Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Nuttall Co., R. D,

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.

Trolley Cord.

Co., The Louis R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fontaine Crossing A El. Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

La Roche

Brownlee A Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co.

New York A OnioCo.
Partrick A Carter Co.

3tlca.

Eneravers.

Poles.

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Splitdorf, C. F.

& Co., The.
AA'ks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.

Comstock

Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Insulators and Insulat- Slate.
Independent
ing; Haterials.

Erie Citv Iron

Brownell

Phosphor Bronze Sm.Co. Ltd.

Silb Braid.

Induction Coils.

Clark Electric Co.

Electric Co.

J.

Phosphor Bronze.

Electric Appliance Co.

Carter Co.

Sioux City Brass Works.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.

Lari,'e

Elec. Heatinar nevice«.

Westinghouse

Paragon Insulating Co.
Standard fa.iui uo.

Grant, Geo. B.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

M.

Garlock Packing Co.

Paints.

Patents.

Gear-*.

Partrick

Little. F. P. Elec. C.

Packing.

(as

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
NuttaUCo., R. D.

Large

Stanley Elec. Mfs. Co.
AVagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

General Elec. Supplies.
and Anderson, Albert A J. M.

Cross-Arms, Pins
Brackets.
Brownlee

Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass WorKs.

Fuse Wire.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Anderson, Albert

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
MunciG Elec. J[fg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Royal Electric Co.

IjigbtiDg, ElectricAmerican Electric Co.

La Roche

'

Racine Hardware Co

Correspondence Sebool of

&

....

Phcenix Glass Co

Consolidated Car-Heating

Cashing

W. R

Partridge Carbon Co

Elec. Mfg. Co....

Comstock

A

Western Electric Co.
Beltinsr.

Boilers.

Paragon Insulating Co
Partrick

Electric Appliance Co.

Shultz Belting Co.

Palmer Bros

Boiler

sis

1

OkoniteCo., The
Co..

Carter Co.

Huebel A Manger.
Ostrander A Co., W. K.

Wire

New York A Ohio Co
NuttallCo., R. D

A

A

Bel IB.
xvii

Ostrander

Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hasckc A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

xvii

Co

vii

Chicago Geu'l Fixture Co. sii

Insulatecl

Bradbury -St one tllec. S. Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Partrick

xv

National Conduit Mfg.Co.

New York

Co.. D. E.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Co

Eugene ....

,

National India Rubber

Co

Electric

xxi

xv

H
.

A Co

xxii

i

Co

.

Co.

s

Butler Hard Rubber

.

i

A Co.

siv

xix

H...

J.

Moore, Alfred F

Elec. Mfg.

Co

Co., J.

Mfg. Co.,

Munsell

Bryant Electric Co

Buckeye

McEwen

Muncie

Wm. H
Electric

xi

Miamisburg Electric Co

A

Boswell

xxii

Mather Electric Co

xix

x

Brush Electric Co

Supply Co

S.

Accumulator Co.

—

Electrical

P.,

&

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Okoniie Co. The. j
Phillips Insulated ^Ire Co.

Diamond

W.
Batteries and Jars.
Rushn;ore.

James

Co.,

F.

xix;

BrowuleeA Co
Bryan,

A

Const.

Morris, Tasker

The

Co.,

Mfg. Co.

Amintare Wioders.

xiii

G

A

xiii

i

X

Co., U. E.

.t

El.

Leclanche Battery Co.,The.

Little,

Mfg.Co

liolgiano

Westmgnouse

Liisbt Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Leffel
iii

Co.

Arc
xiii

x

Co....

W

BliBsCcE.

xii

Law BatteryCo
xviii

Four Route
Bishop Guttapercha
Biff

vii

A Twining

S.

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.

i

Bernard,

A

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

x

Electric Wks...

Corporation.

General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'centAroLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.

—

Kanavert Mfg. Co

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Gregory. Chas. E. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Cordaee.
El. Co.

C A C

xii

La Roche

Co.
Electric Co.

Auerbach-Woolverton

W

KlipsteLn, A.

A Carter

Washington
Western Elec. SupplyCo.

x iv

Fibre.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Roebliugs Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Arc IjampR.

Johns Manufacturing
H.

Huebel A Manger.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.

xxii

ndependent Electric Co

Interior Conduit

Atierbach-Woolverlon Elec.

Co

Creelman.

Chicago Genl Fixture Co.

XV

Armstrong, Chaa. G

A

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

Copper Wires.

Co., D. E.,

A-

Electric Appliance Co.

Eoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

.

Accumulator Co.

Hascke

x

Electric Co....

S.,

sii

Amstuiz, N. S
,\ndereoQ, Albert

viii

HiueA Robertson Co

xl

Wofka

Ames it

Uiih A

I

I

Bradburj- -Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St- rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co-

xl

xv
Helios Electric

1

Accam alators.
Boswell

Hayden-Booker Mfg.Co

American

|

viii

i,

Allen-Hassey Co

CLASSIFIED LIST.

1

Abecdroth&Root MfgCo. xix

El. Co.

Elec. Corporation.
Geaieral Electric Co,

Tarnishes.
Standard Paint Go.

Water Wheels.
Leffel

Smith,

A

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare

Anderson, Albert A J. m.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
Nuttall Co., R.D.
OkoniteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
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SOHEEFFER'S RECORDING

WATT-METER.
No Cominntator,

For AlternatiDS Circnlts.

Ho Brnsies.

Power Consumed.

Registers Direct Actual

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE.

EASIL,Y ADJUSTED.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.
Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOR ANY VOLTAGE.

Chicago Offloe. I307 Ilanliattun Bnildioe,
Central Electric Co., Selling Agents.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC

CO., Peoria,

III.

THE STANLEY
Two-Phase System of Alternating Apparatus,
and only complete and perfected system hy which light and power'
can he supplied from^ the sam,e generator. Power transmission and distribution
made practical and commercially successful.
The

first

and operation the entire system

In construction

more simple than any

The
handsome

superior efficiency of the generator
profit to

is

any

is

in

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in
a the manner in which they take current in proportion to their
load, and in the uniformity of speed under the different conditions of load.

much

other, either direct or alternating.
itself

station.

without the loss of energy

It is practically self-regulating

Our transformers

insure satisfactory service and the
economy.
We
are prepared to fill all orders
generators
the revolv- promptly, and carry a full stock of transformers in Chicago.

involved by compounding or compensating.

The usual sources of trouble and expense in
have been entirely eliminated from the Stanley; /.c.
ing armature, commutators, collector rings, brushes, etc.
They can be built for any voltage from 10 for isolated

greatest

"No

1

lighting to 5,000 for

power transmission work.

nator

in

practical station man who has seen a Stanley alteroperation will ever be satisfied with any other."

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

Street,

PITTSFIELD, MASS.
>

Chicago,

III.
F. A.

ESTEP.

J. B.

McGINLET,

F. S.

MARTIN,

President and Treaeurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Alleghtny, Pa,

MASnFACTOREES OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.
LiLiHlLLb.LLUlULlL

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

THIS

The larsest and most prosperous street railway companies in the
country are nsingr our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
MATER, 600 Betz Building, PMladelphla, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
WOOD. 180 Sammer St., Boston, Maes., New England States Sales Department.
R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Salee Departmeot.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, St. Lonle, Mo
8. W. States Sales Department.
CHAS. A. CAVAQNA, Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
CHAS.
CHAS.

J.

N.

STANDARD

,

Vice-President.

Superintendent of Works.
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THE

ARC LAMP.

A.-W.

That gives the maximum

That burns on any

current.

That measures IS inches from top
bottom (including globe).
That has a
open air.

life

of 25

hours

in

to

That

gives

an

absolutely

it

light

the

That keeps the

where you want

Mm^W^j'Wm^^

— on the ground.

That feeds neither by

rack,

arc stationary.

casts

of the

mag-

net.

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY
CONSTRUCTION.

clutch,

clockwork, nor chain.

That

steady

light.

That feeds independent

That throws

light dis-

tribution.

THE MOST ORNAMENTAL LAMP
THE MARKET.

no shadow whatever.

AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON N£W
ELECTRIC
TORK
Cable Building-, Houston

St.

and Broadway,

OF

IN

CO.,

CIT7.

Street Railway Managers.
We now have
for:

the device you have long been looking

Automatic Magnetic Circuit Breaker

for

your motor

Our device only occupies a space of 11x8x3 inches;
sensitive, ^ ampere over its set capacity will operate it,
and still the jolting and

cars.

jar of the car has
fect

on

no

ef-

it.

Eipensive ?
No, cheaper than a fuse
box. Write us.

& MFC.
SWEET ELECTRIC
BAPIDS, MICHIGAN.
GRAND

CO.

J

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.
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The New "Bergmann" Arc Lamps
For Constant Potential Circuits.

BETTER

than

BECAUSE

all others
THEY HAVE

No Adjusting Springs and No Escapements
AND COHrSEQUEKTIiY CAN

Not Get Out
ISeiKl

of

Adjustment or Flicker or Stick.

for Descriptive Circnlar of Direct and Alternating Carrent l,anip«i, Blaile
tiwitches, Imported Carbons, Etc. Prices greally reduced on everything.

THE LATEST
Ko. ZG07
"Twin'' I^anip.

IS

OUR NEW "TWIN" LAMP.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT
NEW YORK.

169 A(fams Street, CHICAGO.

S.

BERGMASN,

572

President.

to

CO.,

No. 3435

A

578 First Ave.,

.

C.

liamp

NEW YORK.

ALTERNATING CURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Olifained.

Standard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000 Lights.

TRANSFORMERS
To

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.
lii'lfifllllllllllillillWI

ALTERNATING

CURRENT
MOTORS.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Complete Switcli Boards

iiii

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFO. CO., st
By

all

lodis,

Plants.

mo

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE^ BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,000

Ampere-Honr Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric I^aunclies,

for

Dental, 8nr^ical

for

Complete Lighting and Pojcer Plants

which

electricity

is

and

lledical

Work, and

for all

purposes

required.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

and workmanship.

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY, "'•"'"•'."eT.snrtf'NEwvoRK.
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Company

Electric

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

Works:

NEW

USLibertyStreet,

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

lOSO and 1021 Itlonadnock Bnildine-. BOSTON. 63 Oliver
nnxKi^n
UKdJ«l.u nx'K'¥r<K-a.5<^HlrACiO.
vr r lt^n,9 ciiKVELASID,
Cnj-ahoea Bnildine. J'HIl.AUJil.HIA, «33 Arcll St.
.

j

99

44

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY

IS

THE CHEAPEST.

e^

Highest Award at the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 189a.

^or

direct

.TRADE MARK-

and alternatinng current Arc Lamps, are the most economical and efficient manufactured. Tliey produce a very brilliant and absolutely steady light.

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LISTS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISINGER,

No. 38

£imM

N=^-*'-

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

•TRADE MARK-

R. of N. J.

St.

Highest Award at the World's Columbinn Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK,
Sole Importer for tlie XJniCea. States,

We Want Western

Ca.n.a.d.a.,

Btc.

Business.

LA ROCHE AITERNATORS.
HannfactQied In Sizes from

25

to

5,000

LA ROCH!

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

WORKS,

MULTIPHASE.

PfllllDELPEIS, Pi,

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

San Francisco,

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

KnoxvJIIe.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

Mobile.

Generators.
I,000 liight Alternator.

VM. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Chicago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rlalto Bldg,, St. Lonis, Mo.
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Lamp

Alternating Arc

For Street Lighting
New Alternating Lamp 900 c. p 7 amperes at
38 volts or 41^ amperes at 50 volts, 2% amperes
It consumes the energy of 3)4
at 100 volts.
,

16

c.

A

incandescent lamps.

p.

ing lamp

is

small alternat-

only possible with a reflector plate.

Low

Lamps

Potential Direct Current
We

have just completed a new direct current
lamp which we guarantee will not SEE-SAW.
The mechanism is entirely novel. By means of
this arrangement the most troublesome feature
running lamps

in

No.
street

Lamp,

10.

either 12 or li hour,

Write

-US

for Frices

a.rLd.

in

series

is

eliminated.

Eisco-unts

need in cooneetion with
Special 33 Volt Transformer.

to be

Eastern Agents: STANLEY ELEOTEIO MFG. CO., Pltt6field,-Mae3.
Western Agents: CENTEAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Sonthwestern Agents: ST. LOniS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Lonie, Mo.
New Yori City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY Si CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Vandam and Greenwich

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC
and

New

13.

Ampere

7

Hour Lamp.

Streets.

CO., Denver, Col.,

Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

Mexico.

MACHINERY SUPPLY

CO.,

Los Angeles,

Gal.,

Arizona.

Agents for Canada:

No
Inside 7

-

Agents for Lower California and

PHILADELPHIA,

'

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

PA.

Accumulator Company
STORAGE

BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL

STATIONS

SUPPLYING

POWER

LIGHT AND
New Type

w/ith

amined and Replaced
Capacity from
or

Screws.

350

Meets

Independent Plates which can be Easily Ex-

wit^^out interfering with

all

Charge

12,000 Ampere Hours.

to

Requirements

of Central

or

No

Discharge.
Nuts, Bolts

Sta'ions,

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELECTRO-PLA TING,
ELEC TRIG LA UNCHES,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
YACHT LIGHTING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
PHONOGRAPHS,
SAFETY LAMPS.
For any information regarding types

WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle
GANNETT & COMPANY,

St.,

Chicago,

of Cells, weights, dimensions, capacities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27 Pine St., New
PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.,

III.

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

OH.

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY,

I

18 Pine

224 Chestnut

St.,

York.

San Francisco, Gal.

St.,

PHILADELPHIA.
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ARANTTE
The Nearest Approach
The fact that

it

is

the only High-Grade Rubber Covered Wire manufactured
in

the

West makes

Indiana Factory of the 'iidiana Rubber and Insulated l¥ire

The

fact that

it is

to Perfection.

Co., Clarion.

it

Ind

,

llaitufacturcrs of Paranite AVires and Cables.

the Highest Grade of Rubber Insulation that
ble to produce makes it

it

has yet been possi-

Witness the Hotel Majestic, New York, the largest Hotel of the kind in the world,
wired from top to bottom with Paranite.
<se:isie:f=?a.i_

wj

E:]F?i^ A.(SE;>a-T"«

Eleetrie Appliance

Company,

2-^2

-

Street,

lN/ra,d.isorL

-

_

ciEiro-A-a-o.

-AOENCIES:
Hesa Electric

Co.,

Post Glover Electric Co.,
Cleveland Elec. Mfg. Co.,

-

-

Des Moines,

Elec. Engineerirg Co.,

la.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.
Qate City Electrical Supply

W.

&

T.

Osborn

& Co.,

Louisville Electrical Works,
Construction Co., Atlanta, Qa.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Kansas

City,
Louisville,

Mo.
Ky,

WESTERN

W.

S.

ELECTRICIANf.

17,

18C4

,vfj^"'0/^

HILL ELECTRIC CO.

M

November

The Only Clocks Used in theW. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.
for

SELE-WINDIN& CLOCK

CO.,

36 Broad-cc-ay, IIE"W" YOH.K:.

CataloEne

Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.
anfl

DiscoMts.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

SEND FOR
SAMPLES
AND
PKICES

OF

Si^itches

Sivitchboards.

and

I/ATEST ASID BEST UESISaiS.

133 OLIVER STREET,
NEW YORK:

Elson

&

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,

BOSTON, MASS.
CHICAGO:

Brewster, 143 Liberty St.

Acme

Central Electric Co.

NORWAY

Paint.

FINISH.

.

DRIES AT ONCE.
ADHESIVE.
FLEXIBLE.
ACID AND OIL PROOF.
WATER AND WEATHER PROOF,

PINE CROSS-ARMS.

WHITE OAK PINS.

Insulatins:

GLOSSY BLACK

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
TttTolot- .Coords.

BOSTON, MASS.

-

.

pay you to get our prices
BROWNLEE & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.
It will

The Paragon Insulating
Eomll

Storap

Eattery,

Co.,

1025 Society for SaTings,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting. Electric Lanncli. Telegraph, Phonograph Sargical, and
for all purposes where Light and
Power are required.

C1jC:V£]jAKI>,

OHIO.

Prices on Application.

D. E.

BOSWELL &

154

The

Estimates ana designs /urnishea

Lake

St.,

Wirt Dynamo

CO.,

Cbicago.

The

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA

Brusli.

THE BEST GBADES OF

Suitable for all Incandescent Dynamos, P aMog
Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Eailway Generators, Stationary Motors.

on Application,

Cbarges reasonable for guperior work.

CO.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

Technic Electrical Works, 129 Bread Street,

PHILADELPHIA.

307 Dearborn

St..

rbiraeo.

For under ground, under water, and

GRAPHITE SPECIALTIES
FOB EIiECTBICAli

all

other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

-

-

NEW

YORK^

KEKBT A. BKEI>, Secretary and Uanaser.

ITSES^

lienetha, tk-om 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Beslstanea
to the Ineh. uraphite Boxes and Grnciblea, Beslstlne Haats
of 4,000 Oesrees. InqulTles (}la<Uy Answered.

erspUte Bods of Tsrlons

IPS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

THE

ELECTRIC

CO., 192

SAL AMMONIAC
BRAND)

J.

(ELECTRIC

Broadway, NcwTork,

the only concern in the world
that makes
Is

Arc Lighting

CLARK
NEW

YORK, 86 and 88
BOSTON, 70 Kilby St.

Apparatus for e^ery purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

SRaNP'J

B

ForElectrlcal Purposes
Guara-nteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY. 122 Pearl

Cex3x*sr XI, vx/ ^x*tl3.it3 s"*^ 013.,
PHILADELPHIA, 607 Arch St.
CLEVELAND, 24 South Water Street.

Liberty St.

THIS

IS

CHICAGO,

New

St..

i8s to 189

York.

Van Buren

ST. LOUIS, Eighth and

St.

St. Charles St.

A

DOUBLE POLE

Consolidated Car-HeatingCo.,
ALBANY, N.Y.
Chicago,

Goatecook, P. Q-

III.

SNAP SWITCH,
Electric

MADE BY THE

BRYANT
XHOS G GRIER
EDWARD R.GR.ER.

SLEGTRIC
COMPAMY,
^

^^^^

Car - Heating.
Regulating Switch Gives

FIVE

DIFFERENT INTENSITIES

MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

OF HEAT.

f

Western Representatives.

Factory: Bridgfeport, Conn.
Sockets, Switches,

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Specialties.

and Prompt Shipments,

Good Goods

In Practical Operation In More

Tban SS

I,eadins Cltle« in
v. 8. and Canada.

November

WESTERN

t;, 1894
W. A. Hathaway, Treas.

EuoEfB F. Phuxips, Preet

W. H. Sawtzb,

Sao'7.

AMERICAN ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDENCE,

R.

%..

I.

^

^ILWAY FEEDER AND TROLLEY

YOKE OFFICE,

Thle company

11111111(1

VllnltX
" IHUU.

Telephone

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Ackerman, lOCortlBndt Street.
MOXTBEjLL branch, Eugene F. Phillips' Electrical Works
P. C.

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under

In

'*

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber nsed

Wires and Cables

la es-

will not deteriorate, oii-

dize or crack, and will remain flexible in eitreme cold
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under

lopa'ation.

grounder Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first class Insulated Wire.
We Ehall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in uee for
and has met with nuiversal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
the past ni^e years,

Discounts for Quantities.

are in nse thronghoot the United States and Foreign Cotintries, and the demand for it is conetantly increasing, because

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satibfaction.

CO.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston, Mass.

Western Agents,

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

Herbert H. Eustis,

Hbnrt

a. Clabk,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

CO.,

Chicago,

Send for

III.

CoDsoMated

TELEPHONES'

Prest.

and Electrician

Catalofi^e.

THE

s2yn#^to»'f,,^tFS^

Electric Sloraie

Conmany,

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
'sen°''Jmocije Palmer Bros.

'dP'"

and

A Thoroughly Reli-

every respect."

in

in insulating our

pecially chemically prepared,

For Switchboard, Kallway and Motor nse, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Ciark's

L?^!?rV»f

CO.,

S39, 540 and 541 aionadnook BIk., Chicaso, III

sizes of Stranded

it

mana factoring

A Compound Magneto

THE

a

is

which it sell3 outright under a guar&ntee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles a' any olher Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from ihe lelephone to the wire and poleO- Private lines, Factory j,>nts,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WIRE.

Incandescent and Flexible Cords.

ITEVr

TELEPHONES!!

\J

ELECTRIC EIGHT EX>E WIRE,

AMERICANITE. MAGNET.
OFFICE AND ANNUNCIATOR
FARADAY CABLES.

ELECTRICIAN.

HATDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

CMIANUS.COMN,

EDISON BUILDING.

DKEXEL

NEW ¥OBK.

BUII.DING,

Manufacturers of

PHIEADELPHIA.

all

kinds o£

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

CELLS,

And DRQlers In

SPEAKING TUBES and WHfSTLES.
Oral, Electric,

Everything in the Battery Line.

Pneumatic and Mechanical

S140 DeKalb

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full Iiine Always In Stock.

\^^44,

W. R. OSTRANDER &
204 Fulton

}$t..

New York.

MARC

S

CH.\P.I.\M,

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

146.3

THOMAS

Pres.

-

CO.,

DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
i^^Send for New CAtaloqde. Out August

Factory, 1461 and

St.,

M. M. HAYDEN, President and Vlanagar.

C.

l^t.

PERKINS,

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

TH. GONET,

Sec'y and Treas.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Lishtins

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

by the following well-known and

HOLT GATES, H40 Monadnock
H. B.
Q. M.
S.

N.

Buildinir, Giiicaso,
York: New York Oity, Brooklyn and

COHO & CO 203 Broadway, New
ANQIER & CO., 64 Federal St., Boston, Maps.: New England.
BLAEE, Eimira, New York: Northern ard Western New York.
,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.
vicinity

and

New

Jersey.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
-MANUFACTURERS OF-

"0. K."

aou^

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.

Ghleaeo Asentfl,
Electric Appliance Company.

New York

Handsome
and 41 Cortlandt St.

Perfect Insulation.

Office,

39

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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StUwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

ELECTRIC

Removes all

Impurities.

scale in Steam
Catalogue on application.

Entirely prevents

FIXTURES

Boilers.

aSTILWELL&BIERCEMFG.CO,
DAYTON, OHIO.

AND

ELECTRICITY

SUPPLIES.

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awabded.

Conrees in other trades,
ioclndiDgihoroogh instruction Id Mathematics
and Physics. Send for FREE Circular stating anbject you wf=h fn ?tn<1y, lo The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences. Scranton. Pa.
all

169

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

STUDY ELECTRICITY
By onr correepondence method.
Diplomas awarded. Oatalogne

FOR SALE.
50
100
2B0
400

Amp. D.

P. Slate

"

"
"
"

"

"
'»

8,000 Pounda
will pass

CHAS.
47-40

"
"

Base Switch
"
"
"
"
"
"

New Rubber

Wire;

$1.25
2.B0

Our

Chicago inspection; 20c per pouLd,

E.
lit

CRECORV

CO.,

.leiferson St.. Cliiraeo.

For Sale --At a

W

J4lH«

813 Eigth St. So..

iiRAXT I^'SURED.

CHAS.

J.

GOOCH,

WssmngtOD, D.

C.

CO.,
C. F.

SFLITOORF,

Manufacturer of

Channte Electric light & Power

Telephone Bobb'iis and Sparli Coilt
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York.

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

For Sale, Cheap.

Send card

for our

new Catalogue No.

The "New Era"

2.

EliECTBIC
GAS LIGHTERS.

& TWINING,

LARGE

Newly Improved.

llanufacturcrs of High-firade
aud Sivitchboardt,

Co.,

Are the only Kleetrlc

Switt-lies

TK. KAN.

319 Chestnat

St.,

PEILADELPHU,

inad>^ that
aie successfully operated by the key.

I'ishters

PA,

PROPOSALS WANTED
Sealed proposals for 68 electric street lights for
the city of Mnnroe, Michigan, for the year commencing Japuary let nt'st; bide to be opened November 26. Right to reject all bids rwt^erved, aad
security required from successful bidder.

Which always Indicates whether
liable:

"Monarcli" Insulating Material.

JQH.V STEIXER,

Paul and Minneapolis

phone Co.

fully guaranteed.
Made lo 5
slylfS but all on the .^ame general priDciple as style hhiiwn.
Caudle. Billiard, Argaud. Our
VictO'-with side lever, is a

A hard, black ccmposition, which is not liable to
crack or break durirg service, or alter its form under
ordiDary charges of temperature. It is moulded to
exact bhape, and is suitable for switch-blocks,
sockets, bushings, ard otter parts requiring accuracy of dimension and finish.

Monroe, Mich,

Messenger and Tele-

i-i on
or olT. Safe, rewill not fMil to light;
h ve interchange ibte siemtt;are
adai'table to any fixtures, and

the gas

ASSIGNEE'S SALE.
St.

re-

KNIFE SWITCHES.

F. COI.I.I X*i.

City Clerk,

Pamphlet,

ferences and advice free.

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.

All or one-hilf interest in a new electric
light plant, in a goDd town of 4,000 inhabitants.
Prefer an electric'an or good engineer.
For terms, e;c., address

Address

30 Years* Practice.

Procured.

Barpin,

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN

CHAXI

^J|

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Ten two-fiued boilers, in one or two batteries.
Boilers are made of C. H. No. 1 Iron and are In
They are i'l Inchwe diameter by
(food condition
22 feet long, two 15 "nch SueK each, mud and steam
drums complete. Suitable for saw mills or electric light plants.
For price and full particular?,
address

ROOD PATENTS

on the press and will be ready for distribution in
a short time.
Anyone wishing to obtain a complete
list of all the electrical books published to date, together with descriptions of the most important, can
do so hy writing us.
Is

8.00
eize, Nos- 6 to 16;

AT HOME

Thorough Inetrnctlon, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate tenns
Mrientlfic macnlniHt Co., 90-91 Atwater BIdg., Cleveland.o!

free.

New Book Catalogue

475

<Avxx\\\\xiAML\\^M.\\m.\\x\\\\\'vi\\\'vwm£S

little

wonder.

Sole Manufacturers,
1

02

Pearl St

Send

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS.

Boston, Mass.

E.W. BLISS CO.,

Insulated with Moulded Mica, and designed with special
reference to their strength, durability and high
insulating qualities.

state of Minnesota, Connty of Ramsey— JDistricC Court, Second Judicial

,

for Circulars.

14 John

St.,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

Brooklyn. ST. Y.
100 W. Washington

St

Uistriet.

In the matter of the assigrtmerit of ihe St.
Paul aTul Minneapolis Messeng/ir arid
Teleplione Gwnpany.
Notice ib hereby given that ihe undersigned, the
assignee for the bt. Paul and Minneapolis Messenger and Telephone Company, a corpnration, at his
office in the Manhattan Building, in the City of
St Paul, Minnesola, on the 141h day of November,
A, D. 189 1, at 10 o'clock in the morning of paid day,
will sell to the highest bidder for caph thf^refor, all
the wire, messenger call boxes, batieri*"S. office

furniture and fixtures, and all book accounts due
to said company, t-ald P»le beins made subject to
approval by the District Court in and lor the

County of Ramsey, ailnnefota.
Notice is also given that the uodersigned wIU
apply to the Di-trict Court in and for the County
of Ramsey, Minnesota, at a special term of said
court, to be held in the CHy of St. Paul. Mlnueso
ta, on the 17th day of November, A D. X894, at 10
o'clock in the forenoon on said day or as soon
thereafter a^ counsel can be heard, for an order
confirming said sale.
Dated St. Paul. Minn., Oct. 18, 1891.
ROBERT L. WINNE, Assignee.
A majority of the stock can be transfprred at
above sale. Plant is now in operation and so can
he continued under one of the most valuable franchises in the City of St. Paul.

PUNCHING, STAMPING,
PERFORATING

VITXaGABESTON Heat^-Froof Ins-ulatlon.
H.
New

York,

PRESSESan^DIES.

W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,

Philadelphia,

Boston.

240 and 242 Randol ph

Street,

CHICAGO,

Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

ILL.

foi

All-around
Station Economy

ARMATURE NOTCHING
PRESSES WITH INDEX FEEDS.
The above cut lo of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system.
perfect baianca, handsome appearance. Write for prices on

For the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

—

ax.oo.

UEPAIHS;

Shops, Jersey Cily, N.J.

All colls alllie

HEAVY CBKTR*!. STATION

Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

126

Liberty St.,

NEW YORK.

SHEARS AND DROPS.
STILES

& PARKER PRESS

CO.

November

17,
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
—

Cylinder or Register Gate Close Regulation and High
ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The aUention

of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

ie called

to this

Effi-

CELKBRATED AVATFR

AVHKELi as particularly ariaijtfd lo their u?6, on account of its remarkably Bieady motion,
aii(tsr< at elheieiiry and large capaeiiy for its diameier, being double
power
number of the leading electric com-

high Hpeect

the
ol most wheels of thft same iii»m*'ter. It ia used by a
paoicB with pret-t aatiefRclion. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of ueefal effect g;uarunteed*

ia

without an equal, producing the

SEXn FOR CATALOGVE AND I^AHTICUMjARS,
The accompansioc engraving represents a single lOinch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 H. P. under 38 ftret head. Arranged with 12-iQch Worrell Frictiun Coupling at one end to
disconnect pullfy.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the tsiiuaiion admits of their use we recommend them.

The

Siilwell-Bierce

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton, 0.

NEW YORK,

JOHN STREET,

85

&

MANUFACTURERS OF

Law Cells,

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other
SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STOVE, ZIMCS, CARBONS, ETC., ETC.

FRICES JLNC OTHER. lUEORIwI A-TION CHEEREULX^Y EURNISHEE.
A VALUABLE BOOK!

LAMPS

TEE MOST IMPOKTANT WOEK TU
STREET BAILWAY MEN THAU
HAS BEEN POBLISUED.

FOR

PLATINUM
For

ail

Lightest Storage

Circuits,

ed for electric launches, tractiuu and lighting wurK.
Write

Both Alternating and Direct.

(

Each.

1

IN

SERIES ON

I

ID

Remit by

JL

Complete

only device that will do the required work and not infringe in any
one of the 126 patents owned by the
Oar device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of

ILin.e

receiver

Send for testimonial

culars, price

cir-

list, etc.

BRADLEY & CO.,
NEW Arc Lamps.
13 Stone Street,
7,0,
Kocliester.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED. O'UNCER TELEPHONE.
ENTIRELY

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

00; Leather and Gilt, S5.00.

0.

km a Siccess.

TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have Rot the

N.

Money

Order, Draft, Registered
Letter, or Express Money Order.
P.

Any

11,

Price, Postace Prepaid
!S'l

HcTcr

St.,

CHICAGO.

Every

Of

By C. B. FAIRCeiLD,
Kdltor Street Railway Journal,

W. Randolph

Agents wanted.

VOLTS.

Globe and Resistance, S2. CO extra per lamp.

OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE.

new

rage Baltery Manufacturers,

St

20-28

TWO

this

HASCHKE & CREELMAN.

THEIR

"TltA-MS."

descripiiun of

r

discovery.

Standard 'Ward" Lamps, $

CONSTRUCTION,

A PUACTICAl, HAXDHOOU FOK
STREET HAIL, WAV HEX,

Battery

THE MARKET.
new feature

that
eives it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suit-

First Practical Book Covering American Street Railway Practice of To-day.

STREET RAILWAYS;

PurchMet

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Haiiroad Ave., Newark, N. J.
IN
Eiiiboflles

The

Cloth,

Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platlnnm

BAKER &

Beware of Infringin? or asing Infringing Instruments.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of

SPECIAL LAMPS OF ALL KINDS
IVBITE rs FOR €IBCVI.AB$$.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY

IMPORTED CORED
selling at

reduced

carbons and

we

carbons, which

are

prices.

&

18 Cortland! Street, New
(Established 1881.)

ffaliace Electric Co.,

Agents,

All,

The D'Unger Telephone

(its reputation as the
best instrument ever coostructed now fully established) is the oi/y iostrnment in which the power
of the voice is Increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by Ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
the Toice-jcave is redttcd.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advantages without the
use of a lever. The U'Uoger Long-DistHuce Telephone Com any has the sole and exclusive light to
use a lever in telephones—remember that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll liues on a small nnnaal royalty. They

cannot be had on any ntber tftrms.
The D^Unger Long- Distance Telephone Company
owns th« fi'St and only undisputed patent for an

USERS OF ARC LAMPS SHOULD WRITE US FOR PRICES.

Electric Construction

\'.

All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this country.
A 1 persons who assert that this company*^
patents Infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

Address

Supply Co.,

R. D'Uneer. Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111

all lettfra to

NORTH STAR POINTS
York.

307 Dearbarn

Street,

Ciiicago,

III.

Is the title of a book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on tLe line of
the Milwaukee 5; Northern R. R,, and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agricult
oral, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wiscons n and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
This book, together with an illustrated pamphle
will be sent free
telling "WSere th9 Trcnit Hide
upon application to Geo. H. Henfford, General Passeneer Agent. "North Star Route." Chicago, lU
'•''

Preserve Your Copies
OF THE
The standard Open Circuit Bat'
teries of the World.

BINDERS

Send for Circular and Pricks.

THE

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

/// to 717 East tSlst

St.,

S

Electrician,

EACH.

FLECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

N. Y.

$1.00

Western

Ija^esica.e BvLil^ing",

For the

CO.,

CmCA-O-O.

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

— Ai.oo.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

nCEETE
Monadnock

SwKch

Klieostat Boxes and Bases.

Battery Bases and Covers,
Fuse Boxes and Bases,
I-amp Bases,

for

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE)

AND LINKS

handBome Map of the United
mounted and suitable for office or
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies vpUI be mailed to any ad-

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,

large,

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

c»'«ct
Carrylnc

(

Capaelty

V
)

"""'"r^Ln.

dress on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTTs, Gen'l Pass. Agent, 0. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

lation of btoragH battery lighting plpnts a specialty
*^i 4^ninc.v Ht., Chicago.
80S.

Room

Judge Ricks' decision against the

States,

Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

FOB
Boards,
Baxes.

i»ivit<'h

And

A

SiLEB AGENTS FOE

FIT

Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint ol
infringement. Order no other.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

PORTER & BUERDORF.

Artistic Slate

ANY
STANDARD SOCKET.
TO

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

17, 1894'

&

Xo

Purposes Requiring

All

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Yermont Slate, and finish Id
Dull Block,
Polished Black,
Uloodatone or IVarblelzed.

For any electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

and
VermoDt marble,
Slexicaa onyx and

Italian, Teiiiie»i«ee,

drained

Very low prices qnoted on

filled

ELEOTEIOIAN PUBLISHINO COMPANY
6 Laheslde Building, Ohlcago.

ff^oods.

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
SMh

St.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK

FOUR

Co.,

39th St. and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

and Stewart Ave., OHIOAQO.

GOOD

INCANDESCENT WIRINC HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
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Progress the Order of the Age,
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvementB made in the New Amerlran Turbine have increased the power as per their diam.
eter, and produced greater efficiency froni whole to half water than aoy other turbine, as evidenced by the
from certified testa made at Holyoke Msbb., on the dates named, and eigned by A. F. Sickman, engineer In charge of experiments, and E. S, Waters, hydraulic engineer.
The originals of these cerHficates and teste of other sized wheels can be seen at our office.
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For Information and oatalogae
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"
7a
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K

%
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In the D'Arsonval receiver a curved peris used; one pole of which terminates
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TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
it
was proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

manent magnet
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coil, and the other in an iron box, or cylinder, that

BERLINER'S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.
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principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-
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FOE E.ARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles are magnetically insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part of which the diaphragm is

SCREW,

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.
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General Electric Co.
S. W.
Sal Ammoniac

Rushmore,

Electrical

Glassware.

,

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Klipstein, A. A Co.
Law Battery Co

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Second-Hand Electrical
machinery.

€rraphire Specialties.
Dixon Crucible

J.

Phosphor Bronze.

"

Palmer Bros.

Gregory, Chas. E. Co.

Rushmore

Co., Jos.

Hard Rnbber Ooo^ts.

W.

S.

8e part) tors.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Hine A Robertson Co.

Splitdorf, C. F.
Silk Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg.
Insulators nnd Ensnlatins Materials.
Slate.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell A Co,, J. H.

Independent

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

A Hegeman Mfg.
High A Co., J. Grant.

A

Speed Indicitors
Electric Co "
Elec. Instrument Co.

Steam Heating.

Twining.

F. P. Elec. C.

Co
Ostrander A Co., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co
Whitney

Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.

Large

Co

Electric Appliance

Diamond

Empire China Works.
Hart

Co.

Flectri

Speaking Tubes.

A

S.

Co.

Metropolitan Elec. Co.
Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.

New York Insulated Wire Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
Paragon Insulating Co,
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J, a.

Simplex Electrical Go.
Standard Paint Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.
Wallace Electric Co.

Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Gushing A Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Large A Twining.
Metiopolitan Elec. Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
Okonite Co., The.

A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick

Lamps, Incandescent.
Am.

Electrical Mfg. Co.
Pump AElec.Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Beacon Vac

Buckeye Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Matuer Electric Co.

New York A OnioCo.
& Carter Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.
Worthlngton, Henry R.
^Itorage Batteries.
Accumulator Co."
'

Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec.

Co

S.

Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, Insulating:.
American Electrical Works.
Gushing A Morse.
Electric Appliance Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.

Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones,
D'UugerLoug

Dist.

Tel.

Co.

National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Western

Tel. Const. Co.

r^lenhone Hooks.
Bradley

A

Co.

Transformers

.

Diamond

Electric Co.
General Electric Co.
Homberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply OO;

Trollpy Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Partrick

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.
r.ishtnine: Arresters.

Diamond

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

General Electric Co.
HiU, W. S. Electric Co.

Trocks. Electric Car.

General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Turbine Wheels

A

Smith,

Co., Jas.

S.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

VTxre.

.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel

(See Insulated Wires.)

Illinois

Packing.
Paints.

(JrcneralBlec. Mnpplles.

magnet

Websier Mfg. Co.

Eneines, SteamBall A wood Co., The.

Wm.H.

La Roche

Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.

Electric Co.

Co., The Louis
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.

C

A

Electric »lat»».

Comstock

Bryan,

Twining.

Sweet Elec.

Clocks. Electric.

Brush

A

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co,

Car-Heaters, Electric.

Ball,

M.

Diamond filectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Large

W^esiern Electric Co.

C & C

J.

Bernard-Co., TheE. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Carbons. Points ^Plates.

Constrnction

W.

Anderson, AlbertA

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Ins.

S.

Electrical Instruments.

Wire Co.

Electric.

American Electric Co.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

The Louis K.

Consolidated Eng. Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

<iias JLiightingr,

TVires and
Cables— lla^net Wire.

H.

Co.,

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
W^estingbouse El. A Mfg. Co

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Insulated

G.

D.

Wm.

Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Works

Fuse ^V Ire.

Little,

Economizers.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas.
Arnold, B.J.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Indnotion Coils.

Roth A Eck.
Royal Electric Co,
Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Elec.

Fire Alarms.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

General ElectricCo.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Co,
CBble8(See Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectric. (See InWires),
Copper,
sulated

&

Co.

Brush Electric Co.

Partridge Carbon Co,

Bnrelar Alarms.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick & Carter Co.

Ins.

S.

Electric u ail-ways.

Electrician Publlahiog Co.

New York

A

Metropolitan Elec. Co.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

xii, xiii

Anderson, Albert A, J. M.
Bernard Co.. The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

La Roche

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Interior Conduit

Smith-

Vaile Co

Cnt-Onts and t^-n^tches.

Clark Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg.Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fontaine Crossing A El. Co.
Ft.Wayue Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Gregory, Chas. E. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Bells.

Cnndnlts

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co

&

Carter Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Go.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Halske Elec. Co.

Simplex Electrical

Smith,

Mlamisburg Electric Co.

Ostrander

M.

Co., J. Grant.
Ins. Co.
Interior Conduit

Accumulator Co.

it

J.

Electric Appliance Co.
NuttallCo.. R. D.
Partrick it Carter Co.

High

Wallace Electric Co.

Hugo

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Roth

Iv

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co
Goltz

xi

.

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.

Wagner
Sale Advertisements, xii

Freeman,

i
. .

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Elec.

Co

-

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co., Ltd
xiv
Porter A Buerdorf

Sweet Elec.

xx

xviii

Wks

Fontaine Crossing
For

——

xviii

Wire Co

Stilwell-Bierce
xi

Empire China Works.

W.
Batteries and Jars.
S.

Shultz Belting Co.

Royal Electric Co

Co

Dayton Globe Iron Works
xviii
Co

Edwards, W.

xi

.

Carter Co

it

Correspondence School of

Elec. Mfg.

. .

Paragon Insulating Co

Racine Hardware Co

Dixon Crucible

.

xi

Reisinger,

Electric

i

D

Consolidated Engr.Co., The. xvii

Co., H.

vi

Phcenix Glass Co

Consolidated Elec. Stor.Co.

Cutter Electrical

viii

Partridge Carbon Co

Consolidated Car-Heating

Eddy

viii

National Tel. Mfg. Co....

Boiler

Co., The Louis K.xvii

DUnger Long

i

,

Palmer Bros

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co....

&

. .

& Co

Elec. Mfg.

Ostrander

six

Diamond

xii

.

Wks

Delno

xvii

F

Moore, Alfred

i

•Clark ElectricCo
Clonbrock Steam

facturing

—

OkoniteCo.. The

H

Co., J.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co. xii

Cushing

xix

A Co.

Ft.AVayneElec, Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

A*inatnre Wioders.

Co., J. H...

Brownlee

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Samson Cordage Wks.
Rushmore.

and

Diamond

Cord.

Partrick

x

Hard Rubber Co ...
C & C Electric Co

Ijigrht

National India Rubber Co.

The

Butler

Co.

xix

G
Co.,

S.

National Conduit Mfg.Co. xiv

Bryant Electric Co

Comstock

Arc

—

Supply Co

&

Munsell&Co., Eugene...

xxii

A Co

&

xiii

xviii

Electric

Wm. H

Bunnell

P.,

&

Electric Wks.

A

Anderson, Albert

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Royal Electric Co.
Roth A Eck.

Grant, Geo. B.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Cross-Anns, Fins
Brackets.

Gregory. Chas. E. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

€rear<

Cordsee.
El. Co.

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. & Mfg. Co.

Electrical

Morris, Tasker

Brush Electric Co
Bryan,

Little, F.

AVallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

siii

x

E.,

A Co

Brownlee

James

Co.,

Mlamisburg Electric Co

Storage Co

&

&

Simplex Electrical Co.

Carter Co.

it

Boswell &. Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Bunnell & Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Hascke & Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.

xxli

Bradbury-Stone

Brovmell

Leffel

McEweuMfg.

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Brill Co., J.

Leclanche Battery C%.The.

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Chicago Gen"! Fixture Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent ElectricCo.

Partrick

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

xiii

American

Ostrander &Co.. W. R.

La Rocne

x

'

Mather ElectricCo

W

Boswell .tCo.,D.

xv

.

& Twining

Const.

Bolgiano Mfg.Co

Bradley

Electric Wks..

xviii

Bishop Gutta Percha Co
BlissCo.,E.

xviii

& Co

LawBatterjCo

Co

Electrical

Bernard,

Kartavert Mfg. Co

Copper Wires.

National India Rubber Do.
Okonite Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Cons. & Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent Arc Lt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.

viii

Fibre.

Melropcjlitiiu Elec. Co.'

Auerbach-WooKerton
C & C Electric Co.

Co.,

W

EUpstein, A.

&

Creelman.
Buerdorf.

Arc l^ampn.

& Ins. Co. xxii

Johns Manufacturing

Co.

A;

Copper.
Law Battery Co.
Mlamisburg Electric Co.

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

.

AuerbacU-Wootverton Elec.

I

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Electric Applisnce Co.
Huebel A Manger.

i

& Manger

I

An nnn ciat ors.

Homberger Elec.Mfg. Co.

sn

.

Hascke

siii

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Works

Ames & Frost Company.

LIST.

Accumulator Co.

Porter

HineA Robertson Co

Electrical.

&

ix

High&Co..O. Grant

American Elec. Mfg. Co....

Anderson. Albert

xl

Co

Helios Electric

CUSSIFIED
Acomaalators.

Boswell it Co., D. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric Stt rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co-

:A, v, is

Allen-Hussey Co

Amencan

l

turlng Co

AbeodroLh ARoot MfgCo. xix

A

mechanical Vachinery. Universities
Cor. School of
BlissCo., E. W.
Sciences.
Hine A Robertson Co.
Scientidc

Smith-

-

mica.

Johns Mfg.
Munsell

Co., H.

A Co.,

Tarnishes.

W.

Eugene.

inin s A pparatns, Elec.
mGeneral
Electric
Co.

Independent ElectricCo.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

motors.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.

Brush Electric Co.

C A C

Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

Industrial

Machinist Co,

Elec. Mfg. Co.

A

Standard Paint Co.

Water W^heeis.
Leffel

Smith.

A

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare

.

Anderson, Albert A J. M
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
Nuttall Co., R.D.

El. Co.

OkoniteCo., The.

Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Phillips Insulated

Fontaine Crossing

Ft.Wayne

Wire Co.

Roebling's Sons Co.,

J.

a.
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Eclipses all others

when

Prove

.

.

BEI.I.

it

Price and duality are considered.
with a Sample order
.

.

PROCTOR-RAYMOND ELECTRIC
ROCHESTER,

New York

JH.

THE LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

T.
Chicago
THE LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

Cincinnati

Boston

Louis

St.

Pittsburg

COmiWERCIAL ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

THE JONES BROS. ELEC. CO.

ANCHOR ELEC'RIC CO.
PETIINGELL-ANDREWS CO.

CO.

REMOVAL NOTICE!
The United Electric Improvement Co. have removed their office
and works to new factory building, Allegheny Ave. and 19th St., Phila
Conveaient to Germantown .lunction on Penna R. R, and
delphia, Pa.
Tioga Station on the Phila. & Reading R, R. Can also be reached by

ARC

?

CO.

INGAIESCEIIT

Both Alternating and Direct.

Circuits,

13th St. Trolley Line.

ROBBINS ELECIRIC

Standard "Ward" Lamps,$ 10 Each.
TWO

IN

SERIES ON

I

lO

VOLTS.

Globe and Resistance, S2. GO extra per lamp.

-ZL

Complete Line

NEW Arc Lamps.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.
Of

ENTIRELY

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

SPECIAL LAMPS OF ALL KINDS.
WRITE US FOR

CIRCULrARS.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
IMPORTED CORED
selling at
Our iiici eased jaciliiies will enable us to carry in stock for prompt
delivery Alternating Current Generators, Direct Current Apparatus for
lighting and transmission of power, and Improved Long Distance Series
locandescent Apparatus; also a full line of Series Incande cent Lamps of
Correspondence Solicited

E. P.

GLEASON MFG. 00.

all

through

our
Flat Spiral Cormsated Keflector.

line.

Agents,

York.

307 Dearborn

181-189 Mercer
183 Dearborn

Street,

St.,

St.,

Chicago,

III.

NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.

f

\^

quotations

and

compare with
the lowest.

Half Reflector »had«^, (j^reen OntsidP.
White Knaniel Inside ^'o- extra holder neceH^ary.
made tu flt auy socket.

Pat. p»nilin8:. Ifletal

Supply Co.,

Send for

Big reduction
in prices

&

18 Cortlandt Street, New
(Established 1881.)

Wallace Electric Co.,

Philadelphia.

St.,

are

USERS OF ARC LAMPS SHOULD WRITE US FOR PRICES.

Improveineni Co.,

Electric

Allegheny Ave. and 19th

we

prices.

Electric Construction

improved manufacture.

The United

reduced

carbons and

carbons, which

SecMnnal Ball
if.

:i,or

Clnsiter. 6471.
4 liK>itf^,haM a detachable
forms a fiu-

louver Mection that
Ishine piece.

November

34,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

AFFIRMATION!
^—

^—^-^A NOT HER.-

IMPORTANT DECISION!
A

decision

Appeals

for the

was handed down on November 15th,
Second

Circuit, in the case of the

in the

United States Court of

Accumulator Company against the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company and the Electric Storage Battery Company by

Judges Wallace, Shipman and Townsend, affirming the decision of Judge Lacombe
enjoining the Edison Electric Illuminating
chloride battery, on the ground that

it is

Company

of

New York

an infringement of the Swan reissue patent.

The Accumulator
224 Chestnut

Street,

-

from using the

-

-

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

-

Street Railway Managers.
We now
for:

have the device you have long been looking
Automatic Magnetic Circuit Breaker for your motor

Our device only occupies a space of 11x8x3 inches;
sensitive, i ampere over its set capacity will operate it,
and still the jolting and

cars.

jar of the car has
fect

on

no

ef-

it.

Eipensivo ?
No, cheaper than a fuse
box. Write us.

& MFC.
SWEET ELECTRIC
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.
GRAND

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

24,

1894

ALTERNATING CURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Olitained.

i

standard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000 Lights.

TRANSFORMERS
To

POTENTIAL

order for any purpose, voltage

SWITCHES,

or capacity.

ALTERNATING

Complete Switch Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

Plants.

WAGONER ELECTRIC MFa CO., st lodis, mo.
NewYork Insulated Wire Co.j
Sole

Grimshaw White Gore and

Um

3VCAix-u.fEicti;LX>ex>£i,
Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Gore Wires,

Gables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Yalca Bashings,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

all sizes,

MAIN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

I

New

BRANCHES:

Tork.

SAN FEANCISCO:

(

CHICAGO:

BOSTON:

(

78-82 Franblln Street.

134 Congress Street.

102

99

T»e«<|viATIONAL
We

make simply

a

for

more business, either

in

own

is in

is

open

telephones or switchboards for exchanges.
Bell telephone operators.

use at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620

sets of our

way

If satisfactory the

tests.

Our head telephones are largely used by
The "NATIONAL"

Buy two

business proposition.

instruments and make your

Sacramento Street,

(W) Atlantic Avenue,

CO.,

Boston, IMass.

By

all

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlpbate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Bnckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,000

Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
r

itteries for

Electric liannches,

for

Dental, I^Qrgical

for

Complete Lighting and Po^ver Plants

ELEGTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

which

and

Uledical

Work,

and

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

Room

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

November

WESTERN

1894

24,

The

C

O

8c

ELECTRICIAN.

Company

Electric

r^j^^^T-ji^.A.c=:Tn-JFR:E;F=5^ cdf^

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS.
Up to

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143

Liberty Street.

NEW

Works:

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

1020 and 1021 Menadnock Bnlldine- BOSTON. 63 Oliver
nvE'ir'ii'B-i'^IIICACiO.
KRAKK^H VI
BH.u«i.n
r ii/UB ci.KVEl.ASiD,
Cuyahosa BnildUiB. PHIIiAUKIiHIA, 633 Arch St.
J

R. of N. J.

St,

.

THE

i.-W.

iRG UHP.
That gives the maximum

That burns on any

current.

That measures 18 inches from top
bottom (including globe).
That has a
open air.

life

That

to

gives

an

absolutely

That keeps the

arc stationary.

That feeds independent
That throws light where you want
on the ground.
it

of the

mag-

net.

.

That feeds neither by

casts

SIMPLICITY AND DURABILITY
CONSTRUCTION.

rack, clutch,

clockwork, nor chain.

That

steady

light.

of 25 hours in the

—

light dis-

tribution.

t?

THE MOST ORNAMENTAL LAMP
THE MARKET.

no shadow whatever.

OF

IN

\-/

ELECTRIC
AUERBACH-WOOLVERTON NEW
YORK
Cable Building, Houston

St.

CO.,

CITY.

and Broadway,

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Lamps,

New
And

all

Prices given on

Series Sockets,
Poles,

Street Fixtures,

Bank Boards,
SERIES LAMPS

accessories for the use of

Meters
on

ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.

This system permits a PROFITABLE and SATISFACTORY m.ethod of street illum,ination and should be investigated by every plant using alternating current apparatus.

WRITE FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND PRICES.

OT7R SERIES

Will show you a

LAMPS

COMPARATIVE SA VING equal to their FIRST COST in POWER CONSUMED.

SERNSTEIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

620

Atlantic Ave., Boston,

Mass.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Vlll

182I.

MORRIS, TASKER

November

24,

1894

1888.

&

CO.,

INCORPORATED.

222-224

Offices,

S. Third St.. Philadelpliia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

MOULDED

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

MICA

The Only Snap Switoh that hai

TROLLEY LINE INSULATORS,

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

Bangers, PuU-Overs, Bracket Arm Insulators, Guard
Wire, Feed Wire, Giant Strain and Section Insulators,
Frogs, Crossings, Rail Bonds, Etc., Etc,

For Sale by All Supply Hoasea.

The Hart

&

Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

heat-proof Insulation for Magnet
VU^CABESTON troUer
parts, Etc.
ASBESTOS for Fire-Proofing and Electrical Purposes.

H. W.

Manufacturers of the

Mnncie

Steel

Electricians

MOTORS-

\

DYNAMOS.
1 to 50 Horse Power Motors.
18 to 700 I^iglits' Capacity Dynamos.

AGENTS:
Oeburn Bros., 304 Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
H. Major & Co., Philadelphia.
Columbian EnRlneering Co., Lonieville. Ky.
Furniture City Electric Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
F- & F. Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

SEIW FOB CATALOGUE.

WanM.

Agents

— Are You

Magnet
C.

K.

Bushings,

Con.

JOHNS MFG. COMPANT,
CHICAGO, ILL.

240 and 242 Randolph Street,
PHILADELPHIA.
NEW YORK.

MUNCIE ELECTRICAL MFG. COMPANY.

Spools,

BOSTON.

Progressive?

If so, you will be interested In any book
that will give you the latest information
on that subject ....

MAC FADDEN
...AND...

OUR NEW BOOK.
The Practical Application of Dynamo Electric Machinery"
IS A STRICTLY 1894 BOOK...
and gives many new points for Dynamo Tenders. Motor Men, Linemen, and all other
brandies. Each subject is thoroughly treated, and in such a manner, that it can
be readily understood. The Book is profusely illustrated with Original Cuts, showt68 Pages, good paper, flexible binding, size suiting latest improvements, etc.
able for pocket.

PRICE $1.00.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

SEND FOR ONE.
No. 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO, ILL,

Muncie,Ind.
B. A. ESJiEi'.

President and Treaeurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OP

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The Inrsest and most prosperous street ralliray companies in the
country are usine our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
MAYER, 600 Betz Bnlldfng, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department,
WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass,, New England States Sales Department.
R'T SUPPLY CO., Monadnoolf Block, Ohicago, Hi., N, w. States Sales Department,
PARTRIDGE. Bank of Oommeroe Building, St. Louis, Mo 8. W. States Sates Department.

OHAS.
OHAS.

J.

N,

STANDARD
A, S,

,

(35AS. A, OAVAflNA, Neeve BuUdlng, Clnoinoatl, Ohio, OentFal States Sa^es Pepartipeot.

R.

MoGINLET,
Vice-President.

F. S.

MARTIN,
Superintendent of Worka.

November

24,

Western gLECtRiciAN.

1894

New

Lamp

Alternating Arc

For Street Lighting
New

4:14

at 100 volts.

16

Lamp 900 c. p 7 amperes at
amperes at 50 volts, 2J^ amperes
It consumes the energy of 3^

Alternating

28 volts or

c. p.

,

incandescent lamps.

ing lamp

is

A

small alternat-

only possible with a reflector plate.

Low

Lamps

Potential Direct Current
We

have just completed a new direct current
lamp which we guarantee will not SEE-SAW.
The mechanism is entirely novel. By means of
this arrangement the most troublesome feature
in

Lamp, either 12 or 14 honr,
to bB used in coDnectioa with
SpeclBl 33 Yolt Transformer.

street

"yVrite

-U.S

for Frices

STANLEY ELECTEIC MFG. 00., PlttsOeld, Mass.
OENTBAI, ELECTKIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Sonthwestem Agents; ST. LOUIS ELEOTKICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Lonis,
New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONSTKUCTION

a.n.d.

running lamps in series

is

eliminated.

Eisco-unts

Eastern Agents:

No.

Western Agents:

Inside

7

13.

Ampere

7

Hour Lamp.

Mo.
CO.,

Vandftm and Greenwich Streets.
CO., Denver, Col., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming
and New Mexico.
MACelNEBY SUPPLY CO., Los Angeles, Cal., Agents for Lower California and

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC

PHILADELPHIA,

Arizona.

Agents for Canada:

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTKIC

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

PA.

Accumulator Company
STORAGE

BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL

STATIONS

SUPPLYING

LIGHT AND
New Type

POWER

with Independent Plates which can be Easily Ex-

amined and Replaced without interfering with Charge
Capacity from
or Screws.

350

Meets

12,000 Ampere Hours.

to
all

or

No

Discharge.
Nuts, Bolts

Requirements of Central Stations.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELE CTRO-PLA TING,
ELEC TRIC LA UNCHES,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
YACHT LIGHTING,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
PHONOGRAPHS,
SAFETY LAMPS.
For any information regarding types of
HOOD, 239 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

Cells, weights, dimensions, capacities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27 Pine St., New
PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.,

WM.
GANNETT & COMPANY,

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

oia

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY,

I

18 Pine

224 Chestnut

St.,

San Francisco,

St.,

York.

Cal.

PHILADELPHIA,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
We do

SEND rOE
SAMPLES

1894

AND

KNIFE-INr THE TRADE,

PRICES

OF
For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

But when we have something particularly good in the line of low prices we
cannot refrain from telling our friends about it. This time it is

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,

BOSTON, MASS.

-

Vf '^A'">'A,

JACK-KNIFE SWITCHES.
We

24,

SAMSON SPOT CORD

not believe in

ii

November

The Only Clocks Used in the W.
Co. Time Service.

have made a special arrangement for the output of a factory on these
goods, and are offering the celebrated "C. E. M.'' Jack-knife and

MOTOR SWITCHES

U. Tel.

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

SELF-WINDING CLOCK

At prices considerably below what others are asking for an Inferior article.
immediate shipment. Send us a stock order for
these and your requirements in

CO.

All switches in etoct for

Clocks Sold.

ELECTR ICAL SU PPLIES.

KNIFE SWITCHES.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

248 UIADISOSr ST., CHICAGO.

EI.ECTBICAL. S1TPPL.IE!^.

Clocks Rented.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
To.'blet-^oax-d.is.

NORWAY

Send card for our new Oatalogue No.

PINE GROSS-ARMS,

LARGE

WHITE OAK PINS.
It irill

pay yoa to s^t our prices.

BROWN LEE &

CO.,

Detroit,

-

Storage

Mich.

where

X-ight

BOSWELL &

154

The

JEatimates and. designs furnished
on Application,
Charges reasonable for superior work.

Technic Electrical Works,

1

29 Bread

Street,

Lake

St.,

Wirt Dynamo

are dull we are
busy.
Superior Switch with our surprising low price.
Why should more be
said? Write for prices on
Switches, Switch Boards,

CO.,

Chicago.

Tablet Boards, Main
(Line Fuse Blocks.

Brnsti.

From ao

Incandescent Dynamos, P'aHng
Dynamos. Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway (Jeueraturs, Stationary Motors.
Suitable for

to 7,000

Amp.

all

/

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

PHI LADELPHIA.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WHILE OTHERS
Our

and

Power are required.
Prices on Application.

D. E.

St.,

Battery,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Launch, Telegraph, Phonograph, Surgical, and
for all purposes

& TWINING,

lUannfactarers of HiglL-Cirad.e
Sn^itches and (Switchboards,

319 Chestnut
Eoswdl

2.

307 Dearborn

St..

Grant High &

J

123 N. Third

Chlcaeo.

Co.,

St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

801 Meiinali Temiile, CMcaio

W.S.EDWARDSMFG.CO.,
Hoyt Standard Animeterg and Voltmeters for liamp

The

MANUFACTUEERS OF

Meter

and

measurement on

Alternating Currents

are

now

ready for the market.
Send for our 1 S94 Catalogue which coataioe
the above and other new ioBtrumentB

ELECTROLIERS,

of our mfiuufacture.

Combination Fixtures,
Electric

Whitney Electrical
iDstrnment Co.,
PENACOOK, N. H.

and Combination Brackets.

EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW
Our new catalogue
ready.

If

Factorlea: Penacoot, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

PRICES.

of Electric fixtures

you buy

fixtures

is

HENBT F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Baliimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Maes.: Warren 8. Hill.
Boston, MasB. (New Eneland): W. B. Soothgate

now

Co.,

send

Chicago,

14ti

Franklin

&

St.

Electric Appliance Co.
C.nolDDatl, O. Nowotny Electric Oo.
Halifax, N. 8.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
San Francisco, Cal.: Oahfornia Electrical Works.
Toronto, Oat Toronto Electrical Works.
111

1

:

for same.

21 and 23 E. Lake St. Chicago.

:

ROYAL ElECTBIC

Mo.: St. LoalB, Electrical Supply Co.
Eock, Ark. The Brown Else, b Maoh'ry Oo

St. Louis,

Little

:

CO., PEORIA.

ILL.

The Most Reliable ALTEBililHGljsIem'iiow on the Market
NO COLLECTING RINGS.
step
TRANSFORMERS

for

NO COMMUTATOR.

Down TRANSFORMERS.

any desired Voltage.

Arc Light

NO REVOLVING FIELD OR ARMATURE
Step

COILS.

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS.

COKLR.SSFOIir)3IICS SOLICITBD.

Direct Current Generators and Motors.

November
EcGESE

24,

WESTERN

1894
W.

F, PHHXJPa, Prest.

A.

Hathaway, Trea3.

W. H.

ELECTRICIAN.

SA-n-TEB, Se>'7.

TELEPHONES!!

AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PKOVIDEXCE, R

This company

I.

mBnufactorlng

A Compound Magneto

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and poles).
Private lines, Factory i^Hnts,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.
CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.
New Tore Stoee, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortiandt St.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

F. E.

THE

In

CLARK WIRE"

ft

Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire
writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber osed

Inpniation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
and has met with unlvereal favor.
Tboneands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in nse thronghoat the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for It is constantly increasing, becanse

lower, than

the past ni^je years,

We

any other

61

Hebbebt H. Eustib,
Prest,

and Electrician.

(Send for Cataloene.

III.

THE
CoDsolWateil Electric Storage

Compiy,

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
CMiANUS.CONN, DKEXEI. BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Manufacturers of

all

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Klectrlc,

2140 DeKalb St„

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

M. M.

Fall liine Alivays in IStock.

S04 Fnlton

St.,

New Tork.

CELLS,

la

Everything in the Battery Line.

Fnenmatic and Mechanical

W. R. OSTRANDER &

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

k«^\^^.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

a. Clark,
Treas. and Qen'l Mgr.

Palmer BrosI

w*^'

and 63 Hampshire

Hknrt

CO.,

TELEPHONES'
^""ruE

Insulated Wire.
mall Catalogues with Terms and

flrst class

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

^y^'fUPS^o^^'^^sm

SeNO

onr Wires and Cables Is esand will not deteriorate," oxiremain flexible in extreme cold

in insnlating

ehall be pleased to

Western Agents,

^^Lr^if

every respect."

in

Discounts for Quantities.

always gives perfect eatlBfactlon.

Chicago,

Under

A Thoroughly Reli-

dize or crack, and will
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial. Under
ground or Submarine, and our net prices are as low, if not

Por Switcliboard, Eallway and Motor use, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

''

pecially chemically prepared,

3izes of Stranded

it

CO.,

539, 540 and S4I aionadnoek BIk., Chicago, Ilk

Donohoe, -41 ^Uadlsou St.
MoNTEEAi Beanoh, Engene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.

Chicago Stose,

is

BAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and .Manager.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

^"Send

for

Nsw OAtaloqob. Oot August

Ist.

THE CHLOKIDE ELECTRICAL STOEiQE SYNDICATE, Limited, Loudon, Enoland.
ANONME LE TRAVAIL ELECTEIQUE DES METADX, PiKis, FniKOE.

SOCIETE

y;%i

The Only Storage Battery in Use in Central
American Manufacture.
The Electric Storage Battery
Drexel

Bnllfllng,

Stations, of

Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TRADE MARK.

Registered September

11, 1894.

Catalogues giving

Electrical Storage Cells of any desired capacity.

Capacities, Dimensions, Weights, Prices, etc., on application.

WIRE.
COPPER
"IDEAL" INSULATED
New
.tBA||m^^

Approved by the

The Only Anthorizod FIBRE

York Board

COVERED WIRE

for

INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TDBE

and

CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

It will not I>et«riorate by long nse, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finished in the following Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and White Fireproof.

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all
inside wiring, from the fact that recent insulation tests
authorities show that it stands very high.

made

by reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Factory,

Chlcaeo .Agents,
ELBCTBIC APPIiIA.BIOB GO.

BTew York Ofllce,
so and 41 Cortiandt Street.

JU.WTi;CKBT, B.

I.

WESTER^f ELECTRICIAI^.

JJovember

Stllwell's Patent Live

ELECTRIC

1^94

Steam-Feed Water Pnrifler.
Removes all

Impurities^

Entirely prevents

FIXTURES

Boilers.

scale

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&B1ERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

AND

SUPPLIES.

ELECTRICITY

Cheap
|Trans=

I

Iportation
FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

Coureea in other trades,
lacludiag iboroagh instruction Id Mathematics
and Physics. Send f'T FREK Circular stating Bnbject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

nmiiiiiiiniiii.|

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing cataloguefor
the asking.

all

169

24,

AMES & FROST COMPANY
CHICAGO,

ILL.

I
»\\\\\\\\\VX\\\X\\\\\\\\\\\\X\\\XX\\\\\\\\^

STUDY ELECTRICITY

AT HOME

Thorough Instrnctlon, with FEEE APPAEATUS. Moderate terms.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free. Moientlilc JUachlniSt Co., 90-91 Atwater Bldg., CleTeland,0.

By onr correspondence method.

FOR SALE.
50
100
260
400

Amp. D.

P. Slate

8,000
will pass

CHAS.
47-49

Chicago

$1.25
2.50
4.75
8.00
size, Nos. 6 to 16;
inspection; ^Oc per poucd.

CRECORV

E.

ROOD PATENTS

Base Switch

"
"
"
"
"
"
'*
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Ponnds New Rubber Wire;

"

S. Jefl'erson Mt..

^Jl

Our

New Book

CO.,

Catalogue

on Ihe press and will be ready for distribution in
a short time. Anyone wishing to obtain a complete
of all the electrical books published to date, together with descriptions of the most important, can
do so by writing us.

two-flued boilers, in one or two batteries,
Sellers are made of C. H. No. 1 Iron and are in
Kood condition. They are 42 Inches diameter by
22 feet long, two 15-inch flues each, mud and steam
druma complete. Suitable for saw mills or electric light plants.
For price and full particulars,

GOOCH,

J.

St. So.,

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.
Embodies new feature that
^ves it a decided advantage

F. COLLIN»!»,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

For Sale, Cheap.

& Power
CHASIUTE, KAX.

Cbinate Electric Ligbt

Co.,

MORTGAGEE'S SALE.
One 150 h, d. Engine; one 80
Smokeless Furnace; one 200 h.

h. p.

Boiler;

one

p. Heater; one 65
switchboard and instruments,
with fall equipment of Arc and Incandescent
Lamps, etc. For farther information apply to
h.

p.

Generator,

Phoenix Iron W^orks Co.^
No.

JJli.*

The Rookery, Chicago.

PROPOSALS.
Depaetment of the Interior,
D. C, November lu, 1S94,

Washikgton,

/
\

Sealed proposals {in duplicate) will be received
at the Deparlmeat of the Interior until 3 o'clock
p. m., Taesday. December 18, 1894, for the construction of a Telethone Exchange System for the
Department of the Interior. Bids must be made
00 Goverument blanks. Blank forms of proposal,
specifications, etc, may be obtained on application at the office of the chief clerk of the depart-

ment, where drawings showine details may aleo
be inspected.
All proposals received will be
opened at the time and place above stated, and
bidders are invited to be pre.sent at such opening,
WM. H. SIMS, Acting Secretary.

C. F.

SPL.ITUUKF.

over other

Manufacturer of

G

W\](i

^Qubcrt eAlanufaGturing

Go-

%
R
A

13

r

20-28 W. Randolph St.,
Agents wanted.
CHICAGO.

W^ANTJBD.
We will pny 15c each for clean
WESTERN ELECrKICIAN dated:

1893. Vol. xiii, No. 9.
1893, Vol. xUi, No. 15.
4, 1893, Vol xili, No. 19.
May 26 1894. Vol. xiv. No. 21.
Miy 19, 1894, Vo'. siv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol xlv, No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. siv, No. 6.
March 10. 1894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
April 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14.

November

IVki^GliurGlilt'^-dortiancJt-eyVcwYork-

MlamJsburg

Electric Co.,

-

To introduce our Dynamos and Motors of larger
capacity, we are making a
specialty of a high-grade
S-light, 16 C. P., 110 volt

Dynamo, retaining

j

_.

_

Both & ECH.

ES?lr;r Agents. $75

the best
Battery ever made. Internal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work.
Will
hold its first value over long periods of time. Internal resistance small; high and conbtant E. M. F.
Will not run down or die on the shelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

a weuk. Exclusive
niit>ic|

without welling ihe bauds,

Tbc

yoii

push [he button, themachiaedaei
tbe rest. BriEbi. polished dishrt,
and cheerful wi5-cs. Xo Bcalded

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

Gngers.Qosoiledhandsor clotbing,
Cheap,

fJ^^KSl-^s^^'' broken dishes, nomusi.

yij-—

^^^^^^^^r=^^^^^=' durable, warranted. CircularBfreo.

Cartridge or Porous Caps made of especially prepared paper
One-half the size and one-third the
weight of other porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Salammoniac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

V?. p.

HARRISON & CO.,

Clerli No. IS.

Columbii*. O.

LASVIP

LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

Send for Catalogue

Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATDRES

lerritory.

Dt>h Wuhrr. Waslit:^ all ihs

& fftmilj id one aiintite.
Washes, rinses and dries thfio

distiesror

foi

All-around
Station Economy

Moonlight System

the

special features of our
larger machines at a SL:rprising low price.
Send
for circular No. 22.

FOR 1894.
Now Ready

Manufacturers Dynamos and

Motore, 54 Market

For the

all

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

IMPERIAL DRY BAT TERT.
Guaranteed
Dry

All Batteries Gnaranteed.

<_

Western Electrician,

Miamisburg, Ohio.

All patterns of tempered copper segments guaranteed true to gauge, free from defects; no alloy; finish
and temper equaled by none. Exclusively used by
some of the largest companies in the country.

Teleplione Bobbins .tinl sp.ii k oils
17 to 27 Vandewater St., N>-w York

copies of the

August 26,
Oc ober 7,

R

r

new

Storage Battery Manufacturers,

r

e:

this

HA5CHKE & CREELMAN,

T

1/

of

discoTery.

TEMPERED COPPER,
^r^,

Specially suit-

cells.

ed for electric launches, traction and lighting work.
Write
for description

All or one-half interest in a new electric
light plant, in a good town of 4,000 inhabitants.
Prefer an electric'an or good engineer.
For terms, etc., addre-s

C.

For all Purposes*
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchsaed,

JOHN

813Elgth

WasMigton, D.

BAKER & COh 408-414 New Jersey
KaiLroad. Ave.. Newark. N. J.

""

address

re-

PLATINUM

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

Ten

Pamphlet,

CHAS.

list

I'orSalfi--Ata Great BariaiD,

30 Xears' Practice.

ferences and advice free.

Is

Chiraso.

Procured.

St..

Chicago.

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

The above cat Is ol a 175 K. W. Generator wonnd on onr new open-head spiral system. All colls alite
perfect balance, handsome appearapce- Write for prices on
CERiTR4Ij
; Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.
Shops, Jersey City, N.J.
126 Liberty St.,
S.
YORK.

1££PAIKS

HEAVY

W. RUSHMORE,

Electrician

Puliiisliing

^TATIOA
NEW

6

LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CHICAGO.

Co.,

November
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

—Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.

CEliEBKATED AVATER

attention of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this
aa pHrticularly adapted lo their use, on accnunt of its
Steady motion,
ai.cl gr»-at efticiency and laree capacity for its diameter, being double
the
ol most wheels of the same iliameter. It is used by a number of the leading electric companies with preat eatiefaction. In the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
higbest per cent of usefai etTect guaranteed*

The

WHEKLi

remarkably

high Hpeetl

power

SEXn FOR CATALOGUE AN£> I'AHTICUIjABS.
The accompfiDyine engraving repreBente a single lO-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal ehaft to
develop 36 H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-lnch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal sbattB,
and where the eituaiion admits of their use we recommend them.

The

85

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

JOHN STREET, NE^W YORK,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other Law
SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS,

OTHER

FH-ICES JLUC

^^

Hine
Eliminator,
For
Extractins
Oil

From

Kxnaust.

As a
Dividend
Payer

Bpll DEPARTMENT

BE
1^^
Kf

Is complete

-'

^^Bri
iK^^r

11

J

with the
most modern

SEPARATOR,

Send for Sample.

Hine &
Robertson Co,,

;

"Wheels,

JSm^e« i'laniiueters.
^mIa
Etc.

Head.

EUREKA PACKING.

^H

A
First-class

The most eflicient

Article

device for separat-

At
Very low

"water an«l live

ing^

steam.

y« Cortlandt St.,
ar£1V YORK.

1

Price.

Get Circular,

Tou Need

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES

Never

FOB

BIiECTBICAIi IT8ES;
eraphlte Bods of Tsrions Iieneths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO ohma Beslstanoa
to the Ineb. Hraphlte Boxes and Crnclblen, BeslatiDe Haats
of 4,000 Degrees.

108.

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

km Agin

J.

Western

BRADLEY &

Elecirician. O'UNCER TELEPHONE.
The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of

CO.,

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'
teries of the World.

SWITCHES.

Send for Circular and Pkicks.

BATTERY
13Ut

St.,

HAVE
YOU
READ

Send

CO.,

M. Y.

HuEBEL

&

Manger,

for

araham

iOO Pages,

COUU EBfOBD UABTHT.
830

Illustrations

SBE FAQE ZVI FOB TABIiB Of O0NTBNI8.

Catalogue.

and New

(its repntatlon aa the
best instrument ever constructed now folly established) is the only instrnment in which the power
of the voice is Increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric- current is intensified by Ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
the Voice-ivave is reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advantagei u'ifhout the
use of a lever. The D'Unger Long-BistRUce Telephone Com any has the sole and exclusive light to
use a lever in telcphones—rememhev that.
These instruments are eapplied to ei'^hanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D^Unger Long- Distance Telephont) Company
owns th») firist and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Conttict Telephone in this country.
A'l persons who assert that this company's
patents Infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

Address
Street,

iDveitiODS, Researclies aid Writings of Nitola Tesla,
Sy IHOUAS

New

mannfaotnrers,
286-290

All.

The D'Cnger Telephone

CmCA-OO.

LEGLANGHE

CO.,

13 Stone iStreet,
Bochester, IT. Y.

Beware of lnfrinf:in? or using lufringing InstrnmeDts.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Ill to 7/7 fast

cir-

list, etc.

7, 9, 11,

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

THE

Send for testimonial

culars, price

Preserve Your Copies

—^™

a Snccess,

only device that will do the required work and not infringe in any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Our device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of
receiver

-

One,

Every TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the

Inquiries Uladly Ansirered.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Pip

Eibanst
STEtffl

is so profitable in a small way as

S^s f "--Wfea*- perfect
A^^j^^ articles
mt^
in tne tme.
y_j|jlr~T
sfmvSend for
Competitors %'^Sm C?^?^
cataiosupi.
J n Three
r^^K^
Kedueing
Important
] °~^
-^W:-

RotertsonV^

ROBERTSON';

Nothing

li.nocked
Out All

Tests.
t^end for
Circular.

ETC., ETC.

CHEERlMJIvXvY E^URHISHKID.

IIITi^OE.]M:JLXIOU

OUR INDICATOR

Cells,

Portrait.

OBDBR AT ONCC.

BBOOKLTN,

N. T.

R. D'Uneer, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, HI.

all letters to

TESLA'S

NEW
BOOK?

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

November

XTCEE7E
Monadnock

PORTER & BUERDORF.
SALES AGENTS FOE

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Instal-

FOB

Switch Boards,

e^witch Banes.

Bheostat Boxes and Bases,
Battery Boxes and Covers,

lation of storage battery lighting plenta a specialty

Room 80$,

Fuse Boxes and Bases,

And

All

Kho

Qninc^

'Zl

St.,

Chicago.

1894I

ANY

FIT

^

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

Artistic Slate

TO

24,

CO., Cleveland, O.

FUSE WIRE^

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

AND LINKS

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office 01
home use, is issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. 8. EtJSTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

correct
Carryina:

f

^p^its

}
)

^"''rnSorm,

&

I/amp Bases,

tor

Purposes Requiring

Slate, plain or finished.
We sell the finest Termont Slate, mnd finish in
Doll Blacb,
Polished Black,
Bloodstone or Slarbleized.
Italian, Tennensee, and

Vermont

For any electrical book published
promptly on receipt of price.

ELEOTBIOIAN PUBLISHING OOMPANT,

Slarble.

aiexican

filled

Onyx and

6

Lakeside Building, Oblcago,

Oralned Woods.

Tory low prioes quoted on

sizes to order.

The Independent Electric

The Independent Electric Co.,
89th St. and Stewart Ave.,

39th

OHIOAGO.

COaiTBACTOBS FOR COmPl.KTE SUBWA11
SYSTEMS FOR EliRCTKlC BAH-WAYS AND EI/ECTBIC
lilUBT, TEI^EFaONE A1V1> TELiEUBAFH COSIFANIES.

ESTVABD

S.

PEROT,
C.

President.

St.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

& Gen. Mgr.
JA8. F. MctlUAlWE, See.

GAIil^AeHEB, Vlce-Fres.

*

Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF WROUSHT-IROH CEMEHTJ.IHEII TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUBWAYS.
If'orks,

We own Patent No.

395,584,

Bobway
way Constructed by us

now

Canad

150 pages,

624 pages, $3.00.

An

Mew York

KASTINC^S-ON-HIJIISOIV.

covering Wrought-Iron Cement-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
ill use- in thf. f niteM States and.

Also, Patents Nos. 416,234

Office,

TiaiES BUILDINCit.

416,235 for Distributing Boxes.

136 pages, $1.00.

168 pages, $1.00.

J^l.OO.

and

Over

9,000,000 feet of this

140 pages, $1 00.

Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY

FOR THE

T.

O'COHKOR. SI^OAUK.

BEGINNER
Practical.

Profusely Illustrated.

as well as the
Necessary Adjuncts

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC

&

to

student.

every Library.

Send

in

your Orders.

6 Lakeside Bidg., Chicago.

MANUFACTURING

CU.

!!

I»ITTflHBTTH.Gt3

We

manufacture Complete Installations of

EX^ECXRIC JLL JLI>PJLRJLXUS
For

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BEANGH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.
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We Want Western

Business.

LA ROCHE AITERNATORS.
Mannfactared in Sizes from

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PHIL^DELPBli, PA,

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES;
New

San Francisco,

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

IVIobile.

Generators.
1,000 liigbt Alternator.

WM. HOOD, 239

k

Salle St., Chicago.

OVEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Lonis, Mo.

A MEWREADY.
BOOK!
NO^KT

New Dynamo
226 Pages.

Tenders'
I

'Ir

8 Engravings.

Hand-Book.

Hand-Book

Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
STANDARD
to retain the distinction of being the
learner.
for the practical dynamo man and the

ONLY

WORK

NOW

READY.

PRICE, $1.00,

Q LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

Just

What Yod

lire

November

24,
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Looking Fori

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

Electric Lighting Plants,
Their Cost and Operation.
^y

syv. J.

Data compiled from station reports of
circuits,

jif LJ

c^xjzz'S'.

electric lighting plants

employing overhead

with suggestions pertaining to the information usuallydesired by the non-technical purchaser.

With Numerous Illustrations, Diagrams, Plans, Tables, Etc.

This

work gives

all

275 Pages.

Cloth.

Price $2.00, Postage Free.

necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any

size.

THE COST OF ARC LIGHTING.
THE COST OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings,
Boiler Efficiences, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,
Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of
Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys,
Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters. Cost of
Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators,
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of
Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks iron.
Cost of Stacks brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of
Wire. Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distribution,

—

—

The Only Book

of Its Kind

in

—

Circuits
overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Condensing,
Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of
Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power, Equivalent
Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors,
Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps, Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N. E. L A Standard Rules, Oil,
Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules
Fire Underwriters. Report Com. on Data
N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Transformers, Transformer Curves, Wiring
Tables Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables Secondary Wiring, Wiring
Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire, Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel.

—

—

the English Language.

Electrician Publishing
6

—

Price,

$2.00.

Company^

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.

tlona-

Power

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

iVair

Cliicaso.

The Consolidated Eng.

Electrical Devices Perfected for

Shop CoTistruction.
Teeta, Plans, EBtlmatea,

Sapervlalon and Eipert Oplnloni.

5*n The Cnyahosa* ClcTeland.O

Co.,

Alfred 0. Einstein, Prest. and Treae.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice- Prest and Secy.
John A, Ueary. Supt, Electrinil Con-

BOOKS

Superintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Tamer Building,

Goltz

Designers an(* Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Kailwaye, Water Works, Ice Making
and Befrlgerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, - . - St. touls.

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

M.Am.soc.M.E.

Consultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Spedfloatlona,

AQditorinm Tower,

574-5-G Roofeery, Chicaeo.

In. S. Amstutz,
'

H. Bryan,

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Expert and

Consu'ting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: Electric Ballwayo and

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong",

e. e.,

&

St. Lonis.

Agents

Academy

Bldg;.,

Analytical

and
42,

Comstock

Co.,

and Contractors.

for Ideal Engines.

SliUvankee, IVis.

143?-38]IIoiiadnock BIk., Chicago
Branch

Office,

Hcxlge^ Bldg.. Detroit,

:\ricb.

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building:,

-

CHICAGO,

Chicago, March

that I have analyzed sample of Sal

9,

1894.

Ammoniac, marked

"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.

"W":E3IB,
Consulting

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent,
"
"
Sulphate
"
"
0.03
u
Moisture
"
"
"
0.13
(I
"
Non- Volatile Matter
"
"
o.oa
n
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non-Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumina
I find the

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

C'hicago.

On

This Certifies

B.

K.

.

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors,

Certificate of Analysis, Bfo. 918.

J.

»l» aiedinali BiUg

1S92.

Manufacturers' Agents,
Tel. 912.

Co..

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light and power contitruction. incandescent light wiring; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator, burglar alarm, elecirio bell
systems, etc. Estimates famished from architects' and engineers' ppeciflcHtinns. Telephone,
Hnrrison 712. Est'iblisbed ISf^'.l; Incorporated

The Louis

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

The Allen-Hussey

SI Clark Street,

Ammonium
Ammonium

B^~Prices on application.

Sign('d, J. B.

WEI8.

•9

"IT

GIVES SATISFACTION,

Pf

EVERYBODY

How do you know?
that has used it tell
1^')!1^!
us so and we believe them.
N. I. R. Wire has been used in
the City of Chicago in a majority cf the largest buildings that
have lately been constructed, and has been subjected to the
severest tests.
Among the most notable buildings, we are pleased to mention the "Ryerson Laboratory," "New York Life
Building," "Medinah Temple," "Y. M. C. A.," 'Elevated Railroad Stations," and many of the large packing houses, and
numerous other buildings equally as important. One Contractor alone has USed OVer one million feet. N. 1. R. Seamless Insulation has very high insulating qualities, and is less susceptible to destructive influences of heat, cold, moisture and gases
than other insulation.
FINE
only is used, and the
is superior to any
having seams.
employs only skilled workmen and has had over 30
INDIA
years experience in the manipuJa.ion of India Rubber. As General Western Agents, we carry a large stock on hand and
are always ready to execute any size orders with dispatch. Send us a trial order.

PARA RUBBER
SEAMLESS INSULATION
THE NATIONAL
RUBBER COMPANY

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

CECIO.A.G-0,

Ti^Ta^Toasli.

186 and 188

Fifth

Avenue,

CHICAGO.

.(^verL-a.e ar^-d. I-an^s Street.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Becent Improvementfl made in the New American Turbine have increased the power as per their diam.
eter, and prodaced greater efficiency from whole to half water than any other turbine, as evidenced by the
following, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Maes., on the dates named, and signed by A. F. Sick,
man, engineer in charge of experimenta, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic engineer.
The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels can be seen at oar office.

Test of a 4S-inch

-^

Head.

J
'j^

Wbole Gate

'i

I'.

-A

s

i!
;;

16.06
16.42
16.78
17,03
16.8a

Wheel- July

Test of a 43-lnoli TVheel -July 14, 1S94,

1894.

9,

Rev, per On. Ft. Horse
P'rCent
MIn. per Sec. Power.
141.58
127,18
112.60
98.12

119.17
122.0(1

117,33
111,83
118.67

82.ti7

Head,

79 76
82.58
82,18
79.31
75,52

Wbole Gate

IRON

WORKS

205.27
195.19
175.74
149,99
118,40

%

16,33
16.66
16.59
17,13
17,48

Rev. per Cu. Ft. Horse
Min, per Sec, Power. P'rCent
r

128,00
134.80
129.33
125.26
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.86
92 76
70.80

199.56
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.83

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For Information and oatalogae write

^THE DAYTON GLOBE

CO.,Dayton,OJ.S.

A.

/|NN(1NOAT0H5.BELL5.BatTERIE^
fGATALOQl/ES AND QUOTATIONS

ON/VPPLIf ATION

4RTRiefe^TER(0./J^i?5;o;econd
/MANUFACTURERS

j^HlL^DEL^HIA
^fABU;HEO I86r

%

•

SEI^WATER WHEELS
This Justly Celebrated

Wheel is

Built in

Many Styles on,

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It

is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Wheel secures a remarkably liish ennranteed percentace. and wondcrfal steadiness of
motion, under variable loads in practice. It iifFords an nneqnaled eoncentration of power within a small
space; and an nnprecedented hifrh veloeily for a given power.
Its easily and qaickly operated balati<^d ^ratc affords prompt and efficient control by a governor, and
consequent fine regulation. These wheels are in many instances operating the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that URe.
The atteotion of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a line large pamphlet, 11'2 pages, fullv describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

&

E. O.

McCOEMICK.

Pass. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B. MAKTIN,
Gen'l Pass! & Tlctet Agt.

CINCINNATI.

CO.^''.''rN^/w'^o^''Kc?T"v'°'

KARTAYERT.

fANUFACTORY.

POflCELAiNg

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS, RODS, AND TJBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dnst Guards, Washers,
and Pacbinga. Pat. Insulating Cleats,

SIOUX CITY ENGINE&IRON
Builders

of

MANUFAOTUEED BY

J

Ml:

THE KiRTAVERT MFG.

CO., Wilmington, Del.

WORKS Alternating Currents.

HIGH GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

An

Analytical and Graphical Treatment for Students

and Engineers.

By FREDERICK BEDELL,

Simple, Compound, Condensing

Ph.D.,

AND

Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

A. C.

CREHORE,

Pn.D.

AGENTS:
R. S.

WALKEH,

26-28

W. Randolph

St.,

Cloth, 325 pages, 112 illustrations, Price, $2.50.

Chicago

CO., 1217 Union Ave.. Kansas City, Mo.
120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn

RO^ELL & CHASE
J.

BLASDIN,

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

The present work is the firfit book that treats the subject of alternatini; currents in a connected.
logical, and complete manner. The p'iociples are gradually and logically developed from the elementary experiments upon which they are based, and io a manner so clear and simple as to make the boot
easily read by any one havius even a limited baowiedge of the mathematics involved. By this method
the student becomes familiir with every ptep of the proces of development, and the mysteries usually
associated with the theory of alternating currents are found to be ralher the result of unsatisfactory
treatment than due to any inherent difficulty. The first fourteen chapters contain the analytical development, commencing with circuits containing resiafance and self-induction only, resistance and capacity only, and proceerlins to more complex circuit^* containing resi-'tance, self-induction, and capacity,
and resistance and distribuied capacity, A feature i^ the numerical calculations given as illustrations.
The remainine chapters are devoted to the graphicil consideration of the same subjects, enabling a
reader with little mathematical koowledee to follow the authors, and with extensions to cases that are
better treated by the graphical than by the analytical method.

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power as to diameter with a
higher pereenta&re of nsefal effect than any other
ivoter-^vheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterns perfected under systematic tests In
the Holyoke Testing Flnme.
Parties having power plants which are nnsatiafaotory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powerej will find It ta
their interest to confer with me, as I
'WillEng to guar-

am

antee results ivhere others have failed, no matter what makeof turbine has been in use. STAT£

RV^UIlIREHENT!^
1.0eVE.

S.

AND

t$£ND

MORGAN SMITH,

FOR CATA-

CONTENTS.
Parti. Analytical Treatment.— Chapter
sistance and Self-induction.— Chapter II.

I.

intr ductory to CLrcoits containing ReCircuits Containing

Oo Harmonic Fanctions — Chapter HI.

Resistance and Self-induction.— Chapter IV. Introductory to Circuits Containing Resistance and Capacity .—Chapter V. Circuits Containing Resistnnce and Capacity.— Chapters VI, YII, YIII, IX, X, XI.
Circviits Containing Resistance, Self-induciiou, and Cnpacity.— Chapters XII. XIII. Circuits Containing Distributed Capacity and Self-inductioo,

Part It. 4«>si>hical Treaniont.— Chapters XIY, XV. XVI, XVri. Circuits Containing
and Self-induction —Chapters XVIII. XIX. Circuits Containing Resistance and Capacity.—
Chapter XX. Circuits Containing Resistance, Self-induction, and Capacity.
Aiipendix A. Relation between Practical and C. Q- S. Limits.— Appendix B. Some Alechanical and Electrical Analogies.- Appendix C. System of Notation Adopted.
Re^iistance
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Size.

telephone hand book.

48

TELKPHONE HAND-BOOK
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WELBB.

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbangh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbangh, as
it was proved
that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbangh made his application
-for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

In the D'Arsonval receiver a curved peris used, one pole of wliich terminates

manent magnet

d'aesosval receiver.
FIGS. 27 AND 28.
a soft iron polepiece tliat serves as the core of the
coil, and the other in an iron box, or cylinder, that
in

fig

FIG. 29.

E
B to

a

COLLAR clamping

nut,
V,

d

d'

V TO RECEIVER

metal

CASE,

//terminals of coil a connecting
SCREW, <' soft rubber NIPPLE
for earpiece.
coil.'
The two poles are magfrom each other by the wooden
the upper part of which the diaphragm is

completely encloses the
netically insulated
case, to

BERLINER CAREON TR.ANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, .so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-

T T receivR steel

mercadier's bi-telephone.

V

SPRING, N- magnet,
ers,
screw clamping
strip,

berliner'.s
trans.mitter.

4 4.
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Works
S.

A

xii

.

.

xviii

F

xii
i

xii I

Electric Storage
Co., The

vi

Battery

Empire China Works.

..

XX

xviii

Wks

ErieCitylron

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co

A

StUwell-Bierce
Vaile Co

Sweet

Elec.

Co

XV

For

Sale Advertisements, xii

Smithiv

Fort

Wayne

Elec. Corpora-

Vulcanized Fibre Co
Elec.

S.

A

Sons Manu-

facturing, Co

Fuel Economizer Co

xix

General Incandescent
Light Co
Gleason, E.

A

P.

Mfg. Co

Sinclair

Gooch, Chas. J

il

Arc
vi

xv
xvii

x

Goubert Mfg. Co
Grant, Geo.

B

six

W. P. A Co
Hart A Hegeman Manufacxxl
turing Co
Harrison.

—
xjx
vi

Wallace Electric Co

v
xii

Washington Electric Co..
Watertown Steam Engine
xix
Co
Webster Mfg. Co

Garlock Packing Co
General Electric Co

x

Mfg. Co

Want Advertisements

tion

Webster, Warren

xxti

A Co

xviii

xvii
Western Electric Co
Western Elec. Supply Co, xxi

WeBtern Telephone
6truction

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrio Cons, A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'centArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
Jennings, A. R.

La Rociie

Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Arc Lisikt r!ord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Afmaturc Winders.
Rushn-.ore. S. W.
BaitericM and Jars.

Con-

Co

xiv

Westinghouse Elec. and Mfg.
xiv
Co
i
Weston Engine Co
Whitney Electrical Instruxxi
ment Co
x
Worthington, Henry R
. .

.

.

Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury -St one Elec.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.

S.

Co.

Hascke A Creelman.
Hayden-Boober Mfg. Co.
Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Metropolitan Electric Co,

Mlamisburg Electric Co.

A

Carter Co,

Ph«nlx Carbon Mfg.Co.

A Co., W. R.
Pan rick A Carter Co.

Ostrander

Frocior-Raymond Elec. Co,
Western Electric Co.

Beltins.
Shultz Beltine Co
Phoenix Carbon Mfg Co.
Boilers.
Abendroth A Root Mfg. Co.
Babcock & Wilcox Co., The.
Brownell A Co The.
.

l^le*-trical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Bnr^lar Alarms.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
AVallace Electric Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
CablesCSee Insulated Wires.)
Cables, Klectric. (See InWires),
sulated
Copper,

t$heet and Bar.
American Elec. Works.

Samson Cordage Wks.

Brownlee

A Co.

A

J.

M.

Electric Appliance Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Cnt-Onts and S^v^tches.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Colgate Co., Geo. L.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.

Diamond

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
High A Co., J. Grant.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Large

A

A

R,

Twining,

Little. F. P. Elec. C.

A

S.

Co.

Metropolitan Elec. Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Oynamos.
Brush Electric Co.
C A C Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Partridge Carbon Co.
PhteDlx Carbon Mfg. Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.

Co.

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

A Kepairs.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Electric Co.

Palmer Bros.
Royal Electric Co.
Roth A Eck.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Sioux City Brass Woras.
Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Packlns.
Garlock Packing Co.

Paints.
Paragon Insnlating Co.

Grant, Geo. B.
NuttallCo., R. D.

Standard paint Co.

pHtents.
Gooch, Chas.

J.

Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Phosphor Bronze.

Colgate Co., Geo. L.
Cutter Elect '•leal A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
High A Co., J Grant.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.

Poleo.
Brownlee A

Inienor Conduit A
Large A Twinmg.

Ins. Co.

A S. Co.
Jletropolitan Elec. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.
Washington Electric Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Litsle. F. P. Elec. C.

Globes and Electrical
Glassware.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason. E. P Mfs. Co.
Jaeger Mfg.Co.. The.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Grapbire Specialties.
Dixon Crucihle

Co., Jos.

Hard Rnbber Goods.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co. Ltd,

Platinum.
Baker A Co.
Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D,

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Jennl gs, A. R.
Phrenix Glass Co.

Publishers, Electrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Push Buttons.
Electric Appliance Co,

Huebel

A

Manger.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Co.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Ammoniac.

Sal

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

ACo.

Klipstein, A.

Law Battery Co
(^econd-Uaod Electrical
muPhlnery.
Rushmore S. W.
ISenar tors
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Hine A Robertson Co.

Indn<*tio<> Coils.
Splitdorf, C. F.

tuHuittCors •nd Insnlat-

Silb Braid.
Boston Braid Mfg. Co,

ins materials.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. Q.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

folate.

Independent Fiectrlc Co
Jennings, A. E.

Empire China Works.

Hart

Spe»-d indicators.

Rushmore. S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Western Electric Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

Large

Econnmizf'rs.
Fuel Economizer Co.

General Electric Co.
Porter A Buerdorf.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg.Co.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz. N. S.
Armstrong. Chas, G.
Arnold, B.J,

Ball.Wm.
Bryan,

D.

Wm.

Comstock

H.

The Louis K.

Co.,

Consolidated Eng, Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

Rushmore,

W.

S.

Electrical Instrnments-

Large A Twining.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
AVashington Electric Co.

Whitney Elec. Instrument Co»
f^l^-ctrical Specialties.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Self-Wlnding Clock Co.

I

Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Palmer Bros.
Roth A Eck.
Royal Electric Co.

Western Elec. Supply Co.

Western Electric Co.
Cloi*hH Klccvric.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
!

Speaking Tubes.
Electric Appliance Co
Ostrander A Co., W R
Partrick A Carter Co

Diamond Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Moore, Alfred F.
New York Ins. Wire Co.
Roebling's Sous Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

Ins.

and

Colgate Co.. Geo. L.

:Metropolitan Electric Co.

C A C

CordBgp.

Anderson, Albert

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Gearx.

General Elec. Supplies.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.

Anderson, AlbertA J, M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Cushing A Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.

A

Simples Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

tllectrieal and mechanical Engineers.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Phcenix Carbon Mfg. Co.

Const uctioD

National India Rubber Co.
Okomte Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Brackets.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Jennings, A. R.

JLi^btinf;, Electric.
American Electric Co.

Jtecropulitfiri Klec. Co.'

Cross- Arms, Pins

Fuse Wire.

«as

Klectric hailTrays.
Brush Electric Co

Co.

Boohs.

Connnts

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.

Clark Electric Co.
Colburn Electric Mfg.Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fontaine Crossing A EI. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Bells.
Electric Appliance Co.
Huebel A Manger.

Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg.
Racine Hardware Co,
Weston Engine Co.

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

JenniDgp,

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Interior Conduit

xii, xiii

Technic Electrical Wk^....
United Electric Improve-

Wagner

iv

A Mfg.Co

ment Co

Fontaine CrossingA Elec.

El. Co.

C A C

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Carbons Piii-tsA:Plates.

Iron

Morgan

Splitdorf, C.

xi

Co., The,

Standard Paint Co

Elec*riclan Publishing Co.
... xiii, xiv, XV), xviii, XIX,

Freeman,

s

Self-winding Clock Co....

Smith,

Electric- Power Storage Co.

Goltz

J.

.

Royal Electric Co

xi

Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co

Electric

vii

xii

Shultz Belting

Dist. Tel. Co.xiii

S.

xix

AEck
S.

Auerbach-Woolverton

BrOMheM.

Hugo

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Roth

Arc l^ampa.

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co.,Ltd
.
xiv
Porter & Buerdorf

xvii

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Edwards, W.

xi

Scientifie Machinist Co.... xii

Directory, Principal

Dixon Crucible

xi

Phcenix Glass Co

Rushmore,

Iron Works

Co
Delno

1

Carbon Mfg.Co....

Reisinger,

facturing

x

.

x
Paragon Insulating Co....
xvlii
Partrick A Carter Co

Racine Hardware Co

Dayton Globe

.

.

xi

Correspondence School of

Cushing

.

Palmer Bros

Consolidated Engr.Co., The. xvii

Cutter Electrical

1

OkonlteCo., The

PbccDi.K

Boiler

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co....

Comstock

x^

Co

Ostrander

Proctor-RHymond Elec. Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Partrick

Phillips Ins'd. Wire Co...

Clark Electric Co

Clonbrock

xv

Insulated Wire

Nuttall Co., R.

Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Law

National Tel. Mfg. Co....

Kew York

A Manger.

Accumulator Co.

Metropolitan Elec. Co.... xvii

Mnnsell ACo.,Eugene.... xiv

Electric

Bradbury-Stone

Co.

F.

Const.

xviii

Big Four Route

i

xiii

Little.

—

Co

A Twining

Law BatteryCo
Leffel

E. G.

vii

Leclanche Battery Co., The.
1

Bernstein Electric

Bll8sCo.,E.

Large

Buerdorf.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Huebel

x

ivil

A

Electric Applisnce Co.

xsii

Engraving Co

Interior Conduit

Auerbach-Woolverton Elec

i

Elec.ilfg. Co.

A Manger

i

. .

Hascke A Creelman.

Porter

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Copp**r Wires.

Annnnciatort).

Mather Electric Co.

Fire Alarms.

Mlamisburg Electric Co.

Ac«iinialator«t.
Accumulator Co.
Boswell A Co., D. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec,

S. Co.
Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Elec trie- Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co

xii

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Homberger

A mencan Electrical
WOffcS

viii

Grant

Co., J.

Hine A Robertson Co

xii

American Eleo. Mfg.Co.... xxii

Ames

Helios Electric Co

High A

xvll

American Electric Co

]

I

Copper.
Law Battery Co.

CLASSIFIED LIST.

xiii

flayden-Booker Mfg. Co.... xi

vlU

1,

Co

Allen Hussey

A Creelman

|

Abecdroth ARootMfgCo. lix

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.

RleetrolicD*. etc.
Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phcenix Glass Co.

A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
Hieh ACo., J. Grant.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
A

Twining.

A

ColgHte Co., Geo. L.

Diamond
Whitney

Electric

Co

Elec. InstruireutCo.

Steam Heating.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

F. P, Elec. C.
S. Co.
Metropolitan Elee. Co.
Munseli
Co.. Eugene.

Steam Pumps.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
OkonlteCo., The.
Paragdu Insulating Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Storase Batteries.

Little,

A

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Technic Electrical Wka.
Wallace Electric Co.

Worthington, Henry R.

Accumulator Co.

Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co
Cons Electric Storage Co
Electric-Power Storage Co
Electric Storage Battery Co

A

Haschke
Porter

A

('reelman.

Bueraorf.

Str*>et Cars.
Brill. J. G. Co.

Irsulatina:.
Wirt-s
and Tapes,
American Electrical Works
Caoles— Slasnet Wire.

Insulated
American

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Cushing A Morse.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Large A Twining.
Metiopolitan Elec. Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.

New York

Insulated Wire Co.

OkoniteCo.,The.

& Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Partrick

Lamps. l.*>eaodeMcent.
Am.

Electrical Mfg. Co.
Pump AElec.Co.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Beacon Vac

Buckeye Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co,
Jaeger Mfg. Co., The.

Matner Electric Co
Metropolilan Electric Co.

New York A Onio Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

CughlngA Morse.

Electric Appliance Co.
Metropolitan Electric Co
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.

Phillips insulated

Wire Co
Roebhng's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telee-Mph Appnratus.
Electric Appliance Co
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Tel**phones,
D'Unger Long

Dist.

Tel.

National Telep. Mfg. Co.

Co

Palmer Bms.

Partrick

A

Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

'lenbonp Hooks.
Bradley A Co.
Tran sformer s
Diamond

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Homberger Elec. Mfg. Co
Ft.Wayne Elee. Corporation
Jennings, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electrio Mfg. Co
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wallace Electric^Co.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Co., The Louis K.
Westinghouse Elec AMfg.Co. Trol'<
Etectro-Platins 'iBch'y.
y <'ord,
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
I^itrhiiiius .«rr*-sterQ.
Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation
Colgate Co Geo. L.
General Electric Co.
Tr cks. Eler ric Car.
Muncie Elec. Mfg. Co.
Diamond
Electric
Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
General Electric Co.
Washington Eleciric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Westinghouse El- A Mfg Co
Contractor** ana l^llectric Ensines. *^fts.
General Electric Co.
Tarbine Wheels.
JUigbt Plants.
Web&ier Mfg. Co.
Hill, W. S. Electric Co.
Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Allen-Hussey Co.
magnet Wire.
En*;lnes, Nteam.
Leffel ACo., Jas.
Amttutz, N. S.
Ball A
{See Insulated

Comstock

,

Armstrong, Chag. Q.
Arnold, B.
Ball.

Brush
Bryan,

C

dt

J.

Wm.
C

D.
Electric Co.

Wm.H.
Electrio Co.

Clark Electric Co.

Comstock

The Louis

R.
Consolidated Engineering Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Fontaine Crossing & EI. Co.
Ft Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Goltz A Sinclair,
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
La Roche Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Co.,

Rushmore,

S.

W.

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghouse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Wood Co.. The.
& Co.. The.
Erie City Iron Wks.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.
Brownell

Racine Hardware Co.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
Watertowi. Steam Engine Co,
Weston Engine Co.

Enerav«'r8.
Engraving Co,
Fan outfits.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Interior Conduit A Ina. Co.
Illinois

[H^ed U ater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co Warren
.

Fibre.

,

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.;i
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Wires.)

mchnnical Machinery
Bliss Co.. E.

Hine

A

W.

Robertson Co.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munseli ACo.. Eugene.
in • s « l>paratus. Elec.
•

General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
WeHtlnghousB El. A Mfg. Co.
m»tor>*.
Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.

C A C

Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

Elec. Mfg. Co.

Fontaine Crossing

&

El. Co.

Ft.Wayne

Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.

La Roche

Electric

S.

Morgan.

well-Blerce
Vaile Co.

Still

A

Smlth-

Universiiies.

mic-a.
ni

Smith,

Wks.

School of
Industrial
Sciences
Machinist Co.

Cor.

Scientitic

TaniiMhes

Standard Paint Co.

Water Wheels.
Leffel

Smith.

A Co
S,

.

Jas.

Morgan.

Wire, Bare,
Anderson. AlbertA J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co
Nuttall Co.. R. D.
OkonlteCo., The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. a.
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SCHEEFFER'S RECORDINQ

WATT-METER.
For AltemtiDg

Circnits,

No Commntator,

EASILY ADJUSTED.

No Brnsles,

Power Consumed.

Registers Direct Actual

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.
Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOR ANT VOLTAGE.

Chicago Oflire. i3o7 Uauhattan Baildiog,
Cemi-al Klectrio Co.. Selling Agents.

FOR

DIAMOND ELECTRIC

ALXj SYSTEMS.

CO., Peoria,

III.

THE STANLEY
Two-Phase System of Alternating Apparatus,
The first and only complete and perfected system hy which

light

and power

can he supplied from the same generator. Power transmission and distribution
made practical and commercially successful.
In construction and operation the entire system is much
The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in starting torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in
more simple than any other, either direct or alternating.
The superior efficiency of the generator is in itself a the manner in which they take current in proportion to their
load, and in the uniformity of speed under the different conhandsome profit to any station.
ditions of load.

without the loss of energy
involved by compounding or compensating.
Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the
The usual sources of trouble and expense in generators greatest economy.
are prepared to fill all orders
have been entirely eliminated from the Stanley; i.e. the revolv- promptly, and carry a full stock of transformers in Chicago.
ing armature, commutators, collector rings, brushes, etc.
They can be built for any voltage from 1 10 for isolated
"No practical station man who has seen a Stanley alterlighting to 5, coo for power transmission work.
nator in operation will ever be satisfied with any other."
It is practically self-regulating

We

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

pihsfield,

Street, Chicago,

m«s&

III.

1
out of season for lightning, but you have to be protected from short
caused by wind and sleet breaking down your wires, and having them
crossed by wires carrying high tension currents.
It is

circuits

OUR SWITCHES FOR THE ALTERNATING CURRENT
continue to go like "hot cakes," and well they ought to, so much protection to life
and property for so little outlay; you cannot afford to be without them.
With our device set at loo amperes you have better protection to your
electrical apparatus than from a lo ampere fuse.
Write us at once.
_
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Keystone Voltmeters and Ammeters.

Dead-beat, direct reading,

Designed for Switchboard

Guaranteed

work.
lutely

made

abso-

and

alternating

direct current.

accurate, unaffected

by magnetism and free from

GEO.

heating errors.

THE

for both

E. C.

L COLGATE CO.,

136 Liberty Street, N. Y.

&

Wright's Series Circuit Arc Cut-Out.

S. CO.'S

MANUFACTURED BY

THE HOPE ELECTRIC APPLIANCE

CO,

Provitee, R.

I,

ARC LAMP.
MADE FOR ALL
Low

Street Railway,

Plain and

^

Made.

Alternating.

to

Ten

Lights.

Ornamental.

The Easiest Lamp
It

One

Arc Cnt-Ont

Series Arc,

Tension,

From

The Best

CIRCUITS.

to

Trim.

has Universal Carbon Holders.

Approved by
Every Board of
Fire Underwriters.

Its action,

electrically

chanically,
It

J

is

and meHeavy Porcelain

perfect.

has fewer operating parts than
any lamp on the market.

Insulation,

Large Contact Surfaces,
Fire-proof,

Water-proof,

Storm-proof.

Send for Circulars of Complete

SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

Line of Arc Cut-Outs-

'W^estern JLsrents,

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO

ly

307 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December
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The New "Berpann" Arc Lamps
For Constant Potential Circuits.

BETTER

than

BECAUSE

all others
THBY HAVB

No Adjusting Sprinfi:s and No Escapements
AND

Not Get Out
i^eiid

of

Adjustment

or Flicker or Stick.

for Descriptive Circular of Direct and Alternating Current £ianips, Blade
Switches, Imported Carbons, Etc. Prices greatly reduced on everything.

THE LATEST
Xo. 8607
"Twin'" liOmp.

COSI8EiirE»ITI,Y CAST

IS

OUR NEW "TWIN" LAMP.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT
NEW YORK.

169 Adams Street, CHICAGO.

S.

BERG3IAS1V, President.

572

to

CO.,

No. 34S5
A* C. Lamp.

578 First Ave.,

NEW YORK.

ALTERNATING CURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Obtained.

i

Standard Sizes, 5

TRANSFORMERS
To

Liglits to

2,000

Liglits.

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.

ALTERNATING

Gomplete Switch Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO.,
By

all

Plants.

st. loub. ho.

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO

to 10,00U

Ampere-Hour Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric liannches,

for

Dental, JSnrgical

for

Complete Lighting and Power Plants

ELEOTRIO^

which

and ]IIedical

Work, and

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

UfCD QTnDAPC nniUDAIIV Room
flUl QlUllftUC MUillrflllli

for all

purposes

electricity is rtquired.

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
S6 Oortlandt street, NSW

YORK.

I

December

WESTERN

1894

i,

& C

C

The

ELECTRICIAN.

Company

Electric

CDI^

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

BIPOLAR DTNAMOS,
Up to

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Works:

NEW

Street.

YORK.

GARWOOD, N, J.
on CENTRAL R.

RniKrH "**^"-*:»-{
nWTr'ii'a-i CHICAGO. 1O20 and 1021 Mnnadiiock Bnlldlne- BOSTON, 63 Oliver
BKAJVLU
ciiKVEIiAaiO, Cuj-ahoga Bnlldlus. PHIliAl>KI-HIA, 6S3 Arch St.

99

4^

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY
•TRADE

IS

THE CHEAPEST.

^K
^^

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

MARK-

Highest Award at the World's Ooinmbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

^°'

R. of N. J.

ISt.

direct

TRADE MARK

and alternating current Arc Lamps, are the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilhant and absolutely steady light.

SEND FOR NEW PRICE L'STS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISINGER,

No. 38

Highest Award at the world's Colum-

Man

Exposition, Chicago, 1S93.

BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK,
Sol© Im.port;er for tlie

We Want Western

"CTrLited.

States,

Cana.<a.a.,

Etc.

Business.

lA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
Haniifactiiied In Sizes

25

to

5,000

from

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OB

WORKS,

MULTIPHASE.

PHlliDElPBIS, FA,
Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

San Francisco,

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

Mobile.

Generators.
1,000 liight Alternator.

WM. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Chicago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rlalto Bldg., St. Louis,

Mo.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

New

December

Alternating: Arc

i,

1891

Lamp

For Street Lighting
Lamp 900
amperes at 38 volts
or 4J^ amperes at 50 volts,
2% amperes at 100 volts.
It consumes the energy of

New

c.

p

Syi

Alternating
7

,

16

amps.
ing

c.

p.

A

lamp

have

ism

alternat-

No.

Low

novel.

entirely

is

only possible

ture

in

series

Ampere

current

direct

By

means of this arrangement
the most troublesome fea-

with a reflector plate.

iDside 7

completed a

just

lamp
which we guarantee will not
SEE-SAW. The mechan-

new

incandescent

small
is

We

running

is

lamps

in

eliminated.

13.

7

Hour Lamp.

Potential

Write

Direct Current

-as

for Frices and.
Eisco-u-nts

Lamps

No.

10.

Lamp, either 12 or 14 honr,
to ha used In connection with
Special 33 Volt Transformer.

Street

EnBtern Agents: STANLEY ELECTKIO MFG. CO., Pitlsfield, Mass.
Western Agents: CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Sonthwestern Agents; ST. LODIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Lonis, Mo.
New York Cltj Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY i CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Vandam and Greenwich

MOUNTAIN ELECTKIO

Streets.

CO., Denver, Col.,

New Mexico.
MACHINERY SUPPLY CO., Los

Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

Company

and

Angeles, Cal.,

Agents tor Lower California and

Arizona.

Agents tor Canada:

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

PHILiDELPBIA,
PA,

Accumulator Company
STORAGE

BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL

STATIONS

SUPPLYING

POWER

LIGHT AND
New Type

with Independent Plates which can be Easily Ex-

amined and Replaced without interfering with Charge
Capacity from
or

Screws,

350

Meets

12,000 Ampere Hours.

to
all

or

No

Discharge.
Nuts, Bolts

Requirements of Central Stations.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
ELECTRO-PLA TING,
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
ELEC TRIG L A UNCHES,
CA UTER Y BA TTERIES,
YACHT LIGHTING,
SAFETY LAMPS.
PHONOGRAPHS,
For any information regarding types

WM. HOOD, 239 La Salle
GANNETT & COMPANY,

St.,

Chicago,

of Cells, weights, dimensions, capacities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27 Pine St., New
PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.,

III.

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

I

OH,

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY,

1

18 Pine

224 Chestnut

St.,

San Francisco,

St.,

York.

Cal.

PHILADELPHIA.

December

i,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

AWAY

THE LEAD
XZO"

Efficiency-Replation-lnsulation
J^XiJID
WIRES AND CABLES

IN

EVERYTHING ELSE.

THE PACKARD TRANSFORMER.
%

iS ;« iK

%

The

WIRES AND CABLES

The

Nearest

Most

Approach
Popular

To

Transformer

Perfection

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES
is

%

ii;

iS

^

READ THIS GUARANTEE.
"We

will replace, free of expense, at any time,
that burns
out under normal load.
We will replace (or
receive back and cr(dit) any Packard Transformer that fails to give absolu'e satisfaction."

any

FACKABD TMANSFOSMER

IS

THIS

STRONG ENOUGH

?

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

PRICES THE LOWEST.

Electric Appliance
WIRES AND CABLES

Cempany,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Paranite Wires and Cables,

"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

AND REPRESENTING

NEW YORK

& OHIO COMPANY,

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMP;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warren,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRAIiSFORMER.

Ohio,

WIRES AND CABLES

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

1894

i,

SAMSON SPOT CORD

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,
NORWAY PINE GROSS-ARMS,
T»-fc>l©t- Boardei.

S-c«rltoli.-13o«.3r«*ei,

WHITE OAK PINS.
pay you to set o"' prices

It will

BROWNLEE &
4-iS-3.-i

CO.,

>hm\\

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

Detroit, Micti.

-

Storage

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
<^^J2!L'"^r.

Saiterj,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Launch, Telegraph, Phonograph, Surgical, and
for all purposes where Light and

The Only Clocks Used in the W.
Co. Time Service.

Power are required.
Prices on Application.

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

BOSWELL &

D. E.

154

Lake

St.,

ORANT

U. Tel.

CO.,

SELF-WINDING CLOCK

Chicago.

s6 Broaii-csray,

PATENTS
Procured.

Estimates ana designs furnishea
on Application.

BOSTON, MASS.

-

^^OCK

Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.

'=''

CO..

UEW YORK.

30 Years' Practice.

INSTTRED.

Pamphlet,

re-

ferences and advice free.

charges reasonable for superior wort.

Technic Electrical Works, 129 Bread Street,

CHAS.

PHILADELPHIA.

GOOCH,

J.

Acme

Wfsmiiitoii, D. C.

t:^^s

Insulatins Paint.

GLOSSY BLACK

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

FINISH.

DRIES AT ONCE.
FLEXIBLE.
ADHESIVE.
ACID AND OIL PROOF.
WATER AND WEATHER PROOF.

CO..

The Paragon Insulating

Co..

loas Soeiety for Savings,
CIil<:TEl.ANU,

OHIO.

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric,

Pueamatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

The

Fnll liine Always in Stoclt.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
S04 Fulton

Ht.,

New Tork.

BISHOP GDTTA-PERCHA

CO.

CO.,

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^Send for New OAtaloqde. Out Aognat

THE BEST SHADES OF

lat.

"H. W. J."

For under ground, under water, and

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

MECHANICAL GUP.

conditions.

all ottier

-

NEW

-

YORK-

HENBY A. BKED, Secretary and Manaser.

An

exceedingly simple and practical device consisting of a single
Provides a straight underrun for and does not damage the trolley wheel. It holds the wire securely
and is practically non-sparking. It is safe, economical and saves time.
casting

—no parts to break or get out of order.

Send

new and

for

revised price

list

SAL AMMONIAC
BKAND)

of

(ELECTRIC

Trolley Line Insulating Materials.
'ElectbI

W.

JOHNS MFG.

CO.,

240 ^ 242 Randolph
CHICAGO,
New

York.

ForElectrical Purposes

(trade f^*^ yl

SRaNI'MM Guaranteed
St..

If

for this brand.

ILL.

Philadelphia,

Boston.

B.

WOBTHINGTON,

New

York. 86 and SS Liberty
BostOD, 7U Kllby St.,

St..

"'-"

SSS!"^'-'"
South

"

IS

Imported by
St.,

New

York.

20O,-ia5 ^Zox*se X*^T7^ex*,

C03SriDE3SrSEIR,S_

Waier St.,
Chlcftffu. 185 t-i 1811 Van Buren St.,
St. LoiUs, Ulffhtb and St. Charles St.

THIS

liest

l.KLIPSTEIN & COMPINV, 122 Pearl

"woi^miiisrcxTonsr
HENBY

free of lead and iron.
quality ask your dealer

98/99% and

you want the

A

THIS OUT
9IADE BY

ILLINOIS ENGRAVING CO.,
348-350

DOUBLE POLE

Dearborn St

SNAP SWITCH,

B? ALL PROCESSES.

BRTAIVT

A Specialty of

EInECTRIC

Wood

COMPAMT,
G.

EDWARD

GRIER,
R. GRIER,

)

1532

Chicago.

EKGRAVERS

MADE BY THE

THOS.

,

Telephone Harrison 499.

EograviDg,

Half Tone Engrafing,
Zinc EtcbiDg and

mONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO.

Designing.

j

Western Representatives.

Factory: Bridgfeport, Conn.
Sockets, Switches,

Cut Outs, and Electrical

Specialties,

and Prompt Shipments.

Good Goods

Made Irom 8x10
for

Photo.

Siemene

&

Haleke Co.

FBZOES Il£A60NABI<£.

December
EruENE

i,

WESTERN

1894
W.

F. Phillips, Prest.

A.

HATHiWAY, Treas.

W. H. Sawtee, Secy.

AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PROVIDEXCE. R
I

BAM

AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

ELECTRICIAN.

GRAPHITE SPEGIAIiTIES
FOB

DIXON CRUCIBLE

IDS.

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

EIiKCTBICAIi

USES;

Ormphlte Bods of Varlons I^enetiis, fi-om 1-5 Ohm to 100 Ohms Beslstanoa
to tli« Ineh. Kraphite Boxes and Crnclbles, Beslstlne Haata
of 4,000 Degrees. Inquiries Sladly Answered.

CO.,

Jersey City, N.

J.

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,

^y^'ff^oioff^^^ofs^

AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

L^JIfrV"

'iEN"^"'?ruE

Donohoe, 241 Mndison St.
MoNTBEAL Beasch. Eogene F. Phillips' Electrical Works.
F. E.

Licenses Granted.

Palmer Bros:

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
DKEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

-cMIANUs.conn,

h&Cai*^

THE

a Letter from the Inspector

In

of the

writers' Union, he states:

((

able and Desirable Wire

MARK.

CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber need

and

Ineu'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in nee for
the past niije years, and has met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, because

and

A Thoroughly Re.i-

every respecf."

Wires and Cables

will

la es-

not deteriorate,

oxi-

will

Discounts for Quantities.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect sati&factlon.

61

Western Agents,

and 63 Hampshire

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

IIenrt a. Clabk,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

CO.,

Chicago,

in

Boston Fire Under

remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Sabmariue, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other firstclass Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
dize or crack,

For SwitchboartZ, Railway and Motor use, we mate all
aizee of Stranded and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

'^

in insulating our

pecially chemically prepared,

it

Slorap CoiDaiif,

Electric

BRUSH PATENTS,

£LECTRICAL SUPPL/ES

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.
Xew Voek Store, P. C. Acberman. 10 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Stoke,

CoDSoMatei

TELEPHONE S-

i^ERBERT H. EUSTIS,
Prest. and Electrician

Send for Catalogne.

III.

Ph<^m^ Gmi*b©m Mfg.Q©.
S. C.

BOOKER,

2134-2140 DeKalb

Supt.

Street, ST.

HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

Electric Light

CELLS,

In

Everything in the Battery Line.

Carbons

3140 DeKalb
M. M.

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and .MaiiBg»r.

We make a specialty of MOTOR and DYNAMO BR USHES
and BATTERY MATERIAL.
It will

pay you

to see

our product and get our prices before placing j'our orders.

'fj^am^ .^(j^^.^^,
fi^-fenmUa,

'^te»ien;i.

W

'Jfen^ta.

^e/e-ld/i^i^.

MANUFACTUEEES OF

DIRECT CURRENT

SLOW SPEED MULTIPOLAR GENERATORS AND MOTORS.

external aiiiinturcs. They

have proved remarkably efficient nnd economical. Used largely in American and European Lighting and liallway Plants. Slow speed
machiues, made for direct-connection in sizes from '20 H. P. to 2000 H, P.
peripheral speed of armature with slowest engine speed. Shortest possible winding on armature. Lowest internal resistance of
armature. Only three to four volts difference of potential between commutator bars. Greiteat weight of copper per amp«re of current. Greatest radiating surface possible. Maximum maf^netic effect.
Armatures cannot burn out. Great compactness. Correct niechauicat design, (The centrifugal force is counleracted effectively by the inward pull of the internal field magnets.) Finest quality of iron, excellent finish, absence of binding wire.
In H years' eontinuouM service not one armature Iia* been replaced ol repaired.
for Railway, liighting: and Motor Service. World's Fair Diploma and :\redal for best direct-connected Generator.
H. P. IN

These machines are constructed with

AdvaatagCN of oar ICxternal Armature Type. Maximum

OVER 200,000

USE

MODERATE SPEED BIPOLAR GENERATORS AND MOTORS,
With Siemens

Drum

Armatures, which are copied extensively io

See our new Cat.*logaes.

this country.

We

are building these machines in sizes

from

1

H. P. to 150 H. P.

Correspondence solicited.

GENERAL OFFDCES, MONADNOCK BUILDING, GHICAGO.
Sales Offices:

New
New

York, 136 Liberty

St;.

Orleans, 42 Union St.
Oinatnnatl, Perin Bldg.

Troy, N. Y.,

4;)

Fourth

St.

Philadelphia, 5;f I Chestnut St.
St Louis, Bank of Commerce Bldg

San Francisco, 509 California
sat Lake City, Dooly-Block.
ToleJo, Ohio, 518 Sunimitt

St.

St.

Boston, 31 Milk

Denver,

ft

18

St.

Boston Block.

Buffalo. N. Y., Erie Co. Bank Bldg.
St. Paul, 50 GilfiUan Block.

Detroit, 17 State St.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
-MANUFAOTUBEKS OF-

"0. K."

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Eailway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.
Chicago AsenM,
Klectric Appliance Company.

New

Perfect Insulation.

Handsome

York Office, 39 and 41 Cortlandt

St.

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

Stilwell's Patent Live

ELECTRIC

1894

i,

Steam-Feed Water Purifier.
Removes all

Impuritiesn

Entirely prevents

FIXTURES

Boilers.

scale

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

ST1LWELL&BIERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

AND

^\XX\\\\\\\X\V«X\X\\\\\\V\\\\V\V\VIlV1\\\9

ELECTRICITY

SUPPLIES.

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

Courses in other trades,
including thorough instractlon in Mathematlcg
and Physics. Send f'^r FREE Circular stating sabject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences. Scranton. Pa.

Cheap
|Trans=
I

I
^
^
^
^
^

all

169

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

portation

the asking.

AMES & FROST COMPANY
CHICAGO.

I

STUDY ELECTRICITY

AT HOME

90-91

Atwater Bldg., Cieveland.O.

Thorough InetrnctloQ, with FREE
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue free. K^eientlfic JUachllliSt Co.,

APPARATUS. Moderate terms.

T 33 J^.

S44.00 SPECIAJL.
To introdnce onr Dynamos and Motors of larger

Opportunity to invest $2,000 or thereabouts, and assume management of electric
Town of io,coo or over.
lighting business.
Young man,
Plant not less than 200 h p.
experienced in every capacity.
Address
Experience,
Care Westeen Eleotbioian,
6 Lateside Building, Chicago,

Our

New Book

W©

will

Catalogue

on the press and will be ready for distribution in
a short time.
Anyone wishing to obtain a complete
of all the electrical books published to date, together with descriptions of the most important, can
do so by writing us.

HOTS & ECK,

4,

1893,

For the

1891, Vol. liv, No. 21.
1894, Vo!. liT, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol, siv, No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xlv, No. 6.

April

WHILE OTHERS
Our

are dull we are
busy.
Superior Switch with our surprising low price.
Why should more be
said? Write for prices on
Switches, Switch Boards,

Vol. siv, No. 10.
1894, Vol. :dv. No. 14.

10. 1894.

7,

Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building. Chicago.

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

ft

The "New Era"
ELECTBIC
GAS LIGHTERS.

Tablet

Boards, Main
>Line Fuse Blocks.

Newly Improved.

Are the only Electric

Liighters made that
are successfully operated by the key,

KKIFK SWITCHES

COMMUTATORS

From 30

to 7,000

Amp.

Which always indicates whether
the gas ie on or off. Safe, re-

REFILLED.
Sioux City Brass Works,
siorx ciTsr, iowa
C. F. SPLITOOKF, Manufacturer of

Grant High &

J.

123 N. Third

807 Medinali Temple,

CMcap

liable; will not fail to light;
h>.ve interchangeable stems; are
adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made In 5
styles but all on the same general principle as style shown.
Caudle, Billiard, Argand. Our
Victor with side lever, is a

Co.,

St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

COLBURX

Established 1881

ELECTRIC MFG. CO
Teleplione liobbiu^ aud Spaik Coils,
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York

mm^''^''^

999 Main

St.,

mmk

little

wonder.

102

Pearl St

Sole Manufacturers,

Mass

Fitchburg,

Send

,

Boston, Mass.

for Circulars.

MANUFACTURERS OF

E.W. BLISS CO.,

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and

14 John

St.,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

ELECTRO-

Brooklyn, X.Y.
100 W. Washington

St

PLATING

PUNCHING, STAMPING,
PERFORATING

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFflCIENCT.

PRESSESan»DIES.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician,
Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES
All

Chicago.

— di.oo.

19.

May 26
May 19,
March

St.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

26, 1893. Vol. siii,
Ociober 7, 1893, Vol. xili,

NOTember

Manufacturers Dynamos and

Motors, 34 Market

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

daled:

No, 9.
Ko. 15.
Vol. sill. No.

Dynamo, retaining all the
special features of our
larger rcachines at a sarprising low price.
Send
for circular No. 22.

Is

pay ]5c each for clean copies cf the

August

capacity,' we are making a
specialty 'of a high-grade
8-light, 16 C. P., 110 volt

list

W^ANTED.
WESTERN ELECTKICIAN

ILL.

I

By our oorreepondence method.

"V^T -A- Iff

iiimiiiL

One- twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial WhecL Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for

foi

All-around
Station Economj

Colors and Descriptions.

Automatic

Mercurial

Pumps

OF LATEST DESIGN
For IncandeBcent

Lamp

ARMATURE NOTCHING

Companies.

Scientific glass apparatus for Laboratories, Colleges, etc.
Reliable workmanship and lowest
prices.
i^end for Catalogne.

PRESSES WITH INDEX FEEDS.
The above cut

The Jaeger Mfg.
169 William

St.

Co.,

NE'W YOKIt.

is

perfect balance,

of a 175 K. W. Generator

handsome appeararce.

wound on onr new opeu-head

S.

HEAVY

Write for prices on
CEl!WXK4li
Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

lt£PAIllE$; Large Commutators^
Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

spiral system.

W. RUSHMORE,

126

Liberiy St.,

^TATIOA

SHEAHS AND DROPS.

NEW YORK

K STILES & PARKER

All coils alike,

PRESS CO.

December
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

— Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

ifl

CELEBRATSU AVATFR

called to thia

IVHEEI4 as particularly adapted lo their use, on account o£ Its remarkably steady mottou.
speed aiid grrat efticieney and laree eapaeiiy for its diameter, being double
the power ol most wheels of the same diameter. It ia used by a number of the leading electric comliigh

panies with preat satisfaction. In the economical use of water
highest per cent of useful effect g:uarauteed.

it 19

without an equal, producing the

sExn FOR catalogue: and ^auticvmjArs.
The accompanying engraving represents a eingle 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Triction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizootal sbafte,
and where the situauon admits of their use we recommend them.

The

85

Slilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

JOHN STREET, NE^W YORK,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other Law

Cells,

SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS, ETC., ETC.

FRICES

JLUr)

OTHER.

A VALUABLE BOOK!

lUP^ORIwIiLTIOIT CHEERE^ULX^'Y

FOR

For all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinuni Purchaaed.

BAKER &

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kaiiroad Ave.. Newark, N. J.

I

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.
feature that
gives it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suited for electric launches, trac-

Embodies
First Practical Book Covering American Street Railway Practice of To-day.

The

STREET RAILWAYS

Circuits,

Both Alternating and Direct.

THEIK

IN

SERIES ON

I

10

discovery.
20-28

SEND FOR OUR

Electrical

Books.
The moat complete of
kind ever published.

Of

Price, Postasre Prppaid

Remit by

;

P.

O.

Money

Letter, or Express

Money

Order.

ENTIRELY

We

CHICAGO.

SPECIAL LAMPS OF ALL KINDS.

Nefer

WRITE US FOR CIRCUI>ARS.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
IMPORTED CORED
selling at

Headparters

are

In the West for ELECTRICAL BOOKS, and fill
orders promptly, l)repald, onrecelptof price.
ElectrleJanFnbliFfaing Co.,
t) Lakeside Building,

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

Gilt, So.OO.

Order, Draft, Registered

Its

8eDt Free to Any AddreBB.

NEW Arc Lamps.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.

E,rAIKCHII.D,

Editor Street Railway Jonrnal,

S4 00 Leather and

St.,

CHICAGO.

Catalogne of

A PRACTICAL, MAjyOBOOK FOR
STREET RAILTTAY MEN,

Cloth,

W. Randolph

Agents wanted.

"XKA-RIS."

C.

new

Storage Battery Maanfacturerg,

VOLTS.

OPERATION ANX)
MAINTENANCE.

By

Write

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,

Globe and Resistance, S2.00 extra per lamp.

CONSTRUCTION,

new

tion and lighting: wort
for descrlpliun of thia

Standard "Ward" Lamps,$ 10 Each.
TWO

"

PLATINUM

LAMPS

THE MOST IMPORTANT WOKE TO
STEEET RAILWAY MEN THAT
HAS BEEN PUBLISHED.

EURKISHEC

we

a Success.

Every TELEPEONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have ^ot the
only device that wiU do the required work and not infringe In any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Oar device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of
receiver
Send for testimonial clrcalars, price list, etc.

carbons and

carbons, which

km km

are

reduced prices.

USERS OF ARC LAMPS SHOULD WRITE US FOR PRICES.

BRADLEr &

CO.,

13 stone Street,
Kochester, I«. X.

7, a, 11,

&

Electric Construction

Supply Co.,

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.

18 Cortlandt Street, New York.
(Establlsbed 1881.)

BewLire of Infriudng or using InfriDging Instruments.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of

All.

The D'Unger Telephone

Wallace Electric Co., Agents,

307 Dearborn

Street,

Chicago,

III.

(its reputation as the
best instrument ever constructed now fully estate
liahed) Is the on/y instrnment in which the 'pouje?'
of the voice is increased; the only instrument in

which

Preserve Your Copies
OF THE

The Standard Open Circuit Batteries of the World.

LECLANGHE

BATTERY

Ill to 117 East 131st

St., H.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,
Y.

S

Xjal=esid.e B-u-ilta-ing-,

-

•

-

—

Electrician.

The D^Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an

CO.,

All-Carhon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.

Send for Circular and Prices.

THE

Western

the electric current is intensified by ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
No telephone can be
the voice-wave is reduced.
built with these wonderful advaotages v:ithout the
useofalever. The D'Uoger Long-DIstance Telephone Company has the sole and exclusive right to
use a lever in telephones remember that.
These instruments are supplied to exchanges
and toll lines on a small annual royalty.. They
cannot be had on any other terms.

CXHCA-O-O.

Address

to B. B>'Uneer, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, 111.

all letters
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BUCEETE
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

FUSE WIRE) ««^X^
capacity

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

y

)

^'''"un^orm.

TO

Judge Ricks' decision against the

Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction "work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting pipnts a specialty

Roomf^OS, No HI Qiiincy

St.,

Chicago.

BEDTCED

TABLET BOARDS.

LIGHTING
SCHEDULE.

&

SWITCH BOARDS. Moonlight System
ISi

PKICE.

FOR 1894.
Now Ready

Slate Basi.

FUSE WIRE AND LINKS.
Accurate.

Tested.

LAMP

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office 01
home use, is issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
1,000 styles.

CO., Cleveland, O.

A

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,

ANY

FIT

Edison Company and in our favor,
trees these lamps from any taint oi
infringement. Order no other.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

SALES AGENTS FOE

1894

STANDARD SOCKET.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

PORTER & BUERDORF,

i,

Gaarauteeti.

'E>x>loe,

as Oeuta.

Electrician

Publisliing

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS, TRANSFORMERS,

ARC CUT-OUTS, SLATE, MICA, SOCKETS, PORCELAIN.
Can you use any

The Independent Electric
39tli St.

of

The

them?

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

A. R.

JENNINGS,

317 Mermod & Jaccard

Buildi

BOOKS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

Eugene Munsell & Co.
218 WATER ST.. N. V.

Flusli

single

TAPER RINGS,
-

•»[.

SEQMENTS
RHEOSTAT
Send

for

TUBES, - .
SEQ/HENTS,
TROUQHS,
PLATES, CLOTH,

rilCANlTE
Insulator Co.
WATER ST.. N. V.

&c. IVlica

CaUlogue and Prk es.

This company

218
.

J. w. Wright 8f Co..
628 Market Sl. San Francisco

O-S

is

manafactorlng

A Compound Magneto Telephone

PEERLESS.
F lush Doable Pnoh Switch—Double Pole.

ELECTRICAL
& MFG. CO.,
THE CUTTER
rhiladelphia. Pa,,
11th
27

which it sells outright under a guarantee both a3 to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fuUy equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and polei)Private lines, Factory plijits,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

We

£

MANUFACTURING

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LIGHTING,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

CO.,

530, 540 and 541 Hlonadnock BIk., Chicago, Ilk

U, 8, A.

Streets

WESTINBHOUSE ELECTRIC

For

CUT AND UNCUT
India and Amber

•

Stamped Solid Sheet

TELEPHONES!!

Key Switch.

single Pole.

So,

EACH.

*

Pole— Double Pole— 3 Wire.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY

ONE
DOLLAR

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

ARTISTICALLY

CHICAGO.

• CENTS WITH FULL STOCK. ON H.MD:
Sincumb Randall.
e. s. beach & Co
A. S Partridge,
AthSL.QndnnaU. i;, SLClnlr Sl. Cleveland.
B'k Commerce Bd'e.SL Louis s9

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.
Pole— Doable Pole— Commutation;

LAKESIDE BLD6.,

CO,, ' 'ilir^il^t-

MICA

CS SPECIALTIES.
C-S

6

ST. LOUIS, MO.

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

GOOD

Single

^

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

FIVE

Co.,

prices are right.

CO.,

December
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FBA>'K

E.

KIBBY,

WESTERN
E.

President.

BUMfFREYS-KOBERTS,

ELECTRICIAN.
EODOLPHOS FULLER,

Secretary and Manager.

&

FONTAINE GROSSING

Electrical

and Meotanical Engineer.

ELEGTRIGAL GOMPANY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

FULLER DOUBLE-VOLTAGE DYNAMOS
(Suitable tor aoy Three-Wire System),

Fuller Automatic Bi, or Multipolar

Djnamos and Motors,

Fuller Combination Fan-Motor for VentilatiDg-,
In sizes from 18 inches to 9G inches diameter.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Dexter

Building,

84 Adams

Works and Main

St.

Office,

DETROIT, MICH.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.j
Sole

3&Xcin.'u.f£ictu.irex-jS,

Grimsliai White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimsliaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Ynlca Bnshings,

all

Ynlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

sizes,

M4IN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

I

New

BRANCHES:

York.

CHICAGO:

BOSTON:

78-82 Franklin Street.

134 Congress Street.

We
for

make simply

a

more business, either

business proposition.

The "NATIONAL"

is in

own

tests.

Buy two

If satisfactory

in telephones or

Our head telephones are

the

CHAPMAN,

C.

is

open

largely used by Bell telephone operators.

use at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

PERKINS,

GO.,

Boston, Mass.

(W) Atlantic Avenue,

THOMAS

Fres.

99
of our

sets

way

Sacramento street.

switchboards for exchanges.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620
S.

102

»««NATIONAL
instruments and make your

MAKO

SAN FBANOISCO:

(

i

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

TH. GONET,

Sec'y and Treas.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIG COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

for sale e-xclusively in thtir respective territories

HOLT GATES,

J.

H. B.

COaO & CO,
a.

THEY ARE

1140

Monadnock

by the following well-known and

GuiidiflS,

Ghlcairo,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.

Broadway, Xew Vork: Slew Yo-k City. Brooklyn anil vieinlt,y and Slew Jersey.
S,'ew England.
AXCrlElC & CO., G4 Federal !St., Boston, jllass
M. SI. Bl.AH.e, Kliuira, Siew York: Northern and IVestern S>'ew Tork.
THE ^VIIjL, & KIsrcK C03IPASI V, SIS Maraet Bt., San Francisco, Cat

!S03

31.

IN STOCK.

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Lishtins

:

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER,

:

Agents

for the Paciflc Coast.

GLEASON'S

Enameled Green
O.utside,

STANDARD
k

Silvered Inside.

ELECTRIC
SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors

for increasing- candle

power

of incandes-

cent lamps.

Made

in all staple sizes of electric

Always bright

E. P.
Radial Fluted.
PES DOZEN
17

iu.

diameter,

8 "

"

"

"

'J'-i

2>it

ZH

id.

"
*'

holder, $ 9 00
"
lO.UO

"

12.00

Flat Spiral Corrugated.
'

iti,

"

Deep Spiral Corrugated.

dozen

per dozen

holder, $ 8 00

7 in. (li.imeter. 2';i in. bolder, $ 8. 00
'
*'
12=00
2>* "
10 *'

pElt
8 in, dinmoter, '.i'-i
"
10 "
2?4

"

y.fiu

;

ci.

shades.

nnot tamish.

GLEASON MFG.

^u,«aco orgies

CO.,' wermeet,
^ste^w iroK^ic.

91 Dearborn Street,

F. L.

JOHNSON,

Manager.
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READY!

The TelephoDe {laDd-Book.
By HKRBEIRT?
138 Illnstrations.

146 Pages.

LAWS

Hand-book

Cloth.

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK

30

AND

28.

Size.

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

48

receiver a curved perductor. In the D'Avsoii
manent magnet is used, one pole ot which terminates

appeared on the scene wiih an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
was proved that the Edison carbon transit
mitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

val

KKiS. 27

WEIBB.

d'aksonval keceiveu.

soit iron polepiece that ser%'es as the core of the
cuil, and llic otiier in an iron box, or c}-linder, tliat
in

!i

ukrliner's first
TRANSMITTER.

FIG. ^4.

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to .sound waves by caus-

MERCADIEH's BI-TELEPHONE. T T RECEIVE NUT, R STEEL
R TO F, d (V METAL
CASE,
T'tO
RECEIVER
COLLAR CLAMPING
//TERMINALS OF COIL rt CONNECTING
SCREW, e SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOP. EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles are magnetically insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part ot which the diaphragm is

FIO. 39.

V

SPUING, JV" MAGNET,
ERS,
STRIP, A SCREW CLAMPING

'

SPKCIMEN PAGES FROM TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

coiia"TEiiia"Ts.
Chapter 1; The Invention of the Telephone.— Chapter 2: Sound Waves. Articulate Soeech —Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone.— Chapter 4:
The Microphone —Chapter 5: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction.— Chapter (if The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter. — Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit.— Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones.— Chapter 9: The Bell Telephone Receiver.— Chapter 10: Other Forms ot Magnet Telephones.Chapter 11: The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone.— Chapter 12: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers.— Chapter
13: Carbon Transmitters.-Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.— Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter,— Chapter 16: The Solid-back Transmitter.-Chapter
17: The Berliner Transmitter.-Chapter 18; The Cuttriss Transmitter.-Chapter 19: Various European Transmitters.-Chapter 20: The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.-Chapter 21: Batteries for Telephone Work.— Chapter 22: Open Circuit Batteries —Chapter 23: Closed Circuit Batteries.— Chapter 24: The Practical Management ot Batteries.— Chapter 35: Magneto Bells.— Chapter 30: Automatic Switches. Chapter 27: Telephone Line Construction.— Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits.—
Chapter 29: Underground Wires.— Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters.— Chapter 31: Inside Wiring.— Chapter 33: Installation of Telephone Instruments.— Chapter 33:
Inspection and Maintenance.- Chapter 34: The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony. Chapter 35: Electromagnetic Retardation.— Chapter 3G: Exchange Working.—
Chapter 37: Small Exchanges.— Chapter 38; Party Lines; The Bridging Bell.— Chapter 39; Long Distance Telephony.— Chapter 40: Duplex Telephony.— Chapter 41:
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony. Appendix.

—
—

—

The Only

Practical Up-to-date

PRICE

Electrician

Book

$1.00.

of Its Kind Published.

A Timely Work.

POSTAGE FREE.

Publishing Company,

6 I^JLKZKSIIDE^ BXIIX^rDIKra-, CHICJLQ-O.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a.i.
Consu

N,

The Allen-Hussey

Turner Bnildingr«

Co..

Goltz

General Electricians ami Contrnctnrs.
Electric light hdJ power cnn-trucllitn. iuchudescent lit^at wirine; telephone, watchman's

Electrical Devices Perfected for

Shop Construction.

alarm elecincbell
Estimates furnished from archippecificfiti"Ds. Telephonn,
E-t -blished 18t^9; Incorporated
Jledinah bitlg , C'hicaa:*..

clock, annunciator, burglar

TeBtB, Plane, Estimates,

systems, etc.

Supervision and Expert OplnlonB.

tects'

The Consolidated Eng.

»i»

1(^91

Academy

E

and Eefrlgerating Plants.
831 Pine Street. - - - St. Louis.
Alfred C. Elnatein, Prest. and Treas.

Thomas

T. Hall, Vice-Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

BOOKS

JLi:ia.l3rsis

and Contractors.

Branch

BEd^., illilwaukee, IVis.

Office,

Hodges

and

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Building,

-

CHICAGO.

of Sa.1 JLxximoziisLC.
"A. G. Sal Ammoniac,"

"WBIS,
Consulting

Chicago, March

1894.

9,

42,

81

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac.
submitted by Western Electric Company.

marked

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
Moisture
"
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
o.oa
I find the

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Room

Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.

On

This Certifies

Analytical

Co.,

Engineers

]4a7 3s9Iouadnoe.k Blk., CUicago.

Engines.

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.

IB.

Comstock

K.

ectrical

Co.,

Designera &ud Builders of Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Works, Ice Making

0" .

)

3:1-16.

The Louis
and Contractors,

for Ideal

E

Chicago.

St. Louis.

Sinclair,

Agents

b. s. (E.

Blonaduock Bids

16*27
TelephoQu Main

'

Manufacturers' Agents,
Tel. 912.

nnd engineer'*'

H'frrison 712.

SVA The Cuyahosa. Cleveland. O

&

Electrical Engineers

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

OonaultatlonB, Reports, Estimates, Plane, Speclfioatlong, Superintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Andltorlnm Tower, Chicago.

Amstutz,

William D.

m. Am.soc.m.E.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,

New

H. Bryan,

Expert and

Power

574-57G Kookery, Chicaeo-

S.

Wm.

G. Armstrong,

ting Electrical Engineer,

Specialty: Electric Hallways and
tloua.

Ciias.

e. e..

Clarli Street.

Organic Matter
The Non-Volatile Matter consists

"
of Iron

"

"

0.31

'<

Oxide and Alumlra.

It^~price3 on application.

WEIS.

Signed, J. B.

»9
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IT GIVES SATISFACTION.

PP

EVERYBODY

How do you know?
that has used it tell
N. I. R. Wire has been used in
us so and we believe thevi.
the City of Chicago in a majority cf the largest buildings that
have lately been constructed, and has been subjected to the
Among the most notable buildings, we are pleased to mention the "Ryerson Laboratory," "New York Life
severest tests.
Building," "Medinah Temple," "Y. M. C. A.," "Elevated Railroad Stations," and many of the large packing houses, and
numerous other buildings equally as important. One Contractor alone has used over one million feet. N. I. R. Seamless Insulation has very high insulating qualities, and is less susceptible to destructive influences of heat, cold, moisture and gases
only is used, and the
FINE
is superior to any
than other insulation.
employs only skilled workmen and has had over 30
INDIA
having seams.
As General Western Agents, we carry a large stock on hand and
years experience in the manipu'a ion cf India Rubber.
Send us a trial order.
are alwajs ready to execute any size orders with dispatch.

SEAMLESS INSULATION
PARA RUBBER
RUBBER COMPANY

THE NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

186 and 188

Fifth

Avenue,

CHICACO.

Sii?if|
51.0AN£y.:

624 pages, $3.00.

An

135 pages, $1.00.

158 pages, $1.00.

160 pages, Jl.OO.

140 pages, $1 00.

of Electrical Books.
Excellent Series
O'COHHOR.
BY

^

FOR THE

Profusely Illustrated.

T.

BEGINNER
Practical.

»

SLO-fi-UE.

as well as the
Necessary Adjuncts

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHINC COMPANY,

student.

to every Library.

Send

in

your Orders.

6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent Improvements made in the New Am^ri^an Turbine have Increased the power aa per their dlamt
and produced greaier efficiency from whole to half water than any other turbine, as evidenced by the
from certified testa made at Holynke Maes., on the dates named, and signed by A. P. Sick,
man, engineer iu charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic engineer.
The originals of these certificates and tests of otber sized wheels can be seen at our office.
eter,

followtng, copied

Wheel-July 9, 181)4.
Rev. per Cu. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent

Test of a 45 inch
Head.

Whole Gate

—

16.06

119.17

1642

122.C1I1

16.78
17.03
16.88

11183

141.68
127.18
112 60
98.] 2
82.17

117.33

118.67

TeBt of a 43-inch "Wheel -July 14, 1894,
Head.

Whole Gate

79 76
82.58
82.18

205.27
195 19
175 74
149.99
1 8 40

%

79.31
76.62

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

Rev. per Cn. Ft. Horae
Mid. per Sec. Power. P'rCent
1

128.00
134.80
129.33
125.25
121.00

134.18
120.85
101.85
92 76
70.80

199.56
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.85

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

Por InformatlOQ and catalogue write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

CO.. Dayton, 0.. U.S.
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McCOKMICK.

Pass. Traffic

Mgr.

D. B. MARTIN,
Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

CINCISNATI.

{

Marlufa ctured by

The

Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.
For Incandescent

ppCELAIN^lANUFACTORY.

SILK BRAID
^

ll-t-lisGflEENE

The

\

Lamp
Filaments.

greatest care taken in prodaclng a uniform article.

St

BOSTON BRAID MFG. CO.,

BrookMi,N.Y.

iK;j|

?f'

27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

Alternating Currents.

g^e (gconomijtns of Su*^^ Mxi) 'Waitt
any Steam Plant means simply ad-

in

ded earning power, and this we guarantee with our Vacuum Feed Water
Heater and Purifier, We also invite
attention to the Webster Separator and
Williames Vacuum System of Steam
Heating.

An

Analytical and (iraphical Treatment for Students

and Engineers.

By FREDERICK BEDELL,

......

Catalogues of the abo'T Mailfd

TSarrcn <Wc6sfcr

iif'on

8g-

AND

Application.

A. C.

Co.,

CREHORE,

Cloth, 325 pages, 112
\Ew York— I'JG Libcny Slr-.-jl.

Ph.D.,

rHiCA<;o— Monailuocli

Ph.D.

illustrations, Price, $2.50.

Buililing.

is the first book that treats the subject of alternatins curreiats in a connected.
complete manner. The principles are gradually and logic^ally developed from the elemenupon which they are based, and Id a manner bo clear and simple as to make the book
By this method
easily rend by any one bavins even a limited knowledge of (he mathematics involved.
the student becomes familiHT wllh every ,=lep of the proces of development, and the myeteries usually
rather the result of un satis fat tory
ftss*^ciated with the theory of alternating currents are found to be
The first fourteen chapters contain the analyt:ical develtreatment than due to any inherent difficulty
opment, commencing with circuits containing re^iisiance and self-induction only, reeietante and caparesistance, eelf-iuduction. and capacity,
city on y, and procet-dins to more complex circuit-* containing
and resistance and distributed capacity. A feature 1-* the numerical calculations given as lilaatrations.
1 he remaiulne chapters are devoted to the graphicbl consideration of the same subjects, enabling a
reader with little mathematical knowledge to follow the authors, and with extensions to cases that are
better treated by the graphical than by the analytical method.

The present work

logical, ftud

tary ex'iieriments

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power as to diameter witli a
hislier percentaee of nsefnl effect than any other
TVut<'r-wUeel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
baud, are boilt trom patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyoke TeBtlng Flume.
Parties haring power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powers, will find It lo
i,villinff to guartheir interest to confer with me, as I
antee rcfiiilts "Where others have failed, no mat-

am

STAT£
RWOHIKEMENTS AMD t$END FOR CATAter Avhatmakeoftnrbine has been in use.

i^oeuK.

S.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Pa.

Estimates famished for complete power plants and
reBulta guaranteed.

.

CONTENTS.
Parti. Ana^ytifal Ti-eatmeiit^Cbapter

intr ductoiy to Circuits containing ReI.
sistance oud Self-induction.— Cliaplor II. On Harmonic Functions —Chapter III. Circuits Containing
Re-slstauce and Self-induction.— Chapter 1\. Introductory to Circuits Coutainiuff Resistance and CapaChapter Y. Circuits Contaiuiug Resistance and Capacity.— Chapters YI. YII, VIII, IX, X, XI.
city
Circuits Containing Resistance, Self-induction, and Capacity. — Chapters XII. XIII. Circuits ContainCapacity and Self-induction.
Distributed
in"
Part II. tw- aphlcal Treanienf.— Chapters XIY, XV, XYI, SVII. Circuits Containing
Resistance and Self-induction -Chapters XVIII. XIX. Circuits Containing Resistance and Capacity.—
Cuapter XX. Circuits Conloloing Resistance, Self-induction, and Capacity.
Ajipendix /*. Relation between Practical and C. G. S. Limits.— Appendix B. Some Mechanical and Electrical Analogies.— Appendix C. System of Notation Adopted.

—
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SAVE MONEY

ECONOMIZE

and

^'X' TTSXnffO

Three Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

GREEN'S ECONOMIZER
FOR STEAM BOILERS.

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

Can be applied

to any type of boiler
without stoppage of works.

Will save yon money on coal.

High temperature of feedwater
much above boiling point.

Cataloenes, Plans and Specifications on Application.

units from 50 to 1500

Bnilt in

P.

fl.

SOLE MAKERS

IN

THE UNITED STATES."

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER

MANUFACTURED BY

CO,,

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
new

J.

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Catalogue.

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN MFG.

H.

Automatic EDiines,

liotli

Vertical

M

CHICAGO OFFICE,

N. Y.

CO.,
i

Horizontal, from 12 to 600

Watertown Engines
p.

nilD OIIADAIITCC> The engine shall not run one revolu-

Will

UUnrunning
UUHnMnlCL.

tion slower when fully loaded than
empty, and a redaction of holler pressure from
the greatest to that necesFary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any engine failing to meet thle
guarantee t>ecome8 the property of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.

when

It is

one

of the

FOB

Peppeb & Begisteb, Provident
Bldg., Chicago,

111.; C.

H. W.

Watertown Steam Engine
WATERTOWN,

CATALO€iTJ£.

Main Office and Works:
Sales Agente:

meet any guaranty in regulation,
economy or general efficiency.

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

SKIWD

Co.,

N. Y.

Watertown Steam Engine Co., 113G Monadnock Blk., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co., 120 Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.
w atertown Steam Engine Co., 224 W. Main St Louisville.
Rowell & Chase Machinery Co., Kansas City.
Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis.

RIDGWAY, PA.

Bide., Philadelphli, Pa.; Wm. Sharpe, 937
Copeland, 141 Liberty St., New York.

THE ROOKERY.

574

,

Monadnock

£3Srr.£L^XiXSECXIX> 1878.
SOLE aiASrVFACTrBEBJS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wii.^^^%I:pki.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE
and Gray.

Colors, Red, Black

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Material
"=
IMPROVED

THE BROWNELL

&

of the "World,

i*

Sii^^^:

».

y

ROOT YuVe" BOILER.

CO., Dayton, Ohio,

ivTA.HT:7i^.ACT"U"iiSR.s o:F

Best Adapted to

High Pressures.
HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Most Approved
Machinery,
we are prepared

Having
one olthe
Largest

Absolutely Dry Steam.

to equip

Boiler

COMPLETE
STEAM
PLANTS

Manufactories
In the

Country,
equipped wilh

Heady

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.

for

2S

Operation.

the Latest and

CO.,

New

Cliff Street.

York.

Improved Racine High

A^tpeed

Cleveland, 0.
80 SENECA

THROTTLING
Boilers, Standpipes,

EjVGtXjNTSS

ST.,

NearUaioDDspot.

New Gear

Shop.

Tanks and General Sheet Iron Work.

iUPERIOH RE60lAnON

ECONOMY

A"°

GEO. B GRANT.

Books

On electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing Co.,

G Lakeside Eldg.,

-

CHICAGO.

1'°'^

.

gEaRICl|GHTIN6

Free.

Two

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.

^

«c

PURPOSES

All sizes carried in
stock.
2,000 in

Over

J.

PHILADELPHIA,

C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEES OP EAILWAY AND TEAMWAT GAES OP ALL CLASSES,
-

-

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee &. St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.
Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'c'ock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool and pleasant.

Marine and
Yacht BnE-ines.
Porcnpine
and Tubular
Boilers,

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Start Saturday afternoon.

Come back Monday

Eacine

morning.

dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.
Chicago Ticket office, 207 Clark Street.

Four

^^^s
'

i

;«?/'

Motor and Trail Cars.
forged frame, and "Enreta" Mailinmn Traction

^—«?'

EMlders

of Brill No. 21

Truoi wlUi

solid

Track.

Home

tvoeks: kacinb,

-h-is.

Sales Jlanager,

Insurance Building,

CHICAGO.

p H O S P H O R-B R O N Z E

.2200washiiiigt0nave.,philfldelph|a.,pa.
OF PHOSPHOR-'
Bronze IN THE United States AND Sole
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Brdnze.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS
"

!y:iUi/>/u,-,.-Ji'um^.
I Ivoial

to.,

W. F. PARISH, General

Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.
ThePhosphqrBronzeSmeltincCo.Limited

reg.jVade M^Ri^s.

i,

Special attention given to tne building of Electric

Hardware
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A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

Electric Lightinc Plants,
Their Cost and Operation.
^TTOS^XjEt"

t-y "SJV. JT.

Data compiled from station reports of
circuits,

electric lighting plants

employing overhead

with suggestions pertaining to the information usually
desired by the non-technical purchaser.

With Numerous Illustrations, Diagrams, Plans, Tables, Etc.

This work gives

all

275 Pages.

Cloth.

Price $2.00, Postage Free.

necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any

size.

THE COST OF ARC LIGHTING.
THE COST OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings,
Boiler Efficiences, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,
Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of
Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys,
Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters. Cost of
Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators,
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of
Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks iron.
Cost of Stacks brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of
Wire. Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distribution,

—

—

The Only Book

of Its Kind

in

—

Circuits
overhead. Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Condensing,
Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of
Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power, Equivalent
Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors,
Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps, Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N. E. L A Standard Rules, Oil,
Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules
Fire Underwriters. Report Com. on Data
N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Transformers, Transformer Curves, Wiring
Tables Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables Secondary Wiring, Wiring
Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire, Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel.

—

—

the English Language.

Electrician Publishing

—

Price.

$2.00.

Company^

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

December

WESTERN

1894

i,

w

ELECTRICIAN.

I82I,

1888.

& CO.,

MORRIS, TASKER

F

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

Manufacturers of

les, Wroilt

Eoiler

Iroi Pijes

il

Fitiis.

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Pole.
10

WIRE AND CABLES.
Every Telepbone

Company

United States

nsingKerkeWire

in

the

Ampere Three-way.

The Only Snap Switch that has and

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
For Sale by All Supply Honsea.

is

Ke-

Gables.

rite is tbe

ard of Higb Grade
will

Insulation,

Last

Cut

and

any otber on tbe

The Hart

& Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

Stand-

and

Ont

Market.

SExn FOB sabipi.e:s and prices.

GUSHING & MORSE.

CO.,

W.

R.

BRIXEY. Mfr.

General Western Agents,

225 Dearborn

HARTFORD, CONN.

ON TOP

203 Broadway, New

Chicago.

York.

Hoyt Standard Ammetera and Voltmpters for liamp

The

Meter

and

NOT IN THIS ADVBHTISEMENT, BUT WITH

St.,

measurement on

Alternatins Cnrrents

are

now

ready for the market.
Send for our 1894 Catalogue which contains
the above and other new instruments
of our manntacture.

OUR specials:
Wagner

Clark Wire,

Western Lamps,

Converters,
lona Switches,

Puritan Sockets.

Whitney Electrical

Infinity Dry Batteries,

And a General Line

of Supplies

AT BOTTOM

iDstrnment Co.,
PENACOOK, Tf. H.
Factories: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbroobe, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS:

HENRY F. KELLOGG, General Selling Agent.
Raliimore, Md. : The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
cJoston, MaBB. (New Encland): W. B. Soathgate
Co.,

14ti

nhicago, lu

Franklin

&;

St.

Electric Appliance Co.
C-noinnati, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Sou & Co., Ltd.
City:
New York
Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
Ban Franciaco, Cal.: OaMfornia Electrical Works.
Toronto, Ont Toronto Electrical Works.
:

:

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
10

and

12 N. Nintb St

,

ST.

CO.,
LOUIS, mo.

:

St.

Louie, aio.: St. Lonia, Electrical Bnpply Co.
Rock, Ark. : The Brown Elec. & Maoh'ry Co.

Little

F. A.

ESTEP.
President and Treasurer.

J.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa.

MANUFAOTUEEES OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUITALL TROLLEY.

THIS

The largest and most proaperons utreet railway companies Jn the
conntry are using onr sappUes, and they prefer them 10 all others on
account of greater strengtu and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MAYEB, 600 Betz Bnltdlng, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Bummer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department.
STANDAKD E'T SUPPLY CO., Monadnook Block, Ohlcago, 111., J*. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PAETBIDQE, Bank of Oommeroe Bnildlng, St. X-ouls, Mo B. W. States Sales Department.
OHAS. A. OATAOIfA, Neave BuUdlng, Cinolnnatl, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.
,

B.

MoGINLEY,
Vice-President.

F. S.

MARTIN,
Superintendent of Works.
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p\ INCANDESCENT LAMPS.

Qjojoimjwujo
^1 <,

0.
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WRITE FOR REDUCED PRICES.

XTsTTsT

Belting:.

3D37-r3.a<2:3CLO

3017 Pine

St., St.Iaonls.lHo.

BOI^eiASIO'B

patent Grooved Belting having Groovea runniflfj
lengthwise of the Belt, serve as channels to permit the escape of air between Belt and PaUeys,
to euch a degree that the air cushion ia overcome
and the Belt can be run very alacli, thereby tating
the heavy strain frbm the bearings.

Electric

Fan

Storage

Water Motor.
and

sale

CO., St. Lonis, Ho.
Agents In all Principal Cities*

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current tree as It connects with any faucet.
.Sample $6.00. rt hole-

SHULTZ BELTISG

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Storage Co.,

retail.

TleBolgiaiioMfg.Co..

415 WBterSt..

BEA.NCHES:
164

to

BALXIMO BE. MD.

Summer

Street, BoBtoc.
225 Pearl Street, New York.
129 North »d Street, Philadelphia.

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTONS,

Alternating Current

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.

ARC LAMPS.

Send

&

HuEBEL
The

Kester'95

Manger,

for

New Catalogue,

Uannfaptnrers,
286-290

Graham

Street,

BBOOKLYN,

N. T.

THE "LEWIS"
Improved
and Vapor
Engine

Gas
IS

THE LAMP YOU HAVE
HOPED FOR.

For Running; Isolated
£lectrin Plants,

It is

the only perfected Arc

Lamp

for the alternator, either high or

low

frequency.

warranted to give a perfectly
steady light, and to produce the
same cheaper than gas and very
Is

much cheaper than
from a central

if

purchased

plant.

For prices and particulars

In-

quire of the

It

comprises

all

that

is

desired in an

WEBSTER MFG.

for

1075 W^est Fifteentli

DYNAMOS

pamphlet and prices to

AND

MOTORS.

Direct Current,

THE
Electrical

F. P.

Gonstrnction

LITTLE
&

(Street,

LUNDELL

Arc Lamp.
Write

CO.,

Iron

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts,
Lundell Dynamos directly connected
to any type of high speed engines.

Supply Goipany

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

cata-

logues, prices, etc, address the

135

SENECA STREET,

BUFFAI.O,
Electric Ijighting

Interior

nr.

Conduit

& Insulation

T.

Co.

44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

and

Power Apparatus.

THE

The Brnsh Double Aro

Lamp Patents sustained by
repeated decisions
of

TT.

S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

Agenoles'ln all large cities.
The Enssell & Officer Electrical Ooustractlon Co., Denver, Ool.
Ba^all & Hlllls, Yokohama, Japan.

Office

and Worlds, Cor. Belden and mason Sts.,

CO.,

CLETlSr A.ND, OHIO.i

OF

OLOG

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

Compuj,

EleetrieUn PaoibiUng

EVERY SATURDAY.

Chleasv,

XV.

DECEMBER

CHICAGO,

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

SIMPLEX

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex Blectrical Company,
"'Tr.'hixsoT''^
1137

Monadnock

Block.

CHICAGO.

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

_/f?>i

Aetna Railway Insulators,

8,

1

O cents per Copy.
No. 23

1894.

TPliat
To the trade which 19 rapidly becoming surfeited with ehort-llved lamps,
low-efiiciency lamps, rapidly discoloring lamps, lampa not np to rated candle
power; in short, lamps that are no good, we come with

A PANACEA

In

an honest lamp, honestly
made, and oSer the

As a remedy for all of these
nosis and supply the cure.
Qeneral Selling Agents:
Manufacturers:

PACKARD I

Send as the symptoms, we wlU malie a

evils,

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

New York & OMo Co.,

Warren,

ELECTEICAL S

242 Dladison

O.

dlag-

St.,

CHICAGO

Anderson Line Material,
ALBERT & 1. M. ANDERSON,
289 to 293 A Street, Boston, Mass.

Manufactured solely by

and

BEST OF ALL

IS

3Iade by J. H. BriTKEIili

Correspondence Solicited.

DYNAMOS
Adams

Forged Iron.

CO., ?6 Cortlandt St., Kexr Tork.

d.

Beit Oonatruotion and^Ingredlents. Strongest, most Durable and Beliable. Size 6x2^, 60

ots.

per

4.11

LIBEBAI, DISCOUNTS.

Pateots.

MAUnFACIUKEE OF

E.G. Bernard Co., inSUIaATESD EIiBGTRIG WIREp
FLKXIBLE 00»r>S and CABLES.
Tr^y, HT-

Motors

Manafactarers,

E. K. Harding:, A^ent. The Bookery, Chicago.

SOO and 20S North Tbird Street.

PHlIiAI>KI.PHIA, PA.

Accumulator Company,
SES PAOS

I6C.

32

P.

a

inbbl.lots,25c.

NEW

C. P. in bbl. lots, 35c.

IC P D
ID Ui Ti

electrical CO.

BEACON,

•

c/2Gi

, Boston, Mass.
39 Cortlandt St.
PHILADELPHIA, 305 Hale Bldg.
CHICAGO, 323 Dearborn St

Headquarters, Irvlngton St

NEW YORK,

INCANDESCENT LAMP.
N. & C. Patents.

97 «

Anchored Filament Ry. Lamp,

±JC.

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &

9f

Offices:

J.
'

Send fi>r

Took HIGHEST MEDAL

PARTRIDGE

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At

tlie

World's Fair, Chicago.
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Arc

Electrical

P.,

Metropolitan Elec. Co.... xvii

xxii

Storage Co

C

& Co

Mather Electric Co

Co....

Electric

Bradbury-Stone

xviii

xiii

Const,

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Bradley

xxii

McEwen

BosweU &Co.,D.

Co.,

Leclancbe Battery Cc.The.

Little,

xviii

Bolgiano Mfg. Co

xiv

Law BatteryCo
Leffel

W

BlissCo.,E.

&

Partrick

xii

....

& Twining

Large

Co

Big Four Route
Bishop Guttapercha

The

R

W

La Roche

A Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacuum Pump &

Bernstein Electric Co

Co.,

Klipstein, A.

Ball

Electrical

Creelman.
Buerdorf.

Manger.
Metropolitan Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.

Ins. Co. xxii

&.

Kartavert Mfg. Co

1

xii

Baker* Co
Ball, Wm. D

Co.

Aniiiiaciators.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Huebel

xii

Johns Manufacturing

& Wilcox Co., Tbe.

i

.

A Manger

Interior Conduit

Auerbach-Woolverton Elec.
Babcock

.

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

i

. .

.

Porter

xiii

.

S.

A

Haschke

Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.

xvil

Amstntz, N. S

Bryan,

Robertson Co ...

Co., D. E.,

Cons. Electric St rage Co.
Eiectric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Electric Applipuce Co.

sn

.

&

j

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

is

American Elec. Mfg.Co....

i

Accumulator Co.

BosweU A

xl

Co

Electric

flelios

Copper,
Law Battery Co.

CLASSIFIED LIST.

I

X

Creelman

*&

Diamond

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Pt.AVayneElec. Corporation.
JenniDgs, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Troli*'y Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Tracks. Elec ric Car.
General Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg.
Turbine Wheels.
Leffel

ACo.,

Jas.

Smith, S. Morgan.
StiUweU-Blerce A
Valle Co.

Smith-

Universities.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell ACo., Eugene.
ini g A pparatns, Elec.

91

Cor.

School of

Tarnishes.

Independent Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.

W^ater Wheels.

JHLntors.

Standard Paint Go.
Leffel

Bolgiano Mfg. Co.
Brush Electric Co.
Electric Co.

Colburn Electric Mfg. Co.

Eddy

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Eibridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

Fontaine Crossing A EI. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

La Roche Electric Wks.

Industrial

Sciences.
Scientiiic Machinist Co.

General Electric Co.

C A C

Co.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.

Smith.

A Co
S.

.Jas.

Morgan.

Wire. Bare.

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.

NuttaUCo., R. D.
Okonite Co., The.
PhiUips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling'sSonsCo., J. A.
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"REX" WOOD BOX BELL.
THE CONTRACTOR'S FRIEND.
REASONABLE in

Price and

RELIABLE

in Construction,

Sizes 2^, 3, 4. 5 and 6 inches and Fancy Gongs.

The Contact Post or Binding Post Cannot Turn or Loosen

NEW YORK— All the
Co

;

PHILiDELPHfA-Lewis Kice, MEr'a. Agent,
CINCINNATI— The Jones Bros. Electric Co.

Leading Snpply Houses

BOSTON -PeUiDgell-Amlrews

Co.;

Thompson- Brown

Electric

1213 Filbert St.

LOUIS— Commercial Electrical Supply Co.
PITTSBURG— Robbing Electric Co.; Electric Supply &

Anchor Electric Co.

CHICAGO-Central

Couble Adjustment.

;

ST.

Electric Co.

PROCTOR-RAYMOND ELECTRIC

Const. Co.

CO.,

SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE,
Alternating Current Generators,

ARC

"poT

I

For Central Station Equipment.
Croaraiiteed Equal in
Every Benpeet to any

Incandescent

Apparatus

Liig^titing.

aiannfactnred.

Both Alternating and Direct.

Circuits,

Adapted for
Arp and

other Tj pe of

Standard 'Ward"Lamps,$IO Each.
TWO

IN

SERIES ON

I

10

VOLTS.

Globe and Resistance, S2.00 extra per lamp.

NEW Arc Lamps.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.
Of

ENTIRELY

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

SPECIAL LAMPS OF ALL KINDS.
WRITE rs FOR CIRCUI/ARS.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
Slow Speed and

IMPORTED CORED

Standard of Simplicity

Close Regulation.

selling at

and Durability.

for Street

Lamps and

Electric Construction

Sockets for use on Arc Li^ht Circuits.

Correspondence Solicited.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT
1

&

18 Cortlanct Street, New
(fstablished 1881.)

Wallace Electric Co.,

Agents,

York.

307 Dearborn

No! we make the final break off from carbons so that it is impossible to
get heat enough to fuse points of your copper contact plates; no filing off of
rough points, no hanging on after you have had a short circuit or over load,
to work as easily after opening 1,000 times as it does when opened the

bound

time.

WE KNOW YOU NEED OUR CIRCUIT BREAKER, and do not see why you
should delay writing us any longer.
One burn out will pay for a dozen of
our instruments. To be used on the Alternating or Direct Current Systems.
TTRITJE TJS

AT ONCE,

HEX e:lectric
<*3Ei..A.Bffi>

Supply Co.,

CO..

9th St. and Alleghany Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

first

are

and Commercial

Illumination.

Incandescent

we

prices.

USERS OF ARC LAMPS SHOULD WRITE US FOR PRICES.

Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories. Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent Apparatus

reduced

carbons and

carbons, which

Sc

n..A.i»iaos, ivcxo:

Street,

Chicago,

111.

December
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TELEPHONE
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY,
CHICAGO,

TELEPHONES.

Wi^mmi^j&

SWITCHBOARDS.

That our Dyuauiic Telephones
are giving perfect satisfaction

is

ILL.

The same is
Switchboard.
fidence to some

fully

proven by the demand for them.

true of our

No.

i

We

refer with conof the users of our

apparatus.
Some

tk

of

Exchanges Operating:

Van Wert, Ohio, Telephone Co.
Webster Citv, la., E. H. Martin

Tel. Co.

SantaFe, N! iM., I. Sparks, Gen'i Mgr.
Beaumont, Texas, E. L. Bacon. P'es.
Cambridge, O., Hoyl= & Scott, Proprs.
Maryvilie, Teon
J. B. Cox, Propr.
Navasota, Tex., Nav^so'a Tel. Co.
Haitford City, Ind-. H. O. Miller. Owner.
RussellviUe, Ky.. T. C. Clark, Owner.

Shelbyville, Ills., Dr. J. W. Hamer. Gen'l Mgr.
Jeffer^oQ, Tex., W. K. Henderson, Gen'l Mg'-.
Foitoria, O. Cit'zens Tel. atd Me- sgr Co. c f Tiffin, O.
Columbia, Mo., Truitt & Fyfer, Owners.
Decatur, Ind., Citizens* Tel. Co.,
Calvert. Tex., L. T. Fuller.
,

Grand Rap'ds, Minn,, Arrol & Fargo, Owners.
Manistique. Mich., Chicago Lumber Co.
N. C, T. J. McAdco. Owner.
Henderson, Tex., Geo. W. Smtth.
Chariton, la., Chaiion Tel. Co.
Petaluma, Cal., W. S. P. Tel. Co.
Forman, N. D., Dr. W. W. Bradley, Owner.
Washington, la., L. D. Robinjon, Sec'y.
Patlatka, Fia., Patlatka Tel. Co.
Waxahatchie, Tex., Teutsch & Penn.
All the other so-called telephone companies combined
(except Bell Co.) cannot show as many public exSalisbary,

We

We

guarantee

Hosp

tal

apparatus

patents,

WE ARE

for Epileptics, Gallipolis,

O.

Inter-State Telephone and Telg. Co., Frederick,
Canisius College, Buffalo, N. Y.
John Devere & Co., Cincinnati, O.

And

have many others.

our

of Private Plants:

,

Geo. W. Davidson. Warrersburgh, N. Y.
Clement, Bane & Co., Chicago.
Whitman & Barnes Mfg. Co., Akrcn, O., and So.
Pullman, Ills.
Armour & Co., Chicago.
Rigby & Flower, Pittsburg, Pa.
Chicago & Northwestern Ry., Chicago.
Riveiside Water Co., Riveiside, Cal.
Lykens Tel. & Tel. Co., Elizabethville, Pa.
Washburn-Crosby Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Central Electric Co., Chicago.
J. E. Eldred, Milwaukee, Wis.
Nonh American Telegraph Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Coxe Bros Coal Co., Chicago.
Allentown Electric Co., AUentown, Pa.
Southern El. Mfg. & Supply Co., New Orleans, La.
Cleveland Eiectnc Co., Cleveland, O-

Palestine, Tex., L. C. Ketchara.
Green sboro, N. C . Grteosboro Tel. Co.

list.

Some Dsers
&Q. Ry W. W.

Ryder, Supt. Tels.
The Johnson Co., Johnstown, Pa.
Paine Lumber Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
Pabst Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

,

changes as the above

C. B.

in

every

and we are not

in

respect,

especially

Md.

several thousands of others.

against

infringement of

the market with stock or shares.

SELLING

TELEPHONES® TELEPHONIC APPARATUS.
CORRESPOND WITH OUR REFERENCES.

kinds of construction work relating to Telephones
and to furnish experts to those who desire to install Its apparatus.

The company

is

prepared to do

all

Western Telephone Construction
539, 540, 541 Monadnock Block, Chicago,

111.

Co.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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C ELECTRIC COMPANY,
MANUFACTURERS OF

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS, BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,
DIRECT DRIVEN OR BELTED

IN

UP TO 100

SIZES UP TO 250 H. P.

H. P.

Complete Plants for Power
Transmission.
Isolated Lighting Plants.

Central Station Apparatus.
Electric Motors,
T-K-I»U

(siTa'contloiiecL)

"•^7^."

SFICUL FEATURES OF TYPE W,
Begulation

— Guaranteed

within onehalf of one per cent, from no load
to full load.

Heating

— Guaranteed

not to exceed
25° centigrade above surrounding
temperature.
Brushes Carbon brushes are used
and no movement with any change

—

of load.

Extreme slow speed

for direct connec-

tion to engines.
T"K-i":B "Xi."

Read

Illustrated Article,
ONE OF THE FINEST INSTALLATIONS
GENERAL. OFFICE:

143 Liberty Street,
Tll^ilJrn
DUMilUn ninrpli''5
UrribJiiO

•

.

i
I

NEW YORK.

^^^^^^^- ^°^°

CLEVELAND:

^"<^ '^^l

Cuyahoga

Monadnock
Building.

IN

Page

267.

THE WEST.

Works: Garwood, N.
On Central

R. R. of N. J.

BOSTON: 63 Oliver Street.
PHILADELPHIA: 633 Arch Street.

Building.

J.,

December

8,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

TRIED, TESTED,

PROVEN THE BEST
AT

Kalamazoo, Michigan.
R

EAD ARTICLE

EAD ARTICLE

On Page 267

On Page 267

They
wanted

Jnd you
will see

you
make no
that

THE BEST

mistake in

SO

selecting

purchased

Electric

Telephone and Telegraph
always xnake a hit by using Okonite.

Light,

Railway,

OKONITE INSULATION

ACKNOWLEDGED BY ALL EMINENT
ELECTRICIANS TO BE

Companies

THE BEST.

Before placing orders for your House Wiring, Line Construction or
Railway Work, write us for Quotations.

THE OKONITE COMPANY, LTD
13

I>ar]s: Ro-kt, IT.

Y.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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& C

C
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December
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8,

Company

Electric

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DTNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants, Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Works:

NEW

Street.

YORK.

iiii*iiir<i¥ Aii<K<Tr<K-ti.5<^IIICAGO,
jriUJ^H .
BU.ajS*^ll

O*

"SIX

j

1020 and

lOiSl lli^nadnock Bnildins-.

ciiBTELAMD, Cuyahoga

16 C. P., 75
From our
Read the Following

B08T0K. 63

R. of N. J.

Oliver St.

Building. PUU.AI>1!.I.HIA, «33 Arch St.

VOLT LAMPS.

PP

Dynamo.

50-voIt, 5-light

TJnsolicited Testimonial— Then

ELBRIDCE ELECTRICAL MFC. COMPANY.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

Send for Our Circular No.

44.

Natick, Mass, November 15, 1894.
Gentlemen: The 5-light, so-volt dynamo was received in good order and tested with the following results: The dynamo gave 75 volts and
P.: also an arc lamp of 3,500 C. P. As a motor it ran perfectly and without noise on a 75 -volt circuit,
easily lighted six lamps of 16

—

starting on

i^

volts

and giving

^

.

C

H.

P. at 75 volts.

chine was one of your regular 50-volt windings. The
information possible on receipt of stamp for postage.

In these experiments the armature and field coils did not heat, which

is

remarkable, as the ma-

dynamo is all you claim for it and more, and I shall be pleased to give parties desiring
Hoping you will have an abundance of orders, which your work merits, I remain,
Yours

RESPONSIBLE, ENERGETIC AGENTS

ELBRIDGE ELECTRICAL MFG.

WANTED

IN

it

any

HERBERT BLAKE.

respectfully,

UNOCCUPIED TERRITORY.

CO., (Inc.)

We Want Western

ELBRIDGE, N.

Y., U. S. A.

Business.

LA ROCHE AITERNATORS.
HanafactQied In.Sizes from

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OB

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PHILUDELPHIA, PA.

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

San Francisco,
Chicago.

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

IVIabile.

Generators.
1,000 liight Alternator.

W.

HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Chicago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto BIdg., St. Loais, Mo.

December
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New

IX

Alternating: Arc

Lamp

For Street Lighting
New
c.

p

Alternating

Lamp

900

7 amperes at 38 volts

,

We

have just completed a
direct current
lamp
which we guarantee will not

or 4j^ amperes at 50 volts,

new

2X amperes at 100 volts.
It consumes the energy of
Z}i 16

c.

lamps.

A

lamp

ing

p.

small
is

SEE-SAW. The

incandescent

ism

alternat-

ture
series

No.

Low

mechan-

novel.

By

means of this arrangement
the most troublesome fea-

only possible

with a reflector plate.

loeide 7

entirely

is

in

running

lamps

in

eliminated.

is

13.

Ampere

7

Hoar Lamp.

Potential

Write

Direct Current

^ls

for Frices and.
IDisco-unts

Lamps

No.

Eastern AgentB: STANLEY ELECTBIO MFG. CO., Pittsfield, Mass.
Western Agenta: CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, III.
Southwestern Agents: ST. LODIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Loais, Mo.
New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Vandnm and Greenwich

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIO

Streeta.

CO., Denver, Col.,

10.

Street Lamp, either 12 or 14 hour,
to be need In connection with
Special 33 Volt Transformer.

PHILADELPHIA,

Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

and New Mexico.

MACHINERY SUPPLY

CO., Los Angeles, Cal.,

Agents for Lower California and

Arizona.

Agents for Canada:

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

PA.

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

Accumulator Company
STORAGE

BATTERIES
FOR

CENTRAL

STATIONS

SUPPLYING

LIGHT AND
New Type

POWER

with Independent Plates which can be Easily Ex-

amined and Replaced without interfering with Charge
Capacity from
or Screws.

350

Meets

12,000 Ampere Hours.

to
all

or

No

Discharge.
Nuts, Bolts

Requirements of Central Stations.

SPECIAL TYPES FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES.
STREET CAR TRACTION,
ELECTRO-PLA TING,
ELECTRIC WELDING,
ELEC TRIC LA UNCHES,
CA TITER Y BA TTERIES,
YA CHT LIGHTING,
SAFETY LAMPS.
PHONOGRAPHS,
For any information regarding types of
HOOD, 239 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

Cells, weights, dimensions, capacities, prices, discounts, etc., address

THE PLANTE COMPANY, 27

WM.
GANNETT & COMPANY,

Schwartz Building, Providence, R.

Pine

St.,

PACIFIC ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO.,
I.

oie

THE ACCUMULATOR COMPANY.

I

18 Pine

224 Chestnut

St.,

San Francisco,

St.,

New

York.

Cal.

PHILADELPHIA.

WESTERN
We

to believe that they can
with us with a feeling of

want our Irade

The Only Clocks Used in theW. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

do business

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

SELF-WINDING CLOCK

at
pricea and pride
carry a stock of
ourselves on the fact that the oldest customers on our
books are our warmest friends.

Company,

Electric Appliance
»4a

BI-ECTRICAI, SlTPPlilES,

Clocks Sold.

MADISOM

ST.,

Clocks Rented.

KNIFE SWITCHES.

CHICAdO.

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

Bve-±tt3l3.-'^oa,-r<3.m,

CO.,

HSVy YOR.K:.

sS Broaii-mra.y,

honest

honest gOOds

BOSTON, MASS.

-

^V^Ja'"''1',

PERFECT CONFIDENCE.
We

1894

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,

FOR OUR HEALTH
do

8,

SAMSON SPOT CORD

are advertised by the

have always made it a point to be liberal to the point of generosity
with our customers, and while we are not in business

we

December

WE HAVE MADE.

FRIENDS
We

ELECTRICIAN.

Send card for our new Catalogue No.

NORWAY

PINE GROSS-ARMS.

LARGE

WHITE OAK PINS.
pay you to get our prices.
BROWNLEE & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.
It will

Stonge

BOSWELL &
Lake

St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WHILE OTHERS
Our

are dull we are
Superior Switch with our surWhy should more be
prising low price.

busy

Prices on Application.
154

St.,

Battery,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Launch, Telegraph, Phonograph, Surgical, and
for all purposes where Light and
Power are required.

D. E.

& TWINING,

Manufacturers of High-Grade
STFitches and Sivitchboards,

319 Chestnut
Soswdl

2.

said? Write for prices on

CO.,

Switches, Switch Boards,
Boards, Main
(Line Fuse Blocks.

Chicago.

Tablet

The
Estitnates

and aesigns furnisliea

on Application,

Charges reasonable for superior wort.

Technic Electrical Works, 129 Bread Street,

Wirt Dynamo

Brusli.

KNIFK SWITCHES

From no

Incandpucent I>ynamo8, P atiog
Dynamoa, Alternating Generatirs and Exciteis,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.
Suitable for

all

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,
307 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA.

St.,

J

Grant High &

Tblcago.

123 N. Third

807

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.

Metoah

Amp.
Co.,

St..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Temple, Chicaio

Hoyt $!ttandard Ammeters and Voltmeters for liamp

The

Meter

and

5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.

measurement on

Alternaling Ourrents

are

now

ready for the market.

Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

10

The Only Snap

to 7,000

m94

Send for our
Catah-gne which coutalns
the above and other new instruments
of our manufacture.

Switcli that has

Whitney Electrical

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
iDstrament Co.,
PENACOOK, H. H.

For Sale by All Snpply Honsea.

Factories: Penacook, N. H.

;

Sherbroobe, P. Q., Can.

AGENTS
HENEY

The Hart

& Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

:

KELLOGG,

General Selling Agent.
Bahlmore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co,
F.

Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Lioston, Mass. (New Enifland): W, B. Soutbgate

&

Co., lifj Franklin St.
Chicago, III Electric Appliance Co.
Cncinnati, O Nowotny Electric Co.
Halifax, N. S.: John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.
New York City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
flan Franciaco, TrI.; OahfoT-nln Elertrical Works.
St. Louis, Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Little Kock, Ark.: The Brown Elec. & Maoh'ry Co.
:

CO.,

:

HARTFORD, CONN.

ROYAL ELECTRIC

Minneapolis, Minn.: Electrical Engineering Co.
Denver, Col.: Russell & Officer Elec. Constr. Co.
Omnha, Neb,: Western Electrical Supply Co.
Seattle, Wash.: Norlhwest Fixture Co.

CO.. PEORIA. ILL

-IS^A]

The Most Reliable
NO COLLECTING
step
TRANSFORMERS

for

RINGS.

ALTERNATING System now on
NO COMMUTATOR.

Down TRANSFORBI£RS.

any desired Voltage.

Arc Light

the Market.

NO REVOLVING FIELD OR ARMATURE
Step

COILS.

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS.

Direct Current Generators and Motors.

December
EcGESE

S,

WESTERN

1894
W. A. Hathaway, Treaa,

F. Philups, Prest-

W. H. Sawtee, Secy.

AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL WORKS,
PHOVIDEXCB. K
I.

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

ELECTRICIAN.

GRAPHITE SPECIAI.TIES
FOB KLEOTBICAXi
liensths,

to the Ineh.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

IDS.

ELECTRIC LICHT LINE WIRE,

ITSE8;

from 1-S Ohm to lOO Ohms Bealstanea
Kraphlte Boxes and Omcibles, Beslstlne Hoata
of 4,000 Desrees. In<ialrles ttladly Answered.

OrmpUte Bods of Tsrloiu

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

THE

^y ^ff^tofr,«^^orsA^^

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire
AMERICANITE, WACNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

L?Sk^V"f

Consolateil Electric Storage Cofflpany,

TELEPHONES'

BRUSH PATENTS,

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.

New Yobk

Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.
F. E. Donohoe, 241 Madison

Chicago Stobe,

MosTBEAL Branch Eugene

Licenses Granted.
"sENO^jriocuE

St.

Palmer Bros.

KJCaT^

F. Phillips' Electrical Works,

In

NEW YORK.

EDISON BUILDING,

DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

<y>llANUS.CONM,

THE

a Letter from the Inspector

Boston Fire Under
" A Thoroughly Rell

of the

writers' Union, he states:

((

J.

able and Desirable Wire

CLARK" WIRE.

in

'^
every respect.

The Rubber nsed in Insnlatlng our Wires and Gables ta esand will not deteriorate, oxi-

pecially chemiGally prepared,

dize or crack, and will remain flexible in extreme cold
weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Snbmarioe, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other firstclaas Insulated Wire,
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and
Discounts for Quantities.

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nee, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

sizes cf Stranded

ZoPD'ation.

The Clark Wire has been before the pnblic and in use for
and has met with nnlversal favor.

the past niue years,

Tiiouaands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
aro in nee ihronghont the United States and Foreign Conntdee, and the demand for it is constantly increasing, because
it

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO,

always gives perfect satibfactlon.

61 and

Western Agents,

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

Henht
CO.,

63 Hampshire

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Hebbebt H. EnsTis,

a. Clabk,

Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Chicago,

Frest.

and Electrician

Send for Catalosne.

I

Thmm.m GmA©m Mfg.G©.
S. C.

BOOKER,

2131-2140 DeKalb

Supt.

Street, ST.

HAYDEN-BOOKER MF& COMPANY,

LOUIS, MO.

Manufacturers of

all

kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

CELLS,

And Dealers in

Everything in the Battery Line.

Electric Light Carbons

2140 DeKalb

St.,

-

-

-

St. Louis,

Mo-

M. M. HAYDEN, President and Managor.

We maize a specialti/ of 3IOTOB and DYNAMO BR USHES
and
It will

pay you

to see

E. p.

BATTEUr MATEBIAL.

our product and get our prices before placing your orders.

181-189 Mercer
183 Dearborn

GLEASON MFG. CO.
Big reduction

Send for

in prices

quotations

.

lUt'tal Half Befleolor f^liade,
Enamel Infill*- At", exira holder

jteiidins.

White

CHICAGO.

and

Ihe lowest.

line.

Flat ISpiral Corrugated Beflector.

St.,

compare with

through

our

NEW YORK.

P

S804>/3C

all

St.,

made

to

fit

any socket.

Ckic^d Ontgide,

necessary,

Sectional Ball riDster. £471.
St. 3, or 4 lights, haw adefacliable
loner section that forms a fln~
ishins piece.

a

WIRE.
COPPER
IDEAL" INSULATED
New
<g^"^^

York Board

Approved by the

The Only Anthorlzed FIBRE
It will

We

COVERED WIRE

for INSIDE,

of Fire Underwriters.

TDBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

not I>eteriorate by long nse, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finished in the following Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and While Fireproof.

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

all

inside wiring,

authorities

show

from

that

it

trie fact that recent insulation tests
stands very high.

made by

reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Factory,

Ghlcaeo .Agents,

EI<BCTBIC APFLI&NCB GO.

New Tork

OfB^ce,

39 ana 41 Cortlandt Street.

.UWTllCKBT, B.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

zi!

December

Removes all
Boilers.

SUPPLIES.

ELECTRICITY

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awarded.

Coursea in other trades,
inclndiog Ihorongh instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send fi^r FREE Circular stating aabject yoQ wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton. Pa.

ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO.

portation.....nniiniiiiniiii
One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

AMES & FROST COMPANY

Diplomas awarded. Catalogne

Thorough

Instruction, with

& Power
MOXTANA.

Por

lEBEL

&

Manger,

New

Catalogue.

Slannfarturers,
286-290

Grnliam Street,

BEOOKLYN,

N. Y.

VSTANTED.
copies of the

_

ROTH A ECK.

capacity, we are making a
specialty of a high-grade
8-light, 16 C, P., 110 volt
Dynamo, retaining all the
special features of our
larger machines at a suiprising low price.
Send
for circular No. 22.

Mannfactarers Dynamos and
Motors, 34 Market St., Chicago.

jTV^Qubcrt eManufac taring

Go-

s

ROOD PATENTS

r

We will pay 15c each for clean
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN dated:

824.00 8P£C1AI<.
To introduce our Dynamos and Motors of larger

SWITCHES.
for

Purposes.

Jersey
Ave.. Newark, N, J>

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
Send

all

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

WINDOW AND

A young man

Address •'Practii-al."
Care Westeen Eleotbioian,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

AT HOME

Atwater Bldg., Oleveland.O.

BASER & CO^ 408-414 New
Kailroad.

BUTTONS,

Co.,

with fifteen years' experience as
an electrical engineer desires a positi m as superintendent or electrician for street railroad or
electric light company. Have had experience in
all apparatus in practical use for llfiht and power.
Am also expert on steam. Can furnish references.

90-91

PLATINUM
BRONZE PUSH

WANTEO-AT ONCE.
light

ILL.

FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.

Seientific SlaclliluSt Co.,

free.

^^ .A. Iff T El I>.
OpportUTiity to invest $2,000 or thereabouts, and assume managemtnt of electiic
lighting business.
Town of 10,000 or over.
Plant not less than 200 h. p. Young man,
experienced in every capacity.
Address
Experience,
Care Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

.

CHICAGO.

{U'V'^\\XXX'WVXXX^\X\\X\X\XXXXX\VlVl\\\\\\\\^

STUDY ELECTRICITY
By our oorreipondence method.

AN\'\.CONriA,

Steam

Cheap
|Trans=

all

Electric Ry

in

I

I

Must be in first class condition. Write full particulars and pi ice.
Give width and diameter of
pulley, and speed.

scale

Catalogue on application.

STILWELL&BIERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

AND

One Westlnghonee Alternator, 750 to 1,500 lights,
complete with exciter and switchboard apparatus;
2,000 volts. Prefer No. 2 surface wound machine,

ImpuritieSii

Entirely prevents

FIXTURES

169

1894

Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Stilwell's Patent Live

ELECTRIC

8,

^Jl

R

CHAS.

r

C. F.

r

e:

ORANT

30 Years' Practice,

iniSURED.

Pamphlet,

re-

ferences and advice free.

1/
IB

Procured.

J.

GOOCH,

W?sliin£lOD, D. C.

SI'LITDORF,

MnDufactiirer of

R

r
Telephone Bobbins and Spark Coils,
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York

August 26,
Ociober 7,

1893. Vol. xiii, No. 9.
1893, Vol. xiii, No. 15.
November 4, 1893, Vol. xiii. No. 19.
May 26 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 21.
May 19, 1894, Vol. xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol. slv. Ho. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. siv. No. 6.
March 10, 1894, Vol. xlv, No. 10,
April 7, 1894, Vol. xlv. No. 14-

Miamisburg

Electric Co.,

Miamisburg, Ohio,

-

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.
Embodies
feature that
gives it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suit-

new

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
Guaranteed

Western Electrician,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

the best Dry Battery ever made. Internal short circuiting or local action is eliminated.
Will not deteriorate when not doing work.
Will
hold its first value over long periods of time. Internal resistance small; high and constant E. M. F.
Will not run down or die on the shelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

ed for electric launches, traction and lighting work.
Write
for description of this

new

discovery.

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,
Storage Battery Manufacturers,
20-28

W. Randolph St.,
CHICAGO.

Agents wanted.

Burnley Cartridge Battery.
Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially prepared paper
One-half the size and one-third the
weight of olher porous cups.
Guaranteed to be
equal to any Salammoniac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

;l

AG ENTS $1 a day at home

-selling LIGIITMNG.I'LATKIt
awl plating Jewelry, Waitlies,
Tableware. Bicycles, etc. Plaies
tiuest jewelry good as new, aod
on all kinds of metal wiib gold,
silver ornickel. Ko e.'cpericnc,

TEMPERED COPPER.

Anyone can plate the &fst efTort.
Goods nepd plating ai ecery
houBP. Oulflls complete. DiffTeoi sizes, all warrnnie<i. WholeR.ile 'o agents $5 ui>.
Fig pro-

All patterns of tempered copper segments guaranteed true to gauge, free from defects; no alloy; finish
and temper equaled by none. Exclusively used by
some of the largest companies in the country.

fi-.-.

H.F.

All Batteries iruaranteed. Send for Catalogue

Delno&Cc.

pffxl 5-ll-r.

Deot, ^!o. 6,

Circiilitr.'s

Columbu

free.

,0.

Subscribe for the Western Electrician,
Are Necessary

COOL HEADED ARMATURES

—OF
All

foi

All-around
Station Economy

Mercurial

Pumps
Between Chicago and Milwaukee.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway is
now running sleeping cars with drawing rooms on
Sleepers

OF LATEST DESIGN
For Incandescent

Lamp

Companies.

Solentlfio glass apparatus for Laboratories, Colleges, etc.
Reliable workmanship and lowest
prices. Agents wanted in Western Cities.

new

Send

Catalogue.

The Jaeger Mfg.
169 William

St.,

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

— ftx.oo.

Colors and Descriptions.

Automatic

for

For the

Co.,

NEW YORK.

The above cut Is of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system. All colls alike
perfect balance, handsome appearance. Write for prices on
; Large Commutators^ Searcb Lamps and Station Dynamos.

MEATY* CENTRAIj STATlOA

BEPAIAS

Shop$, Jersey City, N,J.

S,

W, RUSHMORE,

'26 Werty

St.,

NEW YORK

night trains between Chicago and Milwaukee.
Sleepers can be taken in Union Passenger Station
any time between 9:30 and midnight, train leaving
Chicago at 3:00 a. ni., arriving at Milwaukee at
5:15 8. m., passengers remaining in sleeper until
Similar arrangements Milwaukee to
7:30 a.m.
Chicago. Berth rate $1.50. For further particulars, for tickets and berths, app'y at City Ticket
Office, 207 Clark St (Telephone Main 2190), or at
Ticket Office, Union Passenger Statioi;.

December

8,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

— Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The atteoUoD of ELECTRIC COMPANIES is called to this CELRBRATEU WATKlt
^t'HKKlj as particularly adapted I0 their use, on accoaot of its remarkably Hieady motion,
high sppe<l aiat srt at 4^fliei(*ii<*y aiKl larse capaviiy for its diameier, being double

power

the
ot moyt wheels of thw eniue ilinmeter. It is used by a
panies with preht srttlefaction. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of uaefui effect g'uaranteed.

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

number
is

SEXn FOR CATALOGUE ANO PAHTICVIjARS,
The accompanying engraving represents a

single lOioch Victor Turbine on horizontal ehaft to
Arranged with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situaiion admits of their use we recommend them.

develop 36 H. P. under 3S foct head.

The

85

JOHN STREET,

Siilwell-Bierce

NE^W^

&

Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

YORK,

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other

Law Cells,

SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS, ETC., ETC.

FRICES

JLNID

OTHER.

Hinetr

OUR INDICATOR

Eliminator.
For

DEPARTMENT

As a
Dividend
Payer

l8 complete

Extractins
Oil

with the
most modern

Ont All

perfect
articles
in the line.
>4end for
Catalosu*.

From
Fxhanst.
Mnoeked

Competitors
In Three

RoliertsoD's

ROBERTSON'

ExSanst Pipe

STEAM

Nothing

Is so profitable in a small way as

Heai.

SEPARATOR

EUREKA PACKING.
Send for Sample.

Mine &
Robertson Co.,

Redacing
Wheels,

Important
Tests.
Kend for
Circnlar.

CHEERTi^ULX^Y E^URHISHEID.

IIII^OR.]^: ACTION

76 Cortlandt

Planimeters,
Etc

A
First-class

The most efficient

Article

device for separating water and live
steam.

St..

At
Very low
Price.

Get CirctUar,

KEW YOBK.

You Need On
Nerer Argy Agin a Snccess.
Every TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the
only device that will do the required work and not infringe in any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Our device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of
receiver
Send for testimonial circulars, price list, etc.

YOU CAN HAVE ONE
Anyone interested In the art of electricity can obtain
new 100-page classified catalogue of electrical boots which

a copy of our
is

JUST OUT.
It contains a

complete

list

BRADLE/ &

of all electrical boobs published to date

and will prove ot inestimable value in selecting the proper works for the
study of electricity. We are

HEADQUARTERS
For

electrical boolis

and can

fill

all

IN

orders

Bochester,

THE WEST
prompUy on

receipt of price-

!V.

Y.

D'UNGER TELEPHONE.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6

CO.,

7,9,11, 13 Stone t^treet,

Beware of Infringing or osing Infringing Instrnments.

The Only Self-Cleaner. — The Peer of

Lakeside Building, Chicago.

All.

The D'Unger Telephone

THE

ELECTRIC

CO., 192 Broadway,

NbV

(its reputation as the
best instrument ever coDStructed now fully estab*
lished) is the only instrament in which the power
of the Z'oice is Increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric current is intensijied by ihe
action of the voice; the only Instrument in which
the Voice-wave ia reduced.
No telephone can be
built with these wonderful advaoteges u-iihout the
use of a lever. The IPUuger Loog-Dlstance Telephone Com any has the sole and exclusive right to
use a lever in telepfiones —rem ember that.
These instruments are supplied to ezrbangea
and toll lioes on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other term«.

York.

the only concern in the world
that makes
Ts

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'
teries of the World.
Send for Circulak and Pricib.

tHE

LEGLANGHE

ni

to

BATTERY

117 last 131st

St.,

CO.,

M. Y.

CURK

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By
226 Pages, 140

T. B.

TELEPHONES!!
This compaDy

NEW

manafactnring

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to Ihe wire and polef)Private lines, Factory plants,
etc. and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.
,

WESTEKN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building,

Is

A Compound Magneto

Size of Type Page

BOOK, much more complete than the
This is, as the name indicates, a
old one, with all the information, iostrnctions and rules which are required by
jiractical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operaiors of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over .5,000 of the new.

The D' Unger Long-Distance Telephone Company
first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents lof ringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.
Address all letters to R. D^UnsCF, Manager,
Palmer House, Chicago, III

owns the

BADT.

Flexible Cloth Binding.
5 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

Illustrations.

Arc Lighting
Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Arc Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

CHICAQO.

539, 540 and 541 aionadnock Blk.,

CO.,
CUcaeo,

Ili.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

xiV

December

BUdCEYE
Monadnock

FUSE

Uf
IBE
'""'^

AND LINKS
evercue
FOR ALL OloltmOi

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

Correct

-I

Carryins
Capacity
Absolutely
tlnlfonn

y
\

J

<fc

8. EnsTTS, Gen'l Pass.

Q. R. R., Chicago,

1894

ANY

FIT

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint ol
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

PORTER & BUERDORF.

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office 01
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies -will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage

by P.

TO

8,

SALES AGENTS FOE

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles withont repairs. InstaU

Agent, C. B.

lation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

KoomHOS, No

111.

*^l

Qnincy

St.,

Chicago.

Going to
California.
The Burlington Route

is

the only

running "Personally Conducted" Excursions via Denver to
Colorado Springs, Salt Lake, Ogden,
Sacramento, San Francisco, Stockton, Merced, Fresno, Bakersfield,
and Los Angeles at the lowest rates
and without change of cars.
railway

SWITCH BOARDS.

KNIFE SWITCHES.

BEDUCED lai FBICE.
TABLET BOARDS. FUSE WIRE AND LINKS.
1,000 styles.

Tested.

Accurate.

Gaaranteed.

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS, TRANSFORMERS,
Leave Chicago every Wednesday.
Write or call on T. A. Grady, Ex-

ARC CUT-OUTS, SLATE, MICA, SOCKETS, PORCELAIN.
Can yon use any

The Independent Electric
39th

St.

of

The

them?

cursion Manager, 211 Clark Street,

prices are right.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Chicago.

A. R.

INCANDESCENT

JENNINGS,

^'^"""'°''^^''""''°""'""«-

ST. LOUIS, MO.

STREET LIGHTING FROM ALTERNATING CURRENT DYNAMOS.
Series Lamps.

Incandescent

Lamps

Trial orders

for

mean permanent

Street Fixtures.

Seriss Sockets.

Arc and Multiple Circuits.
Correspondence

business.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC
COXTKACTORI^ FOR COJIPLF.TE Sl'BWA V
SYSTEMS FOR E1.>CTHIC RAILWAY* ANIJ ELECTRIC
liltiUT, TELEPUUSiE AN1> TEI.E4.BAFH COMPANIES.

CO.,
EDWARU

solicited.

Boston, Mass.

!$.

PEROT,
C.

Preslaent.

CiALI/ACiHEB, Tiee-Pres. & Gen. atgr.
JA8. P. jIcttUAlUE, See.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

&

Treas.

CO.,

UAHVFACTURERS OF WROUaHT-IRON CEMEHT.LINED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SITBWAVS.
New Vork omce, TIHES

Works, HA8TIN«;S-OK.HrDSON.
We own Patent No.

.^P5,5S4,

Gnbway Constructed by us

covering Wrought-Iron Cpment-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
use in t/m DiiteU States
C'anti<l

and

fitfic tit

Also, Patents Nos. 416,234

and

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

FIVE

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

GOOD
BOOKS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO,, ' b'^.t".!?.^"

£

BUIIiDlKCr.

416,235 for Distribnting Boxes.

For

EACH.

MANUFACTURING

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES,

9,000,000 feet of this

ONE
DOLLAR

*ivcTm

We

Over

CO. }

December

8,

WESTERN
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ELECTRICIAN.

ALHRNATINGCURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Olitained.

Standard Sizes, 5

LIglits to

2,000

Lights.

TRANSFORMERS
To

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.

ALTERNATING

CURRENT
MOTORS.

Complete Switch Boards
For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFG. CO., st
BOSTON OFFICE,

lodis,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, John Mustard, 1000 Betz

15 Federal St.

Plants.

mo.

Building.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AXa,zi.-u.fACtVL3rex>s,

Grimshaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimsliai Dnderijronnd Lead Covered

Cal)les,

Competition Line Wires, Grimshaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd

Ynlca BnsWngs,
MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Oortlandt Street,

all

sizes,

Vulca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.
'oris. Xxxisula.tec:]. vv Ire Cc>na.'p>a,TX'y,

:

New

i

BKANCHES:! 78-82

Tori.

SAN FEANCISCO:

BOSTON:

CHICAGO:

134 Congress Street.

Franklin Street.

""NATIONAL
We

102

99

make simply a business proposition. Buy two sets of our
make your own tests. If satisfactory the way is open

more business, either

in

The ''NATIONAL"

is In

"^

S

Bell telephone operators.

i>

use at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620

2.

telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Our head telephones are largely used by

^
^
q
2

V

instruments and
for

Sacramento Street.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

(W) Atlantic Avenue,

Dcn IN oDi rm
By

all

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY,
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Buckle.

LARGEST DELIVERY,
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from 10

to 10,000

Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
'I

'if

Batteries for

Electric liaunches,

for

Dental, Surgical

for

which

and

Medical Work, and

Complete Lighting and Poiper Plants installed as reasonably as consistent with

Room

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

for all

purposes

electricity is rtquired.

first-class

material

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

NBW

DYNAMO TENDERS'
Bt Lieot.

F. E.

By Lieut. F

BEADY FOB DELIVEBY.
AN"

ENTIEELY NE"W "WORK.

our famous "Hand-Book"
Tbe
Every practical dynamo man should liave a
Series.
latest addition to

13S Engravings,

22G Pages.

88 ON

106 Pages.

PRICE, SI. 00.

STBKST RAILWAYS.
ELECTRIC MACHINERY.

Their Construction, Operation and Maintenance.

Badt.

A new work containing tables and information on
the electric transmisaion of power brought down to
date. One of the most popular of our famous "HandSeriea.

Electrical Words,

AND

TERMS AND PHRASES.
The

A.

latest edition of this celebrated
As
distinct definitions.

work contaios
important

as

Specifications

THE ELEGTRIG

RAILWAY

HIGH FREQUENCY.
Experiments

manager.

A

Profusely Illustrated.

Currents.

Tesla.

lecture delivered before the Institution of ElecEngineers, London.

146 Pages.

Fully Illustrated.

STflNDRRD.
ELEGTRGAL

DGTONflRY.

By T. O'Connoe Sloane.
The series now numbers 103 volumes, and embracee
works on every subject.

16 mo. Boards.

This new work should be in the hands of all who
desire to keep abreast with the progress of the greatest
science of the times.

600 Pages.

PB0FU3ELT ILLUSTBATED.

300 Illustrations.

PRICE, $3.00.

Price, 50c. Each.

Any

Alternate

PRICE, $1.00.

SERIES.

The fourteenth edition of this celebrated work is
rewritten and brought down to date.
A technical
hand-book for electricians, managers and operators.

with

By Nieojj.
trical

ByF. L. Pope.

PRICE, $1.50.

HIGH POTENTIf\L
AND

SCIENCE

,,.!ij!ijiA...:,.

Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $1,00.

PRICE, $2.50.

PRICE, $1.50.

Illustrated.

100 Pages-

This is a complete treattse on the construction and
operation of electric railways, and will commend itself to the electrical engineer, and to the practical

400 Pages.

176 Pages.

234 Pages.

354 Illustrations.

By Ceosby akd Bell.

Meeeill.

hljj.l.j

object of this work is to give siTnple directions
for the practical use and management of dynamos and
motors. This work is having a large sale.

THEORY AND PRAGTlGE.

Exchange.

'1

A

IN

This work gives the latest rules of The National
Electric Light Association, of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters, and of The New England Insurance

..

By Cbockeb and Wheeleb.

The first American book on electric motors.
most complete work brought down to date.

Engineers and Architects.
a.

AND MOTORS.

The

PRICE, $3.00.

FOR THE USE OF
Bt E.

OF

DYNAMOS

ITS APPLICATIONS.

325 Pages.

750 Illnstrations.

Li&ht

Fully Illustrated.

PRICE, $9.00.

By Mabtin and Wetzleb.

PRICE, $5.00.

Electric

The most

M.

over 5,000
Webster.

700 Pages.

900 Pages.

Profusely lUuatrated,

ELECTRIC MOTOR

...

Bx Edwin J..HonsTON,

Thompson.

THE PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT

DIGTIONflRY
OF

Pages.

S. P.

Fourth edition, revised and re-wrltten.
complete work on the dynamo published.

PRICE, $4.00.

PRICE, $1.00.

...

Br

This work is written by a practical man, and
should be in the hands of every street railway employe in the United States.

600

22 Illustrations.

97 Pages.

97 Illustrations.

11 lustration 8.

By C. B. Faibchild.

Book"

LiauT. F. B. Badt.

"trktuis."

hand-book:.
Lietjt. F. B.

43

.^-:

Designed for practical men engaged In any class
of bell or annunciator work. The only boob of the
kind published.

PRICE, $1.00.

PRICE, $1.00.

nRANSM

MflND-BOOK.

Tenth Thousand.

These tables give, without loss of time, exact size
of wire to be used. This is one of our famous "HandBook" aeries, and is the standard authority oq this
subject in the English language.

73 Pages.

copy.

By

1894

BELL HANGERS'

B. Badt.

Fourth Edition.

Badt.

W

R NG
HivnsriD-BOOK:.

NGANDE8GENT

Hf\ND-BOOK.

G

8,

THESE

TOD

ELEGTR

December

of the above books sent promptly, postage prepaid, on receipt of price.

SEND IN YOUR ORDER.
ELEOTRIOIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 Lakeside Bids., Ghicaso.

Ill

December

S,
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
.

B. J. Arnold, Mem. A.I.

E. E.,

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

Consu'ringf Electrical Engineer,

Expert and

Power

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

Oonaultatlons, Reports, Estimates, Plane, Specl-

tiOOB.

574-576 Foobery, Chicaeo.

N.

S.

New Electrical

Devices Perfected for

Shop Construction.
Teats, Plans, Eatlmatefl,

Supervision and Eipert Opinions.

SOS Tlie Cnyahoea. CleTeland.O

floationa,

Andltorinm Tower, Chicago.

The Consolidated Eng.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical EngiBser,

Snperintendence, Tests, Purchasing.

Tamer Ballding,

Co.,

Designers and Bnilders o£ Electric
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways. Water Works, Ic6 Making
and RefrigHratlng Plants.
821 Pine Street, St. Louis.
Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treaa.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice- Prest and Secy.
John A. Henry, Snpt. Electrical. Con.

BOOKS

m. Am.soc.M.E.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

1

Specialty: Electric Railways and

H. Bryan,

Goltz

&

The Allen-Hussey
clock, annunciator, burglar

systems,
tects'

Agents

Academy

712.

The Louis
and Contractors,

for Ideal

bell

K.

liiO;^!:

.

(hicagn.

Comstock

Co.,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors.

Manufacturers* Agents,
Tel. 912.

alarm electric

Estimates famished from archippecificRtinos. Telephone,
E-^tibliehpd iss<); Incorporated

Sl» lledinuh

1S9J.

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

etc.

and engineers'

Hnrrison

St. Louis.

Co..

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light nnd power conKtruclion, incandescent light wiring; telephone, watchman's

1437 3H9Iouadnoek

Engines.

Branch

BBd^., MilTranbee, Wis.

Office,

nodges

Bile.,

Cliicago

Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

On

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside BaildlDg,

-

CHICAGO,

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.
Chicago, March 9, 1894.
This Certifies that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac, marked
0".

Analytical

:B.

and

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.

"WEIIS,
Consulting

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
0.31
Organic Matter
I find the

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSAYEE,
Room

42,

81 Clark Street.

The Non-Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumira.

(^"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•9

tt

IT

GIVES SATISFACTION.

Pf

EVERYBODY

that has used it tell
How do you know?
N. I. R. Wire has been used in
us so and we believe them.
the City of Chicago in a majority of the largest buildings that
have lately been constructed, and has been subjected to the
severest tests.
Among the most notable buildings, we are pleased to mention the "Ryerson Laboratory," "New York Life
Building," "Medinah Temple," "Y. M. C. A.,'' "Elevated Railroad Stations," and many of the large packing houses, and
numerous other buildings equally as important. One Contractor alone has used over one million feet. N. I. R. Seamless Insulation has very high insulating qualities, and is less susceptible to destructive influences of heat, cold, moisture and gases
is superior to any
only is used, and the
FINE
than other insulation.
employs only skilled workmen and has had over 30
having seams.
INDIA
years experience in the manipula ion of India Rubber. As General Western Agents, we carry a large stock on hand and
Send us a trial order.
are always ready to execute any size orders with dispatch.

SEAMLESS INSULATION
PARA RUBBER
RUBBER COMPANY

THE NATIONAL

00.,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.

624 pages, 13.00.

An

150 pages, $1.00.

186 and 188

158 pages, $1.00.

Fifth

Avenue,

CHICAGO.

135 pages, $1.00.

Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
FOR THE

Profusely Illustrated.

BEGINNER
Practical.

as well as the

student.

Necessary Adjuncts to every Library.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHmC COWIPANY,

Send

in

your Orders.

6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent Improvements made in the New Anaeri^an Turbine have
eter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
following, copied from certifleil tests made at Holyoke Maea., on the
man, engineer la charge of experimente, and E. S. Waters, hydraulic
The originals of these certihcates and tests of other sized wheels

Test of a 45inch Wheel-July
Head.

Whole Gate

Test of a 43-incli "Wheel -July 14, 1894.

9, 1894.
Rev. per Cn, Ft. Horse
P'rCent
Min. per Sec. Power.

16.06
16 42
16.78

n.o3
16.8a

119.17
122. on
117.33
111.83
118.67

141.6S
127.18
112.60
98.12
82.1.7

Bev.per Ou. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent
1

Head.

Wbole Gate

79 76
82.58
82.18
79.31
76.52

205.27
195.19
176.74
149.99
118 40

iocreaaed the power as per their dlam*
any other turbine, as evidenced by the
dates named, and signed by A. F. Sickengineer.
can be seen at our office.

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

128.00
134.80
129.33
126.25
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.85
92 76
70.80

199.56
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.86

80.50
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For Information and aatalogne write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

CO.. Dayton,0.,

U. S. A.

/lNNllNCfAT0]l5.5EiL5.BATTERlE5^

C
f

ANDAaSuppLIESFORlfoUSEWORff.

6ataloques AND Quotations

*

on/vppli(ation

)ARTRICl{.^^TER(()./J^l?5Kecond ki

£s<abli;hed

I86r

IISgWATER WHEELS
Thia Justly Celebrated "Wheel

is

Built in

Many

Styles on

UPRIGHT AND HORIZONTAL SHAFTS.
It

is

SPECIALLY DESIGNED

and

ADAPTED

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

for driving

POWER PLANTS.

Onr new Wheel secures a remarkably hieh (rnnran(e<*(1 peroentase. and wonderfal stead iness of
motion, under variable loads in practice. It atTords an anequaled concentration of power witbin a small
space; and an nnproeedented liich velocity for a plven power.
Its easily and (luiokly operated balanced grate atTords prompt and efficient, control by a governor, and
consequent fine retfulation. These wheels are in many instances operatinc the best electric plants in this and
other countries, fully denionstrating their reniarltable adaptation to that use.
The attention of Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to our
work. We will send a fine large "pamphlet, 11'2 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.

THE

JAMES LEFFEL

&

E. U.
13.

McCOKMICE,

Traffic

Mgr.

D. B. MARTIN,
Gen'l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

CINCINNATI.

CO.'^A^rN^/w'?o^l.'c?T"v'°'

KARTAYERT.

POflCELAIN^ANUFAC™

HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS. RODS, AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Duet Guards, Washers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFAOTUEED BY

^ Sf//i/i/£

>l/iKi

THE K&RTAVERT MFG.

SIOUX CITY ENGINE&IRON

WORKS

Builders of HIGH

SPEAKING TUBES and WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric,

GRADE

CORLISS
ENGINES

u^^.

Pneumatic and Mechanical

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.
Full
Ijine

Always in Stock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
804 Fulton

St.,

CO.,

Blew York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^"Send for New OAtaloque. Out August

Simple, Compouud, Condensing.

^

CO., Wilmington, Del.

l3t.

Complete Steam Plants a Specialty.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

AGENTS:
R. S.

C J BLAIiDIN,

120

Garlock

W. Randolph St., Chicago
Mo.
Third Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minn

WALKEK,

KO^ELL & CHASE

26-28

CO., 1217 Union Ave.. Kansas City,

.for

Steam, Water, Gas, Ammonia, ttc.

NONE GENUINE WITHOUT THIS TSADE-MAEK.
Economical, Reliable, Durable and Guaranteed.
Correspondence

solicited.

Send

for Cat.-ilogue

and

Prices.

THE McCORMIGK THE GAF^iPCKPACtflMG
Q.
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Qives more ponder as to diameter ^rith a
hisher percentaee of nsefnl effect than any other
"WutiT- "Wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
band, aro built from patterns perfected under systematic tests in
the Holyoke Tenting Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatisfactory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powersj will find It to
willing to guartheir interest to confer with me, as I

am

antee results ^vhere others have failed, no matter ^vhatmakeof turbine has been in use. HTATK
t^£AID
Rv-HV^IltC^MENTS
CATA-

1.00UE.

S.

AND

MORGAN SMITH,

FOR

York,

Pa.

Estimates furnished for complete power plants aud
resalts Kuaranteed.

NEW YORK,
CHICAGO,
PHILADELPHIA,
PITTSBURGH.
OMAHA,

ST. LOUIS.

FACTORIES
AND MAIN OFFICES:

j

Palmyra. N. Y.

IfJOME, GA.

Preserve Your Copies

^^ Western

Electrician.

BINDERS $1.00 EACH.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

December

8,
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"CLIMAX"iu Watertown Engines

The

Will

Tbree Boilers Sold GMcago Edison Co.

The Only Boiler Tested at the World's
Columbian Exposition,

meet any guaranty in regulation,
economy or general efficiency.

Watertown Steam Engine
WATERTOWN,

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

Co.,

N. Y.

Watertown Steam Eneine Co., 1136 Monadnock Blk., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Eogloe Co., 120 Third Ave. N., Minneapolia.
Watertown Steam Engine Co., '224 W. Mnii St Louisville.
Howell & Chase Machinery Co., Eaneaa City.
Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis.

Will save you money on coal.

,

Bnilt

in

nnits from 50 to 1500 H. P.

FREEMAN & SONS MFG.CO.,

S.

MANUFACTURED BY

MANUFAOTUSEKS OF

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

J.

BROOKLYN,

McEWEN mFG.

H.

Automatic EDgines,

liotli

Yertical

M

nilD OtIADAUTCC-

UUn UUAnHniCC.

when ruaninK empty, and

and Submerged Tube

N. Y.

000

For 3Iarine,

1

p.

The engine ehall not run one revolutlon elower ^ben fuUj loaded than

a reduction of boiler pree^nre

from

the greatest to that necesfary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revoluTion. Any enfjine failing to meet this
guarantee becomeB the property of the purchaser upon payment
of one dollar.
It is

one

of the

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

S£ND FOB CATALOerE*.
Main Office and Works;
Sales Agents:

Bide-, Chicago, IlL;

C

Bld^.. Philadelphia, Pa.; \Vm, Sharpe.
H. W. Copeland, 141 Liberty St., New York.

1137

or

Stationary,
Portable us^.

ALSO OF

OF ALL KINDS.
Isiinokestacks,

etc.

A specialty made of
Electric Street Railway and
Lighting Plants.

RID6WAY, PA.

Peppeb & Hegisteb, Provident

Steel

BOILERS

CO.,

Horizontal, from 12 to

RACINE, WIS.

Standard Tnbniar, Fire Box,Tertical

Monadnoct

Write for Prices and Terms.

OEN'ERAL AGEyxa: BoweU & Chase Machinery Co,

Mo

City

1

\

h

I

I

utd

\ 1

(li--

i:iua

SOLE aiAKrFACTrBEUS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Send

Black and Gray.

for Catalogue

and Prices.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material of the World, i* SH'St': m.
THE
improvedROOT
^^Ve"
TUBE BOilERi
CITY IRON
1

wiMUNeToI.'pEi.

WORK!

ERIE

INCORPORATED
INCORPORATED.

M

naniifactiirersof
8 Of HIGH and ]I£OIUai

Best Adapted to

SPEED

High Pressures.

Automatic

[Ma

HIGHEST ECONOMY.

t

Absolutely Dry Steam.

ABENDROTH & ROOT
MFG.
28

CO.,

New

Cliff Street.

Tork.

Improved Racine High Speed

Cleveiand.O.
and

----

80 SENECA

--_^

REiURN TUBULAR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL
i.sin fiLD

Books

ST.,

Near Uoion Depot,

New Gear

nninNY bidg.. Chicago.

On electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Bldg..

CHICAGO.

Shop.

GEO. B. GRANT.

SUPERIOR; REfiUUSnON
*"> ECONOMY fo<^

.

BEaRlcilSHTINS
'™™"

Free.

PHILADELPHIA,
C. BRILL COMPANY,
BUILDEES OF EAILWAT AND TEAMWAY OAES OF ALL CLASSES.

Two

^

'""GENERAL
PURPOSES
>e

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.

All Sizes carried In
stock.
2,000 In

Over

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.

Paul R'y.

Marine and
Yacht Knirines

Arrive Milvraukee 5 o'c'ock p. m.

Milwaukee is a summer
and pleasant.

l*orcui>ine

and Tubular

lesort.

Boilers.

It is cool

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Start Saturday afternoon.

Coaie back

Monday morning.

for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.

Four dollars

Chicago Ticket

office,

207 Clark Street.

TflZt- G E N U N E
WCOTSl MANUFACTURES
I

BEAR OUR- ^
:
JREC-.TRADE MARKS.-'
:''.-:r-"^-

Hardware

Co, "WoHES: Kacike, Wis.
I

W, F. PARISH, General
Home

Sales Managrer,

Insurance Building,

CHICAGO.

PH O S PH O R-^R aNZE
Ingots, Castings, Wire, Sheet &c.
ThePhosphor BRONZE Smelting Co.LiMiTED
2 200WASHHIGT0NAVEjPHItADEtPH|A,PA
ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS OF PHOSPHOR-r"'
Bronze in the United States and'Sole «
-

Special attenlion given to ttie building of Klecinc Moior and Trail Cars,
BnllderB of BriU No. 21 Truck with solid forged frame, and "Eureta" Maximum Traction Pivotal Truct.

i^:»:«TMaMj.M.-.B-i;>ii,i>)ai(imitffa

i^Bi'
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TBE CHLORIDE ELEOTEICAX STC^AGE SYNDICATE, Limited, London, England.
SOOIETE ANONYME LE TRAVAIL ELECTEIQUE DE9 METADX, PiEIB, FaiNOE.

The Only Storage Battery

in Use in Central Stations,
American Manufacture.

The Electric Storage Battery
Dreiel

Bnllflini,

of

Co.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TRADE MARK.

Registered September

11.

Electrical Storage Cells of any desired capacity.

Catalogues giving

Capacities, Dimensions, Weights, Prices, etc., on application.

MORRIS, TASKER

1888.

& CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Philadeipliia. Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY
F. A.

ESTEP.

J. R.

MoGlNLEY,

Preeiilent

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

and Treasurer.

Vice-President.
F. 8.

MARTIN,
SuperiQtendeot of Works.

MANUTAOTUBEES OP

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

THIS

IS

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY ITONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

THE IMPROVED

NUHALL TROLLEY.

Tlie Incest and most prosperons street rail'cray companies in tlie
conntry are using our supplies, and they prefer them 10 all others on
account of g^reater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHA9. J. MAYER, 600 Betz Bonding, Phiiadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD. 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department
STANDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnook Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE. Bank of Commerce Building, 8t- Louis, Mo S. W. States Sales Department.
OHAS. A CAVAGNA. Neave Biilldlna. Cincinnati. Ohio. OentrRl States Sales Department.
,

C!£a:iC.A-<3-0, TKraToasl:! .z^veri\:Le a,n.d. I-al^© Street.

i
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THE FORT WAYNE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Have W^on
A

MOST ENVIABLE REPUTATION FOR THE

"Wood" Electric Lighting and
Power Apparatus,

XHK

OF»IIS^IOIV

Being expressed by hundreds of

its

patrons,

who

are unanimous in

their praise of the apparatus, that for

ECONOMY. RELIABILITY AND SAFETY
IT

STANDS SECOND TO NONE.

GISBERT KAPP. THE EMINENT GERMAN ELECTRICIAN. WRITES

THE FOLLOWING REGARDING

IT:

"Having inspected and tested your *Wood' Arc Lighting Dynamo at
the Chicago Exposition, I have much pleasure instating that I consider
this to be an excellent machine, fully realizingall your claims for it."

"ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS; THEIR COST AND OPERATION."
Cloth, $2.00.

Paper, $1.00.

FortWayne Electric Corporation
^F=?A.r^c:^f^
NEW YORK CITY;

115 Broadway.

CHICAGO: 185 Dearborn Street.
PHILADELPHIA: 907 Filbert Street.
BOSTON, MASS.: 17 Federal Street
PITTSBURGH. PA.: 405 Times Building.
ROCHESTER, N. Y Powers Building.
:

COLUMBUS, OHIO:

57 East State Street.

OF^E^ICr^^:
SAN FRANCISCO: Electric Imp. Co., 35 New Montgomery Street.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.: Southern Electric Mfg. & Supply Co.
OMAHA, NEB.: 104 Bee Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: New York Life BIdg.
CINCINNATI, OHIO: 402 Neave BIdg.

RICHMOND, VA.: Chamber of
SAN ANTONIO, TEX. 207
;

Commerce.
Lasoya Street.
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Is the Verdict ofBveryone using the

"A
Cood

Washington

Co/s

Electric

The Johnston

Annunciators.

Rail Bond.
(Patented July

Thing,

Simple, Durable and Reliable,
Finished in any style.

REASONABLE
HANDSOME in

Push

For

also,

clieerfully furnished.

Along."

20I-207S. Canal

Electric

John A. Roebling's Sons

Co.,

CHICAGO.

St.,

The nuts have
Under the
The nuts are,

are used.

rail

rail is smoothed and brightened by a special tool.
smooth and bright.
A firm mechanical, electrical and water-tight joint is made.
The usual length is 30 inches, of 00 and 0000 copper rod.
Address the manufacturers,

nuts the

appearance.

it
Washington

both sides of the

twelve times the cross-section of the copper conducting rod.

in price,

Send for descriptive catalogue. Information

electrical contact

17, 1894.)

New

York.

TRENTON,

San Francisco.

Chicago.

Co.,
N.

J.

B01i(>ilA9!0'8

"H. W. J."

Electric

Fan

Storage

Water Motor,

MECHANICAL

CLIP.

list

Co.,
Mab8.

-

413 Water St..

BALTIMORE. MD.

of

Trolley Line Insulating Materials.

THE "LEWIS"
Improved
Cas Vapor
Engine

W. JOHNS MFC. CO.,

»"<>

240 ^ 242 Randolph
CHICAGO,
New

Storage

retail.

TlieBolgianoMfg.Co,.

—

Send for new and revised price

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Lowell,

exceedingly simple and practical device consisting of a single
casting no parts to break or get out of' order. Provides a straight underrun for and does not damage the trolley wheel. It holds the wire securely
and is practically non-sparking. It is safe, economical and saves time.

H.

and

sale

An

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Current free a3 It connects wltb any faucet.
Sample $6.00. A bole-

York.

St.,

For Rnnning Isolated

ILL.

Electric Plants,

Philadelphia.

Boston.
Is warranted to give a perfectly
steady light, and to produce the

same cheaper than gas and very

much cheaper than
from a central

In-

quire of the

WEBSTER MFC.

Company

and Cables.

purchased

For prices and particulars

WIRE AND CABLES.
United States

if

plant.

in

Ke-

rite is tbe

ard of Higb Grade

111

mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiHi

1075 West Fifteenth Street,

CO.,

LUNDELL
DYNAMOS

Stand-

Insnlation,

iiii

tbe

using Kerke Wire

is

Ill

AND

and

MOTORS.

Direct Current,
Iron

will

Last

Cnt

and

Ont

Class

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell

any otber on tbe
S£KI>

to

W.

Western Agents,
Dearborn St., Chicago.

R.

Interior

BRIXEY. Mfr.

Eleotric Lighting

203 Broadway, New

directly connected

cata-

logues, prices, etc., addre^s'tbe

Conduit

& Insulation

Gflneral

225

Dynamos

any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

FOB SAUFIiES ADTD PBICES.

GUSHING & MORSE,

Slow Speed,

Ciad,

Co.

44 Broad

York.

St.,

N. Y.

and

Power Apparatue.

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp Patents suatained by
repeated decisions

of U.

S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

Agenoles^in
\^~_
1

T^ie

large

all

BuseeU

Ba^all &

CO.,

cities.

& Officer Electrical Construction

HiUis,

Tokohama, Japan.

Co.,

Denver, Col.

Office

and Works, Cor. Belden and Uason Sts.*

GliETEL^AJVD, OHIO.

OF

Of oc

RARY
$3 per Annum

CopyHjhl.
Eectr-ciM PaoiiiliiDg

1594.

Chicago.

XV.

Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

by

CompMy,

CHICAGO,

DECEMBER

INSULATED

SIMPLEX w

RES AND CABLES.

Monadnock

Block,

O cents per Copy.
No. 24

15, 1894.

LIGHT.

IiIGHT.

LIGHIfe-^

If there l8 any one time In the year when plenty of light, is required it is dur- j
ing the month of December. Every atatloa man oapht to be easily able to f/ Cj
convince a large number o£ his cuBtomers that more light ie necessary for
1:^ /
a successful holiday trade. Get the business, and send^us your order for

.-

-

-^

,

'

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex aiectrical Company,
"''h.'r.'h.xson?''^
1137

I

CHICAGO.

-

—I^.A-C^IC.A-HID—
•IS.-A.H.ID— LAI
LAMFJ

LAMPS

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

^

AND IVERY PARTY TO THE TRANSACTION WILL BE HAPPY.

'^ >>:L!^.-<<S"

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY,

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

Manufacturers:

New York &

electkioal supplies.
J843 Sladison St., CHICAGO.

Ohio Co., Warren, O.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS.
Award

jKeceiTed only
Manufactured by

AIiBEBT A

J.

H.

BEST OF ALL

for Trolleys at Chicago,

AKDERSON,

289-293

A St.,

Made by

BostoD, Mass.

J.

IS

H. BITNaiEI,!,

d.

CO., 76 Cortlandt St.,

New fork,

Beit Oonatmotlon and Ingredients. Strongest, most Dnrable and Bellable. Size 6xaHi 60

Send for

PARTRIDQE

etf.

p*r ««U.

LIBEBAJ, DISCOUNTS.

Samples.

L

OiviEOOISB,

MANUFACTURER OF

T' CARBON 00.

e:i«ectrig vitire^

iiirsui:«ATx:D

FI-,KXIBLE CORDS and C ABX^ES.

80O and SOS Korth Third Street.

PH1IAPKI.PHIA, FA.

Accumulator Company.
I)

"

16C.P.inliW.lots.25c."

BfACON VACUUM PUMP &
Headquarters, Irvington
Boston, Mass.

I

32C.P.iiiDM.lots,35c.
1 U Ui 1

6 I 2U.

N.

&

C.

NEW YORK, 39 Oortlandt
PHILADELPHIA,

Patents.

CHICAGO,

Lamp

SILK BRAID

St.,

Filaments.

The greatest care taken in prodacing a uniform article.

Offices:

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

ICn P AncliorearUa-n71n
.ment Bi.lamp,

For Incandescent

ELECTRICAL CO.

St.

BOSTON BRAID MFC.COh

305 Hale Bldg.
323 Dearborn St.

27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

KEYSTONE INSTRUMENfS.

ELECTRICITY

Took HIGHEST

MEDAL

FROM ALL COMPETITORS
At tho World's

Fair, Chicago.

Manufactured only by

THE ST4SDARD PAIBT
Chicago

FREE APPARATUS.
Diplomas Awabdkd.

Conrses in other trades,
including thorough instruction in Mathematics
and Physics. Send f-^r FREE Oircnlar stating subject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton. Pa.
all

L. Colgate Company,
186 Idberty St., IVew 'S'crk.

Ceo.

WILLABD L. OANDEE,
H.

? n„o.„««= inr
_
DDfiANT OHEEVEB, J Business Managere.

GEO.

T.

MANSON,

W. H. HODGINS,

Gen>l Supt.

Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY, u«m
13 Park Row,
INSULATED

iS^l'^.

186-188 Fifth Ave.,

WESTON

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

ENGINES.
Complete Power Plants.
Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

WESTON
ENGINE
PAINTED POST, H. Y.

CO.,

REPKESENTATIVES".
JULIAN SOHOCL &

Candee Aerial Wires.

BBA.NCHES: Chicagro. Boston, PUtladelphia, Pittsburgh, Minneapolis, Cincinnati,
City, Omaha, LouUville, St. Iioais, San Francisco, London and Ho. America.

CO.,
CHICAGO, ILL.

High Pressure Boilers.

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uii.

Kansas

^"-'^tl^^tku..

aiETBOPOIilTAW KIiKCTBIC

WIRES AiDCABLES,
Manson

CO.,

lse-188 Fifth Atc.

General Western Agents:
Registered.

New Yorkr

Protecting Tape.

Office,

CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. T. City.
CO., - 82 Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Si MAOH'T CO., Scranton, Pa.

H0FF.V1AN-KUSSELL

3CKANT0N SUPPLY

THE BALL ^ WOOD COIVIPANY.
BnUders
ImproTed
Antomatio Cnt-off Engines.

of

Stern

&

Chicago Office, Home ius. Jdldg., W. B. Pearson, Manager.
Silverman, 707 Arch St., Fhlladelphi
Fa.
Qeo- M, Kenyon, Endicott Arcade, St. Paol, BUna.
Ky,
Junes & Oompany, Ohattanooga, Twtk
,

<3oiithArn Eu?ineerin£r On.. LnnlsviUe,

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

H4.VEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW

YORK.

EDDY

MOTORS

From 1-2 BC. P. Upward*.
All Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.
ELECTRIC MFC. CO., Windsor, conn

THE EDDY

^

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

THE ALTERNATOR AND THE

Thomson '93
Alternating

Arc Lamp-

>!i*s;-

Tbe ONLY ARC L&HP SUCCESSFULLY and
Economically

Operated

Alternating

„

on

Current

Circuits.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogues and and Price

Lists.

EENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.

Principal Sales Offices:

Main

Offices:

SCHENECTADY,

Boston, Mass., i8o Summer St
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad St.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette St.
BuSalo, N. Y., Erie Co., Sa-siugi Bk. Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Sc.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Word St.
Baltimore, Md.. 227 East German St.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Bldg.
Cincinnati, O., 264 West Fourth St.
Cleveland, O
510 Cuyahoga Bldg.
,

Seattle,

For

all

N. Y.

Chicago, III.. Monadoock Bldg.
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland St.
Omiha, Neb., 309 South St.
Kansas City, Mo., N. Y. Life Bldg.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Sts.
Wainwright Bldg.
St. Lous, Mo
Dallas, Tex., cor. Field and Main Sts.
Denvfr, Colo., 505 Sixteenth St.
San Francisco, Cal., 15 First St.
He'ena, Mont., Electric B'dg.
,

Wash. Bailey Bldg.

Business outside the Uoited States and Canada: Foreign Department, Schenectady, N. Y., and 44 Broad
For Canada: Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto, Can.
St., N. Y.

15,

1894

Decetnbfr

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894
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Independent Electric Co.
Lee A Collins.
Metropolitan Elec. Co.
National India Rubber Oo.
Okonite Co. The.

Large ct Twining.
Lee A Collins.

Haschke A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N S.

Wallace Electric Co

American Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Cross-Arms, .Pins
Brackets.

FeedWater Heaters.
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.
Kitore.
Butler Hard Rubber Go.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

Fire Alarms.

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Copper Wires.

Deiirborn Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

Consti-nction
xix

Copper,
Law Battery Co,

Electric Appliance Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
High A Co., J. Grant.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Self-Winding Clock Co.

Wk:

ment Co

Webster, Warren

Garlock Packing Go
General Electric Co

&

Mfg. Co

Elecliic'al

Washington Electric Co..
Watertown Steam Engine
Go
xix

Sons Manu-

Fuel Economizer Co

Goltz

xjl.xiii

United Electric Improve-

Wagner

Elec.

Fort Wayne Elec. Corporation
S.

A

...

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Sale Advertisements, xii

Freeman,

Technic

cord.

.

Wks

Fontaine Crossing
Co

Smith-

Stilwell-Blerce

Sweet Elec.

Erie City Iron

xii

...

...

iv

Battery

..

XVUl

Standard Paint Co

Elec'iician Publibhing Go.
j;)i,xiii,xiv,xv,xvi,xvii,xx,xxi

Empire China Works.

.

ix

vii

—

-

Splitdorf, C. F.

&

Conbtruction
Supply Co

Electric

Works
Smith, S Morgan.

...

Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westingnouse El. A Mfg. Co.

;Metropolitan Electric Co.

.

Eastern Electric Cable Co.

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft. Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'cent ArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
Jennings, A. R.
La Rocne Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. A S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.

Halske Elec. Co.

xii

DIst. Tel. Co.xiii

Eddy

Wallace Electric Co.

Self-Winding Clock Co....

A

Commercial Electric Co

Partrick

Samson Cordage Wks
Scientific Machinist Co

Siemens

C A C Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
xii

S.

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Arc l^ainpn.
Auerbach-Woolverton El. Co.

Bnrgiar Aiarin».

A.

J.

A Eck

Shultz Belting

Elec.

and Mecb. Engineers.,

xix

Hugo

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Roth

Metropolitau Electric Co.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Iji^iit

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.
Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
Westinghonse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Deiirborn Electric Co.

Huebel A Manger.
Lee A Collins.

JGlevtrical.
Electrician Publishing Co.

Royal Electric Co

Iron Works

Dayton Globe
Co

Reisinger,

Co.

l)t-arl.iorn Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co,

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Wks.

Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co., Ltd
xiv
Porter A Buerdorf

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.

Gushing

x

Phcenix Glass Co

Correspondence School of
i

x

Carter Co

Cousolidated Engr.Co.,The.xvii
Industrial Sciences

xi

—

Paragon Insulating Co

A

AanuDCiator^*.
Chicago Genl Fixture

Partrick

Insulated Wire

New York

Boswell A Co., D. E.,
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric St- rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.
Lee .V i;ollins.
Metropolitan Electric Co.

National Conduit Mfg. Go.

Phoenix Carbon Mfg. Co

L

Colgate Co.. Geo.

i

Munsell AGO., Eugene... xviii

Partrick

Colburn Elec. Mfg. Co....

.

A Co

Morris. Tasker

Palmer Bros

Co

xix

Moore, Alfred F

siv

Steam

viii

H...

J.

Metropolitan Elec. Co.... xvii

C.B.AQ.R.R

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co. xii

xxii

Supply Co....

Ostrander

Clonbrock

Electrical

P.,

A

Accumulator Co.

Arc

James

Co.,

viii

Clark Electric

vii

ColliDS

Electric

C A C

vi

.

sii

Miamisburg Electric Co.

Electric

Brad bury- Stone
Storage Co

.

Law Battery Co
Lee

xvili

Bis Four Route

s

Wks.

Large A Twining

Pump A

Beacon Vacuum
Electrical Go

Kartavert Mfg. Co

sivli

The

Co.,

iv

1

^"i

Baker&Co....
Sail, Wm. D

Co.,

W

H.

xii

...

A R

Jennings,

Co

-'c

xsii

xtU

AueTbach-Wooiverlon Elec.
Babcocfc

—

Electrical

Woffea

Ames A

xi

xvii
Helios Electric

American

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Aoonmalators.

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Gushing A Morse.
Dearborn Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Lee A (_'ollins.
MetTopolitan Elec. Co.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireCo.
Okonite Co., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co J. A.
,

Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Lamps, lucandescent.
Am, Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AEIecCo.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Diamond

Electric Co.

Elec.

Instrument Cc

Steam Heating.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.

Worthington, Henry R.

Slorage Hatterles.
Accumulator Co.

Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S, Co
Cons. Electric Storage Co
Electric-Power Storage Co
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

Street Cars.
Brill, J. G. Co.

Tapes, CDSulating".
American

Electric Appliance Co.

Lee

A

Collins.

Metropolitan Electric Co,
Moore, Alfred P.

New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonite Co., The.

Phillips insulated

Wire Co,

Roebling's Sons Co.,

Western Electric Co.

Telephones,

D'Unger Long

Dlst.

The.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec.AMfg.Co.
Lifftitnins Arresters.
Colgate Co

Diamond

,

Geo. L,

Electric Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Itlagaet

Wire

(See Insulated Wires.)

Diamond

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Jennings, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co,
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Cu.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec, Supply Oo,

Samson Cordage Wks.

Trucks. Electric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg, Co,

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co
Leffel

Smith,

ACo.,
S.

Jas.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

A

Smith-

Universities.
Cor. School of
Industrial
Sciences.
Scientihc Machinist Co.

Tarnishes.
Lee

A

Collins.

Standard Paint Co.

mechanical machinery. IVater Wheels.
Bliss Co.. E. W.
Leffel A Co., Jas.
Hine A Robertson Co.
Smith, S. Morgan.
Wire, Bare.

31 lea.

Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Munsell ACo.. Eugene.
91 inlD s

Apparatus, Elec.

General Electric Go.

Independent Electric Co.

Co

Tfiephone Hooks.
Bradley A Co.
Transformers.

Turbine IVheels.

,

Tel.

National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

Jaeser Mfg. Co

New York A OnioCo.
& Carter Co.

A,

Telegraph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Trolley Cord.

:Metropolitan Electric Co.

J.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.
Dearborn Electric Oo
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.

Partrick

Works

Electrical

CughingA Morse.

Anderson. Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
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SCHEEFFER'S RECORDING

WATT-METER.
No Comntator.

For Altenating Circuits.

Registers Direct Actual

No Brnshes,

Power Consumed.

ABSOLUTELT RELIABLE.

EASILY ADJUSTED.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER, ^ifi
Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOE ANT VOLTAGE.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC

Chicago Office. 1307 Uanliattan Bnildlns,
Central Bleetric Co.. Ntellln^ Agrentf^.

a

H. W.

J.

FOR ALL ST8TEMS.

99

CO., Peoria,

III.

ARC "-^^r" incandescent circuits,
Both Alternating and Direct.

MECHANICAL

Standard "Ward" Lamps,

CLIP,

TWO

An

exceedingly simple and practical device consisting of a single
Provides a straight underrun for and does not damage the trolley wheel. It holds the wire securely
and is practically non-sparking. It is safe, economical and saves time.
casting

—no parts to break or get out of order.

Send

for

new and

revised price

list

IN

SERIES ON 110 VOLTS.

A COMPLETE LINE

ENTIRELY NEW Arc Lamps.

of

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

LMTWTPS OF= HLI- KINDS.

T^rlt© -us

W.

JOHNS MFC.

We carry a stock of FIDELITY

CO.,

CHICAGO,
York.

(8 Cortlandt Street,

& Supply Co.,
New

York.

Co.,

Agents,

307 Dearborn

Street, Chicago,

111.

WIRE AND CABLES.

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.

Every Telephone

Company in the
„ ., ,„.
nsmgKeryteWire

?l«lii^^^^
liji 1

3 Wire, i Wire.

vi

III.-'

United States

.

''

'

is

C-S Flush Key Switch.
Single

carbons,

(Gstablislied 18»«I.)

Boston.

Philadelphia.

C-S SPECIALTIES.
Pole— Double Pole— Oommntation;

IMPORTED CORED

Electric Construction

St.,

ILL.

Wallace Electric

SiDgle

for- Olroxxlar-rs.
carbons and

which we are selling at reduced prices.
Users of Arc Lamps should Write as for Prices.

240 ^ 242 Randolph
New

Eacli.

SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.

of

Trolley Line Insulating Materials. SReCIKL
H.

SIO

-

Globe and Resistance, $2 extra per lamp.

Ilk

and Gables.

Pole— Double Polo— 3 Wire.

C-S Flush Automatic Switch.

Ke-

„,jiP

ard of High Grade
,i|i

iik

Stand-

rite is the

Insnlation,

and

single Pole.

will

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY
ARTISTICALLY

Last

li||i|||||||.i!llll

JllllUil""

""'l*^

any other on the

PEERLESS.
O-S

Street,

V. S.

No! we make the

final

break

off

CUSHING & MORSE,
225 Dearborn

St.,

from carbons so that

W.

R.

I

BRIXEY. Mfr.

<!03 Broadway,

Chicago.

it

is

impossible to

time.

WE KNOW YOU NEED OUR CIRCUIT BREAKER, and do not see why you
should delay writing us any longer.
One burn out will pay for a dozen of
our instruments. To be used on the Aite nating or Direct Current Systems.
XJS

Class

General Western Agents,

enough to fuse points of your copper contact plates; no filing off of
rough points, no hanging on after you have had a short circuit or over load,
bound to work as easily after opening i,ooo times as it does when opened the

IVKITE

Ont

Hari^et.

get heat

first

and

SEND FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES.

F Insli Donble Pndi Switch— Doable Pole.

THE CUTTER
ELECTRICAL
CO.,
& MFG.
11th
37
PMIaaelphia, Pa.,
A.
So.

Cnt

AX OXCE,

EX ELECTRIC

<&

GUt-A-BO-SD 3El.A.I»II5S, 3VIIO:

^KTCr

New

York.

December

15,

WESTERN

1894
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Commercial Electric Co
Belt

Driven anil
Direct Connected

Generators

For

Street Bailtvays,

z^i^Mt^^^M

Lighting and
Power Transmission.
-

/

-;^-

-

You want

Slow Speed.
Highest Efficiency.
Long Life Commutator.

^^y^H
^i^H
l^^^w
^^^^^^
'^^-^:,-ij|^^^

Low

Temperatures.

Perfect Regulation.

No Sparking.

"^^"^^S
apparatus of the most

PERFECT MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION
To insure Long Life and Economy of Operation, and to avoid repairs.
us and we will tell you all about that kind of apparatus.

Write to

Commercial Electric Company,
1

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

15 South Capitol Avenue,

THE STANLEY
Two-Phase System of Alternating Apparatus,
and only complete and perfected system by which light and power
can be supplied from the safne generator. Power transfnission and distribution
made practical and cotnmercially successful.
The

first

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in startIn construction and operation the entire system is much
ing torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in
more simple than any other, either direct or alternating.
The superior efficiency of the generator is in itself a the manner in which they take current in proportion to their
load, and in the uniformity of speed under the different conhandsome profit to any station.
ditions of load.

without the loss of energy
Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the
involved by compounding or compensating.
The usual sources of trouble and expense in generators greatest economy. We are prepared to fill all orders
have been entirely eliminated from the Stanley; ?>. the revolv- promptly, and carry a full stock of transformers in Chicago,
ing armature, commutators, collector rings, brushes, etc.
"No practical station man who has seen a Stanley alterThey can be built for any voltage from 1 10 for isolated
nator in operation will ever be satisfied with any other."
lighting to 5,000 for powrer transmission work.
It is practically self-regulating

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG. CO., pinm,
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

Street,

Chicago,

IIU

h^
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Lamp

For Street Lighting
New

Alternating

Lamp

900

p , 7 amperes at 38 volts
or 4j^ amperes at 50 volts,
2% amperes at 100 volts.

c.

It

We

have just completed a
direct current lamp
which we guarantee will not
SEE-SAW. The mechanism is entirely novel. By
means of this arrangement
the most troublesome feature in running lamps in

new

consumes the energy of

Sj4 16

c.

lamps.
ing

p.

A

lamp

incandescent

small
is

alternat-

only possible

with a reflector plate.

series

No.

Ampere

Ineide 7

Low

is

eliminated.

13.

7

Hoar Lamp.

Potential

Write

Direct Current

-US

for Frices and.

Lamps

3Disco-u.n.ts
No.

10.

Lamp, either 12 or 14 hour,
to ho nsed in connection with
Special 33 Volt Transforn.er.

street

Eaetsrn Agents:

STANLEY ELECTRIC MFG.

CO., Pittsfleld, Mass.

Western Agents: CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Sonthwestecn Agents: ST. LODIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Lonle, Mo.
New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY i CONSTRUCTION CO.,
Vandam and Greenwich Streets.
MOUNTAIN ELECTRIC CO., Denver, Col., Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming
and New Mexico.
MACHINERT SUPPLY CO., Los Angeles, Cal., Agents for Lower California and

PHILADELPHIA,
PA.

Arizona.

Agents for Canada:

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

We Want Western

Business.

LA ROCHE AITERNATORS.
Hannfactared In Sizes from

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OR

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PBlLlDELPfllA, PA.

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
New

York,
Boston,

Direct Current

Knoxville,
Cincinnati,

San Francisco,
Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

IHobile.

Generators.
1,000 liigbt Alternator.

WH. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St., Gbicago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Loais, Mo.

December

15.

WESTERN

1894

Collins'
Absolutely

Does not smell

ELECTRICIAN.

CompotAnd

ACID PROOF,

FOR INSULATION

WATER PROOF,
WEATHER PROOF.

Of Every Kind
An

DOES NOT COST MUCH.

bad.

perfect safety.
.

TAPE
SPUCIHG COMPOUND.

Wood

imperishable paint for preserving Metal,
and Fabrics.
Armatures, in place of shellac or other varnish, with

Can be used on

Write for printed matter and quotations.

FAVORITE

LEE

Invaluable for Mouldings, Cut out Boxes, and
insulating paint is specified or needed.
Will not peel off from metal or crack on wood.

6c

could do justice

in this

territory to

one or two

all

work where

Electrical

COLLINS.
239 La

We

Work.

of Electrical

Salle Street,

CHICAGO.

MANUFACTURERS AGENTS FOR

additional lines of first-class goods.

HIGH CLASS ELECTRICAL SPECIALTIES.

Correspondence with Eastern manufacturers desired.

ALTERNATING GURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Obtained.

Standard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000

TRANSFORMERS
To

Liglits.

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.

ALTERNATING
Gomplete Switcb Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFO. CO.,
BOSTON OFFICE,

PHILADELPHU OFFICE,

15 Federal St.

By

all

Plants.

st. Lonis, mo.

John Mustard, 1000 Betz Building.

who have

used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HIGHEST EFFICIENCY.
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Bnckle.

^^^^^^^ DELIVERY.
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from 10

to 10,000

Ampere-Hoar Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric liannches,

for

Dental, Surgical

for

1=1

A TTTnilgl.T-Elfil

Complete Lighting and Power Plants

electricity

li'Oil.

is

and

Medical Work,

and

for all

purposes

rtquired.

TI«..A.CTIOia" TTSH.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

Room

ELEGTRiG-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

which

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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C
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Company

Electric

CDF^

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS.

MULTIPOLAR DTNAHIOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office;

143 Liberty

Street.

Works:

NEW

YORK.
niz*«i<MT
UKAAH^U nvtf^t^va
UimOKS

.
.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

f'tUCAdO, lOSO and lOiil IHlinadnock BnUdln?. BOSTON. 63 OIlTer
PHIliADEIiHIA, 633 Arch St.
J ciiBVEtAMD, Cuyahoga Bnlldins.
i

R. of N.

J.

tSt.

New "BERGMANN" Arc Lamps

The

For Constant Potential Circuits.

They have No Adjusting Springs and No Escapements and Consequently can
Not Get Out of Adjustment or Flicker or Stick.
Send

for l>e8criptive Circular of l>irect

liampet, Blade Switches, Imported Carbons, Etc. Prices greatly
reduced on everything.

and Alternating Current

THE LATEST

IS

OUR NEW "TWIN" LAMP.

GENERAL INCANDESCENT ARC LIGHT
169

MARO

S.

Adams

CHAP.VIAN,

Street,

CHICAGO.

THOMAS

Pres.

C,

s.

PERKINS,

BERGMANN,

JOHN

Vice-Pres.

572

President.

L.

BUNCE,

to

578

CO.,

First Ave.,

NEW

YORK.

TH. GONET,

Sec'y and Treas.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

KOLT GATES,
H. B.

COHO &

IN

Monadnock

1140

by the following well-known and

Chicago,

Buildins,

reliable Contractors:

Western Contractor.

Broadway, New YotIi: Kew Torlc City, Brooklyn and vicinity and New Jersey.
ANCilEB & CO., 64 Federal St.. Boston, Uass Slew England.
S. N. BliAKE, Elniira, Jie-w York: Northern and TVestern New fork.
THE 1VII.I. & FINt K COSIPANV, >ilS JIarfe et Bt., San Francisco,

CO., atta

a.

THEY ARE

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Li^htins:

31.

STOCK.

:

SEND US A SAMPLE ORDER

Cal.

:

Agents

GLEASON'S

STANDARD

X

for the Faciflc Coast.

Enameled Green
Outside,
Silvered Inside.

K ELECTRIC
'

SILVER GLASS
REFLECTORS.
The

simplest, cheapest and best Reflectors
power of incandes-

for increasing candle

cent lamps.
in all staple sizes of electric shades.
Always bright; crnnot taniish.

Made

81

Radial Fluted.
PES DOZEN
v
'7

ia.

"
•
II

diameter, 2V4
v.
"

2!4
2)4

in.

Flat Spiral Corrugated.
*

holder, $9.00

;'

"

11

"

to

189

E.P.GLEASONMF&.CU,,' MERCER STREET,
10.00
12,00

pek dozen
8 tn. diameter, 2Vi In. holder, $ 8.00

W

'•

"

8!4

»

ti

9,|)p

Deep Spiral Corrugated.
*

'

-

perdozen

7 lo. diameter, 2>4 in. holder, » 8.00
'
'
iQ ti
2>*

CHICAGO OFFIC^,

isTE'W" iroioic.

91 Pearbprn Street,

f. l.

johnson,

Manager,

December

15,
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The Sun Never Sels
ON
THAT

Kinpf Imlalions

*!? 'It tl? 'It'It tIt *!? tlr 'It tjr

The trade israpidly

Paranite

beginning to realise
that our claim that
Paranite has been
MAINTAINED AT ITS

just wliat

years ago

was

it
.

.

to-day
five

.

THE HIGHEST
INSULATION
THAT IT IS

ORIGINAL PERFECTION,
is

is

not a mere boast,

POSSIBLE

but the assertion of a

TO MAKE.

VERY IMPORTANT FACT.

i|i i|4 4^ i|^ i|^ i|^ i|i 4^ a|4 i|^

General ^^estern Agents,

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY

P

Electrical Supplies,
AGENCIES:
Des Moines, la.
Hess Electric Company,
Atlanta, Ga.
Gate City Elec. Supply and Cons. Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Electrical Eagineering Company,

W.

Eastern Sales Department: F. W.
BOSTOlKf, 220 Devonshire Street.

Manufacturers: INDIANA

T.

Osborn

& Company,

Kansas

Post Glover Electric Company,
Cleveland Electric M'f'g Co.,

City,

Mo.

Cincinnati, O.
Cleveland, O.

BBIGHAM, Manager,

NEW YORK,

32 Frankfort Street.

RUBBER AND INSULATED WIRE COMPANY, Marion,

Ind.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.
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OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

NORWAY

PINE CROSS-ARMS,

Dearborn Electric Company,

WHITE OAK PINS.

Successors

pay you to set onr prices.
BROWNLEE & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

to T. C.

RAFFERTY &

CO.,

It will

Soswdl

Storife

Battsrj,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Lannch. Telegraph, PhonogTftph, Sorgieal, and
for all purposes where Ijght and
Power are required.

Prices on Application.

BOSWELL &

D. E.

154

Tue

Estimates and desiffns furnished

Lake

St.,

CO.,

Chicago.

Wirt Dynamo Bmsh.

Incandescent Dynamos, P ating
Dynamos, Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.
Suitable for

on Application,

Charges reasonable for superior work.

all

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

Technic Electrical Works, 129 Bread Street,

307 Dearborn

PHILADELPHIA.

St.,

QUINCY STREET, CHICAGO,

19

TT^r^yiprWl^l

your attention to their

•*-X^

dis-

V

XX JCi

your orders aotil you receive
if

we haven't your name be sure

send your orders

if

JL

it,

new

catalogue which will be ready for

'^Tf\'Wf^%

to send

you cannot wait

t"bi
tribution
in about ten days.

^^ ^J aSp

3.nd

to us at once.

Also

it

for the catalogue.

Hold

ORDERS

Particularly

on

BISHOP WIRES AND CABLES,
acknowledged by

on us when

The

b^ the very best obtainable.

all to

prices are very reasonable.

Call

in the city.

DEARBORN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Chicago.

19 QUINCY ST., Opposite Great Northern Hotel, CHICAGO.

£3

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

The Only Clocks Used in the W.U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

NO WINDIN G.

CO..

SELMINDIN& CLOCK
86 Broa<a-mrajr,

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

CORRECT ED HOURLY.

^^OCK O^

Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.

mannf actaring

A Compound Magneto

Telephone

Acme

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the lelephone to the wire and polet).
Private lines, Factory j.Snts,
etc., and do all kinds of construction vpork.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION
B30, 540 and

.'•41

S. C.

BOOKER,

The Paragon Insulating

II.

j'ou to see

NEW

LOUIS, MO.

Carbons

our product and get our prices before placing j-our orders.

YORK, 86 and 88
BOSTON, 70 Kilby St.

Co.,

1025 Society for Savings,
CLKV£liAIVI>. OHIO.

Supt.

Street, ST.

We moke a specialty of MOTOR and DTNAMO BR USHE^
and BATTERT MJ-TEBIAL.
pay

FINISH.

DRIES AT ONCE.
ADHESIVE.
FLEXIBLE.
ACID AND OIL PROOF.
WATER AND WEATHER PROOF.

00„

lfon»:lnork BIk.. Ohirasn.

Electric Light
It will

Insulatins Paint.

GLOSSY BLACK

Ph<^mi^ GaA©m Mfg.O©.
2131-2140 DeKalb

CO.,

HEW YORK .1

The

BISHOP GUTTA-PERCHA
THE BEST GRADES OF
For under ground, under water, and

PORCELAIN

all

other conditions.

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

-

-

NEW

YORK-

KENBT A. BKED, Secretary ana Bfanaser.

Zcxij^-y 3EI. "\7\7"<ir*tla.lr7ston.,
PHILADELPHIA, 607 Arch St.
CLEVELAND, 24 Soutli Waaler Street.

Liberty St.

CO.

CHICAGO,

185 to 189

Van Buren

ST. LOUIS, Eighth and

St.

St. Charles St.

SAMSON SPOT CORD
For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
The Western

BryantElectricCo.,
THOS.

e.

1

532 MonadnockBldg., Chicago.

eniEB, and EDn'ARD

B. (iKIEB, Uanagers,

Will represent the Porcelain Business of R. Thomas

IN

BOSTON, MASS.

-

Office of the

& Sons

SAL AMMONIAC
(ELECTRIC BRAlfD)

Co.

THE WEST.

Hard Vitreous Porcelain Knobs, Ttbes and insulators.

Bryant Electric Company make good goods and prompt shipment'. A'lfirs class sii2iplg houses carry them in stock and can
fl I orders qn cJ^'y wlien the Bryant make is specified.

ForElectricaJ Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the best quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this brand.

A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY. 22 Pearl
1

St..

New

York.

i

December
EuGKSE F.

15,

WESTERN

1894
W.

Phtlt.tps, Prest.

A.

Hathawat, Treas.

W. H.

AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL
PBOVIDEXCB. B

ELECTRICIAN,

XI

SATTsrEE, Secy,

Are Necessary

I.

.

,

foi

All-around
Station Economy.

WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
'

.

BAEE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Fepder and Trolley Wire
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

The above

cut ie of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head spiral system. AU coils alike,
perfect balance, handsome appearance. Write for pricea on
CEJ^TRAIj
1££PAXK!!$ ; Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND^UNDERGROUND USE.
New Yoke Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.
Donohoe, "241 Madison St.
MoNTKEAL Branch Engene F. Phillips' Electrical Works,

Chicago Stoee,

F. E.

UEAVY

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

S.

W. RUSHMORE.

THE

In

STATIOAI

126

a Letter from the Inspector

Liberty St.,

of the

writers' Union, he states:

"^

NEW YORK.

Boston Fire Under

A Thoroughly

Reli-

able and Desirable Wire in every respecf.''

"CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used
dize or crack,

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor nse, we mate all
and Flexible Wire and Cables withCiark'e

Inenlation.

The Clark Wire has been before the pnblic and in nse for
and has met with universal favor.

the past ni^e years,

this

wire have been sold, and

and

will

will

is es-

not deteriorate, oiiin extreme cold

flexible

Discounts for Quantities.

are in nee throughout the United States and Foreign Countries, and the demand for it is constantJy increasing, because
it

and
remain

weather, and is not affected by heat.
We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
ground or Sabmarine, and our net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first class Insulated Wire.
We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and

3izee of Stranded

Thonsands of miles of

Wires and Cables

in insulating our

pecially chemically prepared,

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE

always gives perfect satifefaction.

CO.,

61 and 63 Hampshire St., Boston, Mass.

Western Agents,
Hhnrt

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

CO.,

a.

Herbert H. Eubtis,

Clabk,

Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Chicago,

Prest. and Electrician

Send for Catalogue.

III.

THE

nff*°^r«

Consolatei

Electrie Storage Comiiaiy,

BRUSH PATENTS,
HAYDEN-BOOKER MFG COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDING, NEW YORK.
CMIANUS.CONU, DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Bros,

IVIanufacturers of all kinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT
And Dealers

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Electric,

CELLS,

in

Everything in the Battery Line.

Pneamatic and Mechanical

2140 DeKalb

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

M. M.

St.,

HATDEN,

-

-

St. Louis,

-

Mo.

President and Manager.

Foil liine Aln^ays la Stock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
New

CO.,

204 Folton St.,
Xork.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
^^Send for New

OAtaloqtte.

Out Aogust

l3t.

99

44

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY

THE CHEAPEST.

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

.TRADE MARKHighest Award at the World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893.

IS

For

direct

and alternating current Arc Lamps, are the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant and absolutely steady light.

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LISTS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISINGER,

No. 38

TRADE MARK
Highest Award at (he World's Coinmbian Eiposition, Chicago, 1893.

BEAVER STREET, NEW YORK,
Sole Inaporter- for

tli.e

United States,

Ca.n.a.d.a.,

Etc.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
MANTTFACTUBEBS OP

"0. K."

tm^

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.

Chicago Asentfl,
Electric Appliance Company.

New York

Perfect Insulation.

Office.

39 and 41

Handsome

Cortlandt St.

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

Removes all

Impurltiesii

Entirely prevents

scale

in

Steam

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

EXCELSIOR BRAND.

STILWELL&B1ERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

Double Rubber Gore,
Triple Braided Weatherproof,
Magnet^ Office and
Annunciator Wire.

IMPORTANT TO COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS.

Od and after December 1st, Baggage
Agents of the B. & O. R. R. Co. will accept coupon? from mileage books issued
by B.

&

O. R.

R., P.

& W.

S.-W. R'y and Valley R'y

ment

R'y.

B.

&

O.

of Ohio, in pay-

baggage charges, at their
This arraogement will not include B. & O. Mileage
B3oks endorsed "good only on B. Sc O.,"
face

$!>npp1ie!ii

1894

Steam-Feed Water Pnrifler.

Stllwell's Patent Live

Electric

15,

and Fixtures of all kinds.

B.

&

for excess

value,

2

cents each.

O. Southwestern

Mileage

Advertis.

ing Bo3ks, nor books older thin one

from date of

year

issue.

Chicago General Fixture Company,

169

Adams

-^7^7A young man

A TKrT-Fl-P-

experience as
an electrical engineer desires a positinn as superintendeot or electriciaa for street railroad or
electric light company. Have had experience in
all apparatus io practical use for light and power.
also expert oq steam. Can furnish references.
-nith fifteen years'

Am

Address ''Practical,"
Cdre Western Electbioian,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

of 4.000 I>eg:rees.

lOS.

DIXON CRUCIBLE

Jersey City, N.

CO.,

19.

26 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 21.
19, 1394, Vol. xiv, No. 20.
January 13, 1894, Vol xiv, No. 2.
February 10, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 6.
March 10. 1894. Vol. xiv, No. 10.
AprU 7, 1894, Vol. xiv. No. 14-

New Book
Which

is

C. F.

SSPMTDOKF.

the

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

— Si.oo.

m

The "New Era"
ELECTRIC

ERa

GAS LIGHTERS.

are dull we are
perior Switch with our sur-

Newly Improved.

Are the only Electric

Why

should more be
said? Write for prices on
Switches, Switch Boards,
Tablet Boards, Main
Line Fuse Blocks.

e.

Pamphlet, re-

ferences and advice free.

WgsmigtOB, P.

For the

6 Lakeside Building. CHICAGO.

30 Years' Practice.

GOOCH.

all

special features of onr
larger machines at a s;irprisiDg low price.
Send
for circular No. 22-

J.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.

COOD PATENTS
J.

Dynamo, retaining

Catalogue

6 Lakeside Building. Chicago.

CHAS.

speciiilty of a high-grade
8-light, 16 C. P., 110 volt

DOW

Western Electrigian,

tJRAXT IXSl'REIK

we are making a

capacity,

Inq.nirle8 ttladly AnsTrered.

read^', contains 100 pages and wilt be
found of unusual interest. Anyone wishing to obtain
a complete list of all the electrical books published
to date, together with descriptions of the most important, can do so by writing us.

May
May

^Jl

To Introduce our Dynamos and Motors of larger

KliECTBICAIi USES;
Graphite Bods of Farioos Lensths, from 1-5 Ohm to lOO Ohms Resistance
ineh.
the
Graphite
Boxes and Crncibles, Beslstine Heats
to

Our

26, 1893, Vol. xili,

Procured.

S34.00 SPECIAI^.

Ii:CK, Manufacturers Dynamos and
Motors, 34 Market St., Chicago.

copies cf the

No. 9.
Oclober 7, 1893, Vul. xiii, No. 15.
November 4, 1893, Vol xiii. No.

August

AT HOME

By onr correspondence method- Thorongb Inatrnctlon, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
DiplomaB awarded. Catalogue free. Hoientiflc Machinist Co., 90-91 Atwater Bldg., Cleveland,0.

III.

KOTH &

WANTED.
We will pay loc each for clean
WESTERN ELECTRICIAN dated:

STUDY ELECTRICITY
GRAPHITE
SPECIALTIES
FOB
Chicago,

Street,

made that
are suceessf ally operated by the key.
JUishterB

Which always Indicates whether
the gas is on or off. Safe, reliable; will not fail to light;
h- ve interchangeable stems; are
adaptable to any flxtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5
styles but all on the same general principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argand. Our
Victor with side lever, Is a

KNIFK SATITrHES

C.

From 30

IO 7,000

Amp.

Manufacturer of

J.Grant High &
X23 N. Tbird

Go,,

little

wonder.

102

Pearl St

St..

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Telephone Bobbins and Spark Coils,
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York
N^'f',>-^'->^-.-^

Sole Manufacturers,

Boston, Mass.
Send for Clrculara.
,

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book. E.W. BLISS CO.,
By T. B, BADT.
226 Pages, 140

Illustrations.

FlexibleCloth Binding.

5 1-2x3 inches.

Size of

14 John

Type Page

Price $1.00.

St.,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

NEW

This is, as the name indicates, a
BOOK, much more complete than the
old one, wiih all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.

Brooklyn, X.Y.

100 W. Washington

St.

PUNCHING, STAMPING,
PERFORATING

PRESSES»~°DIES.

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building,

KNIFE SWITCHES.

—OF—
AM Colors and

Automatic

CHICAGO.

e

Descriptions.

Mercurial

Pumps

Special Prices on
25 Amp. Switches.

SI

n

OF LATEST DESIGN
For Incandescent

Lamp Companies.

Scientific glass apparatus for Laboratories, ColReliable workmanship and lowest
leges, etc.
Western Cities. Send,
prices. Agents wanted

m

for neiv Catalogue.

The Jaeger Mfg.
169 William

St.,

Send card for our new Catalogue No.

r«*E\V

LARGE

&

2.

TWINING,

Slanofactni'erB of Hish-Cirade
{^witches and ISiritch boards.

Co.,

YOKIt.

319 Chestnut

St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ARMATURE NOTCHING
PRESSES WITH INDEX FEEDS.

SHEARS AND DROPS.
STILES

& PARKER PRESS

CO.

December

15,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER
WHEEL.
—
Close Regulation and High

Cylinder or Register Gate

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

attention of

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

is called

to this

CELEBRATED AVATER

adapted
their use, on account of
remarbably Steady motion,
WHEEL as particularly
ai.rt grt-at efticieney and
capacity for
diameter, being double
I0

it3

high speed

large

power

its

the
ot most wheels of the same diameter. It is used by a
panies with grreat satiefaction. In the economical use of water it
highest per cent of usef al effect guaranteed*

of the leading electric comwithout an equal, producing the

number
is

8EXn JPOR CATAIjOGJJE AXM> PAS.TICVIjA&S,
a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
Arranged with 12-loch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furniah Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts,
and where the situaiion admits of their use we recommend tbem.

The accompauyiner engraving representa

develop 36 H. P. under 38 foet head.

The

85

Stilwell-Bierce

&

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton, 0.

JOHN STREET, NEIV YORK,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other Law
SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS,

OTHER

FH-ICES JLUE

PLATINUM
PFor
all

Jersey
BAKER &
Railroad. Ave.. Newark, N. J.

CO^ 408-414

New

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE MARKET.
Embodies
feature that
gives it a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suited for electric launches, traction and lighting work.
Write
for description of this

IHPrORIwIiLTIOII CliEERE^XJXvIv'^ E^UR-HISHED.

Dynamos and Motors:
THEIR THEORY, DESIGN, AND TESTING.

new

With Sections on

new

Indicator Diagrams, Properties of Saturated Steam,
Belting Calculations, Etc.

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,

By

Storage Battery Mauufacturei-s,

W.Kandolph St.,
CHICAGO.

Cloth.

Agents wanted.

FRANK

COX,

P.

B.S.

S71 Pegcs, 83 lUustrations.

those f the factory testing-shop. The practical side of the various questions treated is always kept In
view, discussions having little bearing in this direction being excluded, and the higher branches of
mathematics avoided. The application to the design of armatures, field-magnets and motors of the
principles developed Is explained by reference to numerical problems, thus thoroughly impressing them
on the sfudent's mind. Methods nf testing a complete machine and ot investigating its oharacteristlce
are given, with discussions on the effect of various changes in design and operation. The steam-engine
being so closely allied to the testing and operation of dynamos and motors, sections on indicator diagrams, steampower calculations, and belting are included. Almost all of the numerous curves in the
boot are derived from actual commercial tests.
'

New Catalogue

of

Electrical

Books.
The most complete

of Its

kind ever published.

CONTENTS.

Sent^Free to Any AddresB.

We

—

Chapter I. The Absolute System of Measurement, Chapter II. Electro-Magnetic Induction.—
Chapter III- Claaeihcation of Machines and General Principles of the Magnetic Circuit. Chapter IV.
The Dynamo as a Motor. — Chapter V. Calculations Pertaining to the Magnetic Circuit —Chapter VI.
Theory of Windings, Losses, etc —Chapter VII. The Dynamo Considered as a Motor.- Chapter VIII.
Design of Armatures.— Chapter IX. Design of field-magnefs.— Chapter X. Design of Motors.— Chapter
XI. Dynamo and Motor Testing. Chapter XII. Efficiency Tests.— Chapter XIII.— Indicator Diagrams.
—Chapter X'V. Steam-Engine Calculations. —Appendix I. Tests of Iron. Appendix II. Ampere Turntab'es- Appendix III. Determination of Sizes of Wire for Armatures and Field Coils.- Appendix

are Headquarters

In the West for ELECTRICAL BOOKS, and fill
orders promptly, prepaid, onrecelptof price.
Electrician Pobllfbing fb.,
b Lakeside Building,

THE MOST IMPORTANT WOEK TO
STEEET EAILWAY MEN THAT
HAS BEEN PUBLISHED.
The First Practical Book Covering: American Street Railway Practice of To-clay.

STREET RAILWAYS

Price S3. 00.

Intended for students, this work gives the theory and design of continuous current dynamos and
motors as understood and practiced in the designing-room, and the methods of testing described are

SEND FOR QUR

A VALUABLE BOOK!

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE FOR STUDENTS.

discovery.
20-28

ETC., ETC.

Continuous Current

Purposes.

Scrap and Native Platinum Purchased.

—

THEIR

CONSTRUCTION,

OPERATION ANI>
MAINTENANCE.
"XRA-IHS."
A rUACTICAJj HANDBOOR FOH
STREET RAILWAV MEN,
By C. B, FAIKCHILD,
Editor Street Railway Journal.

—

—

—

Price, Postssre Prepaid
Clotli,S4 00; Leather and Gilt,

ELECTRICIAN PUB. ISHING CO

,

6 Lakeside BIdg

.

fHICAGO.

Eemit by

P.

0.

Money

Order, Draft, Kegietered

Letter, or Express

Am km

BRADLEY &

CO.,

13 Stone Street.

Rochester, W. V.

D'UNCER TELEPHONE.
Beware of Infringing or using Infringing Instrnmenfs.

The Only

Self-Cleaner.
The D'Unger Telephone

- The Peer

of All.

(its reputation as the
best laetrument ever coostrneted now fully established) is the only instrument in which the power
of the voice is increased; the only Instrument in
which the electric current is intensified by ihe
action of the voice; the only instrument in which
No telephone can tf
the xoice-wave is reduced.
built with these wonderful advantages without the
use of a lever. The D'TInger Long-Distance Telephone Com any has the sole and exclusive right to
use a lever in tclejjhones—reniember that.
These instruments are supplied to esfhange?
and toll lines on a small annual royalty. They
cannot be had on any other terms.
The D'^Unger Long- Distance Telephone Company
owns the first and only undisputed patent for an
All-Carbon Multiple-Contact Telephone in this counAll persons who assert that this company's
try.
patents infringe upon any other patents are guilty
of premeditated falsehood.

Ad4»6B

all letters to

Money

Order.

a Success.

Every TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the
only device that "will do the required work and not infringe In any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Bell Company.
Oar device will
operate with any style or weight of
receiver
Send for testimonial circulars, price list, etc.

7, 9, 11,

!ft5.00.

IV. Belting.

CHICAGO.

Never

Cells,

B. O'Uneer,

Ihlanag^r,

Palmer House, ObicBgo, lU.

DESK

SET,

WITH

,

Long
Distance
Transmitter.
Now being tested by the U. S.
Government at Sandy Hook, N. J.
In use at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

NATIONAL
Telephone Mfg.

Co.,

680 (W) Atlantic ATenne,

BOSTON, MASS.

The Standard Open Ctrcuit Batteries of the World.
Send for Cikculaii and Pkicbs.

IHE

LEGLANGHE

BATTERY

CO.,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

BUCSETE
Monadnock

Building, Chicago.

'"""^
FUSE UVIBB

t

AND LINKS
cv(>Tcii<>

FOR ALL OloitMOt

earryins
Capacity

y

-AbsolQtely

\

Uniform.

;

A

handsome Map of the United
mounted and suitable for office 01
home use, is Issued by the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents In postage
by P. 8. EusTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
Q. B. R., Chicago, 111.

&

ANY

Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint ol
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

PORTER & BUERDORF,

large,

States,

FIT

1894

STANDARD SOCKET.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

Correct

TO

15,

SALES AGENTS FOE

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,
Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction work sold with
guaTantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of Bt-orage battery lighting plpnta a specialty

Room ^OS,

No.

)t\

Qnincy

St.,

CMcago.

Going

to
California.
The Burlington Route

is

the only

running "Personally Conducted" Excursions via Denver to
Colorado Springs, Salt Lake, Ogden,
railway

SWITCH BOARDS,
II£DUC£D m FRIC£.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
1,000 Stylei.

TABLET BOARDS.
Tested.

.Accurate.

Merced, Fresno, Bakersfield,
and Los Angeles at the lowest rates
and without change of cars.

Quaranteed.

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CUi^RENT ARC LAMPS, TRANSFORMERS,

ARC CUT-OUTS, SLATE, MICA, SOCKETS, PORCELAIN.
Can you use any

The Independent Electric
39th

St.

of

The

them?

prices are right.

Co.,

and Stewart Ave., Chicago.

Leave Chicago every Wednesday.
call on T. A. Grady, Excursion Manager, 211 Clark Street,
Write or
Chicago.

A. R.

JENNINGS,

317 Mermod & Jaccird

Buildn],

ST. LOUIS, MO.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

FIVE

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

GOOD
BOOKS.

Sacramento, San Francisco, Stockton,

FUSE WIRE AND LINKS.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO,,

£

Lakeside BIdg,,
Chicago, III.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

MANUFACTURING

CO.

P

I»ITT»:BTTH.Gt:

We

For

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

V»?TFrnTRlEKL

SLOANE

624 pages, $3. On.

An

140 pages, $1 CO.

135 pages, $1.00.

158 pages, $1.00.

150 pages, $1.00.

Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY

FOR THE
Profusely Illustrated.

T.

O'COUNOR. SI^OAHE.

BEGINNER
Practical.

as well as the
Necessary Adjuncts

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

student.

to every Library.

Send

6 Lakeside BIdg

,

in

your Orders.

Chicago.

December
FRANK

15,

E.

WESTERN

1894

KLEBY,

President,

R.

BUMFFREYS-EOBERTS,

ELECTRICIAN.
RODOLPHTJS FULLER,

Secretary and Manager.

FONTAINE GROSSING

&

Electrical

and Meohanloal Engineer.

ELECTRICAL COMPANY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

FULLER DOUBLE-VOLTAGE DYNAMOS
(Suitable for any Three-Wire System),

)

Fuller Automatic Bi, or Multipolar

Dynamos and Motors,

Fuller Combination Fan-Motor for Ventilating,
In sizes from IS inches to 96 inches diameter.

CHICAGO OFFICE, Dexter

Building,

84 Adams

Works and Main

St.

Office,

DETROIT, MICH.

HAVE
TESLA'S
M
YOU
NEW
READ
BOOK?
NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
iBveDtions, Researches

Writiiis of Nilola Tesla,

By THOUAS COmuEBFOSS UAKTIN.

600 Pages,

330

llluatraiiona

and New

OKDEB AT ONCE.

SEB PAQE XVI FOK TABLB OF CONTENTS.

Sole

Grimsliaw

WMte

Portrait.

AXetxx-ufeictvi.x'ex's,

Core and Raven Gore Wires,

Grimshaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered

Cables,

GompetltloD Line Wires, Grimsbaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Yulca Bnshings,

all

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Construction.

sizes,

MilN OFFICE:
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

A

New

(

Yorli.

BRANCHES :( 78-82

CHICAGO:
Franklin Street.

JSaSMV

New Dynamo
226 Pages.

'^8 Engravings.

102

Sacramento Street.

BOOK!

Tenders'
I

SAN FRANCISCO:

BOSTON:
134 Congress Street.

Hand- Book.

Hand-Book

Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

WORK

NOW

READY.

PRICE, $1.00.

Q LAKESIDE BIULDINC, CHICAGO.

WESTERN

Just

ELECTRICIAN.

M

What YoQ

December

liOoklDg

15,
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FoH

A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

Electric Lighting Plants,
Their Cost and Operation.
l-y

'XJST'.

Data compiled from station reports of
circuits,

t^^-rTr^ir -r.-wn-

if.

electric lighting plants

employing overhead

with suggestions pertaining to the information usually
desired by the non-technical purchaser.

With Numerous Illustrations, Diagrams, Plans, Tables, Etc.

This woik gives

all

275 Pages.

Cloth.

Price $2.00, Postage Free.

necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any

size.

THE COST OF ARC LIGHTING.
THE COST OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings,
Boiler Efficiences, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,
Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost, of
Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cos: of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys,
Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters Cost of
Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour, Cost of Power Generators,
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of
Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks iron.
Cost of Stacks brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of
Wire. Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distribution,

—

—

The Only Book

of Its Kind

in

—

overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Condensing,
Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of
Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power, Equivalent
Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors,
Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps, Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N. E.L A Standard Rules, Oil,
Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules
Fire Underwriters. Report Com. on Data
N. E. L. A., Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Transformers, Transformer Curves, Wiring
Tables Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables Secondary Wiring, Wiring
Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire, Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel.
Circuits

—

—

the English Language.

Electrician Publishing
6

—

Price.

$2.00.

Company^

LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.

December

15.
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ELECtRiciAM.

xvli

Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. A.I.

Power

Amstutz,

S.

The Allen-Hussey

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,
i

N€iD Electrical Devices Perfected for
Shop Construction.
TeBta, Plans, EatimateB,
SnperTlBloQ and Eipert Opinions.

floations,

Co..

ppecificatinog. Telephone.
E?tiblishf'd ]^!5y; Incorpnralfd

712.

CUeaso.

Agents

Academy

3946.

The Louis

K.

Comstock

Co.,

Electrical Engineers

and Contractors,

ard Contraaors.

Manufacturers' Agents,
Tel. 912.

»1» lledinuh Biag, Clueago.

b. s. (e. e.)

1687 Monadnock Bldg.,
Telephone Main

'

St. Lonls.

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

and engineers'

Harrison
1892.

&

Goltz

Ball,

Consulting Engineer,

Superintendence, Testa, Purchasing.

Tamer Building,

General Electricians and Contractors.
Electric light and power conctrucUon. iocandescent light wiring; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator, burglar alarm electric bell
systems, etc. Estimates furnished from architects'

ao Blackstone Bids.. ClCTeland.O

William D.

OoDBultations, Reports, Estimates, Plans, Speoi-

Aaditorinm To"wer, Cliicafiro.

574-57C Rookery, Chicaco.

M.Am.soo.M.K

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer.

Electrical Engineer,

Sta-

tlona.

N.

H. Bryan,

Expert and

Consu'ting Electrical Engineer,
specialty: Electric Railways and

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

E. E.,

1437 Ssaionadnock Bib., Ckicago

for Ideal Engines.

Bldg., MilTranbee, IVis.

I

Branch OfBce, Hodges

Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

iThe Consolidated Eng. Co.,

«^%
V ^i^ MIIH ^i^
1^ ^1^

Designers and BaUdera of Electrlo
light and Power Plants, Electric
Eallways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
821 Pine Street, - - - St. Louis.
Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treas.
Thomas V. Hall. Vice- Prest and Secy.
JohQ A. Henry, Supt. Electrical. Con.

V V Mm

IV^V^V^V^^^
Bfl
B^^

On

electrical subjects
to any
address on receipt of price, postage

^P^^

-

CHICAGO.

of Sa.1 JLmxxioxiisLC.

iLzia.l3rsis

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.

Chicago, March

9, 1894.

This Certifies
"A. Q. Sal Ammoniac,"
0".

Analytical

IB.

and

"WIEIIS,
Consulting

that I have analyzed sample of Sal Ammoniac,
submitted by Western Electric Company.

marked

amount of:
Chloride conta,ined therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
"
Moisture
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
0.31
Organic Matter
I find the

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSATEB,
/foom 42,

W[^

HI

1

6 Lakeside Building:,

81 Clark Street.

The Non- Volatile Matter

consists of Iron

Oxide and Alumlra.

I^"prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

•»

A

f41EW

BOOK.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous iiand-book series, of
wMcli 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

NOW READY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

PRICE $1.00.
CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

"Mac" Tape
Upon examination and comparison
tion than
It

under

any other cloth tape

in

will

show

for itself that

it

has a larger proportion of good India rubber

in its

composi-

the market.

has very high abrasive and insulating qualities,
climatic changes.
inch widths
Put up in

^

all

will
in

^

not oxidize the wire and will maintain

pound packages white and

black.

its

adhesive qualities

Special widths to order.

PRICES UPON APPLICATION.]

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
186
WILLIAM H. McKIXLOOK.

AND

Prest.

188 FIFTH
^

.

.

AVENUE. CHICAGO,

ILL.

WALTER

H.

McKIKLOCK,

Secy.

WESTERN

ELECTftlCiAN.

December

15,
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Progress the Order of the Age.
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Recent improvemeate made in the New American Turbine have increased the power aa per their diam,
and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than any other turbine, ae erldeoced by the
u£r. copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Mass., on the dates named, and eigned hy A. F. Sick*
man, engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydrHulic engineer.
The origlnalB of these certificates and tesis of other sized wheels can be seen at our office.
eter,

follow

Wheel-July 9, 1894.
Rev. per Cn. Ft. Horse
P'rOent
MIn. per Sec. Power.

Test of a 45 inch
Head.

Whole Gate
'*

5b

'A

"

16.06

119.17

U1.68

1642

122.011

16.78
11.03
16.S8

117.33
111.83
116.67

127.18
112 60
98.12
82.' 7

205.27
195 19
176 74
149.99
1 8 40

Wheel July 14, 1894.
Rev.per Cu. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. Power. P'rCent

T«Bt of a 43-inoh
Head.

1

,

Whole Gate

79 76
82.68
82.18
79.31
76.62

%

128.00
134.80
129.33
12».26
121.00

16.33
16.66
16.69
17.13
17.48

134.18
120.85
104.85
92 76
70.80

199.66
188.11
162.89
142.40
98.85

80.60
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For information and oatalogae write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

CO., Dayton,0.,

U. S. A.

/|NNIINOAT0115.BEU5.BaTTERie^

^

6ataloqv/es AND Quotations onapplimtion

PARTRiCteftRTER^./l^l?5Kecorid $i
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Manufactured by

The
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©
<
»
CO
»
5-

E. U.

McCOEMICK.

Pass. Traffic

D. B.

MARTIN,

Mgr.
Gen'l Pass. &
CINCI.S'NATI.

Tlcfeet Agt.

Butler Hard Rubber Co., 33 Mercer St., N. Y.

:anufactory.

PORCELAIN^

TAPER RINGS,

MICA

-

Eugene ]Vlunsell & Co.
Zia WATER ST.. M. Y.

ir^-^r1;7o^^V

W

'BrooklVn,N.Y.

H

SllJJ.

M Lake Street. Chlcaeo.

^OM

B'k

India and

Amber

-

TUBES.

SUmped 5olid Sheet
SEQMENTS
«Ho RHEOSTAT
Send

for

-

rilCANITE

-

SEGMENTS.
TROUGHS.

PLATES. CLOTH. &c. JVlica Itisulator Co.

Otarogug and

PrI ces-

2ia
AGENTS WITN rULL STOCKB OH HANOt
E. S.BeaCh & Co
SrNCLAlB Rand«ll,
A. S PAPTRIDGE.
Cleveland.
Cuii
St.
Cincinnati.
Si.
itli
St
}
BJ'g,
St
l.oulSCommerce

wW

WATER

ST., N. V.

.

Altematiiig Currents.

The Vacuum Feed Water Heater and
Webster Separator, and
Willianies Vacuum System of Steam
Heating, are sold bj' us under guarantee to effect a saving in fuel and
water, which is fully set forth in certain catalogues that we send upon
Purifier, the

application.

.

.

.

.

An

Analytical and Graphical Treatment for Students

and Engineers.

By FREDERICK BEDELL, Ph.D.,
AND
.

A. C.

WARREN WEBSTER S

CO.,"'
^amOen, SI. 3.

CREHORE,

Ph.D.

Cloth, 325 pages, 112 illustrations. Price, $2.50.
The present worli

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
On

Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Oives more poorer as to diameter iFith a
higher perfentage ofusefol effect than any other
^vtiter- wheel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
hand, aro built from patterna perfected under systematic teata la
the Holyoke Teeliag Flume.
Partiea having power plants which are un satis factory, and
those contemplating the Improvement of powersj will find It to
their interest to Confer with me, as I ani n'illHHg to guar-

antee results ^vhere others have failed, no matter what make of tui-hine has been in use. STATE
RW«IHUKMENT» AMD t^K\l> FOK CATA-

JLOGUE.

S.

MORGAN SMITH,

York,

Pa.

Eetlmatea farnished for complete power plants an4
results cuaranteed.

is the first book that treats the subject of alternatins currents in a connected.
logical, and complete manner.
The principles are gradually and logically developed from the elementary experiments upnn which they are based, and in a manner so clear and simple as to mabe the book
ea::^ily roiid by any ono having even a limited knowlecif^y of the mathemntlcs involved.
By this method
the studpnn becomes ffimiliT wilh every Plep of the proees of developnieiit, and the raypterles usnally
asBf'ciated with the theory of ftlternatirg currents are found to be raiber the result of unsatisfactory
treatment than due to any inherent difficulty
The first fourteen chapters coutain the analytical developmeut, commeucing with circuits containing resistauce and self-induction only, resistance and capacity on y, and procepdins to more complex circuits containing resi?tHuce, eelf-iuduction, aud capacity,
nod resistance and distributed capacity. A feature in the numerical calculations given as illustrations.
The remaining chapters are devoted to the graphlchl consideration of the same subject^), enabling a
reader with little mathematical knowledge to follow the authors, and with extensions to cases that are
better treated by the graphical than by the analytical method.
.

CONTENTS.
Part

Analytical Treatment —Chapter

r.
intr ductory to Circuits containing EeChapter III. Circuits Containing
slstance and Self-induction. Chapter II. On Harmonic Functions
Resistance and Self-induction .—Chapter IT. Introductory to Circuits Containing Eeslstance and Capacity,— Chapter V. Circuits Containing Resistance and Capacity. Chapters VI, VII, VIII, IS, X, XI.
Circuits Containing Resistance, Self-induclion, and Capacity. — Chapters SII, XIII. Circuits Containing Distributed Capacity and Self-induction.
Part II. fjriaphical Trea-nient.-Cliapteis XIV. XV, XVI, XVII. Circuits Containing
Resistance and Self-induction— Chapters XVIII. XlX. Circuits Containing Resistance and Capacity."—
Chapter XX, Circuits Containing Resistance, Self-induction, and Capacity.
A. Relation between Practical and 0. G. S. Limits.— Appendix B. Some Mechanical and Electrical Analogies.
Appendix C. System of Notation Adopted.

1.

—

—

—

Appendix

—

Sent, prepaid,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

on receipt of
-

price.

6 Lakeside

Building,

CHICAGO.
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"CLIMAX"bu Watertown Engines

The

The Only

meet any guaranty in regulation,
economy or general efficiency.

Will

Three Boilers Sold GWcago Edison Co,

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

Watertown Steam Engine
WATERTOWN,

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

Win

save you

money on

Watertown Steam Engine Co., 1136 Mnnadnock Bit., Chicago.
Watertown Steam Engine Co., V20 Third Ave, N., Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co., 224 W. Main St Louisville.
Rowell & Chase Machinery Co.. Kansas City,
Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis,

coal.

,

in nnits from 50 to 1500 H. P.

Bflilt

Co.,

N. Y.

SAVE MONEY

ECONOMIZE

and

MANUFACTURED BY

ClonbrockSteam Boiler Works,

McEWEN MFG.

H.

J.

BROOKLYN,

Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Catalogne,

Aitomatic Eiipes,

liotli

Vertical

M

Homontal,

HMD
PIIADAUTCCUUn
UUHllAniLt.
when running

N. Y.

GREEN'S ECONOMIZER

CO.,

FOR STEAM BOILERS.
i

12

to 600
p.
The engine shallnotmn one revoluUon slower when fully loaded than
froin

Can be applied

to any type of boiler
without stoppage of works.

empty, and a reduction of boiler pressure from
the greatest to that necessary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any enRine failing to meet this
guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon payment

Catalogues. Plans tnd t^peoifioations on Application.

SOLE MAKERS

of one dollar.
It is

one

of the

Most Economical Engines on

SEND FOB

Main Office and Works;
Sales Agents:

Pepper & Registeb, Provident
Bide., Chicago,

III.; C.

Bids.. Phlladelphii,

ttie

Market.

CATAIiOCiUE.

Pa

H. W, Copelash, 141 Liberty

;

New

937

Monadooct

VULCANIZED FIBRE CO.
&

CO., Bayton, Ohio,

MAirUFACTrREBS OF

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Black and Gray.

The Standard Electrical Insulating Material

THE BROWNELL

Send for Catalogue and Prices.

of the World,

i* Siiwr.'; n. y.

improvedROOT WATER
TUBE BOILER.
Best Adapted to

M&aafBsiurers of

High Pressures.

AUTOMATIC,
THROTTLING

^^4^^-^

CO.,

A Ttrrt-rsi a tirr a tvt, hj-, s".
CHICAGO OFFICE, 574 THE ROOKERY.
SOIiE

wiiSHMeToxjpKi..

THE UNITED STATES.

T^r

York.

In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

IN

THE FUEL ECONOMIZER

RID6WAY, PA.

Wm. Sharpe,

St.,

High temperature of feedwater
much above boiling point.

HIGHEST ECONOMY.
Absolutely Dry Steam.

ENGINES,
BOILERS,

STANDPIPE8.

ABENDROTH & ROOT

TANKS and
GENERAL
SHEET IRON
WORK.

MFG.
28

CO.,

New

Cliff Street.

in proved

Torh.

Kacine High Speed

Cleveland.O.
80 SENECA

ST.,

^ea^(]DioD Depot.

Having one of the largest boiler manufactories in the country,
equipped with the latest and most approved machinery, we are
prepared to equip Complete Steam Plants ready for operation.

Books
J.

C.

On electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside Bldg.,

BRILL COMPANY,

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

Free.

W^
Two

Shop.

GEO. B GRANT.

BUILDERS OP RAILWAY AND TEAITWAT OAES OF ALL GLASSES.

SUPERIOR; RKOLAnON
A«D ECONOMY roR

.

gECTRICI|6HTlN6
"^"^

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.

PHILADELPHIA,

-

New Gear

^

A^fiENERAL
PURPOSES
>s
All sizes carried
stock.

Over

2,CKK)

In

use.

Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p m.
Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'c'ock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool and pleasant.

Marine and
Yacht Eniriiies.
Porcupine
and Tubular
Koilcrs.

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Start Saturday afternoon.

Come back Monday

Racine

morning.

dollars for a round trip ticket.
Parlor car seats reserved in advance.
Chicago Ticket office, 207 Clark Street.

Four

,Nfs.5j|!^?l.^ts

.,

Bnildera of Brill No. 21 Truck with solid

and Trail Cars.
Traction Pivotal Truck.

wobks; UiCME. wk.
Sales Manager,
CHICAGO.

iDsurance Building.

Bronze Smelting Co.liMiTEO

V;;2200WASHillGT0MAVE.fHILADELPH|A.,PA;
ORICINAL MANUFACTURERS OF Phosphor-'
^
Bronze in the United States and Sole v ,^^.y.,u..^^.^.^. Makers
of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze,
_^.;

forged frame, and "Eureka" Maximum

Home

PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
INGOTS, CASTINGS, WIRE, SmEET
The Phosphor

-"Vloior

to.,

W. F. PARISH, General

&C.

REC.XRADE MARKS.

Special attennon given to toe buildin;^ of Electric

uaruffare
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Now

Ready
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\

Tbe TelephoDe Hand-Book.
By hexreeirt:^ laws welbb.
138 lUnstratlons.

146 Pages.

Hand-book

Cloth.

TELEPHOSE HAND-BOOK,

30
ductor.

In

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
Issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
it
was proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two 3ears before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

manent magnet

FIGS. 27

AND

23.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

48

the D'Arsonval receiver a curved pejis used, one pole of whicli terminates

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

Size.

D'ARSONVAL RECEIVER.

in a soft iron jjolepiece tliat serves as the core of the
coil, and the other in an iron box, or cvlinder, that

BERLINER'S
TRANSMITTER.

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

•14.

FiQ. 29.

mercadier's bi-telephone.

V

E

T T

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following j'ear a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
IS.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-

receiv-

NUT, iJ STEEL
spring, if MAGNET,
ers,
SCREW CLAMPING II TO F, d d' METAL
STRIP,
COLLAR CLAMPING FtO RECEIVER CASE,
// TERMINALS OF COIL « CONNECTING

A

SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOE EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles

SCREW,

C

'

are magfrom each other by the wooden
ia
diaphragm
the upper part of which the

netically insulated
case, to

FIG. 45.
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Chapter 1; The Invention of the Telephone. — Chapter 2: Sound Waves. Articulate Speech. Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone. Chapter 4:
The Microphone. — Chapters: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction. — Chapter 6: The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter. — Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit. Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones. — Chapter 9: The Bell Telephone Receiver. Chapter 10: Other Forms of Magnet Telephones.
Chapter 11: The Gower, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. — Chapter 12: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. Chapter
13: Carbon Transmitters.
Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.— Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter, Chapter 16: 'The Solid-back Transmitter. — Chapter
17: The Berliner Transmitter. — Chapter 18: The Cuttriss Transmitter.
Chapter 19: Various European Transmitters. — Chapter 20: The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
Chapter 21: Batteries for Telephone Work.— Chapter 22: Open Circuit Batteries. Chapter 23: Closed Circuit Batteries.— Chapter 24: The Practical Management of Batteries. Chapter 25: Magneto Bells. — Chapter 36: Automatic Switches. Chapter 27: Telephone Line Construction. — Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits.
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Underground Wires. Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters. Chapter 31: Inside Wiring. Chapter 33: Installation of Telephone Instruments. Chapter 33:
Inspection and Maintenance. Chapter 34: The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony. Chapter 35; Electromagnetic Retardation. Chapter 36: Exchange Working.
Chapter 37: Small Exchanges.— Chapter 38: Party Lines; The Bridging Bell. Chapter 39: Long Distance Telephony. Chapter 40: Duplex Telephony.— Chapter 41:
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PASCAL IROH WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PHILADELPHIA.

NEW CASTLE,

DEL.

Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY

HART FLUSH SWITCHES.
5 and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
10 Ampere Double Pole,
10

YOU CAN HAVE ONE

Ampere Three-way.

Anyone

new

The Only Snap Switch that has

interested In the art of electricity can obtain, a copy of our
ICO-page classified catalogue of electrical boots which la

JUST OUT.

PROVEN A SUCCESS.

list of all electrical books published to date
prove of inestimable value in selecting the proper works fov the

It contains a

and

will

complete

We

study of electricity.

For Sale by All Sapply Honswa.
For

The Hart

electrical

books and can

fill

all

IN

THE WEST

orders promplly on receipt of price.

.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

& Hegeman

MANUFACTURING

are

HEADQUARTERS

6

Lakeside Building, Chicago.

CO.,

HARTFORD. CONN.

ON TOP
OUR specials:
Wagner

Western Lamps,

Converters,
lona Switches,

Puritan Sockets.
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and

NOT IN THIS ADVEHTISBMBNT, BUT WITH
Clark Wire,

Hoyt IStandard Ammeters and Toltmeters for JLamp

The

measurement on

Alternatins Currents

are

now

ready for the market.
Send for our 1 894 Catal«>gue which contains
the above and other new instraments
of our manufacture.

Whitney Electrical

Infinity Dry Batteries,

And a Cenerai Line

of Supplies

AT BOTTOM

iDstrnment Co.,
PEXACOOK, H. H.
Factories: Penacoofc,N.H.; 8herbrooke,P.Q.,0an

HEKBY

F.

AOKNTS:
EELLOaO, Qeneral SelUng Agent.

Baltimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Oo.
Boston, Mass. : Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (Kew Euf^land): W. B. Sonthgate

&

Co., 146 Franklin St.

Chicago,

WESTERN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
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N. Ninth St
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Electric Appliance Co.
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Railway

Supplies.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY IT ONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

The lareest and most prosperous street railway companies In the
country are using our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strensth and dnrablUty. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MAYEK. 600 Betz Bnllding, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department,
OHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Bales Department.
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Jeltiri-gr-

Patent Srooved Belting having Grooves runniafj
lengthwise of the Belt, serve as channels to permit the eacape oC air between Beit and PuUeys,
to each a degree that the air cushion is overcome
and the Belt can be ran very slack, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

Electric

Fan

Water Motor.
Current iree as

It

con-

ecte with any faucet
Sample $6.00.
and retail.

SHDLTZ BELTIKG

CO., St. Loills, Mo.
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Storage
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and Vapor
Engine
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IS

It is

THE LAMP YOU HAVE
HOPED FOR.

the only perfected Arc
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Electric Plants,

Lamp

Is warranted to give a perfectly
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same cheaper than gas and very
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frequency.

much cheaper than
from a central
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purchased

plant.

For prices and particulars in
quire of the

It
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that
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CO.,
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LUNDELL
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DYNAMOS

Write for pamphlet and prices to

AND

MOTORS.
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THE

F. P.

LITTLE
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In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell

GoistrDCtion

Electrical

&

Slow Speed,
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Dynamos
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RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex Electrical Company,
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LIGHT.
LAMPS

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

Monadnock Block. CHICAGO.

LIGHT.

I.IGHT.

any ore time-in the year when plentF of lidht is required It is during the month of December. Every station min ooeht to be easily able to
convince a Inrge number of his customers that more light is npcessary fi
a succeeoful holiday trade. Get the buslnesp, and send u9 your order fi
If there ta

-

AN9

I
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New York &
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Warren,
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CHICAGO.

Anderson Line Material,
ALBERT & ]. M. ANDERSON,
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Mass.
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Adams

Forged Iron.

E. K. Harding,
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Samples.
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-

„ BEACON VACUUM PUMP &
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ELECTRICAL CO.
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Boston, Mass.

I
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NEW YORK,
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(
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J
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The New England SwKcK.

St.,
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mU

LIBERAL DISCOUNTa.

Patents.

Troy, Iff.

Chicaeo.

New

A

York.
'JO., V6 Cortlandt St.,
Best OonBtmctionand Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and Beliable. Size 6x3Vi, 60 ct«. per

DYNAMOS

and

Motors
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Blade by J. H. BUIIISIEIili

General Manager.

BRANCHES:

NewyorkOffice,481Broadway,H.L.Burdlck,M:gr.
San Francisco, 577 and 519 Market Si.

LIHITED,

Chicago, MetropoUtan Electric Co..

Factory and
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i
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I.

186-188 Flltli Ave.

Row, New York,

INSULATED

WIRES AiDCABLESs

^^>.

For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Ui*.

Candee Aerial Wires.

WESTON

Complete Power Plants.

iVIanson Protecting Tape.
OI(onlte Waterproof Taps.

BR INCHES:

Kansas

City,

Estimates and Dra"wing:s Snbmitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, N. Y.

Clncmnati,
Chicago. Boston, Philadelpliia, Pl^sburgli, Minneapolis,
LSuisville, St. Louis, San Francisco, London and So. America.

Omaha,

CO.,

REPRESENTATIVES.

Electric House Goods.
strictly

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

JULIAN SOHOLL Si CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. Y. City.
HOFF.WAN-RUSSELL CO., - 82 Lake St.. CMoago, lU.
Scranton, Pa.
SCEiNTON SUPPLY &MAOH'Y CO.,
•

FIRST Class

struction

and

in ConFinish.

latest catalogue? If not send your
Business Card for copy.

Have you our

The HoHzer-Cabot Electric Co.
BOSTON, MASS.
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Office, 114=

Liberty Street

GENERATORS
Belfed or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.
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E
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TRANSFORMERS.
By

the use of Transformers of our design and construction are obtained:

Safety to Life and Property.
L TTIululiuY higher than

in

those of any other make.

Regulation of Potential
Jul dUllliy

p-fect

SIMPLICITY

The

of

Characteristics of our

GONSTR UCTION — All

Type F Transformers

installation

and maintenance.

are:

accessories that can be sacrificed without impairing the value

PERFECTION OF INSULATION — Obtained by the use
an additional protection, the core and
in

'i^

from the box.

of the apparatus have been excluded

found

operation

attested by long experience.

UUIIlulllullUU
Largest Size Type F Transformer.

in its

of the highest

coils are entirely

immersed

grade insulating materials. As
an extra safety factor only

in oil,

our Transformers.

SUBDIVISION OF THE COILS — Secondary

winding the nearer to the iron core and the primary

coils

so subdivided that the greatest difference of potential between any two contiguous parts of the two

windings brought down to only half the primary voltage.

ABSENCE OF FUSES — No dangerous openi-ng
ers

may be

of the

Transformer to replace a blown fuse. Our Transformand the fuse box be easily accessible.

installed in absolutely safe position almost inaccessible

SMALL CORE LOSS — Only the most

carefully tested iron used.

Foucault currents eliminated and hysteresis

reduced to a minimum.

ABILITY TO WITHSTAND STRAIN — ah our Transformers

are subjected to an efficiency test; a test

under ordinary operating conditions, a test under 5,000 volts' pressure from coil to coil and coils to
core, and a test exposing each turn to twice the strain of ordinary practice.
All tests made without oiL

COOLNESS OF OPERATION — The

oil

acts as a cooling

medium and adds

to the efficiency as well as

aiding the regulation in the Transformer.

STEP UP and STEP

DOWN TRANSFORMERS.

SUB-STATION TRANSFORMERS.

Write for our new Transformer pamphlet.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

Principal Sales Offices:

Main

Offices:

SCHENECTADY,

Boston, Mass., iSo Summer St.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad St.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette St.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie Co. Savings Bk. Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa., 50Q Arch St,
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wocd St.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German St.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Bldg.
Cincinnati, C, 264 West Fourth St.
Cleveland, O
510 Cuyahoga Bldg.
,

Seattle,

For

all

Wssh,

N. Y.

Chicago, 111., Monsdnock Bldg.
Detroit, Mich., 13 Rowland St.
Om„ha, Neb., 309 South S:.
Kansas City, Mo., N. Y. Life Bldg.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Sts.
St. Lou's, Mo
Wainwright Bldg.
Dallas, Tex., cor. Elm and Griffin Sts.
Denver, Colo 505 Sixteenih St.
,

,

San Franc'sco,

Cal., 15 First St.
B dg.

He'ena, Mont., Electric
Bailey Bldg.

Business outs'de the United States and Canada: Foreign Department, Schenec'ady, N. Y., and
44
Broad St., N. Y. For Canada: C^nidian Geteral E'ectricCo., Ltd., Toronto, Can.

2C0

Y.

W. S

b-S'ai'on

T ans'ormcr, with Cool

Air Blast.
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Jennings. A. R.
Lee A (.'ollins.

4«as l^lshtlug, Electric.
American Electric Co.

Walter, A. M.

Rlectroli«'rs, etc.
Chi. Gen'l Fixture Co.
Edwards, W. S. Mfg. Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Phoenix Glass Co.

Electro-Platins tach'y.
Colbum Electric Mfg. Co.

EnKines, Mteam.
Ball A Wood Co.. The.

PackiDg.
Paints.

Collins.

Carter Co,

Grant, Geo. B.
NuttallCo., R. D.
<)ieneral Klec. supplies.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.

Lee A Collins.
Paragon Insulating Co
Standard Paint Co

Patents.

Gooch, Chas.

J.

Phosphor Bronze.
Phosphor Bronze Sm. Co, Ltd

Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell ACo., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Colgate Co., Geo. L.

Piano- a»d Organs.
Beethovrn Piano A Organ
Platinum.
Baker A Co.

Cutter Elecrical

Pole-,

& Mfg.

Co.

Dearborn Electric Co.
Electric Aptliance Co.
General Electric Co.
High A Co.. J. Grant.
Holtzer-Caoot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A 1ns. Co.

Lee A
Large

Collins.

A

Twining.

Little, F. P. Elec. C.

A

S.

Co.

Palmer Bros.
Partrick

A

Co.

Brownlee A Co.
Morris, Tasker A Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

Porcelain.
Empire China Works.
General Electric Co.
Jennl gs, A. R,
Phcenix Glass Co.

pubitshe

s.

Electrical.

Electrician Publishing Co.

Pnsh Buttons.

Carter Co.

Piatt, O. S.

Electric Appliance

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Sioux City Brass Works.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.

Huebel A Manger.
Partrick

A

Co

Carter Co.

Rheostats.
General Electric Go.

Washington Electric Co.
Rnshmore, S. W.
Wallace Electric Co.
Sal ammoniac.
Western Elec. Supply Co.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Crlobes and Electrical
Klipsteln, A. ACo.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Gleason, E. P. Mfg. Co.
Jaeger Mfg.Co., The.
Phcenix Glass Co.

Oraphlte Specialties.
Dixon

Hard Rubber

Rushmore S. W.
thenar tors

Boston Braid Mfg. Co
Slate.

Splitdorf, C. F.

JtriDirgs, A. R.

Insulat- Speaking Tubes.

-<n<l

Electric Appliance Co
Lee A Collins.
Ostrander A Co., W. R

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Cutter Elec, A Mfg. Co.

Dearborn Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Empire China Works.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.

Large A Twining.
Lee A Collins,

F. P. Elec. C.

A

S.

Partrick A Carter Co
Spe*-d Indic -tors

Colgate Co., Geo. L.

Diamond
Whitney

Electric Co.

Elec.

Instrument Cc.

Steam Heating.

Hiph A Co., J. Grant.
Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.
Interior Conduit & Ins. Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Little,

Battery Co.

MMPhlnery.

811k Br.>id

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Indn<-tio«i Coils.

iusnltttors

Law

Second-Haua Electrical
Goubert Mfg. Co.
Hine A Robertson Co.

Crucilile Co., Jos.
<iioo(is.

Co.

Munsell A Co.. Eugene.
National India Rubber Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co., Warren.

Steam Pumps.

Wonhiugton, Henry

R.

(•lorag** t«atterles.
Boswell A Co., D. E.
Bradbury-Stone Elec. S. Co.
Cons. Electric Storage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.

New York Insulated Wire Co. Street Cars.
Nuttall Co., R. D.

OkoniteCo., The.
Paragon Insulating Co.
Partrick

A Carter

Co.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Piatt, O. S.
Roebling s Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.
Wallace Electric Co.

American

Electrical Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Gushing A Morse.
Dearborn Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Lee A Collins.
Moore, Alfred F.

National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated Wire Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.

Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Brill. J. G. Co.

Tapes, (rsniating.
American Electrical Works.
CushingA Morse.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lee A Collins.
Moore, Alfred P.
New York Insulated Wire Co
Okonlte Co., The.
Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.

Telcg'-uph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

Telephones

National Telep. Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick vt Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Go.

T^-icphone Hooks.
Bradley A Co.
Transformers.
Diamond

Electric Co.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Jennings, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.

Ijamps, locandescent.
Western Elec. SupplyCo.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump A Elec.Co. Trolley Cord.
Samson Cordage Wks.
Bernstein Electric Co.
Trucks. Elecric Car.
Buckeye Electric Co.
Dearborn Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Partrick

A

Carter Co.

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. AMfg.Co.

l.tshtnine Arresters.
Colgate Co , Geo. L.
Diamond Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

Westinghouse El. A Mfg.
Turbine Wheels.
Leffel

Smith,

A

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

Water Wheels.

W.

Smith-

Cor. School of
Industrial
Sciences.
Scientitic Machinist Co.

{See Insulated Wires.)
Bliss Co.. E.

A

Universities.

Tarnishes.

Mechanical ittachinery.

Co.

Dayton Globe Iron Works Co.

Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Magnet Wire.

Webster Mfg. Co.

Stanley Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co

Garlock Packing Co.

Holtzer-Cabot Electric Co.

A

Elec. Mfg. Co.
Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co.

Electric Wks.
Mather Electric Co.
Palmer Bros.
Royal Electric Co.
Roth A Eck.
Rushmore, S. W.
Sioux City Brass Worics

Fuse Wire.

Partrick

Electric Co.

Eddy

La Roche

Jaeger Mfg. Co., The.
New York A Ohio Co.

Rushmore, S. W.
Ensines. *^bb.

Wm. H.

Comstock

—

Wagner

A

General Electric Co.

D.

Brush Electric Co.

xiv
Co
1
Weston Engine Co
Whitney Electrical Instruxxii
ment Co
Worthlnftton, Henry R
.

Co.,

Bryan,

WestinghouseElec. and Mfg.

.

Ins.

Sweet Elec.

Electric Co.

xvii

xiii

.

C A C

xxii

Western Elec. Supply
Western Telephone Con-

.

Piatt, O. S.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.

Allen-Hussey Co.
Amstutz, N. S.
Armstrong, Chas. Q.
Arnold, B. J.

Co. ——

Co

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Western Electric Co.

Clocks. Electric.

Comstock

Dearborn Electric Co.
Diamond Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.
Large A Twining.
Lee A Collins.

vii

x

—

Colgate Co.. Geo. L.

Partridge Carbon Co.
Phoinix Carbon Mfg. Co.
Reisinger, Hugo.
Washington Carbon Co.

A

W.

Anderson, AlbertA J. M.
Bernard Co.. TheE. G.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.

Conduits.

S.

Colbarn Electric Mfg. Co.
Fontaine Crossing A El. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Geoerai Electric Co.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Partrtclt A Carter Co.
Western Electric Co.

A

C A C

i

)

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
Kartavert Mfg. Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Vulcanized Fibre Co.

IVires and
Cables— Haenet Wire.

The Louis K,

Electrical Instrnments.

Co.

Roebling's Sons Co,, J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.

ConstfOLCtion &, Repairs.

xii

Western Electric Co

Rushmore,

National Conduit Mfg. Co.

M

A Co

Ins.

Co.,

Consolidated Eng. Co.
Goltz A Sinclair.

xix

Mfg. Co....

Webster Mfg. Co

Comstock

Fibre.

Lee

I

1

Insulated

Wm. D.
Wm. H.

Bryan,

Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York

Arnold, B.J.
Ball,

American Elec. Works.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Gushing A Morse.
Dearborn IClectrlf. Co.

Interior Conduit

Vulcanized Fibre Co

Want Advertisements

Copper,

Wires),

,

ine Materials.

Ft.Wayne

Boilers.
Abendroth

.

Glassware.

A

Fontaine Crossing

Self-Wlnding Clock Co.

United Electric Improve-

struction

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Western Electric Co.

General Electric Co.

xii, xiii

Elec.

Jennings, a R.
Large A Twining.

C

Carter Co.

Carbons. Points APlates.

Stanley Electric Manufacturing Co

Webster, Warren
viii

Gooch, Chas. J

B

xii

v
Washington Carbon Co
Washington Electric Co.. xxii
Watertown Steam Engine
xix
Co

facturing. Co

Fuel Economizer Co

xviii

,

.

Walter, A.

tion

i

Iron

Works

A

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
Hart A Hegeman Mfg. Co.
High A Co., J. Grant.
Interior Conduit A Ins. Co.

Brush Electric Co.

Beltine,

&

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bernard Co., The E. G.
Bryant Electric Co.
Bunnell A Co, J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Colgate Co., Geo. L.
Cutter Electrical A Mfg. Co.
Dearborn Electric Co.

Dynamos-

Sheet and Bar.

Sioux City Brass Works..

Sweet Elec.

Huebel A Manger.
Lee A Collins.

A

Cnt-Onts and Switches.

Nuttall Co., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Piatt, O. S.
Sweet Elec. A Mfg. Co.
Technic Electrical Wks.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Ostrander A Co., W. R.

Lee

and
M.

Electric Appliance Co.
NuttallCo., R. D.
Partrick A Carter Co.

Collin.s.
Little, F. P. Elec. C.

Bells.
Dearborn Electric Co.

A

Samson Cordage Wks.

Lee

Carter Co.

Phcenix Carbon Mfg.Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

sulated

Simplex

Wagner

Elec. Corpora-

Creelman

x

Electrical Co. ,The,

Splitdorf, C.

Lee c^ CoUiiLs.
Miamisburg Electric Co.

Partrick

CordHge.

Diamond

Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co.
Law Battery Co.
Leclanche Battery Co., The.

A

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co., J. H.
Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Dearborn Klectric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.
Independent Electric Co.
Lee A Collins.
National India Rubber Oo.
Okoniie Co. The.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

Cross-Anns, Pins
Brackets.
Anderson, Albert A J.
Brownlee A Co.

Goubert Mfg. Co.
Webster A Co Warren

Fire Alarms.

Electrical Works.

.

Wayne

A

xii

Halske Elec.Co.

Fort

Haschke

—

A

S.

Co., J. H.

Dearborn Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.

Partrick

x

Siemens

Wallace Electric Co

turing Co

A. xxii

J.

Sale Advertisements, xii

Marrison.W.

xix

Vaile Co

Co

Grant, Geo.

Iv

Hugo

Kushmore,

Co.

Electrician Publishing Co.

For

A

x

xiv

Racine Hardware Co

7I, viii

Fontaine Crossing A Elec.

S.

xi

.

i

Stilwell-Bierce

Battery

Empire China Works.

Freeman,

.

Buerdorf

vii

Electrician Publishing Co.
sii,xiii,xiv,xv,xvi,xvii,xx,xxi

Erie City Iron

A

Proctor-Raymond

Smith,

Elbridge Elec. Mfg. Co. Inc.
Electric Appliance

i

viii
Pboenix Glass Co....
Phosphor-Bronze Smelting
xix
Co.,Ltd

Porter

BunneU A

S.

Electric Appliance Co.

xylli

Wire Co.

Phillips Ins'd.

xi

—

Shultz Belting Co

Elec.

and Mech. Engineers.,
Dixon Crucible

xi

Self-winding Clock Co....

Co

Electric

R

Co
Partrick A Carter Co
Partridge Carbon Co

Roth

& Manu-

facturing Co

Diamond

i

Ostrander ACo.. W.

Boswell ACo., D. E.
Brad bury -Stone tiilec.

Partrick
ix

Piatt, O. S

Co., The Louis K.xvii

A

New York A Ohio Co
NuttaliCo., R. D

i

Phcenix Carbon Mfg.Co....

Boiler

Steam

Wks

Cutter Electrical

sv

Co

Paragon Insulating

C.B.AQ.R.R

CuBhing

xv

Insulated Wire

New York

Palmer Bros
.

Co

Colgate Co., Geo.

i

i

Butler Hard Rubber Co.

Comstock

xv

OkoniteCo.. The

Buckeye Electric Co

Hart

.

National Tel. Mfg. Co....

x

S.

Butler Hard Rubber Co.
.

National Conduit Mfg.Co.

A Co., The
A Co

A

is

Eugene.

National India Rubber Co.

Clonbrock

xii

W.
Baiteries aud Jars.
Rushmore.

A Co

Morris. Tasker

Munsell

xlx

Electric

Ai-mMtnre Winders.

1

sill

Bunnell

xix

F

Moore, Alfred

G

Brownell

Goltz

—

Supply Co

Electric Co.
Clark Electric Co.
Eddy Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electric Cons. A Supply Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
General Electric Co.
General Inc'd'centArcLt. Co.
Helios Electric Co., The.
Jennings, A. R.
La Rocne Electric Wks.
Little, F. P. Elec. C. & S. Co.
Mather Electric Co.

Rushmore, S. W.
Washington Electric Co.
Westinghouse El. A Mfg. Co.
Arc Lilsnt 4'Ord.
Samson Cordage Wks.

Electrical

P.,

A

xviii

James

Co.,

F.

& Co
J.

Eddy

xiii

Electric

BriUCo.,

Delno

Leclanche Battery Co., The.

Miamisburg Electric Co..

Boston Braid Mfg. Co

Brownlee

x
xiii

McEwenMfg.

W

Bradbury- Stone
Storage Co

C A C

Law BatteryCo

Const.

Bishop Guttapercha Co....
Bliss Co., E.

Auerl)ach-\Voolverton El. Co.

xix

Large

Beethoven Piano A Organ Co. x
Bernard,

Arc IjampA.

A Co

EUpstein, A.

Carter Co.

Proctor-Raymond Elec. Co.
Washington Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co.

iv

^^^

A Co
Wm. D
Ball A Wood Co., The
Beacon Vacnum Pump A
Ball,

C A C

xiv
Co.,

W

KartavertMfg. Co
1

A

Partrick

Johns Manufacturing
H.

Baker

Bryan,

....

R

Jennings, A.
xTil

Auerbach-Wool.verton Elec.

& "Wilcox Co., The.

Huebel A Manger.
Lee A Collins.
Ostrander ACo., W. R.

x

COppfT.
Law Battery Co.
Amencan

Dearborn Kloctrie Co.
Electric Applipuce Co.

Interior Conduit Alns.Co.xxii

Siemens A Halske Elec. Co.
United Elec Improvement Co
WeBtinghonse Elec A Mfg. Co.
Western Electric Co.

Miamisburg Eleotrlo Co.
Copp»'r Wires.

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.

xxii

i

. .

Arnold.B.J

Bradley

i

Independent Electric Co.. xiv

x^ii

AmstQlz, N. S

A Manger

Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf.
AnnnuclatorM.

—

.

Hornberger Elec.Mfg. Co.

E.,

S. Co.
Cons. Electric St- rage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

xiii

FeedWater Heaters.

Mather Electric Co.
Rushmore, S. W.

LIST.

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

xii

Robertson Co

Eoltzer-Cabot Electric Co.

Electrical

il

Co
Babcoct

A

CUSSIFIED
Aconraalators.
Boswell A Co., D.

is

HighACo.,J. Grant
Hlne

Works

Ames A

Co

Helios Electric

xvll

Electric

xi
]

Root Mfg Co.llx

Jt

AUen-Hassey Co

American

Hayden-Booker Mfg. Co

LIST.

Lee A Collins.
Standard Paint Co.
LeiFel

Smith.

A

S.

Co., Jas.

Morgan.

Hine A Robertson Co.
Wire, Bare.
& Co.. The.
Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Mica.
Erie City Iron Wks,
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Johns Mfg. Co., H. W.
Freeman A Sons Mfg. Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Munsell ACo.. Eugene.
McEwen Mfg. Co., J. H.
Mining Apparatus, Elec. Independent Electric Co.
Racine Hardware Co.
National India Rubber Co.
General Electric Co.
Sioux City Eng A Iron Wks.
Nuttall Co., R.D.
Independent Electric Co.
Watertown Steam Engine Co.
OkoniteCo., The.
WestinghouBe El. A Mfg. Co.
Weston Engine Co.
Browneli

Fan

Outfits.

Interior Conduit

A

Motors.

Ins, Co.

Brush Electric Co.

Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
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Our Motto: The Very Best Goods at the Very Lowest Prices.

Eclipse Annunciator
The

simplest and most reliable Annunciator made.

Not

a spring or screw in the working parts.

Absolutely nothing to get out of adjustment, and
It

requires but very small battery

power

Proctor-Raymond Electric Co.
ROCHESTER,

SINGLE OR MULTIPHASE,

N. Y.

LAMPS
FOR INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS,

ARC

Both Alternating and Direct.

Alternating Current Generators, Standard "Ward" Lamps,
For Central Station Equipment,

TWO

Gnaranteed Equal in
Every Kespeet to any
other Tjpe of

Adapted for
Arp and

Apparatns

IiiShtine

SERIES OH

1

10 VOLTS.

SlO

-

Eacli

Globe and Resistance, $2 extra per lamp.

of ENTIRELY NEW Arc Lamps.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.

A COMPLETE LINE

Incandescent

aiannfactnred.

IN

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

speoiT?!-

lm3«v:ps

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
which

we

or=

carbons and

ml.l-

kinds.

IMPORTED CORED

carbons,

are selling at reduced prices.

Users of Arc liamps should TVrite ns for Prices.

& Supply Co.,

Electric Construction
18 Cortlandt Street,

New

York.

(KBtabllshedlSSI.)

Wallace Electric Co

307 Deailom

Agents,

,

Street,

CMcago,

III.

"H. W. J."
MECHANICAL GUP.
An exceedingly simple and practical device consisting of a single
casting no parts to break or get out of order. Provides a straight underruu for and does not damage the trolley wheel. It holds the wire securely
and is practically non-sparking. It is safe, economical and saves time.
Send for new and revised price list of

—

Slow Speed and

Standard of Simplicity
and Durability

Close Kegulation.

ALSO
Direct Current Apparatus for Lighting Factories, Public Buildings and Isolated Plants.

Improved Long Distance Series Incandescent .Apparatus

for Street

Trolley Line Insulating Materials.

and Commercial

Illumination.

Incandescent

Lamps and

H.

Sockets for use on Arc Light Circuits.

W.

JOHNS MFG.

Correspondence Solicited.

240 ^ 242 Randolph

THE UNITED ELECTRIC IMPROVEMENT

CHICAGO,

CO.,
New

(9th St. and Alleghany Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Yori<.

No! we make the final break off from carbons so that it is impos^ible to
get heat enough to fuse points of your copper contact plates; no filing off of
rough points, no hanging on after you have had a short circuit or over load,
to work as easily after opening 1,000 times as it does when opened the

bound
first

CO.,

time.

WE KNOW YOU NEED OUR CIRCUIT BREAKER, and do not see why you
should delay writing us any longer.
One burn out will pay for a dozen of
our instruments. To be used on the Alternating or Direct Current Systems.

WHITE US AT ONCE

.

EEX ELECTRIC &

St.,

ILL.

Philadelphia.

Boston.

December

WESTERN

1894

22,

ELECTRICIAN.

:roTZ

Alternatine and Direct Currents.
Attempts have been made in this country to produce a satisfactory cored carbon,
but failure resulted in every case. We can now assure the Electric Light Companies that
our "HELIOS" CARBON is made of the same ingredients, in precisely the sime way,

By the man who mBde them
We

in

German).

shall be glad to hear from the Electric Light interests of the country in relation

carbons for both Alternating and Direct Currents.
A memorandum book, with tables showing the relation between millimeters and
inches, with a list of ordinary sizes of "HELIOS" CARBONS of our manufacture, will be
sent on application.
to

Reduced Prices on

Solid Carbons
for Series Arc Lighting.

I

A
NOTE THIS OFFER:— Let us know

by telegraph the price
yearly consumption, and we will

you are now paying, stating
guarantee to beat it from 50 cents
is

no

'bluff"

but

is

to $8.00 per thousand.

"dead cold" business.

Ti WASHINGTON

This

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

December

22,

1894

Chloride Accumulator.
The

Company

Electric Storage Battery

patents and patent rights concerning

storage

tric

batteries

of

the

the

General

has acquired

all

manufacture of

the

elec-

Company, the

Electric

Edison Electric Light Company, the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company,

the

Brush

Company, The Consolidated

The

Company,

Electric

Accumulator

Company and the
General Electric Launch Company, whereby The Electric Storage Battery Company has secured to itself the sole right to supply in the United

States

Electric Storage

electric

storage

batteries

of

all

the

various important types heretofore developed, as well as the protection of every decision heretofore rendered by the United States

courts in the interpretation of electric storage battery patents.
The

acquisition of these patents

existing, but insures the

company

together with those originally
all

the

known

fill

terminates

litigation

all

heretofore

against any future attacks, as the patents acquired,

owned by The

Electric Storage Battery

Company, cover

principles involved in storage batteries.

The Company has
prepared to

only

not

all

also increased largely

its

cash working capital, and

is

fully

orders for storage batteries promptly.

Catalogue containing

full

capacities, dimensions, etc.,

description of the various

and price

list,

types

of

elements, weights,

furnished on application.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
838 DREXEL BUILOING, PHILADELPHIA.

CO.,

WESTERN

December a, 1894

Does not smell

Ask yonr

bad.

Insist on settirs

FOR INSULATION OF EVERY KINO
nF
Ul FIFPTQIPAI
LLbU lllUHL WRRtf
W W U ll |l

noes not cost much.

sappl}' dealer for

ELECTRICIAN.

I

it.

imperishable paint for preserving METAL, WOOD and FABRICS.
Can be
used on ARMATURES, in place of shellac Of Other varnish, with perfect safety.
Invaluable for Mouldings, Cut-out Boxes, and all Electrical work where insulating paint is specified or needed. Will not peel off from metal or crack on wood.

An

it

Write ns for printed matter and qnotations.

LEE & COLLIMS, 239 La Salle

FAVORITE TAPE

Chicago.

St..

Manufacturers' Agents for High Class Electrical Specialles.

LC.

SPLICING COMPOUND.

We could

do justice in this territory to one or two additional lines of
Correspondence with Eastern manufacturers desired.

first-class

goods.

ALTERNATING OURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever Obtained.

Standard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000 Lights.

TRANSFORMERS
To

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.

ALTERNATING
Complete Switch Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MEO. CO., st
BOSTON OFFICE,

lohis,

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, John Mustard, 1000 Betz

15 Federal St.

By

all

Plants.

mo.

Building

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Sulphate

HICHE8T EFFICIENCY.
Cells

nor

Dislnteg^rate, and

cannot

Buckle.

^^^^^^^ OELIVERY.
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from 10

to 10,000

Ampere-Hour Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
Batteries for

Electric JLiaunches,

for

Dental, Surgical

for

Ft A i»Tin-g» TTn«
Complete Lighting and Power Plants

and

Medical Work,

and

for all

purposes

electricity is required.

IFOZl. rrXt..A.ca7XOM' TTSXl.

installed as reasonably as consistent with first-class material

Room

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COIHPANY,

which

and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortlandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

VIU

& C

C

The

December

Electric

22,

1894

Company

BIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

MULTIPOLAR DYNAMOS,

Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P,

to 100 H. P.

Electric Motors, Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Street.

Works:

NEW

YORK.

niiiiiir<i¥
jfKA.All.ll

GARWOOD, N, J.
on CENTRAL R.

lOSO and 1031 Slfmadnock Bnildine- BOSTOK. 63 Oli-ver
nvtfwi^vm.i^niVAOO.
«* iTll/Ka J ciiKTEIiAMD,
Vnyahosa Bulldlne. PHI1,A1)K1,HIA, 633 Arch St.

R. of N. J.

St.

.

GLEASON'S STANDARD FIXTURE CUT-OUTS, ETC., iTC.
GLEASON'S LIGHTING-BUG CUT-OUT.

(Without Cover.)

PRICES

FULL SIZE CUT

(When

Price Each 10

SUBJECT

POrCDiain

in Porcelain.

FIXTURE WIRE

SEPARATE FROM FUSE WIRE
WHILE ON SAME BINDING POST.

OF
GleiMB'S

cts.,

Closed)

Lpng-BttJ

WUI,

p^j^lAR

Bes, and Smalles,Cut.Out Made.

with porcelain cover.

Smallest Covered Solid Porcelain Cut-Out

DISCOUNT.

on the Market.
Enlarged cut showing construction iif Gleason's Porcelain LightingRue Cut-out covered with porcelain.

t] T

-///''

'

I>I|M

1

1

181
189
"" to
*w 'u**

Ohioago Office:
91 DEARBORN ST.
F. L. Johnson, Manager.

cts, lAet,

''ll

CO.,
St

Mercer wii|
moiuoi

COR. HOUSTON ST.,

NEW YORK

The Only Storage Battery in Use In Central
American Manufacture.

CITY.

Stations, of

The Electric Storage Battery Co.

!

Dreiel BnlldiDg,

litlM

uLEASON MFG.

THE CHLORIDE ELEOTEICAL STORAGE SYNDICATE, Limited, LONDON, ENGLAND.
SOOIETE AKONYME LE TRAVAIL ELECTRIQUE DES METAUX, PiEIS, Fbanoe.

I

((J

Price Each, Complete, 22i

E, F,

.111

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

TRADE MARK.

Registered September

11, 1894.

Electrical Storage Cells of any desired capacity.

Catalogues giving

Capacities, Dimensions, Weights, Prices, etc., on application.

Cj=lIC.A-C3-0,

T^T'a'ba-sl:!.

.uf^T7-er3.-a.e

and.

ILia,!^©

Street.

I

December

22,

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

1894

New

Alternating Arc

Lamp

For Street Lighting
New
c.

p

Lamp

Alternating

900

7 amperes at 38 volts

,

We

have just completed a
direct current lamp
which we guarantee will not
SEE-SAW. The mechan-

or 414 amperes at 50 volts,

new

2^
It

amperes at 100 volts.
consumes the energy of

ZYz 16
lamps.

c.

lamp

ing

p.

A

incandescent

small
is

ism

alternat-

with a reflector plate.

ture
series

No.
Inside 7

Low

entirely

is

novel.

By

means of this arrangement
the most troublesome fea-

only possible

in

running

is

lamps

in

eliminated.

13.

Ampere

7

Hoar Lamp.

Potential

Write

Direct Current

nj.s

for Frices arid.

Lamps

IDisco-urLts
No.

10,

Lamp, either 12 or 14 hour,
to be nsed in connection with
Special 33 Volt Transformer.

Street

Eastern Agents:

STANLEY ELEOTKIO MFG.

CO., Piltsfleld, Mass.

Western Agents; OENTKAL ELECTKIC CO., Chicago, 111.
Sonthwestern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTKICAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO.,
Vandftm and Greenwich Streets.
MOUNTAIN ELECTKIC CO., Denver, Col., Agents for Colorado* Utah, Wyoming
and New Mexico.
MACHINERY SUPPLY CO., Los Angeles, Cal., Agents for Lower California and

PHILADELPHIA,

Arizona.

Agents for Canada;

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

PA.

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

1821.

MORRIS, TASKER

1888.

& CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,
NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.
F. A.

ESTEP.
PreeideDt and Treasurer.

J.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

Allegheny, Pa,

MANUFAOTUREKS OF

Electric

Railway

Supplies.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY ITONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

The lareest and most prosperons street railway companies in the
country are using onr supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS: J. MATEK, 600 Betz Building, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
OHAS. N. WOOD, 180 Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Sales Department.
STANDARD R'Y SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, lU., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Building, 8t. Lools, Mo., 8. W. States Sales Department.
OBAS. i.. OAT^QNA, NeuTe Bnlldlng, Clniilnyaa, OUo, Oeatral Stales Sales Department.

B.

MoGINLEY,
Vice-President.

F. S.

MAETIN,
Saperlntendent of Works.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN,

December

22,

1894

"High There!!!"

CHRISTMAS LIGHTING
Always mnkes a temporary raah of business for the electric light station.
As is tilways the case, yur customer will not place his orders for additional
light until the very last moment, and then he will

No more tampering with yonr metersA elmple and positive seal.
Prices and samples

By writing

to

A.

SI.

TFAI-TER.
Rookery, Chicago.

851 Tlie

WANT

AT ONCE.

IT

"We have been through this holiday rush three or four times, and have
learned how to prepare ourselves for it, and are ready this season to assist
the station through this trying period by making

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
From Chicago

stock of everythiup that will be required for this work.

Paranite AVire,
"O.K.."
Packard Transformers.
Packard Ijainps,

Kline Supplies,

AM Colors and Descriptions.
T-Vire,

Automatic

Company,

Electric Appliance
Boswdl

Storage

Battery.

NORWAY

154

Lake

St.,

Chicago.

for neiT Catalosne.

PINE CROSS-ARMS,

wUl pay yon

BROWN LEE &

Estimates and, deaigna furnished

The Jaeger Mfg,

on Application.

Technic Electrical Works,

to eet onr prices.

CO.,

Detroit,

-

Lamp Companies.

Scientiflo glass apparatus for Laboratories, Colleges, etc.
Reliable worbmanelilp and lowest
prices. Agents wanted In Western Cities. iSend

WHITE OAK PINS.
It

CO.,

For Incandeacent

CHICAGO.

1

29 Bread

Street,

169 William

Co.,

NE>V YOKK.

Charges reasonable for superior wort.

Power are required.
Prices on Application.

BOSWELL &

ST.,

OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

For Traction "Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Launch, Telegraph, Phonograph, Surgical, and
for all purposes where Light and

D. E.

MADISON

843

BI/ECTBICAL. SUPPI/IKS,

Pumps

Mercurial

OF LATEST DESIGN

St.,

PHItiADELFHIA.

Mich.

SAMSON SPOT CORD

,V?JS^/4fc

The Only Clocks Used in the W.U.Tel
Co. Time Service

^1

For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,

NO WINDIN G. CORRECT ED HOURLY.

Clocks Sold.

o'^

S. C.

Clocks Rented.

BOOKER,

2131-2110 DeKalb
S!e4.00

BOSTON, MASS.

rD©m

SELF-¥INDIN(j CLOCK CO.,
36 Broad. -way-, KETflT YOR.K.
^0C«

-

fV.

Supt.

Street, ST.

LOUIS, MO.

SPECIAL

To introduce our DynamOB and Motors of larger

Storage

capacity, we are making a
specialty of a high-grade
8-light, 16 0. P., 110 volt

Batteries

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

'

Dynamo, retaining

Bradbury-Stone Electric
Co.,

all

the

features of our
machines at a surSend
iprising low price.
_• for circular No. 22.
ECK, Manufacturers Dynamos and
Motors, 34 Market St., Chicago,

Storage

special

Electric Light Carbons

.'.larger

We make a specialty of MOTOR and DYNAMO BB USHES

&

and

,

BOTIl

It will

pay you

to see

BATTBBY MATESZAL.

our product and get our prices before placing your orders.

HIGH GRADE.
Our Catalogue

KNIFE
Large
319

ATo.

a

FREE!

flailed for the Asking.

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.

&

Our 24-page cataloerue of Organs,
also our new and eleg an t catalogue
of Pianos, cootainiug 16 pp. We
have the largest maaufactory in
the world.from whicti we selldirect
totheconsumer at wholesale prices,
thusiavingtheprotitsor thedealer
and fhe cummissions of the agents.

We furnish a firstr-classOrsan, warranted 20 vears, with ff ^IT CA
stooland book.foronly ip£ ItwU

Twining,

No money required until instrument has been thorouiihly tested
m yourown house. Sold on instal-

Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ments. Easy paj'ment.

We

SWITCHES.
METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

positively 'guarantee every

OrganandPiano2)years. Sendfor
catalogue at once if you wantto obtain the greatest bargain on earth.
Write name and Midress plainZy,
and we will send by mail same day
letterisreceived. As an advertisement, we will selltheflrstPianoor

CHICAGO.

ourraakeinaW

I

place foronlvO

I

free.

BEETHOVEN PIANO

ROYAL ELECTRIC

&.

ORGAN

7E
I vu

St^ol,

book

and cover

Eegulir price, 53.50.

CO.* P. O. Box

1309

WASHINGTON

I

N.J.

CO., PEORIA, ILL
CDF^-

I

The Most Reliable
NO COLLECTING
step
TRANSFORMERS

for

RINGS.

ALTERNATING System now on
NO COMMUTATOR.

Down TRANSFORMERS.

any desired Voltage.

Arc Light

the Market.

NO REVOLVING FIELD OR ARMATURE
Step

COILS.

Up TRANSFORMERS.

TRANSFORMERS.

Direct Current Generators and Motors.

I
"

December
EuGzax

22,

WESTERN

1894
W.

F. Phixups, Prest

A.

ELECTRICIAN.

W. H. Sawteb, Secy.

Haxhawat, Treas.

Are Necessary

AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
PBOVIDEXCE.
B.

BAM AND

\

I.

-^\

INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,

\ j

I

for

All-around
Station Economy.

/

/^/^-

i^

ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND

ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

The above cut is of a 175 K. AV. Generator wouod on our new open-head spiral system. All colls alike,
perfect balance, handsome appeararce. "Write for prices on
UEJPAZKt^ f Large Commutators, Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

CABLES FOR AERIAL AND UNDERGROUND USE.
KewTobk Store, P. C. Acterman, 10 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Store, F. E. Donohoe. HI Mndlson
SIoNTREAL Bbasch Eugeoe F. PMUips'

HEAVY CEMTR*Ij STATlOjy

St.

Electrical

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Worke.

THE

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

Liberty St.,

"A

writers' Union, he states:

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.

The Rubber used in

extreme cold

ground or Sabmarine, and our net prices are as low,
lower, than any other first-class Insulated Wire.

The Clark Wire has been before the pnblic and in nse for
and has met with universal favor.
Thousands of miles of this wire have been sold, and
the past nije years,

We

shall be pleased to

if

not

mail Catalogues with Terms and

Discounts for Qaantities.

are in use throughout the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for it ie constantly increasing, becanee
it always gives perfect satisfaction.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE CO,
61 and

Western Agents,

63 Hampshire

Hbnbt

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Hbbbbbt H. Eusttb,

a. Clark,
Treas. and Gen'l Mgr.

Prest.

and Electrician

Send for Catalogue.

III.

THE

^y^^Ss^'^^t'f^'^
,

insulating our Wires and Cables te esand will not deteriorate, oxi-

We guarantee our Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under

iDenIation.

MplL^V"f

Thoroughly Reli-

every respect."

dize or crack, and- will remain flexible in
weather, and Is not affected by heat.

For Swltcbboard, Railway and Motor nse, we make all
Wire and Cables with Clark's

aizes of Stranded and Flexible

Chicago,

in

pecially chemicallypiepared,

"^^^MQNTST

GREAT WESTERN MFG.

NEW YORK.

a Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire Under-

In

"CLARK WIRE"

126

Consoliiatel Electrie Storage Comiiaiiy,

TELEPHONE S-

BRUSH PATENTS,

ELECTR/CAL SUPPL/ES
'iENO^JfSE Palmer Bros.

HAYDEN-BOOKER MF&, COMPANY,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BtriLDING, NEW TOKK.
DBEXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

Mannfactarers of

all

hinds of

OPEN AND CLOSED CIRCUIT

CELLS,

And Dealers in

SPEAKING TUBES AND WHISTLES.
Oral, Ellectric,

Everything in the Battery Line.

Pneamatlc and mechanical

2140 DeKalb

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

M. M.

Fnll lilne Always tn Stoch.

W. R. OSTRANDER &
New

St.,

HAYDEN,

-

-

•

St. Louis,

Mo.

President and Manager.

CO.,

S04 Fallen St.,
Xork.
Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(^"Send

for

New Catalogue.

Out Angust

Ist.

HART FLUSH SWITCHES. W.S. EDWARDS MFG. CO.,
MANBFAOTUBEES OF

S and 10 Ampere Single Pole.
ID Ampere Double Pole.
10 Ampere Three-way.

ELECTROLIERS,

The Only Snap Switch that has

Combination Fixtures,

PROVEN A SUCCESS.
Electric

and Combination Brackets.

Fop Sale by All Supply Housea.
EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS.

LOW

The Hart

& Hegeman

Our new catalogue
ready.

MANUFACTURING

If

CO.,

PRICES.

of Electric fixtures

you buy

fixtures

is

no

send

for same.

HARTFORD, CONN.

21 and 23 E. Lake St. Chicago.

COPPER
WIRE.
"IDEAL" INSULATED
New
<p^_^g^_

Approved by the

The Only Antliorized FIBRE

York Board of Fire Underwriters.

COVERED WIRE

for

INSIDE,

TUBE and CONCEALED WORK GENERALLY.

by long nse, nor Oxidize the Copper. Finished in the folio-wing Styles:
Black Polished, White and Black Glazed Braid and IS^hite Fireproof.

It will not Deteriorate

We

can freely

recommend

this

Wire for

inside wiring, from the fact that recent insulation tests
all
authorities show that it stands very high.

made by

reliable

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
Factory,

Chicago Agents.
EXiBCTBIC AFFI/IA.irCE CO.

New

Ifork OiOce,

39 and 41 Cortlandt Street.

J».WTlrCKBT. B.

I.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

Removes all

Impurities.
scale

Entirely prevents

and f'ixtares of all kinds.

IMPORTANT TO COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS,

Oa and afttr December 1st, Baggage
Agents of the B. & O. R. R. Co. will accept coupons from mileage books issued
by B. & O. R. R., P. & W. R'y. B. & O.
S.-W. R'y and Valley R'y of Ohio, in payment for excess baggage charges, at their
This arrangeface value, 2 cents each.
ment will not include B. & O. Mileage
Books endorsed "good only on B. & O.,"
B.

&

O. Southwestern

from date of

Adams

169

w

Chicago,

Street,

Mileage

ja. na"

T

:ej i>

A young man with fifteen years' experience as
an electrical engineer desires a positinn as superintendent or electrician for street railroad or
electric light company. Have had experience in
alt apparatus in practical use for llsht and power.
Am also expert oo steam. Can furnish references.
Address **Prae-tiral."
Care Western Eleoteician,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

Cheap
|Trans=

I

portation-...,nniiniiiiniiiL

I

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on
the Imperial Wheel. Cheaper than
other bicycles because less repairs are
needed. Our convincing catalogue for
the asking.

Advertis-

issue.

AIWES

& FROST COMPANY

CHICAGO, ILL.
Slx\mVXX\X«WWWVXXX\XV>\\\\VKKnL\VL\\\\VJ

STUDY ELECTRICITY
III.

By our oorreepondence method.
Diplomas awarded. Catalogue

Thorotigh Instrnctlon, with

free.

AT HOME

FKEE APPARATUS.

Heientlfic machinist Co,,

90-91

Moderate tenna.
Atwater Bldg., Cleveland,©.

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES PLATINUM
For all Purposes.
Scrap and Native Platinum Purchaseil.

FOB ELECTBICAIj USES;
Tarions lionertlia, fi*om 1-S Ohm Co lOO ohms

BAKER &

CO., 408-414 New Jersey
Kallroad Ave.. Newark. N. J.

BealBtanoe
Grmphite Bods of
to the Ineh. wraphite Boxes and Grneiblea, Beslstlnc Heats
of 4.000 Desrees. Inquiries (Gladly Answered.
I

PS. DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.,

Jersey City, N.

Lightest Storage

m

One

Our

New Book
Which

PACKARD Yacnum Pnmp,
Either

Number

Answer Box

123,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.

of

of

new

this

discovery.

HASCHKE & CREELMAN,
Storage Battery Manufacturers,

^^

the electrical books published
to date, together with descriptions of the most important, can do so by writing us.
list

descripllun

for

now

found
a complete

2, 2A, or 3.

Specially suit-

ed for electric launches, tracWrite
tion and lighting work

Catalogue

readj', contains 100 pages and will be
of unusual interest.
Anyone wishing to obtain
is

Battery

THE MARKET.
Embodies new feature that
gives it a decided advantage

J.

over other cells.

WANTED.

Steam

STILWELL&BIERCEMF6.Ca,
DAYTON, OHIO.

ing Books, nor books older than one year

Chicago General Fixture Company,

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

EXCELSIOR BRAND.

Electric Snpplies

1894

Steam-Feed Water Pnrlfler.

Stllwell's Patent Live

Double Rubber Gore,
Triple Braided Weatherproof,
Magnet^ Office and
Annunciator llVire.

22,

all

20-23

W. Randolph

St.,

CHICAGO.

Agents wanted.

€. *\ SFLilXWOltl'', Manufacturer

of

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

Glass blowers for tubulating, sealing and
Only gocd
forking incandescent lamps.
hands, steady and reliable, need apply.
Address, stating experitLce, wages and re-

ILE

ferences,

AMERICAN ELECTRIC MFG.
2011-2017 Pine

St.,

OTHERS
Our
said?

CO.,

Tt^^"""^"i^-^

ST. LOUIS.

all Incandescent Dynamos, P'atiog
Dynamos. Alternating Generators and Exciters,

W.
J.

Grant High
133 N. Third

Miamisburg

&

Co.,

St.,

WALLACE ILECTRICCC,
St.,

Procured.

GRAXT

30 Years' Practice.
IKSUREl). Pamphlet,

J.

GOOCH.

New Catalogue

of

Books.
fient Free to

We

All Batteries (ruarauteed. Send for Catalogue*

By

G

in?c ^Qubcrt

eAlanufaGl"uring do-

R

Any Addreaa.

B

r

EUctrleianFnbllshlBg
6

r
IK

TRICAL BOOKS, and ill
orders promptly, prepaid, onreceiptof price.
Lakeside Bnilding,

CHICAGO.

Cu.,

r

e:

E. A. UEBBIliIi,

%

1/

In the West for ELEC-

book of reference for all points between Chicago and Lake Superior on the line of
the Milwaukee & Northern R. R., and is a valuable
publication for business men and tourists who may
be interested in the development of the agrlcult
ural, mineral and timber resources of Northern
Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan,
This book, together with an illustrated pamphle
will be sent free
telling ^'Wtiere the Trout Hide
upon application to Geo. H. Heafford, General Passenger Agent. "North Star Route." Chicago, III.
Xe the title of a

""^

Its

are Headquarters

Culumbns, O.

TEMPERED COPPER.

Electrical
The most complete of
kind ever published.

k No. 12.

north: star points

All patterns of tempered copper segments guaranteed true to gauge, free from defects; no alloy; finish
and temper equaled by none. Exclneively used by
some of the largest companies in the country.

re-

W?5liifl£loa. D, C.

SEND FOR OUR

HARRISON & CO.,

Cartridge or Porous Cups made of especially preOne-half the size and one-third the
pared paper
Guaranteed to be
weight of other porous cups.
equal to any Salammonlac battery made. The cheapest battery now on the market.

ferences and advice free.

CHAS.

P.

Burnley Cartridge Battery.

GOOD PATENTS
^J|
^^

Miamisburg, Ohio.

InGuaranteed the best Dry Battery ever
ternal ehort circuiting or local action is eliminated.
'WIU
Will not deteriorate when not doing work.
hold it3 first value over Inng periods of time. Interaal Teslstance small; high and conBtant E. M- F.
Will not run down or die on the ehelf. No bursting
of seals or oozing of salts from the top.

Chicago.

"WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,"

For the

Electric Co.,

IMPERIAL DRY BATTERY.
made.

Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

307 I>earborn

disbes for a family in uae minute.
tVashea, riosea and dries Ibem
without wetltDg ibe honda. Yoa
pQsh the but too, ibemachinEdoe*
tbe rest. Briebt. poUsbed dishea,
and cheerful wives. Ko scalded
fiogcra.iiosonedhaiidsorclaibiDg.
'No broken dinhes. DO muss. Cheap,
durable, warrao ted. Circu Jars fre*.

Amp.

to 7,0O0

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Wirt Dynamo BrDsh.

?XTor''L'nt«' Agents. $75
a week. t:.\clu3ive itrrilurT. Th«
Rnplil DUh Washt-r. Washes all lbs

Write for prices on

Switches, Switcti Boards,
Tablet Boards, Main
Line Fuse Blocks.

From 30

"Expei't,"
Care Westehn Electeician.

Suitable for

Telephone Bobbins and Spark Colls,
17 to 27 Yandewater St., New York

KNIFK SWITCHES

Electrician and telegraph operator desires pomanager of telephone or district exchange, or to represent some electrical supply
bouse on the road. Experienced in all branches
construction and electrical work, house wiring,
Address
etc.

sition as

The

^~m~~^

are dull we are
Superior Switch with our surprising low price.
Why should more be

busy

176 Pages.

Price, prepaid,

For the use

^^.fiO.

of Electricians,

Engineers and Architects.

NO MAN
contemplating the erection of

an

electric light

plant can afford to be

WITHOUT

IT.

R

r

Electrician

J^ki^Ghurclil-'^-dortiandt-eAicwYork-

PnblisMng Company,

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

—Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The

attention o£

ELECTRIC COMPANIES

WHEEL as particularly
adat'ted lo their
aii<l
efticieiicy

ut^e,

ia called to this

on account of

its

CELEBRATED AVATFR

remarkably Steady motton.

its diameter, being double
power oi most wheels of the same (iiameter. It ia used by a number of the leading electric companies with ^reat satiefaction. Id the economical use of water it is without an equal, producing the
highest per cent of nseful eSect guaranteed.

high speed

and laree eapaeiiy

gr»^at

for

tbe

SEXn FOR CATALOGUE AND PAS-TICUMjARS,
The accompanying engraving repreaenta a single 10-inch Victor Turbine on horizontal shaft to
develop 36 H. P. under 38 f^et head. Arranged with 12-lnch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to
disconnect pulley.

We are now prepared to fnrnigh Victor Turbines, either single or
and where the situation admits of their ase we recommend them.

The

Slilwell-Bierce

&.

in pairs,

on horizontal

shafts,

Smith-Vaile Co., Dayton. 0.

•9
85

JOHN STREET, NE^W YORK,
MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other

Law Cells,

SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS, ETC., ETC.

FRICES JLKD OTHER
Mine

OUR INDICATOR

Eliminator.
For

DEPARTMENT

Extraetins

Ts couiplete
"with the

Oil

most modern

From

Fxhaunt.

perfect

fi.noeked
a>nt All

articles
in the line,
iiiend for

Competitors
Jn Three
Important

Any

As a
Dividend
Payer
Nothing

SEPARATOR.
First-class

Send for Sample.

Mine &
Robertson Co.,

M'heels,
Planlmeters,
Etc.

Eilianst Pipe

STEAM

la

EUREKA PACKING.

Kedneing

Roiertson'

ROBERTSON',

so profitable in a small way as

CatalosuA.

Tests.
^end for
Circular.

Neyer

INP^ORIwULOi'IOXI CHEERE^XJL^XvY E^URMISHEr).

7e Cortlandt

The most efficient

Article

device for separatingj

water and

At

live

Very low

steam.

St.,

JTEW YORK.

Price.

Get Circular,

Yoti

Need One,

Aiii a Snccess.

Every TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the
only device that will do the required worfe and not infringe In any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Bell Company.
Oar device will
operate with any Btyle or weight of
receiver
Send for testimonial circulars, price list, etc.

BRADLEY &

YOU CAN HAVE ONE

CO.,

Stone Street,
Kocliester, N. Y,

7,0, 11, 13

Anyone interested in the art of electricity can obtain
new ICO-page classified catalogue of electrical books which

a copy of our
is

JUST OUT.

ELECTRICITY

It

and

will

contains a complete list of all electrical books published to date
prove of inestimable value in selecting the proper works for the
We are

study of electricity.

HEADQUARTERS
For

electrical books

and cau

fill all

IN

THE WEST

orders promptly on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeelde Building, Chicago.

The Standard Open Circuit Sat'

FREE APPARATUS.

teries of the World.
Send for CmciTLAK and Prices.

DiPLOMAB Awarded.
all

Courses in other tradea,
including thorough instruction in Mathematics

and Physics. Send frr FREE Circular stating subyou wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.

THE

ject

New Dynamo Tenders' Hand-Book.
By
226

T. B.

LECLANGHE

Ill to

BADT.

FlexibleCIoth Binding.
Pages, 140 Illustrations
S 1-2x3 inches. Price $1.00.

Size of

Type Page

NEW

BOOK, much more complete than the
This is, as the name indicates, a
with all the information, instructions and rules which are required by
practical men, as Dynamo Tenders, Linemen, Stationary Engineers, and owners
and operators of all kinds of Electric Plants. It is the only book of the kind
published in the English language. 9,000 copies of the old Dynamo Tenders'
Hand-Book sold, and over 5,000 of the new.
old one,

Electrician Publishing Co.,
6 Lakeside Building, CHICAQO.

in

BATTERY

Fast 131tt

St.,

CO.,

H. Y.

TELEPHONES!!
This company

ie

manafactaring

A Compound Magneto

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It tajks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and polef).
Private lines, Factory plants,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.

Send for circulars and price

lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

CO.,

539, S40 and 541 aionadnock Blk., Chicago, lU.

W£StERN ELECtRICtAN.

xiV

December

BUCEETE
Monadnock

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

FUSE WIRE) «--*^^

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

I
)

PORTER & BUERDORF.

A

large, handsome Map of tlie United
States, mounted and suitable for office 01

Capacity

home

^"^"v^l^.

the Burlington
Route. Copies will be mailed to any address on receipt of twelve cents in postage
B.
by P. S. EnsTTS, Gen'l Pass. Agent,
Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.
use,

is

issued

by

C

&

SALES AGENTS FOB

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,

TO

FIT

ii,

1894

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint of
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

Going to

Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteries for traction worfe sold with
guarantee of 20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty
808, IVo. 'Zl (^nincy St., Chicaso.

Room

California.
The Burlington Route

is

the only

running "Personally Conducted" Excursions via Denver to
Colorado Springs, Salt Lake, Ogden,

railway

KNIFE SWITCHES.
1,000 styles.

SWITCH BOARDS.

REDUCED IN

TABLET BOARDS.

Sacramento, San Francisco, StockMerced, Fresno, Bakersfield,

Slate Base.

ton,

FUSE WIRE AND LINKS.
Accurate,

Tested.

PRICE.

and Los Angeles at the lowest
and without change of cars.

Guaranteed.

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS, TRANSFORMERS,

ARC CUT-ODTS, SLATE, MICA, SOCKETS, PORCELAIN.
Can yon use any

Tiie

of

The

them?

prices are right.

Independent Electric Co.,

39th

St.

Leave Chicago every Wednesday.
call on T. A. Grady, Excursion Manager, 211 Clark Street,

Write or
Chicago.

and Stewart Ave., Cliicago.

A. R.

JENNINGS,

317 Mermod & Jaccard

l^il^ST.LOUIS.MO.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

FIVE

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

GOOD
BOOKS.

rates

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.,

&

6 Lakeside BIdg.,
Chicago, III.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

MANUFACTURING

CO.

f

»ITT»^TJIt.Gt3

We

manufacture Complete Installations of

ElLECTRICiLL JLI>PJLR JLXXJS
CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTI1MC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

For

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

ELECT'RieiAN

SLOANt

A'sv5AblL
624 pages, J3.00.

An

150 pages, $1.00

158 pages, $1.00,

135 pages, $1.00.

liO pages, $1 00.

Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BIT T. O'COHHOR. SLO-fi.HK.

FOR THE
Profusely Illustrated.

BEGINNER
Practical.

as well as the
Necessary Adjuncts

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

student.

to every Library.

Send

in

your Orders,

6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.
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INCANDESCENT

ELECTRICIAN.

um\m from alternating

Series Lamps.

Incandescent

Lamps

Trial orders

for

mean permanent

Street Fixtures.

Arc and Multiple

Boston, Mass.

CO.,

COXTRACTOBS FOR COJIPIiKTE BUBWAY
SYSTEMS FOB ElikCTKIC RAII-tTATH ASID F.I/ECTBlr
L.1UHT, TELEFHUNE ASil> TEIiEUBAPa COSIPAKIES.

Circuits.

Cor. espondenoe solicited.

business.

BERNSTEIN ELECTRIC

current dynamos

Series Sookels.

£I>WABI>

8.

PEROT,
C.

President.

QAI/I.AeHEB,

&

Tlce-F^egi.
Cen. Hlgr.
JA8. P. lIc<ltrAll>E, Sec. A. Treas.

THE NATIONAL CONDUIT MANUFACTURING

CO.,
MAKUFACIUIIERS OF WROUaHT-IRON CEMEHT.LINED TUBES FOR ELECTRIC SUEWAYS.
Works, HASTTKCiS-ON.HTJDSOX.
We own Patent No.

Sfew York

covering Wronght-IroD Cement-Lined Pipe for Subways and the method of Laying.
Subway Constructed by us note in use in t/ie Lntteti States
Vantid
395.584,

Also. pRtents Nos. 416,234

and

XJC TTo-u.

"^?K7"«-xa.*

and

TI3IES BniiDlNG.

Office,

416,235 for Distributing Boxes.

Over

9,000,000 feet ol thle

OBDEK A COPY OF

WEBB'S TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

"A GOOD THING"

Price

iil.OO,

Postage Prepaid.

Published and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO., 6 Lakeside Building,

CHICAGO.

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.
Sole

ACa,zi.-u.fActu.x>ezrs,

Grimsliaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimsliaw Dndergronnd Lead Covered Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsbaw Tapes and Splicing Compound,

Ynlca BnsMngs,

all sizes,
z-ls.

MAIN OFFICE
13-17 Oortlandl Street,

i

Ynlca Electrical Wire Ducts for Interior Constrnction.
Xxis-u.lA.ted.
Ir-o Ooxxixxt'SiT-,

:

(

New

BRANCHES:! 78-82

Tort.

The^^

CHICAGO:

W

Franklin Street.

S AN

BOSTON:
134 Oongress Street.

NATIONAL

102

FKANCISCO

Sacramento Street.

99

We

make simply a business proposition. Buy two sets of our
instruments and make your own tests. If satisfactory the way is open
for

more business, either

in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

Our head telephones are largely used by Bell telephone operators.
The --NATIONAL" is in use at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

A

Atlantic Avenue,

NEIVir
IWOT7V

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

BOOK

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND - BOOK.
Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of
which 30,000 copies have been sold. The new book deals in the author's
well-known practical style with all the problems of Electric Power

Transmission.

NOW READY.
ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

PRIGi: $1.00.

CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.
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READY!

The TelephoDe Hand-Book.
By HEIRBEXRT LAW© WEIBB.
138 lUnstratlons.

146 Pages.

Hand-book

Cloth.

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent OfRce no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
was proved that the Edison carbon transit
mitter had been in public use for more than
Iwo years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

ductor. In the O'Arsonral receiver a curved permanent magnet is used, one pole of which terminates

FIGS. 27

AKD

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

48

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

30

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

Size.

I
28.

d'aksonval keceiver.

in a soft iron polepiece that serves as tlie core of the
coil, and the other in an iron box, or cylinder, that

FIG

V

sprinq,
ers,
STRIP, A screw

BERLINER CARBON TRANSMITTER.

FIG. 45.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issaed to Edison, so that both sides of tlie interference
eventually got their patents more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
?<.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-

—

meecadier's bt-telephone. T T receivmagnet, E ndt, R steel
clamping i? to F, (Z d' metal
COLLAR clamping V TQ RECEIVER CASE,
// TERMINALS OF COIL a CONNECTIUQ
SCREW, C' SOFT RUBBER NIPPLE
FOE EARPIECE.
completely encloses the coil. The two poles are magnetically insulated from each other by the wooden
case, to the upper part of which the diaphragm is

EiG. 29.

BERLINER'S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.

-4.

N

SPECIMEN PAGES PROM TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

CO

—

lO"

T

3E1

IT

T S.—

—

Chapter 1: The Invention of the Telephone. Chapter 2: Sound Waves. Articulate Speech, Chapter 3: Electric Telephony. The Bell Telephone. Chapter 4;
The Microphone Chapters: Current Induction. Electromagnetic Induction. Chapter 6: The Induction Coil; Its Use in the Telephone Transmitter.— Chapter 7:
The Complete Telephone Circuit. Chapter 8: Magnet Telephones. Chapter 9: The Bell Telephone Receiver. Chapter 10: Other Forms of Magnet Telephones.
Chapter 11: The Go wer, Ader and D'Arsonval Receivers; Mercadier's Bi-telephone. Chapter 12: The Siemens, Kotyra, Neumayer and Bottcher Receivers. Chapter
Chapter 14: The Blake Transmitter.— Chapter 15: The Long-distance Transmitter. ^Chapter 16: The Solid-back Transmitter. Chapter
13: Carbon Transmitters.
17: The Berliner Transmitter.
Chapter 18: The Cuttriss Transmitter. Chapter 19: Various European Transmitters..— Chapter 20: The Efficiency of Carbon Transmitters.
Chapter 21: Batteries for Telephone Work. Chapter 22: Open Circuit Batteries
Chapter 23: Closed Circuit Batteries —Chapter 24: The Practical Management of Batteries. Chapter 25: Magneto Bells. Chapter 26: Automatic Switches. Chapter 27: Telephone Line Construction. Chapter 28: Metallic Circuits.
Chapter 29; Underground Wires. Chapter 30: Lightning Arresters. Chapter 31: Inside Wiring. Chapter 32: Installation of Telephone Instruments. Chap'er 33:
Inspection and Maintenance. Chapter 34: The Condenser; Its Use in Telephony. Chapter 35: Electromagnetic Retardation. Chapter 36: E.icohange Working.
Chapter 37: Small Exchanges. Chapter 38: Party Lines; The Bridging Bell. Chapter 39; Long Distance Telephony. Chapter 40: Duplex Telephony. Chapter 41:
Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony. Appendix.
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Directory of Principal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.
B. J. Arnold, Mem. a-I.

Consu'ting Electrical Engineer,
Specialty: dectrlc Bailways

Wm.

Chas. G. Armstrong,

e. e..

Electrical Engineer,

574-57G Kookery, Cbicaffo.

S.

Andltorlnni ToTFer, Chicago.

The Consolidated Eng.

Amstutz,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineer,
I

i

New Electrical

Devices Perfected for

I

Shop Construction.

I

[

I

Tests, Plans, Estimates,

Snperrlsion and Expert Opinions.
{

I

)S9
I

Blacbstone Blds:^ CleTeland.O

e.

The Allen-Hussey

Co..

General Electriciane and Contractors.

Expert and

and Power Sta-

m. Am. soc.ai.

Mechanical and Electrical
Engineer,

tlooa.

N.

H. Bryan,

Co.,

Designers and Bailders of Electrlo
Light and Power Plants, Electric
Railways, Water Works, Ice Making
and Refrigerating Plants.
831 Pine Street, St. LonU.
Alfred C. Einstein, Prest. and Treae.
Thomas V. Hall, Vice-Preet end Secy.
John A. Henry, Siipt. Electrical. Con.

aoDHnltatlonB, Reports, Estimates, Plane, Speolfloatlons, S'lperintendence, Teste, Purchaelng.

Turner Ballding:,

&

Goltz

St. lionis.

tects' flndeDglneer'4' PpecificHii"ns. Telephone,
Hnrrlson 712. E-t-blished 38b9; Incorporated
1S9>.
Itledintili
4:iiica«:«>.

9L»

Agents

Academy

Bldg:..

and Contractors,

Milwaukee,

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
Electrician Publisliing Co.,

6 Lakeside BnlldlniT,

CHICAGO.

-

iLnalysis of Sa.1

Comstock

Co.,

Engineers

and Contractors.

for Ideal Engines.

On

K.

Electrical

Manufacturers* Agents,
Tel. 912.

Bulg,

The Louis

Sinclair,

Electrical Engineers

and power coantructlon, iocandescent lignt wiring; telephone, watchman's
clock, annunciator. burRlar alarm elecirio bell
systems, etc. Estimates furnished from archiElectric light

AVis.

I437-3<4 aionadnocli Blk., Chicago
Branch

Office,

Hodges Bldg.,

Detroit, Mich.

FREE.

JLisrincioxiisLC.

Certificate of Analysis, No. 918.
This Certifies that I have analyzed sample

Chicago, Marcli

9, 1894.

of Sal Ammoniac, marked

"A. G. Sal Ammoniac," submitted by Western Electric Company.

amount of:
Chloride contained therein to be 99.51 per cent.
"
"
"
"
Sulphate
0.03
"
"
"
Moisture
"
0.13
"
"
"
"
Non- Volatile Matter
0.02
"
"
"
"
Organic Matter
0.31
The Non- Volatile Matter consists of Iron Oxide and Alumlra.
I find the

Analytical

and

Consulting

Ammonium
Ammonium

Chemist

AND ASSAYEB,
Hoom

81 Clark Street.

42,

|®"Prices on application.

Signed, J. B.

WEIS.

JUST OFF THE PRESS.
INVENTIONS, RESEARCHES and WRITINGS of NIKOLA TESLA.
BY THOMAS COMMERFORD MARTIN.
Cloth,
Some

8vo.

330 Cuts and New

idea of the scope of this remarkable record of

new work

500

Portrait.

Pae:es>

Price $4.00.
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High

Inventions and Writings.
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

38.
39.
40.

.

.

.

.

.

.

41

Auxiliary Brush Regulation of Direct Current Dynamos.
.Improvement in Dynamo and Motor Conslruction.
.Tesla Direct Curr-i nt Arc Lightiog System.
Improvement in Unipolar Generators.

IV.—Appendix: Early Phase Motors and the Tesla Oscillator.

.Mr. Tesla's Personal Exhibit at the World's Fair.

Chapter

43.

.

.

.The Te«la Mechanical and Electrical Oscillators.

This Tolame is of the utmost interest and value to all in any wise concerned in
Sont postage free, to any address; on receipt of price, by
ot electric currents.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING CO.,

tlie

study, production or utilization

6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.
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Progress the Order of the Age,
THE NEW AMERICAN LEADS.
Kecent Improvements made in the New American Turbine have
eter, and produced greater efficiency from whole to half water than
following, copied from certified tests made at Holyoke Mass., on the
man. engineer in charge of experiments, and E. S. Waters, hydrnulic
The originals of these certificates and tests of other sized wheels

Test of a 45 inch
Head.
'Whole Gate 16.06

%

16,42
16.78
1T.03
16. 8S

Wheel-July

9,

Mm.
119.17
122.00
117.33
111.83
118.67

175 74
149.99

1]840

office.

-

Head.

1

112-60
98.12
82.17

can be seen at onr

Test of a 43-iiich 'Wheel July 14, 1894.

1894.

Horee P'rOent
per Sec. Power.
79 76
H1.68
205.27
127.18
19519
82.58

Rev. per Cu. Ft.

increaBed the power as per their dlam,
any other tnrblne, as evidenced by the
dates named, and signed by A. F. Sick,
engineer.

Whole Gate

82,18
79.31
75.52

%

16.33
16.66
16.59
17.13
17.48

Rev. per Co. Ft. Horse
Min. per Sec. PoTver. P'rCent
128.00
134.80
129.33
125.25
121.00

134.18
120.85
104.85
92 76
70.80

199.56
188.14
162.89
142.40
98.85

80.60
83.09
82.77
79 21
70.60

For information and oatalogae write

THE DAYTON GLOBE IRON WORKS

CO..Da;ton,OJ.S.

A.

/lNNllNCfAT01l5.BELL5.BATTERiE^

^

Gataloques AND Quotations

on/vppli(ation

PARTRlCfe6RTER^./j5|?5;o;econd jt
6stABLi;HED

1867

""''WATER WHEELS

LEFFEL

This Justly Celebrated "WTheel

is

Built in

Many

Styles on

SHAFTS.
HORIZONTAL
UPRIGHT AND DESIGNED
and ADAPTED
It

is

SPECIALLT

for driving

ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND

POWER PLANTS.

Our new Wheel secares a rcmarkablv tii^b ^narant^efl pcrc^ntae*. and wonderfal *teadine»s of
motion, under variable loads in practice. It affords an anpqaaled concentration of power witnin a smait
.
space; and an nnprccf^ented liieh velocity for a piven power.
ana
Its easilv and qaiclEly operated balanced prate alTords prompt and efficient control by a governor,
consequent'ane rcprulation. These wheels are in many instances operating the best electric plants in tnisana
other countries, fullv demonstrating their remarkable adaptation to that use,
.
j *
The attention of 'Electric Engineers, and others contemplating water power improvements is directed to oar
work. We will send a fine largo pamphlet. U'2 pages, fully describing the wheel and various plans of application.
_

THE JAIVIES

LEFFEL

fANUFACTORY.

CORLISS
ENGINES
!$unple.

RAILWAY
MOTORS.

Compound, Condensingr.

An

Complete Steam Plants a Specially.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

—r^

elementary practical hand-book for those engaged in the management and
operation of electric railway apparatus.

With Rules and Instruction for Motornnen.

AGENTS:

WALKER, 26-28 W. Randolph St., Chicago
ROWELL & CHASE CO.. 1217 Union Ave.. Kansas City, Mo.
C J BLANDIN, 120 Third Ave. North, Minneapolie, Minn.
R. s.

nelson W. PERRY,

By
Price, Postage

free,

$100.

THE McCORMICK
TURBINE,
Vertical or Horizontal Shaft,
Especially Adapted for Electric Work.
Gives more power as to diameter Trith a
percentase of useful effect than any other
TT-ter-'wUeel heretofore made. All sizes, right and left
Uifilier

hand, aro boilt from patterns perfected under systematic tests ia
the Holyoke Teeliog Flume.
Parties having power plants which are unsatie factory, and
those contemplating the improvement of powen*, will find It to
Aviiling to guar*
their interest to confer with me, as I

am

antee results ivhere others have failed, no matlerTvhatmakeof turbine has been in use. STATE

K^UI^IRBHEIVTS

AND S£ND FOB CATA-

MORGAN SMITH.

PRACTICAL AND UP-TO-DATE.

TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Introduction.

—11.

—

—

—

—

—

Electric Principle; Series, Shunt and Compound Winding; The Reversibility of the Dynamo. XV.
1 he Electric Motor.— XVI. The Electric Motor (continued) Torque.- XVII. Tbe Line of Commntation;
Counter Electromotive Force. XVIII. Counter Electromotive Force and S^jeed Regulation; Requirements of Speed Regulation —XIX. The Sperry and Johnson-Luc dell Systems.— XX. The Leonard,
Perry and Other System^; The Perry System of Series Electric Traction; Storage Battery Traction;
Conduit Systems. XXI. The Management of Street Railway Motors; Sparking at the Commutator;
Motor Stops or Fails to Start.— XXII. Specific Directions to Motormen— XXIII. Inttructions to
Inspectors and Superintendents. XXIV. Locating Faalts; Commutators; Drop Method oi Testing for
Faults; Insulation Test; Bearings; Gears and Pinions; Controllers.— XXV. Trolley Wheels, Incandescent Lamps; Conclusion.

—

—

—

ORl>EBS FKOBIPTLY

York,

-^

E. M.

Technical Terms, etc.— in. Ohm's Law; Rate of W'orb;EiampleB.— TV. Electric Current and Its properties. V. The Electric Current and Its Properhes (contlnmed); The
VII. Lines of Eorce;
Solenoid —VI. Measuring the Current: Magnetism and Electro-Magnetism.
The Closed Maenetic Circuit; Magnetic Leakage. —VIII. Polarity, Magnetism and Current. IX.
Electro- Magnetic Induction; The Continuous Current Dynamo; Increase of Electromotive Force;
Eddy Current in Armature.- X. i-hiUIng of the Armature Wires; Opened and Closed Coil Armatures.XI. Drum and Eiug Armatures; Consequent Poles and Multipolar Field Magnets— XII, Multiple Arc
and Series Arrangement; Current Characteriatics of Multiple and Series Arrangements in Generators.
XIV. The Dynamo
XIII. Current Characteristics in Tranelaling Devices; Multipolar Fields.
I.

On

S.

OINCISNATI.

Their Construction, Operation
and Maintenance.

Bunders of HIGH GRADE

LOGUE.

MARTIN,
& Ticket Agt,

G

SIOUX CITY ENGINE & IRON WORKS

--- -"^^

D. B.

Geo'l Pass.

ELECTRIC

^'-^-y^^ii^^^r'if

.V

McCOBMICK.

& CO.®Tn^^/w'?o^°K'c?T"v'°'

PQflCELMN^

Station

E. O.

Pass. Traffic Mgr.

FIliliEl).

Pa.

Eetlmates furnished for complete power pluits and
resolta guaranteedu
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"CLIMAX"nER Watertown Engines

The

Tliree Boilers Sold

The Only

GUcago Edison

Will

Co.

meet any guaranty in regulation,
economy or general efficiency.

Boiler Tested at the World's

Columbian Exposition.

Watertown Steam Engine
WATERTOWN,

The only NON-EXPLOSIVE boiler made.

Watertown Steam Eogine Co., 1136 Monadnock Bib., Chicago.
WatertownSteamEngiDeCo., 120 Third Ave. N., Minneapolis.
Watertown Steam Engine Co., 224 W. Main St LouiBVllle.
Rowell & Chase Machinery Co-, Kansaa City.
Pond Machinery Co., St. Louis.

Will save yon loney on coal.
Built

in

,

units from 60 to 1500 H. P.

ERIE CITY IRON WORKS,

MANUFACTURED BY

INCOKPOKATED.

Clonbrock Steam Boiler Works,
Grinnell and Court Sts.,

Automatic

BROOKLYN,

N. Y.

HI
Hannfactiirers of HICtll
Hannfactiirersof

andaiEOIim SPEED

Automatic

McEWEIM MFG. CO.,

H.

J.

Co.,

N; Y.

EBpeUotl

Vertical

anOoriMtal, froil2

600

to

L

p.

nilD PIIADAUTCC- The engine shall not run one revolu-

UUn UUHnHniCL.
when

Uon slower when

loaded than
runninR empty, and a reduction of boiler preeeure from
the greatest to that neceaeary to do the work, will not reduce the
speed of engine one revolution. Any engine failing to meet this
guarantee becomes the property of the purchaser upon paymeDt
of

one dollar.
It is

one

Most Economical Engines on the Market.

of the

FOB

S£]VD

CATAIjOeUE:.

RIDGWAY, PA.

Main Office and Works:
s

Agents:

fnlly

Peppeb & Register, Provident
Bide,. Chicagn. 111.; C. H.

Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.;

W. Copeland,

Wm. Shahpe,

141 Liberty St.,

New

937

and

RETURN TUBUUR, LOCOMOTIVE
AND VERTICAL

Monadnock

COLONY BLDG., CHICAGO.

1510 OLD

York.

£]Sa?,A.33X:jXS^£]I3 X873.
SOIi£ MAHrrFACTrBEBS OF

VULCANIZED FIBRE GO.
In Sheets, Tubes, Rods, Sticks, and Special Shapes to order.

wiMMMeTON; PBi,

Psnd for Catalogue and Prices.

Black and Gray.

The Standard Electrical Insnlating Mateffial of the World,
THE
OP -THE

$1.00

i* vi^^^T.I h.

y

improvedROOT ^^Ve* BOiLERi

Preserve Your Copies
BINDERS

HARD VULCANIZED FIBRE

Colors, Red,

Best Adapted to

Western

High Pressures.

Electrician.

HIGHEST ECONOMY.

EACH.

Absolutely Dry Steam.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

©

3LiaiEesid.e B-u-iiaiag-,

CXIIC.A.a-0.

-

.

.

CO.,

ABENDROTH & ROOT

]

KARTAYERT.
HARD FLEXIBLE FIBRE IN SHEETS, RODS, AND TUBING.
For Electrical and Mechanical Purposes, Railway Dust Guards, Waahers,
and Packings. Pat. Insulating Cleats.
MANUFACTUEED BY

THE KIRTAYERT BFG.

CO.,

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage

Silminfc

Del.

On

Books
J.

C.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside Bldg.,

BRILL COMPANY,

BUILDEKS OP EAILWAT AND

-

-

-

CHICAGO.

Free.

PHILADELPHIA,

TRAMWAY OAES OF ALL CLASSES.

MFG.

il

28

'

Two

New

York.

unproved Kacine High Speed

Hours' Ride

To Milwaukee.
Via Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R'y.
Leave Chicago 3 o'clock p. m.
Arrive Milwaukee 5 o'c'ock p. m.
Milwaukee is a summer resort.
It is cool and pleasant.

morning.
Four dollars for a round trip ticket.

m

PURPOSES

stock.
2,000 In

Over

207 Clark Street.

Gleveland.O.
80 SENECA

^

All sizes carried I^

Parlor car seats reserved in advance.
office,

.

gECTRICllGHTING
'^™"

c^t

Start Saturday afternoon.

Chicago Ticket

SUPERIOR RE60LAnON
A.D ECONOMY TOR

A^SENERAL

Its hotels are the best in the west.

Come back Monday

ST.,

iLse.

Marine and
Yacht JSngrint
Porcapine
and Tubular
Boilers.

Near Union Depot,

Bacine

New Gear

Ml GENUINE
"''''.Y.r.^ir"'''
REC.TRADE MARKS.

GEO.

B.

Shop.

GRANT.

nardwarc

lo.,

-wokhs: rawnb, wis.

W. F. PARISH, General
Home

Sales Manager,

Insurance Building,

CHICAGO.

^^.^_._^
PHOSPHOR-BRONZE
NGOTS, CASTI NCS, WiRE,
^#«ckB%a..aKa^

S HE ET &C.
ThePhosphqr Bronze SmeltincCo.Limited
I

2 200WASHIIIIGTONAVE.,PHILflDELPH|A.,PA.
OF PHOSPHOR-"
43/^// ';?.„A„" Bronze IN theUnited States AND Sole
J-A^^/A,.-yj^^.
Makers of"ELEPHANT BRAND"Phosphor-Bronze.

ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS

Siwclal attention given to the building of Electric Motor and Trail Cars.
Builders of Brill No. 31 Truck with eoUd forged frame, and "Eureka" Maximum Traction Pivotal Tmok.

CO.,

Cliff Street.
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A NEW AND VALUABLE BOOK.

I

Electric Lighting Plants,
Their Cost and Operation.
ty-

"\7«7".

Data compiled from station reports of
circuits,

:^TTC3^T iiry

J.

electric lighting plants

employing overhead

with suggestions pertaining to the information usuallydesired by the non-technical purchaser.

With Numerous Illustrations, Diagrams, Plans, Tables, Etc.

This

work gives

all

275 Pages.

Cloth.

Price $2.00, Postage Free.

necessary data for the erection of an electric light plant of any

size.

THE COST OF ARC LIGHTING.
THE COST OF INCANDESCENT LIGHTING.
READ THE TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Alternating Arc Lamps, Arc Plants, Belting, Boilers, Boiler Settings,
Boiler Efficiences, Books, Building, Cost of Arc Dynamos and Lamps,
Cost of Arc Plants Erected, Cost of Alternating Dynamos, Cost of
Alternating Plants Erected, Cost of Belts, Cost of Boilers, Cost of Brick
Chimneys, Cost of Copper for Alternating Circuit, Cost of Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound Corliss Engines, Cost of Compound High
Speed Engines, Cost of Condensers, Cost of Friction Clutch Pulleys,
Cost of Heaters, Cost of High Speed Engines, Cost of Incandescent
Dynamos, Cost of Idlers, Cost of Injectors, Cost of Meters, Cost of
Motors, Cost of Operating Lamps per hour. Cost of Power Generators,
Cost of Poles, Cost of Plain Pulleys, Cost of Pillow Blocks, Cost of
Pumps, Cost of Shafting, Cost of Shaft Couplings, Cost of Stacks iron.
Cost of Stacks brick, Cost of Steam, Cost of Transformers, Cost of
Wire. Chimneys, Circuit Loss, Contract Blanks, Current Distribution,

—

—

The Only Book

of Its Kind in the

—

overhead, Circular Mils of Wire, Depreciation, Direct Connected Apparatus, Dynamos, Dynamo Data, Economy of Condensing,
Economy of Covering Steam Pipes, Economy of Heater, Efficiency of
Engines, Engines, Equivalent of Current in Horse Power, Equivalent
Rates of Lighting, Fuel, Horse Power of Belting, Horse Power of Motors,
Horse Power of Shafting, Incandescent Arc Lamps, Instruments, Instructions for Employes, Insulation, Labor, Load Chart, Meter Connections, Municipal Ownership, Natural Gas, N.E. L. A Standard Rules, Oil,
Outcome of Practical Management, Pole Line, Pulleys, Rope Transmission, Resistance of Wire, Rules
Fire Underwriters. Report Com. on Data
N. E. L. A,, Reports of Cities Owning Plant, Reports of Cities Contracting, Stock Room, Shafting, Transformers, Transformer Curves, Wiring
Tables Primary Wiring, Wiring Tables Secondary Wiring, Wiring
Tables, Motor Wiring, Wire, Wire Formula, Water Power, Wood as Fuel.
Circuits

—

—

English Language.

Electrician Publishing

—

Price.

$2.00.

Company^

6 LAKESIDE BUILDING, CHICAGO.
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22,
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"Wood" Arc

Dynamos^Lamps
"Wood" Congtant

Cuft-ent Dynamo for 80 3
C. P. Lights.

ALL SIZES AND DESCRIPTIONS.

000

The New "Wood" 1,500 LUht Ironclad Alternator,
Type

W

A. 75,

1893.

Alternating Incnndescent Apparatus
OF THE MOST PERFECT DESIGN FOR

Lighting and Power TraDsmissioD.
TOWERS

"WOOD"

AND

TRANSFORMERS

MAST ARMS.

UNEQUALED FOR

SIMPLICITY,

ECONOMY and
MECHANICAL

BUCKLEY'S
"ELECTRIC
LIGHTING
PLANTS,

PERFECTION.
"Wood's" Sew and ImprcYed

Tbeir Cost and Cp«ration."

rouble Pole
Primary Fuse Box

Cloth

Accompanies each Transformer.

Fort

'•Wood" Constant Current Dynamo No.
125 3,000 C. P. Lights.

Wayne

10, for

Paper

^S.OO
l.OO

Electric Corporation,
BRANCH OFFICES:

NEW YORK

CITY,

BOSTON, MASS., 17 Federal St.
PITTSBURG, PA., 405 Times Bldg.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

115 Broadway.

C HICAGO,

185 Dearborn

St.

PHILADELPHIA,

907 Filbert

St.

COLUMBUS, OHIO, 57 East
SAN FRANCISCO, Elec. Imp.

State St.

Montgomery

NEW ORLEANS,
&

Co.. 35

New

St.

LA., Scuthern Eke. Mfg.

Supply Co.

OMAHA,

Neb., 104 Bee Building.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

New

York Life

Building.

CINCINNATI, OHIO,

402 Neave Building.

RICHMOND, VA., Chamber of Ccmmerce.
SAN ANTONIO, TEX., 207 LoKya St.

The New

"

Wood" 6 000 l.i;rht Trnnclad
TypeW. A.30O. 1894.

Alternator,

Powers Bldg.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

A

DAISY.
We

December

The

r^-J-^

d^Jn

guarantee our Annunciators to be

(Patented July

For
in all sizes.

also,

smooth and

A

201-207

S.

Canal

St.,

both sides of the

rail

The nuts have
Under the
The nuts are

are used.

bright.

firm mechanical, electrical

The

Correspond Tvith as before placing;
yonr order.

WASHINGTON ELECTRIC

d.

17, 1894,

twelve times the cross-section of the copper conducting rod.
nuts the rail is smoothed and brightened by a special tool.

Handsomely finished.
Cheaper than inferior makes.

a

electrical contact

1894

^

Rail Bond.

Simple, Reliable and Snrable.

Made

Johnston

22,

and water-tight

joint

is

made.

30 inches, of 00 and 0000 copper rod.
Address the manufacturers,
usual length

John A. RoebliBg's Sons

CO.,

Ch icago.

is

New

York.

Chicago.

Co.,

TRENTON,

San Francisco.

N.

TE:i:.E:pxzoNrE;
AND

BKONZB PUSH

EMy

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,

WIRE

^,|pi|,^I!^^

TelepHone

United States

and Cables.

CABLES.

M''

m

is

Ke-

'Z

Company

^f!^!^^^
lilflli

Stand-

rite is tlie

and

any otber on tbe

Ont

Class

R.

Improved
»nd Vapor
Engine

BRIXEY. Mfr.

For Rnnnins Isolated

Oeoeral Western Agents,

225 Dearborn

St.,

N. T.

Gas

SEND FOR SAMPIiES AlVD FBICBS.

W.

Manger,

THE "LEWIS"

Market.

GUSHING & MORSE,

&

HuEBEL

New Catalogue.

for

Slannfbotnrers,
286-290 Graham Street, BKOOKLTN,

and

InsnlatioD,

Last

Cat

SWITCHES.

using KeriteWira

Send

2 tJ

ard of Higli Grade
will

BUTTOK8,

WINDOW AND

the

in

J.

203 Broadway, New

Chicago.

Electric Plants,

York.

In warranted to give a perfectly
steady light, and to produce the
same cheaper than gas and very

much cheaper than
from a central

Hoyt Standard Ammeters aad Voltmeters for Ijamp
Meter measurement on AlternaHng Cnrrents are now

Tbe
and

1S94 Catalogue

purchased

For prices and particulars in

ready for the market.
Send for our

it

plant.

WEBSTER MFG.

which contains

new inetrainente
of our manufacture.

the above and other

DYNAMOS

AND

iDstrament Co.,
jr.

03

LUNDELL

Wliitney Electrical

PEHTACOOK,

1075 tvest Fifteenth Street,

CO.,

I

Direct

H.

Factoriee: Penacook, N. H.; Sherbrooke, P. Q.,

Can

Lundell
to

&

New York

City: Geo. L. Colgate, 136 Liberty St.
Oal-i California Electrical Works.
Mo.: St. Louis, Electrical Supply Co.
Little Hock, Ark. The Brown Elec. & Maoh'ry Co.

San Francisco,

:

directly connected

cata-

logues, prices, etc., address the

Nowotny Electric Co.
John Starr, Son & Co., Ltd.

St. Louis,

Dynamos

any type of high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor

:

Olnoinnati, 0.:
Halifax, N. S.:

Slow Speed,

Glad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.

KELLOGG,

General Selling Agent
BaUimore, Md.: The Poole Electric Co.
Boston, Mass.: Warren S. Hill.
Boston, Mass. (New Eoeland): W. B. Sonthgate
Co., 146 Franklin St.
Chicago, 111 Electric Appl'.jnce Co.
F.

Current,
Iron

AGENTS

HENEY

MOTORS.

Interior

Minneapolis, Mlnu.: Electrical Engineering Co,
Col.; Russell & Of&cer Elec. Constr. Co.
Omaha, Neb.: Western Electrical Supply Co.
Seattle, Wash.: Northwest Fixture Co.

Conduit

& Insulation

Denver,

Co.

44 Broad

St., N.

Electric Lighting and
Apparatus'.

Power

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp

Patents sustained by

repeated decisions

ofU.

B. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

CO.,

Agenoiee in

The

a'l large cities.
Kussell & Officer Electrical Oonstr action Co., Denver, Col.
Hlllls, Yokohama, Japan.

Bagaall &

OdBce and Works. Cor. Belden and mason Sts.,

CliEVB£ A.XD, OHIO.

Y

J

lYIAiS.

\Hbr.

•NOLOGY

$3 per Annum.
Vol.

EVERY SATURDAY.

n.cui^P.li^^^i'Hi^,,,

DECEMBER ,29,

CHICAGO,

XV.

INSULATED
WIRES AND CABLES.

SIMPLEX

RUBBER COVERED, WEATHERPROOF, UNDERGROUND and SUBMARINE.
Simplex Electrical Company,
"'Tr-'hixIon?'
1137

Monadnock Block. CHIMGO.

1

O cents per Copy.
No. 26

1894.

LIGHT.

LIGHT.

LIGHT.

It there l8 any one time in the year when plenty of light is reqaired it is during the month of December. Every station man ought to be easily able to
convince a large number of his customers that more light is necessary for
a succaaeful holiday trade. Get the business, and send us your order for

LAiviPS

75-81 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.

__

^~~^

— ]E*jA.OIS..A.IE1.ID— lamps.

AND IVERY PARTY TO THE TRANSACTION WILL BE HAPPY.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COWPANY,

ANDERSON STEEL TROLLEY POLES AND HARPS.

—

^^^-^

Manufacharers!-. N"ew

&

York

a42

Ohio Co., Warren, 0.

ELEciBicAfc^nppLiEa.

ffladi^ion St.,

cmCAGO.

PIVOTAL BOSTON TROLLEYS.
Keceived only Award for Trolleys at Ctilcago,
Manufactured by

ALBERT &

J. 91.

ANDERSON,

289-293

A St.,

BEST OF ALL

Boston, Mass.

Hade by

J.

IS

H.

BtrilflKBI.I<

4

76 Cortlandt St., New Tort.

'JO.,

Best Oonetmctionand Ingredients. Strongest, most Durable and BeUable. Size 6x3^, 60

Send for

ct*.

mU

per

LIBERiL DISCODNTS.

Samples.

PARTRIDBE

MAiniFAOTnRER OF

T' CARBON CO.

INSUIaATBD XSIiEGTRIG WIRE^
FLKXIBLE COBDS and CABX^ES.

SOO and 3«S North Third Street.

PHII.ADBI1PHIA, FA.

-

-

(EYSTONE IHSTRUMENTS.

•

"

16C.P.iiiiiiii.iots,25c.'^

X_J!

I

BEACON VACUUM PUMP &
ELECTRICAL CO.
Headquarters, IrvlngtonSt.,
Boston, Mass.

32C.P.iiiM,iots,35c.

Collins'

Compound

1C n P
i U U. r

Anchored Fill.
.

ment Ry.lamp, Zl

I

L.

Colgate Company,

186 Iilberty

St.,

N.

2 U.

&

of Imitations.

Look

for

m ^HMT'

THE STANDARD PAINT

WESTON

CO.,

OF

Jit

ALIi

for

O.
The New England Switch.

New York and

St.

SNAP SWITCHES.

ASK YOOR NEAEE3T SUPPLY HOUSE FOE

Send

Every Package.

Dearborn

The Peer'

Rooster on

the

3?3

((#

the Lead.

Beware

CHICAGO,

HERE IT IS!

alew York.

in

Bt.

305 Hale Bldg.

Patents.

C.

Lee & Collins,
239 La Salle Street, Chicago.

Always

NEW ¥0E», 39 Oortlandt
PHILADELPHIA,

07'

FOR INSULATING.

Ceo.

Offices:

INCANDESCENT LAMP.

88

to

1

IT.

NEW CATALOGUE.

S. I»Xi-A.TT,

02 Cannon

St.,

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Chicago.

ENGINES.
High Pressure Boilers.

Complete Power Plants.

Estimates and Drawings Submitted.

ENGINE
WESTON
PAINTED POST, M. Y.

CO.,

KEPRESENTATIVES.
JULIAN SOHOI.L Si CO., - 126 Liberty St., N. Y. City.
HOFFMAN-EUSSELL CO., - 82 Lake St., Chicago, 111.
i
"
Scranton, Pa.
-

SCEANTON SUPPLY & MACH'Y CO.,

S'SS^S^-c^^^vl^B,

GEO.

}^'-- ^-''«''"-

T. iilANSON,
QenU Snpt.

^ WOOD COMPANY,
THE BALL Improved
Builders of

Antomatio Cut-off Engines.

W. H. H0DQIN3,
Secretary.

THE OKONITE COMPANY,
13 Park Row,

LIHITED,

New York

INSULATED

(

WIRES AiDCABLESi
For Aerial, Submarine and Underground Uit.

Candee Aerial Wires.
Manson Protecting Tape.

A.o:Er^-r^

Okonite Waterproof Tape.

Cblcago oace, Muiiie iuo. BWg., W. B. Pearson, Manager.
.
„, „
«,„.
Mm«,
Oeo. M. Kenyon, Endloott Aro^de.St.
Silverman, 707 Arch St., Pbiladelphi , Pa.
J«m68 & Company, Chattanooga, Tmm.
Southern Engineerins Co.. Lo.iiBvllle, Ky.

P^
,

Stern

GENERATORS
Belted or Direct Connected,
And of Any Capacity.

Hi^VEMEYER BUILDING,

NEW

YORK.

&

EDDY

MOTORS

An

Front 1-2 B". P, Upward*.
Apparatus Guaranteed as Represented.

THE EDDY ELECTRIC MFC.

CO.,

WINDSOR, CONN
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TRANSFORMERS.
By

the use of Transformers of our design and construction are obtained:

Safety to Life and Property.
Llllulullliy higher than

in

those of any other make.

RBgOlatiOn of Potential

P-fect

in its

operation

attested by long experience.

UUllYvillullUll

Largest Size Type F Transformer.

3IMPLICITY

of

The

Characteristics of our

CONSTR UCTION — ah

iri

Type F Transformers

installation

and maintenance.

are:

accessories that can be sacrificed without impairing the value

of the apparatus have been excluded frorn the box.

PERFECTION OF INSULATION — Obtained by the use
found

in

of the highest

the core and coils are entirely immersed in

an additional protection,

grade insulating materials. As
oil, an extra safety factor only

our Transformers.

SUBDIVISION OF THE COILS — Secondary

winding the nearer to the iron core and the primary

coils

so subdivided that the greatest difference of potential between any two contiguous parts of the two

windings brought down to only half the primary voltaga

Our Transform^Q3ENCE OF FUSES — No dangerous opening the Transformer replace blown
may be
absolutely
position almost
and the
box be
Foucault currents eliminated and
SMALL CORE LOSS— Only the most
of

to

inaccessible

safe

installed in

ers

fuse.

a

fuse

carefully tested iron used.

easily accessible.

hysteresis

reduced to a minimum.

ABILITY TO WITHSTAND STRAIN— All our Transformers

are subjected to an efficiency test; a test

under ordinary operating conditions, a test under 5,000 volts' pressu' e from coil to coil and coils to
core, and a test exposing each turn to twice the strain of ordinary practice.
All tests made without oil.

OOOLNESS OF OPERATION —The

oil acts as

a cooling

medium and adds

to the efficiency as well as

aiding the regulation in the Transformer.

STEP UP and STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS.

SUB-STATION TRANSFORMERS.

Write for our new Transformer pamphlet.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

CO.,

Principal Sales Offices:

MAIN

^
Fbt

all

Offices:

SCHENECTADY,

Boston, Mass., l8o Summer St.
New York, N. Y., 44 Broad St.
Syracuse, N. Y., 244 West Fayette St.
Buffalo, N. Y., Erie Co. Savings Bk Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa., 509 Arch Sc.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 425 Wood St.
Baltimore, Md., 227 East German St.
Atlanta, Ga., Equitable Bldg.
Cincinnati, C, 264 West Fourth St.
Cleveland, O 510 Cuyahoga Bldg.
,

Seattle,

Wash

N. Y.

Chicago, 111., Mooadoock Bldg.
Detroit, Midi., 13 Roivland St.
Omaha, Neb., 309 South S".
Kansas City, Mo., N. Y. Lite Bldg.
Portland, Ore., Front and Ankeny Sts.
St. Lou's, Mo
Wainwright Bldg.
Dallas, Tex., cor. Elm and Griffin Sts.
IJenvfr, Colo 505 Sixteenth St.
,

,

San Francisco,

Cal., 15 First St.
B dg.

He'ena, Mont., Electric
Bailey Bldg.

Business outside the United States and Canada: Foreign Department, Schenectady, N. Y., and
44
Broad St. N. Y. For Canada; Canadian Geteral Eectric Co., Ltd., Toionto, Can.
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ub-Station Transformer, with Cool Air Blast
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xix

Co., J. H...

& Co
BriUCo., J. G
Bradley

viii

& Twining

Large

Const.

Boston Braid Mfg. Co
BosweU &Co., D. E......
Bradbury- Stone
Storage Co

iv

Klipstein, A.

Little.

^cviii
Big Four Route
x
Bishop Guttapercha Co....

Co.,

W

Chicago Gen'l Fixture Co.
Dearborn Electric Co.
Electric Applisnce Co.
Huebel A Manger.
Lee A Collins.
Ostrander&Co., W. R.
Partrick

xiv

^"^^^

BUssCo.,E.

E.,

Porter

Works

AndeiBon, Albert

Accnia alatorct
Boswell A Co., D.

xii

Homberger Elec.Mfg. Co

Electrical.

Frost

CLASSIFIED LIST.

Grant

Co., J.

Hollzer-Cabot Electric Co..

American Elec. Mfg.Co.... nil

Ames &

&

Hine

xvil

American Electric Co
American

Co

Helios Electric

ALPHABETICAL LIST

A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Piatt. O. S.
Roebling s Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Standard Paint Co.
Technic Electrical Wks,
Wallace Electric Co.

Worthlngton, Henry R.

^forage Katterles.
Boswell A Co., D. E.

Bradbury-Stone Elec.

S. Co.
Cons, Electric Storage Co.
Electric-Power Storage Co.
Electric Storage Battery Co.
Haschke A Creelman.
Porter A Buerdorf,

Street Cars.
BriU,

J. G.

Co.

Tapes, Insulating.
American Electrical Works.
Gushing A Morse.
Electric Appliance Co.
Lee A Collins.
Moore, Alfred F.

New York Insulated Wire

Co.

OkoniteCo.,The.
Phillips insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simples Electrical Co.

Standard Paint Co.

W^ires
and Teleg aph Apparatus.
Electric Appliance Co.
Cables— Magnet Wire.
Partrick A Carter Co.
American Electrical Works.

Insulated

Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Bunnell A Co.. J. H.
Gushing A Morse,
Dearborn Electric Co.
Eastern Electric Cable Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Independent Electric Co.
Lee A Collins.
Moore, Alfred F.
National India Rubber Co.
New York Insulated WireCo.
OkoniteCo.,The.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Phillips Insulated Wire Co.
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
Simplex Electrical Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co,

Western Electric Co.

Telephonen
Columbia

Tel. Mfg. Co.
National Telep, Mfg. Co.
Palmer Bros.
Partrick A Carter Co.
Viaduct Mrg, Co.
Western Electric Co.
Western Tel. Const. Co.

'

Telephone Moohs.
Bradley A Co.
Transformers.
Diamond

ElectricCo.

General Electric Co.
Hornberger Elec. Mfg. Co.
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.
Jennings, A. R.
Royal Electric Co.
Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.
Wagner Elec. Mfg. Co.
Wallace Electric Co.
Western Elec. Supply Co

Lamps, Incandescent.
Am. Electrical Mfg. Co.
Beacon Vac Pump AElec.Co. Trolley Cord.
Bernstein Electric Co.

Buckeye Electric Co.
Dearborn Electric Co
Electric Appliance Co
Ft.Wayne Elec. Corporation.

Samson Cordage Wks
Trucks. Eleciric Car.
General Electric Co.
Westinghouse El AMfg.Co.

Turbine W^heels.

General Electric Co.
Jaeger Mfg. Co., The.
New York A Onio Co.

Davton Globe Iron Works

Partrick

Stillwell-Bierce
Vaile Co.

Leffel

Smith,

A Carter Co,

United Elec. Imp. Co.
Westinghouse Elec.AMfg.Co.

Lightning .Arresters.
Colgate Co

,

A

Morgan.

Diamond

Scientific

Varnishes.
Lee A Collins.

(See Insulated Wires.)

IVater Wheels.
Leffel A Co., Jas.

Bliss Co., E.

Hine

A

W.

Smith, S. Morgan.
tVire, Bare.

Robertson Co.

Johns Mfg.Co., H.

W.

A Co., Eugene.
Mining Apparatus, Elec.
Munsell

General Electric Co.
Independent ElectricCo.
Westinghouse EI. A Mfg. Co.

Motors.
Brush Electric Co.

Industrial

Standard Paint Co.

iUeehentcal Wacbinery.
Mica.

Smith-

Machinist Co.

Electric Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
General Electric Co.

Magnet Wire.

A

Universities.
Cor. School of
Sciences.

Geo. L.

(Jo.

Co., Jas.

S.

._

-

Anderson, Albert A J. M.
Bishop Gutta Percha Co.
Electric Appliance Co.
Independent Electric Co.
National India Rubber Co.
Nuttall Co., R. D.
Okon^tsCo., The.
Phillips InsulatSd Wke Go."
Roebling's Sons Co., J. A.
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SOHEEFFER'S RECORDiNB

WATT-METER.
No Commntator,

For Alternating Circnits.

No

Brnslies,

Power Consumed.

Registers Direct Actual

ABSOLUTELY KELIABLE.

EASILY ADJUSTED.

DIAMOND TRANSFORMER.
Simplest, Safest and Best.

FOE ANT VOLTAGE.

DIAMOND ELECTRIC

Chicago Office. 1307 llanliattin Building,
Central £lectric Co., Sellio,^ Agents.

^^^^,

ALIi SYSTEMS.

CO., Peoria,

III.

ARC '^?r'' INCANDESCENT CIRCUITS,

WIRE AND CABLES.
EveryMeptone

FOR

Company

the

in

Both Alternating and
Standard "Ward" Ijaraps,
TWO

IN

SERIES ON 110 VOLTS.

Direct.

SlO

-

Each.

Globe and Resistance, $2 extra per lamp.

'

United States

and Cables.

*

IS

Ke-

|

ard of High Grade

i

using Kerke Wire

I

Easiest and Cheapest to Maintain.

Last

and

Insulation,

I
'^

"^

Cnt

will

of ENTIRELY NEW Arc Lamps.
SIMPLEST. STRONGEST. SUREST FEED.

A COMPLETE LINE

Stand-

rite is the

and

Out

SPeCIML LHTU^PS OP

w

Class

We carry a stock of FIDELITY
any other on the

which

Market.

we

HL.I-

KINDS.

r-lte -us fos- 01roi3.lci.x-si.

IMPORTED CORED

carbons and

carboBS,

are selling at reduced prices.

Users of Arc Iiamps should Write ns for Prices.

SEND FOB SAMPIiES AND PRICES.

GUSHING & MORSE,

W.

R.

Electric Construction &. Supply Co.,
18 Cortlandt Street,

BRIXEY. Mfr.

225 Dearborn

St.,

Z03 Broadway, New

Chicago.

Double Pole— Commutation;

Pole— Doable Pole— 3 Wire.

— no parts to break or get out

Send

G-S Flush Automatic Switch.

for

new and

revised price

list

of

Trolley Line Insulating Materials.

single Pole.

ARTISTICALLY

CLIP.

exceedingly simple and practical device consisting of a single
of order. Provides a straight underrun for and does not damage the trolley wheel. It holds the wire securely
and is practically non-sparking. It is safe, economical and saves time.

C-S Flush Key Switch.

ELECTRICALLY
MECHANICALLY

111.

An

3 Wire, 4 Wire.

casting

single

Street, Chicago,

J."

MECHANICAL

G-S Flush Double Push Switch.

307 Dearborn

Co,, Agents,

H. W.

C-S SPECIALTIES.
—

York.

York.

Wallace Electric

single Pole

New

(Establisliea 1881.)

General WeBtern Agents,

H.

PEERLESS.
0-S

W.

JOHNS MFG.

240 ^ 242 Randolph

F lOBh Double Pnrfi Swltcb— Double Pole.

THE CUTTER
ELECTRICAL
& MFG.
Philadelphia, Pa.,
S7
A.
So. tltli Street,

CO.,

CHICAGO,

CO.,

New

'

U. 8.

York.

St.,

ILL.

Philadelphia.

Boston.

For Alternatina:
and Direct Currents.

CORED

Attempts have been made in this country to produce a satisfactory cored carbon, but failure resulted in every case.
Companies that our "HELIOS" CARBON is made of the same ingredients, In precisely the same way,

We

can now assure the

Electric Light

By the man who made them

in

Germany.

We shall be glad to hear from the Electric Light interests of the country in relation to carbons tor both alternating and Direct Currents.
A memorandum book, with tables showing the relation between millimeters and Inches, with a list of ordinary sizes of "HELIOS" CARBONS of our manufacture will be sent on application. Reduced Prices on Solid Carbons for Series Arc Lighting.

-A-

-

ID oi3£ti" t-u.ro

-

In

-

^ijLStlzxess

-

3\/fl:otla.od.s!

OFFEJt: —Let us know by telegraph the price you are now paying, stating yearly
consumption, and we will guarantee to beat it from 50 cents to $2.00 per thousand.

NOTE THIS

I^HE WASHINGTON

CARBON COMPANY,

-

PITTSBURG, PA.

December

29,
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Chloride Accumulator.
The

Company

Electric Storage Battery

patents and patent rights concerning

storage

tric

batteries

of

the

the

General

has acquired

all

manufacture of

the

elec-

Company, the

Electric

Edison Electric Light Company, the Thomson-Houston Electric

Company,

Brush

the

age Battery

Accumulator

Company and the
Launch Company, whereby The Electric Stor-

Company, The Consolidated
General Electric

The

Company,

Electric

Company

ply in the United

Electric Storage

has secured to

States

electric

itself

storage

the sole right to supbatteries

of

all

the

various important types heretofore developed, as well as the protection of every decision heretofore rendered by the United States

courts in the interpretation of electric storage battery patents.

The

acquisition of these patents

existing, but insures the

company

together with those originally
all

the

known

fill

terminates

litigation

all

heretofore

against any future attacks, as the patents acquired,

owned by The

Electric Storage Battery

Company, cover

principles involved in storage batteries.

The Company
prepared to

only

not

all

has also increased largely

its

cash working capital, and

is

fully

orders for storage batteries prompdy.

Catalogue containing

full

capacities, dimensions, etc.,

description of the various

and price

list,

types

of

elements, weights,

furnished on application.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE RATTERY
838 DREXEL BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA.

CO.,

WESTERN

New

ELECTRICIAN.
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Lamp

Alternating Arc

For Street Lighting
New

Alternating

Lamp

900

7 amperes at 38 volts

c. p.,

We

or 45^ amperes at 50 volts,

3/4 16
lamps.
ing

c.

p.

A

lamp

ism
alternat-

series

By

in
is

running

lamps

in

eliminated.

13.

Ampere

Low

not

mechan-

novel.

entirely

is

lamp

will

means of this arrangement
the most troublesome fea-

only possible

ture

No.

completed a

current

SEE-SAW. The

with a reflector plate.

luBlde 7

just

direct

which we guarantee

incandescent

small
is

have

new

2^ amperes at 100 volts.
It consumes the energy of

7

Hoar Lamp.

Potential

Direct Current

"Write -US
for Frices

Lamps

a.rLd.

IDisco-u.rLts

Street Lamp, either 12 or 14 honr,
to be used in connection with
Special 33 Volt Transformer.

Eastern Agents: STANLEY ELECTRIO MFG. CO., Pittefield, MaB8.
Western Agents: CENTRAL ELECTRIC CO., Chicago, 111.
SontliweBtern Agents: ST. LOUIS ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO-, St. Lonie, Mo
New York City Agents: GLOBE ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & CONSTRUCTION CO.

Vandwm and Greenwich

MOUNTAIN ELECTRIO

Streets.

CO., Denver, Col,

New Mexico.
MACHINERT SUPPLY CO Los

PHILADELPHIA,

Agents for Colorado, Utah, Wyoming

and

Angeles, Cal.,

Agents for Lower

California and

Arizona.

Agents for Canada

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC

PA.

CO., Ltd. Toronto, Canada.

THE

S.

IS.

C.

S'S'STEM OF

Two-Phase Alternating Current Apparatus.
The

and only complete and perfected system hy which light and power
can he supplied from the same generator. Power transm,ission and
distribution m^ade practical and commercially successful.
first

The motors excel in simplicity of construction; in startIn construction and operation the entire system is much
ing torque and simplicity of starting device; in efficiency in
more simple than any other, either direct or alternating.
The superior efficiency of the generator is in itself a the manner in which they take current in proportion to their
load, and in the uniformity of speed under the different conhandsome profit to any station.
ditions of load.

without the loss of energy
Our transformers insure satisfactory service and the
involved by compounding or compensating.
are prepared to fill all orders
The usual sources of trouble and expense have been en- greatest economy.
the revolving promptly, and carry a full stock of transformers in Chicago.
tirely eliminated from this generator; z. e.
armature, commutators, collector rings, brushes, etc.
They can be built for any voltage from no for isolated
"No practical station man who has seen a Stanley alterlighting to 5,000 for power transmission work.
nator in operation will ever be satisfied with any other."
It is practically self-regulating

We

Stanley Electric Mfg. Co.,
Western

Office,

307 Dearborn

St.,

CHICAGO.

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

December

29,
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VI

ild'

TELEPHONES.
THE
Has made more

VIADUCT

BALTIMORE,

CO.,

l^E3Xj'EI^*"ErC^15in3

ISl/^J^CX-'SJ'JSl^^^^

33'ESXjXjSi

than all the manufacturers in the
United States combiaed, with one exception. Their superiority over AIjIj othera is fully actnowledged by those who have nsed them continuously during the past
SIXTlfiEN years, and it will not depart from this record of mahing the JBJGST. The standard workmanship will bo maintained with its

Purchaaera and users will appreciate this, that with a CHEAP bell the Telephone is useless, because you must first attract the attention of youj ccrrespondent, and
if the bell (which is the essential instrument of the set does not ring, you may as well be without the Telephone.
Our AB9I
Bell, patented May 30, 1893, is a success.
This company MANUFACTURES and guarantees everything It sells, and has been doing so
twenty-three years. Send for catalogue, enclose business card and mention this paper.
i

BEST

VIADUCT MFC.

1

CO., 8 So. Howard

''"NATIONAL
We

make simply a

business proposition.

instruments and make your
for

own

tests.

Buy two

If satisfactory

the

open

is

in telephones or switchboards for exchanges.

more business, either

Baltimore, Md.

f^

sets of our

way

St.,

2
2.

°^

g
g

Our head telephones are largely used by Bell telephone operators.
The "NATIONAL" is in use at the U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N. Y.

^
q
k
^

j'
CO.,
Boston, Mass.

NATIONAL TELEPHONE MFG.
620 (W)

Atlantic Avenue,

Tt^^
r=?Er»j-r

r

THE COLUMBIA

A TELEPHONE RECEIVER

PATENTS FUNDAIWENTAL— NON-INFRINGING.

of

lyNfltOwnYoHrTdleBlionB?

the

Perfect

newest and best pattern.
in

ments made

action.

Moderate

of the finest

nections within the case.

LONG DISTANCE BATTERY
TRANSMITTERS
of the latest and

justment.

manding
miles.

newest designs sold outright.

Nothing
repair.

to get out of order.

J^KIZ)

in

rubber.

No

Unique
cost.

in

design.

Small instru-

All wires

and con-

unsightly thumbscrews.

This Company owns the patent for the improved

No

Switch for changing the circuit of the Telephone on

ad-

battery

Nothing de-

transmitters.

telephone exchanges.

Will convey articulate speech 1,000

manufactured.

Constructed of the best material.

Send

Also for perfected system of

The

best

DRY BATTERY

for Circular.

iTr—

feMHiiii|liiiii
|

THE CflinMBIA TELEPHONE MANDFACTDEING
136, 138, 140 Front St.,

New York

City.

CO,,
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Company

Electric

MULTIPOLiRraAMOr""" IFpOLAR DYNAMOS,
Up

Direct Driven or Belted, in sizes up to 250 H. P.

to 100 H. P.

Automatic or Hand Controlled.
Complete Plants for Power Transmission.
Electric Motors,

Isolated lighting plants. Central Station Apparatus.
General Office:

143 Liberty

Works:

NEW

Street,

YORK.

GARWOOD, N. J.
on CENTRAL R.

and 1031 3I«nadnaek Bnildinp. BOSTOK. 63 OUver
jjj^uYEIiAKB, Cuyahoga Bnildlng. FUILAI>£I.HIA, 633 Ai-ch St.

1020
iiii*iiim¥ ni.B.ir.K'B.if'Hl'^AGO,
UKA-Xt^a.
"**^i«^KS.^

No! we make the

final

break

off

from carbons so that

it

is

R. of N. J.

St.

impossible to

get heat enough to fuse points of your copper contact plates; no filing oif of
rough points, no hanging on after you have had a short circuit or over load,

bound
first

to

work

as easily after opening i,ooo times as

it

does when opened the

time.

WE KNOW YOU NEED OUR

CIRCUIT BREAKER, and do not see why you

One burn out will pay for a dozen of
should delay writing us any longer.
our instruments. To be used oti the Alternating or Direct Current Systems.

WRITE US A.T OISrCE,

T ELECTRIC &

lilEGr

xi..^x>xx>s. ivEio:

We Want Western

Business.

lA ROCHE ALTERNATORS.
Hannfactared li Sizes from

25

to

5,000

LA ROCHE

Lights,

ELECTRIC

SINGLE
OE

MULTIPHASE.

WORKS,
PfllLiDELPfllA, PA.

Direct Connected

Dynamos.
DISTRICT OFFICES:
San Francisco,

New York,
Boston.

Direct Current

Knoxville.
Cincinnati,

Chicago.
St. Louis,

Pittsburg,

IWobile.

Generators.
1,000 liight Alternator.

WH. HOOD, 239 La

Salle St.,

GUcago.

OWEN

FORD,

Rialto Bldg., St. Louis, Ho.

December

2y,
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TO SAY THAT THE STANDAKD SINGLE PUSH FLUSH SWITCH

U

IS

THE PUSH

IN
May

M

not be a very desirable expression to appear in the

belles lettres of electrical

presses a truth that
ciated

WIRES AND CABLES

by the

is

literature,

but

it

ex-

rapidly being appre-

electrical trade.

A

WIRES AND CABLES

'PUSH'
^IRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

GOOD

IT

THING.

ALONG.

}j

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

A SINGLE BUTTON CONTROLS ONE OR MORE LIGHTS.

Three- Way.

Single Pole.

Oommutation.

All porcelain insulation with flush metal face plate, which
in

special finishes to

match hardware,

etc.,

is

furnished

to order.

WIRES AND CABLES

WIRES AND CABLES

QENERAL SELLING AGENTS:

Electric Appliance Companii,
WIRES AND CABLES

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,
242 MADISON STREET, CHICAGO.
GENERAL WESTERN AGENTS
Paranite Wires and Cables,

"0. K." Weatherproof Wires and Cables.

AND REPRESENTING

NEW YORK

& OHIO COMPANY,

Warren,

Ohio,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD LAMP;

PACKARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Warren,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE PACKARD TRAI«FORMER.

Ohio,

WIRES AND CABLES
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OCTAGONAL PINE POLES,

NORWAY

Dearborn Electric Company,

"«^i«r-rtW6»c

PINE GROSS-ARMS,

WHITE OAK PINS.

Successors to T. C. RAFFERTY & CO.,

It trill pay yoa to set oar prices.
BROWNLEE & CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

19

iiiii

'Va.l=>let-^oax-ca.s,

QUINCY STREET, CHICAGO,

TT^T^yT^^TJi

AA^

» A^L^Cl

your orders until you receive
if

new

your attention to their
disit,

^^^^VT^^^
JL ^^ ^J MMb

catalogue which will be ready for
tribution in about ten days.

^od

Hold

^^ ^p^ ^^ ^«^ ^^ gn
^^ MXm^^ JKmMXiw^

we haven't your name be sure to send it to us at once. Also
if you cannot wait for the catalogue.
Particularly on

send your orders

BISHOP WIRES AND CABLES,

—OF
All

Colore and Descriptions.

acknowledged by

on us when

Automatic

Pumps

Mercurial

The

bs the very best obtainable.

all to

prices are very reasonable.

OF LATEST DESIGN

DEARBORN ELECTRIC COMPANY,

For IncandeBceut Xiamp Companies.

19 QUINCY ST., Opposite Great Northern Hotel, CHICAGO.

Scientific glBBS apparatus for Laboratorlea, Colleges, etc.
Keliable workmanship and lowest
prices. Agents wanted In Western Citiee. iSend

^

for ne"W' Catalogrne.

EBtimates ana aeaigns /umishea
on AppHcation,

The Jaeger Mfg.

Charges reasonable for superior work.

Technrc Electrical Works, 129 Bread Street,

169 William

3VKAV

St.,

The Only Clocks Used in theW. U.Tel.
Co. Time Service.

Co.,

^Sll

YORK-

NO WINDING. CORRECTED HOURLY.

PHILADJKDPHIA.

a^XZ£3

SELF-WINDIN& CLOCK

1^^

ELKHART TRANSFORMERS,
HORNBERGER ELECTRIC MFG.
ELKHART, INDIANA.

36 Broad. T2s-a.y,

-^:oc;<o'"

CO.,

HEA^T YORK:.
Clocks Rented.

Clocks Sold.

CO..

Acme

Insulatlns Paint.

GLOSSY BLACK
Siorip

Soswdl

The

BOSWELL &

154

Lake

Wirt Dynamo Brush.

Suitable for all Incandescent Dynamos, Plating
DynnmoB, Alternating Generators and Exciters,
Electric Railway Generators, Stationary Motors.

for all purposes where Light and
Power are required.
Prices on Application.

WALLACE ELECTRIC CO.,

CO.,

307 Dearborn

Ghloago.

St.,

FINISH.

DRIES AT ONCE.
ADHESIVE.
FLEXIBLE.
ACID AND OIL PROOF.
WATER AND WEATHER PROOF.

Battery,

For Traction Work, Electric
Lighting, Electric Launch, Telegraph, Phonograph, Surgical, and

D. E.

Call

in the city.

St.,

Chicago.

The Paragon

Insulating Co..

10S5 Society for i^avingN,

HIGH GRADE.

CIiKTSl..AKl>,

OHIO.

Our

KNIFE
Large
319

&

Catalog^ne IVo. 3
Mailed for the Asking-

SUPERIOR WORKMANSHIP.

The

BISHOP GUTTAPERCHA

Twining,

Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA. PA.

SWITCHES.
METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC

CO.,

CHICAGO.

THE BEST QBABES OF
For under ground, under water, and

New York,

86

and

SS Liberty

St.,

BosloQ, TOKUbySt.,

other conditions.

-

-

NEW

YORK-

KENBT A. BKED, Secretary and aianaser.

aOO,-^a5 I^cDiTse

pwiadeipwa, tOTArciast.,
Clerelana. 24 south water St.,
Chicapru. 180 to 16'.l Van Buren St,
St. Louis, Eighth and St. CharleK St.

PORCELAIN

all

Address 420-426 East 25th Street,

"woi^miiiTOTOisr
HENRY n.
R WOTITHTNGTON
nsiuni
V* V/nxninuiUl^,

CO.

X*^-vt7-ex>,

e:
SAMSON SPOT CORD
For Arc Light and Trolley Cord.

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS,
The Western

Bryant Electric Co.
THOS.

e.

,

1

532 Monadnock

eRIEB, and BDn^ABD

B.

BIdg., Chicago,

eBIEB, aianagers.

Will represent the Porcelain Business of R. Thomas

IN

-

BOSTON, MASS.

Office of the

& Sons

SAL AMMONIAC
(EliECTRIO

BKAND)

Co.

THE WEST.

Hard Vitreous Porcelain Knobs, Tubes and Insulators.

Bryant Electric Company make good goods and prompt shipments. All firs ! class supply houses carry them in stock and can
fill orders quickly when the Bryant make is specified.

ForElBCtrical Purposes
Guaranteed 98/99% and free of lead and iron.
If you want the hest quality ask your dealer
Imported by
for this Lraiul.

A.KLIPSTEIN & COMPANY. 22 Pearl
1

St..

New

York.

4

December
EuGESE F.

29,

WESTERN

1894
W.

Phillips, Prest.

ELECTRICIAN.

xi

W. H. Sawteb, Secy.

A. Hathaway, Treas.

Are Necessary

ELECTRICAL WORKS, COOL HEADED ARMATURES
AMERICAN
PKOVIDEXCB,
B.

'

I.

'

for

All-around
Station Economy.

'

BARE AND INSULATED ELECTRIC WIRE,
ELECTRIC LIGHT LINE WIRE,

INCANDESCENT AND FLEXIBLE CORDS,

Railway Feeder and Trolley Wire,
AMERICANITE, MAGNET, OFFICE AND
ANNUNCIATOR WIRES.

The above cat is

CABLES FOR AERIAL ANO UNDERGROUND USE.
New Tore Store, P. C. Ackerman, 10 Cortlandt St.
Chicago Stose,

F. E.

perfect balance,

Donohoe, 2il Madison

MosTBEAL Brasch. Eugene

St.
F. Phillips' Electrical

of a 175 K. W. Generator wound on our new open-head
handsome appearance. Write tor prices on

U£PA1R1$

Shops, Jersey City, N.J.

Works.

spiral eyetem.

Large Commutatoray Search Lamps and Station Dynamos.

S.

W. RUSHMORE,

THE

In

ft

126

Liberty St.,

able and Desirable Wire

"CLARK" WIRE.

'^

For Switchboard, Railway and Motor use, we make all
and Flexible Wire and Cables with Clark's

The Clark Wire has been before the public and in use for
met with universal fayor.
wire have been sold, and

Diecounts for Quantities.

are in nee throughout the United States and Foreign Conntries, and the demand for it ie conetantly increasing, because
it always gives perfect satisfaction.

EASTERN ELECTRIC CABLE
61

HERBERT
Prest.

ELECTR/CAL SUPPUES
"iENj^^ME Palmer Bros.

Consoliflatefl Electrie

Storap CoBuany,

BRUSH PATENTS,

S. C.

2134-2140 DeKalb

AT HOME

OlfE

I

DOLLAR.

It will

pay jou

to see

our product and get our prices before placing your orders.

99

A

highly

and ECONOMICAL Arc Light Service
depends on the quality of the Carbons.

EFFICIENT

THE BEST QUALITY

IS

THE CHEAPEST.

High Grade Nuernberg Carbons

•TRADE MARK-

NEW

LOUIS, MO.

We make a specialty of MOTOR and DYNAMO BR USHES
and BATTERY MATEBIAL.

rOR THE^'^T"^" ^^'^Ti'ciAj^,

44

SE ND F OR

Supt.

Street, ST.

Electric Light Gariions

Thorough Instrnction, with FREE APPARATUS. Moderate terms.
free, fi^oientific SlacnlniSt Co., 90-91 Atwater Bldg., CleTeIand,0.

BINDERS
*
"^
^^

BOOKER,

Licenses Granted.

EDISON BUILDINa, NEW YORK.
DREXEI, BUILDING, PHILADELPIIIA,

By our oorrespondence method.

Highest Award at tiie World's Coiumbian Espositioo, Chicago, 1893.

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

THE

STUDY ELECTRICITY
' *

St.,

SSend for Catalogue.

and Electrician.

TELEPHONE S>

Diplomas awarded. Catalogue

and 63 Hampshire

H. EUSTIS,

iSynff^tb^-ors^
L^ILW'

every respect.'^

weather, and Is not affected by heat.
We guarantee oar Insulation wherever used, Aerial, Under
groand or Submarine, and onr net prices are as low, if not
lower, than any other first-claBS Insulated Wire.
"We shall be pleased to mail Catalogues with Terms and

Inenlation.

Treas. and Gen't Mgr.

in

Under

A Thoroughly Reli-

The Rubber need in inenlatlng our Wires and Cables is eapecially chemically prepared, and will not deteriorate, oxidize or crack, and will remain flexible in estreme cold

sizes of Stranded

HENBTiA. CLARK,

NEW YORK.

Letter from the Inspector of the Boston Fire
writers' Union, he states:

the past ni^e years, and has
Thousands of miles of this

ATI colls alike,

HEAVY CEKTKAIj STATIOAI

;

F"'

direct

TRADE MARK

and alternating current Arc Lamps, are the most economical and efficient manufactured. They produce a very brilliant and absolutely steady light.

PRICE LISTS AND SAMPLES TO

HUGO REISINGER,

No. 38

Highest Award at the Worid's Colnmbian Eipoeition, Chicago, 1893.

BEAVER STREET, NEW TORK,
Sole IrrLporter for tiie

"LTnitedl

States, Ca.na.d.a, Etc.

PHILLIPS INSULATED WIRE COMPANY,
MANTJFACTPBEBS OF

"0. K."

INSULATED WEATHERPROOF WIRE

For Electric Railway and Electric Light Work.
Superior Quality.
Cbleago Asent«,
Electric Appliance Company.

New York

Perfect Insulation.

Office,

39 and 41

Handsome

Cortlandt St.

Finish.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

xii

December

1894

29,

StUwell's Patent Live Steam-Feed Water Purifier.

Removes all

ImpuritieSi
scale

Entirely prevents

EXCELSIOR BRAND.

STILWELL&B1ERCEMF6.C0,,
DAYTON, OHIO.

Double Hubbei? Gore,
Triple Sraided Weatherproof, fiOOD
^Jl

Procured.

IMlagnet^ Office

Annunciator

Pamphlet, re-

ferences and advice ftree.

CHAS.
C,

GOOCH.

J.

WssUngtos. D.

F..SPJjIT1>OK*\

C.

Manufacturer of

^
I

One-twentieth of a cent a mile, on

^
i
g

the asking.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Lightest Storage Battery
IN THE DiABKET.
feature that

Per ail Purposes*
Scrap and Native Platinum Furcbued,

Adams

street,

Chicago,

with fifteen years' experience as

an electrical engineer desires a position as superintendent or electrician for street railroad or
electric light company. Have had experience in
al] apparatus in praclical use for light and power.
Am also expert on steam. Can furnish references.
Address •'Praeti«al,"
Care Western Eleoteioian,
6 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago.

Embodies

CO.« 408-414 New Jersey
Kallroad Ave., Newark, N, J.

BAK£}K &

III.

new

discovery.

HA5CHKE & CREELMAN,

FOB KLBOTBICAIi USES:

Storage Battery Marnif acturers,
20-2S

Iieneths, tiom 1-S Olun to 100 Ohm* Beslstanea
to the Ineh. Hraphite Boxes and Crnclblea, Beslstlne Haats
of 4.00O Degrees. Inqnli'les Oladly Answered.

erapUte Bods of Tarlons

DIXON CRUCIBLE

etc.

Books

electrical subjects sent to any
address on receipt of price, postage
-

Bldg:.,

CHICAGO.

Address

KUTH

•'J^xpert,'
Care Western Electkioian.

SPEAKING TUBES ADD WHISTLES.
Oral, £lectric,

WANTED.
No. 117

S.

ECK,

Pneamatic and Mechanical

The "New Eta"

Full litne Always in Stock.

W. R. OSTRANDER &

Winder.
Address
W. & W.,

i:l.i:ctbic

CO.,

a04 Fnlton St., New York.

Factory, 1461 and 1463 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, N.T.
^"Send for New OAtaloqok. Out Anguflt

GAS LIGHTERS.
Newly Improved.

l3t.

CapUol Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Are the only Electrle

THE
15.000 sixteen candle power genuine Edison lamp?, msde by the GeQeral Electric
Co. Ail voltages from io6 to ii2.
Edison
base only.
In birral lots 25 cents.
E. G.
Equitable Bldg.,

BRUCIvMAN,
St. Louis,

To Gas and

Mo.

Electric Light

Dynamo, retaining all the
special features of our
larger machines at a etirprising low price.
Send
for circular No. 22.

Manufacturers Dynamos and
it
Motors, 34 Market St., Chicago.

ANNUNCIATORS AND BELLS.

Armature

First Class

specialty of a high-grade
8-light, 16 0. P., 110 volt

Free.

Electrician Publishing Co.,

6 Lakeside

St.,

CHICAGO.

To Introduce our Dynamos and Motors of larger
capacity, we are making a

On
Electrician and telegraph operator desires pomanager of telephone or district exchange, or to represpnt some electrical supply
bouse on the rond. Experienced in all branches
construction and electrical work, house wiring,
sition as

W. Randolph

Agents wanted.

Jersey City, N. J.

CO.,

new

It a decided advantage
over other cells. Specially suited for electric launches, traction and UgbtlnfiT work. Write
for description of this,

fflves

GRAPHITE SPECIAIiTIES
lOS.

ELECTRIC

CO., 192 Broadway,

CURK

made that
are successfully oper-

liishterB

New Yoik,

Is the only concern in the
that makes

ated, by the hey,
Which always Indicates whether
the gas is on or off. Safe, re-

world

liable; will not fail to light;
b>ive Interchangeable stems; are
adaptable to any fixtures, and
fully guaranteed.
Made in 5
styles but all on the eame general principle as style shown.
Candle, Billiard, Argand. Our
Victor with side lever, Is a

Arc Lighting
Apparatus for every purpose, and
for use on every current.
Our Are Lamps can be used on
any current whatever

little

WHILE OTHERS
Our

wonder.

Sole ManufacturerSj
1

Companies.

02

Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

Send for Olrcalars.

are dull

we

are

busy

Superior Switch with our surprising low price.
Why should more be
said? Write for prices on

In pursuance to the provis-ons of a resolution adopted by the City Council of the
City of Peoria, Illinois, at its regular meeting held December 18, 1894, propositions
are hereby solicited for the establ'shment of
plants and the furnishing of the City of
Peoria, Illinois, and its inhabitants, with gas
and electric light for light and fuel purposes,
for a period of ten (10) or twenty (20) years.
All prepositions must be received at Peoria,
Illinois, on or before February i. 1895.
Address all communications and propositions to John H. Hall, Chairman of the
Committee on Lights and Lamps of the City
Council of the City of Peoria, Illinois.

FRANK

E.

Peoria, III., Dec.

LUKENS,

Switches, Switch Boards,
Tablet Boards, Main
Line Fuse Blocks.

KKIFK SWITCHES
From 30
J.

to 7,00O

Grant High &
123 N. Third

CMcap

Amp.
Co.,

E.W. BLISS CO.,
14 John

St.,

CHICAGO OFFICE,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
100 W. Washington

St.

PUNCHING, STAMPING,
PERFORATING

PRESSESa~»DIES.

St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

City Clerk.

COLBURN

1S94.

19,

)

801 Meiiiiali Temple,

Established 1881

ELECTRIC MFG. CO
For the

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN,

—Sl.OO.—

storage

Storage
Lowell,

-

Co.,
.Mabs.

St.,

Fitchburg, Mass.

MANUFACTDKERS OF

Batteries;'

FOR ALL PURPOSES,

Bradbury-5tone Electric

999 Main

J

d

g
g
^

AMES & FROST COMPANY

PLATINUM

Chicago General Flxtnre Company,

A young man

portation-....n.inniiiiniiiL

I
:-i 'ii/'Ua^i
rM
*i,n« S!
than
Wheel
..
Cheaper
.„^ Imperial
5
-— r
^
^ the
s
^ other bicycles because less repairs are ^
^ needed. Our convincing catalogue for ^

and Fixtares of all kinds.

Telephone Bobbins and Spark Colls,
17 to 27 Vandewater St., New York

169

—

|Trans=
-^

Electric Supplies

^

PATENTS ...
I Cheap

30 Years' Practice.

OKANT INSUREB.

and

ITITire.

Steam

in

Catalogue on application.

Boilers.

INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
ELECTRIC POWER and

ARMATURE NOTCHING

ELECTRO-

PRESSES WITH INDEX FEEDS.

PLATIN&

SHEARS AND DROPS.

THE LATEST DESIGNS.
THE HIGHEST EFflCIENCT,

STILES

& PARKER PRESS

CO,

December

29,

WESTERN

1894

ELECTRICIAN.

VICTOR TURBINE WATER WHEEL.
Cylinder or Register Gate

— Close Regulation and High

Effi-

ciency at Full and Partial Gate.
The attention of ELECTHIC COMPANIES
called to this CELRBRATEH WATRR
l^'HEELi a» particularly adapted (o cbeir use, on account of it? remarkably Mieady motion,
high spcetl aiiil grt-at efhcieii4>y and larse capacity for its diameter, being double
ifl

the

power

ol most wheels of the sfime diameter.

It is

used by a number of the leading electric comit is without an equal, producing the

with irreat aatisfaction. In the economical use of water
highest per cent of useful effect {guaranteed.

I'liGies

SEXn F'OR CATALOGUE
The accompanying engraving represents a

AXS> rAHTlCVIjARS.

single lO-inch Victor Turbine nn horizontal shaft to
with 12-inch Worrell Friction Coupling at one end to

develop 3ti H. P. under 38 foet head. Arranged
disconnect pulley.
We are now prepared to furnish Victor Turbines, either single or in pairs, on horizontal shafts^
and where the situation admits of their nee we recommend them.

The

Siilwell-Bierce &. Smith-Vaile Co.. Dayton. 0.

JOHN STREET, NEW' YORK,

85

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated Double Cylinder and other Law

Cells,

SAL AMMONIAC, BLUE STONE, ZINCS, CARBONS, ETC., ETC.

FR.ICES JLUC OTHER. IHP^OR-IvI A.TIOII CHEERE^XJLIvY E^URNISHBilD.
never

Are

Agii

a Success.

TELEPHONE requires a
SWITCH HOOK. We have got the
Every

only device that will do the required work and not infringe in any
one of the 128 patents owned by the
Our device will
Bell Company.
operate with any style or weight of
receiver
Send for testimonial circulars, price list, etc.

BRADLEY &
7,9, 11, 13

Stone

YOU CAN HAVE ONE

CO.,

i^trcet,

1

\i"^

interested in the art of electricity can obtain a copy of our
100-page classified catalogue of electrical books which is

Anyone

Kochester, N. Y.

new

JUST OUT,
contnins a complete list of all electrical boobs published to date
and will prove oE inestimable value in selecting the proper works for tLe
We are
study of e ectricity.
It

ELECTRICITY

HEADQUARTERS
electrical books

For

and can

fill

all

IN

THE WEST

orders promptly on receipt of price.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,
6 Lakeside Building, Chicago.

The Standard Open Circuit Bat'

FREE APPARATUS.

teries of the World.
Send for Cibculak and Pkiceb.

Diplomas Awarded.

Courses in other trades,
including thorough inBtractlon in Mathematics
and Physics. Send tfv FREE Circular stating subject you wish to study, to The Correspondence
School of Industrial Sciences, Scranton, Pa.
all

tHE

POH TUE-

BIDDERS
MICA
&

Eugene Munsell Co.
2ia WATER ST.. N.V.

K

W.

H. Silts,
Lake Street, Cliluep-

B-.

CUT .no o»euT
India and Amber Stamped Solid Sheet
-

,.o

SEGMENTS
RHEOSTAT
Send

for

""^x ^r'"'
TAPER

RINQS,

TUBES,

-

"

rilCANlTE
„.

SEGMENTS,
TROUGHS,
PLATES, CLOTH,

Otalogue and

^
^
Mica Insulator U).
,

&c.

PrloeS-

213

WATER

,

j^-i^i.'s^.

ST-,

N.V.

in

BATTERY

CO.,

Fait 131 ti St, *. t

TELEPHONES!!
This company

is

manufacturing

A Compound Magneto

Telephone

which it sells outright under a guarantee both as to efficiency and as against infringement of patents.
It talks as well over one hundred miles as any other Telephone talks over one mile.
This company is also prepared to fully equip Telephone exchanges, (furnishing
everything from the telephone to the wire and polef).
Private lines. Factory plants,
etc., and do all kinds of construction work.
Send for circulars and price lists.

WESTERN TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION

ACCNTS WITH '">* STOCK* o- «»iio:

co'.Lr.'£^;°i'-u,..

LEGLANGHE

Ill to

./s?cSr,"ii:.i.£s...

CO.,

539, 540 and 541 Hlonadnoek BIk., Chicaso, III

NewYork Insulated Wire Co.,
Sole

AXA]a-u.factvi.x>ex>&iy

Grimshaw White Core and Raven Core Wires,

Grimshaw Dnder^round Lead Covered

Cables,

Competition Line Wires, Grimsliaw Tapes and Splicing Componnd,

Ynlca Bnshings,
MAIN OFFICK
13-17 Cortlandt Street,

Vnlca Electrical Wire Dncts for Interior Constrnction.

all sizes,

T^ew

"X"
(

;

New

York.

BRANCHES:

CHICAQO:

|78-82 FrankUn Street.

BOSTON:
134 Congress Street.

SAN FRANCISCO:
102

Sacramento Street.

WESTERN ELECTRICIAN.

December

BUCBETE
Monadnock

MAP OF THE UNITED STATES.

FUSE WIRE) «^-X^
capacity

AND LINKS
FOR ALL SYSTEMS.

THE BUCKEYE ELECTRIC

Building, Chicago.

PORTER & BUERDORF.

A

large, handsome Map of the United
States, mounted and suitable for office ot

V

home

K^^'TJ^U.

use,

is

by the Burlington
be mailed to any ad-

SALES AGENTS FOB

DETROIT SYSTEM STREET R'Y MOTORS,

Issued

Route. Copies -will
dress on receipt of twelve cents in postage
by P. S. EusTis, Gen'l Pass. Agent, C. B.
& Q. R. R., Chicago, 111.

Generators and Electrical Supplies.
storage batteriea for traction work sold with
guarantee of

'20,000 miles without repairs. Installation of storage battery lighting plants a specialty

Room »0S,

]Vo.

31 f^ninvy

St.,

Chicago.

TO

FIT

29,

1894

ANY

STANDARD SOCKET.
Judge Ricks' decision against the
Edison Company and in our favor,
frees these lamps from any taint ol
infringement. Order no other.

CO., Cleveland, O.

Going to
California.
The Burlington Route

is

the only

running "Personally Conducted" Excursions via Denver to
Colorado Springs, Salt Lake, Ogden,
railway

SWITCH BOARDS.

KNIFE SWITCHES.
1,000 styles.

BEDUCED

TABLET BOARDS.

IK PKICB.

Accurate.

Tested.

Sacramento, San Francisco, StockMerced, Fresno, Bakersfield,
and Los Angeles at the lowest rates

Slate Base.

ton,

FUSE WIRE AND LINKS.
Gaaranteed.

and without change of

ALTERNATING AND DIRECT CURRENT ARC LAMPS, TRANSFORMERS,

ARC CUT-OUTS, SLATE, MICA, SOCKETS, PORCELAIN.
Can you use any

The Independent Electric
39th

St.

of

The

them?

prices are right.

Co.,

Chicago.

and Stewart Ave., Cliicago.

A. R.

JENNINGS,

anMermoa^JaccardBundng,

$T. LOUIS, MO.

NEW DYNAMO TENDERS' HAND-BOOK.

FIVE

INCANDESCENT WIRING HAND-BOOK.
BELL HANGERS' HAND-BOOK.
ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION HAND-BOOK.
TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

GOOD
BOOKS.

cars.

Leave Chicago every Wednesday.
Write or call on T. A. Grady, Excursion Manager, 211 Clark Street,

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC

CO.,

&

Lakeside BIdg.
Chicago, III.

ONE
DOLLAR
EACH.

MANUFACTURING

CO.

f

»iTT»^xjE«.a-a

We

manufacture Complete Installations of

CENTRAL STATION ELECTRIC LICHTINC,
LONG DISTANCE TRANSMISSION OF POWER,
ELECTRIC RAILWAY AND ISOLATED PLANTS.

For

BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL LARGE

CITIES.

i
624 pages, $3.00.

An

150 pages, $1.00

158 pages, $1.00.

135 pages, $1.00.

Excellent Series of Electrical Books.
BY

FOR THE
Profusely Illustrated.

T.

O'COHHOH. SLO-a-nS.

BEGINNER
Practical.

as well as the

student.

Necessary Adjuncts to every Library.

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

Send

in

your Orders.

6 Lakeside BIdg., Chicago.

December

MARO

S.

29,

WESTERN

1894

CHAPMAN,

THOMAS

Pres.

C.

PERKINS,

ELECTRICIAN.
JOHN

Vice-Pres.

L.

BUNCE,

TH. GONET,

Sec'y and Treas.

Supt.

THE MATHER ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Power Generators
Mather Apparatus

J.

for sale exclusively in their respective territories

HOLT GATES,
H. B.

COHO &

and Railway Purposes.
Complete Station Equipments.

for Liahtins

1140

Monadnock

by the following well-known and

Western Contractor.

Chicago,

Buildins,

reliable Contractors:

Broadway, Xcw York: New York City, Brooklyn and vicinity and New Jersey.
ANGIES & CO., e4 Federal St., Boston, llass New England.
S. N. BLAKE, Elmira, XeTV York: Northern and Western New York.
THE WIlvl, & FIN« K COMPANi S18 Marl, et St., San Francisco,

CO., 1403

a.

31.

:

,

Cal.

:

Agents for the Paclflc Coast.
F. A.

ESTEP,
President and Treasurer.

R. D.

NUTTALL COMPANY,

J.

Allegheny, Pa.

K.

MoGlNLET,
Vice-President.

P. 8.

MABTIN,
Superintendent of Works.

MANnPAOTUBEES OP

Electric

Railway

GEARS, PINIONS,
BEARINGS, TROLLEYS,

Supplies.

TROLLEY WHEELS
AND HARPS.

TRY ITONCE, AND YOU
WILL WANT NO OTHER.

IS THE IMPROVED
NUTTALL TROLLEY.

THIS

Tbe larsest and most prosperous street railway compaiiles in the
coiintry are asin^ our supplies, and they prefer them to all others on
account of greater strength and durability. Correspondence solicited.
CHAS. J. MAYER, 600 Betz Bnildlng, Philadelphia, Pa., Middle States Sales Department.
CHAS. N. WOOD. ISO Summer St., Boston, Mass., New England States Salea Department.
STANDARD R'T SUPPLY CO., Monadnock Block, Chicago, 111., N. W. States Sales Department.
A. S. PARTRIDGE, Bank of Commerce Bnildlng, St. Louis, Mo 8. W. States Sales Department.
OHAS. A- OAVAGNA, Neave BulldiiiK, Clnoinnatl, Ohio, Central States Sales Department.

"^A^-

A

,

JMEIW^

New Dynamo
226 Pages.

BOOK

Tenders'
I'b6 Engravings.

I

Hand-Book.

Hand-Book

Size.

Lieut. F. B. Badt's latest addition to our famous hand-book series, of which 30,000 copies
have been sold. The new book contains more than twice as many pages and twice
as many engravings as were comprised in the old, and will continue
to retain the distinction of being the ONLY STANDARD
for the practical dynamo man and the learner.

WORK

NOW

READY.

PRICE, $1.00.

Q LAKESIDE BIULDING, CHICAGO.
ji

WESTERN

Now

Ready

ELECTRICIAN.

December

29,

1894

Now Re

!

The TelephoDe Haud-Book.
By

HE1RBE1R.T?

138 lUnstratlons.

146 Pages.

LAWS WEBB.

Hand-book

Cloth.

ductor.

appeared on the scene with an application for a
patent on a microphonic transmitter, and according
to the rules of the Patent Office no patent could be
issued to any of the three until it was determined
whether the Drawbaugh claim was valid or not.
This was finally decided against Drawbaugh, as
it
was proved that the Edison carbon transmitter had been in public use for more than
two years before Drawbaugh made his application
for a patent, and his application was thrown out. A
patent was then issued to Berliner on the broad

In the D'Arsonral receiver a curved peris used, one poie of which terminates

manent magnet

FIGS. 27

AND

3S.

TELEPHONE HAND BOOK.

48

TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

30

Price, Postage Free, $1.00.

Size.

d'aksosval receiver.

in a soft iron polepiece that serves as the core of tlie
coil,

and the other

in

an iron box, or cylinder, that

BERLINER'S FIRST
TRANSMITTER.

44.

principle of the microphone transmitter in November,
1891.
In May of the following year a patent was
issued to Edison, so that both sides of the interference
eventually got their patents— more than fourteen
years after the filing of the original applications.
78.
Both Berliner and Edison obtained in 1878
patents on special forms of transmitters designed in
accordance with the principles laid down in their
applications for the broad principle of battery telephones, and the Berliner transmitter especially has
been modified out of all semblance to its original form.
The broad claim in the Berliner patent is as follows:
"The method of producing in a circuit electrical
undulations similar in form to sound waves by caus-
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Omaha, Neb.: Western Electrical Supply Co.
Seattle, Wash.: Northwest Fixture Co.

1888.

& CO.,

INCORPORATED.
Offices,

222-224

S. Third St.. Pliiladelphia, Pa.

DELAWARE IRON WORKS,

PASCAL IRON WORKS,

NEW CASTLE,

PHILADELPHIA.

DEL.

-Manufacturers of-

Bftr Wfis, lifroiM

Iroi PijBS

ml

Flttiis.

ELECTRIC LIGHT and RAILWAY PIPE POLES A SPECIALTY.

December
FEAXK

29.

E.

WESTERN

1894

KIRET,

B.

PresldeDt.

HUMFFREYS-ROBERTS,

ELECTRICIAN.
KODOLPHUS FULLER,

Secretary and Manager.

FONTAINE GROSSING

&

Electrical

and Mechanical Engineer.

ELECTRICAL COMPANY,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

FULLER DOUBLE-VOLTAGE DYNAMOS
(Suitable tor any Three-Wire System),

\

Fuller Automatic Bi, or Multipolar

Dynamos and Motors,

Fuller Combination Fan-Motor for Ventilating,
In sizes from 18 inclies to 90 inches diameter.

CHICAGO OFFICE, lOZO The Rookery.

If

"yo-u. \A/

F. P.

Works and Main

THORP, Agent.

c«.xi1:

Office,

DETROIT, MICH.

ORDER A COPY OF

WEBB'S TELEPHONE HAND-BOOK.

"A GOOD THING"
XzL tlxe ^o^]yc. Xjlaxe,

Price SI .00, Postage Prepaid.
Publiehed and for sale by

ELECTRICIAN PUBLISHING

CO.,

6 Lakeside Building, CHICAGO.

ALTERNATING GURRENTTRANSFORMERS
Highest Efficiency Ever

Mmi

Standard Sizes, 5 Lights to 2,000

TRANSFORMERS
To

Ligiits.

POTENTIAL
SWITCHES,

order for any purpose, voltage
or capacity.

ALTERNATING
Complete Switch Boards

CURRENT
MOTORS.

For Central Stations and Isolated

WAGNER ELECTRIC MFO. CO.,
BOSTON OFFICE,

st. lodis, mo.

PHILADELPHIA OFFICE, John Mustard, 1000 Betz

15 Federal St.

By

all

Plants.

Building,

who have used

STANDARD PLANTE' BATTERIES.
Will not

Snlpbate

H.CHE8T EFFICIENCY.
Cells

nor

Disintegrate,

and cannot

Bnckle.

^^^^^^^ OELIVERY.
LEAST INTERNAL RESISTANCE.

from lO to 10,000 Ampere-Honr Capacity.

CENTRAL STATION INSTALLATIONS.
l!

.'teries for

Electric Liannches,

for

Dental, Surgical

for

Ft A i"i«Tn-E».T-ElS

which

and

Medical Work,

Room

tor all

purposes

E'OH. TH-A-CTICSIO" XTSEI.

Complete Lighting and Poser Plants installed as reasonably as consistent with

ELECTRIC-POWER STORAGE COMPANY,

and

electricity is required.

first-class

material and workmanship.

1210, Havemeyer Building,
26 Cortiandt Street, NEW

YORK.

WESTERN

ELECTRICIAN.

December

189^

29,

.Manufactured by

INCANDESCENT LAMPS.
%

SO09

XTeTXT

Pine

St., St. Irftnis.no.

BeltirLgr-

XD-yn.e.:cci.o

<

For Incandesceo

Lamp

SILK BRAID

Patent Grooved Beltinshaving Grooves raaiLlafir
lengthwise o£ the Belt, serve as chaDoels to permit the escape of air between Belt and Pn'leys,
to 6uch a degree that the air cushion is overcome
anrl the Belt can be ran very slack, thereby taking
the heavy strain from the bearings.

The

Filaments.

greateBt c&re taken in prodactng a aniform article.

BOSTON BRAID MFG.CO.1

SHDLTZ BELTIBG

CO., St. Louis, Mo.
Agrents in all Principal Cities.

27 Beach Street, Boston, Mass.

BBANCHES:
16i

to 3017

Summer

Street, Bost-^n.
225 Pearl Street. New Tork.
129 North 3d Street, Philadelphia.

BRONZE PUSH
BUTTOIfS,

Alternating Current

WINDOW AND

DOOR SPRINGS,
FLOOR PUSHES,
SWITCHES.

ARC LAMPS.

Send

&

HuEBEL
The

Kester'95

Manger,

New Catalogue.

for

aiannfnotnrpre,
286-290 Grahnm Street, BBOOKLTN,

N. Y.

THE "LEWIS"
Improved
and Vapor
Engine

Gas
18

THE LAMP YOU HAVE
HOPED FOR.

For Running Isolated
Electric Plants,

It is

the only perfected Arc

Lamp

for the alternator, either high or low

Is warranted to give a perfectly
steady light, and to produce the

same cheaper than gas and very

much cheaper than
from a central

if

purchased

plant.

Fot prices and particulars inquire of the

frequency.

WEBSTER MFG.
It

comprises

all

that

is

for

o:EcicA.a-o.

LUNDELL

Arc Lamp.
Write

1075 West Fifteenth Str»

CO.,

desired in an

pamphlet and prices

DYNAMOS

to

AND

MOTORS.

Direct

THE

F. P.

Iron

LITTLE

to

Gonstrnction
135

&

Supply Goipany,

Dyoamos

any type

logues, prices, etc., address the

Interior

nr.

directly connected

of high speed engines.

For Lundell Dynamo and Motor cata-

SENECA STREET,

BUFFAI.O,

Slow Speed,

Clad,

In Sizes up to 30 Kilowatts.
Lundell

ElectMl

Current,

Conduit

& Insulation

T.

Co.

44 Broad

St.,

N. Y.

Electric LlghEiog and

Power Apparatus,

THE

The Brush Double Arc

Lamp Patents sustained by
repeated decjsloua

o£U.

S. Courts.

BRUSH
ELECTRIC

CO.,

Agencies in

The

all large cities.
Eussell & Officer Electrical Construction Co., Denver, Col.
& Hillis, Yokohama, Japan.

Bagnall

"Office

and 'Works. Cor. Belden and 31ason Sts.,

Cl'EVEl AJITD, OAIO.

J

tv

